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J!Jotts aiul fllippings. 
ONE of the professors in a medical college in 

Philadelphia,· in a lecture, told his students 
that "nearly all of the leading scientific minds 
of the day are Mat~rialists." -

How these Christians love one another ! 
The sexton of Romsey, England, church re~ 

. h.sed recently to toll the knell for the corpse 
of a dissenter. Even in death they are di
vided. 

DR. YATES, of Shanghai, says the_ Chinese 
pay $155,752,000 annually to quiet the spirits 
of their ancestors. It would be a more- eco
nomical method to allow the spirits an oppor
tunity to be heard. 

fioe we can giv more. We should really like balance in the treasury on Dec. 31, 1882, of 
to compete in a good Bible examination, and $28,712.93. The college now contains 1,110 
we fancy we should get the first prize,. if our "!iupils, with 532 applicants for admission. 
paper didn't kill all the examiners.-Free- Nothing is said in the report about the crown
thinker. ing outrage of the management, which by a 

THE sugges-tion that on account of ":intel- disgraceful perversion of Girard's Will permits 
lectual and physical fitness" women should be the teaching of theology in the college which 
employed as pharmacists is not favored by he·founded and so munificently endowed. 
medical journals. One of them states; tha:t, as IN a Cincinnati law-case three judges hav de~ 
women "will talk while doing business 'J they cided that "damn" -is a profane word, and 
are unfitted for pharmacy or other work re- that therefore the Telephone Co. was justi
quiring concentration of thought \l}ld mental fied in "p_lugging" the communication of A. 
isolation. But it should be borne in. mjnd li. Pugh, who, according to ~he testimony of 
that women are .fiilingwith c:~;edit to themselvs several veracious witnesses, had been guilty 
positions for which, ten years_ago, they. were of sending 'that word over the wires. A fourth 
presumed to be wholly unfitted. judge, however, dissented from the view taken 

by the p:J;evious three, and held'that "damn •' 
THE Neue Ereie Presse published the fqllow- was not profane, according to either the Dec-

ing communication, addressed by Victor H11go alog, common law, statute law, or dictionary. 
THE poet John G. Saxe, now livs in Albany to tho emperor of Austria, seeltilig a reprieve He admitted that it was a "pretty violent ad-
. h · d · - h 1 1 "'erer from ~of th. e ·sentence of Overda_ nk, the Trieste con-wit his son, an IS a e P ess suu jectiv," but it was certainly not "profane." 

neuralgia and dyspepsia. It is deni,ed that spirator: "Paris, Dec. 12th. I havreceived He also took the higher ground that what the 
his mental strength is impaired, or that he is within two days eleven telegrams from the court-was to consider was not what is "good 
11uffering from soft_ ening of the brain. universities and academies of Italy. All of , h . , f , b t "Wh t 

them implore that the fife .of a condemned taste,' or w at IS ' pro ane, u a are 
A GOOD story is told of Talmage. While . the rights of the parties.?" When the insig-

d 11 d man may be spared. The emperor of Austna ni"ficonce of the word "damn" is to ken into away from home recently he felt ill an ca e . f , f . t" f " " u 

1 · · t" has an oppor~umty 0 per ormmg an ac IOn ° consideration, together with the fact that a 
::tr;~;e ?d~:~~a~ ~::::ci~:g ::~:~;~?. ~~cy~ho~et~~~el~ig~!hg!!J:!~:'• a~~c!: man may as well be damned as blessed for all 
Th o 

0 11 d 1 b th co nsel of the the harm or good it will do him, the absurdity 
IS IS equa e on Y Y e u · -Hugo." of th·e whole discussi"on becomes apparent. doctor who advised a letter-carrier to walk 

more. A METHODIST church was opened to the Sal- .The case should hav been hooted out of court, 
vation .army at London, Canada, and the pas" and the Telephone Company obliged to per-

ONE of the pillars of a Wisconsin Baptist tor., with several other ini.iristers, occupied form the offices for which it was chartered and 
church has been tried on the charge of irre- seats on the platform .. The captain, who was for which it is paid. 
ligious conducLin-attending a negro minstrel a woman, 'announced at the outset tliat the FRANK. WILKEsoN, a correspondent of the 
performance. He was let off with a repri- meeting was for "blood and fire_ expe:cience," 

d f t 1 t New York Sun, writing from St. Helena's mand, as he starte or a emperance ec ure, and the section of th_e army present made the 
h ll d hi 1 d li ht I_ sland, a parish in, East Louisiana, has this to got into the wrong a , an s carna . e g occasion extremely liveiy. Three speakers 

hi 1 1 say of the colored men of God in the South: overcame s mora scrup es. made remarks disapproving of .this manner of 
"The preachers plant a little patch of cotton, 

THE Rev. Alfred J. Bray, pastor of the Sec- carrying on revival work, but their voices' were a;nd then, leaving .their fainilies to tend the 
ond Congregational church of Montreal, has drowned by vociferous singing. The pastor crop, they hitch their horses to their buggies 
followed Mr. Beecher's example by making a said that the church had been placed at the and ride around pastorally visiting women 
formal declar!ltion of his disbelief in the Trin- disposal of tllese evangelists, and that the cap- whose hJisbands they know to be at work in 
ity, as it was explained in the Athanasian tain must be allowed to conduct the meeting h t fi h 

distant fields, or absent at the phosp a e s -creed or as laid down in the Westminster Con- in her own way, however odd it might appear. 
eries, or at the gin hoases. Th:ese preachers 

-- . .h.AAion .. an_i!,_in eternal punishment. A riot seemed imminent until policemen were manage to sponge one 
0

,. two l>lcnls .-:very day 
THE sultan-;;{T~ukeylias-lill<nm:>mnoreu:-1-mnnaht, in: &fter which the .army concluded vi! or: oneir poor pariShioners. Wherever they 

. . . · · what they called "a hallehiJah tim:e." One 
carnage bu?t, pr~of agamst bul~ets and hand- detachment of the Salvation army meditates feed they debauch the wives or daughters of 
b_ombs. His maJes~y had a tnal o£ the ~ar- an East Indian campaign and the Moham- the men whose food they hav eaten. They 
nage a few days smce; but before trustmg . . ! hav no understanding of things political; but, 
hi If . "t h h d "t t k t . . h" medans are activly orgamZing for a combat. d h b 

1 
t . mse m I e a I a en o p1eces m IS with the confi ence t at e ongs o Ignorance 

presence and put ·together again, in order to THAT old Bible and pistol story seems to hav and stupidity, they never fail to advise the 
assure himself that no diabolical engins were a new boom this fall, and it is witll the utmost negroes how to vote. They constantly inter
concealed between lts plates. It is a great reluctance that we aim a blow at the venerable fere in the bargains made between the negroes 
privilege to be a sultan and commander of the tradition by the following cold statement of and the men owning the gin houses. They 
faithful. facts. · It seems that a young Deadwood City talk fairly to the faces of the white men, and 

A HALF-TON hog was raffied for at Womels
dorf, Pa. Two thousand tickets were sold, 
and among the purchasers were deacons, Sun
day school superintendents, a judge, two 
pastors, and many children. A justice of the 
peace presided over the dice, the throwing of 
which lasted two. days and nights, and drew a 
multitude from several counties. Lager beer, 
card and pool tables, and various side shows 
were kept running during these proceedings. 

THE Geniral Baptist thinks there are "too 
many wasps in the Lord's vinyard." This 
may be so, but still it is better to be awasp in 
the vinyard of the Lord than a bumblebee in 
the hayfield of the ungodly. And again, how
ever deplorable the fact, it is _more gratifying 
to the editor of the Central Baptist that the 
wasps should be in the Lord's vinyard rather 
than up the leg of his (the editor's) trousers. 
There is a world of Christian consolation in 
the thought. 

WE ha-v come across a copy of the examina~ 
tion-paper pupil-teachers of the first and sec
ond year in the Winchester Diocesan Inspec
tion. One question is very funny-" Giv in
stances of David's tenderness, piety, and love 
for his people." David's tenderness was 
shown to other men's wives. As for-the hus
bands, he burked them. Witness the cases of 
Nahal and Uriah. His tenderness toward his 
own wife, who foolishly saved his life on one 
occasion, was shown in his c{;rsing her for be
ing a modest woman. His piety was shown 
in dancing indecently before the ark. His 
love for his people was shown in his getting 
seventy thousand of them killed by profanely 
taking a oen~us. If these answers do not 1n~f-

miner named Hogdon was in the habit of fre- then lie about them to the blacks. They are a 
quently reading from a hymn-book, the gift of dangerous, unscrupulous class, and they tend 
his mother, which he almost invariably carried to degrade the colored race." It would seem 
in the breast-pocket of his coat. One day last from this that what is true of the colored 
week, while said garment was hanging on a preachers in the South is not entirely inappli
bush at a little distance, a party, familiar to cable to some of their white brethren far
the reader as the typical bold, bad man, came 
by, appropriated the coat, and impudently put 
it on at once. As it contained all the exem
plary youth's money, as well as the hymn-book 
in question, a fight was inevitable, and both 
men opened fire without loss of time. The 
bullet that should hav killed the thief lodged 
in the hymn-book, and enabled the desperado 
to walk off with a sacrilegious grin on his 
wicked countenance. The good young man 
was killed as dead as Guiteau. Now what lire 
the writers of Sunday-school books going 
to do about this entire new deal ?-Argonaut. 

THE annual report of the Board of Directors 
of City Trusts of Philadelphia and the super
intendent of the- Girard estate shows that the 
estate is in a prosperous condition. The 
estate comprises the grounds and buildings 
occupied by Girard College, valued at $2,888,-
974.88; banking houses, dwellings, stores, 
wharves, arid farms in the city, assessed at 
$3, 734,900; real estate in Schuylkill and Co
lumbia counties, assessed at $1,511,917, and 
other property valued at $9,529,204.92. These 
compose the residuary fund. In addition to 
this there is a legacy fund from the estate of 
Lawrence Todd of illinois, for Girard College, 
amounting to $45,065.92. The financial report 
of the estate shows that the receipts, with a 
balance on Jan. 1, 1882, of $91,512.20, amount
ed to $1,022,807.96; expenditures of estate, 
$526,295.58; of college, $567, 799;45; leaving a 

ther north. 

VERY interesting were the statements re
cently made before the Clalifornia Academy of 
Science concerning the discovery of enormous 
human footprints in a sandstone hill at Carson 
City, Nevada. It was in quarrying out this 
hill that the 'tracks were discovered, in a de
posit of shale underlying the sandstone. At 
the time the tracks were made the shale- was 
mud-soft mud; and there are also tracks of 
mammoth and other creatures in the same 
place. The supposition is that these tracks 
represent an ancient pathway to a lake-shore, 
where beasts we:~;e wont to resort for water, 
and where ferocious primitiv hunters doubt
less waited for them. _But the remarkable 
tiling is that the human feet which made these 
marks wore sandals-sandals nineteen inches 
long, six inches wide at the heel, and eight at 
the middle of the sole. The date of the tracks 
is supposed to be pliocene or quaternary. 
The European scientists who assign an anti
quity of 450,000 years to man will no doubt 
hav been greatly impressed by this announce
ment. If the tracks prove pliocene, their an
tiquity must be prodigious. Geology has not, 
indeed, yet been able to trace back the history 
of man beyond a certain point with absolute 
certainty; but it has discovered that his exist
ence in Europe no doubt antedated the last 
glacial epoch, which occurred some 2~1000 
years ago. 

J!ltws off tht Jiftth. 

THE Earl of W emyss and March, England, 
die·d on the 1st. 

ALFRED C. C:iuPIN is Democratic nominee for 
speaker under Cleveland. 

. THE TRUTH SEEKER's new dress is of the 
latest and most approved type. 

THE Jesuits driven .from France hav estab
lished themselvs in considerable numbers in 
Turkey. 

GoVERNOR CLEVELAND of this state, and 
Mayor Edson, of this city, went into office on 
Monday. 

CouNT VoN WIMPFFEN, Austro-Hungarian 
embassador at Paris, committed suicide on the 
30th ult. 

An,uu, the unsuccessful Egyptian rebel, who 
was sentenced to banishment to Ceylon for 
life, embarked for that island on the 27th ult. 

IT has been noticed at post-office stations in 
New York that there was a marked falling off 
in Christmas business this year, both in pack
ages sent by mail and in postal orders. 

'J'HE Rev. S. H. Des bon, for thirty-five years 
rector of a church in Meridan, Conn., died 
Monday from blood poisoning caused by an 
ulcerated tooth extracted a few days before. 

THE czardom of Russia is said to begin the 
New Year under the most distressing financi11l 
condition. Prophecies, that the goverment 
will go down are freely indulged in about St. 
Petersburg. 

A large cannon filled with powder and stones 
was fired at the Reformed Evangelical church 
of Reading, Pa., on News Year's night, staving 
in the front wall and shattering most of the 
window-panes. 

MuoR GRAcE has refused to authorize the 
performance of the Passion Play, founded on 
the life and death of Christ. This fs another 
triumph for bigotry. When will the world see 
the the last one? 

A LABGE convocation of Buddhist priests was 
held in the famous temple of Kayasan in the 
province of Kii, Japan, for the purpose of 
abolishing the ancient rule forbidding the 
clergy to marry or eat flesh meat. 

THE term of office of the Hon. Samuel Col
ley, mayor of Salem, 1\fass., expired at 12 
o'clock on Monday, the 1st. Two hours later 
his lifeless body was hanging in a chamber in 
the house of his daughter. He had committed 
suicide. 

Two young men of Salt Lake City went out 
with pistols to fight a duel, but threw away 
their fire-arms and fought the battle witll fists. 
Both were badly used up, but their example in 
substituting fists for pistols is worth the emu
lation of duelists generally. 

JunGE ELISHA ALLEN, dean of the diplomatic 
corps, and Hiwaiian minister, paid his re
spects to President Arthur on the 1st, retired 
to the cloak room, and fell dying upon the 
floor as he was putting on his overcoat. In a 
few moments life was extinct. 

NEW YEAB's DAY was remarkable for being 
more like a day in April than in January. It 
was celebrated in this city by an immense 
amount of horn-blowing, bell-ringing, call
making, liquor-drinking and other practices 
peculiar to our advanced civilization. 

OscAB WILDE, the apostle of beauty and es
thetics, has returned to England, leaving the 
people of this country in much doubt whether 
his visit here benefited any body but himself 
or not. There is also considerable uncertainty 
existing as to what "esthetics" means any way. 

M. LEoN GAMBE'I'l'A, the French statesman 
and journalist, died on the morning of the 1st. 
He had been barrister, deputy, president of 
the chamber, and premier of France. He was 
accounted the foremost politician of France 
and perhaps of all Europe. As a statesman he 
was radical and uncompromising. In religion 
he was a Rationalist. His age was 44 years, 
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ing, his name is spoke!!. with a throb of sorrow' and a laws of: nature? Study them instead, and opey- thei:f~ub~pne 
t "L-ill of J·oy. __ · _, -u;IRG...-. ·E._ V•NOE_ • teacl:rlngs, I hav ofteli/}i:eard:,hiw s~ty he wan~ed np on;~ to =· r .u.u"' "" mourn over him--'-that ·death, ·was a --natural- _and .welcome 

Oonwr.d;. Ky., 282.. friend, ai:id that only .th~~~gnoran~ .fe\i.red it. . I~:i~ 1Ilagp;ani-
-·--·--- . · mous soul. cast aside·. all ~the- <robes ._.bf · super~tJtion, :lind~ he 

. i . . Encomium. . . MEMoRIAL. MEETIN_ · . G IN RQ(jHES~ N. Y.- . couraged,usly but .- cal~ly:Jollo\}'e~ • w)l;~J:ever 11~~~on .clif~,qted 
. '*' . . .1!.. a·· d : . . •.•. . . . . c.... . · .. · .·· .. · . . ·.· th!) way. ·. H@ S()ugb_t,:vig().rdus~r,•for th\'),trutp/;~ diSP~2ed 

· .. _ P~e, ~yhi~ ~~-nW!l>\l"ering fideli~;r to:tfee. pm,_ eBJ.·ne__ . To . Ti{E EDITOR Q~ • ·THE TRU'.l\H · SEEKER, Btn · On::. error as sooti: as M·disilovered It~' .· ·:·-. "'~ · : --"'~-~-_.;. < ,_, ~ 
the horillif".e of •a world; Thoreau s reply to the ques- W (3dnesday evenipg .the., 2d , iJ;lst. the numerou,s and , . The u?-iverse is in- s?me sen~~s a.!llY~terr: :·• J;,i!.e:~PP;~=an 

; .tion _w_ hy:_he w_. as _bebind ___ priSOll. bar!> compre"Q.ep.\ls. earnest- frien_ ds of Mr. Be_ nnett--met together m·'ihe ·everlasting problettl~ ·Fro~ whence did "Ye coiffil'? "'W'fi re 
· 1 -' -".i!l!''"' · t t .. ···a······ th · ·· Th f . u] · Em we? and where are we gomg? are questions that,hav been ··•g '6ry stillic1eli · o · re eem e race. . e name o spaciOus parlors of ~·· and . Mrs .. Ga t, on i erson pu,zzling. the b)."ains of .the wisest metaphysicians. of all. ~he 

DeRobigne Mortimer Bennett, by his vindication of -street, to express therr 1·egard and do honor to the ages He whose voice is hushed, and whose pen lies waiting 
the cardinal principles of om republic, incurring the man who founded TRE TRUTH SEEKER, and who spoke for.~ther.hands to take an.d b~t~le for fre~dom and justice, 
harsh penalties of a brutal law, is preserved in the SO fearlesslv in the cause of freedom from priestcraft behe-v:ed It was not only hiS ~rtvilege but hiS dut:y_ t_<>,attempH_ t, 
al .1. f th J. •t d f illi" Oth · " · . · ·· · · ·· · · for himself at least, the soJutiOn of these g:eat questiO~~:s. .e 

.s va.ory o e graul u e o m ons. er names and foohsh superstiti~ns. . . . . _ _. did it with no f~ar of·godf1 or_men, no~ :With any sancti~o,m-
familiar blaze and scintillate upon the scroll of honor, As the company, mth smiling, mtelligent counte- ous longcdrawn nountenance, but Witli a cheerful, smiling 
through a defense of the conception of the right, nances, exchanged thoughts, I could but contrast· the ear~estness to k.now only the truth, and follow there, ~~?ugh 
and sacrifice of personal feelings t_o the cause of lib~ scene with orthodox as~emblagesupon like occasions. It led over burmng coals., :a' ·hi. • ..... t· ·I d' ...• ·, :-t'· ·lik 

..~. · · · · . · k f ' f . I would not hav you cons1 er , m a ,sam , - . o-.no . e 
eruy: . . WI~ the latter, such woe-st;nc en aces, g.~.oomy 01- them. He was a man striving after the good and true; and 

Deeds such as these are the imperativ want of hu- bodings, and long-drawn Sighs 'Yere alway~ a s~- each day of his life was a step_on the.ladder of progrest? .. ~e 
manity. The silvery tongue of oratory, giving a ficient reason for me to hate God, if I had believed m has passed from among us while at his post.o~ duty. · This Is 
pleasing coloring to ideas, clothing beautiful th.ought such a being. With the :former the smiling tender- a pleasant thought,. He was a borJ?- general.m mental war-

b "full h th d t d . . , ' · fare· and let us each and all see to It that his. successors on in eauh anguage, c arm e sense an exci e a - ~ess, the entrre trust m ~ature s laws, the earll:est de- the brave· old ship-THE .TRUTH. SEEKE~--:-are .sustaine~ and 
miration; but the surpassing eloquence of heroic srre for more knowledge mall deparlments of life, and encouraged as though he were still leadmg us m the thickest 
acts strikes the key-note of a higher civilization, and the intelligent sympathy manifested for all kinds of of the battle, to victory. This is our duty; let us not falter 
vibrates with entrancing cadence upon the ear of son-ow, make life '!orthliving for, ~nd hutnan n.at:rre fo~h~~S~~!h O'Brien: was on trial for treason in poor, down
coming generations. The test of worth is the. saClj- a grand success mstead of a failure, as Christran trodden Ireland and while he was in the prisoner's box, he 
fices we make, and the people, seldom wantmg m teachers proclaim. . was solicited fo~ his autograph; and he wrote as follows: 
just discrimination, estimate accordingl;y-. Ou~· sub- Dr. C. F. Far lin called the meeting to order, and · Whether on the gallows high, 
ject-Mr. Bennett-may be safely Weighed m the explaimed its obJ. ects in a few well-chosen words, and or In the battle's van, . . 
b H 1m 1m b tt th h th fir The fittest place for man to die alance. e · ew-none ew e er an e- e then introduced Mr. Jay Chaapel as the st speaker, rs where he dies ror man. 
post of duty was no sinecure; that to toil, sweat, and who spoke.substantially as follows: This is a noble Mntiment, and ·exemplifies the life of D. M. 
grow weary was. the stipulation. Accepting the .ad- MY FRriJNns, Ladies and Gentlemen: Bennett. Like Smith o;Brien,. he was willing .to ~ie for the 
vice. Of Hercules, inconsiderate of self-preservatwn, Better Is death tb.an ure; ah, Jl!lBl to thousands truth;.and when the loathsome prison stared hm· m the face 
he IJlunsred into the mire with .ungloved .hands, put Death plays upon a. dulcimer and sings he faltered not. 

~- h 1 d th b f t That song or consolation, till the air Qthers-hav .done the same and a~e ?-oinr;: so, for even h~re 
his 'shoulder to the W ee , an m e , ne es space Rings with it and they cannot choose but follow in this boasted land of liberty we still1mpnsou men for opm-
accomplished what supplication neve1· could. Under- :~~1~:ry~~~~a~ ;:! ft~ta;i'£ ~~ :t\~re, -Longfell(}w. ion's sake. When shall it cease? 
standincr the demand of the present was for com- One after another the months hav :fled rapidly by, each 
Pletene;s considering that nothing was done while We hav assembled together in these pleasant and spacious beautiflil with its refulgent sunimer, autlimnal tints, and 

' d h" . •t b parlors to honor and commemorate the life and works of our drifting- snows of winter; since I last said "good-morning" to 
aught was left undone, he atteste IS smcen Y Y friend D. M. Bennett, late editor of THE TRuTH SEEKEB. It is our frlend at the west window, where the August breeze 
uniquely practicing. his own precepts. Baring _his a fit place, for our· host and hostess were valued friends of swayed the curtains and rustled the corners of the paper as 
brow to the scmching heat of summer, the cuttmg his, and his life-like face, alon~ with Ingersoll's and Paine's, he wrote· then it went soaring away through busy streets, 
blasts of winter, fearless of the contamination of looks down from the walls, amid the odor of :flowers, causing out acros~ meadows of new-mown hay, fanning the brows· of 

. h l .th pleasant memories to :float through our minds of the noble strong noble :rpen and women and beautiful children, ~ho 
proletarian contact, abnegation his watc wor~' WI . trio who hav done so niuch for the freedom of the race from owe so much to him for the freedom they now enJoy. 
fum, unfaltering tread he marched toward his ulh- mental slavery, and for the spread of Freethought literature. Thanks-a thousand thanks-to him and all like him who 
mate of universal emancipation. "D. M. Bennett dead!" was the conspicuous heading of an hav done so much to free the minds of the people from the 
. Honored foi· his intrepidity, trusted for his integ- article in a paper that I glanced over in the office of the Itha- nightmare of woe-begone creeds and. the fear of death .. Noth
. h b f h t can, at Ithaca, N. Y., on the lOth inst. It gave me a pang of ing is more degrading and oppress1v than tb,e teachmgs of 

rity, the sheen of his spear was t e eacon O os s sadness, but not of surprise. When he was here, in July last, the church, that death is a grim monster, and that we should 
of followers. Brave and gallant leader that he was, on his way home from his long and useful jou:mey around approach it with lamentations and in black crape. 
he dared every danger, threw himself into the thick- the world, I noticed his weary spirits, thou~h he assured-me · D. M. Bennett needs no eulogy at my hands. His works 

a h tt t f th t t d di d · 01 he never enjoyed better health. We occupied the same room speak for him more clearly and forcibly than anY: wor_ds of 
est an ° es 

0 
e con es ·, an h e Idn IJ:lt:nlh ·t. together one night and talked till after midnight on the topic ours. Yet it is both 11 pleasure and duty to pay this tnbute 

Like a true soldier "he never drew is swor Wl OU so dear to us-the enfranchisment of men and women from to him. His true worth will be more widely known and mt?.re 
cause, nor sheathed. it without honor." Though every form of superstition .. He arose before four o'clock highly apJ?reciated as the seasons rollonward and general II}~ 
frank, ingenuous, g:enerous llolmost ~·a fault, ~y ~o~u- next morning, made a hasty toilet,· then, seating himself by· telligence and free thought sp~ead, as they must. . . 

l · ·u h il d b d ti the open window, wrote rapidly and steadily until eight I thank the friends .for their presence. he:~;e thi~ everpng, 
larity mace lllVIC ous, e was assda e hil Y ~~ liC T•~ o'clock, when we took !l walk along the banks of this famous and for their earnest sympathy with the cause of Liberalism, 
ness and yituperation. "Stab be W e e P ess Genessee river. and with the hero of THE TRUTH SEEKER; hoping that each 
When the opportunity cal_lle, b_elieving in the la~ of As his pen glided over the paper, sending forth the thoughts and all of you will contin'ne your efforts to break t~e shac~es 
retaliation as well as rempromty, he retut'Iled stmg that hav caused the churches to tremble and gnash their of mental slavery, as you in the past hav done m breaking 
f t . d d hi f 1m th t "th y who teeth throughout the land, I cautioned him against this un- the shackles of physical s.la_very. . . 
or s Ing, an ma e s oes ow a e natural and excessiv labor, for I had had a sad experience by And now amid the dnvmg blasts of wmter, -with the re-

wield mav sometimes feel the rod." an entire. prostration of the nervous system, from such pro- turning blo~soms and si';lging birds of. spring
1 

with the;..~~~~----
In his" m-itings he has bequeathed a . priceless longed work at night. He smilingly answered that he had and heat of Bl!mmer, Wlth the_ c3,r_opJ>mgn~l'lfp~r~;;" stars 

legacy. There he is to be found in ~s ~est estatA; oftell commenced writing at two o'clock in th~ morning since ..h.n<>.,___....~....._. __ ,........,,.~tn=H"<;oo". ~~· ..... " . P . ' 
thel·e I·n lii·s mental and moral supenonty best de- lie1iau1Ie""'""=-£ro...W.=nft--""d. . .thm.~.h=ot£-ouua ru with ebbing oceans and moonlit mghts, w1~h all_that 1s b~au

ten years more of work for mankind. tiful and hopeful in humanity, we leave him, _with our ku~d
fined. In his books may be traced that nobility _which He was mistaken, as many other great and good men hav est calmest and bravest thoughts ever clustenng around him 
make true greatness. To . the r~aders ~hey ~Isc!ose been. Their earnest desire to do good has made them un- and the cau~e he held so dear. · · 
that he was refined esthetic, cultivated, mvestigatmg, mindful of the fact that the mind and body need much more Dr. Farlin followed Mr. Chaapel· with a glowing 

' C ull th b · rest than they often giv it. · · hi tim · h · discriminating, analytical. o c e_y e .umvers- When you think of the immense amount of labor he per- tribute to the memory- of one who gave s e, rs 
ally read and u~derstood, th_e song of hberatwn from formed on THE TnuTH SEEKEn, the long discussions he held money, and his reputation, that. '.V~ • ~ight b~ free. 
the bondage of Isrnorance might be heard from every with ministers the great number of tracts and books he wrote ·His well-rounded sentences and mvmmble logw held 

~ and published; the misrepresentations and slanders he had d am· t"o H k 
shore. · · d · t to endure for speaking truthfully and plainly his noblest the audjence with rapture an a Ira I n. ~ spo e 

HiS' views with regard to a contmue ens ence, thoughts, ~nd the long and agonizing sufferings during his but briefly, and I am ~orry I _am unabl~, to giV .even 
cheering solaCing opporttme, reveal deep thought trial and imprisonment, can ,you wonder that at la!'t, at. the a synopsis of what he said, His lectur_e, The Pill.ars 
and an ~mbounded confidence in the capabilities of age of sixty-four, he sank down under the op:pres~Iv weight of the Liberal Republic," at the Watkms Conventwn 
n ot.ur· e-neither Spiritualism nor 1\iaterialism, but a into the grave, where all that was morya! of him lies under last August was among the. best efforts there. It 

'" h t h ld the snow in Greenwood Cemetery? His work was very hard, d .c_ __ 
harmonious blending, demanding a name t a s ou I know but I am sure he would hav been spared to us for a swept clear around the horiZon of reform, an uu-
forever reconcile the differences. We make a few ex• numbe; of years yet, only for the malignant and cruel perse- nished a vast field for thought. 
tracts from an extract: "Having then received such cutions of our ignorant and common foes, who hav all along The Rev. 0. B. Reynolds, a Baptist .ministm;, who 
Proofs as convince ns that i_ntelligenc.es disconnected down the ages been nursed in. the sc"hool of slander and intol- has outgrown the na_ rrow groo.v es of hls chmch, and 

h b erance. Slanderous words often sink deeJ?er .into the soul, d f I 
with physical or crude. bodies do en~t, we av . e~n cause more pain, and shorten life more rapidly than physical who dares speak his thoughts like a brave an ear ess 
led by degrees to believ:e tha~ the~·e ~s. a domam m suffering. soul as PEl is, was then called upon. . . . . 
the universe peopled with bemgs mvisible to us, but My sadness on reading of his death, or what is called such, He is a man about fifty years of age, mth an activ, 
nevertheless having an existence as really as we hav, was not on his account, for the change was looked upon by sangru"n temperament, pleasant,. genial manners, and 

a -"' him,. as a change simply from one sphere of existence to that d 
and as really as all the unseen matter an .~.orces. we of another. You can call it a selfish sadness i£ you choose, not afraid to investigate any subJect. He commence 
know do exist. We hav gradually come to believe for I loved his brave, fearless, and self-sacrificing spirit, with reading THE TRUTH SEEKER about a year ag_o, :md now 
that om· existence is dual, that this is the rudimental, all the ardor of my nature. I had. hoped he might go on a stands np amid Spiritualists and Ma:tenahsts an.d 
and that the ultimate is l)eyoncl." Again: "Grand number of years yet in his iconoclastic work of demolishing speaks in behalf of universal mental lib. erty.. H_ e_ls 

· · d d idols unmasking and tearing into shreds the_ erroneous, bar-
and glorious as the u~verse is in Its cru . ~ an more baro~s and soul-shriveling teachings of the clergy and the a forcible, easy speaker; and I hope h1s _v01ce may 
tangible forms of enstence, the recogmtwn of the church'es, that so hinder the advancement of the arts and sci- hereafter be frequently heard from the LI?eral plat
possibility of a continued lif~ for ma~ exalts and en- ences, and the general impulses of human nature. . form. · I take pleasure in introducing him to the 
l ·ts d n l .,.lonousness Immensely In As I thought of the great struggles our noble friend had fr~ends of Freethought t"L-oughont th.e. co_untr:f, and arges I gTan eur· a c o · . passed through, and while his friends were looking upon his ·• =· 
fact,. this may be considered the grandest and subhm- face for the last time, the eloquent words of one of the great- hope those who think like him-in his professiOn
est part of the infinit whole, and we embrace the be- est and best of authors-Victor Hugo-over the lifeless body will do as he has done, regardless of bread and 
lief or theory with undisguised satisfaction." These of Madam Sand, canie to mind, as follows: "I weep for the butter. He said: 

h I f l"f th di · "t "th dead and salute the immortal. I hav loved, I hav admired h t d h t 
words are hope, t e aureo e 0 I e, e Vllll Y Wl · - her- I hav venerated her; to-day, in the presence of the au- I am grateful to our Iib~ral-mint;Ie~, generous- ear e . os . 
in speaking to the' humanity with?ut. They a:ssiSt gust serenity of death, I contemplate her. I felicitate her, and hostess that in their kind partiahty they hav honored. me 
us in dissociating the dead from therr dark repository becallse what she has done is good. I remember. th~t one with an invitation. to participate in this memorial meeting. 
a.nd contemplating them J. oyous and exalted in the day I wrote to her, 'I thank you for being so great a so\1.1.' It enables me to bear testimony that ~r: D. M. Ben.nett w~s' 

N 1 ft fi di b tth loved and honored· and his self-sacrrficmg labors m behalf Purer Sphel·es o·f possibility .. Write them, you who Hav we lost her? o;. th-ese o y gures sappear, u ey ' . t 1 . b th e who embraced 
li a do not vanish. Far from it. One can almost say that they of Freethought, appreciated no a one Y . os . , . . 

are bru-ying yoru· loved ones, m gems that g tter, an are realized. By becoming invisible under one form they his views, but by ,all sorts of P.e?ple ?f al~ shades of opmxons. 
encircle in burnished gold. become visible in another. A sublime transfiguration! The . Whether Matenalism of Spmtuahsm IS true, Mr. Bennett 

But--whatever disposition nature has made of that human form is occultation.. It masks the real and divine stilllivs, for the good men do. livs after th~m;. and tholl~h · 
· · h ·a G S d ·a Sh his body lies moldering in the grave, he yet hvs m the hearts transcendent intellect, that supreme "thinking prin- usage, which IS t e.r ea. eorge an was an I ea. e es- of hi"s fn"ends, and f_or all. time h_ is noble e_xample of self-

. f h" caped from the :flesh, and behold she is free; she is dead, and 
1 

th t 
ciple/' with us she. has left the souvemr o IS r~- behold she is living." . sacrifice and courage shall arouse to emu at10n e ye un-
mains. Every partwle of earth that covers them IS So with him whom we knew and loved so well, along with born, and incite to do battle for· the cause of Freethought, 
consecrated earth. Above them should be raised a thousands of others, from the rock-?ound coasts of New Eng- ri~~na~r~!~~~~ators. Men's gods are alway~ created after . 

o.iar)h that would touch the sky. Mr. Bennett land to the sunny slopes of the Pam?-c: he has escaped fro-.;n ther'r own I" mage and their own likeness-fashiOned and en-cen ~ . "th . . th the :flesh, and behold he is free; he IS dead, and behold he Is } . . . 
gave hnnself to the p~ople. WI open arms e I living. Do not mourn for him-why should you? Nature dowed after thetr own Imagmmgs._ . . · . · 
people received him, m clo_ s_ e e_mbrace ~he peoJ?le has taken her admiring child, whose love for his fellows was Mr. Bennett's god Wf1s·nature, and his ~aith was love, not 
lwld liim. .A..t once with ~):J.e d~ad and With the hv- ~~at1 a~:td wh9i~ leY~ wa11 liW~~t. Weuld you trM>.~09lld ~e tht aawn, li•»-_9f ''"."-ri.~ lQn tau~t 1• tree«• nd eate• 
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ohisms, .but ,Liberal love-a Jove as broad;' comprehensiv; 
grand, and boundless as great nature's self.' . . -

His creed, "Put yourself -in' ·his· plnce," is founded on 
nature'.s own great, first, fundamental:-law-a ·law promul
gated long ages before the cross had become a symbql of re~ 
ligious faith. .. ·- ' ', -' ... · ' ·. 

We are told F.r.eethought sweeps awa-y:all: that is good and 
moral; takes away· every incentiv 'to 'hope· and virti1e; _and 
leaves only negations. Mr, Bennett's. life gave· the .cori.tta
diction to .this off-rel?eated assertion; fH(J ·demonstrated· that 
Freethought gave him nature's grand old law,o'"Love 'your 
neighbor as yourself "-an all"su:fficient ·rule- of faith 'and 

the general interest? Then 1 hav had my reward," wrote a 
wise emperor of Rome nearly two thousand years ago. 

D. M. '13e;nnett did much for the generlll interest, much to 
elevate and hetter the condition of the human· race, for which 
h'e was rewarded'in part by the plaudits of a grateful peopll3, 
who Iiow· cherish his ·memory, while the recorded proofs of 
hie.:qoble efforts; his pen-paintings, offsprings of his reflectiv 
brain,-wHl descend to posterity to perpetuate hisremembra'nce. 

Mendje_and their bodies pass away, but the good they do 
livs ·after them. They liv in their example, and 'willliv on in 
the influence of thefr acts, their principles, and their opinions 
hav exercised. 

practice. Rich or poor, he regarded all as -of the same great ... we uv In deeds, not years, 
human family; all journeying the same road to death; all . In thoughts, not breaths, 
alike subject to trials, cares, pains, sorrows, and temptations; In feelings, not in figures on a dial; 
all alike needing each others' love, help, -and sympathy.' His He most llvs who thinks most, 
neighbor embraced not only the·" brethren. and sister en" of ·'·. : Feels th\l noblest, acts the best." 
our church, but every fellow-creature. . ' ' ,.,, 0 

' I:>:)r: ·B_ennett thus lived a long' and useful life, reaching 
The rich he never envied, but rejoiced in their prosp·erity, the age' of three score years and· upward. He passed away 

for well he knew-it is not always the happiest hearts that beat ·like the glory of a gorgeous sunset, with the halo of a great 
beneath diamond bosomopins .. ]'reethought· <Jon'Vinc'ed, him life around him. His loss will be widely felt. We hav all 
that no man's worst enemy could ever do him ·half the hurt lost a brother and-a friend. The public will miss hi,m .. The 
he does himself who cherishes hate and envy. laborers in the field of Fre"ethought will miss h}m. His !J-SSO-

The poor-"A man is a' man·fora that." Not for his clothes ciates in private life ·and those with whom he was most 
or wealth, but for the love of truth-the brave, honest dec familiar ·will miss him. We who were accustomed to read 
fense of right--the gentleJ loving heart, he prized his friends. THE TRUTH SEEKER, and who eagerly pemsed .his writings, 

Rich or poor, if he could do a service, help, or benefit, he will mil;ls him in the weeks to come. However ably the paper 
did it, for he belived in· and lived of out his faith of Liberal may be .edited, as our eyes go down its columns we cannot 
love. · help saying these thoughts are not his thoughts. This style 

Liberalism teaches forbearance, gentleness,· and patience; not his style. · 
awards to every one the same honesty of opinion· you claim Ah, no:b· his graphic pen is' stilled forever! A leader has 
for yourself. Club a person out of error into. truth, and fallen ! . M. Bennett is no more. 
never yet was such a one worth the 'cost of the Club. · · 

Liberalism teaches to love your neighbor though_ he differ 
with you in belief. Let your benevolence, your pitying ten
derness to the unfortunate, your forbearance with -those who 
ill-use you, your courage and fortitude in your· time of sqrrow' 
and affliction, prove your faith and truth of priceless value,' 
and you will eagerly seek to learn, and most gladly embrace it. 
Liberalism teaches to love even the.erring. Apoor, frail-one 

_ in an unguarded moment yields to the cruel tempter's wiles; 
discovery comes, and at once every heart and. every. door is 
shuf a~ainst her. In the hour of her bitterest Iieed, with 
pharismcal horror all turn from her, drawing aside their skirts 
as though there were contamination in her touch. It may be 
Christian duty to shun. It is the Liberal's duty to sympa
thize and help-win.back by love to virtue, hope, and happi
ness. 

,"All things grow, and all decay, 
All things are passing, passing away. 
Scenes that are dear to the heart and the eye, 
Passing away as the time goes by. 
Changing, changing day after.day, 
Near ones, dear ones, are passing away." 

Realizing the truth of these poetical lines, and that we too 
ere long must pass hence, it is well to consider the. words of 
Marcus .Antoninu·s, "Since it is possible- that thou mayest de
part :q-om.Iife. t_:ttis Y.ery -mo~ent, regulate every act and 
thought accordmgly." Death IS the end of mortal existence. 
Such is the nature we inherit, such the elements of decay in 
our organiziition; :that death is but a relief from a state that 
otherwise wott1d of necessity become a burden. Therefore 
we must needs die. How, we do not know, when, we cannot 
tell, where, we know not. · . 

If Materialism is true, -we need this faith of Liberal love, "Leaves hav their time J;o rail, 
that our memory may be cherished in the hearts of our loved And flowers to fade 
ones, and that _from the grave we may extend an influence At the north wind's breath; 
for truth and right. If Spiritualism is true, we must strive·to But all~e":t~ns are thine own, 
live out this philosophy of Liberal love, for only by so doing 
can we gain that experience which would enable us when we As one by one our loved ones depart we wait uuon the 
hav- passed to the "brighter sphere" to overcome all obstacles verge and look out into the empty space whither they hav 
in holding sweet communion and continriing our ministrations go:p.e, UiJ;able to solve the problem of a future existence. 
of hope and cheer to those we love on earth. · May. the. mysterious fact of the life that now is teach us our 

- · incapacity to grasp the sum of all truth. And the rem em-
His speech was the crowning· event of a pleasant bered ties of affection once broken by death, with the memory 

evening. A Mis~ .Delano, £rom Minnesota, who was of him ~hos.e loss ~e now deplore, eii;COUr~ge the belief that 
visiting in the city, and who was very. unexpectedly our partmg Is for a day, and our meetmg will be for evermore. 
called out, and who spoke very patheticaUy of Mr.· "We mourn o'er the clay that reposes In dust, 
B tt · d h t d t sh k h hi · So calm and so stlllln eternity's sleep; 

enne , Sal s e wan e o a e ands with · n;:t, The soul has returned to Its heavenly trust. 
and, suiting the action to the word, turned and took We bow In our sorrow, remember, and weep." 

him by the hand, as he gmcefully arose, while she G:· H. Walser, being called on, said: 
said she wished every minister had the- bravery and 
manhood to speak their best thought as he had done. 

J. 0. 

HONOR TO THE DEAD. 

At a.om:e.eting of son·ow for the deathofD. M. Hen
nett, held at Freethought Hall, in- Libora.l, Mo.~ on 
Sunday evening, Dec. 17, 1882, the following proceed
ings were had, and at the conclusion of which a reso~ 
lution was passed that the same be sent to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. SoLoN 0. THAYER, Pres. pro tern. 

D. P. GREELEY, Sec. 

THE SERVICES. 

- On opening the meeting, Solon 0. Thayer, presi
dent pro tern., said: 

Knm FRIENDS: One week ago to-night Mrs. Worthington 
and myself were chosen as a committee to arrange a program 
for this evening. Little did we d1·eam of our task. After 
setting out as such committee, we were suddenly .apprised of 
the death of one of the grandest men known to human lib
erty and Freethought, D. M. Bennett; hence this change. In . 
this sad event, fl'iends, we could not do less tha:O. devote the 
whole evening to eulogizing the lamented deceased. 

Aftpr which the choir sang a beautifUl and appro
priate piece. Hannah M. Allen, M.D., being called 
on, took the rostrom and said; _ . 

"-
'( A fe~v days previous to his ~emise, in referring to the death 

"""' of a f:1end1 D. M .. Bennett said, "I reg1·et to hear of the death 
<, of this valued friend, as the wol'ld ne_eds more instead of 
<y fewer of such people." 
-.:. How 'zignificant these words! What a truth they contain! 

""':)A befitting encomiu~ to his memory are his own words, "The 
-~ W<?rld needs more mstea~ _of fewer of such people.'~ It is 

~. ':' smd, "Death loves a shmmg mark." It would seem that 
~\l this is true, f?r we daily see th~ great and good taken, while 

· those whose hves are full of evil deeds are left: To see one 
\ who was activ in useful labors called away and those left who 

1 
could well be spared, makes one doubt the justice of this. 

D. M. Bennett was one of the few men who move the 
wo: .d; a champion of mental li~e:t;r. He labored zealously 

"'I' fer the cause he espoused, exhibitmg the beauty ·of a p.ure 
""K philanthropy whose highest aim was the well-being of his 
7'- fellow-man. Possessed of a vigorous intellect and great 

versatility of thought, he gave to the world ideas which hav 
helped to mold the character of this. genemtion, and which 

;; will liv in generations to come, securing to him an exalt.ed 
position in the world of letters, and denominating him "one 

I- of the great men of the age." · 

g tu;~e a~:~~~t~\~i~i~e~ ~~ec~ip~~~~-:~; a~:~~e~~~o~\~~n~ '~~~h 
rare powers of discernment, he foresaw the changes the 
world of thought m11st undergo :in the advancement of 
human progress. He fearlessly, advocated the· most 
Liberal opinions, whose "master chords were manhood, free
dom, brotherhood," laboring faithfully and unselfishly for the 
~upport of truth and what he believed to be right, clenounc
mg the wrong even in the face of prejudiced critics through 
whom he suffered the most bitter and unjust persecutions; 

If he failed in his measures to benefit_ humanity, the ·fault 
was not his, but in those who refused to be bimefited, and 
wlta ur-id :aet b11ar tlte t.TUth. "lilu.v I done &Cjm~thin" for 

LADms AJ>"D GENTLEMEN: We hav assembled for the purpose 
of expressing our sorrow and mingling our grief for our dead, 
DeRobigne Mortimer Bennett; a sorrow that is not expressed 
by words, but is written in our hearts and read in the features 
of all liberty-loving people. We claim Mr. Bennett in com
mon, with the struggling millions as our dead. While living 
he toiled, endured wrong, and suffered for the enthralled of 
the so-called Christian nations everywhere, that the great 
criln,e of meutal "lavery lllight be exposed and the barriers 
placed on the human intellect broken down, and man placed 
m his true position as an absolutely free, mental, moral and 
self-controled bein~. He worked, wrote, thought ana' suf
fered for- us while living, therefore he belongs to the intellect
ual classes now that he is dead. At least we will claim the 
honor and 1ight of expressing our sorrow at the death of the 
man we loved while he was with us, and whose mem"ory we 
will ~lways cherish in our greatful hearts as we take up the 
conflict where he left off. He has passed away, but is not 
dead. That pure, child-like, impressiv nature of his has im
printed itself upon all who knew him, and willliv as a monitor 
of goodness with this generation, to be engrafted on the next 
as a part of the ennobled nature of man, evolved by the ex
ample and teachings of our departed friend. 

I wish that I had the lingui~tic power to do justice to the 
memory of the man we hav met to honor to-night, but my 
words are too mea~er to express the deep feelings of the 
~e~rt on t~is _occasiOn, or place the wo~th of this great man 
m 1ts true hght. As I cannot embalm his name with flowe1·s 
of flowing eloqu(Jnce, or move the heart by thrilling words as 
others can, I must be content to refresh .your minds with 
some of the leading incidents and efforts of his life in my 
plain, unostentatious way. What I fall short in words I hope 
to compensate in the sincerity of my heartfelt sorrow at his 
death. · 

On the 23d of December, 1818, just sixty-three years eleven 
months and thirteen days before his death, on the eastern 
shore of. that beautiful limpid water, Otsego Lake, in the 
state of New York, a new creature, though weak and fragil, 
came by the unfoldments of nature into being. 

His parents were poor, and what was worst, owing to the 
infelicity of temperaments, the home relations were broken up; 
and, at an early age, he was thrown upon his own resources, 
and to his fight with nature for a life existence was added a 
struggle with the world for a place with the human family; a 
struggle which millions of able-bodied men are unequai to. 
Possessing an indomitable will, based on an integrity of pur
p~se, _he ~ade himself ~qual to any e~ergency that might 
anse m his pathway. H1s was always a hfe of activity. His 
early advantages for an education were limited, only having 
the advantage of a district school until he was twelv.e years 
old. From that on his time was more occupied in making a 
living than in storing his mind with the rudiments of an edu
cation; yet he drank in knowledge as he went. Everything 
that transpired within his view he absorbed and turned into a 
practical lesson of life. He learned everything better than 
how to read the designs of men; being by inclination and im
pulse honest himself, he took every one else to be as honest 
as he was, and hence he was often imposed upon by others, 

During his life he engaged in various things, acting as sales
man for a New York house for a while, then the proprietary 
medi'cin business again in Rochester, New York, then the 
drug business in Kansas City, Mo., the drug and seed busi
ness in Paris, illinois. 

At Pari~, I_llinois, he got into a newspaper co.ntroversy with 
some .Chnst1an gentleman ov~r the questio~ of prayer. The 
prop~etor of the paper published the Chnstian side of the 
que&tioR, b1lt reius~El t. Ji!UI.liila lk_, ;Beaa~Wii ~~<~~tiol~. 'Fhi~ 

onesidec1ness made Mr. Bennett indignant, and he concluded 
to start a paper of his own; in which he c~mld publish what 
he p~eased, witho,ut wearing a Christian muzzle. The result 
was a little monthly called THE TRUTH SEEKER. It was pub
lished for three m·onths in Paris, whEn he went to New York, 
and bearded the lion in the great metropolis of the nation, fu 
the year 1873. THE TRUTH SEEKER soon became a power in 
the land. The bold and fearless manner in which llrfr. Ben-. 
nett presented his arguments in 'the advocacy of truth and the 
exposure of falsehood attracted the attention of the preachers, 
priests, and h~'pocrits of the country, a,nd they threw up their 
·hands in holy horror, and said: "What shall we do? This 
man is exposing our dogmas, he is agitating the common peo
ple, he is inducing them to think for themselvs, and by this 
means estranging them from our ranks and endangering our 
hold upon their minds and purses. It must be stopped." 
They saw plainly that the work of two thousand years would 
come to naught and seventy thousand ministers to the igno
miny of making an honest living by the labor of their haucls, 
if Freethought be not prohibited in this boasted land of lib
erty· and to do that they thought it best to weed out the tall
est flowers, and then the smaller ones could be handled at 
their leisure. D. M. Bennett became the great central object 
of their hate and fear. He was to be silenced. His paper was 
to be suspended; but how to do it was the question. 

It was a big undertaking for the church to attempt to muz
zle the press, deny a man the right to choose his own religion, 
and to think, write, publish, and speak on any question he 
wished to without molestation, or anyone to make him afraid. 
Yet the emerg_encyhacl come, and this disturber of the placid 
water of superstition had to be silenced at all hazards. In
famy was boiling in their hearts, but a tool to accomplish their 
crime against the fundamental principles of our government, 
by denying its citizens the rights guaranteed to them by the 
constitution and laws of the land, was the question. This 
step took a bold and bad man; but there is no crime so 
great that Christianity will not perpetrate it to keep it
self in place, and nothing so low but it has its minions to 
serve it. So in this case, the church was not without its Com
stock and its Benedict. 

Assuming an es1Jionage over the conduct of Mr. Bennett, he 
resorted to many subterfuges to get him to commit some in
discretion, that he might get him into the meshes of the law. 
Mr. Bennett went on in his legitimate business, and it seemed 
that there was no way to check him or avert his heavy blows 
on their dogmas. Yet infamy had its tool in Comstock llfr. 
Bennett having a book-store, . Comstock sought to inveigle 
him in a violation of the postal laws, conceived by the church 
as an engin for the destruction of Freethought. A little 
pamphlet called "Cupid's Yokes" was thought to be the bait 
to catch the great Infidel with. But how to induce him to vi
olate the law-that was the question. · Comstock and the 
church deemed any means justifiable to accomplish the ends 
they sought, even to the crime of forgery. To that end Com
stock forged a ·letter to Mr. Bennett, inclosing some money 
and ordering from him a bill of books, among which was "Cu
pid's Yokes," which is a silly pamphlet writte~ in the advo
cacy of free love, by E. H. Heywood, but which IS not obscene 
or sensible. Mr. Bennett filled the order, as any book-man 
would, not dreaming that the letter was a forgery, and that a 
head man of the church was the forger. But alas ! Comstock's 
great Cl'ime was construed into a crowning virtue ancl Ben
nett's virtue into a great crime, by 11 Christian judge and a 
corrupt jury. Mr. Bennett .was arres.t.ed _for sending obscene 
literature through the malls. An mdiCtment was found 
against him and he was placed on trial for the offense. The 
counsel for the government read garbled extracts from the 
book which he called obscene, and upon them rested his case. 
The counsel for Mr. Bennett offered the entire pamphlet in 
evidence, claiming that the book, as a whole, was not obscene, 
but a simple treatis on a scientific question, and perfectly le
gitimate for the mails. This the court refused to permit, and 
Mr. Bennett was accordingly convicted, on the oath of the 
man who through forgery and crime: induced the wrong. If 
D. M. Bennett committed a cl'ime by sending that book through 
the mails, Anthony Comstock induced the crime, and was, 
therefore, particeps criminis to it and should hav been punished 
as such. But participation was a virtue. He was a Christian, 
and interested in enforcing Christian laws made for Infidels 
alone. 

Mr. Bennett was condemned by the jury and sentenced by 
the court to imprisonment in the Albany penitentiary for 
thirteen months. 

This was a crushing blow to an innocent man, and well nigh 
did it do its work. This cruel and inhuman treatment im
planted in his body the hem·t disease, which, in part, took his 
precious life. When I met him at the Watkins Glen con
vention he spoke of the outrage, and his mild eye moistened 
as he recounted the deep wrongs inflicted upon him by that 
blow. 

While Bennett was the direct subject of this wrong, the 
blow was struck at the liberties of us all. That trial was of a 
more serious import than many belie:ve. All must admit that 
it is an outrage against the freedom of the mails and the 
press; and, what was worse, that outrage was procured through 
the cormption of the judiciary of the country. Peo1Jle may 
well look with alarm when the courts become corrupt; that is 
the turning point of all declining nations, and the -tocsin of 
alarm to all liberty-loving people. What was very portentous, 
too, was the fact that the executiv of the nation refused an in
terference at the command of the church, notwithstanding a 
petition of two hundred thousand names asking him to do so. 

My friends, this attack on American liberty only tells us too 
well the danger we are in, just so long as the system prevails 
which bribed the powe1·s of the nation by its smiles and influ
ence to commit this crime against individual liberty in the 
name of Christianity. There was a time when such conduct 
was indorsed by the lJeople, b~ that time has passed, as the 
church has learned with sorrow from the up boiling of indig
nation from all quarters. It was a sweet morsel for unprin
cipled Christians to cry out, "Bennett is in the penitentiary," 
the answer was, " Through Christian infamy." Bennett's 
name will go· down the corridors of time wreathed in laurels 
of glory. In his shadow will liv as an accompaniment the 
names of Comstock and Benedict, draped in the robes of in
famy and shame. Children will rise up to curse them. De
cency will shun them. Respectability will despise them, 
honor flee from them, and justice vomit upon them. Their 
names will be fetid dung. 

While waiting for a new trial he was kept in Lucllow-street 
Jail for two inonths. His body was confined in a low, dingy 
cell, yet his great mind defietl their walls, bars, manacles, and 
chains; it burst through them; he seized his pen and wrote 
a large book called "Behind the Bars," which recounts 
enough of Christian persecutions to cause the cheek of a 
Benedict jury to blush for shame. If you hav not reasl it get 
the book and learn of" loving Christianity." 

His appeal was abortiv, of course, and the victim of Chris
tian jurisprudence and Christian love was consigned to a liv
ing tomb among cutthroats, murderers, thieves, robbers, and 
scoundrels. But the stain intended for him fell on the par
ties whose corruption ser..t him there, f.nd they will never be 
able to ~vash it away. Jesus may rewartl them for thoir dirty 
wQrk1 but man willmm•r rcspGct thgm for thoir eormption 
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During his eleven months in the penitentiary he compiled 
two large volumes of about twenty-three hundred pages
" The Gods and Religions of Ancient and Modern Times," be
sides his daily work as a convict, and while in the hospital as 
an invalid-a work that James Parton said "was enough for 
twenty-five years' work.'' 

On his release from prison a large delegation met and es
corted him home and gave him a reception at Chickering Hall 
that any man might well be proud of. They then sent him 
to the Brussels International Congress of Freethinkers. 
While on his trip he wrote a large book entitled, "A Truth 
Seeker in Europe," which contains a fund of information not 
found in any other book. 

A fund was then raised by the Freethinkers of America, and 
Mr. Be:p.nett was sent around the world, and what he did and 
saw is found in four large volumes. His entire trip was 
made in one year, lacking twenty minutes. 

There is no man living who could hav performed the work 
that Bennett did, under the circumstances. But the work, 
trouble, mental and physical strain were too much for nature 
to bear, and he was taken from us, and we can but sorrow at 
the treatment. 

"There Is a reaper whose name Is Death, 
And with his sickle keen 

He reaps the bearded grain at a breath, 
And the flowers that grow ·between." 

The grain was ripe for the sickle, and we should affection
ately garner it in our hearts. 

As to Mr. Bennett's religious belief we will let him speak 
for himself. I read from an autobiographical sketch wntten 
by himself: 

A VALIANT COMRADE GONE. 
Fnm• Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. 

A monthly pedodical is a poor medium for con
veying news in these days of telegraphy, steam, and 
daily papers. Hence most. of our readers will hav 
learned ,er~ this of.the death of our esteemed friend 
D. M. Bennett, the Liberal editor, who departed this 
life on the morning of December the 6th. Perhaps we 
can giv some facts which hav not yet appeared and 
which ·will be interesting. The remote cause of Mr. 
Bennett's death was unquestionable his eleven months' 
imp1isonment l).t the State Prison at Albany during 
1879-'80. This was cruel and outrageous torture of 
the excellent man and planted in his syste~ the seeds 
which ultimately developed the disease causing his 
demise at the age of sixty-four, while he had a con
stitution which should· hav carried him in good health 
to the age of at least eighty ripe years. He really 
fell a martyl' to Am61ican freedom-a victim to the 
Ame1ican Inquisition. It will be a consolation to 
his fdends to know that he passed over the dark 
border peacefully, like a child going to sleep. We 
we1·e present with his affiicted wile when our good 
friend breathed his last. On his retum from his tlip 
around the world, several circumstances conspired to 
develop the fatal disease. He removed his office 

"Bennett ha.s thrown orr a.!l a.llegla.nce to· fables, myths, and super- from 141 Eighth skeet to 21 Clinton Place-a change 
stitlons. He considers himself tree to embrace truth wherever he 1 b 
finds it, and to discard errors and fallacies trom wMtever source they attended with much perplexing and confusing a or. 
may come. At about the same time he contracted a cold to which "He believes in the eterna.llty and Infinity or the universe, that It · 
contains all existences and forces, that there could hav been nothing he did not giv the attention he ought to hav done. 
before it,.can be nothing above it, nor outside of it. That every result Meanwhile he worked with his usual earnestness on 
that has taken place has been the product of pre-existing and sulll- . 
clent cause, something has never been produced from nothing. He his books of travels. A gastric fever with malarial 
regards the superstition of the belief In a. God, who devised the uni- l' t' 1 d h. · d d 
verse, formed it of nothing, and now keeps It running by his personal comp ICa lOllS ensuec , an . e was can'le . . own rap-
superintendence as the central superstition around which all other ·idly aftel' he took to his bed on the first day of 
:".f:~~~~~~ ~~:~r: ~!~e superstitions that hav been most detrl- December. 

"!fe regards the worship and adoration that hav been bestowed upon We feel sure that all our old time subscribers, 
an Imaginary, unknown being, somewhere above the stars, as labor . . . . . . . 
entirely thrown away. Such a. being can neither be benefited nor In- whatever may be their rehgwus procliVIties, will 
jured bY anything we can possibly do. Like the sun, he Is entirely be- th t' 1 . d art • f h h d 
yond our reach or influence. rr all the emotional fervor and worship mourn e un 1me y ep lU e o one W O a en-
that hav been bestowed upon this unknown deity could ha.v been dl- deared himself to all who heartily believe in free 
rected to humanity, to beings who really ha.v an existence and are sus- h fr d ail N 'll h 
ceptible or being benefited by the services or others, the wor:ld would speec , ee press, an free m s. one Wl av 
ha.v been vastly better orr. If, Instead or killing each other tor the love forgotten how that in the summer of 1878 he with 
of God, nations had aided each other for the love of man, the ·results ' . . ' . ' 
would hav been immensely better. others, was arrested for Simply domg a neighborly 

"He has a high veneration for humane actions, moral rectitude, dis- t · Ili fr b k b th t th L'b al interested motivs noble deeds the etrorts to disseminate scientific ac Ill se ng om a oo - oo a e 1 er con-
knowledge among'men, and ev.;ry measure calculated to increase the vention at Watkins, in the absence of the lady pro-
happiness and well-being of the human race. · t b k 11 d "C 'd' y k ·" th · "The men who hav done the most to benefit the world the men who pne or, a oo ca e up1 s. o es , nor e ill-
hav done the most to lead mankind out or darkness and mental night, dignant man's return to New York with the determi-
a.re the men who hav taught real, living truths, the men who ha.v . . . . · 
taught science. This class of men discard mythical fables and myth- ·natiOn publicly avowed ·1n his paper that he would 
icallegends, and base their investigations and their conclusions upon vindicate the right of an American citizen to not only 
the facts which the closest scrutiny fully establishes. One such man . 
as Franklin, Humboldt, Darwin, or Haeckel, has been of far more sell but to mail the book; nor the s.econd arrest, m 
value to the world than all the St. Pauls, Constantlnes, John Ca.lv!ns, 1879 :f aili' th k. th f all d trial · and Pia Ninos that ever lived. A scientific course of study of th@ , or m ng e wor , e arce c e a ill 

compels me to feel my own littleness as compared with him. 
If I could but put Bennett right before the public, if you 
knew him as I did, you would love him as I do. To illustrate 
how he has been misjudged: At the last. National Liberal 
League congress held here in St. Louis, as I was passing out 
of the hall after the first morning's session I heard one re
porter say to another, 'I was glad to see' tha.t miserable old 
loafer, Bennett, come in for a dig.' Now, if reporters form 
public opinion, ·and they think so falsely, what must be 
the general opinion? I come not to flatter, but merely to tell 
the truth. Mr. Bennett is accused of being licentious, of de
basing the youth, of scattering broadcast the vilest and most 
infamous literature. The whole charge, is absolutely fttlse. 
Comstock secured his conviction on the charge of mailing 
'Cupid's Yokes.' The single copy he sold was diposed of 
merely to prove his rights, to assert freedom of the press 
and !lpeech. 'Cupid's Yokes' is not an obscene publication. 
Further, I assert (and my knowledge of the book trade justi
fies me) not a single obscene book has been sold in this coun
try in the last twelve years, excepting possibly the sale from 
a private librinjY of books printed twelve or more years. ago. 
'Cupid's Yokesi as I said, is not obscene, and the circulating 
of it cannot be egally punished; and such was the opinion of 
Senator Hoar and the attorney-general of Massachusetts. 
Bennett ·was persecuted because he was doing too much for 
liberty and Liberalism. 

"During the past eight years no man has done more in the 
cause of Freethought than has D. M. Bennett. It required a 
brave man to start a paper like THE TRUTH SEEKER eight years 
ago. I know the time when he could hardly giv away two 
hundred copies, and he leaves it now with a circulation of 
six thousand. 

,·,I remember, when in the darkest days of the struggle to 
maintain: THE TRUTH SEEKER, one remark of Mr. Bennett, 
'The good I will do if I can make the paper liv.' Thanks to 
Bennett's untiring energy, his wonderful power of endurance, 
THE TRUTH SEEKER livs. Let us, as Freethinkers, see to it 
that it never dies. I can say with Bennett it was reading 
Paine's 'Age of Reason' that freed me from the church; and 
to show the desire on the part 6f Comstock is less to suppress 
obscenity than .to suppress Freethought, he, Comstock told 
me fQur years ago, 'If you send the "Age of Reason" through 
the mails I will prosecute ,you.' D. M. Bennett was hated by 
the rogues and hypocrits which a degenerate theology always 
brings to the surface." 

In closing, an appeal was made for funds to raise a monu
ment worthy the exalted glory of the man. 

Dr. W. Perkins said: "I can only say, 'truth crushed to 
earth shall rise again.' Bennett, though crushed by that 
scoundrel, Comstock, rose again; such was the power of the 
truth he represented." 

After seconding the monument appeal, and making an 
earnest· and affecting speech of sympathy for Mrs. Bennett, 
the doctor closed. 

Mr. J. J. Jackson contrasted Bennett with some others who 
work in the cause of Freethought for six dollars per minute. 
Bennett built upon the cornerstone of trhth, and, though os
tracized and persecuted by Christians, by his adherence to 
truth, made himself a beacon-light that will ever shine for 
the lightening of mankind. 

Mr. William J. Gorsuch, of Baltimore, was next 
introduced, and spoke as follows: 

operations or the universe, the nature, and the material of which the the U. S. court· the conviction by a prejudiced jury· 
globe Is composed, and the· endless combinations It enters Into, with th ' . , . · h ' "We who hav met here to-day to do honor to the memory of 
the results thus reached, ls·the foundation of education and know!- e sentence to thrrteen months rmpnsonment; t e D. M. Bennett hav not gathered for lengthened argument or 
edge. In a word, Ignorance Is the devil which has cursed the world petitions containing two hundred thousand names eloquent orati'on. We WI·sh I·n our simple way to Vol'ce the for thousands of years, and science Is the savior whleh alone Is able to . . . · · ' 
lead mankind to truth and consequent happiness. Bennett rejoices to pra;png President Hayes to release hrm; the foul sorrow every true man and woman must feel that one so 
see the light of science and <;~emonstra.ted knowledge sprt:)ading over conspiracy to smirch his good name· the failure in grand, so noble, and so tnle is no more. But yesterday a 
the earth. As this glorious light lllumins the mental horizon of the ' monument of strength, evolved through conflict, fierce, 
world, so the myths, the fallacies, and the superstitions_ or prlmltiv the :face of misrepresentation and· sectarian prejudice rn' tense, and long, ·he shadowed f.orth the peace that I·s to be. 
times must assuredly retire to the dark recesses of oblivion. So far t hi · d h t · hal t' f h 
as priestcraft aud the existing systems or religion interfere with this ·0 secure Spar on; t e nump recep lOll o t e To-day a shattered column, overthrown by priestly hate, the • 
Inevitable evolution, and so far as they tend to burden and enslave the wronged man at Chickering Hall when he had 1\_erved fragments speak alone of tears and saddened hearts. 
human intellect, he is persistently opposed to them, and has devoted th t :f . . . · "H h t d a1 lf · d d f ..ll"~ - - · his feeble etrorts, for the remainder of his life to their ultimate de- e erm o h1s rmpnsonment less the usual deduc- e was a man w o s oo one, se -pOise ' an _.ree., 
structlon." ' t' f d d t· h d hi h h d asked not praise, wl:!ile symy.a.thy__was .~:Um as gentle 

In this short platform of principles Mr. Bennett is silent 
on the question of a future existence, and I do not intend to 
say positivly what his belief was on that question, but my 
best impression is that he believed in a future existence. I 
think he could hav said with all candor: 

" There is no death! The stars go down 
To rise upon some fairer shore, 

And bright In heaven's jeweled crown 
They shine for evermore. 

There Is no death I The dust we tread 
Shall change beneath the summer showers, 

To golden grain or mellow fruit, 
Or rainbow-tinted flowers. 

The granlt rocks disorganize, 
And feed the hungry moss they bear; 

The forest leaves drink dally life 
From out the viewless air. 

There Is no death I The leaves may fall, 
And flowers may fade aud pass away

They only wait through wintry hours 
The coming o! May day. 

There Is no death I An angel form 
Walks o'er the earth with silent tread, 

And bears our best loved things away, 
And then we call them • dead I' 

They are not dead, they hav but changed 
From one form to another; 

Ha.v passed unto another life 
Which nature guards forever." 

As has well been said by Dr. Allen, "He was one of the 
deep thinkers of the age.'' HeOwas not enly a thinker but a 
worker and actor. His death has caused a void among the 
great men that will be felt for years. Science and progress 
hav lost a friend, ignorance and superstition an enemy. 

There is nothing that addresses itself to our esteem so 
much as that of a tme man. The life of a truly great and 
good man is typical of all that is noble, grand, and sublime 
in the excellencies of nature. We should pay our adoration 
to them, our worship should be at their shrine. We should 
emulate their conduct and take their lives as our guide; they 
will prove as golden sunlight by day, leading us on to greater 
exertions, and, as lamps to guide our feet at night, keeping 
us from the pitfalls of error. How truly Longfellow said: · 

" The lives of great men; a!l remind us, 
We can make our lives sublime; 

And, departing, leave behind us 
Foot-print.s on the sand of time; 

lOll --~r ~oo con UC , t ~ crow ~ w. C t ~~ng~_:...dowtop~>rehechnrd-WI"tliehng leaf. His life a simple, perfect 
the l5uilding-on that oceaswn ·-to -vmdicate .. -the Cliar- poem sin(ilS unto us the rhythmic march of good. 
acter of an honest and truthful man; his appoint- wwe think of such a man as this dishonored and disgraced. 
ment as delegate to the Liberal International Con- W,e see him ba~k of J?rison bars tmconquere?, unsubdued. 

t . t B 1 . hi b t · t · · d th- His weary heart IS longmg to be free, and yet his fearless soul 
ven lOll a russe s, s su. seq ':len r1p ar~un . e says, • I'll accept no pardon.' We think of all that he has en
world at the exl?ense of h1s friends who Wished ill dured and never once complained; and then we think of that 
·t~s w~y to testify to their appreciation of his ster- ~sB!ace to man,~ na~ed Comstock, and of that pupp.et who, 
ling worth; his retmn last June, and the banquet m h1s charge, sRld: If .you find the parts ~ead you mi~ht hav 

h . h · · h' h t Mart' lli' a tendency to call. up rmmoral thoughts mto the mmds of 
W IC was g1ven. ill . IS onor a me_ s-none those into whose hands the book might fall, you must bring 
of the~e events will hav passed from the millds of our in a verdict of guilty.' We think of 200,000 citizens crying, 
a~tent1v readers. And nowthis champion of human 'This crime ~hall never be; this man is wro~gly held, and 
rwhts sleeps peacefully in Greenwood must go free; and :Mrs. Hayes, the woman president, answer-

bin th d h all b li f · d . · ing, 'No.' In this nineteenth century, in this free(?) repub-
ese ays, W en e e s . ar_e un ,~1gmng lie, a man, whose only crime was too unselfish love unto his 

marked change, let no one _of what IS called the or- fellows was racked and dogged to death. All this do we re
thodox faith" cast reproach on the lamented Bennett membe~. Then c!ln you wonder we forget not nor forgiv?. 
because he was a radical Wiiter and thinker He "Now Bennett IS no more. The hatred that pursued with 
was an honest man-the bl t ·k f G d. d tireless zeal is sated. He is dead, .yet. he can never die. With 

no e~ WOl 0 • 0 .-an Paine and Volney, Bennett e'er will hv, beloved and honored, 
o~e.who had the com·age to wnte and pnnt h1s con- when his caluminators and detractors are buried beneath the 
VICtions. Moreover, he was willing to imperil his shadows .(>! the past; are hidden by the mists of the foi·
personalliberty in defending the right of publication .gotte:Q. '!'here is on~ good that this man's life a':ld death can 
by those with whom he was t ·n th t do to us to-day. He hved for what he held was highest truth, . • :J?.~ .1 sympa .Y• a. a and careless or regardless of result pushed onward. He 
t1me when the Amencan InqmSitiqn was domg Its never considered 'Will it pay?' but 'Is it true?' We know 
worst to fasten an intolerable and inexcusable cen- what he endured, what he achieved. Let us, then, here to
sorship upon the press of this country. For his hero- day, re-dedicate onrselvs to truth and human progress. Let 
ism he will ever be remembered by a large c · . I f ~s swear, come weal come woe, come honor and f~me or come 

· . . . . nc e 0 mfamy; come heaven or come hell, we firm Will stand for 
warm personal friends; while 1t IS more than proba- right. By our future lives we'll prove that we are worthy 
ble that the real merits of the man will sometime re- comrades of the one who's gone. 
the hearty recognition of all his countrymen. AI- "I submit to you the following resolution: 
ready there is on :foot a movement for raising an ap- Raolved, With deepest sorrow we learn of Mr. D. M. Bennett's sudden 

Propriate monument over hl' s remaill· s at Gre·enwood, death. Losing him, Freeth ought has lost one of Its bravest and purest champions, superstition and tyranny a most uncompromising foe. His 
and, if possible, to erect a memorial building· in New cruel, unjust, and relentless persecution by Christian moralists we 
v

0
r;1-. . execrate and condemn. Hie unflinching courage and heroic fortitude 

.1. ·.K we can but humbly admire and asplrlngly emulate. To his family 
and a.ssoclatel! we extend our heartfelt sympathy. With them we 
mourn our dead." 

MEETING AT S'r. LOUIS. 
. ST. Lours, Dec. 25, 282. 

MR. EDITOR: I am instructed by StLouis Liberal 
League to forward you the following: 

The St. Louis Liberal League held its regular meeting Sun
day afternoon, Dec. 24, 282. In place. of the usual order of 
business the time was devoted to the memory of Mr. D. M. Ben
nett. The attendence was large, and frequent applause testi
fied how thoroughly the audience indorsed the sentiments of 
the speakers. 

After unanimously adopting Mr. Gorsuch's resolu-
tion the League adjoined. J. A. RANDALL, Sec. 

St. LoU1'Il, Mo. 

D. 1\f, BENNETT, 
Frcm tlu Ban Francisco Univtrse, 

Foot-prints that perhaps another, 
Salling o'er life's stormy main, 

A forlorn and !!hlp-wrecked brother, 
Seeing, may take heart again. 

Let us then be up and. doing, 
With a heart for any rate, 

Still achieving, still pursuing, 
Leu.rn to labQ~ and to watt." 

I regret the impossibility of sending full reports of the ad
dresses. I can. but indicate the general tenor of the .remarks. 

.Mr. Fran.k River~ was the first speaker. He said: "It is 
With a feehng of medaquacy I approach this subject. My 

. knowledge of Mr. Bennett, extending, as it does, over anum
ber of years, enables me to speak positivly of his honesty 

. hi~ purity, his singleness of pu~ose; e.nd at the ee.me tim~ 

The death of D. M. Bennett, one of the most 
fl),lllOUS Liberals of the country, occurred on the room
ing of thE:) 6th inst., at his home in the city of New 
York. l)eceased was in the 64th year, and was hale 
and hearty almost up to the hour of his death. He 
passed away from earth quietly and in an unconscious 
condition. This extraordinary man had built up the 
largest !Uld most extensivly circula.ted Freethought 
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journal, THE TRUTH SEEKER, in Europe or America, Of the brave hear.t that never more shall b~at, " Seaver for many acts of friendship and. words of 

and f,ounde"' a Fre-J.l.ought publi"shing house larger The eyes that smile no more, the unreturwng feet. - h · d 0 th h t d · . th . d bt u -.t . . . H d th . . f th· . all . . d c eer, an n w ey av pu _us eeper m err e . 
than any other in the world, and all this m a bnef e was ma e e VICtim o .a eologiC y-mstigate W h . t li l h t th . art t 

la f hi h th U · ·t d St t will ·t. b h d e ope a v ong enoug o repay em, m p a 
space o~less ~han tel?- ye~s. H~ did not _colll:mence :.-w, o w c e ~I.e . a es _ye e as ame least.-ED. T. S. 
to writ~ on his favont topiCs until he was 1n his 54th . an a~surd, hypocritiCal, contemptible, and essen- ---------
year, and since then he has written more works of a ~Ially-mcke~ law. ~e~ I almost thank th~t law and 
religious character than any man who ever live?. Its unreasonmg admxm_str~tors, so nobly did ·he bear 
His works of all kinds would in themselvs make a farr the c~el p~n\llty ~hey. ~cted. The gran? wor~ he 
library. At the time of his death he was engaged in wrote m pnson .will _liv, It may be hoped, till pnsons 

The Future of The Truth Seeker. 
From the Liberal, of Liberal, No; 

writing his celebrated history entitled, " A Truth sh~ be only things m the past. . 
Seeker Around the World," the third volume of which Like t~e IIIlJ?-lort~ work of T~omas Pame, that was 
was given to the public a short time ago. At an part~y wntten m pns~n, and which first aroused Ben
early age deceased was adopted by the Shakers. He nett~ so~ to battle mth the t;yTa~y ~f a sha~ theol
afterward married an estimable and intelligent wife, ogy, It will never be answere~; It will cut Its .':'ay 
who mourns him in her sorrow and widowhood. Mr. through all the ?esert~ and. JUngles of superstitlOn 
Beruiett was amost aggressiv opponent of Christian- to a better land. m which _human. lo-ye and broth~r
ity, and the church repaid him with thirteen months ho.od shall :prevail, and umversal J~IstiCe shall bamsh 

We are glad to be able to infonn our readers that 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, the paper published by D. M. 
Bennett, is to be continued in the name of his faith
ful wife, M. W. Bennett as proprietor and publisher, 
and E. M. Macdonald as editor. Mr. Macdonald 
conducted the paper during the persecution of Mr. 
Bennett and his absence in Europ~ and around the 
world. The paper will be conducted with the same 
vigor, and as faithfully to the C!J.USe of man, woman, 
and child, as before. Friends, giv it your hearty 
support. · in the bastile or penitentiary at Albany. The recent c;xme.. It IS ours to perpetuate his name by not let

visit of the deceased to this city is remembered by tmg his work stop. . 
our readers. His death is mourned by thousands Very cordially yours, 
who knew him to be a benevolent, hum~IDe man and 

ELIZUR WRIGHT. Meeting in Paine Hall. 
From th• Hampshire Cbunty Journal. 

a dauntless advocate of the truths of nature. Parker Pillsbury to T. B. Wakeman. 
. MY DEAR MR. WAKEMAN: I thank you for remem-

We attended, on Sunday evening, Dec. 17th, me
morial services in honor of the late D. M. Bennett, 
editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, at Paine Memorial Hall, 
Boston; and one of the most eloquent tributes paid 
to the memm·y of the deceased on that occasion was, 
in our judgment, that of J. M. L. Babcock, Esq., of 
Cambridge, :well known likewise in this vicinity. 

THE LUTHER OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. bering me even in a card. The times are indeed 
From tho Doylestown Democrat. phenomenal, and the sudden removal of the inde-

. The departm·e o£ D. M. Bennett, of New York city, fatigable editm· and owner of THE TRUTH SEEKER is 
to the future life, on the 6th inst., will be regretted among the mysteries. I hav been _quite poorly from 
by the many Liberal readers of the"Democmt. He overwork, but was able to be in Boston to hear Mr. 
was the editor and proprietor of the New York TRUTH Chainey's excellent discourse and add my honorable 
SEEKER, an(!. widely k:rtown as one of the most radical witness to its truth . and fidelit.Y gt the close. Few 
writers in relation to the theological ideas of the men since Capt. Cook ever cil·cm~mwigated the globe 
present era. By some, of course, he would be heretic to better material pmpose. kad smely, from a 
and Infidel; by others, a gTeat and truthful man, but moral and spiritual standpoint, he stands umivalled 
too far in advance. of the mass of humanity to be gen- among all discoverers and travelers. How he was 
erally understood and properly appreciated. We able to perform so much intellectual labor in the 
viewed him as the Luther of the nineteenth century. short time abroad, iiTespectiv of· its character.:.,-I 
A hundred Jears hence he will be known as the man mean of the subjects treated-was to me a wonder, 
falsely accused, calumniated, and persecuted, as one as he went along, and remains a marvel still. 

Mr. Babcock's ~ulogy of the departed was based 
upon the grand work which the deceased had per
formed for the cause of free speech and a free press. 
Whatever faults Mr. Bennett may hav had, the great 
work which he accomplished in this respect was en
titled to the grateful remembrance of humanity ever
more. Horace Seaver prefaced the exercises of the 
evening with one of his plain, clear, and forcible 
speeches. 

of the martyrs and great men of his day. His life I was glad to hear Mr .. Chainey say he did not 
has been one of labor and usefulness. deny a future existency· To light up such an mb as From tho Winsted Press. 

More Kind Words. 

was he; and then extinguish him in eternal night The death of D. M. Bennett will not interfere with 
just as his light had ·traveled down to earth, like the the publication of his paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER .. 
far remote stars in the vastitude of space, would be That periodical is given to his wife by will, and she 
such sad economythat I clare not charge it to creativ is announced as its present publisher. His faithful 
wisdom and power and love. associate, and manager during his absence in prison 

DEATH OF D. M; ,BENNETT. 
From tho L<mdun FruJhmker. ' 

It is with great regret we hav to record the sudden 
death of Mr. D. M. Bennett, editor of the New York 
TRUTH SEEKER. America has inany Freethinkers of 
note, but it can ill afford to lose one so sterling -and 
unswerving as the late Mr. Bennett. To Mrs. Ben
nett, who faithfully stood by him during many trials, 
we beg to offer our sincere condolence. 

THE SAJ.'< FRANCISCO LEAGUE. 
· At a regular meeting of Auxiliary Liberal League 

No. 190 ofthis city, held last evening, Dec. 11th, the 
foHowing resolutions were unanimously adopted: 

Resolved, That in the death of D. 1\I. Bennett, the late editor of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, humanity has lost a firm leader, true friend, and one 
or the best exponents or Liberalism. 

llf.solved, That as members or the grand brotherhood of truth seekers w,. deeply feel his loss, and truly sym,pathize with his bereaved widow 
in this her hour ot oorro;w. .. _ · 

Resolved, That a copy ot_these iesolu.tlons·cne sent to· THE -Tnmrn: 
SEEKER for publication. ~ 

J. L. HATCH, Pres. L. L. 190. 
. H. W. FAuST, Cor. Sec. (protem.) 
San Franm"sco, Dec. 11, 282. 

TESTIMONIALS TO D. M. BENNETT. 
Fr01n tho Boston Investigator. 

The following letters of respect for the late Mr. 
Bennett, and sympathy with the Liberals of the coun
try for the great loss they experience by his death, 
were sent to the meeting that was held in Paine Hall 
on Sunday evening, Dec. 17th, to express its appreci
ation _of his labors and its regrets for his decease: 

NEWBURYl'ORT, MAss., Dec. 11, 1882. 
MY DEAR Sm: It is with sincere regret that I de

cline (for physical reasons only) to attend the meet
ing to be held in Paine Hall in commemoration of 
that faithful (if sometimes a little rough) soldier in 
the noblest of all causes, the emancipation of the hu
man mind from the bondage of superstition. Mr. 
D. M. Bennett was a man wholly extraordinary, and 
his career was not less so. He was not a perfect 
character, as he well knew and frallkly acknowledged; 
but his merits, considering all things, were very 
great and very rare; and they were his own, while 
his faults were due in great measure to the grossly 
false and profoundly immoral religion from which he 
had the comage and the mental force to escape. His 
wonderful labors hav made the escape of others 
easier than he found it. He embraced an unpopular 
cause; he made it less difficult for others to do so. 

A mind mightier than the whole solar system, able and journeying around the world, E. M. Macdonald, 
in time to fathoni all the mysteries of the solar sys- has been appointed editor, a position which he is 
tem, is not to be so shocked by that system as not to fully competent to ~ THE TRUTH SEEKER, founded 
survive it. I could plan a better universe myself by D: M. :Sennett, Is. ~o-day perhaps the strongest 
than -would such prodigality reveal, as annihilation of foe mth which superst1t10n ~as to contend, and a ~ong 
my sublimest work. . future _of great usefulness Is, we trust and believe, 

No, dear friend, in my humble opinion and belief, before It. 
our friend has but evolved one more step, and ollly 
one, to be succeeded by yet others, until one day it Back Numbers Wanted. 
will be much furfuer from Bennett back to Albany To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I would 
prison than it was from him there back to Bornean like to bind THE TRuTH SEEKER in a volume to put on 
baboons. the center-table for my "Family Bible." I took good 

It doth not yet- appear what man shall be. But care of all the numbers I got, and but few are soiled 
man is here in t~e. i~nit space and durat~on, with or missing. I would like to hav the following num
powers and possibilities commensurate wxth both. bers very much: Nos. 3, 15, 18, 25, 27, 28, 29, in Vol. 
Perhaps he can commit moral and spil·itual suicide IX.; and as Ijust subscribed wjth No. 48, Vol. VIII., 
as _well as material, if he will. I. do not know. But I would like to hav all numbers from No. 48, Vol. 
bemg here, I counsel man to do his best each day and VIII., back to the time when D. M. Bennett started 
hour, not as though he must die as an end, but be away on his tour around the world. You will do me 
born rather to better being, leaving this when this a gTeat favor if you will try and secure the desired 
leaves the brutes, the trees, the earth, out of which numbers. If I get them on time I will try and hav 
they, but they alone, derive all their subsistence. them bound by Paine's birthday anniversary, as we 
. Even Col. Ingersoll loves life, and has dreams that intend to celebrate that day as our Christmas, Thanks

life ma_y after all ~e~ and be more than death. He giving, etc. 
has said many beautiful as well as many wondrous Hoping you can secure the desired numbers, I re-
things. But over the sleeping dust of his beloved main Yom friend, L. W. LIGHTY. 
brother he uttered one of his most hallowed inspira- Mulbm-ry, Pa., Dec. 27, 282. 
tiona. Nothing is more divine in Isaiah, nor more 
consoling in the Evangels of the Saint John: 

In the darkest night Hope sees a star; 
And listening Love can hear the n1stle of a wing. 

The church preaches nothing more holy than that 
in her most millennial moods. " ·we are sustained 
by hope" is a true scripture utterance; but even that 
the church has spoiled by m·ong translation, and so 
much of the book as to hav made it a scourge rather 
than benefit an<l blessing to the human race. 

But, pardon me; I forget to whom this is to go, 
and my pen I'"Ushes on. I hav received copies of the 
much improved and more mallly JYian, and will try 
to put them in the right hands. . 

And with renewed thanks for your kindness in 
writing me, I hasten to subscribe, faithfully and fra-
ternally, Yours, . . PARKER PILLSBURY. 

Concord, N. H., Dec. 23, 1882. 

We regret we hav not the required numbers on 
hand. If any friend has them to spare, he will do 
Mr. Lighty a favor by communicating with him.
ED. T. s. 

I wish ·yom meeting the greatest possible success.. Kind Words. 

PuBLIC school property may not be used for Sun
day-schools, is the decision of an Ohio court, and it is 
a sound decision. A religious society having obtained 
the use of the school-house, complaint was made that 
such use was illegal and tended to damage the build
ing and to injure them as tax-payers of the district. 
The defendants claimed that such use was not illegal; 
that the Sunday-school tended to the moral and musi
cal education of the scholars with facilities which 
could not othenvise be affmded to the children of 
t.he district. In rendering his decision, Judge Connor 
said: "I cannot believe it was the intention of the 
law to authorize the use of public school property for 
purely religious education. That property is main
tained, or should be maintained, simply for seculax· You honor yourselvs in paying honor to a comrade 

fallen with his arms in his hands, his face to the f6e, 
and that foe the mightiest thing in the universe ex-

. cept the omnipotent truth which shall supplant it. 
Very truly yours, JAMES PARToN. 

From the Investigator. education. No one will deny that instruction in 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, in its last number, ..is lax·gely morals and music may be given in public .schools, 

filled with lettet·s of sympathy on account of the death but it must be a pax-t of the secular education. It 
of its former editor, Mr. Bennett, proving that he bad must not amount to simply religious education. It 
a great many friends. The paper is now published seems to me cleax· that school prope1-ty cannot be 

MEDFORD, MAss., Dec. 17, E.M. 282. by Mrs. Bennett, and edited by E. M. Macdonald. used for religious purposes or Sunday-school pur-
DEAR BRoTHER AND SISTER LIBERALS: A hero has He· is a young man of max·ked ability, and was editor poses, which by the very fact of its being religious 

fallen in our war. I would be with you to commem- whep Mr. Bennett was in prison, and also when he in chax·acter, might well debar all, or portions, of the 
orate him if I could say anything worthy of the oc· was on his journey ax·ound the world. Having had children of the district from attending by reason of 
casion. The event speaks to our hearts and to the this editorial experience, and being likewise a prac- the religious convictions or conscientious scruples of 
world with a voice beyond ths power of any words of tical printer, Mr. l\facdonald will be successful in his such children or their parents. The injunction will 
mine. It is no ordinary mortal who haA now met the management of THE TRUTH SEEKER, which has our be made perpetual, restraining the Board of Educa~ 
inevitable destiny of all. best wishes for its prosperity and permanency. tion from permitting said school-house to be used for 
"Om innocent mirth is chastened for the sake We are already indebted to friends Mendmn and Sunday-school or other re1igious purposes." 



THE TRUTH SEEKER, JANUAR~Y 6, ·1~~3. 

Qkommunications. 

Clement of Rome and Paul. 
At the beginning ofYol. I. of the Antenicene Chris

tian Library are two anonymous e·pistles accredited 
to Clement of Rome, a supposed fellow-laborer of 
Paul (Phil. iv, 3). The first of these epistles is gen
erally accepted as genuin. The writer praises the 
Corinthian church for its piety, sobriety, and good 
works in earlier days, but deplores its present de
parture from righteousness. Then after citing exam
ples of holiness and wickedness, from Abel and Cain 
to David and Saul, the author says: 

asmuch as your partialities were then sho:wn toward !l'postles 
[Apollos, Kepha, and Paul] already of high reputation, and 
toward a man whom they had approved. 'But now [A.D.:~92] 
reflect _who those are that hav perverted you, ~~d l~~sened 
the renown of your far-famed brotherly love. It IS disgrace
ful, beloved, yea, highly disgraceful an~ unw?r~h:y of your 
Christian profession [literally, 'conduct Ul Christ ], that s~ch 
a thing should be heard of as that the most steadfast qmd anctent 
church of the Corinthians should, on ac~ount of o"!;e or two_ ;per
sons, engage in sedition against the presbyters (ch. xlvn). 

An apparently strong objection urged against ~he 
early date of the epistle (A.D. 69) is the exfr~ssw~ 
"most steadfast and ancient church of the Cormthi
ans." If the Corinthian church was founded by Paul 
about A.D. 54 (Acts xviii), it was only fifteen. years ~:Jld 
in 69. But how is this objection removed by datmg 
the epistle A.D. 95-100? Surely a life, of even 46 
years does not make a church .ancient. Nor is the 
case much better if you add even 25 years tp that, by 
dating the epistle A.D. 125. 

"But not to dwell upon ancient examples, let us come to 
the most recent spiritual heroes. Let us take the noble ex
amples furnished in our own g~neration. . Through envy and 
jealousy the greatest and most l'lghteous pillars [of the church] 
hav been persecuted and put to death. Let us set b~fore our 
eyes the illustrious apostles. [Petr]os, through unrighteous 
envy, endured not one or two, but numerous labors; and 
when he had at length suffered ma1·tyrclom, departed to the 
place of glory due to him. Owing to envy, Paul also obtained 
the reward of patient endurance, after being seven times 
thrown into captivity, compelled to flee, and stoned. After 
preaching both in the east and west, he gained the illustrious 
reputation due to his faith, having taught ri~hteousness to 
the whole world and come to the extreme limit of the west, 
and suffered martyrdom under the prefects [egoumenon]. 
Thus was he removed from this world, and went into the 
holy plaoe, having proved himself a sti·iking example of pa
tience." 

We hav transcribed all of chapter v. There are 
numerous lacunce in the MS., one of which we hav 
inclosed in braekets. See our argument against 
Petros being the original name in this lacuna (Rev. of 
Ant., pp. 110, 197, 388; Life of Simo!l ~epha, chap. 
l:ri). We will now append seve~al ed1tonal notes to 
the above chapter: 

" Seven imprisonments of St. Paul are not referred to in 
scrip bur e." 

"Some think Rome, others Spain, and others Great B1·itain, 
to be here referred to." 

"That is [prefects], under Tigellinus and Sabinus, in the 
last year of the Emperor Nero [A.D. 68], but some think 
Helius and Polycletus referred to, and others both here ~nd 
in the preceding sentence regard the words as denotmg sim
ply the witness borne by Peter and Paul to the truth of tho 
gospel before the r11lers of the earth." 

And now for some notes by" Antichrist." 
The earliest date to which the composition of this 

epistle is assigned is about A.D. 69. It could not be 
earlier than 68 if Paul died in the last vear of Nero. 
But for apparently sufficient 1·easons the great mass 
of critics hav decided against this early date, and in 
favor of A-D. 95-100; and some think it may hav been 
written as late as A.D. 120-125 (Supernatural Religion). 
But if Paul lived 63 years B.c., not only do the objec
tions to the early date all vanish, but there are cogent 
reasons for carrying it back prior to the year 1. For 
if Clement was contemporary with Paul, as is gen
erally believed, he could hardly hav survived until 
the beginning of the Ch1"istian era. In this light, 
then, let us consider numerous passages in the epis
tle that hav perplexed the theologians: 

"Let us take the .noble examples furnished in ou·r own gen
eration. . . . Let us set before our eyes the illustrious 
apostles " ( ch. v). . 

"It behooves us to do all things in [their proper] order, 
which the Lord has commanded ns "to perform at stated times. 
. . . Those, therefore, who present their qfferings at the ap
pointed times, are accepted and blessed; for inasmuch as they 
follow the laws of the Lord they sin not. For his own pecul
iar services are assigned to the high priests, and their own 
proper place is prescribed to the p1iests, and their ow_n special 
ministrations devolve on the Levites. The layman IS bound 
by the laws that pertain to laymen" (ch. xl). 

"Not in every place, brethren, are the daily sacrifices offered, 
or the peace-offerings, or the sin-offerings, and the trespass
offerings, but in J~J"rusalem only [Jerusalem was destroyed, A.D. 
70]. And even there they are not offered in any place, but 
only at the altar befOl"e the temple, that which is offered being 
first carefully examined by the high pliest and the ministers 
already mentioned" ( ch. xli). 

"The al?ostles hav preached the gospel to ~ts from the Lord 
Jesus Chnst; .Jesus Christ [has done so] from God. Christ, 
therefore, was sent forth by God, and the apostles by Christ. 
. . . They went forth proclaiming that the kingdom of 
God was at hand. And thus preaching through countries and 
cities they appointed the first fruits [of their labors], having 
first proved them by the spirit, to be bishops and deacons of 
those who should afterward believe. No-r is this any new thing, 
since indeed many ages before it was written concerning 
bishops and deacons. For thus saith the scriptures in a cer
tain place, I will allpoint their bishop8 in righteousness, and 
their deacons in faith " ( ch. xlii. See note, !llld Revelations 
of Antichrist, p. 197). 

"Our apostles also knew, through our Lord Jesus Christ, 
that there would be strife on account of the office of the epis
copate. For this reason, therefore, inasmuch as they had ob
tained a perfect foreknowledge of this, they appointed those 
[ministers] already mentioned, and afterward gave instruc
tions that when these should fall asleep, other approved men 
Khould succeed them in the ministry. We are of opinion, 
therefore, that those appointed by them, or afterward by othm· 
eminent men, with the consent of the whole church, and who 
hav blamelessly served the flock of Christ, in a humble, 
peaceable, and disinterested spirit, and hav fm· a long time 
possessed the good opinion of all, cannot be justly dismissed 
from the ministry. . . . But we see thutye [Corinthians] 
hav removed some men of excellent behavior from the min
istry, which they fulfilled blamelessly ancl with honor" (ch. 
xliv). 

"Take up the epistle of the blessed apostle Paul. ·what 
did he write to you at the time when the gospel first be:Jan to 
be preached? Truly, under the inspiration of the spuit he 
wrote to you concerning himself !Wit Kephas [not Petros, as 
presumed in chapter v] and Apollos [1 Cor. iii, 13), because 
even then parties had been formed [Paul is supposed to huv 
written the epistle. between A.D. 56 and 59]. But that incli_ 
nation for one above ~,nother entailed less guilt upon you, in_ 

Those who urge this objection hav not yet ~roken 
their ecclesiastical fetters. Paul was essentially a 
Jew even accmdinO' to the fabulous book of Acts, 
and'the extracts we "'havgiven from Clement's epistle 
show that'" he also, as :Paul's disciple, obsei'ved the 
l\fosaic rites and ceremonies. At Corinth Paul be
gan preaching in th_e synagog, ~s he did ev~rywhere 
else, according to Acts. But· his new doctrm ?f re
mission of sin through the death and resurrectiOn. of 
the Messiah, offended many, and he was often ex~ 
pelled from the synagog, as at Corinth, for ~eresy. 
But his liberal Judaic creed extended salvation to 
gentiles as well as Jews, and so when they turned 
him out he straightway organized a new congrega~ 
tion (sunegoge) of seceders, who doubtless claimed, as 
all seceders do, to be the ~e church (ecclesia) founded 
on the holy scriptures. : 

.At Corinth, Crispus, the president of the synagog, 
seceded with Paul (Acts xviii, 8), and Paul says he 
baptized Crispus (1 Cor. i, 14). At Corinth Paul 
"entered into the house of a certain man named 
Titus, one who feared God, an.d whose house adjoined 
the synagog" (Acts xviii, 7). if~o saysthe Peshito or 
Syriac version; the Greek has Justus, and the· Vul
gate has Tit1ts Justus. Here, then, perhaps PaUl first 
met his beloved companion, Titus, an Aramaen 
(falsely called a Greek in the Greek version, Gal. ii, 
3), who joined the seceding church at Corinth and 
became Paul's assistant there (2 Cor. viii; 23). 

According to Acts Paul made his longest stay in 
Greece at Corinth, preaching there a year and a half, 
and did not visit that city again. But Paul says in 
his second epistle to the Corinthians (:rii, 14, xiii, 1), 
that he was about to come to them a third time. And 
in his first epistle (v, 9) he speaks of a former one 
which he wrote to them. 

But to return to Clement's epistle: whether the 
split in the Corinthian synagog occurred fifteen cir 
fifty years before, it was perfectly consistent with the 
theology of the writer to speak of the congregation 
of seceders as "the most ancient' church of the Co-
rinthians:"_ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ -"-~---

Paul may hav suffered mart)Tdom at Rome _and 
under the prefects. But "prefect " is a doubtful 
translation of egoumenos. The office of prifectus 1trbi 
existed at a very early period of Roman history, and 
was revived and enlarged under Augustus, whose 
reign began 31 B.c. 

Clement of Rome may possibly pe a myth. Irep.reus 
says the epistle was written from Rome, and Eusebius 
adds that it was written by Clement. We are willing 
to believe it, only it must hav been written before 
the Christian era. ANTICHRIST. 

An Englishman's View of Ingersoll. 
J/ram 'Jo.day in :A.meJ'ica, by Jouph Hatton. 

If there had been reporters, and intetviewers, and 
newspapers in the days of the apostles, much contro
versy would hav been spared us to~day as to the in
terpolations of reverend revisers of the scriptures. 
Theology would certainly not hav become sucl;J: a dif
ficult study as it has, had the chronicles of the dawn 
of Christianity been set forth by rival newspapers in 
morning and evening editions. 

Possibly we mig};tt, in that case, never hav heard of 
Ingersoll's lectures on religion. But he would hav 
talked. Nothing could hav kept him quiet. He was 
born to "orate." He has "the sublime gift." You 
can see it in his eloquent mouth, his full, bright eye, 
his strong jaw, his intellectual forehead. 

They hav all a kindred physiognomy, these public 
speakers-Gladstone, Beecher, Spurgeon, Bright, In
gersoll, the entire race of great talkers, who think 
upon their legs, in contradistinction to the men of 
conversation, such as Thackeray and Douglas J er
rold. They are not to be confounded with gabblers, 
with wind-bags, with men who sit down after an 
hour's speech, leaving you without an idea or a 
thought to take home for reflection. 

Ingersoll is milike any talker I hav ever heard before. 
He reminds me a little of Spurgeon, whose Saxon
English and broad; homely similes are akin to the 
Ingersoll method. H~ has not the dignity of Bright 
nor the polish of Gladstone; bu~ he has the earnest
ness of both, coupled with a boldness of metaphm· 
and a vigor of style that are peculiarly Aplerican. 

He represents to-day a great movement, concerning 
which it is not my purpose to express opinions, 'but 

to illustrate it with t interesting facts, and with exam
ples,cif the manner and teaQhing af t~e facil and influ
ential orator whom· the pen of America has called the 
'·'Apostle of-Unbeliel" . · .· . _ . 

It ca:b.not be doubted th~t he is the mouthpiece of 
vast multitudes who hav gone beyond the anecdoti
cal phase of skepticism, and find sympathetic interpre
tation cif tlleir doubts and fears in the -vigorous open 
speech of the American preacher. · · 

Robert Ingersoll is their John preaching in the 
wilderness; and for wea1 or woe they accept his gos
pel~the gospel of justice, the gospel of intellect, the 
gospel of good cooking, the gospel of true friendship, 
the gospel of cheerfulness, the gospel of happy homes. 
No more priestly dictation, no more hell. The liberal 
churches of· the world would not mind this so much 
if the new preacher did not take away heaven also. 
"I do not wish to rob any man or woman of their 
hop~s 'in-the future," he says. "When we lose a per
son who is dear to us, it is a consolatory and cher
ished wish that we may meet again;" But evidently 
he does not believe in a fntUl'e life himself, though he 
does not profess to war against the belief of others in 
this direction. He is opposed to hell and the power 
of fear, which priestcraft has established fm its own 
purposes. . • 

ln this respect the greatest thinkers of the age are 
with him. Huxley and Darwin are with him; the 
scientists of Germany and England are with him, and 
his doctrin is as old as thoug:pt. "Hav you a d~vil 
still in England? " said a German professor visitmg 
Oxford a dozen years ago, referring to some points in 
a ,sermon one of the shining lights of a· certain college 
had preached. "Dear me, we hav had no devil in 
Germany for twenty years and more ! " He exaggei'
ated the progress of German thoug~t, but it may be 
said of the activ libe;ml intellectuality of Europe that 
it has long- since deposed the devil. . . 
. It was on a SUliday in Chicago, the· day after :i\faud 

S.'s wonderful performance, that I heard Robel't In
gersoll for the first time. Four thousand miles away 
I had read reports of his speeches in New York pa- _ 
pers. One often exaggerates the importance of the 
seemingly unattainable .. Sa~·ah_ Bernhardt in Lo_n
don, a sha¢towy . somethmg mdicated by cable dis
patches, is a more wonderful woman than Sarah 
Bernhardt eatinoo oysters in New York and sitting for 
her photograph ~t Sarony's. Ingerson pi:ea_ching in 
the wilderness of the West was to me, sli.tmg by a 
London fireside, with his printed speech in my -hand, 
a more mysterious power than when I found myself 
in the saile street with· him on the American side of 
the Atlantic. I had read and repeated som~ of his 
anecdotes in London to English n:ienrls. "Giv him_. 
a harp! " hacl become .a stock pl:rase in a little ~ii:cle 
of mine, where cant IS not a vutue, and skepticism 
does not consign a good-hemied neighbor to the 
flames. But had the American journalists given un
due importance to the man an~ his_!l'~l~:QJ;illl..?. - Re<: 
ognizing _ _in__J.UEL st.yle---,eomething o_r1gmal when It 
seemed almost impossible that anythmg new could be 
said upon subjects which Thomas Pnine and his imi
tators had worn threadbare, I was prepared to hav 
my judgment discounted, and to find that " Godless 
Bob," as the Chicago Times irreverently calls Inger
soll, was not the giant~ had imagined him to be when 
some thousands of nnles of salt sea rolled between 
us. 

It was a bright Sunday afternoon. The street-cars 
were full of church and chapel goers. Bells were 
ringincr here and there for afternoon service. Some 
of the ~burch and chapel goers alighted at Me VickCr's 
Theater. They were pointed out to me by a :fJ:iend. 
ChicaO'o orthodoxy is heterodoxy compared with the 
orthodoxy of New York and London. Besides the 
church and chapel goers, there stepped out of the 
cars people who ignore the steeple-house and the 
clergyman; . There was not a vacant seat in the 
house--one of the finest and handsomest theaters on 
tl;lis continent of beautiful playhouses. . . 

Ingersoll livs his sermon of domestic tenderness. 
He preaches fraternal affection, love of home, duty to 
children, do unto others as you would they should do 
unto you, and his theory of life is ~hat man makes his 
own heaven or his own hell; that 1t pays best to be a 
good fellow; that if you get worldly prosperity in a 
dishonorable way you are sure to b~ unhappy wheth~r 
you believe in God or ·not; that, m shm~, honesty I~ 
the best policy. "You cannot h~lp God m any w~y, 
he said. "He is beyond anythmg you can possibly 
do for him; but you can plant a flower daily in the· 
path of your child from its earliest years, until the 
day comes:when you die in th~t child's.arms." _Th~re 
were homely touches of this kmd fmm the begi~nmg 
to the end of his address, and there were tears m the 
eyes of many of his hearers as he contrasted with the 
uncertain bliss. of heaven the certain happiness of 
kindly deeds and domestic duties well fulfilled on 
earth.. . . . . . 

"What MU:st We Do to be Saved? " was the subject 
of his ·lecture. He came on fTom the prompt side of 
the stage, and was received with roul1d upo~ rom~d 
of ap_plause. A middle-aged man, he was attrred m 
evenmg dress, " the cust.om of an afternoon," it 
seems, on the American platform. He held some 
notes in his hand. They turned out to be the Creed 
of St. Athanasius and other extracts from the English 
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Ptayer Book; and from the New Testament. He be-· debted to trieste for it, nor to l;>ibles for it, and it cannot be every trne man and every free m,an will do what h& 
g~;~.n just as I could hav fancied him sitting by my ~estroyed Y unbelief. As long as we love we will hope to can to hasten the coming· of the reliaion of human 
London fire. . . . . • . He went on hv, and when the one dies that ·we love we will say, 'Oh, that ad b~ 

· · . ful · · · · . · . · . • . we could meet again! • And whether we do or not, it will not vanceD,lep.t, , . . . . .. . ._ • . . . 
wit~ . a wonder facility :Of eloquence. . He. hit be the work of theology. It will be a fact in nature. I would Ingersoll has an aptitude of ,anecdotical illustration 
pijest'craft Wow upon'blow; 'a;ni'f he relieve-d' the. sen~· not for my life destroy one star of human hope, "but I want it which carr~es all b_efore. it. I hav seen nothing like' 
oiisness of his theme by epigram and anecdote. . ' settled that whe?- a poor wo~an rocks. th'e cradle and sings a th th hi h hi t k 

.1llgersoll,has;a fulland'p. ractical knowledge of ·th Iull_a~y.to ,her ?imple~ d!J-rling ~h!l will.not b.eco~:pell~d. to . e en uSiasm w c . sora ory evo es, not·in mul~.: 
. . . . . · . . . . . . e b~he~e that runety-nme chances m a hun~re(l she IS r~1smg t~tudes of thougl;t:tless p~ople, but. in :·vast.assemblages 

arlific.es. of,. oratory: , He was. never at a loss fm .. a kin~ng-wot?d f~r ~ell .. One. world· at a t1me; That IS my of educated and respoSible men and women who hav 
word, though he would occasiOnally pause, half-hesi- doctnn .. It 1s sa1d m this Testament, 'Sufficient unto the day paid four shillings each for their seats. One of his 
tatino-ly to giv emphasis to ,a telling phrase His ac- is the evil thereof;' and I say,·' Sufficient unto each world rh to · al · d t It t 
tion fs gr' eat when compared. with the x·epo;e of E g- is the evil thereof. • .And suppose a~er all that de!lth does end e rw epi~o es occurs o me. was o point his 
. · . ·· · • . _, · ... ,, . n . all; next to eternal JOY, next to bemg forever w1th those we· argument agrun.st eternal punisbmeut. 

lu~h, I:!P~a~er_s: He walks abou~ ~e stage as Father love. and those who hav loved us; next to that is to be wrapt ."A house is on fire, and there is seen at a window the 
GavazZI does, only that the Italian IS almost melo.dra- in the dreamless drapery· of eternal peace." ~nghtened face of a w_oman. with a babe in her arms, appeal
matic in his aCtions, flinging his cloak over his shoul- And these words that follow were those that stirred mg for help. Humamty cnes out, 'Will some one go to the 
ders li1& a baudit, while Ingersoll is simply emphatic the hearers into a shout of enthusiastic indorsement rescue?' They don't ask for a Methodist a Bautist or a · h. t H l h h' Catholic; tlley ask for a man. All at once there ~tart~ from 
m; · JS ~es ur~s. ·. e aug ~ a:t . IS O:WD; joke~; laughs of the hllllianitarianism of his eloquent discourse: the crowd one that nobody ever suspected Of being a saint· 
Wl~h hi~ audience; they with hm:~; It IS as if he and "Next to eternal life is eternfll death. Upon the .shadowy one, maybe, with a bad reputation; but he goes up the ladcle; 
his_ audience. were on close and intimate terms; as if shore of death the sea of trouble casts no wave; eyeJ that hav and is lost in the smo~e and flame, and a mm;nent after he 
he slapp~d them on the back arid they him; ·as if they b~en curtained by th:e·everlasting dark will never·know agai~ emerges, and the great cucles of flame hiss around him· in a· 
were real intimate friends 0 • and it is iii moments when' tlie tou~h of tears j lips that hav been to~ched by eternal Sl- moment more he has reacl}.ed the window 

0 

in anothe~ mo-
• .· ' . , . . lence Will nev!)r utter another word of gnef. Hearts of dust llient, with the woman and child in his arm's he reaches the 

they are closest together over a good JOke-the bacon do not break; tile dead do not weep; and I would rather think ground and givs his fainting burclen to the bystanders, and 
story, for example-that he suddenly pours out upon of tho~e I hav.loved, and those I havlost, as having returned; the peop!e all stand hushed for !1 J_Uoment, .as tlley always do 

·them the eloquent warnings of his better nature, of as havmg become ~ pa,rt of the e~emental w_ealth of the world; at such tlm~s, and then all the mr 1s rent with acclamations." 
the responsibil1ty that rests upon every man to liv a I would ;ather thmk of theJ?l a~ .unconscwus dus~, I ~ould So also IS the atmosphere of the 21.·eat hall in which 

. a· . . . lif 0 • • rather think of them as gurghng m the stream, floating m the· h 0 k' Wb th q . . . 0 0 

pure an m~nly e.. ·He lS one of .. the most na~ural clouds, bursting in the foam of .light. upon the flhores of e _Is spea I!l~· . " en e surgmg ~row?- IS still 
of orators, natural m the sense .that Mademmselle worlds, I would r!lther think of them as the inanimate ancl agrun, he exclrums. Tell me that man Is gomg to be 
Bei;nhru:dt is natural in .the interpretation of charac- eternally unconsmous, than to hav even a suspicion ~hat their s~nt. to hell, to eternal . flames, who is willing to risk 
ters which suit her physique. Ria voice is not musi- naked souls ho;d been clutched by an orthodox God. • · his life rat~er than a woman and child shouldrsuffer 
cal; his manner is uncultured, but hi's matter is origi~ Wi!hout for a moment pretending to indm•se the from the fire one momen~. I d~.spise .that ~octi·in of 
nal, his treatment unique, and he has the mao-netism doctrms of Ingersoll, there c~;LU be no doubt •that on h~ll! ~y man that beheves m eternal hell is af
of all great speakers who sway and dominat~ multi- the whole he is doing an important work, and. possi- flicted With at least. two diseases-petrifaction of the 
tudes. . . . bly a good work. One of the most enlightened of heart. and putrefactiOn _o~ ·the brain." · 

There was rough, bludgeon-like logic in his analy- Chicago clergymen, in discussing the subject with T?is blow at s~perst1t10n having hit the mark hard, 
fleS of the gospels, and be showed to the evident satis- me, took that view.. A ~hange .. is coming· over the havmg ~one. strrught home, he delivers another in the 
faction of his hearers where churc:hnien had tampered spirit of ·the churches. The church of England ·same directwn. "I ~av seen/' he says, "upon the 
with them, and how they had overloaded the simple must modify· ·the damna tory· clauses of its lead- field of battle, a boy siXteen yeru·s of age struck by a 
teaching of Christ with command:inents and promises· ing creed in presence of the new movement rep- £I:agm~nt ?f shell. I hav s~en. him falL I . hav seen 
which he never gave. He carefully criticised every resented by Ingersoll; and the· other · churches, if him die .With_ a curse upon his hps and the face of his 
gospel. they are to hold the respect and reverence of the next mother m his heart. Tell me that his soul will be 

His reasons are too many to be printed in this .generation, must rule more and more by love and less ~urled~rom the fie!d to eternal torment! I pronounce 
sketch. They were put with great force. ThEly were and less by fear. · It an mfamous ~e ! . And yet, according to these 
full of analyses, the kind of searching inquiry which I found the same kind of indifference among cul- gentle~en, that .Is t~ be the fate of nearly all .the 
belongs to the legal examination of evidence before a iured men and women that obtains in Eng'land touch- splen_c1Id fellows m this world." 
bench of English judges. Mr. Ingersoll is himself a ing theological controversy, with just sufficient lean- It Is not _necessary that I should repeat his argu" 
lawyer of eminence. After an exhaustiv i·eview of the ing toward the rooting-up of dogmas to make. them ment~ or. his facts; they are indicated in his rhetori
gospels, and the exhibition of a remarkable list of so- very tolerant of the preaching of Ingersoll. "If he cal flights. Nor do I care to bring clown upon my 
called interpolations into the original text, and refer- would not deny a future state of rewards arid punish- humble _bead t~e thunders of ?rthodoxy by what may 
ting generally to the powets which the interpolators ments," said a Western preacher to me, "Ingersoll be co:r;siderecl an undue explmting of the logic of ali 
had made Cill;ist profess to hav given to his disciples would be perhaps the gTeatest and most useful man unbeliever. Of COUl'Se the chilrches can answer him, 
in the way of casting out devils, and the necessity of in this· country." and do. They ru·e answering him all. this time from 
men who would be saved giving away their money . Among .the people in America who acknowledge no one end of tl~e States to the other. Se1·mons preced11 
and leaving father, mother, wife, and child to follow church and attend no religious services it is a:- good and follow hun w?erever he goes. 
him, he said: · thing that the Materialist-Infidel, mwhatever he may And the folloWing was his peroration; 

"Keep tile Commandments," said Chiist to one inquhing. be called, Mr. Ingersoll, is a teacher and missionary; "Why should we Racrifice areal "·oriel that we hav for one 
for a way of salvation. "Which?" answers the inquirer. for while he is grinding at creeds and dogmas he is we know not of? Why should we ·enslave ourselvs? Why 
Christ didn't tell him to keep Sunday, nor to believe in the preaching a gospel of kindness, of charity, of domes- should we forge fetters for our own hands? Why s.hould we 
Bible. He did not mention Jonah, not a word about snakes t' 1 f 1 d t th 1 f Ch · t 'tl t be the slave of phantoms_:.l)hflntoms that we create ourselvs? 

11 . 0 h th f IC ove, 0 ;man y u y, e gospe 0 . riS WI lOU The darkness of b•rb•.rl'sln '""8 tile \"Omb of t.hese shadO'VS. swa oWing eac o er or exe1·cise. But he told him to go and th 1 · t' 1 di · " " ·•" ' ' sell what he had and giv to the poor .. I think the man who e ecc esias lCa con 'twns and tln·eats of the In the light of science they cannot cloud the sky forever. 
wrote that must havbeen pretty hard up, although the church churches. I am not upholding his opinions, nor is it They hav reddened the hands of mfln with innocent blood. 
ha~> always been wil!-ing to swap .off treasures in heaven for my business or inclination to controvert them. A They made the cradle a en~se l}ntl the grave a place of tor
cash down; and I thmk·thechurc-h must hnvb<>en rlMrl broke d d al f h t h · t . J tf d l ment. Let the ghosts go-Justice remainll. Let them disap
when it interpolated these worcls, "It is easier for a camel to goo e 0 w a e says IS as raJg 1 01·war exp a- pear·-men, women, and children are left. Let the monsters 
go through the eye of a needle tllan for a rich man to enter nation of the views of many good men, both inside fad~ awfl!-t.he world remains1 with its hills, flntl seas, and 
the kingdom of heaven." Did you ever know a Ohristian to the church and outside, in America and in England. plams, w1th Its. seasons of smlles find f1·owns, its springs of 
unload on tllis account? Oh no, your Christian millionaire Unknown in_ England, except by those who regularly leaf and bud, 1ts summer of shade and flower its autumn 
hangs on to his gold to the last minute, and then lets it out at d tt t 1 t d th Am · with the lftdenbonghs, when . ' 
five per cent to start a theological seminary, and thus compro- ~ a e~ IV Y s u. Y eth encan papers, I take The withered banners of the corn fire st.IJJ 
mise wit!I God, But I don't believe Christ ever said any of P easure In acqurunting . e English public with his And gathered fiel<)s are growing strangely wan, 
these thmgs. The commandment to forsake all things for existence, and with some of his opinions. ~~~~~~a~e~,~~{,'gh~~~!~~~if~ ~en~~t~~~c~,!g~d 
Christ's ··sake I for one will not follow. I will not desert my He is. a man in the best and broadest sense of the Her tapestrieR or goltl and brown. 
wife at the bidding of any Christ or any God. Love your word. "I do not pretend,"· he says, "to tell what all '~he world remains, with its wintei·s, find homes, and fire-
children more than Christ. If he was. a man, he is dead·, if he th t th · I d t t d t h f h d s1des where gro\" an 1 bloo th · t f All e ru 1s,· o no pre en o av at · ome the ' · ' m e VIr ues o our l'fiCe. is.a god, he doesn't need your love .. A"ccording to this doctrin these a left 1 · 'th 't 1 d th ·n· · 1' · t f d · · · th 1 bl' abyss, nor to hav floated on Ol1tst1·etched Will. g·s level re. ; anc mnsw, Wl 1 s Hac an rl Ing voice, :tnd an app ICan or a miSSIOn mto e reams of 1ss is asked a!l the~e 1s of art, and song,_ and hope, and love, and aspirac 
by the recording secretary, "What hav you done t<l be saved?" with the bights of thought. I simply plead for free- twn ~1gh. All these renuun: Let the ghosts go-we will 
"I deserted my wife and six children," answers the applicant. dom, I denounce the cruel. ties and horrol'S of slavery, worshil~ th~m no more: Jlllan 1s greater than these phantoms. 
"Go right in," says t,he secretary. I notice that the men with I sk f h Hum t d tl 11 th 1 1 11 a or lig· t and air for the souls o. f men. I say, am Y 18 grnn er 1fln n · c m·eet s, t 1au n the books. 
the smallest souls make tile most.noise about their salvation. tak ff th h . ak Humanity is the great sea, and these creeds and books and 
When the great ship of life goes down I won't desert my wife eo ose c alllS, bre those manacles, free t:hose religions are. ~nt the waves of a day. Humanity is tile sky, 
and friends, and sneak ashore in some orthodox canoe. No, limbs, release that brain. . I plead for the right to and these rehg~ons and clogmfls 11nd theories are but t.he mistR 
I will stand by them and go down with the ship." think, to reason, to investigate. I ask that the future and clouds changing continually, destined :linally to melt. 

He spoke without effort. From declamation to may be enriched With the honest thoughts of men. away. Let the ghosts go, we will worship them no more ! 
I implore every human being to be· a soldier in the Let them cover their eyeless sockets with their fleshless 

nanativ; from anecdote to simile; .from simile to ep- hflnds, and fade forever from the imagination of rnen "! 
igram; and thence to pathos of the most touching arniY of progress. I will not invade the rights of 
character. He was easy all the time; he spoke with- others. You hav no right to erect your toll-gates 
out effort, and when he delivered his peroration one upon the highways of thought. You hav no right to 
felt that the long address was too short, that the leap from the hedges of superstition and strike down 
speaker could not hav been wearisome however ex- the pioneers of the human race. You hav no right 
tended his discourse might hav been. He chuckled to sacrifice the liberties of man upon the altars of 
over his illustration of the fussiness of perverts and ghosts. Believe what you may, preach what you de
converts. sire, hav all the forms and ceremonies you please, ex-

His 'hatred of the Presbyterians is greater than his ercise your liberties in your own way, and extend to 
hatred of the Catholics. He says their sect was all others the same right." 
started by a murderer whose idea of God was an in

7 
It was in a lecture on "Ghosts" that the eloquent 

finit ,John Calvin. · preacher said these words; and I recall some of the 
And so he went on with his beliefs and with illus- notable points of his belief and the purpose of his 

trations of their good amidst thunders of applause, lectures. He is doing according to his idea what he 
the vast audience holding him silent for some seconds can to make this world just a little better; to giv a 
at his reference to the schoolhouse, to the cathedral, little more .liberty to men,· a little more liberty to 
~nd to the gospel of justice. · women. He believes in the government of kindness; 

The most successful drama, theatrical managers he believes in truth, in investigation, in free thought; 
tell you, is that which sandwiches in its scenes laugh- he does not believE') that the hand. of want will be 
ter and tears. Audiences like to laugh a:p.d cry al- eternally extended in this world; he does not believe 
most in· the saine breath. Ingersoll's addresses are that the prison will forever seru· the ground; he does 
modeled· on this principle. Laughter, enthusiasm, not· believe that the shadow of the gallows will for
heartfelt emotion, are the responses to his catching ever curse the earth; be does not believe that it will 
eloquenM. I call to min<} his clGsing words; the &ways be tl'U!l that the P16ll who do the most work 
spirit of then;t remains with me as orthodoxically.al'! will ha.v the least to wear nnd the least to eat. He 
the sacred music of a cathedral choir. believes that the time will come when liberty and mo
~"Oh, but you say I. take away immortality. I do not. If rality and justice, like the rings of Saturn, will sur
we are immortal it is a fact in nature, and we are not in- round the world; that the world will be better, and 

THE Rev. Joseph Cook says that "the religious 
tone of Harvru·d [College] has changed wondrously 
within the last fifteen years, and for the better." 
Upon what does he base this statement'? Statistics 
show a constant decrease in the number of· Harvard 
men entering the ministry. The records of each 
graduating class show a significant proportion who 
openly acknowledge themselvs to be Agnostics or 
Freethinkers. Would :Nir. Cook say in the face of 
our empty churches that educated young · men 
throughout the country are bec;oming more religious? 
~ut the ymmg men at Harvard ru·e more intimately 
mfl_uenced than those outside by a spirit of skepticism 
whwh is in some respects peculiar to this university. 
This may be attributed partly to youth and to the 
almost lJerfect freedom from restraint enjoyed by Har
val'd students, and doubt.less it is in many cases shaken 
off in after years. But whatever be the cause there 
is no foundation for the statement that Harvard of 
late ye~rs has asswned a more .relig·ious tone. · On 
the conti·ary the prevailing tone among the students 
as regards religious matters is one of indifference.-
'lrihunf!. . 

--------·--- ... 

·wORSE t.~an all 'other mean aets are those performed 
by hypocnts un<ler tho eloak of purity and virtue.
D. M. Bennett. 
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In Memoriam. 
We continue t1rts week to print reports of the Lib

eral Leagues and other Freethought bodies which 
hav united to do honor to the late editor of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. From societies and individuals alike 
come heartfelt expressions of sorrow at the great 
loss sustained by the Liberals. Very few men hav 
been so near to the people as was JHr. Bennett. He 
was one of them. He worked With them and for 
them. He associated with the workers. · His life was 
one of constant toil, and he had the feelings and sym
pathies of a working. m!J.n. Whether traveling as a 
salesman, dispensing medicins to the sick, or tilling 
his farm, he was the same unremitting toiler. When 
he started THE TRuTH SEEKER he brought the habits 
of the farmer into the editorial room. He labored 
from four in the morning till nine or ten at night, 
and the oft-repeated cautions of his associates could 
not deter him. He was a good friend to everybody 
but himself. In his own office he was much loved, 
and if any of his employees were in trouble they in
~variably came to him, and he helped them out. When 
friends from out of town carne in they always 
found him ready for a chat. He met every one on 
his own gronnd. He had theology, medicin, chem
istry, and the various sciences at his tongue's end. 
His reading was prodigious, and his memory wonder
ful. Besides, he had been in so many avocations 
and professions that he might hav been ~alled a" Jack
at-all-trades." But the rest of it would hav to be 
changed, for he was good at all. Occasionally a 
Christian would drop into the office, and when he 
was holding his debates with the Rev. Humphrey 
and with Mr. Mair they were frequently in, and at 
such times we in the office were always treated to a 
theological discussion. At the close he would tell 
them they were good fellows, but deceived, and com
miserate them. He hoped to convert them both, and 
he undoubtedly did make much impression on them, 
and both Humphrey and Mair are more Liberal to
day than they were. 

These qualities of simplicity and earnestness en
deared him to his friends who came into personal re~ 
lations with him, and they made themselvs manifest 
in all his writings, so that people who never saw him 
felt as though they had known him personally. The 
one trait which dominated all others in him was 
honesty. In his business dealings, in his conversa~ 
tiona, in his writings, in his· life in all its paths and 
duties, this trait was . prominently manifest, This 
gave to all his utterances an added force and weight, 
and commanded respect from all but the most miser
able of ID;ankind. 

His power as a Freethought advocate has been ex
ceeded by none. Voltaire, perhaps, in his lifetime 
was as cordially hated by the church and its satellites, 
but Voltaire's in:lluence was reduced by the very lack 
of the animating force of Mr. Bennett's life. Dis
simulation characterized his age, and he had to play 
the hypocrit sometimes to save his life. But history 
would hav placed him higher in the temple of fame 
if he had been grand enough to rise above the hy
l)ocrisy of the church. It was the infinit superiority 
of his character over the Christians that made Mr. 
Bennett's fame. He would be honest if he was 
ruined. He would be true to his own convictions if 
he spent his life in a dungeon. In this he was more 
like Thomas Paine, and, like Paine, his fame will be 
greater, his memory more loved, in fifty years than 
pow. During his life, and a.t his death, Paine was 
hated by the church as intensely as D. M. Bennett, 
and to-day the people &re but finding out how deeply 
jndebted this republic is to the author-hero. So it 
will take many years for the general public to find 
out how much they owe to D. M. Bennett for break-

ing shackles as galling as those which were forged by .place there. Letters were read from Mrs. Lucinda: 
George the Third for the people of Allerica. AI- B. Chandler, Albert Chavannes, editor of the Sociowgist 
though not devoting his great talents to politics, Mr. in Knoxville, Tenn., and from the Rev. Jesse H. 
Bennett was as sturdy an advocate of· the rights of Jones, 'North· Abingdon, Mass. Comments were made 
man as Paine. His violation of the Comstock law upon the reports and the letters by Mrs, Cynthia. 
was as much a protest against Federal usurpation of Leonard and Dr. Garter. The next parlor meeting: 
powers not delegated to it by the Constitution as will take place on the last Thursday evening in Janu
against the exercise by the Christian church of power ary. at the same place. 
to which it has no mora] or legal right. He was the ----~----
deadly enemy of tyranny in whatever form it ap- An Intolerant Decision. 
peared-whether it wore the crown of kingship," the Judge Briggs, in an opinion delivered on Dec. 30th, 
robes of priests, or paraded in the garb of republi- ruled that Atheists and all others who do not believe 
can simplicity. He saw where such misgovernment in a divine being and divine rewards and punish
would lead, and, like Jefferson, protested in the be- menta are incompetent as witnesses. The question 
ginning. · was brought up on a motion for a new trial in a suit, 

It was all these grand and unselfish characteristics the ground for the motion being that· Judge Briggs 
which so enderu:ed him to the people and call forth had admitted the 'testimony of Robert Becker, who 
such words of honest and heartfelt sympathy. Never said that, although he believed in the creator of the 
was a bigger lie uttered than that by a Christian universe and in a suprem!3 power which would pu:J;l
paper of this city that his in:lluence would die with ish him here for false swearing, he did not believe· in 
him. His influence will grow as his sincere, unos- God as commonly understood by the people, nor in a 
tentatious, honest life and work become better known. personal god, nor in God as an entity. . There wao no 
No man who sees a great wrong and. tries to sweep other evidence in support of the objection to the wit
it away but will leave hili impress on those who come ness. In his opinion, Judge Briggs said that it was 
aft.er him. He did his work so manfully and well with some doubt that he admitted the witness. After 
that when the great fabric reared by the church sh!J.ll quoting authorities, he continued: 
hav tottered and fallen he will be honored by the bene
fited world as one of the mightiest workmen engacred 
0 0 ~ 
m Its destruction. . 

To the Leagues, to the individuals all over the 
country who hav sent sincere sympathy and paid 
their tributes of love, we return thanks. The dying 
year took with it Freethought's best friend. 1\{ay 
the new-born one raise up a host to take his place. 

It follows that the faith of a witness should be a religious 
belief of some kind . in the existence ·of an. omniscient being 
who will reward and punish either here or hereafter for good 
or evil deeds. A belief in a power as exhibited by the forces 
of nature, and call it supreme and yet ignore· that that power 
is the handiwork of the omniscient and omnipotent God, is 
totally insufficient to meet the law's requirements. Nor is 
any advance gained by asserting that he who violates the laws 
of nature will be punished, for admittedly such punishment 
will follow with unerring certainty. If one j1imp overboard 

A New Volume and New Type. in mid-ocean, or thrust his hand into a raging fire, or violate 
. any law of his. natural existence, he would be immediately 

This number begins Volume X. of· THE TRUTH· punished just in proportion that he violates these natural 
SEEKER, and with it the price is reduced to $2.50. laws. A belief in such a ·punishment is not a belief in divine 
When Mr. Bennett anno~ced the change he "did so punishme;nt, and clearly insufficient to render one entertain-

'th ing it competent to testify unc;ler our law. While the witness 
WI the hope that many new subscribers· could be said he- believed in 11 supreme power that would punish him 
added to the list. He well knew he had not made here for false. swea1ing, he would not say that he believed 
any money by its publication, and he did not Want that power WIIS divine, and he totally denied the perBOnlllity 
to. -He wanted to do the most good possible, and of God as generally understood by people. With such 11 be
furnish the Libe1·als of the country with a papei' at a )ief how can he be said to be in fear of divine punishment 

. for testifying falsely? His belief being defectiv in this 
pnce within the reach of everybody, and this idea is respect, it falls short of . one of the legal reqirements 
the one that actuates his successors. This reduction which is indispens11ble to exist to entitle him to be examined 
will reduce the income many ·hundreds of dollars, as a v.itness in the courts of this state. It follows th11t I 
which must be made up by new subscribers. It is erred in rtceiving his testimony, and that a new trial should 

- be ordered. 
hoped that this will be done. Mr. Bennett promised, 
and we renew the promis, that if the list can be A man capable of deiivering an opinion like this is 
doubled the paper shall be furnished for two dollars. not fit to be a judge. It is equivalent to saying that 
It costs ju~t as much to set the type for one copy of a ·witness must b~lieve. a lie bef?r~ he.is..=~pd>ent-to 
the paper as-for-thousands; ---- --~---------f-ieH:-tlre'ti"Utlr. :Eor bhoo stnpichty, and pig-headed 

This paper also is print~d on the new type prom- and obdurate disrel?ard ?f. the dictates of _common 
ised for the beginning of the year by Mr. Bennett. sense and reason. this opmwn of J uclge Bnggs can
This of course has involved a large outlay, but the not be surpassed. 
paper presents an improved appearance and will sat- ----~----
isfy our friends better. Not of Much Account. 

We shall soon resume the 1mblication of Mr. W aka
man's "Harmony. and Meaning of the Scientific Gos
pels," which is so instructiv and entertaining. For 
this volume we shall hav also the contributions of the 
many earnest and able writers whose names. are famil
iar to our readers as household words. THE TRUTH 
SEEKER is the free forum of the Freethought party of 
the United States, and its broad columns will remain 
open to the discussion of all subjects pertaining to 
the welfare and civil and religious rights of mankind. 
We shall continue to show up the rottenness of the 
church and priesthood, their false pretenses in sell
ing a heaven they cannot find, and threatening a hell 
which has no existence; their hypocrisy in claiming 
that they are called of God to discourse of things not 
earthly, when they are the most intent of any people 
upon the fleshly things of life. The church has been 
a perpetual stumbling-block to progress in science, 
and it will be the cherished purpose of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER to remove it. In this good work we confi
dently look for the aid of all true Liberals. 

Heredity Meeting. 
The parlor meetings of the patrons and members 

of the Institute of Heredity residi:qg in New York hav 
been resumed. The first of this winter's series was 
held at the residence of Dr. Foote, 120 Lexington 
ave., on the evening of the 28th. Mr. S. P. Putnam, 
the president, opened the exercises with an excellent 
address showing the difference between the scientific 
and the theological methods of dealing with the 
question, and the necessity of being guided by the 
former: As Dr. Foote, Sr., was a delegate to the con
vention in Boston, he presented a report of what took 

A Kentucky patron asks the following question: 
Hav you read "The Problem of Hum11n Life," by A. Wil

ford Hall? If yon hav, let me know through· THE TRUTH 
SEEKER wh11t you think of it. What denpmination does Mr. 
Hall belong to? By answering the above you will very much 
oblige, Yours truly, A. B. :BRINEY. 

We hav not seen the book, put we hav seen a paper 
of his which we consider very trashy. And in the 
Christian Union of Dec. 21st we see some one has 
asked the same question, and the editor, who, being 
a Christian, has been favored by Mr. Hall with a 
copy, replies: 

Wilfred [.~ic] Hall's "The Problem of Human Life" is a 
book of very curious learning, the scientific value of which 
has yet to be tested. The author h11s undertaken to prove 
the immortality of the soul by demonstrating th11t all the so
called principles of the forces of nature, including the vital 
and mental powers, are re11lly subst11ntial entities, and since 
science has determined that no substance in the universe can 
be annihilated, he maintains that the eternity of the soul liB a 
substance is scientifically estnblished. In the course of this 
argument he strikes upon the supposed fact that sound is pro
duced by waves of air, and he enters into a long argument to 
prove this theory false and to est11blish the doctrin th11t sound 
consists of corpuscular emissions, and is, therefore, a sub
stantial entity like everything else. Whatever may be said 
of the scientific argument, we do not attach much value to 
the theological argument; for though matter is indestructible 
it varies in its form and its identity, and Mr. Hall's argument, 
if his premises are conceded, and his logic accepted, only 
goes to show that spiritual existence does not come to an end; 
but it does not in the least militate against the idea that the 
individual may lose his identity and become merged iil uni
versal ·being, as the drops of water in the ocean or the cloud. 

As Mr. Hall wrote his book to prove Christianity, 
the above is not very complimentary to him. He is 
probably some Ishmaelite of the church, who is wel-
come nowhere. ' 

,. 
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A.. Valuable Suggestion. THE Woman's Wm·ld is the name of sprightly little "'Take, therefore, rio thought for the morrow' is a 
sentiment which no intelligent person accepts." 
Again, " It may seem a sweeping assertion to say that 
all distinctly Christian doctrins are immoral. 'More 
than this, tl;e people were immoral who invented them, 
and what is still more fundamental, the god they 
worshiped was immoral. It was he who ordained 
evil. What for? To show his mercy. He created 
the universe for his own glory. In fact, we find he 

A Congregational minister in Michigan was not much used . paper published by Helen Wihnans, at 256 State 
to engaging in lawsuits, yet he thought he would go to law ·street, Chicago, lll., at $1 per year. It. is the ablest 
against.an Infidel who had said some unpleasant things about of the many distinctivly woman's rights journals pub~ 
him. :S:e sought to recover damages from this Infidel for 

. T lished, and we wish Miss Wilmans success in forcing defama,tiOn of character. his was several months ago. After 
suffering the customary delays of the law, the suit has now from the state and church the recognition so long un-
been brought to tria1. The result is a victory for the clergy- justly denied the women of this country. 
man, which, though it brings him money, is nevertheless a 
very barren victory. The verdict in his favor is one hundred 

. dollars. This represents four or •. five months largely devoted 
to preparing for the suit, to say nothing of the worry and the 
wear and tear of mind. Had the good parson spent the same 
amount of time and effort in sawing wood at a dollar and a 
quarter a day he would hav been better off in mind, body, and 
estate. His character, which he considered to hav been dam
aged by what the Infidel said about him, would h!j.V been 

·quite as highly esteemed by the good people in the com-
munity as it is now that he has received tlie hundred-dollar 
award for its supposed .damage. 

Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will readily recog
nize the parties involved in this suit as our good 
friend, M. Babcock, and the Rev. Mr. Richards, of St. 
Johns, Mich. The foregoing extract is from the New 
York Sun, and the suggestion it contains as to the 
sawing of wood at a dollar and a quarter a day, or 
even a quarter without the dollar, might be acted 
upon by the majority of ministers, with equal profit, 
whether they go to law or stick to gospel. 

THE Detroit EveninglYews has the following: "The 
Sun says· it is positivly alleged that Gen. W. T. Sher
man has recently been received illto the Roman Cath
olic church. . The ceremony . of th~ occasion was 
rather private. Mrs. Sherman has long been a Cath
olic, but the general has always been known as a Free
thinker." This is incorrect. It is the general's son 
who has made a fool of himself by joining the Jesuits. 
He recently lectured in Baltimore on the Inquisition 
and defended that hellish institution to the best of 
his li~ited ability. Whether his father is a Free
thinker or not we do not know, but it is only justice 
to one of America's greatest soldiers to acquit him of 
the infamy of having allied himself to one of his 
country's most dangerous enemies. 

THE Philosophic Inqui1·et is the sharpe~:;t thorn that 
pricks the missionaries of India. It was started si
multaneously ,c\;ith the appearance of J o Cook in that 
country, and the disgust excited by his visit. appears 
to hav made Freethinkers enough to sustain it. It 
ought to devote a few of its issues to showing up the 
fratid of sending missionaries to convert a people who 
hav a J)hilosophy more sublime, a religion more pure, 
and morals infinitly "better than th,;, church can show 
among all its· saints and parsons. - . 

THE London Republican, edited by George Stand
ring, is publishing the biogTaphy of Mr. Bennett 
_which appeared in these columns. The Republican is 
devoted to republican principles, and hopes to see 
the day when the reigning sovereign of England will 
giv place to one chosen by the people. Mr. Bennett 
made many warm friends among the Freethinkers of 
England on his two visits who will be glad to see this 
sketch in one of their ·own papers. 

THE valiant Freethought orator, John E. Rems
bn:g, of Atchison, Kansas, is coming East in a few 
weeks on a lecture tour. He will speak as he has 
calls in Iowa,_ Missouri, lllinois, Wisconsin, Indiana, 
Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, the New 
England states, and even as far east and north as 
Canada. We hope he will be kept busy, as he is both 
able and el9quent, and will do our cause much good. 
Address him at once at Atchison, Kansas. 

SoME time ago Byron Adonis severed his pleasant 
connection with the Jewish Times, and retired for 
awhile from activ journalism. He has now returned 
to the work with a paper of his own called the Uni
verse. Although it is a local paper, Byron has de
voted it to n·ee thought and free speech, and hits the 
Christian church upon every available opportunity. 
It is published at 615 Kearney street, San Francisco, 
at $3 per year. 

OuR fiiend Albert Chavannes, of Adair Creek, East 
Tennessee, has started a little monthly paper for the 
dissemination .of "knowledge of the natural laws that 
control human happiness." He calls it the Sociologist, 
and will send sample copies free to all who drop him 
a postal card asking for it. The essays in it are good 
and much profit can be derived from their study. 

MRs. LAKE will speak for the Pittsburgh League on has failed in all he has ever undertaken. ·He created 
Paine's Anniversary. She will also be at Linesville, Adam and Eve, but they_ proved an utter failure, 

di:owned the work!, turned himself into his own son, 
Pa., on the 30th. Parties wishing lectures will ad- and died to save the world; but here, again, he has 
dress her, after Jan. 25th, at Linesville, Pa. Until signally failed. His own people are now deserting 
that time, address at 219 Grand avenue, Milwaukee, him by denying the story about creation; they hav 
Wis. dared to close the doors of hell in the face of heaven." 

THE Banner of Light has our thanks for courtesies 
extended. Also the Kansas Liberal, published by 
Messrs. Harmon and Walker. May it be long ere we 
hav to reciprocate in kind. 

E: H. HEYWOOD's trial has been postponed till 
March. 

Remsburg's Image Breaker. 
I hav received the first six numbers of the Image 

Breaker, and hasten to express my admiration of them. 
First, their size adapts them to be sent through the 
mail in a one cent wrapper. This will help to scatter 
them among· the people at small expense. Secondly, 
the type is large and legible, which is a great matter 
for the reader. Thirdly, the author is careful to cite 
authority for every important statement made. I 
think that the reader who feels the force of his argu
ment cannot evade it by cavilling. Fourthly, what is 
politic, and very admirable, he don't stuff a tract to 
repletion with a multitude of ideas, but hammers out 
one point at a time and finishes it. No. 1 is a model 
in this respect. A. B. BRADFORD. 

Enon Valley, Pa. 
--~~-.._ ____ __ 

The pamhplet may be had of the ati.thor, at 
Paola, Kansas, and at THE TRuTH . SEEKER office, 21 
Clinton Place, New York. Price, 15 cents. 

ELLA E. GIBSON. 

Errata. 
In a notice of " The Bible of the Religion of Science," 

printed last week, there are two typographical errors. 
1. The basic principle taught in this book is that 

spii-it matter, force, and motion, and the laws of 
growth, maturiftr, and decay are eternal (not external) 
substances or piinciples. 

2. And last of all the great mass of religionists 
worship a word (not wood) God. The Christians 
hav declared that" the word was God." This I con-
sider the thinnest God man ever made. H. 

We would call the attention of our readers to this 
new book, which is elsewhere advertised. 

The Rest is Silence. 
From the Kansas Liberal. 

D. M. Bennett is dead. Upon the hearts of thou
sands of American Liberals this announcement fell as 
would hav fallen the tidings of the passing away of a 
loved brother or father. For D. M. Bennett had en-

Our Directory. deared himself to the readers of his paper to a degree 
I hav just finished reading H. L. Green's " Free- almost unprecedented in the annals of journalism. It 

t~ink~rs' Di~·ectory," and am ever so well pleased was not the " editor" who spoke thTOugh its columns; 
With It. It IS not only a long list of the names and but t4e man, D. M. Bennett. This, to a great extent, 
addresses of Liberals, but it is filled with interestinrr was the seeret of his success. It was to the man, not 
and useful reading matter, valuable suo·o·estion~. to the. journalist, that the readers of THE Tnu·m 
"t f "''"' ' SEEKER addressed their letters. He made 'vaiw I ems o news, and good advice. I hope every one 
who receives it will order N 0 2, and set about getting fi-iends and bitter enemies. So must every man of 
a few new names to add to the roll of honor. The positiv convictions and sincere pm·pose. Woe be to 
splendid lot of premiums ought to induce hundreds the h;vpocrit pretending to the possession of a virtue 
to work for names, and the satisfaction. of knowing he did not possess when this man turned upon him. 
who and where our fi·iends are should be a still Terriblv direct were his blows. He wielded no blade 
greater inducement. Right here let me say I shall of lath in mimic battle, but sent his heavy broadsword 
be glad to forward names and stamps (twenty-five straight down, cleaving sure and certain the brazen 
cents each) for new memberships, ancl I hope to hav front of fi·aud. 
that pleasure every mail between now and the next He }vas not always right in his estimate of fmHla
.i"!sue. I'm not entirely unselfish in .soliciting them, mental principles; he did not always see clearly what 
either, as I want a copy myself, and also to pay in was embraced in the demand for the sovereignty of 
that way for getting my advertisment in it. I sent the individual, and he clasped to .his heart a system 
in only five names for No. 1, but hope to forw·ard whose devotees sought n·antically to blacken his name 
five times as many for No. 2. Come, one and all and mm·der his reputation because of his as.~erted fail
and join in the good work. Let your names stand a~ ure to liv up to the requirements of their and his 
emblems of progress and reform and of the increased creed. But they falsified and perverted the record, 
measure of happiness that will grow out of increased for he was no hypocrit, and to the last remained true 
liberty and goodness. We are to the unnatural and cruel system which, but for his 

inl1erent streng-th and nativ 'manliness, would hav ut-
" Cle!1ring the ground for broad humanity, the true Ame1·icn u 

Heir of the past so gmnd, · ' terly destroyed him when the "leaders" whom he 
To build a grander future." subsequently tmmasked perfidiously and with intoler-
Snowville, Va. ELMINA. able insolence attempted to make his private life a 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, S1:r: Names 
of Liberals sent me before the lOth of January will 
be published in the second edition of the " Free
thought Directory," which will be issued Jan. 15th. 
Those who desire the second edition must order it 
before that time to receive it. Price 25 cents. 

Salamanca, N. Y. H. L. GREEN. 

Liberty and Morality. 
Fr(}m 1htlh. 

Will you allow me space in your valuable paper to 
s_ay a few words in favor of W. S. Bell's speech, de
livered at the New York State Freethinkers' Conven
tion at Watkins, Aug. 26, 1882? "Liberty and Mor
ality" is a neatly covered pamphlet of thirty-six 
pages, and throughout its entirety displays the liter
ary acumen for which its author is distinguished. 
:r'he gist of the book, plainly perceived by the reader, 
IS. that. tru,e liberty is but individual sovereignty, 
mmus mfrmgement upon the rights of others; and 
pure morality is: Do thyself and others no harm. 
But the author's most happy hits are under "Chiis
tian Morality," a few of which are here appended: 
"No hateful parent can teach his child to love him, 
nor will a mountain of commandments -warm his 
child's heart into love. The masses lay off, to some 
extent, their religion when they lay off their Sunday 
clothe~. Here (the atonement) the moral governm~nt 
of somety rests upon a fabulous tradition, which is 
supposed to hav had its origin some six thousand 
years ago." "It (prayer) is an effort to persuade 
God to do better than he otherwise would." In criti
cising the Seiwon on the Mount, Mr. Bell says: 

matter of public concern. 
The fearless thinker, the candid searcher for truth, 

the indefatigable worker, the valiant rebel against 
authority whose injustice he perceived, the great 
journalist and publisher, the mart)T for fi·ee publica
tion, the MAN, D. 1\'I. Bennett is no more with us to do 
battle for the right. But his work survives, his mem
ory livs in mind made :free by his struggles and his 
suffeiings; the words he has spoken, the voh~mes he 
has written, the paper he has established, all these 
remain to us, and incalculable is the good they will 
yet accomplish. 

And for us who are left his life has many valuable 
lessons. Unconquerable determination, sincerity of 
pm·pose and candor of expression, capacity for work 
carefully husbanded by care of the physical, and 
strict integrity made the Prisoner of Albany what he 
was. Om· work lies onward in the way he traveled; 
our mission is the same as was his, the destruction of 
superstition and injustice, the enthronement of Rea
son and Equity. "\V e only are his true disciples as 
we grow into the stature of a :fuller man:hood and 
womanho<1tl., as we with swinging step advance into 
broader libeliv still more earnestly and intelligently. 
Let this be. th~ inspiration we dra;v fi·om the life and 
labors of om· comrade, the untiring worker, the sol
dier of Freethought, the madyr, D. M. Bennett, now 
passed into everlasting silence. W. 

THE TRUTH SEEKE~ will be sent thr~e months to new 
suhscriberR for half a dollar. Those interested in the 
spread of ]'reethought should exert themselvs to fnr
tller the circulation of THE TnmH SEEKER. 
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gi~.nnrqnnil}nlions. in the papyrus found with some ·of. the oldest 
mummies we find .thi~ doctrin alleged.· Those re

.:=-== mains take us to an age back of five thousand ye~rs 
before Christ, let alone five thousand years ago. 

Immortality-The Idea "Very Old-Singular Philo, who wrote nearly 1800 years ago, was indoc-

A membe1· of the aristocracy yesterday presided at 
a cattle show, and in the course of a. speech men
tioned ,the late archbish.op of Canterbury, whom he 
extolled for his many viliues and immense intellectual 
powers; "he was a most large-hearted and liberal 
churchman; ancl believed that others were goi.n,g to 
heaven beside himself, though they might not be go
ing by the same path." Such vast J;.iberality is quite 
ove1·powering. : 

Error. trinated in all the old learnili:g. Speaking of Moses's 
A remarkable statement was made by H. W: decease, he says (vol. ·iii, "Life of Moses," p; 39): 

Beecher at the supper to Herbert Spencer. It was "And when he. was about to depart from hence to 
that "the doctrin of immortality was- not known in heaven and take up his abode there, and leaving the 
the Old Testament clays, and that not a soul had ever .mortal life to become immortal," etc. Evidently 
heard of a futme five thousand years aooo." wherever Philo speaks of immortality he speaks of a 

Let us see. "\Vhat said Job? After"' indulaino- in matter well known, as he supposes. .So Elijah says 
some hopeless remarks, he concludes that, "tho~1gh of the widow's child, "Let this child's soul come into 

Your correspondent, the Rev. John Smith; appears 
to know as little of his owtt or any other religion as 
the majority of spirituar guides. He certainly can
not mix much with his own party or he would hear 
plenty o:f curses and denuneiations heaped upon the 
devoted heads of Freethinlwrs, with mo,ny regrets 
that the elect cannot exterminate them. There is 
plenty of persecution going on, though it does not 
get so far as burning o,t the stake. The Christians 
need not brag about their tenderness to unbelievers, 
they would do just the same as they hav do:rie before 
if they had the power. Your opponent probably 
does not read the papers, or he would hav seen that 
there are actim1s for blasphemy, so-called, pending 
against certain Freethinkers here. l!,ortunately we 
hnv a champion in Charles Bradlaug·h, who is fully 
equal to the occasion, and we look forward to secm·
ing through him a glorious victory for our cause. 
While hoping for the best we shall be fully ,prepared 
for the worst; and if we are defe1.1ted this time, we 
shall not be crushed out of existence, but gain many 
more adherents, and the downfall of bigotry and 
snpematm:al religion will thereby be hastened. 

the wonns shall destroy his body, yet in his flesh him again." ·· 
shall he see God." What says Ecclesiastes? After But against. the assertion of Mr. Beecher surely it 
in a like manner indulging in. declarations as to the is enough to state the single word "Pharisee "-the 
vanity of all earthly things, he gin; ns the "conclu- name of the oldest sect of the Jews. The Sadducees, 
sion of the whole matter," the last of which is, "'fhe like our modern Atheists, were a later develop
spirit shall return to the God who gave it." 1foses ment. In fact, the ideas of Atheism and non-immor~ 
givs us nothing in his la_ws to show he hacl much idea tality are much later than t~os~. of _their opposits. 
of immortality; and so, If one looks through our own JIIIuch,as we surpass antiqurc,r: m our stronghold 
statutes, he will find no reference to a future state. on physwal nature-and whwh IS due solely to the 
Still he le(l"islates ag~tinst "witches and those who hav advantages science has given to civilized man over 
familiar spirits." If we- hav any dou~t as to what the saval?e, thus. pr~venting all interferen?e with 
sort of people he meant, we can ascertam from Saul's progress IX: that clirec~wn-,:e are ~ot one '~h~t. ah~ad 
visit to the witch of Endor. Samuel was dead, and of a refl.ectmg savage m the Ideal; m fact, mvihzatwn 
Saul in great trouble. He visits the woman in dis- confuses the ideal. In metaphysics our master is 
guise, and asks her to consult the spirits. She re- yet Aristotle, whose ideas we may well believe were 
fuses, ancl refers to the law; Saul promises to protect received from India, and these belonged to a time so 
her; she beains her incantations. Samuel appears; ancient as to surpass tradition, in that land so faith
he asks, "Why hast thou disquieted me ?" and he ful to tradition. 
says, "To-morrow thou and thy sons shall be with It is consistent, doubtless, to believe that blind, 
me." And vet men knew naught of a :future in Old dumb, mindless natme developed the mind from an 
Testament days 1 oyster, infinitesimal or otherwise, and so has devel-

· I am glad to hear that Charles Watts is meeting 
·with appreciativ audiences, and gaining friends wher
ever he goes, and trust the seed he is sowing in new 
ground will b1·ing fmih a plentiful harvest. 

""Who were the Pharisees and the Essenes? Their oped the idea of immortality, and that such idea may 
sects existed long before Christ. In Acts we are told be false, but must of course be a late development. 
that the Sadducees deny the resurrection, but the With these ideas, it is also consistent to believe that 
Pharisees confess it. The Pharisees were the oldest the wires will delive1· intelligence at one end, yet hav
sect and the most popular, because "they chmg to ing only the blind, dumb, mindless battery at the 
the tmclitions of the elders." There are a thousand other. When I can believe the one I can the other-

Trusting that you and your readers will hav a 
good share. of happiness and prosperity the coming 
year, I am fraternally yours, J. D. 

sayings in the Old Testament to show that a future but not yet. HoLT. 
A Rational Sabbatl1. was deemed as a matter of course. There is no 

doubt as to whence the Christians get their peculiar 
idea of hell and heaven. Homer described it, Hnd 
Plato, in his "Phecl.o," tells ~tll about it. Virgil's 
sixth book of "Eneid" is full of it. The fact is, we 
are in the habit of regarding the Jews as being the 
most ancient of people, and the depositories of all 
ancient wisdom, whereas they were com1)arativly a 
new. people ancl almost destitute of any literatm·e till 
after their return from captivity. About 1400 years 
B.c., according to their own account, they emerged 
from Egypt. Now Egypt, we li:now, had, be<?n for 
thousands of years prior to that time a land of high 
civilization. "Moses was learned in all the knowl
edge of the Egyptians." Far back of I'r1oses's clay we 

. find the Egyptians with a highly perfected system of 
religion. They had as clear an idea of a futme state 
as ever any people had. By consulting Spinetto's 
lectures, the reader will find their whole system 
clearly explained. Long afterward they had degen
erated from monotheism to polytheism, which is the 
natm·al course. 

Leaving Egypt and going to India, we :find a still 
more ancient civilization, and a religion that taught a 
future state. There we find the source of all the 
most ancient traditions. There is where the Egy-p
tians got the story of creation and deluge; of Adani, 
Noah, Ham, Shem, and .Japhet, and of A-Brahm, o1· 
Brahm-a. 

The following quotation from 8, work written while 
Egypt and Greece were in their iniancy ought to satisfy 
any one that, no matter what we may hav attained in 
the material world, the mind o:f man has never 
reached higher in its search after the infinit and the 
future. It is from "Shirin and Ferhicl," an .. allegori
cal poem found in Vol. IV., Asiatic Re:.;earches
" Philosophy of the Asiatics:" 

"There is a strong propensity which dances through every 
atom and attracts the minutest particles to some particular 
point. Search the universe from its base to its summit, from 
fire to air, from water to earth, from all below the moon to all 
above the celestial spheres, and thou wilt not find one cor
puscle destitute of that natural attractability; the very point 
of the first thre!td in this seeming tangled skein is no other 
than this principle of attraction, and all :principles beside are 
void of a real basis. From this. propensity arise all motions 
in heavenly and terrestl'ial objects. It is this that taught 
hard steel to rush from its place and rivet itself on the mag
net, and impels the light strnw to join the amber. It is this 
quality that givs every substance in nature a tendency toward 
another, and an inclim"tion forcibly directed to another ob
ject." 

And yet the age that developed the mind of that 
writer had never conceived of immoiiality! 

The statements of Manetho, once so much derided 
because they showed that Egypt had thirty-two dy
nasties of kings prior to Alexander the El-reat's day, 
hav been confirmed so that there is not a shadow of 
doubt ;:ts to their truth. At the beginning of the six
teenth dynasty Egypt was at her greatest enlighten
ment. ·This takes us sixteen dynasties l>ack of Alex
ander. 

Spinetto-a Christian, too-says in his lectures 
(introduction, lecture 1st): 

"For the religion of Egypt, in its primary institution, was 
Deism ancl the immortality of the soul. The certainty of ~t 
fntnre lifo w:tR its c:hiAf tlogm~t. In fact, many of the hiero
glyphics on the .!VI:SB. or scnlptmetl on tho tewplcH anc1 ruins 
are a repetition of these important truths." 

A Letter from London. Rev. Robe1i Collyer, Sunday evening, the 24th, 
To THE EmToR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: A glow- spoke upon "A Defense of Sabbath Breaking." There 

ing eulogium on Joseph Cook, of. Boston, appears in was. a very large congregation, and at times during 
an English religious paper this week. the vigorous blows which the dealer dealt the Sabba-

According to the report, copied from an Aust.ralian tarian leagues there was a disposition ori the pali of 
jomnal, he has -again proved himself the invincible the people present to applaud. The question, he said, 
champion of Christianity, and confuted all his op- had been forced very strongly upon the people of 
pohents, no doubt in his usual style, by refusing to New York for some weeks past whether they wished 
meet one on a public platform. We are told that to hav the ghost of an old Puritan Sabbath revived 
"humor in Mr. Cook occasionallY sel"Ves all the offices for their Sl)ecial discomfort. They hav been,required 
of logic," and I hav no doubt that is about right- to bow clown to and pay a proper deference to this 
his average audiences would not know the difference dead thing of a misty past. A very small body of 
between th~ two. "His dissection of Prof. Bain's men wit,h very strong convictions hav resolved to hav 
definition of matter was resistless in its milih-com- their notions carried out by thEl rest of their fellow
pelling power, and he made Herbeli Spencer's defini- citizens. They hav set up as censors of the morals 
tion of life as amusing as anything in Artemus Ward of their neighbors, and if you will not hav their 
by simply repeating it." What an acquisition this blessings they are bound that you shall hav their ba_J!S. _____ _ 
new Jo Miller will be to the celestial regions, and Dr. Collyer said_!PA.J;his..xe.Ji:i=l;>f-tlre-ro:rtiquated 
vary the monotom.y oL.±ll£Lellerl.asting-sol:i-ttt-ry~:rrg- .. Sa"o1Jft"tllYUiesanu observances remmded him of the 
known there. He has put to utter confusion and opening• of a hymn niuch used at funerals fmiy years 
rout Haeckel, H1L-tley, and all other scientists who ago, which ran, "Hark, from the tombs a doleful 
dare to differ from him, beating them all on then· sound." The hymn and the words had acquired for 
own ground. From his vast and overwhelming knowl- him a new significance . within the past few weeks. 
edge he must really be the long expected messiah, The city. was full of pathetic examples of how harsh 
for he possesses rome learning than any one else liv- and 1mjust a bigot could become, and how one-sided 
ing or dead, so his admirers say. Jesus Christ would and blind a hide-bound, double-distilled Sabbath 
sink into nothingness beside ;him, and Jehovah would champion coulcl be. He told the story of the poor 
hav to take a back seat. When he gets to heaven. he little brown-eyed crippled bootblack of Union Square, 
will want to prove that he has a better right to the who supported an aged mother on his well-earned 
great white thl"one than the first person of the trinity, dime.s, and who looked upon the Sabbath as a hru:vest 
and if he succeeds in proving his case, the ungocliy day, as he had a right to do in carrying out God's 
Infidel may look out for a bad time of it; there will injunction to liv the life which had been given him 
be a new hell made for certain, and Joseph will see and to earn his bread bJ the sweat of his brow. The 
that there is a good strong bottom to it, and a lid on big po1iceman could not sink to the level of the law-
the top, with a plate-glass window in it, so that he enforcing fanatics, and so he warned the little lad. 
can see the fun inside. No one would better enjoy "Sm·e the Sabbatarian scouts are out. Look out for 
watching Atheists burning in unquenchable fire, 'em, now." . 
which will be the fate of all who refuse ta "hear the The rich, said Dr. Collyer, may look upon the Sab~ 
word."- He has logically demonst:t:ated it, and there- bath as a time to spend in church, but the poor, many 
fore it must be true. · of them, look upon it as a time to earn money for 

The Lmd being busy now in Australia helping his their stomach's sa},e, and if that money is not earned 
apostle Joseph, the faithful in this country hav been their stomachs go unprovided for. The preacher 
somewhat neglected. On Sunday the Presbyterian said he was n6t quite satisfied with the way the 
church at Plymouth was burnt down, and a Roman feasts and fasts of the church were kept. The rich 
Catholic mmnery was injured by the fire. On the keep all the feasts, while the poo~· keep all the fasts. 
same day the senior deacon of a Congregational There is a great giant which has oeen chained down 
ch>tpel and an attendant at a Wesleyan Methodist by these pigmies of the Sabbatarian league. He is 
church fell down dead during the sel"Vices. Last good-natured, and has not yet flung off the fetters 
week a woman suffering from religious excitement which hav been put upon him. 'l'he law courts hav 
committed suicide, and a parson in London was :fined given the people some very choice bits of practical 
for being d.Tunk and disorderly in the street; so you see gospel rendering within the past few weeks, and hav 
the great enemy of mankind has been busy among the enforced the broad church aliicle of that prince of 
elect. It isn't safe to leave them alone for five min- preachers when he declared that the "Sabbath was 
utes. Pious folks want a wonderful deal of looking made for man, not man for the Sabbath." A law 
after. A reverend canon of the Roman Catholic should be made to punish somebody, but that pun
chmch is now waiting his trial at Tournay for ab- ishment should not £all upon a clftss, and especially 
sconding with the treasure belonging to the diocese, should the cruelty and injustice of this speciallegisla
amounting to some millions of franks; the 1)olice hav tion not be felt in this free land of America.' A law 
succeeded in recovering about three millions, and as for the rich and another law for the poor is not a 
there is a question as to the right ownership, the thing to be tolerated under any circumstances, and 
diocese not being a legal corporation, the governm€mt those who think it can speak without the book. 
:vill probably take charge of the money, and apply There is no teJling what may come after what has 
~t to so~e_use:ful ~urpose. It would be satisfactory been eeen during: the past few weeks. "The grog
lf all rehgwus bod1es could be compelled to disgorge geries hav been closed, or rather the authorities hav 
their ill-gotten plunder. - attempted to close them, and no one should complain 
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of that," said the preacher, "but the poor man is then transcending such unconscious materials that such As unconscious matter-like brain-cannot be sup
cut off from his indulgence, while the rich may go assumption must be relegated to the supernatm·al posed to become conscious; as such two character
down to their private wine cellars and swim in wine magical fancy of dreamers. istics of matter, we know, are infinitly different and 
if they wish. Then outside they can visit the hotels All admit that "conscious mind is something, a imcomparable in their capacities. The one possess
or the well-guarded hosteh·ies, and it amounts to just reality, an existence;" then, by necessity, all must ing conscious feeling, thought, judgment, invention, 
this, that you pay twenty-five cents a drink instead concede that mind is a something really existing as a and is capable of inciting to useful and esthetic acts 
of five cents a ffi·ink. And then the poor little news material, and, as really occupying space, cannot-be of the other, as unconscious materials. Therefore, 
lads; they are chased about here and there, while an immaterial spirit; neither can it be an unconscious brain~m[J,tter cannot evolve intelligent characteristics, 
the big-workers on the newspapers are let alone. I material, like brain-matter. And the only remaining which are, exclusivly, the functions of a special ele
should like to see these Sabbath defenders hit some- possibility· is that mind is the function of a special ment. So conscious intelligent-matter must be highly
body of then' own size-somebody who can hit back. entity or subtil-material, separate from and foreign to subtil cosmic entity, in connection with all organisms, 
Let them storm the stronghold of the Herald, drag our organisms, as are oxygen, _solar light, food, which are fitted to attract their individual minds 
out the men who are to-n~ght doing a work which, in liquids, etc., which build and sustain our organiza- from sueh conscious"materials, as parts of the same; 

· /th~ eyes of these guardians of a defunct notion, is tiona in working order for the mind's use, having its and thus become as co-creators in their limited 
ne1ther a work of necessity nor of mercy. But they independent life and immortality. spheres for the disposition of then· unconscious bod
are ghosts of the past, and ghosts always<'are timid, Finite minds are undoubtedly a conscious material ies and much other like matter, while such conscious 
fit only to frighten women and chilffi·en. Let them in necessary co-operation with unconscious matter for cosmic mind-matter in its entirety is the infinit ere
bag such game asi: hav mentioned and they would all then· coherent works, and such conscious material -ativ mind in giving disposition to universal uncon
soon discover th~y were not in the Boston of a hun- must as readily and aggregately co-operate univers- scions matter, which is the only fact of creation; not 
dredyears ago, :aor the Edinbmgh ofto-day, but in ally with all unconscious matter in interdependent in making matter out of nothing. Such are the only 
New York, where men hav a taste for civil liberty not dynamical association to giv coherency to all its rational elucidations of the origin of coherent phe
easy to be overcome. works, as with the fin!te mind for the coherent gov- nomena everywhere abounding, of its author, and of 

Dr. Collyer gave some amusing instances of the ernance of a part of such unconscious matter.. In our minds as intelligent co-creators-being parts of 
absurd enforcement of the Sabbath blue laws in other words, that the same cosmic mind-matter in its the same mind-element, and so are equally immortal. 
Scotch towns and declared it to be the spirit which entirety. constitutes the in:finit mind, _!Lnd is individ- Thus one mind-element animates all its own organic 
would "kick the man who is down." There was, he ualized in finite organisms, and thus the first force creations. . 
said, no authority for any such day in scriptme. I animates all its organic creations. Om organisms are as much fitted to attract and 
plead for the Sabbath, he said, for a day· of rest, but As we know that finite minds are dynamically utilize in association that foreign entity, mind-material, 
let. that be arranged by agreement between the moved or impressed into cognition of motions of un- by their sensitiv nerve structures as they are fitted 
employer and employee. If they cannot fix upon what conscious matter, outside of our organisms by impacts to· utilize those other f0reign materials of oxygen, 
we style our Sunday let them take some .other day, upon our sense-nerves, centering in and forming our solar-light, food, and liquids as necessary sustaine1s; 
when they will not offend any of those who respect brains, and that our minds dynamically cause outside and without all of such foreign attachments our 
and wish to observe the Sabbath as we now hav it. matter to be moved by our mental force, acting organisms would be useless. And why should not 
I am afraid some of our working people think they through nerves- and muscles; it 'thence follows that minds be as foreign to our organisms as are their 
hav too much rest already, judging from their in- our minds must be the functions of a. special materi:il sustainers of oxygen, etc.? 

·comes, and I agree with them, judging from the or element of _some kind, having a mechanical co- Thus, in my philosophy, I prove that mind is a cos
use some of them make of then· spare time. I plead operativ and . interdependent association with all mic conscious material, or element,. and that its func
for recreation in its broadest sense. If boys wish to matter which is cognizable to our senses for both tion of intelligence in conception, invention, and will
swim on Sunday instead of going to Sabbath-school impressions and expressions. Finite mincl is thus force originates the only dynl1Inical-i. e., mechanical 
-and judgment shows that they will profit more by proved.to be a dynamical, mechanical force in nature, -potential force in the universe, which is alone 
it-why, let them go into the crisp salt water about capable of moving and being moved materially by capable of adequately hnpressing and enforcing laws 
the city and hav free baths on that clay. If'they wish other matter. Therefore mind is not a spirit, for of actions upon unconscious matter for the coherent 
to play ball, open fields and bid theJ+l go there. Let that is incapable as a non-entity (in not occupying production of all phenomena-as analogously en
the music halls be open, for music can never be other space) to move or be moved by matter, and so can forced by finite minds upon some matter. In nature 
than refreshing except when it is linked to-bad words. not be a dynamical 01' mechanical force, which mind coherency is the gist of its actions, and mind is the 
Let science take the day and bid the lecturer on the is just proved to possess in all art performances upon only coherent power. 
wonders of creation as welcome as the preaeher. unconscious matter, and so mind is shown to be a In thus proving the dominant, paramount potency 
You hav no more right to stop my going to a theater material moving power, and that unconscious matter of mind-matter, in impressing or enforcing the dis
than I hav to stop yom coming to church. Your of itself only has no power to accomplish such exclu- position of all unconscious matter, I thus trace the 
private coaches are permitted to run, and I demand siv mind purposes, nor are the unCOf\SCious materials necessary interdependent relations of both kinds of 
that the cars and steamboats, which are my private of our organisms capable of supernaturally ebborat- matter, which exclusivly comprise the universe. The 
conveyances, when I hav paid my fare, be allowed I ing conscious intellige;nce. fil~st to conceive, invent, rmd, by. co-operativ will
to rnn as well; and then, too, the very worst lesson' Therefore finite minds are the sole paramount, po- power, to enforce its edicts, dynamically, upon its 
which could be set before the lawless is open to-clay tential forces in art works, which thus impel and metaphorical body-being in co-relation for eXl)res
in the fact that they see a law so generally and un- control much unconscious matter into useful and sions and impressions with all unconscious matter, 

_ evenly broken. I ask in the name of our common esthetic combinations and forms_ by their co-operativ which can hav no purpose or choice of acLions in it
freedom and of the vast majority who are used to a and co-creativ minds, analagous to nature's grander self, and therefore is in itself impotent, and so has 
ratiou_al Sab'\)ath and know how to keep and obserYe works of all unconscious matter as equally requiring priniarily and eternally received from mind-impress 
it., tl},at this dang~rous mo,ckery cease. I say "danger- a primal. mind-impress for all its la>vs of action and all its coherent laws for the production of all phe
ous, fo~· once get tlus b1:-od o! th" pRoplP,-_ up and_ accomplishments. nomena, as our minds exelusivly enforce the coherent 
there will be new laws whiCh will open the way to a Knowing then that :finite minds in their limited co- acts of our bodies and much other mwonseious mat
license which every man and woman will view with operating powers are alone paramount in their dispo- ter for om· intelligent purposes. 
extreme regret. sition of some matter for art purposes, is it not, anal- These views simplify and exalt onr perceptions of 

ogously and logically, a self-evident conclusion that the unity and harmony ot nature in its adequate in
an in:finit, unlimited mind-power in co-operativ inter- telligent origin, and o£ the exiBtcnco and origin d 
dependence with all matter is equally needed and finite minds, as \'.'ell as of their thus assureil immor
alone adequate for all dynamical devices and dispo- tality, as material forces and part.s of cosmic mind
sitions of unconscious matter into its coherent poten- matter, which no other philosophy can explain as 
tial acts of wonffi·ously ingenious mechanisms and adequate cause and effecttl for all phenomena and om 
evolutional adaptations? So exactly corresponding perpetuity; my philosophy of mind and matter, 
to finite mind control of some matter, that a similar being based exclusivly upon unbiased reason, science, 
process must inductivly and analogously be extended induction, and analogy, which cannot be fairly dis
to all unconscious matter for its control by candid puted, or any other consistent adequttte doctrin of 
investigators of cause and effects in the doings of un- accounting for what exists can be advanced. Such 
conscious matter everywhere, knowing that unintelli- happy culminating proofs of the intelligent origin of 
gent matter can hav no choice of actions. So we all phenomena elevate om· minds to a rational adora
must rationally conclude that as unconscious matter tion of and gTatitude to its great author as the sum 
cannot of 'itself perform· a1i works for us, and does and substance of all our religion, with our proved par
not resist our paramount use .of such materials in ticipation in natme's intelligently prepared bounties 
unnatural ways, that it has no unalterable nat- through all time, should stimulate intelligent acquire
ural ways of its own, an exclusiv self~potency, ments and moral well-doing to all sentient beings. 
and so cannot resist om mental dispositions. That In conclusion, it may be modestly stated though 
unconscious matter everywhere must be equally impo- finite intelligence-in this life-is always connected 
tent, and so as equally needs co-operating mmd with individual organisms it- does not thence follow 
everywhere to impress its laws of actions for every that our "minds hav no existence disconnected with 
coherent purpose and accomplishment, which un- om· organisms," which, though connected or associ
thinking matter of itself is powerless to effect, and a ted, are in:finitly different in their characteristics; 
imagination cannot conceive of such adequacy in the one being conscious, having thought, feeling, and 
senseless and unintentioned matter anywhere. will-power; and the other as the unconscious tool to 

Mind as the First Cause and Paramount Poten
. tial Force in the Universe,_Jor. Infinit and 

· Finite Uses of Unconscious Matter. . 
The decision of the great question of the primal 

cause or origin of universal phenomena, to our minds, 
depends upon satisfactorily explaining, and so of de
termining what is, self-evidently, adequate for the 
universal effeets observed. There are but two possi
ble hypotheses, viz., inherent potency in, unconscious 
matter, as self-derived, and so having no design or 
purpose, yet are assu.m8d by some to be adequate for 
all phenomenal acts; or that such adequacy is exclu
sivly due to a co-operativ impress of a conscious in
telligent force, having a design and impelling dynam
ical power to enforce its coherent edicts upon uncon
scious matter for a purpose. In either case the 
·power must be dynamical, i. e., mechanical in its 
acts; so such force must be material, or the function 
of an element, as science determins that matter can 
only be moved by matter. 

The first hypothesis of the self-acquired and self
possessed potency of n,nconscious matter would be 
admitted by science if its adequacy could be- ex
plained; but science knows no such explanation or 
adequacy, for every known or supposable act of lm
conscious matter requires a preceding or prior cause 
to account fOl" its doings; and, thus, no primal or origi
nal force in any kind of unconscious matter is known 
to science as having such exclusiv self-potency to move 
all or any phenomenal matter into its known unerring 
combinations and performances. And least of all, 
can our minds discover or imagin sueh self-potency 
in any kind of purposeless matter, which can impel 
all other equally impotent matter into its coherent 
phenomenal acts of wondrous mechanisms and har
monious adaptations; with that crowning glory of 
thus supernaturally evolving fi:om unconscious ma
terials all conscious finite minds, unconscious matter 
leegetting conscious matter, capable of high abstract 
intelligence in conception, invention, and judgment, 
with will-force p•wer to dictate obedience from un
conscious matter, its anomalously supposed origin 
and master, something so infinitly different and 

The two kinds of matter, intelligent and non-intel- the mind. \Vhile solar-light, heat, . oxygen, food, 
ligent materials, both of which we know exist (as liquids, etc., are all necessary to keep om _bodies in 
proved by my philosophy), and so comprise the uni- working order, as machines, for the receptiv and ex
verse of coherent cause and effects everywhere which pressiv manifestations of om· minds; it is a great mis
are the only adequate explanation of the universe of take to suppose that such necessary_ associ~tions, as 
phenomena, i. e., its intelligent first cause of such dis- organic sustainers, "are converted mto mmds and 
positions of all intelligent matter for an evident thoughts," when their only office, ~r assi111ilated ~uno
purpose, of the origin of all finite minds as parts of tionB, are to keep the mind's medmm-our bo~Ies
that cosmic mind-material, and so of om· equa! im- in order for mentalmanifestationt=:. No su~·h nuracle 
mortality as individualized co-creators in Ol_n· limited! or supernatm·alism can apply to food, as ".Its conver
capacities. . sion into mind" by any machine or body mstrument 

All acts of unconscious and so of unintentioned which supposes a mystic transmutation infinitly ex
matter must, self-evidently, be the effects of conscious ceiling the alchemists' dreams-too m·eamy for even 
intentions and intelligent impress, for coherent pur- a poet's vision. 
poses, which the thoughtle5s materials of nature Neither can science detect any such anomaly_ a~ 
everywhere displays, and could not, otherwise, effect; "life of rocks, of oreR, of crystals, of _water, of. a1r!' 
as exemplified in all art performances, with the same or of any unorganized matter; no.r IS there ~I~e m 
materials, by finite mind impress. any organized matter unless assoCiated and VIVIfied 
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by _that consci_ous element, mind, which is as foreign 
to I~s m;conscwu~ organized compounds as are their 
env1ro~nn~ sustamers of solar"light, heat, oxygen, 
food, liqm~s, etc. Again, mind is not produced by 
any orgamsm; but by that sensitiv organism is sim
ply attracted to and instructed of its suiToundino· 
matter. and phen<?mena, and conveys the behests of 
that mmd for desued works. And certainly air, or 
a~mosphere, or any of its components cannot be con
Sidered "to impart life "-which \vould be to com
m~u;icate i~, to grant it-when such are only to sus
tam orgamsms, through which our associated lives or 
minds are manifested. !)HAS. E. TowNSEND. 

Locust Valley, N Y., Nov. 10, 1882. 

BROOKLYN, N.Y., Dec, 23, 1882. 
MR. EDITOR: Please put me down for $1.00 toward 

the monument for Mr. Bennett. Money ready when-
ever you want it. R. H. CRESSINGHAM. 

. RocHFSTER, N. Y , Dec. 23, 282. 
DEAR MRS. BENNETT: We are all mourners. We 

feel we hav lost a frienJ. We had a visit with him 
last July, and I was wishing we could hav the pleas
ure of one this winter, when you could come with 
him, but we will n'feet in the summer-la.nrJ. 

MR AND MRS. E. H. GAULT. 

MT. CLEMENS, MrcH., Dec. 24, 282. 
1\IB. EDITOR: Please find in'closed $2.65, which pays 

for the balance of this year, and next.. I hope vou 
will be able to carry on the grand old TRUTH SEEil:ER 
in its noble ~ork of battling> superstition and error, 
-and though It~ brave old editor has gone and left us, 
we will hope that his mantle has fallen on shoulders 
that are p.ot unworthy. AMos BuTTON. 

LACRossE, Wrs., Dec. 18,1882 
FRIEND MACDONALD AND :.Has. BENNETT: ! cannot. ex

praM! the sorrow I feel at the deR.th of our hero, D. 
M. Bennett. This is a sad blow to the Liberal eause. 
I hope THE TrmTH SEEKER will liv. I am for a Ben
nett H>tll, and a. statue of Bmnett in its entrance, 
and will do all I can for th::~.t object. 

Yours with all sympathy and gratitude, 
.T. PETTY. 

LA SALLE, N. Y .• Dec. 10, 282 
DEA.R EUGENE: It is wit.h inexpressible sorrow that 

1 read of the death of our dearly~ beloved Bennett. 
It really seems as if a dearly beloved member had 
passed from our household. 1\fy prayer is that THE 
TRUTH SEEKER wlll liv, as a lasting monument to his 
nwmory. 

Please convey my love and heartfelt sympathy. to 
Mrs. Bennett in this her }lour of deep sorrow. 

Yours respectfully, ELIZA. H. FALES. 

AUGUSTA, Wis., Dec. 24, 282. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will please find $7 

Send me Truth Seeker Tracts such as a man neerls 
that is living among a barbarous set of Christians. 
It is impossible to express our feeling when we saw 
tbe notice of the death of our old hero and leader, 
D. M. Bennett. If he could only hav Jived to see 
the churcheR wiped out I should hav been glad. 
But he is gone, and I hope you will fill his place. 

Yours truly, SiLAS PERRY. 

TrPTON,l\IrcH , Dec, 17, 1882. 
DEA.R 1\fRs. BENNETT: I wish I might say something 

that would lighten your grief, and I do not know of 
anything truer to say than that you are not alone in 
your sorrow, for we all deeply mourn our, as well as 
your, loEs. l\fy pen cannot tell my grief, But. words 
are ~ere nothing when bread is wanted, so please 
find mclosed $5-$3 to apply on 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER 
for 1882, $1 for two lithographs of Mr. Bennett, and 
$1 to apply on THE TRUXH SEEKER, My prayer is that 
the raper will be kept going. From one who has 
ever been your friend, OTis WHELAN. 

ONEIDA, N.Y., Dec. 21,1882. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inc~osed four stamps, for which 

please send me the obituary of that brave and noble 
apostle of truth, D. 1\L Bennett, who has gone to the 
spirit world .. Although that noble, brave, and good 
man has departed, he still livs in the affection of 
every Freethinker. I hav faith enough to believe 
that be will hold a light from the spirit world that 
will still cheer and instruct us here on earth. He 
commenced a work here that cannot stop; and like 
the "father of his country," he can never cea'se to 
do good. I consider THE TRUTH SEEIG!.'R the best 
paper that I ever read, and I shall take it as long 
as I can pay for it. R·3spectfully, G. BEEBEE. 

HA.TBORO, P A., Dec. 24. 1882. 
MR. E. M. MACDONALD: The death of 1\fr. Bennett 

first came to my notice through a Philadelphia daily 
on the Friday following his death. It shook me 
like a clap of tbu!lder from a btigbt sky, ·r could 
scarcely believe It to be true. - When my TRUTH 
SEEKE!t arrived in mourning 1 felt I had lost a friend. 
My heart and hand are with the Liberal cause, and I 
fe~I kindly and friend~y towa.rd all honest Free
thmkera. But Bennett, m my opinion, was the great-

est of all. Liberalism will deeply feel the loss of so 
great a man. Hoping THE TRUTH SEEKER success in 
the future, I remain, Yours respectfully, 

A . .T. READING. 

CYNTHIANA, KY., Dec. 16,-1882. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed post-office order for 

$3 00; $2.50 is to pay for THE TRUTH Sii:VKER 
one year, and 50 cents for three -months. The 
prompt renewal of my subscription is sufficient evi
dence that I like the paper. It is the only paper 
of which I ever read every word. Long may it liv 
to lighten, brighten, and enlighten the pathway of 
life. I would like to eay something in regard to the 
death of Mr. Bennett, but I find it too sad a subject 
for me to write about. All I can do is to send con
dolence and sympathy to his stricken friends. 

Yours for Freethought, H. A. BEAMER. 

1\frTCHELL, D. T., Dec. 16, 1882. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed Please find post-office order 

for $1 50 in payment for the fourth volume of "A 
Truth Seeker Around the World." Hope I am not 
to late. Should hav sent before, but hav been from 
home. It it with the deepest sorrow that I hear of 
the death of that earnest worker in the cause of hu
manity, D. M. B:mnett. Why could he not hav been 
left us yet a little while l Surely death loves a shin
ing mark ! I extend to Mrs. Bennett mv -heartfelt 
sympathy in this her greatest loss. May spirit 
friends surround and support her is the prayer of, 

Yours as ever, L. M. LoGAN. 

VINELAND, N . .T .• Dec. 11, 1882. 
MR. EDITOR: You printed announcement of the 7th 

inst., stating the death of D. M. Bennett, was read 
With profound sorrow and deep· regret. It seems 
hard to part with such a grand and noble man 
whose whole life has been spent to free mankind 
from the curse of Christianity. So it is, and will be; 
but the world is better for his sixty-four years of 
life in it, and the future generations will find bis 
name in th€1 list of the Paines and Voltaires. It 
wa9 my great wish to be wit.h you at the funeral, 
but circumstances would not permit. 

Very truly yours, R P. FELLows. 

VERONA, PA., Dec. 19, 1882. 
MR EDITOR: Inclosed find money order for $5.25 

to renew my TRUTH SEEKER for 1883. We will never 
giv up THE TRUTH SEEKER for the sake of our dear 
old friend, Mr. Bennett. We could h.:ordly realize 
his death. We. got our Vol. II., the one that was 
lost, and we got Vol. III., so we want Vol. IV., if it 
is not too late. I was waiting to see if I got the 
lost one, or else I would hav sent sooner. 

I want to hav my name down for one dollar for 
a monument fund. My wife and I deeply sympathize 
with l\Irs. Bennett and the managers of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, and we will do our humble best to sustain 
the paper~ Yours truly. WM. FRAY 

J!JDEN MrLLS, VT., Dec. 25, 1882. 
MR. EDIToR: In relation to the death of D. M. 

Bennett, that great and good man-great because he 
was good-! cannot think of words with which to 
form sentences to express my grief, or to convey 
the sympathy I bav for Mrs. Bennett in her great 
grief, nor the sadness I feel for your loss, and mY 
Joss, and the loss to the whole Liberal world. As I 
cannot help the dead, pecuniarily-, I thopgbt possi
bly I could help the living; therefore ·find inclosed 
$3 50 for seven three-months'-trial subscribers. May 
vou all hav happiness, health, and· long life, and 
may THE TRUTH SEEKER liv long and be able, as 
heretofore, to deal death. blows to the hydra-headed 
Christian myths, is the earnest wish of one who is 
ever with you, heart and hand, now and evermore-'
or at any rate until I die, and longer if I can. 

Truly and ~espectfully yours, C. A. WHITE. 

GREENVILLE, CoNN., Dec. 24, 18811. 
MR. EDITOR: I never saw 1\Ir. D. M. Bennett or 

yourself, but res,pect both very highly. I think man
kind bas lost a very great guide in the death of Mr. 
Bennett. But his works are h'3re. I havgreatsympa
thy with Mrs. Bennett in her bereavement. Set 
down one dollar for me toward her relief fl1nd, also 
five dollars for the Monument Fund.· 

I hope you will get enough to build a hall also. 
I received your pamphlet, "Matter, Motion, Life, 

and Miud," by D. M. Bsnnett. I inclose a post-office 
order for $10~$5 for the Monument Fund, $1 for Mrs. 
Bennett's relief fund, $3 for my subscription for THE 
TRUTH SEEKER for 1883. My time does not expire 
until Febru~J.ry, but you may call it· January. Also 
send the "Truth Seeker Collection," advertised in 
T:s:E TnUTH SEEKER for Dec. 23d. The remaining 
twenty-fl. ve cents you may keep for postage. 

Yours truly, Jo:s:N EA.RNs:S:AW. • 

NuNDA, ILL., Dec. 17, E.M. 282. 
MR. EDITOR: I herewith inclo~e order for five dol

lars. I cannot send this small order without ex
preEsing my sincere sorrow for the great loss sus
tained by the Liberal cause in the death of D. M. 
Bennett. My true and heartfelt sympathy is ex
tended to Mrs. ·Bennett in her great bereavement 
and sorrow. May good and true friends extend the 
hand or sympathy to her in her desolation, and 
weep with her in her great sorrow. The great 
prime factor of Liberalism (THE TRUTH SEEKER) must 
be maintained, and its investigating echoes must 
continue to rebound from every hillside and plain 
fron1 East to West, from North to the sunny South. 
Although our life is almost. irreparable, still let us 
stand shoulder to shoulder and move on in our work 
of investigation and research, and hold nothing 
sacred but the truth. 

I am ever in sympathy, .T. S. BECKLEY. 

CENTER BELPRE, 0., Dec. 21, 1882. 
MR. EDITOR: I cannot find words to express my 

sorrow for the loss of our leader, Mr~ett.---Hc--
MULBERRY, PA., Dec. 19,282. was certllJ.p)y_~o.L-U._.-n:otrtes-ror men, and our 

DlilAR FRIENJ;l MACDONA~:-I-tro~LI:'nma SEEKER- greatest man. He has done more for the Liberal 
of last week with the funeral services, and so grand cause than any other person. He lived to be almost 
and noble they are that I inclose some stamps for three score and ten years old, but it does seem to 
e~tra copies, as I wish to do some missionary work roe that a man. who was so capable of and was doing 
w1th them. so much good ought to be permitted to liv three 

I say erect a "Bennett Hall," if possible. I can- times three score and ten years. There is one con
not do much, but I hereby pledge at least one dol- solation, and that is, his works will liv and liv for
lar. Let me know through the. paper when you ever. There is not one person in a hundred thou~ 
want it. The Paine Memorial is an example for all sand that accomplishes as much in a lifetime as he 
to see without ~uc~ ~xplanation. H any person de- has. There are no words sufucient in the English 
serves a memor1al It Is D. M. Bennett. language to express the praise he deserves. I do 

To keep. T:s:E TRUTH SEEKER floatin.g is one object, not know of a person more capable of keeping his 
and to bmld a home for th~ paper Is- another. Let pet, THE TRUTH SEEKER, up to his ideas than yourself, 
us act. Your fnend, L. W. LIGHTY. and I hope you will continua to publish it as long 

·WooDLAND, CAL., Dec. 16, 1882. 
MR. EDITOR: With grief I write you, at the loss we 

hav met with in the death of one of nature's noble
men-D. M. Bennett. What a calamity lias befallen 
not only our own land but other _lands! His. place 
cannot be filled; our loss is iiTeparable. My soul 
cries out, What shall we do without that noble man? 
Please convey my heartfelt sympathy to Mrs. Ben
nett. She mourns not alone; thousands all over the 
land to-day mourn for your loss. Words fail to ex
press my feelings and I must close. 

Inclosed I send $1 to start a fund for Mrs. Ben
nett (the widow of our chief). Let Liberals all over 
the land do 'the same. 

Yours for truth, ·MARY .T, BENNETT. 

MILWAUKEE, Dec. 25, 1882, 
Mn. EDITOR: I was very surprised when I read in 

THE TRUTH SEEKER that my friend Bennett had left 
us so suddenly. I went from ·Liberal, Mo., to Wat
kins Glen to see him when he came back from the 
Rmnd-the-World trip, and was very glad to find him 
in good health-as he assured me. And now he is 
gone! It seems to me as if my very brother is taken 
from l.lle. But it is nature's course, and we hav to 
submit. We hav lost one of tbe best friends hu
manity had. My hearty sympathy is with his sor
rowing wife. 

I send you post-office order for $5; $1 to Bennett's 
memorial, $1.50 for the fourth volume of "A Truth 
Seeker Around the World," which ~you will send to 
Superior, Neb.; for 1;he balance giv me credit on T:s:E 
TRUTH SEEKER. A •. MINSK!, 

as you liv, which I hope may be many years. My 
wife and I sympathize deeply with Mrs. Bennett in 
her loss. I once lost a companion myself, and I 
know how lonely she will be. I can truly sympathize 
with her. MoRGAN E. LEwrs. 

WoRCESTER, MASS., Dec. 20,1882. 
MR. EDITOR: It is with feelings of sadness that I 

write at this time, for I feel that I hav lost a friend 
and it seems that every seeker after the truth must 
feel that they hav lost (or parted with) a friend, in 
the transition of D. M. Bennett. We speak of him 
as dead, but how can such a man be dead I He still 
livs, and will liv in the hearts and minds of the peo
ple; and I feel that he will still march on in the 
cause of truth and humanity. But when I think of 
him as gone from the mortal sight my feelings go 
out in sympathy for Mrs. Bennett, for none can feel 
that loss that is hers. So, with sincerest sympathy 
for Mrs. Bennett, I close. Yours truly, 

LIZZIE ADAMS, 
P. S.-I inclose $1.50 for the fourth volume of "A 

Truth Seeker Around the World;" and will you please 
send me the last paper-Dec. 16th. I wish to send 
it away to a friend in California who would be in
terested in reading it. 

FRANKFORT, MrcH., Dec. 19, 1882. 
EDITOR of T:s:E TRUTH SEEKER: We feel we bav lost 

a dear friend, and mankind a brave champion for 
the right, in the death of our chieftain, D. M. Ben
nett. The shock is so sudden and so great that it 
cannot fail to affect with sorrow the Ltberal element 
among mankind throughout the civilized world, 
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While we cannot arid would not depreciate t}le 
grand work that is being accomplished by thousands 
of noble m.en and women to disenthrall the minds 
of the millions from their superstitions and .. idols, 
and lift them up to a higher plane of thought and 
philosophy, yet it is just to say. there was but one 
D. M. Bennett, and that there is no other man in 
this age or time that has accomplished so much in 
spreading among the masses . a knowledge of the 
truth, as he saw it, as our fallen chieftain, Peace 
be to his ashes while he rests from his labors. We 
can at no time do him higher honor than to en
deavor to carry forward the work of dissem.ip.ating 
the 'truths he has suffered and ·sacrificed so much to 
bring to the knowledge of blinded humanity so long 
as they tend to influence mankind . for their good 
and to better its condition. In sorrow I am, 

· Fraternally yours, N. A. PARKER. 

SouTH RocKwooD, MICH., Dec. 18, 282. 
DEAR MADAM: The friends weep with you through

out the land. How could it be that our dear Mr. 
Bennett could be· cut down so suddenly? Oh, how 
his benignant countenance comes up before us! and 
oh, how deeply we condole with you! My good wife, 
Mrs. Andrews, is absent in another part of the state, 
but she writes -me that Mr. Bennett's death casts. a 
deep gloom over her, and she tells me she looks 
and sees him exactly as he looked at the breakfast 
table at the Essex Hotel in London, Eng;, the last 
time we saw him, and we three took breakfast to
gether. He sat at a little table in front of us, and 
was cheerful and spirited-full of · life and hope. 
How nobly he did his work! He seemed to hav fin
ished it, and, like Abraham Lincoln, seemed to hav 
forebodings of his death, when he wrote the account 
of his life for the paper and gave afresh his belief 
in a possible future life. You, my dear lady, must 
reflect that his chair was ready first and that we 
must all soon .follow him; that he did a noble work 
and is now beyond all arrests and sad trials, which 
might possibly hav been repeated had he lived 
longer. He died honored and loved by all. Mrs. 
Andrews and myself hav always thought much about 
you personally since we last saw you, and I think 
deeply of you now. 

Sincerely and most truly, T, S, ANDREWs, 

SouTH DAJJTl\WUTH, MAss., Dec. 23,1882. 
MR. EDITOR: Of course, in one sense, death is al

ways very sudden, but when we near :>f the demise 
of a friend whose last sickness was unknown to us, 
we naturally say, "H0w sudden and unexpected is 
this news ! ·' In the case of Mr. Bennett, I must 
say that· although when seeing the broad columna 
of mourning up and down the pages of the paper 
I felt a sensation of surprise, still, when I look 
back to the time when the editor of the paper made 
his tour of the world, and recall to mind the men~ 
tion wntull wa.s m.<td e in . the letters which we all 
read with so much in.terest, profit, a~d instruction, 
of several ill turns which he experienced, 1 am 
afraid that the result of the journey was detrimental 
to his health, and perhaps paved the way for his 
demise. 

You know I was one of the few who discouraged 
the round-the-world journey, But we cannot-change 
anything by vain regrets. All we hav to do, now 
that the founder. of onr paper has left us, is to do 
all in our power to help and sustain those who suc
ceed him. Let us all, friends of Freethought and 
Liberal ideas, do our best to continue the publica
tion of THE TRUTH SEEKER. And may the result be 
that it will continue to do valiant service for the 
cause we all so highly regard. My sympathy, deep 
and heartfelt, is exten<led to Mrs. Bennett, 

Very truly yours, EnwiN ~· BARTLETT, 

MT. LEBANON, N. Y., Dec. 21, 282. 
MR. EDITOR: Please send me a copy of THE TRUTH 

SEEKER for Dec. 16th, containing the funeral services 
over the remains of Dr. Bennett, 

Mr. Wakeman's address was a grand and masterly 
effort, and his eloquence has very nearly converted 
a very pious, orthodox church-member to whom I 
read it, It, and the other speeches, and also the 
hymns sung at thC:J tuneral ought. to be published in 
pamphlet form, and I predic.t for it a large sale, 
Mr. Wakeman's closing remarks at the grave of the 
dead philosopher are simply beautiful, and nearly, 
if not quite, equal to Col. Ingersoll's best produc
tion. The pious man to whom I hav referred, after 
hearing it, declared that he "did not know that In
fidels had so much heart and brain." I told him 
that was owing to a lack of the same on the part 
of their orthodox cousins. 

A shocking accident which has just occurred here 
has thrown a gloom over the entire community, On 
the evening of the 19th the office of the second fam
ily was burnt, and Ann Eliza Coburn, the most promi
nent woman in the [Shaker] family, was so badly burnt 
by her clothing taking fire as to cause her death be
fore noon of the following day. 

Please say to Mrs. Bennett that she is kindly and 
affectionately remembered by many here, and ex
pressions of sympathy and sorrow are made on all 
sides. Hoping THE TRUTH SEEKER may liv and flour-
ish, I remain, Yours for tru W. C. LANGBRIDGE. 

· CoLUMBUS, OHIO, Dec, 26, 1882. 1 much I loved that man; I "measured him by his 
MY DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Circumstances which I, soul." Soon came a letter to me from Abpie Knapp, 

could not control prevented me from writing to you' of Cass Co., Mich., a woman of warm he rt and 
on that sad 23d, the birthday of your dear husband, I noble soul. Every word of her letter was couched 
whom I remembered with so much love. I wish to 1 in the deepe.,t grief. It was full of sistei:ly affection 
think of you as my sister in sorrow; for I believe ; for the memory of our dear brother, D. M. Bennett, 
all of the suffering, toilin?"• struggling. ones of life I She ~ad in~ited me to their house to shar? a visit 
are sisters and brothers m sympathy, and should with hlm whlle on the home-stretch of his great 
ever prove it as much as it is possible for them to circle around the world. She said she was arranging· 
do so. It is a bon. d that hold. s all together in heart, I for Mr. Bennett to lecture at her village on his con
atnd if it CO;llld be made possible for all to extend templated tq_ur. He would visit their family, and 
actions of help and sympathy, much of the suffering then they would bring him to visit me, knowing my 
of life might be mitigated. It is through sufferings infirmities the year past. ~_his was not to be, and I 
we learn the needs of others when the same come am sad-deeply sad. 
into our life. If ignorance or selfishness has kt>pt I hav read the biography of D. M. Bennett, also 
these needs from us it is still the more important thlil obsequies and evening services; in tears; in fact, 
that ·we practice out convictions of duty, and be ·I attempted to read them to my friends, and, not
cheered by our efforts to lighten others' sorrows, and ·withstanding my will power, I broke down. I can
help them be'ar their burdens. I hope that all the not add to the meed of eulogy he has received, and 
truth seekers will rally, and show their loyalty to will receive, and will not attempt it, 
.our hero and martyr (Oh, how that. cursed modern Has it not 0ccurred to you and the Liberals that 
name echoes in my memory), and let ·us not stop in our dear brather died by overwork of the brain, and 
our march nntil we stop that wretch's career for body, too?. No other living man has ever pe-rformed 
killing our leader, whose heart he broke and thus the physical activities, and done the mental labor 
ended his valuable and so much needed life. I am of his last three years. The volumes he wrote In 
so full my heart nearlv bursts, and no words can that tim-e, under the conditions of his writing, will 
express my feelinl' s. I will join in your sad Christ- be a marvel in history. He was organized· out of 
mas and .New Years. Please accept this New Year's Mother Nature's best materials, and. like the "One 
gift ($2.00) as a token of love, respect, and admiration. Horse Shay," went do.wn suddenly, having exhausted 

H. M. LYNDOLL. the inherent strength of the materials of his cern
position. 

· BALTIMORE, MD., Dec. 22, 1882. Dear Bennett, long loved, and gone! 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find check for $4.50-$2.50 "As into air the purer spirits :flow, 

for subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1883. I Arid separate from their kindred dregs below; 
think illY. time expires with the close of 1882. If it So flew the soul to its congenial place." 
runs over into next year, you can keep that; and if Dear Eugene, you may not be able to publish· this, 
It is already out, I will send the need.ed amount to as you will hav such an avalanch of letters from the 
make it _even. Let me commence with the first of friends of the dear departed; ·however that may be, 
1883. O::e dollar and fifty cents is for the fourth be sure to hand this letter the dear, loving, constant 
volume of "A Tr-ath Seeker Around the World." The wife and woman, Mary Wicks Bennett, _ 
balabce ·is for postage; and if anything is left, send Speed the Bennett monument. Speed the Trut.h 
th, tracts,." The Fear of Death" a:nd "An Open Let- ·seeker Hall. Consider what the Liberals did for 
ter to Jesus Ghrist.'' I hav presumed that the sub- that tour around the world, I say, may the grand 
scription price would be in accord with the promis work speed grandly, Yours ever, WoRTHY PUTNAM. 
of friend Bennett; but if it is determined to con
tinue it at the old price, I will_forward you the 
difference. 

Allow me to say that I hav yet scarcely· realized 
that the hand which wrote those four volumes of 
his journey around the world is now cold in the em
brace of death. Notwithstanding this great loss, I 
hope 'EHE TRUTH BEEKER Will go right straight on in 
its course, maintaining the truth and the right as it 
sees the truth and the right, Bennett may be dead, 
but· the cause he advocated-common -sense versus 
superstition-is not dead, but will survive and liv 
on, and increase in force till the bright sun·of truth 
and correct knowiedge shall shine amid a clear sky, 
with the black clouds of superstition and error fast 
receding into the far-off horizon. 

Yours for truth and fratf!rnily, C. GARWOOD, 

EAa:c RoDMAN, ·N, Y., Dec. 26, 282. 
MR. EDITOR: It is with the most sorrowful feelings 

that I commence this. Liberalism has lost one of 
its most indefatigable workers. He spoke to the 
common people in a good, sensible way. There was 
but one ineaning to his words, and that could be 
understood; independent and ever ready to stand up 
for his principles regardless of friend or foe. Policy 
was not his motiv-power, but principle; a true Lib
eral, allowing others to think as they wished, and 
only wanted their reasons for thinking as they di~. 
But he has gone the way of all life; his elements 
were gathered from or through other death, and 
other life will be gathered from his death. Another 
life, a spirit life, a life in another sphere, is some
thing beyond the ken of mortal man. Many believe, 
but when they explain, their explanations are igno
rance worsp confounded, no two agreeing-.:as many 
views as persons, each after all a vagary of the 
mind. They hav only exposed the ruling motiv 
thought of their mind. 

All this does not prove there is not a life here
after. What we want is the proof there is a life 
hereafter. I hold it will only be known through 
death. ' 

That which is called Spiritualism is a branch of 
science not understood, but will sometimes be dem
onstrated as fully as electricity, or other ,branches 
of science which were thought to prove a future life 
in times past. 

D. M. Bennett has gone. but what he has done 
remains. It will last, and continue to work, unless 
the bigots should get everything to suit themselvs 
-full power to do as they please; then the dark 
ages would as surely return as once they existed. I 
do not look for au.other such a damnable curse to 
humanity to happen again; the conditions can never 
be the same. 

Please find inclosed $4-$2.50 for THE TRUTH SEEKER 
another year, and $1.50 for the fourth volume of "A 
Truth Seeker Around the World." I will giv some
thing toward the monument or building, or what-
ever is decided upon. Yours truly, M. E. l'tosE. 

WILKES BARRE, PA., Dec. 23, 188'A. 
MR. E:nrToR: I hav this day been looking into the 

microscopic world, and hav noticed some of the most 
wondei'ful products of nature. To bring into view 
these life-germs, which seem to enjoy their condi
tion fully as well as we do, in a differentsphere, is 
truly wonderful; and when we refiect that we are 
made up of this life-principle in· its various forms 
and stages, we are reminded of the absolute little
ness of even man, notwithstanding all his achieve
ments. 

The little creatures in a drop of apparently clear 
water were made up of numerous forms, and ap
peared to be In various stages of development, and 
some portions seemed to be dead or devoid of mo
tion, while other portions could not be brought 
fully to view. Often as I hav exainined these things, 
they are always interesting and inatrnctiv, and I 
would recommend every person who can to procure 
a microscope. But what we find in the water is con
tained in other forms in the air we breath. How 
absolutely essential to health and life is the purest 
air we can get! It follows from these facta in na
ture that we are liable to inhale or take into the 
system from this unseen and unfelt world around 
us, unconsciously, what may at any time lead us 
into the jaws of death. And if our departed and la
mented Bennett subjected himself to the escaping 
odors of a broken sewer-pipe, as stated, he may hav 
inhaled death by every breath he t.ook. I am too 
sorry that one so well awar~ of the effects of such a 
course as Brother Bennett· was would for any time 
subject himself to such treatment. It serves to re
mind us that "in life we are in the midst of death;" 
and also of the subjection that each one Is in to the 
operations of laws that govern us and shape our 
end, independently of our ken or consent. We come 
into being by law, we liv by law, and we rlle by law, 
just as surely as the animalcules do that inhabit the 
unseen world of which we are made up, 

I had but a short personal acquaintance with D. 
M. Bennett-only a few years-but I was favorably 
impressed with the expression of his honest and 
earnest face, and the cordial grasp of his hand, 
when I first met him, and I am sure that in all my 
life I hav never felt so much Interest in any person 
before, and hav not been so much di~turbed at the 
loss of any reformer as at his demise, Ho seemed 
to till a place so well calculated to reach the gen
eral reader, from his straightforward and unosten
tatious way of treating every subject he touched. 
Even Mr. T. Winter could not help sending in his 
kind words of regret at his loss, although he thought 
that Brother Bennett had soundly scolded him in 
his editorial reply. And this shows, too, that while 
Brother Winter may hav a somewhat rough exterior 
way, he is at heart a good and kind soul, whose 
heartstrings are ready to throb ln sympathy for any 
case of distress. · Let, then, the death of Brother 
Bennett unite us all as common mourners, and in 
memory of him let us not vnly respect him for what 
he has said and suffered, but let his death unite the 
living as a common force to do the work he bas left 
with us to do. When I met Mr. Bennett at Watkins 
I pledged him my support, voluntarily, and I now 
renew that pledge to Mrs. Bennett and Mr. MR.C· 
donald, believin~ as I do that in the conduct of THE 

BERRIEN SPRINGS, MrcH., Dec. 19, 282. TRUTH SEEKER, ln the future as in the past., every 
MR. EDrToR: Jesus wept, and so hav I. The black pers0ri. who has an idea to state will hav a full and 

1. d th "D th f D M B. t " Th fair hearing. me announce e ea o . . ennet . e As an earnest of what I say I inclose $5-$2 for 
word "gone "-the saddest one in the universe-. Mrs. Bennett and $3 toward a' suitable monument 
came to me in all Its force, You cannot know how for Brother BeJlnett. Yours truly, J. R. PEl:UIY. 
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Thoughts at the Grave of D. M. Ben
nett at Greenwood. 

BY HENllY A. STONE, 

Kindly, yes, tenderly, we laid blm to rest, 
As the clouds gently weeping passed by, 

And the bosom of earth In pure white was dressed 
~hen we lowered him down with a. sigh. 

That the Sabbath·dav shall be re
membered and kept holy, and devoted 
exclusivly to the giving of taffy to Je
hovah, who is a vain God and pointeth 
with pride to his record on the labor 
question, which lieth in the first chap
ter of Genesis. As the Lord made every-

And we thought, Is it sad wb.en labor's well done thing in a six-days' go-as-you-please 
To recline by the wayside and rest, h h 1 d · 

Surrounded with wreaths and laurels well won, race wit nothing, thou B a t 0 no 
In the memories of thousands be blest 1 work on the seventh day; 

'Tis a beautlrul spot, that home of the dead, That the time-honored principles of 
Where loved ones lie down by the way, eternal justice, which.· were recognized 

So tranquil and silent In their low, narrow bed, by men before the Lord thy God was 
From anguish and care far away.· 

1 
invented, be reaffirmed and included In 

Then why should we mourn for him who has gone?' this platform, for the sake of appear-
'Tis our aching hearts that are Bad, ances and to giv countenance to the 

While we hope for our f:!end a glorious dawn, preceding resolutions as follows: 
In garments of mourmng we're clad. ' 

And t h 11 b. d 
That thou shalt honor thy father and 

ye s a not ope, that ra !aut star, h h 
Its e:trulgence and comfort stlll shed? t Y mot er ; 

When friends dearly loved pass the gate that's ajar, That thou shalt not kill-provided, 
Shall we then that journey so dread? · however, that the Lord may suspend 

For we too must pass at no distant day, this commandment when he 'deems it 
Where we trust with our friend all Is well. advisable to hav Philistines, and people 

Like him may we strew bright flowers by the way. who disbelieve in him as the only 
Tlll then, dearest friend, fare thee well. original God, slaughtered for his eter-

The Secular Union Church. 
A SONG, A SERMON, AND A PRAYER. 

A walk this sunny Sabbath day, 
Amid the woods, across the fields, 

To hear what nature bas to say, 
And count the gifts her bounty yields; 

To note the forest's changing hues, 
The leaves In green and crimson drest, 

To watch the varying landscape's views, 
This Is the church I love the bost. 

The silence stealing over all, 
Unbroken, save by song of bird, 

Or timid pheasant's pla!nt!v call, 
The only music to be heard. 

A withered plant, a faded !lower, 
To tell of summers past and gone; 

This Is the lesson or the hour, 
The text I love to dwell upon. 

To know that Ufe, like early spring, 
Is full of prom!s to the young, 

To Jearn that later Years wlll bring 
A tear for many an early song; 

To feel that true and noble thought, 
Matured, Its harvest full shall see, 

That llfe's a. battle nobly fonght, 
Tills Is the sermon, preached to me. 

That I may love my neighbor· well, 

nal glory; 
That thou shalt not commit adultery 

(certain reservations will be made in 
favor of prophets and holy persons}; 

That thou shalt not steal-but, for the 
sake of harmony, the Lord declareth 
that plundering the Amalekite is not 
stealing; 

That thou shalt not bear false wit
ness against thy neighbor; 

That thou shalt not covet p.nythlng 
that is thy neighbor'.:!; 

'Ihat the foregoing platform and res
olutions be lithographed and published 
by Secretary Moses, under the title of 
"Ten Commandments," 

II G f R s 0 ll, s w 0 R K s I 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 

PRICE REDUCE~ TO $1.00. 

T h e 8 R A II ·an d th e B I B l ~ , 
. OB, -

The Conft_iet between ll~ntal Sciem.t' 
and Theology, 

By Edgar ~. Beall, 
With a preface by 

Bob~,!t G. Ingersoll. 
"Tbls book, written by a brave and honest man,ls11lled 

with brave and honest thoughta. Tbe arguments Ut 
presents cannot be answered by all the theologians ID 
the worldi"-R. G.lngeraoll. 

Price 11.00. For sale at this omce. 

Corre8pondencc Solicited. 

to 1o~bs~~!~~~ !"tYb~;;.y~~~~~~~3;~~Jsl'c\i'a~~~~~ 
vial. Address H. S VOTAW. . 

2t Havana, Mlnnei!Ota 

80 Court st. Brooklyn 
THE 

'
1 WI L S 0 N I A," 

TWO YEARS AGO 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

THR INVENTOR OF 

WILSONIA, 
AN"ENGLIS~ SCIENTIST, MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, 

LECTURER ON EI,ECTRICAL THERAPEUTICS, 
AUTHOR OF THE "TRIAL OF MEDICIN," 

THE "LANtiUAGE OF DISEASE," 
•• MEDICAL FALLACIES," ETC., 

Introduced to the People of" the lJnltcd 
States His 

MAGN1TIC GARMENTS 
For t.he cure of Disease without :Medicine or :Med\ca 
Treatment. The Statement made bY him at that time 
that his :Magnetic Clothln~t, It worn for any form of Dls
easa (and as advised), would cure ninety per cent of the 

In time or need giv helping hand, · 
That peace within my home may dwell, 

Nor covet other's house and. land. 
Tl1e Ghosts. 

so-called Incn:rables, has been verified, he hav 
Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25- lng Clothed and Cured Thousands of Persons of all Forms 

of Disease. Po•lt!ve proof of this.hes appeared In all the 
leading Newspapers by Testimony ot many of our moe 
Prominent and Wealthy Citizens. who, having been 
Cured by the 

And when my winter's sleep shall come, 
And in my narrow bed I Jay, 

Oh, let me bring such harvest home; 
This is the pr .. yer I try to say. 

And so my temple wide and vast 
Extends above, beneath, around, 

Takes all mankind within Its grasp, 
Ou heathen or on Christian ground. 

Includ\mr, •• Liberty for Man, Woman, and Cht!d;" 
"The Declaration of Independence, ' "'About Farming 
in llHno•s;" 11 The Great Banquet," u The Rev.-Alexan. 
der Clark,"" The Pa.at R1ses before Me Like a. Drehlll," 
and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll." 

Some Mistakes of Moses. 
cents; cloth, $1.25. 

Paper, 50 W1lsonia Magnetc Garments 

STANVARD BOOKS. 
Sold at The T:rut.Jt Seeke:r Office. 

MEDICAL and HYGIENIC WORKS 
Sent on Receipt of Prioe. 

•rrall'" Sexual Physiologl.. A Sc!ent!fie and 
~gg1~~~~:.x~~1~~o$~.of the Fuu aments! ProiJJejne in 

What Our Girls Ought to Know. lly Dr. 
:Mary J. Studloy. Price $1. 

Hygiene ot' the Brain and the cure of Nervous· 
ness •. By M. L. Holbrook. Price $1.50. 

Pa:rtu:ritiou Without J•nin. A Code of D!rec· 
t!ono !or Avoiding moot or the Pains and D•ngers uf 
t h!ld;bear!ng. .b:d!ted by M. L. Holbrook, l'd.D. 
Price $t. 

The Uelations of" tbe Sexes. lly Mrs. E. ll. 
Duffey. Price $1. 

F:rult and Bread. A N·tural and Scientific Diet. 
lly Gustav Schl!ckeysen. Price $1. 

The Bette:r \Vay, An IIPpeal te men In behalf of 
Human Cultme through a Wiser P•rent.Bge. By A. 
.E. Newton. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 centa. 

New Hyf.ienic Cook Book. Conta!n!'£f: Re· 
~:·J~ne~: M~~~r!Ff!c~ ~J'~~~~~~ Food. By · rs. :M. 

'l'alks to my Pnticnts. Hints on Getting Well 
eild Keeping Well. By Mrs. R. B. Gleason, l'd.D. 

_ Price ij\1.50. 
Chastity; o:r, Our Secret 1£ ins. By Dlo Lew!•, 

M.D. Treliti"g of the Sexu•l Relations In their 
Higher Aspects. Price $~. 

PreR:'~~~~~~~~~~- Fr~~~~~ c~~g.estlons to Parents. 

Aicls to Fandly Gcn•c:rnn>ent; or, From the 
Cradle to the School. By Bertha Meyer. Price, 
cloth, $1; poper. 50 cents. 

The Diet Cure. The Relations of Food and Drink 
to Healtll, D!sea•e, and Cure, By T. L. NichOls, M.D. 
Price 50 cents. . _ 

Youth: Its Ca:re nud Culture. By J. :Mort!· 
mer Granv!lle. Pr!ce $1. 

Eating t'o:r Stt·ength. Including the Science of 
Eating; Five hundred Receipts for Who'e•ome 
Cookery; One Hundred Rece!rto tor DeJ'c!ouo 
i>~~~:/ed~n«tYBJ~t"I1oa;:io~k:~~~:!nffirt3,u~~:!ons 

ltlns8::;,·~~~~~~ h <?fie~:ti;:n ~ft~s~:~f~~=- ~~fc: 
SO cents. 

Mu:r::aat1~.t~l~"'g~caf:e'i~J~!~f~.i 1J~ht~~ 1I';e~~~~8~~ 
the Producing or C!Jtldren o! FIBer Health and 
Greater Abll!ty. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price $1. 

Ou:rK~~~~sil;n~1Jii~:1~r1,/~~ '{.~~~~~81~Y Ought to 

Dr. Foote's Pluht Home 'l'alk ond Medic~! 
Common Senoe. By E. B. b'oote, M.D. Price $1.50. 

Vegetarianism the Radical Cu:re tor In• 
teln)>ernnce; lly Harrtet .P. l!'owler. Price 
30 cents. 

INGERSOll'S SPEECH ON TAL· 
MAGIAN THEOLOGY. 

The ICONOCLAS1, Saturday, Dec. :IS, 1882, will cont~i!l 

the Great Speech of Col. Ingersoll on" Talmag!an Theol· 

ogy," dellvere<l at lnd!anapol!s,Ind., Nov. 11. 1882. The 

paper containing the speech c~n be procured at 1i ce·nts 

a. copy. Twenty.five copies and over at 3 cents a copy. 

Address 

LA.MASTER & JAM.IE~ON, 

Indianapolis. Ind. 

And ne'er a soul of rich or poor 
Need walt fer Invitation given; 

Wide as the earth the open door, 

The Christian Religion. Ry R G. 
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah·S. Black, 
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa-

After all other Treatment had failed, were pleased to 
assist the Inventor In giving confidence to the Sntrerfng 
Invalids of America by allowing him to use their well
known and respected Names as Reference; and It Is now The Great· D l. scovery ! 
admitted by many most highly accomplished Scientists 
and Phystclans that the Success and Cures attending the ------~---· -· 

And free as air this road to heaven. 

The First Political Platform. 
From Liberty. 

WHEREAS, I am the Lord thy God, 
which hav brought thee out of the land 
of Egypt, out of the house of bondage, 
and a.m steering thee to the land of 
C&naa.n, where there is milk and honey, 
and every man shall hav forty acres 
and a mule; and 

WHEREAS, I, the Lord thy God, am a 
jealous God, a.nd opposed to competi
tion in the deity business, insisting 
upon a monopoly of admiration and 
worship ; and 

WHEREAS, I visit the iniquity of the 
fathers upon the children, unto the 
third and fourth generation of them 
that hate me, and thus get square with 
the wh::~le family; and 

WHEREAS, In six days the Lord made 
heaven and earth, the sea, and a.ll that 
in thf'm is, including sin and sorrow, 
and loafed the seventh day; wherefore 
the Lord blessed the Sabbath-day and 
made the saloons close up; therefore, 

be it 
Resolved, That thou shalt ha.v no 

other Gods before me, inasmuch as I 
am the great and only original, and all 
others are base imitations; 

That Jehovah vieweth with alarm the 
constant encroachment of stone gods, 
wooden gods, mud gods, and little tin 
gods on wheels, upon the prerogative 
and perquisite of the big boss God, and 
therefore declareth that thou shalt not 
make unto thee any graven image, or 
any likeness of anything that is in 
heaven above, or that is in the earth 
beneath, or that is in the water under 
the earth; thou shalt not bow down 
thyself to them, nor serve them; 

That thou shalt not take the name of 
the Lord thy God ha vain, for too much 
familiarity breedeth contempt, and the 
Lord will endeavor to make it sultry 
or him who waxeth too fresh; 

per, 50. cen.tf:J, Introduction of .. W!lson!a" Magnetic Clothing has been -·--·---D-·R-__::::::=------. PEcK-'-S 
---- - ·----·--·-- .11!lJ!!'IlCBde.!!.t.eJlin.J;h~liU<><><ri= 

I t • T )m p ~1 00 In the face of sucn Positive Proof as gtven by us no person n .erVleWS On a age, a per, 'i' > j can doubt the value o!thls Invention In all cases. 
cloth, $2.00. Therefore why continue the Suicidal System of taking EXCELSIOR 

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Pa
per, 25 cents. 

Address D. :M. llENN:STT, _ 
21 Clinton Place, New York. 

The Iconoclast. 
A WEEKLY 

FREETHOUGHT .JOURNAL. 
Published at Indianapolis, Ind. 

It w!ll oppose superstition In every form. Its pnrposo 
wlll be to aid as best It eM in freeing mankind !rom the 
power of pr!eotcraft and bigotry or every kind. It wlll 
ruhlfsh everything of Interest !r· •m the pen of Col. R. G. 
anl;::n~~ ~t~Pe;/T~'!f~M;~~~~~~ or the age, and wm be 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION: 
One year ................ $1.50 1 Six monthB .... 75cents. 

E•ch subscriber w!ll be entitled to a lite-size lithograph 
picture of Col. Ingerwll. Sample copies 5 cts. 

Address LAMASTER & JAMIESON, 
52 lndlanapolls, Ind. 

THE BIBLE 
OF THE 

RELIGION of SCIENCE. 
By If. S. Brown, M. D., 

Author of "A Permanent Re~ubl!c cannot be established 
b1s~'i.':f0i~~~:~~1J? sit~-:i:t~c'"J;/t~~hfl~n~P~~~ue~::.m 

ment,'' and other works. 

"Tblg volume Is most respectfully dedicated to those 
persons who w!ll C·,rdlally unite with others to establish 
the religion of truth and a lust government, by the sc!en. 
ti,..c methods of reasan, experience, experiments and ob· 
servatlons. For this Is the way to wisdom, and to the ma 
terial, menta.1, moral, social, and spiritual sciences, that 
make peace on earth and good will among men." 

The work ls divided Into five book•, conta!n!no(twentv· 
five chapters, Is printed on clear white paper, In large type 
and embraces ovev four hundred pages. 
Cloth. Price $1.50. For sale at this olllce, 

S·OCI1\LIS~I 
-AND-

UTILIT.A.RIANISM. 
By John Stuart Mill. 

PRHJE l.i0. .A.DDRESi Ti[Ifit OFFICE. 

Drugs? 
SEND $1.50. FOR A PAIR OF 

"Wilsonia" Magnetic Insoles. 
Sure Preventive of Cold Feet-the Forerunner of .41 

Kinds of Disease. 
Comnltatlon Free. 
Send tor Pamphlet and Information te the only OJHce 

where the Inventer can be seen. 

Address all Communications to 

DAVIQ J. COTTER, 
80 COURT STREET, BROOKLYN 

KHOWLEDDE 18 POWER 
READ. 

The untold miseries that result from Indiscretion In 
early life may be alleviated and cured. Tllose who 
doubt this assertion should /hurcllase and read the new 
f.':~~c;i.:to:~ lo~~~~~=~t?tre~ ~h.r::~t:.C:.'!.~ !}eft~:~ 
o:r~ Self Preservation. It Is not only a eomplete 
ana perfect treatise on Manhood, Exnanoted VItality, 
Nervous and Phvs!cal Deb!l!ty, Premature Oecltne In 
man, Errors of Youth; etc., but It CO"t .. !ns one hundred 
:~e!;r~:ti!v!f.~·~'jP~~i~~ ~~ni'i.~:.~.rl~'l~.d~~ 
~~g~e,! blo~~gl a':.t~~:r ~~g~: ~id'~~~~g~~J~~i~J';~'iM" 
!clan. ft ccntafno 300 pa•es, bound in beautl!nl embossed 
eovers, !nllgllt, embel\lshed with the very finest oteel en. 
grav1ngs, guaranteed te be a finer work In every sense
mechanical, literary, or professional-than any other work 
retailed In this ccnnt•y for $2.50, or the money will be re-

~~~~~~J~h"e":iftA~~t~~~\'ie i;~i~~n~ft!Ji~~·~ ~~~~~t,g~~ 
llln•trated sample sent on receipt of e\x cents. Send now. 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTI1'UTE, or Dr 
W. H. PARKER, No.· 4 llulfinch street, Boston, Mass. 
The aqthor may be consulted on all diseases requiring 
skill nnd experience. 1y88 

The Busts of 
PAINE and VOLTAIRE~ 

By the celebrated sculptor 

CLARK MILLS. 
Price, $1.50 each. 

AddreBI! D. M. BENNETT, 
31 Ollnton Place, New York, 

LIVER PILLS. 
PURELY VEGETABLE. 

Cure Malada, Neuralgia, Jaun• 
dice, Rhcumatl!!m, Goui, Dys· 

pep!!la, and all Btllou!! and 
Liver A1fectlons, etc., etc. 

Descrlptlv circulars, testimonials, etc., malied free on 
application. 
P:rice single box, ~l'i cents. Five boxes for 

45 $1..00. . 
lf yon cannot get them of your druggist, sddrefl the 

proprleter, W. B. PECK, 222 Wa•hlngton etreet, N. :i'. 

Interrogatories to J ehova.h. 
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his 

Jewish Godship upon a great 
variety ilf subjects. 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth,75 cents. 

THE BOSTON INVESTIGATOR, 
The old~st refor~ journal in the 

United States, 

Is published eve'l'y Wednesday at the 
· .Thine .lb.emorial Building, . 

Boston, .Mass., 
By JOSIAH P. MENDUltl. 

Edited by HORACE SEAVER. 

PRICE, $8.00 pe:r annum; single copies, 
seven cents. Specimen copies sent on re• 
eeipt of a two-cent stamp ~o pay postaB•• 

Tbo Invutigatm- Is devoted to the Liberal cause tn rell1· 
Jon; or in other words, to universal mental u-berty. Inde· 
l!endent In all Its dlscusslono, discarding supentlt!Onl 

~d:~~t-:,e tg1~~} t't,~:~o~l~naPo~!~~ri"liiiv~:1~~e'h~t'G 
there be one, to those who hav entered ltll unknown 
shores. Believing that It Is the duty of mortals te work 
for the Interests or thU; world, It confines ltseit te the 
~~~~~~~i ;':r~~f:u~0!!k~1for !tsJtp":o:£1:0~ t~~:~~'Jr: a~~ 
~~~~t'!{.,•.~y~gcre~":~t~~~cl f0~s~f~~~i;:HYrl~~~-n.~':~~~; 
plea!e send your enbocrlptlon for six months or one year, 
&ndlt you are no~ eatlsfied with the way the Inm~ti[Jfltor 
Is condnctei! Wll WQn't aaJt you to continue with us an:r 
longer · · · · ~JQ~ 
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STANDARD BOOKS. 
Sohl by D. M. Bennett 21 qJIJnton Pl., 1!{. Y. 

CYCLOPEDIAS. 
'l'he People's Cyclopedia or lJniversal 

:Knoll' ledge; 2 royal octavo vola.; overl,OOO pp. each, 
l>Ound m Iea~ller, the whole the wo·k of tlllrty of the 
able t men of our 11mes, treat\ng up·m a1moa& every con 
celvable sqbtect,a.nd hrougbt down to thelea.· 1881; U· 
lustrated witll numerous co'ored maps an over three 
thousand engravings; said to contain thirty thousand 
more urtlcles than any other cyclopedia. The Appendixes 
alone contain a W0nderfultund or knowledge, an <I urn 'Dg 
the subjects treated may l>e named the following: Bio
graphical Class!Jlcatlcn of Dlstlngul••ed Men, loClndlng 
Arttsts. Actors, and N .JveUatH, Aut-hors amJ Hl<::terfn.ns, 
Aarlcultu"ists and Mnnnfo.cture1s, Comnosers o.n·l :Musi
cians, Engineers and llul!ders, l"uuuders of Jnstttuttons, 
Explorers and Founders ot (J(rnntrles, J.i'lnu.ucters and. 
Capitalists, InventorY, Journalfste and Pub11ahcra, L1.W· 

fo~~~f~,1:u;:cy.Lae:dc~;;~1~~~£~~lTl~\1;~~a1 ~~K;1£~: 
Jogtans, Ortltors a ad Es.liaytstH, Phllnn' hroplsts and Re .. 

~~r~;~.,~~~~=~~~l~~far~n2nl~~l~~~~;~. t~~~~~~~~s =~~ 
Rul ~rs, Statesm3n and Dlplomatlstsl Dis(.lngutahed 

~~trg;_n, ~-~it ap,'J?~h~'tJ~~~!a~tsgFlt~~;~:Ynp~e~~~;: 
nyms, n'l'habetlcnlly rrmng•"d ;__OJ I gin of Fmnllla1· Words 
Bnd .I:'IJrases; Societies and iDBtltut'ons; Orthograi•hYJ 

fh':.n'*"o~~~0;11iig~~~~~~o~.:'t~c;r• ~~~erfe~~~ffc~~f~f1;~r~; 
Cl.,slncatluu of Exlst!Pg Sovereignties: Standing Arm·ea 
of the World; The Lost and Ruined Cities of the World; 

t-r:..w;~~~· ~fotg:t:~ rlg;a~~rt~sPgr~t~c~~~l~ ~ ~~~t~ 
School Systems in the United States; Educational Statls-

n~~~; ~~~!~u~~~mnc~J ii&~:~'i~~:~tl:nit~r~~ b':c1:l:; 
ofOrcllar<!andG9.r.de.n Fru1te; Go ernmcntal Suppnrtof 
Rulers; Banks and Banking; History of Presidential 
Elections tn the United Scates; C' ron logical Outline of 
Hlstorlco.l Events from 1492 to 1882; HomarJ<ahle Trials; 
The Treati<B of the World; Prlucf~al .Bridges of the 
Wot·Id; Interesting Geographical TablesL Uultcd States 
Census of Cities slld '£owns for 1880; 1~c1fgious News .. 
papers of an Denominations; Religions Snmmkrles for ali 

~~~~;l1!f ~n~u~~~~l 'm~~~~~es ;1G~~:tn~etiu~~g ~~rJi~~~ 

STANDARD BOOKS, 
Sol<l by D.l'l!. Bennett, 21 Clinton Pl., W. Y. 

Dl:C'i'IONARI~l<. 
\Vebstcr·., Pocl<et Jlietion:u·y. JJ<t • o"rls 

::HuRtratcd Pr!tC l!'i(ts.; p e nge 5c~'"· 
'Veb§1er"~ DictiGnRt.·y, 50,t0 wo•d1 Pl.l!..'. 2i 

cts ; JlOB.nl\t c. 5 cts. 
~nocrlcan Diamou•l P••ononncin~ lJ i<'

tio·nn:zry, 7t0 pages. Prtce. 30cl'~; postngc. !1Cffl 
'l'be AF:neri<·n.u (Jom}lreben§i,'t:lr. Lexicon 

~~·r~ ~a;.;t!1; t~~i~~JOO :O~fs::att~~,.h0oig~r~~~~~~~~ 
i68 pages. IIJustJ',tted. Pr!ce. 50 eta ; postage, 6 ct.c. 
AJnericau Popular Dictio.,n•·Y, CCLtaln'n!> 

cyery Userul wol"d in the English laugu ge; snd nmcL . 
uther us~lul fnfm mation. Prfcc. 50 l ts ; no}t•1ge, Sets 

'JI'be AnteJ·icau l"'tandai•d lHcttonat•y, con
taimng all hSf:d...,d English Wl.>rd>~, wit It the exact ddi 

r;{~~g~jy fV~R;[e .. ~\~~~~~Stea~~Dt~~e n,P:~~u~~~~~~nWttl~ 
UhnJll\•logy, Grummar, ProverlJs, Scriptur"' u.u.mts, IIi~· 
tory, Ln.ws Rclattv to Ln.nd, IntcrP.•t, Census Retul'n~, 
Dt:bt, Popu ntion. Manufactures, Productions We cltli1 
w lth ... 1ncieut.Myrhn ogy, etc. llluatrt tcd,717 p gca, 12mo 
PJ1C"", $1: TlOS 11.ge. 17 cts. ~ 

~li'llc §;unc"~1n le~J.thcrb 1 ndlng, $1 75; postage, 18 ctt=. 
'l'he ilse1ul Dictionary of tbe lon«Ii«' 

c~t~~~!i·t~~~f ~~~~cii~~' ~~~;~l~~~'iir~l~~~~~a~:'s~~~u 
t 1c' ,~Tnlmaon. W.\lker, Craig, Ogilvie: Trench_, and other 

~?~~~\~a{d~~~~;~~Y-tP~;~serncS~g~·~s~~ftt':i~¥~r~~K~i~~~d 
Fa~hion ln1v called into exfsterrce and usage. 000 11agce, 
txmo Pr1 e. DO cts ; postage, 14 r.ts 

'.i'he Sfnne, half morocco, $1 25~ 110stage, 14 cts. 
Webst~r'l!l I•rinuu·y Dictiona1•y, G5 cents; 

p< sraw-e. 8 nta 
Webt<;i<ll''" Po<lket Dictionary, new edition, 

c1otn, 70 ct,,, rostage, 8 cts. 
'Jr.ilB.e ~tune, ro.an flexible covers, BO eta.; postage 8 

C(R. 
'JI'he Same, with fie:ltlble covars and tnck, 90ct·.; 

postngc, 8 eta. 
pr!t~~~'Jo:.'t:"l Kavy Dictionary, cloth, SQ cts; 

'l'be S•tnuis with tnckR. $1.15; postage, 10 et•. 

10 
~~nunou cltool Dictionary, 85 eta ; po tugo, 

High l'ichqol Dictionary, $1.20; postage, 12 
cts. 

Academic Dictionary" $1 75; postago.15 ctfl. 
<UounHu;;;- .llfonl!le Dictionary, sheep. $S.CO; 

(.lORt~ge, 2U Its. 

of History; Great Libraries of the World; S•larles of 
Unltea States Government OJ!Icers; Fcdetal and State 
Judlclorles; Un!ted States Imports and Exports; St~te 
Ottlcers' Ottlcial Ttme and Saht.ries, Ji'Jcetest HorseA of 
Current Record; United Slat eo Postal Regulat1ons; United 

frt;,'[(C'.J ~~.:'t~~8i>aVe':f;t<in~~~~.l~~f.Y~j~g~ c,.~';.~~~tt~,:J-
OiHce; United St•tes Pul>llc Land System; Table of 
United St.ateoand 1'errltortes; StlltemQntof United States 
Public ]Jebc; N •tiona! Militia Laws of tho United btates; 
A: my and Navy of tho United States; Re!Jglous Denomi
nations of Unlt•d StJ.tes and Canada; O~r National Do· 
main; .Statistics of Cotton and Cereals In the United 

\VebNtcr's -unabridged Dictionary. 118,001 
words, S,OOO engravin~s, four~ages Colored 'Plates; B 

~J~~~~~rr~~~t ~t~ ~~~c~in~ 1~rJ' use0~~r~~~dt1~6~~~~ 11f:teie~ 

~ :;~:fa~~1SS:!~~oof~~~t~aJ}Y lh~es~~~ ;~c~e~Y:r~ S~~~~~~ 
and Terrltorle;; 8'utatandlng Bonded Indebtedness; In
dian .Agencies and Census of the Indians; Recent Dfseov· 
erles In Science and Expl'•ratlons. This entire work by 
expt es> for $15.00. Regular price $20.00. 

Chnmbers•s Encyclopedia of 1880, with Copi
ous A<ldltlons of Amerl••au Editors. Iu l;'lfteeu Volumes. 
Ocmvo. e.atitled the •• Library of Universal Knowledge." 
There Is no Cyclopedia thot outranks Chambers's, aud to 
one who reads of American all airs, this !s Jar better than 
the foreign editions. This very valuable work, of nearly 

?rnfo~~~r~~~fl~~e~e;oYri1:~~ri$t~~ci~~~:~~~fr~~~~zrhe~ 
same by express; postage, 18 cent~ per volume additional. 
More lnform~tlon cannot be had for the money. 

~~~~~':":.~~s~~f.Ec>J~ir~f1C£reeg~~:eftF~~£~~~o~~i~;: 
Engll h Authors, from the Earliest to tlle Present time, 
Connected by a Crnlcal and lllog,aphlcal History. Ele
gontlv lllustrated. Edited by Hobert Chambers, Editor of 
tbe Edmburglt Journal. 'I wo Octavo volumes In one. 
Rich and fu•l gll.. HOO page<. $-l. Postage 44 cents. 

Chambc.-•s Iutormation :for the li.lilUon; 
or, uue Thousand and one Things Worch Knowmg. Cem-

:fl~~~M~c 1fd.~c:''Mg~ 6fK:~~{ ;~.r!~~~{ih~~~t.:Votth 
The Sllme, In Acme Edition, 4 volumes, Plain Bind

Ing, at lhe low price of $2 Postege 3-1 cents. 
The oCyclo}le<liaof Biblical Lite~·ahue· 

edited by Johu Kitto, D. D., F. S.A, assisted by noted 
Blbllc•I• writers. lllustrated by numerous engravings 
·rwo volume'8, 8\o., at over 900 pages, compact. type. A 
valual>lo work. Price of 2 vols., ~~ 50 Postage, S! eta. 

The Handy Bible Cyclopedia and Bible 
Reader's A~·uiistu.nt, containing a new and complete 
Dictionary oft he Dible, a complete Concordance to tile 
0~ and .New Testament•, aDII an Ext,lanatory Index to the 
i v0I~1.2~J:·,'1f4!: Lt~ofhiE~~ i~>"Yt~h,?._a ~r~~~~~~~·. ff~~:ated, 

'l'he World's Encycloi>cdia of' Wonaers 
ftnlll Cu.r:i.oHities of Art, ticience, and L1tmature, 
representing Pl.lyno1ogy. Phrenology, Astronomy, Bot.
o.rly, Geology, Natural History, Ichthyology, Mythology 
Ornithology, Meteotology, Mineralogy, Chemistry, Zoolo~ 
~'J•Entomology, Blograp~y. etc., etc; and containing a 
l' ull and Autl!entlc 1Jescrlptlon of the Most Remarkaole 
a.nd Astonishing Places, Being~. Anima1s, \Justoms, Ex· 
perlments, Phenomena, etc, or both Ancient and Modern 
'flmes. In all Parts of tile Globe; comprising correct ac
counts of the Most Wonderfull1'rea.k.s of Nature and Arts 
of ltlan; with ~n Appendix, containing curious expet!· 
menta and liiDUSing recreations. By I. Platt, D. D. lllus. 
truted with one hundred uud forty engravings. Pnce 
$2; postage, SO eta. . ' 

CHANDOS C.LA.SSU)@. 

A series of stanft~~~aV[~~~~ i~fna0e~r;;d~~i~ry, and genmal 

Legend~ry Banads of England and Scotland. Jr~lco Post 
JohnS. Roberto..... .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .•.• G5 08 

German Literature. Rl•'hter,RI~hler, Zechokkc, · · 

Compf~;;\·ngiei-:----i;a;.c--Waitou'~nd'cJi;{l:ica 65 .o 
L1ves ~~~~~veii9i! · ~;;ci · .o~;;,;;,,ii8i8.' · ·oy s1r· iv'Ui. ·"5 .us 
Poett~f~g;iii0i:'.Eai2:i.''c;;.;I{.-.:· .. :::· .. ::·: :::::: ·

65 .o 
Decline and Fan of tbe Roman Empire. By Ed- •

65 
•
08 

ward Gibbon. In four yr,lnmcs.. .. ...... 2 00 .32 
Poetic<! Works of ( harles llluclmy......... .. . . G"l .08 
History o! .H.ngln.nll. By Henry Hal~u.m. . . .. . . . 63 .OS 
Lockllurt'B Spanish Bunuds und Soat~ey's Chron: · 

lcle of the Cid...................... ... ..... .65 .OS 
Tho Romance of Hl•tory. EnMland. By Henry 

The :,<;;:~':t:cei~1f"ii'i.:~~:Y:"irict't;,:.--ii~ii.!icaur~: '
65 .os 

The :r\~:-n!ii?e oi iiio~oi-y ... it:.i}o'.' "(). M;iciariarie: -~~ :8~ 
u u Spatn. Don T. do 
Trueba.. ... .. .. . .. .. . . .... • • .... ... .. .. . .. .63 .OS 

Doctor Syntax. His Three Tour.:! lu Search or 

Wfte. p-ww~-~~~~ed 0lllus~;:t~~~:~?~: 0 ?.f. 0 ·~ .65 L8 

. Bo!f!er's RA~~;~y:.~:: '.".".".'."." ·::: .' ~ ~: ::::.: ::·.:. ::: ." :&g -~ 
Ltreand Remains of John Clare. Ily J. L CheJry 65 .e8 
Selections from the Talmud, By H.Polano... . . G5 .08 
EverJolay Book of Modern Literature. By c. H. 
J Townsend........... . .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .65 .08 

MWt~~~:~~~~~~-?~-~~~-~?.·~::::·:--.:·.::::::::·.: -~ :8g 
Essays on Chlvalrft Romance, and tho Drama. 

By Sir Walter ~:~cott.... • .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 65 .08 

SHAKSPERE'S WO.Rii:S. 

ComJ>lote. Fireside Edition. Crown octav~~wa Post 
Large type. Morocco, gilt edges. Illus-
trated. With a full and Comprehensive 
Life, Notes, Glossary, etc ................... ,I OJ .50 

Tho Avon Edition. Sheep, mar~f~J"~,ji.~t:,vrr: 3 
"" ·

18 

In th¥~ryv~fK~~a:·c~mCdi6B,"ll"iBtO~ie·fi, T·~:age: s 00 r, 
The.~~.;. t~"Jforuue~t~.' ~~~t~~-~:::.-::::::· .. :.:·.: s oo .48 
Dra.matio a.nd Po otic '"' orlts, complete in ono 

2 50 
.is 

volume. Dlustratod, wltll Ufe ]Jy Alexan-
der Dyce. heep, 1t1 trbled edges. . . • . . . . . . 2 50 .SB 

Scarlet Border Edition. ll'ustr.te<l. Complete, 
redandgreen. :M.rocco,!lllt edges .... 150 20 

Handy Volume. Sh~s tel u comple"e, In lS vols. 

Arun~e~~~~~g~~· 'Fro~ ~'l:o. te'xi -~i. (JJ~"ii:. and. 
I 

· Wright. lllustrated. .. .. . .. ............ . 

fl eo .ss 
I G{) .2! 

n 8 vo~s .. brown cloth, etllted by Ch>rl< and 

compl!f!g~;.;.;; 'ili'<i · i,;.:,:i ·or· J'oil;son·: si.iV'e~s: 1 ~o ·27 

La and Reed Octavo ....... P •fter Bind In~, 60 .18 

,Ar;~\fi~:~t:~~-1--~: -~?-~~~--~~ 0 ~~ -~ -~~~- ?.'.~': 1 00 .24 
nst9n Edition........... .. ................. ., 60 ,18 

1 C>na, many of wb\ch hav neYer before been ))hued b 

IJ1Ktfv~gl:~hJ~~!~~~7JO;n~~e:~~e~,atcrf;~r~j;;~r:g~~~c;'~ 
~~~nu~gi~l~¥~rf~~~~~~~lfy~Wro~~:f~i}:~~;Ig~~\~gaf:~~: 
,;beep. marble edge•, plain or stsmpecl sides, $IO; (publish
ers' price. $J2). C1otn1 and inS vola., same price. uiilu"H' 'l'•n·~~ey 01." -Russia, extra marble edges, 

i'nll R<H<Silt, ll[ltble edges~ $14. 
:t'ult Rns,.ilt, vermilion edffes, $14.50 

~,:~:t~~ ;~::::~::: ~fl~~~;e~.e~1~7~' $H.so 
These are usually sent by express, but If by mall, 80 eta. 

addition J!Innst be sent. 
\'fcbster's Ei attional Pictorial Diction· 

~•·y, in oue volume, 1,040 octavo page~:~, 600 engravings. 
Ll11th, ~l; §heCJJ., marble edges. $4 50; llfalt 'I'Ul.'• 

l<~~l~~~llliJ!li~;);I1~~· $~)5j~!'i~~:i"r:. c·~~1f Morocco. 

P~cJi-f~i"; ifi:!i;~'i,"i.'icnl Dtctiouary, thor-
Jtt~hls revlaed up to the year 1880. Price, $1; postage, 14 

ctJriaQson's French :dictionary (French .. Env. 
!Ish and Engllsh-French),w!tllu.llst of the principal dl
verginE .. derivations. Price. 75 cts ; postage. 9 ct.s. 

Zahn.,r'!l DictionaJ:."y of' the English lHUl 
Gerntan lLau~uages, giving 1 he exact meauio~ of 
l£ugllrsh words in German, and of German words in Eng-
rl~~ci~~t~~~.~r~~~~f:!l,t~~t~.!onunciation, and definition. 

Dictiona!'y or the lEn!;'lish and Italian 
~ nngnaA'es, price, 60 eta. eacll i postage. 6 cts. 

D'-~KEN'6'S 
WOH:KS. 

COMPLETE 

lllustr:;ted. 12mo 15. vols. Volumes bound uniform In 
t Pl~;1g:f,~ff~~~; Large type. Comprising, 
2 Da vld Copperlleld, 
3 Martin Chuzzlewtt. 
t N1cholns N1ckleby, 
G Bleak House, 
6 Little Dorrit, 
7 Domhe;· and Son, 
9 Oii~er-TW18t~4.-PiCtures from rtu.Iyt a.na -amerrcan 

I" otes. • 
JO Olrl Curiosity Shop, snd Hard Times, 

~~ fi:~~~~GlR'~d~~;~~daE~;;fue~~oe~dby Boz, 
13 Great Expect tiona, and Uncommercial Trnveler 
<1 Chtlstmas Storie•, and Ueprlnted Pieces ' ' 
15 Child's Hfstorh, and Miscellaneous. .. ' 
~l,i~~;fbove on y In sets. By express. $; 2. lJy mr.tl, 

Dic&~u •s 'I.Vorl~s in Single Volumes. 

C'htld's History of England .................. ~~fee. 6f0~~·i 
lllekcns-,Colll s Christmas Stories .. .. .. .. .. . .. G5 .11 
;(a•·tb Olmzzlcwlt...... ....... ...... . . ..... G5 .11 
l)ur Mu• u 1.11• rlend . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 65 .09 
~~v1r L""lst ........................... ,.. .... 65 .12 

h~vrl~s Ift~~~-n~:; Parl~r-.A'lb'uiri'or iii~8tr'~itori;. 1 g~ :U 
Uncommerc1A.l Tm;yeler.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . B5 .10 
Dombey nud Son............ .. ............. .. . 25 16 
David VopperJleld...... .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .'.'. . 75 :11 

'itAVER:J,EY NOV~LS, BY i!HR "WALTER 
SCO'i'T. 

[llustrntcd. 12rno. 12 vols. Uniform in green and gold. 
Large type. Comprising, 

1 'Vnverly, a.nd Woodstock, 
2 Hob Hvy, nnd Heart of Midlothian, 
S Bride of L'tmmcrmoc r, Legena or J.fontrose, and 

·1 Pe~~;wr~m~l>~';t<-~~~0¥lf."i13etrothed 
H r;:~Yl~:~ ~~dN.£~~1 Ta~~g~~~t Robert 0~ ParJs, 
7 F11lr Maid of Peith,and The Antlqu~ry 
8 'l'he Monastery and tho Abbot, ' 
9 Guy M mnering, and Annie of G etereteln 

10 Kenilworth, anll St. Ronan's Well. ' 

;i }~~g~~u~~fJlS,~/¥\:~"~\tf.;t~~d Quentln Durwood, 

P~g~dof'~U.n ~~"matf.'$Dj2~Y ~xprese for the very low 

Itlhtcnliilnn Library. Edited by Char-
lotte M. Yonge. Large type, line paper. 

A Storehouse of Stories. 2 vola. 
I~utll and Her Irriends. 
l'hc Ilcrnca of ..Argt\rde. 
Whon I Was a Little Girl. 
Agnes Hopetown. 
! ho Runaway. 

The set by express for $4. By mall, $!.60. 

AFUNGT(]IN EW~'f:tV&. OF POPULAR 

Sdtlllor 
Goethe 
Mli'on . . 

Very tine binding. 

BritJsll Femnh• l'o~i. ..... 
Pope • 
Burns 
D,tn·o 
Momc .. 
Shaksperc 
Arabi.m N1gh A 

~~fir:~~~ ~~~~~~s~ 

Prfco 
.60 
.00 
.60 
• (i() 
GJ 
6) 

.GO 
.GO 
• 60 
.SJ 
.60 
.ro 

Post 
.I3 
.IS 
.13 
.1S 
.IS 
.13 
.IS 
.13 
.'3 
.13 
,18 
.18 

Red lf iue Editiou or tbe Poctf!. 12mo. II· 
Justrat d. Col()red covms, Embcssed 1n Gold, Full 
Gilt, Red Rorder around the ~ages. A Be»u lful 
BLOk, ttnc!, remarko.t:ly cheap at t5 ccntA 1 er volume. 
Postage l.l centd per volume extra. Every 1 >Ver of 
poetry s>-ould hav the entire set. 

ri~~tg.n, L;~_nli~~~n .. , 
l!yrDU, Schlller, 
Goethe. Scott, 
Hurus, :Moore, 
l)ante. Poets of America, 
Owo!\_Meredltb, Bl'ltleh Fernalo Poets. 
,Jg&u •ns~tow, 

STANDARD SCIENTIFIC WORK"! STANDARD BOOKS. 
Sent by mail on receipt or price. 

I!J'De'I"JJ Freethinker should read them. 
Sol(l by D. l'II. BENNETT, 21 Clinton 

Place, New York. 

Sold by D.ll'l. Bennett, 21 Clinton PL, N.Y. 

Dlcl<ena's Pllorlor Album or Illuotmt1ons ..•.. ~~'i :J'0~{4 
llarbertne; or, a Woman's DeYotlou. By Mary 

Nal Shervtood ................•...•......... 
Sunshine In the Shady Place. By ErtithMilner, 
Our Re<l Coats and Blue Jackets By H. Stewart, 

WORKS OF VHARLES DARWIN. ~~~r::IJ'~Nl~~~j~rhol;eiiton:::·.:.:::;::·: :::: 

60 .10 
50 .09 
50 .10 • 
50 .08 
25 .07 

Origin of Species. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .... .. .. .. . 2 00 Three E1as of Js ew England and Other Address-
Descent of Man . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . a oo Brak:~·B~J;e ~~a!~~ ~it~tr :POeiDS: ··BY· Mrs· ·c· 25 .09 
~our'\alo)_:fulesoarepes ............................ i ~ H. w Esllng...... .. ............. : .. : 25 .08 
A~i~a~~~nd~;~~~ ~~d·e{."j~"ome~u~·um;:·2·,.~la·::: a OJ Fancy's Frolic; or, ChrJstm~s Stories By Bar-
Insectivorous Plant'- .. . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . 2 00 1 r!ct F.uley .... · .. · .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 60 .09 
Cl hi Ph t 1 25 llogrr>ph1aLlteralla: or, B'o'(;'•ph1cal Sketchee 
O~~Id~lertffz~d b;Y"i~s~·ct;:·.: :: :~::: ::· •:.: ... : ~:: :: 1 75 ~~f1YavLl~ib~~~~lf~;;,t_n~li'•· Po'v"oifuu!:c_!lynSoanme-
Ferttltzu.uollln the Vt•f!etaole Krngdom.. .. . ... . . 2 00 Clever J-~.ck. and Other Tal~~. By An~~r Bow: 1 00 •

1
5 

Jorm•o~ ~owero ...... p.j' ·--·;------· ............. 150 man .................. .. ......... .... 75 _11 
ower o ovcment in ants··········· ··· · ·· · ·· 2 DO Fwmoua Boys, and How They Decame Great 

Vegetable Mould, etc. ... ... .. .. . .. l 50 , Men. .. .... . ......... .. ...... ........ 1 00 _11 
WORKS OF PROF. THOMAS HUXLEY. •amnu.' ~torlea ByVa.rloueAutbors. 2 vols .. 170 .22 

Man's Place in Nature... . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1 25 B lz,,r. .. s Comedic Iiumaine.-... .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . • 75 .10 

'?r_~;~e8flfi1~;;.~ s,r;c~!rwtu:·;.nd 'A.d.'llilnistrative 1 00 w~ ·~~-dr~~~~~t _str_;:~-1~~;--~'-~~-~~----~:-~: , 75 .09 
Nlblll•m.. ............. ,..................... 50 The~'{; dl•j Advantqges of Being t1 Woman. 

A Ma~g~~~/af~£. ~-~~~~-Y ?.f. ~~rt~-~~~t~-~ -~~~:~":~- 2 50 B'u" ·' .fct R'~'cU~lii·~uJrJ::P~~c;•~t. 111::D · ::::: g!J ·i8 
A M'l.nual o.t: the Anatomy of Iuvertel>ratcd Ani- Scottish Llfe an•\ Charecter. Dv E. B. Ram-

male. Illustrated.. .. .. .......... ....... .. 2 50 say. )1 A, L1, D,, F.H S.E, Dean of I'dln-
La.y Sermons Addresses and Reviews 1 75 huH~rl • • • • • • • • • ..... -·--· 7:i .10 
Critiques and Addtes5es: .......... ::.' ::::::'::.: 1 50 Hom' Scenes I'urJng the H~bellion. By Eiggan 
American Addresses... .. .. .. " .. .. .. .. . .. . 1 25 01,1 p~~~'~1b?uttes'.' Br"j,,,j1 "litiitnw<::. :::::::: :: 
¥~~8t~~'lf.t~::::::::::-- ..... i@ Roi>Hor. BySlrWaltcrScutt.. .. ....... 
i~tence andf cii/tu~e 1 ...... d .. B. 1 .... B... ... 1 50 rr:cn~giJ~,~a~J~~v~y f:K,fle~~~1~;·~~:::::: : 

emHenutxs leoy a.ndlyWs .oJo.gy ou"g,"ns Y_ g. -~ne_ .· .... J_·_ r_ ••• _H_ .· How to B' m C t 

50 .I2 
7~ .14 
60 08 
50 .08 
5Q .(JB 

50 .06 y Q 
1 4~ il 11perion

1 

... \;1_ ll~ma~rJ1eeu~l'~·Hell~y·w· .ds"w"o'r'tli Introduetmy Pr1mer . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... .; L 1 WORKS OF PHOF. JOHN TYNDALL. nHg'el ow.... .. · · · · · ........ · 5:l .08 
HeatoaaMod3rflllotl n .......................... 2 co OutreH~r;."j~.r~~~~S:f!~~~\~~~~-e-~e~---~-~ 50 •06 
OtBDund ....................................... 2f(J W111yHc11Jy. ByWm Carleton. . . ..... 70 .12 
Fra.gmr1nts of S• ien'"e.... . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 Tom Drown's .School D.l~ a. By 'l'h•ll11t16 Hughei, 7!5 12 
Llo;lltand Electricity... .... ...... ....... .. .. .. I 21 La<tDaysof Pompeii. By Sir E1w.rd Lytton, 
Lessons in ElectriciLY···· ...... ~ .. . . . . ... .. .. 1 00 Ba1 t .•. ·. • • .. • . • . .... ••• . • ... • 75 .10 
Hours of Exercl!!6 iu the Alps...... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 2 00 Scottish Ch1efs. !Usa ,Jane Porter .. .. . .. .. 75 .12 
:Faraday B.ii a Discoverer... . .. . . . .. 1 00 K~netem ChBll.llglyi l1is Adv~nture• Y.lld Opiu. 
On Forma of Water.................. 1 50 Ions . .. .. .. . . . .. 
Rali1H.nt Heat..... . .. ....... .. . . .. . . ... . 5 00 The SketclllJoolc of Gcc•I1n•y Crayon, (.,t'tlr. .. . 
SixLectuteson Light ......................... 150 h'llnuvo. A Romnm.:e S rW ... lr. rScutt. ... . 
'fhea.'1ove lOvols 12mo Ul tb 19 75 Pl!tet tlte Whaler Wm. 1I U King ton ..... . 
Banquet fltDclui~nico'sa'.'. '.".'.".".'.'.' .. .'.' :· . .. 1-\;~.~cr; 50 litH.gtlwn-.u. R },! H ll•nt.}ne ....... . 

81 .12 
75 .12 
75 .12 
75 .12 
"i5 ,12 

Belfast Addresl!l..... .. .. . .... . .......... Pf\.nel', 50 Dick Chiver1y; h s .Ath· ..... ntmes •nfl _M1sadvcn-

E2say:o0~~~~f~~t~~~'i!auf~i~g{i~~~ 1~fdg. ~~tl~~h~ 1 50 L'tst ~£1;11~ · iiol11e ll; •. · i. it Tilltri{\ i ~~ CooPer·.: ~g ~:0 
) WOP.KS OF HERBERT SPENCER. lho ll"rl F.tic; or, tile Wlmlet'• Llst V•u1so. 

First Principles .. ..... .... . . ... .. .. . . .. . 2 00 Is thl!' l~;P~'~1~1}1lt!~~e "/ ja'hii 's'c'IJ.~'t8,' DD, 
75 

"
12 

Prfn"iolee of Biology 2 v tls • . . • . . . . . 4 00 Pll, D... . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • 00 .11 
PIIncipesof Psrch0Iogy,2vcls . ..... : ·:.8.. 4 co Life Pnd Lttteraof !- 1 adum SWLtClllnc. Cou~t 
Prlnclpleoof S clology Psltsl.ll ,tu 11 Ill . 2 CO De Fall<lux .. .... ... . ... 75 .09 
Cl:remonial Institutions: Being p...,rt IV tf .. pin- Muda.m Swttchtue'o:~ 1Vr1tirg¥. CuuQt Do lhtl-

Pol1ti~tl1i~~fttu~f(~~~v:glJ;{~g·Part "V."Of_', ':Pr'lii~ipl~~ 1 25 Mem~1~··\r ~J~ct.t"ni'nc~b~ .. ·cte~:Vulmore'. '\'viL:'1 
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16 THE TRUTH SEEKER, JANUARY 6, 1883. 

YOUR husband is a staid man now, is he.·_not ?" 
asked a former schoolmate or her friend, who. had 
married a man rather noted ror his rnst Irablts. " I 
think so," was the reply; "he stayed out all last. 
night."-Clncinnali B<lturday Night. 

MUCH FOR LITr.rLE 
Wehav on hand a goodly number 

-OF-

VOLUMES I. AND II. 
-OF-

D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK. 

A TRUTH SEUER 

Arnon~ ilia ·Worl~. 
ALL honor. to the judge who sits In judgment and 

holds the scales or justice truly and fairly; who will 
not be swerved by favoritism, prejudice, and bigotry 
to deprive a fellow-citizen or the honor ancl liberty 
which ri.re.dearer ev"eii than life. But shan1e and in
famy rest npru1 that judge who will use the position 
which tho money of his country-men pays him to 
to fill, to wreak revenge and injury upon a man rar 
better than himself. Cursecl be the memory or that 
judge who executes injustice in the name of religion, 
and who aids the v11Ialn to blast tho Innocent-D. ltl. 
Bennett. 

A WESTERN erlitor received a letter rrom 1m Indig
nant subscriber, who said: "I don't want your pa
per any longer." To which the editor mildly re
plled: "That Is all right; I wouldn't make It auy The Tmth Seeker, FOUR LARGE VOLUMES. 

SUPERSTITION without a veil is a deformed thing; 
for, as It addeth deformity to an ape to be so Uke a 
man, so the simiUtude or superstition to religion 
makes it tile more deformed; and, as wholesome 
meat corrupteth to little· worms, so good forms and 
orders corrupt Into a number or petty observances. 
There is a superstition In avoiding superstition, 
when men think to do best If they go farthest from 
the supei'Stltion formerly received. Therefore care 
should be had that (as it rareth In all purgings) the 
goocl bo not taken away with the bad, which com
monly is dono When the people is the rerormcr.
Bacon's Essays. 

WE began lire with so many companions, and now 
the greater part or_ them woulcl hardly care to cross 
a muddy street to speak to ns. What brought this 
al>out? Son1etimes religion. The gayest ·and most 
thoughtless of our "set" suddenly became "seri
ous;" so serious that he could not believe we had 
any 1"Ciigion at all unless we spoke or It in precisely 
the same jargon that he did. We seemed tc think 
his way of speaking irreverent and presumptuous; 
he bacle us adieu for life I There was something in 
his manner of doing It which reminded us or a 
hymn, a painfully jubilant one, which we remember 
to hav heard in cllildllood. Involuntarily we ronnel 
oursehs repeating, 

Ancl nuw, my dear companion, 
I'll bid you all farewell; 

For I am bound to heaven, 
And yon ru·e bound to --. 

We forbear to state the exact amount or ell vergence 
specifiecl, but it is a fact that we saw our friend no 
more.-Lon<lon Spectator (Feb. 18, 1882). 

WHEN men arc poor in spirit, then do the proud 
and haughty in spirit oppress ·and trample upon 
them, but when men are true in spirit and deter
mined (as true men shoulcl be) to resist and, as rar 
as possible, prevent evil, wrong, and Injustice, then 
Is there greater opportunity ror happiness here, and 
even Christians ought to admit no lesser fitness ror 
he enjoyment or further happiness in some may be 

heaven hereafter.-Bradlaugh's Wlutt Did Jesus Teach? 

IF it were necessary to find any proor that Addi
son's classical knowledge was confined within nar
row limits, the proof would be furnished by Ills 
"Essay on the Evidences of Christ.!anlty." The 
Roman poets throw little or no light on the literary 
or historical questions Which he is under the neces
sity of examining in that essay. He Is, therefore, 
Iert completely in the dark; and It Is melancholy to 
see how helplessly he gropes his way from blunder 
to bluncler. He ruosigns, as grounds ror his religious 
belief, stories as absurd as that or the Cock-Lane 
ghost, and forgeries a.'J rank as Ireland's Vortigern, 
puts faith in the lie about the Thundering Legion, 
Is convinced that Tiberi us moved the senate to ad
mit Jesus among the gods, ancl pronounces the letter 
of Agbarus, king of "Edessa, to .be a record of great 
authority. Nor were these errors the e!Tects or super
stition, ror to superstition Addison was by no means 
prone. Tlw truth If that he was writing about what 
he cllcl not umlerstand.-ltlacaulay' s Life and Writings 
of AddisOJ<. 

NOTE.--Let the thoughtful reader remember that 
these samo evidences were the universally rece1ved 
text·book till Paley's Evidences superseded them. 
Addison's Evidences, in their day, satisfied deans 
and bishops that they were j ustffiecl in holding on to 
their !Jenefices, and Paley's hav long performed the 
same useful service. Tl!e exact value or Addison's 
work Is fairly enough stated by Macaulay, himself 
not a great authority in philosophy or theology, but 
an ordinary common-sense critic, and one not to be 
imposed upon by mere rhetorical wind. Paley, 1n 
his turn, is now rretty well used up, and the hour 
loudly calls ror new evidences. "You may call spirits 
from the vasty deev, but will they come?" Chris
tianity Is well able to pay ror evidences, aml or 
course as long as she Is so, she will get them; but as 
the "high chief of Scottish song" says, 

The man of Independent mind, 
He looks and laughs at a' that! -Jiyla.<. 

BEGIN the new life now: Whatever has been wrong 
in the past clear it away now. liB Mohammed well 
said, "Better to blush in this worlcl than In the 
world to come.'; Whatever Is evil, whatever will not 
bear the light, clear It away now, even though It be 
like cutting oJr the Tight hand or plucking out the 
right eye! Then is life true, aml it will grow, up
ward aml find blessing as It grows and be like the 
pathway or the just,'' that shlneth more and more 
unto the perfect day."-Brooke Huford's Day of Judg
ment. 

I RETUEl\IBER that when I was a boy there was a 
family in the corner or the parish supposed to enter
tain eccentric opinions on theological matters. Tb:ey 
were harmless and respectable, but· they did not go 
to church, and naturally were called Atheists. We 
Iookecl at them with a vague terror. Ir we passed 
their door we hurried by as if the place were haunt
ed. At last the old mother died. The husband 
asked that the body might be buried without being 
taken Into the church. It would then, I believe, be 
Illegal. At any rate, the request was refused, and I 
recollect, when tile matter was talked over, hearing 
·it said that people who did not belitlve In God be· 
lieved often in t11e devil, and that Inside the church 
the (]evil had special power to take hold or an 
Atheist. Some months after, one summer evening, 
I saw the husband stealing down tc the church-yard 
to visit his wire's grave. His look was gentle, sad, 
abstracted, full or human sorrow and human sensi
bility. I recollect a sense or startled pity ror the 
poor o!clman, mixed with doubts whether It was not 
impious to entertain such a reellng.-Froude' s Science 
an« Theo ogy, 

longer H you did, because in that case I should hav 
to buy a new press. The present length just suits 
me, and I am glad It suits you." It Is to be hoped 
this "soft answer turned away wrath." 

"YAS, sah, I'se obnosdecated de mos' ongreeable 
winter dat de oldest Inhabitant can dismember," re
marked a Virginia gentleman or reconstructed privi
leges, in rront of the National Hotel the other day. 

"Why so?" queried an interested bystander. 
"Well, sah, boss, de fact am, when de chicken he 

roost in de ceclar tree on de sour side or de big house, 
c!ost tc de front winder, yer can bet yer bottom dol
lar clers gwlne to be a hard winter. Dat am a fact, 
shoah."-Dalton A1·gus. · 

"I HAV come in to kill you/' said n. man, entering 
an Arkansas'!:u)wspaper office, drawing a pistol, and 
confronting the editor. "You published an article 
derogatory to my character, and It Is my duty as a 
husband and rather tc kill you." "I am glad or it," 
the poor editor replled; "I was thinking or com
mitting suicide." . "Well, H that's the case, let's go 
down and take something." "Now you move me to 
emotion," and the two deadly enemies went out to
gether. And yet some people are in favor or prohi
bition.-Arkansaw Traveler. 

COLONEL INGERSOLL said at Omaha the other day 
that he hated a dignified man, and that he never 
knew one who had a particle or sense; that such men 
never learned, and were constantly forgetting some
thing. Josh Billings says that gravity is no more 
the sign or mental strength than a paper collar is the 
evidence or a shirt. This leads us to say that the 
man who ranks as a dignified snoozer, and banks on 
winning wealth and a deathless name through this 
one source of strength, Is in the most unenviable po-
sition we know. Dignity does not draw. It answers 
In Place or intellectual tone for twenty minutes, but 
arter a while It jails to get there. Dignity works all 
rlght In a wooden Indian or a drum-major; but a 
man who desires tc draw a salary through life, and 
to be sure or a visible means or support, will do well 
to make some other provision than a haughty look 
and an air or patronage. Colonel Ingersoll may be 
wrong In the matter or future punishment, but his 
head Is pretty level on the dignity q\testion. Dig
nity works all right with a man who is worth a mill
Ion dollars, and has some don bts about his sus
pemlers; but the man who Is tc get a large sum 
or money before he dies, and get married, and ac
complish some good, must place himself before his 
fellow-men in tlie attitude or one who has icleas that 
are not too lonely and isolated. Let us therefore 
aim higher than simply tc appear colcl ancl austere. 
Let us study to aid in the advancement or humanity 
and the increase or baled information .. Let us strug
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A MOTHERLY old woman, considerably troubled 
with the asthma, and also lame, called at the Twen· 
tleth Street Station the other afternoon tc state her 
case. She made the sergeant In charge place his 
hand on a copy or Brown's grammar, which hap
pened to be lying there, ancl swear that he would 
never tell anybody, and then she began: 

"I hav a daughter." 
"Yes." 
"And my daughtet has a beau." 
'' Perfectly naturaL" 
" They are engaged, and the wed<l.lng-day has 

been set three times, but he flunks out or It every 
time. The first time he claimed that his fatheJ; was 
dead; the second time he was afralcl he had small· 
pox, and the third time, which was yesterday, he 
said It would bring bad luck when a comet was visi
ble. Now, then, I don't like this foollng around. 
When me and the old man were ready tc ·marry we 
walked over to the minister's and were jlned, with
out any backing out or beating around." 

"Well?" 
"Well, I want tc bring this yOUJlg man tc time. 

Fact is, 11e's either got to come up tc the rack or jump 
tile renee." 

"Yes, he must." 
"I wanted to ask you how tar I could go In the 

case. Suppose, arter he arrives tc-morrow evening, 
I walk into the room with a pistol In one hand ancl a 
minister or the gospel In the other; wouldn't that 
pl'eclpitate a climax ?" 

"I think so." 
" rr he really loves Susie, I think he would stand 

up and be married. H he's only roollngaround, he'd 
jump through the window, wouldn't lle ?" 

"Looks that way to me." 
"Well, I'll try. I shan't Indulge In no threats, 

you know. I'll hold the pistcl carelessly in my left 
hand, and hang to the minister carelessly with the 
other, and I'll simply remark that there's either go
ing to be a marriage or a skip. I think that William 
will man-y. It's my opinion that he's waiting ror a 
little coercion, and I'm pretty good on the coerce 
when I get started." 

""ren, don't break the law." 
"Oh, no, no! H he skips I shan't do any shooting, 

I'll let the dog glv him a run across the commons, 
and seml the minister home. I shall be as cool as 
Ice, and It will be all over In five minutes." 

Yesterday William and Susie were taking their 
bridal tour on the elegant new Michigan avenue 
two-horse street--cars. The young man had been co· 
erced,-Detroit Free Press. 
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flip pings. CoMMENTING on the.decisionof Judge Briggs 
of Philadelphia that an Atheist or Agnostic is 
not· a competent witness, the Telegram says: 

lJtws off tht l!ttlt; 

"WHEN once we see the cross,"· says the 
Rev. Jo Cook, " it is no cross "to bear the 
cross.'' When once we see a common liar,it 
is noJie to call him a liar, 

SoMB of the Baptist journals do not seem .to 
be ~eeply ·in love. with each other. The Relig
ious Herald, which is published at Richmond, 
Va., freely indulges in severe criticisms of the 
two Baptist organs in this city and the Natioruil 
BaptiSt of Philadelphia. The Baptist Weekly 
thus refers to its methods and manners: "We 
can only .. say that for thorough blackguardism 
-no milder expression can be truthfully used 

"If .a thinker with the genius of a Spinoza 
w·ere to. be brought1.as a witness, before Judge 
Brigg~, in the Common Pleas court of Phila
delphia, that thinker would bl) rejected on the 
ground that; not· believing in a personal God, 
he:could·.not be <}epended upon to tell the 
tnith. In other words, Judge Briggs has 
granted a new trial. in a certain case because 
part of testimony accepted came from a man 
who declared that he believed in a supreme 
pow_er that would punish him here . for false 
swearing, but .not in a personal God as com
monly accepted by the people. It is well to 
remember that P!70fessedly. orthodox persons 
sometimes commit perjury, and that persons 
who are· heterodox do not always do so. To 
assume tb'at a man is incapable of telling the 
truth ·simply because he·happens to belie-ve in 
a certain fashiOn o·pposed to the religious faith 
of most persons, is to accept a oonclueion not 
warranted by the clear-sightedness which. a 
judge ought to hav." 

Tm: new Sunday law is practically a dead let· 
ter in New York city. 

Tml Hon. Frederick Robie has been inau
gurated governor of Maine. 

ManaGASOA.ll missionaries ·dread the possibil
ity-of the French gaining. a foothold on the 
island. For which reason French emigration 
. to Madagaocar should be encouraged.~ 

-the Religious Herald of last week exceeds 
A siow-BTORM lasting twenty-four hours has 

made good~leighing in this city. 

THE Glwistian Messenger says, "We once of
fended a brother by changing a sentence, and 
yet the only thing we cut out W!J:B the an
nouncement that some old mother in. Israel 
had died of cholera infantum." 

D:EoE:MBER 9th was the fourth anniversary of 
the Gotha crematory. That date saw the one 
hundredth cremation. There were 16 crema-. 
tions the fir~t year, 17 . the second, 34 the 
third, and 32 during the fourth. 

A s:MA.LL ·boy in Maine listened demurely to 
the story of Samson's tyiilg the fire-brands to 
the tails of foxes, _and;_ then sending them 
through the Philistiile's corn, and at the con
clusion of the narrativ asked innocently, 
"Auntie, did·'it _pop?" 

A RELIGIOUS tract, called "J'ut not your 
Trust in Princes " was thrown into the saloon 
of a simple o~d German. He. read the title 
and soliloquized: "Veil, I dont put-some drust 
in· brinces. Dey must pay der cash in dis 
shop chust der same as vite mans." · 

THE labors of George E. Davis, as a revival
ist iiL Fort Wayne, Ind., were interrupted by 
the arrival of his wife, who had him arrested 
for desertion.: Sho prqved that his income as 
an evangelist 1\Veraged .130 a week, and the 
court ordered hi~ to giv her $10 weekly. 

THE ex-Rev. Mr. Miln, who became ali Ag
nostic and then took to the stage, is said to be 
meeting with large success in the West. His 
"VOice is good, and lii~. por.,onnl Illllgn Af,i<lm is 
great. His costumes are costly and magnifi
cent, and his enmiciation is exceptionally 
nistiiJ,Ct, 

THE attitude of Garilbetta toward Chris
tianity was that of an unbeliever. He would 
not improperly be called a Voltairean. Years 
ago he spoke of himself· as an adherent of 
AugusteOomte and the.the<iries of Positivism, 
the creed of which is said to be, "We believe 
in thr.ee persons and no God," 

FnoM attending the services of the Williams
bmg wing of the Salvation Army, at the Old 
Brewery on Ten Eyck street, Tholllas Bowick, 
aged 30, of No. 188 Powers street,_ became so 
insane that he had to be sent to the Flatbush 
Asylum. His lunacy shows itself by a belief 
that the judgment day has come. _ 

A ZEALOT desired to go to heaven without 
delay from Reading, Pa., but prayed in vain 
for death. Then he tried the plan of kneeling 
in the Schuylkill river, while offering up his 
petition, but the result was only a violent 
·cold, from which he recovered. His next 
place for prayer was on a railroad track; be
fore an approaching express train, but he was 
dragged off in time to thwart his purpose, 

A PERSON who signs himself "Civis" has this 
hit at the Methdists in.the Otago W'dness. We 
commend it to the Christian Advocate: An ex
ample of the intimate reJationof things sacred 
and things secular may be given in an extract 
from a letter from the Tonga correspondent of 
an Auckland paper: "The last time.the John 
·wesley, alias John Whisky, was here, a large 
amount of spirits, etc., were seized by govern
ment white being smuggled ashore. This time 
she has been on her beat behavior. If the 
Wesleyan Missionary Society only.knew what 
an fnjury the retaining of the name of the ves
sel is doing the cause of missions, they would 
most certainly alter it immediately." So the 
"John Wesley" missionary ship is known 
amongst th.e benighted heathens to whom she 
carries the gospel as the "John Whisky!" 
Shade of the great Methodist apostle i has 
it co·me to this I the affairs of the world and 
the church are getting inconveniently mi;x:.ed, 

anything we hav kn()wn." 

A VIRGINU. preacher, who bought. his" butter 
from his brother Paul, sent for a fresh Bt\pply 
for his ·Sunday: dinner and was in the midst 
of his sermon when his negro servant returned 
and took his seat in thechurQh. The preacher 
had eloquently related what Matthew, Mark, 
Luke, and John had said in relation to the 
subject matter of his text, and he then said, in 
thundering tones, .,...And what does Paul say.?" 
The negro, thinking the question .. addressed 
to him, replied, in ·the· hearing of the whole 
congregation, "Marse Paul says as how you 
can't get any more butter till· you've paid for 
dat you got last week." 

IT is rumored that Premier Gladstone, of 
England, is about to retire from political life. 

SoME indication of the rapid advance. which 
is being made_ by the· Japanese people in the 
path of progress and civilization is afforded 
by the tenth report of the Postmaster General 
of Japan, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1881. The number of books, newspapers, and 
letters transmitted during the twelve months 
was upward of 83,000,000, shoWing an i.ricrease 
of nearly 20 per cent as compared with the 
previous fiscal year, and nearly 49.3.per cent 
as against the year 1879. The aggregate 
length of the mail routes in operation was 
48,475 English miles. The total number of 
post-offices is now 5,819, and the net profit 
derived frOm the department amounted for 
the period named to 76,627 yen ($80,000). 

IN the·middle of his sermon on a recent Sun
day a pastor at Smyrna, Ga.; uttered the 
phrase, "Let us praise him," A.member of 
t.hA oongrAgation, innocently or otherwise, un-. 
.derstood him to say "Let us pray," and imme
diately knelt for the final prayer. The JI\OVe
ment was naturally contagious, and in a mo
ment all were on their knees. The clergyman 
had a rare chance .. to show tact. by responding 
to the expectation of his hearers, but he· was 
not equal to the crisis, and exclaimed instead: 
"I did not say 'Let us pray;' I am not through 
yet-we will pray directly." Perhaps the 
preacher builded better than he knew, If he 
had allowed his congregation to cut him short 
in that manner, a preced-ent might hav b.een 
established for bringing to a close subsequent 
sermo11s of undesirable length. 

AlliJAR GREEN, a devout Philadelphia negro, 
went to Atlantic City last summer as an evan" 
gelist. A rumor came back to the church of 
which. he was a member that he had stolen 
books from the Seasi·de Mission, in "which he 
was laboring. . A committee went down to "in
vestigate, and returned convinced that _the 
charge was unfounded, the missing books hav
ing been carried off by their owners. At a 
church meeting the other night, Pastor Wal
laCJI spoke of the case in order. to move that 
Brother .Jenkins be· formally exonerated, 
Brother Greim arose and shouted that he was 
opposed to such action,· Brother Tomkins said, 
" Brother J eilkins is to~:~ fresh." He was go
ing to say more, when he was seized l;ly some 
of Brother Green's friends and passed rapidly 
to the sidewalk. Brother Jenkins insisted 
upon• making a speech on the new and excit· 
ing aspect. of the matter. He began by calling 
Brother Brown a liar, and then the tight be
gan. At the end of a lively skirmish Brother 
Jenkins was thrown out. Then the Rev. Mr. 
Wallace took the platform, and 'announced 
that it was his -intention to kill Brother Green. 
"I want it distinctly -understood, he said, 
that I mean business. The Bible warrants 
the course I propose to take, eo look out for 
blood." Brother Green has armed himself 
with a razor, in readiness for defense, but has 
not had occasion to use it: 

IT is usually supposed that men of great in
tellectual powers hav large and maesiv heads; 
but the theory, which Dr. Gilbert, physician 
to Queen Elizabeth, was the :first to suggest, 

THE San Francisco Chronicle last September is not borne out by facts. An examination of 
printed im article charging upon the master of busts, pictures, medallions, intaglios, etc., of 
the barkent4J.e Emma Augusta great brutality ,the world'e famous celebrities almost tends the 
in his treatment· of Norwegian emigrants to other way. In the earlier paintings, it is true, 
H11waii in the North Pacific, This gentle- men are distinguished by their large he!'ds, 
man has written a letter to the Argonaut, in· ·but· this is attributable to the painters, who 
which, after refuting the charges against him, agreed with the general opinion and wished to 
he says: "Now, I will giv you· the character flatter their sitters, A receding forehead is 
of the Chronicle's informant, the Rev. Mr. mostly condemned, Nevertheless this feature 
Lange. A Norwegian who worked with him is found in Alexander the Gre~t, and, to a 
at Mr. Hitchcock's, on Hawaii IslaJ?-d, worked lesser degree, in Julius Cresar, The head of 
his passage with .me to HumboldtBay. His Frederick the Great, as will be seen from one 
name is John Engelrictsen. He states that of the portraits in Carlyle's work, -receded 
this reverend gentleman was constantly ere- dreadfully. Other great men hav had posi
ating ill feeling between the planters and the tively small heads. Lord Byron's was "re
working class. His countrymen gathered markably small," as were those of Lord Bacon 
money to release him from his contract and to and Cosmo di Medici. Men of genius of ancient 
pay his passage to San Francisco, in order to times hav only what may be called an ord!-· 
get him out of the way, He was recklessly nary or everyday forehead, and Herodotus, 
squandering his own money. He went as far Alcibiades, Plato, Aristotle and Epicnrus, 
as Honolulu, but at that place cast to the among many others, are mentioned as in
winds his passage money, and came to Maui stances. Some are even low-browed, as Bur
Island to get more from his countrymen. But ton, the Author of "The Anatomy of Melan
he appeared in such a drunken condition that choly," Sir Thomas Browne, and Albert Durer, 
they had to complain to the owner of the The average forehead of the Greek sculptures 
plantation,. who gave him the alternativ of in the frieze from the Puthenon is, we are 
leaving the grounds or being arrested. This told, "lower, if anything, than what is seen in 
individ~1alJ and a few others like him, whom modern foreheads." The gods themselvs are 
the planters are glad to release from their con- represented with "ordinary, if not low brows." 
tracts, are the Ghronicl~s informants. The Thus it appears that the popular notion on the 
Norwegians now on the island of Maul are sat- matter is erroneous, and that there may be 
isfied to remain in their places, and are likely great men without big heads.....:in other words, 
to remain there when their contracts are a Geneva watch is capable of keaping as good 
endeq." time aq an eight-day olock.--Joumal c( SoienCf. 

A L.iNDBLIDE in Westmoreland c~unty, Va., 
on the 5th, buried a woman and two children. 

MARsH T. PoLK, state treasurer of Tennes
see, is reported defaulter to the amount ()f 
$400,000 .. 

IT is promised that the big bridge between 
New York and Brooklyn will be opened to 
traffic next month. 

T.llB funeral of M. Gambetta, the French 
stat~s~an, took place on the ·6th. Immense 
crowds followed the body to the cemetery. 

TllB conservatory of the Golden Gate Park, 
San Francisco, was partly destroyed by fire on 
the night of the 5th. Loss, about $15,000. 

GOv. BUTLER of Massachusetts was inaJlgu
rated on the 4th, No inaugural in recent 
years has been so popularly attended as was 
this one. His address provoked much enthu
siasm, 

THI!I New York post-office. sold, in 1882, nine 
tons· of postage stamps, one hundred and 
thirteen and one-half tons of postal cards, 
and seventeen tons of stamped newspaper 
wrappers. 

TllB Democratic City Convention of Buffalo 
has nominated John B. Manning for mayor to 
fill the unexpired term of Governor Cleveland, 
R. R. Herford is the Republican candidate for 
the same office. 

"Luox-~" BALDWIN, proprietor of the Bald• 
win House, San Francisco, was shot on the 
5th by a woman whom he had ruined. His 
condition is considered critical. Public sym• 
pathy seems to be with the woman. 

CouNSEL for Salmi Morse appeared befme 
Judge Ingraham last Saturday to apply for a 
mandamus to compel Mayor Edson to grant a 
license for the place of entertainment at which 
Prof. Morse proposes to produce the Passion 
Play. 

ANTHoNY CoMSTOCK planned a raid on a 
gambling house in this city last Saturday, but 
when he arrived the birds had flown. He 
charges that the gamblers were warned by the 
police, When a thief is set to catch a thief it 
is of little interest to justice which comes out 
ahead. 

MouNTAIN EvANGELIST BAnNEB has opened 
fire on the strongholds of Satan in Brooklyn. , 
He has a system of healing bodily ailments 
which he calls "faith cure." It consists of 
anointing with oil and praying. Many marvel
ous cures are reported, though but few are 
attested. 

THE Rev. A. Mathews, the Presbyterian 
minister of Trenton, Ont., who was lately 
compelled to resign his charge, owing to his 
increasing mental weakness, disappeared last 
week. He has become violently insane, and 
on Monday the 2d attempted to put his wife's 
eyes out with a red-hot poker, · 

A MAN rang the bell of Cardinal McCloskey's 
house one day recently and demanded admis
sion, claiming that he was the pope, and 
threatened to call out the papal guard and en
force his authority if he was not admitted. 
His infallibility WI'S not recognized, and he 
was arrested. He proved to be a harmless 
lunatic. 

DuRING a New York man's absence from 
home one day last week, his wife sold an old 
stove that had been in the cellar for years. 
On learning of the sale the husband hastened 
at great speed to the junk man's. His excite
ment was explained when he opened the stove 
and drew forth between $600 and $600 that he 
had placed there for safe keeping. 
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dt'.ontm_ tt _____ ._nitafions. . :- . : roo~, .. ga:fues, muaic, flowers, birds, geologie~_ ~abi- ~~ssing;idfair,,-~nd shall I a:dd.::Ot:hers n~fbe .. :~~it-
~· - ~~ts, :etc.; an-4 supplied with .noli-~mn!ating U,i'~s ted. 1x>_ sell po~~er~d sly:>H:-~~; , . •; .. · .·· -~ . ; 

_...,..- .... _ ·--; · ,_!::.;:_-_·_ .. -~nd- he-althful food,_ would_ dp· ~ore Ill this ca~se- -~al!,. ;- -lt ~_Is sel;f-eVlde_:o.t ___ that M~~-.: Lake s· ___ Ca~~da-~~~le 
.---.~---- •. T Burn· ·g-· o_-· es_t·on_··-_·s __ · " . .- ·_· •._c. :•an_ th. __ eltnv __ ~ev.ere,na_c_t._e_ doiaermo ____ IlSJ?_rea_~hed._ I·~av_j)J_u ___ · s_tratio_n;has no_ bean_ 'ng_ J:i,er_tl··~enar·e· ~~i"W_.:_._-~_-_Eftls 

.. _ --~-----, w.o _,~,m_ t~~~-·- 1 _ ·: .... _ . _ .·, enlru;ged-upoD;thilf'Cpha~e-~ftJie•subJE)Ct.manartiCle ~.eweeds.:_- Ihope~e}ayhasforevergo · _ ~~~n 
. Shall, the re~ding matter of the p~PV~e·'b~,~P;l~ct~d pu"Wshe(} _clp:~:m.g. the yea.r_ m-:Tm; TRuTH: SEEKER, but mEln who are ?bnoxw~s--~all,- be ~~m~ve(i ·~~;-!it
to tp_e j.nspe,ction, ofexperts,-~cc!~~~e!ll;~r:;caYil;ji\~& of coilxs.e myc~tics•:(]i~ not·s~e. ~at. _ · _ ... -.. tle com:punctwn a_s so m_any·-tll_'il:itles _ , _ ,~e~~· 
ewe_!ts ha vmg powe~ to enforce th,e11':: opm~pn~,.upgn ~.),:~,a.ke,.eV1llce~ ~::lg_l!.i!IY _ spmt, buthe shows,-th~;Lt No sensible far:.pe: ~O.~'h.~gue m _ _i!:l;e:-w;_a.;r: ... , c"~~.tl 
ilisse:il:tients? -· "~ ~--· ·- ' n:,:;,.;_. '" --~' ·- -~---~~~-~ "he'doe-s-'llot corre-ctlyll.ppteherid lJI.Y 1Jositioii." 'He Is 'bY Mr. Lake; out It ~s very 7ikely ilia~ Jhs nei~lib.or, 

Shall the citizen be debarred n:om ~-he_ e_x~r.mse_ of_ entirely wrong when he supposes that .we are stand- howe:ver mu~4 her mi~ht ~esJre help m eradicatmg 
the right to choose his own ~s, ~d~~-the abs'ilrd ing "idly by 1' and seeing our. conirades "'drifting the weeds groWing upon his far:D?-, .would strenuously 
pretense that it is feared he--will ·inake·a bad use of i:q.tg_,this ;Fhirlpool of des.tru.ction without .. putting object to being :forced to do JUst as his brother 
that right? _ _ _ . . _ _. .. ... folj;]l_ an eff()rt to save them." His enor consists .. in farmer .. thought he .ought. -' - · 

These are two very ini.poi'tant ques'tioiis~o.w up for this, that he considers a statute law the only. efficient I bep_f;!Ve .. ~t :. ;Mr. Lake: B;le~ns well, that he does 
discussion, and which are lilqlly to. reni~ up for help that can be rendered, when, 'in fact, it is a liin-"' not purposely 'Say that whwh Is personally m?st ?f
some time to come. I hav answered both these ques- drance rather than a help. The truth is, the leading fensiv, but when he asks me how I can, knowmg Its 
tions in the .neg~~iv,and bec~use of such .answers. Freethought opponents of prohibition are life-long e;il. effect~," stand 11pfor, it;'' that,is, "the drink.ing 
hav been• subJeCted to much:friendly, and still more temperance workers. I do not care to make an· ap• of-liqtwr/. and when he ·proceeds to state the subJect 
not so friendly, criticism. In THE TRUTH §EERER. of peal. which might be considered a reference to authori. of discussion as properly being,." Is the advocacy of 
Dec. 16th two new antagonists are discovered riding. ity, but I will .mention here, to illustrate what I mean, whisky-drinking in harmony with . the principles of 
into the lists. They'are Messrs. Lydiard, 9f ·~IU+e- the names· of T. B. Wakeman,' Dr. Juliet H; Sever- FreethoughP" he gets entirely outside of the queS
sota, and Lake, of Colorado. . ·. . ance, Matthew Farr-ington, Mrs. H. S. Lake, Prof. tion, and groundlessly assumes that because 1 oppose 

My old acquaintance, J. H.· Lydiard, seems to be Peck, Horace Seaver, and A. B. Bradford, all of whoni prohibitio~, therefore I am in favor. of intemperance. 
much out of humor about several things. THETR1JTH are uncompromising temperance meri and 'women. WillMl·. Lake point out any sentence·ofmine where-in 
SEEKER poetry is not up to his standard. Mr. Eey~ And in this connection 1 would' call the attention of I hlw " stood up " for or advocated whisky-drinking? 
wood did not consult him as to what ·he shoulQ._p"Q.h- ·Mr. Lake and Mr. Lydiard to Mr. Bradford's article Doe~ IfOt a Protestant, a Freethinker, hav asufficient
lish. My ~'labored atte~pts "--to show that .the ;way in t.he same number of THE TRUTH SEEKER in which ~y Cle~r 1mders~anding of ~he principle .of private 
to make men. self-supportmg and self-respecting Is ~o . their letters appear. JUdgment to -realiZe _that I might defend his nght to 
take from them the artificial press of the law fills his Says Mr. Lake: (1) "One is led' to the conClusion do that which I woUld hav no desire to do myself? 
soul with ming~ed anguish and. co~tell1pt; and good that he [I] considers a Dian a free moral agent, (2) free Oris libeif.y of thought and action only for those who 
friend .Winter has been behaving badly. to eat what he-likes, (3) free to drink w;Iiat and as agree with iis ? Betiause. I defend C's right to marry 

Mr. Heywood is not a "nim;al scaveng.er;"· he. has much ashe likes, (4) and do precisely wb,at his pleas-· anindian.squaw, does that logically involve the con
not forced any of his.publication~ p:P,?~ lHr;, Lydiai'd, me_ or incliriation ·dictate~, 'Yithout .le~ or hindrance,' elq:sio!l 't~at I desire. to wed any of the ra?e? Be
or anyone else. . H~ IS perfectly. w-illi~g to._ take ~~e ( 5}so long a;s he keeps mthiri the linnts. of th~ la;w:.f' cause l defend the nght of. the farmer to ra1se hogs, 
consequences." of his acts, but his acts do -no~ legi~I-· For convemence I hav numbered Mr. Lakes .sen- of the IIJ.erchant to sell th~Ir prepared J?roducts, and 
mately involve such consequences as fine and rmp~'ls~ tences, and will now notice thein in order. . . _ of all persons to eat pork If they so desire, does t~at 
onment; and when such monstrous wrongs are ~m~ . ·1. Yes, b:J.a.n)s a· free moral agent in the sensE!_t;h!l-t est~J,blish it as a fact that I ~dvocate the consumptiOn 
posed upon. him ~n the alleged· interest of mo;ral1ty, h~s n.eigJ:bbrs h.!ty.no right. to attempt to dic~ate to ofJ'Ilat abomination, an article of food that I never 
he has a perfect ngh~ to appe~ ·to the ~re~~hinkers him m_ his own pnvate affarrs. , I)o Y?:U deny It? If eat? , . . 
of the countryfor sympathyand•substa~tiill rud. And so, where do you get your assumed right to arrest a .That I"stand up for the rights of men to raise, 
such he :will receive from every loyal Liberal. thief or murderer? manufacture, sell, and consume tobacco, one or the 

No one knowing Mr. Heywood, whatever might be -2. Certainly; and do you deny it? If the in_ilivid.: other of which four..::fifths of the male prohibitionists 
such person's attitu<;le to>yard; th,at.gentleman's OJ?in- ual cannot choose his own foo,d, who shall?··;~':. · _' do, doe.s not P.rove that I regard it as in any way 
ions, would talk of- "his cheap and contemptible 3. The same answer applies here. If the unit, the beneficial or dispose of t~e fact that I make no use of 
effoi't to be considered a martyr." · Such language is individual, does not know enough to take care of him- it whatever.· Because I earnestly defend the right of 
cruel in the· extr!:ime. I verilJbelieve that even Com- self in this Il1atter, how shall the state, the aggrega- the Catholic to bring up his children in his own 
stock would ·concede Mr. Heywood's sincerity. E. '.H. tion of units, know more? If Smith, Brown, and faith, instilling into them the principles of that most 
Heywood 1nay err in the mean.s ~ho.sen to acc.omplish · Jones cannot be trusted with their own affairs, indi- pernicious theology, to b~d chmches and support 
his pmpose, but that purpose ~s mmtent a high. and vidually, how do they,. collectivly, become possess~d the priesthood,: etc., certamly does not make me a 
trU.e one. He sincerely believes that the fairest of the wisdom and virtue necessary. to care not only Catholic. 
flowers of truth, justice, v;i.rtue, and honor qan blo?m 'fpr their own,. but· for those of Clark and Black as .. The ;t?eeming utter impossibility of many prohibi
only beneath ~he s~t skies of .li~erty~ .For actm~ -w:ell? But let it not be forgotten that ":bile the indi- tioni~ts to comprehend the fact that w~ can defeD;d 
upon that belief he IS made a cmnmal under Amen~ vidual should be left free from the coercwn of statute the nght of other men to sell and drink alcohohc 
can law. Shame upon American law L . . .' .· law:, he is riot and cannot be freed from the conse- beverages without having a pecuniary interest in the 

Mr. Lydiard says the very ru·gum~nt "con~Ists J? a quences of his own acts. There is a "let," a "hin- traffic or making use of said stimulants ourselvs, is 
mere dead negation." Ali, how familiarly ~his obJec- drance" which does not depend for its operation upon· one of the peculiarities of this discussion, and gener
tion looks out from the printed page! ''It IS the ~tal~. the fluctuating will of the majority. Here man is not at~s in my mind a shrewd suspicion that they "stand 
retort ever in the mouths of the defenders oftJ.D?-e- a :U·ee moral agent; here his transgressions against up" for Freethought and liberty in so far only as they 
honored superstitions, of the' advocates. o~ a p~·o~cnp- himself reap their certain fruits of suffering and short- ·are impelled to do by the impetus of a personal griev-
tiv religion or morality. But how tnflm,g· It 1S __ we ened life? _ &nee. _ . _ __ _ --:--- ----
realize when a moment's reflection. brings to 11s a con~ 5. "So iongas--he keeps.. -within--the--limits-:-.e:t-thEf ·--aentlemen;-prease attack my real position, not as
sciousness of the fact that· when and where. error law." But this is the precise antithesis of my posi- sail principles and beliefs which are not mine, when 
1·eigns a denial of its claims is the thingJir13t .in o.rder .. tioil .. A man has a natmal right to the mastership 01 replying to my arguments. E. C. WALK~. 
Negation is but the assailing side'of~ffirinatwn ..... ~:es himself, either within or without the "limits of the 
deny A'sright to steal from B, and Ip. the. negatwn law." Law, whether enforced by a king 9r a major- A Spe~imen Sniveler. 
we affirm B's right to the peaceful pOSJ?essiOn of the ity, does not, in reality, destroy a single natural right Ron. Wm. E. Dodge has recently written a letter 
fruits of his. toil. And in denying t~e I'ightfulness or create a new one. A man may keep strictly within to a brother Pecksniff, in which he takes strong 
of prohibition I affirm among othe1· things: the "limits of the law," and yet be the flagrant rob- ground in favor of protecting the Christian Sabbath 

1. That each individual natwally possesses the• ber of his fellow. It is the" law" against which·! against the desecrations of men who would run street-
right to control his or her own persop.. . . p_i·otest. . . cars on Sunday for those who cannot afford to ride to 

2. That· each person has a natmal nght to obtam Because one man becomes a" brawler,, through· their places of" worship" in a luxurious private con-
by purchase; exchange, or in any .. other honest way, the over-indulgence in stimulants, would Mr .. Lake veyance;•:'The-great.majo:r:ity of our people who are 
such fdoa, dripk, clothing, etc:, etc., as he. or she forbid three other men, who never became brawlers; just·beginning to properly resent this Pmitanical in
desires. _ · · _ · _ . . . : · · or in ·any way distilrbed the peace, from partaking of terference with populru· liberty in this country may 

3. That each m,an and woma11: ~s the proper and such beverages at all ? Because a man mmderJ'! a well thank Mr .. J?o,dge f(lr his intemperate zeal in en
sole judge of the extent and. legitimacy of his or her man for money, shall not B and (J be pel'Illitted at de!l<VOI'ing to force his peculiar views upon, .the pub
wants. . . , . · . . ·': large •for fear they 'too will be led lito crime 'thiough lie,, . We cau hav no objection to Mr. Dodge exercis-

4. That jul;lt to the extent that these rights o~ mcli- their desire to· possess properi;y? But l lia-v fully i]lg pis individual preferences as to how he and his 
viduals ru·e secured will "law and order" prevail, and met these objections of Mr. Lake's in my le~teli which: family spend Sunday or any other d11y. of the week. 
peace and happiness bless the· lieai-ts and homes of appeared_ in Tir.E .T:auTH ·SEEKER of Dec. 9th~ and to He may worship acco;rding to the· dictates. of his own · 
all. _ _ . . · _ . . • ·that I respectfi:illy re:fer my opponent. · . ·. . conscience as much as he pleases, bu,t when he at
. 5. That ~he highest mora~itY, ispo~sible only'wh~re •_ _ ~'fr. ;Lak~ need ney_er hav written that long pru;a- telll:pts ~o f?rce others to. accept his conscien?e as 
each Ill an IS .thrown upon his honor m reference ,to all graph of his concen;nng the water-course and the mill, therr gmde It becomes us to hold up that .. conscience 
matters within the realm of morals. . · · -~- and. he would_. riot- had he understood my position. to :public view. , ·Who. is this Dodge, and what is his· 

6. That temperance is born of the proper. condi'- '_lVIy impregnable position is this: Each ·person sl1all record? ,
1 

tions of organization, education, and matenal and be pro,tected _ill. the exercise of his· or her natmal . It is-within the memory of many citizens of New. 
moral independence. • -· · · . capabilities. I~ut no person is so protected when· any; York that the "Ron." so ostentatiously prefixed to 

7. That these conditions ru·e all lessened m'pene:fi- other. individual is permitted to invade- his or. her Mr. Dodge's na~e was caused by the fact that he was 
cence and e:ffectivness by any -statutory_ enactment personal domain. Therefore no man has any right eleCted to Congfess 'once by the p·arty of moral ideas. 
~th .which it is sought to .sec-.;t~e.by_ means of .:fi~es, to inter.fere with the ri9ht~ of another; a~d hence ~cl they remember, tg.o,, that duri~g an investi~a
Impnsonment, and other disabilities, the results w¥eh when I speak of a mans nghts I necessarily mean twn of tlie ways and means by which that electiOn. 
can be secured o~y through their spontaneous actton. his ri~hts in and to . himself, not his right to injme :was. seClired; there was. some pretty plain. evidence 

Mr. Lydiard Wishes ~o ~ow-~' :what !eform or ~m- his ne~ghbor,. for .he possesses no such right. The that certain palBable "jobs" .ln the sainted Dodge's 
provement "I.propose.m this matter of ~ntempe:anc_e, .owners of .the mill had no right to turn that' foul interest were" put up'' on the holy Sabbath, and.that; 
Surely the gentlem~n has rea~ the artiCles wh10h ,he water upon their fellow-citizens' land without their too, with Mr. Dodge's knowledge and consent. ; It is 
m'iticizes wi~h bu~ littl~ c~e, 1f he does ~ot kno~ m~ ~onsent,. hence they lost no ri~~ts when prevented also remembered .. that since. the party of moral re
temperance m drink, like :ntemperance m a~ th!ngs from .domg so, and so the conditwns of our problem form and Comsto.ckian. pohtics h~ld a majority of 
else, cannot be ~estroyed m a day. · S";lch rmpro_ve- remam u~t<mched. As to. the secondary effect of qur Qongress the pious Dodge was whitewashed, on the 
ment in the ?a bits ofthe people as all nght-thi~mg acts, that. Is .another que~twn entirely; and one to be prii~ciple, probably, that the. ID;ea~s justified the ends, 
persons desrre can only be brought about bJ slow settled Withi~ the domaiD; .of morals. _ I may sell a ap.d ,~ha,t it was .good Chnstiamty to elect a truly 
and gradual changes through more accU?te and ex-. man a quantity of ammunitiOn; he goes out into the good Sahbatarian. over an ungodly Democrat; even 
ten~ed ~owledge of t~e laws. of here~ty; a kee~er fields and dis?harges his gu_n at some prairie-chicken: J?y jo'P$ .. put up -on Sunday.· · : ;. ; ' · 
realizatiOn of the temble evils attending the drink The report frightens a passmg team owned by.a poor Another l'eminiscence of' this same Sabbatarian 
habit, bettered. material condit~ons, lessened melit~ m~n; the t~am runs away, the ni!l-lJ. }s)oll,ed. The bigot brings to light the haste with which he·" com
yvor:-y: and stram, a.J?-d. ~ larger liberty and co_ns~qu.e~t Wife and ?~il~en become dependent upo? the coun~y promised " with the government by the payment oJ a 
mdividual responSlb~ty. _ 9~e or more place~ m and the·mtizens are tax,ed to help P+OVIde for therr snug fortune to escape the penalty of a crime whtch 
every town :fitted- U)? With a library; qheerful readm~~ .want-s. Query: Am I directly responsible for this dis- was only revealed by a presumably unchristian ~m-" · 



ploye~, the~ ·~·ece~tly discharged froin Mr. Dodge's 
employ;:.' 

But the .:tnost contemptible phase of the Dodge 
conscientiousness: is·· seen by those who hav looked 
_upon the :pimis Pecksniff dding to his church on 
Sunday in hisluxuriouscarriage, d1i.ven by a coach
man in livery;: who Jopked· d_o:wn upon the poor car
driver asln·,e~.tking t~e Sabbath by rendering an out
ing p0$f!~b1e. to,. fiveJiundred citizens whose piety had 
no~ been so,pro~~able as that of the Christian million
aire; · Of course 1VIr. Dodge can answer for the wel
fare .. of tl;te soul of his fortunate coachman, for, 
althoi.1gh he too is denied th~ priv~~ege of attending 
church on .S~mday ~orning, •is he not abundantly 
blessed. by the privilege qf joining with his pious 
D,laster at. family prayers, and thus picking up at 
second .hand the, crumb:;; of. grace that fall from the 
r~,ch ,nian's Jips ? We· can congratulate om;selvs that 
iii the progress of· our civilization two things are 
passing away-.-PilritanicaJ religion and Puritanical 
politics. · ' . , . , , . · ANTI-SNIVELER. 
! ' ' . :-~ : ' ; ; ; . ; . ; 

D; ·llr. Bennett-A Tribute. 
· D. ~M.' B,ennett's care~r is so deeply connected with 

American Libiir'alism, he has expressed so much of its 
Ineaning, that _it seems.~J,lnlost a duty for those who 
hav cm11e into personal '!'elations with his busy life to 
put on i·ecord their impression of hiB cha1·acter, that 
the genei;ations to come may not misunderstand his 
true 'woi'th and value' to the cause of humanity. 
· Mr. Bennett was one of nature's noblemen. He 
was a vigorous oftShoot of the soil. He was like an 
oak If he .was rough it was because he had met 
the Btorm as .well as the sunshine, and- had wrestled 
with the elemental forces. He ,had nothing· of the 
daintiness of fashiclli. ·He boasted not of the ele
gance of the clileHante. He had not the smoothness 
-of insipid cu'lture, nor the superficial grace of inller
ited custom. Thete was about him no gloss of in
sincerity. He was' perfectly natural. Whatever he 
was came. to the surface~ He was not only a Truth 
Seeker, but a: truth~revealer constantly of his own 
being. He had no arts of concealment; not a parti
cle of make-believe. His personality was not hid 
behind any "esthetic sham." He had no reserves, no 
esqte1i.c faith or virtue. He was a frank illustration 
·of 'Cadyle~s gospel of absolute sincerity. He was so 
thoroughljiri earnest that he paid no regard to ap
pearances. · He trusted in his life to vindicate· itself, 
that by its own fire it woUld pmify its way. He 
labored not for effect, but for a purpose. He did not 
manage a moral theatrical show~ He had no thought 
of saying,." See how fine my example is:" He saw a 
work to be done, and he did it, even though he used 
the shovel and hoe and not the silver knife and fork 
He did not care for aromatic holiness, for ethical 
'perfumery, and barber-shop mOTality. He was him
self from head to foot. He did not hav an inner and 
an outer self at· odds with one another and playing 
hide 'and seek in the masquerades of the world. His 
6utward form' was identical With his inward desire. 
His speech was one with his thought. 

It v;ias this abBolute sinceTity, this indomitable 
tr\.ith~seeking and truth-speaking, that made lVIr. Ben
nett such an invaluable aid to human progTess. The 
necessity of the hour is this utter frankness. The 
world· must not only know the truth but speak the 
truth; Mr. Bennett was not afraid of the truth 
though it mig·ht lose him many a friend. Truth was 
to hiih the first of all. The gospel that he has given 
is the gospel of plain speaking, and daring all the 
consequences. His courage in this ;respect was most 
bracing. It was like the keen blast of the northern 
wind. It made our Liberalism more viril. There 
had been tqo much daintiness in it-too much 
avoidance of the real issues of the day. It bore the 
lily i.tnd the sunflowei:- when it shoUld push the break-
ing plow. . 

Mr. Bennett •brought to .om too philosophical Lib
eralism a smack of human nature; he poured into it 
the. freshness awl,vigor of the soil. He made it a 
thi.ng. of t9-day instead of a poetic dream. His prac
tical feeling was most eminently needed. Without 
this, Liberalism would hav been a matter of mere 
rhetoric; a :flight offancy-a play of words-a waxen 
conventionality-a doll. instead of a living man. It 
was the moraLearnestnes·s of· Mr. Bennett that com
pellecl it . tci be manly and defiant and aggressiv amid 
the ,fierce demands of this revplutionary age. He 
was our·Thomas Paine, and he spoke words. of tln·ill
ii::tg common sense:.. vV e did not want poetry, but the 
roNgh-hewn reality. . In this Liberalism found a new 
life. It left the philosopher's closet and became the 
undaunted leader of the masses. From this time 
onward it is a. democratic movement. 

This is.the true glory of Mr. Bennett. He was an 
honest. man; and. he helped.io make Liberalism a 
thoroughly honest affair. If he made it more homely 
it is because Liberalism cannot be a thing of "sweet
ness and light" so long as it has such disagreeable 
facts to contend against. vV e must take things as 
they .are. A roBe-water. conflict is impossible. If we 
are in dead earnest, then :we: must not shrink from 
any of .the issi1es tluust upon us by the enemies of 

.. human progress-' . Ki4 gloves ·won't do; we must 
fight the vermin. . . 

Mr. -Bennett's boldlless saved Liberalism n:om a earthly usefuln~ss, _and the painful vacuity his ab
dastardly-flight. Under the _leadership of othets it sence produces;· Still, I frankly confess I cartnot feel 
was becoming the worst conventionalism of the day-':-'- as keenly as some of yom Atheistic '' eternal sleep
a corpse-like respectability, :a;;_ galvanized iteration 6f ers." I hav in my recollection 'some of the: heroes 
common-places, a. stereotyped fu'oth of ·'philosophic and heroius, writers to-our meritorious and cherished 
mannerism .. : That danger_ has n6w 'Passed away; ·but TrwTH SEEKER, tr11thful, honest, and able contributors 
it was the marvelous ·energy of Mr. Bennett that put -alas, how they D;J.list feel! Here they are practi
Liberalism to its genuin ri:lethle~' and mad~ it the l:n:t~ pally brought fa~e to.fac~ with the ruin and paralyz
:fiinching champion of human rights.' These seriices ation of all their hopes. To.,them he has gone, and 
cannot be foi·gotten, anu,:the death of M1.\ Bennett gone forever .. For they ·sincerely loved]Ylr. Benilett. 
only makes them more ilh:rstrious. The ptrlsef>•of his _Now if I did not remember the barbarous, uncivil, 
hard-fought battle must vibrate in our blood to~day. aitd i~decent i·epresentatioi:is they hav ever heaped · 
The occasional imperfections 0fohis method cannot upon Spiritualists and those who hav eonfesBed their 
mar the grandeur of hiB · work ltB outlines are cohvictionB of a continued exi~ence throug·h )lnmis
heroic; itB subBtance as unclecaying aB the marble takable proofB, I could. he,artily Bympathize in their. 
Bhaft that Bhall ii.se over hidloilbfedgrave. . desolation. Fromthe knowledge I .hav gathered of 

He waB a BteadfaBt fri~ird,•i_trid because eapabJe.of a the certain continued existence of the human soUl or 
Btrong affection he was 11.·-good hater. He cotilcl'Btrike spirit after death, :"'hich knowledge has been gath
back He did not b'eiieve iii ChriBtiap: meekheBs. ered from an experience of thirty-five yeai:B, through 
His warfare, however, waB open~"'Tb,ei'~ waB no stib- va,rious channels, I might also say I 7cno1.v that our re
terfuge. He did notr·c~rry co'nce:Uea weapons: He spected, esteemed and indefatigable ·friend, D. M. 
hit straight from theT#h6nl~'t',' 1 al;ld 'gave his eneniy ;Bennett, has entered upon that pl~ne of }ntelligence 
fair warning. '.' .. ;·>·-_:J!U ljy,:.· . ', : an<I uslifulness fOT which- ;his labc:irB here hav dUly 

The attacks mad'€hipdn his cha':t'a<iter were ·outtag~- qualified him. . . . . . . ·· 
ous in the extreme. · In substance th13y were false. as . : My earliest acquaintance with the subject of Spir
hell. They who lent :their aid to them Will he .cov- itualism waE\. at the house of a respectable elderly 
ered with disgrace~ :Theydi~ aai' Unirianly and a 'das- lady in the city oi Brooklyn. . The manifestations 
tard hi.ck. They' allied· them'selvs with the srie'ak- were. astoundingly ·convi;nci,ng .. ~ well 1·emember a 
thief and the traitor. ' ·I· regard the action Of· thos.e remi:tJ;k the old lady niad.e: In. eipl!lining the raps 
Liberals who joined· in'the·hue and· cry against Mr. and tipping of the table and the intelligence received 
Bennett with the utmost;'loathing and abhonence. through or by the means of. the \llphab.et toher pas
If they did it with ponesty; then: I·pity. tb:e nartbw- tor, be, smilingJy shaking his head, ,s~d, "Electric
ness of their minds as I pity and loathe andabbor ity-merely electricity, dear siste:J,", ·nothing more. 
the narrowness· of a Calvin's mind. A more· devilish Beware, beware!" "Well," replied the old lady, "it 
act was not perpetrat~d under ·the regime of the In- may be as y~m ;S!j>y, dominie, all electricity. I shall 
quisition. They who justify it·in any sense are un- keep on, however, till Ifind out who is at the other 
worthy of the name t>f Liberal~ It was the' <iri'ielty end of the wires.'~ And she did; and the resUlt was, 
of a barbarian. · · · · · the church lost a worthy member. Acting on the old 

The l!_ero -sleeps pe!l,eeMly now. He has won the lady's suggestion, I can confidently say that I hav 
victory. He was the· devotee: of truth, and truth tound who is at the end of.Lhe grand te1~1pinuB. 
shall honor him for 'evetniore~ It is -the virtue of Brooklyn, N. Y. D. BRucE. 
a man that w:ilHiv after him-that :which was geiiuin 
in his work. · · Thi:i hYl_:n)cdt is soon forgotten, no mat-
ter how splendid his liail:le: The wo:dd does not care THE FREE DISCUSSION SOCIE'fY.-
much for veneer. _-Ithas·Jittle respect for show;·•but . At the weekly ~eeting of the Fr~e Discussion So
for honesty, sincerity,! and truthfulness it has· endur-. ciety of this city, _held in Lyceum Hall, Sunday, Dec. 
ing reverence. These things are the precious jewels 24, 1882, the death of D. M. Bennett, late editor of 
of life; if not altogether :flawless, they are -still most, THE TRUTH SEEKER, was appropriately and feelingly 
beautiful; ,- announced, and a motion offered and unanimously 

To be what: we ar~, t6;•avoid 'pretl:inse, is the de-' -11-d.opted that a co:oimittee of three. be appointed by 
mand of the hour. -We callhot smooth things over; the cl).air;rnan for the p1.U'pose ofcl:rafting suitable 
the crash will come, and only the truth will survive. i·esolutions of sym1)athy and condolence to the mem-

Mr. Bennett -caBt :his lot· with the truth-:-the plain, ory of the deceased ... In accordance with said motion 
unvarnished truth. The · stotm bU:rst upon him be- the chairman appointed a committee, who respect-
cause he woUld not be otherwise than truthful. The :fully submit the following: JNo. DmTz, Sec. 
SUnshine of truth will rest Upon him hereafter, for in WHEREAS, We hav learned, with sorrow, of the death of D. M. Ben-
the encl the truth is, the most blessed-light._ · -. ·. nett, a recognized friend, who has devotcdtlfe best years or his lifo to 

S P P the advancement of Freethought; and 
· ·· AMUEL · UTNAM. ' WHEREAS, by the death of Mr. Bennett we realize that the world has 

lost a friend, whose life was engaged in lJromotiug Uberty of thought, 
truth, and justice; and : · ., 

S · th. 'VnEREA:::i, while we recognize that llis voice and pen ha v bceu sl~ 
ymp_a y, lenced by death, we feel that his memory will llc kincliy cherished by 

· .every lover of Uberty throughout the land.• 
To THE EDITOR OF Tii:E : TRUTH SEEKER, Si1··: I Resnl1>ed, That the sincere a.nd heartfelt symlJathy of this meeting Is 

hardlv think it possible that Jf1ny event could occur fully awakened, and hei'eby' e:xtendec\ to the family of the <leceascclln 
J their sad al!!iction, and to. tb,e loving friends with whom his Liberal 

which woUld stalile me more· than did the announce- and humanitarian sentiments hav so emlearecl him in lire. 
ment of the death of D .. JYI:. Bennett. He certainlv ;Resolued, That. 11-COllY·Ol these resolutions be forwarded to the be-

- .J ren:vecl family, and vlacell uvon the recorq.s of the society. 
was a remarkable man~remarkable, inasmuch as ·in 
h . · t· lit·- ·t d t · · Balt<:mm·e., 11M., Dec. 31, 1882. Is organ!Za -Ion so many qua 1es were um e · · o g1v 
encouragement to the thinl{ing world of the possibil-
ities of man triumphing OYer the too· common selfish A TRIJlUTE 'IO THE MEMOHY OF D. :iii. BENNETT. DELIY-
littleness of poor groveling humanity.· PerBOnally I nmD B~' MICHAEL PILLING, A'l' SOU'fH\YOR'l'H HALL, 
had seen bim but seldom, and at each -interview I F.m:>~UNGTON, U'l'AH, suNDAY, DEC. 17, 1882. 
came away more strongly impi,essed that I· hacl been 
in the presence of :a model~ man-'--'-learned: without: Onee mor0 we are met together to pay our parting 
pechwtry, cheerful without: levity, profound without tribute of respect. to one whom we s1Jitll miss from 
display, sincere without assumption, and withal a our ranks, the hero of the age, and the greatest 
well-bred listener to the ·sentiments expressed by wTiter of modern times. Born and reared amongst 
others. · - . superstition's mingled throng, he continually ad-

It is blit a few years ago I waB introduced to him vimced in the scale of progression, froni the Shaker
by my friendl\1r. ·DaliieJ Mason, now no longer in the ism of his youth, till step by step he ascended the 
flesh. It was a pleasaiit -interview, inasmuch as my lofty peak of nature's broad domain. · 
friend Mason was a ·man highlyapp1·eciativ of the en- Many timeB during his eventful life he has Been the 
nobling qualities of others. ·In course of converBa- darknessof despair; but with a courage undaunted, 
tion on the prominent· questions of the day, he re- a will that knew no defeat, and a determination to be 
mm·ked, "Mr; Mason; ate you a Spiritualist?" Mr. faithfUl to the cause he loved at heart, the >mning 
Mason replied in the affirmativ, and he made a few yea1·s . of his life were ctowned with the sunshine of 
remarks -on the snbject, stating what an uncompro- success. His travels around the v;'orld will crown 
mising Mate1i.alist he had a:hvays been, and, in fact; his name with immottal fame. This is the greatest, 
was p.ow, but finally :ha;d to yield to the evidence Of grandest, and most tTUthful history that the pen of 
facts, phenomendi-a.nd intelligence occuni.ng in his man has ever produced, and for which coming gener
own house. He ended by saying that Spiritualism ations will ever honor and venerate his name. When 
he considered only an addition to his previous stock Liberalism shall become the religion of civilized 1m
of knowledge. "' manity his works will be read in every tongue · and 

Mr. Bennett, after a respect.ful pause, addressing clime. He has lived to trium1jh over his enemies, 
me, asked if I also was a Spiritualist. 1 frankly ac- and wielded a powerful influence toward disenthral
knowledged the fact. Like my friend Mason, Ipru- ing the human mind from the fetters of priestly rule. 
dent.ly avoided the rehearsal of any facts, phenomena, All honor to his name for the noble defense of right 
or methods of obtaining intelligence, but b1i.efiy said over might. He has freed thousands of his fellow
that shoUld· I d:o BO, I thought he woUld be at liberty men from the· binding-chains of a pagan m·eecl, and 
to think me an idiot, to dist1ust the evidence of my showed them that in order to liv a good and useful 
senses and powers of reason, after I had told him life man must be free. · 
what I had seen,- felt,- and observed under variouB No prison bars entomb hini now; he sleeps serene
conditions. He smiled, said he bad heard from oth- ly in the silent tomb of eternal repose. When the 
ers much on the subject, and merely remarked that names of those who hav sought thy destruction shall 
he "hoped Spiritualism was·h'lte;" be forgotten, thy name will be honored. in every 

Now, in, common with· the' Test of the thinking, land and upon every sea. The day that gave thee 
feeling Liberals; I sincerely mourn his absence from birth will long be cherished and ·revered by the 
this world and his kind~·ed, the cessation of his fdends of freedom thrm1ghout the world; and as the 
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seasons come and go the labors of thy life will shine 
with a brighter glow. · 

Kind friend, we bid thee a last farewell. 

THJil TRANSITION OF D. M. BENNETT. 
Frwo Jlind and Matter. 

Rare, indeed, are the instances in which men ad
vance through such difficulties ·as -beset the way of 
D. M. Bennett, from his childhood to the end of his 
busy and useful life, and yet who hav left as wide an 
impress upon the times and country in which he lived. 
His life and labors was one continuous testimony to 
the inestimable importance which he attached to 
personal independence, and fidelity to what he be
lieved to be his rights and duties as a man and citi
zen. Few men hav contributed morQ largely to lib
erating the human mind from the thraldom of selfish
ness, superstition, bigotry, and ignorance which hav 
so long held it subservient to priestcraft, demagogism, 
and supercilious hypocrisy of all kinds. The great 
success of THE TRuTH SEEKER is sufficient evidence 
of the wide usefulness and influence of his labors. 
Thai. success is a monument that any friend of human 
freedom ~ight justly feel proud of; and it is deeply 
to be deplored that the army of human progress, upon 
this planet, should be deprived of his unequaled 

1 services at this hour of crucial test in the battle for 
personal, mental, and political freedom for all men 
and women alike. 

No man ever more justly and naturally incurred 
the enmity and hatred of every ememy of individual 
liberty than did this fearless advocate for even-han<led 
justice to all. Terrible indeed were the blows with 
which he shattered their idols, and overthrew their 
shrines of superstition. . How far his herculean labors, 
in that arduous and zealous ·work, contributed to 
lihorten his brilliant earthly career, we can only con
jecture; but rarely has any man, during a greatly 
more protracted life, accomplished so vast an indi
vidual labor as 'did D. M. Bennett. His literary la
bors were truly phenomenal in their magnitude and 
minuteness; and it is some consolation at his loss that 

_ he has left so much behind bini that will be useful in 
the completion of the work from which he has been 
unexpectedly, if not prematurely, called. 

what we reS;Pectivly regarded as the dnties de.;olving 
upon us as Journalists in the fi!lld of progress and re
form; but we hav every reason to know that we were 
one in heart and p'urpose as to the fearless discharge 
of every perceived duty. We hav no,tears to shed at 
the departure of D. M. Bennett, to report, in the 
after life, his duty nobly done. His is a well-earned 
furlough, and one he cannot but enjoy. F1-iends, 
let us waste no sorrow on him, for he needs it not; 
but -let us_ show our appreciation of his worth by 
emulating the life-work of this a:dsen, not dead, co
laborer and brother. 

told hardship that the paper might liv. She is, in
deed, entitled to every bit as much credit for its suc
cess as Mr. Bennett, and is deserving of the. sympa
thy and snpportof every Liberal in the lan.d. _ 

'l'he Bennett Monument. 
FnmND MAcDONALD: If I may judge from the letters 

published in THE TRUTH SEEKER, the subscriptionli 
are not coming in as rapidly for the monument as 
they did for Mr. Bennett's round-the-world >trip~ 
May this not be due to the very generous contribu
tion with which our mutual friend, Mr. Ryan, started 
the subscription? May it not be that many are 

D. !rL BENNB'£T, waiting, as I hav been, to see who would follow with 
Fnm 1M Jlil<m, o., &mlf-Jiqnt/•lv Rwiew. b · · t 1 't _ 1 

we were grieved and surprised upon hearing of su scnpt10ns to an amoun near y or qUI e equw. to 
MJ.·, Bennett's death. It seems as though nature had M1·. Ryan's contribution? After waiting a little, and 
foreordained his greatness, and reserved his useful- considering the whole matter, I hav decided to in
nasa in freeing maD.kind froin the shackles of super- close my check for $5.00 toward the monument. If 
t'ti f th 1 tte f hi l'f d ak h' it be generally understood that the monument is to 8 1 on or e a r part 0 8 1 e, an t e Im, be erected by a popular subscription, it will be a far 

after his last .crowning effort, to the §ummer-land IDQre effectiv testiiDonial if erected by one thousand 
when he had rea.ched the zenith of his glory. 

D. M. Bennett was a. remarkable IDan, and proba- admirers, paying $5.00 or $1.00 ·each, according to 
bly no man is more honored and 1;eyered. His hon- their circumstances, than if it should be put up by 
esty and his fidelity to truth· not only made hiiD a one hundred persons paying $50 each. If, after the 
truly great man, but all who became acquainted with smaller subscriptions are in, the fund sh_ould not be 
him love and respect him. While at watkins last sufficient, it woUld then be the proper time for those 
summer we saw Mr. Bennett, and were often near who are able to make_ larger subscriptions; and I 
bini, but did not become/ersoii8Jly acquainted with should feel iriclined myself to be counted among the 
bini; we were impressa that he was a grand and number. It must be remerp.bered that the Liberals, 
good man. There we saw the people appreciated his as a class, are not much given to monument building. 
labors in behalfuf reform. We may say that this was They are inclined to think that, men and womiln of 
largely due to the fact that he lived . and wrote for character build their own monuments; It is certainly 
the common peolbl,~ore than for the highly cultured. true that our late fi·iend, Mr. Bennett, has built his. 
Had he claimed · self above others he would hav 'rhrough his indomitable industry and his wonderful - · 
never been the popular man that he became. His ability, with the aid of the "art prese1'vativ. of all 

arts," he has left mo:numents which will endure Ionname will go down in the future world's history as 
one of its benefactors, while those of his maligners ger than any that can be set up in· stone or marble. 

d will b th 'nf Although the life forces hav left Mr. Benne~'s body, 
an persecutors · e covered wi ·1 amy ·and dis- they still liv in his voluminous publications; and it 
grace which they so richly deserve. " . 

He was one oi the most industrious men that has only l·emains for his surviving friends to make them 
li ..:1 h · h both enduring and .effectiv. If we are deprived of 

ever ve"-' and as accomplis ed what very few could his cmmsel, he still speaks in printed words, and will 
in so short a time, haYing written over fourteen thou- continue to do so, as Thomas Paine has done. It was 
sand pages in ten years. No one, perhaps, has done a happy thought. of l\ir. Bennett's to retll!D to his 
more to break tha chains of Christian superstition. admirers who sent him around the world four beauti
To him Christianity was & gigi1Jltic fraud in origin, ful volumes descriptiv of his travels, for the cuntribu-
the<Xy, and practice. · . · 

Mr. Bennett could hav -bee:ii called a Spiritualist. tions they IDade fo pay the expenses of his journey; 
for while he is now, so soon after his return, unable 

He believed that the possibilities of this grand uni- to orally relate to us what he saw and how it all im-
verse were in favor ofa continued life, and he thought · 1 that the spiritual phenomena show an intelligence of pressed him, we can at our lmsure trave with our 
something beyond this life. But even if there is no late lamented fi·iend around the world, having him 
life after death, the name of D. M. Bennett will be continually with us. 
· rtal. Under all circumstances, however, we want the 
un~lO virt - f Will Mr B it b . monument of stone. The waves of calumny are still 
et.r ys f Tue oTa s' s. eE_nne eMcomMes P

1
roplrll- beating against Mr. Bennett's memory, and we want 

es o HE RUTH EEKER. ugene . ace ona c , ., b ak t i k It · ill t d t d h hi bl · t t b d't ' 10 as a re wa er, so o spea . w s an ou e~ 
w 0 was s a 6 asSlS an ~ · ecomes e 1 or. :fiantly as a witness· that Mr. Bennett has plenty of 

fi-iends living even to-day. - He will ha.v :rn.ore a hun-

It was natural that Mr. Bennett should hav aroused 
the envy and jealousy of men who found themselvs 
unable, as public joUl'llalists, to keep pace with him 
in the march of reform and progress; and that these 
should hav joined his priestly and bigoted foes in 
their efforts to drag him down and destroy him, was 
not unnatural, however deplorable. The opportunity 
to attempt this dastardly outrage came when his 
Christian persecutors secured his conviction under a 
forced construction and misapplication of a proper 
United States statute, by a prejudiced jury under the 
judicial instigation of a narrow-minded, bigoted 
judge. Under that conviction Mr. Bennett was sen
tenced to undergo a long and disease-engendering 
confinement, which no doubt contributed to shorten 
his life. When those prison doors closed upon this 
martyr in the cause of mental freedom, but one man 
and one paper could be found in all this broad land 
to undertake to complete the infamous work thus be
gun, to destroy the future influence and usefulness 
of Mr. Bennett. The paper was not a Christian re
ligious journal (at least avowedly), nor yet was it one 
of the mercenary defamatory secular papers that bid 
for popular favor by the defamation of the leading 
advocates for progress and ·reform. The man found 
equal to that act of ineffable meanness was John C. 
Bundy, and the paper used for t~at infamy was the 
Religio-Philosophical Journal. Bundy, conscious of his 
unfortunate lack of moral worth, had been posing as 
the especial ~ditorial advocate of purity, honesty, and 
morality, on the part of everybody in any way (wheth
er sincerely or hypocritically) identified with Liberal 

IN ::!C::Y OF D._. M. B~ETT. _ _ __ .ill-ed -yeaFs-hence. -Fqrthe past- two summers I hav 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 7£'fuei6th''b':tant reaches us ~ved within a few miles of the Paine monument, and 

in mom"Ding and with very full aceolmts of the obse- ~t _has be~n a ~?m~on plea:sme. for me t~ take my 
quies held in memory of the late D. M. Bennett, who Jnends fm a dnve m that directwn, and pomt to ~e 
in life was one of the most powerful opponents who monument erectec'!- to the, memory of OJ?-e t? ~hom 
ever assailed the bUlwarks of theology. ThQ address we are so greatly mdebted for o.ur free mst!tut10ns. 
delivered by Mr. T. B.. Wakeman ovar the body of ~t alw~y.s . gave me an opportum~y to answer all u_n
the illustriou~ dead is full of beautiful imagery, ten- J:1St. m'l.tiCISIDS UlJon the characte1 of the. greatly mi~
der pathos, and devoted :friendship to the memory of Iepiesented D?-an. A m~mumen~ to Mr. Bennett m 
the departed. The remarks of Mr. Edward 1v. Greenwood will oft:en g1v occaswn for co~ent by 
Chamberlain illustrate the strong and noble friend- thos~ who .are l?ok~ng ~hrough the bea~t1ful came
ship which the deceased was capable of inspiring. tery m which .~s Iemams rep~se. ~twill natma~y 
Many speakers made remarks, and during the ser- provok~ re_mruk, an.d the more ~mpos~g we make 1t, 
vices stron,g men and ientle women wept alike in the rome likely it ~pi be to set m motwn the to;n~e 
their grief for the brave old man who suffered all but ~f slander, thus _givmg ~o ~hose ~ho stood by hlm m 
death for the holy cause of universal mental liberty. li!e ~ 0 P)?0 rt!-lmty to :mdicat~ his memory now that 
Sweet be thy t~leep, if sleep it iii, dear old martyr of h1s own hps he closed m the silent tomb. 
Freethought. Yours truly, E. B. FooTE, Sr., M.D. 

reform, except himself and those who, like himself, _Going On. 
were engaged in that hy_IJOC~tical performance. Sup- Fram !M Kamcu Bladt. 

posing, weakly and foolishly, that he could the better It has ooen an earnest question in. the minds of 
c<;>ver up his own· true character by striking at the thousands of Liberals since the death of Mr. Bennett 
character of a man as mu~h superior to bini in every was known, what will become of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
characte~isic of true J?anhood as v~ue i~ above and but that _ques~ion ha13 been answered in that paper of 
before VIce, Bundy seiZed upon the 1mpnsonment of the 23d mat. m the most approved and satisfactory 
Mr. Be;nnett to stri~e him a deadly _bl_ow, -and at the manner-it will continue under the editorial manage
same trme exalt himself, by comllllttmg one of the ment of Mr. E. M. Macdonald and Mrs. Mary W. 
most inexcusable and unlleard-of journalistic out- Bennett, wife of the late lame~ted Mr. Bennett as 
rages ever perpetrated. It was then that their in- publisher. · ' 
tended victim showed the true greatness of his soul, Mr. Bennett willed to his wife his whole effects 
and with that straightforwardness which was _the and she is now the sole owner of THE TRUTH SEEK~ 
grand characteristic of his nature, he faced his foes, and all that belongs to the offi.oo:--books and stereo-
fearlessly acknowleged his errors, and, like alionbeset type plates. - · 
by yelping jackals and howling hyenas, he sent them Mr. Macdonald has had the almost sole control of 
to their dens, there in silence to brood over the con- the paper for the last three years, and has been con
sequences of their temerity. Never from the time nected with it ev~ since it was established. He is 
those I?rison doors. opened for the r_elease of MJ.·. Ben- well q_ualified to manage the editorial department, 
nett did one of his cowardly assailants so much as and With the help of scores of able friends to write 
whine a desire to learn the lesson again which had for it we feel confl_dent that it will retain its present 
cost them so dearly. Bundy and his slandering co- position as the leading Liberal journal of the world. 
adjutors survive in mortal forms the man whom We earnestly llope that no one who now reads 
they thought to destroy, but they ma;y- well envy the that paper will faltez: in their support of it; on the 
well-earned glol'J that on earyh s~rVIves the depart- co~tr~rythat they will not only renew their own sub
ure of D. M. Bennett, to receive h1s reward for duty scnptwn, but get as many others to subscribe as pos
done. in .the " life beyond the river." si~le. It would be a most cruel and unjust thing for 

It 1s a fact well known that Mr. Bennett and our- Liberals to even grow lukewarm in their support of 
self did not agree in many things in the discharge of THB Tll.UTJI S~, af$ lin!. BenP.ett }las suffered un-

A Freethinker in Palestine. 
The Decemb&· number of the TJieosophuJt, published 

at Bombay, India, contains this notice of Mr. Ben
nett's" Book of the OhroniQles of the Pilgril!ls in the 
Land of Yahweh:" 

Of Mr. Bennett's abilities as a writer we hav 
already had occasion to speak; so that we need only 
say that his present volumeis in his characteristically 
quaint, strong, aggressiv, and not over-polished style. 
We hav Bhoja Raja'e~ word for it that "all commen
tators al'E:J perverters of the meaning of their authors;" 
so, bearing that in mind, we shall not.risk a hard
earned reputation for fairness by going into any very 
extended notice of a work which is at once interest
ing and instructiv beyond almost any upon Palestine 
that we hav read. Critics too often criticise books 
without taking the trouble to read them, but we hav 
read this one of Mr. Bonnett's from the first word to 
the last. He went to Palestine with two distinct 
ideas to carry out, viz., to see the country and tell the 
truth about it. To do the latter without fear or 
favor, to expose exaggerations of the old fairy stories 
about its ancient inhabitants, their rulers and the 
momentous events located there, required no little 
solid pluck; and om· author's sincerity and moral 
courage will not be doubted by any one who follows 
his narrativ and ponders his suggestiv criticisms. 
The iCj_e~~a of the Ji>ettin~~ of t}li,:; l'i9 ov~r-lp,ud~d lp,nd1 

... 
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in olden times as well ar;; now, and the impossibility 
of. many things· having happened there that we are 
asked to believe in, force themselvs continually upon 
the mind. It is a missionary book in the strictest 
sense of being calculated to do missionary work-,
against Christianity. Freethinkers, then, will prize 
it as highly as the great mass of Christians will hate 
it and loathe its author. 

~ay be addressed by those desiring lectures at Du
rand Station, Til., until Feb. 1st, or at Lake, City, 
Minn.' 

· :Mr. Bm'llham in :Pittsburgh. 

can?~d on for a long time ~y th~ Infl~els against the little op
position of the church which,-Bible m hand, confronted the 
reformers with inspired texts. In short, nothing is plainer 
in the history of morals than that while the church conserves 
the old morals it is the Infidels that force on the church every 
new moral idea, and that it is tlius that tlle moral advance is · 

It would be a cause for rejoicing if all the Liberal 
Leagues were- as .well sustained as. the Pittsburgh. 
This League circulates Liberal books and tracts .ex

. tensivly, and the result is seen in good houses and 

m:ade. · 
Although the rest of the article is a sop thrown to 

the Christians, yet this testimony has greater effect 
coming from unwilling lips . 

"Keep the Colors Flying." respectful treatment at the . hands of the secular Paine's Birthday. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In your press. In the Pittsburgh Times of Dec. 25th we find To THE. EDITOR oF THE TRUTH Smm:n, Sir: Auxil-

able editorial remarks on " The Future of THE TRUTH this account of one of its meetings: iacy Libural League No. 190 of this city proposes _to 
SEEKER," you well say that were it-a, reality that Mr. Ex-Rev. ,J. H. Burnham spoke before the Liberal League yes- celebrate, on Jan. 29th, the 146th anniversary of the 
Bennett stilllivs, and could look on fr_ om his place in terday afternoon on "How are Faiths Popularized?" He con- birth. d f Th p . 

h . grathlated the League on having 'their altar illuminll.ted with ay o omas arne. · 
spirit life to things of t IS world; his first and great-· the lamps of liberal knowledge. He affirmed that much has We expect to make this a gala day for the Liberals 
est concorn would be to keep Tn:s ,TRU'.rH SEEKER been said and may yet be written on this subjeet, for it de~ls of this coast. We will hav brief speeches in the Gar
alive. Don't let it trail in the dirt ! That was . his with .the past. The r_ecords of the past must be..han~ed mth man French, Italian, and Spanish languaglils by the 
voice from .the inner wall_s of £he r)rison; and oft care, for they contain tlle faiths in which men hav hved a~d leading Liberals of those countries. The principal 

died .. To speak of them stirs up the memory, and there IB 
amid the busy, bustling throng, when be and I were nothing people dread more than to hear re:fiectiorl.s on the dev- addresses will be in English, thus making it really an 
together in Europe, he would express his anxiety to otees of set opinions: Contrast the modern mode of lipread- international affair. There will be song and music · 
me about the paper, and would sometimes ask my ing ideas witll that of the days Of tradition. The newspapers between the speeches, with an 6riginal poem. .Also 
OI)inion about the price and what way to manage the a';ld books are most p_owei'ful. If one wants to find favor for letters will be read from the prominent Liberals of 

. . ' · . his pet methods or Ideas he apends lot~ of money, and ~f 
paper ~o t~at 1t nug~t re~ch the more people and ~n~ co.11,rse :finds many supporters. l'tien rece1ve ·pop11lar :z:eeogm- the country. 
crease 1ts mfluence m domg good. The expressiOn tion for the most absurd theories, by a lavish expenditm;e of We extend to you a cordial invitation to be ~th 
of his anxiety seems to haunt my _memory like the· ~:u;mey. .A !ocomotiv does not r~~ire any recommendatiOn; us· on that happy occasion. If you cannot come 

·cry of a naval commander in the midst of the fight- 1t 18 ~me m,Itself. Who would t~nn .of !1-stronomy 0! ~eo~etry please write us a few lines on the natal day of. our 
"• , • • -1, , h d , .e needmgmll"acles.to prove theirpnncrpl~s? The~r mtnnsic 

Don t giV up the sh1p. OI t e comman ei Ot an value proves their worth; but the Chnstian religiOn always "author-hero." 
army in battle-" Don't haul down the flag. Keep comes to you claiming_r~eognition: b!lcause it i11 of ~vine <;>ri- _ We expect by this celebrati~n to increase the in
the colors flying. Close up the I'anks. On, boys, to !P-~· but not for what It 1s worth of. 1tself.. There IS nothmg terest in that great man and his workl'l, and to show 
victory!" And I repeat to you my dear Mr. Editor m Its str~cture. Do you suspect God Almighty n~e.ds to cql!le the public how ungrateful they hav been to one of their 

. · ' · . . ' here to g~v value to a loaf of bread? If the relig~ous belief 
that you hav trul.y sa1d such would be the fiist and can command the-respect of rational men, it must be b!')cause noblest benefactors, whose motto was, "The world ie 
last watchword of Mr. Bennett's heart and soul to- it has something in it worthyofrecognit.ion, and not because my country, to do good my religion." Light is 
day; and so let us.do. And, too, if all could know some o:ae has said iii"was of divi~e origin. Do truth and fact dawning, for the g1·and principles he _advocated are 
the 'true noble worthiness of Mrs. Bennett as my need. to be bac~ed up by the clai.m that God. has ';~lade them becoming more popular every day . 

. ' . . . . ' and for tbom will vouch? No rational man will cla1m that any 
good mfe and myself, do,- the mce~t1v would be even tmth needs a miracle to demonstrate it. -All religions hav Hoping to hear from you soon, we remain yours 
greater than ever to grandly sustam her, TnE TRUTH sought refuge in miracles to prove their scheme of religimt, for justice to the noble dead. , 
SEEKER,. and its iitill able editor. . vV e will_ do all we Let them_ st. and on the~ m_eri.ts .and not on divine crede.nti~ls. { J. L. HATCH, Chairman. 
can for the paper· and the cause and we will also do If reasonableness ~nd JllstiCe f~i;l them, the sc:h~me P?ssessim.g . W S. W RAY. 

e 
0 

' • 1 . them does not deserve i'ecogmtiOn, The religiOUS literature, ' . 0 

0 

our part toward the eTectwn of a granc . monument even, is fiction. It can't go before the world without stealing Committee, H. W. WALKER. 
to D. M. Bennett. the literature of the world. There is nothing in a scheme that . P. GARIEPY. 

Mr. Bennett died for the cause ·and for THE Tp,uTH ctmnot.stand upon. its. m~rits. Why can'~ Christianity c~me H. W.FAUST,.Sec. protem. 
SEEKER. No man could endure what-he did and sur- before the people w:th Its scheme and get Its acceptance with- F' ih particulars can be learned from H. W. 

. . - . . out lavishly spending money for eloquent preachers,_ fine. .Ul er • . 
VIVe. In London, amid the surgmg muJt1tucle, press- churches and enchanting music? Superstition should be di- Faust P. 0. Box 1049 San Franmsco. 
ing our way through the Tower, \Vestminster Abbey, vorced fr~m the natural. 'J'he scheme of the Christian religion Sa,; Francisco, Jan. i, E. OF M. 283 •. 
the museums, etc., in the heat of summer, the perspi- hits been a~vanced through blood, and in its name acts hav 
rat:ion would stream from his brow whilst anxiously been committed t:r;eacherous t~ ~umal?- reason ... Its advance- CH • nTES BRIGHT has been ooiving a series of in tel' est-

. · f · '. · - l ment has not been through di•··ma aid, but by the personal "-""-'-' 0 • 

and pahently gatherm~ acts for his Teaders. Anc po\ver of its social despotisms. With all its false attractions ing lectures at Salt Lake City to good audiences. Hli! 
afterward I thiY.k of him. upon the backs of h'Ol·ses, and manufactered recommendations, its blood-stained flag is . intends to leave San Francisco by the steamer. which 

-mules, and donkeys by day,_ and sleeping in tents at beh1g trodden in the dust, and_In~de1ity is gaining_ th~ ascen-
night as he pressed. on his way over l'ocbbound dency. Who hav been the devils ~n ever:t commumty ~- Th?se departs Feb. lOth for New Zealand and Australia. 

' . . all · · . ·a who swettr by the blood of the mnocent ·are the swmdhng In hi di h k. f th t 1 t L"b mounta1~s,. th:ough v ey~, an~ upon plams an bankers and defaulting cashiers. These are they who with s last scourse e spo e o e grea oss o 1 -
deserts, m Syna,Egypt, Ind1a, Chma, and Japan. En- much show profess a-belief in the blood of the Lamb, ancl ex- eraJism in the death of Mr. Bennett, of the noble work 
during n.Ht ouly the excessiv fatigue, l1e died by ever pect to be sav!l~ by it. Be true to yourself and. your fellows which had been done, and which will still be done by 
overworking but also withstanding the tropical suns IS tlle best relig~on. ~he speaker was never·swmdled by any THE TRuTH SEEKER as the organ of Freethought in 
h t "bl 'h t h cr f t · .. t . f d J man who was not a smnt, and was never robbed. but by oll;e 

t e · ern e ea ' c an"'es o . empe~a me, 00 ' a!l who relied on the blood of the Lamb. No matter what ones America. Mr. Bright has shown himself to be a true 
water. In England I could not .keep pace With belief may be, if he but livs up to it, he is worthy the respect 
him, he was' so anxious, energetic, and quick in his of his fello:v--men. Dema:n~ no ex~l~ed opinions. Liberal, full of the genuin inspiration of humanity, 
movements. At that time I was in })OOr health and . A champiOn of ~be C~nstian r_elig10n followed tJ;te lecture and we wish him health and happiness as he sp~eds 

f lif d · . · .. ' m a few remarks, m which he said he wantecl a basis of facts 
he f~l? . e. an Vl~OI, and he w~~ld sometimes say for reasoning. He had lived an honest, truthful life- and was 
to me, m his ever kmdly manner, Come, let me call not afraid to stand up for his convictions. The counterfeiters 
a cab, and you go and take some quiet rest, while I had sembled religion .. He told, in support of that remark, a 
go on and finish the day alone·" though much of the story of why the Contm.ental money. was neve~ r~deemed-)Je-
. d fri d d bl' · M S cause of the counterfeits--but spoiled the lllmile by saymg 

t1me our goo en an a e guide, r. John · "The counterfeits were better than the original." He did not 
Dryden, your London COITespondent of THE TRUTH like "decrimination" in religion and admitted there wns fie
SEEKER; was with us. While :!VIr. Bennett was .stop- t~on i~ the church. "~uman ideas are n?t heeded." 'J?o be-
ping at the Essex House . my wife and self had 1-ooms lieva m a part .of the Bible and not all of I~ is no compliment 

· d ~ · ht'h b · · to God or Chnst. He does not want skeptics to convert, and 
n~ar him, an . o~e rug e rou~ht h1s stereoptiCon as to the faith cure for a snake bite, he "ain't going to git no 
views and exhibited them for us, In the way of prac- snake on him." After these clinching arguments he sat down 
tice for himself in handling them; and he was oh ! -so ~o giv place .to a stranger, who di~ some common sense talk
lively and witty. He said when anyhody saw any- Ing. He said the~e was a great di~eren~e between the Dark 
h . ·h t all · d h lik h · 1-. · 1 Ages and now; a difference between the times when the school-

t 1ng t a was re y goo e . ed to . av t~.em c ap mitster was not abroad and when as now he does walk 
their hands alid applaud a little. This he a] so ap- around a little, especially in places ~trifle north of Kentucky. 
plied to the man Bridges, of Indiana, who set out on It is a long step from .the times when Chri11tians killed and 
his gi'eat journey with him. He said Bridges was burnt each. otherf<;>r the love o~ God. Only a ~ew y~ars ago 

d · 1 hi . h h ·k· he wall afrmd to go mto a Catholic church, but Liberalism hail 
too slo": an stoiCa for _m, t at e h ed to hav .a done away with such religious bigotry. The. church ha!l been 
companwn who would bnghten up ~nd be expreSSlY a good school, and we must not speak unkindly of the bridge 
when viewing the great things of the Old World. that carrie~ us safely over many dangerous places. There are 
But he said Bridges was ever the same---'drone ! good men m the ~hmches. . . 
Wh. t h 1 M h alth · h · d Mr. Grundy s111d that Protestants read of tlle tort11nng and 
. . ~ a c ange · . . Y own e . IS muc Improve bloody doings of those terrible times, laying all blame on the 
smce then, and m the mean t1me J\'[r. Bennett has .Roman Catholics, the church that had the only standing in 
completed his great work, which my wife says he was Europe.. Men were breaking away fron: :eligious slavery ancl 
inspireq to do. The casket is broken his great spirit were bemg persecut.ed, but now the religious descenclants of 
h d ted b t h tilll" ' these Protestants Will as cruelly persecute anyone who does 

as epar > u e s lYS. . not think with them. The church fully represents the Bible. 
Most truly, DR. ANDREWS. Mr. Martin hit false Christians some hard knocks and re-

So. Rockwood, Mich., Dec 29, E.M. 282. marked that ifthe doctiins of the orthodox churcl). were true, 
is not persecution right? Does it not follow as a necessity 1 
If we nre doing all we can to upset the church scheme which 
saves souls, ought we not to be up~~et? Hypocrits are in the Miss Gibson Gratified. 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si,·: \Vhat a churches and liv for policy's sake. He wanted to see a true 
Christian, one who obeyed Christ's directions for being one 

bright, clean face your new volume opens with! Per- of his followers. Where is tlle difference between Paul and 
mit me to return your Happy New Year greeting a radical Infidel? The Christian faith will find credence 
with A Happy New Year for every year of your life, from women, children, and idiots. . 
and that life endless! In the Pittsburgh LeaMI' of the same elate is 

I can indorse every word of P1·6f. Bradford in THE an editorial in which it is conceded that all the 
TRUTH SEEKER in favor. of Remsburg's " Image great reforms hav been inaugurated by the Infidels, 
Breaker." I wish we Freethinkers were wealthy and that the church has done nothing but impede 
enou~h to put one into every Christian's post-office progress, from which we make the following extract: 
box m the world (the w. hole series, I mean). How 

h The history of modern moral and spiritual progress during 
much. sue missionary work can every one of us do the last five hundred years has been little better than the 
through this year 283 ~ Let us try and see. gradual transformation of the church under the assaults of 
· W(UJhinglon, D. C. ELLA E. GIBSON. the Infidels. It was the Infidels that banished witches and 

w. F. Jllf!EI!ION gave six lectures in Braidwood, m., 
te inereaeing hou!!ee. After his Gardner, Til., engage
·rnent he goes to Durand; lli., to giv ten lectures, and 
help celebrate the bi_rlhday of Thomas Paine. He 

witchcraft from tlle church. It wa!l the ll;l.:fidels that made 
the church take back its absurd fulminati~n!l against the tak
ing of interest for money. To the Infidels we are indebted 
for the enfranchisment of the Jews, the proclamation of 
equal rights of man, tlle establishment of republican govern
ment, the limiting of capital punishment to the murderer. 
The anti-slavery Cl"Usade and the temperance reform were 

"O'er the glad waters of the dark-blue sea, 
With tlloughts as boundless and witb. soul as free." 

HEATHEN NEGLECT oF THE CHRISTIAN WoNDERS.-But 
how shall we excuse the supine inattention of the 
pagan and philosophic world to those evidences 
which were presented by the hand of Omnipotence, 
not to their reason, but to their senses? During the 
age of Christ, of his apostles, and of their first disci
ples, the doctrin which they preached was confirmed 
by numerous prodigies. The lame walked, the blind 
saw, the sick were healed, the dead were raised, de
mons were expelled, and the laws of nature were fre
quently suspended for the benefit of the church. 
But the sages of Greece and Rome turned aside from 
the awful spectacle, and pursuing the ordinary occu
pations of life and study, appeared un•onscious of 
any alterations in the moral or physical government 
of the world. Under the reign of Tiberius, the whole 
earth, or at least a celebrated province of the Roman 
empire, was involved in a preternatural darknesa of 
three hours. Even this miraculous event, which 
ought to hav excited the wonder, the curiosity, and 
the devotion of mankind, passed without notioa in an 
age of science and history. It happened during the 
lifetime of Seneca and the elder Pliny, who must hav 
experienced the immediate effects, or received the 
earliest intelligence of the prodigy. Each of these 
philosophers, in a laborious work, has recorded all 
the great phenomena of nature, earthquakes, meteors, 
comets, and eclipses, which his indefatigable curios
ity could collect. Both the one and the other hav 
omitted to mention the gi'eatest phenomenon to which 
the morlal eyQ has been witness since the creation of 
the globe. A distinct chapter of Pliny il!l designed 
for eclipses of an extraordinary natme and unusual 
duration ; bnt he contents himself with describing 
the singular defect of light which followed the mur
der of Cmsar, when during the greatest part of a year 
the orb of the sun appeared pale and without splen
dor. This season of obscm·ity, which cannot surely 
be compared with the preternatural darkness o£ the 
passion, had been already celebrn.ted by most of the 
poets and historians of that memorable age.-Edward 
Gibbon. 

S&"D for "Answers to Christian Questions." By 
D. M. Bennett. Price, 25 cents. 
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.. . b~~ ,tr~ubled conscience ... They were fulfilling the told just this issue of diplomacy. . A1Ilel{iCI1, the. •res
diville will in breed!ng .bl!tck ·cattle for the auction toration of the Jews to Palestine,. and $e. church of 
block. Piety and profit we~·e one, and godliness had Rome especially inspire these crazy conj~ctures. · , 
great gain. ,a:n,d .sqme qt;>ntentme:p.t also. So the ex- Prophecy has beerr taken as a synonym for predic
termination:of the Canaanites, for which the Hebrews tion. There is not much verbal diff£Jrence, between Weighed and Found Wanting. 

The Rev .. Dr, R. Heber Newton is rector of H Ali pleade:d Idng after. the <lime order, and for which foretelling and forthtelling, but thet:e-is a-.vast differ-. 
Sou1s'" church (Protestant EpiscopaJ) of this city. theY:had subStaiJ,tial,'warrant ih the Cl.esiined determi- ence for the purposes of religion. Ta(l,re prophe.cy. as 
He stands at the b,ead of the clerical profession, and natioii to rid the land 'ofth~se corrupting tribes and the synonym of foretelling, and the essential function 
his pulpit utterances hav proba_bly more weight than niake room for t4e noble life Israel was to develop, of the prophets was predioting. ,Tb,e.y.were supposed 

has been the stock argument of kings anCI. soldiers to hav been busy in predicting the things which 
those of any other preacher of his denomination. for their bloody trade.· ·Thus poor human consciences should come to pass in the far futu:i·e; __ '.t'he sucbess
From these facts his recent sermons on the alleged hav been sorely hurt 'and troubled as· they read, in of these long-range predictions W!J.S tbe 'delti-onstra
irispiration of the Bible derive their chief imporo · stories such as those· of Jael and Sisera and Jacob tion of their being charged with· miractilouspowers. 
tance. ·Below is printed the gist of what he had to and Esau, of acts _which better nature instinctivly The prophecies constituted the chief evidence for the 
say upon this subject. His text was taken from condemned. - supernatural character of the Bibk Of course, With 

If indeed the Bible is a book let down from the this theory in the mind of the church, a predictiv 
2 Timothy., iii, 16, of the revised New Testament, ki f h' h"' d h h h uld b d · yth' s es, o w Ic u-od can be calle t e aut or, then all c aracter wo e rea , m eyer _ I:r;tg capable of 
and reads as follows: such uses of it are correct enough, and in those dark bearing it, and so the history- of ~he Hebrews, the ill-

Every scripture inspired of.. God is also profitable for teach- and savage words and deeds· I must read the words oquent orations of their. great· 'states:men, _the pious 
ing, for reproof, for corr~ction, for instruction in right-- of God and the deeds he holds up to our admiration longings of their hymn-writers, became niystic {1ntic~ 
eousness. and invitation; oilly then I should reject the Bible ipations of everything in the heavens above'-or the 

The -Bible viewed as a book let down from heaven, IJ,Ud perhaps forswear God, as so many are doing who earth beneath. But Hebrew prophecy never was the 
whose real "author" is God, as the Westminster say with Maurice to the old theologians; "Your God synonym for prediction. 'J;he prophets chiefly spake 
catechism affirmed; a book dictated to chosen pen- is my devil." - of things shortly coming to pass upon the earth;. the 

·men, and written out by their amanuenses under a If, however, the Bible is the nationalliprary of the "horizon bounded by a very near filture. In thes'e 
direction which secured them against error on every Jews, I must expect to find all solis of early Jewish predictions they were ofteumi&taken, nearly as often 
subject of which they treated; a book thus given to notions in ethics and r'eligion bodied in the words of in e1Tor as in the right. 'We neverhea1' of these 1m
the world to be an authoritativ and infallible oracle the speakers they illtroduce, and the deeds of the fulfilled prophecies, but they are in yom 'Bibles. I 
for huma;n information on all the great problems of men.of whom they tell the tales. believe I know of no one passage of the prophets 
life; natmally calls for uses which, apart from this It is~ wrong use of the Bible to accept everything which can be fairly said to point to any event beyond 
theory, ar~ gross and superstitious abuses. _ · recorded therein as necessa.rily true. If the historians the near· future of the write!\ -Oilly in so fat ·as they 

It is the wrong use of the Bible to. set it in its e:n,o were simply amanuenses of the Infinit Spirit, then of spoke of the ideal forces, of moral Victories, did they 
tirety before all classes and all ages. _ On the old view course they could not hav erred in anything they re- launch out upon the far future. But you say, Do 
of the Bible no man might dare to cut away poliions corded. If they were orclinary writers, trying to tell they not surely point on to Christ. I answer, Of any 
of it in public reading or home instruction. The the ~tory of their peoples' growth, searching court mere literal prediction of the events and incidents of 
horrible atrocities and brutal lusts of_ the early He- ar~hives, state annals, old parchments of forgotten his life I know none. The many passages that hav 
brews, and the coarsenesses of their later days, as wr:ters, consulting the traditions of town and village, been made to read like prediptioris of his· miraculous 
uilbearable by modern ears as the rough talk of usmg the material in the best way their- abilities en~ birth, his sale for thhiy pieces of silver, and so on, 
Shakspere's ladies, had. all to be read to mixed as.:. ~b~ed them to do, using all to teach virtue and re- refer to passages and experiences in the time of ,the 
semblies of young men and maidens, and be read ligi?n, the~ all questions of historical accuracy are writers. Isaiah expre~sly says so about the Yirgin-:-
with blushing face by the pure mother to the purer beside the Issue_ _ _ .. that is, the young bride who was to conceive and 
children at her knees. For us, who see the Bible in · Has it been such comfort to us to read the doings bear a son. Before he should be able to distinguish 
its new light, their is no necessity for a m,inister to o~,Samso~ as actual history, slaying a thousand men right from wrong the relief of Jehovah to' Israel 
offend against the· taste of a refined age, or for a With the Jaw-bone of an ass, that we shou1d resent would come. True it is that the gospel called that of 
mother to introduce the unsoiled soul of her child the translation of this impossible hero into the Semitic St. Matthew goes through the life of Jesus, making 
to evil, by reading straight through the succes;!iv Hercules, a myth? Or if, perchance, the historian such use of Old Testament words; but this was evi
chapters of the.Bible. It has been left for Protest- accepted from remote antiquity the account of v·eat dently done by some pious Jew, who regarded the 
ant piety to excel Romanists and Jews in supersti- deeds and striking events as- they were told at the Old Testament as our good people still do, and after 
tion. · The church of Rome, as you know, discourages camp fires of the Hebrew nomads, or in the merry- the fashion of preachers, made application to Christ 
the use of the Bible by her laity, erring in the other ~aki~gs of the Palestine villages, with an ever gro~- of words ne:ver meant £or him. ~his .use of the Old 
extreme. The Jewish rabbis had a saying that no mg mmbus .of the marvelous around them, and If Testament IS pushed to absurdity m books ove;r 
one should read the C~nticles before .he was. thirty these.impossible marvels arerepmied to u~ .soberly, whi?~ I eav toiled,. wh~ch gave op.e t~e ".G?spel of 
years of _age.: If you follow the public readings of ar~ we to be ?ompelled to accept them uncntwally, or Levit.ICus, · or "Chnst m the Psalms, fitit:W-5 every 
the Bible in this church from yom own Bibles, you reJect the Bible altogether? Perhaps Elisha's iron word of every Psalm into the lips of the a~ar Lord, 
must often appreciate the relief such a tule brings: axe head did swim upon the· water. I am. prepared and showing the relations of Clu·ist and the church 
Use the Bible in,this way with chilm.'en at home; He to believe almost anything after O"\lr spiritualistic in the charming love idyl of some ancient Hebrew, 
who cares for his children's innocence will set before mediums and their exposers. ·whether it did or did known to us as the Song of Songs. _ · 
theJ?. an expurgated edition. No _timid soul need not concerns me no whit. I shrug my shoulders and _It is a wrong use of __ i;_!J,~Bil;>le_to.go-±o-iir-a:s.~an au.: 
fear that impotent threat in the last chapter of the read on. ·I c~ot make:out the hi~torical fact-which -thm'ityina!l;rspllere except. m the sph~re of theol-_ 
Revelation: was at the basis of the R.ed Sea dehverance, nor do I ogy and religwn. The old view of the Bible was that 

care much to make out this or any other Old Testa- it was given to be a ready, off-hand ans>yer to the 
If any man shall take away from the words of the book of t · 1 'f ld t• h' h th · .. · · · d ·f 

this prophecy God shall take away his part out of the book of men IDirac e.. mam 0 ques IOns w IC e mqmrmg m1n ° man · 
life. ! . · It is a wrong use of the Bible to consult it as a raises touching the great problem of life; that it 

That sounds like-the rulinoa passioil strong· in death heathen oracle for the determining of our judgments was an infallible guide in everything; that it could 
and the decision of our actions. The pagans, even answer as to how the world came into being; how it 

of the son of thunder, who in youth asked if he such grand old ·pagans as tlie Romans, before under- was peopled with life; how the earth is to be de
should call down fire _from. heaven upon a hamlet taking any impmiant action would solemilly consult strayed in the end; and many qtlier questions be
whic~ did not welcome -~ esus, and was well .r~buked the auspices. Men with reason given them of. God sides. Such use of the Bible is wrong. The old 

_ for his z:alfbl· t~e g:ac;.ous ma~1er: t! writer ~hd wou1d. stand anxiously around the steaming e~t:ails writers were ~ctual hi~toria~s, searchi~~--th~ docu.
wash surer ~ _ .18tm~~!l' ~n ::~u d nJ b ~ a:;end e, . of a b~d,,to find o.ut whether the fates were propitiOus me~t~ of the .tJ?les, demphenng olll manus?~pts, ex
sue a J?OS ~cn:p · . IS 00 'JU ge ,Y .r. 00 Y.s; to their undertakmg. Great generals would open or ammmg traditiOns. They were not men ot mtellect~ 
test of mspiratwn, IS one of the least mspired of the delay a campaign according to the intestinal revela- ual infallibility, inspired morally,. and religiously. 
N e_ w. Test~l?ent b?oks. Paul w:ould not. hav bolstere?- tions of a goose. Intelligent people use the Bible in· Do you suppose· God gave a book· t~ree thousand 
up his writings With such an ImprecatiOn. Heed It some such way. When at a loss how to proceed in- years ago to be an answer to all questwns that are 
not! : . . . _ . stE!~td of calmly consulting their own judgment 'and arising to-day? That would forbid to our children 

It 1s. a ;:ro~g. us~ ff th~hBible .~0 arJP~ I;s utter t~e judgments of t~eir wisest friends, and the~ acting th~ n.oble di~cip.lin .M study, and rob·them pf t'lle be:p.-
ances I~ . :c~mma e Y ts ~ W:~1 s 0 0 

' 
0 ~0 ~ lik~ re~sonable bemgs, men . and. women will open edictwn wh1eh IS ncher and rarer than ~he grasp of 

any saymb- 0 .. an;y- sp~a er m I s :!?ages, or any ~e the1r Bibles and at random let.thmr eyes rest on the truth-the search for truth. . . . 
of any actor m hiStones as ~xpr~ssmg to us the .mmd first verse which a,rrests their attention, and accept The story of the Garden of Eden, is a' 'iliarvelohs 
of God.S Sue~ use of t~e lible I~ th~ufhtles~ly c~~- any possible bearing on the question in .hand as the tradition which has come doWn. to us from a stream 
mon. o~e Ime ago e ore gom~. m 0 a c urc m voice of tGod. The journals of John Wesley and of time in remote antiquity. It is among the thoughts 
wt ho:e semce Iliwhast hask~td to parti?Ipatert, I :ventu

1
red other eminent men contain examples of this abuse of of the profoundest minds and J!oblesii poets, far back 

0 ~ ow some s g esl. ancy m usmg ce am psa ms the Bible~ in the centuries. We may ·read to-day on the sand-
wWhhiCh wkered seht diow~ldlm the psaldtetrh ftori thuleddayt. No prophecy was written centuries ago with ref- baked tablets of Babylon the same traditions of tb,e 

en as e w y, mi y answere a co no . t · t ff: · All th t · th t' d th G a- f Ed d th f ll f -'-k Ch · t' a t' t · · - 'th . . . a- ei~nce o your pnva e a arrs. . a IS ere crea wn, an e ar en o .en, an. e a o man. 
~s aft r~~ Ian ~·~re<t }on ? J~n b'1· ~e m smo wntte~ c~ncerned _men .and !l'ffairs of those days. But :vhen we analyze them m pJ;lilosophy they are 
mg a er e em I ere ews m a Y on· T~e prmCiples there apphed Will help you now, if you wantmg. As poetry they are 'J:>ea"?-tiful. Hawth?rne's 

Remember, 0 Lord, the children of Edom, in the day of Will take the trouble to search for them, for principles story of "The Marble Faun" IS simply a rendermg of 
Jerusalem. How they said, Down with it ! down with it ! do not change like fashions. ... the ancient parable of the history of evil. These old 
even to the ground. 0 daughter of Babylon, who ought It · f - · a· fth t 1 to be wasted. Happy should he be that rewardeth thee as IS a wrong use o the Bible to go to it, as the stories are the embo Iment o e as ro~omy,-geo ogy, 
thou hast senced us. Happy shall he be that taketh thy little heathen went to their oracle, for divinations of the and anthropology of the times when they were 
ones and throweth them against the stones. future. -The inspiration of an oracle was proven by written. 

Nor could I ask the people to unite in praying; the success of its predictions. In the same way men Take Paul's expression in an epistle to the Corin-
hav turned to the Bible as a. sort of sacred. weather thians, discountenancing the participation of .. women 

Make their nobles like Oreb and Zeeb; ye:1, all their princes bureau, a book which, if we o:iJ.lv could interpret its in the Christian ministry. Only· a little whil€1 ,a_ go-l_·t 
as Zeba and Salmana. " 

~ystic utterances, would tell us what things were go- was actually sufficient in Brool!:lyn to. decide arques-. 
I had in mind the fate of Oreb and Zeeb and of 

Zeba and Salmana, splendidly brave fellows even in 
their death, as told in the seventh and eighth chap
ters of Judges, where you can learn what sort of 
prayer this of those savage Jews was. Naturally, as 
I thought, I objected to voicing such heathen im
precations. l\fy good friend, with a look of amaze
ment, replied, "Why, these psalms are in the Bible." 
That ended the question for him. 

So our American slaveholder read the word of the 
~-tncient tradition1 "Cursed be Ham," and smoothed 

mg to happen upon the earth. I remember anum- tion of that kind. Ap_d so for ages· this remark of 
ber ~f years ago an eloquent Irish divine who came Paul has been quoted as authority to prevent women 
to thiS country on a great mission. His first sermon speaking in the churches, although they might hav 
was on Ezekiel's vision by the Chebar. He-said this the talent of Lucretia Mott. Yet in the same letter 
was the age of science, and such a marvelous science Paul speaks of the impropriety of women appearing 
cou1d not hav escaped the vision of the prophet. in the public temples, and nobody pretends to hold 
The mystic creature· which the prophet saw, with women to the strict letter of that prohibition. In.: 
wheels, .whose appearance was like burning coals of some· matte1·s even the a-qthority of St. Pa-q.l falls to 
fire, which turned not as it went, and so on, was the the ground. . 
locomotiv! Let any political crisis occur, and some It is wrong to use the Bible "to further plans of 
sage will write a book showing how Daniel had fore- theology, and to construct biblical systems of theol-

• 
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ogy ~ftex t:p:e,ma)lner ,of; the chwches .. ,Thli>".ia, ~een .psalmist, David, is too disgusting. c-The whole ay~~~ MI( i\f~tt;' 1A~1, ~e n£;1~1Dle{bik after·te-tn~er
in __ the m;arvelq_1,1sly -~on_atrllfjted Christ;Lan _cate~hisms 1s, baaed on the theory that somlilwhere among -t4~ 1n- tained "!JtoJ3e:. )i~::W:~q ij:.~ 1VS'PW' Wl!l!-"lPl!~d personal 
h t l d · h d Th k f th -viaibles ·is a· great, big, qvergrow:p.. Mumbo Jn¥+b() friend, and whenever he says tmough any reliable" 

·t a ar~~ace myollf ~!L8·.·--· _.e~a.eraq -,-~ae ' h ··· '· '- ··- · · h"- th" m,._e __ ,.:~_~· .. _.,.,.. thathehas...changedafterb.eingin~the- sp'irit ·catechis±i:i:s scan the Bible fi·qm Genesis to Rev;elatrop ·subject to urilan paaaio'ns, 'swearmg m Is, w:ra. , _ ~ 
for texts to support certil'.iif dbctrina. · ~ Many .oHh~ae ptbpitilttelr-by " sweet savors;'1 diverted; yes,' phjased, W-9:1\l<t-9~ five days, we will place .some credence in 
texts are mercilessly and ruthlessly '~orn-- fro!ll the by flattery, delighting to be called·-·~ great king·ab?-ve it. As we ha-y liv.ed,,~igJ:l}E?~~:X~oru;s, -;in :Memphis, our 
context±-from the thoughts of which they for,m·a all gods," in his-bloodiest moods so!tened l?Y bem_g standing~ there can _be easily ascertained. We hav 
part, ; The ~;~ayinga .of Wl!iteJ!s. of. r.emote. pe~ods are called good>. kind, ll}erci:fitl; bles.se~verythmg he Is ~~p1tpfa~t8tf16~11A~h~$!- . ~;Jv,idEl:~e, of pur ;gpof!·:i~ta~<li;ng; 
_collatEl~l as if ~ey W:E:JJ;El- written .at the .. ~!IJ-Utl ;tiiD.e, ~tnd. not. .If .anyone who gaye ,alms were tickl~d ~t the a]ld. call_ do_ !'lO agam if necessary. I can say without 
distorted from· theji;- o1;igi]]_al me !loping .... _ T,he :JPpst. milli\:his '6f ble·ssi_ilgs showered· on his " swate; gEintl~: boas~i11$ t~at c:nrr. c;r;E:\!¥.£~i!'!.-g()\)d, and such being the 
atrocious and 'a,bominabte·doctrins -that are preached .manlikdace" by: a: voluble: old Irish beggex-wom'an; case 'it'li'! inc;oJ!lpatible with.~slf,o,n,_esty. . I hav heard 
as Christianity are supported by tNs' soft of texts~- his friends would ridicule him; But_ the infinit ere- this large~h~arted''gent1enian; who.speaks of penUriol!-s-

It is a wrong use of the Bible tb·discardthe'differ~ ator of countless suns and systems-of worlds is sup"' ness as if it were a crime, say that he lived at the''ex~ 
ences of .time in the writings of the Bible>in the'ait~ posed tp be delig_hted at_ the eulogies and edifying pense of five cep_ts per day, or fifty centf:\ per ,week, 
tempt:-to construct a•:biblical system_ of theologr; how~fj of his saint,a. . .HoLT.. and he is not s6·la'vish in his gen13rosity that he.I\Eled 

1 · f th R c th li . . . . call any one hard names. He says we wlll think he 
ApJ;>lY this test to the ~c. ann.~ o. · E:l.. o:w-a~. '· JL 0 c is trying· to ihJ'ili.'e us.- It is plain to eve_ I_'V t_ hi_ 'nk_ing 
church and of the ~~tualist1c )llp~scopa}i!'l>nsf whp r i :. · :' • .Mr.· Yolnig 'Rebuked. · .I 

claim Bible author.ity for 'the pro-riden,tial re~~ntiqn · ': -· -_ min-d thattMt.is his;_ object, and to- ventilate a little 
of the priestly system .. Tliat syatEjm may .h.ilv ·been [The-following communications are inTeply_to one personal spleen; and you can also percei-ve that this 
useful and authoritativ 2,5oo· yelti;s''ago, but· lia"fiot by. Mr. Young, in a late ntimber of THE T:RuTH SEEKEI\· generous map, who .is .. :t;lot at,-.~ penurious, cares a 
adapted .to pr_ogress. and . the· needs•: of:the present Having been accused 'O'f certain lapses, these parties little for the~ tw(inty~:five' c~:rit8 .. -.- What would profes-

h 1 d t · f th d d · sipJjlaJ, D+.efl.iu:ws,t];Unk, of him dwho Te~eive from two 
time. So, too, the v_v..o e· oc nn °_'. e .Se?OU·. a.- are entitlecfto a reply~ but this wW, ?l9.se thE!, s:q.pject to five;dolj_ar __ .• ,s .. per sean~e?·~All~ediJlillS will suffer at 
vent r w<_>uld be entn·ely clear~d up; by lqoking a~ It .. £ : .·· "I j ' 'a ~ E T' s· J - . h f 
from' thestandpointof timE). -'l'!l-ke the epistles,of soaras,we,f!Xeconcerne. n,, ·- . .; .i' hisha:qds;llond.,those he indorses. av:.most to-ear. 
Paul and arrange them in the order inwhich theY[ _ s'XEPHEN ~ou~'fl: , _._, :· AD.·'1)_oiieafs:kMpti4 ;~ ~M.' ~9ie pr~ferable. Those, !J:C~ 
were ·written, and it will be __ seen, that· as Paulp· ro_ ~ ' : · 'i · A .. quamiied'~~ the· subject kll()w that mediumahip is 

tat" . ' f tli .. h 0
• al To THliJ.EDITOR OF THE -TRUTH SEElKER, Bi•ni· SJ:\iOur the reStllt •of' organization; and not b.ased on m,oral 

greases he _states his. expec I~~ 0
.: :e"'p ysiC . readers h'av: been treated to,,!J..di:sh of .J;IC!ltnd$, fresh qualifications~ ~And I ain sure there· 'are not many, 

second commg of Chnst less formbly; 'until·finallyr we from the pen of a crank_ of the ··abov,e n, ame, I _truJ>_~ d I uld -1~ t 'th · th- nk f 
come to the thought ,that it is not Cillist personally, - a,u .· co . =OS say_not· ana er, m e ra · s o 

. f hi h" th t. t Y01J wi~ ~';tnt me the pri~i!egE;J to pl~?.e be~or~, them Spiritualism who WPJ.IlQ.· gather up foutsiander.f:rrim 
but the spirit O . S teaq -l-U_g.s, ·a ,IS O CO?J-e. . . • a feW f.ddls n_;o~ the other Side, .as &li mte~gent per- the mouth Of an. enemy and publish j it to; the i\YOI"ld 

It is a wrong use of the Bible to quote.!tsletters, sons Wlll_adin __ It th_ere_are two_ Sides: _In _hiS _first re- against one of th_e_ m_ ost u_seful n_Iediuinf'j. Away:with 
-:even in the sphere of theology, as the basis o_. f au_ -: k I dm t th t th M M t"-l mar s : · a I. e:e 1s. soi_rte . ru ·. · . r, .r _o'" M~er_ such a ~ph-it)i~list: · I think_ . he will certai~y _rec~:~iv:e 

thority. Suppose Y0 11- ha-v three _books of politic~ adve!tised .a linil _m his -~life, the1ef01e the• trave~mg a •"·chromo" n;om the "Yo1mg Men's Chnstiau As-
. economy on your table. You· read ·one.- .. An idea. p:q_blic,has no elaim on him, and he reserves. therl'lghu sociation.?'· , In conclu'sion/hvill say that·I will never 

strikes your attention.· You turn to the title page, t<;>) say _who fll?.l1ll and who shall not,attenclhis ~ea:Q-c~s: notice, anything n·oni that source again, no matter 
and find that the book.is by John Stuart Mill: You Ahd his Hqdeav?r has b.een.t,9: operate as a:tmva~e m-: how·villainous it ;tllJl,y be. Lhope that thereaders.of 
respect ~:t- for the name, of t~e·author. Yo,-q. readjn stead of a ·pubhe medium, and to keep h~s seances THE 1_'RUTH .SEEKER will excvse, me. fer bringing .to 
another book an idea that strilf.<:J~ you a,s the work of selec~.. He ~as frequently been pers~aded t~,let per- thell: notice a grievance of a personal nature, but the 
gen~us, although it di~e~s fron}the accept~d politi~al .sons m,,to hiE\ own sorrow; an~ the Pattee ma~ter provocatio11 is great, and the attack of Mr. Yo~ng 
economy. You find It IS by an~aut~or hitherto l!-n- Mr. Y:oung l,'efers 't? w~ an mstan.ce of that kind. was •entirely mipl·ovok_ ed. ·'I will leave the_ ·.s_l_~b __ _je. ct 
known. to you; Mr. Henry George, • yet. you ·respect B t t th t t t I will th t - -
the idea for itself, because you recognize the work of u 0 - e earnes · mves Iga or . · · ·say a you where he-commenced,ibysa;ying: · .. '' : 
the master. You may.hav a third. book of political U!!e(\ ~ay 11? f!lal'S ~f yom·. recep~wn at om ~ou~e,_nor "Oh, wa(l sonie: powel' the giftie r,ie us, 

. . . . . . . . ye~ vnll you.l>e disappomted m the , m-anife~tatwns, . 'fo sell outsels as. ithers see ns! ' .. 
economy, of whiCh you may neither like the_ Idea nor that you witness here, . He tells yoilr reader~ that)le, . . . . ~ . . . . . MARY V. Mon. 
know the author to be a man of rel?ut_atwn .. ~e is not afraid to safto ouJ.' faces.what he says behind ' "jlfeniphi$, 111o.; December 4,1882. 

, oug~t t~ apply the same rule to ~he .b~blic~l Wl'lteis .. oUr backs, etc. Yet he says nothing to bur face, but 
In~piratwn does not destroy the mdi"VIduality of t_he :wrote that slanderous letter which· would bring a To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: In 
wnter. . . . . blush of shame to the cheek of a t1'tte -gentleman;.and, the,Anterest of truth ancLjustice I request youio Jiub~ 

Whenyou exa:mmwhat h!l's been ta~1ght asrestmg as_ he says, putit in the qflj.ce and passed our ):esi- lish .the follo'\V'ing·1;eply to Mr,;Stephen Young: ; 
upon the .a:utho~ty of the Bible t,?u.-wdl find thatt?-e ·deuce e:v:ery day. Henc(l his jmnk11.ess. . , . ill THE TRUTH SEEKER of Nov. 18th Mr. Stephen 
mo_st st~rtling: thmgs hay bee11~1,1.~ght on the.ft\ttho:t?-ty Qf the letter I will say but little .. lt speaks for 'Y'oung, 

0 

of, Memphifl, lVIo., indulges jn ~ tirade of 
of_ mfenor wnters. An?Ient wnters who knew not~~g .itself ill' words too-. plain to be mistaken. A, :p1an slande1;ouiflanguage and abuse of. Mr. and Mrs. J. 
of a future ~tate of eXI!'!tence are quote~ as authonty· that could-write_such -a letter to a woman, so full of H: Matt of thatplace. · I am,unacquainte9, with 1VIr. 
~n that subJect. The New: Testamel?-t IS used to fm;- Msehopd and misrepresentation, could do aln'lost any- Young, and it is only in the· unsolicited· defense of 
tify s?me of ~he most hornb!e,do(ltrm.- :· . . . · thing .. · I do not write fearing the result of his libel- the pa1iiea that .I write; otherwise I should not notice 
. It -I~ -~ wrong use of the Bible, to ~anu~actm e from ous letter on many of your readers, bu,t.that the truth the 1mgentlemanly and libelou~ attack. . Such Ian
Its. wntmgs a system of __ theology whiCh lS. t~ be r~- may be . aiTiveCJ. at. 'What. I :f:1ay in regru,·d ,to the guage_ used, especially toward a· lady, could possibly 
ceived as abs?lutely reliable .and fi~al. It IS-ImposSI- ·statements he has made I can p1'ove . . Since he has emanate from none but a crank or a .fool, and is 
ble to reconcile the w~ole Bible -With any one system 'made' his grievances known, I will say that he paid us therefore unw0rlhy of notice', save in the defense of 
of theology, because It' represent.s ~any p~ases ·. of twenty-six dollars, as he states. Our terms were one innocent parties or the interests of truth. · 
thought. ~t bears th~ marks of · be~n~ wr~tten b! dollar per seance and one dollar per day for board. Mr. Young makes the following admissions: 
men. of different . philosophy: .. Rel~gw~, I~. man 8 He visited us."~ stranger. He received twelve seances 1, The attending oFtwo hundred seances. 
gropmg after God. Theology IS ma.n s -thm1nng that and twelve days' board, and paid the usual Tates, - ~- The recognition of his spirit n-iends who lied. 
he has grasped God. amounting to :twen~y-four(lg1J.~s, and the_ other; two· 3 .. 'l:h~t Matt's. medi;umship is genuin. 

d\)llal'S is. for two seances. {eQeived by his son. ' 0 4£lier. 4 .. That it 'maY, co~vince many of a future -life. 
Mumbo Jumbo. that he became a i·esident here and rece;ived two 5. ''That he defended.l\fott in the "Pattee" raid. 

The ·changes that.liav _ t8.ken place in the public h-undred or more free sea~ces. • This was b~coillin{5 6; :That . he paid·' twenty~sL"l: dollars . for the· two 
mind on questions touching religion, G-od, and the monotonous; both to· us and our ':visitors, and there hundne:d seances. · · 
like, of late, are most sweeping and thoro~gh. --we were some ,remarks made which he heard, and he then _ ~ott is .not responsible for the reputation_•of Mr. 
must thank our Freethinkers for this. - When .one a!,l~e,(in~·to ~ame a small sum'for wliich he might be Y_o~g's sp:i,J.:i~· . .fritJnP-s >y:4o called ,to. see him at that· 
looks back a few years and sees how very fa~iliar adinitted; arid I named the lowest possible,., priqe, spec~al , seanc~, neither· js he :r;esponaib~e- fc>l'. their 
people used to· be with the Almighty, and ,copipares which'ne'Ver was asked before, twenty-five centf;),,pet; lyi~f''''JY.Ii. Young_ ought to r~cognize th~ factthat 
this day with then; the difference is strikipg. _ ,r_r:he seance, andmany_time's told him it made no diffffi.,: ne':liJohe:is 'respolisible forthe class of spirits that a~e
truth is; the lower man is the more famtli¥ he' is

1
With ence ·about it; buf'he always insisted on my taking it: attracted to·him; especiaily so when he acknowledges 

his God. The Hottentots m!:ikehim' out of a stick or NOW· my generosity is• tmown in my face with Jan- the manifestations to be: gemiin. . ... 
stone; others a little higher, i-lltellect11,ally; make hi.in_ g-q.age .no person. ever used to.me before;!. How He should:also rem-emb.er that it is_in bad'taste, at 
into a· bit of statuary, somewl1!J-t ornamenteP,., Some much b,ai'! ,~s. Work and her weakly husband to least in t4ia connectio:t;l, ~d entirely gratuitous, to 
of theni 'even beat and ab1ise _him when. irritated at gain from such a patron? I predict that. he will be boast ·of Jiia Voluntary defense in the "Pattee" raid. 
his supposed neglect of their :aifairs. Methodists and kicked ''out ·before he " dead beats " them. half so Comment is unnecessai·y on the admission of pay-
other revivalists even yet imagil',l him to be present much as he did 'Us~ As for Mrs. Woi;k's me:d.imriship ing twenty-six d6Tiars for two hlitldred ·seances. 
on occasions, and address him _with all the familiarity I hav nothing to ,say, ha-ving never witnessed it._ It is strange MI·. Young has in the· past· mitten in 
o-f ·.old Moses. · In many of our com--ts, and other But if. there ever comes a time when handbills a~·e eulogy of 1\lott'.s mediumship, and just now discovers 
places where oaths a~·e taken, he is treated with great issued to her discredit, neither me nor mine will be the cloven foot. 
familiarity. Speaking of these uaths, ending,·" So found distributing them. ,He f'lays he has been- told I h·av known Mr. and Mrs. Mott now nearly ten 
help you God," or," As you shaJ.l answer unto .God," that we could ha~·dly obtain a Goxplortable lil'ip.g be- years intimately; Ihav attended a number of seances 
Bentham nicely says: "The supposition-of their e:ffi- fore :Mt: Mott ·"became a mediui:n. · .. 1 will say we. can with varied results; I hav positivly met my friends and 
cacy is absurd. It ascribes to. man a power over his fui'nish a hiui<lred witnesses, if necessary, to the con- relativs who hav passed to the other life, and fully 
maker. ·It places God in the position ·of a sheriff's tra~:y. Although Mr. Mott _was only twenty-seven recognized them, neither did they lie nor exhibit any 
officer, and puts him under the command of evei--y yea~·s old and had·never given a seance for m6ney; he demoniacalcharacteristics. Can it be possible that 
justice of the peace I It supposes the Almighty to :so~ d. a farm for two thousand dollars, and had plent:}' t-he many hundreds who hav. visited Mott's seances 
stand engaged, no matter how, but absolutely engaged, of ~tock bel;lid,e~ ..• :I; can refer Y?U to H. G. _Pitkin, who from every qua~-ter of the country are the -victims of 
to infliction every one by whom the ceremony has been bought the farm. ·we never hved a day m. a r~nted malicious spirits? Is it reasonable_ to suppose that 
profa.ned a punishment; no matter· what, which but house, having money n·om the first with which to our fathers, mothers, sisters, brothers, ·and friends 
for the· ceremony he worild not hav inflicted; The purchase a comfortable home, and by industry and would all assume devilish forms because they return 
power which leaves omhipotence no alternativ is a economy accumUlated more, perhaps, than we hav in through Mott's.mediumship? 
power which any one who is rash and foolish enough the sa~ne length of time since. The next in order is Is it even-probable that-a plischieyous spirit could 
may exercise at any time. at, pleasure, on so simple a the Col. Eaton statement. Col. Eaton died the nine- pass for the friend or relativ Of· any one but a credu
condition as_ that of gettihg'a justice of the peace to teenth of September, and a notice of his death ap- Ions fool?. If such be the fact, then that class of per
join in the performance of the instantaneous cere-J peai~ed in the Globe-I}emocrat of the twentieth, also _tpe sons only would: believe the contradictory statements 
mony" (Rat. of Judicial Ev., 366). Tl;liy F1·eethink-~- t":enty-first, ~d. there are sever~. copie~ taken lt,ere. _of ]\fr .. Young; and their ~nflue~c~ be no more feared 
ers more honor God and follow Christ- than: those The communiCatton was not recmved until the twenty- than that of any other lymg sp1nt or mortal. 
self-assumed saints who in their familiarity-approach fifth. Hence, in our interview, I told him this might Yom·s for the truth and the right, 
the God-beating Hottentots. I£ there be a god, that 1 be a. test to him, but it wae none to us. -The "source Kirk,~·vill~, lJ.fo., Dec. 12, 1883. F. A. GRou. 
being must be so awfully inconceivable, so almighty, _of my offending hath this extent, no more." Col. I . . 
~at th~ ve~ idea. of these vain, silly creatur~s pour-] :Eat~n req~ived his ideas_of ~ei_nca~·nation through the SEND for "Answe~s to Chnstian Questions." By 
mg praises mto hu! ea,r after the style of then· great 1 mediumsh1p of Mrs. Hollis Bilhngs, and never through D. M. Bennett. Pnce, 25 cents. 
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preaching falsehood, arid they know their congrega- of Jesus, the Chinese took obsertations of a planeta.i'y 
tiona know it, · But neither has the courage to say so, conjunction and calculated eclipses. The mariner's 
and they go on year after year deceiving and being compass; gunpowder, and printing are indisputably 
deceived. Beecher has taken his congregation with Chinese inventions; as were paper, silk, and clocks. 
him in hi'S :flight. It remains to be seen whether M:r: The. plow was used in .China two thous!illd years be~ 
Heber Newton can do the same. _. fpr~ the Christian era, and during .the- reign of one 

ruler Clime was unknown in the country. . Has any 
Christian country since been· so highly civilized? !t 
was during the life of this emperor that the great 
:flood occruTed in the north of China. A· Chinese 
engineer was employed nine years in draining the 
country, a stupendous feat never excelled. Could 
any people not reclaimed from savage life .boast 
of 11uch? Their system of numerals ~s in daily uf?e 
several hundred years before Chlist. Their language· 
dwarfs into " insignificance the antiquity of Western 
tongues." Eleven hundred and fifty years B.c. a Chi
nese political offender wrote a. book within plison 
walls. Confucius's "Book of History" goes back to 
the twenty-fourth century before Christ. Time and 
space would fail to enumerate all the works of biog
raphy, science, education, and jurispmdence issued 
by the ancient Chinese. They had language, litera
tru·e, laws, long before Jesus Christ was born. They 
had no help nor hindrance from the Bible. They 
worked out their lives without the aid of the Jewish 
Jehovah, Even while his chosen people wei·e ftoun
dering around, barbaric nomads, this wonderful peo
ple had a civilization which it took centuries and · 
centmies for ~he Jews to attain. It is only the ig
norant who deny this. The facts are accessible and 
easily proved. But ~here are some people in the 
world who tMnlc the Bible is all there is of history and 
literature, of morals and law. And China to-day is 
a civilized country without Christianity. 1'/Ir. Ben
nett traveled through a large portion of it only 
last year. It has manufactories, stores, markets, 
theaters, steamboats, botanical gardens, museums. 
Sochee Chunder Dutt, who has made Asiatic history 
a study, and who is a Christian, says: 

lU _Cllatou Plaoe, !few Yol'k. 
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Another Christian Answered. 
Last year we answered ·a, question Vf¢ry similar to 

the following, but we suppose it will take line upon 
line, and precept upon precept, to enlighten all the 
Christians in the country. 

_ ANNA:PoLill, I=., Dec, i, 1882. 

SATURDAY, 

MB. EDITOR: One of my Christian neighbors would like to 
hav you prove by authentic history where one single nation 
or people ever became civilized except by and through the in-

- JANUARY 13, 1883. fluence of the Christian religimi. · 
Hoping that for the gratification ef my Christian friend 

you will notice this in THE TnuTH SEEKER, I -am very re
spectfully your Infidel friend and subscriber. A New Sort of Christianity. 

On another page will be found a synopsis of two 
late aermons by the Rev. R. Heber Newton. Believ
ers in the dogmas of Christianity hitherto taught from 
Protestant Episcopal pulpits will find much in these 
sermons to object to, and ·very little to indorile. Ac
cording to the Bible which Dr. Newton must haT ac
knowledged to be divine when he was ordained as a 
:mi:ilister of the gospel, "all scripture ia given by in
&piration of God, and is profitable for doetrin, for re_. 
proof, for con-action, for instmction in righteousness" 
(2 Tim. iii, 16). According to DJ,:. Heber Newton, 
... he who cares for his children's innocence ·will set 
before them an expurgated edition." These two ut
terances breath, an entirely different spirit, and there 
must hereafter be eternal war between Newton and 
Paul 

~peaking of the so-called prophecies of the coming 
of Christ, the preacher says: " I believe I know of no 
one passage of the prophets which can be fairly said 
to point to any event beyond the 'near future of the 

. writer. But you say, Do they not sur~ly point to 
Christ ? I answer, Of any mere literal predictwn qf the 
euents and incidents of his life, I lcnow noni." Thomas 
Paine wrote page after page to prove what is here 
admitted in a breath by a regularly ordain~d min
ister. 

Dr. Newton is not yet done with the Bible, but will 
continue to examin it further in the same light. 
What will be left " for doctrin, for reproof, for correc
tion, for instruction in righteousness," when_ he gets 
through with it is uncertain. He may take baclr all 
he has said, and rob himself of what little credit he 
has achieved in a field already thoroughly explored 
by braver a.nd more enterprising men; but a few 
steps further in the direction he is now going, and 
hardly more than that blessed word Mesopotamia will 
remain for the consolation of those to whom, if we 
may trUst their professions, the Bible has hitherto 
been both food and raiment. If the Episcopal church 
does not expel him it will be the first time. a heretical 
preacher has been allowed to remain within its fold. 
Pro@ably he will be tried by a church council, de
clared a -heretic, and :formally handed over to the 
devil; f@r when Dr. Newton was ordained he had t~ 
subscribe to the creed of his church regarding the 
Bible, .and in common with all Catholic Christendom, 
~m.d nearly the whole Protestant world, his church 
receives the canon or decree of the first Council of 
-]Jaodicea, A.D. 363, as a final and indisputable charter 
of the authenticity and genuinness of the Bible as it 
has since been preserved and circulated. In the 
t~ixth article we read: 

HJn the name of the HolyScriptures we do understand those 
Canonicd Books of the Old and New Testament, of whose 
authority was never any doust in the church, and here fol
low the titles of all the several books of our Bible, as they hav 
stood since the Laodioean Council, without change or com-
:plent." · 

In the eighth article the relation between the Old 
a.nd New Testaments is set down in these words: 

MAll,= NKWLIN, 

One word would answer that Christian'-Greeca. 
Whatever civilization· inay be measured by-by learn
ing, philosophy, material progress, arts, -knowledge 
of the sciences-=-Greece is pointed to by historians as 
the embodiment of a refined civilization. Her people 
dwelt in palaces. She produced writers and orators 
who are models for the nineteenth century. Her 
ships wandered all over the Black and Mediterranean 
seas. Her commerce was wonderful, and her mer
chants traveled far and near in the prosecution of 
their trade. The caravans of Greece penetrated as 
:far east as Chilla. The mercantil operations of 
Greece gave rise to bills of exchange, and !socrates 
mentions a trader who came to Athens with grain 
having delivered to him a draft o:f money due t{) him 
somewhere on the Euxine Sea, which was negotiated 
without difficulty. 

Draper says she possessed " a perception o:f 
the beautiful as manif~sted in sculptlire and archi
tectme to a degree never attained elsewhere, either 
before or since." Her engineers and architects made 
Alexandria the most beautiful city in the world. 

But there are other civilized countries that are not 
and never hav been Christian. Civilization is more 
a question of climate than of creed., If the Pmitans 
had landed in Mexico instead of Massachusetts, they 
would hav gone to sleep under a banana-tree, instead 
of whipping Quakers and burning witches, and their 
descendants would now be Catholics, more ~ven to 
cock-fights than Congregationalism. Hot. climates 
breed indolence, indol'ence leads to ignorance, and 
ignorance is the mother of theology. Even Greece 
outgrew its gods, and its finest age was its age of 
skepticism. 

Probably no city and its institutions contributed 
more to the progress of the world than Alexandria 
and its library and museums founded by Ptolemy 
Soter three hundred years before Chrililt. Although 
China and Mesopotamia had astronomers hundreds 
of years before, and India had mathematicians ofre
nown, Prof. Draper says the museum of Alexandria 
was the birthplace of modern science. rt was in this 
museum that Ctesibius invented the fire engin, and 
his pupil Hero improved it by giving it two cylinders. 
Here, too, was the :first steam engin worked. This 
museum or a,_cademy of science was very similar to 
our modern ones, and the library was on the grlpld
est scale the world has ever se.en. The ,Alexandiian 
scientists had correct ideas. respecting the. globular 
form of the earth, its poles, axis, equator, Arctic and 
Antarctic circles, equinoctial points, solstices, the dis
tribution of climates, etc. Ptolemy's treatis on the 
mathematical construction of the heavens was only 
displaced by the '' Principia" of Newton. · 

Egypt had its civilization and its religion centuries 
before the Christian era. Bunsen called it the "mon
umentalland of the earth." He says the people were 
"the chronometers of universal 'history." "No peo
ple, ancient or modern," says Champollion, " has 

"The old Testt.ment is not eontre.ry to the New, for both in conceived the art of architecture on a scale so sub-
the Old and the New Testament everlasting life is o1fered lim b d d Q h 
to mankind by Christ." e, roa , an gran iose as t e ancient Egypt.iltn." 

Bunsen says, " The Egyptians left imperishable mon-
So Mr. Newton can now be :fairly regarded as a uments of deep ethical thought, of, high artistic in

heretic, and the treatment heretics received is well stincts, and of noble institutions." 
known .to be excommunication. If this sha.ll occur, China., too, was a. civilized country hundreds, if not 
let him throw away the rest o:f the rubbish which thousands, of yea.rs before Christianity ha.d an exist
clings to him like bitter burrs, and c•me out in the enee. Before Abraham, before Moses even, the 
air a~d be entirely ~ee fro:n his {e~ers. He will Chineee cultivated the soil, and the flax they raised 
£nd 1t ?etter than be~n~ a. licensed l1ar te a. l•t <'>f wal'! woven in loe:ms af their own invention, arid they 
hypocnts, as many m1rusters now a.re who a.re preaeh- held fairs for the b_etter intercha.nge of commodities. 
ing when they are themselvs convinced that most of They had a regularly organized government. Twenty
t.heir creed is wrong. They know that they are three hundred and seventy~five y~ars before the time 

"The evidences of civilization are undeniable. They. hav 
possessed for ages many very curious and useful branches of 
art, and hav greatly excelled in them; but no one has helped 
thein to them; they ha'l: not learned them by imitation. Sev
eral of these arts hav since ooen introduced into Europe, but 
the excellence of the Chinese, in some of them at least has 
not been surpassed. Mechanical skill has been carri~d to 
perfection among them; their ingenuity and skill- are un. 
equaled. Their long bridges, great roads, and pyramidal 
towers are architectural and engineering evidences of this 
skill, industry, and ingenuity. They dig canals, form gardens, 
and level mountains more patiently, perhaps, than ~my other 
nation. They are also inimit.al:lle mauufncturer~- _porcelain· 
1'\nd-bronze; excellent carvers in wood and ivof:;, 1·ery superior 
workmen with silk and cotton, and this, considering their pe
culiar position and exclusivness, is certainly amazing. The 
fact is, they are able to adapt themselYs to any and every 
condition of life, and always do so 'hithout hesitation. There 
is a strange union of the past and the present in their char
acter, as in everything else about them, and, while wedded to 
the past ordino.rily, they ne:ver ilinch from accommodating 
themselvs to the present whenever it is of service to thom to 
do so. This is a very favorable trait in them to notice; and 
promises to carry them through as long a future as they hav 
had of the past." 

.And Mr. Bennett adds: 
''In love of education perhaps no nation presents a better 

record, and in no nation is mote- attention paid to it. Here 
learning is the only road to places of power, of trust, and of 
honor. A man who cannot pass the most thorough examina
tion in literary branches stands no chance of reaching any 
commanding position. In no country are there more pro-, 
found teachers in the various literary branches or a greater 
number of advanced stugents. Here knowledge is not oilly 
highly respected, but is absolutely required of all those who 
wonld occupy the better positions in society or hold any posts 
under the government. Even the lower classes are· pretty 
well educated, but it must be admitted that' here, as in the 
oriental countries generally, females are disregarded in this 
respect, it not being _deemed essential that they should be 
learned .. Females of the higher classes are somewhat edu
cated, but those of the lower classes are not. 

"An_son Burlingame, when he headed a Chinese embassy to 
our country in 1868, paid, in a speech delivered in New 
York, the following tribute to Chinese learning and civiliza
tion: 

"Ohlna Is the land of scholars and schools; a. land or books, from the 
ema.llest pamphlet up tO the voluminous encyclopedias. It ill a land 
where prlvl!eges are common. It Is a land without caste, tor they de
stroyed their feudal system over two 'thousand years ago, and they 
bullt up their grau.d structure of clvlllzatlon on the great Idea that the 
people are the source or power. This Idea WM uttered by 1\lenclus be· 
tween two and three thousand years since, and It was old when he 
uttered it. • , • They make echolarehlp a test or merit.'' 

Much more could be adduced, were it necessary, 
but no one who keeps abreast o£ the times in his read
ing can doubt what is as admitted as the _civilization 
of our own country. We can also point to China, 
J a. pan, India, a.:lld all the Eastern countries of any re
pute. Turkey i8 another country which was civilized 
without Christianity, and ia only retrograding as this 
religion is being introduced. When all Christian 
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~-- · fu1 t th. d exacfly -what was m1ssmg, and th. e p~ter, being ~.>;··."' •.. ·.}~.·;.' Europ~ was under the .brutal rule of the church, and sample copies to them, and feel grate o · e !Sen - . _ 
~j priests were the professors of ignorance, Mohammed- ers. We want to see the list grow. pushed on holiday work, wras slower than we could 

" d f wish in reprinting them. . But now we hav them, and . . "' anism was the one thing that saved it, an , as Pro . . 

I h Th 11.1' t F d shall be glad to sell them . to friends. The price js .·· _,Draper says, forced ~cience into its brain. at t e point e nonumen un • 
··- of the bayonet. The Saracen empire, which at that The following sums ha-y been subscribed and paid twenty-five cent_s_. ------

~.· time e.xceeded the Ro_man empire in extent, was dot- towa'rd erecting a suitable monument over the re
fif . ted all ~over with colleges. The first medica! college mains of D. M. Bellliett. We trust the responses 
I . established in -Europe (at Salerno, Italy) was founded will be geD.erous enough to allow the Memorial Vol
t by the people of Islam. ume spoken ~f by the committee in THE TRUTH SEEKER 
1/ Mohammedan_ Turkey is as well off tQ~day as. Chris- of Dec. 23d to be prepared. 

;· · tian Russia, and is more ..civilized. Her people are Daniel E. Ryan, $50,00 Sarah c. Hilton, $1.00 t no.more discontented, her manufactures are greater Charles L. Andrews, 5.00 CJapt. Nelson Smith, 5.00 
' ul h b d b E. M. Macdonald, 5.00 · Elisha Hyatt, 5:00 · in p1;oportion to her pop . ation, · er pu lie e t is no George E. Macdonald, ·5.00 Aaron Shrefl:ler, 1.00 

Henry Adelman, 1.00 Coke Ewing, 1.00 
d d if thi t th " k Dr. J.' H. Swam, 1.00 Thomas G. Small,- 1.00 : . catzon IS as goo ; an · s conn ry IS e . SIC Mrs. Ruth s, Briggs, l.OO Channing Burnz, 5.00 

f/ • man of Europe" it is because it has been inoculated M. H. Booth, 1.00 James B. Denton, 1.00 
;_·•- with the poison of Christian statesmanship, and made Mrs. E. G. Varni, 1.00 0. B. Lacy, 1.00 

Henry A. Stone, 1.00 Robert_ Larkin, 1.00 
{ - the football of ambition on the part of the different Asa K. But.ts, 1.00 Abner Kimball, 1.00 
·; nations. which surround it. The idea that all nations D. R. Henclrix, 1.00 F. and R. Ebell, - 1.00 
!it H. '\V. Hollenbush; 1.00 J; B. Blackburn ·1.00 
~~ that do not profess the Christian faith are pagan, Nat. Ryland, 1.00 Capt. Abel Davis,. 1.00 
iii~·~.... . .. heat. hen:, or bar. barian, is one that has zealously been James T. Farris, 1.00 A. H. Schon, 1.00 
· f d b h h h d h · t d Samuel I)avis, ,50 N. S. Johnson, 1.00 . - ostere y t e c urc ; an er 1gnoran upes are H. c. Macy, .50 Henry Luse, 1.00 
•. now ready to swear to it. It only shows how little Riley Sherrill, 1.00 Wm. C. Baker, 1.00 

,.:. they know about the world's history, and how com- Dr. E. B. Foote, 5.00 John Payne, 1.00 
'11. Wm. E. Renwick, - 1.00 Lewis Kelley, . 1.00 t\' pletely _their religion has kept the~ ignorant. If J.D. Huntington, . 1.00 Charles W. Manderfeld, 1.00 
r.~ they will shake it off and open their eyes they will see W. H. Burr; 5.00 Mr. & Mrs. ,J. N. Hiller, 1.00 
,_ C. P. Farrell, _5.00 ·Adam Laverty, 1.50 

~' that Christianity is but one little system of faith, when Prof. J. Syphers, 1.00 Charles Lowncl, 1.00 
compared to older and grander systems, and that in- John Earnshaw, 5.00 Chester Frisbee, 1.00 

John Cosgrove, 1.50 · Mabel M. Tarbell, 1.00 
stead of aiding progress and civilization it has always w. E. Scott, 1.00 David Smith, 5.00 
been found fighting them. To such people we would John Maxfield, 1.00 Chas. E .. Townsend, 5.00 

1..' • .T. C. Lttwrence, 1.00 Samuel Cohn, 1.00 
recommend a diligent perusal of t.he greittll.lstonans J. R. Perry, 3.00 E. Ingersoll, 1.00 
and scientific men who hav enriched the world by Reuben Newkirk, 1.00 Wm. McDonnell, l.OO 

d 1 b · · h Th f t that James M. Wheat, 1.00· A. H. Hamilton, 1.00 their learning an a orwus researc . e ac s Alex Waters, 1.00 N. Vance, .5.00 
we hav stated are no more in dispute than Euclid's Mark Rowe, M.D., 5.00 Mrs. Virginia E. Vance, 1.00 

"t" Th th k 1 d f . A. Minski, 1.0,0 A. J. Culver, · 1.00 propos1 Ions. ey are e cgmmon now e ge_ o George Smith, · 1.00 Joseph Goldsmith, 1.00 
the world, and had not the church such immense in- lirs. A.. P!!lm, 1.00 Chns. L. Roberts, 1.00 
terest in keeping the people ignorant of them there H. Gildemeister, 2.00 RB'I>ben Punnett, 1.00 

Matilda Hyatt, 5.00 
would be no need of pointing tJ?.em out over and over 
again to enlighten some Christian who knows nothing 
but" Christ and him crucified." The :Minister Out of Pocket. 

The Prayer and-Oil Cure. 
There is a man wandering ab_out through this land 

of the free and home or the blest known as the Rev. 
Geo. 0. Barnes, the Mountain Evangelist. He acquired 
the title of "the Mountain Evangelist," presumably, 
from the fact that' he first came to notice in the 
mountains of Kentucky. He carries on the revival 
business after the manner which is called by the the
atrical profession "barnstorming." Himielf and 
daughter constitute the troupe. He is regarded as _a 
little off-color by the regular clerical profession, and 
would probably be classed by the Rev. Dr. Swing, 
with the Salvation Army, among the "bric-a-brac of 
religion.'' Together with his gift of tongue, the 
healing power has also been donated him, and it is in 
this that he gets the bulge on his brethren who con
fine themselvs solely to ghostly ministrations. He_ 
practices what is called the faith cure, and, what 
makes it easier for the sufferer, the faith is not re
quired on the part of the patient, but the healer; 
and· as Mr. Barnes always keeps some of it in the 
house, the matter is further facilitated. His method 
is to anoint the afflicted party's forehead with a drop 
of oliv oil on the end of his finger, and then kneel 
down and pray for the remo_val of the disease. This · 
treatment, it is claimed, will cure anything, from corns 
to a bald head. The fact, which has been brought 
to his notice; that the oliv oil he uses is not, like that 
employed by the great Healer after whom he patterns, 
manufactured from olivs, but is the product of a kind· 
of bean, is not considered by him as of any account. 
If it detracts from the efficacy of the oil, the· de
ficiency is made up by a slight extra vehemence in 
the accompanying prayer; the party to whom the 

The Passion Play. 
Two successiv mayors of this city· hav refused 

Salmi Morse a .license for his hall in which he in
tended to produce the tragedy (or comedy) of the 
life and death of Jesus Christ. The first IIlayor was 
a Catholic, the second a Protestant: The church 
must again be set down as the oppressor. The Pas
sion Play as a work of art is inferior to Shakspere, 
but anyone who cares to introduce it or go· to see it 
has as ·good a right to do so as to produce or see 

It didn't pay the Rev. J. E. Richard'S to sue our old prayer is addressed lets out an extra link, and the 
friend Babcock. Mr. B~bcock proved that 1\'Ir. Rich- patient, if everything connects, goes away whole. 
ards did not beliQve the Bible to b" the word of God, This is to be the future system of dealing with the 
and everything else that he P.lleged except one state- ills to which human flesh is the sole legatee; drug 
ment, and he would hav proved that if a Christian stores are to be closed, and compounders of pills 
had, not gone back on his. word for fear of losing will become pounders of pulpits. 

Hamlet. The spectacle of the chief officer of a great 
!.:•' . · city like New York calling in various bigoted priests 

and parsons to advise him as to his duties to his con
stituents is not particularly edifying. It ought to 
arouse people to the danger of electing too zealous 
Christians to office. It is a principle of the Catholic 
church, openly avowed, that the state is subordinate 
to the church; and although the Protestants do not 
boldly go as far, yet in practical effect it is the same. 
The question for the mayor to decide in this case was 
not what the play to be produced in the hall was, but 
whether the hall is entitled to a theatrical license. 
This is all our mayors had any bus:lness to consider, 
and in going beyond this they hav exceeded their 
powers. That they hav done this at the instance of 
religious bigots makes their crime worse. The only 
lawful cause for stopping a play is when it is im
moral.- Do our mayors decide in advance that the 

church trade .. Five of the jmy.,were for giving the The latest cure by Mr. Barnes's oleomargarine 
pastor damages to the amount of six cents, but com- system to which the attention of an interested public 
promised with the rest on $100 rather than spend has been cl]lled, is that of Mr. Bunting, of this city, 
Saturday night in the jmy-room. Now Mr. Babcock who is described as having a benevolent cast of feat
has been lecturing in St. Johns, and the people gave ures. Mr. Bunting was suffering from inflammatory 
him back the $100, as we· learn by the following rheumatism. Now he is free from it, but still he is 
from a St. Johns paper. Mi·. Richards's laWJer's fees not h~ppy. According to his story, he told Mr. 
mu·st hav been several times one hundred dollars. Barnes that he had no faith in the latter's ability to 

l'Ir. Babcock's free lecture on "The DeYil and His Works," 
at the Opera House_Iast Friday evening, clrew a large audi
ence. His lecture was confined largely to the recent libel 
suit, and he endeavored to...ahow that when he smote Mr. 
Richards on one cheek, that gentleman had not followed the 
scriptural injunction to turn the other cheek that he might 
smite that also; but, inst~Jad, had sued him for $10,000. He 
also claimed Mr. Richards had not heeded the clivine injunc
tion to forgiv him his trespasses, from which he drew the 
co:p.olusion that if tl:!e promises of the Bible were good Mr. 
Richards would haY to pay the penalty in the land of the lost. 
Like Ingersoll, he "would not crush the perfume from the 
smallest flower of hope that,blooms in the human heart." It 
was "superstition·" that he was after with his. scalping-knife 
because he didn't want to pay for teaching "superstition" in 
the public schools. He believed in the religion of good deeds, 
the religion of charity. With the lesson of the libel suit be
fore the speaker's eyes, his personalities were less bitter than 
usual. He was listene'd to with the closest attention, and 
some parts of his lecture approached eloquence, At the close 
of the lecture a collection was taken up (at the suggestion of 
Chairman G. W. Stephenson), and to the great surprise of the 
auclience the amount was 'announced as $101.6~. Mr. Bab-' 
cock announced that $100 of the amount would be used in 
paying the libel judgment the next day, and the balllj1ce 
_would be turned over to "the poor washer-woman." 

cure him. He could not grasp the idea. Mr. Barnes 
assured him that the faith and grasp were unneces
sary. The faith act was included in his part. The 
evangelist then put a drop of oil on Mr. Bunting's 
forehead, placed himself upon his knees (his own 
knees, not l\fr. Bunting's), and prayed with great en
ergy for half an hour. He commenced his address 
to tbe throne in a general and comprehensiv way, 
praying for saint and sinner; for those high in office 
and those low in destitution; for those at home, and 
the missionaries in heathen lands; he prayed that the 
administration of Cleveland as governor of New 
York might be a successful one; that justice might 
be meted out to the Star-route thieves, and that the 
coming year might be a prosperous one for the cause 
of Christ. He then came to the subjects that bore 
upon the case under discussion, and prayed that the 
Holy Spirit would tackle the rheumatism and expel 
it from the system of Mr. Bunting; he himself was 
only an instrument; he would not press the issue; he 
would merely say, "Go it, spirit! and, Go it, rheuma
tism ! and may the best man win.'' This is the gist of 
the evangelist's remarks, as near as we hav been in
formed. At the time the prayer was made and the 
oil administered Mr. Bunting was sitting in a chair. 
A short time later he was so far recovered as to admit 
of being placed in bed. No symptoms of the in
flammatory rheumatism are discoverable between the 
twinges of an extremely painful attack of gout with 
which he is suffering. His wife regards it as a proof 
of Barnes's miraculous powers that one disease could 
hav beeri relieved and replaced by a worse one. Mr. 
Bunting is himself slightly puzzled to know why he 
ehould hav been so providentially rescued from the 
grasp of rh&~umatism only to fall into the clutches of 
the less merciful gout. Mr. Barnes is at present in 
Brooklyn, where he still exercises his renwJ:kable gift 
for the relief of suffering humanity • 

_, 

:'f-

life and death of Christ were immoral? It is true that 
his birth is a little hazy, and his stealing corn and 
jackasses, to say nothing of the people he associated 
with, might tend to make his followers a little. lax, 
but the play should be allowed to die of its own pov
erty rather than 15e suppressed by law. Christ, if we 

. may believe the Bible, scandalized the respectable peo-
. ple of Jerusalem by his crazy notions regarding prop- S. B. BRITAIN, editor of the Spiritualistic Ser:ulw· 
erty,and now the "respectable" people are scandalized Press Bureau, died at 170 E. 74th street, this city, on 
by the proposed re-enactment ofthe principal scenes of Thursday, the 4th inst., of pleuro-pneumonia, after a 
his life. Would the clergy of this city let hlm enter short illness of six days. He was born Aug. 13, 
their churches if he should appear at the door. on 1815. He devoted his life to the propagation of the 
Sunday morning? We ~on't believe they would, un- Spiritualistic doctrin. He was an able writer, and 
less he cut his hair a.nd !'lubstituted shoes for his san- his loss will be keenly felt by the public he had in
dais and a. stylish euit .for his mantle; which mantle, structed for .many years. 
by the way, appears 'to hav fallen upon very in
tolerant preachers and people. 

IF any of the friende l9f Ta:E TltUTl! S:EnER know of 
&ny Liberale who do not now take the paper, but who 
might do so if it was brought to their attention, will 
send the names of such to us we will forwa-rd 

THE "Answers to Christlan Inquiries and Argu
ments," which Mr. Bennett wrote, and whiril! were 
advertised-several weeks ago, a.re at last ready. The 
reason of the long delay is that while they were at 
the bindery a fire occurred and the sheets were p~tr
tially consumed. It required some time to find out .,. 
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A Trial Balance. 

holy horror, and prayed tblJ,t the devil might be 
stayed from his destructiv work. Let. him trace the 
history of the _ chtrrch b)r the violations of personal 
rights, and the many outrages upon humanity that 
mark its career. Let him enter the name of Innocent 

Christians are never tired of saying that their re- III, who organized the Inquisition i_n 1206, and let 
ligion must be tested by its fruits, and they point him add the long list of succeeding pontiffs who 
to the present condition of our race as the re- aided in caiTying on this terrible scourge down to its 
sult of the ci-vilizing influence of the church. Not end in Portugal in1761. Let him enter the names 
only do the more enthusiastic of them believe that of the Congregation of Cardinals who took charge of 
the church is the most prominent factor of civiliza- the Inquisition in 1542, together with their success
tion, but they persistently and determinedly refuse ors. Let him enter an the crime, sorrow, and suffer
to admit that it has ever stood in the way of advance- ing caused by that liorrible nightmare of Christendom 
ment. One might well suppose that the history 'of from its beginning to its end. Let him enter the 
the past would soon silence these noisy pretensions; heart-rending grief of the parents of central E:_nrope, 
but with all this history before them the ministers of mourning for dead and enslaved children sacrificed, 
the church, even those who are supposed to rank during the Children\; Crusades, to a. zeal aroused 
highest in the estimation of the mass of Christians, by fanaticism. Let him enter the blood and treas
still continue to hold forth the old, extravagant ure expended in the memorable Thirty Years' War. 
claims, and that without a qualifying word. Let him enter the intolerable sufferings and almost 

They direct us to the long line of names of those total annihilation of the nativ inhabitants of some 
who hav been benefactors of mankind, and claim of the West India islands undeF Christian misrule. 
their lives as the result of Christian teachings and a Let him enter the bloody work of Pizzaro in Peru, 
Christian faith. If an individuallivs a life of recti- and Cortez in Mexico. The Spaniards hav hardly 
tude and moral purity, and at the same time accepts succeeded in building up in those countries a civili
Christianity, it is assumed at once that Christianity zation equal to the one they overthrew, while with an 
produced it all. It would be difficult to say why we utter disregard for the advance of histm;ical and 
inight not with equal propriety ~SS"l_lme. that the ele- anthropological knowledge they destroyed the records 
ments of moral strength and punty m his nature pro- of the Aztecs, thus prohibiting the successful study 
du,ced all that was of any value in his Christian life, of the most remarkable peoplE! of the New World. 
and prevented his becoming the moral wreck in Is our investigator tired of debiting the work of 
which so many Christian lives hav ended. The the Roman Catholic church? Then let him turn to 
trouble with the defenders of Christianity is that most the Protestant .churches and begin his work. Let 
of them greatly overestimate the beneficent influence him enter there the btrrnings, hangings, and behead
of the church, and they attempt to defend their esti- ings that occurred during the reign of Henry VIII. 
mate by an examination of only one side of the ques- of England. For denying that the king was the head 
tion. It is very evident that a great chtrrch, number- of. the church, men were executed, their bodie!'! torn 
ing millions among its adherents and extending its to-pieces, and the fragments displayed to the public 
influence over nearly twenty centuries, cannot be in • various parts of the city of London. This same 
properly judged by any one-sided examination of king, in sending an anny into Scotland in 1544, or
its past history, or by the parade of a few prominent dered his general to destroy the cities, and if any of 
individuals. Probably no religion has ever existed the inhabitants should be brave-enough to resist the 
that has not been the means of doing some good, and invasion, then in those cities in which the resistance 
that has not been able to point to those among its occurred he was to kill every living being, man, 
adherents who were marked by moral and intellectual woman, or child. Let our accountant enter up'on 
superiority. It is equally .probable that there has his books the chattering idiocy of witchraft which was 
never been a religion whose teachings hav not fre- preached by the most eminent divines of England, 
quently been productiv of harm. That the Christian even in the queen's presence, and was sustained by 
religion is not an exception is a matter of history, reference to the Bible. Let him take into account the 

that all this sentimental gush at>out the gloriousi~~ _ 
fluence of the Christian church, the one supreme el~
ment that has lifted our race out of barbarism, etc., 
is unwan·anted, and it is time that the enthusiasm of 
those who hold- such -views should be che<lkeCl by a 
few plain facts. When our trial .balance is completed, 
and a statement of resources ap_d liabilities is .W~;~>de, 
I ha-v little doubt that there will be, a balance in.fa.- · 
-vm· of the church.- There is an element of prldgress 
in man that has been a part of his nature from the 
earliest beginnings. That element raised man from 
the barbarism of the stone age to the civilizations-of 
G-reece and Rome, and that without a vestige of the 
Bible. That same element, acting tlm;mgh the 04ris
tian church,.has enabled, it to do ~orne good wor;k:. 
But while this element __ has beeuacting through,. the_ 
church; it has also_ been actir_1g upon the chut~h, ele
vating it, andpurifying it ofn1any of its ab1srirditi~s. " 
The church owes more to man~S' l_Jrogressiv spiii.t 
than man owes to the church. · 

The church is still fostering and defending- some' 
great wrongs._ These wrongs should be righted, 'and 
the_ only way to right them is to bring • them out .into 
the clear light of day, where they. can be seen ~tnd 
discussed. The man who attempts to conceal them, 
or to bolster them up \Vith apologies, is an enemy to 
the church and a foe to the hunian race. - The wel
fare that wil] come from continued progress is worth 
more to humanity than all the creeds that hav ever 
been framed. This growth 'Yill not stop at the com
mand of any creed, and when a creed refuses to g_row 
fast enough to throw aside its absm'dities, oi; wheiiit 
attempts to block the path of the onward and upward 
progress of the race, no difference how old or time
honored that creed may be, it ought to die. 

"It needs but a glance at the old religions to see 
how they failed from within. The priests of Egypt_ 
who once represented the most advanced knowledge 
of their kind, came to fancy that mankin(l had no 
more to learn, and upheld their traditions against an 
newer wisdom till the world passed them by and left 
them groveling in superstition. The priests of Greece 
ministered in splendid temples and ha(l the,ir full of 
wealth and honors; but men who sought the secret 
of a good life found that that was not the business of 
the sanctuary and turned away to t-he philosopher?. 
Unless a religion can hold its place in the front of 
science and of morals, it may only gradually, in the 
course of ages, lose its place in the nation; but an the 
powers of statecraft and all the wealth o£ the temples · 
will not save it from eventually yielding to the belief 
that takes in higher knowledge and teaches better 
life" (Tyler). lVIEmcus. 

Infidel Philosophy. 

In all the sermons to which I hav listened, if I ex- results of the extreme conservatism and lack of inter
cept those of Unitarian ministers, I can recall only est in scientific subjects, which in France opposed 
the very fewest number in which I hav heard the the teaching of Harvey's doc-t.rin of the circulation of 
bad results of Christianity frankly and fairly dis- the blood, and in Enaland led to the neglect~ for 
cussed. The religion that is afraid of its record must nearly a centmy, oF the teachings of her greatest 
be weak, and the creed that has not faith enough in philosopher, N e>V--ton.. Let him gather together the 
its own vitality to investigate freely its past work and sneers, reproaches, and slanders that havbeen heaped 
't t dit' h t 1 · t 1' · "A penny saved h; twopenc.e clear." I s presen con IOn as ne ong 6 IV. . by preachers and the press upon the greatest name 

It is time that the good and bad results of Chris- in modern science, the name of Charles Darwin~a Let us apply Franklin's phil()~by _to the seventy 
tianity were placed side by side. The vices hav in- man whose name will be ·known and whose influence thousand- ministers in this country. To build the 
jured and retarded humanity with just the saine cer- for good will be felt when the mental pigmies who churches .and equip them and pay ministers' salaries 
tainty that the virtues hav aided and advanced it. It made war upon him are buried in the forgetfulness of will take the productiv industry of at least ten times 
is time that a trial balance was being struck to deter- the past beyond the hope of resurrection. Let the their number, or seven hundred thousand. -Their 
min whether humanity stands debtor or creditor to investigator enter upon his account the injustice of own number might be added, as -they ·produce noth
the church. It is through the church's claims to great Christian law-givers in this country who bav tried to ing nor add to the wealth of the country, and the 
things done in the'past that she is enabled to draw deprive men of the right to testify in courts of law, number will be swelled to nearly a million. It is safe 
so largely on the present for sympathy and support. to bold office, or to sit on juries-in short, hav tried to say that one-fiftieth part jjf the entire earnings- of 
It is not inappropriate to begin to consider whether to reduce honest men to the position of criminals be- the country is la-vished upon the churches and the 
these draft~ should be honored. With this object in cause they could not accept a certain religious "faith. priesthood. And what benefit does the co~ntry d~
view, let the investigator begin his trial balance. Let Let him enter that injnstice in the administration rive from this great outlay? 
him credit the church with all the influences it has of otrr laws which taxes the poorest laborer on the In my own· village a man has preached for over 
brought to bear in aiding civilization, both by the barest necessaries of life, while it permits wealthy twenty years on a salary of a thousand dollars a year. 
effects of its doctrins on the world at large and by church corpor11ti6ns to sustain without tax, and for_ No doubt in salary, donations, and material favors ht=i' 
the individual labors of its adherents. This side of the benefit of aristocratic congregations, churches has absorbed of the people's earnings twenty-five 
the account will be by no means a light one. Now, costing hundreds of thousands and fitted with every thousand dollars. Though ~e received this amount of 
let him ttrrn to the de.bit side and begin its entries. luxury. Let him weigh in the record of the chtrrch money, and though many paid who n~eded ~~ery cent 
Let him enter that neglect of sdence and that lack of that spirit of neglect, if not of opposition, to the med- they could earn for the benefit of their famihes, y~t I 
patriotism which aided in breaking downRoman civil- ical profession which holds the physician strictly re- defy anyone to show that he J::tas ev~r ad~ed one wta 
ization, and ushered in that" starless midnight of our sponsible · for his knowledge of anatomy and yet to the growth, wealth, or prospenty of th~ town. 
race," the Dark Ages. Let him enter there the failure of threatens him with imprisonment if he dares to make Though the preachers who hav bleated to thell' flocks 
Christian_ity to display its purifying influence, when use of the only nieans in his power to obtain that in our.village ma~ be num?ered by ~be score, ·no_t a 
Constantme founded a Christian empire which for knowledge. Christian lawgivers hav for centuries de- monument of their labor IS ~eft behmd. No build
lack of all noble traits, for corruption and despicable nounced as the blackest of crimes the only means by ings bav been reared by their hands, no acres bav 
meanness, has had no equal in Europe. Let him which the student of medicin could gain a knowl- been tilled, no traces of usen~ness are to be. seE:ln. ~f 
enter the endeavor of the church to control the print- edge of the structure of the human body. Let him all had depended on the pr~esthood, no mills w~ufd · 
ing-press, and to dictate the sentiment of ev_ery pub- enter the remaining relics still existing of that intol- be running, no cranl{s turnmg, no shafts revo~vmg, 
lished work. Let him enter the history of that re- erance of scientific progress which has for two thou- no factories in operation. They hav' not spread the 
ligious zeal that tried to chain the mind and silence sand years hampered and impeded the march of sci- wax:, neither constructed the co~b; they hav only 
the voice of every original investigator in natural ence. f::lcarcely twelve months ago a professor was sucked the honey which the wm;kmg ?ees ha~ gath
science. Let him enter the pernicious results of the to be appointed in· the medical department of the ered. Let the Americ~~on people consider thi_s well. 
savior's medical teachings, which degraded medicin University of Michigan to fill the Chair of Physiology. Let them take into account the vast sums whi~h are 
~om the condition of a science to the practice of The ap1)licant was a man who had spent years in taken each year from honest industry and h~nded over 
silri_ne CliTes, relic cu~es, and the casting out of the study of this branch of science, and had received to the priesthood. Then· go into every villa~e and 
devils, a mode of practice common to the most igno- the benefits of special instruction under the best city and through the country generally and stnke out 
rant a!ld barbarous nations. Eighteen centuries hav teachers in both Europe and America. Seemingly of existence every monument of industry an~l wealth, 
not sufficed to eradicate this folly, even from civilized no one doubted this man's ability to teach his sub- save that which has been produced by-the pnesthood, _ 
Europe. The priests of Spain still attempt t9 cure ject; but the Christian element in the university, and then the country would be .able to see what has 
epilepsy by extraeting devils from their patients. consisting largely of men who were as unskilled in been actually realized for the money paic~,.-- and . then 
Let him enter that neglect of physiological science physiology as they were inconsistent in their de- the .people would see that the greatest favor the sev
through which- the ligature previously used at Rome mands, presumed to dictttte the manner in which the enty thousand of God's pets could render to the 

-was lost to surgery for more than fourteen centuries. science should· be taugh~ and warned the applicant country would be to go to work and squarely earn 
During this interval hemorrhage from wounds was that be was not to teach the ''development theorY," their own living. . . 
treated by such saYage methods as the application of I presume our accountant, if he is a Christian has "Study the Bible in all its parts," says the Chris
red-bot knives, boiling fitch, and molten lead. Let long ago thrown down the peu in disgust, or is' now tia.n. "Compa.re one part with another,· study it 
him ent~r the results ? . the neglect of sanit~-y sci- ready to. ex; claim, :• ~ell, you might as well say that verse by verse, take it in ~ chain, and i~, is one of the . 
ence whiCh left the Clties of EUl'ope to reek m filth the Chnstian religiOn has done no good ·a.t all." most reasonable books m the world.· No matter 
till the mvages of pestilence swept away the people Well, I hav not said so. On the contrary, I hav ad- bow it is studied, or how the parts are compared, if 
by thousands, while the pq~~ts held up their bands in mitted that it has done some good; but I do believe there is one lie or one plain contradiction, the whole 
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book stands impeached as the word of God. The every sense of the word, and was greatly interested 
greatest liar in the world tells a thousand truths to in the subject of ,Spiritualism. I once knew a Spirit
one lie, and still is branded as a liar, and ought to be. ualist, an old gentleman, who was a sort of medium, 

- A man is a murderer though he only kill one man. and a personal friend of Mr. Lincofu when at New 
He has only to swear to one lie to be a perjurer. If Salem and at Springfield, and he told me that 1\fr. 
only one imperfection could be scored in the whole Lincoln consulted him nearly every day. He said 
book, it cannot be called the word of God, for no im- Mr. Lincoln used to send for him to come to his office 

. perfection can come from him. It does not help to to learn if he had "heard anything more from_ the 
say that there are many kind acts and moral sayings spirits." · · DR: ANDREWS. 
and much that is worth remembering recorded· in 

the Lion, the wonderful cluster of the Greyhounds, 
in shape like our own, the great Nebula in Orion, and 
hunill·eds and thousands of others that the monster 
eye of the telescope has brought to view, when lo and 
behold! our little chain, a hundred million miles in 
length, each glittering inch four million miles, comes 
to an end . 

A length that light, in rapid flight of sixteen bill
ion miles per day; started four ·million years ago, 
would yet be flashing on its way. 0. H. RICHMOND. 

the Bible. The lies, murders, incests, robberies, cru- The Wonders of the Heavens. 
elties, and licentiousness of the Bible can no more be S 1 
wiped out by a few moral precepts than the stain of The W1i.ter has been, during his studies of astron- ingu ar Similarity. 
murder can be wiped out by a few kind acts and a omy, forcibly struck with the fact that all measure- From the Secular Review. 

few good sayings of the murderer. · . meJits of celestial distances hitherto used giv but a When we were at school we were bidden to pity 
If the Bible is the word of Gnd, and there is one very indefinit idea of the immense distances involved. the poor Parsees who were heathen enough to wor

lie in it, God ~s the father -of that lie. If one atro- Even to not go outside of our .solar system, the dis- ship the sun. Even now our children are not taught 
cious act is commanded, God is guilty of the atrocity. tance of Neptune from the sun; 2, 746 million miles, much better. Yet the church holds harvest festivals. 
If King David was a special favorit of heaven, who. conveys but a poor idea to the general reader of its What is this but sun ·worship? And the church 
shall say aught against Brigham Young? If the story real greatness. In view of this fact we hav been at prays for fair weather and for rain. What is this but 
of drunken old Noah and beastly old Lot is true and some pains to reduce the prominent -Sidereal measure- sun worship? . The earliest temples built in Britain 
inspired by God, then let down the bars and admit ments, as given in the French by Camille Flam- were dedicated to Dianus, or Janus, the two-faced 
all manner of beastliness and nastiness into the faro- marion (Wonders of the Heavens), to a uniform stand- god. This was a development of the still earlier sun 
ily circle, for what God has inspired no man should ard, designed to bii.ng the various distances within worship. Dies, the day, ·begins with the sun. Jamts, 
be ashamed of. · . the scope of the mind, and thus giv the reader a the two-faced, looks to the 'light and to the darkness. 

No man has a right to hold an unsavory morsel un- more definit knowledge of the real size and position He was the god of the gates of the past and future, 
der my nose because the peculiar scent is agreeable of our globe in relation to the universe. · and.presided over the avenues of life. JYien dedicated 
to· his olfactories. If Chii.stians want Christian First, we ask the· reader to try and realize the ex- their doings and goings and the beginnings of all 
schools, let them hire Christian teachers and pay them tent of one million. miles, this being our unit of their acts to him. His- name givs the meaning to 
with Christian money. Then nobody will find fault measurement. A train of cars usually makes about January, the beginning of the year. He is depicted 
if the Bible is made the only t~xt-book. Nobody 38 miles per hour, and at this rate would go one mill- as holding the number three hundred in one hand 
cares how high church steeples are . built, nor how ion miles in three years, traveling night and day. and sixty-Jive in the other to show that he rules the 
costly they are, if Christians pay the taxes on their Now we hav an idea of this measurement, we will year. . 
own property; nor how many chaplains are hired to fo= our scale by calJing this million miles one quarter The temple of Janus has been appropriated by 
pray, if their prayers are not forced upon those who of an inch. . So please bear this in mind throughout Christianity as the cuckoo appropriates the nest 
do not wish to hear them, provided always that they the following measurem.ents. of the swallow. The statue of Janus and the 
are paid by those interested in their prayers. We must now start from home and will find some- sign of Sol hav been transfol'llled into a Trinity, of 

Nobody cares whether Christians split their wood thing to represent oirr earth. Look about you; noth- which Jehovah is the two-faced head, the sun is the 
on Sunday or go without fire, so long as they· do not, ing small enough meets your eyes; but stop! a happy Son, and the invisible third is the gust or Ghost, 
like the lion in the fable, attempt to make the lambs thought! the earth cannot be seen except in borrowed which typifies the unreality of the amalgam. But the 
conform to their habits. And finally, my/Christian light, so-we will let a beam of sunlight in; there, you old worship survives. Old Sol pours down his 
friends, if you want to be saved by the shedding of see, in space where nothing was vis-ible before, a thou- bounteous rays, and mortals rejoice in the blessings 
innocent blood, when you take passage on the celes- sand minute motes can be seen. "vV e select a small he showers upon them. At his birth in the early 
tial railroad, don't steal my money to purchase a one that science tells us measures about 1-500 of an spring, when he gladdens the earth with his genial 
through ticket. _ inch, and it just :fills th~bill. This-moves in an orbit smiles, and impregnates her with the seeds of ali 

All are conceived and born alike. All must die about the sun at a mean distance of 23 inches. The abundant harvest to follow, men, through all time, 
alike. The laws of nature favor no system of relig- sun is nearly 1,500,000 times as large as our " mote," hav signified their gratitude and joy by making their 
ious belief. The earthquake swallows up the good so we represent it"by a pea one-fifth inch in diameter. religious observances bear witness to their delight at 
and the bad, the young and the old, nor asks who be- Mercury, too small to be seen, we place at a distance the departure of grim winter and prospect of sum
lieves in Jesus. The famin rejoices in_ treasure of of 9 inches; Venus 16 inches from the sun; Mars, mer. And as the year advances. and Mother Earth 
human skeletons, but shows no favor on account of another mote, at about 35 inches; the great planet brings forth her fruit, a1l religions celebrate in sacred 
religious belief. The hurricane chooses its path, and Jupiter, 1,400 times our earth in s.ize, a grain of sand, festival the thankfulness of the people to the source 
faith and prayer hav no power to make it deviate in about ten feet from the sun. Saturn, with its rings of bountiful harvest; and as the autumn wanes, and 
its course. Epidemics engage thousands in the and moons, comes next at some 18 feet; Uranus at the winding-sheet of snow enwraps the dead face of 
death-struggle, but pay no regard to those who bend 36 feet, and Neptune encompasses the whole at a nature, the priests put on a doleful air, and worship 
the knee. The sun shines for all. The rains and the distance of 57 feet, moving in an immense orbit some tums into a sort of wail of sorrow. 
dews descend upon all. The flowers blossom for all, 360 feet in length. Ah! we forgot our gentle little Singular that_ the Christian church of to-day ob
and there is a heaven for all or for none. And if the moon and must go back to :find it. \Ve cannot see serves an mder of service precis-ely fitted to an en
meanest wretch on earth is to roast eternally in. hell, it, but we know it is there revolving about our little lightened system of sun worship. True, it places the 
look out for a general fry.· · globe 1-16 inch from it. Leaving out such small fry birth of its Christ in midwinter, when the sun is least 

His death was a dispensation of Providence, and was in- as asteroids and olliy taking note of one comet, that apparent; but the necessity ofthe case demands that 
tended to teach this nation a lesson. Guiteau was only an of 1843, with a tail a full yard in length, we will now an anniversary of some kind shall fit in with the end 
instrument in the hand of God.-Garfield'sfuneral sennon. take a lea}J to other suns and systems. Feet and of the old and the beginning of the new year. For 

And what would be thought of the father of a nu- inches are not. worth taking into account now; we people will hav their jollifications at such a time, 
merous family of children who; in order to enforce a must use miles. First we will pay om respects to whether or no, and the priesthoods are shrewd 
moral lesson, should kill the flower of the flock? The the nearest suns, near neighbors, as we may say, to enough to hitch on their sanctimonious make-believes 
penalty for that kind of teaching would .;be death. If ours, and the ones giving a sensible paralax with the to our 'Secular realities. But the birth of a baby is 
Guiteau was only an instrument in the hand of God, diameter of the earth's orbit as a ba~e lin~. 'l'hey but a very so-so affair after all, and perhaps, like the 

· he was blameless. And if the death penalty should c:;tn all be tho~g:ht o~ a~ peas of. vanous Sizes and hiding of the sun in midwinter, as much a cause for 
be attached to the wilful 'killing of a man, Christians kind~, ~aAc~ sfhiCmngt by 7I3ts ~lwn light. NThet ~eAa~;estf grief as joy. So the church :fixes its biggest jubila
should hav done honor to Guiteau for doing the will one IS o ~n aur, IDI es aw~y. ex . o tion' for the anniversary of his re-birth, which coin
of his heavenly master, and God should be hanged. t~e. Swan, 189 miles. _Next Vega of Lyi:a, 418 ~mles; cides with the reappearance of the sun after the win
Christians, this is your dilemma, not mine. Srrms, the grea~ dog star, one of the bnghtest m the ter solstice. The church's year begins with Easter, 

Truth and falsehood are so blended that it is h~avens, 438 miles .. ~he next neare~t yo~, c~n :fi!ld and begins with rejoicing; the pagan's religious year 
often' difficuit to separate the two. A book may be Wit~~ut tro~ble, as It lS the top st~ m t~e Blg: Dlp- begins with Easter, when festivities expressed their 
written and be from :first to last within the scope of per, oppos1t the handle when r1ght Side up, IS 497 joy at the prospect of fructifying sunshine; the year 
probability ~nd still be untme, but it may be very mil~s awa~, the pole stru; 99? miles, and "A" of itself begins with the spring moon, when we all, sa
difficult to prove it so. But if an author make his Auriga, 1,433. Now conce1ve, If you can, of a large cred and secular, the pious and profane, join nature 
characters appear and vanish at will, if they die and clu~te~ of these peas, some red, blue, gre~n, yellow, or in putting on brighter garments to welcome the face 
come to life again, walk on the water, play sleight-of- whit~, some d?uble, treble, or ev~n higher ~ol'llls, of old Father Sol,_ author of all our good. 
hand tricks, turn water into wine, augment a number of but m general Sl~uated about 72. miles apart m the 
loaves and :fishes, drive devils into swine, cause whole form of a ?ur~ng-glass, or. thiCk wheel, th; nu~
regim(3nts to come forth from their graves, cause the ?er of suns m t~us cluster bemg from 40 to ""3 mill
sun and moon to stand still-in short, if the web of wns, a!ld the dia:meter of the wheel about three hun
the narrativ is so woven that~every known law of na- dred trme~ the distanc~ -f!om us to the polar star, or 
ture is violated, then all such narrativs must be con- 298,000 mile.s and of a thickne~s of about 100,000, and 
signed to the limbo of disbelief. JoHN PECK. !.ou.hav an l~ea of our particular hoJ?le ne~ula or 

Naples N. Y. Last day of the year E. M. 282. Mipry Way, as we call the edgeway VIew o~ It. Our 
' ' sun IS supposed to be near the center of this wheel, 

Herndon on Lincoln'. 
and according to our scale 100,000 miles from the 
center. We must now leave our cluster of suns and 

To THE Em•roR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I was fly into space a great distance before we shall arrive 
truly glad to read a correct statement from Mr. Hern- at other·clusters, :fiimaments, or universes, as they are 
don, of Springfield, ill., not long since published in called. The average distance of these from our 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Mr. Herndon is a great, big- cluster is about 334 times the greatest length of our 
minded Liberal, and, as he says, the religious infiu- cluster. Therefore we must place other clusters o! 
ence with the press had made a common drunkard of peas, only differing in fol'lll and size from our Nebula, 
him, and had also closed the doors of a lunatic asy- throughout space at various distances ranging from 

, lum upon him. But you see from his own pen these one hundred million miles up to-but hold ! Who 
things are not true, though even myself, as well as can comprehend the vast figures to which we hav 
thousands .of others, hayng read so much about their already arrived? No one, alas! We find that we 
being facts, had come to believe them to be so. And started on too large a scale after ali We mu~t find 
I repeat, I am really very glad that Mr. Herndon hae. something vastly smaller than the tiny mote that 

, spoken oot for himself through the columns of THE dances in t~e sunbeam, to represent our earth. We 
TRUTH SEEKER. And all this slander and defamation hav just got fairly started into space, prepared to 
of character was because Mr. Herndon told the truth visit whirling clusters of suns such as the Crab, So
about .Mr. Lincoln. Mr. Lincoln was a.. Liberal in bieski's Crown, the Dum-bells, the odd Nebula in 

A Question for Financiers. 
To •rHE EDITOR oF THE TnuTH. SEEKER, Sir : "Why 

should not the government issue paper money and 
loan it to land-owners ·at an interest not to exceed 
three per cent per annum to the amount of say half 
the land is worth, interest payable annually, principal 
payable at the will of the borrower provided interest 
is paid? Would not money equalize itself to the 
needs of all, and would it not always be at par? Any 
valid objections \\-ill be aclmowledged. 

Omaha, Neb. A. \V. LoGAN. 

FnoM the p01irait shown to me of the supreme be
ing, from his angry disposition, from the disparity in 
number between those he leaves to perish and those 
whom he deigns to save, the most rigorous spiii.t 
would be tem1)tecl to wish that he did not exist. \Ye 
should be tranquil enough in this world if we wei·e 
well assured that we had nothing to fear in another. 
The thought that there is no g·od has never frightened 
anyone, but rather the thought that there is such a 
God as the one depicted. · 

A MAN was one day asked whether there are any 
real Atheists. Do you h:Jlieve, replied he, the.re an' 
any true Christians?-Diderot. 
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INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Dee. 25, 1882. 
We all miss our indefatigable Bennett. He lived 

a hundre<l years if we measure his life by deeds. 
·He worked himself too much ; was not as kind to 
himself as he was to his fellow-men. There are few 
men living that are ?:S good and great as he was, 

w. F. JAMIESON. 

MoNTREAL, CA.N,, Dec. 27, 1!!82. 

latioii! but all that can be obtained· is· sorrow and 
sadness. Yours fraternally, - J. W. NisSLEY. 

SToCKToN, Mo., Dec. so, 1882. 
M:a. EDITOR: Find inclosed $8,50, and use as di-

rected, · -
The mighty is fallen; D. M. Bennett, the hero of 

truth, is now sleeping in the arms of his mother. 
Under the quiet of the stars, let him sleep. "Ten.rs 
for the dead, and cheers for the ·Hv.in{l." Accursed 
be the man who would defame his mime now. I 
want to ask through your paper all good Liberals 
who hav warm hearts· and open hands to contribute 
one dollar or more to_ build a monument over the 
hero's grave-one dollar each for the monument, 
and at proper time collie up with our mite snd build 
a hall for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and let it bear the 
name of D, M. Bennett, hero of truth. 

Your friend, RILEY SHERRILL, 

suitaoie mhnument of marble o'er· liis resting· re- . 
mains, and a Bennett· Memorial building in New 
York; the building to be similar- to the Paine Me
morial Building in Boston, as a home for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, and a Freethought hall. . I hav one dollar 
ready for the marble, and ten dollars for stock in 
the building. 

I shall issue early in July the first number of 
Life, a new Lfberal monthly of eight pages (size o( 
'.~_;RUTH SEEKER pages), devoted to "'life, Uberty, 
health~ humanity, and all their vital interests," at 
fifty cents a year. 

Fraternally yours, · N. N; E. WooD, M.D. 

AYER, MAss, Dec. 25, 1882, 
MR. EDIToR: Count me among the mourners at 

the departure of the honored editor, whose voice is 
heard around the world as the champion of Free
thought, founder, author, hero, and m~trtyr, __ 

MR. EDITOR : Through press dispatches I first 
learned with shocking surprise of the death of Mr. 
Bennett, and join with all those who valued his 
principles and efforts to defend truth wherever found 
in expressing ,deepest sympathyto hi• nearest friends 
in the loss they hav sustained, Wishing you the 
compliments of the season, and hoping that THE 
TRUTH S:EEKER will continue to prosper in the cause 
which it has espoused, and persevere in throwing -'- NEW DOXOLOGY. 
out more light on the truth as it is revealed in na- Mtt. EDITOR: At a recent temper~nce meeting at 
ture, I remain, Yours truly, W. T. CosTIGAN. Jacksonville, Oregon, a venerable Methodist was 

The loss of such a. man is no less than a public 
calamity. But the seeds he has sown will spring up 
and yield a hundred fold, His eulogiums were but· 
extracts of his life record, utterod by tho&e who loved 
him most, because they knew him best, He will rank 
among the brave souls who hav stood upon the bights 
of time and rent the dark clouds of superstition and 
fear, and let the light of reason and love-the parent 
of happiness-on the blind, and the still blin-der 
leaders. · 

chairman. It was proposed to close with the Doxol~ 
- LUDLow, ILL., Dec. 25, 18S2. ogy, but the majoi'ity disbelievini' in "Father, Son, 

M11s. MARY W. BENNETT: Words cannot express the and Holy Ghost," none would start the son{l. The 
sorrow we felt upon reading of the death of your chairman, seeing the dl:tficulty, took his ha.t and 
noble husband. You hav our heartfelt sympathy in made for the door. Thus .a. good meeting was 
your bereavem~mt. We h&v taken the dear old abruptly broken up. To prevent the repetition or 
TRUTH SEEKER for fonr years, and could not do with- suoh a sad occurrence tfie subscriber has prepared 
out it. It is the best paper I know of. May you liv the following, which all may sing ''with the spirit 
long to publish it, and I hope the Liberals of the and the understandinr; also:" 
country will sustain it nobly, - Praise truth, from whom all blessings :flow; 

It is gratifying to know that THE TRUTH SEEKER is 
in good hands, and is to continue its work of com
bating error. · · 

Plea11e accept kindest sympathy in your affliction, 
and may you. be helpe~ even beyond your prayers Inclosed find $2.50-$1.50 !or the fourth volume of Praise it, all creatures here below; -

"A Truth Seeker Around the World," and $1 for the And swell the triumph of the just. in alf deedil of righteousness. ELIJAH MYRIOK. 
Monument F~nd. · SOPHIE NEWKIRK. Praise it supreme, ye earthly host. P. S.-Will attend to the monument subscription 

soon. Hope to interest iubscribers enough to secure 
EDINA., Mo., Dec. 12, 1882, 

. DEAR MR:!!. BENNETT: ·The sad and sudden news of 
your noble husba,nd's death has caused in the hearts 
of all Liberals deep regret and sorrow. Liberalism 

_ loses in him a. brave and intelligent &oldier and 
hero, and humanity at large one of its- best and 
truest friends. He was one of the few that were and 
are willing to work and to suffer that humanity may 
liv. He will liv forever in the hearts and memories 
of mankind. His TRUTH SEEKER will be hia grandest 
monument, to sustain which we muet endeavor to 
bear our share. Respectfully yours, "'· 

BENJAMIN E . .BLOOM. 

PARIS, ILL;, Dec. 25, 1882. 
-MRs. BENNETT: I incloss mon&y order for $2.50 to 

pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER until 1st January, 1884; -
I tender you my heartlelt sympathy in ·your deep 

distress, and earnestly hope that as time shall grad
ually blunt the sharpness of the stroke, you will' 

-find a deep int,uest and pleasant employment in 
circulating THE TRUTH SEEKER, founded and built up 
by the talents, industry, and indomitable ilnergy of 
your departed husband. I look upon THE TRUTH 
SEEKER as a nobler and more enduring monument 
to his memory than bronze or marble can afford. 

With profound respect I remain yours, 
J. A. WA.LTRALL, 

GLOVERSVILLE, N.Y., Dec. 22,1882. 
DEA.R Mns. BENNETT: Inclosed please find draft for 

$2.50 to renew my subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER 
for one year, from Nov. 10, 1882. 

I hav no words to express my grief at the sudden 
and untimely taking off of your noble husband. 

· -Verily, he was "one upon whom every god had put 
his seal to giv the world assurance of a man." W-ish
ing you and Editor Macdonald, upon whom the man
tle of the illustrious dead has fallen, as well as every 
one connected with your valuable paper, health 
happiness, and prosperity, I hav the honor to sub: 
scribe myself, Yours, whh great respect, 

A. w. BERRY. 

DELPHI, N.Y., Dec. 25,1882. 
MRs. MARY W. BENNETT: It was with heartfelt sor 

row that I learnt through THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 
death of your husband and our great leader, D. M. 
Bennett. Although he rests from his bborll-, his 
works .follow him, and his memory will keep green 
as long as love and kindness hav a place in the hu
man heart. 

I am truly glad you are going to continue TRE 
TRuTH SEEKER. We cannot do without it; although 
we take several papers that, is the first one perused 

Inclosed find $3, for which send THE TRUTH SEEKER 
one year and a lithograph ot Mr. Bennett. 

Yours truly, HIRAM McCLURE. 

MILTON, PA., Dec. 25, 1882, 
MR. EDITOR: It seems through the respected col

umns of THE TRUTH SEEKER that the nation is mentally 
sorely bleeding with the bereavement of our departed 
friend, D. M. Bennett, who has now paid his last 
tribute to this world, and has revealed the true light 
and safe. path of wisdom and virtue to those still liv
ing, and many thousands that are yet unborn. I 
hope tbat the seeds the dutiful husbandman has 
sown may germinate and fmother .the tares that were 
sown by trespassers on illegal ground. I heartily 
sympathize with the heart-stricken wife in the loss of 
her deFJ,r and esteemed consort. Oh, how often will 
the thoughts of the wife soar from his former habi
tation to that solemn interring-place to seek conso-

-JOHN BEESON, 

B K J 
the book. E. M • 

ELLEVI:r:.LE, .lN,, an. 4, 282.-
MRS. MARY W. ·BENNETT: Dear madam, as one of L. n 

th 
· d · f th T - S k. ONDON, ENG., .uec. 19, 1682. 

e smcere a m1rers o e ruth ee ar, who is MY PEAR EuGENE: The melancholy· news which 
now and forever- at rest, permit me to express to you THE TRUTH SEEKJtR conveys to me this week has 
the hope and tru1t that his dearest and •most earn- filled me with -astonishment and profound sorrow. 
est wishes in regard to his paper will be fully sus- When I laat saw my dear old friend .I thou~:ht him 
tained, and thereby a living, lasting monument be good for fifteen or twenty years of work;, and that 
reared to his memory. h 

I trust that every liberty-loving man and- woman was hi own opinion. He has done well, exceeding-
ly well, and his memory will lonlil' be cherished by 

may consider that the mantle of our fallen leader his n'umerous friends in this country. Kindly con-
and prophet has f~tllen upon their shoulders, and -will M B h 
from this time forth consecrate anew their lives to vey to rs. ennett t e expression of my sincerest 

sympathy with her in this great trouble, and I feel 
the cause of humanity and the overthrow of Iuper- sure I can repreeent the feelings of very many 
stition and tyranny. others. · 

Inclosed with this please :lind post-office order for- As to thyself. my Eui'ene, you must carry on. the 
$7, to be used as directed. I- am sincerely and·fra- work poor D. M. Bennett has perforce abandoned: 
ternally, .Yours truly, H. PATRICK, M.D. THE TRUTH SEEKER-the work of his life-must surely 

---- not terminate with his life. I feel confident that 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Plea.se ~~:{n~:·6~6$i~:;·to the only immortality he would belie.ve in and hope 

renew subscription· for 1883, and $1.50 to pay for for would be the immortality which he would secure 
the fourth volume of a " Truth Seeker Around the in the eternal continuance of his paper. I hope you 

, hav decided to carry the work on; you bav plenty 
World, ' all to be sent to Corry, Erie county, Pa. of experience, and the Fre~thiukerJZ. of America. 

You hav my deepfilst sympathy for yonr great loss. should--show tlretr-resj)ect" (or-our dead friend by 
I could not hav been more surprised if I ha<r heard sustaining that which was t1:uly the chief work of 
of my brother's death. My wife sat down and cried, 
she felt so grieved over it. The Liberal world has his life. If I can be of any service to you, com-
su~atained a great los11 indeed. mand me. With best regards, 

I liope that THE TRUTH SEEKER will continue to go Ypur friend; G. STA.NDRING, 
on conquering and to coJJ.quer old theology- until 
there is not a vestige left. I see already that the re
ligious press iB rejoicing over our brother's death. 
Hoping, with the help, not of a God, but the Liberals 
of the world, you will stil.l run THE T:KUTH SEEKER, 

I remain yours for the cause of truth •. 
_ GILBERT ARNOLD, 

ToLEDo, OHio, Dec. 10, 1882. 
MR. EDITOR: I was not more shockeri on the morn

ing of the assassination of President Garfield than I 
was on looking over THE TRUTH SEEXEI!. this morn
ing and learning of the death of D. M. :Bennett, the 
editor of the most popular Liberal newspaper in the 
world. · 

I saw Mr. Bennett at Watkinl!l, N. Y., last sum
mer, looking as well as any man could, ,and I in" 
quired regarding bis health. He·· s;a.id that he never 
was in better condition for long life and work. 
- Mr. Bennett was, without exception, the greatest 
theo~historian of the world. He, wa.s truthful and 
lived a pure life. His enemies all dropped out one 
by one, and a.t last he was one of the most unani
mously respected and beloved men of the age-the 
new era of man. He is immortalized in the hearts 
of. all who knew him or read his writings, Peace to 
his ashes. Jom; STOLZE, M.D. 

Sioux CITY, 'IowA., Dee. 24, 1882. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed money-order for $1\.50, 

for which send THE TRuTH SEEKER. I was very 
much surprieed and pained to hear of the death of 
D. M. Bennett, the world-famed champion of Free
thought and free speech and press. I thought the 
press telegram was a Christian canard until the mail 
brought the draped TRUTH SEEKER which confirmed the 
sad intelligence that a great and useful life had termi
nated suddenly-" his w0rk was unfinished, but his col
umn was broken." Stricken down while in the faith
ful discharge of his voluminous and voluntary l&bors 
for humanity, cruel persecution, overwork, and apo
plexy caused hts sudden death. Yet his was a life 
ripe with good works and full of noble deeds, Let 
us cherish and revere his meJ;Uomy ?Y ericting a 

WEsT GARLAND, ME., Dec. 25, 1882. 
MR, EDITOR.: Inclosed find three dollars and -fifty 

cents-two dollars and fifty cents for your valu
able paper, which I take so much pleasure in 
reading and gather much valuable knowledge from, 
and which I hav learned to love, and also its 
lamented founder and editor, D. M. Bennett, whose 
picture is now before me ; and I often gaze upon it 
with tearful eyes and swelling heart, for I hav 
learned to respect, cherish and love that man more 
than any other man living or dead, Thomas Paine 
not excepted, whom I believe to hav been the ·best 
ma.n ·of his age, or any other age of the world, and 
had done more for humanity prior to D. M. Bennett. 

The (Jeath of ]). M. Bennett has caused the deepest 
cut, the saddest blow, of my life. He will remain -
dear to us whilst reason maintains her ascendancy 
and life lasts. · 

The other dollar is my mite, which, were we able, 
instead of one we would make thousands, to help 
to raiee a monument over his grave that would reach 
to the clouds and be as lasting as the gran!t billa. 

His labors whilst with us will be an eternal bless
ing to humanity, and put his name side by side with 
the good and the greatest of earth; and it will be 
handed down through all time as Bennett the honest, 
the fearless, the lover of humanity, the great and 
the good. Truly yours, J. C.· LA WRENOE, 

NoRTH LoUP, NEB., Dec. 27, 1882. 
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER's black marks told 

me that I had lost my best friend, and why? "it 
was he that brushed the scales of priestly supersti
tion from my eyes. It wa.s he that gave me new 
life and taught me to do my owb. thinking:' it was 
he that taught me how to liv on earth instead of 
waiting for some imaginary place. I look upon hi!'! 
death as a national calamitY/·at this time, as we 
ha.v so few who dare to stand up and proclaim .the 
trutll, though it should strike a priest. It seems 
hard that we should lose our leader just on"'the eve 
of ·victory, but we must submit to the inevitable 
laws of natuu, and hope that some one will take up 
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the banner and lead on the work until priestly highly esteem as Mr. D. M. Bennett and :Mr; Ezra prophet to tell which will be ·the fittest to survive. 
frauds and churchly wrongs !!hall be known no more. H. Heywood. Like Mr. Bennet~, we will not all liv to see the last · 
And we think E. M. Macdonald is the man we can I- here inclose three dollars to pay for THE TRUTH death stru~gle of this holy monster rep til, Christian
trust to fill this important position, The sympathy SEEKER, for the year 1883, which you will please ity, but there are those born that will liv to see it 
of thousands of the best and trueet brothers and place to my account, and accept from your eympa- dead and buried so deep that no resurrection will be 

·sisters of the lttnd will _help 1\frs. Bennett to bear thizlng friend, , · N. H. DILLIN&H.A.M, possible. 
her great grie~. · · · I ata· glad to hear that THE TRuTH SEEJOl:R is-to be 

Inclosed· you· will find draft to square my account B:aoo:KLYN, N, Y., Dec. 17, 1882. continued, and its rsaders will ha.v abundttnt assur-
on T:auT:a: SEEKER to January, 1884; also one dollar MR. E. MACDONALD: Please conv-ey to Mrs. Bennett ance to know that it will be. conducted well and 
for the Bennett monument fund. Hoping that THE my profound sympathy and !orrow at the unexpect- ably. · 
TRUTH SEEKER will become one of the fixtures, I am, ed and heavy blow liuetained by her I!Lnd &ll Liber- My heartysympa.thies are with Mrs. Bennett in her 

Yours truly. A. J .. CuLVER, aJs in the death of her husband. To Mr. Bennett I great loss and trouble.· JosiAH KING. 
owe my emancipation from churchly tradition, and 

EAST DUBUQUE,!LL., Dec. 25, 282.' I hav endeavored to aueti!Lin- him in his work. My YATES <iliTY, -ILL., Dec. 30, 1882. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: My heart and whole nature gri!Ltltude to him and the cause dem&nd!l. and will MR. EDITOR: Here I am all alone in 1ny studio I!Llld 

go out to you in this your gr~atest griof and afilict- receive, so long as I liv, my earnest support. I at- art gallery away after midnight"" thinking and read
ing bereavement, and the world's grei!Lt loss. Truly tended- the funeral serTices last Sunday, and was ll.S in~ THE TRUTl'I SEEKER, alf full of black lines. It 
the~great and noble has ·rallen-a lover of hie race thoroughly gratified by Mr. Wakeman's addresll as almost appals me to think. of the sudden death of 
who gave hie life a sacrifice to break the shackles of ever I was in my life. I shall never forget the our dearly beloved Brother Bennett. Oh, how I was 
superstition, to make men free. He fell on th·e bat- -peaceful, even pleasant, look on Mr. Bennett's face, shocked when our post-master here at Y&tes City, 
tie-field of liberty, and dying on his arms with his and I am sorry some d our Christian friends could who is a gooa L-iberal, handed me a copy of THE 
face to the_ ·foe, so brave, so noble and true and un- not hav seen the face of oul.'-·foromost L1beral in his TRUTH SEEKER clothed in mournin~, and said, "Ben
yielding in the right, I hav loved him above any coffin, tor I believe they might modify their opinions nett's gone." Immediately my ears rung with death 
other :n:tan. I value a~;~.d cherish his la!!t letter to me s:>mewl;lat regarding the death of the unbeliever. bells, and ·r was almost blind; the shock was· so 
in which he says, "I esteem you as highly as any After 'reading Mr. Wakeman;s beautiful address I great thi!Lt I . hav not fully recovered myself yet, I 

-man living." Though beyond the reach of his wicked hav become profoundly impressed with a point which h~td been thinking a great dettl about the dear 
persecutors, the- world will so en appreciate hla worth I thought l!houla hav been awelt Qn when I listened brother for the la•t month, and had just finished 
and honor him as one of her great. Peace to hi~ to the oration, which was the fact that more than reading the first volume of his tour around the 
ashes, tears for. the afflicted, grief for his death, love 200,000 earnest, 'honest people signed a petition for world, which wtts very int&resting to me. In fact, I 
fhoartrlieids ff

0
rirenhdi'ss,paedr:Ueicruatt

0
iorsn,· for his achienments, and his releaee- from prison,.when he had done, no wrong. was going to write a letter to him that very night 

., Such a number of names to a petition of that nature to renew _our acquaintance, and with that letter I 
I notice In . the last TRUTH SEEKER that measures is unprecedented in the history of thie country-per- was going to send him some money and the manu

are being taken to erect a monument to Mr. Bin- haps of the world; and no account. of Mr. Bennett's script of two or three articles, entitled, "Sypher 
net~'s memory, and subscriptions aeked of his friends life fa at all complete without that fact is narrated and Di~patohes to THE TRUTH SEEKER." 
for that ~object .. Pleaee-- set me down for $5, and ad- dwelt upon .. A bigoted president, ruled by his wife When I heard of his death, how vividly c&me to 
vise fne when wanted. · and the church, denied~the petition, and Lhonestly my mind the memory of the pleasant correapond-

Inclo!!ed find $2-$1.50 for the fourth volume of believe this to be one o! the causes of -the defeat ot ence which he and I kept up for quite & while in 
"A Truth Seeker Around the World," and li!ty cents the Republicalls at the last elections, and one of the the years of long ago, It was a private contest be
for a lithograph of Mr. Bennett. D. R. BURT. reaeons why peopl~ desire to see the Republican_party tween us -to see which could write the most humor

broken down. !"earnestly hope THE TRUTH SEEKER ous and funny letter. We wrote them just for our 
THE TRANSIT OF VENUS AND DEATH OF_ D. M. BENNETT, willliv, and be a greater thorn in the side of its op- own amusement. I always contended that he beat 

December 6, E.M. 282, ponefits in the. ch,urch than ever it was. me, and he always maintained that I beat him. I 
·As the Great FatlJ.er of light was obscured by the With best wishes for Mrs. Bennett and THE TRUTH immediately commenced to rumage around in an 

transit of Venus by natural and unchangeable laws . SEEKER, I remain · Very truly yours, - old trunk that has baen laid aside for years, and 
so the natural drapery of death was- drawn befor~ R, H. CRESSINGHAM. in it I found two of his old letters. One was very 
the hero of truth and Liberalism, and obscured his P. !;).-I visited Mr. Bennett's grave to-day, and find lo~g. He called it his twelve-ply letter;. He had 
future rays of thought from us forever. But the it directly opposit my lot. The fragrance of the flow- wntten twelve sheets full! I slowly read It all over 
bright point of light that has been spread over the ers even after a week of exposure to the elements again, and although I was crying when I commenced 
earth by the life of D. M. Bennett will be -a brilliant wa~ beautifuj, and the location is excellent for a mon~ reading it, I was laughing when I~~nis~ed it. I de
chan!lelier of electric ri!Lys that will rell.ch the dark ument, which should be a credit to the man and the clare I sh?uld hav had to laugh If his ghost had 
corners and expose the cobweb of human understand- 'Cause he I!O nobly defended and battled for R H c been standmg right before me. It was so humorous, 
ing, and his light of· reason will be shinipg while he · · ' · funny, witty, and ludicrous that the longest face in 
is no more. We are all equal, the heirs of his bright- BART, PA,, Deo, 23, 282. the world would hav had to l_augh. There was so 
ne!s, a~d let each and all consider ourselvs a spark M:R. En1o:roR: The death of D. M. Bennett carrie to much good feeling and sunshine in his heart, so 
of his ideas for our inheritance, and make his iife us here like a clap of thunder from a clear e~ky, it natural, honest, free, and open, and so far removed 
the brightest act of our· life. was so e~udden and unexpected. I had not heard a from that ingredient which Christ called the leaven of 

-The future which is hid from view word of his being unwell, but was under the impres- the pharisees-which is, hypom·iey. Bennett never 
Is full of hope if we prove true. ' sion he had come home well and in good spirits. It raised ·any of his loaves, biscuits, or fira.p-jacks with 

The day of his greatnesg. has come; he should be was indeed a sad shock to his numerous friends any of that kind of stuff. I hav his photograph in 
regarded with feelings of reverence by millions and everywhere. People ha.v wondered ever since that my album. I will go_ this minut-e and get it, and 
our convictions should place his fame and ~arne hellish persecutfon and imprisonment how it were take a good, long look. 
above -.all others. He has wille(l us a wreath of use- ,possible for _o11e ma.n to h!!Lv gon~ through such a No man ever lived or wrote, especially in modern 
ful knowledge that encircles the globe, In return great amount of w!)rk ~s Mr. Bennett hae gone times, 'Yho has astonished me so by his unexpected 
let us erect a monument, with_an inscription to his through since t~en, bot!Lphysica~ly and ~entally. and unlooked for development of writing ability 
honored name that will oauee bigotry to tremble at Probably there zs not one. man m a m!lhon could and great research. He !earned to possess a great 
the sight of its purity and as an index pointing to do eo much work in so short a time, and do it 80 and inexaulltible fountain of resources. But little 
the-truth seeker-D. :M:. Bannett. well as he has done it. Well, his work is done and did I ever ti;J.ink that either he or any other man 

· · h" has left hz's m"rk hi'g··h up on the roll f t had _the ability to write what he has written, and do " The friend of reason and the guide of youth, "- "' O a me, 
Whose language breathed the eloquence of truth. no.,t; likE! Alexander, Creaar, or Napoleon, a curse to what he has done, when he sent me the first num-
Who::;e life beyond perceptiv wisdom taught ' his race, but a rich legacy of noble work well done. bars of his little two-ply sheet published in Paris. 
The great in conduct and the pure in thou<>ht· For every man that dies like Mr. Bennett fifty or a Behold what a great thing a little fire kindleth l A 
T~ese still exist by thee to fame consigned,"' ' hundred should be born to take his place, and de- little one-horee editor, in a little, obscure country 
Still speak and_ act, themode_ls of mankind." clare. eternal war, and !!Wear eternal hatred to Chris- town in the West, refusing to publish his replies to 

Respectfully, JAMES M; WHEAT, tianity and every epecies of delusion and tyranny some elergy-on the subject of prayer, was the means 
over their fellow-creatures. every one should :>f developing one of the most voluminous writers of 

BosToN, MA.ss,, Dec., 1882. strike as Mr. Ben-nett struck, and deal their blows modern times. But I never was so hurt in all my 
MY DEAR MRS, BENNETT: It is with grief that I thick and fast on this horrid, slimy, crawling mon- life, and I never want to be again, as I was when 

sympathize with you in your inestimable bereave- ster, Christianity, Strike it like Paine, Voltaire, and he was prosecuted and persecuted, and then sent to 
ment. It is a loss to you that cannot be expressed. D'Holbach. Don't go down on your knees and pat priso'l by an ignorant, superstitious, orthodox set of 
My lovely, amiable, -and angel wife joins me in my it on the back and kiss and hug rt and say," Poor bigots and fools-self-styled followers of the lamb. 
heartfelt sympathy for your grief. Beside!, I realize thing, it's a pity to hurt It; it has done some good Lambs, Indeed! The lion and the tiger still liv in 
the loss and grief of his various friends who were in the ~orld, so be careful how you strike." Don't the heart of the Christian church. Bennett was a 
loOking up to him as the leader in the great cause take the advice of those tender-hearted, cultured fel- sufferer and a martyr for a principle, and if that 
of freedom. • lows, such as William Emmette Coleman, and others principle ia lost, our boasted government is gone. 

I hope that you will be sustained and be able to. of the SI!Lme stripe. Remember what this horrid It was hard, hard indeed, for such a pure, white 
go on with the good old T:RuT1l SEEKER, I. want to monster has done. Remember it has filled the world soul, so innocent of crilfle, to sacrifice even but one 
hav it 15ustained and supported at a pro:tlt, that it with misery and wretchedness for eighteen hundred year of his valuable life incarcerated within the drear 
may support you, I only wish that I could hav had years. Remember it has butchered men and women walls of a penitentiary, But that one year's sacri
his ~onfidence, ·professionally, and that I could hav by wholesale and retail, and made the world a hell flee, so nobly borne by him, will now redound to his 
beEm there with him. I am. very certain that he not fit to liv in, and would do the same yet were it glory. The blood. of martyrs has always proved 
would now be &live and well. For I perceived what able. But, thanks to the sturdy blows of such men to b& the seed of those Principles for which they 
his real condition was, . as Bennett,· SeaTer, Ingersoll, Dr. Monroe, and a ho_st suffered, and so it will be in Brother Bennett's case. 

He will yet hav a monument, not only in Greenwood 
He was over tasked, physically and mentally; and of others goad and true, this horrid monster is so far Cemetery, but in many other parts of the world. 

obstructions had taken place in the biliaty ducts. crippled as to be comparativly harmless.~. See how Hts monuments will be much higher anrl greater 
The llver had become torpid, and the gastric secre- this trailing, slimy creature is twisting and wriggling in nun.ber because of that one year's unrighteous 
tions overchar~ed. Hence the gastric fever and per- to gain strength and power. Watch his movements suffering. 
itonitus, which caused a determination to the head. in New York, Oincinnati, and other places, in fact, -"But the world goes round and round 

· h 1 h As faithful as the sun; These difficulties ad been a onger time coming on everywhere, and see ow energetically he works to And ever the right comes uppermost, 
than you are aware of. He needed my process of re- stop all Sunday work. But it iS' hoped this will be And ever the wrong goes undemwst, 
laxation, to remove the obstructions and equalize his last effort. He is bound to die hard, but die he And ever is justice done." 
the circulation, which would hav given relief to all must, and die he shall, as sure as day follows night. I herewith· send my dollar to the monument fund; 
the congested parts, and nature could then hav re- His dear friends who ride him for the glory of God and now let us all unite and rear for him an ala
cuperated and hav restored him to healtlr. and their pockets may be able to keep a kind of gal- baster shaft whose lofty hight shall pierce the 

I perceive that his mind was not right for quite a vanized life in his old carcass for some little time stormy clouds, and tell posterity his fame forever. 
I I h ld t h h d i b t h . d ·i · t 1 Sleep, my brot-her, in Greenwood, sleep. Your 

while, or e se s ou no av a to wr te him yet, u IS y ng a rugg ee hav commenced and his soul goes marching on, and among all the millions 
the letters I did in the case of Mr .. Heywood. days are numbered. Science has killed . all the of the mighty dead there is no one with whom I 

I am· sorry that I did not catch a glimpse of it witches, and has about knocked the props from would rather lay down beside as my bed-fellow in 
sooner, and then I should not hav sent the letter .I under him by cuttip.g off his great and only supply that dreamless sleep which knows no waking, not 
did, the day that he died. . of healthy nourishment, that great book of books, even by Gabriel's fabled horn at tliat fabled resur-

y ou will excuse me, I hav no doubt, for I can the Holy Bible. Either science or this holy book is rection; for thou hast already passed the resurrection unto life. FareweB, my brother: a lo:J!g, a long 
honestly say that there are no two men that I ~o bound to die out, and it will not require much of ~ farewell, JQJJN ~Yl'R:Ji:R-", 
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Mahmood the Image Breaker. 
~~ G t R S 0 L t' S W 0 R K S I ~;.t;~~e~:!!; s~~'?r~~c~ .. 

. MEDICAL and HYGIENIC WORKS 
BY JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL, 

Old events ·hav modern meanings; only that sur
vives 

Of past history which finds kindred In all hearts and 
lives. 

Tl1e Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 S R · · f p · · 
ent on ece1pt o nee. 

Mahmood once, the idol-breaker, spreader of the 
faith, 

Was at Sumnat sorely tempted, as the legend salth. 

In the great pagoda's center, monstrous and ab
horred, 

Granlt on a throne or granlt, sat the templo's lord. 

Mahmood paused a moment, silenced by the silent 
face -

That, with eyes or stone unwavering, awed the an
cient place. 

Tl\en the Brahmans knelt beforo him, by his doubt 
made bold, 

Pledging for their Idol's ransom countless goms and 
gold. 

Gold was yellow dirt to Mahmood, but or precious 
use, 

Since from It the roots of power suck a potent j nice. 

"Were yon stone alone In question, this would please 
me well," 

Mahmood said, "but with the block there, I my truth 
must sell. 

"Wealth .and rule slip down with fortune, as her 
wheel turns round; 

He who keeps his faith, he only cannot be dis
crowned. 

"Little were a change or nation, loss or life or crown, 
But the wreck were past retrieving If the MAN fell 

down." 

So his Iron mace he lifted, smote with might and 
main, 

And tho Idol, on the pavement tumbling, burst In 
twain. 

Luck obeys the downright striker; from the hollow 
core 

Fifty times the Brahmans'ol!er deluged all the fl.oor. 

Overworked. 
Up wltl). the birds In the early mornlng

'rhe dewdrop glows like a precious ge!Jl; 
Be:.u11ful tints In the skies are dawning, 

But she's never a moment to look at them. 
The men are wanting their breal<fast early; 

Sho must not linger, she must not walt; 
For words that are sharp, and looks that are surly, 

Are what men glv when the meals are late. 

Oil, glorious color.~ the clouds aro turning, 
If she would but look over hills all(! trees; 

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 
Includ1mr, "LibtHty for Man, Woman, and Child;" 

u The Drlcla.rar.io~ of lndeoende~ce,' "About T:armtng 
tn lliiaOlfl.;" u The Grent B,nquet," '"The Rev. Alext!-n
der Clark." u The Past R1ee8 be!or~ Me Like a Dre...m," 
and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll." 

Some Mistakes of Moses. 
ce.nts; cloth, $1.25. 

Paper, 50 

The Christian Rel~gion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, 
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa

- per, 50 cents. 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00; 
cloth, $2.00. 

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Pa
per, 25 cents. 

Address D. M. BENNETT, 
21 Clinton Place, New York, 

The Iconoclast. 
A WEEKLY 

FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL. 
· Published at Indianapolis, Ind. 

It will oppoee superstition In every form. Ita purposo 
wlll be to aid as beat It ca<• In freeing mankind from the 
P< wer of prle.,cratt aHd bigotry of every kind. It w!Jl 
ou J!sh eve·vtblng of Interest fr"m the pen of Col. R. G. 
lngeraoll and· ather leading Liberals of the age,and will be 
a five-column paper in qut\rto form. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRlPTION: 
One year .......... · ...... $1.50 I Six month• .... 75 cents. 

E"ch aubscrlher wlll be entitled to" llfe-alze llttograph 
plctur• of Col. Ingerwll. Sample copies 5 cte. 

Address LAMASTER & JAMIESON, 
52 Indianapolis, Ind. 

THE BIBLE 
OF THE 

RELIGION of-SCIENCE. 
By Ff. S. Brown, M, n;, 

Trail'' Sexual Physiology. A Bclentlfir. and 
Popular Exp sltlon of the Fu>c>damental Problems ln 
Sociology. Price $1. 

What Our Girls Onghi to Know. BJ .Dr. 
Mary J. Studl~y; Price $1. 

Hygiene ot'1.he Brain and the cure of Nervous
ne••· By M. L. Holbro.,k. Price $1.50. 

Parturition Wtthout Pain. A Code of Dlrec. 
tlons for AvOiding moat at the Pains and Dangers of 
< hlld-bee.rln~ Edited by, M. L . .Holbrook,_ .M.D. 
Price $1. 

'J'he Relations ·OC the Sexes. By .Mrs. E. B. 
· DulJ:ey. Pr:ce $1. 
Fruit :'nd Bread. A N tural.and Scientific Diet; 

By Gu•tav Schllckeysen, Price $1. 
'l'he Better Way. An appeal to men In behalf of 

Human Culture through a Wiser Parentsge. By A. 
~-.Newton. Price, paper, 25 cents; c~oth, 50 centt~. 

New Hy~·ienic Cook Book. Contalnl¥1: Re· 
'iJ~'}~ne~~ 111 "ll'~r!p~:., ID'~~;;~!~ Food. By rs. 1\1. 

'l'alks t.o m·y Patients. Hints on Getting Well 
;nd Keeping Well. By Mrs. R. B. Gleason, .M.D. 
Price $!.50. · . 

Chast.if.y; or, Our Secret ~ius. By Dlo Lewlo, 
.M.D. '1 reJitl- g of the Sexu•I Relations In their 
Higher Aspects. Price $2. 

Pre~,;'~~~~J~~g~~· PrY;~~~ c~~~featlona to Parents 

Aids to Family Government; or, From the 
Cradle 10 the Sehoul. By Bertua Meyer. Price, 
cloth, $1i P'•per. 50 cents. 

'J'.be Diet (Jure. The Relations of Food and Drink 
to Healtu, Dlaea•e, and Cure, )ly T.L. NlcholB, M.D. 
PricH 50 cents. · 

YouJ;~r' Jr!~vfii~~~rr.,~ft. Culture. By J. Mort!· 

Eating t'o•· Strength. Including the Science of 
Eating; Five hundred Receipt• for Who'e!ome 
Cookerv; One Hundred Receipts tor Del'clous 
Drinks; One Hundred Ever-Recurring Questions 

_Answered. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price $1. 
Mus('le- OerUlnll.'; Or, Active and Pa•alve Home 

Gymnastic•. B'y C. Klem. T~n Illustratlona. Price 
30 cents. 

Marriall,'e 1\nd p, r<!ut.nge. In their Sanitary 
an'"' .Pl1yslological Relations and in their Bearing on 
the Producing of Chl\dren or F111er Health and 
Greater Ability. By 111. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price $1. 

ourK~!!:~sB;nt1~t~:~~fM~~: }~jgf~~~~~y' Ought to 

Dr.· Foote's ·Plain Home Talk and .Medic~! 
Common Sense. ByE B. Foote, M.D. Price $1.50. 

Vegetarinnism the Radical Cure Cor In· 
te~nperanee. By Harriet P. F.owler. Price 
30centa. · 

INGtRSOLL'S SPtECtf ON TAl
MAGIAN THEOLOGY. 

The ICONOCLAS'l, Saturday, Dec. 21!, 1882, will contaiB 
But here are the dishes, and here Is the churnlng

'J'hose things always must ylel<l to these. Ag;h1fe~~,;~l~ 1-~~f;":r':J!~,\'~~yg1~~~~~~t ~~~';.~~~Jl:~ed the Gre•t Speech of Cal. Ingersoll on" Talmaglan Theol-
la the Basl';,~~:,.!'ci~~tl~fn~el~~~~.~nd Govern. ogy," dellverect at Indianapolis. Ind: .• Nov. 11, 1882. The The world Is filled with the wine of beauty, 

If she could but pause and drink it in; 
BUG pleasure, she says, must walt for duty

Ne~;lected work Is committed sin. 

The day grows hot, and her hands grow weary; 
Oh, for an hour to cool her head I 

But with the birds and winds so cheery, 
But she must get dinner and make her bread. 

The busy men In the hay-field working-
If they saw her sitting with !cUe hand 

ll'ould think l\er lazy, and call it shirking, 
And she never could make them understand. 

They do not know that the heart within her 
Hungers for beauty and things sublime, 

They only know that they want their dinner, 
Plenty or It, and "jn'l_t on time." 

And arter the sweeping and churning and baking, 
And dinner dishes are all put by, 

She sits and sews though her head is aching, 
Till time for supper and "chores" draws nigh. 

Her boys at school must look like others, 
She says, as she patches their frocks and hose, 

For the worl<lls quick to censure mothers 
For the least neglect of their chllclren's clothes. 

Her husband comes rrom the field of labor, 
He glvs no praise to his weary wife; 

She's done no more than has her neighbor; 
'Tis the lot or allln country life. 

- But after the strife and weary tussle, 
With life Is done, and she lies at rest; 

The nation's brain and heart and muscle
Her sons and daughters-shall call her blest. 

Ancl I think the sweetest joy or heaven, 
The rarest bliss or eternal life, 

-And the fairest crown or all, will be given 
Unto the way-worn farmer's wife. 

The Image Breaker. 
From the pm of Hon. W. H. Hemdoo, ~fir twenty yea•·s 

law partner of Abraham Lincoln. 

I received a few days ·since six lit
tle monographs called "The Image 
Breaker," all of which I hav read with 
much interest and care. No. 1 is en

"Tbl• volume I• moat respectruny dedicated to those 
pers·•ns who will c rdlally unite with others to eetabll•ll 
the reltg\on of truth "nd a just government, by the aclen
tPc methods o·t reasen, experience, exper-iments and Qb• 
servattons. For this is the way to wisdom, and to the rna 
terial, mentaJ 7 moral, social, and sp1r1tu·al sciences, that 
make peace on es.rth and good wfll am(.•ng men." -

The work Is divided Into five book•, contalnln~t tw•ntv
five chapt.ers,ls printed on clearwhtte paper,ln large type 
<tnd embracea ave- four hundred pagee. 
Cloth.- Price $1.50. For sale at thlo o!llce. 

S OCil\LlS~I 
-AND-

UTILITARIANISM. 
By .John Stuart Mill. 

PRICE 1.50. ADDRESS THI£ OFFICE. 

DR. THA YER·s 
MAGNETIC GARMENTS 
IS THE ONLY PHYSICIAN THAT NEVER GUESSES. 

IT ALWAYS FINDS THE DISEASE AT THE 
START, RELIEVES, AND CURES IT. 

.Magnetism is Nature's great remedy. Victoria i8 th< only 
permanmt and scientific garment made. 

IMPORTANT. 
There are several base and worthless Imitations of Dr. 

ThaJer'a Magnetic goods upon the market. The only 
~Jifsay;ne~ ~sef~t ~~? h~tt!~.c~~:aN~::s&.t ~~~a~~~~~a!~ 
cn.nnot render as emcifent service to the ¥atlentkbecauae 
~V~~~~I~;.~~lfyJ.HEIR MAGNET C CU RENTS 

Do not be deceived by lrre•ponslble and unscrupulous 
Imitators. If our Invention wa• n•.-t valuable It wonld 
not he imitated by others, who try to palm off on an over
confiding punllc aome1hlng "JUS1' AS GOOD." 

"VICTORIA" baa twelve lmorovementa over any and 
:~~c~t~~~~~\'i!;~~ ~~~msio :£~~~'\f;;~/a not bny any 

BE ON YOUR GUARD AGAINST FRAUDULENT 
APPLIANCES! 

BUY ONLY OF REPUTABLE MANUFACTURERS! 

VIC-l'ORIA TRIUMPDAN'I'! 
titled "The Decline of Faith;" N 0, 2, The moat wonderful case' on rec•rd. send for Proofe, 
" Protestant In tolerance." The others Ctrculan, and Price List to 

· Dr. Thayer, 
are of the same nature, but each· is on 455 Fulton street, Brooklyn. x. y 

a particular line. These little tracts our Magnetic Insoles will cure Chilblains and cold teet. 
fill Up a Wide gap-SUpply a great need, Send fora pair. Price, $150. Mention TRUTH SEEKER, 

Please send us a histm-y of yom· case. 
NO INVALID NEED DESPAIR! 

4t2 

The great mass of our people begin to 
move away from superstition, dogma, 
and authority, and these pamphlets 
will help them to move in the right 

direction in a solid and organic body. _A_ LIBERAL COLONY. 
The author's style Is very simple, earn-
est, and attractlv. In these qualities 1,200 FREE HOMES! 
he is eloquent. Thethoughts and style THE NEvV COLORADO 
are just What they Should be to SUit Those desiring 11 valuable home on the public domain at 
the masses. He don't overshoot, nor a nominal price <$t.25 per acre. and 33 months In l!hlch 
under fire but hits the central object at to pay for It), wlll lind It very greatly to their advantage 

viral 'oint. I can honestly recom- to correspond with the undersigned. 
a p · . . . Address with ~S-cent stamps O. A. PHELPS, 
mend any and all productiOnS ISSUing I President Gunnison and Uncompahgre Colonization 
from the pen of John E. Remsburg. soclety,LoNnllaNT,CaLO. am 

paper containing the speech csn be procured at IS cents 

a copy. Twenty-live copies and over at & cents a copy. 

Addre•• 

LAMASTER & .J"AlHESON, 
Indianapolis. Ind. 

The Great Discovery! 

D.R. PEeK'S 
EXcELSIOR 

LIVER PILLS. 
PURELY VEGETABLE. 

Cure Malaria, NeuraiA;"ia, .J"ann· 
dice, Rheumatbm, Gout, DJB· 

pcpsla,-and all Bilious and 
J~lvcr .\ffectlon11, etc., etc. 

Descrlptlv clrculare, testimonials, etc., mailed tree on 
application. 
Price single box, 21'S cents. Five boxes t'o:r 

45 n.oo. 
11 you ~nnot get them o! yonr druggist, •ddresa the 

proprietor, W. H. PECK, 222'Washlngton •treet, N.Y.' 

Interrogatories to Jehovah. 
Being 3,000 questio.ns propounded to hie 

Jewish Godship upon a great 
variety ef subjects, 

BY D. M. BENNETT, 
Paper,I!O cents; cloth, 75 cente. 

THE BOSTON INVESTIGATOR. 
The oldest reform journal in the 

United States, 

Is published every Wednesday at th~ 
..lhine Jh.emorial Building, 

Boston, Mass., 
By .JQSIAH P. MENDUM. 

Edited by HORACE SEAVER. 

PRICE, ,s,oo per annum; single copies, 
seven cents. Specimen copies sent on :re• 
eelpt or a two-cent stamp to pay posta~e. 

The lnoestigatqr Is devoted to the Liberal canoe In rellg 
ion; or In other words, to universal mental ll'berty. Inde. 
pendent In all Ita discussions, discarding superstltlom 
theories of what never can be known, It devotes Its col
umns to things of this world alone, and leaves the n e:Jtt, 11 
there be one, to those who hav entered !til unknoWD 
ahorea. Believing that It Ia the duty of mortals to work 
for the lntereats of thu world, It confines Itself to the 
things of this life entirely. It has arrived at the age of 
fifty-one years, and asks tor a support from those who art 

~~~~t~~.~~y~:c':.".:'~n~fd f0.:'.~f~~~/::fi;!l~~~~~-n~~~d~~ 
please a end your eubscrlptlon for •lz months or one yea' 
and if you are not oatlllfied with the way the lnl1elltigator 
IB conducted we won't lllr rou to continuo With us lllll 
lonaer IBII!S 

The Busts of 
PAINE and VOI .. TAIRE. 

·By the celebrated sculptor 

CLARK MILLS. 
.Price, $1.50 each. 

Addreu D. M. BENNETT, 
21 ClintOn Plaee, New York_ 

THE IMACE BREAKER .. 
A Serle~ or Radical Pamplllet8. 

BY JOHN·E. RE'VISBURG. 
No. I. The Decline of Faith, 
l\o. 2. Prote,.tant. lntol .. rance. 
No.3. \V••,.hfugton an Uubel •ever. 
No, 4. J.,trerson an Unbeliever. 
No a. Paine and \Vesley, 
No.6. The Cllrlsttnu Sa.bbath. 
No 1 prov~"' by t11e coneurrent test-fm ny of more thn.n 

a score of eminent schola•"l\ and dlvinoa thut the diseolu· 
tlon of the Chrletlan .-ystem of rollglon II<· ear at hand. 

No, 2 portrays the bloody nnd lntuleraut clU'aer of Prot-
estantism. · 

Nos. Sand 4 prosant an overwh~.lmlng array of evidence 
In B'•pport of the tact that Washington and Jefieroon were 

In~ge~P~nmp~~.res and cont--ssts the !abors of Paine and 
Wesley, particularly in the American Revolution, wlle· e 
the latt.er v!olently opp0sed tb(~ caueP of independence as 
a• tested by numerous pas•• gee cited from his writings of 
till• period 

No.6 give II brief history of the Christian Sabbath re
futes the f•lae claims of theologians respecting It, and 
makes an earne•t plea for the abrog•tlon a! Sabbatarlan 
1~P;ice, 11lngle copies. 5 cenU. Per dozen, 4/1 cents. Per 
hundred, $2.50, Per thouoar>d, $~0.00. Po tpald. Sold at 
this otllco. 

THE YOU'l'H'S 

LIBERAL GUIDE 
FOR THEIR 1\IORAL CULTURE AND 

RELIGIOUS ENLIGHTENMENT. 
By Prof'. H. M. Kottln;-er, A.M. 

Tran•IAtcd from the revl•ed Germ m edlt.lon. Price, 
cloth,$!. For sale by ll.M. BENNETT, 

~1 CllntonPlace,NewYork. 

1'HE PEOPLE'~ READER.. 
A sketch of man's phyelcal, political mental, anol 

social development In past, present and future. 
Price 25 eente. For lillie at this otllce. 

The Figmes of Hell; or, The Tem
ples of Bacchus. 

Dedicated to Licensers .of Beer and Whisky, 

By ltiRS. ELIZABETH THOMPSON •. 
Published by the Author. 

A neat little volume of between two and three hundred 
pages. 

Price, $1.00. 

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE 
BIBLE. 

Treat1'1e upon the gods of tile l!emltlc nations, lnclu<llnl 

~n~~he e~fti1~~· ~~~;, t~~~fr~ ~~~ta;~~~~f~~. ~!~: 
lng that boolr to be a very Inferior production for a Drat· 
•l.&oo G<>d. By D. M. Bennett. sst 1"'"'~ """""· ,.,por 
3'"'Vel"R M c.ent.R! cloth. ll. .., 

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER 
READ. 

The untold ml•erllis that re•ult from !ndlacretlon In 

~~~fit ~~T. ~~~rt~~n "i~e,i:~"gur~~~a~n;~3·re:fJ.'¥~~ :~~ 
T.i~ic;i:t".!~rfo~~~~:~t~~-e~h:hr:~~~~~ :.-ei'.tr:~ 
or S('lf Preservntton. It le not only a romplete 
and' perfect treatise on Manhood, Exhaueted VItality, 
Nervous and Phv•!cal DebiUty, Premature necl!ne In 
man, Errors of Youth, etc, but it co t~ina one hundred 
and twenty-ftve prescriptions for acute and chronic dis. 
eases, each oue ot which is invaluable, so 
proved hy the author, who!!e exyerience ror 21 yea.rs is 

~~~~~~Bftr~~~~ln~~r ~~!~~~~;~dt?nt~:a~Mii ~::M~l.~ 
covers, full gilt, embel~ahed with the very finePt •tee! en. 
grav1ngs, ~arant• ed to he a ftm~r work tn every sense
mechanical, Uterary, or proff'~sional- than any other work 
retailed In this conn tTy !or $2 50, or the money will be re. 

:~n,.~~J~he.,v;~~~~t~;~t·e ~~~Y~n~r 1li:Ji~·~ ~~dcl~t~~~~ 
lllu•trated sample sent on re.ct•lpt.of six cent•. Send now. 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. 
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulfinch st.reet, Boston, .Maae. 
l'he author rna' be consulted on all diseases requiring 
•k'll nod exp"r!Pnce. !yS8 

8La&3'f!l 
EJectro-M.agn~tic 

Planchett~. 
~:0~':,1:~{~/c~r: ~~s!~I/::~s ~~~~a..l~~%ma~~~t~~:ts~~t 
h':.~e6J~~~nlc; tt"e c~r~~rt.cn~:~!~..?~rgr..i~ ;"J!~.:'!~'J~~~~J: 
that time thousands of skeptical persona, I>""• downrl~ht 
~ea;~r:8~~iJ''lr-J''ie~8W:l£1~cr~~Wn~he1~t ~fn~~:~~el~ 
while their hands hav been placed paaalvly upon it. 

THE ADY ANT AGES CLAIMED OVER OTHER 
PL.ANCHETTES. 

Firat. A paste·baard top In place of oiled, etalned, or 
tarnished wood. 

Second. Five miniature batteries upon the toP of each 
Planchette, upon which the fingers rest. 

Third Each ·Planchette lo separately magnetized and 
a· signed a !!and or developing ~plrlts. 

Price, FUty Uent·s Each. 
Sent poilt-Jlald, securely packed In a neat ba:Jt to &nl 

part of the United States upon receipt of prlco. For •alo 
at Tllll Taul'll 8UD11 o11lcl!. 



D. ;M;, Bennett's Fublioations. 
Tru~:h !!l~ker Library. 

The '1'Vorltt;S''ia~~s,' Th1nkers, and ke• 
1'oriD.ers. The ~lographle~ of three hundred of the 
moat d!Btlnguls.)led teachers and ')philosophers (who were 
not'Chiistl~);.fl'om the tlm'e of Menu to the present. 
!3Y D._ M. ~_enhett: __ ;1,(115 p~ges, 8vo. Cloth, es.eo; l~ller 
t4.00; morj)CCQ, gilt edges;~.50. :· • . 

·rhe' ChD-mPlons'. of 't:he Chn~.eh. ; _._,heir 
c'5'rimes aiidPiirsecu~:lons. B!ograpblcalsli:etchea· 
of prominent Christians far worse than lnlldels. A com· 
panlon boa!< t,o ":+!le World's Sages," etc. By D.M. B~n· 
ne.tt. Sv<l" .• t,119 pages, 91oth, :t3.00 ; leather, f',OO; )DO 
rocco, gilt'e'dll:es, N.50. · 

TbCI ~ds · ilnd RiHiglons of Ancient and 
ModernuTlmes •. ' · Vol,}c·glvs a full aecoUllt at !loll the 
gods the nations of the eart_ h hav worshiped, Including 
Jehovah, Satan;,•,'l;he Holy Ghos~. ·Jesus Christ, Vlrltln 
]llary, and tlie Bible. SS5 pages, 8vo' Vol. II describes ftilly 
allthe rellgious,systemaof the world, inclnding Judaism, 
)Iohammedanism,. and ChristianitY; the .latter occupyins 
872 pages, going fully lntidts merits. 94~ages. By D.M; 

fs~&nf~t;; t'li~i~~.\' ~~&~~~~;; 11" :;:~~~ef.!·,7 &~r,;r~~%"oo'1i 
gilt edges, $8.00 · 

Vol:t<alre•s.PhllosophicaliUctionary. Con. 
tslnihgne.arl[,.f,SOO pages- complete ·edltlon-wlth two 

rf:~~e~~flih~i~"tga~~"8to~~V.M~~~i::~ r~~~~J,~~N!~ 
edges, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 
supernatnra~'B~llgron. An Inquiry tnto the 

reality· of divine revelatlsn. Decidedly tne most thoro 
ough and· elrhauiltlv work on the claims of ·supernatural' 
tam ever written •. By F. W. Newman, Emeritus ProfeOo 
sor of ·the Lon,don.Untverslty 1,115 pages, 8vo. In cloth, 
f4.00: leather, $5.00; morocco; gilt edaes, $5.50.. · 

, Analysis or Religious Belief. An Examlnatlol 
of the Creeds,. Rites, and Sacred Wrltlnl!ll of the world. 
:ByVIscou·nt Amber! e)' son of the late Lord John Russell, 
tWice Premier of Engmnd. Complete from the London 
edition •. 745 pages, 8T(). In oloth, fS.OO '; leather, f4.0QI 
morocco, gilt edges, f4.50 .. u; • 

The GreattW:orks or ThoJDas Paine. In. 
clndl11g The .~a. of Reason, Examln .. tlon of Prophecies, 

.::¥Jfe~!·~~~t~~ ~~an8~·dr~t~"a"rJ~n~fh!"~~ft6 l;:J~~ 
Deism, Common Sense, The Crisis, and The R~hts ot 
.Man; the whol'§&receded by the Life of Paine, and-a steel 
~~£':,';;/;edgesp~~~ Svo. Cloth, es.oo; leather, ~-001 

The foregolniJ clght Volumes are called "The Truth 
Beeker Llbra'l. • If all are ordered wfether and sent by 
~~~~ss, oru,> .ollar. _'will be deducted rom the price of 

Nature's ·Revelations· or Character; or 
PhYsiognomy Illus~rated •. The science of ln. 
dlvldual tralts··portrayed-by the tem}leraments and tea. 
tures. J;Lustrated by 260 wood cuts. By Joseph Simms, 
M.D. ~ p~ges ·,avo. ·Cloth. $8.00; leather, f'.OO; morocco, 
alit edges,- t4.50. 

Paine's 'Vorks. 

Patu:e•~ TheoloK"Ical Wor~s, including Tne 
A.ae of Reil.son, Examination of Propliecles,. Letter to the 
Bfshop of Llanda!I, Reply to Mr. Erskine, Letter to Camille 
Jordan, etc.; etc., wltll a 11fe of·Palne and a. steel-plate 
portrait. , 12!1J.a •. In paper coyers, $1; cloth, ~1.50. 

Paine's Grea~ .Works (complete) In one vol-
ume, as above. $3, $4. $4.50. · . 

Paine's Political Works, lnpludlng Common 
Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of ll!!\n. Cloth, f-1.50. . 

The Age .ot· Reason. An lnvestl~atlon of trne 
~'!~efr~~~~~~t~,h0ero~oNr:$1:W~I~~~~ ~ le~'f!. ~ the world, 

The Age.ofRea~on and An Examination. 
or the Prophee,te!l •. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 78 
cents. :. , 

COJDJDOD ·sense. P!11n6's first" work. 15 centl.~ 

The Crisis. Containing n~mbers f~m L to xVL 
tncluslv. · Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

The Rights of Man; For the oppressed at humaDo 
tty. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 7~cents. · 

. D.l!l. Bennett's Works. 

The _Worhl's Sages, Thinkers, ancl Reo 
~~=';;~itid~~s~$f.~: Bvo. Cloth, ,3.00; leather, $4.001 

The ChamP.lons of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 1,119 pagea. 
Cloth,j\3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Reli~ions of' Ancient and 
Modern 'l'inies. Two Volumes. Written In prison. 
In Cloth, $S.OO __ pcr volull).~, or $5.00 for. the two volumest 
in leather, $7.\A); In morocuo, gilt edges, $8.00. 

From ·B~hlnd·'the Bars. ·A .series ot le~t11•• 
written In. prison. .Over 700 pages. Prloe, $1.50. 

An Infidel Abroad. A series ·of letters written 
during a visit of ten weeks In Europe:. 850 pages. Price. 
$1.50. -'· . 

The semltlc·Gods and the Bible. Treating 

y~g~v~~~ s~~~. ~~e til~~:e~T~~!t ~~~~.nsc~~~~r,~\i'.W ~~~rJ 
:Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 pages are devoted, 
showing that book.tobeavery Inferior production fora 
first-class God. SS3 Iarge·pages. Paper covers, 60 centS I 
cloth; $1. · 

. Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammed• 
anisiD examined historically and critically. It IIi 
thought to be. the most· damaging exhibit or Chrlstlantt:r 
that has ap~ear~d. 500 large pages. Price, $1.50. 

Thirty Discussions, Bible Storles,Essays 
and Lectures.; 700 pages, Pa_per covers, 75 cents; 
cloth,"$1. ·.· ·. · ·-

The Humphroy.B<Jnnett Discussion. A 
debate on Christianity and Infidelity, between D. M. Ben. 
nett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. 550 pages. Price, $1. 

Bennett•Teed Discussion. Between D. M, 
Jlennett and Cyrus .Romulus Teed, Jesus the Lorn .God 
Creatal' of Heaven· and Earth. Paper, 30 ce.nta; cloth; 50 
cents. 
iilt~:Proiiratories to Jeho~."R.h. Belng3,000 ques· 

tlons priii?oimded to his Jewlsh!Godshlp upon a great varl• 
ety of subJects. Paper, 50 mmts~ cloth, 75 cents. 
wb.at.I Don•t.Beileve, What I Do Believe, 

Why ttnd· ·Wheref'ore. (Forthcoming.) 850 PP• 
12mo. Paper, 60 ee!lt~; cloth, $1.50, 

Deacon SkidiDOre•s Letiers. First Deacon of 
Zion HlllBaptlstChureh,glvlng many church Incidents 
and his ·evolution from Chrlst!an1ty to Llberal!sm. Paper 
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Anthony C~in8tock ; His Career ot Cruelty and 
Crime. By D. M. ,Bennett. 25 cents. 

Eigh'th and· Last Le~ter froiD Ludlow• 
Stree~ Jail. 10cents. · . 
Lett~Fs rr~m Albany Pmiltentlary. 25 

cents. , · , 
Hatter, l!lotlon;Lit'e,·and Mind. 10cents. 
The Gods o;:'Superstition. 8 cents. 
The Great Religions or the _World. 10 eta. 
OpenLettert9 SamneiColgate. 10cents. 
.Jesus Christ. Considered ~san Infidel. 10 cents. 
An Hou~ With the ))evil. 10 cents. 1 
Sinful Saints and. Shiful Shepherds. 10 

cents... . :, r·.: . .! . ~ 
Honest {luestio:r." ·and Honest Answers. 

5 cents. . 
An Open Letter to .Jesus Christ. 5 cente. 

·,·.1 B. F. tinderwood's works. 
ll:ssays and Lectures. Embracing Infiuence of 

Christianity ·an Clvlllzt\tlon \Christianity and Materlall!lm; 
What Liberalism o!Iers In PlScc ot Christianity; Sclent11Io 
Materlallsm· Woman; Splrltuallsm from a Materialistic 
Standpoint; 'Paine the. Political and Rellglous Reformer; 
Materialism and Crime· Will the Coming Man Worship 
God? Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity; the Authority 
ot the Bible; FreethonghtJudged by Its Fruits; Our Ideal 
of God., 800 pp;; papef •. 60ccnts; cloth, ~1. 
lnftnenee or·Chrtstlanlty upon Civlllz..., 

tlon. 25 cents. · , • : .. ·' 
. Uhrktlanity and Materialism. 15 cente. 
·What· .. Ltbersllstn Oft'ers tn Plaf.l., oa 

(Jlarlstlan!ty. 10 oem&- "!> 
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sr,trituallsmrrOJn a Materia.lllilttc St t41a 
po nt. 10 cents. . · · 

1£.~::: tM~e~?lltlcal and Reupons Bee 

n'l
1
:¥ohman: Her Past and Present, Jler 
11: ts ancl Wrongs. 10 cents. 

Materialism and Crinte. 10oenta. 

,~!!~. the Coming; Man Worship Ged" 

Crimes and Cruelties or Chrlsu&nl_ t .... ~ to cents. .,, 

Twelve Tract.s. Sc!e'ntlftc and Theological. 20 eta. 
. Bu.~!l.'ess~Underwood . Debate.· A four days' 
uebate..lletween B. F. Underwood. and Prof. o. A. Blll'liess. 
Pre~!dent- of the Northweotem Christian University, 
!ndmDllpolls, Ind. Accurately reported. 188 pp. Paper 
50 cents i clotP., 80 ce~ts. . :: _ : . . ·,. 

linderwood·Marples Deba~e. A !ou.r nights' 
debate between B. F. Unll.erwood and. Rev .. John :MarPle&. 
Fully reported. Paper,~5 cents; cloth, 60. cents. · 

Miscellaneous 'works. 

The Martyrdom or Man. ~braclng:the fow 
divisions or War;Rellglon, Liberty, and Intellect. A work 
of rare merit, and written In superior style. By Wlnwood 
~e;t~s. New edltlan. 544 pages. Price reduced from'-' 

The Creed of Christendom; Its foundation 
contrasted with Ita superstructure. B&,; W. Rathbone 
~~fclf; $~£~ of the clearest and· ablest war ·ever written. 

Revelations of' Antichrist. An exhaustlv·work 

r.rovlng concluslvly that no such person as Jesus Chrl!lt ex. 
stedln the telgn of TlberlusJ but that a Jesus, the son ol 
M<~.ry, was'stoned and harilea O.bout a CenturY befofe, anC 

tl~a~~~t d~~~E1f,"ve~~~~ drfJ'ali:i~~ W~rb'1~'Mf .. ~ "g~:: 
446 pages and full Index. Price, $2.00. 

The Jamieson•Dltzler -Debate. A nina 
days' debate on God, the Bible; ChrlstlanltJ:: and Liberal
Ism. Between Wm. F. Jamieson and Rev. Jacob Ditzler, 
D.D. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. · 

The Pro and Con or Supernatural Be• 
lilfion. Both sides fairly and ablr_presented. By E. ll:. 
~uc~'k~~·UnlveraaUst clergyman. Paper,.l!O cents; cloth, 

The-Truth Seeker Collection or Forms, 
HyJnns, and Recitations. Containing fa!'IIlllfor 
or~anlzlnB societies, marriage, funeral services, naming of 

i':,1J'n~1?1t~~W~c nlf~~s ef;~P~~il~tonie:tl'::'gs~~~~~~ 
social gatherings, etc. To whlcYi are added beautiful Rec
Itations for vartous public occasions. 550 pp. Paper, !10 
;nta; _cloth, 75 cents. 

The Hea~hens or the Jlea~h. A ftnelywrltten 
Radical romance. By Wm. McDoUlleU, author of Exeter 
Hall, Family Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price 
reduced. Papcr,l!O cents;-cloth, $1.25. t' 

Nathaniel Vaughan. A Radical novel of marked 
~~~~~to :r

2
i"ederlka Macdonald. 404 pages. Price re-

_The .Darwlns. AdomestlcRadlcahtory. JlyMre. 
Elmlna Drake Blenker, author of John's Way, Studying 
~~oet:.'¥~~·e~~-numerous essays; 257 pp. Paper, 50 cents; 

B/:::J:~~~D~f:lk.er~ l!l~'::.'f.! domestic Hadlcal swry. 

The Clera-yman's Vlctlnts. A Badlcal story 
vividly portral'Tng the wrongs committed by the profeased 
men of God. By Mrs. J. E. Ball. 25 cents. · 

The Outcast. A dee~ ftneJy.wrltten Radical swry. 
~if'y{J'o':n Lgf~':.~d4Wg~ts. y Wlnwood Reade, author of 

The Adventures ol' Elder Trlptoleuius 
Tnb. Containing startling and· Interesting dlsclosures 
about hell, Its locallty, magnitude, climate, employments; 
eta. By .the Rev. Geo. Rogers. 15 cents. · 
·Gottlieb: His Lif'e. A Romance of earth, heaven, 

and hell. Beautifully written, by S. P. Putnam. 25 cents. 

Chronicles o1' Simon Christianus. H.t. 
manifold and wonderful adventures In the Land or eoa. 
T.~: Ftd~Ew ~~~t~~ ~~'i~~:~ulV~~n~~! '¥~~i.~~d by 

Amberley•s Lit'c or Jesus. His character and 
doctrlns. From the Analysis of Religious Belief. By Vls
count Arilbcrley. Paper, S5 cents; cloth, 60 cents; 

an~ y:,~:rr~lf.}".!~tilyH~.lJ~~elfi~~J~~n~:~ty, teachlnp. 

.Resurrection o1' .Jesus. Showlng the contradlc. 
tlons and doubts In which the subject Is Involved. By W. 
s. Bell. Revised edition. 25 cents. · 

An Outline or the French Revolution: 
Its Causes and Results. .A. clear and camy:e 
~oer~~lv Jf;~':'~~~1I~~~~ ~~\i'~~stlng portion of human Is 

Last wm and Testamen~ ot' Jean Jiles· 
lier, a curate of a Romlsh church In France, contain 
ing ttie best of his writings. 25 cents. 

t A Few \Vords about the Devil, and Other 
Essays. By Charles Bradlaugh. With a portrait of the 
writer. 260 pp. $1.25. · 

Voltaire in Exlle. Translated from the French of 
M. Gastineau b!J hl!l son Edmond Gastineau. Being 
1.I,'!,'g~rs P'fpt~~ fs f~e':f~~o cfoi:; l{:lter never before pulj 

Six Lectures on Astronomy. DyProf.R.A.. 
Proctor. 20 cents. · 

tc~~~lft!:. a~!':i,~~(f deft~It1!~1~}r~he fgr~rl~!~ 
!n theology. The only edition In English. 25 cents. 

Religion Not History:. Anable examination of 

~~e,r.~~~~a<~,.;~re~La;l,g~j~~ ~~~-l'~rf.;~'@~e~I. Prot. 

Sixte6n Saviors or None. By Kersey Grave,, 
author of the World's Sixteen Crucltled Saviors; 'l'hc 
Bible of Bibles, and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75cta: 
cloth, $1. 

M~~t!{~~:cc~~t:bf~~~~~~!~a'f.s.;! .~~tKin~·o1"f~~~ 
publlshed. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, 75 eta. . 

The Iloly Bible Abridged. Contnlnlng the 
chotec passages and lovely_ morceaus particularly pleaslna 
to Comstock. 169 pages. Paper, SUets; cloth, 5Uots. 

Superstition; The Rellglon of Believe· or be 
Damned, an Open Letter to tile l:;t. Jolin's SChool Board. 
By M. BabcocK. 25 cents. 

'Vhy DOn't God Kill the Devil? A Serle• 
~- ~~'l;'Z,~k:cdJ~~~"n'i::o the St. Johns School Board. By 

The Ghost or St. Johns. By M. Babcock. ~ 
cents. 
Proceedinp anil Addresses at ihe Wat• 

kins Convention. 400 pages of excellent SpeecheE 
and Essays. Price reduced to $1.00. 

Truth Seeker Tracts. Bound In volumes of 525 
pages each-Vols. I II, III, IV, and V. Each volume con. 
talnlng 525 pagee-thlrty tracts or more. A Library within 
themselvs ~ most excellent Radical reading matter at & 

~~ar~·Jsce~· ar:~~e:>_:;~~r,e~ ~~~~~~ih~17J~etls006acl:. tht 

t{~!:~ fJ~~~~~::~t gl.l!~~~st~aaY! A~~:; 
:Dy Ja'-"CJ J, Furniss. Cloth, 50 cts. 

o /{_l~~~~~.~~c~~~o~a~1~f/\~en~~o~ ~~"rt~~t;'; 
e ~c. Price, in Cloth, relluccd to 50 cts. 

'l'he PhlloHophy of Spiritualism, and the 
Philosophy and Treatment of Medlomanla. By Frederic 
R. 1lorvin, M.D. Cloth, 50 cents. 

Issues of' the A.a:e. Consequences Involved In 
modern thought.. A worl< showing much study and great 
familiarity with other writers and thinkers. By Henrr 
c. Pedder. Price $1. 

G~~J!~~nr o'f~~~~~~~f.~~~~{atY~~ \~'fa D~~~u~& ~r: 
remarkable Hebrew document, giving the original trorr 
which the sWry of Jesus was made up. 2U cents. .,. 

Eight Selentlfic Tracts. 20 cents. 
The Truth Seeker; In Bound Volumes. Volum• 

.I., $!.50; Vol. II. (16 months) III., and IV., ~.50 each; Vals 
v., VI., and VII., $8.50 each. Entire. set, by e~preBB, $1!o. · 

New England and the People up Therf 
A Humorou8Lecture. By George E. Macdonara. 10 cent. 

Blakeman's 200 ~oetical Riddles. ·2o centl 
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IF the gods really are gods, they ought not to hav 
need or the help or man; and if their priests are not 
paiL! by the gods for the services they perform, they 
had better seek other employers who can reward 
them for what they do.-D. N. Benn<tt. 

EXPERIENCE and scripture alike declare the law of 
retribution and the tact or judgment. We reap what 
we sow. Thorns never produce grapes, nor thistles 
figs. The harvests forever answer to the kind or 
seed planted. The reward .Is to every man according 
as his work shall be. A book of remembrance is 
written. A cloud or witnesses surround us. Our sins 
find us out. The lines or-divine justice run through 
earth and eternity, separating the false from the 
true, the evil !rom the good, forever pronouncing 
doom to the wicked, and to the faithful," Well done." 
-Rusk R. Shippen. 

FOR myself the only devil I know Is that black 
devil, Ignorance, fostered by knavery and tyranny
a devil personified by the credulous many, and kept 
up, In the pll.Bt, by the learned but treacherous few, 
who }Jro!essed to rule the masses bY their rears 
rather than to guide them through their love. The 
devil has, Indeed, not been a roaring Uon, but a cow
ardly and treacherous boaconstrlctor; it has envel
oped in Its masslv folds glorious truth, and, In the 
1lerceness of Its brute power, has crushed In Its 
wrlthlngs. But, oh 1 a glorious day Is coming; amidst 
the heretofore gloom or night the bright rays or the 
rising sun are piercing, and the light of truth dispels 
tho mists of Ignorance. Bright !acts drive out dark 
cleluslons; mighty truths triumph over pious frauds 
and no longer need meh be a!Irlghted by the notion 
or an omnipotent fiend, wandering through the earth, 
ever see.klng their damnation. -Bradlaugh's Ftw 
Words about the De.-il. 

NEVER forsake a friend. When enemies gather 
around, when sickness falls on the heart, when the 
world Is dark and choorless, Is tho tlmo to try true 
friendship. They who turn from the scene or dis
tress betray their hypocrisy, and prove that Interest 
only movos them. It you hav a friend who loves 
you-who has studied your Interest and happiness
be sure to sustain hlm.ln adversity. Let him reel 
that his former kindness Is appreciated, and that his 
love was not thrown away. Real fidelity maybe rare, 
but it exists -In the heart. They only deny its 
worth and power who hav never loved a friend or la
bored to make one happy.-Anon. 

Amos·.ro tells a pretty story or a flllry, who, by 
some mysterious law or her nature, was condemned 
to "Pl>Oar at certain seasons In the form or a foul and 
poisonous snake. Those who Injured her during the 
period of her disgulso were forever excluded from 
participation In the blessings which she bestowed. 
But to those who, In spite of her loathsome aspect, 
pitied and protected her, she afterward reve!Lled her_ 
self In the beautiful and celesti!Ll form which was 
n!Ltural to her, !LCcompanied their stops, granted all 
their wishes, filled their houses with wealth, made 
them happy In love !Lml victorious In W!Lr. Such a 
spirit Is liberty. At times she takes the form of 
a hatoful reptll. She grovels, she hisses, she stings. 
But woe to those who In disgust shall venture to 
crush her! And happy are those who, h!Lving dared 
to receive her in her degmded and frightful shape, 
shall at length be rewarded by her In the time of her 
be!Luty and her glory 1-_i!facaulay's Milton. 

ALL over th~ dom!Lln of human Inquiry the sec
tari!Ln spirit Is rapidly pB-'!sing away. It Is rebuked 
In the scientific world. It Is under reprob!Ltion In 
the philosophical world; now, !Llmost everywhere, 
men of !Lbillty!Lnd ch!Lmcter may pursue truth In the 
BJJirit of truth, may hold their convictions with 
warmth or reeling, may advocate them with Intensi
ty of expression, always remembering that their 
view Is not the only view, that however well founded 
and lmport!Lnt It m!Ly seem to them, other VIews 
m!Ly seem equally reB-'!Onable and esseutl!Ll to other 
people.-0. B. Frothinghmn's Radical Pulpit. 

n· we are told that morallty consists in obedience 
to the supposed will of a supposed perfectly moral 
being (which Is P!Lley's theory of morala], and that 
we are to aim at righteousness of life, because, In so 
doing, we ple!Lse God, then we are !Lt once placed in 
a re/;lon where our !!LCUI ties !Lre useless to us, !Lnd 
where our judgment Is at fault. But it we are told 
th!Lt we are to lead noble lives, beoouse nobility of 
life Is desirable for itself !Llone, beoouse. in so doing 
we spread happiness around our pathway !Lnd gl!Ld
den our fellow-men, then, indeed, motlvs are ap
pealed to which spring forward to meet the roll, and 
chords are struck In our hearts which respond In 
music to the touch,:.___lfrs. A. Besant. 

THE fear o' hell's "hangman's whip 
To hold the wretoh In order; 

But when ye feel your honor grip 
Let that !Lye be your border I 

Its slightest touches, Instant pause I 
Deb!Lr a' side pretenses 

And resolutely keep Its laws-
Uncaring consequences. -Burns. 

To refer the legend In regard to the stopping of 
the sun by Joshua to a false translation Is Imposing 
on one branch of science-philology-for the sake of 
another. And the rell!Lnce upon the refuge of Hugh 
Miller "-" to the days of Genesis, that 'they are not 
periods or twenty-four hours but or epochs or thou
sands !Lnd perhaps millions of years, Is another way 
or !Lvoldlng the difficulty-without solving it. Why 
not !Lnswer that tho w1·iter of Genesis, or the Assyrian 
author from whom the legends or cre!Ltlon we1·e 
taken, believed, e.e he evidently did, that the world 
was made In six days? Wh!Lt harm Is done to sci
ence or religion by any such supposition? It Is just 
as Innocent as the Greek legend that Minerva sprung 
from tho brain of Jove. The harm comes only When 
you take these legends as literal and lnfall1ble. In 
that cB-'!e, the Grecian legend is just B-'! reB-'!onable 
and !LUthorltatlV as the Hebrew one.- Christian Regis
ter (March, 9, 1882), 

MEN hav no right to complain of evils which they 
themselvs are competent to femedy; by mere com
mon sense, joined with mere oommon humanity.-' 
CeWI'idqe. ' 

91ddfl and fl.ndfl. 
AFTER the Revolution of 184s'a"n !Lmlable Socl!Llist 

took refuce In Geneva, where he began the publloo
tlon of a weekly p!Lper, devoting It to promulgating 
the 10reat Idea or the equal division of all property. 
In due course a relatl v or tile reformer died and left 
him a legacy of 15,000 tr!LDCS. The p!Lper appeared liB 

usu!Ll next week, but there had In the meanwhile 
been a sllgh t modification of the proprietor'S pro
gmm. "All property should oe equ!Llly divided," 
he w<ote, "share and share alike when Its value ex
ceeds 15,000 francs!" 

TWO men are W!Llklng together-one a smoker, one 
an admirer of Kinll James's Counterblast. 

"What are you smoking?" 
"A cigar-can't you see?" 
"I mean bow much did it cost?" 
"Ten cents." 
"Ten cents? Ah I How long hav you been smok

ing?" 
"About thirty years." 
"About thirty years? Why, with the money you 

hav spent on cigars you could hav bought one or the 
swellest liouses on the avenue here I" 

"Don't yoll smoke?" 
"!? Never! I never hav smoked." 
"Then show me your house!'" 

A TINY little fellow llving In an Eastern city, but 
away out on the borders where circuses did not 
come or processions, who had never seen a soldier In 
full rig, was sent to the door by his mother, who 
heard the bell ring. It was Col. 8-, In full regi
mentals, as it WB-'! the day or the Inauguration of the 
governor. 

"Tell your mother, ·llttle man, to please come to 
the door a moment; I want to spe!Lk to her." 

Charley went up stairs, and appeared before pis 
mother with the most awe-struck race. · 

"Mamma, there is some one at the door wants to 
see you." 

"Who is it, my son?" 
" I don't know, but I think It's God." 

"LOOK here," said the governor to a high state 
pfficlal, "when are you going to pay me that $10?" 
~ "Upon my honor, governor, I don't know." 

"Why, sir, the other day when I mentioned the 
tact or your Indebtedness you asked me where I 
would be Tuesday?" 

"Yes, sir." 
"Well, wasn't that " promls that you would pay 

me Tuesday?" 
"No, sir/' 
"Why, then, did you want to know where I would 

be Tuesday?" 
"Because I wanted. to know where you'd be so I 

could make arr!Lngements to be somewhere else." 

1.'HEBANANA-PEEL'S SONG. 

Like a bar of the beaten gold 
I gleam in the summer's sun; 

I am little, I know, but I think I can throw 
A man who will weigh " ton. 

I send out no ch!Lllenges bold, 
I blow me no vaunting horn, 

But foolish Is he who tre!Ldeth on me ; 
He'll wish he had ne'er been born. 

Like the flower o!. the field, vain man 
Gooth forth at the break of day, 

But when he shall reel my grip on his heel, 
Like the stubble he tadeth away; 

For I lift him high up In the air, 
With his heels where his head ought to be; 

With a down-coming crash he maketh his mash, 
And I know he's cle!Lr gone upon me. 

I am scorned by the man who buys me; 
I am modest and quiet and meek; 

Though my talents are few, yet the-work that I do 
Has oft m!Lde the cellar-doors creak. 

I'm a blood-red Republican born, 
And "Nl!illlst fearless I be; 

Though a head wear a crown, I bring Its pride down, 
It it set Its proud heel upon me. 

TOO INQUIBITIV BY HALF. 

"Pa," exclaimed the Rev. Mr. 1\Iulklttle's boy, 
"Cousin Jim don't know who Abel was, and when I 
asked him who Cain WB-'! he said he WB-'! a walking
stick." 

Jim snorted !Lnd pulled his rod hair In a glee of 
conquest. 

"Cain wa~ a bad man, wasn't he, pa?" 
"Yes, son," replled Mulkittle with evident pride 

at the Intelligence exhibited by his eon IR centrast 
to Aunt Mary's vicious young snoozer; "Cain WM a 
bad man." 

" Co.ln k1lled his brother wl th a stick or stove wood, 
didn't he?" 

Jim snorted again and at!kod, "Who chopped the 
wood?" 

"He killed his brother with a club," replied Mr. 
Mulklttle. 

"What made him klll his brother?" 
"Because the•Lord loved Abel better tha.n he did 

C!Lln." 
"Did God make Oain !Lnd Abel too?" 
"Yes, both were the children of the Lord." 
"God made Abel good and Oaln batt, didn't he?" 
"Yes." 
"But If God h!Ld wanted O!Lin to be good he could 

hav made him good, couldn't he?" 
"Yes," replled the minister, slyly looking at Aunt 

Mary. 
"If Abel WB-'! good !Lnd God loved him, why did he 

let C!Lln klll him?" -
"Because God wanted Abel to come unto him." 
"But he had Abel anyway, Didn't it hurt Abel 

when Cain hit him?" 
"You b·ot It did," said Jim, twisting hlmselr on 

the 1loor. Mr. Mulkittle bestowed a glance of minis
terial contempt on the youngster and. replled I 

"Of course It hurt him." · 
"Why did God want to hurt "nybody he loved!" 
"I don't know." 
"Why don't you know?" 
" Hush, sir; don't bother me." 
And Mr. 1\Iulklttle, after reading a part of Paul's 

special coi'r<;spondence, waved his hand with an air 
of auihority, and Bald, "Lilt us pray."-.Arkansaw 1• 
Travmr. f 

MUCH FOR LITTLE, D. :M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK. 

We hav on hand a goodly number 
-ov-

VOLUMES, I. AND. II. 
-o:r-

The Truth Seeker, 
published in l81.t and 187.$, 

tbe same securely bound in good paper covers. 
The first volume is a monthly, and the sec

ond a semi-monthly. Vol. I. contains 
100 pp , and Vol. II. 256 pp. 

We are disposed to send these out to friends 
who wish them at a trifle above the 

postage. We will send 

VOLUME I. FOR 25 CENTS, 
-AND-

VOLUME n. FOR 50 CENTS. 
THEY CONT A.IN 

a large amount of reading matter, and are 
worth nearly ten times the amount asked for 
them. They also are worth not a little to 
~show wlt&t TilE TRUTH SEllxER was in the first 
and second years of its existence, Let those 
who wish to secure these volumes not fail to 
make their wants known. 

Address this· office. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
TO 

A TRtrrH· SEEKER 

Aroun~ ~o Worl~~ 
FOUR LARGE VOLUMES. 

With a ateel Plate eqraving of the author 1D VoL L 
and each volnme Illustrated with forty-leTen ~uti •. 

.BY D. D. BENNETT, 
Late e41tor of Tn T11UTB s .. n1l, author of" A Truth 

lleeltar tn Europe," "Gada and Bel!glona ot Ancien\ 
and Modern Times," "TheWorld'a Sa&es,TlllDk· 

en, and Betormen," "Champlona of 
the Church," etc., etc. 

Handsomely bound in red cloth, e6.30; 
in leather, red edwes, $9.110; in 

morocco, gilt edges, U0.50. 

Read~rs of THE TRUTH Buxn know the circum1tanoe1 
under which this work w..S written. The last words 
penned by the great author were tor the fonrth volnme, 
which was nearly completed at ~Is death, and which wlll 
now conta!11 an acconnt or hla worJdCiamented death and 
bnrlal. Mr. Bennett was a very patient and fallhful 
chronicler of tbe habits and custom• or tlte dilrerent peo
ples of the many p!&ces he has vlsltod, Tile every-day 
lfe of all nO: lons1slald bet ore the reader by one who has 

vlalted .them anti beheld them with hll own eyes. Par
tlcnillr attention Is paid to the progiesa of Freethought In 
the varlons conntrleo he vialt•d, and the morality of so
called pagan nations Ia contrasted with the morality of 
Christian ccuntrtes, much to the d11triment of the latter. 
Theworklaa · 

Freethinker'" Hisfory of the World. 
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE' 

shonld be In every Llbe•al's library. Besides Its Jntrlnsle 
worth It Is a memento of one of the greateot Freethinkers 
the world has known-of one who rants with Voltaire 
and Paine In the force and clearness of his wrltlnp. 

Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

TRUTH !EEKE RS. . 2~ CllntonPJace,NewYork. 

tnir~~~c~tle~~nit~~~e~~dto0~ffat~v~~~Ja~u~~~~tet~~ 8 UPE R S TITION II ALL AGES • 
~~gt:n:l~~~tll.':."c~~==r;.~~ ·~~i~g~~~~i.tm£~:.n~~~l. By .JOHN MESLIER, 
ment yet made-a self-sustaining sounding-board and 

~No<!:~h!'il(g:.,!'1l:. n:;gJ;~'Wffnt~~l~T~.to T~:~~~~g~ 
i?::\t~,:ggr: ll:~~fi~<;.i,m~t:?n~~ t8~:,.~n~g~hPein;'~~.; 
¥e~;1:i~~~~ ~~~h6~le;~;Ya~:v~!eJ'~~~:!eg. tMs~e,;~ 
olfor to place these Pianos and Orgon• by the aide or any 
ether ,no matter what their r'J?.utatlon, and will com-

~e!:s ~t~.'\>~itH~~.~.alf~i·s67 ,0M&~aJ'a~?~~~swah% 
will fnrnlah 1llustrated catalog. 9t47 

80 Court st.Brooklyn 
THE 

WILSON lA," 
TWO YEABS .AGO 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

THE INVENTOE OF 

WILSONIA, 
AN ENGLISH SCIENTIST, :MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, 

LECTURER ON ELECTRICAL THERAPEUTICS, 
AUTHOR OF THE •'TRIAL OF M:EDICIN," 

THE "LANGUAGE OF DISEASE," 
"MEDICAL FALLACIES," ETC., 

Introduced to the People o1' the lJnited 
States His 

MAGN1TIC GARMENTS 
For the cure of Disease Without :Medicine or Medica 
Treatment. The Statement made by him at that time 
that his Magnetic Clothing, If worn for any form or Dis
ease (and as advised), would cnre ninety per cent of the 
so-called Incurables, has beell. verll!ed, he hav 
lng Clothed and Cured Thousands of Persons of all Forms 
of Disease. Positive proof ot this has appeared In all the 
leoolng Newspapers by Testimony ot many of our mos 
Prominent and Wealthy Citizens, who, having been 
Cured by tbe -

Garments 
After all other Treatment had failed, were pleased to 
assist the Inventor In giving confidence to the Sn!ferlng 
Invalids of America by allowing him to nse their well
known and respected Names as Reference; and It Is now 
admitted by many most highly accomplished Scientists 
and Phystclav.s that the Bnccess and Cnres attending the 
Introduction ot " WI !sonia" Magnetic Clothing has been 
unprecedented In the hl•tory ot Electrical Therapeutics. 
In the face of sucl!. Positive Proof as given by us no person 
can donbt the value of this Invention In all cases. 

Therefore why continue the Suicidal System of taking 
Drugs? 

SEND ,1.50 FOR A PAIR OF 
·" Wilsonia" Mag-netic Insoles. 

Sure Preventive of Cold Feet-the Forerunner of AI 
Kinds of Disease. 

Comultatlon Free. 

Bend for Pamphlet and Information to the only OIDce 
where the Inventor can be seen. . 

Address all Communications to 

DAVID J. COTTER, 
80 COURT STREET, BROOKLYN 

A Roman -Catholic Priest, who, after a pastorate or 
thirty years at Etreplgny and But In Champagne, France, 
wholly abjured religious dogmas, and lett as his last wlll 
and testament to his parlshlonen, and to the world, the 
work entitled, .. Common Sense." · 

Mealier's book Is a death-knrll. t.o all relii!IOI!S, &lao to 
all Imaginary nonentltlos. It Is oaly·a commendable act 
or justice to say that his work Is unanswerable. It Is 
hicld Ia style, and undoubtedly. one or the moat powerfal 
appeals In behalf or reason, common sense, and justice · 
that ever was produced In any age or country. 

Cloth, • • $1.1)0, Paper • • .. $1.,00. 
AddreBB, THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

DR. FELLOWS, 
Vineland, New .Jersey, 

A regularly edncated and legally qnalllled physician and 
most -sncceutul, 118 his practice wm- prove, cures all 
forms of Private, Chronic, and l'lexual Dis• 

:.a:h-;,8rea~f~rs~l~\~~,r?ne~on~:,':e!u~l!~:e~:~{ri 
i'?.~t'}~,fo~r:~8e'tieg~~e~:~~':!·n::~ ~~~~C.:f\~~:fo~! 
(night emllslons b:y dreamsl, Dimness of Sight, De ectlv 
Memory, Physical Decay P mples on F .. ee. Aversion to 
Society of Felllales, CoDfuslon of Ideas, Loss of Sexnal 
Power etc., reader1ng marriage Improper or unhappy! 
are thorQugb1y and permanently cured by an Externa 
.&ppUcation in t'rom so to 90 days. 

lii.IDDLE·.&GBD AND OLD M.EN. . 
There are many &t the age or thirty to sixty who are 

troubled wl\h too frequent evacnatlun or the. bladder, 

rf~~~ :~8°::';-.:'~:~:rn: s~n;:~;::~~ Y~ b~Ir~~~:~~~ 
patient cannot account tor. On examining the urinary 
deposits a ropy or cotton-like sedlmen$, or sometimes 
small particles of albumen, will appeu, or the color Will 
be of a thin ot mllklsh hne. again chsngln~: to a dark and 
torpid appearance, which pl&lnly shows that' the semen 
p&~~ses olf with the urine. There are many men who dla 

~it~~aN~~:hu.l~ ~~~o~Y!g 0~bt~~ ~Uie~e~: clr~lly:~·~ 
such cases, and a healthy restoration of the organa. 
pr Consnltatlon by tetter tree and Invited, Charges 

reasonable, and correspondence strictly conlldentlal. 
PR:iV ATE COlJNSELOR. 

Sent to any addresa aecurely sealed tor twO three• 
cent stamps, treating on Spermatorrhea or Seminal 
Weakness, giving Its canse, s)'mptoms, horrible elfects&nd 
cure, followed by strong testlmvnlals, headed by an am
davit as to their genulaaess Should be rer.d by all. 

a:w- Reme•nber no medicin is given. Ad· 
dress DR. R. P. FELLOWS, Vineland, New 
Jersey. Be sure and state In what paper yon saw this. 

TO TRIA.L 51JBSCRIBER5 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
With sixteen lar~~:e pages, wm be seat 

ror THREE JIIONTHS, posta&'e patd, 

.FOB FIFTY CENTS. 

Ad41re•• D.JII, BENNETT, 
21 CHaa.n Plaee, New Yorll:. 

BOOKS! BOOKS! 
I hav an enormous stock or new and second-hand book• 

on hand, which I O!fer at very low prices Send for booka 
tried to obtain elsewher~ without snceess. American. 
EngllshJ.. German, and French books. Catalogs on appllea-
tlon, F !(EE. . 

A full line of Liberal bOoks alwaya on hand, 
C. N. Caspar's Book EmporlnJ!!, 

4tl 35 Oneida street (opp. Opera House,) Mllwankee, w 11. 

SING, BROTHERS. SING. 
USE THE 

Liberal Hymn-Book 
In yonr meetings, to make them llvely and interesting. 
The LmERAL HYMN-BooK contains aongs by the beat poets, 
adaptedi9 well-known tnnes. It Ia hl~hly commended bl 

~~~r~ien:~~.~~~· fn~r;g8·b"f~Nh;.ho r::i'· e~:!T~J'0tt: 
Second edition. Price, half-bonn~, 25 cents. In cloth, 
gllt, 40 cenr.s, Bold at thla nlll.ce. 

A good farm hand. 

2t2 

Wanted. 
For particulars, address, 

JOB. BOLTON, 
Lyons, Rice Co,. K&n. 

Wanted. 
Correspondenee with any looy, not a widow. Mnat lte 

eqUally talented, not croso1 and or a stout race of people, 
as I am. Address, H. G. J., Box 56, Momvla P. 0,, Appa 
noo»o Co., Iowa, 
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and' Qklippitqjs. 
A PRESBYTERIAN _church 'in Philadelphia has 

a Turk for pastor. 

, "I WANT to pass 'away gently while preach
ing," is' tlie desire breathed by the Rev. Mr. 
Barnes. 

resign of their own free will, the fraternity of 9 A.M. and after 3 P.M.' The foul water of the 
the ~?loth bids fair to become as insignificant drains and dirty wash water must not be used 
in number as it now is in usefulness. for sprinkling the roads." -

P;RESDlENT FETTEROLF has_ just been inade CANON WILBERFORCE's letter to the Arch-
president of GirardOollege. He is a nativ of bishop of Canterbury (says the PaU MaU Ga
Montgoinery county, Pa., and forty-eight zette) illustrates the connection between beer 
years of age. He began his scholastic career and Bible in a way that must be very awkward 
as a professor of English literature and niath- for the primate. The church, as a whole, be-

. · ematics in the. Freeland ·seminary, at his ing the larg(lst landowner in the kingdom, is 
• :,, THE truths of Christian!·(y·, are not many· naturally the largest owner of public houses · · home, of whichf.institutioil he became the · · ii\. point of number," says the Rev. George H. Th t · b ·a h b t M W"lb f - principal in 1867. After occupying that posi- a 1s. a enoug , u r.- I er orce avers 

Hepworth. . We hav always maintil:ined 'that th t ublic ho· ses a e · t" tion for five years Prof. Fe_tterolf was elected a P · • u r more, m propor wn, 
they can be counted on th'e· ftngers of ap· e, I'son · · · so ch rch.land th th 1 ' principal of the Andalusia Seminary, under numerou n u s an ey are e se-
whd had lost both arms. h Th b" h fL d "di b t , , the care of .the Prot~stant Episcopal church, -w ere. e IS op o on on, ri ng e ween 
. :·~I A,DVISE ·you 'to go. to cliurch with mor_e_ 'in Bucks county, and remained there until .his two town houses, would, it is said, pass 
regularity," said a doctor to one of his pa- his electlo)l_.two years ago as vice-president 100 taverns which are the property of his 
tients. ·. "Why, sir?" asked the bewil.dered of Girard Coliege. In all but ordination. this chu;rch. 'One of the largest public-houses in 
p~tient. "Beca~se. sound· sleep is the most man is-a _ preaclrer of the. Episcopal church. London, which sells £10,000 worth of drink 

co'irJ:plete restorativ known for your malady." It is thus that these dishonest Christians sub- ;;ee:; ~:~· !:~r~\~f ~:n~i:~oyp:u er:::yw~eeen: 
''.MoRE than half of th~· ministers·.on the roll ~rt the will ofGiiara:w.ithoU:t .incurring the 

of th_~ Presbyteria'n 'church," accordi:I;tg to the penalty. Cannot the Liberals Of Philadelphia church :flanked on either side by a gin shop-
" board pf ministerial relief," "'IY'hen they die devise some wa.y of ousting the thieves? · a,U: three, of c~urse, being church property. 

-- , . · -. The publican appears to take instinctivly to 
leave_ de-pendent widows_." T)lis is ;not very AT the moeting of· the French Geographi"cal 1 · . . -. " the vacant and m the neighborhood of a 
c;heering ·information for the yo~ng men who Society,- held in 'P .. ari.s a .. few days since, M. de · 1 h" f - - . . . . church.__ _ s t IS sort o thing to go on, asks 
contomplate entering the· ministry, nor com- Lesseps promi·s~d that the -Panama cana·l · · b. · h 

• u Mr. Wil erforce, or IS t e church to continue 
forting to the young women 'who expect to should be ready to be opened in 1888. ·. He 
marry them. . . . . d "b 0 di 0 pretending to fight against the intemperance 

. . , . . escn ed the ,samtary con twn of the people which it helps to produce? The archbishop 
A PoRTLAND paper tells a s t~ry of a wlia:rthy _employed ·in constructing it as satisfactory. is an ecclesiastical commissioner, and the 

but p~rsimonious -Maine _man whq, tw9. or The mortality at Panama is not, he said, higher Times orders him to answer the. canon's in
three da.ys before his deatj:t, awoke in the than in Fray.ce,. that is to say, it does not terrogatories without delay. 
evening and tur_ning to the watcher at the bed- reach two per cent of the population. M. de ·a ''".a: ; ,, H ' . h. d th 0 

' ' THERE is perplexity in the India office in SI e, as.~~.e ; _ - ow muc _ o._ ey giV you a Lesseps also contend(;ld that the fears which · · 
riight? " " Two dollars ·and a half," was the had been expressed c,oncern:ing the possibility London over the translation into Indian Ian
reply. "Well, you needn't 'come anjd more; f th l b . . . d 'b guages of "God Save the Queen." At first 

, ____ , _ , , o. e cana emg lnJur(;l ' Y earthquakes sight it would seem a very simple problem, 
l-ean t stand such a sum_ as that, and he ~er.e,_ quite unfounded., Panama, he main-
d .dn''- , · - · but one is met at every point by difficulties. 

I _ •· · . , .. _ _ _ _ · · ., .· ~- ,t_~tilfed_; was outside the volcanic region so . . . . . . The consequence is that a National Anthem 
"TE:E Quakers" was the subject of an e~~ay,~ :justly dreaded on account of the terrible dis-

the essayist being a moderate . sized boy- at a asters· which had happened within its limits. Society has be. en formed, and its members are 
- - - . . - hard at work. In the first place, there are as 

popular boarding-school. · Omitting_ all such An-earthquake might occur there, but the Isth-. - - many and as different languages in India as 
ref~rences to George Fox: or Willjam ·Penn _as mU:s of Pa)lama was. no ,more likely to be _vis~ there are in Europe. Hindostanee and Ben
a_rE! Icustomary in essays on. Quakers,. this 'ited by one than any country in Europe. 

. . . ~~~~~~~~~ 
essayist plunged into the thick of his subject . T . 1 . t 'f G 1 M . Mahratta. and Canaresc are as disti·n'ct ""·om 
by: saying that the Quakers n'evei quarrel, . Hl!: annua repor o enera erntt, the u 

United States Consul-General in Great Britain each other as French, German, and Italian. 
never get into a fight, never· claw each other, 
aiid never "jaw buck., Ht> _ itddeil, ii Pa is a -and Ireland, has supplied some food for dis- Then the court language of India is Persian, 
Quaker;'but !~don't think rna is., There is no uu~~lon to our English cousins. Arilong other which is not understood by the people in any 

- things, he :eoints out that while here only one part of the country. It is evident, therefore, 
record ofilhis essay having received a prize. . . ;p,erf1on in 285 is a pauper, in England the pro- that in order to make "God Save the Queen" 

THE Rev .. W. H .. Hai-dman, of Greenwood, portion is one in 35. He also shows that the p-opular it must be trap.slated into a great 
Neb., preached for ·a shl~ll salary, but man- re~uction in the English natj\)nal debt is not number of languages. The imperial title of 
aged to save up. $1,000, which he h,eld in read- . as great in the year as our reduction often is the queen in England adds another difficulty. 
in,ess for any promising mercaii.til investment ill a month. He givs the somewhat startling How on earth are people to sing, "God Save 
that might· offer.· ''He' met'·a man who said jnJormation that one out of every 36 of the Kaisar-i-Hind ?" Then how is God to be 
that he had $8;000 worth of goods _in a (Jhi- 6,600,000 houses in the United Kingdom is en- translated? The Brahmans hav more than a 
cago' warehouse, .the _ hidden property, Qf .a .gagea in the sale of intoxicating liquors. The million gods, and i~ would be almost impossi
bankrupt lildiana merchant ~hes~ co~ld be· j)D.glish· press is not qU:ite willing to accept his _ble to pick out the right one. The religions 
bought .for 15 :_per cent· of then value, 1f the statement that many small farmers with clipi- of India are as numerous as the languages, 
sale could -be: kElpt a-secret. 'l'he_- clergyman tal of from $500 to $2 500 are anxious to "t and the proper_ god must be chosen in each 
par.ted :with ~is money, and got a diie'bill for England and emigrattt\l; this country,beca~'::e case. The Nati,t;mal Anthem Society hav con
the meim~andise, but he has never been able of the agricultural depression, if they only sequently no very easy job before them. 
to find the goods; could get trustworthy information as to the THE Rev. E. R. Donehoo, a leading orthodox 

PRAYING to spac~ is ~ot a very p~b:fitable -oc- yaliie and fertility of land in different parts clergyman of Pittsburgh, Pa., delivered a ser
cupation, and the people are ·beginning to' ·of' the United States, Th·e Consul-General is mon Sunday morning, in which he inveighed 
find it out. ·According .to the report there: is: very severe upon "the scandalous practice of against the creeds of the churches of the pres
giineral'lamentation 'that the services heid a~ some European govemments in shipping va~ ent day as . being tyrannical. He also spoke 
most of the i:lvangelical _chmches in the week grants, imbecils, confirmed inebriates, ~and against existing Sunday laws, and on this sub
of prayer were thiDJy attended and were lack- scoundrels who, having run the course of ject he said: "In New York businessmen hav 
ing in interest: :This is much as wa~ eXpected their jails for years, hav been pronounced' in- been greatly exercised over an attempt to en-
last Sunday. ·It was; ·indicated in the style 'of ·corrigible." force certain Sunday laws, which had been en-
the notices given .from, the -pulpits :by many T acted under far different conditions of society, . . HE Japanese g()yernment h~s recently is-
of the pastors. If something is not doD:e· in where very different sentiments were enter-. sued a new code ()f regulations for the ·main-
the line of the, introduction ·o" a :radical im- . . . . bli h tained in regard to the claims and limitations " tenance of pu _ c thoroughfares t roughout 
.provement in the. way of holding these meet- · · of the Sabbath. The Puritanical ideas which the empire. Among them are the following 
ings,, the_. institution of the .week of p· rayer · . - .. h found utterance in these recently exhumed regulatiOns respectmg t e sweeping and 
will in a few years be as thoroughly forgotten cleansingofroads:.''Thesweepingandcleans- statutes hav long since given place to more 
as the "monthly concert, _of prayer," which · f d b d b h liberal constructions of man's duty toward the . . mg o roa s must e one y t e residents on 
was -formerly so. _grE)atly ·relied. on as a,prp- either side. In the case of a government of- Sabbatic precepts. With the great changes 
moter of interest in 'foreign_ missions. fi k .11 b 1. h d b which hav taken place in our land since these . . ce, the wor WI e accomp IS e y that of- laws were first enacted, the necessities of the 

TH:E dearth of acceptable ministers, says fige. Residents on either side of the thorough- times demand that a modification shall be 
the New York Sun, has become a matter for fare are responsible for clea:ning to a distance made in those laws which govern the observ
great alarm among the. churches and educac. of eight ken (thirty-six feet), and in case of ance of the Sabbath; also, they will soon be-
tiona! boards. The classes of thoolomcal stu- unoccupie,d houses the proprietoys must still th · b . .., o· come, as ey are now rapidly ecoming, an 
dents . grow- smaller with, each succee~ing undertake the task._ Bridges and carriage entire nullity. Christ clearly taught that ra
yea}\ and only'a few of the limited nu~ber of ·roads, and all others, which no private per- tional necessity, man's natural wants and re
canaidates for ministerial perquisits proinis: sons are bound to keep in good condition, quirements, determined the manner of Sab
to de-\:elop into· anything of· which the cause ·must be maintained by officers of Kn, Gho, or bath observance. What to-day is needed in 
may: be proud .. The .. 'Presbyterian: church Son. Activ efforts must be made to keep all this and other states in the interest of moral
alone has nearly two thousand ministers who sections of roads as clean as possible. Dead ity and religion is a modification of our Sun
are not preaching, and fears are entertained cats and dogs, etc., must be removed by dis- day laws to such a degree as to bring them 
that 'it 'will tJe necessary to fall back upon trict scavenger corps. On hot or -windy days into something like accord with the enlight
th~se. With'li constant ,drain upon the priest- water must be sprinkled upon the road, but ened sentiment of the present age." The 
hood- of ministers exp-elled ·for immorality, between the 1st of December and the 28th of sermon has created much comment in relig
ex~~~~unicated fdr heresy, and tli,~se -~h? February such sprinkling is prohibit~d pefor~ iou~ Qil;cles m J?ittsburgh, 

J!Jews off the lfeeh. 
FLooDs in south Hungary are causing great 

distress. · 

THE ice harvest has begun at Troy on the 
Hudson. 

AIIABI PAsHA and his fellow-exiles hav ar
rived at Colombo, Ceylon. 

NEw YoRKERS are enjoying the best sleighing 
that the city has known for ma:tJ.y years. 

A woMAN in this city has procured a verdict 
of $75,000 damages in a suit for breach of 
promis. 

EIGHTY-TWO lives were lost in the burning 
of the Newhall House, Milwaukee, Wis., on 
the lOth. 

THE cold at Moscow, Russia, is so intense 
that many people are daily found frozen in 
the streets. 

THE president and cashier of the City Bank 
of Jersey City hav been arrested. The ac
counts show a shortage of about $75,000. 

THERE is a report that some Circasians at
tempted to assassinate the sultan of Turkey 
last Sunday, but were met and repulsed by the 
guard. 

THE Germans of BI·ooklyn contemplate 
holding a monster music festival in 1885. 
They intend to hav a choms of twenty thou
sand voices. 

DR. MuDD, of Baltimore, who was sentenced 
to imprisonment for life fOI" harboring John 
Wilkes Booth, but afterward pardoned by the 
president, died on the 12th. · 

JoHN WELLES HALLENBOCK, of Wilkesbarre, 
Pa., has presented $50,000 to Lafayette Col
lege to endow the chair of the president. A 
similar gift was made by him to the college a 
few years ago. · 

A FEMALE soldier in the Salvation Armyhad 
two devoted lovers. A dispute that arose be. 
tween them as to which was most admired by 
the damsel was settled by one stabbing the 
other in the back. 

DuRING the performance last Saturday at a 
circus in Berditscheff, in Russian Poland, a fire 
broke out in the building, and before the spec
tators could escape the whole structure was 
ablaze. Three hundred persons perished in 
the :flames. 

'MARVELOUS healers continue to come to the 
front. Mr. Coran, of Troy, who is the seventh 
son of a seventh son, is the latest. He lays 
his hands upon the affiicted, and prophesies 
the day when the disease will take its depat
ture. Stories of remarkable cures are recited. 

OVERDANK, the young Italian who was 
hanged at Trieste, Austria, last month, for 
conspiracy, was a Freethinker, and declined 
the offices of a priest. His execution excited 
great indignation in Rome, and the action of 
the emperor of Austria is the subject of al
most universal condemnation. Victor Hugo 
interceded for the young man in a letter to the 
emperor, but without avail. The great Ital
ian poet, Giosue Carducci, has published a 
stinging comment pronouncing maledictions 
on the Austrian government,.and the walls of 
Rome were placarded with appeals to the peo
ple to vindicate and avenge the murdered 
youth. 

CLARK MILLS, the sculptor, died at Washing
ton, D. C., on the 12th, in the 68th year of his 
age. He was a plasterer in his youth, but be
came a sculptor when he was twenty years 
old. His first important work was a bust of 
John .C. ·Calhoun, which is in the City Hall at 
Charleston. Congress awarded him the com· 
mi~sion for the equestrian statue of Jackson, 
which stands in Lafayette Square, near the 
White House. He received $20,000 for the 
statue, which was cast from cannon captured 
by Jackson. He received $50,000 from Con
gress for the colossal equestrian st~tue of 
Washington which was unveiled in 1860. In 
1863 he cast in bronze the statne of Liberty, 
from Crawford's design, which now crowns 
the dome of the National Capitol. He made· 
his name familiar to Freethinkers by execut
ing the busts of Paine, Voltaire, and Ingersoll, 
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B~IlD.ettwas a man of th~ pe~ple. He·"W~s .depri~e.d -a.nce. Though hi• tongue i~ silent, and the· ven once 
_ by:the injustice qf aociety of ~e full_educatwn _of his so busy is laid aside forever, yet ttlany of his,_words 
· powers. What education he did receive was design~d will bear the fruit of joy and liberty·for ;~nan-Y: y~ars ===================== far more tO destroy his int~llect than to develop It. to come." The poet Cowley once al!lked the question: , 

D. :M. Bennett. . Some part of his life W,f!,S spent in that fa!se aild un- "What shall I do to be forever known, · ·. 
10 · -' ' · a1· h ~-- 'Sh k t a peo And.make'the age to come. mine own?"' •.i ;. ·. A LECTURE BY GEORGE CHAINEY, ON SUNDAY, DEO. · TH, na~ . atmosp ere OJ:;·a.. a er COmmuni Y-:- . . - . _ 

F: om Tllil World. ple'who, though pure in desire, are yet so Ignorant To him Mackay, the "Poet of the ~eP.Ple/' ma.d.Q::.~-
r - - • • •• f as to say With Hamlet "We will hav no more mar- swer: 

-I had promised t(}" speak to-day on the ongrnth riages Those that ~e married already shallliv · the "What thou shalt do to be forever known? 
the religious sentiment; b~t last ThursdaY. came ~ · rest shall keep· as_they ar§l." Only a mind of re~ark- Poet or etatesman, look with steadfast gaze, 
s~d news. that one of the b:ravest ~d; str.ongest sol able strength and clea.rness ,of p()~ception could hav And see JOn giant Shadow 'mid the haze, 
diers of liberty, D. M. B. ennett, edito~ of THE TRUTH ·se'en the li' ht throu ·h· J.'~-'s darkness. Though born Far off but coming. Listen to the moan 
• h d all t hi t A. h fun ral takes g g w.u That sinks and swells in :fitful undertone, 
oEEKER, a f en a s P?S · . s IS e and reared a Slave he broke every fetter and bravely And lend it words, and:.giv the s)ladowform; 
place to-day, I felt that, With this cause for sorrow consecrated all biB' powers to the :freeing of his breth- . And see the Light, now pale and drmly shown, 
resting upon ~ our hearts, I could not speak upon- ren :from the dominion of the spiritual lash and blood- That yet shall beam r~splendent after storm. 
any other subJect. hound·. . Preach thou their coming, if thy se.ul aspire 

Th d th f Mr B tt s dden that we To be the foremost in the ranks of fame. 
e ea . 

0 
·. · e:r;me ·was so u bl · h Though brought up under circumstances that hav Prepare the way, with.hand thil~ will not tire, . 

ca~ only_ think of him li~e some unconquera e ero crushed from thousands every particle of manl!ood, And tongue unfaltenng, and o er earth _proclalm 
d;rillg with harness ?n his back. The sam_e ~opy of he et did better and braver service for humanity The Shadow the nousEn MULTITUDE; the cry, · 
his paper. that contaills the first news of hii!I sic~ess th~ thousands blessed with every advantage of ··JusTicE FOB ALL!' the Light, TRUE LrnEnTY." 
reports his death. In <_me column he speaks for him- wealth and culture. It il!l trne he lacked some of the Mr. Bennett was a man of the people. T}rrough 
self, ~d say~: . . . . : . grace and skill of handling his ta* we :equire from all the l!lhaml!l and falsities of the age, he saw the ap"' 
"Fnends,~hislsalliamabletogiVyouthis_time. !hese the perfect workman; but for thiB he IS not to be proachof atimewhenthenoblel!lttitleandarQ.bition 

letters are wntten out from notes taken on my _Journey, and, blamed Pioneers do not woi·k with kid gloves, nor of any one ·wo1J}d be simply to be a man. , Thu~ ;in
as my health is not at present such as to · adm1t of close ap- • ft h d . b t th h t . d h l b d · ht d d J to· spread the llght lication to work, I will draw this brief instalment to a close, backwoodsmen possess · so . an s, u e r?ug es spire , e a ore mg an a . . . ·. , 
hoping to resume the narrativ when the conditions are more manner is often backed by the tenderest feeling and and make straight the ·_path before the coming re-
favorable, w1tich, I tn1st, will be at no distant day." noblest marihood. . deemer of mankind. · Hil!l voice has been that of one 

In another column some one else says: 1\fr. Bennett had himself s~~red bitterly from the crying in the wilderness .. The _learne,d and rich hav 
"D. M. Bennett, editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, died at his. blighting i~uenc~ of superstition. He saw and felt ignored and eften despised him, but the commo_n 

home, 27 Clinton place, on the morning of Wednesday, the how much ncher life would be when fr_eed ~om every people hav heard him gladly. A.ll over the land his 
6th, aged sixty-four .. His death ~ill be a shock; to th~ rea~- fetter of priestly tyranny and dogmatical Igno~anc~. paper has come as a messenger of light, a ray of hop. e 
ers of his paper, as. It was. to his numerous fnends m tl;ns He was essentially a warrior. The brave soldier Is· to thousands. Such a work as that which he h~.t!! 
city.. He had been I~ suffiCient he~th to attend to the d~ties n.ot necessarily destitute o:f the tenderest pity; but, done is prophetic. . The high ecclesiastical dig_ nitaries of his office up to Friday, the 1st mst. For a we_ek previO;t$ . . d · · st h'nk 't t t th' b 
to that time he had been suffering somewhat from malana; when he knows. that he IS epgag~ m a JU cause, of the church may t I I amoun s o no illg, a-
but, on the ~orning o~ th~ day in questio~,.-he was obli&ed his humanity nerves his ann. to strike. He fights be- cause largely lacking in the refinements of 1iterary 
to take to his bed. His disease was gastn~Is, coupl~d With cause he beholds the larger JOY that shall follow :from excellence and scholarship. Nevertheless, it means 
an affection of the h_eart. Hope was en~ertamed of his re~ov- th tri h · f his cause. · :from twenty to thirty thousand people who :flout their 
ery up to Monday mght, when he sank mto the unconsc1ous e ump 0 · :ft. d · t l h t all th · th 1 · al 
condition in which . he d:ied. A strong constitution, which So, though Mr. Bennett o en seeme Igno~an thunder and aug a eu eo OgiC ~carecrows, 
had never been abused, kept until morning its hold on life, that his method of treatment would hurt the feelmgs Not that this is the whole army of Freethinkers, but 
which.seeined reluctant to leave one who had .s~ blessed·!t of good and sincere people, he still lifted the two- simply one regiment. Let them also re~em~e~ that, 
with usefulness. Word~ can only bear. the ~Id:ings. of hi~ edged sword of criticism and ax of reason, because though their power is sustained by the nch, It IS only 
death; they cannot con tam the sorrow of his stncken fnends. of the harvest of joy he knew would follow the de- that the people may be kept su bmissiv by the use of 

} ~hall not atten:pt h~re any adequate sketch of strUction of superstition. In a time of transition like their spiritual sugar plums. Let the common people 
his life. Such sen:c.e w~ no doubt be rendered by this, when insincerity and half-heartedness are the be once thoroughly enlightened, and there. sh~ be 
l!lome one more fam~ar ~Ith the .faGts. ~. such an only price of popularity, such a work.er as M:r'· Ben- no more priests. Their real. work was long •-~ce . 
hour we feel- but httle mterest m ?-etails, ;ye ~sk nett was worth a whole. anny of delicate, finical re- done. They are no longer light-b_earers, ~ut extill
rather to be ~ade to fee~ than t? t~ink, and moline formers, who ar~ afraid to hit a lie squarely on the guishers. · Great refonns of . necesSity work from the 
more to admire the quality o_f his life than to be cu- head for fear of hurting somebody's feelings. I do bottom of society up to the top. . . _ 
rious about dates and matenal facts. . not claimperfection.for Mr. Bennett-I do not think The people know that when reason trmmphs over 

Personally, Mr. Bennett was a pleasant, mild, and he claimed to be a saint· nor was he ever, to my superstition, and science over theolog~, the oppor
~entle _man. One would, to meet _him, hardly t~ink knowledge, heard to boast' of any gr_eat worth •. In tunities of education and refinement Will be equal
It possible that such a soft-speaking, unpretentiOus all the addresses he gave at the varwus receptwns ized. Not having been trained like most clergymen 
man would be so brave and st:ong as he ever was on and testimonials of regard tendered by his :friends, to read the dead languages for the purpose of preach
the battle-field of thought agaillst the hosts of super- for his devotion and sacrifice to the cause of liberty, ing a dead religion, they rejoice to re~eive as a teach_E)r .·· 
~tition. . But as a wan:ior and champion, a pioneer he always admitted that it could not be for any a plain, blunt man, who, though lackillg many of the 
m the wilderness opemng a path to:_liberty; but few worth of his own, but simply for the cause he rep- graces, could yet speak right o~t and tell them that 
men hav done more e~ect:rral servwe. He was' at resented and in his poor way toiled for. His gen- which they themselvs do know IS so. Why do peo:' 
first only a common soldier ill the ranks; bl1~ he w~n era! }nanner of thll!llking them for- their kindness ple love to read what they know already? Because 
pla?e, honor, and p~wer, ~as the French soldiers Wln was to promiij:;to be more earnes~ than ever. ~e it satisfies the deenest desire af their hearls to hav 
therr epaulets, by biaver:y. Whe~ t~e power of the kept that promiS too well. Xhe:r,e:~S .not .a.:doubt 1n sciirie one giv 'expresSion, to that which they know is 
church w~s m~ch stronger th~ It I~ no~, ~hen to rQ.y mind that he is the victim of overwork. He ought true. But Mr. Bennett not only revealed to them 
speak ~gamst ~ts arrogant clrums of mfallibility and to hav been good for ten or fiftee.n years' hard s_er- what they already felt and thought, but also what 
authonty reqmred far m?re courafSe than to-day, f1e vice yet. He may perhaps h~J:Y la1d the . fo~?J.~ttwn ,they wanted to ~ow. He was to them an intel'J?reter. 
started forth as a c~ampwn of • umversal . mental lib- oi this physical break~down m · the . pemtent1ary at ~e put into plaill and blunt Saxon t~e c?ncluswns of 
erty. Wh~n the fnen~s · of truth and hberty were Albany, as a martyr to the freedo~ of the press. ·.If the best scholarship. ~e breught withrn the reach 
scatter~d like sheep. without a shepherd; and each so,. it is. only one more mlirder achieved by the result of the peopl~ t?at :Which th~ educated ?ler~y ~ad 
one failed to do his best .. because. Ignorant of.· h.ow -of the union of church and .. state, and the employ- long been enJoymg ill· the. pnvacy of . then ~tudiEl~, 
many there were to support hrm, Mr., Bennett ment of that·~inhuinan and brutal wretch, Anthony but never daring .to proclrum :from their pulpits. HII!I 
:flung his. ~RUTH SEE~. to the breeze, and. by t~e Comstock. • Under the sl;Iadow of this sol!ow, while activity in this field of labor ie n;tarvel~:ms. The num,.. 
most untmng zeal and illdustry gathered around It sympathy glows in our hearts for the grief. of Mrs. bar of books he wrote and published Is a pr?of of the 
at least twe~ty _thousand readers. In the absence ot Bennett, I ask you to re,meinber t~at those hands, most untiring indus~ry._ :To. h_a-y- accomplished the 
other orga~atwn, such paper!! a_s THE TRuTH SEE~R dripping ;with blood, are no~ clutchmg at the throat amount of labor he d_1d IS a positiV proof that h~ "!as 
and Investtgator hav rendered illcalculable. serviCe. of another Victim. Never milld how much you may .temperate in. everythi.ng but work. · No :n;tan liVI:fig 
All over the c_ountry a:e th~usands of people who, agree or disagreewith Mr._Heywood, taken~ ~hought for purely selfish motiu would hav ever tmled so ill
through ~he SIZe of their _brams I!Jld strong common of how much your reputatwn for respectability may cessantly for such poor reward, The. rew~d of a 
sense, without any outsid~. help,. hav outgro'Yll the . be injured; but resolve to· do . all ·in yottr power to Liberal publisher il!l as yet a most precanous G~e, 
superstition taught them ill chil~ood. Then· con- wipe this •stain from the stars ~nd stripes, and ban- Nothing but a spirit of self-sacrifice could hav m-. 
victions cut them off fr?m attend~g ch~ch, and of- ish this tiger :from· the public service. . . ·. , spired such a course of life. It ie only. a few wee~s 
ten from any p~easure m the somety of Its devo~ees. It seems almost wrong to speak of Comstock at since he saw hil!l way clear to .rent suffime~~:t room ill 
Knowin~ but litt~e of the world, they are 13?metimes s~ch a time: Still, reinemberinghowmu9hMr. Ben- which to carry on his ~usinE;J~S. The la~t tim~ I sa~ . 
half afra1d of therr own thoughts. But a Liberal pa- nett suffered at his hands, we .hav no chmce left .but him his face was be11,mmg w1th . the satisfactiOn thii!I 
per finds them ou~, and introduces them to the fact t9 join our blessings to the memory of Bennet~ with -gave him; Hie life ws:l!l one lo~g climb up the steep 
that thousands of others scattered all over the land maledictions to that of Comstock. As the subJect of sides of the mountaill of difficulty. Just as · he 
are thinking just as they do. A paper like THE T:RuTH this. discourse never believed in nor practiced the reached th8 summit, and was · prepared to enjoy· a · .. 
SEEKER is something mor~ B.?d better _than an advo- command to love his enemies, it is not ~toget~er in~ wider proepect, an easier path, the sle(:)p o~ ~eath ' 
cate of ?-uth. Thrdugh It, Its subscnbers touch e~- appropriate. He himself wrote a book ill ':hich he overtook the tired traveler; and he, who m his Jour
bows mth each other. Each reader knows that h~ 1s traced the death of many peOple perfectly rnnocent ney around the world had so often stopped at some 
on~ o~ a g?o~y company who find ?~mfort and ill- of any purpose but to do good directly home to, this wayside inn, entered the grave- , 
spiratwn ill Its pages: If they sholil~ meet each monster of inllumanity. · . · "The port ofrest from troublou!' toil, • . . · . . , 
oJ;her! they would fee_llike brothers and sisters. They The work of Mr. Bennett, as recorded in the pages The world~s sweet inn from pam and weansome t11l'I1loil ... 
hav lived under one illtellectual roof, felt the glow of of THE TRUTH SEEKER, was largely the expression o_f h th b t f · "· · 

:fir · d d b k t th th b d f As a soldier, scarred wit e run o . many a the same eSI e, an ro en oge er e . rea o . the man. Even his one confessed fault, for which he fierce conflict for truth and liberty; he has entered 
life. Such a paper is to thous~ds a substitut~ for was most foully dealt with when powerless in prison, 
the church. For upward of rune ;rears, .I beheve, may be traced to the unnatural principles of Shaker- "That low, green tent . , 
THE TRuT:r SEEKER has rendered this ~el'Vl?e, an~ so ism. Dam up , any force of nature, and, when the . Whose curtain never outward swmgs. 
endeared Itself to many hearts. Startillg illto enst- obstruction is removed, it is much harder to controL He whose eager min,d has so often like Hamlet's 
ence as it did, when ~ be ~own as a~ In:fidel was to I do n:ot wish to canonize him as a saint. Changing essay~d to solve the ·mystery of life and .unknit its 
be an . outcast, the di:fficult1es and discour~gements somewhat the words of Mark .Antony over the body tangled yarn, now either know~ or does not care to , 
met With must hav been enonnous. The Liberals of of Cresar: · know the answer to the great nddle. Though he has · 
America owe to such men as D. M. Bennett, Horace "I come to do him justice, not to praise him. often "unpacked his heart with words," yet for him·· 
Seaver, and J. P. Mendum a. debt of gratitude for The good that men do livs after them; "The restis silence." 
the courage 'and perseverance they hav shown in The evil is oft interred with their bones. 
maintaining a steady fight against superstition in all So let it be y;dth Bennett." ·I believe that Mr. Bennett entertained an expecta~., 
its forms for half a century. This is, no doubt, what Antony meant to say of tion of another life. Still, the general ch,a:r~cter .. of 

The character of such a paper as ~HE TnuTH SEEK.Iffi, Cresar. The world is not bad enough· to bury the his work was' measured. by.the sage w;ords of Thoreau 
and equally so of its editor, find their full explana- good and keep alive the evil. :A:a time r()lls on, the to Parker Pp,lsb~: ".One wo:rld. at ~~o.tim.e, ~arke;r.>l_ .· 

tio11 and j~stification in the J~pirit of the age. Mr. work of D. M. Bennatt will lilhin& iii' brij'htsr radi.: It woul~ pe ubt.ammi ~ ,_4 !'bon bU pan 
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wearying our . hearts with the question: "If a man the brightest day of life; but from the night of grief Memorial." In this way let us keep in remembrance 
die, shall he liv again?" The constant lesson of his it bursts like a thunderbolt, to blast a~d destroy the the services, as well as the sufferings, of a kind, able, 
life was an echo to the thought of Buddha: noblest minds with insanity. But for these supersti- but unassuming man, who, taking him all in all, had as 

"Pray not. The Darkness will not brighten. Ask · tiona of the past we should not fear that which fol- few faults as any man I ever knew. 
· Nought from the Silence, fo;r ~t cannot speak." · lows death any more than that which precedes birth. Yom·s very truly, W. McDoNNELL. 

If the hope he cherished, born of his OWn experi- Death itself we need not fear. As Shakspere also Lindsay, Ont., Dec. 26, 1882. 
ence, never to be thrust dogmat __ icallv_. on anyone else, says, "the sense of death is most in appreheneion;" W 'th ,.,._ M D ll . . h t h ... 

"· and Feuerbach, "Only before death, but.notindeath, e agree WI J.tu. 0 onne · m w a e says. 
is_ now reali~ed, and death has proved only a new is death." It. is not proposed to waste thousands of dollars in 
birth, he will regret no .moment in which he forgot h B th ]\fr B 
to cherish it by trying to leave this world a littl(;l more "Hearts of dust do not break." The eyes that are sue purpose. . ut e monument to . ennett 

th th 1. · · shut forever are closed to the tears of sorrow as well should be one of which his friends may feel proud_-.· wor e . 1vmg m. Whether he sleeps the death 
that knows no waking,- or has already waked to as to the light of life. Welcome "to each troubled soul In Greenwood there are hundreds _of splendid manti-
greet a brighter day and: wider field -of labor, the ies- must be the gentle waves that lave the shadowysho~e menta, and the place is -visited by thousands. Where 
sori is_ still the same. All ou_ r thought and love are of the Silent Land. To reappear in the grass or ,..._ B tt 1 . • th t J'... t d 

flow_ ers, or even to be· a part of the dust that makes J.r.u. enne 8 eeps 18 on one or e mos u·equen e . 
needed here and n_ow_ . Death to us is the antipod•s d h -"·· d · ·t kl Th h ula· • up the highway along which li-ving feet run on avenues, an untu·e s VIew I wse y. ere s o · 
of life, and "not all the preaching since Ad~tm has 
made death other than death." _ errands. "of mercy a:p.d justice; is a million times bet- be a substantial railing around the lot and a hand:-

The French hav a proverb that is the same as to ter than .to wail in hell, or sit with folded hands in some monument, so that all his n:iends can point to 
say in English: "When one is dead, it is for a long heaven. If there is another world, a life beyond this, it with pride, and none can say that he is forgot-

it must be better than this. But to all who ask us 
time." This is often used by the:rn..as a justification what we believe here, all our experience bids us an- ten in death. The world will respect his mem-
oHaking as much good out of life as they can. · This swer, Nothin_g. To our gaze no one has yet peeped ory more if it sees he has friends who mark his" 
is wise, when pleasure is taken in its 1argest,_broad- t' · 1 'th t 1 t h d 1 · · from behind this curtain of the dark; and 80, though res mg-p ace WI a eas as muc care an ove as are 
est meaning. To seek the truth, to do the right, and I hav already quoted them, I will close with the final paid to men of far less worth. 
ma;ke om· lives the expression of the highest beauty w.ords of Hainlet, as he breathed his last in the arms 
of nature, ~s the way to experience the most joy. of his dear friend Horatio
Longfellow expressed this thought in a nobler- spirit 
than the French proverb: · "The rest is silence." 

In Memormm. 
MARY "MILLSPAUGli. 

"Not Jnjoyment and not sori'<iw 
· Is our destined end or way; 

But to act that each to-morrow 
Find us further than to~day. 

Another of the few precious, brave soul~ passed 
A. Letter from William McDonnell. out of its earthly casket early on Tuesday morning, 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 8ir : In- Jan. 2d, 283. This event was the departure of Mrs. 
closed I send you $1.50 for VoL rv. of "A Truth Mary Millspaugh, of Joliet, ill. Had she remained 
Seeker Around the world," and one dollar toward till next May She would hav attained her 62d year. 
the Beimett Monument Fund. One dollar may . be Our friend Mary had not been at all well for a long 
thought a small amount for amch a purpose, but it is time, and the sudden death of her last and only son 
quite sufficient, with what has been already sub- by a railroad accident early last season in Minnesota· 

"Let us, then, be up and doing, 
· With.a heart for any-fate; 

Still achieving, still pursuing, 
Learn to labor and to wait." 

But, when we hav done and said all, death is death. scribed, .if it is merely intended to erect at the grave was so severe a shock to her nervous system, and~ 
To heru:ts freshly riven .by its cruel robbery, poetry of our departed brother a simple monument to mark loving, motherly natm·e, that she never rallied aft(l;r-
and philosophy are dry as dust. How gladly we his resting~place. If, however, it is the desire of his ward. . . 
would all send to the stricken woman whose hearth- friends in New York to follow the usual ostentatious ,. ~~e was a >yoman mhutch abo':e the aven~;ge m ~ental 
stone has been so lately left lonely and desolat~ a course, and put up a towering shaft, costly statue, or abihty, and m all t a p~r.tamed to ratwnal h~erty 
bouquet of words that should soothe .h~r s?rro~ like emblems of sorrow in poliShed marble, I think that and freedom from sup~rstitwn her name was widely 
these sweet flowers before me, bloommg ~n Winter, the mon:ev expended for such a purpose will be sim- kno_wn, and almost _nmversally respected. Thoug~ a 

brought here as symbols of .. the flowers o~ libert,r and .ply wast~d. Millions of dollars which might hav radical of the radicals, her metho~ of presentati~n 
truth that hav. blossome~ m many a Wintry life, as ·been put to far better use hav been lavished in such was al-yays agreeable. On no _occaswn, however, did 
beneat~ ~he rays _of the hght h(;l sprea~, the snows of a way. ·· · she shirk a duty or compromise a tPUth. . She was · 
superstlt~on and Icy fetters of dogmatism hav melt~d At the time of Prince Albert;s death in England, always fearless and outs})oken. Every mdwal, n·~m 
from then: _hearts! But no. words. I can utter will application was made to the Canadian public for a B. F. Underwood to T. C. Leland, found a cord1al 
break the BI~enqE! of that vowe, which, however lbtld subscription toward the erection of the· "Albert welcome. at her hom~. Brothers. D. R. Burt and W. 
to others~ was to her ':~ry low and soft ... If I could MemoriaJ," more than ,£60,000 ($300 OOO) havin S.~ell will bearmewitnessregardmghergenerousde
repeat tn~ ~ost .beautiful words of all -the poets~ the been at that time already subscribed in Great BritaJ votwn to truth an~ duty, a~ we~ ~s to her sweet, woman~ 
most thrillmg words of all the orators, the Wisest Being assistant editor of a paper at that time in· an ly ways ~nd hospitable chspositwn. Through all the . 
words of all the sages? the:y ?ould not restore the article under the caption of "Monuments and· Mis~ persecutiOn ·?f Brother Bennett ~ncl others ,JJy the 
warm and tremulous bss of life and love to those , am other th' s-asth re ark a h . Comstock tnbe, and the defectiOn of pretended 
cold and silent lips. Nor could they, nor Should ery,li t'ong t th mgt t' e ~h smJ avan friends, her clear mind and true heart saw the truth. 
they,· dry her tears. To know that we hav met here app ca wn a e presen Ime-we en sal : as it was, and among the tried and true in those clark 
w'th th · 1 d · t d h t th f "It is but justice and sound policy that the memory of 1 re faith£ 1 than Sist . Mill a gh .. . 1 e Simp_ e .. esne 0 0 onor 0 . e-memory 0 public benefactors-the great and the good-should be pre- lOurs none :vere mo · . u ei sp u · · 
him she loved will break the darkness, if anything served, but too often the manner of 80 doing is, we think, Our good Sister Elmma, w1th whom she correspond
can. Words are poor shallow things in the presence very absurd, and, to a certain extent, a great waste of public ed, will appreciate all I affirm in regard to this grand, 
of death The love of true hearts ever speaks louder money. ·We entirely agree with those who assert that if noble woman. 
in deeds than words. :The eyes that are soft and towering and mighty" monuments are necessary, let them not She was a firm believer in Spiritualism, and was 

ul h . be as mere gilded or tawdry incubi ·on the face of the earth, · f h h d fid 
trem ous :wit Its light, the warm clasp of the hand let not th~ costly building material be piled up for mere show ev~r ready to giv a reason or t e ope an con ence 
though unaccompanied with words, carry in such an and ornamentation, nut let the structure be as far as possible she entertained. She was a Liberal of the tl·uest 
hom·. more comfort· than the most eloquent speech. the material representation of what was the goodness and type, and never o:ffensivly obtruded her convictions 
I know there is a feeling that at such a time as this benevolence of the individual to whose memory it has been unnecessarily. She lent a willing ear to all question!! 

erected. There is no humanity in a block of granit. Sculpt- d h ll b · d d · d 1 · k something must be said, or that the very stones will ure it, and shape it as you will, it is still granit, hard and i!ll: that concerne uman we ~ emg,· an · 1 not tun 
cry out. Under this feeling, in olden times, it was penetrable, affording neither refuge to man or beast, nor a aught too sacred for investigation or discussion that 
customary to hire professional mom'llers to go about place of shelter for the birds of the air. In all ages vast it was all important human beings should understand. 
the streets an_ d howl and cry. Even in our time sums of money were wasted toperpetuate the memory of so~ She was a great power for good, and we all were 

called great men. Millions were no doubt forcibly extracted h h h d 
there are many people, especially the Irish, who hold to rear up the Egyptian pyramids, and in the course of their conscious that to er t ere were no sue wor s as 
wakes or gatherings where friends seek to express in erection thousands of lives were sacrificed in loading the despair or failure. In every sense she was an un- i 
loud.lam·eutations and weird chants their sorrow and desert with mountains of masonry to protect the carcasses of wavering devotee to truth and justice, and whether 
D"lief. dead kings, and to prove to us in modern tinies the great con- in this or succeeding spheres she was conscious that 
o- ceptions of ancient architects. Greece and Rome and other b · h 
~hose who be~ieve in the Christian ·religion hav nations, ancient and modern, followed this course of extrav- truth woul~ e tnump ant. . . . . 

vanous .ceremomes that are adapted' to this end. agance, and while all seemed intent on making dead heroes A. H. Lamg, pastor of the Umversahst church II;l 
But I can no l:.1nger speak as a priest. In the pres- liv again, the living heroes were too often forgotten, and J oli«;l~, spoke ove: her :emains at t"4,e house, and w~at , 
ence of death, my eyes ·are too dimmed with tears to many, very many, left the prey of want and misfortune, he said was afittmg tnbute of honest truth regardmg 

. . . "It is even thus at the present dJly. A cry is heard of great d · t · Th · tt d 
se~.aught beyond. The veTy fact that we must all suf- distress in England. The war in the United States (then the her character an convw IOns. e many m a en_.~- • 
fer such losses-"for who hath not lost a friend?"---.: war of the Rebellion) has deprived hundreds of..operativs of ance,·most of whom hav known her for many years, 
~nd th~t all w_ho are horn mu.st die, ma_kes it utterly their only means of making a living. Husbands and mothers ~er~ gratified wit~ the justice of the remarks .. _ T~~ . , 

he" f t b li th Ohri t' d and tender children are without food and proper shelter, d 1 t us wer ery fine 1\tr Lamg 18 nn;possl w o:~ .me 0 · e eve ~n. e · s Ian ogmas. and pitiful appeals in their behalf hav already reached us in smgmg an se ec 10 . . e v · · -· '! 

"\Yith· Oonfucms, I hav to say, "Knowing so little of Canada, and, strange to say, coupled almost with this appeal one !1mong the few mimsters w~ose brea.~th and g_en-· 
hfe, what can I know of death?" To attempt to con- are earnest solicitations for money to make an oblelisk for ero!'nty are an h~nor to all that IS noble m the m~nd 
sole anyone with false hopes, or to offer them . a the late husband of the queen weightier on the: earth and and ~e~rt. ~e IB a man o~ the la~·gest sympathies, 
sympathy . that . is ·ghostly. and unreal, would be ·to hi~~1~ ~~;~ree ~~~i:_~~~d, we think the late prince is deserving an ongi~al thinke~, an.d ~mmently JUSt. 
~ake a mockery of grief and an auction of cons_ola- of the grateful remembrance of the Britishpeople. Let him Our f:Iend, Isaac Millspaugh, who was the ":orthy 
twn. Human life is one long fellowship of SOl'l'OW hav a monument, but let it be one which will make his niem- compamon of the departed, has the mos~ smcer~ , 
mingled, fortunately,· with joy, or om· poor hearts ory still more dear to all. St. Paul's Cathedral in London is sympathies and well Wishes of the commumty. 

ul. d b al _,__ t th t f the monument of its architect, Sir Christopher Wren. Let G LYl:<""N 
wo · re r lhll.u.OS as·soon·as ey commence o eel the Prince Albert monument be still more beneficial; let it be · '" · 
As- day' and night follow each other; so -do joy ~nd a public edifice, chaste and beautiful in.design, but deep and 
!'Orrow alternate across the sky of E)Very human life. wide, and high enough to be a home for the homeless and a 
To exphi.in and reconcile these two to each other has place of refuge for the weary and distressed of the great 
b th h' f bl fall hil h d li · metropolis. In_ this manner f1lln the memory of the late 

een e c Ie pro em o · P o:Sop Y an re gwn prinoe be honored and preservea; in this way 11 noble monu~ 
in the history of the world. But, from all the past, ment can be erected without waste or misapplication of 
the olliy: distinct tltterance that reaches us_ to-day is money, and by such means will the memory of the just be 
that it is unexplainable. Shakspere makes Ophelia ever made 'more blessed."' · 
say,·,'' We know what we are, but we know not what In this manner, then, let us giv om; departed friend 
we~may be." To his penetrating intellect death was Bennett a suitable monument. There are, I believe, 
an undiscovered country, from whose bqurne no trav- more than one million of Freethinkers, Secularists, 
eler returns., It is neither this silence nor any fond or Infidels· in the state of New York alone. Even a 
hope of a happy futUl'e that givs death its sharpest dollar each from one-fourth of the number of these 
sting. But those dreadful dogmas taught by the would giv you a splendid fund for the erection of a 
Christian church, of an· angry God, a malignant fiend grand temple, in which Free thought principles could 
and eternal hell-these horrible illusions, born of be advocated and explained. I shall be happy to 
savage ignorance and fear-hav made death· among subscribe at least twenty dollars for such a purpose. 
Christians more. terrible than in any other part of the Let the temple be "sacred to the memory " of him 
world. Orthodox theology easts a dark ih~ow upon who ha11 110 lately left ~·~ and be •alled the "BQnnett 

New Calendar Festivals~ 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, S£r: I hav 

already, in the coluinlls of _the_ Uni'oerse, paid loving 
tribute to the memory of the immortal founder of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. It seems to me a fitting mo1llent.-. 
has come for linking the names of the immortals , 
Bruno and Bennett together, the first and last great,; 
martyrs of Freetliought. That moment will be on. · 
the coming 16th of February, E.:M. 283, and the occa
sion will be the Festival of the New Calendar. We 
will hav a festival and Bruno celebation in this 
city. Would it not giv a.grand impulse to the cause . 
of universal mental liberty if such festivals were held,.; 
throughout the entire country ? \Ve must· keep 
green the memories of the heroic souls who hav suf-
fere-d for freedom. BYRON ADoNIS. 

San Francisco1 Jan. 3, 283. 
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h h h 'th · ·t" ul His [Timojhy's] father was an Aramaean. . . : For they 
will here quote w at t e aut or says W1 pal I C. ar: all ki:iew that his father was an )1ramaecm (Acts xn, 1, 3). 
reference to P~Ul.:. And he [Paul] spoke in the synagog [at Corinth] every 

f&ommttnic~tiorrs. 

Approximate. Limits of Paul's Life. 
The limits of Paul's ·life are quite as uncertain as 

those of the other apostles, or of their mythical mas
ter. It is just as might be expected, with nothing to 
rely on but legendary and homiletic literature. The-

"J. A. Bolten· (in his German translation of the epistl~s, Sabbath and persuaded the Jews. and :the prrc;ane. . · ; . 
with notes; Altona, .1800). maintains that nearly a~ the epis- And all the profane laid hold on Sosthenes, an e der ofthe syna
tles must hav been first composed by the apostles m Arama- gog, and smote him before the· judgment seat (xviii, 4, 17). 

d h t Both Jews and Ammaeans heard the word of the Lo~d. . 
ean, their nativ tongue, and then committe by t em,. o some . . And this became known tp all the Jaws. and. Aramaeans 
Grecizing' compahions (e. g., Titus, Timothy, Tertms, Sos-
thenes etc.) by whom they were translated into Greek be- . who resided at Ephesus (xix, 10, 17). 
fore th'eir pl{blicat_ion; And Bertholdt (Einleitung,~§ 46, vol. I testified to Jews and to Aramaeans (xx, 21). · 

· · · · A d h The Jews from Asia . . . laid hands on him [Paul], 
i, :PP· 148-154) accedes to and defends this opimon. . . n . e erving out and _saying . . .. he hath also b. rought Am-- ologians hav had to construct the life of Paul almost 

entirely out of the book of Acts, whose false chronol
ogy has perplexed and bewildered them from the 
time of Eusebius till now. 

To illustrate this bewilderment, we will take two 
of the most prominent events in Paul's life, namely, 
his conversion and his imprisonment at Rome. Be
fore us is a table of dates compiled by Canon Farrar 
from twenty-six leading authorities, ancient and mod
ern. To these we hav added eight more, including 
Davidson, Rabbi Wise, Smith's Bible Dictionary, and 
McClintock & Strong's Religious Cyclopedia (just 
completed). We will now giv the number of the 
above authorities in favor of each particular date: 

PaUL'S CONVERSION. 

A. D. 30 .......... 1 
" 31. 0 0 0 0 0 : • • 1 

" 32. 0 0 0 0 •• 0 • 0 0 

A.. D. 36. 0 •• 0 00 0 0.1 I A.. D. 42 ........ 001 

"37 ..... 00 ... 5 " 35or38 ..... 1 
" 38 .......... 4 " 37 or 38 .... 2 

" 33. 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 .2 
" 34. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
" 35. 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 .4 

" 39 .. 00 ...... 11 " 37 to 41. .... 1 
" 40 .......... 3 " 50 .......... 1 
" 41 ........ 0 No date .......... 3 

PAUL'S .AlllliV.AL AT llOME. 

A. D. 56 .......... 2 A. D. 60 .......... 2 A, D. 64. ·, ........ 0 
" 57 .......... 1 " 61.. " ..... 13 " 65 ... 00 .. 0 ••• 1 
" 58 .......... 1 " 62 ........ oo .5 No date .......... 3 
" 59.," .. 00 .. 1 " 63 .... 00 00 .. 5 

It is Rabbi Wise who dates Paul's conve1·sion A.D. 

50 and his aiTival at Rome A.D. 65 (Orig. of Chris., 
pp. 500, 509). . . 

The first appearance of Paul ~ the book of Acts ~s 
at the stoning of Stephen, and his last appearance IS 

at Rome. The first event is variously dated from A.D. 

29 to 41, the last from 56 to 65, making an interven
ing period of not less, than. fifteen nor more. th_an 
thirty-six yeru·s. At the stonmg of Stephen he IS m
troduced as "a. young man consenting to his death." 
In the probably genuin epistle to Philemon, supposed 
to hav been written A.D. 62 or 63, he calls himself 
"Paul the aged." It is therefore conjectured that he 
was born between A.D. 0 and 5, and died in 67 or 68, 
aged 62 to 68 years (Smith's Bib. Die.). . 

thinks that after due reflection the learned world Will gen- J-

erally come into it." maeans into the temple, and .hath polluted this holy place 
.· · · (xxi, 28). · · 

The first appearance of the Syriac New Testament 
is parallel with the Greek and. Latin versions:-near The fraudulent substitution of Greeks for Aramaeans 
the end of the second cent1iry. It seems as if they in the above passages ~s quite evi~Emt; and}n o~~ 
were all published together. But as early as A.D. 138 instance where the Syriac has "the profane (xvm, 
to 142 Marcion was at Rome with Paul's epistles 17) the oldest Greek codices omit Hellenes, showing 
(exce tin those to Tini.othy and Titus), and Marcion that tha~ is a more recent corruption: . 
came p fro!. Pontus, which adjoined Galatia, in Asia . It appears t_herefore ?:om ~he Synac ver~wn that 
Minor,. where Paul preached to Aramaeans in their m the onJy mst~~ce m whi?h Paul mentwns the 
own tongue. Prior to A.D. 150 what do we know of. Gr~eks ee says, other gentiles, Greeks and bar
church history? "Allthatoccunedinthelatterpart bal'lans; that elsewhere he always couples Je":'s 
of the first ce:b.tur ,"sa s Dr. Mmdock, "is almost as wi!'h Aramae~n.s; that w~at ?ffended the Jews of As1a 
little known as tJ:ife ev?nts before the floou." An(j. Minor was-his mtroductwn mto the temple at Je:usa
" Antichrist" will add: Nor do we know anything le:ffi of Aramae~ns, not Greeks; and that neither 
more of what occurred in the first half of ·that cen- Timothy nor Titus .w~s a Greek, but ?otb were 
tury, 'Or the first iuilf of the next. The history of Aramaeans. Hence It IS apparent that his conve~s 
the Christian religion reaUy begins with Justin, in were.mostly Jews and Aramae.ans. So that even 1f 
the middle of the second centui·y who never men- he was able to speak or _wnte Greek as well as 
tions Paul nor quotes a passage fr·om his epistles. Josephus could,. he had little or no use for that_ 
Marcion, the Gnostic, appears to hav had them all to ~anguage. ~e Jews and Aramaeans, though .settled 
h . lf t'th t t' m Greek Cities, naturally adhered to therr own 1mse a a 1me. . . . · nl th 

And now, to prove tha,t Paul had little to. do with mothe: ~ongue, and used the foreign one o y as e 
the Greeks, we will 'note the remarkable fact that in necessities of trade compelled them. ANTIOHRIST. 

The Prohibition Problem. 
the Syriac version of his epistles the word " Greek" 
occms but once, while in the' Greek version it occurs 
thirteen times. we Will first quote the one instance 
fr To THE EDITOR oF. THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I find in 

om the Syria~: your issue of Dec. 9th a reply from E. C. Walker 
"And I wish you . to know, my brethren, that I hav many to a short communication from me published in the 

tiine·s desired to come. to you (though prevented hitherto); 11th of "'Tovember lll'""ber of THE TRUTH S:ioornR. I 
that I might hav some fruit among you also, even as among .L' ........ 
other gentiles, Greeks, and barbarians, the wise and the un- wish to congratutate the saloonists, blood-tubs, plug
wise" (Rom. i, 13, 14). . ulies shoulder-hitters and their aiders, abettors, 

'In every other instance where the GTeek version and ~ssociates, that they hav in Mr. Walker· so able 
has Hellen (Greek) the Syriac has·Armna (Aramaean), an advocate. If he fails to make a case for them 
to wit: it is not because of the want of craftiness, or ability 

Jews or Aramaeans (Rom. i, 16; 1 Cor. xii, 13). to present the most attractiv view of their si~e of 
Jews and Aramaeans (Rom. ii, 9, 10; iii, 9; 1 Cor., i, 22, 23, the case, or to hide, cover up, and befog· the ISsue 

24). · · · · · · · with sophistry and worn-out apologies of blear-eyed 
Jews nor Aramaeans (Rom. x, 12; Gal. iii, 28; Col. iii, 11). politicians. but because ofthe want of tenable grQund 
Titus. . . . was an Aramaean (Gal. ii, 3). to stand upon. Mr. Walker, being the valiant cham
Is it not apparent that the original text has been pion of freedom, is astonished that "they (the pro-

tampered with either by the Greek translator or by hibitionists) cannot understand that men and women 
later scribes? are virtuous only as they are fTee." Maybe he can 

And now let us take the book of Acts, which pur- explain, 80 we need not longeT grovel in the dark, 
ports to hav been written by Luke, who is believed how it was that Jesse James, when he broke away 
to hav been a companion of Paul dUrii:tg his travels, from the restraint of all law, became eminently 
especially the latter .part. This we will not contro- virtuous. His virtues culminated in shooting and 
veri;:, but the whole book is evidently a piece of patch- robbing his brother man and app1·0~riat~g his p_os
work by a later hand, and the original text has been sessions to his owu use,. and he plied his vocatwn 
tampered with m()i'e than any other book of,the New with an energy that must hav been pleasing to Mr. 
Testament, as is evident from the vru'ious readings of walker, and demonstrated to him the futility of re
the diffe1·ent codices. straint and the necessity of perfect freedom. Mr. 

In the Syriac version of Acts the word G1·eek occurs walker talks flippantly of the "common blunders " 
eight times; in the G1·eek version sixteen times. and" wild statements" of Prohibitionists, .but fails to 

The use of the word was: doubtless necessary in discover- how naturally these chickens roost on his 
the following instances: own perch. He says, "Not one man in five thousand 

The Grecian disciples (Acts vi, 1). · becomes a drunkard;" "not one glass in a million 
And he proceeded to the country of Gr.eece (xi, 2). produees a crime," and then caps the climax by de-
Dost thou [P~ul] know Greek? (xxi, 37.) elaTing he has no. desire to belittle the belief in the 

But now, in the light of our discovery, let us see 
what limits we may assign to Paul's life. He was at 
Damascus twice after his conversion; and the interval 
betweey. appears to hav been three yeaa-s or more 
(Gal. i, l. 7, 18). If his escape and flight :fJ.·om the 
city was at the second visit, it might hav been as late 
as 63 B.c. Paul says he was a per~:~ecutor before he 
became a believer in the Messiah (Gal. i, 13). So 
prominent a persecutor, it is ~onceded, cot~d hardly 
hav been less than 30 years of age. Now, 1f he was 
an unbeliever at 30, he was doubtless at least 33 when 
he fled from Damascus 63 B.c. or earlier. Therefore, 
we cannot date his birth later than 96 B.c.; and, al
lowing him to be onJy 65 when he called himself 
"Paul the aged," he must hav written the epis~e ~o 
Philemon as late as 31 B.c. But the presumptiOn IS 
that he was born before 96 B.c., and that he escaped 
from Damascus before 63 B.c. Three years later, and 
again after fourteen years, he went to Jerusalem 
(Gal. il 18; ii; 1). It is therefore pretty certain that 
he was in his prime :fJ.·om 63 to 46 B.c. How much 
longer he lived we may not be able to discover; but 
we suspect he did not die before the year 20 B.c. 

Nor do we question the necessity of.usingthe word evil effects following the use of alcoholic liquors. He 
in two· other passages, though there. may be some would hav us .believe Noah's flood was not much of · 
doubt as to the troth of the statements. · a shower; that the conflagration that consumed Rome 

And he [Paul] disputed with those Jews who understood was not ;much of a fire; that the overwhelming waves 
'Greek (ix, 29), or~ as in the Greek coqex, "disputed with the of intemperance which submerge men, women, and 

DID PAUL KNOW GREEK? Hellenists." · ·· children in the dead sea of degradation and want 
O.ur English New Testament professes to be "tran_s- And there were some of those from Cyprus and from· Cyrene by the millions, are nothing whe.n compared to the who went up to Antioch and spoke to the Greeks, and 

lated out of the original Greek." This is a false pre- preached concerning our Lord Jesus (xi, 20). evils of eating warm biscuits and chewing gum. 
tense. A Galilean oarpenter's son could not hav "Not one man in five thousand becomes a drunkard." 
· ·k G k uld hi illi·t t ostl s h v But in the other three insta:J;lces we hav great doubt I am· · di'sposed to be liberal, and grant for_ the sake of spo en ree , nor co s era e ap e. a. f h f t st t d to. ·t 

· d 't · th · lif t' t b bl t 't 0 t e ac s as a e ' WI : the argument that ther· e 1's only one man m the great acqmre 1 m err e 1me so as o e a e o wn e 
it well. That language was scarcely even understood And many of the Jews and oj the Greeks [at Antioch in state of Iowa who is a confirmed drunkard. Now 

h f Pal . t h Pisidia] believed (xiv, 1). · h h hall d ·a th' t' f by the best Jewish sc olars o estme up o t e And some of them [at Thessalonica] believed and adhered t e question is, w o s eel e IS ques wn o pro~ 
close of the first century; for when Josephus, in the to Paul and Silas, and of the Greeks who feared .God a great hibition, the sober people of Iowa, or this maudlin 
year 93, and at the age of 55, translated his" An- many (x:vii, 4). , inepriate? The state wants prohibition; Mr. Walker 
tiquities" from t_he Aramaic into Greek, ~e said it A:nd many of them [the Jews at Berea] believed, and so wants freedom, that he may be virtuous. The fewer 
was "a difficult thmg to translate our history mto a for- likewise of the .Greeks maf!,y men and women of note (xvii, 12). there are who desire alcoholic liquors the less num~ 
eign and to us an unaccustomed language " (preface); ' Doubtless there were some Greek proselytes to ber. will be interfered with by prohibition. The in ore 
and again at the end of the work: "I hav so "long ac- Judaism in iuany a Greek or Macedonian city where there. are, the more necessity for enforcing it, even 
customed myself to speak our own tongue that I can- the Jews had a synagog, as in Thessalonica and though it does infringe upon their virtuous proclivi
not pronolilice Greek with sufficient exactness, for Berea; but it does not· appear tl:lat there was more ties. Mr; Walker thinks the best way to keep the 
our nation does not encourage those that learn the than one synagog. in each of those cities, and cer- cattle out of mischief is to throw the fence down. 
languages of many nations" (Ant. xx, 11, § 2). tainly it is an exaggeration to say that "a great Because they hav broken through every barrier he 

How unlikely, therefore, that Paul, whether he was many" of these Greekprosjlytes out of a little syna- could erect, he now proposes to tear away all ob
born 135 or only 35 years before Josephus, could hav. gog were converted by Paul's preaching three E;ab- structions and giv them unrestrained liberty. I would 
spoken or written Greek! Inde.~d he had ~o need bath days. . · . . . recommend to either kill oft' the offensiv herd and in
of it,· for his hearers were only m part gentiles, and When on the day of Pentecost there were gathered troduce an improved breed of cattle, or tie up or con
those gentiles, as we shall show, were for the most at Jerusalem "pEJrsons who feared God, Jews from all fine in stanchions the breachy ones. The same sub
part Aramaeans, who spoke the same vernacular that nation.s under heaven," we do not find among the terfuge is resorted to here that pro-slavery men em~ 
Paul did. dozen nations _or co~tries named a single original ploy:ed against Abolitionists: "Not one slave in five 

We will not here repeat the opinions of eminent Greek country. Hence we infer that Greek converts thousand was a,. bused, and that one only because of 
Christian authorities that the Peshito or Syriac New were very few at first. But this will appear more the meddlesome interference of the Abolitionists;" 
Testament is almost a literal reproduction of what clearly hereafter. . . · . "Coercion can never liberate the slave." The same 
Jesus spoke and what his dis?iples wrote i~ t~e orig- But now note the tampering with the original claim is now made for drunkenness. Coercion has 
inal Aramaic tongue. The gist of those opmwns we text by the Greek ti·anslator of Acts, .or. by later enforced the one, and in due time will probably ac~ 
hav given in chapter vi. of om " Life of Simon soribes. In the following passages the Greek version complish the other. 
Kepha," taken from the appendix to Dr. Murdock's has Hellen (Greek) where the Syriac has Arama!Jan or Mr. Walker is so combativ that in his zeal to make 
translation of the Syriac New Testament. But we "J;>i'ofane." a thrust at me he wounds only himself. He with one 
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fell dash of his pen knocks the last prop from under Gambetta. 2. It is not .~n "advertising sheet," but a newspaper 
his own platform. If alcohol has no medical· prop- From the London Freeth•nker. in every sense of the word-except in being an or-
erties, as Mr. Walker·claims, and is -useless in the Freethinkersean claim G·ambetta as one of them- gan of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, as is the 
preparation of medicin, the last excuse for its manu~ selvs. He never entered a church even at the-burial usual custom of other Pennsylvania papers! 
facture and sale is annihilated. Like the man in a of a friend, and he publicly professed himself a disci- · 3. It is not intended for "free circulation," its 
tree- who sawed off the only limb he stood upon-he ple of Voltaite. He called Comte the greatest thinker subscription price being $1 pel;" year, or fifty cents 
never realized the cream of the joke until· he struck of the nineteenth century, a1;1d most of his intimate for six months. It is, or rather would be, published 
the ground. My expetience has been so very differ- friends were .Atheists or Positivists. It was he who regularly every week, if permitted to be so by the 
ent from Mr. Walker's that we are very wide apart in uttered the famous word, "Clericalism, there is the government and the Pennsylvania Railruad monop-

. our conclusions. It is impossible to overdraw the enemy." He helped to drive the priest· fr·om the oly., 
picture of suffering and want, agony -and despair, schools, to secularize education, to cripple the power Notwithstanding these facts, my paper is at pres
crime and cruelty, degradation and death, produced of the higher clergy. But he was too sagacious to ent virtually suppressed by the dictation of despots 
by alcoholic liquors, and I hav no desire to belittle or propose the immediate sepai·ation of church and and tyrants, as no publisher on the continent can 
cover up these results, but choose -1·ather to call the state, unlike M. Cleinenceau and his"n·iends, who are publish a paper of the size of the Agitator and send 
attention of manki,nd to the imperativ necessity of anxious to tear them apart at once. Gambetta knew it to subscribers at $1 per year, and pay postage 
applying proper remedies for this malady. · · Mr. that Catholicism is still a gJ.·eat power in France, and at the rate of one cent per copy-twenty times the 
Walker, on the other hand, manifests an insane de- that while its dignitaries might be tied down and its lawful rate allowed rmblishers. 
sire to act in the opposit direction, aDd resorts tq the unauthorized orders expelled, it would only provoke If such infamy as this were forced upon all pub
old device of -trying to divert attention from the a religious reaction if the poor rural clergy were mo- lishers, every paper in America would hav to sus-
real point at issue by calling to mind every other un- lested. He saw that by secul!ltrizing education; and pend puqlication at once, or double the subscrip
important and irrelevant evil that has not the most bringing girls as fully as boys undel' its influence, the tion price of their paper. 
distant_ bearing upon -the question. The claim- of future was assured to _ Freethought. His enemies I· hav no doubt the Pennsylvania Railroad roo
Prohibitionists remains unanswered. The right of called this Opportunism. The name is a_ compliment. nopoly would cheerfully draw its check for $10,000 
the majority t~ r~e is inherent in our government. The extreme Reds, who are no better· Freethinkers or more in favor of any postmaster or government 
When t~e maJonty conclu.de that the good of the than Gambetta, and worse politicians, may hav a official who would use their position and power to 
eo~~Ity, the safety of lif~ and proJ?erty, dem_and -chance of trying their Inopportunism; and it will be unlawfully suppress the Agitator-which is virtually 
pl'ohibiti?n, they probably~ enforce It. Th~ ngp.t strange if they do not set France by the ears, and done by denying the Agitator the same mail privi-
to. do so _IS based upon the nght of self-protectiOn. I defeat theirownobject after aU. leges accorded to all other newspapers. 
r~nght ~th more truth assert that_ n?t o~e ~lass of Gambetta said, in 187l,_at St. Quentin: "Yes, I _am I appeal to every independent newspaper to pub
hquor m a thous.and drank but what Impairs ~some a votary of Freethought. ·I put nothing on a level lish this statement, and I appeal to every reader of 
degree the hai?pmess of ?thers, than appe!lrs m most with human science." Less than two_ years ago he the same who has a desire to aid me in obtaining 
of Mr. Walker~ declaratiOns a:J?-d assumptiOn~. 1\;fore presided at a lecture by the famous Atheist, M. Paul my rights, of which I hav been so outrageously de
women and childre~ are suffenpg torture, pnvatwns, Bert, and in a brief introductory speech he defined prived at the dictation of tyrants, to immediately 
and,abuse, aD:d are ~n n:ore abJect slavery caused by religionassimply "the bond between man and man." write to the postmaster of. Philadelphia ~d the 
the use of alcoholic. liquors, than from all other E;e died without any of the "consolations"_ of Chris- :postmaster-general .at Wa~hiJ?-gt?u, d~nouncmg the 
causes.. _ , . , . tianity. 1\nowing that he would soon breathe his infamy and ex~ressmg their mdignatwn at ~he out-

".African slavery and " alcohohc sla~ery' are twm last, he said,'" vVeU, I hav suffered so much it will be rage upon t?-e lib~1~y of the press and the nghts of 
brothers, but one has unfortunately outlived _the _other. a deliverance." He expressly ordered that he should every .Amencan mtizen .. 
We hope e_re long to see them both moldenng m one be buried Without religious rites. This gre!'tt heroic . In defense of n·ee speech, il·ee press, and equal 
~av.e, _which would soon come to pass could the genius was superior to all the creeds; he saw through nghts for all, I am very truly, 
liquor adv(!)cates , b~ :m,ade to suffe~ all the tortur~s them and over them. Gambetta lived and died a SYLVESTER F. WILSON. 
that women and children suffer contmually ~om this Freethinker, like nearly all the great men since Mir
cau~e. Beca~se so many me~ under the ;nfluence abeau and Danton, who_· hav helped to build up the 
of liquor entail so much suff~rmg _upon t~e Innocent, freedom and glory of France. , · 
and so much rn<p(:l_nse to somety, 1s sufficient reason · ----'--' ~------
why we sh0uld adopt efficient measUl'es to protect the . Czarism in America. 

: injured and disarm the guilty, Mr. Walker to the 
contrary notwithstanding, and it is futil to claim To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: De
it cannot be done, for where there is a will the1·e js a tennined that I shall not make an honest living for 
way, and it is no argument to say that because f«~rmer myself and family .in the legitimate business. of buy
experiments in some degree hav failed, success can ing and selling railroad tickets at reduced rates-an 
never be attained. To me the future is full of hope honorable and respectable business carried on in an 
and promis. I say ~o Prohibitionists be of good the principal cities of the Union, outside of the 
cheer; the bright sun of reform will yet gladden the monopoly-cursed state of Pennsylvania-the latest 
sight .of every oppressed child of earth; and the heart attempt of the Pennsylvania Railroad tyrants to crush 
of our erring brother in Iowa be made glad. I am me out of existence, and drive me, if possible,J;o an 
not unmindful of Mr. Walker's usefulness in the great asylum, the almshouse, or a suicide's grave, an<f'leave 
field of reform. I hope .never to forget the manly my wife and child to starve or liv upon the cold 
stand he took, and the efficient aid h& rendered, in charity of an. 1mil·iendly world, is the arbitrary and 

-the Chicago Convention, when we had the resolutions shameless exclusion of my paper, the Anti-Monopoly 
under clisscussion relativ to the Comstock postal Agitato1· from the mails, which is virtually a suppres
laws. I hope to entertain always, as I now do, the sion of the paper. 
most kindly feelings toward Mr. Walker, and that we This latest outrage upon the constitutional right 
may both yet be mad& .to see the truth and be able of every citizen ought to arouse the indignation of 
to work for it, and for the greatest good of the great- every rational and decent man and woman in .Amer
est numbers. It is because I feel deeply the neces- -ica. It is quite enough to :fill every honest heart 
sity of aU Liberals taking the side of the oppressed, with indignation to witness such tyranny and despot
rather than the defense of the rum-holes of the ism in what is called free .America. Where arid by 
country, that I engage in this controversy. The what moral and legal means do our public servants 
readers of THE TRuTH SEEKER will bear witness that I get the authority to mush' any p1tblication or pub-
hav not often occupied much of their time or space lisher they desire? · _ . 
with my pen, and I should not now only for the im- They get it only by an unlawful and unwarranted 
portance of the subject under discussion. exercise of power placed in their hands. The whole 

Mr. Walker's Libe1~alism is so over-strained, it is business is totally un-American and befitting the 
like the tree that stood so straight up it leaned badly tyrants of Europe mOTe than our own so-called free 
the other way. He abandons Mle· green fields of laud. 
temperance and reform for the cesspools of debauch- I am a poor man, struggling alone against power
ery and crime. It is not "because one man under ful and bitter enemies. Were I worth a million dol
the influence of liquor kills another, thus entailing lars I would sacrifice every penny of it, if necessary, 
suffering upon the innocent and expense upon so- as cheerfully as I hav repeatedly sacrificed my busi
ciety," as Mr. Walker claims, that I favor prohibi- ness and liberty, and the thousands I hav already 
tion; but because so many millions of men are doing sacrificed within the past decade, in my single-handed 
. worse than this, and millions of their victims are call- battle against monopolists and tyrants who plunder 

- ing for help to break the chains that bind them, and and oppress the masses. 
liberate 'them from the dead weight of living corpses .. To the entire people, through the independent and 
which they are bound to. Women are the greatest fearless press of .America, I appeal for influence that 
sufferers, and could they be allowed their inalienable will enable me to obtain my rights and know by judi
.right to a vote upon this subject, Mr. Walker's right cial authority whether the United States mails belong 
to drink and be virtuous would be seriously inter- to the whole people or to a few corrupt monopolists, 
fered with very soon. I am disgusted to see Liber- and if the Philadelphia post-office, in particular, is 
alism beslimed over with the filth of all the cesspools owned and run in the interest of the Pennsylvania 
and sinks of vice in the land, and the rum-holes find- Railroad monopoly. 
ing champions among Liberals to do their dirty work The allegation of the alleged " Post-Office Depart

. for them. · ment at Washington " that the Agitator is not mailed 
THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 16th inst. -has just ar- to a list of "bona-fide subsm"ibers," and that it is 

rived, and :): am very thankful to Mr. J. H. Lydiard " intended for n·ee circulation at nominal rates as 
and D. D. Lake for the clear, ringing notes they hav an advertising sheet," is a gross falsehood and only 
sent through this number in their earnest protests a miserable attempt of the so-called " department" 
against Mr. Walker's sophistry. We all feel deeply to blind the public and justify the outrage so shame
the loss of the great chan1pion of human rights-D. fully perpetrated in the interest of the railway mo
M. Bennett. He has been called from his labor here nopolists. There is nothing in the Agitator that 
on earth in the full tide of his usefulness, crowned should exclude it il·om passing through ·the mails at 
with immortal honors, to where bigotry and supe1'- second-class rates-the usual rates accorded to pub
stition, envy and malice, can no more molest, im- lishers-as the following points of-fact prove. . 
prison, or injure him. Thanks to his fi"iends who 1. The Agitalor has a regular, bona-fide subscription 
hav sustained him in his affiictions. GEo. GAGE. list-persons who hav paid their money for the pa.per 

Osborne, Kan. and desire to receive it regularly. 

Inherent Potency in Unconscious Matter. 
AN OPEN LETTER TO CRAB. E. TOWNSEND. 

rn· THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 6th, in your article
"Mind as the First Ca.use," etc., you concede that 
your "first hypothesis of the self-a.cquired and self
possessed potency of unconscious matter would be 
admitted by sciel'tce if its adequacy could be ex
plained." Because its adequacy has not yet been ex
plained, shall its existence be denied? Because 
" science knows no such explanation or adequacy," is 
it proof that science in the fut,ure will not discover 
such an explanation? Suppose when the rotundity 
of the earth had first been broached some great sci
entist had declared tha.t "the hypothesis of the earth's 
sphericity would be admitted by science if its ade
quacy could be explained," and added, as a finale, 
"but science knows no such explanation "-what 
would tha.t amount to at the present time ? The fact 
of its sphericity has been demonstrated, and its "ade
quacy explained." There is too much lying in the 
gTeat womb of futurity undiscovered to peTmit us to 
decide against the future revealments of science be
cause " our minds cannot discover or imagin such 
self-potency" as we think ought to exist in order that 
a wild (?) hypothesis mfty become a proven fact. 

We think the whole tel).or of the article misleading 
and its conclusions the opposit of truth. Science is 
unlimited; what is unknown to-da.y, or but half sus
pected, to-morrow is a pmctica.l fa'Ct, and serving oUl' 
pmposes like the submarine cable, a.erial telegraph, 
and telephone. That which wa-s not is, and that 
which was is improved. Inherent potency may lie in 
unconscious matter, though science has yet been in
adequate to demonstra.te the hypothesis. But we 
are daily looldng for that demonstration, though 
many a lea.rned one denies its possibility. 

Washington, D.C., Jan. 7, 283. DoUBTER. 

A Rugge•I Greeting. 
From MOJn. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, " Founded by D. M. Bennett," 
springs up n·om his grave with a live editor and a 
noble woman on its new banner. Mr. Macdonald is 
a true whelp of the old Lion and is inspired by that 
Lion's strength and magnanimity-but, if need be, 
let J o Cook and the Christian Advocate remember, 
with that Lion's courage and even ferocity. 

The blatant Joseph got a touch of that paw when 
he and Mr. Bennett were in India together, which, it 
seems now by his kicks at the dead Lion, must hav 
hurt badly. Mr. Bennett's successor will giv a good 
account of these Christia.n hyenas, we doubt not, and 
of the a.ccmsed system, too, of which they are the 
worthy ministers. Just keep a wat~h on THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, and see! It has gathered. Its resources, and 
will be a stronger, better, and bnghter paper tha;n 
ever. Subscribe for THE TuuTR SEEKER, and send It 
$1 for its Founder's monument now. 

The Leader of Atheism. 
Ftom the Sunday Jlorning Mirror. 

In the recent death of D. M. Bennett, in New York, 
the church in .America loses one of its most persist
ent and a.ble opponents. He was the leader of Athe
ism in the United States. 
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f&ommunicafions. of the dramatis personre, are only personifications of 
astronomical phenomena, and not real persons who 
lived and died in Judea? And is this whole story 
not a veritable history ? and are all the hopes of an 

Astro-theology; or, The Key to the Gospels. enterriallife, based on the death of the Son of God, 
BY HUGH BYRON BROWN, only a fiction Of the. imagination? , . . 

Such is the verdiCt of modern cntiCism, however 
" All things," says the poet Longfellow, ".are not unwelcome and startling the revelation may be. 

what they seem." 'Few would suspect that thiS could In confi.rnlation of this deduction of modern 
apply to the simple story of the life of Christ as re- scholarship, let it be remembered that this simJ?le 
lated in the gospels. • story of the gospel is not confined alone to. the Chris-

For centuries this simple story has been read and tian religion-that essential features .of 1t _may be 
studied by the learned and simple alike, and by both traced through all the oriental religions. It a~pears 
has been implicitly believed to be a truthful account in the Hindoo mythology, in the Zend books-ill the 
of the sayings and doings of real ~en and ~omen, rites of the ancient Druids-in the mythology of 
and of things that happened on this earth eighteen Greece and Rome, from whence it was no doubt bar
hundred years ago in an obscure province of t?~ ~o- rowed from the Essenes, from whose lost gospels 
man empire. Until the advent of modern cntiCISm · ours is a copy. · · 
no other belief could obtain, or if propounded would What, then, can be the significance, and what the 
have subjected the propounder to the stake, as it did origin, of a story which is found to be common t? all 
Bruno and others for the assertion of opinions far religions, in every clime and in. all ages, .un]ess It ?e 
less heretical. a revelation from the book of nature, whiCh ever hes 

Even now, at this advanced age of the world, in open to the gaze of men, in which. the mysteries 
some countries, and in some parts o£ our own, the as- of human life lie hidden; and from whiCh the supreme 
sertion that the gospels can or were intended to .mean facts of human existence are derived? 
anything other than what appears on their face would In a word, can it be other than the sun in its 
subject the asserter to the suspicion of being either a annual course through the constellations o£ the heav
lunatic or a malignant calumniator of the Christian ens, as seen through the highly imaginativ, though 
faith. unscientific, eyes of the early races of men? 

state of the heathen imagination .in its successive 
phases. For the qu~sti.on is .n?t at all what .a mytho
logical figure meant m Its ongJ.n, but what It beca!lle 
in each subsequent mental development of the natwn 
interpreting the thoug~t. . ·Exactly ·in pro:portion to 
the mental and morallilsight of any race, Its mytho
logical figm·es mean more to it, and become mooo 
real.- An early and ~avage race means nqt~ing more 
(because it has nothmg more to mean) by tts Apollo 
than the sun; while a cultured Greek means every 
operation of divine intellect and jus~iC.fl· . . · 

The Neith, of Egypt, meant physrcally little more 
than the blue of the air; but the Greek in a climate 
of alternate storm 'and calm represented . the wild 
fringes o£ the storm-.cloud by the serpents. ?f her 
regis, and the lightrung and cold of the high~st 
thunder-clouds by the gorgon on her shield; while 
morally the same types rE)present!'ld to him the mys~ 
tery and changeful terror of knowledge, as her sp:ear 
and helm its ruling and defensive po:wer. And no 
study can be more. interesting, ~r more ~seful to yo~ 
than that of the different meanillgs which have been 
created by great nations and· great J?Oets bTit. of 
mythological figUl'es given·them at first mutter SIDl:-
plicity. 

To the same effect is the testimony o£ another of 
England's great writers, Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton, 
who makes the Egyptian, Arbaces, in "The Last 
Days of Pompeii,~ speak as follows:· In spite, however, of the ridicule of the learned, or A further confirmation of the astronomical chru:-

the persecution of the spiritual power, the critical acter of this universal story, the foundation of all re- "This faith [the Christian) is but a borrowed plagiarism 
· 't. f th h · d d this sup osed di'Vl'ne · h · ·a · fromoneofthema .. nyallegoriesinvented byou.rpriests.ofold. spin o · e age as illva e P li<Tions, may be see. n even to-day on t e sta~ne w.In- h 1 h al 11 " b 

d ha b . d 't t th 't' al ,. Observe," he added, pointing to a _i~rog yp tc ~cr? , ? -arena, an s su Jecte I o . e same en IC exaiU- dows o£ Trinity· church in this city, which was copied serve in these ancient figures the origm of the Chnstian Tnn-
ination that other systems of religion and so-called from an old English church, which in turn was taken ity. Here are also three gods-the deity, the spirit, and the 
inspired books have been compelled to submit to, from a Roman church, which was copied from a sun. Observe that the epithet of the sun is savior-:-observe 

hi h 't' al t d ha tabli'shed the fact that our th f · I th that the sign by which his human. qual. ities are de,n.ote. d is the w c crt tc s u Y s es heathen temple, and on which' e our signs o e o h h · h' d di""' t fr f cross. Note here, too, the mystic history of Sll'Is.; ow. e. gospels are not m t IS regar ueren om many 0 zodiac, which have ever stood for the four seasons of put on death; how he lay in the grave; and how thus fulfilhng 
the oriental sacred scriptures; and that, like them, the year, are associated with the names of the sup- a solemn atonement he arose again from the dead. In these 
they are valuable and interesting to the scientific posed. writers of the gospels, .naiUely, Matthew, Mark, stones we but desig~ to paint an .allegory from the operations 

ld f h t th · al th hat the p of nature and the evolutions of the eternal heavens. But, the wor more or w a ey conce an w Y a - Luke, and John-showing in.contestab, ly the connec- f · a d 
tl al allegoryunknown,thet~pesthemselveshave umishe tocre,-

paren Y reve · tion of Christianity with the ancient worship, whose ·ulous nations the materrals· of mauy creeds. They have tray-
The learned of antiquity were always the priests of origin was indeed in the heave;us; but not in the eled to the vast plains of I~dia; they have mixed them.selves up 

a religion, who wrote only for the learned of their sense in wh~ch blind superstition has taught men to in the visionary speculations of the Greek; becommg more 
own profession, and. not, as in m.·odern times., forth. e believe. and more gross and embodied as they emerge further from 

h f 1 t h d t d f the shadows of their remote origin, they have assumed a hu-
people. ?'he t.eac. ers. o ear. Y I~~s a qm e a .I - ·When we begin to realize the part that the sun mali and palpable form in this novel faith; and the believers 
ferenb. obJect m VIew m their wntn~gs than. the m- 'plays in the economy of this world-which we can of Galilee are but the unconscious repeaters of one of the 
~tructw~ of the m~ss~s. They comnntted thetr le~n- best do by supposing its non-existence, or by com- superstition,s of the Nile." · 

mg, ~h10h .w~s p11.nCIJ?~Y th~ secret~ and mystenes paring the conditions of life and the aspect of nature In proof that th~s_is the la~t.word. of modern.schol
?f thmr rehgJ.o~, to writillg With the mtent 0~Y that in high northern latitudes, where he hides his face arship on the o11.gm of rehg

1
ous Ideas! we Cite the 

It should be discerned and understood by then own for a portion of the year, with that of the torrid or conclusion of Dupuis, than whom there IS n~ g:r:eater 
class,. and by ~o others. . . . . temperate zones which continuously bask in his rays authority: · 

?'his they. did by. clot~m&' that whJCh .they des~gned -is it any wonder that primitive man should have 
t t th th il f ll hi h the rmple "It would appear clearly demonstrated that ~he u~iv~rse 

0 Impar WI a ~n ve o a egory w c . s made it the supreme object of his adoration--,the an~ its parts, or, in other words,. nat~re and Its prmcipal 
would translate literally, but t~rough whiCh .the god, the most high, the savior of the wol'ld, "the sun agents, must not only have been wors~Iped as .gods; .but that 
learned alon~ would penet~·:.'tte to Its secret m~anmg. of righteous with healing in his wings?" For where this was actually so, from which .th~re Is resultmg this neces

And thus It comes that ill the process of time, by in the whole realm of nature could he find another sary consequ~nce, namely, that It Is through nat~re and her 
the bver.throw of. lear.ning and the decay o. f religion obJ' e~ 80 grand, glorious, and beneficent? Who can members, and through the performan~e of the.physical causes, 

d th b f that the theological system of all ancient n[J,tiOns ought to be c?nsequent on ~nv~swn ~n e su . verswn o em- doubt that it was this great source of life .and light explained that we must look to heaven, to the F>un, the 
pue~, .the stor;y:, If It SUl'VIV~S at all, IS preSeJ'V~d as to which were addressed those rapt ascr;i.ptions of moon th~ stars and the elements, if we wish to find the gods 
traditwn, but Its true m~anmg, and the capaCity to praise, found in the Zend books, in the so-called of all 'nations a~d to discover. them under the veil which all~-
:find the key, are for the time lost. Psalms of DaVI· d-in fac4- . in all ancient sacred lit- gory and my~tici~m. have thr?wn .over th~m, be it in order ~o 

h f h J · h bb' "> stimulate our curiOSity, or to Inspire us with mo~e awe. Th~s Maimonides, t e wisest .o t e . eWIS ra IS, s~ys e1·ature ? worship having been the first, and the most uruversally em• 
of. the story of the creatwn, wh1ch rem~~k ~pphes I hav said that the results of modern scholarship ployed, is that which bears entirely on. the performance. of ~he 
equall.Y to the gospels: "Whosoever .shall dr~ille I~s tr~e confirm the astronomic ori<Tin of religions, and that physical courses, and on the mechamsn;t of the orgaruzation 

ht t t k t t divul t ,. of the world. All that which shall receive a reasonable ct;m-me~n~ng oug . o a e grea car~ m .. no gmg I · the origin,al ideas are modified and changed in ac- struction considered in that point of .view; all that which 
T~1s _IS a maxim ~·epeated to us by. all our sages, cordance with the mental development o£ the race. · in the ancient poems on the gods and on the sacred legends 
p11.n?Ipally concer~mg th~ understanding of the ~ork N 0 one can resist this conclusion who has carefully of the different nations shllill contain an ingenious picture of 
of SIX da~s. It IS possible that som~body, ei~her read Dupuis's "Origin of Religious Ideas," and espe- nature and ller operations, must be considered as appertaining 
through himself or by mean.s o. f t.he hght. obtained ci· ally the works of Max Muller, in which he so graphi- . to that religion which may be c~lled ~e univer~al religion. 

d d Then "All that which can be explamed wrthout diffi~ulty by the from .others, ~ay succ~e to I VIne Its ~eBID;ng. cally traces the astra-religious fancies and conceptions physical and astronomical system must be consi~ered as a 
let him be silent, or If he speaks of It let It be done of the early Aryan races-showing how the "briO'ht part of the fictitious adventures whi~h allegory has u~troduced 
onl! in as veiled a manner as I do, leaving there;, gods" (heavenly phenomena) of those early ra~es into the songs of nature. Nothmg was worsphi~ed ana 

_ maillder to be guessed,, b;y: thos~ wh~ can hear me. changed imperceptibly and came to mean to th'.:l nothing sung but nature-she alone wa13 portrayed, t erefore 
He furth~r adds that this em~a:tiCal t.alent ~as early Greeks, as also to the later Romans, real verit- everything must be explained through her." . 
not pec~Iar to Moses, ?ut. he,?eld It m common with able celestial personages, having all the characteris- If this explan~tion be the true o~e, t~a~ at bottom 
all th~ Wise men.of ant.Iqmty. . . tics of humanity while presiding over and directing all religions (except that of Phallic ongm) are on,e 

Philon, a JeWish writer, held. the same ?PilliOn of human affairs. And soon.this polytheistic conception and the same, only disguised und~r different. naiU~s, 
the Hebrew sacred books. In his work entitled "The becaiUe transformed into monotheism with its one and differently understoo~ by differen~ peoples m 
Allegories,".he traces back to the allegorical senf:!e the supreme god and attending angels and' spirits. different ages and countries, what curwus thoug:P, 
"tree of life," the "rivers of paradise," and the other . Ruskin also eminent no less as a scholar than as a sad reflections does it not inspire I 
fictions o£ the book o~ ~enesis. . . . painter, ~ttest~ the truth of this co:Q.clusion,.and has It follows that the religious feuds,.hatreds, and an-

Many of the Christian fathers, .surpnsmg as ~t taught it to his disciples as a principle, without him- imosities from which resulted most of the bloody and 
would seem, ma:ke the same co~essi.o~, n?tably, On;, self applying it to Christianity. desolatin'g wars and massacres which blacken the 
gen ~nd Augustme: T~e l.atter, m h1s City ?f ~od, He says in his .channing work, "The Ethics of the pages of history from the remotest times down to our. 
admits that many m his time regarded the mCident Dust:" · own were all the result of a misconception; that the 
of Eve and the serpent, as well as a terrestrial para,. h lik 1 cau~e of the hatred of the votaries of one religion "Every eathen conception of deity in which you are e y t th 
dise, as only allegorical fictions, which belief he does to be interested has three distinct characters. It has a physi- against another was not real, and th~t in reali Y. · ey 
not object to, provided always that a real history may cal character. It represents some of the ·great powers or ob- were each worshiping the same de1ty under differ-
be found in them also !-a coincidence inexplicable jects in nature--sun, or moon, or heavens, or the winds, or ent names. . 

th . d the sea. And the fables first related about each deity repre- · i1i d ful t th Chr' t' 
to e modern mm · sent, figuratively, the action of the natural power which it How hum' 'ating an sorrow ' 0 e · IS I~ 

The same idea frequently crops out in the gospels represents, such as the rising and setting of the sun, the especially, is the reflection that the .holocausts of vrc
themselves, showing conclusively that the writer of tides of the sea, and so ·on. It has an ethical character, and tims sacrificed in the East by the bigt'lted zeal of the 
the original gospel wrote on this plan; as, for in- represents in its history the moral dealings of God with man. Crusaders and still later in the New World by fol-

f ll · Th f k I t th · "Thus Apollo is first, physically, the sun contending with ' li · 'th ·t th h d stance, the o owmg: " ere ore spea o em ill d kn b all h f di . di lowers o£ the same re O'lOn, were WI ou e s a ow ar ess; ut mor y t e power o vme life conten ng ,-
parable; t,hat seeing, they may see and not perceive; with corruption. of a cause..,.... that the devotional feelings that inspire 
and hearing, they may hear but not understand." "Athena is, physically, the air; morally, the breathing of the both to worship something higher was equally sacred,, 
This no doubt will be a startling revelation to many dirine spirit of wisdom. and that the God to whom it was offered w:as jn real
who hear the assertion for the first time, and who will "Neptuneis,physically, the SM.; morally, the eupreme power 

1
'ty the same. But proofs of o. ur . assertions sh.ould of agitating passion; and so on. -· _ 

(loubtless feel toward th9 instrument which sweeps "It has at last a personal character, and is realized in the precede deductions therefrom, whiCh proof we· now 
away the foundation of their hopes for heaven as the minds of its worship ere as a living· spirit with whom men proceed to give. . . . 
Brahman felt when from a glance through the micro- may speak face to face, as a man !!peaks to his friend." The astronomical eqmvalent o£ the twelve disCiples 
scope he saw the utter impossibility of complying Now it ill impossible to define exactly how far at with and among whom the master (the sun), or t~e 
with the requirement of his faith (to de.atroy no liv- any peri@d e£ a natioMJ. religi0n . the!l~ three ideas savior, w~eq bec~mee. apparent even .te the uncnt
i:p.g thing)~ when life swarms everywhere, even in the are mingled, ~r hGw·ftlol' one prevails over the other. ical when the term!! god, lord, moet high, or .savlor 
fruit he eats and the water he drinks I Each inquirer mmally takes up one o£ these ideas and are seen to relate only to the sun, the great obJect o£ 

And is it possible, they w~ e~claim, that the Christ pursues it, to the exclusion of the ·others-no impa~i.ial 'primitive worship; fo~ what e~se could ~ey be but the 
nf the gospels, the twelve disci plea, and all the rest_ eff'Ort ~eems to b,ave been made to di~ the .J;ea.l twelve constellatwna, mto which the ancients grouped 

< • ) '!" 
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the stars of .the :firml!Jllent, and through whiCh the the human mind can sink, and to what ignorance utJ?los~,lilpit of his .orbit, he slowly retUl'ns north
sun appears to pass in his annual course. - and superstition will lead us if once we abandon om the cilays begin: perceptibly to lengthim:_hope re-vives; 

The key to the astronomical equivalent ofthe third reason at the dictation of authority. and by the time he reaches the sign Aries, or the 
person in the trinity will be found in a careful analy~ Were there then no celestial babe born in a stable Lamb of God, on the 21st of March, he is said to hav 
sis of the term Holy Ghost, or gust. Holy is derived and cradled in a manger? no wise men of the East? arisen-that is, crossed the line of the ecliptic, con
from the Greek word helios, god, whose equivalent is no Bethlehem? no cruel Herod who sought the life ql]_ered the prince of darkness, and ushered in the 
sun. Ghost or gust means breath, _air, wind. .Hence, of the young child? no star t"4at stood,over the place kingdom of light, or kingdom of heaven. 
literally, aim-heated air. Or, in other words, that of its birth? Oh, yes; all of these twe were;_ but in In allegorical language mucify means crossing, and 
force in nature that arises from the rarefaction of the a sense widely different from the literal- one which is derived from the Latin word crux-a cross. 
air by the heat of the sun, namely, wind, in all its appears to the uncritical eye of the· Christian reader. ttlle sun ih crossing the equinoctial line in his de
phases, from the gentle zephj-r to tbe terrific cyclone In fact, this story of the star of Bethlehem: is simply scent or decrease_ is said to be c-ruc-ijied, he being then 
of the Indian Ocean; for observe that in, the language an astronomical picture in words of the annual pro- conquered and put to death by the prince of dark
oi the. allegory or gospel, it is termed "a mighty cession of the sun through the constellations as Sf:len ness, who is typefied by the darkness and confusion 
r:nshing wind,"" sent down from--above "-a breath- through the Vi-vid imagin!l.tions o_f the early astrono- that accompanied the crucifixion. In the interim; 
_ing upon, etc. Observe also how closely the l~age mers, the priests of the o#erit'al religions. _ The key while hanging on the cross, which he does until his 
of al1egory conforms to the facts of nature, "for,' says to it is found in the text of the story, "And this to death on the 25th of Decembei;, be suffers agony and 
the text, "the Holy Ghost [or gust J was not yet come,. you shall be a sign." That is, Christ, the Lord, shall- is scoffed at by the groups of stars that appear ori the 
because that Christ [that is, the sun J was not yet be' the sign. Which of the signs -of•the zodiac is here horizon- from the vernal equinox until December, 
glorified;" that is, classified, or, in astronomicallan- referred to is not difficult to guess when- you consider among. which alse ·are those who are in sympathy 
guage, advanced above the line of the ecliptic.- The that the subject matter_ of the ·story relates to -birth· 'with hini in his decline and suffering. 
gist of the matter is that the refreshing winds of and nati-vity. Cmild it be_ any ,other than the con:-, On the 25th of December he expires and is said to 
S1lmmer, in contradistinctio~ to the piercing blasts of stellation of the hinvest-the sign of pro.duction, in- be dead, until the· approach of the spring in his re-
wip.t~r; cannot take place until the sun arrives at the crease, and fullness; in fact, the virgin? .. turn from .de,ath and the grave. He reaches the sign 

1 

sign Geffiini, or the month of May, which happens To understand th~ hidden meaning 'of the allegory Aries, or Lamb of God, when he is said to arise 
at Penteco!'t, which means fifty days from the cruci- it is· ably necessary that the astronomical equivalents again (which is the signification of Easter) conquers 
fixion, which is the allegorical term for the sun's of the terms usea be understood. · the prince'of darkness, ushers iri the reign of light or 
·crossing the equinoctial line in March. By Herod, the king, .who jg said-to be in pursuit of' God, 'and "ascends on high." 
. --With these hints (and this paper proposes only the celestial child- to, kiU hiD,l,_ is ;meant tp.e I111.er pr. ·It has · alrE\ady been stated that -by the diligent 

to ;f.reat the subject in outline) the detail of the aile,- king called Hercules, who is the genius of thE) pre-· study of -the heavens the astronomers of early ages 
gory way be easily worked out by those who will ceding constellatio:rl.. The children whom '!Ierod oi· had attained great proficiency in the knowledge of 
· · We come now to the story of John the Baptist,_ a Hercul'es is said to kill are the twins in·· Geinini, the laws of the planetary movements, and where their 
character not unknown to many of the earlier systems through which it passes in its course, and thus obscures knowledge ceased their fancy stepped in to supply-and 
of faith; which we have s~en had their origin in nat:. or kills them. This obscuriri.g or killing of the twins account for what could not then be known. It was 
ural phenomena .. What 18 the astronomical eqivalent· of .Gemini is the key to the passage in Jeremiah, .. In. they, and not the modern astromers, whose vivid imag
of this char~cter m the gospel. alle~ory? The name :Rama was there ·a voice· h~l;tl'd, l!J.mentation, weeping,· inations marked out most· of the· constellations, and 
liaually furrushes the key .. It IS so m this case. John _and great mourning. . Racb,el. weeping for hei:. chil- gr9uped and named the principal stars; and associated 
is doubtless derived from Jan or John-tian, the name dren .because they were not/' ·Raina is the Rlndos- them with some fancied resemblance to things on the 
of the .first . month in the year;. ~aptist meaning to tane~ 'Yard !o~ zodiac; • her child!en ~ere the twins of earth-t4us. things in the heavens came to be only 
pour or sprm~e w&ter, both ofwh1eh names serve to Geillllll, who a.re· obscured, that IS, killed by the pas- prototypes of things on earth. · 
identify him with ~he constellati~n Aquarius, or the sage of the sdn through Gemini, in the character of If, as i's the case, everything referred to in the goa
water-bearer, who IS r.epresented m the geography of B:ercules. By Bethlehem Ephratah, where the stable pel story is found pictured on the celestial map, then, 
the heavens as pourmg a stream of water into the is located in which the child is born, is meant a part either they were placed there after the promulgation 
mouth of the great southern fish, who, accordirig· to of the cqnstellation of the virgin: 'By the three magi o~ the story, or the story was inspired by the previous 
ancient mytholo~J:"· was swallowed . by it, which i~. or. wise men are rne_ant the three bright stars in the- a:ri.stence of the. things and incidents to which it re
doubtless the ongm of the story of Jonah and the belt of Orion, who, looking toward the east, see the lates. That the hitter is the true solution of the 
whale. _ bright star Vindematrix in the elbow of the Virgin problem is ge:beraUy conceded by all competent to 

To ve~fy the iden~ity of this character with the just rising above the horizon. · express an opinion. _ 
constellatiOn of Aquanus, the water-bearer, let us see · . This, then, in brief outline; is the astronomical. Bearing these facts in mind it will not be difficult 
how the position of Aquariu,s in ·relation to the sun meaning of the star of Bethlehem, Jesus (the sun) to tranSlate from theological terms back to its origi
and its resultant phenomena tallies with and expl~s is conceived by the Virgin _l:l<t · the vernal equinox. nal meaning the conception. of the cup of salvation 
the text of the story. · Nine months thereafter, that is, em December 25th, and the bread of life. 
Th~ Baptist represents himself as "one crying in he is born, is pursued by_Hercu).es, the rUler or king Examine any celestial map of the heavens, and at 

~he wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord [that of the preceding constellations, who, in the pursuit, a point a little belowtheautumnal equinox, and com
HI, the sun], and make his path straight," adding, passes through or kills the twins in Gemini~ The ing before it, as if to catch the precious fruit of the 
"For the kingdom of heaven is at hand.'' three conspicuous stars in -the belt of Orion are the vintage, you shall find, just where you would naturally 

No words ~auld bett~r describe the office which magi who are watching fo,r the birth of the savior or look for it; the crater, or cup, called the cup of salva
the constellatiOn Aquanus, from its position in the sun, and see his star .Vindematrix as it rises in the tion. In a theological sense it has relation to the 
zodiac, performs for the sun, which it precedes. East. · crucifixion of a personal Christ, and to the shedding 

The. sun crosses the equinoctial line in his ascen- Of course the unthinking and the sentimental will· of his blood for the salvation of mankind. In the 
sian at Easter; which denotes a risen sa-vior, and is continue' to see in the gospel story a veritable child, original astronomical sense it. has reference to th-e 
P.recede~ as a forerunner ~y the constellation Aqua- a real mother, and magi of flesh and blood, for these vintage, ·and to the juice of the grape, "which maketh 
nus, which denotes the ramy or wet season which, in satisfy the feelings and the imagination, while its real glad the heart of man and God." 
the temp.erate zone, prece.des summer. In the sense astronomical meaning satisfies the intellect only. It That the juice oj the grape has ever been regarded 
of evolutiOn, whereby a higher and better condition is of the same nature as the story of" The House as a type of the blood in human veins is shown by 
of ~hings obtain from t~e. existence of something in~ that Jack Built." It is capable of any interpretation the literature of all ages. Even our Christian poets 
ferwr, so the finer conditwns of sUllliller may be said that the imagination niay conceive. To the child the have discovered the analogy, as witness the following: 
to .have been "prepared" or brought about by the story means just what he was .taught that it meant, "And now I drink my savior's blood; 
enstenca of. the cold ~d discomfort· of the rainy and may hav quite a different meaning to other_ chil- I thank thee, Lord, 'tis generous wine; 

th f t d dr -"'-"" " d · d'-"" t l' · t Mingled with love, the fountain :flowed mon s o wm er an sprmg. en in uiuerent ages an · m =eren re 1gwns, ye From that dear bleeding heart of thine." 
Again says the text, "He that cometh after me is all equally foreign to the original conception. . · · 

greater than I. · · · He shall ba±L; ize you with The same key that unlocks the hid_ den meaning of "This soul-reviving wine, Dear savior, 'tis thy blood. 
~e ~oly Ghost [or gu.st] and with e.". Keeping the storyofthe birthofChristadniitsusto the secrets We thank that precious :flesh of thine 
m mmd the astrono:r;n~cal_ equivalent of the Holy of his cruci:fi:rion and resurrection. For this immortal food." 
Gh?st as before explruned, coUld language better de- A distinguished scientist has said, "Two things ex- Substitute in the above the original word Bacchus, 
scribe th~ phenome~on resulting from the advance cite my wonder and admiration-the moral nature. of which is only another name for the sun, and you 
of the sun into the summer solstice? man,·and the starry heavens above us." However translate the hymn from a Christian to an astronom-

" He must increase, but I must decrease," says the the early astronomers may have Viewed man's :Q1oral ical meaning, as it was understood by the Greeks and 
text of the allegory. What could be more e-vident nature, they were not excelled by the in'odern astron- .Romans.· 
than the .astronomical fact that, as the forerunner, omers in the diligence of their study and admiration · • The· 'following passage from Isaiah is the one 
Aquarius, descends toward the horizon, the sun of the wonders of the firmament on high. That to maiiJ.ly relied on as a prophecy of the personal Christ 

· :will " ~crea:se, ~' and the. days lengthen from the ver- them was a book replete with wonder and mystery. . or_ messiah that was to come: 
. nal equmoxm March until the BUllliller solstice in June? In it they read many things, ,some true, others false. "Who is this that cometh from Edom, with dyed garments 

~s the sun _advances, the constellation Aquarius Their iinaginations supplied the facts which at least from Bozrah? This that is glorious in his apparel, traveling 
(his forerunner) recedes or "decreases" until the in that age could not be disp· roved, and as the bits of in his strength? I that speak in righteousness, mighty to 
t t :fir t f 

A. t h save. Wherefore art thou red in thine apparel, and thy gar-
wen y- s o .fi.Ugus , w en he disappears below the colored· glass in the kaleidoscope gives a different ments like him- that treadeth in the wine vat? I have trodden 

horizon, or, in figurativ~ language, he is beheaded by design for every cha,nge of positionl so to the vivid the wine press alone; and of the people there were none with 
~erod, whose astronomical equivalent is the sun when imagination of the early star-gazers the same phe- me; for I will tread them in mine anger, and trample them in 
m the constellation of Leo, who in his advance seems nomenon assumed an infinite variety of phases which my fury; and their blood shall be sprinkled on my garments, t sh A • • and I will stain all my raiment. For the day of vengeance is 
o :pu ;4-quarn~s below the line of the horizon, by have crystallized into story ~d dogma in many ways in mine heart, and the year of my redeemed is come. . . . 

which .h~s head IS. cut off. Such, beyond a doubt, is in different ages and under di:ffeJ.:ent names. As be- For he said, Surely they are my children that will not lie." 
~e anginal mearung of the story of John the Bap- fore intiinated, the phenomenon to which .the story of So he was their savior. 
t1st, the forerunner-" only this, and nothing more.'' the crucifixion and resurrection relates Is the same Substitute here the sun as the subject of the in-

The next subject in this allegorical drama which to which the star of Bethlehem refers, but its inter- quiry, with all the incidents attending the sun at the 
requires tranSlation is that of the star of Bethlehem. pretation is quite different. time of the vintage in September; also the methods 
I .need not repeat it, as it is as familiar to every child As seen by the inhabitants of the temperate zone, and incidents attendirig the extraction of the juice 
born of Christian parents as the language he speaks; the sun seems to decline, while the days growing from the grape, and you have the real meaning of the 
and no.t. only so, but. the story in substance was just shorter and shorter give rise to the ficti.on of the passage, couched as it is in the extravagant metonymy 
as familiar to the pnests of the Hindoo, Persian, and kingdom of darkness, :as opposed to the kmgdom of of the East. 
Egyptian mythologies as it is to-day to the common light which· prevailed during the · part of the year As with the wine of the vintage, so also with the 
people of Christi~ countries, for you may read it in when the sun was above the ecliptic. . bread of life. In the hand of the Virgin, the constel
~e Bhagavad-Gita (book of God) of the Hindoos, On the 25th of DeceD?-ber the shortest day IS lation of the harvest, you will notice a spike of iron. 
m. the Myt.hr~as. of Persia, and in the writings as- reached. During the three succeedirig days no per- Note the significance of its relativ position te that of 
e;Ibed ~.zoroaster, all of which a.D.tedate the Chris- ceptible change~ the. position ?f the sun can be de- the cup of salvation. Bread always precedes the 
tian religion by over a thousand years. tee-ted, during which (m allegorical language) he was wine in the order of common use, as also on the ta-
. ~S:t a etory ar?und which cluster so many impos- said to be dead and buried. The prince of dru:kness ble of our lord. So also in nature the corn harvest 

~Ibili~Ies should ever have been taught and believed is then said to be triumphant. Soon a change m the in August precedes the vintage in September. 
m lilo liter&! sense shows to what depths of ~r~ulity position of the sun is observed, Having reaChed the [coNCLUDED wExT wEEK.) 
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Col. Ingersoll's tactics;· fot example,. however distastef~1 seve~l others'.' Ptof Pec:ifWill' ~Iiish 1Il:Usic for the 
they may be to the fervid Christian, are perfectly legitimate; occasion.. d:ii Wediiesdli.y ,~teliing, ;f;fi.~ .. 3ist,; a biill 

. and we cannot condemn them without stultifying ourselvs as iv.ill.-__ be_ .g_ iv_e_n_in._ 0_ per_ a· Hili __ .- Un_. ·._der' t_:qe .. ~uspicE)S_ 
reasoning men, willing to hear arguments and combat them 
openly and fairly. of the Liberal, i(E;JaglJ.e .... Supper . wiU. be served in 
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But when a man like.D. M. Bennett seeks out whatever League Hall:· -Cost· of: ball :and supper, $1:75; 
oan be made to hav a filthy and obscene suggestion, builds for slipper-/75 cents per couple. · Music by the Lines
upon them long pages of the obscene imaginings of a de- ville fu:llorchestra. No gentleman· Will be admitted 
praved intellect, and tries to . spread these through the coun- to th_e bfJ,ll_ wi_thout a_· sup-ne, ,rticket. · · - . _ . · 
try as religious teachings-as legitimate inquiry in.to .truth- · ~ . 
he becomes a moral monster, for whom no punishment is too ·The. Pittsburgh. ~eague is also maki!lg_ extensiv 

The lm·gest and cheapest Radical Journal published in J!AJ.rope oad. prepai·ations to . db honor to the same · event on 
or .America, containing seven hundred square inches mor8 reading In this day and age to be an ~'lufidel," an '' Ath\li.s~," or an Monday; the 29th, at Lafayette Hall. The after
matter than.any otlwr journal c( its kind. "Agnostic," contains no reproach whatever. But to be as :p. noon session will.•• be at 2 o;clock, consisting ~--{>f. an 

.All Drafts, Checks, and Postal Orders should be made paya1Jle to 
M.ARY W. BENNETT. -

M. Bennett-a sort' of a moral swine, with a nose only for · - £ k · 
filth and obscenity-is too vile for anything except execra" civertlire by Staley's-'band, a song by Pro : Pee ;'who 
tion. will come from Linesville for the OCC!tsibri, an address 
Th~ men who _hav 80 promptly· taken up . the on-the "Mi~sion of the Lea~e/' by Ron . .A..~- Brad:.. 

h h ford,: a h.-om bone solo hy J .. Thqma, a. recitation,. the 
SATURDAY, - JANUARY 20, 1883. matter and so vigorously rebuked.the P arisee oft e 

======================= Blade are entitled to the thanks of all 1\-Ir. Bennett's "Miclianite Maidens," •by G .. Dorey, "and a zither solo 
-fri d h by E. ; Eyth. · After the recess · m:ore music by. the 

More Long-Eared Defamers. ·en s. We pass by the sneers at t eir mental ca- , . 
. . . pacity, for the fact.that'they are Freethinkers proves band, short· adresses by members of the League~ 

We hav carefu:lly watched the r~ligwus press since that they hav don~ considerable- thinking, and to cornet solo by 'D. Falck; a' recitation by' Mts. Lalte, a. 
the death of Mr. Bennett, to. see if an~ among ~hem some purpose. In replying to them the .editor for,. song by Mr. Peck, a.nd,~and music. In 'the evening 
b.~l.V followed the_ example of C~eatham m defamm~ a gets that abuse is not argument, and proceeds on the .t~e,_ chi~f feature will . be the presentation to the 
man dead. W1th the exceptio~ of one Methodist . well-recognized Christian plan of calling a man a League by a friend of a fu:ll length oil portrait of 
mud-thrower, they hav been smgularly free from fool when unable to controvert hini. He also omits Paine. The pres(mtatioii speech and tribute to Paine 
abuse of ~r. Bennett. Few papers and men are so the names of Mr: Benn_ett's bo~ks for fear tP,at they willbe by J. H. Burnham;.the response-by :Mrs. Lake; 
mean as the Advocate and Josep~ Cook. But ?o.me should be advertised by his paper. We willg~_vhim after which there will be music and a ··biiDquet. 
few. of the secular press hav eVIdently been v1emg the benefit of an advertisment and he is'welcome to J~mes E. Emerson and ProCwm: Seymour.wiil:8lso 
with on~ another in their efforts to daub _a character all the goo-d it win do him. ' be present and .. adflr~:~ss the mee.ting. · Concerning 
they nmther unde~stood ~or hav the_ brams to c~m- To Mr. Williams's pQ.thetic appeal for facts, what the portral.t to be presented, our friend Harry HoovE)r 
prebend .. ~Indianapolis paper cop1ed ~s an ob1tu- does the Blade answer?- Nothing; but cries "filth," and writes enthusiastically: 
ary the villamou~ answer one of the editors of the that not even pointed out! Where is the_ " fi.Jth," 0 The oil portrait of Paine is. valued at $500, and was ,painted 
Inter-Ocean gave m reply to a corresp_ondent-an an- sapient editor? Show it to us. Put your finger on expresslyfor the purpqse, It is ])elieved to b<:l the only one 
swer the paper WIJ.S forced to retract m a subsequent the chapter and verse or page and paragraph of any of the kind in America. · '.The scime is a landscape, and rep~ 
issue. Other pa_ per_s hav done a_s_ badly. But one of of Mr. Bennett's publi:med works. Tell Mr. Williams resen:ts Paine commu:rling with ~ature-" tlie only, div1ne 

u1 flin fr th T d revelation." The figiire occupies the foreground,' facii;J.g th~ 
the most rep ·SlY gs comes om e ole 0 Blade, some facts about it, or oWn up that you cannot, and beholder. Be:rieath liis fllet, a:riCl tr_odden in the di':tst, are 
owned by D. R. Locke, better known to fame as Pe- acknowledge that your words are but spleen show- ... creeds, ... " superstiti~ns," ana" prie~tc;raft." His left hand 
troleum _V. Na~by, of the C_onfederate _X_ Road~. ~- ered upon the Infidel. Show us the "obscene sug- rests upon ail" open book,_·" The Age of Reason, ... which resif! 
Loc~e himself IS a FJ:eethm~er, and 1t IS but JUStice gestion" or "obscene imaginings of a depraved in- securely upon a.rock. His' right hand points upward to the 
to hrm to say that he IS now m Europe and unaware tellect." · light of the future streaming through the clouds, on which 
of the baseness to which his assistants are descend- We imagm· that a man's religious op· inions hair are blazoned "truth" and "liberty." On the left spreads out 

W th h 1 th t th 1 kn the deep blue sea, dotted with vthite sails, while majestic 
~g. e C?PY e W 0 e, a. . e peop e may ow everything to do with the Blade's written estimate of mountains fade away in the dim distance of the .receding 
JUSt what kmd of men are wntmg for the -Blade. It him, notwithstanding the vehement denial. Had Mr. background. ThE) likeness is excellent, and the expression 
is from the issue of Jan. 9, 283 : Bennett been a Christian and done as much to spread one· of calm reliance on the eternal verities of nature and 

D. M. BENNETT. the gospel of untruth as he did to spread the· gospel hopefulness in the verdict of the future. The League in-
When D. M. Bennett died we gave him this cordial "send- of truth, who can· think that the Blade would hav tends to hav .the picture photographed and sell copie~ of the 

off" to his place of future abode: written his labors down as "filth?" . Does it ever call 
D. M. Bennett, editor ot THE TRUTH SEEKER, and author ot anum- · 

ber ot books which were even more than lrrellglous, is dead, He the Bible obscene, when its pages reek with the pu-
brought much reproaching on Freethinking by hts filthiness, and was trescence of barbarism? Does it ever characterize 
sent to the penlt~ntlary tor mls)lse or the United States malls. He the songs of Solomon or the ·psalms of DaVid as "ob
knows by this time a world more about the tuture than he ever 
dreamed or. . scene imaginings of depraved inte,llects?" Regard-

This seemed to excite the alleged minds of sundry gentle- ing this, we hav received the following from a friend: 
men who describe themselvs as "Freethinkers," but who are 
unpleasantly free from capacity to think logically on any sub
ject. Here are some specimens of the letters written us: 
To the Editor ot the Blade : 

DEAR SIJ.~,--I went over to our newsdealer this morning to subscribe 
tor your paper, and in taking up a copy ot the 14th Ult., your notice ot 
n; M. Bennett and his death changed my mtnd. I determined to hav 
no such detamer in my tamlly. I herewith inclose rellable lntorma
tlon ot one-a llte-long trlend ot mine-whose Ute is as pure as the 
llte ot any saint. L. M. HASTINGS. 

Osceola; Clark Co., Iowa. 
BENWOOD, W.VA., Dec. 27,1882. 

ED. BLADE: I see a notice in the last Blade ot the death ot-D. M. Ben
nett. Your charges ot "filthiness" against him are as talse and toul 
all tongue or pen can make them, and merit the contempt ot every 
honest and talr-mlnded man. Don't detame the dead. C. BURSEE. 

A number were quite too vile to print. Here is one from 
an apparently sensible, honest man: 

WAPAKONETA, 0., Dec. 15, A.B. 282. 
To the Editor ot the Toledo Blade : 

MoNTEZUMA, IowA, Jan. 12, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: The Tolego Blade o£ Jan. 11th contains an un

warranted attack on the late Mr. Bennett. I cannot tell you 
how badly my feelings are hurt. I hope you will not let the 
matter slip. I hope the editor will retract as did the Inter-
Ocean. - M. BoNE. 

Whether the editor can- be. induced to retract or 
not, we do not know; probably not. A man who has 
so little regard for facts as he has will not be apt ·to 
care how much he makes hearts ache by his slanders. 

It is easy enough to say that a man is worthy of 
only execration; it is quite another thing to prove it. 
Let the Blade answer Mr. Williams's inquiry for facts, 
or it will stand convicted as a dishonored defamer of 
the dead, and but another instance of the jackass 
kicking· the lion. . Its claims of fairness will go for 
what they are-the protested paper of a. moral 
bankrupt. 

Paine's Birthday Celebrations. 

I am a poor man, and a poor sCholar to boot, and don't know that I 
am capable ot writing to the editor ot a great paper, as I think the 
Blitde ls. I hav always held the Blade in very high esteem as a very 
able exponent ot Republlcan principles, with whiCh party I hav always 
been identified. I read to-day your editorial on the death ot D. M. 
Bennett, ot the New York TRUTH SEEKER, and consider the word 
"filthiness" used by you very unkind and very unjust; but perhaps 
you hav evidence to back you in what you say. It you hav you should The Liberals of Linesville, Pa., will celebrate tpe 
be wllllng to produce it, as a bare assertion amounts to nothing. I 4 h h h 
read Mr. Bennett's paper tor three or four months during his trouble 1 6t anniversary of the birt day of' t e patriot on 
with Comstock, and hav talled to see the filth there. Then I procured January 28th, 29th,' 30th, and 31st by music, Speeches, 
the books that he sent through the malls. . . . . The tormer Is di d • 1- li · · 
very good on the subject, a book that every man and woman should scussions, an lectures upon industna ; re · gious, 
read. The latter Is. mostly quotations trom standard authors on phys- economical, and scientific questions of the day, and 
lology and sociology, so I tailed to find the filth in the above-named al · 't ti · t d d t all d 
workS. I do not claim to agree with Mr. Bennett in an that he says or a gener . lnVI a on lS ex en e O -· men an . 
hM written. I thought I would ask you kindly to bring torth the WOmen who believe that truth sho:uld prevail. The 
tacts in the case it you hav them. Yours truly, . platform, it is announced, is free to Spiritualist or 

W. H. H. WILLIAMS. 
We hav omitted the names of D. M. Bennett's books in the Materialist, Christian or Jew, Mohamme~an, Agnostic, 

above letter, for the reason th.at we do not propose to giv or pagan, and the Liberal League under whose .-aus
them the immensely valnable advertising which they would pices the meeting is held further shows its iiberality 
gain by the mere announcement of their names in our edito- by offering fifty dollars to any representativ Christian 
rial columns. ' who will be present and affirm the cardinal points of 

With any man's rel~gious opinions the Blade has nothing to th rth d · f 
do. We conceive it our duty to treat all shades of belief e o o ox fruth. Two sessions o the m~eting will 
that do not trespass the well-recognized bounds of public be held each day, at 11 o'cldck A.M., and 7 o'clock P.M. 
morals with entire respect. There is nothing to condemn Persons attending the celebration. from a distance 
even in a man's attack upon the credit given the Bible by will be entertained free as far as possible, and the 
Christians. That is a matter for reas.on, argument, and per- hotels and private boarding:..houses will provide lodg
sonal conviction, not abuse. We hav never a word of denun-
ciation for any man who seeks reason for rejecting_ one or all ing and meals at a moderate price, It is expected 
the books in the Bible, and _for endeavoring to ~nfuse his dis- that J. E. Remsburg, Mrs. H. 8; Lake, and R. S. Me
belief into the mincls of others. Cormack will be present and speak, together with 

same." 

In Boston the celebration will be at Paine Hitll 
under .the auspices of the Memoril,ll Corporation, and 
will consist of the usual appropria,te exercises. Mr .. 
Mendum and his son Ernest Mr. Seaver, and the 
Me~srs. Bean, O'Malley, and Hill hav thefestival in 
charge, and everyone is invited to-attend.· 

We in New York Will not be behind, but shal1hav 
a good celebration, although the precise £61m it will 
take is not determined at this writing. It will be an
nounced- next week. 

OnJy by Christians. ":• ·. 

We are always happy to oblige friends, and cheer
fu:lly answer all questions that we can. If they were 
all as easy as · the following, ·our task would not 'be ~ 
difficult one : · · 

When it is convenient please.to eipl~inho~ it consists with 
your theory of the rise of Ch:dstiariity that a:ll events in the 
heathen world are dated with referenc~ to the-Christian era. 

Yours-truly, L; H. ~Fi· 

Thehistories of allcountries are dated by the cur
i·ent calendar,· The western civilized world -uses the 
calendar borrowed from the Romans, but regulated 
by JuliusCresar, and afterwiu-d by astronomers woi'k
ing under-the direction of Pope Gregory XIII. The 
first Julian yea;r commenced with lJt11nuary, 46 B.c. 
All Christian eotintries; with the . exception of Russia, 
which uses the old style,aiffering twelve days from 
ours, use this method. Of course the Christians, re
garding Christ's. birth as of som.e iD1portanee~ date 
their histories .. path. ways from , that ev.erit. . This 
dating .from. Christ is ;.a superstitio~fi!].y _arbitrary i.tf-
fair, and fails to satisfy in the simplest manner the· ~ · -~ 
conditions nec13ssacy ·for re'gistering the succes~ion 
of events: Being placed ill ii:h · inte:r:mediate pe1;iod 
it is''necesSJtry to work both ways, and some ?0:1!-,fusion 
is'made by 'chronologers calling the y~ar pr~:~ceding . 
the period 1 )3.c., while astronomers denote the year 
as 0. Even after the adoption in Europe of the 
Christian era a great variety of methods of dating 
grew up and prevailed in differel'lt countries for-_a 
long time.. ·' ·- . _ : 

Non-Christian countries hav their ow'n calendars. 
'Th.e epoch used by Mohan{medan ·countries. is the 
hegira, or flight of .Mohammed from Mecca to Medina, 
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j..D, 622 The Macedonian era dates from the occu- a l'epublic, and will not find favor with those who the fiddle, and they beat time with their feet to the 
pation: of Babylon by Selrtcus Niator, 311 B.c.. . . . : .believe in universal suffrage. Bishop McQuaid writes tune of the doxology. The rest is briefly told. The 
. The earliest written annals of the Greeks and Ro- of " The Decay of Protestantism," and in- essaying elTing are ever brought to account. A few Sundays 

mans ate lE>st; and various events are taken to reckon to prove his th!jsis, makes a very adroit use of the ad- ago the. Rev. Mr: Marquis requested all w:ho had 
tline from. Apollodorus, an Athenian, who lived in missions of Protestant writers. "The Political Situ- danced to abstain from the communion lunch. 
the second centUl'y B.C., dated his chronicles of ~ve~ts' ation" is the· jqint title of two articles, the one by Seventy-two culprits took the back seats, that num
from the supposed period . of the fall of· Troy. In Ho:J;a,tio Seymom, the @ther by Geo. S. Boutwell, her being supposed tci include those who had danced 
Egypt they kept the records by dynaEities of sov- who offer their r€spectiv views upon the- causes of and those who were not hungry. Sixty of these are 
erl:)igns. Various epochs were selected by differen:t the l'ecent· overthrow of the Republican party. An still 'at defiance with ecclesiastical authority, among 
writers, each community having its own epoch and article by Dr[ D: A~ Sargent, on "Physical Educati<iln them the pastor's own daughter. They are given 
methoCJ. of time reckoning. Thus, in one city the in Colleges," trea~s a subject of prime importance to m1til the first of March next to meditate upon the 
reckoning was by succession of kings, in another by the youths in oTI.r higher edl;lcational institutions. extent of their sin-and to .enjoy more it. If by the 
annual magistrates, in a th1rd by succession of priests, ];inally, there are two articles on "The Standard Oil time named they will forsake the fascinations of the 
those ubiquitous calamities which hav befallen all Company;" Senator' Camden, of West Virginia, rather jig, retmn to the chll'ch, pay up their back pew rent, 
people and nations. unsuccessfully defending that m.onopoly against its as- and wipe the floor with theniselvs generally, such is 

This method was not found satisfact<!~,Yto ·those 'sailants; and John C; Welch clearly setting (orth the the forgiving nature of the preacher that he promises 
nations which had commercial intercoUl'se With each reaso:ns for conde:~;nning it as a dangerous institution. once more to fractme for them the bread of life. 
other, and the need of a common epoch was severely Pl:lblished at 30 Lafayette Place, New York. The recalcitrant . members of the Pigeon Creek ' 
felt. . This led . to the adoption of such a starting- ·. · . .. · · · congregation should remember that the eyes of this 
point by Heveral peoples, the most important of which . r Is ·It, ~ Sin to Dance 1 . world and the next are upon them. Let them take 
were the Babylonians, the Greeks, an(_lthe Roman~. -•EVer since the sorghum-voiced. warbler of Israel the advice of the Rev. G. H. Humphrey to heart, and 
The Jews ha'd.no general era, properlj so-called. In 'waltzed in undraped manhood before the ark, in the run no risk on everlasting things. If they become 
Babylonia time was reckoned from the era of Nabon- presence of the fema.Yi members of the society in convinced that the pmsuit of their present comse 
a.Ssar, 747 B.c. Among the Greeks the reckoning .va!3 ~hich he mqved; ith,as been a question upon which will take th~m to that equatorial resort to which no 
by Olympiads, the beginning being the year in which th~ wise~ b.ea<fs .of ]:mlpit and laity hav abused one excmsion tickets are issued, a proper regard for their 
Corm bus, a half-mythical character, was victor in the another, whether or :not, in the estimation of omnip- post-mortem comfort would see~ to dictate that they 
Olympic games, 716 B.C; The Roman chronology otence, it is a sin to dance. Up to Oill' time of going should kill the fiddler and smash his anti-theological 
'W;!:J.S, started from the foundations of the citjY, the to press,· ;it remains unsettled. The Judge of the instrument. "It is profitable that one of their mem
dl:tte of which is variously given, but usually ·assigned quick-st~p and dead-march has not ·recorded his de- bers should perish "-so we read-" and not that their 
to 753B.C• The Chinese and other Asiatic ·na~ions eisio:r;t, a:p.d ,fl!tcre,Q. history has but little consolation whole body be cast l.nto h-1." The question of the 
reckon not only th·e year.s. but months~ and days by for a dying world ·upon this subject. We grope in sinfulness; Or otherwise, of dancing ·is one of gTeat 
cycles of sixty. ' · darkness. Some able ininds maintain, nevertheless, moment. If we are to be compelled to pay the via-

Before the Israelites left Egypt their year began that the performance of David was the subject of di- linist in the next world, after all the expense incurred · 
with the autumnal equinox. But in order to cele- vine, as 'it' was of wifely, conaemnation; for it will be in remunerating him in this, it is time we knew it. 
brate their deliverance the month in which that took remem}?ered that at the time of the ball in question The committee who are fooling away their time on a 
place was afterward regarded as the l)eginning ofthe a rebUke, supposed to be inspired, was administered revision of the scriptures ought to hav this matter 
ecclesiastieal, which was also the legal year. After by Michal,. who was at that tirne a fragmentary por- brought to their attention. 
their dispersion, the Jews had recomse to the· astro- tion of David's better half. ____ ...., ___ _ 
nomical rules and cycles of the " heathen " nations. The gJl•atory movements of om great prototype of THE regular annual meeting of the stockholders of 
They adopted a cycle of eighty-fom years, which was the prehensil tail, upon the upper surface of the er- the Paine Memorial Corporation will be held in 
made by borrowing the Caliphic period of seventy- rant Italian's ·national instrument, the hand-organ, Paine Hall, Bosto:ri, Mass., on Monday, Jan. 29, 1883, 
six years, and the Greek octaeteris of eight years. hav been thE:) theme of poets since Homer; but it is at 11 A.lli., for the purpose of electing officers, and for 

the.transaction of any other business that may come After the Nicene council the Jews abandoned this believed that th,e monkey skips more in sorrow thari. 
cycle. They now, and hav ·since the fifteenth cen- anything else, a~d that he is actuated solely by a sense before the meet_in_g_. ______ _ 
tmy, date from. the creation of the world, which is of duty._ Furthermore, it is held that in his natural 
very indefinit, the date in the Bible being assigned state he is unfamiliar with Terpsichore, and that it is 
in comparativly modern ti:Qles. The three versions only after he has felt the refining influence of Chris
of the Bible.:_the Hebrew, the Samaritan, the Septu- tian civilization. that he allows himself to dance. 
agint-di:ffer in such a degree that the accounts are These facts force us to the conclusion that neither 
totally in·econcilable, and no reason can be given for by biblical authority nor by the example of the mon
prefelTing one to another. There is nothing by which key-two sources to which we can look with equal 
to compare them. One writer collected two hundred confidence ior 'guidance in om acts during om brief 
different calculations of the date of the creation, with sojourn here below-"--is the modern dance justified or 
thirty:.four centuries variation. · commended. Hence the custom must stand or fall 

The Babylonian era of N ab~nassar was. followed as the exigencies of progress shall demand. 
by H:ipparchus and Ptolemy, :with a year of 365 days. This line of thought leads up to a consideration of 

Thus it is very plainly seen that "all events in the the serious aspect of affairs which the subject of om 
heathen world are 'not' ·dated with reference to the present remarks has brought about in the Pigeon 
C!uistian era." Christian histories are dated from Creek church, on 'Washington Pike, Nottingham 
one event, Mohammedan from another, Chinese from township, Pa. The pastor who rejoices in the charge 
another, Russian according to the "old style," and of this chmch is the Rev. John Marquis. The flock 
so on. · consists of about two hundred members, but alas! 
.,Lib~rals are now evolving a calendar of our own, they are not all.sheep. Some of them hava goatish 

dating from. 1600, the year the Atheist Bruno was tendency to the left-hand side of the path of recti-. 
burnt by the church, and called th~ Era of Man. tude. Severai shepherds hav been called to the care 
The reason for it, and its application, has been re- of this straying flock, but• all hav left it without hav
peated1y explained in these columns, and we hav a ing E;Jffected the reform which was their avowed ob
neat card calendar (price three cents) of this year, ject'when they mounted their pulpit for their first 
283, which is . designed to propagate the idea. The powerful sermon. The besetting sin of Pigeon Creek 
credit of this discovery belongs to T. B. Wakeman, is dancing. , They hav cultivated the grace, not of 
but Mr. G. N. Hill, of Boston, was the first to practi- Jesus, but of the jig. 
cally apply it in this manner. . Up to a few years ago, there seemed to be no 

earthly obstacle between any member of the Pigeon 

MRS. LAKE has been re-eng>aged by the Liberals of 
Milwaukee, and is to speak· there during the month 
of February. She would like to hear from Liberals 
in adjacent towns where she cmild lectme week even
ings. Address her at 219 Grand avenue, Milwaukee, 
Wis. 

WE would call attention to the list oJ English 
books and pamphlets advertised in this number of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. They. are valuable works, and 
we shall be pleased to receive orders_. , 

A Tribute. 
. To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: At a 

meeting of a few of the Liberals of Ogden, the fol-
lowing was suggested. JoHN A. JosT. 

Ogden, Utah, Dec. 17, 282. 
The very sudden release from the toils of life of our highly

esteemed friend (lllc1 brother, D. M. Bqnnett, has let fall a pall 
of. sorrow, which for a time may becloud our vision of the 
bright future o~ our hopes of deliverance f1·om the scourge of 
Christian intolerance and bigot1·y, in the unequal distribution 
of the rights and privileges guaranteed nlike to all under our 
glorious constitution. 

We feel this sad bereavement to be a source of deep sorrow 
and disappointment, inasmuch as our departed friend stood 
in the fore front of the battle for the equality of these sa creel 
rights that the party in power, prompted by the bigotry and 
selfishness of the chur.Jh, has deprived us of, to an extent 
that is ominous of a total annihilation of free thought, free 
free speech, and free press, if the church obtains tho greater 
extent. of power in the government of the nation it is so ·stren
uously and indefatigably working for. 

The loss of such an experienced, brave, and fearless gen
eral to the army of Liberals, Spiritualists, and Freethinkers 
in general, and the Nationnl Liberal League in particular, is 
truly deplorable. We therefore iiesire to mingle our voice in 
the dirge of sorrow with the many who lrtment this great loss 
in the sudden c1eparture of our friend and brother to a higher 
plane of continued life. 

Resolved, That in the exit of our dem· friend and brother from 
his efll'thy body,' through the gate called death, the cause 
of free thought, free speech, free press, equal laws and equal 
rights, has lost an able and inclefatigable worker on the earth 
plane of life. 

Resolved, That we deeply sympathize with the bereavec1 
widew of our dear n·iend, and feelingly respond to the call of 
nature in the fullest expressions of the sorrows of earth life, 
while we hav firm hope of a happy reunion in the higher life. 

THE Nm·th American Review for February opens with Creek congregation and a harp. ~hings hav changed. 
·a symposium, in which six prominent theologians, On a cold day for Pigeon Creek, a violin worked its 
representing as many religious denominations, giv way insidiously among the people, and the slack of its 
expression to their views upon the question of the vibrant strings wound itself about their vitals. It was 
"Revision of Creeds," and in which every "divine" wonderful to look upon, and its notes struck respon
disagrees with every other · " divine " individually sive chords on all sides· and some insides. The con
·and collectivly. Prof. Alexander Winchell, in an gregati0n of Pigeon Creek adoi·ed it with all the fer
article entitled "The. Experiment of Universal Suf- vor of their agricultmal soi.ils. They gathered around 
frage," institutes a profeund inquiry into the,essential it evenings to li~ten to its seductiv tones, little dream
conditions of stable popular government, which he ing that above them the barbed tail of Satan waved 
finds to be, substantially, virtue and intelligence; but and sawed the air. The heart of their pastor was sad, ~I. E. Rose Indorsed. 
these conditions, he maintains, are absolutely unat- though he was silent; but when the younger people To THE EDITOR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: M. E. 
tainable under om existing political system, where an introduced the quadrille, with an occasional variety Rose never penned a greater truth than when he 
electorate either ignorant or vicious, or both, by the of round dances, he lifted up his voice against the in- wrote (THE TRUTH SEEKER, Jan. 6th)," That which is 
mere force of superior numbers, practically nullifies iquity. But, in spite of public denunciations hurled called Spiritualism is a bmnch of science not under
the suffrages of the better and wiser portion of the fr th ul "t 'th ll th f . f h. h stood, but will be sometime demonstrated as fully . . om e P P1 WI a e orensiC energy 0 w Ic as electricity or other branches of science. which 
people, whose ;right to control the government o£ the ;he was capable, the dance went on. His hearers were thought to demonstrate a future life in times 
commonwealth is grounded in the very nature of smiled at his invectivs, and became more hardened. past." ·wm THE TnuTrr SEEKER's readers remember 
things. The position maintained is unwholesome for Above the voice of the preacher arose the squeak of this statement? ELLA E. GrusoN. 
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~omtl(nnicatians. 

The Materialism of Mind. 

at present 1eems to point to the faet that the brain tempting to answer such stuff, but after all it is about 
and nervei are the chief .organs employed in thought. on a par with his other communications on Material
There they are the mind, the intellect, the brain being ism that hav been published. And, to wind up, Mr. 
the great nervous center, -or seat of thought, from Wallis says I hav prov~d,: so far ~s m-, arguments 
which the nerves or ramifying cords extend to all go, the truth of Materialism. WhiCh IS not true. 

To THE EDIToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Per- parts of the body, thus materially connecting body But if I.hav, then th~t establishes my :final proposi
haps it may appear as if I had forgotten or am rather and mind. This being the case, a destruction of tion, :which ~· .W~Is says he D?-ay heteafter attack; 
tardy about replying to my critics upon materialism either, body or mind, must necessarily result in the that if Matenalism IS true, then, It must ·beth~ only 
of mind. I hav been waiting to let them all hav a destruction of the other; and the very fact that this cause of all that does, ever has, or that ever .will ex
chance to say what they had to say, and also for time is the case goes to prove that they ate mutual in their ist in the. universe. ~her~ cB.? be .11o exceptiOns._ .I 
myself to reply (which I hav not had until now) and make-up." Allhodge-podgeof science, brains, nerves, hav nothm~ at stake.mthiS ~scuss10n .. I presented 
answer all at once, if l could, and hav done with it; mind, intellect, great nervous center, ramifying cords, the proposition to see what m~ght be said on the s11~- , 
and now if you will giv me a chance to be heard in to all parts of the body, thus mutually connecting ject, to hea1· others who felt disposed to express their 
reply, through the columns of your paper, I will en- body and mind. · yiews, and hav 'USQ~ such. r~asons as occurr~d ~o ~e 
deavor, as'briefly as I can, to answer the last batch of "Now [assuming, he should hay said] this being the m favor ~f a contmued. ~:ustenc~ after this life IS 
criticisms that hav appeared in your paper up to this case, the destruction of either body or mind must ended, whiCh I call. a 8pmtual existence. ~r. Ben
date. First I will commence with Mr. LaRoy Sunder-· be the destruction of the other. It is now apparent nett. co~ceded th~t there may be s~ch an e:ustence, 
land. In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 21st, under the that if Mr: Hale had proved the assertion he made but msisted that It must ~e material, but so refined 
heading· of "Ideology," page 663, 1\fr. Sunderland (and r admit it) he would hav proved just what he in- and attenuated as to be en~Irel~ beyond the reach of 
says: "By ideas the world of mind is controled. tended. to deny; that is, on the assumption that when our senset;~ as we are now orgamz.e?. . N Q bod~ knows 
True or false, as the case may be, all ideas are human the -mind ha.s killed the body it has killed itself too;" or can know he!e what ?ur capa?1t1es may be m a fu
in their origin; and while the human mind is the which is the very question at iasue again, a;nd which ture state of enstence, if t~ere 1s one, and. I can see 
perfection of cbemism, and really subsistent, as the I cannot see that 1\fr. Wallis has advanced a single no reason to quaiTel about It here. I hav m my for
organism is from which it is evolved, all its ideals, valid argument to prove. All he. claims for science. mer communications p1·esente~ some arguments to
by which it is equally controled, are never real, but is that it "seemi to point," that ia all; and from that ahow as plainly as I could that It was no more t!lll'e&

alwa.ys imaginary; and when Mr. James Hale (TRUTH assumes that everything is pmven, when all is mere aonable to suppose that there was ~uch a. fut~e and 
SEEKER, Aug. 26, 1882) and others undertake to con- assumption. He might with the same propriety hav that there was an eter~al, self-existent mtelhgence 
vince us that the human mind is not the sublimation said that when I had -proved that the mind was im- that controled this umverse, th~ to .suppo~e · t~at 
of innervation, he should :first prove that in nature's material I had proved it was material. But for fear matter waa et~:r:nal all;d evol11;ted ~~IS umv~rse ~to 1ts 
order the core or aeed is not the result of plant life he should_ be misunderstood, lfr. Wallis explains a present conditiO~, With all Its hfe a:n_d I~tellige-~ce. 
in the vegetable kingdom. Thus, in the vegetaple little furthei·, and says: "I. hold the brain w be the If the que11tion anaes, How coul~ an mtellige;nt e:u~t~ 
kingdom, instinct, vitality, nutrition, and growth. In leading organ of the mind; its leading function aeem11 ence be eternal? the flame questwn would be J,p.voh:ed 
the animal life, innervation and sensation are added; to be mental; here the nerves center 84ld depoiiit in regard to matter; and could matter be eternal, th~ 
and still progressing to manhood we hav all we know their influence, and as well take it from and carry it 11ame que11tion would eqp.ally apply to both; and, ac
of consciousness, thought, ideality, and ideas." outward, and thus the mind to 11ome extent, or some cording to what we do know of ~ause and e~ect in 

Now for the proof that lfr. Sunderland calls for, part of it at least, is located in or distributed through the ~rder ?f nature, an.d that .mmd. governs matter 
that in nature's order the core or seed is not there- the body. Let the nerves be injured, aQ byindililcre-' herem thilil state of eiiiiitenc~ m whiCh we fiD;d our
suit of plant lif! in the vegetable king<lom; just as if tion, and just in the same proportion' will the intel- 86lvs, it Jileems to me !?-ore. m accordance Wit~ na
every one who knows anything about plant life does Iect be found to be injured." For a practical te11t a ture to imppose that ;n:nnd IS ahead of matter m the 
not know that the core or seed is the germ that pro- case is cited as proof of this position, when the head government of the nniver~e, and not the result: , 
duces the plant and plant life. Instead of being the has .been instantly severed :from the body, that the .And now I would say, :m reply to Ella E. Gibsons 
result it is the cause. The little acorn, or seed, is the body performed intelligent actions, in the way of re- criticiilm in THE Tnun~ SEEKER ~f.~ ov. 18th, page 726, 
germ from which the giant oak of the forest springs, sistance, and in manifestationlil of p~in. after the hea~ of my :r:eply toM~. 'Y,mter's cnf:Imsm of my article, 
which oak may produce more acorns to produce other was severed. And he says: "If this IS true [that It "Ia lbnd Matenal, Ella admits the truth of my 
oak&, which could never be produced without the is well put in there J the body must to some eitent, propo8ition, that i~ Materialism is true, then t~at ~s 
germs :from which to spring, the same as the :first. ur in some measure, possesf.l intellect or mind, for in- the cause of all thmglil, and of c~urse . everythmg IS 
So we see the core or seed Ur. Sunderland refers to telligence or thought cannot e:rist apart from it," etc. the relil~t of that cause; a~d conSlders_rt the great~st 
as the result of plant life is only a provision of nature He says further that "llr. Hale states that we see satisfactiOn that can be enJoyed to cons1der that pomt 
for the production of plant life, by causing one plant life, instinct, if not reason, manifested ill 100me of the in evolution, viz., that all false theories, all the cruel-. 
to produce a germ for the production of another lower animals, and agrees with me that many of them tie11, wars, .and bloodshed; all the suffering, woe, ap.d 
plant like the :first; and so on forever. reason, and therefore hav mind. Take for example misery, iickneslil and death, and the tornad?es, earth-

I think this statement<of the facts in the case proves the common hare, and when its head iii severed from quakes, thunder-storms-yea, the very eXIstence of 
what Mr. Sunderland required proof of, and that the body, does not the latter by its vigorous leaps and rattlesnakes, bugs, ana musketoelil, are the result -of 
himself has put the effect for the cause, and reversed agonizing struggles giv unmistakable evidence of material organization or evolution, and not .caused by 
the order of nature, by his manner of presenting the severe pain?" I answer, No. In neither of the a de11igning God, who Jrom the foundat10n of the 
case, in omitting to say that the plant he starts with eases is there the least particle of evidence of intelli- world, for his o~ good pleasure, elected ;some .to 
mulilt hav had a core or seed from which it sprang, gent action. The man with his head severed or the everlalilting happmess and others to everlast~ng mis-
and was itself a result in the order of nature as much hare with the head severed from the body givs no ery. . 

, as it was a cause, oniy to produce another germ to more evidence of intelligent a4tion than the muscular ·r see Ella E. is laboring under the mistake that I 
produce another plant; and, in that way, make nature convulsion11 and twitchings of the pel'f\on suffering ain defending the Jews' and Christians' God, which 
lie, by reversing the order, or by not telling the withSt.Vitus's ~ance,ortherheumatism,or a cramp in I am not. I don't believe in that kind of a god any 
whole truth. It is the old trick of hitching up the the limbs or stomach, or epileptic spasms, none of more than Ella E. Gibson does. But .let that pass, 
cart before the horse, and then putting on a long which are any evidence of intelligence, and no evi- and let us come to the point in evolution._ I cannot 
face, and looking wise, as if it were not all a mere deuce of pain, because there can be no sense of pain see how it is going to help us in the .least to k~ow 
·farce to humbug simpletons who were unable to think without intelligence. even that these results come upon us Without design, 
for themselvs. Mr. Wallis asks, can a body or organism experience which can mean nothing else but t? c~me by chance. 

Thus I can see the bottom fall out of Mr. Sunder- and manifest pain and at the same time possess no Our lilufl'erings would be the same In 6lther case, and 
land's argument. If Mr. Sunderland should inquire intelligence whatever? He says, no, because intelli- om· prospectil ~or the future could be no better; for 
how the very first plant of all started, I would lilay in gence proves intellect, and hence the truth of my po- if evolution hail done a bad job here now, it may do 
the same way the nniverse got started, evoluted sition. Now to come to this conclusion, llr. Wal- as bad a job or worse hereafter; and I cannot see 
from nothing, or matter, or created, or somehow; I lis assumes that the convulsiv, museular actions he that we are gaining anything by choosing that horn 
don't pretend to know en.ctly how it was. . refers to are intelligent actions, and hence the truth of the dilemma. It is certainly a mere matter ?f 

The next in order of critics is lfr. Wallis, of Co- ,of his position. That is all there is of it-just simply choice; the results are the same, as we must admit, 
lumbus, Kan., in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 28th, the assumption, without a particle of proof that the and we get them without money and without price, 
page 679. I shall not attempt to reply in tun to inferences are true. And now for the summing up and we can take our choice. I believe in the God of 
everything Mr. Wallis says, for I hav not time, nor is he says: "I hold the brain, located in the head or up- Nature, as revealed in the works -of ~ature_. We ~ee 
it necessary, but take four points that appear most per part of the body [the shoulders, perhaps J, to be evil in the world-that cannot be demed; and I th~ 
important to my mind. He says, in regard to my the principal but not the sole organ of the mi;nd. I it can and will wor~ out good. By the cont:ast 
statement that the mind can and has destroyed the hav shown the mind to be thoroughly diffused between good and evil we can the better appremate 
life of, or killed, the body-the effect destroyed the through or connected with the body, as, outwardly the good, as we never could without the evil. An~ 
cause of its own existence-that if I mean that the observed, it follows these," etc.-a repetition of the in the hereafter we may be able to overc?me the evil 
mind can, just for fun or because it can, wholly inde- same old lingo that they are. dependent upon each with the good,. and then it will be all nght, and we 
pendent of any outside influence or force, come to other for existence, and that the destruction of the shall then Jilee that God designed everything for our 
the conclusion at any time to kill the body, he denies one must be the destruction of the other, that is, the greatest good, as a kind- and loving father could hav 
.it. And so do I. But if I mean that the mind disorganization of the living organism, and this upon done, and that every vicissitude that we hav had to -
may be so highly excited as to cause death, disor- the Materialistic hypothesis. pass through here was intended to add to om; ~s.p
ganization, then he agrees with me, for that proves "Again I say, Mr. Hale's assertion is in favor of Ma.- piness there, beyond all that we can conceive of 
that the mind is material. He says this illustrates terialism." '.M:r. Wallis has certainly introduced a new here. This can be so for all that I ?an see, and God 
the principle of cause and effect, and that every ef- system of metaphysics. According to his theory, the be just and good; and to my mind It must be. so, .or 
feet in its turn becomes a cause, and that if an out- mind is thoroughly diffused, or some parts of it, God cannot be a just God, for I can see that Justice 
side force is brought to bear upon the mind to such through the body. The different members, the toes, is not meted out here-that the wronged, the in-
a degree as to produce an abnormal or violent action, the fingers, the ears, the end of the nose, or the eyes, jured, the outraged, pass off the sta~e of life, ~W-?-
a disor€?anization will be the result, the effect; and a.s the case may be, can hav a mind of their own, or their wrongs are not and cannot be ngh~ed here; It 
here tlns effect becomes a cause, a cause of the com- part of a mind, and if they are injured in any way is impossible. And if they cannot be righted !IDd 
plete destruction of the body, a destruction of the they can make a fuss about it and _kick up a row on are not righted hereafter, then God cannot be .a ~ust 
man as an organism; and, also, that a destruction their own hook, and it is nobody's business but their God, and I wish to b~lieve that the Eternal Is Jlist 
of the body will result in a destruction of the own. And the brain is located in the hes,d or and true. This is one of my reasons for a belief in 
mind. This is simply a begging of the question, upper part of the body. The shoulders, arms; a. future state of existence .. I do not believe in the 
for that is the very question ai.; issue. Why ? He or stomach, for instance, is the principal but doctrin of the survival of the fittest, as taught· by 
says, "bec-ause they are inseparably connected." not the sole organ of the mind. No, the nose, the some of our modern (I will say quack) .philosophers. 
Another assumption without proof; another begging ears, the mouth, may hav something to do about We can Me almost every day that the :fittest are re
of the question. He says the :n;tind and body may be thinking. Yes, according to Mr. Wallis, thie mind moved from life, and the unfittest left to curse the 
considered the chief divisions of man, but they dg business is a big thing, if not en wheele, ~n ba.re run- world with their presence and doings here 0n earth. 
not exist independent of each other; they are de- ners. It is on the rampage. If anything could be It is might that makes right with us ~owadays. 
pendent one upon the other for their e:ristence; they thought of more ridiculous, I should like to know And now for the strictures upon the gender and 
are mutual in their make-up. Another dogmatic as- what it can be. Perhaps that is what it was intended personality of God. I think I can make use of sev
sertion in place of argument. He says: "Science for, and I am only making a :fool of myself in at- eral more signific!tllt words than "it" wherewith to 
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define a being without person or gender, without in- sonville. Let us strive to tax them out of existence, t• Your happiness must be ours :first. The most 
venting any new word. I would say "The Eternttl," and so peacefully end this deadly strife. * * * , necessary and lawful thing for the Sabbath is our 

··'·'The I Am," "The Almighty," "The Supreme," "The gospel preaching. · 
. .All Wise;" "The God of Nature," or" God," and oth- Joseph Cook in Washington. ".All nature works on Sunday just the same as on 
ers as expressiv and devoid of the objectionable fea- To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Your any other day, but you must not; it is a ci"ime. God 
ture qf designating person or gender. The truth is, friend and the fl"iend of Freethought (?),the Rev. Jo and we can labor on the holy Sabbath, while you 
it is only a habit we hav naturally fallen into from Cooli:, in his tate lectures here (Jan. 3d and 5th), un- shaH keep quiet and see us perform. · 
the fact that it has been almost universa.lly the com- der the auspices.· of the Congregational Lyceum "We hav come to the legal conclusion. Law has 
moD. mode. of expression. Course, is reported in the Washington Star as having the best of you on our Sunday. We are now happy ! 
· · I hav thus bl"iefl.y answered the m"iticisms that hav said, "The seven modern wonders of the world are You may try to be! . 
been offered upon my propositions on the .niatei"ial- the speed of intercommuriication, the self-reformation "You Shall love God by law, or be cruShed as m"im-
ism of mind, and am willing that this should be the of the hermit nations, the parallel advance of educa- inals. 
last call upon me for answers to critics. Yet I shall tion and democracy the world over, the world-wide "Obey our Sabbath law or go to prison m"iminal 
try and not flinch if I ain called upon to defend my unity of civilization, the triumph of Christianity, the laborers. 
position, if the call is worth noticing, and if you, Mr. correct fulfilment of Bible prophecies, and the estab- " First we revised our Bible; now to protect its 
Editor, are willing to giv space in your columns for lishment, on a sure basis, of scientific supernatural- improved version we revive and also revise our old 
the further discussion ofthis question. ism., And he Inight hav added, "the eighth and Pm"itan blue laws. 
· I wish to thank you, Mr. Editor, for the generous most wonderful wonder is "Rev. Jqseph Cook, the . "Our influence shall be legally felt, especially on 

disposition you hav ~thown in giving fair play to all, famous Boston.Monday lecturer," as he is advertised the Lord's holy Sabbath." 
for and against the different subjects presented for in the lyceum course. . • Servil oppression and clei"ical imposition are the 
discussion ill the columns of your TnuTH SEEKER. Passing over all the other falsities in this wonder- main sources of gospel Sunday happiness. Other 

Most respectfully, JAMES HALE, ful quo~ation,_ perm. it me to ask t~e reverend Joseph than cfle11~cal ~berty is a crime on the Christian's holy 
Detroit, Mich. to explam "sCientific supernaturalism." If supernat- day 0 P ~aching. . 

. uralism could be scientific, it would be no longer • To clerically condemn, to tax, todepnve the people 
11uper-naturalism, but natliralism; if supernatural, it of the common out-door comforts, to pi:od~c~ un

'Great riches are a great curse to the individual cannot be scientific becawile above the natural and necessary fem: and gloom, and to prev~nt mdividual, 
· w· ho owns them. It makes him l!lnfeeling to the poor, therefore above or' be o. d the rang. e of scie~tific reasonable enJoyment hav been the pwus study and 

Taxes. 

natural law I Y. n ' work of the self-righteous for ei_ghteen hundr. ed 
dissipated, voluptuous, and tends to make him liv a T L B 
life of debauchery that causes an early death. . What a profound theological logician this man is, ye~~- h t n N. Y. · · ROWN. 

·Pinching poverty deprives a person of every enjoy- to be sure! How edified the "forty-five ministers wg am 0 
' _._. _______ _ 

· ment only in the forgetfulness of drunken debauchery of the evangelical churches" must hav been, who met Thoughts on Religion. 
that ends a miserable life in an early death. the Rev. Joseph at the Arlington Hotel, Jan. 4th, and 'lranslatlld from Didcrot by G w. Foot•. 

'rhese two classes of persons are the greatest curses others, 11.mong whom were Fred. Douglass and Gen. A man was one day asked whether there are any 
to a, nation that exist, except the curse of ignorance. Eaton I What a condescension on the part of the real Atheists. "Do you believe," replied he, " there 

We are now taring people to get knowledge, and reverend lecturer, who " answered questions about are any real Chl"istians? " 
so gradually and· peacefully overcome the curse of an hour and a half, both orally and by card." How What has never been questioned has never been 
ignorance in this country. · honored the two latter gentlemen must hav felt in the proved; what has not been examined without preju-

Shall we tax the very wealthy and make homes for presence of such a distinguished "scientific, super- dice has never been examined. Skepticism is the 
the very poor, as we now make homes for poor sol- natural " · crowd of divines, especially when "Dr. first step toward truth. It Should be general, for it 
diers and sailors, and thus at one stroke overcome Sunderland closed the meeting by prayer at the re- is the touchstone of truth. 
the two curses of great riches and pinching poverty ? quest of the Rev. Mr. Cook I " . The age of revelations, of prodigies, and of extra-

It is said that Queen Vi"ctoria does not pay her There are enough falsities, Mr. Editor, in the ordinary missions, is past-Christianity has no more 
taxes. The accusation is made that Vanderbilt does three last aasump,~i~ns of this eighth "modern won- need of that scaffolding. A man who undertook to 
not pay taxes on a large amount of taxable property. der o~, t~e ',';orld, . the famous ~~st~n Monday lee- play among us the role of Jonah, to go through the 
It is well known that the rich hide much of their turer, viz. t~e tnumph o! Christiamty, th~ correct. streets crying, "Yet three days and Paris Shall be no 
property so the assessor can not present it for taxa- fulfilment of ~Ible p;op~emes, and the e~ta~~Ishme;nt, more; repent, ye Parisians, cover yourself with sack
tion, while the man of ordinary property not only on a. sure basis, of smenti;fic supernatural~sm, to s-t:rike cloth and ashes, or in three days you will perish," 
pays taYes on all he is worth; but often more because dead ~en thousan~ Anam~s.es and Sfl.pJ?hiras, pr?,vided would be at once seiz~d and brol!ght before a magis
of his mortgages and other debts. There are suffi- Isra?,l s God ~as I~ a st;riJrmg mood m these mod- trate, who would certamly send him to the madhouse. 
cient reasons why the rich should pay an extra ~ax, ern days with his lymg servants. But I forbear He might say, "0 people, does God love you less than 
especially on incomes and !Sl"eat landed estat13s, even fmther comment. Yours for truth, the Ninevites, and are you less guilty than they?" 
if the great properly-owners were not a curse to them- ELLA E. GIBSON. But no one would condescend to answer, and ·we 
selvs, to. the poor, and the nation where they liv. WCU3hington, D. C., Jim. 5, 283. should treat him as a visionary without awaiting the 
Then, :when we see the vast amount of church prop- term of his prediction . 
. ettJ' and that of benevolent institutions, or pretended :Ben of the West. Elias may come from the other world when he 
benevolent institutions, whose priests and managers To THE LIBERALS OF KANSAS: W. S. Bell, of Bost~n, pleases, but men are such that he will hav to work 
liv in luxmy and extravagance, and support more is in your state. We heard him lecture last evening. some very great miracles before he gets a good re-
idlers who should support themselvs than they do of "Liberty and Morality" was his subject, and he gave cepl:ion here. . 
the real sick and needy, exempted. from taxation, and no uncertain sound. His audience was large, atten- The God of the Christians is a father who thinks a 
note that the very rich try to g,et clear of paying their tion good. The Liberal element of Kansas and Mis- lot more of his apples than of his children. 
just share of the taxes, while ordinary people hav to souri should secure this able eYpon~nt of Liberal To prove the gospel by a miracle is to prove an 
pay more than their fair share, and still the rich hav thought for a course of ·lectures in their towns or absurdity by something against nature. 
the management of these churches and institutions, counties. His address for the present is Paola, Kan- All the Jews in Jerusalem were, then, apparently 
it becomes more important if we would consider jus- sas. Write him, inclosing stamps for answer. The converted on seeing the miracles ·or Chi"ist? Not so. 
tice alone, and lay aside the fact that great estates stamps are a small matter to you, but when a man Far from believing in him, they crucified him. It 
are a curse to their individual possessors, an extra must write forty or fifty letters per day it costs some- must be confessed that those Jews were strange men; 
tax should be put on the rich. · When the people thing. The Paola Times in its notice of his lectnre- everywhere we hav seen nations led away by a single 
of this country gained their independence of George. says:. false miracle, yet Jesus Christ could not move the 
ihe Third and his minions, they said they would not · Jews with a multitude of true ones.· The incredulity 

· Fro£. W. S. Bell, of Boston, who lectured in Globe Hull 
hav any kings, queens, or lords with great power, Sunday evening on the subject of" Liberty and Morality," is of the Jews is the miracle to be accounted for, and 
salal"ies, and great exemptions of property from taxa- a speaker of rare ability; easy, :fluent, logical, and impres- not the resurrection. 
tion, and we hav not been troubled with them since siv, commanding in appearance and :possessing a fine voice, The religion of Jesus Christ, promulgated by igno-
in this country. of which he has complete command m giving emphasis and rant men, made the first Christians. The same relig-

Wh th l f th. t t d th R force to his thought. Of the lecture itself, it must ,be heard 
en e peop e o · IS coun ry pu own e e- (or read, he has it printed) to be appreciated. It is radical ion, preached by doctors and scholars, t<J-day makes 

hellion that .was caused by the wealthy owners of and truthful in its premit>es, logical and convincing in its con- nothing but skeptics. · 
land and slaves, they freed the Slaves, but did not tax elusions. Much of it traverses a new field, and the ear un- It is the education of childhood which forbids bap
the land-owners for the expenses of the war, which accustomed to radical utterances will be startled to hear that tism to a Mohammedan; it is the education of child-

Christianity is immoral, nevertheless the hearer h{\S become 
justice demanded, so the wealthy persons North and 80 much interested that he listens to the facts and arguments hood which forbids circumcision to a Chl"istian; it is 
South joined and oppressed the poor, and in 1877 given to the end. man's adult reason which despises equally baptism 
caused mobs, riots, and a great destruction of prop- p ola, Jij Jan 6 1883 A. J. CLARK. and circumcision. 
erty. This was brought about by the rich making a an., · ; · "God, who put God to death to satisfy God," is an 
rules and laws that were starving the poor amidst a "Penal, Labor. excellent mot of Baron Houtan. There is less con vic-
plenty of food, and instead of making the rich pay for tion in a hundred folios, mitten for or against Chi-is-
their abuse of their power over the poor they were The parsons say: "We will work (preach) on the tianity, than in the I"idicule of that one line. 
relieved from all extra taxes and the great burden Sabbath; you shall not. What you earn in six days The TI"inity are either three accidents or three sub
was thr.own upon the ordinary tax-payer. Shall support us if we labor one day in seven to save stances. There is no middle course. If they are 
Per~ons who wish to study this subject thoroughly your souls. three accidents, we are Atheists or Deists; if they are 

will do well to get the "Bible of the Religion of "What we do on Sunday is in full accord with our three substances, we are pagans, 
Science," where the .whole subject of a scientific gov- Penal Code, but your labor is quite offensiv to God God the father judges men as deserving his eternal 
ernment is considered. If we turn to France in 1789 and his law-makers. vengeance; God the son judges them as wort.hy of his 
we see the ri.ch would not giv up the use of the bas- "We hav bossed . Sunday for years, until we hav infinit pity; the Holy Ghost remains neutral. How 
tile as long as they could keep their heads on their gained the eternal l-ight to make you do as we com- is this Christian verbiage to be reconciled with the 
shoulders. If we look to the Rebellion~ our coun- mand. Now, on Saturday you must prepare for our unity of the divine will? 
try we see the rebels used every torture that they Sunday. We will compel you to attend church or No good father would resemble our heavenly 
coUld invent to cause the suffel"ing, agony, and death keep very quiet. Any noise beside loud preaching, father. . . . We say that God should burn the. 
of the pl"isoners in their hands, and never gave np gospel singing, and our church-bell ringing is unlaw- _wicked, who can do him no injury, in ~n everlasting 
until they were thoroughly whipped. When the I"ich ful, if not. very annoying to us. Servil obedience is fire; ·and we hardly allow a father to kill suddenly a 
found the people would not bear any more oppres- good for you, but servil labor is bad when we need son who endangers his life, his honor, and his fortune. 
eion in 1877; they feared they would lose the control your undivided attention. During the six days ser- Pascal says, "If our religion is false, you risk noth
ofthe govermnent, 11.nd they stopped the co:p.traction vil labor is good for you, a!l it givs u!l our most ing in believing it to be true; if it is true, you risk 
of the amount of currency and remonetized silver, and matel"ial aid. We know what law pleases God as all in believing it to be false." A Mohammedan pl"iest 
did as little jueticre as they could and retain power. much as it helps us. could say the same to Pascal. 

From aJ1 our na.tiona.l male and those of Europe, "Sabbath liberty ie enly right for (u11) the good If Jesus Chdst., who is God, was tempted by the 
especiaJly France, anyone ew determiil wha.t a.ml!.lig- par!lons. devil, it is a story worthy of the" Arabian Nights." 
nlmt foe the I-ich are to the poor. They never givup "God and our Penal Code will protect our only . If my reason came from above it is the voice of 
as long as they can maintai:p.. a bastile or an .A.rider- means of living. heaven to me, and I must listen to it. 
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7/"; tt •iJ fh .fit, • .1iJ BELOIT, 0., Jan. 16, 1883. 
~t tr I! JJ'01U ~rttt(U(!• , MR EDIToR : Death has not only robbed THE 

============ · TRUT~ SEEKER of its founder,· but one by one its pa
t.ro.ns are numbered with- th·e dead. 

STRAITSVILLE, 0., Jan. 4, 283. 
MRc EDITOR: It was with feelings of the deepest re

gret I read of Mr. Bennett's death. But I hope the 
readers of his paper will try to imitt4te him, as far· 
as lies in their power, by upholding THE TRUTH 
SEEKER and doing their utmost for the mental and 
physical liberty of every man and woman around 
the globe. Your friend, ADAM LAVERTY. 

WATERVILLE, N.Y., Jan. 5,1883. 
M:a.. EDITOJ),: Inclosed you will find $3.50-$2.50 for 

one year's subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, there
maining dollar apply to the Bennett Monum~nt Fund. 
You can count on me for five dollars for a memorial 
building and a home for THE TRUTH SEEKER when it is 
decided to build one. 

Wishing Tm: TRUTH SEEKER success, as it certainly 
will hav, I remain, Yours truly, CHARLES LowND. 

ALLIANCE, 0., Jan. 8, 1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: The paper must liv as a last

ing monument to the memory of our departed stand~ 
ard bearer. Words are weak things to express our 
grief and love in Mr. Bennett's death, as well as our 
sympathy for you in your deep affliction. Like thou
sands of others in the land, our grief has been too 
deep for aught J:iut silence thus far. . 

Yours in tender sympathy, J. AND A. E. KIRK. 

GoLDSMITH, IND., Jg,n, 2, E.M. 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $10, $5 of which 

is for the Bennett Monnment Fund. I am poor, but I 
think it duty to do all I can for the cause to which 
Mr. Bennett gave his life. I was truly sorry to hear 
of Ml'. Bennett's death, but as he is gone let us try 
to show our respect for him .by putting a monument 
over his grave that will be an honor to him and a 
credit to ourseivs. 

Yours respectfully, DAVID SMITH. 

Nathan Rockhill had been- a prepaying subscriber 
to Bennett's paper from the time of its first issue. 
His name is enrolled in the Around-t . .Q~_-.World con
tributors. He died the 30th day of July Ii:tst. Although 
a Materialist, life and life's close were remarkably 
peaceful. All classes loved and respected this man 
of trnth, and mourn his loss, as a combination of vir
tues seldom embodied -in human structure were his. . . s . .E. R. 

MADISoN, GA., Dec. 28, 1882. 
MR. EDITOR: The sad intelligence conveyed by the 

black lines in the columns of THE· TRUTH SEEKER, 
that D. M. Bennett was dead, fell heavily upon my 
heart. I felt as though death had invaded my 
household; and I may indeed say in one sense that 
it had. Mr. Bennett's weekly visits through the 
editorialE' of his paper had endeared him to me as 
one of my family. Words cannot convey my feel
ings on the subject. There is no time, how
ever, for shedding tears. Let every Liberal lend a 
hand toward sustaining the paper that was so rJear 
to him. Yours'truly, A. A. BELL. 

PLY~OUTH, ME., Dec. 30, 1882. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you wilL find $4-$3 to pay 

for THE TRUTH SEEKER up to Nov. 1, 1883, and $1 for 
the .Bennett Monument Fund. I hope th:at all true 
Liberals will respond and giv Mr. Bennett a monu
ment that will show to the world of creerJs that D. 
M. Bennett in his day has done more than any 
other man to rid humanity of superstition, and the 
name of D. M. Bennett and his works will be hand
ed down to future posterity as the great reformer of 
his day, and may THE TRUTH SEEKER ever liv to ad
vocate Freethought and free speech. 

· Yours with respect, T. G. SMALL. 

JuNCTION, VA., Jan. 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav learned through the columns 

RoYAL <?~NTER, IND., Jan. 2• 1883· ·of your paper of the death of our noble leader. D. 
MR. EDITOR: As I was wartlllg t~ see what the future M. Bennett. Many may arise and unfurl the flag of 

of THE Tm;JTH SEE~ER would be rt makes me so~e- Freethought, leading in th.e thickest of the battle, 
what late m sendmg in our dues. I am well satrs- and do great service in our cause· but there can 
fled with the arr~ngen;ents to. honor D. M. Bennett's never be another D. M. Bennett. ' 
memory by keepmg tne ?lorwus old TRUTH SEEKER Inclosed find $5, for which send THE TRUTH SEEKER 
alive, and I for one promrs my support as long as I for 1883 fourth volume of "A Truth Seeker Around 
liv. I herewith sepd yon three new subsc~ibers for the Wo~ld," and use the remaining dollar for Ben-
1883, and thfl pay for three old ones, mysfllf mcluded. nett's monument .. 

Your friend, GEORGE HENDEE. With a heart full of grief at the loss of such a no.ble 
man, and deeply sympathizing with the bereaved wid-

CoNCORD, KY., Dec. 28• 282· ow, lam respectfully, JAMES B. DENTON. 
MR. EDITOR: Complying with our prom is, we for-· 

ward remittance to the Bennett Monument Fund 
Committee, which please set down as follows: 

N. Vance, . . $5 00 
Mrs. Virginia E. Vance, 1 00 

Let the contagion of generosity sweep all over our 
globe, until tile last farthing of debt we owe one of 
the best and greatest men of the world is liquidated. 

Yours, VIRGINIA E. VANCE. 

BENTONVILLE, .1\RK., Jan. 1, 1883, 
MR. EDITOR: B~ides my great sympathy for Mrs. 

Bennett I much regret the loss o1' D. l\L Bennett, 
the'great leader of the Liberal cause, though I hope all 
Liberals will assist in keeping THE TRUTH SEEKER 
alive and that its circulation may greatly increase 
to h~lp libera.te the world from bonds of supersti
tion. I received the three volumes of "A Truth 
Seeker Around the World," with which I am well 
pleased. Truly yours, ELISHA GREEN. 

MoDESTO, CAL., Dec. 26,1882. 
MR. EDITOR: With regret and heartfelt sorrow I 

read of the death of my respected friend, D. M. Ben
nett. Please convey to Mrs. Bennett my sincere 
sympathy. I hope all his friends will gather together 
in honor to this great man. and contribute to erect 
a monument to his memory, and also to prove to his 
enemies that be was truly esteemed for his moral 
work while with us on earth, and can never be for-
gotten by the donors. D. C. COLEMAN. 

WEsT UNION, IowA, Dec. 28, 1882. 
MR. EDITO:rt: I am very sorry to bear of the death 

of our dear friend Bennett. He is dead, and yet he 
livs, and will liv forever. 

I am also sorry to announce the death of Dorcas 
Reeves of this place. She passed away Dec. 12, 1882. 
She leaves four sons to mourn her loss, and the 
whole Liberal world. 

You will please discontinue her paper, as the mail 
goes only part way. You will please send the last 
book of Mr. Bennett's travels. J. F. SMITH. 

LocusT VALLEY, N.Y., Jan. 5, 1883. 

GRATTAN:, MICH., Jan. 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I notice by the slip on my. last paper 

that my time expired with that number. . 
And in renewing I would say a few words of en

couragement that I hope may prove a little help to 
yon in the responsible position you are called to fill. 
Ycm are receiving many words of sympathy and con
dolence on account of our loss. It is because Mr. 
Bennett is gone that you need encouragement; We 
are pleased to know that you are chosen to conduct 
the paper. Your experience givs you an advantage 
not possessed by others. Go on and try·to do yom 
very best for the sake of yourself and our paper. 

Yours truly, C. CLoSE. 

· RocHESTER, N. Y., Dec. 24, 1882. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: As my subscription will expire 

with the year, I take this opportunity of renewing it. 
Inclosed you will find $5, for which plea.'le send as 
lollows: THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year, also the 
fourth volume of 1\'tr. Bennett's tra.vels around the 
world. The other three volumes were received all 
safe, and aPe prized very highly. For the balance 
you may giv me credit one the Bennett Monument 
Fund. Hoping that all Liberals will throw in their 
mite, and that THE TRUTH SEEKER may liv and flourish 
for many years to come, I remain, 

Yours truly, REUBEN PUNNETT, 

SALEM, ILL., Dec. 27, 282. 
DEAR MRS. BENNETT: The sad and lonely feeling of 

almost an irreparable loss suddenly brought by THE 
TRUTH SEEKER clad in_mourning for its noble editor 
was only equaled when the wires flashed the-assassi
nation of Abraham Lincoln. We seek ·in this way 
to come t::> you and to tell you that the blow which 
has fallen so heavily on you has not missed us. 
We had learned not only to honor and respect, but 
to love him, notwithstanding early training caused 
us at first to receive his writings with much distrust. 

Hoping the sympathy of friends may ·mumiu your 
path, we remain, 

Sincerely yours, SARAH A. AND ALLEN COPE. 

reflect honor upon everyone who contributed, and to 
the cause of Liberalism especially. . 

Wishing you the greatest- success i'n still carrying 
on THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that it may never cease to 
be, I remain - Yours ·truly, E. INGERSOLL. 

GARRETTSVILLIE, OHio, Dec. 31, 1882. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: I hav waited a little whH~ 

that others better acquainted might tender yo~ their 
condolence. It was almost impossible for us to··,be
lieve the news of tha death of Mr. Bennett.. It seems 
to us as though it was untimely, but as our belief is 
very positiv of another life in a spirit world, we will 
not complai'n, hoping all is for. some great good yet 
to come. Be. of good cheer, as there are so many 
thousands ready a;nd willing to help you in all way.a. 
You may feel greatly blessed compared to thousands 
of widows who are left homeless and almost friend
less. Our kindest sympathy and love we gladly giv 
you, trusting that it may in some· way help you to 
bear this greatest of afflictions. · 

Truly yours, CoRWIN S. CURTIS. · 

Fox LAKE, Jan. 8, 1882. 
MR. EDITOR: Find within two dollars for the Ben

nett Monumental Fund, as a very small offering of 
the respect and affection which I entertain for .our 
departed brother, hero, and martyr. No marble mon
ument can ever tei'l his worth, His life and works 
will liv when urns and. marble slabs shall" turn to 
dust. Long, long after church bigots and priests 
shall cease to denounce such men as D. M. Bennett, 
William Lloyd Garrison, Thomas Paine, and ,Be~ja
min Franklin as dangerous, bad Infidel men, Will 
these noble, honest Liberals be proclaimed by a 
grateful unnumbered multitude from every clime 
and nation as the firm defenders of liberty, the peers 
of Freethought, the greatest benefactors of our race, 
and the best saviors of the world. C. B. HAWES. 

SANTA BARBARA, CAL., Dec 30, 1889. 
DEAR Mns. BENNETT : Allow us, even at this late 

date, to extend to you our deepest sympathy in your 
great affliction. We mourn with you the loss• of 
Mr. Bennett, as there was no one. outside of our 
own fa.mily circle, whose death could hav brought 
such a shook to us. We feel that a great man has 
been taken from us, and one that we shall all miss. 
Although we are far away from home, spending the 
winter in California, we wish to join in erecting a 
suitable and. lasting monument over the grave of 
him whom we so much admired, and whose loss we 
so·deeply feel. Inclosed find draft for $5 for thQ,t 
purpose, and also $1.50 for the fourth velume of his 
Round-the-World book. With kindest regards, we 
are Yours most truly, 

MR. AND MRS. J. N. HILLER. 

EAST RocHESTER, 0., Dec.1882. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a reader of THE TRUTH 

SEEKER tbe last fifteen months, and must say that I 
bav been highly pleased with it, especially with Mr. 
Bennett's travels and the description he givs of 
things. I had beRn over a good deal of the country 
four years ago, in Europe, that he descrjbed so well, 
especially Italy, and when he came to describe Cal
ifornia, Golden ,Gate, and San Francisco, Oakland, 
San Jose, and the surroundings, and also the· coun
try to Salt Lake City, he certai~ly describes Utah 
complete, foe I hav been over it a good bit, and in 
the city some two months. He also-givs a descrip

·tion of the country on to Denver, which.is as cor
rect as can be given. 

I alfl very sorry indeed to hear of the death of so 
great a i:nan, but such are nature's ways. 

Yours with respect, ELI TAYLOR, 

WILLAMETTE, OREGON, Dec. 31, 282. 
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Bennett is no more, I hav ·just 

learned by my paper.· Well, it can't be belped; but 
we can keep the work he started (THE TRUTH SEEKER) 
alive. Don't let it fall, for it would be a gteater ca
lamity than the deaths of five hundred men. n the 
subscription requires to bQ double wh~t he had it, I 
would rather pay it than to see it die; and I believe 
three-fourths of his subscribers would pay it rather 
than let it fall: · 

There is a communication in the paper of Dec. 
lOth, headed "'Fhe Conclusions of a Student;" by 
Geo. H. Berthard, which I wish you would pri~t in 
tract form. It is one of the most sensible piec¢s I 
hav seen for some time, and would be an excellent 
missionary tract. Publish it and your <'Scriptural 
Catechism" in the same number. 

Yours for truth, 0; CHERINGTON, 

SoLoN, Omo. 

MR. EDITOR: I am obliged for the insertion of my 
paper in your interesting issue of Jan. 6th, and to thank 
you for its correct rendering. The only error of a word 
of importance is in the eighth paragraph, seventh line, 
as all intelligent, instead of all unintelligent _matter as 
in manuscript. 

Mn, EDIToR: I hav fought the enemy long enough 
on my own hook, and I am glad to read every. week 
what a line of sharpshooter"' I am standing in'. I 
was never carried away in any of the storms of ex-

MERIDEN, IowA, Dec. 26,1882. citement and fanaticism that I hav passed through. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1 to be applied I graduated from a Sabbath-school an Infidel, and 

to the Bennett Monument Fund. I wish I could giv don't think that at my age there is much danger of 
more. I hope every subscriber of THE TRUTH SEEKER my fainting under the teachings of any ghost, holy 

Inclosed I send you $10-$5 to be appropriated to 
our dear friend Bennett's Memorial Fund, and $5 for 
a fund for his much respected widow, Mrs. Bennett, 
with the sympathies in her bereavement of 

Yours truly, CHAs. E. TowNSEND. 

will contribute as much as they feel able to this or otherwise. .. · · 
fund. If dl will giv their mite, and that promptly, I was at St. Louis at the last Congress, aU!i in
it will not be long before we will hav a monument tend, if permitted, to be at Milwaukee next year. 
erecler:l in honor_and memory of our departed hero Though a member, I was a; new· one, and did n'ot 
and editor that will not only be. a testimony of D. take any part in the proceedings. I hope a large 
M . .Bennett's great worth and goodness, but it will attendance of men and women devoted to activ work 
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will 'assemble at the next ·session. We are a big 
church, if we only knew it. All we· want is recogni
tion and standing on our own distinct platform to 
become .a power that will be acknowledged and felt. 
We -want to be Ctit' loose from other associations, 
when our mission is at once accomplished, an(t di
vinity and superstition are left without a breath of 
vitality. Yours, N. EGGL~SToN. 

•:): 

BUNKER HILL, ILL., Dec. 27, 1882, 
MR. EDIToR: Tho·ugh beh1nd with my expressions 

of sympat~y, becaus.e I cannot gh the full expres
sion of my meaning in a foreig~ language, I will not 
be behind in ·material aid, and so I send you per 
money order $5,.fr<im which take $3 for subscription 
to T:HE TRUTH SEEKER for 1883, and $2 for the fund 
for a monument to the mem ury of our dear hero. 

In regard to the· subsmip:Jon price of THE TRUTH 
S:EEKER, it was uof g·ooa to hav it reduced, as the jour
nal is 9Ver and over worth the $3. I hope the J110ney 
for a'¢onnm€mt ·wm come in freely. 1 would .suggest 
not to make it too expemiv, but rather save some 
of the money for the continuation of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, which;· in my opinion, would be the best 
monument-though I think the matter is in good 
hands. · HENRY GILDEJ;IEISTER, 

HYDE PARK, Miss., Jan. 6, 1883. 
Mns. MARY w •. BENNETT: Esteemed madam, the 

newf? of the dece~~t,~e of. your husband surprised and 
saddened me. I li~.d became acquainted with him 
through his writings.' His many excellencies of 
character there manifested had quite endeared biro 
to me: His loyJJ,lty to the prime principles of pro-· 
gt.essiv humanity; namely, tn1th and freedom, sub
jected him to tl:te injustice and cruelty of zealous re
ligionists. Thei:t' eyes were holden that they should 
not kn~w a Messiah in the iconoclastic editor. of 
THE TRUTH BEEKER, Enlightened, impartial history 
will yet consign to infamy the names, deceitful prac
tices, and cruel judgments of his persecutors, and 
applaud. the hpnesty, intelligence, heroism, patience, 
and patriotism of matyred D. M. Bennett. 

With respect for his memory and sympathy fpr you 
in your affliction, rani, 

· · ' Yours fraternally, A. E. GILES, 

NEw RAVEN, Jan. 2, 1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: When the sad news of the 

death· of your. husband was conveyed to me I was on· 
a. sick bed; and therefore quite unable to respond in 
any way;' In a time .of su'ch bereavement as yours 
wordi!f hav but little meaning, and suoh as I oan of
fer can at best but poorly convey my heartfelt sor
row and sympathy. Your loss is the loss of the 
many who marched in the same ranks -with him 
who has left us, and it is in the nature of this com
mon bereavement -to draw those who were loyal to 
your husband and his cause into closer fellowship 
and sympathy with the lone woman upon whose 
shoulders ·has fallen so great a responsibiUty as the 
interests he has bequeathed and the trust you hav 
accepted. ·May strength and courage be given you 
equal to the demand of all tri~ls and discourage
ments. 

With a }leart full of warm regard for you in your 
trial, I am, most sincerely, . 

. Your friend, JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE. 

PIPE STONE, M-INN., Dec. 28, 1882. 
MR. EDrroR: I know no words can make amends 

for the gl-eat loss you b,av sustained. I deeply re
alize, from having. passed through a similar bereave
ment,that expressions of condolence wholly fail to 
restore the. loved and lost one; yet I ·cannot but 
hope that the heartfelt sympathy of a sincere friend 
will not be deemeci'an intrusion on your. grief. It 
has been. well said that we weep for the loved and 
lost because· we know that our tears are in vain. I 
would ease your sorrow, and yet L know not how. 
We can only acknowledge that-the affliction is hard 
to bear; but over in that beautiful land to which I 
trust your life-companion has gone, we may not 
·douJ;~~ he is free fl;om the pains that he endured 
here'. ' <I\J1d wb,e!J. we gather at the river, is it not a 
swet)t consolation to. think that he. may meet you on 
the other side.?- _ 

Hqpi).lg you,may be equal to your task, I remain, 
in the tend~rest friendshi~ 

Your sincere friend, A. D. FERRIS, 

ple his noble f0rm has been seen, and the great 
truths'he advocated l;lav been treasured ap to liv, to 
grow and expand forever. 

Your frienu, H. R. JoHNSON. 

papers, and I WJSll to say to all. the publishers of 
each and every Liberal paper in the United States 
that I am 1. ot able to support them. But one thing 
I will do; I will promis to circulate them to all I 
think may becoii.e subscribers to them. · I am past 

BINGHAMTON, N. Y. that corner of life that reminds me of my fast ap-
M:R. EDITOR: Words do not fully express the feelings proaching dissolution. Thrt>e score and ten has 

of sorrow we all experience over our irreparable loss slipped by, and I am glad I'v lived to see such a 
of our much loved fellow-laborer. Mr. Bennett. This great change in. the world of Liberal literature as 
g1eat loss sh011ld hold us closer in the bonds of truth, there is at this day. People are beginning to think 
which proclaim our mental freedom, keeping sacred and say what they think; but when I was young it 
our indivi•lual rights to a free press and free speech. was almost dangerous to think, let alone to speak 

To rightly hold such natural rights we must in- a word against God or the Bible. ·I never went to 
crease our unired efforts to educate· the masses who any other school but a Sabbath~school, I knew of 
are still erislavPd, bound in the chains of supersti- no other books than the Bible an'd New Testament, 
r.ion, It is my opinion that for every brave man and such books as were built upon the same founda
whci finishes bis node ·work for liberty, as did our tion. I could not write my own name at the age of 
!a.mented frlC>nd, thE>re will be many more braves to 17 years, but I could rattle off chapter after chapter, 
continue the needed fight. - verse after verse, of the Bible and many other books 

I am glad to see you courageous enough to at- that contained nothing else but Bible literature. I 
tempt to fill Bennett's place, and more especially as was the only boy in the school of some few hundred 
l.le requested it. I -am one of the many who think scholars, girls and boys, that ever dared to get up 
you can come the nearest. of anyone to pleasing tlie into the tub with the preacher and repeat. my chap
Liberals who support THE TRUTH SEEKER and its pe-. ter from the Bible that had been set for me to com
culiar missbn. It shaH be my pleasure to aid you mit to memory. Ah, but when I first saw Paine's 
in every fa.ir way to make the paper an avenue of "Age of Reason " that knocked all the Bible stuff
mental and consti., utioi:ud freedom and universal ed- ing out of me so completely that I never had a rel
uc·a_tion. A_ free .and ca~ndH paper is the one we want ish for a drop of it sinee, and if ever I am going to 
to speak out the t.rutb. on every needed sulject in die, I am thirty-eight years nearer death than I was 
the fail.est and kindest manner. at that time, and not one bit alar1ped about it. 

While I like all the Liberi>J papers and as much Yours truly, a graduate of the English coal mines, 
as possible suprort them, t desirEi to be counted a WM. HoLGATE. 
truth seeker and an espeuial friend of your paper. 

With ev.ery good wish for your succPSS, I am ever 
truly yours, T. L. BRowN. 

LAWRENCE, KAN., Dec. 25, 1882. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Please · excuse me if I take 

the liberty of writing to you, for I could not refrain 
from it~ I never was so astonished in all my life as 
I was when I read of the death of Mr. Bennett; 
your !fear husbancl. I hav read it over and over 
again, and I could not believe my own eyes when I 
read Of the death of our great benefactor, for I had 
hoped that he would hav lived for .a great many 
years to come; and I say· with Mrs. Denton that 
even the inevitable should be put at bay . and a 
life so valuable be· spared. No death outside of 
our family has caused me such profound sorrow; 
for it made my very heart break, for I hav lived in 
his writings, so he seemed like us. I do not know 
how I can stand to read the papers any more, for it 
will cause me to shed many tears. It would afford 
me g1eat pleasure to hav a picture of yourself, I 
hav two pictures of your dear husband-one large 
and the other small. 

My oldest daughter, Blenda, was born on the 
same day as your husband was; she was eleven 
years olc;l. the 23cl. She weighs thirty pounds-just 
the same as when your ·husband was fourteen years 
of age, She felt very happy to think that she was 
born on such a g-reat man 's· day. She meant to hav 
written to Mr. Bennett and told him about it, but, 
alas! too late. She sends her best love _to you. 
Please accept my tenderest condolence. in your great 
bereav€ment. With many wishes ·for your future 
welfare, I remain, 

Yours sincerely, CHARLOTTE PALM . 

, OswEGo CENTER, N. Y., Dec. 26. 282. 
MR. EDITOR: My heart is too full for utterance, 

and words in the English language are not yet in
vented that can express my sorrow for th_e loss we 
sustaiQ, and I often find myself in tears when alone 
while thinking of the irreparable loss of our beloved 
Bennett. The nearest I can come to telling my feel
ings is, I was completely dumbfounded, and hav 
waited for abler pens to '\\rite "what I had not lan
guage to express, and while we all hold him in our 
hearts we will hold you in our hands, and pledge 
eternal vigilance in holding up your hands, as they 
did Elijah's of old. Yes, we will do more; we will 
learn to "love you more and serve you better," and 
will see to it that THE TRUTH SEEKER shall liv; and 
I think that we old subscribers ought to pay the old 
price this coming year, and let the new ones hav the 
benefit of the new price. It is needless to say that 
Sister Bennett has the sympathy of the entire Lib
eral world, and be assured that all will throw around 
her their sustaining arms of love. Oh, how my heart 
aches when I remember the last wocds and warm 

MoNTAGUE, TEx., Dee. 31, 282. 
MRs. BENNETT: Our sympathies are with you, but 

others hav expressed our feelings much better than 
we could in words. I had my fea,rs that the journey 
around the world would exhaust his forces and we 
should lose him out of the Liberal ra,nks; but so it 
is, and we must go on with the work without him. 
And still I fe l that we hav not lost him, that he 
will be as much with us as before, and perhaps 
wHh more power to illuminate our path. 

There are several Liberals about here, and the 
Liberal element is spreading. There is a great 
change in the five years I hav been here. It is not 
possible for the churches here in town to get up a 
religious excitement-not a convert for the last three 
years; but out in the country they sometimes get a 
little warmed up. There is much ignorance and 
superstition amongst these uneducated Southerners, 
and they take to riew ideas very slowly. Still, they 
are getting more tolerant. They are afraid of the 
Northern people. I got fined for Sabbath-breaking 
when I first came here; now I 111ight do almost 
anything and not get fined. My reputation for hon
esty and business stands high, though everybody 
knows I am an Infidel. Our mill is called the In
fidel Mill. There is a mill right close to us run by 
a Christian, but we get more than twice the busi
ness they do. It has been a hard struggle for me 
to get established here. I came with poor health 
and very little money, but now I hav better health 
and am doing a fine business. Now we feel a little 
freer, thinking we· can hav a few dollars to spare in 
Liberal work. I will help the Monument Fund be
fore long. 

I fear I will infringe on your precious time if I 
don't quit writing. Yours in the bonds of friend-
ship, GEo, W. CARPENTER, 

JERICHO, L. I., Jan. 5, 1883. 

LEESBURG, 0., Jan.·l, 1883. - hand of our lamented brother! I walked about half 
Mn. E:OITOR: Find inclosed money qrder for $2.50, a mile with him, the last night of the Watkins Con

for which, send TRUTH SEEKER to a new -subscriber. ve_ntion, toward his hotel and away from mine; and 

MY DEAR MRs, BENNETT: I hav desired day after 
day and night after night to commune with thee on 
paper as I hav in spirit, but the tidings of thy dear 
husband's decease came to meso like an avalanche, 
from the shock of which I bav hardly recovered suf
ficiently to find fitting words to express to thee my 
sympathy and my sorrow. The loss seems irrepara
ble, not only to thee, my beloved friend, to whom it 
is the closest and severest, but to us all, who knew 
him but to love him, and to revere him for his work's 
sake. Even to us who know that it is the physical 
only that has left us, the loss seems beyond compu
tation, but we shall hear from him; we shall get 
messages from him of encouragement to persevere 
in the good and great work of mental freedom so 
well practiced by him. 0 brave woman that thou 
art, I am so glad to find thee just where I. thought 
I should, standing firm to thy post of honor; perse
vere, and with tby good helper the blessed TRUTH 
SEEKER will be saved to us. 

I came here to the home of my nativity to render 
the last sad services to my dearly beloved and only 
reroaining brother, Willet Kirby, which ceremony 
was finished the same day that thy husband de
parted this life; and when the startling dispatches 
came -inviting me to be at his obsequies, I greatly 
desired to be there, and my heart overflowed with 
gratitude for the honor of being remembered. but 
my age forbad thinking that I could come alone; but 
I intend to do myself the pleasure of r,alling to see 
thee in a few days on my way home, when I shall 
attend to my engagement with the indispensable 
TRUTH SEEKER. I am sor:ry I cannot introduce it into 
some families here, but they are bound to their idols 
and choose to remain so, but I shall not let them 
alone, for they are not an ignorant class of people, 
but reading and looking for light and truth in an 

· There are some five or six others under conviction here as we parted he took my hand, and with tears in his 
that:· t think, will take it. Only one thing in the eyes and a choking sob he said,'·' You're a good fel
way-fears of reputation. Such cowardice is disgust- low, Walker." We pledged eternal friendship and 
ingJyd~9nt~mptible and discouragicg, .But I hav said good-night, But this wound shall never heal, 
madei up my n:iind. that THE TRUTH SEEKER and its this side of the grave, and shall bleed anew if big
principles must liv; and now that D. M. Bennett, otry or calumny shall dare to say aught against his 
its great captain, has left it, never to return, let each name, 
subscN:ber make every effort to increase its circula~ Charge me. one dollar. for the Bennett monument. 
tion, and its immortality will be a fixed fact. I will pay when called on, and will send more if I 

Tell Mrs. Bennett that I deeply sympathize with can. I am poor, but will go without any and every 
her In. the loss of her dear husband. Yet their is luxury to perpetuate his memory. A. H. WALKER. 
on~ 1~(381ture of;_ the. sad event to which she can turn 
for perpetual coiQ.fort and consolation_:that is the 
fac~that-the grand principles so nobly advocated by 
him we:r::~ sown broadcast all over the earth by his 
ow; :hand, and in all countries and among all peo-

MR. EDITOR: Will you please giv the following few 
lines a place in the good old TRUTH SEEKER. I am 
glad I hav lived to see the day that I am almost 
flooded every week or two with p.ew Liberal news· opposit direction, AMY PosT, 
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Deficient in Faith. 
A LEGEND. 

Said a missionary bishop·to aea.vage o'er the sea: 
"0 J'OU wretched, wicked sinner, come and llilten 

unto me; 
Pay attention while the ~tory of redemption I re

late. 
Be a Christian, and avert the pagan unbeliever's 

fate. 

I'll endeavor to explain to you, as ~Imply as I can, 
All the su!Iertngs and martyrdom.o! Christ, the son 

otman; 
And I'll show you all the beneftti! you'll reap another 

day, 
If you leave your sllly ldole and will knuckle down 

and pray. 

You must know that we are wicked to an tnfin!t de
gree, 

And are doomed 1n fire Internal everlastingly to be; 
And the only chance of dodging It (you see my 

speech is plain) 
Is to be regenerated, or we'll call It 'born again;' 

For If every bles•ed virtue In your single. selt were 
crammed, 

Not an atom would they mitigate the tortures ot the 
·damned. 

Per contra--you can bigamize, adulterate, or thieve 1 
Can burgle, forge, or a.rsonate, aa long as you be· 

lleve. 
But In order this desirable condition tc attain, 
You must prom!s on your idols you wm never look 

again. 
You.roust part with Mumbo Jumb.o and his hanky-. 

punky tricks, 
Or the Lord'll down upon you like a heavy load ot 

bricks. 

You must also be received within our holy church'~ 
pale, 

And eubmlt your slntul carcass ere the spirit you 
inhale; 

But when you've had the sil.cramenti! your path to 
glory's paved; 

You're a sanctified bellever, and you're numbered 
with the saved. 

But beware of those misguided men whose feet hav 
gone astray, 

Whom the Lord hath given over to the enemy a prey; 
For their teachings are erroneous, their morals very 

loose-
Pernicious; they'll endeavor· your allegiance to se

duce. 

There are Catholics and Methodists, and Baptists, 
too, as well; 

With Quakers and with Shakers steering straight 
away to hell. · 

There's Ranters and Salvat!onlsti!, and Mormoiutes 
so hot, 

With several hundred others-- but avoid the blessed 
loti" 

Now this missionary bishop spent a goodish deal o! 
time:- • 

I oouldn't tell you hal! he did or put It Into rhyme; 
But he labored very earnestly to soothe the savage 

breast 
That was griQ.VIng o'er the lo•s ot Mumbo Jumbo 

and the rest. • 

And 1n oourse o! time the bishop taught the savage 
man to read, · 

And he plumed himself on having made a convert to 
his creed; 

T!ll the nigger s&ood before him with· his Bible In 
his hand, 

And In most respectful 1an11uage oouched the follow-· 
ingdeman~: 

".A.m I to understand that" what is here Is str1ctl7 
true? · 

Because there's Iota of things herein that puzzled me 
•arew;' 

So perhaps your grace w!ll deign to condescendingly 
explain, 

And elucidate the paragraphs that mystify my 
brain. 

I! I read the Bible rightly, why the holy ecrlpture 
mlth, 

We can only get ealvat!on when we hav a meed of 
faith-

And a little grain that'e even microscopical will do; 
But without It we a.re damned." Remarked the 

bishop, ''Very true.'' 

"Well, rm damned," replies the nigger, "!or I've 
tried a elmple test--

! ordered yonder h!Il to shl!t a lee tie !arther west. 
I roared at it tor halt a day, but ~till it d~dn't budge, 
I've not the !alth, or else the book contains a deal ot 

fudge. 
I havn't caught a serpent yet, to try lte deadly 

tooth, 
And I havn't any poison yet with which to try the 

truth; 
But the very first, the earliest, o! chances I'll em

bra.ce, 
And I'll bring It on, whtche'er It be, to try It on your 

grace." 

Now a week elapsed, when came be!ore the bishop 
once again 

This candidate for glory with a serpent In his train: 
But the lliVite to be bitten was respectfully declined, 
For the bishop fairly turned and !led-the savages 

behind. 

And, tleet of toot, they captured him; compelled him 
to retrace 

Rls most unwilling steps, until they brought him 
!ace to !ace 

With a snake (the gel!. US rattle), which they goaded 
till 1te spite 

On his grace's tender corpus left a very nasty bite. 

Suffice it, that he also was deficient just as much 
In his faith ae was the savage--ao it proved the tlnal 

touch; . 
He kicked the bucket tranqullly. Jila memory they 

recall 
Whene•er they see hie scalp that. hangs fu :M:umbo 

J\\mPe's hall. · 
-11, Jhcr,m in~ Frul4inlw, . 

THE TRUT.M ~:E~KEB, JANUARY- t30, 1883. 
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LITHOGRAPH l!ltran~ts and Renan; au essay by 11. Zeller. 
Tranlllated from tile Gorm<m. fl.25. 

The Apocryphal l'few Testament; baln& 
all the goepelo, eplo.Jes, "nd o~har plecoo uo.,. extnt, at
tributed In the 11r•t four centnrlu t1> Jeouo Chrlot, hll 
W~.!t~:~~~:::lf:rc~':g~~~f:ra~n~2~t Included Ia tb.a 

PP~,~-~o•ning Era. By Alexander Calder, BTo •• ~ 

lliatory of Rationaltsm; emnraclng a aur,-ay 
or the pre.ent otate of Prot•e"-nt t!leology, "!t.b an ap. 
pendlx of literature. By John l" . .!inrJt, D.D. f2.50. 

,2~~e English Lite or Je11ua. Jly ThomasiScctt. 

B:'!:~!~u'::'l>~ ~~~~}~J.:~l~h ~~ eaeay on Chrlotlanlty. 

Brief History of the Indian People, eon
f!'Jt~~n$N~~ap of the Indian Em,lra. Jly W. w. Banter. 

Legends oC the Old oTeetameni traced to 
their apparent prlmltiT aourcea. By Tnoma~~ L11mladen 
Strange. f2.25. 

Life and l!ltruggles oC Wm. !Lovett, In his 
pursuit of Or<11>d, knowledge, and freotiom. $3. 
,The l!lonrc.es and Develo>_en,ent of Chris• 

tu\nft.y •. By 'l'hom•e Lum1eaen litran~:e. $2.25. 
Ei!!l!!ence ot' Christianity. Trantlated frOm the 

German or Lua.,.!g l"enerbAch. Jly Marian ltvana. $3.75. 
'I' he Life oC Jeans, for the Poop'e with an l:a· 

trodnctlon <•f 2,8 pa~;ea. By D .. Tid Friedrich lttl'IIUII. 2 
vola, HTO. $10. · ' 

A Comment.ary on 1ohc Text of the Blla.
avad·Gi• t•; or, tne D!ocourse bet"eea Krlahna aad 
Arjuna of Divine H»ttero. Clotn, $1.75. 

A Forecast of tile Religion oC the Fu• 
turc. Being abort eaea:ro ou aome Important qu .. tlona 
In religious pc.Uooophy. By W. W Clark. $1.50. 

The Language and l,Uerature oC China. 
Two lectures. By .Hobert K. Don~:lae. $3.25. 

Tile Developmeat oC Creation on the 
J!:artb. By T. L. ltran~:e. Cloth, $1.25. 

The A.fi•ican ~I( etch Book, with maps and II· 
lnttratlons. :By Wlnwood Reade; 2 TOle, $4. . 

be~_e1f.~:J!'a'ft?o~~ -:;~ongbts. By Dongloa camp. 

!.etters of' WIDiam Ton Humboldt to a 
Female Friend. Translated from the German by 
Catharine M.A. Cooper. 2 ,.ola. Cloth, f2.75. 

The Life oC J enghtz Khan. Trallllated from 
the Chlneoo by R. K. llouclaa. Cloth, $1.50. · 

The Jade Chaplet. A collection o1 .. :aga from 
~he Chlneae. By G. C: !!tent. Cloth, '1.50. 
The l!;phere aiul Dntiel!! of Government. 

Trannlat~tf !rum the Ge1 m~>n o! Baron Wllhelm Von Bum
boif!t by Josepn Coulthard, Jr. moth, $1.00. 

Nagananda; or, the .Toy of the 8na\'e World. A 
Budd1111t, drama !a Jive acto. Tranolated from ihe lan
skrlt by P~lmer Boyd, B.A. Cloth, $!,50. 

Reverbe••ations. By w. M. w. Call. Cloth, $1.50. 
· Ileroes and .lUnrt;orrs oC Freethoua-ht. lly 
Cbartee Watt• and G. w. M'ooie. $1 

Review of the work of Mr. John !Stuart Mill, entliled 
~!~:~~&~t~':.~ 0b~J[h;~¥~1~m Bamlloon's Phlloaophy." By 

Sermons Never Preached. BJ Philip Phos 
phor. $1. 

c.~~8ov~~U~i~;:.~s oC Southern India. By 

50'~fn~•~h vs. J!:'ditlcatlon. By w. R. Grall'; Cio~h. 

Cl~~.eBii~,:~!;Y of' Creation. By F. B. King>ton. 

Theism, Doctrinal and Practical: BJ F. 
W. Newm .. n. Cloth, $2.25. 

lie brew Theil!!m. By F. w. Newman. $2. 
Horning Prayers In the bon.ehold of a balleTer 

In God. Limp cloth, 50 cent•. 
!!icenes f'rom tile Ramayana, :Uea-haduta, 

etc. Tr~nolate.a by &!ph 1'. H. Grt1!1th, Jc...t.., Princi
pal ol the Jlenaree College, Cloth, ~1.7<. 

Tile Value oC tt.l• !Farthly LICe. A reply 
toW. B. M•llocll's "Ia Life WortllLivlnr:!" 40cents. 

LU'e and liitnd, on the balls of moclem medlc!n. 
By R. LeWIDI, ll..l>. 75 cents. 

The Book of' Job. By J. A. Fronde, M.A. 50 
cents. 

ui'o~l~:r!g~~~:;auual of Songs and Cere• 

The Dathavansa; or, the History of the Tooth 
Relic o! G~utama Buddha, In Pall verse. Edltecl, with 
if:l~~gllsh tranlaelon, by l\Iutu Coomara.Swamy. Cloth, 

What Jg 'WitalForce'l' Tl'flatlngofV!ta!Physlce, 
An1mal Morphologr, and J:plderillcs, with an Appendix 
U"On Geologr. By Rlch,.rd Fo.wcett Ba~tye. Cloth, 
$2.25. 

Retrospect or·tne Rellctons Llt'e of En~r• 
land; or, the Church Purltaa1am and Fr•e Inquiry. BJ 
John J. Tayler, B. A,. $2,50. • 

&uclent" Mysteries Described; Esp~clally 
the Eugllah miracle f.l"f,"• rounded on Aponryphal New 
;t~t;llw;w:~W.;~~? nB1~~~~tt~~~s ~a~ieot!Uittcalaho"s, 

Sutta l'Jipata: or, Dialogues and Dfseonrses of 
Gauuma Bodaa (2,000 yeare old). By .Mutn Coom&ra 
Swamy. $1.15. 

n:.o~~Jr.ents o:f' Upper Egypt. By Martettq· 

'\Vit, '\Visdom, aud Pathos. From the prose of 
IJ,~\W,'~ 7~-elne. Selected and tran~lated by J. Snodgrau. 

The Speaker's Commentary. Reviewed by 
T. L. Strange. Cloth, $L25. 

Bios-ra)>ltY of ("ha.rl.,s Bradlangh. 
Adolph S. Headfngley. S32 pp., crown Bvo. •~-:0. 

By 

Civilized CilrlsUantty. A Reply to" Mddern 
ChristiAnity a Clvlllz•d HMtbenlsm." B»lng some re
fttctlons on orthodoxy. Cloth, 50 cent!!. 

Jedda Sremnndar HinDI!! Froda. The Edda 
of Sremuud the Learned, translated from the Old l'lor1e 
by BenJ~mln Thorpe. Cloth, $2.25. 

Extracts Cro01 the Koran. Compiled by Sir 
Wm.Mulr, K.C.S.I, LL.D. Clotb,$1. 

. D:fn\~;.t~n.~ ~~~!~::the Tudors. By Durham 

Repnblicao Superstitions as Illustrated In 
the Pol!tlcal History oi .America. By Moncure D. Conway, 
M.A. $1.25. 

In Search of Truth. Conversations on the Bible 
and Popular TheolOKY· By A.M.Y. Cloth, 75 cents. 
The Saint's Travel to the Land of' Canaan. 

By R. Wllkln•on, Cloth, 75 cents. · 
History ot the Great French Revolu• 

tlon; A course ol six lectures'. By Annie Beaant. Cloth, 
50 cento. · 

Freethinkers• -Text· Book. The blst•ry of 
Freethought, Its rlee, progress, and triumph. In cloth, 
$1.25. 

B~!'-n~~\«tJ:.cal Essays a11d Debates. By Annie 

The Fonnde•·s of Christianity; or, Discourses 
upon the Origin of the Chrl•ttan Rerlglon. By Rev. 
James Cram brook. Cloth, $3.00. 

P:~l:~ $I.~al of' Theism. Hand&omely bound. 260 

Credibilia; or. Dlscounes on Questions of Christian 
Fa,th. J3Y Hav. James Cranbrook. Clo~h, $1.00. 

Rlg·Veda•Sanhtta. The Sacred Hymns of the 
Brahw•us. Trouslated and explained by F. lhx Muller, 
M.A , L.L,D. Vol. I. ~ 75. · , 

Hind In Animals. B.r Prof. Ludwig Buehner. 
Trall•lased trom the German J)y ..t.nnto Besant. t:~.IO. 

A.na-uaie Comte i Biography of ·the great French 
thinker, with eketchee of hit ph!lo,ophy, hh rall!Pon, and 
hlo sociology; bel01r a short and connnlent r<Sum• of Poe-
1thlsmforthe11:enera.lteader. By Anllle Besan\. 25cents. 

Chrfsttanit;r. By Honcure D. Conway, 1(, ..t.. 50 
cents. 

Chrtsttari Evidence~ Criticised. By Chat. 
Watts. SO ces.t.e. · 
- Cllrlstlanlt;or In Relation to :Freethought, 

:O~,~&tWtt•:nt!'h~ of#.~!~Jior~~~~e~;" ch~~'i!~g: 
laugh .. 20 cents. ' 

po~e~e,,r/:,:!f:!f: t~ntr.r~h~~~~r ~¥e~~~~f~:.~~~~~_l~:; 
1816. :15 cenu. 

Debate on the .Chrtatfan Evidences; Ver
bo.tlm Report ot the two-nl~:b.te' 4abate between Chu. 
WattJ and C. H, Cowper 25 eeato. 

Di!lel!!tabllahment 'and JHsendowment 
of f.he English Church. Verbatim reports of two 
night's b~twaen Cbao. Bradlaugh and w. !!Impson. 25 cto. 

Bssayl!l,· chiefly Theological. Br Melapne. 
'25 con to. . · . 

Four Nights• Discussion; Between Rev. Alex-
ander 8tew~t and Chae Watts. 25 conts. . 

Heresy; Ite Morality and Utility. iW cents. 
Human tJacrUicea In England: Four flls

coureeo b7 Moncure D. Conway, M.-A. 50 cents. 
l's It Rea•onable to Worshll, G.od 'I' A two

nll:htl' dabatw by Chae. Bradlau~:h And Rn. R. A. Arm-· 
etrone, 40 cente. 

Jmpea.chment of the Hou•e of •runs• 
wtc.li:. By Ch .... BradlanJ!:h. 40 cen!a. 
The Meaning of Hl•tor;or; Two lectures by 

Frederick Barrtoon, :W • .A.. 50 cente. · 
Merits an• Demerits ot' l!leenlarll!!m; h. dil

eusalon ha•ween the BeT. Thomas Crow and Ch~rles 
Watts. ~5 aenta. 
Natural Reai!!OD vs. Divine ReTelatton; 

An appeal for .P'reethon~rht. By" Julian." 25 cents. • 
On the Philosophical ClassUica'tion of 

National Instttntlons; .A lector' by F. w. New
!Jl&n 25 cent!!. 

:Reasoning Crom Facts; A method of overy· 
G.ay logic. By. Q. J, Holyoake. 75 cents. 

Seeular11!!m In Ite Vartoue Relations. By Chas. 
Watts. 25 ceilte. 

Secularism the True Philosophy oC LICe; 
An exposition and a defense. By G. lf . .P'oote. 20 ceate. 
. Taxation; Bo.,. It Originated, Who Beara It, and 
Who ou11ht to Bear lt. By Chaa. Bradlanzb .. 25 cento. 

The Bible and Xlanlty. By Chu. lfatte. 20 
centa. 
Thon~htl!! on Theism; Wlthsu~gestlonstoward 

:J'l~~f~~:o~~~~ ir:;l~e"dl~:~~~r.~~~~t Jfg~:fa~ actence 
·Wealthy and Wise; A lecture.lntroductory to 

the •tndy ot pollt;lcal economy, By Joaeph ll!&m Lsyy. 
25 cenu. 

•vhst do~s X1An Theism Teach 'l A two 
nlgllts' diecu••lo• b•;w~•n the RliT. A .. J. Harrison and 
Chaa, BradiaUJrh. 25 centJ. 
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to Dr. Tlschend0rf. 25 cents. 
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INTO ONE LITTIJI: BOOK, 

The author's conc!nJ!ons are of course, against the au
·pematural origin and lnfalllbUity of the Bible, while the 
dogmas of the dominant theology are •hown to be prlenly 
pervere!ona of the ancient mytnol•c!ea. 

Printed Ia good type and bound In cloth. Price, $1. 
..t.ddreaa THE TRUTH SEI!:B.El'l, 

21 Clinton Pl., New York. 

DR THAYER'S 
!ABIETIC B!RIEITS 
18 THE ONLY PHYSICIAN TH.A.T NEVER GUESSES. 

lT ALWAY!! FINDS THE DISEASE AT THE 
START, R.B:LIEVBS, AND CURES IT. 

JltJgndism i• N alur•' • great rem;edy. Victoria i• .the only 
,ermanent and scientific garment made. 

IMPORTANT. 
There are several base and worth leis 1mltatlona of Dr. 

Thayer's Magnetic goods upon the market. The only 
~Efs"I?~t. ':ae~~t~~~ h~1~~~.c .. ~:as~::sat <;.~~app,l\~~~':.~~ 
cannot render as emclent service to the JJ&tlent, because 
thoyDO NOT HOLD THEIR MAGNETIC CURRENTS 
OVER THIRTY DAYS. . . 

Do not' be deceived by lrresporialble snd unscrupnloua 
Imitators. If onr Invention waa.not·valuable It would 
~g~E:~~~~J~h"3c~~~~~W{?J!gW.~JJ~ t'aa~~glj,jP 'an ovar-

" VICTORIA" bas twelve lm¥rovements over anr and 
:~lc~t~g~Ji~ru';~~~ ~~~=~~~io D~~~"J~~~r~o no~ buy any 

BE ON YOUR GUARD AGAINIT FRAUDULENT 
APPLIANCES I 

BUY ONLY OF REPUTABLE MANUFACTURERS! 

VICTORIA TRIIJl'tiPHANT! 
The most wonderful case~ on recerd. Send for Prools, 

Clrcnlara, and l'rlce List to 
Dr. 'l'laaycr, 

455 Fulton Street, Brooklyn.l!f. r· 
Our Magnetleinsoleaw11lcure Chilblains and cold feet. 

Send for a pair. Price, '!.50. Mention TRUTH SEEKER. 
Pua.e send us a history of yaur ca•-. 

lSt2 NO INVALID NEED DESPAIR I 

INGERSOLL'S SPtECH ON TAL
MAGIAN THEOlOGY. 

The ICONOCL.A81., Saturday, Dec. 28, 1882, will contala 

TH 18 WORLD. 
A WEEKLY LIBERAL MAGAZINE, PUBLISHED BY 

Geora-e Chatne7, 
51 Fort aTe. (Roxbury), Bol!iton, Mass, 

707"1M ,2,00 per annum. 

Eaclo number contain• a lecture In full bf, Geo. Chaine)' 
~fi~I~~~I;.t!~~f.'ft,t{:~~~~~ t\~~~lea all:eioh of ~~&me 

A sample copy. c<Jnta1nlDC portrait of the lecturer and 
prospectus for 11118, sent free to any address. . · 

KBOWLEDHE IS POWER 

KNOW 
The untold m!eartea tllat reanlt from lndlecretloa tn 

early Jtfe may be alleTlated and cored. Thoae who . 
doubt thle usert!on should purcbaae and read the ne" · · 
medical work publlohe~ by the Peabod;r :Uedtcal · 
lnstltut~ Bo•toll. entitled the lllletence of' Ltf'e: • 
or~ llllelt PreserYatlon. It Ia not only a complete 
ann perfect treatise on Manhood, ll:xbanated VItality, 
Nervous and Physical Debility, Premstnre ·Decline tn 
man, Errors of Youth, etc., but It cont8.lns one hnndre.d. 
and twenty•ftve prescrlptlone for acute 'lind chronic dta. 
eases, each one ot wlllch Is tnyaJuable, so 
proved by the author, whose exserlence for 21-years II 

f~';,~~s ftr~~~~Tn~~r ~:~~~tl:nd~n t~:a~Ji£':5 :::f~~le';i 
cov~rs, full gUt, embe&shed with the TO?,: 1!nest eteel en. '- · 

~!ci~~~~cfl:~fte~·.;,~ ot;' b~f~s:~'::',.J!_o{:Sn ~:;~~:~:;rk · 
retailed In this conn try for $2.50, or. the moneY will be re •. 
funded In every Instance. Price ori!y ,1.25. Gold Medal · 
awarded the author by the National Medical .Association, .. : 
illustrated sample sent on receipt of s!x cent!!. ~nd now.,, 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr.•· • 
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 .Bull!nch street, Boston; M1181. . 
The aRthor may be c,onsnlted on &II dlseaees requiring 
sklll nnd uperlence. · tySB 

A LIBERAL COLONY. 
1,200 FREE HOMES ! 

THE NEW COLORADO 1 
Those.deslrlng a valuable home on the publlc domain at 

a nominal price ($1.25 per acre, and 33 months to which 
to pay for It), will ftnd It very greatly to their advantage. 
to eorreapond with the n~ders!gned. · · 

Address with 2 S-cent stamps o. A. PHELPS, 
President (l'onn!son and Uncompahgre .Oolontzatloil 

Society, LONGMONT, CoLO, am 

The Figures of Hell; or, The Tem~ 
pies of Bacchus. 

Dedicated to Licensers o! Beer and Whisky. 

By l9IRS• ELIZABETH THOMPSON. 
Published by the Author. 

the Great Speech of Col. Ingersoll on" Talm..gtan Theol- A neat Ilttle volume of between two and three hJlndred • 
ogy,"dellvere<l at lndlanapolis,Ind.,Nov.ll, 1882. The pages. Price, ,I.oo." . ,, .... _.,.' 
paper containing the speech can be procured at IS centl!l 

a copy, TwentY·11ve copies and over at 3 cents a copy. 

Address 

LAMASTER& .J'AliiESON, 
lndianapoUI. Inti.· 
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STANDARD BOOKS. 
Sold by D. :B. Bennett 21 CUnton PI.,]!(. Y. 

CYCLOPEDIAS. 
The People's "Cyclopedia of' Universal. 

){now ledge; 2 royal octavo vola.; over 1,000. pp. each,· 
bOund m leather, the whole the work of thirty of the 
abie't men of our times, trenttna upon e.huost eveftia con· 

f:~!~~~ ~~{~c;~~r~~~u[~~re~w~,!'g. t~:l~S:e: ~~~; 
thousand engravings; •~ld to contain thirtY· thousand 
more articles than any other cyclopedia. The Appendixes 
alone contain a wonderful fund of knowledge, and lllll~ng 

the :~l~J.~cg'la~~fJ\'~~5c~"U'bl:.tFu:~l~~:d ).1~~~/~~ft~ 
~lsts. Actorn, and Novelist•, Authors and Hlsterlsns, 
Aln'lculturlsts and Manufacturers, Composers and Musl-

~;~for!ff1::n~~~d~~ld;{"·J:~~~~r::. 'lf~J:~I~~~~':.~ 
Capitalists, Inventors, Journalists and Pullllshers, Law. 
(o'irs sud Jurists, Lexlcmraphers, Comment.ators and Phi· 

lg~lf~;,•· ~~f~~7 u~l Es~~?~W~i;!!gi~~~~.a~~]hii~ 
~':ir'::~· •. ~~~~:~g~~~rar'.:n~nllRI"~g~~~-~~~~~f;. ~a 
Rulers, ' Statesmen and. Diplomatists, ~Distinguished 
Women, w.tllsgood showing ot miscellaneous and scat
tering. Next follows a Dictionary o! Llterarn Pseudo. 

~~i{'~~~~~:~;eti;;,"Jl~t'i~~~~d~~iift~~.g~[;"8'Jh~k'!~~~ 
·Punctnstlon, Correspondence; The Ruling Dynasties ol 
the World; Historical Data of the Republics of HI tory; 
Cl•sslficatlvn of Existing Sovereignties: StsndlugArm\es 
of the World; 'l'beLostand·Rulned Cities of the World; 
Art Galleries of the World; Area, Population, and Wealth. 
of Nations; Monetary Statistics or the World; State 

~~~~~~ ~m~~· ~!~~rl:;s~1t.:1 g~~~~tb.n~~~1F'!'tl f~~~:: · 
tions; Great Plagues and n?atempers of History;· Origin 

Yfu?;;.l~a':s~~~ ~~te:8s~JiV~~·i ~~~:~~eo~ta~~.:'.¥N~~~&.~ · 
Elections In the United States; C"rou~loglcal Outline of 
Historical Events from 1492 to 1882; .Remarkable Trials; 
'fhe Treaties of the World; Principal Bridges of the 
World; Interesting Geographical Tablesi. United States 
Census. of Cttles and Towns for 1880; ><ellglons News
pa!fers of all Denominations; Religious Summar!£," for all 

~~~:li:r~n~u~~~~~{ 'm:!~g~~e f~:aatn'behu~g B~ifcf1~:~ 
of History; Great Llbrarlea of the World; Salaries of 
United States Government Olficers; Federal and State 

~':3~~~~r1~tbcVa~1~~~t~~';i' ~::tf~;: "J}~~!~t0ri/'Jr!.;."~'i 
Cqrpent Record; United StstesPostsi Re~n!atlons; United 

\\r:r:d ~:t~~"j.,.f.':fit\~~~~:i,.I~~~YJJ~h~ ~';.~,'~W."a'::'J 
~~~:it s~i~~~u~~~~u!r~~~~ s~~~~e~·;~W~itrS~~t~; 
Public Debt.; N"t,lons!Milltla Laws of the United t!tates; 
Army and.Navy of the Unlted'States; Religious .Denomi
nations of Unlt.ed States and Canada; Our National Do· 
main; Statistics oi Cotton sud Cereals In ·the· United 

t!:~:io~~,.~~~~To0~~~~~~ th~e·~~~i:·~g.\t:~ s~~;~:~ 
and Territories; 8'utstan<llng Bonded Indebtedness; In· 
dian Agencies and Census of the Indians; Recent Dlscov
ertestu Science and Explorations. This entire work by 
express for $15.00. Regular price $20.00. 

Chambers's. Encycl~pedia of 1860, with copi
ous Addition& of American Editors. In Fifteen Volumes, 

~g~~oise~;~~~~~~~.i;t~g~~"lu~~ .. ~~~vah"a"~~~-:,t~~'&ei~ 
one who reads of American aflalrs, this Is far better than 
the foreign editions. l'hls yery valuable work, of uearly-

?;'l:,$'~~f~~~m'i>"e~".iof~f;:-g:~;.1$J~1g~~g:~~~rr~~~~~ee 
same by express; postage, 1S cents per volume additional. 
More Information C>~nnot be ha~for the money. 

Chambers's Encyclopedia of' English Lit· 
e••atnre. A Selection of tlie Choicest Productions of 
English Authors, from the Earliest tO the Present time, 
Connected by a Critical nnd Blogrsphlcsl History. Ele-

fjl~t~JJ~~,!'~~e1;,u~':f[ed ~w~o~':ft~~~~f::e~~t~n~~ 
Rich and full gilt. 1400 page>. $4. Postage 44 cents. 

Chamber's Information Cor t·he ltiillion; 
or, One Tllou•and and one Things Worth Knowing. Cem-

f[~~~~M?e 1fdt~t:"r{>rfg~ ls1l:~~~~ ~Jst!~~!'nh~~t~orth · 
. TJle S.ame, In Acme Edition, 4 volumes, Plain Bind, 

ing, at the low price of $2. Postage S4 cents. 

elt~deb~~~~~Pfi~~~-CD~~~r.1~1a!i!::l~:~~:J 
Bib Ileal. writers. Illustrated by numerous enKrav!ngs. 

~Jria~Y!u:o~.8.~~fic0i o~v2e~o~. $~~~~ ~~~~=~~ all'ft:: A 
The.Handy Bible CyeloPedia and Bible 

Reader's Assistant, contalnfiig a new and complete 
Dictionary of the Bible, a complete Concordance to the 
Old and New Testaments, and an Explanatory Index to the 
PeJ'sons, Places. and Things In the Scriptures. IllustiSted, 
1 vol., 12mo., 742 pages. Price 75 cts.; postage, 14 eta. 
•The World's Encyclopedia of' Wooden 
and Cn•·iosities of Art, 1lclence, and Llteralure, 
representing Plly•lology, Phrenology, Astronomy, Bot
any, Geology, Natural History, Ichthyology, Mytholo~y, 

or~~~~~~10~~~1~o~~m;· ~J~~~a!~~~;' ~~~~~!~i:~ a~ 
Vun and A uthentlc :fiescrll;,tlon of the Most RemarkalJle 
and AstonlshlnK Places, :Beings. Animals, Customs, Ex· 

~~g:~y:~fi~~~r.:':,1ntli:t&io~~ ~o~~~~~T:: "~~!:gte,.~ 
counts of the Most Wonderful :F'reak.• of Nature and Arts 

~!rft"sn~uJi~~':.fle~~~~ifon~?nil'ini~~la~~~'8~t~xlif~: 
trated .with one hundred and forty ,engravings. l'rlce, 
ll!h DOStwze, 30 CtS, 

CHANDOS CLASSICS. 

A sarles ~f staum~~1'~~!~ l~fn~et'ft:d~~·i~ry, and general 

LegeudsrjrBallads of England and Scotland. ~ce Post. 
JohnS. Robert• ....... ,...................... .65 .OS 

German Literature. Richter, Richter, Zscllokke, 
Tleck......................................... .65 .o 

Complete Angler. Isaac Walton and Charles 
Colton............................... .. .. .. .. • .65 .08 

Ltves of Novelists and Dramatists. By Sir WsJ. 
. ter Scott...................... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .65 .0 

Poetical Works of EUza Cook ................. ; .. .65 .OS 
Decline andFsllofthe Roman Empire. By Ed-

'.·. ward Gibbon. In four volumes......... .. .. 2 60 .32 
Poetic~! Works.of Charles Msckafu......... ..... ·.65 .08 

f~~t'~r~!s t~~~~~g·fafii,\:n:fils"o~W:e;.··•· cliro;,: '
63 .os 

lcle o! the Cld........ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .... ,65 .. OS 
The Romance of· History. England. By Henry 

Neele. Illustrated........................... .65 .OS 
The Romance of History. India. Hobart Csuu-

ter, B D .............................. ,........ .65 .OS 
The Romance ot History; Italy. C.IIIacfsrlane. .65 .OS 

u ,,, 1 , .". _ Spain. Don T. de 
.l'rueba ..... ;.... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .65 .OS 

Doctor· Syntax. His Three. Tours In Search of 

WTre.p~w~·~2t~~ed01~us~~.!i~~~~?~:.~: ... ~ .65 .06 

Ho'!':er'a ga~~ee'i.'.':: ::::~·:::::::::: :::::::: .. :::::: :~ :~ 
LHeand Remalmiof John Clare. By J. L. Cherry .65 .C8 
Selections· from the Talmud, By H. Polsno...... .65 .OS 
Every~ay Book of'Modern Literature. By C. H. 

Townsend ....... :.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .65 ,OS 
Johnson's Lives of the Poets...................... .65 .OS 
Milton ..................................... ; ... ·..... .65 .OS 
Essays on Chivalry, Romance, and the Drama. 

By Sir .Walter Scott.... . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... , 65 .OS 

SHA.KSPERE'S WORKS. 
. Price Post 

Complete. Fireside Edition. Crown octavo. 

~~'i!. tyWith M,.or;:;wo~n'1!1bo~~~~he~l~6 
Life, Notes, Glossary, etc.~ ..........•.....•. 

Crown Octavo, 
The Avon Edition. Sheep, marbled edges, II·· 

· brary style .................................. . 

4 00 .50 
s 75 .48 

s 00 .42 
ln three volumes. Comedies, Histories, Trage

dies. Half Russia, gUt top.................. S 00 .48 
The same, I'll clotll........... .... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 50 ,48 
Dramatic and Poetic Works, complete In one 

· volume. Illustrated, with lifo by Alexan
derDyce. ·hecp,marllled edges........... 2 50 .138 

l!carlet Border Edition. Illustr,tted. Complete, 
red and green. lllorocco, gllt ed~es. .. .. . 1 50 .20 

Handbc~~~~~iti;~~~·~~~:s~.~~~~~~:. ~:.~~~: 5 00 .85 
Arundel Edttlon. From the text of Clark and 

In 8 :li~~~;..;~~as~r~t~~·.;d'lta'd."liY."ciai-it'iind. 1 50 
·
24 

compl!r~g~:om'ib.·~·i.r~i-.;r·J.;ti·,;s.;n.·;si6V.iD.8; 1150 .:n 
Large~~a~ge~dJ'ti0~ta;gund · in·~f!~,&'t~l: 60 

·
18 

Illustrated .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • 1 00 .24 
Ar11Dat.on Bll,ltlon .................. _._ ...... , ... , ... _ GO .u 
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STANDARD BOOKS. 
Sold by D. lll. Bennett, 21 Clinton PI., N. Y: 

DICTIONABU:S'. 
Webster's Pocket Dictionary, 40,000 words. 

Dlustrsted. Price, 15 cts.; postage. 5 ct•. 
c~~~=rrcr..~ctionary, 50,00J words. Price, 25 

ii.merican Diamond Pronounein~r-Dic• 
tionary, 7t'O pages. Price, SOcts.; pQstage. 5 cts·. 

The American Comprehensive Lexicon 
oC the Eil!;'lish .t. an~ruage, on the basis of Web. 
ster, contalulng 50,000 wordS end much other jnformstlon. 
788 pages. Illustrated. Price.,_ 50 cts.; postage, 6ct•. 

Amei:iean P~ula.r .uictlonary, conta1ulng 
every nsetul word ·.In the English language, and much 
other useful information. Price, 50 cts ; po•tage, 8 eta. 

The American StandardDictlonary,cou
talnlng all needed English words, wltn the exact defi· 
D;itlons, proper spelling, and trne pronunciatton, aa 
given byWebstel', Worceste,., Johns ... n, and others, with 
Chronology, Grammar, Proverbs,· 8criptur8 nam~s. His
tory, Laws Relatlv to Laud, Interest, c~nsus Returns, 
Debt, Population, Manufactures, Productions, We..tth, 
wltb Ancient Mythology, etc. Dlustrsted, 717 pgges, 12mo. 
Price, $1: postage,17 eta. 

'I' he Same, tu le•ther binding, $1.75: postage, 1S eta. 
The Uset'ul Dictionary ot ttie Enll:lish 

Language, comptled by Auotlu Nuttall, LL.D., based 
on th<il~bors of Webster, Worcester, Richardson. Good• 

~~'!n~~~nt~~1:alk~h'e~~~i{:2g~lii}.Tn Tr~n;~; ~ggu~!~~~ 
of new word•, wh!fc'li modem Science, fuerature, il.rt, and 
Fashion hav called Into existence and nssge. 900 pages, 

·12mo. Price, 9U cts.: postage,l4 cts. 
The Same, hal! ruorocco, $1.25; .POStage, 14 cts. 

ll<!r.a~!.s:~~:s Primary Dicttonar~, 65 centa; 
Webster's Pocket Dicti .. nary, new edition, 

cloth, 70 ct@,; JOBtage, 8 cts. 
The Same, roan tlex!ble covers, 60 cts.; postageS 

cts. . 
'l'he Same, with fiexlble covers and tuck, 90 ctr.; 

po•tage, s cts. . · 
po'!'J!:ea;~o~~d Navy Dictionary, cloth, 60 eta.; 

'I' he Sam1; wltn tuck~ $1.15; postage, 10 cts. ' 

10 
~~~moo cbool D ctionary, 85 cts ; po•tage, 

High School Dictionary, $1.20; postage, 12 
eta. . 

Acaclemic Dictiona~, $1.75; JlOstsge,15 cts. 
Counting H~nse Dictionary, sheep, ~.00; 

postage, 20 cts. 
Webster's Unabridged Dictionary. llS,OOO 

words, S,OOO engravinG; four pages Colored Plates; a 

~~~~Y~~~~~~ ~ 'hi.';.'c~ine £:row t!,o~<;:r~dtf!":s~~nl1te~':; 
years, many of which hsv never before been placed in 

il~~Jo':f.~hJ~~~~W.~;n':.~e:~e~c.te.f~!'r:,~.r,:g~~":~ 
~~~nu~~~~Ou~~~~~~~n'iy~Vro~~!tf~'ff,0a~~dv~t~gor~g: 
Sheep, marble ed~es, plain or stamped sides, $10; (publlsh· 

er:~~i'f!J!:i:k~~h~~n'il~~,jf::;• ~~~r"aP:;/~~6Je edges: 
$11150. 
Full Russia, marble edges, ,14. 
Full Russia, vermilion edges, $14.50• If. 
Turkey Morocco, vermilion edges, $14.50. te 
'l'nrkey lllorocco, gilt edges, $1S. 
Theoe are usnslly sent by express, but 11 by mall, 60 cts. 

•ddltlonal mnst be sent. 
Webster's Nat.ional.Pictorial Diction• 

tt ry, in one volume, 1,040 octavo Pl!gee, 600 engravings. 
':loth, $4; Sheep, marble edges,if4.50; Halt' Tnr• 

k~{;id~~mv.! 'j;~Jlt~:~"r:. c•~alf Morocco. 

":.i,"eJ~~:i ogi:1~c:ical Dictionary, thor-
·ughly revised up to the year 1880; Price, $1; postage,14 

"~Iasson's French :dictlonarif. (French-EDI'· 
;~~g'l~~ !.,~f~:~~~~n~~::l~~ ca~~~t P~~t~:. ~r~~~lpsl dl-

Zabner's Dictionary of' the English and 
German Languages, giving the exact meanlnj: ot 
ll:ngllsh words In German, and of German words In ll:ng. 
ish. with correct spelling, pcouunclatlon, and definition. 

,~'trci~:'.ti'i~~~~i-"'lb'~·En lish and Italian 
anguages, price, 6Q,cte. ·eac~; postage, 6 cts . 

CJIA:BLES DIVKEN!!I'S 
WORKS. 

COHPLETE 

Illustrated, 12mo. 15. voll!. Volumes bound uniform In 
green and gold. Large type, Comprising, -

1 Pickwick Papers, 
2 David Copperfield, 
3 Martin Chuzzlewlt, 
4 Nicholas Nlckleby, 

a fl~ti!li~~it 
7 Dombey and Son, 

• 8 Our Mutual Friend, 
9 Oliver Twist. Pictures from Italy, andl!Amerlcau 

Notes, 
10 Old Curiosity Shop, and Hs.rd Times, . 
11 Tale of 'I wo Cities, and Sketches by Boz, 

}~ ~~~:~:~~~~io':.~~ ~wJ':.~~~~rclal Traveler, 
(~ g~ft~'~H'?.:o~l:~dai'J:1.~:tf:!~~~-Pieces, 

The above o~y In sets. By express, '12. By mall, 
$14.25. . 

STANDARD BOOKS. 
Sold by D. H. Bennett, 21 Clinton Pl., N~ Y, 

. ,-- Price. Post. 
Dickens's Parlor Album of Illustrations......... 1 25 .14 

Barb~!,'te~~:r:o~~~~·~-~~-~~~~~~: •. ~~-~~~ 60 .10 
Sunshine In the Shady Place. B;y- Edith Milner, 50 .09 
Our Red Costs and Blue Jackets. By H. Stewart, 50 .1u 
Journey of Dlscover:k......................... .• . • 50 .('8 

~~:ea~~t~~~:~uEn~~:~a0:n;,· oili~i='.Adcire&8: 25 m 
Brok::·Bf..~e1!~o~~~~'!.tr.PoeiD.8:"iii'i.ir8:·c·. 25 

·.09 

Faucf!8~o~~~~~~;·ciia8tD:ii8'i;'t;Q,:i,;.;: ·n;.·H.o:r. 25 .os 
rlet Farley................................... 60 .09 

'Biogrsfhls Lltersrla: or, Blof)s~hlcsl Sl<etches 

~er'/a~l~:lJ~'fi:il~~:~'i-wg ~~?~e~fu~~':;= 1 00 .'5 
Clever Jack slid Other Tales. By Anne Bow-

FRmo~:nrio:i-8',' ~iid.":li:'ow · :rlii.'i' n~;;.:m:e' 'iireB.t 
75 

.ll 

· Fsmo~s"~iOrie8:"iii'vi>rioti8'.AutiioiB:"i'voi8:: } ~ :M 
B•Izac's Comedle HU:malne........ .... .. . .. .... . 75 .10 
Life and Times of Sir Walter Raleigh. By M. 

A. Thomsol\ .. 0 0 .. 00 .... 00 0 .... 00 0 00 .. 00 0' 00 75 .09 
The Splendid Advantages of Being a Woman. 

Btue ~ldc:&:J1t~ilit'?u~fhJ~P~iica&8i: i.i:n::: ::: ~ ·}8 
scott~~~, tf~l.a¥.1.£~~i-~~:1f:E.~b!n ~i fJI::: 

: nom~lfJ~~• nuring'tlie iieii.iillo·n: · ·n'Y :Eiig'.:n 
75 

·
10 

Strebor ..................................... .. 

~\)rg~~b~~~~rr .Jllit~~·~c~i~~~~~::: ::::::::::: 

~er:g(;';[.na~:C~v~y. f~Rel'l~~:a'·~-~~:::: :::: 
How to Become a Carpenter..... . .. .......... . 

50 .12 
75 .14 
60 .OS 
50 .OS 
50 .06 
50 .U6 

Hyperlou. A Romance. By Henry Wadsworth 

outreL~C.elll~ig;.'l~·.:·;,·.n.;;i:iniiti'.is~ii."iir 50 
'
06 

·Henrr, Wadsworth fongfellow...... .... .. .. 50 .06 

fo\W' B~~~fi.-.fct:l'fia~~:1efru±.tioin;.s ii;.t,;Ji~·~. +g :~ 
Last Days of Pompeii. By Sir Edward Lytton, 

scott~~rbiiiei8: · :Mi88 y,;;.;;Poriei-:::::: :·.:: :: :·.: +~ :}g 
Keuelem Chillingly; his Adventures and Opln. 

The J~~~b.iiooi< 'Oi <i~o-ti:i-~:Y cr&Y'.>n: Geni.':::::: 
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Ti!EN Jet us be wise an<l embrace the·. truth. Let 
us take the students of nature by the hancT. Let 
us commit to heart t!l"e lessons they teach. Let us 
learn all we can of nature; an<l let us fvrever discard 
her enen1y SU})ernaturalisnl, with all the· false teach
ers who IH"OlllUlgate it.-D. jjf; Bennett. 

THE usQ of iron cannot increase"' · tlie rtinning 
speed of a·dog, but tin can. 

WE .hope -~e. shall not be accused of exaggeration 
when we say we bav received 1883 calendars. 

"THE art that conceals art," as the thief remarked 
when he slid an expensiV Oil painting Under his coat. 

~rn- .. 
we hav on hand a goodly numl:ler 

..LQF= 

v·ch .. uME~t.-:: AND -n. 
-oF....:.. 

WE are no admirers of the political doctrins lai<l 
down ·in Biackstone's Commentaries. But if we con· 
sider ·that those-Commentaries were read. with great 
applause in the very schools where, seventy or eighty 
years before, the book had been publicly burnt, by 
order of :the University of Oxfor<l, for _containing the 
damnable 'loctrln that the English monal'Chy is lim· 
!ted and mixed, we cannot ueny that a salutary 
change had taken }Jlace. '"rheJesnits,'~ says Pascal, 
in the last of his incomparable letters, "hav obtained 
a papal decree, condemning Galileo's doct.rin about 
the motion of the ·earth. It is all in vain. If the 
world is really turning around, all mankind together 
will not be able to keep it from turning or to keep 
themselvs from turning with it." The decrees of 
Oxford were as ineffectual to stay the great moral 
and political revolution as those of the Vatican to 
stay the motion of our giooe. The learned university 
found itself not only unable to keep the mass from 
moving but unable to keep itself from moving along 
with the mass.-Nacaulay's Essays. 

IT argues a narrow and corrupt nature to Jose sight 
of the general and lasting consequences of rare and 
virtuous energy in the brief accidents which accom· 
pany its first movements-to set lightly by the eman· 
cipat!on of the human reason from a-legion of devils, 
in our complaints and lamentations over the loss of 
a herd of swine- Coleridge. 

I WAS taking a country walk With a friend, a clergy. 
man, when he suddenly wheeled round; his face 
towards home, with the remark, "Let us go back, 
I'm tired; I wna called up in the mt!ldle of the night 
to baptize a child that· was dying." "Were you in 
time ?" asked my friend. "Just," was the reply; 
"another half mimite and I should bav been· too 
late!" "And it you had been too late, what next?" 
"Why then, I suppose, the poor little thing would 
hav been lost." u Eternally?" "wen; yes, accord
ing to our belief." "May I ask what sort of boots 
you wear?" said my friend. "Boots? Elastic sided, 
always." "Now, suppose you wore laced boots, and 
they had taken two minutes to put on, the child 
would hav· been dead-and lost eternally, ay?" 
" That's a peculiar view· of the question; l must 
think over my position." ·Two days after the clergy. 
man met my friend and said: "I hav thought that 
matter over, anu must alter my view. The boots did 
it."-London Spectator (Feb: 18, 1882.) [The intelligent 
reader will not fall to soe what a noble expositor of 
"the ways of God to man" this English clergyman 
was, and he will be ready to lift up his hands in 
pious gratitude to the giver of all good if there is 
any such wonder-worker in his immediate neighbor· 
hood. If the good man is half a mile off the child's 
soul may be, I tremble to think where, before the 
priest has had time to lace his boots l~Hylax.] 

MY own opinion is that the man callecl Christ lived; 
but whether he lived in Palestine or not is of no im· 
portance. His life is worth its example, its moral 
force, its benevolence, its self-denial and heroism. 
lt is of no earthly importance whether he changed 

· water into wine or not. All his miracles are simply 
dusk ancl darkness compared with what he actually 
said and actually did. We should be kind to each 
other whether Lrzarus was raisecl or not. We should 
be" true and just in all our (\ealings," and forgiving 
to each other, whether Christ lived or not. All the 
miracles in the world are of no use to virtue, mor· 
allty, or justice. ll'Iiracles belong to ·superstition, to 
ignorance,. to fear and folly. Neither does it make 
any clitrerence who wrote the gospels. They are 
worth the truth that is in them and no more. (The 
:Story of the good Samaritan, wlth its sly hit at the 
hypocrisy of priests, will continue to touch the hu
man heart; and the parable of the Prodigal Son, 
though not free from difficulty in the interpretation, 
will please to the end of time. J-R. G. Ingersoll. 

WE frequently meet men who pass fo11 educated, 
and who are yet like the old Parisian woman who 
lived through the entire' career of·Napoleon innocent 
of any knowledge of his existence. Many such per
sons are found among the orthodox clergy. They 
are utterly ignorant of the higher thought and cult
ure of the age. ,They know nothing of the best bibli· 
cal criticism of the time. The reii:son!ng faculty in 
them is atrophical (dried up and withered] by non
use. There is no myste1·y in the- universe for such. 
It is formulated and impersonated for them, so that 
questions of origin and destiny are as clear as sun· 
llght-IndeJ;" ( M<i1·ch 16, 1B82.) 

WHEN a theater takes fire, good people talk about 
"a judgment." Well ancl good, !!_they will only un· 
derstand that it is a judgment only on tile way the 
theater was built or managed. Only: the truth is 
larger: every fire is a j ndgment; every accident or 
catastrophe is a judgment-a judgment for the wrong 
or careless or ignorant handling of those awful edge. 
tools, the forces of nature. All life, all being, all be
coming, is growth-growth whicll is alive With moral 
meaning, moral will and sequence. The harvest is a 
judgment on the sowing. Every finished work is a 
judgment on the way it bas been done.-Brooke ller
jwd's Day of Judgment. 

IT is rumored that his satanic majesty bas in; 
creased his orders for fuel by 10,000 tons yearly since 
Col. Ingersoll has taken up lecturing. 

'fHE zodiacal sign for the opening of winter is a 
goat. The goat is a hard butter, and hard butter is 
almost always a sign that the weather is cold. 

IT is stated' that Talmage on account of the large. 
ness of his mouth takes as his favorlt hymn, "Not 
more than others I deserve, but God has given me 
nwre." 

A BALD·HEADBD man, who has heard that the 
hairs of a man's head are numbered, wants to know 
if there is not some pJace where he can obtain the 
back numbers. 

A WESTERN editor tells what be would do i{ he 
were a jackass. A rival journalist remarks_ that 
what the people desire to know is, What he ;would do 
if he wasn't one. 

"THE wicked stand on slippery places,'' so we 
read. Are we to infer from this that the righteous 
fall thereon 1 It is well to be explicit in illustration, 
as in other things.-'lli.e Judge. ·· 

"AND what do you can that?" asked the.lnquisitiv 
visitor, pointing to a mutilated statue. 

"That is a torso," replied the sculptor. 
"H'm !" muttered the· r. V.; "but how did it be· 

come torso?" ITo was tenderly kicked out. 

AN Arkansas edito~, in retiring from. 'tb.~ editorial 
control of a newspaper, said: "It is. with a feeling of 
sadness that we retire from the activ ·control of this 
paper; bUt we. leave our journal w!th,a gentleman 
who is abler, financially, to handle it. The gentle· 
man is well known in this community. lie is the 
sheriff." 

THEY were passing along the Street the other day, 
two ladies with faces lovely as the fairest roses and 
robed in dresses that princesses might envy. The 
first angelic creature was just saying that it was 
.. just too exquisitly lovely for anything," but when 
she sat down upon the cold; hard pavement, she 
simply remarked, "Darn such pavements." 

"So you hav got twins at your house," said Mrs. 
Bezumbe to little Tomtpy:Samuelson. 

"Yes, mam, two of 'em." 
"What are you going to call them?" 
"Thunder and Lightning." 
"Why, those are strange names to call children." 
"Well, that's what .pa called them as soon as he 

heard 'they were in the house." 

A SUBSCRIBER writes to a Southern editor: "I hav 
a horse that has lately suffered ·from periodical fl.ts 
of dizziness. Please answer through your valuable 
paper, and let me know what I shoUlcl do with him. 
I'm afraid be will get worse if something is not done 
soon." -The editor replies"': "Our advice, based on 
a careful perusal of • Every Man . His Own Horse 
Do_ctor,' would lJe to take him some time when he is 
not dizzy ancl sell him to a stranger." 

KITTY AND I. 

The: Truth.Seeker, 
puplished i:n tS?':f arid tsrr:t, 

the same securely bound hi good· paper covers. 
The first volume is a monthly, and the sec

ond a semi-monthly. Vol. I. contains 
160 pp, and VoL.1I. 256 pp. 

We' are disposed to send;"Niese out to friends 
. who wish them. at a trifle above the 

postage. We will send 

VOLUME I. FOR: 25 CENTS, 
-AND;-

VOLUME II. FOR 50 CENTS. 
. THEY CONTAIN 

a· large amount ·of. re!ldirig mat~er, and. are 
worth nearly ten times· the amount asked for 

them. They als0. are: ;worth not a, little to 

show what TIIE TRUTH .. SEWR was in the first 
and second yea~s of iti; existence. . Let those 

who wish to secure· these volumes not fail to 
make their wants known. 

.. · · · · ·; · Address this office. 

SO,C.ourt st.Brook~yn 
THE 

'~ Wit SONIA," 
TWO YEARS AGO 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

·WILSONIA,_ 
AN ENGLISH SCIENTIST, MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, 

LECTURER ON ELECTRICAL THERAPEUTICS, 
AUTHOR OF THE "TRIAL OF MEDICIN,'' 

'l'HE ·· "LANGUAGE OF DISEASE" 
"MEDICAL ·FALLACIES," -ETC., ' 

Introduced to the People or the United 
States His 

MAGNLJTIC GARMENTS 

Over the lawn rompecl Kitty and I
Ritty, with eyes of velvety sheen, 

With her pearly teeth and her winsome ways
The prettiest ever seen. 

For the cure of Disease without Medicine or Medica 
Treatment. The Statement made by "him at that time 
that his Magnetic .Clothing,.!f worn for any form of Dis. 

· · ·ease (and as advised), would cure ninety per cent of the 
so-called Incurables, has been verlfted; he hav 
ing Clothed and Cured Thousands of Persons of "all Forms 
of Disease. Positive proof of this has appeared in all the 

There 'vas none like her in the wide, wide world
Kitty, my love, my queen. 

But kitty's a matron now, my boy, 
And I am a batchelor lone-

For she ran away with Tom, you know, 
And the d·ays and nights hav flown 

Since I saw her last in the mountain, pale;. 
Kitty, my pearl, my own. 

How did it happen? Don't ask me now; 
It is useless, mind you, to tease; 

And.! couldn't tell you the reason why 
If you begged me on your ·knees; 

But I was a wilful, wayward boy, 
And Kitty-a pure Maltese·! 

A.PROJ\IINENT Detrolter, who has the reputation of 
knowing all about horses, was coming down Wood·_ 
ward avenue the other day, whop a stranger halted 
him, inquired if he was Mr. So-an<J.'sO; and added:' 

"I hav walked seven miles this morning to secure 
your advice. . Will you go to the harness shop with 
me?'' 

1'be citizen turned back and walked three blocks 
to the ·shop. The stranger then showed him two 
hors_e brusbe·s and said : · · 

"This brush is twenty cents, • ana that one ·two. 
shillings. Which would you advise me to purchase?" 

" I'd take the dearer;" replied the disgusted ad· 
viser. "Did you bring me here simply to settle 
that question?" 

"Oh, no. I hac! already about made up my mind 
to get a ·bl"nsh with a landscape painted on the !Jack. 
Now about currycombs. The object of a currycomb 
is to agitate a horse, I suppose, but what par~icular 
SLyle do you advise? Here are both red and blue· 
handled currycombs, ancl I will be guicled by what 
you say/' 

"Did you ever own a horse?" asked the citizen. 
"Mercy, no!" 
"DO )-rou own one now?" 
'' 'Vhy, no I'' 
"Then, what in flaxation do you want of those 

things?" 
"Well, that's another matter on which I wanted 

your valuable advice. Isn't it better to bUy a brush 
and currycomb· in the Winter, and then buy the horse 
In tho spring, or would you lJuy all at once?" · 

leading Newspapers by Testimony of many of our mos 
Prominent and Wealthy C!tlzeDJi, who, .having been 
Cured by the · · 

Garments 
After all other Trllatmimt had failed, were- pleased to 
assist the Inventor- in giving confidence_ to the Suffering 
Invalids of America by allowing him to use their wen. 
known and iespected._Nrunes as_ Reference; and it is now 
adm.ltted by. many most highly. accomplished Scientists 
and Pllysfc!ans tbat the Success and Cures attend! nil" tbe 
introduction of "Wilsonia" Magnetic Clothfng has been 
unprecedented in the historY of Electrical Therapeutics. 
In the face of such Positive Proof as givel) by us 1).0 person 

· caii doubt the value of this Invention in all cases. 
Therefore why continue the Sulcidill. System of taking 

Drugs? · .· · · 
SEND $1.50 FOR A PAIR OF_ 

"Wilsonia ~· Magnetic Insoles. 
·Sure Preventive ot" Cold ·Feet-the Forerunner of AI 

Rinds of Disease. 
Conmltation Free. 

Send for Pamphlet and Information to the only 0111ce 
where the Inventor can be seen. 

Address all Coniiliunications to 

DAVID · J~ COTTER, 
BO COURT BTREET;BROORLYN 

SPECIAL OFFER 
TQ 

T:JtUTB SEEKERS. 
ini~~~~~\[e~::1n~~n~e~~~to0!Nal~v~~~a~u~~~\:":t~~ 
~~gt cg~f,!;!~ t'h'¥'\~~:;[";.~lft s~g~g i~~~~anl?:,t;~~ 
ment yet made-a self-sustaining. soundJng-board and 
bridge, which wll1 never permit the board to spring, nor 
allow the tones to become thin and wiry. The Organs 
?~J~~~~r.g lf~~fi~'!.i:rg~t~oJ\~ t~~~':.nbg~h;in~~r:'o 
are using ariy of them, they having purchased the use of 
Perry's Flute ana Celeste ana Reed Board In 1876. We 
otrer to place tllese Pianos and Organs by the side of any 

• other ,no matter what_ their r®utation, and will com
pete both in.price al).d quality, .. F:or .full particulars ad. 

-d ess .J · R• PERRY, P. O.lfox 8fi7, Wilkesoarre, Pa., wbo 
will furnish !llustrated-catalog. · 9t47 

AND 'ri:IEIR I'4J,l,ALLE)LS, IN 
.REL.IGW:NS._. 

OTHER 

BEING A .COMPARISON .OF THE 

·Old 'ancl 
"'Myths 

N A"'' Testament 
and. Miracles, 

With those o/ Heathen Nations o/ Antiquity. 
CONSIDERING ALSO 

THEffi ORIGIN AND J_\f.EANING. 
WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS. 

()loth, $4.00. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
21 Clinton Place, New York. 

·The object of this work is to point out the myths with 
whicli'the Old and New Testaments abound; to show that 
they were held in common with other nations; and then 
to trace them to their evident Ol"iyin and ""Plain tl!ei~ 

ml~~~':ftalns quotations from nearly au the eacred books 
of heathen. nations, and from other rare and valuable 
works whlch are not accessible to people in general. The 

~~!lr~·~ge~re-/~a~~~~~~~;~r~i~g~J"Iffe;~g[.~~J;'"'i~i~fs~ 
cover all the information it contains. It is a most searchc 
lng investigation into the origin of Christianity. Every
fact is verified by copious notes and authorities, so that It 
may be trusted as a thoroughly rellab_Ie_ work. 1t contains 
information which will be startling _to many.· . _ 

Admh·m·s of Walt Whitman 
~lll each want his last work. Just out. 

SPECIMEN DAYS AND COLLECT. 
Including 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY, HOSPITAL SKETCHES,. :PEMQ. 
. CRATIC VISTAS, ETC, 

Three hundre<1 and seventy.fourpages of hearty, wbole 
.s~iue l'lrose and poetry, never. before published. W!ll be 
sent on rece_ipt of $2• Address, 

. THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

WANTED 

A situation in a grocery store; as clerk or manager, by e. 

man whO is thoroughly famll!ar w~th th~ bJlsiB:ess, and 

competent to take charge, if necessary,· Must be in some 

hellithy town; inland in the Western States preferred, 

Would like to locate In some growing place where em 

"fllOyment could_ be obtained for my two sons, aged reapec. 

tlvly 22 and 19 years-strong, industrious, intelligent boys; 

and for my two oldest daughters. For reference as to 

character I can ,refer to BeBjamin C. Sweet, Hamilton, 

R.I., or to the Hamilton Web Co., Of the same place, 

where we hav been known and employed for the past ten 

years. Address 
ABRAHAM FIRTH, Sa., 

Hamilton, Washington Co., 
Rhode Island. 

Correspondence Solicited. 
A young man 'or 29 wishes to correspond with a young 

lady, with a view to matr.mony; one w!lling to come to a 
new country and help him build up a home. · 

Address JNO. SIMONS, 
Utica, Meagher Co., 

4tS • Monta11a. 

.BOOKS! BOOKS! 
I hav an enormous stock of new and second-hand books 

on hand, which I offer at very low prices. Send for. books 
tried to obtain elsewhere without success. American, 
English, German, and French books. Catalogs on appilca. 
tion, FREE. 

A full line of Liberal books always on hand, 
' (). N. ()aspar•s Book EmporiUJ!!, 

4t1 35 Oneida street (opp. Opera Honse,) MUwaukee, w is 

SING, BROTHERS. SING. 
USE THE 

Liberal Hymn-Book 
In your meetings, to make them lively and interesting. 
The LmEIUL HYMN-BooK contains songs by the·best poets 
adapted to well-known tunes. It ·Is hi~hly commended bl. 

~:.s~ieii:~;,~~'a· fu~~N·b~\".\f~ho ~,e:·e¥a~f~£0it' 
Second edition. Price, half-bound, ~5 cents. In cloth, 
40 cems. Sold at this o1!1ce. 

wa..,ted. 
··A·good farm hand, For particulars, address 

2t2 
JOS. BOLTON;· 

Lyons, Rice Co., Kan. 

DR. FELLOWS, 
Vineland, New .Tersey, · 

A regularly "educated and legally qualified -physician and 
most successful, as his practice w!ll prove, ,cures. all 
forms of Private, Uhronic, and Sexual Dis• 

:sa~h~sres~F~rs~~t~~:}~e~ou~r?.~e!n~~~:e~:!gri 
maturer years, or other causes. and producing some of 
the following effects: Nervousness, Seminal. Emissions 
(night emissions by dreamsj• Dimness of Sight, ·De .ectiv 
Memory, Physical Decay, P mples on Face, Aversion to 
Society of Females, Confusion of Ide!lll; Loss of Sexual 
Power etc., rendering marriage improper or unhappyi 
are thoroughly and permanentl:y cured by an Externa 
A})plication in rrom 80 to 90 claY!I-

MIDDLE·AGED AND OLD MEN. 
There ure many at the age of thirty to sixty who are 

troubled with too frequent evacuation of the bladder, 

?.f~~~·:;r~~:~:~:rn: sMg~~:~::t~~ 1~ b,:zr~~~=~~~e 
patient cannot account for. On examining the urinary 
deposits a ropy or cotton-like sediment, or sometimes 
small particles of albumen, wlll appear. or the_ color wlll 
be of a tbin or mllkish hile. again changing to a ·dark and 
.torp!tl appearance, which plainly shows tllat. the semen 
PIIBses off .with the ·urine. Tbere are many men who dio 
of this difficulty, ignor•nt of the cause. Dr: Fellows's 
External Remedy w!l1 bring about a perfect cure in all 

IT is not what mon b\llieve that here concerns us, 
but that they should be· so faithful to that which 
they believe, Jew and Christian, believer and un• · 
l!ever alike. ·Times change, lJel!efs alter, the rel!g; 
ions formulas of yesterday no longer satisfy the im· 
patient demands of to-day, the old beliefs grow cold 
and are forgotten, but that devotion to principles 
which "a cloud of witnesses" hav exhibited is the 
very pith and marrow of all religion. :May that cle· 
votion to principle be ours also in the new age, that 
we may bo willing, at all times, to ,ue for our princi. 
ples, if again should come that supreme test-nay,. 
better than to die -for our principles, that we may be 
w!lling, at all times, to Ilv for our principles; that is 
greater and nobler st!ll.-Adler's f:ladical Pulpit. 

"You'd better buy a saw-horse," remarked the 
indignant citizen as he walked off. · 

su~ct"oe:a:I~~tro~et~~M::~~:!io~~f i~~~t':f!.an~hal"lies 
·reasonable, arid correspondence strictly coni!Vential. 

. PRIV.t.T.E ~()OUNS.ELOR. 

A IIUNGER-BrTrEN an<;l idealesil ·philosophy uatur· · 
lillY pr<>duce/i! lll:!tarvelln{i"and com.tortle~ ,!ir,>)Jjl't\>ll.
~owridve. 

"Just see that!" gaspee! the man who had walkecl 
seven miles. "Why, I was intending after we got 
through to as]{ him to take a glass of beer, and he 
walks ofr as !! he took me for a dead .beat I What 
other man in Detroit AAOWfJ a.ll apou~ MliWIU".-Po
lr<XI i'ree I'ref$1 

Sent to any address securely sealed for two th~ee• 
cent stamps, treating on Spermatorrhea or Seminal 
Weakness. giv1ng l•s cause, symptoms, horrible effects and 
Cure, followed by strong testim"nials, head_ed by an am• 
davit as to their genuinness Should be read by all. 

dr~ lit~::i~l!~~~tl::,~1:~~~:;J}~~J~·N!~ 
Seney. ]Jq ~urQ 1111d state in what paper you saw this. 
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cross a river on the Sabbath but. authorized; ,a.lrea~1 been pledged to insure_ the payment 
clergymen. No one s;hall tra.vel, cook, make for the present of all the annuities-which hav 
beds,.sweep houses, cui hair, or shave on the been._pledged to the society's beneficiaries. 

T 1 . f S . d l . . Sabbath, No one shall kiss his or he~ chU- ;Jf!lrtJinately, the cause is a popular one, and THE Prince of Wales is to visit America in 
HE popu iltion ° yna an Pa estme> is dren on the Sabbath or· £a;s_tin __ g days .. Th_ e t~e society has many wealthy friends. Mar_ch next. _ . _ 

estimated.2,076,"321. Of these only 6,0gp are · 
Protestants. Sabbath day,_shall begin at suni!etSaturday." .. JunGE HATcH in his first sitting on the dis- GEo. F. HoAR has beenre-elect~d to the Sen-

.,, ON"what were given the commandments to A PROMINENT Methodist minister,. who has- trict bench of Clayton couri.ty, Iowa, heard a ate from Massachusetts. 
Moses?!' the Sunday."school teacher asked. been much v~xec,i by the br.et~en "Will'? ~Jl!>im npv.el.caf!e, being the trial of anum ber cf lead- CINCINNATI, Ohio, sends ten thousand dol_-

to liv lives of __ sinless perfection, ~a.Y_J! tAa_ t. ing·citizeiis of Menden, charged with stealing '-'On two marble-top·. tables,'' the iiJ.telligent lars to the sufferers by the floods in Germany. 
small boy answered. ''there is nobody who can stir. ~P s0 many Bibles. Two freight trains were in collision 

church rows, or keep them boiling so long, as at Snil;nagill Siding, Iowa,. one night last sum- A POWDER manufactory explosion in Holland 
AN anecdote is told of lin old w-cimai:J., ·who, the broth.er or sister_ ;who clahns to hav_re- m!J"f!. ~nd a,. great. quantity of merchandise was_ last week killed twelve persons and wrecked 

when her plj.stor said to her, "Heaven has not c~ived.tlie 'second blessing,' and to l:le living strewn about the scene of the wreck. Resi~ the. village of Muiden, in which it occu_rred. 
deserted you in you_ t old age," replied, ''No·, "th 'h" h · ·],if. •" It t b di · · t" d "·t· · th ·t· b b 1 · d · ·. e . 1g !)r e. . . mus e sappol.tl mg en fi! m e rm er near Y pur ome a case TRE Czar of Russia has sent 2,000 rubles 
sir; I hav a very great appetite still." · · to those who all th!Jil-Hves hav struggled to at- of Bibles consigned by a subscription book (about $1,500) to the sufferers by the bqrning 

lfoMAN Catholic prief!tfi in Italy .wofry.along taiii the "second blessing" to :liiid atlast that pul?lishing .house in New York to a local agent of the circus at Berditscheff in Russian Po-
on .an average yearly salacy of ·about $100. it is a damage to them. · . in. Muuuisota. The Bibles, which were large land on the 13th. 
That sum would hardly pay the liquor bill of THE I;llOSt_ lea:r;~e_d woman in_.the world, says quarto volume.l!l, were distributed secretly in 
an Anierican·p...;est_of the _same .church. the neighborhoo_ d. A few weeks afterward all THE total number_ of lives lost in~he New-

" the Young Lad_ ies' Jou_ rnal_ , .is Misf!_ ·Ram .. nabeL h ll H fi · Ch" · ·at b · · ' · ·. . ' wh_ o·had the' Bibles in their possession were a ouse re m 1cago IS now S81 o e 
AC~cAG¢Methodist. has b_eenexpelle_dfor ayoun_gladyof20,._who-_isno'fiD.P_·_~s, Sh_e sevent fie The search 1"n the rum· s was 

· · · · · arrested an_d the books recovere_ d... .Judge_ Y- v · : delivenng. milk to hi_s .cus. tomers oJ:i Sun;Iay· fs a nativ of India, and can _:r;l)ad_ anti write · 1 t d 1 t s · t d 
• ' · J • · Hatch sent.enced o_ne_- man for sixty d._ nys and comp e e as a ur. ay. morning.· Yet_ the very people wlio ealled the and talk in twelve languages;· having a won-

_1_ oudest for his _·e_xpulsion buy milk on Sunday derful gift that way, besides_ being up in the rest were discharged. The curious part MB. GEORGE DARwiN;·~ son of the late Prof. 
of the resiilt is that the man who had the Charles R. Darwin, has been elected Professor morn_ing. . mathematics; astronomy, and history. ·she is · . 

· · smallest quantity of Bibles was the oi:J.ly one of Astronomy and Experimental Philosophy ·. · . · · · studymg medicin, and will go to· India. to 
.TRE VIcar.qf Holy Tri.nity at Stratford-upon- who confessed his crime and received the pun- in Cambridge University. 

Avon, the church in whicP. lie buried the-re;· practice, where she ~ays thousands of her ishment. 
mains of William "s:hakspere, .has been fill.ed countrywomen die every year because they TRE steamer Chnbria, with five hundred 

£1 12s. ancl sent to jail for a day for assault- will not consult male physicians.: 
' ing one of his choir boys. 

WBEN Lord Chesterfield was asked what re
ligion he professed, he said: "The religion to 
whic;h·all wise men belong." ·"And what may 
that be?'' asked his curious friend. "No wise 
man ever tells," he answered. 

TRE following lines indicativ of the happy 
: condition of affairs in their homes are sung 
by the_ children in a Mormon Sunday-school: 

"A loVing banc,i of children, we're all to Zion 
. . bound~ ' .. 

For our fathers love our mothers, every one 
. and all around." . 

SEVEN clergymen certified at a· meeting held 
at the Broadway Tabernacle church one night 
last week that there are 900,000 children in 
New York state not under Sunday"school in
struction:." It-therefore becomes an interest
ing question as to: where the next "generation 
of Christians is to come ·from.-N. Y. Sun. 

HoNG All Duox, a Chinese murderer at·san 
Rafael, Cal., anticipated his hanging with the 
utmost satisfaction.· He implored the_ judge 
to fix_ an early day for the eiecution, believing 
that after death he" would be in purgatoi-y for 
a period of not less than one year nor more 
than twenty, during which period he would 
be able to retu-rn to the earth and to:nnent his 
eneinies. . This doctrin caused him to look 
forward with ·so· much pleasure to his death 
that he at.tempted suicide, and when taken to 
the scaffold literalltjumped for "joy. If a 
man must be hung it is as well to make the 
best _of it as to grieve unnecessarily. 

HEATHEN Japan appears to be coming for
ward rapidly. Its lively and enterprising 
people seem to hav forgotten all the old hos
tility to foreign influence, S,l!.d every year. they 
advance further in their hnitation of We8tern 
ciVilization. It is reported that the Jape.nese 
government intends to extend the railroad 
system through' the northern portion of the 
empire. . The ·Japanese, ac~ording to recent 
information, are also endeavoring :to develop 
their commerce on the coast of Asia. A 
steamship company, which intends to l;lav a 
fleet of forty steamers, has been formed for 
this purpose, and we are told that half of ihe 
vessels will be afloat within eighteen months. 

DUBLiN being s~bject to the c~rf~w section 
qf th"e Coercion Act, any person out of his 
usual place· of ·abode at any thne after one 
hour later than sunset and before sump.se, 
may·be arrested by a constable and brought 
before ·a justice. · If the arrested party fails to 
_show ·that he was out for some lawful purpose 
he is pretty sure ,of being jugged. This is the 
nineteenth century, and Dublin is a Chris- DR. P. W. EMENs, of Syracuse, has been 
tian ci~y of more than 200,000 inhabitants. lecturing on physiology in a church in Almond 

RELIGious philanthropists-in a Connecticut. :Allegany .Co. The Rev. Mr. Ta,nner; .pastor: 
town hav opened a skating rink in the hop-e became angry at what he termed the profana
that it will prove attractiv enough to keep the tion of the church, and directed 'the trustees 
young people away from dancing. The pro- to exclude Dr.· Emens. Two of the: trustees 
__ mo_ters of the scheme find that the_ :first thing e·ntered the building and flung the skeletons 

· and manikin which were used for illustration the young people did was to practice waltzing 
on skates; and such is the attractivries~ ofthe into the street. On Wedilesday evening .a 
arrangement that no boy or girl who owns a large crowd gathered at the church to attend 
pair of skates has been to prayer~meeting the lecture. When Dr. Emens arrived he 
since the rinkwas opened.. found the door barricaded and several men 

inside armed with revolvers. Another place 
·. THE 'Rev. R. H. Cobb, who was an agent of was obtained. _The next morning the follow
the State Temperance Alliance, as .well as pas- ing placard, referring to one of the trustees 
tor of the Methodist church atTauntori, Mass., and pastor, appeared on the church door: 
left his wife of a year while she was helplesf!ly "Died at the "Methodist church, Wednesday 
ill in bed, taking nearly all the furniture, and· evening, A. E. Tanner and Dr. Dildine. Th:ey 
throwing her upon the charity of neighbors. were buried at the church the same evening." 
His presiding elder remonstrated-with him, 
as did other ministers, but he refused to do THE defalcations of Treasurer Peddie, of 
anythinlit for the woman, and resigned his of- the Society for the Relief of Widows and Or
flee when informed that .his case would be phans of Scotch Presbyterian Ministers, ai;e 
officially investigated. found to reach the large sum of $175,000. All 

that is left is about $25,000. .Peddie left in 
THE famous blue laws of Connecticut, en- the safe a number of documents which ap

acted by " the people of the Dominion of peared to be securities. Since his departure 
New Haven,'' were so called because printed the examination of these has disclosed the 
on blue paper. They prohibited the cere- fact that most of them were- forgeries. Tlie 
inony of marriage being performed by a par-· members of the defrauded society held a 
son, on the strange ground that a magistrate meeting to see what could be done to restore 
might perf~rm it with less scandal to the the fund~:~ to a condition of practical usefUl
church. Adultery was punished by death. ness. The result of this meeting wag the set
Wearing clothes trimmed with gold, silver, or ting Ol!, foot of a subscription which will 
lacs above one shilling a yard. involved a tax probably amount to all that is needed to make 
on .the poison's estate of $15. "No one to good the treasurer's defalcation. Enough has 

·cmcXElln\G HALL was thronged last Sunday passengers on board, was·-sunk in a collision 
when Prof. :Kelex Adler addressed the Society off the coast of Holland on the 19th. The 
for Ethical Culture on the "Co-relation of number of lives lost is estimated at four 
the S.exes." He said that men, controling, hundred. 
for the most part, the paths of literature, had IN the Senate, on Sa.turday, the ·20th, the 
lavished a great de~l of very small wit in ridi- . dm t cha ai the· date for the reduc ·amen_ en n.,.ng -
culing women; but women might in many in- tion of letter postage from: three cents to two 
stances hav retaliated had the weapons been t f J 1 188, to J 1 1 1883 was cen s rom an. , ,., u y , , 
in their hands. The sexes, speaking gener-
a;lly; he said, are not equal, either physically 
or mentally. If they are, why does not the 
woman woe instead of_. the man? If they are 
equal mentally, why does not the woman, 
feeling the ne11d of a protector, ask for one? 
A woman could say to a man, "I am weak; be 
my support;" but· what woman can say to a 
man, ''Admire me?" Yet the bond that at
tracts man to woman always begins with ad
miration, and as the Brooklyn Bridge grew 
fromits ;first wire, so love springs from ad
miration. Women acknowledge the difference, 
.but not the inferiority of their sex, by their 
admiration' for masculin strength; and ui:J.less 
a man has some. strength mentally or physi
cally; he can: never attract any but silly misses. 
The sexes are not equal., but there is no in
feriority onone s~de or the other. Woman's 
gifts may not be so strong, but they are quite 
as valuable as ·those of men, and a woman 
should be always the partner, not the subor
dinate of her husband. 

agreed to. 

Gov. BuTLEB's message to the legislature of 
Massachusetts is so popular that the commit
tee hav resolved to print ten thousand copies 
extra besides the nine thousand whi<lh the 
law allows. 

TRE Rev. R. Heber Newton preached the 
last of his sermons on the wrong uses of the 
Bible on Sunday last. · He did not add any
thing s~riking or new to what has already been 
printed in .TRE TRUTH SlliEKER. 

A BILL has been iniroduced into the Penn
sylvai:lla legislature making it a miedemeanor 
for the governor, lieutenant-governor, or any 
menl:ber of the legislature to accept free 
passes from railroad ·companies. 

Two sleeping cars on the Southern Pacific 
Railroad were burnt on the night of the 19th 
near Tehichipa, Cal. Twenty-one persons 
perished. Eleven bodies. we~;e taken from 
the wreck burnt beyond recognition. 

TRE jumping-jack of Brookiyn's Tabernacle PROF. SALMI MoRSE has not yet received 
is offended at Herbert Spencer, prince of liv- permission from the courts to produce his 
ill.g logicians, because the latte~; spells fnte Passion Play. He announces his intention of 
with a large F. A musketo buzzing around the producing some other plays, of which he has 
head of a giant would be a greater annoyance written forty, if he is not allowed to put· ·on 
than this fel.low Talmage to Spencer, who the Passion. · 
probably wouldn't take the trouble to brush A PASSENGER train on the New York Central 
the parson away, should he ever become Railroad crashed into the ~;ear end of a freight 
aware of his presence. · But the most comical train near Syracuse on the 19th. . The switch
thing that Talmage ha~ done of late he did man being asleep was the cause of the acci
last Sunday when from behind his mud bat- dent. A brakeman on the passenger train is 
tery m Brooklyn he announced that he had thought to be fatally injured. 
Haedk~1, John Stuart Mill, Huxley, Tyndall, 
Darwin, and Spencer "on the witness stand," CouRT trials in Dublin, Ireland; hav revealed 
and proceeded to quiz them thus: "Do you the existence of a Fenian society called the 
believe the. holy scriptures? No. The Bible "assassination club," modeled somewhat after 
story of Adam and Eve in the garden of Eden? the Molly Maguires of Pennsylvania. They 
No; The miracles of the Old and New Testa- hav an "assassination committee,'' and many 
ment? No. That Jesus Christ died to save murders can be traced to them. 
nations? . No. In the regenerating power of GEBHARD, a young man who follows Mrs. 
the Holy Ghost? No. That human suppli- Langtry, the English beauty, a. bout in all her 
cation directed heavenward ever made any wanderings over this country, has been chal
difference.? .No." And then-Talmage added,. 1 d t fi ht a bloody duel by a St Lou1"s enge o g . 
probably as a crushing blow to Infidelity, reporter whom he publicly pronounced a liar. 
"All the leading scientists who believe in .evo- Gebhard has taken no notice of the challenge. 
lution, without an exception, are Infidels." 
This is no doubt the naked truth, so far as it Two female soldiers of the Salvation Army 
goes, but it is comical to see this straddle bug last week sued the pastor of a Paterson, N.J., 
of Brooklyn trying to pull down Herbert church for $5,000 each for defamation of char
Spencer after having climbed just high enough acter. Undismayed by the lawsuit, however, 
to grasp his shoe-strings, and fancying that the minister has repeated his charges of im
he can belittle great men in these days by morality against the women, and added con
calling them "Infidels," and putting thei;ll on siderable to them of a more objectionable 
the witness stand to testify that they don:t character. He says· he intends to keep up the 
believe the Christian nonsense.-Winsted war until the Salvation Army is driven from 
Press. town. 
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_ fsmtmf}fimlion!J. . ·r: ~~-;~'t~~~-~~((e ~f~~e~:?,f :a~~S:, wt;oB~~~sign 
.· .. -~ · · :Oi ~ : o • • September. is St/' J al:rt!ils jih,e··_Less, :.jvhose sign is 

A.;~~ihe4Jl.o~~l or, ~~jei;fA}:ctJl~ Gospels. · .. m· .. _ on·e· s··v·~~-~-,Mt_,.~;, ;_-~n·.~~---·,:e __ -_ :_q:ua_e_~::f;;~~i;;~-~~;~~in~--· --:~~;f_J~_· ~~i 
; ;; _ . - · BY ~&li':SiiioN ~~o~J:Co:rtctuDED. · llil'.ttia.: v _:LJ;l p • · .im 

- - · _ . .· ~hl911J~~P.;.J.A . .9.9';1nect~on Q5{t@e);~~-J~t ... Nathaniel,· w.~9.JP.;,£.Uy."~~tj~os-
.. _- .~::;rsligi~~-:;th~~~:-;:·~igmficance of allusions, fixes the 1dent1ty, pel saw under the fig-tree gathermg m the last re-

bread of life is similar to that of the wine, sym of th~ P!l~l¥1 goodrJ~us;"or J rupt!i;q, whp ~- ~ailiiP~ fi:~it~;-~f tlfJl y~~r. . . . . 
by the cup of salvation, it being t_yp~cal of the_ ·With '--1!( -st!iffiin-'-one had; potntihg 'tir'a· i' Nbvember 1s- St; Ph1hp, whose s1gn IS Sag1ttanus, 
as the Wine is of the blood of Christ, both of w-hence•is8ues·!V'[Tr8fiisron•of:wate1",J''iV'l!tl'e"m the which ~s represented as_half man and half horse, e_n;t-
when partaken of at .the bands of the priest are b~- other hand be. holds a-key, and nefw .fri:m--i1it"flome ·1·e~· blematwal·1>f ·the hunting season; ·the name ··Philip 
lievea:·t·o become i~ sbi?-.e in:yftteri_ous_mannerthe. real sembl!¥19e _ t() a .. S.~P· . T,his_ d~i~ is J;eprE,*le~te_d.as si~nifying a-l~yer of __ a l1orse. _.. . _ . . _ . :•· 

. body and blood of: the· savwr. TJ¥s. also furmshes two::fidi!FL{w.hich _was.~lililo ·<iharactenstic oL De-cember 1s St. Srmon, tJ:e Ca~aa~ute, _wh~se s1gn 
the.key.to:the.:.g_ospel story of the maiTiage in Peter discipler·emblE)fu~fiq_al ofthe closing of, the is th~_(.{O~t, \Vhose ~stro~omiCal, s1gmficatwn ~spoor, 

Obsen:e the .siguificance ofthe respectivewsitions oldarid'tne begl.n:liing of-'t1ie n:~w' year. - _ _ ·• _ · ... ban·en:; 4·esol~~e;: ~.:, ~ w: ·: :. ~, ,_ ., > ._ .. -·. . _ . 
of. the "Viigi~ilioth6r of Christ and of..tbe C!3lestial .·. As an ~xistingJestiinony of the eonnectio.n bet~~~:il _ · Th~se ~stronoi:mcal,nddles?f t~e ~abors of ~he sun 
vu·gin of the zodiac at the time of the sun's cmci- the pagan Janus an'~ 'tp.e pp.nstiari St. Peter,· ah(l ~~- cort$t1tute the '"~ole sense ~nd ~ongm~ meanmg not 
fixion or crossing at the ve:r:nal equinox. In both the aStronomical origi.p. <_>(both, the~?!-:~~~· Jillaj,l:le o~,Y of..£?-e;rgospels1 bu-t of the Jewish -and•pagan 
cases they' stand next to the·" crucified one,'_'o that of seen on St. Paul's <ill.ilieQ.i,al, btit -~tfe('th~ ,ll(tllle of mythorogies, and,of .the Shastas, tlie Vadas, Puranas, 
the astronomical Vir~ Mary preceding the master St. Mark." · . ,. , . · ·· · · · · 1 

• ·- - · and other sacred books. ; ''" . . 
or savior. As: represepted ()n the celestial mal)~ sh11 The: most com.nion: marne of: this·' saint 'is Peter. , The twelve tribes of Israel, like the twelv.e dism
appears with her head turried away from the crate1' 'This unquestionll.bly is::(# hkatheri·origin, asthe ples o! the gospel, rt'lfer to and r!3p1,·~ent- the s~me 
or cup· ofsalvation, as if 'displeased· at finding therein priests of Apollo·we~e · calletl Peters, 'and' it -·appear~ c~lestial phenomena-the . collSteliations. of the· zo-
no Wine, and With her outstretched arm in.w,~~ch is also as one of the elements in thl;l Iihlril:j:ofthe supremll" ~d1ac. __ . . . . . . 
seen the bright, !!tar Vind!3nJ.atrix, incli.c(p.tive of the pagan deity, Jew:.petre. . ···-· ~:"' · · · · · • · ··_ -· ';['hose s?-blune, c,ol?-P<:J~Ition_s, the P:salms, com
approach of the vintage which seems. ~o say in the The name Peter' caill:e thui(by an obVio~1s :nJ.etat)hor~ . ~oJ?ly attf:iquted to ~ J ew1sh kmg; l;n-lt ?~ ~ueh mo~e 
language of ·the mother. of Christ in the gospels; tO' be assobia~ed with·· Janus~ 'bt January.:.:.:.:the ·first ·~:iic1ent ~~·.Ig_l,ll, .are ,l?J.l,llPlY £4e son~s of Z1~n-that 1s, 
"They have no Wine.". of the constellation~that is;· '.A;9,i1.¢us, the :wa.Wr-'- ohhe zoillac-DaVId;·the swe~t -Blll.~~:rof.Israel; be-

Mark also the significance and perlinence oHhe bearer; .:~i?-_~.e ~s .~ol;tpect):o:D.· -WrtB~ }'y~t~~; ship~~- ;D.~ts,, iilg o~J'. an?~_her n~_e ~ t9r, t}i~\ f>Pf· '];h~s~ ~salms 
astronom:lcal·reply, of the Clujst or sun, "Woman; and fishing; t_he 81g.p._._ qf_ the succee8mg month, F~p- treat 1llll!-lst~e all __ .. _~Y_gor.Iefi:ol.~}he __ gr_all;~ VIClS.sJtn(les 
what have I to do with thee?. }.1y hour has not yet rU:!i,ry_,.,b!!ingthat"c:i(a fish~ _ ·. _ ,"· "' _ . ·, ·' '· .· 'of, ~~e year~~J;\e,J?YS ~~ s~rrpw~, deJe~t~ons,,a_~d ale
come." That is to SI!-J, the time of the making of FJ;ep·ce, a:t~o we have_, the key to the':t:~hl,mealil.??_g'C!f yatw~s, ~,?nfl1cts a_,I?:~YI~tone~, of. the t~u(l ~ay1d, __ t~ 
wine-is not iripA-iigust, but in the next month, Sep~ p1uch ~hat ts :r;~~a.te!l 1*1 t~.e:,go_~;~pE;Jl a.A~?<?ry. <l?IJ.C~~~- st~n, w~~-u~ .~~spamng In wmtei,_hqpmg _ m !:!1£:~· 
tember. · · . mg this cha,J:!~,<;tE!r.. For mstance; _the ~e.~1al of h1s trmmp~1~g }It., st~mm~r,, . aP;d d!3Jected, I~_,.au . · 

Mru·k also the signi:fi:canc~ of the six pots of water · and the sub~;~equent tepentance·'at the crow~" ,And accol'ding-to, the. ptedrcaments 9f J,l.IS physical 
mentioned in the story that was there set " after the · · of the co,ck. , ~- ·,,, : · .. :· . ~ _~ ~ ;' _ !~ , · ' ·' ;''··: 'p~!-3}i9~ni~R-a, .]ltril~e.l~ addnisses, or ~.s. _adcb:e~s~d; in t9-e 
manner- of: the Jews." They are symbolical of the . foll,q~g -isthe.a$trol!<?,Inical ·and, as we hold, beauhfu:1_~dapta~~ons of the allegory-as, for ~11stance, 
six months: during which the sun is above the line of the:t>;r:iginal meaning oi t~e}~ory-.,,, · : _ . _ ,, ·' the, fpll_c;>wmg: . _ 0~01·d! my God, th~u ~art be~~me 
the equator, during which ~ime they_ are being , Peter, as .,the , 00nstel.l~~~bn Aqu,arJ:t~s, ,qr,,, wate:~;7 exce{;)ding·'· gl~_n()~s-~hou att clot.hed :1th ma~esty 
charged with the vital principle of heat· from the sup. bearer, represents the ID:·st !llonth, J'l¥11;1~··, _The_ be-; a11d ]~0nol, thou ~~cf:es~ thyself w1th libht ~s mth a 
which at the close -of the season is "turned into wine" ginning of. p:~at month 18 ·usually ve~·y_ ,()old -a.nd,,un- g~rm~:p.t, ~nd spreadest put th~ heav.e:J?-S.~ like a em.-

. · by the ripening of the grapes. · · ! · • - congenial. · Jle. i.s_, tP.en said to re~ist or "_deny his tam. 0 sm~ un~o God, 1!-nd smg }:l~ms_~s unto his 
· That this theological interpretation of these facts m,astEiJr, the· sun. Tow!!-rd· the Clo~e' ~f January the name; magmfy h1m that ~1de~h upon th_~ h~av~fs as 

. in nature, whose symbols were at ·a very early age whether modera.tes, .and; the rainy season sets.in. _He upon a horse; even G:od m his holy ~~.bltatwn; . _ 
given a place among the heavenly bodies, With which is then said to." repent/' an:d to ·weep _oitter~y; ·''and . _ In fu~thel' ill~trat~on ~f our. pos1twn, tJ:~t .a~. ~s-

. indeed.., they ~ve an intimate relation, is a mistaken does this at the: croWino-· of the cock which is, 'tronomwal Illeanmg.lies h1d behmd that whiCh·~eets 
one, wholly foreign -to the original:· conception and symbolical of the- :opening ;r·a_!J."\f.r!lpg oi ~p~g~[as)~f~eye of the unc~itic:U reader of the Old and New 
understanding of it, must be obvioas to every 'unpi·ej-ii~ that fowl is said to usher j,n.the daw:ll. or,begignillg of Test~;m~.ntp1 we will mterpret. a few ,of the m_ore 
diced nlind. day. -· . · . :.", 1 ,, · ·_ _ _ : •. · , '. ·-, · :: • ,,, promm~nt P\l;~sages-:-as, for m~tance, the.l_!lyst,ical 

We come now to the temptation in the wilderness. A literal interpretatlio:n, of t].le go's per story in re~~ lament of the allegon()al Jonah m the whale. s b~lly: 
"Then was Jef\US led up of the spirit into the wilqer- erence to. founlling- the_ qh,w;p]l.~of Ohr~t>t upq:p., the "I we:p.t_ down to t~e b()ttop:t of the mounti!-l~Si. the 
ness to b-e tempted of the devil." Was there ~hen no rock, Peter, atrd confiding to, hirq t_he keys of tb.e eru;th w1th her bai!'J were ~bout me Jore-yer, t~e.:r;t, 
Christ to be. telllpted and no .devil ~o, tempt? As." kingdom of heaven,' is :not onlfl;neaningle~t;~ and. su- said I, I ani cast out of ~~y s1ght, yet~~ l~ok agam 
suredly no.~, m the sense of personali~Ie_s. Like all ptemely absurd, but extre,mely perllicio:us :; to human tow~~:rd t~y holy tem:Ple .. , . 'l'~e followmg IS 1ts _~J.str?
other sto_nes of. the gosp~l all~go~y':,. 1t IS pur~ly an well-being. B.ut taken ii:t its astron,omical-and original nom1~al mterpretati?n. as g1ven · . by Taylor m h~s 
astronon;nqa:J.fiction of the Imagmatwn, "':h1Ch lll the sense it is not only i"eai!onal;>le, pertinent, and useftrl, "pevll's Pulplt:".-~uus_ tl1elaD:guage ,of tb,e.s_un m 
process of trme came to. be un~erstqod.literally, and but beautiful. -· -- · ·"''' : -·· ' : _., ... - _ ' h1s state of hull).pi!f~IOn!strugg_ling to _ascend m the 
a_s such ~as come doWll. to u,smth the for.ee and sane- .''·The folloWing Js :%~)~tf?:!:to~1~al ,an'd_ hue ~e~7 ec~ipt~,c._ "I w:e11L 'down to the. bottom of the m_oun
twn of e1ghteell: ce~tur1es .. , · . . _ . . mg: The!llas-f;et (the_sun) 1s saH:j. t() confer tlie, k.~YS tams (~€peateP.ly-call_e~ the depths of Satan), the 

The explanatwn 1s a~ follows: ~e sun m p~ssmft5 of· the ki.Jigdom 0 6f heav~l?- (~pi<::~J~~-.~e ·-.~]llllmer em-th mth her eve~lastmg. bands and .coLo:t:s w~re 
through the consteJtat~on of Aql?-arn~s, ~hos~ s1gn IS months) on P{;)ter:-:-;-tH!J.~ IS, ,A:q-q.ar,ws.......,.by virtu~ of above. Jlle .. 'l_.'hen !jaid I,_I have sunk, below the line 
th~ w.a;ter-bear~r, c;,r J ~hD:. ~he_· ]~aptult, 1s. sa1a to. be his positipn iti,)lie, ~q~al:l-~!1-t j~,, the monj;h wbe.n of the; j!:qdiacal eonst~llatwns'"'""tb.ose eyes of heave~
" baptJ.Zed. of h1m __ .; ; that IS, P_ asses through th~ ramy the, _days_ ·begin .. ~Pnlength. (lll-:cf\J'i. ;~Yi~ence_ that.:the.- !et w~ I emerge again~-_owa.rd_ thy holy terw:>le_,'· w_hi__ c_h 
season of Janua,ry and Feb~a:ry, a:f!;er whiCh h7 power of the.Jpngdqm of dll-l'JP.ief>s ij:jJ~rpk.en, and that ,!s;he;r~I~ the co~stella~wn of the. ~am; and Juet ax-
e_ omes to _the., .• ~g.).Iator o:r '.' J.!.p.e _of_ n. g_ h_ te_ousness,_' · · · · · · • · . .. actly IS 1t thr_ee __ (i_aY_._s. and. three mgl:tts, to_ the aC(JU,-

h d t t t h ki d It "Though horrors round oilr mati:siah' 'reign . . f th · f t h th t fr 12 where e 1s sa1 o en er m o 1~ ng om. 1s . i . 8lie.t Spring sh·arrcome, and.Natrire smile again." racy o · e settmg o ,_your wa c -; -~ ~s, om 
then, as we have. seen, that the air becomes heated, . . - . . . : .• v .. .r ... ~ ,., · , .-. o'clock at midnight of St. Thomas~ day-:-:-:;-th\)lt the 
giving rise to the pleasant-~~ warm breezes, :which · As :l:te sbindf!. as ~he firsr:orthe ,year, he has the Jonah of the Old Testament .is in the whn:le:~ belly 

'is the Holy Ghost or the spmt that leadeth h1m up power of'bill.dplg; 1-ll?t<th.\') heavens in frosts,, whose :ef- and the son of man ofthe New Testament IS m the 
-into the wiluerfress, whose astronomical equivalent is fects a1·e felt tbrougg<:mt ·all nat~e,. ,qr "loosening" heart of the earthi. "that is, the sun is jn the lowest 

" space," oi-" a remote. part of a C<mstellation. But them in thaws an~ deluging us with rain, by which degree of his' desoeilt" inthe curv:e of the .ecliptic, that 
who is the devil, the tempter of the son of God, who e-verything on fJarl:J:l. is "loosened," but with tlle con- being the exact term :of. the >yi,nt~r solstice, or of the 
is said to precede or lead him to the top of a high solation and. assrirance that ·-tlie gates of hell shall sun's .see!lling to be at a standstill, from _which point 
mountam, and whO ~hen the tot>"is gained is said to neve~, prevail ·a:gai:r;tst· it; tliat is, . py the frosts or _ga.ining, l;ti~ ;first. dElgree. on the ;first moment ofth~ 
"get behind,'' or "~()llow him?": Who elsectii:l it !Je tha:Ws, the "bind~gs :· or "l??Be~p~s·~ qf_ Ja:ri.ua1·~, 25Ml of DE)9ember, at midni_g~-~~,at_ ,the ·';".e~y moment 

·. than the hydra whtch you will· see on the celestial· whiCh theymay, the sun,has given Sl?-ch power to thls ,when tJ;J.e Star of th(:l East, the_ most bnlliant of ,the 
n;tap of the heavens stre~cbirig acr?'ss ~ t_he conste~la- first month "that t].le " gates • o~_-· -~~n __ '_'---:-:-that_ is1:<'_' ,~7...,4~; .constellation ~£-'the Vi~· gin, is see_,. :q.}.,._~i~:~J?-g _ pn_ the_ eas_t
tions of the Cancer, Leo; and the Vugm, all of whiCh ,months of Octo;ber, No.vembE)r,, an,d .I;>ecember, W.llfCh ern border.. of the honzon. The ·wuole pagan .woJ:ld 
precede the sun as he comes into his kingdom from th,~SU);t.pa)':Jses.t1rougl:J. .. in:·~~t-i:!'Wirin arid.,winter~will did, .through _covntre~,s. ages, rise ·at midnig:b_t to let 
the lamb of March, and until he reachef! the highest nevei):le,~l?le to recover their ef\J,pire. , , ,·. , s·:'ll~, ,;in Christmas.· . · . . , 
point of ascension on the twenty-first of June, when . Tl:J.e astronomical flignificanpe .c)f the gospel is the .This also is the meaning of the gospel stor_f of 
he appears gradually to recede or go back, which annlJ.al phenomep!J.af·~!loture_)lll,4er;thE) beautiful type raising Lazarus from the dead. Lazarus is typ1cal 
gives the Hydra the appearance of being behind him of an allegorical ;hiStory; tlw.t i~ ·what is meant by ofthe year whom the savior (the su,n) Joveth, and 
or at his back. . . "preaahing the acceptable· yea;r ,oLthe Lord," in .who has been declining for months, and is on the 21st 

Thus from the personification of the heavenly which the sun is rep:t:esent~d at;! J ef\uS ·Christ; and the of ·December appaJ,"ently. dead and entombed, but 
bodies and their a pprurent motions. came the my tho..: twelve apostles,dhrough which he . sheds, his bright. comes forth at the call of Jesus (the ·su!l) ~m the __ 25th 
logical. story of a god led or enticed by a demon, beams .of light upon the world, :are the twelve signs of Decemb'er,"'when the new year begin~ ... _ · . , 
which in process of ages comes to succeeding gener- of the zodiac. The eonsteJ;lations With which the · This also is' the astronomical explanation of the 
ations in_ a. new form resultn:n~ frol:J?- a different ~en- ~welveapostles;are identical, and.which they respect- passa~e used in the ~e~"Vice of burial.: ".I am t~e re~, 
tal conditiOn ap..\'l n~w religious Ideas and behefs. 1vely rel?resent, al'e as follows: .. _ • . urrect1on. and the Jife. He that believeth m me, 

The next and Jast example that we shall adduce to J"anuary is St. Peter, Aquarius. , .. ; · though he were dead, yet shall ,he live; and whoso-
support our pp~ition that the story and characters of Febrnary is St. Judaa:Iscariot; the'fis};l,es. ever liveth and believ'eth in me shall never die.".-
the gospels are entirely mythical and for the most . March is St . .Andrew; the ram. He is distinguished There is another passage in the gospels around 

_part of astronomical origin shall be .that of. the so- by his standing' before a ,saltier cross, which is the which so many sacre~ and tende~ feelings_ clust~r 
called apostle St. Peter, the ·personage· on whom measure of the angle that the sun makes in crossing that, to give it ita original astronomiCal'meanmg,. will_ 
Clu'ist is said to have founded his church, giving to :the equator, which he Q.oes .il;J.. ~48 ,month of March. no doubt seem to•mnl1y1ike blasphemy. But scien_ce; 
him the keys ?f heaven,, a .dogma whic~ plays an ~~ _. AJ.?fil is Matthew, t?e .bci,);,; w,ho .41· all ancient pict- in the form of mcidetn criticism, is inexorable. ~her·~ 
portan~ :part m. Catholic theology, as 1t has also m -~·e·s IS ~epresented W;Lt~ !!- pi:ijl's. h.ead at his -feet;,!. ·. comes a time :Whel1 t}le real S~nt!"' Claus of the a_dult~ 
,t~e J:>O}Itical.aff~rrs o~ Europe. St. Peter, as one of 1\'[ay Is Johl:\,,fR~- !iise1ple V\'40,m ,Jesus loved. · May like that of ch1ldbood, mu~~ be disclosed and be re'e~ 
_.~he twelve disCip-le~!· rel?resents,. a_ s we. have se~n, o_ ne was t_h~-_the loveliest month o.f_.the y_.ear, by reason of gated to tqe :r;nyth.s <;>f, ~~~ past._ _ . .· _ _·, .. 
·of the twelve CQ}l~tellatwns of the zodiac, but hke the the smJlE!S or favor of the sun. •· , .. ~· .. "Behold the Dam~· of'·· God that taketh away the, 

. sun and all .the ot:l:t!=lr heavenly bo~es,_ it may, and . Junejs St .. 'J;_homas or J?idY_lllUS, -the doubting dis- sins of t?e world." ~e_ "l~w~~:: or" ram·~- 0~ ((oct; 
frequently does, asslFAe Ptll.er ap,d: di.ff!1:W~t- charac- Ciple1 who,at thela.et-was mclined to ;go>oack, as the or Ged, 1s a very _anCient expr.E!sswn-one better un
ters acc01·ding to the posi~ion in whicli 1t may .~e sun in the latter part of. June. appears· to the eye to' 'de'tstood by the "p~esthooqs ·of ancient ,Egypt ~nd, 
placed in relation to some oth~r }?ody. In tlns do, having then reachedJlis highest'altit-dde. · :. ·.: '!- ·mdJ.a:t1:1i.in·;b.Ythose of model'n times. 
eoience of astrologic theology the student meets With July is St. James the Greater, whose sign is Leo. The "ram," sometimes called the "lamb," iii the 
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sign of1\farch-the, inonth W~~m thE) sun crosl'!eS the 
line-when _the days become- equal ov!Jr. the whole 

'· '' eartb:, ')tnd ·also the month of the increase of the 
':if~c:ks, whi¢h ·to th,e primitiv pastoralyeoples, who 

you know. Maybe there is a note for the " Crimes 
of Preachers." The Chrl.stians say I am a damned 
Infidel. WILLIAM l\IAsoN. 

Dec. 28, 1882. 
------~.-------· ''Wtlre .the first astronomers, was a very Important pe-

' 1·iod of the year. He.nce its astronomical signilica- Infidel Philosophy. 
tioti .. ·The Lamb of God--...:that is, the sun' of March, When we hear of a man as a liar, thief, pickpocket, 
the month of increase:-taketh away the sins of the or drunkard, we want nothing to do with him. We 
'\yorld by rectifying the former Unevenness of "the will not_ enter his name upon om· list of friends nor 
day~ and nights. It also ushers in a brighter day associate with him. So when the Christian hears the 

, .. , 'after· the evil of wintei; and. and givs promis of fu- name Infidel applied to a man, he shrinks from it as 
ture abundance. . . he would from the pains of the second death; because 

No passage in the gospels ha~;~ caused more co~tro- he has been taught :D:om chilcl-ho@d to associate the 
versy "aS to its i·eal meaning.than that on which the epithet with all that is perfidious and despicable; 
.d<)gma . of transubstantiation is f()unded, namely, something like the sin against the Holy Ghost, which 
"Unless we eat the flesh and drink the blood of the cannot be forgiven in this world, neither in the world 
'Son of Man, we have no life in us." This. is a, ridcUe to come. This is a matter of false education and can 
as wellli:iwwn to the priests of Egypt on the banks of only be eradicated by the high moral standard o£ the 

·.the Nile and to those of Brahma on the Ganges as to true reformer, and a good example which ought al
.those of later ages. To accept this literally one must ways to be exemplified in the daily work of every 
bid fai·ewell to reason and common sense. The Liberal. A preacher i'3 the prince of swmdlers. This 
Protestants' interpretation of symbolism is more in may sound harsh to soine; it'is nevertheless true. Is 
accor~ai::we with reason, but yet is not the original he not clothed in purple ·and fine linen? and does he 

- one.· .·The astronomical key can alone unlock and not fare sumptuously every clay? Is he ever known 
disclose the s~cret m'Emning which the allegory was to giv value for what he. re9eives? Does he not do 
invented to hide. the least and get the most?· He gets all that can be 

It was well known to the ancients, as it is still bet- enjoyed in this life, and what does he giv the people 
ter.:known to us, that aU life op. this globe is depend- in return? He blesses them, which does them no 
ent on the sun-that to its fructifying beams, in con- good; he offers up prayers for them which cost him 
junction with the re:O:eshing rain poured out from nothing, and never can be answered. He is a grand 
the metaphorical. urn of Aquarius, the matmi,ng of center around which fools revolve, each vieing with 
the elements of food and drink that supply the phys~ the other to see which shall crouch the lowest in the 
ical basi~;ofmim's e:x;istence is owing. The refere.nce, dust before him. He has nothing to worry about but 
then, .is'· not _Iriystica], but actual, referring .only to the saving of souls which he cares far less about than 
nature'~ means of supporting physicallife,:which in he cloes.about his beef-steak and tmkey. In short, 

· all times and ages cpncerns. man firet of all as the he receives the people's money and their favors and 
basis of his. eXistence. · The sun, then, being the givs them in return immense drafts· oii the world to 
principal and indispensable agent in the production come which never can be honored. A man who does 
of the. fniits and grains on which life is sustained, this is a swindler; and a man who is guilty of such 
thetru:e meaning ·is obvious. We eat his body and practices all his life long is the prince of swindlers. 
drink his blo9d\\"hen we partake of food and drink, •twe should be thankful to God for his goodness" (Relig
and Unless We -do''so partak~7 '':there is no life in us." ious Paper). 
' The ~tstroriomical equivalent of the gospel '' day of Thankful for drouths and floods, ·for tornadoes, 

·judgment,_ is that pali of the year when the days and earthquakes and volcanoes; thankful for wild· beasts 
nights .are equal-"'hen the harvest is over and the and mad dogs; for. fleas and bed-bugs, locusts and 
frUits are being gathered, when nature may be said musketoes, potato bugs and cabbage worms, for 
to give all men their dues according to their deeds or small-pox and dysentery, corns and carbuncles, cell
efforts. This day of judgment comes annually in tlie tipedes and tarantulas, for rattlesnakes and cobras, 
ninth month, and is represented by the sign Libra, burns and blisters; for all our pains and aches; the 
'or the ~alance, emblematic of justice. loss of friends and relativs; for sorrows and disap-

. The astronomic reference and meaning of much of pointments, all of which hav proved a great blessing 
the extravagantly metaphorical language of the book to human kind, and for w;hich, 0 Lord, make us truly 

·of. Revelation is so apparent as to need but little in- thankful. So mote it be. In the United States there 
terpretation. The "scorpions " therein mentioned, is $483,454,581 worth of church property. Though 
having stin$"s in their t~;~>~s, to whom it was given to this property adds nothing to the resources of the 
hurt the earth for five months, can. have no other ra- country; it is guarded and protected at public expense, 
tional· meaning or r8ference but. to the mqnths of Oc- in a special manner, yet it is exempt from taxation. 
tober, whose sign in the zodiac is the .scorpion, to- There are in this country about 16,000,000 people 
· gether' with the four succeeding winter months, engaged in manufacturing, mining, and other kinds of 

· whi9h.are often spoken Qf as.the dark or" evil ones," labor. These are paid laborers an_d are composed al
and collec~~yely as the kingdom of darkness or of Sa- most· entirely of poor people, ~tnd· 'produce aU' the 

· tan, in :contradistinction "to the other seven bright wealth of the country. W oulcl it not be more just 
months, which collectively are calle,c,l. the "kingdom and humane to tax this chmch property in a fair ratio 
of heaven," or· kingdom of, God. Herice these five to other pr0 perty, and apply the amount to the edu
Dionilis; oWing to their darkness and frigidness, are cation and elevation of these poor people? 
said to' be under the influence of "Abadclon, the king ·Every year thousands' of· dollars are foolishly ex
of the bottomless pi't"-that-is, the regions 6£ infinite pended on funerals. This ostentation and parade at 
space.· funerals has been mainly brought about by the priest-

By another turn of the kaleidoscope of the imag- hood, and is not founded on common sense. If there 
ination this same phenomenon is represented as the is ever a time when people should be free from in
" seven chmches which are in Asia "_:_that is, the trusion and left to. their own reflections, it is when 
seven· constellations that are in the land of fire, or in they are taking a last farewell of those they hold dear. 
the sun's path-that is, the reign of the seven sum- The show and ceremony generally observed at :funer
mer months. . als to me seems out of place and immoral. The dead 

_Still ai:wther stretch of the imagination represents are beyond the reach of our help, but the living may 
the same thing as the seven golden candlesticks- greatly need om aiel. ·wisdom and charity forbid 
Christ-that is, the . sun---,walking in the midst·. l'>f the useless expenditure of money upon funerals when 
them .. "I ttm he who holdeth the seven stars in his surviving relativs may suffer for want of the money 
right 'hand; who walketh in the rp.idst of the seven thus squandered. Funerals should be conducted 
golden candlesticks." . ' 

0 

., with little ceremony and formality, and always in an 
y e_ry. ma:~lJ more ill~stnitions might be given; but independent manner and agi"eeable to the wishes of 

, ~he hqnt ,of. our sp~c~ ,Is re~ched. W ~ ~eave the sub- surviving friends. At every funeral may be seen in
Jeyt With the. convJCti_on that the positiOn we started dividuals prompted only by m:u-iosity and a supersti

. out to prove Is established beyond reasonable doub't, tious desire to stare at the dead. A more unwar
nn.mely: t~a~ the orig~ns of, ri.em~y all religious ideas ran table intrusion could no.t be "imagined. It givs 
and of rehgwns ar? Identical,_ and that the k~y to me great pleasme to learn that Liberals are conduct
them I?ay be £ou!lclm. the phsyiCal phenomena of our ing their funerals with more regard to propriety and 
e~rth m ?onnectwn w1th the movements of the heav- common. sense. · 
e:hly bodies. I know a mechanic who is ignorant and illiterate. 

Seeking for the Truth. 
To .THE EDITOR oF THE TnuTH' SEEKER, Sir: A few 

weeks ago there came to this place (Bevier, 1\'[acon 
county; Mo.) a Dr. Breese, M.D., M.A., from Colcl
water, Ohio. This is not· all; there is something yet 

·-which we do not know. Friends of Coldwater may 
know the ~~doctor " better than we do. Two weeks 
ago ]j gave ·a short Infidel sennon.on "Peath Reveals 

.No Mysteries," after which the doctor took part in 
the' discussion and challenged me to a public debate; 
but he has picked up his hat and taken shelter in the 
cowards' castle,· and has given a sermon to those 
strong in the faith. He says he has debated with 
l\Ir. Underwood for seven nights, and overthrew the 

_,priest of Infidelity at Coldwater. This story may be 
very interQstinlji'. Friends at Coldwater, say what 

When yomig he attended Sabbath-school. A reward 
was offered t.o the scholar who could i"epeat the great
est number of verses from the New Testament at the 
end of each quarter. Under the stimulus of tbe r~
ward he persevered until whole books could . be 
repeated. He is now on life's busy stage endeavor
ing to procm·e a living for his family. The scripture 
which he committed is forgotten and would be of no 
practical value if remembered. The same amount of 
study would hav made him a fine grammarian, a good 
arithmetician or geographer, or given him a good 
start in any of the learned professio:p.s. Thousnwls 
all over the land are being subjected to this unnat
mal mental 1·obbery, for which the church alone is 
responsible. Instead of imparting to the young mind 
knowlec1ge which would prove useful in after life, the 
time is spent in learning what Jesus said to a fig-tree, 

and IJ.ow his disci}Jles caught gudgeons along Lake 
Galilee, and how devils could be crammed into a 
drove Of pigs, and ~hen how they were tmnecl into 
Baptists by being immerf)ecl in the sea; how-much 
water could be drawn from a jawbone of an ass, .and 
whether a talking jackass would be likely to speak in 
French or German, and a thousand and one other 
things of equal importance to us at the present time. 
The Sabbath-schools and Bible classes as now con
ducted are a great outrage upon the yol.mg. The 
time thus wickedly filched from them, if devoted to 
useful instruction, would tmn out hundreds of intel
ligent men and women who are now doomed to 
g~·ope their way through the world in ignorance and 
superstition. 

The pretense of the chmch that with all the power 
which could be placed in its hands, it would not per
secute as in days of old, will be believed by Liberals 
when it pays ta;:es on its own property, when it no 
longer claims the people's money to pay its chaplains, 
when it no longer tries to force the observance 
of its Sabbath upon the people, when it ceases to 
outrage the witness-stand by the ap1Slication of test 
oaths,_ and when it ceases to shriek with rage because 
we are opposed to having the Bible forced into the 
common schools and God into the Constitution. 

Naples, N. Y., Jan. 14, 283. JoliN PEcK. 

Which Is the Clearer Prophecy~ 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TuuTH S.EEKER, Sir: A good 

deal of the matter in the Bible, 1\Iother Goose, and 
other inspired writings is read and not appreciated 
by the modern world merely'because explanations 
of it are not scattered diffusivly enough among the 
masses. I hav read Daniel and pronounced it vague, 
and hav perused Jack and Jill and let it pass as only 
a poetic though graphic clesci·iption of what might 
be ari every-day occurrence. 1\ir. George JVI. Mair 
and Prof. Van Buren Denslow hav made both these 
literary productions appeai· in a new light. I quote 
them below in parallel columns so that it may be the 
better judged which has been the more successful in 
his attempt to put new wine into old bottles, so to 
speak. Prof. Denslow's contribution to this little 
symposium occurs on page 39 of "Modern Think13rs" 
(for sale at THE TnuTH SEEKER office, price $1.50). 
Mr. Mair's elucidation of Daniel's rather obscme 
way of expressing himself will be found on the 815th 
page of the "Bennett-J\!Iair Discussion" (for sale 
ibid, price ditto). I hav not -quoted all he says upon 
the subject, because I found in transcribing it that 
the more I read of it the less I seemed to understand 
what I thought was tolerably cleaT when I began. If 
any one has a notion that what he says below is not 
to be readily g~·asped by the intellect, just let them 
get the book and read the rest of his commentary. 
Compared with that, this will appen.r quite lucid. 

MR. MAI!l. PROF. DEJ:iSLOW. 

"This great Image whose bright· "Jack and Gill 
ness was excellent stood JJerore Went up the h111 
thoe; and the rorm thereof was To retch a ]Ja!l o! water; 
terrible. The Image's head was ot Jack foil down 
fine gold, his breast Ltnd his arms And broke his crnwn, 
ot sliver, his belly and his thighs o! And G!ll came tumbllng utter." 
bra.ss, a,nd Ills feet J.>art or Iron and plothcr (looso, lv, H-4i.) 
part of clay" (Dan. fl; 3I-32). 

The head of gold represent- Jack means tho Western 
ed the Babylonian empire ... Roman empire; Gill moans 
The breast and two arms of the Eastern Roman empire. 
the image were of silver, incli- Their joint ascent of the hill 
eating that it W1tB to· be a signifies their mutual compe
clouble kingclom,and less grand tition with each other for 
in appearance than the head. . wealth, and territory, and 
. The body was of brnss;-the power. 'l'he object of these 
conquerors of the :Medo-Per- competitions, viz., to "fetch a 
sian monarchy wore the "bra- pail of water," was to advance 
zen soldiers," as the Mace doni- the interests of civilization up
ana were calle(1. . 'l'he Homuns on the earth; 'wnter being typ
who conquered the Macedoni- ieal of civilization, both as to 
ans were a stern, poor, and val- its purifying qualities and itB 
orous people. How apposit to molnlity. Just as they were 
represent them as iron to oth-labout perfecting their civiliza
er metals! tion, "Jack fell down", etc.; 

"And as the [ten] toes ot the teotji.e., the 'Vestern empire passed 
were part or Iron and part or chLy, unJcr the sway of the Infidel, 
so the kingdom shall, !Jo I>t;rtiy " and broke his crown," i. c, he 
strong and l•artly ~eak (I b. 4a.) lost hi,q Hhnro of the scepter of 

Coun.t at aJ?-Y time after the the world. "And Gill came 
final. disruptwn.of the Ro~un tumbling nfter" indicates the 
empue, and see.If you can ~nd fall of the Eastern empire. 
more thai'_ ten kmgdoms e:ust-
ing contemporaneouRly. Can 
you asae1·t this to be mere un-
,inspired guess-work? 

Here is a week's board for thought: These two 
writers hav shown how easy it is to force a meaning 
into words which of themselvs either mean nothing 
or hav a significance wholly foreign to that which 
may be attributed to them. Mr. Mair's is evidently 
a conscientious endeavor to extract a prophetic 
meaning from Daniel's jesting as court fool to King 
Nebuchadnezzar. Prof. Denslow's essay in the same 
line was written as an illustration of the fact that an 
interpreter may pump into a narrativ whatever 
" sense" or nonsense he desires to get into or out of 
it. That he has succeeded no one can deny. 1\ir. 
Uair has not, perhaps, been equally as fortunate; but 
ii it is decided that he has to a certain extent made 
a failmo of it, let it be remembered that he had 
poorer material to work from, and difficulties of 
greater magnitude to wrestle with. 

New York, Jan. 18, 283. Gt:ouoE E. 1\hoDONALD. 
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The Martyr Stephen. pointed out on page· 421 of our "Revelations," and Christian!;! when they professed the true faith-when 
we shall advert to it again in our next. .. . ~ . . angel . ministration was a cardinal doctrin ,of the 

Although the book of Acts is -manifestly in great · ANTICHRIST. · church, and sp:irit comiimnion the chief object of re-
part a legend, yet it would be folly to aver that it is ----:---.----- lig:ious gatheri~gs;_,....is st~llr~pa:nt~ ~d h!l<s ~!~;~~into 
entirely devoid of historical truth. Who can ;resist · Satan Unmasked. . . . _ pnson our_ ~1edia for healing the s1_c~ Wit~ou,t a, license, 
th{) conviction of a a:round-work of fact in what is ·· a f fr sp r t friend Th se 

b~ · From an Addresa beffWo tho Fir•t Smritual Union of Norivicll, Cbnn , in Ro-- an Or giVIng messages om. 1 1 S. . . . e 
called the "We" portion; beginn.il:fg at chapter xvi, ply t~ a Reverend JJettimor of-SpintuatiSm. . · "blind guides, leaders of the blind," would .now, as 
10, a,nd continuing with interruptions to the end of the BY BY.RoN BoAlinMAN. . then, ·shut up the kin,gdoin of heaven and bar its 
book? It describes the travels and ministry of Paul, · :&planatO!JI.-In co~s~quenc~ of the public interest awak- gates against all)vho refu~e to sup:rort their dogmas. 
and as such we. purpose to. reg¥"d it, with .numerous ened reg~rdmg the sl?mtual ;philosophy by recentlectures on The fires of the stake hav mdeed been quenched; the 
alterations by transcription. But we. expect to dis- that subJect, theological "Vlals of wrath" hav been poured In . "t" f . · ·. 1 · th h ul· th k 

- out fro1ll the pulpit on the ·troubled waters of unbelief in an qms1 Ion or· ens avmg .· e uman s~ . ' e rae ! 
cover in what remains of the original narrativ tJ;aces ecclesiastical effort to stay the inflowing tide of spiritual pro- the thumbscrews, and,other means of religwus.torture 
of an origin prior to the Christian era. . . gression. In pursuance of that policy the following notice hav been wrested 'from priestoraft, and yet the same 

The first appearance of Paul is at the stoning of appeared in the local journals: spirit of 'religio,us intolerance , is still manifested 
Stephen, where it is said that those who testified ~· Cen~ral M. E. Church, ~he Rev. E. Tinker,pastor. Preaching a~ 7 :so t ·a s· · "t al reformers to the extent of its power 

h • h t th f t f P.M. Theme-• Spiritualisl)l, Spirl~ism, and Spiri~ualists; 01", Sa~an owar pm U · · . · · • against the accused "laid t err clot es a e ee o . unmasked.'.. · It seems ever ready to sting with scandal. and ml!lign 
a young man who was called Saul;" and· the WI·iter In order to checkmate this clerical crusade against the mys- the motivs·of_all who seek to throw the light of,reason 
adds that "Saul was consenting and participating in tic manifestations of the Spiritual phenomena upon which into the dark caverns of superstition, or strike off the 
his death." (Acts vii, viii.) The martyrdom of Ste- every system of religion in existence was originally bl!.sed, creedal chains of its votaries: I ·speak from experi-
phen is generally dated within a few months after the the Spiritualists came out in the follo'llcing circular: ence, as you well know I hav tested its bitter cup, 
crucifixion; but the time is so uncertai_n that some "sPIIUTUALISM." pressed t~ my lips ?:Y mo~e:r.p._ Pharisees. . · . 
authorities put it from one to six years later, while the "No~wi~hstanding ~he rae~ ~ha~ •satan Unmasked' himself in one of · The ob,ect of Sprr1tualism_ ·_ls. _not so mu_chprose-
p hal Ch · 1 f th 7th t h •t 41 our popular pulpi~s las~ Sunday, in a vain e1l'or~ ~o frlgh~en people J . 

asc rome e o e cen ury as 1 A.D. ; from 11s~ening to the • Spirit or Trulli,' ye~ our eloquen~ speaker- lyting as up building th_e in. telle.· ct and e1_1_abl_ing pea-
and Rabbi Wise is confident it was not earlier than AbbyN.Burnham,o!Boston-w1llagainaddress~hepeopleo!Norwlch, d h . thinkin t d f b · and giv soul readings, in S~einer's Hall, ~he ~wo las~ Sundays o! ~his ple to 0 t eir own g, illS ea 0 . . emg COll-
.1.D. 50 (Orig. of Chris. p. 306). mon~h; af~ernoon and evening, a~ 2:30 and 7 o'clock. • Oomea.nd hear troled by a blind faith and the leading~sti:ings of _a 

If the story as related in Acts is true, is it not what ~he spirit saith unto ~he chm·ches.' " . h d P "bl . th h h th salaried priest oo . osSI y m e c urc. . . ere 
strange that we find no allusion to it in. Paul's The house was filled to overflowing, and Mrs. Burnham may be those who require the fear of etern'al tor-
Epistles? It might also appear strange that contem- gave !lildst brilliant and instructiv lectures, which were not ments, as well as the hope of .reward in th.e. form of 

hi t · il t b t th fir t Chri' t" reported. But in order to· afford an opportunity for repell-
porary s ory IS s en a ou e s s Ian mar- ing the local attack on Spiritualism, the speaker relinquished jewel«?d crowns, regal ro.bes, and other glit~ering 
tyr but for the more remarkable fact that it is alto- a portion of the time to Mr. Boardman, who gave the follow- gew~gaws, to keep theni m the path of rectitude. 
gether silent about the martyrdom of Christ himself. ing address:. Such sordid souls we would leave in the hands of the 

But what now if "Antichrist" has found a historical When I see the masked messenger of death stalk- priest to hug their vain, idolatrous delusions, until 
notice. of Stephen? If Paul and the rest of the ing through the land, striking with dismay'the hearts bitter experience shall teach them: a. higher motiv of 
apostles lived before the Christian era, unsuspected of our Christian friends-when I see Materialists action.· Such moral cravens are not prepared to ac-' 
by scholars, hav they not all been hunting for needles mourning over the green graves of loved ones, re- cept our noble doctrin of doirig right through a fra
in the wrong haystack? '\V e do not clainl for certain fusing to be comforted "because they are not"- ternal feeling of good will toward others. I do not 
that we hav found Stephen, but looking for a holy when I see sorrowing souls vainly seeking consola- deprecate an honest, religious aspiration, whose chief 
martyr about the time of Paul's conversion, we find tion through the crusty creeds of theology-and object is the uplifting .of humanity; but I detest the 
one mentioned by Josephus. Sometime between 69 when· I hear in sepulchral tones from ancient records, iron-clad creeds of superstition that, in past ages, hav 
and 66 B.c., when Aristobulus was king of Judea and ·~Gone to that bourne from whence no traveler re- been ·riveted on the human soul by priestcraft, in 
his younger brother HyTcanus high priest, the latter tmns "-I long to lift the mourning veil and reveal order to purloin the fruits of labor and r!Jap a rich ~ 
stole out of Jerusalem and with the aid of Aretas, their loved ones lingering near; I long to unmask the harvest of mammon from the fields of " sin " through 
king of Arabia Petra, besieged the city, intending to dark "Knight of the Pale Horse," whom they regard the pretense of "savii~g ·souls" that were never lost. 
dethrone his brother. Hyrcanus was supported, by with superstitious dread, and present him as the . I refer to the bar~,aric. dogma~relig'ions of dark 
the people, Aristobulus by the priests. The rest of "Angel of Life"- in disguise----:-I long to show them. ages-thathavembittered man against his fellow-man, 
the story we will let Josephus tell. that death is but the opening doar to the supernal and caused zealous devotees to ~ay each other by the 

''As this happened at the season when the feast of un- scenes of the summer-land, where friends " gone on millions-delusions that hav dwarfed the mental 
leavened bread was. celebrated, whiqh we call the Passover, before" may.perfect a noble manhood and woman- powers, and enthralled the soul in shacklesof servil
the principal men among the Jews left the count!Y, and fled _hood m the higher schools of eternal life, and from ity and brazen fetters of fear. I refer to a barbarous into Egypt. Now there was one whose name. was Onias1 a 
righteous man he was, and beloved of God, who, in: a certain the crystal fountain of wisdom bring pure gems of superstition th·at would consign to the grave's cold 
drouth, had prayed to God to put an end to the. intense heat, thought to this primary school below; that the erring clod our loved ones until i:10me great day when vic
.and whose prayers God had heard and had sent them rain. may also rE)turn and atone for earthly misdeeds, by tims of deific displeasure shall be doomed to endless 
This man had hid himself, because he saw that this sedition t h" al h t · th · t __ ,i!i! • hl f · fl. tt d t• · would last a great while. However, they brought him to the eae mg mort s ow o Improve e passmg.momen s SWJ.enng, w le awnmg a erers an sane unomous 
Jewish· camp, and desired that as by his prayers he had .mice as. th~y fly, in order to es<?ape the vain regrets of a sycophants are conveyed to some far-off clime where . 
put an end to the drouth, so he would in like ·manner make misspent life. they may sing heavenly hymns to all eternity, there 
imprecations on Aristobulus and those of his faction. And In order to illustrate the spirit of modi3rn bigotry to enjoy the celestial companionship of eraven crim-
when, upon his refusal and the excuses that he made, he was · l t· t th · · t ti f 1 all t · al h th "bb t d th b d h still by the multitude compelled to speak, he stood up in the m re a. wn o e rmms ra on o ange s, ow me o m s, w o upon ... e gi e . or ea - e may av 
midst of them and said: '0 God, the king of the whole call your attention to the :late clerical. burlesque in shown the white' feather ()f fear and were th~Jreby 
world! since those that stand now with me are thy people, one of our popular pulpits, entitled "Satan Un- fitted for fingering -golden harps. · . . 
and those that are besieged are also thy priests, I beseech masked" The character was well taken, for all the Read the thrilling tale of the mock trial and burn
thee that thou wilt neither hearken to the prayers of those malevolence, ·misrepresentation, and falsehood, usu- ing at the. stake of Joan of Arc, the noble maid of against these, nor bring to effect what these pray against. - 1 
those!' Whereupon such wicked Jews as stood about him, as ally ascribed to that notorious personage, were ex- Orleans; read of Michae $ervetus, who for advocat
soon as he had made that prayer, stoned him to death" (Ant. hibited in the guiE!{I of a sectarian saint. One could ing Unitarian doctrins was hunted ._down by zealous 
xiv. 2). · · · ' easily discern through the thin mask of piety the fathers of the "Refoi-ni.ation," and through t4e hatred 

Onias, like Stephen, was a righteous man who had "Great Red Dragon" of the Apocalyps, eager to de- and treachery of John Calvin, founder of the Calvin
WI'ought signs and prodigies; like Stephen, he was vour the spiritual child as soon as it was born. · ·. istic faith, was tortured to death by a slow g1·een-oak 
stoned outside the walls of Jerusalem about the time Would you like to hear what this "unmasked" fire; read the stern pages of history; they are crim
(69-66 B.c.) when Paul, the persecutor of saints, was reverend had to say about you and our inspired son with the blood of martyrs .shed.in the name of 
converted, and, like Stephen, he died praying for his mediums; about our risen relativs, and our beautiful the gentle Nazarene.·· ·Then visit one of our modern 
murderers: philosophy of angel ministrations? Listen: We temples _and see, held in check by the secular arm, 

It may be said that a similar description would were classed as wholesale frauds, hypocrits, and the same spirit of .religious rancor "unmasked" in 
apply to many a martyr's death. True, but Josephus dupes; as silly men· and sillier women; as crack- the pulpit. . . · · . · 
does not describe another similar one until the kill- brained old men and idotic boys; and were stigma- Take away the superstitious fear of death ai::td hell, 
ing of James, 130 years later (Ant. xx, 9). · tized as either designing hypocrits or honest fools. and theology would crumble to ashes. This is why 

Rabbi Wise devotes a chapter to the "Martyrdom He. said that Spiritualism had committed all the its "reverend" retainers cling to the old bugbears. of 
of Stephen," from which we extract the following crimes of the decalog, and its votaries were fit sub- "total depravity" -and "eternal misery " as religious 
points: . . . jects for_ the penitentiary and. mad-house. scarecrows to frighten ignorance into the arms of the 

1 .. The name Stephanos, "the crown," is entirely Friends, do you not feel flattered by such a tirade church. For this cause they hav portrayed death-
unknown to Jewish nomenclatrire·. The name Kath- of clerical calumny? · ·I do, somewhat. ]'or it is un- bed scenes of sinners in lm·id colors of woe. But in 
riel, "the crown of the Lord," is known in angelol- derstood that his satanic majesty in "disguise was to all such cases I find the forlorn wretch to be a victim 
ogy only; it occurs nowhere in the annals of ancient be the chief character of the entertainment; and of a blind faith, a· believer in" orthodox" doctrins. 
Jews as the name o± a parson. Stephanos is suggestiv since the traits of the "father of lies." were the most See the nativ son of . the forest whose untutored 
of" the crown" of martyrdom. · ·. conspicuous features manifested throughout the dis- mind was never swayed . by theology's withering 

2. The speec;h of Stephen was never made by a course, all sensible people· will know that the truth blast. He calmly folds.his arms upori his breast and 
Jew; its numerous biblical l9lunders must hav been lies in the opposit direction. passes on in peace, for he knows that his soul will 
apparent to the most illiterate Hebrew. It is clearly Ask your penitentiaries who are the criminals. wing its flight to the happy hunting-grounds of the 
a late production; why not also the trial and the Statistics show how well they are crammed with the Great Spirit. . I hav witnessed the transition of 
-whole story? clergy, Sunday-school superintendents, and believers loved ones who never joined a church, yet they ap-

3. The real cause of dispute between Stephen and in the popular "plan" of salvation. In early youth proached "the "silent river" without a tremor or 
. his accusers is unknown; the statements· of the ialse we were taught that a lifetime of crime might be shadow of fear, and calmly waited for the busy boat
witnesses are absurdity, the defense an invention, the blotted out, end the stern sequence of sin escaped man to come and waft them o'er. 
catastrophe an improbability next to an impossibility. by the acceptance of certain formulas of faith at the I hav seen an aged clergyman whose sands of life 
The laws of Israel took no cognizance of "blasphe- eleventh hour, and that a metamorphosed miscreant were nearly run-a·veteran "soldier of the cross," 
mous words against Moses," but the author of Acts might expect a grand ovation at the golden gates of :who had worn his life away expounding the ecclesi
appears not to hav known it. · the celestial city, as compared with the humble re- astical scheme of" salvation by faith "-standing on 

4. The statements (discourses) of Paul recorded in ception Of ninety-nine honest -men who never com- the steril soil of theology, amciously gazing into the 
Acts rest on no better authority than thie story itself, mitted. a crime~ Alas! What wonder that so many dark " valley of the shadow of death," vainly looking 
and in his epistles Paul does not. even allude to this frail souls, deferring the " day of grace " for a more for a gleam of spiritual light to guide his faltering 
event. convenient season, hav been led b;y such delusiv doc- footsteps through the dread portals of the tomb. 0 

5. Josephus, who notes the death of James, the trins to our prison gates, instead of the pearly portals venerable man of the ministry, what seekest thou at 
brother of Jesus (?), must hav noticed also the death of paradise. Among such penitentiary patrons scarce- the. golden gateway of eternal life? Sadly he replies: 
of Stephen and the apostle James (brother of John), ly a Spiritualist can be found, for they know that "Alas l ·ram looking for a foundation on which to 
if either was historical; but he does neither. . every transgression ef nature's laws, every violation build hope!" 

We concur with Mr. Wise in evE)ry particular ex- ofinoral obligations, must be repaid in the coin of I hav seen the aged, whose mind was imbued with 
cept as to the identity of James, the brother of Jesus, bitterness to the utmost farthing. Hence they are religious faith, wailing on a sick bed in ·an· agony of 
with "James, the brother of the Lord." This is de- J;lel\'{om caught in such a theological "trap." superstitious dread, haunted by vague visions of 
;uied by eminent' Christian authorities, as we hav · The sa,me religious rancor that persecuted primitiv flan;ting pells

1 
devils, and other theplo4Pca.l bu~bear~ 
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smuggled by priestcraft into the plastic mind of in- many things said about this "god business," but I The Baptists' Lament. 
fancy. ' · . . . :m:ust confess that I think 1'.1r. Hale· has capped the. The following wail from the Western Recorder, a 

Then let our hearts go out in sympathf'for· our climax of all that is singtdar;atleast, if not decidedly Ba.pti!ilt paper published at Louisville, Ky., shows 
timid Christian friends who "through fear of death funny. . . . . . plainly that that denomination is on the wane. I 
are all their lifetime subject to bondag~." Let us Hoping our godly brother will gratify my wish also notice that other religious papers echo the same 
shqw them that the apocalyptical death and hell hav and furnish more light on this great matter, that has sentiment with the Recorder, which says: 
been cast 'into the lake of fire 'and consuriJ.ed-that worried the brains of the world all through the past Individually, and as churches, we hav not accomplished 
life, eternal life, is the birthright of humallity-that ages, I am most respect:(ully, · M. 0. WAGGONER.. · what we might-not what we hoped at the opening of the 
angels hav burst the bars· of the tomb, and can return ToleiW, 9· · year. We hav not made ·rapid those advances in Christian 
t the family circle to cheer us on in th "t k attainment. that we desired;·we hav not gathered as m&ny 0 

. . · · . . e gre.. wor "golden sheaves" from life's 'fair ripening grain as we hoped 
of redeeming the race from the bondage of sin and This Ought to be Satisfactory. for; we hav not grown as we should. As churches, we hav 
the burden of priestcraft, with all its false teachings To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Since not "broken forth on the right hand and on the left;" we hav 
o~ angry gods, heathen hells, and" doctrins of devils." placing my advertisment in your paper. in .. reference n:ot laid hold upon the great mass of our fellow-men, and led 
L t th know ·that th gl · 1 f · "t 1 . them Christward; we hav not given of our means to send the 

et·h wille~ b akth t ~ tlonousllgohspe 0 h spin ua ~o my new pianos and organs I hav received quite a gospel to the destitute at home and abroad; none of these · 
tru ' re a pnes Y spe • t e nig tmare of fair number of inquiries, but most persons seem to be thinga hav we done as it has been our privilege to do. 
superstition, will strike ,off the theological shackles of over-.cautiout;~ about sending money. I will .. say to all What has been'the matter? The Lord's hand is not short
fear and make them free. Then will they shout with such,· and any others, that I am willing they shall ened. We hav not been prayerful and earnest "in season and 

f ·1d " 0 D th h · · th t" ? 0 · · out of season," as it was our privilege and our duty to l:ie. We 
one 0 ? J . t ea ';I'~ w ere IS Y s mg · . grave, send it to you to be held until they receive the instru- hav been too worldly, too eager in our purs'l)it of fame or ·of 
where lS Y VIC o'ry · , ,, ment and hav fully satisfied themselvs that I am. in :filthy lucre. We hav not read and studied our Bibles; we hav 

earnest and want no advantage. Or, if they prefer, not prayed .earnestly and frequently; we hav not. taken time 
A Retraction Demanded. I ill d . to work for Christ, as success in his service evermore requires. 

w sen a contract for them to s1gn and retui·n t9 Brethren, let the year to come be one of earnest words, ear-
To THE EDITOR oF. THE TRUTH SEEKER Sir: I am' me with such references as they can giv of their good nest prayer, earnest deeds, and the master will giv us. a glori

no man-worshiper. I lmow I hav many faults, and I faith in the trans~ction, an_d will_ ·. then send the i_nstru- ous blessing. Bring in the tithes, and salvation in Pente-
t t t t -1 d f t t I t t t .costal showers will descend. hav yet to find the person that has none. Probably men on a es riw.; an I 1 IS no as s a e~ I may 

D. M. Bennett had about as few as any of us. At be returned .at ~y ~xpense .. Does any P?rson who How is that from one of the leading denomina
least he did not claim to be perfect. • If .·he. had has not lost _all fruth m humani~Y want a farrer o~er? tiona?. It· shows plainly, to my mind at least,. that 
worked as hard for Christianity during his lifetime as Please wnte for .a copy of this contract ~d satisfy . the church is. losing some of her power, and I for 
he did for Freeth ought the grea. t secular papers of yourself. 0 0 J. R. PERRY. one am truly glad of it. If the seventy-five thou-

352 N( th Mi t Wilk B p sand preachers would go to work as they should for 
theoountry would hav extolled him to ·the skies after or . atn. s ., t es arre, a. humanity, I think they would feel better, learn more, 

his death. Weai'I"tless' or .B.e· co•eav.emen"' ' 'Whi"ch' ,, and hav far greater blessings than the Recorder now 
It is not so now. Many of them hav not men- ... v- ~ bewails. I am not much of a prophet, but I now say 

, tioned him, some haT merely referred· to him, and A little elbow leans upon your knee- . that the time is coming, sooner or later, when the 
others, like the Toledo Blade; hav disgraced themselvs ·. · Your tired knee that has so much to bear- church will fall, and great will be that fall for a 
by heaping calumny upon his memory. I know. D. . . A child's dear eyes are looking lovingly ·large· nu. mber of drones. The time is coming when· 

L k _, H · b b h d From underneath a thatch of tangled hail". 
R. oc e personw.1y. e IS a no le, ig- earle Perhaps you do not heed the velvet touch humanity will rise in great power, and the gospel of 
man, who knows what'it is to feel his own imperfec~ Of warm, moist fingers holding. yours so tight, Liberalism will .be proclaimed from the pulpits of 
tiona, and I feel sure if he is still the controling editor You do not prize the blessing overmuch- m'ari:y bnildings now called the houses of God. What 
of the· Blade he will do what ·he ·can to coiTect the You are almost too tired to pray to"night. a grand time we all will hav I In imagination I 
wrong. that the Blade has done Mr. Bennett's memory. · But it is blessedness ! A year ago picture the peace and happiness of the world when 
And I now suggest that every friend of justice, I I did not see it as I do to-day- that time comes. You, or I, or the coming gen-
don't say of Mr. Bennett, immediately write to the We are so dutl and tharikless, and too slow eration may not see this, but remember I hav said 
Blade and demand ·of the editors of that sheet that A1cf :~!?~t t~~:~n::;;:s~~~ts~!:g!';~~e it, and the signs of the times prove it is coming. 
they retract their false and slanderous chru·ges that That while I wore the badge of motherhood In Mr. Bennett's death we hav lost our great gen-
they hav published in relation to D. M. Bennett. I I did not kiss more oft and tenderly - eral. May you as his successor lead us on to vic-
shall write such a letter myself. H. L. GREEN. The little child that brought me orily good. tory. He was brave and true, and fell at his post; 

P. S.-.A.diiress these letters, The Blade, 'Toled~, 0; And if, some night, when you sit down to rest, and while we cannot find another just like him, we 

Banding. Together. 
To THE. EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The' 

organization of the Liberals in Hannibal has become 
somewhat demoralized, yet we hav a large body of 
Freethinkers and truth seekers who look on Biblical 
records with the same anim_ating spirit ·that we see 
in the experience of Col. Ingersoll's military, theolog
ical genius, or the Rev. R. Heber Newto,n's mild 
Infidelity or "gospel-proof." Men of this mental 
stamp see through the flimsy essays of tricks, priest
craft's genitls to ma:ke tribal legends for pow~r's sake, 
out· of. borrowed Egyptian niyths-a very thin. basis 
of operations in a tr'uth~seeking scrutiny, and almost 
equal to the "nothing " the Bible's Jehovah made 
everything out of. . . . . . ·. 

We expe~t to organize· a Freethinking association 
in Hanilib~'soon. My business prevents my .attend
ing much to such progress, but in spirit I desire to 
abolish . priestcraft, ignorance, idolatry, superstition, 
and all the hell-deVils invente(! by science-deskoying 
Chr~stianity. . · . . . 

Although our esteemed myth-killer, D. JVI. Ben~ 
nett, has "passed that bourne o'er which no trav
eler returns," yet we must in memory of his great 
utilitarianiSm keep up his spirit with his soul "still 
marching on" in THE TRUTH SEEKER to contend and 
labor against the despotism of antiquated. customs of 
superstition' and ignorance, as well as to .. teach our 
live generations of the~eteenth centurywhat con
stitutes moral and constitutional liberty. 

In truth and ·honesty, FRANK O'MrnoNY. 
Hannibal,. Jl{o., Jan 21, 1883. 

Wanted-Mr. Hale's .God. 
To THE ~IToR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir : ,.Having 

earefully read the article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 
20th, written by Mr. James. Hale in what he calls an 
answer to Mr. Sunderland, . Mr. Wallis, and Ella E. 
Gibson, and entirely failing to see the point definitly 
which he claims to hav- made7 or perhaps I should 
say the points-! come in at this particular time and 
ask for information from Mr. Hale, thinking he, as a 
believer in a God, will certainly manifest .a •willing
ness :to inform a poor, benighted specimen like. my
sell as to this God, which he says is not a Jew's nor 
a Christian's God; but he !falls thit;~ God of his "The 
I Am," "The Almighty," "The Supreme," "The All 
Wise," "The God of Nature," or "God" -yet in all 
without person OI~ gender. Notwithstanding Mr. 
Hale,som:ething after the .style of Jeff. Davis, inti
mates be wo~d at this tii:ne prefer to be "let alone," 
and begging his pardon for any real or apparent in
trusi()n upon his desired retirement from the scene 
of aclion, I wish to ask him if he will explain more 
dennitly what kind of a compound his God is:-one 
that can, as he says, properly be called hy so many 

· · names, yet is neither of the Jewish nor Christian 
' persuasion,. nor person nor gender. I hav heard 

You miss the elbow on yo~r tired knee- can follow the leaders we hav left~ A. B. BRINEY. 
This restless curly head from off your breast, 

This lisping tongue that .chatters constantly; 
If from your own the dimpled hands had slipped, 
· And ne'er would nestle in your palm again; 
If the white feet into the grave had tripped-

! could not blame you for your heartache then. 
I wonder that some mothers ever fret 

At their precious darlings clinging to their gown, 
Or that the footprints, when the days are wet, 

Are ever black enough to make them frown. 
If I could find a little muddy boot, 

Or cap, or jacket, on my chamber :floor'
lf I could kiss a rosy, restless foot, 

And hear it patter in my house once more; 
If I could mend-a broken cart to-day, 

· . To-morrow make. a kite to reach the sky, 
There is no woman in the world could say 

She was more blissfully content than I! 
But ah! the dainty pillow next my own 

Is never rumpled by a shining head ! 
My singing birdling from its nest has :flown, 

The little boy I used to kiss is-dead. 

Moses Has a Birthday Party. 
From the Evening Obsor11er. 

To THE EDITOR oF THE OBSERVER, Si1·: Will you 
allow a poor mortal a little space to relate his 
calamities and to wru·n unborn generations against 
being born? By a very natural lapsus linguce the in
telligence was conveyed to a few friends that forty
eight years ago on the 16th of January, I had made 
my entrance into this world. 

Not being well yesterday I spent the day in quiet 
rest, but at night my rest and reverie were disturbed 
by an alarm at the door. When I went to answer it 
I found over sixty members of my cop,gregation 
there loaded down with mysterious looking packages 
and bundles. They came in and took possession of 
the house and its occupants. · 

Mr Sexton installed himself as master of cere
monies and the evening was spent in reading and 
responding to toasts, making speeches, singing songs, 
etc. The etc. consisted of a good supper and numer
ous presents, such as a fine dressing gown, a splendid 
gold pen, pencil, and holder, a complete set of Andrew 
Jackson Davis's "Great Harmonia," some necessary 
ru·ticles of weru"ing apparel, toilet articles and money. 
In short they made me glad that I had been born, 
though the event occurred at so early a period of my 
career that I hav no very distinct recollection of it. 
Were I sure that such things would follow on every 
natal day I should not hesitate to embrace an early 
opportunity to be born again. 

With the hope that these kind friends may allliv 
to come ru·ound on a thousand anniversaries of my 
birthday, MosES HVLL. 

Erie Pa. Jan. 17, 1883. .... 
Tml TRUTH SEEKER will be sent three monthB to new 

subscribers for half a dollar. Those interested in the 
spread of Freethought should exert themselvs to· fur
ther the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Will the Toledo Blade Take Notice? 
From the People's Advocate. 

D. M. Bennett, editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and 
one of the leading thinkers of this country, died at 
his horiie in New York Dec. 6th, after a short illness. 
The death of this remarkable man has given anum
ber of small editors throughout the country occasion 
to squirt slums and slops ·on the memory of the de
ceased. If Mr. Bennett's work is to be washed away 
and the memory of him submerged with slops, his 
admirers will ·regret that it cannot be: done by 
~quirt-guns with a ~arger caliber. 

Mr. Boardman after the, Clergy. 
, From the New Havm Rtgister. 

Byron Boru·dman, of Norwich, has unloosed his 
"Satan Unmasked" in pamphlet forni, this week. 
Ten thousand copies. It is an address leveled at the 
clergy and the churches and at the Christian religion 
generally, by this Freethinker, and was called out by 
real or fancied assaults made upon Mr. Boardman's 
work and. fellow-workers by some of the Norwich 
clergy. Mr. Boardman is an enthusiast and an 
ardent follower of the late illustrious D. M. Bennett 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, New York. 

THE CLERGY.-They hav the strongest interest in 
the depravation of the human intellect. For the 
demand for their services as agents for the temporal 
aid of the deity altogether depends upon human ig
norance and incapacity, and is exactly proportional 
to it. Why does a man apply for the divine assist
ance ? Because he does not know how to accom·
plish his ends without it, or how to procure the re
quisit apparatus for the purpose. If he knew any 
physical means of·attaining it, he would unquestiona
bly prefer them. Every extension, therefore, of phys
ical methods in the gratification of our wishes, dis-: 
places and throws out of employment by so much the 
labor of the aerial functionaries. No one prays for 
the removal of a disease by supernatural aid, when he · 
once knows an appropriate surgical remedy. He 
therefore, who livs by the commission which he 
charges on the disposal of the former, has a manifest 
interest in checking the advance and introduction of 
the latter.-George Grote. 

PAINE's BIRTHDAY will be celebrated in Farmington, 
Utah, by the Liberal League, which has procured 
the services of Charles Bright, the eloquent Austra
lian lectuTer. 

THE Institute of Heredity holds its second meeting 
for the discussion of this subject on Thursday even
ing, J·anuary 25th, ·at the parlors of Dr. Foote, 120 
Lexington avenue, corner of Twenty-eighth street. 
All interested in the subject are welcome. 
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flt'. • t• Even Mr. Lynn in some degree exhibits the animus nearly all forms .of ·life must be composed of ·some-
~ommUiltca lOt(S. of Spiritualists generally. l;[e says Herbert Spencer's thing that has had life and is dead; tl;terefore it is . 

great work on "Education" would outweigh all my absolutely necessary that one thing .should die tho,t. . 
Those Wicked Materialists. public labors: He unwi~tinf$~,·. does me more honor another may liv. But, notwithstandi:PK thiE! general 

than I ever expected to receive. The idea of com- rule that everything that has life has !J.n· ·end of that 
To .THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Mr. paring my humble labors with any part of the work life in death, human beings are . supposed, to hav 0. 

Lynn says that I call Spiritualists fools. In that asser- of the profoundest thinker that ever lived!. But what life which has no end in death. . · . 
tion, made in a late number of THE TRUTH SEEKER, he will the reader think when h€ discovers that our Our Spiritual friends claim to hav abund~J;I.ce of 
is entirely mistaken. It is not my style to apply friend actually meant to 'b~little my lectiue work? evidence of the existence of such a life. .Aside fi~om 
such epithets to people who differ from me. Because Hear him: "I will be honest with Mr. Jamieson by this, all we know ab?ut this evm·~~~ing '*€ is w~at . 
I think Spiritualism is a delusion it does not follow telling him that I hav read a good many of his re- Bible writers and priests hav told u,s. '.,rhey also m7 . 

that I believe Spiritualists are idiots. Many· a wise pol:ted debates, and though, as a whele, they were form us that there is such a life; which would seem to 
man has been victimized, deluded. smal:t and logical [Oh, thank you! I am now ready argue that human beings hav a sod of d6u}:>le life. 

l\:fr. LYnn talks about the experiences in his own for· any bitter pill which may follow], yet as they The life of the body, which, like everything else that 
home. Christians hav "exyeriences" in their ho~es, were on (to me) the old threadbare story of the has life, has an end in death, and the life of: the hu
too. But Spiritualists reJect them as not provmg Bible, I was not able to see that they did much to man being proper, so to speak, which they tell us re.
W'hat Christians claim. I reject the Spiritualists'. advance human progress." · mains in the body during the .Jifetime of the body, 
claim also, What is evidence to one mind is not to Perhaps my life work ought to hav been of a higher but which does not die with the bqdy, is inv~eible, 
another. What Christians term evidences of a holy gTade, and adapted especially to satisfying Mr: !,ynn. cannot be seen, heard, or felt, yet i13 supposed to pas
ghost, and w~1at ~pirituali~ts. say is evidence of.com- It may be humiliating for me to confess it, but I sess or retain all of these qualitiEls; it requires no 
mon ghosts, furmsh l\Iatenahsts no proof of e1t~~r. never thought of liim. , . space to occupy, no nounshment to sustain, and yet 

It may be that it took m~ too long to find_ out Spmt- I saw that the mass of my fellow-men were in it livs forever. . . 
ualism and that I am mistaken about 1t, for Mr. slavery to a book, and I hav done my best to' help "What disposition our Spiritual fl~ends ·propose to 
Lynn has searched thirty years, and he concludes that emancipate them. And now if millions yet enslaved make of these human beings proper"when they are 
it is true. Seems to me I hav heard the same "argu- to that same book would, or could, be persuaded to liberated from the body; by the death of the body, I· 
tuent" in favor of the truthfulness and divinity of view it in, the same light that I do, not another dollar am not definitly informed, but I· am inclined to the 
the Christian religion. In fact, a number of very would go to carry Christianity to the heathen; not opinion that they permit them to liv at their .ease, go 
learned gentlemen, jurists and statesmen, after twice another chm·ch would be allowed to go nntaxed; not where they wish to, ana do what they please. · 
as many years' investigation of Christianity as he h~ another Christian sermon would be preached; not But our Bible writers and expotmdeJ:s inform us 
given to Spiritualism, decide that the Christian . .eVI- another day would the minions of the church inter- that there are two places prepared for their recep
dences are overwhehning. But those very evidences fere with libedy of speech and press and person; not tion when they leave the body, which places are .very , 
Spiritualists reject. What matters it to them· that a a.nother chmch edifice woi.ud be dedicate~ to a god, unlike each other-one a place of great happi- . 
great legal light, Greenleaf (with whose law writings but temples of learning instead devoted to humanity. ness, the other a place of great misery; and that 
every well-read lawyer is familiar), has written a .All this would logically· follow the adoption of the there are certain conditions required of each indi
mm.;terly work on the genuinness and authenticity of anti-Bible views. For a few years Ingersoll has been vidual while in the body to imtitle them to this place 
the Bible ? Even "Greenleaf on Evidence " of Chris- · th ,.. f "th db " · k of happiness when they leave the body. And. if they engaged 1n e same soh o rea are wor . 
tianity is no proof to Spiritualists that the Bible is D. M. Bennett, also, for years kept at the "thread- fail to comply with these requirements, when the. 
the "~.vorcl of God." Such evidences do not sa.tisfy bare, until it becam\' shiny as a poor Methodist min- body dies they are turned off into this place of mis
Mr. Lynn, nor do they satisfy me, for I presume ister's poor pants. ery; and, whichever place they get to, they must 
they are no better than those I hav witnessed in Put all our work together, and I think we will remain to all eternity-there is no possibility of 
spiritual homes. ·unanimously agree that Speneer wotud outweigh us. escape. · · · 

One reason which he urges for not rejecting Spir- But it is not true that I hav confined my efforts to They also inform . us that this Bible record which 
itualism is that- I "feasted" with its believers, "trav- that " old, old story;" although as long as Bible we hav is given by divine authority to lead .us in the 
elecl with them," "heard and saw" them in all their fables are taught by popu1ar parsons, so long should paths of righteousness and truth, and especially to 
"1vhims, moolls, and peculiarities." Probably if I there be unbroken iconoclastic ranks. For vears I inform us what will be required of us while in the 
had <huy weighed all this years ago I would ha.v still hav employed much of my time in studying" a few body to entitle us to this place of happiness when we 
been "sound in. the faith'' to this clay. I see now . branches of science, and hav interwoven the tru,ths I leave the body. But as some parts 6f this book are 
the great mistake of my life. No one should everre- learned in my lectmes on geology, astronomy, elec- conceded to be somewhat difficult for common peo
pudiate a.ny idea that he has once held as true, pro- tricity, acoustics, psychology. l!.,ifteen years ago I ple to understand, it has been thought wise and proper 
vicled he has been hospitably entedained and well commenced the study of Spencer and Darwin; and to employ learned men whose business it should be 
feasted. later, Wallace and Gray and :iliiayer, Tyndal.l Helm- to study this record and inform us what our. dutie,s 

There. are several Spiritual lecturerfl who were holtz, Haeckel, and Huxley. My progress IS slow; are, and what will be required of us to· entitle. us to 
formerly cle1'gymen, educated in Christian colleges and since writing these lines I hav several times this much-to-be-desired place of happiness. , · 
by Christian charity. Their former friends hav sighed for the genius of Brother Lynn, for then I There are large: numbers of these men employed, 
never failed to remind them of their base ing1;atitude. could in a "few months " master the great thoughts but notwithstanding they hav made thie book their 

He gravely assures us that a "few months" were of those master minds. Perchance he has discov- whole study, they fail to understand it exactly alike 
sufficient for him "to expose the abominations of ered a "royal road" to knowledge. . in all of its details. Yet if I hav a correct vlew of 
orthodoxy, the wickedness of chattel slavery, the I am perfectly willing to meet the issue as between their teachings, there are some points upon 'Yhich 
weakness as well as folly to doubt the safety of in- Spiritualism and Materialism. There is no use for they all agree. One is that no amount of goodness, 
Yestigating any and all subje<;ts that directly or re- any one to suppress the discussion. . It is a living such as honesty, uprightness, pmity of' purpose, char
motely 1;elate to the well-being of our race, and the issue, and ought to be debatedjn good humor. If ity, love, and good will for om· fellow-beings, will en~ 
comfod and well-being of the lo.wer orders that con- Spiritualists and J't'faterialists will 11·0t work with each title Uf? to this place Qf happiness,;~,.~e can~pt do goqd 
tribute to our health and pleasure." .All this to show other for reforms in this world, in which they do enough to get there.. There, is orie. of4er point ~po,n 
that I took an unconscionable long, long time to find agree, because they differ about the existence of some which, I believe, they are equally umted, and which 
the falsity of Spiritualism. He required a "few other world, then they will not hannonize by seeking they tell us must positivly be complied with to en-
months" to ru:a through the e1Tors to which millions silence for the sake of peace. . title us to this place of happiness; and _t~tjs,. ~e . 
still cling. Oh, well, I may as well own right up Yoms for debate; as well as truth, must believe the Bible Is the word of God; we must . 
that I could not hav done it. It takes most people Lake City, Jfinn. W. F. JAMIESON. believe that Christ is the son of God; we must he-
a lifetime to do as much as that, while some very lieve that he died to make it possible for the human 
learned and intelligent orthodox people never find family to get to this place of happiness; we must be-
out so much as .long as they liv. · Thougllts for Thinkers. lieve there is no other name given under heaven, nor 

As he informs us that he uses his muscles and soils When we look a.rotmd us at the order of nature among men, by which we can reach this place of 
his hands instead of depending. upon "pure talk: we discover life upon every side in a great variety of happiness but by and through Jesus Christ. . .. 
work" (Is that a hit at Ingersoll, Underwood, and fortns. · But this belief alone will not excuse us for evil do
H. L. Green?), the tremendous an10unt of work ·ac- · We might, with some degree of propriety, say that ings; we must be honest, charitable,.:and kind. B~t. 
complishecl in so shod a time is easily explained. the whole surface of the globe is covered with animal we may be excused for evil doings.Qll ;<londition 

1\fr. Lynn sa3;s I must be mistaken regarding my life, which includes human life, vegetables, insP.cts, that we repent of the evils we ~av done, become truly 
supposed persecution, as he knows nothing of that fowls, and fishes; and we fi!ld it to be a law of nature penitent, and call upon God to pardon our tplns
parlicular element among Spiritualists "worlh the that each and all of these numerous forms of life gressions for Christ's sake. If this is done. during 
mention." He does know of a little, then. There is must hav nomishment, suited to their various wants the lifetime of the body, we hav an assman~~ t4~thve 
~ small amount in the Catholic church, a sprinkling and requirements, to sustain that life and build them may and will be excused for any evils w~· may hav 
m the Protestant, and a trifle among Spiritualists; up to maturity, or they perish. done; for the poet tells us that ''while the lamp holds 
They will all acknowledge that much, but not a grai:ri We find it also to be a law of nature that every- out to burn, the vilest sinner .may retmn/i 
more. Do Spiritualists bear no ill-will to any person thing that has life has an end of that life. in death; But this repentance and· plea for pardon and for~ 
who has abandoned Spiritualism? Are they just as and after death· they sooner or later go to decay; givness will avail ·us nothing unless we believ~ 'the 
willing to he~· him giv reasons against it as they that throughout a11 the numerous forms and varieties things enumerated above that we are re<j\rired to be:~'· · 
were to hear discourses by the hour in its favor? The of life one form of life becomes nourishment and lieve; for the Bible plainly tells us that he that · 
dozen or more Spiritual papers which frequently at~ food for another; but before it can become such nour- believes and is baptized shall be ~aved; but he that be
ta.ck Materialism (an unquestioned right), do they, .lshment death must take place, and the process of lieves not shall be damned. ·Arid here ·Jet. ':ine ask 
w1th . one or two exceptions, accord to Materialists decay must begin; hut to become nourishment for whether it does not lOok a little unreasonable that· 
~he nght to reply_? . To bring i~ ho~e: Do Spiritual- any form of life except vegetable life, the p~ocess. of our everlasting happiness should depe:nd upo;n a par
Ists never use then· mfluence With Liberals and Lib- decay must go on in the stomach of the ammal, m- ticular kind of b.elief-especially when· we take into· 
~ral Leag?es to prevent W. F. Jamieson from receiv- sect, fowl, or fish, and while this process of decompo- consideration the fact that that belief is ·not 8.' matter 
Ill&' lecturm~ engagements? Do they ne'\Ter write to sition is going on the system takes up whatever is of choice:' 1 'We cannot believe just what is dictated 
edjtors of ~nberal pape~s thr.eatening withdrawal of useful and necessary to sustain and build up each to us, nor even what we might 'desire to b!~He-ve: We 
patronage If the aforesaid editors permit him the use particular variety. The balance passes off as waste. ; can o;nly believe .u~oii evidenHe I?reserited ~0 the mind . 
of.their colnmns to WI·ite against Spiritualism? Is matter, which; like all other decayed matter when suffiment to sat1sfy 'th'e reasomng faculties of the 
th1~ " ~ clean WQrk " and 3: specimen of their sense mingled with the dust again, becomes nourishment trut4 of the matter. But there has been provision 
of JUStiCe and freedom? . ThiS may not be persecution for all forms of vegetable life. Thus life and death made in .the book itself for this very thing, which i~ · 
'' wodh th.e mention.!'" T~at they hav often been succeed each other_:__the samE> parlicles Df matter calculated, by a cerlain system of reasoning, to make' 
successfulm persuadmg Liberals to giv me no call passing from death to life, and from life to death, it easy for us to believe the book came f;roJ?l- divine. 
to lecture is a well-known fact. Fortunately for me over and over again. Vegeta.ble life, it is believed authority. There are numerous large; niari~lbus., ... 
I am P?Ssessed.of force enough to rough-hew my own by this writer, can sustain itself, independent of all stories recorded ip. the bodk as :thing:s th!l.t once act- '• 
way, with or Without engagements. A lecturer who other forms of life, by the death and decomposition ually happened; and by first concedmg tP,em to ~e .. 
is not, who cannot maintain his own convictions in of vegetable mattev al.Q:p.e mingled with the dust. true because.the Bible says so, and then t_o ·sa)• 'Of., .. 
the teeth of opposition, had better never Jnount the But other forms of life coulCJ. !lOt lo.ng exist without them, We know that these things could not· be done 1 

spoakel"s platform, · · · veg~table life: The nourisbme~! required to sustain by any ordinary process· of natrire's ~~~~ 1llakes it 

• 
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cle~J:EJhat it m~st 4av requir,~d som·. e ... s. uper.· ior pow.er b~~ jlrings, and in M,l;!<:fi;t, xxv; in a paraple to. his dis- body here holy. .Hq- c.ontended, in short, that.a~ Ip.
to liav a?complished slfch re.~ar~.aqle: F~s~ts. · . mpl~~· he .re;presents, .. ~n..g il?,ther thi1:1gs, a. ~ing .:P,del by thB nan-observance of the Sabbath not oniy· 

By th~s sy~tem ?( ~r.e~.~oru. ":qg ,zt ~s t~teil.d~d to be pra~~ap.g_ his .li~li_teous,· ~Jlpiec~s, ~~lling ~em wh~ ,injur~d himself 1;>~~ ev:~r~·~?~Y) b.y~th~;eJ~IlJ.p:j.e--~(1 set, 
made easy for us t~ behev~·that this book came from goo!¥~hlllgs th,ey had ·done for him. They had fed. especrally the nsmg generation. Now, Mr. Editor, 
some superio~ I>o'W~r. ··The only difficulty is, the 'e-yi~ P,im when· he was hiril.gry, clothed P,im 'wli!'ln he was I au;t decide.dly op_posed to Sunday laws, and all other 
dence co~es m a crrcle~the :n;tarvels are proved true ,:naked; administered :toTJi.:iii.:Watits'wh'Bn lie was sick, laws tending, to abri~ge the lil?erty of the individ)lfll 
by i;he J3~ble,;and_ t~e·B~ble Is proved ti•ue ·by the had:visited him··w'hen ;·he;w~:d.n ·pllisori, ·etc. An~ to mind his own busines.~ with():ut i~te.~ption. At 
mar,vels r~cm·ded m It. Had flte. BIJ.J.R!3 ~ary-elE~ been th~y a.Sked ~in;I ;w4Eln they had doJ:I~ so many g?od the same ti~e ~·am' as ·he~'tily opposEid to ~temper
recorded m ~ny other book not. caJ.led the .;word of ,things for him ... '·' A'nd he,answ.ere~ .them by say:wg,, _!tp.ce,. prostitutiOn~ gaml:>hng, and e~e:rythmg., else 
Go'd~·,aeMdid, hone-st r~ason~;w·?nl4,?e ti~~Jitqs.~J. TA~~P:P:?? as Y,<),u:hav (\9;n,~jt lplf~~1i~.~ ~eJlstof 1J:eJi!e lliat i.n~ures the welf~e of th~ h~an rlic~,':as"<any 
of -tllem, They are glarmgly Ip.coilsis'tent and alto- my bret'll'ren you hav done 1t unto me.". .. . man hvmg; b1,1ti cant help thmkmg that if we are 
geth~r ·unwort~y·:of beli~f. '.; · · . · · ·:: · ·· " • . ,: Now· ·thW ~ pdwe1:: 'that·'~cdlitrolS'1;1i~ ·uni:Vers~ "1~, so ju~;Jtifie& in condemning and.'suppr·essi:p.g in temper~ 

Now, the wnter of this arttcle d<ks•not :presUm.e-to much above and bi:lyond· allJ huinail'cotiception that; 'ri.uce, ·etc., by force of law, we must giv'the same lib
say .~hetP,er there:i,~ Q'l! iJljlJ.gt.a.life.beyond the grave. thoU:gh: we ·may•do:oUl"ffiitmoS£;:we caririOt dWectly do erty to the Christian to sup'pi;ess Infidelity, prbvid'ed: 
whi<(h has no e11d ;in,deat~,; )~Ie is willing th~:t;(!l ,~hat p_qwer a particle otgood or a parfiieleLof:.:hilfum\J ~e can obtai~ the ~·ec,tuisit majority, because. the Chris~ 
sho_Uld be, but hee~nnot (!nte~i;am so po.or an omu-: · ~:ut ,w~ ca!+:. do,.. mu,ylk goo.<! ,or, t;n:uqh. h!l,:rm t<? .o:ur tian; pre_summg him to be honest about· the matter, 
iori, of the deity; ail to BUJlJlOSEi that that, p·o-yy~r ;would fellow-beiJigs aroli,n~ :ii~; , A.p.~l intha(qirection lies. is aiming at the same object as we, i: e., the welfare 
pard?n a~ in~ividual w~? ~ad coinmi.tte~~alo:ii.'g list llll. ~f om· ~ut.y, a~d' if'tha"i duty i_s'·performed in. a ·of the ~um_a~ race, and he no more restricts_the lib
of crimes dmmg a long hfe, or until his· career of spmt of fnendship p,nd lpvE), cha..nty and good will, erty of mdiVIduals than we would by enforcmg pro
crime .was brought to a close by force of. human laws; by doing to others• as we ·woUld'iliat Others shoUld do hibition. Not only this, but it would be ah10 just as 
and then, while the: halter was being adjnsted.'tli'ound unto:.us; and by trjing to m'ake the world ai little the proper to stop the use of tobacco, tea, and cofl:"ee, in
his:neck,.whe:J?, he found.·he ~ould· commit;no more bett.e,r; .• }Vorld ... tQ 1li'v in .for· ·hav.ing lived in it, we temperance in over~eat.ing; and everything; in"iact, 
crin;L,El• , would .rep~p.t and ash; for;.,pat.do;n; ,.,?iJ1d, .,shaU,by jj,<><~p:ing:P,o .. ~~ffi< ~n Jh~, only way we .can tha.t a majority of. voters may deem detrimental to 
be<ia'\}S~ he . e~t~rtain~d: a padicular kiJ].d of beliej',, ,do ho_I)-P~,to this J>9":81" .that ,,(l()ntrol,~;~: ;~e,,~]).iyerse.; themselvs or o~hers.. . . . . . . 
that. pardon would be granted, the. penalty for the By so domg~we,shall mc:r;ease Olir own happ.l,l;l.,!Jf;lS, >ye., . The conclusiOn we are forced to, the.n, Is. that laws 
crime he had committed woUld be • tran~ferr~d' to· an shall :inerit -the. good ·~ an.:d' -wisb~f;l · of those \vith · must be confin~d to protecting pec;>ple :from ~)ljmies 
innocent party, and the criminal himself woUld go will.om we'as~ociate; arid if tHere' is a ]#e beyorid t,he from othei·s, ari:d not from injuri'es fr()m tbemsehs. 
away; mto e:verlastinghappiness;<.While:the'indiriititial <grave-which has no endi·in~'death, an'd! rewards ·and It seems hard, indeed, to leave the e~ls ofinterD.per
that had.a. lived a life of ,t]le. strictest proprietJy-Lal- .punis1,lments: there lor deeds don~ heri;:in the· opin~ ance, prostitution, gambling; and the like, to the slow 
ways been ho¥est1 charitable, and)riud, dpipg__at all ignpf th~ wr~ter of this . .f!Xticle, if thes~ duties to our and gentle inroads of ~d~cation.and moral si.iasion. 
timetd? ?.th,ers as.~~ would that. others shou1d,:Cl.~ fello'Y-b~I,ng'S hav peen well peJlformed, we ~!l§d en- Que can hardly help Wl_sh:n~ them suppressed bY: al
unto him-'-whe;n he came to die, should he .con- tertam,np fear of the vengeance of an angry God. most any means, so plam1s.It that they are ternbly 
d~m~ed to everlastingpain ari~ mise~y-c~11ot f9r.any And',n~w~ j:p. ?onc~?E?i~ri; ~J~~~e,to bear in:inind. that injurious to hu~anity;~~~~ the snroe feeling.is equa}ly 
cnme.that he had done, but siinp1y_uecatl!lehiS :rea~ T do· ne.'t'asky~u·iid ••m"ea:Si:ire yqmwP,ea~mmy haff- ,c?mmendable m a Chnstian, even though m his Ig
soning:faculties would notpermi:tbimito 15eliklve'what bushel;'~ lii:tt i:do ask! yon: to exetriise•yolir~reasoning norance he" chooses Infidelity· as the obj~ct · df his 
to him appeared. unreasonable things; · It would··ba .facultiel:l;;a:P.d ~adoptrsuch.measmes as.: your ·better wrat.h.: · . .. . . 
mucl,t.mo'1~e, ~ keepin_g with ID;Y ~?E~e ,of right· and judgiD,e;nt.~elJ#Er.ou com.!=J;.ne~E\st -the .true _!ltandard. Yoms for prohibitiori 1by safe, sure, and consistent 
wrong,.and WI.t.h the mfluence. It.~nght h.!tV .. up<::mc!lO;. ~. do.pt:,~uclJ.···IU~.a. sru···e. !!,·11~ tp,.,.you .s .. eell1-;!~tio:u,a·l·, :ea- mea~s, . .·· CoKE EWING. 
ciety for good, that the hones~ man be permitted t,q, ,!lonal.>le, and J.:lght,, .:Oo not !t~qpt the,eonclus~ons Rw V~sta, Cal. 
go awa{iilto·everlasting happ1ness, ~iid 'tli~qdm.iti.'a.:r that ,I ·!lo siin~ly 11eca'us_e''t'h'av· adopted the;m; :do ---------
be c6mpelled himself t0 suffer the'-·penalty for -the not adopt the ·papillar view:si:tpply becahse it iE! pop- Questions Proper .to be A~ked. 
crimes he had committed, j·ust a;s·· surely as he •him-' •ular. For I trust you.-Will' a.'gri:ii=l with me up61r'this To THE Em·roR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1": The 
se1f wollld 'Qe compelled 'to endlll"e the pain·of an point,. if J0:U do :not upon :any· other.: that if the St. Louis O!m:stian Advocate of Dec. 27, 1882, has a 
aching,,tqoth.or a bruis,ed .. finger;. . ., ... , . · ·. . whole world should embrace an error and1 stoutly 1 d p 

There :is.·. ano. ther point. in w. hich: beli.ef.~i.ro_, s .. u. pposed proc~~.I.·rn, .. · i..tt.o .... be .t.r .. ue_, th ... IJ.~. :yvould:'ll.Ot pr. ~e it a truth; l~ng article heac e '"Pay your · reacher Punctn~lly.?' 
. · God Almighty commanded his disciples, "(':fo ye 

to hav niuch to do with results: . Very many of om the facts w?Uld_r~~a:~:q.t~e sarp.e. , LEONARD GAGE .. out unto all the f?nds of the eii\•t.h, mid preach my 
friends call upon God daily; asking tha~ power to Hagrzmans Mills; N.: "Y. ·-.'·' .; gospel unto every living cr'eni<ii·e,·without money 
g1·ant them many favors, thousands. Of voices p~rhaps . · · and without price." Whon1' 1imst. we obey, the divine 
soliciti~~ aid at the sa~e moment ?f ti!lle, and this Prohibition the ;~eading ·Qnesti,o_n. st. Louis doetor, or tbe more respectable personage? 
power,J.s supposed to listeJ?-·· ~ttent1vly to what e~ch . To THE'En~T?~ oF THE. Tnl!TH SE~~ER, Str: ~ . ~ee Whose wrath is the more dr.magiug, as a general 
one says, and understand di~tmctly w~a~ they des:n,~. t~at th~.prohibi~wn question I~ dr':Lwrng forth a little thing? "Whose remarks are the most valuable? 
We are ~old that when ask .. mg--:--for d.·IV1Be favors we disc~ssw~ O(\C!1>SI®ally, and I·like It, Its~ems to ~e I Who shall deci<le when doctors <lisagree? ·we must 
must be~eve that we shaU l,"~C~Ive the benefits as~ed that_1f ~Ib~rals would ru;gue sue~ qu!'lstwns as tins hav another new revie~ion. IlotAL. 
for-.. w~.Ich I . understand: to, .. mean that wh~~. asking m. ore.·, .and. pa .. y less at·t· entw.n to ~mmpOI.·tant matters, ·1 
for qivJ.n:4il favors .we should request somethmg that ·such, for mstance, as the questwn whether women 
would, be likely to take place without the askirig, and are moi•e or les~:freligious than men, and other simi- Sclf-Appointml Critics. 
the:q~ if .it d,id,.take place we could easily i_magill that laJ: questions having rioA'ithl point atis_sue, Libei·al From th~ Judu~. 
OUl" pe,tiyoJJ,;h,a,,d been _p:anted. . ; ': . journals. would . gain csul;Jseribers, and . subscribers "When the intelligence and good mort)Js of_ the city 

Tl:le ,Pagan, we a;re mfor1p.edJ._IB accustomed to so- wpuld gaip: enlightel,lment of a practical natme. of New York are represented by such men as the 
licit lik.e favors froJii,. his· gcid of woo(l or stone, anc1 :to •. Now I want to say a few woT~s about prohibition, Brooklyn clerical gymnast, T. De ·Witt Talmage, who 
all appe_arances re?ei~e~t~e sa~e am·· an.d the sa'nle, a,~d ~what~ say is .worthy.f?f Ji>ublic~J;tion I hope Y,ou seems to hav a license to play tho clown; the Rev. 
consolatiOn from his VISible god,of wood or stone that will msel't It. I ;fin<;], Jhat Liberal JOmnals Jmhlish Howard Crosby, who asfmmes to hav a license giving 
the Christian gets froin his invisible god. Were I to hardly· aiiything from' ii.e'v. conespondent8, ·except him the right to interfere with everybody's.business; 
expret:JS 1¥1 opinion upon this point, it would be that upon mittters of business,-inid commendation, which an.d the notorimm Anthony Comstock, who has a 
the unive:rse is governed by fixed and. u:p.alterable in the case of THE TRUTH' SEEKER fall into the de- license permitting him to manufacture criminals, then 
laws, that e:verything w;l;Iich takes place does so partment'~Letters from Friends;" while the bulk of the ·intelligence and good moralA of the city of New 
~trictly in ~ccorda:ric~ with the (lauses that l?rod~ce the I~ap~~ is· reseryed almost ep.ti,rel:y to th~ :r~gul~~· York are, indeed, in a precarious condition.· We hav 
It, and that all the aid we ever get from any 1magm- coiTespondents, such af!\ Sus~tn H .. W:uq~i Jmmina, 'L recently had an exhibition of the 'influence which the 
ary being beyond the skies·is imaginary aid:·.· Wintei", and others~ . No'o/:,vhil~ I heartily a1)prove persons here named exeiiedoyer two mayors of this 

But -when Wf'l come to· realities, if the nakei:F are of most' of the contributions ·hom· these Liberal vet-: metropolis. We hav nothing to say concerning the 
clothed, ifiihe hungrj: .ate fed, if crimes are punished, erans, 1' :nevertheless Iiieel 'Willi considerable 'from advisability of permitting t,he production of such a 
and virtue rewarded. in :this present li!e; it must be .. them whick is of no particular· interest or conse- play as that proposed by Mr. Salmi Morse. · '. . 
done .. by man ai:J,d by man aJ.one .. Anex,per~ence: of quenee1 a:p.d:which I am·ledto·presumeil!,l inserted We doubt very much whether th~ "Pruif!iion Plity" 
upw~ds of seventy years has demonstrated to my more for the satisfactipn of: the ~tj;lrs: than foT the would do hrurm in this community, but are well aware 
sa.tisfiwtiori thtitreading 13i'Qles and malting· pi~!l'ye~s, (50od of'th_e.J?a;per or i.£8 s~l;>scribe:JiB., ~am not pick-. that persons of strong religious belief might be. 
will not protect us fr0J?·thE_J cold.storms,of Winter.· Ing flaws m·yom manag~mE)n..t, :Mr· Editor, but. I am shockec1, and that those of super~titio\1~ n&tmes might 
But houses and clothing and·finis'Will.', .,: • · aiming right' ~quare at;theee regular-entirely too ti;en1ble if permission were given for its production. 

I .lilli1Y be told, and~ probably' shall be,>that: houses ta'gulat-'-COlTespondents;- the . "'Alfred T.'s".', of the But witliout, ~iscussing th~ subject in its moral or :re
and ~lathing :and :IP;es coul!f . not be ·ID!!.de without., LiberiLL¢ess.·:: A great ni!i,ti'Jr of ynm rea!SIE!rs care ligious aspeqt, we feel boimd, ~n behalf of thousitilds 
God's a.ssist~,tnce.,-that a carpen~er cou,ld not :r!J>ise l;lis ;nothing a'Qout writing for•the paper; until•oceasion- of upright 'citizens,·to proteilt against 'the appearance 
hand' to inove a. saw or P,l~n~,. or &'ras:r, :the 'handl~ of ally a point is ?oy~~loq:\red .in some. di~cus8ion which of Messrs. Talmage,·· Crosby, and Comstock as the 
a hammer to dnve the first nail, Without God's assist- they deem.<>+. ~Jtlportance, ap,d, would, b~e to suggest, representative of the intelligence and good morals of 
ance.·· Arid so.with everything else that human be- and 1t adds a great deal ·to cine'sj)lterest in.tt p~per the city· of New York, for th~ :reasoiJ, that there are 
ings d~if God should withhold his aid We conld do· tQ 'knoW 'tfhit' it is open to a little.' suggestion :Of one's many gentlemen, church-members and non-chmch
nothing. This theory may look plausible to' some,' own now and then. . . ·· · · · ... : . . members, in om midst who are better fitted to rep:re
but if, w~ ~dopt it we shaJ1 make God responsible for And now to prohibition: It seems ·to; me .this que a- sent the intelligence and good morals of this. city '\lpon 
all th~ ~ctful~s committ~q. i;n the land; for by thisrul,e, tion hinges not upon the magnitude of its importance, an occasion when the presence of such represeiitativR 
witho~t G:od's assistance, Guit!)au could not ha;y raised .nor the ease or difficulty· of enforcing it, but rathsr is demanded. Mr. Talmage represents bigotry in all 
his hand'to discharge theweapon thatsent the fatal upon the point as to whetl!er it is~ proper.aJJ,d right its fierceness and injustice, Mr. Crosby represents a 
b~et into•Garnel~'s body .. Isa:y, by this rule, that to e:~u~:ct _laws governing people~s a~ttions when they prejudice that does not savor of the good work which 
wrthout God!s assistance. this cnme could not hav are mJurmg no one but themselvs .. D9 the advocates a clergyman should perform, and Comstock represents 
beeni'..Committ.ed,. and so with every other crime that of pmhibition claim that: it is' proper for majorities to "pure cussedness." . 
human pe,ings do. By this rule,· without God's. as.- enact ajld enforce all ·laws which· such majorities be- Mayor Grace and Mayor Edson were both informed 
sistance J).O p),"imes could. be; committed.: Which Jieve ~o b_e f0r·the general welfare? If so, then Sun- by .Messrs. Talmage, Crosby, and Comstock that the 
woul~' _make' God. responsiple for all crime that is day }.,aws, Comstock deviltry, ,aniithe like are _all respectable element in this community is opposed to 
com:m#t~d in the laij.d. · .. · . . right just so long. !!>B tlt.e.y h,q.ppeA to hav a majonty the "Passion Play," and, acting upon the information 

There is one subject ·mdreJ wish ·tp notice. In so- to sustain them at .the.,polJs~: But it Will be claimed ohtaine~l n·o~ that preci~us trio, Mayors GFace and 
liciting,divine-·.aid we return riiany thanks, and lavish that a person by using intoxicating liql~ors exces- Edson, m · therr turn, declined, to grant a license to 
~~ch _praise and .flattel'! upon this power t}:lat w~ so- sivly ·injures others n:s well as ~irilself-:-;-iri fact, injures i 1\1]:. Morse,, and .that gentleman h~s ap1~ealed to_ the 
limt a~d·from. Now I freely concede that· there IS no the whole cnmmumty.· But the Sunday law advo-

1 

c_ourts. '\'\ e care not whether 1\I~. 1\Imse secrues a 
har~ •. }P,.Illi ~~· It. ~s simply. a useless agita .. tion of cates~. sert the same thing with. respect to\13£tb~a~h-~ hcense or whether t1~e courts cleclme to or·d·m·· M~yor 
the arr, but It rs certainly commendable t<9 do ;b._op.or q1·eakrng. Only the other day:( heard a .. Chnst.Ia1l .Edson to grant the_ license. M~srs. ~almage, Crosby, 
to this power that controls the universe. . · oompl~it~i,ning that California. WitS <fisgraced 'm.,tl_le eyes and Comstock hav msulte~ t~e mtelligenc~ 1tnd goo? 
. But we can dcdt in no otherway tha:if by doing of the' whole civi.).ized world on account of iw Infidel- morals of ~e l?eople of this c1ty b:y appearmg as the1r 
kind, noble, and generous acts for our fellow beings. ity. lle seemed to be und~r tl;te. impression that the representativs, a:ucl that fact we WISh to put squarely 
Ohri~ is supposed to hav said some wise ann sensi~ Sunday law, proper1y enforce¢!,_ -v.ould make every- upon the reconl . -

. . . ' ' .. 
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TH.. E TRUTH SE. EKER. are eDforced with tyranllical exactness; a code has mas, but all systems of religion. founded on S:JlC~, 
. • · been -enacted that would .ha.v done honor to any in- essentiaJly false bases as is the Christian. 

FOUNDED ·BY D. M. BENNETT. · quisitor of the seventeenth century, and is not oiily This breaking up of the Prote~ta.nt church has 
being enforced.so far as the church can, but is being· been going on for years. In fact; _the founder :was \'. 

E. M. MACDoNALD, ~ - Editor; strengthened to r~sist aU ~~ott$ID.pUI at repeal; eccle- also its destroyer. If it is 1ight to think at all, to go 
M. W. B:ENN:ETr, - - . ..: Publisher. siastical societies are usurping ;the functions of our part way in analyzing the Bible, _it-is right to go the 

21 Clfnton Place, New· To,rk. civil officers, and prosecuting and persecuting india.,; whole way. If one verse is uninspired, the next, 
· · crimina.tely; Comstockism is n'either ·dead nor dying. probably,. is· too.. To-day the brightest, best,_ and , __ 

PUBL~HED EVERY SATURDAY AT $2·50 PER YEAR. We hav gained nothing practical by .these IniJ;risters bra.v~st brains are Infidel. But we cannot mo1Jl,f\. ·: ·; 
_ The ·largest and cheapest .Rqdical Journal published in lf}u,rope renouncing- their cree<l.; they. are only dilettante On the contrary, we see in the church~s:d;ecline noth-
or America, contqining·seven hundred 6quare inche6 more reading recruits who ha.v. 'not yet shoWn. a disposition to do ing but good to the .hinn~ race. In her :downfall is 
mattrr than any other journal cf its Teind. away with. any of ·these ~vils. The Protestant church seen the ~prising of science,_ :the slip1;Jl~tiilg of error · 

.. . . . is crowding the -Infidels the harder because _it feels by truth, of gu~ss-work by :facts, of fmth by reason, . _ 
All Drajt6, Chtc'k6, and PoW! Orders should be made pa;yable to its power waning, and making more strenuous exer- of ignorance by knowledge; and it· will be a glorious ·. · 

MARY W.. BENNETT. tiona to steal from the peopl~:~__.under the· garb of re- day when men • and women .are really free, and the 
ligion. · ' . · · · . · great majmity of the world does not cast ·itself upon 

- JANUARY 27, 1883. It is the duty·p~. Liberals to drive these dogmas its face before the idols of a barbaric superstition .. 
===========::;;:::::========= into the sea, to . relegate these stories to the fable Protestantism . holds the . mediate -positio_n he-

A Wrorlng and a Growing Power. books;to repeal these· laws against Atheists, to force tween the debasing superstitions ()f Rom.anism imd 

SATURDAY, 

On another page we print copious extracts .from these churches to bear their share of the public bur~ the elevating principles of· Freethought. lu its 
Bishop McQuaid's paper in the North American Re- dens, to exclude these hypocnts from the legislatures, 'creeds and ceremonies it clings. to the fm"l:ner; by the_. . 
view. · It presents some facts which will make Free- to repeal sumptuary laws and J.>E!nal codes that con,- stout defens,E!Of private interpretation of the Bible it · 
thinkers rejoice, although, of co'urse, due allowance duce to crinle, to abrogate the cha.rt_ers of all. ecclesi- paved the way for the latter; There is no logic in 
must be made for Catholic prejudice and Romish ex- a.stical societies that intermeddle with the enforce- its position, and- its followers must sooner. or later 
aggeration~ _Yet it has a very substantial basis of ment of laws; and to kill Comstockism. Until these take sides with these two eternally opposing forces
truth, further coi:Uirmed, since it was written, by the are accomplished there must be no rest on the part Roma.ni8Ill and Reason. Catholics are undoubtedly 
apostasy of Newton. The e.stim1:1te of Beecher as the of Liberals. It is a. matter of rejoicing that ·Protest- grieved that they do n<~t get more recruits from· this 
barometer of American Protestantism is likewise autism is· djing; but it must be remembered· that fast disbanl}ing army. But their grief will avail 
shown . to be correct by the .latest lecture of the dying struggles are the fiercest, and that nothing is them little. _ Jp.~t s.o sure as the right must triumph, 
Brooklyn prea.cher in this city, in which he accepted gained -b.y the death if the corpse not oi:J.ly clings to so sure as the world progresses, and sunlight dispels 
evolution as the record of the world's progressL That· all it gained in life, but another and more r-apacious darkness, so sure will science triumph over 81iper8ti-' 
disbellef in the Christian religion is spreading mon~r is groWing from its grave! · The Catholic tion. Between the upper and low~r millstones will 
fast and wide no one of any knowledge whatever church is not dying; it is not eyen sleeping. It 'is Protestantism be crushed, !IJld then com.e the· final 
denies. People are leaving the church by scores but waiting to get its stl:ength; Years ~~ogo we wrote struggle, as Bishop McQuaid sees and aqm,ita, be- . 
and hundreds and seeking the more truthful plain of what every keen oosel'Ver saw-that the coming tween Infidelity and Catholicity. But the strength 
science. In the cities especially the church presents struggle is. to be between .Infidelity and Catholicism. once possessed by this power can ilever be regained, 
curious anomalies. While one portion of the cle1;gy There is ~o loi.icalresting-place between Rome and and in this age of the world the conflict can ~a.Y but 
are endeavoring to revive the blue laws and re-esta.b- Reason. The Protestants but halted at a half-way one ending. · Fraud and fiction will be overthtowlt;. 
lish the inquisition,. with fines and implisonment for house. In setting forth again some will retrace their and the institution which has so long tyrannized over . 
aJl who incur its displeasure, another-and the brain- steps and return to the foot ofthe mountain, while men's minds and ·bodies will be. trampled i_n dust. 
ier portion-are fast becoming heretics. They are others will climb the sunlit bights and from the pin- The nineteenth century and the United States are 
throwing doubt upon the Bible as a sacred book, dis- na.cle see all misty superstitions swept away. Let not the time and place to rehabilitate a religion 
carding whole chapters and modifying others, reject- the Liberals a.lrea.dy. at the top help the climbers, but whose grave-clothes were cut and fitted three hun
ing inspiration for any portion of it, and otherwise not forget to roll fl. stone_ occasionally at the cowards dred years ago. 
treating it like a classic. Arguing from this, many in ·retreat. It may go through their ranks and spread ___ .....,...., _ __._-'--
hav said that the work of Li_beralism is practically a little devastation in the army waitirig in the mire Postmasters as Censors. 
accomplished, but no greater mistake could be made. below. . _ The beautiful workings o! the Comstockia.n postal 
In the country· the ministers are still fossilized in the This very article shows the Catholics are arousing laws are known to most of our readers, but their 
barbaric faith of their fathers. They are still making to the situation. Familiar as she is with dea.th.:beds practical infamy has never been nibre cl~:~a.rly ·shown 
life unhappy to the masses not yet emancipated; they of Protestants, she scents dec~:t . from afar. . . Like a. than in a. case that has just come to the surfttce,: o'iit - . 
are still forging chains and riveting fetters; their in- vulture hovering near a dying beast, the Catholic in La Salle, m, where Mr. A. J. Reddick edits' and 
:fluence for evil is still unbounded. They are teach- church is trying to rob the. corpse. That she would publishes the IJerrwcrat, in whose columns he prints 
ing falsehood and fighting with all their power strangle Infidelity as well is patent to everyone. _Her the local police reports, humorously and sensationally 
against progression. They still think the universe, strength in the older countries which hav suffered written. The town is blessed with the usual quantity 
including hell, was made in six days; that Eve fell for centuries fro:m, her. cruel tyranny is fast waning. of postmaster in the person of a Mr. Cor bus, at one 
and dragged Adam with her; that the deluge was a France is honeycombed with Freethought. All her tim~ a personal friend of the editor of the Democrat. 
historic freshet; that the tower of Babel would ha.v holidays are on Sunday. 'When the French leave the Mr. Corbus is · ~ Republican and Mr. Reddick is a · 
reached to heaven but for the providential confound- Catholic church they do not stop at Protestantiszn, Democrat; but until recently tins made no difference 
ing of tongues; that Abraham's faith was tested in but, likeGambetta; become out-and-out Freethinkers. in their feelings toward each other, and the post
the mountains; that Jacob saw a ladder let down Italy has likewise throWD,.o:ffth~ yok~, and the world master would often help the editor by giving him 
from heaven; that the Ten Commandments were was but recently treated·t~ the,apecta.cle of the pope points about matters which could be. used advantage
written by God; that Samson caught the foxes, and being served with a ta:l!; I).otice like any other- citizen ously in makirig a "racy" report for his paper. 
pUlled the temple about his own ears; that Jonall of Rome. · Spain is disrupted, disorganized, and a But last fall Mr. Reddick opposed one of Mr· Cor.:'. 
was swallowed by a whale; that Jesus was born with- little tired of the exii.C:ltions o'f the priests. Ireland is bus's friend.B in the political campaign a.Iid ·to .. such 
out a father, of a Virgin, in a manger over which a too poor to afford her much substantial help. It is good plll'J?ose that not pnly this particular :man but 
star stopped in surprise; that Herod slaughtered all in the United States that sli~'wiU m~e her deter- all the. Republicamuvere defeated. And then the· 
the little ones in 'the .vain hope of hitting tll,e.,right mined and desperate stan~ 'By importation and trpul:>le b~gan, and the cloven ·foot appeared. Con
one; that he descended into hell to test the tempera- domestic culture_ she is gathering around her a horde stituting himself . judge, jury, and complain~t, the 
ture, and was satisfied _with three days' trilll; that of uneducated; umeasoning men, thoroughly in her postmaster se~ed upon the 'offending,IJemodrat and 
three are only one after all, if you look at it through power and under her <,lirections, a.Iid thesE!' men hav denied it the privileges of the mail. . The .reports of 
spectacles of faith; that a son is BS old BS his father, the bil.llot and can subvert ottl'governmi:int at will. if two police cases Wel;e deClared obscene, a.lld before. 
and a little older, if anything; that an omniscient but numerically stronger. And' this church considers Mr Reddick was even botmd over for trial he was 
God didn't know that his Cl'eatures would be bad if herself "Christ's appointed pilot,'' and that with'out condemned and the offending issue· suppressed. The 
they got the chance; that all omnipotent God was a her guidance nothing but shipWJ,:e~k is left. If this reports were no .worse than hundreds that appear 
little weakertha.n.iron; and in that crowning infamy were so it would still be better than having her on every day :ifi the papers, but the law makes the pq~t
tha.t an an-wise and aU-good father would ·mak!'l a board. It is more agreeable. to be drowned than 'master the judge, and he having a personal spite to 
hell to burn eternally hia erring children, and an in- burnt to death. But her . claims to pilot' nations, in gratify was nowise backward in condemning it. 
earna.te fiend to superintend the roasting. And right the face of her record, are brazen impudence. Every Were it a mere personal squabble between two 
in the cities where Beecher renounced Genesis and country in which she attained supremacy has gone;to politicians, or ·a. trial. of an obscenity vender, it would 
discarded this hell, where Newton flings away the ruins. There is not tci-d1:1y one prosperous nation ha.v no interest for the outside public. But there is 
Bible, and Adler has his Ethical Society; where the ruled by the church. Every argument against Prot- a deeper significance to this case. It practically a.p
Liberal club holds fo~:h. weekly, where Spiritualists' esta.ntism can be brought with tenfold force against ·plies the laws in just the maimer THE _TRUTH SEEKER 
meetings are many and well attended, there are Catholicism. The cteeds formulated by Luther and pointed out would be done, when. these ecclesia.sti
events occurring almost daily that set the blood boil- imposed on his followers were inspired by the teach- cally-procured laws ~ere under discussion years ag(). 
ing in the veins of every true lover of liberty. The ings of the church from which he had broken away. They can be and are being used by the party in 
law that drove an Atheist from the witness chair in That coming generations should break away as he had power to oppose and destroy their oP.ponents .. The 
Brooklyn is not repealed; millions of dollars' worth done is but natural, and th.e Methodist preacher who least thing can be seized upon and declared obscene, .. 
of unremunera.tiv ecclesiastical property still goes said that " education, culture, and· refinement" had for the word has as many meanings as the chameleon . 
untaxed; hundreds of thousands of dollars are still killed his creed but gave utterance to" undisputed colors, and is more elastic than the conscience of a. . 
voted annually to church corporations; chaplains still truth. Methodism, like Catholicism, suffers much priest. Anything from Sha.kspere to a local paper,. , . • 
draw pay from the people for opening our legislatures from cUlture, while education, thorough and scien- if looked at with true Christian bias, can be obstructea · ' 
with unheard and unheeded prayers; sumptuary laws tific, will in time destroy not only all creeds and dog- in its transmission ~ough the mails by some petty 
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despot who holds the office of postlp.aster. _ T.he_ law u THE Bible," says Dr. Collyer; "is like a table with prised to remark that the company had disappeared, 
niabs him an irresponsible censornand even: if.his .fourteen sides." Everybody can get a seat. "From with the exception of a retired warriqr, who was visi
victim is cleared by the courts, the ta,int of obscenity it the Quaker gets his quietness, the · Calvinist ble seated on the proiecting end oLa. floor timber; 
clings to him and injures him for many years to come. his ·brimstone, the Salvation Army the inspirati()n entirely isolated from the rest of the- society, who 
This law has nothing whatever to do with postal .for their turmoil in the :street. It was the Bi'lJle upon closer examination werefound tohav descended/ 
business arid should be taken from tbe statute booli's that brought the Puritans 0ver here, and it was the into the ceJ.lar, cahying the -floor with them, one end 
and flllilg in the faces of the despicable tyrants who· Bible that backed. them in their persecutions of the of which, dropping lower than the other, had allowed 
procured its passage. · Quakers, tlie .Baptists, and. the ;witches." And Mr. the visitors to slide gently down its sl?-ping surface, 

Collyer forgot to say how it was that such a many-: an iridiscdminate mixing of the sexes bemg one of 
An -~nprincipled Slanderer. sided book could . be the . sole literary product of the res~ts: A package of silverware which was on 

The Rev.· Joseph Cook denotinces Mr. one :Unchangeable and unchanging deity. Perhaps the· center-table when . the de11cent began found its 
cott's Theosoph,_ical Society as" a mere mo:riey-~ahlng' he don't ,believe it, for when. he :finds a man whd way unaccountably into the_ pocket of a first deacon, 
affair." /He says all the initiation fees· are sent to the. can only look at ·it' With .. Calviri's eyes, he says he and ten pounds of dried apples were discovered to 
president; and he adds: · · · · · tells him to let it alone. This .would hav been her- be strung like beads about the neck of the pastor 

e"y· twenty years ago a,s he·aro. se from the heap· of brothers ·and sisters 
"It hili! taken up and macle a hero' of the publisher .Of · P · · • 

a fifth-l:ate Inficlel'rag in New York. I 'was ·simply obliged -'-----....,___,~-.- which had collected on the cellar bottom. The amor-
to expose him. .I was called upon to meet him in public dis- THE Salvation ArxnY at Geneva, Switzerland, is not ous coupl~ stoed horror-stricken in the doorway and 
cussion, but I woulcl not allow the platform givep me by meeting with ·.either a cordial reception or IIULI'ked looked with dismay upon the lowering effects which 
reputable gentlemen to be soiled by the feet ofiii.ficlel- jail- success in making converts. A notice which its> cap- kissing _at a. donation party had ·apparently brought 
birds.'' ' tain distributed on the streets read as follows: " The about. 

The "publisher" herein referred to is D: M .. Be~~ Salvation Army will w~J.ge its firstbattle_against Sa.tah It is not designed to giv a detailed description of 
nett, late editor of THE TRUTH SErurnR· The foregoing in Geneva, to~D.ight." . The hosts of Satan, in the ~orm the scene which followed, nor even. to explain how 
is from one of Cook's published. lectures depvere,d. of small boys,. repelled·. th~ attack by turning out in the ostracized warrior recovei·ed his . standing with 
since the death of Mr. Bennett. Joseph Coolr has large 'numbers an( maJring it impossible for the .the rest of the,comm)lnity. The matter might been
no spark of manhood nor any sense of d11stice in his speakers -to be_heard .. ·The queer ways of the army larged upon, but it is merely desired to bring this 
make-up. From the crown of his head. downward, excite great curiosity in the minds of the people of question to the attention of the Advocate: Was the 
from the soles of his feet upward, and from the cir- Geneva; and the. public seems to frown upqn the inclination to kiss a God-given impulse implanted in 
cumference of his carcass inward, he is the n;tost un- whole movement. · their h;arts which led this young couple to leave the 
principled blackguard .that ever abused himselfinto . · · . room that the bottom fell out of so suddenly, and 
an asyh:i.mor escaped when malice instea;d qf reason. .··If any ofthe friends of_ THE. TRUTHSE;~1>:& k:p.pw 6f thns ,escape ,the exposure of male and female life and 
had resumed controlof hisbrain:. He hasplaced:h:im- any J.~b~I;als who,do not now taket:he paper, bufwho limbs which attended it; or was the consummation 
self in the pillory of disgrace to eat the bread and miglit do ·.so if it was brought to their attention, will oftheir desire the cause of the disaster which imme
drink the wat>r of scorn and contempt till death Send the names· of such to us we will forward sample diately followed? . It is the mental labor in· the solu
kindly relieves him of the life which he has devoted copies to .them and feel grateful to the senders. tion of questions like this that has so exhausted the 
to making. hims~lf infamous. · W e_want to see the list grow.. intellectual resources of. ministers and editors of re

The Monument Fund. The Donation Party, the Kiss~ and then· Effects. 
ligiolis papers as to giv the impression that they are 
mentally inferior to other people; but the credit of 
having solved them is one of thf? most gratifying re
wards of a Christian life. 

The following additional ampunts hav been sub~ Next to staying the ala~ing spread of modern 
scribed by friends to this worthy object: In the Infidelity, the question which of llite most disturbs 
last acknowledgment in THE TRUTH SEii:KER Mr. and the Advocate is the habit_ .of donation parties which 
Mrs. J. N. Hiller's ·subscription should hav been $5 the .CIITistia:ri world has fihen into, and the concomi- THERE are many patrons on the list a long way in 
instead of $1. We much regret the error: tant practicelll of hugging and kissing which go along arrears. To such we would remark with considerable 

Dr. H, L. Horton, $5.00 c. •B. Hawes, $2.00 ·with them. A correspondent of that paper writes to urgency that it will be a fitting and graceful thing for 
Mrs. Pho~be Patch,· 1.00 M. E. Felton,_. 1.00 know if the thing- is proper in the sight of heaven, them to square.up the accounts. We feel sure that 
'iiiful~~t~[t'on, ~:88 ~:~~odell, ~:88 and~calculated to puncture with a thrill of joy the in- no one wants to defraud THE TRUTH SEEKER out of its 
Nathaniel A. Myers, 1.00 Richard Matiack, ·1.00 finit viscera of omnipotence. This question the ed- just dues, but many appear to hav forgotten about the 
Wm. Black, 1.00 Mrs. Richard Matlach, ·1.00 itor,, th_.-e R_. ev. J. ». Buckley, D.D., with the able as- matter. It is a very unpleasant duty to hav to remove 
J. M .. Ordway, 1.00 J. C. C. Kenrick; · 5.00 d li · · · 
C. C. Glenn, . 1.00 J. Henrichs.&.Brp., 1.00 sistance of the Rev._W. H. DePuy, answers in the names on account of e 'nquency, and it is hoped that 
Mrs. Wm. T. Minchen, 1

1 
.. 0
0
0
0

_ J. T. Dickeris, . 1.00 negativ: The fundamental postulate of the reverend none will foi·ce us to this extremity. 
R. W. Farrelly, Charles Knorr, ·1.00 
H. Chase, .50 N. N. E. Wood, M.D., LOO 'editors is that the donation party is in itself an evil, 
Richard Slusser, 1.00 J.P. Mendum, 1.00 and should be. resorted to only in cases of the direst CoME to the Paine celebration on Sunday night. 
A. y, Slusser, -'1.00 L. DeWitt Griswold, 1.00 . - Th -· t' · ta h b th 
Peter .Clark, 2.50 J. _S. Verity, 1.00 necessity. ey men Ion an ms nee w ere a ro er A. Note from Mr. Griswold. 
John Musgrove, 1.00 Frank Rivers;· i.oo received 113 pillnpkins and a bucket of dried apples, . To THE EDITOR OF THE T_ R. UTH SEEKER, Sir: To me 
James.C. Lehmer, 10;00 Dr .. E. F. Beals, 1.00 e. !3timated by the donor to. be worth $6.00, and which 
A. F. Albright, 1.00 Mrs, M. A. E. Green, 1.00 this thought has just suggested it.self, which I think 
John R. Kelso, 10.00 T. J . .Ap.dl.'ews, 1.00 the minister .was obliged. to count on· his salary. is a noble one, and will•heartily meet the approbation 
~~\1n:~p, . . ~:88 ~; ~t:o~~burner, ~:88 As m.an cannot liv. by dried apples and pumpkins of all live, progressiv, reverential Liberals: to publish 
Byron Boardman, 1.00 James Allen, 1.00 alone, the foregoing editors regard this as highly un- in neat pamphlet form the obituary and obsequies of 
L. G. Barnes, 1.00 · W. H. Jordan, 1.00 just. the la.te D. M. Bennett, the same to be headed by his 
}forgan E. Lewis, 1.00 B. F. Hyland, 5.00 · likeness in deep mourning, all to be an exact copy of 
James Cainpbell, uio J. Irby Ties, 1.00 . Having thus llhown the vicious nature of the dona- that published in THE TnuTH SEEKER of Dec. 16th. 
Charles Mayturn, 1.00 R. H. Ilove, 1.00 tion pft...-1-v., they n. ext address themselvs t_o the task n:6. H G And 1 oo An · E t 1 oo ru. ""· - - His bii'th, career, i uence, founding THE TRUl'H 
G~or~ Salt:~~on, 1:oo No~ecol::,es' s:oo of throwmg iight on the subject of hugging and kiss- SEEKER, persecutions, conviction, and imprisonlllent, 
Judd Griswold, 1.00 A. J. Stough, 1.00 ing. Owing to the "indiscriminate mixing of the illness and death, are too sacred not to preserve in 
Mrs. E. Heddon, 1.00 Madden Burlingame, 1.00 " h' h 't b . b t 't. 'd d 1 some such way as herein suggested. Though myself 
B. F. Hinliphrey, l.OO P. Hartman, l.OO sexes w w 1 nngs a ou , 1 IS cons1 ere near y, ll . t d 'th th . . I kn . 
E. R. Shoemaker, 1.00 H. Cardwell, ·1.00 if not quite, as bad as dancing; and only the .ele- we acquam e WI . ese memoirs, ow there 
H L Wright 1 00 George Disbrow 1 00 · ·· · d h are thousands of good Liberals who · are not. It 
Is~a~ A.Isbacher, 1:oo H. N. Prouty, ' 1:oo vating iilfll:lence of the pastor an is wife, and _the seems to me that every Liberal who has eyer heard 
Wm. Holgate, . 1.00 Henry Lawson, 5.00 superior piety of the members present, can prevent or read of this great reformer of the nineteenth cen-

. · its having a ls>w~:~ring effect upon the neighborhood. tury would certainly desire something of this nature. 
Paine Cei~bration in New York._ ·, It is further 11et forth that unless the parties who do I was very much gratified to see and read so grand 

We hope that every Liberal in and near this city the kissing afterward repent and with· a contrite an instrument in the paper which he founded, par
will come to the meeting to be held on the one hun- heart aSk pardon of their pastor and their creator, traying so nobly his ~anly character, his life, his ca-

. · t'fi d · th · · f th reer, his influence in behalf of a progressiv constitu-dred and forty-sixth a_nniversary ·of . the birth of the beneficiary is not JUS 1 e ~ m e op1mon o e -· . . ency. I read and re-read it, alth0ugh regretting . 
Thomas Paine, at the German Masonic Temple, ·.~20 Advocate, in receiving the profits of llie party, in case greatly that the sad occasion necessitated its chroni-
East,l!'ifteenth street, Sunday evening, January 2Sth. such profits occur. Thi13 decision of the Advocate will cling. If this thought has not already been intra
Although the 29th is his natal day, it is deeined best hav great weight in mitigating the evil. duced either by yourself or some other one of the 
to hold the meeti!lg on Sunday to accon;tmodat~ But there is another side to this subject besides hero's admirers, I hope it· will be brought about at 
maRy who could not attend so.conveniently _on Man~ that considered by the previous writers. The oc- your earliest convenience. I think the pamphlet 
day. That the occasion will be worthily celebrated currences at a donation party in a New Hampshire would sell rapidly among Liberals, and should be 

· · · Th published in good form for preservation. I hope my 
is assured by the list of speakers engaged, among town con!!titute a case in point. e generous mem- proposition will not be··considered made from merce-
whom will beT. B. Wakeman, Wilson McDonald, S. bers of the Unitarian society had assembled at the nary motivs, but for the sake of commemorating the 
P. Putn~i S. P. Andrews, Courtlandt Pa,lmer, and parsonage on one 'Of the occasions of which mention life of the great and good Mr. Bennett. 
Louis Post. ' · is made, and the .center.,-table fajrly shrieked beneath L. DEWITT GRISWOLD. 

A collection will be taken to defray expenses ofthe the combined ·weight of their unsparing contribu- Auburn, N. Y., Jan. 20, 188a: 
hall, etc,, but the admission will bEi"free. · · · tions. The 'cider-mug had gone around-and re- The suggestion of Mr. Griswold has been antici-

Every admirer of the life · and g~nius · of Paine • turned ell1pty-several times, and sociJl} conversation pated by the fact that all this will appear as an ad-
.·should not fail to attend, and thus aid in rescuing was inchilged in, when a ypung man and woman who dendum to the fourth volume of Mr. Bennett's 
from Christian caluniny the name of one who should. had Blrea4y. thought "somewhat of marrying each travels around the world, to which Mr. Griswold 
share )~t least equally with Washington the. gloq. o~ other, in a fitting moment withdrew to an adjoining was an early subscriber. The book is in preparation 
establishing this. splendid republic. If the 22d of and empty rooin, where their- ·inclinations led them and will be completed at as early a date as possible. 
February is kept as a national holiday; so shoUld the to indUlge insom~easual osculatoryexereise. Scarce- We tha~ . .him heartily, however, for the interest 
29th of Jl!>lluary. New York is th~largest cityofour lyhad.th~ firstsmack been accomplished when they shown, and should hav done what he suggests ere 
country: Let the celel:mition be in keeping .with the heard the liiollD:d Of confusion in the room which they this but for this· better· way of preserving the rec-
city. · - · · had just quitted; and, upon returning, were sur- ord.-ED. 'r. S. 
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The Decay of Protestantism. 
Frum ihe North American Review. 

Unbelief is spreading in the world, causing gTeat 
unrest. The life to come and man's relation to it en
gage his thoughts and excite his hopes or his fears. 
The natural, the material, the present, are around 
him, and ever at hand; they arrest his attention and 
claim his time. The supernatural, the spiritual, the 
future, are far off, are not seen, and so are relegated 
to another time-to the next world. 

Protestantism, taking its rise in the beginning of 
the sixteenth centmy, began by rejecting the teach
ing authority, and substituting therefore the right of 
each individual to judge and choose in all matters of 
religious faith and morals. Private interpretation of 
the scriptures, without note or comment, without 
guide or limit, became ·the cardinal tenet of Protes
tantism-its very essence. By it Protestantism was 
to liv or die. In leaving the Catholic church it car
ried along many of the old points of doctrinal belief, 
and some of the familiar and cherished religious ob
servances. But when it thus left the Catholic com
munion, it was much like a mariner going out to sea 
in a ship without It rudder, who, when the storm 
arises, casts out one bit of cargo after another, in the 
vain hope of saving the sea-tossed and foundering 
•·essel. PTot,estantism wen:t out to sea without Christ's 
appointed pilot, and has been discharging cargo ever 
since to escape shipwreck. Now that there is little 
left to throw overboard, above all wmngling and con
tention the cry of distress is heard, that danger is 
imminent and disaster inevitable. In all its multi
tuclinal forms Protestantism is decaying-is dying. 

On all sides this confession is heard. It comes 
from the review and the newspaper; .from the pulpit 
and the platform; from friend and foe alike. 

So long ago as 184 7, Brownson wrote in his "·Re
view:" "That Protestantism inmost countries, espec
ially in this country, is developing into bi:fidelity, 
irreligion, naluri.'~m, rejecting and losing even all 
reminiscences of grace, is too obvious and too well 
known to be denied, or to demand any proof." The 
TVeshninsler Reuiew, in its July number of this year, 
sweeps the whole body of believers in the super
natural away from the world of to-day, leaving only 
a few fossilized fanatics, succinctly cognizable as knaves 
or fools. It says: 

"The result 'is that intelligent men cannot accept as true 
the current forms of theology, nor yet can honest men day 
after day act the falsehood of apparently countenancing 
opinions which in their hearts they know to be false. Those 
who are thus left as the exponents of the popular faith are 
those so intellectually dull that they cannot master the logi
cal effect of recent criticism, and are unable to realize the 

· s11irit of the age in which they liv; or they are those whose 
moral susceptiuilities are so blunt that they perceive no moral 
incongruity in the advocacy of opinions they do not hold in 
the ordinary and conventional sense. But a class which is 
intellectually dull or morally blunt cannot long retain ascend
ancy over tho public mind; and that process of deterioration 
in the character and influence of the clergy, which during the 

_ last three eenturies has :p1aterially compromised their posi
tion seems likely to result in the total extinction of all respect 
for the office and services of the class." 

to disagree, to discard old points of belief, to cast 
away the substance of Christian doctrins, while still 
retaining phrases and forms, until now little remains 
of the original teachings of the fathers of Protestant
ism. Although Episcopalians stil.lf;profess to stand 
by the Thirty-nine Articles and the prayer-book, the 
utmost latitude is allowed in interpreting their mean
ing. Nineteenth century Presbytetians of all scliools 
combined could not produce a disciple acceptable to 
John Knox. The old Puritans of New England 
would never recognize as brethren the Congregation
alists of to-day. It is becoming the .fashion to eschew 
doctrin, and to philosophize rhetorically on conduct. 
According to Rev. Mr. Pullman, as Teported in the 
New York Herald, even this minimized creed is not 
believed in. He says:' 

"Another groat drawback to effectiv Ch1istian work is in 
the clergy itself. This body, which was once so'powel'ful for 
good, finds itself paralyzed, and the secret is that the minis
ters hav nearly all lost belief in the religion they find it noces
Rnry to profess. They preach a creed openly, but socretly 
their souls are honeycombed with doubt, and thus they hav 
to a great extent become more rea~oneJ;s, ru:guers, and plat-
form lecturers." · 

Whatever else may be said of Henry Ward Beecher, 
it can be safely admitted that he interprets correctly 
the prOf:,'Tess and aims of American religious thought 
as developed day by day. His career at Plymouth 
church shows a gTadual curtailment of doctrinal 
teachings, and an emasculating of others to harmp
nize with the notions of his hearers. He is some
thing of a barometer in American Protestantism. 
Lately he withdrew from a Congregationalist organ
ization, that its orthodm::y might not be disturbed by 
his advancement in religious teachings-this advance
ment consisting in a further pruning of his chmch 
creed. ·whereupon the Rev. Dr. Edwards A. ]?ark, 
a leading theologian among the Congregationalists, 
admitted, at a meeting of ministers of his· denomina
tion, according to the ·New York Times of Nov. 6th, 
"that Congregationalism is no longer. what it once 
was, and that it ministers show a tendency to discard 
one doctrin after another," For his part, he would 
admit no candidate to the ministry who did not make 
profession of a belief in the atonement, in eternal 
punishment for the vricked, and in the scriptures as a 
perfectly trustworthy religious guide. 

delegates come together as one. Only one hundred 
and. thirty partook of the "Lord's ·Supper," o:r;t thEil 
one day of the congTess appointed for ,a generhl 'act 
of worship. When teachers abdicate their office,. is;. 
it any wonder that pupils lose confidence in them and 
pass -from under their influence? 'I'he t,ransition to 
doubt and negation, to indifferentism and Infidelity, 
to Rationalism and Atheism, becomes logical and <;!'lr-
~Q . 

Second. Protestantism is decaying in church gov
ernment and ministry. It will be conceded that no 
society or corporate organization Cal,lliv that has not 
the power and the will to. enforce disciplin and coerce 
refractory members-that cannot compel obedienc~ 
to its rules on the part of all who chob'se to remain 
within 'its body. How is it with Protestant churches? · 

The Methodist denomination, once so strong in 
church government and disciplin, is weakening, un
der the influence of wealth and desire for the good 
things of the world. Its most effectiv power was 
found in ministerial itimm:mcy. A strong and activ 
party is foi·ming within the bosom of Methodism, to 
do,away with the periodical removal of its ministers. 
This growing :feeling is so far deferred to that popu~ 
]ar ministers are assigned to large towns, and when 
the round of rich churches. has been run in one con-
ference they al'e transferred to another. · 

No Protestant denomination holds more tenacious-
ly to the forms of authority than . the Episcopal 
church~. and none fails more bment11bly in its exer- • 
cise. Its right to excommunicate those who with
draw from its body is exercised only when they hav 
openly turned their backs on Episcopalianism and 
joined another church. While the name of fellowship 
is kept up, they may belong to the broad church; the 
high church, or the low· chmch; their teachings may 
be infavor of baptismal regeneration, or against it; 
in favor of the "real presence," or against it; in favor 
of auricular confession, or against it. The church 
governmental agency for self-protection seems pow
erless. When a congregation is largely ·composed of 
advanced thinkers, their chosen ·minister preaches 
according to the views of his employers. ·whatever 
authority is in the church to control the abuse is in
operativ. Ritualist and cultured Rationalist are at 
home and in peace within the same fold. 

Beecher, seemingly disgustfld with all the schools 
of Protestant theology, in a letter to a friend writes: Third. Protestantism shows decay in church mem-
" But, wherever I may go, I am determined, before I bership, and in attendance at religious services. 
die, to :find a theology which will pass muster at Ban- Proof of this assertion flows in n:om many sources. 
gor, at .Andover, at Cam:brige, .at New Haven, at These proofs are startling and con.clusiv. ·They are 
Princeton, at Alleghany, at Oberlin, at Chicago, and found in the admissions of Protestant clergymen, in 
at Park street-then I shall willingly _die." In other official documents, and in the statistics gathered by 
words, a search after a theology ill which all the impartial secular newspa1)ers. Empty pews tell the 
schools of American Protestantism are in accord is a tale Sunday after Sunday. Churches are lavishly 
hopeless task. fmnished and 'made cosily snug, the music is fas-

. The Wl'iter of "Celiain -I>angerous Tendencies in cinating and artistic, the social standing of the mem
American Life," published by the Riverside Press, bers is above reproach, but the favorite minister, ·. 
Cambridge, displays intimate knowledge of the who is most acceptable on every other score, fails to 
American Protestant public, and. of their present draw and :fill the pews. The attendance is beggarly 
condition of J:eligious thought. Of those who still in SP.ite of the opulent membershi1), except on a few 
retain belief in their church creed, he remarks, "they special occasions when piety takes a start, or the re
are too few to regenerate the American church, ligious inducements are tmusually seductiv. 
though their influence is highly valuable in resisting Within a few years statistics carefully collected 
some of the evil tendencies of the age. Most of them amply confirm the statement that church member

These are, it may be alleged, unfriendly witnesses. are old, and they hav few successors among the ship and attendance are falling off. According·to 
'Their testimony would avail little if it were not cor- younger people, . . . . and their number and the "Christian Alliance," of the 1,100,000 inhabitants 
roborated by mournful avowals within the fold. strength diminish from year to year." Of another of Berlin only 30,000 go to church. Deduct the 

The purport of this paper is to show by facts and very large class he says: "Chm·ch work is for them, Catholics from this number, and the remainder dis
figures, and by the admissions of sincere and sorrow- in all its forms, a kind of sacred amusement. Public closes a woful condition of religious life. Yet the 
ing friends, that Protestantism as a religious organi- worship, with its pulpit oratory and modern church state religion in Berlin has many aids to gTowth. It 
zation i'8 decaying. This decay is found in: . music, is an esthetic enterta:iiurient. They hav de- is well paid; it is the religion of the court and of the 

1st. Church creeds. veloped a religio_n whicb is not religious. . . . . aristocracy; it has no embarrassing load of dogma 
2d. Church government and ministry. They do not believe the creeds which they subscribe to carry, and conforms readily to the advanced and 
3d. Church membership and attendance at church when they join the .church, and generally make no. progTessiv theories of the day; secret societies do not 

worship or services. secret afterward of their doubt or disbelief respect- plot against it. When the government disp~naed 
Some of the causes which hav led to this decay ing various fundamental doctrins of Christianity. with the observance of religious rites on the part cif 

will then be indicated. Their ministers," he writes, "are men of intelligence its Protestant subjects, these dispensed with the ser-
Firl>t. There is decay in church creeds. At the out- a:ud of considerable culture. They beUeve evenle..~s than vices of ministers of religion at baptisms, marriages, 

break of the sixteenth century schism, Luther, Cal- their people of the doctrins of their creeds." and funerals. American clergymen·visiting the cen~ 
vin, Zwingle, and their associates formulated creeds Here I might rest, but, as in so serious a question ters of European Protestantism return with dismal 
which they imposed on their followers, and sought to the authority of representative of religious cree!fs account~ of its decay. 
impose on others. Each new sect, as it broke away should be adduced, as weU as that of individuals, I In England and Wales statistics of church atte:r~.d~ 
frem its parent sect, announced its special creed, cite the Pan-Presbyterian Congress that met in Edin- ance hav been gathered by secular newspapers in 
made up of what it brought away, headed. by its burgh, Scotland, July 4, 1877. It was composed of about seventy cities and towns. These statistics ha:v 
peculiar and distinguishing doctrin justifying the over three hundred delegates from all the divisions been made in the interests of Nonconformists, as " 
separation and an ill dependent organization. The and subdivisions of Presbyterianism in the world. against the Established church. They show that the· 
multiplication of these sects was so rapid, and the To bring th!tse discordant sects of a sect together at latter is steadily decreasing, with all its advantages 
dissensions among them so bitter, that all pretense all, it was necessary to determiil in advance that dog- of wealth, an educated ministry, and the prestige of 
of tmity and Christian comity ceased. Before Protes- matic questions should not be mooted. The official respectability. They also demonstrate that a major- • 
tantism had celebrated its first centennial, a refuge organizers of the council shut out doctrinal discus- ity of the people spend their Sunday eloewhere than 
in Deism as a relief from unending disputes and un- sion by the following program: "To consider ques- in church. 
certainties seemed the only alternativ. This threat- tions of general interest to Presbyterians; to strength- The object 'of this paper is, however, chiefly with 
encd lapse into Deism alarmed the ablest and most en and protect weak an.d persecuted churches; to ex- the condition of religion in this country. Here, also, 
ea1·nest of the leaders in the Protestant ranks. From plain and extend the Presbyterian system;_ and to Ejecula:t papers hav at times of dearth of gene;r;al. · 
Deism to Atheism was but a question of time. It discuss subjects of church work.._evangelization, use news, busied themse~vs a:Q.djnterested their readers ; r 
was within this first century that Protestantism made of the press, colportage, suppression of intemperance, with accounts of the gTOwi;b or decline of the churches. 
all its gains. Steadily since, in spite of state protec- observance of the Sabbath, systematic beneficence, in their resp~ctiv localities. Some statistics hav 'b.een 
tion, the smiles of wealth and power, its easy facility and the suppression of Ronltthism and In::fidelity." based on church memb(lrship; others on chmch at
in yielding to the whims, the demands, the social ex- The canny Scots must hav enjoyed the bit of .hUm.or tendance. The Rev. Dr. Rylance, of the Episcopal 
ig·encies of its adherents, it has lost ground. From tln·own in at the close of. this bill of entertainment. church, thinks ilhe former very misleading, as he said 
time to time the need of unity was felt. Lopping off The delegates to the conventi~n carefull.y avoided . to. a New York Times reporter: "I am f:\Orry te .say 
of doetrins, modifications in church creeds and disci- doctrinal subjects and the condemnation of here.sies. that in nettrly all_church :returns there is much dead 
plin, failed-to bring it about. At last an agTeement The zealous but inexperienced minister that i:ntro- wood. Often there are names on the hooks that can 
to disagree was offered distracted minds in the de- duced dogmatic 'topics was promptly quieted. Not be duplicated from grave~stones; especially in large 
lusory hope of peace. The various sects hav continued even in religious worship could these three hundred organizations. But this is nothing compared to the 
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nuinber who continue to figure on the roll, and who happy hearts, giv thanks to God, through whom but has a conesponding desire and love in its pm
hav dropped away through indifference or other alone su9h :a. mercy can come, and welcome them to suits, and by ajudicious exercise attains a degree of 
causes." peace 6f'inind and refreshments of soul. But as the strength, breadth, depth, and comprehensivness far 

On April 16, 1882, the Boston Advertiser caused a decay of Protestantism is a transition from church too great for the appreciation and respect of ordinary 
census to be taken by its reporters of attendance on ·organizations, that held some of the great truths of minds. . 
divine worship at the churches in that city, obtaining salvation and administered baptism, to the -ranks of Comparison sees how and loves to trace mani:festa
the following result: In 160 Protestant chmches, indifferentism and Infidelity, Catholics grieve. The tionl'! to first principles-will study natu:rallaws, and 
75,572 worshipers were counted; and in 30 Catholic late Rev. Dr. Spring, ofthe Old Brick Church of New strives to liv in obedience to their demands. 
churches, 49,337. Catholics do not receive the credit York City, publicly announced his preference for the Human Nature sees character, loves to study mo
to which they are entitled, as this count was made "in Infidelity of Voltaire over the teachings of Catholic- tivs, feelings, passions, propensities of all organic 
some instances at only ®ne mass. A stronger spirit it:y. His co-religionists !U'~ hej.rs of his preference matter, and is seldom deceived. 
of faith and piety is needed to attend service at six with a vengeance. Irnztation sees a copy or pattern and loves to imi
o'cl()ck in the morning than at ten. Besides, Boston Y~t Americans ani not Infidels of the stamp of the tate; will be in harmony wi.th public sentiment, will 
is only at the beginning of the good work of estab- contmental European Infidels. These glory in their often sacrifice manhood by doing as others do and 
lishing Catholic church schools. . Infidelity, and hav no shame in blaspheming God, saying what others say; will follow fashions, however 

On a Sunday in January, 1881, canvassers counted whom they seem to hate. "When Americans doubt foolish. 
in 131 non-Catholic chmches of Philadelphia,, 42,140 and deny they do so with regret. Our" Bob Inger- Agreeableness sees the spirit and emotions of others, 
head.s, and in 19 Catholic churches, 82,653. The ac- soils" are not numerous, while the crowd of those and delights in conformation; pleasing to the mind 
curacy a£ this count having been called in question, willing to pay to hear his revilings of sam:ecl truths is and senses of others. 
the Philadelphia Times sent its re1)0rter on a Sunday great. Construction sees the connections and relations ex
of March in the ·same year, who found in 56 non-. Most commendable indeed_ are the earnestness, the isting in all mechanism, and loves to produce these 
C~tholic churches, 19,946 attendants, and in 9 Oath- zealous work, aud the large generosity of many non- connections; and, if acquisitivness be small and 
olic churches, 38,019. Though but a partial report, Catholic chmch people in the 1\fnited States. Oath- benevolence activ, will sacrifice much in its gratifica-
it verified the first enu~eration. · olics believe that their efforts are misdirected, yet tion. 

The 40 non-Catholic chmches of New Haven giv them credit for well-intentioned sacrifices for re- Ideality sees and delights in the cultivation of pmity 
sho:ved a less nm;nber of wm:shipers on a Sunday in ligion, .for charity, and th~ religious education. of the of feeling, perfection of character, refinement, taste 
April, 1881, than Its 5 Catholic chmches. wealthier members of therr churches. Catholics ap- and be.auty in al't, and will, if not controled by rea

St. Louis gave 34,109 .at 104 non-Catholic churches, preciate the many good words spoken in the past by son, spend much of its time in the perusal of fa.nciful 
and 85,171 at 34 Catholic churches. able non-Catholics, in favor of the inspiration of the literatlU'e. 

A conn~ of church attendance made ~y the Roches-
1 
scriptmes, of. a beli~f in G~d the Father, So_u, a~d Sllhlimity sees the lofty and sublime in nature, art, 

ter Mormng Hemld on Sunday mormng, Nov. 26, Holy Ghost; m the mcarnatwn and redemptiOn, m and literature, and loves to cultivate personal grand-
1882, gave these figm·es: At non-Catholic services, eternal rewards and punishments, and in other truths. eur, and is never happy except when gorgeously 
10,784 were present; at the mass in 11 Catholic They sincerely regret that, in the impending struggle clothed. 
chmches, 18,913 worshiped. The non-Catholic at- between Infidelity and Catholicity, their aiel shall be Porm sees shapes and qelights to trace them, and 
tendap.ts were distributed as follows: 1,397 were in 8 wanting, and regret yet more that so many who were in proportion to the cultivated strength of the higher 
Protestant Episcopal chmches; 2,633 in 11 Presby- once members of ev:angelical church organizations faculties will retain, mentally, the formation of every
terian; 1,271 in 5 Baptist; 1,248 in 7 Methqdist shall be seen in the ranks, not of indifferentism, but thing presented by the sense of physical sight. 
Episcopal; 3,311 in 11 German Protestant; 924 in of open and avowed Atheism. B. J. J\IcQuAm. Size sees the bight, depth, breadth, and width of 
8 miscellaneous chmches. physical things, and loves survey; few only culti-

In Baltimore a secular paper adopted another plan vat.e. 
on which to form an estimate of the religion or irre- Mind Analyzed. Weiglit sees how and enjoys reducing quantit.ies to 
ligion among its people. It gathered statistics of The subject of mind is one which agitates the re- pounds and ounces; will balance well, and loves to 
chmch membership. It consulted the latest official ligious world more at present than that of" geology" elevate itself from the earth; by exereise marvelous 
documents and suomitted the figures to the inspec- ever did. Theologians especially are ma~ing many feats are performed. 
tion and correction of prominAnt clergymen. The efforts to ascertain its origin, na.tme, and dlU'ability. Color sees beauty in colors, and delights in blend-
totals gave 177,689 in a population of 340,000, dis- "If man die, shall he liv again?" is a question, the ing them; many are color blind. 
tributed as follows: 110,000 Catholics; 23,642 Meth- solution of which, by thqusands, is of vast importance. T1'me sees time as it passes, and loves to beat or 
odi2ts, of 10 different lilects; 11,474 Lutherans; 8,561 I, for one, for many years hav been reading the fruits measure time; will be in time, speak in time, and 
Epililcopa! Protestants; 6,887 Baptists; 4,995 Presby- of the investigations of scientists, theologians, Spirit- despise being out of time. _ 
terians, of three subdivisions; 4,109 of the Reformed ualists, and others, but as yet I am not much the Tune sees and appreciates harmony in sounds, and 
church; 1,003 Friends; 2,010 scattered among seven wiser for all the metaphysical speculativ philosophy enjoys producing them; will cultivate voice and love 
other denominati~ns. The ·editor remarks that re- introduced as. evidence of the mind's existence or music; much real pleasure is derived in this "vale of 
ligious indifference is chiefly found among the large continuance beyond the extinction of physical life. tears" in exercising this semi-intellectual.faculty. 
evangelical chm·ches of the nativ Americans. Having learned something of the connections and Language delights in the use of words and loves to 

The most exhaustiv study of this kind wR-s made by relations existing between the several parts of a clock elect them; will express ideas clearly, ancl if activ, 
the New York Times in the summer and autumn of and the time indicated upon the dial in early life, and the refi.ectiv or causality be feeble, the inclivid
last year. Its canvassers explored New York city, and in my riper age devoting several yen,rs to the ual will be c<;msiclerecl by the more wise as having 
Brooklyn, ancl the surrounding country. It placed study of anthropolog-y (the science of mind and or- "more mouth thoo ears"-an unreasonable verbosity. 
before its readers statistics of church membership, of ganic matter united), I hav been able with these two (/alculation sees how, delights in \he computation 
chm·ch Sunday-schools, and of church charitable simple branches of science to soh'e the problem of of numbers; will spend much time in all kinds of 
contributions. · .A. Inine of wealth in facts and figures life and death, at least to my own entire satisfaction. games requiring mental calculation, such as cards, 
on these subjects is opened to interested seekers after None :1l'e able to determin which one of the several chess, checkers, and others unmpnecl. 
this kil).d of knowledge. The reporters of the Times, parts of a clock is the primary cal}se of the measure- Locality sees the position physical things occupy, 
in continuance of their labors, interviewed prominent ment of time. All are absolutely necessary; break and enjoys physical geography; notices points of 
clergymen to learn what they thought of the figm·es the connection anywhere we please, and time ceases compass, is not ·easily lost. 
thus displayed before the community. There was n9 tO be measmed. Each part must perform its own E1:entuaWy sees past events and delights in the re
getting around these figmes; nor could an honest labor,. working in harmony with the movement of hearsal; if langu11.ge is full and the restraining influ
mind ignore their lesson. They demonstrated that every other. part. ences feeble, wW. oommme much valuable time relat-
growth in the Protestant sects kept no pace with _in- I am satisfied that mind is the result of twenty-one ing to others the particulars of life. 
crease of population in the cities of New York and distinct, yet harmoniously blended, intellectual facul- Order sees the position physical things should oc
Brooklyn. 'Vant of space necessitates the briefest ties. Each has a distinct office to perform; and cupy, and delights in producing order; is annoyed 
summary. The non-Catholic population of New York when any number of them are in exercise, pedorm- at disorder, discord, clamor, noise, and confusion. 
city in 1882 is estimated at 800,000. The total mem- ing their delightful services, they produce what is JJfi1·tlifulness sees the ludicrous, comical, and clown
bership of all the non-Catholic churches, including termed mind. The great diversity of degrees of ish, and loves to produce fun; its nativ expression is 
synagogs and miscellaneous, was 97,497. Brooklyn strength of mind in different individuals is, in part, laughter; its exercise is pure, harmless, and health
held its own better, for out of an estimated non-Oath- owing to the fact that. only a certain number of facul- ful, when controled by reason. 
olic population of 390,000, it had 69,000 church-mem- ties are absolutely required in any one of the diversi- Individwdity sees all things singly and loves to in-
bers. A comparison is made between 1845 and 1882, fied pmsuits of life. dividualize. This mental eye sees the impressions 
shqwing that while the population of New York has Th,e, greater the n~mber in. ~xercise by any one made upon the five physical senses of all things in 
increased over 300 per cent the percentage of increase person, the g1~eater. his versatility. ~£ one or two the physical world. If individuality be small, the 
in church membership has been startlingly small. onlY: are e~ermsed m. a~y on~ pursmt for a gre~t whole intellectual man is correspondingly beclouded 
"When the Rev. Dr. Cmry, of the Methodists, wa!' le~gth of t1me they Will, m their l~bor, ahs?rb.tl.w VI- and feeble. 
called on by a reporter of the New York Stm·, he ad- tality _of neglect~d ones, apd subJect th~ m~Ivid~al With several years of careful observation, mingling 
mitted the lesson of the figmes, but aQknowledged to. a ~mgle vocatiOn.. ~gam, the great dn':ersifiecl m- in all grades of society, in most of the stn.tes of the 
his inability to explaip. the falling off of Methodism. trmsi~ strength existm.g between the mtellectual U~ion;' delineating the original qualities ancl diverfii
A brother Methodist preacher gave his solution of faculties, ·as well a~ the m1po:r;ta?ce. of the wm:k they fiecl developments of fifteen thousand different sub
the problem that "education, culture, and refinment severally perform, IS another prmmple producmg .de- jects, I hav become thoroughly satisfied that each of 
hav killed them (Methodist preachers) as preachers grees of str~n~h; but mostof all, the_ an~ount of time the twenty-one intellectual faculties is dependent 
of the gospel." . Rev. Dr. Hall is hopeful, in spite of and an .applicati~n of !t gooclly number m !1 valua?le upon a particular portion of brain substance cor
empty pews in other churches than his own, but does caU:se IS natme s method of not o~ly mcreasmg responding in size and quality wiih the degree of 
not believe in spasmodic efforts and revivals. Rev. strength! but ~readth a~d comp~·ehensivne~s. . tone and quickness of mental sight enjoyed by each 
Dr. MacArthur, says, "While things are not so bad As tkis s_u?Ject of mi~d and Its c?nne?twns With individual, and cannot exist independent of the nu-
as some pastors think, they are bad enough." the propepsities and passiOns of mans ammal natm:e merous harmoniously-blended connections existing 

The religion of the futme, the religion of natme, and the influence exerted .by t~e fine m?ral senti- with life-forces. Sever the union at which point we 
the scientific religion, into which all Protestantism is ments cannot ~y ~e amplified m. on~ arti~le, ~ shall choose, sensation, consciousness, and thought cease. 
rapidly lapsing, having eliminated supernatural truths confine myself. Ill. this to an analy~IC mvestigatwn of "There is no more device, wisdom, or knowledge." 
from .its creeds where it has not blotted out creeds nature and prrmary use of each mtellectual faculty, I said at the commencement of this article none 
altogether, has' only polite· phrases with which to proving conclus.ivly to. my own mind that a physical was able to determin which one of the se.-eral parts 
designate a condition of religious life more con·ectly :vorlcl a;nd p~yswal. things only are calculated to sat- of a clock is the first principle producing indication 
characterized as indifferentism, irreligion, Infidelity, Isfy then· nativ desire. . . . of time upon the dial. \Veil, for the pleasure of any 
Atheism. Into this avowed Atheism largely increas- The first. and great ce~ter, around winch lesser m- who may feel an interest in this science, I would say 
ing numbers of Protestants are passing. tellectuallight~ revol~'e, IS ?ur powe~· an~ loye of rQ- the pri.mai-y: p1~nciple c.annot be foun~ i~ the cll5ck. 

Muoh more might be said. Let this suffice. It flection-a desi~e to investigate, to m.qmre mto, and The first prm?Iple of. mmd d?es not enst m man .. 
may be asked Do C!l!tholics rejoice at the evident to know the cham of causes of all tbmgs presented I If any desire a3sistance m the labor of tracmg 
decline of P;otestant sects.? If Prote .. stant~ drew ~y the fine :physical sense~ for its .decisi~h. The ~or- these ca~ses to the firs~. caus~, and. believe ~1~ co~~p.e
nearer to the one true fold as they forsake their own twn of bram substance producmg this faculty we tent to render the clesued aid, I am at then sen ICC'. 

pastures, Catholics would indeed be glad, and, with name " Causality;" it not only sees how to reason, O.o/'(',ola, Iowa, Dec. 3, 282 N.E. L. M. fusTINoo. 
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WEALAKA, I. T., Jan. 10,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: My paper tells me that Brother Ben

nett is dead. He was "the noblest Roman of them 
all;" a true friend to the working class. Giv my 
kind regards and sympathy tJ Mrs. Rennett and all 
the fiiends. Yours truly, WM. J. Ro!ENKRANS. 

INNERKIP, ONT., CAN., .Tan. 6, 1883. 
The old hero has gone, but his mantle falls upon 

a host, who will go forward to victory. When I look 
back to his treatment by Comstock and Cook I con
clude there is no use of saying there is no devil. 
More contemptible devils than these m_en do not ex-
ist. F. MALCOLM. 

WYOMING, IowA, Jan. 1, E.M. 283. 
MR. EDITO:U.: Inclosed I send $1 for the Bennett 

Monumf'tnt Fund. 
What a loss to the Liberal cause to lose our dear 

Brother Bennett. I commenced taking THE TRUTH 
SEEKER when it started, and hav taken it ever since. 
I am glad it is going right along, and· hope the 
Liberals will help it along .better than ever before. 
I sympathize with Mrs. Bennett in her great. be-
reavement. ABNER KIMBALL, 

RmnoN, IND., Dec. 28, 1882. 
~l:Rs. D. M. BENNETT: Language is inadequate to 

exprees my sorrow on hearing of the death of Brother 
Bennett. I deE~ply sympathize with you in your sad 
bereavement. . 

Inclosed please find $2, fen which send me the 
fourth volume of "A Truth Seeker Around the 
World," and send THE TRUTH SEEKER to Jno. Burzen-
derg, Rigdon, Ind. Yours truly, L. R. WEBB. 

P.S.-Put me down for $5 to the Bennett Manu
men t Fund, and the "V" will be forthcoming whenever 
wanted. L. R.·W. 

MR. EDITOR: I hav been reading your paper, THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, for some few weeks, and hav had my 
eyes opened pretty wide, I can assure you. Reared 
as I hav been from my youth in the folds of preju
dice and bigotry, pinning my faith, as has been said, 
on the coat-sleeve of another, you may know that 
when I came to look at matters in the light of rea
son and cumm~m sense it opened a new W!)rld to me, 
as it were. I now want to subscribe for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER and I also send for a few books, and will 
send f~r more as soon as I read those. Thanking 
you for sample copy, and wishing you great success, 
I am, Yours truly. FRANK LACLAIR. 

AuRORA, 0., Dec. 23, 282, 
1\IR. EDITOR: Permit me to say that I do not know 

where there could hav been a greater loss in the 
Liberal ranks than in the death of D. M. Bennett. 
Mr. Bennett desired to liv many years yet, and for 
the purpose of fighting that curse of curses, namely, 
Christianity, In remembrance of D. M. Bennett, I 
would say-
He wns brave, truthful, patriotic, and sublime; . 

He should be honored by the present and future of man
kind. 

Life love, liberty, three words to him sublime; 
Ju'stice, Truth, and Charity found within him human kind. 

Respectfully always in remembrance·tlf the brave, 
B. 0. FENTON. 

EAu CLAIRE, Wis., Dec, 30, 1882. 
MR. EDITOR: You may put me down for $5 for the 

Bennett Monument Fund. I never was more sur
prised than when I read the death of Mr. Bennett. 
I entertained strong hopes of seeing him this win
ter, and hear him lecture, but, alas! I shall never 

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan.ll, 1883, 
DEAR MR!. BENNETT: My wife joins me in the fol

lowing expressions : May THE TRUTH SEEKER gain in 
prosperity, may it continue to flee, enlighten, and 
ennoble the human race; and may you enjoy a long 
life of good health, and all the blessings that money 
can procure. . 

I knew your husband personally, and admired 
him as the most brave, truthful, honest man I ever 
met, and I feel sure no one could liv'with him, if 
even less intimately than you hav, and not also be 
made better thereby. And considering the relation 
you hav borne to him, I know I can expect much 
truth, bravery, honesty, and courage to be shown in 
the part assigned to· thee, and that blessings will 
abound in consequence. 

Truly, RICHARD MATLACK. 

PINE GRoVE, Jan. 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Can it be that our hero, D. M. Ben

nett, is dead ?-he, acquainted with the pleasures as 
well as the trials and turmoils of life; a contestant 
with the greatest institution of the country-the 
Christian religion. 

His successful voyage around the world, the In
numerable dangers he faced from time to time, 
made one to think he was not destined to die. And 
if his physical body is dead, his mental work, im
Pressed in books and on the minds of the people, is 
still alive, and will be a power combating the pop
ular superstition of the day, If there is any such 
thing as a conscious existence hereafter, may he hav 
the satisfaction of seeing his favorit paper, THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, prosper and become an enlightening power 
in the land. Yours fraternally, W. I. HALDEMAN. 

NEw ALBANY, IND., Dec. 11, 1882. 
MR. EDITOR: It was with extreme sorrow I heard 

of the death of my dear friend, D. M. Bennett. But 
few persons knew him better than myself. I hav 
been personally acquainted with him over forty
eight years, and I do sa.y that I hav never known a 
better, more noble, just, and kind man than D. M. 
Bennett. He was always ready to help those in dis
tress. I always found hiin candid yet firm in his 
opinions, which he had·the manhood to express, and 
which he defended with the boldness of the lion. 
He was the noblest work of God, an honest man. 
He was a genial and loving companion, and had the 
tender heart of a child. Those who knew him well 
could not help but love him. I feel as if I had lost 
a kind friend and brother. Please giv my love and 
kind regards to his dear wife, who has been a friend 
to me; and who has known me ever since I was a 
little babe. Your friend, JAMES A. WILBON. 

DANVILLE, Wis., Dec. 2o, 1882. 
MR. EDITOR: 'lhe inclosed $2.50 is for THE TRUTH 

SilEKER another year. As you hav knocked fifty 
cents off the price of your paper, I mean to try 
and drum up at least half a dozen new subscribers, 
for one good turn deserves another._ THE TRUTH 
SEEKER is my choice over. all the other papers. I 
should greatly enjoy at least one column weekly on 
" occultism," and now and then an editorial on 
the origin and duration of existence, and final e.nd 
of the universe and its contents, rand more espe
cially on that of the animal kingdom ; and on the 
question whether all things, both animate and in
animate, become extinct in turn, as the mastodon 
has. I like the solid articles on Materialism from 
T. Winter, and miss those on Spiritualism from.E. 
A. Chapman. What has become of him-has he fal
len by the way? 

Was Dr. Henry Slade finally shown up as a hum
bug? 

I commenced taking your paper while it was 
printed in Illinois, and, though I f~ll in· love with 
it then, I can testify that each year since has in
creased my attachment to it. Yours in true prog-
ress, J. W. HARTLEY. 

RICHMOND, INDIANA. 
MR. EDITOR: The great worker, D. M. Bennett, will 

long be missed from the Liberal ranks. Whatever 
faults he might hav possessed, nobody ever .charged 
him with having been an· idler or loafer. On the 
contrary, he was an indefatigable worker. The pro~ 
ductions of his pen are almost sufficiently numerous 
to make a library. And they all show that the 
writer was a ·great reader, as well as an able penman, 
On the announcement of his death the inquiry was 
raised in the minds of many readers, Wh~t will be
come of THE TR-crrH SEEKER ? Will it still be con
tinued? Will it possess the same interesting fea
ture it has done in the past ?-still be as worthy of 
support ? I feel highly gratified in being able to 
say that on the severa:l occasions when Mr. Bennett 
left home to be absent a long time from the office 
he left a very able substitute in his. place, wlio con
ducted it with the same skill and ability as that dis
played by the editor-in-chief, so that no reader 
would discover that the paper had fallen into other 
hands, or lost anything in interest by the change. 
And I am pleased to learn that the same editor will 
conduct the paper in the future. And if subscribers 
will do their duty in supporting him THE TRUTH 
SEEKEB will still be as interesting as ever. 

KERSEY GRA. VES. 

NEw YoRK, Dac. 31, 1882. 
MB. EDITOR: I hand herewith $5 for the .Bennett 

VALLEY FALLS, KAN., Dec. 31, 1882. Monument Fund, with the earnest hope that a thou-
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: We hope you will not con- sand times that amount may be raised to make such 

sider because we are so· tardy in sending you a line a monument that all may see how we honor ·brave 
expressing our sympathy with you in your great men in the righteous cause of liberty. · 
bereavement, that therefore we are indifferent in re- I giv this amount for this purpose, but there is a 
gard thereto. In a case like this, words amount to work for which I will giv twenty times that. I mean 
but little, and of these there certainly hae been no the other project that was mentioned at the LeaguE~ 
lack in the present instance. We can only say that meeting where the matter of erecting the monument 
we most heartily join with the multitudes of Mr. was broached-that of purch~sing land and building 
Bennett's friends and yours in proffering you our thereon a hall which shall be devoted to the pro
heartfelt sympathy in what must necessarily be one. gressiv movements and those only; a building that 
at least, of the great trials of your life, and also in might be properly called Revolt.1tion House, where 
expressing the hope that your health has not been THE TRUTH SEEKER and other such concerns might 
seriously injured by the strain to which it.has been occupy the store spaces, and the second .. story be 
subjected. used as a great hall, with small halls and offices in 

It is sincerely to be hoped that the Liberals all the third story. I should like to see such a build
over .this broad land will join with you in an earnest ing erected by subscription, each subscriber bccom~ 
endeavor to keep the grand old TRUTH SEEKER up to ing a stockholder only in so far as to entitle her or 
the high character as a brave and earnest defender him to a vote in the election of officers to control 
of the principles of Liberalism that it has always the concern, and not to the reception of any profit 
borne. Sincerely your humble fellow-worker, that may arise from the rental or otherwise; all such 

M. HARMAN. profits to be turned by the directors into the treas

hear him. It is a pity that he could not hav lived EXIRA, IowA, Dec. Sl. 1882. 
five years longer, so his friends could hav done him MR. EDITOR: There were none more surprised and 
more honor; and, as Dr. Foote said some time ago, saddened than I on hearing, or rather seeing, the 
we would hav sent him to Congress. When reading dark lines in my paper of the 9th inst., and the an
his death and funeral oration it brought tears to nouncement that its editor was dead, as I had not 
my eyes several times. I will close by saying· that learned that he was sick. I had hoped that a score 
I fully indorse the reaolution of the Bennett League. of years of usefulness were yet before the veteran 
Hoping that THE TRUTH SEEKER may long liv, I am, truth seeker, that we and the world might learn 

ury of the Liberal League, or in such other direc
tion for the advancement of progressivideas as the 
directory may elect. And this . stockholdership 
should be be perpetual and assignable by will or 
otherwise, except that its assignment to one already 
a stockholder should not entitle the holder to more 
than one vote. What a precious heirloom such a 
holding would be I 

Yours truly, W. D. CuRTis, JR. . much from his ripe experience and his mature wis-

SACRAMENTO, CAL., Jan. 5,1883. 
DEAR Mns. BENNETT: As you are receiving so many 

sympathizing letters I shall not attempt to write 
one, and will only say that you hav my heartfelt 
sympathy for your great loss. J• was glad to- hav 
met Mr. Bennett here in Sa.cramento, .and of having 
the privilege and pleasure of taking him around 
our beautiful city, and pointing out to him all of 
the most prominent places of the same. I was sorry 
and disappointed not to hav met him again when 
he passed through here on his way home from San 
Francisco, but somehow he got through without our 
knowing it, consequently we. did not meet him at 
the depot. 

I was glad to hear, however, of his safe arrival 
home and in apparent good health, but I think now 
that he was far from being well. Ohl that he could 
hav lived on another five years, what good he might 
hav done; but such are the the laws of nature. It 
was not possible for him to remain with us longer; 
and all that we can say is, Peace to his ashes. 

Yours truly, N. D. GooDALL. 

dom. With seventy thousand hired defenders of 
dogma and mythological nonsense in this country, 
we can ill spare such a brave,.able, promulgator of 
truth and denouncer of superstition as the departed 
D. M. Bennett was universally acknowledged to hav 
been. But the inexorable laws of nature are no 
respecter of persons, and they pass over the human 
family as the merciless tornado passes over the 
forests, taking alike the tenderest plant and the 
sturdiest oak. A giant oak has fallen. Liberalism's 
great defender:succumbed to death's passing scythe, 
and superstition, trivial dogma, and legendary non
sense are the gainers, while science. truth, and log
ical conclusions, born only of reason, hav lost a 
friend. 

While it would seem that our loss is irreparable, 
and none are able to stand where the mighty one 
fell, yet we hope and really believe the great work 
of destroying the fables born of ignorance and in 
scientific darkness which was his purpose in life, 
will go on, and that a forest of working giants will 
arise to take the place of the one just fallen. 

Sincerely yours, J. A, HALLOCK. 

If a movemen_t for the building of such a house as 
described could be started, I verily believe we could 
purchase the land and erect the building, free of 
debt, in three years. There is money enough among 
us to do it, if the movement is only started in the 
right faith. . 
If you desire, I would be only too glad to sketch 

out the full plan for such a concern, which I hav 
been a long time revolving, and wish I could hear 
more of the matter from others. 

Yours_ truly, CHANNING BuRNz. 

JoLIET, ILL., Jan. 3, 283. 
MB. EDITOR: I wish to say Amen to the vow and 

pledge of Grace L. Parkhurst in THE TRUTH SEEKER 
of Dec. 30th. Most heartily do I second the idea of 
building a· Bennett Hall, to be devoted to the pro
mulgation of all advanced Liberal thought, the cause 
nearest the heart of our departed hero. I .would 
make this hall subserve the great aims and objects 
of his life so far as it can possibly be done. To this 
end I would hav it the home of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
for all time to come, free of rental, and by some 
title of conveyance to be forever prevented from 
being diverted into the purposes or uses of religion 
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as is now being done with Girard CollPge.' If THE 
TRUTH SEEKER is to be furnished us at $2 50 per year 
it certainly .should hav room in this hall free of rent. 
I do not believ.e that the Liberals of this country 
could do any other thing with their money that would 

Western states will quit taking it for the dishonest While coneeding to none a more profound re-
course it pursues in regard to Freethought. spect and love for D. M. Bennett than I myself 

With the greatest lo:v.e and regard for yourself and- entertain, I cannot feel as many do at his sudden 
Mrs. Bennett, I am, Truly yours, J. L. ToMPKINS. departure from the earthly and rucllmentary state of 

fiO deeply interest and gratify Brother Bennett as to BoSTON, Mus., Jan. 13, 1883. 
build such a hall, and endow his paper with a free MRs. BENNETT: Yours just received this warning, 
home :there forever. I put this in the present tense, and it repeats the sadness of mourning when com
fully believing that Brother Bennett still exists and pelled to part with those we love. My ·sympathy 
is cognizant of the acts and doings of both his friends for you cannot be expressed in words. I know your 
and enemies. And in view of this belief I do not life is in part wrecked. I know you h!!>Vlost a com
favor putting much money into a monument. I panion, a friend-but only for a little time, for death, 
think that his practical utilitarian views of life and though its touch chills our life-forces, yet it cannot 
its duties would lead him to say,. "Put your money reach our love. It may remove from us those that 
where it will do humanity more good than it can we so tenderly care ·for; it may crush. our fondest 
locked up in a monument to my memory. I want to hopes-destroy our life's highest idealities; but it 
liv and be remembered in the live, warm heartbeats can never destroy one tie of our love. AU I can say 
of huwanity, instead of the cold; lifeless walls of is but vain and trifling to you, and to this great 
granit and marble." Believing this, I will pledge people of whom thousands mourn his ·lo"ss. nut I 
the full six dollars toward the Bennett Hall, and I am so glad he lived in my age, that I could know 
do hope that every Liberal in the land will add him, brave, true, and noble as he was. His name 
whatever amount bis circumstances will allow to thct will liv as a defender of human rights, ao:d be placed 
same end, And let us do it now, while the great life alongside of those of the noble heroes that hav 
and deeds of our hero are fresh on memory's altar, passed on before him. His memory will continue 
and will prompt us to do all that our reason will in the lives of this great people while . time lasts. 
justify. to the ·accomplishment of this object. Lib- But, great as he was to us, true as he was to him
er£!.ls, speak out at once. The cause is deserving, self, he could not avoid wearing out, and when auf
the-object good. The reward will be yours and hu- ficiently weakened was obliged to giv way and pass 
manity's. With much sympathy for Mrs. Bennett to other spheres, "\"\here truth is better understood, 
and all more nearly affected than myself, I remain, and where all will be appreciated for their real 

Sincer.ely yours, I. B. CuRTis. worth, and impartial justice becomes the wealth of 
each. I do hope you will not grieve too much, for 
the ravs of the sunlight of your life are each day 
lengthening and in a little time will reach across 
the line of life (where he you so fondly love now is), 
leavin·g but the shadow behind. 

YPSILANTI, MICH., Dec. 28, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: When THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 9th 

inst. came to hand draped in mourning, my heart 
almost ceased to perform its functions, fearing the 
sadilest of all information had reached me. Turn
ing to the. editorial, my worst fears were verified. 
The great, the· wise, the good man, D. M. Bennett, 
had joined the host of invisible spirits. The sadness 
that came over us was too great to be expressed· in 
any known language except the silent language of 
the )leart. If we sought for consolation, it could be 
found only in the knowledge that work had been 
accomplished in the interest of humanity by a mas
ter workman-by D. M. Bennett. His labor has 
made thousands to rejoice in their emancipation 
.from the creeds of superstition and bigotry coupled 
with Christian hate and intolerance. His iconoclastic 
labor has been immense, and prove~:~ the hero a 

.. giant. His last writing as it appeared in his paper, 
that we all love so well, reininded us, of the last act 
in the drama of life, and it seemed that the great 
thinker was conscious that his work in this field of 
usefulness was about to close forever. 

Our leader in the cause of humanity, and in the 
cause uppermost in the minds of thousands, leaves 
the duties of life to be continued and completed by 
others, and especially by our common friend, Mr. E. 
M. Macdonald. The thunder of D. 1\I. Bennett has 
shaken the very foundation of the Christian church 
beyond all fear of its ever regaining its evil grasp 
upon the mental or physical liberties of man. 

My wife unites with me in expressions of sympa
thy for the loving and true woman whose grief can 
never be realized by any person except herself. 

Yours most sincerely, JoHN W. BABBITT, M.D. 

LAKE CITY, IowA, Dec. 23,1882. 

I did not return to Boston by way of New York 
city as I expected. I was telegraphed for to go from 
Philadelphia to Western New York, my only sister 
being then at what was supposed the point of death. 
She got better, and I came directly from there here. 
I was much disappointed myself, as I hoped to see 
you both again. I felt a little uneasy about Mr. 
Bennett while there, but hoped for the best. I did 
not· hear of his change till I arrived here and Mrs. 
Smith told me. I couldn't believe it; I thought it 
could not be true. This was Saturday, after his 
leaving the body, Had I known it in time we should 
hav tried to be at the funeral, both of us; but Mrs. 
Smith had already written you, telling how we 
mourned with you and rejoiced with him. We know 
that your sorrow and the nation's grief must throw 
over his spirit a vail of lesser light, to be removed 
only when your life here is through and you join 
him in that life where lover's vows are not crushed 
by death. 

Some two weeks after his funeral I had a vision. 
This occurred in the morning, just as it was merg
ing into sunlight. -I promised to giv it to you and 
will do so. I felt I was in the presence of Mr. Ben
nett. He looked as usual, only a slight shadow 
seemed to come over his countenance. He spoke of 
you, ·and asked me to write :you these words: "Tell 
her not to mourn thus. The ages for love are as 
countless as the rais of sunlight through the eter
nity of past time; but the days for mourning are 
numbered." A smile was around him and he passed 
from my vision. 

That he livs and loves yo11 still I know, and your 
great distress is felt by him:, and he fain would 
tear it asunder if possible. We shall both see you 
at our very earliest opportunity. The friends in thls 
city are trying to arrange for U!l to lecture in Paine's 
Memorial Hall for a year, but it is not yet decided. 
We lecture there through this month, and perhaps 
longer, if not through the year. 

Now please try and be cheerful, and your spirit 
will be better prepared to feel his influence_ as he is 

existence. I do not think for one moment that he is 
cut" off from bis career of activ life in tha work so 
essential for human progress, and that was so all
important to him. Neither do I believe that the 
Ideas he so grandly and unselfishly aided will be in 
the least retaroed by his change in life conditions. 
Did I so believe, my faith in human progress and 
the evolution of truth woulrl be materially weakened, 
and instead of feeling as I do, that ideas are im
mortal, and that no single individual can do so much 
to advance or retard them as to make more or less 
than a great wave in their favor, or a great depres
sion to obstruct in the broad sea of evolution, both 
of which are forgotten after a little storm, I can but 
feel what we may esteem as the greatest loss has its 
compensations. Since my thorough acquaintance 
with our dear and noble friend, there has been the 
consciousness that he confided to me to that extent 
known only to the purest friendship. In his private 
letters to me I read much more than the literal im
port of the words would seem to indicate. I was 
conscious that he was aided and sustained in snch a 
way as a man can only be, by a devoted and loving 
wife, and that this was the power behind the throne 
(I will not say greater, but perhaps equal to the 
thrope itself). It is certain to me that herein lay 
bis great ability to perform the prodigious am:1unt 
of work he did. This was the great source of his 
inspiration. This, to the world, silent influence was 
doubtless an imnortant factor in keeping alive THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, and in making it possible for Brother 
Bennett to carry on his crusade against superstition, 
tyranny, and mental progression. 

I can scarcely account for the universal surprise 
manifested at what is termed the sudden death of 
your dear husband, and can only account for It by 
supposing his many injudicious friends thought him 
immortal, and unlike common humanity subject to 
natural law::<. 

The amount of mental labor he performed was 
such as to assure me he might at any moment giv 
way under the intense strain, and yet, stran1z-e as it 
m<~.y appear, while all acknowledge his labors her
culean, they seemed, with almost wicked persistency, 
to pile on the load, and goad on with whip and 
spur this over-willing worker. He no sooner came 
from the Liberal Congress than they must send him 
around tbe'world, and ere he had finished his notes 
for his great work the same injudiciow~ spirit was 
planning to send him again on the wing. . 

That this was all through love and admiration for 
him. and his work, I do not doubt, and yet am 
equally conscious that it was injudicious and want
ing in that true spirit of perception that recognizes 
what is due t'&""home lire and domestic relations at 
his and your time of life. These things were never 
consulted, and you, in obedience to the desire of a 
great many, were ready to make the same sacrifice 
and bid him and his work "good speed." Much 
more than we anticipate, his ability to resist disease 
was affected by these inrt:•ads upon his and your 
domestic relations; and under such circumstances, 
all things combined, 'tis surprising he did not leave 
us sooner; His last great work, as the result of his 
circuit of the earth, will be an enduring monumPnt 
to his memory; no Liberal library will be complete, 
without It, and" yet it is my opinion that all that is 
gained here is lost in other directions equally im
portant. Though he has left the form at a rather 
early age, his life-work has been immense; to ex
pect or desire more of one human being would be 
evidence of a state of unr~ason, inconsistent with 
justice and Liberalism. 

Of this we are all conscious: the world is richer 
for his existence; he has bequeathed to us the mem

MR. EDITOR: I deem this a good time to look a lit
tle at the treatment our good kind old brother, D. 
M. Bennett, received, and is still receiving, at the 
hands of the Chicago inter-Ocean. You will remem
ber, I presume, the outrageous, lying, slanderous 
article that appeared in that paper just previous to 
Mr. Bennett's return from his Round-the-World trip. 
I thought then, and still think, of all the mean, low, 
slimy, filthy, lying attacks I ever knew that was the 
meanest. But when he thought he was going to hav 
to answer to a slander suit he retracted just enough 
to save his bacon. But anyone could see at the time 

near you. With much love, 
As ever your friend, AMELIA H. CoLBY. ory of his integrity and the evidence of human pos

that it was grudgingly done. In fact he acknowl- LoCKPORT, ILL., Jan. 7, 283. 
edged that he varied from his usual custom in pub- DEAR MRs, BENNETT: I was conscious when I read 
lishing the piece without any investigation in ·regard of the sudden translation of your husband, and the 

: to the matter, whether it was true or not. Now why .dear friend of many thousands of us, from this to a 
did he so willingly publish eo foul a lie to the world? higher condition of life, that you would be inundated 
Was it not because Mr. Bennett was well known to with letters of condolence for your loss (and the 
be one of the most powerful Infidel writers of the world's), which would at the same time express, in 
age, and he. not having a mind capable of compre- the most sincere lllanner, their hearty commenda
ltending a good and noble man like Mr. Bennett, dations of love and respect for the industry, integ
thought it a splendid chance to ruin the reputation rity, and ability of the dear departed. 
of an Infidel, aH done, I presume, for the love of Few men in the world's history hav carved so 

-Christ and the glory of Gocl? grand and unselfish a record as D. M. Bennett; and 
-The same paper now speaks of Mr. B~nnett as the it is no exc.ggeration to say that as respects honesty 

late D. M. Bennett~ who achieved such an unenvia- of purpose, devotion to principle, and untiring indus
hie reputation as editor of the New Y:ork TRUTH try in the propagation of his honest thoughts, he 
SEilKEB. So you see the little, narrow-minded, priest- had few equals, and no superiors. His scholarship 
ridden creature is not yet satisfied in regard to Mr. was of the intensely practical order, and whatever 
Bennett. Now, I come to the main poi,nt in writing it lacked in polish it more than made up in honest 
this letter, and it is this: Let every man that has a matter of fact, In a. keen perception of the right use 
particle of love .for the good and great man that has of words, and in a mental garb and presentation of 
passed away, swear that he will neither by word, act, his sugjects that was almost marvelous. 
or deed contribute one cent to the Cllicago Ir.ter-Ocean. His finely-developed social nature, in connection 
I will not, neither will my children, nor children's with his detestation of all shams that militated 
children, until the fourth generation. against the well-being and freedom of the human 

I was a Whig first, and Republican next, and took body and m.lnd, enlarged very rapidly the number 
the Inter-Ocean tor yeara, but began .to see the of his devoted friends, and in the same ratio, almost, 
cloven-foot stick out sorne years ago, and finally I intensified the bitterness of his many opposers, and 
quit taking it about six months pgo. I think there the jealously of those who desired to rule where he 
are other papers much better and ten times as hoa- stood, but who, it i.e sad to say, were found un
est as the Inter-Ocean. I believe hundreds In the worthy. 

sibilities, as illustrated by his moral and mental 
n,ake-up. It will be to us all a continued benedic
tion to hav (in spirit at least) knowu and appreci
ated him, and to hav learned to what extent so grand 
a human soul could suffer, endure, and dare for 
truth and righteousness. 

In his strength we were made strong, and In his 
love for truth and honest confession of a mistake 
that might produce social ostracism, we were taught 
not only his very human kinship, but, what was 
no'blest and best of all, that neither love of friends 
nor fame or popularity, nor the loss of all, could 
tempt or deter him from speaking the whole truth, 
however unpalatable it might be, or however much 
it might be misunderstood. 

Such a character is royal in the best sense; it rules 
by conceded right in the hearts and minds of the 
brave and true. 

No ma.n wore this crown more justly than D. M. 
Bennett-he wears it still. The light of his grand 
life is still burning; the work to which he was de
voted will go on. His mantle will fall on no other 
shoulders. for he will continue in the work he is so 
well fitted to perform. The ideas he advocated will 
find kindred workers on the material plane, and I 
hav no doubt 'that in your hands, with the as
sistance of those your judgment selects, THE Tmrrn 
SEEKER will maintain its former usefulness as the 
most important journal in this country in the inter
est of radical retorm. 

Wishing you all that is best, in peace, prosperity, 
and happiness, I am, 

Yours with respect, Glr.OR(tE LYNN, 



The Brakeman's Conclusion. 
From the Ptoplt' • Advocalf.. 

"Parson, you've cut orr a. bigger chunk 
Than I can chaw at a time. 

Your talk Is all very smooth and nice, 
And has a !lowery sort or chime. 

Wha.t'e the use of his watching sparroW&, 
And noting the least one fall? 

Then leaving a human being 
Without any gulda.nce at a.ll. 

Wily, think or poor Nick Shorellng, 
One or our Lake Shore men, 

Switchman at Forty-seventh street; 
And from dayllght till night a' ten 

He stoo<l at his post or duty
Honest, tried, and true. 

His home to him was a llttle heaven
The only one he know-

There he and his wire and llttle girl 
Lived In each other's smlles. 

Though hie race was tanned and hands rough, 
Hie heart was aott as a child's. 

That little child, how he loved her; 
And that he could do his duty right, 

She was sent toddling to him with his dinner, 
And also his eupver at night. 

The other night she came with hie supper, 
And he laughed at her chlldleh vim; 

Then he eent her down to the corner store 
To get tobacco for him. 

He had scarce missed the eound o! her little teet, 
Till he BaW her coming back, 

And his heart stood still, after one great bound, 
:For he saw coming down the track 

A special tra!n; while rrom tho other way, 
Attracting the llttle chlld, 

Came the through frolght, some two hours late, 
Which now was running wlld. 

Ho did not pause an Instant, 
But With a cry or alarm, 

He ruehe<.l between those engines, 
And threw his chJid rrom harm. 

But poor Nick Shorellng's body 
Wae a mass of crushed !leah and bone. 

A crazy mother and child are left 
To battle the world alone; 

And of this being you call Providence 
(Who watches sparrows fall), 

That he could be doing l;>etter buslnese 
Is my bellef-that's all." 

" Modern Thinkers." 
"Justice is the "Virtue of rendering every 

man his due" (Aristotle). 
"There is a sufficient recompense in the 

very consciousness of a noble deed" (Cicero). 
This work will add much to the in

formation of a.ll who studiouely read its 
pages. Great men are like the suns 
that illuminate the numberless planete 
that whirl in the boundless ocean of 
space. As the centuries roll on great 
men shine forth as the- stars in a night 
of a cloudless skY• The book presents 
unequivocal evidence of ha"Tin~ been 
written by one eminently versed tn 
t~.ncient and modern thought, and skllled 
in the art of presenting the same in a 
terse and graphical language. 

This volume treats of eeven of the 
modern thinkers of the world, two of 
whom are still living, and among the 
greatest of scientific men, if not them
salve the greatest. A portra~t of each 
is given. The introduction ie from the 
pen of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, which 
is " lucid in its etyle, forcible in its dic
tion, and happy in its illuetrations." 
Htl can throw the cha):'ms ·or poetry 
over the "statue of reason," and gain 
the admiration of all unbiased minds. 
A biographical sketch of each is given, 
after which the charaater is considered 
as to his philosophic&! or unphilosophi
cal merits. 

Regarding Swedenborg, the author 
looks upon him as a man of natural 
endowments, ar:d, to a degree, as an 
original thinker, but whose mantai 
faculties after a time, by the overpower
ing influence of a bishop and through 
disappointment in love, became unbal
anced and his mind impaired, He was, 
however, an extensiv writer, and did 
much toward leaving the world better 
than he found it. 

Adam Smith was a political econo
mist. Writing upon the financia.l ques
tion, he produced his work, "Wealth 
of Nations." He is regarded as philo
sophical and unphilosopbical; that is 
to say, our author think& he was sound 
upon some points, while unsound upon 
others. Smith looked upon all "pro
tection as a hurtful and ignorant inter
ference," save for the good of Great 
Britain. Many valuable irleas can be 
gathered from a close reading of this 
chapter. 

Jeremy Bentham is next considered, 
and successfully shown to hav been a 
man of great ability and vast acquire
ments, reading history at three years 
of age, a.nd performing upon the king 
of musical instruments .at five. He 
regarded aa the sum of human wisdom 
"the greatest happinees of the greatest 
number "-in so far as wisdom will 
apply to pure happiness. 

THE TRUTH .SEE~lt, jANUARY ~'Y, 1883 .. 

Thomas Paine follows Bentham; and was writing upon the head of a drum 
while I cannot fully indorse all that ia ,.l;)<y the light of ·a; 'flickering torch. I 
here so graphically related in regard to must stop upon ·this mari. Those· who 
t9-e man of three nations, disowned by are but little acquainted with him should 
all, I can see a noticeable determina- obtain his works and "Lives" from 
tion toward impartiality, and to arrive THE TRUTH SEEKER office, and read them 
at and .establish facts. Thomas Paine diligently,· 
has been the prey on which licentious When doubt'arid feitr pervade the_l"and, 
and infamous priests l:J.av hurled their And Washington maintained his stand 
a.natbemas and driven· .deeply down \\"i:h tr<'mh!ing honor for the.cause, 
their shafts of hate. Thomas Faine Or bow to England and her laws; 
i:nore than any other man fed the flame Not yet had come from Thomas Paine 
of the -American Revolution, and put a That fiery burst of living flame 
afloat in the breeze of heaven the stars Which should consume Britania.'s laws 
and stripes of ·peace, . Strong grounds And l,ight th~ way for freedom's cause. 
are taken by Mr. Denslow that Mr. The "Crisis" came in this distress; 
Paine, and not Mr. Jefferson, was the Hope sprang anew.in every breast; 
author of that uneqmiled production, , A kingdom crumble.d 'neath its blows, 
the Declaration of American Indep('ln- Columbia from the ruins rose. 
dance. On page 163 he says: "The Charles Fourier was a Frenchman. 

pui.Jlished by the Chicago Times), now 
comprising the volume known as "Mod
ern Thinkers," the author, Prot. V. B. 
Denslow, bas greatly transcended the 
bight reached by most writers. It is a 
meritorious production-a lit~rary mas
terpiece. The versatility ot .his talents 
is eTerywhere recognizable. His un
pr{>judiced mind· has been the scales in 
which the subjects hav been catefully 
weighed. It Is by no means a ~ork of 
simplicity; it is abstruse, and requires 
the closest of reading if one would un
derstand it. Professor Denslow may be 
termed a "stone wall" writer, with 
a sufficient amount of mortar added to 
'smooth the surface. B. 0. FENTON. 

Aurora, 0.·· 

TO TRIAL 8UB!ilt::RIBIUl8 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
With l!ltxteen lar~re P&ll'el!l, w'lll be &ellt 

!'or THREE MOJITHI!I, po&taa-e. paid, 
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Declaration of Independence must "Mathematics, botany, and mueic were 
hereafter be construed as a fabric whoee his favorit etudies." He was a great 
warp and woof were Thomas Paine's." I philosopher; entertaining some singular 
am inclined to think that there is much ideas, which are set forth in his. work.· 
connected with the earlier. part of His works are .exteneiv, hard to find, 
Paine's life tha.t ha.s as yet never been and still more difficult to understand. 
brought to light, and through his Owing undoubtedly to his remarkable 
matchless secretivness, and as a flood abstruseness, his works hav become 
0f years hav elapsed, it has become nearly extinct. "No philosopher .of Iron· Clad anti Manna Series. 
buried in a vault of mystery, and per- modern times has left so wide or so un~ IRON CLAn SERIES. 
haps the lock has become so thoroughly defined, and, on the whole, so inade- Atonement. charlesBmdlnugh. 5cents. 
-rusted that the key cannot turn its quate an impreeeion. on the pbpular secular ncsx,omdbility. G.'J.llolyoakc. Gcta.· 
spring. I hav said, and will aga.in say, min a as Fourier." Bnddillst Nlbtu .. m. Prof. Max Muller. lOcents. 
that 1882 is a century too soon to write Herbert Spencer is one of nature's Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison. 20cts. 
a full, correct, and truthful life of intellectual giants. A· philosopher of 15~0~,t~.tion or ll"itcheraft to Religion. Lyall. 
Thomas Paine. The last life of the renown, and one t.hat ranks among the E!'l!<ayonJH•·nelcs. Davltlllumc. lOcents. 
man under consideration was written highest up on ·.the intellectual thermom- Land Question. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents. 
by J. E. Remsburg. ·I desire here to eter of the world, he is a man that has WercA•hunnntt·EveOurFlntParentsT 
call attention to this small but valua- hewn· a pathway of his own, and CharlcsDradlaugh. scents. Wby Do lticn Starve 'l Charles Brndlaugh. 5 ct&. 
ble work. There are one hundred tes- walked therein. He is, however, con-

si _, d · d b th h f thio'uoggtl.e 
0
o.fJI. n'l

0
1'1ey'opkecd.uc1e0dcferno'ms. the PrlnciJ>le o! Free. 

timonials given from the unprejudiced uere unsoun v e aut or o li u • 

brains of men of France, England, and "Modern Thinkers" as to some of his A Plea forAt-beism. Charles Bradlaugh. lOcts. 

America as to Paine's abilities, his conclusions; .and a negativ argument ce~t'!.rge or. Small.Familiea? A. IIolyoo.ke. l 

honor,. philanthropy, and patriotism. from that of Mr. Spencer is given which Nuper!ltition Displnyed, with a Letter o! Wm. 
k h . t -· h 1 i Pitt. .Au•tlu HolyotLke. 5 cents. 

F urther, there ia an appended "Sup- ma es t IS par OL! t· e vo ume n tense- . Defense of l!lecnlar Principles. Chas. Watts. 
plement" from the pen of the late Ron. ly interesting as well as instructiv. scents. · 
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to this army," for he was the author many of earth's clos<J8t thinkers, be
of those words; when Frankl! n had came insane for a time, but only for a 
gone to France; when Jefferson was at time. He was a voluminous writer, and 
his home in Virginia with contentment did much for the eleTation of man
and·· ease, and John Adams also had kind. 
gone to be ·~brave in his home by the Ira the preparation of these articles 
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9Jtm# off U[houglrt .. . 
No, Paul, tile window or the soul IS not a :Pane In 

the stomach. 

A MICHIGAN horse ate ten pounds of starch with· 
out reeling very much stuck· up. 

LIFE Is made up ot breaths, of Inhalations and 
exhalations, and while taking a breath any person 
can perform his duty, and not fall short In It; and 
what he could· do while taking one breath he can do 
while taltlng athousand.-D. H. Bet~nett •. 

BY oppresslon;s'woes and pains, 
By our sins In eervll chains 1 

IT was a tzifilng circumstance the.& clouded the do· 
·mastic bUss ot a·reoently married Brooklyn couple-

We wm drain our dearest Telna, 
But they shall be free I 

Lay the proud usurpers low, 
Tyrants fall In every toe I 
Liberty's In every blow I 

Let us do or die. -Burns. 

THEOLOGIANS no longer speak with authorlt~. 
They are content to suggest, to deprecate hasty con· 
trad!ct!on. Those who doubted before now openly 
deny. Those who believed on trust hav passed Into 
uncertainty. Those who upheld orthodoxy cannot 
agree on what ground to defend it. Throughout 
Europe, throughout the world, the grave.t subjects 
are freely discussed, and opposlt sides may be taken 
without blame from society. Doctrlns once fixed as 
a rock are now lluld as water. Truth Is wl:lat men 
trow. Things are what men think. Certainty neither 
s nor oan be moro than the agreement of persons 

competent to form an opinion, and when competent 
persons cease to agree the certain has beeome doubt· 
ful-doubttul tr<;m the necessity of the case. This 
Is a simple matter of tact. What Is generally dou,bt
ed Is doubtful.· It is a conclusion rrom which there 
Is no escape, Tho universal assent which constitutes 
certainty has been dissolved Into the confilctlng sen
timents of Individual thlnkers.-Fro..W.'s scm.ce and 
Theology. 

CHliiSTIAN morality has bad its turn, and the 
present state or society, Its Cl'Ying shames, its cruel 
sul!&rlngs, tell us that authoritativ morality has 
tailed. Intuition give us no hope tor the masses, the 
uncultured, the despised, who hav no Intuitions be
yond the blind yearning tor a change which wm 
bring them some gleam of hope, or at least .some 
lghtenlng of despair. Surely It Is time, then, that we 

should bestir ourselvs to place morality on some 
firm basis before the lowering storm breaks over our 
heads and sweeps us and our present feeble struct
ure away. Amid the fervid movement or society 
with Its wild theories and crude social reforms, with 
Its righteous fury against oppression and its uncon· 
sldered notions of wider freedom and gladder life, 
It Is of vital importance that morality should stand 
on a roundtttlon unshakable, so that through all, 
political and religious, human life may grow purer 
and nobler, may rise upward Into settled freedom, 
and not elnk downward Into anarchy. Only utility 
can. al!ord us a. sure basis, the reasonableness or 
which can be accepted alike by thoughlful student 
a.u,d hard-handed artlsal!.-M>"B. Annie Besant's True 
Basis of Morality. 

THE great principle and foundation of all virtue 
and worth le placed In this: That a man Is able to 
deny hlmseit his own desires, cross his own lncllna· 
Ions, and purely follow what reason directs as best 
hough appetites lean the other wa.y,-Locke's Treatite 
n Edw;ation. 

I HAV heard myself from the lips of an orthodox 
preacher, that by the necessity of the case the dlsbe
lever In a personal god must steal and lie, a.s if he 

were under a sort of moral compulsion to do It I The 
speaker could not say anything else, could not think 
otherwise than he spoke. or _eourse he believed 
who.t he o.sserted, He was honest and candid, but 
what a spirit It must be that can make an honest 
man conceive and utter a blasphemy like that! For 
this was said not a year ago In my own hearing and 
said In the face of the fact that there are disbelievers 
In a personal god among ourselvs, In our own com
munity, In England, France, Italy, GeJPmany, bear
Ing the highest stamp ot ohara.otsr, m·en or conse
crated lives, who devote themselvs with the full ca
pacity or their conscience to the task of making the 
world better; men like Huxley, Herbert Spencer, 
Tyndall, who cannot confess any dellnltlon ot deity, 
who are yet Irreproachable In their lives and spot
less In their character.- 0. B. Frothingham'' Radical 
Pulpit. 

EVERY sect clamors tor toleration when It Is down. 
We hav not the smallest doub~ that when Bonner 
was In the Machelseahethoughtlt avery hard thing 
that a man should be locked up In a jail for not 
being able to understand the words, "This Is my 
body," In the same way as the lords of the council. 
It would not be very Wise to conclude that a beggar 
Is full of Christian charity because he assures you 
that God will reward You 1! you glv him a penny, or 
that a soldier Is humane If he cries out lustily for 
quarter when a bayonet Is at his throat, The doctrln 
which from the very first origin or religious dlssen· 
slons has been held by all bigots ot all sects, when 
condensed Into a few words and stripped of rhetorl· 
cal disguise, Is simply this: I am In the right and 
you are In the wrong. When you IU'B the stronger 
you ought to tolerate me, tor It Is your duty to tol
erate the truth .. But when I am tbe stronger I shan 
persecute you, tor It is mydutyto persecute error.
Jlacaular' • E""'V'• 

MR. SPURGEON has dra:wn pictures of hell which, 
if true and revealed to him by God, are most dis· 

· gustlngiy frightful, and which being, as we believe, 
false and but the crest! on of his own vulgar, morbid 
fancies, lnduoe on our part e. teeUng ot ~ntempt as 
well a.s disgust. The fashionable preachers 
in the neighborhood of Belgravla mostly eschew the 
devil and a. void the taint of brimstone; trea.Cle lethe 
commodity they dlapense.-Bradla!tgh's Few Words 
..4 bout the Devil. 

IT Is mostly the Idle, Sh!ttless man who ha.s all the 
"bad luck." It Is the unsettled, unreliable trades
·man, "always waiting for something to turn up," 
who thinks the world Is against him and complains 
that "he never has a. chance." The upright, honest 
man, If also of fair skU! and perseverance, seldom 
ro.llR-I do not say to get rich-that can hardly bo 
counted the ·ralr end or man's life, but to get a. liVing 
and to find the world not a very· bad world to him on 
the Wholo.-Brooke Herford'• Dav of J~t. 

she had corns, he hadn't a razor. .. 

BILL NYE ON THE INDIAN'S FUTUBE. 
Will a rew fteetlng years extirpate and extermin!'ote 

rrom the taco ot the earth a race which has long 
fiiied our fourth readers and ·our school declamations 
with crude oratorY-, and leave It to exist only as a 
smoke-tanned, bead-trimmed memory? Will the 
beau tlful picture or the brunet Indian malden at 
last become nothing but the frontispiece of a time
honored legend and the trade-mark ot a 1lne-cut 
factoey? Let us hope that It will not. We ha.v 
crossed the wide ocean and wrested trom the people 
their lands, and then, to add Insult to injury, we 
hav taught them the mYflterles or our civilization. 
With the white man came ·the doctrln of vicarious 
atonement and the Q,PBn·back shirt. He brought 
with him the dictionary and the garden hose, sai,·a.
tlon and saleratus. The tale was soon told, and now 
on the vertebrm or the continent the telephone and 
tha morning papers are crowding the red widower 
and the pigeon-toed scion ot Powhatan into the 
moaning sea. Now he stands upon the rocky battle
ments that border the new states, and, bathed In red 
sunlight and nothing else In particular, he shakes 
hands with his approaching doom. Had he .taken 
more kindly to the bath-tub or the pale· face and fra
ternized more adequately with the crash towel of the 
European, his obl1vlon would hav been leas speedy 
and the black tom-cat night of eternal sleep less for
merly. Nature gave to thee, thou dusk;y warrior, 
strength like the eagle and ewl!tness in the chase, 
but In her wisdom denied thee the copper Ui:ling that 
Is required to meet and conquer tlie vintage of a pro
gress!v age. The mountain I!on may meet thee and 
yield UI> his life at thy hands, but the juice or the 
centipede, that Is dlst1lled by the pale-race and sold 
to thee, tangles up thy duodenum and cracks the 
orown sheet of the digester. Brave orator ot the 
school book, grim relic ot the days or Pocahontas, we 
watch with tear-dimmed eyes ·the closing hour8. 
Adieu, thou Indian mother standing on the steep, 
precipitous shore of eternity. Behind thee rest the 
dead heroes ot thy race; at thy side the brindle relic 
of a mighty tribe of Indian dogs. fatigued and list· 
less, pets his favorlt llea. No one can look upon this 
_sad and smoky group unmoved-the fading rem
nants of a glorious petty larceny :mob. 

COME INTO THE ALLEY, MAC. 
[Written at the time of the attempted enforcement of 

the Sunday laws In New York's new penal code.] 
Come Into the alley,_Mac, 

For the Sathurday nolght has gone; 
Come Into the alley, Mac, 

01' d discourse wid yeseit alone; 
For the roundsman shure wiil not come·ba.ck, 

And the sergeant's blolnd as a·sthone. 

The throuble wm soon begin 
Wid the new Sunday law; d' ye see, 

And we'll hav our hands full wid runnln' 'em In, 
And consthruln' the code Iagally; 

So Ol'd hav ye attlnd till the wag av me chin, 
And poshted on law ye will be. 

All nolght was 01 kept a. wake 
By a. chap wid a big bassoon, •· 

And 01 tolnd by the eode It'll be lagal to make 
An exhampie av that gossoon-,-

On the charge av wilfully thryin' to break 
The Sabbath all up wid his chune. 

By the selfaa.me section, avye hear a dlnum 
Wid a. funeral gang on Broadway, 

Arresht the corpse, Mac, the son-av·a-gun, 
For not dyln' some other day. 

And shnake In thlm Dutchmen, ·Ivery wan
It's no rolght has a ba.nil to play 

And sorely dlsthract wid haythenlsh fun 
Thlm payple as wants to pray. 

Ol'd a.dvolse ye to slug and take to the jug 
•.rha.t na.ygur down on yer bate, 

Av ye catch him shavln'; ye've a rolght to lug 
Any barber tru the sthrats 

For breaking the Sabbath wid a. lather-mug; 
It's a crolme now to be nate, 

Thim bootblacks, too-we hav thlm folne, 
And the Arabs as sells the Sun; 

For the code sez naythur av thlm shall sholne 
On Sunday for annywan. 

Such deshperate villains do be In our Iolne, 
And Oi'm a.ntishipathln some tun. 

It's a jooty, d'ye see, to squelch the news 
What thlm rashcally papers do prln t; 

And a.nny mon wid bla.ck on his shoes 
Is on worldly vanity blnt, 

An' dlvll a bit betther nor Chatham sthra.te Jews 
Who won't ka.pe Sunday or Lint. 

And by the same token, there's orthers given 
Reshpecthln' the measures-to take 

Wid Moses an' Aaron, who nlver count alvin 
From the r>roper front lnd av the wake, 

But shpllo all their show av gethln' to hlvln 
Giving the code a cowld shake. 

We'll hav th!m pulled In by half.pasht eliVin, 
For the law an!t the goshpel's sake. 

But, Mac, nv ye think to remil.in on the foorce, 
Kape In wid the boss av the ward. 

Thin sei!ln' av rum there's mony things worse, 
And a wink's as good a.s o. nod 

To wan av ''the toinest,'' the same's a blind horse; 
So ye'll govern yerself In accord 

Wid the charity claus" In the code, av coorae, 
Th.e consthruln' av which Is broad. 

There's more Ol'd call till yer molnd 
Consarnln' thlm Sunday la.ws, 

But It's dhry Ol'm gethln', 01 foind, 
Wid exshpoundln' the why an' because; 

Ol'm thlnkin' lt'e tolme to be takln' some kolnd 
Ava dhrlnk to molsthen me jaws; 

Which being necesslthy, codes don't bolnd 
You and me to shpllt Iaygal sthraws. 

-Jil(W in Lt'bw!Jv, 
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and Physicians that the Success and Cures attending the 
Introduction of "Wllsonla " Magnetic Clothing baa been 
unprei;edented In the history or Electrical TherapentiCII. 
In the race or such Positive Proot as given by us no person 
can doubt the value of this Invention In all Clllllla.· 

Therefore why oontlnne the Suicidal System or taklnlf 
Drugsf · · 

SBND e1.50 FOR A PAIR OF 
"Wllsonta '' ltlapetlc Insoles. 

sure Preventive or Cold Feet-the Forerunner of ..6.1 
Kinds of Disease. 

Comnltstlon Free. 

Send tor Pamphlet and Information to the only Qmce 
where the Inventor can be seen. 

Address all Communications to 

DAVID J. COTTER, 
80 COURT STREET, BROOKLYN 

"VICTORIA" 
MAG! E 'f I C · A P P L I !ICES 

man who Ia thoronghly fam!Uar With the bnslneu, and 
-- FOR THE .TREATMENT OF ACUTE AND CHRONIC 

competent to teko charge, U neceiiSIIl'Y. Mast be In some DISEAS~~Jr.J5iUi'iu~~~illE1Ji.¥c~.ISTORY 

healthy town; Inland In ihe Western States preferred. 

Would like to locate In some growing place where em 

Jlioyment could be obtained for my two sons, aged reapec. 

tlvly 22 and 18 yean~-~~trong, lndnstrlons, lnte!Ugent boys; 

and for my two oldest daqhters. For reterence as to 

Character 1 can refer to Beajamln 0; Sweet, Hamilton, 

B. I., or to the Hamilton Web Co., of the same place, 
- . 

where we haY been known and employed for the past ten 

yean. Addreu 
ABRAHAM FIRTH, SR., 

Hamilton, Washington co., 
Rhode Island. 

$5 to $20 per day at home. Samples worth ~free. 
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Me. 

THE 

OOLLEGE OF THERAPEUTIOS, 
Boston, l11ass. 

(Medical Department of the American 
University), 

hegins Its sprtng session on the 2d of April, 1883. For 
lnform&tlon address the J>resldent,_ 
St4 DR. J. R. J>UCHAN.AN, Boston. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
TO 

TRUTH SEEKERS. 
The J. B Perry Plano and Organ Crmpany desire to 

Introduce their lnatrumenta to an lover• of mu•lc, at the 

~~~t:n:!1~ t'h~c~:::Sa~~ ·:~~g~~~:.'t..n!f:,;.~~ 
ment yet made-ll selt-sustalnlng sounding-board and 
brldge1 which will never permit the board to sprln_g, nor 
allow tue tones to become th!n and wiry. The Organs 
~'l,n;tr~~r.g ~~:f:C:. Jnr~:t~~~ tS~~n~g~~ea"uf~:~ 
are nslng any or them, tTey having purchased the use or 
Perrv·s Flute ana Celeste anti. Reed Board In 1876. We 
ol!er to place these Pianos and Organs by the side or any 
other ,no matter what their r~u\atlon, and wtii oom· 
pete both In p_rlce and quality. For run partlcui•re ad
d eos ,J R. PERRY, P. 0. Box 867, WllkeaJ)arre, P&., wbo· 
will rurniBh llhutrated catalog. 9t47 

lc~~~~~~JL~.e'll:,U:bio 
renou fl. yen, aend stamp for 01 

,1::, :.'"" lHJplr J'O"- adoor-1. 
... JlAPT. W, .A. OOLLDiG§, 
-UrvWe. JdllnOII. Oo.. .... 1:. 

'PUt ell 

$68 a week ln your own town. !ermS.JUid ~ ontftt 
trt4. Addie .. B. B.u.~o•T If Co., l'ortland, Jl• 

bit:e~~vt~=P~i~1~Mr~::'J~~;M\il~~~~~~c:,;~ 
lts.otller old predecessors. we desire to be brier, and feel 
that this Information Is demanded at this time, as It haa 
been asked over and over again, 

A t'thls point all compulsuns end1and contr88t beg!"!> 
The old garments wore slow In ~n"lr actloiL · The V LC· 

TORIA ls quick and sure •• 
The old l!arments I• eked the P,Ower to glv more than 

tempocary relfet, while the VIt:rORIA penetrates the 
system, and permanently cures the trouble lor which It Is 
recommended. 

The old appliances DID NOT HOLD THEIR MAGNBTIC CUR
li'BNTS o-vER THIRTY DAYS. The VICTORIA, however, 11 
oonstructed on sc1en1 ltle principles, belnl< permanent 1,!1 
rorce by the atd ot tte .. AIUIA'l'URBs. "' '·VoLTAIC PILSI 
8Dd u CONDUCTORS.'' 

In brier. the old appliances, like Stephenson's discarded 
en11:1n, are switched o1! the tTack. while the V lCTORIA . 
goes on Its way, winning &"Olden opinions !rom a I 
sorts of people. 
: Those who nee these reliable and oclentlllc goods can 
verity this f•ct, wherein lie• the greatest danger that 
uBYPOCRIBY IS THE TRIBUTE VICB PJ . .'l"S TO VlllTU&.'' ''bU• 
T.A.TION IS THR CONCESSION }'AILURG liAI(£8 TO SUCOBBS.u 

lW INVALIDS NEED DESPAIR. 

\'ICTORIA HAS NO E(llJAL 
Send tor circulars and prlce.llats to 

Dr. Tl1ayer,, 
455 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, !If, Y, 

Please writ< us a hisJ.ory <1/ vour ccu• and we will gi• rou 
full info>-mation, 

Don't waste time and moneJ With vne patent medlcln, 
wblch.kllls more than It cure1, lStl 

DR. FELLOWS, 
VIneland. New .Jersey, 

A regnlariY educated and legally qnalllled physician and 
most success!ul, as his practice will prove, cures all 
forms or PriVate, t!hronic, and l'ilexual Dis• 
eases. Hperroatorrhea and Impotency, 
as the result of sell-abuse In youth, sexual excesses In 
lll&tnrer years, or other causes. and prodnclng some or 
the tollowlng e1!ects: Nervousness, Seminal Emissions 
(night emissions bY dreams), Dimness of Sight, De ect!T 
Memory, PI!Yslcal Decay Pimples on Face, Aversion to 
society or Females, Contusion or Ide88, Loss or Sexual 
Power etc., rendering marriage tmvroper or nnhappayJ 
are tboroUitbly and permanently cured by an Extern 
Application in t·rom 30 to 90 days. 

liiiDDLE·AGED AND OLD JIIEN. 
'There are many!Lt tha age or thirty to slxtywho&re 

troubled with too frequent evacuat!un or the bladder, 
~[~? :;go:_n~~~~~fu: s~~g~~es~;:f~~ y~ b,:U~~':fri=~~~"t; 
s~~~s~~ c:nr':,~~ a~o~\o~.1ikt?nse".fi~~~.n~r t~m~ll:!~ 
small particles of albumen, will appe n. or the color -wlll 
be of a thin or mllklsh hue. again changing taa dRrk and 
torpid appearance, wblch pi~lnly shows that the semen 
p88Bes ol! with the nrlne. There are many m~n who d!o 
ot tills dl111culty, lgnor•mt ot the ·cause '!lr. Fellowa .. 
Extern&! Remedy w111 bring about a ferteet enre In all 

_su~cac"~~a:~t~o~e~:~Ktr:;~~:~o~~ l~v~~'l.an~h&rlfe• 
reasonable, and corresPondence strictly conlldentlal, 

. PRIV&TE C01JNSELOR. 
Sent to any address securely sealed for two three• 

cent stamps, treutlng on Spermatorrhea or Seminal 
Weakne.s, glvlng !• s cause, symptoms, horrible e1!ectaend 
cute followed by otrong testlm~nlals, headed by an afD• 
davit ""to their genulnness Should be reao by all. 

113F" Remember no medtclP is .riven. Ad· 
dresa DR, It. P. FELLOWS, Vin4!land, New s--, . . Ba aure and nase·1u whH paper;rou- t:Jdl, 
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~Jolts and {J[lippings. 
Dn. PAlmER laments 'that in London "-you 

cannot maintain ontx_, single daily religious 
newspaper. l;n· three months it would be 
dead." 

MR. CRAwFoRD, a Glasgow merchant, is about 
to present the city of London with a statue of 
Burns, at a cost of $15,000. Mr. Crawford is 
an Ay1:shire man, as Burns was. The statue 
will be placed in the Thames Embankment 
Garden. 

A MINISTER complains to the Observer that 
he "lacks ideas and the f~ of expressing 
them." He may not be aware of it, but he 
possesses the accomplishments which more 
than anything else distinguish a man of God 

. from a ~h~~e man. 
N:QIE-TEN'.I'HB of .the crime of the world is 

. perpetrated after-sundown; and if the Society 
for the Prevention of Crime is sincere in its 
work~ it will immediat~ly ask Congress to en
act a ·law to prev.ent the sun going down be
fore ten ~'clock P.M.-Norristown Herald. 

QUEEN VICTORIA is about sixty, very rich, 
with an annual income of over $3,000,000, but 
spends only about $100,000, yet her son,_ the 
Prince of Wales, when he gets.into debt ap
plies to Parliament for relief. No wonder 
paupers are legion in Great Britain, and Ire
land goes hungry. 

AccoRDniG tc the Publishers' Circular, the 
number of religious works which saw the 

Jight of la~t year in England was 789, while 
the number of novels was only 420. This 
fact may go far .toward justifying the general 
complaint about the " pernicious tendencies 
of modern literature." 

GEORGE 0.. Mn.N, the tragedian, has printed 
·an·adverti"sment in the daily papers announc
ing in a commercial manner the dissolution 
of partnership with Colonel Burleigh. He 
has also announced his retirement from the 
editorial chair of The .Alliance, and says that 
the• public will hear no more of him except as 
an actor. · 

THE Tombstone, Arizona, Epitaph contains 
this announcement of a unique sort of church 
festival: "On Saturday evening, the 20th 
inst., a grand· dramatic and musical entertain
ment will be given at Schieffelin Hall for the 
benefit of the Methodist and Presbyterian 
churches. The third act of 'Caste' will be 
given; also the mad scene from 'Article 47;' 
the whole to conclude with refreshments and 
dancing." 

THE wife of John Zimbrick, of Milwaukee, 
Wis., killed her three children one day last 
week, the oldest of whom was seven years of 
age, and the yohngest eighteen months, in a 
most brutal manner, literally cutting them to 
pieces and disemboweling them. Mrs. Zim
brick was at once arrested. She took her ar
rest very calmly, saying that she had read in 
the Bible that it was right to sacrifice chilaren. 
She is suffering from that species of mental 
disease known as a beleif in the Bible in the 
case of an innocent person, and "religious 
insanity" in a criminal. 

As odd a looking bride and groom as one 
ever sees, and who, after the circumstances 
surrounding them were known, set tongues 
a-wagging and made laughter contagious, 
were se.en at the Union Depot this morning. 
The couple consisted of an old man fully sev
enty years of age, over six feet in bight, with 
flowing gray hair, and carrying on his arm a 
pair of that kind of saddlebags used thirty 
years ago, and a girl just fourteen years old, 
who in bight would reach about to the old 

·matl's vest pocket. They are 011 their wed
ding tour. They came in from some point in 

.Alabama last night, and are bound for some 
point in Oregon. A passenger on the same 
train on which they came in last night says 
they were the center of observation, because 
of theh· childlike lovingness and general 
"greenness." The old man is by profession 
a Methodist minister, going to a conference in 
Oregon, and combines pleasure with business 

by taking along with him a living Christmas 
present.-St. Louis Post-Dispatch. 

THE total eclipse of the sun on the 6th of 
May next will last six minutes, and no longer 
one will probably occur within the next hun
dred yews. It will be ·partially visible in 
many places, but few will see it in its entirety, 
as its path lies almost entirely through the 
o·cean, touching land nowhere but on a litUe 
island in the South Pacific called Caroline' 
Island, which is out of the track of _any estab-
lished commerce or travel. The li'rench gov
ernment has determined to send an expedi
tion to the island, and it is probable a gr,and 
international gathering of astronomers will 
meet there to take part in the scientific quest. 

A VERY estimable woman, so far as character 
is conceJ.:ned, says the Cincinnati Commercial
Gazette, was sent with high recommendations 
to Senator Y est, of Missouri,_ for a place in 
one of the-departments. Understanding that 
a clerical p,ost was what'was wanted, the sen
ator told her to make her application in writ
ing. Next day the good woman brought her 
formal application. . The senator and a friend 
looked over it, and conchided :that.it she was 
incompetent for the position B!}ught ... She was 
informed of the verdict, _and said with a burst 
of tears: "Now, see how easy it is to make a 
mistake. That was written by a person high 
up in the department. As for myself, I can't 
wri_te at all." · 

THE Bpston Transcript says: "Rev. Joseph 
Cook has been around the globe. Emptying 
his treasures before his Tremont Temple au
dience, Monday, it could not be found that he 
had picked up anything new abroad. It was 
the same familiar lot. There was our old 
friend 'environment,' and our intimate ac
quaintances 'axiomatic theology' and ' na
turnl supernaturalism,' together with a job lot 
of German names and picturesque dogmatism, 
but nothing new. Hold! there was one 
thing, to wit ' the coronal eye,' which is ac
corded to the people of Great Britain. And a. 
fine thing a 'coronal eye' must be-that is, 
to a bald-headed man; but even he must doff 
his hat to utilize this new optical feature." 

FoR a minister of the gospel, says the San 
Francisco Chronicle, the fervency of whose 
piety has earned hhn the sobriquet of "Hal
leluj'ah," the Reverend Henry Cox, D.D., 
United States Pension Agent, is a peculiarly 
thrifty man. He has 'just swindled a blind 
soldier of the Mexican and civil wars out of 
$5-,000 back pension, and is now being investi
gated by the United States authorities. He 
was only recently mulcted in the sum of 
$2,535, placed in his hands by a confiding 
widow, and declares that if he is ruined in the 
present exposure he will resort to preaching 
again. The blind soldier's prospects of recov
ering his money are considered slim. His case 
is a sad one, but people in general are begin
ning to lack sympathy for those who lose 
money nowadays by foolishly intrusting it to 
a minister or priest. 

THE collection of papers relating to Benja
min Franklin which Henry Stevens has been 
making for many years in London, and which 
has been purchased by the United States, is 
said by a correspondent of the Cincinnati 
Com1ne1·cial-Gazette to be invaluable. Some of 
the manuscript• were found in 11 tailor's shop, 
where they had remained seventeen years. 
One was cut into a pattern for a sleeve, and 
another was crossed with the figures of a cus
tomer's measurements. The papers hav been 
carefully mounted, and bound in sixty vol
umes. The most curious and valuable is the 
original of the petition of the Continental 
Congress to the king, indorsed by its presid
ing officer, Henry Middleton, and marked as 
having passed through Franklin's hands on 
Oct. 26, 1774. Another gem is the earlist au
tograph, of Franklin, the manuscript of his 
"Articles of Belief and· Acts of Religion,'' 
dated 1728. There is a letter by Franklin to 
Cadwallader Colden, earnestly advising him 
to marry, and giving many reasons why a man 
is likely to become worthless and unhappy 
unless he is a husband. Moral and o.ther 

considerations are mingled in the most amus
ing way. An argument is even made in favor 
_of marrying" old women-" they are so grate

Jltws off fht lfttlt. 
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ful." -" A REVOLUTION is in pr0gress in Ecuador, 
cPROF. C. A. YouNG, of Princeton College, in S. A. 

a recent leQture, made the following interest- LossEs by fire in this city in 1882 amounted . 
fng statements: Tlie earth is about 8,000 to $4,194,960. 
mi}~s in diameter.. If you could make a THE winter carnival at Montreal calme to an 
str~.l~ht railroad around .the equator it would~ end last Saturda . · 
talte JUst al:Jout twenty-sxx days to make the y 
circuit of it, at forty miles an hour, without THE many recent fires hav somewhat em· 
any change of stations. No practical means barrassed the insurance. companies of Chicago. 
of conveyance will tak~ you around it in less EDWIN BooTH, the American tragedian, is 
thiln three months; Th,en the moon, our next playing in Berlin, Germany, with great sue· 
neighbor, is about thirty times as far away as cess. 
the earth's. d:ian;,~ter~about 240,000 miles. THE president of the Michigan College of 
That is not so very inconceivable. Then, Medicin has been sued for $10,000 for alleged 
when we come to the sun, we find its distance malpractice. 
is about four hundred times as great as that 
of the moon-about 95,000,000 miles. Those 
:figures mean nothing' until you take an illus
tration. Take a railroad from the eartP, to the 
sun, with a train running forty miles an hour 
without stops, and it would take about 265 
years and a little over to make the joumey. 
So that, if the first settlers of this country, at 
the time they started from the mother coun
try, had started from the sun by this railroad, 
they would be just about reaching this l)oun
try now, But very few of them could hav 
afforded it, for even at a cent a mile the fare 
wouJd hav: been $930,000. But when we come 

THE American Peace Society, of Boston, 
has come into full possession of $40,000, 
recently bequeathed to it. 

A HURRICANE in Limerick, Ireland, last week 
knocked down many houses, damaged several 
vessels, and blew a railroad train off the track. 

JANUARY 25th was the 124th anniversary of 
the birth of Robert Burns. The event was 
celebrated in this city by the various Scotch 
societies. 

GEN. GRANT was recently offered the presi
dency of the National Rifle Association, but 
declined it as he would not hav titne to attend 

to consider the nearest star, whose distance to its duties. 
is two hundred thousand times as great, we 
can do nothing with it, even in our imagina
tion .. _· If we should count the money that it 
wolild take for a railroad journey to it, even 
at a cimt a mile, it would come to two hundred 
thousand millions of dollars-a hundred times 
the amount qf the national debt of the United 
States. I do not suppose there is money 
enough in the world to pay the fare of one 
person. 

CooK is getting into disrepute with his 
Christian brethren. Evidently his shallow
ness and vulgarity are coming to the surface 
in Boston. Speaking of one of his efforts, 
the ChristU!-n Register says: "The lecture was 
as numericat" as usual, containing eighteen 
propositions to prove that death does end 
probation. Among other evidence, he pre
sents ten or a dozen scripture texts, some of 
which were rather strained for the purpose of 
the occasion. Others do undoubtedly giv 
color and: support to such a theory. Bnt, 
then, the thought arises, Are the words of 
Peter and Paul on this subject to be accepted 
without question? Let their utterances be 
tried by tests of reason and conscience and 
the best light of to-day. It is not strange 
that l'eter and Paul should teach some of the 
superstitions of their day; but it is strange 
that we should not appeal to-day from their 
utterances. Let us prove all things, and hold 
fast that which is good." And the Uhristian 
Union voices its poor opinion of him in this 
wise: "What I do not know about the' new 
theology,'" it suggests as a truthful title to 
his· recent prelude. "The new theology," it 
says, "is the nineteenth century thinking ou 
religion for itself. Mr. Cook looks at this 
stalwart thinker, pondering the probl_ems of 
God, man, and destiny, and endeavors to tell 
him in five propositions what his thinking 
amounts to. The new theology is a mountain 
stream rushing forward to an unknown ocean 
of eternal truth, with eddies, and swirls and 
back-currents; with some mud, and not a lit
tle foam, but with real force and progress. 
Mr. Cook endeavors to convert it into a pond 
with very narrow shores and no current. His 
five propositions are almost as much like the 
real thing as the bottle which a traveler brings 
home from the Holy Land is like the River 
Jordan. His sugg.estion that Professor Dor
ner is the fathir of the new theology shows 
how utterly he fails to conceive its source; 
his statement that it concerns mainly escha
tology shows how utterly he fails to conceive 
its nature. He gets just as near an adequate 
conception of the new t:Qeology as th.e Romish 
priesthood did ·to an adequate conception of 
the Reformation when they attributed it to 
:Martin Luther's desire to-got married." 

DAVITT, Healy, and Quinn, Irish agitators at 
Dublin, hav been given a week to choose be
tween giving bail or going to prison for incit
ing lawlessness. 

A soCIETY has been formed in Philadelphia 
for the purpose of providing non-sectarian 
religious reading in raised type free for the 
use of blind persons. 

A "NINETEENTH CENTURY CLUB" has been 
formed in New York. Its members are of 
almost every shade of religious belief. The 
president is Mr. Courtlandt Palmer. 

A MAN in this city is enden.voring to eat 
thirty pairs of quails in thirty consecutiv days 
to decide a bet of $1,000. Thus far he has had 
no set-backs, and the thirty days expire on 
the 5th. 

HENRY BERGH, the pr·esident of the Society 
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, 
writes to Mayor Edson asking him to forbid 
the practice of glove contests between pugil
ists in this city. 

THE Rev. J. M. Masters, the Cambridge; 
Mass., clergyman, is accused of having a $1,000 
bond in his possession, which had been stolen 
from ex-Gov. Weston, of New Hampshire. 
The case is on trial. 

Co:.mrTTEES hav been appointed by the 
Cham her of Commerce and the board of alder
men of Now York to take steps for the cele
bration of the centennial of Evacuation Day 
on the 2Gth of November next. 

THE Catholic church of Wheeling, W. Va., 
is making war upon the Knights of St. John, a 
Germun Catholic Society. Members of the 
society are threatened with excommnnication 
unless they withdraw from it before March 1st. 

Gov. GRoVER Cr,EVELAND of New York is 
said to be developing iuto a most exemplary 
governor. Ho works hours before the legis
lativ sessions, and the senators and represen
tativs·. hav his example duily pointed out to 
them as worthy of being followed. 

AN Overdank Club has been organized in 
Vienna, Austria, in memory of the young 
Italian Freethinker recently hanged by the 
Austrian government for alleged conspiracy. 
The members of the club are persecuted by 
the police, and arrested .on trivial pretexts. 

THE old building at the corner of Tremont 
and Court streets, Boston, with which many 
historical events are associated, is to be razed 
and another erected on the site. Gen. Wash
ington occupied a portion of it in October, 
1780; Harrison Gray Otis, the celebrated law
yer, was one of its first occupants; and Daniel 
Webster and many other noted members of 
the bur had rooms in it. 
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a l t• the human form, anq with hum~ intelligence. If any man we write the life of his childhood; J¥>t that 
w6t tc ltrnN. this thought ~-regard to man-that he is a creature what he thought and did then was the best thing for 

===::::::::::::::::=:: proceeding from and being .the _unfoldment of the him, but because it is necessary to the complete idea. 
inferior animal oreatiOn-'-were. to> separate man from and under~tanding of the full-grown man by and by. 

Evolution.-The Radical Ideas of a Preacher. the idea of the divine oreativ fqrce, it would indeed Then on, step after step, after five hundred years 
From Henry Ward Btet:htr'a Ltcture at tM CboJnr Union. throw a shadow upon our niinds. The very idea had rolled ~away another book would be written, and 

: · . The subject that I am to speak on to-night is Evo- that man-who, if he has no other quality, is proud it gathered up the experience of the human race up 
f. JutiQn. There is often, and often justly, a prejudice enough of himself, should hav descended the royal to that time, in regard tp_gQVe!'P,W.~J!t, tl!e f~mjly.;.oon
···""-. ·agamst a man· attempting to preach upon science who highway of the ape and monkey, is repugnant to dition, the great moral lights that had begun to de-

has not devoted his whole strength to it, and scien- every man's f~ling$. It is, therefore, a great com- vel_op themselvs. Four hun~?d years roll a._way, and 
tific men are apt to regard them -with tlMl &arne ape- fort to me to ~e. you tliat you were not c~msid- there would be another add1t10n, representmg what 
cies of benevolent contempt with which moral teach• ered even· 'W'ort:Qy ·o'f 'ooming down from the ape. had been gained in that four hundred years. A 
era regd.rd sqientific men when they undertake to The prevalent teaching of scientific men is that at a thousand years rolled by, and another part would be 
draw moral inferences from scientific facts. Men certain period there_ came ~ point where the de- written, giving what was then the state of progress, 
whose business it is to propagate moral ideas hav veloped animal (whatever his name was) stood, and and what was believed and thought and felt :UP to 
one standpoint; men whose business it is to find out a bilurcation was developed, the ape and all his tribe that time. And hundreds and thousands of yean 
sin;tple scientific facts hav another, and if I were to- goi~g off to the left, and the man to the right rolled away, and-then came Jesus Christ. He never 
niglit to discuss different standpoints of fact I should -the unfolcl.mg of man continuing but antedating wrote a word, except on the ground. lt was thirty 
feel myself amenable to criticism. I propose noth- the ape. You may therefore put aside any fear or forty yeru·s after his death l;lefore there was a syf-
ing of this kind. ' of descent from the. ape, and even if you should lable written that the New Testament cont!Uns. 

A great change has t~en place within the last thirty see traits of th$t kind in the human being, you may I hav said that the descent of man· from an infe-
yeru;lil-:'a greater change probably than ever took place rest assured that they do not com~.from the ape, but rilfr race throws light on many·points. Allow me to 
in any former period of-well, I may say five hun- farther back. say a word on that subject. In the dootrin of human 
dre~ consecutiv years. It has been quite a revolution, On three wmts scif')ntific men are at a disagreer sinfulness the origin of evil has been .greatly sought 
but it has become so general, and so· affects the un- merit. For there are 'thr~e· classes of evolutionists after and not found. Many generatwns of theolo
derlying thpught and feeling of the community, that when you look at theJIJ. in refereiiCe to moral ques- gians hav had their rest disturbed by it. Now, if 
I think one should giv it more than a mere paBBing tiona-the Atheistic, of which class Mr. Haeckel, of men were unfolded, step by step, rising higher and 
attention. And; especially, as I alll in profound sym- Germany, is a very able expOnent; the Agnostic, to higher~if when they began to be men they were ~
pathy with the general tendencies of scientific inves- which class most of the eminent English' physicists imals-you hav a good, firn;t foothold upon wl:llch 
tigation, and as it is my business professionally to belong; and the Theistic, or Christian, evolutionists. you can stand, an~ fro~ wh1~h you can thr~w light 
deduce from all truth some application that shall The doctrin of evolution being..~the underlying on many theological ~t1es. In my childhood 
b.etter human life, sweeten human dispositions, en- philosophy of to-day, it is .the philosophy by which there was a great questionnTe, namel,-, What are the 
courage men to do good and to do what is right, I ninet;r-nine per cent of the scientific investigators of ~ea.ns nec!lBSitl{ to the g.reatest g_?od? New Haven 
hope I may pass unscathed the criticism if I under- our t1me are working. It is gradually spreading to discussed 1t, ~~mceton ~scu!i!Jed 1t, and m~y other 
t~e to show that the revolutionary tendencies of the all departments of effort. Its nomenclature and its ~enters of religious and mtellectual !bought discUBBe~ 
doctrin of Evolution are more in seeming than in thought are getting into the schools and the news- ~t. We can. s~e what they were looking after. Now, if 
fact, and, though extremely radical, are radical in the papers. The attempt to suppress it will fail. It had 1t was the divme p~pose th.at man shoul~ ascend from 
right direction, and are of the right kind. The doc- better be welcomed. If it be the truth, it is sure to the lowest form, little by little, to the h1gher, then it 
trin of Evolution has itself· gone through evolution bring forth righteousneSB. Of all things on earth, is in~vitable that ~!1-n s?ould go on Ulider difficulties. 
It was hinted at long ago, but disappeare(l and came to undertake to disturb men's consciences and relig- If this was th~ d1V1ne 1dea, then ;you s~e prod?ce.d 
up again and again, each time occupying more space· ions emotions by setting the public against it is one what you seem every ~ousehold m w~ch a ~d 18 
and educing more and more probabilities, until at of the most unwise things conceivable, and the ol~. born. ~om unconsc~ousneSB, ~he c¥Jd begms to 
last, in one day, it has assumed a form so definit, folly of throwing the Bible at it eught not in our ~av a gh?!III:er of consm.ousne.ss; 1t begms to talk, but 
with roots so deep, that it surely has come_to stay. day to be repeated. They threw the Bible at the 1ts ~glish 1s bro~en; 1t b~gins to wal~, but does so 

What is Evolution? As contradistinguished from sun and the moon onoe, and it came back on their haltmgly, and it 1s some t1me before 1t can run. It 
the old notion of creation by the instantaneous obedi- heads, and astronomy stands. · They threw the Bible is inevitable that that child should make mistakes at , 
~nee of matt~r to the divine command, it is the teach- at geology, and geolegy stands. Let not the folly be first. The road to knowled~e leads thr~mgh bl~
mg o_f cre~~:twn as gradual, and as the re~ult of repeated of throwing-the Bible at the origili of man. ders, as .when a man, attemptmg t_o get mto. an m
steadily-actmg natural laws through long penods of I am not prepared to say that I believe man caine closure m the dark, should butt his head agamst ev
time-periods so long that not even the imagination from the lower animals, but I am prepared to say ery pick~t in the fence until he ~hould reach the 
can stretch to the borderland of their far-off horizon. that if he did, it will afford explanation of many diffi- gate, whiCh should open almost Without ~ffort and 
We hav been brought up largely to found our no- culties for which I can find no solution anywhere permit him to enter; so largely has it been the 
tiona of creation ,upon the poetic expressions of scrip- else. As yet it is a hypothesis, and the process of history of the whole human r~ce. If the whole race 
ture. The command, "God said; Let there be light, procedure with a hypothesis is to _see if it will giv a got along as we know the child gets along, .then we 
and there was light," is sublime poetry. We all felt solution of all difficulties, and giv a better solution of know that the whole race got along by making mis-
as if God caine to the fore-front op. the creating day them than any other theory. That is what I think take after mistake. 
and said, "Let there be light," and instantly there Evolution does. - But if we conceive man at the highest point of mere 
was light. This is the almost universally-prevalent Let us look, then, for a moment at the relation animal development, these apparent sins then become 
impression. But it has now been sufficiently demon- which it Bilstafns. to the almost universal belief in the virtues. The lion is not guilty of murder when he 
strated, as I think, to enter ea~ily into the beli?f. of existence and agency of a supreme intelligence. kill?- He violates no restr~t, because that is what 
men, that t.J;le meth~d of creatw~ was ut~er~y diff?r- There are m8llJ who say that this notion of Evolu- he lB made for. Look at h1s claws. The w~lf was 
ent from th1s; that 1t was a creatwn b~gmnm~ w1th tion is the pro~uct of Atheism, and that it will lead wade to be a wolf. and th~ fox a fo!-. You nught.ae 
the very smallest elements-elements mconce1vably to Atheism. · Jri my own judgment, it leaves the ques- well find ~ult with gr~Illt for be!ng hard, ?r With 
small-and then, gradually, through the force of tion just where it found it. The scientific man tells clay for bemg soft, as w1th the ammal creatwn for 
natural laws, unfolding little by little, the whole ter- me that it is not possible to prove the existence of having the qualities of their nature.. To them was 
raqueous globe. This, in short, is the theory of Evo- God; and I say the same. given no reason, no moral sense, no sense of beauty, 
lution. . There are a great many men that say: " Admit. of taste; of imagination-not~ing but to fe.ed them-

Now, when this 1s propounded, as 1'egards the that there is an Atheistic ground on which we can selva, to propagate their spemes, and then die. Now, 
formation of the globe itself, the astronomers tell us stand: what is going to be the influence of this doc- man in his early history was an animal, but superin
t~at the worl~ w~s ether !"nd that through a pr??ess trin of Evolution upon the sacred scriptures?" Very duce~ upon his animal. se~se was the moral s~nse. 
of condensatiOn 1~ ?arne mto a _nebul~us conditwn, beneficial. In the first place, it is going to correct Here 1s the :ftne between mstinct .and moral conscJo?s
and that the conditwns kept on changmg, but under the absurd uses to which that book has been for 80 ness. The moment that came m, then the questwn 
natural laws, until at last it assumed approximate many ages condemned. The Bible itself is a most was, Which shall rule, the animal sense or the higher 
~olidity, at ~y rate fluidity, and tha~ little by little wonderlul evolution. When you come to measure sense? That ~truggle is going on torday with every 
1t became ~oh.d, and rock~ were de~os1ted; then up- the ~ime represented by that sacred book one is sur- man. There 1s. not a man anJ:where w~o does not 
heavals, gi"lildings,and vanous other Influences created prised. What other book ever was there that it took feel day by day, m the battle of life, that his purposes 
Soil;. and S? instead of the World. b~ing creat?d b_;y probably more than ten thousa.nd. years to write? are better than his acts. It is a conflict _be~een the 
the 1mmed1ate fiat of G?d, and m mstant!lne1ty, 1t Many people hav an idea that certain reporters, upper man and the under man that ct>nst1tutes the 
has been slowly formmg through mynads and called prophets, went to see God o&nd interviewed great bulk of sinfulness; and there you hav a theory 
myriads and ~yriads of ag~s. Th~n came successiv him; and that they sat down and he told them what that throw.sjight upon a wh?le fi~l~ that :ha~ ~therto 
stages of existence; the ~norgamc first; !hen the to write; and everything in the Bible, they think, been shrouded n?t merely m twilight but m Impen-
lowest forms of veg.etable hfe, .then slowl:y With m~ny came right from the lips of God. The old doctrin of etrable darkness. . . 
cataclysms, :evolu~wns, an? disasters, a.run;ate ex1st;;. what is called plenary and .verbal inspiration-that Of co_urse be:yond th1s pomt there ~e a great 
ence-consmous hfe, . or . hfe below conscwusne~ every word in the Bible proceeds from the mind of many mce questwns as to ~he nature of am-the vol
gradually began to prevail upon the earth; not With- God, and that every statement in the Bible is ratified untary doing of that whiCh a man knows to be 
out many in~errupti~ns, now J?lunging ~to dust ~p.d by the authority of God-is dying out among intelli- wrong. These are questions of profo_und importance, 
now appeanng agrun, and httle by little gi"owmg gent men. Mr. Ingersoll's whole pivotal power is the but do not belong exactly to the top1c of the lecture 
stronger and stronger, the whole tending to adapta- fact that among so large a number of men there has this evening. Here, then, is the doctrin of universal 
tion .to clima~! and to the tho~san~ and o;ne o~er been an impression that everything in the Bible has depravity-not, however, .the o_l~ scholastic theory 
physical cond1twns, and workmg m a sprral hne, been derived from God. What is the Bible ? It is of Adam's fall and the unpos1t10n upon all man
from the simple to the complex-from lower to a history-that is what it is. kind, for countless generations, of the penalties of 
higher organizations, . from po~rer to. better-u~til The pe_!iod before the legends that are contained this disobedience. Wh~n natural . B?ience comes in 
we come to that class_ m the ammal kmgdom w4ich in Genesis is simply immeasurable. No one knows and tells us that that 1s not the d1vme method, and 
is called the .mainma.lia-the vertebrates-and finally a.bo?t it; no luminous interpretation of th~ngs pre- . has not bee~ the method of the ages, it ~akes .away & 

reach the P.omt:. Man.. . . ceding, yet we know that there was preceding exist- monstrous mghtmare. Y?u clo not b~hev~ m hell, 
Up to th1s pomt, while there are many divergenmes enoe. We come down to the time of Moses and and the men that preach 1t do not believe 1t. They 

among sci~ntific men as to ~etails, I think.I.may say there were scattered through all the years c~rtain think they do-and they ~re hon~st. There is a. 
that there 1s absol?te~y no d1ffe;ence o~ op1ruon as to documentary legends of the origin of man. They thing that may be call.ed behef that 1s not a personal 
the . general apphcatwn of this doctnn. to the for- w~re t~e best statements of the then idea that pre- belief-a realizing ~elief. . Do you suppose that any 
matwn o~ the ~lobe, of the .vegetable kingdom, and vailed m the East. They had certain notions in re- man who really believed 1t coUld rest a m_?men~ at 
of the anunal kmgdom-ll:lltil you come up t.o man. spect to the methods of creation; they were gathered ease? How could such a man be happy wh1le b~liev
'Yhe~ we come· to. that p<;nnt, my own strong 1mpres- ~gether, not as absolutely true, .bqt as giving the ing in his soul that hundreds of m~ons of hts fel· 
810n 1s that were 1t not illusory, or suppos~d, mo~a.l history of the thought and the behefs of men in these low creatures were doomed to everlasting fire. Who 
influences-! suppose that the whole human family very earliest periods. They might be true-they would dare enter into marital relations and bring 
would be swept, without exception, into the same might be not; but they were the best that men had into life children, while really believing that the 
general category, and it would be thought that :t;nan in those early ages, in the infancy of human thought chances were ninety-nine in a hundred that they 
;himself has been l,llliolded h·ors- the lowef f9rms 1~to an,d hum~ int9Uii~llee. Whep. writing the life of would ~0 to h~ll forever? Every man with a Ja~ 
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says, "It is not so!" This does not touch the ques
tion .whether consequences follow conduct, in life. 
I beheve they do. I believe in probation, and I be
lieve you carr;r out of life that which you hav sown 
and g:athered m. this life, ~d if men are prepared for 
the higher course ~hey will enter it; and if not pre
pared, that they will go through a probationary pe
riod until they come to it. 

Another point. Men will say: '~If this doctrin be 
~e what light ~ it thr~w on the struggling ques
tions of to-daJ:? There 1s a form of Socialism, for 
example, that Is th'e lowest form of radicalism-as in 
the case of the· Socialistic missionary who lately went 
West .. ~~t a?ove and beyond that there is a noble 
and dignified Idea. There is endless strife and en
deavor to equalize the conditions of men. Evolution 
~brows ~ght on this also. It says the line of ascent 
IS the lme of the nerve; rank is according to the 
co~ple~ity of the bra~. · ~o we go on from the low
est ~stmcts of the animal m man to the highest con
ceptiOn of the human intellect. 

. ~ere are v~rious schemes f0r the reorganization of 
soCiety meanmg to do this-to equalize weakness 
and· strengt~. That is not nature, and nature will 
not tolerate It .. We cannot equalize weakness and 
strength of bram. l1 a man has a little brain he ·has 
got to be a little man, and if he has a large brain he 
~as got to be a large man. It is a generous concep
tiOn to form such a partnership !"s th~t the. strong 
shall care for the weak. That Is an Idea which is 
b~autifl:l, and it may be possible to do that in the 
nullenmum; but at present the law of nature prevails, 
and the man that has got brain power will succeed, 
and the man that has no brain power will not suc
cee~. "'! ou can't make an, unthinking man equal to 
a thinking m~n. Yon can t make a spendthrift equal 
to an economical man. Men are essentially different 
in their composition, and nature, that sifts and rid
dles everything from the lowest to the highest and 
al'Yays in the ~ir~ctioil of increasing strength, ~acri
~cmg the relativ Imperfection all the time, throwing 
~t ~~oway, and from generation to generation advanc
m.g the strok~, that by and by the average strength 
Will be vastly mcreased-nature is still alive and still 
doing the same thing. You can never baffie that 
great law of nature that makes two twice as much as 
one; that makes fom; twice as much as two; that 
mak~s a man all through five times as great as a man 
that Is only half a man. With all yom· schemes of 
benevolence-they are very benevolent and often
times very noble and effecting great good-yet you 
cannot touch the bottom until you get to this law 
that the human mind determins the condition of ~ 
man .and his worth ev~rywhere. He is strong not in 
physical strength, but in mind and moral strength. 

That man is t~e high.est, and if there are many of 
-them .that class Is the highest, and you cannot by any 
boostmg, or by any method of screws or adjustment, 
make the under equal to the upper under such cir
c~m~ances; and the way out from poverty and in
sigmficance an~ all the miserable experiences of 
~dercast men IS: Go up yourself, and your affairs 
will. come upafter.you; development, education, more 
bram, ~etter brain; and if you are the prophet of 
your c~dren, t~ go over into the promised land, send 
your children higher. The elevation of mankind in 
moral and intellectual culture is the only way t(N).ure 
~he evils of ~ociety. There are men who say: "Well, 
if the doctrm of evolution is true, yom· churches are 
all cu.t up ~y the roots." I beg your pardon; theol
ogy Is . gomg-no doubt about that. I shall not 
~ourn It. All my eaJ.·ly days were spent in the \Vest 
m that state populous with trees, In_diana, and ther~ 
we ~ever could raise a. good crop fit for human food 
~ntil we h.ad cu~ the trees off. Theology looks to me 
like a thicket m the forest, and as soon as we can 
get a good deal of it open to the air we will plant 
better theology and hav better crops. 

The whole the.ory of morals is ~o be profoundly 
advantage~, I think, by the question of evolution. 
Of course Just now there is a great deal of thinking 
an~ ~ore or less .compari~on of t1Iought, on th~ 
prmmple of an amwable adJustment of controversies 
as re~pects the ori.gn of morals; but one thing is very 
~ertam, and that IS that the human race unfolding 
Is unfolding in the direction of reason and moral 
sense and affectionate sense. Essential truths run 
down and throw their roots into the great natural 
laws. For every great precept, for every essential 
practical doctrin, it is better for the world that w~ 
should. be .able to say that it stands, not on the 
autho~Ity of the priest, nor even on the authority of 
expe:Ience, but that it stands rooted as a part of na
ture Itself. If we cast off intolerable superstitions 
year aft~r year, influences will work with the very 
seasons m favor of virtue and of a true religion. I 
thank God, therefore, for the growing light and 
power of the great doctrin of Evolution. 

Pleasant Words.-We Hope Tlwy Are True. 
• From ~he Universe. 

Mr. Eugene M. Macdonald, the new editor of THE 
Tn~TH SKEKER, is a clear, vigorous, and forcible 
wnte~·, and ~as the important tact of dealing with 
Jrractwal subJects which prof@undly interest the in tel-

gent m~sses. He will safely and bravely guide that 
iOOd lilhip of thou.:ht on itlil de11tined ~ourliili. 

Infidel Philosophy. 
.Can any one inform me where there is a lot of souls 

lymg around loose ready for family use? There never 
was. a s?ul or mind or thought without a physical or
gamzatwn, a nervous system, and a nerve center, and 
nev~r . can be. The mind is developed only as the 
bram IS developed '.:J;j grows with its growth and 
~engthens with its Eength." Theze may be brain 
Without mind (as in the·case of idiots), but never mind 
without brain. It is just as idle to talk about a soul 
or. mind after the brain has been dissolved as it would 
be to expect music from an old fiddle after the instru
ment has been destroyed. The idea of a future exist
en~e, of livi~g on indefinitly, of getting good and 
domg good, Is a grand thought, and I can truly say 
that I ardently desire its realization; but castles built 
in the air will never do to liv in. 

Ministers may be regard~d as barnacles; they serve 
no good turn, but always Impede the motion of the 
vessel. Every advanc~ in science has been fought 
step hy step by the pnesthood. In another respect 
they are like sponges, absorbing the substance of so
ciety and giving back nothing.. They are always de
claiming against Voltaire and Paine, but never attempt 
to answer their arguments. They always shun a fair 
and open encounter, but take shelter behind the cow
ard's castle, an~ stab in the back those whom they 
daJ.·e not. meet m an open field. There is a certain 
substance which ~ebster d~fines as~· a kind of paste, 
composed of whitmg and hnseed oil," which enters 
too largely into their composition, and a great lack of 
that kind of stuff which brave men are made o£ 

There are in the town in which I liv four chmches. 
Two church edifices hav been recently built and 
equipped at an expense of nearly $30,000. The other 
two are worth about $10,000. The interest on the 
amount_inv:ested would feed, clothe, and educate every 
poor child I~ the town. The money' paid to preachers, 
and otherw1se expended to keep the churches in run
ning order, would more than pay the poor taxes al
leviate the wants of every cripple and invalid and in 
every way provide for the poor and dependen't. But 
Christianity has a great m:i:ssion to perform and the 
plethoric priest . must be pett~d, though the poor 
starve and-the ~hila:en grow up m rags and ignorance. 
I ask the candid thmker to canvass this matter fairly. 
Look about your own town or village and see if you 
do not ~nd the. statement verified. Ask yourself what 
humamty req~res a~ yo~r hands, and if there is any 
system of rehgwn With higher claims. The Christian 
religion has been on trial nearly two thousand years; 
let us feed the hungry and clothe the naked and edu
cate the ignorant for half that length of time and 
Cluistianity will be at a discount. Then we shall find 
out what we must do to be saved. 

"Take no thought of to-morrow." 
If this injunction had been followed, the keel of a 

vessel would never hav been laid, nor an acre of land 
plowed. T~ere would be no fields of waving grain, 
and the pnmeval forests would hav remained un
broken. Man would hav been but one grade above 
the ourang-o:utang, dwelling in caves and subsisting 
upon wild fruits and ~uch animal.s a~ he could cap
tm·e. Every house built, every raillmd, every crank 
turned, every sail spread, is in direct violation of this 
command. As man rises higher in the scale of being 
as he learns more of nature and her laws, one by on~ 
these holy fetters will be laid aside; and long before 
he has reached the eminence which he is capable of 
attaining they will be discarded altogether. · 

If man is capable of making progress, thus clogged 
and fettered, who can predict the progress which will 
be made when he becomes entirely free? The mind 
will always be subject to blind-staggers until the fear 
of hell is wiped out. The man who fears hell is a 
coward. The man who does a good act c>niy to secure 
h~aven is. a selfish sneak. Away with rewards, away 
With punishments! The truly noble man will do acts 
of kindness regardless of the fear of hell or the hope 
of heaven. 

Many efforts hav been made to .harmo~ize the 
scriptures with ooience and the laws of natme. Such 
efforts must ever prove abortiv. The Bible was WI'it
ten by ig_norant men in an ignorant age. The people 
were too Ignorant to understand and too superstitious 
to investigate. If God had written a book, he would 
hav spoken in terms which plain people could un
derstand. If he meant an "indefinit period of time" 
he would not hav spoken of a day, and then mention 
"the morning and the evening," which has no fit ap
plication to an "indefinit period of time." If he 
meant to tell us not to be "over-anxious about the 
future" (so ministers explain it; query, how should a 
m~ister know what God means when he says some
thmg else?) he would not hav told us not to think 
about it at all, and then call om· attention to the lilies 
of the field to show us that it will be just as. well for 
us if we don't. .• 

Any book may pass for inspiration if the big lies 
are taken for miracles and the mistakes for mysteries. 
The superstitious claim that the Bible is the corner
stone of om· free institutions, but the builders hav 
rejected it as Ullfit material either for the foundation 
of our free institutions, or for the temple of science. 
The six days of creation, a flat earth, making man out 
of mud and beautiful womau out of crooked ribs, lilee-

ing all the kingdoms of the earth from a high moun
ta~, the. story of the flood, Joshua's cup-and-ball 
tncks with the sun and moon will never do for 
science to tie to, and are about a's fit for our common 
schools as the "Arabian Nights." 

.Let some genius take all the big stories in the 
Bible, such as chasing a flock of devils into a herd of 
s~ne, for instance, converting· Iibs into women, the 
tncks performed by the great planeta1·y juggler, the 
apple and snake story, the athletic performances of 
Samson, the sea voyage of Jonah (in which he lost 
heavily on a venture in sperm oil), the great tricks of 
legerdemain up in Egypt, the feat of the three fire 
kings, the story of Samuel and the dreaJ.ns of the 
prophets, how Lot's wife turned into an "Old Salt," 
and weave them· into a romance then combine; "Ara
bian Nights," Gulliver's Travels, and Baron Mun
chausen, and it WOlild amount only to a puff of smoke 
compared to this thunderbolt of Bible lies. Selah! 
~hen ~ake this Bible romance made up from these big 
lies, With all the obscene st@ries as an appendix, intro
duce the choice bit of literature into the common 
schools, and put God in the Constitution, then lift up 
thy brazen face, 0 Chiistian, and shout "Nearer, i:ny 
God, to thee!" 

My dea1· fellow-sinner, go to chmch, hem· the choir 
sing, hear a long chapter read from the Bible, and a 
long praye; ~ade, hear a long sennon preached, and 
the benedictiOn pronounced, then go horne and di
gest what thou hast leaJ.·ned. Ordinary fog will do 
for supper that night. 

In a cert!tin province in Spain, all the asses met in 
convention, and resolved "that long em·s aJ.'e an or
nament, that we are superior to horses, that we will 
not associate with them, and that we will carry the 
officers at the next general parade." 

Moral.-When Christians assert their supeiiority 
over such men as Paine and Ingersoll and Wakeman 
and many others who might be mentioned, and de~ 
nounce them as coarse and v.tilgar Infidels, it might 
be well for them to remember that the horses were 
not seriously affected by the resolutions of the asses 
that they did not feel particularly envious on account 
of t?eir long-e~red ornaJ.nents, that they did not 
go mto mournmg because the asses cut their ac- · 
quaintance, and that it was the officers, and not the 
asses, who decided how they should be mounted at 
t~e next general parade. JoHN PEcK. 

Religious Poisofi. 
. To THE EDITOR OF THE TnuTH SEEKER, Sir: Intol
er~ce inheres in the religious spirit, says the his
to~'lan, Milman. It would be too much to expect all 
Liberals to be free from its taint. Nobody who has 
carefully considered the natme of Liberalism looks 
for unity of thought among the host which reject 
orthodox fables. Diversity, not unity, is the natural 
outcome of individual, independent thinking. While 
all Liberals agree to this, is it not lamentable that 
any professed Liberal should condemn any other 
Liberal because of dissonance of views '! It matters 
not what ~he subject ~atter is, ghosts or gods; tem
perance, time, or etermty. It is all the same. If the 
method of the old church remains, we will find the 
bitter poison of religion vitiating the humanitarianism 
o~ Liberal thoug~t. . Lib~rals affected by the ugly 
disease of sectari~msm ~Igh f~r separation. They 
may agree upon nmety-nme pomts and differ upon 
one, and •they want to separate and set up a small 
church-like establishment on the basis of the one 
point, on the well-known religious rule that he who 
"offends in one point is guilty of the whole," which 
would be a very queer principle in modern law 
courts. 

In the Liberalist army are Free Religionists, Demo
crats, Republicans, Greenbackers, Socialists, Anarch
ists, Spiritualists, Materialists, Atheists, Agnostics, etc. 
They range from conservativ to radical. Religion 
has always insisted upon unity of thought as the only 
basis of agreement. Liberalism, on the other hand, 
affirms freedom of thought, without· which there can 
be no Liberalism. Now, how does it look for a Lib
eral to measme his fellows with the yard-stick of the 
church? 

In my late lecture trip to Minier, Braidwood, Gard
ner, Durand, Davis, I hav encountered more opposition 
from Liberals of the Free Religion type than I ever 
before encountered. In Gardner particularly there 
are professed Liberals who opposed my corning on 
the ground that I am "too radical." They confi
dentially declared they themselvs are radical, but I 
am "too-too/' About this time I received an invita
tion to visit a \Visconsin city to lecture for the con
servativ branch of a dismembered League. As I 
hav lost many engagements on account of my radi
calism, I took occasion to promptly lose this one 
from the cream city. I propose in the future, as in 
the past, to be a free man, free to discuss any " ism " 
or "ology " on the wide earth, and I wish to hav it 
distinctly understood that I want no engagement 
from any society which fears the discussion of any 
question. vV. F. JAMIESON. 

DavU>, Ill., Jan. 29th. -· .... ·----BARNES, the evangelist, expects a call from Cincin-
nati to try his faith cure on the preservation of ham&. 

--~ .... ~----· ,...--~ - ~-.-
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Jesus Christ the everlasting king; I renounce the Scandal. 
emperor." In what army would such pernicious in- "Man's inhumanity to man makes countless thousands 
solence be allowed to go unpunished? I would not mourn." · 

The Tomb of Fanaticism. 
[An examination of Lord Bolingbroke's doctrines. Written 

by Voltaire in 1767 and translated trom the French by A very 
Meriwether, Continued from TnE TRUTH SEEKER of Feb. 4, 

hav permitted it when I was secretary of war;* and If we would but contribute one-th:U·d as much to 
the Duke of Marlborough would no more hav per- the comfort of our suffering fellow-creatures as we 
mitted such want of discipline than I would. do to add to thejr miseries; if we could break loose 

If it is true that Polycute, when in Axmenia, and on from the bondage of selfishness, and partake of the 
the day he returned thanks t .. e gods in the temple, feelings, the wants and woes, of the more unfortunate 
for a signal victory, chose that moment for overturn- around us. if we 'would but take half as much pleas
ing the.statues and pouring the incense on the gro~d, ure in affo~·ding them relief as we do in intensifying 
is it not in all countries the crime of a fool? then· troubles by aspersing their motivs; if we wquld 

1882.] 
CnAPTEH XXVI. 

THE :MARTYHS. 

Why did the Romans nev&r perse~ute .t~ose un
fortunate and despised Jews for th~rr rehgw~ •. and 
never compel them to renounce their s':lpe~stitwns, 
but permit them to practice ~ then· rites a~d 
laws and allow them to have therr synagogues m 
Ro~e, and even count them among the citizens to 
whom they gave donations of wheat? · A:nd how does 
it happen that these srune Romans, so mdulgent,. so 
liberal towru·d the unfortunate Jews, about the third 
centm·y were very severe upon the worshipers of one 
pruiicular Jew? Was it not because ~he Jews, occu
pied in selling gewgaws and lov~ J?hilte.rs, were ~ot 
illcited by passion against the religwn of the empi:e, 
while the Christians were intolerant and filled with 
passion?* . 

There were a few in fact, who were pumshed, 
during the third cent~y, for their fan!"'tici~m, but the 
number was so small that a Roman histonan has not 
dei!med to mention it. The Jews who revolted tmder 
Vespasian, Trajan, ancl Haill'ian were severely chas
tised as they deserved to be; but tJ:I.e e~pe.rors ~e
fendecl them, even to protecting them m then little mt.y 
Jerusalem, the name of which was changed because It 
had been the center of rebellion. The .law, however 
permitted them to circumcise their childr~n under the 
shadow of the Capitol ancl in all the provmces of the 
e1ppire. 

The priests of Isis were punished. at Rome und~r 
Tiberius. Their temple was demolished, because It 
was merely a market of prostitnt~on, ancl an abode 
for thieves; but the priests ancl. pnestesses were per
mitted to exercise their calling everywhere else. 
They would march with imptrnity ~·om town to t?wn; 
they performed miracles, cm·ed sickness, predicted 
good fortunes, and went through the dance. of I~is 
with castanets. This is what is fully explamed m 
Apulius. Now observe that those same movements 

· hav lasted unto om· clay. . 
There is still ip. Italy a few of those wandei:ers 

called the Zingari-runong us they are called Gypsies, 
which is a contraction for Egyptians; in France they 
are called Bohemians, I believe. The only difference 
between them and the Jews is that the latter hav 
always pursued then· business as idolaters, while the 
followers of Isis were small in number and were al
most extinct. 

The Roman magistrates who peimitted the follow
ers of Isis ancl the Jews to hav so much freedom 
peimitted the srune t" all other sects of the world. 
Each Gocl was welcomed at Rome: 

Dtgnw; Roma locw;, IJtlO deusomnis est (Ovid, Fast. 
lib iv, v. 270). . .. 

All the gods of the universe were becommg Citi
zens of Rome. No one sect was sufficiently m·ad to 
wish the subjugation of the others, so all lived in 
peace. . 

The Clu·istian sect was the only one which, at the 
end of the second centmy, dared to say that it wished 
for exclusive rights in the emp:U·e and that it.w:ould 
not only rule but would destroy all ot.her religwn~; 
the followers of Christ ceased not saymg that their 
God was a jealous God; a beautiful chru·acte1· for the 
supreme being, to impute to him the mean~st of the 
vices! 

The enthusiasts who preached to the assembly of 
Christians were a fanatical set. It was imp01osible 
not to find, runong an assembly of such passionate 
people, unfee~g ones who insulted th~ priest.s, who 
disturbed public order, and who committed disgust
ing crimes. This is what has happened runong the 
various sects of Em·ope, all of which, as we shall prove, 
hav destroyed a fru· g~·eater number of martyrs than 
the number of Christians who were persecuted under 
the emperors. . 

The Roman magistrates, excited by the complaints 
of the people, allowed themselves to be led sometimes 
into doing cruel things; they condemned women to 
death, it is said, although that species of bru·bru'ity is 
not proved. But who will venture to reprehend the 
Romans for having been too severe, when we see 
the Clu-istian Marcel, a centurion, cast his military 
girdle and his sword in the midst of the Roman eagles 
and cry out. in a seditious voice: "I will only serve 

• There is no certain answer to this question of Lord Boling
broke's. It is demonstrated that the ancient Romans did not 

· persecute any one for their doctrines. That horrible crime 
has only been committed by Christian~, and !tbove all by the 
modern Romans. Even to-day there are ten thousand Jews 
at Rome who are countenanced though it is well known that 
they regard Jesus as an impostor. But if a Christian under
takes to say in the church of ::;t. Peter, or in the place of 
Navone, that th1·ee are three and that the pope is not infallible, 
he would be infallibly burnt. 

I hold it to be true that the Christians were only persecuted 
as factious revolutionists of the laws of the empire; they 
wished to bring about the destruction of the empire, and they 
succeeded [1771]. 

When the deacon Laurent refused, at the request but speak all the g~od we know of .othe:s, insteadof 
of the prefect of Rome, to contribute to the public all the evil we imagin-we should giv evidence of our 
taxes when having promised to pay some of the progress in true Liberalism-"doing as you would be 
mon~y from the treasury of the Christians, at that done by;" that would proselyte more eff~ctually than 
time a very considerable body, he gave it away to be~- the loudest denunciation of error or vahant defense 
gars, was not t~i~ an insul~ to t~e e~pero~·? Was It of our pet theory, while a calm sunlight would con
not a criminal illJury to his maJesty? It IS doubtful tinually rest upon the placid waters of .our bosoms, 
whether there is a gridiron with six prongs for the which now are too often ruffled by the wmds of envy, 
priest Laurent, but it is certain that he meri~s the avarice, and an inordinate desire to rise up by crowd-
punishment. · . . ing others down. 

The bombastic Gregory of Nyssus prrused" Srunt LE1t any one perfor~ a ~eally merit~rious act and · 
Theodore, who thought of burning the temple of Cy- very few will ever mentiOn It, ~nl~ss With a · s~~er, a 
bil in Amassus, just a:s it was said that Erostratus knowing nod, a shrug of imphcatwn, ?r a positiv ru;;
burnt the temple of Diana. That incendiary, who cer- sertion that the good was only seemmg-the motiv 
tainly deserved death, was made a sain~. We ~e thus really illfrunous. . 
forced to worship those who were pumshed With the Let some idle chatterer, whose reputatiOn for 
extreme penalty of the law. All the tales of the mar- veracity is below that of a horse-ti:adi~g deacon or 
tyrs, whom the writers hav copied :D:om age to age, a liahtning-rod agent, tell some stupid, libelous story, 
resemble somewhat the story of the "Golden Legend," or ~ake some foul, miserable chru·ge against the best 
so that in truth there is not a single tale which does not and purest, and, like the crow cawing at the discov
excite pity. One of the very ~rst is the tale of "Eter- ery of cruTion, a whole flock will at ~nee gather, echo 
nity and Happiness." Etermty sees a ladder of gold the cry, and repeat and add to the hide?us ~aw, caw, 
which goes to heaven. (Jaco? B'!'W O~e of WOOd only; till they swell the first infamOUS cro.akmg mto a de
in this is marked the supenonty of the new law,) maniacal, howling chorus of clefrunatwn. 
Eternity mounts the ladder! she s~es in a garde~ a Scandal has become our national sin. The great, 
large white shepherd attendmg to his flocks, who glVs the pure, the noble, and true hav but~~ accept places 
her a spoonful of milk and curds: After three or four of trust ancl honor, and with the positiOn comes the 
such visions Eternity and Happmess are exposed to vilest misrepresentations, the foulest c~umnJ: .. Let 
a bear and a cow. the victim seek to chase the scandal to Its ongm; to 

A French benedict, named R~nrui, who answers punish its author, and it is like pmsuing the ignis
to our compatriot Dod~ell, received the ;pretended fatuus-it leads only through bogs and quagmires, 
acts 0f the martyrs, which he called the Smcere Acts. ending in increase of vexation, sorrow, and defama:
Ruinru·t commenced with the martyr James, the eldest tion. You discover at the end of your seru·ch, It 
brother of Jesus, who was mentioned in thtl "Ecclesi- orio·inated with the invisible, uncatchable fiend, "they 
astical History" of Euse bius, three hundred yeru·s after say~" 

the event. So true is this that our best citizens, those who 
We must not forget that God was the brother of would most ably fill places of trust and responsibility, 

men. That eldest brother, it is said, was a very ortho- shrink from the ov.erwhelming deluge of calumny 
dox Jew· he did not cease praying and sacrificing in that is sme to be heaped upon any one that ventm·Qs: 
the temple even after the descent of the sacred sp:U'it; to become a candidate for a position of honor or 
he was not even then a Christian. The Jews called emolument; while convicted rogues and unscru
him Oblia, the· Just; they request eel him to declare pnlons demagogs_, with unblushing effi·ontery, .sh~eld 
from the platform of the temple that Jesus was an im- themselvs from JUSt censure ·ancl the denunmabons 
pastor· those Jews were fools for addressing them- of an outraged people behi~d the miserabl~ ~act 
selves to the brother of Jesus. It then remained for that all public characters are hable to be the VI~tims 
this brother to declare that Jesus was the savior of of scandal · 
the world. For this he· was stoned. 0 slanderer of the pui·e and good, when you 

Whe.t shall we say of the conversation of Ignatius gaze upon the sad, dead form-when you stand be
'vith the emperor Trajan, who said to him: "Who art side the grave and think how you hav defamed and 
thou, impure spirit?" and of th~ unhappy Symphoro- wronged, made wa1; upon the handful of dust that 
sius, who was denounced by his household gods to lies moldering beneath your feet--on cne. whose 
the emperor Hadrian? And of Polycarp, whom the heart's pulsations prematurely ceased, palsied by 
flrunes of a burning wood-pile refrained from touch- anguish, occasioned by your false and cruel, though 
ing but who could not resist the cutting sword? And perhaps thoughtless, wo~·ds-how sh~ll Y.ou atone the 
fin~y, what shall we say about the shoe of the sainted ,Vl'ong? Oh, indeed! mdeed !_ a vicarw~s, bloody 
martyr Ephiphod, which cured a ·gent.leman of the sacrifice may befoul and befog your consCience; but 
fever? can it ever cleanse your skirts of the foul wrong? 

What shall we think of Saint Cassien, the schoolmas- You did not really mean ! Where there was so much 
ter who was whipped by his scholars? Of the holy wo- smoke, you thought there must be some fire! ancl 
man Potamine who refused to lay with the governor of then, "they say." 
Alexandria and was plunged for three hours in boil- Ugh! the diabolical plu·ase, preface to the coward
ing resin, and crune out with a finer and whiter ski~? ly stab'in the back. It should induce every honest, 

What about Pionius, who rested sound and fresh m liberal man to invest in ancl wear double-soled, 
the midst of the flrunes, and then died in an unac- cowhide boots, and every intelligent, free-thinking 
countable ma;nner? woman to cruTy an extra heavy-whalebonecl, lead-

And then what must we say about the comedian loaded handle sun umbrella, so that they might be 
Genest who became a Christian while acting in a in constant re~cliness to apply the umbrella. with t~ue' 
farce,t 'before thil emper.or Diocletian, and was con- womanly grit over the head, and the cowhides ""'Ith 
demned to death at the trme when the emperor most forty-mule power to the other encl, of any and every 
favored the Christians? one who commences to· scandalize with, "Well, you 

The one Theban legion which was sent from the know, they say." 
east to west to repress the sedition of the Bagaudes, Of all the miserable, sneaking, dodging, cowarclly 
which had already been put down, was sl!~ughtered imps ever created in the brain of the. disciples of. the 
in a time when no one was persecuted and m a place fierce blood-minded AD:ican Tertullian, the ancient 
where it was not possible to take four hundred men fathe; of the church, who first taught a.hell of devils 
in battle; this was finally committed to writi;ng two and everlasting burnings,·" t~ey say,". is. the most 
hundred years after that fine adventure! abominable. vVhy take more mterest m Idle rumor 

It would be an unbearable burden to report the than important news?. . . , 
names of the pretended martyrs. However, I cannot Why. so fond of. p1ekmg flaws m others reput~
refrain from running over the list of a few of the tion? Why so patiently, zealously, unravel the pn-
most celebrated. vate character of the great and good in the hope of 

[To BE coNTINUED.] finding a few rotten threa~s in .it? . . 
Scanclal.is the source of mfimt mischief. It under-

* Voltaire again bolclly insinuates that Bolin~ broke, who was mines peace, saps the foundat~on of ~riendship! de-
once the secretary of war, is the author of th1s work, strays frunilies, brings discord mto s~mal gatheri~gs, 

tHe counterfeited sickness, so the "Sincere Acts" say. "I 
am Tery stupid" says Genest. "Can you not cheer up?". "No; 
I must take th~ extreme unction of the Christians." As soon 
as two actors could anoint him, he was converted. ?3ear in 
mind that in the time of Diocletian the extreme unctwn was 
positively unknown in the Latin church [1771]. 

TnE TnuTn SEEKER will be sent three monthe to new 
subscribers for half a dollar. Those interested in the 
spread of Freethought should exert themselvs to get 
up clubs of trial subscriber~. 

rends in pieces the very heart and vitals of chanty, 
and makes the evil, mean, and malicious at the same 
moment, the accuser, witness, judge, and executioner 
of the innocent. 

Puritanical old maids may practice it, the world 
listen to it, the chmch wink at it (or instigate it, 
which they seldom fail to do against those who dare 
to doubt or deny the creed); but the Liberal will 
shun abhor and denounce it, for true Liberalism 
and iove of ~canclal can no more exist together than a 

I. 
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lovely young maiden of purity and truth could amal
gamate with a hyena. 

In the language of the great poet llJld teacher: 
"Who steals my purse, steals trash; 'twas something nothing 0 

'Twas mine, 'tis his, and has been slave to thousa~ds· ' 
But. he that filches from me my good name ' 
Robs me of that which not enriches him, 
And makes me poor indeed." 

Rochester, Jan. 18, 1883. C. B. REYNOLDS. 

board, and applying for aid from our government for 
facilities to exterminate the workers of Ireland and 
England to this and other countries. He is paid, like 
other non-producers, an annuity out of the produc
ers, to aid in this extermination, and fears my plan 
for dividing the soil into scientific townships and 
homesteads. He has endeavored to ridicule it in the 
Nineteenth Century Magazine of London. 

He is an editor of the Secular Review, and boasts 
of letting religion alone, and of attending only to 

A Cold Day for the Convel1s. "secular things," which means the grasping at such 
From the Jndtanapolts Herald. a monopoly of property as will force the masses into 

To what unholy uses religion niay be prostituted such a rack-tenancy as will keep a cheap supply of 
where blind zeal usurps the place of reason! The servants, soldiers, and police, for a homestead en
Lafayette Courier says: · tailed aristocracy through all time, instead of entail-

"Cold day in Chicago-20 degrees below zero. Hogs frozen 
in t~e cars.-frozen in stockyards. Trains delayed. Trains 
dera1led-1s the Sunday record. And yet they broke the ice 
at Rochester, Ind., and immersed three Baptist converts." 

ing·a home to all. Yours, LEWIS MAsQUERIER. 

How many other similar cases of the open defiance 
of the laws of health and the desecration of all senti
ments of true religion occurred on that frozen Sun
day we do not know. The News of Thursday fur
nishes one other example as follows: 

"On Sunday Rev. W. T. Cuppy baptized fourteen persons 
in Big Raccoon Creek, near Holland's Bridge, Park county 
while the thermometer was at or near zero. A hole was cut 
in the ice for the purpose. The work was done in nine min
utes. The immersed people were compelled to go nearly a 
mile in their wet clothing before a house could be reached." 

If the General Assembly would pass an act to pun
ish those guilty of these " criminal blunders " it 
would be legislating in the line of wisdom. Immer
sion in n:ozen streams when the mercury is down to 
twenty degrees below zero ought to be illegal. For 
such an act some one is responsible, and, on such, 
punishment might justly be inflicted. The utility of 
baptism by immersion is not here called into ques
tion, nor are its benefits as a means of grace dis
puted, but as a matter of health, immersion should 
be forbidden in water which marks a temperature 
below the freezing point. ·where the ice has to be 
cut and the victims hav to go down not only "into 
the water" but under the wate.r, there is bodily 
harm done to the one immersed. Disease in many 
shapes stands ready to begin work upon its victims 
the moment they are resurrected from the ice-cold 
watery grave. 

The ·Late D. M. Bennett. 
From tl\o B •ston InvMtigatm·. 

Greenpoint, Bmoklyn, E. D., Dec. 8, 1882. 

The Monument. 
Make it of glistening marble, for his heart 

Sent a pure radiance from its inmost shrine; 
No saint revered performed a betJ&r part, 
Though rays of glory made his form divine. 
His wakeful toil knew daylight's earliest sigh, 
And crimson morning's bright, unerring dart 
Wove fairy shapes between each written line 
When the first incense of the wood passed by, 
.lnd warblings faint awoke the drowsy sky. 

He toiled while every flower was bathed with dew, 
And some might think a holy ardor wrought 
Within his breast which prophet never knew, 
For every word a noble lesson taught. 
His foes from precious thoughts a poison drew, 
And though they cast him in a loathsome cell, 
No hermit ever told his beads so well. 

Lift it to heaven, that matchless, snowy shaft, 
To which sweet flowers their odorous hymns may waft. 
Will it press coldly on that brow of light 
Whose beams could soothe away the woe and blight 
Of hearts down-stricken by dark, priestly craft? 
His gesture guided every soul aright; 
His burning thoughts in truthful accents fell 
Sweet as the sound of far-off vesper bell. 

And loving hearts are faint with sorrow where 
He offered roses at mild Buddha's shrine, 
To rock-hewn temples did his steps repair; 
Deeply he delved in learning's ancient mine, 
And goblets filled with truth's enduring wine; 
Fondly he lingered by each burning strand 
To bring thought's treasures to his nativ land. 

And spring shall wake where marble snow shall rise, 
And summer weave a rich, enchanting wreath, 

'And shade and sunshine change with mild surprise, 
While the sweet south wind yields its balmy breath; 
Calmly he'll sleep beneath those chiseled flowers 
While its bright crimson rain the autumn pours, 
And sacred truths the tablet white shall tell 
To wanderers lingering in that shaded dell. ALHAZA. 

Mr. EDITOR: D. M. Bennett combined industry 
with his genius, whicli is not always the case with 
men of talent. His industry was remarkable and . 
surprising to his friends, to see the ready :flow of his 
pen. His mind coined its sentences in a ready and 
harmonious :flow of smoothly-rounded periods and Mr. Heywood's Case. 
paragraphs. He wrote like the great Eno·lish lexicoa- I<'rom the February Word. 

rapher, essayist, and biographer, Samu~l Johnson~ On our motion, Jan. 1st, Judge Nelson kindly con-
He came to New York city from the West about tinned the case till March, when, contrary to our de

ten years ago, and commenced the publication of THE sire and previous intention, we ai·e to conduct the 
TRU~H SEEK_ER, a Freethought weekly newspaper, and defense. In behalf of citizen right assailed we are 
contmued 1t up to the present time, and which will profoundly grateful to Messrs. Pickering, Searle & 
be continued with unabated ability, to the dismay of Cobb for special service rendered. Assaulted in the 
persecuting Comstock Christians. · path of duty by ecclesiastic fraud; dragged into 

He :first published, in 1875, biographical sketches court and held for "trial" by invasiv yet deluded 
of "The World's Sages, Infidels, and Thinkers" of all power; guilty only of speaking truth; doing right 
age~. This he followed by the "Crimes and Perse- further than ignorant or perverse people can yet un
cutions of the Champions of the Church;" then by derstand, self-respect declines stooping to "plead" 
Amberley's "Analysis of Religious Belief;" then by for liberty no act of one's own has justly forfeited. 
the great works of Thomas Paine; then by "Thirty When one is struck down in well-doing, by-standing 
Discussions by D. M. Bennett;'' then. by ""\Vinwood citizens-in order, at least, to vindicate their own 
Reade's Outcast and Martyrdom of Man;" then by rights invaded-should be alert to repel the assault 
"The Burgess-Underwood Debate;" "The Hum- and assure liberty to work unmolested. It was the 
phrey-Bennett Discussion;" and also several other negro's part to resent bondage. Garrison, Sumner, 
large volumes and numerous tracts too tedious to and Lincoln liv in history beca~se they stood be
particularize. tween invasiv laws and citizen right. A graduate of 

He published also the writer's "Sociology; or, the that struggle, having borne our part in it, we, the 
Scientific Reconstruction of Land Ownership and negro of to-day, are again and again waylaid because 
Republican Goverment into a Homestead Democ- we voice intelligent growth and moral order in social 
;racy." In the midst of all thlilse labors, durin a· the life. \\'"here are om· seniors in antislavery endeavor? 
past two years, he journeyed around the world~saw What death-sleep has fallen on citizens that they do 
the fossil sculptured remains of the heathen gods of not rise en masse against this persecution of opinions? 
India in the mountain excavations of Elephants and No resident in our town, state, or section; no ene 
Ellora, and the devotees of Brahma carrying on their knowing us personally, or who is conversant with 
shoulders in hollow canes the supposed holy water of om· views, purposes, character, enters this complaint. 
the Ganges-esteeming its virtue as the Christians do A mercenary, foreign spy-too ignorant, lewd, to 
the supposed holy water of their baptismal fonts. know what constitutes morality-accuses us. Had 

work, making it very hard to float the Word, books, 
conventions, and keep family and sell from going 
over the verge of destitution. 

Dr. Wittig. 
The following is a letter from Germay, written by 

Dr. P. G. C. Wittig, in respect to matters that hav 
appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER: 

LEIPZIG, Dec. 2, 1882. 
To Pmf. LaRoy Sunderland, (~uincy, Mass., U. S. A. 

DEAB Sm: I received and read all your articles on Ideology, 
with a great deal of pleasme. In my first letter to you, dated 
Nov. 26th, written m English, which, as you see, I cannot 
write so well, I hav stated how fully I agree with you. Your 
first article in THE TnuTH SEEKER on Ideology, "The Trance 
Idea in History," is interesting and complimentary, and I 
hav translated it, and also your article on this subject in 
the Spiritual paper, Jfind and ,l[ailel·, of Sep. 30, 1882. 
They shall appear in Psyrhisrhe Stwlien, edited by the 
Rigbt Honorable Alexancler Aksakow (whose secretary in re
daction I am). And yom article in •.ruE TnUTH SEEKER of 
Nov. 11, 1882, on Ideology, "The Nineteent:U -century Won
der," is, indeed, a very stl"iking essay, and I hope you will 
continue, and finish it in one strain. What you hav said, as 
to the "mystic rap," as the only thing p1·oved, or that we can 
know, I hav myself said in a similar manner. 

My printed translations of your articles will be sent to you, 
in the Psycho-Stwlier for Jan. and Feb., 1883, by the pub
lisher, Oswald Mutze. I read all your m·ticles and letters 
with the deepest interest and attention. I believe your po
sition is the right one. You alhnit all the facts and of '~hwh 
you giv the most rational explanation. 1\Ir. Roberts, of jJfind 
aml Matter, is evidently overworked and too passionate in 
his defense of mediums, who are certainly more innocent than 
their adversaries admit, albeit they ar& not infallible, as Mr. 
Roberts attempts to make them appear. 

Pray send me your reply, and also your brief biography, 
and all your articles and works, and be assured of my ever
lasting high respect and esteem. In which I remain, 

Yours truly, Dr. Purr,. G. C. WITTIG. 

Mr. Winter Very Positiv. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: Has it 

become a crime to be a Materialist? Must such a 
man stultify himself and cringe before any creature 
who has some peculiar superstitions, religious seeds, 
lurking in his or her fantastic notions? The man of 
honest conviCtions must not openly express his senti
ments, fearing f?Ome pious crank will take gt·eat of
fense ! If, sir, my sincere opinion and my firm faith 
in Materialism are repulsiv to any paper claiming to 
be Infidel, I woulc11ike to know it. I claim that Ma
terialism hath the gt·anclest Jaws in nature for its sup
pmi and confirmation, and every phase of religious 
faith, outside of mundane life and action, ilil founded, 
in a gt·eater or Jess clegt·ee, on supernatm·alism, which 
is the biggest n·aucl of the entire worH Sir, giv me 
a fair hearing; I ask no more, and will take no less. 

In conclusion, I would assert that at this day every 
true and highly gifted scientist is a confirmed Ma
terialist and hath no faith in supernatme or two dis
tinct entitiQs. Sir, yours for Nature's truth, 

T. WINTER, Materialist. 
P. S.-Sir, I will never pla.y hypocrit to gt·atify fa

natics, and there is no true Infidelity to-clay but that 
of a Materialist, and that stands on a princiRle which 
will outliv and must triumph over all canting relig
ions, including spookism, becausQ it is the truth and 
robs nobody. W. 

Cincinnaf1:, 0., F..i\r. 2RB. ... 
Footl for Thought. 
Prom tlte Chenango 'lribune. 

We are in receipt of the book "Answers to Chris
tian Questions and AI·guments,'' by the late D. M. 
Bennett, editor OF THE TRUTH SEEKEn. It is a volume 
of 150 pages, tastily bound in granit paper covers, 
and selling for the low price of 2!) cents. As the title 
of the work implies, it is devoted to giving answers to 
Christian queries n·om one who is seeking to become 
enlightened n·om mythical biblical darkness. We 
cannot enter into an extended notice of the book 
owing to the crowded comlition of our columns-in
deed, it is hardly necessary, as its lnte lamented author, 
as a deep-read, thinking man, fearless in acl vacating 
the right, was too well known. The arguments are 
reproduced from his paper, and are written in all his 
usual fairness: advocating the right and condemning 
the Wl'ong at all hazards. Every one of our readers, 
whether Christian or Infidel, should possess the book. 
It is food for thought, and what do men and women 
amount to unless they think? Read both sides; then 
draw your conclusions. 

Census Bureau of the National Liberal League. 
Infidels, Freethinkers, skeptics, Agnostics, Liberal 

Spiritua-lists, names wanted for record and for circu
lating documents. A twenty-five cent book premium 
will be· sent for a list of ten or more good, reliable 
Liberal names and aclchesses. 

Mr. Bennett's specialty i'an more for abolil'lhino· the we forged a note, robbed a bank, or shot a president, 
evils of religion than for govern~nt. But i~ his we might hav been "respectable." But we put truth 
strictures on traveling through Irmand-on seeing between the sexes, insist on intelligence, honor, re
the heartless evictions of landlord government and sponsibility in love and parentage, and the "crime" 
famin, he saw the necessity of all for a share of the is so appalling that persons :flee in terror ! The net
soil, and was perceiving the evils of state as much as work of falsehood and treachery he cages citizens in 
the chm·ch. is so cunningly devised, the venom of his fangs so 

How much more patriotic and honest was Mr. Ben- deacll.f, that few resist, or even ~;mrvive, this viper's 
nett's course toward the pauperized mass than that attack It may be well that one, direct from the 
of Mr. G. J. Holyoake, who in early life suffered people, put dissecting-knife to this monster in comi. 
eleven months' imprisonment for saying in one of his As the task comes to us without our seeking-the in
lectm·es that the working· people were too poor to evitable having power if not the right of way; as the 
suppmi the chm·ch and gwernment of England! air seems to order us to cross-examin Comstock and 
He is now arranging for the expatriating of the land- address the jlll'y, we are at its service with whatever 
less Catholics of Ireland to this country, to make room power the cause and the occasion may inspire. 

Also wanted, subscribers for 11lan, a r;emi-monthly 
Liberal jom·na1, exponent of the plans, purposes, and 
principles of the National Liberal League, and a live, 
enterprising reform newr;paper generally. T. B. 
Wakeman wcl T. C. Leland, editors. Terms, $1 per 
annum. Trial subscribers three months for twenty
five cents. Sample copies free. Address, T. C. 
Leland, Sec. N. L. L., 744 Broadway, New York. 

for landlord grazing and hunting.-gronntls for E.pi~;-~ Fr.ien.ds, pleas_e c.·on.tin .. ue to giv .us all the pecuniar.y 
copal Christians, as more profitable. He is now aiel possible in the fight for free speech a.nd f'ree 
tramping around here1 as an agent of a.n emigrating mails. These raids drag ~s frq~ 0\ll." ~eguiar li~El of 

ON an average in Switzerland only one in ten goes 
to church, · 
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g[ommunicatio1f.s. 

The Truth Seeker is Dead ! Long Liv "The 
Truth Se'eker !" 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: When 
THE TRUTH SE;EKER came to me clad in deep mourn
ing it seemed impossible that it was the editor whose 
death was announced. Such men are usually per
Initted to withdraw from activ labor and quietly lo0k 
on while younger men take up the tools and push for
ward the work. He fell in the field fully harnessed 
and armed with a wea.pon mightier than the sword. 
I hav no doubt that his life was shortened by the 
persecutions of his enemies. It is equally certain 
that his enemies hav lost many friends, and hav also 
abridged the period of their own existence. The 
grain fields need the rain from heaven to mature the 
crops upon which our material lives depend. The 
fields of thought hav been fertilized by tears and 
blood in order to mature the crops upon which our 
spiritual lives depend. The material food is eaten 
in the sweat of our brow; the spiritual food in the 
throbbing of the brain. Every step of the toiler who 
drives hunger and want from om· world is bedewed 
with the sweat and the ashes of broken muscles. 
Every step of the thinker who drives ignorance and 
superstition from our world is bedewed with blood 
from broken hearts and with the ashes of shattered 
brains. ProgTess has her price, and humanity has 
the purse. She givs heart and brain, and is rewarded 
sevenfold. 

The editor is dead, the editor livs; long liv the 
editor ! Men die, man livs forever. The editor that 
was livs in the editor that is; long liv the editors ! 
· Error keeps lies in stock, and one of them is Com
stock. When Error puts Truth in the stocks the 
stocks begin to blush and hide in the darkness of the 
night out of which they were born. When Supersti
tion locks Truth up in prison all truth seekers fall in 
love with the prison and make haste to embrace it. 
This embrace was so cordial in France that the Bas
tile could not stand the pressUl'e. It did the next 
best thing-it fell; and great was the'fall thereof. 

Superstition, beware! Go ! the dawn is at hand. 
Owls fear the light as tyranny fears the truth. Let us 
think a moment. "Be in submission to the powers 
that be, for the powers that be are ordained of Gocl" 
George ill. was a power appointed of God, and all 
his subjects were bound to obey. "All just govern
ment derives its legitimate powers n·om the con
sent of the governed." George I. was chosen by the 
people, and as their servant resisted the servant of 
God effectually. These two ideas still contend for 
victory-Anthony as a servant of God; D. J\11. Ben
nett as a servant of the people. Politically the Revo
lution swept the servants of God out of the halls of 
legislation. There can be no lasting· peace until 
these self-dele~ated servants of God are driven from 
the temple of humanity also. These blind fools can
not see the logic of history-which is, that all insti
tutions, political, social, religious, are subject to re
vision at the will and for the benefit of the people. 
Our present form of government is not definitlJ 
fixf)d, but the right to improve it remains with the 
people. Our other institutions of family and church 
are equally open for discussion and modification. It 
was the defense of this right to modify and impr<We 
all existing institutions that was D. M. Bennett's mis
sion. THE TRUTH SEEKER did not attempt to define 
what the ultimate social relations of man and woman, 
labor an.d capital, the land and the landless, would 
be under scientific supervision; but it insisted upon 
the absolute rig;ht of free discussion on all these 
questions. When that question is definitly settled, 
then, I hav no doubt, THE TRUTH SEEKER will open its 
pages to the consideration and advocacy of all needed 
changes in government, the family, the conservation 
of wealth in its producers. 

Mr. Bennett patiently considered the arguments 
of anarchy, which insisted on the destruction of all 
existing institutions, because there is so much of re

that they could. An adverse decision would hav de
stroyed every Roman Catholic convent in the United 
States. It is a somewhat curious coincidence that 
Thomas Paine, the son of a Quaker; and himself a 
Friend in a much broader sense than any.member of 
the Society of Friends, should be the man to. over
throw political tyranny, although belonging to a so
ciety which refused to recognize any temporal gov
ernment, or to vote for any officials, or be voted for 
to any office; and that D. M. Bennett, a member of 
a Shaker fainily, and who proved to be a Shaker in a 
broader sense than any Shaker of them all, is des
tined to be the man to overtlll"ow that ecclesiastical 
tyranny whose last stronghold is the old theological 
family, which imposes life-long suffering on a wedded 
pair whose union was a mistake and whose wedded 
sexual cohabitation is a crime, as all enforced and 
unwilling 1mions are. Thomas Paine did seek the 
destruction of civil government. He wished toplace 
it where it belongs, into the hands of the governed. 
D. M. Bennett. did not seek the destruction of the 
family, but, ·if I 1mderstand him correctly, he regard
ed it as a purely human institution devised to benefit 
the contracting parties, just as governments are; and 
that the parties who voluntarily enter into it may 
also voluntarily dissolve it under equitable restric
tions to guard the best interests of the parties and 
their offspring. I do not think he proposed any 
model for the new demands of an advanced civiliza
tion, but he insisted upon the right of free discussion 
and rational experiment. Of one thing he seemed 
well assured: that all existing institutions which are 
under theological control must ·necessarily undergo 
many changes, and. that the duty of man to :~;emove 
defects follows the right to discover them. " Try all 
things and hold fast that which is good" applies now 
as of old, otherwise how could involuntary polygamy 
hav been superseded by a less inhuman involuntary 
monogamy? 

The inductiv method is as essential in social sci
ence as in any other department of science; and we 
hav now reached a transitio:a period when social ex
periments are absolutely necessary in order to test 
the relativ merits· of different modes of fainily life. 
D. M. Bennett tried one m0de and abandoned it, 
yet spoke of the one he left with the utmost kindness 

of the state of the art," to "giv rone person a patent 
on what he did not invent or describe in his patent 
papers, and forl:!ade the actual inve.ntor to inake it. 
The law givs no authority to any Juqge to giv any 
patent to anybody on "accessibility of valves from a 
pump;'' or " accessibility of spectacles to be· taken 
n·om the nose for any purpose whatever," unless that 
accessibility was incidental to the mechanism that 
person invented. As this person never invented any 
such mechanism, and never applied for a patent on 
it, of course he never had a patent granted on it by 
the patent commissioner, and he has only a judicial 
decree for a patent on another man's invention. The 
Edson Diaphragm pump now in 'the market is a dif
ferent article of manufacture, and not covered by 
this curious decree. The state of the art was that 
when the party who was favored by the judge applied 
for his patent, no one had invented any mecha,n~sm 
that allowed accessibility of valves tlll'ough a dia
phragm, except a man about seven years before, who 
made such a pump, with a crow-bar so close _to the 
upper valve that the valves could not be taken out. 
without having the two holding nuts put on loosely. 
This he had a right to do, but the judge has now for
bidden him to do it in effect by this decision. The 
party who did invent the mechanism that attained it 
simply made two posts, which he called standards, 
which raised the crow-bar up high ~nough to take 
out the valves, and obtained a patent for it from the 
commissioner. The right to use this, or an equivalent 
to it, has been given to the other man, who did not 
invent it, by the district judge. But his favorit can
not use it,' because the other parts of a diaphragm 
pump are so covered by other patent claims that any 
pump made lmder his patent would be useless. The 
public therefore cannot hav it, and the most popular 
pump for vessels made previous to May 3, 1882, can
not be purchased in the market by anybody. The 
tickets on the Pennsylvania railroad can ·be bought 
at some price of somebody, but the kinds of Edson 
Diaphragm Lift Pump sold previously to May 3, 
1882, cannot be bought of anybody for the above 
reasons. Who says we hav not czarism in America ? 

Respectfully yoms, HENRY N. SToNE. 
Boston, Mass., Jan. 18, 1883. 

and respect-nay, even with affection. But he never Ideology. 
hesitated to condemn whatever of theology and To THE. EDITOR m· THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The 
monasticism entered into Shakerism. He was equally 
clear in his condemnation of Mormonism on account fo~o~ng contr~bntio~. havin~ been re~se~ by the 
of its ecclesiastical and despotic tendencies. . ' Spmtual paper m Philad~lph1a, I now offer 1t for the 

I am glad to know that the new editor will make . co~u~ns ?f the fre~ and mdep~nden~ ~~UTH SEEKER. 
the paper equally conservativ for progress, and ~ IeJ~Ice m the b~lief that_~?u ~v a, a ge num~er of 
aggres~iv against all forms of ~xed or reactionary _mtell1gent and Liberal Sp_mtualists ~ong yo?I pat~ 
despotism. There ·are many Liberals who do not rons, toward whom you ~1e, as I am . yself, ~endl~, 
need any more argument to convince them that and toward ~hom all Liberals would be friendly 1f 
Christianity is false in philosophy vicious in morals they knew th1s clas_s o~ people as 'Yell as I hav known 
and utterly absurd in its objectd of worship. Ha~ them n·?m the b~~pnm~g. ~nd.1t seemsto~e-that-· 
the time com.e when THE TRUTH SEEKER can honestly these Libera! Spmtualists ~ught tQ be permitted to 
say t~ the truth seekers: "I hav found a philosophy see what ~e1r own press w1ll n~ver lay before them, 
that is true, a moral code that is right, and objects and that 1s the pr?if that the1r own papers are n?t 
worthy of the homage and worship of the whole hu- pe;fectly free and mdepend.ent. Hence we look . m 
man race?" . If that time has come, then will come vam. beyond the so-called I~del press for free dis
the judgment, when the son of man will place on his cusswn .. ~or could a~y Liberal pap_er. be nam~d 
right and hisleft all those whofor love of man and of ~hat ~vel Iefus_ed a he~~~~ to any Chnst~~n or Sp~-:
the truth as it is in nature hav passed through the 1tual1st whom 1t had. cnticised. !or,~ senes of years 
fires of persecution and are entitled to wear the I was ;mysel~ an e~tor of a~ antislavery paper, and 
crown Of martyrdom and take their places in the his- nev~r, m a smgle mstan9e, did I close my c?lumns 
tory and hearts of the human race as its saviors and agamst anyone whom I had ~ensured, as. Mtn~ and 
redeemers. Matter_ ~as served me ... An~ Its c_onduct m th1s re-

Hoping that those who are redeemed from super- ga,;d IS .m p~rfect keepmg w1th the tr~atment I ~e
stition and inhumanity will feel it their duty to work cer~ed for SIX years from a slave-holdmg Met~odist 
earnestly for the redemption of others-and I know Episcopal churc~. Mr. ~obert~ say~ that ~e did ~ot 
of no better way than to aid the press which holds know of any trance 1?-ea m history . (TRUTH 
up error to derision and truth for respect, among SEEK!'R, Oct. 28, ~882) unt1l ~e ha~ been supernatur
which THE TRUTH SEEKER stands first and foremost- ally mformed of 1t by an Italian bishop t?at has been 
I remain the since:rtlfriend of all who may deem it an dead tw? hun¢lr~d years. But my artiCle had not 
honor to serve man, in even the humblest capacity. been written qmte ~o lo~g _ag? as ~hat. . As Mr. 

G. L. HENn:FmsoN. Hoberts's statement ~~ a CUl"lOSity o~ 1ts kind, and_ a 
Mammoth Hot Springs Wyoming. slender peg upon whiC_h to hang _his excuse for h1s 

' four columns of verboSity, I quote 1t here: . 

More Legal Injustice. 
pression and cruelty in them all. He also consid- To THE Eni'l'OR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I note 
ered, and I think accepted, the arguments of evolu- a communication in your paper of Jan. 20th about 
tion, which favored their continuance, but improve- "Czarism in America." I hav little doubt that it 
ment, because there is so much that is good and es- is a hard case for Mr. Wilson, but I think my own 
sential to hUDian welfare in them all. The very name case to be one of greater hardship, because my busi
of his paper indicated his mental bias. ·"Let there ness of $46,000 in the " Edson Diaphragm Lift 
be light," is the first demand in a world of chaos. Pump," sold previqus to the 3d of May last, was 
We cannot discover truth amid the darkness. He entirely broken up, when and because a district 
was the steel that struck the hard flinl rock of estab- judge gave a patent on accessibility of the valves by 
lished order, and the sparks illumined the darkness. hand through the diaphragm of a :J?ump for cleans
The steel was battered and worn, but the rock was ing, etc., to a man who did not invent it, and who 
broken and is fast crumbling into dust. never has to this day made and offered to the pub-

The Shakers hav established Protestant monas- lie any mechanism that attained it. The .,·same 
teries. They had to fight a hard battle against re- judge forbade the man who made the first mech
ligious and legal tp·anny in order to establish a anism that did attain it, and. who got a patent on 
modified form of family life. Bennett had been a that mechanism, from using his mechanism, or man
member of one of these families, in which reproduc- nfacturiiig or selling it. The consequence is that 
tion was religiously suspended~ He had witnessed the Plllll:J:>s, which pr.evious to May 3d, 1882, were 
a. grand struggle between the Shakers and the courts. sold freely at twenty-five to thirby dollars each, can
The question was, Hav a company of men and women not. now be bought of anybody for one hundred 
the legal and natural right to organize a new form of dollars each. I hav been offered one hundred and 
social life, holding property in common and regulat- s~xty-:tive d()llars for three of them, but the pump 
ing their own social, spiritual, and temporal affairs? as an article of manufactm·e is extinct-like the dodo 
The Supreme Oourt1 after a long struggle, decided -because the Umted States judge chose 1' on account 

"On Thursday, the 2d inst., Mr. A. James was incidentally 
in our office, when he was constrained to sit for spirit con
trol. A spirit purporting to be Geronimo Grimaldi, Arch
bishop of Aix, France, in the seventeenth century, controled 
him and gayg the following communication, in broken 
Italian: --

'I salute you, signor. · I think that, as the champion of 
real, unadulterated Spiritualism, you should repl;v: to an arti
cle published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of last week, from the 
pen of LaRoy Sunderland, on "Ideology." The idea held forth 
in that article is that Spiritualism tends to degrade the minds 
of those who acce)j it, ~tnd, in short, to produce insanity. 
Such is not the case, for 1 do not believe at present that two 
per cent of all the insane in the world can be classed as in
sane Spiritualists; while I think that by examining the peri
odicals of the day you will find that a much larger proportion 
of Materialists hav committed suicide within any given time.' 
The spirit gave quite a long communication, but on other 
topics which will be published in another connection. Thus 
requested, we hav attentivly read the article referred to, and 
now propose to reply thereto" (Mind and Matter, Nov. 11, 
1882). 

And then to call his five columns of rigmarole a 
"Teply" to my article l Had Mr .. Roberts been 
moonstruck, and filled his paper with what the 
"spirits" in that luminary said to him, he w<mld hav 
given an equal display, both of his logic and his can
dor. And the dead priest he has conjured into hi$ 
tirade against ·facts and arguments he could not an
swer is as far from the truth in his statements as Mr. 
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Noberia himself ia. Verbosity is not argument. 
And in his paper of Nov. 25, 1882, he has four more 
columns ,that .1 should no more think of answering 
than of stoppmg a gale of wind. And this is what 
lle calls "Ideology Humbug." :ije can 1-epeat as 
much of that sort of stuff as suits his taste .. His ti
rades se~m.t<;> 'pl~ase him, and they do not harm me. 
The lar~e! half m the ranks of Spiritualism he be.:. 
rates, aiiniliU'ly, nor do they seem to iniri.d it at all. 

earth, while for uncounted thousands ~f years they waited to 
make a few raps in Hydesville, N. Y .. But, then l know thl\t 
no idea can be too absurd for human credulity ' 

We ~av thus to learn this is ruiture'J order: living, iearning, 
forge~ting; and learning anew.. The history of modern medi
umship ~ows that on both side!! alike everythi,Rg has been 
learned. smce 1847, for the ~aps b~gan that.year: Nor can 
any· satisfactory reason be g:tven other than this why there· 
sho.uld be mediums at all, or, !l,B to why the spirits waited li 
hundred t~ousa~d years pefore mod,ern S:piritualism was born. 
And· bear m mmd ·that' to the standpomt liere W.ven I hav 
been pushed by Spiritualism itself. And now while I do not 
dubhuman or physical phenomena with the term of "Spirit-

the young man sh?t. ~is ~e. who was only fifteen year_!! : 
age,. They were Spintuahsts, I know, for the young wife 
dressed in a male garb, consUlted the spitits at my,ho~se and 
afterward 'she· wrote to me on the subject of suicide; ·~d if 
the editor has any doubts whether these and the other CI\BeB, 
were Spiritualists; or that any similar reports of suicide· h:'av 
ocqurred among Infi.dels within thirty-two years past, let ,him 

. t? me that his columns are open to me, and I will lay 

Quincy, Mass~ LARoY SUNDERLAND. 

him all the proof necessary that an unusual;number of 
Spiritualists hav committed murder and suicide. Nor is there 
any record of Infidelity like that of modern mysticism in tb;is. 
regard~ 

THE :&EJECTED CONTRffiUTION. Ua~i~m," .still I would not obje?t to· being classed With the 
·ldi.oi/Jml: T~e dOOtl'in ot ideas;· the science of mind; the operation ot Spmtualists I know, who are Liber~ a~d progressiv people. 
l.deas~ tiff bater's Dictionary). I do n,ot dep~nd upon the tra?-ce, Whlle m regard to that state 

lela :The science ot mind; the history and the evolution ot I_c6uld, I thmk, ~ell some thlli;~B .not generally known, eJilnil-
l.deas ( orcester's Dictionary). ' · · 01ally by · Catholics and Christian 'people. I understhltd 

To THE Enrron oy MIND .AND MATTER, Si!·: Above you hav enough, as to the power of ideas and.the tenacicy·with-which 
the literary autlwfl,ty for w~at you .hav called· mY, "hobby ..... they hold the human mind, to forbid a11yhope of cimvineing 
And ~us mai)'be you spoke Wiser than you knew, and did you you, or any one else, as ·to the .false in any idea: Hence I 
mean 1t. as.a slur or as a compliment to me, .as a writer? If say to all, do your own thi,nking. If. you are honest and si~
th~ latter, I am ~orry I c~~;nnot sincerely reciprocate the com- cere it would not add to your goodiies·s of character merely 
pliment. _Certamly not, lf ·the personality in your issue of to change yo·ur belief in ghosts or gods. Nor is anything 
Nov. 11th 1s to determin your calibeJ;! T:hose. characteristics gaine~· by disputes. b!JtWeel!- parties that ~er in. their .ideas 
I overlook, and I shall ~reat you as my equal brother-I!lan-a of thmgs that nei~her of. them can really know anyt:IJ.ing 
genUeman, and deservmg of due respect. I thank you for about. All men ahke behave what each one may think is 
aen~ing me, as I suppose _yo11 did, ~ copy of your paper that true. . , : 
I m1ght s~e what,an estim~te « f1uth" In: mysticism has of It Is Not 'frue.-Youhav erroneo1J:slyrepresented-that in my 
me.ntal s01ence! And now, if. you did .se.nd me this cqpy, I article on "Id·eology," of Sept. 30th, I took a stan~ with two 
return .you my thanks, and Ih.terpr'et' 1t to signify that ·the doctors whom you name ·1n .regard. tQ the entrancement 
columns of Mind and Matter are open for this response fr<;>m of mediums; whereas, I neyer did know wh11t th.e ideas of 
me. But ere I ~ome to the mis.take you hav made allow me those doctors were on this.subj~ct. It wa.s of my own iqe'n Of 
to premise that. smce I emerged fifty years ago froni the fogs the trance that I spoke. N<;>r did ·I .ever Ignore Spiritualism 
of ancient .mediu¢.ism I hav always given on my public plat- entirely in my th!)ory of .. the tra:o,ce, e~Cfipt in two respects. 
form, and m the 4ifierent papers I hav edited, an "open ring 1. It is a. state of more qr lessllalluCinatio'n, and especially as 
and fair, play''.~- C~ristianity; and I would now thank its to the power. ~y which it comes ?n. ·It is never produced by 
~d or ~ts d~ Jf e1t.h~r were ·to do me a favor. And pre- .th~ mere volitwn o! another. It. zs vastJy ov.er~estima~ed now, 
ll1llely this same 4fs~osit10~ I J;tay always felt and manifllsted as It was by the wnters"of the Biblf,!. My aU~sion to the doc
towo.td modern mediumship. Smce 1847, when the modern torS' was merely to show that··theY:'had'adopted my idea in 
"raps" commenced, and when the spirits· and the Fox family thE): use of ne-vr, terms:, T~e idea Cl){, s~f-lioqd, Blllf-)lealiilg of 
learned what coUld be done through human mediull).~)lip. disease, as in case of wounds; self-growth tr<:>m. w~thin·; self
( what had never been known before), I hav extended to it the control by our own ideas; and the law of self-induction, ·su
l&me "open rin~ and fair .play." From the first mystic rap, preme; over all...:..,this ·:was· 'my idea, oii which I ha-v issued a 
in reply to me m the Fox family, t? ~he last one, made to-· half a ~ozen volumes,, and .uJ?">n whi9J,1 I lectured throughout 
day, L hav always thanked the "spirits," even when every the Umted States. And thiS Idea has been adopted and newly 
word as to their personal identity was utterly false. The named; viz., "omnipothy," "statu:v.alanoe,'' "'vitapa.thy;" 
•• ~pirits" did this, I supp~se, to oblige me, At first, as all' by ~ny number of qual)ks in their advertisments of medical 

.Another M'lSTepresentation.-lfy article, which Mind and Mat,. 
ter pronounces a "mutilation," appeari:l'd Sept. 30th. The 
article he says I mutilated it ~rom was not published till Get .. 
2_8th. .It seems to z:r:e a small-potato. affair t? make a.charge. , 
like this. I had a nght to do as I pleased mthmy·own proP.
erty. But his statement is not true. It comes with an ill 
grace in this case, as. h:e .himself "Il:ilitilated" my article' Of 
Sept. 30th. that he published. ,But it will do him no dsll).age .. 
I hav receiVed a heap of approvmg letters from brave, thought- · 
ful, lind scienti:fl.c men, suggested by it, and two from foreign· 
countries, the language of which I do not_understa.nd. When 
I wrote that· article for a Spiritual paper I very well knew its 
editor did not a!P'ee with me in his ideas, and I could hav no 
more thought. of criticizing him or his ideal "hobby" than I 
should hav of finding fault with the food upon the table of a 
friend .that had: allowed me to eat with his family. 

.At Issue With Science and mstory.-'-The reader will bear in 

children do, I took everythin~ for ~anted; as, indeed, b;r far nostru~s.. . .. . . . . . . 
too many good. people are domg still! The three mediums Jr!nsht:p tn Nervous Phenomena.-! allude to this aspeot ofthe 
in the Fox family (and I supposed they must know all about subJect m order to be, perhaps, better understood. The hu
it) assured me that if I should receiv(l any "communication" man will is equally the same _m _alL .. It is the power in choice. 
it woUld come from some one that had known me· in this It-is the same; as personality and·self~hood are the same; but 
world before their death. This I. then believed,· because I did if, as I s-qppose, it is,. the· perfec~on of motion, it catmot be 
not know then, as I hav since proved, that the " spirits com- annihilated nor wiped out by gods or spirits. And still I 
munioate" no kilowledge of our person that they are not able know very well that 'we may form erroneous ideas ·of both, 
to obtain by their contact with this external, physical world.' and to be "controled" by false ideas is always injurious, more 
But never since·. the "6pirits " made this discovery hav I less. . 
heard the first·. word or the first rap from any one I ever I ~Spoke of a likeness in the class of phenomena witnessed 
knew before their death. Six of my nearest friends, now in revivals, mediumship, and all epidemics pur.ely mental. 
dead, promised me with their dying lips that "if S:piritualism And here I name some of .these classes. Let ·the well-in-
11'118 true" they woUld, for my sake, return to this external formed and unbiased mi~.d weigh these facts: 
yorld and confirm it to me .. Rufus Elmer, of Springfield, 1. Trances always occurred in the revivals I got up for 
MIIBII., was one of this number. The last words he uttered twenty years as a Methodist-minister. Persons entranced 
to me, lifting his hand, were: "As there is a h.eaven above, under the sensational ideas I preached entered paradise and 
if Spiritualism is true, and I die before you do I will come to saw "God," as Abram, Paul, and·Peter did. Now I hav seen 
you, if there is a medium on the face of the'earj;h arid will mediums far more inspired in this state than is true of any 
demonstrat.e tp you that I am Rufus Elmer, and nob~dy else." case recorded in the Bible, or rerorted of the nuns , in the 
And to which I replied: "Rufus, if you die in California popish church. And I always noticed that all tb.at were the 
(where he was going), you will -scarcely become cold in your easiest and soonest converted were of the same temperament. 
grave before th,~ Banner q{ Light will hav a message ~rom you 2. 'Yhen in 1836 one of my converts had been entrance~ by 
in its columns. ' And this proved true! For he died soon the Idea suggested by her husband, Rev. Charles McReading, 
after reaoldng San Francisco, and the Banner of Light a week she declared it was possibly the same state she was 'in when 
or so after had a." message from Rufus Elmer" before the news converted under a sermon that she had heard me preach. 
had reached me, but no more like Rufus than the Digger 3. Whereupon, I immediately found as many of my converts 
IJ;ldian! .. as I could in the different cities where I had gotten up reviv-

A. dozen times I h11.v proved the fraud in what is called als, and without a single exception, among the hundreds tha~ 
><reading sealed .letters by the renowned world's medium in I tested, they each of· them be'came entranced on my merely 
New York." And to him, and other mediums like him, I hav suggesting the idea, and when entranced they shouted and 
written letters to the spirits of these dear friends of mine, sung, and one Met.hodist minister, entranced on my flat
only to hav them returned without an answer or if with an form, in Tremont Temple, Boston, shouted at the top o his 
answer, there was no proof of lersonal identity.' But leav- wice, "Glory to G. od, Brother Sunderland ! This is better 
ing this personal identity out o the question, when I h~ppen than any camp-meeting." 4. My scientific lectures on ideol
to be in the presence of mediums by whom I am not recog- ogy were C!Jntinued fourtee11;.years, up to 1852 .. The trance 
med, the " spirit messages" are poured out to me in abund- was an afterthought in Spiritualism. And lri 1870t after J. J'. 
ance, and from "Dr. Franklin," "Geo. Washington " "Henry Hutchinlilon, the first one entranced, had ended .nis life by 
Clay," "St. Luke," "Daniel the Prophet," and wh~tever dig- suicide .(I attended him), as the trances began to be com
:nitaries the medium has ever heard of. When I called on mon, I noticed that all persons who became mediums had 
Mrs. Benedic~· in Auburn, N. Y., she was at work, and, as· I been previously e,n_tranced .in; my pub!ic lectures. Hence I 
entered the. room, loud raps were made on the floor by" James had good and suffi01ent reasons for saymg there was a 
Madison," forinerly president of the United States. fest kinship in the phases of entrancement, whether 

And now, my friend, I do not see ·how you can ignore .the "converted," "sanctified," "entranced," "mediumized," 
eonolusion that what you call spirits nmst in thE'l nature of "inspired." 
things be less spiritual, or they coUld not come in conta'ct Your Medittm a:tltl Spit'it JJkred.-I supposfl. it all the same, 
with~ external world. And, besides, how do you account whether I say you, or the medium and the spirit that you 
for it that they waited a hundred thousand years before ac- refer to "called your attention" to my article on Ide
oepting ~s: Fo~'s sugg~stion ~s to .the zig-zag method of ology in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 28th. I can ~dmit, if 
oommumoatmg Ideas With us m this world? Hence there necessary, that the medium may hav seen that paper m a way 
~~.re two horns to this· dilemma, and one of them I am com- that he may not hav remembered. And why not? One me
pelled to take, while my shoulders, I think, are broad enough dium I know stole another lady's gold watch, and when called 
to bear up. under any amount of personal vituperation. Thus: on for its return the medium asseverated that she did not 
Either these spirits never inhabited human bodies like ours, know when she took the watch, and she had "supposed that 
or, if they did, then it is manifested that they entered the her spirit-guide had given it to her." But that your spirit 
next sphere after death similarly as they were born into this erred I know. I never held forth the idea that you1· spirit 
exterrial world. And how was their birth and your birth? attributes to me-never. Nor do I admit that any "god" or 
What is nature's order in this regard? Did we hav any "ghost" knows, or can know, what my motivs are, so well ae 
knowledge of this world before we had been born into it? I do myself. Nor am I at all surprised that a "spirit" that 
Nay. And how many yea.Is do we hav to liv in this "primary allows itself to be dubbed with a name that belongs to this 
department" before we find out our ever having been born? extemal world shoUld misinterpret my langu~e, instead of 
!.rid, if we ha:v mediums at all, why not hav them to" com- attempting to solve the solemn and heart-rending problez:r:s 
munioate" and inform the fetus what sort of a·" physical dwelt upon in that very article which the medium says he did 
life" this world is_? And, moreover, one law, one force, con- not see. Of the numerous cases I mentioned, take one where 
trois all ~orlds! If man exists 9:fter. d.eath, it. is in a higher the m~diuz:r: was murdered unde~ spirit control, and prese~t
state, while natures order there 1s s1milar to Its order here, ing this serwus problem. What 1s the remedy, wb;en the spu
so that we must begin in each sphere knownothings, but its combine (if there be more than one) and predwt the sud
where we can. learn all that it is essential for us to know of den death of a beautiful young Indy, and then, to fultil that 
the state we are in. Here we can evolve ideas, true. or false, prediction imder the same "spirit control!" she commits 

· ef many ~gs; while our knowledge is confined to things suicide? At that time A. E. Newton was editor of t~e New 
essential. But, born here into this world of which we know J!}ngland Spiritualist in Boston, and he vouched for :MISS Aeg
!lot~, w~ere w~ hav learned of nature's order, it does not er's trances, and publishe~ ~er :• prediction/'. and annc;mnced 
inform us &;~ther hov.: long we shall liv here, nor how, or how her death as proof that Spiritualism w!"s.what It was estimated 
long our e:nstence will be perpetuated elsewhere, if at all. for. And when I had expose~ her su1~de by a post morte~ 

And how do you prove that the whole of our existence in examination Mr. Newton replied in his pap~r •. "Well, adm1t 
the-fulnlre is not controled by the same order as it is here? that Hattie A. Aeger was murdered by spmts. .Aii.d what 
~e~g anew, and forgettingf It is as natural to forget as then? " . . . . . . " · : , 

that in the Mind and Matter criticism· of me, Nov. 11th h~ 
quotes fi'om the passages in the Bible by which 1 prove that 
the Bible "inspirations, visions, and revelations froll). .. the 
Lord" all came from a stat'e of trance. Moses (Deut. v, 5) says 
he was a medium. Jesus was the medium in chief. A:ii:d 
who doubts? Who but the editor of Mind and Matter woUld 
u~d~rtli.ke to sho" that. the prophets, the apostles, and every 
mrmster of the gospells not to be· considered a medium be
tween "God" and humanity, similarly as all modern mediums. 
are between the li~ng a~d all the dead of past ages? Who 
that has been familiar mth the columns of Mtnd and Matter : 
do~ ~ot know tha.t i.t has always boasted of its scope ®d 
drift m. favor of mediums as the base of that mystical· struct
ure called Spiritualism? But for its mediums there never 
wou:Ig hav. bee~ any discovery by spirits of this extemal 
world, no mystic raps, no "messages" from lips sealed by 
death. But for a medium the editor would never hav known 
of my a.IticJe iii THE TRUTH BEEKER. And yet he was so ob
fuscated by my scientific analysis of the trance, a state of the 
nervous system I investigated before he was born, that he 
goes to an Infidel paper to find a charge of ammunition for 
hi!! mystical blunderbuss, and in its explosion the editor. of 
Mind and Matter commits the entire issue between humanity 
and all forms of mysticism in the following statement. ·He 
says, "Neitl;ler Christianity nor modern Spiritualism is .. based 
on mediums." Indeed! Were this true there woUld be no 
ancient· or modern mediumism, and humanity's jubilee woUld 
then be sung. Then we should hav no more spirit babes be
tJOtten by ghosts. Mary was a medium for the Holy Ghost, 
and upon her mediumship in that regard Christianity is 
founded, as it is on the mediumship of Moses (Deut. v, 5), 
and Jesus and all the prophets, the apostles, and all Chris
tian ministers. As to the two modern "Marys" that hav. 
borne spirit b'abes I will not ~;~iv the details here, but refer to 
the interested parties, who will not shrink from giving all the · 
particUlars, if questioned upon the subject; and, I refer to 
:Mr. A. E .. Newton, and to Mr. John W. Spear. In case they 
shoUld (in an "unconscious" state) ignore what I here: · 
affirm, I will inform the eclitor of Mind and Matter as to what 
I know as to these two ghostly babes, born under the auspi
ces of modern mediumship; conditioned, of course, .that 
J. M. Roberts shall publish in his paper, Mind and 1lfatter, the 
report of these two cases, with which I will furnish him. 
Long ago, it was said: "If an offense come of the truth, bet
ter it is that the offense come than that the truth shoUld be 
concealed·." , LARoY SuNDERLAND, 

Qnincy, Mass, Nov. 17th, N. E. 107. 

AN ERROR CORRECTED. 
In my article (Oct. 21, 1882) there is a typographi

cal error-" core" for "corn." But perhaps I might 
never hav felt it essential to call attention to this 
fact but for the needless pains taken by Mr. James 
Hale to iminorta.liZe the error. Mr. Hale has not 
touched my· argument in favor of the chemism, the 
materiality of the human mind. He has not proved 
that the corn is not the result of plant life. The hu

mind is the result of human Hfe; and if we sup~ 
it to be the perfection of chemism, or motion, it 
exist till it is overcome by some form of motion 

by which it can be dissolved. '!'he body is the per~ 
faction of matter and is dissolved by death. But, as 
the mind grows after the body ceases (at twenty 
years) to grow, it may, for aught we know, continue 
its growth after the body is dead. But this is .among . 
the things that we do not know, nor .hav we any 
faculty for knowing. LARoY SuNDERLAND. 

Quincy, Mass., Jan. 22, 107. 

An English Friend's Lament. 
From the limd<m Republican, George Standring, Editor. 

It lB to remember. All persons now living over, say, forty I do not find t;b.atyour lnVlslbility of an !l.!chbishop . took 
years .. o.f. a. ge, hav.forgo.· tten more than t~.ey can now be said any notice o.f the ca.se of tha.!..J?Utb,. ojlly ~etee. :P. years. of 
to ~w, ';J,'hus, l1olQ.eed, the h-qman !llll;ld glows, by forget- age, Charles H. Wh1ppo ~ot w~l~, but ~ppo), of~ 
~.th.e past, after tbe body has o'eas'ed tO grow. ~d to me delphia,_ ~ho ~ell in Jove ~th a ma~ed 1Ady '!ho was. alse a 
the x4ea 18 perfectly abs'u.rd that represents the spmts of all firm Spmtualist. She did not re.01proe&t!J . bis. pasSion far 
the inhabite.nts of this earth, that can no more be numbered enough to suit him, and he committed su~01de m order as a 
than the sands of the sea-(lhore, and yet all the angels, or spirit to be as near to her a~ ~e h!l-d he;re msheJi to be ! And 
~·spirits," are conscious of 1111 that is going on upon this 11lso the murder and the s1:nc~<lll lD this town m l-8501 when 

It is with- the deepest regret that we hav to re~ord 
the death of D. M. Bennett, a portrait of whom ap~ 
peared in this journal last month. Before the paper 
containing it had reached New York, the genial, in
defatigable editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER had ceased 
to exist. His illness was very brief. Gastric fever; 
complicated with an affection of the heart, carried 
him off in a few days. In all probability the fatigue 
and excitement of his recent journey around the 
world-no slight task for a man past. sixty-had un
dermined his robust constitution. He was in harness 
to the last, and expired peacefully on December 6th, 
in his sixty-fourth year. Bennett worked well a.nd 
unceasingly in the cause that he believed to be right. 
Evil things were said of him, as they are said' of 
every man that combats boldly the ignorance an.d 
the,prejudice of his time. I speak of him as I knew 
hi:!n: a kindly, unassuming, f~J,ithful, p,ifectionate 
friend; 8Jl upright man; and an ardent worker in 
the cau~ of progress. In the hea,rt of one at least. 
of his English friends will his memory be cherished 
while life re:mai:ns. 
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American people ? Has it reduced crime? Did it 
save us from slavery? Has it made the people tem
perate? abolished vice? done away with poverty? 
reformed the vicious? Where is the invention or 
discovery fostered and aided by the church ? Hav 
the scientists been aided in. their researches by any 
of this seventy-five · millions? This vast sum of 
money has been expended to make people believe
what? 

1. That they were conceived in sin and brought 
forth in iniquity; 

2. That there is a place of never-ending torment 
for the most of them, to which they were unchangeably 
predestined from the first. 

3. That a just God made this place. 
4. That this God wrote a book, a proper under

standing of which is necessa,ry to salvation. 
5. That this book was never understood since it 

The Cost of Maintaining Error. was written. 
Very few realize the immense amounts of m:oney 6. That God knew his people could not understand 

spent annually by the various denominations to sus- it, and consequently would go to this hell. 
tain a religion which is not only erroneous in fact, 7. That he made the hell and the book gto fit to-
but positivly immoral in its tendencies. Millions gether in this beautiful manner. 
of dolla,rs a,re used every year in the endeavor to get 8. That all mankind 11rre original sinners; that the 
people to 1'lean on Jesus" when they ought not to nature of every man is corrupt and inclined to evil. 
do anything of the kind. At present Jesus is having 9. That men could be good if they wanted to, but 
all he can do to support himself, without acting as a God made them so they would not want to. 
post for the 9,003,030 members of the Protestant 10. That man can only be justified by faith, whieh 
church in this country to lean against. faith he cannot get because of his {>WD inherent and 

Religious statistics just published show that the natural depravity. 
enormous sum of $75,252,866 was expended last 11. That good works hav nothing to do with salva
yea,r for the maintenance of the Protestant church, tion, for no matter how good a man is he is totally 
its ministers and missionaries. In the United depraved in the sight of God because of Adam's 
States there a,re 92,653 buildings devoted one day in transgreBBion, by which he became•dead in sin, and 
seven to perpetuating this form of ignorance and wholly defiled in all the faculties and pllrrts of soul 
insanity. Many country churches cannot afford a and body. 
whole minister, and hav to depend on the itinerant 12. And finally that man· is bound over to the 
variety of religious vagabonds who wander about the wrath of God and curse of the law, and so made sub
country making love to other men's wives and eating ject to death, with all miseries, spiritual, temporal, 
the chickens prepared for their coming by devout and eternal. 
women. So to these 92,653 churches there are only It may be that it is worth seventy-five million dol-
71,602 ministers, but this number is quite enough. la,rs a yea,r to hav people believe all this-we would 
T~e value of church property in this city alone is not b~lieve it for twice the money-but misery ought 
about fifty-three millions, and the aggregate in the to be bought cheaper. Hell is dea,r at that price. -
the whole country must be simply enormous, yet not And how do these seventy-one thousand ministers 
one cent of taxes is paid on the whole mass. The earn their salaries? Mr. Billings, in his "Crimes of 
church's stealings from the people in this way alone Preachers," estimates from the statistics he has been 
foots up millions, but are not taken into account at enabled to gather that about one in every six of the 
all by the church statisticians. · This, addtid to the Methodist ministers has committed a crime; about 
seventy-five millions, would bring the grand total up one in eleven of the Baptists; about one in every 
to not less than one hundred millions wasted every twenty-two of the Presbyterians; about one in twenty
year upon seventy-one thousand and odd ministers five of the Congregationalists; about one in forty of 
reported by the church,. or about $2 for every man, the Lutherans; about one in forty-eight of the Epis
woman, and child in the United States. If taxed, copals; of the Campbellites, a small sect, one in ;ev
church property would yield a reYenue of about enty-nine, and even one out of every ninety-five Ad
twenty-five millions, or about fifty cents per head for ventist preachers hav broken the laws of the country. 
the population of the country. Now the states are In the last six yea,rs over twelve hundred ministers 
defrauded of just this much and the burden falls hav figured in our criJninal courts. How many crimes 
upon all alike. There being only about nine million hav been committed by the clergy and hushed up by 
ProtE>stant church-members in the country, who it Presbyteries and synods for "the good of the cause" 
may be supposed a,re willing to be taxed, some foi1y- will probably never be known. And these statistics 
one million people are left from whom the l,o! crime are taken from only a portion.of the United 
forces fifty cents a year. Of these a little over and include less than one-half of the sev-
millions are Catholics who ought . to pay, as the urone thousand preachers. Concerning this Mr. 

The minister is· a man hired simply to make 
guesses, and he is generally a very poor guesser. ·The 
growth of human knowledge is relegating him to the · 
past, and rendering him unnecessary by showing the · 
falseness of his teachings. The inspirati'on of the Bi
ble is practically given up, an<\_ the question now is, 
Was there ev'?r any God to inspu:e it? .. t.ns~ead, 
therefore, of spending all this money for nothing, if 
the people will use it for t~aching facts, for further
ing science, for ameliorating the condition of the 
poor, for restricting vice and reducing crime, the con
dition of the country would be vastly Unproved in a 
few years. This army of destruction should be 
changed into an army of construction. The idlers 
should be set at work and no longer be a drain on 
the producers. These seventy-five millioJ?: 'dollars 
and seventy-one thousand men can do a great deal of 
good if properly used; At present they a,re a worse 
than useless expense to the world. 

Still With. the Same Spirit. 
As was expected, the reverend Heber Newton is to 

be tried for heresy before the Presbytery. Getting 
new ideas is contra,ry to all the rules and regulations 
of the church, and there is scriptural authority for 
damning a man who takes away from the Bible or 
adds thereto. After Beecher had swept away the 
comforting doctrin of eternal torment he felt com
pelled to resign :from the Congregational Association 
before the old fossils had time to realize what he had 
done and expel him. Perhaps ~Ir. Newton will an
ticipate the action of the Presbytery and resign,. but 
unless he does he will be expelled. A memorial has 
already been placed in the hands of Bishop Potter, 
signed by twenty of the bell-wethers of Episcopalian
ism in this city, formally calling the attention of the 
bishop to the heretical and Bible-subverting se~·mons 
recently preached by Mr. Newton, and praying him 
to take such action as will best defend the threatened 
faith. Dr. Dix, Dr. Potter, arid other stagnant minds 
are the leaders in this movement, being perhaps jeal
ous of Mr. Newton's popula,rity, and taking this· 
means to get even with him for drawing their con
gregations away from them. In an interview, Dr. 
Dix said: 

"There is not the slightest doubt that the Rev. Dr. New
ton will be tried for be.resy; and unless he anticipates mat
ters by a resignation of his office in advance of the trial, there 
is as little doubt that he will be speedily deposed. Th&e is 
no disposition on the part of our clergy to show any mercy 
for so pestilent a heresy, nor,)f we were so inclined, do we 
believe our vows of ordination would allow us any !Jl;toice in 
the matter. As is usual in such cases, Bishop Potter, as I 
hear, has written to Mr. Newton, calling his attention to· the 
matter and asking an explanation, which is not yet forthcom-· 
ing. The trouble is that the erring clergyman is suspected 
of a strong desire for martyrdom, which his brethren are not 
inclined to gratify if they can avoid it. They would prefer 
that he would step quietly out of the way and avoid scandal, 
and it is supposed that Bishop Potter, who is old, conserva
tiv, and always inclined to compromise, will urge Mr. Newton 
to this step. Personally, I do not believe it will do ~ny .. go;d, 
and I look for a grave theological, scandal in the church. As 
I said, it can hav but one result. Mr. Newton will be de
posed and will be compelled to air his new creed outside of 
the church and the building he now occupies. If his congre
gation go with him, they will be compelled to seek another 
roof to cover them." 

Protestants a,re asses~ed to pay their taxes, leaving Billings says: Thus is church charity for new ideas and the men 
some thirty-four millions of men, women, and chil- "Eminent writers on crime estimate that but one crime expressing them again shown. The moment a min-

. dren who pay fifty cents involuntarily every year to out of sixteen is detected and traced to the criminal. There ister discovers that he has been preaching error, and 
support a system they ca,re but little about or openly is no probability that half of those which are ascertained are goes ahead in the endeavor to rectify it, he is seized 
oppose as being detrimental to the best interests of ever published, even when there is no superstitious excuse by the church authorities and either forced to recant 
the communiiy. This is only one matter. Ov. er for keeping it from the public. All these suggestions then b . d I . 

assist the reader at arriving at a correct estimate as to the or e excommuniCate . n times not so very far 
$31,331,150 was raisfd last year for ostensible amount of criminality. which exists among our 'guides to back it was, Recant or be burnt! The church does 
"charity," but most of it went to ·the benefit of the holiness.' For instance, if 35,000 preachers in the 'intellect- not want new idelJ,s, nor does it want the truth when 
managers of the societies. A case was brought to ual belt' of the United States commit 917 crimes in five it is in conflict with its old ideas. Once let the peop'le 
light last year in this city where it cost something years, 70•000 preachers in the whole United States commit thoroughly understand that not only is Deuteronomy 
like six dolla,rs to get one dollar distributed among· 1,834 crimes ; if the author has collected but one-half of the lit f M N t b t h 

number published, then '70,000 preachers hav committed a erary orgery, as r. ew on says, u t at 
the poor. And even this thirty-one millions 3,668 in five years; if but one crime out of sixteen is traced scarcely any one of the books of the Bible has a whole 
does not include the amount appropriated by the to the criminal, then the 70,000 preachers hav committed leg to stand upon, and the church's very existence is 
states to the different enterprises which a,re only 29,344 in the United States in the last five years ; and even perilled-and with it the fat living of the luxurious 
Christian-manufactories disguised under the name that list must be again doubletl if but one-half of the instances priests. When the people understand .. that. the 
Of Charl.table I·nsti'tuti'ons. The old folks and the of discovered crime are published." Ch · 1' · · f d d th 1 nstian re 1gwn IS oun e on error, ey ·wi 1 not 
orphans, the lunatics and the drunkards, are used as That is, they earn their salaries by teaching error be apt to raise $75,000,000 a year to feed the '71,000 
pretexts to get money from the state. Every one and committing crime. No other profeBBion fur- ministers who weekly throw the dust frgm their pul
knows how little is really spent on these unfodunates, nishes so great a percentag~ of criminals as the min~ pit cushions into the eyes of their congregations. 
but few realize what vast sums are raised in their isters of the United States, and none is so totally use- What is the use of the churches, the people will ask, 
names. The state' could take care of these at about less. They a,re a constant drain upon the people. if the Bible is not true, and there is no hell to escape 
one-fourth the cost, as is seen by comparing state One school-tea,cher is of more val~e than a hundred from and no heaven to go to? The · Presbytery 
with religious statistics. preachers to. any community. One school-house is knows this well, and makes haste to stay the flood. 

But aside from all these there remains over sev- better thi).D. all the churches. And not only are the It will discharge Mr. Newton.as, a he:cetl.c,.andresolve 
enty-five millions of dollars spent annually by the ministers ·of no use, but they a,re a positiv detriment that a graveyard is the only place for a• minister to 
Protestant church, and over seventy-one thousand to the dou:ritry. Better spend the money for good get ideas. Nevertheless, the world will go right on, 
men supported in idleness, for what? What did the books and schools, for lectures on art and science, or and by and by the Presbytery will go to sleep, and 
church ever do to deserve this at the hands of the ev(ln btp'll it, tht will be the ln.st of it. 
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·Canada Still Wrapped in Darkness. 
The following letter explains i~self: 

MEA.FORD, ONT., .Jan. 22, 1883. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: I sent to your 

office soine five weeks ago for a copy of Col. Ingersoll's reply 
to Talmage. It came all right, but fell in the hands of C. R. 
Sings, a custom house officer here, and he has ~·etained it and 
says it is not fit to go out in the public. What can be done? 
I hav not seen -the book and don't know what it is, but should 
judge from the title that it is a pretty good book. There 
are others here would like to see it. I should be glad to hear 
from you about it. 8. VANDERBURG. 

we do not see what can be 'done by our friend un
less he applies to the courts for redress, for such is 
the power exercised by the church that argument 
and expostulation are useless. This is as clear a case 
of want.on interference with the rights of citizens as 
was ever exerci-sed by ecclesiastics. The church of 
course regards all heretical literature as unfit to go 
out to the people, but Canada is the only country we 
know of so besotted in brutality as to deny her citi
zens the right to read such works as "Ingersoll's Re
ply to. Ta,lmage." Last year some of Ingersoll's 
works were seized by the customs officials, but were 
afte-rward released. Paine'_s "Age of Reason" and 
Volney's "Ruins" were also condemned. Perhaps 
Col. Ingersoll's influence at Washington may help 
our friend if he can get him to I~Se it. If the people 
of Canada are to be deprived of the reading matter 
of their choice at the instance of every little official 
who may choose to exercise his power it is time every 
one knew it. We advise Mr. Vanderburg to lay his 
case before the press of Canada, and call the atten
tion· of the whole province to it, and hav it settled 
once fOT all whether Freethought books are to be ad
mitted or not. At present it seems to rest with each 
individual collector. If there is a law against such 
books· it should be repealed. If there is none, then 
these officials should be taught a lesson they will re
member for several months. On previous occasions 
they hav been forced to back down and admit the 
books. They can probably be made to do so this 
time, but what is need~Jd is to hav the status before 
the law of Freethought literature definitly definerl. 
When this is settled, then the Liberals of both cotm
tries can take such action as the case demands. 

TAtl\UGE is a valuable auxiliary to the Liberal 
cause, and does great good by his pulpit pyrotechnics 
in showing the absurdity of the Bible and the Chris
tian religion. Last sunday he cut Heber Newton off 
from any share in the "book of life" and the eternal 
city of gold for having expressed a desire to take the 
indecent ·parts of the Bible away. "There is nothing 
in the Bible that staggers me," said this valiant cham
pion "there is a great deal in it that I do not tmder
stand, and· do not pretend to understarl'd and never 
shall understand, but it would be a very poor God 
who could be ~stood by all mankind. Here I 
stand, the fossil of the ages, dug up from the tertiary 
formation-fallen off the shelf of some antiquarian-

tians the benefit of the big "C's" every time, which 
is a relic of superstition.we propose to hit whenever 
seen. It derides the new calendar, and talks as 
though itself were the first Freeth ought paper ever is
sued, when the fact is, this number is intell~ctual milk 
and water compared with many others which hav been 
established much longer. 

Having pulled these motes out of our neighbor's 
eye, we giv him our hand and wish him success in 
establishing a Freethought paper in Chicago, which 
from the amount of crime committed there .seems to 
need a moral missionary. The paper is exceedingly 
well made up, mechanically, and although its conbib
utors, with the exception of our genial friend S. P. 
Putnam, are unknown to the Liberals of the country, 
they will not long remain so. Materialists will be 
delighted with its close communion doctrins, and 
Spiritualists will hav a new foe to vanq;uish. The 
price is $2 per year. 

'-------..-------
Be Sure You are Right, then Go Ahead. 

Since the article, "More Legal Injustice," on page 
70 of our present issue, was printed, we hav received 
the following, which the writer desires should stand 
as a substitute for the sentence in the seventeenth 
line, beginning with the same words that the present 
correction opens with: 

"The consequence is that the pumps-which, previous to 
;May 3, 1882, were sold freely at from twenty-five to thirty 
dollars each, cannot now be bought at any reasonable price, 
as the holder Qf a claim under this judicial patent demands 
a large sum, twenty-five dollars each, and a royalty on Ed
son's pump No. 2, which is the pump the public wants, and 
no single part of which Loud, the plaintiff, in vented 01· ever 
described in his patent papers, or anything substantially like 
it. The judge said he gave a patent on accessibility of valves 
by hand through the diaphragm of a pump "on account of 
the state of the art,'' but gave no reason why in any state of 
the art a man should hav a patent or any authority whatever 
on what he never invented or des"ribed." 

"Satan Rebuking Sin." 
The daily Truth is getting off the track. It wa.s 

once an independent paper in religious matters, but 
with success it has grown conservativ, and we look it 
over in vain for the manly utterances that once filled 
its columns. Not ouly has it ceased to print Liberal 
opinions, but it is actually tmning Christian, as wit
ness the following artiole on the London Freethinker, 
which is as sharp a little thorn as ever pricked the 
skin of an English bishop: 

THE LOGIC OF BLASPHEMY. 

We receive from England a weekly paper called the Jo1-ee
thinlcer which frequently quotes 71rtdh, and we assume, there
fore, reads it. We take this means of requesting the publisher 
to cease sending it. It professes to be an organ for the dis
semination of Freethonght. With its object we hav no fault 
to find. If a man believes there is no God we concede him 
the right to enjoy his faith. 

We see neither offense to true religion nor injustice to any 
creed in a calm, earnest, critical examination of the origin, 
authenticity, or meaning of the scriptures. 

But we hav grave objection to such a publication as the 
I!J·eelhinlcer, which is merely a vulgar, offensiv, and unintelli
gent publication, midently issued to catch the pennies of the 
thoughtless and pander to the ribald. 

Neither reason nor faith demands that those faculties shall 
be blindfold in the presence of religion which htw unraveled 
the intricacies of geological problems, which hav torn down 
the blue.Jined dome with its gilt stars, and exposed to view 
vast 1·ealms of space peopled by glorious worlds; which hav 
thrown mys of magnifying light upon the dust of the earth, 
and seen it teem with its myriad forms of perfect but infini
tesimal life ; which hav heard in the murmurs of the shell 
buried for ages the history of long, long ago. 

Nor will reaSon be thus bound, though all the shackles of 
tradition be swathed about her limbs. The healthy, robust, 
curious, activ human mind will penetmte the dark recesses 
of the legendary forests ; it will mercilessly hew down the 
false creations of superstition, and stripping off the veneering 
of generations of sophistry, will ultimately reveal in its per
fect beauty the ol'iginal stl·uetnre of the temple of truth. 

But that we are far from that goal of our research yet is 
very evident. Meantime millions cherish the belief which 
hns been handed down from father to son, tmd it has hccome 

TrrE Rev. J. M. ~KLEY, Methodist, in a sermon sanctified in the hearts of the people. 
preached last .week, sal.d: "I stand here to pro- Philosophy has not satisfied tho hunger of the soul, nor has 
claim that all the sanguinary plmishments recorded science extinguished the mysterious element in man's nature. 
in the Bible were necessary and just. The Israel- So strong is the religions instinct, so powerful the accp1ired 

influence of centuries of tradition, that any doubt thrown 
ites had no prisons, nor any scheme of law except upon the old conception is a painful shock to many. 
as propounded by Moses. The Lord had to govern These are entitlecl to all considemtion, and, therefore, 
them by sanguinary pu:aishment. God taught them while we eagerly accept any fresh elucidation of tho religions 
by miracles because they were ignorant. God, with problem, we deprecate silly, wanton, purposeless blasphemy 
ll h . · fi •t owei" n d knowleclg·e cottlcl not ~o such as the F'reethinl.w circulates. a IS Ill ni p all , t-4 

Its pages and its pictures add nothing to human knowledge, 
one st.ep beyond what the Jews could understand." its f!1tgmnt and unreasoning attacks upon religion nnconvincQ 
Did it never occur to the reverend gentleman that no believer. Its language and its engravings u·ot only shock 
the Lord made these people just as they were, and the pions, but offend against every canon of good taste. 
that if it was necessary to kill them he made the We admit the incongruities of interpretations, and confess 

•t d th tl t t bl I tbe inade<IUacy of the church's teachings, but we appreciate 
necessi. y, a~ ey consequen y, w~re no 0 ame the fact that s~me of the purcst-mindecl, the noblest of men 
for their WICkedness? And couldn t he hav mac~e hav venerated the creecls of the ancients; an<l, above all, we 
them so geod that he would not hav had to kill are convinced that the lonr;ings of the heart for the impalpa
them ? And couldn't he hav reformed them by hie and invisible something which iH yet unknown can never 
some milder ·method than death? Either he loves be quenched by idle words or ribald riclicnlc. 
to kill, or his power was insufficient, as :Mr. Buckley The Freclhinkm· is now being prosecuted for bias
intimates. Which horn will the Christians choose phemy by the pious people of England, and Mr. 
to be impaled on? Bradlaugh is being dragged into the case in the hope 

CHARLEs WATTS, editor of the London Secular Re-but believing in the whole Bible froi11 lid to lid! · 
v1:ew, for several months past traveling 'in this connThere is nothing in it that arouses my skepticism." 

of disqualifying him for office. He is indicted for 
printing a paper he neither owns, edits, nor writes 
for; the only connection he has with it is that he is a 
friend of G. W. Foote, who does own and edit it. 
This shows very clearly the straits to which the 
church people of England are reduced to prevent his 
taking his seat in Parliament, to which he has three 
times been elected by Northampten. \Ve presume 
the Freethinke1· wi11 admit the charge of blasphemy, 
as defined by a Christian, but it will be hard to con
vince any fair-minded man that it is vulgar or inde
cent. For a paper which deYotes columm; to social 
scandals to make this charge is as inconsistent as it 
would hav been for Absalom to preach against adultery. 

Talmage_ belie.-es that God made the stm and moon try, has closed his Southern tour, and wishes to de
and that if he could do that. he could make them stand vote the next five months to lectlll"ing in the N mih 

nncl Noi"'-hwest. He loS n vei·y able and bi·illi"ant still, at least he could "cause a refraction of the sun's ·'" " "' 
rays so that they would appear to stand still." AI- speaker, and will do good wherever engaged. Let 
though he protests that nothing in it arouses a doubt him be kept busy. He may be addressed at THE 

TRuTH SEEKER office. · in his mind, yet he hedges a little on the Joshua story. 
Mr. Watts wil]. lecture next Sunday evening, Feb. Probably there is not another minister in New York 

of any brains at all who would say these things. A 4th, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East Fifteenth 
negro preacher of Virginia said them a year or two street, on " The Spirit of the Age-Is it Christian or 

· Secular?" We ask for him a full house. ago, and he was laughed out of public existence. 
Talmage is evidently anxious to share his fate. "PRIESTCRAFT," said the Rev. Dr. Pullman, last 

Sunday, "is the child of hell-that is to say, that 
priestcraft which preaches what it does not belieYe 
and knows is not trne." We wonder if this is a 
hit at some of these ministers who hav lately been 
crawling out 0f their theological shell, but hav not 
yet resigned their positions. Instead of priestcmft 
being the child of hell, it is usually cvnsidered that 
hell is a creation of priestcraft, which it is now try
ing to get rid of. We never heard that Hades had 
It large family. ______ _.._ ____ __ 

\V. F .• JA~nEso:o~ is lecturing in Davis and Durand, 
Til. In Februai:y he will return to Braidwood, TIL 
Adcb:ess him for lectures at Lake City, Minn. 

But We Giv These Up. 

THE Radical Review comes to us this week instead 
of the Alliance, the latter having died simultaneously 
with the disappearance of the ex-Reverend Mr. Miln, 
the Agnostic actor, from activ work in the Liberal 
field. Mr. Schumm was interested with Mr. Miln in 
the publication of the old Alliance, and in connection 
with Emma Schmnm now announces his determi
nation to continue the paper under the above name. 
It has been reduced one-half in size and fom pages 
added to hold advertisments. In general tone it is 
half way between the Inde.z: E.J]mrgatorius and the 
Investigator, without, however, the haughty l-am
holier-than-thou style of the former, or the sterling 
Infidel qualities of the latter. It regards Spiritual
isJn as strikingly absurd, and holds that any union of 
Spiritualists and Materialists can be only evil. It 
doesn't think enough of LihernJs or Liberalism to 
spell them with capital "L's," while it givs the Chris-

To ··rHE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I see you 
are yery good in answering questions asked by the 
Christians. I would like to know why, because Mrs. 
Adam ate one apple, the human family hav to suffer 
pain and torment throughout all time. And I want 

THE Paine Celebration last Sunday night was a to know how it affects my case that. Christ died to 
glorious feast of reason and eloquent flow of eulogy. atone for my sins eighteen hundred years before I 
The speeches, to which between four and five hun- committed any. These questions bothered m~ very 
d d 1 li t d k d b k al · much as long as I belonged to the church, and 1f you 

re peop ~ s ene '· wei:e ~ar e y ee~ an ysis, : can answer them satisfactorily to my mind, you can 
able r~aso~m?", a:od patnotiC purpose. \V e h~v not 1 do more than a:ny priest has done. I was ?onversing 
room m this Issue for such a report as we clcsn·p, t.o. yesterday with a young man who is slttdymg for LIH~ 
print, and will hav t.o defer it tmtil next Wf'ek, wlHm I ; 11 inistrv. He saitl I lllnst believe or I would be lost. 
the remarks will be given at length, i New ~lluany, l'a. A. HEVERLY. 
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Qkommunications. old women for being witches, and e.lso hung Quakers I might go on and giv hundreds of such absurd 

and whipped and drove them out of the state, were things that no sensible man should believe. Yet you 
not Infidels, but good Christians. · want the Bible in th{l public schools to teach the law 

The Infidel Element in the Republican Party. In 1646 Friends or Quakers first came to Massa- of Moses, the leader of the Jews, who massacred the 
chusetts. Laws were passed against them and four Midianites (read Num. xxxi). When the soldiers 

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE REV. DR. LEONARD. executed. were tired of killing, and stopped to rest, MoSeS ap-
DEAR Sm: Your criticism of the Republican party, In 1648 Margaret Jones of Charlestown was exe- peared on the :field, and asked: "Hav ye saved all 

and the Infidel element of the country, in your little cuted for witchcraft. the women alive?" He then gave the command, 
l!lpeech before the Methodist ministerial association, In 1651 the legislature of Massachusetts passed "Kill every male among the little ones, . . . but 
was very narrow-minded, bigoted, and unjust. laws against extravagance in dress. keep the women children for yourselvs." The first 

You say you "are a Republican, and it is humili- So you see those good Christians even dictated act recorded of Moses when he became a man was 
ating to say it, that the Infidel element of the conn- how a man should dress. the killing of an Egyptian. Bibles to teach our sons 
try is in the Republican party." • In 1683 the governor of Virginia ordered that no Solomon's sensual sway over seven hundred wives 

If it is so. humiliating to you, why not ste1i out of printing press should be used in that colony on any and three hundred concubines. Bibles to teach how 
it? ·we could well spare you. But let us examin the occasion whatever. He was not an Infidel. David (a man after God's own heart) murdered Uriah 
Infidel, and see if he is a man that you should be In 1692 nineteen persons were executed for witch- to get his wife. Bibles to sanction the acts of Abra
ashamed of.· I will name a few of them-Darwin, craft in Massachusetts. ham, who represented his wife Sarah as his sister, 
Huxley, Haeckel, Draper, Spencer, Spinoza, Comte, In 1700 the legislature of New York made a law to gave her in marriage to Pharaoh, and became the 
Tyndall, Hume, "1\Iill, Gibbon, Pope, Byron, Burns, hang every Popish priest who should come into the .father of Hagru:'s (his slave) children. Isaac also 
Shelley, Goethe, Schiller, Voltaire, Rousseau, Volney, province. passed off his wife as his sister. Bibles to teach 
Humboldt, Shakspere, Descartes, Bradlaugh, Bruno, In 1750 Massachus.etts enacted a law against the- Paul's command: "I suffer not a woman to teach;" 
Paine, Ingersoll, Franklin, Jefferson; Lincoln, Ga:rri- atrical entertainments. if they wish to learn anything, "let them ask their 
son, Smith, Phillips. I might extei\d this list mto No doubt, Rev. Dr. Leonard, you think this a good husbands at home." This good book, the word of God, 
the hundreds, but it is not necessary. You no doupt law, and would like to see it enacted in every state that you want taught to my children is :filled with 
know that all, or nearly all, of our scientific men hav in the Union to-day. . self-contradictions. 
been denounced by the church, and called Infidels. In 1753 :Miss Julian Cox was hung for witchcraft Slavery is held to be a divine institution by the 
Our first astronomers, geologists, naturalists, philos- in Glastonbury, Conn. ' Bible, and it used to be sanctioned by the church. 
ophers, and all our great poets and reformers of the Rev. Dr. Leonard, how do you like these quota-
world hav been denounced by the clergy, and called tions n·om history? 
Infidels. "Oh," you say, "we do not believe in witches now." 

Civilization, science, and skepticism hav all ad- But does not your Bible teach of them as plainly now 
vanced together. as it did two hundred years ago? 

The church has never advocated any reform. . You say" the Infidel element is trying to get the 
first, she only takes it up after it becomes popular- Bible out of the public schools." True, we do not 
she never originates. wish to see the old superstition revived. · 

The most advanced nations of the world are Ger- In speaking of witchcraft Ingersoll says: "A wo-
many, England, France, and .America. Infidelity has man was tried and convicted before Sir Matthew 
made them so. Europe, and a part of Asia and Africa, Hall, one of the great judges and lawyers of England, 
were governed for sixteen hundred years by the for having caused children to vomit crooked pins." 
church, and during all this time the world made no Think of that! The lea.rned judge charged the in
progress, until Infidelity stepped in telligent jury that there was no doubt as to the ex-

During the Dark Ages, from 755 to 1517, Chris- istence of witches-that it was established by all his
tianity had supreme power, and science made no tory and expressly taught by the Bible. The woman 
progress. In Italy in 1180 out of 24,000,000 of peo- was hung and her body was burnt. 
ple 17,000,000 could not read. . Sir Thomas Moore declared tJ:!.at to giv up witch-

Where there is the most Infidelity there is the craft was to throw away the sacred scriptures. John 
highest development of science and civilization. "\Vesley, too, was a fum believer in ghosts, and in
Look at Russia, Italy, and Spain-the most Christian sisted upon their existence after all laws upon their 
countries, where the ignorant and superstitious existence had been repealed in England; and I beg 
swarm around the church. of you to remember that John Wesley was the 

It was Christianity that established an Inquisition founder of the Methodist church. 
to torture and burn innocent men by the thousands. In New England a woman was charged with being 

The Parisian massacre, which sacrificed 70,000 a witch, and with having changed herself into a fox, 
people or more, mostly in one night, while they were it being said that while in this condition she was at
asleep, was done by the holy mother church-by tacked and bitten by some dogs. A committee of 
good Christians, like yourself, who hated Infidels. three men were ordered by the court to examin this 
. Henry Vill. and Queen ~Iary of England, who woman. They removed her cl<tthing and searched 
burnt people at the stake, were good Christians. for what they were pleased to call "witch spots "
Under the reign of "Bloody Mary" of England, in that is to say, spots in which a needle could be thrust 
four years 288 people, including 5 bishops, 21 clergy- without giving pain. They reported to the court 
men, 55 women, and 5 children, were put to death, that such spots were found. She denied that she 
and several hundred more were punished in other had ever changed herself into a fox. On the report 
ways, many being allowed to starve to death in pr~son. of the committee she was found guilty, and she was 

"In 1680 a Polish gentleman who was conviCted actually executed by our Puritan fathers, the men 
of having denied the existence of God was executed who braved the dangers of the deep for the sake of 
in \Varsaw; his body was burnt, the ashes }?.ut into worshiping God and persecuting their fellow-men. 
a cannon and shot into the air toward Tartar~ The Bible says, " Thou shalt not suffer a witch to 

The Emperor Constantine of Rome, who presided liv." I do not believe that one ever did liv, nor do I 
over Nice A.D. 327, was the first man to bring the believe that the witch of Endor ever raised Srunuel 
Christian religion into notice. He murdered his from the dead. This doctrin of witchcraft, as taught 
mother, brother, and son, to prevent them from as- by the Bible, has been the cause of many thousand 
cending the throne. He also drowned his wife in i:tmocent people being put to death; yet· you want it 
boiling water. taught in the public schools; and I am called an In-

Copernicus wrote a book on astronomy, but did fidel because I do not believe .in such thingt as are 
not dare to giv it to the world until just before he taught by the Bible. 
died for fear of persecution from the church. I do not believe that a whale, which has a throat 

Galileo, nearly a hundred years after, avowed the not much larger than a man's, and livs on sprat--a 
truth of the Copernican system. For this he was fish so small that you COufd hold .a thousand in your 
twice persecuted by the Inquisition, first in 1615, hand--ever swallowed a man, and that the man lived 
and again in 1633. for three days in its stomach without air or without 

Roger Bacon was persecuted by the church, and being dissolved by the gastric juices of so large an 
suffered ten years' imprisonment for his scientific animal as the whale. Nor do I believe that three 
writings. He brews passed through the fiery furnace without 

In Russia, some two years ago, a man and his wife being scorched; nor that Samson slew one thousand 
were flogged before one thousand people who gath- Philistines with the jawbone of an ass; nor that his 
ered to witness the scene, because they denied. the strength lay in his hair. 
Greek church. The woman was held by the hair of I do not believe in the astronomy of the Bible; 
her head while three men, one after t~e other, each that the sun ever stood still at the command of Jo1hua 
flogged her until their strength was exhausted, and that he might hav more time to murder his fellow
the punishment ceased only when the poor creatm·e men. Nor do I believe that Balaam's ass talked with 
was too far gone to exhibit any siffls of pain. him; nor that a serpent talked with Eve, and pointed 

You hav no doubt read the history of the good out the way to knowledge. If he did, we are more 
C~·istian Calvin, who tie~ the books and writings. of indebted to the serpent for the knowledge he brought 
Michael Servetus to then· author, and roasted him into the world than we are to God for our existence· 
alive over a fire of _green wood, wit~ a WI:eath of for what would life be without knowledge ? Nor d~ 
straw and green twigs bestrewed w1th bnmstone I believe that God covered the face of the earth with 
about his head. . . water to the depth of the highest mountains in order 

Mr. Lecky, the European h1stonan, who ":as ~t one to drown all living creatures, except two of a kind or 
time a clergyman, declares that "no orgamzatwn of seven of a ~ind (I do not know which, for the Bible 
men upon the face of the whole earth_ ha~ shed so givs two accounts; I suppose you believe them 
much innocent blood as the body callmg 1tself the both): 
church of Christ." . "And the Lord said unto Nollh o o • Of every clean 

But I will not dwell on the cnmes of the chm·ch o£ beast thou shalt take to thee 116Ven o • • M~<l Noah 
olden times, but will review a few of the crimes of ~? acgording to all that the Lord commanded hilXl" (Gen. 

the good Christians of our own country, of whom Vllt, af~, c~~-an beasts . • 
0 

there went in two and two 
you are a member. unto Noah into the ark, o • as God hnd commanded 

The Puritans of New England, who hnng innocent Noah" (Gen. vii, 8, 9). 

"Oursed be Oanaan; a servant of servants he shall be unto 
his brethren" (Gen. ix, 25). 

"Of the children of the strangers that do sojourn among 
you, of them shall ye huy. They shall be your bondmen 
forever" (Lev. xxv, 45, 46). 

"I will sell your sons and daughters into the hands of the 
children of Judah, and they shall sell them to the Sabeans, to 
a people afar off; for the Lord hath spoken it" (Joel iii, 8). 

Then we find adultery sanctioned: 
"But all the women children that hav not known a man by 

lying with him keep ali ~e for yourselvs" (Num. xui, 18). 

Intoxicating beverages are recommended: 
"Giv strong drink unto him that is ready to perish, and 

wine to those that be of heavy heart: Let him drink 
and forget his poverty and remember his misery no more" 
(Prov. xxxi, 6, 7). 

"And thou shalt bestow that money for whatsoever thy 
soullusteth after, for oxen or for sheep, or for wine or for 
strong drink" (Deut. xiv, 26). 

"Drink no longer water, but use a little wine for thy 
stomach's sake, and thine often infirmities" (1 Tim. v., 23). 

"Wine which cheereth ~od and man" (Judges ix, 13). 

God commands human sacrifices: 
"And he [God] said, Take now thy son, thine only son, 

Isaac, whom thou lovest, and get thee into the land of :Moriah, 
and offer him there for a burnt offering" (Gen. xxii, 2). 

Many such beautiful commands of the Lord might 
be given. 

Lying is also approved of. 
" And there came forth a spirit and stood before the Lord 

and said, I will persuade him. . . . I will go forth and 
be a lying spirit m the mouth of all his prophets. And he 
said, Thou shalt persuade him and prevail also. Go forth 
and do so " (1 Kings xxii, 21, 22). 

Many more such passages might be given from this 
word of God that you want taught in the public 
schools. 

It was not l}llcommon for God's chosen people to 
sell their daughters to be used as slaves or concubines. 
Christianity never abolished slavery. I}. lasted eight
teen hundred years after that religicm"Was established. 
Of the Methodist Episcopal church which held its con
ference in Cincinnati in 1836, two members of the con
ference were . charged with lecturing through the 
country in opposition to slavery, which led to the 
adoption of the following: 

" Resolved, That we are decidedly opposed to modem abo
litionism, and wholly disclaim any right or intention to 
interfere with the relation, civil and political, as it now exists 
between master and slave .in the slave-holding states of the 
Union." 

For the benefit of those who wish to know if the 
Bible is an obscene book and fit to be taught in the 
schools, I would refer them to 1 Cor. vii; Isaiah xxx, 
22; Isaiah lxvi, 9; and 2 Kings xxiii, 27. 

Ingersoll has offered one hundred dollars in gold 
to any orthodox clergyman who will read to his con
gregation chapters in the Bible that he would point 
out to them. Until you are willing to accept his offer 
you should not recommend the Bible in the public 
schools. 

You say we are" trying to oust chaplains from pub
lic institutions." True, we do not believe they should 
ever be appointed by state or government, inasmuch 
as our Constitution does not recognize any religion. 
"Navy chaplains receive $2,500 a year-$300 addi
tional for each five years of service, and at sixty-two 
are retired with $2,500 for life." 

There is about $800,000,000 worth of church prop
erty in the United States; the most of it free from 
taxation. There are some 70,000 clergymen in the 
country. The cost of supporting the 'church is about 
$200,000,000 yearly. How much better it would be 
if all this vast amount could be expend!)d for the ben
efit of poor, suffering humanity, instead of being de
voted to the support of a class of lazy, useless drones 
in the great hive of humanity, who produce nothing 
nor giv anything in return for their liberal support! 

You say: "Row humiliating was the action of that 
convention ! It was a concession to the Infidel and 
beer element of the Republicn,n party." I will defy 
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you to name any temperance law that has ever been of Ohio (not as a convict, th~ugh), where there were, were received with incredulity, because the time 
passed that has not been passed by this Republican I think, some fifteen hundred prisoners at that time. allowed by the Bible, from the birth of Adam to the 
and "Infidel element" which you so despise. The I fo1md no Infidels, but many. good praying Chris- present, would not serve to explain the formation of 
first pamphlet written on the temperance question tians who would steal everything they could get their those evidences of men in America for a much longer 
was written by Judge Thomas Herttell, an Infidel. hands on, even the things out of my pockets. period of time than theologians had prescribed. 
Infidels hav been at the head ofall reforms. Woman's Stuart Robson, of the Detroit Opera House, in an About thirty years ago Squire and Davis published a 
rights were first advocated by Mary Wollsilonecraft, open letter to the Rev. A. T. Pierson (Feb. 21, 1880), work on the strange monuments of a long vanished 
Frances Wright, Ernestine L. Rose, and othel' Infidel who had slandered the theater, made this offer: civilization through the valley of the Mississippi. 
women. They were Infidels who first advocated the ~'I challenge the Rev. Pierson to name a single state Their travels, with illustrations, were read with great 
ten-hour system of labor. All true reforms hav been pnson which numbers among its inmates an actor, and I will interest, being published in a leading magazine. It 
inaugurated by 'nfidels. The Declaration of Inde- contribute $100 to the Irish Famin Fund if he can name a was the beginning of a literature on the mound 
pendence and the Constitution of the United States single state prison which does not hoid a preacher." builders. Theology and the supernatural had lost 
are Infidel documents Thomas Paine was the first During the year 1877 forty clergyman were con- their hold on the minds of the people to such an ex
man to advocate antislavery in this co1mtry. He victed of crime in the Uniied States. tent that what would not be listened to in 1806 
wrote, "Man has no property in man." He was the Now I will make ·you, Rev. Dr. Leonard, an offer; was read by great numbers of people fifty years later 
first man to advocate the independence of this conn- I will agree to giv you the names of one hundred with an evident desire to learn the truth. They hacl 
tcy. He no doubt wrote the Declaration of Indepen- ministers that hav committed crimes within the past become doubters of the Bible stm:y about the . 
deuce, or had a hand in it"; he did more to make this five years, for every one Infidel that you may name first man, and made an application to be insured 
country a republic than any other man. that has been convicted of crime within the same in truth, come from what source it may. The United 

"In freedom's cause the chosen led the van, time. · States Geological Surveying Expedition of 1872 fully 
Aiftl Pain~ upheld the sacred Rigb.ts of Man." I. would advise you, 1m til the Christian record confirmed all that Lewis and Clarke hacl reported, 

But see how he has be~n abused by the church, stands better than it now does, to be careful what and showed still farther that similar monuments are 
because he could not believe all the absurd stories in you say about the "Infidel element." to be seen in great profusion all through the Yellow-
the Bible, and did not believe it to be the word of C. D. WALLACE. stone region and most of the tributaries of the upper 
God. Whence Come We, and Whithed Missouri. Works of man everywhere! We cannot 

The next men to agitate the antislaverv. question cletermin the time when man appeared on this 
J Who can tell? Various theo1.;es hav obtai· ned m' 1 t "th · "t k h th" t" t fi t were William Lloyd Garrison, Gerritt Smith, and • p ane , nei er IS I nown w en IS con men rs re-

Wenclell Phillips-all Infidels .. Let us see what these different portions of the ~cl as to the origin of the ceived the impress of his foot, nor whence he c·ame. 
men received at the hands of Christians for it. They race. There is no agree in the world as to its One theory was that it must be settled from Asia, 
dragged Garrison through the streets with a rope, cosmogony. Hence there n be no authority to that Bhering Straits were probably frozen over, some 
threatened the life of Smith, ancl greeted with hisses settle the mooted question, oilly that of might. That persons went over on the ice to America, ancl when 
Phillips at his antislavery lectures. power has been in actual force in all countries, and the ice broke failed to get back. Professor Agassiz 

The "Fugitiv Slave Law," enacted in 1850, was always exercised without regard to race, sex, or color. and others thought that the prehistoric IDa!\ was in
introduced into.Congre.ss by Mr. Mason, of Virginia. Some in all ages. hav used a natural right to doubt digenous to the soil, a separate development of crea
This law made it a penitentiary offense in a northern what was not proven, as Descartes said, "giv un- tion.· "We maintain" he says" that, like all organized 
man to aid or abet the escape of a slave from his qualified assent to no propositions but those the truth beings, mankind cannot hav originated in single indi
master. Mr. Mason declared that" his main purpose of which is so clear and distinct that they cannot be viduals, but must hav been created in that numerical 
was to humiliate the Abolitionists by compelling doubted." To doubt tends to increase thought, harmony which is characteristic of each species. Men 
them to do this menial service to the slave-holding which tends to knowledge. The doubters hav in- must hav originated in nations as the bees hav orig
aristocracy or go to jail." Please remember that Mr. creased in numbers and lore to such an extent that inated in swarms, and as the different social plants 
Mason was not an Infidel, but a good Christian. they hav contributed an ocean of thought, "which con- hav covered the extensive tracts over which they hav 

Georgia offered $5,000 for the head of Garrison, tinually breaks and surges against the rock of false- naturally spread." John T. Short published a work 
dead or alive; please remember this. Also remem- hood, or, as Watts sang, '~rock of ages, cleft for me." on the origin of the North Americans of antiquity. 
her that Abner Kneeland, 9f Boston (an Infidel), was This tidal wave of thought has so attenuated the old His theory is that America was peopled from the 
the only man who offered his hall to the Abolitionists rock of belief that we doubt in no fear of personal Eastern Hemisphere. He devotes a chapter to the 
for lectures. danger-a true indication of progress, which is also origin of the prehistoric American, ancl still it is left 

The credit for breaking the chains which bound shown by the fact that no intelligent preacher will in uncertainty, vague speculation, as is shown by the 
four million human beings in bondage belongs to the stand before the people and say the worlcl was made fact that the ablest men who hav labored to solve 
"Infidel element" of this co1mtry which you 80 much in six days; and, should any one be found who would the problem are divided in regard to the solution. 
abhor. clare to make such a statement, it would be conclusiv Mr. Short is certain that tho Central American region 

Abrallam Lincoln, the emancipator of American proof that he was not intelligent on that subject. We south of the Isthmus of Tehauntepec was the one 
slaves, was an Infidel. Let us see if the Infidel is can more readily decide that the world was not made which first became the abode of a civilized race in the 
charitable. in six days than we can tell the time it has taken to ."Western Hemisphere. 'Vhat hav we gained by ex-

Robert Owen gave nearly half a million dollars for bring it to its present condition. "YVe are so certain amining the origin of man, having failed to positivly 
.the poor laboring people. John Redman gave four that the first man and woman were not created as determin the question? It has demonstrated that 
h1mdred thousand dollars for free beds in the hospi- the record states that the fable has lost all power the story of Adam ancl Eve cannot be believed by any 
tal in Boston. Peter Brigham donated more than a over us. Yet we hav not solved the question who reasoning person; it also disproves the old geogony 
million dollars to the hospitals of Boston. "YVilliam were the first couple, nor where they lived, and in which was started contempomry with Adam; it has 
Machire, of Indiana, gave half a million dollars to the what age of the world. Neither is it essential that made us cln·onic doubters of every statement put 
workin men of that state. James Lick gave several the p~sit~v truth .should be attained befor~ giving forth .by .Persons who. pretend to speak by authority 
million~ for benevolent and scientific purposes. u~ behef m what IS proven to b.e false.. It IS of~en ?f behef m those olcl Ideas ?f ?reabon, but, above a~l, 
St h G"rard fo1mded an orphan college which smcl we must. not destroy a behef until somethmg It has taught us to look Witlnn ourselvs to determm 

. er en {millions "has been provided to take its place. That is not al- the right or wrong of any question. Belief in the 
co~ se~e~a ami~ a few statistics and see how the ways possible to those who decide by their reason, for quick creation of Adam, also that "in Adam's fall we 
mor~: 0~ t~! I~fidel compare with those of the Chris- as soop. as the revelat~o~ comes to them t~at .it is un- sinned ~,"makes it necessary to establish a pen~ 
t" In n official arliamentary report in 1873 of reasonable and false, It IS destroyed, and It IS after- colony m an unknown world, where Allam and his 
fuan. . . aals . E ) d a d Wales we ftnd 146 {46 thought what shall take its place. They may not know innocent posterity can be adequately punished, ancl ot t~:I~ffei:e~~ re~~i~~s of the people of those. do1m~ w~at to substitut~ for it, a~ the question migh~ be an at the same time furni!:ih plea~nre for tl~e sain~s in 
t . fi d. emgma so recondite that time would be reqUired to heaven. Rev. Dr. Emmons said, "The sight of hell 
ries we n En 

1 
d determin what the truth was. One thing is certain, torments will exalt the happiness of the saints for-

~ts~:~~e<! ... g.~~ . .".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".".::: ~;~~u~g ~e are better without any belief on that. question, un- ever." Peter Pindar said: 
Catholics.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,500,000 til the truth appears, than to say we beheve what our "The man whose soul the blackest vices tuint, 
Jews... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57,850 reason has proven false. We cannot be worse off in For heaven's glory makes a damned good saint. 
Infidels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,000,000 the future even if a falsehood for a time should appear Repent, then, all ye rogues, ye'll be forgiven, 

Crimes to the 100,000 of population: to us a truth. Agree as to how the first man and wo- And giv the saints a holiday in heaven." 
Catholics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,500 man came into being, and when; then conclusions We doubt their futuritial theories, having less evi-

. Church of England.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,400 readly follow. Theology considers it all-important to de nee to sustain them than they had to favor their 
Dissenters .......... ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· 150 hav the child receive impressions of religious faith theory of creation; as the world is here to speak for 
Infidels···· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 5 while the mind is in a plastic state, hence the first itself. It speaks continually, ancl disproves them: 

This needs no comment. question-Who was the first man? Adam. Who was They cannot show the world of which they claim to 
A" History of Prostitution," by William W. Sanger, the first woman? Eve. What an amo1mt of time has know so much, and issue letters of credit for the 

M.D., New York city, givs the following questions been wasted in learning the child to say: believers to use in that fairy "land of milk and 
and answers put to the prostitutes of that city: "Then I must learn to know the Lord honey." It is called the bourne from whence no 

Question.-were your parents Protestants, Catholics, or non- And learn to read his holy word; t 1 t N h h d t He c~othes my back, and keeps me warm, rave er re urns. o geograp er as mappe ou 
prof;rs;{e~iant................................ ~60 He saves my bones and :tlesh from harm; its location, no geological survey has ever disturbed 

Catholics.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 970 He givs me bread, and milk, and meat, its solitude, no mound builder has left traces of his 
Non-professors.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63 · And all I hav that's good to eat." handiwork in that unexplorable region, nor has there 

Q.-Were vou trained to any religion? If so, was it Prot- While such mummeries and falsehoods are taught ever been found any evidence of em·ly civilization, or 
estant or Catholic? 

972 
to the young, what can be expected of those in matul'e any relics of remote barbm·ism. The scientist can 

Protestant.······························· 
977 

age? Just what has happened in the ages past, ac- giv us no ideas of any thing in that world, although 
*~t~~if~i~;;s· t;~icl~g·.: ·. ·. ·. ·.:: ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·:::::: 51 eepting whatever the priest declares, never doubting, telling us. definitly of events that transpire in 

Q.-Do you profess the same religion now? being always opposed to an inquiring mind, endeav- worlds at such a distance that it tasks the imagina-
Profess religion as educated ........ · ..... · 1,909 oring to keep themselvs in such a sequacious frame tion to conceive of it. Shall we do penance, mortify 
Non-professors.·························· 91 of mind that they are satisfied with the kind of men- the flesh, and humble ourselvs during life, hoping 

How much good has religion done these women ? tal pab~um dealt out to them by the preacher in a there by to become actual settlers in the realms of 
Ex-Governor Robinson read a paper last year at lachrymose tone. Time and thought are the elevators country known only by faith in the imagination? A 

the State Liberal League meeting at Ottawa, as fol- of the !"ace, by showing the falsity of the old, bring- hope is the only result, the ultimate of all the preach-
lows: ing forward a new truth, so that to day when we hear i ing. Hope is not knowledge; when that is attained, 
Convicts in the Kansas penitentiary.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 640 the pragmatical priest put forth that exploded dogma, i hope has vanished. It is now a fact, with which 
Number of those having Christian.education and attend- it falls harmlessly upon us. Are we to blame if a hope has nothing to clo. Can we know more of the 
Not h~g 8~~~:~-:~h~~~~~·t~ · b~t · ~tte·n:ain:g · s~~d~y-· 440 

thought comes up that he knows better, or at least actual duties of life by having such a hope? Within 
. school . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 127 ought to? Who is injul'ed if we pretermit the whole ourselvs are the powers that decide the right or the 

Without Soo.day-echool training, but believing in the thing and seek for truth in other directions? In 1806 wrong, and the possession of them makes it impera-
:' Bible inspiration and the dogmas of the Christian Lewis and Clarke made explorations on the Missouri tiv- that all questions should be settled by that tribu-

Unbeli~~~~~~." .'.'::: ."::::: .' .' .":: ." .": ." .' .':: .' .' ." .' .": ." ."." .': ." ." · 37 River 1,000 Iniles above its j1mction with the Missis- nal, regardless of any deterrents put forth by priestH 
sippi, and described the remains of ancient fortifica- or creeds. CUARLES C. Jou:s:;ox. 

I worked one ;vear in t.he penitentim·y of the state tions1 but, like other statements made by them, these J1Tilford, llfass . 

• 
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NEw YoRK, Jan., 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $14. You will 

notice that I hav increased my contribution to the 
Monument Fund to $5, which I think 18 even yet too 
small for such a worthy purpose. H. L. HoRTON. 

RIXFORD, PA., Jan. 9, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: There are a great many things I feel 

in my heart I would like to say in the way of con
dolence, but think it would be out of place; but you 
know my sympathy is with THE TRUTH SEEKER, from 
the fact that I hav been a constant reader of it since 
it was first published, and I hope tho time will come 
when I can assure you of it in a more material way. 

Yours for truth, J. L. BRooKs. 

BuRR OAK, 1\frcH., Jan. 13, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $4 00-$1.00 for the 

.Bennett Monument Fund and $2 50 for my favorit 
paper, the grand old TRUTH SEEKER. You can count 
on my wife and myself as life subscribers, as long 
as you battle against God's vicegerents. 

011r heartfelt sympathy is extended to Mrs. Ben
nett and all of the friends in the Liberal ranks at 
our g~eat loss. Yours fraternally, M.A. DEXTER. 

JOPLIN, 1\fo., Jan. 3, 1883. 
Mn. EDITOR: Permit me to assure you that the an

nouncement of the death of D. M. BPnnett, the great 
Infidel head of America, was a terrible shock to the 
Liberals of this city, and that away down deep in 
the heart of all of us is a feeling of deepest sympa
thy for that brave, patient little woman, Mrs. Ben
nett, and for yourself. Sincerely hoping the recol
lections of this bitter cup may be removed from 
both of you, and that all things may work for the 
good, permanency, and prosperity of the noble old 
TuuTH SEEKER, believe me ever fratPrnally thine, 

WM. M. CARTER. 

VEAL STATION, TEXAS, Jan. 10, 283 
MR. EDITOD: Please find inclosed $5-$1.50 for the 

fourth volume of "A Truth Seeker Around the 
·World," 50 cents for a life-size lithograph of D. 1\L 
Bennett, $1 for the Bennett Monument Fund, ·S1.75 
for the continuation or THE TRUTH SEEKER for 283, and 
25 cents for postage. 

We cannot express to you the sadness of our hearts 
in the loss of dear Brother Bennett. We will ever 
hold his name sacred in our memory. It was the 
light of his dear TRUTH SEEKER that led us out of 
superstition's darkness, and long may it wave. 

Yours for truth, C. C. GLENN AND WIFE. 

GALT, ONT., D2C. 27, 1882. 
MR. EDITOR: I cannot express the surprise and 

shock the news of the death of D. M. Bennett 
caused me to feel. He was a man that I greatly ~j.d
mired for his sterling honesty of pul.'pose, and his 
bold and manly advocacy of those principles to 
emancipate the minds of the race. I sincerely trust 
that altbol]gh our champion is passed from the 
scene, the great paper that he ha:s built up will con
tinue to prosper and shed its light as brilliantlv as 
in the past. .I will in the future do what little I· can 
to further its influence. When the "Bennett Hall" 
takes shape I will be glad to be put down for a 
subs<:>riber. I hope it will be such an institution as 
will do credit and honor to the Liberal cause. 

Yours fraternally, JAliiES BRowN. 

ST. CATHERINE, Mo., Jan. 10, 1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: In the language of Col. R. G. 

Ingersoll, I realize how vain it is to attempt to gild 
a grief with words. If I could say anything to 
lighten the burden of your grief I would be happy 
to do so. But I, too, am a mourner, for in him I 
hav lost a dear friend. I hav followed him with in
terest from the first issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER at 
Ptl.ris, Ill., to the present, having never missed a 
copy. The news of his sudden death was a severe 
shock to me. My first thought was, Will THE TRUTH 
SEEKER still liv? His friends all say yes. 'rhe object 
for which he has labored so hard must be perpetu
ated. His works are ii:Jlmortal, whether he has a 
continued PXistence or not. 

Inclosed find $3 for renewal of my subscription and 
Bronson Keeler's "Short History of the Bible." 

w. E. CRANDALL. 

LEBANON, OREGON, Jan. 1,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: With a sorrowful heart I glance over 

my dearly beloved paper, THE TRuTH SEEKER, in 
mourning for my dear old friend, D. M. Bennett. 
He is gone, but not his memory; it will last with 
me forever. I feel sympathy for his dear wife, but 
may she bear the blow with fortitude; and ;as re
gards the paper, I hope and trust that you may 
keep it alive as a monument for 1\fr. Bennett. You 
did well when he was gone on his Round-the-World 
tri11; you can do so novt, though he is gone for
ever. 

Hoping that all may be well, and wishing Mrs. 
nennett and yourself well, I remain 

Yours in love and truth, A. EftviN. 
P. S,-Send me two copies or "Crimes of Preach-

ers." A. E. 

lfNAHEIM, CAL., Jan. 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Permit me also to contribute my mite 

or sympathy to Mrs. Bennett, yourself, and· associ" 
ates for the irreparable loss just sustained by the 
immutable law of nature in thEI demise of the great 
and noble defender of the faith, D. M. Bennett. The 
emotions awakened by this sad news I can safely 
say with kindred spirits here in this far-away corner 
of our country, are better felt than expressed; suffice 
it to assure you I mourn from the depths of my 
heart, as I never hav before, the loss of our great 
beacon-light, the chivalrous Bayard of truth, sans 
peur et sar.s reproche. Mav the mantle of his genius 
and honesty of purpose with a fixed and eteady de
sign of will fall upon worthy shoulders, and the good 
fig-ht go on. 

Please find inclosed $2.50 for renewal of my sub-
scription. E. A. PuLLEN. 

NEw HAVEN, CoNN., Jan. 15, 1883. 
DEAR MRs BENNETT: Please find inclosed $4-$2.50 

to pay for THE TRU!'H SEEKER for 1883, and $1.50 for 
the fourth volume of "A Truth Seeker Around the 
World." Please accept our warmest and most heart
felt sympathy in your great bereavement in the loss 
of your honored husband. We never had the pleas
ure of seeing him personally, out having taken THE 
TRUTH SEEKER from its first number we felt well ac
quainted with him, anw.en the sad news of his 
death reached us we as though a friend and 
brother had been taken ay. May his good influ-
ence ever surround you to sustain and direct in all 
yoY.r cares, and~ may THE TRUTH SEEKER liv and flour
ish in its good management, and become a beacon
light to ::t.ll who are groping in darkness and super
stition, is the sincere wish of 

JoHN D. EAGER. 
CLARA A. EAGER, M.D. 

MoRRISONVILLE, ILL., Jan. 10, 283. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: It is useless f()r me to try to 

tell you how I was shocked when I read in THE 
TRUTH SEEKER of the death of Mr. Bennett. For many 
years I had hoped some time to take our noble 
leader in the cause of Freethought by the hand. 
But now he is gone. I join with you to carry out 
his wish that THE TRUTH SEEKER shall liv: Inclosed 
please find $2 50 for the year 283. I want to tell the 
readers of your paper that my· family of six children 
are all married but one. My wife and self, and all 
the children, and all those they married are out
spoken Infidels, and are raising their children in the 
same way. I first saw THE TRUTH SEEKER when that 
gond man, D. M. Bennett, was in prison. I rea'd the 
paper, and it brought me to the front in the cause 
of Freethought, where I intend to battle the remain
der of my days. I am the only one that takes your 
paper at this office, but that one is doing a vast 
amount of good. I hope every Liberal wm·come up 
to the work and pledge that THE TRUTH SEEKER shall 
liv. M. S. GowiN. 

up my old cherished opinions; but when I saw that 
reason, truth, and science were all against me I had 
to yield. Now I expect to throw my help and influ
ence on the side I believe to be battling for the· 
right, and if we as Freethinkers hold fast to what 
we believe to be right we will finally coiJloe out as 
victors, aud the whole world will gradually rise into 
the blessed l_ight. B. M. RENo. 

BIRMINGHAM, MICH., Jan. 10,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosecil $3.50-$2.50 for 

my subscription, and the balfince for the Bennett 
Monument Fund. I will pledge $1 for The Truth 
Seeker Hall when needed. I wish I was able to giv 
more. I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER sinCA it was 
first published, and it's my intention at present to 
take it as long as I Iiv, that is, if it proves to be as 
good as it always has been. 
Word~ cannot express my feeling when I opened 

my paper and saw it dressed in mourning. I said 
"M B ' ' r. ennett IS dead, I know." How rejoiced I ·am 
that he lived to get home and be with his vl'tre and 
friends in his last moments. I felt it was a great 
undertaking for a man of his age to undergo such a 
journey around the world. I never expected he 
would liv to get home, and in his last letter when 
he wrote that he should bav to make that letter a· 
sP,ort one as he rlid not feel very well, I mentally 
said, "Oh, I do hope ):te will liv." I must close this 
letter with wishing Mrs. Bennett and our young 
editor success in their great ·undertaking in publish
ing a FLeethought paper. You will hav so· many 
things to crntend with, pray keep out of all libel 
suits. I hav trembled for Mr. Bennett so many 
times, it's so hard to prove what we know is ttue 
sometimes. 1\fRs. PHEBE PATCH. 

GRAss LAKE, MroH., Jan. 15,1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: In reading over letters of con

dolence from friends and loved ones I wonder that none 
appears from Grass Lake, Mich., where the deceased 
editor stood second to none among his friends as a 
great re.former. Business is business in this city, but 
on hearmg the sad news Mr. Bennett's friends buried 
this motto out of sight and wended slowly to Rustic. 
Hall, and there strong men wept over the loss· of 
their departed benefactor. Mr. Bennett made us a 
:;hort call last summer, and grasped the hand of us 
all as his neighbors, and only gave us on,e short 
lecture so great was his anxiety to return to his fam
ily within the year from his Round-the-World trip .. 
His death is a lesson of hopefulness to the living. 
Men of hope, like the lamented Bennett, are men of 
enterprise, and his strong, hopeful spirit has sus
tained thousands and preserved them from ignorant 
superstition. Many religious papers hav no regard 
for sacredness of character, and print with gall the 
most pernicious and cruel epithets against the de· 
parted. The clergy of all denominations were afraid 
to meet his convincing arguments, and why do they 
condemn him without proof? The lowest courts in 
the land hold the most notorious and vile criminals 

DANVILLE, ILL,, Jan. 14, 188)1 innocent until proven guilty, and I hope no more 
DEAR MRS. BENNETT: It was with feelings of sorrow such presidents and clergy will ever disgrace this re

and regret I read of your husband's transition to . public as they did in ~fr. Bennett's case. His ene
spirit life. We hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER since it mies are guilty of that kind of stealing to which 
started (a mere leaflet) in Paris, Ill. Hav followed Shakspere refers when he says: 
him through his many trials which he suffe:r;ed at 
the hands of the enemies of Freethought. How nobly 
he toiled and bore all for the sake of humanity 
toiling when others would hav sunk under the weight 
of persecution he so bravely bore. But he has left a 
monumental work more lasting and useful than 
marble, and crowded the work of a lifetime into a 
few short years. No wonder the feeling of sympa
thy and regret flows in from all quarters, for all feel 
humanity has lost a true friend-" not lost, but gone 
before." Now that our noble old chieftain has lain 
off his dusty sandals, I am glad such loyal hands 
grasp the standard of Freethought and bear it aloft. 
L'mg may THE TRUT:S: SEEKER wave, and every Free
thinker in the land rally to its support until it shall 
accomplish the work so nobly begun for universal 
mental freedom. 

Inclosed please find $10.50-$2.50 for my subscrip_ 
tion, and the balance for" A Truth Seeker in Europe." 
and the four volumes of "A Truth Seeker Around 
the World." If THE TRUTH SEEKER continues as Lib
eral in the future as it has been in the past. consider 
us life subscribers. MRs. L. H. GuRLEY. 

"Who steals my purse steals trash, 
But he that filches from me my good name 
Robs me of t)lat which not enriches. him, 
And makes me poor indeed." 

But they can not make our departed hero "poor in
deed." Let his light shine, and his monument reach 
the Polar star. D. L. BALL. 

ACROSTIC. 
CARVERSVILLE, PA., Jan. 1, 283. 

,·MR. EDITOR: .With other lines ascribed to the mem
ory of D. M. Bennett (founder of the New York 
TRUTH SEEKER), a star of the first magnitude amopg 
men, whose demise to a higher sphere occurred at 
the transit of Venus, Dec. 6, 1882, i.e., 282, 23,360 days 
old. 

Dear departed chieftain true, 
Entered on a life that's new, . 
Round thy memOl'y clings a fame 
Of honor to thy honored name ; 
Blessed with intellect most grand 
It flowed profusely from thy hand, 
Gave fl·eedom a more glol'ious start, 
Now budding in the human heart. 
Entombed thy body it may lay, 

BERRYVILLE, OHIO, More potent will thy life bear sway. 
MR. EDITOR.: I received my paper at last. They Onward, upward, never weaker, 

were retained by the postmaster. Language would Rolls the car of THE TRUTH SEEKER, • Turning darness into light 
.au to express the sorrow I felt at the sad intelli- In its onward, upwa1·d flight, 
gence of Mr. Bennett's death, for in him I think Manifesting tl·uth sublime, 
mankind has· lost a true friend. I was somewhat Eternal in etemal time; 
·acquainted with his· trial and the unfalrne~s with Rolling omvrtrd in its course, 
which he was treated, and admired the calmness and Bounding with 1·esistless force; 
resignation with which he bore it all. Persecuted by Ever anxious for the right, 
bigotry and intolerance, by those who hav cried out Never shunning of the light, . Nor the ignomnce of mankind; 
agamst honesty and reform, thinking they were Embalmed fL mummy in the mind 
doing God's service, I admired that man for his un- That's bout rtml wrtl·pecl in many a way 
tiring energy and the great success which has fol- Through inflnencQ of a pl'iestly sway. 
lowed his work. It now remains for those who are Freedom's champion now has risen, 
left to follow out his great life work. I believe he Other spheres to roam 
has done as much as any other man in removin~ With bra.ve spiri~s gone before 
the scales of superstition and ignorance which hav To theu colestml home, 
been accu_m1llating for ages upon .the me_ntal ~ision.l Who taught while here from the authority of truth, 

I, too, hke many others, hav been raised m the and not as the scribes and Pharisees after the tra
ranka of orthodoxy, and it was bard for me to giv ditiona of men that lead to bewilder, and daz7Jle to 

• 
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blind the eagle intellect of man's immortal soul, that. 
should be ever free as the bird that flits the air un
tra-mmeled from a cage, like our departed brother 

"Whose intel~ect was bright n:-nd clear 
, · That nothmg could subdue. 
He rose triumphant in his spherG 

. . 4 hero brave and true, . 
He viewed all shams as worthless trash, 
·· Whateve1· they might be, 
Fit only for the fire of truth, 

To blaze the light of liberty. 

· GREAT VALLEY, N.Y., Jo.n. 15. 
MR. EDITOR: I !!hould like very much to see Sister 

Bennett's picture in the paper. We hav Brother 
Bennett's, and we never can be easy until we hav 
that of her who has been the efficient partner and 
faithful wife of him whom all loved to think of 
while living and revere now though gone from us
I won't say dead-! don't like the word, neither do 

Resp~ctfully,. · 

I think it would convey the truth, for I am one of 
those crazy fellows who think they hav evidence of 

E. E. ALLEN. that kind and nature that is proof to us that that 
ordeal called death is only change or transition 

To MR. A. w. LOGAN. from one state of existence to another. Hence I am 
OMAHA, NEB., Jan. 10, 1883. of the opinion that D. M. Bennett is more alive to-

You ask, Why should not the government issue day than ever, and, if I am not mistaken, will 
paper money and loan it at interest not to exceed change his tactics a little, and we shall hear from 
thr!'lt:l' pe_r cen.t per annum? Because interest is theft, him ere long in a man.ner so direct and of such a 
and as the government has created the national nature as to satisfy many of the most incredulous that 
banks to be the curse of all curses-the thief of all death does not end all, and it is no more a mystery 
thievery-! object to the government going into the that we liv after throwing off the old material body 
same line of business. But your question shows that than that we existed with it. As Brother Bennett 
you~feel with the rest of us that there is a need of said, it is no gift of a personal God, but rather a 
money. Why should there be a need of money? great fact in nature., •Thus I regard it, and I think 
Why should not the government furnish money as it is so regarded by thousands of Spiritualists now. 
it furnishes postage staz;nps-free, in unlimited quan- Pardon me, Mr. Editor, for this great digression, 
titles just as it furnishes· postage stamps? Why and now to resume. I would say that Sister Ben
charge interest for one more than the other? Money nett's picture must be forthcoming or there will be 
is as truly a universal necessity as postage stamps, a fuss in THE TRUTH SEEKER family, for we are all 

·or as anything -else you use; and no man has a.ny uneasy, and many of us hardly know what is the 
more right' to charge interest fJr money after it matter. ButT think I hav divined the cause of it
paeses from his possession than he has to charge "that it is the want of knowing more of her whom 
toll frop:1 every one who pa-sses along the highway we hav all thought of so much in! times past, and 
after he has passed over it. The banks, by con- while her dear partner was absent seeing to things 
tracting the amount of money in use, compel all at home and about the office without a murmur of 
bu.siness and all men to borrow their shinplaster complaint, doing her share and doing it well, while 
bills, and. during the past sixteen years there has the absent husband was abroad supplying us with 
not, been. money enough in all of the United States mental food. Which food, by the way, he gave to 
to do the business of New York city alone on a ca~h us in quantities that were an we could do to digest, 
principle, as-it should be done. All the rest of the and that of a wholesome' nature, not of the manna 
business of the country has had to be done on credit sort that would swell and shrink. Neither did he 
or debt-drawing interest. Many years ago it was furnish to his numerous friends such dainty fare as 
stated by those qualified to know that the aggregate two loaves and a few small fishes, but rather by the 
indebtedness of the United States was not less than ton, well rounded up and shaken down, solid, sub-

. fifteen thou!land millions, and the interest on this stantlal, and running over. God bless him! we all 
vast unjust debt has been an unbearable burden say, and he who says nay to it either did not know 
upon all of the labor and business of the country the man or has an ill-balanced brain. But why this 
for so long that it is astonishing to think how it has uneasiness after being surfeited with mental food? 
been borne with so much patience. There is, there I opine it is for the want of seeing and knowing 
call: be, but one remedy: Pay all debts in legal, law- .more of her whom our great hero thought worthy 
ful money, and let the crime of interest forever cease. to carry on to completion the great work so nobly 

J. H. WooD. commenced and well established by him whom PO 

AUBURN, Jan. 11,283. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5.00 for the fol

lowing purpoRes: $2 50 for renewal of subscription 
to THE TRUTH SEEKER, $1.50 for the fourth volume of 
"A Truth Seeker Around the World," and $1 for the 
'Bali~ett Monument. 

many mourn as dead, though many, knowing to the 
contrary, rejoice. Yet we feel sad to think that he 
has left the primary or material side of life wherein 
he once labored and we now are left. We beg of 
you, Mr. Editor, to persuarle Sister Bennett t:-~ hav 
her portrait inserted in THE TRUTH SEEKER, that the 
many friends and readers may in part if not wholly 
be compensated for the great loss of him who has 
so suddenly and unexpectedly left us. Don't say 
no, for you can't keep us still in that way. We may 
be a little whimsical, yet we are determined to hav 
Mrs. Bennett's. picture in the paper, if it takes all 
summer to get it there, and then we are going to 
claim her as our own legitimate property .. Shall 
not pay a cent for this one likeness of hers, but of 
course we shall all want Brother and Sister Ben
nett's likeness, life-size, some time in the near fu
ture. But not without paying full price for them. 
Inclosed find $1.50 for the fourth volume of Mr. 
Bennett's travels, and $1.00 for the Bennett monu-
ment. Truly yours, A. F. ALBRIGB"r. 

say half past three score and three, with white h;dr 
and beard, and hand extended. He wishes to shake 
hands with you all, if you will permit. Yes, pleaE:e 
shake. There, God bless you all, and a happy new 
year to you. Ir I had space I would call you by 
name, my brother. Please indulge me just a little, 
while I call just a few and see if they will respond. 
I may not hav another opportunity. To commence, 
then, it will do me lots of good just to pronounce 
your name once, Elmina. Bless your little-great, 
big, I meant-heart ! .Ah! I k.new you would giv me 
your hand a second time. There, I feel twenty 
years younger. Amy and Lucy N., EUzur Wright, 
James Parton, and Pillsbury, H. L. Green and T. C. 
Leland, and that fellow and his wife who are trav
eling al-1-.over the country, making home thrusts and 
driving nails home, and clenching them, too, in the 
rotten old coffin of orthodoxy, and last. at this time, 
but not least, by any means, comes Thaddeus B.
not of Warsaw, but of New York-a perfect giant. 
Thaddeus, I beg pardon--! did not mean to be per
sonal, but I am old, and "can't most always some
times tell" what to say. Then there are Olive K., 
Daniel E., Courtlandt, and the others-to all I say 
good-bye. 

I like the epitaph spoken of in the issue of De<"'. 
30th, by F. J. Emery--to wit, "D. M. Bennett, the 
truth seeker." 

Please find inclosed draft for $5.50, for which crecm 
thrEe new subscribers, as below. 

Respectfully, IsAAC SNYDER, M. D. 

EuREKA, CAL., Jan. 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: It is with feelings of sadness I pcm 

theee lines. For years I hav had a strong desire to 
see Mr. Bennett, which I hoped would sooner or 
later be gratified; imagin my surprise and disap
pointment when I read of his death. I hav been a 
subscriber to THE 'rRuTH SEEKER from its first start, 
and although in the first few years of its existence 
there was much in it I did not approve, the paper 
being inclined to Spiritualism, I hav always admired 
the justness and manly principle with which it was 
conducted. Of late years it has been all that an 
Agnostic, like myself, could wish. The loss we hav 
sustained by Mr. Bennett's death is perhaps irrep
arable. But few men hav the moral courage to liv 
up to their convictions under all circumstances; but 
few men are willing to become martyrs to a cause 
they believe or know to be just; yet D. 1\I. Bennett 
would not swerve from duty-he preferred to be a 
prisoner rather than a hypocrit, and would not bend 
his knee to priestly power, let come wh'l.t may. 
While we lament his loss, let us honor him by walk
ing- in his footsteps. 

I see in your issue of the 16th of last month that 
there is a movement on foot to erect a monument 
to Mr. Bennett. I am in favor of the monument 
propnsed by l\Ir. Ryan-a valuable monument in 
some conspicuous place; a monument in which tlifl 
blatant Jo Cook and the inf~tmous Comstock c,m see 
their infamy; a monument in which those envious 
slanderers, Bundy, Abbot, and Underwood, can see 
their own disgrace; a monument which will pro
claim to the world that the Liberals of America will 
no longer submit to being trampled under foot by 
pious hypocrite. 

We owe it to ourselvs and to posterity to do some
thing that is worth doing in regard to this matter. 
I am not one of those who believe in neglecting the 
living and raising costly monuments to them artPr 
they are dead. But, considering the relations whkh 
Infidelity now holds to Christianity, considering tlte 

'. ··I am very happy to learn that THE TRUTH SEEKER 
is still going on as before, and that you are to be 
its editor,_ and, since entering upon that )ligh and 
responsible duty, ha:v ·at the outset pledged your 
faithfulnel3s to both the paper and its many sup
porters. 0 Friend Macdonald! I rejoice once more 
over the encouraging prospectus which fortunately 
seems to be in store for its success. Tben agai_n I, 
for one; renew my determination to aid in its con
tinued support. This pledge I made to its founder 
while he was in prison, serving out an unjust Chris
tian sentence, and it givs me much pleasure to think 
that I hav been true to it and ever shall be as long 
as we both liv. Yes, l\Ir. Editor, you may rest as
sured that I shall not forget THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER. I 
feel that I hav already done not a little for its sue· 
cess, in my hutable way, and hope to be able to do 

HoRTON, MICH., Jan. 5, 1883. general state of mind of the nation at the present 

t much more. I hope to be able to send you a few 
subscribers this year, and to aid as far as possible 
to perpetuate the cause and mission so fearlessly es
poused by its great, good, and noble founder, D. M. 
Bennett. 

I am glad to know that you intend to giv ecclesi
asticism no rest, but to show up its contemptible 
debauchery, rottenness, and bold, bare-faced lies, 
and trust that the church will find in you just as 
firm an aggressor, dealing your irresistible, sledge-

·.hammer blows upon the anvil of priestcraft, super
.: stltion, and ignorance, as your departed predecessor 
· was, whose name is destined to liv and be commem

orated in the minds of his countryn..en centuries 
alter his Christian persecutors, maligners, and de
famers hav passed from the face of the .. earth into 
oblivion. Oh, how. more than ever do I revere his 
illustrious labors. I take from my shelvs the writ
ings which he has left behind him as a monument 
to hill memory, and again peruse them, knowing 
they are the expressions of honesty, sincerity, and 
a noble uprightness of a true and holy manhood. 
His writings and teachings will in after years be 

. read and respected by millions yet ULbOrn, and hav 
a greater and much better influence for good than 
the delusiv mouthings of a thousand priests. 

· : ~. M. Bennett spent the whole of his advanced 
:.me in promulgating to the world the· great truths 

of nature and science, corroborated by careful in
v.estigation, strong, u1:answerable argument, and 

. sound historical facts, in contradistinction to those 

. of Christian fanaticism, fabulous theology, ancient 
barbarism, superstition, and error, which hav for 
two thousand years stigmatized and cursed the whole 
world, Forever your friend, 

L. DEWITT GRISWOLD, 

Mn. EDITOR; I was from home when the paper time, and that notwithstanding our enemies are 
came containing the news of Mr. Bennett's death. driven behind their bulwarks, with scarcely a weapon 

I am sure that the death of no other person out- left to defend themselvs, they are stiil allowed to 
side of my own family could hav caused such sin- lord it over us by the protection and privileges the 
cere grief and sorrow as did .his. I niJVer saw him, government affords them, I think it our duty to do 
yet I felt that we were brothers, and knew each all that is in our power to break down the line~ of 
other well. I missed seeing him at Jat:kson last demarkation, and oblige the government to respect 
July, on account of· sickness. I had a premonition t-he rights of all citizens-the Infidel as well as the 
that if I did not see him at that time, and welcome Christian; and it is my opinion that the erection of 
him home again, and shake his manly hand--that a monument to D. M. Bennett, who seemed to be 
hand that was ever ready and willing to assist antl the special target of the bigots, would go far tov a1 d 
help a weary brother- my opportunity would breaking down that barrier we so much complain 
not again occur on this side of the river. We were of. Let the world know that we are in earnest; 
nearly of the same age, he being about six months that no obscenity dodge will frighten us, no p<'rEe
my senior. cution intimidate us, and our rights will soon be re-

I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER since its commence- spected. 
ment, hav paid in advance, and always mean to, as To a monument at the gra-ve I see no ol•jectlon; 
long as I can raise the subscription price. it can be erected by his intimate friends, on• sid(j pf 

Be assured, my other brother, that I mourn- with the regular monument; but I think it wonid bu an 
you, and the thousands of great, good, and learned insult to D. M. Bennett's memory to aek monPy 
truth seekers throughout the world, over the death from abroad for so small an object.. Should :Mr. 
of a dear friend and·brother, a lover of his kind. Ryan's proposition be accepted I will giv $25 toward 
And to Mrs. Bennett please convey my especial sym- it-which I think is in proportion to my means-at!d 
pathy and condolence in this, her greatest of trials. if all Liberals will contribute nrcordinK" to their 
Please say to her these words of consolation, that means in the same proportion, we will be able to 
she should not mourn as one withnut hope, for if erect a monument that will be an honor to the Lib
he will liv again in truth I cannot say, but this I erals of America. I am opposed to a doll:Jr sub
do of a certainty know, that D. M. Bennett has ere- scription; it is both unjust and inadccpate. There 
ated for himself an individuality of his own that are no doubt men amollg us who can bei ter afford 
will be immortal--:-yea, that will never, never die. to giv one hundred dollars than other parties can 

afford to giv one dollar. 
And one other thing I know, that, so far as I can Now, Mr. Editor, I hav given you my opinion on 
learn, the history of the race is a progressiv one, and this subject. You may lay it before your readers if 
if we liv again after what we call death our condi- you wish. But whatever is done in regard to the 
tlon will be better than her"e. matt~r, I hope the Liberals of ~meric~ will !lOt only 

To all whom I hav become somewhat acquainted be LiberB:ls in name, h~It also liberal m the1r rlnr·a
. tlons. With the best WIShes for you and THE ThUTH 

with through your paper: Please turn your mentalJ SEEKER, I remain Yours fraternally, . 
gaze in this direction. You will see an elderly man, RonERT GUNTHER, 



Woman's Love. 
BY ETHEL ETHERTON. 

One pale star ever shlneth 
Upon the brow of night, 

And .tireless VIgils keepeth 
Until the morning light. 

Though clouds may veil the earth and sky, 
Calm and serene It smiles on high. 

Shrlned In the breast or woman 
Is one sweet, priceless gem; 

A spark diVIne, not human
Love's peerless d_!adem. 

Nor life nor death can quench Its flame; 
It burns unchangedly the same. 

In youth 'tis embryotlc
Sometlmes In later years; 

But never an exotic, 
Though shining oft through tears. 

Somewh.ere tn Nature's vast domain, 
One breath will fan It to a flame; 

And only one I New loves maQ add 
New luster to the gem; 

But deep within her heart of hearts, 
Far from the gaze of men, 

Her heart acknowledges one king, 
When those uncrowned hav taken Wing. 

Jackson, Mich. 
-------.~------

The Goat and the Boy. 
FTom the Inte.-Ocean. 

The goat stood by the bill· board, 
And he tore a yard or so 

From the gayly-colored bills which were 
To advertise the show. 

And as h& chewed reflect!VIy, 
With a quiet, soulful joy, 

Another person there appeared
An unsuspecting boy. 

He did not see the animal, 
Which rampant doth appear, 

W lth fore feet on the oaken keg -
Which holds the springtide beer; 

But he gazed upon the posters, 
And his youag heart filled wltb glee, 

For his means would gain him entranc~ 
To the upper gallery. 

The capricorn, however, 
Saw the boy, and straightway he 

Left his meal, and bled him thitherward 
With great velocitY. 

The boy went through the bill-board, 
But the goat, unmoved by that, 

With placid mien stood still and ate 
The !Joy's abandoned hat. 

--------~.---------

Not Enough Religion. 
A good thing is related as having occurred 

in a barber-shop in a certain town in this 
country recently, on the occasion of a too-too 
wedding. 

"Well," said the barber to the usual crowd 
of loungers about sucli a place, "I guess the 
monkey show will come off this evening." 

"What kind of a show is that?" inquired a 
stranger in the chair. 

"Oh, there's to be a wedding in town," re
plied the barber. 

"Who is to be married?" 
"Well, some traveling man out West is go

ing to marry old Mrs. Hornswoggle's daughter. 
They would hav been married a year ago, if 
it had not been for the old woman." 

"What was wrong with her?" 
"Oh, she's a regular old tom-cat with gog

gles on. She's too pious to blow her nose, 
and the fellow is an out-and-out Infidel." 

"And how hav they fi:x:ed it, that the mar
ringe is to take place now?" 

"Well, he's worth about forty thousand 
dollars, and she hadn't enough religion to 
buck against that. But it's lucky for him that 
he livs a good way from the old woman." 

The stranger was shaved, and as the barber 
was brushing his coat, he inquired: 

"I say, mister, do you liv in this neighbor
hood?" 

"No," replied the stranger, ''I'm from the 
West. I'm the fellow that is to be manied 
thi~ evening!"-Chicago Grip. 

Toning Up a Bean Dinner. 
A few days ago a minister on one of the 

Western roads st1t down to dinner at a station 
restaurant, and bending over his plate mur
mured a silent grace. 

"Always do that?" inquired a rough-look
ing specimen who sat beside him. 

"Yes, my friend," replied the dominie; "I 
never miss returning thanks to the giver of 
all mercies. You don't know how much good 
it does." 

"Does it do the grub any good"!" asked the 
stranger, becoming interested. "If it was go
ing to do any good at all, I should want it to 
commence with the grub!" 

"It certainly does!" returned the parson, 
earnestly, hoping to make a convert. 

"Think that piece of boot-leg has been 
benefited?" and he pointed at the dominie's 
dish. 

"I think so," said the preacher, sincerely; 
"I think there is no doubt about it." 

"And it is a thing that you can make work 
right straight along, or is there a limit to the 
game?" 

"it nev&" fails," persisted the minister, 
w:bo lu!.d ali. &speeie.lly nioe stee.k befon him. 
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"Then!" exclaimed the stranger, grasping 
the parson's plate and substituting his own 
dish of doughnuts and beans, "you pray this 
business of mine up to a square meal while I 
get away with the grub already sanctified! 
Go it, stranger! Don't leave off a lick on my 
account, and if you make the rifile you can 
bet your eternal fortune is made right on the 
line of this road! Any man what can tone a 
bean dinner up to a satisfying meal can't go 
broke in this country, not while the raw ma
terial holds out, and my mouth is in order!" 

But the parson finished the beans and 
doughnuts in silence, and the stranger 
wrapped up the "sanctified grub " with the 
further suggestion that if the dominie missed 
his grip on that plate there were penty more 
beans in the cellar for him to practice on un
til he struck the combination.-Drake's Maga
zine. 
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cu~~~1t'!~~~Dt~~~!~~'r~!r:',!eg!~r!!rtJ~~~ 
Watto. 25 aents. 

Natural Reason vs. Divine ReTelatlon; 
An appeal for Freethousht. BJ" J1111an." !ll ceata. 

On the Philosophical (Jlas•Uleat!on ot 
National Institutions: A leeture bJF. w. J.(ew· 
man 25 cent•. 

Beasoninlr Crom 'Facts; A method of everr· 
C:ay !ogle. BJ. G. J. Holyoake. 73 centll. 

secularfsJD In Its Varlouo RelaUonl. Br Chill. 
Watts. 25 ceutll .. 

secnlarlsm the 'I' rue PhllosopJt.y of" Life; 
An expusltlon and a defenao. Br G. W .Foote. :10 ceatll. 

w~~~:t~n.Je:~r 1~y0~f..:."r.:.U.~~- B~:n~. and 
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ThouK"hts on Thel8m; Wlthsntfleatlonatoward 

:J'.f~~r~~:J~'\!~!'" J£,J;t;:1~::';Fol'..~~~t ,:gg:f! actence 
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What does Xlau Thei•m Teach!' A two 
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9}tm# of g{ltought. 
ALWAY!! bearJnnlind.that you hav but ;i'oUrselvs 

and eacb other to depend upon, and that you ean
not expect aid rrom supernatural sources, and that 
·ou hm· no friend above the clouds who will come to 

your aid when you fail to help yourselvs.-D. M. 
Bcmzclt. 

ADDI~U~ found that Wille broke the spell Which lay 
on his fine Intellect, and was thererore too easily 
seduced into convh·ial excess. Sueh excess was in 
hat a10e regarded, even by grave men, as the most 
•eulal or all plccadllloes, and was so tar !rom being 

a mark of ill-breeding that it was almost oseontlal to 
he character or a line gentlomuu. But the smallest 

speck Is seen on a white ground; and almost all the 
blograplrers or Addison hav said something about 
this falling. 0! any Other Statesman or writer Of 
Queen Anne's reign, we should no more think or 
aylug that he took too much wine. than that he wore 

a long wig and a sword.-Macaulay. (In the end or 
last century things had got to such a pitch that the 
keenest observers In Scotland did not hesitate to rep
resent a" burning and a shining light," as bringing 

the railings of drunkennei!S before the Lord as an 
apology !or a greater sill. These arc StJUeamlsh 
times, but It Is not safe or seemly to forget that the 
poet merely set down what lle saw around him In 
tally lifo. "Thcso things wero wrltton for our in
truction."-Jiylax.] 

0 LouD! yestre~..t"l..l, thuu kons, wi' 1\feg
'fhy vardou I slnceroly beg, 
Oil, may't ne'er be a living plague 

'l'o zny dishonor, 
And I'll ne'er lift a lawless leg 

· Again uvon her. 

Besides I farther more allow, 
WI' Lizzie's lass, three times I trow; 
But Lordi tftat Friday Iwasfon[drunk] 

. 
SoME of the Asiatics are -nolV cooking their meals 

on Yankee stoves. This Is pi·ererable to the old st)'l!l 
or serving up Yankees on Asiatic stoves. • 

A D.\ILY chickctl train has boeu started· on tho 
Pennsylvania llallroad. They hav a l•nssenger 
cochln the rear and a locomotlv to pullet. 

SonrE people are so literal! When Fenderson was 
asked what were the most conspicuous features at 
last night's entertainment, he laconically replied: 
o The noses." 

MARK TWAIN, lecturing on the Fiji Islanders, 
alTered to show how tho cannibals ate their food, If 
any lady would lend him a b&by. The lecture had 
to go unlllustrated. 

"DoN'T you think," said a husband, mildly rebuk
Ing his wife, " tlrat women are possessed by the 
devil?.. ''Yea," was the quick reply, "as soon as 
they are married." 

NoTHING annoys the manager· or a church rest! val 
more than to hav one visitor say in a rather loud tone 
to another: "Hav they e\·or tried plating war-ships 
with this sort or sandwiches?" 

"WHAT kind or a picture would you prefer, miss?'' 
inquired a photographer or a young lady customer. 
"'Voll, .. was the reply," take me with a.n expression 
as If I were writing a poem on love." 

Ax Ohio minister is charged with opening a prayer 
at a l\Iouday evening class meeting in this fashion: 
"0 Lord, thou has seen in the niorul.ng papers how 
the i:iabbath was desecrated yester·day." 

IT is a law among certaJn tribes or Indians that a 
widow must remain four years before remarrying. 
It !s unnecessary to state that a woman of those na
tions Is very c&rc!ul of a husband While she has _one 
In the house. 

When I came near her, 
Or else, thou kens, thy servant true 

Wad ue'er hae steered her. 
-Burns's Holy !Villi•. 

'l'HE language In which Jesns taught, I! he taught 
at all, has not b•en preserved to us. Who recorded 
his actual words, I! any real record ever existed, ia 
all matter or guess. Who translated tho words of 
Jesus into the Greek no one knows. In the compn.ss 
or foul" small pamphlets, attributed to four persons, 
or whom nothing whatever can be ascertained, we 
hav \Vhat are, by the orthodox, SUJI!JOsed to be the 
words In which Jesus actually taught. What did 
Jesus teach? :i\Iauly, s&Jr-reliant resistance of wrong 
and vractice of right? No; the key-stone or his 
wlwlu touching tnay be found in the text, "Blessed 
tro the voor In spirit, for theirs Is the kingliom of 
hoavou." Is poverty or spirit a virtue at all? Sure
y not. Manliness o! Sj>lrlt, honesty O! SjJirlt, fulness 

Of right purpose, these are Virtues; but J!OYerty or 

BJORNSTJERNE BJORNSON, the novelist, narrowly 
escaped having a middle name. His parents In
tended to call him Bjorustjerne Bjojorjsjnjtjonjrust
jse Bjornson; but the good pastor got the names all 
mixed at the christening. 

A CHICAGO lady once applied to a learned judge for 
a divorce. "What Is the name or the husband?" in· 
quired the learned judge. "I hav no husband yet; 
but inasmuch as I contemplate matrimony, I reel 
that I should be prepared for the worst." · 

AT a churoh entertainment in a small town In 
Massachusetts, a choir or fifty young ladles sang : 
"What will the harvest be?" As most of the mar
riageable young men or the place hav gone West to 
grow up with the-country,ltlsnot believed there will 
be any "harvest." 

11irit i~·iine.--Bradlauglt's Hrlwl did J~ws Teach? 

'YHILE we llav been Beekiug ilnaglnary paradises, 
wo hav !Jeou blind to the ouo that Is all a!Jout us. 
\notller "Idol" that must be destroyed Is Jesus, for 
vlllle tile shadow or supernaturalism Is vermltted, 
n any way, to !all uvon his manhood [i.;',, uvun the 
uct of llis being u. nwn-a man anti." nuthingznore.,J 

any relation for good bet'l\"een us and him Is de-

IF Inventors and scientists assert that the wasted 
energy or Niagra Falls and of the swell of the ocean 
can be utilized and transmitted to run all the ma
chinery of all the factories In the world, why cannot 
a kind of harness be made to fit the lower jaw of a 
lJnrber?-Tt>:ras S1jtings 

troyed. Iustcri'd uf l.Jelug Un hisviru.Uon he l.Jccomes 
u. bm\·ildern1ent; in placo uf an exutnple of truth, 
ove, and courage, he becmnes an idol before which 
men~ Ignorantly and stup~;'phlp.-George 
Ch«mt'Y· ~ 

I SEE no proof or a personal God, who sits aloft and 
makes butterflies and counts hairs ami conjures up 
squalls to upset the boats of Sabbath-breakers. I see 
an ever-actlv force In nature, and all things are sub
ject to law.-R. C'. Adams. 

liiATTHEW xvil, 27. 'fhe story or Jesus command
Ing Peter to catch a fish In whose mouth he should 
find the tri!Jnte money, hll!l a most pRgan and un
worthy charaoter about It, harmonizes admirably 
with the peculiar narratlvs which abound In the 
apocryJJllal gospels, and is Ignored by all the other 
ovangelists.-Greu's Creed of Clo·i~tenclom. 

WHAT man is there of you who, If his son shall 
ask him for a loaf, \Till glv him a stone; or, If he 
shall ask for a fish, will glv him a serpent?
ltfattltew vii, 9 (R. V.J. 

AccoRmNo to Lucretius (95-51 B.c., probably) the 
universe, of which zna.n is a part, was a systen1 of 
things which had been generated by natural forces. 
Gotls there might bo,somewhere In srmce, created by 
nature also, but not gods who troubled themselvs 
about man. All things proceeded from eternity in 
one unchan,1lng sequence of cause and etrect, and 
man had but to understand nature and follow her 
directions to create his own prosperity ami hie own 
happiness, undisturbed by roar of supernatural 
!lOWer. H the suiierlngs and enjoyments or this 
world were distributed by a superintending provi
dence, It was a prov!deuoe which ehowecl no regard 
ror moral worth or worthlessness. The good were 
orten miserable, tho wieked fiourlshed, and a power 
so careless of justice, even I! it existed, did not tie
serve to be reverenced. But it exlstod only in the 
brain of man. Evils, or what weru called evils, were· 
a necessary 11art of an imperfect existence. But evil 
was divested of hal! its vower to hurt when Its origin 
was known. and the 1noro carefully the laws of natul'o 
wero studied, th•) 1uoro successruily eould Juan con
tond against lt.~FrotuM's Sdence and 1'/u:(Jlogy. 

'£HE l'Ul>Ula.r beliof ln a llay-of-j udgnwnt lJOl'trayM 
Gorl on tile throne as a Ylndlctlv dcejlot, his wrath 
[what a word to appl)" to the lnllnlt maker and ruler 
of the universe If there !Je one] J!lacatetllJy tho IJl<JOd 
or Innocent ,·ictlms, even by the foul murder or ills 
Uest·beluvcd son; and Christ himself judg-ing souls 
by arbitrary technical tests that do not touch charac
ter or(ll'Rtlny. IJunctilious ritualiszn, a creed t:~hiiJ
lJnleth, or tho znomentury onthusiaSnl o.t: n. dcu.tll· 
bed conversion, is a.eceptod as the substitue for a 
well-spent life. The pious heathen or the saintly 
heretic is rejected; willie many a stained character 
Is elected into blisa. Not by personal purity, !Jut !Jy 
Christ's payment or our penalty, !his unnatural 
)udgment hull glvs the passport to giory.-Rush R. 
8/tiJ'pen's Judgment-days. 

"'YELL, .. remarkea a young }:I.D .• just fron1 college, 
"I suppose the next thing will be to hunt a good lo
cation, and then wait for something to do, !Ike 
'Patience on a n1onumont.'.. "Yes;• sn.tll a l)Jl
stamler, "and It won't be long after you do !Jeglu 
!Jefore the monuments will be on the jlatients." 

AN Indiana avenue lady dropped in on one of her 
neighbors for an afternoon call. 

"How Is your daughter?" she inquired. 
"SplendilL She has just got back from the State 

:Normal School, w11ere she ciphered clear through 
from ambition to chemical fractures, and then she 
took up pottery and jobbery, and says she can spec
ulate the Internal caculatlons." 

"WELL, Father Brown, how did you like the sermom 
yesterday'!" asked a young preacher. "Ye see. par
son," was the reply, "I havn't a. fair chance at them 
sermons of yours. rm an old man now, and hav to 
sit vretty well back by the stove, and there's old l\Ilsti 
Smlthle, Widder Tat!, 'n Ryland's daughters, 'n 
:Nabb Birt, 'n all the rest slttln' In front of me with 
their mouths wide open a swallerln' down all the 
besG or the sermon, and what gets down to me Is 
putty poor stulT, parson, putty poor stulT." 

A THEmiOlllETER was Observed In a State of Exces
slv Agitation. "Why, my friend," inquired the 
Elght-d.ay Clock,"" why are you so Perturbed?" "Be
cause," replied the Thermometer, "I apprehend 
that I am no Longer Capable of Performing my 
Functions. At tire present l\Ioment I am Reglstoring 
forty degrees above Zero, when I should be Several 
degrees Below.•• "Oh, no, I guess Not,•• said the 
Eight-day Clock. "Yes, I am Confident of It," per
sisted the 'l'hermometer, "for from my Position in 
tile Window I just Overheard a policeman Decline a 
Drink, and It must be a Cold Day When such a Phe 
nomenon Occurs."-Denver Tribune. 

HEl\E is an account or a <!roll incident related to 
me a day or two since that has never been In print: 
An old lady who had purchased a new bonnet re
coived It on Saturday. Not long after she was missed, 
and Iter a!Jscnce was so protracted that tile family 
becanlO cuncernccl about her and instituted a search. 
Arter looking thu lJremlses all over her daughter 
rounrl her In the cham!Jer sitting <JUietly with tho 
new lJunnet on. '!'he daughter exclaimed: "'Yhy, 
Illother, what arc you doing here 'I'' "Go u)ong 
Llown," the old huly rci,lletli "I urn only getting 
used to this thing so that I shall not !Je tltlnklng 
alJout it n1l tho time in church to-morrow." 

' 'Do you seo that old znan near the rrog 110lld on 
the C01nznou ·? 

Jl 'rhirty .. two years ago that old znu.n eame to Boston 
with one suspender and u. sore toe. He also had a 
basket of apJ!les \Vltich a farmer in Lexington llad 
giVen to him. lie pedlile<i the apples on Washington 
street and uette<l eighteen cents the first day. How 
znuell do you IU!JiJOf1e he's wot'th now·~·· 

"'Oh, a znillion and a half," said ono. 
"'.l'wo mllUons," cried anolheL·. 
"Six millions three hundred thousand," was the 

estimate of a third. 
"I glv it np," remarked No.4. "How much Is he 

worth?" 
"Not an infernal cent, and he etlll owes !or the 

basket," 

. ~NSWERS TO i . ''VICTORIA~' 

Christian Ques_tions MAGN-ETIC. APPLl!IGES 
AND 

Ar·guments. 
i 

BY D. M. BENNET'f. 

Price, T \\'tmty ·five C:::cntl'. 
Addreee, THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

21 Clinton p,,.ce. New Yorlr. 

Admirers of Walt Whitman 
Will each want hie !net work. Juet out. 

SPECIMEN DAYS AND COLLECT. 
Including 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY, HOSPlTAL SKETCHES DEMO· 
. CRATIC VISTAS, ETC, 

Three hundretland seventy-four pages of hearty, wro:e 
eome proee and poetry, never before publlehed. WI!! be 
sent on receipt of ,2. .A'ddreee, 

. THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Moral Education; Its Laws and 
Methods. 

By DR. J. R. BUCHANAN, Preeldent of the American 
Unlverelty, Bo•ton. 

400 pp. Cloth, ,1.50. Addreee, TnE TRUTll SEEKER. 
" It will do a great work towards emancipating the race 

~~::\t';'"f,o(J'~ &~IJF.rtt~\I~:'J.~dN~~!~.Ing up a higher hu-
·•It contalne.more and higher wl,dom on the eubject of 

which it treats than all t.he other booko ever written on 
education •· (Rev. B. F. Barrett, of Pa ), 

THE PEOPLE'S READER. 
A sketch of man•e phyelcal, polltlcal mental, und 

eoelal development In puet, preeent and future. 
Price 25 cente. For eale at this ollice. 

C:::orrespondencc Solicited. 
A gentleman of 30 would liKe to correspond with a 

Liberal lady uneler 25. A working-girl pr"ferreCI. Ob· 
ject, matrimony. Addrese C. F. SMll'H, 

lt:i Box :185. B!dl•, Neb, 

'C:::OKRESPO.i!DENC:::t;. 
A man of Liberal vie we, under S5, wlsb,es to correspond 

with al,.qy or like vie we; muet not be uwr 30, and with 
some means, and fair educt~-twn. 

Address, .M. REI£VES, 
New Br!dgo. Union Co., 

2t4 Oregon. 

C:::orrespondcncc Soliciled. 
A young man of 29 wleheo to correspJn<l 'lflth a young 

lady, with a View to matr.mony; one willing to come to" 
new country and help him build up a home. 

Addrese JNO. SIMONS, 
Utica, Me•gher Co., 

4lS Montana. 

Housekeeper Wanted. 
·One who Ia capable of managing 11 small fam!ly can hear 

of a good el natiOn by addreeelng WM. ALLEN, 
2tJ l<'entJu, .\!lch, 

WANTED 

A eltuatlon In a grocery etore, "" clerk or manager, by a 

man who le thoroughly familiar with the buelaeee, and 

competent,to toke charge, If neceesary. Muet be In some 

healthy town; Inland In the Weetern Statee preferred. 

Wonld Ilk!) to locate In eome growing place where em 

~l,yment could be obtained for my two eone, aged rePpec-

t! vly 22 and 19 yeare-etrong, lnduetrloue, Intelligent boye; 

and !or my two oldeet d!IUI:htere. For reference ae to 

character l can refer to Benj>mln C. Sweet, Hamilton, 

R.I., or to the H~mllton Web Go., of the eame place, 

where we hav been k~own and employed for the paet ten 

yeare. Addreee 
ABRAHAM FIRTH, SR., 

Hamilton, Waehlngton Co., 

Rhode Island. 

$5 tO $20 per day at home. Samples worth $5!ree. 
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Me. 

THE 

COLLEGE OF THERAPEUTICS, 
Boston, l~li:.HSS, 

(Medical Department of the American 
University), 

begine lte spring seeeton on the 2d of April, 1883. .!<'or 
;~Jormatlon adclreee the :8~~·J~~r,tBUCHANAN, Booton. 

THB 

BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES 
OF 

The Pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh. 
D. 1!1. Bennett, Scribe. 

ALSO 

l'HE &l'IBTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO THll 
TRUTH SEEKERS. 

l!'rtY/11 VolUmtll.of".A. 7RU7H8BBKBR.A.ROUNJJ 7HB 
. WORLD." 

D.lll. BJDINETT, 
Price lt.OO X Ollolloo ~'taM. New Yodr 

~~&1~~~~~~•~0~I~]~!~~~ble 
ferences given. Bend etamp for Oircul 

&.'act;:.'"'' ""liZJ'.w.':t" c<fiZ~~s1• 
ISmithville. .Jellerson Oo •• H. y, 

putob 

FOR THE TREATMENT OF ACUTB'AND CHRONIC 
DISEASJ~ ll'EJ5fb~'i.u#i~~Hxb~~c~.ISTORY 

bef-ie~~v t~:P{i~g'~~M1e~l"J~'k-F'fca.\i!~flifl~~c:n1~ 
Its other old predeceeeore. We deelre to be b'rlef, and feel 
thot thle Information le demanded at thle time, aa..lt haa 
l>een asked over and over again, 

At thle point oll comP•rleune end hand contrllllt beglno. 
The old garmente wore slow In t elr action. Tjle VIC-

TORIA le quick and sure. ' 
The old garmente llcked the r,ower to glv more ·tban 

. tempo·ary relief, while the VICTORIA penetrates the 
syetem, and permanently cures the trouble for Which It Is 
recommended. . 

The olrl appliances DID NOT HOLD THEIR liAGNBTIO CUR· 
KENTS ovER TUJKTY DAYs. The VICTORIA, h.owever, Ia 
constructed on scten' it\c principles, beina penhanent 1,R 
force Uy the aid of its ""ARM.Al'URES," '"VoLTAlO PILES 
and u CONDUCTORS." · ~· . 

etf:,~;~~~ ~~'lt~\~e"J'~~a~g~•;,:~~ts~gl~:~~.:'~r'M~WI"i 
goes on ita wa}, winning golden OJtinioos from a 
sorte of people. 

Tboee who use theee reliable and eclentlllc goode can 
verify this f;ct, wherein Ilea the greateet danger th~t 
11 HYPOCRISY lS THE l'RIBUTE VICE PAYS TO VIRTUI.'' ••bu. 
TATIO~ IS TllE CONCESSION FAILURE MAKES TO SVQOBS.S." 

NO INVALIDS NEED DESPAI~. 

fiCTORIA HAS NO E(\1JAf.!. 
Send for circulars and prlce.Uats to 

Dr. Tl•arer, · ··, ~, 
455 Fulton Street, Bro<>klyn, N.Y.' 

Please 'lVJ'ite us a history of VfJUr case and we 'Will giV iou 
fnl/ in/Dl'mation. 

Don't waete time and money with vile paten~ medlcln, 
which kills more than It curee. 13t2 

80 Court st.Brooklyn 
THE 

WI L S 0 N I A," 
TWO YEARS AGO 

WILLIAM WILSO-N, 

THE INVENTOR OF 

WILSONIA, 
AN ENGLISH SCIENTIST, MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, 

LECTURER ON ELECTRICAL THERAPEUTICS, 
AUTHOR OF THE "TRIAL OF MEDICIN," 

THE "LANGUAGE OF DISEASE," 
".MEDICAL FALLACIES," ETC., 

Introduced to the. People ot" the United 
States His 

MAGN"1TIC GARMENTS 
]'or the cure of Dleease without Medicine or Medica 
1'reatment. The Statement made by him at that time 
that hie Magnetic Clothln!Z, If worn for any form of Die
eusq (and ao advleed), would cure ninety per cent of the 
so•called Incurables, has been verified, he hav 
log Clothed and Cured Thoueande of Pereone of ·au 'Forme 
of Dleease. Po'itlve proof of thle hae appeared In alP.the 
leading Newepapere by Teetlmony of many of onr moe 
Prominent and Wealthy Cltlzene, who, having been 
Cured by the 

Garments 
After all other Treatment had failed, were pleased to 
aeelst the Inventor In giving confidence to the Snlferlng 
Invalid a or America by allowing him to uae their well· 
known and reepected N amee ae Reference; and It le now 
admitted by many moat highly aC!!ompllshed Sclentlete 
and Phys'cle.o.s that the Sucoees and Curee attending the 
Introduction of "Wlleonla" Magnetic Cloth'ng has been 
unprecedented In the h1Etory or Electrical Therape!ltlce. 
In the face of euch Poelttve Proof ae given by ne no pereon 
can doubt •he value of thleinventlon In alloasee. 

Therefore why continue the Suicidal System of taking 
Drugs 

SEND $1.50 FOR A PAIR OF 
"Wilson in" ltlagnctic Insole&. 

Sure Preventive of Cold Feet-the Forerunner of AI 
Kinde of Dleease. 

Con ultat!on Free. 

Send for !'am ph let and Information to the oniy Omce 
where the Inventor can be eeen. 

Address all Communications to 

DAVID J. COTTEP, 
80 COURT STREET. BROOKLYN 

DR. FELLOWS, 
Vineland. New Jersey, 

~t:r.1~~~.~1~Ea!~dh~~dp~~~N~ ~~~~~~~~0~~~·~<;;::. a~g 
forme of I•rtVt\te. ("bronte, and l"exnal Dis• 
enses. NJ>crmntorrhea and· lni)JOtency, 
as the rmult of self ~buse in youth, s.exual exceoses in 

~~t~~~frn~T~' 8~~e~t~:e~~~~~~·n:~~ ~~~~~Ji:.~~?og! 
(night eml•efons by dream e), Dlmnese nf Sight, De ecttv 
Memory, Ph~elcul Decay, Ptmplee on F•ce. Averelon to 
society Lf ] emales, Confuelon of Ideae, Loee of Sexual 
P·>Wo.r etc., ronderlog marrlnge Improper or unhappayi 
nrc thorrmrl11y ang per.manently cureo by an Extern 
A))J)Iicntio.n 111 tron1 30 to 90 days. 

l!IIJ)J)LE·AGI!D ANn OLD ltlEN. 
Tbere Ml'e m•ny nt tb~ age of thirty to elxty whoaro 

troubled wl•h too frequent evacuation of the bladder, 

~{;~~ :;~o~~~~~~~fn: ·~~g~~e"~;;:~::f y~ baur~~ln:~'i~ 
patient cannot account for. On examining t.he urinary 
depostts a ropy or cotton-Uke sedlment, or sometime& 
Bmall partlclee of albumen, will appe or. or the color 111111 
be of a thin or mllkleh hu~ again changing to a dark and 
torpid appearance, which plafnly showe tl:Iat the eemeli 
pae•e• oli with the urine. There are many men who.:,:.~ 

~fxt~1:a?l~:i\'~a"i ~h0b~t';g0~b~~~ ~u~~e~{;,,ir~11Yn all 
surh cases, and a healthy restoration of the organs. 

r>r Coneultatlon bY letter free and Invited. Chargee 
reaeonable, and correepondence etrlctly conll~entlal. 

PRIVATE ()01JNSELOR. 

c~:.'it s~:::i :~.d£:e":tt~:~';.elSp~~~~t,~~he~wgr l!'~li:i 
Weakneee. glv~ng I' e cauee, eymptome, horrible etrectB and 
cure, followed by etrong teetlm-Jnla!B, headed by an afD• 
davit ae to their genulnnees Should be read by all 

d!.!" lic~i~:l!~~~troe-&~~~:Ji~V:A!·N!~ 
.r ersey, Be sure and state In what paper :vou 111\W tbll. 
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Jllo Its . and Jiltws off the frtth. heaven is yours." This, of course, suggests 
tho theory that the murderer on the scaffold 
may, in good faith, after absolution, declare 
himself "innocent as the child un'\)orn." The 
definition of murder in the manual points in 
the same direction. It descl'ibes murder as 
"unjustly taking a way another's life" -not, be 
it observed, unlawfully-and a foot note on 
this adds: "It is not a sin to desire some tem
poral misfortune to another to make him 
cease to giv scandal, or be c-onverted, or not 
persecute the good." It is easy to see how 
readily in the mind of an excited peasant this 
definition and elucidation might be made to 
cover obnoxious landlords, agents, bailiffs, 
and even policemen and judges. 

said to be of a frank, affectionate disposition, 
and shows truly feminin delight in her clothes, 
jewelry, and ribbons. The showman exhibits 
her as "the missing link." 

==~---~=~==~=========== 

"WHAT's de reason, James, dat I doesn't 
·see yer at de church no moab?" asked Bang
·d'oodle. "Beclmse I wasn't dar, I reckon." 
... But why wasn't you dar?" " De fact is, 
parson, eber sence I stole dem turkeys outen 
your hen-coop I has lost all confidence in my
:self." 

MR. DAVID DUDLEY FIELD opposP.s any 
change in the Sunday provisions of the Penal 
Code, on the ground that no amendmAnt is 
necessary "if the Code be liberally construed 
by the courts." But the people hav no assur
ance that the code will be liberally construP.d 
by the courts, or that any two judges will 
agree in their interpretation of it. One judge 
may take a sensible and liberal view· of what 
the people of this metropolis should be al
lowed to do on Sunday, and another may 
think it ungodly and unlawful for florists to 
sell flowers to be used in churches or at fun
erals on that day. Judge AriJ.OuxJl.eld selling 
cigars on Sunday to be unlawful, because he 
did "not consider cigars a necessity," but the 
Supreme Court of Indiana recently decided 
that to smokers cigars are as much of a neces
sity as tea or coffee is to the drinkers of those 
articles. Perhaps the Indiana judges smoke 
and ex-Judge Arnoux does not. Mr. FieJd 
properly regards the Sunday barber a neces
sity, and cites his own expel'ience in support 
of his views, but a full-bearded orthodox 
judge may think and hold otherwise. The 
high-handed attempts to revive Sunday blue 
laws recently made forcibly illustrate the 
mischief that may be done by bigoted med
dlers in the na~ 6f the Code. Mr. Field ex
plains that "the whole cause of the trouble in 

THE State Treasurer of Alabama is $227,000 
short in his accounts. 

IF Adam had been out hoeing weeds in the 
:garden, as a good husband ought, on the day 
·of Eve's tete-a-tete with Satan, Madnm Eve 
would· hav done the great fall act alone, and 
mankind would bav gone down through suc
cessiv posterity a shining example of monu
mental virtue. 

CHURCH and state are in conflict at Fort 
:Smith, Ark. The mayor forbade all public 
:assemblages, on account of the prevalence of 
·scarlet fever. The Protestant Episcopal and 
Roman Catholic pastors disobediently opened 
their churches for the usual services, and 
were promptly arrested. 

THE legislature of Arizona is looking on its 
ehaplain as a costly luxury, and is asking what 
is the use of keeping him. It is probable that 
the chaplaincy will be abolished, in which 
<case the members of the legislature will lose 
pretty muc.h all the religious pl'ivileges they 
:are in the way of enjoying. 

A MAN in St. Louis be_came convinced that 
nis soul's salvation depended on abstaining 
from food for forty days, and he at once began 
the fast, but after five days of total abstinence 
from food and water the police ca1-ried him to 
a hospital, where sustenance was forced upon 
him. He declares that the responsibility is 
all transferred to his captors, who will be 
doomed to eternal torment in his stead. 

THE Methodist Episcopal pastor of Bir
mingham, Ala., published a card, in which he 
said: "My church is for white persons ex
clusivly, and coiored people are not invited or 
expected to attend." R_evival meetings were 
being held, and negroes were attending them 
in considerable numbers. The excuse for 
their exclusion was that their presence hin
dered the work among white sinners. The 
minister's course has been strongly con
demned, but the Atlanta Methodist .Advocate de
fends him, declaring that "the conferences 
in the South need at least twenty more like 
him." According to this, heaven is not for 
negroes, but only for whites. If the former 
were in the majority they would probably ex
clude the latt!Jr. It is a poor rule that won't 
work both ways. 

A woMAN went to a Michigan clergyman for 
adviee as to a business venture, and implicitly 
follo\yed the directions which he did not hesi· 
tate to giv. The result was disastrous. She 
now sues him for $4,500, that being the amount 

. of the damage whicb. his bad counsel caused. 
His defense is that, while•his profession made 
him an expert in spiritual affairs, the woman 
hacl no excuse for relying_ upon his judgn:ent 
in business matters. 

IT has long been the belief that portions of 
Greenland are regularly sinking. Some recent 
observations confirm this belief. Between 
latitude 60 degt·ees and 70 degrees buildings 
hav to be continually moved inland, or· they 
get below the level of the sea. On the other 
hand there are evidences that the land is ris
ing in Sweden and Norway. Buildings hnv to 
be continually removed so as to bring them 
down to the level of the sea. 

UNQUESTIONABLY the most unutterable don
key who has the honor to represent a consti
tuency in a sta-te legislature is the individual 
who was elected from Plymouth, Mass., to 
the lower house in Massachusetts. The Eng
lish sparrows hav driven away the song birds 
of the state, and a bill was introduced allow
ing their destruction. One absurd man thought 
it would prove detrimental to the morals of the 
small boys, but the Plymouth Rock man 
capped his stupidity by declaiming that the 
legislature might be going "against the B1ble. 
which tells us that not a sparrow falls without 
our .father's notice." If the Sunday Closing 
League of this city do not forthwith send a 
brass badge to the solemn Bay state law
maker, they will be judged by an indignant 
people to hav failed of the mission for which 
they were created. 

A YOUNG woman in Bradford county, Pa., 
went before a justice of tlie peace with the 
man of her choice and several witnesses, and 
made herself a wife, satisfactor"ly to herself, 
bif a simple prornis of fidelity, cltliming noth
ing from her spouse as a legal right, and in
sisted upon no ceremony. There were no 
vows given under the form of the law, and 
no pledges. The justice took no part in the 
marriage, but sat in the room only as a wit
ness. 

'fnE protestations of innocence made on 
the scatiold by some of the men recently con
victed of murder in Ireland on evidence 
which no reasonable man could for • moment 
gainsay, hav excited a good deal of attention 
in England, as some of the Irish agitators hav 
treated them as proof of innocence. The con
trover~y has caused the disinterment of a 
little religions mamml, entitled" What Every 
Christian Must Know and Do," widely sold in 
Ireland at the price of one cent, and bearing 
the late Cardinal Cullen's confirmation, which 
is believed by sor!le to throw some light on 
the matter. Whether it does or no, it offers 
Catholic theologians an opportunity of mak· 
ing an explanation of some kind. It says that 
when absolution-is given by the priest "your 
sins are forgiven, tho pains of hell taken 
away, and your soul made bright and beauti
ful like an angel of God, and the kingdom of 

THERE is now being exhibited at the Royal 
Aquarium in London a strange, hairy little 
creature named Krao. Kmo is described as 
a very bright looking, intelligent girl of about 
seven years of age. She 'Yas caught, accord
ing to the account given of her, in the forest 
near Laos, and brought to England by Mr. 
Carl Bock, a Norwegian, who, since the expe
ilition descl'ibed by him in "The Head Hunt
ers of Borneo," has been exploring Siam and 
and the wilder states to the N&rtheast. Hear
ing in various quarters of the existence of a 
race of hairy, tailed men, similar to a family 
kept at the Court of Mandalay, he offered a 
reward for the capture of a specimen. A man 
was caught, and with him the child now ex
hibited, and a woman of similar appearance 
then allowed herself to be taken. When the 
little one attempted to wander, the parents 
called her back with a plaintiv cry, "Kra-o," 
and tho call has been adopted as her name. 
The eyes of the child are large, dark, and lus
trous; the nose is flattened, the nostrils 
scarcely showing; the cheeks are fat and 
pouch-like, the lower lip only rather thicker 
than is usual in Europeans; but the chief pe
culiarity is the strong and abundant hair. 
On the head it is black, thick, and straight, 
and grows over the forehead down to the 
heavy eyebrows, and is continued in whisker. 
like locks down the cheeks. The rest of the 
face is covered with a fine, dark, downy hair, 
and the shoulders and arms hav a covering 
of hairs from an inch to an inch and a half 
long. There is, it is 11aid, a slight lengthen
ing of the lower vertebrm, suggestiv of a 
caudal protuberance, and there are points in 
the muscular conformation otherwise which 
will provoke discussion. Krao has already 
picked up a few words of English. She is 

EMPEROR WILLIAM of GPrmany is sick, and 
Prince Bismarck is suffering from neuralgia 
and swollen limbs. 

DISASTRous floods hav visited portions of 
Pennsylvania and Ohio, doing damage to the 
extent of some $3,000,000. 

A FIRE at Oshkosh, Wis., on the 1st, de· 
stroyed the ofUoe of the Times and other 
property valued at $10,000. 

THE pier of the Inman Steamship Company 
in this city was burnt on the 1st inst. The 
loss is estimated at $850,000. 

·JoHN KENNY, who was sentenced to impris
onment during life for murder, shot himself 
in the jail in Brooklyn last week. 

THE people of St. Lonis, Mo., were treated 
to a wrestling match last Sunday. Attempts 
were made to prevent its taking place on \hat 
day, but the police re ~used to interfert~· 

AN alarm of fire in a wool factory in Bom
bay, India, last week, caused a panic in which 
twenty-three women were crushed to death 
while struggling to escape. 

New York city arose from the stupidity of the 
police in the construction of the la:w." But 
the same trouble may al'ise at any time from 
the same cause so long as the Code remains 
unchanged.-Herald. 

THE revolutionary or republican party is 
triumphing in Ecundor. Esmeraldas, the 
leading port of the country, has been cap
tured, and a new government is to be formed. 

THE Rev. T. De Witt Talmage's attack upon 
the theatrical profession is bearing fruit in a 
way which he probably did not expect. It is 
well known and generally admitted, even by 
his admirers, that in personal appearance Mr. 
Talmage is not prepossessing above the aver
age. His features are large, his legs long and 
thin, and his head bald. His mouth, espe
cially, has been the subjeet of criticism. Ex
pansiv even in repose, when extended in a 
smile it becomes prodigious. As a contortion
ist he excels most preachers, and utilizes his 
hands and feet unsparingly for proposes of 
gesticulation. Actor Howson, of the New 
York Bijou Opera Company, has turned to 
account these peculial'ities of the Tabernacle 
preacher. Being something of an artist in the 
way of making up for the stage, he enlargen 
his nose with putty, extended his mouth with 
paint, donned a wig, decorated his face with 
wrinkles and side-whiskers, and with his 
clothes patterned after those worn by Tal
mage, and his speech accompanied with vari
ous gesticulatory contortions, the likeness to 
the preacher was striking. The city was also 
placarded with posters representing Talmage 
as the Sorcerer, holding a skull above his 
head. This worked all right in New York, but 
when the company went to Brooklyn and 
embellished tho dead walls of that city with 
cnl'icatures of its favorit pastor, the fl'iends 
and relativs of Talmage protested. The courts 
were appealed to, a warrant of arrest for libel 
was issued, an~he objectionable posters 
were withdrawn. An officer with the warrlfnt 
in his possession visited the theater ready to 
arrest Mr. Howson if he should appear in his 
Talmagian make-up. By the advice of the 
stage manager; however, the actor concluded 
to forego his wig, nasal enlargement, and ex
tended mouth, and the play was allowed to 
proceed. The suppression of Mr. Howson is 
said to hav been instigated more out of respect 
to the feelings of Talmage's family, who are 
very sen11itiv on the subject, than from any 
regard for the preacher. himself, who seems 
rather to enjoy the ~otol'iety, and wrote to the 
Puck artist who drew the bill-board cal'icB
ture, complimenting him on having caught the 
expression of his (Talmage's) face better than 
the majority of photographers. Mr. Howson 
does not think that he has offenden nrminst 
the law, but in deference to public opinion in 
Brooklyn, he has consented to adopt a differ
ent make-up. 

LrnnY RAIBLE, a student at the State Nor
mal Sch()ol in Edinburgh, Pa., is under arrest 
for the m1mler of hPr illegitimate child, the 
remains of which were found in a field, partly 
burnt. 

THE coining of n new five-co •t 1)ieee WIIB 

begun in the Philadelphia mint on the 1st. 
The new piece is of the same sizo as the old, 
and of different design. The coining of the 
old piece has been stopped. 

WHILE supel'intending preparations for a 
theatrical entertainment, the Rev. W. S. 
Thomas, vicar of Hake, Somersetshire, Eng
land, was suddenly stl'icken \dth heart dis
ease and died in a few minutes. 

MoRE than a thousand lives were lost dur
ing the month of January by railway acci
dents, wrecks at sea, fires, antl floods. In the 
way of disasters on lanrl nnd sen, it was t.he 
most remarkable month of which record has 
been made. 

A sEmous outbrAuk has occurred among the 
mountnin~crB of Rnjpootna, India. They are 
in open revolt against the rajah, who is tribu· 
tary to Great Britain. Tho governor of Bom
bay has been obliged to place renewed mili
tary force on the frontier. 

TnE coroner's jury investigating the New
hall House disaster hav found the propl'ietor 
guilty of culpable negligence in not employ
ing a sufficient number of watchmen to guard 
against fire, and to awaken the inmates in 
time to save all the lives possible. 

WE regret to hear that previous to leaving 
the South Mr. Charles Watts was robbed of 
$1,000. We hope Liberal societies will giv 
this gentleman plenty of lecturing engage
ments, so that he may regain some of his 
great and unfortunate loss before he returns 
to England. 

THE Moffat building, at 335 Broadway, for
merly containing the office of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, was the scene of a destructiv fire and 
many narrow escapes from death on the 30th 
ult. The damage to the building amounts to 
$20,000, and individual losses foot up to about 
the same sum. No lives were lost. 

A TELEGRAPHIC dispatch dated London, Feb. 
2d, contains the following information: "Geo. 
W. Foote, editor; Willilmt J. Ramsey, propri
etor, and Mr. Kemp, printer, of the F'ree
thinlrer, appeared at the Mansion Honse to-day 
to answer the charge of blaRphemous libel. 
They were remanded preparatory to commi~ 
tal for trial." 
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:pAJ~E' S NATAL DAY. 
Celebrating the Anniversary of the 

Author-Hero's Birth. 

APPROPRIATE CEREMONIES 

!n New-York, Philadelphia, and Other 
Places. 

trhe 146th anniversary of the birth of Thomas 
·Paine was celebrated generally on the 29th ult. bj' 
the Liberals throughout the country. In this ·city 
commemorativ services were held at the German 
Masonic Tempie, on Fifteenth street. All the seats 
in the hall were occupied, and many were compelled 
to remain standing. Mr. E. W. Chamberlin opened 
the meeting by nominating to the chair, Mr. Wilson 
McDonald, the sculptor, whom he referred to as a 
man more widely know through his chisel than his 
pen. In the absence, through death, of D. n.f. Ben
nett, Mr. Chamberlin knew of no man to whom 
Liberals could look with more confidence for some 
one to preside at our Paine celebrations than to Mr. 
McDonald. Years ago Mr. McDonald was activ in 
the cause, but of late he had been less knowu to Lib
erals. The necessities of.the case however seemed to 
hav called him into renewed life. 

On taking the chair amid considerable applause, 
Mr. McDonald spoke as follows: · 

We meet to call to mind and to celebrate the 146th annifer
sary of the birth of Thomas Paine, the patriot, philosopher, and 
reformer. 

Thirty years ago the celebration of this event would hav 
been fraught with danger to one's business and even life, in 
those localities where ignorance and fatnaticism prevailed. 
Nearly all the older Freethinkers can look back to those days 
when they had to meet, almost single-handed and alone; the 
fierce assaults of the pulpit and the bitterness ltnd brutality 
of religious sectarianism. This age owes much to those sturdy 
old rationalists who a half century ago defended and main
tained the platform of Liberal principles and Freethought. 
'l'he present state of Liberal opinion, therefore, is a source of 
intense gratification to the old reformers, and they enjoy in
tenseli this reward of their heroic fortitude .. 

Thomas Paine was entirely great among the great men with 
whom he was associated during the American conflict. This 
was acknowledged than by all men. He was the peerless
the illustrious Infidel of them all; but when he expressed his 
sentiments through the "Age of Reason" the church let loose 
upon him the furies, malice, hate, and slander. They dragged 
him from the lofty bight upon which his patriotism, his 
honesty, and his genius had placed him. Ihs great services 
were forgotten and the name of Paine became, with the re
ligious forces of the Revolution, synonymous with dishonesty, 
villainy, and what sectarians call blasphemy. And every year 
since the publication of the "Age of Reason" the religionists 
and religious press hav kept up a constant fire upon the 
fame of the great patroit .. In vain hav their own doctrine 
been cited to them in defense of Paine's life. In vain hav 
they been referred to that passage in the Testament which 
says, "Pray for those which despitefully use you and perse
cute you;" they refused to practice their own doctrin. The 
falsehoods thundered from the pulpit against Paine hav bsen 
answered and refuted over and over and again, and yet every 
light-brained, pin-feathered graduate of our theolo~ical col
leges, as soon as he gets rid of the shell of the egg m which 
he was incubated, trims his spurs and arranges his feathers 
for a flutter at what he is pleased to call the "life of Tom 
Paine." These people never hav and never can answer the 
plain reasoning and just conclu1ions of Paine. He soared far 
beyond them. In vain hav the owls and batl!l of the ohurch 
tried to pluck a feather from the eagle of his genius. 

The church has not and cannot recover from the vigorous 
blows which Paine in1licted upon it through the "Age of Rea
son." Their answers and arguments are only personal abuse; 
their pamphlets, books, and sermons are forgotten. 

Paine's life, principles, and service rest upon the inexorable 
logic of facts. His memory and fame hav withstood the howl 
and cry of Chr~stian mobs for nearly a hundred years! The 
curse of Rome has been launched against him and the Prot
estants hav assigned him to the lowest pit in the fabled 
hades. But how futil all these volumes of abuse hav been I 
For from out of the murky clouds and pestilential fogs with 

·which these unfair Christian men hav surrounded the memory 
of Paine, there rises a great white column of fame. It rests 
upon the solid rock of truth; the sunlight of justice gilds its 
hsad, and millions of freemen who hav denied the divine right 
of kings and repudiated tke religious dogmas of the past 
look upon it with feelings of gratitude and admiration. 

According to Washington and Jefferson, Thomas Paine did 
more than •ny one man to establiiih the independence of 
America. While there may be honest differences of opinion 
upon this estimate of Paine's character and services, there can 
be no doubt that he was the foremost political writer of his 
day, and that in his "Rights of Man" and "CommonSense" can 
be found nearly all the great principles which underlie our 
present form of government; and it is undoubtellly true that 
Paine and Jefferson furnished the warp and woof out of which 
the Declaration of Independence was woven. 

One hundred years ago England was not the place for such 
a great, free, outspoken democratic republican as Paine. 
~~ wa~ more than a century in advance of his age; his po
litwalldeas were not tolerated by the tories and bigots of his 
time. His struggle in England was a severe one-the fates 
seemed to be against him. 

He had already decided, when in London, during the year 
1774 .to emigrate to America and participate in the coming 
cm;:thct. In London he .met Dr. Franklin. Franklin urged 
Pame to proceed to Amenca, and gave him lettexs to Benjamin 
~ush .and oth~r _distinguished men of the day. Paine landed 
~n Ph1la.delp~1a m the latter part of the year 1774. He took 
m the Bltuatwn at once and ardently joined bhe commence
ment of that rev?lution. which was to emancipate a hemi
spher.e and estabhsh the mdependence of the United States of 
Amen ca. 

It is claimed that he first wrote the name which our country 
bears. 

During the latter part of the year 1774 and the eariy part 
of 1775 the ne": Parliament was divided upon the policy to be 
pursued regarding the American colonies. Lord Chatham and 
his friends were in favor of the American ~ubjeyts, while 

Lord Worth and his followers opposed them-the king's 
speech was unfavorable to the colonies. The British troops 
were constantly perpetrating acts of· tyranny i:!J. the colonies, 
and though the people were goaded to open resistance in 
many of the ·states, no one thought of asking for anything 
more than a redress of ln'ievances. :Many states sent humble 
petitions to the Englisii king, praying for redress-all they 
desired was the repeal of the stamp act and a few other odi
ous laws. 

If they ever dreamed of freedom, they evidently did not 
think its attainment was possible while the colonies were so 
evenly divided. The supporters of the crown and the Con
servativs were men of in1luenoe, power, and wealth, and they 
were then in the majority. 

It is stated upon the authority. of a historian of the 
Quaker City that Washington, Franklin, and Jefferson met on 
one occasion to discuss the condition of the country; they 
were devising ways and means to. relieve the colonies of their 
burthens. A fourth party made their number complete. 
The last man heard with impatience the propositions that 
were made by Washington and Franklin, and was asked to 
giv his views. Drawing himself up to his full bight, with a 
face full of enthusiasm, he exclaimed: 'I There is but one 
word to use; it is Independence." That man was Thomas 
Paine. 

That magic word sent thrills of joy into the hearts of his 
listeners. Jefferson arose, seized Paine by the hand, and 
there stood those two immortal Radicals-they had crossed 
the line· of Conservatism, and from that moment a formal 
declaration of independence was assured; it was only a mat
ter of a short time. 

Late in the year of 1775, Paine was engaged in writing his 
"Common Sense." 

Even after the affair at Lexington no one yet asked for in
dependence. Some of the great leaders undoubtedly wished 
for it, but there was not unanimity enough among the people 
to giv any hope of success. A large army was coming out 
from the mother country; the terrible Hessians had been 
hired at ~ixpenc& per day; the bishops in the House of Lords 
were clamoring Wlth Christian ferocity for the punishment 
and subjection of the colonies, and these ambassadors of 
Christ were the first to recommend force for the Americans
so that we hav the spectacle of these followers of the so
cslled prince of peace proposing to send soldiers and paid 
hirelings to enslave a nation, while opposed to them were il
lustrious Inftdel.s like Paine, Franklin, Jefferson, and others, 
preparing to deland the sacred rights of man. · 

About this time, acts of violence by the Royalists followed 
in quick succession. During this period of excitement, inde
cision, and fear, Paine published his "Common Sense." It 
1lashed out like the clear sun through a dense sky of clouds. 
In this pamphlet he boldly proposed independence as the 
best means of getting out of the difficulties into which the 
people were plunged. The pamphlet accomplished wonders. 
It made a great change in public opinion. It ~bowed the 
colonists their resources. It hinted at foreign help; while 
the boldness of its language alarmed the timid, who did not 
think the people were prepared for the extreme measures pro
posed. Still; its effect on the people was unparalleled. It 
was read from North to South. Paine's £_reat desire then was 
to produce a wish in the colonies for a lJeclaration of. Inde
pendence. This he accomplished. The following ,July that 
immortal document appeared, 

"Common Sense" produced the Dechuation of Independ-
ence, and that instrument brought on the war. · 

Paine at once join:ed the army, and began his "Crisis," which 
was a continuance of his "Common Sense." Each number 
was ordered by Washington to be read to every company ill 
the army.· It aroused the soldiers to a high degree of en
thusiasm. Paine did not stop in his work. He wrote with 
g1·eat vigor, and the lovers of liberty, not only of America 
but of the world, hung with hope upon his burning words. 
He went to France, and brought buck a ship-load of clothing 
and millions of treasure; and when the army of Washington 
became wearied, barefooted, ragged, and discouraged, Paine 
raised the sinews of war. His engergy, honesty, and re
sources never left him; he was more than equal to any emer
gency in that great war that ever confronted him. After the 
war Congress voted him money, and the state of New York, 
grateful for his services, gave him the farm at New Rochelle. 

He went to France in the year 1778 to assist those who had 
done so much for the Americans in our revolution, and it was 
in the French Assembly that he showed the characteristics of 
his lofty soul. He avowed at all times what he knew to be a 
truthful principle, fearless of the consequences, and in the 
face of death. Still, Thomas Paine, the hater of kings and 
tyrants, voted against the decree condemning King Louis XVI. 
to the scaffold because it was cruel, impolitic, and unneces
sary. Jefferson sent a ship to France to bring Paine back to 
America. His "Age of Reason" had preceded him, and this 
was deemed by the religionists a sufficient cause to attack 
him. He landed in America in 1802. But he was not the 
man who left these shores fourteen years before. His long 
imprisonment under power of the tyrant Robespierre told 
heavily upon him. His labors in the cause of liberty in 
France had undermined his health. He was now sixty-five 
years old. 

It is iwt necessary here to go into an analysis of the mind 
of Paine, its power, quality, "or his methods of thought, or 
style of diction or expression. It may be, however, proper 
to state that as a political writer he had no superior; the 
purity of his patriotism was never questioned. He was a 
man of originality, and he stated his sentiments and opinions 
with clearness and precision. 

Mr. Paine was a kind man; he loved the human family, and 
when he said that the "world was his country and to do gdod 
was his reli!ion," he gave expression to the true inwardness 
of his character. The grasp and comprehensiv powers of his 
mind were very great, and while he could write upon the 
ordinary matters of every-day life fairly, he was only in his 
proper element when dealing with the great questions which 
affected the whole human family-the birth and destiny of 
nations1 and the establishment of the principles of liberty, 
fraterwty, and equality throughout the civilized world. He 
was the incomparable champion of human rights. 

My sympathies from early boyhood hav been with the 
memory of Paine. He was the best abused man of the cen
tury in which he lived. Every slander that Christian malice 
could invent, every falsehood religious cruelty could find, 
was hurled at Paine's defenseless head. Two generations of 
preachers wasted their pious lives in savage onslaughts upon 
our great author. Every Jesuit on both sides of the Atlautic 
(those black wolves of the "delectable mountains" of Chris
tianity) had his teeth in the neck of Paine's reputation. 
With what fiendish glee these old-fashioned Inquisition mem
bers of the Society of Jesus would hav tortured our benevolent 
old patriot ! It is good for the world that these cruel ·old 
Christians hav each been "in his narrow cell forever laid." 
It is well for us that they are under the daisies or moldering 
in charnel houses or catacombs of Paris and of Rome. 

It hru; always been inexplicable to me why generous Amer
icans do not make pilgrimages to the grave and monument 
of Paine as they do the tombs of Washin~ton and Jefferson. 

Why should we 'vithhold our sympathy and affection from 
one who was the compatriot of, and one of, the fathers of the 
great Revolution, and who worked so long and well for the 
liberties we now enjoy? If we ever want an instance of "the 
rarity of Christian charity " it can be found in the cruel in
justice, the persistent injuries which "tlie children of Christ" 
hav heaped upon the author-hero of the American .Revolution. 

Now be it understood that I do not in these remarks refer 
to the well-paid, eloquent, and clever ministers of to-d~ty-the 
Collyers, Beechers, Newtons, and others, for they stand now 
where Thomas Paine· stood a hundred years ago. I refer 
rather to those religious outlaws, the tyrants of the old church, 
who swallow the whole Christian system without a doubt, the 
inquisitors and practical torturers of humanity, the John Cal
vina, the New England witch-burners, the ignorant teachers 
of doctrins they cannot understand, and the religious fraudl!l 
like the Mormons, or selfish workers like Moody and Sankey. 
It is pleasant to know that the terrible sectarians of two hun
dred years ago, of England, Ireland, and Scotland, hav passed 
away, and it would be agreeable to think that the history of 
their murders in the name of Christ could· be forgotten, but 
unfortunately foe the honor of human nature the awful story 
of their lives has been preserved! 

It is grat1fying to the rationalists of to-day to see the won
derful growth and vigor of Liberal doctrine and the progress 
that has been made in fifty years. But never let it be forgolt
ten that much of this Liberal thought i11 due to writings and 
arguments of Thomas Paine. He helped to make it poasible 
for us to express our opinions; it was by and through such 
men as Franklin, Jefferson, and Paine that the church and 
state were kept apart, and the freedom of religious opinion 
guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States. 

Just one hundred years hav rolled away since the curtain 
descended upon the last act of the great Revolution. The 
actors hav all disappeared from life's stormy stage; with them 
"life's fitful fever's o'er." They can now look calmly back 
upon the merits and demerits of tho.ss real actors, and they 
can see the value of the services of Paine. They grow 
brighter with the march of intellect and time. He will be ap
preciated in the coming ages for his labors in the cause of 
human freedom; and when Catholic and Protestant are gone 
from the earth forever, when their churches hav become tem
ples of free education, when their myths, traditions, and 
angels hav passed away, when their saints, relics, crosses, 
and useless paraphernalia of their idolatry hav sunk to their 
merited oblivion, the name of Thomas Paine will still remain 
upon the immortal list of those who spent their lives for the 
benefit and progress of mankind. 

n-Ir. Courtlandt Palmer spokes as follows: 
I hav one idea to throw out, and that is the idea of hero

worship. That idea our irreverential age is lacking in. In 
the new work on natural religion by Prof. Seeley, the author 
of "Ecce Homo," I find a definition of Atheism. Atheism, 
he says, is not so much the denial of a personal God as it is 
the insubordination of the individual to a higher power-the 
raising of man's selfish self against the cosmos or against 
humanity. The denial of this hero-worship is one phase of 
Atheism. I remember some of the experiences through 
which I hav passed in my life, in the development or evolu
tion of my hero-worship. As a child, I recollect my elder 
brother, many years my senior; he seemed to me the "very 
mold of fashion and the glass of form, a perfect paragon of 
excellence." As I was older and played in the street, I recall 
one of my companioiJ.B who was gifted with wonderful phys
ical powers; I looked up to him as a Hercules. As my world 
widened I took my heroes from Grecian mythology. Perseus 
became to me a prince of strength, Apollo the ideal god of 
beauty. In college I recall to mind, I being handicapped by 
illness to a great extent, the admiration I entertained for the 
head of my class, as he stood there an intellectual Agamem
non, a head and shoulder~ above his fellows. As my nature 
began to widen out beyond its boundaries of orthodoxy, I 
found my hero in that sublime, beautiful, self-denying ideal 
of the Jewish Jesus. And that ideal, I say to all iconoclasts, 
that ideal, as time goes on, will raise .itself more and more 
with advancing civilization. The t1113ological elem~nt we may 
properly eliminate, but the human side of that divine Christ 
will become diviner and diviner as man himself grows toward 
the divine. But a time came when emancipation began to 
dawn upon my soul, when I saw that the theological interpre
tation of the universe was not true. And this work, "Ecce 
Homo " to which I hav referred was one of the instrumental
ities that led me into the way of life. A reader of Paine I 
never was. I am not a student either of the school of Vol
taire or of Paine, but no oJJ.e can be a Liberal without having 
the name of Voltaire and Paine as household words. 

A ~entleman, Mr. Remsburg, sent me this book-a com· 
pendmm of Paine's biography, and I turned to it to see if I 
could not find some of his stirring, glowing sentences. I 
found them, and I think the greatness of this author-hero 
can best be illustrated by a few of these extracts. [Here the 
speaker introduced a series of quotations from Paine, among 
which were the following:] 

"0 ye that love mankind I Ye that dare oppoae, not onlY the tyranny, 
but the tyrant, stand forth I Every spot of the old world Is overrun 
with oppression. Freedom hath been hunted round the globe. Asia 
and Africa hav long expelled her. Europe regards her like a stranger, 
and England hath given lwr warning to depart. Oh, receive the fug!
t!v, and prepare 1n time an asylum for mankind." 

"Every religion Is good that teaches man to be good." 
"When, In countries that are called c!v!l!zed, we see age going to the 

workhouse, and youth to the gallows, something must be wrong In the 
system of government." 

"I do not believe In the creed professed by the Jewish cnurch, by the 
Roman church, by the Greek church, by the Turkish church, by the 
Protestant church. My own mind Is my own church." 

"I do not mean by this declaration to conU.emn those who believe 
otherwise; they hav the same right to their belief as I hav to mine. 
But It Is neces8ary to the happiness of man that he be mentally faith· 
ful to.h!mselt." 

Shakspere says: 

"To thine own self be true; 
And !~must follow, as the night the day, 
Thou can'st not then be false to any man." 

I hav said that Paine was not my master, but he may be 
said to be the progenitor of my masters. But. for men like 
Voltaire and Paine, and the glorious masters hke. them, the 
Gamaliels at whose feet I and others are learnmg to-day 
could not.hav existed. Without Thomas Paine there would 
not hav been a Goethe, a Spencer, an Auguste Comte. He 
opened the path in the fields through which these men hav 
trod and it is due to him that they hav been enabled to shed 
on this century a larger light of liberty. Th~se new apth.or
heroes hav traveled higher upon the mountams of aspuatwn 
where Paine was a pioneer; they stand upon those taJ;le
lands and beckon to us to come up there with them to ~rl:nk 
and breathe the freshness of the morning and see the nsmg 
of the new sun of liberty, truth, and emancipation. 

Mr. Louis F. Post said: 
When William Cobbett ha<l removed the body of Thomas 

Paine to England a distin~uished poet wroti of that event 
these words: 
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"In bringing back the bones ot Paine, 
Will Cobbett, you've done wen; 

He "!sits you on earth again, 
You'll visit him In hell." 

My friends, long after the fame of the brilliant libertin 
who penned those lines shall hav been sealed in the charnel 
vaults of oblivion, the name of the great humanitarian whose 
memory we celebrate to-night will continue to cast over the 

· fields of history a halo of beauty which slander cannot ob
scure nt~r time dissolve. When time shall be no more it may 
be that the soul of Thomas Paine will liv in the tortures of 
tho damned, ancl that he will dance for Cobbett an endless 
death-waltz on the incandescent pavement of an orthodox 
hell. But while time lasts his spirit will march along the 
centuries, keeping time with the drum-beats of progress, in· 
spiring the lives of generations to come, and guiding their 
footsteps as a pillar of cloud by day and of fire by night. 
And if there is a great white throne, when Thomas Paine 
comes to face his calumniators before it I predict that he will 
hav a bet.ter chance for being invited into the sheep-pen than 
they. Thomas Paine was the embodiment of unselfishness; 
to self-interest he never appealed; on self-interest he never 
relied. His appeals were to duty; his reliance was on devo
tion. He spoke, and a petty revolt against taxation became 
a great crusade against kingship; he spoke again, and a dis
couraged people sprang to the call of duty, when self-interest 
would hav dictated surrender and submission. In a foreign 
land·he opposed and helped to dethrone the king, and he 
courted death in one of its ugliest forms to save that king 
from the guillotin. He fought against wrongs, but he fought 
for men, whether they had worn velvet or fustian, whether 
their heads had borne the burden of a crown or a yoke; and 
when the king had ceased to be a king and became a man, he 
had the same claim upon the sympathy and service of Thomas 
Paine that all men had. At last, with honors heaped upon 
him and the garlands of a splendid fame clustering about his 
brow, in response to the demands of duty, "he cast all other 
considerations aside and boldly defied the powers of super
stition. Never was there such a fall from such an eminence 
as when Thomas Paine joined issue with the professional 
guardians of the mythological gods. He saw it, but he hesi
tated not at the sacrifice. He might hav lived out his days 
in honor and comfort, but he braved the slanders of narrow 
theologians and the !thoul-like sneers of libidinous poets. 
He wrote for man, he worked for man; for man he lived and 
for man he offered up his fame-a nobler sacrifice than was 
ever laid on the altar of a god. Whatever faults may be found 
by pious scavengers in the character of Thomas Paine, his 
"Common Sense'' was without tarnish, and his devotion to 
his sense of right unyielding. He was of clay, as we are all 
of clay, but his was as the porcelain clay of the race. He 
preached the spirit of the Declaration of Independence long 
before Jefferson had penned it. He tore away the foreign 
~ndergrowths of superstition for the Darwins, the Sf>encers, 
a.nd the Tyndalls who were to come. He sacrificed life on the 
altar of humanity, and mankind does him but simple justice 
in rescuing his sacred fame from the clutch of calumny and 
1;he slime of vilification. The world was his country, to do 
good his religion; humanity was his god, superstition his 
devil, and reason was his b1ble. Instinctivly he recognized, 
long before Herbert Spencer had proved it, that kings, gads, 
and priests, temples, slavery, and worship, hav a common 
origin in the ignorant fears of primitiv man. In his "Com
mon Sense" and the "Crisis-" he threw the glare of reason 
on kings, courts, and slavery, and this republic rose among 
the nations of the earth. In the "Age of Reason" he threw 
it on gods, temples, and worship, and the philosophy of the 
nineteenth century grew from the seed of the rationalism of 
the eighteenth, which he planted. For the searching investi
gation of modern philosophy, for the free expression of mod
ern theologians, for the elimination of the horrible and _the 
fabulous from the cnrrent religions, for the prevailing as
cendancy of the bright stars of liberty, culture, and science
for all these we are indebted to Thomas Paine. If we of this 
generation are browsing freely in the rich pastures of rea
son's blight domain it is because he threw down the bars; 
and, my friends, let us from this day forth, without ceasing, 
endeavor to erect to his memory a living monument in the 
hearts af mankind. 

Mr. Stephen Pearl Andrews was the speaker next 
called upon. There is much that is new in what he 
said. His criticism of Denslow's treatis on Paine is 
apparently just and must so stand until shown to be 
otherwise. . He said: 

I shall rreface what I ha,· to say about Thomas Paine by a 
short treatis about souls. In the last number of the little 
newspaper called Jlfan there is a remarkably bright and sig
nificant !trticle on ''Second-hand Souls." The article is with
out ally avowed authorship; but whoever can read between 
the lines will ha v no difficulty in decipheriBg· the name of our 
worthy fellow-laborer, one of the speakers on the platform 
this evening, 'l'had<leus B. "\Vakeman. Doubtless many of 
you hav read the article, but it is good enough to bear some 
re-reading, and I beg you, therefore, to allow me to make the 
following extracts: 

"Ronrlor, did you ever go Into tho laboratory ol the spirit world 
Where souls are made ? Swodenborg took me there once. lily Bl>irlt
Ual eyes were nearly bllndoct by the swarms or Ill-formed creatures, 
hatr-human and half-bat, that flitted through the twilight .of the Jl· 
limitable vistas of srace. 
"' oVhat art they?' sal•! I, as I clung trembling at his side. 
"'Second-hand souls,' snid the great Seer, 'which llo.v been conl

J)elJed by death to drop their own mortal torm, and are now flitting 
nbout trying to get a chance to enter and work tor lite some newly
forming human body, as If It were their automaton.' 

"'Are there then really two kinds or souls ? ' 
"• @ertalnly,' said he. 'Some are original or first·hand. The larger 

part are Secoud-hand, aud work out human lives which nro meroly re· 
llectlons or those from which the soul originally came. Heneo It, Is 

. ...._ ttmt many of tho lives on tho earth are mechanical, like the dancing 
· ._., jacks and Punch and Jndy shows at country fairs. Their thought and 

· reollugs are of no original value. 'rhey are the combinations of- lm
}!Ulsos that hav had their origin long ago, and It you would know 
~heir value you must look at tll<~lr originals only. Tho amusing thing 
1• that these second-hand fellows uever kuow that they aro socond
kantl at Ill] but koer going oYer their old grimaces ns It they wore 
tho newest births ortho splr! t world.' 

"'What Is tho difficulty with these souls practically? • snld I. 
N • Why they nover hav any l'eallife, or faith, or conviction of their 

own Echoes snobs and tluuklos are all that can possibly become of 
them. Whon' tho oat·th Is chiefly peopled by such sonia history has an 
nge or decadence and the tlmos aro sorely out or joint. Then tho first
hand souls hav to take hold uud bring ur a!Talrs to the proper Htato or 
t~r~gress. It Is that which causes revolutlonfl. rellglolls, social, 
P»litlcal.' 

"'But hns not every porsm1 when born so1ne sort or u.n original soul 
of l.lls own?' 

"'Certainly, olse 110 could not llv, but It Is often weak and depend
ent. 'rhen these fellows overwhelm It, crush It, or suck It out, so that 
tbe original man might as well never hav !Jean born. .Aa>r that tho 
lifo Is lived and tho body worked by the second-hand soW almost ex
cluslvly.' 

"• Hav those poor original souls no possible way of over getting free 
rrom tho second-hand incubi and succubi that thus overgrow and stunt 
them?' 

"' Yos, It they can but get hold or the original aliments of splrltna! 
ll!e so as to get nourished Into sufficient strength, they In turn maY 
):lecoma masters and cast ott the second·hand souls, or make them sor· 
'Vanta a.ntl aids 1~ a new life of growth and work. The latter Is the use 
_,. wl&ltk ~tl<l ~gills sllonhl ~e applied. For suoh purpo~f's tller arf) ~n· 

valuable-but more or that anon. With all thy gettlngg, secure a.s the lie utterly condemns· and discards, as we shall see, as to his 
~~~~~~ ~~~s;,!'n~~ ~g~~~e;:\thout It thy life Is but a. shadow; and fundamental ideas and claims to greatness. These intra due• 

" 'And where Is this spirit world In which these second•hand, old tory facts were necessary in order that you should rightly 
clo', hea.tsay, vampire souls a.re swarming?' apprehend the force of the extracts I am now about to read, 

" 'Open thy eyes. It Is thine own actual world 1 See that they do I make my selections partly with a view to enable ytlu to un• 
not ma.stsr thee I'" ' derstand something of the grounds for con11idering Paine as 
.· This ingenious and exquisit bit of ideal Spiritualism ex- both Junius and the author of the Declaration, Mr. Denslow 
actly expresses ideas which I also entertain, and with this says: 
difference only, that while holding that this idealistic form of "Ho was prubauty tho fitsL tatltl~tl ai.Jolitlunlst, of tho strltm of Garri' 
the conception is ce1·tainly true, if nothing else is, I go fur son and Phillips, that ever appeared In America.. ln October, 1775, In 
ther and believe that the theory is also "'ell founded sden- an article entitled •serious Thoughts; lu the Penn~ylvanla Journal, he predicted both the separatlou or tho colonies !rum Great Britain 
tifically-that these souls, whether first or second-hand in and the ultimate abolition or negro slavery. He never looked at 
character, are real existences, playing precisely the parts slavery temporlzlngly or economically or biblically or patrlarchally or 
which Mr. "\Vakeman has assigned to them. I hav, therefore, historically, but alwaye simply a.s an Inhuman crime. He alone of all 

d ddi · a1 · · · f h'nkin persons resident 1n America In 1776 posseBSed antislavery convlctlollll 
an a vantage, and the a twn msp1ratwn, o t 1 g sufficiently vigorous and vltnJXlratlv to hav given vont to the charge 
while I speak, however fanciful the idea may seem to many of against George III. contained In the ot·lglnal <I raft or the Declaration 
yon, that not improbably I may be actually having, at this of Independence, which averred his responsibility, first, for the exist-

t Th P · d'to Th' · h t ence or negro slavery 1n America, and, secondly, for making It a source 
mom en ' omas a1ne among my au 1 rs. 18 1S w a of revolt and danger to the white population. The whole statement 
Mr. Wakeman and mysetf, in our colloquial conferences; hav was mere rhetorical rustla.n, but It wa.s a kind or fustian that would 
concluded to call technically the theory or doctrin of entical uever hav occurred to an American brain. Soma of the prose, a.nd all 
as contrasted with his mode of the conception which wE! then or the poetry, which Paino wrots during this period, Is coa.rso, sopho
call ideal Spiritualism. morlcnl, and mediocre. His Hues on the death or Wolf are sufficient 

to prove that while he could be a rhymester he was no poet. Yot the 
Now exactly this I believe to be the web and woof of the average poetic ta.sto or tho period wa.s so undeveloped that they were 

constitution of this universe; that" gauzy veils of differentia- thought very clever. The pamphlet •Common Sense,' however, con· 
tion shut out from each other seemingly on all hands worlds talns an order of rhetoric equal to any In' Junius,' very much resem· 
and doma1·ns of being, which are nevertheless most inti- bUng It, and which will compare favorably with the finest English claBBics. It advocated separation trom Great Britain, and had a wide 
mately related with and constantly influencing each other. circulation. It wa.s published anonymously, though no attempt wa.s 
Some men possess their own minds so absolutely as never to made to conceal its authorship, a.nd, as lu the case of' Junius' and the 
b f th . k' 'th' th h' h · t subsequent'Rights of Man,' no attempt wns made by the author to 

e aware o any mg wor mg WI In em w 10 18 no make money out o! It, or even to get the slightest return from it. 
strictly themselvs. Other men equally able, it may be, as to The legislature or Pennsylvania, however, conferred on Paine a gra.tu
resnlts, are perpetually, and others occasionally, distinctly lty of £500, a.nd the unlverslcy or Pennsylvania conft>rred upon him 
conscious of whole currents of thought, argument, plot, ar;J.d the degree or M. A.'' . . . . · . . 
inspiration flowing in upmi. them from some source seem- "In the years 1769 to 1772 there shown athwart tlw lOlitlcalsky of England a.n Intellectual meteor, a prodigy ol ollnlgent sarcasm, who 
ingly other than themselvs, possibly very much transcending, came, none knew whence, dwelt, none knew whore, nnd went, none 
or perhaps falling below, what their unaided minds might hav knew whither. He wa.sglfted as no man over was !Jaforoor since, with 
accomplished, but, at all events, so far as they can judge, the ratnl and unhappy faculty of suppreBBing tho go01!, and exagger-

f · f h 1 't · · ating the evil, in the men upon whose conduct he wa• called to com-
quite ormgn rom t emse vs as to 1 s source or ongin. ment, and In the Institutions he aimed to overmrn. Und~r his wither
Having long been in the habit of watching the manifestations lng touch a. Mansfteld became Ignorant or tho law, statesmen shrunk 
of mind from this point of view, I hav in fact long since come. Into courtiers, courtiers Into pimps; and a compact aristocracy full or 
to the conclusion that obsession is one of the most wide-spread learning, courage, and experience, shook llko a.spen leaves In the 

.,_ · It wlnds, a very varletry of mean vices and low alms. Burke spoke of 
and potential facts of unman ex1stence._ - seems to me that the anonymous writer a.s the mighty boar of the forest, who not only 
it is only a small minority of mankirid whose bodies are con- toBBed the king, but the lords and commons on his tnsks. Yet· John
tinuously and consistently occupied· by any single and domi- son thought Burke himself wa.s the unknowu. Ant!, though he a.t-

t 1 h t Tl t d th' d t tacked Chatnam, volumes '\vere written to prove that Chatham wa.s he. 
nan son w a ever. ley are o- ay one 1ng, an o-mor- • some hav given to his writings an Intent so broad ns that or revoln-
row another. Some' influence,· it is said, has come -upon tlonlzlngthe English government by subverting all faith In those who 
them and changed tham. · Or may we not conceive that some conducted it. All that the letters or Junius clearly lutllcate Is that a 
other soul has· seized on the individ=l body 'I Ma~ year~ writer had arisen with all the pride and ske)Jtlclsm or Gibson, without 
ago, in illustration of this irlea, I used to say that the human his loyalty and with !eBB thtm his candor, bnt following closely his lit-

erary style, Jn Which the ldea.l mentally <lemantlo<l !Jy tbo writer 
body wus in many instances, as it seemed to me, a tenement rormed the climax, a.nd the act done by his subject formed the collapse 
house, and oftentimes without any landlord. Yo1!" talk at or a sarcastic antithesis, which no patience could endure an<l few rep
some one through a wjndow or an open cloor, and you go back utatlons could outllv. This genius for sa.rcastlc expresslou disdained 
afterwards and talk through the same window or door, and to vent Itself on the unpopular or Incompetent; It Mrnck always at the 

most shining marks-the men unlversallybelloved to be wise and 
you suppose yourself to be talking to the same person, but popularly recognized a.s successful. Tho attitude or Junius toward 
you find to your surprise that it is some one el1:1e. It is no the American contest then Impending wa.s pecnllur. He at first sus
longer the same individual. "\Ve say the man has changed talned the doctrln that the taxes for relmbnr•lng to England her cost 

· of military operations In America. should bo lnH!ste<l on un<l collected, 
his mind. Nothing that he gave us reason to expect of h1m and fiercely attacked Chatham. But arterwar<J, In his thirty-ninth let
is now coming true. But perhaps the mind has <lhanged the ter, he takes tho other view, thus: 
man. Another occupant of the tenement has got in the way "'In the repeal of those acts which wore most ollenslv to America, 

1 f t · Th b d · th d the Parliament hav done everything bnt remove tho orrense. ·t·hey 
or P ace o he prev10us one. 6 same 0 y, m 0 er wor s, hav relinquished the revenue but judiciously taken caro to vreserve 
holds more souls than one, and one of these soula is in no the contention. It 1a not contended th&t tbo contlnn1wco or tho tea. 
way responsible for the others. ducy Is to produce any direct benefit whatever to tho mother country. 

Somewhat later I uoticed thnt Oliver "\Vend ell Holmes hav-, What !sit, then, but an odious, unprolltnble exertion ol a specnlatlv 
ing got hold of this same idea, IJUt it in this way; "It would right, and fixing the badge of slavery upon the Americans wltJwnt service to their ma.sters? But It ha.s pleased God to glv us a IJ!inls
be funny wouldn't it," he sayt;, "if it should turn out after try and a parliament who are neither to bo persu&tled by argument 
all that the human body is au omnibus, and not a private nor Instructed by experience.' 
carriage'/'' And now Mr. Wakeman .restat.es the thought "His attitude toward the English king Is lndlcatP<l In the thlrty-

d 1 seventh letter, Whlclt concludes a.s follows: 
under the simile of second-han souls; mvac mg, ov.o'lrmaster- . .. 'His majesty will find, a.t last, that this Is tho sense or his people, 
ing, and snbdui.ng the lightfnl owners of these individual_ and that It Is not his interest to support elthermlnlstryor Parliament, 
bodies, and mak1ng slaves of them. at a hazard of a. breach with tile collectiv body of lu• suldect•. 'rhat ho Is 

" 11 b · 1' d t k 1 t h ll thi t 1 · tb.e king of a free people Is, Indeed, his groatest glory, That ho may 
,{ell, you wi e me me 0 us ' w It\ as a 8 0 c 0 long continue the king of a tree people Is tho second wish that ani

with Thomas Paine and the celebration of his birthday? It mates my heart. The first Is THAT THE PEOPLE liiAY m: FREE.'" 

has this to do with it: You will perceive more forcibly, per- Mr. Denslow then proceeds to make good tho assumption 
haps, from these allusions, what I mean when I say that. he has made, or rather adopted from Wm. Henry Burr, that 
Thomas Paine was no Becond-hand soul, living on othe1· men's' the letters of Junius were 'written by 'fhomas Paine before ho 
ideas, or working over the common pabulum of thought, and left England; or, in other words, that Thomas Paine and 
being merely one among other men, a common-place hum.an Junius \Vere one and the same person. Want of time forbids 
individual. He was a bright, brand new, first-hand, origin.al me followi~ut that branch of demonstration. I read, how-
soul, "as good as they make 'em." He was a landlord at h' · f d d d 
home and head of the household, every time, in his own men~ ever, the fol wing extract, w wh 1s onn e upon or rawn 
tal re~idence. He, if any man ever did,, rode in his own pd- from that assumption: 
vatE\ carriage and drove his own team. In n word, Thomas •• Burke'sf!tyle Is unlike that of Junius, In the fact that Burke Is at. 

f h th G ll h k' ways ponderous and profound, while Junius is always crisp and tart. 
Paine was a man o w at e xermans ca an epoc -rna mg Burke's senteJ'lees ace long and Involved, Junius's never 80; Bnrko IR 
character. · wise, Junius tmerely .acute; Burke J& always reverent toward religion, 

But I propose in what r shall say this evening to. depart While Jnulus's!IJretended politeness toward It Is always thinly sarcas· 
from the course of mere routine eulogy, nnd to cons1der the tl'c, as when writing under the second nont deplunte or Philo Junius, he 
Char"cter· a.nd office of Paine, or his IJhce in history, a little certifies In letter 55 that Junius blmself Is • a true and hearty Chris" tlan In subet&Dce, not ID ceremony; though probably he may not agreo 
mitically, both on the good and on what is alleged by some with my rev6rend lords, the blabope, or with the bead or tho church 
as the bacl side of his character. I hav before me a work (king) that prayers are morality. or th&t kneeling IRreligion.' Burke 
which yon can obtain at THE 'fRunr SEEKER offi-ce, entitled, has a lofty appreciation or the sublime and the beautiful, which cau-

l LL D not exist wltoou.t a capacity for a.pprehendln& moral and esthetic slg-
" l\Ioclern Thinkers," written by VanBuren Dens ow, · ., nltlcance and value In things mysUcal nD.d pootJ<:, Junius Is a verlta
a distiuo-uished Liberal and scholar, and a member of the JJlo Gradgrlmd tn sticking to what bo calls la.ctB, i, e., to a. clllBB or lin
Philosophical Society of our neialhboring city, Chicago, with poetiC llBBertlons, whiCh would be ractslf they wero tcue, Burke hllB 

R b t G 11 I k t h a profound revereoce rorthe law, and tor exalted hwu.&u dienltlall nwl 
an introduction by ·O er · ngerso · now no ow rank. Junius baa no reverence ror anything eu:ept thoso uttlmlo\U. 
well most of you 'may ue acquainted with this remarkable Ideas which stand In bls<>wn mind fe>r truth. Besides, 13ul.'k.e Jll'Q..~· 
contribution to our recent Liberal literature, but I would rcc- cuted Wood fall, the p.nbllshor <>l Junius. ror libel • .aut! .reaJVored .e 
ommencl yon all to read it if you ha v not already done. so. i>enalty or £100, a thing the writer or Junius oould ll0\'<'1' haY d~, 
The Pl1rpose and "ll1·1.1·t of tho work_i,; excellent and the wnter '£he only claimant who.aeserted that he lulAw .run1us WJj.B.lohu Horns 

a \11<>oke and thOBO who claim Tooke to be Ju.nlns thin• that lu tlio.con ... 
of it very able; but with somo of h1~ sketch~s of characte~ I cr0 ver8y between Tooke a.nd Junius tbe totters .on both aides war ... 
do not find myself contented, ospecmlly, I w11l say now, w1th written by the same persGn. 't'he argument !or tbls varadnx J.e 
hiH Sweden borg and his Thomas Paine. Perhaps what he has tounded in the Identity or style. But this argument would still iltantl 

b d I tt we suppose that the writ orO: both wa.s Paine. That l'alne and Toolr.e 
,;uid about either of them is better than what any o Y e se woce lntlm&te cannot be donbt.ed. since Tooke's namo Is signed to.oll<l 
has said but I feel that something else nnd better should be polltleal address which nppears in l'alne's works as writ ton by Pain<'!. 
said and must be said before either of these great characters 'l'OOke also profeBSos familiarity with Paino, In the romark for whlc.b 
1·s r1·g' htlv represented. T.o.-n.ight it is. o_nly wit.h respect to hois·oftenqu.oted that • Paine wrote.aawolla.•hoknow; hud Ito luwwn 

• J more he W<>Uld bav written bettor. • It Ia only when Tooke Is answer
Paine that I propose to .cnt101?e tl~e cntw! nndm order to do lng ,Junius that he writes like Junlu!!. :Paino wna probably ludol>totl 
80 I must consume a httle time 1n reachng a few extracts to Tooke, Franklin, and perhaps even Indirectly to llm·ke, Goltlsmlth, 
from Denslow. Chatham, and even Francis and Lord Geargn Backvlllo, tor hints, 

I. 1 't 1 th • '11 1 Goldsmith, Tooke. a.nd Franklin 110 Is known to hav !Jcen acquainted 
Let me, however, premise IL 1tt e reCI n lh W 1 )e ';1 6 W with. Each{){ these were capable of sul)I>lylng L'al.lole with lntorrna-

to somo of you. Dnring scveml years past Mr. "\V1lham t.Jon concerning thechle! matters discussed IJy Junius. ThH.onolntl! .. 
Heury Burr, of "\Vashingt<;m city, who was one of my old vidual In Great lkltaln most likely to know Jnn!Jul pgrsonally, be
associates in the introduction of IJhonography, who was for .... use most In sympa.thy with all his alms and mu!!t- .sa.lely to be 

h · tn~sted with his eeeret, would hav been Franklin, theu. .aetin,g .<~" 
many years one of the ablest of congressional report~rs, W o.ts ag>ent for the colonies, at t'ho British court. Thoono nS<J tQ whlc.b 
a genuin and rare scholar, and tho a I! thor of a. ser~es ol' cnt- Ft'B.Olklln would hav been certain to hav urged Junius to hav <lt>>'Otct;l 
ical papers in TnE TnuTH SEEKER, s1gned A;ntwhnst, author Ills masterly rhetorical powers and his Intense roYolut!onat'Y l•~lneL-
also O

f a pamffhlet which has exerted great 1nfluenoe, called, pies would hav been, If be tailed In stirring npn. revolution In Eng-
B land, to proceed to America. and there prepare tho mint! of tho peopl<> 

I think "Se f-ContradictionH of tho Bible "-this Mr. urr for separation. Frauklln actually sent over, on th13 mission, In 17U, 
wrote a~d published, at tirst anonymously, one or more series Thomas Paine, with letters of cemmendatlon to Je!Tcrt!On, though 
of verv original and critical papers devoted to the task. of nothing In tho known life of Paine justified tho oxpectullon that hu 

J 1 th th f th J h&d the least ca.pae-lty for a work of this klntl. Franklin hacl o\·~n 
proving, first, that Thomas 'aino WitH · e au or 0 e • UUlll;S marked blm out as the historian of the Impending conflict, aud was 
letters, and second, thnt he was also the author of t~e Amen- actua.lty<JO!lectlng materials to aid him In presenting tho history of tho 
can Declaration of Independence, herotofor(l attnbuted to struggle In Its true light to tho world. Yet all that Paino hut! written, 
Jefferson. o-ver hlsown signature, to excite an expectation that bo would )>rove to 

f ~I B be a gre&t rhetorician, was an argument for an Increase of tho sala-
Upon both of these points the arguments o • r. ur: ?om- rLes or eltdllemen. It wa.s written In as excellent a style as either Jn

vletely convinced and converted :\Ir. p~nslow, able en he as nlns or •Ooonmon Sense,' and In the samo stylo. But It Is simply In
he is, perhaps tho equal of any man hvmg upon that Rtyle of cre.dlblo thatsuch a ma.ster of rhetoric, having such a gonlns for poll-
slll)J·ect, ancl so he, Denslow, ace. e1Jts nnd, adopts 11~q t. he e. stab- uca, shouldbav lived In so critical an epoch, JJOssossod of tho views, 

r , d othe pa.sslcm... tbe compass of thought which be develops in his Amerl
lished historic fact the assumphon that homas I ame, Ill a - can writings, and should hav been uttorlyal!ent, In his natlv country, 
dition to known literary achievements, was also the author of_ conc,ernlng a state of misgovernment, which 80 acute a. man as 
those two marvel~ of literary achievement, the letters of Franklin would send him t" America on purpose to write up. Paine, 
Jun1.ns and the Docl!tratiou of Inclependence. This decision thererore w-as a great anonymous JJOIItlca.l writer before comlug to 

America oc he would no• hav been selectsd for this poeullarty first• 
of Mr. Denslow as critic was certainly not influenced either cle.8s work. Two reasons tor concealing theee ra.cts suffice; first, to 
by any undue favor for Mr. Burr, w~o was to him anonymous, reveal tbom would be to betra.y his more prominent IMplrers and B.B• 

and reJUains unmentioned, or for Pame, whom, o~ the whole, ~tee; ~. wll.lle almlna at the nerthrow of the government 
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he was holding an office under lt. It has never been deemed honora· ical and sociologit)al; but it has a susplCJOUS ongm and an 
ble, In a business sense, to accetJt bread at the hands or an employer ominous outlook. It is an importation ihtO America from 
whom one Is seeking to ruin. Paine, whlle certainly In many reapects Europe, from France especiallv, and more especially in truth 
conscientious, wM so Independent In his moral judgments, and so J 

prone to rate highly what was due to hlmseu and to the people, that from the Catholic church and its dogmas, which are tho fun
he might easlly llav satisfied his own conscience with the theory that dam ental and radical antithesis, an opposit pole to Protest
the powers that appointed him did not own the offices, but were the autism and the radical Amerioon idea. Mr. Denslow writes 
mere agents or the people, and that, so long as he served the people h h f h · · · · f · 
ralthfully in the performance or the duties or Ills office, he was under t roug out rom t e Comtist or Pos1hvishc pomt o v1ew-. 
no obllgatlon eltner to agree with his employers or to lose 111" bread tr It is not meant by what I hav said that Auguste Comte was 
he did not. Yet, whlle thinking the criticism unsound, he would be and remained literally a Roman Catholic, but he was bred in 
llkely to prefer that It should not be made. Whlle the publlc letters th t t h 1 d t th · d fi d b h' or Juntns ceasell In ;\lay, 1772, and his last Jetter to woodrall was In a a mosp ere, eane 0 ose VJews, nn con r me ' Y lS 
Jan nary, 1773, Paine remained In the excise untll1774, when he came powerful philosophical reasoning, his natural and educational 
to America and lmmedtately entered on the editing or the Pennsylvania proclivities. Nor is it meant to be said that the American 
Maga=ine, and the writing or the class or revolutionary papers known doctrin does not need to be supplemented by and reconciled. 

· aa • Common Sense' and' "l'lle Crisis,' which lasted rrom 1775 to 1783. with the opposit doctrin,· but it must never be surrendered, 
In the very first sentences or • Common Sense' all the polished 
sarcasm, fine rhetorical !tntltllesls, and lorty blending or phllosophlc forgotten, or abandoned. The higher socialistic philosophy 
calmness with contemptuous disdain ror Ills adversaries; all the tart, must be that which shall save both, but it _is the special 
crisp, pugnacious simplicity and hard-headed clearness or statement function of Mr. Denslow to giv emphasis to the old, which 
In a word, every element or literary rorce, political depth and range or for us in America is the new doctrin, and it is my especial 
thou~:ht wlltcll distinguished Junius, reappear. function to see to it that due emphasis, that a renewed and 

[The additional extracts introduced by l\fr. An- more powerful emphasis,' even, shall be constantly thrown 
drews will be found on page 92 of this paper, to upon the other side, and that individuality shall be universally 
which the reader is referred.-En. T. S.] known and confessed to be the fundamental doctrin of all 

social science really worthy of the name. Any system of so
We now arrive at the final summation of .Mr. Denslow's called social science, with this fundamental element left aside, 

remarkable treatis on the great radical. He says: is social science with the bottom dropped out. It is a fabric 
"We may now ratrly estimate Thomas Paine In lllstwomosL marked with no foundation-a house built upon the sand. 

characters, as a master or rhetorlcallnvectlv and as a revolutionist; ror, Mr. Denslow's book is entitled " Modern Thinkers, Princi-
arter atLrlbutlng to him both the authorship or •Junius' and or tho Dec-
laration or Independence, as won as • Common Sense,' the • Crisis,' and pally upon Social Science: What They Think and ·why." He 
the • Rights or Man,' he still subsides into the ca1egory or brilliant has selected and treated in succesHion under this head some 
sensational agitators endowed with a considerable rorco or prophetic eight great representativ men. They are Emanuel Sweden borg, 
Insight, who rell rar short or the qualifications essential to a statesman Adam Smith, Jeremy BQntham, Tho in as Paine, Charla~ 
or even o! the appreciation or what statesmanship Is. There can be no 
statesmanship wltlloutcool·lleaded candor, judicial calmness, capacity Fourier, Herbert Spencer, Ernst Haeckel, and Auguste 
ror guarded, j ttst, and moderate statement which will bear the test or Oomte. Comte is made to culminate all the rest, and his 
time, perfect ratrness toward adversaries, gratitude toward support· heavy, dull,_monkish face is placed at the beginnin<

0
> as frontis

ors, and a capacity ror harmonizing adverso or conflicting elements by 
practicing In non-essentials unity, and In essentials charity. Webster, piece of the work. To show that I am not doing injustice 
Clay, Calhoun, Hamilton, Madison, Washington, and Franklin pos. either to Mr. Denslow or to M. Comte, I quote from the !at
sassed these qualities, but Paine, the scathing and withering accuser, ter the following handful of characteriBtic expressions: 
lacked them all. rr It be a galllng and unbearable tyranny ror a con· "E lit · d d' 1" " "p 1 · t · 
sclentious man, with a tongue that !las an lnfinlt capacity ror accu!'a· qua Y 18 a egra mg le. opu ar sovere1g~ Y lS a 
tion and none ror pardon, to go about, llke a section or the day or mob of the living against the dead; it is pushing the '~'est of 
Judgment, applying to everyone who stands In Ills way such exacting Europe into the way of making the most backward-tending 
and Ideal tests and standards or virtue that human nature, which and brutal influences prevail, from which we can only escape 
seems very tolerable to those who are looking at It Without the blast- b 1 · 1 bl d 
lng motlv, Is roredoomed by It to certain damnation and Infamy, then Y rep acmg ourse vs honora Y un er the yoke of the p&st." 
Paine was a species or moral tyrant, always demanding the Impossible ''The principal force of woman consists in [should be de
or others, notwithstanding Ills proresslon·and bel)er that he was an voted to] overcoming the di.fficulty of obedience." "Nobody 
apostle or freedom. Paine's rundamental belle! In poll tics was that has any rights but the right to do his duty." Such is the 
the government was always wrong; that !twas Inherently anevll; that f f "d f h" h A . 
the less there wa.s or It the better, but that however reduced In <limen- east o 1 eas or W lC the merican stomach lS suddenly 
slons, whatever should be lert or It would still be bad by reason or Its requested to make up its appetite. Such is precisely the 
being government. It was as wrong when vestell In Washington as In body 111' doctr:in against which Thomas· Paine, ahd in a grent 
Gt'org~ III., and be had good reason to know that It was as wrong when th h 1 d ld d · tl th • ~ wielded by Robesplerre a.s when presided over by Louis XVI. On the sense e w 0 e mo ern wor ' an pre-em1nen Y e t>..L.Uer-
contrary, Paine Imagined that·tlleaggregated Ignorance and lncapac ican world, nauseated and revolted. Just the opposit of all 
Ity or all the vast, unskilled millions who had been pushed out or the these constitute another and opposit body of doctrin for which 
work or government by the superior rorce and cunning or those In there is no one term so adequate as the single word Ameri
power, were the actual repository or political wisdom and purity. canism, ani! Thomas Paine is the one single name of all the 
The Iceberg only needed turning over. He began with the creod, 
which he retained to his death, ~hat, government was not an af!alr or world which most distinctivly represents it. 
sklll, but merely or honesty; not a problem or dlf!l.culty, but merely From VanBuren Denslow as the exponent of Auguste Comte 
or good lntentlon8. Holding these views, It followed that Ir It coul!l In we ought not to expect, and we haY not received, any very 
some way be got out or the hands or tho skilled and Interested rew sym}Jathetic appreciation for the head saint of this Anler1'can wJLO were educated to lt, and had made a J>rollt out of It, Into the 
hands or tile -unskllled and disinterested masses, who were not gospel of univirsal human emancipation. Still Mr, Denslow 
educated to It and who, he assumed, would not seek to make a 1s among the good men and the great men of the day. He 
profit out or It.' then good government would be perret!tly secured. has intended to giv a fair and honest estimate of Paine, and 
Tho Inverted Iceberg would bloom Into an enchanted Island ruelodl· h h II 'd f hi · 
ous with the songs or birds and mellifluous with the scent or flowers. e as aetna Y Sal o m many great and good things
IL did not occur to him that the hereditary principle In government eyerything, indeed, just short of the true understanding of 
mt~;ht supply permanency, nationality, and non-partisanship to tho his thought, character, mission, and purpose in the world. 
exe~utlv, who was elected executiv, would always be the mere chle! or His attack on Paine is not an attack on Paine. It is an at
a party and never the !lead or a nation; or that the bungling charlatan· 
ism or the unskilled democracy might result In misgovernment, waste, t:tck on the fundamental principle of the greatest discovery 
deApoLism, and passionate !oily. So llttle did he comprehend both ever 10ade in social science itself. His failure to appreciate 
sides or tile question that, In tile' Rights or Man,' he predicted that Paine is not a failure to appreciate him as a man, bu't a fail
within ten years the mpnarclllcal and aristocratic principles would hav ure to appreciate Protestantism and Americanism, the two 
disappeared !rom all enllghtened governments or Europe. Tile In· 
stant his supposed government or the people had got under way In greatest factors in the modern progress of the world. Comte 
America, Paine Immediately saw In It an oligarchy In power, new 111 htttotl Protestantism, ignored Americanism, and understood 
porsonallty, but not materially dlf!erent In meanness and avarice. The neither, and his American promulgatm:s !_leem bent on rival-
Iceberg when turned over was stllllce all the way up. · th · t · th bl" h' t f · John Adams was to Paine a charlatan Ignorant or the general prlncl· mg e1r mas er lll ose su nne ac 1evemen s o sclBntific 
pies or government, as superflclal a place-hunter and toady as the prejudice and ignorance. Denslow is wholly right in tracing 
duke or Grarton. Jay was as corrupt a trickster as l!ansfleld. Morris the social genesis of Garrison and Phillips back to Paine; and 
was a treacherous roo!, and Washington an Impostor and hypocrlt, tl e d t ·· in which pol'tical f eed · th h t d f 1 · 
without brnlns or force, Indebted, llke a dancing· master, to his grace !l oc nn 1 r om, e a re 0 8 avery, 
or physical rorm !or Ills !a<:Jtltlous prominence. The weak_ point, Protestantism, and Americanism all convegre, and in which 
therefore, In Thomas Paine's polltlcal phllosophy was, that he was not they find their common solvent, is Individualism. The com
a political phllosopher at all, ror no man Is a philosopher who, like rnon blunder of all the, opponents of all those phases of 
the spider, transforms every rood Into polson. That power or lnvectiY <1octrin i~ their utter fnilure to unclerstancl this ultimate doc
which !los as much In the suppression or the whole truth as In the ut- triu u:; thu fundamental doctrin of social science. In th1's terance or part, he possessed. But It Is not a power Olj wlllcll man 
rises Into Ills highest greatneBB. It Is, arter all, only ornamental fallure to appreciate this great German, English, and Ameri
slander. It needs to be made kind by charity and just by candor, or It e:m discovtery in s-ocialism and social development as counter
becomes venomous, viperous, d!abollc. Thero Is moral rorco In the parting the imperialism and papalism of the Latin races l\Ir. 
philology which derives the name or the devll rrom the ro .. t signifying D"n~1, 0 ,v ucemingly part1·01·pates.e 
accusation or lnvectlv. It was not without nece"sHy that tb.e so\"erest - ,, v 

satll·Ist or the last centurr should be the most conspicuously crucified H<>w comes this failure to happen? Let us investigate this 
one or tills. 'l'hls Wtts doubtless due In some dcgroo to ills religious 'l'H'stion a little closely. As a first statement it happens be
writing", justly to estimate t-he effector which would iuvolve an article cuuse it is so easy to make mistakes. A little error at the 
at loasL as oxtendod WJ the present. But It was also largely du<> to that 
censorious harshness uad uusct·upulous exaggeration which are the foundation, u little lack of fundamental discrimination, carries 
gist or all genlu~ fur lm·ectiv, and wlllell In Paine's case became on•J l<ll wrong in the end. In the twilight of origins things 
coarser and less lllerary u.s he admnced In lira,. We cannot deem his secHl tio muoh alike which are in fact so very different. 
poll tical views a t>hllosovhy or statesmanship, since, In our view, all TheHP. Po;;itiviBtic thinkers make their first deviation from the reYolutlou Indicates a !allure o! statesmanship, while Mr. Paine's 
theories make all statesmanship conslsL In successful revolution. Yet, right t.rack in the understanding of this subject when they 
H a set or opinions could be entitled to a place among political phllos. suppose the doctrin of Independent Ri~~:hts to be only good 
ophers by reason or mllllons having come to believe In and praise for revolntiemary crisee, and fail to apprehend it as one of 
them, then Indeed Paine would stand, more than any other, as the th t f d t 1 · bl 
rounder or the American school or political philosophy, as he certainly e "''' nn amen a '1-nexpugna e, ever-present and power
Is the rounder of tile creed or American democracy. Mllllons whc. llb· fully efficient factors of every truly-ordered social condition 
!lor his religious opinions constantly assume with Thomas Paino that, peaceful or bellicose. It is true that as contrasted with 
In politics, tr t~ •outs' can only supersede the 'Ins' with sufficient unity, In.lividualism is the phase of doctrin to which out
rapidity to prevent the building up or any speclallzed or skilled class, ragetl humtmity must appeal to J'ust1"fy revolnt1"on when r·evand tr tho business or government can be coutinua!ly remanded from 
those who hav acqulrml some slight sklll to those who hav none, socl- oluLion must come. But it is just as true-and this is the all
ely will be greatly lllcssod and the work or govermueut will vroceed ~mportant. point that is ov.erlooked-that the very condition of 
with real wisdom. It may ho that tills Is true, am!, I! It Is, Mr. Paine t d d h · 
wlll prove to hav been one.or the prorouude"t, as well as most popular, l~a~lgnra lng an . preservlng p~ace an. armony lS the pre
or political thinkers, ror his opinions In politico are tho standard or hnnnary concesswn of all the JUSt cla1mS of all individuals. 
American orthodoxy. Had Paine been more comprehonsiv lu his Liberty, in other words, is the basis of all true order, or still 
judgments, had he been able to perceive the advantages vertalnlng to otherwise expressed, order is the legitimate son and not the 
aristocracy as well as those to be anticipated rrom <lomocracy, the "-'· mother of freedom. It would be absurd to suppose that 
tent to which good governmeut results rrom skill as well as the extent 
to which tguoranco promotes llouesty, he would hav boon tess av· Garrison's antislavE-ry doctrin is only fit and good to upset 
plautlerl, bu' more just and more lnstructtv. AA It resulted, his lire a tremendous organization of instituted slavery, and that it 
was brilliant bqt unsuccessful; his character was run or virtues, and has no part to play in guarding the world against tymnny 
yet not attructlv and Ills political teachings hav been at once the most _, th t lth h f . 
ramous anct mo~t fallacious or tllelr time. '!'he fallacy that all men anu e s ea Y encroac ments o the 1nverse tendency in 
are equal Is a continual Incitement to t·evolution, since It Is only dm·· all the stages and manifestations of social life in every age 
tng periods or anarchy, when each man Is powerless, that It Is true. nnll realm. The great cry of the human soul is for freedom 
As order returns and powers become ulfequally distributed, the "'tttal·l and when that indispensable condition is secured it m • · ' 
lty or men disappears, slnco, In the exercise or all actual power, b . . . aJ lll 

"• Order Is heaven's first law, and this confessed, safety o~v Wl~h ~s much of v~neratwn as anythmg has the 
Some are, and must be, greater th1m the rest.' power to m~pue m the free mmd. To demand the perform-

" so Paine's doctrln, that the hereditary tran•mls•lon or power Is unce of dutles from those from whom we are withholding 
robbery, applles as logically to the hereditary transmission or properl)' the concession of rights is to add insult t i J·u y d t 
as of power thus merging democracy Into socialism. Paine, there· . o n r an o pro
rore, Is the a.'postle of chronic re\"olutlon. '!'he opposlt or revolution Is V?ke revolutwn under the false pretense of favoring evolu
statesmanslllp, lmt before this can prevail a philosophy or statesman. twn and order. 
ship must supersede In the popular .. mind that go"pel or revolution ·was it ·washington who says that "eternal vigilance is the 
which Palue did 80 much to Implant. price of liberty?" It sounds more like Paine and was most 

I hav said that I dissent !rom this verdict, and I appeal likely picked·up from his table-talk. That si~gle statement 
from the critic to the better mstructcrl cor~nwn sense of the means that the alert sentiment of Individual Rights is no 
world. It is concedetl that Mr. Denslow 1a very able. It is mere accidental demand of a revolutionary epoch, but that it 
conceded th.a~ he repr.esents a p~nve~ful current of phil?soph- n;tnst be the "leaven w~ich leaveneth the whole lump" of any 
ical and poht1eal sent1ment, whwh lH of late settmg m and nght government or somal arrangement, no matter how peace
making itself felt in the world, and espemally on this western ful the times or how seemingly secure the conditions. 
continent where it is new and inversely revolutionary, that Again, Paine uttered and was the first to utter the im
is to say, ~ubversiv of well established American ideas. It is mortal aphorism that ''all just government derives its pow
conceded that this new doctr:in of order and the influence of ers from the consent of the governed." As reply and conn
antiquity as represented by these men, clnims to be scientific ter-statement to this profound truth Denslow cites the his tor
and critical, claim~, in a. word, to be ~h~ scie_nce .l:!f sociology, ical fact that all past and present governments hav arisen out 
and that to a certam emment extent 1t lS smentltic and cnt- of selfishness, aod the power of military leaders-as if that 

were any answer to the other and gre.nder statement. That 
simply amount& to the confession, from Paine's point of 
view, that the world has not yet evoluted into the compre
hension and the institution of a just government. His 
aphorism is an indictment of all past and present govern
ments. And the question is, Are they not justly arraigned 
and accused of being unjust? This derivation of all govern
mental authority from the people is not then some· new and 
recent political invention, as Mr. Denslow would huv us be
lieve, but the discovery and announcement of an eternal -ver
ity which has been struggling forward from the beginning of 
all time-as true in the beginning, in the essential nature of 
things, us when it found utterance through the mouth of 
Paine. And it is so true now, and so destined to remain 
forever true, that no superficial criticism can ever obliterate 
or tarnish it. Americanism is the new gospel, and not arbi
trary authority; and order and authority must hereafter find 
the means of adjusting themselvs to this new fact without 
overthrowing it. The doctrin of social compact, so easily 
whistled down the wind by the critic, is essentially and eter
nally true. It does not mean the childish idea that all man
kind hav met upon some given occasion, upon some great 
IJlain, and overtly agreed upon a mode of life. It means, on 
the c0ntrary, that the very. facts of social life, its possibilities 
and its demands, involve an implied social contract, by which 
all men agree in their deepest natureP, or taken at their best, 
to respect the rights and well-being of all other men. Half 
the cmitracts enforced in the law-courts are implied contracts, 
or such as necessarily arise out of the nature of the' case, 
which nQed no written documents, no sealing wax, and no 
verbally expressed consent. 

Mr. Denslow has arrayed a list of American names of those 
whom he calls statesmen, and whom he parades before us 
as his ideals of great men as contrasted with Paine, whose 
life, he informs us, was a failure. When Lincoln waa told as 
against Grant that Grant was drunk on occasions, Lincoln 
said, "Tell me what brand of Bourbon Grant gets drunk on, 
and I will get some of it for my other generals." If any life 
ever failed to be a failure, it was Paine's. The man who has 
revealed a new gospel of truth can bide his time for appreci
ation. If Denslow's li_st of eminent respectabilities were all 
rolled into one big man, his existence would be forgotten, 
while the name and fame of Thomas Paine as a social discov
erer and prophet will be growing brighter and brighter on the 
escutcheon of human destiny. Rightly has Denslow said that 
the lineal descent of Paine in the evolution of Americanism 
is through Garrison and Phillips, who struck down American 
slavery. 

The nell:t point at which Denslow, in common with the new 
school of miHtaken critics assailing Americanism, makes his 
attack, is the statement in the American Declaration of Inde
pendence, which he now attributes, and I think rightly, to 
Paine, that all men are born free and equal. This for him is 
a glittering generality, a flower of ·rhetoric, a piece of absurd 
rodomontade. For me, and those that think with me, it is 
the very bed-rock of political wisdom. Of course it is per
fectly easy to see and to say that no two men and no two 
things are ever equal. This is indeed the very doctrin of in
dividuality; but it is alike true, on the other hand, that there 
are fundamental unities and equations pervading everything, 
that there is a sense-an all-important sense-in which all 
men are equal, a!! well as a sense in which they are unequal. 
The subject is too great to be fairly stated, and far more so to 
be fairly argued, here and now; but I will affirm dogmatically 
that equality will always be as true as inequality, and any 
student of philosophy who would ignore it would blot out the 
even numbers from arithmetic and banish all parallel lines 
from the universe. If it is a lie to affirm equality, it is also 
a lie to affirm inequality. All men are equal in the fact of 
their common humanity; they are equal in the presence of 
death, destitution, and suffering; they are equal in their 
right to be treated rightly; they should be equal, and under 
the American Constitution they are equal before the law; and 
it will take more than the reactionary influence of any im
ported new-fangled European philosophical ideas to rend the 
seal off that bond. The man who does not see and feel the 
common unity with his fellow, upon the same level, as a basis 
of their common humanity, is unfit to govern, and unfit to 
hav an opinion upon the question of the true social order. 
The truth is a superficial inequality upon a ground of radi
cal equality; and above that level it lB not the strong who 
should claim exemption and privileges, but the weak. True 
chivalry is closely allied with genuin demooracy. 

But, in conclusion, it must be conceded that the critic has 
gut in a strong point-on the reformer Paine. He affirms that 
the author of the Declaration of Independence-in other 
words, Thomas Paine-charged upon George III. acts which 
he never performed and atrocities of which he never was 
guilty. On this arraisnment it must be confessed that 
he has on the face of thmgs made out an astonishingly strong 
case; in a word, he says, in plain terms, he lies out-and-out; 
and the whole thing now, as exhibited to our inspection, looks 
like it. What, then, should he said before this honorable 
court by the advocate in behalf of his culprit client so caught 
in the very act? 

First, permit me to call your attention to the fact that 
those words were written, and those chargeH made against the 
British king, in the white-heat of a tremendous political crisis, 
when men ordinarily think less of telling the truth than of 
injuring the enemy. Consider, in the next place, that the 
batch of enormous denunciations had in it somehow so much 
seeming of truth that it carried with it the convictions of a 
whole people, and that it has taken one hundred years for 
anybody to wake up to the fact that the whole thing was a 
mere string of vituperation. Mr. Denslow's plain common 
sense in the matter now brings us to our senses, and we must 
face the issue of fact. All that I hav said 110 far explains but 
it does not excuse the false accusation, if, indeed, it were as 
it seems wholly false. But let us look more deeply into the 
poHsible and, I believe, the real meaning of this eloquent and .. 
terrific denunciation. ·Paine was a seer and a prophet. 4jl! 
There are some men endowed with a profound insight into · 
the ideal spirit of things,· and who, in the burning intensity 
of their nature, conceive and treat the spirit. as if it were the 
overt manifestation. As somebody has said, "You lie, if you 
think so;" and this style of deep seers would not hesitate to 
charge upon .another a falsehood which he never uttered, 
or never even conceived the intention of uttering. And yet 
the seer would be right, and the other man fals€ in denying. 
It is in this sense that Jesus said, "Whosoever looketh on a 
woman to lust after her, hath committed adultery in his 
heart·" and also at the judgment to the poor wretches who 
had u'ever dreamed of having done anything like it, "Inas
much as ye hav done it unto the least of these my 
brethren, ye hav done it unto me." The Dutchman having 
whippe6llis boy for some offense, the boy sulked and looked 
dissatisH!d. · The Dutchman said: "Hans, what did you 
say?" The boy said: "I didn't say nothing." "Well," said 
the father "what do you think?". "I don't think nothing," 
said the b~y. "Yes you do," said the old man; "you think 
damn! Come up and let me whip you again for that." The 
old Dutchman had spiritual insight; he struck at the true in
wardness of things, and he treated it as if it were the overt act, 
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For Thomas Paine, George ill. was not George ill. at all 1\Ir~ Wakeman, with much feeling, continued: there-that he would speak his last word for the emancipa-
as the man. He was the cullllinating point or the central em. tion of the spilitunl nature of men, as he had already spoken 
bodiment of the spirit of that age and all its institutions. I said I would at once begin to reverse that verdict within for their political and social emancipation. He wrote in his 
It was that type of social life; it was society itself as it ex- my own house and with my own child; and I asked her to prison, without book, Bible, or commentary, the first part of 
is ted around him; it was the world full of people in their read such sentences as these from the works of this man: his .. Age of Reason." Never was a work composed under 
0!-'gijni.zeth i:t;~jutsticte, m~niffested everywhere, b.u t most espe- "I believe In the equality or man, and I believe that rellglou" duties more heroic circumstances, or with a higher motiv; never was 
em Y lll err rea men ° the negro, which Pame was objur- cunsl~t In doing justice, loving mercy, and endeavoring to make our a more devoted soul brought to bear upon the great questions 
gating with his sublime and caustic eloquence. It matte reel fellow-creatures happy," of his age. You know the results of it-the tyranny of the 
not to him what the particul"r fact Illi"ght be He kne ... 1 t "Any system or religion that shocks the mind or a child cannot be 1 " · " '' Ia a true system." whole wor d became ~is enemy. The reign of terror ended; 
they :woul_d ~o, wh~t-- th_ey were. do~ng every hour, without "The word or God Is the creation which we behold." he was set free, but his health was broken. It was thought 
knowmg It, mtendmg It, or thmkmg it. He charged as ''It Is with a pious fraud as with a bad action-It begets a calamitous by the patriots in America and in Europe that he ought to 
the overt .a?t w~at he knew was in their spirit, and he charged necessity or going on." hav a refuge in the former country. He had reached the age 
on the Bntlsh kmg what he knew was in the wh le 1 "·•·o read the Bible without horror, we must undo everything that Is 

• • 0 peop e. tender, sympath1zlng, and benevolent In the heart or man." when further activ service in the field was not to be hopetl or 
It was the arraignment of one generation before the tribunal "That man does not exist who can say I ha\' persecuted him, or that expected. He wns brought back to our country in a vessel 
of a later and il. Wiser generation, and with a higher standard I hav In any case returned evil ror evil." specially commissioned for that purpose by Thomas J effer-
of right .. Pai_ne was, _therefore, a_s e11ery such man and every "The belief In a cruel god makes a cruel man." son, to the Jntter's immortal honor. As he ap]lroached these 
such woman Is a v ritabl " t f th d f · d t " "My own opinion Is ~hat those whose lives hav been spent In doing . ' e e sec IOn o e av o JU gmen - d d d 1 k shores, whe1·e hi·s "Age of Re"son" hnd p•·ecede(l hi"m, the Th 1 f th b ' goo an en eavor ng to rna e their fellow-mortals happy, will be " " • 

e very Ies 0 ose su lime and inspired natures are t.he happr hereafter." clouds of calumny and detraction began to gather. In his 
supremest truths, though it may need another seer to in- "The Intellectual Pntt or religion Is a ptlvate alTair between every journey from Washington to New York the Federalists, To
~erp:et them. Paradoxes and seeming falsehood of great and man and his maker, and In which no tblrd party hns any right to ries, and priests could hardly be ke]Jt from violence agai·n". t 
Inspired tu th d t" · Interfere. The practical part consists In OUl" doing good to each n · na res are a ousan Imes more true to the in- other." him. But we must rememlJOr that all thiH obloquy with 
most truth of things than the common-place platitudes of "One good school-master Is or more use than a hundred priests." which he was assailed was the direct result of the bitter pe-
so-called statesmanship and current propriety. "Let us propagate morality unfettered by superstition." Jitical and religious animosities of that day. Thev were no 

"I believe In one God, and no more, and I hope for happiness be- · d ' M S p p t th · d d d yond this life." . more mente or worthy of our consideration than the vitu-
r. · · u nam was en Intro uce an said: "The key or heaven Is not In the keeping or any sect nor ought the peration which arises from such hot-beds of corruption and 

I shall only endeavor to present from one point of 1~iew road to It to be obstructed by any." slander in our day. But his enemies had the press and the 
this marvelous hero of the American Revolution I th"nk th "I hav yet, I believe, some years In store, ror I hav a good state or pen, and it was that which broke down the fame of Thomas 

d h . h h b k · I e health ancl a happy mine!. I take care of both, by nourishing the first P h 
wor s w. IC av een spo en by the Rev. Heber Newton, and I with tempeJ·ance and the latter with abundance." aine in t e American mind, and obscured the brilliancy of 
those wntten and spoken by the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher his splendid services in the cause of American and human 
and others, help us of to-day to understand the grandeur of No man of that generation has left works from which a liberty. 
the work of Thomas Paine. I do not think that we Liberals richer anthology may be collected; no man deserves the im- Thomas Paine was the sincerest of men. The beauty of all 
of to-d~y altogether appreciate the noble spirit by which he mortal wreath of honor and respect m~re th~n the man who his writings is that they are devoted to general objects and 
was am mated. Not only was Thomas p,line a gi·eat political has uttered such W<;>rds. ~hat I began _m my own hous~hold purposes. Their motiv is the betterment of mankind as a 
reformer, but he was also a great religious reformer and I -the reversal of this verdwt of such history upon the hfe of whole. He spoke not for his own benefit nor for his own 
affirm that in writing the "Age of Reason" he was p~rform- this man-it is our duty to do before the whole wor!cl. We age. And they are remarkably religious in the highest and 
ing a profoundly religious work, he was joining all those must lift UJ? Thomas Paine as one o'f the saviors not only of truest sense; that motiv makes them religious. In estimat
great prophets of the race who hav labored for re!iaious his generatiOn but of American liberty and of republicanism ing his character it should be the :first thing to be recorded, 
emancipation. It is popularly supposed that Paine was

0

only at large, if they ever are to be saved. The words s·poken that he was always affirmativ and positiv. That is accounted 
an Infidel who wished to abolish the Bible in order that un- by Mr. Andrews here to-night are the best estimate of the for when we remember that in the origin, tone, and temper 
belief might prevail; but he was animated by no such motiv. value of his political character and services I ha11 m·er heard; of the man, and in the purposes of his life, he was built upon 
He believed in religion, for he has himself declared "The and the words spoken in regard to his individual sincerity the Quaker character and sincerity. He was never an antag
~orld_ i~ my country; to do good, my religion." He believed an~ devotion_to great hu_m~n aims by Mr. Pcfst are the best onistic man. He would dethrone kings, but ne11er execute 
m rehgwn as a natural sentiment of humanity and he was as estimate of his charactenstles that I hav ever heartl. I hope them. He was hardly even a revolutionary man. The concep
religious a man as any of the Newtons and B~echers who to- they will. be recorded for the benefit of those who may be tion that pro11ails of Thomas Paine in that regard is a total 
day occupy his intellectual position. Religion as a sentiment willing hereafter to do justice to thiR great man. · misappr~Jhension. He should be looked upon at bottom as a 
is universal i~ humanit!, it does not depend on theology and ?'here is one thing wanted, and that is a pedestal on wh~ch Quaker of the Hicksite school. They are constructi11, and 
does not hav 1ts source m any conception whatsoever of an in- this character .should stand. That must be found by takmg possess the loveliest foi·ms of practical and social life to be 
finit _being; it ~s an affair ?f humanity only; it is that profound a ~ew. of the time_s in which he lived-by contrasting him found in the world. That phase of Quakerism represented 
sentim~nt whwh <'~;wells m eYery human being, by which he With hi~ age !lnd ~nth those by whom he w:as surr?unded. It Thomas Paine better than any other phase of belief. But be 
recogmzesj;hat he IS something more than an individual that was an mgemous Idea of old Plutarch to wnte the hves of men was a Quaker enlarged to the size of mankind. And in that 
he does not stand alone in this universe, bnt is boun'd to- in parallels; by cont.rasting them he put in a better light the enlargement he is one of the most unsellish, Rincerc, and glo
gether with millions of others like himself· that there is an great qualities and services of his heroes. The character of rious characters in human history. He lived for humanity 
identity between the life that beats within his bosom and the Paine has suffered from the fact that we hav always consid- and served without thought of rewarcl. When be made fiv~ 
life that beats within the bosom of univers11] hmnanity m·ed him alone, and not in contrast with the men of his own thousand dollars by his "Rights of I.Ian," he gave it all away 
throughout th~ world, through all the ages of the past and c_ount~y. To weigh him rightly you ~~st place him in t~e immediately for patriotic purposes. When he had a salary 
all the ages which are to come. It is that which gi11s us our !me of the great men who were the spintual leaders of his during the American revolution he gave it away:for the hene
feeli!lg of ~he infinit. Paine had within him this 1-eligious age, t~wsc who embod~ed ~he great impulses from which fit of the army. He went to France, and bogged for 
sentiment In a large degree and in this sense he was a most mankmd hav been•movmg smce. In England, when he came the army, and got clothing ancl money for them, and 
profoundly religious man.' Why, then, did he write the upon the stage, there were three great leaders of mankind- enabled WaHhington ·to stand before the British army at 
"Age of Reason?" Simply to overthrow the Bible? Not at the souls of their cen_tury. The first~ the eldest, tho_ one t.hat Yorktown. Such utter disregard of self, and his utter neg
a~, but because he.felt that this religious sentiment of marl- represented the statiC th.ought of his_ day most so!Hl!y, was lect to do anything to protect his name and fame bav wm-ked 
kind m_ust b_e ;preserve~ by changing its basis of belief; he felL Dr. Samuel Johnson, the lmmortallexwographer, the mnuor- to his detriment. Bnt it is all the more a shame to the Amcr
that this rehg:H~us sentiment could no longer rely upon faith, t~l Tory, th~ last and purest of_ t~e men who fought for the ican people that this neglect has not worked to his au vantage. 
and that the mmds of men must be imliahtened in order to kmg, the anstocracv, and the limited Commons of England. If he had had ordinary self-lo'lc he would ha11 spent the last 
still preser11e it. Therefore I say that no "man, in all the his- Consorted with Johnson was a younger and, in many re- seven yeaTs of his life in this country in writing hiH autobiog
tory of the_ ":'orld, not Buddha, not Christ, accomplished more spectR, a more brilliant n~d ~ubtle man, Edmund Burke. He rnphy. And what an autobiography that would ha11 been! 
for the rehgwus development of mankind than did Thomas represented not the old Tones but the younger; came from He had become acquainted with the great men of his age, 
Paine. Paine was convinced that there is no possible wav the Whigs, nnd be represented the terror and sentimentalism from Washington to Bonaparte. He waR for a time It 

by which the vast wealth of the world's sentiment affection which turned Whigism into Toryinm before the excesses of friend of Bonaparte. How much better for him and the 
and hope can be preserved except by unloosina it from th~ the French Revolution. The culminating point of Johnson's worl<l if he had taken the ad11ice of this Quaker Liberal! 
~heologies and bibles ~nd churches of the past,"and bringing theory of}ife and poli~ics _w-as w!10n he wrote :'Taxation no What chapters Paine could hav given in Hevolutionary hiR· 
It, a8 Mr. Wakeman wisely says, into harmony with the new Tyranny. The culmmatmg pomt of Burkes career was tory! But Paine was too great to attempt lt Liogmphy, too 
solution of the universe, with the new thouahts and new in- "·hen he delh·ered his beautiful apostrophe to Marin An- t!isintcrestec1, and too careless; his work harl been done. 
sights which we hav. o toinette, the butterfly Queen of France: "I thought ten Three great nations of the 'yorld ha<l received the impulses 
· It is our work, as Liberals, not simply to overthrow and thousand swords would leap_ fr~m theJ,r scabbards to avenge of liberty because of tho stl·~ngth of his soul, of hiR pure 
prove false the intellectual and theological systems of the a look that threatened her WI~h ~nsult. Those_ two men hav heart, and his powerful pen, which, as he says, he dippe<l in 
past or the present, but to take up this religious sentiment of gone; ~ot only_t~ey, ~ut_.th~u mfluence, _too, Is now of the his own blood as he wrote. 
h!lmanity and preserve it in and through all that science may past. _The poll twa! mstitutiOns an?- pohc}: they defended He diecl in neglect shameful to his contemp{lraries. HiR 
giv us. Whe:t;~ we adopt this scientific method we do not by are plmn!y seen to be de_cayed and disappeari:t;~g. last efforts were uot to vindicate himself, hut ~ obtain his 
a!1y me~ns reJect ~his past glory of the human race, its sac- But With them, born m_ the hum~les_t st~t~on, appeare_d a political rights. 'The Federalists had determined that he 
rifices, Its hopes, Its beauty and art; these influences we as young Quaker, Tho~as Pame, who, Ill his spil'lt and capaCity, should not vote, claiming that he was a foreigner and an 
Liberals wish to preser11e; but we ·know that they cannot be ~ec~me_ the mo1~thprece of the common peopl~, nnd of the alien. Think of the malignity of the wretches l Trying to 
longer preserved by the ancient beliefs, and that if we are to mstitut~ons, p_ohcy, and thought t!1at are the life o_f our day prevent from voting at an election the man who ha<l dono so 
hav in the future a larger hope and a gmnder illumination it and which c]aun the future as their own, ob&cme It as your much to establish the freeclom ancl the right to vote \l'hich 
must come in and through the scientific method. Paine be- shallow historians and philospher~ may. He was of the peo- they enjoyed ! He took a great deal of trouble to establish 
gan this work and gave it its great impulse; it "·as necessary plei brought_ up and educated_ with ~he people; he learned his rights in this matter, and his last letters wore to tlw olli
that somebody should do it and suffer for it. 'The history of then· mech~m?al arts, dressed m thei_r ways, and became a cials at Washington for the purpose of 1•rocuring evidence 
the race, as. IteadP says, is the martyrdom of man. Every part ?f their hfe; and when the old 1'egtme could no long_er ~e thrit he was enrolled in the American army, an<l th .. refore had 
one who belle11es in human progress must be ready to sur- sustumed by Johnson and. Burke, that young, enthusiastiC been naturalized by law. Of course the pr<,of was plain 
render himself in order that others may advance. ·No man devotee, ad vocate of the "Rrghts of :Man," came to the surface; enough. But the meanness that would compd sneh a mnn, 
was ever actuated by a more overwhelming sense of duty than he spoke for the m_nsses, ~e represented the dawn of theu with such a history in service of the country arHI of mankin<l 
was Thomas Paine. He knew that in attacking the prevail- hopes, and prophesied thmr future. W~ether he w_as really being compelled to appeal to public officials in order to olJ
ing ideas he was staking his life and his reputation; he knew that ~reat and rem!lrlmble met~or of his_ age, .Jnmus, I am tain the ordinary rights of a eiti;,en roverKPS llw mntiv whieh 
that he must meet the tiger against which Franklin warned not able to . det~rmm, ~nt cer_t~mly he did. appear as ~ :e- gave him the character they wisher!. 
him; that his fame would be torn in pieces by priestly syco- markable wnt~r m Eng~rsh pohtws, ~nd recmved recognitiOn What I dic1 in my own family in rngar<l t" Otis man's fttHie 
phants, but he did not shrink from the task before him; he as such by an Intl·oductwn to Franklm, Rush, and ou~ Amen- must be done before thQ world. We nmst reverse this jn<lg
went into it _with a martyr's spirit, ready to sacriiice his life, can leaders wh~n he rea.che~ our sh?res. He threw hiS wJ;lole ment and lift this man up for the healing nf the people aud 
and everythmg that was d~ar to him, in order that he might ~em:t a~rl-soul mt~ t~? serviCe of this c~.untry." H~ ~r9~mzed nations. Why "I As 1\ll-. Andrnws has very priJperly sai<l, the 
stnke a blow for human liberty. He was the Prometheus of l~be1ty WI 1_1s. His Commot;r Sense and Cnsis ma~e constructi'l clements in the social]Jrogrcss of the pres,nt age 
~he ~merican Revolution. He has suffered greatly: few men hberty _ancl md~pendenee possible for us. You hav heard hiS are coming to us from Homan Cn.t.holi~ influences, omd lai·gcly 
m history hav suffered so much as Thomas Pttine. What record m An~en~a too often for m~ to rep~at. After the sue- through the influence, I fear, of Auguste, Comte. The Eug
obloquy )las be8h heaped upon his name for years and y«ars! cessf:ni ter~~natlon of our revolutl~n, whwh was la~~ely due !ish and American Lih<,rnlH hav to rovci·sc tho later works of 
But he s1\all receive his ample reward. His is one of the few t~ Ius u?tlrm~ energy and splend~cl _talents as a ~Hlter and that man in sociology or practic~tlly to giv up ltepublicanisrn. 
names that are not born to die; many of those who are ill us- (hpl_omatist, Pame had no further miSSIOn as the kmght e!rant The reason why LiheralH and ComtiHts cannot consort to
trio us to-day will be forgotten, but among the names in of liberty here, a:t;~d he went _to Europe to repeat there, If he gether is thiB: I am an Amerkan, a Hepnblican, and a patriot, 
human history which will be preserved from age to age, will could, ~he revolutiOnary s~rv~ces J;le had rendered to us: _He while e11ery Comtist, every one who belongs_ to the Hchonls of 
be the name of Thomas Paine. He never can be for"otten. began Ill England by J,lllbhshmg, m answer to Burke~ his Im- papacy or Coosarism, is a traitor in theory and at heart. I be
but as the years and the centuries roll by, more an(l mor~ ~nort~l worl~, "Th~ Rights of ~!a~." Every ?ne o~.~!s ~o!k~ lie11e that thlil American Constitution contains morn political 
will the sun of his glory shine out· and we can say of him as rs fl VIctory lD the title alone; his Common Sense, CriRIS, wisdom than the speculations of any pbilosopherH whatso
the great poet Shelley sung of the' great poet Keats: ' "Rights of 1\Ian," a~d "Age of Reason," ever~ one_ of them, ever, whether Comte or Carlyle or even Carll\Iaix, or any one 

markn a step upward m human progress; they hfted Ill succes- who has ever lived. True constructiv Liberalism is founded 
sion the whole mass of English-speaking people up to see a upon confidence in the people and in human nature. It is 
new light of life. Republican and Democmtic to the backbone. We ha11 really 

"This soul, like a star, 
Beacons rrom the abode where the eternal are." 

Mr. T. B. Wakeman being introduced, said that In England he devoted himself with utmost devotion to this to go back and take the lessons of the past as a foundation, 

h b h ld Q k tl 
. work. He did not succeed in making a revolution there but not from them will come our model for the future. The 

W en a oy e met an ° ua ·er gen eman, Ill an then, but he planted the seeds of evolution, which are still truth is that Thomas Paine and Thomas Jefferson, who ""as 
upper room in the city of New York, who had there working out among the common people the great problem in intellectually his counterpart, were positing what was not 
some of the original editions of Pt~.ine's works, in a more quiet way, and therefoFe with more sure and glorious true in their. day, that mankind were created free and c<plal, 
which he became interested, and that upon his in- results. · possesst>d of certain inalienable rights, and that governments 

tl . d Paine next went t{) France, '1\'as received with the greatest obtained their just powers fro ill the consent of the governed. 
quiring about their author, the old gen eman sai to honor, was placed in the Assembly, and appointed on the In this they dechred to be true and self-evident what was a 
the boy (Mr. '\Vakeman) that he personally knew committee to draft their constitution. He was one of the lead- most transparent falsehood in the world, what never had 
Thomas Paine well, knew ot.hers who bad known him ing men of the world in politics and thought, and was so r~c- been true, was not true then, is ~ot true yet; but there waR 
well,· and that Thomas Paine was an earnest, good ognized everywhere. You know how he escaped by a special ann is the hope that in thP. future it will be true, and in the 

h
. h I · I · 1· tl Ji' providence in that reign of terror, how he was thrown into building up of humanity in strength and power and glory, as 

man w_ O ad more true _re igi~n Ill ns It. e nger prison and escaped, death by the mere accident of a chalk- the real god of this world, consists the c<mdition for realiza
tliau.;Ius detractors h.::td m their Y;hole bodies. 1\Ir. mark being placed,on the inside of his door, as it stood ope:t;~, tion of those words whicll were a proplli!cy. They were not 
Wa.keman aJs'o rela.tedan incident in hi~ familv of his instead of the outside, while some ponrwretch suffered in hie true, but we must.liv to make them true. 
little daughter res.di.ng to him from a school "historv place. But in those hours, w~icl~ 'W'OU!d bav eonq~ered the .Johnson was_a r~l. solid., ~incere, a:nd eub~tannal hero, f;.rst-

h d
. h . f p - . tl" souls of most men, he was thmking only of one thmg-that 1 hand soul of his kmd. and It was a kmd not. very safe tn rncr·1 

a para~ap regar mgt. e Sf'·l"'Jr.es _o ame lll le. all the tyranny of the world was based upon the tyranny of I in a rough, hand-to-hand fight of brain or musele. I'N.pl 
Revolutionary war and closing w1th these words: I a cruel God in heaven, and his supposed book or Bible-and hav thrown a great deal of obloquy upon him for receiving,, 
If 'l'he J.U.ili9;gored ua.m!3 <;>f J'l)Q]Jla:; Paine, the Infidel." ! ]le determined, 1110 the )ast effort of his life, to strike tyranny pension, but he did PJore to nvmt that pcnsio11 th:;u 
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all the bishops and archbishops of England. He 
saved the English church and polity by the vigor of his 
brain and the greatness of his heart. I love that old hero as 
I love a hearty, :first-hand soul, whether I meet him as friend 
or foe. 

We must deepen the philosophy Paine professed by all 
there is of science and history. Then from it will come a 
spirit which will realize his hopes and glorify him in the real
ization not only as a revolutionist, but as a prophet. When 
that state of mind comes to prevail, when the republic of the 
world, the federation of mankind, comes to view, then will 
be the time when Thomas Paine will be raised aloft, vindi
cated, observed of all men, not simply as a revolutionist and 
a philosopher, but as a savior and a prophet. Time shall 
realize it, that glorious federal republic of the world of which 
he dreamed, when mankind, emancipated, educated, purified, 
shall take charge of this planet as its home and· heaven. 

What he wrote for America and Europe we must read for 
the world. Such thoughts at once redeem this m1m's charac
ter-if it needs a!ly redemption-make his impulses and his 
high prophecies understood; but to that end, we must meet 
one day on his farm at New Rochelle, we must put that mon
ument to hiJI memory on the hill where it will speak to the 
world, where it can be seen by all men as the fleets of the 
great city pass up and down the sound; we must go to Eng
land and collect the remains, scattered however they may be, 
and bring them back and place them under that monument, 
and the world for whom he sacrificed himself shall honor 
him. Then no little compiler of a school history shall dare 
to put into an American book such words as "the unhonored 
name of Thomas Paine," for the name shall be honored as long 
as republics liv. As President Monroe said, "0 that my country 
never shall be stained by the crime flfingratitude!" It has been 
stained, and we must wash off that stain. We must make the 
:American people ashamed of the disgraceful treatment to 
which the memory of Thomas Paine has been subjected in 
the country and among the people he saved. It is part of 
our sacred duty as patriots, as republicans, and as Ameri
cans. The world must know that republics are not ungrate
ful, that the soul of Thomas Paine has begotten children who 
dare to defend his name, and who are capable of perpetuat
ing the liberty for which he lived and died, until the whole 
race shall rejoice in its benefits and victory. 

Mr. Wakeman was followed by the venerable and 
enthusiastic Capt. George Loyd, of New Rochelle, N. 
Y., in a short speech, after which the chairman an
nounced the adjournment of the meeting, which had 
been one of the most successful ever held in this city. 

THE DAY IN PITTSBURG. 

From 1114 JJilpatM. 

The anniversary of the birth of Thomas Paine was 
observed with appropriate exercises yesterday, after
noon and evening, by the Liberal League, in Lafay
ette Hall. The decorations were tastefully ar
ranged, and were confined to the stage and its vi
cinity, At the front of the stage stood a row of 
potted plants; in the rear the American flag was 
draped against the wall; and above, ropes of ever
green hung in graceful festoons. At the center of 
the arch above the stage in the midst of the . green 
was the motto, "Paine, the Man Who "r oulcl Go 
Where the Cause of Liberty Called Him." At the 
right of the arch was the legend, " The \V orld is 
My Country; to do Good J\IIy Religion." At the 
left, " Thomas Paine, the Author and Hero of the 
Revolution." 

was not with the Constitution of the United" States, 
but with the laws of the different states. The Con
stitution of the United States did not embody the 
principle of God in the government, and a treaty en
tered into with Tripoli in the early days of the re
public expressly declared that the United States was 
not founded on the Christian religion. If the radicals 
were tq accomplish anything in this controversy upon 
"God in the Constitution," they should organize. The 
strength of the church lay in its organization, and it 
would long ago hav been swept away by the forces of 
science and philosophy had it not been an organized, 
corporate, and fortified body. So l'easonable were the 
demands of Liberalism, that if the advocates of them, 
numbering 200,000, should organize and registet their 
names as voters they might expect that the Baptist 
sect would vote witb. them-that is to say, if the Bap
tists had not repudiated the principles of their great 
apostle Roger Williams, who was the first minister 
who taught that the true relation between church and 
state was one of complete and eternal separation. 

speaker predicted the coming of a time when Paine 
woul,d hav his apostles everywhere. His only fear, 
the speaker said, is that the ecclesiastics would try 
to canonize him as a saint. They had tried to steal 
the good names of John Stuart Mill, Emerson, and 
Darwin and place them in the calendars, and there 
was reason for this fear that they might take up 
Paine also. 

Having said this much, Mr. Burnham withdrew 
the American flag, which had veiled a large easel in 
the rear of the stage, exposing to view a fine, full
length portrait of the man whose birthday was being 
commemorated in the exercises of the evening. The 
great apostle of the Liberals was represented as 
standing upon a scroll bearing t.he words "Super
stitions," "Creeds," "Priestcraft," and pointing, up
ward to the rays of "Truth" and "Liberty." The 
portrait was heavily framed with black walnut. 
WhEin it was unveiled the audience applauded loud
ly, and the band played "The Star-Spangled Ban
ner." When the music had ceased, three cheers 
were given for Thomas Paine. Mr. Burnham, in ap
propriate terms, presented the portrait to the Liberal 
League on behalf of Mr. James E. Emerson, of 
Beaver Falls, whose gift to the organization it was. 
Mr. Burnham pronounced· the picture a fine one, and 
quaintly remarked that "the genius of the artist's 
brain must hav burnt the ends of his fingers." 

The speaker said that the radicals had no reason 
for finding fault with Governor Butler for not con
demning, in his message, the unjust practice of ex
empting church property from taxation. They were 
themselvs to blame for not making themselvs so felt as 
to compel . the government of Massachusetts to call 
attention to this matter. Butler was not at fault. 
He was a politi,cian, and a politician, like a vane upon 
a steeple, must.go as the wind blows. It was a mis
taken idea, the speaker said, to suppose that the radi
cals did not value moral character, for they did value 
morality above all price. They only had two things 
to ask of th.ose seeking membership to the League
first, that they shall contend for the national Consti
tution as the fathers of government made it and left 
it, a purely secular instrument ; and secondly, that 
they shall assist in the hard and thankless task of 
delivering the minds of people everywhere from the 
degrading bondage of superstition. The speaker 
predicted "a good time coming," when press and 
people will be in accord and sympathy with the rad
icals, and closed with allusions to the case of Bennett 
and a word of commendation for Col. Ingersoll. The 
speaker was fTequently intenupted with applause. 

The address was followed with . enlivening selec
tions by Staley's band, a trombone solo by Mr. J. 
Thomas, a zithern solo by Mr. E. Eyth, and a recita
tion of the ":i\Iidianite Maiden," by l\'Ir. G. Dovey. 

Brief informal addresses, extolling Thomas Paine 
and the principles which he advocated, were made by 
l\'Ir. Thom·as Grundy, Mr. Shattuck, of Beaver Falls, 
Dr. Nye, and other gentlemen in the audience. 

Additional music and the recitation of " Peter 
Maguire; or, Nature and Grace,". by Mrs. Lake, 
brought the exercises of the afternoon to a close. 

EVENING SESSION AND BANQUET. 

The evening- session of the anniversary, which in 
addition to a literary program embraced a banquet, 
attracted a large audience. After a lively selection 
by the band, the ex-Hev. J. H. Burnham came for
ward and delivered a striking address. There was a 
vast diffenmce, he said, in the "eharacter and the re
sults of a comparison of men. In the stud.y of gods 
we were limited by our own imagination. We could 
not get beyond om highest thoughts. The result 
was that the gods could never be revealed. They 
stood afar off, and remained always the ·same. But 
in the comparison of man with man we had some
thing within our grasp, and our thought was pro
gressiv. In this compalison we would be led to 
recognize and apply the principles of evolution, and 
in that application we would come to see that man 
to-day is not the being of yesterday. Man had been 
struggling up through the ages, and evolution was 
continually carrying him onward. 

Mrs. Lake, of California, responded to the speech 
of presentation. She also gave a spirited sketch of 
the life of Paine, and eulogized him at some length 
in glowing terms. He was a man of large heart and 
of immense influence, she said, and his great work 
he accomplished" without the help of Jesus or the 
theologic God." The influence of Paine, she claimed, 
was like an inspiraiion to the Revolutio11ary fathers, 
and was a powerful factor in the determination of 
the result of that glorious struggle. His humanity,. 
she said, was his chief characteristic, and even this 
noble trait brought him to a dungeon and nearly to 
the guillotin. If the accident which saved his neck 
from the guillotin had occurred in the experience of a 
Christian, added the speaker, it would hav been at
tributed to the providence of God; but as it occuned 
in the life of an Infidel, I suppose we can venture to 
say it happened by the providence of the devil. The 
speaker went on at great length, incidentally alluding 
to the Bible as" a conglomerationoffalsehood and fool
ishness," and denouncing the " ecclesiastical fiends, 
who pursued Paine to the grave and even beyond," 
while " the bigoted Bible worshipers" also· came in 
for a share of the lady's vigorous i.J:ony. The address 
was warmly applauded. 

The Han. A. B. Bradford stepped forward at its 
close and read a telegram received from the Cumber
land (Maryland) Liberals, conveying to the Pitts
burg Liberals fraternal greeting, and expressing sen
timents appropriate for the Paine anniversary. He 
also read a reply which it was proposed to telegraph 
to the Cumberland Liberals, and a message of greet
ing to be sent to the Liberals who were celebrating 
Paine's birthday at Linesville. 

l\'Ir. Emerson, of Beaver Falls, upon invitation 
came to the stage and addressed the audience, extoll
ing the life and character of the great Liberal of the 
eighteenth century. He said that he believed that 
Paine was the first man who indicated the possibility 
of establishing a free government on this continent. 
Mr. Batt, the artist who painted the portrait which 
Mr. Emerson had given to the Liberal League, was 
also invited to appear before the audience, and did 
so. He did not hav anything to say, however, and 
when he had retired the band played a selection, 
bringing the exercises in the hall to a close. 

The most conspicuous feature in the hall, per
haps, was a large easel at the front of the stage, upon 
which rested three portraits. The one in the center 
was the ~keness of Gambetta, and its frame was 
heavily draped in mourning. The one at the top 
was Franklin; the one below the author of "lJ'he 
Age of Reason.'' Portraits of Paine, \Vashington, 
Shakspere, Burns, Darwin, Colonel Bob Inger_!loll, 
Herbert Spencer, Garfield, and Lincoln adorned the 
walls and galleries. The audience was comparativly 
light, but included several ladies and gentlemen from 
abroad. The exercises were opened at 2:45 o'clock 
with a cornet solo, "Scenes that are Brightest," by 
Mr. Louis F. Falck. This was followed with a song 
entitled, " Sweet Days Gone By," by Professor Peck, 
of Chicago. Mrs. H. S. Lake was then int.rod.uced, 
and recited Professor Felix Adler's poem, " The 
City of Life," prefacing her recitation with a com
mendatory tribute to the author for his outspoken 
advocacy of Freethought. 

The audience was then addressed by the Han. 
A. B. Bradford, of Enon Valley, upon "The Mission 
of the Liberal League." The speaker at the out
set called attention to the recent sermons of the 
Rev. Heber ·Newton, of New York, upon "The 
Wrong and the Right Uses of The Bib~e." The 
radicals, or " Infidels," as we are sometimes called, 
he said, are not farther away from the thirty-nine 
articles than Dr. Newton is. The reverend doctor 
places the Bible in the same plane as other books 
-to be read and judged by the human conscience 
upon its merits. This is all the radicals claim; it is 
the position that was taken by Thomas Paine when 
he wrote "The Age of Reason.'' Bishop Potter and 
the other clergymen, whatever they may say offi
cially, secretly know that Dr. Newton is right and 
occupies unassailable ground. The speaker criticised 
and ridiculed the critics of Rev. Dr. Newton, closing 
his review of this mattflr .. with the remark that he 
did not see any further weapons for Dr. Newton's 
enemies to employ than they had ·used against him, 
unless they could get .Alitho:b.y Comstock to trump 
up a charge againat ·him for cfrcUlating obscen~ lit
erature through the ma.i.ls. 

In continuing, he said that it was a shame IIJld an 
outrage th~~ot the the word of an honest skeptic should 
pot be tl!.keJI. iP. ~ 90qrt. of justice, 'rhe fP.W.~ b~ s11-id1 

After these introductory remarks, J\IIr. Burnham 
spoke of the,position which Thomas Paine had come 
to occupy in the progress of human thought. Al
though ecclesiastics had endeavored to bury his 
memory out of sight beneath mountains of supersti
tion, yet those mountains had rolled away, and the 
angel of light had bidden Thomas Paine to arise after 
one hundred years of sleep. This simple fact that 
Paine had arisen in might after his long sleep had 
indicated his character and entitled him to the re
spect of every American citizen, because bad men 
never arose again after being buried. Even the de
fenders of the strongholds of ecclesiastical despotism 
were opening their eyes, and some of them had even 
dared to speak of Thomas Paine. The opinions of 
Paine, the speaker claimed, had a value as a political 
quantity in deciding the revolutionru:y"struggle, and 
in the formation of the government of this country. 
The character of the author of "The Age of Reason," 
he said, would compare favorably with that of the 
average clergyman of to-day. The only charges 
ever l:Jrought against Thomas Paine were of immor
alities. that were not looked upon in the light that 
they are to-day. The reason why he had been hated 
was because he wrote the''Age of Reason," which 
none of his enemies had been able- to answei·. At thia day there wen).not half a dozen books that were 
read ~ore eagerly in this country than that precious 
volume, The influe11ce of t4e writings of P!line had 
made it possible for Eobert Ingersoll in this day to 
opfiup;y the :poflitio11 which he wv!s occunin~. '+he 

· Nearly the entire audience attended the banquet 
which followed in the large room below the hall, and 
every seat at the four long tables spread for the oc
casion was taken. The menu included a great variety 
of delicacies. Among the toasts which were pro
posed and responded to were the following: "Thomas 
Paine," response by R. M. Sayle, of Franklin; "Wo
man," James E. Emerson, of Beavef' Fall~; "The 
Lords of Creation,'' Mrs. . Lake; "The '·' Liberal 
League "W. S. Douthett; "Pioneers of Freethought," 
Han. A: B. Bradford; ''The Press," H. Hoover. The 
speaking was continued until a late hour, and the 
birthday of Thomas Paine had ceased to be before 
his friends had completed their celebration of it. 

'XHE PHILADELPHIA CELEBRATION. 

The FI"eethinkers of Philadelphia held. two cele
brations of two sessions each on the anniversary of 
Thomas Paine Sunday, the 28th in st., at 259 North 
B1~oad street ~nd 814 Girard avenue, with good at
tendance at 'both and excellent speaking by Mme. 
DeLouie, Messrs. Burrow, Riley, Cooper, Seymour, 
Osgood, Fish, Buckle, Pearsall, and others. We 
wish to refer p!irticularly to the eloquent address 
given by Mme. DeLouie, the most able and fluent 
speaker: next to Robert G. Ingersoll, whom we hav. 
ever listened, to. This lady has been bef9te the P:Ub- ... 
lie as a Liberal worker scarcely. tw:o ~e~rs, ?ut"'she 
cuts left and right; wit.h her cl!3ar, rtch :vmce and · 
finest of I•hetoric, with the· strength and power of a 
veteran. Both meetings claimed her services in han~ 
oring the Jl!.eJl!.ol7 of T4oma,.s faA~e~ M)ne~ Pe~ouie 
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referred most eloquently to "the late D. M. Bennett, and touching tribute to the memory of two as brave 
whose death," this lady said, "was hastened by and noble men as ever hurled defiance at the church. 
church persecution, in the form of Comstockism;" Link their illustrious names in this simple manner, 
adding "that humanity had lost one of its ablest, if and thousands will applaud, thousands will adopt the 
not the ablest, worker in the field of Freethought," Calendar, who now through mere habit are using 
calling "1\Ir. D. M. Bennett our Paine of the nine- the old calendar of "Our Lord," thus perpetuating a 
teenth century, whose memory should be as sacred superstition that has deluged the world with innocent 
to us as that of the hero whose birth anniversary we blood! 
had met to celeb1·ate." Regarding the falsehoods We who stood by D. M. Bennett in the ho\}1' of 
told of ~ho~as Paine, 'she referred particularly to peril when the enemy . used the most infamous 
the pubhcatwn of Zell's Encyclopedia and Diction- weapons to dishonor him, will eagerly look for THE 
ary, Vol. n., page 447, which contains an original TRUTH SEEKER flying at its mast-head the imperishable 

To walk with erect carriage, a step springy and elastic; 
To look with calm gaze or with a flashing eye; 
To speak with a full and sonorous voice out of a broad 

·chest; 
To confront with your personality all the other personali

ties of the earth"-
This was Bennett-like. 

Yours truly, 
Jan. 19, 283. 

ELMINA. 

fabrication of Thomas Paine. numerals 283. BYRON AnoNIS. 

We would say that there hav been other messages 
printed purporting to come from Mr. Bennett, and 
quite a number hav been sent us by mediums; but 
as yet none carry evidence of their genuinness to his 
intimate friends. One of these had the date of his 
death-or new bhth-wrong, and all had discrepan. 
cies which make it impossible that they should em-

In reference "to the decline of Protestantism and San Francisco, Gal., Jan. 24, 282. 
the advanced thought of its preachers," this lady 
said "the Liberals had nothing to fear from that 
source; it was but a matter of time, and the develop
ment Of evolution, when all the churches would be
come liberal in religious beliefs. But it was Roman
ism that was fast gaining in power and strength, 
and comprised the largest body of religioni>~ts in· the 
world. In numerical strength they already aggre
gated more than twice the number of all the Protest
ant religions of the civilized world. Taking into 
conside~ation that the Catholics are united in pur
pose, while the Protestants are divided and subdivid
ed, their power and force is more than trebled." 

The address was full of sterling merit and sh.ould 
be published. W. 

THE DAY ·IN ERIE. 
The First Society of Spiritualists in Erie generally 

go in for principles and not men. To them the ques
tion, What is truth? is much more important than 
the question, Were Jesus, Paul, or Paine good or bad 
men? But as last Sunday was so near the anniver
sary of Paine's birth, and as the ministers hav spent 
three-quarters of a century in slandering the man 
who gave them a free country, it was thought best to 
discourse Sunday night on the life, character, and 
writings of Thomas Paine. 

The hall was crowded, even several members of 
the Y. M. C. A. attending. All listened with appru.·
ent _eagerness, and many were heard to say: "vVell! 
my prejudi.'<)es against Paine hav been entirely re
moved." 

One remarked: "Hereafter I shall think very much 
more of Paine and his work, and very much less of 
his traducers, the ministers, and their work." 

I think Mackay was right when he said: 
"Ever the right comes uppermost, 

And enr is justice done." 
But sometimes the right is very slow in coming to 

the top, and tardy justice lags a century or two be
hind the time when she is most needed. 

So far as Paine is concerned, I think within the 
next thousand years the right Will get so near on a 
level with the wrong that the name of Thomas Paine 
may be found in some of the histories of the early 
days of the United States. 

Though I took my pen only to note the fact that 
we had an anniversary discourse on Paine which was 
richly enjoyed by a large and intelligent audience, 
I do not feel willing to close this article without say
ing the Spiritualists are to hav a convention in Erie 
on the 24th and 25th of February. The object is to 
"build each other up," and organize for systematic 
and thorough work in this vicinity. All Liberals are 
jnvited to come and work with us. MosEs HULL. 

Two Immortals-Bruno and Bennett. 
To THE EDITOR OP THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: There 

is melody in linking the very names of Bnmo and 
Bennett, the first and last noble martyrs of the high
est type who hav fallen in the cause of Freethought. 
On the 16th of Febi·uary, "A. D.'' Giordano Bruno 
was burnt at the stake in Rome, for proclaiming 
scientific truths; the Christian priests, no doubt, 
gloated over their infamy. On the 6th of December, 
A. D. 1883, D. M. Bennett breathed his last in New 
York, and it is certain that his death was hurried on 
by the seeds of disease planted in his system during 
the .infamous imprisonment at the Bastile in Albany. 
The Christian priests we well know gloried in that 
infamy: Bruno and Bennett hav passed away; the 
mortal is no more; but the immortal deeds of their 
heroic lives will never pass away. Their deeds ancl 
works are imperishable. The banner of universal 
mental liberty is blazoned with their names, and 
future ~enerations will glory in keeping ~reen their 
memones. 

I wish to link the immortal names together 
in this way. On the 16th of Februru.·y, the com
ing month, it will be 283 years since the mru.·tyr
dom of Bruno. On this elate of the year 283 the 
new Universal Freethought Calenclru.· (founded in 
memory of the great Italian Freethinker, his works 
and the works of other heroic men) will bA cele
brated at least in spirit by thousands of Freethinkers 
throughout the United States and many in Canada. 
The manner in which I would link the ntuues of 
Bruno and Bennett on the coming 16th of February 
would be by having To TR-uTH SEEREn :vlnpt the 
New Calendar in its head linel'l as it iR n(}',\ :t• L;:,rrnd 
by Jfan, The Liheral .Age of MilwankcJ, allll 'l'he 
flnivt:rse of s,n Fran.cisco. That 'yqnlc1 }1~ a gra,:pq 

Is it Our Bennett ~ 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, SiT : I h(tv W d h 

· t d · · th B ?f L · ht .. D anate from Mr. Bennett. e ha thoug t, and it JUS rea a message m e anner o tg 01 ec. bl th t 'f h ill 
16th, purporting to come from D. M. Bennett. I waul~ app~ar n?t unreasona e, a I e st has a 
hav been expecting that the spiritists would not let conscwus Identity as D: M. Be~nett, he would come 
slip the opportunity offered them of claiming our back to his personal intimate friends whom he loved 
hero, and ind~ed he himself ~ave them .s~cie~t re~- .. d who loved him, rather than to strangers whom 
son for so domg by professmg a belief m mtelli- 1ie had not known in this life. He can come to New 
gences .unseen an? apparently of tho~e gone from u~. York as easily as to Philadelphia or Boston. But 
But, Without preJudice, I must dec1de agru.nst this . . . . . 

-+'cl f "O.b " b m' g fr m th great a d there IS as yet no sign, and these commumcatwns ahi e o server as e o e n . nl . f .:1 • t . . h 
loving mind and heart of him we all mourn. I hav seem to us o y a spemes o s~~Iuegw~s. oyi~g Wit . 
read him continuously ever since the first issue of an honored name. Some cntiCal Spmtualists hav 
his paper, and in private letters innumerable, and taken an even less charitable view of them. Be that 
Il:ot a .line .o~ .t~is a:rticle is like him. I will not t~e as it may, we shall never pen one word in contra
time m cl'ltiCismg It as a whole, but merely mentwn versy on the subject and trust that those who do not 
a few strong points against its being him: "The first · 'will b f b · Mr B 
, · 't' I t" H ld h 'd th t d see thmgs as we do e as or eal'lng. . en-spiri me . e wou never av sru. a ; an , b li f . fut lif if t full h d · 
"Our beloved sister Fannie Conant " sounds alto- nett s e e m a ure e, no Y s are , IS 
geth~r too Banner-i;rn for _him; and' to advise ·the sincerely respected, and the wish that it might be true 
whole world to maintain "the glorious old Banner qf is excessivly strong. We can but watch and wait. 
Itighl" is another lapsus lingum that belongs to Ban- Let others be not too hasty to rush into print with 
ner-isms and not Bennett. He would advise us all to fancied wrongs. It is said that even angels fear to 
~aintain his beloved TRUT~ S:EEKER,_ and promis to tread in certain places.-ED. T. S. 
gtv us such proofs of contmued eXIstence that we 
should be compelled to believe. He would work on 
to build up THE TRUTH SEEKER e.s the one best Spir- D. M. Bennett. 
itual paper in the world, as it is now the best Mate- Prom th• Mountain &ntintl, Union, Ortoon. 

rialistic one. Re would know he could do this, too, The death of D. M. Bennett, editor and proprietor 
as only Bennett himself could. There must be bet- of the New York TRUTH SEEKER, which occurred on 
ter proof than this article contains ere Elmina ac- the 6th ult, at his residence in that city, ·will be 
cepts it as evidence that her beloved and lamented mourned by the lovers of truth and advocates of 
friend stilllivs. Not that she would not rejoice with Freeth ought everywhere. The nineteenth century 
joy unspeakable could it be mad~ clear to her that has produced but few more remarkable men than 
he is still living and working, and that consequently Mr. Bennett, and few more determined and devoted 
there is a hope that those who so admired, revered, to the cause of combating error and lJpholding right 
and idolized him might some day meet him face to regardless of cost or consequences. Entertaining 
face and share with him the joys of sweet compan- the broadest views on all scientific subjects, and with 
ionship--for l!his would be indeed a hope worth hav- a heart that throbbed for the gt·eat ca:use of human
ing. But alas! on what foundation can we build it? ity, his earnestness and powerful mental resources 
I see none. placed him at once in the front; and with his pen and 

I just now picked up one of the cordial, friendly the columns of his TnUTH SEEKER he spread consterna
letters Bennett wrote me, and will giv you a few lines tion broad·cast throughout the land by vanquishing the 
from it treating upon his ideas of a future life: "Yes, sophistries of the champions of the church, and put
Elmina, if there is not a happy future life for you and ting to route the most valiant advocates of Christian
others to realize the good you hav done in this, and ity. Being unable to cope with the searching powers 
to enjoy for continuous years the satisfaction of doing of his logic, the same spirit that pressed to the lips of 
more good, I shall somehow feel that the economy of Socrates the poison hemlock, destroyed the eyes of 
the universe is not quite full and perfect in its pro- Galileo, and heaped fagots on the fire that consumed 
visions. I do entertain a hope that in the infinit Giordano Bruno and Michael Servetus, determined 
possibilities of grand and glorious nature there is a to smite him with the strong arm of ecclesiastical 
possibility and a probability that in the fourth con- power. At the instance of Anthony Comstock, scav
dition of matter Elmina and Bennett, and the count- enger of the Young Men's Christian Association, Mr. 
less millions of others who ha'v lived, and toiled, and Bennett was tried, convicted, and sentenced to serve 
struggled on the earth, may hav a prolonged lease·of thirteen months in the Albany penitentiary for sell
individual existence, in a far less. transitory and mo- ing a little pamphlet, written by E. H. Heywood, on 
mentary stage of existence; when, perhaps, in a. the social relation. Mr. Bennett served out the full 
thoroughly and perfectly organized and fine physical term of his sentence; and his unjust, malicious, and 
and material condition, we may in the ultimate con- heartless persecution has done more to break down 
tinue the existence which here is only rudimentary the influence of the church than all other causes 
and short. I am fond of regru.·ding that possible fu- combined, and to lay the foundation for the truthful
ture stage as bearing the same relation to this stage ness of Rev. R. R. Meredith's remarks, who recently 
of existence that this state bears to the fmtal or pre- said before the Boston Congregational Club that "the 
natal condition. I can hardly yield my consent that churches of to-day do not get the best and sharpest 
this is the last of our individuality; and I fondly young men. They get the goody-good ones easily 
think that grand, great, and glorious old father and enough, but those who do the thinking are not 
mother, nature, are able to make it all possible. They brought into the church in gt·eat numbers. You can 
hav done so much that is wonderful, beautiful, great, not reach them by the Bible. How many did Moody 
and magnificent, that I am buoyed up witJ:i the hope touch in this city during his revival da.rs? You can 
that t.hey will and do also accomplish this best, great- count them on your fingers. Tha man who wants 
est, and most desirable of all problems-a continued them cannot get them with the Bible under his arm. 
individual existence. But I am borrowing no trouble He must be like them-sharp. They cannot be gath
about it. If we are blown out like a candle, and that ered by sentimentality. If you say to them, 'Come to 
is the last of our identity, we shall at least be no Jesus,' very likely they will reply, ' Go to thunder.' " 
worse off than before our candle was lighted, and we Fraudulent Hayes, at the solicitation of prominent 
will hav no occasion to fret or mourn about it. I ministers, ignored the petition of two hundred thou
hope to meet you in the flesh befo1·e we go ove1· the sand names for' Mr. Bennett's pardon, and this, it is 
river. Am I not, with all my little annoyances and to be hoped, the last of the church's imprisonment 
trials, the most fortunate and happy man that ever for opinion's sake, caused the Liberals of the United 
lived ? I hav so many good friends, and I do so States to send Mr. Bennett around the world ancl 
prize and appreciate good friend~ !" I enabled him t~ write his very interesting and instruc-

Now, that is Bennett all ove1·. Warm, eru.nest, en- tiv work entitled "A Truth-Seeker Around the 
thusiastic, and true-hearted; approoiativ of the good World.'' He has gftlle allead to test the great prob
and the beautiful; trusting in nature, and hoping for lem. His life was spent in breaking the shackles. 
more ancl better things--yet content to accept the that enslave the human mind and he has left worb 
inevitable. It is hard indeed to feel we shall never- that will liv as long llfl man inllabjts this planet. 
more l'ead his n·~sh, heartfelt,. artd instruciiv utte'r- •• 
ances, as he tells us each day of his glefmi'ngs a.nd THE TR11TH Eb:Exn will be sent three monthl!l to new -
experiences. aubsm:ibers for half a dollar. Those interested in the 
" Oh, the joy of manly selfhood! - ..:1 f F th ht h uld :t th 1 t t 

To he sarvil to none, to defe~ to 11one.,.,-:nnt. to any tyrant sprea.u 0 ree aug 8 0 exei e:ffiF;P_ VS 0 W' ' 
· Jmown or nn]fnowll; · · up pbJbfJ of trial subscribe!l!1 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER ourselvs, therefore, as not bound by external evi- of Liberalism byallpracticableandhonorablemeans. 
• dances with reference to the whole Pentateuch and Holding that all bibles and religions are man-made, 

regard it as possible, first of all, that the name ' Five and seeing the immense injury they hav done and are 
Books of Moses,' 'Thora Moses,' is to be understood doing to humanity, it proposes that the world shall 

- Editor. in the same sense as the 'Book Joshua,' namely, that regard the Bible as it does any other ancient and er-

F 0 UN D E D BY D. M. BEN N E T T. 

E. 'M. 'MACDO"!'!ALD, 
M. w. BEm"ETT, - Publisher. f t't' by it Moses is designated as the chief person, not a,q roneous book, ~tnd substitute or a supers I .wus re-

21 Clinton Placf.', New York. the author. How, then, is it with internal evidences? ligion the higher form of rationalism. Christianity 
Verv. many reasons hav been brou.,.,.ht forward R0"'ainst being the most cruel and tyrannical form that PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $2.50 PER YEAR. -J. < 
the Mosaic authorship. One ground is, religion has assumed; its aevotees having brutally 

The lrtr?eNI rtnrl "heape.ql Ra,lir.rtl .Journal published in J!Ju.rope 

or America, contmninr1 seven hundred square inches more reading 

matter than any other Jrrnrnal qf it.~ kind. 

however, according to my conviction, decisiv, if one killed men and women for not believing in it, or for 
looks closely at it. By it the correct appreciation of having differed in some degree from the opinions en
the other evidences is rendered possible or made tertained by the rulers of the church; having upheld 
easier. Not only that part of the Pentateuch treat- human slavery; having incited wars aud plundered 

AU Dmfl.~. Cher.ks, mul Postal OJ·ders should be made payable to ing of the pre-Mosaic time, but the whole Pentateuch is nations in the name of God; having forced a theol-
.MARY W. BES"KETT. composed of different writings, still plainly to be ogy upon the world which is false and outrageously 

recognized in numerous sections, parts of which may cruel; having degraded woman, and prostituted her 
- FEBRUARY 10, 1883. be shown also in the book of Joshua (whether all may to the base uses of convents ·and nunneries; having 

===============. ======. be need not be considered here). The supposition opposed every step man has made forward in civiliza-
THERE are many patrons on our hst a long way m that the whole Pentateuch was composed by Moses is tion, and having done her best to overthrow and 

arres:s .. To such ~e would remark W:ith urgen<t plainly irreconcilable with thisfact." · thwart every science, and being still a tyrannous and 
that It Will be a fithng and gra~eful thmg for them Mr. Crosby has impaled himself on the sharp horn exacting task-master, lacking but the power, not the 
to square up the accounts. We feel sure that_ no ~ne of a very unpleasant dilemma. The Independent sees will, to rekindle the fires of persecution; being still the 
wants to defraud THE TRUTH SEEKER out of Its JUSt it and repudiates his premises wit.h considerable opponent of progress; and still drawing millions a 
dues, but many appear to hav forgotten about the warmth; It says that it is "clearer than the noonday year from the people to uphold and spread error, 
matter. sunlight that it is little worse than suicide and trea- THE- TRUTH SEEKER has felt that the first thing to do 

SATURDAY, 

Christ as a Critic. 
The Independent of last week has some very cu

rious articles on whether Jesus asserted that Moses 
was the author of the Pentateuch, and whether, if he 
did, his assertion was worth anything. Howard Cros
by says Christ "quoted the Pentateuch as Of Moses," and 
that although "he did not know some things," he must 
hav known this or else his command to '1 offer the 

son for the church to insist that the truth of Chris- to make the world better is to sweep this supersti
tianity and the mesiahship of Jesus depend on such a tion from the country. The world makes progress 
subordinate matter as who wrote Genesis or Deuteronomy.'' just so fast as it overcomes the obstacles the church 

gift which Moses commanded," was "the grossest con
nivance at the grossest error,'' inasmuch as he by this 
virtually certified that Moses wrote the Pentateuch. 
Dr. Crosby asks, "Is Jesus good authority?" and 
"Did he know?" and answers by saying that it must 
be so, for" an eiTor of a hair's breadth in his teach
ings destroys his messiahship. . . To quote anything 
as said by Moses which he did not say or any book 
as written by Moses which he did not WI'ite, was to 
deceive the people in one of the strongest points of 
their faith.'' 

This brings the case down to a fine point. Either 
Jesus did not know the truth about the books, or he 
knowingly taught a gross error. And Crosby's posi
tion is that "if it should finally be shown that Moses 
did not write the Pentateuch, then Christianity is a 
hollow sham!" Now it seems to us that this is an in
convenient thing for Dr. Crosby to say, for it is ad
mitted by the best biblical scholars not only that 
Moses did not wi'ite the first five books composing the 
Hebrew canon, but that they are made up of frag

Perhaps the whole Bible is a subordinate matter puts in the way, and no faster. The rubbish of the
anyway. If Moses did not write the Pentateuch ology must be cleared away before the humanitarian 
(and he did not), if Jesus did not know what he was builder can begin. Ecclesiastical authority must be 
talking about (and the Independent and Prof. Strack destroyed, else man is but a slave in religious mat
are fully convinced he did not), if the Qld Testament ters. The specific objects of the paper, and which it 
is not inspired and Genesis is a legend, as Beecher is endeavoring to accomplish, are: The total separa
says it is, and the " fall of man" an elevation as tion of the church [even of Humanity J and state, 
everybody can see it is, then of what use was which it seeks to accomplish by showing the church 
Jesus's sacrifice of himself? Of what use are all the up in her true light; the discontinuance of religious · 
churches and ministers ? The whole salvation scheme instruction in the public schools; the repeal of all 
hinges on the supposed fall of man, and if Genesis is laws enforcing the observance of Sunday as the Sab
not true, and man did not fall, then there is no need if bath; the cessation of all appropriat~ons of public 
Christ, and the Christian world has all these centuries funds for religious institutions of any kind; the abo
been frightened at nothing. Take the first five books lition of state-paid chaplaincies; the substitution of 
of the Bible away. and all the rest are superfluous. simple affirmation under the pains and penalties of 
Christians must make their Bible hang together or perjury for the judici~l oath; the n~n-appointmei:t 
they are lost. Either it is the word of God or a com- of religious fasts, fes~IVals, and . holidays by r~ubhc 
mon book full oferrors. There can be no h!!lfway autho~ty; t~e p~actiCal estabhs~ment of Simple 
work about it. The evidence that it i81 the latter is morality and mtelligence as the basis of purely seen
overwhelming and conclusiv. Jar government, and the adequate guarantee of pub

lic order, prosperity, and righteousness; and what
ever other measures or principles may be necessary 
to the total separation of church and state. 

Both Sides of the Question. 
While such letters as the following are unpleasant, 

they are useful in showing the need of pushing 
on the work of enlightenment. For if Liberals are so 
illiberal, what must the rest of mankind be! 

ments and traditions from other peoples. Prof. Dra- AM~=~:B~!~~~~~~i~J~it~·s2e8rt 
per thinks them Assyrian, w bile J acolliot discovers in ous admoratior;. [sic] I write you 
them strong likeness to Egyptian stories. But, wher- this letter. D. Higbie, M.D .• of 

Burton, Shiawassee Co., Mich., 
· ever the material for these romances came from, it is prepared and sent to your office -... CINCINNATI, OHio. 

Pretty definitiy· settled that Ezra began the task of a poem entitled "Lines on the SiR: Wanted to know, if THE 
Life and Death of D. M. Ben- TRUTH SEEKER is an anti-Ma

putting them into shape, and that Nehemiah finished nett." Mr. Me.cdonald refused terialistic paper. If so, why so? 
it, but a few hundred years before Christ. Dr. to publish it, and returned the Please reply in next copy, and 

Davi.dson, a Christi· an biblical authority, says that same to Mr. Higbie. He sent it greatly oblige, T. WINTER. 
to me for my consideration. 

neither they nor their assistants had much critical Now I hav this to say: If the 

d t I t rt f THE TBUTH SEEKER has got to sagacity. If they wishe o eave ou a pa o a man- that independent pitch since 
uscript, they did so; and if they believed that they Mr. Bennett has ~eparted, I 

t k. t -'-' f h fear its future days will be could improve a work by a mg ou a pOILIOn o t e short, and in the near future 
author's composition and inserting some of their own ge where the Index has, viz., 
they did so, and nobody thought it wrong! If they to ruin and decay. Mr. Higbie 

thinks the reason it was not 
had thought them inspired by God they would hardly published was berm use it allu-
hav taken such liberties. Probably the best evidence ded to Mr. Bennett's brooding 

that the Pentateuch was not written by Moses is found over THE TRUTH SEEKER here- BRISTOL, '\VIs., Jan. 29, 1883. 
after. ~ow I am o~e of Mr. MAllY W. BENNETT: The time 

in the Bible itself. Thomas Paine's arguments Bennetts warmest fnends, and for which I hav paid for THE 
I know many who take T:a:E TRUTH SEEKER expires Febru

upon this hav never· been refuted by the Christians. TR:U~H ~EEKER, and all are ary, 11~ 1883_ Please send me 
Indeed, modern schola1·ship has confirmed them. Spmtuahsts _except one .. If we no more TRUTH SEEKERS after 
Prof. liermann Strack, a Christian whom the Inde- must be demed our say m the that date. I am heartily sick of 

grand old pap~r founded by so much senseless twaddle 
pendfmt styles the Tischendorf of the Old Testament, your. husband, JUst to p~ease a from Spiritualists. 
Savs, regarding this collection of books, that "the ex- portwn, and only a portwn, of · J F CHASE 

,; its supporters that are Materi- · · ' · 
ternal evidences are not convincing. The passages alists, which hy the way Mr. 

h 'd f M th t h Bennett w.as not, I am certain of the Pentateuch in whic it is sai o · oses a e there will be a great fijlling off. 
has written something refer either only to particular What made the Index go to 

· (E .. 14 · 4 7 · 27 N ruin? Bigotry! D. M. Bennett tb1ngs x. xvn, ; XXIV, • ; XXXIV, ; um. was a Liberal-minded and fair 
xxxiii, 2), as the victory over Amalek, the book of the and square man. He generally 
covenant; or only to Deuteronomy, especially the published all sent him, .willing 

to giv even the orthodOll: space. 
kernel of this book (Deut. xxxi, 9-11, 22, 24-26). Ah, Mrs. Bennett, look into 
The evidences of the more ancient WI·itings of the this. I am a poor man but no 

· bigot. Hoping these lines will 
Old Testament hav underlying them manifold doubts be of a moment's oonsidera-
respecting theit object, as well as their subject. The tion, I subscribe myself D. M. 

· b Bennett's admirer, and _THE views of the post-exilic writers are no longer to e re- TRUTH SEEKER's friend, 
garded as convincing external evidence for the B. 0. FENToN. 

'Mosaic authorship on account of their great distance THE TRUTH SEEKER is, first and foremost, a Free-
in time from the 1\Iosaic period. We regard thought jolU'llt\l, It is devoted to the dissemination 

Engaged in this work, which is no child's play, nor 
one to be done in a day, there are about as many 
Spiritualists as Materialists. As TrrE TRUTH SEEKER 
seeks for truth in all directions of human thought 
and hope, it cannot deny any one a hearing without 
stultifying its principles, and it does not propose to. 
So long as the paper is published it will be open to 
all who express themselvs in presentable language. 
The Materialist or Spiritualist who would stop his 
paper because his opponent was allowed a hearing in 
its columns must hav a narrow mind; and we cannot 
help fancying that his desertion from the ranks is a 
small matter. It seems to us that the Freethought 
platform is broad enough and grand enough to hold 
all opinions that may cluster around its standard. 
The question of a future life is an open one. That 
it is not proven satisfactorily is reason enough why 
the Spiritualist should bear with the Materialist, and 
the fact that the hope is so strong in the human 
heart, and that some phenomena are yet unexplained, 
i5 certainl;y ample reason why the Materialist sho~ll<l 
be patient with the Spiritualist. At any rate, that is 
the way we look at the matter. Liberals, whether 
they believe in a future life or not, hav no cause to 
wage war upon one another, and certainly not upon 
the paper which affords them the opportunity to bear 
all sides. We think that all those who believe in 
freedom, w:Ht> believe in granting to others the same 
rights they claim for themselvs, can work harmoni
ously side by side to bring about a reformation in 
matters of opinion and liberty of the great mass of 
people of this country. There is not such a very 
wide chasm between the two branches of Freethink
ers as some would hav us believe. Both are opposeil. 
to tyranny and in favor of liberty. Both religions, 
if they may be called by that name, are creedless, if 
not godless; and dogmas are unkn6wn in either. 
Both believe in making the world better. Both are 
in favor of education, intelligence, and the diffusion 
of knmvledge. Both are opposed to the maintenance 
of ~ non-:prodqcing IIJl<l c:rime-comJili~ti!lg :priest~ 
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hood that builds itself up by keeping the people ig
norant. Both are truth seekerR, and if one sees a 
heaven full of flowers, while the other knows only the 
dissolution of the grave, they can be easily reconciled. 
Both can journey together till they reach the tomb
the rest is in the future, and let that future take care 
of itself. Nature is amply able to do it. Both are 
opposed to the burning and imprisoning of men for 
their opinions, knowing that we are not masters of 
our thoughts. If there is another life, the best ·prep
aration for it is a life well spent here. In our hum
ble opinion, works are of vastly more importance 
than faith, even though that faith be well grounded. 
Faith in the true, the right, in the human race, is 
good, and should be cultivated; but faith in some 
mythological deity or heaven, is not essential to hap
piness here or hereafter. We don't want any heaven 
in which faith is counted and good works are not. 
The Materialist can go along with the Spiritualist 
till the end of earthly· things is reached. If the 
one rises the other is pretty sure to. There is no use 
in worrying over what at the best must remain an 
unsolved problem to many if not all of us. We do not 
pretend to settle the question for anybody, as too 
many on both sides do; we cannot settle it even for 
ourselvs. But one thing may be regarded as settled, 
and that is that THE TRUTH SEEKER will continue to 
giv all sides a hearing upon any question of interest 
to our readers and importance to the world. ·we 
believe in freedom, we believe in fairness, and we 
also believe that" truth endureth and is always strong; 
it liveth and conquereth for evermore." Whoever 
has the truth will win, and that thought cheers us 
onward wlien we get discouraging letters like the 
foregoing. 

sheets of Mr Parton's lecture delivered at Paine 
Hall. Truly this issue contains a vast amount of 
common sense and sturdy thought. 

Society at Stockport, and reviews the terrible perse
cutions, and tortures endured by alleged witches at 
the bands of Christians, who find their justification 
for them in Exodus, xxii, 18. It is a scathing arraign
ment of th11 cruel church, and should be handed to 
every one who talks about the "beautiful love and 
mercy of God and Christ. 

To Liberal Organizations. 
\Ye ask the various Liberal associations through

out the "Qnited States to _lose no time in making ar
rangements with Mr. Charles Watts, of London, Eng
land, for a course of lectures in their respectiv dis
ti·icts. 

Mr. Watts bas already spoken in several cities in 
America, and in each place he has visited he has given 
unqualified satisfaction. Most glowing accounts hav 
reached us of his abilities as a lecturer. The Daily 
Picayune (New Orleans) says, "Mr. ·watts is a fenid 
speaker, and handles his subject with a spirit that 
commands by its earnestness." The daily City Item 
writes, "l\Ir. ·watts was richly argumentativ and elo
quent." The Dallas Daily Times remarks, "l\Ir. 
\>Vatts is a good reasoner and an eloquent man, and 
his lectures are highly entertaining. He believes 
what be says, and he says it in an interesting man
ner." In the opinion of the Dallas Herald, Mr. 
W at.ts as a lect.urer is graceful, yet logical and forci
ble. Last Sunday evening we attended Mr. Watts's 
lecture in this city on "The Spirit of the Age," and 
will say that we do not think we bav in our ranks to
day an orator who excels him in keen reasoning, and 
hut one more eloquent. Keep him busy. 

It is Mr. \>Vatts's present intention to remain with 
us till next J\fay, and to devote the whole of his time 
to platform work. .He is particularly desirous of 
meeting some representativ minister or layman in a 
four or six nights set debate upon the two following 
propositions: " "Which is the better calculated to 
meet the needs of Mankind, Secularism or Christian
ity?" and, "The New Testament uncertain in its 
History and defectiv in its Teachings." 

All communications for Mr. Watts should be ad
dressed to him at our office. 

Mr. Watts will lecture next Sunday evening at 
German Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15th st., on "The 
Fallacies of Theological Notions." Those who heard 
him last Sunday will want to hear him again, and 
those who did not will miss a treat unless they at
tend. 

A VERY large share of our space this week is devoted 
to the Paine celebrations held in this city and else
whe;re. It is a credit and an honor to the Liberals 
that the meetings were so fully attended and so much 
love and respect shown for the memory of the man 
to whom this country is so deeply indebted. We 
hope that every year will see these gatherings in
crease in numbers until the 29th of January shall be
come a national holiday. We would call attention 
to the character of the addresses delivered on this 
occasion. Every one is of marked ability. And we 
would also acknowledge with thanks the courtesy of 
ow·olcl friend J.Hendq:Qf in furnishing us wjth a<ivapce 

THE Liberals of Pittsburgh hav issued a little 
monthly paper called Trtdh. Being either shut out 
of the local press or caricatured by it, they are deter
mined to hav an organ of their own in which to de
fend themselvs. It is supported by the League, 
which in that place is very strong in num hers and 
enthusiastic in -action. 

In Sydney, Australia, the Liberal Association also 
feels strong enough to maintain a journal, and it bas 
establisl).ed one called the LWeral, an eight-page 
weekly, under the editorship of George Lacy, who is 
guided by the constitution of the association. It is 
an ably-written, well-printed sheet, and will do our 
cause much good in that part of \he world. 

New Books. 
GoLDEN THRONE. A Romance. By Samuel P. Putnam, au

thor of "PrometheuM," "Gottlieb," and "Ingersoll and 
Jesus." Large Bvo, pp. 153; finely bound in cloth; price, 
$1. For sale at this office. 

In real life two-thirds of the villains are religious 
men, but there are very few novels whose authors 
hav had the courage to truthfully hold the mirror up 
to nature as Mr. Putnam has done. Such books as 
this and Wm. McDonnell's "Exeter Hall," "Heath
ens of the Heath," and "Family Creeds," and Fred
erika Macdonald's "Nathaniel Vaughan," should hav 
a wi~er :eading than has been gi-ren them. Izidolent 
and 11~.di.:fferent people who say, if asked to read a 
polemical work, no matter how interestingly written, 
"Oh, I don't care about it; it's dry," will often gladly 
read a novel, and while absorbed in the fate of the 
hero or heroin, insensibly be awakened to an interest 
~n these matters by some philosophical remark put 
mto the .mouth of one of the people about whom they 
ar~ readmg. The "Golden Throne" is full of good 
philosophy, splendid imagery, and descriptiv beauty. 
As a nove~, fault can b.e found. with it if imperfections 
be the obJect sought m reading, but we will let Mr. 
Putnam's enemies, if he. has any, point them out. 
The book, as he tells us in the preface, is written 
with a purpose, which is to express the poetry .and 
romance that lie in the scientific conception of the 
universe. And he has certaizily expressed a good 
de~ o! them. He is a natural poet, and though be 
wnt_e m prose, he cannot help being poetical. Lib
eralism has more grand poetry in it than all the fa
bled stories of Christianity. The sublimest music is 
the song of freedom; and the "Golden Throne" is 
ainong the first attempts to giv the Freethinkers 
prose music unsteeped in superstition. 
~he story is Western, an? has enough exciting sit.

uatwns to hold the professiOnal novel reader, while 
tho~e who do not care for ~ncb things will be repaid 
for Its perusal by the new Ideas of life and its loves 
and duties obtained. It can be said of it as was said 
of his "Prometheus," that it is a careful, well-consid
e!ed, and deliberate performance, with a strong, dis
tmct, and clearly understood meaning; and that 
meaning is that science and love of humanity shall 
take the place of theology ~nd the love of self, which 
cannot but be engendered by that religion which re
ga:r:ds the welfare of an unknown god as above· man's. 
We hope Mr. Putnam's attempt to further supply tLe 
Liberal public with a novel that teaches truth at the 
same time it amuses will ~ rewarded by a ready 
sale of the book. 

SKETCH OF THE LIFE. AND CHARACTER OF CHARLES '\V ATTS. By 
Saladin. Price, 10 cents. :For sale at this office. 

HEALTH HINTS To Wo~IEN. Important Informntion for all, 
and the Danish Cure explnined. By Wilhelmine D. Schott. 
With portrnit. Edited by F. J. Newkirk. Pl"ice, Sl.50. 
For sale at this office. 

The design of the author of this book is to place 
within the reach of all women a general outline of 
the laws of health, and also such knowledge as shall 
qualify them to guard against sickness, and to enable 
nurse& to know just what to do for those who are 
sick. There is no attempt made to put out a system 
of medicin or an infallible cure for everything, but to 
show people how to keep well rather than to get well. 
For this purpose it is an exceedingly sensible work, 
and if its directions were carefully followed there 
would undoubtedly be less sickness among women. 
While not entirely discarding medicin, it yet relies 
more upon hygiene and sanitary conditions than is 
usually done, and fully explains the Danish cure, 
which in cases of chronic diseases is universally ac
knowledged of great efficacy. 

SKETCH oF THE LIFE AND CHARACTER oF SALADIN. Bv Gm·_ 
don G. Flaws. Price, 10 cents. For snle nt this office. 

The title, as ;with .the others, denotes the chamcter 
of the tract, and in giving the sketch it also deals 
some effectiv blows at the church. In England Sal
adin is as well known as Mr. \Vatts or Charles Brad
laugh. and if he could be induced to write for the 
American Freethougbt press be would soon be a 
great favorit. This sketch of his life is very inter
esting reading and we are obliged to our English 
fi·iends for sending us a S11pply, for we bav been in
terested in reading his trenchant articles in the Seou
lar Review to know what manner of man he is. 

Charles Watts's Lectures. 
On Friday· evening the 2d, before the Liberal Club, 

Charles \>Vatts, of England, gave a very interesting 
lecture on the " Martyrdom of Man," showing the 
true spi1'it of martyrdom, and contrasting it with 
the spirit of persecution. The spirit of martyrdom 
is in every man who is true to his convictions, a 
whatever cost, and this spirit has been as illustrious 
in those who hav bel.ln called Infidel as in those who 
bav borne the name of Christian. 

Another phase of this subject was presented by 
Mr. \>Vatts, on Sunday evening, tal,ing for hi~> theme 
'' The Spirit of the Age-Is It Christian or Secular?" 
He defined what tLe spirit of Christianity was as 
exhibited in the scriptures, anrl showed how utterly 
opposit it is to that spirit which is so prevalent in 
the nineteenth century and makes it what it is-the 
spirit which pervades commerce, the arts of living, 
the pursuit of knowledge, the acquirement. of wealth, 
and which is found in almost every book and news
paper. It is the spirit which makes thi~> life the su
preme thing, which does not look forward to a heaven 
on the other side of the grave, but to wealth and 
happiness now, and the development and exercise of 
every faculty which man possesses. _ 

These ideas Mr. Watts presented with incisiv lan
guage and eloquent delivery. He speaks in an off
hand, dashing manner, with great enthusiasm and 
power. He holds the attention of the audience from 
beginn~g to end. At the same time he is very 
thoughtful and profound. He does not deal with 
stale repetitions and mere appeals to sentiment. His 
lectures are evidently the result of years of study. 
He has traversed the whole field of history and logic. 
He is a scholar and a thinker, thoroughly up with 
the latests results of ~>cience and its most advanced 
outlook. He is eminently constructiv; he speaks to 
the heart and the hope of man; he sees that some
thing is to be done, and he is animated by the sub
lime vision of those prophetic souls who ever look 
onward. He has been an earnest and consistent 
laborer, ·and for years has upheld the banner of our 
cause against many odds. It is a rare pleasure and 
privilege to listen to him, with his wealth of experi
ence and thought, which is not an abstraction but a 
practical force. 

Every Liberal League should make an effort to 
hear this powerful orator. Not only will be stimu
late those who are already Liberal, bnt he will giv to 
every mind food for thought, presented in such a 
legitimate ·and persuasiv manner that even the CbriE
tian must admit the integrity of the man, though he 
may deny the logic of his conclusions. 

SA!ImEL P. PuTNAM. 

"\Yhile Mr. Watts is among us, giving us splendid 
logJCal lectures, the interest in his life and services 
will be great. This little pamphlet supplies the in
formation desired, and in importing it we feel that a 
good _work bas been done in making the Freethinkers 
of this country acquainted with our English guest. 
He. was born Feburary, 27, 1836, like Spinoza and 
Pame, of very religious parents, but he ettrly showed 
a strong inclination to intellectual pursu~ts, beginning 
to lecture at fourteen. He was for many years an 
editor on the National Riformer, from which he sep
arated on account of difference of opinion between 
himself_ and Mr. Bradlaugh. He purchased the Secu,
lar Remew from G. J. Holyoake. He has held many 
debates with ministers, always with the greatest sat
isfaction to his friends. When republican clubs were 
in existence in England he was chosen vice-president 
of the leading one. His political views include a com
pulsory education law, disestablishment of the EnO"
~ish chm::ch, refo:rn in the land laws, and a less grasp
mg foreign policy for England. He comes to this 
country as the accredited representativ of the British 
Secular Union. " I HEARD a voice from heaven," sang the choir at 

the funeral of a notorious man, and the Christian at 
WITCHCBAFT m €HxxsTTAN CoUNTBms. By Saladin. Price, 10 Wm·l·, commenting upon tLe fact., says the question 

cents. For sale at this office. . naturally arises as to whether choral ears do not 
"Saladin" i1 the well-known writE"r on the Secular I sometin;es bear heav~nh-- voices whit'.b are not onlY 

Review, W. Stewart Rose, a.nd is one of the sbarpei!!t ne-rer heard elsewlicn'. 'hnt. which will llPYer strik.e 
and boldes~ of the Englieh seculurists. This is an 1 the ear of the deceased iu his new boclv. supposing 
address !-'lelive!e<i at the intJ.ugur~ttiuv 9f the Secular him to hfi.Y fl, ty)Jlpannm. ' 
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o/1 7t;. l sand inhabitants, all of whom, I suppose, could hav there was a good batch. That ancient palace where 
~ f#tC U~t. found standing-room within the walls of this stu- Saint Thomas A Bec~et and Cranmer lived is now a 

pendous edifice. Besides the cathedral, there were, ruin, in one corner of which there was then a tin
if I recollect aright, sixteen parish churches belong- shop. But now, as to the moral and spiritual effect 

The Immorality of Religions Capitals. ing to the establishment-m:useums of antiquity, all of this stupendous and costly apparatus of religion 
DELIVERED IN PAINE HALL, BOSTON, SUNDAY EVENING, JAN. of them. These also were amply sufficient for· the upon the ·inhabitants: What do they get back for 

accommodation of the whole population, and much the £23,000 a year they pay? For, observe again: 
28, 1883, BY JAMES PART<»<. more than sufficient to contain that fraction of the no matter when or by who::n an estate was given to 

It is the great happiness of this new and forming people who belonged. to the church of England. the church, it is living men and women who earn all 
land of ours to be admonished by the errors of the For observe: besides that immense cathedral, with the revenue. It is not dead Girard that. supports 
Old World across the sea. its retinue of dean, vice-dean, prebends, minor-can- those orphans in Philadelphia, but living Pennsylva-

Yonder lies Europe, distant but in plain sight, to ons, preachers, singing men, singing boys, sextons, nia; not dead Astor that maintains his library, but 
warn and to instruct us, as well as to cheer and rec- vergers, surveyors, and others; besides the sixteen living New York. Astor left empty houses, but it is 
reate. For nearly two centuries, America had no other parish churches, each with its beneficed clergyman, the people living in them that pay the rent. 
source of mental nourishment; and to this hour, in all a curate to help him, a clerk to say Amen, a sexton A few days after my arrival in that venerable city 
that relates to the taste, to art, to literature, what are to open the pews, and a woman to dust the cushions; I saw placarded upon the walls the announcement of 
we but colonies-thirty-eight instead of thirteen? besides this complicated, costly, and redundant relig- a public meeting that promised to be of the highest 
The mere fact that we refuse international protection ious system which the people were compelled by interest. The object was to promote secular educa
to the sacred rights of artists and poets, dramatist!• law to maintain, whether they approved it or not; tion in Ireland, under the direction of the National 
and composers, stamps us colonial. The Seaside whether they went to church twice a day or never in church-an object in which, we· should suppose, the 
Library alone proves it. their lives; besides all this, there e:risted in the town people of the churchiest town in Great Britain would 

But there is another Europe beyond the sea-a a complete apparatus of dissent. There was a Method- take particular interest. An ox-cabinet minister was 
Europe to warn and terrify us, the prey of the soldier ist church, a Presbyterian, a Congregational, a Hard- to attend. The mayor was. to preside. OI1e of the 
and the priest, the despot and the pontiff; a Europe Shell Baptist, a Soft-Shell Baptist, a Unitarian, a county members of Pru·liament was to speak, and his 
where untaxed estates are annexed indissolubly to ob- Roman Catholic, and another which passed by the fellow-member, I think, was to be present. The so-
solete beliefs, and usages that hav become ridiculous; name of the Ranters. ciety was under the patronage of Lady Conynhmn's 
a Europe so unstable in its fundamental politics that Sixteen thousand inhabitants, remember! pi'Otege, the archbishop; and, in short, there was 
a foolish woman, misled by priests, has in our own Let us not forget, also, that the money expended everything in the announcement calculated to excite 
time hurled the paper armies of France against the in maintaining religion comes out of the most sacred interest in the minds of intelligent and public
solid legions "of Germany, and almost brought the part of the scanty earnings of man-that precious spirited citizens. Imagin such a meeting announced 
fairest region of the earth to ruin; a Europe which, little surplus which is left after the necessaries of in Boston-nay, in the smallest town of New Eng
to-day, has not one govemment sti:ong enough to life are paid for; two or tlli·ee cents a da:y per indi- land! Where could you get a tent layge enough to 
stand an unshackled penny paper, or a perfectly free vidual, in the more prosperous commumties-'-that hold the people who would desire to atteml? Special 
meeting; a Europe where five millions of robust men blessed fund which alone can be used to cheer, deco- trains would be run. Special policemen would hav 
are in garrisons ru1d barracks, five millions of women rate, civilize, exalt, and advance mankind. It never to be detailed to moderate the fury of the rush. 
doing their work at the plough and the manure-heap; can be large in amount; tlli·ee cents, even in this Happy in this unexpected opportunity to see and 
one stout fellow in every ten maintained in the high- thriving state, in thriving times, are supposed to be hear something of the public men of England, inter
est bodily efficiency to keep the other men in order. about all that remains to each person at the close of ested also in the object, I went to the hall twenty 

How not to be-how never to be-like that Europe, the day; when he has paid for his three meals, his minutes, perhaps, before the time appointed for the 
is the problem of America! clothes, his bed, his doctor, and his undertaker. meeting. I was the first to aiTive. At the appointed 

But let us not boast. Equally fortunate for Europe I say, at home, and so say we all, "Let us weru· out hour the whole number of persons present was seven! 
is it to hav ever in view this pioneer nation, this ex- old clothes, let us eat up all our cold meat and stale A few more straggled in; and wben the meeting be
perimental America. Our Tweeds and Goulds admon- bread; for the less we consume of such stuff as meat, gan, there were nearly as many persons seated on 
ish Europe, as well as omselvs. The men who are at bread, coal, and cloth, the more we shall hav left for the benches as there were on the platform-perhaps 
the head of the Liberal movement in Russia and Ger- things of real importance, such as flowers, pictures, forty in all. I hav seldom been more astopished or 
many may well pause and study the exploits of the music, rides, gifts, books, drama, Christmas, and hos- more puzzled. I thought there must be some mistake, 
Standru·d Oil Company. Thus we admonish Europe, pitality." We may truly say that the happiness, the that something had happened, and that the meeting· 
while Europe alarms us. dignity, and the beauty of our lives depend upon the of course would be postponed. On the contrary, this 

One woeful error of the Old World it has been the use we make .of our surplus-that sixpence which Mr. state of things appeared to be accepted as natural and 
intention of the American people to avoid. For fif- Micawber ought to hav left out of his twenty pounds usual. The speeches were delivered as announced; 
teen centuries, in Europe, opinions hav been endowed. a year; that sixpence which the father of Ginx's the program was fully carried out; and o. more in
Masses of property, untaxed, but sedulously protected, baby spent every Sunday afternoon for beer. If he teresting occasion of the kind could hardly be im
hav bPen attached to ideas. Modes of thinking and had saved his sixpences for five yeru·s, they would agined. About ten o'clock I left the hall with a mix~d 
of education hav been richly endowed; modes of hav transported him and his numerous family to the feeling of delight at what I had heard, o.nd sorrow 
dressing and of eating hav been endowed. The boys fertil plains west of the Mississippi. To him, as to that so few had heard it. These feelings were so 
of the Blue Coat School in London wear to-day the everyone of us, to cities, communities, and nations strong that the next day I wrote an account of the 
blue petticoat and yellow breeches of Edward VI's also, that superfluous sixpence (of .money, time, and meeting for one of the papers, and, with the modesty 
time; and extremely strange they look when they force) is our opportunity and our fate. Use it wisely, of twenty years, berated the people of the place for 
tuck their petticoats up to play ball. They wear no and our lives are free, high, and safe. Use it fool- not attending. 
hats or caps. Even their food was endowed, and it ishly, and we pass our lives in bondage, as most ef Upon leaving the hall at the close of the exercises, 
required an act of Parliament and vehement agitation us do. I had to make my way through several of those 
to get cabbo.ge added to their bacon, and potatoes to And now, what does all that, huge church expendi- crooked narrow strec>ts common to all the old walled 
their boiled beef, those vegetables having come up ture, that mountain of untaxed property, in the an- towns of Europe, and at every step I could see the 
since the death of the founder. cient cathedral town, do for the people of the place ? glru·e and hear the hum and roru· and. clink of tile 

The first five years of my existence were spent in And do not forget either that exemption from taxa- tap-room. It seemed to be the custom of the place 
an ancient English cathedral city, and having revis- tion is the secret of its accumulation. That vast es- for the men to spend every evening at a tavern, and 
ited it when I ca.me of age, I hav had the opportunity tate, which has been increasing for ten centuries, you could not, after nine o'clock, anywhere in that 
of seeing the results of this system. It is one of the would never hav been gathered if it had contributed town, get beyond the noise of tap-room revelry-the 
most interesting towns in Europe-an assemblage of its portion every year to the expenses of the king- comic song, the chorus, the pounding of the table, the 
all the antiquities. From a lofty place within its dom; and under the wearing, correcting influence of loud laughter, the Babel of beery talk-and you could 
walls of flint you may see structures built by the a just taxation,it'would at once begin to shrink. But occasionally peep through the shutters, and see a 
Romans, by the ancient Britons, by the Danes, by what does it do for the people? crowd of revelers seated at tables, in a cloud of to
the Normans, by every power which has g~vemed According to the theery, the inhabitants of that bacco-smoke, with long clay pipes in their mouths, 
England during the historic period. In the midst of ancient city ought to be, not merely the most moraJ, and pewter pots of beer before them. The melodious 
it rises a vast, and, I may almost say, sublime cathe- but the most exquisitly spiritualized population in voices of those Cathedral singing ·men were in re
dral, the beauty and fascination of which no passing the whole Protestant world; for there ecclesiastical quest for these evening revels. The best comic sing
traveler or visitor of a week can realize. During religion comes to a focus. There has been a con- ing I ever heard in my life I heard afterward at some 
four months that I lived in its shadow, years ago, I centration of the most expensiv religious influence of the numberless festiv clubs of that ancient city. 
never could let a day pass without going to hav a upon this lovely valley ever since St. Augustine It formed an important part of the income of some 
long and loving look at it. I hav visited it at sun- preached there, as Archbishop of. Canterbury, in the of those men to sing at clubs and "free-and-easys," 
rise, at sunset, at noon, at midnight, in rain, in snow, year 596. Since then one hundred and three arch- their regular charge for such service being five shill
in storm; in the clear brightness of a summer's day, bishops hav expended themselvs, more or less, upon ings for an evening. 
in autumnal fog and wintrv storm, and I never saw the spot, receiving for their valuable services large Never didl see such a beery place. It 'Nas a com
it without being overcome by its beauty and grand- revenues-at present. more than the salary of the mon thing there for respectable men, fathers of fam
eur. President of the United States. When I was there ilies, in good circumstances, to belong to six different 

Connected with this huge church there are about the archbishop was named John Bird Sumner; and evening clubs, and even seven, each meeting once a 
thirty clergymen, fourteen of whom are so liberally I only learned the other day, from the Athenceum, how week, so that they might never hav to undergo the 
compensated that a man who gets one of their places that dignitary came to be appointed. King George calamity of spending an evening at home! Nothing 
is "made," since he enjoys an income of something lV. had a mistress called Lady Conyngham, of whom had conspicuously succeeded in that town but beer! 
like a thousand pounds a year, upon which a family you may hav read in the Greville Memoirs lately Its true archbishop, the fountain of what spiritual 
there can be handsomely maintained. The other published. This lady, as she was called, had a son, life it had, was the head brewer; for it was the sys
clergymen are also liber~lly paid; and there are a of whom John Bird Sumner was the tutor, and she tern there for the brewers to own the beer-houses, 
great number of secular persons employed in various pushed her son's tutor on from one preferment to and rent them to. men bound to take the owner's 
capacities, at salaries upon which they subsist. The another until he became Archbishop of Canterbury, beer. Judging by the conduct of the people, it was 
service is chanted twice every day in the yeru· by an and his brother bishop of another diocese. So one his property which should hav been favored by the 
exquisit choir of twenty-four voices-the pick of all result of this largest item of expense was to re- tax-gatherer. The beer-houses, well frequented dur
the region, trained from boyhood, and maintained to ward .the protege of a king's mistress, and to notify ing the day, were crowded every night of the year; 
oltl age. The annual expense of keeping up this , the people and clergy of England that the word of while that vast and splendid cathedral, on week days, 
magnificr_n~ establishment was ~hen about $150,000 i such a ~oman 'Yas. ~ore influential in the bef!towal presented such a scene as that which called forth 
a yem·, <hYHled mw>ng about eighty persons; from of the highest digmties of the church, even than ed- from Dean Swift his well-known, "Dearly beloved 
the clean, y,·ith hi1; tlwm;anL1s per auuum, to the ver- iting a Greek play, or writing a treatis on the Evi- Roger, the scripture moveth you and me." Seldom 

. gers who shmved the tombs of Heni·y IV. and the deuces. · were there as mriny auditors as performers, for it re-
Black Prince, in the crypt of the church, at forty The archbishop, however, did not trouble the peo- qttired about thirty-five personl'l in all to perform the 
pounds a yeru·, and whatever . shillings and half- ple much: He did not so much as come on Quarter 1$6l"ltce, 
crowns ·romantic. American visitors chose to giv I day t? t·eceive his salary, and orily appear.ed n.bo-q.t ()p.e-tpil'd of the inh~tbitants of this city, it was 
them. · · · · ·· · · once m three or four years to perform the rite of computed by dissenting clergymen, had never been 

The city contained at that time about sixteen thot~~ confirmation. · He let_ t:he children accumulate Ull.til ~si<l~ the buildin~; regarding it with utter iJ1diti~t:~ 

-
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ence, or ~th disapproval and contempt, as an impo- away. A black diamond was a small price to giv for In this New World, therefore, let all property, as 
sition, or a relic of popery. Its magnificence, its an archbishopric. well as all men, stand equal before the law. Let the 
vastness, the splendors of the interior the grandeur And it was not merely that the money drawn n·om state recognize no character in lawful property, but 
of the exterior, baa no more effect up~n the mass of the people"Was wasted, but much of the best brain protect all equally, and tax all equally. Let us not 
the people who saw it every day than Niagara has was also wasted. The church, as Macaulay remarked, clog .the wheels of progress with exempt estates. Let 
upon the clerks of the Cataract House, or the Alps before the recent happy change in Italian affairs, was the march of opinion, always slow and difficult, be 
upon the Swiss who hurry away to Paris to be hired filled with men who were led into it from a mere de- not hindered here by dead weight. 
as footmen. There was, as it chanced, one religious sire to rise in the world-" men who would hav been Christianity was three centuries in gaining a foot
establishment then in the city which answered the useful and honest as laymen, are hypocritical and hold in the Roman Empire chiefly because there was 
end .o~ its ~:x;istence, exerti?~ on its crowded auditory immoral as churchmen." And we need not go as far so much property invested in the old p~tganism. 
a spmtuahzmg and moralizmg power. A dissenting as Rome to see how the system works of luring able " Great is Diana of the EJ?hesians.'' When the 
minister having offended his rich patron by preach- men into the church through the attraction of an younger Pliny writes to TraJan about the efforts he 
ing too well, got together all his money, eight hun- easy income. has made to put down the new religion in his prov
clred pounds, and bought an old hall which had been 1 spent a summer a few years ago on the shores of ince, he tells the emperor that, as a result of his ex
for some time unoccupied. He and his wife, with Missisquoi Bay; the most northern bay of Lake Cham- ertions, the abandoned temples were beginning to be. 
some little assistance, made it presentable, and plain, in the last town of Vermont before you come to frequented once more, and, says he, "there is also a 
opened it entirely on their own account, as a private Canada, and within three miles of the Canada line. general demand for victims for sacrifice, which till 
business, letting the pews, taking up a collection, We were in and out of Canada almost ~very day; and, lately found very few purchasers." 
paying their taxes like honest and independent citi- during the whole summer, I was trying to an·ive at NQthing has more hindered the development of 
zens, and subsisting frugally upon what was left. some rational explanation of the difference between man than the alliance between property and opinions. 
He was one· of the most eloquent men I ever heard that northern region of Vermont and the Canada America has produced few wiser or purer public 
speak, and in any place less churchecl and less de- towns separat~d from it only by an imaginary line men than James Madison, and he has left on record 
bauched than a cathedral city he would hav had a and an occasional iron post. his deliberate opinion that if the church of England 
splendid career. As it was, he attracted an overflow- In the Vermont village nearest the border there had been established in the Northern Colonies, as it 
ing congregation, and exerted constantly that kind was a planing-mill, a furniture manufactory, a creel- was in Virginia, America would hav submitted to the 
of influence which will in time discontinue the itable depot, a nicely kept village green, with a ha:r:.d- exactions of the mother country and remained de
cathedral, suppress the archbishop, and shut up the some soldier's monument upon it, several important pendent. 
tap-room. · business firms, commodious school-houses, and a gen- It has been the happiness of America hitherto that 

I afterward visited several other cathedral towns, eral appearance of enterprise, intelligence, and pros- thougllt has been less hampered in tl~is way than in 
l.l;lld observed in them all the same redundancy of perity. The visitor said to himself: These brave the old countries. But we seem n~t the less eager to 
beer, and a similar crowd of fifty or sixty clergymen Vermonters are victorious over the adverse circum- put shackles upon posterity. Many of us distrust 
living in almost total idleness upon the labors of stances ef their lot-their seven or eight mouths' posterity's willingness to take care oJ the orphan, as
their fellow-citizens. You may read much about winter, their not too productiv soul, their short sum- sist the widow, and educate the young. And we feel 
them in Anthony 11:ollope's novels, particularly the mers, and their remote situation. People pack hay it a duty to help posterity do these things. What has 
one called "Barchester Towers.'' Those clergymen in that county for the New York market, three ~un- posterity done that we should distrust it so? This 
are not bad people. They find themselvs in the pos- dred miles off; they send cranbenies to Boston; endowment question is not yet ripe even for consid
session of safety and abundance with little effort or cheese to Europe. Not far off they make their heavy eration in the New World; and when a rich man dies 
merit of their own, and they hav inherited a theory potatoes into light starch, which, as I was told, was and presumes to say in his will what after gener
of religion and politics which justifies the situation. in request at Calcutta and Hong Kong. A few miles ations shall do with his millions and his acres, we all 

People attribute • the dissoluteness of cathedral away was the town where six hundred men were em- rejoice, as though a benevolent and high action bad 
towns to the presence of so many singers and mu- ployed in making Fairbanks's scales, a very bulky been performed. · 
sicians ; but, in truth, it is the fundamental immor- product, which, nevertheless, were sent ~ll over the This we do who see the Old World groaning under 
ality of the state of things which vitiates all the life country when they had to be carried sixty miles by ill-judged endowments, and who even suffer ourse]vs 
of those towns. The money which should educate, wagon to the nearest lake port. The greatest butter from the attempts of dead men to impose their opin
cheer, and elevate the people is squandered upon main- market of the world is at St. Albans, about fifteen ions and preferences upon us. For my part, I feel a 
taining in elegant ease fifty or sixty families, most of miles from the Canada line: Two million dollal's' sense of relief when a Stewart or a Vanderbilt dies 
whom render absolutely no service at all to the peo- worth of butter sold there every year. And in spite and leaves nothing to the public; and I do not doubt 
pie whose labor supports them. Many of them are of all this varied industry those northern towns had that when the Girards, the Peabodys, and the Edwin 
only required to preach f~ur sermons a year, and been able to spaz-e many a tall fellow for the army, Forrests hav locked up another thousand millions or 
those they can buy, in manuscript, of any shade of when the unity of their country was menaced. so of property, under the management of boards, we 
doctrin desired, at the very small charge of one Now cross the Canada line, and tie your horse to shall awake to the absunlity of permitting such men 
shilling each, postage paid. a post, if you can find one, in the first village you to govern us from their graves, and to dispose of 

It is strange what an intimate connection there is come to. Not a factory; not a store where you can revenues all earned by the living. 
between bishops and brewers, and how naturally the be sure of finding a paper of pins, or a piece of tape. A deacon of an orthodox church in Massach\.lsetts 
cathedral runs to cb.·ink. The fact has been lately The assessed value of the entire place, thirty thou- told me that several societies in New Enland are ob
ascertained that the largest owne1·s of gin-shops and sand dollars. All that summer, from the middle of solete, do no work, bav no work to do, but keep up a 
beer-houses in London are its two cathecb.·als, St. June to the middle of August, there was a procession' show of life for the sole purpose of receiving and en
Paul's and Westminster Abbey. The bishop of Lon- on the high road, from Canada into Vermont, of the joying the legacies coming in, and the funds result
dnn, it is said, in riding from his abode in St. James's most forlorn and dilapidated French Canadians com- ing f1·om former legacies. There is nothing of these 
Square to his official palace at Fulham, passes more ing into New England for the harvest work They societies except, perhaps, a president, a secretary, a 
than a hundred gin-shops built upon land belonging came in cow-carts, and every kind of antiquated treasurer, and an office-boy to bring in the ice-water 

,. to the church. A writer in the Exam1:ner said the vehicle. Sometimes a family party would go by, the and newspapers. Before the world is fifty years 
other clay: "Some years ago, after residing three or old man or wom11.n riding on a cart drawn by a cow older, the power of public bequest will, probably, in
four months in Scotland, I had occasion to visit sev- or a wretched semblance of a horse, and the rest of some just and safe way, be limited, and the exi~;ting 
eral cathedral towns, Norwich, Peterborough, and the family trudging along on foot, a spectacle of the generation will expend its eami11g~; and clo its benev
others. In the north I hardly found a person who fag end of human nature. These people considered olence directly, and not in the roundabout way of 
could not read and write. In the cathedral towns I themselvs fortunate if, at the end of the summer, trustee and endowments. , Meanwhile we can at least 
found very few who could." they had forty or fifty dollars to carry back with apply the slow but ceaseless correctiv of equal taxa-

Of course not. You can't hav your cake and· eat it them to liv on during the long Canadian winter. tion, exempting no man, no institution, no edifice, no 
too. If you spend your superflous sixpence upon ca- Now, why was this? Take a ride up into the acre. Nothing has true life in it unless it pays its 
thedrals and beer, and exempt from taxation the rich- French parts of Canada, lingeiing a few days at way, or, like a boy or a colt, is to pay its way soon. 
est corporations in the town, you cannot find money Montreal and Quebec. The country, the cars, the You educate you~: theological students for nothing, 

. to educate the people. As a race, we are and must ferry-boats, swarm with round and jovial priests, and what is the result? Rev. Dr. John Hall, of New 
always be very poor. We are almost as poor as the maintained upon those estates which hav descended York, answered the question the other day. The 
father of Ginx's baby, aforesaid, who had but sixpence to them from a remote generation, a large part of standard of ministerial power and worth is so low
a week for a lever to pry himself and his twelve chi}":. which was until within a very few years exempt ered that the churches cannot endure it. Tha'i:Jsands 
dren out of the quagmire. from all the public burdens. The church, in fact, of pulpits empty, and thousands of clergymen unem-

Let no one attribute these dissolute habits to the until recently, claimed to own the city of Montreal, ployed. The people cannot endure the product of 
prevalence of a sect. The most drunken city in Scot- and still possesses enough property there to giv the their own privileged and exempt institutions. 
land is Presbyterian Glasgow; the most drunken city church an exaggerated and pernicious development. You pay your judges less than private clients pay 
in Europe, according to a late writer in the London Those serene and comfortable priests are, many of their lawyers; you pay your cabinet less than grocers 
Times, is Geneva, the city of Calvin; and this, in spite them, the natural leaders of the people. On the earn on a city corner; a powerful and wealthy na
of the efforts of Voltaire to reform it. Mecca, another Vermont side, they would be running factories, in- tion stoops to accept semi-gratuitous service from ifs 
name for pollution. Jerusalem, the metropolis of filthy venting improvements, teaching high schools, editing own servants. We all know the result. No tub 
imposture. Constantinople, all squalor and grum- newspapers, directing railroads; captains of indus- stands well except upon its own bottom. 
bling meanness, except the palace and the mosque. try, providing the people with_ work, and making a The press of this country was injured by the gov
And, as to the religious capitals of India, if any one market at home for a harvest which would employ ernment carrying newspapers at less than cost, and 
were to transmit through the mails the most mod.est all the laboring men of Canada. some local newspapers for nothing. We now make 
description of them, we know who would be after him, French Canada lures many of its best minds into every periodical pay full postage in advance, and 
and where he would spend the next thirteen months. the church, and buries them alive in convents and this has already done much to giv tone and vigor to 

Rome is the chief religious capital of the world. cathedrals. Vermont sets them at work serving the the American press. We must be in accord with 
What an amazing waste and imposture it is! .A. horde people. And, as you know, the advance of a com- Nature's self, all whose arrangements tend to 
of priests living in unequaled pomp and luxury upon munity depends absolutely upon the use it makes of strengthen the strong and kill the weak. A thou
the hard-earned savings of servant girls! its superior minds. In Canada, Italy, Spain, south- sand periodicals perished in a year or two, but the 

All the royal palaces of Europe would not make the ern Germany, Mexico, Peru, the policy of exemption rest are· the stronger and the better for it; for to 
Vatican· never since man first began to prey upon and privilege has given to the church such excessiv make a good paper two things are indispensable-a 
man, w~s a cre~ture so" eumptuously lodged and mu·· proportions that the human mind has no chance at good editor and a great income. 
nificently provided ae the pope. ~s mere head-ser- ~II. As with the policy of entail and prim?genit~re Cemeteries should be exempt, they tell us. When 
vant the late Antonelli was a.ble to mdulge a taste so m England, the very tendency to accumulatwn whwh I see the ill-kept and disuFJecl graveyards which dis
exp~nsiv that no empe;or of ~he modern world would need~ to be ~eld iz1: som~ restraint, is sti.mulated. figure so many countr.Y tuwns, when I read of such 
dare to compete with him ill: 1t-the taste for collect- Ent~l and pnmogemtu_re Ill England, bywhiC!l prop- FJcenes as took place in l\Iontreal, and observe the in
ing gemE{. He kept a spoClal.secreta~ to arrange, ert:J IS exempted from the natural waste of du;~olute clin:Lt.ion uf one impol"tant denomination to hav ex
catalo..,. and show his oollection,. which could not herrs, by which the natural flow of property IS obc clusiv cemeteries as a source of revenue maintained 
be pr;perly reviewed in a. wh?le day. ·~lac~ diamonds et~?ted, by. law, . has assigned _th~ ~eat body of by appeals·to the lowest super;stition, and when Ire
-rose diamonds-white diamonds-rubiQS-emer- British lan!'l to a few hundred mdividuals, nnd hns fleet also upon the weighty arguments of the m·ema
alds-no monarch ever gathered such in one lifetime, given to an obsoJet~ ap!iJtocracy an injurious prolopgq.- tionist.s, I nm inclined to think that, of all the forms 
fm· p.o 1llOD!J

1
rch ever had so man;r fat thin~s to trv tion of life1 · • ' • · • · · of propert,r, burial-places hAY the le&st claim to be 
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exempt. There is only one thing sacred; it is the 
welfare of the living. 

country and their property con!lscated at their own request; that In 
administering It both the women and the negroes were Ignored on 
their motion; that, In forming lte constitution, capital, as an element 
In government, was denied representation by Its own desire, and that In 
the execution or the laws each particular criminal h~en pun!Bhfld 
to promote his own happlneSB. The assumption that there ever was 
or could be soolet:r without a government, or government without SO· 
c!Aty, or that one orl~:lnated any more In our wants, or In our wicked· 
ness, than the other, or that they hav any di!Terent origin, Is mere 
rhetoric. Society opens with government already in existence, always 
established by the strong and bold, by force, over the weak and cow· 
ardly, ror the promotloa, by the former, or their own Interests; the 
consent or the governed Is not at first asked, and the ability or the 
governed to express their assent only arises In the later stages or so
ciety by concesolon or the governors, and It Is a boon so easily over
granted that civilization has, at least In one notable Instance, that ot 
Rome, been t·ulned by lte premature concession. Instead or being a 
natural Inalienable right It Is the latest patented Improvement In po· 
I! tical mechanics, and one which should be or the most doubtful and 
cautious application. 

Je!Iersrm, In his autobiography, only shows that as between him &nd 
his fellow-members or the committee, he stood responsible !or Its au
thorship. He says:. • The committee requested that I should prepare 
the Deolaratlon; it WIU accordingly do111!.' He still avoids saying that he 
hlmBel! wrote it. The act of others In Inscribing upon Jetrereon's 
tombstone the legend • Author of the Declaralton of Independence,' Is or 
a piece with the like acts or numerous parties In England In causing 
their relative to be painted as • Authors or Junius.' 

I spent some pleasant hours lately in the grounds 
and buildings of Harvard University, an institution 
which, young as it is, begins to hav something of that 
antique and peaceful beauty which makes the English 
city of Oxford the loveliest spot on the face of the 
earth. Harvard, as far as a stranger can judge, is an 
institution full of noblest promis, and I do not wonder 
that the generous people of Massachusetts cherish it 
with so much pride. It is an honor to the state, to 
the country, and to mankind. Nevertheless, I believe 
that, just as far as it is stimulated, protected, exempted, 
privileged, it is weakened. I cannot think it good to 
lme by low prices of tuition poor young men into 
college, who ought to be at work lightening, instead 
of increasing, their parents' burdens, and, at the same 
time, underpay the professors who teach them. I can
not help thinking tllat the college would be strength
ened by its sharing the common lot, charging for tu
ition what it costs, and bearing its share of the general 
burden. 'l'ax all the colleges of this country, and the 
gradual effect would be to destroy the weak and 
strengthen the strong. Tax all the churches, and the 
effect would be to compel weak churches to combine, 
and to be strong in unity. 

"Thom'as Paine, as a chronic satirist and revol utlonlst, and the only 
writer or any distinguished merit as a rhetorician then In America, 
round ample scope and worked with singular add•M In the American 
cause. He passed !rom one detail to another or the contest with great 
address and with the same ready capacity to Investigate the facta or 
law required !or each article which had been so notable a quality In 
Junius; especially In the letter to Lord Mansfield. He seemed argus. 
eyed, and touched with his fingers every spring of In!ormallon, 
whether It related to the causes or failure In the recent campaign, or 
to proper means of obtaining aid from France, or of building up a 
navy." 

"Enough l The Declaration ot Indepence must hereafter be con. 
strued as a !abrlc whose warp and woof were 'l'homas Paine's. It was 
a<lmlrably adapted as a revolutionary pronunciamento to fire the 
colonial heart to a war for separation, wlilch, though placed on utterly 
Inadequate and untenable grounds by that Declaration, yet had good 
grounds which are not mentlonerl In it. Tliose were, simply, that not 
having any or the materials for an aristocracy In this country, we 
could not coalesce Into one goYernment with Groat Britain whose gov. 
ernment was aristocratic. If we h"d been permitted to elect members 
to her House or Commons, what BhOU!rl we hav sent to her House or 
Lords ? The alleged grievance or taxation, to reimburse the British 
treasury for expenses Incurred In our defense, was In no sense a 
money grievance. The money having been expended for our benefit, 
It was our duty to pay it. There coul<l surely be no duty resting on 
Londoners or Yorkshlromen to pay the exr,enses of Montgomery's 
march to Quebec, or Braddock's to Pittsburgh. The real dlf!lculty was 
that we needed a soveroign government, and could not be admitted 
Into the British one, because that was aristocratic and we had no arls. 
tocracy. 'rhiB was not a grievance, but, It was a good cause for national 
separation. The Declaration, !Ike many popular documents, substl. 
tuted sentiment for sense, passion for wisdom, fictloJ> and rhetoric !or 
history and !act, concealed the double merits of the case, and hAlped 
on the war, In the same way th&t the stupidity or George III. did. 
The writer Whose views ot the case loom up before the present gener
ation as the most wise was Adam Smith, who, In • The Wealth of Na
tions,' ll\bored to bring about a representation of the colonies In the 
British Parliament, an ldoa which, had It been properly tried, could 
hardly be regarded as Impracticable In an age which professes to 
sympathize With Tennyson's 'parliament Of natiOns-a federation o! 
the world.'" 

Europe, I repeat, has been, and is, the prey of the 
soldier and the priest. Here, as we fondly heped, we 
limit the soldier by the Federal system, which givs us 
thirty-eight states without a custom house or a fort 
between them, dependent and independent, sovereign 
and subject,· weak to commit injmy, strong to repel it, 
indissoluble ties binding the farthest settlement in 
Oregon to the most remote timber camp in Maine. 
This is our main dependence against excessiv soldiery, 
and our chief hope of his final disappearance. 

To guard against an exaggerated and unspiritual 
church, a torpid college system, and huge estates 
lockf•d up and perverted by the authority of dead 
men's wills, our best chance appears to be to adopt it 
as a fundamental principle, that the state shall know 
no character in property, but tax equally everything 
that it protects, without one exception of any kind. 
It required many ages of heroic effort to get the prin
ciple recognized, even in theory, in the most advanced 
countries, that all men shall be equal before the law; 
and even now who can say that in ·any community the 
fact is in accordance with the theory? We must not 
be surprised, therefore, to find opposition, general and 
strong, to a kindred spirit scarcely less necessary.· 

Just and equal taxation resembles the slow and safe 
operations of nature, which wear away obstructions, 
and change the aspect of continents so gradually that 
the process can scarcely be discerned, and cannot be 
recorded. The ocean will one day flow over us again, 
but no one need fear getting wet. There will be no 
sudden irruption or revolution, because there is in 
natme no such thing as exemption; every atom in the 
universe being equally subject both to the local and 
the general tax. 

It is not wealth that coiTupts; wealth is a boon and 
a blessing; and let men earn as much as they may, 
man mm:t forever remain poor. It is a bad distribu
tion of wealth that corrupts. There is a tendency in 
property to get into heaps, which laws in every age 
ancl land hav aggravated. Here, for the first time in 
human history, let the law· leave it equally free to get 
into heaps, and to scatter itself abroad. No privilege. 
No entail. No exemption. All men and all property 
equal before the law. 

Paine, Junius, and the Decla'ration. 
Extracts from Dens~~~~~ ·~~;~rce,~;~~~;;~~ 'X~r:v b~0~?'hen Pearl Andrews 

"We hav ha<l no writer In America to this day so practiced In the 
handling of pure and elegant English, or that could hav written 
oithor of the chapters or • Common Sense.' The style of Bancroft, 
when he had completed his numerous volumes or American 
history, was sophomorical, • spread-eaglelsh,' aml Inexpert com· 
pa.retl 'Vit·h 1 Common Sense,' regarded stmply as a literary cum¥ 
position. The style or Jetre~son was turgid, halting, llesitatlng, 
politic and • hltchety-hltch • compared with the rhythmic musl· 
cal cadence of this llowlng rhetorician and appat·ent phlloso. 
p!Jer, whoso sentences dart down to the rock bed of radical 
prlnciJlles, and contain In their very structure a logical form and se. 
<iuenee that makes them authorltatlv, wholly lrrespectlv or their 
!:iource. 1 Cllmmon Sense,' which, though pos!:'essing but the authority 
of one mi11d, was read by order at the head or the armies and around 
1110 camp-!ires until It became authorltatlv by universal assent, opens 
thus: 'Some writers hav so conrounde,i society with government as to 
leave little or no dlstlnct!on between them, whereas they are not only 
<l itfcrent, but hav dltrerent origins. Society Is producer\ by our wants 
and govern mente by our wickedness; the former promotes our happ!. 
ness posiL!vly by uniting our atrections, the latter negati\·Jy by re. 
straining our vices. '!'he one encourages intercourse, the other creates 
distinctions. The first Is a patron, the last Is a punisher. 

"
1 Society in every state is a blessJng, but government, oven in its 

best estate, Is but a necessary evil; In Its worst estate an Intolerable 
one; for when we suffer or are exposed to the sa1ne lniseries by a gon¥ 
erhment which we might ex1'ect ln u. country without, our calamity is 
hlghtened by reflecting that we lurnish the means by which we sutTer. 
Government, like dress, Is tho badge of lost Innocence; the palaces of 
kings are built uvon the ruins of the bowers or paradise. For 
were the Impulses of conscience clear, uniform and Irresistibly 
obeyed, man would need no other law-giver; but that not being the 
case, he finds It necessary to surrender up a part or his property to fur· 
nlsh means for the prote~tlon or the rest; and this he Is Jnd uced to do 
by the same l'rudence which In every other case advises him, out or 
two evils, to choose the least. Wherefore, security being the true de
sign ancl end or government, It unanswerably follows that whatever 
tnrm therenr appears most likely to Insure It to us with the least ex. 
penee an<! greatest benofit Is p~efPrable tn all others." 

•·we regard most of the u.bn~:e sentences, except the last, as fallacious 
all!l mlsleacllng, and especially the historical assumption that govern. 
ment Is !ounde•l on compa•,t. But as a class of half-truths they are 
admirahly calcnlated to pront••te revolutlnn, and they hav been !m. 
pressect, t!Jl'Cough their subse'}UQllt utterance in the Declaration o! Jn. 
dependence, uJ,oon :he Am"rlcan people, wthat now they are thec'tl.rre:nt 
ereed. Very !9W in America seem to suspe<:t that all go't'ernments ha"V 
heen founded by and on force, notwithstanding history teaches no 
rother lesson. The eloquent fallac.les of Paine hav superseded history, 
nnd such Is the universality or our assent to the glittering BOphlstry 
11at "all just government derives Its power from the consent. or the 
•. verll<'d," that our entire liCOple Msume without hesitation that In 
ormlng our own government th~ loy&ll~\8 were drivel) o>tt or the 

Mr. Denslow also adopts .and proceeds on the theory of 
Mr. Burr that Thomas Paine was the real author of the Decla
ration of Independence. The following extract will show his 
manner of dealing with this subject: . 

"An anonymous work was published In Washington, D.C., In 1872 
attributing the authorship, both of the Jettl'rs or Junius and or the 
Declaration of Independence, to Thomas Paine. The latter work Is 
hastily written, but Its argument, derived !rom unity o! literary style, 
mental characteristics, Identical beliefs, and other Internal evidences, 
Is concluslv. It Is to be regretted that It has not dealt with the ques
tion o! handwriting, !or while the handwriting o! S!r~hlllp Francis 
Is singularly !Ike that o! Thomas Paine, the dlsgulse<:t hand o! Junius 
occasionally falls into single words which more clearly resemble 
Paine's hand than that or either Sack ville or Francis. As to the round, 
undisguised hand In which the original draft o! the Declaration o! In· 
dependence Is written, It Is not claimed to be Je!Ierson•s, and It seems 
to be very clearly that or Thomas Paine, who, as the most masterly 
rhetorician or the period, would naturally be called on to write It. The 
lnt ernal evidence, however, that Jetrerson could not hav written the 
Declaration and that Paine did, Is overwhelmlnlf. Had Jetrerson writ· 
ten It, he could hav quoted Its language correctly; whereas, In Vol. 
VIIi., p. 500, or his works, In attempting to explain certain • unlucky 
expressions In It which gave otrense to some members,' he ~ays • the 
words" Scotch and other foreign auxiliaries" excited the Ire of a gen
tleman or two o! that countty.' Now Jetrerson, as an American, could 
hav no hatred toward Scotchmen, and had he written the document, 
there was no mental Idiosyncrasy In his mind which would hav caused 
any allu~ion to Scotchmen to get Into it. But the true words were not 
'Scotch and other foreign auxiliaries, • but • Scotch and foreign mercen
aries,' which Involve two quite di!Terent Ideas; Paine, as an English. 
man, would look upon Scotch mecenarles as not foreign, and therefore 
omitted the word •other.' To Jetrerson, as an American, auxiliaries 
coming from Scotland would be foreign, as well as those coming from 
Germany, or, Indeed, England Itself. Therefore he Inserts the word 
'nther.' Again, Jetrerson, not having any hatred of Scotchmen (on the. 
contrary, he had successlvly three Scotch tutors, to all or whom he was 
devotedly attached), and knowing the presence of Scotchmen In the 
C,ongress, would not hav sought to cast any opprobrium on them. He 
therefore calls them In polite phrase, • auxiliaries.' But the Declara. 
tion had called them mercenaries. Why I Junius, In letter 38, sneers 
at the destructlv loyalty or • Tories, Jacobltes, and Scotchmen.' In let· 
ter 41 he pays what he calls • a JUst tribute to Scotch sincerity,' by say
that' when gentleman of that country smile he reels an Involuntary 
emotion to guard against mischief.' Again, In the same he sneers at 
'the little prudential policy o! a Scotchman.' In letter 44, he declares 
he will speak tenderly of Wedderburn, • for when treachery Is In ques
tion we should make allowances !or a Scotchman.' Junius hated 
prudence and a Scotchman equally. Paine, In h!B letter to Washing. 
ton, sneers at prudence as'" sort or non-describable chameleon-colored 
thing,' which Is, 'In many cases, a substitute ror principle, and so 
nearly allied to hypom·lsy that. It easily slides Into it.' None but a.n 
Engollsh Junius writing the Declaration would hav lugged In an lrrele· 
vant and un-Amerlcan thrust at the Scotch. 

"Again, ·Junius, Paine, and the writer or the Declaration, all retain 
one _arbitrary date In their minds as that from which English ann 
American troubles begin, viz., 1763. JUnius says, 1769: • outraged and 
oppressed as we are, this nation will not bear, after a six years' r>roce • 
etc.; Rnd In 1770 he says: 'At the end or seven years we are loaded'• 
etc. Paine, In 1779, writes to the English people, • a period of slxteeit 
yearA or mlscond net and misfortune,' and the Declaration of 1776 says, 
'within the short compass or twelve years only.' Thus the three 
writers date the entire trouble or English misgovernment to the same 
date, 1763-4. This Is a mental Idiosyncrasy In which Joe!Ierson did not 
share, but Paine, Junius, and the Declaration only. 

"Moreover, JetTerson, though he became theoretloally a mild !orm 
or antislavery man, yet, being brought up In the midst of slavery, 
could never hav composed that peculiar clause In the original draft or 
the Declar.atlon, In which the slave-trade Is denounced as an • execra· 
ble commerce,' an • assemblage or horrors,' etc. Thomas Paine hated 
negro slavery with the hatred or one who has never lived In Ita midst, 
and no sooner landed on our shores than he began to work for Its ex· 
tinction. Jetrerson simply foresaw Its political and some o! Ita Sllclal 
evils. Moreover, It Is significant to note that Thomas Paine, In his let
ter to Washington, by captallzlng the -words APOSTATE and IMPOS· 
TOR, shows.the same chirographic habit of putting Important words 
In large capitals, which forme so conspicuous a feature In this clause 
of the Declaration, and which Is but an expansion !or capital occasions, 
or a habit of capitalizing and underlining which Is frequent, both In 
the published writings and In the manuscript fragments of Junius. 
Nothing In Junius's own writings Is so llerce'an embodiment or his 
vast and profound genius for carrying vituperation rar beyond the 
limits or libel, as the climaterlc clause o! the Declaration, which Ban· 
croft Is dull enough to attrlbut.. to the plain matter-of.ract writer and 
politic thinker, Thomas Jetrerson. It Is as follows: 

"'He has waged cruel war against human nature Itself, violating Its 
most sacred rights of life and liberty In the person of a distant people 
who never otrended him, captivating and carrying them Into slavery 
In another hemlspher~. or to Incur miserable death In their transpor
tation thither. This piratical warfare. the opprobrium or INFIDEL 
powers, Is the warfare or the CHRISTIAN king of Great Britain. 
Determined to l<eep open a market where MEN should be bought 
ami sold, he has prostituted his negatlv for suppressing every Jeglsla· 
tlv attempt to prohibit or restrain this execrable commerce. 

"• And that thie assemblage or horrors might want no !act or diS· 
tlnguished dle, he Is no1v exciting those very people to rise In arms 
among us, and to purchase that liberty of which he has deprived them 
by murdering the people. on whom he has obtruded them; thus pay: 
lng otT former crimes, committed against the liberties ot one people 
with crimes which he urges them to commit against the lives of 
another.' 

"The English language posseSBes no clause more elaborate In Its 
rhetoric, and few so false In !act. George III. had neither prosecuted 
the slave trade nor negatived any attempt to restrain lt. Indeed, no 
act or Parliament whlttever had been negatived since the reign or Ann 
and we hav yet to learn that any colonial act aimed to stop the slave 
trade. Je!Terson states In his autobiography that his Incipient at
tempts at anti-slavery legislation In VIrginia met with no favor. So 
far from It, America, when free from George III., continued the foreign 
slave trade by constitUtional guards until 1808 and the Intern"! slave 
trade until1865. Nothing could be more false than to charge upon 
George III. any responsibility !or slavery or the slave trade. While 
wholly omitting to mention the fact that thA king and Parliament had 
legislated a.Ralnst the erection or furnaces and other manufactures 
and the Introduction or machinery, It contains such !alae counts a~ 
'abolishing· the free systelll, or English laws In Oanada,' when even 
Bancroft shows clearly that the permlSB!on to the French to be relieved 
from English laws was granted to ti{em as a boon to secure their loy
alty; also, with 'withdrawing his governor,' when the only governors 
withdrawn were those whO, like Gov. William Franklin, o! New Jersey, 
were waited upon by mobs, and ordAred by them to leave the country. 
It Is also noticeable how small a figure the question of taxation cuts in 
the Declarsttlon, and It will be remembered that Junius at ftrst advo
cated the Justice of taxing America, as Paine, being an exciseman, 
would naturally hav done, !or an exciseman naturally adheres 
to a tax. Moreover,. Paine, out or his contempt for money, would 
hstv looked upon rebellion agalnat a tax as mean. That Thomas 
Paine should not hav sought to Identify hlm,self with the author. 
ship or either· Junius or the Dec.la4'&t1on is su!l'lctent!'y a.reountad 
ror b'Y' hta pr!del tor, 'W'b.!le J'!mlue InvOlved ll1m 1n the question o1 
doubtrol honor, whether one ~ertVJ.ng: his br'eal1 fr'o'm !ll1 o'l!!ce unde'r 
a goverDJ:nent can oonststentlyla.bol' tor Its overthro'W the Deola.r'-e.tlon 
wae author!tatl'l'ly reported by a committee Including J&!l'enon 
Adams, and Franklin, who were !Ill responsible and otncia.l authors' 
and It would hav been a breach of confidence and honor !or him tO 
penetrate behind the doors or that committee room and assert the In· 
dlvldn&li!Uthorshlp or that ot Which they were t)lp otncW 1!-Uthors, 

.A. Brnno Festival. 
The proposition of Byron Adonis in a recent num

ber of THE TRUTH SEEKER in regard to a suitable obser
vance of the 16th of February, the anniversary of the 
burning of Giordano Bruno at the stake, by Chris
tians, for propagating scientific truths, is deserving of 
attention. 

If it is proposed to change the date of the begin
ning of the year, the 16th of February may be as good 
a starting point as the present one, though to begin 
from the sacrifice of a burna!!- being is not pleasant to 
contemplate; and, if the proposed new calendar is to 
supplant the old one, the sooner the work is com
menced the better, but in the first place all (i.e., all 
Liberals) should be agTeed as to its feasibility. 

The celebration of the 16th of February will an
nounce the respect in which the memory of Bruno is 
held by the scientific and thinking world, and that is 
no small,thing in itself. 

And, if considered advisable to date the year from 
the 16th, it can certainly be accomplished, and would 
show a spirit of 'independence, very commendable in 
Freethinkers, in renouncing .Anno Dondni for .Anno 
Homo. 

"Why," said an old fogyish friend, "my deai· child, 
you Liberal folks undertake too much-J anerary one 
is the New Year's beginning, all over the lot, and 
'tisn't possible to change it!'1 

"To wisdom all things are possible, i.e., all that are 
of worth or use," was my reply. 

My old fogyish friend shook his head sadly as he 
muttered, "I'm afraid she's rather jiggery !" 

But to change the beginning of the year is not so 
much of an event or effort, when several thousands set 
about it. It was the ancients who had obstacles, 
many and perverse, to encounter, and I wonder how 
they managed so well, with their lack of scientific 
knowledge, with no suitable apparatus for measuring 
and apportioning time and distance. 

With what profound amazement, what reverent joy, 
would they look upon the perfected telescope, and all 
the astronomical and other mechaninsm so necessary 
to the modern scientist, all evolved by genius without 
prohibition or hindrance! 

How would t.he heart of Bruno beat with delight 
were he living in our day, and with what avidity 
would he grasp the problems of science! 

Once it was supposed time could only be reckoned 
from the Olympiads, and any innovation of the custom 
would be considered heterodox. 

The Babylonian era of Nabonassar commenced on 
the 26th of February, at high noon, and is of special 
interest from the fact that it is exact in astronomical 
determination. The history of calendars and chro-
nology is interesting and curious. .,. 

The Mohammedans hav no fixed time for the be
ginning of the year; neither hav the Chinese, but date 
from the beginning of the accession of the reigning 
emperor. The calendar of the Jews is like that of the 
ancient Greeks and they date from the time of the sup
posed creation of the world, beginning the year at the 
vernal equinox; and so .also do the Russians. Among 
the Peruvians the year began at the winter solstice, 
and among the Mexicans at the vernal equinox. The 
ancient Egyptians, Chaldeans, Persians, and contem
porary nations, began their new year at the vernal 
equinox, March 22d. The Roman year began at the 
winter solstice, but among the Latin nations there 
were, at one time, ,;even different dates for the oom
mencement of the year. In France the year began 
under the Merovingians, March 1st. When the Chris
tian religion became recognized; writers began dating 
from various epochs in the history of Jesus. 

The first day of January began the New Year in 
Europe three hundred years ago. In 1852, Pope 
Gregory XIII. ordained it so to be, but it was not 
fully adopte-d in England till 1751, when the famous 
Lord Oheste.rfield secured the passage of a measnre in 
the English Parliament which made the New Year 
the :first of January; previous to that time, fr0m thQ 
14th century, the New Year be~an :N.I:~~orch 25t:P, 



Thus it may be seen by a study of the chronology 
of the past, which I hav briefly sketched, that a 
change of the beginning of the New Year may be 
accomplished in the future, as has been done in the 
past. 

It would certainly be an improvement on the old 
Christian calendar, with its myths and fables, to in
stitute a new and better era dating :fJ:om the time when 
science could no longer be suppressed; but whether 
the anniversary of the martyrdom of that great-hearted 
and brave hero Bruno, who -was willing to suffer im
prisonment and be burnt at the stake, rather than 
relinquish his cherished .facts, should be made a day of 
festivity and joy, is debatable It would be wise, how
ever, to remember the event with appropriate speeches, 
poems, and sketches of his life and character, and, in 
th_is manner, }fe think _it should be observed by all 
friends of truth and SCience. SusAN H. WixoN. 

Fall River, Mass., Jan. 31, ~~3. 

LYNN, MASS., Jan. 13, 1!183. 
. MR. rEDITOR: I here inclose $2 50 for THE TRUTH 

SEEKER for anothrr year, and $1 for the Monument 
Fund. I hope the brave old TRUTH SEEKER will con. 
tinue the good fight against bigotrj"and supersti
tion, which was so gallantly commenced by its heroic 
founder, D. M. B~nnett, and that that hard-headed and 
thick-skulled bigot, the RBv. Joseph Cuok, with all 
his presumption and cnnceit, shall yet learn a little 
common sense from the followers of Thomas PainE' 
and D. M. Bennett. through the New York TRUTH 
SEEKER. Yours truly, J. S. y. 

FABLINVILLE, Jan. 17, 1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: I hav been a subscriber to 

THE TRUTH SEEKER for several years, and cannot very 
well do without it, but hav been b.ehind since No
vember, 1882. I hav always felt it to be my duty to 
humanity to extend the circulation of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. 

The news of the death of 1\Ir. Bennett fell like a 
thunderbolt on me, which seemed to piuce me 
through and through. But a greater sorrow was 
awaiting me, for since that time my own loved com
panion has been taken away by death. She, too, 

' was a truth seeker, battling against the popular su
perstitions of the day, never allowing an opportunity 
to pass without lifting her voice in favor of truth 
and liberty. Her belief with regard' to the future 
was like that of Mr. Bennett-that it was no more 
unreasonable to believe that we shall liv hereafter 
than that we liv n9w; and claimed that she had 
strong proofs in her past experience in support of 
the fact or a continueri conscious existence. 

She passed away quietly and calmly on the 4th of 
this month. She was fully conscious to th.e last, 
having no fear of death, and having no regrets ex
cept to leave her children; thus giving the lie to 
the oft-repeated statement from the pulpit, that an 
unbeliever in the Christian religion cannot die peace
fully. 

"High hopes that glowed like stal's sublime 
Go down in the heavens of freedom, 

And brave hearts perish in the time 
We bitter!iest need them. 

Yet never sit we down and say, 
There's nothing left but sorr<>w; 

We walk the wilderness to-day, 
The promised land to-morrow." 

Yours in sympathy, HENRY E. DEWEY. 

PoRTSMOUTH, ENGLAND, Jan. 10, 1883.' 
MY DEAR Mns. BENNEET: It is w1th regret that I 

a.m compelled to address this epistle to you, and not 
to your late and beloved partner. Please pardon my 
freedom in style ;1 it is from my heart. I feel that. 
it is my dut.y, and in which my wife joins, in endeav
oring to console you in your sad berea vert.. en t. Ir 
mut>t be a comfort to you to know the esteem and 
regard in which he was held wnerever he traveled, 
as is shown in the beautiful letters in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, chiefly from rcsictents in your own couOLry. 
I, wno am a foreigner by birth but not foreign in 
sympathy with my late friend, Mr. Bennett, also 
join with friends in America in consoling you, and 
hope that you may hav health and strength to allow 
the name to go forth to the world for many years, 
The portrait of himself, which Mr. Bennett caused 
to be sent to me after vl::lfr.ing Purtsmouth, was im
mediately framed, and is suspended in my room with 
those of 0Jlonel Ingersoll, Cllarles Bradlaugh, W. 
E. Gladstone, John Bright, myself and family. As 
long as I can look on his manly brow I shall not 
forget the day he spent wit.h me. He could not stay 
longer, being wanted by Mr. Bradlaugh on the Sun
day. 

At the last meetin~ of the. Portsmouth branch of 
the National Secular Society a resolution was heartily 
and unanimously passed that I shbuld write to Mrs. 
Bennett to expres3 the sorrow felt by its members at 
the loss sustained by her and the world, especially 
that of America, and that 10he will please accept or 
their lov~ and esteem. It mu~>t hav beet. a comfort 
to her to hav had him at home instead of his being 
la a foreign land at time of death. 

I hav inclosed a. postal order for nineteen shillings 
to Mary W. Bennett, for the fourth volume of "A 

Truth Seeker Arnuod the Wurltl," and R, yPar's snh
script.ion tor THE TRUTH SEEKER, which Mrs. Brumage 
:-J.nd I hav looked for weekly, as much as our own 
country's papers, watching Mr. Benne<t's movPments 
and gaining knowledge by his writings. We shall 
still anxiously look out for them, wishing the papers 
all success. Mrs. Bruuiage joins me in forwarding 
t.o you our kindest regards, and that you may long 
enjoy good health is the sincere desire of 

Yours fraternally, JoHN E. BRUVAGE. 

0HENEY, Jan. 5, 283. 
MR. EDIToR; Liberal hearts all over the conn try 

are grieving at the untimely death of D. M. Bennett. 
I say untimely, because we were expecting soon to 
meet him with his wife, lecturing and visiting through 
the United States. We would hav been more recon
ciled to spare him had we been enabled to shake 
the hand and look into the eye of the noble self
saoriflcer to the eternal principle of justice-the onP 
who had suffered persecution and imprisonment for 
righteousness sake. But it was not to be. We must 
submit to the inevitable. Like Horace Greeley, his 
spirit must hav been broken partially by the malig
nant abuse heaped continually upon him by his 
enemies, ot whom no one had more bitter ones, and 
at the ~ame time none had warmer and truer friends 
than D. M. Bennett. 

From the letter of a friend, just received, I quote: 
", , , , Yes, our brother is dead. Another intel
ectual, fearless, outspoken hero has fallen. The 
stormy waters of Jordan could not claim him for a 
victim, though its turbulent waves passed over him. 
By energy he was victor. He was spared to complete 
his task. to send forth a power that will be felt by 
generations to come. He ha.s left a name that will 
be written on the tablets of human intellect, that 
has no bounds iike the veteran's journey. He has 
gone, but his works will liv; and, while sorrowing, 
we should· feel that we hav been highly favored to 
realize that he had the privilege to arrive home 
welcomed by. hosts of warm friends. . . , , Though 
our brother has takan. his long farewell, . , .. all 
must die. , • , , We hav his invaluable works." 

I inclose my dollar for the Bennett Monument 
Fund. Peace to tbe ashes of the loved anrl honored 
D. M. Bennett. ANNIE EvEREST. 

PARISH, ILL., Jan, 9, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: SePing the letter of 0. · R. Leon haeuser 

tion. The descriptions given are so detailed and mi
nute that it does not require the aid of the pl)wers 
of im»gination to see thing3 as they were seen by 
t be writer. The pl&in and naked truth is written in 
such language that the common reader can under
stand. Has there been any man who has traveled 
six months in the heathen labds who bas made .u,a,v 
rPport that he saw less crime and fewer criminala, 
and less intoxication by ardent spirits than all the 
Christiau lands traversed by Mr. B<lnnett? I hav 
not yet le:uned the fact, if so. Yes, it is a fact that 
a<> parents teach, so is the child. The parents of the 
Christian religion were lovers and drinkers of intox
icating drinks, and the child is not to be altogech ... r 
blamed for the transmission of that cursed evil. In 
all. the good teachings of the Nazuene there was 
not a word of warning given of the evils of intemp
erance; but on the contrary Cnrist seemed to incul
cate the opposit course by such acts as turning water 
into wine, when the pure juice was not at hand, 

In common with the many thousand that mourn 
the departure of Mr. :Bennett I greatly deplure his 
loEB, for he was a great commander, but such is the 
fate of man. M<~.ny a general has bPon cut down while 
in the front of battle, and yet victory was won. Su let 
it be with your paper. Go on with the battle-soldiers 
are enlisting every day. Mythical gods and devils 
must be driven to the wall, and truth, liberty, and 
justice must and will reign supreme. I hav been re
ceiving your paper four years or more, and it seems 
better to me every year. It brings messages that ed
ucate me, it bears testimony of many a good soul I 
feel like shouting amen to. And thi~ is not all; it 
givs one of the best receipts in ttJe world for washing 
and cleansing and making white as snow tile souls of 
me-n. I h tV analyzed the receipt, and not one drop 
of the precious blood of Jesus does it contaiu, Any 
one can get the receipt by becomiug a sub6criber to 
the paper for the year 1883, on application to the ed
itor, or to T. B. Wakeman, or perhaps H. W, Beecher, 
or Brother T11omas or Cnicago bas by this time the 
same receipt, Yours always for the right, 

S. D. W ADSWURTH. 
P. S.-You can put me down for one duUar rur the 

Bennett monumPnt, and more for the cominua.nce 
of the life of THE TRUTH !:lEEKER. Let the epirit of 
D. M. Bennett yet reign supreme, till all mythical 
gods and devils shall be trodden under the foot of 
truth and liberty. 

in your issue of Dec. 16, 1882, I desire to say a few A LETTER TO ABBIE KNAPP. 
words in regard to the Inquisition being exercisrd BozEMAN, MoNTANA, Dec. 28, 262. 
over Masons for an unbelief in the G Jd of the Bi- DEAR SISTER ABBIE: In replY, to your card ol".l l he 
ble. Masonry at one time was consl~ered Infidelity death of our standard-bearer, unyieldiog cbanqdun, 
by the Onristian church, and it is yet by the larg- untiring wurker, and martyr hero-D. M. BentJ:·It
PSt Christian denomination in Christendom-the the lover of trur h, the bater of lu~s. r lie frie~:d of 
Ca.tholic church. But the ministers of some of these humanity, the foe of priests, the bane of Cbrb: ian
other Christian denominations, seeing that they are ity, th~ balm for the oppressed, the scorner of su
getting but very few of the best and most intelligent perstition, the savior of the wollu-let me sl.ly, Ill ver 
men of our country into their folds, and finding that before has my sorrow been so intense at tile voice 
many of these men are members of secret s0cieties vf death. Inwardly, every fiiBL thousilt, w!Jc:n it 
such as the 1\:Iasons, Odd Fellows, etc., hav made up springs upon my mind, brings the preseutment that 
their minds, like the mouse in the fable, that if the uar loss is irreparable. Then again I look out LllJOD 

mountain will not come, they must go to the moun- the world and see Freethought wearing her crown of 
tain. And there among the Masons-an order which brains, and R~ason reposing Bt>renely upon htr 
is more widely spread over the world than any other throne; then I say, We hav nothing to fear. INdy 
order, an order ante-dating Curistianity hundreds of see a momentary ripple on the onward tide of human 
years-they find men of thought and intellect-pro- , bought. Beyond that, in the bac:kground, I plainly 
gressiv men-men who when they joined the orrler see priestcrart, that arch-enemy of humanity and 
were Deists, wany of them conscientious Christians. liberty, in the last throes of ignominious death; and 
But through the investigation of scientific thought Freethought., Morality, and Love springing pure ami 
they hav been led to look upon many things which !{rand from her decay"d aDd dying carc<~ss. Yt·S, 
at one time they had accopted as settled facts as when out of the death and chaos of superstiti•·n I 
only the machinations of priestcraft. And as a see the beautiful garlands of mental liberty t\\"ir;e 
conspquence they hav become Agnostics, or perhaps round the feet of Freedom's science, and bang about 
Atheists. Then comes the opportunity for the min- in golden wreaths; when I eee unrestrained free
later or some of his bigoted tools to put in their dom of thought, and no longer see that savage and 
work-to put a gag in the mouth of a brother by merciless priest with outstretched arm and fleBbless 
telling him that he must qtJit advocating Freethought nand, trying with eager Z'o>al and tlel".ldish hate to 
or take the chances of being expelled from the or- clntch with brutal grasp e~ery on ward move; when 
der. And thus it is that ministers are trying to cap- I no longer see nfuriated fiends, abiding in panlle
ture Masonry and other secret, societies that are monium realms, leap upon ProgreBsion's rt'stless 
using the Christian Bible in the work of their or- spirit; then again I say, We hav nothing to fear
ders-that they may turn them and use them for all is well. 
their own priestly purposes. And in this way are Yet I must say I do not think anyone of tllis age 
they putting padlocks on the lips of many good, has contributed so much to the downfall of the 
honest Freethinkers, who love the order to which priests as D. M B=nnett. HP was a constant "thorn 
they belong, out who utterly despise the assump- in their side." I tuink we hav men intell~ctually as 
tiona of priestcraft. Many such are subscribers for capable, yet It may be a long time before we hav 
and readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER and other Liberal another who will throw his whole soul into the . 
papers, and many more would be were it not for the cause a.s he did. Tu my mind there is no qut'stion 
fear of these ministers knowing it, The only safe that his death, just at this time, is a serious loss. 
way for Masonry and all others that use any form We will miss him in our work; we will mis'3 him as 
of ceremony that in any way or manner binds its a friend. To me he had become as a compaLion. 
membership to the acceptance of the dogmas of Atthough I had never met him, his spirit t.tJat went 
Christianity to th_e extent of expulsion or good, hon- went out to all humanity sePml'd omniprt>st-nt. It 

h l i t h d 11 · was borne on the wings of THE TRUTH SEEKH!-that 
est, uprig t, mora men, 8 0 so. c ange an e mi- "angel of light with healin~~: on its wing~:~." It. wets 
nate from their rituals all religwus tests of J?em- "J c~.ck the Giant-Killer "-the J ehovab icon. claot
bership whatever, or these orders themselvs Will be lowering itself in a pillar of fire on the !:linai of su
inevitably compelled to suffer the waning fortunes 1 p~rdtition, scattering its "golden calr" to tile fuur 
of the declining Christian church. From one who wmds of the h~av':ns. But O?r Bennett never "put 
knows whereof he speaks. his sword by his.s1de, g"ing JD an? out from gu1e 

to gatfl, murdenng every man his brother, every 
Yours, J. W. PUCKETT. man his neighbor, and every man his comp<Juion ;, 

THE TRUTH SEEKER must not die; it cannot OiP; it 
wlll not die. Its brave pilot, the renowned Benner t, 
guide•t it through its darkest days. It is now a per
manent institution. SumP Eugene will ~<tand at the 
ne•m, and ir B,nnPtt co•drl uut liv tn se .. hiR WPik 
complt•ted, THE TRu·rH SEEKER wilL It Is fur Uf, aDd 
all Liberals, LU kt:tlP It uv. Then let us all gu furth 
to the battle, "powerful aa a.n army with banntors.' 

LAKE MILLS, IowA, Jan. 6, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosPd $4 00, to pay for 

my paper for_ 1888, and the fourth volume or Mr. 
Bennett's travels, I hav received three volumes all 
correct, and now I want the fourth in order that I 
may hav the liet complete. I must say that thus 
far the work Is a wondertul production of observa.- Respeottully, ToM Bunx, 



Wicked Proclamation!! 
'ro ms FELLOW"BEINGS oF THE EARTH AND NoNE 

OTHER, FROM THE SINFUL MAN IN CHARGE oF 

THE AGE. 
[Late &vmour 7imu] 

.-.ALLEGED WICKED PAPER-Wicked for the 
l:eason; that it has but few principles and nary 
politic to its namej and for the further reason 
that it is the only great paper in the Great West 
that is able to run without a god or devil or 
gho11t. In fact, it attempts to te.ach: 

Goodness without a god, 
Happiness without a heaven, 
Salvation without a savior, 
And redemption without a redeemer. 

The Age is a little down on middle men, 
either in matters earthly or ethereal. It fails 
to see the necessity of a vast host of able
bodied, well-dressed managers of matters 
between men and the powers in the cloudH. If 
a man's soul is to be saved by man's work, the 
man that has the soul has got to do the work. 

The Age loves the women, and if a man treats 
even a fallen woman rudely and brutally it gets 
out a shot-gun and shoots the man and wounds 
him. It then rolls him over and steps on him 
and mashes him. It then marches him off and 
makes him join the church; or he may take two 
copies of The Age till he develops into a man. 

'.rhe Age is the paper for pious women to 
read, because it defenda their beloved pastors 
when accused of carryings-on after the man
ner of the wicked worldlian who knows not 
God. 

The Age has pity for the victim5 of misplaced 
confidence-the little boyA that fish in rain
barrels, and the feeble-minded mini5ters and 
priests that, rolling their eyes upward, implol'e 
vacuity and nothingness to feed and clothe 
them and to confound their enemies. 

The Age will giv five dollars a head for ghosts, 
and fifteen hundred dollars a head for virgins 
who are mothers, and it wants all it can get. 
It will giv fifteen million dollars, or half it is 
worth (in advertising and job work-terms 
cash) for some man who will say he really be
lieves there was ever a father who was the son 
of himself, or a son who was the father of him
self, or a ghost who was both of 'em, or either 
of 'em, or all of 'em 

The Age will enter its 28th year March 31st, 
1883, no preventing providence, so you see it 
has age as well as beauty and piety to com
mend it to the good; still it is neither the big
gest nor the best paper going, but it fills 
severullong.felt wtmts, and you want it. 

In writing for The Age, inclose money and 
state yonr age and sex. Say if you hav any 
religion to lean upon when you cheat your 
neighbor or starve your horse or cow. If mar
ried, state if your wife i~ jealous without a 
cause, for the chances are abont 50 in 4\J that 
she has a cause. But if she has no cause, and 
is yet jealous, we will giv you the paper for a 
year. If you hav an immortal soul say so like 
a man, and state if it has ever been of use to 
you and the creatures about you. If you 
havn't an immortal soul (and the chances are 
that you havn't), the Age will teach yon how 
to get along and be useful and good without 
one. 

We want to hear from you, handle your 
money, and help you to heaven by the cheap 
route that cost8 no quarterage and is sustained 
by no quackery. 

The intrinsic value of The Age (to humanity) 
is $52 a year for every 52 copies; but £or you 
who~e eye is upon this, seeing that you are a 
liberal fellow and honest, the paper will go at 
the ruinous rates (to the proprietor and your 
soul) of-

One year, - $2.50. 
Six months, $1.40. 
Three months,--~-:-· - 75 cts, 

-an.lmay rna~ hav mercy upon all of us. 
Revised at Inuianapolis, Ind., Dec. 23d in 

the year of AmEJl:ican independence 107-in 
Chri8tian computiition, 1882, which computa
tion, by the way, is based npon an alleged 
event that never happened, or if did, it is un
certain when, and in any event it was of no sort 
of consequenee, and therefore, being a start
ing-point for superstition only, ought now to 
be discarded. Address. 

J. R. MONROE, Indianapolis, Ind. 

WAN'I'ED. 
To hire aamal' h• U>e .e .r N< w York In th· cou"try. 

Mas c. bt· c m'ort bJ., to Uv 1n the yea .. around a ad re1.t 
J· w. On h g' gronnr, a Jt tl" way ut n a small vlllage. 
ouLn gb!&nd O<lnN<wJe"S .y. Jll~tnohje.taheal<ty 

Joe& t ... n uee from malarJa. whe""e w~ak ungs can rt;cn· 
perate. Audre•• COUN rF<Y, 

Care of ".!lilt 1 RUTH 8EBitKR, 

HEALTH HiNTS TO WOMEN. 
By W. D. SCHOTT, 

[t tells yoo: What Physicians should tell thsir 
Patients, but do not! Ilo1o to Avoid Omtract

ing "Doctors' Bills!" How to Have Good 
Health witlwut talcing Medicines I 

Hints on every subject pertaining 
to the Health of Women 

and Children. 

Heavy, toned paper, good margins; extra 
cloth. 12mo, 319 pp. $1.50. 

PURPOSE· OF THE WORK. 
T· e author's deolgn IB to ll1Te a genPral outline or the 

law• and condltluno or be lth, wl b. dlrectlono tor the 
vreventton of atcknesl and care of the atc;r. 
Tn~ ddlc•t~ ouhjects neceooarlly Included In thlo work 

are trea•ed With utmust p:oprlety. 
Alth1Jugb. written prlmarlly for womPn, this work will 

be found a.lrno- t equu.lly ust ful to a. I . Moet peuon~ can· 
nut be to frequen 1y remfnued of the trut"' or the old 
proverb, ·• An uunce or ~rev"' 1t1on fa worth more thnn a 
pound of cure." 'J h ... fi.rsr. step In the cnre ot atsease Is to 
remove lne ca.nlei. ther, In nearlv tlll ca.sea, nature wUI 
remov~ tbe diiD•ntty without otner aid 

.AUreoo THE TROTH BEEKER. 
:1\ CUu,oa l'laee, New York. 

• 
TRE rr:Rtiif:H s:E:E:k:E:R, P:E:B1tu.A.hY id, is§§. 

MUCH FOR LITTLE 
We hav on hand a goodly number 

--or-

VOLUMES I~ AND U~ 
-OF-

The Truth ·seeker, 
published in 1874. and 187~, 

the same secnrely bounn in good paper covers. 
The first volume is a monthly, and the sec

ond f.Semi-monthlv. Vol. I. contains 
160 pp, and Vol. II. 256 pp. 

We are disposed to send these out to friends 
who wish them at a trifle above the 

postage. ·we will send 

VOLUME I. FOR 25 CENTS, 
-AND-

VOLUME II. FOR 50 CENTS. 
THEY CONTAIN 

a large amount of rel\ding matter, and &rP 

worth nearly ten times the amount &!ked for 
them. They alsC' are worth not a little to 
~how what THE TROTH SEBKKR was in the first 
and second years of its existence. Let those 
who wish to secure these volumes not fail to 
make their wants known. 

Address this office. 

Interrogatories to Jehovah. 
Being 3,000 questions propounded to hie 

Jewish Godshlp upon a. great / 
variety t>f subjects. 

BY D. :M.. BKRNltTT. 
Paper,IIO centa; eloth. 75 centa.' 

'l'H ' FIRST EPISTLE 
OF 

D • .M. B~NNETl''S LAS1' WORK. 

A TRUTH SEEKER 

Aroun~ tho Worl~. 
FOUR LARGE VOLUMES. 

With a ateel plate ell81"&1'1ng or the author In Vol. 
and each volume luuitrated wtth forty.aeven cut~. 

.BT D. Ill. B8Nl\ETT, 
Late editor of TB• TliUTII BBliKllll. author of" A Tra:h 

lleelre• In Europe," "Goda and Rellglons or Ancient 
1111d Modern Tlmea," "The World's Sages. Tlllnk· 

en, and Beformen,•• "Champions Of 
the Church," etc., etc. 

Handsomely bound in . red cloth, $6.rl0; 
in leather, red ed~~:es, $9.rl0; in 

moro~eo, gilt ed~res, UO.rlO. 
Readers or TBE TRUTH BOEKER know the clrcumotances 

under which this work was written. The laot word 
penned by the great author were for the fourth vnlume 
which waa nearly completed at ' Is death, and which wll 
now contala an account or his world·lamented death and 
burial. Mr. Bennett waa a very patient a"d faithful 
chronicler or the habits and cuotoms of t:<e dltrerent peo
ples of the many placeo. he vlolted. The every·d•y 
lfe of all natlonslalai·J before the reader by one who baa 
vlolted them and beheld them with his own eyea. Pa•. 
tlcular attenUon Is paid to the progreos of Freethought In 
the various countries he VIsited. and the morality of oo. 
called pagan nations Is contrasted with tb• morality or 
Christian countries, much to the detriment of the latter. 
The work loa 

Freethinker's History of the .World. 
Tbls work and ".a.· TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE" 

should be In every Liberal's llb•ary Besldestto mt• lns·c 
worth It Is a memento or one of the greateot Freethlnke• 1 
the 1\'orld bas kuown-or one who ranks with Voltaire 
.nd Paine In the force and clearneso of his Wl'ltlngB. · 

Addreu 'lBE TRUTH SEEKER, 
21 Clinton Pla~e, 

1\ ew ro,.k city" 

THE BIBLE 
Bennett the OF THE 

Apostle. RELIGION of SCIENCE. 
TO 

T H E T R U T H S E E K E R S. 
From the Bord.ers of the LANn OF YAHW~H. 

Being ten cb~pten or Excellent Moral Maxl101 and In· 
structtun!!l, somt:What arter the style of Pau.l. 

Price 'l'cu c: .. nts. 
THE 1 RUTH SEEKF.R, 

21 Cltuton Pt..ce. N. L cltj. 

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO 

CHRISTIANITY. 
THB 

By H. 8, Brown, ltl. D., 

A.~;h~.~~;~~ ).:~rrr~:.~.\''!~§';l:w~c: ~~;:.;~~~~=~ed 
Is the Baal• or a Bcleut\lle Religion •nd Govern. 

ment. ·• and other works. 

P~~:f!~ ;g~u:lfl ~ ~~:~,r~~~i~t~~~~ ·o~~~';.'!t~~ ;'iC:~~~:~ 
the rel<glon or truth •nd ~ jus• governmeot, by the scten. 
ti c methodst•f rea.s~~ta, exp~rtet~ce. Pxpertmen·e and t b. 

~=rr~~~~ne"~u.\o:;.~~~.~~' g?,.;w?naa ~~~t~!l ~~~~~:~.e tv;:t 
mtt.ke peace on earth and good will a.m ng men." 

The work lo d'vldei Into flve book•, contalnlno: tw,.ntv. 
~:d ~~~~;:~ ~:i"tf~~ h':.~~r~rd~h1t:1~aper, tn Luge type 
Cloth. Price $1.50. ~or B&le at thlo office. 

TO T.II.I&L ~IJ B~t;H.IBE H.tt 

The Truth Seeker, 
With •m&eea lar.-e pa.-ell, wiD be •eat 

ror THJUI:B MONTHS, posta.re paid, 
.. OB FIFTY (JENTS • 

Ad.re•• THE 'J'lUJTH !JEEKER, 
21 (Jitaten Plaee, lllew Yorlll. 

The Busts of 
PAINE and VOLTAIRE. 

By the celebrated aculptor 

CLARK MILLS 
Itice, $1.50 each. 

AddreBB D. M. BENNETT, 
21 Clluto.n Place, New York 

FOR GIRLS. 

SPECIAL PHYSIOLOGY, 
OR, 

Supplement to the Study of General 
Fhysiology. 

ILLUSTRATED. 

BY MRS. E. R. SHEPHERD. 

12mo. EXTRA CLOTH, PRICE $1.00. 
We hav here a work, the need of whlcb has long been 

felt by all Intelligent women, and especially hy mothers 
1:1.nd teachers, Ct,nvAytng to gtrls that HpeC1d1 k:nowled~e so 
Important to them, hut which, for proper retlson•. mult 
ne omlt.ted alt-•llether from the general and school 
l>byololollles. Written ln a c~re• ul and entlr•ly unob· 
jectlonable maoner, It Is oo pl~ln and practlc.al ... to be 
eaolly understood. and Its peru""! Is sure to leave an lm· 
press\ on· f the importance of the t~nb~ect un the m\nda of 

~~;;:~fa"ito~t o~1~~:·~ ~~:\,fo~Y•!~d''b~~fth~0t':,'~~~;~~ 
put>erty; menetruR.tion; somP of the di&P.ssee of women, 
their causes a.nd prevenrlon; eomethh.g sbo1lt marrlage 
and moth~rbood, and many other topics or lm portance 
to Tt'h'i."'b~~:~ ~ft~0~~: 'h1o~e0~~~~s ~:ed t~~flb~~~J"tr,~~~ 
convey to their daughters or girls In tfietr cbo!'lle the ln. 
!~~"J~~t~'?!~ m~~ ;g~~fs br~r..t~~~~· fit:..:e~1~fe.E1"s~l~ ~ 
this office. 

SING, BROTHERS. SING. 
USll: THE 

liberal Hymn-Book 
In your meetings, to make them IIV•Iy and lntere•tlng. 
The LlHRIUL HYlli.~·BooK contain• oongs by the best poets 
•dapted to well known tuneo. It lo hll}hly commended "l 
~~~rsie'!:::.n;~d· ~~~N·h;'~h~ho 'r;::· Pian~~~rl00it' 
Second edlt.lon. Price. half.bouno, 25 cents. In cloth, 
40 cents. Sold at this· tllce. 

Bennett-Mair Discussion. IB E Y TI-IE NEvV- VERSION. B L M T H S Lectures by Geor~re Cllain.-y. 
BJCTWEEl'l' 

D. !!I. BENNETT and G. ltl. DA.IR. AND THEIR PARALLELS 
RELIGIONS. 

IN OTHER 

(CONTAINING 989 PA&BB.) 
The f'nlleiJt Dlsensslon J'et Pnbll8hed1 

.-tvlng tbe Do~~:mas and Claims or 
Chrtst.lanltJ' a thoron&'h B:a:• 

amlnation pro and .con. 
?rice, 

Addrelll 
'I.GO. 

THE TRITTH SllBKER, 
21 Cllu•on .Place ~ ew >or. 

Alamonta.da. tne Ga.lley-Sla.ve. 
A narrattv by 

.Johann Hetnrtch Daniel Zsehoklle. 
Translated trom the German by 

IRA G. MOSHER, I L.B. 
Addreu 'lHE TRUrH Sli:EKER, 

21 Clinton Pi..c·•. N.Y 
P~f'IPl', !'\0 P.AT)fJI: r;.\nt,h. 'J?i f"ATtt.• 

CJ.E.N'I'ENAI.BY UF \'OLTA.IK.Eo 

VOL ~·AIRt IN ~XILE: 
llis Life and Works in 

and Abroad. 
Fra.ncr 

Hogland, Hollllnd. Belgium, Prussia, Switzerland), and 
unpubllohed letters or Voltaire and Mme. 

Du Cbatelet. 
BY BE:\'.J .\.MIN GASTINEAlJ. 

Address THE TROTH SKEKRR, 
21 CllnLon Pl~ce,New Y·.•rk. 

ECCE DIA.BOLUS, 
•D which the worship of Yahweh, or Jehovah 
s shown to be devil-worship, with some ob 
;ervations upon the horrible and cruel ordi· 
aance of bloodv s&crifl.ce and burnt-o:ffArings. 

B v the vefY R•v EVAN DA VlES, D D., LL.D. 
Arcn!"Drufd i)f Q· .. at Hr1ta:n Pr1ce. ~ reuta. 

"ANT I C H R IS T." 
Proving ooncluolvly that 

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST 
Hla birth. life, trial. ex.r.ntlon. etc.-11 a myth. 

TRUfH SEEKER 011lce. 
t>rlr.e.12 00 21 Clinton Place. N•" Y~rt 

THE RADICAL PULPIT. 
Comprlstng discourses or advanced thought by 

1), B. FROTHINGHA.M and FELIX ADLEB 
two of America's clearest thinkers. 

P tllf IJ 1 (tl I: 

FROM BEIDND THE HA.BS. 
\ series of letters written in· pri!On 

By D. M BBNNBTT. 
•v,:.r 7tKl D·J.Q'Stl Prl~ft 11 SJ 

$66 a WHk Ill yeur &Wl1 tewll. Tt,_.IL&BII.. .. ~ 
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tbat ever was produced In any age or country. 

Cloth, •• $1,50. l'•tfler •• $1 .. 00. 
Address, THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

PRICE REDUCED TO $1.00. 

The ~RAIN and the ~l~LL 
OB, 

rhe Conft.id between Mental Scientt> 
and Theology. 

By Edgar ~. Beall, 
With a preface bJ 

Robert G. lnlfersoll. 
'·Thl• book, written by 8 bnwe and hone&t man,!& nne~ 

with brave and honeat thOugllts. The arguments It 
presents cannot be ancwered by all the theologfans fD 
the world !"-.8. (}. lngeraoU. 

Price ~1 00. Foraale at thla otnce. 

DEITY ANALYZED 
Al'!D 

rHE DEVIL'S DEFENSE. 

By Col • .Tohu R. H.eii!IO, .&.111. 

bl~~~ :l~~ r:~J~!'::'tl:ytt~e~~l~:gle~~clh~a~~~ne~ 
~::d~~~e;1~n~~~r:.~~~s~~:t ~~~h':,"r~~~~h~ o8f~~:r a':ea~f 
chiValry. The sln~t'lar aud•clty with Wblch be st•ack. 
tbe foundatlollll of Chrl!tlantty shows the earnestnelll ol 
Ills own convtctlona In regard to Its !abulous orlgln.-L 
HutchiSun. 

Address 
Prtce, $1.50. 

THE TRUTH SEHKER, 
21 Clinton Place. New York, 

Liberty and Morality. 
A capital fuU lecture on tbese Important onbjects. 

~y W. S. BELL. 

SEND FOR 

The Crimes of Preachers 
INTO ONE LITTLE BOOK. 87 

The authOr's conclnotonsare 1 of course, agalust the so· From May, 1 6 to May, 1882. 
pernstural origin and lnfalllb•llty ot the Bible, while tbe i 
dogmas of tbe domln~nt theology are shown to be priestly. TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL NEWS. 
perversions of the ancient mytuol~gfe•. P APER8, 

Printed In ~aJ?'J'S: and 'lf'~'Ed ~'kb¥i?· sfi~~·J,1 · And wtth previous Translations dlll1ently compared and 
~~ Clinton PI., New York. revlaed. 

THE SEMITI~ GODS AND THE 
BIBLE. 

TrestlnJr upon the ao<1a ot the Bemltle natlol!l, lnclndtlll I 
Al18h Jehovah. 8atsn. the Boty GhaR, tbe Vltaln Mai'J, 
and the Bible. TO tbe latter 2110 pqes are deTI)ted, •now· ' 
tog that bOOk to be a very Inferior pi'Oductlon for a 8rlt-j 
onl&so God. By J?1_ M. BelllleU. 11119 1altCI PICGL PaPtl' 
~~~ven eo ouse; IW"'' .a. ' 

By ~ol. M. E. BILLINGS. 

8JIOOND JCDITION. 

Price Tweuty•Gve Centtl. 

AddriH THE TRUTH IEEK.EB, 
tl VllnWD i'lsoet N, Y. Cl~, 

THE BO~TUN INVE8T1GATOR, 
The oldest reform journal in the 

'United States, 
Is published every ~ednesday at the 

..lhine .lhemorial .Building, 
.Boston, .Mass., 

By JOSIAH P. l.UEND1JM. 
.Edited by HORAtJE SEA'l'EB, 

The ln»ut>gator Is devoted to tbe Liberal cause In rellg. 
ton; or In other words, to untvel'l!al mental liberty. Inde· 
pendent In all Its discussions, dls.,..rdlng supel'l!tltlous 
theories of what nevet·~n be known, It devotes Ita col· 
umns to thtnga of tbts world alone, and lettves the next, 1f 
th~re be one, to those whu bttv entered Ita nnknown 
•hores. Believing that It Is the dnty of mortals to work 
ror the Interests of this world, tt. confines Itself to tbe 
~htngs of thtsllfe entirely. It has arrhed at the nge of 
fl!ty-one Y<.~ttrs, and asks for a support from those who ttre 

~~~t~~. ~~Y~~c~~a:~~nJd fo~~~~~~~fiy rJ~~~~~.n~':~d~~: 
pleu.ae send your subecrtptton tor ijtx months or one year, 

~:~~K~~~~e ~~t.;~~!~ft~ ~~~ t:;,e ;,':l1~hnee ~m~~~~':; 
lonller !hn!J 

MAN. 
A Semi-Monthly Journal, eight pages, $1.00 

per unnum. 

T. B. WAXEMAN and T. c. LrLAND, Editors. 
Manl•the expon•n of the prlnclpl<softlte ~at'onal 

Llbtrttl Le!'guo, wLtch is am orgttn1Lat1on nude up of 
loc·~' socict.es, or tttKt oc-tu.llonB t•r Liberu.Jp, koo\\ n as 
Auxllht.ry Llh.,nLl L"t guct~, 1and there ttro nr w 245ut them. 

TlltS oi•J .ts uf the~.L L. u.:., In hrier· '·'l'ue lOltll 
separdtion uf t:lmrch anl1 BLU.tt.•, .lncludh.Jg tht1 t qui Kblo 

~~~~~~?a~ ~~~~~h1 ~~~cf~!>~·,!~~~~J ~~i~~v~f ~lkl~~ft~~!·1~ 
proh1 -•i ion of public u.pproprhn tune for r el·gi<•Uk purpoteB, 
ttud ttllutuer wetttture~&ne<.et!B"lrY tu the BtllliO gtueru.l '"'ntl.' 

Charter Feo f If n Auxiliary .................. f51'0 
Annu·•' Meu bersut~ ........................... 1 OU 
l.lre MemJerth.p ............................... 2~.!10 

Ac~ress T. C. LELAND, Sec•etary. 
744 JJrut~.dWti)', Nt.W York. 

THE UNIVERSE. 
BY RUN ADONIS, Editor sntl Proprietor. 

A. .Journal or PJ RColcal, Useful li:nol\·1· 
euge, J..ilera.ure, Jt .......... t::c, 

Rlid tieucr .. l l.\ew!i. 
Advocates all thotls tolerant, juot, and nobiA In hurr.an 

l.fe and conduct; l PP'- s.,, u.ll thu.L ts cv1. u.ud ULjust, t.UlllP
tuary Jaws, B~Ctu.I bn t.ULd,,y lu.Ytt-, und t.ll bt "lLJ>ltl ut tlle 
cuurcl.l LO intctl""r~ wh.u true sta~..o l11 tUJ)' WU.l, HUt~.l'"· ~..r 
IJJc..Dncr. 

h 1t1 uualtera'll orpoEe' t'l the attempt to ti.ILend the 
IJonttLl• utiun l,f the L 1.111 cd bta.u H so u.t1 t.u rt Ct gnlze a 
s c1a 1~>n ''God'' u.s the cr\.u o of tht world u.n :·our 
Lvrd und Suv.a.or Jc~ou::J L;I1r1st," the ru.tr ut nu.LiuLB A a 
l~g_rsuu B<~.YB: .. Our fuLhcrs rct,JCu u..l lh" guLIB tr{Jlli 
pt·Hth.s.'' 

Tbls jounnlts pub•lobcd v.etkly at the mcd"st rate of 
2j C. JJLH per UIOLlJJ, P.iJulJJC U~:t IUlh. .. WS: 

YcU.'J} subt:cri .. tliJll f!l 10 
biA ruont:.ul • .. .. i 50 

Address THF UNIVEHbn, 
6i;) Kt.:u. DC.)' HlfL,t, 

::;,.n I•'rut.cla~..o, tall. 

THIS WORa.D. 
A WEEKLY LIBERAL 1\IAGAZINK, PUJJLH!HED BY 

tit:urkt: U.l.uuut:,J'. 
51 Fort av.,. llW.x:bw·y" .lioMton, .Maaa, 

7 ern11 $2.00 per Gnnum. 

Eaco nnmber contain• a lecture In full by Geo. Chaln~7 
~?t:~l~~jB~!~·~£trt~:~~~~~ t'L~~~r~f.Ui1 tLIBb..,..CU ut 5'-lll6 

J!J.. sa.wp e evpy, COlhtL ulLK p rtr .. tt of the l~ctoror 
p.onect.ua fvr lHHB, e"nt frt;.ts LO a.uy ac.ldrcsa. 

The Kansas Liberal. 
A FURNIGI11'LY 

FBEETBUUUlFJ.' JUUB.N.A.L. 

Devoted to the Fearle•s DLcusston of all Hum·~ Inter• 
estbt bell viug tllt1.v t 6 grttlt.,Lt obatttde tu l'rogrc~l::l ls 
A utr.HJrhy, a.nu Ll14t ttl" wuHt eB~:tl nLial u.td tu .Muru.Uty 11 
LIU.E.lUY· 

Per Year, • 
Six Months. • 
'l: ur\le Months 

TERMS! 

Specimen Copies Free. 

$1.00 
.~u 
.a a 

}I: ~A~~~~im,l Edttoro and Publlsheic. 

The untold miseries that resnlt from tndlocretton In 

~~~&t ~6fa ~~~rt~gn a~~~~Jdtegor~~~~O::~· re;l~~~ :eh! 

r.~~~c;~.!'t~~lo~~~~?!~t?t\e~hiht;::~~:~~ :li'J~-::~ 
or Self Pre!lervatlon. It Is not <•nly a ··omplete 
an~ perfect treatise on Manhood, Exllnuoted VItality, 
Nervous and Phutce.l Debility, Premature Tlecllne tn 
man, Errors of Youth, etc, but It co t ..... tos one aundred 
and twenty-ftve P• escrlptfons for ucute and chronic dis· 
eases, each one ol which l!i lnvalnnble. oo 
proved by the author, whoae experience ror 21 yeu.ra II 
6UCh tll5 probably never before tell to the lot of ttny phys 
!clan, It contains 800 pa.oeo, bound In beautiful embossed 

~~;~g!~~~~,n~~~e~s~:~ ~~~~rt~~~~7n tl:;:; 8~~~~B~~ 
mecbu.ntcal, Iftorary. or profPsstonal- thttn any other work 
retatled ln thla count""Y for 12 50, or the money wlll be re· 

i~':.~~~J~heev:'lt~~~t~~~~-e ~~~~gn~f 1lf!Ji~!i l;'.!,~t~'t~g:~ 
Dlu~ttrated sample aent on rt'c~tpto! atx cents. Send now. 

Address PRABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. 
W. H, PARKER, No. 4 Bulftnch s.reet, Boston, MsSB. 
The s11tbor mav be consulted on all diseases requiring 
skiD nnd experience. 1y33 

Pili~E RED1J~ED. 

Self-Contradictions of the Bible. 
Price reduced to lG oentl, from 35 cents 

A r,erteetly rel18ble,accurate pamphlet of 1111 ~aces. COm· 

~:'U'll:~ ~iJ::~t ~'i::r.~=~~~d be OD 



WHA1' is called te\'elatlon is a Share, a. delu
sion, a falsehood. It is pretended to be !nror
tnatwn given !rom the gW~s, but it really comes from 
no farther than the chan'Tiel which con\'eys it.-D. N. 
Bennett. 

To htm who is compelled to pace to and fro wtthtn 
the high walls and In the narrow court-yard or a 
prison, all objects may appear clear aml Lltsttnct. It 
ts the traveler journeying on wart!, full of heart and 
hope, with au ever. varying horizon on the bound
less plain, who isllable to mistake clouds for moun
tains and the mirage or drollth for an expanse or re
freshing waters.-Coleridge. [It Is Impossible to 
translate this passage without thinking or the mar
tyr who spent thirteen months at Albany, and who 
Is now careering over land and sea tn search or 
knowledge which you are distributing so widely. I 
know not what others reel, but for my single self, I 
would mther bo In l\Ir. Bennett's shoes than In those 
or Comstock, Benet! let, or even or President Hayes. 
The memory or these will soon perish. The name 
or the rounder or THE Tnl:TH SEERER ts llkely to last. 
Hyla:r.] 

WE would reel a great awe tn our hearts as we 
think we are all brothers in a vast world; that we, too, 
are parts or the boundless creation, that we are 
struggling In the waves or the ocean or time, taking 
onr little gleam or sunshine and our drop or dew 
among our fellows; I! our lot Is small and weak, 
that there Is that within us capable or using every 
opportunity, or enjoying every privilege, or making 
the most or every occasion. We would, In these 
hours, deplore the Imperfections or mankind, the 
sluggishness or our wish, the feebleness or our 
thought and desire. How shadowy our vision or 
good ! How halting our purpose and determination ! 
A.nd yet the world goes on, and lire grows richer, and 
man has more and more power over his circum
stances. We would rejoice, not only In our hours or 
meditation and aspiring hope, but In hours of dark
ness and loneliness and weakness and pain, that we 
hav that within us that struggles and strives and 
perseveres; that seeks and finds, that will not be 
crushed, that will not be bowed down, ~hat will hope 
on and hope ever.-Frothingham's Radical Pulpit. 

LIFE. 
It Is not growing, like a tree, 
In bulk, doth make man better be; 

Or standing long, an oak, throe hundred year; 
To !all a log at last-dry, bald, and sere ! 

A Illy or a day 
Is fairer far In May, 

Although It fade and die that night
It was the plant and flower or light. 

In small proportions we just beauties see; 
And In short measures lire may perfect be. 

-Ben Jonson (1574-1637). 

THE dogmattcsaylngor .Tesus, recorded In Matt. v, 
22, "Whosoe,·er shall say, Thou roo!, shall be tn dan
ger of bell-fire," was, I think, an m:tremely fooltsh 
ono, and shows hts lack of breadth or character. No 
wise man could ever be so s!lly as to threaten a man 
with bell-fire simply !or calling' ~tuothet· !nan a fool. 
Some men and women are fools, and In so designat
Ing them the truth ts spoken. I hav often called 
people fools, and I Intend doing so whene,·er occa
sion calls for It, Without paying any regard to Jesus's 
threat about hell-fire. Jesus's beltef In Gehenna 
was as absurd as his entalltng so se,·ere a penalty 
for so slignt an orrense. Moreover, Jesus never hes
Itated to call people fools· when he thought them 
foolish (i\Iatt. xxltl, 17; Luke, xt, 40; xlt, 25; xxl\•, 
25, etc.). And Paul, and tt1e other Ne\v Te::Jtument 
writers, also, scrupled not to call them fools (Romans, 
I, 22; 1 Corinthians, xtv, 36, etc). Though excelle.nt 
tn many respects, Christ's J>recepts, as banded down 
to us, are wildly extravagant and Impracticable. J e
sus hlms~l! dtd not obey hts own Injunction; even 
he was not, so rar as this goes, a Chrlstlan.-!V. Em
melle Cole1~an (Iconoclast, March 11, 1882). 

A couNtRY debating society Is nerving ltsel! up to 
wrestle with the ql.lestion, "When a woman and a 
mouse meet which Is the tnost !rlghtenefl ?" 

" THAT fellow had a monstrous foot, the biggest I 
ever saw." •• How large?'' asked the general "Giv 
us some Idea or Its size?" "I don't know that I can, 
but I tell you what was a !act. His !odt was so big 
that-well, you hav heard the old story or the fellow 
who used the rorks or the road for a bootjllflk? Yes; 
wei!, Nick tried It and split the road so !ar that the 
geography or the neighborhood was changed." 

A GREAT philosopher, once Upon a time, while 
walking along In profound thought, fell Into a well, 
and It shook him up so that he didn't know !'J:aCtly 
whether he had gone through a threshing machine 
or had been let Into the house at 3 A.M. by his waltine 
wife. When he had been pulled out he was asked 
by his rescuers it he were much hurt. "Well, my 
friends," he remarked as he took his grappling
hooks from ·the suburbs or his trousers, "I hav 
round that It Is better !or the memory to hav a dis· 
tinct Idea or one !act or a great subject than to hav 
confused Ideas or the hole." He was pronounced 
safe. 

BURGUNDY Isn't a very good thing to drink; 
Young man, I beseech you, consider and think, 
Or else In your nose, and likewise In your toes, 
You'll discover the color of Burgundy rose. 

Burgundy rose, Burgundy rose, 
A dangerous symptom Is Burgundy rose. 

'Tis very nice wine, and as mellow as milk; 
'Tis very nice color, In satin and silk; 
But you'll change your opinion as soon as It shows 
In a halo aro'-lnd the extreme of your nose. 

Burgundy rose, Burgundy rose, 
'Tis a very bad thing at the end of your toes. 

A L UCKLESB SOPHOMORE. 

I held her hand-'twas years ago; 
She loved me then, and told me so, 
As, lingering by the Ia ttlce gate, 
She pressed my arm, and bade me walt, 

She can't forget It all, I know. 

We spoke In whispers, sweet and low; 
I begged a kiss, and then, although 

She sighed, and seemed to hesitate, 
I held her hand. 

'Tis strange that love so cold can grow, 
That time can deal so keen a blow. 

Her love, alas, Is turned to hate. 
Perhaps I held the hand of Fate. 

Ah well I I can't forget-heigh ho I 
I held her hand. 

"GOT a Bible on this train?" shouted a long
hair chap with a race like a llaxseed poultice, as the 
conductor came along. 

"Am sorry to say we're just out," replied the lan
tern swinger. The last one lost Its grip in a 
smash-up." 

"Thts Is a deuce or a road. Hav you got any Mil-
tollS?" tnqutred the literature seeker. 

"Nothing in the' Paradise Lost' line." 
"Any Byrons, Burnses, or • Beautiful's Nose?'" 
" Not to-day.'' 
"Well, what tn thunder hav you got In the way or 

reltgious 11 teratoor ? " 
" A pack of cards." 
"Ah ! That's just what t wanted. Why couldn't 

you take a hint In the first place ? Bring on your 
railroad Bt ble, and get me a congregation or three 
before you take up the collection." 

The literary chap was accommodated, and the ser
vices began. 

HOW FRELINGHUYS&'i WON HIS BRIDE. 

"Cecile!" 
-

11 Yes, papa." 
She arose-a brown-eyed, brown·halred girl, with 

a rare grace and sweetness In her manner-and ap
proached. Plerceval Deadwood pushed aside the 
mass or papers that lay on the desk be!ote him and 
gazed steadily, almost fiercely. at hts daughter. She 
returned the gaze with a timid, hesitating, May-corn 
look, while the rosy blushes or malden modesty 
chased each other rapidly across her !atr young fea
tures and leaped outward Into the great beyond. 

Some months ago we were com
pelled to inform the reade~·s of this 
paper that· the gennin Wilsonia 
Magnetic Appliances were made 
only by us. We own the patent, 
and hav the sole right to make 
Wilsonia Appliances. W:e hav but 
one office in BROOKLYN, at 4:65 
FULTON STREET. 

Everyone knows that there are 
dishonest persons who will not hes
itate to tell deliberate falsehoods 
for the purpose of gain. The man 
who deceives the sick and afH.icted 

Do not be deceived. 
office in Com·t an 

is a scoundrel. 
We never had 
street. If yon wish to get gennin 
Wil.sonia Appliances write to us. 
"Wilsonia" has cured thousands, 
and is to-day doing a noble work 
for invalids. NOTE THIS. The 
INVENTOR of "Wilsonia" sold his 
patent and good-will to us, and he 
dare not make Wilsonia Appliances 
(except Ladies' Corsets) or any other 
magnetic garments. 

For prices, etc., write to 

Wilsonia Magnetic Clothing Co., 
25 E. 14: st. (near Br'dway), N. Y. 

ANSWERS TO 

Christian Questions 
AND 

Arguments. 
BY D. M. BENNETT. 

Price, Twt>nly ·five Ccntli. 
Address, THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

2, Cllnton Pace. ~ew York. 

Cc»rrespondencc Soli ··il.ed. 
A young man or 29 wishes ~o corresp •nd wiLh a young 

lady, with a view to mat•.mony; one wtlllng to come to • 
new country and help him build up a home. 

AddreBI JNO. SIMONS, 
Utica, Meagher co .. 

4 8 Montana. 

WANTED 

A eitua! iun in a grocery store, u.s clerk or manager, by u 

man who !1 thoroughly fan>iltar with the bustaess, and 

be'[;.~~v t~:P~~~;~MA"'it ~sJ~it'lt'\i~~ ~f\1f~ce n1~ 
~ta oth r · ld ptt."d CeBSors, W• de ire to u .. 11r e ·,and feel 
tb.-:t.t thts infnrmatlon te demal'dt:'d u.t l hts tlmP. a it has 
IJeen H.Sked over &•·d uver again. . 

Tfi~~~~~ ~~~~~!~t~0:.~/~~~~ r:~h~~: ~ll~~~Bt ~~~iVi'c-
TORIA Is quick and sure_ · 
te;h;'o ':{;~ 'i-:~~~7.n .:bi1~Ke~e t~y ~~RIAto p~1,;,~~r:;. t~g~ 
system. and permanently cures the LIOUhle tor wlJtch it is 
recommended 
Th~ ult ~pplianCeEI DID NOT BOLO TRFtR MAGNETIC CUR• 

RRNTS ovgR THJHT'\' DAYS The V CTOldA, IWv.t!ver, ts 

~g~cs~~'~t~gt0~ta•·!~ni~u~ X~:~~~1tt:Sy,~!oft!'x_T~%~Pi~!~~!! 
B.Dd •• (JO~DUL'TOHS." 

In hrief the old t~.oplhtnc .. s.JikP Fte ,benPnn'B 1fsc,Lrd ... Hl 
eoo: n,are •wltclled of! the track, whll' t e VICTO!t!A 
goes on its Wtl. , wlnning KOlden opi11iOns 1rom a. 
sorts of p~uple. 

Tboso who use these rellaole and sclentlftc go ~scan 
verlf'f' tbJs f cc., wh rdn 1fft· the greutt:S' ra~ ger th 1t 
"HYPOCRISY IS TliB TRJRUTR VICI!: PAYS To VIRTU .' 'hll• 
T..A.TlON IS THB: CO." CESSION F AI LUKE MAKKS Ttl f::lUCCKSB." 

:NO INVALIDS NEED DESPAIR. 

VICTORIA H,\S NO EqUtl.L. 
Send tor circulars and prlce-ll•ts to 

Dr. Tllayel', 
455 Fulton Street, Bro. kl1·n N. Y. 

Please writt us a history of vour ca.~e and we w'ill giv you 
full tnformation. 

Don't waste time and money wttb vue patent medlcln, 
which kills more than It cures. 13t2 

80 Court st. Brooklyn 
THE 

''WI L S ~ N I A," 
TWO YEARS AGO 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

• THE INVENTOR qF 

WILSONIA, 
AN FNGLISH SCIENTIST, MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, 

LECTUREH ON ELECTHICAL THEIL\ PEl.; TICS, 
AUTHOR o~· THE" TIUAL Ot ~H;Ilii'IN," 

THE "LAN .. UAGE OF DIS~:asE," 
"MEDICAL ~·aLLACIES,'' ETc., 

Introduced to the Pf'OI)Ie or the Unitecl 
States His 

GARMENTS 
For the cure of Disease without Medicine or Medica 
Treatment. The Statement made by lllm at that time 
that his M~:~gnetir. Clothlmz, if worn for an) fvrn1 uf Dts
"asu (and w.a H.clvtaed), would cure ntnety per cent of the 
HO•ealled latCIIrRbles, bas been verttlerl. he hav 
log Cloth~d t~.nd Cured Thousands of Perwms ot tt.ll Forms 
or Disease Po ttlve proof of this h~• appeartd In ,ll the 
leading Newspapers IJy Testimuny ot many of our mos 
Prominent and Wealtlly Citizens. wl.Jo. hu.ving been~ 

Cured by the 

W lsona M, gnd c Garments. 
After all other Treatment hRd tailed, were pleased to> 
d.8S1st the Inventor in giving co~tlldence tu the Suffer1ng; 
Invalt~s of America by allowing him to use their well
known and respected Names as Refereuc~; and tt is now 
admitted by many most highly accomplished >lcl;ntlo>B 
t&Dd p~,ys·cfans that the SucceEs u.nd Cures uttcndtng the 
lntruduction of "Wilsouta • Maguf"tic Cluth og b~~ been 
unptecedented ill the hh·tory o• Electrica11'herJtpeuttcs. 
ln the fuce or t~Uc t PuPitlv~ Proof as gtven hy us no person 
cu.n duubt he value of tbis lnvcmtton In u.U cwH::s. 

Therefore why continue tile Suicidal >lystem of taking 
Drugs 

SEND ~UO FOR A PAIR OF 
"Wil!<oula" llln~ueric lusoles. 

A PHILOSOPHER's ordinary, and admtsstons In gen
eral, conversation, or writings ad populun• (addressed 
te the general public) are as hts watch, compared 
with his astronomical tlme-1J1ece. He sets the for
mer by tho town-clock, not because he belteves tt 
rigltt, but because his neighbors. and his cook go by 
lt.-Col"ridae. [Here, as through a chink In tho 
wall, we get a gltmpse of the high moral theory 
that this eminent Christian phlloso[Jher worked on. 
Is there an Infidel or Agnostic or the present day that 
does not despise It ? "Get thee behind me, Satan ! " 
-Hylax.] 

"What brings young Frellnghuysen here so 
orten ?" asked the old man. 

11 His feet, I suppose," was the answer, in low, 
shrinking tones. "I noticed that he had them with 
him the last· time he called "-and the girl shrank 
lnstinct!vly against her bustle. 

competent to take charge, It necessary. Must be In some sure Preventive of Cold ~·eet-the ~·oreruuner of AI 
Kinds of Disease. 

healthy town; inland In the Western States preferred. 

Would like to locate In some growing place where em 

I NEVER round cause to think that the tenth part 
of learning stood or fell with the clergy,-A/ilton. 
[I! this was true In Milton's day, so Is It now. The 
clergy or all denominations aro, at tho present 
time, eminent ror tholr Ignorance and ror their 
tyranny .-Hyla;r .1 

"I want no nonsense," replied the father. "I hav 
called you here to talk about your future. You muet Jlloyment conld be obtained for my two sons, aged re•pec· 

ALL true greatness or mind depends upon the cul
ture or tho a.1Iectlons--thelr nurture, their exercise, 
!tlltl their devolopmont.-&if-Formation, 

No man Is so obstinate an admirer or the old times 
Its to deny that medlcin, surgery, botany, chemistry, 
engineering, nn.vtgation, are bettor understood now 
than In any former age. We conceJ\·e that Ills the 
same with political science. Llkd these physical 
sciences which we hav mentioned, It has always 
!Jcen working Itself clearer and clearer, and deposit
ing Impurity after Impurity. There was a time 
wllen the most powerful or human Intellects were 
1leludod by the gibberish or the astrologer and the 
ttl chemist; and just so there was a time when the 
most enlightened and virtuous stateHmen thought It 

. l!le first (f tlty or a government to persecute heretics, 
tu found monasteries, to 1nake war on Saracens. 
Hut time advances; facts accumulate; doubts arise. 
F:1.int glimpses of truth begin to appear and shine 
tnoro and znoro unto tho perfect day,-.l/acmtlay's 
j,'Jf,'WUS· 

Per colllra.-Tlms salth the Lord, Stand ye In the 
ways and ask !or the old paths, ·where Is the good 

make a wealthy marriage." 
"Papal" 
"Do not interrupt me," he continued. u I hav 

spoken my piece, and hav only to add that I am a 
Hard Man !rom Wayback." 

Sobbing as It her heart would break Cecile went 
slowly to the sora and sat down with a dull, sicken
Ing thud. 

She had broken her bustle. 
Suddenly she arose. "I love Harold Frelinghuy

sen," she eaid, u and I will marry no other man." 
Two mlnuteillater she was doing up her back hair. 

"You are ~ure you love me?" 
"Can you doubt me?" asked Harold. 
"Yes," replied the girl, "t can, but I hav decided 

not to" and, klsMng him warmly, she went away. 

Spring tn Coshocton. 
PlerceYal Deadwood Is again seated at his desk. 
"You expect young Frelinghuysen to·day1" he 

says to Cecile. 
"Yes, papa." 
Evon while they are speaking the door opens and 

Harold enters. 
" Ha v you come to redeem your prom is?" asks the 

old man scornfully. 
"I hav," Is the reply, and Harold places $50,000 In t 

bonds on the dosk. 
way and walk. therein, and ye sbe:ll find rest ror "How did you get this money, and where hav you 
your souls. But they said, We will not walk therein. I heQn all winter?" 
Also I set watchmen over you, saying, Hearken to the Drawing himself up proudly, Harold answered; 
sound or the trumpet. But they said, We will not " I hav been doorkeeper In a New York walklne 
hearken.-Jeremiah vi, 16, 17. matcb,"-Oiticayo T.-ibune, 

tlvly 22 and 19 yeal'B-8trong,lndustr1ous.inteUigent bOys: 

and tor my two oldest daughters. For reference as to 

char•cter 1 can refer to BeJj •min C. Sweet. Hamilton, 

R.I., or to the Hamilton Web Co., ot the BBme place. 

where we bav been known and employed for the past ten 

years. Address 
ABRAHAM FIR fH, Sa .. 

Hamilton, Washington Co., 

Rhode Island. 

$5 tO $20 per day at borne. Samples worth $0free. 
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Me. 

THE 

COLLEGE OF THERAPEUTICS, 
Boston, .• ~uss. · 

(Medical Department of the American 
University), 

llef.lns its sprtn1 session on the 2:1 of April, lBSS. For 
~~ormation address tt.e :B~~sJ?'irtBUCHAN AN, Boston. 

Con nltatlon Free, 

Send tor P"mpnlet and Information to the only Olllce 
where the Invtnwr cu.n be seen. 

Address all Communications to 

0- VIO J. COTTFP, 
60 COURT STREET. BIWOKLYN 

• DR. FF.LI.OWS, 
'Vint•hmd Ne"' .Jcrl!ley_ 

A regul•rly educ .. ted and ltgally qu lifted physician and 
rnoat sucr.esstul, ae his prtt.cl.ice will oruv"', cures qJI 
r .. rms ot Pr•v .. le, 4 bronic. llllcl • f'Xlllll ) 1 is· 
(HI.ses. Pl perauatorrht•l\ and Ina)uU f'lacy, 
48 U16 reFUlt uf BtHf "'LJuse in yolllh. t~• xuul tXt'tj .flt:S in 
maturt'r yea a. or uther CHuses a d pruductr.g some of 
the rotlnwtng P1'fects: Nervousness, ::it·mtnal .Km1sBtons 
Cotght emh·st ... ,ns IJy: dre~-n•R), D;mnttts f Sig t, fJe ectlv 

~~Tet7: f1t¥~:0C:1e~~~~~fJ:i~J'1~f ~~eis c~Os!~~re~~~u~ 
P •WPr ere, ruLde i g marJit~ge imprnPer • r unlmJ·py. 
tt.re th(lr u17Ply aud permun~I.tly rure•' 11y tt.·· • xtertut.l 
Appllention iu l'roou 30 l.n 9u ••nys. 

lbiDDLf<.-AG• D ANn OL" lllt.:N. 
Th'·re bre m .ny '" tu.· ug~ ot tbirr.y to stxty who are' 

trcullled wi h too fnquent evacu~ti Jn or the bta.roer,. 

rf;~~ ~~~::~~~:~~ln: ~~~g~~es~;:,t~~ ~~ baur~~ngn:~~ha~. 
patient. Cdnn(•t ttccnuiJt r r. On exummtng 1he urinary· 
dep('lslts , ropy or cotton .. lfke aed,ment, ur IJ(Jffi~ttmee . 
sma.Jl particles uf albumen, will appe r or the color v. 111 
flt: of u. thin ur mllkiRll hue aftatn cnanginR to a dJ.~.rk and· 

~~~~~ ~ff~1~tntge w~~~i~. plTb~~P s~~w~a~~a~ t.~ew~e:d,~· 
£•f this dtllcul~. ignor nt of the cauFe Dr. F~llows"" 

!':}~~~~~!~"..~~ lh!~l~h~~~~t.":~.:W~naof~~ree~~gc.~s~ In all' 
IT' Consult>ttl•>n bv letter free Rnd Invited. Charges

re~unablP, and correaoondence strictly co~ nth ent ial. 
PRI\' oTF. COU!\St;I.uR. 

Sent to any audreas aecurelS sealed for two thrfl'e• 

~~~:n:·~~~ fn8~ f~eCut~~~- ~~ m g,~~s~t,o~~~f1~e O:ft'~~~ 1~0rt&! 
cure f··ll wed by et'"on~t teattmmtaiP. het~ded lly an Rfti• 
davtt 141 to tl efr ~enutnnttsR Should he rf'! • IJy · 11. 
~ Rem4'1mber no medlcln iN !I;'IVf'n. A<t

dreu DK, R. P. FJ<;LLUWS, Vineland, New 
J:ene;r. Be •v• awl lltllw Ill what paperyou1111w tllla. 
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. IJfo'l.ts _ and f!Ilippings: 

.A TRANBLA'l'ION-of Longfellow's poem, "Hia
-watha,'' into 'Greek verse has recently been 

· _ :published at Leipzig; 

THE Stanton Vindicator relates- that on o. re- see how strong a case of heresy can be made 
cent evening, while the prayer-meeting-~tthe- out against Mr. Newton. Most of the aoousa· 
First Presbyterian church in that town was in tiona which, judging from the sermons, must 
progress, the congregation was- s:tarUed at be made against him hav already been pre
hearing an alarm clock in the possession of ferred against supposed offenders in the 
one of the ladies present go off at a furious church of England, and were not sustained. 
rate. It appeared that the owner had ,had a A persecution will opJy be likely to add to 

A MniNEsoTA farmer advertised that if the watchmaker repair it, and was very particuiar this pastqr's popularity.- Mr. Newton_ maybe 
, ·man who had run off with his wife, two ohil- in telling him to set it for half-past 5 o'clock. a heretic· so far as his views go, but still per

-· <1l:ren, -and $500 would return the young ones, The lady was thinking of A. M. and the haps he might be tolerated in the Episcopal 
11-e might-keep-the-money .and the wife. watchmaker of P. M, It was set for5:30 P.M., church so long as the Rev. Edwru·d Cowley, of 

A HUMAN curiosity exists "in Mt. Nebo, Leb- and went off on time in the prayer-meeting, the Shepherd's Fold notoriety, is allowed to 
anon county, Pa., named Peter Wendling. He where the owner. stopped on her way home. remain in its ministry. Mr. Newton has not 
i~ 48 years of ug,e, nev-er had.any hair or teeth, THE Rev. Dr. Marquis, of the :La.fayeHe yet passed a year in the penitentiary for oru
n-nd is almost destitute -of the -sense of smell Park Presbyterian church, St. Lciirls; had a elty to children. 
or taste. His skin has no pores or perspire.- silk robe made in this city, and took it home -IN his lecture the other evening on "'rhe 
t{\ry. glands. When at work his body gets in- to preach in. It was what is called the Geneva Growth of the Locomotiv Engin," before the 
tensely hot, and the only means of assuaging pattern, and is the same as worzi by Drs. Hall, Engineering Society of the School of :1\>!ines a.t 
the heat is to throw water over him. He has Taylor, Crosby, and Cuyler; but Dr. Mar• Columbia College, Prof. F. R. Hutt.on told the 
Jl!lVer been !'lick in any sense. quia's oongrega~tm objected to a gown of any story of a race between Peter Cooper's engin 

_A-REJEcTED lover was very melancholy at sort, and were offended that he Bhould put and an old gray oar horse, more than half a 
.:Zan'esville, 'Ohio, and his friends frustrated one ori without consulting the officers of the. century ago. He said that one of the chief 
"hiin in· ari attempt to kill himself. Then he church. He has "laid it aside temporarily, in obstacles .to the attainment of high· speed in 
-was taken ·to revival meetings, in the hope· deference to the rather ·violent· opposition, those· days :was the lack of a sufficient draft 
.that religion would comfort him, He encour- but hopes that the objectors will eventually .through the fire-box. In the stack of Peter 
.aged them by becoming a demonstrativ con- come round .to his view, because if they .. do Cooper's small experimental engin, the flues 
:>"V!)rt; but, havi_ng assured his soul of salve.- not he will resign .the pastorate. of which were made of gun oarrels, was a fan-
:tiol)-, .as he thought, he got into a haystack, MB. CHA.BLEB WATTS, of Londotl,· lectured at> 'wheel run by a belt, to increase the draft. 
:ignit"ed it, an~ was burnt to death. -_ Library Hall, Newark, N. J., on Feb. 4th, his With this device it was thought that the loco-

IT is related of Rev. Talmage that he was subject being "Secula:cisw-Its_Aims and Ob- mqtiv would outrun the oar horse, and a race 
engaged to lecture one evening i~ a Western jects." He was favored with a large audience. was arranged, the engin and the horse-car to 
church. A large sounding-board occupied a A. J. Taylor, ·secretary 'Of'' the Newark Liberal run on p8.j:a.llel tracks. The start was even, 
space back of the pulpit, and it is said that League,' writes thus.enthusiastiii&lly concern• the lecturer said, but the engin soon began to 
after he had warmed up to his subject peo- ing the lecture: "It was liste)led:to with rapt draw away from the nag. The distance was 
pie began to fall out of the pews and the front attention, interspersed . wi:h frequent ap~ incressed, and the prospect of a brilliant vic
door was.blown from its hinges clear into-th~r ~lause, and concluded w1th a grand perora- tory for the locomotiv was all that could hav 
middle of the street. The sounding-board .tion that brought down the house. After an been desired, when the belt slipped off from 
was removed, and with the exception of a interval of music, disoussio_n was invite~, the ·fan-wheel. Peter Cooper lacerated his 
~part of the steeple falling on the roof, no fur- after which the lecturer pleasanUy andwtt- hands in an attempt to readjust the belt, but 
,ther trouble occurred~ tily replied. The service then conolu.ded it proved fruitless, and instead of distancing 

, . with a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Watts, the old gray horse, his looomotiv and the ex-
MANY of the wealth1est men m New York which he replied to stating that he would perience'd nag came in neck and neck. 

;})egan poor. Jay Gould was a cowboy, James . 'f ll · S d F b 
"' K - f E 1 d 'th "'20 · h' agamlecture on the 0 owmg un ay, e • CoNNELLSVILLE, a town of 6,000 inhabitants, ""· e~ne came rom ng an w1 .., m 1s llth .. · -
!J?Ocket, Rufus Hatch began by dealing in · near Pittsburgh, Pa., is all agog over a minis-
"'garden sass,'' D. Appleton kept a grocery A VIBITOB to the Zuni Indians of Me:rl~_saye teri&l scandal. The parties are the Rev. R. 
>Store, James Watson Webb was a country that so~e o£ the consequ_ences of the Vl81t by C. :Morgan, of the Baptist church of that 
•Cl~rk, Henry Villard was a reporter, Leonard the leadmg men of the tnbe to the E_ast, .last place, one .of the largest and wealthiest con
W. Jerome was a printer, H. B. Claflin was a summer, hav been un~leasant. Pedro ~o, gregations of southwestern Pennsylvania, and 
Vermont school teacher, Charles O'Conor was the oldes~ of the _tounsts, has been telling R. E. Booth and wife. On a recent night the 
'bo~n of the oorest of Irish arents and such stones of ~1s adventures, and of the dead walls and fences of the town were oov-
. p • p · ' marvels of the wh1te man's ways, that he has ered with handbills signed b,Y R. E. Booth, -Peter Cooper was a hatters apprent10e. . d th t t' f b · · th b' t 

game e repu a 1on o emg e 1gges and reading as follows: "The following is an 
ONE of the most popular conductors that 

>ever ran a train out of Boston has the credit 
-of the following bon mot: Not long since a 
!!pecial minister's ticket was handed to him, to 
which he gave careful inspection, as his_ duty 
:re-quired. The passenger quite tartly remarked 
that it .was unnecessary to be so very particu
lar about his ticket. The conductor quickly 
1;eplied in his quiet and ever courteous man
ner: "I am only looking to see where you are 
-going, ~ir; I don't care to see in the morning 
papers, 'Another minister gone wrong !' "
Traveler. 

liar in the nation. The principal mischief, exact copy of a letter mailed at Greensburg, 
however, is caused by his report that the Westmoreland county, Pa., dated July 1, 1879, 
plainest white woman he saw in- Washington and addressed to a yOtmg lady then living in 
was handsomer than the prettiest Zuni girl. Connellsville, Fayette county, Pa.: 'En route 
A young chief who had been presented with a for Europe. My Dear, Dear Girl: A sad good
number of trinkets by the Washington women, bye for a short time. Yon will _be with me 
and who wore them home With pride, was everywhere, on land and on sea, awake or 
obliged to giv them up to his jealou11 wife, asleep. God bless you and keep you and me 
who destroyed them. · safe. Will you write to me'1 It will be safe. 

THE Mahdi, or False Prophet of the Sou- Do in a few days. You will see my address 
dan, is described as one Mohamed Ahmed, a in the next issue of the Baptist Messenger. 
Dongolian. He is illiterate, but has studied Ever yours, On the Train.' In explanation of 
religion, has been ordained a. sheik, and has the letter above inserted, the senior editor of 

.CoNTRARY to the usual custom, the Rev. An- gained a reputation for sanctity by playing the Messenger received the following from tho 
drew Faulkner did not get into trouble through the hermit. He has increased his influence junior editor, R. C. Morgan, as appears be
paying personal attention to Mrs. Smith at by marrying numerous wives a:.;nong the low, in a short space of time after he (R. 
Ouster, Mich., but because he neglected her. wealthyfamilies,keepingwithintheprescribed C. Morgan) had arrived in Europe, said 
She was pious, but retiring, and he overlooked number of four by a resort, when neo_essary, Morgan urging the senior editor to insert, 
her for months, while asking all the other to divorce. In May, 1881, he openly pro- without failure, in the July number of 1879, 
members of his ch~rch in turn to lead the I claimed himself to be the prophet foretcild by which number WitS yet to be issued after his 
weekly prayer-meetmg. Her husband. com- Mohammed, preaching universal equality of departure, which communication was prompt
plained, and, as that did not gain her the ~e- law and religion, with community of goods to ly inserted as he (Morgan) had ordered, in 
sired opportunity, he gave the pastor a wh1p- all believers, and death to all who rejected said July number of 1879 Jfessenger, and reuds 
ping,-or tried to, though the vigor of the de- him. · Like most prophets, he WllB denounced as follows: 'Communication.-Friends in the 
fense made it uncertain whether Mr. Smith by his own townsmen, who proclaimed him United States desiring to, can address him 
did not get as much as he gave. mad. In appearance he is tall and slim, and -(Morgan) at No.1 Lower George street, Now 

T- G, d J f St Loul's hav taken wears a blaok beard. He reads and writes Port, Monmouthshire, England.' R. E. Booth." 
HE ran ury o . . . t . b d f 1 _, d f 

some pains to estimate the amount of crime with_ diffioul y, lS ea o a · oc.u o_r er _o Mr. Booth is in the employ of the Balilmore 
· d . d ·n that c1·t,'by 1·ntem dernshes, and hat!! shown much tact m umt- and Ohio Railroad Company. Several years an pauper1sm cause 1 " • . . . b 
perance, and they put it at eighty per cent. m~ the discordant tnbe~. ;r'he ~um _er of ago his wife united with the Baptist church, 
·In their opinion, however, any attempt to pro· tnbes~en who follow h1m 18 est1mated at and scandal began when the Rev. ~lr. Morgan 
hibit the rum traffic would fail, and the best about 338,000 souls. _ . , visited the Booth 1·esidence. A servant who 
thing to. be done is to lessen the number of IT has, been apparentfor some t1me that the spread the reports made an uftiduvit that the 
groggeries by greatly increasing the price of Rev .. R: Heber Newton, of ~ S_ouls' (An_thon reports were lies, but she afterward l!laid they 
licenses. They argue that an immense fund Memor1al) church, was the likeliest. candidate were true, and that she was compelled by 
for charitable purposes would thus be col- for ecclesiastical martyrdom now within the threats to swear falsely. Booth has been very 

. lected a~d that the character of such places pule of the Episcopal church. Charges of bitter against the Rev. Mr. Morgan, and took 
'' ail -~~d afford to pay $1,000 a year for the violating his o_rdinat~on vows are so?n to be the above method of publishing him, as he 
_ ~-'p'rivilege of continuing business would be preferred agrunst. hzm, • based on his recent (Morgan) intendod leaving Connellsville in 
1

' niuoh better than the average. Their plan is sermons on the .. B1ble. Th.ey_ ~re only delayed the spring. Mr. Morgan is married and has 
; b.img diaouased by the newspapers, and Jinda until these. disoouriea. 4l.'e mort~ acce~sible a large family. He denies the reports, and 
· · , .. I!Jll•A ~nr tllat it will probably be tried. throu&h pubU•atto:u.. It ¢11 be J]lterestina to say11 that they are false in every partioular. 
. .. ~ ; . . 

Jjltws off tht 1/tth. 
=====----------

THE profits of the Garfield Monument Fair 
were $7,593. 

AnoHBIBHoP McCAIJE, of Dublin, is reported 
to be dying, 

A soN of Jem Mace, the pugilist, is an Eng
lish clergyman. 

WILLIAM WoBDawoBTH, the IRI!It snrviYing 
son of the poet, is dead. 

ON Sunday last the Ohio river was nearly 
sixty feet higher than usual. 

EMPimOB WILL!Allt of Germany is better, and 
was able to ride out on Sunday. 

THE German Reichstag has voted 100,000 
marks (about $32,000) for exploring central 
Africa. 

THE sixty-third birthday of Gen. W. T . 
Sherman was celebrated in Washington on the 
evening of the 8th. 

THE steamer ·Alaska, of the Guion line, 
crossed the Atlantic last week in 6 days, 20 
hours_, and 33 minutes. 

THE czar of Russia has issued his manifesto 
giving notice that his coronation will take 
place at Moscow on the 27th of May. 

CHARLES R. THoENE, the actor, died on Sat
urday last. At his own request there was no 
religious ceremony over the remains. 

Tml House committee on military affnirs 
hav agreed upon a bill to place Gen. Grant on 
the retired list of the army with the rank of 
general. 

IT is asserted that one hundred and fifty 
bodies hav been stolen from graveyards-in the 
vicinity of Montreal during thiS- winter, one. 
half of which 'Were sent to medical schools in 
the United States. 

H&Nl\Y STUDIFORD is a new recruit in the 
Salvation Army, but when some boys annoyed 
him on the street he drew a pistol like a vet
eran. He was locked up. 

THE King of Belgium's suit to recover $700,-
000 of securities stolen by Canon Bernard of 
Belgium was in court in this city lnst Satur
day. Decision was reserved. 

ON the night of Feb. Oth, while ofliciatinH 
at a marriage service nt La Salle, TIL, the 
Rev. George F. Bronson fell dead at the feet 
of a couple whom he was marrying just ns he 
pronounced them man and wife. 

Tm: Jeypore, India, authorities huv just 
punished 11 case of widow-burning by sen
tencing the principal offenders to imprison
ment for a oven years, while minor accomplices 
received sentences of three years. 

ARcHBISHOP CRoKE, of Cashel, writes a let
ter confirming tho wide-spread dish-ess pre· 
vailing in some counties in Ireland. He nt
tribntos the sufliering to the presence iu the 
country of a "bloated and ruthle~s oligarchy." 

FEDRUARY 7th was the Chinese New Year. 
It was a great day for t-he Mongolians of this 
city, who celebrated the occasion enthusiasti
cally and uproariously. One very commend
able feature of their observance is the paying 
of all their debts on New Year's morning. 

TnE Woman Suffrage Committee of the 
}!assachusetts legislature hav determined ou 
c. bill to giv women a right to vote on muniei
pal affairs, but insisting on the poll tax quali
fications. Friends of the measure hn-v full 
confidence that it will pass the House, and 
that it stands a good chance for passage in 
tho Senate. 

WILLIAM H. CooPER became so affected at a 
religious meeting held in Salem township, Pa., 
recently, that he has since gone out of his 
mind, and on the 9th became so violent that 
his friends resolved to remove him to a luna
tic asylum. On Thursday he became so fran
tic that he set :fire to an outbuilding ou his 
premises and destroyed all the household fur
niture at night. He drove his family from 
the house. He wa1 taken to the DanviDe In
eane As;ylcm, 



THE TRUTH SEEKE:R, FEB:RU.AltY 1 '>', 1883. 

Ulratt.§lation. 

The Tomb of Fanaticism. 
[An examination of Lord Bolingbroke's doctrines. Written 

by Voltaire in 1767 and translated from the French by Avery 
Meriwether.) 

CHAPTER XXVL-CoNTINUED. 

Thanks be te God. there were few such execu- use of his "person" as will brutalize every natural or 
tions. The pagans were very fa.r from treating those acquired virtue of the human character. 
possessed with devils, with the cruelty with which we Yet to defend another's "right" to do this, and ab
have for so long a time exercised against each other. hor it myself, is friend Walkey's "real position." Am 
It is probable that the Papists forged a list of imag- I right, Mr. Walker? 
inary martyrs during .the fi:st cell:tury in ?rde; to You .would defend A's right to participate in the 
justify the massacres With which the:tr church Is soilec;l. associations and orgies of the tippling-shops, yet 

One· very strong proof that there had never been would feel degraded by an exercise of the "personal 
any very great persecutions carried on against the right" yourself. 

THE MARTYRS. Christians is that Alexandria, which was the center, You would defend B's "right" to meet his friend1 
Nilus, an ocular witness of the truth, being unknown the fountain-head, of the sect, was always openly and in some foul cess-pool, where. drinks !U'e mixed ~ 

(the more the pity), assures us that his friend Saint publicly a school of Christianity, as the Lyceum, the order and after loading up, mdulge m all that IS 
Theodotus, a pot-house keeper, could perform all the Portico, and the Academy of Athens. There had been most 'loathing and disgusting to true manhood; but 
miracles he wished; that he· changed water into wine, a succession of Christian professors. Pantena pub- you would be shocked at the very thought of an ex
and that he loved to cure the sick by touching them licly succeeded Mark, who has erroneously been called ercise of the " right" in your own "person." 
with the end of his fingers. Theodotus met a cure in Mark the apostle. After Pantena comes Clement of You would "defend" C's "right" to make im 
the city of Ancyrue in the midst of a meadow; they Alexandria whose pulpit was at length occupied by "honest"(?) living by" exchange." A glass, the con
found there all the materials for building a retreat Origen, who in turn led a crowd of disciples. So long tents of which make the recipient a fool or a demon; 
for times of persecution. "All this is very good," said as they limited themselves to disputing they were left a glass of the most potent agent in the destruction of 
the priest, "but there are no relics. at peace, but when they instructed their pupils to all the finer elements in the character of man; a glass 

"That does not matter," said the saint, "it will be break the laws and the public policy, they were pun- of "secondary f'jfects, that is another que8tion entirelY," 
all right, and I give you my ring as a pledge." He ished. They were ;epre~sed everywhere ~der. the (the italics belong to me). You would defend. C !I 
was quite sure of his powers, as we will see. emperor Decius; Ongen himself was thrown m pnson. "right" to "exchange" such a glass-of physical, 

Seven Christian virgins of Ancyrus some seventy Cyprius, the bishop of Carthage, ~d not deny that the mental and moral destruction-for ten cents; but you 
years old were condemned to be delivered over to the Christians brought that persecutiOn upon themselves. would 'blush to make such nefarious "exchange" 
brutal passions cf the young men cf the town. The"leg- "Each one of them" he says in his book of the tombs, yourself. . 
end" did not fail to say that the women were very "ran after riches ~d honors with an insatiable greed. Is this y~ur "real position," ?:~en~ Walker; or ~aT 
wrinkled, and what is most astonishing is that the The bishops were without reli1Pon, the women with- ~ bJ: followmg a "shrewd susp1e10n done you an In-

young men did not make the slightest advance, with out modesty; cheating prevailed; they swore and Justice? • . . alk , 
the exception of one who was a reckless dare-devil, perjured themselves; animosity divided the Chris- I should like '!ery mu~h to review friend W er s 
and wished to try for an adventure; but this one was tians. bishops left their pulpits to enter in the mar- comments on his quotation from Mr. Lake, ~ut, ~r 
very soon disgusted. The governor, very much kete ~nd enrich themselves by barter; finally, we who fear of taking u~ space that would be occupied y 
irritated because the seven old women had not sub- please ourselves alone will displease the whole world." abler pens, I desist. . , 
mitted to their punishment, made them priestesses of It is not at all astonishing that the Christians had "Yes, man is. a free moral agent m the sense, etc. 
Diana. The Christian virgins accepted this without violent quarrels with the religious partisans of the "Do you deny It? If so, ~here do you g~t your as
hesitation. They were appointed to wash the statue empire and that self-interest entered into their dis- sumed right to anest a thief or murderer, G to arrest 
of Dian~ in a neighboring lake; they were naked, be- sensio~s, which often caused great trouble, and at last the hand cf a suicide? W. H. ANTZ. 
C1~.use, Without a doubt, the custo~ was that only :t;taked brought upon the Christians persecution. The famous 
g:trle should serve the chaste Diana. Two cho:trs of jurist Ulpian regarded this sect as a very dangerous 
singers and B~chants armed ~t~ thyrses preceded faction, which would at some time bring the state to 
the car, according to the descnptwn of the auth?r. destruction. In this he was not deceived. 

Mr. Rowley in Elkhart. 

He must have had confused ideas about the mystenes [ro »B coNTINUED.] 
of Diana, and probably was mixed in his mind about 
Bacchus and Diana; but he was an eye-witness, and 
of course I have nothing more to say. 

I hav been spending considerable time recently in 
Elkhart Ind. Elkhart is an enterprising and pros
perous town of about ten t~ousand inhabi~ants. . It 
is. an ambitious and formidable competitor With 

, Saint Theodotus trembled in fear that the seven 
virgins might yield to their temptations. He was in 
prayer when his wife told him that the people had 
come to throw the old women into the lake, and he 
thanked God for having saved their virtue. The gov
ernor placed a guard exactly around the lake in order 
to restra.in the Christians from throwing themselves 
i)l the water as they were accustomed. The sacred 
bar keeper was in despair. He went from church to 
church, for there we:re many churches during the 
frightful persecutions, but the cunning pagans had 
closed all the doors. The wine-pourer then went to 
sleep. One of the old women appeared to him in his 
first dream, who was the sainted Thecuse. She spoke 
thus: "My dear Th~odotus, will you suffer our bodies 
to be eaten by the fishes?" 

Theodotus awoke; he resolved to fish the saints out 
from the bottom of the lake at the peril of his life. 
He worked so hard that in three days (though the 
fishes had time to eat them) he succeeded during one 
dark night in taking out two brave Christiane. 

A celestial angel coming down from above carried 
a torch before him in order to prevent the guards 
from seeing his person. . The angel took a lance, fell 
upon the guards, and put them to flight; this was 
saint Soziandrus, the old friend of Theodotus who had 
suffered martyrdom a short time before this. This 
is not all: a violent storm, mingled with thunder and 
lightning and an immense amount of rain, made the 
lake dry (!). The seven old women are fished out and 
properly buried. 

You may well believe that this illegal enterprise of 
Theodotus was soon discovered; the celestial angel 
could not help him from being scourged and soundly 
beaten. When Theodotus was well thrashed he cried 
out to the Christians and the idolaters: "See, my friends, 
how our master, Jesus Christ, loads his servants with 
favors; he has them thrashed in order to thicken their 
skin, and thus gives them the power to support all 
these blows." He was finally hung. 

Having such a friend as Frouton, the cure makes it 
appear very probable ·that the saint was a pot-house 
keeper; for having received at one time a few flasks 
of excellent wine, he intoxicated the guards, carried 
off the body of the hung saint, which spoke to him at 
the time: "Monsieur Cure, I promised you some rel
ics; I have kept my word." 

This admirable story is one that is considered to be 
th& best proven. Who could doubt it after the tes
timony of the Jesuit Bollandus and the benedict 
Ruinart? 

These old tales disgust me; I shall •ot speak any 
further about it. I only know that there were a few 
Christians punished during divers times, as seditious, 
who had the insolence to show their intolerance and 
to insult th.e government. They had the crown of a 
mart~, wh~ch they well deserved. I only pity those 
poor llllbecile.women who were seduced by those non
conformers. They w~re very wrong in taking advan
tag~ o! those weak-mmded creatures and putting the 
devil m them. The judges who condemned them to 
4e~th were called ba.rbaria.n11. 

"Two Burning Questions." South Bend. Elkhart is said to hav the best and the 
I wish to place before the readers of TliB T&tn'H most extensiv water-power of any place in the state 

Sli!E.KD a few reflections on one of the questions as of Indiana, or perhaps in the great western country. 
stated in your issue of January 13th, over the signa- The city is situated at the co~u~nce of the Elkhart 
ture of E. C. Walker, and under the above heading. River from the south, and Christian Cre~k from the 

I cannot ask space in THE TRuTH SEEKER to reply to north, With the St. Joseph River runrung parallel 
the article at length, as I certainly would like to do. with the state line from east to west. There .are 
I belong to the rank and :file of the Liber.al armJ:, ~nd seven paper mills in Elkhart, and ~wo st.arch mills, 
hav not, nor hav I aspired to, a commanding position. one knitting institution of larg? d1menswns, and a 

I shall confine myself to Mr. Walker's first affirma- band-instrument manufactory sru~ to be the large~~ 
tion, which covers quite as much "sin" as charity, and, and the most complete of any similar manufactory m 
in my opinion, takes in the entire ground of the t:wo the world. There are between two and three t~ou
affirmations immediately following, and upon which sand people under constant employ in these vanous 
the remaining four, in part, rest. departments of industry, and both sexes are well rep-

My object is not to force my opinions upo.n others, resented in these departments. . 
but rather to induce thought upon the "burnmg ques- The scenery in and about Elkh~ Is r~markably 
tion" that is D.ow assuming so large a place in hearts picturesque and beautiful. Str.ong Ir?n .bridges.sp~ 
and minds of the people, that our position on the qu~s- the vruious rivers at several pomts within the limits 
tion may be taken not rashly but with careful consid- of the city. 
eration: Since I came to Elkhart, about three months ago, 

"That each individual naturally possesses the right and obtained a half hundred subs~ribe~s for ~HB 
to control his or her own person." TRUTH SEEKER, there has been a formble illustration 

Which "right" c;lo you imply; the s~cred right to of the fact that one march of reform work always 
control in elevating us, or the vulgar nght to control overleaps and interblends with many others.. H. ~· 
in degrading abuse? Green once made the remark that he found lit!Je dif-

Right, you are aware, is a word in commo• uae and ficulty in making arran~ement.s to lectur~ m any 
possessed of great flexibility. I mean not to giv the place where there was a hberal hst of subscnbers for 
property of flexibility to right in the abstract, b~t to Liberal papers. Before I went to Elkhart the latter 
right as it is flung from the lips of many theologians, part of October in the inteTest of THE ~RUTH S.EEKER' 
and from the lips of some who claim ~ be Free- there had not been a Liberal lecture; m the eitY: for 
thinkers. a year or more, and but very few Liberal meetmgs 

Mr. Walker, I think, from the tone of elosing para- in many years. But recently the Op~ra House has 
graphs of his article, is a man-a Liberalist;· and ·in been occupied every Sunday, and a. Liberal Lea~e 
reply to his affirmation, ~ wish not. to use, nor shall I is under the order of activ progr.essiv mov:ements m 
use any expression foreign to a ~endly and gentle- the place, in connection with whiCh t~er~ Is talk of a 
manly consideration of the questHlll. children's progressiv lyceum. A fa:tr li~t of names 

Man has the "natural right" to so ''control his per- will go on tlte books as permanent subscnbers to TB• 
son" as to fulfil the useful, ennobling, and elevating TRUTH SEEKER, and the old tra~tions of ~he dark~r 
conditions of life. But he ha!l no right, either nat- ages w-ill be superseded by the light of smenc?, p~I
ural or unnatural, to the "contr.ol" of. his pers?n in losophy, and a larger measure of humarutar1an 
an abuse of the conditions .r. life whiCh prostltutes activity. • . f 
all the nobler elements of his nature. . . . Mrs. H. s. Lake, of California, and Mr. Kmyon, o 

Tli.is, friend Walker, is my idea of ":'1/ht. And It Is Jackson, Mich., are among the lect~e.rs who havoc
the idea of right that I, as a Fre~~er, hav been cupied the rostrum in Elkhart With~n a f?w weeks 
proud to defend again!lt both religious ~d secular past. It is earnestly hoped th.at the mtelligent and 
opposition as the co:DCeption of the leading Free- Liber.al minds of Elkhart will go ?heerfully an~ 
thinkers of the present and the past. earnestly forward in the line of practical work until 

This is with all due-and the .greatest-resp~ot to tl!e superstitions of the past shall be supersede~ ~;r 
the names mentioned in the ~rtlcle under .consider&- the intelligence of the present, and all the pos&bili
tion. I hav met several Freethinkers who disapproved ties of a happier and a more hopeful future shall 
prohibitory law, but who did it on grounds ~ther th~ bear a prophecy of better t~es for ~he masses upon 
those of :fdend Walker's affirmation. Yet, if I .am m every breeze of the approachmg spnng and summer 
enor a.a to my position r~lativ to th~ concep~wn of days. C. S. RowLEY. 
right entertained by leading Freethinkers, will Mr. Ligonier, Ind., Jan. 28, 1883. 
Walker or some other Liberal informed as to the 
subect, 'correct me? . . Legal Information Desired. 
. I shall accept the correction as kindly as I deme To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKBR, ~ir: I de• 

It ~~:~~ that the Liberals of this count17 d~- sire to ascertai~ \~e ::e~e ~fat~o~:Jute~~~:; ~~:: 
fended this high standard of right, and t~okdphnde tni th~ughtall~wr: Canada 1' Will some reader of THJI 

ll . --lj' hibtrraL Now if in the 'W1ll ere uruon, s . . th iilfor-
ca mg my~ .a • ' ·a t•ty ' TRuTS: SEEKER in each of the atates giV me e 
clearly am mistaken 1ll my own 1 en 1 • • . • d? H. L. au... 

N do I think I can be a Liberal, if to be a Liberal matwn requ:tre 
I m:t defilld tb• rijht of u individual w make 1uoll ~nca, .N. Y. 
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Civil and Military Morality. 
The great difference between civil and military 

moral principles has not been sufficiently considered. 
When Napoleon announced the statement that "a 
blunder was worse than a Crime," it WB.8 not gen6l'ally 
thought that he announced a military moral truth. 
But if any one will read his history and that of any 
great warrior they will see that it is the highest ex
pression of military morality that exists. 

J3ut when we turn from military to civil morality 
the reverse of that statement is the trui'! one, "that a 
crime is worse than a blunder." When this difference 
in the moral principles of statesmen and military 
chieftains is fully comprehended, it becomes plain 
why there is so little of agreement and sympathy be
tween them. A gr&st military commander will not 
allow a great statesman who disagrees with him to liv 
in his dominions if he can help it. So we see none 
exirated in Cromwell's time or Bonaparte's except their 
tools; no independent parliament or senate could ex
ist while they reigned, and it is also true to almost the 
same extent in Germany now under the military rule 
of the Emperor William and Prince Bismarck. They 
hsv established a military morality the same as Jack
son tried to in this country in his day, and Gen. Grant 
has attempted since the Rebellion. And all these 
military heroes were sticklers for the church militant, 
with all its unreasonable creeds, that eannot be 
maintained by facts and reasons, but depend on mil
itary force and morality to sustain them in their last 
resort. That is, when creedal morality and social 
science morality are to be adopted they always decide 
in favor of the Christian ereed morality, because 
tha£ is consistent with military morality; while states
men like Jefferson and Sumner adopted the principle 
that a crime is worse than a mistake and called for 
moral laws consistent with such opinions, ·and our 
humane institutions hav grown to be great blessings 
to the people by such laws. 

Near the time when Jesus Christ was suffering from 
fear, the extreme agony that produced the bloody 
sweat on his body, he gave orders for his followers to 
arm themselv!'l, because war was coming to decide the 
fate of nations; and they took the arms they had and 
went forth to battle. And although he rebuked Peter 
for using his sword, and healed the wound lte inflicted 
and told him "he that livs by the sword shall die by 
the sword," he did not tell his followers to disarm, or 
sell their swords; and here was the order that made 
the church militant of the Christian and places them 
exactly where they belong morally; that is, that a 
mistaken belief is worse before their God and them
selva than the worst of crimes that the most lawless 
inhuman Christians hav ever done. The morality of 
man is that the enemy or friend that disobeys orders 
must be killed or disgraced And the Chl'istian God 
has no mercy for unbelievers. 

':{'his subject is discussed at considerable length in the 
last chapter of the "Bible of the Religion of SCience." 
The questions to be settled are: Which morality will 
you choose, the warrior's or the statesman's? the Chris
tian's or the scientist's? Shall we follow Christian 
priests and military heroes like unreasoning beasts, 
or reason together like scientists and statesmen, $d 
establish a system of moral laws that will guide people 
to a higher and better civilization than we hav any 
account of in this world? * * * 

How to be a Preacher. 
If yon want a receipt for a popular minister 

Skilled in expounding the dootrins of sects, 
Arrange a collection of expletivs sinister 

Mingled with fragments of various texts; 
Take the last wailing of Christ in his agony, 

Latin and Hebrew, original Greek-
Eloi, Eloi! lama sabachthani-

Howl it and chatier it, mumble and shriek; 
Of Moses and Joshua study astronomy, 

Copy the morals of David and Lot, 
Practice each day in Ezekiel's gastronomy, 

Drink with old Noah, the bibulous sot; 
Gather some scraps of New England theology, 
Weak metaphysics, and Cook's eschatology; 
Fill your discourses with all that's fanatical, 
Rattle them off in a manner theatrical; 
Doubt every fact and believe every mystery, 
Meet modern learning with biblical history, 
Praise all the notions of pious rascality, 
Damn every heretic as a finality. 
These qualities constitute, blended in unity, 
The joy of the modern religious community. 

GEORGE MAODONALD. 

A Good Book to Hav About. 
Fri1W& Man. 

We hav received from THE TRUTH SEEKER office a 
pamphlet entitled, "Answers to Christian Quest~o~s 
and Arguments," 150 pages, price 25 cents. Th1s 111 
the last one of the smaller class of books that Mr. 
Bennett wrote and published It is a good specimen 
of those ehort and sharp discussions with adventure
some, theologic antagonists which Mr. Bennett used 
so much to delight in. Some Christian corresp~md
ent sails in with a load of unanswerable questwne, 
perfectly confident that Mr. Bennett had never s~en 
or thought of them up to that hour, and would Just 
wince and wail before he would attempt to answer 
them. Yet, Mr. Bennett would take them up in his 
)lu.eat, ·,&., wA'f, and rep]J to *hem with the readi· 

ness of an expert, and show the poor, benighted 
Christian inquirer just what the facts are and what 
the situation is. This little book is a handy one for 
any Liberal to hav about him if he is liable to be plied 
with a similar class of questions. 

One of Thomas Paine's Last Letters. 

R··u>lr"l, That In the llle of D. l\.l. Bennett we recognize the elements 
of a well-rounued uumlloou and true greatness, manifested In that de
gree of moral courage wlllch placetl him In a prison cell, ru; the result 
or resisting and testing an nuj ust and cruel law against tile Uberty or 
the veoplo. And that In Ills death at tbls time we can but regard It, 
not so much the result of worn-out powers and ripe old age as from 
the shock and Injuries to mind and body received at the !lands or hY
pocrisy, bigotry, and religious supersti~lon. 

Resolt•ed, That these ex!Jresslons of regard tor our friend, D. M. Ben
nett, who has passed to higher life, shall not perish with the cast-oft 
garment or his soul, In the grave of forgetfulness. But that we wlll 
ever retain a grateful remembrance of his lldellty and untiring zeal In 
defense of our common cause ot Inental rreed01n; and that we can 
prove our high esteem for him by doing what we can to keep THE 
TRUTH SEEKER alive and el!ectlv In spreading the gospel or nature, 
and as a most Imperishable monument or a sel!-sacrlllclng lite spent 
In tlle cause or truth and humanity. 

To THE EDITOR oF THE Tnm SEEKER, Sir: I am 
sure that your readers will take interest in the peru
sal of the following letter written by Thomas Paine, 
and which has been published but two or three times 
since it was written: 

I saw in the Aurora of January 30th a piece addressed to 
you and signed Isaac Hall. It contains a statement of your 
malevolent conduct in refusing to let him hav Vine street 
wharf after he had bid $50 more rent for it than another per
son had offered, and had been unanimously approved of by 
the commissioners appointed by law for that purpose. 
Among the reasons given by yon for this refusal one was that 
Mr. Hall was one of Paine's disciples. If those whom you 
may ohoose to call my disciples follow my example in doing 
good to mankind, they will pass the confines of this world 
with a happy mind, while the hope of the hypocrit shall per
ish and delneion sink into despair. 

Resolred, That Mary W. Bennett, wife or our departed brother, h8.8 
our sympathy and kindest regards in her b"'reavement antl great af
fliction. Ancl though our poor words cannot heal the wounded heart, 
yet It may atrord some consolation In ller sorrow to know and feel that 
other eyes weep and other hearts ache; and that his death Is 
most deeply felt and sincerely regretted by Liberals everywhere who 
hav come to know him In biB true light and to appreciate the great 
service he has re11dered to the cause of human enrrancblsment, and 
that his good name and eer,•lce, like thoRe or Thomas Paine, will be 
kept green and sacred In the memory or faithful hearts. 

The grave, the realm or matter gross, 
Is not the home or mind, 
Only the wa~drobe dark of garments left 
For vestments more rellnod. 
So let us think of our old friend 
As ll he st111 wer~ here, 
And though he's hidden from our sight, 
We feel his p~esence near .. I do not know who Mr. :Qlskeep is, for I do not remember 

the name of Inskeep at Philadelphia in the time that tried 
men's souls. He must be some mushroom of modern growth 
that has started upon .the soil which the generous services of 
Thomas Paine contributed to bless with freedom; neither do 
I know what profession of religion he is of, nor do I care, for 
if he is a man malevolent and unjust, it signifies not to what 
class or sectary he may hypocritically belong. 

Resolt•e<!, That the above resolutions be sent to THE TnUTH !!EEKEB 
and Boston Inve3tigator. 

As I set too much value on my time to waste it on a man 
of so little consequence as yourself, I will close this short ad
dress with a declaration that puts hypocrisy and malevolence 
at defiance. Here it is: 

My motiv and object in all my political works, beginning 
with "Common Sense," the first work I ever published, hav 
been to rescue man from tyranny and false systems and false 
principles of government, and enable him to be free and es
tablish government for himself. And I hav borne my share 
of danger in Europe and in America in every attempt I hav 
made for this purpose. And my motiv and object in all my 
publication& on religious subjects, beginning with the first 
part of the "Age of Reason," hav been to bring man to a 
right reason that God has given him; to impress on him the 
great principles of divine morality, justice, mercy, and a be
nevolent disposition to all men and to all creatures; and to 
excite in him a spirit of trust, confidence, and consolation in 
his creator, unshackled by the fable and fiction of books, by 
whatever invented name they may be called. 

I am happy in the continual contemplation of what I hav 
done, and I thank God that he gave me talents for the pur
pose and fortitude to do it. It will make the continual con
solation of my departing hours whenever they may finally 
arrive. THoMAs PAINE. 

This letter was written to John Inskeep, mayor of 
Philadelphia, and was :first published in the Philadel
phia Aurora of February 10, 1806. Mr. Paine was 
living at New Rochelle. About three years later, as 
your readers probably know, Mr. Paine removed to 
Columbia street, New York, and shortly after died. 

PHILIP G. PEABODY. 
Nmo Yor~ Jan. 30, 1883. 

California Letter 
IN MEMORIAM OF THOMAS PAINE AND D. M. BENNETT. 

About fourteen hundred Liberals and Spiritualists 
of San Jose held a meeting last evening (Jan. 29th) 
to celebrate the natal day of the author-hero, Thomas 
Paine. Dr. E. A. Clark presided, and opened the 
meeting with appropriate remarks, followed by music 
from Mr. and Mrs. Schwarts, and with recitations, 
songs, and music by Messrs. Cridge, Jacobs, Cos
grove, and Lenzen, also by Mrs. R. T. Olmstead, 
Miss French, and Theo. Lenzen. L. Magenheimer, 
and other members of the Turners Glee Club, fur
nished most excellent vocal music, as a close to the 
entertainment. 

The memorial address was made by Dr. J. L. York, 
in a brief review of the character and life-work of 
Thomas Paine, and the cause and principles of Infi
delity, advocated by Paine, and other noble workers 
of Freethought, who hav had the moral courage to 
step aside from the usual current of religious thought 
a.nd speak their honest convictions to the world, ancl to 
whom we are indebted to-day for the civil and relig
ious liberty we enjoy, at the close of the discoUl'se re
ferring to D. M. Bennett in most fitting and well-de
served terms. He said: 

J. L. YoRK, Sec. pro te:m. 

Pa.ine, the Pa.triot and Philosopher. 
Frqm Dr. Farlin's Bpl!lfC!l at the Paine Anniversarv in Roc/tutor N. 1". 

One hundred and forty-six years ago to-morrow, 
there was born in Thetford, county of Norfolk, Eng~ 
land, the man whose life and loyal services to human
ity we hav met to commemorate; a person who, in a. 
life of seventy-two years, made for himself the truest . 
:friends and bitterest enemies· man ever had I do not 
believe in the language of fulsome eulogy, therefore I 
shall not indulge my imagination or seek to delight 
your fancy with it. But if I speak in the language of 
sobt!nness and truth, of Thomas Pains, I cannot be 
accused of flattery. History records little of the life 
of our subject prior to the age of thitiy-seven years. 
We only glean that he was trained to the business of 
his father, who was a maker of ship-stays, but, dislik
ing it, was appointed to a situation in the customs, 
and became manager of a tobacco manufactory. Here, 
his income being small, he became involved in debt, 
and was dismissed the service in 177 4, after which he 
came to America. Had Thomas Paine remained in 
England, being a member of the middle class, he 
cotud never hav risen to a position above respectable 
mediocrity. Here all was changed, and the transcen
dent genius of the man found ample scope. The rep
resentativs of thirteen feeble colonies wert:! kneeling 
at the feet of that royal figurehead of stupidity and 
inanition, George Til., and pleading for a restoration 
of the privileges enjoyed prior to 1763; they did not 
dream that they had rights independent of the mother 
country. Then it was that Thomas Paine, fresh from 
English soil and smarting from the •ffects of English 
oppression of labor, said to 0ur fathers: "Fidelity to 
yourselvs, your homes, and happiness alike demand 
that you should assume a different attitude toward 
the infamous and oppressiv government of Great 
Britain. You should not whine about grievances, but 
tell Great Britain that yon are no longer bound to 
yield obedience to her government, that you hav a 
right to affirm your own sovereignty and your own 
independence." 1'his was said in "Common Sense," 
the first political hand-book published in America, 
issued on the 17th of January, 1776; it was the key
note of the American Revolution, and a prophecy of 
the Declaration of Independence, which succeeded it 
on the nex:t Fourth of July. Of "Common Sense," 
two months after its publication, George Washington 
said: "It is working a powerful change in publio 
opinion." General Lee said of it: "I own myself con
vinced by its arguments of the necessity of a separa
tion." Lossing's "Field Book of the Revolution" 
sa vs: " 'Common Sense' was the earliest and most 
pr{werful appeal in behalf of Independence, and prob
ably did more to fix tlmt idea in the public mind than 
any other instrumentality." Morse's ''Annals of the 
Revolution" says: "1'he change in the public mind 
in consequence of 'Common Sense' is unparalleled." 

"This picture which you see draped in mourning is the Samuel Adams said: '"Common Sense' awakened the 
picture of the late D. M. Bennett. Some of you will remem- rmblic mind and caused the people to call loudly for 
ber the editor of the New York TRUTH SEEKER, to whom we 
gave a. reception in this theater last summer, and who has re- independence." "Common Sense" achieved a circu
cently laid down his pen and passed to higher life. lation of over one htmdred thousand copies, when our 

"And knowing, as some of us do, how deeply his loss is felt population was only three millions. "The sun never 
in the Liberal ranks everywhere, and what valuable service shone on a cause of greater worth," said Paine speak
he has rendered in the cause of truth, and how hard he has 
labored in the cause of mental freedom, and knowing, also, ing of the American independence. "'Tis not the 
that he suffered persecution at the hands of religious bigotry affair of a city, a county, a province, or a kingdom, 
and superstition; and having entertained him at our homes, but of a continent-:-of at least one-eight of the habit-
some of us know how genial, generous, good, and unaBS)Iill- h d 
ing he was, and though possessed of a great mind, he put on able globe. 'Tis not t e concern of a ay, a year or 
no outward show of pomp or learning, but was simple in his an age; posterity are virtually involved in the contest, 
habits, and had a kind word for all, and if he lacked some- and will be more or less affected, even to the end of 
what of the polish and pretense of some less-favored men, he time, by the proceedings now." "Let the names of 
made it all up in the sterling qualities of head and heart. \Vhig and Tory be extinct,· and let none other than 
We therefore offer the following ~esolutions as a tribnte to 
his memory." those of a good citizen~ an open and resolute f:l'iend, 

The resolutions were read and adopted, as fol- ancl virtuous supporter of the rights of mankind and 
lows: of the free and independent states of America, be 

Ruoloot, That In the death or our trlend and brother, D. 111. Ben· heard ~mong us." "Of more worth is one honest man 
nett, editor or THE TRUTH BEEKER, and author or many liberal putJii· to SOCiety than all the crowned ruffians . that ever 
cations, the l8.8t of which Ia. a hletory of his travels arountl tllo world, lived" I submit that these quotations breathe the In !our volumes, we moat alilcerely reeret the sad lose which removed I · 
rrom our midst an honest man, an able exponent and champion of language of pure patriotism and inflexible integrity. 
=~= :J;~IUI4 IHkN" of Q'liUl aud an lnvet .. r~;te roe to every During the Revolutionary war Paine accepted the lot 
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of a common soldier, and with a small hand printing alted patriotism and appre'ciation of Paine's works. works, and the publishing of THE TRUTil SEEKER, and 
press issued occasionally "The Crisis," which became Paine has said, "The world is my country," so on being the headquarters of the Liberal League; one 
to the weary and often disheartened soldiers a pillar this anniversary national lines and differences are laid of the first things to do would be to. -republisl:l in 
of patriotic cloud by day and an altar of self-sacrificing aside, and we listened with pleasure to eloquent pamphlet form, and with the authors' consent and 
:fire by night. In the first number, issued just after words of love and respect for his memory, spoken superintendence,, Inge:rSoll's discussion with Judge 
Washington's defeat ·an Long Island, when he was from the same rostrum in French, German, Italian, ~lack, as it was published in ·the North American 
compelled to evacuate Forts Washington and Lee, and and English languages. I CaJ:IJlot giv many details. Review. The crowning merit.of ·Ingersoll's .style is 
when the snow over which the men retreated was red- With one exception the addresses were short, and all that while compact and sententious, like the style of 
dened by their bare and bleeding feet, Paine said: were good and well received. Thomas Paine, it is comprehensible, even to the mind 
"These are the times that try men's souls. The sum- " The Sword of Bunker Hill" and "The Star of intelligent childhood. And no human intellect was 
mer soldier and the sunshine patriot will in the crisis Spangled Banner" were sung by Mrs. J. E. Feath~rs, ever evolved out of the cosmos which could read. the 
shrink from the service of his country; but he that with a voice so sweet and entrancing that even·Ten- theological works of Robert Ingersoll, or Thomas 
stands it now deserves the love and thanks of man nyson's Brook had almost stopped to listen. Mrs. Paine, without being convinced that they were un
and woman. Tyranny, like hell, is not easily over- Feathers is also a stanch Liberal, and her vocal answerable; and that the church whose theology they 
come; yet we hav this consolation with us, that the powers are highly appreciated by all oppose was a fraud and imposition upon the credulity 
harder the conflict the more glorious the triumph." For want of time the numerous letters from prom- of mankind. Such a hand-book, sent by thousands to 
Again: "0 ye that love mankind! That dare oppose inent Liberals all over the country were not read; but all the Leagues of the country, and to be sold at cost, 
not only the tyranny but the tyrant, stand forth! Every their names were read and received with great ap- and scattered amo!lg the people, would serve as a 
spotoftheOldWorldisoverrunwithoppression. Free- plause. A telegram from the Auxiliary Liberal corps of sappers·and miners in undermining.the cita
dom hath been hunted round the globe. Asia and League, No. 29, of New York city, stating they del of superstition. I countenance no waste of pre
Africa hav long since expelled her. Europe regards "were also celebrating," was received with hearty cious money when we are so poor, in building a man
her like a stranger, and England has given her warning cheers. ument over the rem.ains of Mr. Bennett. If his ene-
to depart. Oh, receive the fugitiv, and prepare in The Auxiliary Liberal League of this city, under mies wisli."to go there, and weep bitter tears of repent-
time an asylum for mankind." whose auspices this celebration took place; is satis- ance for the way they maltreated him, they can find 

In 1788 Paine went to England, and in 1791 pub- fied with the result, financially and otherwise. In the spot where they lie without the: aid of a monu
lished the "Rights of Man," a reply to Burke's" Re- regard to D. M. Bennett's death, I will only say that ment .. But let each Radical in the country contribute 
flections Upon the French Revolution." One brief so many of your correspondents hav expressed my .five dollars annually for three yilars in succession, to 
quotation ~ill serve to show that Thomas Paine was sentiments fully that I would not take the pen. I erect in New York city such a Publishing House as I 
the first great anticipator of abolition; it is this: wish you the best of iuccess. in your efforts. !hav suggested, whieh shall be the headquarters of 
"Man has no property in man." PAUL HARIEPY. the army of American .Freethinkers,,and devoted to 

His assaults on the British constitution exposed him San JilranciBco, Oal., Jan. 80, B. M. 288. tht~. furtherance of the cause which Mr. Bennett loved 
to government prosecution, and in 1792 he fled to Such a memorial would fall in with the utilitarian 
France, then in the incipient stages of that ferment A Tribute and a Proposal. spirit of the age, and be useful in its nature and pur-
which preceded the French Revolution. France re- pose, as well as beautiful; and would be more worthy 
ceived him with open arms, and the department of At the Paine anniversary in Pittsburgh, an account of Mr. Bennett, and in keeping with his spirit, than 
Pas-de-Calais elected him a deputy to the National of which we gave last week, A. B. Bradford read an ad- any monument his friends might erect in a grave
Convention, where he voted with the Girondists. dress on the "The Mission of the Liberal League," yard. 
During the trial of Louis XVI. he proposed an asy- closing with the following: 
lum for the deposed king in America; for this he was I hav. only one or two thoughts more to suggest, and 
in 1793, at Robespierre's direction, ejected from .the I will close. Mr. Bennett, whose portrait is now be
convention, and thrown into prison; here he wrote fore you among the rest of the heroes of Freethought, 
his famous " Age of Reason," an attack upon Atheism has fallen in the midst of his years and usefulness. 
and Christianity alike, and in favor of Deism-for After girding the world round in a voyage which ex
Paine was a Deist of the school of Lord Herbert, of posed him to a.ll manner of sickness and accident, 
Cherburg, John Toland, Lord Shaftesbury, Matthew such had been and was his careful observance of the 
Tindal, and Lord Bolingbroke. Of his theology two laws of health, that he passed along unscathed. He 
or three quotations will show the character: "Any came home to die by the bite of a tarantula. Or, as 
system of religion that shocks the mind of a child the poet expresses it: · 
cannot be a true system." "I believe in one God, 

d I h f h · b d th "A falcon, towering In her pride o1. place, . 
and no more, an ope or appmess eyon is Was, by a mou1ing owl, hawked at and killed." 
life." "The world is my country; to do good, my No; it was not disease that cau.'ied Mr. Bennett's 
religion." This was Paine's theology, and may fairly unnatural and premature death, and deprived our 
challenge comparison with the popular system of to- cause of his invaluable services; it w~:~-s only the occa
da.y, and fear nothing from the result. After fourteen. sion of that sad loss. The men, who, when he was 
months' imprisonment Paine was released at the · tl ufli · · · h 
intercession oftbeAmerican government, and restored UnJUS y s enng unpnsonment in t e Albany peni-
to his seat in the convention, from which he retired tentiary-an imprisonment which was demanded bv 

the Methodist clergy in defiance of Hayes's solemn 
to private life and occupied himself with the study promis, and of the judgment of his cabinet that Mr. 
of finance. In 1802 he returned to the United States, Bennett had not violated the law-entered into a con
and in 1809, on the eighth day of June, he entered spiracy at Boston to blacken his good name, and break 
into final rest without a fear, and with no shadow of lif up his business. I hav no language strong enough to 
regret to cloud the sunset of his noble . e, no mist of express the indignation which every just and honor-
superstition to veil the .glory of his eternal day. able man must feel at this cowardly proceeding. Un-

Among the world's inventors Paine has a.n honored der a hypocritical pretense .of zeal against obscenity 
place. The iron truss bridge which he invented now these men were obscene enough to scatter publications 
spans our thousand streams, a graceful monument of all over the country which were private in their char
his mechanical genius. He was the inventor of the acter, and never designed for the public eye. They 
planing machine, which relieves the weary mechanic got possession of the material by bribery and by the 
from much of the severity of his olden toil; and he ruin of a woman's reputation. On Mr. Bennett's tri
wal:l the first to suggest steam navigation, although umphal return home by the way of California, these 
not to practically carry out the idea. Because of relentless personal enemies met him at the sea-shore 
Paine's theology his patriotism has been forgotten, with their defamatory documents, and followed him 
his motivs misconstrued, his character maligned, and 
his monument desecrated The wind strikes the cas- across the continent to New York, dogging him as if 
cade, and for a ··moment interrupts the flow of its he had been a thief. It was this treatment by those 

who called themselvs LWerals, and whom he had never 
waters, dashing it into spray and tossing it into foam, injured, that broke his heart, a.nd made him an easy 
but below the continuity is regained, and it flows on prey to death. He could stand the opposition of the 
and on, a thing of beauty and splendor. So the church. He expected it whell he declared war, and 
blasts of envy and slander may for a moment inter- opened his batteries of logic against her superstitions. 
rupt the current of his fame, but eventually the stream But he did not expect to meet the bitter persecution 
of reputation will flow on, sparkling in the brilliancy of men who professed to be advocates of the same 
of his goodness, and unstemmed by the malice of his cause to which he was devoted. When I met him for 
enemies. And in that day !ill who are loyal to liberty the first time at theW atkins Convention last summer, 
and truth will reverently uncover at the mention of and looked into his eyes, I saw that with all his leo
the author-hero, Thomas Paine. nine spirit as a man and an editor, he had a woman's 

Paine's Birthday in San Francisco. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Last 

night our celebration of Thomas Paine's birthday 
took place at Dashaway Hall, according to program 
we sent you. I am happy to say that we hav ample 
reasons to congratulate ourselvs on the result of our 
efforts. Notwithstanding a" Grand Ladies' Fair in 
aid of the German Hospital" was opened on the 
same night, we had a large and appreciativ audience. 
Let the hypocrits and policy-followers say what they 
please. The stage was nicely decorated with the 
Stars and Stripes, and small flags of the different 
nationalities that took part with us. 

heart, full of gentleness and sympathy. I saw also 
that notwithstanding his excellent physical constitu
tion, in his vitals the barbed arrows of ingratitude 
and hate were rankling, and would surely bring him 
down to a premature grave. It is the wonder of won
ders to me how a man like Mr. Bennett, who was so 
able, so gentle, and so true to the cause of Free
thought, and who never was charged with committing 
an act in all his life worthy.of stripes or of bonds, 
should hav had such unscrupulous personal enemies. 
But he had such enemies, and I hold them responsi-
ble for his death. · 

A Deserved Tribute. 
.1'nnn Pomeruw'• Dtmoerat. 

M. M. PowaY, EsQ., Dear Sir: I see a. notice in 
your paper of the 16th inst. of the death of my old 
employer, D. M. Bennett. Let me add my mite in 
his praise. I worked for him four ·years, 1861 to 
1865 inclusiv, and found him the best, most cheer
ful dJld honest man· J ever met. He never seemed 
to know what fatigue was; would spend entire weeks 
without even lying down, much less going to bed, 
working hard ~ day and writing hard all night, 
taking "naps," as he called them, in his old arm
chair at his desk. He was at that time in the drug 
business in Cincinnati, 0., where he be~ame quite , 
wealthy, but lost it all in cotton and oil speculations. 
I do not indorse his ideas, but he was one of "Nature's 
noblemen," and gave to every ·one his just dues. 
Charitable, honest, and temperate, I regret his death 
deeply, and wish the world had more like him.· 

St. Louis. . H. C. RonmsoN. 

Lake Shore Spiritualist Conference. 
There will be a Conference of the workers in Spirit

ualism of northeastern Ohio, northern Pennsylvl),nia, 
and northern New York, at Grand Army Hall, Erie, 
Pa., on Saturday and Sunrlay, February 24 and 25, 
1883. All Spiritualists and other Liberals who are 
interested in the advancement of the cause, and are 
willing to go into some kind of concerted action to 
get the truth before the people, are invited to attend. 

Several good speakers and mediums are engaged to 
be at the convention, among whom are Rev. A. A. Mc
Master, formerly a Universalist minister; JudgeR. S. 
McCormick, Moses Hull, Mattie E. Hull, W. F. Mc
Cormick, Mrs. M. J. Clark, Madam M. J. Phillips, 
Henry B. Allen, E. E. Keenan, the Spiritual artist, 
and others. 

Board has been engaged a.t all the leading hotels 
at reduced rates. Though this is called the Lake Shore 
Spiritualist Conference, Spiritualists and Liberalists 
from any part of the world will be welcome to attend 
and co-operate. · 

Obituary. 
DIED. In Farlinville, Linn co., Kansas, on Thursday, Jan. 

4th, 1883, Sarah A. Dewey, aged 46 years. 
Mrs. Dewey had been confined to ·her bed about 

three months, with dysentery. She bore her suffer
ings with that patience and bravery characteristic of 
the woman. She was a believer in the philosophy of 
Spiritualism, and a LiberitJ. in every sense of the word. 
She was perfectly conscious to the last. . She told her 
family that she could not liv, that she did not want 
to but for their sakes, that death had no terrors fm 
her-it was only passing to the scenes of spit;itua 
life. She called her children one by one, kissee.. 
them, urged them to liv good and true lives, and bade 
them good-bye. She passed away as peacefully and 
calmly as a babe going to sleep. She was a woman 
of strong, steadfast character, an exempl9:ry citizen, 
neighbor, wife, and mother, and a true friend, She 
leaves a widower and six children,who·deeply mourn 
her loss. .A. E. E. 

AUi.Qnwe, Ohio, Jan. 29, 283. 

Back of the speakers, between two American flags, 
was hung a large and splendid portrait of Thomas 
Paine, which could be seen from all parts of the hall, 
and which attracted much deserved attention. This 
fine portrait is the work and property of Addie L. 
Ballou. It spoke many times louder than words 
nuld of her ra.re talent u an artifit IIJld of hu ex· 

Now I think that the Radicals owe it to his mem
ory to erect a Publishing House, in our metropolitan 
city, which shall be devoted to the cause in which be 
died. Under the same roof should be a commodious 
Hall, to be called "Bennett Hall," which, under the 
trusteeship of the Board of Directors of the National 
Liberal League, should be open at cost to the free 
discussion of all subject. of interest to the cause of "ANsWlllU! To Cn:&I&T'Id ~'" Jlr D. lt 
humanit,. .bd illidel Uw Ale of Mr. BeD.llett'• Beuett. Price, II ectll. 
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~citnliftc. 

Liherty; Science,· arid Humanity. 

of a practical lifE~ or "religion .. which may become 
the basis of a social power and of morality to man
~d. We h~J,ve found amid a great variety that there 
IS a general harmony as to these conceptions: 

The noble mRn, then, 
Must be helpful and good, 
Unweariedly must weave. 

The useful and right 
Sh,\ll to us an emblem be 
Of our imagined ideal ones. 

.A League .Anniversary. ~HE lN:FrnrrE can no longer be a person, and in 
ceasing to be such it becomes the unknowable, which 
must be the fundamental conception of the knowable 

TWO LEOTt1RES DELIVERED BEFORE THE N Y. LIBERAL CLtTB Cosmos and of all science. The Infinite becomes 
BY T. B. wAKEMAN -CoNTINUED. conceivable as the foundation of the world, and be-

The Harmony and Meaning· of · the . Scientific 
Gospels. 

fore it the wisest stand in silence and awe; the fool
FALLACIES CONCERNING THE COS}{OS ~ THE INFINITE. ish, with grimaces of fear and terror, aee in it the re-

3, Revelation; miracles, prayer, . and inspiration flection of themselves. · 
have fallen because of the deanthropomorphization As to the CosMos: We have shown also a general 

The Newark Liberal League celebrated its fifth an
niversary by a literary ·and musical entertainment of 
a most pleasant character on the 6th inst. Between 
three and four hundred people crowded Upper Li
brary Hall, on Market street, to its utmost capacity 
on the occasion, and when the floor was cleared it was 
well that not more than half took advantage of the 
invitation to dance. 

The exercises were opened by an overture by Mr. of God. . . harmony of scientific conceptions which give us a new 
Science banishes miracles. The day of mir~cles is solution of the world, or universe, entirely contrary 

past, say the Protestants, and with that admission the to, and therefore entirely replacing, the old theolog
only basis of their phase of theology falls. For the ap- ical and religious. solution. Although this rrrodern 
peal to miracles, and the evidence by which they solution is as yet but partly understood and adopted, 
were supposed to be sustained, was the cornerstone we have seen that its ·consequences cannot be escaped, 
of their faith after the authority of the Romish and that it is the part of prudence to regard them 
church and its traditions had be~n rejected. Next with prevision and provision, and to make them the 
to the argument from design which we have just con- basis of human life, individual and collective, aR soon 
sidered, it occupied the most prominent place in as possible. 

D. B. Dana and orchestra, followed by a few intro
ductory remarks by Mr. Avery, the president of the 
League, who said: 

their fundamental "evidences." But how are the :J3U:t one and the main thing, a morality, is yet to be 
mighty fallen 1 As the law of evolution, with its fomid. It is manifest that the Cosmos possesses no 
adaptation, natural selection, and survival of the fit- mprcil or human quality whatsoever. The power that 
test, has banished the illusion of designs from na- maketh for righteousness i,s not there. But does not 
ture, so the law ·of correlation and equivalence of the law of evolution make for righteousness? Is not 
forces, together with the law of deanthropomorphism the right, the good; and the wrong, the bad; one en
of God, has banished the idea of miracles, prayer~ hancing .and the other, retarding human progress ? 
answer, and inspiration. Scientists have no longer Is not therefore this moral distinction fundamental 
patience with those who insist· upon the discussion in the world itself? Let us not be again the victims 
of these pseudo-notions. The reason is that Science of fa;ncies from which we have just received our 
has confirmed the laws referred to by such evidence emancipation; The admirers of Herbert Spencer are 
that to doubt them, after being acquainted with the particularly liable to illusions of this kind, which may 
evidence, would simply be evidence oj insanity. See in time, as in similar cases, become delusions to their 
Berbert Spencer's "First Principles," chaps. 1-9. less thoughtful follOwers. This illusion is the old one 

"The cause which we represent is rapidly growing. 
Throughout the country Leagues are multiplying, and now 
there are nearly two hundred and fifty. The work which we 
propose to do is entirely humanitarian; we take no stock in 
theology. That is a theory of the past. Our rallying cry is 
the brotherhood of man. Much is yet to be accomplished. 
The churches are still strong; but even with them the Lib
eral feeling is apJ?arent, and if they survive they will be 
changed into orgamzations whose main purpose will be the 
improvement of the affairs of tbis world. The signs of the 
times are auspicious. We need not be discouraged-the work 
already done so successfully points to a happy to-morrow." 

The address of the evening was by Mr. Putnam, 
who has always been a favorit lecturer before the 
League. He said: 

There can be no miracles, prayer-answer, orinspira- of the design notion or teleology in a new and more 
tion without a personal anthropomorphic deity to subtle form. Loo]r at it a moment. 
work them. This conception of God we have shown Because the survival of the fittest leaves only the 
to b_e not only utterly devoid of proof, but incapable· fittest to survive in the end, and we now subjectively 
of proof, and inconceivable. See Fiske's "Cosmie regard the: facts, acts, or qualities that determined 
Philosophy," chap. "Anthropomorphic Theism.'!· The. who were the fittest; as moral because they result 
Protestants, however, insist that ·although mil·acles beneficially to u~, it in no wise follows that they have 
have ceased iii modern times they were wrought at any moral quality objectively, that is, independently of 
the time of Christ a.nd his apostles as evidences of our human feelings and uses. The moral quality of 
his divine mission. But this position will not. stand the survival of the fittest, or the fightiest, applies to 
a moment's inquiry. Were the laws of Nature and the tiger or the rattlesnake, just as well as. to man. 
correlation less valid eighteen hundred yeats ago "The eternal 'power that Jives in every event of the 
than now, or was God, "without a shadow ofturning," universe is" not "thus seen to be in the deepest pas
more like a man then than now? Was there ever a sible sense the author of the mora}, la.w which should 
time when the Christian advoe11tes needed the attest-. f,ruide our lives;" but ·just as truly of the most im
ing power of miracles more than now? Was it not moral law, which should not guide anyone but a sav
expressly promised that this power should continue? age, or a Spencerian philosopher in his abandon-

"I speak to-night of the relations of Liberalism to the past, 
the present, and the future. The orthodox think they bav 
far more love and reverence for the past than we, but it is 
not so. They respect only the 11hell, while we would pene
trate to the deeper life within. The orthodox venerate the 
Bible as a divine book, while we venerate not the Bible as a 
record, but those mighty and prophetic souls that made the 
Bible. It is the spirit that we regard, a.nd through all the 
past, whenever the spirit of man has ~anifested itself in any 
·sincere way, there do we find somethmg worthy of our per
sistent study. We claim all the past for our heritage; all its 

" And these signs shall follow them that believe. In my ment of the rest of mankind to the tender mercies 
name shall they cast out devils; they shall speak with new of objective evolution. 
tongues," etc. : In a word, the moral quality of evolution as a whole 

Such. word~ were spoken when a sta~ {)f thmg:s is no stronger than the moral quality of each and 
and beliefs existed the reverse of th~se whic~ pre.vail every one of its steps, because each step is entirely 
~-day. T~en the ~o:ld was. explame~ by Imagma- independent of the other. It is our reading which 
twn and :will; now It IS ~xp~amed by. smence and law. makes a whole of these steps. That whole is made 
Under, this l~tter, the smen~Ific solutwn of the.world, up of these steps, each being the resultant only of 
Hu~e s law m. rega,;d to Illlracles and :evelahons of antecedents, as a natural, inevitable change, and not 
all ki~ds. applies With a for?e m~y times stronge_1· as the teleological steps of a. great design. Therer 
~an It did when ~e uttered It. Smence has ma~e ~t fore, evolution as a whole makes for righteousness 
Irrefragab~e. It Is not only now p~·obable, ?ut It Is only as each and every instance of natural selection 
even certam, that men hav been deceived or mistaken, does--that is not at all. Evolution knows no dif
o.r willing to d~ceiv:e, and that no violation or varia- ference betw~en the rattlesnake, a tiger, and a ·man. 
twn of the scientific laws of nature hav ever oc- The whole human race may yet become the victilns of 
curr~d. . . _ . . some parasite, or cell growth, which shall make the 

W1th t:ms conclusw.n the authonty of the Bible a~ human brain its food, and which may become possi
a revelatwn falls, for It makes no pretense of proof of ble i.e. be brought into existence under evolution 
inspiration aside from tJ:e ~'wonderful. works': by only, b~cause of the fact that the whole world has 
which the revelator and his. mterpreters :w.ere attest- been as it has been. What a grand moral result ef 
ed. . Nor does the. authonty and traditwn of the evolution, and of the moral power that lives in every 
B.omis_h church, which the Protestants deny, remedy event, the triumph of this parasite over the human 
th~ difficulty; for these,. too, rest. onl;y ?pan the race would be! It would even then not equal w.hat 
muaculous history of ~hnst and his ~smples and according to Spencer and the Nebular Hypothesis is 
apost~es, ~d these a.gam UJ?Oll the mrraculous and sure to occur when the Solar System winds up and 
mythical history of the creatwn of the world, and of sends the earth and the whole human race in a burn
the JewisJ: people: .These an? all so-called ;religions ing sun. That will be a triumph of the moral power 
or theologies restmg upon. mn:acles, revelatiOns, and of evolution, with a v~ngeance! 

hope and aspiration. All the bibles of the past are ours; all 
its literature and art. The soul of the past is a continuous 
inspiration. It livs within our heart and brain, 

"We sympathize also with the universal present; not with 
one part of the race, but with the whole. We realize our 
kinship with every nationality, with every tribe, with every 
man. Wherever there is any struggle for liberty, for ad
vancement-in India, in Russia, in Ireland, as well as in 
America-there do we feel the thrill of brotherhood. We 
recognize the oneness of man. There is no separation, there 
are no select few. The world must move together. The 
fibers of our life are intertwined with the remotest lands. 
Beneath every sky we see the nobleness of human endeavor. 
And from the past and present thus bound together in one 
living destiny we look forward into the expanding future. 
While dwelling in profounde8t love and reverence for the 
past, most pre-eminently do we look onward to th~; better 
times. Within the future of humanity is the glowing heaven 
of our hopes, the kingdom of man-not where kings and 
princes reign, but the people, in the full possession of all 
their rights, and where every man is a sovereign in intellect
ual and moral capacity. The orthodox look up to a station
ary heaven, where after death they expect to remain forever; 
but we look, as Goethe says, into the beyond-the ever-pro
gressiv future of the race. There is our immortality, not 
stationary, but dynamic-a constant energy and a constant 
growth. 

"The past and the present are but stepping-stones to a 
more heroic ancl splendid future." 

l'Ir. Dana, who seems to hav been intended by na
ture to be a cornetist, then gave an "Arbuckleian " 
solo upon his favorit instrument, which w~s heartily 
encored, after which Mr. Oscar F. Gifford recited 
"The Tramp " in as effectiv a manner as possible 
without costume. Being recalled, he. rendered the 
''Man with Many Names" in an equally acceptable 
manner, and was succeeded by Miss Dora Hopper, 
who sang "I'm Alone" with so much earnestness 
that there seemed to be a general inclination on the 
part of the young men present to ascend the plat
form and relieve her unfortunate predicament. Like 
the others, with the exception of the speakers, she 
was obliged to repeat, and then Mr. A. T. Van Winkle 
performed twice very skilfully upon t.he xylophone, 
getting as much music out of that rather wooden in
strument as any one could. 

The platform entertainment concluded with a 
comedietta, called "Carried by Assaul~," in which 
Messrs. J. W. and G. A. Frankel and Miss Fannie 
Frankel, who are amateurs of no inconsiderable tal-

persenal gods! hav~ no smentific support w?atever, The trouble is that when philosophers, who have 
and with all mtelhgent people pass o_ver. mto the done grandly for science, make the slip of ascribing 
re~ of myth, fable, poetry, or. symbohzatwn. Ex- the potency of life to inorganic matter, or sexes to 
ooptmg as .such, let no more t1me be wasted upon chemical affinities, or morality to evolution, they not 
them. . . . . . only disci:edit themselves, but furnish a basis for end-

Nor dC? personal revelatwns and mspira~wns m less delusions. If fancy or poetry or a qu<U>i theol
modern trmes fare any better under these mexora- ogy is needed, let us keep them distinct from physi
ble laws of science. These are nothing, or they are cal and material science and remember the words of 
all instances of miracles worked within the conscious- Goethe: " The imaginati~n is indeed a beautiful facul
ness of the individual, so as to be manifest only to ty, but I like it not when it plays with facts." 
him, and not to the rest of the world. That such And again hear how, in his poem " The Godlike " 
~acles ca.~ occur within the b~ain, or ~ind, ~r con-

1 
(Das Goettliche), he gives the. trUe source of moral 

scwusness, IS now known to be JUSt as rmpossible. as I conception and power, as not m nature, but IN MAN, 
that miracles should occur in the outer physical where we shall next look for it and find it. 

ent, kept the audience ·amused for half an hour or 
more, when the impatient dancers took possession of 
the hall, and, motioning the band to proceed, sWUilg 
their partners through the waltz and quadril with 
vim and courage. An olu gentleman of over seventy 
was noticed among the most vigorous dancers. Those 
not conversant with the dance congregated in cor
ners and held friendly converse. 

We are glad to learn that the entertainment was a 
success financially as well as esthetically. It would 
be well if other Leagues followed the example of this 
one, for the social part of our natures is all too little 
cultivated and catered to by our present organiza-world. The laws of psychology are t?emselves but Under etf>rnal brazen Far unfeeling 

instances of the great and all-embracmg law of cor- Mighty laws Nature is to all 
relation, by which the remotest star systems and the Must ~e S.:l ~e; the ~un shines . 
high _. fancies that ever flit tJll"ough the human O:ur b81llg s 0 er the evil a.?d the good, 

e!'u . . • Oiroie complete. And to !!he evil-doer, 
oonS«OUtmeM a.re eeen to be illu*a.tions of an mev- As m the best, glea.m 
itable and invariable order. · Tll'e lPOOl1 a.nd ftle stars. 

_. I'C'e let u1 pallN and •enf. & ~ ~a.rd b&
fore we ta.b ·iJ:ie nen itep. ·· We have· reviewed the 
scientific conceptionl!l' that preva.U as · to the Infinite 
ad CoiDlol, to c:lUconr in them, if possible, the basis 

lli.N, ~md he alone, 
Can dare the il:opdssi"l•; 
l!e disttnguishes, 
.Chooses, and judges; 
He to the moment ean 
Continuance lead. 

:W:e~ee.u 
~~ 1lh6 geed, 
Puntsh the oad, 
Heal and save; 
All the erring, strayiBI, 
Usefully oombine. 

tions. It was said once bv a preacher that "the 
devil had stolen all the good tunes," a.nd perhaps he 
was right, for at present the churches monopolize 
the social elements of the communities. The cllureh 
recogn.Wes that the :fiddle a.tbraots better than the 
preacher, and the violin ma.y now be reokoned a.mo~ 
the a.etiv missionary foroel!l. Lei the Libara.ls devot. 
more time to eoci&l matters, a.nd our ranks will. be 
increased by energetic young people, whose services. 
a.re of inestimable valne. 
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Qlt.11nmunicatioqs. Infidel Philosophy. 
There is something so supremely ridiculous in po~

tions of the scriptures, and in some of the religious 
The Conversion of Paul. beliefs, that although the Freethinker endeavors to 

w tak th f f A t · m r t 1 hold a steady rein over his expressions, they often 
aft et:owd the ~PSt eh narra Iv 0 c s Im ec Ia e Y seem impious and heaven-daring to the Christian. 

er e ea 0 ep en: It is safe to say, however, that the Infidel treats 
And there was in that day a great persecution against the . Christianity with as much respect and consideration 

church that was in Jerusalem; and they were all dispersed, I Ch · t· d Infid rt Th fufid 1 _ 
except the legates, among the villages of Judea, and likewise: as rls Ians ? . , e 1 Y· e- e nev~r pe~ 
among the Samaritans. And believing men gathered up and: secutes for opmwn s sake-never keeps a b1g devil 
buried Stephen. And they lamented over him greatly. Ancl, to set on those who disagree with him, nor thinks 
Saul persecuted the church of God, entering houses and ' his cause so holy as to justify lying and deceit to sua-

. dr~gging .. ~ortlr men and women and committing them to tain it. 
pnson (vm, 1-3). I f . h h · h · . . n ormer t1mes the c urc es denved t err sup-

It must hav been a fearful persecutiOn whiCh drove port mainly from two source!!, viz.: camp-meetings 
o_ut of Jerusalem all .of the 5,000 recent converts 1 in summer and protracted meetings in winter. The 
(1v, 4). . ~d what a smgular persecutor was Sa~l, ! recruits enlisted at these efforts were made to "come 
whose viCtrms we:e ob~cure men ~nd women, while l down" handsomely. The hope of heaven on the one 
he allowed the ch1ef agitators to giv Deacon Stephen hand, and the fear of hell on the other, extOI-ted suf
a fol'lllal funeral! ficient sums from this heavenly spawn to keep the 

But we pass on ~o the next chapter,.where the per- priests fat and all the churches in running order. 
secutor reappears m a grand tableau mvant. The people havbecometoointelligent to be caught 

And Saul was still full of threats and deadly hatred against in gull-traps set in open daylight, and the decoy is 
the disciples of our Lord. And he requested that a letter now the sociables, lotteries, church fairs, etc. Thus 
from the high priest might. be given him unto Damascus, to those who would not aiv a cent dire.ctly thoughtless-

ments hav swept around the entire heavens. So ac
curately hav these observations been conducted that 
the position of each -star is as exactly mapped 
out as the cities and villages on the earth. In view 
of these facts, I ask the Christian to explain how it 
has happened that the New Jerusalem, with itlil 
gemmed walls, and pearly gates, and golden pave
ments, has been overlooked by these close observers. 
And please tell us where the place in which the 
wicked are to be punished-"where the smoke ot 
their tol'lllent ascendeth up forever"-is located. Of_ 
one thing we may be certain: they are not locai!ed 
within a radius which light can travel in 3,500,000 
years, or their exact position would hav been care
fully note'd by these accurate observers. 

Now, f.ellow-sinners, let us take a rest and breathe 
easy, for I hav demonstrated scientifically that hell is 
too far distant to get up much of a scare, and that 
heaven is so far away that it will dissolve into the 
thinnest kind of a cloud before we can reach it. 
Then let us go right forward and strive to do good, 
not because we are selfish enough to try to win 
heaven, nor because we are cowardly enough to fear 
hell, but out of a pure desire to make the wOl'ld bet
ter and happier. 

the synagogs; that if he shuuld find persons pursuing this .,. 
course, men or women, he might bind and bring them to ly contribute ·to support the church; even professed I traveled in a far-off and strange countrv, where 
Jerusalem. And as he was going and began to approach Liberals often attend those fairs and sociable!!, not -"' 
Damascus, suddenly there poured upon him a light from realizing that they are treasonably giving the enemy the musketoes were as big as bull-dogs, their wings 
heaven. And he fell to the ground; antl he hearcl a voice 'd d f rt If L'b . will as large as boat-sails, their bills as long as marlin
which said to him: Saul! Saul! why persecutest thou me? It ai an eom 0 · I erals are consistent they spikes, their eyes as large as watch-crystals, and their 
will be hard for thee to kick against the goads. He r&plied, be CfU'eful how they gather with one hand and scat- b lik th · f t I th 
and said: Who art thou, my Lord? And ou.r Lord said: I am ter with the other. uzz e e roanng 0 many wa ers. n ana er 
Jesus, the Nazarene, whom thou persecutest. But arise and country I found a peculiar kind of people living un-
go into the city, and there it will be told thee. what thou Th l t f t t hi b l h der water. Their beasts of burden were the mon-
oughtest to do. And the men who traveled with him in the e c us er 0 s ars 0 w ch our sun e ongs 88 t f th d d th li d · th t h t 

b d It b d · b tt d s ers o e eep, an ey ve m e s omac s o 
way stood amazed; for they heard merely the voice, and no een surveye · s oun aries are e er un er- b' fish In till th t th ·· h b't ts 
one was visible to them. And Saul arose from the ground, stood than the boundaries of some countries on the Ig . es. s ana er coun ry e lll a 1 an 
and nothing was visible to him, with his eyes opened. And globe on which we liv. Its shape may be aptly il- were l~e salamanders; no fire could burn them, and 
they took him by the hand and led him into Damascus. And lustrated by placing two very flat watch crystals to- everything th~y touched t~rned to ashes. They were 
he had no sight for three days, and he neither ate nor drank. aethei· so that th . f ·will f h twenty feet h1gh, and their shoes were as large 811 
And there was in Damascus a certain disciple whose name bth O 'te.Ir c.oncave sur aces ace esc ca.rioes, slid their children were hatched from eggs 
was Ananias. And the Lord said unto him in a vision: An- o · er. ur posi ·lOll IS near the center of the cluster. th h ll f h' h uld h ld b h 1 f h 
anias! And he said: Lo, I am here, my Lord. .A.nd our Lord Although the stars are untold millions of miles apart, The s e ulst~ li~ dlc wtol o a f uths e ho dcorn esc . 
said to him: Arise, go to the street which is called Straight, h l k J'.. •t· t d th t · ey m 1p e grea y; some o em a as many 

d . . . th 1 f J d f 8 1 h . f th w en we oo .uom our pos1 wn owar a re6iriOD th d . th · th h d th an 1nqmre 1n e wuse o u as or m1 , w o 1s rom e . th h h' h uld .d t th .d as a ousan Wives; e more Wives ey a e 
city of Tarsus; for, lo, while he prayed, he saw in a vision a Ill e eavens W lC wo COITespon o ·e e ges th 1 d th d th t d d t 
man named Ananias, who came and laid his hand upon him of the watch crystals the stars appear to be com- m~re ey P ease . e. go s · ey pre en .e 0 war-
that his eyes might be opened. And Ananias said: My Lord, pacted and wedged together, while in that quarter of ship, a~d when a ~fe died she turned to a pillar of salt. 
I hav heard of this man from many, how much evil he hath the heavens answering to the sides of the cr stals Th~y lived exclusivly on apples, and spoke a language 
perpetrated toward thy saints at Jerusalem. And lo, here ti l Y which snakes could understand. No matter what 
also he hath authority from the chief priests to bind all them com para v Y few stars are seen. The appearance of · th 'tt d th bl d f rt · · di 
h 11 th Th L d · 1 t h' , · d th b · 1 · ht t 1 b cnme ey comm1 e , e oo o a ce run m -t at ca on y name. e or sa1e o 1m: ""nse an go; e eavens Ill a c ear n1g , even o a care ess o - ·a al h di d t · b f · uld h 

for he is to me a chosen vessel to carry my name to the aen- . 'll t' fy h' f th t f th ill Vl u w o e many cen ur1es e ore wo was , serve1, wi sa 1s 1m o e correc ness o e us- th 1 t t f 't T all h h f 'th th 
tiles [nations], and to kings, and among the sons of Israel. tration. The light of millions of these stars mingling away e as . race o 1 • o W o av ru , ese 
For I will show him how much he is to suffer on account of ond blending together foi ..... S 8 bn'ght belt around sta.tements will ap.pear. as clear and as true as holy 
my name. Then Ananias went to the house to him; and he " ........ t. H li d t d bt th h ld 
laid his hand upon him and said to him: Saul, my brother, the heavens which we call the milky way. In this Wl'I any are mc ne 0 0~ ' ey s ou re-
our Lord Jesus, he who appeared to thee as thou cam est, zone the stars are so numerous that they hav been ~ember ~hat those who doubt. will be. damned. Call 
bath sent me that thy eyes might be opened. And he arosq aptly called star-dust. Light hich trav ls t th Ill the pr1est, and, after prayers, he :Will tell yo~ that 
and was baptized. And he took food and was invigorated. f l 

2 0 
.
1 

' w e a e the greater the mystery and the b1gger the he, the 
And he was some days with the disciples of Damascus. And rate o near Y 00,0 0 m1 es per second, would re- f 'th 'll b · d t b 1' th f 'th 
forthwith he announced Jesus in the synagogs of the Jews, quire about three years to travel from one of these more ru . Wl e reqmre ? e Ieve; e more ai 
that he is the son of God. And all they that heard him were stars to another, or from the nearest fixed star to the you exermse the surer you will be of heaven. 
amazed; and they said: Is not this he who persecuted all earth; while those situated in the more remote pru-ts God moves in a mysterious way, 
them that called on this ·name in Jerusalem'/ And lo, for f th l t uld . th 2 OOO His blunders to perform, 
this very thing also was he sent hither that he might bind 0 e c us er wo requrre more an • . years. His word shines forth with glorious ray; 
and carry them to the chief priests (ix, 1-21). Yet these stars are comparativly our near neighbors. 'Twill save you-in a horn. 

On the question of the ecclesiastical ·authority of So crowded clo the stars appear to be in some parts 
Jerusalem over Damascus, A.D. 30 to 40, Rabbi ·wise of the milky way that by counting them in a single 
says:. field of view Hersc}lel was led to conclude that 50,000 

"How can anyone imagin that the high priest and Sanhc- passed under his review, in a zone. two degrees wide, 
drim of Jerusalem, whose power [after A.D. 30] was reduced in a single hour's observation. 
at home to zero almost, could exercise jurisdictionin a for- Our cluster is but one of many millions scattered 
eign country. over the-persons ofking's [emperor's] subjects?" over the heavens in every conceivable variety, and at 
(Orig. of Chris., 427). inconceivable distances-some so near to us that the 

And Smith's Bible Dictionary, article Sanhedrim, stars comprising them can be separated with t.ele-
says: scopes of inferior power; others so far distant as to 

"According to the Jerusalem Gemara, the power of inflict- defy the most powerful instruments to separate them, 
ing capital punishment was taken away from this tribunal and are only seen by the best telescopes as light, 
forty years before the destruction of Jerusalem." • filmy patches on the deep blue of the heavens. These 

This fact is fatal to the power said to hav been QX- star clusters can never be numbered; their distances 
ercised by the Jewish authorities in the arraignment are so great that light from them would be thou
and condemnation of Jesus Christ, if it took place sands and even millions of years in reaching us. 
after A.D. 30, and equally fatal to the account of the Think of this infinitude of worlds. Let the imag-
stoning of Stephen after that date. ination span these immeasurable distances, and then 

The Sanhedrim was establishGd in the time of the fold its wing and drop from these starry bights down 
Maccabees-probably under the high-priesthood of to the Mosaic account of creation, in which these 
Hyrcanus I., 135-107 B.c. (Chamb. En.). Its power congeries of shining worlds came near being over
was curtailed by the Romans, so that after A.D. 30 it looked entirely, and were only alluded to as an after
was, as Rabbi Wise says, reduced almost to zero. thought in the the all-comprehensiv expression: "He 
And yet the book of Acts assumes its existencs with made the stars also." In view of these myriads of 
full power not only to arraign and punish disciples shining suns, each probably accompanied by its reti
of Jesus in Judea, but in a foreign city; governed by nue of revolving worlds, is not the declaration 1' In 
a Roman propretor. six days God created the heavens and the earth" 

This question of jurisdiction which has so sorely ubout as silly a sentence as ever was written down on 
perplexed biblical scholars who hav song ht i;o main- 1Japer? 
tain the integrity of the narrativs of Acts, does not Herschel computed that in the densest part of the 
trouble us at all. The supreme tribunal of the Jews milky way 500 stars were ranged one behind the 
certainly maintained its authority up to 63 n.c., when other, each separated from the other by a distance 
Aristobulus II. was king of Judea, and his brother equal to that which separates us from the nearelilt 
Hyrcanus II. was high priest. And the instability of fixed star. Still his forty-foot reflector would shoot 
the government of Damascus prior to 63 n.c., when clear through this stratum of stars into the blue ether 
Aretas, at the request of its citizens, put a military beyond '\Vith this powerful instrument he could 
governor in the city, renders it quite possible that clearly see a cluster of stars so far removed that light 
Paul went there with authority from the Sanhedrim would only reach us after a journey of 350,000 years. 
to arrest heretics and bring them to Jerusalem for Professor :Mitchell affirms that if such a cluster were 
trial. moved back into space to ten times its present dis-

The story of Paul's conversion, therefore, may be tance, it could still be pursued and brought to view 
a truthful one, excepting the miraculous part of it, by the telescope of Lord Ross. 
and so much as is contradictory to the parallel ac- Light from a cluster thus situated would require 
counts in Acts of the same event, or inconsistent no less than 3,500;000 years to reach the earth. From 
with Paul's own writings. With these eliminations, every civilized country, a.nd from many il!la.ndl! of the 
we accept it as confil'lllatory of our discovery of Paul sea, these observations hav been made. Astrono~ 
63 B.c. ANTICHRIST. mars with their powerful space-penetrating il)stru-

JoHN PE<lK. 

" Doubter" Relieved of Doubt. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In 

THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 20th is an " Open Letter 
to Chas. E. Townsend," signed "Doubter," which, as 
an anonymous letter, does not deserve notice, but I 
will respond briefly, thus: As there can be no possi
ble self-acquired coherency inherent in unconscious 
nratter, as coherency is an exclusiv attribute of 
Inind, that fully answers the doubts of that" Doubter." 
Again, as the gist of the acts of unconscious matter, 
in nature, is their coherent adaptation to useful re
sults, evincing a purpose, it becomes an axiom that 
intelligent co-operation is the only potential force, or 
first cause, in the universe, capable of giving such 
coherent acts to incoherent matter, which is further 
proved by finite mind co-operation being the only 
potential force in all art performances with uncon
scious matter; as the sole cause of a purpose in 
their coherent acts, or forced accomplishments. 

These conclusiv facts of nature and art do not ad
mit of "further demonstration in time," as "Doubter" 
seems illogically waiting for. Such discovered ade
quacy completes the circuit of research. 

· CHAB. E. ToWNsEND. 
Locust Valley, N. Y., Feb. 4, 1883. 

"The Truth Seeker" Still Livs. 
From tlu Un>v.rat. 

Mary W. Bennett, widow of the late D. lf. Ben
nett, is now the publisher of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and 
Eugene M. Macdonald is the editor. This lilterling 
and widely-circulated Freethought journal has won 
its way so deep into the hearts of readers that there 
ean be no fear for its existence. To desert it now 
would be to strike a blow at the memory of its 
famous founder, who in life made it a defiant foe of 
the church; it would be to strike at the widow who 
110 nobly and faithfully stood by her late husband in 
all his perils, and it would, too, be ingratitude toward 
Mr. Macdonald, who so ably conducted the paper iJl 
the ma.ny trying emergencies of the pal!t. To TJro'TB 
SEEKER i11 a great paper and deserve!! the most gen
erous support of the Liberal public. The recent 
numbers received IU'e splendid in every respect. 
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Freeth~ught in Ireland. L~t me urge upon every re&der the importance of converts pushing him into the background-just tried 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TnuTH S:E;EKER, Sir:· Will thlB appeal, and how very materially he or she would this little dodge. to come to the front again; and he 

you kindly allow me through the medium of your be assisting us in our work by such contributions. has found the scheme to work admirably. 
widely circulated journal to appeal to the Freethink- Let no one be deterred from contributing to our A vicar named Timins is likely to get into trouble 
ers of the United States for assistance in our efforts library by the thought that perhaps some one else for administering poison with fatal effects to a girl 
to form a library in connection with the Freethought had sent the same volume or essay or magazine. We aged 16, one of his parishioners. . 
society which has recently been fO!.'med in this town? propose establishing a similar society as our own in A doctor near London has conspired with a female 
Keady is a rapidly rising town, six miles distant from Armagh, and any such extra copies will then be util- patient to charge his partner, whom he had swindled, 
the old historic city of Armagh, the ecclesiastical ized and prove very acceptable. In conclusion, we with an indecent assault, which drives the latter to 
capital of Ireland, and the district in which it is venture to remind fOU of the zeal wb.ich Christians commit suicide. The swindler is a member of the 
situated-one of the most prosperous and peaceful in show in propagating their "gospel" in every quarter Salvation .Army. 
Ireland-being the center of the linen manufacture of the globe, and we trust that our American breth- A curate was charged last week with collecting 
for which ~he north has long been celebrated, presents ren will not be wanting in a like zeal in sending the alms under false pretenses and getting drunk with 
a favorable field for the propagation of Freethought "good tidings " of Freethought across the ocean to the proceeds. He was fined £5 and costs, or one 
principles. The number of Liberal thinkers, mem- this priest-ridden ]and. month's imprisonment. 
be:s ~f _the society, is as yet small; but we hope by Yours in the cause of mental freedom, There are also other instances of little failings on 
a JUdiCious propaganda to add considerably to our THOMAS G. WALLACE. the part of the "friends of God;" the above are but 
strength. I say judicious propaganda because the 2 Hill st., Keady, Oo. Armagh, Ireland. samples. It is scarcely possible to look through a 
forces of orthodoxy are 80 powerful that we are daily paper without meeting with some such cases. 
obliged to be very guarded in our assaults upon the Onr London Letter. And these are the individuals we are to look up to 
popular theology lest the blind bigotry and in toler- The church is struggling' hard to ga.in its former and revere, and by followin~ their teachi~gs gain ac-
ance of our opponents be aroused to crush us. hold on the people of this country, who are surely, . cess to heaven. What a delightful place It must be! 

Freethought has as yet made but little progress in though perhaps lillowly, emancipating themselvs from London, Jan. 17• 1883· J. D. 
this country. Here and there in the northern, east- the deadly influence· of its power through so many 
ern, 8Jld·southern districts a few isolated Freethink- long centuries. As the lay members of society will A New Process for Manufacturing Christiasn. 
era may be found, but separated as they are from not go to the priests, the priests must go to the laity At the closing scenes of a series of theological 
each other, without auy organization, and surrounded and sally forth into the highways and byways, fin- farces termed "religious revivals," recently played in 
on all sides by professing Christians, they are deavoring to compel them to come in. The clergy a popular church of Norwich, Conn., that clerical 
rendered almost powerless. The deplorable outrages could not, or would not, see that power over the clown, the Kentucky Mountaineer, having roused the 
which hav occurred in this country, and which by minds of the masses was slipping away from them, ire of the chief priests and elders of the church by 
their daring and ferocity hav appalled the civilized and they hav at 1ast, though too ]ate for themselvs, too much liberality in preaching, was constrained to 
world, were in almost every instance perpetrated by awakened to the fact that such is the case. take the back track and let fly from the pulpit a min
men ignorant and illiterate, whom centuries of mental The Salvation Army hav made a great noise and isterial boomerang at the heads of Infidels and sin
serfdom had brutalized ancl degraded. Happily edu- boasting over the numeroulil converts made, or sup- ners, in order to conciliate the saints of the synagog 
cation is spreading, and education leads to thinking, posed to hav been made, and now that co:rporation and placate the presiding pulpiteer. "Brethren," 
and thinking to knowledge. The people are every known by an ingenious piece of pleasantry as the said he, "I am no Universalist, for I do not believe 
year growing more self-reliant-there is undoubted national church, throwing aside that digriity on all will be saved. I am talking to men and women in 
evidence that the church of Rome, which has always which it formerly so prided itself, has started an op- this congregation who will go to hell so sure as there 
been strong in the affections of Irishmen, has come position army. A few clergymen, supported by sun- is a God." This "blessed assurance" of woe for· 
at last upon evil days. The spread of knowledge, of dry sister~" brides of Christ "-and a varied assort- somebody seemed to soothe the anxious souls of t:he 
American ideas, and, though to a very limited extent, ment of devotees, parade the streets with banners sanctified and restored confidence in the orthodoxy 
of Freethought, has weakened the influence of the flying and trumpets blowing. .After su~ceeding ·in of the evangelist. 
authority of the church, but there is no trace as yet getting a large crowd of rough characters together, Then followed an ecclesiastical exhortation, and 
of a general intellectual revolt against Romanism. and getting well mobbed and peltecl with street a tragi-comic caricature of the "carpenter's son." 
There is a significant tendency on the part of the refuse, they make a hasty stampede to their sanctuary, Said he to sinners, "It is not necessary for you to 
people to attenuate the authority of the clergy over where there is a general riot, the pollee are called in, come forward and humbl& yourselvs before this altar, 
them in more than merely political questions. The and the business concludes for that night. Of course nor even to call the name of Jesus; all that is re
president of a Catholic workingmen's club lately in- a report is made that so many " souls hav been quired is to rise or hold up the hand to show that 
sisted in his inaugural address upon the right of men brought to Jesus," the officers plaster up their you accept the savior, and he will graciously receive 
to think freely on all questions subject to no external wounds and pose sweetly as martyrs, the mob has you." But not a soul indicated a desire to be "taken 
restraint ef any kind. But it is essentially in poli- thoroughly enjoyed itself, and everyone is well sa tis- in," even on such easy terms. At last veteran "sin
tics that t·he people hav of late taken up an attitude fied with the perfonnance. It certainly seems very ners " were given over to hardness of heart, and his 
toward their religious teachers which is full of grave strange that magistrates allow these disturbances to pious prattle turned to the infantil subjects of "total 
embarrassment to the church. It is impossible to continue, but as it is eminently respectable to appear depravity" in the following strain: "Now, little ones, 
say at present how far this attitude may affect there- to be religious they are afraid to denounce the in- Jesus loves little children; the Bible tells you so. He 
ligioua future of the masses. The present anxiety of citers of the riots for fear they should be looked upon is here to-night and wants you to stand up to show 
clergy would seem to favor the idea that they are in as Infidels and lose caste. If, on the other hand, a that you love him. Only think how much he has 
danger of losing the people. Both bishops and body of Freethinkers paraded the streets in the same done for you. Now won't yon stand up just to please 
priests, called to choose between their obedience to mllJlner, and with equal results, we should hear quite him?" 
Rome and the c11use of their country, hav divided another tale. It would be found that there were Presently a mere child-a gil:l-baby of perhaps 
their ranks, and shown the remarkable spectacle of plenty of la.ws in existence to put down anything of three summers--was held up in the lap of a lady. 
ihe pope obliged to make terms with his represents- that sort. The eagle eye of the great evangelist caught the 
tivs in Ireland in order to save his purely religious As matters stand, however,we hav no need to attempt movement, and peering over the pulpit with out
authority. .Archbishop l\IcCabe, in Dublin, steadily the work of proselyting in that mode. By a calm ap- stretched arm and pointed finger, he eagerly ex
maintains the authority of the law; Archbishop peal to the better part of man, his intellect and rea- claimed, "Is that little girl standing up for Jesus?" 
Croke, of Oastrel, identifies himself with the extreme soning faculties, we make our way, and shall continue The baby head was nodded, whereupon the poor 
party. Individual bishops, again, dread the moral to do so without any danger of our work being inter- child was pampered by priestly palaver to the disgust 
disintegration of the new doctrins, while bishops rupted by the spasmodic efforts of the priests to of sensible "sinners." "My little girl, it don't mat
like Dr. Nulty issue pamphlets almost Socialistic in countermine us. We do not require to hav our ter whether I know your name or not; Jesus knows 
their boldness of assertion; and the priests who are ranks re-enforced by those who are only to be in- it and loves you. And now, little girl," said he, roll
entirely sprung from the people-:." consecrated peas- fluenced through their passions; we are much better ing his eyes upward, and pointing to the bell-loft, 
ants," they may be well called-are, for the most off without such recruits. We require quality more "your name is written up there in the Lamb's Great 
part, identified with their flocks in political opinion. than quantity. Book of Life. You may now sit down, little girl, but 
The eftect of this divided attitude is strange~ The The class of people who are 1·edeemed by the remember that Jesus knows you and will love you so 
pope finds himself paralyzed by his bishops; the priests would only be a. drag on us and bring scan- long a.s you liv. Now is there not another little gir] 
bishops of moderate views never had so little author- dal to tbe cause. . We only want such as are sincere -some playmate of your~that will stand up for 
ity over the priests; and the priests who are moder- and deliberate seekers after truth, wherever it may Jesus?" 

· ate never had so little authority over the people, be found; not hysteri~al, excitable, shallow-minded By dint of coaxing and clerical cant three other 
while the bishops and priests who sympathize with individua.ls who are "all things by turns and nothing childish heads were put up, and thus brought into 
the political excesses of the people hav hardly any long"-Christians to-day, Infidels to-mmTow, and the fold ofChristian credulity. Theselittlelambkins 
purely religious authority at all, because the people Christians again the day after; they are but traitors of the flock evidently were "taken in" by the Mother 
know very well that their conduct has been in many in the camp, and too much care cannot be taken in Goose tales of the parson, and tickled by his theolog
respects unjustifl.cable on every ground, both of re- admitting applicants as me~bers of Freethought so- ical twaddle; and yet upon the platform were full
ligion and morality. In short, there is a general im- cieties. There is doubtless a gl'eat temptation in grown men(?) smiling their approbation, instead of 
pression that the church of Rome has begun to lose local branches to make a good show of numbers, but denouncing such a pious imposition on the credulity 
grollJ,ld in Ireland, as it has lost ground everywhere it must be remembered that some of the greatest of the cradle. 
on the continent of Europe. A Frenchman travel- battles hav been gained by the smaller armies. A The next morning was announced, "Four more 
ing in Ireland has declared the power of the church compact body of well-train&d and seasoned troops souls saved by grace at the gospel meetings!" But, 
to be already gone. Surely this state of things is can often do more than a large mass of undisci- thanks to the increase of infantine intelligence, not a 
calculated to awaken bright hopes for the future of plined soldiers. boy baby was "converted." BYRON BoARDMAX. 
Freethought in this country. Om society aims at These remarks of mine may be considered mere Norwich, Conn., Feb. 4, 1883. 
preparing the way in this and surrounding districts well-worn truisms, but as they are often lost eight of, 
for that intellectual revolt which must come in time, and. should be well kept in view, this must be my ex
as it has come to every other Roman Catholic nation cuse for again bringing them forward. 
in the world. A large and well-stocked library would There has been quite a lar~e crop of instances 
be the chief instrument in effecting our object, and as just lately of the "unco' guid' falling from grace. 
all the various sects of Protestantism hold aloof fi·om A "converted clown" and prominent member of the 
us, we ha.v resolved to appeal to our American breth- "blue ribbon army'' got· drunk and attempted to 
ren to assist us in our efforts to overthrow t.he vast commit suicide; his valueless life was unfortunately 
fabric of superstition which casts so baleful a shadow spared, and while in hospital he has had hundreds 
over our.land. ·we earnestly appeal to every indi- of presents and letters of oongratul~tion s~ower.ed 
vidual reader of this journal for cont.ributions o£ upon him by the godly One of his a.dmU"ers ~
boob, eBBays, pamphlets, reviews, or magazines. I formed him that God and the devil hav had a tam
should add that it is a matter of no consequence ble battle over him, the former, by a very near shave 
wnether these be new or not. Second-hand volumes (as usual), gaining the victory. I a.m. inclined to 
or magazines will be equally as acceptable as new. thjn.k that this clown, finding business slack-other 

&solutions of Sorrow. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The 

following resolutions were passed by the Northwest
ern Kansas Freethinkers' Association, and by it I was 
requested to giv you a copy. 

Resolved, That in the death of D. M. Bennett we recognize 
the loss to the Liberal oause of one of its greatest teachers, 
a man devoted to truth and humanity, and as such we honor 
his memory, and extevd to his companion our sympathy in 
her a:fllictions, and shall With pleasure lend "her our support 
in maintaining T:a:E T:aU'l'!l SE:uu. 

lle$olved, That the secretary be, and he is hereby, instructed 
to forward a copy of this resolution to Mrs. Bennett, and also 
t.o publish the same in the Kansas BkuU. 

J. W. HAGAMAN, Sec. N .. W. K. F. A. 
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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1883. 

The ·Mormon Problem. 
We print below the argument delivered by Judge 

Black before the House Judiciary Committee last 
week on the attempt. to deprive the M:ormo:ps of the 
right of holding office, or even voting in the territory 
they hav settled. It is not often Mr. Black says any
thing THE TRUTH SEEKER can commend, but in this he 
has voiced the sentiments of the constitutional party 
of the League and all Liberals with a force and 
directness that must convince. This summary and 
abstract of his argument is n·om the World: 

"In this argument he took the ground that the matters to 
which these laws related, marriage, divorce, legitimacy of chil
dren, and succession to property, were in their nature more 
purely domestic, private, and local than any others to which 
legislation applies. If they hnv no right to make their own 
laws on these subjects then they hav no right to self-go-vern
ment at !\ll. But they had that right. The right belonged by 
nature and as a great principle of law to every separate com
munity settled upon public lands with the consent of the 
Federal government. When these people colonized them
selva beyond the limits of the states they did not leave their 
liberties behind them. The freedom of the community re
sults necessnily from the freedom of the individuals that 
compose it. This waR the very p1·inciplo that triumphed in 
the success of our Revolution. No one can deny it now ex
cept for reasons which would hnv made him n tory in 1776. 
The right of local self-government is reserved by the Consti
tution to the people of the territories, as distinctly and 
clearly as to the people of the states. A subject upon whioh 
Congress cannot legislate in 11 state is manifestly beyond its 
power in a territory. 

"Judge Black asserted that what is called the Edmunds bill 
-but which the senator of that name certainly did not draw 
up-expressly puts its constitutionality on the exclusiv juris. 
diction of the United States in the ten-itories. He denounced 
this as simply false. No such jurisdiction is given, nor any 
jurisdiction at all, over local affairs in the territories more 
than in the states. Powers not given nre withheld. This is 
n. -mere usurpation; a gross violation of the Constitution, 
which, if wilfully committed, is a hideous crime. 

"Judge Black contended that these nets as passed and pro
posed were not only unconstitutional but anti-constitutional. 
The Edmunds bill carefully provides a mode of packing 
juries, and not satisfied with that it inflicts the punishment 
of total disfranchism<;lnt without any trial or conviction at 
all. What is worse, if worsa be possible, it operates ~::e post 
facto. Besides, the enemies of free government think them· 
selvs justified by the Ho!U' amendment in seizing all the local 
offices and their public money-anothel· provision is now pro
posed which v.ill infallibly destroy the existence of the l<;lgiB· 
lature. Still another disfranchised all female votill's, though 
their rights are as clearly vested as those of male citizens, and 
though they ·are admitted to be innocent of every offense ex. 
cept that of casting their ballots in favor of honest and free 
government. It is a bill of pains and penalties, not to punish 
polygamy but to strike the whole of the people of a territory 
with the blasting curse of political slavery. The constitution
ality of the act to regulate m!J,rriage ancl divorce has been 
much questioned as an invasion of religious freedom. But 
Judge Black said that was not his point. He protested against 
all this legislation as a perfidious outrage upon the civil lib
erty of a people who are and of right ought to be free. 

"Judge Black was particularly strong and bitter in his expo. 
sition of the causes which make an attack on the Mormons 
popular with the average demagog of the period: 

" 'I think that under the circumstances it would be an in
finit fity to strike the territory of Utah with the curse of po
litica slavery, to deprive the people of their local government 
n.nd deliver them up ·naked and defenseless to be sacked and 
pillaged by their enemies. But let it be understood that I 
am not asking for mercy. If you havthe constitutional power 
you must exercise it as you please. 

'' 'There are many reasons which naturally incline an 
American st.atesm~~on to do all the harm he possibly can to the 
people of Utah. .1'bey are powerless to resist it. They hav 
not a single vote in the national legislature, arid cannot exer
cise the slightest influence on a presidential election. They 
are excluded from all political rings; they cannot be any
body's competitor for the spoils of office; they can make or 
mar no scheme to s&ve or squander the public money. On 
the other hand, the whole country outside of their own terri
tory js popn!-ous with their enemies, whom you must concili
ate and sratify if you ca_n do so with a safe co:o.soie:o.ce, for 
they llav votres and power and ililluence which will oot be oP-
posed without dangar. . · · 

" 'The religion which the people of Utah adhere to wil:.h so 
much tenacity is regarded in other parts of the country with 
extreme dislike, ii~ tha mere superstition of Rn upsbtrt sect. 

No man, however, who has the faintest perception of Chris- spired by Christian influence, and is of the sam&. 
tian principles, thinks it right to kill or plunder or outlaw kind th t d th f th t lle · 1 
them for holding an erroneous faith. From real Christianity a procure e passage 0 e pos a giS R-··. 

there comes no howl for the blood and property of the Mor- tion under which Mr. Bennett was imprisoned for DO• 
mons. But in other quarters the most rancorous hatred crime whatever. The influence which pushes it ·OlJ;; · 
breaks out. By some famous preachers the policy of killing 
the Mormons by wholesale unless they leave their :property, is the same that recently passed a code in this state· 
abandon their homes, and flee beyond the Union, 1s openly so utterly infamous that many of its clauses cannot 
advocated and apparently concurred in with great warmth by · f' h h 
congregations supposed to be respectable; and this is aocom- be enforced. It is a most insidious umon o c urc ~ 
panied with curses loud and deep upon all who would inter- and state, and all the more dangerous as d,u:ectedl 
pose a constitutional objection to that method of dealing with against a people who cannot get popular S"""'pathy be-· 
them. When we read of such things in history we are apt to J-

think them diabolical. But approved as they are now and cause of the predjuice existing against theU..:practices •. ; 
here by-popular judgment, and unrebuked even by senatorial The blood of the martV1'S may be the seedi of the· 
wisdom, we must concede, I suppose, that it is. very good J-

taste and-refined humanity disguised in a new dress .. ·As a church, but persecution is certainly the spirit which: · 
general rule political piety, wherever it has tumed up the has in the past and does in the present animate Clari&-· 
whites of its eyes in this country or in Europe, is a sham and h 
a false pretense; but in this exceptional case it would. be tian theology. Judge Black, a most violent C :ris-· 
speaking evil of dignities to call it hypocrisy. The soundness tian, at last sees it and virtually admits it, althoug:b; 
of the religion which slanders ·B :Mormon is not to be ques- h t th 1 
tioned. Equally pure is the net: of a returning officer who reluctantly. There is no pretense t a ese aws a.re.• 
fraudulently certifies the election ·of· an anti-Mormon candi- aimed at anything but the religion of the Mormons,. 
date known to be defeated by a majority of more than 15 to d · · 1 1 b f th" th t · t t ]f 
1, nor will we attribute any sordid mo.tiv to those residents an It IS so e y ecause o IS a we pro es . .· 
of Utah, official and private, who busy themselvs here and at the Christians succeed in this persecution by work-· 
home to break down the territorial government, seize its mg upon popular .prejudice against polygamy.. ~t. '. 
offices, and grab its money. Their righteous souls are vexed 
from day to day by the mere fact that sinful men are allowed makes them stronger to go on against others. In. 
to hv peaceful and prosperous lives. They are animated the Eastern states the church uses the cries of "ob-· 
solely by disinterest!ld zeal for the advancement of the Lord's 
kingdom, which in their judgment would be much obstructed scenity" and "Sabbath desecration" to cover its ob-·· · 
by the further continuance of free government in Utah, jects; in Utah "polygamy" is the word. Obscenity 

"'But the case does not depend upon the merits or demer- d b' t t th · 
its of the parties. It is not a q11estion what measure of pun- and polygamy both are bad, an no one o Jec s o eir· 
ishment the people of Utah deserve for their wickedness, but suppression by constitutional and moral means; but 
what Congress has a right to inflict. Whatever may be the d' 1 d t f th 1 
superior sanctity of the holy men. who promote this legisla- it is an excee mg Y angerous s ep or e genera 
tion, they cannot be gratified. at the expense of a breach in g.oVei'lllllent to so ti·anscend its powers as to suppress 
the Constitution. If you shall be satisfied that you hav .no 't. ·rt b 1 t th t t d t "t 'al 
power in the premises you will not usurp it, for that would I e ongs o e s a e an en'I on govern-
be a hideous crime of which you are wholly incapable. Be- ments to regulate their own domestic affairs and to 
fore I go further, let me vindicate the justice of this censure, punish crime. The first amendment to our Constitu
not because you doubt it (for that is impossible), but merely 
to stir up your pure minds by way of remembrance. tion is that "Congress shall make no law respecting 

"'Mr. Grote, the most learned and thoughtful of modern an establishment of religion, or pl'Ohihiling the free e:c-
historians, has shown by divers examples that fidelity to the l d · d 
fundamental law-which he terms" constitutional morality" erc-ise thereqf." These laws are express Y es1gne to 
-is the one indispensable condition upon which the safety prevent Mormons from n·eely exercising their relig
nnd success of every free government must depend.- · d · di t · 1 t" f th" dm t 

"• These enactments, made and proposed, are in the main lOll, an so are Ill rec VlO a lOll o IS amen en . 
a oomprehensiv bill of pains and penalties, not against per- Judge Story, one of the ablest expounders of Ameri~ 
s 'ns guilty or supposed to be guilty of .polygamy or any other can law, says in his work on the Constitution: "It .: 
hurtful crime, but against people known and acknowledged 
to be innocent. They are in.tended to disfranchise whole VULS under the solemn consciousness of the dangers 
masses of free persons, reduce them to the condition of from ecdesiastical ambition, the bigotry of spiritual 
slaves, and deprive a community. of its natural and constitu-
tional right to an honest government of its own. For such a pride, and the intolerance of sects, exemplified:in our 
bill there is not only no warrant in the Constitution, but it is domestic as well as in foreign annals, that it was , 
el!:pressly interdicted. Nor is there any precedent forit, ex-
cept the reconstruction laws of 1867, and they were admitted deemed advisable to exclude from the national gov
to be unconstitutional by their author and by the counsel ernment all power to act upon the subject .. " How-
who undertook to defend them, and to my certain knowledge b' f 
they would hav been declared void by the Supreme Court in ever the states may legislate upon the su JeCt o re-
the oase of McArdle, if we had. not been circumvented by an ligion, the national government can make no distinc
act of Congress taking _away the jurisdiotion, It is true that tion in matters of faith. There are no possible con
they were made effectual, but it was done by tho Fourteenth 
Amendment. The opponents of free government in the stitutional means by which l\Iormons can be disfran
So11th, knowing that Congress had no such power, forcibly chised or debarred n·om holding office. Every citi
injected their bill of pains and penalties into the Constitu-
tion itself, and there it lies now, side by side '1\ith the pro- zen is eligible to office and ent.itlecl to vote. The 
vision which forbids it. But tl'fe injection served only for fourteenth. amendment is peremptory on this point .. 
th~t occasion; it did not abrogate.the prohibition. Bills of 
pams and penalties are as odious as ever. It is the duty of The Constitution permits no sc,rutiny of a man's.re-
every public man and every private citizen to hate such ligious opinions to the prejudice of his civil rights. 
~~~~~,""ith.all his mind aud heart and strength, as I hope But the Christian church at present fairly aches to• 

"'Coming back to the original and fundamental proposi- persecute somebody. It ]Ht>~ been a long time since 
tion that you hav no authority to legislate about marriage in a Telimous crusade stirred the pulses of her Jiosts, 
n territory, you will ask: "What then, are we to do with o· • 
polygamy?" It is a bad thing and' a false religion that allows and on the principle of selecting for an antagonist 
it; .b~t the people of Utah hav as good a right to their fal~e him who has no friends she has pitched upon· the-
rehgwn .11s yon hnv to your true one. Then you add that 1t . ' . 
is not a religious error merely, but a crime which ought t.o be · Mormone. It is a case of dog eat dog, but our sympa
extirpnted by the sword of the civil magistrate. That is also- thies are always with the under dog. We are- not of 
conceded. But those people hav a civil government of their . . . · 
own, which is as wrong-headed as their church. Both are those who beheve that the end JUStifies the means. 
free to do evil on this and kindred subjects if they please, There are thousands of Monnons who do not prac-
and they are neither of them answerable to you. That blings . d- · 
yo_u to the end of your string. You are compel!ed to treat bee polyga~~· and, so far as outwar. seemi~g goes, 
th1~ offense ~s you tr~at others in the .states and m the terri- are model Citizens. Shall they be disfranchised and 
tol"leS-t!Int lS, leave lt to be dealt ;nth by the p~We~s that th 11'• 'vfi rights taken from them at the instance of· 
are ordamed of God, or by God h1mself, who w1ll 1n due e CI . · 
time become the minister of his own justice. •" religious bigots, by laws by Congressmen who, afte1· 

Mr. Black is entirely mistaken in saying this 1·a.id they hav recorded their virtuous vote, will go to the 
upon the 1·ights of a people is not truly Christian, anns of their mistresses, while their wives are hun
for it is pre-eminently so. Although the Monnons dl·eds of miles away at home ? There is a good deal 
draw their strongest argument for polygamy from the of hypocrisy in Washington, an~ on no subject is 
Bible, yet the Christians, with an inconsistency en- there more than on this. Ther~ 1s hardly a M?nnon 
tirely consistent with their 1·ecord, desire to perse- elder in Utah who will not discuss the subJect of 
cute them and drive them from our land. But the polygamy witli the Christian clergy, and prove by 
question to be considered is not what the Mormons the Bible that it is a divine institution. Brigham 
believe or practice. Religious belief is a matter Young would compare favorably with Solomon and 
which Congress is strictly forbidden by the Constitu- David, and certainly the Mormon ch_urch f~r .craft 
tion to interfere with, and the acts of the Mormons and cunning is inferior to the Jesmts. ~mate, 
must be judged by their ten'i.torial courts. The from Mormonism its bestial polygamy, and It IS the 
power to legislate on mitrriage is not given to the peer of Christianity. But whatever the demerits of 
United States any more . than the power to regulate the system, ~t is time to call ~ halt wh~n. o~ govern
the moral-tone of mailable matter is conferred by the ment lends Itself to perseoutwn for op1mon s sake. 
brief section authorizing· Cong1·ess to "establish 
post-offices' and post-roads." Polygamy ie a loathp THE Liberals of Montana celebrated Paine's birth-
some and unnatural institution, and the Mormons de.y in an appropriate manner. Mr. Loshbough of 
are not by any means saints; but granting that they that place WI'ites that nearly all the people of the 
are as bad as their enemies, the Christians (who territory are Freethinkers, bnt taldng little aotiv in
should logically be .their friends), olaim, in does not terest in propagating their ideas, and thinks that if 
by any means follow __ that Congress ha.S the right to some Liberal lecturer would visit the place muoh in.:. 
outlaw t_hem any !more 'tha.n it had. to legilda.te·iipon ilerest eould be awakened. .A.e~ the Northern P~-e 
the On~Ida Oonimuni~, whose moi'ala were fully u railroad will run into Helena in it few mtm.~s, we·-~e 
degrading as polyg~my cim possibly be. . This legis- no reaso!l why a Liberalle_cturer should not sow the 
lature, even more than Judge Blaclr admits, is . in- seed in this new ground. 
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The Monument and Hall. rejected. The New Testament is as fallacious as the so that Liberalism may reach its true consummation, 
On another page will be found an extract from the Old. The miraculous birth of Christ has no better a happier and nobler human development in this. 

address ofHon. A. B. Bradford before the Pittsburgh evidence to support it than the story of Jonah and world. 
Leagli~, ·which was sent with the request that we the whale. The claims that . he was the Messiah are The audience unanimously voted for a benefit ler
P1lblish. His arraigiiment of the men who sought to untenable; his crucifixion was but the punishment of ture to be given by Mr. Watts, after his return from 
ruin Mr. Bennett's reputation is just. The English a law-breaker, and his resurrection is a myth. Why Boston. It is hoped that every Liberal will be ready 
language fails in words to fitly characterize the ef- does some pre:1.cher not come out. and expose the to giv this eloquent exponent of our thought a most 
forts of the degraded brutes engaged in that low in- New Testament? It would not bring him popular- cordial welcome, in prder to show OlH' appreciation 
famy, and who, even with him lying in his grave, are ity, perhaps, but he would ha.v the satisfaction of of his long and faithful services. There ought to l1e 
resuming their vile occupation. And yet these·vil- preaching truth and giving the world light, which n.t five hundred Liberals present on this occasion. Ar
lli.ins p1:etend to teach morality to the people, while present illumins only the paths of the Freethinkers. rangements will be made at once by the committee, 
engaged in the most immoral work it is possible to and a. suitable ha'll procured, etc. The tickets will be 
conceive. Every one of them is a hypom·it, and if FnoM a Salt Lake paper we learn that the celebra- twenty-five cents each; let every Liberal purchase ut 
they are not scoundrels we do not know the meaning tion of the 146th anniversary of the birthday. of least two, and sell as many as possible, that some 
of the word. Mr. Bradford's objections to a monu- Thomas Pai:t;~.e, at Farmington, under the auspices of worthy rE)muneration may be made to one of the 
ment to mark the resting-place of this victim of the local Liberal League, on Monday evening, was leaders of our c_au_se_. ____ __:. __ 

churchly hate are not shared by us, and we think not in e;ery way, e:x;cepting weather, n. great success. SENATOR INGALLS thinks there ought to be a hell for 
by the Liberals generally. It is customary, fitting, H~d the. skies proved propitious, a larg~ num?er. of such men as the editor of the Baptist Weekly, who has 
and respectful for friends to erect a monument over fnends and sympathizers from outlymg distncts misrepresented him. lVIr. Ingalls is not at present an 

. the grave of loved ones gone, and all the gr.aat cha1·- :Vould hav been ~:esent; ~ it was, three or four vis- Infidel, but if the church employs such missionaries 
acters who hav worked in the past are remembered Itors from Bountii~ put 111 an app.ea.rance, ~nd one as this editor to convert him, it is only a question of 
bystat~es and monuments, which serve to keep their or two from the mty. The p:oceed~gs consisted .of time when he will be. The Washington Post of the 
memories fresh. Paine, Voltaire; Franklin, J effer- a lecture on the- hero of t~e mght, gwen at the Somal 11th prints the following: 
son: Lincoln, all hav appropriate shafts in then· honor. Hall, by Mr. O~arles Bnght, and a supper at the I "The New York Baptist Weekly p1·inted an edit01ial lu~t. 
It will always be a source of pride to Mr: Bennett's roo~s of the Liberal Leagu~. The platform ?f the week entitled, 'Heathen Talk in Congress,' quoting a few 

f. · · ds ·t e t d t hi 1 A B tt Somal Hall was decorated With an excellent piCture sentences from the remarks mflde by 1\fr. Ingalls on tho occn-nen o see one er c e o m a so. enne . · . . . . · . . . . 
H ll · · 1 d'd ·a · al th bli h' of Thomas Pame, supported on e1ther s1de by hke- Bton of the Hill memorwl servtcPA. Tho e(htor concludes as a 1s a sp en 1 1 ea., as lB so e pu s 1ng · f ll . , ,.,._ In 11 b 1· . · 1 fid 1 , tl · . . . · · nesses of Col. Ingersoll and D. M. Bennett, the late o ows. ..,....,.. gil s, we e JOH, 1s an n e, am. 1ese 
house to ISSue millions of cheap tracts and pamphlets, dito f T T S Th 1 t gloomv hopeless utterances fitly emborly his s!1n!,iments in 

h d ak . . . e r o HE Rt'TH EEKER. e ec ·m·e com- . ·' . · . but sue an un erl ·1ng IS so expens1v as to be prac- . . · . relation to a future hfe. If he had ohosen anothor occaswn 
tically out of reach for a few years, while the monu- menced at 7:30 and tenmnat.ed at. 9• and. Jt, IS hardly for their expr6!1sion we would not question his right to nn
merit will cost but a few hundred dollars and can be necessary to say, was greatly enJoyed by the aud1-\ nounoo them, but to do so in connection with tho ijoJemn 

· · ' ence. 1rir. Bright was introduced by :1\fr. Haight, commemorntiv services of a Christiu.n senator was a piece of 
erected next summer. The best way to mn.ke the th 'd t fth L 'th h th 1 t- pureimpertinence Mr Ingall'sviewsnresimplyheuthenish 
Hall a success is to double up TnE TRUTH SEEKER f e presJ enMo Wale t eaguWel,kWl fwFom ~ngt e p ad Ins teat\ of ~ccepti~f:f th~ doctrin of a future life, Ro diHt.inctb: 

b . t' 1. t f th th uld b t . orm were r. er a er, o 1 arnun on, an h "· C! . t h h b fi' . . ·. su scnp 1011 IS , or en ere wo e Wlce as lVIr . .A. h f Sal L ]; C't A th te . . taug t ,.y ms , e fir ors the con 10tmg conJectures of 
many friends intere~ted, and, judging from the hard · s man, 0 t a ·e 1 Y· .t e rnnnatwn the old heathen philosop?ers, whose ~i~cls alterna~ecl be_-

k . to t p . H ll f ,._, d '·t 't of the lecture some fift; of the auihence accepted the tween hope and fear, and 1s content to 1m1tnte them m theil· 
wor necessary ge a1ne a ree u·om eu , 1 . 't t' f ·th 'b f th L d d 1 to.bl h 't t' d d bt • . . th InV1 it ton o e mem ers o e eague an a - amen e es1 a 1on an o11 . 
will reqmre at many. There are hundreds of . d t th . . . h . ll t "To whioh :t.Ir. Ingalls replied: 
f. • d f M B tt h uld 1 dl - f Journe o en rooms, w ere an exce en supper . 
nen s o r. enne w o wo g a Y pay rom d d d 1 • t' t Th f t' 't "' U:nTED STATEs SEN.nK CuAMnER, 1 
fift t h dr ·a d 11 . b t 't ·ill t th was serve an one amp e JUS lee ·O. e es 1V1 y "'W D c .,., b 10 188., r v o one un e o ars u 1 Vi ax e gen- ARH1NGTON, • ., .rb • , "· , 

• . ' . . came to au end about midnight. "'A. S. PUTON, D.D., New York city, Sir: I hn.v received 
cros1 ty of thousands to erect such a bmldmg. Only the marked copy of the Baptist Werkly of FehrutlQ' 8th, which 
those who are activ in the Liberal field know what TnE following additional sums hav been subscribed you wore goqd enough to Rend ml'\. 
h d k · t t t'- fi 'al '·l' "'In my brief tribute to the memory of l:!en11tor Hill, whom 

ar wor IS necessary 0 mee ue nanm ou Iga- n.nd paid toward erecting a suitable monument over I honored os a man nnd loved fiB a friend, I presented those 
tions of.. such Liberal enterprises n.s are already under the remaills of D. M. Bennett. reflections which riso in all thoughtful minds when meditnt-

ur k h d k d T rTL ing upon the lmpenotrnblo mystery which veils tho fntnre way. n e now ow many ill' ays HB .l.ttUTH Julius ChanUer. $1 00 John Ray, :>;1 00 sto.te of man from all exoopt the editor of the Baptist Week/If. 
SEEKER experiences. The League as yet does not pay ThomA A Ray, 1 00 Orias Round~. 1 00 '"I su11gested the argument for immortality based upon tli~; 
· ·ur l\~~" "·f 1 d •- James Foster, 00 George Andrews, 1 00 imp!!rfeotion an.d incompleteness of all earthly careers, enen 1ts expenses. n e presume 1 :~.r . .L> enc uu1 an. tue J ,., t · 50 L p lh 1 ~r. -

a no ·'' os e~·. aura o arnuK, ~v the longest and most fortnm1te, unless supplemented nllll 
publishers of other Liberal papers often see times .T. G. KendalL 5 00 S. H. Sanford. 1 •

0
·>0
0 

rounded out hereafter, and affirmed that from this stn.ndpoint 
that try not onl'' then· soulH, but their business tact, Samos Pt~rHon~. 1 00 {!lmJe~BoP. Cool, 1. ( I knew of no one whose life WtiS so rich in the prophecy of fl 

• Byron Adonis, 1 00 v. . rrett~e, U 0) J future existence as that of l:!enator Hill. 
to meet their bills. But we do not despair of the Petor Spang, 1 00 R. A. Bridge~, 1 00 "•r said further that, though his sun went down nt noon, 
haJI:bkling built yet. And we will 111ake t.his propo- R D. ::Yk ealf, 1 00 Charles C. Mqon•, 1 M '1 it sank umit! tbe prophetic splendors of an etem11l dawn. 

Joseph H. Lydinrd, 1 00 .J. A. Evans, 1 oo, " 'Upon t.bi~ you pnhlish _rle!nched paragmphs of m~-
sition: We will keep u."list of pledges, and if it should A. McAre, 1 00 William Polhamus, l 1)(1

1

, speer·h uurl tell your rMrlers, lf yon hnv rmy, th:~t I am 11 
grow to a sufficient sum to warrant the undertaking Frerl. Smith, 5 00 H. S. Wright, 1 OO bent!Jen and an Infidel. If you nre a Christian I prefer to be 

W. A. Hr,thHwny, 1 00 H. II. Smith, I 110 I n heathen-that is, if yom relir<ion prompts or permits you, 
by a board of duly incorporated managers, to be held G. W. Ramsay, 1 00 J. W. Kruschke, ! 00 without provoNttion, t{} libel those with whose views upnn 
in perpetual trust for the benefit of Liberalism and a Paine :Niemorial Meetings, Dr. Wm. M. McLaury, ~ 00 i the greflt problems of human destiny you do not agreP, I prr·-

h .e T S h San Jose, Oal., 1 00 George Paddington, ~ l)() fer t{} be an Infidel. But I Rm neithl'r tne one nor the ot!Jer. free orne ~or THE RUTH EEKER and t e League, Ch 1 v w 1 oo w d W'th ·· oo al' es . arren, ar 1 am, t 
00 

I hav had some doubts hitherto whether eternal punishment 
then we will undertake to find competent, responsible C. A. Benser, 1 00 John Turner, , was consistent with infinit love, but I am quite sme that if 
men to erect and supervise it. J.\IIeanwhile let the Philip Cowen, 1 00 Zaven Lanning, 2 00 there is no hell for suoh bigoted slanderers and Inalignnnl 

H. Van Pelt, 1 00 E. L. Bibbins, 50 liars as von there onght to be. 
monument be built, as an earnest of what can be William Tanner, 1 00 Wm. H. H. Stebbins, 1 00 " • With great respoot, yonr olJeclient servant, 
done, and let it not be forgotten that the surest way F. 0 .. Scharnhorst,. 1 00 T. W. Lemmo.x, 1 00 "'Jom; .T. ING.u,L .... ". 

Samuel L. Jones, 1 00 Wm. Sisson, 1 00 
to build the hall will be to increase the number of S. V. Appleby, 5 00 Mary E. Fisher, 1 00 
TRUTH SEEKER re.aders and strengthen the League. William Walker, 1 00 William M. Brnoe, 1 00 

Robt. & Asenath 801\vel', 5 00 Wm, Reynold, 1 00 
W. 0. Clow, 5 00 A Friend, "1 00 
H. B. Werner, 1 00 Robt. }Janson, 1 00 

"THE views of Mr. Newton," said the Hev. M1·. W. R. Cameron, 1 50 Peter Hope, 1 00 
S.eward, pastor of the New Jerusalem c.hurch, "are A. C. 0. Tamson, l 00 Alex. Risk, 1 00 

h th 
R. B. Ewing, 1 00 B. Redfield, 1 00 

dangerous." Within the last undred years e criti- J. Duff McDonald, 1 00 John A. Webber, 1 00 
cism of the Bible· had been in a di:ft'erent spirit than 0. B. Tuttle, 1 00 Wm. F. Schule, 1 00 

b f .,_,. · t th t t' th · . Mrs. M. A. Tuttle, 1 00 Jas. L. Parshall, 1 00 
ever e ore. J.~ever pnor o a 1me was e msp1- James Beverid~e, 1 oo E. B. Rounds, 1 00 
ration doubted however different the interpretations Euphemia Mmr Bev- J. M. Rounds, 1 00 

1 d ' · ht b N 't h db · eridge, 1 00 Smith lines, 1 00 p ace upon passages m1g e. ow 1 a ecome Andrew Bevelidge, 1 oo Richard Morris, 5 00 
· a question, not of what the Bible meant, but what the Isabella B. Beveridge, 1 00 F. F. Roe, 1 00 

Bible was. He thought it was time to take the ques- ~- ~: ~z;:oe, ~ gg f"s~;~eor~good, i gg 
tion up when the authorized expounders of the T. R. Carret, 1 00 Annie E. De Fliese, 1i 00 

word were doubting its inspiration. ~ither the Bi- ze~~~~?r: ~ gg ¥~!~u~'ifill\~~. ~ gg 
ble was inspired or it was not. If not It had no more Mrs. L. Miller, 1 00 Almond Owen, 1 00 

WE ha.v l'eceived a. photograph of tho pn.intjng of 
Thomas Paine, presented to the Pittsburgh Liberal 
League on the l46th anniversary of his birthday, 
and judging n·om this it must be a magnificent work 
of art. It has been described at length by Mr. 
Hoover in a previous paper, and we need only say 
that the photographs are well executed. They are 
for sale for 50 cent-s each by the Pittsburgh r~eague, 
or can be ordered through this office. 

The Liberals of .Albany are having a course of lee
tures on Sunday evenings. The first was delivered 
February 4th. They are specially addressed to 
fathers and mothers. The subject is Liberalism 
clearly defined. Lectures illustmtec1 wit.f1 charts. 
Admission free. -------authority than any other book; if inspired it must be J. R. Boot~, 1

2 
00
50 

L. W. Lighty, 1
1 

00
00 

all th
. h . . 'bl b R. B. HeWitt, Mrs. Emma Tansig, 

so rough. T ere 1s no compromise poss1 e e- E. E. Curtis, 1 00 Mary Hansford, 1 oo Remsburg's Lectnres. 
tween Atheism f!Jld what Hem-y James calls 'abject W. 0. Jacobi, 1 00 A. H. Norris, 1 00 J. E. Remsburg lectm·Ad at Linesville, Pa., Jan. 
rn..... • . , Th ti . t th B'bl Mrs. Mary Stevenson, 1 00 James Bridges, 1 00 h 
vlll'IStianity. e accusa ons agams e 1 e are Sarah Van Sickle, 1 00 Elwood Ohantler, 1 oo 27th, 28th, 29th, and 30t . His appointments for 
a.ga.inst its history, its science, and its literal state- T. C. Pa.se, 1 00 Wm. Parker. 50 February are as follows: Sturgis, Mich., 3d, 4th, 5th, 
ments. and. 6th; Coloma, Mich., 7th, 8th; and 9th; Etnn 

This minister at least seems to hav some cle&rly C:s:J.Rl-ES WATT!! gave another of his brilliant dis- Green, Ind., lOth, 11th, and 12th; Bourbon, Ind., 13th; 
d fin h · h t ht t b S d · In . h Creston, ID., 14th, 15th, and 16th; Gilmrw, lll.,-17t1J. 

e ed thoug ts, and recogmzes·w a oug o e 8.1!1 eourl!les -on un ay evemng. sp1te of t e stormy d 18th 0 b Ind 19th ()Otl d '>1 t c• an ; ar on, ., , ., 1, an :.. s ; Am-
clear as the noonday sun to all men, and _that is that weather an enthul!liastio audience cn·eeted him. His tr li m 22d 23d d 24th D · lll 2~tL o· a a., ., , , an . ; uquo1n, ., i) · , 

half-way work· in regard to the Bible is impossible. subject was "The Fallacies of Popular Theology.'' He 26th, and 27th. Dates for engagements west of th"' 
The church has made many claims regarding it, hf!Jldled it with consistency of thought, with wit and Mississippi will be announced soon. :;.ur. Remsburg· 
a.nd· set forth many dogmas, which it requires aJl to argument, and philosophical acumen. His hearers has received c~ from Oh~o, Pennsylvania, New Yor_k 
believe n the penalty of bemg' damned. Either burst forth into frequent a.pnla.use and laughter as he and Canada, whiCh he Will answer. as soon. us Ins 

. . 
0 

• • • • r , . '. Western e:nga.gemeute are :filled. He has received m-
they are .. trQ.e or fal". Science has oomple~y pomilt!ld out mtb keen a.nalyKls the &~surdities of the vita.tidns to spea.k in Boston, washington and C.hi eago. 
'*O'Wll tha~ they are the latter. Mr~ Nemon thl'owa eeient ereed, .bowing how opposed 1t was to all the and has also been invited to Rpeak in Legif!ln:ti• Hall. 
a.w&y,ona portion, but cling!'! to other portions for teaehings of enlightened sense. He closed with a Topeka, during t.he pref!ent. session of -the K~tufla~. 
whiCh there ia no more evidence than for what he has thrilling appeal for more orga.nization a.nd~etter work, legislature. 
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ltltttions. subject was "The Necessity of a Faith;" and hi!l 
treatment of it attracted attention from the professors, 
who expected he would soon be in the Theological 

Thaddeus Bun· Wakeman. Seminary. 
From Tllir w ... zc~. To the surprise and grief of his family and friends, 

This World will hav to take such a sketch of 1\Ir. he declared that he could no longer believe as his 
Wakeman's life as I hav been able to gather from a fathers had done, and could not therefore consistently 
long acquaintance with him and his family. enter the ministry. He had set hir: heart upon a 

The photograph from which your picture is made course of general study, with the hope of obtaining 
was exchanged with Mr. Chainey last year for one of a professorship as a result. To this end, a few years 
his own, as an act of friendship, and with no idea that in Europe and some time at a German university 
it would be used to giv him away to the world. were desired by him above all things. But the means 

Thaddeus Burr ·wakeman is one of the leading were wanting. To obtain them, he labored at the 
Liberals and Positivists of America. He was born compilation and digest of a huge law-book, under his 
Dec. 23, 1834, at Greenfield Hill, Fairfield County, brother's supervision, for which a publisher had con
Conn. His parents were of old and· honored New tracted. Unfortunately, after a year's faithful toil, a 
England stock. His father was a well-to-do farmer similar work appeared from another hand, and made 
of good education. His mother was his helpmeet, his undertaking useless. This unfortunate event was 
noted for he:r strength of mind and practical piety. a severe disappointment, and changed the course of 

His childhood was passed amid the surroundings his life. Under the stress of dire necessity, he drifted 
of farm life, and the village school kept in the academy behind the bar, where he has ever since remained. 
founded by the venerated President Dwight of Yale For this profession, in theoretical knowledge he was 
College. But all of this life and its traditions soon quite well prepal'ed. Office· work as managing clerk 
became a dream to him; for in his seventh year the for his brother's firm (Wakeman & Latting) soon made 
family moved, under stress of calamity, to the lower him familiar with practice. He was admitted to the 
part of the John Brown tract, called the North Woods, bar in 1856. The distinguisl:J.ed lawyer, William 
in Herkimer county, near the center of New York. Curtis Noyes, passed him with compliment. After 
There, lumbering and a saw-mill promised much bet- some five yero:s, he became a member of his firm, and 
ter support than they gave. Here, for five or six has since so remained. 
years, during which time his father died, he had the But a domestic event must be noticed. Among his 
great advantage of meeting life in its wildest forms college mates was a black-eyed and, in body and 
and hardest conditions. He became, for his age, an mind, lithe sort of a youth from Oyster Bay, L. I., 
expert in tr&pping, fishing, and woodcraft. But this with whom an intimate friendship sprung up, ce
life, too, passed into another dream, when his elder mented by literary tastes and Liberal tendencies and 
sister had him caught and sent to New York, where studies. After his graduation, it was is delight to 
11he was then at the head of a large school, to be edu- meet his [riend on his paternal acres (for he, too, was 
cated. This was done with tears and expostulations a farmer s boy), especially on the Fourth of July. 
and with promises 9f summer returns to his beloved There they could emancipate their souls, ideally at 
woods and streams. He soon settled down to city least, by reading and declaiming the Greek of 
life. His brother, shortly after, gave up the mill, and Eschylus, Prometheus Bound, from the cliffs over
with the mother found his way to the city. In the loo~ing the bay and sound which lay like a map or 
new family thus composed, Thaddeus Burr was useful, a picture before them. No situation could be more 
and passed as a good boy with country eccentricities dangerous, and the would-be free Prometheus was 
and vivacities that made -him interesting. The elder soon bound. From beneath these cliffs, a beautiful 
brother, Abram, had taken to the study of law before spring, cold and clear as crystal and almost large 
leaving the lumber-mill, and, on coming to New York, enough to turn a mill, jumps from a clay bed that 
entered the office of Horace Holden, then a well- underlies the hills, and, after a rod or two of fresh 
known lawyer. The little Thaddeus Burr was put life, is lost in the salt water of the bay. From this 
through the usual schooling, and off and on served as spring, a sister of his friend, also black-eyed, graceful, 
office boy in Mr. Holden's office. and indescribable, handed to her brother's visitor a 

All .the influences that then suiTounded him inN ew cup of water fraught with a charm from which there 
York were deeplyreligiolll>; and his mother, who died has been no recovery. It was her fortune to com
in 1851, had the hope that he might one day be called pensate for the ills and disappointments of life by 
to speak the "glad tidings" to his fellow-men. To the only remedy known-a draught from the cup of 
this his studious disposition seemed to point. He love. She made law practice tolerable. They were 
became a favorit with his pastor, the Rev. Dr. J Bllles man-ied in the spring of 1859, and in that year a 
"\V. Alexander, of the Duane Street Presbyterian house, designed by them and by the sister who had 
church, and stood well in his Sunday-school and in originally brought him from the wilds to be educat
the church, which he joined in his sixteenth year. ed, was placed on a square of ground on One Hun-

By his own exertion and by the aid of kind friends, dred and Sixteenth street, in New York city, com
he was soon fitted for college, but, in doing so, spent manding a fine view on the East River. Soon a gar
some time at work anrl at school in Delaware county. den and fruits made it a country house in the city. 
N.Y., and at New Utrecht, L. I. He entered the Here they lived, in on£> of the happiest of homes, for 
Sophomore class at Princeton College, and was grad- twenty years. Four children, of which three, a son 
uated with honor in 1854, in his twentieth year. In and two daughters, hopefully survive, make a reality 
college, he was known as a hard student and a reader of life and love. 
of nearly everything he could lay his hands on in the He took an activ part in politics as a Republican. 
college libraries. His class was large, but in the While in college his antislavery sentiments had been 
branches that were thought to bear upon his future a shadow over him in an atmosphere where little 
life as a minister he was at its head. The "Evidences quarter was given to opposit views to the "Divine 
of Christianity" was one of the departments in which Institution." When the Republican party was 
he was No. 1. When the trustees or some distin- formed he was just becoming of age and went into 
guished visitors would look in to see that the class was

1 
it heart and soul, night and day as 'a practical poll-

duly exercised in this solid branch of knowledge, the , tician. ' 
venerable president, Dr. • Carnallan, would call upon I During the war he was in Louisiana on business 
Mr. Wakeman to "refute the sophistry of David which gave him an insight into secession and th~ 
Hume," which would be done in the most approved state of things that had preceded it. 
p~lemical style. The president would the~ concl?de He.was displeased with the course of the Republi
With a hearty smack and the commendation, "very can party after the war closed, and· especially its 
well indeed, young man." But sometimes th~ d.r~ad- financi_al manageme~t. He followed Horace Greeley 
ful thought crept through the young mans mmd, as a Liberal Republican, and has since insisted upon 
Does this answer really answer Hume? an Independent Liberal party, which he thinks for 

Then came the natural sciences, and a splendid the present, should co-operate chiefly with the Dam
course of lectures in chemistry and botany by the ocrats. 
then justly famous Dr. John Torrey. The doubts The subject of this sketch now livs on a farm on 
thickened. Is this Calvinistic explanation of the the Stamford Hills, Conn., just opposit the Oyster 
world the true explanation, or is it that explanation Bay, whence the happy, hopeful pair had started 
presented by Prof. Torrey and the physical and social twenty years before. From the farm he travels to 
sciences'? Could they be reconciled? With agony ~is office in New_Yor~, and r~turns nearly every day 
unsp~akable! such doubts. were suppressed an.d the m summer (makmg eighty miles a day), besides the 
questiOn adJourned, as m duty bound, until the constant work at the office and at home in the even
twenty-first year should come, the year of ms.nly in- ing. ·This is a laborious life; but it has its charms to 
depen<J;ence. . him, ~specially the privilege of being a twilight, 
~ut m the me.a.n time, M_ the room-mate of a. thea- moonhght, and Sunday farmer. From his boyhood, 

logical student m the semmary, he had largely the he has always bad a hand in the soil and bas from 
benefit of the c?urses delivered by the professors youth been an expert as a garden~r and a fruit
there, and espeCially by Drs. Hodge and Alexander. grower. That has always been his amusement and 
He frequently attended their lectures, and read them out-door recreation. His vines and trees at Harlem 
from notes. He did this from intense desire to know were 8Jl ornament and a delight to the neighbors 
what be co~d in regard to th~ theol?gical wor~d he more than one of whom shed tears when they wer~ 
was purposmg to enter. Besides this, he was m ac- cut down to maker way for "brown-stone fronts." 
tiv contact with clerical friends at New. Ha.mburgh, Besides this, he tried an orchard at Oyster Bay and 
Yorkville, and Astoria, at whieh places he spent his five hundred trees landed with him on the sta.nrlord 
va.ca~io~~- When graduati.on day cam~, the ."Ethi~l ~arm, which pr_omises well. Hi!l re!ltin~-place there 
Oratwn was awarded te hrm for profio1ency m Logic, IS a. grove of pmes, from which he imagms there will 
Metaphysics, and those inevitable "Evidencea." His be time in the afternoon of life to watch. the Sound 

in the distance and the stars above-a time that nciw 
never comes to stay. · 

As a farmer he is practical and thrifty, and thinks 
that if there is anything he does understand, it is the 
manure question. He is ever ready to show that it 
is the bottom question, not only of farrriing, but gf 
civilization, and is indignant at our city sewerage 
systems, which gather the gold of the earth to throw 
it into the sea. 

As a lawyer he had done good and successful 
though mostly silent work. His position as office 
lawyer and counsellor in a large firm, where his 
brother Abram has always been the leading counsel 
in court, has kept him in the background apparently. 
But few hav really been more successful, and his 
judgment is greatly relied upon by those who know 
him best. He often acts as referee by consent of his 
professional brethren. His view of the legal pro
fession is that it has no excuse for existence, except 
as it tends to make justice, peace, and harmony pos
sible among men. As an attorney, he is not one who 
would be satisfactory as s.n instrument of a client's 
selfishness and malice. He is too apt to try both 
sides of the case, and tell the parties what they ought 
to do. 

As a Liberal, his connection with the church was 
severed honorably and upon his own request. He 
has been activ and well known in Liberal movement& 
in New York since 1868, and g1·adually his usefulness 
and reputation hav extended over the country. He 
has been brought to the front only by the necessities 
of the cause, and because he could meet the emer
gencies which arose. Thus he has become a leader 
in the Humanity Society and Liberal clubs of N.ew 
York, and in the National Liberal League, of which 
he is now the prPsident. 

In general learning and scholarship he stands high 
among our younger Americans. He has continued 
his habits of study from his boyhood, as though that 
was the business of life. His reading familiarity with 
the classics and the most important modern lan
guages has given him a wide field to gather from
how wide, his published lectures and his classifica
tion of the sciences giv good evidence. The sciences, 
philosophy, law, and literature are his employment 
and recreation. He is a constant worker, always at 
something, except when asleep. A carpet-bag of 
papers and books always goes with him, so that little 
time is lost by his daily travel. 

As a speaker, he expresses contempt for what is 
commonly called oratory, but is earnest and con
vincing in his delivery. His home and family life ia 
one of the happiest in the world. He enjoys the re
spect and confidence of those who know him, and has 
no enemies, except as they be the. enemies of the 
LibAral principles he represents. How he is regard
ed by prominent Liberals may be inferred from such 
expressions as these : 

1. Han. Elizur Wright exclaimed, when Mr. Wake
man was elected his successor as president of the 
National Liberal League: "Now you hav the right 
man in the right place. He does net fear gods or 
devils, or the consensus of the competent." 

2. James Parton says of him: "He has the truth. 
He is the coming man." 

3. Courtlandt Palmer said of his speech at Mrs. 
Erving's funeral: "Mr. Wakeman-in intellect a 
sage, in hea1i a woman, in soul a poet-delivered the 
most touching funeral address I ever heard." 

4. Samuel P. Putnam says: "His published worb 
are to constructiv Liberalism what Euclid was to 
geometry-its foundation." 

5. Mrs. Augusta Cooper Bristol says: "He is the. 
most universal man I ever met." 

[My own opinion is that Mrs. Bristol has described 
him rightly as our universal man. He seems to be 
at home with everybody and every branch of life 
and learning. J 

In Liberalism he has become known as one of its 
stalwart advocates. He is identified with some steps 
of great importance in its history in this country. 

He has taken up Positivism where Comte left it, 
brought it down to the present time, freed it from the · 
papacy with which its founder had identffied it, rec
onciled it with Liberalism, and adapted it to a repub
lican federal democracy. 

From him came the suggestion of the new calen
dar (283) for the Era. of Science and Man in his leo
tures on the "Harmony and Meaning of the Scien
tffic Gospels." From him, too, came the idea. of fully 
recognizing the emancipation of woman by the uM 
of the "Mrs." for every woman of legal age. 

His labors in the contest of liberty against Com
stockism are too well known to be more tha.n re
ferred to here. 

H1s work as one of the editors of Man is but the 
continuation of similar labors carried on silently for 
years. A list of his work!! published, in course of 
publication, I send herewith. T. C. LEL.um. 

P.S.-This sketch wa.!l written haetily, a.t our re
quest, by our friend Leland. The subject of :which 
it treats has written his true bi<:>gra.ph:y in great a.nd 
noble deeds in the senioe of huma.mty. Th• only 
value of the deta.ils given above will be the l'l&tisfac
tion to many of a. most laudable curiosity concerning 
one they so ardently .admire and love. Mr. Wake-
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man- has hitherto suppressed all information about ness of such a law il!l here declared by this judge, in Stephen Girard and his Wife. 
himself. In traveling about the country I found a1;1 a nutshell, to be founded alone upon a matter of re- With the malignance ohara.cteriatic of the church 
almost painful desire to gain some knowledge con- ligious belief, and no more. Honesty in a witnel!ll!l, I and its votaries, the clergy of the country are in the 
eerning the one to whom thousands of eyes are turned suppose, must be treat.ed by the law at a discount, h b"t f tin t th · 1 h sl d li 
with James Parton's as the coming man, and I de- and belief as the only thing to be required in getting a I 0 repea g 0 err peop 8 t e an erous . e 
termined either by hook or by crook to. gratify it. him to testify to the truth in our courts of justice. that Stephen Girard ill-used his young wife, and 
AI Mr. Wakeman's attempts to suppress me hav just Many of the world's best and noblest men hav lived George Alfred Townsend, known as "Gath" in his 
fall~n abort of promising to do me bodily harm, I and died without any belief whatever in the " exist- letters to the papers, recently repeated these miser
llav been and done it. GEORGE CHA.INEY. ence of a supreme being," who stands ready to "im- able insinuations in a letter to the Cincinnati Enquirer, 

pos.e divine punishment for perjury." Still, they re- which a Philadelphia correspondent of the St. Louis 
The Abolition of Legal Oaths. (:'arded the truth as too sacred to ever invade its walls Republican replies to as follows: 

by falsely testifying in any judicial or legal proceed- "I was struck with astonishment at 'Gath's' refer-
l.A.lthough the follo~ng was written for Indiana ing. With such men, may it not then be said that th 1 t· f St h G d 

(printed in the Indianapolis Herald) it will apply to their respect for the truth, and not their belief in ence to 8 domestic re a wns 0 ep en irar · 
all th st I h uld b h It is confessedly strange that the world knows so 

e ates. t s o e brought to the notice of any supreme being wit power to punish perjurers, little respecting the private life of this distinguished 
every judge, district attorney, and legislator in the is what always governs them as witnosses in actions philanthropist, especially since in these latter days 
country.] . at law or in other legal proceedings? If it is, why the domestic concerns of all public men seem to be 

Is it not about time the law in our state requir- should thef be required by law to hav imposed upon regarded as .public property. How many thousands 
ing an oath to be administered in our courts of them an oath under circumstancea of any kind what- hav wondered why Girard established a princely 
justice and other legal preceedings was abolished? ever? . Can .it be s~d that jQsf:ice in any. of. 0~ college with such singular provisions left in his last 
The law itself I consider but a relic of a very dark courts IS P~":erless Without the aid ?f such JU_dicl~l will for its government! Every one is presumed to 
and superstitious age. It is a law which has been oaths admimstered umler the sanciwn of legisla.tiv know that Girard College-the finest educational 
handed down to the people of this generation only enactments? Sur~ly n~t. . " . , inatitution in the world, with a property the assessed 
as a memento to remind them of the once supreme Mr ... Greenleaf, m _his treatises . On. EVIdenc?, value of which is $32,000,000-admits none but 
power in the world of priestcraft over the hearts and -~ays: The very motiv of an oath, It bemg .a rehg- orphans, and that no minister or minister's son is 
consciences of men. We should be bold and brave wus and most solemn appeal to .God as t~e JU~ge of permitted to &nter any of its buildings or grounds. 
enough to repeal it, for it is certainly a blot upon an. men, presuppose~ t~at the Witness ?ebeves ~ the But why? 'Gath's' correspondence, which conveys 
our civilization, and a disgrace to every citizen of e:nstence of an ommscient supreme bemg, who Is the some unjust insi-nuations against Girard, prompts 
our commonwealth. rewarder .of truth and the avenger of fal_sehood, Ill& to giv the following information which I obtained 

The law requiring the administration of our 110- and t~at m. such a f<?,rmal appeal the c~nsmen?e of while visiting th& college in the early part of Novem
ealled legal oaths in the state of Indiana is J,:etained, ~he Wltnes~ IS affected. "Now,_ t~e Atheist behe:es ber last: 
we ~e told, for the purpose of preserving the sanctity m t~e existence of no ommsment supreme bem~ "Having several hours of leisure while in Phil a
of our courts and to add to the security of our citizens who IS a. rewarder of truth and avenger of falsehood,_ delphia, upon the occasion referred to, in company 
u against any encroachments whatever in the exer- a.~d why should ~e l;>e called upon. under the solell;lm- with a resident of the place, I drove out to that re
oise (Jf their several rights by false swearing. But ties of such a _Deistic oath to testify to the trutJ;li~ a nowned philanthropic memorial, and after inspecting 
isany oath as now required byourlaws in any of our legal proceeding? Mr. Greenleaf ~as ~ C~ms~Ian the eight white granit buildings on the ample 
courts of justice or other legal proceedings in our lawyer,. and a man w~o ~as very d~mded m hlll VIews grounds, instituted an inquiry among old Phila.
lltate possessed within and of itself of any such respectmg every C~nstmn obligatwn ":hatever.. He delphians to ascertain if possible the motivs which 
powers? I think not. How many men in the state was a m~n who believ~d th~t e-yen men s con~mences prompted Girard in founding the institution, and 
of Indiana, I would inquire, hav there ever been w~r~ gmerned by th~Ir belief m an over-ruhng om- the cause of his enmity toward all churches. 
who hav refrained from swearing falsely in a court msmence. Such an Idea ~a! be v_e~Y. go?d law m~d~r "The story, as I obtained it from unquestionably 
of justice or in any other legal proceeding requir- our :!?resent form _of Christian Civihzatwn, but It IS correct sources, is as follows: Girard was formely 
ing an oath under our laws through fear of any certamly to my ~md .very po~r common sense. . I a devout Catholic whose contributions to the church 
punishment whatever of endless duration in another f?r ?ne do not beheve ~ the eXIstence .of t~e C4ns- at times were almost princely. He did not marry 
world? 1'he man who is inclined to make a false !1an 8 ~od. I regard .111~ only as an Imaginary be- until many years of old bachelorhood had tinged his 
oath for his own aggrandizement or another's harm, mg, Without any reality m f!l'ct whatever, and '!by hair with gray, and but for a strange meeting would 
if placed upon his oath under our laws in any kind ~h~n should my. manho?d ?e msulted by 8 law which, doubtless hav remained a celibate. Being the Iarg-. 
of legal proceedings, will swear falsely if it suits his if I_t _does not directly, mdir~ctly demands. of me, as est ship owner in the world, his business led him to 
purpose to do so, without any regard for any conse- a ~lttzen of th~ state of Indiana., t~ submit my con- all parts of the globe, and his name was familiar in 
quences which he might be threatened with in smence ;regardmg ~he. truth or falsi~y 0~ what .1 may every merchant port. On a public occasion, when a 
another life whatever. Such a man, however strongly be reqmred to testi~Y m a court of JU~twe, or m any large body of merchants welcomed him home after 
he may believe in the doctrin of future rewards and other 1_egal proce~dmg,. _to su~h 11 standard? . a long cruise, the festivities of the reception turned 
:punishments after death, being taught there is a . No~' the questiOn _anses, If the .1aW: of om state from speech making to a grand ball, at which Girard 
bankrupt court in heaven through which he may pass rmposmr, upon the witness the obligatiOn of an oath saw and was introduced to the daughter of a promi
aud be forgiven of all his sins, even the one of falsR was aboils~ed, wh_at ~hould b_e the nature of the 011£ nent gentleman in Philadelphia., and this meeting, 
·swearing, is always certain to defy even the fires ~ be subsbt~ted m Its stead. 1~ or_Jer that the sane- which had many singular features about it not 
of an orthodox hell under such circumstances in or- tity of t~"Uth m. our courts of JUStiCe and other legal necessary to be related, culminated in marriage. It 
der that he may gain for himself his earthly desires. proceedmgs_ nught be preserved? I y.·~mld sugge~t is said by all those with whom I comersed on the 

A witness who can only be depended upon to tell that our legisl~tur~. enact a law re~umng all tesh- subject that Girard's young wife was exquisitly 
the truth under the solemnities of an oath adminis- II_lony to be taken ~Ithout oath, b~t simpl~_on affi~a- beautiful and a lady of rare polish and education. 
t.ered to him in a legal proceeding is certainJ.y not· a twn, under the pams and penaltie~ _of peiJury. Such His treatment of her, instead of being austere, as 
very reliable or trustworthy citizen by any means a statute ~o~ld but plac~ all the Citizens of the state, ' Gath ' declares, was that of a proud lover, ever 
whatever. Such a one should be locked up in are- both _Christians ~d Infidels, on one and the s~me anxious to excite her favors by a bestowal of elegant 
formatory for a period of time of sufficient duration to equality on the witness stand. As·the law. D:0 W IS~ 8 gifts and a constant exhibition of loving tenderness. 
insure .his complete regeneration as a moral man. I part of them hav not the l_east re~pect fm ~t, while One year after his marriage, business called Girard to 
am truly glad,. though, that the security of o:ur lives t~ose who ~0 should ho1;1m the ttu~h too hig_hly to South America, where he remained nearly eighteen 
and property in the state of Indiana does not alto- vwlate their 0 ":n ~o~smence, even If they di'! ~ot months, and upon his return he was greeted affec
~ether rest on the oaths of such men in our courts of heed ~he ~enalbes It 18• s~pposed by then;t to mfhct tionately by his young wife, but her caresses were 
)listice and other legal proceedings. fY the~ disobeyal of .1t, m some other hfe. bey~md poison to his lips, for there were unmiatakable evi-

An honest and truthful man, when called upon to ~e envrronments of this ea~h. l! ~ur courts of JUS- deuces readily apparent that she was about to be
act in the capacity of a witness in any kind of a legal twe de~and only the truth m decidmg correc~ly be- come a mother. I could add nothing to the facts of 
proceeding whatever, under our laws is in need of the tween. nght and wrong, h?w can ~ey reach It th.en this sad story by dwelling upon the scene that fol
pres.ence of no God to witness the truth of what he b;r bemg ~lothed l;>Y law With suffiment po_wer to ~n- lowed. Girard's reproach Wl.\8 succeeded by a frank 
may be called upon to testify to, while one who is fhct ~o~dign pu~shD:lent on those who Wilfully vw- confession from his wife, who named their favorit 
dishonest and is by his nature possessed of the low late It, m 8 states pnson for a term of .Y~ars? A pastor as the guilty companion. I am not prepared 
and vulgar instincts of a liar, all the gods in the uni- pel?-al statute ofhu';llan enactm~n~ wh~se s:pmtreaches to say of what denomination Mrs. Girard was a mem
vers.e would hav no weight with him in compelling m It.s "':8Y~ o_f pumshments foi Its vwl~twn bey?nd ber, but my impression now is that Girard had some 
him to tell the truth under such circumstances if a the JUrisdictiOn of th~ state may b~ With propnety time pNviously withdrawn fror -the Catholic church 
lie would answer his purpose better in a.ccomplislling classed among the vam and obnoXIous laws ~f our for some just reason, and that both he and his wife 
his own selfish and individual earthly ends. Even age. No law ~an be expect&d to. do so. It IS t~e had united with some Protestant sect. 
Ule gods are powerless in purifying the air of our duty of the legislature to attend stnctly ~0 the affarrs " Girard could not forgiv his wife, and she, being a 
eourts of justice and other legal proceedings of the of the s~ate. an~ to go no further. Le~pslatures are keenly &ensitiv woman, was so con!!cience-stricken by 
iaints of wilful and malicious perjury on the part of h~an msti~utwns and hav no connectiOn what~':er her great crime that two months after the revelation 
dishonest and imtruthful witnesses. · With the will of the gods. Ev~ry. form of ~elbes she became insane and was C!l.rried to a madhoul!le. 

Judge Briggs, of Pennsylvania, sitting as a court sllou~d be able to protect all thel;t' m~rests Without Here she languished for nearly two years, when death 
in that state in the case of Lucas vs. Piper, in a mo- the mterference of men by legislativ enactments. delivered her of her malady. The church of which 
tion for a new trial, a few days ago, said: «Something !So human law, ~ow~ver. severe ':llay be the pun- she wai a member took charge of her remains and 
more is required to render one competent as a wit- Ishments for their. vwlatwn, can m an;y way affect gave them burial in a manner commensurate with the 
ness than belillf in a, supreme power, simply as a the decrees of ommpotence. Th.erefore m order. th~t great wealth of her husband. A bill of the funera.I 
J»?Wer or principle, which may be the resistless forces ":e ma;r the better secure the nghts of eye;ry ~ndl- expenses was afterward presented to Girard, but he 
of natural laws as exhibited by the motion and oper- VIdual m the state,. let us repeal all such mtqmtous peremptorily refused payment, and the matter was 
ttion of the elements, and to violate which will laws as are now found upon our statute books. about to go into the courts. Discovering the attitude 
jNI"ely bring punisllment here to the transgressor." W. H. LAMASTER. in which such a legal contes~ would place him, Girard 
How, I would inquire, does Judge Briggs know that Monument to D. 11. Bennett. paid the. bill under prote13t, and then, feeling as though 
"something more il!l required to render one compe- """"' tA• muulioat<w. the church had stabbed him twice, he withdrew from 
tent as a witness than belief" in 110me power in the The great number of admirers of Mr. Bennett a.ctiv life, and, 1·ea.lizing $18,000,000 from his sllipping 
form of a Jaw which will only "bring punishment mUI!It be sufficient, if each one contributel!l but one intere~>ts, he concluded to spend $8,000,000 of that 
here to the ti-ansgres110r ?" By what known law is he dollar, to put the Monument Committee in funds, so sum in founding a. college, which be intended should 
able to render so abetrul!le a cleoision ? Even our tha.t an early commencement may be made in the be a perpetual reproach to all churches and the follow
best a.nd most learned judgel!l make decisions in our spring to carry forward the proposed tribute to the ers thereof. His respect for society and his relations 
highest courts of justice which are often hard to be reformer who by his pen and other efforts did so much prevented him from exposing the secret whieh crushed 
~preh~ded under the light of good law. Judge in. the Jut ten years to advance the Freethought hil!llife, and thus speeulation has been left to write the 
l'riftp &«<in says: "The belief required by eur law movement. We hope every Liberal who can will history of hil!l domestie sorrows. In the front ce.ntei· 
is a oelief in the existen~ of an omniscient npreme promptly contribute to this deserved testimonial in of the main building of Girard eollege is a Jarge pic
being, who will impose divine puniilunen~ for per- honor of the name and memory of a brl(ve and faith- ture of the philanthopist's faithful housekeeper, but 
jury_either in thil world or the next." The nghteo111- ful worker in our common cause. no portzait of hia wife was ever suffered to oome in-
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side the precincts which his will had &ought to pro
tect from ministerial eyes, and by which he has secured 
an intellectual inheritance to many poor but deserv-
ing orphan boys. · · 

"Girard survived his wife fifteen years; and now 
lies under a marble sarcophagus in the main college 
builclmg. · 

"I hav not written this for the purpose of l'esur
recting scandal, but to relieve the memory of a noble 
man from dishonest aspersions and to answer a ques
tion asked by thousands." 

~tlttrflfrom Jlritqdfl. 

PHILADELPHIA, Jan. 21, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send you $1.50 for Vol. IV. 

of "A Truth Seeker Around the World," and $1 
toward the Bennett Monument Fund. 

Yours truly, B. REDFIELD. 

LoRAINE, Jan. 23, 1883, 
. MR. EDITOR: I can't ex pres'! my griPf in losing our 

beloved friend of humanity, D. M. Benn!')~t. Long 
may his good work liv. . . 

We hav a "one·bOrBP." preacher in our town who 
gave it to THE TRUTH BEEKER. last night. His .labor 
was lost. No sinner cA.me, so I thought I would try 
my luck to-day at the sa.me place in getting sub· 
scribers for your paper, and sen,d you four. 

Yours, HENRY THIETTEN, 

SULPHUR SPRINGS, IND., Jan, 6, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Since the sad n·ews of the death of 

our beloved Bennett reached me, I feel a much 
stronger attachment to THE TRUTH SEEKER. Its pres
ence and teachings fill to a great extent the vacan
cy caused by the death of Its founder. I therefore 
inclose $3-$2.50 for the dear old TRUTH BEEKER for 
the year 1883, and 5o cents for the lithographic pic
ture .of D. M. Bennett. With my warmest sympa
thy for Mrs. Bennett, I remain 

·Your obedient servant, WM. H. HEDGE. 

. BEnLEVILLE, ONT, Jan; 19., .1888 . 
DEAR 'MRs. BENNETT: I t.1.ke great pleaRure in in'-· 

closing a drar.t for $4-$~.150 for pap,Pr fot ::urf:!nt 
year, 50 cents for Iii hograph of your late lamented. 
llusb~nd, ·u you think.it ·Rl;l.fe ·to tru.st it 'thr~ugh' .tli~" 
malls, a.nd $1 to assist in the good 'work of P.lactn;g. 
a monument in y01,11,' beautiful ce.i:n~terv (Greenwood)' 
to perpetuate the memory of a' nian whose loss ca.i:i-. 
not, in. my opinion, be rerlacied. I hope that"allof 
his nt1merous friends will remain faithfi:il' to you .. 
and Mr. Macdonald, and do all they ca.n to support 
both you and .THE TRUTH. SEEKER. . ; , 

Yours faithfully and fraternally, J.' ITIBY lLEB. 
;;:_ :· 

FILLMoRE CITY, Jan. 22. 283. 

MANCHESTER, Jan. 22, B.M. 283. CANFIELD, Jan. 23, 1883. 

MR. EDITOR: We were deeply mover! by tho news' 
of the demise of our much esteemed fritnd, D; M.' 
Bennett, and we extend our heartfelt sympathies' 'to 
his bereaved partner, and hope that the' tree of lib
erty so nobly defende~ by our martyred b.ero will 
spread until its branches shall overshadow every 
son and daughter of free1lom and equai right~. W~ 
trust that though Mr. B~n~tltt., has dep •rted froni,; 
us, yet that THE '!RUTH S:iEKEn.which .he foupdft~i 
and so much Iov:ed will prosper and continue to fie 
as It has been-the leading Liberal paper in the· 

MR. EDITOR: Please count me among the many MR. EDITOR: Herein I inclose $3.50-$2.50 ls.to hav 
mourners of the departed hero; at the same time THE TRUTH. SEEKER pontinued, and for the $1 please 
you may count me a life subscriber to THI~ TKUTH ord6r the New York Sun to my address. I hav 
SEEKER. Inclosed I send you $2.50 for the paper for· found the Sun .treating the Liberals as fairly as any 
1883. I will send my mite toward a Bennett monu- of the sec.ular paper that I read. I hav for some 
ment In time. Yours truly, J.. U. SCHJU.l.ING. yeara taken the Toledo Blade .. but after reading its 

MERRILL, MicH., Jan. 15, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 50 to pay for THE 

TRUTH BEEKER for the present year .. 
No man regrets the death of Mr. Bennett more 

than I do. We must not allow THE TRUTH BEEKER to 
perish with him. Every Liberal in the country 
should feel the necessity of sustaining THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. Very. truly yours, NE:l.SQN HuNT. 

OAK PoiNT, WAsH. TER., Jan. 8, 1883. 
M:n. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1D-$5 for the Bennett 

Monument Fund, $2 for the fourth volume of Mr 
Bennett's travels and postage for the same; also 
lithograph o! Mr. Bennett. Balance· apply on my 
subscription for THE TRUTH BEEKER. Hoping every 
Liberal will be punctual In paying up their dues. 
and all try to keep THE TRUTH SEEKER properous, I 
remain, Respectfully, HENRY LAWSON. 

NEW HARTFORD~ Jan. 28, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I think the tab on the wrapper of my 

paper, the glorious old TRUTH SEEKER-reading" Jan
uary, 1883 "-has been there quite as long as I wish; 
I therefore Inclose $3 to hav you change the date 
so that it will read "January, '84." The paper is 
well worth the money, and if it cost double that 
amount I would hav it. I hav taken it a number of 
years. Very truly yours, J.P. RICHARDSON. 

FoNTANA, Jan. 22, 1882. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find order for $4-

$2.50 for THE TRUTH SEEKER for the present year, and 
$1.50 for the fourth volume of " A. Truth Seeker 
Around the World." I am mtich pleased with the 
books; would not be without them for three times 
their cost. I am truly sorry that our hero bas left 
us, but there Is one consolation, his works will liv 
as long as time lasts, and I think that will be quite 
a while. Yours truly, WH. NoRRIS. 

DEAR MRB. BENNETT: It is with eorrow that I hear 
of your departed husband, yet we must try to liv. 
You can thank the clergy tor speaking evil of you, 
They caused me to seek something to Inform me to 
argue with them besides the BlblA. They accused 
me of reading Infidel writings, and I searched for 
some and found THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I mean to 
take it as long as I can pay for it, 

Yours for the cause of freedom and iruth, 
JAMES L. DAVENPORT. 

CORVALLIS, OR., Dec. 25,282. 
MR. EDITOR: I think all who subscribed for the 

Round-the-World volumes surely want the letters 
from preachers and answers that hav appeared in 
THE TRUTH SEEKER since the editor's return, with 
closing remarks, that those volumes may close the 
career of the noblest man that has ever lived. I 
send $5 for the Monument Fund, and if the Bennett 
Hall goes in $10 shares I will take one to start it, 
and more as the work progresses, B. F. HYLAND. 

FRIEND, NEB., Jan. 12, 1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: It was with trembling fingers 

that I tore the wrapper from the number of THE 
TRUTH BEEKER wbich bore the tidings ot the death of 
Mr. Bennett and found my worst fears verified, It cast 
a gloom over our entire household. We had hoped to 
meet Mr. Bennett in this world, as he was talking of 
coming West this winter. But It can never be now. 
W", too, lost a beloved husband and father last 22d 
of February, and will hav to ask you to discontinue 
his paper, which he had taken since it was first 
nublislied In Illinois. 
· Inclosed find $5-$2.50 to renew mY subscription, 
which expired the first of the year; $1.~0 on my 
last volume of tt.A. Truth Seeker Around the Wol'ld ;" 
fifty cents for· Mr. ·Bennett's .llthograph; and the 
" Christian Religion," by B. G. Ingers~tll, Judge 
Black, and othen. 1. W. qiLBKRT. 

untruthful and brutal send-off to the dead editor of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER; l bav concluded to stop taking 
it. I think many Freethinkers will drop it. · 

· GEO. X. YoUNG. 

REDDING,· Jan. 16,1883. 
MR .. EDITOR: I notice the proposition to purchase a 

home for THE TRUTH SEEKER. The idea strikes me 
favorably, if it can be done; but, Mr. Eiitor, can 
such an undertaking be accomplished, considering 
the high prices in the city? If it can be, we Liber
als would like to know the probable cost of the un
dertaking, so that we can govern ourselvs accord
ingly. If we can make it a success, I think I will try 
and scare up a "V" toward it. I would like to hear 
from others. H. N. P. 

FoRT WAYNE, Jan. 29, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I cannot express mv feelings on hear

Ing of the death of that hero of Freethonght, D. M. 
Bennet'. I thought how well Burns's epitaph for 
Gavin Hamilton would apply in my case-

" The poor man weeps; here Gavin [D. M.] sleeps, 
Whom canting :wretches blamed; 
But with such as.·he, where e'er he be, 
:May I be saved or damned." 

I am a poor hand to express myself on paper. 
• Fraternally yours, T. s. FROST. 

NoRTH LAWRENCE, Jan. 16,1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: It is with sorrow that I write 

to you instead of your noble husband, for I cannot 

world. Fraterft[tlly, · JNo. KEL'i.i, · 
. GEO. c. VEIL]:. ,.·.. ~;., 

HAVERHILL·, MAss .. Jan, 15, 1883. ' 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: I tinct that niy siio~cliption; 

to THE TRUTH BEEKER E>Xpires to-day, and I'lnclose 
to you $5-$2.50 ror T~~ TRUTH SEJ;;KFR 1.hif! ,year~ 
$1.50 for thE~ fourth volume of." A Truth Seeker 
Around the World," and $1 now toward":'t'be monu~ 
ment,althou'gh I th1nk his monumPnt f, high E>nough" 
now, built entirely by himself. He ditl a glorious 
work, and bas only gonA where be can do mueh 
more; He still livs, and his exa.mple, influence, and 
work will be the monument that will grnw higher• 
and larger from day to day as t.ime passfs. He was~ 
my brother and I am your brother; and with much· 
fraternal regard I am 

Yours for the truth, J. M. ORDWAY. ·.! 

PERRYSVILLE, PA., Jan. 20, 283. 
Mn. EDITOR: Incloserl find $7, which arpropriate as 

r11rected. To the .s ... nnett Monument Fund: James 
BeverldgA, $1; Euphemia Muir B<wericlge, $1; Andrew 
Beveridge, $1; Isabella BeonE>tt. BevPridgP, $1; total, 
$4. This donation to the B~nnett Monument Fund' 
ls from me and my wife, fro'Tl my brothE>r AntJrew' 
and hi'3 wife. We are all old pe 'Ple, some of us 
nE>arly sevE>nty years of ag-e, but still working for 
ourselvs. We would hav .been happy to subscribe 
five dollars each to that worthy fund if we bad been 
able. As it is, we giv it very freely, and wonrler 
why any Freethinker won't come ·forward at once· 
with such a trifle as one dollar for s uoh a noble· 
cause. Your friend, JAMEs BEVERIDGE. 

tell you the grief that was in my family when we · 
got the paper with the announcPrnent of the death CARROLLTON, IL:L., Jan. 13, 282 ... ·, 
of· your beloved husband. It seemed as though we DEAR MRB. BENNETT: It is with profound sorrow I 
knew him, for we hav read so much of his works write this short communication. I forbear to speak 

of your great misfortune. I can do nothing to help 
since he first startert to write, for we were of the what is past, but I shall make an attempt to do a. 
few that took the little TRUTH SEEKER when he be- .little for the future. 
gan its publication in Paris, Ill. I inclose $2-$1 for your benefit., and $1 for your 

You will find $2 50 to renew our subscription tor husband's monument; but I am in favor of Mr. Le-'' 
another year, and $l for the monumP-nt, from la.nd's· motion that there be a hall put up for a 

Yours truly, HENRY CARDWELL. home for THE TRUTH SEEKER, to be called thA D. M,: 

ADRIAN, Jan. 22, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: It is with sorrow that I hear of. the 

death of D. M. Bennett. I .ha.v never seen him, bu~ 
had great hopes of seeing. him; now those hope~ 
are gone forever. It was through him I was deliv
ered from the thraldom of priestcra.ft, I am now 
seventy-two years old, and for more than forty.five 
years I had been a slave to the Christian church. 
But since the' ·imprisonment of Mr. Bennett I hav 
thrown oft all allegiance to the church. I signed 
the petition for Mr. Bennett's pardon, and tht· 
church blamed me very much, but that I care noth-
ing for. Yours with respect, C. M. LACHE. 

Bennett Hall, to keep his noble name in sight ,for 
generations yet to come. For SllCh a purpose I·wilh 
giv ·as liberally as I am able. Y!"u can call on me 
.for $10 for that purpose, when you hav determined 
to bulld it. Fraternally yours, WM.. RLAcK. 

WELLAND, Jan, 29,l8S3. i" 

MR; EDITOR: Inclosed find for the Bennett Manu: 
ment Fund the following amounts, fr.om the parties 
named: 

I. C. Page, $1; Wm. Parker, 50 cents; A. H. Nor
ris, $1: James Bridges, $1; Elwood Chan tier, $1; 
Julius Cnll.ntler, $1; .Tb.omas Rty, $1; John Ra.y; $1; 
Orlas R1unds, $1; James Fvster, 50 cents; Ja.n6 

DoQuOIN, ILL , Jan. 23, 283. Fosrer, 50 cents; George Andrews, $1. 
DEAR Mns BENNETT: Inelosed you will find my sub- These trifling sums are given voluntarily to:. erect 

scription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for another year. I a simple memorial to mnk the last resting-place of 
hav always been a reader of It from Its commence- our .departed friend,. 1), M. Bennett. -He has· built 
mPnt, and hav always welcomed its weekly vi" its f·lr himself a monument more. durable than marble •. 
with pleasure. Wh.en Mrs. Goddard read of. Mr. We in this age are not trying. to copy the example 
Bennett.'s being sent to prison it was with streaming of the. past in building pyramids or obelisks, neij;~~ 
eyes, And the su!lden announcement of his death are we following in the wake of old orthodOl;Y nor· 
in your issue of Dec. 9 h was surelv a fearful blow the wealthy citizens of the fashionable world .. We 
to us. So also has been the tidings of the death of want value for our cash, and let common sense de
the two foremost Liberals of France, Ganibetta and cide what value is •. I hav said "simple monument/' 
M. Paul Bert. Since reading of the death of Gam- If that is not enough, let it refer them to a Be~ne.tt 
betta I hav almost felt that I would hav been will- hall In the city of New York, if it is only for·a home 
ing to hav died In his stead, could ·that hav been for hla beloved TR.UTH SEEKER, It matters but little 
so. France seemed to be needing hfm so much at what his enemies say of him n::~w; he Is betond' 
the helm of !tate. Mrs. Goddard and my11elf ·were their reach, They hav done their worst· while' Ae 
among the first in the secularist movement In Eng- was living. · · ~,,·;;-;: 
land, and we hav been workers In the Liberal caUSA I merely mention my own views in regard to 'the 
ever eincf!, .both in England and ln this country. In movements on foot. I hav full confidence ibat''t'he<
your trials. and afflictlllnB you haV OUr mnst tender oommittee's judgment iS quite equal 00 tb:e Utidet~ 
sympathy. We are satisfied. that Tu Tauu !El!:DB takiag. and T wish them. every. ~uooees .. I SEllid idli 
Is in goo.d hand", and tha.t· it wlll continue the good t10. 1 think the pa.Ptles would· Uke.'to eee their s\ib~ 
work Mr ... Bennett ~ad ln, view In starting 1t · · · · ICriptlons &dkbo'Wledg'ed tn THB TRiJTll ·SEEKER;·. ::.::.~,d 

Yours truly, THOMAS GoDDI.lm. · · · · JoHN:]u:r; · 
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_ OAK PoiNT, Jan. 1~. 288. PIKE- N. Y .• J;.n. 9;1883. 
.t ·4MR'cl EDITOR: I hav been takmg THE TBt!TH SEEKER l\IR. EDITOB; Inclosed is $3 75, whiCh will pay for 

trip around the world and lltnBWilrs to his many op
ponents In hi!! able and pleasant way, I must say 
that I cqnslder him second to none of thA great 
benefa.ctors of mankind, But he is dead 1 What a 
loss I And yet he liTes, and will continue to liv in 
the hearts, minds, and memory of humanity, 

· over one yea~;.. and hav read it with grea't interest my TRUTH BEiUiER until J\tn. 1,_ 1884, and leave .. one 
1.-.¥.ou---way consider me a life subscriber, and althougtJ dollar, which I want applied tow~d a monument to 
'J...am. -·in arears, I take this opportunity to renew.· commemorate thA memory.of that brave champion 
My, m_eans are limited, but I consider it a sacred of freedom and human rights, D M. Bennett, whose 

· duty to take _at least one Liberal paper; By increas- loss we all so deeply feeh I am an old man-in 
___ in g. the subscription list of a truly good paper, we my eightieth year-and hav long been a reader and 
''are in a quiet way doing a great good-'-we are_ .help- admirer: of. his attempts to ov~>rthrow superstition 
.. i_ng to c'rip[lle the power of priestcraft, the great and error and establish liberty and human rights. 
. ene_my of humanity. L9t us Recure something bet-. Mity the work so nobly begun. fall Into the hands 
.. ter to leave to our children than the empty name of those competent to carry on the good work, and 
of liberty. The news of the death of D. M. Bennett may it continue until liberty, virtue, knowledge, and 

. was a g_reat shock to friends in this vicinity, and to freedom may be possessed by the masses through-
none mnre than myself. -;: · · out the world, H I am able when "arm weather 

I -am aware that my subscription Is out. I hav 
been holding back, hoping to send in some new 
names, but havn't succeeded yet. There is a great 
amomit of Liberal feeling in this locality, but It 
needs expression. We hav most of the different 
sects of orthodox Ohrlstians here. They are greatly 
in the majority, which causes them that differ with 
the church to be quite timid in expression, We hav 
not been favored with a Liberal lecture for a long 
time, yet if we could hav a few good Liberal lect
ures, It would be a benefit to the cause. Although 
we hav no big money to offer, it any come this way, 
.we will QDtertaln as best we can. 

· Yours for-human progress, D. F. -How.A.ill>, comes. will make an effort to add to your list of 
subscribers. I wish to do what I can while I am 

WYANDOTTE, Jan.-26 EM:. 283. pPrmitted to act, . -
0 

~ 
:r.lR. EDITOR: I find t bitt my subscrlptio~ to THE My _son, A. v. Slusser, adds another dollar, which 

· TRUTH SEEKER is about out, and I cannot do-without he wishes applied to the Monument Fund. my s~o'day Bihle to read, so I send $2 50 to renew. Yours, etc., R. BLUBBER. 
Yours, MILTON TBOM:BURGH. 

.. Mr. W. S. B::Jll. the emlnent lectuc:er, was here 
. 8--:w-eek ag l. and lectured in a large, cold hall 
· to about a doz"-n people who were quite as cold as 

the ball,. Ell Po>rkins or Jo Cook (one can lfe as 
-good as the other, only.Elf is not as great a hypo
':'<lrit as Jo) would draw a· crowded house, for Eli 

lectured here night before last to a full house. But 
0: iia.v. 'patience; .it is a long lane that has no tarn. 
· Tile tahles :will turn by and by, whether through 
. the_ influence of spirits or not, I can't say; 

·Piease giv my regards to old man Winter; 
Yours respectfully, J. A. DAVIES. 

BLool\IFIELD, Mo., Jan. 16, 1883. 
, MR. EDITO~: It is with feelings of profound re
' gret for the great head of our beloved publication, 
-and sympat)ly for those of the family tha~. arE_l_ JE_lft, 
. that I addre~s. you this, the first time since the dM.tb 

of D. M. Bennett, who was not only the head of THE 
·TRUTH SEEKER, .but head and front of all the advo
~tes .for religious liberty throughout the world, If 

. my· ability was equal to my de~ire, I would at once 
place,TH.El TRUTH SEEKER on a basis that would in· 
sur~ success. BQt as necessity knows no law, I 
must govern myself by my tyleans. Inclosed please 

; 'find· $5· to ·pay for TliE TnuTH BEEKER, which I hope 
wllLstill liv on until the work so nobly commenced 
and so energetically carried on by Its great bead 
shall ·fulfil his most sanguin expectations. · 

Yours for all truth, A. B. MEDFORD. 

. . . . MARIETTA, J &n. 22, 1882, . 
· ·DEAR 1\fns. BENNETT: Inclosed we harid · you post
office order. for two dollars, as a small cnntribution 
of one dollar from each of us to aid in building a 

· monument in memory ot our friend and brother, 
your much lamented husband, D. M. Bennett •. It is 
but a. small amount toward building such a monu
ment as he deserves. It should reach the clouds. 
but we trust he has built one for himself in the 

' hearts of all the good and true of our land that will 
. "be more enduring than marble or granit. 

His obj<"ct seemed to be to make men good and 
happy-here and now-in short, to make a heaven of 
earth; and truly, if all earth's inhabitants were only 
such as he, we might hav one. 
: We deeply sympatbiz3 with you in your sad be-
reavement, Most truly yours, 
· ·· · C. B. TuTTLE AND MRs. M. A. TuTTLE. 

BooNTON, N.J., Jan. 15, 1883. 
MRs. M. W; BENNETT: Wt11le spending last evening 

, with Mr. Pnilip Wootton (my father-in-law), conver
.sation turned upon the death of dear Mr. Bennett. 
Mr. Wootton cannot talk about YOUL husband with 
out becoming visibly affected. · He expresses a heart
felt sympathy for you in your sorrow, and could 
either of us say one word, or do one kind act, that 
would briog your husbanrl back to you, he would be 

. wi~h his friends to-day and around his own happy 
fireside. We rio not believe that Mr. Bennett's work 
was done. Yet no man ever lived who has accom

. pUshed a nobler work. His inf:luence w1ll ever sr.and 
out as a beautiful and shining halo around the Lib-

: eral world. · 
· Inclosed flnd $4, making $5 In all, toward the 

Bennett ·Monument Fund. 
Yours in sorrow, NATH'L A. MYERS. 

WILLIAMSTOWN, Jan. 20, 1883. 
. DEAR MRs. BENNETT: I inclose $10-$2 for t,he fourth 

· volume of "A Truth Stteker Around the World" and 
: posta~e, $3 to ·renew my subscription to THE TRUTH 
' SEEKER another year, $1 for the Monument Fund, 

and the other $4 for your own benefit, if we can hav 
· the book of his life the same as if the whole $5 went 
for the monument. It was with deep sorrow that 
we read the sad news of Mr. Bennett's death, It 
seemed.as though it could not be, 11nd so_soon, too, 

· after his return from his long and wearisome jour
·,~.ney around the world! We did not favor his going, 
it seemed so perilous we were afraid he w:ould never 

"'return; and it seemed cruel to deprive you of his so
ciety so long, and so soon, too, afrer the crq.el and 

,_wicked Imprisonment he had endured. We hope you 
ha.v the consoling belief th~t the separation his 

~death has caused is not a final one, and that you 
will often feel his presence with you still to cheeJ; 
and oomf<>rt you in your hours :of.: lo-~~llnei!S anc1 

:r eorrow. :Ro»~-r · ,_.» ,Aa,l{.-a W. s .. vu. 

. _ UNION CITY, Jan. 17, E.M:. 283, 
MANTENo, Jan. 30, 1883, ?tb. EDITOR: Inclosed please flnd $3.50-$2 50 tor 

MR. EDITOR: I hav been a little lriterestetl in the THE TRUTH BEEKER and $1 for the Monument Fund. 
oiiscus!iions. or Liberalism in THE TRUTH SEEKER by I am a little behind (but did not Intend it) with my 
Brothers Lynn and Jamieson. The gravity and im- renewal. Thank you for sending it along regularly, 
portance of the question of the destiny of man In for I should much regret to be deprived of it. Ire
tbe future is one in which every individual of the joice to learn that it is decreed that THE TRUTH 
race has a deep concern. To know If after death- BEEKER shall Uv; this Is, It seems to me, as it should 
we liv agaln is a question above all questions; and be. The wol'k and principles of Its Illustrious founder 
for Brother J<~.mleson to say, in substance, that con- should by all means be perpetuated; this seems to 
tinned life is but a figment of the brain-an illusion, be a necessity of the age. And I am glad that its 
or a myth-and to decide the matter so flippantl-y, editorial management has fallen Into such able and 
that he knows "death ends all," is, to say the lSlast, worthy hands. This Inspires confidence in Its futnre 
a monstrous assumption, and goes to prove that he success and usefulness. It is, it seems to me, emi
ts simply wanting in the dovelopment of the organ nently fitting to erect a suitable material monu
of spirituality. I would respectfully submit to him ment to commemorate our fallen hero. But Mr. 
this question: Ad~ittiQg that the belief_ that death Bennett has reared for himself an enduring manu
ends all~ and the-belief that continued life Is a fixed ment in the hearts of his countrymen. Where is 
fact· in the very nature and constitution of man, are the man who bas so extenslvly exposed fallacy. and 
matters merely of theory or speculation, which would disseminated truth? I fall to name the man. 
he prefer to hav prove true when the· time comes 
for testing the matter in his own personal experi-
ence? Respectfully yours, 0. W. BARNARD. 

, CAWKER CITY, Jan. 23, 282. 
. MR. EDIToR: It Is not often that I trouble you, but 

I do want to say to E~ C Walker's prohibition crit
ics, Answer him, gentlemen; and then I do wiflh you 
could understand that your opponents do. not defend 
a. drinker In any ·wrong he may do. Now, you will 
admit that there Is no harm In manufacturing or 
selling powder, opium, s:rychnine, revolvers, or clubs. 
but it is the wrong use they are put to. So It is with 
whisky; You seek to evade this issue by asserting 
that we hav "other prohibitory laws," and when 
called on to name them, you say men are prohibi
ted from false swearing, stealing, murdering, and 
the like. Then you sbor1ld prohibit the manufac
turing A.rid sale (hence, use) of tongues, property, and 
men. This would he effoctual; bllt the cause, what 
about that? Think of the law with the bayonet 
dissuading a man from drinking or persuading 
another to drink. Ejected goodness and ejected 
ba.rlness are· ~J.n upper and nether stone, that grind 
the lil)erty from a man, leaving him no choice, 
hence no virtue. Turning a man Inside out is just 
as bad a turning him outside in. 

Yours, D. G. VANDAMNET. 

" Sons and daughters long shall tell 
None did ever thee excel. 
Fathers, mothers love thee well

Son of liberty." 
Mr. Bennett's impartial and truthful Around-the·· 

World history, alone, Is, It seems to me, an unprec
edentedly efficient lever with which to lirt the world 
out of the bondage of superstition, tradition, bigotry, 
and priestcraft. 

And now, my friends, In conclusion, and at this 
late hour, I would say that I sympathize with all 
sympathizers and mourn with all mourners, over the 
seemingly irretrievable loss of that great and good 
man-a world's benefactor-D. M. Bennett. 

MALDEN BuRLING.lM:E, 

KEWANEE, Jan. 13, 1888. 
DEAR Mns. BENNETT: I l_lav been a c:-~nstant ad· 

mirer of the noble, fearless manner in which your 
late husband, with undisputed ablllty, has worked 
so fndefallgably and successfully, in awaking the 
public mind to the voice or reason, and which has 
enabled thousands to rid themselTs of those terrible 
terrors Inculcated by Ohristian teaching and dogmas, 

I f&lt Mr. Bennett's death deeply, not only from 
the fact of friendship induced by the pleasure of 
reading kindred sentiments, so well written, but as 
a loss to a class of our kind, which no other man 
so well able has the same opportunity to reach for 

READING, PA., Ja.n., 22, 1882. their good. 
M E I 1 · $ · I am relleved somewhat In believing the paper so 

R. DITOR: nc osed find $5 ; 2·50 Is to renew my well establlshed and now so ably edited, with Its 
subscription to THE TRUTH f-)EEKEa, $1 for the Ben hosts of lat~er time supporters anrl. coatribtttori!, 
nett Monument F•mrl, and 50 'cents for a trial sub- can and will bo continued successfully. I feel a 
scrlberto THE TRUTH SEEKER; new duty in that direotion as supporter, ani! which 

I feel sorry that D. M. Bennett-has departed this will undoubtedly be so general as to accomplidh its 
li• H d bl k f th permanence. .e. e was a. goo man-a no e wor er or e The paper he founded must be kept as his last 
good of humariity. He pleaded f0r jllstice, truth, memoria.!, no matter what others are inaugurated, 
and universal meatal freedom. The world has lost not because of his memory only but the good of 
one good ;nan. He wrote a number of good books this world's pil~rtms rPquires it. i hav your late re· 
and tracts, in which he has given much valuable in- ceipt for THE TRUTH B&EitER tlll January, 1884, and 
f i d di 1 d t b d f f could nnt forego a wish to say to you, as so many 
ormat on an sc ose many rut s an acts o kinrtred sympathizers hav done, that we also sym. 

different places and things, of the state and <iotidi- pat hize with you most Rincerely; aud with the best 
tiona of the rich and the poor, and the religions in wishes to you and Mr. Md.c-1onald, please accept 
the different countries-books, which If read by our the following acrostic. The first words of each line, 
orthodox friends, would glv them much valuable you wlll s~e, brlt>tly describe death, 
and truthful informatl on. . - " Very truly yours, A. W. WooD, 

It was through tbe honest and just D. M. Bennett BESPECTl!'ULLY mBCBIB:m To THE MEMORY oF DERoBIGNE MoR
' TIMER BENNETT. that I started to think more for myself, and had my 

views changed about the different religions and Death, thou fatal mesMnger, relentless, mighty kin~, 
Ever' sweeping over earth, with swift but tireless wmg. 

creeds. I hope the good cause will not suffer 0 any Rules by which we fondly hope our happiness to gain, 
through the loss of our leader, but others will step Our hopes so buoyant, w1sest plnns, to deuth are only vain . 
out of the ranks to the front, and corithiue the Being must die in every clime, we bide it with its ill, 
work for the good of humanity, Innate seeds that change to death, no matter what our will. 

Fraternally yours, H B WEBNER Guardian, thou dread unknown, resistless secret power. 
· · ' Nature's signet seals but once, and that in untold hour. 

Estate, uncertain at the las~ through every mortal life, 
DUBLIN, IND., Jan, 17, 1883, 

Mn. EDITOR: I hav no words to express my sor
row and regret and, I may say, disappointment in 
the . death of D. M. Bennett, not but that I was 
aware that he· was approaching the evening of life. 
and was alike liable as all others to be overtaken 
by death, but that he was apparently enjoying good 
health within a short time before his death, .which 
was so sudden and unlooked for. I cannot think of 
him but with admiration, that he was able ·to per
form the gre<~.t amount of writing he has since my 
tlr.it acquaintance with him threugh .his paper; 
which was at the time of his Imprisonment. When 
I think of the many volumes he has written In be
laall of a JDUeh •eeded' and aood eauee, with hli 

Monarch no better title holds, to 'scape tha dreaded strife. 
Over the rich as lowly poor, see dreaded tyrant bend, 
Rulers like babes as powerless to Death who marks the end. 
Titles are bubbles, thinnest air, the feeblest idle breath. 
Infinit plans are fixed as fate, so well fulfilled by death. 
Murderer gleaning nature's Jield, how can man change his 

· doom? 
Ever since man, the saddest cry is uttered at his tomb. 
Roaching thus our mortal life, we sleep, we rest, we wait, 
Battling no more delusions, which myths or ghosts create. 
Earth's last sad scene is o'er, to him we sing ns shorn, 
Noblest martyr, sleep in peace, or wake when brighter morn 
Numbers anew thy other life, where reason's voice can fall, 
Eternally to praise aood work&, till reason reigns o'er all, 
'.Chroughout ooea.n, air, and earth. all epaoa where etara oan 

shine, , · 
'l'ime giving Hlal te ao•• w.-, wbttlltc' IIPlllo& er ~nat. 
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Reason versus Christianity. 
.BY BOBEI\T SW .UL. 

I. 
What will you glv me ln lieu of the treasure 

That I hav laid up In the sky? 
What will you glv for the long-hoped for pleaaure 

I'll enjoy In my mansion on high? 

What will you glv me In place of my God, 
My Jesua, my savior, my friend! 

"Jh, prove to me not that re!lglon's a frauc1, 
That death will bring all to an end. 

Oh, can I.!n place of my Bible, I pray, 
Get a grander and better from you! 

Produce yours e'er bidding me cast mine awa7, 
E'er proving Its pages untrue. · 

Religion's a home that hae sheltered my head 
From the cold and the fierce win try blaste, 

To ruin It do not so ruthlessly tread, 
Ye god-smashing Iconoclasts, · 

Unless you can build me a home more enduring, 
More joyful and lovely by far, 

My eternal bliss and r!chea securlnlf, 
Where misery never. will mar. 

Thla Is a poor, self-loving mendicant's wall, 
Who clu tohea at gold In hie sleep, 

Who doth at tile beautiful, bright morning rail, 
Because It has caused him to weep. 

He ceneures the.eun because a bright ray 
Did waken him out or a dream, · 

And chased all his pleasant delusions awa.r, 
or hla shining gold left not a gleam. 

n. 
Oh, what do you want, my dear Christian brother, 

In place or a beautiful lie; 
Kust you hav a more lovely one than the other, 

Will nought else your craving supply? 

We're sorry to tell you that reason has not 
Yet taken the golden-harp trade; 

8he's been busy cooling a hell that's too hot,' 
And In slaying the devils God made. 

Fl ndlng ninety-nine went from a hundred to hell, 
She, out or the tenderest love, 

Just blew' up your hell, and most &hocking to tell, 
Knocked the props from your mansion above. 

We really are grieved that It could not be eaved, 
'Till sad Ita eupports blocked the way, 

But when countlessm111oneln hell were enslaved, 
Thy little loss, what Is tt, pray? 

To gain endlel!S joy, would you glv your connnt 
To doom many millions to woe! 

If thy aelflehness reaches to that extent, 
To hell you are fittest to go. 

Men's hopes of a heaven we never could smother, 
To loee It we are very loth, 

But H to preserve It we'musteave the other, 
'Twill pay well to get rid of both. 

Oh, the premiums of Reason are greater by tar 
Than you can from theology wln, 

Thou:h no heavenly gate ·ror one soul's len ajar, 
She's no hell to dump ninety-nine ln. 

8he'lllend you her light to explore foJ: a Ute 
or eternalandlexquislt billie; 

It you fall she'll help you to weather the strife, 
In making th• best use of this. 

The lnquisitiv Youth. 
l'rtrm the .Ark""'""' Traveler. 

" Come and le* me talk to you, Willie," l!lai<~ 
the elder to Rev. Mr. Mulkittle's little boy. 
"You'll be a great man some day." 

" Who wa1 it that was turned to a barrel of. 
1alt ?" asked the boy. 

"You are wrong, my little man. No one 
was turned to a barrel of salt. It was Lo•'• 
wife who was turned to a pillar of salt." 

" Was Lot mad?'' 
"I don't know." 
"Did he sell the salt?" 
"Oh, no; he waa fleeing, and didn't stop.'' 
"How fleeing? Catching fleas?" 
"No, he waa"rnnning." 
"If your wife wat turned to salt would you 

be mad?" 
"Why, er, that is, if the Lord were tO vil!lit 

upon me such a misfortune, I should submit." 
"Would you stop oatchin' :Ileal· and ~~ell 

her?" 
"That _Will do now, my 1on," exclaimed 

Mr. Mullnttle, "go and amuse your sister." 
"Let him talk, brother," pleaded the elder. 

"He exhibits a Tivacity that is quite refresh-
ing." 

:• Was Lot a good man?" queried the boy. 
"Yes." 
" Was his wife good ?" 
"No, I think not." 
"She was too fresh, wasn't she?" 
"I don't know what you mean." 
"If your Wife was too fresh wouldn't you 

want God to turn her to salt ?" 
"No," said the plder turning away to avoid 

further conversation. 
" Why wouldn't you f" 
"I don't know." 
''Why don't you know P" 
"Because I oannot tell," replied the elder, 

abstractedly. 
"Why can't you tell?" 
"Hush, sir," demanded Mr. Mulkittle. 

"Brot.h.er Grention, don't IUliWtr uotAH 
ll'lltl"'a. Jio'll1rtU ro• ...... 

TRUIH SIEKBR LIBRARY D. M. BENNETT'S WORKS. 
A. Truth Seeker Around the World. 

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Four large volumes. With a steel-plate 
Reformers. The Biogra:ph1es of engraving of the author -in Vol. I., and 
three hundred of the most distinguished each volume illustrated With forty-seven 
teachers and philosephers {who are not cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth, 
Christians), from the time of Menu to the $6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in mo-

~ t B D M B·~TT "1 075 rocco, gilt edges, $10.50. resen . y - . a ... ,a • . ' pages, 
vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroo- W , . S · 

co, gilt edges, $4.50. The orld s age~ Thinkers, and 
. Reformers. 1,07o pages, 8vo. Cloth, 

The Champions of the. Church; Their S3.oo; leather, u.oo; morocco, gilt edges, 
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio- S4.5o. 
graphical sketches of prominent Chris-
tians. A companion book to "The World's The Champions of the Church; Their 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNJ:TT.· 8vo., Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. morocco; gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of .A..ncient The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Vol. I. !9vs and Modern Times. Two Volumes. 
11 full account of all the gods the natwns Written in prison. In cloth $3 00 per 
of the earth hav worshiped, including volume, or $5.00 for the two .;olu~es; in 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus leather $7.00· in morocco gilt edges 
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 $8.00. ' ' ' ' 
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all 
the religious systems of the world, includ
ing Judaism, Mohammedanil!lm, and Chris
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BENNJ:TT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in mo~ocoo, gilt edges, $8.00. 

Supernatural· Religion. An inquiry 
into the reality of divine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the claims of supernaturalism 
everwritten. ByF. W.NEWMAN,Emeritus 
Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4..00; leather, $5.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine. 
Ineluding The Age of Reason, Examina
tion of. Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llanda:ff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of M!\Jl; the 
whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
gilt edges, $4.50. 

Analysis of Religious Belief. An 
examination of the Creeds, Rites, and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By Vrs
OOUNT AMBEBLEY, son of the late Lord 
John Russell, twice Premier of England. 
Complete from the London edition. 745 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; leather; $4.00; 
morrocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

'!'he foregoing Tolumes are called "The 
Truth Seeker Library."_ If all are ordered to
gether and sent by express, one dollar Will be 
deducted from the price of each. · 

PAINE'S WORKS. 

Pai~e's Theological Works~ includ
mg The Age of Reason, Exammation of 
Prophecies, Letter to the Bishop of Llan
da:ff, Reply to Mr. Erskine, Letter to Ca
mille Jordan, etc., etc., With a life of 
Paine, and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo. 
In paper covers, $1.00; oloth, $1.50. 

Paine's Great Works (complete) 
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather, 
$4.00; morocco, $4.50. 

Paine's Political Works, including 
Common Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of 
Man. Cloth, $1.50. 

The. Age of Reason. · An investiga
twn of true and fabulous theology. 
Without a peer in the world. Paper, 25 
cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents. 

The Age of Reason and An Exam
ination of the Prophecies. Pa
per, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Common Sense. Paine's first work. 
15 cents. 

The Crisis. Containing numbers from 
I. to XVI. inclusiv. Paper, 40 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents. 

The Rights of :Man. For the op
pressed of humanity. Paper, 40 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents. 

THE 

RELIGION OF COMMON SENSE, 
BT 

PBOF. LlBBRECHT UHLICH, 
Ol!' GERJUln'o 

Prlee TwentJ'•ftTe Cents. 
Addrela THW: TRUTH BBIIUB, 

Bl8TOBlCAL AND CBirtCAL 
Bevtewot 

THE SUNDAY QUESTION 
'lriTit 

REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR. 

B;r Geo•~re W. B-wn. JI,D. 

All ttm' 11 too IIOred eo-;;;;q, no &line 11 wo •• --.. 
t84le100(1. ft110,1loeac.. --.._. .... ~ ...... 

From Behind -the Bars. A series of 
letters written in prison. Over 700 pages. 
Price $1.50. 

A Truth Seeker in Europe. A series 
of letters written during a visit of ten 
weeks in Europe. Giving some account 
of the International Freethinkers' Con
gress held at Brus!fels, to which Mr. Ben
nett was a delegate, followed by a de
scription of what he saw in England, 
France, Holland, and Italy. The letters 
from Rome alone are worth the price of 
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait 
of the author. 850 papes. $1.50. 

The Semitic Gods and the Bible. 
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic 
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virf\in 
Mary, and the Bible. To the· latter 230 
pages are devoted, shoWing that book to 
be a very inferior production for a first
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov
ers, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

Judaism, Christianity, and Moham
medanism examined historically 
and critically. It fs thought to be the· 
most damaging exhibit of· Christianity 
th~t has appeared. 500 large pages. 
Pnce, $1.50. 

Thi!'tJ Discussions, Bible Stories, 
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages. 
Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1. 

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. 
A debate on Christianity and Infidelity, 
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H. 
HUMPHREY. This book has had a very 
large sale, and is a splendid work for 
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh
bors. 550 pages. Price, $1. 

Bennett-Teed Discus!llion. Between 
D. M. BENNETT and CYRus RoMULUs R. 
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of 
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents· 
cloth, 50 cents. - ' 

What Objections to Christianity 1 
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and 
G. M. M.uB, divided into the 'following 
th~s.es: 1. C!hristianity is neither new nor 
or1gmal, bemg borrowed or copied from 
mu.c)l ?lder system~ of religion. (a) The 
behef m an o:ffspnng being begotten by 
a god upon a human virgin is nearly a 
thousand years older than the mythical 
story of Jesus and his virgin mother. 
(b) Other so-called saviors and redeemers 
hav·been believed in and reported to hav 
been crucified and to hav died on the 
cross many lmndreds of years before the 
same was said of Jeatt&. (o) There is not 
a dogma, rite, sacrament, or ceremony in 
Christianity that did not exist in pagan 
systems from five hundred to two thou
sand years before Christianity was known 
in the world. · 

2. Miracles and supernatural achieve
menta hav been as fully and truly ascribed 
to other teachers and founders of religion 
as to Jesus. 

3. The story of Jesus and his mission 
in the world is unhistoriclal; it is not cor
roborated by contemporaneous historr. 

BBNNETT affirms; MAIB denies. Th1s is 
an exhaustiv discussion. Pric~, $1.50. 

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United 
States Circuit Court upon the charge of 
depositing prohibited matter in the mail. 
This give a full history of this celebrated 
case, and shows what monstrous injustice 
was perpetrated upon Ma. BlDNNIITT 
Price, cloth, 75 oent11; paper, 50 cents. • 

.A..n Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 
5 cents. 

Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 
3,000 .q,ueations propounded to his J ewisli 
Godship upon a great variety of subjects. 
Paper~ 50 cents; cloth, 75 centa. 

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. Firat 
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv
ing many church inojdent1 and laia evolu
tlen from Ohriltianitx to Liblialiaa. J» .. 
,., 10 .... , • ._. , ...... 

STAND A 'RD BOOKc;. 
llold bV D. :U:. Bennett ~1 ('Uaton Pl •• B. Y. 

() T(JLOPEDTA8. 
'l'he> Pe>oph.,;!J Cyelopeclla or 1T11:lve...-1 

Knowled(l'e; 2rnyatoct•vov lo.; oveti.IXKI pp.8ach. 
, und m lo•>L "'• the. who!" the w•>"k or tnlrt:r Of \he 
tble t men of <•nr · lmes. treatlq ttp n almo•• evel'J'·COil· 
celv~IJie ·subject. and hron111bt ilown tn the;ea~ 1881; n
·n&trat,ed <olth nnm-.ou• co·ored mape an over th'!! 
tbuuohd ~n~~:&vlnga; ... td to contain tbll"lY thoua .... 
more,, 1"\t.·Jea rh•u anr othe• qclot>e'la. The Appeudll<• 
>loue•ontalni\W •nderiUUUlld of Jrnowle4r'oan411Ul !IC 
th~ Bllbjoct• treMed mar t,e named the following: D1t .. gmrhiCiOl Cl&HllleatJ· n or Dlatlnpl•l>ed Men lnclad ... 
!\rtto·e Actort'. ""'' N ·vellet•. Aut bora an~ R'<terl~,. 
Aarlcu•tu leta&"<\ Mauuta :tur•·-1. Com'OI>fen aa1 M....
lano, Eoglne6ra and Bul dera. Fonc>dera ot lDI'I·ntiOIII, 

l!:xp'o-1'1 • and F-'nndera or 0 untrleo Fon•ne\era All 
C-•Pitbtlsla. Inventor-•. Journallata a~d Pnbllaben. Lur• 
vero nn•· J ar!sta, Lex 'COJiiflOJ>bOrtlo Comm · ut.l'lt on au4Phlo 
I .loglsta. Military auol NaVI'I 011l<'era Mln'at;~ra and Theo
•og1an;, Or"tors a.td Booartato, Pbtl .. n·hropl•ta a_nll- Ro
'·•rmers. Phtlosophen and P~_alclans, Puyalclana. aad 
Surge n • Poet~. 8 hotaro and Mncaton, Sovere11!1$ an4 
[(Ill ·a, Stat<&ffi·'n and O"plomattatll. DlatlnKilllhed 
Women, w.t 1 a100'1 ahoWID& ot mlan~llane"llS and ~ 
tt:-lng. Next f llowa a Dictionary ot Literal'!' l'@eacle
''YillS a'pba.betlcally ,rran& d· Origin or FamlllarW,l-..t. 
-nd Pt·,rr•oes; Socletlea and inatltut'ons; Orth:Ph~ 
Zu11e'W~\:l':niif."~~i~:f~.:'t'::.:'i t~:•J::~gffc!Tt"Ht :l'J'l 
Cl>8&10catl,nor ExlttlrgS •verelant•ea: Standln&A1111:ea 
ittha World; The Lost and Rained Citlea of tbe W.:rld; 
ut Galleries or tho Wurld; Ar~a.Populattca..and Weal\h 
,f Nations; Monetary S&.atlatlca or t e world.! Sta.., 
Sobool System& t n the U -.!ted Stotea; Educational 8tetfl. 
Lie& of v .. rtona Couutrlesj Alpbabetlcal Llatof all. I

0
nv;!fceJlo 

tlon;,; Great Pl>gnes ann DllltemponotHIIItOI'Jl r a 
ut Orcharl! and G'rden Fruita; Go emn.ental SupPQ .,ot 
llulen; Banke and Bank'n&; Htatory: or Prelltl'6n .. ar 
Elections In the United States; C · ron logical On~UII!!. of 
Historical Kvent<Hrom 1492 to 1882; Remarkable T~-11; 
l"he Treatl-·a or the World; Prtncl~al flrldpa 9f the 
World; Intereotlng Geograpnlcal Tablesk· Unrted NBta&a 

.Census or c,t,es and Towne tor 1880; elisions ew .. 
papers ot all Denominations: Relll(tone SQDtm•rlfil tor aD 

Wr~~ti~:in<Jur~~n~l'm~~}e.;1~:!.~n~~u~g B~= 
or History; Great Llbratte• of the World; Salartea or 
Unlte11 States G vemment Ollloen: Ji"edera\ and ate.., 
b~!~~!l'ifAtcV..~i~g,.:~~-:f ~f:t': a~=FcWJr!~:3 
Current Record; United Btat<laPoatai .Regulations: Unl&ed 
iltdte& Censua· Uu!ted · Statee Copyright RegulatJODii 
u n !ted State• Patent umce; BDIIneaa or the ~neraliAD4 
011lce· Un!Wd lltoteo Puullc lAD~ Syotem; Table or 
United Stateaand Territories; Statement or UnltedBta&ea 
Public Debt; N 4tlonal M111tla Lawa of the United· ~tea; 
Army "nd Navr or the United States; Religion Denoml-

::,a,!{~~a 3fa:Is~~~do~t4J~~to'::'~~nt:,~,S.tt~!t~~lfr~,l~ 
~:~:io~;a~s,;~~!0orJ~~e~~}Y fr:eeBBG"i t ~e~.!'.f.':.:S sa;:-; 
a.nd Terrltorle;; ~ntstandln& Bonaed "lndebtedneaa; I: 
dian Agencies and Cenana of the Indlalla; Recent DIICovo 
srles In Science and ExJIIOI'I\tlona. Tltla ·en"" work 117 
expr~as tor $15.00.. Regular price e:111.00. 

«Jbamben's Encyclopedia of 1880, With Copt. 
ous Additions of American Editors. In Fifteen Volum~ 
Octav·> eutltled the" Llbra<y or llulveraal Knowledn.' 
l'uere la no Cyclopedia that outrankll Chamben'l, au-a to 
nne who reaas or American allalra, this Ia far better tho 
dte foreign editions. Thlo very valuable work. of nearl7 

?y"l'o~~~rc~~f~'i:'e~Voi~~~~i-1·t~~~~:~i~:~~'::'the.; 
~~= ~~f~~E.'~~~h ~~~~if: g:~%~;~:~~~:y~ditlllnal. 

Vbambers's Encyelopedia t~fBDifll!Jh L:llo 
era tore. A Sel•-ctlon ot t!ie Choiceat l'!Odnotlonl or 
B:ngll-11 Authors, from theE•rlleetto the Preaen' time, 
,_;ouuect.ed I>Y a Crlt'c&l and Biographical Hlatog._ Kle
~~ontlv ll!u•trated. Edited !>:r Robert Chambers, Editor or 
•be Edinhurgll JOHrnal. Two Octavo .volumes In oae. 
Rlcb aud full giL. 1400 page•. ~. P011tage M cenm, 

«Jhambe• 's Inl·ormatlon for 1 he lll:lUioa; 
or, uue ThOn•andand one Thlnp WorthKJl.,wlnl!. Cem. 
vr!slng the Hiato· y .and lllYatel'J' or ltverythlnlli Wottla 
Kno.,lng. 12mo. l'l'lce, 65 cents; po~p, 11 cent~. 

'I' he S.-me, In Acme Edition, 4 volume&, Plalll Bla4. 
iug, "", h" low price uf $!!. P011tage S4 ceata. 
The t';y<•Jopedia or BibJlcal L:lteralal'el 

•dited by Johu Kitto. JJ. Dil F. &.A., uellted bJno..,tl 

i-~'!~~\r,~~!~s~i. .. ~:~~':rt~ by ~~~~U:a~D.fr~~ 
:~laablc work. Price or~ vol;,., L"\'1. P<iotage, S4 eta. 
The li a.,_,ly Bible Cyclopedia and Bible 

<leader's "-"'-181-&nl, containing & new and comple&a 
1ctlonarr ot the BIOle, a complete Concordance to the 

;!;~:a':.d/;.~~~~·~~i':S~:i"n"fb:X~:~~t:7..1¥a~':~-
rol.,l~mo .• 7~ P&~~e• l'i'lce 75cta.; P<>&ta&e,Ucta. 
'l'be World'• t;ncyciopedla ot Wenden 

\nd (Jnrlosttles ot Art. llclence, and Literature, 
evr~aentlug P"y lotogy. Phrenolosy, Aat;rononu, Bot

y, G""lvgr, 1'\atural History. Icllthrol9g,, M.rtholoirY, 
rult.h••losy, .Meteurulo!Q' . .llllneralop, Cheml8'n'!Zoo1Q; 
\·.Entom·Jlo~y. lUufiraphft, etc., etc.; and conta n1D~a 

· ~~ '!l.t,~t:.\!'t~~tl~~e".::r K~l~~~fA~~~~':"~~::::~·£i~ 
.,rlments. Phenomena, etc .• O-' both Ancient and Moden 
!me •• In a! I P&rts o t11e Ulobe; eomprialng correct -
•unta• f the Must Wonderful Freako of Natttre and A111. 

.:a~f.0,.lnJ' 1 ~n;t':.tr~~~:~~f.Jn':'nl\':i"J~~la~';_rl~~J>~XJr~ 
·:.ted wlth nne nundred and tony engravt~~p. PriCIIt 

;.).! nost&a:e. SO ct-e. · 

CDA.l'ID08 «JLASSJVI!I. 

A series of etanrf'~t_~:~:.• iJ.ra'e"'i;!,;j~!"s~l"J'• and geael'lll 
Price' Poat; 

LegentL.ry Ball&do nf En111land t\nd Scotland. By 
Jnhn 8. Roherts ............................. • .Ill .1111 

German Literature. Rt ·hter, Rlrbler. Zaci•okke. 
TiecJ<........................................ .Ill .D 

Com plAte Angler, lowe Walton and ()bar lea 
Colt.on ........•.....................•........• ,811 .ct 

L1vea ,r No•ellsta and Dramatists. By Sir WaJ. 
ter Sc·•tt..................... . . •.... .• • • . . . . .es JJ 

Poet!"" I Works ot Kllza COok. . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • .65 .QI 
Decline and 1-'all of t e Roman EmPire. B} Kd· 
. ward G bb· n. In fnur volumes .. ,...... . . . . 2 eo .a 
Poetic .I Workll or Charleo Macks(.. . . . . . . . . • • • • .611 .w 
~~6!~!s ~~~~~~g·/.r.:!: ::lt..:w:.;;: i'ciir.ii.: -•~ a~ 

lcle o' the Cltl............. ............ .••.• ,03 A 
Tbe Jlomanoe of H-•t.ory. Kndand. By Jlenl'}' 

Neele lllllltrated ........ , . .... . . . .. ... . .... .85 .a! 
The Romance of Hl•tor:r lndl&. Hobart Cann· 

The ~~!'n~eoiii~;~i-f."i"~IY·:·c . .Mi.Ci~rt&~ii. :: :1 
" " llpafn. Don T. de 
Trueba ...................................... 811 .ct 

Doct~~::rntt~ium• u!~r~: T8J',f:of.:~~~=~~ <>.! 
Wife. Wlth~ored llluotratlono ........... .Ill -~ 

Homer's Iliad ..................................... • .15 Ill 
•· Ody .. ey ....................... . : . . .... .Ill .111 

k!;::J!n~~~~~t~f/~/::u~~·'l/1. Fotan~~-~ :: :IJ 
Ever;day Book of Modern Literature, By C. H. 

Town&Pnd ... • • • ..... • . • •. • • • . ., • • •" • • • • • "" .15 ~ 
Johnoon•o Llvea·of the Poeta... .•. . . .••.• •. . .. .•• 65 •. · . 
Milton............................ ................. .65 
Kna7• on- Cbhalr)' Romance, and the Drama. 

By Sir Walter SCOtt ............ ;.. .•. .. .. .. 65 .01 . 

l!iHA.:KSPERE•s WOB:KI!I. 
_ Price Pot$ 

Comjllete. Fireside Edition.· Cro"n octavo. 
~'"£~. tyWi~;'~ru:l"i.ngJlb,~~;!i.eJ~~I~ 
LUe, Notes, Gloaaal')', etc ... Crowiioot;.:.:O: 

The Avon ltdltlon. Sheep, marbled edJiiea.- 11-
bral'J' at)'le .................................. . 

'do .Ill! 
8 15 ·" 
• 00 ,41 

In three volumes. Comedlea, Histories, Trase· 
c11ea, Half BUHia,allt top.·· ...... , .•• "· • · I 00 A 

The aame, Ill clotll................................ J 50 :II 
Dramatlo and Poetic Works. complete Ill one 

volume. Dlustrated, with life by Alezaa· 
der DJ'ce, hoep, Jlll\rbl"d edaee..... .. .• • • :a 50 _. 

lloarle' Botder Edition. ll•uotr:.teci. COmplete. 

~~a~~dre~:;:z~~~::~kr,;~~cgg;.,gJl!t:~rn'Th :;oi;. 1 51 .~& 
breen cloth, red edres............ . . . . . • .. . • 5 00 .a 

Arundel Edition. From the text of Clark and 
Wright. Dluetrated,. . • . . .. . • • .. . • • • • • . .. . • 1 Ill .M 

In a yoll.. brown ctotb, edited by Clark and 

Ooapl!:!-l:oDi ·iii a· i.<-i<i • oi' .J.iii.UOii; iiteTeU: 1 10 .sr 
aall Bee4 o:,n;~iil~fl~'rt!gl: ID -~ 

...... , ......... .., •• , ............... ~. 1 .•• 
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STANDARD 
&old bTD •. l!l. )Jennett, 21 Cllnto_ii Pl •• N.Y. 

~ ,, , . - DICTIOliA T-' 1:;;1<. 
Webster~s Pocket JUot.iona.ry, 40,llll words. 

DWt.roted .. -Price. 15ccta.; p e·sge. 5ct,,· 
ctl 1 U!:!:::'fc~.ictiou.ary, ro,co' word•- Price. 25 

,.meriean Diamond Prononncin!l Uic• 
t1onar7, 'it'O paaee~ Prieta, SOct.$1,; pnsr.age. 5ctll. 

The American Comprekenstve Lexicon 

:~r~~~t!j. ~~:l~~:O~.f.~u~tg'ucr.a.,~~:r~~~~~a~g;;_ 
768 pages. lllu&tr•ted. Prlce..._5')cts; postage,6ct<. 

Ameri-• Pepnlar nictiouary, contaln'ng 
.eTery uoetul word In the English laal!u>ge, and much 
ot~hr Ull"ful hlforroatlou, Price. 1!0 eta ; voot.ge, 8 cts. 

-. e American ~tantlarcl Dictionary, con
taining tJI ne•d<d Engltsll words, wit 'I tbe exaet de11-

~~~~y.W~&:fe·~~~~~~8te"~~o~~~e n,P:~~u.\'[~~~~~nwlt~ 
~hronotogy. Grammar, ProverlJa, Scrlptnr"' name-e, His· 
wry, Lawa Rel~th· to Land, InterA•t, c~nBU8 Returnil, 
·Debt, Popn atlon. :M.a.nofd.cturea, Producttona We·"'lth, 
J1f~~.~~~~~! ~:;??7 ~: ew. lllustr•ted, 717 p cges, J2mo. 

The Same. Ia le"tber b'nd!l, t1.75; postage, 18 cto. 
The 1Jseful Dictionar of toe J<iu<lish 

Lan~aa-e, complied by Au" In Nutt.»ll, LL.D., ll .. e<l 
ont.ho-..s.bunaof Webster, WtJrocster, Richardson, G"Od· 
ric' ,.Johnlion. Walker, Craig. Ogilvie. Trench, and other 
eUllnent L•xl.,..graphero. comprising many thoneando 
of new worde, whlctimrxler" S•.lence, L\terature. 'l.rt, and 
Faohton hav called Into exlote' ce and usage.· 900 pages, 
~~- Prl·e.90cto: poatoge, '4r.ta. _if he Sarne, half moroeco, *1.25; postage, 14 eta. 
P'·•t-!~.1!18t~~_'• Primary Dictionary, 65 cents; 

Webster's Pocket Dictionary, new edition, 
cloth., 70ct,.,; ·J:ostage, 8 eta. 
cJ.he Same, ro~u fiexlble covers, 80 cto.; postage 8 

'l'he Same, with llexlble covers and tuek, tiOct'.; 
postage, 8 cts. 

Army and Navy Dictionnr;r, cloth, 80 eta.; 
PQ&tap;e. 10 cto. - ""'-

'I' be Sam~~ ...-!tn tuck&. $1.15; poatage, 10 ota. W 

10 
(J~~nmon I!!IChool Dictlonar;r, 85 eta ; postaJ18, 

JlJ110h i!ochool Dictionary, euo; postage, 12 
eta. . . 

Academic DicUon!'rY, $1.75; l'Ost&ge.l5 cts. 
(Jountinllo' House Dictionary, sheep, e8.00; 

~::;:~i-";s Unabridged Dictiouar • 118,000 
words, 8,000 en1ravinGJ four pages Colored f:'tates; a 

~l:fdY1~~~~ ':a 'hva'; ntine t::':~,:\~,0~~8r!~~'\?!";a~lnX;;e~r:; 
years, many of which h"v never be tore been pla.ced In 

Ft~tf.,nt:;_"<,~)~!·;~'\J;lln~~e~~e~,(,tef~-:'r~~f,':~~:t 
~~~nu~?a'J6i~~!.-.~~;f,.~ft'Y~Wro~:n1~nf;?'~v,tt,gor:~g: 
8heeo. marl.!le edrl. e•1 pl .. ln or st•mped sld~o.~!O;. (publlab· 
er§' price. $12). (;lotn, and InS vols., same prlce
,1~~~11'Tnrkey or Jlnssin, extra marble edgea, 

Full Bnl!!sia, marble edges, $14. 
FuU BDIIJ!1a, vermilion edgeo,$14.00. 6. 
TnrkeY ililoroec~, vermlllon edge•.· $14.50. '16\;i 
Turkey l!loroc(lo,.gllt •dgeo. $18. 
The•& are usually sent by express, but 1f by mall, 80 eta. 

addition·•! must be sent. 
Webster's -~at-ional Pictorial Dictfon• 

~~rtt. 1$'4~n~fi~~tp~· ~~'~c!d~~li!f:'f2;'; ~:i'ifai1~ 
kn~i~,~~~~gi1\t' 'ii'f~A"J~~';_:f, c·~alf ·Morocco. 

Prfeil~~~t-' Wl::'l~.i~0/."ical D1ctionary, thor· 
ouKhly revised up t·J th~ year 1880. Price1 $1i poatage, 14 

c~a?on•s French :dictionar~ CFrench-EnJl• 

~=t:~~r !e~f~!illn~:n'i>~c:,t~~ :t!~~\,~~~~. ~~:!.~lptll !-

Zahner's Dictionary or the En!flish and 
Gerrnan l..anlfnages, giving •he·e.,act 1neanlng of 

~:~~~~~tt:'~6~~1~ sp~~W::~: va6~uO:ct~~I~~~:aort:d~tr.~~: 
Prtc.e. W cts.; posta~o, 6 ct.H. 

IUctlonary or t-he lEnglbn and Italian 
l..aDKu.n.g_es~ price, 6U C'B. t:acn; post>:.giJ. 6 cts. 

CIIA.RLES .Dif'KEN111'8 
WOJI:KS. 

COltlPLETB 

nuotr .tod •. 12mo. 15. vol'. Volumes bound uniform 1u 

1 Ptfi'~1~Jt~~~~:· Large type. Comprlsln(l, 
~ David Copperfield, 
8 Martlu Chuzzlewlt, 
t i'llrbolaa Nickle by, 

a flft'I!B,?r~~~: 
'l· Domhev and Son, 
8 Onr M utnal Friend, 
9_ Oll~~iel.wiBt. Picture• frOm ltalJ, an4J:Amer1cau 

10-01~ Curiosity Shop, and Hard Tlmea, 
11 Tale ot 1 W· ·Cities, and !!ketches by Boz, 
12 Barnab;v Rudge, and Edwin Drood, 
IS Great Expect tlono, and Uncommercial Traveler, 

~~ g~r~~~mJ~~W"!:~l~:1.~:&f~~~~~-Pleceo, 
,/a~~lbove only in seta. By expreq, n:a. By mall, 

- Dicken•'• Work• In Slna-Ie Volumes. 

Child's History ot England ................... ~~Ice. sfo~tl 
IJickens-Colll a Christmas Stories................ 65 .11 
Martin Ghuzzlewlt...... ......................... 65 .11 
Onr Mu· ual ~·rlend ....................... ! .. .. .. . 65 .011 
Oliver T·dot ..... -.................. .......... .••. 65 .12 
Edwin Drood ..... - .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 65 .11 
(;bar lea Dickens'• Parlor Album of llluatratlou•. 1 25 .15 

gg~b~;:~':l~~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::·::::: :: :tg 
David opperlleld ............... _ .... .-........... 75 .14 

'ftAVJ':BLEY l!fOVlii:LS'-BY !!fiR WALTEB 
. SCOT-•·· 

Illustrated. 12mo·. 12 volo. Unltorm In gree'n and (l()ld. 
Large type. Comprising, 

1 Waverly, and Woodatock 
2 Rob Roy, and Heart c;f Midlothian, 
8 Bride of Lsmmermo• r, Legena of Montrose, 1111d 

4 Pe~~~Wr~~~~gg~~~~.'i.':rnd0¥1f:':~etrothed. 
g r~~~~:~ ~~l.J1".1 T'.:hd.:;,o,.~~t Robert of Parle, 
7 Fair Maid of Perth,and 'l'he Antiquary, 
8 'fhe Monastery and the Abbot, 
9 Gur M•nuerlng,and Annie of Geiersteln, 

10 Kenilworth, and St. Ronan's Well, 
U ~~3~;>u~tf!i..~dM-t'~ap1?.;t!~d Quentin Durwood, 

P~!do~e~cl.u ~tamalr.W2~Y express for the very. tow 

Macmillan Library. Edited by Char-
lotteM. Yonge. Large type,1IJ10 paper. 

A Storehouse of St<>rleo. ~vola. 
Ruth and Her Friends. 

~:.:trwe:.o: a~t\~~rl. . 
tC\t~~~".:;:Wn. 

The aet b7 express tor f<i, B1 mall, f4.80. 

ABLINOTON EDITION OF POPlJLAB 
WOBKI!I. 

_ Very 11ne blndiDI· 
Price Post 

Schiller .60 .ts 
Goethe. • .110 .ts 
Mil on • • .60 .IS 
Brltlah Female Poeta .ro .IS 
Pope • .en .ta 
Burna .t!il .18 
Dane .00 .IS 
Hoore • • .80 .IS 
Sbakspere .ro .'8 
Arabian l!l'lght1 .110 .18 

~~r~~ ~~ro~·s ::1- :~ 
Bed Line .Edition o~ the Poetl!l. t2mo. ll· 

luolrat d. Colored covers, Embc•BSed In Gold, Full 
G!J.., Red Border around the pageo. A Beau· Ifni 
a, ok, and remarl<allly ehMp at 75 cents r or volume. 
Poot~~o 15 cent4 per volume extra. ETery L ver of 
poetry a~ould hav the entire set. 

~~:;:_n, ~~-n:fi~n'ian·, 
Byron, Schiller, 
GOethe, ,, Scott, 
Burns. l'doore, 

~
nt~e . :Poeta of Amerlea, 
e · tb, :Drttllll J'vJIIaiOl'QOt.t, 

an '!r, 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, FEBRUARY i"r, 1988. 
. . ... . . : 

JiTANr'ARD POOKS. 
s:olcl b;r D. M. Bennett, 21 Clinton PL, N.Y. 

Dickens's Parlor Album of Illustrations:-.... !.~c"i J0~4 
Barberlne~ or, a Woman's Devotion. By Mary 

sunoh~~ Jnh~~~~d"; ':Pi;.;;.;:· iiY":&Jiili'i.iii.ier, $ ~ .to 
Our RedCo•taandBlue Jackets. BvH.Stawart 50 :~~ 
8
Journeyof Dlacovery ............................ : 5~ .1!8 

taro and Stripes In RebeUion.. .... ...... .. . .. .. 25 .07 
Thren Eras of NewEmtlandand Other Mdreos. 

e•. By George Lunt .... _ ....... ;; ........ _. 25 .09 
Broken llr,.celet an<l vthor Poems. By Mrs. C. 

Fanc:.o lro~~~t 'ciii-i;tmao. iiwries ... By' Har. 
25 

.OS 
rlet Farley ............................... '... 60 .09 

Blographla Llteraria: or, Biographical Sketches 
ot my Llteruy life and Opinions. By !!am· 
uel TavlorCol~rldge. Two volumes In one, 1 00 .15 

Clever Jacll: and Other Talos. By Anne Bow. 

F'· mo~:un<ij-&:,'ii.id''Ii:ow'15ti.ii''Bec.;m6'6re&.i. 75 
·
11 

:,Jen ......................................... . 
~ar'"~' ~torleo. By .Various AUthors. 2 volo .. 

zac ~ Ct,~edle HumH.1ne ...................... . 

1 00 .11 -
1 70 .22 

75 .10 
Life ~ud Times of Sir Walter P.alojgh. By M. 

A. ThOmoon ................ -.......... .... . 75 .09 
The Sple· did Advantages vf Being a Woman. 

B 
lly CharleoJ. Dunphle ..... ; ............... 60 .10 

lu -~nd lkd Light.. By S. Pancoast M.D .. _... 50 .10 
Scottloll Life an<\ Charact.er. By E. B. R:tm· ., ••r. M A., LL.D., F.R.S.E., Dean of Edl~-

burgh- ............... : ...... ......... ........ 75 .to 
Hom-' Scenes During tbe Rebellion. Bv Elggiln 

Strebo• .. ......................... : ........ ·. 50 .12 

~'\, ~g~~iJR~~~:-JJt~~"s~il~~~~::::::::·:::::· c ;{8 -~ 
GlenduVdl'. A };uvel. By De~na R!JScve.... .... . 50 .08 

k':,;,h~Cn:C~~~·~ J!~P!~~r~~~~~•.::::::::::.: ~ :~ 
Hyperlon. A Romance. By Henry Wadswor;lt 

Longfellow..... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 50 .06 
Omre M•r. A .I'J111rlmage Bevond tLe Sea. Py 

· Henry Wadswonll Longfel!ow.............. 50 .00 
Willy ~cllly. By Wm. Carleton .. :............... 70 .12 
Tom Brown's SchoolDMs. By 1'h•·mas Bagllett, 75 .12 
Last Days of PompeU; By Sir Edw<lrd Lytton, 

scott~rb;i8i8:·iii.8J'&ilei?ori~i-::::::::::::::: i~ :~ 
Kenelem Chillingly; biB Adventure• and Opin-

Ions ............. , ........................... : 
The Sketchbook ot Geolfrey Crayon, Gent, ..... . 
Ivanhoe. A Romance. S'r·W•lt r Scott ...... .. 
Peter the Whaler. Wm. H. G. King. ton ....... . 
lirllng the Bol~. R ·M. B;•llantyne .............. . 

8~ .12 
75 '-1~ 
'15 .12 
75 .12 
75 r12 

Dick. Chlverly; h!a Adventurtlll oud Mlsadven-

Last ~ftb~ 'iiOiiiea.m·: · j'."FBtiiiiiD0re· coo·p~r::: 1~ ~:o 
- l'lle Ret! Eric; or, the Whaler'• Last Crulso 

R l!l'. Ballanty_ae ................. :.. .. • - 75 .12 
h the Pope InfaUI_ble? John Schulte, DD.,-

i.~re !J'<i ~~i--tiiiii£i18.d&Iii'ilw-;;r:.;tiiii.;.--·c;,·u:i. 50 
.lt 

Mada~e /:~%'/,'~;,_;;;; ':Wi-ii-.i.Dgs ... Cou~i.· nd' :ifai. 75 
.09 

Mem~1~x;,r· ':Madi.iii ":D.i.iho;<i~~: vaiinoi-·.;: · Wiii. 75 .o~ 
B!ogr~::~e~~I<~M';:'J':r~~~.::,:r.s ii :i-~i~;-,· ·; i-~~: i5 .to 

rrou~~oiii&iitiii-'Tioiiv~i-68; New·a~·,rui,i:·ii;,i: 1 00 
·
12 

Nocte~".t~:;~~;'l~.;e·:: ·ciirtsiO'tlti'ei i,i<:iit:i~::-- ·:: 
1 \?s :ijg 

.. u •• •• Extra, 85 .11 
Ante Bellum. Southern Lite "" It Was. Mary ::: 

sptrtfu~Wf-r.;;.:··win'.'ii.'ni:i:oii::::::::::::::::: ~ :~g 
Victor Latourette. A Novel. By a Broad Clinrch-

Mode~a'fii&.hou&m: · ii:: 'j.' wtiiiamoon.·::::::.::::: ~ :~ 
fho Golden 'l'reoo.· Tranala ed from the French 

Janet~1 io~~~=~~~ -~~~~?~.~·:.:: ::; . :. ::::::::: 
For l!:ach Other. A Novel ...................... . 

60 -11 
50 .09 
60 .08 

Drawtng-Room Plays._ An Evel\lpg's Amuse- -

· Dlck~:".:'n<i ·c;,·Iii.i8:8 ciirt~i.illa · si0ri~8 ·:::::::: @ :~ 
Flemish Lite, In Four Storl~s. By Hendrick 
· Conscience............ .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. . .. .. 75 .15 

Report of the Commissioner of Ag• !Culture for 
1S18 .................. ... :. -----·- ............. 50 .21 

EBB&ytJ~:n~1~~~-~~- a-~~ .. ?~:~~~~~~~:_'~~. ~~~7~ 1 00 .12 
Complete History ot the Great Rebellion in the 

. ChlldP.,~It;fd t't~~~be~:.~~-. ~~~~-". b~~-~~:~::::::: 
Vlcar of Wakefield .................. _ .......... -

75 .11 
75 .12 
60 .09 

A Good Fight e.nli. Other Tales. By !Jnurleo 

The :aR~'l.:d~f'itifi o~eo:.; &ti<li'iiii ;;~ 'iti;,· ;,·:~: "ii-
50 

'
08 

luotrated .............................. _...... 65 .12 
~~~~o:1~r, J?!~ :~~ ~!f,~h. By D .• w. Ba~pett.. ~g :~ 
Life rr George the Fonrtb. By Julin liawurd.·. EJJ65 .12 
Talne's Hlstvry of English Lltemture ...... _- .... 90 .Jl 
Ltfe of Bonaparte and t1\e Bonaparte FamHy.... 65 .12 
Flowers from Fal.cy Land. By Albert Smith ... -. 65 .08 

N~~!a~~!Fr:~!fe~~~-~~.~~-::::::: .. ·:::.:::::::::: ~ :~ 
Llfeot John C. Calhoun. ByJo\mS.Jenltln•.. 65 • 2 
The Woolntrvf the Water Witch. By J. Moyr 

r1r., ATi~~-oi '.Ari;Oti8: · ·».; 'j.' .Moii i:i ·: iii1::::::: {~ :~ 
.Lite and Letters of Lord Macaulay. By Tre. 

How·:~Tt't:.nitiii · .iiit)i.i: ":B:V · c'~;,~ini:ii _;.;·&eike·, 
1 00 

'
12 

D.D.......................... ................ 65 .10 
B!ographlcalSketcheo. By Harriet Martineau. 69 
Man and BeastHe.e Bhd Hereafter. By Rev. J. 

G. Wood ........................... _.......... 85 .12 
Life of Gen. John C. Fremont. By Sc.muel M-

Smucker .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. 65 .12 
Works of George Herber& In Prose and Verse... 60 .08 
Inexorable. or the Wages of Sin. Angelo....... 75 .us 
[)anclng Imps of the Wine. Angelo ...... _..... 1 I~ .10 
Adventures or au Atom. Angelo .... __ .......... 1 15 .i2 
[)lckeno'oChlld'sHistoryof E!!Kland..... ...... 65 .10 
£!andy Bible Cyclopedia. By John Brown .. ... 75 .14 
Live' of Jelferson DAvis and Stonewt>ll Jackson 15 • 2 

~.~~to.;t~~~h .. ~.¥.e'if~~:r-·--·:::::::::·:::::.: ig :M 
L1te ann Pubhc Services of Dauiel Webster..... 75 .ta 
Life of Thomas Jelferson .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .... 75 .1s 

tli: ~i~!?t~:~ ~~-~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::: 1g : 1~ 
tiowWomencanMakeMoney,MarrledorSingle ·75 .Ia 
>!!;tory of :Palestine. By John Kltt.o.. .... .. .. .. 75 .09 
Life of Henrv Clay...... .. .. .. . . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 75 .12 

~~~1~ ~g~~d~f It:~~~~·:::::::.:::·.::::.:::.: ~g :\~ 
~'l.~0RS..'fi~~~~~r~:~~ft':<t·a;-.;.'t;;8:::::::::::::. J~ :f: 
lfeofPaullneCushman.......................... 75 .'2 

~:~~.;\'£?f~~l'b!~Tlti~~~~~::::.::::::::: J~ :}~ 
rhe Russo. Turkish War. Illustrated............ 75 .15 
Twelve Years a Slave............................. 75 .12 
Life ot Genera!Jack>on .................... ;...... 75 .14 

8~:-~t~~:~:.ti~~d iii a w<>i-i<l::::::::::. ·:.:: i~ :m 
rne World In a Pocket-Book ................. .".... 75 .IS 

-~:t~~:r:.'},t~'h~WiW.~~~li~~~:~~~~::: ·:::::::::::: +~ : \~ 
~"Jraleon and His Campalfn's ................ _... 75 .IS 

~~o~f.;:gtt~tfnlt~~a~Y~~;.'lui! i<'i~i:tin.~•~--,; ·::: ~g :~ 
-~g:~~~~oh~~~~~1ilo~ ~v~~:f F~~:~~eB~ 1b1~ry 1 25 

0. Stanton • ..... . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 00 .12 
fl'andbook of Chrlotlan Evidence. lu two varcs. I 00 .t-8 
Ancient ll~mbol Worship. llluotr. ted .... -..... 8 00 

~~v;~.~~~:. :.&g~~~.;;;,:s;,i~-~i.i8i8: · ·iti;,.i.i-:;\tiil~ l ~ :~~ 
l'hc St•1ry ot tbe Monuscrlpto. By George E. 

Merrill ...................................... 1 00 .08 
rhe Catechism of Positive Rel.glon. By AU· 

guote Comte ............... -.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 00 
Kidder's Secrets of Bee Keeping. Cloth, 75 

- Paper, 50 
l'he Institution of Marriage...................... 2 25 
aafed, Prlnr.e of Persia: His .Kxperlenceo In 

Earth and Spirit Life...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 75 .18 
A Jl[ad World and Ito Inhabitants. By Jullus 

CI!ambero ............................. , .... 1 25 
rrrench Wine and L~quor .Manufacturer......... 3 Oll 
Common l:!ense Thoulogy. lly D. Howland Ham-

!. ton............... ...... .. ... . .. .. . • .. .. . .. .. 1 00 .08 
Crltloal Essays on Pbyslco, Metaphyslei!, .md Eth· 

leo. Dy Lawrence S. Benson .............. _. 
The Bible tor Learners. With map ............. . 
Xenophon'B Complete Works. Nimmo l.lbr,;ry 
Trdaonri-ot British Eloquence. lllmmo Library 

~~!~~~g'so~~'i-"i.~o~~~m:;;~g:.~r~~?~~~~:: ::::: 
rreasury of Modern Biography. Nimmo Library 
Tre..,nry of Ebgtlah Llter~ture. Nimmo Library 

~~~~:~.rw~~~-oxy:~~.;t~:;~!i-/.~~~-~ -~-~?~'! 
~~~U:~ .¥it':L1"~;,;;pie;& £ilii1o.i: · · iii~;ii-~i.a·<i::: 
1>·•n Quixote. People's tdltlon. Illuo<rawd .... 

Arab~~n~l!ll~.t~~«;f·.~~nm.~?~: .. :.~~~~~.'~ .. ~~: 
Swl"" FamilY Boblnaon.People'o edition, Illus. 
i'ope'l .routle&l Worlu ,reople'• ""~' nJu, 

1 50 .10 
2 25 
I 50 .20 
' 50 .17 
1 50 .18 
1 ;{) .19 
1 50 .18 
I 00 .!9 
1 50 .20 
1 50 .20 
1 50 .J8 

45.o7 
45 .07 

45 .07 
45 lit 
~ .ftl 

STANDA_RD BOOK$. 
Sold byD.M. Beunett,21 Clinton Pl.,N. Y. 

. Pr!c e. Post. 
Cll!ld~en of the Ab!Jey. Peopl•'• edition. lllno. 4~ .liS 
LtmrJ s Ready Reckoner and Form Booll: :15 07 
~~".i'"rvof Greece. Bt TtwmnoKe!ghtly::::::: 75 :n 
Swl 9r'lx~~e................................ ...... 00 .18 
Iwn'\" T ~Robinson........................... 6IJ .os 
PI t n"o , uc entHiotory. 4vola ................ 2 2-~ .2" 
In ~h!"# s i'lves........ .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 65 .14 
HI or caatle. A Se" Tale .. ·-............... 65 .IS 
Hi!~7~~ ~,:'6Mormone., ..... _.............. ... 75 .IS 

lll"~r~ o~ galt~:-;~ta;::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::: U :U 
T i ry o rel!!ID............................ .. .. ·65 . 12 
Da •;t•;EngllatiLiteroture........................ 65 .12 
- ry eu a Poetical Work<.. .. ........ -........... GJ .12 
Holiday Book9 for Cltildren. Fun of Pict-

ures. Big Type. Heavy l'•per. 
T t 1 F t I - Price. Post .. 
C~ ~~ bu t · l

1
Book of Clilld-Songo .......... lJ 5() .118 

A ~h ~r ~x. B o ore a .li:cl!nu-lngs.......... .... .. 1 13 .16 

~h:tt~:boi'~to~t·~ of N-;.'1~. n't'iiiitor;::::::::::: rJ :t~ 
~~ tterbox Junior.......................... ........ 65 .17 

atterbox.. .... . .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .... 6~ .16 
Karl Frol! lch Bl!"1ohc• with Sclswra and Pen... 61J .1~ 
feep_Jhowj<p""'"""""""""""""""' 6~ .IS 

ne orn 1 i••nt.y ••..•...•••••••••••••••••••••• .". 00 .15 
Chatterb~:t PlcturoBo'' .......................... 65 .18 
~~nday <::h•tterbox .... ,. .................. ,.. ...... 75 .Ji 
Ch:~~:~~~'b~~~~N~.I~d~......................... 75 .n 
Little Folks Play rlook ... ::::::::::::::::::::::::· ~ -~~ 
Young Folks Cbatwrbux ......................... : 75 :16 
Afternoon Tea ................... ~................. 75 .09· 
Little Sunbeams.................................. 65 09 
Under the Window ............................... : 90 :oo 
fa~~t~lt"ei~ups:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ :~~ 
Aunt (;llarlotte'o Goldtn Glit............ .... .... 60 .14 
Little Prnttier's Pwtu e Bo.,k ................... : 65 .09 
~dventureo of Dun QulxoteJu••lor............... 4.'i .1!8 GCr ~lttle Keepsake............. .......... ........ 65 .12 
l C_t or a Good Child............................... 75 1'' 
{ambows for Children......... .... ........ ...... 45 :o8 

S•nt:> !Jiauo nd St. mcuulllS...... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . 61 .IS 
EhrtJ•H•ehlefBook .... ; .... ,....................... G1 .!ij 

li 'sOwn Story Book........................... 80 .ll7 
Our. Cha· terb-x.. .• .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. 3iJ .Ui 
Little Lessons for Ll"tle Chll<lrun ..... ,....... .... S\1 .~7 

The Magnet Handbooks. 
oents each. Post:tge free. 

How to Pronounce 1>11l1cu!t Word; 
How to be . n Orator 
How to Speak aad Write 
Sl·>r.g and Vnlltar Phrases 
Bl tz'sBonk of Magin 
L!Jrento's Wtzud"s Gutde 
V ntri \cqn 'm ll-;~.de Easy 

'rhe illa~ .. et Handbooks. 
· oents each. Postage tree. 

French In a· Fortnight 
Grammar Made Eaay 

~~:Jgl~ ~}a~Tr:Slor Funny FeUowa 
lJ.lshl uln '8S (;ured 
G .ve-M 'k!ag Secrets · 
H -•"' to Wrhe Shorthand 
r~· ,rLUne T~ ter and Dream Book 
l(tddlee, Conundrums, and Puzzle& 
rr.ndbook of Good Manners 
': ;n ndentlal Advice to a Lover 

Paver. 10 

Paper. l'rleo liS 

flle Ma~net Handbook!l. P"per. Price 20 
cent:a each. Poer."'g free. 

~;t~r:~~~~K;!~~ou a T~s.c!1er 
dun~tst Ahe'sJokes 
.\.merlca!l Refbrence Book 
"'"dy-Made Autograph Album Verses 
i~:~~~~r.;:_;~v;.~g:.~~::er e~u Reader 
Com men Complain aandHow to Cnre Them 
Personal Beauty 
Hoo { .o Knowledge 
Prao.tlc• I Magician 
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IT h~s been proved. by tlUitiona.ry. calculus that 

steamships could never get across from ''the farthest 
point or Ir~land to the nearestoi'Ne'wfowi.d.l&ilii 1 1m· 
polling force, reslstiilf!l. force; militlmum· 'here; 
minimum there; :~y law or nature "llJld" geometric 
demonstration: what couid · be done ? The Great 
Western could weigh anchor trom Bristol po~that 
could be done. The Great Western, bounding sate 

through the gullet of the Hudson river, threw her 
·cable on the capstsn of J!lew York, leaving our sttil 
moist paper demonstration to dey ltselt at lelstue.-
Co,.lyle' s Chortism (1839). -.'1 

. .'. 

HE thatls strong of any opinion muet suppo~~e (un
less· he ·be seU,condemned) that hts' persuasion Is 
built upon good grounds; and that hiS assent .. 1S not 
greater than what the evidence of the truth he 
holds forces htm to; and that they are argumtnts, 
and not lncllna.tlon or fancy, that ·make him ·iio con~ 
fident and poslt!v In his tenets, . Now 11, after all 
his profession, he cannot bear any opposition to his 
oplnlon; If he cannot so much as glv a patlenthea.r
illg, much less examln and weigh the arguments on 
the other slde, does he not plainly confess It Is :Prej
udice governs him ? And It is oot eVidence of tr'Uth, 
but some lazy a.ntlclpa.tton, some beloved presump
tion, that he destrea to rest undtsturb6d inJ-.Ldr:kt'a 
Cmuluct of the. Understa:ntling. . · 

I CA.NNOT think 611Y parent or Instructor luetlll~d 
~n neglecting to put this little trea.tts, "The Conduct 
<Ot the Understanding,'' into theh611dsof a. boy.about 
the time when the reasoning faculties beoomet de· 
'Veloped. It will glv him a sober and serious, not 
.tllppant or seU:.COncelted, Independency or thl.n}f.ing, 
-an<l while "it teaches how to distrust ourselYs,' and 
to watch those prejudices which neceesarlly grow up 
!'rom one cause or anothe.r, will inspire a rea.B<in,able 
'COllfidence by ·taking otr a little Of that deferen<lll to 
authority, which ts the more to be regretted 1.>11 its 
excess that like Its cousin-german, party-spirit, it Is 
frequently unit-ed to loya.lty of heart and the gdner
<OUS e_nthustasm of youth.-Ha1lam.'a ~ o/ Bu
.-ope, 

Yl?.'l, to partially adopt the phraseology of a w!rlter 
in .Macmillan's Magazine, I do refuse to eee· in God a. 
being omnl.sclent as orimlpotent, who puts us· Into 
this world Without our volition, leaves us to strt~ggle 
through _It as we· can, unequally pitted a.galni~t an 
almost omnipotent and supersubtle devtl, and ;then 
if we fall, finally drops us out of this world into llell, 
tire, where a I eglon ot Inferior devils ttnd con etant 
and never-ending empl()ymimt In inventing fresh 
tortures tor us, our crime being. that we hav noti suc
ceeded where success was rendered. tmposslble.i No 
high, no manly, no human thlnklngs are devel~ped 
in the doctrin of devils and damnation, If a p !>tent 
tatth, lt degrades alike thd teacher and the ta•itght, 
by Its abhorrent mercilessness; and If a !onn In
stead ot a faith,, then 18 the devil doctrln a ·mls.lead
lng sham, which frightens wea.k minds and 1il.ever 
develops strong men.-Bra4laug~'a Few Warda .ftbBut 
flte Deoil. 

A YEAR a.go, In thts pulpit, I c!ee.l'ly a.bandoneli the 
Idea of a. personal devll, and there was not a rip ~leQf 
excltemtmt. No one was sad when I announooc l that 
the· devil was dead, no one put 01i.. mourninii· In 
good truth I thought at the time some of the llreth
ren seemed to be relieved. I &i.Jil then, "Thtl only 
devil in the universe Is evil; eliminate evil 611·d the 
d_evll Is dead." Now a child can see that the a ntith
esls or a personal devil ts a personal God, and. that 
logically the two Ideas stand or ran together. · But 
when I come to say that It Is Irreverent and .retsh to 
limit the mysterious force which underlies a U life 
by the terms Of h~ma.n personality, then thosojl WhO 
raised no objection to the removal of a pereona.l <!evil 
cry out In holy horror I Alas !or thelr logical. aou
men 1-.Miln's Farewell Di8course. 

A FARMER BOWS poor seed and neglects htii hhelng 
a.nd weeding Into the .bargain. The judgmenJ; goes 
working on eve_ry hour; but It Is only when he t ·ea.ps 
ana comes to sell that the revela.tlonotthe lndg:ment 
comes to htm. Market-d~y Is tho judgment dj lY In 
that thing. You build your well out of the PO! rpen
dicular or with bad mortar. Probably It Is" gl1 ring" 
all the time. Judgment 18 going slowly, inexot ra.bly 
on, from the moment you hav 1lnlllhed tt. Bui t you 
sa.y, "Oh, It's. a good enough well I" Some d a.y It 
fal)s-that Is the JUdgment day. A young Ill/ !Ln is 
Idle or careless e.t his work, not very bad, but rt ot up 
to the mark. He does not "take hold," barely • earns 
his salary, hardly that. some day a pinch co~es, or 
a change; trade Is bad; he Is the first to go, or there 
Is an opportunity tor soma one to rise, but he Cl tnnot 
hav the place. That is the jUdgment day to- lt \m.
Brooke Herford, 

LUCR:ETIUS insisted.that death, rightly lolllktJ d on, 
was no fearful ·thing-scarcely a thing to be rf •gret. 
ted. ·what was death? The separation o! S&tl' 1 and 
body. And what wDB soul? Whim a chlla waa con
ceived did some immortal spirlt·come raclngtht ·ough 
the s]>y to take posseBBlon of the growing· germ 1 Not 
so at a.ll. Soul was generated with bod<y, a.nt'l cor
responded with body. · In the human body . there 
was a human soul, In an animal body there "11·as an 
animal soul. A horse had not the min1l of a.o man, 
nor a man the mind of a horse. The sou.J. wa8 born 
with the body and grew with its growth. 11 ~eble, 
like Ita tenement, in· Infancy, It strengthened 1 ts the 
body strengthened, ca.me to Its maturity whe u the 
youth became a man, a.nd, with the coming on~ •f a.ge, 
mind and llmbs lose their power together.-Ff ·otul•' s 
'&ienc8 and Throwgy. 

THE highest intellect!, like the tops ot mom~ .talns, 
are the first to catch and to reftect the dawn. · They 
are bright, while the level below 1&etlllln darl..mess. 
But soon the _light, Which· at first mumlnate d only 
the· loftiest· emlnei1088, descend& on the plaY~. and 
penetrates to the deepest valley. First comei hints• 
·then fragments of systems, then defecttv sy lstems, 
then complete and harmonious systems. The! sound 
opinion, held for a time by one bold spectUa.t Jlr, be

: comes the opinion of a small minority, or a· strong 
minority, of a majority of manhood. Thll\8 th~ 

~at progress goes on, till schoolboya lauah., at. the 
l&rgOD that Imposed on Bacon, till country icecto~ 

· oondemn the .. tniberauty .and t11to~ I~ itr 
'JlloJIIM JIIOrt.-M®II!IIil(f ~. · ·. ~ 1 

.·. fdd# and- flnd#. 1'VICTORtA!f··~:c~'"iJ':i~:jjifiiETT~IfiS~K. 
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.TilE reindeer 1ll sWifter tha.n the mule; but the been aeked overand over agatn, ' FOUR LARGE>VOL,UM/ES; . 
mule can etBild still and ma.ke·hlmilelt more 'lteenl:r AUhloPOint allcomp'll'loons end1 and contrast beghla. · · · • · · ....... ·o , '"" .. _, · .· .. . 
felt. The o'd garme!!to W<'re elow in lnotr action. The VIC- W1th " steel 11rate ermra<rrri!f or'· the author In.· VoL 

TOBIA Is qnlek and •nre. alld each volume uiustrate«l wt~ fort)'••e.~e.li.!\):&~· 
SOME !des or the siZe or Queen Vtctorta's ca~a.ge 

can be formed from the report that at a recent review 
It toOk the British troops forty mlnu tee to pai!S tt. 

ANOTIU:B "largest telescope tn the world " has 3us~ 
been erected. It brings the moon so close that. the 
man can be distinctly heard yelllng, "Don't shoot." 

A WOJrUN may do many questionable things dur
Ing her llfet!me;, but, when It comes to her wedding, 
she a.lwa.ys atBilds up tor the rlte.-Yonkers /Jifll4-
lll<ln.· 

IT ts sa.ld tha.t Arabt Pasha rode a led. hol:l!e. This 
we should think was dangerous,' tor . a led horse 
might run into bullets at any ttme.-.BOB!rm Cl:>mfner· 
ci4Z Bitlletm. . . . . 

WHY IS a m611 ringing a bell ior an auction like a 
church eoolable? One makes a noise to· get money, 
and ihe other ml!.kes an oysrer get money.-:llot:Makr 
PO&t-Blpreu. · 

A MAX who crossed the Atl611tto for the llrst Ume 
sa.ld he did not think he was much ot a sallor at 
starting, but when he was one day out lle felt ea U 
be coUld heave up the anchor. 

te~~.~ ~!~~-n:b\'i:'\e:e ~~M·CS"Jff.r p~~e~~:s ~~~~ · 
ays&em. and permanentiJ' c. nres the uon_ble tor w_hlch~t IB BY D. D. BEN~~~·Jl';,~ .: . ; 
re.n':~rJ'"!.~~IIancea DID NOT BOLD TUR!R xAG!il!TIO buR- Late editor ot TRW TRQ'Tll l'l•liilfK, .&ijbh!ir'of>~~:;rruth 
RlUITS oVBR THIRTY DAYS, 'The.VICTORlA, however, Is lleelltldn Europe,'"'Gods .. nd Be!flilo~.Of A.liC1~n\ 
constructed on solen· ide ~tnclpl~•; bein~ permane$ In and Modern Times," "TheWotld'sSagee.'l'liliili. 
~~t;f~1 ~;:~~~t:.!, lta,u IUU.TORB8t.'

1 
•· OLT.UO l'ILrs,'• er8, and Reform6rs,n uohamptonl'l)i ' :: ~~ 

In brief the old ~pllances,Jlke l!teobenaon's d!seamed ~he. Church," ete:, ete~ ... · '·' ::; :·,., g' 
go•eonrts:~n00'ntarp1t,80swpwl!e~.~~tn~~~~~-t~ .. V_a_ac.!'n '!,h~j'JJ':.I~~ic?'m,. It" Handsomely bonnet in .. r~il· .~l4_)_tb\"<$p.oo; 

. .... :.- in leather, red edge,s, ,9,(10r, .. @· '. 
Tboso who uae these· reliable and sclentlllc goods: can moroeee, gilt eclgel!l, UO,IiQ~' :. ·, 

!if~:O~/~;u':"~';;~~~~;~o~h:Afse:~e~ti~~~~·~r Jf:t~ Readers or-i'n TRUTH smn kiiqw_the .. «!1r~u'\'~!i!'nceo 
TATION IS THB CO!ICBBSION F AILUHS JliAKES TO SUOCS6S.!' nuder Whll'h thiS WOrJt was .. written. The. last·· WOrd 

· . 1 pe!lned by the great author were for tbe ronnh:volume 
- lW INVALIDS NEED DESPAIR. whlcb WRI nearly completed at hlo de&tb;and'~!Uch will 

VICTORIA HAS NO EqlJAL. nowcontato.anacociunt of illsworld·lanuintM'aihth and 

Send tor olrculan and·prJ.ee.llsto te 
, burial. Mr. Bennett· was a very patitint.-a.n&,,t&ithfnl 

. Dr. Tbayer, ; 
£55 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

chl'<inl«;ler of the habits and cnstoi!'S ~f t~e ~11rer~nt peo
ples of tbe many places he· vlilltedi ·The every·da:r 
-!fe ot all nations Is lal~ before the r,ea!le~ bJ' ol!e ,Vb.o ba1 
vlolted tbem an<1 bebeld. them with his ownol)yes;:. Par

Pi<aH wrllt us a liutory of vovr CGSe a1l<l ""' tll"ill gi~ 11ou tlcula.r attention lli :Pa'ld'to·tbe progreSii 'of ,freetbought Ia 
ftdl information. 1 tbe varlol!llcountrles be visited. and the ,mo~~~i ot 110.-. 1. 1 called pagan natlons is· .contrasted;.wlth·the. mo~llty of 

Don't waete time and money wltb vUe patent med c n, Cbrlotlan countries, mnch te the detrlment,of the -latter. 
whlellklllsmorethllliltcureo. _ · . :1St2· Tbeworkll!a · · · · · ; .. : ,.. · 

-$i2T WEEK, $19 "dtli' at home easily made. eoJuy Freethinker's Hist~cy of~the W:orld. 
OuU!t tree. Address TRUF. & co.,·AUf!IUSta., re· This work and ·"A .'l'RUTH BEEKERC:IN. EUROPE .. 

"P A," said a boy, looking up ·from. his graminar should ·be In· eviuj Llb'e'ral's library · 'Be~!aea ltiintrlnsle 
leeeon, "why am I a preacher?" "Why are you 11o THE HANDY ! worthltlsamelbentoofoneofthogreate~t"Freei:b}nkeu 
prea.oller?" "Yes, slr." "You. are nota preaelJ,er." · ·the world bas known-of one who ranks ;W:Ith:y\lltalre 
"Yes, 16m; tor don't you see I'm a.pa.rain'?" p 0 C K E T A C C 0 0 NT B Q OtK. and Paine. In theforceandclearnessofhlswritlllf!lll.c 

SOME heartless wretoh oa.ught two cats, tle«l t)lem • .Address. '2HE TRUTH, SEE,KiJB, 
bi th~ talJa, 6l1d nung them .into the oella.r or a . _ COJttaining Fowr Parts, j • !U Clinwn Place. 
church. Th-e residents or ~he Vicinity heard the Each Im~ortant and Convenifnt ----------'-'~-:-'-"'"7-:N:-'"ew.Yorkclty• 

:::.:::: ,::·:: "::·::: ~~:~~i~~~::~:t~::~ .WA· · RR·· __ ._, __ ·,·.·._f·._ ,,.-R'::_. __ ··_.·_;.·'_G .. ·- -
the return of his umbrella, but of cqurse the reUs- ordeJJJ, du .. blUs, -etc. ot J'llleo tor comput1n1< lnt •esL . 
loue enthusla.et who .ca.rrlsd It away from prayer- meaenrlr.g Ja.nd, eom, bay. 'ltD.; of t!\oles, "" of ws gtlts 
mooting Is not going to glv hlmselt away tor that ~:~.!e~':Ju;:n~!'!t~:lona ot_ cltteaand countries, J>fe•l· 
money.-Chicago Chef.k. te~::;I~0;~o.:lf~:n~ortauee .ot wrltl_nggoo~ hit. ---·-· 

PEoPLE who are constantly Inveighing against Mr. o? ;~eX: io~~:~~~co~ut:. doublo-collliJlned blank ~ages 
Vanderbilt, simply because he is rich and .sp&nds Price, bonoli ln ll>:zlble cardboard, llll n~~nto; In ;clotb, 
his money 8.8 he likes, should rememb&r that lfOme with pocket and llr.p, 40 eente •. Sent postpa!4 .Qn reeelpt 
day they may be rlch themBalvs. Never str.llke a g~P¥~!f:8·Aie'::'::".:4:~;::pai .,!t,:~ l~~'l. t!\a'1~}i. 4t«;; 

Some months ago we -were. com·· 
pelled to inform the reader.s,o£ this 
paper that the . t,;'enui~ Wilsonia 
Magnetic Appliances we;r~ -made 
only by us. We mv;n ~ll~'·P~!ent, 
and hav the sole . right . to ·make 
Wilsonla Appliances. We· hav · but 
one office in BROOKLYN, at 4:65 

man when h~ Is down.. g od ofd~r that "f!lenta fatl t<ls"ll and re und tbelr mo!leY 
(accordlq to W" number rentrlie4), Jess postage or_ e:z. 

"Do you subscrloo to a.ll the a.rttcles of the Athan-' pres• cna.rgea. Addresa, F. o. JOR·• so" .1 
aelan creed?" was asked an old lady. · "No, I dDn •t 1 ' 8;,~ · · · . · Sbaron, ""'"· 
I can't atrord It, There's a collection next weelt for Vorre1pondence Wanted l 
the convention tund, and I·can't do tmy more,'' WllB With a lady. or t.tberal vtewa: trom fortv 'to tlf•y y~ of 
the reply.-_ChiCI!(Io 7'ribun<. •ge. Ple•ae to address with tull pa.rt·cnlara a• to person 

and c•t.Bumatoncea. . CRANSTON ..J 
OLD Mrs. 11. came to town last week from IndUn&, lt1 . Box 11, Omro, w.IB. 

on an excursion, and when. she was asked. whf she 
wa.s in such a hurry to lea.ve, she replied: "I'~ got 
to. You see as how I came 1n an exertion tr~ 611d 
my tlcket.persplres to-night." · 

RECTIJR (recently appointed. to new parish, !hoot
ingold man): "Well, Thomas, this Is amosthejLithy 
and beautltul spot, 611d people seem to llv to a. $l"eat 
a.ge here. I should think folks hardly eve~: die 
here." Thomas: ''Well, slr, 1t's generally thei last 
thing they do, str, here." 

· MISEltLY old tellow: "No, sir; I don'tthtnk-'lfa.sh· 
lngton needs any subscription from me to build a 
monument wlth-I, for omi, wear him a.lwars 1~ my 
heart; str." Bollcltor ot subecrlptions: "Well, of 
all_ the tight pla.ces Washington was ever tn. that 
beats them all. "----:The Judge. -

"WHOSRE 'lected senator, Jim?" said one of. two 
muddled indiViduals, as tqey came .to the left f!L(l6 
with a lurch in front o1. the bulletin, Wednel!day. 
"Don' know whloh feller's 'lOOted," salil the in1erro
gated, blinking at the bulletin board 1 "but neceeh· 
ary r• choice's got the mos.t votes." 

"THAT man Is a phrenologist." "A phat?" EU~ke«l 
Pat, puuled. "Why, a man that can tell, by fe~ellng 
Of the bUmps OD your head, What kind Ot a mU you 
are." "llumps on me head, lett?" exclaimed Pat. 
"Begorra, then; I should think It would giv him 
more or 611 ide&; phat ]tind o! a. woman me wtre 181" 

A DABKY who had been owing one ot our. mE*'can
tlle firms tor a long time stepped. into the store and 
sa.ld: • . 

"Bose, I hears you ts gwlne to giv folks wha.t owes 
you a 'lowance." 

"Yes, yes; how much do you want to pay?" 
• • Don't wants ter pay numn, boss; come ter •It de 

'lowance-my wUe wants a shawl I" 

A !!l'RUOE a.nd COIICelted young Mr. 
Fell .in love with another chap's sr. 

With his sweet llttle cane, 
At the end i>t the lane, 

He met and he !ain would hav kr. 
But he trod on her tra.ln, 
At the end of the lane, 

And a slapon his ta.ce made a blr. 
- Wa&hington &publilc<!.n. 

A NEW rival brass band was hired to play ,p.t the 
!Uneral of a Oonnectlcut deacon. They were p~aylng 
a slow and solemn dirge at the grave, when sUidden· 
ly the trombone man shot out a blast that started 
the hearse horses and broke up the whole Ilroces• 
ai6n. The leader, turning upon him 1lercely, asked 
him what he wae "doing that tor. He BllSWered, with 
a smile: "Wall, I thought it was a note, and lt. wan't 
n:othln' but a hqas-1ly; but I playe«llt." 

WI'l'll many a curve the trunks I pltoh, 
With many a shout 611d sally; 

At station siding, crossing swltoh, 
On mountain grade or valley, 

I heave, I push, I sling, I toss, 
With vigorous endeavor, 

And men ma.y .smile and men arow arc., 
llut I altng my tr1liikB tornor 

E?erl I'J'erl 
1 lNI1M tilt trmakt ltbnr 1 

Vorre1pondence. 
A young man ot Liberal views sollclto oorrespondence ·FULTON STREET • 

rg~~~d·~»;"ible, true-hearted 111od1es. between the ""t' or Everyone knows that there are 
Obiect., to And a trne companion. L?odiea whom, this 

may lntorest wUI please write. ·. diShonest perSOnS WhO .wfll, not hes~ 
. .AddreM CHAS.N.DOLBY~ 

ilt7 Beualre, 0 '!10
• itate to tell deliberate: falsehoods 

WAN-TED. i for the purpose of gain, ···The'man 
A •ltuatlon In any part of Texas. by a young man. who h d th i k · d au ted 

~s~'!~~:~~~n~':. h'l~~~.~~Ythi\fJ~ts':e~tia'k¥.n· w o eceives e s c . an .· aln!-c 
:M 11(;7 Market st., aalveaLon, Tetss. is a scoundrel. Do not be .deceived. 

WANTED. 
Tohlreallllan hn1111e neu New Yc~rk tn th& 00111Jtry• 

Mnst b OJmfort•ble to Hv tn the yea• around. and' rent 
I w. On h'llll ground, a little way rut or a alnaU vill"f!le, 
en Lo·gls!and or In New Je1'8 •1· Main obJett& healtby 
lnc&ti•Jlltree from malaria., whe •e weak JUngs can' recu 
perate. .Addreaa COUNfRY, 

Care Of 7BB fBUTH'SBR 

$68 a W..k h1 YOIIr ew11 town. Terms and t5 
tree. .A.Hreaa Jl, liAr.I&T & .... PerUaai, 

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
OF T:Et:E ,. , 

w 0 r I d a s N 0 w c 0 n s t It u t a d, 
By Geo. T.-:Bondtes. 

'. 
! 

We never· had an· oflice,'tn;,Com•t 
street. If you· wish to get genuin 
Wilsonia Appliances write· to' ·us. 
"Wilsonia" has cure{} 'tliQns~nds, 
and is to-day ·:d()ing. a' noble.:votk 
for invalids. . NOTE THIS. ' The 
INVENTOR of "Wilson.ia?~ s9.id his 
patent and go:od·Will to' ns"~'.and he 
·dare not make Wilsonta· Appliances 
(except Ladies'Cors~~),9r·a.¥YOther 
magnetic garme;nt~~ ·: 

For prices, ,etc.;~··wrtte ,to,,.,_\ 
And a. LeQture by W;' rr. Purvianqe, Wilsc;mia Magnetic ClotJiiiig" Cp., . 

STYLBD · . . : 25 E. 14: st. (near Br'dway), N~ Y. 
Excepti~ to .the Oharaoler o/ 0esus · . DR. ~ELLOWiliil:: ;: , 

Ohrii!t Considered as a Gentleman. . .. .. .-"'~'' · : : 
; ,_ VIneland. New, .;rei's~f~." 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six!Pages, Large Print. 
Price, Twenfy~ftve CentS. ' 

Addr811 THE TRUTH BEEKER' 
31 CHntonPl&Oe,N. Y. 

THE 

GOLDEN THRONE 
. . '· . . . 

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, j 
Author of "Promethena," "Gottlieb,"" alld "lnger~ou 

and Jeeuo." ·. 
A Ra11c.l romance of pioneer Jlfe, delineating the vlr

tne• of n&tuml humanity as oppo1ed to the hypocriSy of a 
supernatural religion; crowded wltb Incident and .full of 
progresalv ldeaa &Ud the poetry of the future. 

A ref!IUia.rly educated and -legaUy. qn.,ltmid ·physician and 
most snecessfnl, as his practice wtn prove, cnree "U 
fOflDI! of P:t'J~ate, t'br_ onic_ •.· ~~d li'~X,QV.I Dill• eases. · 8pe.-matori-li.,~.:and: lmpo"teney, 
"" tne result b! Belf.,.b,use"ln ·yoiith;iexliuJ -in 
maturer yea•o, or other caneea. a•· d pr_ oduilt of 
the following eJrects: Nerv_(ltil!neSB, &emtnal· ns 
(night emlssfons by dreams),,Diinne · " tiT 
Memory, Pl!YsiCII<I ·neooy; Pimples. on Jon to 
society of F~malea, Confnalon ot 'Id ·s11 ,,sexual 
Power etc .• r~nderlvlt mal'!'lage .I "'il nbapp:rJ 
are thornull'bly and permalientll' bil by·a.n 'E· ternaJ 
.&·pp),ieation iD: ,c.,..,~:SO ~- .0;.4~A•..! .. _ 

111-IDDLE.,&QI!D AND OLDII!lN, 
Tbere are many "t tllt'l "f!le· of thirty to alxt1 who are 

troubled wl•h.too'treqnent evacuatlun of the bl&ddel', 
often aocomnanled by a. ellgbt smarting or b!U'lllng aema
ti<in, and a weakening of the· system In a·:ma®er the 
patient cannQt a"co<lunt for.· On examlnlnlt tlle:,"Urlnar::r 
deposito s ropy qr cotton-Hke ·sediment, o~; lQ!!!etlmel 
small partiCles of albumen, wnr app&'r. or .t :Ci)lor -wUI 
be of!, thin or mllklsb hne :r,~n cbangt · ant' 
W~~s ~V~~tr~g& ~J~~.P1T~e~~ ~~- tt: 
of this dl111culty; lgnor•nt ol the· oante' wa'l 
ExterrBJ Remedy wlll brln:g aboUt. a pe' . aU 
anrh cases, and a healthy reatoratl_on_ ot: tbe·.orailn~. 

fRIOE $1.00. 

pr Oonsnltatlon by lettet free ·and inVited'; .Charpl· 
reaeonable, and corresPOIIdence strictly conllt!elitla.l. 

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE. ··' •PIUV&T£· COl1NS£Lo& .,,. 
Sent to· any address secnrel se ·tot:two ib.-ef>• 

i 0 

eent stamps, tre11tlng on· rrhea or lfemtnd 
Weakne•s. glvlng i s canse, sy . · rrt!;lle e1rects a lid 
cure followed by st•ong testlm· ilded by an afli• 
davit a.a to tbelrgeliulnnei!s '· ·be reaa·byaiL 

pr- Bemembe~no med cin 1M, ctven. A4· 
dress DR. & p, J!'EL.LUWS; Vhleland, .New 
.Jene;r, . Be sure &Ud ata$11 tn wh&t papat)011taw thtl. 

SG_ to$. 20Pe.r.a_·. ay at home. sa~_piea"~~Ptrtt. 
. · . Ml!lreP 'TIN~O~ IJ~t9·l;PViila*' lltl 
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and Qklippings. 
THE French people refer to the Salvation 

Army as the "Anglican plague." 

A PIOUS English lady residing in Greece 
gave a number of soldiers in the Greek army 
copies of the New Testament, and the Greek 
govel,'nment has compelled the soldiers to re
turn them. 

BABNES, the evangelist, is about to leave 
American shores to tackle Satan and his hosts 
in t~e Old World. He will begin in London, 
but mtends to go around the world before he 
returns to this country. 

JoHN, a Scotchma~, meeting' James, was 
asked if he knew a certain.Peter. "Ken Pe
ter? " said he. "Hoot mr;n ! fine dae I ken 
him. Him and me's sleepit thegither in the 
same kirk for the last twenty years." 

A RELIGIOUS paper says that people who 
would never forgivtheir own brother the most 
venial offense are quite ready to overlook 
mortal sins in a sensational revivalist who 
has got an oily tongue and a brazen face. 

WiGGINs, the Oana·dian weather prophet who 
predic~ed a frightful and devastating storm 
for the first part of the present month, ac. 
knowledges that he erred in his prognostica._ 
tions. Thus he goes the way of all the proph
ets. 

' JUDGE JAMIEsoN, of Chicago, had fqrty di-
vorce cases before him in one day last week. 
The work of putting men and women asun
der, regardless of who hath joined them to
gether, seems to flourish better in Chi!}ago 
than in other places. 

IT is reported that Moody and Sankey hav 
made many converts among the students of 
the Oxford and Cambridge universities, in 
:Jllngland. It this is true, it goes to show that 
the young men of these colleges are being ed
ucated to very little purpose. 

A SUNDAY-scHooL boy gave the following 
definition of faith, "It is feeling perfectly 
sure of a thing when you don't believe it, and 
believing a thing when you know it is a lie." 
Nothing that could be added to this would 
make the definition any clearer. 

"W AB the election of Matthias justifiable?" 
is the question ·raised by the correspondent of 
a prominent religious paper. As Matthias 
was elected to take the place of Judas Iscariot 
in the company of apostles, it is rather late to 
go back on the returns of the election. 

THE Christian o.t Work thinks the Ritualistic 
churches in England are mere recruiting
grounds for Rome. Ingersoll has remarked 
tllat with a few more lites the Episcopal 
church would be Catholic; with a few less, 
nothing. Perhaps the Christian at Work 
agrees with him, though it does not ;Jay so. 

higher up than are the fellows in the editorial 
pits of Boston, New York, New Orleans, 
'Frisco, etd. When we call on the editor of 
t_he Pioneer we shall hav to wear golden slip
pers and a long white robe, and will probably 
find him telephoning Matthew,. Mark, Luke, 
and John as to their experience as tramps, 
Judas as to the silver market, and Daniel as 

AN English tourist in Russia ~oted that to how he liked the show business. Hallo 
a~~ng t~e peasantry drunken~ess 1s the P~~- u there !-Pomer 's Democrat. ' 
va1lmg vwe; and the traveler 1s often humili- · p 01J 
a ted to find a Tartar village clean and thriv- .A. CATHoLic journal utilizes a recent wrest
ing, while an adjacent Russian hamlet is in ling-match in this city to point a moral and 
ruinous decay. The· truth is, the Greek popes adorn a romance. It appears that one of the 
do all they can to encourage drinking and contestants i:tJ. the match spoken of, finding 
holiday-making, whereas the Moslem priests that he was likely to be thrown, took the de
discountenance both. fensiv altogether by placing himself on his 

REVIVAL meetings hav been held at the M. hands and knees and remaining in that posi
E. Memorial church at White Plains, N. Y., tion, thus defeating all the efforts of his op
recently. On Sunday evening, the 4th, sev- ponent to overturn him. The match ended 
erallads seated near the entrance made some in a "draw." Allowing the man on his knees 
noise. John I!.eid, a wealthy resident of the to represent the Christian, and the other ath
village, and a trustee of the church, started to. lete th_e powers of sin, tile editor points out 
reprove them for their miscgnduct. Mr. that if the believer would be invulnerable he 
White supposed that Mr. Reid was leaving sh<;mld assume the attitude of the wary wrest
the church in disgust, and he called ·out ler, evidently believing that if, in the contest 
loudly: "That's right, go out; go to hell if between man and Satan, the man can succeed 
you want to." in ·bringing about o. "draw,'' the issue will 

prove all that can be hoped for. If the editor 
had indicated how the Christian wrestler 
could hav got the better of his Satanic oppo
nent he would hav presented to his readers 
a more hopeful aspect of the struggle. 

AccoRDING to the London Graphic, a strange 
bait to catch newspaper subscribers has been 
offered by a new clerical Roman journal, ll 
Goffredo, whose .promoters hav evidently taken 
a hint from the scandalous sales of religious 
indUlgence in pre-Reformation times. Each 
annual subscriber will be entitled to 600 
masses, to be celebrated by any priest they 
please, for the triumph of the church, while 
during the year the subscribers will also hav 
a chance i:tJ. periodical lotteries for mo:r;1ey 
prizes, to be spent 9n the same obj-ect. This 
program has, however, raised a storm in most 
clerical circles. 

THE only way to handle a liar is to beat him 
at his own game. That is, of course, unless_ 
he is editor of a pious newspaper. He can't 
be beat. What started this item was reading 
about an American who had been to Europe, 
and who was telling a friend who knew he 
was a liar about his trip acro!!B the Atlantic, 
and how, on the 25th of the :month "they en
countered a swarm of locusts that carried every 
stitch of canvas off the ship." The listener 
looked thoughtful a moment, and then said, 
hesitatingly: "Yes, I guess we met the same 
swarm of locusts the next day, the 26th. 
Every locust had on a pair of canvas pants." 
The first liar went around the corner and 
kicked himself.-Peck's Burr. 

A SERIES of revival meetings was i:tJ. progress, 
and the subject of the evening was the book 
of Ruth. Among the congregation was o. 
brother whom _the sisters delighted to hear. 
His language was always flowe;ry-grandly el
oquent. Waiting for his chance, he at length 
arose and said: "Brothers and sisters, the 
subject of this evening is the book of Ruth. 
And do you know that I never turn to the 
book of Ruth without the thought coming to 
my mirid that there it lies, like a beautiful 
jewel, between the ermin of the Judges and 
the purple of the Kings?" ·such an exquisit 
bit of original thought did not fail to hav its 
effect upon his admiring hearers. Later in 
the evening an elderly clergyman came in, 
and after listening to the remarks for some 
time, arose and said, "My friends, whenever 
I turn to the book of Ruth I am always re
minded of that beautiful quotation from Tay
lor, that it lies, like a beautiful jewel, between 
the ermin of the Judges and the purple of the 
Kings." And he sat down, blissfully unaware 
of the idol that he had smashed. 

THE truth of the doctrin of purgatory as THE Rev. Washington Gladden, formerly of 

THE defalcations of Donald Smith Peddie, 
who made way with the funds of the Scotch 
"Dissenting Ministers' Friendly Society,'' 
prove, on more detailed examination, to hav 
been larger and more atrocious than was at 
first supposed. Peddie was not treasurer, 
but was the brother 'of the treasurer. Since 
1849 he had been in the service of the society 
as its assistant and cashier. He had the han
dling of all the money that was lent out for 
investment. He reported to his brother the 
investments he made, generally telling him 
as to the character of the securities on which 
he loaned money. In many instances he sim
ply took the money himself and gave the so
ciety bogus bonds and mortgages for it. His 
previous business had been that of a convey
ancer and accountant, which gave him experi
ence in the drawing of papers. He could 
thus work without having an accomplice to 
make out the papers for him, and it was thus 
that his detection was so long delayed. In 
this wick~d manner Donald deliberately dis
posed of the funds intrusted to him. By 
promptly paying the interest on their "iii
vestments" as it fell due, he made his alleged 
securities answer the temporary purpose of 
good ones. The fact that his sinful course 
was allowed to run on as long as it did shows 
that the officials of the society were not very 
keen in the way they looked after their affairs. 
Of "investments'' amounting to $150,000, 
only $25,000 are found to be good for any
thing. Donald fled, and it is· thought he is 
i:tJ. Spain. The old Scotchmen of the "Friend
ly Society" would like to lay hold of him and 
make an example of him. 

held by Roman Catholics is about to be Springfield, Mass., but now of Columbus, 
tested in, the courts. A man i:tJ. Australia !-ohio, thus pays his respects to one of Boston's 
left $7,000 to be used to deliver his soul from great men: "Joseph Cook, after circumnavi
that alleged stat13 of existence, and the execu· gating the world, during which time he sue
tor declines to pay the money without legal ceeded in mystifying the Hindoos, stirring UJ> 
proof that itchas been really earned. the Mohammedans, and teaching the jugglers 

A CLERGYMAN, who~e identity is concealed of Japan new tricks, had returned to Boston, 
by the desctiptiv words "Congregational, kindled his kerosene torch, spread his sam
and "eminent," is accused by the Christian pies, and began again to cry his wares in Tre
Advocate of plagiarism, in the following terms: mont Temple. He had set himself up as a 

champion of the old orthodoxy against the 
"His sermon contained but one quotation; 
th t h b · 'th th fi t d d new, but in so doing had simply substituted a , owever, egan w1 e rs wor an 
ended with the last of the discourse.'' for the latter the old hard-shell Universalism. 

PBoF. HUXLEY has been appointed Sir Rob
ert Rede's lecturer .at Cambridge, England, 
during ,the present year. The professor's 
connection with. Cambridge has recently be
come more close and authoritativ from his 
selection as one of the non-resident electors 
to the prefessorships of anatomy and physiol

·ogy. 

TALMAGE claims to hav evidence against 
t~enty~two different preachers who hav stolen 
his sermons. If he can convict these minis
ters of· theft it will ~th:r;ow enough discredit 
upon religious matters to satisfy even an 
Atheist, and that is what Brother Talmage is 
evidently trying to do.-Rochester Post-Jfbo:press. 
In so far as THE TRUTH SEEKl!i:R inay be called 
Atlleistic, it is satis'fied with the course Tai
lllage is pursuing in the line referred ·to, and 
regards· him. as a. valuable auxiliary }n the 
cause of bringing fraud to the light. 

All the alteration he had made in the chief 
article of the new creed was that he li~d 
changed probation after death to probation 
after breath. What Joseph was doing was 
whipping the devil around the stump, and if, 
as in this instance, the stump was exceed
ingly small, the question arose with the spec
tator, Who was ~ei:tJ.g the most hotly pursued?" 

OUR esteemed cotemporary, the Animas 
Forks Pioneer, is away up there among the 
ankles of the angels. Its office is at the high
est elevation of any in the. world, being at an 
altitude of about 12,000 feet above the level of 
the sea. Its editor should open a half-way 
house between earth and heaven for the ac
commodation of those who are going ahead 
or backsliding, and keep a register of those 
going both ways. He sits i:tJ. his easy--chair 
about two miles higher up toward the star
spangled cerulean than are any editors i:tJ. 
Ohioag~ a».d nearl;r two miles and a 9.uarter 

Jlltivs off lht §ttlt. 

WAGNER, the great composer of mu11ic, i1 
dead. 

THE United States sent about $180,000 to 
the flood sufferers in Germany. 

SIXTY-NINE men and one boy were drowned 
at Wilmington, ill., on the 16th, by the flood
ing of a mine. 

NEW YoRK has had very qismal weather since 
New Year's. It has not neglected to ram on 
every Saturday for eight weeka. 

JoHN L. McDowELL, treasurer of the Young 
Men's Christian Association at Altoona, Pa., 
has absconded with $400 belonging to the as
sociation, and between $30,000 and $40,000 
belonging to other parties. 

OBJECTioN has been made to the new five
cent piece on the ground that the plain "V" 
on one side does not indicate its value, 
wJ:etli.er cents or dollars. The coinage hali 
been stopped until the question can be set-
tled. · 

THE "Church of the Transfiguration" in 
this city, better known as the "Little Church 
Around the Corner," was robbed last Saturday 
night of its communion senice and consider
able memorial plate, the money value of which 
was. several thousand dollars. 

THE floods in the Ohio valley havbeen most 
diastrous. Ten thousand people in Olen
land are said to be left homeless, and much 
suffering has been caused in other districts. 
Money for the relief of the unfortunates il 
being raised i:tJ. Eastern cities. 

LEoN LouzoN, of Troy, N. Y., has 11ued 
Father Huberdault, pastor of the French 
Catholic Church, to recover $10,000 damages 
for slander. Louzon alleges that the priest 
hali charged him with leaving Canada on ac
count of a theft he had committed, and with 
deserting his wife and family. 

Two Chinamen in Philadelphia, between 
whom an old feud existed, determined to set
tle it in the prize ring with hard gloves, which 
they did on Saturday last .. They fought eleven 
rounds in half an hour. At the end of that 
time one deliberately sat down upon the floor, 
with the remark, "Me catchy plenty,'' and 
the fight was over. 

EDWIN D. MoRGAN, ex-governor of New 
York, died at his home in this city on the 13tll, 
aged 72 years. Mr. Morgan was elected gov
ernor of New York in 1860, by the Republi
cans, and United States senator in 1863. The 
office of secretary of the treasury was offered 
him -by President Lincoln, but was declined. 
He was a nativ of Massachusetts. 

SALMI MoRSE gave notice last week that on 
Saturday night he would hav a dress rehearsal 
of his "Passion Play,'' and invited many 
guests, including the editors of most of the 
city papers. But the bigots were there ahead 
of the guests, who, when they arrived, found 
Passion Hall in the possession of the police, 
and a notice posted up stating that the re
hearsal had been postponed. This was the 
work of Crosby and Comstock, the two men 
who hav appointed themselvs to protect the 
morals of the people of the United States, 
Hail, Columbia, happy land! 

IN 1880 Samuel Hides, aged 77 years, a 
wealthy resident of Ballston Spa, N. Y., was 
induced b_y a clairvoyant, known as Mrs. Dr. 
Mann, to marry her upon her representing 
that the spirits had so ordered it. Hides was 
a firm believer in Spilitualism,. and, acting 
under the supposed advice of spirits, he once 
dug for a mineral spring at Ballston, and 
found it 715 feet below the surface. It is now 
valued at $25,000. He consented to the mar• 
riage, and made a deed at her request, it is 
alleged, conveying the spring property to her. 
A short time after this Hides began an action 
to annul the marriage and set aside the con• 
veyance, on the ground that he had been im• 
posed upon. Judge Waite, the referee, 
strangely enough, decided i:tJ. favor of Hides, 
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flkommnnicatioi(S. 

.Abraham Lincobi's Religions Belief. 

funeral oration at the tomb of Lincoln, in the pres
ence of twenty or thirty thousanct people-fell into 
terrible mistake. I heard Mr. Lincoln deliver a 
speech in tills city in 1ey39 against Martin Van Bn:en 
and his administration. The speech was grandilo-

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I wrote quent-a mere boyish effort, so to speak. · Bishop 
a letter on Dec. 4, 1882, for the Liberal Age touching Simpson takes that speech of 1839 against Van 
Mr. Lincoln's religion. I could not in that letter-a Buren and quotes it as delivered in 1859 against 
long one-conclude the whole subject of it, but will slavery and the slave power. Those who wish to in
finish it in this. These two letters -will, I think; set- vestigate the subject will turn to Holland's "Life of 
tle in the minds of the people their opinions of Mr. Lincoln," at pages 534-5, and to Lamon's "Life of 
Lincoln's ideas of religion forever.* Lincoln;" at pages· 232-7. The most nicely critical 

Let me say in the first place something in relation and veracious biographer, Doctor Holland, then pays 
to Mr. Lincoln's mind-its qualities and characteris- this high compliment to the speech of 1839, suppos
tics. If there ever was a man who reg ired precision ing it to hav been delivered in 1859-a speech against 
and exactness of language to convey his clean-cut Van Buren in 1839-as a speech delivered in 1859 
idea, it was Mr. Lincoln. There was in him a clear- against slavery. Hear him: "No inspiration finer 
ness and precision in language in all that he said; he than this breathes in any of Mr. Lincoln's utterances. 
was so clean and clear that he could not be mislmder- It almost seems as if an intimation of his life and 
stood, nor long misrepresented. Mr Lincoln's ideas death were given to him at the moment-as if a 
and language were clean-cut and deeply stamped, glimpse into his own and his country's future had 
like golden eagles just dropped from the mint, ring- been vouchsafed to his excited vision." This sounds 
ing current upon the co~nters of the. in~llectu_al most ridiculous to me, who heard the t!peech in 1839. 
world; he required a certamty to a certam mtent m This error is carried on in a book recently published 
every particular, as the foundation of his beliefs. in New York, cilled ''The Lincoln Memorial Album" 
Mr. Lincoln was a terribly secretiv man-a very cau- (see page 78). One more weird about· Bishop Simp
tious man-a man who kept his own thoughts; he son, and no more: he wrote the introduction to this 
was, generally speaking,_ as secretiv and retic~nt in memorial album; and in it he says no word about 
his ideas, purposes, and mtents as the eternal silences Lincoln's Christianity.· Would to heaven that all 
themselvs. If there ever was a man born of woman Christians were such as this honest, -truthful Chris
in this world who did not, as a general rule, let his tian man. All honor to him I The above errors 
right hand know what his left h~nd was doing, it was were mere ml.stakes, accidentally and honestly made; 
Lincoln. I would earnestly adVIse an men to read but, were I to make such, hades would be my doom, 
Holland's" Life of Lincoln," at pages 241-2, and to because I am a Liberal in my religious views. I can 
see for themselvs the est_imate whic~ the. peo:ple. of do a Christian justice, but woe to· me if I, though 
Springfield put on Mr. Lmcoln; he hved m th1s mty human, err. . 
twenty-five years, and yet no two men, scarcely, I hav a good Christian neighbor who now, at least 
agreed in their opinion of the man whom the world in spirit, is looking over my shoulder, saying: "Hern
thought it knew so well. Had it not been for a few don, you are always invoking some person's word as 
wise, and brave ones too, Mr. Lincoln would hav proof of Mr. Lincoln's Infidelity. Why do you not 
been in a hundred years or less a mere myth. quote something that Lincoln himself says?" In re-

No man has better understood the qualities and ply to my good Christian neighbor and friend, let 
charateristics of Mr. Lincoln's mind, in a special line, me say: Now you hav asked of me a favor, and will 
than the good Bishop Simpson. He says in his you in return do me a similar kindness? I then 
funeral oration over the dead body of the great shall willingly comply. .with the wish of my friend. 
emancipator this: "If you would ask me on what In 1842 I heard Mr. Lincoln deliver a speech before 
mental characteristics his [Lincoln's] greatness the Washingtonian Temperance- Society of this city. 
rested, I answer: On a quick and ready reception of The original Washingtonians were men who had 
facts, . . . and on. a logical turn of mind, which just crawled out of the gutter, with the mud and dirt 

followed sternly and unwaveringly_ every _link in the fl:esh o~ their faces: Many of the Christians of ~his 
chain of thought on every subJect wluch he was mty tWisted up therr noses at the men who had nsen 
called to investigate; and by a determination up from degradation, struggling to be men once 
to perceive the truth in all its relations and simplicity; more. These men, as contended by the quasi aria
and when found, to utter it.'' This is exact, tiue, and tocracy, were low men-base-born men, unfit to lee
well said. These remarks-this oration-was made ture to the elite of the city. This was the feeling here 
in Springfield, ill., in 1865, when Mr. Lincoln was among the Christians somewhat. Mr. Lincoln deliv
finally placed in the tomb. I now and here wish to ered a lecture before that society, taking the part of 
pay the good bishop a deserved compliment. In the the poor unfortunates in the fight. He scored the 
delivery of this oration at the tomb of. Lincoln, the Christians for the position they had taken. He said 
good bishop did not say a word about Mr. Lincoln's in that lecture this: "If they" (the Christians) "be
Christianity, as 1 now recollect it; he suppressed no lieve, as they prqfess-that Omnipotence condescended 
truth and suggested no falsehood. Doctor Gurley, to take on himself the form of sinful man," etc.* This 
Mr. Lincoln's pastor at Washington, was in Spring- was spoken with energy; he scornfully and contempt
field at the time, and Doctor Gurley and Bishop uously emphasized the words "as they prqfess." The 
Simpson were seen, as I am informed, in a private insult was as much possibly in the manner of utter
conversation together, as supposed. These meu ance as in the substance of what was said. I heard 
knew-or had reason to ·know-Mr. Lincoln's relig- the criticisms of some of the Christians that night. 
ious views, and though they were under strong temp- They said the speech was an insult and an outrage. 
tations to proclaim Mr. Lincoln's Christianity, if it Remember, Mr. Lincoln was fresh .from Menard 
was the case, to the world, yet their honor, their in- county, where he wrote his work on Infidelity in 
tegrity, their manhood, and their .love of ~ruth, for- 18~5-6, his temperanc~ le_cture being in 1842. ~n 
bade it. All honor to such men who stand firm, when th1s same lecture he sa1d, 1~ reference to den unCia
temptation-strong tempt~tio~-is trampled under tion _by the tempera~c~ le~turer of the_ rum-seller, 
foot and truth thrown h1gh m the sky. But no that 1t begot denunmatwn m return. · H1s words are 
voi;e came from the silent tomb-from the nerveless as follows: "To hav expected them not to meet de
and voiceless tongue of Lincoln-to the good men nunciation with denunciation, crimination with crim
on that day to be telegraphed over the wires of the ination, anathema with anathema, was to expect are
world that "I am a Christian." Here was the place versal of human nature, which is God's decree and can 
and the time and the occasion, if ever, to proclain never be reversed." "But was not Mr. Lincoln a man 
Mr. Lincoln's Christianity to mankind if such was of prayer?" asks my friend who is looking over my 
the case. But the silences, the eternal silences, ruled shoulder, and to whom I reply substantially in Mr. 
and reianed supreme. Lincoln's language just quoted: God's decree, andean 

Bish;p Simpson said that Lincoln searched logi- never be reversed by human prayer. I quote from the 
cally for the truth, and when found, he had the cour- original lecture, writteR out by Mr. Lincoln himself 
age to utter it. I wish to make an application of this and published in the Sangamon Journal in 1842, and 
truth. Mr. Lincoln did, in 1835-36, search for the likewise from the Lincoln Memorial Album, pages 
truth and found it to his entire satisfaction; and did 87-94. Mr. Lincoln, in his farewell addre~s to the 
decla;e his Infidelity by writing a little book against citizens of Springfield in 1861, says: "I hope you, my 
Christianity. Again, if Mr. Lincoln changed his friends, will pray that I may receive," etc. He means 
views as expressed in 1835-36 he did it on logical in- those who believe in the efficacy of prayer as a means 
vestigation. If he did investigate that su~ject ~~ew, of moving Go~ from ~s decrees, He does not say 
who knows that fact? If he changed h1s ongmal I pray. In h1s last maugural he says: "Fervently 
opinion he had the courage to utter it. Who knows do we pray." 'He means fervently do. we as a people 
that fact of change? If any one knows these facts, pray; he does not say I pray. It is my opinion that 
let him by all means tell it. Mr. Lincoln never in- no man e:wr heard Mr. Lincoln pray, in the true 
vestigated the subject but once, and that in 1835-36; evangelical sense of that word. His philosophy is 
he never changed his opinions from that year to the against all human prayer, as a means of reversing 
day of his death. I may here say that Bishop Simp- God's decrees. If any man evei: heard Mr. Lincoln 
son on that day-the day when he delivered his pray, as the word "prayer" is understood in the 

· Christian world, by all means let us hav the truth. 
• When I laid down a proposition in my prior letter to you When did he pray? Where did he pray? What 

that had Lincoln said that God uttered the quotations which 
he uses that would hav been an admission, an acknowledg-
ment of divine revelation, etc., I meant it would be inferen- • The meaning of the whole sentence-a long one~is this: 
tially so to some mi~ds, but not so to all minds .. Mr Lincoln "If the Christians believe, as they pretend, that God conde
cut up by tlie roots m these sente;J.C~S ~uch an mference,.by scended to take upon himself the form of man for man's 
not uttering the words, " God sa1d 1t. Lmcoln Wt\B Wise, sake, sure,y the Christians should stoop a little in this world 
1hrewd, foreseeing. . to &liVe the poor drullka:rdli from utt&r and eternal ruin," 

was his attitude and position? What did he say?··~ 
and all about it. Let me say here that to praj"iB'ft(Jc 
evidence, of itself, of a man's Christianity; :and yet,:,' 
it is important to know the truth in this m:att~i"t~Bet 
the witness WI'ite out a letter under his o-wn}ha'fid' • 
and seal, and giv his honor as to the truth 6fc1Vliatoisc 
said. By all means let the truth come,itliouglFth'e' 
heavens fill_. . 

Mr. Lincoln used to say to me that the great, lead
ing law of human nature was motivs, and that at the 
bottom was pure selfishness; that all human actions, 
refiectivly speaking, were moved by motivs; "that 
negroes, like other people, act upon motivs." He has 
told me often that there was no freedom in the hu
man will, and no punishment beyond this world. He 
denied God's higher law, and wrote on the margin of a 
newspaper to his friends in the Chicago Convention 
in 1860 this: "Lincoln agrees with Seward in his ir
repressible-conflict idea; but he is opposed to Sew
ard's higher law." This paper was handed to Judge 
Davis, Judge Logan, and other friends. I do not 
know the particular one this paper was handed to. 
Mr. Lincoln used to say, "What is to be, will be; and 
what is is right-if men could only see all the facts 
and co~sequences at one good broad look." This 
was his fatalistic idea. In his last inaugural he said 
this: "Woe unto the world, for it m.ust needs be that
offenses come; but woe to the man by whom the of
fense cometh." What is the meaning of the words 
rnust needs ? Needs means nece~ty. Then offenses 
of necessity must come, and there is no hope that they 
will not come, and no human prayers can arrest their 
inevitable coming. No Greek ever held firmer to 
fatalism, substantially, than Mr. Lincoln. Now what 
becomes of prayer? _ 

I wish now to quote a somewhat lengthy extract 
from one of Mr. Lincoln's letters, written in 1864, to 
a lady, I think, in Philadelphia, by the name of Eliza. 
P. Gurney. This· extract proves his fatalism-his 
philosophy-and an that I hav ever said about it. 
The extract is as follows: 

"The purposes of the Almighty are perfect and must pre
va-il, though we erring mortals may fail to ~ccup.1tely s~e 
them in advance. We hoped for a happy termmatwn of tl;ll& 
terrible war long before this, but God kn~ws b~st and has ruled 
othetwise. _ We yet shall acknowledge h1s w1sdom an:d our 
errors therein· meanwhile we must work earnestly m the 
best light he givs'us, trusting that so. working still conduces to 
the great end he ordains. Surely he mtends some great good to 
follow this mighty convulsion, which no mortal cau.ld make and 
no mortal could stay." (See the Lineoln.. Memorjal Album, 
p. 338.) 

Here, then, is the declaration of the perfect idea of 
God-that his ideas must prevail-that God knew 
best when the war should end-that he has ruled 
otherwise than men's wishes-reason, not revelation, 
is the best light he givs us-that no mortal could rnalce 
this mighty convulsion, and no mortal could stay the great 
end he ordains. I infer, only infer, that Mr. Lincoln 
means by the best light he givs us that of. reason; he 
does not say revelation-he does not say has given us, 
but givs us. The italics are mine in this letter wher
ever used. 

Again, I wish to quote an extract from Mr. Lincoln's 
inaugural, the last one; it is_ as follows: "Both read 
the same Bible and pray to the same God; and 
each invokes his aid against the other. _It may seem 
strange that any man should dare to ask a just God's 
assistance in wringing their bread from the sweat of 
other· men's faces, but let us judge not lest we be 
judged. The prayer o/ both could not be an~ed. That 
qf neither ha.~ been answered fully. The Alm1ghty has hts 
own purposes. Woe unto the world because of 
offenses for it must needs be that offense.~ come, but 
woe to the man by whom the offense cometh." (See 
Arnold's Lincoln and Slavery, pages 625-7.) 

Here Mr. Lintloln nails his religion and his philos
ophy on every man's door, and bids each read for him
self under the severe penalties of ignorance.and error. 
Take all these quotations fr~m authentic documents, 
beginning in 18f2 and ru~nmg up to 1866, and you 
hav his religion and his philosophy. The tendency of 
Mr. Lincoln was to a scientific Materialism-evolution 
-though, if his Johnson letter be his c?n':ictions, 
without denying soul, heaven, God. His 1dea of 
God was a kind of "Sufficient Cause," a mere ma!cer, 
and that is as far as human reason can reach, fully 
admitting the force of. the ar~ument_ of plan~ and 
adaptations in nature; it can logiCilly chm,b no h1gher, 
struggle and toil as it may forever. · _ _ 

My good Christian fri~nd, I hav n~w. referred· to 
Mr. Lincoln's religious 1deas and opmwns, and, to 
do this fairly, I hav quoted auth~ntic documents,",_ 
coming from Mr. J.Jincoln's own bram IIJld p~n; and 
now will you hav the kindness to show me by like_ doc
uments when and where Mr. Lincoln believed in the 
fall of man as related in the Bible; when and where··· 
did he beli~ve that Jesus was the Christ of God,· his 
truly and only begotten Son, _as the C?ristian W?rl~: · ,, 
contends· when and where d1d Mr. Lmcoln belleve · 
in speci~l revelation, special inspiration;· _speciltl ,:~· 
miracle, special providence, the effica.cy of pr~y~r _ 
as a means of moving God to alter his _laws; or~t . __ 
nances or decrees· and when and where did Mr. Ilm• 
coln change his r~ligious belief, as uttered in 1835 ·_ · 
down to 1866? Come, be fair and square. If you can
not produce such authentic documents, which )roofli1 -
no one quelitionli or diaputeli1 th~n ~ean tefl.9hmg thf 
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good people to believe a falsehood. Cease cheating Abbot, in the next issue after my letter ap- they do hav them the saloon flourishes next door, 
the mind out of its wish-for truth. peared in the columns of his paper, corrected the more than neutralizing all the good they can do. Mr. 

I wish to giv an illustration of the uncertainty and error, and I hav done 80 several· times since. Walker, in order to prove that his argum~nt is .not.a 
unreliability of those loose things that float around Springfield, Ill. W. H. HERNDoN. "dead negation," suggests a number of theories that 
in the new~papers of the day, and how liable things will not produce the results that he claims, and in my 
are to be maccurate-so made even by the best of The Prohibition Question. judgment are unpractical and utopian. Mr. Walker::' 
men. Mr. Lincoln, in the morning he started for In my last letter to THE TRUTH SEEKER I did not affects to take it almost as a personal affront because 
Washington to take the oath of office, and to be in- intend to involve myselfin a discussion on the Hey- Mr. Lake intimates that he stands up for intemper
atigurated as president of this great republic, gave a wood question or prohibition, but in your issue of Jan. ance. Now, while I hav no wish to purposely offend 
short farewell address to his old friends. It was elo- 13th my friend Walker takes such .strong exception Mr. ·walker, I propose to hold him to the responsibil
q.uent and touching. That speech is copied in Hol- to some things I had said, that some explanation and ities of his position. He asserts that any person has 
land's "Life of Lincoln," in Arnold's "Lincoln and criticism seem necessary. First as to Mr. Hey- a natural right to buy liquor if they wish to; this proc
Slavery," and in Lamon's "Life of Lincoln," and no wood, Mr. Walke.says he has not forced any of his cefijs of reasoning of com·se implies just as good a 
t-y? ~e exactly alike. Two of them substantially agree. publications on me or any one else. I did not say right to sell. Mr. Walker chooses to plant his flag of 
If 1t IS hard to get the exact truth on such an occasion he had done so; the individuals who send "rich and personal liberty in front of the rumseller's shop, and 
as this, how impossible it· is to get at Mr. Lincoln's racy" literature over the country generally like a say to the Prohibitionists, You must not intelfere with 
sayings which hav been written out by men weeks money compensation for their goods in advance, and this man's right to sell liquor; you may throw some 
and months after what he did say hav passed by! All probably Mr. Heywood would not try to "force" his tracts in through his doorway, treating on the physi
these loo.se and foolish things that Mr. Lincoln is business where it would not pay him. ological effects of liquor drinking, or tell the habitues 
supposed to hav said are like the cords of driftwood1 I spoke of his contemptible effort to be considered of this place how much better off they would be to 
floating on the bosom of the great Mississippi, down t b I "bl · f surround themselvs with better material conditions, a mar yr ecause cannot possi y conceive o any 
to the great gulf of-Forgetfulness. Let them go. good motiv h!l had in doing what he has done. It is but the right to sell liquor is sacred. If Mr. Walker 
· It appears that in 1864, say in July, the colored idle to speak of his honesty and sincerity; the fact is not "standing up" for intemperance, he is standing 
people of Baltimore presented Lincoln with a superb remains that his methods are more than questionable, up for a state of things that begets it, and no amo1mt 
copy of the Bible. One of the colored men who pre- and to denounce and sneer at the honesty and of Jesuitical reasoning can extricate him from that 
sented the Bible made some remarks at the time and loyality of Liberals because they do not espouse his position. There is one part of his duties as champion 
on the occasion; and most undoubtedly M;r. Lincoln cause is siniply fanaticism run mad. • for the BJlpposed rights of the liquor sellers which 
made a short reply. The supposed, the fraudulent, Perhaps Mr. Walker can see a great principle in- Mr. Walker has neglected; the l?usiness of liquor sell
speech of Mr. Lincolri is copied in Carpenter's "Six volved in this matter. I confess I do not see the ing is heavily burdened with tax~s and licenses, far 
Months in the White House," and in the Lincoln ghost of one, and I believe that a large majority of beyond any .other business of the same·valuation in 
Mem~rial ~bum, v.n&J. in McPherson's "History of the the Liberals of this country do not, among whom are t~is col~ try. Taxation tha~ dis?riminates so oppres
"\V ar! of whiCh last I hav only a C<?PY furnished me by many second to none in their devotion to .the true sivly agamst any natural nght Is the essence of tyr
a fnend, No _two of these exactly. agree. Two. of; principles of liberty. I am proud that the good old anny, and should be resisted. It is now in order and 
them substantially do. Now t:wo thmgs are certam: truth seeker and truth teller D. M. Bennett ere he perfectly consistent with Mr. Walker's peculiar views 
1st. That ~- Lincoln did not wr~te it; and__2d. That died, put himself on record ~s he did in this' matter. on individual sovereignty for him to denounce this 
~om e. one did; and now the questi~n con;es, when was In the temperance field Mr. Walker evidently taxation, and preach a crusade in favor of its aboli
It wntten out? How long was It written out, as felicitates himself with the idea that he holds the tion, thus paving the way for conferring the boon of 
printed, af~er Mr. J:inc?ln did ~ake ~is remarks in lists against all comers, riding down (ala Don cheap whisky on the masses, putting it within the 
fact? My mformat10n IS that Lmcolnsremarkswere Quixote), horse and man, those who hav the temerity reach of the poorest. Mr. Walker refers me to Mr. 
made about July 4th, 186~; and that the speech-the to enter ;from the opposite encl. Bradford's letter in THE TRUTH S"EEKER, Dec. 16th. I 
supposed one-appeared m the papers about Septem- Mr. Walker says it is an "absurd pretense" to say will not enter into any discussion of it, only to say 
ber the 5th, 1864---two months or more after th~ sup- that the citizen would make a bad use of the right to that a man who thinks the spirit and aspirations of a 
posed speech was. made. In that speech Mr. Lmcoln choose his drinks. He does not say intoxicants; that people that make possible the grinding tyrannies of 
IS mad~ to say this: ".B~t for that book we co~d n?t would uncover his position; he merely says" drink," a Bismarck, are superior to those of a race that first 
know right from wrong. Does any human bemg,m and sandwiches the word between "eat" and "wear" wrested from kings the assumed divine right to rule; 
hi~ s~ne moments, believe t~at Lincoln ever uttered as often as possible, to giv it plausibility and catch the that laid broad and deep and practical the foundations 
this msane BJ?eech? What _did the whole r.ac_e of man appro>:al of many who do not giv the question much in our own country of the most sp!'lndid temple of 
do .to know nght_from wrm~g for a half milli~n years attention. Is it an absurd pretense? Let the thou- liberty ever erected by man; such a man and myself 
ol:' more before this b_ook, this so-called revelatiOn, was sands who are done to death every year in this coun- are as wide apat't as the poles in our interpretations 
given t~ tJ:!e world, If such w~s _the case? What do try by choosing their own drinks, and the sickening of the lessons of history and our conceptions of lib-
thos~ milhons of people now hVI;n~, wh? ne"!er heard aggregate of crime, solely and directly attributable to erty. · J. H. LYDIARD. 
of this book, do to knowhow to distmgmsh_n_ghtfrom men choosing their own drinks, answer. Mr. Walker Long Lake, Minn., Jan. 26, 1883. 
wronlil'? How about the hundr~ds of milliOns w~o in his second affirmation says that each person has a 
hav died, ":ho never heard of. this b?ok? How: ~I~ natural right ~o obtain in an honest way such drink 
the_ str?ggling race of man ?uild up Its ~rand mvili- as they may require. I hold...that ·no person has a 
z~t10n Ill th~ ~.orl~ befor_e this bo_ok w:as g~ven to man- natural right to do that which will make them offen
kmd ?_ A ~Ivihzatwn qmte as high m 13ome respe~ts siv or dangerous to society-no person has a right to 
as this existed before Moses a:nd · Jesus. yv as. Lm- spend for intoxicants, money which their families, their 
coln a foo_l, an. ass, or a hyp_ocnt, or a comb;mation of creditors, or those deserving of help or charity at their 
them; or Is thi~ speech-this sup~osed-this fraudu- hands, hav a natural right to; for drinking liquor, I 
lent sp_eech, a lie-a bald, naked he?. think I may say, in all cases involves some of these in-

. I w1sh to ma~e one. more . quotation, and then I fringements on the rights of others. It seems far 
shall be done With this subJect, probably forever. easier for some to see where the rights of the drinker 
It appears, only appears, from what is said below that or seller of liquor are invaded than those of society 
Mr. Lincoln and a minister, whose name is kept in at large. 
the dark, had a ?onversat~on about reli~ion. It Mr. Walker would better the present conditon of 
appeat·s that MJ.·. Lmcoln said that when his son- things by giving the people: 
bone of his bone, flesh of his flesh, and blood of his 1st. More accurate and extended knowledge of the 
?W~ heart pulse--:-died, th?ugh a sev:ere affliction, laws of heredity. 2d. A keener realization of the 
It did not arouse h1m to think of _Christ; but when terrible evils attending the drink habit. 3d. Bettered 
h~ saw the gmves of so many soldiers-strangers to material conditions, lessened mental worry, libraries, 
him-not in ~is · nativ or adopted state-men who reading-rooms, etc. These propositions so1md very 
were not o~ his blood, bo~e,. and warm heart pulse, well in a general way, but let us see if they are or can 
that sad sight aroused him to love Jesus. I shall be remedial in the matter. 1st. The laws of hered
now quote ~he words as .I fin~ them in t~e Lin- ity, in so much as they apply to this question, viz., the 
coln Memorial Album published m New York m1882, transmission of certain appetites and propensities 
page 336. Says Lincoln: "When I left Springfield from parents to children, are generally understood, and 
I a~ke_d the people to pray for me. I was not. a hav been· for many years, by the person of average 
Chnstia;n. When I bm1.ed. m;r son, the severest tnal intelligence. But what good does a knowledge ol all 
of my life, I was not a Chl'lstum; but when I went this? what restraining influence does it exercise on 
to Gettysburg and saw the graves of thousands of our the individual? I hav known men who gave as an ex
soldiers, I then and there consecrated myself to Christ. cuse for. their drunkenness, that they inherited the 
I do love Jesus." It is a fine thing for the reputation thirst for liquor and could not help it. 2d. Who 
of the " Illinois clergyman" that his name is to the knows better than the drunkat·d himself of the terrible 
world unknown. It is a most heartless thing, this effects of his habit? yet we see him not only sinking 
supposed qonversation of Lincoln with the Illinois lower himself, but dragging down with him those who 
clei;gyman. What ! Lincoln feel more for the graves are unfortunate enough to be influenced by him. "\V e 
of strangers than for the death of his once living, see men of the finest intellect, and men who make the 
loving, and lovable son, now dead, moldering to human mind and body the study of their lives, who 
ashes in the silent tomb! This clfarge is barbarous, hav a thorough understanding of the moral and phys
savage. To make Lincoln ~lover of Jesus, whom he ical effect of strong drink; we see such men as these 
?nee ridiculed, this minister makes him a savage- add their full quota of victims. In view of these facts 
Just as he once was made a hypocrit to make him an I think.it is a little like mockery to ask for any more 
Evangelical Christian, as was done by Dr. Holland acute realization of the effects of alcoholic drinks. . I 
in his " Life of Lincoln." I hav no word by which claim that under present conditions, with a saloon on 
to utter my feelings that burst up as I read the every corner and cross-roads, you cannot possibly giv 
above quotation; and did I express myself fully and a person, young or old, any moral training that will in
freely, I probably should go too far. I, however, sur.e them from becoming a drunkard in after years. 
brand this "Illinois clergyman "-this person-as a 3d. What prospect is there for a generally better 
liar, a wilful liar; a mean libeler of the great dead. condition of material things? I question if in this 
. I wish, in conclusion, ·to make a correction, and it country people:will average ~swell in this respect as 
Is this : In the Abbot letter, written by me in they did fifty years ago. It IS the old story so oft re-
1870, there was a typographical error in one word, peated in the human race, as population increases the 
and that one word I want changed. The word is struggle for existence grows h~der. Libraries, read
one; it should read our. So the correct reading will ing-rooms, and art galleries are very good, but corn
be, " our grea~ ~d iood and merciful mak~." Mr. paratively few places can afford to hav them, and where 

God and a Future Life. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SlillKER, Sir·: I hav 

noticed much controversy, which at times approaches 
personal acrimony, in your colmnns with regard to 
mind and matter, what God should be properly 
termed, whether spirits generate from matter, whether 
nature is all there is of it, and so forth. For myself 
I am opposed to the cranky manner of people flying 
to the pen to cross swords with some one that writes 
something a little out of line with their own modes 
of thinking. I do not believe it is conduciv to growth 
and progress in harmony and use (I use the term use 
in the Swedenborgian sense). The fact is that at this 
crisis in the breaking up of the old crystallized ele~ 
ments of orthodoxy, people conceive all sorts of ideas 
and impressions by reason of their new fields of 
thoughts, which thoughts and impressions, I think, 
Liberals should read and weigh, if desirable, without 
flying into print with temper and the endeavor tc;> be~ 
little the writer; while to properly and in a true fra
ternal spirit meet and refute the seeming errors of 
others is perfectly right. 

But to return to my texts. First, what and where 
is God? That question I ·once put to a g~·eat Bap
tist revival minister. He was an inspirational sort of 
a fellow, susceptible and subject to take on the spirit of 
his surroundings. The atmosphere about him being 
pretty well charged with Liberalism at that hour, he 
promptly replied to my query, "God is the soul of 
nature, and is everywhere present." That suited me 
well enough, and I did not press him for further 
argument upon the subject. But of all the con
troversialists upon the subject in your columns, 
the position of Miss Ella E. Gibson strikes me as 
nearest correct, as she has exactly voiced my own 
conception of the subject-that is, that God is " it." 
My own view is decidedly Pantheistic, i. e., all God, 
or God in aU; the whole make-up of nature, both the 
life and the matter; all matter the body, and all life 
the soul. 

Then, I say, as the elements of natm·e are not all 
positiv or male elements, but also passiv or negativ 
female as well, the two, hat·moniously combining, pro· 
duce "it"-nature, and thence God; the he "Gaud" 
of the Christians having died upon the cross and be
come defunct. But, second, do humans become 
spirits? I don't believe all do. There, now I'm in 
for it I But let me fimsh the sentence, anyway. I 
believe in evolution, slow-grinding, and the refining 
process of progression. I believe that nature (God) 
is progressiv; that also nature, through the physical 
man, occasionally grinds out a spirit; that a very great 
majority of mallkind ;peri~th at death, the iame ae 
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the majority of fruits, vegetables, and seeds; that 
they hav to go through nature's hopper again and 
again before they become survivists as spirits; that 
many will meet with great surprise by· waking up 
and finding themselvs living identities, while the very 
greatest number will be more surprised that they 
never wake up any more at all. Spirit life may be 
spoken of in the words of Henry Ward Beecher's 
reply to the query, "What is genius?" -if you had 
it, you would not ask; if you hav not, and I tell you, 
you will not understand me. 

Fraternally, Dr. ANDREWS. 
So. Roc!cwood, Mich., Jan. 30, 283. 

A Mining Swindle Foisted upon the People by 
the Methodist Church. 

From Sunday's Sun. 

"For the love of money," saith the apostle Paul, in 
his first epistle to Timothy, "is the root of all evil: 
which while some coveted after, they hav erred from 
the faith, and pierced themselvs through with many 
sorrows. But thou, 0 man of God, flee these things; 
and follow after righteousness, godliness, faith, love, 
patience, meekness." 

These words of St. Paul and the truths they con
vey are often brought to our minds, but they hav a 
special application to the story we now proceed to 
relate. 

In the summer of 1878 the president of the East 
Tennessee Wesleyan :University, the Rev. John F. 
Spence, D.D., was gratified to find that Col. H. G. 
Bixby, a Californian mining promoter and philan
thropist, being a bachelor with no family, had con
ceived the idea of endowing that Methodist institu
tion with the munificent sum of two or till:ee hundred 
thousand dollars, payable in mining shares. The 
Rev. Dr. Spence brought the philantill:opist to the 
Rev. Dr. Newman, of this city, he being distinguished 
alike as a financier, a preacher, and a friend of Gen. 
Grant; in fact, as a ITULn wise as a serpent in the 
affairs of this world. There also accompanied him 
Prof. L. B. Caldwell, holding the chair of chemistry 
and mineralogy in the Methodist college. 

What the philanthropist proposed was that he 
would giv the university 15,000 shares of stock for 
its endowment, provided the machinery of the Meth
odist church was used to work off the rest of the 
shares in a mine he controled. That mine was called 
originally the Isabella Mining and Milling Company, 
and it had been incorporated in the state of Califor
nia with the usual nominal capital of ten millions of 
dollars, divided into 100,000 shares of $100 each. It 
was described as "a consolidation of eight very rich 
silver mines near Globe City, Arizona." Prof. Cald
well, as a mineralogist, vouched for the truth of all 
that was claimed for it. Untold wealth was there, 
only waiting for capital to get it out. Some encum~ 
brances were on the property, Col. Bixby acknowl
edged, and $50,000 was needed to put the mine in 
working order. His proposition was to place the 
shares on the market at ten dollars each, but a cer
tain proportion of them were to be reserved for 
"first comers," a little inside ring, in fact, who were 
to be allowed to come in on the "ground floor" at 
$5 a share. · 

Desiring to benefit the cause of Methodist educa
tion, the Rev. Dr. Newman stepped in on the ground 
floor with an investment of $1,000. Having confi
dence in his business judgment, Bishop Simpson fol
lowed with $600. The Rev. C. H. Fowler, D.D., 
LL.D., and the Rev. W. H. De Puy, D.D., the editors 
of the Christian Advocate, the official Methodist paper 
in this city, were also let in on the ground floor, and 
the clerical gentlemen generally at the Methodist 
Book Concern, 805 Broadway, chipped in likewise. 

Under the heading of "A Noble Deed," the Chris
tian Advocate editorially call~d attention to the proj
ect and to an advertisment signed by the president 
of the East Tennessee University, calling for pur
chasers of one thousand shares at $10 a share "in one 
of the richest and most desirable silver mines in the 
world." On the speculation the reverend president 
bestowed a first-rate puff as follows: 

"The stock is believed, after thorough investigation by dis
interested experts and the most careful judges, to be worth 
more than double the amount asked for it; but a limited 
quantity is placed on the market at this low rate ($10 per 
share, pa1· value $10,000) for the purpose of raising funds to 
aid in paying for an exceedingly valuable mill, to be used at 
once in reducing the ore, more than six hundred tons of 
which hav already been quarried from the mines and are 
ready for the mills. Dividends on the amount· of at least 
jive per cent are expected by Nov. 1, and jive per cent rnonthly there
after. Those desiring to aiel the univers1ty, and at the same 
time make a safe and quick-paying investment, should make 
immediate application to the undersigned, at 805 Broadway, 
New York." 

" The mines hav been developed," said the editors 
of the Christian Advocate, " beyond the point of con
tingency concerning their almost unprecedented 
wealth in rich, accessible, free-milling silver ore, and 
large quantities of ore, wmth from $200 to $3,000 per 
ton, hav been mined. The mills will pe paying 
monthly dividends by next November." And they 
rounded off their little puif: 

"Col. Bixby, whose name, character, and ability are of the 
highest order among the miners of California and Nevada, has 
given the university, in addition to the endowment (which 
will be ample-amounting to hundxeds of thousands of dol-

lars), some stock with which the trustees can meet their share 
of the cost of completing the mills and of starting the works. 
Bishop Simpson, Dr. Newman, and other friends of the uni
versity hav done a good thing for the university in purchas
ing some of their stock; and, we doubt not, hav also clone a 
better thing for themselvs. We congratulate East Tennessee 
Wesleyan University, soon to be named Bixby University-an 
honor, however, which. Col. Bixby declines to accep·t before 
the trustees hav actually received their 'bullion.' We know 
several other schools for which we crave an equally valuable 
friend." · 

The 1,000 shares offered, it will be observed, were 
put at $10 each, and nothing was said about the 
ground floor stock, at $5 a share, held by the editors. 
In a later number of the Christian :Advoca~e appeared 
an open letter from Prof. ·Caldwell,liiJI"hich was also 
distributed by the Methodist Book Concern's ma
chinery, giving the most glowing account of the mine 
after long examination: 
. "I can see no reason why dividends may not be declared 
m November next, unless there occur some break in the line 
of transportation to the mines, by which a part of the ma
chinery now under way might be delayed for a few days." 

So heralded, so commended, and so engineered, of 
course the Methodists bit freely at the bait .offered in 
the glittering Isabella mine shares. Col. Bixby, by 
his philanthropy and by provoking their greed, had 
enlisted in the work of getting rid of the stock the 
men who run the ecclesiastical and business machin
ery of'the church. The preachers scraped together 
money to buy at $10 each shares which the clerical 
promoters got at the ground :floor price of $5, and 
presiding ~lders pushed forward the sales. The re
sult was that a large sum was raked in. 

But November came, and the promised dividend of 
fifty cents a share was not declared. A year passed 
by, and there were no dividends. A committee went 
to Arizona to inv~stigate the property, and as the re
sult of their inquiries an adjoining mine was bought 
for $25,000. The company was reorganized under 
the name of the Globe City Mining Company; enough 
preferred stock was issued to pay for the property, 
and the holders of the Isabella shares received .com
mon stock, share for share, in the new concern. The 
additional mine purchased for $25,000 is now re
garded as the richest asset of the great enterprise 
which started with a capital of ten millions. Some
thing, too, may be got out of a mill in the Isa
bella, which cost $40,000. The bowels of the earth 
hav not yielded the promised bullion. 

conference, the bishop, with three or four of the presiding 
elders; forms what is called the 'cabinet.' . The appointments 
to pastorates, which are made at sta.ted intervals by the cabi
net, usually follow out the recommendations of the presiding 
elders, each furnishing the bishop with a 'slate' for his own 
district. Nineteen-t'Yentieths of the preachers do not know 
wheth~r the next appointment will take them to a fat pastor
ate, w1th a $2,500 salary and a parsonage thrown in, or send 
them out to Murderer's Glen or Skunk's Hollow at a salary of 
$150 a year. The Rev. Mr. Graves was for four years a pre
siding elder in the New York East Conference. He was very 
activ in placing the Isabella stock on the market. Of course 
he did nqt say, 'Rev. Mr. So-and-so, you must take some 
stock,' or 'You must lend me money.'. It w!t'B, 'My dear 
brother, this is a very worthy object. Bishop Simpson and 
DJ.:. Newman and all the leading men of the church are taking 
stock in order to help along the cause of that clear institution 
in the SC!uth, and it seems to me as if we ought to do something. 
I am credibly.informed that the investment is a safe one and 
promises large profits. Mr. Cornell, Mr. Stout, and Gen. Fisk 
are warm indorsers of the enterprise, and if you were to put 
a few hundred dollars into the enterprise I know you would 
not regret it.' A 'political assessment,' so to speak, was lev
ied upon the $200 or $300 they had managed to s~tve out of 
the pittances of salaries which had been paid them.'' . 

The Rev. Mr.. Graves now denies that he made 
such a use of his place, but a fe;w days ago he said to 
a reporter: 

"1 never positivly advised anyone to put his money into 
the swindle, -b~t when asked my opinion I hav repeated what 
I w,as told by Dr. Spence and Prof. Caldwell and Dr. Fowler. 
I hav pointed to the article in the Christian .Advocate, and hav 
said (as I certainly thought) that it must, with such backing, 
be a safe and good investment. on: these representations 
people, I am very, very sorry to say, hav gone in." . 

No wonder he is sorry. He certainly gave very 
bad advice, positiv or otherwise, and "Used his influ
·ence as a presiding elder to an ill purpose. 

But what shall we say of the clerical editors of the 
Christian Advocate? They puffed the swindle, having 
been let in on the ground :floor. Because the Meth
odist church had put them at the head of its newspa
per organ their favor was purchased, and the Chris
tian Advocate was used to victimize Methodists in all 
parts of the country-to push the sale of shares at 
$10 which the editors got for $5 or nothing at all. 
Even after the Isabella mine had proved worthless, 
tbe readers of the Christian Advocate were not warned. 
That religious paper held its peace, and many more 
gudgeons were caught. And Dr. Fowler, according 
to Dr. Newman, sold his stock, and made money out 
of it! · 

Is not a revival of good morals absolutely neces
sary among Methodist editors and presiding elders? . 

We hav only to' add that the name of the East 
Tennessee Wesleyan University has not yet been 
changed to the Bixby University. Indeed, the phil
anthropic Col. Bixby seems to hav disappeared from 
the scene. 

A MaJor Sisson, of Chicago, who is described as 
" an expert and particular friend of Dr. Fowler," was 
sent out to inspect the property, and he advised ex
tensiv improvements, which required more money. 
Accordingly, Dr. Newman put up $1,000 additional. 
There was trouble about the management of the 
mill, and finally in March last all work on the mine 
was abandoned. It was given up as a worthless un- .Actor Thorne's Funeral. 
dertaking! Charles R. Thorne, Jr., one of the most talented 

The truth is, Col. Bixby's Isabella mine was never actors of the American stage, died in this city on the 
worth anything. In the opinion of Mr. Newma, it lOth inst. He was 46 years old. The funeral tbok 
was" salted" before the mineralogical professor, Cald- place on Monday, the 12th. One day, about twelve 
well, visited it. Mr. A. W. Hammond, who knows years ago, Mr. Thorne, Stuart Robson, and Robert 
all about it, reports as follows: Craig, two other actors, were discussing the quiet 

"The Isabella mine was located, I think, in 1877, by Col. burial of Charles Dickens, and fell to talking about 
Bixby. A little 'pot hole,' twenty or thirty feet deep,.,was unpleasant funeral sermons that had been preached 
dug and baby drifts run, and that ended the development of 
this 'mine.' The hole was not so deep as to shade a man over actors. Craig said that he would hav no clergy-
from the sun if he stood upright in it. When Bixby came man speak at his funeral. "It was then," Mr. Rob
East he br~mght the Isa_bel!a Mining 9ompany in his .satchel. son Raid, "that Thorne, Craig, ·and I made a compact 
The next time we saw hlm m Globfl City he !J.acl broug~t Prof .. that whoever of us survived the others or• another 
Cald,well out to act as expert. The people m Globe C1ty told · 
the professor plainly that the mine was worthless. He talked should do what could be done to keep the preacher 
with me about it, and I told him the same thing.· Neverthe- away from the funeral. Thorne went to Europe; 
less it seems that he reported it a splendid property, and the Craig died suddenly. His family insisted on having 
stock was marketed, as has already been stated. The sale ~f the usual religious services at the funeral. I told 
the stock was not merely confined to the preachers. Bus1- f . , . . 
ness men of proved sagacity were ,.bitten right and left. them. o _Craig s well-k~o~n WISh m the matter, but 
One of the big jewelers in this city is said to hav traded a lot they lllSisted. The mmister who conducted the ser
of diamon~s for the stock. When Co~. Bixby fir~t re.turn~d vice was an educated man, but he had all the preju
to Globe C1ty he had a regular headlight stone m h1s shut dices commoner in his profession then than now and 
bosom. When he first cam& there he was as poor as a church . . ' 
mouse and not at all proud.'' · he Immediately began to make an apology for the 

evil which this young man had committed in adopt
As to how many the victims were we get a hint ing. a profession that had 80 many evil associations, 

from a remark of one of them, the son of the Rev. while his talents in a respectable calling might hav 
Mr. Russell, a Methodist preacher. His stock certifi- brought him great honor. He thought that he was 
cate is numbered 450. · That means, said the report- justified in asserting that in despite of this Mr. Craig 
er, at least 450 victims of the scheme. might hav a hope of heaven. 

"'Four hundred and .fifty!' exclaimed Mr. Russell. 'My "I told Thorne this when he returned from En-
dear sir, that number doesn't begin to count them. They are d · d h f li · 
legion. I was among the first purchasers. A whole army rope; an it mcrease is ee nK agamst such pro-
came after me.'" ceedings. He said he did not wish all sorts of peo

Who is most responsible for the swinclle ? This is 
the question that agitates Methodist circles. The 
clerical promoters toss the burden from the shoul
ders of one to another. But really they are all in 
the same boat. They used their influence to sell to 
other preachers at $10 a share stock they got them
selva at $5 LL share; and they urged th·e purclMtse 
both as a wonderfully rich investment and as a 
means of helping the cause of ·Methodist education. 
There seems to hav been some unloading from the 
inside. . · 

It is asserted by Mr. Russell, above mentioned, that 
there was " a base and scandalons use of the organiz
ation of our denomination in forcing the rank and file 
of our ministers to pnt their hard-earned s·avings into 
this detestable swinclle." But listen to his indignant 
exposition: 

"The form of governme~ of the Methodist Episcopal 
church invests tho presiding elders with a terrible power over 
the destinies o£ a large majority of the preachers. In each 

ple to be running to his funeral at the Little Church 
Around the Corner just because he was an actor, and 
·the last word he said to his wife was: 'No preacher; 
tell Rob."' • 

In accordance with this wish of Mr. Thorne his 
funeral was conducted. Mr: Robson stood beside 
the coffin and said: 

"It was the often express~d wish of our dear friend, dur
ing the illness which resulted in his death, that no perform
ance of a religious nature should be permitted at his funeral. 
In conformity with this desire, let us bid good-bye to him 
briefly and simply. 

"This man had few enemie~ and many friends. Narrow · 
men did Ii.ot love him-generous men did. He was liberal to 
a fault, honest, manly, and true. Those who knew him best 
loved him best. Hot tempered at times-as all good men 
are-if led hastily into an injustice, he as quickly saw his error 
and rectified ir. ·· 

"It is a source of" gratification for us to know that he who · 
lately feared death as the most dreaded of all evils, when the 
time came welcomed it with all the heartiness of his great 
nature. His end w11s pe11ceful and painless, and he died with. 
the calmness of 11 sleeping child. He h~td few regrets for the 
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past,- and none for the future. If Charles R. Thorne had · · th t · S 
, faults, I never saw them. My great love for the man clouded Ism m a part of the state. Since my return to Du- A. hot at ·the Mountebanks. 

my judgment, perhaps_-! could see only the good in him. quoin, I hav been busy preparing for another trip. From the Herald. 
tiWLast T~ursday ~saw h1m for the fast time. He asked me in Sunday, P.M., Jan. 14th, under the auspices of the St. Instead of being as pachydermatous as a rhinoceros 

a la ughmg way 1f I had any clearly defined ideas in respect Johns League, I delievered an address to a large and Dr. Talmage suddenly proves to be very thin skinned; 
to a future state. I replied as vaguely as I could that t sup- attentiv audience, two of whom were ministers, one a Else why the protest against Mr. Howson's alleged 
posed the subject was 'rather indefinit;' that the more I 
thought the less I knew, and several other current answers in Methodist, the other a Baptist. My subject was, "Is "make-up" after him? Mr. Talmage is overparticu-
popular use. He said that during his illness he had read the Bible a True History?'' my text, the story of crea- lar. It is true that Mr. Howson's sole business is to 
liberally on this theme, and saw nothing more suitable to his tion. I should be pleased· to speak in every town I amuse the public, but what else does Mr. Talmage 
views than t~e foll?wing lines: 'Th~ future is a dark, impen- may visit on my return trip toward the northern part try to do? Whether he is right in doing it is open 
etrable curtam whwh no human bemg has ever drawn aside f t · and come back to tell the tale.' o he state. There are several cOlmties, east of the to doubt, for nothing disgusts the ordinary church-

'' The conclusion of my brief task cannot be better reached _illinois Central R. R., between here and Bloomington, goer so much as undue levity in the pulpit. To joke 
~han by the recital of the following beautiful words from the that I hav not yet visited. I hope the Liberals who about the Bible until the people roar with laughter 
lm~ortal_ master's 'Tempest/ which Mr. Thorne frequently l1v in that direction will write to me on reading this is infinitly more harmful than to deny its inspiration. 
~i:!~d with a tenderness whwh has not been equaled in our Address me at Bloomington, ill., . . If orthodox ministers really believe that mankind are 

"'These, our actors, From this time on I shall be an-anging for holding on the road to perdition, and that it is their mission 
As I foret_ol~ you,_ we~·e all spiri~s, and the next Annual State League Convention, f1u-ther to save sinners from the sulphurous flames, they ought 
Are ~elted mto mr-mto thm a1r, particulars of which as to time and place I·will make co put on at least the semblance of seriousness when 
And hke the baseless fabric of this vision k · · ' · I '· · 
The cloud-capped towers, the gorgeous p~laces, now~ to you !n due seaso~. ~eed a lit~B ~elp m they discuss the subject. When the clergyman strains 
The solemn temples, .the great globe itself; can-ymg on this work. Fnend Liberals, this IS your after something funny, like the end man of a minstrel 
Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve, cause as much as mine, so please to let me hear from troupe, the fires of the other world come to be re-
And like. this insubstantial pageant faded you IZ'1rded as no more alarming than the red blaze which 
Leave not a rack behind. We are such stuff R. b th t d 11 li' ht th d' f th t t d As dreams are made of and our littl life emem er a one o ar makes any man or g s up e enouement o e s age rage y. 
Is rounded with a sleep.'" e woman a life member of the State Leag11e of Illinois. Dr. Talmage might safely be indicted for keeping 

Mr. Robson then read this telegram from Col. And every dollar of that money, and more with it, is a popular place of amusement open on Sunday. The 
Ingersoll: · . expended in the interest of the .League. Now let us report of his last sermon is rather hotly peppered 

"Say what your heart prompts. A few tears, a few words, all t~e hold and ~ake the n~xt State Le~gue _Co~- with the ~esc~iptiv "Applause," "L~ughter," "Great 
a few flowers, are all that the living can giv to the dead. The ventwn the best Liberal meetmg ever held m illm01s. A.pplause, whiCh show that the audience had an up
t!ag_edy has ~nded; the curtain has fallen; applause cannot We can do it if we all try. I will send any one a cir-. roarious and delightful time, in spite of the penal 
hft 1t up agam. But memory and ?,ope remain. Giv my sin- tificate of membership, on receipt of their member- code, and that to hear Talmage preach is better than 
eere sympathy to those_who weep. . ship fee. We hav now196 members, 42 of whom are to go to a second-class comedy. He honored the 
~he pall-be~rers hfted the coffin_ mto the hearse, ladies. Let us try to double this before the next cause of religion by saying,-"! believe Samson slew 

wh~ch was_ dnven to the Grand Central depot.. The State League Convention. a multitude with the jawbone of an ass, and he who 
tram bore It to Wo~dlawn Cemetery. ~ere, Without Since I wrote you last, a pall has. shadowed our assails the Bible is wielding the same weapon.'' His 
';I-llY :wor~s _of commitment or farewell, It was placed pathway. A brave soldier has fallen in the front of opinion of ·Mr. Newton is not very obscurely hidden 
m a receivmg vault. the battle! One in whom we had trusted to lead us under an impetuous denunciation of "these hybrid 

on to victory! He has fallen with his face to the foe, theologians, these mongrel ecclesiastics, these half-and-
. Liberal Notes from Illinois. and another has donned his armor, one in whom we half evoluted pulpiteers." We venture to say that 

FRIENDS OF LIBERALISM IN ILLINOis: Within the p·ast can trust, for he has been already tried. Then let us such language ought not to be used among gentlemen 
three months I hav been in nearly every place I could all rally, and that too with renewed energy, around and could not be used by scholars. That a popular 
reach by rail, between here and the Wabash, Ohio, our new standard bearer. Let every reader of THE clergyman can indulge in it to the unbounded delight 
and Mississippi rivers. And if there are any activ TRUTH SEEKER try to double its subscription list dm-- of his people, is a sign of the times over which we 
Liberals in that part of the state whom I hav not ing the present year. This could be easily done if hav little cause for congratulation. 
seen, I am sorry for it. I should certainly hav·tried all would try. But if it is accomplished a large por- A· Jewish rabbi, Rev. Dr. Brown, has successfully 
to hunt them up had they sent me a letter or tion of the work has got to be done by the compara- proven that there is just as much fun in the Old Tea
postal, informing me of their whereabouts; unless so tivly few. tament as in the New. We hav heretofore regarded 
be that they resided so far away from the railroad Finally, let me say in conclusion that, while we Dr. Talmage as the only one of the kind,. and felt 
that I could not reach them. I found some who pro- all lament the loss of a dear and noble friend, cham- rather proud that there was not enough folly in the 
fessed to be Freethinkers in nearly every place I pion, and brother, for such he was to every one who world to support his double. Dr. Brown, however, 
visited. Yet there were but comparatively few who loves THE TRUTH SEEKER, let us move fearlessly and has suddenly attained a reputation for saying what 
dared to speak out and let their Liberalism be known, bravely on> rejoicing in the thought that, when the ought not to be said, of which no one is likely to be 
through fear of social ostracism. There were a few last bat~le for universal mental liberty has been envious. He had the appalling audacity to say in his 
grand exceptions, whose names I would be glad to fought and victory won, and when all of those who dedicatory harang: "The congregation has taken a 
mention, were it not for occupying too much space. oppress, torture, and imprison their fellow-men for house that has been used by the Methodist Episcopal 
And there are mfthy more who would be more out- expressing their. honest convictions of what is truth, worshipers. Therefore, in business parlance, this is 
spoken were it not that they are tied to some secret right, and justice, shall hav been swept from the face simply a reopening. Tlie old firm consisted of the 
society in which the Bible is used in administering of t:P,e earth, into the hades of oblivion, then, amongst Fathe!, ~he ~on, and the Holy Ghost. Now the part
their obligations. When they joined these societies the immortal names of those brave men and nership IS dissolved. The Son and the Holy Ghost 
or orders they were Deists; many of them were Chris- woman whose lives hav been devoted to the emanci- hav stepped down and out, but the business will be 
tians, honestly or tacitly accepting the Bible as the pation of our race from the thraldom of superstition conducted by the Father, the old head of the firm, the 
revealed will of God. But they, being men of thought and ignorance, which will grace the brightest pages one you always hav trusted." 
and .brains, hav opened their eyes and seen the grand-, of the coming history of the world, will be recorded If this is_ t~e way in which OlU' childre~ _are to. be 
er truths of natlu-e and her laws; and as a conse- the name of D. M. Bennett, the founder a:p.d editor taught rehgwus truth, then the less rehgwus truth 
quence, they hav become Atheists or Agnostics. And of THE TRUTH SEEKER. we hav the better. The decency of Infidelity is to be 
then was when the shoe pinched, and their clothes be- Until further notice is given, please address me at preferred to the indecencies of the pulpit. Clergy-
came too small. They love the order to which they Bloomington, ill. F. F. FoLLETT, men may hunger and t~irst after n?toriety, and the 
belong, but they hate the gag it has put in their Sec. S. L. L. of illinois. world may la~g~ heartily over then· grote~que at- . 
mouths, which is choking th.eir lips to silence in re- tempts to attam It, but after all the commumty has a 
gard t<;> their broader and happier views of life and The Nineteenth Century Club. '!ery sle~der respect for a ~an whose only m,eans of 
humamty. Hundreds of my readers will appreciate From the 11.ibune of ]eeb. lBth. mfluencmg_the masses consists of the buffoons mask 
the truth of what I am saying, and say that it ·is just A wide toleration of opinion and belief is certainly and the Chmese....::::g_o_n~g_. _____ _ 
what they would gladly hav said themselvs, had they one of the most striking characteristics of the age. 
only dared.· To such I say, Strike for mental liberty, It is true that the " odium theologicum" is still very 
my orother! This thing cannot last much lo.nger. bitter~ but the church of to-day is not disposed [be
Every secret society or order that uses the Bible on cause unable J to persecute defections in faith and 
its altar, and compels its initiates to acknowledge a belief with the unrelenting hostility which was once 
belief in an almighty God as a test of membership, I characteristic of it. Whatever the theologians may 
care. not how beneficent that society may be in its say or do to each other, the common people are al
charities, must either remove that book from its lodge lowed a wide latitude of opinion. It is even possible 
work, and revise its rituals, by expunging from them to-day for the intelligent unbeliever and the devout 
every religious test, or it will inevitably be compelled believer to meet together in the same society and 
to share the rapidly waning f01iunes of an effete the- reasonably discuss the points on which they disagree. 
ology. I say this not as an enemy to secret orders, but Whether or not this toleration is a good thing need 
as a friend. Pecuniarily my past three months work not be discussed. But it may be noted as a fact. 
has been quite a loss to me. Railroad fares and ho- The Nineteenth Century Club, which has been re
tel bills more than used up all of my sales of books, cently formed in this city, is a conspicuous example 
pamphlets, etc., so that I returned here with consid- of this toleration. While it is largely composed of 
e:t:able less money than I started with. I met with ladies and gentlemen who are prominent members 
some warm friends to the Liberal cause, and had of the church and of society, there is in it also a re
many interesting experiences, which I should be spectable sprinkling of Agnostics and men who do not 
pleased to relate had I time and space. A few years accept Christianity as a divine revelation. Its presi
since, no man could hav made a similar trip with dent openly avows himself a Freethinker, while among 
safety .. He would hav been insulted and abused, and its vice-presidents may be found the names of some 
mostlikelymobbecl Yetalthoughlexpressedmysen- ofthe most prominent and orthodox clergymen of 
time)lts freely on all suitable occasions, I met with no the city. The motto of this unique club is taken from 
ill treatment. Occasionally some ig!loramus would "holy scripture:'' "Prove all things; hold fast to that 
say to me," Such a man as you ought to be shut up, which is good.'' At. its next meeting, on 'Tuesday 
and not allowed to speak." But to the credit of Chris- evening, at the house of the president, l\Ir. Court
tianity let met say: This class of believers are largely landt Palmer, 117 East 21st street, the subject of 
outside of the church, .a kind of ignorant bigots, who, "Freeth ought'' will be discussed by the Rev. Dr. 
poll-parrot like, only utter the real sentiments of the Rylance, of this city. It is expected that he will be 
priests. There are mltny such to be found outside of followed in the discussion of the subject by the Rev. 
Egypt. . . · Henry ·ward Beecher, the Rev. R. Heber Newton, 

THE North American Review for March opens with 
an aliicle on" Money in Elections," by Henry George, 
who brings to the discussion of that hackneyed sub
ject a contribution full of originality, freshness, and 
keen insight; he points out with admirable clearness 
one source of our political ills, and proposes a remedy 
that seems both eminently practicable and efficient. 
Robert S. Taylor writes of the "Subjugation of the 
Mississippi,'' a work which, in his opinion, and in that 
of the Mississippi Commission, of which he is a mem
ber, can be accomplished only by employing, for the 
purpose of deepening and straightening the cbannel, 
the forces developed by the river itself. Moncure D. 
Conway contributes a vel'y striking study of Glad
stone as a man and a statesman, showing how even 
the more or less sinister moral and intellectual traits 
of his nature, quite as much as his pre-eminent nativ 
force and elevation of character, conspire to make him 
the foremost Englishman of his time. Hon. George 
W. Julian's "Railway Influence in the Land Office" 
is a grave, judicial exposm·e of the practices which, 
against the manifest intent of the law and the deter
minations of the highest courts, hav won for corpora
tions millions upon millions of acres of the public 
domain. Richard A. Proctor writes of the "Pyramid 
of Cheops;" Prof. · Wm. G. Sumner of "Protectiv 
Taxes and ·wages;" Elizur Wright of "Some Aspects 
of Life Insurance;" and finally, there is a symposium 
on "Educational Need," by Prof. G. Stanley Hall, 
Prof. Felix Adler, President Thomas Hunter, and Dr. 
Mary Putnam Jacobi. Published at 30 Lafayette 
Place, New York, and for sale by booksellers ger 
erally. I scattered a streak of Liberal literature along my the Rev. Dr. J. P. Newman, the Rev. Dr. Gottheil, 

entire route, which will accomplish good results in and other eminent clergymen. Such a club discuss-
the future. And I pU:t in a new League in Carmi, ing such a subject would. hav been an impossibility "ANSWERS . TO CHRISTIAN QuES'l'IONS." By D. M. 
that I hope may become a beacon light for Liberal- . fifty years ago, and is an interesting sign of the times. Bennett. Price, 26 eents. 
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Ufnur#lation. 

The Tomb of Fanaticism. 
[An examination of Lord Bolingbroke's doctrines. Written 

by Voltaire in 1767 and translated from the French by Avery 
Meriwether.] 

CHAPTER XXVII. 

I am told that Fleury kept within bounds in writ
ing; as for my part, I do not think it necessary to 
transcribe the follies which are injurious to divinity, 
that he was very culpable if he had copied this with
out believing it, or he was a fool if he had believed it. 

(TO BE CONTINUED.) 

Old Times Reviewed Again. 
THE MIRACLEs. The hungry generations tread each other down 

and derive nothing from their predecessors' experi
After the oriental marvels of the Old Testament, f ence. 

and those in the New, God, carried to the top 0 a The newspapers of the day temai·k upon the· late 
mountain by the devil, descends to change jars of utterances of the Rev. Newton as though they are 
water into wine; to blight a fig-bush, because, for- novelties from such a source as the pulpit, express 
sooth, the fig-bush fails to bear figs toward the end their surprise, and when it 1s reported that nine
of winter; to put the devil into the bodies of two tenths of his hearers indorse his views their amaze
thousand hogs-after one has seen all these interest- ment is unutterable. While such Liberal and free 
ing performances, it is not astonishing that they thought suits the city, all through the country, at ev
should have been imitated. ery cross-roads and hamlet, the Rev. Poundtexts, 

Pierre Simon Barjona, it is well known, resuscitated. "who beat the pulpit drum ecclesiastic," thunder the 
a seamstress named Dorcas; it was well to do this doctrins of election, eternal damnation, and pure Bi
for a woman who JUended in charity the tunics of the ble-idolatry as much as ever, and their hearers are in 
faithful. But I shall not forget that Simon Pierre the most profound ignorance of the advanced views 
Barjona suddenJy killed Ananias an~ his wife Sap- held by their fellow-churchmen in cities. And they 
phira, two good creatures, ?ecause It ~as thoug~t are carefully held in ignorance by their spiritual 
that they had been so foohsh as to give all their guardians. If a country editor by accident or de
goods to the apostles. Their crime was that they sign publishes in his paper an extract from "Bob" 
had retained the means to meet their pressing wants. Ingersoll, he in the next issue apologizes with most 

0 Pierre (Peter)! 0 disinterested apostles! You abject .servility. Such is the case all over the rural 
persuade, you direct us already to give up our goods! districts, with rare exceptions here and there. 
By what right do you thus take away the fortunes of In 1850-4 the name Colenso was seen and heard 
a fam~y? Here is ~he first example 0.f the robbery as oft.en as that of Ingersoll is to-day. Bishop Co
committed by your sects, a robbery whiCh should be lenso of the church of England gave to orthodoxy 
repres~ed. Come to London and try the same ga~e. and Christianity then the most tremendous shock it 
You Will ~ee whether the ~!'JSCendants of S~pph~ra ever received. He suddenly presented to the world 
a~d Anamas would not repOI~ and th~ grand Jur;r m- sevei:al volumes containing the most thorough, 
diet y~u., "But they have given ~herr money With a searching, critical investigation of the Old Testa.: 
fr~e will, you repl~. You ~ave misled them 3:nd de- ment, and withal the most scholai·lv ever made. He 
priVed them 0~ thE:liT free ~ll. ~ou say to this, that took large portions of it, verse by verse, and exposed 
they have retamed some~hmg fOI t.~emselv,es. Base its absurdity, the utter impossibility of many of its 
:obbers, you have cm;nm~tted the cnme of. JUst ~keep- most ordinary accounts of affairs. He was summoned 
mg the:ffi from starvmg · Were they obhged ·"0 tell before the Court of Arches and acquitted. The 
you then secrets? Were a sharper to come to me church of England like the church of Rome is not 
and s~t' "Have you ~ny mone;r?" I ~o~ld truly an- founded on Bible idolatry. The ch~rch is old~r than 
swer,. I have. none. Here, m a WOI~l, IS the most the Bible; receives, guards, corrects, defines, etc., 
abommable ~:ml'acle that can be found I? the legends within bounds. Thus- it has even changed the sev
called the miracles. None of t~ose wh~ch.have been enth day of the fourth commandment to the first 
~ubsequently performed equaJ It; and If It was true day. In this :view the Bible is liable to respectful 
It wo~d be the most exec~·able of all tru.t~s. criticism and question by churchmen. 

It Is good to have the gift of language' It -;ould be To this day Colenso is a bishop of the chmch of 
better to have eommon sense .. The fatheis ~f the England, and a Christian believer. The great diffi
church should have les~ of the gift of langu~e' the;r culty with Colenso, as to consistency, as I conceive, 
should speak less. This was not the c~se With Ori- is this: He brings his reason to bear on texts, and, 
g:en and Jerome, who un~erstood H~biew. Angus- exposing theil' absurdity, dismisses them. Why not 
tme, Am~rose, J ehn, Clnysostom did not know a apply his reason as well to a few texts on which the 
word of It. . . . . . whole scheme of Christianity rests? Thus we are ap-

We have already considered those beautiful mira- proached by those who tell us the most amaz.ing tale 
cles. of the martyrs wh~ allowed them.selve~ to ?e de- human imagination ever devised, viz., that the infinit 
capitated. as the crowm.ng show. Ori~e~, m his fi~st being who holds in his hand the countless systems of 
?ook agamst Celsus, said that the Christians had V:IS- worlds rolling in space begot a son, a few hun~ed 
IOns; but he never pretended that they could raise years ago, by a virgin of an obscure people of west
the dead. . . . . ern Asia. Now such a statement-requires proof com-

T_he Christians performed all then·. great works mensurate with its improbability, and this the more 
durmg t~e fi~st century. St .. John, for .mstanc~, wh.o especially as the story was by no means new when 
was buri~d I? Ephesus, stnred contmually -~n his applied to Jesus Christ. But for this incredulity 
tomb; this mua?le was verJ: useful up to.th.e time of might be annihilated in amazement. But .when we 
Augu~tus, the bishop of .Hippus. .Pre~ctwns and ask for proof of the only fact that can establish this 
exormsms were no.t wantmg. Lumen himself ren- claim of Jesus to be the son of God, of this miracu
ders the same te~tn;nony. In. the chapter upon the lous conception arid birth, we hav 1iterally nothing 
~eath of the .Christian Peregrmus, who had t~e ~an- but the hearsay repc:>rt of an old man's dream. 
ItJ: to b~ himself, he does hono: ~0 truth:-- Smce Granting that Matthew wrote his gospel, he himself, 
this famle Juggler has turned Christian! he Is sure. to according to it, knew Jesus first after he was arrived 
make a fortune at.the ~xpense of fanatical fools With at thirty years of age. Should any venerable Joseph 
whom he h.as. dealings. . . of to-day maiTy under the circumstances, ~nd really 

The Chr~stians were perpetually performmg mna- repeat such a dream in testimony of such a birth, 
cles, of whiCh no Ro~an ever spoke. Those of Gre~- what credit could we giv to him or it? Does the re
ory the Thauma:tur,gist, or .the Marvelous, w:ere m moving of the story back eighteen hundred years, 
fact worthy of his name. First of a:ll• a beauti~ old amid confusion and darkness, and coupling to it 
man ~escend~d from heaven to dictate. to him the another statement, by another holy, inspired writer, 
catechism which he was to teach. Ha!mg found ~ Luke, who contradicts the first, and puts the birth 
messeng~J;, he w:rot~ a letter t~ the devp.. ~he lett~I of the son long after King Herod's death, and after 
reach~ Its. destmatwn, and his Satan.IC maJesty did his son Archilaus had reigned in his stead, been ban
not fail to do what Gregory ordered him to ~0 · ished, and a governor, Cyrennius, was ruling, aid the 

Two brothers q~arreled about th~ possessiOn of a first tale? "Lord God! thou art too hard for us
pond; Greg?ry dried up the pond m order to stop th~ poor creatures whom thou hast created. Com
~~e con~entwn. ~e ,met a coal-bur.ner and ~ade maud us, and we will do all within our power, but 
him a bish~p. This 1s apparently smce the .times our beliefs we cannot control." And this is some
when the faith of the ~harco.al-burner passed mto a what as poor Colenso prayed when the utter absurd
prover?. But. that mrracle IS not a great one; I hav ity of Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, etc., became ap-
seen bishops m my t:avels who knew no more than parent to him. . . 
th~ coal-burner .m~ntwned by Gregory.. A greater Let an;y believer in scripture just begin to read 
miracle than this I~ that on~ day some. pagans ran Exodus With an inquiring, critical mind, as did Co
~fter <?-regory a]ld his deacon m order ~o hai'Ill them; lenso ~et. any .truthseeker ·who reads this go to 
m ~n.mstant they changed themselves mto two trees. some behevmg friend and put him upon the inquiry. 
This Juggler was a true ~roteus. Bu.t what shall we Bear. in mind that Moses says the Hebrews went 
call those .wh.o have written such ~neffa~le . stu:a:? down into Egypt seventy in number, and that he 
And ~ow. IS 1~ that Fleury has . cop1ed this m his took out "604,000 men fit for war," with women, 
ecclesiastical history? Is It possible that a man who children, much cattle, and strangers-" a mixed mul
had some sense, and who reasoned passably well 
upon other subjects, would have reported with seri
ousness that God crazed an old man in order to pre
vent him from discovering Saint Felix de N ole in 
times of persecution? * 

• See the 16th and 17th books of Fleury in regard to those 
miracles (1767). Also the "Account of the Miracles perfo=ed 
by St. Medad in Paris," presented to the King of France, 

Louis XV.,, by a man naJ?led Carre de Montgeron, counsellor 
to the parhament of Pans. The convulsionairs performed or 
had seen more than a thousand miracles. Fatio and Dande 
pretended to resuscitate the dead so late as 1707. Did not 
the court of Rome canonize all those days on which miracles 
were performed in order to get money from the saints? And 
how was it that the miracles made us monks before the time 
when, under Henry VIII., all the instruments and abominable 
impostures of the saints were exposed to the public [1771]? 

titude." There are five persons for every man "fit 
for war;" and tltis makes three million souls. 

Egypt at one time had over seven million people, 
and Pharaoh says 'in the first chapter of Exodus-that 
the Jews are " more and mightier than we." So he 
speaks to the midwives, who were two in number, 
and orders them to destroy the male children. The 
average of births is over one hundred per day, per 
million, so these two would be kept busy attending 
three hundred births, at least, per day. 

Note also the rapid increase during four genera
tions of not onJy the whole people from less than one 
hundred, but of each tribe.. Thus Dan went down as 
one man, and came out in 217 years (the 400. years 
being from the promis to Abram) as 6,400 men 
(Num. xxvi, 43). So of the othel's. 

Note that Aaron did and said in the presence of all 
(Ex. iv, 30). Yet ·they were. scattered all over Egypt 
(v, 12). Suddenly they are all in Goshen (ix, 26). 

Note that Pharaoli's-magicians could equal all the 
miracles of Moses, except the Jews could beat them 
in the lice. All the cattle died of murrain (ix, 6). 
They are again killed by hail (ix, 20-22). All 
first-born of beasts are to be slain again (xi, 5), and in 
xii, 29, are slain. In xii, 30.,..51, all the Egyptians and 
Jews got up that night, and the Jews started off with 
the whole mixed multitude and cattle-three millions, 
remember l Reader, were you ever a soldier, and do 
you recall how long it took, what preparations, etc., 
to march through a rich, peopled land, not a desert r 
Yet these three million people started off after mid
night, with all their cattle, children, etc., and hmried 
from Rameses to Succoth, thirty miles, before even
ing-went out" harnessed," or five abreast, thence to 
Ethan and-to Pi-hahirotb, ninety miles in three days, 
space and time annihilated, rushing along regardless 
of the accidents of life, its necessities, three hundred 
births a day, wants of people and cattle. Their line 
must hav extended back to Rameses when they be
gan to cross the Red Sea, yet Pharaoh and all his 
hosts, chariots, and horses chosen, and horsemen, not
withstanding the previous killing twice of every beast, 
stad after them like one company trying to overtake 
ll!ilother. Evidently the writer never saw a regiment 
in motion, else such blundel's had never been com
mitted. The three millions cross over dry shod 
where the sea is three miles wide, in the morning 
watch, and the Egyptians plunge aft.er them. Then 
Moses calls on his people to stand and behold the 
glory of the Lord, forgetful of this greater miracle of 
the march. The hosts of Pharaoh are drowned, and 
Miriam and others dance and sing before the mighty 
multitude. In the midst of all these wandel'S the 
people grumble for water, wit£ the Red Sea before 
them, and miracles abounding enough to freshen its 
waters. But they march to. Elim, where there were 
twelve wells and seventy palm-trees to refresh ancl 
shade them (Ex. xv, 27). When Xerxes marched h~ s 
great ai'IllY of three millions he had to separate them 
and send them by various routes, because they drank 
up all the small rivers. Thirty days Jater we find 
them at Sin hungry and complaining, and there they 
began to feed· on manna. \Vhat the cattle had we 
are not told (xvii). Moses strikes a rock whence 
flows water. Bible pictures usually represent this 
scene by a good"sized stone and a stream as large as 
one's arm, with a few persons standing about hold
ing pitchers. Abo\].t here the Lord got mad at 
Amalek, and swore to fight him forever. 

But just let anyone bear in mind the multitude, 
men and cattle, their wants, habits, etc., and he will 
see ten thousand absurdities that will at once con
vince him, as they did ColEmso, there·was nq need of 
inspiration to narrate them. Consider the size of the 
ciunp, the impossible duties ofthe priests, three only 
in number, required to kill some days hundreds of 
thousands of animals or birds, and eat large portions. 

Let. the believer in a God think of that eternal, in
effable being ordering, commanding, doing the things 
set down in these books-blowing a trumpet on 
Sinai, expostulating with Moses, calling him up and 
ordering him down to keep the people from coming 
up, "lest he break through upon them" like a mad 
animal. . 

One of the most remarkable of the actions detailed 
in the whole Bible is that of Joshua, where, after the 
miraculous crossing of Jordan; he· circumcises some 
half million or more men and boys in a day, j"ust as 
though it had been a matter of course. 

In short, good friends, search the scriptures crit
ically, f9r in them we shall find a great deal tg won
der at of our own and our neighbor's stupidity-a 
great deal to admire and a great deal worthy of re_
membering forever. 

Colenso says that upon the occasion of an alarm 
concerning a Zulu attack while he was in South 
Africa, he had a striking illustration of the utter ab
surdity of Moses's natTativ of the sudden exodus of 
the Jews from Egypt. Colenso's ho:usehold was 
somewhere near forty in number, and the alarm was 
at night, and the order to depart imperativ. .All the 
possible haste of people fleeing for their lives wa.s 
made, and yet it took considerable time and was 
plainly evident that every additional soul but in
creased the confusion and delay. 

A good-hearted, . friendly old soldier ·friend and 
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United States pensioner once came to pray with and 
fo~ tne. "Oh," said he, ".I cannot rest and see you 
gomg to eternal damnatiOn. I pray for you in the 
fields. You hav been such a friend to me when I 
was in need I feel I could giv my life to save your 
soul," and th.e good fellow burst out crying. 

" Why do you think my soul will be damned?" I 
asked. 

"Oh, you know; the scriptures say so. You are 
such an tin believer." . 

"And do you believe the scriptures-every .word 
of them ?" I asked. -

" Certainly t Every line and every word. If i: 
could disbelieve one verse I could disbelieve it all," 
he repUed. 

"Co:t;ne now,:' said I, "you hav'come here to pray 
for me. Pray on. But after that I want you to lis
ten to me. Will you?" 

"To be sure I will." 
So after his prayers I began to show him these 

things before mentioned. "Now, you hav been a 
soldier, good and faithful, for the whole war. You 
know how long it takes to march a few regiments 
over a creek. You kn.ow what one hundred thou
sand are, and what one million are. Do you really 
believe that Moses marched all tht;.~se people and cat
tle over a desert country, old men, old women, 
mothers, babes, infants being born, as well as calves, 
every few minutes on the way, Moses talking to them, 
etc?" 

The honest man became very pale. ''Not without 
~ miracle I can't believe it. I remember how long 
1t took for us to cross a creek down inGeorgia once." 

."Very well. Then if God helped the Jews by a 
miracle he must hav also helped Pharaoh and aU his 
hosts by a like miracle in their pursuit." 

That fixed him. Never since has he believed so 
credulously in scripture. CLARKE IRviNE. 

Implacable Infidels. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRuTH- SEEKER, Sir: -!Tis 

evident that there are a few bigots of both Spiritual 
and Material proclivities in the LibElral ranks. ·What 
a pity the church is deprived of their congenial in
fluence, and Liberalism obliged to bear the burden 
of their intolerance! If malcontents on either side 
can oilly answer sensible argument by sneers and de
nunciation, and cannot bear a critical discussion of 
the Spiritual question, they should go to the wall 
while brave men contend for the truth. THE· TRUTH 
SEEKER of to-da;y- takes the only consistent course for 
a Freethought JOUrnal, viz., "to giv all sides a hear
ing." Let the grand old TRUTH SEEKER still go on in 
its noble work of reform, and freely discuss all ques
tions of vital interest to humanity, and it will com
mand the respect of all true friends of the Liberal 
cause. Your Spiritualistic friend, 

Norwich, Conn. BYRON BoARDMAN. 

In the case of Moses the objection is that some of the 
passages of which he is claimed to hav been the 
author were written after he was dead. 

Mr. Crosby shoUld read the Bible with Paine's 
"Age of Reason ~ convenient for reference and under 
the light of Ingersoll's commentaries. L~t him also 
s~l;Jscribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and peruse it with 
di~Igen~e. · If after a year of this course of study he 
still believes that Moses though d~ad still writeth, 
theonly way left to get pr!Jper sense into his head 
will be to fire it in with a gun. G. E. M. 

No Falsehoods in the Declaration of Indepen-
dence. · 

The Declaration of Independence contains no lies. 
·The fathers of the republic did not stultify themselvs 
when they certified historical facts. Therefore the 
"Pantarcb" was too previous in his address at the 
Paine anniversary, when he confessed that Mr. Dens
low had made out a strong case against the truth of 
the indictment against George III., in the Declaration 
of Independence. , 

Th!"t the king ha? "~rostituted his nega~iv for sup
pressmg every legislativ attempt to prohibit or re-

Paine's Monument. strain this execrable commerce" in men, was the sub-
In the Herald of the 12th is the following concern- ject of complaint in 1774. In October, of that year 

ing Paine's monument in New Rochelle. From what the colonial congress unanimously adopted a declara~ 
we hav learnt from Capt. Loyd, who livs at New tion, containing among other things this article: 
Rochelle, we believe Mr. Lester blameless in all but "That we will neither import nor purchase any slave im
being a Presbyterian, and perhaps his environments ported after the first of December next, after which time we 
are such that he cannot help it. The reporter shows will wholly discontinue the slave trade." 
his intimate knowledge of Pai~.e's belief by saying he And in August of the same year Jefferson himself 
was an Atheist: · drew up a resolution of instructions to the deputies, 

"In 1839 a straight shaft of granit was erected in West- when assembled in CongreSB, in which he said that 
chester county to mark the final resting-place of Tom Paine the repeated attempts ~to stop the slave trade had 
the Atheist and patriot, who was buried on the farm, nea; "been_hitherto defeated by his majesty's uegativ." 
New Rochelle, where he pad passed the later years of his life. Agam .Mr. Denslow says the Declaration of 1776 
Th~s monument was in time much defaced by vandals ~tnd contains such ·falsehoods as "abolishing the free sys
rehc hunters. Two years ago it was taken down, the broken 
corners rounded, the scars effaced, and the inscriptions re- tem of English laws in Canada;" and he quotes the 
cut. On May 30, 1881, it was rededicated. Since then rumor blundering ·historian Bancroft to prove it false. Now 
has stated that it has been again defaced, but a visit to the the colonial declaration of October 20, 1774, above 
spot yesterd.ay showed that this is untrue. f d t t• i!t' 

"The monument stands ·on the right-hand side of the road re erre o, ·men wns, among other Oilensiv acts of 
after leaving New Rochelle in the center of a/lot of ground Parliament, "an act extending the province of QuA bee, 
twenty feet square, protected on the sides an back by stone so as to border on· the western fTontiers of colonies 
walls three feet high, and on the road front by an iron rail- establishing an arbitrary government therein, an\i dis~ 
ing. It is in excellent order. The plot on which the shaft couraging the settlement of British subJ' ects in that 
was erected is surrounded by the property of the Lester 
family. In a handsome house a hundred yards further up wide extended country," etc. The whole clause is 
the road Mr. Simon Lester livs. He was originally a farmer, reproduced quite literally in the Declaration of 1776. 
but has long since retired from activ work. He is now eighty- If therefore these two complaints were "false in fact," 
seven years of age, altho)lgh his ruddy cheeks, dark hair as Mr. Denslow asserts, they were repeatedly made 
scarcely touched with gray, and firm step would make him 
look not over sixty-five. He said yesterday to a reporter: 'I and attested by every colonial congressman of 177 4 
came here to reside in 1825, and from then on heard many re- and 1776. 
markable stories of Paine from those who had known him These are but two of Mr. Denslow's numerous 
intimately. After a while I ·became an elder in the Presby- bl d · h' p · Th ll 
terian church here. For this reason, I suppose, Mr. Paine's un ers Ill IS essays on aine. ey are a mis-
admirers, who knew he was buried near my property, hav ac- chievous,.antl some of them baseless calumnies. In 
cused me of being instrumental in the p~st vandalism. This the character of Thomas Paine I find no smirch. 
is not true._ I seldom speak of Paine, for the man is 'dead, Washington, D. C., Feb. 9, 1883. W. H. B. 
and I let h1s memory rest. · But for many years past I hav 
been beset by denunciatory letters from all parts of the coun-
try. I hav even received letters from England of the same What a Catholic May Eat During Lent. 
te~:·;The truth is that it was I who cleared off the brush The following order has been promulgated by 
which had overgrown the plot, and with my own hands drove .,.his emi:r;tence the cardinal archbishop," regulating 
the four stakes in the ground, twenty feet east of the monu- what the faithful may eat during Lent. It seems al
mont, which mark the exact spot where lie Tom Paine's ashes. most incredible that there are people in the United 
The story that the monument had been egged recently is un- States who will heed such insolent interference with 
true. I hav passed the spot several times a day all rriy lire, b 
and never saw an egg mark on it. The only time it was de- t eir private affairs, but illustrates the tyranny exer-
faced in my memory was about ten years ago, when some cisec;l by the chureh in matters small as well as great. 
mischievous boyt'l bespattered it with mud. As soon as we "1. All the week days of Lent, from Ash Wednesday till 
heard of this my wife took two- servants with her and had Ea11ter Sunday, are fast days of precept, on one meal, with 
the stone scrubbed clean.'" the allowance of a moderate collation in the ev.ening. 

As to Calendars. 
The Authorship of the Pentateuch. There is, it seems to me, in the new Bruno chro-

"2. The precept of fasting implies also that of abstinence 
from the use of flesh meat. But, by dispensation of the Holy 
See, the use of flesh meat is allowed in this diocese at the 
principal meal on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays of 
Lent, with the exception of Holy Thursday. To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : nology something necessarily linking itself with 

"The question whether the Pentateuch is docu- Christianity that is, to say the least, unf>leasant. 
mentary, and the question whether it is the work of Ouly less distasteful than their treatment of the Jews 
~o~es," says the Rev. Howard Crosby, "are entirely in cutting off four thousand years from their record 
distm(:lt from one another. Bancroft's 'History of the -virtually all of it-it is as if Christians should say 
United States' is the work of Bancroft, but it com- to us:" After all, we made this date for you." 
prises many documents written long before Bancroft In a spirit of universal toleration, let us ignore 
was born. No one would, because of this fact dare them and their dates altogether, except as mere mat
to imp·each Bancroft's/authors.hip." ' ters of history. · But· whether or not it be thus 

The P~ntateuch, as everybody knows, comprises agreed, must Bruno be raised to the position of 
the first five books of the Old Testament, as they chief saint, or martyr, in the new calendar? Whence, 
were arranged by the compositors or by the intelli- then, comes the fitting recognition due to Julian, to 
gent printer who made up the first fe}V forms of Spinoza, to Galileo, to Copernicus, to Voltaire, to 
the Bible, and includes the essays entitled "Genesis,'' Paine, and others who helped the world out of the 
"Exodus," "Leviticus," "Numbers," and "Denter- mental and physical slavery into which it had been 
onomy." cast ? And in dating from the birth or death of 

In the last chapter of Deuteronomy, sixth verse, we either of these martyrs, heroes, or philosophers, the 
find the following item of news: same difficulty arises. Is it proposed to institute an 

"And he [the Lord] buried him [Mo&es] in a valley in the Infidel calendar? Then I must ask, Where is the 
land of Moab, over against Beth-peor; but no man knoweth Atheist's calendar? where the Materialist's calendar? 
of his sepulcher unto this day."· wb~re's my calendar? Shades of oblivion! what 

It will be noticed that this was written some time added homage would we be thus showing to t4e 
after the funeral. If Moses was the reporter on this memories of Confucius, Socrates, Plato, Pythagoras, 
sad occasion he ought to hav remembered the loca- and others of the few (out of the undoubted many) 
tion of the cemetery where they buried him, and be ancient worthies who wrote and spoke and acted 
would also probably hav mentioned some of the influ- well their parts, we know, though Qnly the veriest 
ential citize}ls who attended. He would further, in fragments of their _histories and works hav escaped 
all_likelihood, hav pointed out the place to his sur- the "wreck of thne" and the desecration of fanatics? 
viving relativs, so they might see that his grave was ·will chronicling them. with a B.B. instead of a B.c. im
kept green. · The idea, therefore, that Moses wrote prove their standing? ·How many possible Brunos 
that paragraph, it seems to us, must for the reasons has the world known! And moreover, Freethinkers 
indicated be given up. not agreeing, where is this hero-worship to end? 

If. in an article in the Independent signed "Howard Better, until future astronomers and geologists shall 
Crosby," we should find a passage like this: "And definitly coincide, date from the· adoption of om 
they buried your correspondent in a valley in Ho- Constitution. In one hundred years, judging by the 
boken, over against Weehawken, and no man know- ratio of past results, the United States . will dictate 
eth of his sepulcher unto this day;" and then if it the fashions and set the standards for the world. 
should go on to say that Howard was the greatest Oms is the first purely non-religious government of 
prophet that had ever arisen in the United States, any account ever offensivly and defensivly estab
the fact that men are not in the habit ofwritingafter lished; and, although a compromise in its formation, 
they are dead, and that Howard Crosby is not a and with errors and omissions that the accrued in
prophet, :would lead us to believe that some one had telligence of a hundred year.s has not been able to 
.been 11!3ing his signature without his authority. correct, yet I am constrained to believe that it was, 

Mr. Crosby claims that documents written before .everything considered, the greatest achievement bf 
Bancroft was born, and contained in his" History," all recorded time. Yours, J.D. HuNTINGTON. 
are~ evidence against his authorship of the work. South NCYr!iJalk, Conn. 

"3. There is neither fast nor abstinence to be observed on 
Sundays of Lent. 

"4. It is not allowed to use fisk with flesh meat at the same 
meal in Lent. 

"5. A custom of th.is country tolerated by the church per
mits the use of eggs, butter, or cheese, provided the rules o£ 
quantity prescribed by tho fast be complied with. 

"6. Lard and dripping may be used in preparing fish, veg
etables, etc. 

"7. The church excuses from the obligation of fasting (but 
not of abstinence from flesh meat, except in special cases of 
sickness or the like) the following classes of persons: First, 
the infirm; second, those whose duties are of an exhausting 
or laborious character; third, persons who are attaining their 
growth; fourth, women in pregnancy or nursing infants; fifth 
those who are enfeebled by old age." 

The way this works is forcibly illustrated by a seen~ 
which occurred in one of our police courts last Sun
day. A man was arrested for beating his wife, anll 
to the judge's rebuke made the following excuse: 

"She'd provoke a saint, your honor." 
"That does not warrant your beating her." 
"You'd a done it yourself only yesterday." 
"And why?" 

. "Ye see, I tould her this mornin' when she was goin' out 
for the breakfast to buy ht'rrings, and in she walked with 
mutton chops, knowing full well it was a fast day and we 
couldn't ate the mate. 'Mary,' sez I, 'ye know it's a fast 
day.' 'I do,' sez she. 'An' don't ye know I can't ate mate? 
sez I. 'Ate mate or nothin',' sez she; 'you'll not go to hell 
for atin' a chop.' Wid that me timper ~rose and I ga_ve her a 
welt wid me open hand." 

That Irish woman has the germ of heresy in her com
position, and the judge protected her by holding the 
meat rejecter in the sum of $100 to keep the peace. 

Electricity and Magnetism. 
Since the day that Franklin first drew the electric 

current from the clouds, the laws governing this use
ful element of nature hav been studied so closely that 
the various applicat.ions to which electricity and mag
netism can now be applied are, even to· us, wonderful. 

First the te1egraph, then the ocean cables, the elec
tric light, and to-da-y the magnetic currents hav beell 
so perfected and confined by armatures as to be of 
great value as a cur~ttiv agent when applied to the 
body. More of this interesting subjec~ can be learnt 
-in contradistinction to the too common habit of 
swallowing patent nostrums--by consulting the ad·· 
vertisment of Dr. Thayer in a,not4er column. 
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Jesuitical Work. 
The Catholic church is again to the front at Al

bany. Two years ago a bill passed the legislature 
and was vetoed by Cornell, but passed the Senate 
again last year, and again this, and is being pushed 
in the lower house, to "secure freedom of worship to 
the inmates of institutions for the care of the poor," 
the real and avowed object of which, says the Times, 
"is to compel the board of managers of the House of 
Refuge on Randall's Island to permit Catholic priests 
to establish in that institution the rites and cere
monies of their church for the assumed benefit of 
those inmates whose parents are, or were when they 
had any, adherents of the Catholic communion." 

This, put into bush~ess language, means that the 
Catholics are willing to furnish the capital and 
"plant" necessary to manufacture Catholics out of 
all the unfortunate inmates of these institutions. The 
church would regard it as a paying investment, and 
only wants a charter for its monopoly to begin activ 
operations at once. She is willing to furnish the 
necessary altar, candles, holy water, virgin and child, 
and priest, in return for what Catholics she can make 
out of the raw material furnished by the courts. 

Although the House of Refuge has now several 
able-bodied ministers officiating-by turns, it is not in 
any sense a sectarian institution. Its inmates are 
children of Christian paupers, criminals, drunkards, 
and vagrants-no case of a Freethinker's abandoning 
his child occurring-sent there to reform 'and be
come virtuous members of society. It is maintained 
by the state, and has only been a.fllicted with so 
much religion as ·the city clergymen are willing to 
giv it for charity's sake-and the chance of making 
converts of the young. ThE) brisk competition exist
ing between the Protestant sects has so far rendered 
life tolerable to the inmates, but now the capitalistic 
Catholic church comes in with the proposition to es
tablish a. monopoly in religion, trusting to get its re
ward in increased membership and consequent in
creased income from its dupes. 

This is in keeping with the character of the Jesuit 
church, and emphasizes the necessity of watching it 
more closely than has been heretofore done by the 
people. Evolution will work out the problem of the 
Protestant church much sooner than it will for the 
Catholic, for she cannot advance, and besides holds 
in her grasp the more ignorant and besotted of our 
population. It will be a long time ere the bulk of the 
Irish evolute even so far as Protestantism. The lat
ter may be more oppressiv just at present, but the 

· former is more dangerous because she is insidiously 
working, and will not strike openly until she .feels 
sure to succeed. The Protestant church strikes 
wildly, and her acts recoil on her own head as often 
as anyway. The Republicans claim they can rely for 
their gains upon the blunders of the Democrats, and 
that is also one way in which Freethinkers gain upon 
Protestants. The Catholic church rarely blunders. 
Her organization is almost perfect, and it will require 
a tidal wave to drive her from -power. The history 
of the Catholic church is a series of repetitions. As 
fast as she is driven from one country she invades 
another, and flourishes until her arrogance and greed 
exceed the power of the p~ople to bear, and then her 
Jesuits aJ;e expelled-if need be, at the point of the 
bayonet. France is the latest example, and if the 
Americans are not wise in time another repetition 
will be seen in this country. 

We protest against this use of state institutions as 
Sunday-sehools for the church. Moral instruction is 
all that the state should provide. If the inmates 
w.ant a preacher let them hav ott~, ;BuP freeqom to 

worship mea.ns as well freedom not to worship. Prot
estant dogmas should not be forced upon _these un
fortunate children any more tlian Catholic ceremonies. 
The two branches of the same system seem to regard 
the criminals and paupers as common property, to be 
parceled out on the basis of the representation each 
has among them. But the state should know no re
ligion. Its «;lfforts should be confined to reforming, 
never descending to proselytilig. When it assumes 
direction of the spiritual welfare of its prisoners and 
paupers, it exceeds its functions. It ceases to be· a 
protector and becomes an oppressor. 

The Case of Charles Bradlaugh, M. P. 
From the tone of the dispatch printed in another 

column it appears that Mr. Bradlaugh is likely to win 
in his contest with the theological powers for a seat 
in Parliament, of which the church by its influence 
has so far deprived him. By agreeing to bring in an 
affirmation bill, the English ministry has conceded 
all that Bradlaugh claims. But Freethinkers of Eng
land-and of the world, for the world is watching 
the contesir.-must not be too sanguin. It is within 
the limit of possibilities for an English premier to 
lie, and Ml:. Gladstone has shown in this matter 
a. vacillation alike discreditable to him and disgust
ing to the friends of fairness and freedom. It was 
he who led Mr. Bradlaugh to believe that he had the 
right to affirm when taking his seat, which he was 
no,t allowed by Parliament to do, and he had it in his 
power to hav justice done at any time by allowing a 
bill to be brought in legalizing affirmation; but 
although he had helped to strike from the oath the 
words "on the true faith of a Christian," in order 
that a Jew might sit in Parliament, he refused to per
mit this to be done. Mr. Bradlaugh will conquer in 
time, and it may be the time is now. But we shall 
feel surer of it when Gladstone performs instead of 
promises. 

Some Queries and Remarks. 
WHICH IS THE SAFER ? 

Our poetical friend, Robert Swail, propounds the 
following: 

BELvmERE, ILL., Feb. 4, 1883. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE .TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In my discus

sions with Christians, they hav· frequently brought forward 
an argument in favor of Christianity which they consider un
answerable. It is as follows: If your Infidel belief is true, 
then we Christians will be just as well off as you will be, but 
if Christianity is true, then we will be infinitly better off than 
you; consequently our b

1
elief is far better and safer than 

yours. If ours is true, you will be in a bad fix. Now I can 
answer that argument well enough to satisfy myself, bnt find 
that it takes a great deal to convince a Christian. Now I 
wish-that you or any other champion of Infidelity would giv 
through your paper an answer to that argument that will sat
isfy these hard-headed Christians; and thereby oblige 

A brother Infidel, RoBEliT SwA.IL. 

We may not be able to do all that Mr. Swail re
quires, but we will giv a few of the reasons why the 
Christian is no safer in his belief than the Infidel in 
his unbelief. 

The argument is old, and of no weight, for if the 
people of this world lived entirely to prepare for 
another, and· a religious belief was to fit them for its 
glories, they waul(!. still be as uncertain as now as to 
which religion is the true one. · If we decide by age, 
by practical works, or by the number of believers, 
certainly Christianity is not the one. There are oth
ers older, and with more followers, that hav accom
plished more, with less cruelty. The argument that 
belief is safer would require a man to believt aU re
ligions, with all thetr_ absurdities and nonsense, and 
the more honible they were the more necessity for 
believing them in order to be safe from their terrors. 
The Bible tells us that the very devils themselvs be
lieve; but what Christian will: assure us that the dev
ils are safe? Before this argument, if it can be dig
nified by the name, can hav any force, it must be 
shown that Christianity l.s true; for if it be false and 
any other one true, then the Christian is not safe, but 
is da:mned with the rest. To be absolutely certain 
that he is safe, the Christian must put faith in the 
Koran, the Shasta, and all other so~called sacred 
books and deities, and then he might be wrong, for 
some religion· which he could not possibly hear of 
might be. the true one. To be "safe" a Christian 
has to sacrifice his reason, renounce experience, mis
trust his own senses, and submit to what priests tell 
him about heaven, without a thought as to its truth 
or falsity. Can anythi;ng be more degrading than 
this "belief is the safest " argument? · 

.A. Christian is not as happy in . this world as the 

unbeliever, for he is constantly tormented by the fear 
that he has offended his deity, or has· not believed 
hard enough upon some particular point to escape 
the fires of hell. If Catholicism is true, and he is a 
Protestant, there is no help for him-he must burn. 
If predestination, foreordin~tion, and all the rest of 
Calvinism are true, how is he to know that he is one of 
the elect? It is impossible for a Christian to know 
just what to do or believe in order to be safe, for 
there are so many conflicting sects, with ·different 
creeds and dogmas, all founded ·on one book, and 
who is to say which sect has 'interpreted the book 
~right? There. is no safety in belief, whVe in unbe
lief, in, total rejection of all superstitionfi!, there is a 
peace and tranquility of mind. The unbeliever is not 
troubled by the fall of Adam, or the sins of Eve's chil
dren. Total depravity is the thing furthest from his 
thoughts, either of himself or others. He is not dis
tracted by doubts or racked with terror. The 
" wratp. of God " is to him a meaningless phrase. 

The bad feelings and angry passions which distort 
the faces and wrench the hearts of sectarians are 
unknown to him. He does not care whether immer
sion or sprinkling is the " divine " order, nor does 
the "real presence " vex . his .spirit. Being freed 
from the vain effort of seeking his soul's salvation, he 
can devote his time and strength to making this 
world better, which with the true humanitarian is the 
inain object of living. 

ALuM RocK, PA., Feb. 10, 1883. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: After seeing 

how B. 0. Fenton and Boss Winter, etc., talk,. I think it is 
time for everybody to speak. For the last four years I hav 
considered THE TRUTH SEEKER the best paper of the class that 
has been published in the world. Without any disrespect to 
others, it is the very best, and that is saying a great deal, for 
there is quite a number of real good Freethought publications 
in the Union. . 

The copy before me now, Feb. lOth, is just as good, if not 
better than any previous one. It does not look much as if 
the paper would fail, looking at the editorials in the last two 
or three-numbers, but be sure and keep making, it better if 
anything. But I do not see how you can, and reduce the 
price to $2.50, for it was very cheap at $3.00. 

Now, Mr. Editor, I want to ask one question,- and it may be 
well enough to reply in the paper. Although it may seem 
old and foolish to you, it holds a great many Methodists and 
others in the shackles yet. It is the feeling that is in the 
heart when the Methodist becomes converted, when the Cath
olic returns from confession, and the thousand and one other 
ways of getting religion. They claim it is the holy comforter, 
the witness of the spirit, the joint heir with Jesus Christ, etc. 
It was not six months .ago that a preacher-a Methodist-gave 
me this convincing argument: "If I should hit you in the 
face, how would you know it?" I confessed I should be quite 
likely to feel it if he hit hard enough. A Sunday-school 
superintendent told me the other day if it was not for that he 
would be the "biggest Infidel in the United States." 

THE TRUTH SEEKER has been the means of giving me all the 
logic I needed on everything else. 

By the way, do not you think Wakeman is about as elo
qent as Ingersoll? I think so. I might j1,1st add I am a 
f:lpirifualist of the Denton schooL · G. W. DrnsM:ooR. 

We are obliged to our friend for his gdqd opinion, 
and hope THE TRUTH SEEKER may contjnue to be as 
good as it has been. We shall certainly strive to 
that end. 

As to the feeling in the heart which the Christians 
claim is one of great joy and surpassing peace, we 
confess we know little, never having experienced it. 
When a boy of ten, a pious old l~tdy, by long en
deavor, convinced us that we were about the biggest 
little sinner that God was then allowing to liv, and 
with much trembli~g and fear we sought to be con
verted. But the Holy Ghost, probably thinking it 
not worth his while, went by, and so far the " divine 
influence " has not touched this unregnerate heart. 
To be a thorough believer one must hav the organs 
of wonder and veneration largely developed, and if 
the converts at camp-meetings are. examined, they 
will be found without much education, but ·with a 
high "top-head," as the phrenologists say. 

This feeling is born of long centuries of teaching. 
It is no wonder the Christians of to-day experience 
a sentimental awe of God, for they and their ances
tors hav been taught it so long that it is a part of 
their natures; It is the same sentiment that a Mo
hammedan feeis when he kneels at the shrine in 
Mecca, or the sun-worshiper when he sees the orb of 
day arise, or the Brahman when he prays to Indra, 
or that takes possession of- the soul of the Buddhist 
when he feels that the fervor of his devotions has 
saved him from hell. It is this sentiment, too, that 
drives peopie crazy. The hand-clapping, shouting, 
juniping negro feels this "divine spirit" at his camp
meeting, as does the poor Methodist at the ·~ pro-
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tracted meeting." It is one side of the nature IN the investigation now going on as. to the condi-1 his decease, this fact will add to its interest, and in-
unduly and injuriously excited. It was J ephthah's tion and treatment of the prisoners at Sing Sing sure it a warm weleome everywhere. 
awe of the Jewish God that led him to sacrifice his prison, Colli"ad Strueing, one, of the convicts exam- SusAN H. WixON. 
d ht F f . . . d Fall River, Mass., Jan. 31, 283. aug er; reeman elt 1t when he plunged the knife ined by the commission, gave a very amusmg e-
to the heart of his child; the Mormon Smith had the scription of his visit to the chaplain, who, he said, 
same feeling· when he felt inspired by the Lord to was sitting with his feet on the desk, with his hat on 
slay his boy; the Zimbrich woman in Milwaukee felt the b~ck of his head, a cigar in his mouth, and hum
this peace after she had sacrificed her three children ming an operatic tune, and partly under the influence 
in obedie;nce to the command of the Lord. It is a of liquor. Anoth.er time he saw the chaplain getting 
dangerous sentiment unless controled by reason. a prescription from the o doctor for himself. The 
The most zealous persecutors hav been the most chaplain put'out his tongue, and the doctor said, 
pious, When Torquemada came from confession he "Giv him No. 5." The fact was that No. 5 was a 
felt this" great joy." He was as pious a man as ever whisky cocktail. The chaplain undertook to cross
went unhung. Women are peculiarly susceptible to examin the witness as to how he could know he was 
it on account of the delicacy of their organization. intoxicated. The witness replied, "I smelt your 
Men who exhibit it are usually considered "soft." breath." The state pays for the services of this man 
'Taylor, who was a member of the Royal College of of God, and it is probable that it had to pay also for 
Surgeons, ·says extraordinarily fervent people are the cocktail. 

ANswERs To CHRISTIAN QuEsTioNs AND ARGUMENTS. By D. M. · 
Bennett, editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER. · 

"liable to madness and crackiness and . confusion 
about the brains." It is a pathological phenomenon1 

not nearly so tangible as a vigorous slap in the face. 
Sentiment is good in its place, but, misdirected, it 
commits fearful excesses. Methodists may think 
they feel Jesus in their hearts," but the physician 
knows it to be hysterics. It lasts but a short time 
usually, and that is the reason why there are always 
so many "backsliders" among revival converts. 

· H<;>MERVILLE, Oruo, Feb. 5, 1883. 
To THE EDITOR oF· THE TR~H SEEKER, Si1·: I hav never 

seen an explanation of the signs of the zodiac as we find them 
in the almanac. How did the signs of the zodiac come to be 
applied to different parts of the human body? As the earth 
passes over one sign or one-twelfth of the celestial sphere in 
one month, why do we find all the signs of the zodiac in one 
month, as recorded in the almanac, one sign for two or three 
days, and then another, etc.? 

Thousands of people all over our country depend on thesEl 
signs for sowing and planting, weaning children, and a hun
dred other things. A little light on the subject would be very 
acceptable. HENRY E. Mlr.LER. 

A wEEK or two ago we asked our friends who are 
in arrears to make a .little effort to square up the ac
counts. A good many hav done so, but there are 
several hundreds whose tabs still indicate that they 
hav not thought of THE TRUTH SEEKER lately. We ask 
all these to remember us now, and let us hear from 
them. 

And if in remitting you know of any _Liberal peo
ple who do not take the paper, who would be likely 
to if called to their attention, please send us their 
names and addresses and sample copies will be for
warded. The reduced price <;>f the paper makes it 
necessary that it hav more subscribers, ·and we hope 
fiiends will do this much to aid us in obtaining them. 

"ON Saturday morning, Jan. 6th, while the students 
were at chapel,· a house near the college at Middle
town was destroyed by fire. Five of the students 
roomed in the house, and they lost nearly all their 
clothing, furniture, and books, and one of them all 
the money he .had." Is this not, according to the 
current method of theological argument, a plain 
warning against attending chapel on leaving effects 
unguarded? If these young"men had had backbone 
enough to attend a Liberal lecture, and their clothes 
had been btU'nt, the ministers would hav seen in it 
the finger of God as large as a sled-stake. But now 
it is a" misfortune." Verily, it maketh much differ
ence whose ox is gored. 

THE next meeting of the Heredity Society will be 
held at 120 Lexington avenue, on the evening of 
Thursday, Feb. 22d, at 8 o'clock. All interested are 
cordially invited. 

CoMMUNICATIONs, however good, sent without the 
name and address of the author, are not us!ld. 

"'Answers to Christian Questions and Argu· . . 
ments." 

Froi>t the Radical Review. 

These are a series of articles published in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, in answer to letters and questions from Chris
tians, the letters and questions being reprinted. The 
letters are interesting evidences of the almost incred
ible Christian credulity, ill()gical reasoning, and stu-
pidity. Mr. Bennett's answers are clear and logical, 
as any intelligent Freethinker's answers to such su
perstitiuus trash cannot help but be, and his style is 
dignified and scholarly throughout. In the following 
passage he objects to the charge that Liberalism pre
sents any great difficulties. He sa,ys·: "So far as we 
are concerned we see no difficulties in Liberalism, or 
at least nothing to deter a brave and candid spirit. 
Liberalism is only another name for natui'alism, and 
everything pertaining to nature is freer from difficul
ties than anything else in existence. Liberalism is 
easy to believe because it is so natural, so easy, and so 
true. It is the claims of supernaturalism, of ecclesi
asticism, of myths, of superstitions-monstrous de
mands about gods and devils-that are so replete with 
difficulties. To accept them a man has to throw 
away his reason, stifle the spirit of investigation, close 
his eyes to the light of_ truth, and swallow like a 
young robin whatever is given, without a question or 
any clear perception. Here is where the principal 
difficulties are to be found. If thes& are only bravely 
cast aside, the light of truth will be sure to shine out 
clearly, and all difficulties and doubts will flee away." 
We still need such books to thl'OW light into benighted 
brains. 

Great Bradlaugh Demonstration. 
A dispatch from London, dated the 15th, has the 

following: 
A great popular demonstration was made to-day 

in Charing Cross in favor of the claim of Mr. Charles 
Bradlaugh to a seat in the House of Commons, to 
which he was reelected fi·om Northampton borough 
in March last: Delegates from the London work
men's clubs and others, representing about four hun
dred provincial towns, were present. Mr. Brad
laugh. in his speech at the meeting, announced that, 
if nothing was mentioned in the House of Commons 
by 4 P.M. about the bill allowing members to make 
affirmation who desire to do so, instead. of taking the 
usual J>arliamenta1;y oath, he should then take his 
seat. 

A crowd of about seven thousand persons gathered 
early in Trafalgar square. A hundred policemen 
were present, posted at the base of the Nelson col
umn. The whole square soon became densely 
packed, the majority of the crowd wearing Mr. 
Bradlaugh's colors. Mr. Bradlaugh, accompanied 
by his daughters, arrived unexpectedly, and conse
quently was not greeted with much enthusiasm. 
Resolutions protesting against the exclusion of Mr. 
Bradlaugh were carried unanimously. 

We hav no historic record of the division of the 
zodiac into sigAs. It has been thought that the names 
were suggested by the seasons. The spring. signs 
(Aries, the ram;~Taurus, the bull; and Gemini, the 
twins) are supposed to mark the bringing forth of 
young by the flocks and herds. Cancer, the crab, 
marks the time when the sun, having attained its dec
lination, begins to go back toward the equator; and 
the crab having been supposed to move backward, 
his name was given to this sign. Leo, the lion, 
symbolizes the fierce heat of summer; and Virgo, th~ 
virgin, gleaning corn, symbolizes the harvest. . In 
Libra, the balance, the day and night balance each 
other, being of equal length. Scm·pio, the scorpion, 
is supposed to hav marked the presence of venomous 
reptils in October; while Sagittarius, the archer, 
symbolizes .the season of hunting. · ~e explanation 
of Capricornus, the goat, is very fanciful. It was 
supposed that this animal, ascending the hill as he 
feeds in order to reach the grass more easily, on 
reaching the top turns back again, so that his name 
was used to mark the sign in which the sun, from 
going south, begins to return to the north. Aquarius, 
the water~bearer, symbolizes the winter rains; and 
Pisces the fishes, the season of fishes. The influence 
of the' celestial bodies on the conditions and affairs of 
men has been believed in, and a superstitious im
portance has been attached to pai·ticular times and 
seasons by the credulous from the remotest times. 
The Egyptians seem to hav been the first applyers of 
these signs to the human body, assigning the ram to 
the head, the bull to the neck and shoulders, the 

Almost every Liberal, at some time, is asked nearly 
the very same questions that, in the neat pamphlet of 
146 pages, above designated, are finely and correctly 
answered by our lamented fi·iend and indefatigable 
worker, D: M. Bennett--hence this is a very proper 
and desirable work to hav at hand. I hav read it with 
great interest, sometimes with tears, as I thought of 
the talented author, in the stillness of death, and al
ways with pride in the wonderful resources of knowl
edge that our friend possessed. TruJ.,y, "the good 
that men do livs after them," and this little book will 
be often used as a weapon of defense against Chris
tian arguments, sneers, and ridicule. 

At the conclusion of the proceedings· Mr. Brad
laugh, at the head of a . great concourse of people, 
left the square for the House of Commons. The pro
cession formed near the Nelson monument, got into 
line, and then marched in straggling columns along 
Whitehall to Westminster. The crowd was orderly, 
and there was no interference from the police. Many 
of the sections of the procession sang labor songs, a 
few were excitedly declaiming, while the larger part 
of the men tramped in silence. Mr. Bradlaugh's ar
rival at the House of Commons was the signal for 
great cheering from the host that followed him. He 
drove up to the entrance in Palace Yard in triumph, 
and as he entered the member's lobby he was again 
loudly cheered.. Mrs. Besant and the Misses Brad
laugh were present in the great hall. Mr. Bradlaugh 
entered the House and took his usual seat immedi
ately under the"'gallery. When the House assembled 
the speaker ,read Mr. Bradlaugh's letter asking leave 
to state his grounds for claiming his seat. At the 
close of the reading the government announced of
ficially that it was the intention of the ministers to 
propose the Affirmation bill. Amid cries of "Oh ! 
Oh!" Mr. Bmcllaugh said he would postpone any 
farther action until this bill had been discussed. 
Mr. Bradlaugh and his friends then left the House. 

. twins to the arms and hands, the fishes to the feet, 
etc. Persons born under these signs were supposed 
to partake of their character. These fanciful assign
ments hav been carried much further by different 
peoples, notably the Persians, who gave their various 
gods a control over different members o()f the _human 
body, and also by the Grecian astrologers. Before 
the invention of almanacs the risings and settings of 
the constellations were looked to by the husbandmen, 
shepherds, and seafaring men as the great landmarks 
of the seasons. The early almanac-makers used them, 
and the moderns hav copied the superstitions. These 
stars were supposed by the ancient aotrologers to 
govern the d!l>ys which they assigned to them. 

IN sending stamps to pay subscriptio~s or for 
books friend swill o bligf:) by remitting denominations 
of one ·two five and ten cents, not threes, as we hav 

' ' ' 
a sufficient supply on hand. 

The questions were asked, no doubt, honestly, and 
they are answered as honestly, and as only D. M. 
Bennett could answer, hitting and demolishing enor 
and falsehood every time. Interspersed on many 
pages, are fine gems of thought, such as the following: 

"Naturellis too great, too grand, too universal, to ever 
hav had a beginning, or to hav been brought from 
nothing."' 

"It is wiser, then, to accept what is, rather than to 
spend our lives in imagining what is not." · 

"There is no virtue in a falsehood, though a thou-
sand times repeated." . 

"Liberalism is only another. name for naturalism, 
and everthing pertaining to nature is freer from diffi
culties than anything else in existence." 

"Dying is just as much an act of nature, just as 
much a necessity, as birth, and it is an unfortunate 
and culpable system of religion that has filled it with 
hoiTor, terror, and forebodings." 

As a reply to Chdstian guestions, this book is in
valuable, and, ·without quoting more, I would urge 
every·one to purchase a copy, and as the price is only 
twenty-five.cents, without doubt it will reach a wide 
sale; and as it was written after Mr. Bennett's return 
from his trip around the world, and but shortly before 

'fHE Rev . .Joseph Cook's grapple with the theolo
gians of Andover, who are trying to shake o:ff the 
iron-clad pledge of that institution to ultra-Calvin
ism, bids fair to leave him in a worse case than any 
scufiie he has ever had with the Positivists or Mate
rialists. The Rev. Egbert Smyth responds to his 
last in a four-column article to-day, which leaves 
Cook with the appearance of a worse charlatan in 
theology than in science.-Tri/nme. 

MARRIED, at Braidwood, Feb. 10, 1883, by Prof. 
W. F. Jamieson, ~t the re£idence of Mr. John Con
boy, Mr. J olm B. Kinsla and Miss AI·vella Lape, both 
of Braidwood. · 
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Ulommunica.tions. 

The Issue to be Met. 

is still more difficult. What critic has ever been ac
cepted "without question? Almost every rule has 
been disputed, and one master genius in the realm of 
taste has been diametrically opposed by another. 
What a difference between Shakspere and Milton, 

I am afraid that Liberals throughout the country Shelley and Wordsworth I They liv in different 
are not sufficiently interested in the battle now going worlds of taste and imagination, yet all are conform
on between E. H. Heywood and legal despotism. able to the infinit beauty of nature. 
His methods are disagreeable to many, I suppose, Wherein has Mr. Heywood violated the canons of 
and for that reason no doubt there is a lack of ardor; good taste? He has on certain subjects chosen to 
but such reasons should not bear a feather's weight express himself without reserve, to use plainness of 
in view of the all-important rights which are now at speech, to call. a spade a spade. Is he alone in this 
stake. It" is not the methods but the freedom of Mr. method of expression, sui genmis, an unheard-of 
Heywood which is in question; and concerning this new species of writer ? Assuredly not. That same 
there should be no question. It should be main- plainness of speech which is called such bad taste in 
tained, no matter what the consequences. If Ml·. Mr. Heywood is to be found in all the great masters 

been the liberty of the majority, and what has that. 
been but a new despotism? There must be liberty 
for all, respect for every man's honest opinion and nat. 
ur.al taste. We must cease:to condemn, and learn to 
appreciate even the most opposit thought. 

This· universality of liberty, not its particular man
ifestation in what we like, but its vast and essential 
life, this, I say, its infinit, its permanent value, seeks 
vindication in the attitude assumed by Mr. Heywood. 
We must defend him or the progress of th.e race will 
receive a wound in its dearest part. · We cannot 
withl;lraw from that which implic~tes the profoundest 
condition~ of truth and morality. 

. SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

Paul Begins to Preach. 
The statement in Acts that Paul forthwith }?egan 

to preach seems to harmonize with what he writ~s to 
the Galatians: 

Heywood is struck clown, .then the freedom of all is of literary expression, in the Greek classics, in 
imperilled. He is no c:t:iminal; he has violated no Chaucer, Shakspere, Milton, Dryden, Shelley, Goethe, 
rule of justice, He has simply asserted his individ- Victor Hugo, as well as in our own Whitman, and 
uality, without in the least infringing upon the rights even in Emerson, and likewise in the fountain-head 
of others. If he is sent to prison it will be a most of Cnristianity itself, the Jewish scriptures. This But when it pleased him who separated me from my moth
cnlel outrage, and a disgraceful page will be written form of expression is found in all literature. So uni- er's womb and called me by his grace, to reveal his son by 
in the history of our country. Mi·. Heywood is are- versal is it that one might pronounce it the voice -of me, that I should preclaim him among the gentiles; forthwith 

I did not open it to flesh and blood (Gal. i, 15, 16). 
former, and as a reformer he has been arreste4; be nature herself trying to vindicate the purity of every 
is a philosopher, and· as a philosopher he has been. act of hers. I can match the most objectionable Or, as the Greek version has it, "I conferred not 
deprived of his liberty; he is a thinker, and as a words of Mr. Heywood with something far more ob- with flesh and blood." That is to say, he received 
thinker he is confronted with the dungeon. He is a jectionable in the great writers of the world. Do you no ordination .. Indeed, how could he when there 
thoroughly honest and able man. No word is spoken say that they were simply expressing the spirit of were no apostles at DamaE)cus? Nor did he during 
against his character. He is held in esteem by his their age, and that if they wrote now they would the next seventeen years, if ever, confer with more 
friends and neighbors. He has wronged no living write differently? That is not proven. Shelley, than three of the so-called apostles, as he expressly 
soul, and yet his life is.now placed in jeopardy-for Goethe, Hugo are the most modern of writers, and says in Galatians i and ii, the book of Acts to th& 
it doefi! not seem possible that with his shattered they hav used the same expressions. Chaucer, contrary notwithstanding. 
body he again can endure the rigors of a prison dis- Shakspere, Dryden, Swift, Fielding, Sterne were not But whether Paul forthwith began to preach in 
ciplin. Let us think for a moment of the deadly the creatures of their day-they were its masters. Damascus is not quite so cert~in; for after saying 
blow that is thus being struck at human liberty. It They were creativ forces, and acted only in obedi- that he did not confer""With flesh and blood, he adds: 
is on a par with the burning of Servetus. It is the ence to their own supreme genius. They chose in Nor did 1 go to Jerusalem to them who were legates before 
outcome of a new inquisition as fatal as that which certain circumstances to use a coarse mode of expres- me; but I went into Arabia, and returned again to Damascus. 
flourished in the middle ages. It is the savagery of sion-to speak the naked truth, and they must hav And after three years I went to Jerusalem to see Kepha, and 
ancient morals. It is the barbarism of an effete done so because their literary judgment approved of I remained with him fifteen days (Gal. i, 17, 18). 
theology. . it. If Mr.· Heywood has sinned against the .canons of This is hardly consistent with the statement of 

But the cry is that Mr. Heywood has been inju- good taste he bas done so with a most brilliant com- Acts that he began at once to preach in Damascus. 
dicious in this matter-that without any just cause pany. He need not be ashamed of his associates. It seems rather that he began his ministry in Arabia. 
he ran his head into the lion's mouth; and if he is If we condemn him, in the same breath we must con- Nor does the book of Acts speak of but ·one sojourn 
crushed it is his own fault. He had no business to demn the most wise and capable men that hav ever at Damascus and only by violent construction can 
be so foolhardy. . adorned the history of the world. '--- that be exte~ded to three years 
:This is a begging of the. whole question, and is a And when we pass from literature to art--to paint- . · 
sad giving away by Liberals of their ·most funda- ing and sculpture-we shall find this method of ex- But Saul was the more streng~hened; _and he confounded 

· 1 th · ht f · t · d t · f al t d 1 · Th ld those Jews who dwelt at Damascus, wh1le he demonstrated mental pnncip e - e ng o pr1va e JU gmen . pr~sswn ar more prev en !1-n g ann~. e o that this is the Messiah. And when hi had been there many 
What is so sacred as that? ·who shall condemn Mr. pamters, and the modern pamters, too, ~e Turner, days the Jews formed a conspiracy agl1inst him to kill him; 
Heywood of folly unless we know the very innermost reveled _in this nakedness of the truth. They be- and the plot which they sought to execute upon him was 
motiv by which he has been actuated? Every martyr lieved in it as requisit to all high art. Everywhere made known to ~aul,_ and they w!ltc~_ed the gates of ~he. 01ty 
h b all d f 1 d "t · d · th· ld tr h · art h •t t t by day and b;Y mght m order to kill-Jilm. Then the d1sc1ples as een c e a oo , an 1 IS angerous even m. e o coun y w ~re as W?n 1 s grea es placed him m a basket. to let him down from the wall by 
among wise men to be in a minority of one. 1\'Ir. tnumphs, do we find t~1s open expressiOn of eve11 fea- night (ix, 22-25). 
Heywood has not been hasty in this matter. He has ture of nature. N othmg IS concealed. There -IS no p ul' t d btl th 1 d 

t d c1 l.b t 1 c1 · t' 1 Th f f h Th h b d h t · a s persecu ors were ou · ess e aw an ac e e 1 era e y an consmen wus y. ere ore appearance o s arne. e uman o y as no d art · d d b "th th t b " F h 
he is to be most deeply respected for the deed that been denied its rights upon the canvass or in the or er '[?Th.y, 8J. e Yd efptohwers a fe~ _ t orthe 
h h d It · t f 1· h d d N h t b th" bl M H d · 1 d · says: e comman er o e army o Are as, e e as one. IS no a oo IS ee . o ones rea 1ng mar e. r. eywoo s1mp y oes 1n k·. d d th ·t f th D · t · 

d · t · f 1· h Tb t 1 · h 1 h t art" t h d · · t d 1ng, guar e e m y o e amascenes o seiZe an sincere ac IS ever oo IS . a w uc a man anguage w a every 1s as one 1n p1c ure an , (2 C . 32) Th" b bl ft h" 
thinks to be right is for him the noblest thing to do. statue. Shall we condemn him for poor taste in view fe fr •Or.;;, b. · d 1~b;as pro a !ft'e ehl IS re
He must do it in spite of danger and disrepute. It of this almost unanimous verdict of the world of art? urn. om a 1a; an ee years r s con-, 
is a great wrong to scorn and flout such a man be- But admitting that 1\fr. Heyw~od's taste is poor, .v~rswn. 

PAUL AT JERUSALEM. 

Let us now take the account in Acts of Paul's visit 
to Jerusalem, after his escape from Damascus, and 
parallel it with what he himself says about it: 

cause he has acted differently from ourselvs. Sup- and Shakspere's, and Goethe's, and Raphael's, and 
pose he had acted differently? Does that change Turner's, it does not alter the sacredness of his indi
the sacredness of his act? Are we so thoroughly en- vidual judgment on the point. Even if one's judg
lightened that we can measure the exact value~ of ment.is wrong its freedom must be most strenuously 
every deed? By no means; for, as a great poet says, preserved. Tha:t is a very lame liberality :which 
each soul is a mystery tp every other, and the secret allows toleration only for what one likes. That has And h!~t ~~-~~~usalem, I wentGfo. }e;~;!f~m to see 
of its personal activity lies not within our vision. always been the liberality of o~hodoxy. No tyrant and he wished to join himselfKepha; and I remained with 
These snap judgments of outside parties are not. ever lived but what was perfectly willing to grant with the disciples, but they him fifteen days. But others 
allowable. They belong to the old orthodoxy. It liberty to what was suited to his own taste; but the were all afraid of him, and did of the legates saw I not, except 

not believe he was a disciple. James,.our Lord's brother. 1n 
is equivalent to saying, ".I know what you ought to Liberalism of to-day must be something far more in- But Barnabas took him and the things which I am writing 
do, and you do not." This is not a liberal judgment. clusiv. It must maintain not this or that man's lib- brought him to the legates and to you, behold, before God, I 
E"V"ery individual must decide for himself, and if erty but universal liberty; not liberty for the majm ity, related to them how the Lord lie not. And after that I went 
what he does is a purely individual act, the expres- but liberty also .for the minority, even if that minor- appeared to him in the way; to the regions of Syria 'and 

and how he conversed with Cilicia; and the churches in 
sion of one's own intense life, then it cannot be a folly. ity be but one. Every man's thought and every him; and how in Damascus. Judea which were in the Mas-
It is the man doing what eternal nature impels him man's taste must be thoroughly respected in this new he had discoursed openly in siah did not know me person
to do, as it impels the tree to bear the leaf, and the age. Otherwise there can be no progress, for it is by the name of Jesus. And he ally; but this only they had 
water to run down hill. the infinit diversity of human thought and sentiment went in and out with them at heard, that he who before per-

h .,... di d W Jerusalem; and he spoke open- secuted us now preacheth that 
I hav no doubt t at in this matter mr. Heywood that the largest trutps are- scovere . e must ly in the name of Jesus, and faith which in time preceding 

has acted according to his best judgment. He has work as vigorously for the freedom of that which we disputed with those Jews who he subverted; and they glori
done what he thinks most conduciv to human wel- don't like as for the freedom of what we do .. One understood Greek. But they fied.God in me. 
fare. He has acted from a high sense of duty. He may be very di.sagreeable in, the expression of his wished to kill him; and when 

d . t t f h" nb d H h di bl sh d ak the brethren knew it they con-has obeyed the IC a es o IS ma oo . e as thought, but that very sagreea eness oul m e ductedhimbynighttoCesarea, 
been tremendously in earnest. No matter then, how one more chivalrous in the upholding of his rights, and and from there they sent him 
his act may strike us, it has the sacredness and grand- more charitable in the study of his opinions, for the to Tarsus. 
eur of his own individual conscience, and therefore fact that they are disagreeable may be the sign that The two accounts are at variance in the following 
its liberty is to be as intently guarded as that of the they possess a hitherto unbeard-of .. truth. Every particulars: 
most heroic and splendid act in all human history. new truth is apt to giv us a shock-at first. We are GalatiaTUJ. 
It is Ii.ot the act itself alone that is to be regarded, all more or "less the slaves of custom, and don't like • Paul wishe1t· join the dis- His obect was to see Kepha.. 
but the spirit in which it is performed. It is the to be too sudd,enly thrust forward. ciples. . . 
right spirit which elevates and ennobles every deed, The question of liberty is the all-comprehensiv The disciples were aJl afraid Kepha received him a.s a 
and which givs even to the ludicrous adventures of question of to-day. To be free ourselvs and make to trust him. guest fifteen days. · Barnabas introduced him to Barnabas was not with him 
Quixote a certain chivalrops beauty. Mr. Heywood others free to their own best truth is the one supreme the apostles, and he went in this time, nor did he see any 
has acted in the spiTit of true devotion, of self-sacri- issue. Right at this point Mr. Heywood stands. He and out with the:m, speaking apostles but Kepha and James. 
fice, and his deed therefore is a great deed, because is freedom's representativ, and if he falls freedom openly: . 
the outcome of a great ideal burning within his heart. falls. Our dearest rights will be sacrificed in his He disputed Wlth the Jews He wa_s unknown. to the 
Wh fr h xh"b"t" f d d t' · ill d 'f: .who, ]mew .Greek; or; as t~e churches~nJudea, havxng o~ly 

o ca~ t~un om anc an e 1 1 1011 o courage an C?n ~mna wn.. H~an pro~ess w ~e r~tarde 1 .• Greek version has it, "dis- had a pnvate conference w1th 
magnan_Im~ty? . . , h1s nght of priVa_te JUd~ent 1s not mamt~~ed. .We putedwith ~ellenists." K.ep~a and ~ames. 

But It IS sa1d that Mr. Heywood aets m poor should not caJ.l hrm fqolish, or reckless,, or ,ill-Jpdgmg, His. .. Grec~an . opponents Bemg 51mte unknown, he 
taste, and we don't wish to defend that sort of or unrefined in taste. ·we should simply say! 11 ;Like sought to ~ hi:m, end he es- waa undisturbed; and went 
thing. Well, the question of taste is a very broad a brave man he has leaped to the issue:~" ~~_)las de- caped by mght. . . . . . ~way p~ooeably. . 
and deep one, and all .its canons hav not yet been fied an unjust law. Let us by aJ1 means~ 91lli-pow&r That part abOnt disputing With the Grema.ns we 
e$ttled, and one can be as bigoted in his taste rs in giv him a fair trial before his cOll;lltrymen;~:' ~ h~ ha$ suspeet to be ,an early in~rpol~J.tion. It. is not likely 
his doctrins. Who knows whato" good taste' is? such a fair trial he will certainly QODH!i o:ffvi~torlous,."- thatt.her~'W'er~ma.ny Greman.pl'?EJel:ytes.lii,J~rusalem, 
Even in the quality of food there is a vast difference of The battle of American liberty is but·half won: The mueh less that they soug}lt to J?ll h1m,.as the context 
feeling, and when it comes to literature and art and vision of a Paine or Jefferson is not yet fulfilled. implies, while the other nativ or orthodoXJ Jewlil 
all modes of mental expression, accuracy of judgment Perfect liberty is not attained. So far it has only protected him and enabled him to escape. 
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PAUL IN CILIOIA AND SYRIA, 

Aft~r. ~aul's dep!"rture from Jerusalem to Syria 
and Cilie1a-or, as m Acts, to Tarsus which was the 
chief city of Cilicia-we hear nothing of him for an 
inte~val va:ri.o~sly .re~ko~ed at. from one to ten years. 
Dunng this time It Is sa1d that the church in· Judea 
Galilee, a;nd Samaria had peace and prosperity. At 
Lydda Simon Kephl)o healed the paralytic lEneas, 
~nd c~mv.erte~ all the people of the town and adjoin
mg distnc~ (u:, 35). Going thence to Joppa, here
stored to hfe a dead woman named. Tabitha-" which 
being interpreted," says the Greek version, "is called 
Dorcas," i.e., "gazel." Why a translation of this proper 
name should hav been made into Greek we cannot 
understand; but it is one of many evidences that the 
Greek . versi?n was translated ~?m the Syriac or 
Aramaic. Simon then had a Vlswn which caused 
him t? go to Cesarea, whe1·e he found a pious Roman 
captam named Cornelius ready to receive baptism in 
the name of Jesus the Messiah, provided he did not 
.hav to become a J:ew. Providentially Simon's heav
enly vision at Joppa revealed to him an open door 
for the gentiles, and Cornelius was taken in. But 
the new revelation had to be submitted to the church 
at Jerusalem; so Simon went up there and, after ar
gument, obtained the sanction of the church. "And 
they glorified God and said: Now to the gentiles 

· also doth God giv repentance unto life" (xi, 18). 
And now those who were driven out of Jerusalem 

after the death of Stephen had spread the gospel as 
far as the island of Cyprus, and the city of Oyrene in 
Africa, preaching to Jews only. Cyrene was an old 
Greek settlement, and Cyprus doubtless contained 
ma:J!y Greeks, though it was closely connected with 
Phenicia, and did not become a Roman province till 
58 B.c.; but Jews abounded in b()th Cyprus and Cy
rena, and some of them who had received the new 
faith went up to Antioch and preached to the Greeks 
who were there (xi, 20). Doubtless there were some 
Greek-speaking Jews at Antioch, for they were al
ways a trading people; but the Syriac language pre
vailed at Antioch long after Christianity had spread 
among the G~·eeks. Many converts having been 
made in that city, the church at Jerusalem· sent Bar
nabas there as a preacher, and after some time Bar
nabas went away to Tarsus to seek for Saul. 

· All these events happened, according to Acts, while 
Paul was in Tarsus. And now Barnabas brings Saul 
to Antioch, and for a whole year the two labor to
gether as associate pastors of the chm·ch in that city. 

This may be true, but the passage that follows is 
not true, to wit: 
·"From that time forth the disciples were first called 

Christians at Antioch" (xi, 26). 
We reject the passage for the following reasons: 
1. Christiana, is not an Aramaic or S_vriac word, but 

i,; borrowed from the Greek Ohristianos. 
2. The proper Syriac word would be a derivativ of 

,lf!shiach, which means Ohristos in Greek, i. e., 
"anointed.'' • · 

a. Paul never uses the word Chn:stianos, or its 
equivalent in his nativ tongue; and his epistles are 
conceded to hav been written from eight to twenty 
years after the establishment of. the church at 
Antioch .. 

4. The word Christian does not occur in any other 
book of the New Testament, except in 1 Peter, iv, 15, 
which epistle is of indeterminable date and doubtful 
authenticity. Dr. Davidson considers it spurious, 
and thinks it may hav been written after A.D. 75, 
when of course Simon Kepha, alias Peter, was dead. 

5. The earliest use of the word Christian.. which can 
be authenticated is by the heathen writer Suetonius 
about A.D. 110; next by the emperor Adrian, 117-
138; next by Justin, 147-161. 

We are aware that the word appears sev~n times 
in a letter purporting to be written by Pliny to Tra
jan about A.D. 103, and once in the fifteenth book of 
the so-called " Annals " of Tacitus, supposed to hav 
been written after A.D. 117. But the "Annals" of 
Tacitus were forged by Poggio Bracciolini, a papal 
secretary, A.D. 1427; and ~he letters of Pliny to Tra
jan are evident forgeries of the latter part of the sec
ond century. 

The Crime of Unbelief. 

seeing God's tender mercy. It will not do, Mr. history of King David, as written down in the Bible 
Christian, to say they are saved through their igno- into the hand of her young daughter, and tell he; 
ranee; because if the heathen can be s!).ved through that it is profitable for instruction, that his con
his igno.rance, there is no use in trying to convert duct was worthy of imitation, and that he was a man 
him to your religion, for he is all right anyhow. after God's own heart? The very thought is revolt-

The god l;hat is jealous of other go~s, and flies into ing to common sense ~d decency. Yet the Bible, 
a rage whenever any one denies his existence, is containing not only this but many other narrations 
meaner and more insignificant than the lowest devil equally obscene and repulsiv, is put into her hand, 
conceived of by religious fanatics. and she is taught to regard it as the word of God; 

If God wants everybody to believe the Bible, why every child who attends the Sabbath-school is thus 
don't he stop counting hairs a while and explain his imposed upon, and few there are to rebuke the wicked 
precious book? Has a man control over his own act. Is it possible that God ever wrote a book which 
belief? No; he has not. If you look at a picture a modest mother cannot put into the hand of her 
or a book, 01· anything else, you cannot believe it is daughter, or that her daughter cannot read to her 
not there. If you read a book, and the evidence mother without a blush? Inst11ad of spooning around 
seems in favor of its being true, you cannot help be- a young Jew girl, and writing out his holy word in 
lieving it; but if the evidence is against it, you can- language too indecent to be read in respectable cir
not, under penalty of hell, believe it to be true. cles, how much better it would hav been for him and 

Then, .when we deny the existence of God, or the for the human family if he had spent the summer 
truth of the Bible, it is for want of proof~because months at some respectable watering place! 
we are not convinced. If there were evidence The Bible is the word of God. God is perfect, 
enough to convince us that the Bible is true, or that therefore he could not be the author of an imperfect 
there is a God, we would hav to believe· it. There law. Man is a progressiv being, therefore imperfect. 
would be no alternativ. Now, if God made us and If man were a perfect being, it would be as impossible 
made this book also, arid has riot given sufficient for him to progress as it is for God. The natural ten
poof to convince our minds of its truth, the fault, I dency of an implicit faith in the Bible as the word of 
am sure, is not ours. God is forever to hold man at a stand-still, and chain 

The church has always treated the Infidel as 11 him to the errors of the past. It inculcates the idea 
criminal, and on his name has heaped evei·y epithet that rulers are ordained of God, and that we are to 
in all languages of the world. She has tried to con- submit to the powers that be. This forever shuts out 
vert him by saying that non-belief is a crime; by 'the right of revolution, and makes evolution an im
putting him on the rack, and burning him at the possibility. · The Bible is suited to priestcraft. and 
stake; by abusing, slandering, libeling, and defam- kingcraft, but is incompatible with a progressiv re
ing him in this world, and threatening him with public. The world saw its darkest day when governed 
an angry God and flaming hell in the imaginary most strictly by this so~called law of God. ']'be high-
wodd to come. \VM. ScoTT. est position attainable by man can never be reached 

O.~ceolq Mills, Pa., Feb. 12, 1883. until the shackles of religious slavery are buried in 
oblivion. So long as man has the fear of God before 
his eyes, and believes the Bible to be his holy word, 
so long will his mental power be dwarfed. A belief 
in divine revelation, written down in a book, is to the 
human mind what the iron shoe is to the Chinese 
foot. 

Infidel Philosophy. 
"Did you grind all the tools?" inquired a carpenter 

of his apprentice. "All except that long, broad, flat 
tool; I did not hav time to grind quite all the nicks 
out of that." Exemption from the taxation of church 
property; chaplitincies; the oath test; t.he Chl·istian 
Sabbath, the cry for the Bible in the common school, 
and God in the Constitution, are ugly nicks in the old 
theological saw, which, I fear, with our best efforts, 
will take years of patient labor to grind out. 

Thousands are put into the theological drill every 
year, as soon as they are old enough to make their 
way to the Sabbath-schools, antl the training contin
ued up to manhood. They are taught all about the 
six clays of creation, the fall of man, tbe immaculate 
concAption, the plan of salvation, etc. Hundreds of 
useless texts of scripture are committed to memory, 
which hav no other efl'ect upon the mind than to 
dwarf it, and· chain it to the dead past. Many of them 
pass through life without even a knowledge of the 
simple rules of arithmetic, which one-half of the train
ing would hav imparted. The time thus wasted, and 
the consequent mental loss to the world, can never 
be· estimated. Practically, a knowledge of the multi
plication table is worth more than all the silly tales 
of gods, devils, and angels that hav ever been writ
ten. 

The Christian claims that we are indebted to the 
Bible for our high state of civilization, that the moral 
standard of the Bible has never been equaled by any 
other book which has ever been written, that the Ten 
Commandments and the Golden Rule are found no
where else except in the Bible, and that without them 
we would not know right from wrong, and would soon 
be reduced to a level with savages. A.ll this I hav 
heard preached from the pulpit. In the first place, 
we know that true; noble, and heroic men and women 
hav lived, who never heard of the Bible. · Jl.foreover, 
it would seem that for a thousand years devils could 
not do much worse _without a Bible than Chli.stians 
did with a Bible. Could a devil do· any worse than 
to bury a heavy lash in the quivering flesh of a help
less woman's bare back for opinion's sake? Among 
people who never read tl1e Ten Commandments, as laid 
down in the Bible, a violation of the principles em
braced in them has been visited with penalties. Evim 
savages punish for the breach of some of them. Men 
could not dwell together without the observance of 

Christians claim to be greatly interested in my wel
fare, especially in another world. As far as my ac
quaintance goes, they are not to be trusted in the 
affail's of this world. I hav found them selfish, mi
serly, and grasping. They hav ever shown a dispo
sition to persecute and proscribe all who differ from 
them, to smother down and misrepresent by lying 
and deceit every opinion in opposition to their dog
mas. The Christian who robs, oppresses, and defames 
you in this world, lies, and is guilty of the blackest 
hypocrisy, when he pretends to be very much inter
ested in your welfare in the world to come. 

If Christ was God, he knew everything and bad all 
power. Instead of sending out a dozen men without 
staff or scrip, on a forlorn hope, to Christianize the 
wlw!e human family, why did he not start printing
presses in every quarter of the habitable globe, and 
not leave untold millions to perish for the bread of 
life? A good business man could hav told him the 
object coUld not be accomplished, l1y the means 
adopted, in all coming time. It would seem that in
finit wisdom, joined to infinit power, ought to be 
capable of adapting moans to ends; every year, from 
the crucifixion of Christ to the present time, thou
sands hav died who never hPard of the plan of salva
tion, where one has heard a blast of the gospel trum
pet. The absurdity of this plan of salvatrion is only 
equaled by the boy who attempted to let a barrel of 
cider down cellar by tying a rope around his shoul
ders and then attaching it to the ban-el. When his 
mother heard the noise she ran down cellar and ex
claimed: "Why, George, what a plan that was to get 
a barrel of cider down cellar!'' The boy replied: "Why 
mother, I tell you that the plan was all right, but the 
rope was too short." JoHN PECK. · 

Naples. N. Y., E.M. 283, 32d day. 

News from Elmina. 

The church has alway·s claimed al;ld still claims some of the rules embodied in the Ten Command
that honest error is a crime. To every Infidel she ments. "Thou shalt not lcill," grows out of the love of 
says: "You are mistaken, and for that you deserve life implanted by nature in the human breast, and was 
to be eternally damned." Now I would like some observed long before it was written, or before ·there 
theologian to explain why any person should be pun- was a written language. "These are my ben:ies be
ished for being mistaken. Should a man be damned cause I picked them. These are my fish because I 
for thoughts over which he has no control? Sho~d caught them. These rabbits are mine because I 
a blind man be kicked because he can't see, or a lame trapped them." These claims were voiced by nature 
man be burnt because he can't walk? If not, why at the first -dawn of civilization. "Thou shalt not 
should the skeptic be damned because he can't steal," is based· upon and is as old as these claims. 
believe? The Ten Commandments, or the principles em-

DEAR FmENDB: I am sick with bilious fever, heavy 
cold, etc.; hav been declining in health ever since 
Christmas; am not bed-fast, but unable to write 
much, hence hav sent in no report of money received 
for Mr. Tuttle, but hav forwarded it all to him, and 
be, as well as Elmina, sends grateful thanks for your 
kind donations.· I hope you will continue to send in 
what you can both for Hacker and Tuttle. Of lah· I 
hav received nothing for either, but hope this will 
bring them into yom· notice again. The old adapt·. 
"Out of sight, out of mind," is applicnble here, so .! 
am penning this, though suffering from a terrible 
neuralgic headache. Yours ever, 

Sno1l'viUe; Vct., Feb. 11, 283. 

PU'rNAM's "Golden Throne," says the Investigaf(J)·, 
"is an interesting and amusing stoq, with a great 
deal of Liberal philosphy which cannot fail to be 
acceptable to :Diberal readers." 

If there is no t;alvation except through J esue braced in them, would be the first to crop out from men 
Christ, if eve]:y one must be " cleansed in the blood who dwell together. To talk about the Ten Com
of Jesus," or be "born again," what h.as become of ~andme~ts being handed do"~ by God .to Moses is 
the countless millions who hav lived virtuous, moral JUst· as Silly as to talk about the evenmg and the 
lives, and died without ever hearing of Jesus? When morning'' b~Jl·e there was any sun .. The truth is, 
one re:flects that all these noble men a.nd women, the Ten Commandments were hoary with age before 
who, without any k'nowledge of the "r~al ~od," Moses navigated his little wicker canoe among the 
were moral a.nd humane, are now :floundermg lll the bulrushes. 
shorelese l~ke of boiling brimstone, we cannot help Is there a mother who would not blush to put the 

TnE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent to new subscribers 
three months for fifty cents. There is no better waY 
of. serving the cause' tha!! by extending the circula-
tion of THE 1'RVTR SEEKER. 
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UTICA, Jan. 7, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1 for the Ben

nett Monument Fund. I hope you will be able to 
erect a monument to · our dead brother which will 
be a fitting tribute to his good and brave life. 

Yours fraternally, A. J. STOUGH. 

LUDLOW, Jan, 31, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2 to pay for 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. Although we mourn the loss of 
the good, brave man Bennett, yet we feel confident 
that THE TRUTH SEEKER will prosper, for you are ap
parently enough like him to be his son. 

GEORGE NEWKIRK. 

NEw YoRK, Jan. 29, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Pli:Jase find inclosed $10.50, to be used 

as herein directed. For my subscription to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, $2.50; for Mr. Bennett's monument, from a 
"Sister," $1.00; from a "Brother," $1.00; from Mrs. 
L. Miller, $1.00; and $5.00 from 

Yours sincerely, ANNIE E. DEFRIESE. 

PAOLA, Feb, 4, E.M. 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I feel like puli)hing the good work of 

Freethought. My way of doing so will be to pay for 
T.a:E TRUTH SEEKER in advance, buy all the books I 
can, and induce all others to do. likewise that I can. 
So please find inclosed $5. 

Yours truly, W. A. LowE. 

SpADRA, Jan. 4, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5. We want it 

to go to help build a monument on D. M. Bennett's 
grave. You will .please make a note of this·in your 
p!!.per and oblige the only two subscribers for your 
paper in this place. We hav a good many Liberals 
here, but they do not take your paper. 

· Yours truly, B. B. HEWITT. 

SACRAMENTO, Feb. 2, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Through the· kindness of N. D. Goodell, 

whom I am working under as draughtsman, I hav 
had the privilege of reading your valuable paper, 
which I hope will soon enter every truth seekor's 
library throughout the United States,. and further 
hope that all will be truth seekers. Your time being 
valuable, I shall not say much. Inclosed you will 
please find $20, which apply as below, and you 
will greatly oblige a young truth seeker. 

Yours faithfully, FRANK H. ScHARDIN. 

BENWOOD, W. VA., Feb. 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Believing that Liberals should assist 

each other by way of information and advice when 
they can do so with but little inconvenience to them
selva, I t&ke this opportunity. to ask those of your 
readers who reside in the West, and can do so, to 
inform me where a young man of small means, de
sirous of winning a home, could likely do beBt. I 
wish good government land, healthfully located. 
Would like to hear from Dakota and Nebraska es
pecially. All information will be thankfully received, 
and stamps returned if desired. C. BuRSEE. 

BINGHAMTON, N. Y., Feb. 3, 1883. 
FRIEN.D MACDONALD: No.3 of THE TRUTH SEEKER has 

not yet reached me as the other :ri.~mbers of this 
volume hav. Will you please send it to me, while 
you remember that it is the only number I hav 
missed since the publication of the said valuable de
fender of Liberal thought? I am proud. to be a con
stant reader of the paper, as well as a daily reader 
of all the Infidel papers, for I find them the best 
representative of knowledge and general usefulness. 
My present desire for the said number is an evidence 
of the love I bear for the paper. Always call on me 
when I can be more useful to you than others in. any 
cause you desire to put before the ·public. I will re-
spond if possible, T. L. BROWN. 

LIBERTY, 0,, Jan. 15, 1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: I sympathize with you in 

your bereavement. Words cannot express my sor
row when I opened my paper, and read of the death 
of Brother Bennett. May his good acts and his val
uable publications ever liv, and be cherished so that 
with the aid of such as B. G. Ingersoll, George 
Chainey, Helen Williams. and 1.tany others, human
ity may be brought out from under the bondage of 
theological slavery. 

Inclosed find ten d6llars; five for the Monument 
Fund, two and a half for the' continuance of the pa
per, and the remaining two and a half for the poor 
brothers I saw a notice of .in THE TRUTH SEEKER re-
questing aid. Yours respectfully, NoAH .COLER. 

FISHERVILLE, Jan. 30, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Words cannot express my great sor

row at the loss of so valiant a defend·er of Liberal
ism as D. M. Bennett. Yet he died at his post, and 
his most glorious work, THE TRUTH SEEKER, will liv 
and flourish as long as time lasts. Inclosed you will 
find my subscription fee for this year. 

Freethought is· rapidly advancing in our midst. 
Monday night I attended a lecture delivered by 
Reuben DiLilY, of Indiana. ·His subject was the cele-

where I can. get it. When I get home I shall send 
cash for Mr. Bennett's round-the-world books, his 
greatest moJ;J.ument. 

Hoping that I may pro.ve one of the lion's whelps, 
I am for the present, 

Yours truly, GEo. S. PERKINs. 

GRAND VIEw, Feb, 10, 1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Myself and wife hav been con

stant readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER from the time 
the discussion commenced between the late D. M. 
Bennett and t'he three' clergymen in our county. We 
expect to continue to read it so long as it is con
ducted by such able hands; in short, THE TRUTH 
SEEKER is our Bible, and, like good Christians, we 
cannot do withOLlt it .. 

The death of Mr. Bennett was sad news indeed to 
US; but when we .reflect that THE TRUTH SEEKER is 
left in good bands, it somewhat consoles us. · We 
say, Long may it prosper and much good may it do 
toward liberating the human fan..ily from supersti
tion. Inclosed find order for $3, which dispose o·f as 
follows: For the Monument ·Fund-D. J. Sherer, $1; 
Mrs. Jane Sherer, $1; two new subsr.ribers for three 
months, $1. Yours sympathetically, · 

. D. J. SHERER. 

DAVISVILLE, Feb. 2, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: It is my opinion that Mr. D. M. Ben

nett does not ·want a monument of marble erected 
to his memory. I .never saw him, but I believe I 
know him, and I know I iove him for the good he 
did for humanity. Only one man has done more for 
humanity than has Mr. Bennett, ;:md that one is An
drew Jackson Davis. 

Wqat Mr. Bennett wants, as I think, is to hav a 
Bennett Hall b~1ilt of such dimensions as to be suit
able for publishing TirE TRUTH SEEKER, book-store 
for sale of rational literature, etc. The lecture hall 
should be sufficiently commodious to seat at least 
four thousand people ; and should be free to all pro
gressiv thinkers to speak their thoughts in. 

I am willing to pay $100 toward such a building; 
and if I hav a crop of good raisi.n grapes. the com
ing season, I will pay $200, but nothing for a monu
ment, as it has no earthly nor heavenly value. He 
wants something that will benefit humanity. I hope 
there are 5;000 truth seekers in the world who are 
willing and able to pay $100 each toward erecting a 
Bennett Hall. Yours truly, G. G. BRIGGS. 

ST. JosEPH, F.eb. 12, 1883. 

ATWooD, Jan. 23, 1883. bration of Thomas Paine's birth. He spoke for over 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Herewith I inclose draft for 

$2.50 to pay subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for 
one year from Jan. 28 (I believe), 1883. · DEAR MRs. BENNETT: I hav been away from home two hours, and every word he uttered was listened 

for a long time; hav felt bad that I had not the to very attentivly, and not one murmur of niscontent 
money that I could spare, seemingly, to pay up my was heard. He is a bright and shining light in our 
arrears. This order will be acceptable I trust, and band of Liberals, and long may he prosper. 

I, in common with all Infidels and sep.kers for truth, 
regret the untimely taking off of your late husband, 
the bold, iconoclastic, D. M. Bennett. 

In his short lifetime his labors hav done more to 
emancipate man :fjom superstition and despotism, 
the twin enemies of man's happiness and progress, 
than all the .grasshopper priests that hav scourged 
and cursed the earth and all that thereon is since 
our ancestors advanced from the monkey to the 

set us even till next J<Lnuary. Respectfully, N. T. RAGLAND. 
Rest as·sured you hav our heartfelt sympathy in 

your sad l:iereavement. Can his place be supplied ? 
The world has lost more, it seems to me, in his 
death, than in any one before, I think; but we must 
submit to the inevitable. 

Yours in love, H. W, BEACH, 

LAKE CITY, Jan. 16, 1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Inclosed please find one dol

lar for your own use. I will not attempt to describe 
my feelings when I heard of your husband's death. 
I had become so much attached to him that he ap
peared to me as one of my nearest friends. I could 
hardly think it possible that he had passed away, 
never to giv us his honest, candid thoughts any 
more. 

Please put me down for five dollars to the memorial 
fund. Believe me, my dear madam, you hav my 
deepest sympathy in your hours of trouple. 

I am ever your friend, J. L. ToMPKINS. 

BRIGHTON, Feb. 4, 1883. 
r DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Accept my sympathy in the 
loss of your kind and truth-loving husband, D. M. 
Bennett. I think it was his chief desire that THE 
TRUTH SEEKER should prove a success. I think he 
did all in his power to liberate the intellect of man
kind from that cursed fraud, priestcraft and super
stition, the greatest evil that exists in the. world at 
the present time. I think it is the duty of every Lib
eral to aid in the circula~ion of ':£'HE TRUTH SEEKER 
for that purpose, You will find inclosed a draft for 
$9, to be a.pplied as directed. 

My kind respects to you and Mr: Macdonald, 
C. A. S~ATTUCK, 

PoPLAR CREEK, TENN., Jan. 25, 1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Words seem powerless to ex

press the deep grief we feel, and the sympathy for 
your great bereavement. Though a stranger since 
Mr. Bennett's imprisonment, we hav lovp.d and ad
mired the noble and self-sacrificing spirit which up
held him through that trying ordeal. I hardly 
know which to love most. You were well worthy the 
companionship of such a noble man. But you must 
know that his life is not ·quenched in everlasting si· 
lence. He still livs and works for and with you, 
though unseen will tenderly guide and guard you 
until your spirit passes to his loving embrace. in the 
beauti'ful beyond. You are enshrined in the affec
tions of all true Liberals and Spiritualists, and will 
so remain forever. MRs. 0. TAPPEN. 

form of man. -
But I rejoice that his harness has been taken up 

by .Your worthy self and the brave, chivalrous, and 
clear-headed Macdonald. 

The man's body has died,· but THE TRUTH SEEKER 
still livs, and the friends of humanity must see to it 
that it l!ot only livs, but, like a thriving tree, that it 
strikes its roots deep into the affections of the peo
ple, and spreads its branches over our entire conti-
nent of America. Yours, P. V. WisE. 

SUSANVILLE, Jan. 23, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find order for $6-$5 for the 

BRIGHTON, Jan. 24, 283. Bennett Hall and home for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: There is much to console us $1 for the Monument Fund. 

in the sudden departure of our well-beloved, honest, If every admirer and lover of D. M. Bennett will 
and able editor, in that THE TRUTH SEEKER still livs do their duty we can erect a hall and home for THE 
and prospers. Our dear friend still live in several TRUTH SEEKER that will be a lasting monument, to 
excellent oooks written by him, of which, last, but be seeL. and talked. of by millions yet unborn. I 
not leAst, is "A Truth Seeker Around the World."· wish I could glv thousands instead of dollars. 
The second volume, showing up the Holy Land as When I first .saw the black lines on THE TRUTH 
it is, and containing the conversations between tlie SEEKER, the thought flashed through my brain, our 
Pilgrim and the king of Salem in the nightly visits brave and loved Bennett has gone. The shock has 
of the latter, is alone worth the five dollars. And been 80 great to my nerves that t cannot get over 
the others are filled with interesting facts of the it yet, My wife joins me in my heartfelt sympathy 
other nations very entertaining to read. Please send with Mrs, Bennett in her great trouble, 
me the bur volumes, when ready, and the fourth I was not 'personally acquainted with our Bennett, 
volume of the set that I hav. I send one dollar for but through somebody that I presume had heard me 
the Monument Fund. t~tlk, I got one .of the first sheets of the little TRUTH 

Yours fraternally, E. E. CuRTIS. SEEKER that was published at .Pars, Ill. From that 
time we hav been faithful friends, and though Ben-

NEw YoRK, Feb. 6, 1883. _ LINCOLN, Jan. 20, 283. "nett in the flesh has gone, and has no need of my 
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER comes regularly to MR EDITOR: Although THE TRUTH SEEKER has come assistance, Bennett in· THE TRUTH SEEKER still re-

me every Thursday, and is looked forward to from to me bnt six months, I hav learned to like it so mains, and shall hav my support as long as I liv, 
week to week as a very :welcome visitor. well that I always want to take it:. I frequently hav and I hope every lover of truth will feel as I do, 

Allow me to congratulate you on your success as edi- t:;tken copies into the school-room, and read to my and endeavor to make the circulation of THE TRUTH 
tor of the same, and thank you for the repleteness of geography classes from Mr. Bennett's travels, and SEEKER millions instead of thousands. And you, 
ts columns. I send by mail and giv away copies from now the fifteen weeks I hav been with the school Eugene, who are so w~ll qualified to fill your posi

time to time as I think they will be well received, hop- here is drawing to a close. I want THE TRUTH SEEKER tion, I hope will remain at your post till my wish is 
ing thereby to extend its circulation. I hav been in- to follow me home, so instead of .Lee, Maine, my a fact. I was very glad to see a long letter in my last 
tending to call and see you to personally extend con- address will be Sandy Point, Me. I shall stop. in paper. from friend· ·Sypher.s .. It wlis like reading a 
gratulations, but hav not found time to do so, and .Bangor a few days and hay. all the copies which I letter from an old· friend. :,Let us hear from you oc
thus substitute a letter for a personal visit. hav put into a binding, and as my paper of to-day mi.sionally, John; there .are many TRUTH SEEKER 

With many kind reganfs for Mrs. Bennett, be\ieve was cut in the lines between the columns in print- r~aders besides myself that like you still. 
me as ever, Truly your friend, WM. M. McLAWRY- ing, please send No. 3, Jan, 20th, to Bangor, Me., Yours truly, V. J, BoRBETTE. 



THE TRUTH SEEKER. FEBRUARY 24, 1883. 

MoDESTO, CAL .. , Feb. 4, 283. MILEs, Jan. 16, 1883. We had some music and singing. One fine hymn 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Several times since humanity MR. EDITOR: Although a .new subscriber to THE was published in the last issue of the Liberal. 

met with that ireeparable loss, the death of. your TRUTH SEEKER, I bav had a chance to form an opin- We had a kind of family reunion, and some din
noble husband, I hav .tried to write to you words· of ion as to the sterling worth of our lamented leader. ner. We enjoyed the day very much, I hope that 
comfort. As often; however, hav· I abandoned the The sa'l news was so unexpected that I conld hardly by another year we will hav better arrangements. 
attempt, knowing so well as I do from unutterable believe the press dispatches. The names of Voltaire The church has done everything to blacken 
bereavements of my own how totally inadequate and Paine will .forever be fresh in the minds of all Paine's memory. I think every Liberal should try 
words are to express all that the loving heart can .Freethinkers, and likewise will the name of D. M. and do all that is possible to proclaim his good 
suffer -in its greatest bere!J.Vement, or to bring com- Bennett; when all his slanderers and traducers are works. We wish you success in your undertaking. 
fm't to such a ~eart thus . bereaved. All I will say, forgotten. remain fresh in the minds and .hearts of Very respectfully yours, 
therefore, now IS that I fully understand the great- all the liberty lovers for centuries to come. How MRs. AND MR. L. W. LIGHTY. 
ness of your sorrow, and fully sympathize with you universal is the memory of Paine, although the .-c 

therein. Though I never saw Mr. Bennett, I had names of his persecutors hav passed from the mem- VINTON, IowA., Jan. 22, 188,.3:. 
learned to love him as a brother and to regard him ories of men! And so it will be with Bennett. When MR. EDITOR: While I would sympathize with· the 
as the most heroic of all the mighty band of heroes Anthony Comstock's name has been buried for cen- ~ereaved relativs and friends of Mr. Bennett, I would. 
who are to-day so nobly battling for truth and hue turies with common things, D. M. Bennett's will say let us each and all rally around the standard of 
manity. · grow brighter and brighter through -each succeeding truth, as thrown to the breeze by our great chief-

Before pis fall I thought I was doing my best. oentury. It is a question in my mind whether tbe tain; and, if we can do nothing more, keep our great 
Now, however, I feel that I must do more, and I Liberals of this country will _pus~ forth from their beaconlight, THE TRUTH SEEKER, before the eager pub
mean to do it. THE ·TRUTH SEEKER must go on car- ranks so able a leader as Mr~nnett for genera- lie gaze, and it always shows best when paid for. 
rying light and liberty to the mil'lions groveling in tions to come. And now let me say a few words by way of criticism. 
the darkness of ignorance and superstition. Taking I hope the friends of THE TRUTH SEEKER will giv it with reference to Brother E. C. Walker, on prohibi
Mr. Bennett for my model in. this respect, I hav dP,- their unbroken support. Although its able founder tion, or rather his idea of the sovereign right to choose, 
termined to devote all th.e balance c,f my life and all has passed away from the scenes of earth, let us not l?- _THE TRUTH SEEKER, Jan. 13th, h~ says: Sh~ll the 
my ·means to the glorious cause in whiC'h he fell. despair, but go into the fight with renewed vigor, mt1zen be debarred from the exermse of the r1g~t ~o 

Yours truly, . JoHN R. KELso. an.d sweep from imagination all the dogmas that choose, etc.! under the absurd pret~nse that It Is 

EUREKA., W1s., Jan. 24, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find two dollars, one for J. 

M. Rounds and one for myself; toward the erection 
of a monument over 1 the remains· of one of the 
grandest men that ever lived. I say the grandest, 
for I verily believe he has done more for hut.aanity 
during the last ten years than any other ma.n, ltv
ing or dead. Still we hav many 'noble men and wo
men left to carry on the work he · has left in their 
hands ; and THE TRUTH SEEKER, the work of his 
hands and brain, must and shall be sustained, and I 
hav no doubt will be ably conducted as ever. 

I hav not sent in my heart-felt grief on the death 
of Mr. Bennett, as I knew many others would do so 
in much better language than I could possibly use. 
Suffice it to say, I hav felt all that others hav ex
pressed in their letters. Who ever before witnessed 
such an outpouring. of heart-felt sorrow over the 
death of any other i:nan as has appeared in the col
umns of THE TRUTH SEEKEt and other Liberal pa
pers? And yet the secular press, of the country, as a 
general thing, hav hardly noticed the sad eve'nt. 
They dare not say anything bad of him, and yet 
say nothing good for fear Madam Grundy wouldn't 
like it, showing that the old lady is still to a great 
extent master of th~ situation. E. B .. RouNDS. 

serve to corrupt the human mind. . feared h.e Will make bad use of that nght'? Then he 
Respectfully yours c. E. THOMPSON. sets up m support of the above: 

' 1st. That each individual naturally possesses the 
HouLTON, MAINE, Jan. 24, 283. right to control his or her own person. · 

MR. EDITOR: I feel to sympa.thize deeply with the 2d. That each person has a natural right to obtain 
Freethinkers of the world; and larrient most sincerely by purchase, etc., or any other honest way, such 
the martyrdom of our great captain, D. M. Bennett, food, drink, clothing, etc., as he or she may desire. 
wbo so nobly and fearlessly defended· the great 3d. That each man and woman is the proper and 
principles of truth and justice, and charged so val- sole judge of the extent and legitimacy of his or 
iantly up_otr the abuses of the Christian world. I her wants. 
fear it will be a long day before we can duplicate Now the brother says, or implies, that the individ
him. I notice that the· subscriptions for a suitable ual shall not be restraind in his choice, and as choice 
monument to be erected upon his resting-place are implies action, then we take it that he shall not be 
coming in thick and fast. I am glaa to see so much restrained in action. If the brother means anything, 
interest manifested to immortalize his memory. he surely means thia, for he uses the term, ·that 
When it is fully determined to erect a Memorial the man is the sole judge of his own wants, that he 
Building to his memory-one that will be used to has a .right to supply these wants by obtaining, etc.; 
promulgate the truth as we find it in nature-! will that the person has the right to control his own per
send in my contribution, although it will be small. son or actions, if you please. But unfortunately for 

I hav recently contributed what I co'uld well spare Brother Walker, he used the word honest. Now we 
to giv our old '.friend, Jeremiah Hacker, an..enjoyabl~ take it that where there is no law, there is no trans
thanksgiving dinner. I think it is well to remem- greesion, and as the word honest had its origin with 
ber the old war horses who hav battled for freedom, .that of law, statute, ordinance, etc., and as there is 
and spent their best energies and their material honesty, there must be the opposit, or dishonesty, 
substance in battling superstition, and who hav be- Again, shall the citizen be denied the right of 
come destitute of the necessities of· life. ch0ice? Brother Walker says no. And as choice im-

With best wishes for the spread of truth as pro- plies action, the actor, we infer, has the same right 
mulgated by our. fallen and much lamented leader, to act as he has to choose; and if it is wrong to pro-

EARLVILLE, Jan. 29, 283. and sympathizing· deeply with l\frs. Bennett for the hi bit the choice, it is wrong to·prohibit the Jet. And 
MR EDITOR: .When I think of your celebrations all great loss she has sustained, and also with the world if this is the true condition.that man occupies, then 

over the country, I can only· be with you· in mind. for the lozs to humanity, I am yours for the emanci- he is not responsible to any one except himself for 
The day is very beautiful here. It .~~rlmost seems pation of the world from religious superstition and any act he may choose to commit. 
that the dear old sun is trying to celebrate the Christian barbarism, A. P. HEYWOOD. This being the case, the individual may commit 
birthday of Thomas Paine; and I wonder to myself .. any crime in the list of crimes, and if he can sat-
if one hundred and forty-six years ago to-day was . SHERIDAN, MICH., Feb. 11, 283.. isfy himself on the matter it is all right, for surely 
as beautiful as to-day. I aL!1 glad I can hav my own MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3.25 for the noble if any one did interfere it will tend to Q.estroy his 
mind free from dupedom, so I can honor the one TRUTH SEEKER. Equal rights for all is our motto, and liberty, his right to choose or act in accord with that 
that has done so much for mental liberty, so I can I believe THE TRUTH SEEKER more than any other choice; for as soon as you qualify the right to choose 
hav my own mind for my own church, and hav no Freethought journal is governed by this sublime or act, you take away that sole and absolute choice 
priest to think for me. Of course, I am. in the midst .sentiment. I hav no doubt these people who are and control that Brother Walker prates about so 
of believing Christians, and when I read the new creating ill-feeling between the different sections of much. When we introduced the word honest and 
version of the New Testament to them, and they our vast army or Freethinkers hav often felt angry set it up as a standard, by which our acts and 
can see that the Trinity IS left out, so they hav only and indignant at injustice from the hands of Chris- choices are be tested, our first inquiry would be, Who 
one God· to worship, they must all be Unitarians, as tians who condemn without giving us a hearing, and is to establish this standard, and what ue you going 
was Thomas Paine, it brings sad countenances; but yet they so far forget the law of justice as to pass to do with those that do not come up to the stand
the rising generations will hail it with joy. I feel judgment upon all who do not agree with their in- ard? Certainly they do not forfeit anything of 
very much endeared to the cause by receiving so fallible opinions as to whether if a man dies he shall those "sole absolute rights and desires." Now then. 
many Liberal papers, all over the country, although or shall not not liv again. If he is such an into~er- if I hav a transaction in business with a minor, or 
not able to support them all; but wish I could, for ant bigot as to refuse support to a paper that does some person that is not of sound mind,' and I am 
there are so many that are worthy of help in so not exclude all opinions but his own, it is to be the gainer by the transaction and they are the losers, 
good a cause. I am very much pleased with the hoped the latter will be the case. Christians are often all I hav to do is to claim absolute, sole, and legiti
second edition of the directory I hav received to-day eager for an argument because so ignorant as to sup- mate right, and then I am free from the interference 
to help me celebrate the hero's birthday, I close, pose Infidelity can produce more, but after the first of prohibitory or penal laws. Fur if Brother Walk
hoping there will be no discussions that will mar encounter they assume an "I am holier than thou" er. can dispense with the rea training infl11ence of 
the feelings of any one on. Freethought. I remain, expression of countenance which is calculated to ward law in one case we can in another, for if by law the 

Yours fraternally, S.C. HILTON. off all further discussion. Whoever feels his position right of action is abridged, of what use is desire or 

HoLYOKE, Feb, 12, E,M. 283. 
MR. EDITOR: A friend kindly loaned me some old 

TRUTH SEEKERS, and among them I fqmd extracts 
from Voltaire's "Pocket Theology." As I should 
like the work, I inclose 25 cents, the price given in 
the catalog sent me. I also saw among the TRQTH 
SEEKERS a piece taken from the Seymour Times, 
written to that paper by you in defense of D. M. 
Bennett ("He pleads earnestly for his absent chief"); 
and in that piece I read: "Is there no merit in 
fighting for. another's right to differ from you," and 
also that this sentence was an inspiration. Now, I 
do not think it was an inspiration, but what I do 
think is that it was the honest, heartfelt, and out
spoken thought of one who would ·himself at any 
time or place fight for another's right to differ from 
him .. If the so-called "inspired" writers had writ
ten in all their writings even one sentence the equal 
of those eight words, then ~you and I a.nd thousands 
of others would not to-day be truth seekers, for the 
truth would hav been found hundreds of years ago. 

Now, I wish you would publish the above, as it is 
no flattery, but a: just tribute to a braver anq better 
man than the myth called God has ever yet (what
ever he may do in the future) inspired. 

With best wishes for the success of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER a.nd all connected with it, I remain 

Yours truly, W. H. CLARK. 

to be a tenable one will not be <~o fast to get a law choice? 
prohibiting all future ·investigation on the subject. But I suppose Brother Walker's new system will 
I am not afraid Spiritualists will produce enough so revolutionize and change the desires and wishes 
evidence to con vert earnest investigators; neither do of the people when the restraint of law is removed 
I think that any who read your paper will be com- tnat all will become of one desire, and their wishes 
pelled by overwh£;llming proofs to accept error or re- will be one. Happy day that I if they follow the 
ject the truth. Miss E. A. GLEASON, teachings of Brother Walker, and they surely will, 

MuLBERRY, PA., Jan, 29, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: We inclose five dollars-two for a 

new subscriber. Truth seekers are scarce in our nejgh
borhood, but priests and dupes are plenty. One 
dollar is for the Bennett monument. Let us try to 
build a home for THE TRUTH SEEKER as a monument 
for Bennett, I will do my share; let each one do 
the same. I will tell you how· we spent Paine's 
birthday. Our anniversary was on a small scale, 
but it may still be·interesting. We hav our room 
adorned with the Trinity-Pa.ine's, Bennett's, and In
gersoll's fine large lithographs on one side and Gar
field and a small book-case with Liberal works on 
the other. The lithographs we entwined with ever
greens ornamented with immortelles. Below Inger
soll we had a motto nicely worked, "Kindness 
makes friends;" around Paine "Our Author-Hero," 
and his best saying, "The world is my country, to 
do good my religion." Our dear Bennett was draped 
in mourning, with a nicely worked motto below
" Thou art gone, but not forgotten,'' 

for man is ever ready to embrace and secure to him
self all that of right belongs to him; yea, even more, 
even the rights of the helpless women and children, 
Now, brother, all you hav said so far has been in 
favor of the unqualified right to use alcohol as a 
beverage, and you hav not as yet 'intimated that it 
is ·nature's own beverage, or that it was even a good 
substitute. · 
· A little more and we are done for this time. I hav 

not as yet heard any complaint from you regarding 
nature's laws, and it is a wonder, for they are very 
arbitrary, yes, in many of its applications the penalty 
is death. And man claims the right (and I think 
justly) to pattern after nature and in everything take 
lessons from inan. 

The facts are, I think, that Brother Walker is away 
behind time. Such theories as his perhaps would 
hav suited in some prehistoric age. B11t still he and 
his theories are here with us, whether he has the 
chance to exercise his sovereign choice or not. Let 
us hear from you. Brother Walker. 

Yours for the right, N. HAYS. 



A Close-Fisted Economist. 
From tho Washingtan Post. 

The farmer sat In hi& easy chair 
Between the Jlreand the lamplight's glare; 
His face was ruddy and full and fair; 
His three small boys In the chimney nook 
Counted the lines or a picture book; 
His wlf<J, the pride of his home and heart, 
Baked the biscuit and made the tart, 
Laid the table and drew the tea, 
Deftly, swiftly, silently; 
Tired and weary, weak and faint, 
She bore her trials without complaint, 
JAke many anoth'er household saint
Content all selJlsh bliss above 
In the patient ministry of love. 

At last, between the clouds of smoke 
That wreathed his Ups the farmer spoke: 

"There's taxes to raise and int'rest to pay, 
And· If there should come a rainy day 
'Twould be mighty handy, I'm bound to say, 
T' hav something put by. For folkS must die; 
An' there's funeral bills and grave-stones to buy
Enough to swamp a man, purty nlgu; 
Besides, there's Ed ward an' Dick an' Joe 
To be provided for when we go; 
So, If I were you, I'll tell' you what I'd du; 
I'd be savln' of wood as ever I could
Extra fires don't do any good; 
I'd be savin' of soap, and savln' or lle, 
And run up some candles once In a while; 
I'd rather be sparln' of coliee and tea, 

For sugar Ia high, 
An' all to buy, 

And elder Is good enough drink for me; 
I'd be kind o' careful about my clo'es, 
And look out sharp how the money goes
Gewgaws Is useless, nater knows; 

Extra trlmmln' 
'S the bane o! women. 

I'd sell the best o! my cheese an' honey, 
An' eggs Is as good, nigh 'bout, as money; 
An' as tu the carpet you wanted new-
1 guess we.can make the old one du; 
And as tor the washer and aewln' mac!J.Ine, 
Them smooth-tongued agents, so pesky mean, 
You'd better getrldol 'em slick im' clean. 
What do they know 'bout women's work? 
Do they calkllate women was made to shirk?" 
Dick and Edward and little Joe 
Sat In the corner In a row; 
Tlley saw their patient mother go 
On ceaseless errands to and fro; 
They saw that her form was bent and thin, 
Her temples gray, her cheeks sunk In; 
They saw the quiver of Up and chin-
And then, with a wrath he could not smother, 
Outspoke the youngest, frailest brother: 

"You talk of savln' wood an'lle, 
An' tea an' sugar all the while, 

But you never talk ofsavln' mother I" 

Before and After Marriage. 
BEFORE. 

;My Maggie! My beautiful dar;llng I 
'Creep Into my arms, my sweet I 

Let me fold you again to my bosom, 
So close I can hear your heart beat. 

What I these little fingers been sewing ? 
One's pricked by the needle, I see 1 

Those hands shall be kept from such labor 
When once they are g~ven.to me. 

All mine, little pet, I will shield you 
From trouble and labor and care; 

I will robe ·you like some fairy princess, 
And jewels shall gleam In your hair. 

Those slippers you gave me are perfect I 
That dressing-gown Jlts to a T. 

My darling I I wonder that heaven 
Should gl v such a. treasure to me! 

Eight, nine, ten, eleven! My precious, 
Time files when I a.m with you! 

It seems but a moment I've be~n here, 
And now-must! say It ?-adieu! 

AFTER. 

0 Mag I you are heavy I I'm tired I 
Go sit In the rocker, I pray; 

Your weight seems a hundred and ninety 
When you plump down In that sort of way. 

You had better be mending my Goat sleeve, 
I've spoken about It before, 

And I want to finish this novel, •· 
And look over those bills !rom.the store. 

This dressing-gown fits like the d-1, 
These slippers run down at the heel, 

Strange nothing can ever look decent; 
I wish you could know how they feel. 

What's this bill from Green's? Why surely 
It's not another new dress! 

Look here I I'll be bankrupt ere New Year, 
Or your store-bills will hav to grow less. 

Eight o'clock I Mag, sew O'l this button 
As soon as you finish this sleeve. 

Heigh hoI I'm so deucedly sleepy 
I'll pile oli to bed, 1 believe. 

Press Notices of W; S. Bell's Lec
tures. 

PRoF. W. S. BELL, of Boston, Mass., ·deliv
ered his lecture entitled "Liberty and Moral
ity" to a very appreciativ audience last Sun
day afternoon at the court-house. Mr. Bell 
is a brilliant and logical orator, handles his 
subject in a very entertaining manner, holds 
his audience lis by magic, is never at a loss for 
words with which to clothe his ideas. All 
who missed his lecture missed a treat. How
ever, he has it for sale, and many bought.
Mirror·Gazette, Kans. 

OF the lectures of W. 8. Bell too much can
a.ot be said in their praise. They were learn-

ed, eloquent, and forcible. . His lecture on 
"Liberty and Morality" has scarcely a peer 
in the realm.of Liberal literature. The ob
ject or purpose is to ehow up the demoraliz
ing tendencies of the Christian religion, and 
the ennobling tendencies of the Liberal doc
trins, and this he does in a masterly and con· 
vincing manner. Throughout, this lecture 
was listened to with the profoundest attention 
and interest, and it cannot fail of doing much 
goo~ . 

The closest attention was paid to every ut
terance of the learned speaker throughout. 
Mr. Bell has giv~n excellent satisfaction to 
the Liberalists w~o listened to him, and takes 
with him their best wishes for his success in 
his labors upon the Liberal rostrum.-Kansas 
Blade. 

BROTHER W. S. BELL; of Boston, is with "1!!f 
now completing his program for lectures in 
Kansas and western Missouri, and I would 
say here that thosr, desiring lectures from this 
distinguished speaker should write him im
mediately at this place and secure his services. 
He has been entertaining our people with lee
tunis not a whit l~ss interesting in matter 
then Ingersoll. Indeed, had Brother Bell the 
reputation of Ingersoll, his services would be 
as eagerly sought and no doubt the listener 
would be equally interested. I am sure his 
lectures are equally instructiv with those of 
Ingersoll, if not more so. Liberals will do 
well to secure his services. Keep him busy, 
friends .. -A. C. STowE, in Kansas Liberal. 
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Anta,B,es,aui1 Wa•ps. A Record o! Oo,ervaclona 
on t e Bablto .. t v.e Social Hym.enoptera (In· 
'ttirnatlor al S.:lentl' c Ser1ea). 12mo ...... Cloth, 2 00 
'WORKSOFPROF.OSCARSCHHIDT.' 

The Tbeory of Descent, and Darwinism. With :16 
w.odcuts. 12mo .............................. 150 

WORKS OF PROF. E. L. YOUMANS• 

.i~\~~}ftgfioh:.~6~'~Sel~~e~~~~~o .~.~~::;: l ~ 
··'The Culture Den anded by Modern Life: A serlea. of 

tc~~~~~~~~~'&i.~t~~:Ir:d~!~:~~n 1~t~u~~-
tlo~W~n Mental DisciPline In Education b< Ed· 
Wllril L, Youm•no, M.D. 12 mo, ....... Cietb, 2 00 

A Series or EXJl.OSitlona by Prof. Hdmlloltz, Dr•· · 
Mayer, Dr. F .. Tadav.Prof.Lieblgpmd Dr. Car. 
penter Edited, with an Introduction and Bnef 
Biographical N otlces of the Chlet Promoterl( of 

~-J~eJ";::.~~~~~:.~~ .. ~~':".~~~ .. ~:.!.?~8f~~:; .2 oo 
WORKS OF PROF ANDREW D. WHITB.. · 

President o! Cornell University. 
The Warf&re of Science. 12 mo ................ Cioth, 1 00 

Paper, 50 
HISTORY PRIMERS. 

Edited by J. R. Green. 18 mo. Flexible cloth. 
Greece. By c. A. Fytre ............................. . 

t~~e.ByR~E?~e!\U.~e~an·:;:··:::::::::;;;:::::::: 
Old Greek Life By J.P. Mahll1ry ............ · " .... " 

~egr~Pi:r;tl B.fit?e".~~t~?V:.; Wilkitii: .:::::::::::: 
France. By 3. M. Yonge............ .. ... • .. ". """ 

SCmNCE PRIMERS. 
18 mo. Flexible cloth, 

Introductory. ByT.H.Huxley ................... ,. 
Chemlatrr. By H. E. Roseoe .................... · .. .. 
Pbyslca. ByBrufonr St~wart .................. ; .... .. 

~~r~:;~ G~~~l.,~{;;sJ~~![if.f~~-~ ~~-~~~-~: :.::: :::::: 
~lr~~~~. ~y'AJ:~~~~ii·i.:.·c~Y'er::::::::::::::::: 
r,g~~!·B:~rs~i~d~~?~~~:::::::::::::::~::::::::: 
Invent.lo>· Ml Geom~trY· By W. G. Spencer .......... . 
t!_anotorte.:Piaylnl• ~y Frank In Taylor ........... .. 

k~:011f:~=ioflh":tr~ife':l~~~te~:··B-;·j:·x: 7!-. ..... ,, ....... ,,,,,,,,, . .,,;,tt, ••• , ••...•••• 
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T.tt:E TRUTH SEEKER. :F:E:B:RtJAttY 24, .189::l. 

THE EUREKA JlOO:trS SOLD :IJY D. 11.. BENN .ET'!. 
.lll:JUVELLA.NE01JS R.&DlCAL WORKS. 

GL~THING 
m~i"::~fl=~~.n~e~h~l~:~~n~c:;O:~~:~ 

: .ants; cloth, 80 cents. ' 
I The Heathens or the Heath. By Wm J4CDoA. 

nell, uutbor of "Exeter Ball." Price, e1.50; . 
· J<'lunily Creeds. By William McDonnell, alithor ~ 
. ·• Exeter Ball." Price, cloth, e1.25; paper, 75 cents. 

MAGNETIC 
CURES EVERY FORM OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT MEDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA M ACNETIC INSOLE 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
Jent. to a.ny address upon receipt or $1.00. EVERY PAIR 

GUARANTEED. Pa.mphlets and all lnform.at!on by 
letter or In person tree or charge. Send 

tor Illnstra.ted Pamphlet. 

Address a.ll communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio. 
LADIES' MAGNETW oiAUKET. Price, $18. 

. TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the. following teatlmonla.ls and be. ·ootivlnced tha.t our claims a.re correct In every particular, 

.'lnd that your ailments can be 'erad.lcatell Witlfoui ~l'ie s1d ot MEDICIN. 'IBESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION f • 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in 
One Week~ 

CINOINNATI; Dec. 19, 1882. 
DB. L. ·TENNEY...CDear Sir: As',:J;, teeLgreatly ln

iebted to you tor" the benefit I -gav reoolved !rom 
your treatment, ani!.'' the ·\iaifo'i. }lout" Magnetic ap· 
plia.ncea, I can say·, without h6li~ta.t1Qn tq those at· 
lllcted as I hav been tha.t the etrect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis In my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
,.tter wearing a. sui't o! your MAGNETIO .CLOTHING 
for one week, can use it quite as Well as ev .. r. I hav 
'<lao been troUbled with Dyspepsia. a.nd Kidney Com· 
plaint tor a. number o! years, !rom which I h&V aUt· 
1ered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
·ime, never !ound but tempora.r}' reliet. Since pUt· 
tlng on your a.ppUa.nces I ha.v eiqierienced great 
oenefit, and.!! I Improve as ra.pldly·as.I hav In the 
pa.st two weeks, wiR soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those autrering as I ha.v your 
Magnetic appliances· as the only means o! etrectlng 
a. sure cure; · Yours respecttully, ' 

WM. H. CLEMMER, . 
No. SO Eaatern avenue. 

. Remember that. the same appliances which will 

Neuralgia ofthe Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir : After wea.rlng one ot 

your MAGNETIC VESTS tor a.bout three weeks, I 
was entirely cured ot Neuralgia o! the Bea.rt and 
Side, which had ·been a source ot misery to me for 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but a.s soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got rellet Instantly. With un. 
bounded gra.tltuue, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. llROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a. lady 
who ha.d been under drug trea.tment·ror eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness : 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY: Your -letter jUst received; also 

-the Clothing on Tueada.y la.at. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT B~ FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am uo't joking, and 1f I Improve as rapidly as 
I h&V since Tllo6sday, will soon be well. Will report 
~g&in soon. ,Reapeot!ully yours, E. J. K. 

'I'b.e Da~ or Resto By Wm. McDonnell, authOr of 
~0~~~\:~ Ha " •• The Heathens of the Heath," etc. Price. 

History o~ the Counetl o~ Nice, A. D. o;~t~, 
with a Life o! Constantine the Great, and a general exh~ 
bltlon of the Christian rellJ>;Ion In the days of the ear]J 
P!lthers. By Dean Dndley. l'rlce, 11. 

Jlleroines of Freetaoo1t;bt. t:ontalnlng Blo. 
~hJ~ l_~f;~~=:V,~r.J:"~;l:,~';i1~:f.emale wrltera. liJ 

.. The Apocryphal New 'l'estaDlent. Belnsat 
oue .rospels, epistles, and other pieces now extant a~tnb-
tl~~. a~d tlt~er;s;t~~~~fon;~ri~~ ~t r~~i'u.fehJir~ re~ ~ 
Testament by Its compilers. Price, 11.25. 

B
JiJ)JHes ot Gout, A story book tor ooyaandglra 
y Ml~ Susan •· Wixon. Price, $1.25. 
'.lillie .t. ropnet o;. Nazareth; or A Critical ln· 

qnlry lnto the Pror,hetlcal, Intellectual, and Mora! Char. 
~~:'1~rfc~~~.Chr Bt. By Evan Powell Meredith, F. A. 

@rigin and lU.evclopDlent of Reugtoos 
Idea!< and Be~iers, as manifested In history and seen 
by reason. By Morris Emsteln. Price, $1. 

Tile Koran. A new Engllsh e:..ltlon of the Koran or 
Mohammed, to which Ia added· the life of Mohammed\ 01 
&he history of that doctrln which was begun and carr od 
on by him In Arabia. Price,~-

The Bible in lndia-Hindoo Origin or Heorewana 
Ghrlstlan Revelation. Trauslated !rom "Le Bible dans 
lnde." By Lonls Jacolllot. Price, e2, 

. 'l'rance-Dynamtc Cure .By La 1Wy Bunderfruid. 
•'rice of ·rrance, $1.50; Dynamic Cure, $1. 

An JEye·Opener. "Citateur. Par rigault." Le 
.Brnn, Doubts o!lnJidels. By Zepa. Price, cloth, 75 cents! 
paper, 50 cents. 

Biibl!e of' Bibles; or, Twenty.Scven Divine Reve
lations, containing a description or twentl.seven bibles 
and au exposition of two tlionsand blbllca errors In sci
ence, h.1story, morula, religion, and general events. AJso a. 
delineation of the characters of the prlnclpallersonugeo_ 
o~ the Christian Bible and an examination o their dOG 
tnns. By Kersey Graves. ·Price :)12.00, 

'!'.'he 'Vor!l(JI•s Sixteen CrocUleO Savtors; 
or, Christianity Before Chr!st. Cont•lnlng new nnd start. 
llug revelations In religious history, which disclose the 
oriental origin of all the doctrlns, principles, precepts, and 
mimclesof the Clu·lstlan Now Testament. and fnrnlshlng 
a li.ey for unlocking many of Its sacred mysterlns, besides 
~~~~~~:ni!:v~~~tog1g~."Jiteen oriental crucl1led gods. 

Biblle in the Balance. A text-book for lnvel!ti
(Jators. By Rev. J. G. Fish. Price, $1.50. 

01d Tbeolo~y Turned Upside Down or 
!l1 i2~ht Side l!Ji•· By Rev. T. B:'l'aylor, A. M, Cloth, 
, • 5i paper, $1,00. 

lllodern Tbtn,~ers: What they 'rlunk aml Why. 
By V. B. DenslowiLL.D. With an Introduction by Rob. 
crt G. Ingersoll. 'rlce,cloth,$1.50. 

Superstition in All Ages. By John McsliJr. 
A Roman Cathullc priest. Price, cloth, $1.50; pape.:, 
fl.OO, . 

Antiquity ot· ChristJortntty, lly John AI. 
berger. 12mo, Gl pp. Prlco, cloth, 00 ccuts& papor, 25 
cents . 

Essays on JJiind, J!Inttet·, Forees, Theol· 
ogy, etc. By Cllu.rlos 10. i'ownsend. Extra cloth,l2mo, 
10.1 pp. Price, ~1.50, 

Sequel to Essays, By some author. Price, ·15 
cents. 

etrect a. cure in a. ca.ae ot Paralysis wlll at the same This lady reports herael! entirely cured In leas 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA. In the same than six weeks atter putting on the garments, and, 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, a.ltnough In bed, unable to get ont, when applied; 
change medlc.lns every day until., after dosing the 

1

. she nevertheless was able to ride twe~ty !Diles In 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike ·two days after the application._ The ~ady a name 
s()methlng (I! he Ia very skilful) that brings relief r,a.n b .. had upon application at this office, by any. 
tor the time bllin"'. one desiring to communicate with her. IYeriiJ>tore Sl)ecnXatlons. With an lntroduc-

D Lion on the crea.t1ouf stu.rs. earth, lH'imitiv mun, Jutla.ism 1 

Ladt ... , read the following testimony !rom a. lady who had been sutrerlng for two years with an Ovn.r· Jj.~ce~/l.~alsey R. Steveno. Extra cloth, 12mo, 419 P::>· 
an Tnmo•·, and who had been told that nothing but the knl!\l wonld save her Ute, and the chances , 

were as 9 to 1 aga.lnst recovery. In !our months' time she Ia perfectly well, and ha.s not tak'en a dose or ' B Falltb and Reason; Heart, Sou1, and Handwork 
medicln since putting on the appliances .. Oollllult us when your physician tells you he can do nothing : ,J ~alsey R. Stevens. Extra cloth. 12mo, 441 pp. Price, 
ror you; it w1ll P~'Y you. '• ·. • 

SHULLBBUJ.tG, WIB., November 19, 1882. I . '.t·ne J!Io<lern 'I'binl~er. By various authoro 
DB. L. 'l'ENNEY Dear Sir: About twoyea.ra ago my hea.lth began to !all me· I became nervous lost all de· I Being the most advanced speculations In phllo•ophy,scl. 

;Ire !or !ood, a.rui, In !act, bega.n t~ fall ra.pldly, so tha.t I beca.me a.larmed a~d consulted aeverai physicians TCJce. t!Vr1b~g~.'i"ud sociology. ~econd number. Svo, 
of St. Louis, a.twhlchplace'l was then stopping, all o! whom declared that I had a.n Ov••· ia·· · um.n , pp. '~ ·00· . 
a.nd that the Only thing th,a.two.u.ld ss.'l'e my !He woul!l_be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly Positivist Primer. Being_~ a series o! familiar 
worse, and ha.d ,a.bout made up my mind to take the only course that seemed lett to me, and submit to an 1?m;~rs~J~ns ~~~ the Religion of Humanity, By C, G. 
opera.tlon, w~~nmy a.ttentlon·wasca.lled to the_,.-~reJut.lllot.Kil· t:i,t' Av1•l n:nc•s. Ass drowning man ~v ' r ce, 0 cen.ts. . a 
wm catch a.til. str&W, so did I catch at this !a.lnt hope ot a cure. Four months a.go I purchased a suit or B r;.e Ethics ot Positiv1s•n. A critical study. 
your a.pplia.n~8.' From tJ;~ veey :ll1'8t I felt lnVIAorated, the tu- Lf. Glucomo Barzel]otti,]'rofessor or. Philosophy at the 
mor, wnlc!' ~b,ad_ .~xtended ~n~lrely acroae my a.bdomen, began to $~~0 Dante, Florence . .a;xtra cloth, 1~mo, 827 pp. Price, 
decrease, my·pmus becam~ ~lese !rom da.y to da.y,. until now I am • 
as well as ·-r ever was in my life. Since putting on the a.ppli- 'Ji'hrougb Ronie On. A memoir of ChriRtlan and 
a,.ncea I hav not ta.ken a. single dose o! medlcln. My bowels, which antlchrlst!an experience. By Nathaniel Ramsay Water., 
be!ore were oonat~a.ted, are~ now regular. L wo.uld therefore E;<tra cloth, 12mo, 352 pp. Price, f1.75. 
'heertully'recomniend'thein:·'to a.rlyone sutrerlng as I hav, believing (Jbrist of' ».>ani. By George Reber. Extra cloth, 
oha.t they will do all a.nd more tha.n you claim !or them. I remain, jl2mo, 4W PP· Price, $2.00. 

Gra.te!U:ll;fyoll.i:8, · MBB. MARY J. STEWART. Coitivattou of Art, And Its Relation to Rclf~lous 
' Patitunlsm aud .lloncy·Gettlnj!. By A. R. Cooper. 12mo, 
. ~ pp. l'r!ce, 11cxlble cloth, So cents; paper,20 centa. Remember that these appliances are not worn next the akin, but 

over the under.garment, and, unlike a.ll other a.ppliancea In the 
ona.rket, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores ... 

PRICE 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, $ 6. 00 
Gentlemen's Belts • • 6.00 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, • 6.00 
Sciatic.A.ppliances,each, 5 00 
Leg :Belts;:'each, · 4:.00 
KnetrCaps;"each, · ... s.oo 
Wristlets, 'each, • 1.50 
Sleeping Caps, . .. .• 4:~ 00 
Ladies'·Jacket"· • ~~:5: 18.00 
Gentlemen's: Vests, .. 15 oo 
Su:eerfi:tie ln'soles, • • · • 1. oo 
Chlldren's garments upon application. 

I Any o! the above garments sent to a.ny address upon receipt o! price, a.nd we will return the money 
1! they are not as represented ln. every respect. I! you are uncertain as to what would beat suit your case, 

. send us word stating symptom~ •. a.nd'we wllla.dvlse-you :what would be beat suited to treat you. While our 
a.pplla.ncea are otrered at leas than one-third o! what others are selling worthless applla.ncea tor, yet we wlll 
guara.ntee tha.t the ma.gnetlcquallty Is a. hundred !old superior to any other a.pplia.nce ever otrered the 

1 public, a.nd wlll outlast the garments themselvs. Every ma.gnet Ia put through a. partlcula.r process, and 
• ha.v ra.laed five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appl!ance 
. In the market Will attract the ama.lleat particle of Iron, the· ma.jorlty of such worthleae appliances having , 
so-called ma.gnets made o! material no better tha.n hoop-Iron, and not capable o! retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All ot our garments are Iria.de trom the very beat ma.terla.l tor the purpose, and will outlast a.ny 
and all other garments now before the pnbllc. Every ma.gnet Ia arranged In the garments upon scientific 
principks, and no; haphazard as In all the others. We otter you therefore . 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And ·oha.llenge comparison with any o! the so-called ma.gnetlc garments now otrered under that head. At 
the same time the application o! la.bor-sa.vin~ ma.chlnery In our ma.nu!acture enables us to o!Ier them at 

' 'i'tte Historical Jesns of Nazareth. By M. 
Scluuslnler, PH.O., Rabbi of tho t:ongregatlon Anshe 
~i/g~~75 0l~~Pl.• N cw York. Extra Cloth, 12mo, 98 pages. 

' Tile Case Against tne Church. A summary 
of the arguments agalllllt Christianity. Price, 50 cents. 

Personal Immortality and Other Pa· 
Pers. Jl.y Josle Oppenheim. Extra clot!I, 12mo, 98 
~ea. Price, 75 cents. 

· Soul J."roblerus, With Papers on the Theological 
Amenument and tho State Personality Idea. lly Joseph 
E.l'eck. Paper,l2mo. 63 pages. Price, 25 cents. 
V~nressions of au Inquirer, Why and What 

Am H By James Jackson Jarvcs. Price, $1.2>. 
' 6 Socialism an•l 1Jtilttarianism. By John 

.,tnart Mill. Price, $1.50. 
' fi~~Dle:ts of Faith, By Anthony Froude, l'rlce, 

tlbristtan and Deist, Price, $1.00. 
Nocialism. Reply to Rev. Roswell C. Hitchcock. 

B.r 11 Business Man. · 
: Modern SyiD))OSfnDl. Price, ,1.25. 
' Trial of D. J!l, Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cente; 

paper, 40 cents. . 
Some Mistake• of Moses. lly Robert G. Inger. 

110l1. Price, ,1.25. 
'.fhe Gods and Other Lectures. By Robert 

Q Ingersoll. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents. 
~be Ghosts and Other Lectures. By Rob. 

ert(l, IngersolL Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents. 
Tile Gods, etc., an•l Tbe Ghosts, etc., In 

one volume. Price, paper, $1.00, 
ce~~at Most 'Ve Do to Be Saveqil? Price, ~s 

'Vas CJtrist o. God 'l Conclusions· drawn from 
aposwlic writings. By F. bfenslnga, Price, $1.50, 

Ab!<tract or Coleuso on the Pentateuch. 
A co~prcnens1v summary of Bishop Colcnso's arwment. 
r~~~~~~5 ~~~ls.the Pen tateuoh Is not historical y true. 

Self'·Contradtctions ot· the Bible. Ono hun· 
dred and forty.four propositions without comment, em· 
bodying most of tile palpable and striking self-contradlc· 
~Ions of the Bible. Price, 25 cents. 

ONE T·HmD· ·THE nRI. CE ·HERETOFORE CHARGED· The Bhagva•I Gita; or. A Discourse on Divine 
• 1:' ' ¥atters between Krishna and Arjuna. By J. Cocltbnrn 

about 

So that W~C&)!..say wl~h.-~uth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being bUt·a trifle higher hompson. Price, $1.75. 
than ordinary Clothing, . The Clergy a Source or Danger to the 

R m Dlb"' tha.t we are otrerlng you the cheapest a.nd best magnetic appliances in the market, and If t•nericartl RepnbUe. By W. F. Jamieson. Price, 
upon recelvln:g the gannenta·the;r do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will ·00· 
refund your~oney. Yonlb'SLiberalGohle for their Moral Culture 

Ladies'·: Abdominal Jackets' and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 1~~RcF~lg~s$~uUghtenmeut. ByPro!.H,.M.KottlngeJ; 

Order. ·an"d a flt guaranteed .Ortb(ldo.c: Hash~ with a Cbantre or Diet. 
,. .. ' ... • By Warren Sumner BarJow • .PrJ.c..:, J.\, cents. .. · 

.A.GENTIWANII'ED IN EVEBYTOWN IN 'l'HlliUNITED STATES. LIBERAL OOMMISSlONS ALLOWED. S The Voiees. A poon In tour parts. By warren 
Addrtll tor turtlltr mto1Jiiat1oli, , Dr. L. TPnney, 1 ~nerBarlow. One or the mosttrenchantyctsenslble 

lti :iace iltreet, tor, oUtll Strut, 01nolnllatl, O!l1o.. :1.ta:.;;~:~~~:=e~~=o~~~neo~ 

... 
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UJ~m~ · olf l[hought. 

MISS GLEN CAIRN "went in for religion" bitterly; 
she employed 1t as the buttres~her mlsantllropy, 
and used Holy Writ, as an lt•~inan uses his shllla
lah, for purposes or assault and. battery. The main 
artlCle of her creed was that she was "elc::ict/' and
as is rather the way with the creeds of the" elect"
the Spiritual e!lgibility of her neighbors did not bulk 
very largely in it .. She also held that "whatever is 
pleasant is wrong," and certainly acted up to this ar
ticle in so far that she denied herself the pactlce of all 
those sweet and gracious charities which are [sup
posed to be] Christianity's JJ!easantost outcome.
Lockhm·t's .J.lline to Th.ine. 

"'VHAT," said the nobleman to the sage, "hav you 
got by your phll<;Jsophy ?" '• Society in myself," was 
the answer. This answer was a pretty plain hint to 
the noblejllan to get out of tlw way, to make hlms~lf 
scarce, and reminds us of the answer of Diogenes to 
Alexander the Great. "Cau I <.lo anything for you?" 
said Alexander." "Yes," salcl the cynic, as if antici
pation ofa·teacher of another echool who Said, "Let 
your yea be yea, and your nay, nay;" "stand out 
from between me and the sun."-Hylax. 

All for our mis-ed ucation, mttke not bad worse; 
waste not the time yet ours In trampling on thistles 
because they hav yielded us no Jlgs. Here are books, 
and we hav brains to read them; here is a whole 
earth and a whole heaven, and we hav eyes to look 
on them.- Carlyle's Sartor Resa1'lus. 

HE that lH'eaches to man should unclerstand what 
Is in man; and that skill can scarce be attained by 
an ascetic In hls solitudes.-Alterbw·y. 

IT is not an easy task to achievG liberty. It is far 
easier to acccept what is given us in blind, unques· 
tioning faith without reason, against reason, above 
l'eason, as so many do. '!'here are certain opinions 
that at·e deemed orthodox In the world, and only 
these hav genera'l currency. To doubt them is to be 

1 cast out of many circles of society. So long as Chris
tian orthodoxy rises suvreme over all, to doubt it is 
deemed sinful, to accept it is deemed meritorious. 
Doubt has been stigmatized as the child of sin. But, 
In our times, the tables hay been turned. . . . 
What were esteemed everlasting certain tie" for ages 
are now no longer certain. We are launched on an 
unknown sea, sailing we know not whither, and when 
we shall arrive we know not. The mind Is dazed 
and dazzled by the new vistas that dawn upon itt 
But we are to work out our own con:victlons and build 
u11 our own scheme of life; and it is a hard and 
laborious undertaking, requiring constant work and 
!nclividualstruggle.-Felix AdlCI·'s Raclical Pulpit. 

I SHALL treat of the devll entirely from a biblical 
point of view. Doubtless I ought to do this; the 
Christian d\)Vil is a Bible institution. I say, ad
visedly, the Christian devl!, because other rel!gions 
hav boasted their devil, and it is well to prevent con
fusion. But I frankly admit that none of these re
ligions hav the honor or a devll so devilish as our 
own. Indeed, our Devil ought to be the best, it costs 
the most. No other religion besides our own can 
boast the array of popes, bishops, conferences, rec
tors, incumbents, and paid preachers of varions 
titles. And all these to preach against the Devili
Bradlaugh's Few Words About the Dc1•il. 

CHRISTIANrrY !s not the most widely spread of the 
religions of mankind. Bmldhlsm Is of earlier date, 
and counts fll,ore millions among its votaries. Islam. 
ism took its rise later, was diliused more rapidly, 
and rules over a larger area of the earth's surface. 
At one time It seemed as if Christianity woulct go 
down before its triumphant career. Some readers 
of history may even be disposed to argue that but 
for two men and two battles-possibly that but for a 
special charge of cavalry, or it may be a sudden in
spiration of the leading generals-It might hav done 
so. The spread of Bmldhism, the spread of Islam
Ism, must hav had an adequate cause, as well as 
Christianity.-Greg's Oreecl of Ohristenclom. 

MEN admit that all knowledge or "philosophy, 
politics, med!cin, and the like," has been slowly 
gained by the experience of man and his own toll. 
some e!Iorts, unaided by any supernatural power; 
but they say religion has been revealed to man d!_ 
rect from a perfect omniscient God. We find, how. 
ever, that men are no more agreed about religion 
which has been revealed than about science which 
has not been revealed. or what advantage, then, Is 
revelation 1 And is it not derogatory to God to sup
pose he could •·ct•eal what men cannot understand 1 
The fact that men dlfrer about religion, philosophy, 
politics, and medic!n, proves that God has l!ever 
given dil'ect, pos!tiv instruction upon these subjects. 
, , , 1t seems, to my mind, that religion rests on 
just the same authority as science, namely, human 
experience and research; and God has never spoken 
about religion in any way that he may not be said to 
hav talked politics or given medical lectures. "The 
Lord spake unto" Solon and Galen as truly as unto 
Moses. When men recognize the truth that religious 
ideas hav no higher authority than medical ideas 
possess, they wlll become as charitable about theo
logical differences as they now are about varying 
medical theories. W lll it not be a social improve
ment 1-R. E . .Adams. 

so soon as a book Is made sacred all that is weakest 
and worst in it becomes most prominent and influ
ential, and overwhelms all that is best in it. So it is 
that although personal religion, personal conviction, 
direct intercourse of the soul with God, universal 
illumination of the Holy Spirit, without any sharp 
distinction of laity and clergy, of teachers and 
taught, pervade the whole New Testament, yet cor
porate religion and sacerdotal mediation has ever 
been the original doctrin. -Newman's Religion Not 
History. 

WE hav said that we do not very well know what 
Southey's opinion about toleration· is. But, on the 
whole, we take it to be this, that everybody is to tol· 
erate him, and that he is to tolerate nobody.
.Macaulay' s Essays. 

IT is a most earnest thing to be alive in this World; 
to die is not sport to a man; it is a stern rea!lty, al· 
together a eertouij ~U&tter tope alive.-Car~Ze. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. FEBRUARY 24. 1883. 

A !r,\N in Morrison, Col., has invented a patent 
oyster for church festival purposes. It can be bolled, 
taken out from the soup on a fork, chewed, Ia!d·by 
the side or the plate, washed and used mouth after 
month, so that customers get nothing but clear ~oup 
every time. 

"WHAT luck did you hab las' night, parson?" 
asked Rev. Am!nidab Bledsoe of Whangdoodle Bax, 
tet·, two of the most popular colored clergymen In 
Austin, or in this section or Texas, for that matter. 

"Didn't hab no luck at all. Dar was no ch!ckelli! 
in reach. I found a lot ob shirts hangin' on a llne, 
but de wedder was so inclement dat de shirts and 
udder close was froze to de !lne so tight I couldn't 
pull 'em oft. Maybe de Lawd will temper de wind 
to de shorn Iamb, and moderate de wedder, so I kin 
pull dem close often de line ef dey am still out ter 
night." 

"Why de debbie didn't yer cut de line at bofe ends 
and go off wid de line, close, and all?" 

"Brudder Whangdoodle, nex' time I'll be proud 
ter hab yer go along. You has studied de subject 
line upon line and precept upon precept. "-Teros 
Siftings. 

'rHE SPORTS AND THE STRANGER. 

Three sports got on a railroad car, 
A ra!lroad car, with a pack or cards; 

They ealled "here" "hyar," and "there" was 
''thar,'' 

And they always spoke to each other as "pai·ds," 
For sports they are, both good and poor, 
Professional and amateur, 

Where rallroad trains are running. 

They wanted a fourth at a eucher hand, 
Th1·ee were they, and t~ey were one short, 

And they asked a stranger· if he'd the sand 
'l'o try a little game for sport. 

For strangers there are where men abound, 
And you'll always find a stranger around 

Where ra!lroad trains are running. 

The stranger didn't know the game, 
But lle was willing to liv and leal"n; 

To him the cards were all the same"
"They was to all at first, he'd lu3arn !" 
And tlte spores laughedloucl and dealt the pack, 
And gave him four queens and a thick-legged Jack, 

As they will; when trains are running, 

And then they bet on the poker hand, 
And fattened the pot to goodly pile, 

And they asked th.e stranger if he would stand, 
And the stranger stood, with a simple smile,. 

And one sport raised the other two, 
And the stranger him, as strangers do, 

Where. railroad trains are running. ' 

And then, in a solemn, breathless hush, 
The three sports showed what they had got; 

But aces won't beat a royal flush, 
And the stranger gobbled that obese pot, 

For strangers and sports are natural foes, 
And the former carry cards in their clo'es, . 

Where railroad trains are running, 

OSCAR WILDE'S LAll!ENT OVER HIS EXPEl\IENCE IN 
A:UERICA. 

Ah, me, as I brood in my boudoir here, 
With Its sumptuous dado half divine, 

In thought I return to the time fell drear 
Far away o'er the tame Atlantic brine. 

A-weary the vision comes and goes-
Like a man attending h!gh-artlectures~ · 

And I ask, with a blush like a crimson rose, 
"Am I, then, such a fiat as the world conjectures?" 

And what is the vision that moves me so, 
As I languid lunch on a lightsome lily? 

S'death, I'll confide to the world my woe 
Though they call me a calfkin soft and silly. 

Far away o'er the tame Atlantic brine, 
Oh, the vision keeps growing clearer and clearer, 

In the too high colored autumnal time 
I met him..:.my baneful banco-steerer l 

He wooed me with many a soft caress, 
His smile was as bright as my lank, light hair, 

In a moment I loved him, nothing Iess-
S'death th.at the false should be so fair I 

As our souls commingled I told him true 
That Nlag'ra Falls were not to my taste, 

And I saw that I thr!lled him through and through, 
As I named it a fiuid, howling waste. 

And then, with the air of a guileless child-
Oh, that sweet, bright smile and those eyes aflame; 

He sa!cl, "If you'll let me, dear Mr. Wilde, 
I'll show you a ravishing little game." 

His ~mile was as bright as my lank, light hair, 
And his eyes they were full of a tender glee, 

So I linked my arm to 'hts ow'n, right there, 
And softly whispered, "I'll go with thee." 

What more? 'Tis the story that's oft retold 
Of a trusting heart and its grief and shame 

As It ponders the lesson so new, so old-
" You never should bet on another man's game,'' 

We hied to his haunts in a Bowery bliss, 
(Oh, his tender, ethical, mobile face I) 

And he made me acquaint with "some friends o! 
his," 

Who hailed me with many a fond embrace. 

And then--oh, the picture I'll ne'er forget, 
'Tis a tablet whose tracings naught effaces, 

I ventured my pile on a king quartet 
But my friend held five consecutiv aces. 

With a deep, keen sigh I fled from the room, 
With the flower mistrust enshrined in my heart, 

'With my pocket-book robbed of its opulent bloom, 
And I muttered, "For England it's time to depart." 

The volupt'ous sunflower ever tries 
To bring me surceatie of my gnawing pain, 

My nun-like lll!Jls respond with their sighs, 
As Into their bosoms my tears I rain, 

But they cannot assuage this woe of mine, 
For my sad, sear heart grows searer and searer, 

As my thoughts fiy over the tame, wide brine, 
And l!ght on that untamed ba.nco·~teerer, 
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DR. THAYER'S A TRUTH'SEEKE~ ... 

Magnetic Clothing Ar.~~~~AR~~~o~!m. 
Ia a stimulant and sedatlv nerve tonic. identical with that 
dynamic force that is eliminated from the brain, and 
moves along our nervous tiosues. . 

It JJenetrates and searches the bloOd, throwing otr and 
~'l}e~l~E~~od~~r~e~t;Ii~r through the pores of the skin, 

It stlmuhtes the absorbents to take up the natrlmen~ 
and In its distribution tc repair waste tissues. 

It is quin:< in action, and givs permanent and ready re
lief tor be afflicted In dltre rent dt.ea'PS. 

Do you su!Ier wtth funct :onal. physical, or nervous debil
Ity? Areo~rfemale reaaelBbrokendown in healtn and 
srirlts from disorders peculiar tc their sex, arising from a 
prostration of the nervou· system? · 

Why then further ne~lect a subject EO produetiv of 
heath, when there ls at hand a me""-nB of cur~? 

Why not thrc w oti the ) oke of bondage altogether, and 
seek" remedy that hilS science and common seuse. to CC11l· 
mend It? · 

It is" rem•dy of Indisputable emcacy to the restoration 
of"bealtb and vJgor. . ,.~ 

E~~f!~1~t~ ~~~~~s~~~ ~~~r~h.~ ~fg~~~~:~0h8:s tg:~:~ri~: 
chased by hundreds, •nd their united testimony is that It 
has no equal for c ring dl.ease. 

CONSULTATION FREE. 
Send for circulars and price lists. 

DR.· THAYER. 
455 Fulton St., BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

THE HANDY 

P 0 C K E T A C C 0 U NT 8 0 0 K. 
Containing Four Parts, · 

Each :Important and Convenient 
For Pocket Use. 

PART I.-Con•ists or simple. yet comprehensiv instruc
tions, w.fth plain examples and illustrations for keeping 
pr!v>~te a<!counts. 

PART II.-Is" compilation· of business forms, as notes, 
orde1S, due bills, etc, of rules for computing lnterest 
meaaurirg land, com, hay, etc.; of tables, as of welghts 
and meas~nes. popa1at1ons of cities and ~onntrlea, presi~ 
dent a, and parties, etc. 

PaRT !H.-Shows the Importance of writing good let· 
te•s an•> how to write them. 

PART IV.-Conststs or 48 dOuble-columned. blank pages 
on which to keep accounts. 

Price, bouud !n fi,xlble cardboaTd, 30 Mnts; in ;cloth. 
with pocket and fiap, 40 cents Sent postpaid on receipt 
of price. Poetage std'llps, In sums less than $1. ac· 
cept .. d. Agents wantert. I will take back al hooks in 
g od ofder that agents fall to sell and re. und their money 
(according to the number returned), less oostage or ex-
press cnarges. Address, F. 0. JOHNSOf'l, 

6L7 sharon, Wis. 

Correspondence. 
A young man of Liberal views solicits correspondence 

with sensible, true-hearted ladles, b•tween the ages of 
19 and SO. · 

Object, to find a true companion. L~dies whom this 
may interest will please write. · 

Address CRAB. N. DOLBY. 
2t7 Bellaire, Ohio. 

WANTED 
A situation in any patt of Texas, by a young man who 

Is Willing to turn his hand to anything that requ_tres bon-· 
estv and intelligence. Address. THOB. S. KNlGH'l'. 

2t7 So7 Market St., l:lalveston, Texas 

WANTED. 
To hire a small house near New York In the ccmitry. 

Must b · comfort;ble ~o .llv in the year around. and rent 
low. On hfgh ground, a little way< ut or a small village, 
on Lo"g Ia!and or fn NtiW Jers .y. Main object a healthy 
location tree from malaria, Where weak lUngs can recu 
perate. Address COUNTRY, 

Care of THE fRUTH SEEKEI!, 

$66 a week In your own town. Terms and $5 outfit 
free. Address H. !Lu.LET & Co., Portland, Me. 

LOUIS .M.ASQUERIER'S 

SOCIOLOGY; 
OR, 

The Scientific and Liberty-giving Reconstruction 
qf Society, Morality, Government, and 

Property into States, Townships, 
and .Farmsteads. 

ILLUSTRATED, 

Together with his Phonology, developing the Eng
lish language, spelled according to the sound of the 
twelve vowels and modifying power of the twenty
two consonants, or the first time, so far as known, in 
literature. For sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER oJllce, 
21 Cl!nton Place, New York city. Price, $1; Postage, 
three cent stamps. 

Also, an Engl!sh School Phonetic Spelling and Pro· 
nouncing D.J.:Uonary with definitiollil, in course o! 
PU.bllmition. l>rice, same as above one. 

Also a new Science of Music in preparation, 
Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office. 

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
OF THE 

W o r I d as N o w C o n s t 1 t u t e d~ 
By Geo. T. Bondles. 

And a Lecture by Vi. T. Purviance, 
B'rYLED 

Exceptions to the Character qf Jesus 
Christ Considered as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-siX Pages, Large Print. 
Price, •rwenty•five Vents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
21 Clinton Place, N, Y. 

With a steel plate engraving of tha author in Vol. 
and each volume illustrated with forty-seven cuts. 

RY D. M. BENNETT, 
Late editor of THII TRUTH 8BEKJ<ll, authOr of" A 'l'ruth 

!Seeker in Europe," •'Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times," "The World's Sages, Think· 

ers, and Retormers,u ''Champtoils of 
· the Church,'' etc., etc. 

Handsomely bound in red cloth, $6.1SO; 
in leather, red edges, $9.1:i0; in 

morocco, gilt edges, UO.GO. 
Readers or TBE TRUTH SEEKER know the circumstances 

under which this work was written. The last word 
penned by the great' author were for the fourth volume 
which was nearly completed at ~is deatl{, and Which wlll 
now contain an account of his world-lamented death and 
burial. Mr. Bennett was a very patient and faithful 
chron!cler of the habits and custom's of tl•e different peo
ples of the many ·places he visited, The every-day 
lfe of. all nations is laid before the reader by one who hal 
visited them and beheld them -with his own eyes. Par· 
tlcular attention Is paid to the progress of Free thought in 
the various countries he visited, and the morality of so
called pagan nations Is contrasted with tlle morality of 
Christian countries, much to the detriment of the latter. 
The wo~kis a 

Freethinker's History of the World. 
This work and " A TRUTH BEEKER IN EUROPE" 

should be in every Liberal's library Besides its intrinsic 
wortllit is a memento of one ofthe·greate•t Freethinkers 
the world has known -of one who ranks with Voltaire 
and Paine in the force and clearness of hls writings. 

Adaress. ·2HE TRU1H SEEKER, 
21 Vlinton Place, 

NewYorkclty: 

$5 tO $20 per day at borne. Samples-worth $5free. 
Address STINSON & Go., Portland, Me. 

The Spiritual · Offering. 
A LARGE 

EIGHT-PAGE JOURNAL, 
DEVOTED TO 

THE INTERESTS OF HUMANITY, 
-FROM A-

SpiritUalistiC and Scientific 
STANDPOINT. 

ISSUED WEEKLY AT OTTUMWA, IOWA. 

FOX & WrL"'ON, Publishers. 
Editors. D. M, & NETTIE P. FOX, 

M. K. WILSON, Assistant Editor. 
THE OFFERING will be conducted Independently, 

impartially. Nothing looking to man's welfare will 
be deemed allen to its pages. O!Iens!v personalities 
and indelicacy of language will be wholly excluded. 
In its editorial conduct, the truth, beauty, and util
ity of Spiritualism will be advanced. It will not, !n 
any particular, be a sectarian journal, but broad, 
progressiv, and Liberal-will giv fair and equal ex
pression to all forms of thought. Above all things, 
It alms to be Liberals, to be devoted to Spiritualism 
In its broadest, highest, and most extensiv applica
tion. 

Among its contributors will be found our oldest 
and ablest writers. .In it will be found lectures, es
says upon scientific, philosophical, and spiritual 
subjects, spirit communications and messages. 

TERll!S OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
Per year 1.50 I Six mo. 0. 75 1 Three mo. 0.40 

Address FOX & WILSON, 
OTTUMWA, IOWA. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER and OFFERING Will be tuJ:· 
nished together for $3.50. • 

SING, BROTHERS. SING. 
USE THE 

Liberal Hymn-Book 
In your meetings, to make them lively and interesting. 
The LmERAL HYMN-BooK contains songs by the best poets 
adapted to well· known tunes. It Is highly commended by 
Meaars. Wakeman, Parton, Wrl_ght, Green, Underwood, 
Mrs. Blenker, l}nd indeed by all who bav examined it 
Second edltlon. Price: half-boun~. 25 cents. Iu cloth, 
40 cents. Sold at this olftce. 

Spermatorrhooa and Impotency, a 
As the result of self.n.buse in youth, scxunl excesses in ron· 
turcr yenra, or oth~r causes, and producing some of the foJ· 

~<;:i~~fon°:~~td~eaZ::;>:0~f:it~:~s ~!Sl~~~L ~~~~~l~~ 8Me~~~~; 
~~:~f:a1, ~~':1u~t~!mfrle;d~~s.FL~!~ !;s:~~'!tt t~oS:~~~t~o~; 
~~~der~~~a~::[,~gceu;!~p~~~~~ 0EX¥ifUNAL ~opop~f. 
()A r/10N in from SO to 60 days. No medicine taken. 
It has never been lt:nown to fall I 

Middle•Aged and Old Men. 
There nre many at the age of thirty to sixty 

who arc troubled wJtb too frequent evacuations 
of the blndder, often nccompnnicd by n slight 
swn.rtlng or burning sensation, nod u. weaken· 
ing of the systenl in n. manner the patient can .. 

~~~o~~~~n~\~~~ o~ 0c:t~~~W~~ga!~fm~~~n~ --~ 
sometimes small particles of albumen will nppear, or the 
color will ·be of a thin or milkisb hue, ngain changing to a 
dark and torpid appearance, which pln\nly shows that the 
semen pa11scs olf with the urine. It is the second stage or 
Semilml Wenkuess, and cnU:aes wnsting or the 11ystem anrj. 
a dejected and haggard uppenrnnce, ns you see here in cut. 
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant or 
the caus~. Dr. Fellows' Externnl ltemedy will bring nbout a. 
perfect cure hi au· sucb cases, and a. hf.nltby restoration of 
the genito-urlnn.ry organs. . . 

D:?COnsultations by letter tree and in vi ted. Charges 
reasonable and correspondence strictly confldcntinl. ·. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Sent to uny address, securely sealed, tor two three-cent 
8tump8, treating on SpermnfA:lrrhooa or Seiqtnal Weakness, 
giving it11 cause, symptoms, horrible effects, and cure, fol-

i~':f: ~~~~i~~~gs~~st~~:~r~ll~~ ~e~~1t~ ~f~,aQ?D_l~~~!~n~~~ 
~~~LO{V~~~:~:iit~~!'N :;dy:;~~~:~1!d ~:if;ia~ 
,paper you :sa.w this advel'tbcment. 
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Jlolts and {/[lippings. JoHN PHENIX evidently was a little skeptical 
on the subject of miracles. Thirty years ago, 
in a humorous essay on the sun, he said: 

Jlltws off tht fltth. 
BoTH houses of the California legislature 

hav voted to repeal the Sunday laws of that 
state. 

"Sacred history informs us that a distin
guished military man named Joshua once 
caused the sun to 'stand still.' How he did 
it is not mentioned. There can, of course, be 
no doubt of the fact_ that he arrested its prog
ress, and possibly caused it to 'stand still;' 
but translators are not alw_ays perfectly ao
curate, and we are inclined -to the opinion 
that it might hav wiggled a very little when 
Joshua was not looking directly at it." 

the house, and four male singers. City At
torney Pickett's course is much criticised, as 
the law is obsolete. The performance was 
given for the benefit of Zion Methodist Epis
copal Sunday-school of that city. Bonds 
were furnished fo! each one of those arrested 
to appear for triaL-New York Times. 

Tm: present term of Congress expires on 
Sunday, the 4th. 

THE mutual duties of the parson and the 
monkeys are to gather in contributions while 
the organ plays. 

IN New Brunswick, N." J., the Salvation 
Army made sueh a racket in the streets and 
so greatly disturbed the people in the vicinity 
of places where they held their 'meetings that 
their efforts had to be suppressed.- The war
riors who ars carrying on the work of the 
army in the neifihborhood of Christopher and 
Bedford streets. hav become auch a nuisance 
to the quiet residents that there is a loud call 
for their suppression. The opinion of many 
good Christian-s who are so liberal in their 
views as to welcome all proclaimers of gospel 
truth is that these enthusiasts do more harm 
than good. They hav no other idea of pro
claiming the gospel than that which is asso
ciated with making a horrible noise, and with 
shouting "Hallelujah" in such a way as to re
semble the Indian war-hoop rather than to 
convey the thought of praising the Almighty. 

GEORGETOWN, S. C., was visited with a $70,-
000 fire ~n the 22d ult. 

THE old Congregational church at Litch
field, Conn., where the Rev. Dr. Lyman 
Beecher formerly preached, is now used as a 
skating rink. 

UNUSUALLY fierce and destructiv storms at 
sea are reported by incoming vessels. 

THE Methodist brethren who took stock in 
the Isabella mining swindle, managed and 
puffed by the clerical editors of the New York 
Christian Ad~ocate, are now firm believers in 
the doctrin of' original sin and total depravity. 
All new stock schemes are held in great dis
favor at the Methodist headquarters. No 
promoter of a new mining enterprise could 
obtain a hearing among the dominies now, 
even if he should present a prospectus set
ting forth three-foot veins of silver covered 
with two-foot veins of gold, and edged with 
all the,precious stones spoken of in the book 
of ~elation. 

THE Lutherans of this city and Baltimore 
talk rJf erecting a statue of Martin Luther in 
Washington. 

THE first Jewish marriage which has taken 
place in Madrid since the expulsion of the 
Jews from Spain, two centuries ago, was cel
ebrated a few days ago. 

THE steamer Glamorgan foundered in a 
heavy storm at sea last week. Her captain 
and six others were drowned. 

AN organist in a church at Providence, R. 
I., relieved the monotony of waiting for a be
lated bridal party by playing: "Oh, dear! 
what can the matter be?" 

JoHN GILnERT, the actor, has begun a suit 
for $20,000 damages sustained in the late 
Newhall House fire in Milwaukee. 

AN article in the New Jerusalem Magazine is 
devoted to proving that the church lost the 
power of healing the sick in consequence pf 
the adoption of the Athanasian creed. 

A FmE in Stapleton, S. I., last Sunday, 
burnt the house of Dennis Hennessy, to
gether with his wife and two children. 

THE St. Louis Christian Advocate says that in 
wickedness Beebher is the superior of Inger
soll, though in skepticism they are equals. It 
describes Beecher as a "lovely monster." 

GovERNOR AhllXANDER H. STEPHENS believes 
in the comforting theory of eternal punish
ment, and calmly writes that his "whole life 
1s a standing contradiction of any other be
lief." 

A MINNESOTA man had himself baptized in 
a hole in the ice when the mercury was down 
to thirty gegrees below zero. That he still 
li 1·s shows that all the fools are not yet out of 
existence. 

THE Rev. Dr. DePuy, assistant editor of the 
Advocate, has resigned his position on that 
paper. It is supposed that the exposure of 
his complicity in the Isabella mining swindle 
led to his retirement from public life. 

A MAN told his friend the other day that he 
had joined the army. "What regiment?" his 
friend ask~d. "Oh, I don't mean that; I mean 
the army of the Lord." "Ah! what church 
then?"- "The Baptist." "Why," was there
ply, "that's not the army; it's the navy." 

THE Ch1·istian Registe'r, Unitarian, says "the' 
Bible is a Unitarian book." The Rev. George 
E. Ellis, D.D., Unitarian, says the Bible is an 
orthodox book, and that "only ingenious, 
special, and forced treatment can make the 
Bible teach anything but orthodoxy." The 
Ch1·istian at Work says: "Really the brethren 
ought to come to some agreement as to what 
kind of a book the Bible is." 

SoME of the better class ef Jews in Rouma
nia are making up colonies for Palestine, 
More than fifty colonies hav gone within the 
last six months. If the Jews can make a liv
ing in Palestine it should be given to them 
and their heirs forever, as it is worth nothing 
to anybody else. It was the judgment of Mr. 
Bennett that the soil of that country could be 
cultivated only by means of a '-Jrowbar. 

THE Rev. George H. Austin was not paid his 
salary regularly, at Madison, Ind., and in or
der to raise money he forged the name of a 
rich member of his church to a check, trust
ing to the man's forgivness for protection 
from exposure and punishment; but he was 
promptly sent to prison for five years. The 
life of a convict soon broke down his mind 
and body, and he died at the end of eighteen 
months. 

SINcE Lord Beaconsfield's death the rumor 
has been periodically and persistently started 
that in his last hours the great Conservativ 
leader requested the attendance at Hughen
den of a Roman Catholic priest and was re
ceived .into the church. Of late this story 
has taken such substance, of tlie general gos
sip all through London, that Lord Rowton
Lord Beaconsfield's faithful and trusted sec-
retary, "Monty" Corry-has deemed it neces
sary to giv the yarn a formal and 'categorical 
contradiction. The London correspondent of 
the New York Worid says: "Ihav the best rea
son for declaring that there is not the slightest 
shadow of a foundation for the above 
story." 

THE Arlcansas Traveler is responsible for the 
following prayer-meeting story: " Several of 
the brothers had related experiences highly 
improbable and rtcliculous, but the stories 
were accepted as the mysterious operation of 
the eccentric spirit. Women shouted and 
were rejoiced that the truth had made itself 
gloriously manifest. Old man Gailsop sat for 
a long time in that depth of silence into 
which excessiv admiration frequently lowers 
a credulous human being. He lost sight of 
his religion insomuch that he resolved not to 
allow any of the stories to soar above his ripe 
invention. When his time came, he rose and 
said: 'Good brethren, you know that my hob
nobbing with the devil was long, that he was 
my companion for years, and that it was only 

THE Turkish woman is marriageable at the after a muscled exercise of grace that I sue
age of nine years, r.nd, by Turkish law, at ceeded in downing the old gentleman.' The 
that age, if'married, she is competent to man- church people looked curiously at one another 
age her property and dispose of one-third of and brother Gailsop continued. 'At last I 
her fortune. The law allows her to abandon concluded to make an effort. I didn't hav 
her husband's house for just cause, and will- long to wait, for the next day, while I was 
protect her in so doing. She cannot be com- down at the creek fishing, the devil came up 
pelled to labor for the support of her husband. and says he, "How are you?" "How are 
On the 11ontrary, he is compelled to support you?" says I. "Giv me a chaw of to backer," 
her; and it is a penal offense to insult or ill- says he~ "Won't do it," says I. " Old fel
treat her. Should he not furnish her with low," says he, "we've been friends for a long 
funds, she is authorized to borrow in his time, and I hav done a gr'eat deal for you. I 
name, and even sell his property. After mar- hav furnished you with whisky on numerous 
riage she has the absolute control of her own occasions, and I'll be blamed if I allow you to 
property, which he cannot touch. treat me in that way." I told him he couldn't 

- help himself, and that I had resolved never 
THE following unique letter was received to hav anything more to do with him. Then 

by a Kansas attorney, and is too good to be he hopped up, popped his heels together, and 
lost: "Several months ago I sent you an ac- struck in. I grabbed him and we had it. 
count against --- for collection. I heard First one and then another would be downed. 
he was at work in some telegraph office in I got in a good lick and cried "hallelujah.'' 
your city. Since I heard from you I see by Then he weakened. I hallelujahed again and 
the pe.pers he he.s been 'struck by lightning' he sunk on his knees. Seizin!f this oppor
and 'is an angel now.' I know he is just as tunity_ by the horns of fortune, I grabbed a 
liable to be 'struck by lightning' as he was to rail and pounded him over the head until he 
pay his debts, and if that is a faCit; and he is begged for mercy. I let him up and he limped 
now engaged in pushing clouds, I am glad of away, when I turned again and began to catch 
it, and you need not collect it. If he is still fish. Never saw fish bite so in my life. I 
on earth, then 'hump him;' but if he is an couldn't pull them up fast enough, and they 
angel, 'giv him a rest.' He will make a good crawled up the line and hopped on the bank. 
'angel,' but he was 'never cut for a man.' He A big turtle came along down the stream, 
may fill the contract above, but he was a 'lit- came out, lifted me onto itself, and sailed 
tie off' here below. Please let me know if he around with me for an hour. Never had such 
is a man or an angel, and oblige your an enjoyable ride in my life. When I got 
friend." back to the place where I had been fishing I 

THE Original Jubilee Singers, of Norfolk, found that the fish were all gone, but when I 
Va., were arrested in New Haven, on a recent reached home I found that they fluttered into 
Sunday night, for singing in violation of the smoke-house, dressed, and that they- had 
a statute of 1786, which prohibits concerts, hung themselvs up, after building a fire under 

AN extraordinary sermon has been preached theatrical entertainments, etc., on the Sab- themselvs.' 'That will do,' said one of the 
by the Rev. Thomas R. Bacon, of New Haven. bath, under a penalty of not less than $25. preachers. 'We cannot indorse such a story, 
He accuses the church of having borne false' This is the second time the jubilee singers and now, brethren, I move that we take im
witness against many worthy persons, in that hav been arrested this winter for singing on mediate steps toward expelling Mr. Gailsop 
it has denounced all actors, card players, and Sunday nights. The audience, consisting of from the church.' The unfortunate man was 
billiard players, together with their actions 700 persons, were frightened when the officers expelled at the next session of the church 
and games. He says this denunciation is too came in, and left by twos and threes when board, and when he was asked by a sinner 
sweeping, and is consequently unjust. He the performance was half_ out. Each mem- why he left the religious institution, he re
pleads for liberty that Christian people may ber of the audience is liable to a fine of $4. plied: 'Well, you see, they started in one day 
enjoy such good and proper amusements as The officers allowed the performance to con- to see who could tell the biggest lie. Well, I 
this world has to set before them. elude, and theJ:I. arrested Clark Peck, owner of beat 'em; they got jealous and fired me.'" 

• 

THE authorities of St. Petersburg claim to 
hav received letters from Nihilists threaten
ing to blow up the Kremlin, in Moscow, when 
the czar is crowned. 

HARRINGTON, one of the Land League sec
retaries, has been elected to the House of 
Commons. He is at present in jail for using 
intimidating language. 

Gov. BEN BUTLER of Massachusetts has is
sued a fast-day proclamation. The amount 
of cant contained in the document is sufficient 
to make the judicious grieve. 

THE St. Petersburg, Russi!1, Golas, a reform
atory newspaper, has been suppressed by the 
government, because of the tone in which it 
bas criticised state institutions. 

FANNY DRISCOLL, the well-known poetess 
and'writer, died in Milwaukee on Friday, the 
23d ult. She was married in December last 
to H. T. White, of the Chicago 1ribune. 

SociALmM is spreading rapidly in Spain, so
cieties existing in some cities numbering thou
sands of members. The government has re· 
solved to take energetic measures to suppress 
them. 

THOMAS REED, an iron-worker, was arrested 
in this city last Sunday for violating the Sun
day law. The something like ten thousand 
other persons who were working on that day 
were not molested. 

THE Augustinian Society, a Roman Catholic 
savings organization in Lawrence, Mass., has 
informed its depositors that it is insolvent 
and their money is gone. The society is half 
a million dollars in debt. 

ONE of the trustees of the Methodist Epis
copal bethel of New Haven, Conn., has 
brought suit against the pastor, the Rev. Ar
thur J. Chambers, alleging a wrongful dispo
sition of funds collected to build a new 
church. 

A REVIVAL meeting was in progress in Scott 
county, Va., on the evening of the 23d. The 
pastor was preaching on the evils of dissipa
tion, when a member, conceiving that the re
marks were personal to hi~ self, drew a pistol 
and threatened to shoot if the preacher did 
not change the subject. He was ejected. 

THERE is a society in New Haven, Conn., 
called the New England Divorce Reform 
League. Its secretary has made arrangements 
for holding public meetings to aC.vocate the 
divorce reform movement. As .the movers in 
this matter are clergymen, it is probably their 
object to make divorce laws worse instead of 
better than they are at present. 

HoRATIO FowKs, editor and manager of the 
Rondout, N. Y., li'Iorning Courier, a leading 
member of the Methodist church, and promi
nently connected with the Young Men's Chris
tian Association, temperance and other organ
izatior:s, has skipped that town, leaving $10,-
000 of liabilities, partly for borrowed money, 
and when last seen was in company with a 
school-girl, who is missing from her home, 
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"We began with Saturn. I hav ofien studied Sat
urn with a small telescope, and hav never knoWn. a 
person to look at that planet for the first time, even 

"When the old hulk we tread shall be a wreck, 
A slag, a cinder, drifting through th.e sky, 
Without its crew of fools." 

\ 
I 

with su~h a.n .instrument, without a cry of sur:prise "Irrespectiv of the s~ggestioris which ~t conveyed, 
Sights with a Telescope. and adnnratwn. But Saturn~ as shown by th~ Prmce-; '\Jupiter was a supe1·b obJect, worth a long JOurney and 

From the Sun. ton telescope, was a revelatiOn to me. Thmk of a the loss of a whole night's sleep to see. It hung be-
The great blue dome of the Halstead Observatory, globe almost 700 times as large as the earth suspend- fore the eye an enormous globe-nQt a flat disk, but 

rising boldly above the lofty walls of. gray stone, e? in spa?e in the middle of thr~e or four concentric round and full, and perceptibly bulged in the aqua
which lift it out of the dust and smoke of the little rmgs, whiCh are nearly 40,000 miles broad and more torialregiun through the effect of its rapid rotation. 
town, is the most striking edifice in Princetop.. It th~n 400,000 miles in cir?uit, but less than 1~0 miles It was like taking a station .off in space and watching 
givs an air of erudition to the place. The traveler thiCk, and turned edge-Wise toward the planets equa- the earth rotate, only Jupiter rotates J.;Uuch faster than 
seeing it confronting him as he alights at the rail- tor! This tremendous ringed world,. together with the earth. In an hom: you could plainly perceive how 
road station feels at once that he is in a university the eight moons that revolve ~ound it, appe.ars t? th.e the greater planet had rolled on its axis, spots that 
to.wn, where the gravity of learning lends unwonted naked eye only as a dull-lookmg star; but Imag"ln It had been near the edge being advanced toward the 
weight and· dignity to all things, even to the chanti- brought so near that its globe alone appears many center, while new spots had come into sight along the 
cleer who, somewhat haughtily, though gravely and ~imes larger than the f~ moon, while ~its smround- edge of the ball. The shades, tints, and markin~s on 
decorously, eyes him from a neighboring fence with- mgs are equallymagmfied, and you will hav some no- the huge globe were indescribable. On each side of 
out indulging in any unscholarly and unmannerly t~on of the powe: of ~he grea~ telescope. The ques- the equator was a great belt, the northernmost one 
cr_owing. O;'le c~n imagin the Spaniards lo?king: ~on n~turally arrs~s m the mmd of the observ.er, 'Is being a pinkish red, while.the southern belt_-~as gray
With something like awe upon the returned ships of It possible that this marvelous planet can be mhab- ish. A delicate shade of pmk was the prevailing color 
~ol':1.mbus. A great obs~rvatory seems .to produce a· ited ?' It is tlasy for ~he imagination to ~icture the .ap- on both sides of the equator, ~nd this beautiful back
sinlilar effect. The magiCal charm of discovery hov- pearance of those rmgs as seen from different pomts ground was diversified with hght and dark spots and 
ers around it-discovery not among continents and on Saturn, here shining as enormous arcs of light, and streaks. Rows of spots resembling the snowy white 
islands on the other side of the earth, but among there hiding the sun and burying a lru:ge portion of "thunderheads" that are often seen poking above the 
suns and worlds soaring in the heavens, many of the planet in their shadow. There is some curious horizon as the advance guard of a summer storm 
which are far grander and more glorious than our evidence tending to show that t:l1e rings are falling, or flecked the surface in some places. A man must be 
own. rather being drawn down toward the planet, and that destitute of all power of imagination not to see· in 

The new telescope which ha~ recently been in three or four centuries they will touch it and event- some of these spots unmistakable clouds, and in the 
mounted in the observatory at Princeton is, with ·the ually fall to pieces, as it were, thus robbing the darker spots adjoin\ng them the shadows which they 
exception of the one in Washington, the largest in ~eavens of on.e of th~ strangest phenomena that man cast. Beyond the irregular main belts which seemed 
this country .. Its object glass lacks but one inch of has ever looked upon. If Saturn were inhabited, what to border the equatorial regions were other belts and 
being two feet in diameter, and the cigar-shaped a tremendous event the destruction of the rings would spots without number running far up toward each 
tube of steel is about thirty feet long. It ranks with be for the inhabitants to lo.ok forwai:d to! But it pole, but around the poles the surface was shadowed 
the half dozen telescopic giants which within a few seems to me that the revelatiOns of this monster tel- with a tint recalling the lighter shades of a fine steel 
years hav been placed in the hands of the astrono- escape show plainly enough that Saturn is not yet in- engraving. At times, when the air was particularly 
mers of the world, but of whose astonishing achieve- habited. Everybody knows that modern astronomers steady, all the delicate details of the planet's surface 
ments the public has heard but little. Sir William generally regard Saturn, together ~th Jupiter and came' out exquisitly defined .. Once Prof. Young put 
Herschel would hav thrown away his big reflectors the other larger planets, as not yet bemg cooled down on a magnifying power of 1,440 diameters, which 
in disgust if he could hav caught a glimps of the and permanently crusted over like the earth. Geo- means that the surface of the planet was magnified 
heavens through one of these telescopes. People who logically they are many ages younger than the earth. more than two million times! The atmosphera was 
are not familiar with the progress of astronomy hav They are yet in a fiery and perhaps partly vaporous not stea<l.J.enough to giv good definition with such 1.1 

no notion of the work that is being done in the great condition. But the eftect of the mer~ reading of such power, but t~e gigantic and startling appearance of 
observatory overlooking the battle-ground of Prince- statements bears no sort of proportiOn to that pro- the planet; distorted and blurred by the tremendoue 
ton-work that is changing the whole outlook for the duced by actually looking upon a world which has not magnifying, as it seemed to the observer (by the un
human mind, putting the earth, as it were, into com- yet cooled down .. Saturn's future oceans are suspend- steadiness of the air, in fact), and the flickering forms 
munication with ,its neighbors in the heavens, as ed as mighty clouds in its atmosphere, tossing and of the belts and spots showing dimly like huge shad
steam engins and the telegraph have linked together heaving with a motion that is all but pe1·ceptible in ows, made a sight that I shall never forget. 
the four quarters of the globe. People generally the telescope. I was not fortunate enough to witness "Below the well-known Belt of Orion everybody 
hav no conception of what modern astronomers hav anything of the kind, but at times great telescopes who watches the brilliant skies of our winter nights, 
achieved. Take, for instance, their studies of the hav shown the distortions in the planet's outline pro- must hav noticed a hazy-looking star. It is the · 
planet Mars. If it were told of some ancient people, duced by the heaving of the vast sea of vapor sur- famous Great Nebula. Very little telescopic power 
it would be set down as an idle fable, yet it is a fact rounding it. Its future continents, yet burning hot, is required to show it as a luminous cloud through 
that om· astronomers to~day hav a more comprehen- or perhaps mere expanses of liquid fire, are hidden which stars are shining. .But it is difficult to convey 
siv knowledge of the geography of Mars than any- beneath a veil of steam and smoke. But when it is to one who has not beheld it with his own eyes an 
body in the time of Columbus had of the geography ready to rece~ve and nourish living beings, what a idea of the magnificent 'llppearance of this nebula· 
of the earth. They bav made careful maps of the magnificent world it will be! All the earth's fifteen when seen with such a telescope as that at Princeton. 
whole planet, filled with astonishing details, and if hundred millions of inhabitants would hardly more The whole field of view, with the higher powers, is 
an astronomer were suddenly transported to. Mars than suffice to people one of its islands. 'How many filled with a shining green haze broken up into floc
and set down at some given point upon its surface, millions of years,' I asked myself, 'will pass before a culent masses, delicate clouds of light, sprays, and 
he would not, by any means, feel that he was los~. race resembling man begins to explore Saturn, to wisps. It is sprinkled with stars which glitter like 
Given his latitude and longitude, he would know settle it and cultivate it, to build cities and fleets diamonds in a bride's veil. It looks as though you 
that in a certain direction and at a distance of a there? It would be a flight worthy of a new Doodalus could scatter it with a breath, but it fills a space, in 
certain number of miles lay the body of water named to reach the rings.' comparison with which the solar system is..,a mere 
in his maps the Lake of the Sun, or Lockyer Sea, "'Look at Enceladus,' said Prof. Young. point. Many astronomers believe it consists of the 
and that in another direction was the continent of "The remark was so pat with the line of thought I stuff of which suns and worlds are made, and some 
Copernicus. He would know whether he was stand- had been following that for a second I half expected think appearances can be detected in it which indi
ing upon an island or the mainland, what the general to see the old Titan oof that name, who made war on cate that it is at this moment being molded into suns. 
shape of the land was, and which was the shortest the gods when the earth was young, preparing to re- One of the triumphs achieved by the late Henry Dra
route to the sea coast. If the inhabitants of Mars new the fight in this new world of Saturn. But the per was the photographing of this nebula, and his 
were not inclined to maritime enterprise ~nd geo- astronomer was not talking of demi-gods, but of the photographs may enable future astronomers to deter
graphical exploration, he would be able to tell them little moon named Enceladus, which hovers close un- min just what changes are taking place, and whether 
more than they had ever known of the form and der the wing of the ringed planet, and is only visible in this strange object we really do behold the slow 
position of thtl lands and seas of their globe, and with such giant telescopes as this. It is one of the development of a new domain of solar systems. There 
might, perhaps, earn a comfortable living in a strange eight moons that will adorn the sky for future lovers is a black gap'at one point in the nebula, and in this · 
world by opening a school for instruction in Martial in Saturn to swear by. gap shine the four stars constituting the well-known 
geography. These same astronomers hav not only "We next turned the great tube on Jupiter, a still trapezium. There are two other stars near these 
weighed the sun and discovered of what materials more gigantic planet than Saturn, though Jess won- which small telescopes do not show. This is the can
it is composed, but they hav also analw-zed the stars derful, because it has no rings. J:Iere I saw another tral point of interest in the nebula. It seems clear 
and shown that in many of them the same elements world in its fire age. But there are indications that that those stars are not there bY' accident, but that 
exist with which we are familiar on earth. They Jupiter, geologically considered, is older than Saturn; there is real connection between them and the nebu
hav proved that, so far from our sun being the only that is to say, further adv-anced toward the condition la. They appear, as Prof. Young remarked, to be 
one, the universe is sprinkled with many millions of in which the earth now is. This conclusion, I think, feeding upon the nebula. -
suns. They hav found that worlds and suns go is warranted by the appearance of Jupiter's surface, "From the Great Nebula we turned to Sirius, or 
through a process of development, and by looking at which contains many more conspicuous markings and the Dog Star, the brightest of all the stars. It is easy 
the spectrum of a star they can tell whether it is spots than are seen on Saturn, and some of these spots to believe that the stars are. suns when one looks at 
probably older or younger than the sun. They hav remain almost unchanged for years. An ordinary tele- Sirius through a two-foot obJect-glass. It dazzles the 
discovered suns, some larger than ours, which, grouped scope generally shows only two dark beJts running eye like ten thousand stars· combined into one. Yet 
together in pairs and by threes and fours, are swing- along on each side of the planet's equator, a few spots, a man must hav faith in mathematic~ to believe that 
ing around a common center. They hav found spots and the bluish tinge of the surface around the poles. Sirius is a sun at least a thousand times as great as 
in the heavens that are fairly bedded and ablaze with The Princeton telescope shows that the whole huge our sun. If the earth were as near to Sirius as it is 
suns. With their eyes one may look upon chaos it- ball is covered, and, in the neighborhood of the equa- to the sun it would be burnt to a cinder in a moment. 
self, for they tell us that the so-called gaseous nebuloo tor, crowded with belts, spots, and streaks. Jupiter's But, to me, the most interesting thing about this 
are teally portions of the universe which hav not yet atmosphere, like Saturn's, is filled with clouds which great star was its mysterious companion, the discovery 
been organized into solar systems. present a most picturesque appearance. I regretted of whose existence is one of t~e triumphs of modern 
. In view of these facts, an account of the wonderful very much that the famous red spot which appeared telescopes. There it shone With a dull, pale, ghostly· 

scenes which are opened up in the celestial spaces by on Jupiter in the summer of 1878 has faded almost light, almost hidden in the overpowering rays of the 
the great Princeton telescope, and which are seldom to -invisibility within a few months. This giant tele- star. In bulk it almost equals Sirius himself, and 
enjoyed by anybody except an astronomer, must pos- scope would; perhaps, hav thrown some light upon they swing around one another like two giants who 
sess interest for all readers. The Princeton telescope the nature of the spot. But I saw enough to con- hav grappled upon an icy footing. Prof. Young sa.ys 
is particularly intere"sting, because it is in charge of vince me that Jupiter has not· yet developed into a the companion is rapidly approaching Sirius. · But 
one of the foremost of living astronomers, Prof. C. A. habitable globe. With Saturn, Uranus; and Neptune, what is it? We can hardly call it a sun, for it has not 
Young, who has made some of the most important it forms a family of giant worlds which will in time the light of a sun. It may be the ember of a sun that
additions to astronomica1 science which it has re- bloom with life. That will be the age of great worlds, is dying out. It may be one of ilhose strange dark 
ceived in modern times. An amateur astronomer, as this is the age of little worlds. Life will there, bodies with which space, it is believed, abounds, and 
who recently spent an evening in the Princeton ob- perhaps, assume forms of which we hav never which, having fallen within the attraction of Sirius, 
servatory, tells this story of what he saw: dreamed, is doggipg it through the sky. You know that the stars 

• 
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!l're all _in motion:-Sirius, as the spectroscope shows. of the passage concerning Jesus, whieh is its earliest 
IS movmg away from us at the rate of twenty miles a appearance, so far as we know. He than remarks: 
second-so that it. is easy to conceive that the star "These things having been recorded in the writings of a 
may·hav come across its dusky companion in this way. historian who sprang from the Hebrews themselvs, regarding 
The laws of gravitation will never let them part John the Baptist and our savior, can there be any further 
though the distance between them may vary; and s~ means of escape from conviction for those impudent persons 
the greatest sun of which we liav any knowledge who fabricated m~morials concerning them? 
must go swinging through space with its skeleton What memorials? Justin Martyr, nearly 200 years 
,~comrade, until it itself becomes cold and dark. The before, frequently quoted from what he called "me
greatest interest for us in all this lies in the possibility morials," or "memoirs," which he said were com
that o_ur _own sun may .at some time, as it journeys on, posed by the apostles and called gospels. Tlie []po
fall w1thm the attraction of one of these dark cosmi- rnnemata which Eusebius denounces as forgeries are 
cal bodies and so come to hav a companion like Sirius; apparently the .Apornnemorwurnata, or "Memoirs of 
The disturbing force of a body, having a mass equal the Apostles," from which Justin derived all he knew 
to or greater than that of the sun, and bl'ought into about Jesus Christ. 
the neighborhood of the solar system, would produce But now let us see what Origen, midway between 
changal!l in the motions of the planets which might Justin· and Eusebius, says about John the Baptist: 
render the earth uninhabitable. "I would say to Celsus, -who represents the Jew as accept-

" I ca.nnot ~top to tell of what else the great tele- ing somehow John as a BaJ?tist, who baptized Jesus, that the 
scope shows m the star depths; how-it reveals shin- existence of John the Bapt1st baptizing fgr the remission of 

sins is related by one who lived no great length of time after 
ing beds of stars in the Milky Way; how, when turned John and Jesus. For in the 18th book of his 'Antiquities of 
upon a nebulous speck, it sometimes shows the as- the Jews' Josephus bears witness to John as having been a 
tonished observer a veritable ball of stars, an innu- Baptist, and as promising purification in those who under
merable multitude collected into a globular cluster, went the rite. Now, this writer, although not believing in 

Jesus as the Christ, in seeking after·the cause of the fall of 
and at other times reveals thousands of stars ananged Jerusalem and the destruction of the temple, whereas he 
in spraying lines, and spirals, and all odd shapes. ought to hav said that the conspiracy againsl; Jesus was the 
When I visited the observatory, the moon was not in cause of these calamities befalling the people, since thsy put 

f bl h f 1 · t d k · to death Christ, who was a _prophet, says nevertheless-be-
a avora e P ase or te escopiC s u y, but I now ing, although against his will, not far from the truth-that 
what the big telescope would do with the moon. It these disasters happened.to the Jews as a punishment for the 
would reveal the ragged mountains and craters, the death of James the Just, who was a brother of Jesus, called 
tablelands, like those splendid ones surrounding the Christ" (Agt. Celsus, i; 47). 

" Bay of R:ainbows, the peaks, and the old ocean beds In the above passage Origen has either made a 
with a distinctness that would make the startled ob- singular blunder, or falsified the text of Josephus
server fancy some supernatural power had suspended perhaps both. The Jewish historian nowhere says 
him directly above that old worn-out world prepara- that these calamities befell the Jews as a punishment 
tory to letting him drop down to perish in one of its for the death of James. And though he describes 
airles!'3 and waterless wildernesses, or to be battered James as ·the brother of Jesus (both very common 
and crushed in the rocky bottom of one of its extinct names), the best Christian authorities, from Dr. Lard
craters. ·If I had such a telescope, I f~ar, though ner to the Rev. S. Baring-Gould, reject the additional 
bound to this terrestrial dust-mote, I should spend words, "who was called Christ," as an early interpo-
my life in other, grander worlds." _lation. Perhaps Origen did it. • 

John the Baptist a Myth. 
"The Prophet of Nazareth," a learned and . elab

orate work of 650 closely-printed pages, was pub
lished in London in 1864 by the author, E. P. Mere
dith. We procured a copy in 1872 and read it. 
From 1874 to 1879, while making studious researches 
on the question of a mythical Jesus, we never once 
consulted this book, which assumed the historical 
existence of the gospel Jesus; and we had entirely 
forgotten that in.a note of great length the author 
bad proved that the paragraph in J osepbus concern
ing John the Baptist (Ant. xviii, 5, § 2) is a clumsy 
forgery; and that the· Jolin of the gospels is pro ba
bly a myth founded on pre-existing tales regarding 
John, the founder of the Hemero-baptists. 

The principal reasons for rejecting the paragraph 
in Josephus are these: 

1. It is entirely at variance with the gospel story. 
Herod Anti pas imprisons Jolin and puts him to death 
because he fears his influence over the people to ex
cite them to rebellion. But in the gospels Herod 
imprisons John for reproving him because he had 
taken his brother's-Herod Philip's-wife; and he 
beheads him with sorrow to fulfil a promis made to 
his new wife's daughter. 

2. The paragraph in Josephus is introduced 
abruptly, breaking the narrativ in a much more de
cided manner than the passage about Jesus. The 
preceding section ends with the statement that Ti
berius ordered Vitellius to take Aretas dead or alive. 
The succeeding section begins with these words: "So 
Vitellius prepared to makewar with Aretas.". 

3. The interpolated section is grossly tautological 
and otherwise clumsy and inelegant in style, unlike 
that of Josephus, and very much like the forged pas
sage about Jesus. 

4. It is very unlikely that Josephus would spE)_ak in 
such high terms of John, who, according to the gos
pel account, bitterly assailed the Pharisees, Josephus 
himself being a Pharisee. 

5. Josephus was only about 38 years younger t~an 
. John, according to gospel chronology. He had Just 

described the leading sects of Jews then existing, in 
which he mentions neither John nor his followers.· 

6. Herod imprisons Jolin in the citadel ofJ\facherus, 
which was not only outside his own tetrarchy (Perea 
and Galilee), but was not within the Roman domain. 
The castle was in the possession of Aretas, king of 
Arabia, where Herod had no power. 

7. Herod's lawful wife had gone to the same castle 
as· soon as she knew of her husband's intention to 
take· his brother's wife, whereupon war was declared 
between Aretas and Herod. How could Herod send 
Jolin to a prison in the possession of his enemy, a 
hundred miles from the capital of Galilee? 

8. The passage in J oseph:us is first mentioned by 
Origen in the third century. . 

9. No pagan writer mentions Jolin before the thn·d 
century. 

10. There is a l!!uspicion of a suppression by the 
early fathers of accounts of the real Jolin and the real 
Jesus. Eusebius adverts to the alleged testimony of 
Josephus-concerning John, and then givs the whole 

The other passage about the crucifixion of Christ 
by Pilate (Ant. xviii, 3, § 3) did not exist in Origen's 
time, and it is 'suspected that Eusebius ·forged it 
A.D. 325. 

Jolin the Baptist, therefore, so far as he is said to 
hav existed in the reign of Tiberius, is undoubtedly 
a myth, though such a person may hav lived a hun
dred years before. 

As to the death of James about A.D. 62, described 
by Josephus, Dr. Lardner says that this manner of 
the death of James, the Lord's brother, was unknown 
to the early Christians. And Dr. Whiston, in a note 
on the passage, says it cannot refer to James the 
Just. 

And yet, in a very recent work on ea:dy Christian
ity, extensivly advertised in Infidel papers, the au
thor quotes the passage in Josephus about the death 
of James, "the brother of Jesus, who was called 
Christ," as reliable testimony to the historical exist
ence of Jesus Christ, and says: "We hav no good 
reason for doubting the authenticity of this pas
sage!" 

P.S.-Since writing the above we hav found· an 
eminent Christian authority, more than 228 years 
old, for rejecting this passage in Josephus concern
ing Jolin, as spurious. David Blondel was a French 
Protestant divine and writer, who died in 1655. In 
"A Treatis on the Sibyls," translated and published 
i.n English in 1761, he givs reasons for rejecting as 
an interpolation, not only the passage conce.rning 
Jesus Christ, but also this one about John the Bap-
tist. ANTICHRIST. 

Infidel Philosophy. . 
"With God all things are possible." Thousands 

of times this sentence has been read without a chal
lenge. words could scarcely be made to express a 
greater absur<4ty .. There are impossibilities for gods 
as well as men. All things are poss!ble which can be 
accomplished without a violation of the laws of na
hue. All other things are just as impossible for 
gods as for men. If, as the Christians claim, these 
laws were established by the fiat of God, how can 
they be changed and their author remain unchange
able. The laws of nature will ever remain the same, 
God or no God. The product of ten multiplied by 
ten is one hundred, and all the gods known or un
known can make it neither less nor more. 

This was just as true when the world was in its in
fancy as it is to-day. Strike the earth and the entire 
solar system out of existence (were it possible) and 
the relation of numbers would remain the same. 
The laws of nature were never created, and never 
can be abrogated. · They are inseparably connected 
with matter and can no more be anniliilated than 
matter itself. Gods are as impotent as men. God 
cannot annihilate space, nor fix a boundary thereto. 
Though all the gods imaginable should declare that 
time should be no more, simple duration would re
main, even if there were no means of dividing it into 
periods. Notwithstanding all that has been said and 
written about the six days of creation, God cannot 
create one particle of matter, nor annihilate it. He 
cannot create a square globe nor send a three-cor
nered planet whirling through space. The same law 

that rounds a drop of water, or a shot which falls 
from a tower, fashions a world. All suns, plan
ets, and satellites, as far as we know, are glob
ular. And it is not impossible that other worlds 
at this time are in _nature's gr~at lathe, being 
rounded by the same tools which fashioned ours. 
Away out in the illimitable ocean of space, among the 
contin~nts and islands of stars, if other'worlds are 
being formed, the same laws which inhere in matter 
here will govern matter there. God Almighty him
self, with all the little gods to help him, can neither 
alter nor abolish them. And any man who agrees to 
believe that God put the brakes on the solar system 
in order to giv a bloody-old land-shark more time to 
cut the throats of his fellow-men makes a fool's bar
gain. And all the miracles recorded in the Bible, of 
men being brought to life after they had once died, 
and of a God being born of a woman, and of books 
being written by God, are a disgrace to any student 
of science who pretends to believe them. God can
not perform impossibilities any more than man <;an. 
He can't make two hills without a valley; he can't 
prevent water seeking its level; he can make but one 
center to a circle; he can't shorten a thousand years 
to a second; he can't make a clock strike less than 
one; he can't make two parallel lines meet; he can't 
make the diameter as great as the circumference; he 
can't make a child as old as its mother. 

"Beyond the bounds of time and space 
Look forward. to that heaven,ly place, 

The saint's secure abode." 

If that is where heaven is. located he can't change 
it nor make it possible for any human being ever to 
get there. 

"Of God above or man below 
What can we reason but from what we know?" 

Since we hav no knowledge of God, and no means 
of obtaining knowledge, all time spent in trying to 
investigate will be lost. Better solve all the prob
lems of earth before'we push our investigations into 
the regions of the unknowa,ble.. Every new truth 
discovered is a step gained for humanity; but all 
that has ever been said or written about God has 
never benefited mankind one ioti. So far as we 
know, man is the supreme being. The object of all 
our investigations should be his advancement and 
betterment. We cannot help God by trying to find 
him out, and all the time this spirit is misapplied, be
cause every attempt must end in failure. I would 
rather attempt to explore every mile of the ocean, 
or giv all the coveted information in regard to the . 
regions of the North Pole-I would rather under
take to solve any problem pertaining to earth or the 
solar system which to-day lies beyond the reach of 
human ken, than to attempt to giv any information 
about God. It is possible that every thing which 
lies within the realms of the natural may yet be 
grasped by the human intellect, but who shall tell us 
about God? The intelligent inquirer knows full well 
that, push his investigations as far as he may, make 
it the theme of study as long as he livs, he can find 
out nothing. The weak and the wise must ever re- · 
main alike ignorant. Then why strain our eyes to 
see the invisible--,.why attempt to analyze something 
which givs no answer· to any test which human 
knowledge can apply? There is neither color, 
weight, sound, scent, texture, ·nor anything we can 
touch, taste, smell, see, hear, measure, weigh, or take 
cognizance of. There is not a man in the world who 
can tell us how or when to take the :first step to find 
out God ? Can we do God or the human family any 
good by trying to investigate that which it is not 
given for man to know? Three thousand years ago 
men talked about the unknown God. To-day they 
talk about the unknowable. The investigation of 
three thousand years has given us no light. The 
search after God will prove as fruitless as a search 
after the boundary of space. Mathematical science 
will fail us, chemistry will apply her tests in vain, 
philosophy and reason cannot assist us. . 

The Christian thinks we ought to reverence and 
adore his God. To speak irreverently or lightly of 
his Great Almighty Nothing is a great crime. Even 
some professed Liberals think we ough_t to show him 
some respect out of regard for the feelings of the pi
ous devotee, who prefers the position of a crouching 
slave to the erect, bold, and independent attitude of 
a man. Now I believe that ridicule should be turned 
upon things which in themselvs are ridiculous. For 
this reason I think Bennett's " Open Lettter to Jesus 
Christ " is one of the best things I ever saw, because 
his ridicule was turned in the right direction and 
was properly applied. How ridiculous the idea of 
an omnipotent God being baffled by a few ir()n char
iots! What better can we do than to aim our shafts 
of ridicule at an unchangeable God who repents, and 
gets mad and swears in his wrath? Pretty business 
it was for a God to be putting lying spirits into the 
mouths of his prophets. Fine time he had, sailing 
around for millions and trillions of years through 
nothing before he made the world. Wonder if he 
got mad because he had no place to go to. If he did 
get mad, what was there for him to deal out his 
curses upon? Why didn't he trot out his savior 
earlier and not allow millions of people to be danmed 
without remedy, or did it take just so long for his 
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wrath to cool off? Then think of a little God being These two honorable professions contain men no you point to a minister who outranks Thomas Jeffer
born in Palestine. Wouldn't a little god in diapers more moral than our ministers, and hence no more son, either socially, morally, or intellectually. We 
excite our curiosity to-day? Such a show would air truthful. The lawyer says we hav a case when we are perfectly willing to compare such men as Darwin, 
tract a greater crowd than old Jumbo. Who can hav not. It involves us in a law suit in which we are Draper, Huxley, Spencer, Emerson, Longfellow, Par
help but laugh at the idea of a mother trotting a lit- the cow, securing our" own feed, and he the milkman. ker, Phillips, and a long list of other illustrious 
tle God on her knee to start the wind off his stomach? Our physician says he can help us and commences at names, with the best men in the church, or even the 
Wonder "if it was ever troubled with worms. Chris- our head in experiment, and goes to our toes; by that very best it ever did produce. 
tian, did you ever think how your little God s'Q.fi'ered time we are better, nature having aided us through Did you ever stop to think how many Christians 
with belly-ache, and how far that poor mother had to rest and quiet. . · and how few Infidels are in the prisons and peniten
go to find catnip? Palestine is an awful barren Yet who would want to do away with our lawyers tiaries, and what a large proportion of ministers are 
country. To treat such .subjects with seriousness and physicians because, forsooth, they bleed us once accommodated with quarters in these institutions? 
does not betoken a deep mind. Besides, it has a in a while? Your paper is going into our homes. Our How many Christians hav you known to be sent 
tendency to bolster up a Christian bigot in his big- children see such articles as this we take occasion to from the gallows directly to heaven? · . 
otry. Ridicule is often a more effectual weapon than criticise. They naturally inquire, If this be true, why Nearly every one who performs these fat;ttastic 
reason. If the shafts of ridicule may not legitimately are these men respected and admitted into our homes, tricks at the . end of a rope receives a through ticket 
be leveled at these Christian fallacies, then it is unlaw- where they coma as welcomed guests? . . from the hand of a minister before he starts. In if 
ful to ridicule the ridiculous. These -things are They must come to no other conclusion than that Pennsylvania a full dozen were started in one day 
worthy only of the scorn and contempt of thinking father's TRUTH SEEKER is a truth hider. from the scaffold on the highway of holiness, each ac• 
minds. He who enters into serious argument with Not in a spirit of enmity, but for the sake of truth, companied by a priest, each sure of heaven,. and 
a man who believes in a flat earth, the six days of which we are seeking in all ways, do we thus take ex- each educated in your Christian school. 
creation, the fall of man, and the great plan of sa).va- ception to our friend in his assaults, which we think Are the most Christian countries the most ad
tion, is not entitled to respect. A thousand years cannot be sustained from a standpoint of truth. Let vanced intellectually and morally? Rome is the 
ago it might hav been excusable; to-day the old fos- the :fittest survive. L. H. ToWN. most Christian city in the world: Yet for idleness, 
sil who still believes in these old exploded notions Breckenridge, Mich. ignorance, perfidy, drunkenness, and mendacity, it 
should be made the butt of ridicule, and his babbling has no equal on the face of the globe. 
cannot be as effectually stopped by any other means. MR. PECK. Spain and Portugal, two ef the most Christian 
It is a mark of wisdom to deal with a fool according To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: My nations, are most held in contempt by nations most 
to his folly. . JoHN PECK. attention has been called to an article by Mr. L. H. advanced in civilization. They persecuted and mur-

Naples, N. Y. · Town, of Michigan, in which he criticises an article dered their noblest and boldest thinkers, and bred 
under the head of "Infidel Philosophy" published from the pap suckers of the church until tliey hav be-

Peck's Infidel Philosophy. in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 27th, which I think come the scorn and contempt of enlightened men~ 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In an proper to notice. "Look at their" (the Christians') "educational sys- 9 

article by Mr. Peck which appeared in your issue of Now, Mr. Town, there are only a few points in tern." And with all the Gods, and churches, and 
January 27th he takes occasion to handle the church your article which I care to notice; the rest I pass by; ministers to help you, I ask you to look at it. Do 
and ministry in a manner quite damaging to them, the game is not worth the ammunition. · you know what you are talking about? Do you 
if true, and, if not true, quite against him and Free- In the fu·st place, the church seems to be your know that our "educational system " has flourished
thought generally. His article is based .on the as- special pet ("in view of the work it has done for only as the church and the. priesthood hav been 
sumption that what they preach is untrue-a state- man "), and you intimate that my remarks in regard beaten back ? Do you know -that science has ever 
ment that Freeth ought does not accept to the extent to it and the ministry are not true. If I failed in been the deadly foe of the _church ? Do you know 
he teaches. That the church through which they anything, it was in not painting them in all of their that the grandest models in history, in philosophy, 
work is an expensiv non-essential in human a:f_fairs hideous deformity. in poetry, in art, and oratory, hav come down to us 
is an assertion equally subject to criticism in view of You are not posted in regard to what the_ church from pagan_ Greece and Rome? Certainly gre!l-t men 
the work it has done for man. has don:e. It has done a thousand times more for can be produced outside of Christian churches or 

As to its expensivness, and how it might be appro- man than you hav dreamed of in your philosophy. Christian schools. 
priated to purposes he names, comes from us with For the benefit of yourself and those you represent Do you know that as Christianity arose science 
bad grace. When we who profess greater freedom allow me to giv you a few illustrations, and when I and literature and the fine arts declined? Du you 
of thought and purer ambition for the welfare of get through, you will not only think that my former know that the darkest day the world ever saw was 
mankind shall ha'V done as much, then, and not till remarks are true, but that they are very tame and when Christianity had everything its own way ? The 
then, will we be in position to consistently complain come far short of the whole truth. church in hunting. down heresy murdered some of 
of expense. - - In the first place; Constantine, the old bell-wether the grandest mel). who ever lived, and destroyed 

When we shall hav so far felt man's need as to of the church, murdered his father-in-law, strangled some of the finest libraries in the world, so as to 
inake sacrifice for his comfort, and the culture of his his brother-in-law, cut the throat of his nephew, be- nearly sever the chain connecting modern with 
mind our delight, in the establishing of hospitals for headed his son, and smothered his wife-a good start ancient times? The church has ever shown itself to 
him in his weakness and colleges for his intellectual for Christianity and the Christian church. be the inveterate enemy of letters. As it gained 
development, then, and not till then, can we consist- It was at the bidding of the church that the power the institutions of learning went doWll, until 
ently assail those institutions that hav done this Waldenses and Albigenses were persecuted. Hun- there was not one out of a hundred who could either 
work. When we shall hav so far advanced in social dreds were roasted alive and otherwise tortured in read or write. This midnight darkness lasted ,over a 
reform as to be able to rid ourselvs of the excres- the most brutal manner. Their ears were cut off, thousand years. Bear in mind; during this long, 
cences. of evil to the extent that religion has, and de- their noses slit, ~heir eyes dug out; in every way their dark, bloody period the church bore undisputed 
velop a class of men as intellectually strong and so- bodies were mangled; women, after being stripped, sway; scientific men were hunted down with the 
cially pure asthe average Christian college professor clasped their babes in their naked arms and leaped ferocity of a tiger; it was lawful to cut the throats of 
and minister, then will be time for us to lay claim to into the flames rather than be thrown in by tl!eir Infidels wherever found. · 
be advanced agents in social science. There are some Christian enemies. Splendid work for the church! Let me call your attention to the manner in which 
things in connection with the present system of the The Crusades-a holy war which lasted nearly the church has treated science and' scientific men. 
Christian relrgion that we are forced to admit are three hundred years, and left millions of human It pursued Galileo with the malice of a fiend even in 
worthy of praise, and are a rebuke to us with our bones to bleach unburied, and shed blood enough to his old age. Poor Bruno was burnt alive; ~d 
opposing, rather than aggressiv, policy. Look at fill a canal from the north of Europe to the Holy what offense were they guilty of? Teaching astron
their educational system, from the common school Land-must also be placed to the credit of the omy and other sciences-nothing else. Guttenberg6 

(a child of their thought) to the thousand colleges, church. _ who invanted the art of printing, was declared to be 
the result of their effort and sacrifice. Look at their The history of your own country will inform you in league with the devil. Chemistry was c8illed the 
system of spreading the views they hold as being of of women being whipped upon their naked backs mysterious black act which had some connection with 
divine origin; the churches built, the dangers incurred, and then dragged at the tail end of carts through the infernal region. Astronomy, chemistry, geology, _ 
the perseverance they manifest in spite of all oppo- the public places .. Need I tell you about hanging the printing-press, the steam engin, in short, what
sition. · , witches, banishing Quakers, and putting heretics to ever has had a tendency to benefit human kind, has 

Look at their Sunday-schools with their millions of death? All this has been done in your own country been compelled to hav a hand-to-hand struggle with 
scholars and libraries, all tending to make the children by the church for opinion's sake. . the church before its blessings could be enjoyed by 
what their parents hav been, only stronger physically If I sho.uld attempt to tell you about all the cruel- the masses. 
and intellectually, and purer morally. And we, who ties, outrages, and murders perpetrated by the church It is not necessary for me to go into particulars. 
claim to be so much farther advanced in thought, sit- this article would fill an entire number of THE TRUTH When I show you that the church has opposed nearl.y 
ting idly by, or meeting in convep.tion to criticise SEEKER. A large volume would afford room for a few every improvement caleulated to bless mankind, and 
those who show by their actions a superiority of faith only of the bloodiest chapters. But I hav given suf- that the masseshav been plundered and tortured and 
in their principles, are too much like "the dog in the :ficient to enlighten your mind in regard to the hu- murdered by a designing priesthood, I hav covered 
manger" attitude.- "Honor to whom honor is due." mane character of the church. the whole ground of your argument. Moreover, it 
As to the expense these churehes and ministers bring, The dragon's egg of persecution was laid in the shows the inhumanity of compelling the people to 
we must remember that the expense is borne by church and hatched out by the priesthood, and the pay taxes on church property which you claim is only 
themselvs; except it be in the way of exemption from monster can be tracked down through the centuries a few mills for each individual. Do you know that 
taxes. Among the churches there is a division of sen- by mangled human carcasses. Thousands hav been church corporations are among the richest in the 
timent as to the right or policy the church has or is crushed beneath its feet. The groans of dying here- world? Do you know that church edifices hav cost 
pursuing to accept of this exemption. But let us, tics hav been sweetest music in its ears; bloody arms more sweat and treasure than any other class of build
who hav no organization for charitable purposes, or and legs are yet dangling from its ponderous jaws. ings ever erected? Look at the huge piles both in 
system, or college for ethical teaching, be slow to find And you are complaining of the Freethinkers be- this country and in the old; do you think the _taxes 
fault because a few mills a year are required of us, in- cause they refuse to giv it quarter; only amount to a few mills? Why should I be com
directly, to sustain these institutions; but rather let You speak of the "hospitals which the church has pelled to pay a lot of lazy chaplains who officiate in 
it stimulate us to outdo them in this regard, and thus built for man in his weakness." Be it known to you the army and navy, in legislatures and prisons? They 
share with them the benefits of this non-taxation. that the church has never built hospitals enough to hav no interest in my welfare, and I hav no interest 

As to the comparison of expenses, we are forced to hold its murdered victims if they were packed like in their prayers. 
blush for society outside of these institutions. How sardines in a box. You say, "If our saloons were closed it would giv 
much hav we raised, and what proportion has been You convey the idea that religion (I sup,pose .you us an educated teacher in every family." No doubt 
used to aid man toward freedom and right? Our mean the Christian religion) has developed a class of you think about the temperance cause as you do 
dogs cost us more than our ministers. Our saloons, men intellectually stronger andmorallypurer than has about" their system of education," that it is "the 
if closed, would giv us an educated teacher for every ever been found among Freethinkers.- You intimate child ofthe church." Notb.mg could be farther from 
family. Our lawyers are secured and aided by law that our best men will not compare even with the the truth. The first temperance reformers were de
mare than the churches and priests, and cost us per- average Christian college professor and minister. nounced by the church as the teachers of- science 
haps three times what our preachers do. Physicians Now I would like to hav you refer me to an "average were. It was the practice of the early ministers in 
are educated by the state, and are sent out to play Christian college profes.sor" with a bright.er, cleaner this colll?-tl'J: fi?· take a part of their pa;r in gr~, 
upon our fears and income. record than Abr~h!Un Lmcoln. I would like to hav and hav 1t distilled and then sell the wh1sky. Mm-
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isters hav been carried out of the pulpit too drunk to 
preach, and it was considered no crime by the church; 
no charges were preferred. So with nearly every re
form; it has been compelled to run the gauntlet of 
the pr~esthoo~ before it succeeded. When every 
church door. m Boston was closed against William 
Lloyd Garnson, Abner Kneeland, whom the; Chris
tians imprisoned on the unmeaning chargEVOf blas
phemy, opened his hall to him, while a Christian 
mob sought to take his life. 

Now, Mr. Town, before we part I am going to strip 
-off your mask and show up the true inwardness of 
your article. In the first place, it was written in the 
interest of the church, and when you pretend that it 
was written in the interest of Freethought you are 
playing double. By your telling what "Freeth ought 
cannot accept " one would be led to think that you 
are the-exponent of Freethought. 

If you ace as ignorant of church history as your 
article would indicate, I pity you. . If you are trying 
to conceal its atrocities, I despise you. Next time 
you attempt to criticise a Liberal, I advise yGu to do 
it like an honest Christian, and not pretend to be 
what you are not. You are too tender-footed for a 
Freethinker, and know full enough for a Christian; 
and the sooner you join the church and get washed 
in the blood of the lamb, the better. Freethought 
conventions seem to gravel your kidneys terribly, 
while the ehurch and the Sunday-school and minis
try with you are all right. I never attended a Free
thought convention outside of my own state; but 
here they are represented by such men as Wakeman, 
Ingersoll, Chainey, Leland, Bradford, Green, Palmer, 
Putnam, and others, men who tower as far above 
your " average college professor and minister" as 
the eagles soar above the bat and the owl. 

And yet you compare these men to dogs in the 
manger, while the ministers are "ever welcome 
guests at your house.'' Get out of our camp, or you 
will be hanged as a spy. Hie away to your own 
Christian quarters, and ask your minister to forgiv 
you. "Honor to whom honor is due.'' Good-bye, 
Mr. Town. · • JoHN PECK. 

Another Church Swindle. 
SEVEN HUNDRED POOR FEMALE MILL OPERATIVS ROBBED BY 

PIOUS CATHOLIC PRIESTS. 
The Archbishop Purcell affair has been imitated in 

Lawrence, Mass., by the priests stationed at that 
place. Dispatches of ~he 24tb giv the following dis.
graceful particulars of a wholesale steal in the name 
ofthe church: 

than I had given him credit for in those essays, and 
that the handwriting of the Declaration of Indepen
dence is that of Thomas Jefferson. I was satisfied of 
the later fact by the publication made in Frank Les
lie's the year after my essays were published ofJ effer
son's autograph letter presenting the writing-desk on 
which the Declaration was written to the city of 
Philadelphia or to some person t4ere residing. This 
does not change my opinion that the rhetoric of the 

"Seven suits hav been brought against the Augustinian Declaration is so foreign from anything that J effer
Society, a Catholic organization, formed here in 1870 to re- son ever wrote, and so like Paine, as to leave the 
ceive the deposits of the parishioners of the church. Attach- literru·y argument in favor of a previous draft written 
ments hav been issued for the sum of $27,000, and more are 
likely to follow. The society was formed by the priests, and by Paine entirely unaffected. I hav not given the 
subsequently chartered by the legislatue, with authority to attention I would like to to Mr. Burr'slater researches 
hold property not exceeding $200,000. Large amounts of real tending to show the publication, probably by Paine,_ 
estate, including church property, hav been conveyed to the of a series of" Crisis" papers in England, but I think 
society from time to time. Since 1881, when Father Regan 
took charge of its affairs, depositors hav had difficulty in se- they hav great value,· and should be followed up by 
curing deposits, and several claims hav been entered against ·scholarly investigation. I know of no person so ad
it. It has been selling real estate for some time past, and mirably fitted to make the researches essential to the 
has been a large borrower of money from banks. At a meet- f f 
ing .of depositors the latter were notified that no money was preparation o a complete life o Paine as Mr. Parton. 
left, but that the society would endeavor to pay them at the I wish he could be persuaded to undertake it. 
rate of $24,000 per year. The indebtedness is placed at $500- Chicago, fll., Feb. 19, 1883. V. B. DENsLow. 
000 to depositors, and $200,000 to mortgage-holders. The 
depositors number 700, a majority of them being poor f!lmale 
mill operativs. It is generally believed that this is the cul Mr. Watts in Newark. 
mination of several years of a gradual depreciation of the To ·THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Mr. 
affairs of the society. Father O'Donnell, who controled the Charles Watts, editor of the Secular Review, London, 
society for some years before it was incorporated, invested Eng., closed his fourth lecture, de).ivered before the 
largely in railroad stock, resulting in heavy losses. In addi- L"b al L h t d · Wh Mr 
tion to the poorer depositors there are several heavy deposits, . 1 er eague, ere yes er ay evening. en · 
from $16,QOO down to $5 000. Much excitement exists, and a Watts was fu·st introduced to my notice, thJ.·ough the 
statement of the society1s condition will probably be made at kindness ofT. B. Wakeman and Hugh Byron Brown, 
a meeting of prominent Catholics on Sunday. arrangements were at once effected to hav him enter-

"TheBostonHeraldsaysoftheAugustinianSocietythatits t · th L"b al f N k d di h" 
actual debt. is, in round numbers, $540,000. .Deducting mort- am e 1 er s 0 ewar ' an regar ng liD as a 
gages to the amount of $110,000, there remains due to the de- comparativ stranger to our people, I took the neces
positers $429,900. When the society was first formed Catho- sary precaution to advertise his first le"cture in such 
lies began to deposit their savings with Father O'Donnell. a way as to secure a good attendance. In this I was 
His death occurred in 1861, and a deficit of $150,000 is said not disappointed, for before the opening exercises 
to hav existed then. The interest paid has always been 
large, equaling or exceeding 6 per cent, and as the deposits commenced we were obliged to add a number of 
hav not generally been well invested, the result has been that extra seats in order to accommodate all who came. 
a considerable portion of the deposits has been paid out in Our League has now been in existence five years, 
interest; but by far the greatest cause is found in the fact during which time many able speakers of this coun
that in 1872--the society then having a debt of $150,000-it 
began a new church, adding to the debt $300,000, and using try and several from abroad hav assisted us in the 
the money of depositors to meet this amount, with the excep- good work, but never within the history of our or
tion of $84,000, which was raised by subsoription. In addi- ganization has any one aroused such enthusiasm or 
tion to the burdens enumerated, there is another of large awakened such interest in the cause as did Mr.Watts 
magnitude. For twenty-:ftve years the society has maintained 
parochial schools at an estimated expense of $175,000, includ- upon the occasion of his first visit. From the roo-

About 175 persons assembled last Sunday evening ing $40,000 expended in remodeling the old church for school- m_ent this great apostle of universal liberty stepped 
rooms. To add to its load, the society, five or six years ago, upon the platform it was evidant that we had a 

In Answer to Dr. Dix. 

in Frobisher's Hall, at 23 East Fourteenth street, to accepted the charge of St. Lawrence's church, and the l did tr t · t Mr W tts · ·t· 1 th 
listen to Mrs. Lillie Devereux Blake's reply to the Church of the Immaculate Conception, which had their con- sp en · ea m s ore. · a IS posi IVY e 
Rev. Dr. Morgan Dix's lectures on the duties of woman siderable debts. most forcible, eloquent, as well as the most logical, 
in society. Mrs. Blake said that; as Dr. Dix's three "The clergymen now in charge make a full exhibit of the speaker ever heard in our city; and in the four lec-

f d d inl 
condition of the institution, and admit that the money of de- tiires delivered has aided very materially in making 

lectures had been . oun e ma Y on two dogmas, positors is gone. They claim that by reducing expenses and th d f 1 d 1 t 1 f 
his position could be overthrown by disproving their strengthening the revenues of the church, they can eventually e nee or a arger an more P easan P ace 0 

truth. One dogma was that, as women owe every- pay off the debt in full; but the question of interest must for meeting keenly felt by our members. A committee 
thing to tha church, therefore they ought to be will- some years to come be held in abeyance." has been appointed to secure a new hall, and already 
·· t d th · li · h ldin ·t "It· It seems that the manage1·s of the 1"nst1"tut1"0 n hav between two and three hundred dollars hav been lng o spen err ves m up o g 1 . 1s amaz-
ing," said Mrs. Blake, "that a man of Dr. Dix's cul- known since 1881 that a deficit nearly as large as subscribed toward fitting it up. 
ture and learning should hav made such an assertion. their capital has existed, yet they hav taken the de- I understand lh. Watts will speak in several other 
It might better hav come from the lips of the Rev. posits of the confiding people, knowing their insol- cities in the United States and Canada before depart
John Jasper, of Richmond, Va., who said, 'The sun vent condition. Poor, trusting dupes of the church ing for England, and I would therefore, through the 
do move.' History teaches us better, for women ru·e hav been fleeced by these wolves without mercy. The valuable columns of THE TRUTH SEEKBR, bespeak for 

d th d · · f th th cr1"me is the greater that such people put more fa1"th him as cordial a welcome as he would be sure tore-now more un er e ominwn o men an ey were · 
4,000 years ago in pagan Egypt, where the sexes were in the banks under the direction of "holy" men. In ceive should he visit Newark again. To such brave 
b l t l al "all d liti all d · li their igmorance they th1"nk the pr1"ests can save both and able men as Mr. Watts the Liberals of the world a so u e y equ , som y an po c y an m re g-

ious life. In ancient Rome, in the time of the em- their money and their souls, and blintUy put their must look, too, if they desire to hav their highest 
p'ire, too, women by their own endeavors gained their little savings into the Jesuits'_ capacious maws. The aspirations realized and bask in the golden sunshine 
lib t F th d t · f lib f th · t- Japanese method of ki111"ng all o:ffic1"als of bursted of the brotherhood of man. JosEPH W. FRANKEL. er y. rom e oc nn o ce acy o e pnes 
hood came the degradation of women, which is felt to banks, if tried in this country, would soon create a Newark, N. J., Feb. 26, 1883. 
this day. It is that doctrin which the reverend gen- scarcity of deacons, Sunday-school superintendents, 
tleman preached and practiced. It is the bane of and Catholic archbishops and priests. 
virtue. Every instinct of home life is struck dorwn 
by it, and woman is made the slave of man. Who Unmasked Junius 1 

"The other dogma is that by the sin of Eve all To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Mr. 
womanhood was afterwru·d disgraced. That dogma Andrews's oration is full of a spirit of candor and 
is founded . on the priest's interpretation of the ac- large-hearted justice and appreciation, as well toward 
count of the fall of man in the first chapter of Gen- Paine, the American people, and Mr. Burr, as toward 
esis. According to a woman's interpretation, Adam myself, and also toward Jesus Christ, which does him 
recognized his inferioricy to the woman when he said infinit credit. The only particular in which it ad
that the man should leave father and mother and vances views to which I cannot respond is in its im
.cleave to the wife; not that the woman should leave plications that I ought to hav named Mr. Burr in con
father and mother and cleave to the husband. Men nection with my mention of the book in which the 
stand in a very poor light in the account of the fall theory that Paine was ·Junius was first advanced. 
in Eden. Eve fell first because she wanted wisdom, At the time I wrote the essays on Paine and Junius 
but how did Adam behave? She offered him the I had seen nothing from Mr. Burr relating to· the 
apple and he took it. Did he assume the leadership subject. I had then been told, or was shortly after 
on account of any supposed manly prerogativ? This told, that the. book in question was written by a Mr. 
monstrous doctrin has been iterated and reiterated Moody, of Kansas, and that Mr. Bun- had assisted 
from the days of Moses to those of the Rev. Dr. Dix." in publishing it. Upon the publication of my essay 

Mrs. Blake said it was through the Rev. Dr. Dix's Mr. Burr entered upon a series of letters to various 
voice as chairman of the board of trustees of Colum- newspapers, calling attention to the previous work, as 
bia College that woman were kept out of the college if I had in some way made a claim of priority, whereas 
class rooms. "Behind the ramparts of the college," my own book cited the anonymous work as having 
she said, "stands this respectable relic of the middle already advanced arguments which I then deemed 
ages. But as the walls of Jericho fell, so will the col- conclusiv. But in all these letters by Mr. Burr, if 
lege walls fall down before the trumpet blast of prog- there has been any avowal that he wrote the book in 
ress. The Rev. Dr. Dix says the sexes will be thrown question, it has escaped my notice. I hav only ob
together. Shocking thought! One would suppose served that he was willing to be regarded as a span
they did not meet each other now. What does he ,sor and n·iend of the book. If Mr. Burr will declare 
offer? He tells us women to go i;o church and listen that he wrote the book, I will with great pleasure 
to the singing of the 'Magnificat.' The language of substitute such direct information from him for the 
that chant does away With the independence of woman. indirect information received through a friend and 
It says: 'Behold the handmaid of the Lord; do with editor of Chicago, who tells me, ifl remember rightly, 
her as thou wilt.' There is a greater word than 'Mag- that Mr. Moody told him .that he (Moody) was the 
nificat'-it is Liberty. It means not to sit and work author of the book. I will say that since the prep
altar cloths a.nd listen to the 'Magnificat,' but to labor ru·ation of the essays in question further researches 
first for your children, then for your friends, and hav satisfied me that the hand of John Horne Tooka 
finally for the state;" in the preparation of the Junius letters was greater 

Bismarck on the Stlict Observance of Sunday. 
From the Lor~don Btamdara. 

On the policy of encouraging or enforcing a strict
er observance of the Sunday in Germany, which is 
now pru-t of the program of the German Conser
vativ party, Prince Bismarck recently had occasion to 
express his own opinions. In the course of his ob
servations, the chancellor said: "The English and 
American mode of Sunday observance is a terrible 
form of tyranny. The first time I set foot on English 
soil-it was in Hull-I remember that I began whist
ling in the streets. 'Oh, pray do not whistle,' said an 
English fellow-traveler. 'Not whistle?' I asked. 'Why 
not? Is it prohibited?' . 'No,' was the reply. 'It is 
not against the law, but don't you know it's the Sab
bath?' I was so angry at such intolerance that I de
termined to leave the town at once, and I took the 
next steamer which conveyed me to Edinburgh.'' 

The chancellor unfortunately omitted to mention 
whether he attempted to repeat the performance on 
a Sabbath day in the Scotch capital, or what his ex
periences may hav been in that case. He added: "In 
general, however, I am not an opponent of Sunday 
observance." A friend, who was present, remarked 
that Sunday in England was, after all, not so bad as 
it was often represented. He had liked it because it 
was quiet. It had always done him good after the 
bustle and hurry of the week in London. 

"For my part," rejoined the chancellor, "as a land
ed proprietor I do all in my power .to support the ob
servance of the Sunday, but I would not hav people 
legally compelled to keep it rigidly. I would leave 
every one to prepare for a future life in his own way. 
But there ought to be no ordinary work on Sundays, 
and I think so not so much on account of the scrip
tural command, but because men must hav time for 
proper repose. To the service of the state, such as 
the answering of telegrams on diplomatic and other 
mgent affairs, this does not so strictly apply.'' 
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to swell the crime list; that improper food, clothing, called Sons of Temperance and Washingtonian Soci
prenatal conditions, ill sexual relations, etc., all helped eties, and they did a great amount of good. They 
to fill our prisons and asylums, and . hence that the appealed directly to ·the reason and good sense of 

What Is Prohibition 1 cry that the drink habit was the chief cause of crime drinkers themselvs. They reclaimed many 1J. one, 
was simply bosh, and served to blind us to the other and set them upon their feet again. lVIany so re-

It would not seem necessary to ask the above ques- evils which afllict us. There was no contradiction claimed became respectable citizens, and _any one of 
tion at this late stage of the discussion, but Mr, in my various stateme.nts. The issue was this: Al- sufficient age who 'will turn their thoughts back to 
Gage's article in THE TnuTH SEEKER. of Jan. 20th pro- coholic intemperance is a tenible evil. You said, those times will readily agree with me in the above 
vokes the query. "Suppress the sale of intoxicants." I said, "But declaration. 

What it is and is not may be determined before I there are very many other perversions of natural Temperance was advanced in a just and reasonable 
close this article, but first I wish to say that Mr. appetites and desires ;which lead to crime; why not manner, and it accomplished a great amount of good. 
Gage's letter is one to bring sadness to the heart of by law take from the victims all opportunity to com- It was very seldom that a young man carried a bot
all men and women who would carry on a discussion mit these excesses'? If prohibition is the proper pre- tle, and if he did, he forfeited his position in good 
with courtesy and good breeding. But, ·as I hav sev- ventativ in one case, why not in all?" I will leave society; or any one appearing among ladies at a pub
eral times remarked, it is only natural that the apos- our readers to judge whether or not you hav met my lie party intoxicated lost the respect of the fair s~x. 
tles of force should esteem all those who cannot ap- objection. · . Whisky w_as sold everywhere, and only three cents 
prove of their methods of reform as men to be brow- Mr. Gage coolly says: "The fewer there are who per glass, or a quarter treated a barroom full. 
beaten and abused as enemies of morality and good desire alcoholic liquors, the less number will be inter- . Now whv did not the influence of these. true tern
order. fered with by prohibition. The more there are the paranee reformers continue? I think the reason is 

This tendency crops out everywhere in George more necessity for enforcing it, even though it does very plain to be seen. The demagogs of a party, 
Gage's letter, though he throws a sop to me in the infringe upon their virtuous proclivities." Is it true, seeing an opportunity to secure political supremacy, 
shape of a tribute of admiJ:ation of my conduct in the then, George Gage, that men who partake of certain conspired with the· most fanatical leaders of the 
first Chicago Congress of the National Liberal fluids containing more or less of a chemical substance temperance cause, who wished to hurry up there
League. I might say that the gentleman's praise is known as alcohol hav no rights which you are bound form by compulsion, and united, not religion with 
not so very desirable when taken in connection with to respect? Is this the flower of Am~rican liberty? politics, but temperance with politics, where it has 
some other pprtions of his artiCle; but now I desire or. is it not rather the dregs of the most odious des- ever since remained-more of the demagog in it 
to call his attention to the glaring inconsistency man- potism and the most insufferable insolence that ever than true reform. The societies broke up, and some 
ifest in his criticism of myself. With cutting sarcasm had-their origin in brains saturated with the perni- of the reclaimed went black to their old haunts. 
he felicitates the" saloonists, shoulder-hitters, blood- cious idea that majorities hav any rights not pos- Ever since there has been a strife upo:p. the princi-
tubs," etc., upon my championship of free drink; sassed in equal degree by minorities? ple involved in the question, You shall not drink 
then he turns about and praises me for favoring the The "breachy cattle" are on the one hand, the anything intoxicating. And" the answer comes, I 
repeal of the Comstock postal statutes. Can it be criminal invaders of the persqnal and property rights shall ch-ink whatever I hav a mind to; and the liquor 
possible that he does not see that if the first part of of others, an,d on the other the "moral" and prohi- ·seller has waxed fat in the land. 
his screed 'is anything more than mere abuse, is of bitory invaders of the same rights. The first class . The hypocrisy of a good share of these temper
any weight in the discussion, then the opponents of we do ."confine in stanchions" sometimes, and the ance howlers has placed the temperance question in 
repeal were justified in all they said relativto our de- latter we shall restrain by 80 educating the people in about the same position the church occupies toward 
fense of free publication and transmission? They the principles of natural right that they will keep the the people at large; and now, if I were a betting 
did not slander us when they said that our constitu- reins of power forever out of the hands of these moral man, and both Mr. Gage's and Mr. Walker's homes 
ency was composed of t~e venders of obscene litera- and temperance policemen. · _ were examined, I would not be afraid to wager that 
ture, the abortionists, pimps, prostitutes, ·libertins, Slavery was born of coercion, sustained by coer- liquors would be found in Mr. Gage's and none in 
the vile and vicious of both sexes. cion, and went down because of it; for he who takes Mr. Walker's; and when Mr. Gage comes home in a 

If Mr. Gage is right now, our enemies were right the sword to oppress his fellow shall perish by the cold storm, the good Mrs. Gage fixes up a nice hot 
then. If his charges are legitimate now, their charges sword. sling, which he leisurely sips, quieting his conscience 
were legitimate then. If he reasons calmly and log- Prohibition has the same parentage, i~;~ sustained that it's medicin. I don't say it is so, but his mode 
ically now, so did they then. It is amazing that he by the same liberty-destroying forces, and its destiny of arguing would induce me to risk money on it if I 
cannot see that the question now is what it was then is the same-ignominious death. So much for Mr. were a betting man. - · 
-a question of liberty; that his insinuations are as Gage's suicidal illustrations. I hav ta;ught district school a good deal, and board-
much out of place as were those of Unde~wood, My opponent says that when I deny that alcohol ed around, and hav seen the like on more than one 
Spencer, Bundy, & Co. is valuable as a medicin I knock the last prop from occasion, among men who, it was thought by their 

Mr. Gage talks of "blear-eyed politicians." I .pity under my own platform. This shows how completely profession of mouth, would rather their families 
his verdancy if he does not know the character and he fails to sense the question at issue. The stability and wife's relations should alJ die than furnish any 
habits of the principal politicians who favor prohibi- of my position is not at all affected, for the reason liquor for them. 
tion. If the gentleman will spend a few months in that it does not in the least degree depend upon any How is it now after these years of political temper
traveling over the prohibition states and familiarizing good qualities which may be possessed by alcohol. ance enforcement reform? I am sorry to say that 
himself with the local reputation of the great politi- My position would not be affected were all true that at any young people's gathering in any country 
cal lights of prohibition, he will say nothing more is alleged by the prohibitionists. Mr. Gage's posi- neighborhood that I know of, many of the young 
like the above when refening to those who oppose tion is that where an article produces more harm men carry bottles of liquor, and it is not frowned 
his pet project. than good it should be denied all rights on the sea of upon by the ladies as it should be; it is looked upon 

Mr. GQ.ge's allusion to Jesse James is exactly on a exchange. Will he tell me what good results follow as rather smart. And that you may not think my 
par with the Christian assumption that the act of the use of tobacco? And if the evil here overbal- observations are limited, I will state I hav seen the 
Guiteau was the fruit of Freethought and Nihilistic ances the good, why should not the 'sale of that arti- same in Iowa, Kansas, Wisconsin, Dlinois, as well as 
teaching. Both assumptions rest upon nothing. Mr. cle be prohibited? I hav asked of all my opponents in many parts o.f New York_ state. But I hear you 
Gage knows that no anti-prohi~itionist logic involves that they apply the principles of prohibition logic to say," Desperate diseases require desperate remedies." 
such a deduction as Jesse James. He knows that every article used by mari and to every mode of life That is old. 'I'he best physicians now rely more 
this allusion of his is simply a begging of the ques- which is productiv of evil. But they all shi-ink from upon nature, and it is so ill this case. Go back to 
tion, that the whole philosophy of myself and ofthose the consequences involved in their own premise . ture. You hav been off on an experimental tour 
who stand with me, rests upon the solid bedrock of Like all the others, Mr. Gage talk of" every other and only aggravated the case; it needs rest. 
individual rights--rights which Jesse Janies and his unimportant and irrelevant evil" as though the dif- According to statistics, if I understand them, there 
confreres held as naught. ference between the evils produced by alcoholic stim- is more liquor consumed per capita than forty or 

By the way; let me call Mr. Gage's attention to the ulation and all other evils is one of kind instead of fifty years ago, when people had their liberty to use 
fact that the James boys were st1-ictly temperate. To being as it is one of degree only. · it as their judgment dictated. . 
be sure it is rather hard-hearted of me to mention Let Mr. Gage answer these questions frankly and The church howls over the great· calamities that 
this fact, thus denying to the gentleman the great without the evasion characteristic of his present effu- would befall the community if it should be "wiped 
privilege of including them in the ranks of the sion. If the majority may this year rightfully pro- out" and the people left to their own. reason and 

• .. shoulder-hitters," etc., whom, with alleged wit, he scribe the manufacture and sale of intoxicants be- general law for their guidance; but true Liberals are 
congratulates upon my asserted defense of their cause said majority believes them to be productiv of not afraid of anarchy and ruin if the church should 
course of life. more harm tha:q benefit, may not the same or another "burst up" to-morrow. They hav faith in the pea-

With a Jesuitical casuistry worthy of a father of majority next year rightfully prohibit the culture, pie-their judgment and good sense; and I believe 
Rome, Mr. Gage eva~es the point involved in my manufacture, and sale of tobacco and for the same if you will stop your war upon equal rights in regard 
statement that not one man in five thousand people reason? And is there any limit to the possibilities of to liquor in a political, demagoguish manner,- and 
becomes a drunkard, and pathetically inquires if one invasion of personal rights which are thus involved appeal to reason in a sensible shape, that a traveler 
"maudlin inebriate" in Iowa is to decide the ques- in your primary assertion? who will travel through this country ten or fifteen 
tion of prohibition in that state. This is one of the . "The right of the majority to rule is inherent in years hence would hardly recognize the streets for · 
pet assmnptions of the prohibitionists, that only our government," avers Mr. Gage. Per contra: The the want of saloons which now line nearly both sides 
"maudlin inebriates" oppose sumptuary measures. right of the individual to rule himself is inherent in of many of them. · 
It was this falsity that I was combating. I showed the individual. The struggle of the present and fu- A little corner and five dollars' worth of stock of 
that it was not an issue between the confirmed drunk- ture· is between these two vitally antagonistic princi- whisky and tobacco, and th.e whisky and tobacco 
ards and the man of temperance-abstinence, if you ples. It is a battle to the death. No compromise is shop will support a family and lay up money if the 
will-but a question of liberty in which was involved possible. proprietor does not guzzle up the profits himself. 
the rights of millions who drink but never become The personalities contained in Mr. Gage's last par- Why is this? I answe1·, Your prohibition laws. It 
"inebriates." I do not see how it is possible for an agraph but one I shall not notiee further than to say could not hav been done forty or fifty years ago. 
honest man to so dodge, and twist, and squirm,- and that the man who makes such unfounded charges Mr. Gage uses the same argument that the church 
misstate an opponent's position. The· battle is not does so because of an utter lack of facts and a com- used which produced the "Dark Ages;" after tor
between drunkards and total abstainers, but between plate emasculation of argument. When Freethinkers tures, imprisonments, confiscation, etc., they decided 
liberty and despotism. On each side are ranged cannot discuss the question of prohibition without to kill off heretics, then they would hav only the 
many hard drinkers and many total abstainers. I using the language employed by Mr. Gage they had pure stock on hand. Now are not those times known 
hav seen more than one "maudlin inebriate" step up better drop the subject entirely. E. c. WALKER. as the most corrupt and ignorant that we hav any 
to the polls and vote for prohibition; more than one account of? It proved that they should hav killed 
"politician" who regularly looked upon the wine M. E. ROSE. themselvs off, and left the proscribed stock to people 
when it was red giv his voice and ballot for state ;;;,To THE EDITOR· OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I can- the world with pure morals, honesty, and intelligence. 
regulation of temperance and morality. not help saying a few words upon prohibition after He says the majority has the right to rule. .There · · 

And Mr. Gage also well knows that I said nothing reading an article by Mr. Gage, in Jan. 20th, page he shows his narrowness. I claim the minority on 
in favor of the consumption of alcoholic stimulants; 36 of THE TRUTH SEEKER, which is so unfair and so any question hav rights and privileges that the 
but I d1d say that this form of intemperance is not in style of dogmatic theology. majority are bound to respect, if it is the wish to hav 
the only crime-breeder, that avarice and jealousy, I can remember when the first (at least in my a good government and not a tyranny. I hold that 
rev.enge and envy, ambition and malice, all combine v.icinity) organizations for temperance were started, like mei_}j.ods will produce like results. 
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We ~e but just breaki?g away from arbitrary and 
tyr~m;ucal rulers ":ho beheved that they being in the 
maJonty had the nght to even take our lives that we 
might not propagate our views, and to embrace a so
called refo~m, using the same methods, when scarcely 
able to stand alone, seems very inconsl.stent to say 
the least. I would throw open the door and allow 
any one to ~ell th~t had a mind to. The profits 
would cease Immediately, and people, being thrown 
upon their own reason for a guide, would soon 
ignore the dram-shop, and it would cease to be re
spectable, not but that some liquor wou,ld still be 
sold, as all evils can not wholly be reformed. 

this system o£ legislation, the whole thing has been let us learn to do well." Tyrants and their abettors 
a failure. vVhere one person has been made temper- in church or state never agree to such conditions 
ate by this method, there hav been very m~ny more until by the force of circumstances, brought around 
who hav become the reverse. JYiankind is about the by the persistent· assaults of men with an indomita
same everywhere, and in our own town, where -the ble will and great reasoning faculties--men who 
prohibitory law was in operation, the fact was no- make the people see the great ).Vl"Ong that is being 
torious that instead of making people temperate, it perpetrated-men whom laws made especially for 
bftd quite the contrary effect. Reasoning from anal- that purpose will not constrain to stop their thoughts 
ogy, the fact is very apparent that in other places nor the expression of them to others, thus showing 
where the law prevailed the result was the same. the supremacy of mind and unloosing the hold of tyr
" Like produces like"· is a truism which we cannot anny. That which doubles up your fist is inferior 
evade or wink out of sight. .to that-which undoubles it; one is brute force, and 

We hav too n;tany laws non-enforcible, and why are 
the1non~enfor?Ible? because when they come before 
a~ mtelligent Jury they (the jury) take a reasonable 
VIew of the matter, and discharge the case, and they 
become dead laws in spite of judges or lawyers, and 
I believe ·-a prohibitory law would be the same, and 
only lead to filling the pockets of.lawers and increas
ing the curse of taxation upon the people. 

I am glad that JYir. W aTher, in addition to his ef- the other is intellectual. Responsibility teaches as 
forts in behalf of Freethought, has brought forward nothing else can. The mind is not taught to depend · 
so many indisputable and unanswerable arguments on itself. In the past these questions were asked: 
in opposition to prohibition. What is mind? No matter. 

Very truly yours, EDWIN H. BARTLETT. What is matter? Never mind. 
South Dartmouth; Mass. What is spirit ? That is quite immaterial. 

One thing is certain. It matters not what mind is 
The Supremacy of Reason. or is not, if we cannot use it on all questions; and it 

Lord Rochester said: is quite immaterial what the spirit is, if we cannot 
"Could I bu,t choose what :flesh and blood I'd wear, examin it to the best of our ability. ]'reedom of 

I'd be a dog, a monkey, or a bear; thought and opinion is never encouraged by any au-
Or anything but that vain animal tho1:ities of the world. They bend all their efforts to 

When we see petitions ~irculated among women 
and children (no;n-voters) to influence legislation,. 
children not yet able to read or write, it seems there 
is something weak about it. I would favor any one 
voting, male or female, on arriving.at the proper agE). 
If I was to circulate a petition I would only accept 
such names as the law, if passed, would come before 
for enforcement. 

I circulated one for the release of D. JYI. Bennett 
from an unjust law, enforced by an unjust judge, one 
of those majority laws, the minority having no rights 
or privileges. I did not accept any names but those 
of men and women who fully understood the case, 
or were able to upon an explanation of its merits, 
while the chmch, in all its immaculate purity, took 
the names of all Sunday~school children, Anthony 
Comstock traveling over the country at all such gath
erings £or names. How many responsible names did 
h~ hav? I don't believe one-tenth were able to un
derstand the case. So much £or such petitions. 

Who is so proud of being rational." retain the past; they labor to perpetuate old preju-
How often hav we heard the pries.t say in address- dices and passions; they celebrate ancient and time

ing God: "What is man, that thou art mindful of honored festivals; they use their powers striving to 
him ?" Mohammed said j;hat "every man is born keep hereditary memories fresh and fragrant. · On 
naturally disposed to become a JYioslem; but his every hand are seen the results of these continued 
parents make him a Jew, a Christian, or a JYiagian. '' ~efforts. They satisfy the larger portion of the race 
Since man came on the globe, the attempt of tyrlints who accept these conditions and save themselvs the 
to control other men and make them subservient to trouble of solving and changing them. The salvation 
their designs and purposes has caused more loss of of the race is assured, not from celebrating the past, 
life, bloodshed, imprisonment, and misery than all but because in all ages there hav been minds not 
else combined. JYiany men abandon what little opin- satisfied with inherited wisdom, and not accepting 
ion or mind they once claimed to hav, rather than to the truth of any theory or science until proven, be
endure the ignomi:q.y of being called fanatics; but the ing altogether regardless of any sacred authority to 
race has never been defaulted at trial; some one has believe what seems to them to be false. Such men 
always appeared in its defense. hav made their marks in the world and the impres-

"What is man that thou art mindful of him?" is sion is retained; others follow in the same spiFit, and 
easily answered when man is mindful of himself, rec- we enjoy the result to-day. Without this breaking 
ognizing the authority that is within himself as the away of the mind from old-established traditions, 
highest. JYiilton said: "The mind is its own place, customs, and laws, the world might as well hav re
and in itself can make a ·heaven of hell, a hell of tained its primitiv state, when men were naked and 
heaven." Who is there, or what, that can do more, lived in caves; and were it not for the fact that all 
01··as much? The mind is the power that conceives, minds cannot be controled, it would hav remained in 
judges, or reasons. There can be nothing in the that state so far as the people were concerned. 

JYir. Gage is unable to see the principle at stake, 
and accuses Liberals of being "beslimed over with 
filth of all the cess-pools and sinks of vice in the 
land, and the rum-holes finding champions among 
Liberals to do their dirty work for them." He could 
not see the principle involved by D. JYI. Bennett 
fighting the liberty-crushing Comstock laws, which 
are only another kind of prohibitory law. No; he 
has his hobby, and now he wants it enforced as the 
great panacea which will reform the world. I don't 
believe in hobbyites. I want general principles to 

·govern the world, serving all alike, giving the utmost 

universe to compensate us for its loss. No words Milford, Feb. 8, 1883. CHARLES C. JoHNSON. 
can adequately express its value; and yet how few, 
as compared to the whole, realize the truth of the 
statement! There is nothing that causes so much 

liberty to all. Why does he not say something about 
tobacco, or does he use it and does not want it inter
fered with ? It is as great a curse as liquor, all 
things considered, and sold in the same "rum-holes," 
where he can get it over the same bar-he can smell 
the fumes of whisky and cigru.·s together. In the 
above ·extract he uses the language that the church 
used toward D. JYI. Bennett, almost, because he fought 
for principle. No, JYir. Gage, you are only half a 
Liberal, and the rest is demagogism. . 

. Yours for liberty and equality before all laws, 
East Rodman, NY. M. E.RosE. 

EDWIN H. BARTLETT. 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir· : 
There has been considerable space occupied of late 
in THE TRUTH SEEKER in relation to Prohibition. 
JYir. E. C. Walker has, I think, presented the anti
prohibition side with much force and ability, and I 
think his arguments are unanswerable. 

In one number of THE TRUTH SEEKER is a com
munication from George Gage, of Osborne, Kansas, 
in reply to JYir. · Yv alker. I hav read his reply in a 
careful and attentiv manner, and hav £ailed to dis
cover any new ·facts bearing on the side of prohi
bition. 

As long a,go as the yeru.· 1852 the legislatme of this 
commonwealth enacted a prohibitory law. It pro
vided that in every city and town in the commonwealth 
there should be appointed one or more agents whose 
duty it should be to keep for sale all the various sorts 
of spirituous and intoxicating liquors, for medicinal 
and chemical purposes. The law was kept on the 
statute books for at least ten years, I should say. 
Each and every agent was to keep· a record of his 
sales of liquors each day, specifying to whom he sold 
and whether for medical or chemical purposes. 

After trying this law for a certain term of years 
(thus endeavoring to make men and women:temper
ate by law), the legislators of the commonwealth 
came to the conclusion that this endeavor had proved 
fruitless, and the law was repealed. Since then we 
hav had a license law on our statute books. 

I hav long since come to the conclusion-after 
witnessing the workings of the prohibitory enactment 
of 1852-that it is an utterly vain and useless un~er-

. taking to try to make people temperate by coerm?n; 
for I believe that prohibition amounts to nothmg 
more nor less than coercion. Coercion is at war with 
the fundamental and underlying principles of our 
government. Ever· since this state, Maine, Rhode 
Island and all the other states that hav endeavored 
to make people temperate by law, hav introduced 

Freemasonry. 
commiserati~and pity as to hear of some one who To THE Em·roR OF THE TRUTH Sl!;EKER, Si.r: I know 
by sickness or accident has been deprived of reason. of a great many Freethinkers who are Freemasons 
lf he was your enemy before, now you hav no invec- that are disgusted with the superstitions taught and 
tiv for him. You feel and recognize that the manly perpetuated in the Masonic lodge. No true Infidel 
part of the man has gone, and what a contrast is can consistently be a party to such ceromonies as 
shown! The loss of anything shows its value more are brought into requisition when the lodge is at 
than its possession does. Nothing shows' it more "work." Anciently this was not the case. Masonry 
than the loss of a person's mind-his reasoning pow- in its purity recognized no god but fides or fidelity. 
ers. What is the essential difference between a per- She knew no saint or Christ or Bible. When the 
son who has been deprived of his reason, and has church wielded the temporal. power she forced a rec
none to use on any subject whatever, and a person ognition upon every institution of man. At his 
who, having his reason intact, denies himself the right birth the priest must be called in to christen. At 
to use it, and accepts conclusions and results the marriage he must again be on hand or fornication 
most momentous that can possibly be imagined? commenced. At death he must hav the priest or his 
Buckle says: "Calamities may be inflicted by others, body is thrown to the dogs and his property confi.s
but no people can be degraded except by their own cated. The priest must hear the confession of his 
acts." It is equally true in personal affairs. While wife and children, superintend the education of the 
sympathizing with the first in his affiiction by loss of young, guide and control political affairs, receive and 
reason, we instinctivly know that the second, by hav- dispense the finances. In short, the priest was 
ing such powers vouchsafed to him, and then by his the ruler of man in every relation of life. Every man 
own act giving up their use, has struck ·the bed-rock or society among men must either recognize t:P.e 
of degradation. There can be no lower depth. If creeds of the priest or die. Hence, the institution of 
there is an unpardonable sin, it must be this. Such F:teemalilonry, in response to the first great law of na
instances of giving up the use of the mind and rea- ture, combined herself with the Christian's God, 
soning faculti~ on old-established traditions and saints, and Bible. In doing this she :fitted herself ex
theories is the rule, and they who make reason the actly to the superstition and intellectual dwarfage of 
arbiter of their belief unwaveringly trust to its decis- the dark ages. But man has been thinking. He 
ions, and will not and cannot accept any other au- has opened up new fields of labor and interest. With 
h h k th his telescope he has been to the stars. With the 

t ol'ity, are t e exceptions. · \Ve hope to rna e e ship and compass he has circumnavigated the earth. 
exceptions the rule. \Vhat an amount of time it will 
take, judging by what has been accomplished since With his hammer and chisel he has cut his way into . 
time began! We shall hav time enough. JYian has the bowels of the Christian "pancalre." By the dis-. 

coverv of the sciences, he has knocked the iast prop always in history been noted for subserviency to " 
those in aut.hority, especia11y in the church. They from under theology. The church stands before men 
hear and obey the continual refrain of the preacher: to:d9.y without an unselfish, intelligent advocate, and 

must soon die for the want of brains and honesty. 
" Pri!lsts and kings are God's vicegerents; T b d · d b 

Man must worship and obey. he est an greatest mm s of t .e day are out of 
Backward, ye presumptuous nations- the church. Why? Because its creeds and the-

. Back, be humble and obey!" ories are childish, foolish, impossible. Just ·so it is 
Everything in their life has constrained them to becoming with Masomy. The order is just what the 

feel that if the authority of the priest is doubted, church in its darkest days made it. Its creeds are 
questioned, or examined, the wrath of a vengeful too na:r:row for the scientific mind. Not a naturalist 
God will be their portion through the never-ending of our day can be made a JYiason. Not .a scien
eternity. Nothing develops and strengthens like use. tist can enter the lodge. Not a single one in all 
It is inculcated with reference to man's body; but as that gra,nd array of names-scientists, protectio:p.
to the reason without which there is no man, its use ists, reformers-could hav their names enrolled upon 
is forbidden on the most important questions. · We the scrolls of JYiasonry. Is this "the solidru.ity of 
hav settled it for you; it is sacrilege to examin it. man," the universal brotil.erhood of the race? No, 
What a disinterested care they keep over the people. it is ignorance, superstition, and the worst kind of 
It is always so with tyrants; the cru.·e of the people bigotry, and will do for masonryjustwhat it is doing 
is their cry, which is solved by cru.·ing for themselvs. for the church. If the order is to be perpetuated 
What care was exercised over the colored man, keep- into the distant future, it must adapt itself to pro
ing him in slavery because he could not take care o:f> gressions of the ages. It is a fact in evolution that 
himself? Frederick Douglass always had one an- a vegetable, animal, or institution which cannot 
swer: "Let us alone. Giv us a chance to think and adapt itself to the environments must get out of the 
act for ourselvs, and let the law be equal over all; way. PLUMB LINE. 
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The Old and New Testaments Must Go Together. 
The recent discussion of the Old Testament, pre

cipitated by the startling position of Heber Newton, 
appears to hav subsided. It has been productiv of 
much good, and out of it a few things in regard to 
the Bible appear to hav been settled and accepted by 
the people. Among them are, that the Pentateuch 
is not the work of Moses or of any one man; that its 
account of creation is false; that the Jewish God 
should be called Yahweh-a name Dr. Stebbins, a 
Unitarian divine, says is as barbarous as Ojibway; 
that the Ten Commands are a plagiarism; that Deu
teronomy was not originally one of the books 
of the Pentateuch, which was composed principally 
by Ezra and Ezekiel, and completed by Nehemiah: 
These facts entirely destroy the sanctity of the Old 
Testament, and many are willing to concede it, but 
they giv up none of their reverence for the New. 
Beecher accepts evolution and rejects hell, but still 
talks as though Christ was a savior, and many minis
ters fpllow his lead. But where is the consistency .in 
this ? The Old Testament rarely mentions hell, 
but the New preaches it all the time, and is the great 
authority for it. And unless the doctrin of man's 
total depravity as conveyed by the "fall "is accepted 
the very need of a savior is dispensed with, and the 
foundation of the whole Christian scheme falls to 
pieces. If the chief end of man is no longer to 
"glorify God and enjoy him," but to glorify Christ 
and" enjoy him," we want to know why. Not orily 
without the Old Testament is the New Testament 
nothing, but its authorship rests upon as uncertain a 
basis, and its words can no more be relied upon. 
Christ wrote no account of himself, and those which 
his biographers hav written are worthless because of 
their unreliability. The biographers themselvs are 
ui:J.known. Prof. Davidson says that the authorship 
of the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and 
John is entirely unknown, and if this be so, upon what 
do the Christians base their claim that Christ was 
diVine? Uriless the writings are proven inspired 
they become immediately worthless as a revelation, 
llJld must stand for what they are, inadequate and 
contradictory accounts of impossible occurrences. 

Again, taken by itself, theN ew Testament. is inc?m
plete. The Bible is a tragedy in two acts. Without 
the ·first the last is unintelligible. Uriless there is 
something to be saved, wherefore the savior? It has 
always been held that uriless Christ was the messiah 
he was nothing. The Jews reject this claim and 
brand him an impostor. In proving the Old Testa
ment uninspired, Beecher and Newton and their pul
pit followers hav logically done the same, although 
they either do not see it, or are hypocritical enough 
to see and yet deny it. The " simple and beautiful 
Christ" seems to be a back door through which the
ologians retreat when cornered. Though it has been 
shattered a thousand times, they cling to their idol 
-still. The God of the Old Testament is a god of false
hood, of injustice, of selfishness, treacherous, passion
ate, and licentious, and if Jesus is of him and is his 
son and equal, how is it he escapes contamination? 
How can he be all virtue under such circumstances? 
In truth he is not. The Old Testament cruelty is of 
this world and limiteq, that of the New is of the next 
and urilimited. The Old Testament was indorsed by 
Christ, and if he erred in. this, may he not hav erred 
in other statements? He appealed to it, and founded 
his claims to be the messiah on its statements. All 
of the New Testament writers acknowledged its 
authority, as do the orthodox creeds of to-day. How, 
then, can the onQ be thrown away and the other re
tained? If the two ate in conflict, then both must 

go. The plan of throwing away the part that they had moriey we might be able to accomplit~h something. 
dislike-hell, for instance-and holding on to that We could employ agents and watchers, and if a police 
which they approve-heaven-is very bad and utterly justice did not do his duty when we had arraig,ned a 
illpgical. There is as much evidence for hell as for liquor dealer before him, we could impeach him and 
heaven, and if the good is inspired, so is the bad. hav him re-moved. But as it is the fight with the 

As the inRpiration of the Bible must be given up liquor oncy exists in our secretary's great imagina
as to its physical statements, there orily remains, its tion." This league, it must be remembered, is a 
so-called spiritual and·moral teachings. Of these it Protestant affair, and the liquor stores are largely 
may be said that all that is good 'is not original, and supported by ilhe Catholic element. The members of 
all that is original is not good. As Buckle (Hist. Civ., our legislature from this city a.t\d B:rooklyn owe their 
p. 129) says: "The system of morals propounded in election mairily to votes controled by corner saloon 
the New Testament contained no maxim which had keepers, and the great brewers can be relied on to 
not been previously enunciated, and that some of the furnish the funds to defeat any attempt to stop their 
most beautiful paasages in the apostolic writings are traffic. Sunday in New York is practically what it 
quotations from pagan authors is well known to was before the passage of the new code. Public sen
every scholar. To assert that Christianity tiinent, outside of the churche-s, is against any attempt 
communicated to man moral truths previously un- to interfere With citizens' right to spend the day as 
known argues on the part of the asserter either best pleases them, and the idea of shutting up grocery 
gross ignorance or wilful fraud." There is a side to and other stores, while allowing the street caril and 
the character of Christ which has been much extolled elevated railroads to run, is so ridiculous that the at
by the church, and even thoughtless _Freethinkers tempt has been practically abandoned. The average 
hav accepted the estimate without much dissent. unregenerate sinner too can not see the difference 
When the glamour of reverence for deity and awe of between a barber shaving men for a living, and the 
the supernatural has been removed, when the robe minister preaching for st> much a Sunday. 

The Slaughter of ~he Innocents. 
that cunning has woven is torn asi_de, it will be found 
that Christ as a divine character was an impostor; as 
a teacher, immoral and misleading; as· a man, im- An alarm of fire in the East Fourth street parochial 
perfect, passionate, and cruel. Whether it was his school of this city one day last week caused a panic, 
great egotism in imagining himself the son of God, in which seventeen little girls lost t;heir lives and 
or his fanaticism that made him so, is no matter. many others were seriously injured. This school ·is 
The facts remain, if anything found in the New run by a German Catholic organization. It is not a 
Testament may be considered a fact. His insolent charitable institution, but the tuition of the children 
reply to his mother; his cursing inanimate objects who are sent there is paid for by parents or guard
when displea!'led; his declaration that his object in ians. It is not claimed that the facilities for educa
coming was not peace; his fanatical command to hate tion are any better than those of the free publio 
father, mother, brother, and wife in order to be his schools; it is the religious instruction which pupils 
disciple; his consigning to eternal torment all who receive that makes the institution valuable in the 
refused to believe in him, when, if he was omniscient, eyes of Catholics. The alarm of fire which caused 
he knew belief was not a matter of choice; his fre- the panic turned out to be false. · Had there been a 
quenting obscure places and mixing with the dis- fire hardly a child could hav escaped death. Au ex
reputable characters of his.. time-all stamp him as a amination of the premises showed. the orily mea:O:s of 
petulant, urilovable· man. Added to this are his exit afforded the scholars was a· dark passage and 
trampish teachings to take no thought for the mor- stairway three feet wide~ The stairway was guarded 
row, for his heaverily father would provide, when the by a flimsy board banister, which yielded to the pres
truth is his father never did, and never has to this sure brought against it, and fifty children were pre
day, provided a single loaf of bread for the hungry; cipitated to the floor below. Of course those under
his tyrannical command to bring hither "mine ene- neath perished. It was also shown in the course of 
mies, to "slay before me," and the utter absence in the investigation that the sanitary arrangements of 
his preaching of any inborn love of liberty, or pro- the building were defectiv, and the stench of sewer 
testatio;n against slavery. The whole burden of his gas in the play-room was sufficient, as one of the 
mission was that he was the son of God, and that un- coroner's jury remarked, "to kill a child." 
less all accepted him they would be damried. The These a~e the facts as they hav been made public, 
only reason he gave for doing good was _on account of but t.here are other alleged facts which hav not ap
the rewards laid up in heaven. Not one word did peared in print. It is stated that between the school 
he say about doing right for right's sake. building and the church edifice there is a door com-

The beatitudes are platitudes, or worse. The municating, through which the children might hav 
"poor in spirit" are a great way from heaven; the been allowed to pass and not a life hav been sacri
mourners-are not comforted, and if the meek inherit ficed. This door was not opened. It is said to be 
the earth no one has found it out. Those who hav restricted to the use of the priests on their clandestin 
followed Christ and believed on him hav been the visits to the sisters who act as teachers in the school, 
haughtiest and most cruel of all men. They hav not the passageways in the building being kept dark to 
been peac~makers in any sense-except it be to make facilitate the making of such visits unobserved. The 
pieces of the bodies of the men and women who hav relations between priest and sister hav always been 
not believed. And what kind of sen,se is it for a man of a notoriously immoral character, and there is no 
to turn the other cheek when smitten on one, or giv reason to believe that the priests and sisters of the 
his cloak to the thief who has his coat? Can such a German Catholic parochial school in Fourth street 
teacher be called "without blemish and without are an exception to the rule. 
spot?" Pure and simple Christianity is foolishness, This church owns property valued at thirteen mill
and the vast ecclesiastical edifice built upon the dis- ion dollars, upon which no taxes are paid; yet it 
torted verses of the New Testament a monstrous in- pleads that the accommodations given the children in 
iquity. Christianity is false conclusions from unre- its school were the best it could. afford! Th,e little 
liable premises, and the whole fabric is rotten through girls who lost their lives were the children of poor 
warp and woof. The Ql;J.urch is based on the so-called parents, yet the church buried but three of them, 
gospels, the gospels on the Old Testament, and the and took up a special subscription to pay the funeral 
latter on legends. Why, then, should there be more expenses of even these. The priest who preached 
reverence for one than for the other? the last sermon over the corpses of the slaughtered 

Bigotry Getting Faint-Hearted. 
The members of the "Sunday Closing League" in 

this city are beginniru.g to realize that the taSk they 
undertook of closing up all places of business on Sun
day was a very large one. The secretary, Mr. Stephen 
H. Provost, who is a small edition of Anthony Com
stock, announced that last Sunday he would dlose up 
all·the liquor saloons, but when the day arrived he 
found himself entirely unable to do it, and the mem
bers of his league are not now so enthusiastic as they 
were. Th!iy freely admit that they hav ·no chance in 
a s~ruggle with the liquor dealers. "We hs.v neither 
the money nor the backbone to fight the liquor deal
ers," remarked M?. Jones, a member of the le,.gue. 
"They hav all the influence behind them, too. If we 

infants knew that their death was due to the criminal 
negligence and greed of the management, yet he had 
the hardihood to say in his discourse that the disaster 
was " a visitation of divine providence," and charged 
it to the benevolent intention of God to snatch these 
innocent victims away from the dangers of a sinful 
world! Insult could not hav been more disgracefully_ 
added to injury. The. building was unsafe. Every- •· 
body who was not blind could see that; and the 
entryway was a death-trap. The orily avenue which 
opened to safety was kept closed. The three
inch pine-board banister was admirably adapted 
for giving way when leaned against by a child. 
The darkness of the passageway, which it is claimed 
favored the secrecy of the priests' amatory excursions, 
added to the terror of the children, and made disci-
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plin impossible. Here is w~ere the responsibility 
rests. Divine providence, if such existed, could hav 
had no hand in the massacre. Human carelessness 
caused it, and the human beings guilty of that care
lessness should pay the penalty. The robes of the 
priests protect them from the wrath of the people, 
but whether they will save them from the hand 0f 
the law remains to be seen. It will be a disgrace to 
our courts of justice if spring when it opens does 
not find the managers of this German Catholic 
parochial school paying the price of their crime in a 
penitentiary. 

THE archbishop of Paris, in his Lenten pastoral, 
said: 

" What strike!'! the mind of every attentiv observer is the 
work now being attempted ·of constituting society without 
God. The wisdom and experience of ages hav taught that no 
society could subsist if it did not acknowledge the authority 
of a supreme master and legislator, the source of all human 
authority and law." 

What rot is this, when everyone knows that n0t 
only does society exist where no such thing as "God " 
is known, but exists in as great perfection as in lands 
where hypocrits bend the knee in million dollar 
churches and'leave their poor next door to starve. 

But that is not the worst he said. Hear him: 

"Modern society reposes on the doctr~ns of Christianity. 
Innovators, however, oblivious of the .benefits effected by the 
gospel, ignoring the lessons of an experience as old as the 
human race, fancy they canbanish from society all religious 
ideas. Theh"'Rim is that no social institution and no public 
power shall bear the stamp of religious belief. The school is 
to be without God, and nothing in the· asylums of the poor 
and affiictecl is to recall the existence of a father that knows 
their griefs and counts their sorrows. Neither is any affirmtt~ 
tion of the immortality of the soul to shed on the sepulchers 
of the dead those rays of hope which console the snclcle~t 

1nournings." 

It is an indisputable fact that all the Christian 
rites are borrowed from the so-called pagans, and if 

IT rs encouraging to see that the supply of 'minis
ters is failing. It shows that young men resist the 
temptations held out by the easy life and high pay 
which most ministers· hav, and refuse to prostitute 
their genius to the support of a false theology. In 
delivering ail address to the Oberli:O: College on " A 
Famin in the Ministry," the Rev. Josiah Strong 
called attention to the fact that the demand for min
isters for home missionary churches was pressing 
and increasing, while the number of men prepar
ing for the ministry is constantly decreasing. 
" One year ago," he said, "the various home mis
sionary fields asked for two hundred men; to-day 
four hundred are needed; nor is the demand con
fined to the missionary churches. Massachusetts 
alone has eight self-supporting churches not sup
plied with pastors, and knows not where to get 
them." Then he refers to the foreign field, and 
says that the American Board could use three 
hundred or more ordained ministers to great ad
vantage, making a total of seven hundred men now 
wanted for home and foreign missions. Nor is this 
denomination alone in this lack of material for mis
sionaries, as we learn from the Advance. The Pres
byterian seminaries show very nearly the same de
crease, and also the Episcopalian. If there is any one 
thing calculated to make kind, honest, generous peo
ple rejoice, it is that Presbyterianism is dying out in 
civilized countries. It is a religion fit only for sav
ages, and· how it ever found lodgment in the same 
breast with a human heart is beyond our comprehen
sion. Episcopalianism is a show religion, and will 
die with kingcraft and other state evils.. It never 
dared to import the "cast-iron" article of the English 
creed ("this is the holy Catholic faith, except which a 
man believe he cannot be saved"), and having suf
fered this beautiful dogma to die it has lost its vital
ity. The recent experience of Heber Newton is not 
calculated to entice young men t9 its raJiks. 

society rests on them it I"ests on paganism.· What · 
. WRITING upon the life of the late Wm. E. Dodge, 

benefits has the world had from Christianity? Did 
the Rev. Theodore Cuyler complains that nowadays 

the church, did Christ, did the "Father" invent any adult persons are rarely inveigled into the church. 
one of the innumerable adjuncts of civilization? Are "Fully four-fifths of all the accessions to the churches 
the gospels as old as human experience ? The arch~ 

now," he says, "are from persons who hav not yet 
bishop must be crazy to talk such nonsense. It reached twenty-one." "Dodge," he says, "at the 
takes volumes to recount the infamies of the church, 

early age of twelve was thoroughly converted to the 
her deeds of cruelty and acts of oppressicn, while we 
look in vain to find the great humanity so loudly Lord Jesus Christ." Now it must be very gratifying 

to the Lord to hav the unquestioned homage of such 
boasted for her by the priests. What Christian in all 

a master-mind as the average boy of twelve possesses, 
the world heeds the precepts of Christ regarding-his but it strikes us that a religion whose c_onverts are 
own welfare ? Take no thought for the morrow, giv four-fifths infants stops a long way short of being eli-
unto the poor all that you hav, become as little chil- vine or of satisfying the needs of humanity. The av
dren-who is foolish enough to-day to heed these erage young man or woman under twenty~one knows 
teachings? And what progress would the world hav as much about religion as a pig does of algebra, and 
made if the people had heeded them? is as competent to judge as the pig would be to de-

What good reason is there for linking a god to our cide a proposition in Euclid. This infant testimony 
social institutions and public powers? Who knows is mental slush of the silliest kind. Wm. E. Dodge 
what God is, that he should set him over men? An may hav been "rooted and built up in Him and 
honest god is the noblest work of man. But man is stablished in the faith," as Cuyler says, and we rather 
not yet honest enough himself to make an honest think he was, for he was one of the greatest bigots 
God. Governments are not instituted by God, that ever interfered in the municipal affairs of this 
whatever the priests may say, and this cheap talk city. He and Samuel Colgate were a precious pair. 
about a supreme legislator is the verie1;1t trash. If 
God knows the griefs and counts the sorrows of the 
orphans in the asylums, why does he not I"emove the 
grief and assuage the sorrow? Why should there 
be grief in the world if such a beneficent and loving 
"Father" controls all things? Why is the babe born 
but to suffer and die ere it can perform one act, 
either good or ill? Does this great "Father" love 
to see his creatures in agony? What is the use of 
having a" Father" who knows our griefs and counts 
our sorrows if he does nothing to relieve them? 
Bettet a thousand times that the universe should be 
chaos than that an in:finit fiend should rule it, sowing 
the seeds of disease and death, and creating souls 
only to torment them forever. 

DR. J. L. YoRK, the noted Liberal orator of Cali
fornia, has nearly regained his health, and will start 
soon on an extended lecture tour in the northwest, 
speaking at Ashland and other points on the over
land route; also at Forest Grove, Portland, Astoria, 
Seattle; Victoria, and other points on the Sound. 
Oregon and territory Liberals desiring. to be stirred 
up will address Dr. York at San Jose, Cal. 

WE learn from the last Investigator that our friend 
Seaver has been seriously ill of pneumonia, but that 
he is nearly recovered. We congratulate him and 
all Liberals that this is so. May he fight death as 
successfully as he has fought superstition, and liv long 
after his enemies hav seen the eiTor of their ways. If immortality is a fact, all imaginings and specu

lations about it are valueless. They cannot giv or 
take it away. If it is not a fact, what consolation can RoN. ELIZUR WRIGHT ~ade u~ a brief call last week. 
it yield? It is a hope, and a strong one, but philos- The g~an~ old veteran Is lookmg hale and hearty, 
ophy must deal with it as with all other speculations. a~d his ei?"hty ~and odd ye~rs sit very lightly upon 
But there is no consolation in the Christian doctrin Rim. He IS always busy With humanitarian work, 
of immortality, for who can hope to gain their heaven, and will be until he grows old. 
hedged in as it is with dogmas and creeds? Who 
believes enough to enable him to get there. Except 
you believe you cannot be saved ? A true believer is 
one who can drink poison and handle deadly serpents 
without harm. Where is there a true believer in the 
world to-day, and what consolation does he find in 
Godly philosophy? 

.A Note from Mr. Green. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Will 

you please state that I will devote the month of April 
to lecturing in western Pennsylvania, Ohio, and 
Michigan? I will deliver one lecture for $10, or 
two for $15, and pay my own expenses. 

Salarna,nca, N. y;· H. L. GREEN. 

Died. 
In New York, Feb. 21st, of pneumonia, Edward K., youngest 

son of Eugene M. and Virginia B. Macdonald, aged four 
months-and fifteen days. The funeral was very quiet, the 
simple services being conducted by S. P. Andrews~ 

.The brightest stars in manlwod's crown are wife 
and babes, and the way is darker when one fades 
from sight. To this little star, shining but a moment, 
the sky was ever black with clouds. Only a mother's 
boundless love thrilled him with life for eveD,so brief a 
time. It may be better so, for he had suffered since his 
birth; but oh, it is hard to love and lose. When the 
oak falls a landmark and a guide is gone, and in the 
commingling of the grief of many there is relief. But 
a little flower fades, and none misses it save those 
whose home it made more beautiful and gentle. The 
oak and flower are alike cut down by Nature, who 
permits no violation of her law to go unpunished. 
Science explains death, but it cannot take away the 
pangs of separation. The consolation of philosophy 
is that the ·dead see all their trouble in this world. 

Into the Silent Land. 
· To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I hav 

just received word that Father and Mother Grims
ley, of Corv-allis, Or., aged respectivly 81 and 90 
years, hav passed to higher life-one on the 23d and 
the other on the 29th of January last. 

On the day preceding his death he said, " as the 
dimness of his sight betokened his departure:" 
"Well, I can't go to the Paine meeting, and I can!t 
read THE TRUTH SEEKER any more;" and spent the 
night free from pain, communing, as he believed, 
with the spirits of his children in spirit life, who 
seemed to be with him to the last. And thus, with 
the early light of the morning, he passed, peacefully 
as any Christian could do, into the life beyond. 

Mary and John Grimsley lived in Oregon since 
1847, where several of their children now reside. 
They were most excellent. old people, respected and 
loved by those who knew them; and although lJOOr 
in this world's goods, they were rich in those quali
ties of mind and spirit which are the true riches. 
They were veteran Infidels to the last. On my last 
lecture tour through Oregon I paid them a visit at 
their home, when they assured me that their great
est comfort was to read THE TRUTH SEEKER, and about 
D. M. Bennett and his glorious work. This seemed 
to be their delight and constant thought. 

So Jet me liv and die, an Infidel to the false though 
old, yet a lover of the good, true, and beautiful. 

San Jose, Cal., Feb. 14. J. L. YoRK. 
[Boston Investigator please copy. J 

PuTNAM's "Golden Throne," says the Radical Review, 
"is a noble work. It certainly demonstrates that the 
scientific conception of the universe is i.p:finitly rich 
in poetry and romance. There is hardly a question 
of humQ.n interest upon which the author does not 
touch, and on which he does not hold the most ad
vanced and Radical views. The book overflows wit.h 
suggestions. It ranks high as a work of thought." 

AT the January meeting of the London Anthropo
logical Institute, Mr. W. S. Duncan read a paper on 
the probable region of man's evolution. Starting with 
the assumption that man was evolved from a form 
lower in organization than that of the lowest type yet 
discovered, and that his origination formed no excep
tion to the general law of evolution recognized as ac
counting for the appearance of the lower forms of 
life, the author said that man's most immediate an
cestors must hav been similar in structure to that of 
the existing anthropoid apes, although it was not 
necessary to suppose that any of the anthropoid apes 
at present existing belong to the same family as that 
of man. The science of the distribution of animals 
showed that the higher types of monkeys and apes 
appear to hav had their origin in the Old World, the 
American continent being entirely destitute of them, 
either alive or fossil. The distribution of the greater 
portion of the animals of the Old World was shown 
to hav taken a generally southward directioJ:I, owing 
to the gradual increase of the cold, which culminated 
in the last Ice Age. This migration was, however, 
interrupted by the interposition of the Mediterranean 
and otller seas, and thus, although a few of these ani
mals were enabled to journey on until they reached 
tropic~ regions, the majority were compelled to re
main behind, where they had to exist under altered 
circumstances. The temperature was much lower, 
and as a result of the consequent diminution of the 
number of fruit forests, a 9hange in the food and in 
the manner in which it ~s obtained by the apes oc
curred. A eonsiderable alteration took place also in 
the maimer in which they were forced to use their 
limbs, and it was due to the operation of these and 
other causes that the ape form became stamped with 
human characteristics such as the curvature of the 
spine, and an increase in the breadth of the pelvis. 
For these reasons the author regarded the south of 
Europe as the part in which it was most likely that 
the evolution of man took place. 

' .... ' ., 
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Origin and Pedigree of Man. 
BY ERNST HAECKEL. 

Of all the individual questions answered by the 
Theory of Descent, of all the special inferences drawn 
from it, there is none· of such importance as the appli
cation of this doctrin to Man himself. As I remaxked 
at the beginning of this treatis, * the inexorable ne
cessity of the strictest logic forces us to draw the 
special deductiv conclusion from the general induc
tiv law of the theory that Man has developed gradu
ally, and step by step, out of the lower Vertebrata, 
and more immediately out of Ape-like Mammals. 
That this doctrin is an inseparable part of the Theory 
of Descent, and hence also of the universal Theory of 
Development in general, is recognized by all thought
ful adherents of the theory, as well as by all its op
ponents who reason logically. 

But if the doctrin be true, then the recognition of 
the animal origin and _pedigree of the' human race 

· will necessarily affect more deeply than any other 
progress of the human mind the views we form of all 
human relations, and the aims of all human science. 
It must sooner or later produce a complete revolu
tion in the conception entertained by man of the en
tire universe. I am finnly convinced that in future 
this immense advance in our knowledge will be re
garded as the beginning of a new period of the de
velopment of Mankind. It can only be compared to 
the discovery made by Copernicus, who was the first 
who ventured distinctly to express the opinion that 
it was not the sun which moved round the earth, but 
the earth round the snn. Just as the geocentric con
ception of the universe-namely, the false opinion 
that the earth was the center of the universe, and 
that all its other portions revolved round the earth
was overthrown by the system of the universe estab
lished by Copernicus and his followers, so the anthro
pocentric conception of the universe-the vain delusion 
that Man is the center of terrestrial nature, and that 
its whole aim is merely to serve him-is overthrown 
by the application (attempted long since by Lamarck) 
of the theory of descent to Man. As Copernicus's 
system of the universe was mechanically established 
by Newton's theory of gravitation, we see Lamarck's 
theory of descent attain its casual establishment by 
Darwin's theory of selection. 
. In order to carry out this extremely important ap
plication of the Theory of Descent to man, with the 
necessary impartiality and objectivity, I must above 
all beg the reader (at least for a short time) to lay 
aside all traditional and customary ideas on the 
"Creation of Man," and to divest himself of the deep
rooted prejudices concerning it, which are implanted 
in the mind in earliest youth. If he fail to do this, 
he cannot objectivly estimate the weight of the sci
entific arguments which I shall bring forward in 
favor of the animal derivation of Man, that is, of his 
origin out of Ape-like Mammals. We cannot here 
do better than imagin ourselvs with Huxley to be 
the inhabitants of another planet, who, taking the 
opportunity of a scientific journey through the uni
verse, hav arrived upon the earth and hav there met 
with a peculiar two-legged mammal called Man, 
diffused over the whole earth in great numbers. In 
order to examin him zoologically, we should pack a 
number of the individuals of different ages and from 
different lands (as we should do with the other animals 
collected on the earth) into large vessels filled with 
spirits of wine, and on our return to our own planet 
we should commence the comparativ anatomy of all 
these terrestrial animals quite objectivly. · As we 
should hav no personal interest in Man, in a crea
ture so entirely different from ourselvs, we should 
examin and criticise him as impartially and object
ivly as we should the other terrestrial animals. In 
doing this we should, of course, in the first place re
frain from all conjectures and speculations on the 
nature of his soul, or on the spiritual flide of his na
ture, as it is usually called. We should occupy our
selvs solely with his bodily structure, and with that 
natural conception of it which is offered by the his
tory of his individual development. 

It is evident that in order correctly to determin 
Man's position amol:lg the other terrestrial organis111s 
we must, in the first place, follow the guidance of the 
naturaJ. system. We must endeavor to determin the 
position which belongs to Man in the natural system 
of animals as accurately and distinctly as possible. 
We shall then, if in fact the theory of descent be cor
rect, be able from his position in the system to de
termin the real primary relationship, and the degree 
of consanguinity connecting Man with the animals 
most like him. The hypothetical pedigree of the 
human race will then follow naturally as the final re
sult of this anatomical and systematic inquiry. 

Now if, by means of CQmparativ anatomy and on
togeny, we seek for man's position in that Natural 
System of animals which formed the subject of the 
last two chapters, the incontrovertible fact will at 
once present itself to us, that man belongs to the 
tribe, or phylum, of the Vertebrata. Every one of 
the characteristics, which so strikingly distinguish 
all the Vertebrata from all Invertebrata;; is possessed 

*"The History of Creation," 2 vols. 12mo. Price, $5.00. 

by him. It has also never been doubted that of all 
the Vertebrata the Mammals are most closely allied 
to Man, and that he possesses all the characteristic 
features distinguishing them from all Vertebrata. If 
then we further carefully examin the three different 
main groups or sub-classes of Mammals-the inter
connections of which were discussed in our last chap
ter-there cannot be the slightest doubt -that Man 
belongs to the Placentals, and shares with all other 
Placentals, the important characteristics which dis
tinguish them from Marsupials and from Cloacals 
Finally, of the two main groups of placental Mammals, 
the Deciduata and the Indeciduata, the group of De
ciduata doubtless includes Man. For the human 
embryo is developed with a genuin decidua, and is 
thus absoletely distinguished from all the Indecidu
ata. Among the Deciduata we distinguish two 
legions, the Zonoplacentalia, with girdle-shaped 
placenta (Beasts of Prey and Pseudo-hoofed animals), 
and the Discoplacentalia, with disc-shaped placenta 
(all the remaining Deciduata). Man possesses a 
disc-shaped placenta, like all Discoplacentalia; and 
thus our next question must be, What is man's posi
tion in this group? 

In the last chapter we distinguished the following 
five orders of Discoplacentalia: (1) Semi-apes; (2) 
Rodents; (3) Insectivora; (4) Bats; (5) Apes. The 
last of these five orders, that of Apes, is, as every one 
knows, in every bodily feature far more closely allied 
to Man than the four others. Hence the only re
maining question now is, whether, in the system of 
animals, Man is to be directly classed in the order of 
genuin Apes, or whether he is to be considered as the 
representativ of a special sixth order of Discoplacen
talia, allied to, but more advanced than that of the A pes. 

Linmeus in his system classed Man in the same 
order with genuin Apes, Semi-apes, and Bats, which 
he called Primates; that is, lords, as it were the high
est dignitaries of the animal kingdom. But Blumen
back, of Gottingen, separated Man as a special order, 
under the name of Bimana, or two-handed, and con
trasted him with the Apes and Semi-apes under the 
name of Quadrumana, or four-handed. This classifi
cation was also adopted byQuvier and, consequently, 
by most subsequent zoologists. It was not until 1863 
that Huxley, in his excellent work, the "Evidence as 
to Man's Place in Nature,"* showed that this classifi
cation was based upon erroneousideas,and that the so
called "four-handed" Apes and Semi-apes are "two
handed" as much as man is himself. The difference 
between the foot and hand does not consist in the 
physiological peculiarity that the first digit or thumb 
is opposable to the four other digits or fingers in the 
hand, and is not so in the foot, for there are wiid 
tribes of men who can oppose the first or large toe 
to the other four,·just as if it were a thumb. They 
can therefore use their "grasping foot" as well as a 
so-called "hinder hand," like Apes. The Chinese 
boatmen row with this hinder hand, the Bengal work
men weave with it. The Negro, in whom the big 
toe is especially strong and freely moveable, when 
climbing seizes hold of the branches of the trees with 
it, just like the "four-handed" Apes. Nay, even the 
newly born children of the most highly developed 
races of men, during the first months of their life, 
grasp as easily with the "hinder hand" as with the 
"fore hand," and hold a spoon placed in its clutch as 
firmly with their big toe as with the thumb! On the 
other hand, among the higher Apes, especially the 
gorilla, hand and foot are differentiated as in man. 

The essential difference between hand and foot is 
therefore not physiological, but morphological, and is 
determined by the characteristic structure of the bony 
skeleton and of the muscles attached to it. The ankle
bones differ from the wrist-bones in arrangements, 
and the foot possesses three special muscles not ex
isting in the hand· (a short flexor muscle, a short 
extensor muscle, and a long fibular muscle). In all 
these respects, Apes and Semi-apes entirely agree 
with man, and hence it was quite erroneous to separ
ate him from them as a special order on account of 
the stronger diffentiation of his hand ai::td foot. It is 
the same also with all the other structural features 
by means of which it was attempted to distinguish 
Man. from Apes; for example, the relativ length of 
the hmbs, the structure of the skull, of the brain, etc. 
In all these respects, without exception, the differ
ences between man and the higher apes are less than 
the corresponding differences between the higher 
and the lower Apes. Hence Huxley, for reasons 
based on the most careful and most accurate anatom
ical comparisons, arrives at the extremely important 
conc~usion-" Thus, whatever system of organs be 
studied, the comparison of their modification in the 
Ape series leads to one and the same result that the 
stru?tural differ~nces which separate Man 'from the 
Gonlla and. Chimpanzee are not so great as those 
which separate the Gorilla from the lower Apes." In 
accordance wit~ this, Huxley, strictly following the 
~ema~ds of logiC, classes Man, Apes, and Semi-apes 
m a smgle order, Primates, and divides it into the 
following seven families, which are of almost equal 

*7homas Huxley, Evidences as to J'vian's Place in Nature. 
Three Parts: 1. . On the Natural History of the Man-like Apes. 
2. On the ;Relatwns of Man to the Lower Animals. 3. On 
some Fossil Remains of Man. Price $1.25. 

systematic value: (1) Antlrropini .(Man); (2) Catar
rhini (genuin Apes of the Old World); (3) Platyrrhini 
(genuin American Apes); (4) Arctopitpeci (American 
clawed Apes); (5) Lemmini (short-footed and long
footed Semi-apes, p. 255); (6) Chiromyini (p. 256); 
(7) Galeopithecini (Flying Lemurs, p. 256). · 

If we wish to arrive at a natural system, and con
sequently at the pedigTee of the Primates, we must 
go a step further still, and entirely separate the 
Semi-apes, or Prosimi:::e (Huxley's last three families), 
from genuin Apes, or Simi:::e (the first four families). 
For the Semi-apes differ in many and important re
spects from Genuin Apes, and in their individual 
forms are more closely allied to the various other 
orders of Discoplacentalia. Hence the Semi-apes 
must probably be considered as the remnants of the 
common primary group, out of which the other orders 
of Discoplacentalia, and, it may ·be, all Deciduata, 
hav developed as two diverging branches. But man 
cannot be separated from the order of Genuin Apes, 
or Simi:::e, as he is in every respect more closely allied 
to the higher Genuin Apes than the latter are to the 
lower Genuin Apes. 

Gennin Apes (Simi:::e) are universally divided into 
two perfectly natural groups, namely, the Apes of the 
New World, or American Apes, and the Apes of the 
Old World, which are indigenous to Asia and Africa, 
and which formerly also existed in Europe. These 
two classes differ principally in the fOl"lllation of the 
nose, and they hav been named accordingly. Amer
ican Apes hav flat I).oses, so that the nostrils are in 
front, not below; hence they are called Flat Noses 
(Platyrrhini). ·On the other hand, the Apes of the 
Old vV orld hav a narrow cartilaginous bridge, and 
the nostrils turned downward, as in man; they are, 
therefore, called Nan·owNoRes (Catarrhini). Further, 
the jaw, which plays al;l important part in the Classi
fication of Mammals, is essentially distinct in these 
two groups. All Catarrhin:::e, or Apes of the Old 
World, hav exactly the same jaws as Man, namely, in 
each jaw four incisors above and below, then on each 
side a canine tooth and five cheek teeth, of which two 
are pre-molars and three molars, altogether thirty-two 
teeth. But all Apes of the New World, all PlatyiThini, 
hav four more cheek teeth, namely, three pre-molars 
and three molars on each side, above and below; they 
consequently possess thirty-six teeth. Only one small 
group forms an exception to this rule, namely, the 
Arctopithec1:, or Clawed Apes, in whom the third molar 
has degenerated, and they accoi;dingly hav on each 
hal£ of their jaw three pre-molars and two molars. 
They also differ from the other Platyrrhini by having 
claws on the fingers of their hands and the toes of 
their feet, not nails like Man and the other Apes.· 
This small group of South American Apes, which in
cludes among others the well-known pretty- little 
Midas-monkey and the Jacchus, must probably be 
considered only as a peculiarly developed lateral 
branch of the Platyrrhini. . 

[•ro BE CONTINUED.] 

Is This the Star of Bethlehem 1 
The Scientific American notes as among the possi

bilities of the present year the reappearance of the 
variable star poetically known as the Star of Beth
lehem. This star, to which no name seems to hav 
been given by astronomers, was discovered in the 
year 1572 by Tycllo Brahe, a Dutch astronomer. It 
flashed forth from the sky in the vicinity of Caph, 
one of the cluster of stars known as Cassiopeia. It 
increased rapidly for a time in size and brilliancy, 
and outshone the majority of other stars, changing 
color occasionally, and at the end of sixteen months 
disappearing altogether. At its ma..'{imum of luster 
it was visible at noonday. 

There were a great many different opinions among 
astronomers as to what was the cause of this re
markable phenomenon. Some regarded it as a new 
world fresh from the hand of the creator, but which, 
proving a failure, had been withdrawn. Others 
looked upon it as a world on fire, symbolizing the 
way our own earth would be consumed when the 
final end of things arrives. 

About forty years after the occurrence of this event 
the telescope was invented. When it was ~rought 
to bear on the spot in tbe heavens where this errant 
star had been mapped out, a telescopic star was 
found in very close proximity to the position given 
by Tycho Brahe. This telescopic star still exists. 

A search of astronomical annals revealed the fact 
that similar blazing stars had appeared in the same 
region of the sky in the years 945 and 1264. It was 
therefore infeiTed that Tycho Brahe's star was a 
variable one, with a period of a few more than three 
hundred years. By counting back three periods 
from the star's first recorded appearance, we are 
brought to the vicinity of the date given the birth of 
Christ, and astronomers gifted with lively fancies 
hav connected the two events, and hav inferred that 
the ,star first burst forth in the heavens to mark the 
place of the "nativity." ·Hence, for want of a better 
name, it has received that of the Star of Bethlehem. 
What its subsequent appearances indicate is not 
pointed out by these poetical astronomers, and no 
wise men from the East hav ever st·arted on a jour
ney toward it. Those who believe it is really the 
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original Star of :Bethlehem will hav an opportunity other more delightful god than the personal god of 
soon, probably, of trying that experiment. If when the Christians, and the priests and deacons saw and 
they get directly beneath it they find themselvs in felt all those desires that human depravity calls de
the vicinity of the barn in which Christ is said to hav lightful and rapturous, and which common intuition 
been born, it will without doubt greatly strengthen now calls beastly and vile. Such brutal actions in 
them in their belief. It will be an opportunity which our time would create in society a perfect denial of 
they will not be able to improve again for three hun- Christianity in toto, and the terror of utmost deprav
dred years, and it stands the Christian world in hand ity. The outrage on virgins by priests and deacons 
to be ready for a pilgrimage. . · is enough to damn them in the eyes of the present 

Cassiopeia is a constellation very conveniently situ- community; they were beasts and nothing more. 
ated for observation, and in this latitude is always Such villainoUR acts would be punished severely and 
visible on a clear night. It is located on the opposit terribly at this day if performed. 
side of the north star from the Great Dipper, at "Man's inhumanity to nian makes countless thou
nearly the same distance, and is laid out something sands mourn." The incrmgruity of our nature is 
after the plan of a baseball field, with a fifth star a more lofty and better than some hundred years back. 
short distance back of the catcher's position. Allow- H. W. Beecher, in his lecture at the Cooper Union 
ing the field to face the east, the alleged Star of lately, spoke of many mythical accounts in the Bible, 
Bethlehem, if it appears in its usual pla<ee, will be in which we must agree with him, and they were de
found close to the orb representing the third base. signed especially for the times when written. He 

The ancients represented this constellation of Cas- comes out fairly and says he believes in evolution, 
siopeia as a blond young lady seated on the edge o( which alone would turn our belief from that barba
a chair, and modern maps of the heavens still retain rous and idolatrous worship to a more desirable ob
the figure, though the baseball field is a much more ject, viz., civilization. We hav more knowledge than 
striking symbol. our ancestors of old, and time causes us to improve. 

Owing to the brilliancy of the orb, unscientific ob- The printing-presses throughout our land ha:v been 
servers without telescopes are as likely to be the first instrumental in diffusing knowledge and enlighten
to detect its reappearance as those who make celestial ing the mind of man, an9. hav given facilities for im
surveying a special study. This event will undoubt- provements and inventions like steam, which is now 
edly be utilized by the Second Adventists, if any of on every o~ean and land, and t.he telegrttph all;d tela
those peculiar people exist who still believe in fire phone, whwh speak from across the Atlantic and 
andjudgment, as an occurrence upon which to hang across our own land; and the electric light. We 
a prophecy of the final dissolution of the world; but shall use electricity for all purposes under the sun 
it is safe to predict that the observations of astrono- ere long; therefore, let us believe in truth, reason, 
mers wilf throw some new light upon its real and liberty, and not in that hell to roast us after 
character. death for all time, like Tertullian, or the resurrection 

Old Ideas of Hell Still Retained. 
It is said that the stern Tertullian, one of the first 

preachers of Christianity;-who preached in the year 
about 300, nearly sixteen hundred years ag0, spoke 
as follows to his congregation: "You are fond of 
spectacles. Expect the greatest of all spectacles, the 
last and eternal judgment of the universe. How 
shall I laugh, how admire, how rejoice, how exult, 
when I behold so many pious monarchs, 8o many 
fancied gods, groaning in the lowest abyss of dark
ness, so many magistrates who persecuted the name 
of the Lord liquefying in fiercer fires than they ever 
kindled against the Christians, so many sage philos
ophers blushing in red-hot flames with their deluded 
scholars, so many Christian poets trembling before 
the tribunal, not of God, but of Christ, so many tra
gedians more tearful . in the expression of their own 
sufferings, and so many· dancers." This description 
of an infernal torture is practiced and held to in 
many churches now in our immediate vicinity to this 
day without allowing us to hav acquired more knowl
edge than the dark Tertullian had about sixteen hun
dred years ago, as science was just budding to be 
born, and evolution had·scarce been thought of. 

Even Joshua asked of the Lord that the sun and 
moon might stand still, and they stood still. So the 
Bible says; but it is tradition. How outrageous that 
such preposterous untruths should be now believed! 
I can laugh, I can admire, I can rejoice, I can exult 
in this world's progressiv ways, without a Tertullian 
or a magnetic preacher at a camp-meeting influenc
ing some deluded mortals, yet I cannot form any idea 
of hell, or wher!'J it is situated, and think it is getting 
nearly full and slightly crowded by this time, accord
ing to the preaching of Tertullian. I can see only 
those of immoral conduct meriting hell, and that 
while living by their conscience. Yet a noble Gre
cian had rested upon the important ground of be
ings raised from the dead, another of those Chris
tian ideas in a lengthy controversy, and promised 
Theophilus, bishop of Antioch, that if he could be 
gratified with the sight of a single person who had 
been actually raised from the dead he would imme
diately embrace the Christian religion. It is remark
able that the prelate of the fiTst eastern church (An
tioch) howe-ver anxious for the conversion of his 
friend, thought proper to decline this fair and rea-

. sonable challenge, showing positivly all those Chris
tians to be nothing but a priestly humbug of the 
grossest kind. Even Cicero at _that time expressly 
prohibits the Romans fro~ havmg other gods than 
those of the state. Their maxim ·was "universal tol
eration," yet they protected a superstition which 
they despised. It was the Jewish personal God and 
the Christian God. 

About the same time the learned Origen judged it 
prudent to disarm the tempt~r, _th~ virgin~, some 
were insensible and some were mvmmble agamst the 
assaults of the flesh, they disdaining: an ignomi~ious 
flight-the virgins from the warm climate of Afrwa-

. ·encountered the enemy in the closest engagemen_t. 
They permitted priests and deacons . to· sh~e their 
beds, and gloried amidst the flames I~ the_rr unsul
lied purity; showing clearly that their pnests a~d 
deacons had not arrived at the present stage of CIVr 

ilization which exists at this. day. It is said by Col. 
R. G. Ingersoll that the United S~at~s has not been 
civilized but twenty odd years-smce w~ h~y added 
the last amendment to the present Constitutwn; and 
it appears· those -virgins must hav thought of some 

of the dead, as Theophilus would like to hav us be
lieve in;· disarming the tempter, as the learned Ori
gen says, as all can easily see the bigotry of these 
three first-class priests of the third century; yet I 
doubt if others as well as myself can ever believe in 
common sense which has been strenuously regarded 
by me for the last thirty-eight'"years. S. V. A. 

Spotswood, N. J. 

Church, Saloon, Jail, and Poorhouse. 
Long before our civil war-between the church 

North as the upper millstone, and the church South, 
as the lower millstone-THE TRUTH SEEKER stood 
rather a poor chance. The shareholder in Congress 
gav the North a tariff, buiding up monopoly in New 
York, Pennsylvania, Massachusets, Connecticut, New 
Jersey, Ohio, illinois-of which this same league was 
not slow to avail itself-in return for laws favoring 
slavery, not worth the paper they were written on. 
This gav the Union a small squad of states in the 
northeast as the creditor section, leaving more than 
nine-tenths as the farm and debtor section. The 
South-by the means of inflation-tried to shake uff 
the yoke of the creditor section; but instead of being 
seconded by the West, the money-lender-by the re
sumption of specie payment-made war prices come 
down. Instead of a graduated tax on incomes 
amounting-in the case of extreme wealth-to con
fiscation, the poll-tax system of tariff, excise, license 
stamps, was continued. Nevada is used up. Its sil
ver mines are failing. As it takes a gold mine to wm·k 
a silver mine, thousand are ruined from this cause. 
Mining for gold, silver, diamonds, in the desert, sac
rifices the pine vases before the jaws of the mine. By 
polluting the river, its waters are ruined, both for 
navigation and irrigation. Once more the father of 
all lies gets the start of THE TnuTH SEEKER. The 
drinking and gambling saloons follow the railroad. 
Satan having driven the nail, then comes the· church 
to clinch it. Next the schoolhouse takes its chance. 
Even the roughest barbarian-but a few removes from 
the savage-needs a schoolhouse. Next comes the 
bank. Finally the printing-office, whose headquarters 
are sure to be somewhere in the creditor section; but 
the manufactory as a ruleis missing in the village of 
the New Northwest. But as good luck will hav it, 
the church is more and more divided against itself. 
The pope-poor old saphead, deadhead-cannot pos
sibly keep up with the times. Then the Second Ad
vent church-keeping clear of the use of whisky, wine, 
beer, tea, coffee, tobacco, opium, etc.-is giving THE 
TRUTH SEEKER a hint which cannot fail to be improved 
upon. The greater includes the less. At this rate
both church and saloon becoming.important-"pro
hibition " will become an easy task. The shadow of 
church, saloon, jail, poorhouse, will become less and 
less. In iJ:le mean time THE TRUTH SEEKER is bound 
to watch and fast. Besides self-government there 
must be c~ture; and culture t.akes time arid money. 
New York has its Saratoga, where diamonds are dis
played by the bushel. Then the northern wilderness 
of New York is to be made into a park where the 
deadhead creditor, with a gun on his shoulder, may 
disport himl!lelf to his heart's content. But Niagara 
Falls-with wide world fame-is to be a second Paris, 
Paris with its cancer of pauperism, Paris with its 
vagabond creditor, squandering the hard earnings of 
the saphead drufig·e, as his dupe and debtor. But in 
view of the brainless dissipa~ed millionaire, ruling the 
soulless corporation, it is time that business men be-
came truth seekers. JAB. PLUCKER. 

Libemls and Their Duties. 
Liberalism is before the public with two decided 

disadvantages-poverty and unpopularity. Had we 
silver and gold to offer, the power of the church 
would diminish rapidly, and many sleepy, indifferent, 
or timid Liberals would awaken to a sense of the im
portance of our work. Liberals are not to be bla.med 
for consulting their financial welfare, for they fre
quently hav others dependent on them; yet they are 
frequently more timid than necessary, and very often· 
mean and sordid. This is especially the case with 
wealthy skeptics. The unpopularity of the cause keeps 
the self-seeker and demagog quiet, and thus from 
two potent causes mental liberty is held in abeyance, 
and its real strength is always far in excess of its ap
parent force. But, despite disadvantages, we hav 
enough bold spirits to keep the antiquated church 
quaking in fear of the wicked Infidel, and day by day 
the power of the pretender becomes less among the 
people. America is fast developing as a nation of 
believers in this life, and year by year will the rising 
generation insist upon an enjoyment of this life-on 
week-days and Sunday, too. 

Of course, all mistakes R.nd crimes of Liberals will 
be heralded as the fruits of skepticism, yet if the 
church were to be tried by the faults of its members, 
the gates of hell would long ago hav prevailed against 
it and smashed the old fable into "smithereens." 
The Christian church is compelled continually to say, 
in an apologetic manner, that Christ.ian thieves and 
adulterers are not Christians; yet it always insists 
that a weak Infidel is an Infidel, and that his skep
ticism is the sole cause of his infamy. If the church 
will consent to l?e tried. on the same principle, Lib
eralism will enter the lists with a confident tread, 
and come out with victory on her banner. 

The sneer is so often made that Liberalism has 
nothing new to offer, and this comes from a church 
which livs in the cast-off or borrowed clothes of other 
superstitions-a church which can lay claim to not a 
single original idea, and which, excepting only Mo
hammedanism, is t-he most modern of the world's re
ligions, and a general conglomeration of all its sisters 
in deception and imposition on burdened humanity. 
When it shall hav established the claim to a single 
original idea, then will it be time for it to demand of 
Liberalism some evidences of novelty. 

But I do not understand it to be the mission of 
Liberalism to produce any novel moral philosophy. 
So ancient are the commonest precepts of morality 
that no history records the time when man did not 
possess them. The province of Liberalism is to turn 
the attention of man away from the gods to man, from 
an imaginary world to a present world of reality. It 
is to take man in his social relations and apply the 
discoveries of science and the plainest mora.l princi
ples as·between man, and produce that which is the 
aim of all philanthropists-human happiness. It is 
our duty to show that by a godless life we liv the life 
affording the fullest enjoyment to man. Godlessness 
and impiety is the grand need of the day. What 
does that mean? . A godless man is one who is en
tirely human and engrossed wholly with human af
fairs, such as education, building good dwellings, 
raising good food, fabricating comfortable cloths, and 
devising healthy, harmless, inspiring recreation. Im
piety is the abandonment of all notions or emotions 
fashionable in churches, such as are called religious 
services and are supposed to influence somebody who 
is somewhere-but nobody knows where; and to 
substitute therefor actual work for om·selvs and fel
lows, and an investigation into medical science, so
cial topics, or anything that benefits, inspires, or ren-
ders man a c0mfortable being here. -

In this work every Liberal can do something. He 
ought not to resolve, because he cannot write or 
speak, that he is therefore nought in the world. The 
Liberal who is a mechanic, being of the earth earthy, 
should make himself "A No. 1 " in all respects. He 
should make it a point of pride to hav a home neat 
and comfortable, if he cannot make it elegant. 
Everything ought to bear the impress of a man who 
is thoroughly worldly in everything he touches, and 
determined to make it bright, happy, and complete. 
The Liberal who is a doctor should aim to get to the 
top round of the ladder, and giv some addition to 
the art of healing, as the evidence of his love of the 
world and everything worldly. So with the lawyer; 
let his aim be to shine resplendent among the ju
dicial luminaries of the world. Let the Liberal stu
dent enter into the domain of practical utility for 
man. Let the lucubrations of his brain be such as 
will oil the wheels of human life and make them run 
easier. In all things let the bent of the skeptical 
mind follow the legitimate channel to which all world
liness points, to wit: the improvement of the human 
species, the lightening of labor, the illumination of 
social topics, and the brightening of this world as a . 
veritable paradise. REUBEN DAILEY. 

Jrif!ersonville, Ind., Feb. 4, 1883. 

Tm: TnuiH SEEKER will be sent to new subscribers 
three montlis for fifty cents. There is no better way 
of serving the cause ·than by extending the circula
tion of THE TnuTH SEEKER. 
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~tltr§ !from Jiritqd§. 

--CARROLTON, Feb. 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: .Inclosed you will find money for the 

fourth volume of "A Truth Seeker Around the 
World." I trust I am not too late in my order to 
receive one, as I hav the others, and the trip around 
the world would not be complete without it. The 
50 cents extra is for the postage. ANN E. BRACE. 

GARDEN GROVE, Feb. 10, 1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Inclosed find $1.50-50 cents 

for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and $1 for the Monument 
Fund. I will also giv $5 to help erect a building in 
which to perpetuate the publication of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER and a home for yourself. I may giv more, 
but I will pledge $5. L:mg wave THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

JoHN CARNAHAN. 

.Feb. 18, 1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: I inclose one dollar for the 

Monument Fund, and with it send you love and 
s;rinpathy, I know how you sorrow over the dear 
departed, and I am so glad that you are occupied 
with his unfinished work, if that can be called un
finished which he labored to do to the end of his 
life, Faithfully yours, Lucy N. CoLMAN. 

PRESCOTT, Jan, 31, 1883, 
DEAR MRS. BENNETT: Please permit me, an old sub

scriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER, to express IUY heart
felt sympathy for your great loss. I never met Mr. 
Bennett but once, so I know his heart by his writ
ings only; and yet I knew him welL The loss is 
also mine. I am cheered. by the able manner in 
which you and friend Macdonald conduct our noble 
TRUTH SEEKER. Thank you. Consider me a life sub-
scriber. Sincerely yours, E CLARKE. 

SAN BERNARDINo, Feb. 7, 1883, 
MR. EDITOR: I am not a regular subscriber for THE 

TRUTH SEEKER, but I hav read the paper enough to 
know that Mr. Bennett has done a good work in his 
time for the benefit of future gem•rations. I am not 
in favor of making a great show on pillars of rock, 
but let the champion of Freethought hav his nama 
engraved in solid rock a.s well as on the minds of 
the people that love him. His enemies may then be 
able to feel a remorse when tlie name of D. M. Ben
nett, the truth seeker, speaks in silence, as it were, 
from the tomb. 

Inclosed find $6-$5 from myself f:lr the Monument 
Fund, and $1 from Mrs. E. M. Wallace for the same 
purpose, Wishing THE TRUTH BEEKER great success, 
I remain, Respectfully, JoHN C CARTER. 

CEDAR SPRINGS, Feb. 7, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I want to say to you and VQUr read

ers that I bav lately received from you Vola. I. and 
II .. of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and can honestly say that 
I never saw so much good, solid reading for so lit
tle money (75 cents) in my life. Every Liberal that 
has not got them should get them by all means. 
The "New Version" I purchased of you is just 
splendid and should be read by all. Out of all the 
Liberal papers in the land, none, in. my opinion, 
comes up to the dear old TRUTH SEEKER for honesty, 
fairness, soundness, and last, but not least, size and 
shape. These large blanket sheets are a bother and 
should go out of existence in this age of progress. 
We like all your writers, too-like to hear all sides, 
and the Spiritualists here even do not want Brother 
Winter to stop writing. 0. H. RICHMOND. 

MILTONVALE, Feb, ·5, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: As I hav been a ·reader for a long 

time of your paper and .books, I must send in my 
heartfelt sorrow that Mr. Bennett should thus be 
called to the realm immo,.rtal, while there was such 
a work for him to do here in the mundane sphere. 
I felt while he was making that grand tour arounp 
the world that he, of all men, was douig more good 
than many were conscious of. It seems to me that 
D. M. Bennett has built his own monument with the 
many fine large_ volumes he has written, and that 
monument is covered all over with hieroglyphics 
which Bennett e,lone could write, but which all can 
read, whether th~y fully comprehend them or not. 
It will be many long years before the world will 
produce another D. M. Bennett. What he would 
hav accomplished with ten years more of life it is 
hard to conclude; but with his mighty broadsword 
of truth cutting right and left, Christianity would 
soon hav been driven from the arena, and free 
thought would hav been the privilege of all. The 
thought has occurred to me that possibly, if he had 
lived, the cause of Liberalism would hav advanced 
too fast, and thus we might hav been met with civil 
war-a religious war to exterminate the Infidels. 
Perhaps it is better to go slower until our-Liberal 
ranks are recruited and the regiments are all full; 
then the vindictiv orthodox will find that discretion 
is the better part of valor. Let us go slow but sure, 
and fight it out on the line of true liberty, both 
physically and .mentally, if it takes another hun
dred years. Bennett still livs and is carrying the 
flag of universal mental liberty the satl'rne as before. 
Let us all support him by supporting THE TRUTH 
SEEXER. Yours. etc., S. G. WINTEBI!I, 

LASALLE, Feb. 19, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I am sorry to see such unkind letters 

written to dear Mrs. Bennett as those in 'IHE TRUTH 
SEEKER of Feb, lOth. Think your reply is just what 
it should be. I am a Spiritualist, and want to be a 
Liberal also. I Cfl.nnot see why one should not hav 
a hearing through a Liberal organ as well as another, 
and although I read some letters on the subject of 
Spiritualism that I don't like, I am not going t0 cry, 
"Stop my paper." I intend to take it as long as I 
can pay for it, and if I was able I woultl send you a 
year's subscription for everyone who, like Mr. Chase, 
says, •• Stop my paper." I send $1 to the Monument 
Fund, and if a Memorial Hall is to be· built (which 
I hope l there will), I will try to send $5 for that. 
With love and sympathy for Mrs. Bennett, and kind 
regards to yourself, I am, 

Respectfully yours, ELIZA H. FALEs. 

MILWAUKEE, Jan. 24, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $1 for the Bennett Monu

ment Fund. D. M. Bennett needs no monumeut; 
he has, during the last decade of his life, t rected for 
himself one more durable than marble, granit, or 
brass. But the friends of Freethought need one for 
him as a memento of theii: respect and gratitude for 
his invaluahle services in the cause of progress, 
truth, and liberty, 

Were I to attempt any expression of regret or con
dolence on our great loss, it would be but the echo 
of the words of hundreds already uttered and the 
feeling of thousands all over the land who sympa
thize with us. 

It is a matter of thankfulness that his mantle has 
fal en on shoulders already accustomed to wear it, 
and which wear it worthily, 

With fra'ernal re&pect, ALMOND OwEN. 

BATTLE GRoUND, Jan. 24, 283. 
DEAR Mns. BENNETT: I take the present oppor

tunity to express my symathy for the loss of _your 
husband. You lost a noble man, and Freethought 
one of its ablest defenders. I think Mr. Bennett 
was cne of the noblest men that e·ver lived, and he 
fought a good fight, ana has left the world better 
by having lived in it. There are very few men liv
ing who are so conscious of the rights of others as 
he was. There are none more tolerant than he was, 
and toleration is one of the noblest of virtues, and 
when practiced as he always practiced it, is sufficient 
to gain the respect of the most bigoted of oponents. 

I herewlt~ sand my dues to pay up my subscrip
tion for THE TRUTH BEEKllli for 282 and 283, accord
ing to the new era. I will In future try and not be 
so far behind with my remittances. I would like to 
see in some part of THE TRUTH BEEKER that you 
adopt the new era. By adopting the Era of Man 
gradually the Infidels of this country can root out 
the old era that is founded on superstition and 
mythology. 

1 remain ever a friend to vou and THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, WILLIAM BACHMIER. 

CoLUMBIA, Mo., F~b. 11, 283. 
To TilE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH BEEKER: Thinking 

that a ·few lines from this place, concerning the con
dition of the churches and Liberalism, might be of 
interest to you and your many valiant contributors, 
I take the opportunity .of writing you for the first 
tim~ . . 

First comes the Sunday-schools, which are but 
sparsely attended in pxoportion to the whole num
ber of inhabitants in the city. There are four prin
cipal denominations represented-the Methodist, the 
:Presbyterian, the Ca.mpbellit~>, and the Baptist The 
average attendance for each is about 125, or 500 in all, 
per Sunday. And as the city contains about 8,000 in
habitants, it shows that only six and one fourth per
cent attend Sunday-school. The above states the 
facts as near as can be learned. 

The attendance at church is probably a little more 
than double the above, or twelve and one half per 
cent. The ministers hold forth in their old tones of 
"Believe or be damned·," "Christ crucified," "Come, 
ye sinners, and wash your hands in the blood of the 
Lamb," etc., but slight is the impression made. 
Shall we not take courage from this state of the 
church 2 Surely, the guns of Liberalism are doing 
their glorious work. The blackened and blood-be
smeared walls of superstition are slowly but surely 
crumbling away. 

Let us unite, dear friends, in fighting the common 
enemy, even if we do not agree upon minor points 
of our own belief. We all agree on one thing at 
least, and that is that reason must take the place 
of superstition; love and friendship, the.place of ha
tred and jealousy. Yes, now, more than ever before, 
we need strong, persistent, and united ~ction. 

Some of our noblest leaders hav fallen by the way
side, overcome by the powers of nature, while work
ing manfully for their race. Who shalJ. take their 
placeJ in the van and lead us on to victory? Ah 
my friends I though we may never find such a leader 
as Mr. Bennett, yet I am sure that the grand old 
banner, THE TRUTH SEEXER, will continue doipg its 
duty. Its founder has performed his duty not only 
by writing, but by suffering for our principles. Let 
us immortalize his name by supporting what he es
tablished. It is an everlasting and living monument 
to his name; Respectfully, U; F. SHuLEB, 

ALTOONA, Jan, 31, 283, 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1 25 for six 

months' renewal of your most valuable and inter
esting paper. 

In reference to a hall or monument to the mem
ory of our departed friend, D. M. Bennett, I would 
say, as I am not rich nor yet poor, I would giv a.t 
least $50 for a hall and not over $5 or $16 for a mon
ument-and possibly $500 by donation for a hall; be- · 
cause monuments are only to look at in cemeteries, 
while halls are intended to promulgate lasting 
truths to the living and unborn millions of earth's 
inhabitants. 

Our population is about 22,000, and no regular Lib
eral organization. Could we but hav one lecture 
from Col. Ingersoll, to break the ·ice, then we could 
patronize other able lecturers of Liberal proclivities 
who might wish to favor us. 

Fraternally yours, D. R CHRISTIAN. 

HARVEYSBURGH, Jan, 20, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $7.50, $1 of 

which is for the Monument Fund, and my sister-in-· 
law, Mre. Van Hickle, also sends $1 for the. same 
purpose. I hav five brothers and six sisters living
all Freethinkers. My ancestors were Hugnenots, and 
fled from France and settled about New Y~'>rk in an 
early day. They were named· L'L Tourette, and if 
any family can make a better showing in the Free
thought or Infidel line I- would like to know it, I 
was one of the few that were opposed to Mr. Ben
nett's voyage around the world. I approve of a 
lasting monument to his memory and a memorial 
hall in which THE TRUTH SEEKER and kindred papers 
may be published. I hav been a reader_of the paper 
since its first publication, though often behind in 
paying up my subscription. 

I request in all kindness that you publish this 
short letter. Yours very truly, 

MARY HANSF8RD, 

KINSMAN, OHIO, Feb. 14, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I C'annot get along without the paper, 

as this section is a good field for missionary work, 
many yet believing in a flat earth and solid heaven, 
and the rest of the fish stories found in the Bible. 
But the cause of Liberalism is slowly but surely 
gaining ground in this community, It is most grat
ifying to observe that Liberals are almost entirely 
composed of thinkers and investigators. I know it 
is not too late for me to express my sorrow and re
gret at the death of our departed leader, D. M. Ben
nett. But with the grand and noble record and ex
an,ple be left behind, I know that the grand army 
of Freethought will push on the great cause of hu
man progress for which he so nobly and fearlessly 
battled. . . 

Hoping that THE TRUTH SEEKER may long liv and 
continue to deal its heavy blows against bigotry and 
superstition, I remain, 

Very truly yours, EMERY THOMPSON. 

· BouLDER, Jan. 29, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Success to THE TRUTH SEEKER. It bas 

steadily improved from the time I first saw it.. If 
Liberals womld organize and sustain each other half 
as much as church-members do, it would be but a 
few years before it would be as popular to be a Lib
eral as it was in many places, and yet is, to be a 
ehurch-member. The world moves and thinks, and 
by using the same methods the church does we could 
command as large a following, and with so much 
more happiness to the world. Next to organization 
comes the diffusion of knowledge through our (de
nominational, if you will allow the term) literature; 
hence the first duty of a Liberal is to support a Lib
eral paper, and the next is to organize, organize, 
organize I If we fail to organize, our enemies do not, 
and in that way turn the word Liberal into a term 
of reproach and an epithet. By organization I do 
not mean to advise a Liberal Salvation Army, be
cause a noisy, aggressiv movement is likely to end 
in making our freedom our neighbor's slavery. 
That these selfsame righteous neighbors hav done 
that in all ages for us is no reason why we should 
not avoid that extreme. True progress can only be 
made by conceding to others the same rights we de
mand for ourselvs. The world as a whole is slow to 
think, therefore Liberals must do some of the think
ing for it, and learn the mass by continually setting 
before it our ideas published in our own papers. It 
takes three generations to obtain the fruition of our 
hopes. The first generation passes before the world, 
gets accustomed to the new idea; the second to edu
cating the rising generation to act upon their 
convictions; the third in securing the fruits of the 
idea. Therefore let ns organize, and always see to it 
that ideas which disorganize are kept in the back
ground. If the name Liberal League is impolitic, 
call it the Liberal Club, and hav just as few officers 
as possible. A permanent secretary is about the only 
officer· necessary. A chairman can be elected at each 
meeting, to hold over till the next. As the organiza
tion grows there would be time enough to evolve an 
elaborate constitution and by-laws, and at any time 
a delegation could be elected to represent the League 
or club at any meeting of a larger body of Liberals. 
In that way ill-feelings can be kept down and har
mony secured. Anyway, or some way, the Liberals 
in each community should organize, 

CHARLES AMBBOOlt. 
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MILNERSVILLE, Feb. 2, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I am one who truly deplores the death 

of. D. M. Bennett. I believe he was a truly honest 
and good man. He was trying to make the world 
better for his having lived in it, and so sure as tne 
sun shines he will get justice in spite of the mad
flingers. His body is dead, but he llvs in his writ
ings. They will liv long after the mud and slime 
flingers are dead and forgotten. I am with J. L 
Tompkins as to how to treat all malicious slanders 
published in the papers of the day about D. M. Ben
nett (see THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 27th), and all 
Freethinkers should do as H. L. Green advises in 
the same paper-giv the Blade notice that we are 
aware of the slander it has given' to the world. 
There are enough Freethinkers in America to see 
that justice is done Mr. Bennett. L~t us act. 

Jots of water into wine every day of ·their lives, but 
even transform vile whisky into all sorts of generous 
liquors with euphonions names, a.nd that at a mo
ments notice and at the most trifling expense ? This 
is only one instance. Had I time I would bring up 
others pointing to the fact that the Liberal mind, 
with &ll its pretensions, is open to the charge of be
ing bigoted and opposed to the admission of unPal
atable truth. As it is, I rest content with this effort 
to show you your actual narrow-mindedness, hoping 
1t will lead you and your readers to reflect upon your 
real nature and attitude, and result in you becoming, 
instead of obstinate unbelievers and scoffers, ready 
believers in miracles and all they imply. 

· I am ever yours, EDMOND GASTINEAU. 

ASTRO·THEOLOGY. 
Put me down for $1 toward the Monument Fund. CoLUMBUS, KAN. 

Let me know when you want it. May THE TRUTH To HuGH BYRoN BRowN, Dear Sir; I hav no words 
SEEKER never falter, but keep on as it has in the no fully express to you the great joy and satisfaction 
past. Very truly yours, DR. W. B. RosAMOND. your outlines of astro-theology gave me. 

Although I was born, bred, and stef'ped in ortho-
TIPTON, MICH., Feb. 16, 1883. doxy, yet the natural bent of my mind ever was to 

MR. EDITOR: I am very 1 tuch pleased with your ''look on nature in her loftier. moods;" "take na
editori~.l to Spiritualists a.nd Materialists. We are ture's path and mad opinions leave." From my 
too apt to think that the world was only made for earliest boyhood I hav been a silent and devout 
us, and the rest of the world had no rights that we worshiper of the !Sun, the true, real God, and all his 
were bound to respect. As for me, I am willing that votaries of the solar system, and all the other vial
every one shall hav his say, provided that it will ble suns that "night's blue arch adorn." I hav an 
tend to better mankind. I am one of those that old geography of the heavens by Burritt, which I 
havn't the slightest evidence that ther~ is anything studied and compared with, and observed and located 
after death, only eternal sleep, and think when the the constellations with intense delight,. and wor
Spirituali~;~ts hav lost all of their superstitions they shiped "in spirit and in truth." 
will come to the same conclusion. If wha.t you say of the revelations of the Bible to 

Katie King had her followers, and the Eddy fam- astronomy be. true-and my whole being respondJ~ to 
ily theirs. Slade had his. All hav been exposed- it-why has this, to me, vastly important knowledge 
not by Spiritual papers, though-which makes it been hidden so long from both orthodox and Free
look hard on their side, they claiming to be a.earch- thinkers? Hav the sources of your information been 
ing for the truth. recently brought to light-your quotations indicate 

I wouldn't hav any religion that would not. stand to the contrary-or hav they, hitherto, been too re
investigation, or that had to go behind a screen in pulsiv and revolutionary to be credible? It seems 
order to get demonstrations. We hav sleight-of- to me you could not do more good to the readers of 
hand performers doiqg all of their tricks when in a THE TRUTH SEEKER than to tell them all you know 
dark corner, and not cfaiming to be under the infl.u- on this subject. It makes. the Bible and priestcraft 
ence of spirits. Bunum said. the people liked to be more hateful and damnable to me than ever before. 
humbugged. Our wanting to believe in a hereafter It makes the Bible to me like a black pall over an 
is no evidence that there is one. e,clipse of the whole heavens, to hide from man the 

A man who is true to himself always asks for the only true objects of worship. 
proof, and is not satisfied with " they say so's" or Oh, what a waste of life, time, and talents, for both 
fog banks. Yours for hones'ty, OTIS WHELAN. orthodox and heterodox to be wrangling about the 

origin and meaning of the Bible, when it· seems, 
~OHARLES OrTY, Ft:lb. 19, 1883. from the light which you throw upon it, that they 

DEAR MRs .. BENNETT: I hav just got home from Da- are all "fooling away their time." 
kota on the 10~h. and heard of the death of Mr. Oh, how happy I am that, in spite of the Bible, I 
Bennett, and was very much surprised to hear it- hav in fact been an ancient, a true worshiper of the 
he looked so well when I saw him last fall at Wav- Sun and all the heavenly hosts, under whose divine 
erly. I hav been away from home for over three effulgence and emanations "a secret rapture fills 
months in D:1kota, and that is· the reason I hav not my soul that speaks its truth divine." 
written -te you before. My wife and little girl were How an astronomer could ever be a theologian is 
very much grieved to hear of his death, and the more than I can explain. What an immeasurable 
girl cried and took it to heart· as much as if it had distance from the Sun, in every sense, is the popular 
been one of her parents, so her mother told me personal God, the nothing, which poor deluded men 
when I returned home. My little girl went to Wav- and women are taught to worship and to fear. 
erly with me to see Mr. Bennett when he returned What a delusion to sing: 
from his trip around the world, and she was very "G G d · h d · h 
much pleased to see hiin. She is a constant reader .. ro:\u0thy~tor:S0fl~~:;nd Wit praise 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and wife and she cannot do But still thy wisdom, power, and grace 
without it, so in this you will find draft for $5-$2.50 Shine. b1ightest in thy book." 
for TRUTH SEEKER, and $1.50 for the last, book of his 0 evolution, 0 truth, 0 science, reBtore nature to 
travels, as I hav the three others, and $1 for the us, and let us worship the Sun, a reality, and not 
Monument Ft1nd. Probably in a short time I will the Bon, a fiction. 
send further remittance to the Monument Fund as 
soon as I can see some of the Liberals here. The 
times are very close here, or would send mor~. but 
do the best !,can at present, and hope the glorious 
old TRUTH SEEKER will liv and weather the storm as 
long as water runs and grass grows, and that will be 
as long a lease as it will want. 

My wife and daughter send their kind regards to 
you and yours, and same from myself. 

Yours truly, JoHN MAHARA. 

33 EAST 20th STREET, 
MR. EDITOR: It is not often I thrlist myself on 

your notice. The present writing even is not an am
bitious attempt to secure a small nestling-place some
where in your columns. Indeed, should these -lines 
be duly condemned to the eternal darkness of the 
waste basket, there shall be neither weeping nor 
gnashing of teeth on my part. But I could not repel 
a desire to improve what I consider a good oppor
tunity to show you wherein the Liberal mind betrays 
its real narrowness and bias. Yes, sir, while it pro: 
fesses to be open to conviction upon every subject, 
it shows the most dogged obatinacy in refusing evi
dences of any truth which is opposed to its dogmas. 
And I will prove the fact by refering you to the 26th 
chapter of the "Tomb of Fanaticism." There you 
allow your columns to perpetuate the sly but none 
the less wicked and dangerous ridicule. thrown by 
the pen of the great ( !) eighteenth century Infidel 
upon the performance of miracles. Yet, what is one 
of the miracles allude to but an occurrence which 
daily takes place, and, were the profane only ad
mitted to its mys~eries, could be witnessed any day 
by thousands in the present age? Theodotus, Saint 
Theodotus, a pot-hous.e keeper, it is sneeringly as
serted, changed water into wine. What is there so 
extraordinary about that? A.nd why should it be 
made the text for discrediting miracles when 10 
many of our modern tavern keepers nQt only turn 

"In the great solemn temple, 
Grand archway of the skies, 

From every heart, an altar, 
Let grateful incense rise." 

' . 

J. H. Ooox. 

BURR OAK, Jan. 22, E. u:. 283. 
MR. EDITOR; Our grief and sorrow for the great 

loss in the death of Mr. Bennett, not only to us and 
his immediate friends but to the world in general, 
is too deep and heartfelt for words to make mani
fest. I mourn our loss almost beyond degree and 
c>annot be comforted. I consider it the greatest loss 
the world ·ever sustained in the death of one man. 
It will be hard to fill his place, but I hope a.nd 
trust, and fully believe, his mantle has fallen on 
competent and worthy shoulders. May it be worn 
with dignity and honor, and to the edification and 
enlightenment not only to your patrons, but to man
kind in general. May THE TRUTH SEEKER continue 
in the future as it has in the past to be a power in 
the land in tearing down the strongholds of super
stition and priestcraft. Spare not, but cut to the 
right and to the left with the strong and sharp tri
edged sword of truth, reason, and common sense, to 
the final destruction and downfall of the old and 
rotten institutions of theology, that are already to.t
tering to their fall ; hoping it will remain and flour
ish until victory crowns its efforts all-triumphant 
over its natural foes-superstition and ignorance. 

The subscriptions do not come in as fast as I fond
ly hoped for a monument to the honor and memorl' 
of him who has torn so many corroding and canker
ing chains from our mental powers. I hope there 
is not a Liberal in the land so poor, so mean, as 
not to giv a dollar at least for such a fund. Put me 
down for $5 for that purpose. 

I am very sorry to see our good friend Wm. Mc
Donnell cast so cold and wet a blanket on the fl.tes 
ot love and veneration that would put UP a noble 

and suitable monume11t to the memory of the man 
more than all others desE:>rving of stJch-and pray 
let it be no inferior one. I also hope and trust 
there will be long purses, with many small onea. 
with full hearts and willin.r. bands enough in the 
land to build a Bennett Hall, and not inferior to the 
Paine Hall in Boston, for which I now pledge a 
nominal sum, though necessarily small owing to my 
limited means. The heart is full, the spirit willing, 
but the purse is lank and thin. I hope to see the 
ball rolling ere long, buoyed up and on wit4 suffi
cient means to accomplish the thing at once. Let 
us all strike while the iron is hot and every Liberal 
heart is warm with love and grief. 

I am also pained and sorry to see so able and good 
a Liberal in other respects as E. 0. W:tlkAr advocat
ing t~ rum-seller's occupation of manufacturing 
paupers, degradation, misery, and crime to the ex
tent that the already depraved and vicious may see 
proper to do for filthy lucre. It casts a blush on 
my old countenance when it is thrown up to me by 
our Christian opponents, as it sometimes is, as one 
of our "Liberal principles." There may be a few 
other Liberals with hiRl in sentiment on that ques
tion, but; thanks to humanity, they are few and far 
between. Oh, what a contrast between his argmnent 
and that grand, noble, humane, and truthful reply 
to the same from George Ga'-'e in the last issue of 
THE TRUTH BEEKER. He has given my sentimE:>nts ex
actly, and a thous~tnd times better than I could do. 

I am an old and illiterate man of threescore and 
eleven summers, but. clai n the right to make mani
fest my thought on any and all subjects, and re
joice that I hav lived to see the day and age of the 
world when I can do so without fear of rack or 
fagot. Yours in deep mourning for our mutual loss, 

M. P. THURSTON. 

FLlNT, Feb. 21, 1883. 
Mit. EDITOR: While I mourn with the maay the 

loss of our dear friend and brother, D. M. Bennett, 
to the cause of liberty and truth, I want to be 
counted a life subscriber to the monument he erect- -
ed while here-THE TRUTH BEEKER. And, although I 
am a full-fledged Spiritualist (as I understand the 
term, and as are the most of your subscribers, so 
far as I know), I take a great deal of interest in the 
pro and con ideas of those who like t0 speak their 
little pieces. 

In my opinion it is the cuurte11y that our dear 
brother extended to all classes of thinkers that has 
made THE TRuTH SEEKER what it is-J.n indispensa
ble paper to the inquirer. And the ultimate of its 
success will depend largely upon your generosity in 
this direction. I am one who thinks that open and 
free discussion alone can pave the way to a better 
understanding of human needs, wants, and aspira
tions, and that no good should be unjustly compro
mised. 

We are not all mummies that we should willingly 
suffer the seal of depravity to mar the divinity of 
our natures, or that we should trust our reason to 
be embalmed by the ftLith of some tilled ism, or 
apishly go pumping for compliments in giving as
sent or by subscribing to the creed or pet theory of 
anyone. Our opinions must of necessity be some
what varied, and diff0rent measurably as are our 
physical structures and the surrounding conditions 
that mold them. We cannot therefore be true to· 
our own inherent natures and selfhood, and at the 
same time subscribe and be faithful to the manifold 
beliefs which are as varied as the points of a com
pass, and which, to the thoughtful inquirer and com
parativ observer, appear as so many cross linE's 
drawn across the "frontier" of human reason. Then, 
as we grow mentally and find for ourselvs use for 
the intellectual windmill of the martyred "son of 
the morning" (who brought love and immortality 
to light-as told in the legend of the Garden), to sift 
the concepts of our yesterdays, let us be generously 
courteous to those who, like Jacob and Joseph, are 
still dreaming. 

Kindly criticism and honest competition that shall 
awaken a doubt and energize the mentality of man
kind to real, beneficent inquiry is truly commenda
ble. I am of the opinion that there cannot be any
thing too sacred for human investigation and com
parativ thought, and that system which cannot bear 
the sunlight, as reflected from our conditioned 
phenomena or "Infidel stupidity "-as said-without 
wilting like Jonah's gourd, and its adherents sink
ing into a state of fevered unrest, cannot hav a very 
firm foundation. 

I always admired the bold fearlessness and true 
manly courage of the good brother gone on before, 
and I can but hope that you, as editor, and the 
much esteemed proprietress, will be enabledhlike 
him, to pour out the good wine for those at irst, 
and, as true, honest, and liberal truth seekers, liv 
Ion~ to break the bread of knowledge t9 the hun
genng multitude. 

I herewith remit $14, for which send me the four 
volumes of "A Truth Beeker Around the World," 
leather bound; also 'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER for one year 
to Esther M. Smith, Flint, Mich. 'l'he balance may 
be pla.ced to my subscription credit. I had hoped to 
send two more nameE', pledged to me, henc>e tne de
lay. I think I can get two or three orders for the . 
books when I get time to exhibit them. 

Our Thomas Paine celebration was a success. 0. 
Fanny Allyn gave the address, and after some other 
remarks a fine collation was spread. The hall was 
appropriately decorated. 

A Miss Gleason, from Ohio, is with us now, and 
although only a short time in the field, she glvs 
promis of getting to the front. 

Yours for the right, WM. R .A.LGEB. 
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The Soul's Proteus. 
BY VIRGINIA E. VANCE. 

Religion, a word, condemned and adored, 
By creed robed a monarch, dismantled by sword, 
Now a truth, now a lie, now a right, now a wrong, 
A curse and a blessing, a prayer and a song. 
In temples 'mid Idols some find It alone, 
And sat:es hav found It a spirit In stone; 
In animals dreaming, awakening In man, 
Still a problem that baflles all system, all plan. 
Old Menu, the Hindoo, gave laws In its name, 
Making India the nucleus of grandeur and fame; 
Unrivaled In wisdom, of learning the queen, 
Antiquity's pride, ·majestic, supreme. 
But still for some cause too occult, too divine, 
O'er its face grew a cloud, myths encircled its shrine, 
And the children of men became awed, then in· 

censed,-
Abandoned in wrath for the worshiped's oJiense. 
But the radiance of glory lights now the den 
Ot the anchorite. Chrlstna has come among men. 
Late banished religion recalled, re-embraced, 
In the arms of reviving devotion replaced. 
Temples, altars, and shrines, all are hers aa before, 
In Christna 5he holds them and lovers adore; 
Ages on ages ha v rolled to the past 
Since the banks of the sacred stream witnessed the 

last 
Of the heavenly visitant; still by the stream 
Are the souls of the sons or Achina made clean, 
But the waif of man's conscience again Is ensnared, 
The Brahman and priest, with others compared, 
With cunning of serpents see 'vantage In chains, 
In fetters and durance, 'til no goodness remains, 
. Lingers only the shadow. The church and its-sects 
Hav molded, remolded, and reared with defects, 
Until those who once knew it now know it no more, 
A &ad metamorphose, decayed to_ the core, 
Gangrened and putres9ent and ree!rJng with gore, 
'Til Time, the avenger, will no more endure. 
By a law that comes uppermost only to cure 
Makes cowled priest and robed bishop and laymen, 

their tools, 
All smeared with corruption, relinquish base rules, 
Resign their dark powers, plans hellish untold, 
Reveal cabalistics that turn the blood cold; 
Send dogmas a begging, though deities weep, 
For 'tw!ll ever be fate that mythologies sleep. 
How many there are no awakening shall know 
Lying stark in the lap of the weird long ago? 
The sand-whitened soils or old Asia yet show 
The footprints of dervish and Brahman that lo I 
In the many fled centuries were wont to repair 
To temple or forest for prestige or prayer, 
B111t not to dethrone the 'curst spirit of caste, 
Though Buddha himself viewed Its empire so vast 
With doleful regret as a b llgh t and a bane 
That the garb sacerdotal intact might remain. 
It is taught in this great moral world there abides 
A law cempensating whatever betides, 
A power of recompense equal to pay 
For the misery and su:trering that fall In our way; 
But when man in the name of religion can press 
The hard foot of ~pprossion without thought of 

redress, 
Without fear of penalty, with impunity draw 
The life-blood, I doubt the compensatlv Jaw. 
The Christ of the Brahman 'twere sinful to know, 
Though millions llav made him their worship be-

low; 
And the Veda's as sacred In the land or the East 
As book ever handled by prelate or priest. 
The immortal Zoroaster, the bright living star 
Of the Persian's devoted, yet shines from afar, 
And their loved Zend Avesta yet gladdens their 

souls 
Like the fire they lmagln Zoroaster con trois. 
In the cavern of Heru a son of the waste 
Inspiration on plate-bones of camels has traced, 
And sclmeters gleam brightly and thick as the sands 
Of Sahara, when the book ot Mahomet commands. 
ConfuCius too, so grand In his clime, 
Gave laws immaculate, precepts divine. 
The Chinamen, like other men ot all time, 
Some great and some small, must each suited be, 
And thus their religion Is just what we see. 

The Orient has its faiths divine 
To waft Its souls on high. 

In fond belle!, each sacred shrine, 
The only true, secure In mind, 

The votaries liv and die. 

The gods and demi-gods no more, 
Yet Europe holds her creeds 

Of ~ymbol, saint, apostle, Christ, 
And mystic marvelous deeds. 

Where mighty forests decked a world, 
Three hundred years agone, 

And red men roved its wilds supreme 
In their own nativ home. 

Their dream of happy hunting-grounds 
Where the Great Spirit dwells-

Of warriors brave, and dark-eyed maida
The gloom of death dispels. • 

Religions all-tb,_e l\:Ioslem, Greek, 
The Christian_ and the Jew; 

The Deist, Atheist, Infidel-
Theirs are religions too. 

We know but this-grand nature's laws, 
Rich in the truths sage Wisdom draws, 

A:trord religion true. 

Concord, Ky., 283. 
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Health without taking Medicines ! 

Hints on every sUbject pertaining 
to the Health_ of Women 

and Children. 

HeaVy, toned paper, good margins ; extra 
cloth. 12mo, 319 pp; $1.50. 

PURPOSE OF THE WORK. 
Tb e authOr's design Is to give a general on tUne of the 

laws and conditions of he lth, whh directions for th 
prevention of sickness and care of the sick. · 

The delicate oubjects necessarily Included In thls'·work 
are treated with utmost p~opriety. 

Although written primarily for women, this work wu• 
be found almoat equally usoful to ar. Most persons can 
not be to frequently reminded of the trnt• of the old 
proverb, u An ounce of prev~!ltion fs worth more than 
pound of cure." ~I he first step In the cure or disease 1st· 
remove ihe eanae; then, in nearly all cases, nature w 
remove the dlfilculty without other aid 

Address THE TRUTH SEEK 
· ~ eHnlionl'lae&. New Yol'dr. 

THB 

BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES 
Ol!' 

'1'- B. WAKEMAN a.nd 'l'. C. LELAND, Editors. 
Man Is the exponent of the principles of the National 

Ll,beral League, which _is an organization made up of 
Ioc~J soclettes, or IW!soclatlons of Liberals, known as 
Auxiliary Llheral Lesgueo, and there are now 245 of them. 
• 'l'he objocts of theN. L. L. are tn brief' "The total 
separation of Church and state, Including the equitable 

~~~~~~~a~o~r~~ic~~~J'J'~;>;;.~~~~l,"~ft1~~!:'gt0!h!~::.fn~~~~ 
prohlblrlon of public approprlatlona for religions purposes, 
and all other measure• necess~ry to the same g~neral end. 

Charter Fee for snAuxlllary .................. $5.00 
Annual Mem bershlp ............................ 1.00 
Life :Memtlerehtp ............................... 25.00 

Actdress T. C. LELAND, Secretary, 
· 744 Broadway, New York. 

THE UNIVERSE. 
BYRON ADONIS, Editor and Proprietor, 

& Journal oC Pr_actic~l, Uset"nl Knowl• 
eage, Literature, RoJDance, 

and General News. 
Advocates all that Is tolerant, jnst, and noble In hnman 

llfe and conduct; oppose• all that Is eviJ and unjust, sump. 
tuary laws, sectarian Snnd•y laws, and all attempts of the 
chnrch to Interfere with the state In any way, shape, or 
manner. . 

It Is unalterablY OJlpose~ to the attempt to amend the 
Constitution of the United Statts so as to recognize a 
aecta' ian "God" as the creator' of the world ana. .. Our 
Lord and Savior JeAnS Christ," the rute:r of nations. As 
~~fl~f~!,l, says: " Onr fathers retired all the gods from 

25 ~~:."t~o;e'"~~~~lh~~!;-~~1e -:aeiJJ~~~: the modest rate of 
Yearly sub•crlptton $3 CO 
Six months • • • • - • • • 1 50 

Address THE UNIVERSE, 
615 Kearney stre~t, 

San Francisco, Cal. 

THIS WOR--LD.-
A WEEKLY LIBERAL MAGAZINE, PUBLISHED BY 

George (Jbatney. 
li1 Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Mass, 

7ernu •2.00 per annum, 
Eaclt nnmber contains a lecture In full bl Geo. Chalney 

:ll',.~&':~~~~~ss~J'e~~f:i~~~~ ~\~~~';J_hlca aketch of some 

pr~:X,"e~fJ: f~~~~~.o~~~~~~ne~ rg~~~!J'Jr~~:. lecturer 

The Pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh. The Kansas Liberal. 
D. M. Bennett, Scrlbih 

ALSO 

THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO THE 
TRUTH SEEKERS. 

A FORNIGHTLY 

FBEETHOUGHT JOUBN.AL. 

Devoted to the Fearless Dlscnsslon ot aU Bnm~n Inter
ests; believing that tile greatest obstacle t,o Progress 11 
Authority, and that the most essential aid to Morality !I 

F'rfYTII Volume 11. of".A !IRU!IH SBHKBR .AROUND !IHB LIBERTY. 
TERMS: 

l'l'IG&M.GO 

WORLD." 
D. M. BENNETT, 

21 lllimon 'Place, .New Yom 

Interrogatories to Jehovah. 
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his 

Jewish Godship upon a great 
variety flf subjects. 

BY D. :M. BENNETT. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

BLISS'S 
Elctro-Magnetic 

Planchette, 
A wonderful and mysterlonsllttle instrnment that com
bines electricity and animal magnetism In assisting Spirit 
Intelligence to communicate· through It with mortals. It 
has been In the market a little over two years, and durllU! 
that time thousands of skeptical persons, yes, downright 
Materlallsts...._hav been convinced that thls Planchette has 
been MOVEu BY A POWER Independent of themseiVl! 
while their hands havbeen placed passlvly upon it. 

THE ADY ANTAGES CL!,IMED OYER OTHER 
_ PLANCHETTES. 

First. A paste-board top In place of oiled, stained, or 
tarnished wood. 

Second. Five miniature batteries upon the top of eacb 
Planchette, npon which the tlngel"l! rest. 

Third. Each Planchette Ia separately magnetized _and 
II'Signed a band of developing ~plrlts. · 

Price, Fifty Cents Eacb. 
Sent I!Oat.-pa1d, securely packed 1n a neat bolt to an1 

part ot the United States U'POII reoelpt of prtce. For llllli! 
at TIDI nVI'll iUBB OIIGo'O 

Per Year, 
Six Months, 
Three :Months 

l!peclmen Copies Free, 

'1.00 
,50 
.25 

W ·HARMAN, t Editors and Pablishers. 
E. C. IVALKBR,5 0 

MANHOOD! 

PRICE ,REDUCED. 
Self-Contradictions of the Bible. 

Prloe reduced to 15 centi, from 25 oenta 
A r.erfeotly reliable, aceurs.te pamphlet of 58 ~ar;es. Com,. 

~~~~ ~.,;:;g::t ~r::r~~=~~~d bci 011· 



D. M. BENNETT'S WORifS. 
.A Truth Seeker .Around the World. 

Four large volumes. With a steel-plate 
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and 
each volume illustrated with forty-seven 
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth, 
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $10.50. 

The World's Sages Thinkers, and 
Reformers. 1,07~ pages, 8vo. Cloth, 
$3,00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3 .. 00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Two Volumes. 
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per 
volume, or $5.00 £or the two volumes; in 
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, 
$8.00. 

From Behind the Bars. A series of 
letters written in prison. Over 700 pages. 
Price $1.50. 

A Trut"4 Seeker in Em·ope. A series 
of letters written during a visit of. ten 
weeks in Europe. Giving some account 
of t'he International Freethinkers' Con
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben
nett was a delegate, followed by a de
scription of what he saw in England, 
France, "Holland, and Italy. The letters 

.from Rome alone are worth the price of 
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait 
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50. 

The Semitic Gods and the Bible. 
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic 
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin 
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 
pages are devoted, showing that book to 
be a very inferior production for a first
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov
ers, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

Judaism, Christianity, and Moham
medanism examined historically 
and critically. It is thought to be the 
most damagmg exhibit of Christianity 
that has appeared. 500 large pages. 
Price, $1.50. 

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories, 
Essays, and Lect~es. 700 pages. 
Paper eovers, 75 cents; cloth, $1. 

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. 
A debate on Christianity and Infidelity, 
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H. 
HuMPHREY. This book has had a very 
large sale, and is a splendid work for 
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh
bors. 55Dpages. Price, $1. 

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between 
D. M. BENNETT and CYRus RoMuLus R. 
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of 
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents. 

What Objections to Christianity~ 
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and 
G. M. M.uR, divided into. the following 
theses: 1. Christianity is n'either new nor 
original, being borrowed or copied from 
much older systems of religion. 

2. Miracles and supernatural achieve
ments hav been as fully and truly ascribed 

· to other teachers and founders of religion 
as to Jesus. 

3. The story of Jesus and his mission 
in the world is unhistorical; it is not cor
roborated by eontemporaneous history. 

BENNETT affirms; MAIR denies. This is 
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50. 

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United 
States Circuit Court upon the charge of 
depositing prohibited matter in _the mail. 
This givs a full history of this celebrated 
case, and shows what monstrous injustice 
was perpetrated b.pon MR. BENNETT. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents: 

.An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 
5 cents. 

Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 
3,000 questions propounded to his Jewish 
Godship upon a great variety of subjects. 
Paper, _§0 cents; cloth,__z~ cents. 

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First 
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv
ing many church incidents and his evolu
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa
per, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

The Book of Chronicles of the Pil
grims in the Land of Yahweh: 
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle to 
the Truth Seekers. Cloth, $1.00 

The First Epistle of Bennett the 
Apostle to the Truth Seekers. 
10 cents. 

The Great Religions of the World. 
10 cen,ts. 

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. 
10 cents. 

Jesus Christ. Considered as an Infi-
del. 10 cents. 

.An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents. 
Sinful Saints and Sensual Shepherds. 

10 cents. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER,~ MARCH!3,~i883. 

TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY.· 
The W m·ld's Sages, Thinkers, and 

Reformers. The Biographies of 
three hundred of the most distinguished 
teachers and philosophers (who are not 
Ch1istians), from- the time of Menu to the 
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages, 
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc
co, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Champions of the Church; Then· 
Climes and Persecutions. Bio
graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians. A companion book to "The World's 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo., 
1,119 pages: Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs 
a full account of all the gods the· nations 
of the earth hav worshiped, including 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 
pages, Svo. Vol. II. describes fully all 
the religious systems of the world, includ
ing Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Chris
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; iu leather, 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00..:... 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry 
into the reality of d1vine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the claims of supernaturalism 
ever written. By F. W. NEWMAN, Emeritus 
Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, Svo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine. 
Ineluding The Age of 'Reason, Examina
tio;n of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the 
whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3.00·; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
gilt edges, $4.50. _ 

Analysis of Religious . Belief. An 
examination of the Creeds, Rites, and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By VIs
COUNT AMBERLEY, SOn of the late Lord 
John Russell, twice Premier of England. 
Complete from the London edition. 745 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morrocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The foregoing volumes are called " The 
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to
gether and sent by express, one dollar will be 
deducted from the price of each. 

PAINE'S WORKS. 
Paine's TheoloO'ical W or Irs, incl ud

ing The Age oF Reason, Examination of 
Prophecies, Letter to the Bishop of Llan
daff, Reply to Mr. Erskine, Letter to Ca
mille Jordan, etc., etc., with a life of 

. Paine, and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo. 
In paper covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50. 

Paine's Great Worlrs (complete} 
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather, 
$4.00; morocco, $4.50. 

Paine's ·Political Works, including 
Common Sense, The Crisis, and Rights o£ 
Man. Cloth, $1.50. 

The Age of Reason. An investiga
tion of true and fabulous theology. 
Without a peer in the world. Paper, 25 
cents, or 5 for $1. (Jloth, 50 cents. 

The Age of Reason and An Exam
ination of the Prophecies. Pa
per, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Common Sense. Paine's first work. 
15 cents. 

The Crisis. ·Containing numbers from 
I. to XVI. inclusiv. Paper, 40 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents. 

The Rights of l\'Iau. For the op
pressed of humanity. Paper, 40 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents. 

THE 

RELIGION OF COMMON SENSE, 
BY 

PROF. LIEBRECHT UHLICH, 
OF GERMANY, 

Price 'l'wcnty•five Cents. 1 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. I 

IITSTORICAL AND CRITICAL 
Review of 

THE SUNDAY QUESTION 
'WITH 

REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR. 

By George w. Brown, lti.D. 

All time Is ton sacred to do wrong, no time Is too sacred 
to do good. Prlce,l5 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

! 

SUPFRSTITION IN ALL AOES. 
By JOHN MESLIER, 

A Roman Catholic Priest, who, after a pastorate or 
thirty years at Etreplgny and But In Champagne, France, 
wholly abjured religious dogmas, and left as his last will 
and testament to his parishioners, and to the world, the 
work entitled, u Common Sense." 

1\fesller•s book Is a death-kn 11 to all religions, al;o to 
all Imaginary nonentities. It Is only a commendable act 
of justice to ••Y that his work Is unanswerable. It Is 
lucid In style, and undoubtedly one of the most powerful 
appeals in behalf of reason, common sEnse, and justice 
t-ha.t ever was produced in a.nya.ge or country. 

Cloth, $l.ii0. Pat,er $1.,00. 
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

lllarriage & Parentage 
AND THE 

StU\'ITARY AND ·PiiYS· 
!CAL LAW§. 

FOR ~E 
Production o:f Children or Fine».> Healtll 

and Greater Ability. 

BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN. 
"The virtues o! men and women as well as their vlcea 

may descend to their children." 
Prlce,$1.00. Address 'IHE TRUTH SEEKER. 

2t Clinton Place. N. Y 

THE 

BIBLE- WHENOE AND WHAT? 
BY 

Richard B. Westbrook, D.D., LL.B., 

fr~:,¥ ~'l:!~of:•tii.,~;r:u~h~rW; ?bo~:J. o~t~;t ~ib~~.,C~~a'\ 
source of dogmatic theology? ara treated fearlessly :n the 
light of history, ph!losophy, and comparatlv rellglons. It 
Is lmpoMible to glv even a ~condensed statement ol 
what ls 1taelf a ma.rveloua condensation. 
WHOLE LIBRARIES ARE HERE CONCENTRATED 

INTO ONE I:.ITTLE BOOK. 
The authot'B conclusions are, of course, ma.inst 'the au-

sg~~~:~~\~~~~~'::t~~~~ft~~~l~~J ~!e ~~~!n ~·~h~~!e!~; 
perversions of the ancient mytnolt-Jgies. 

Printed in good type and bound In cloth. Price, $1. 
Address THE TRU1'H SEEI!.ER, 

21 Clinton Pl., New York. 

THE RADICAL PULPIT. 
Comprising discourses o! advanced thought by 

O • .B, FBOTHINGHA.M and FELIX AD LEE 

two ot America'~ clearest thinkers. 
Price, In cloth, 61 

THE BIBLE 
OF T'HE 

RELIGION of SCIENCE. 
By U. S. Brown, M. D., 

A b;hDe~~~~1~ t.~~i;e:L!:S~,v1~P§~1~~lfi~t ~~~~Y~~~U:~ed 
Is the Basi• or a SclentUlc Religion unci Govern

ment,"' and other works. 
" Thh volume Is most respectfully dedicated to those 

persons who will c"rdlally unite with otlJers to establish 
the religion of trQtb and a just government, by the sclen· 
title mer.hodB; of reas0n, e~perience. experiments and ob .. 

~:~r~~~n;~taf,0~~~;t1~~~far?n~o ~1~1~~~ ~~~e~~~~,e t~:t 
make peace on earth and good will amung men." 

The work Is divided Into five book•, containing twenty
five chapters, Is printed on clear white paper, In large type 

~~~~~~~!:,".," $tM. four hundred pallf~r sale at this olllce. 

CENTENARY OF VOLTAIRE. 

VOLTAIRE IN EXILE: 
ffis Life and Works in France 

and Abroad. 
(England, Holland, Belgium, Prussia, Switzerland), and 

unpublished letters of Voltaire and Mme. 
Du Chatelet. 

BY BEN.YAMIN GASTINEAU. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

1 Clinton Place, New York. 

"ANT I CHRIST." 
Proving conclnslvly that 

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST 

Hl.s birth, ll!e, trial, execution, etc.-Is a myth. 
TRUTH SEKKER Olllce. 

Price, ~2.00. 21 Clinton Place, New York 

SOCI1\LIS?tl 
-AND-

UTILITARIANISM. 
By .John Stuart Mill. 

PRICE 1.50. ADDRESS THIS OFFICE. 

Alamontada, the Galley-Slave. 
A narrattv, by 

Johann Heinrich Daniel Zschokke. 
•rranslated from the German by 

IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B. 
Address THE TRUTH SREKER, 

Paper. 50 cents: cloth, 75 centll. 
21 Clinton Place, N.Y. 

Admirers of Walt 1\'hitman 
Will each want his last work. Just out. 

SPECIMEN DAYS AND COLLECT. 
Including 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY, HOSPITAL SKETCHES DEMO· 

B S CRATIC VISTAS, ETC, 
FROM BEffiND THE A.R • Threehundredandaeventy-fourpage•ofhearty, hole 

A series of fetters written in prison. some prose and poetry, never before published. Will be 

By D. M. BBNNBTT. 
1 
~ent on receipt o! f2. Address, 

over 'roO paaes, Prlce;_ll.50 i THE TRUTH SEEKEB. 1 
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STANDARD BOOKS. 
eolti b v D. :u. Bennett, 21 Clbiton Pl., N. Y 

H·'-"J!?.O'! IH' JLTER&RY OF SCIENCE. 
tn pqpcr co-;ers. Two cents each ndtlitionai for postage 

I•rice, 1;) Uents Each Number. 

iVo. 1. 

Yo. 2. 

No.3. 

:lO"o. -i. 

So. 5. 

~o. 6. 

Yo •. 7. 

J,~g!~~~~~~.~e:~~:ftt~~·~,~a~!s~~.r~t~o~~~~~i 
and o1.her nJO.tuml phenomena • .Dy Rfchard A 
J->roctor, f' .R.A.S. 

The Fo<'>ns of 'IVat.,•• In Clouds and 
Htver.', le0 and Hl=c'er:l. 191!lustrations. By 
John 'fynd~tU, F.l\.8. 

Pb;p;ics an•! Politic~. An appl'catloa 
or tllc prlndples of ~at ural Science to Pollti
Cll SH:1cty. Hv 'V:llt.t·l' B<fgellut, .Author of 
"T..!t: En~ b!lCV:J.tltulion." 

Jiu~!-~ l~iace in Na.tu•·e. With numer
ou~ 1 1 1us~t-.l~Lns. lly Tl!oums H. Huxley, ]'.B.S. 

Educa.tiot:, Int.el!eclual, Moral, antl Physic. 
u.J. By HCI'bert Spencer. 

Town Geolo~y. With Appendix on Coral· 
an:l Cu•·"J HeeJ8. By Hev. Cilarles Kingsley. 

'J"h. .. -~ (.,o:a.se•·vation ot· Ene1·gy. 'Vith 
mura~r.,us illustratione. By llalfum· Suewart. 
LL.D. 

No. S. 'rt~i~1~ ~ii~t~~\)~J~~in~f::t~~~~~~~~~i~r~~r,ught 
'\To. !l. Tile~; at:> of Et-~ks. Dy Herbert Spencer. 
Xo.IO- 'J.'he '!'!teo: y of Soun<l in Hs Uela-

t.ion \ o :1knsic. NumerouB illustrations. 
Dy Prof. Plett\> lllaserna. 

No. 1l.(.i.'h" Naturalist on tlte' JUve•· "-m· 
No. 12. S i~~L~-~~\,.a{\~e!G~·~ls~l,~L?S~a!s of travel. By 
Bio.l3. Jiiml H:Hi ilody. The themles of tllelr 

reL~Li~m~. iJJ A ex. B.!.in;LL.O. 
No.l4. 'J:lilt<) ~1r~Htders of the 1-lea.vens. Thir

ty·t.wo illu tfd.tiuus. By C:unElc Fhnnmarion. 

No.I5. L,?t·~!7~.1'.~til~·ag~~lCr1;~;6~;n 1Ja¥~~~;~~~~f>,li(e 
No. 16. 'I'll<> Oi'ig'in of SJlCeies. By 'lhonms H. 

Huxley, 1··.1~.8. 
No.l7. P•·og" e.f...S: its Lnlv nutl Cans(l'. With 

other (L:-qul 1t~ons. By Herbert Spencer. 

Xo. 1S. J-,~~~:~"]11' ~~.N~~~·J;1 t'l~.'ltS. Sixty lllustra. 

No. 19. l~n;nii:ian· E§suys on ~cicntific Sttb· 
j Ct·ts. Dy r.:c: arc! A. Proctur. 

No. 20. 'l1 ilf' :n.otna.nce ot' Ast••onotny. By R. 
ILLl~cy Mllter, ~I.A. 

No. 21. 'I' he Physical Bit'< ill of J,ife, with 
NIHH' l.!s::uy~. By T:w:aus H. Huxli.:y, 1'' .R S. 

N(,. 22. Seeing n.u •l 'J'Ilinldn;:.·. 13y \Villiam 
Ktuguun CIHl'orrl, F.n.s. 

No. 23. Seieutifif1 §O}lltl,.ms. A review of rur
renL the~H·_ie:~ C\JIIC•-!rnlng Atoms. Apes, a.ml 
Men. Uy S.unucl \V tinl"lght, D.D. 

No. 21. POIHtl:t•• ScieutiHc lL<~ct.ut·e8. I\lus· 
t:·~tctl. ily Prof. 11. lldmhcltz. 

NoTr:--The llrecetling numbe:ra a--:e 4 .. o form-like Bar~ 
pers' Pl·u.Jtklrn Square LibnJ.J·y. 'l'he numbers 
which follow are 8\-'0., tbe slzc of Harpers' 
Mon"llly. 

No.2;). 'I' he Origin of Nations. Dy Prof. Ge0. HuwUnsolJ, Oxf('rtl Univ. 
No. 26. 'I' he EvolttUouist at J,:tt•:.;-e. Dy Grant 

Allen. 
No. 27. 'rhc llistory of J,,.,ulholdlug in 

Euglaull. By Jo,cph Fisher, F.IUI.S: 
No.2 .t, l"nslliou in Dcfo•·•nity, a.A lllu~t.rate<lln 

the cu_~~tomaof JJa-rlHrOt.Hftwd ClrJiJzed H1H:us. 
N"umeruus lllu.;tration.-!. D, Will!tun Henry 
li'Lwcl', F.R.S. 

No. 2!l. Facts an•l l.'iction" of Zaology. 
Numerous illus~rutiuua, BJ AntlrtJW Wlauu, 
I'll. j), 

No. 30.} 'l'hc Sttuly ot' 'Vot·<f:•. Jly Hlchard 
No. :~1. Chene·;fx Tren:cli. 
No. 32. "Dlc•·ediJnt·Y 'l,t•aits nntl other .Es• 

t<;U..}'.s. l3y HI chard A. J:>r cu:r. 
No. 3:1. Vignetter;; t'i•onl N:1hn·e. By Grant AI· 

len 
No. 3-1. 'l'hc I•hiloso}>hy of Style. By Het·!Jert 

Spencer. 
No-. 35. 01•ieutlt_l n.eligions. Bv John Ca1rd. 

Pre8, UulY. G l:l::!gu · 1 uud. others. 

No. 36. J,cctnt·.,s ~;on t:volnHou. Illustrated. 
lly PL·n·, ·r. li IIux'er. 

No. :$7. Six l.eciltres on l.lgltt. IlluaLrated, 
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fJtm§ off g[hought. 

IT Is from bondage to the terrible nightmare of the 
middle ages·that I, In common with many others, 
would liberate the human mind; for, In order to do 
this, we find it necessary to out loose from the entire 
system. Do not mistake me. We do not renounce 
all religion, but we project a new meaning Into the 
word. To us religion no longer means the holding 
or a set of mystical ideas upon speculatlv subjects. 
It means, Instead, enth uslasm for noble morality, 
for exalted goodness; and It has for Its aim the pro
duction or right socla.l relations and, the Idealization 
ot the human race. To this position I hav co'me, not 
suddenly, as some say, but as the result or long and 
painstaking study. For years the trend of my thoughts 
has been in this directlon.-MiZn's Farewell Discourse. 

TilE lite in us works outwardly to. some extent. It 
often writes something ot Its judgment, day by day, 
In face and feature. The passions tell their tale. 
The muddled, bloated race, of intemperance; the 
keen, ferret look, of the covetous; the coaree, ani
mal features, ot the profligate; and, In lesser de
gree, the showy affectation of the valn,'the simper
Ing, silliness of the frivolous, these are all revela; 
tiona of judgments which do not walt for any special 
day. And, on the other hand, goodness .or every 
Jr.ind reveals Itself, reveals something or Its judg
ment as life goes on; thoughtfulness, with Its look 
of Intelligence; integrity, In the open eye, whlchcan 
"look the whole world In the face;" kindness and 
gentleness, that touch the countenance with qualities 
which little children and dumb animals can read 
there.-Brooke HF:rford's Day of Judgment. 

SOON as the potion works, their human countenance, 
The express resemblance ot the gods, is·changed 
Into some brutish torm or wolf or bear, 
Or ounce, or tiger, hog, or bearded goat. 
All other parts rema.ining as they were; 
And they-so perfect is their misery-

. Not once perceive their foul disfigurement, 
But boast themselvs more comely than before; 
And all their friends and natlv home forget, 
To roll with pleasure In a sensual sty. 

1 Milton's Cosmos. 

THB brave man Is not he who feels no fear, 
For that were stupid and irrational; 
But he whose noble soul Its fear subdues 
And bravely dares the danger nature shrinks from. 

:---Joanne Baillie. 

IN the Rig Veda we see how the divine appears In 
the fire and In the earthquake, and In the great and 
strong wind which rends the mountain. In Kant's 
"Critique of Pure Reason," the divine Is heavd In the 
stlll, small voice-the categorical lmperatlv-the I 
<Yilght, which nature does not know and cannot teach. 
Everything In nature Is or is not, Is necessary or con
tingent, true or false. But there is no room In na
ture tor the ought, as little as there Is In logic, math
ematics, or geometry. Let that sulllce, and let fu
ture generations learn all the lessons contained in 
that simple word, I ought, as Interpreted by Kant.
MazMuller. 

IN Slam the people worship the elephant, In this 
country they only want to see him. 

THE Individual who was Injured by the accidental 
discharge or his duty Is still very low. 

CHINA and Japan buy our dried apples freely. 
.Thus does American Industry help to sweli the pop
ulation or the orient. 

NEW YORK Is to hav a Presbyterian conference 
next month, and landladies and pretty girls would 
do W!Jll to roost high. 

A BUFFAI,O.glrl never has her wedding dress made 
In that city, for fear that somebody will say she was 
married in a buffalo robe. · 

"WHAT, giv a prize to your son ? He still persists 
In doing nothing." "Well, should he not hav the 
prize for perseTerance, then ? " 

CAUCUSES for town meetings will soon be In order. 
A caucus Is where thirty ~r forty men get together 
and vote as one man tells "!'hem to. 

A SUNDAY-SCHOOL president left a southern town 
the other day forever, without taking a cent or the 
people's money with him. He died. 

IT rather annoys a woman after she has had a 
child christened some romantic Indian name to 
learn that the name translated means "old boots." 

A LITTLE fellow going to church !Ol" the firs~ time, 
where the pews were very high, was asked, on com
Ing out, what he did in church, when he replied, "I 
went Into a cupboard, and took a seat on the shelf. 

A MAN at a hotel fell the whole length of a flight 
or stairs. Servants rushed to pick him up. They 
asked him If he was hurt. "No," he replied, "not 
at all. I'm used to coming down that way; I'm· a 
life Insurance agent." 

PROF. WIGGINS, the Canadian astronomer, says 
that the great wind-storm which he predicts tor the 
9th of this month w1ll travel from east to west. Un
less Mr. Talmage can he Induced to lecture In an op
poslt direction great destruction of property is 
teared. 

IN a Sunday-school the teacher had been explain
Ing the text, "Let your loins he girded." Wishing 
to see If they understood the explanation, he said to 
a hoy: "Well, tell me now how and why we are com
manded to gird up our loins." "To keep up our 
breeches, sir," replied the rou'th. 

"I AIN'T yotedin eight year, an' I didn't see no tun 
In It then," rema,ked a colored citizen. "I'se got 
no edykashun an' I dunno who to vote for. I might 
vote for a man tor sheriff ter-day an' ter-morrer he'd 
come an' 'rest me. I dunno' nothin 'bout votin, ·an' 
I'ae gwlne ter stay at home an' work." 

OLD Mr. Jones was always payin~ his attention to 
the widow or Tompkins, and she detested him fiom 
Dan to Beersheba. He was forever taffylp.g her and 
asking her silly questions. The other evening, after 
a bold compliment, he asked, "My dear madam, 
how do you tell a tool when you see one?" "Well 

WE belong to the mlnutlm of nature; we are In her ~.r .. Jo_nes, .. Lusually...tell. on&.toJ.ea..v:e..-.Will you b~ 
sight as the raindrop In thB sk~ whether a mti:n llvs-- kind enough to go?" He hasn't stopped going yet. 
or whether he dies Is as muclf a matter or Indiffer-
ence to nature as whether a raindrop falls upon the THE country editor now takes up his pen to say: 
field and feeds a blade of grass, or falls upon a scone "We hav received from Hon. Flxem Perkins, mem
and Is dried to death. flhe do.es not supervise these ber or Congress, several very valuable public docu
small detallll. This discovery Is by no means flatter- menta, tor which he will please ·accept our thanks~" 
lng, but it enlarges our idea of the scheme or croa- Then he lays it down again, and calls out to the olllce 
t!on. That universe must indeed be great in which boy: "Here, John, throw these Into the waste-paper 
human beings are so small.-Marty>·dom of Man. barrel," adding to himself, "Old junk's increasing 

pretty fast these days-Great country I Great coun
WHEN the English liturgy was written (say 1548), 

wealth meant.well-belng. Well-being is now money. 
Ask what a man Is worth, the answer Is his rent-roll. 
Has he been fortunate? He has made a good specu
latloll, or he has inherited a" legacy," when he did 
not expect it. . . . The standard of human value 
has become again what it was under tlie Cmsars, and 
which Christianity came into the world to declare 
that it was not. People continue to go to church. 
They continued then to go to the temples. They say 
their prayers in public, and perhaps In private. 
So they did then. The clergy pray for rain or tor 
fine weather, or, on great occasions, such as the potato 
blight,.the archbishop Issues a special form of peti
tion for Its removal. But the clergy and the arch
bishop are equally aware, all the time, that the evils 
which they pray against depend on natural causes, 
and that a prayer from a Christian minister will as 
little bring a change or weather as the incantation or 
a caffre rain-maker. We keep to conv~>ntlonal forms 
because none of us likes to acknowledge what we all 
know to be true; but we do not believe-we do not 
even believe that we believe-the bishops no more 
than the rest of us; no more than the college of 
augurs In Cato's time believed in the sacred chickens. 
-Frllude' 1 Science and Theology. 

[NOTE. Twenty or thirty years ago a deputation of 
his country clergymen waited on his "lordship," 
the first bishop ot Toronto, to get his authority tor 
turning on the prayer for rain; but ,John Toronto, the 
same tunny dogmatist that Car(yle holds up to scorn 
in his Reminiscences, told them that" It was no use 
praying for rain as long as the wind sat In Its pres
ent quarter." Who.t a mixture or sense and silliness 
_ .. dirt and delty"-does this episcopal deliverance 
represent 1-Hylax.] 

LUKE, xiv, 26, and Matthew x, 34--36. The teaching 
ot Jesus Is, in tact, save yourselt by yourselt. The 
teaching of humltnlty should be, to save yourselt save 
your fellow. The human family is a vast chain, each 
man and woman a link. There Is no snapping off 
one link and preserving tor It, Isolated from the. 
rest, an entirety of happlness.-Cha>·les Bradlaugh. 

RING out the old, ring In the new, 
Ring happy bells across the snow; 
The year Is going, let him go, 

Ring out the !alee, ring In the true. 

Ring out the grief that saps the mind, 
FOIO those that here we see no more; 
Ring out the feud or rich and poor, 

Rill&" In redreBB to li.ll mankind. 
-Tennyscm. 

try!" 

AMAN tells you that he has been working all day 
like a dog, when you know and he knows that a dog 
doesn't work at all. He tells you that the sky last 
evening was as black as ink,-leavlng your mind in a 
state of uncertainty as to whether the sky was blue 
or red, either or which It might hav been, according 
to his simile. Then he t·ells you that so-and-so is as 
mad as a hatter, as though hatters were more prone 
to anger than the average human being! 

A CHICAGO man got drunk and turned In eight tire 
alarms before he was arrested, says the Milwaukee 
Sun. We don't blame him. We took a drink of 
Chicago whisky at the time or the Masonic conclave 
and would hav given ten. dollars If a tlre-engin had 
played a two-inch stream down our throat for five 
minutes. There Is nothing that will make a country
man. feel like turning In a fire-alarm like a tew 
drinks or Chicago whisky. The man should be ac
qultt~d on the ground that he had to turn In an 
alarm or burn up. 

A GOOD story Is told or the French actress Dejazet 
which Is worth repeating. Soon after the first pro
duction of" M. Garat" she went on the road. AtDi
jon she was visited by two ladles who wanted to ask 
her If the piece was one which two malden ladies 
could with propriety witness. She assured them 
that the piece was quite inoffenslv, but they still 
kept up their questions. At last she assumed an air 
or .confidence, and said in a solemn tone, "Now, I'll 
tell you everything. I usually play without any 
clothes on, but to-night, on account or your scruples, 
I will keep on my stockings." The spinsters fled. 

THE real sentiment or the Israelites In regard to 
Jerusalem .and the Holy Land was admirably Illus
trated by a conversation we overheard on Austin 
avenue only a few days ago .. Mose Schaumburg lll1lt 
Sylvain Levy, and the former said: 

"Moses, don't forget dot next Chewsday ve Chews 
must put on sackcloth mit_ ashes, and weep like the 
teyfel." 

" Vy should ve Chews weep next Chewsday more 
den on any udder day?" asked Levy. 

"Pecause next Chewsday vas dat day on which 
Jerusalem was destroyed py de Romans." 

" Ish dot so ?" 
u It ish ch ust so." 
"But I don't see vy ve should veep on dot Chews

day ven Jerusalem vash destroyed any more den on 
any udder day. Ve don't own any property In dot 
town." 

"Dot's vot I say," Was the plailosophic respon$e.
Texas Siftings. 

THE HANDY 

P 0 C K E T A C C 0 U NT B 0 0 K. 
Containing Four Parts, 

Each Important and Convenient 
For Pocket Use. 

PART I.-Consists or simple. yet comprehenalv lnstrnc
tlona, wl&h plain examples and lltuatratlona for keeping 
prtv•te accounts. 

PART II.-Is a compilation of bnalnea• forms, as notes, 
orders, due b!Us, etc., of rulus for computing Interest 
measu ·!Fg land, corn, hay, etc.; of tables, as of weights 
a~~t~~':dQr:..~~~~~':;_lona of cities and countries, preal-

p ART III.-Bhowa the Importance ot writing good Jet-
te's ana how to write them. • 

PART IV.-Conalats or 48 double-columned blank pages 
on which to keep accounts. 

Price, bound In floxlble cardboard, SO cents; In ;cloth, 
with pocket and flap, 40 cents Sent postpaid on receipt 
of prtce. Postage stamps. In sums leas than $1, · ac
cept• d. Agents w~ntao. I wlll take back al books In f, •od ofder that agents fall to sell and re ·und their money 
P~~:rg~~M~- t~d~~~~.er return~)'o~e~'b~~~~~?r ex-

6t7 Sharon. Wis. 

.t.li6 Fulton Street, BROOKLYN. 

DR. THAYER'S 

Magnetic Clothing 
Is a stimulant and aedatlv nerve tonic, Identical with th~t 
dynamic force tllll.t Ia eliminated from the brain, and 
moves along our nervouP ti:::euee. 

It senetratea and searcllea the blood, throwing olf and 
~We~ ~R~~od~g~e~J':t~r through the pores of tile akin, 

It atlmubtea the absorbt nts to take up the nutriment 
and in its distribution to repair WMte t•ssuea. 
u~l ~ ~~c:Jfc~~~Y~·d~~~Pe~~ Ji~~~~~~nt. and ready re-

Do yon suffer with funct·onal, vhyalcal, or nervous debil
Ity? Are our female rea•• era broken dawn In heaJtn and 
spirits from disorders peculiar to their sex, arising from a 
prostration of the nervou· system? 

Wily then further neglect a subject so productlv of 
hea.:th, when there le at hand a. me.).ns of cure? 

Why not throwolf the yoke of bondage altogether, and 
Reek a remedy tllat hM science and common sellae to com
mend It? 

It Is a remedy of Indisputable e:fllcacy to the reatoratiOI\ 
of health and vigor. · 

Phyalcle.ns Indorse It, and the goode Indorse themselvs. 
During the J1&st two years "VIctoria" hM been pur. 

chased by hundreds! and their united testimony is th~t it 
hM no equal for c r ng dl•eaae. . 

CONSULTATION FREE. 
Send for circulars and price !lata. 

DR. THAYER, 
455 Fulton St., BROOKLYN, N.Y. 

Be'Ware of Cheap-and Frandnlent JJiag• 
netic goods now on the mars.et. Send t-o 
Dr. '.l'h.-yer betore yon bny any. 

$72 A WEEK, $12 a dlli' at home easily made. Costly 
Outfit free. Address TaUE ·& Co., Augusta, Me. 

WANTED. 
To hlre a small house Lear New York In the couctry. 

Jllnat b comfort.bl& to llv In the year· around. and rent 
l~w. On high ground, a little way • ut or a small village; 
L-n Loog Is!and or InN cw Jere .y. Main object a healthy 
loetLti.)n tree from malarJa, whe:-e weak 1ungs can recu 
perate. Addre>s COUNrRY, 

-- Ga+e-of "Tll" -1'RuTH B"EEKER. 

$66 a week In you own town. Terms and .$5 outfit 
tree. A<ldress li. HALLE~ ~o .. Portland, Me. 

LOUIS MA.SQUERIER'~ 

SOCIOLOGY; 
OR, 

The Scientific and Liberty-giving Reconstruction 
of Society, Morality, Government, and 

Prcrperty into States, Townships, 
and Farmsteads. 

I L L US T R A TED. 

Together With his Phonology, developing the Eng
lish language, spelled according to. the sound or the 
twelve vowels ~tnd modifying power of the twenty
two consonants, or the first time, so tar as known, in 
literature. For sale at TilE TRUTH SEEKER office, 
21 Clinton Place, New York city. Price, $1; Postage, 
three cent stamps. 

Also, an English School Phonetic Spelling and Pro
nouncing Dictionary with definitions, in course of 
publication. Price, same as above one. 

Also a new Science of Music in preparation. 
Price, 25 cents. · For sale at this office. 

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAlt 
OF THE 

By Gco. T. Bondies. 

And a Lecture l::>y W. T. Purviance, 
B'l'YLKD 

Exceptions to the Character of Jesus 
Christ Considered as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-sfx Pages, Large Print. 
Price, '.l'wenty•tive Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEIOlR. 
21 Clinton Place, N. Y. 

D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK. 

Armin11h8lorl~. 
FOUR LARGE VOLUMES. 

With a steel plate engraving of the author In Vol. 
and each volume lll11.8trated with forty-seven cuts. 

BY D. D. BENNETT, 
Late editor of TR• TliUTH BIIBKBll, author of" A Truth 

Seeker In Europe," "Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times,'' "The World'& Bagea,Tillnll:· 

era, and Reformers," 11Champions of 
the Church," eto., eto. 

Handsomely bonnd In red cloth, $6.1SO; 
in leather, red edjl"es, $9.1SO; In 

morocco, gilt edges, UO.ISO. 
Readers of THE TRUTH SBBKBR know the clrcnmatlinces 

under which this work wM written. The last· word 
penned by the great author were for the tonr~h volume 
which was nearly compl9tei at his death, and which will 
now contala an account of his world-lamented death and 
burle.l. Mr. Bennett was a very patient and faithful 
chronicler of the.hablta and customs or t]lje dltrercnt pee
plea of the many places he visited,· Tile every-day 
lfe of all nations Ia laid before the reader by one Who has 
visited them aml beheld them with hie own eyes. Par. 
tlcular attention Ia paid to the progress of Freethonght Ia 
the varloua countries he visited, and the morality of BO· 
called pagan nations Ia contrasted with the morality of 
Christian countries, much t6 the detriment of the latter. 
The work lea 

Freethinker's History ofth~ World. 
This work and "A TRUT~ SEEKER IN EUROPE " 

should be In every Liberal's library Besides Ita lntrlnelc 
worth It Ia a memento of one of the greatest Freethinkers 
the world has known-of one who ranks with Voltslre 
and Paine In the force and clearness of Ills writings. 

Address 'l.HE TRU'l.H SEEKER, 
21 Clinton Place, 

New York city· 

$5 to $20 per day at home. Samples worth $5tree. 
Address STINSON & Go., Portland, Me. 

The Spiritual Off~ring. 
A LARGE 

EIGHT-PAGE JOURNAL, 
DEVOTED TO 

THE INTERESTS OF HUl\fANITY, 
-FROM A-

SpiritUalistiC and Scientific 
STANDPOINT. 

ISSUED WEEKLY AT OTTUMWA, IOWA. 

FOX&; WIL;;.ON, Publishers. 
D. M. & NETTIE P. FOX; 
M. K.WILSON, 

Editors. 
~slstant·Edltor. 

TilE OFFERING will be conducted .Independently, 
impartially. N othlng looking to man's weltare w111 
be deemed ~tllen to its pages. Qffensiv perso:rt~Uti~"
an<Iindellcacy of langu~tge·-will be-wllouy·excluded. 
In its editorial conduct, the truth, beauty, and util
ity or Spiritualism will be advanced. It will not, In 
any particular, be a sectarian journal, but broad, 
progressiv, and Liberal-w1ll glv fair and equal ex
pression to all forms of thought. Above a11 tliings, 
it alms to be Liberals, to be devoted to Spiritualism 
in its broadest, highest, and most extenslv. applica-
tion. . . 

Among its contributors will be found our 9ldest 
and ablest-writers. In it will be found lectures, es· 
says upon scientific, philosophical, and spiritual 
subjects, spirit communicatlons'and messages. 

TERlliS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
Per year 1.50 I Six mo. 0. 75 I Three mo. 0.40 

Address FOX &; WILSON, 
OTTUMWA, IOWA. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER and OFFERING w1ll be fur-
nished together tor $3.50. · 

SING, BROTHERS. SING. 
USE THE 

liberal Hymn-Book 
In yenr meetings, to Dlllke them lively and Interesting. 
The LIBERAL HYMN-BoOK contains songs by the beat poets 
adapted to well-known tunes. It Ia hllj,hly commended bl 

"tl~:~r~ie':~:,~~':r' ~~~h w:-,w~ho r:;-:·e~:~T~cfP!t' 
Second edition. Price, hail-bonn•', 25 cents. In cloth, 
~0 cents. Sold at tbJs ':fllce. 

DR. FELLOWS 
I 

Spernia~rrhma and Impotency, 
As the result or self·abuse in youth, sexual excesses In mtl• 
turer years, or other causes, nnd producing some of the fol· 
lowin~ effects: Nervousness, Semina.l Emissions, (nigbt 

~b~sic0a~s ~~~r~apl~pYe1sm::sF~~if:~r~hf:Ct~v~:,~:0~( 
Females, Oonrusion of Ideas, Loss of Sexual Power, lc., 

~~~der::!a::~:f;gceu~Pl,j~ 0EX~~~AL ti_opp£f. 
()A rJxoN in from 80 to 60 days. No medicine taken. 
It hoB never been known to falll 

Middle•Aged and Old Men. 
There are many at the age of thirty to sixty ' who are troubled with too frequent evn.ountions 

of the bln.dder, often aooompunied by a sllght 
smarting or burning sensa. tlon, and a weaken· 

~~~ ~~~::rsf~~~ ig: ~:::y~i~; r::~~t:::; .= ./ 
deposits a ropjr or cotton·Iike sediment, or .g. 

:~fc!~t~i\~8 b:U:.~1~ f:f!i~~e~iltt:~bh::;n a~l! ~h~~'n:r t:O: 

::~~:r:!s~7!~ ~~a~~c:~)::.ic\tPJ:'ft~ ::g~~ ~~:~t~~ 
Seminal Weakneas, and causes wnsting of the system and 

~g~c!~ !~~;~~:r!b:Pd0t~r~~0t~i!sdfm~~~;,~~X:o!:n~u~f 
the cause. Dr. Fellows' External Remedy will bring n.bout a 
perfect cur~ in all such aa.aes, and a henlthy restorn.tion or 
the genito-urinary organs. 

o::JOonsultations by letter tree n.nd invited. Oharges 
reasonable and correspondence strictly oonfldential. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Sent to any address, secUrely se&led, for two three•cent 
atampa, treating on Spermatorrhq:~a or Seminal Wealtness, 
giving its cause, symptoms, horrible etreots, and cure, fol
fowed by stro~g testimonials, he&ded by an aiDdavlt as. to 
thelr.J:nuineness. Should berea.d by all. Q:::r'Remember 

;.FLL'il~~:ll::l:::tn:N:.!d.J';&~~~~~.!!.~i~f.i 
J'I'POr you Jaw this ~4vorllsomont, 
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Jjlotts and f!Ilippings. 

HENRY GEORGE's "Progress and Poverty" is 
exciting much attention in Holland, where it 
has been translated into Dutch by M. Straat
tnan. 

THE ·theory of Romberg, that neuralgia is 
the prayer of the suffering nerve for healthy 
blood and more of it, is now generally re
ceived by physicians. 

DR. Hus, a Presbyterian preacher, of Den
ver, Col., says the offices of that state are 
nearly all held by Infidels. He thiriks an in
crease of skeptics may be looked for in that 
state. 

AccoRDING to a writer in the Journal of Men
tal Science, the popular belief that' men of great 
intellectual powers hav large heads is not 
borne out by facts. A:n examination of busts, 
pictures, medallions, intaglios, etc., of the 
world's celebrities points the other way. 

A NEw ZEALAND parson, who combined 
usury and religion, recently accumulated a 
fortune. Yet he had almost starved himself 
to death, through his nature becoming so 
miserly. He was discovered in a state of des
titution, and removed for medical treatment. 
And yet this man used often preach upon the 
folly of laying up treasures upon earth. 

THE son of a Baptist clergyman is in the 
penitentiary -of Philadelphia. He served dur<
ing the war as a lieutena~t, but, on being 
honorably discharged, promptly and deliber
ately became a thief. He has spent most of 
his time since in prisons. Lately an attempt 
was made to get him pardoned, and it was 
essential that he should show contrition. "I 
hav no desire to go back into respectable .so
ciety," he coldly said; '.'liaving been a crim
inal and associate of criminals so many years, 
I prefer to end my days among them." 

DURING divine services in the Austin Blue 
Light Tabernacle, several colored gentlemen, 
seeking refuge from the rain, entered the 
.sacred edifice, int~nding to remain there until 
the rain had subsided, but Parson Whang
doodle Baxter raised such a storm that they 
were glad to get back into the rain again. 
"We reads," said the good man, pounding on 
the pulpit with his fist, "we reads in de good 
book ob wicked menma.kin' de church. a cloak 
to cover up dar· sins, but yoU: sinners are a 
heap wusser. You ain't satisfied wid using 
de church as a cloak. You use de church as 
an umbrella."-Texas Sijting_s. 

late somewhat the Spartan lawgiver, who 
gave Sparta a code and made its citizens
promis never to repeal it until he returned to 
liv among them, wl,lich he never did. It is a 
pity that the great New York penal codifier 
did not exile himself before he got up his 
code at all. A:nyway, he will never liv as a 
benefactor in the memory of New Yorkers. 
There is too_ much of the Draconian and too 
little of the Spartan. in the penal code to urge 
men to love and cherish it. Beyond doubt, 
it is the wildest botch-work ever perpetrated 
in this generation. The Blue laws are worthy 
the tenth and twelfth centuries, and was Hal
lam alive he might well notice them in a new 
edition of his ' Middle Ages' as a specimen 
otomodern retrogradation. Blot from the 
statutes the whole Sunday iniquity. That is 
the progressivway. But if not; then pass the 
proposed assembly amendments, and a future 
legislature will repeal the iniquity in toto." 

AT the suggestion of Colonel Ingersoll, Cap
tain Kidd, for many years court crier at 
Springfield, TIL, a great genius in his way, 
has taken. the lecture field, his subject being 
''Lincoln." He _opened in Washington re-

REVIVALisTs, it seems, do not save souls for cently to a la:r~ audience, drawn largely to 

nothi The
. Oh' ago r_, 0 th k hear Ingersoll's introduction, which was as 

ng. ~c .nuer- cean us spea s 
of one of them: "ll all the stories that are follows: "We are to hear a lecture about Abe 
told about him are true, the revivalist Harri- Lincoln, not Lincoln the president, Lincoln 
son, who has recently beeft ministering to the the liberator, Lincoln the statesman, but Lin-

" J~~~" ELLiomm the · fi hte 1 D ld co_ln the lawyer, Lincoln the man-something ~"u u, pnze, g r, was peop e of ecatur, shou pray earnet~tly to 
shot and killed on the 2d in st. in the Tivoli- be delivered from the ~;~in of covetousness. AI- of him as he was when he fell heir to agony 
restaurant,· on Dear born street, Chicago, by most everywhere he goes he gets into a row and to fame, something about his mode of life, 
"J ery" Dunn, a sporting man. The. killing about his pay. He charges $100 a week for his habits, his thoughts, his wishes, that is to 
was the result of a quarrel between the two leading lost sheep into the fold, and insists say, his daily life, because such peculiarities 
tnen. Nine shots were fired between them; upon payment in advance. While in Decatur in their characters are omitted by their biog
and then they clinched and hammered each he made short trips into neighboring towns to raphers. Nearly every great figure of history 
other with the butt end of their pistols. El- hold single meetings, for which his terms are is a kind of great monstrosity. We know 
liott's last words were, "I'm done up; send for $25, and when the committee on finance at- nothing about Washington. He is a steel 
a priest.·· As the priest did not arrive in tempted tu deduct the amount he h"d received engraving. No dirt of humanity clings to his 
time, nobody knows where Elliott may be for outside meetings while he was in their em- boots. We will hear about Lincoln, who lived 
now. ployment, to use an ungodly expression, he where men were free and equal, and was ac-

'k" k d • a d d d h" f 11 · quainted with the people, not much. with 
THE Rev. Mr. SeyJl!our, of Chicago, tells a lC e , an eman e IS u pnce per 

story about a boy who was full of the old week, whether he gav full service or not. The books. Every man is in ~orne sort a book. 
Nick, and his mother became exhausted in disposition to mingle cupidity with a desire to He lived the poem of the year in the fields, 
trying to reason with him, and decided to rescue wayward souls has made Mr.' Harrison the woods, the blessed country. Lincoln had 

Cons· a bl t bl h t f L t · the advantage of sociability. He was thought-
punish him, and got a rod with which to I era e rou e ere o ore. as sum-

th I f Oh. t d d fu1, and saw on the horizon of his future the 
warm his jacket. The boy belonged to the mer e peop e o an IO own erecte an 

fu · h d h f h" h · h · ht perpetual star of ho1Je. 'fo him every field 
Sunday-school, and when the mother came rms e a ouse or Im, w erem e mig 

t .f h" 1 b h h" fl. h k was a landscape; every landscape a poem; 
for him he fell upon his knees, raised his res rom IS a ors w en 1s es grew wea , 

d. · h t · h d t a· every flower a lesso_ n, and every grove a fairy-
hands as he had been told to do when he an were very muc as oms e o Iscover 

th t h ld "t d k t d th land. Oaks and elms are far more poetical 
wanted to ask anything of the Heavenly a e so I an poe e e e money as 

th t d , than streets or houses. A country life is in 
Father, and said, as quick as he could, "0 soon as e proper y was conveye to him. itself an education. It givs the man an idea 
Lord, please don't let her hit me. But I'll THE Sunday Mercury is vigorous in its op- of home. He hears the rain on the roofs, the 
bet a dollar you will." The elder does not position to our Sunday laws. In its issue .of rustle of the breeze, the music of nature's 
say what the mother did in the emergency, last Sunday it says: . "The legislature has fullest control. You hav no idea how ~any 
but if she let up, and put the rod away, that taken no definit action yet on the amendments men education spoils. Colleges are institu
child will believe in the efficacy of prayer, to the Field Sunday Blue laws, not withstand- tions where brickbats are polished and dia
until some day when it fails to work, and he ing all the promises that were made by our monds dimmed. If Shakspere had graduated 

- gets trounced. city's representativs. Citizens are still ar- at Oxford he would hav become a. pettifogging 
THE Bradford Era thinks that were the rested by policemen at the instance of fanati-. attorney or a hypocritical parson. Lincoln's 

whipping post established in Pennslvania cal busybodies, and fined for violating the education was derived frem men and things, 
some minister would be the first to feel its provisions of a law directly at war with the and hence he had a chance to develop. He 
benefits. It remarks: "It is well that the fundamental principles of the federal and had many sides. He not only had laughter, 
suggestion for a whipping post in Pennsyl- state Constitutions and every phase of Ameri- but he had tears, and never that kind of 
vania comes from an orthodox minister of the can republican government. Lately, a man solemnity which is a mask to hide the fea
faith. Had it emanated from any other source was fined for selling five cents' worth o{ tures. He was not afraid to seek for know l
it would hav provoked endless remonstrance crackers on. Sunday, and another for keeping edge where he had it not. When a mun is too 
from the people all over the land. The more open a door of his saloon, although he stated dignified he ceases to learn. Lincoln was a 
Liberal of our ministers may condemn it, but that it was to deliver to customers some bot- logician. Logic is capacity; it is the child of 
the fact that one of their number has the au- ties which had been filled and purchased a good heart and a good head. He was always 
dacity to propose such a law goes to prove by them on Saturday. Here and there the honest with himself. He was an. orator; that 
that there is a deep-seated bigotry which cen- religious spies ply their mean and voluntary is, he was natural. If you wish to be sublime 
turies of 'time and progress in civilization hav avocations, and nobody has yet thought of you must keep close to the grass. You must 
not been able to destroy. It is to be regretted the propriety of arresting them for conspira.cy. sit close to the heart of human experience; 
in a few particulars that the prospects are so It is said that the country members stand in above the clouds it is too cold. If you want 
dim for the adoption of the whipping post, as the way of repealing or modifying the Blue to know the difference between an orator and 
the opportunities for using it are frequent and la~s. If so, those gentlemen should re- a speaker read the oration of Lincoln at Get
unmistakable. Some of the most sensational member that a law which may do no particular tysburg, and then read the speech of Everett 
scandal of the age derives its origin from the harm in rural districts can work great out- at the same place. One came from the heart, 
class to which our beloved pastor above re- ~-Pages in large cities, and of all others this the other was born out of the voice. Lincoln's 
£erred to belongs. If such a backward step metropolis; and further, that a law which may speech will be remembered forever. Everett's 
in human progress was possible, we firmly be applicable to small towns is inapplicable to no man will read. It was like plii.cked flow
believe that the first case we would be called the metropolis, where its operation must ers. If you want to find out what a man is to 
upon to chronicle would be the full extent of sooner or later bring it into contempt .• It the bottom, giv him power. Any man can 
the law with a full accompaniment of lashes, wou1d be well if the·country members should stand adversity-only a great man can stand 
on some amorously-inclined and not over- bear in mind the fact that support of the prosperity. It is the glory of Abraham Lin
scrup'ulous minister of the gospel. Wordly Blue laws and their continuance in this hetero- coin that he never abused power only on the 
folks, many of whom 'are vecy bad, might sud- geneous city is developing actual damage to side of mercy. He was a perfectly honest 
denly follow, but it wou1d be in the regular the cause of Christianity. It is hinted that man. When he had power he used it in 
channels ·to hav a bigoted and indiscreet min- Mr. Field is keeping watch over his bantling, mercy. He loved to see the tears of the wife 
ister head the list." the penal code. Perhaps he desires to emu- whose husband he had snatched from death.'' 

Jjltws off tht Jiltth. 

A STREET-CAR cable-road is to be tried in 
this city. · 

THE River and Harbor bill died with the 
last Congress. 

ALEXANDER H. STEVENS, governor of Georgia, 
died on Sunday last. 

Wrooms, the Canadian weather prophet, 
predicts a terrible storm for to-day. 

BEN BUTLER has written a letter denying 
that he ever stole spoons or horses inN ew Or
leans. 

A STEAMER from Boston to London took over 
711 ftead of cattle and 1570 sheep on a recent 
voyage. 

THE comet which was discovered last week 
is moving away from the sun and rapidly 
growing fainter. 

ELIIIu RooT has been appointed United 
States District Attorney in place of Stewart 
L. Woodford, kicked out. 

THE steamboat Yazoo, frem New Orleans to 
Bayou Macon, was capsized by the wind on 
Sunday night, and silcteen perHons wore 
drowned. 

CoNGRESS adjourned on the 4th. Most of 
its members hav been permanently retired 
by ~he people from further participation in 
national legislation. 

CLEVELAND has vetoed the Five-cent Faro 
bill, and the elevated roads of this city are 
still privileged to charge double what it is 
worth to carry passengers. 

FouR thousand persons assembled in Cooper 
Institute, this city, last Monday night to cel
ebrate the 106th anniversary of the birth of 
Robert Emmet, the Irish patriot. 

LETTERS which hav been intercepted l:evetLl 
the fact that six thousand men ure enrolled in 
the secret society which has been forming in 
the north of England, and are amply provided 
with funds and revolvers. 

THE 8ttn thinks the Christian Advocate's ex
planation of the Isabella mining swindle only 
makes the case worse and its guilt more ap
parent. It still insists that a revival of gootl 
morals is necessary among the Methodist 
editors. 

RavONINAIIITRINIARIVO, an embassador from 
Madagascar, was in this city last Sunday, and 
went to hear Dr. John Hall preach. He was 
regarded with great interest by the congrega
tion, but it is not reported that Anyone at
tempted to pronounce his name. 

THE trial of thirty Socialists at Vienna was 
begun on Thursday, the 8th. The indictment 
details the evidence obtained connecting the 
accused persons with the Internationals and 
Herr Most. All are charged with treason and 
half with murder or complicity therein. The 
crimes were committed last summer. 

THE Catholic priest of Jamaica, L. I., bus 
withheld the "sacrament" from all of his 
congregation wh'l attended a ball at that place 
lately. If his people wish to get square let 
them withhold all money from the church, 
and he will soon giv them the sacrament or 
anything else they want that he keeps in 
stock. 

CoNGRESS passed the tariff bill in the clos
ing hours of the session. It is claimed that 
it will reduce the revenues about $65,000,000, 
of which reduction about $40,000,000 will 
come from the internal taxes. Of the $25,· 
000,000 reduction in customs receipts, some 
$11,000,000 will come from the single article 
of sugar. 

AT the Wagner memorial services at Finis
bury, London, March 4th, Moncure D. Con
way said there were periods in the history of 
the world when a new order of men came 
forth. This was shown in the era whereof 
Carlyle was the prophet, Emerson the inter
preter, Darwin the first fruit in science, and 
W agn'er in art. 

.. 
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· Qkommunications. Amid the fearful y~lling of these ba.re-}egged and . black- all mortals showed 0 k f b. ·tt . · 
cowlded fiends, she IS dragged from her chariot and in the . . ~ n mar so I erness or aversiOn 
publiQ street stripped naked. In her mortal terror she is .to the diSCiples of Jesus." 
h~ledinto an adjoining church, and in that sacred edifice. is- What of the Inquisition of Spain, established in 

The Mischief that Good People Do. killed by the c~ub of Peter .the Reader. It is not always in 1208 ? It was manipUlated by the most intelligent 
.A.. lexandria, capital of Egypt, under the Ptolemi'es, the P<;>Wer of him who has stirred up the worst passions of a and pious men of those times . No count . th fanatr?al mob to stop their excesses when his purpose is ac- · · .. ry ill e 

built 332 'B.c., was the mistress of the world for cen- comphshed. With the blow given by Peter the ahn of Cyrel W<;>rl~ can. boast of so many ardent and disillterested 
turies. Its command of the cmmnerce of the Nile was·reached, but his merciless adher&.tts had not glutted their miSSIOnaries and self-denying martyrs. The people 
and the. Red Sea, and of all the East and West. its yengeance. They outraged the naked corpse, dismembered ever hav been devout the churches crowded th 
life-throbbing canals·, I'ts magm'ficent theaters·,' I'ts It, an~, incredible to be said, finished their infernal crime by clergy numerous The~e the Inquisiti fl. . 'h de scrapmg the flesh from the bones by oyster-shells and cast- W · . 

011 
ouns e · 

academy and museum, containing 400,000 of valuable ing the rem~an~s into ~he fire. Though in his 'rivacy St. ~re the supporte:s ?f It hy:pocrits? . No; enthusi
books, and another library of 300,000 in the temple Cyrel ~nd his frrends mrght laugh .at the end of tis antago- astiC men of undeVIatillg and illcorruptible integrity. 
of Jupiter Serapis,· its imposing towers in which. the n~st, h~s memory must bear the werght of the righteous in- Llorente, the Greek histol.'ian of the Inquisition and 

dianatron of posterity " 't b'tt · ' oracles dif)conrsed of "Mystic Science;" its consecrated ~ · . I s I er enemy, IS sorely puzzled at this fact. He 
temple~ where the gods were worshiped; its 4,000 Twas then that freedom receded into night: "Two does not and cannot even insinuate a charge of moral 
baths; Its synagogs; its chmches; its forests of masts; drea~y, weary centuries things. remained, until the guilt against the inquisitors. Townsend, ·a clergy
its mausoleum in which rested the ashes of Alexander ~abian conquerors avowe9- the~r true argument, the man of the English church, traveling in Spain about 
who founded the city; its hippodrome; its amphi~ m~eter,,and made no pretentwns to superhuman ~hundred years ago, being prejudiced against the 
theater; its groves, gardens, and fountains; its 

0 
be- :VIsdo~. The. Moha=e~an astronomer made Eygpt u~.famous system, speaking of an establishment of the 

lisks; its gilded roofs, glittering in the sun; its mili- illustriOus ag~n. Ev~r Sillce has the sacred ground kind at Barcelona, one of the most important branches, 
tary prowess; its fashion and refinement-all wher~ Hyp~ti~ fell cned for redress; and the light says: "All its members are of worth, and the most 
made it the center of attraction for the thinkers of of smence set ill fiery glare the. name of the eloquent o~ them are distinguished for humanity." Yet these 
the enlightened nations. Thither they flocked- da:nghter of· Theon, red-fl.amillg for all the later Sillcere devotees of the cross were prin·cipals in the 
astronomers, navigators, inventors, poets, dramatists, thm~~rs to read an~ ~earn, tha~ t.ruth is J:>odily ~illed mos~ dia~olical cruelties ever practiced upon heretics. 
generals, politicians, seers, and scientists of every by VI,Ituous .supersti~wn to sprritu!1llY nse ·~ga~n in Dun~g e1ght~e!l.Years o~ Torquemada's ministry, the 
rank and profession. There the scholars lived, and othei Hypatias who know how to discuss their nghts Spamsh Inqmsitwn pumshed, according to the low~ 
were supported, ate together, &.tudied, conversed, in- to free thought, free speech, free ballot, and an honest est estimates, 150,000 persons, of whom 8,800 were 
s~ructed each other, and laid the civilizing founda- count. . . , burnt. ~I~. Andalusia alone during a single year 
tions of the succeeding ages. Thither, too, the ~0 we staggei before Hypatia s fate? Do we the InqUisition put to death 2,000 Jews, besides l'Z,
apostolic Christians flocked, fired with holy zeal to cm.se Peter the Reader and St. Cyrel, the plotter of 000 who underwent some form of punishment less 
plant the cross beside the Egyptian circle that em- her .death? Do we declar~ such persecutors and as- severe than that of the stake. 
blemized the eternity of life. sass~ns were. not consc~ntwus men? Then must we The old Bible says," Thou shalt not suffer a witch 
~e~, however wanting in scholarship, zeal that is arraign many of the greatest characters of the ages, to liv." In obedience to~his barbarous law,notmore 

religwus and enthusiastic, always has been a resist- men whom yre hav been ta:ught to .rev_ere, men whose than 2~0 years ago, medmms denounced as witches 
less power of conquest over tamer philosophical stro~gest vrrtues, demar~mg their ~nfl.uence, were and WI.zards were. e.xecuted for the crime of voicing 
thought. It first enlists the ignorant masses, and to defend what they smcerely beheved was the the ~eshm?ny of spmts and angels. The act of James I. 
whe~ these are strong in .numbers, they turn their at- truth. 

1 
agamst Witch era~ was passed when Lord Bacon, one 

tentwn to entrenchm~nt.m weal~h. T~en, when the ~artY:r~ · Who ~~e .the~ mar~yrs?. Good peo- of the gr~atest mmds that England has ever produced, 
once unpopular doctrm Is established, I~ finds plenty ~le · History nevei l.Ies ill this. No pmer class ever was a member ,of the H?u~e of .Comlll:ons, and Lord 
of adherents of the honorable caste to giv it position ~;ved than .~he P~an~ees of ~udea. Josephus says: Coke, one of the most distmgmshed JUdges, was at
and power. They de~pise dehcames of diet; they. follow the con- torney-general, and, in the House of Lords, was re-

In due time Christianity was planted in Alexandria .. duct of reas~n, and what tha~ prescnbes to them as fel'red to a committee which contained twelve bish
~'Here might be s~en wealthy Christian ladies walk- goo~ they do." In. the "Phansees and s:ribes were ops~twelve bishops! This accounted for the acts. 
mg the streets, their dresses embroidered with scrip- .repiesente.d, says Kitt?,. the .elements ,?f mtellectual, B~ngton ~aY:s, "30,000 ,:people were burnt for 
ture parables, the gospels hanging from their necks moral, somal, and rehgwus . ~nfl.uence. . ~hey were Witch~raft Withm 150 years. Ingersoll sums up the 
b:f a .golden chain; Maltese dogs with jeweled collars the .scholarly, refined, and pwus .authonti~s of the cruelti~s of those times, as practiced upon heretics 
friskmg around them, and slaves with parasols and Jewish government, set !'l'part to mterpret and pre- and Witches: "They crushed their bones in iron 
fans trooping along." serve the laws and ~eachmgs of Moses. But greater b?ots, tore their quivering flesh with iron hooks and 

Constantine elevated into power .men destitute of persecutors never lived. Th.ey first laughed at the pmcers, cut off their lips and eyelids, pulled out the 
learning, who determined to cut off every philoso- Nazar(')ne; th~t no~ succee?ing,. they bedaubed his nails and into the bleeding quick thrust needles· 
ph~r. They c1eclare.d it was right to compel men to characte~: c~ng ~~m a "wm~-bibber and a glutton- tore out their tongues, extinguished their eyes: 
beheve what the maJority of society had accepted as o:us man. This falling, they tr~ed argument, and were stretched them upon racks, flayed them alive, cruci
truth, a~d. if they refused, to punish them. When Slg~ally baffled. ~ex~ they tned to catch him in his fied ~hem with their head downwai·d, exposed them 
t?e Chnstians had conquered a position of com para- WOI ds .. an~ CDmmit him le.?ally .befo~~ the proper to :VIld. beasts, burnt them at the stake, mocked 
tiv defense, and Theodosius the Great reio-ned as a authonty' but ~ere defeated again. The common therr cnes and groans, , . . robbed their chil
religious monarllh over the Roman empi~e which people heard him gladly,'~ and that alal'med-them. dren, a.nd then prayed G-od to finish tho hol-yworkin 
then covemd even classic Egypt, the dete~ination At last, t?ey called a council, and .thus :esolved: :• If hell." . . 
was to destroy all the heathen temples and their con- we let him thus alone, all men Will believe on him, One of the mo.st stai·tlmg events of history is the 
tents. Were they not good Christians? None more and the Rom~ns ~,hall come and ~ake a:way both o.ur French Revolutwn, ~t t~e close of the eighteenth 
zealous and devoted ever lived Why then this de- place and nation. So they crumfied hrm to get him century. The Catholic hierarchy had long been in 
struction? Because those tem~les wer~ the ~urseries out of their way, yet know~ng he was a child of the power. During the reign of Louis XIV., years be
of an antagonizing religion. What of the books in angels. . The teachers of his gospel shared a similar fm:e, much ~as done to secure its dominion. The 
Se:apis a;'ld the museum? They contained philoso- fate. . . . . . pnests ownetl ~~st amoun~s of real es~ate: They 
phies, smences, biographies, histories, poetics, that Chnst~amty wa~ planted I~ Jerusalem .at last, m wei:e men of abihty, pre-emmently consmentwus, yet 
never recognized the cross. ·were they not danger- Athens, ~n Ro~e, m ;Uex;andna, but not without the their tyranny was unparalleled. Regarding them
ous to Christianity? "They must be blotted out!" ~sual pnce paid for Its right to a h01:r~.e and habita- .selva as the vicegerents of the infinit God, and. that 
was t?e order. :Wit~ the fall of the temple went tion. The devout m~n . of. the classic. c~urch ~d all truth inust com~ through th~~' th~y i~terdict.ed 
S~rapis, too, and Its library partly burnt and partly stat~ persecuted the Christians for theu Innovating a~ o.ther thought, silenced the spint of mqurry, maill
dispersed. No crime so dark was ever before com- sentime~t. They were dragged th:rough .the streets taimng any departure from the old methods was 
m.itted-one so unpardonable to mankind. But for ~nd mutilated to d~ath, starved in dungeons, thrown dangerous to morals and civil order. But that was 
the unwise zeal of those devoted Christians, ancient illto.t.he arena of wild beasts and torn to pieces amid an age when skepticism through intellectual growth 
citilizations never known to the world would hav the Jeers and shouts of the lords and rulers. It was was silently, like underground fires to a volcano 
been pr~se;ved. It was a mischief do'ne by good not base, debauch~d men 'Yho i;nstigated such cruelty, gaining strength. Master thi~ers, writers, and 
people tliat can never be repaired. bu~ men of probity, of high mtellectual and moral speake;rs at length dared to questiOn the ecclesiastic 

But another scene in Alexandria, prior to the de- emmence. . . a:uthonty. The men of the church were morally 
struction of the temples and the library, invites our After .c~ns~antine th~ Grea~ had conquered room shocked. They influenced the government which 
atte;nt~on.. Must not the renowned city be wholly for Chnstiamty, he dymg, his nephew, .Julian, as- they. controled to uproot the pro&ressiv litera.ture. 
Chnstiamzed? Would not its full conversion be for cended the throne of. the Cresars. . Disgusted at Durmg the seventy years succeeding the death of 
t?e glory of God? So reasoned the leading Chris- the. bad example of. hrs father's co1ut! and at the Louis XIV. nine out of ten of the .literarY: n;ten auf
bans there. But a formidable power was in the way. sch1sms and persecutwn~tha.t broke out m the bosom fered from the government some grievous mJury, all 
It was Hypatia, daughter of Theon the mathema- ?f the chmch then growmg mto power, to persecute instigated by conscientious authorities. What were 
tician, the pagan teacher, the beautiful priestess, the m turn, the schola:rly Y?~ng emp~ror re~olved to re- the thinkers guilty· of? Uttering unpopular truth l 
fair representativ of the Greek phHosophy, the Pla- store the old classic reh!pon. T~Is.wa.s m the fomth Voltaire wrote master works; they were suppressed; 
tonic interpreter of "Mystic Science." Her lecture- century.. He wrote agamst Chnstiamty. Then fol- some of them were burnt by the common hangman, and 
room was crowde~ each day with the wealth and ~~wed, his succe~ses .~Y ~npa:alleled persecu~i?ns. ?ehim~elfwhipped in the publi~ streets and finally cast 
tal~nt of Alexandria. Long trains of chariots were Yet, says t~e histona~,. J uli~n had many bnlliant 1~to pnson. Ro.usseau was driven from France and 
dally at her door. She had greater crowds than St. and some am1able qualities; his morals were pure his works publicly burnt. The celebrated treatis 
Cyrel, the Christian archbishop. Could that be en- an~ even aust.ere." Buehl~ s~ys he was" a prince of of Helvetius on the mind was also burnt, and the 
dured? Notwithstanding all the prayers against her emmen~ probity, whose opmwns are often attacked, author compelled to write a recantation of his opin
and all argumentation to rebut her influence th~ but agamst whose mor~ conduct calumny itself has ions. "Some of the geological views of Buffon, hav
thougJltful went to the Academy of Hypati~ the hardly breathed a suspicion." . . . ing offe~ded the cler~y, that illusti~ous Materialist 
qeautiful, to hear the questions discussed which hav Among the Roman emperors of the cJassiC rehgwn was obhged to pubhsh a recantatiOn of doctrins 
never since been solved-" Where am I? What am n~ne e~~els Marcus Aurelius, of the second century. which ai'e now known to be perfectly accurate." In
I? What do I know?" She won. Cyrel was cast His ~ntmgs hav descended t? posterity. He was a deed, ever! work of intrinsic value was suppressed, 
into the shade. "\Vas it ~oly zeal? ·was it fidelity pubhc benefactor, n?ted .for his ~atural. sweetness of and not unfrequently th.e a~thor exiled ?r imprisoned 
to the cross to plot agamst the ruin of Hypatia? temper, ever bre.athmg m a~ his maXIms and laws by order o!.-_ the consmentwus authonty of a state 
"The ends justify the means;" so reason the infln- "~he purest sentime~ts o.f piety and benevolence." religion. Montesque, Marmontel, Marellet, Diderot, 
ential Christians. The scene is thus described . by !}lis was fearles~, unfl.mchmg hon.esty, but his. reign D:Holbach, ~ sue~ lights also ~bared a similar fate. 
Draper: was characten~ed by a persecutiOn .from whiCh he Diderot havmg written a work m which he said the 

"Cyrel at length determined to remove the great reproach would ?~v refra~ed had h,~ b~n less m earnest about "people who are born blind hav. some ideas different 
and overturn what now appeared to be the only obstacle i~ the rehgw:r;. ~f his fathers. from those who are possessed of their eyesight," was 
his way to uncontroled authority in the city. We are reach- The Chnstians had a rest from persecution under arrested, and, without even the fo}:m of a trial, was 
ing one of those moments in which great general principles Commod~s, S?n of Aurelius .A.ntoninus. He was confined in the dungeon of Vincennes. All literatUre, 
embody themselvs in individuals. It is Greek nhilosophy beastly he nt10 s a d d t t t h t 1 · t' i, d' t t d d d under the appropriate form of Hypatia; ecclesiastic ambition ' e u ' . 11 mur .erous, ye no persecu or. excep w a was ecc esiaS ICauy IC a e , was· eeme 
under that of Cyrel. Their destinies are about to be ful- ~he same can be said of Hehogabalus, who, "though dangerous to good mcrals and infamous in the sight 
dlled. As Hypatia comes forth to her academy she is as- m other resp~cts," says Mosheim, "the most infa- of God.. " There was neither free press nor free 
IIIIUlt~d by Cyrel's mob-an Alexandrian mob of m~nrmonks. mons of all pnnces, and perhaps the most odioulil of parliament, nor free debates. There were no publi• 
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meetings; there were no popular suffrages; there was 
no discussion on the hustings; there was-no haheas 
corpus act; there was no trial by jury. The voice of 
liberty thus silenced in every department of the state 
could o11ly be heard in the appeals of those great 
me~ who, ?,Y their writings,'inspirited th~ people to 
resist~nce. And resistance came unrelentmg against 
the pious men of the state church. The reaction was 
as terrible as the action. The friends of freedom 
were as implacable as their enemies. The blood of 
the persecutors flowed into rivers; their lands were 
confiscated; it was a "reign of terror." Such was 
the fruit· of the mischief that good people do. But 
the Revolution broke the chains of ministerial oppres
sion, and France has breathed freer air ever since. 

Is there no end to this persecuting business? Ask 
the bleaching bones of the martyrs to truth. How 
can we reconcile crucifixions by the wise and emi
nent of all the ages> so contradictory to the principles 
of the religion they profess? Buckle attempts. the 
solution by saying, "It is the holy zeal by which they 
are :fired that quickened their fanaticism into a deadly 
activity." Again he s~ys, "Diminish the sincerity, 
and you will diminish the persecution." But what if 
the sincerity is not there at all, is there then no per
secution? During the French Revolution the skep
tical leaders denied religion, lost all faith in it, had 
no religious sincerity; they denounced religion as a 
curse; the extreme action of the church zealots 
evoked this positiv antagonism; yet their persecu
tions against the ecclesiastics .were even more cruel 
and bloody than any they had suffered. Are we then 
to look for persecution as dating in the belief of men? 
A man's belief, sincerely entertained, does modify his 
conduct. "As a man thinketh, so is he." The per
secutors excuse their policy by this reasoning: "The 
church is God's, and we are the church. The law 
thereof is holy. · To obey is to be saved. To dis
obey is to be damned. As there is a hell, it is our 
duty to prevent the world from tumbling into it? 
Therefore, stop all agitation menacing God's church 
and the established good order of society. Better 
kill a f~w followers of Satan than permit them to de
stroy all the world's chances for salvation." Ari au~ 
thoritativ man, entertaining such views, would be a 
persecutor, and he might be a persecutor if he had 
no such belief. 

tyred. If it has not already, the church which 
threatened Galileo's life will yet canonize him. Peo
ple deify Jesus, build shrines to his name, confess to 
him, yet crucify him afresh every day. Influential 
citizens shot Lovejoy, the Abolitionist, at Alton, Ill. 
Why? Because he agitated for the right, against 
their power. They will yet contribute to build a 
monument to commemorate his greatness. We might 
credit something to this disgusting gratitude, did we 
not see them persecuting the living reformers of to
day to shoot new martyrs for more monuments. 

There is scarcely an exception to the rule in his
tory that the most conscientious tnen are the perse
cutors of the reformers. What of Galileo for telling 
the truth that the earth is round and turns upon its 
axis once in twenty-four hours ? An-ested for blas
phemy against the scriptures, cast into prison, and 
compelled to recant to save his life! What of Bruno 
for discovering and announcing the plurality of 
worlds, detrimental to the universality of the vicari
ous atonement? Burnt at the stake ! What of 
Buriyan for his truth? · Imprisoned to write his 
"Pilgrim's Progress!" What of John Murray for 
declaring all souls will be saved? Imprisoned and 
there visited by the angels to persevere ! What of 
our Fulton for constructing the :first steam-engin-an 
engin which, improved since, has revolutionized the 
whole world? . Abused, scorned, pronounced a 
maniac by the best people of New York! What of 
·our Morse for inventing the telegraph to pulsate the 
race of man by the news of business and hearts, and 
quicken it to higher brotherhood? Laughed at by 
our wise congress, composed of such men as Daniel 
Webster, John C. Callioun, Thomas Benton, Henry 
Clay, Sam Houston, all of whom treated his -petition 
for ari appropriation as the chimerl1 of a madman. 

Looking at the world as it was and is, it is the 
sensible part to learn that, as there is an endless va
riety of things in nature, and an endless variety of 
the homo genus in ratio of mind to its organization, 
differences of genius, taste, and opinion are all the 
bettm· for us. There is no .need of duplicates among 
men and women any more than there is a need of 
more than one original a. in the alphabet. We 
shall hav less mischief-making-indeed it will be
come obsolete-if in living out our own career we 
wil1let oth~rs do the same, on the principle of in
alienable right to "life, liberty, and the pursuit of 
happiness." 

That's it-liberality without intervention, without ' 
slavery; the liberality of a sunny philosophy; the 
liberality of candor that credits the truth of the past, 
rioting its wrongs as lessons of warning not to repeat 
them. Liberality means toleration for all religion as 
fundamentally true; but whether true or not, it rec
ognizes a right of acceptance or rejection at will. It 
means non-partisanship in principles, non-sectarian-. 
ism in belief, with encouragement to all to thirik and 
speak freely for the most of truth and goodness in 
the development of individual genius. It means free 
investigation into all questions-political, religious, 
scientific, secular, educational, Materialistic, Spirit
ualistic. It means the eclecticism of all truth-free 
thought, free speech, free government, free religion. 
To be copyists of nature is to be liberal; of custom 
alone, is illiberal. To be religious in a common 
sense view is a charity broad enough to let every
body else enjoy equal blessings when equally earned. 
Nature is no respecter of persons; why should we 

The martyrs are strung all along the lines of science 
and religion. Things strangely take their turn in our 

. world of strange developments on the way of prog
ress. The qld invariably persecutes the new, and 
when the new becomes the old it persecutes the new 
again. 

"So round and round we run, 
And ever the truth comes uppermost, 

And ever is justice done." 

The considerations of power antedate policy. This 
generally is ahead of sincerity. Men love eminence, 
position, control. Aside from religioh, or science, or 
politics, men persecute; with neither of these, or all, 
they persecute. Persecution is indigenous to power; 
it grows out of selfhood-my kingdom. To be re
spectable and entrenche(i, men will whip themselvs 
and . others into fashion, regardless of what moral 
judgment dictates. A man in power, who loves it 
for its advantages, feels a sense of obligation to pro
tect his constituency under the avowed policy that 
installed him. Most of men seem to think there is 
honor, even when they know. there is no higher law 
than they can voice. Politicians do this now, the 
same as they ever did. Many an aspirant will con
cede to the prejudices or notions of the party that 
elects him, all for the sake of office. Does. he delib-

Done in due time. We reap what we sow. erately calculate the principles involved? The cal
Who persecuted Luther for :free opinions ? Breth- culation is a matter of chance for success. When in 
ren of his church more intelligent and moral office, he still defends what he espoused from policy, 
than himself? Who persecuted the Calvinistic to be consistent and retain public confidence, and 
schismatics of the Lutheran Reformation? The will then even plot against the party which opposed 
very.good Lutherans? Who burnt Servetus at the him and which in· secret he may sincerely. believe 
stake for avowing his disbelief in the dogma that is right. This kind of principle passes for. honor. 
three persons are one person? That leather-hearted It is "honor among thieves." 
moral-dyspeptic, John Calvin. Who persecuted Judging, then, the motivs of men in the past by 
Henry VIII. for his audacity in .reconstructing the motivs of men in the present-human nature be
the old into the new Episcopal church ? The more · ing the same in all ages, modified by circumstances 
virtuous Catholics. Who scaffolded and murdered -we condude that, as a rule, neither learning, nor 
the Catholics? The Episcopals. Who persecuted morality, nor so-called religion, but love of power, is 
and killed the Druids? St. Patrick's godly soldiers. the cause of persecution. For power and its respect
Who persecuted and killed the followers of St. Pat- ability men and women will join the most popular 
rick in Ireland? The prayerful and devoted Crom- church i'n town, not because they know anything 
well. Who persecuted the W esleyans ? The other about the creed, or care anything about it, but be
Dissenters, Who persecuted the Swedenborgians for cause it pays, brings trade, secures position. God, 
their new and better light? The W esleyans and the or godliness-what has that to do with it? The 
rest. Who drove the Puritans to the bleak shores of power they hav involves a responsibility; they assu.me 
New England, seeking a home where they might it with ardor, and their ardor burns to persecutiOn 
worship God according to the dictates of their own against anybody and everybody who menaces their 
consciences? The good Tudors from Henry VIII. church. They turn up their noses, put on Sunday 
to Charles I. Who persecuted Roger Williams, and sulks, look solemn during service, as all hypocrits 
hung the Quakers, and the mediums of Salem? The can, and consent to a hell for heretics, even if they 
most excellent and godly Puritans. ·who refused to don't believe a bit in it. They pass as Christians, 
obey the edict of King James for the wise law of when if Christ himself were to enter their ·church 
generru religious toleration? The archbishop of. with his retinue of ragged fishermen with sandals on 
Canterbury, and abetted in his dethronement. Who they would show him the door, and piously entrust 
celebrated St. Bartholomew's day in France by a him to the keeping of the police, under the charge 
general massacre of the Huguenots? The pious of disturbing divine service. 
Charles IX., and the pious clergy. Who, in· France, Are all so·? Isthere no genuin principle moving 
in 1792, when he was a member of the National As- the human soul to activity? Each age has its re
·sembly, arrested, imprisoned, and doomed to death formers-men and· women born so; honest because 
Thomas Paine? The once persem1ted leaders of the natural to them· lovers of truth and right because 
Revolution. What for? Because he was devoted to these qualities ~re of them. They are inspired. They 
philanthropy and voted against capital punishment. are the Christa. They are iconoclasts and builders 
Who, after he had written up American liberty, per- too. Do the laws of church al).d state co-operate? 
secuted Thomas Paine over all the land a'1d desecrated No their power is menaced. They persecute to hold 
his grave ? All the pious ministers of the churches. po~er, but when a change is inevitable the parse
Who persecuted the Universalists? The Calvinists. cutors advance the multitude follows, and the new 
Wh t d th S · 't ali t b"tt 1 tha civilization is ~~tablished. 

o persecu e e. pin u s s more I er y n . Aboli.ti'oni"sm was opposed by the American church .. 
all the rest? The Universalists, because they lost 
more members by the better light. Who persecuted Why? Because slavery was the prime factor in its 
the Unitarians? The Trinitaria-.,;3. Who persecuted support. Congress opposed i~; state legislation ~p
the rationalistic and freedom-loving Theodore posed it; the press opposed It. But by the fidehty 
Parker? The Unitarians, that cradled him in the of the Radicals in arms, slavery fell. Then all were 
love of justice? Who persecuted and dragged by Abolitionists, and the church claimed the glory of it! 
the neck in Boston the invincible Garrison, because Thus it has ever been through the ages. Every 
he and his coadjutors defended the rights of AfricaD:s new movement, however just-and the more just ~he 
in bonds? The wise, good men of Congress, the pi- greater the peril-has had to run the gantlet, paymg 
ous men of all the churches. Who persecuted the for its freedom. When ascendant, the persecutors 
Republicans organized to break the chains of slavery? fortify themselvs under the new order of things, not 

G transformed but conformed. Soon that new be-
The Democrats. Who hav persecuted the reen- comes the oid, and these conservativ~ persecute the 
backers? The Republicans. Whom will the Green- next movement for advance. To palliate for parse
backers persecute? We shall know when they get cution, they erect inonu.menta to them they mar
into ~ower, 

interfere with her beneficence? The air is for all be
ings, the soil for all that liv on it and by it, the water 
for all that thirst, the sun for all pla.nts and their 
precious freights; why should .we presume to monop
olize here, as if to say: "Out of om· way, ye pagans?" 
Nature's atoms are pregnant with life to bless; all 
her roses, and beauties, and fragrances are proffered 
without measure. Why not let human souls·bloom 
and be equally sweet and beautiful? Whoever is 
thus inspired to liv and do is liberal beyond sect, 
party, or nation. Irrespectiv of race or caste, man is 
his brother, woman is his sister; to do good is his 
religion, and equal laws to bless mankind his politics. 
Here science attires herself with modesty; here re
ligion becomes nature's laws obeyed. The :first is an 
altar of intellect; the second is a shrine of devotion. 
Here liberality is fed; here, where no creed can fet
ter, where no priest can deny, where no persecution 
can destroy, liberality plumes herself for flight into · 
the realms 'of eternal progress. 

" 'Tis coming up the steep of time, 
And this old world is growing brighter! 

We niay not see its dawn sublime, 
Yet high hopes make the heart throb lighter. 

We may be sleeping in the ground 
When it awakes the world in wonder, 

But we hav felt it gathering round, 
And heard its voice of living thunder. 

'Tis c&ming! yes, 'tis coming!" 

J. 0. BARRETT. 

Mr. Green's "Freethought Directory." 
Mr. H. L. Green is engaged in a work I think 'will 

greatly advance the cause of Liberalism if he can hav 
the co-operation of the Liberal public generally. I 
particularly refer to the effort he is making to collect 
the names of all the men and women in the United 
States and Canada who are willing to be publicly 
known as Freethinkers, and to publish the name of 
each with his or her post-office address in his "Free
thought Directory." 

He has now about twenty-five hundred names. He 
should hav twenty-five thousand, but we do not ex
pect he will be able to obtain that number. 

I desire to urge every Freethinker in the United 
States and Canada to not only forward his or her 
name and post-office address to Mr. Green, but also 
obtain as long a list of other names as possible. Such 
a list of names as Mr. Green desires to obtain and 
publish will. be very valuable to Freethought pub
lishers, Freethought lecturers, and the Liberal pub
lic generally. 

I earnestly request every person who feels inter
ested in the Freeth ought movement to aid Mr. Green 
in his grand undertaking. He charges, we under
stand, twenty-five cents for the first insertion, and 
after that, nothing~ T. L. BnowN, 

Pres. N. Y. S. F. A. 
Binghamton, N. Y., Feb. 26, 1883. 

THE words "children's children," which occur ~ 
the Bible, are auppoliled to refer to dolli. 
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il!iscussion. 

Lincoln's Religion. . 

yond all reasonable controversy, if w~ can agree what changed his views, when was it, where. was it, to 
it is that constitutes a Christian and an InfideL A what extent, and who has the legal and sufficient 
Christian is one who believes, among other things, evidence to establish it? By all means let us hav it 
that Jesus was the Ghrist of God. An Infidel is one now. _ 
who denies this, among other things. This test is Some good men and women say that Mr .• Lincoln 
fundamental and decisiv. No man can show that was a Christian, because.he was a moral man. They 
Mr. Lincoln believed in the iniraculous conception say that he was a rational Christian, because he Loved 
of Jesus. Such a belief is blasphemous. While Mr. morality. Do not other people, who are not Chris
Lincoln lived in New Salem, he came across· the tians, love morality? · Morality is not the test ·of· 
works of Thomas Paine, Volney's "Ruins," and other Christianity, by any means. If it is· a test, then all 
such Liberal books. So strong was Mr. Lincoln's moral men-Atheists, Agnostics, Infidels, Mohamme
ln:fidelity in New Salem, and so burning were his dans, Buddhists, Mormons, and the rest, are Chris
convictions of the utter falsehoods of the Bible, that tians. A rational Cb.risti!J.n is an. anomaly-'-an im
he felt it his duty to write and puhl~sh a little book on possibility-because when reason is left :D:e(:l it de
his Infidelity. In this book or pamphlet he attacked ruanda proofs; it relies on experience, observation, 
the Bible on two grounds: lat. Its inherent contra- logic, natm·e, laws, and constant modes of operation. 
dictions; and 2d. On· the grounds of its injustice- Why not call Mr. Lincoln a rational Buddhist, a 
on the grounds of the .highest human reason. He rational Mohammedan, a mtional Confucian, a ra
denied in that book the fall of man and the miracu- tional Mormon? for all these, if true to their faith, 
lous conception. This pamphlet was read by Mr. love morality. The true test of Christianity is this: 
Lincoln to Maj. Samuel Hill, a good and true ·friend Did man fall as related in the Bible, and. was Jesus 
of his, who agreed substantially with him. Maj. the only begotten son of God? Did Mr. Lincoln be
Hill snatched the manuscript out of Mr. Lincoln's lieve either of these propositions? He did not. I 
hands and threw it into the stove ·and burnt it up. hav never seen the word" Jesus" in any of Mr. Lin
Other living witnesses know this to be true. His coin's productions, and I do not think any other man 
reason for this was that Mr. Lincoln was then...,- or woman ever saw it there. That is 111 poor Christian 
1835-6-a rising young man, and Hill, as a discreet who never mentions Ghrist, never calls on him for aid, 
friend, knew that the book would forever damn Lin- nor invokes himfor any purpose. I hav never seen 
coln. This was the best deed ever done for Lincoln but once, and that in the Johnson letter, where Mr. 
by any man. Lincoln used the " immortali.ty" in substance or in 

Mr. Lincoln, in the year 1837, moved to the city idea. Mr. Lincoln appeals to God, but never to Ghrist, 
of Springfield, a very little town, and then and there that I hav seen or ~remember. It may be otherwise, 
came across many people of his own belief, and I and. if so, the language can be produced. Mr. Lin
among them. I distinctly recollect their views, Ian- coin's compositions, speeches, letters, messages, and 
guage, ideas, and philosophy. They called them- inaugurals must be read with care. All men in 
selva at that time Freethinkers. Some of these men writing w>e the Christian's terminology, conventional 
were highly educated and polished gentlemen. Mr. language, and ideas more or less. 
Lincoln read in this city Hume, Gibbon, and other I am aware of the fraud committed on Mr. Lin
Liberal books. He was -in this city from 1837 to coln in :reporting some insane remarks sup. posed to 
1861, an htfidel, Freethinker, Liberal, Free Religion-· hav been made by him on the 4th of July, ~864,' on 
ist of the radical type. As Mr. Lincoln grew older the presentation of a Bible to him by the colored 
he saw the absolute necessity of silence on this ques- people of Baltimore. No sane man ever uttered such 
tion; he only opened to a few, and then more by folly, and no sane man will ever believe it. That 
sharp questioning than by a long solid argument. very feeble-minded effort contains such expressions 
When a certain nameless divine of this city delivered as this: "It (the Bible) is the best gift which God 
a lecture here on Mr. Lincoln's religion, he was com- has ever given to ma.n." Speech-human speech
palled to entitle it, in substance if not in words, is nothing; human reason is nothing; the human 
"The later life and religious sentiments" of Mr. Lin- soul is nothing; nor liberty, justice, the printing
coin. No man ever said that Mr. Lincoln's life was press, the continent of America, democratic institu
not religi<ms, or that he had no religious sentiments:' tions. These are nothing. Again, the same sup
All men are religious and hav religious sentiments, posed speech says: "All the good from the savior 
but all are not Christians. If such loose language of the world is c~mmunicated to us through this . 
as this divine's can screw up the courage of the book. But for this book we could not know right 
Christian brotherhood to believe that Mr. Lincoln from wrong." What! human experience, observation, 
was a Christian, all right. Mr. Lincoln, while in a:ud reason, they. do not teach us righLfro~ wrong L 
New Sa:lem, was accused of being an Atheist, and Every dog, by his natural reason, kno~s nght ~:om 
this arose from the fact that the people took the wrong ; so does the lowest and the highest ammal 
words Infidel, Freethinking, and Atheism as meaning life. _Each, in. its spher.e, knows right fr?m wrong, 
the same thing; and even now the world cannot pre- as to Its o'Yll kmd. So 'Ylth man. Some t.hwk-headed 
cisely distinguish the broad difference. Mr. Lincoln, Bus~ur~.an JU~t ~om .Africa, ':"herE) they kill and cook 
I understand, denied that he was an Atheist. In Christian misswnanes for dinner, wrote th~s speech, 
Springfield, after the death of Mr. Lincoln, he was most undoubtec11y. No one else was sufficient for 
accused of being an Atheist by some. I felt it my such a task. . . . 
duty, as I had the evidence-written evidence in my D~d Mr. Lmcoln. beh~ve ill prayer as a m~a~s of 
hand-to publish a letter written to John Johnson in· movHl;g God? . It IS, said. t? me" bY. the Chris_tian~, 
1851 by Mr. Lincoln. In that letter Mr. Lincoln touchmg Mr. Lmcoln ~ rehgwn.: Did not he, m his 
acknowledges the existence of God, immortality, and parting speech in Sprmgfield m 1861, say: 'I hope 
heaven. The letter will be found in Lamon's "Life you, my friends will pray that I may receive,'" etc., 
of Lincofu" at page 336. I showed this letter to and to which I say yes. In his last inaugural he said: 
several ge~tlemen who thoroughly knew Mr. Lin- "Fonc11y do we hope, fervently ~o we pray." These 
coln and his religious beliefs .. They said substan- expressions are ~erely conv_entwna1. They do _not 
tially to me this: "The letter is only a word of con- prove that M~. Lmcoln behev~d that prayer IS a 
solation from a dutiful son to a dying father." I means of movmg God. Mr: Lmeo~n was a shrewd 
leave the question to the :t~ader, and he must judge and a long-headed man~a man of his own ~lans ~nd 
for himself. Had Mr. Lincoln been an absolute, purposes-a most secretiv man, never opemng him
positiv ~theist utterly denying the existence of God, self wholly to any one. ~e. was a man of the ~eep
thatfact would not hav lessened him in my estima- est and profound~st. poliCies; he kne~ that If he 
tion. At times in the moments of his terrible gloom, could get the Chr_Istians to pray for him he c?uld 
thick as a fog-bank, there is no doubt that Mr. Lin- chain them to himself a!ld. throw _them agamst 
coln bordered on Atheism-if not an out-and-out disunion; he used the Chnstians, as ~t were, as tools. 
Agnostic. In Lincoln's better moments he was a Theist. And now let me ask _the Ch:isti~ns a CJ_Uestion in re-

Mr. Lincoln left this city in 1861 an Infidel-Lib- turn: Did not Mr. Lmcoln, ill his last maugural, say 
eral-and so remained till he died on the morning of this: " The Alnl~ghty has his own purl?o~es ?" If ~he . 
the 15th of April, 1865. I personally know many of Almighty has his own ptu-poses, then _It Is a 9-uestwn 
the above facts to be true, of my own knowledge; of wisdol)1, will, and power. If God IS all-Wise, then 
and what I do not know pE)rsonally, but assert to be he knows what is best, and that best he moves. by 
true, I hav the overwhehning moral evidence to sup- law, univers~ and eter!lal, everywhere, ~mderlymg 
port and prove. I hav examined. many persons on and o-verfl.oatmg and ruling J:?-at~er and mmd. If he 
this pQint, as well as all. others relating to Mr. Lin- can know the best,. can he will It to be and enforce 
coin's life, and what those persons told me I wrote it? If this _is so, Will he, through our prayer, change 
down at the time and place of the interview, gener- and alter his own plans and _purposes. to. ple~se us 
ally, many years ago. I do not think that there are lunatics her~ below? Mr. Lmcoln Sai~, m his oft
any substantial mistakes in the notes. H Mr. Lin- referred-to maugural, that God had his own pur
coin was a Christian it is very easy to prove it. The poses, and that nei1Jl:er the North nor the_South had 
burthen of proof is on the Christian; :first, because its own way, but tha't G~d haq. Mr. Lmcolp. b~
he is in the a:ffirmativ; and second, it is a well set- lieved, .as I understood him, that human prayer did 
tled principle in the laws of evidence that when a the prayer good; that h:u~an pray~r _was but a drum 
given state of facts, with accompanying conditions, is beat-the taps of the spmt on the livmg human soul, 
once proven, that state of facts must be accepted un- arous~ng i_t to. acts of re:pentance fo:r: bad deeds done, 
til the contrary is proven. No one denies that Mr. or to msprre It to a lo~Ier and a. higher effort for a 
Lincoln was once an Infidel. Now let the Christians nobler and a grander life. 

One of the very best, greatest, and noblest of man~ 
kind, Abraham Lincoln, wa.s assassinated on the night 
of April 14th, 1865, in a theater, intently listening to 
the play of the Country Cousins. Eighteen years 
will soon hav rolled by since that sad event. Soon 
after the tragic death of Lincoln, I was written to by 
many persons to giv the facts and my opinion of his 
religious life. I refused for some years to write 
anything for puhlication, though I talked about it free
ly and by private letter. At last, at the request of 
many, and among them, I think, Mr. F. E. Abbot, I 
concluded to comply with their wishes. I, in the year 
1870, wrote the Abbot letter touching Mr. Lincoln's 
religion and his religious ideas. That letter will be 
found in Lamon's "Life JJf Lincoln" at pages 4-92-7. 
I was from 1865 to 1870 gathering up and collecting 
the facts of Lincoln's life. The Abbot letter con
tains the sum and substance of my efforts in this par
ticular line. The letter is. correct and substantially 
true in general and in every particular, and I refer to 
it here and make it a part of this letter. I hav noth
ing to retract from that letter, but in this I shall 
add something thereto. No man has refuted the 
Abbot letter, and no man can, ·I think, on evidence, 
contradict this. It is now nearly twelve years since 
I wrote the Abbot letter. Since these long years 
another and a Ilew generation of people has come 
JJ.pon th.e scene of human action. It is a brave, read
ing, intelligent, and searching generation, demanding 
facts, figures, and principles as the sure foundations 
of its belief; it has no faith in the unseen and un
knowable; it has no faith that comes and goes with
out evidence; it is a doubting age-an investigating 
age; it follows science and flatly denies supernatural
ism. It is for this new generation that I write this 
letter touching Mr. Lincoln's religion. This is at 
once my excuse and justification. I affirm at the out
set that Mr. Lincoln was an Infidel of the radical 
type, sometimes bordering on Atheism; and now the 
great question is: Was Lincoln an evangelical Chris
tian? That question resolves itself into two others. 
1st. Did Mr. Lincoln believe in the fall of man as re
lated in the Bible? and 2d. Did he believe that Jesus 
was the Ghrist of God-;-the truly and only begotten 
son, as the Christian world contends? These are the 
questions to solve. The Christians assert, though 
they know or should know better; that Mr. Lincoln 
was a Christian in a theological sense. If this is not 
their meaning then it is admitted that Mr. Lincoln 
was not a Christian-only a rational Christian, and 
that is no Ohrit;tian at all. It is not a question of kind
ness, goodness, generosity, tenderness, affection, and 
morality. These Mr. Lincoln had and more; he had 
honor, integrity, and general nobility. Mr. Lincoln 
was not a Christian in the general acceptation of that 
term; he did not believe in the fall of man, nor the 
miraculous conception, nor in the so-called divine 
revelation, nor miracle, nor in inspiration, as the 
Christian world contends. · 

Mr. Lincoln came into Sangamon corinty, down 
the North Fork of the Sangamon River in a frail 
canoe, in the spring of 1831. I can see _from where 
I write the identical place where he cut the timbers 
for his flat boat, which he built at a little village called 
Sangamon Town, seven miles a little northwest of 
Springfield. Here he had it loaded with wheat, corn, 
bacon, and other provisions, desti:qed for New Or
leans, at which last place he landed in the month of 
May, 1831. He returned home about JUlie of that 
year and finally settled in another little village called 
New Salem, on the high bluffs of the Sang am on 
River, then in Sangamon county and now in Monroe 
county, and about twenty miles northwest of this 
city. Mr. Lincoln lived in New .Salem six years, and 
in 1837 he moved to the little town (now city) of 
Springfield, where he resided continuously till 1861, 
when he left for Washington-the president elect of 
this great people. I hav known Mr. Lincoln well 
since 183'4; and since 1844, when he and I became 
partners in the law business, I think I knew him 
thoroughly inside and outside, top side and bottom 
side. There was a peculiar people in New Salem. 
The men were mostly doubters, skeptics, Liberals, 
Infidels, if you please. They listened to experience, 
nature, and reason; they were great, broad-minded 
Liberal men, brave, generous, kind, and a hospitable 
people to a fault. I knew them well-one and all; 
they were hard to whip and not easily to be fooled or 
cheated. With these rough but courageous people 
Mr. Lincoln was thrown for seven long years; he was 
one of them, and identical in his religious belief. I 
should before this hav said something of Mr. Lin
coln's religious belief while he lived in Indiana. A 
gentleman who has deeply and thoroughly investi
gated this question, and who now livs in high life in 
a great state, says of Mr. Lincoln1 while he lived in 
Indiana, that "he went to church there to mimic 
and came sway to mock." This is substantially cor
rect. Mr. Lincoln left Indiana in his twenty-first 
year an Infidel, and held to it at New Salem, Spring
field, and at Washington, and so died. This is be-

bring on their evidence, or forever hold their peace. Mr. Lincoln, I say, was a prudent, a w~se. and p~l~ 
If truth will canonize Mr. Lincoln and make him a itic man and now let me ask the Christians still 
saint I shall favor it with all my heart· it is truth another question: Did Mr. Lincoln, in his said. in
whicb I want for the present and the' future-for augural, say, "Both read the ~a~e word o.( God?" 
biography and general history. If Mr. Lincoln No, because that would be admittmg revelat10n. He 
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Another Pious Thief, did say, "both read the same Bible." Did Mr. Lin
coln say, "Yet, if God wills that it.(the war) continue 
till all the wealth piled by the bondman's two hun- WHO SAYS GOD MADE HIM ROB THE MAILS IN ORDER TO 
dred and fifty years of unrequited toil sh.all be sunk CQNVERT HIM. 
and m;til ~very drop of blood. drawn by the lash shari Mr. Jeff;ries, employed in the St. Joseph, Mo., 
be_ prud With another drawn with the sword," as was post-office, has been detected rifling the registered 
sa~d by G_od three thousand years ago? He did not; he letters passing through that office, and arrested. Be
was cautwus and said, "as was said three thousand years fore making the BJTest the assistant postmaster re
ago." Jove never nods., A Christian would havsaid marked that "he did not think that Jeffries was the 
"as God §laid three thousand years ago." Had M/ guilty man; that he was religious and had at one 
Lincoln uttered the expression, "as God said three time been a teacher," to which Major Crowell, who 
thousand years ago," that would hav been an acknowl- was "after" him, rejoined, "Well, then, I had better 
edgmen~ of divine revelation, inspiration, miraculous arrest him at all hazard, for he is doubtless the 
conceptiOn, the fall, etc., etc This inaugural, in this man." Piety, in the major's eyes, was good evidence 
particular line, is a protest, as it were, against prayer. of" cussedness," and it seems he was right, for .Jeff
Mr. Lincoln concludes the sentence alluded to thus, ries has written the following godly letter to the St. 
"So still it must be said the judgments of the Lord Joseph Gazette, which it it prints verbatim, heading it 
are true and righteous altogether." No one can show "God's Rod." 
·that Mr. Lincoln believ(3d in inspiration or :revelation, "When asked by the detectivs why I did the act, I told them 
as the .Christian world contends; he did not deign-did I did not know, neither did I at that time, but the cause has 
not think fit--to saywhat it was or who it was that said, been made plain to me since (it was simply the rod of Provi-
" 'd thr th d " I h d dence) I had strayed away from the God who loved me, it 

as sa~ ee ousan years ago. never ear was his way of bringing me back to him he had us<:!d means 

enforce my views upon those parties differing with 
me in the matter of drink, any more than I hav upon 
those who differ in diet or religion? Or hav I any 
better right to force them to refrain from using than 
hav they to compel me to use or act acco;rding to 
their views or wishes? 

All reform must be brought about by education 
and enlightenment, never interfering with the largest 
personal liberty of all. In fact, there can be no mo
rality withput opportunity for wrong-doing, else a 
penal institution would contain within its walls the 
most moral people in the world, for then all are for
cibly restrained from wrong-doing. It is this prin
ciple that many pseudo Liberals advocate of pro
hibitory measures that rurimated the hearts of those 
who through _all the past ages hav persecuted those 
who differed from them, trying to thus compel them 
to do right as they believed-a principle that has 
deluged the earth with blood, and strewn the high
?~ay of progress with the bones of slaughtered 
heroes. JuLIET H. SEvERANCE, M.D. 

219 Grand ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Putnam's " Golden Throne." 
Mr. Lincoln use the word in.finit_ God. He uses the to bring me back, such as sending friends to talk to me, but 
word maker in the Johnson letter, and means by the that had no effect. He might hav used other means than 
word God the same as maker, leaving the idea indefi- this, bnt, probably, this is as he knew the only thing that he 
nit. Had. Mr. Lincoln believed that God was infin- could.do to bring me to a real sense of my duty to him. This is no common novel, but a real live book; a 

probably to send me through a prison, is the only thing that b k h h · · d d li 
it, he would hav said it. If he ever used the word would do in my case (for illustration a father had two chil- 00 t at as a pm·pose Ill every wor an every ne; 
infinit God, I hav failed to remember it. · If I am dren one is corrected by .a simple word, or way, while the a book· that is full of grand, sublime, and beautiful 
mistaken in any point touching any jaat· of Mr. Lin- other requires harsh words or severe means to correct it) if thoughts, full of poetry, common sense, and philoso
coln's life, I shall gladly and with pride revoke it, and _God is determined that I shall serve him, and at last save my phy. 

soul, and take me to heaven, to meet those whom I hav prom- N 0 one can read it and not be made better and 
make that J,"evocation public. ised to meet, honor and praise him whom !'vowed to praise, 

Mr. Lincoln delivered a lecture in this citY,in 1837, I only say Glory to his name. I am willing to suffer any happier by it; made kinder, pu..-er, and more hopeful 
before the Young Men's Lyceum, which I heard. It thing for hjs name sake .. the reason I believe this to be his of the grand possibilities of humanity. 
was published in the Sangam. on Journal early in 1838, dealings with me, is that ht~ did not allow me to spend that It is brimful of suggestiv ideas, radic1\l reform, and 

I b Th 
money foolishly or otherwise but caused me to save it so that · F th ht 

as remem er. e 'burthen of that lecture was to nobody was ingered much, the people got theire money, and progre~s1v ree o~g · . . 
show the necessity, in the state, of law and order. In I got a prisson sell, and new here I am sitting in a prisson Its pictures of mmers and then· lives, of the busy 
his messages and inaugurals while president, he selr suffering in t~c ~esh, be. caus of the unpleasant circun. turmoil of the cities, and the silent, quiet, and beau
stru.O" gled f_or union and liberty. To condense: the in- stances surroundin& lt .to which I am not uesd, but brought tiful haunts of nature in wild mountainous solitudes 

l:' back to God and enJoymg a pease of soul that I have not en- all d l' d · h h 
spiration of Mr. Lincoln:s political life was law and joyed for two years. He is not going to keep me long in are 6 me_ate . Wit a master- and. 
order, libe1·ty and union. ·Religiously, Mr. Lincoln was prisson becouse it is not not nessary he is bringing friends And the Witching, all-potent power of love's sweet 
and Infidel-a Liberal. In his philosophy he was a to my rescue, and in a short time I will be released and per- entrancements could not hav been so well told save 
realist, as opposed to an idealist,· he was·a sensation- mitted to go h~~e to my Devot~d wif~ and Dear babies, a by one who has beAI.l there· aye and whose heart-

better and a rehgwus man. the mfi.delity that was about to . th illi;wo t ? a· ' · I 
alist, as opposed to an intuitionalist; and was a Ma- swallow my soul is fled and that there is a Goo and a Heaven ~tr;mgs are yet r. ng 0 I~S eepest melodl6S. t 
terialist, as opposed to a Spiritualist. As a logician, for those who will serve God is no doubt in my mind. I IS IS not me1·e passwn, fiery, ·Impetuous, and devour
ha lived on facts, figures, and principles. In short, dont write ~h~s for an afologiy, ~or. my a~t, ~or to excit~ s1m- ing, but love tempered by reason and self-abnega
Mr. Lincoln was a material, practical man-a wise, pathy, but It IS my honest conVIcti~m, I mVIte all chn~tians tiori wherever it conflicts with right and justice. 

and all who feel them selves straymg from God and.wish to Wh I d " G ttli b' H " I th ht · 
long-headed, deep-policied man, and one of the very exchange words with i:ne to come and see me. I am on my en rea 0 6 s ea:'en o~g It 
best, greatest, and noblest of mankind. way to Heaven once more, thank God for it. one of the grandest and most sublime conceptiOns of 

Your friend, w. H. HERNDON. Will the Herald be kind enough to publish this. what humanity might be that I had ever come across, 
S . gji' ld nz D 4 282 - . Respectfully, M. JEFFillES. and wit'h "Prometheus" I was completely carried pnn .e , ., ec. , . . J-L 

Question: Would it not hav been better for him- away. His "Ingersoll and Jesus" is poetic, pretty, 
self, and especially for those from whom he stole, if and practical, but none of them smpasses "Golden 
Mr. Jeffries had had a little less anxiety concerning Throne," a book few will be willing to lay aside with 

An Important Decision. . 
The following, having reference to the law suit between 

Archbishop Heiss, of Milwaukee, and a portion of the con
gregation of Sinsinawa Mound parish, appears in the Grant 
County Wttness of current date: "In the case of Michael 
Heiss, archbishop of Milwaukee, against Vosburg and others, 

his soul ? · one reading only. 

Individual Sovereignty. 
just decided by Judge Clementson at Lancaster, the court de- I wish to reply briefly to the criticism of W. H. 
cided that the archbishop holds the absolute title to all the G h ·t· f Walk d h 
Catholic church property in the diocese of· Milwaukee as an antz upon t 6 poSI lOllS o er an ot ers on 
individual, and not for the use of the Catholic church at large the question of individual rights versus sumptuary 
or the several congregations. Consequently he can sell it or legislation. 
otherwise dispose of it at his own pleasure. It is liable for It _seems almost impossible for the majority of per-
his debts and may be sold to pay them, and last, but not least, L'b al ll d t · th d'.tr 
it is clearly taxable. It is only the property of religious or sons, even. 1 er s! S? ca e ' .o permeve . e. !uer-
charitable associations that the law exempts from taxation, ence between adm1ttmg the 1:g~t of the mdiVIdual 
and the private property of Michael Heiss is not such prop- ·to do as he may elect, and belieVIng what he does to 
ert~. The question arose in a cas~ brougJ;t l?Y the ai·chbishop be right on principle. To illustrate, I believe my 
agamst member~ of the congregatiOn at Smsmawa Mou!fd ~or B othe Gant has the right--if he so choose-tb eat 
damages for takmg.down the old church there and bmldmg r r. z . 
a new one against his protest. The court held that the con- meat, drink tea an~ coffee,· use tobacco, breathe Im
gregation had no right to touch the church without the arch- pure air. in unventilated apartments, or neglect to 
bishop's conse.nt, and the fact that th~iY had built a new and practice proper bathing. And I would fight for that 
better church mstead was no defense. right for him if necessary while I believe it is an in
. This is a squar~ blow at the ~atholic chlil'ch,_ IJ:lld jury to him to do any and all of these things; that 
if confri:ned by higher courts will lead to a revisiOn it is an injury to not only himself, but to those he 
of the t1tles of church property, and affords a good comes in contact with· his wife must nurse him when 
opportunity for Freethinkers· to get it taxed. If back ill bear with him wh~n nervous and cross from their 
taxes can be collected, there will be a large sum d:ue effects; and if he die, as often happens, from the 
the state-enough to care for some of the lunatics effects of th!iir use, not only is suffering extended to 
the church has made. his wife and children left without husband andfather, 

Why 1 but the communitv is robbed ofwhat should hav been 
a healthy, happy, ilseful citizen, and often compelled 

I think Liberals should be very proud of such a 
writer, thinker, and poet as Mr. Putnam has proved 
himself to be, and I hope this appreciation will in
duce them to encomage and stimulate his genius and 
talents to renewed energy by purchasing liberally of 
his truly beautiful and valuable works. 

I do not know of any author whose volumes I 
would sooner present to a friend. They are pure in 
thought, high in moral culture and true progress, and 
speak the most progressiv thoughts of the age. I 
hope every Liberal will secure a copy of "Golden 
Throne" and lend it to all who appreciate good read
ing. vV e cannot advance our doctrins faster than by 
circulating good literature. 

"We'll giv some noble hope where'er we can; 
Uplift some martyr-soul with splendid beam; 
Giv hero's fame o'er time's far-wandering stream; 
Breathed into humble lives our higher joy; 
In fruitful labors kind our hands employ; 
For if we cannot reach the shining best, 
Forever disappointed in our quest; 
Still we can realize a partial good, 
Urge toward the beautiful and make less rude, 
Ay, we can struggle, though we cannot gain; 
Keep back the wrong if not the right attain." 

-Putnam's Prometheus. 
ELW:NA. 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Here to support those whom he should hav lived to sus-
is an item for you. Rev. S. S. Waller, in his sermon tain. I do not believe it to be right to do any of the THE northern Wisconsin Spiritualist ConferE)nce 
Sunday, Feb. 18th, at the eastern PI:esbyterian things abovG enumerated, but I believe he has the will hold a four days' meeting in Spiritual Hall, 
church, Washington, D. C., said that "God was not an right to do them-so far as any interference from Omro, March 29th, 30th, 31st, and April 1st. ·Dr. 
embodiment of love, and that he showed his wrath others is concerned-that' is, he has a ~ght to do Henry Slade, of New York city, will attend. Among 
by visiting upon the world calamities like the western wrobg and take the consequences that nature imposes the speakers engaged are 1\'Irs. H. S. Lake, of Cali
floods, to correct its sins." But :why does God con- upon him. But if from nervous irritability caused by fornia, and Judge E. S. Holbrook, of Chicago. A 
fine himself along t_he rivers? Why not open the win- any or all of these· wrong habits, he abuses his fellow, fine guitarist is expected to assist the vocal and in~ 
dows of heaven, as in days of old, to giv the world quarrels and fights him, the law recognizing the right strumental music. The meeting will commence on 
the benefit of the punishment, and not whack a few of his neighbor to liv in peace, if he chooses, arrests Thursday evening, by Dr. Slade giving experiences 
poor, miserable sinners in one locality? Surely his him for interfering with his neighbor's rights which as a medium. Prof. Lockwood will giv a lecture on 
ways are past finding out. ELLA E. GmsoN. he then has invaded, just as truly as would Mr. Gantz's the "Eternity of Matter" some time during the 

Washington, Feb. 20th. right be infringed were he prohibited tp do as he meeting. The Thirty-fifth Anniversary 0f Modern 
pleased as aforementioned. Extend the same princi- Spiritualism will_ be obseryed on Saturday, March 

Driven Insane by Preaching. pie to the exercise of religious worship, or the use of 31st, by appropnate exermses. Reduced rates hav 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav alcoholic drinks. For instance, I believe orthodox been secured at hotels, and _the usual courtesies will 

to-day been forced to discharge a painful duty, by religion to be wrong and a curse to the people, but I be extended by the Omro friends. 
filing an affidavit with the probate judge to send a believe in the Christian's right to do wrong so far as 
good citizen to the insane asylum. He attended a I am concerned, and I only hope to better the condi
five-weeks Methodist protracted meeting in our town, tion of the people through education and eyolution. 
when the audience were treated to a double dose of So with the use of alcohol, I am certain that every 
hell fire and· brimstone. He has been a relig}ous drop that enters the human body is an injury to that 
man for many yeru·s, but came to the conclusion he body, and if an injury to the one who takes it, it must 
had Ii.ot·toed the mark, and claims his savior has of necessity be an injury to the society of which he is 
forsaken him and that the devil is continually on. his a component part; but people differ with me in this, 
track. B. D. EvANs. even a vast majority of the medical profession believe 

Williamstown, 0., Feb; 19th, 283. exactly the reverse of this. How hav I the right to 

IN printing the list of donors to the Monument 
Fund in a previous issue, only $1 was credited to the 
Paine Memorial Meeting of San Jose, Cal., when it 
should hav been $5, as that is the amount remitted by 
friend York. We. are always sorry for these errors, 
but some how they will occasionally be made. · 

"ANSWERs TO CHruSTIAN QlJliiTIONi." By D. M. 
Bennett. Price, 2i eents. 
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i!fraq~lation. 

The Tomb of Fanaticism. 
[An examination of Lord Bolingbroke's doctrines. Written 

by Voltaire in 1767 and translated from the French by Avery 
Meriwether.] 

CHAPTER XXVIII. 
THE CHRISTIANS SINCE DIOCLETIAN UP TO THE TIME OF CON

STANTINE. 

The Christians were more often tolerated, and even 
protected, than given up to persecution. The reign 
of Diocletian was, during twenty-eight long years, a 
reign of peace for them. The two principal officers 
of the palace, Gorgonius and Dorotheus, were Chris
tians. They were only required to sacrifice to the 
gods of the empire before entering public offices. 
Prisca, the wife of Diocletian, was a Christian; so the 
sect really enjoyed great advantages. They built 
magnificent temples, after having declared in the fi1.1st 
century that it was not necessary to build either tem
ples or altars to God; and while they affected the sim
plicity of a poor chttrch, concealing the magnificence 
of a wealthy church full of ostentation, they displayed 
golden vases and dazzling ornaments; a few of their 
temples were erected upon the ruins of ancient sanc
tuaries abandoned by the ancients. Their temple at 
Nicomedia was built upon an imperial palace; and, 
as Eusebius remarked, so much prosperity produced 
insolence, greed, laziness, and debasement of the 
morals. One can see, said Eusebius, that envy, slan-
der, discord, and sed.ition possessed them. . 

It was that spirit of sedition which broke the pa
tience of Cmsar Galerius Maximin. The Christians 
were so iiTitating in the time of Diocletian that he 
published his edict fulminated against the Mani
cheans. One of the edicts of that emperor com
menced thus: "We have been ::tpprised that the 
Manicheans, a kind of Persian, and our ancient 
enemy, have overrun the empire." 

The Manicheans caused no trouble; they were nu
merous only in Alexandria ani' Africa; they only dis
puted with the Christians; there had never been the 
least bit of a quan-el, on account of religion, between 
the ancient Romans and the followers of Manes. The 
different Christian sects, on the contrary, the Gnos
tics, Marcionites, V alentinians, Ebionites, Galileans, 
were opposed to each other, and were enemies of the 
dominant religion, spreading confusion over the em
pire.* 

Is it very probable that Christians had sufficient 
power with the emperor to obtain an edict :from him 
against the Manicheans? This sect, which mixed the 
ancient religion of the Magi with Christianity, was 
very deleterious, througho~t the East, to the new 
church. The idea of sac~·ed rites of the East with 
those of the Christian sects made a great impression. 

The obscure but sublime theology of the 1\fagi, 
mingled with the theology, no less obscure, of the 
Platonic Christiaps, was very seductive to the roman
tic spirits who bound themselves by that creed. The 
famous pastor of Hippo, Augustine, wus a Manichean. 
Since his time it is very certain that this sect had 
charms for excitable imaginations. l\fanes was cru
cified in Persia, if we can believe Chondemirs; the 
Christians, in love with the crucified one, did not wish 
a second. 

I know that we have no proof that the Christians 
obtained an edict against the Manicheans; but there 

. was bloodshed, and it was not the blood of Chris
tians. What fin11lly caused the Christians to be dis
graced during the last two years of the reign of an 
emperor so philosophical as to abdicate the throne 
in order to live in solitude and to repent? 

The Christians were attached to Constance the Pale, 
the father of the celebrated Constantine who had a 
servant at his palace named Helene. t 

IJ0nstance always secretly protected them. vV e do 
not.,know whether Cmsar Galerius was jealous at the 
preference the Christians showed to Constance, or 
whether there was some other. reason for complaint; 
he deemed the church which they had erected, and 
which outshone his palace, to be in his way. He 
solicited Diocletian fm; a long time to destroy the 
church, and forbade the exercise of the Christian re
ligion. Diocletian resisted; he called together, finally, 
a council of the chief officers of the empire. I re
member to have read in the "Ecclesiastical History" 
by Fleury, that "the emperor had the malice not to 

*It was Voltaire's method to use any means to make a point. 
In this case he ridicules the Christian sects as fomenters of 
discord, while in other instances he declares that the forma
tion of sects is a step toward religious tolerance. Voltaire 
was by no means consistent. The arguments he uses above 
he confesses in subsequent writings to be weak and fallacious. 
Voltaire knew very well that there could be no progress so 
long as one sect, like the Catholic church, for instance, held 
complete sway over the world; that religious freedom began 
with a split up of one church into many. [Note by trans
lator.] 

t This Helene, whom some one had made a saint,;was 8tabu
lari.a, or overseer of the stables of Constance Chlorus, as Eu
sebius, Ambrose, Nicephorus, and Jerome declare. The chron
ioles of Alexandria call Constantino a bastard; Zosimus cer
tifies to this, and certainly no one would speak thus, or thus 
affront the family of an emveror so powerful, if there had 
been the least doubt about hls birth [1767]. 

consult whether he would do good, but consulted how 
to do evil." This, which Fleury called malice, I must 
avow, is really worthy of praise. There is nothing 
grander than to do good voluntarily. A great soul 
does not consult anyone; but in actions of ceremony, 
a just and wise man does nothing without advice. 

The church of Nicomedia was finally demnlished 
in the year 303; but Diocletian contented himself 
with seeing that no Christian was elevated to any 
place of dignity in the empire. This was taking away 
his protection, but was not persecution. It came to 
pass that a Christian had the insolence to publicly 
tear into pieces the emperor's edicts, and stamp them 
under his feet. This crime was punished, as it de
served to be, by ,the death of the criminal. Then 
Prisca, the wife of the emp17ror, no longer daring to 
protect the seditious, broke off from the Christian re
ligion when she saw that it only led its followers to 
fanaticism and revolt. Galerius was then permitted 
to have his vengeance. · 

man that struggles· with the mighty problem~ . It is 
for the sake of our love that we would pluck the se
cret of death, and know intowhat new loveliness it 
might pass. It is our love that scatters flowers over 
the grave, and in those flowers see the promis of a 
fairer life. Why do we love so deeply, so passion
ately, if we cannot con-quer immortality? It seems 
impossible to surrender these--transcendent feelings. 
They will sweep onward and claim something of the 
eternity of the universe itself. 

And so death clothes life with an infinit wonder. 
We liv more nobly because of this mysterious shadow. 
It broadens and deepens the spirit of our work. It 
makes our task more sublime Death does not level, 
it uplifts. It givs a majestic meanin~ to the univ~rs_e. 
It is an ennobling son-ow. All that IS greatest Withm 
us responds to its pathetic touch. It creates an in
finit tenderness. It makes our sympathies more ra
diant. It reveals the innermost of our humanity. It 
unfolds the·universal brotherhood. 

It is through death that we consecrate ourselvs 
anew to life, to all that is most precious and beauti
ful in it. It is by the open grave that . we strike 
hands foi· a more zealous effort. There our idealsas
sume a fresh luster. Then is the triumphant hour 
for all that is best within us-for our generosities, 
our heroisms, and our fidelities. . 

The radiance of youth as it lies within the shrouded 
glory of' ~th becolil:e~ a noble impulse: No ~ust 
can gather over its shimng memory. ~s mght brmgs 
its wealth of stars, so sorrow brmgs Its uncounted 
jewels; and the greatness of the soiTo_w shall only 
touch to finer music the fibers of our bemg. Because 
the grief is so in:finit it shall clothe life with a more 
wonderful beauty. The blow that seems to crush 
shall in the end exalt the ·nobility of our nature. 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

How M. J. Savage Explains the Pentateuch. 

There were at that time many Christians in Arme
nia and Syria; they instigated a rebellion; the Chris
tians were accused of having set fire to the palace of 
Galerius. It ·was very natural to believe that the 
people who publicly tore in pieces the emperor's 
edicts, and burnt temples, as they often had done, 
were capable of burning thepalace; but apart from 
this it is very false .that they were generally persecut
ed . It was very apparent that the refractory ones 
were legally punished, since Diocletian ordered that 
such as were executed should be buried, and: that he 
would not ha;,.e persecuted them without some form 
of law. No edict condemning any one to death for 
professing Christianity can btil found. That would 
have been as heartless and hoiTible as St.· Bartholo
mew, the massacres in Ireland, or the crusade against 
the Albigenses; for when one-fifth or one-sixth of the 
Roman empire was Christian, such a persecution 
would have forced that sixth part of the empire to 
take arms. . The despair of those who were thus Suppose I should take the complete edition of Shak-
armed would have been terrible. spere's works, and, as I glanced through it, I should 

Ranters like Eusebius and Cmsareus, and those find passages right in the midst of "Macbeth" or 
who followed them, said that an incredible numberof "King Lear" or "King Richard III," that referred 
Christians were slaughtered. W-hy does not the his- to the telephone or steamboat? I should kriow most 
torian Zosimus tell us this? Why does not Zonaras, certainly that, whatever might be true concerning the 
a Christian, mention some of those famous martyrs? rest of the plays, Shakspere never wmte those_partic
How.Joes it h·.tppen that such ecclesiastical exaggera- ular passages. I might, however, grant that it was 
tion has not preserved to" our times the names of fifty nothing more than the interpolation of .some other 
Christians condemned to .death? writer, while Shakspere was really the author of all 

If we examined with· critical care the supposed the rest. But suppose that these passages are so 
massacres which legend vaguely attributes to Diocle- woven into the text that we cannot tear them out 
tian, there would be a great abatement of the story, without making a break, leaving a gap, which a master 
and we would have much sooner a profound contempt like Shakspere never would hav left. Suppose, .more
for such lies, and we would cease thinking of Diocle- over that I find woven into the very substance--of 
tian as a persecutor. - som~ of the plays passages that, by implication, and 

It was under this ruler that the ridiculous adven- unconsciously on the part of the author, refer, let us 
ture about the tavern-keeper Theodotus occurred; that say, to t}le corn laws of England or the agitati~m con
the mythical The ban legion was totally destroyed; that cerning free trade or the debate about the disestab
the little Roman stutterer was born, who spolre with lishment of the church? Suppose I find these matters 
an incredible volubility as soon as the physician to taken for granted throughout the substance of the 
the emperor ordered the executione1· to cut the plays. What should I be compelled to believe? I 
tongue; there were twenty other such occurrences should know that Shakspere never wrote them, though 
which the dotards of Cornouailles have the face to his name and autograph were on every page. Though 
teach, in the present times, to their little children.*. I had a thousand affidavits certified to by the notaries 

*If, in the fourth century, according to our riQ1iculous com
putll.tion, there had been a few Christians punished for crimes 
and abominable deeds which .were imputed to them, should 
we be astonished? Have we not witnessed bishops reproach 
them for the most horrible things? (See chap. xix). Hume 
mentions the most horrible deed which my Lord Bolingbroke 
has forgotten, and that is the story of Saint Epiphanius. This 
can be found in the edition of Paris (1564), page 185. It con
cerns a society of Christians who sacrificed a pagan infant to 
the child Jesus by killing it with piercing needles. I must 
declare that I am not astonished at this refinement of horrors, 
after the incredible excesses which the Papists exercised 
against the Protestants in the Irish massncres. Superstition 
is capable of anything (Decroix). · 

[TO BE CONTINUED.) 

The Mystery and the Sublimity of Death. 
Unfathomable mystery !-we cannot sound it, and 

we cannot escape it. No ray comes from its bosom, 
yet life forever flows into its measurele'ss deep. It is 
a mighty tragedy that confronts every soul. 

Only this we know, that change must con1e as 
the condition -of perpetual progress. Things cannot 
remain stationary, for that were the greatest death 
of all-an absolute blank. Death must come if new 
and more beautiful forms are to arise, and this we 
could endure if death would always come as the 
crowning and advance of perfection. But the rip
ened fruit alone does not fall, the bud and the blos
som also. perish, and the sweetest of hopes are de
stroyed. Death appears a blessing indeed when one 
has wrought for a long life, and his w:ay lies amid the 
snows of age. There seems a fitness then in the si
lent sleep, the rest in the bosom of our mother earth. 
But when death strilies athwart the glow of youth, 
and the dawning richness of life is quenched in un
utterable· gloom, there is a bitter cry from the break
ing and almost despairing heart, and no words can 
make the grief less overWhelming than it is. That 
which makes death so profoundly mysterious is the 
wealth of affection with which we/ are endowed. If 
we were only thinking creatures we might meet the 
change with stoical indifference. It is the heart of 

of the time, still I never could be made to believe it, 
because it would be unspeakably absurd on the face 
of it. 

Now let us look at these five books called the books 
of Moses, and see if we can trace anything parallel 
to what I hav a,lluded to concerning Shakspere. Ac
cording to the popular theory, the Pentateuch m~st 
hav been written in the wilderness, before the chil
dren of Israel entered the land of Canaan at all. I 
shall not go into the subject deeply, but make general 
statements. What I giv you are only specim(;lnS of 
what may be very much enlarged and prolonged. 

As we look over the Pentateuch, we find statements 
like this: Such a thing occurred before there was any 
king overisrael. Do you see the significance of that? 
When was there a king over Israel? You hav got to 
leap over the time of the conquest, come down by 
Joshua and the Judges, past the time covered by 
Samuel and. his work, down at least to Saul, years and 
years after the time of Moses, b~cause there was ~o 
king at all in Israel before that time. Yet here ~his 
writer says this took place before there was any kmg. 
Of course, then, he lived after the time when there 
was a king; and he is calling their attention to some
thing that existed in the long distant past. 

Again, we find one of the town~ referred to and 
called by the name of Hebron; while we know from 
Jewish history that it was not called by that name 
until after the conquest of the land, and until after 
Caleb one of the leaders of the people, had conquered 
this city and had named it Hebron .after one of his 
sons. Suppose I should find some ~ocument p~rport
ing to be written by General Washington, and m that 
document he should refer to the city of Chicago. It 
would be precisely parallel to this. · 

Again, there are several passages which say! when 
such and such a thing occurred, the Canaamte was 
then in the land. The history teaches us that whole 
generations after the time of Moses had iJ.assed by 
before the Canaanites were all expelled; And of 
course this passage was written long after the expul
sion. Would Captain Miles Standish be likely to 
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write, Such a thing took place while the Indians were 
still in Massachusetts? 

We find another passage like this,-a command to 
the. people not to remove the ancient landmarks 
whiCh hav been set up as divisions between one man 
and _his neighbor; Before any such command could 
?av Issued, t~e people must hav been long in posses
IOn of the country. Individual possession must hav 
been established by common consent so that the 
dividing ~ines betwe~n their property co~d be sp~ken 
of as ~tnment. Sentiment had gathered around them 
~th this sense of personal possession, and the public 
mmd began to feel thai it was wrong to disturb these 
marks th~tt separated between the property of one 
man and that of another. These are superficial hints; 
but _ the finger-marks of a later time than that of 
Moses are all over the Pentateuch. 

Let me now giv 1ou an idea of the composition of 
the Pentateuch, which makes the matter plainer still 
if possible, because it is always open to any one t~ 
say that these surface indications may hav been added 
by the hand of a later writer. _ 

These five books, or six, if we include Joshua, bear 
traces that they are not one single document written 
by one single hand all the way through, but that they 
are a composit, representing the work of different 
writers and_ different periods of time. So clear and 
distinct is the work of those several writers that you 
can take the book apart into three pieces and hav at 
least three separate books, each one quite complete 
and de:finit by itself. That is, you can hav three 
separate stories as though written by three individual 
persons at three different periods of time. 

Suppose that you should go to England and should 
find there, ~'!Somewhere off in the country, a house, the 
oldest part of which was of Norman architecture, 
with a later part in the Elizabethan style, and still 
another part indicating the work of the time of Queen 
Anne. Suppose there was a local tradition that the 
three parts were built by orie archite_ct who lived in 
the time of William the Conqueror, that he w'as in
spired to foresee what thE;~ Elizabethan and Queen 
Anne styles would be, and that he therefore built the 
house with the three styles at one and the same time: 
would you credit this story? It is just as_ credible, 
reasonable, and easy to believe as it is to believe that 
the first six books of the Bible were written at the 
same time and by the same hand. 

A Famin in Judea 24 B.C., or When~ 
We now quote what immediately follows the spuri

ous passage about the disciples being first .called 
Christians at Antioch: 

about the famin? Possibly not, but only the words, 
"And that famin occurred in the days of Claudius 
Coosar." 

·seventy years before the famin already referr~d to 
there was another far greater one. It is described at 
considerable length by Josephus (Ant. xv, 9). We 
transcribe part of Whiston's note: _ 

"This famin for two years that affected Judea and Syria, 
the 13th and 14th years of Herod [the Great], which are the 
23d and 24th years before the Christian era, seems_ to hav 
been more terrible during this time than was that in the days 
of Jacob." 

But there is an apparent difficulty about referring 
the passage_ in Acts to the famin 24----23 B.c. Accord
ing to Acts Paul has visited Jerusalem but once since 
his conversion, and h~ is now going there a second 
time. If his second visit to Jerusalem was just seven
teen years after his conversion, as a strict construc
tion of his own words would imply, it was not later 
than 46 B.c. But as his language is rather inde:finit 
-"after three years," "and again after fourteen 
years" -the time maJ_ hav been considerably later, 
though probably not as late as 24 B.C. 

Furthermore, in the year 24 B.c. Paw was 66 years 
of age or more, and he had been preaching but a 
short time according to Acts-though he himself 
says he spent tbl'ee years in Damascus and Arabia, 
and he had now been some time in Cilicia and 
Syria. But yet, according to Acts, he has just en
tered upon a long ministry; and although "Paul the 
aged" probably means a much older man than has 
been heretofore supposed, yet we cannot easily be
lieve that the greater part of his :r;ninistry was after 
the age ()f 66. 

Therefore we are constrained to reject the passage 
about the famin as spurious,. unless it is possible to 
put his seco:Qd visit to Jerusalem -as late as 24 B.c., or 
unless the :i'amin has been inserted out of its chrono
logical order, having actually occurred after that 
second visit. 

But whether or no the great famin of 24 B.c. was 
the one referred to in the original story of Acts, the 
famin that happened in the reign of Claudius was too 
late to agTee with the.text as it now stands. 

PAUL's SECOND VISIT TO JERUSALEM. 
Now comes a more important question connected 

with the famin in Judea. The disciples at Antioch, 
it is said, sent reliE;Jf to the brethren "by the hand of 
Barnabas and Saul." This is Paul's second visit to 
Jerusalem, according to Acts. How does it agree 
with Paul's own account?-

And again after fourteen years I went up to Jerusalem with 
Barnabas; and I took with me Titus (Gal. ii, 1). 

Barnabas goes with him, according to Acts; so far 
In those days came prophets thither from Jerusalem. And th t 

one _of them whose name was Agabus stood up and informed e wo accounts agree. But nothing is said in Acts 
them, by the spirit, that there would be a great famin in all about Titus; nor does the name Titus occm· at all in 
the country. And that famin occurred in the days of 'Claud- the book of Acts, except in the Syriac and Vulgate 
ius Cresar [A.D. 41-54]. And moreover the disciples, each of versions (xviii, 7), as heretofore noticed, and will be 
them according to his several ability, determined to send to again considered when we reach that chapter. 
the relief of the brethren who dwelt in Judea. And they 
sent by the hand of Barnabas and Saul unto the elders there Another point of variance in the two accounts is this: 
(xi, 27-30). In Acts Paul and Barnabas are sent to Jerusalem 

Now, although there was a famin in Judea in the on a mission of charity. But PauJ. himself says: -"I 
reign of Claudius, yet we propose to prove that the went up by revelation, and I explained to them the gas
above passage is both a blunder and an interpolation pel which I announce among the gentiles" (Gal. ii, 2). 
in whole or part. But as there are no further details in Acts of this 

Christian authorities are almost unanimous in fix- second visit, but a full .account of a third one, which 
ing the year of this famin A.D. 44. Eusebius puts it corresponds more nearly to Paul's own account of 
in 41; Baronius, Petavius, and Basnage in 42; all his second and last visit (for he never alludes to a 
others that we hav seen say 44 or later. Dr. Whis- third)~ the gr~at rriajor~ty of critics seek to ide~tify 
ton, in a note on.J osephus, says: "It happened upon the thud one m Acts With t~e second one de_scnbed 
the 5th, 6th, and 7th years of Claudius [A.D. 45-47], by ~aul; and the more ration~ scholars, hke Dr. 
as says V alesius on Eusebius." Smith's Bible Die- Davi~son, ~re compelled ~o r~Ject the seoond one 
tionary, with less confidence, says: "It may hav begun mentiOned m ~cts as unhistoncal. In other words, 
about the close of A.D. 44 and lasted three or four years" they do not beheve that Paul and Barnabas were ever 
(art. Agabus). · sent to Jerusalem ?n a mission of ?harity .. We, how-

Josephus, if anybody, ought to know this about ever, s~spe~d our JUd~ment ~n this questiOn, for rea
famin, for he was seven years old A.D. 44, and was living sons giVen m a precedmg article. 
in Jerusalem. In his Antiquities (XX, 5, § 2) he says: FROM ANTIOCH TO JERUSALEM AND BACK. 

After the departure of Barnabas and Saul from "Then came Tiberi us Alexander as successor to [Cuspius] 
Fad us. . . . Under these procurators that great famin Antioch several important events are narJ,"ated in Acts. 
happened in _Judea, in which Helena [queen of Adiabene] Herod Agrippa I. kills James, the brother of John, 
bought corn m Egypt at a great expense, and distributed it and impi:isons Simon Kepba. But Simon is led out 
to those that were in want, as I hav related already." of prison at night by an. angel of the Lord, and 

Now Cuspius Fadus was appointed procurator to makes a hasty call at the house of Mary, the mother 
succeed Herod Agrippa I., who died A.D. 44; and of John and Mark, where the brethren are assembled 
Fadus did not go to Judea until the latter end of for prayer. He tells them how the Lord delivered 
that :year. He· was pTocurator from A.D. 44 to 47, and him from prison, asks them to tell James and the 
Tiberius Alexander from 47 to 48. But does Jo- other brethren, and departs to another place. The 
sephus mean to say that the famin began in 44 and keepers of the prison, not being able to account for 
continued till 48? Who would think of so under- Simon's escape, are sentenced to death by the king. 
standing him but for the necessity of maintaining Then Herod goes to Cesarea to reside, where one 
the integrity of Acts? The natural construction of day at a public celebration after .the delivery ·of a 
his language is that the famin was in 47, and per- speech he is eaten of worms and dies. -
haps 48. Herod Agrippa I. Cjjed A.D. 44, at Cesarea, in the 

But it is impossible to date the famin mentioned seve:q_th year of his reign. The writer of Acts·-- de
in Acts later than A.D. 44, because the next chapter scribes him as a monster who died by the visitation 
describes the death of Herod Agrippa I., which with- of God. But Josephus informs us that he was a 
out dispute happened in that year; and before his worthy and popular king, who died the death of the 
death Paul and Barnabas had departed for Jerusa- righteous. The account of his death in Acts seems to 
Iem with relief fo;r the sufferers. It therefore must hav been borrowed in part from Josephus. At one of 
hav begun before Fadus was appointed procurator, the festivals the king appeared in a robe of silver. 
or early in 44. As the rays of the sun were reflected from the royal gar-

The Greek version says that Agabus prophesied ment the people cried out," He is a god." But pres
" a great dearth throughout the world," or "habita- ently the king saw an owl perched on a rope over his 
ble earth;" but there was none but local and lim- head, which he regarded as an ill omen. At the same 
ited famins in the reign of Claudius. moment he felt a severe pain in his bowels, and said 

Must we then reject the whole passage in Acts to his friends: "I whom you call a god am com-

manded presently to depart this life. . But I 
am bound to accept what providence allots, as it 
pleases God; ·for we ha;v byno means lived ill, but in 
a splendid and happy manner." He was carried into 
the :palace, and lived five days. All this time-·the 
people sat in sackcloth praying for his recovery. 
Seeing the mourning and lamentation around his 
bed, says Josephus, "he could not himself forbear 
weeping" (Ant. xix, 8, §2). 

But whatever truth there may be in the account of 
the killing of James, the imprisonment of Simon 
Kepha, and the death of Herod, as given in Acts, we 
find nothing in history connecting any apostle or dis
ciple of Jesus with Herod Agrippa I. (A.D. 37-44), 
and we believe that the whole story has been inter
polated between the departure and return of Barna
bas and Saul. For if we join Acts xi, 30, with :xii, 24, 
25, omitting the part- about James, Simon, and 
Herod, it will read coherently as follows: 

And they sent by the hand of Barnabas and Saul unto the 
elders there (xi, 30). 

And the gospel of God was proclaimed and made progress. 
And Barnabas and Saul-, after they had completed their min
istration, retui"ned from Jerusalem to Antioch (xii, 24, 25). 

Much of the chronological confusion of Acts is doubt-, 
less chargeable to the compiler of the original 
fragments,-or to the early copyists, who deranged 
the order of events, interpolated new stories and 
names of persons who were born long after Paul 
died. But the electric light of "Antichrist," shining 
through the priestly fogs of antiquity, has already 
disclosed some of the earlier landmarks and personal· 
identities, and there are more to be made manifest. 

ANTICHRIST 0 

A Touch of Nature. 
• F>·om the Philosophic Ingutrer, Ma<iras, India. 

We hav lost a friend and a brother indeed; and a 
reputed leader of the Freethought world has just 
passed away, leaving the memory of a great and 
good man, and a stern advocate of tru~h and justice. 
\Ve mean D. M. Bennett, F. T. S. . This eminent 
Freethinker, profo:und Atheist, and, unpretentious 
man .was born Dec. 23, 1818, and had a very humble 
origin; so that his lamentable death ended his ven
erable career of sixty-four years. It is surprising, as 
it is also g1·ievous to see, that our deceased brother 
wrote an account of his life, honest to the core, in 
the two issues of his TRUTH SEEKER, and finished it . 
it in the issue which immediately preceded the one 
for Dec. 9th, in which, to the sorrow of his many 
thousand friends and admirers, the notice of his 
death appeared, quite as a blow. In the biography 
alluded to Mr. Bennett wrote that "his parents were 
poor farmers, and were living upon a rented farm, 
and they held good to their poverty until the day of 
their death. TJ1is individual bas never known any
thing of affiuence, ease, or luxury. Toil and pov
erty hav been his portion in life. But he has not 
been dismayed by these, for he regards them as 
man's natural heritage;" and closed his precious but 
uneventful biography with these hopeful words, 
"At all events Bennett hopes to liv a goodly number 
of years yet, and put in considerable faithful 
service." This great, reformer has been ·removed 
by death from us; but his life and labors were 
not a failure. He did, more than any other Free
thinker has done, by his pen, immense service for the 
elllightenment of man, and for the bettering of his 
fellow-beings. He died; but yet he livs in his many 
undying volumes, which are the monuments of :his 
literary industry, his mental researches, on the grand 
problem of existence, and the fruits of his good and 
benevolent heart. In short, as a Christian foe Mr. 
Bennett was the Voltaire of America, without Vol
taire's petulance and pride. As an Atheist he was a 
profound thinker; as a literary worker among Free
thinkers he was without a parallel. Of him, :M:r. 
D. M. Bennett, we could well speak in the language 
of DuBois-Raymond regarding Voltaire: "So power
fully has he prevailed, that the ideal advantages for 
which he struggled a long life through with unwear
ied zeal, with passionate devotion, with every weapon 
of the intellect-above all, with his terrible ridicule, 
toleration, intellectual n·eedom, respect for man, jus
tice, }lav become to us as the natural elements of 
life, as the air, of which we only think wheri we hav 
it no more." In a word, what flowed from Bennett's 
mind as a daring speculation may become the com
mon sense of the next generation. Mr. Bennett's 
funeral in New York was attended by some of the 
leading Freethinkers of the United States, headed by 
Mr. Mendum, the co-editor of the Boston In1Jest-igator; 
and its famous editor, Mr. Horace Seaver, writes of 
the deceased, " Mr. Bennett was in manners very 
modest, quiet, and unassuming, but alwa):S in earnest 
iu what{lver he undertook, and truly sincere, honest, 
and brave in the advocacy of what he deemed right 
and just, no matter what or how many obstacles
Christian persecutions, confronted him in his path." 
George Chainey at the Paine Memorial Hall is re
ported to hav paid an eloquent tribute to Mr. D. M. 
Bennett; and Mr. J. W. Pillsbury, the abolitionist 
orator, spoke.of the deceased friend, as a true and 
honest worker in the cause of truth and justice. 
Alas ! Bennett is no more; to his memory we pay 
our reverent tribute. 
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loved his step-mother, and it is equally true that she idolized tics were his heaven, and his hades metaphysics. His tend
her step-son. Johnson, to whom the letter is addressed, wall ency in philosophy was materialistic; he was an evolutionist· 
Lincoln's step-brother-the son of Mrs. Lincoln by her first and yet, as the letter now presented to· you shows he be~ 
husband. Thomas Lincoln, the father of Abraham, courted lieved in God, a maker, immortality, and heaven. 1' am' not 
his second wife in his youth; she refused to hav him; he then now advocating any particular opinion on any subject nor 

E. M. MAcDONALD, _ Editor. courted Nancy Hanks and was married to her. A man by the denying one. I am simply stating facts, letting each man' and 
M W name of Johnson courted Miss Sarah Bush-Thomas Lin- woman draw his or her own conclusions. I giv no decided 

· · BENNETT, - Publisher. coin's first flame-and married her. About the year 1819 both opm10n about about the letter, except I know it. is genuin 
21 CJinton Placf', New York. ·Mrs. Lincoln and Mr. Johnse-n died. Lincoln then in about and now yours, which I hope you will keep~·to the end of 

one year again renewed his suit and it was accepted, and they your time, and then it may descend to the family as an heir-
were married. Eaoh had two children by the first marriage, loom, a great treasure indeed. " 

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $2.50 PER YEAR. and Lone by the second. John Johnson was an indolent and May I say again that Mr. Lincoln was a shrewd man, a 
shiftless man, a man that :w.as "born. tireil," and yet he was .long-headed man, a wise man, full of policies? Mr. Lincoln 

The largest and cheapest Radical Journal published in }j}urope an exceedingly clever man, generous, and very hospitable. knew that Senator Douglas was in his way in the North and 
Lincoln deserves great. credit for the care shown his father so he, at Freeport, determined to kill him [politically].' He 
and mother-hard cash and warm heart care. In the very put a question-and that, too, agatD.st his friends' advice and 
letter which I giv you this care is shown; he says in the let- Importunities-to Senator Douglas, which he knew the sena
ter: "You [Johnson) already know I desire that neither tor must answer one way or the other, and he further li:new 
father nor mother shall be in want of any comfort, either in that to. answer th~ q,uestion either way was death to Dou~la,s
health or in sickness, while they liv;· and I feel sure that you death m the Nortn If he answered one way, and death m the 
hav not failed to use my name, if necessary, to procure a South if another. It was cold, well-calculated death any 
doctor or anything else for fath~r in his present sickness." way. Douglas answered, and of that answer he died. 
Dutiful and affectionate son! Noble man! Mr. Lincoln was Again, after Douglas's death, in the North was only Seward 

or America, containing seven hundred square inches more reading 

matber than any other journal of~ kind. 

All Drafts, Checks, and Postai 01·ders slwuld be made payable to 
MARY W. BENNETT. 

SATURDAY, MARCH 10, 1883. very poor at the time this letter was written, not worth, in to oppose him, and Lincoln detrmined to kill or outstrip him. 
pronerty, more than three or four thousand dollars. Hence his "house divided against itself" speech here in 

Regarding Linc9In. 
There seems to be some misapprehension regard

ing Lincoln's religious views, as is seen by this letter 
from friend Bellinger: 

BoNANZA CITY, IDAHo, Feb. 16, 1883. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In looking over 

THE TRUTH SEEKER I observed in the issue of the 3d inst. the 
letter of C. D. Wallace to the Rev. Dr. Leonard in regard to 
the'noted men as Infidels, and amongst the rest he claimed 
Abraham Lincoln and Gerrit Smith as Infidels. 
· Now, Mr. Editor, I do not wish to engage in any controversy 
with you or Mr. Wallace, but in the issue of the New York 
Tribune of Jan. 21st, and republished in the Evening Bulletin 
of San Francisco, Feb. 3d, is a letter from ·wm. H. Herndon, 
and accompanying it is also a letter purporting to be from 
Abraham Lincoln to his brother, regarding his father, which 
has been inserted as proof that Mr. Lincoln was not an Infi
del, and on the strength of that letter of Wm. H. Herndon, 
Mr. Lincoln's law partner, a man shoved fifty dollars under 
my nose, and offered to leave it to any disinterested man that 
Abraham Lincoln was not an Infidel, after my presenting him 
with THE TRUTH SEEKER containing Mr. Wallace's letter. 
Now, gentlemen, as I am but a very recent reader of your 
paper, I of course hav but little to say; but I wish to say this 
much: Let all who wish to be noticed in your columns keep 
truth, that divine attribute, always in view, and never-make 
assertions that cannot be fully proven without a shadow of 
doubt; and unless a man comes out like a free-born American 
and declares himself a Freethinker he is unworthy to be 
recognized as such, even though he is president. Some may 
think ~e.ca~se a man is president and belongs to his particu
lar politics It adds luster to the cause he may be advocating, 
while others may think otherwise, and the assertion of some 
ordinary man who has manhood enough to assert his opinions 
and maintain his rights would hav more weight with the 
thinking masses, and at the same time bring undeniable proof 
to sustain him in any subject where any doubt exists. As a 
body, we Freethinkers should not embrace it until the truth 
of our assertions is beyond a doubt. 

I do not wish to segregate Mr. Wallace's letter, for it em~ 
braces my views, and' second, I am incompetent to do so. 
But I think he is in error when he says Gerrit Smith was an 
Infidel. When I was a boy ten or twelve years of age, thi.l'ty 
years ago, I lived in Peterborough, Madison county, town of 
Smithfield, N.Y., and attended a little white church situated 
on the south corner of the extensiv Green(or town Park) built 
by him, and he used to preach there every Sunday to the 
people of Peterborough, and even then I preferred to go and 
hear him than go to those stately edifices called churehes 
the Baptist and Presbyterian, and from his discourses, eve~ 
though a boy, were I_ placed in a juror box, though I could 
not coincide in Mr. Wallace's views, I think he was not an 
Infidel, which is, in my opinion, another proof that we are 
too liable to overreach our evidence in facts even uninten
tionally, to bring great men on our side simply bedause they 
happen to coincide with us on one or two points. We must 
acknowledge that Smith intrigued with many others of York 
state notables until they plunged our country in an unholy 
and bloody war, which he and his coagitators kept their heads 
well out of, as did many of his associates. 

I will not here quote Mr. W. H. Herndon's or Mr. Lincoln's 
etter, as I hav occupied too much of your valuable time but 

will send you a ~op~ of the Bulletin containing these letters, 
and hope you will giv such comment on them as you truth
fully and conscientiously think proper. Let us ever keep the 
motto of ourpaperin view-truth seeker-and we must in the 
end prevail; but when we once deviate from its paths we are 
throwing stumbling:blocks in our own paths. Let the 
churches do the falsifying, as they are better adepts at it than 
are the seekers of truth. 

Yours respectfully. T. D. BELLINGER. 

The following is the letter as published in the New 
York Trilrune of January 21st: 

SPRINGFIELD, ILL., Nov. 24, 1882. 
. MY DEAR Sm: A few days since I received/our kind note 
for which please accept my thanks. Inclose you will find ~ 
letter from Abraham Lincoln to John D. Johnson-Lincoln's 
step-brother-:-which I promised to giv you; it is the oDJy let
ter which I hav left ef Mr. Lincoln's; it is a genuin one writ
ten by the great man himself. I hav kept the letter ~p to 
this day as an 11vidence that Mr. Lincoln was not an Atheist; 
an~ ha~ he been one, that fact would not lessen him in my 
estimatiOn, though not one myself. I had this letter once 
Pl?-blish~d, but before so doing I showed it to severn! of Mr. 
Lmcol~ s .old 9:nd. dear friends, who laughed at me for my 
credulity m belieVIng that Mr. Lincoln believed in immortal
ity and heaven, as stated in the letter· it was said to be 
!llerely a message of consolation from a dutiful son to his dy
mg father. However, I had the letter published and kept the 
letter as an _evidence that Mr. Lincoln was not ~n Atheist. I 
could hav grven the letter away many times-could hav sold 
it for money-but I would not part with it. I think the ques
tion of his Atheism is settled, and now I present it to you. 
I may say to you that the letter has the ring, it seems to me 
of true metal, and yet I giv no opinion. You hav the Iette; 
':nd the facts of Mr. Lincoln:s life before you, and you can 
Judge as well as. I ca~. .I wrll soon in this letter giv you 
a phase of Mr. Lmcoln s life not generally known and possi
bly it·will not be believed by the worshiping wo;ld-1 mean 
hero-worshiping world. I hav no reference to the worship 
of the religious soul. 

Mr. Lincoln for ye_at'~ supp9rted or helped to support his aged 
father and mother; It 1s to the honor of Lincoln that he dearly 

Mr. Lincoln purchased a piece of property in Coles county 1858, and his speeches, his "irrepressible conflict" speeches 
in this state as a home for his father and mother, and had it in Ohio. Lincoln ridiculed when he could Seward's "highe~ 
deeded in tnlst for their use and benefit. The aged couple law" idea, scared some of the Republicans with it, and got 
lived in Coles county at the time. I do not now recollect all the confidence somewhat of the extreme Republicans; and 
the particulars, 'and yet I once did. The records in Coles in his great Cooper Institute speech in New York in 1860 he 
county will show the facts, if any one in the future wishes to drove the nail in Seward's political coffin. All this .was 
look the thing further up. Here is exhibited parental love and planned and coldly calculated by Lincoln. I know this to be 
duty, backed up by warm affection, care, good credit, land, true. 
home, and money. This was true and genuin comfort and What! this a simple-minded man? this a politically "in~ 
material aid. It was not all gush, sympathy, and tears on nocent-dear" man? this a mere thing without ideas and poli
paper; it was real, solid, genuin comfort and support, such cies? Away with all such opinions! Look how he treated 
as we can liv upon. · his cabinet in the issuance of his great Proclamation of 

I now wish to giv you a phase of Mr. Lincoln's life which Emancipation. He consulted tliom simply about little and 
is not generally known, nor will it be believed readily by the unimport1>nt matters, and so said to them before he read it. 
mulitude; and yet it will be true to the letter and the spirit He decreed to issue it. He simply wanted his cabinet to h~Jar 
of his life. He was said to be a very simple-minded man, de- it read, and that is all. This proclamation was issued as by 
void of the silenees and ambitions of life. In this city he doom, and what he did was not for the love of the slave or 
was known only to the few. I would advise you before you liberty, but to save the Union. It was to preser"e his "oath 
read ,this letter to read Holland's "Life of Lincoln" at pages registered in heaven." He kept his oath, saved the Union, 
241-2, where you will :find many diverse ideas of Mr. Lincoln. and with a quick dash of the military pen he freed four mill
Consia.er it inserted here. Mr. Linc'Oln was thought, as be- ion.s of people. 
~ore stated, to be a very simple-minded man. He was simple In philosophy Mr. Lincoln was a realist as opposed to an 
m his dress and manners, simple in his approach and in his idealist, was a sensationalist as opposed to an intuitionalist, 
p_resence. Though this be true, he was a man of quite infinit a Materialist as opposed to .a Spiritualist, and yet remember 
silences. He was thoroughly and deeply secretiv, uncom- what he says in his letter. I said to you in a private letter 
municativ, and close-minded, as to his plans, wishes, hopes,· that Mr. Lincoln was at all times and places under all circum
_and fears. His ambition was never satisfied; in him it was stances a deeply and a thoroughly religious man, sincerely, 
a consuming fire which smothered his finer feelings. Here firmly, broadly, and grandli so. I do not say he was a 
he ran for every legislativ office, from the trusteeship of our Christian. I do not say that he was not. I giv no opinion 
then little village to the presidency, and during all that time the one way or the other. I simply state facts and let each 
I venture to say that he never wholly opened himself to mor- person judge for himself. 
tal creature. He was skeptical, cautious, and terribly secretiv, I say, hi short, in terms of contradiction, if you please, 
confiding his plans and purposes, ambitions, and ends, to no that Mr. Lincoln was a perfect and imperfect man, a strong 
man. I hav known men in our office to listen to Mr. Lin- man and a weak one; but take him all in all, he was one of 
coin's conYersation for a short while and then exclaim: "Oh, the best, wisest, greatest, and noblest of men in all the ages. 
what a simple-minded man is. Mr. Lincoln! So plain ! so un- ' Most respectfully yours, WM. H. HERNDON. 
ambitious! so confiding!" and the like, when Mr. Lincoln's 
mind was not in our office but on a hot chase for the end so 
devo:utly to be wished. Of all ,Americans he was, most em
ph~ti.cally, a man of the profoundest, widest, and deepest 
policies. He had his burning and his consuming ambition, 
but he kept his secrets and opened not. 

An interviewer, with the best of intentions in the world, 
once went to Mr. Lincoln's room in the White House while 
he. was president, and said: "Mr. President, what do you 
t~unk of the war and its end?" To which Mr. Lincoln po
lite!~ and laughingly replied; "That question of yours puts 
me m. mind of a story about something. which happened 
do'Yn m _Egypt, in the southern part of lllinois." The point 
of It was that a man badly burnt his fingers in being in too 
much haste. Mr. Lincoln told the story admirably well, 
walking up and down. the room and most heartily laughing 
all the while. The interviewer saw the point coming at him 
like the sting end of a; hornet. As a matter of co]lrse he was 
cut to. the quick, and quickly .down-stairs he rushed with .an 
oath m his mouth, saying he would "never interview that 
man again." He was as good as his word, and never tried to 
interview the president again. And thus it always was with 
Mr. Lincoln. The man that tried to pump him always fou;nd 
a shut safe, well locked, and the key lost. If a man was ever 
create~ in this world who did not let his right hand know 
what his left hand did or was doing, it was Abraham Lincoln. 
He was a profound, marvelous, and myst~rious man to the 
~reat l!lajority of men. I judged the man by his question
mgs,_ his manner, his nervousness, his unrest, and the play 
of his features, with their colors, giving a significance to his 
thoughts and his wishes, a mind's revelation to mind. 

MB, LINCOLN'S LETTER TO :HIS STEP-BllOTHER. 

SPRINGFIELD, Jan. 12, 1851. 
DEAR BROTHER: On the day before yesterday· I received n 

letter from Harriet, written as Greenup. She says .she has 
just returned from your house, and that father is veFy low, and 
will hardly recover. She also says that you hav written me 
two letters, and that, although you do not expect me to 
come now, you wonder that I do not write. I recei:ved both 
your letters, and although I hav not answered them, it is not 
because I hav forgotten them or been uninterested about 
them, but because it appeared to me I could write nothing 
which could do any good. You already know I qesire that 
neither father nor mother shall be in want of any cpmfort, 
either in health or sickness, while they liv; and I. feel sure 
you hav not failed to use my name, if necessary, to pi·ocure 

. a doctor, or anything else for father in his present sickness. 
My business is such that I could hardly leave home now, if it 
was not as it is, that my own wife is sick ached. I sincerely 
hope father may yet recover his health; but at all events tell 
him to remember to call upon and confide in our great and 
good and merciful maker, who will not turn away from him 
in any extremity. He notes the fall of a sparrow, and num
bers the hairs of our heads, and he will not forget the dying 
man who puts his trust in him. Say to him that if we could 
meet now, it is doubtful whether it wou!.p not ·be more pain
ful than pleasant; but that if it be his lot to go now, he will 
soon hav a joyous meeting with many loved ones gone before, 
and where the rest of us, through the help of God, hope ere 
long to join them. · 

Write to me again when you receive this. 
Affectionately, A. LINCOLN. While I say that Mr. Lincoln was ambitious, secretiv, and 

somewhat selfish, do not infer from these words that he was 
a dishones.t man, nor an insincere man, nor a hypocrit, nor a We saw this at the time it was published, and 
mean man, nor a base man. He was, on the contrary, full kn · th t M H d h d 'tt · 
of ho~esty, int~grity, sincerity, open, fair, and candid, when owmg a r. ern on a wn en us previ-
s~eakm_g or a?tll~g. He was for Lincoln ahyays, but always ousl;y ~hat ~~· Lincoln was . an u~believer in the 
with Lmcoln s mtense honesty. Mr. Lincoln was a wise Christian rehgwn, we wrote him askmg why he wrote 
n:an, a shrewd man, a ~ong-headed man, full. of his ?wn poli- to the minister as he did. Letters from him hav ap
Cies .. He was a margrnal m.!1n, aiw:ays Iea:vmg a wide blank· peared heretofore in our columns and in the Mil-
on his paper, so that the future might wnte the future les- . · ' 
sons thereon. Mr. Lincoln hated fllleculation had no cranks waukee Liberal Age for January he had a long letter 
~as ~ot _visionary and impracticable. He had relativly n~ which we tranfer to our columns (p. 148), so that, to
Imagrnatwn and no fancy, was material and purely practicaL gether with his letter which appeared in THE TRUTH 
He had oll:e of the v_ery b~st .balanced heads in America; all:d SEEKER of ]'ebruary 24th our readers may hav all 
~t was poised well on his shoulders. Henry Clay was his . ' d b · · 
I~eal st~tesman, a purely material and practical man. Mr. the evidence pro !IDd. con, an e able to Judg~ _for 
Lmcoln s mind was purely logical, and he followed his con- themselvs. This IS his answer to ours mqmrmg 
elusions to the ultimate end, though the world perished. I about the Tribune letter: 
never heard Mr. Lincoln harshly condemn any man, nor did 
I ever hear him praise but two men; one, Thomas Jefferson, 
on paper; and the other, Henry Clay, in his speech and let
ters and in his heart. Was this jealousy, or what? I think 
he c~red for principles and not much for men, especially if 
he did not want to use them for his own ends, which were 
generally high and noble. Mr. LW,coln had no low cunning 
was not a trickster, a mere wire-puller. He scorned and de~ 
tested all such political arts. His mind required·and nved in 
facts, figures, and principles. He was destitute of faith which 
comes and goes without evidence. His own reason and hu
man experience were his authority, and these only with him 
wer:e authority. 

It is a fact that Mr. Lincoln was a peculiar man, a wonder
ful, ma~elo~s, and mysterious man to the world generally. 
I was w;th him for ab?ut twenty-five years; and I think I 
knew him well. Mr. Lmcoln never took the advice of any 
man o:r; ~et of men,_ generally speaking. He never asked 
the opmwn or adVIce of any man. He was self-reliant 
self:poised, self-helping, and self-assertiv, but not dog~ 
m~ti~ by any means. He clung like gravity to his own 
opmwns. He was the most continuous and severest thinker 
in America. He read but little, and that :tor an end. :Poli-

SPRINGFIELD, ILL., Feb. 8, 1883. 
MR. MACDONALD, My Friend: In my letter to a minister of 

the gospel in New York I was afraid to say that 'Mr. Lincoln 
was not a Christian. I went in that line as far as I 
thought I could succeed. This is my reason for not saying 
that Lincoln was not a Christian. If I erred, you know the 
reason. On the whole, I think the letter is plain enough
think the good people will understand it. 

Whether Mr. Lincoln was a believer or an un
believer makes not the slightest difference regarding 
the truths of Freethought or the untruths of Chris
tianity. With Col. lngersoll, we "think more of rea
sons than of reputations, more of principles than of 
persons, more of nature than of names, more of facts 
than of faiths." Mr. Inger~oll seems to accept Mr. 
Lincoln as a fellow-heretic, and it is probable that he 
has other reasons than any one's word for his belief, 
as he is an lllinoisian and was au officer of the army 
in the late war. 
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·But· there is considerable other evidence aside him in regard to Lincoln's belief. He did so, and Colfax 
from all this, that Lincoln was an Infidel. In the de- confirmed what he had said in his lecture. But as Colfax knows 
bate between Mr. Bennett and the Rev. G. H. Hum- no more about Lincoln's religious opinioB.s than hundreds of 

others, and inasmuch as the veracity of this "Christian 
phrey, the question of Lincoln's belief was discussed, statesman" on some other important matters has been seri-

League, and are'now in need of some·good spealq3rs. 
Will the lecturers ii;t the West who can visit Boulder, 
please communicate with the secretary, Mr. Charles 
Am brook? 

and as Mr. Bennett made a thorough examination of ously questioned, pertaining to questionable operations in 
the subject, we cannot do better than to quote his which he was implicated, I will not insist upon his testimony ·A_ Letter from the Chairman of the Monument 
words. .He said: . being taken: in this case." Committee. 

"I was not aware that the religious views of Abraham .Lin- And on page 107 of the same boo~ he says: MRs. BENNEl'T, Dear Friend: Inclosed you will :find 
coln were to form a part of this discussion, but I will en- "Nothing is better proved than that Lirlcoln was an Infidel my autograph, in this case worth about fifty dollars, 
deavor to follow where you lead. Let us see whether he was for more than a quarter of a century, and there is no reliable which is my donation to the Bennett Monument 
a Christian or an Infidel. The position he occupied and the testimony that he changed his belief after going to Washing- Fund. It expresses but a very limited amount of the 
necessity which forced him to strike the fetters from the ton. His private secretary and intimate friend, John G. 
lilllbs of the slaves hav made him a very· distinguished Nicolay, testified that he did not cliange. That he occasion- love and esteem in which I held your noble husband; 
character in our country's history, and the church must ally made use of ambiguous remarks which might giv the but you know all that without telling, as he also 
nee~s claim him asJ;ler own, so she can ~onopolize the entire impression that he had confidence in prayer, etc., is quite knew, and for which he in many ways showed are
credlt of overthrowmg slavery. Lincoln had clear and set- possible, but there is no probability that he believed that ciprocal spirit. 
tled views upon theological subjects, which he maintained· 'Christ is God,' and I do not believe that he ever said so." . h 
through life, but it must be admitted that, after he became f Of all things I most desire in connectwn with t e 
exclusively. a politician and realized how much his success The Mr. Nicolay whom Mr. Bennett re ers to was monument, it is that it may be the expression of a 
depended upon the support of the masses, a large share of Lincoln's private secretary and intimate friend, and p!Ypular sentirnent, and grow from the dollars of all the 
whom were at least professed Christians, he did not at all the language he used is, "Mr. Lincoln did not to my Liberals individually in preference to the large dona
times make his secret views known; that in his public knowledge change his religious ideas, opinions, or tions of the few, and I trust that in that spirit it will 
speeches he used some of the cant phrases which he well b l" f f th t• h 1 ft S · :fi ld [ill J t th 
knew would fall pleasantly upon the ears of the superstitious e re s, rom e nne e e prmg e · 0 e grow a fund large enough, and speedily, to make cer-
masses. It must be conceded, also, that he did occasionally day of his death." Mrs: ~incoln ~so made a. simil~ tain a grand, enduring monument to Mr. Bennett's 
drop a remark that might be construed to mean tllat he had statement when she VISited · Sprmg:field after hrs memory that every liberty-loving spirit will feel proud 
some faith in the Christian religion, and that from a spirit of death. . One of the sayings he frequently quoted of. 
playfulness, or of inquiry, he appeared at times to be inves- "Wh t · t b "ll b d • f · 
tigating the subject of Christianity, but that Lincoln was all was, a .Is 0 e Wl e, an no prayeis 0 ours Many Liberals can well afford to, and no doubt 
his life an out-and-out Infidel is one of the clearest proposi- can arrest the decree" (Sage.s, P· 774). . will, eventually, subscribe sums in proportion to their 
tions that can·b.e made; and had I the space I could giv you So lat~ as la:st y~ar, Mr. N~colay wr.ote for .the ~n- means, and do so as a pnvilege; but just now, as 
many pages, of the size of this, of certificates, letters, and cyclopedi~ Bntanmca the article o~ ~mcoln, m whiCh chairman of the committee, it will delight me to hail 
statements of the men who knew him intimately, and all l).e says his "nature w. as. deeply rehg~.o.us, b. ut he be- the small amouJJts from all quarters of the country. confirming the fact of his unbelief. 
. "Lincoln was eminently a kind-hearted, humane person, long~d ~o no denommatwn; he had farth ~n the eter- · \Vit.h fraternal regards, I am, 
but he became an Infidel to Christian theology when a mere nal Justice and boundless mercy of provrdence, and RespectfullY yours DANIEL EDWAllD RYAN. 
youth. He never believed in the divinity of the Bible, nor made the Golden Rule of. Christ his· practical creed." New 'York Feb. 28 1S83. 
that Jesus Christ was God or the begotten son of God. By Had he believed in .the Christian religion he would '· ' 
referring to pages 486 and 487 of Lamon's 'Life of Lincoln' d h h · h h -----------
you will read as follows: 'Mr. Lincoln was never a member undoubtedly hav joine some c urc , wtnc e never A. M t 
of any church, nor did he believe in the divinity of Christ, did; and the "Golden Rule of Christ" being also the Bigotry Squelched gain in on au a. 
or in the inspirativn of the scriptures in the ·Sense under- golden rule of Confucius, he could as appropriately As will be seen by the following letter, the church 
stood by evangelical Christians. His theological opinions be called a Confucian as a Christian. The truth about has had another rebuke administered to her. It is 
were substantially those expounded by Theodore Parker. hrm· will be found between. the two extremes of Athe- d t f 1 th t th · 1 · th• t Overwhelming testimony out of many mouths, and none goo o ee a ere IS one p ace m IS conn ry 
stronger than that out of his own, places these facts beyond ism and Clnistianity. He was neither one nor the free from Christian pharisaism: 
controversy. When a boy he showed no sign of that piety other, but rejected the Bible as :.:evelation while still BUTTE, CITY, MoN., Feb. 25, 283. 
which his many biographers ascribe to his manhood. . . ". holding to the faith that there was a God-in short, a To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Every year 
When he went to church at all, he went to mock, and came . ik h p . h k d th ht our territorial legislature convenes, some religious crank cn-awa.y to m1·m1"c. Indeed, 1"t 1"s more than p~obable that the DeiSt, l e T omas ame, W ose wor s an oug s d 1 N t "th t d" th f t th t ' deavors to pass a un ay aw. o w1 s an mg e ac 11 
sort of "religion" which prevailed among the associates of he had read and assimilated in his young manhood's seven-eighths of the people of this territory are Liberals; 
his boyhood impressed him with a very poor opinion of the days. And it appears that he sometimes even doubted that the church pews are empty; that the people are cnlight-

. value of the llrticle, :On the whole, he thought, perhaps, a the existence of this God. ened hospitable, and tolerant; these goody-goody, brainlcs_s 
person had better be without it. When he removed to New ·s B . · H Sunday-school ushers try to foist a Bunday law on us. 1'heir 
Salem he consorted with Feeethinkers; joined with them in As to Gerrit mith, Mr. elhnger IS wrong. · e last effort was squashed last Monday by a vote of 13 to 11. 
deriding the gospel history of Jesus; read Volney and Paine, was a decided unbeliever in Christianity. Johnson's Even if it had passed the house, the council would hav sat 
and then wrote a deliberate and labpred essay wherein he Cyclopedia says that although he "built a church at down on it hard. The president ot the council, Hon. Gran· 
reached conclusions similar to theirs. The essay was burnt Peterboro, in which he· sometimes preached," he ville Stuart, is a talented Liberal, is scientific and a great acl-
(by his friend, Mr. Hill), but he never denied or regretted its d d b fl. t" · h" l" · mirer of the late Prof. Draper. 
Composl.t1·0 n. On the contrary, he made 1·t the s•·IbJ"ect of "un erwent consi era le uctua wns m IS re Igwus h T T S d 11 t 1 "th "t ' Hoping t at HE RUTH EEKER an a connec CC Wl 1. free and frequent conversation with his friendlil at Spring- creed." From being a Presbyterian church-member will hav "good mec1icin" forever, I close. 
field, and stated with much particularity and precision the he became a Unitarian, Universalist, and finally an Yours truly, 
origin, arguments, and objects of the work." Infidel. Defending Universalism upon one occasion, 

",Tames H. Matheny, of Springfield, lll., who intimately he said: "Nobody can beb:eve in hell-the world knew Mr. Lincoln for over twenty-five years, in a letter to 
Wm. H. Herndon, uses this language: 'I knew Mr. Lincoln would be frozen with honor." A number of years 
as early as 1834-7; know he was an Infidel. He and W. D. previous to his death he published a series of· dis
Herndon used to talk lnfidelii;;y in the clerk's office in this courses on the "Religion of Reason," which were a 
City, about the years 1837-40. Lincoln attacked the Bible h · "t 
and the New Testament on two grounds; first, from the in- direct attack upon the inspiration and aut entrm y 
herent or apparent contradictions under its lids; second, of the Christian scriptures. They were so radical 
from the grounds of reason. Sometimes he rid1culed the that he was obliged to hire their insertion in the 
Bible and the New Testament; sometimes he seemed to scoff Tribune by paying one dollar per line. Like nearly 
at it, though I shall not use that word in its full and literal all the Abolitionists-Parker Pillsbury, Elizur Wright, sense. I never heard that Mr. Lincoln changed his views, 
though his personal and political friend from 1834 to 1860. Amy Post, Lucy N. Colman, and others-he evoluted 
Sometimes Lincoln bordered on Atheism. He went far that into open Infidelity. 
way and often shocked me. . . . Lincoln would come This is all the light we hav at present upon the 
into the clerk's office, and would bring the Bible with him; subJ·ect. If any orwhas mdre, let him produce it. would read a chapter; argue against it. . . . Lincoln 
often, if not wholly, was an Atheist; at least, bordered on it. \Vhether it makes for or against us we want truth, 
He was enthusiastic in his Infidelity. As he grew older he the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. Had we 
grew more discreet; didn't talk so much l:iefore strangers not believed that Mr. Herndon is- honest in what he 
about his religion; but to friends, close and bosom ones, he says, he would hav sought further than THE TRU'rH 
was always open and avowed, fair and honest; but to strangers 
he held them off from policy. ·. . . Mr. Lincoln did tell SEEKER before finding a publisher for his letters. 
me that he did write a little book on Infidelity. This state- However, the readers can decide that question for 
ment I hav avoided heretofor~; but as you strongly insist themselvs. 
upon it I giv it to you as I got it from Lincoln's mouth' (La-
mon's 'Life of Lincoln,' pp. 487 and 4;88). 

"Mr. Lamon givs·numerous other letters of the·same tenor 
. from the old friends and acquaintances of Lincoln, bearing 

testimony of his Infidelity. I would be glad to lay them be
for~ you and my readers, but space will not permit their in
troduction here. I will giv in addition a few passages from a 
letter of the Hon. John T. Stuart, of Springfield, lll: 'I knew 
Mr. Lincoln when he first came here, and for years after
ward. He was an avowed and open Infidel; sometimes bor
dered on Atheism. Lincoln went further against Christian 
beliefs, doctrins, and principles than any man I ever heard. 

• •
1 

• He always denied that Jesus was the Christ of 
God; «enied that Jesus was the son of God, as understood 
and maintained by the Christian church. The Rev. Dr. 
Smith, who wrote a letter, tried to convert Lincoln from Infi
delity so late as 1858, and couldn't do it !' Mr. Lamon givs 
more than twenty pages of similar matter, but I must quote 
no more. Now, in the face of all this, it is rather up-hill 
·work to make a pious Christian of Lincoln." 

fLamon's "Life" is accounted good authority by 
the writer of the article on Lincoln in Johnson's 
Cyolopedia. J 

"If you can make a good Christian of a man who totally 
denies the <livinity of Christ, the inspiration of the Bible, and 
who borders upon Atheism, why, Ingersoll and myself might 
as well be counted in at once. We hav not been more pro
nounced in our Infidelity, either by speaking or writing, than 
was Abraham Lincoln. There is no use in trying to evade 
the testimony of honorable men who knew him for a lifetime, 
and quote against their ·evidence what some priest or inter
ested sectarian biographer might imagin or wish as to Lin
·coln's views. 

"As to Mr.·Colfax, he did say in his lecture [Mr. Humphrey 
denied this and said Colfax only said Lincoln was not a 
church-member] delivered in Brooklyn, March 25, 1876, that 
Lincoln was not a believer in Christianity. I got it from a 
party who heard the lecture. It was so reported also in some 
of the daily papers, and to make the thing doubly sure, a 
friend of mine writing to a party in South Bend,. Ind .. , the 
home of Colfax, asked him to call ~tpon Colfax and mqmre of 

The English Inquisition at Work. 
Last Monday G. W. Foote, editor of the London 

Freethinker, W. J. Ramsay, proprietor, and Mr. Kemp, 
the printer, were convicted of blasphemy, aDd Mr. 
Foote was sentenced to twelve months' imprisonment, 
Mr. Ramsay to nine months; and Mr. Kemp to three. 
The dispatch states that\ Mr. Foote's sentence pro
voked a stonn of yells in court, but whether of honor 
at the outrage or of Christian hate it does not say. 
It might well hav been the· former. 

Another dispatch of the same date says the Society 
for the Suppression of Blasphemous Literatu!e pro
pose to get up cases against Profs. Huxley and Tyn
dall, Herbert Spencer, the publishers of John Stuart 
Mill's works, Mr. John Morley, and others, who " by 
their writing hav sown widespread unbelief and in 
some cases rank Atheism." Such a proceeding 
would be entirely in keeping with the character of 
this detestable Christian association of bigots, and if 
Mr. Foote can be imprisoned a year there is no safety 
for anyone. The English Freethinkers shoulc;l de
stroy this society, root and branch, tumble the Judge 
from the bench, and repeal the statute. That should 
be their work, and no effort should be spared until 
it is accomplished. Meanwhile let us in this country 
see to it that no such monstrous injustice is perpe
trated, for, encouraged by the English precedent-so 
notent in our courts-the American bigots may try 
their hand at religious persecution. 

THE Freethinkers of Boulder, Col., hav organized 
a Liberal Club, adopting the platform of the Liberal 

FRED. COOKE. 

Lecturers and Lectures. 
W. F. JAMIESON is engaged to deliver a course of 

five lectures in Kinsman, Ohio. He wishes to re
ceive calls to lecture in Ohio and Pennsylvania. Ad
dress him at Kinsman, Ohio. 

MRs. LAKE has been re-engaged by the Liberals of 
Milwaukee for the month of March. She will speak 
at the Spiritual Convention at Omro, Wis., March 
31st and April 1st; April 8th she begins a month's 
engagement at Salem, Ohio. Parties de&iring lec
tures in that vicinity during week evenings will ad
dr'ess her at 219 Grand ave. Milwaukee, Wis. 

Mn. W A'rTs is now delivering his second course of . 
lectures in Boston and vicinity. After visiting Mon
treal and Toronto (Can.), Mr. Watts will return to 
New York and sail for England the first week in 
April. The ~arewell lecture of Mr. <;Jharles :W at~s, 
previous to hrs return to England, will be given m 
the Gennan Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street 
(rooms of the Liberal C~ub), at .s. ?'cl~ck, .Sun~ay 
evening, March 18th, subJect, " Civihzatwn, rts Aids 
and Obstacles." Tickets, admitting one, 25 cents . 
For sale at this office. We hope all wh() can will ,at
tend, and give him a rousing good meeting to re
member when he goes home. 

IT is the intention of Mr. Chainey to devote a few 
weeks to lecturing in the West during the latter 
part of April and first of May. His tenus. are $~5 
for one lecture and $50 for two. The subjects will 
be "Leaves of Grass," "J o Cook," and . "Godless 
Morality." He desires that societies wishing a lec
ture should confer with him promptly, that he may 
anange his route. Dming his absence his place will 
be filled by T. B. Wakeman, Colirtla~dt Palmer, and 
S. P. Putnam. Mr. Chainey would also like to find 
some Liberal with $2,000 or $3,000 who would con
duct the publishing part of his businesf!. His address 
is 14 Pemberton Square, Boston, 1\1:ass. 

A. Correction. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In your 

issue of Feb. lOth, under the heading of "Notes and 
Clippings," is an account of a maiTiage which for the 
most part is only apparently incorrect, ~aused by 
using the feminin instead of the mascuhn gender. 
They were married very "satisfactorily to themselvs." 
She never "insisted on a Ceremony." 

The squire's initials should hav been A. B. instead 
of A. C. The date of the marriage also should hav 
been 1882 instead of 1881. Any form of maniage 
witnessed is legal in the state of Pennsylvania. 

JOHN W. Ann,PTT. 
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~citnlific. 

Origin and Pedigree of Man.-Continued. 

zee in important characteristics ·in the formation of 
the skull, the Gorilla in the development of the feet 
and hands, and, lastly, the Gibbon in the formation 
of the thorax. . 

Thus, from a careful examination of the compara-
BY ERNST HAECKEL. tiv anatomy of the Anthropoidea, we obtain a similar 

of his right; his acceptance of the issue; and hiJ pro
poses "to fight it out on that line, if it takes all sum
mer." The wisest and the bravest man does prE(cisely 
the same. It was not a question of tea that was 
settled in Boston harbor, but a question of the right 
to tax tea or anything else, in the absence ofrepresen
tation. It is the enemy, often, who chooses his battle
ground. If in addition to the strength of his posi
tion he can make it a particularly muddy and dis
tasteful undertaking to reach him "in it, the brave as
sailant still accepts the condition, and takes the mud 
and slush also. Otherwise he would be defeated b,;y 
this subtle strategy. If the concocter of repress1v 
laws can·so manage as to be able to say to his oppo
nent: "If you dare to go against this law, you will not 
onl~hav to overturn the- authority of the legislature, · 
but you will hav to run directly against a bitter public 
prejudice, and incur the worst possible opprobrium, 
as being yourself a filthy a-nd bad man; so that, while 
you may be entirely in the right, you will inevitably 
get yourself misunderstood as being entirely in the 
wrong"-he will show himself an able tactician. And 
this is precisely what has been d,ppe in this case. The 
defender of freedom is dared· to-'defend freedom on 
such terms, in such an issue, and at such a fearful 
disadvantage. Mr. Heywood is the keen-sighted and 
brave defender of freedom, who sees the. whole situa
tion, and accepts the issue. He defiantly says to the 
legal tryrant: You shall not escape me by any such 
trick. You shall not filch the freedom of the people. 
away, because you hav had . the skill to entrench 
your castle behind a ditch of foul water and slush. I 
will pull you down out of that castle; and if, to get at 
you, I hav to plunge into and wade through that ditch 
-as you hav designed-why, then, so be it; into and 
through the ditch I will go. And the innocent on
looker says: What a pity! Does · the man really 

Now, if we ask what evidence can be drawn, as to result to that obtained by W eisbach, from a statistical 
the pedigree of Apes, from the above facts, we must classification and a thoughtful comparison of the 
conclude that all the Apes of the New World hav de- very numerous and careful measurements which 
veloped out of one tribe, for they all possess the Scherzer and Schwarz made of the different races 
characteristic. jaw and the nasal formation of the of. Men during their voyage in the Austrian frigate 
Platyrrhini. In like manner it follows that all the Novara round the ear:th. Weisbach comprises the 
Apes of the Old World must be derived from one and final result of his investigations in the following 
the same common primary fonn, which possesses the words: "The Ape-like Characteristics o/ Man are by no 
same formation of nose and jaw as all the still living means concentrated in one or another race, but ru:e 
Catarrhini. Further, it can scarcely be doubted that distributed in particular parts of the body, among 
the Apes of the New ·world, taken as ·an entire the different races, in such a manner that each is·en
tribe, are either derived n·om those of the Old World, dowed with sonie heirloom of thi~ relationship
or (to express it more vaguely and cautiously) both one race more so, another less, and even we Euro
are diverging branches of one and the same tribe of peans cannot claim to be entirely fi·ee n·om evidences 
Apes. We also arrive at the exceedingly important of this relationship" (" N ovara-Reise," Anthropholog. 
conclusion-which is of the utmost significance in Theil). 
regard to Man's distribution on the earth's surface- I must here also point out, what in fact is self
that Man has developed out if the Catarrhini. For we evident, that not one of all the still living Apes, and 
cannot discover a zoological charncter- distinguishing consequently not one of the so-called Man-like Apes, 
him in a higher degree from the allied Apes of the can be the progenitor of the Human Race. This 
Old World than that in ,which the most divergent opinion, in fact, has" never been maintained by 
forms of this group are distinguished from one th~mghtful adherents of the Theory of Descent, but 
another. This is the important result of Huxley's it has been assigned to them by their thoughtless op
careful anatomical examination of the question, and .ponents. The Ape-like progenitors of the Human 
it cannot be too highly estimated. ,The anatomical Race are long since extinct. We may possibly still 
differences between Man and the most human-like find their fossil bones in the tertiary rocks of south
Catarrhini (Orang, Gorilla, Chimpanzee) are in every ern Asia or Africa. In any c~~:se they will, in the 
respect less than the anatomical differences between zoological system, hav to be classed in the group of 
the latter and the lowest stages of Catarrhini, more tailless Narrow-nosed Apes (Catarrhini Lipocerci, or 
especially the Dog-like Baboon. This exceedingly A.nthropoides). 
important conclusion is the r.esult of an imp~J.irtial The genealogical hypotheses, to which we hav thus 
anatomical comparison of the different forms of Catar- far been led by the application of the Theory of De
rhini. scent to Man, present themselvs to every clearly 

like slush and mud? · 
What are the issues? Civil liberty has been in a 

sense achieved; ecclesiastical liberty also; social liberty 
remains to be achieved. The emancipated thought 
of the world is rapidly progressing,· and constantly 
invading new fields. It comes along, in the regular 
order of evolution, to sexual and physiological ques- · 
tions. All literature is cropping out in all directions 
with an unwonted free-spokenness on these subjects. 
But there is a margin of- popular prohibition here, 
which can only be gradually crowded back, known 
as obscenity, which the public generally concur in 
regarding as something very hon-ible; although ideas 
are, for thE~,.most part, very childish and silly on the 
subject. But such as they are, they can be readily 
appealed to to prejudice, to deter, and to cover ul-

If, therefore, we recognize the natural system of and logically reasoning person as the direct results 
animals as a guide to our speculations, and establish from the facts of comparativ anatomy, ontogeny, 
upon it our pedigree, we muRt necessarily come to and paleontology. Of course our phylogeny can in
the conclusion that the human race is a small branch if dicate only in a very general way the outlines of the 
the group if Catarrhini, and has devgloped out if long human pedigree. Phylogeny is the more in danger 
si,nce extinct Apes if this group in the Old World. of becoming erroneous the more rigorously it is ap
Some adherents of" the Theory of Descent hav plied in detail to special animal forms known to us. 
thought that the American races of Man hav devel- However, we can, even now, with approximate cer
oped, independently of those of the Old World,· out tainty distinguish at least the following twenty-two 
of American Apes. I consider this hypothesis to be stages of the ancestors of Man. Fourteen of the~Se 
quite erroneous, for the complete agreement of all stages belong to the Vertebrata, and eight to the In
mankind with the Catarrhini, in regard to the char- vertebrate ancestors of Man (Prochordata). 
acterisic formation of the nose and jaws, distinctly (TO BE CONTINUED.] 
proves that they are of the srune origin, and that 
they developed out of a common root after the 
Platyrrhini, or American Apes, had already branched 
off from them. The primeval inhabitants of Ameri
ca, as is proved by numerous ethnographical facts, 
immigrated from Asia, and partly perhaps from Poly
nesia (or even from Emope). 

There s~ill exist great difficulties in establishing 
an accurate pedigree of the Human Race; this only 
can we further assert, that the nearest progenitors of 
man were tailless Catarrhini (Lipocerca), resembling 
the still living Man-like Apes. These evidently devel
oped ·at a late period out of tailed Catanhini (Meno
cerca), the original form of Ape. Of those tailless 
Catarrhini, which are now frequently called Man-like 
Apes, or A.nthropoides, there still exist four different 
genera containing about a dozen different species. 

The largest Man-like Ape is the frunous Gorilla 
(called Gorilla engena, or Pongo gorilla), which is in
digenous to the tropics of western Africa, and was 
first discovered by the missionary, Dr. &vage, in 
184 7, on the banks of the river Gaboon. Its nearest 
relati v is the Chimpanzee (Engeco troglodytes, or 
Pongo troglodytes), also indigenous to western Af
rica, but cousiderably smaller than the Gorilla, which 
surpasses man in size and strength. The third of 
the three large Man-like Apes is the Orang, or Orang 
Outang, indigenous to Borneo and the other Sunda 
Islands, of which two kindred species hav recently 
been distinguished, namely, the large Orang (Satyrus 
orang, or Pithecus sat.yrus) and the small Orang (Saty
rus morio, or Pithecus morio ); . Lastly, there still exists 
in southern Asia the genus Gibbon (Hylobates), of 
which from four to eight different species are dis
tinguished. They are considerably smaller than the 
three first-named Anthropoidea, and in most charac
teristics differ more from Man. 

The tailless Man-like Apes-especially since we 
hav become more intimately acquainted with the 
Gorilla, and its connection with Man by, the applica
tion of the Theory of Descent.--hav excited such uni
versal interest, and called forth such a flood of writ
ings, that there is no occasion for me here to enter 
into any detail about them. The reader will find 
their relations to Man fully discussed in the excellent 
works of Huxley, Carl Vogt, Buchner, and Rolle .. I 
shall therefore confine myself to stating the most im
portant general conclusion resulting from their thor
ough comparison with Man, namely, that each one 
of the four Man-like Apes stands nearer to Man in 
one or several respects than the rest, hut that no one 
of them can in every respect be called absolutely the 
most like Man. The Orang stands nearest to Man in 
regard to the formation of the bmin, the Chimp~n-

terior designs. Under this appeal, in this case, "the . 
Heywood and Morse. ulterior design has been to prohibit and reverse the 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: It seems whole modern trend of literature toward freedQm in 
to me that the right word has not. been said in re- social discussions. To that end a whole, new, and 
spect to the character, purpose, and conduct of Ezra utterly un-American code of repressiv legislation has 
H. Heywood, and his present contest with the United been sUTI'eptitiously foisted in upon the statute 
States authorities. The whole thing is in a nut-shell, book; the most unheard-of severity of punishment 
and everybody seems to overlook it. Irrelevant enacted, and the machinery of the law set in motion 
things are· said, which leave the gist of the matter to prosecute and persecute, to convict and imprison, 
untouched. Some say: What a wrong-headed and the choicest and best men of this nominally free and 
foolish man! What a pity! to do just what he knew truly progressiv country.· Incidentally a question 
would bring him into trouble. Others, What awful has arisen, runong thinkers, of the possibility, desir
bad taste, to persist in using :n.~hty words, and in ableness, and rightfulness of limiting the increase of 
writing about things that society~wants to "keep population. It is a tremendous and still an open 
hush" about. Other some say: Is it possible that question. Meantime .tpe'legal conspirator steps in, 
he has an unaccountable idiosyncrasy which makes decides the· question for us, against, or in the sense of 
him love to dabble in filth? and, Is there nothing else old-fogydom; and the great United States govern
in the world that he could talk and write about? Still ment, forsooth, ignorantly, and at the suggestion of 
others, true friends of Heywood and of freedom, half one man, enacts laws against--what? Not against pis
admitting some one or all of these drunaging assump- tols and daggers and knives, for the Constitution has 
tions, still loyally and faithfully contend that our provided for 'our right to bear arms, but against a 
theory and love of freedom ought to be broad enough, necessary part of a lady's bed-chamber furniture
like a cloak Qf charity, to cover even this unfortunate the women having no constitutional provision in 
and eccentric illustration of it; and that, in order to their favor. 
be true to ourselvs, we must screw our courage up to Here, then, we hav sprung upon us a tremendous 
the sticking point, strain our sense Of duty and con- and fatal limitation of the freedom of public discus
sistency, and even protect Heywood-not quite seeing sion; and an arbitrary, unscientific, and purblind de
that it is he that is protecting us, all the while, and cision, by authority of law, of one of the greatest 
not otherwise! ! scientific questions of any age. Mr. Heywood is keen-

And yet the truth, once seen in the matter, is simple sighted enough, and keenly sensitiv enough, as an 
and plain as a pike-staff. Why does Mr. Heywood in- old-time Abolitionist, to sense this subtle, daring, and 
sist on discussing a particular unpopular subject, in skilfully planned invasion of the wonted and growing 
terms peculiarly direct, and liable to offend fastidious freedom of the American _people; and he is brave 
public sentiment? A.nd why did he, in open de.:fiance enough and self-sacrificing enough to throw himself in
of a United States law, advertise and sell.a particular to the deadly breach, and resolve to conquer or die, in a 
instrument (a syringe) ordinarily used for purposes of new-warfare for the liberties of the people. While 
cleanliness, but which it is supposed may be used to other men sleep he·is awake. While others are dis
prevent conception? Why discuss that particular mayed by the mere imputation of slush and dirt (I 
subject, and why advertise and sell that particular talk as one of the people), he welcomes any amount 
thing? Simply because-apart from the intrinsic im-· of it necessary to be incurred, to meet and conquer 
portance of the subject and the thing-it is precisely the enemy upon his own ground. If we hav not the 
that subject which an ignorant, unjust, and danger- hardihood to stand by him, let us not insult him by 
ously invasiv and anti-Liberal piece of legislation talking about tolerating him and protecting him. If 
has said tlrat he shall not discuss; and precisely that he can tolerate us, in our supineness, it will be well, 
thing which it has said he shall not advertise and sell. while he is protecting us and posterity. 
If an issue is to be met, it must be met where the What the tea was to the Revolutionary war; what 
issue is; and not somewhere else, or on some other the auction block and the overseer's whip were to the 
subject. The merest child and the greatest philo so~ antislavery warfare; . what ''indUlgences'' were to the 
pher agree on this. If you tell a child that he shall German Reformation, "Leaves of Grass" and _the 
not do a pa.rticular thing, i:f he hits courage and spirit, "Comstock Syringe" may be destined to become in 
and if, especially, he thinks he has a. good right to do the next and last grand crunpaign for human e:manci
it, he is then and there bound to do that particular pation. 
thing. It is his protest against tyranny; his assertion j Heywood sees that liberties arefilched away, one by 
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one; and that the price of liberty is eternal vigilance. 
Take the ca~e ~f Salmi Morse now going on in the 
courts of this mty. Under the pretense of raising a 
revenue from the theaters, it is coming to that, that 
the mayor is the lezally authorized censor of morals. 
Nobody defends Mr. Morse on the right grounds. No 
mayor, not the people themselvs, hav the right to sit 
upon and decide the morality of a play, so as to pre
vent others, who would decide the other way, from 
witnessing it. The objection is that it offends some
body's sensibilities. But the American doctrin is that 
people must take care of their own sensibilities and 
not invoke the law to protect them. ' 

STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS. 

The Reason Why. • 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: With 

your permission, I will explain to W. F. Jamieson 
why I wrote the article published in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER of Dec. 2, 1882, to which I :find his reply in 
your issue of Jan. 27th; and, in order to correct an 
error on my part at :.l_he earliest opportuillty, I will 
admit my mistake i:rllaying he c.alled the Spiritual
ists fools by stating just what he did say, viz., that 
we were believers in a compound of vagaries, incon
sistencies, and.absunjities which constituted a "pes
tilent superstition." Of course this does not say we 
are fools; it only affirms us to be a class of unmiti
gated simpletons. 

This, however, had not a feather's weight with me 
save to raise a smile. This declaration of war on his 

· part, coupled with the boast that his paper, the Lake 
Pepin Gazette, was the only anti-spiritual paper, 
looked like a bit of first-class, egotistic sensational
ism. My mistake arose from thinking him serious. 
.At the time, the huge joke was unperceived. I hav 
read a great amount of Mr. Jamieson's reported de
bates, and hav always given him credit for good, 
useful work; and bad he in his reply given the whole 
paragraph from which he selected what hurt him the 
worst, your read/ers would hav seen that I was high
ly commendatory and did not design to lower the 
usefulness of his pnblic labors. 

derwood. Had I been shrewd enough tci peceive the 
huge joke in the Lake Pepin declaration of war, I 
should hav lost the laugh when I read his list of lec
tures at Braidwood a short time thereafter. Not one 
word about th~ Spiritual snake, and, besides this, he 
made his home with our mutual friend Burr and 
family, who are like Mr. Bennett and myself, tinc
tured with the "pestilent superstition;" and as far as 
Mr. Bun and family are concerned, W. F. Jamieson 
will not set them down as anything less than good 
practical, sensible people. Mr. Jamieson is too sensitiv; 
he scents persecution too readily. Suppose some so
cieties don't· want him, what of that? Others do; this 
should satisfy him. Were I with others to engage a 
Liberal speaker, without any disr~spect t~ him, there 
are others I would prefer. Were It a choiCe between 
}lim and many spiritual lecturers, Mr. Jamieson would 
be my choice in the most hearty manner Tastes dif
fer. As Mr. Jamieson is so very anxious to debate, it 
would giv me great pleasure to enter the lists with. 
him, if the time could not be u~ed to better advantage. 
As I said previously, my time has to be judicially 
used. Usually ten or more hours are spent on the 
shoe bench, and in addition two more in the shop; 
added to this three or four miles walk daily to and 
from work, then meal til)le and chores; 11 newspapers 
per week; social and other conespondents, 325. ·with 
this (not fear) I cannot fritter away the precious 
moments in a war of words. Comstockism and the 
injustice of church encroachments on the state needs 
our untiring and well directed labors; therefore 
neither Brother Jamieson's wisdom nor vanity can get 
the opportunity to air itself through an oral or writ
ten debatet by taking my time or attention. Were I, 
under the present stress of needed,secular demands, 
to engage in so trifling or senseless an effort, it would 

will afford them the best opportunities for pervert
ing its application to misdirect the foolish and other
wise serve their . own selfish purposes. 
·The recantation of Galileo was his victory, not that 

of his malicious persecutors; but the same spirit of 
bigotry that fought the Qopernican theory of the so
lar system is alive to~day. It is even trying to put 
an "omnipresent" God into the Cop.stitution of the 
United States. It raises up a theologian to assassin
ate the ·nation's president, for whose recovery its 
dupes vainly exhaust their energies in prayer, while 
the assassin would shift the· responsibility of the 
crime upon his imaginary deity in order to escape 
the gallows. ~ 
T~e phenomenon of religion is evidently the most 

instrumental of all th~ intellectual characteristics in 
preventing the free exercise of the reasoning facul
ties. When sane men apply the rules of logic to the 
same premises they ought to arrive at the same con
clusions. Why they disagree is because the rational
ist deduces his conclusion from the premises, while 
the theologian deduces his premises from the conclu
sion. The fault is not with the instrument of logic, 
but with those who misapply it and become only ex
perts in the art of subterfuge, which they mistake for 
argument. If all that has been said to no purpose 
by those whom the world has considered wise could 
be collected and published, it would make a work of 
such gigantic magnitude that no man could be found 
rich enough to possess himself of a single copy. 

History does not warrant the conclusion that prog
ress marked the epoch when Judaism was superseded 
by Christianity, nor when the Roman mythology was 
supplanted by an equally preposterous superstition, 
which also extinguished the genius of Italian litera
ture and statesmanship, and inaugurated "the dark 
ages," by which the civiliz;ation .of the world has been 
retarded for many generations. Had the event of the 
great battle of Tours, eleven hundred and fifty years 

Of course, Mr. Jamieson knew when he made the 
declaration that as one thing at a time was the true 
method, and that for "fifty numbers of the Gazette he 

. would do nought else but use his abilities and means 
to kill the Spiritual snake logically," as he had known 
it for twenty-five years, arid had the material for the 
work, that "he would do rio sttch thing, as the Gazette 
was fading out of existence at the time, and as of old 
he would return to the lecture field." This is my po
sition, and, thinking him serious, the one I acted upon. 
. Free speech, a free press, and freedom of the mails 

are absolute essentials for human progress; and as 
these constitute the trinity of secular government 
they occupy the . foregTound in Liberal endeavor. 
Who are the reliable friends of this "trinity in unity?" 
The Materialists ana Spiritualists, both equally ear
nest and honest. Without desiring to lessen the 
brave work of Materialism in this respect, I cannot 
shut my eyes to the untiring and courageous efforts 
of WO:jllen and men in the ranks of Spiritualism to 
compass the same end. Can we not all see, and be 
true enough to concede it? If incidentally I say the 
evidence in our home in favor of Spiritualism has as 
yet not been destroyed by any principle of science, I 
say no more than our dear Brother Bennett said in 
his reply to Mr. Winter and at other times. Cer
tainly this givs no support to the conclusions of the 
Christian who talks about his evidence, save his hon
est convictions.; for Mr. Jamieson will not assert that 
Mr. Bennett's conclusions and mine made us a whit 
less disposed to favor the 'truths of science, or less 
brave in the defense of rational liberty. 

.As secularism is so important, it seems to me an 
injudicious waste of time' to antagonize the two great 
elements that seek to compass it. Individually I care 
not a whit. The difference. in the 'two isms does not 
effect my work or friendship. Friends T. C. Leland, 
D. R. Burt, W. S. Bell, E. A. Stevens, and John S. 
Verity, all good sound Materialists, attest this; in fact, 
they are all favorits of mine, for they are sound to 
the core in sterling manhood. Each of these repre
sents the true spirit of secular ideas, and the letter of 
Mrs. H. S. Lake, immediately after mine in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, Dec. 2, 1882, contains the pith and principle 
of the Liberal League movement. Mr. W. F. Jamie
son occupies the position of a teacher, and this con
stitutes a feature of the "reason why" I deemed his 
till·eat and the work to follow it ill-timed. I will as
sure him that I had no desire to hit any one when I 
mentioned soiling my hands with manual labor. What 
I did mean was simply this, that as a rule we got the 
best brain work, with the clearest conc~ption of human 
needs, from those who combined, in some degree, 
manual and intellectual efforts. This combination I 
esteem essential for the best bodily and mental con
ditions. Further, as our experience has been a large 
and extended one with those that make the lecture 
:field their great life-wor.k, we hav:been taught, as Mrs. 
Swisshelm has said, tliat "no clar;s needs reformation 
more than reformers." .As a rule they are petted so 
much it spoils them. I thought this might be the case 
with Mr. Jamieson; I knew it was with Mr. B. F. Un-

be most·P.tting tolabel me a fool. 
For what is best in the now, G. LYNN. 

Superstition. ago, united the horns of the Mohammedan crescent, 
"The vital forces. which pervadejlle universe are what the there would hav been no Spanish inquisition to 

illiterate call Gocl."-Draper. blacken the pages of history with its damnable rec-
Man is the highest intelligence with which we are ord, no further continuation of the long line of lin

acquainted. Theologians pretend to cognize another, gering popes, who had already outraged the name 
whom they declare at the same time to be unknowa- of decency by their atrocious cruelties and hellish 
ble. They also ascribe to him the attribute of infin- debaucheries. It were just as acceptable to hear 
ity, which excludes or annihilates every other exist- preached the unity of God as his duality, trinity, 
enca the same in substance, thus reasoning or ruling qua(~rinity! CJ,Uintini:.y, sextinity, septinity, octinit.y, 
him out of existence. If the universe be governed or Ins nomntit.y, whiCh approaches nearest the writ
by eternal power; acting in accordance with eternal er's dogma, it being only necessary to change an i 
law, which is the ultimate conclusion of science, there to an e. . 
is ~o capacity in which a God could officiate. He is The era of progress is contemporaneous with the dis
not to be reckoned among the necessities which exist. coveries of modern science; when astronomy defined 
for the execution of universal law. Nor can he 1Je the relativ position of our planet in the sidereal 
the law-giver, as some would hav us believe, for what heavens; when the art of printing rendered learning 
is eternal neither suggests nor implies an author. po!!sible with the commonality; when the mariner's 

Beecher says "God is only an idea," and the fool compass was utilized in directing navigators to un
hath said, "There is no God." We are born fools; known lands beyond the seas; when steam transit re
we become philosophers. The God idea can find no duc.ed time and space to comparativ insignificance, 
permanent abode within the realms of discursiv and electricity subsequently annihilated both. 
thought. The vocabulary of science is purely Athe- In our own country we hav a large, tlwugh happily 
istic. To excuse his ignorance man has found it. diminishing, nu:p1ber of these superstitionistl'l, hold
most convenient to invent a phantasm, which he has ing a variety of whims called creeds, but classed un
made the basis of every superstition from Fetichism der the general name of Christians, who are activly 
to Christianity. By the aid of his God the theologian engaged in the philanthropic work, as they call it, of 
is enabled to account for what might otherwiRe re- sending missionaries to the people of distant lands to 
main to him quite inexplicable. For instance, the supplant the nativ mythology with their own;· but 
best informed tell us that God made man out of mud, whether the dividends from the enterprise justify the 
which he had previously made out of nothing, while investment is a question that should engage the 
the less cultured South Sea Islander has a tradition earnest consideration of every true humanitarian un
that he sprang from worms which fed upon a vine til aU the churches of this benighted land shall be 
planted upon a rock by the daughter of the Samoan used for a nobler purpose than robbing the innocent 
Jupiter. Mankind may therefore, according to either of their brains and money. Shall we sit with our 
hypothesis, with not a little propriety, be regarded voices mute and arms supinely folded, waiting for· 
as "worms of the dust." Deprive the self-styled re- coming generations to declare the superstition of our 
ligionists of their god-the keystone of their super- day a nuisance? or shall we deal with their fossilized 
structure-and you reduce them to the defenseless dogmas as if those who yet uphold them had 
condition of an army of new-born babes. . flourished with their t?till more ignorant ancestry of 

Theology is older than science: Its history pro- two thousand years ago? To invent a system of 
claims it the child of ignorance. Had it.s birth been falsehoods and impose. it upon the credulity of others 
the least dependent upon science it never would hav is criminal enough, but what shall we say of the par
been conceived, for there is not the slightest relation- ticipes cn:miniswho persist in propagating the diabol
ship between them. .As the one advances, so de- ical institution after the verdict of common sense, 
clines the other. Huxley well observes that" extin- history, and science has declared it to be a farce? 
guished theologians lie about the cradle of every sci- With truth has it been said that "superstition is a 
ence as the strangled snakes beside that of Her- religion out of fashion, while religion is a superstition 
cules." The dreadful contest, though long and san- -in fashion," the difference being only a question of 
guinary, but successful, has been fought against fear- time. One is obsolete, the other obsolescent. Phil
ful odds with the legions of superstition, which first ologically speaking they are synonymous terms. For 
created dissensions in the house of its friends, many the perpetuity of an infamous !3nperstition, for the 
of whom had to be sacrificed upon the altar of civil defense of a word, call it the word of God if you 
strife before the birth of rationalism could be ac- please, our boasted "land of the free and home of the 
counted even the barest possibility. brave~· maintains an army of seventy-five thousand 

Truth, like the human race itself, has undergone stall-fed priests. These intellectual dead-heads are 
many an arduous struggle for existence, wherein the a heavy incumbrance upon the ship of state. They 
doctrin of. evolution demonstrates itself none the less insinuate themselvs into the body politic, and by their 
uneningly. Indeed it might be regarded as a hu- nefarious influence impede the wheels of the car of 
man characteriatic, having at times been eliminated, progress. They would convert the noble democracy 
but only to be afterward inherited in a more pro- of Paine, Washington, Jefferson, and Franklin into 
nounced form. Spontaneous generation invariably a theocracy, which they hav practically done in nu
develops its existence under circumstances favorable merous instances by their base inl?trumentality in 
to its birth; and history records iliat from its first having some of our purest countrymen incarcerated 
a.ppea.ra.nce in the world it has ~ways had to encou~- in ~ark a~d.loathsom~ basti~es for the gratification of 
ter a host of bigots marshaled m order to stamp It their maliCIOus feromty. They pay no taxes upon 
out, and when they find it will not down and out, t?eir houses o! wors~ip, buil~ by_ the meanest ext?r
their policy is to capitulate upon ·whatever terms bon that the mgenmty of diabolism could pra<;tiCe 
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upon ignorance, thus making their infernal contri- JANESVILLE, Feb. 2, 1883. 
vance a semi-state institution, and compelling an in- DEAR MRs. BEN.NETT: Find inclosed money order for 
nocent populace to aid in fostering the most gigantic three dollars; two and a half to renew subscription 
fraud of ancient and modern times. In view of t:he to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and fifty cents for the paper to 
enormous tax-title upon these occidental pagodas, a trial subscriber. 
wherein credulity begets lunacy, a more justifiable We hav a small town of about six hundred inhabi
and beneficial act of confiscation could not be im- tants, and four churches and seven preachers of dif
agined than for the government to convert them into ~erent denominati.ons, mak!ng s~ven ~oads to an i~ag
h 11 f · f th d t' f y Arne · ca mary heaven, besides a fair sprmkhng of Freethmk-

a s o smence. or . ~ e uca Ion ° . oung . n · ers, the most of them of the Index kind. THE TRUTH 
We need Amenc~n Citizens, not soldiers of the cross .. SEEKER is too plain-spoken, and tells too much truth 
L_et the ~lood-stamed banner of Jesus be furled, and to suit them. The first bit of print that ever I. saw 
h1s warnors mustered out. J, J. BuRDGE. that filled' the bill was entitled "Old Abe and Little 

Columbus, 0., Feb. 18th, E.M. 283. Ike," I hav D. M. Bennett's likeness, and want the 

GLOuCESTER, Feb. 19, 1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Please find inclosed $1 to help 

erect a monument in memory of that great and good 
man, D. M. B~nnett. Yours truly, 

MRs. HENRY P. DAvis. 

HoRNITos, Feb. 16, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: My sorrow at the loss of our cham

pion, D. M. Bennett, is only expressed in the most 
sympathetic of your many letters." I approve of the 
l'arkhurst idea of a Bennett Hall, and will contrib
ute to the same according to my means. Wishing 
THE TnuTH SEEKER evert s'uccess, I remain yours, 

A_subscriber for life, R. W. BARCROFT. 

RAvENNA, Feb. 26, 1883. 

portrait of M. W. Bennett to hang beside his. 
H. H. RICHARDS. 

MusKEGON, Feb. 27, 1883. · 
MR.· EDITOR: In looking over my paper I find myself 

tardy in renewing my subscription, and I now hastAn 
to perform that d)lty. Inclosed please find $19.00, 
which apply as per inck>sed slip. The article in your 
issue of Feb. 10, headed, ''Both Sides of the Ques
tion," has the genuin ring to it, and. suits l!}e ex
actly. Tho gap created by the "illiberal Liberal " 
deserters from THE TRUTH SEEKER will be filled with 
stanch adherents-Liberals in the true senoo of the 
word, Liberals of the E. C. Walker type, who are 
opposed to all fanatical tyranny, and in favor of 
personal liberty-who are lovers of fair play and de
sire to see all sides of a question fairly discussed. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER management has evidently fallen 
into aole hands since the death of its respected 
founder, and that it may always continue the faith
ful champion of liberty is the wish of 

J. A. RoBINSON. 

for the last volume of D. M. Bennett's travels. Ex 
cuse haste, and believe me, 

Yours truly, ABBIE KNAPP, 

LEADVILLE, Feb. 22, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I was prospecting in the mountains 

when Mr. Bennett was here. It· was a sad disap
pointment to me that I did not get to see him. I 
think Mr. Bennett was honest, sincere, candid, and 
of superior judgment, and an indefatigable worker 
whose deportment was commendable in everything 
I knew him to be connected with. Though he is 
gone, I !amen t our loss. The news sent a thrill of 
sorrow through me, We muet accept the result as 
inevitable, and show our admiration for him by doing 
so&.ething to his memory. Some say Bennett had 
faults, but he confessed them. Modesty should prevent 
his friends from speaking of his faults. His confess
ing them proves his ho-nesty of purpose. To claim 
perfection is one of the greatest of faults. He never 
spoke of 'things noble he did, but of his imperfec
tions. If he had faults it is too late to mention 
them now. A. · 

Inclosed find $5-$2.50 for Tm: TRUTH SEEKER, $1.50 
for the fourth volume of "A Truth Seeker Around 
the ·world," and $1 for the Monument Fund. 

E. w. ORGAN. 

RosEviLLE, Feb. 1, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Please allow me to scold yourself 

and that other live Infidel, H: L. Green, for the 
feeling you show in noticing the snaps and snarls. 
of Christian coyotes over the cold remains of the 
hero now gone. -

That the churches should try to sacrifice their 
reputation for veracity and honor over the grave of 

MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $16. This makes 
twelve names I hav sent to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and 
I think I will be able to send three or four more 
in a short . time. I think in sending THE TRUTH 
SEEKER among the people· I am striking priest craft 
ana theology the heaviest blow that I can, and I 
wish to help to strike them out of existence. 

ATLANTA; GA., Feb. 21, 1882. D. M. Bennett is perfectly in accord with their nefari-
MRs. MARY w. BENNETT: I send you inclosed $1J- ous history. To abuse the champions of right, rea

$2.50 to pay for my TRUTH SEEKER till the 28th of son, liberty, and love, is the only way the priestly 
January, 1884 ; $1.50 for the fourth volume of" A •rruth class, and those who pander to them for the sake of 
Seeker Around The World," and $1 for the Bennett su.bscription, can certify to their moral worth and 
monument, · - · · power. The church never aouses any man whose 

Yours i11 sorrowfor our loss, JAMES F. TIBBITS. 

SPRINGFIELD, Feb. 26, 1883, 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5.50-$2.50 for 

T.HE TRUTH SEEKER, $1.50 for the fourth V0h1me of "A 
•rruth ~eeker Around the World," $1 for the monu
ment, and 50 cents for the lithograph of D. M Ben
nett. H the Bennett Hall goes up I will giv $5 to
ward it. I am truly sorry for D. M. Bennett; he 
was doing a good work. I am glad that the paper 

I deeply sympathize with you in the loss of 'your arguments she can refute. If Thomas Pctina had 
great and good husband, D. M. Bennett. . been ~owardly or mean enough to suppress his bon-

A great and useful man was cut off too soon, but est thoughts, or stated things he did not know to be 
such is the inevitable. I was horribly shocked when true in his theological works, he could not hav been 
I saw the paper i.n mourning, and the announcement so successful in drawing the priestly fire. 
of Mr. Bennett's death. I made his acquaintance "In a revolution there is nothing so formidable as 
when I was in New York in 1874; he then had his a straight line;" and the only way a truth seeker 
office on Broadway; I believe that I was the first can throw the mantle of respectability over a sian
one that introduced THE TRUTH SEEKER into this city. derer is to notice him. I protest against Brother 
I brought & lot of them with me when I returned Green's propc.sition that friends of justice. exalt the 
home, and distributed them around, and ever since miserable trimmer and pro tern. editor of the Toledo 
r hav been a reader of them. I consider THE TRUTH Blade by writing to him concerning the slops he has 
SEEKER, the best Liberal paper published, at least it thrown at our sacred dead. 

keeps on with the same good work. 
Yours tr1,1Iy, MARK PoWER. 

U. S. 8. ''AJAx," CITY POINT, Feb. 1, 283, 
MRs. MARY W. BENNETT: Please find inclosed $5, the 

amount I promised toward a moLument for your 
late husband. I am not a very good writer-that is, 
on long letters-so you must excuse me for writing 
a short one; but my sympathy is and was with you 
all along. I first got acquainted with THE TRUTH 
SEEKER in England, about 1875, and hav been read
ing it ever since. Hoping that you may prosper in 

is my preference. · Yours truly, T. R. STEPHENSON,· 

the trust left to you, I remain 
·Fraternally yours, FRED. SMITH, 

PEPIN LAKE FARM, Feb. 23,283. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4-$2.50 for renewal of 

my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and $1.50 for 
three trial subscribers. This is what every old sub
scriber should feel to be his duty for the memory of 
its founder, D. M. Bennett, who knew no motiv but 
duty and no guide but truth. 

Permit me to say that THE TRUTH SEEKEB's firm 
stand taken in the interest of truth-finding and 
Freethought, as evinced by its fairness and freedom 
to all in discussion, merits the support of every fa.ir
·minded Freethinker in the land, whether he be Ma
terialist, Agnostic, Spiritualist, or Deist. 

MARIUS HEIGHTON. 

CEREsco, Feb. 20, 1883. 
Mn. EDITOR: I need not say how we all mourn for 

our beloved Bennett. His equal is seldom seen, but 
we all must go. I am nearly in iny seventy-eighth 
year, was seventy before I burst the bonds of "be
lieve in Jesus or go to hell and be damned "-an 
awful yoke for us poor creatures to wear all our 
lives. After being born in poverty a.nd superstition 
of the most degrading kind, I feel like a slave that 
has just got his liberty. Than:({s to Bennett the 
brave and all who help to take this Christian yoke 
off the necks of the hmnan family, put there by the 
cunning priest. 

Yours for humanity, THOS, KNIGHT, 

What a pity that the Spiritualists and Materialists 
cannot get along together without turning their bat· 
teries on one another. It is a waste of force as well 
as ink and paper. What a pity we were not all cast 
in the same mold, and then we could all think 
alike. 

Why, some of the Materialists .are as illiberal as 
any Calvinist ever dared to be. It is a positiv shame 
to hear them abusing one another, but the Material
ist nearly always makes the attack on the Spiritual
ist. I don't know how others :rp.ay look at it, but 
from my standpoint, .I think that. there i!3 plenty of 
work for all to do, and let eaah one do it in their 
own peculiar way. 

Yours respectfully, MRS. s. H. DAYI8, 

MR. EDITOR: The members of the Liberal League 
of Dowagiac, Mich., assembled on Sunday Jan. 28th, at 
the residence of Amos Knapp, of Silver Creek, to 
hold a festival in commemoration of the birthday of 
Thomas P<~.ine. As usual they found everything at 
the farm house arranged with artistic taste, and the 
atmosphere fraught with the inspiration of the oc
casion. A life-sized, richly-framed portrait of the 
author-hero looked down from the wall where it 
was encircled by a wreath of evergreens, which 
symbolized the immortality of his fame. After 
partaking of a splendid repast, the meeting was 
called to order by the preside·n t, and a historical 
review of the public services of Thomas Paine was 
read by Mr. Knapp which was followed by other 
interesting reminiscences of the courage, honesty, 
and sacrifices of this noble man in the defense of 
liberty in both worlds. Speeches were made by 
nearly all the members present, and, the enthusiasm, 
though quiet and tearful, was intense. 

It is good and wholesome in these days of dis
honesty and corruption to contemplate the character 

TwiN LA.KEB, Feb. 19, 1883. of o:ne so thoroughly incorruptible and purely patri-
DBAR MRs. BENNETT: Though late to offer my con- otic. It is good for us to remember one who gave 

dolence, you 1.1ay nevertheless believe that I feel his whole fortune to feed and clothe our starving, 
the losg of our dear Mr. Bennett, your husband, as shivering soldiers in the war of the Revolution, and 
tileep as any, and deferred my testimony only in who followed the disheartened armies with his 
order to at the same time renew my subscription, printing-press and in each dark hour of the struggle 
with which nobody ought to tarry now .. I subscribed scattered his pamphlets filled with words of hope 
first when our never-to-be-forgotten D. M. Bennett and cheer and invincible arguments among the 
was put in prison; in fact, this was the cause, as I faltering defenders of a hopeless cause, 

·saw then that the Liberals would hav to rally FRIEND MACDONALD: This was written for our coun
a·round a common standard; and what better one ty papers, but they are too goodv-goorly to print 
could we chose than the sheet· of the martyr to the such Infidelity for their Christian readers, and though 
cJmmon cause? · late now, I send it to you, hoping to. add one more 

Inelosed find $3, of which please to apply $2.50 to eulogy for Thomas Paine, I also inclose one dollar 
one ·year's subscription. HENRY STRAUP, . to add to the fifty cents from the last remittance 

LINDSAY, Feb. 13, 1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Please find inclosed $12--$3.50 

for THE TRUTH SEEKER, ·$5 for Around-the-World 
Book,;, and apply the balance as directed~ 

Dear friend, never in the course of my life, and I 
am now 52 years old, did I receive the news ·of the 
death of a friend with greater heartfelt sorrow than 
that of the death of our beloved leader and champion, 
D. M. Bennett. We could ill-afford to lose him at 
the present time,. but such is cruel fate. I well 
knew how to sympathize with him in all his troubles 
and persecutions. I hav had a taste of that myself. 
I hav been denounced from the cowards' castle as 
an Infidel in· whom no trust can be placed. One 
good clergyman said I ought to be driven out of so
ciety for propagating Infidel doctrine. Another good 
Christian elder said I ought to be shot for polluting 
the minds of the people, and several times they 
tried to prevent me giving evidence in court because 
I did not believe a snake walked on its tail, or that 
it held a conversation with Mother Eve, and because 
I could not believe that the wagging of a stick in 
Aaron's hand.s could produce storms and pestilence, 
frogs and lice. For this I· was not fit to liv in 
society an~ giv evidence. I hav lived in this town, 
doing a manufacturing business, for over tw13nty 
years, and paying frelm ten to twelve thousand dol
lars a year in wages to the working class, and always 
considered a first-class citizen; but as soon as my 
judgment came to maturity and I could think for 
myself, and then cast off the old superstitious non
sense believed in and taught by my grandmothers, 
then it was discovered that I was a bad citizen, and 
should not be tolerated in society, and had no 
private rights to be respected. Our judge is just as 
biased and bigoted a Christian as ever Benedict was. 
So, persecuted' between bench and pulpit, I resolved 
to change my business to one that gave me the 
most privilege of expressing my views and being in
dependent of a bigoted public opinion; so I bought 
a farm of 200 acres just joining the town and look
ing down uporr seven monuments of superstition. I 
am now farming, and find it one of the most inde
pendent occupations in life; and I am as much 
talked of for my successful operati'>ns in my new 
calling as I was for my Infidel belief, and I gave a 
challenge that I had produced more grain on 200 
acres than any praying Christian in the county on 
the same amount of' land, although I never pray for 
rain or dry weather, or ask favors of god or devil, 
My wheat grows as well and sells as well and makes 
as good flour as if I was snive~ing out hypocritical 
prayers twice every day. 
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In a word, I am now beyond the reach of the 
tongue of slander, and I can look upon every man 
who slights me for my honest belief with an air of 
contempt, and I never lose an opportunity to knock 
a stone out of the foundation of the old monument 
of superstition, persecution, and falsehood when the 
opportunity occurs, 

Now, speaking of monuments, reminds me that I 
must add another dollar to the amount I was going 
to inclose for .the Bennett Monument Fund. It 
would never do for me not to contribute my mite 
to the last sad ·rite ·we offer to the metaory of our 
dear friend, Yours, T. FEE. 

SHAWSVILLE, VA., Feb. 15, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: H. S. Brown, who wrote "The Bible 

of the Religion of Science," that you advertise, has 
sent me a copy, and if you will let me say a few 
words more than you do in the advertisment I shall 
be glad, for the/Bible certainly deserves it. I hav 
old Moses,. the Catholic Bibie, the Koran, the Book 
of .Mormon, the Shaker Bible, A. J. Davis's "Reve
latiOns of Nature," and the "Bible in-India " but I 
ceitainly find Brown's bible to giv me more di~ine and 
scientific knowledge than all the others together, 
and I want to ask alf"Bible readers to send to Brown 
or you for it. I am going to sell all I can here in 
Virginia, for you must know we are a Bible people, 
and never burn only Infidel books and all we don't 
like are sure to be Infidel or obsc~ne. 
. In your issue of Feb. lOth I see your letters on both 
sides; each party wanted to boss the job; When 
will the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER learn to be 
truly Liberal? ·What is Liberalism if not toleration 
a~d charity to all? I hav often felt that T. Winter 
and some others were not disposed to giv the Spirit
ualists their honest dues, and also that Brother Rob
erts and his party were hard on the "no-soulites." 
I once believed in Methodism, then Universalism' 
aga.i~ I was sure that Spiritualism was true; yes: 
pos1tlv of it, but if I were to come out squarely I 
must confess that I do not know what is in the fu· 
ture, and can see no more good to set up a belief or 
any guesswork about it. J. M. BARNES, 

points of our own belief. We all agree on one thing 
at least, and that is that reason must take the place 
of superstition ; love and friendship the place of ha
.tred and jealousy. Yes, now, more than ever be. 
fore, we need strong, persistent, and united action. 

Some of our noblest leaders hav fallen by the 
wayside, overcome by tne powers of nature, while 
working manfully for their race. Who shall take 
their places in the van and· lead us on to victory Y. 
Ah I my friends, though we may never find such a 
leader as D. M. Bennett, yet 'I am sure that THE 
TRUTH SEEKER will continue ·doing its duty. 
founder has performed his duty not on•ly by writ
ing but by suffering for our principles. Let us im
mortalize his name by supporting what he estab
lished, It .is an everlasting and living monument to 
his name. Respectfully. U. F. SHULER. 

MoNMOUTH, ILL., Feb.ll,-1883. 
MR.· EDITOR: As my time has run over a little, I 

send you inclosed $1 until I can· hav an opportunity 
to send you tne balance for a year. and I should like 
to hear of many thousands doing that much. 

I am a printer (compositor), and I get all the 
papers to read, yet when Saturday night comes I 
look for THE TRUTH SEEKER, which is most thoroughly 
enjoyed,· and we miss it when it fails to come on time. 

In regard to the death of Mr. Bennett Brother 
Putnam utters my feelings exactly, and I can only 
add my mite of respect for the man who has just 
passed on a while before us; For, 

"There is no death; the stars go down 
To waken on a brighter shore." 

So in that life so much unknown, 
Will Bennett liv forevermore. . 

With those who are living here is the great work 
of his life to be .• continued. It was not bigotry of 
Class or clan he sought to create, but to waken 
thought, a deeper study of the intellectual, moral, 
and physical wants of all mankind, and how best to 
provide for ·them. ln that effort every man, it seems 
to me, ought to be .wiiling to ·write and do what he 
can to further these objects. Is it for a Spiritualist 
to say he only is right, and will not work with a 
Materialist, or for a Materialist to say the same of a 

SYRACUSE, N. Y., Feb. 20, 283. Spiritualist? I pity those who are so narrow-minded 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: You hav my heartfelt sympa- or bigoted as that, for whoever helps my brother 

thy in the death of your husband, who was first and man also directly or indirectly aids others as well 
foremost in try~ng to free the minds of ·men and as myself. It is not our selfish opinions that do the 
women from the shackles of superstition, priestcraft,. most good, but the free· discussion as practical value 
and folly of any man I ever had the pleasure of be_. for ·aiding man in investigating theories or correct
ing acquainted with. He was possessed of all the ing evils. There are many, I am sorry to say, who 
faculties that go to make up a true and noble man- cannot bear the thought that another should differ 
hood. I saw Mr. Bennett at the Watkins Convention from them in their notions, and would rather stop 
last fall, and shook hands with him for the last their paper than hav another express views the ex
time. Little did I think at that time it would be my treme opposit. I see by the last issue (Feb. lOth) 
last chance to gaze into that open and manly face you hav · a few of that sort. " Let us pray " that 
again, and hear him say that I had been his friend their eyes may be opened to see humanity, and the 
from first to last, which made me feel proud that I way to work for them in a broader light. 
was his friend through that infamous trial, persecu- As ior myself, a thorough believer in Spiritualism, 
tion, ~nd prosecution by that low, mean, inhu- I must say I hav read the outpourings of T. Winter 
man Anthony Comstock, set on by that order of and others on 13piritualism with no such feelings as 
Jesuits and bigots, the Young Men's Christian Asso- he or they exhibit. If he enjoys his belief it is none 
ciation. of my business, but when he publishes it to the 

I received a postal from Mr. Macdonald stating my world it becomes public property, and he must not 
subscription had expired the first of this month, and make a wry face if it happens to get well pulverized 
requested me to let him know if I wanted the paper in the process. 
stopped. Will answer that twice: '·No, sir; no sir-ee." Come, all professed Liberals, plead no "hobby act," 
Hav taken it from the first number published in but work together to decapitate superstition, and the 
Illinois to the present time, and expect to take it belief in another life will take care of itself. 
and ·pay for it while my I amp of life holds out to S. W. S. 
burn. 
. Inclosed is $5-$2.50 for T.trE TRUTH SEEKER, $1.50 

for Mr. Bennett's fourth volume of travels around 
the earth, and $1 for the Monument Fund. 

Now, Mrs. Bennett, may you long be publisher and 
Mr. Macdonald editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER until we 
hav a new heaven here on earth. 

Your sincere friend, IsAAC VANSCHOICK. 

CoLUMBIA, Mo., Feb. 11, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Thinking that a few lines from this 

place, concerning the condition of the churches and 
Liberalism, might be of interest_ to you and your 
many readers, I ·take the opportunity of writing you 
for the first time. 

First come the Sunday-schools, which are but 
thinly attended in proportion to the whole number 
of inhabitants in the city: There are four principal 
denominations represented: the Methodist, the Pres
byterian, the Campbellite, and the Baptist. The av
erage attendance for each is about 125, or 500 in all, 
per Sunday. And as the city contains about 8,000 
inhabitants, it shows that only six. and one-fourth 
per cent attend Sunday-school. The above states 
the facts as near as can be learned. 

The attendance at church is probably a little more 
~han double ·the above, or twelve and one-half per 
cent. The ministers hold forth in their old tones 
of "Believe or be damned," "Christ crucified," 
"Come, ye sinners, and wash your hands in the 
bloo<:I of the Lamb," etc.; but slight is the impres-
sion made. · 

Shall we not take courage from this state of the 
church? Surely, the guns of Liberalism are doing 
their glorious work. The blackened and blood-be
smeared walls of superstition are slowly but surely 
crumbling away. 

Let us unite, dear friends, in fighting the com
mon enemy, even if we do not agree upon minor 

.. 

FABIUS, N. Y., Feb. 17, 1883. 
MRs. D. M. BENNETT AND EuGENE MACDONALD: In

closed I send $5 to renew my wife's subscription 
(H. M. S. Billings) to THE TRUTH SEEKER, also for 
Vols. I. and !!.,abound copies of the same, 75 cents; 
my namesake's" Crimes of Preachers," 25 cents; Col. 
Ingersoll's" Mistakes of Moses," 50 cents;" History of 
the Great Fr!lnch Revolution " (Besant), 50 cents; 
"Liberal Hymn Book," 25 cents; and "What Does 
Christian Theism Teach?" by Bradlaugh and Rev. A. 
J, Harrison, 25 cents. 

Allow me to write a few lines with reference to 
my much lamented friend D. M. Bennett, whom I 
cann.ot keep away from my mind, for he seemed to 
me like an own brother. When he started his little 
TRUTH SEEKER at Paris, Ill., the first number VIas 
mailed to my address-! was a reader of the Index 
at that time-but I took the little fledgling and 
perused it, and found it was just what I wanted, for 
it had the right kind of ·ring in it to suit my idea; 
I hav nursed it and cared for it ever since, until the 
small bird that was has become a mighty eagle. I 
then wrote words of encouragement to my friend 
Mr. Bennett, and promised to stand by him, and hav 
kept my promis and do not regret it. I first met 
him at Mr. Casad's at Wolcott, N.Y., at the Free
thinkers' camp-meeting, when we organized the 
Freethinkers' Association of the State of New York. As 
soon as I told him my name, he thanked me hearti
ly for the encouraging letters he had read from me; 
made me promis to write when convenient, saying 
he should class mfi among his firmest friends, etc., 
and he kept his word. His troubles and persecutions 
followed soon after; and when he was unjustly im
prisoned, he was daily in my thoughts during his 
confinement; every week I eagerly perused THE 
TRUTH SEEKER to know how fared my friend. His 
subsequent journeys, both in Europe and Around the 
World, I read with avidity, and was convinced that 

Mr. Bennett was a wonderful man in many respects 
Genial and unassuming; honest and frank in conver
sation, yet modest in demeanor, with a remarkable 
power of adaptation, a close observer, while nothing 
seemed to escape his memory. As-illustration of his 
memory, I will add that the last time I met him 
was at the last ¥reethinkers' Convention at Watkins, 
N. Y. Five years had passed since we had met. 
Upon entering the hall, I noticed my friend at his 
book-stand; I stepped up softly behind him and 
placed my hand on his head ; turning around and 
looking me in the eye, he humorously said, "Well, 
Billings, old friend, you are brick; but I must scold 
you a little for not writing oftener for my paper." 
I pleaded inability and incompetency, but to no pur
pose .. Said he, "Hav I ever refused to publish any 
of you articles?" "No sir," said I. "Well, then," said 
he, "send in your articles; they suit me well enough." 
I was. astonished! Here was a man, whom the wise 
and distinguished men of all nations delighted to 
honor, for his moral and intellectual worth, solicit
ing my uncouth ic eas for publication. · 

He valued worth, but knew no great nor small, 
The rich and poor alike (to him) were brothers all. 
In his simplicity, his greatness shone; 
He cared for others, not himself alone. 
The world now mourns his exit fl'Om this life, 
And sympathy extends to his respected wife. 

Fraternally, · HoMER A. BILLINGs. 

WRONGS RIGHTED, 
IRWIN STATION, Jan, 21, 283. 

MR. EDITOR: In reading an article from the pen of 
James Hale, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of .Tan. 20th, on 
the materialism of mind, I was interested. He states, 
"We see evil in the world-that cannot be denied ;" 
then he adds, "And I think it can and will work 
out good." Mark! here is the old pernicious doc
trin-let us do evil that good may come. And then 
he states, "By the contrast between· good and evil 
we can the better appreciate the good, as we never 
could without the evil." According to Mr. Hale's 
logic here, evil is a good thing. Then he adds, 
"And in the hereafter we may be able to overcome 
the evil with the good; and then it will be all right, 
and we shall then see that God designed everything 
for our greatest good, as a kind and loving father 
could hav done, and that every vicissitude that we 
hav had to pass through here was intended to add 
to our happiness there, beyond all that we can con
ceive of here. -This can be so for all that I can see, 
and God be just and true; and, to my mind, it must 
be so, or God cannot be a just God, for I cil.n see 
that justice is not meted out here-that the wronged, 
the injUred, the outraged t>ass off tb.e stage of life, 
and their wrongs are not and cannot be righted 
here; it is impossible. And if they 11annot be right
ed and are not righted hereafter, then God cannot 
be a just God, and I wish to believe that the Eter
nal is just and true." 

And this is one of your reasons for a belief in a 
future state of existence, is it, Mr. Hale? Now, I 
wish to state right here that the above is as good a 
reason as I could wish for to make me disbelieve in 
a future state of existence. I think, Brother Hale, 
you are deeply dyed in the old orthodox, Calvinistic 
doctrin, and if I should giv you a few punches in a 
sore plane, don't get angry at me, for I do it in 
friendship, as every true Liberal should when he 
finds a brothE>r leaves his eggs before the brood is 
hatched out.' Now, Brother Hale, you say you see 
evil in th~ world; then you say that the evil is here 
to make us appreciate the good as we never could 
without the evil. According to your logic, evil is a 
good thing in this life. Then what would be the use 
of overcoming tbe evil hereafter with fhe good, if 
evil is, SO" necessary here and intended to add to our 
happiness hereafter? Ah I but you see the wronged, 
the injured, the outraged pass off the stage of life, 
and their wrongs are not and cannot be righted 
here, you say; it is impossible. Here yoa a,re right. 
But here· the question arises, How can that God of 
yours right the wrongs of the outraged hereafter
even if he has a little hell to punish the persons 
who do the outraging? That cannot do auy good to 
the person outraged. What could be the design in 
punishing except to satisfy a revengeful disposition? 
Does our government hang persons for revenge? If 
it does, I pity the government. I think persons are 
hung to protect others from being murdered bv the 
same parties. We as human beings punish crimi
nals to protect society. Has God to punish persons 
to protect society? I think not. But the combined 
forces of nature hav so constructed our physical 
frame that we are able at present, by the blessings 
of evolution, through the experience of our ances· 
tors for many ages, to yet but dimly see the light of 
truth as it is manifested to us by our most energetic 
searches after knowledge in the different depart
ments of science. The mind, soul, or spirit of man 
is of use to him to guide and protect his physical 
frame while he livs and moves and has an identical 
being among his fellows. Outside of that we hav no 
positiv proof of any existence. 

You will find a short article of mine in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER of Nov. 29, 1879, page 763-" A Question ror 
Clergymen to Answer; or, What the :Sou! of Man is 
Composed Of." With all the articles pro and con, I 
cannot see that any light has been shed upou the 
question. Every person has an ideal God of some 
kind who is the author of all things. and according 
to the education and intelligence of the person so 
is their God. W. N. RIDINGER • 

• 
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SalE) of the Boy. 
BY C. B. T. 

A boy, a boy, a boy, a boy, 
or fiesh and blood-no mechanical toy. 
And he up at auction, can breathe and lw, 
To the highest bidder, come, what will you glv? 
Look at his build, like an apple, round, 
And a head like a statesman, I'll be bo und. 
Look at the-shad·es of pink and White, 
He can sleep all day and cry all night; 
Can smash and tear, and pull, and break. 
Do what he's told not to, and keep you awake;. 
Can the mildest, smoothest temper roll, 
And keep you changing his clothes all the while. 
He'll hav cramps and worms, and chills and croup, 
He will cry and yell, and squeal and whoop, 
A regular snorter, household joy, 
A boy, do you hear me? A real live boy. 
One thousand d<:>llars I hear you say? 
Why this boy is not to be given away. 
Do you think I'd speak In the way I did, 
And accept such a sum on him, as a bid? 
F!ve thousand, I think, some one over there said. 
That won't buy a single hair of his head. 
Five thousand dollars on this liVing pearl, 
You've mistaken the article, this is no girl. 
Must I tell you again that this Is a boy? 
That can crow and delight, or cry and destroy I 
That can rule a whole nation of his fellow-men
That Is, when he grows up. Come now, bid once 

again. 
Ten thousand. that's better, yet tar trom enough, 
Twenty, thirty, and Iitty, going-sixty, that's tough. 
For you're bidding like men, and I want to be ~air, 
But that wouldn't purchase a lock of his hair. 
Fivo hundred theusand, well that Is a bid; 
Who, here, made that otter? Oh, that lady did. 
Five hundred, and going, going, gone 1 On my Ute 
That's a bargain. What name? hey? what? thun-

der, my wife! 

An English Appeal for a Parson. 
Wanted, a rector, a vicar, or curate, 

Peterb'ro Isn't particular which ; 
One who will grab at a minimum pew-rate 

Fully convinced that It's wrong to be rich. 

Listen, ye black-coated brigands who prey on us, 
Here Is a liVIng tor one or your crew; 

High, Low, or Broad IS a matter don't weigh ·on us, 
Salary's small but there's plenty to do. 

Pity your bishop who's pleading appealingly, 
Pity the souls that are sinking In sin; · 

Don't run away In a manner unfeelingly, 
Don't let Sathanas go In there and win. 

Can It b\ want or the mammon delaying you ? 
Think or the woes that to riches belong; 

Can it be thought or the work that is staying you ? 
"Gird up your loins·" like Samsoa the strong. 

Oh I 'tis a sight to set angels despairing, 
"Cherrybums" weep and the seraphims scowl, 

As they discover, when out for an airing, 
No one responds to the bishop's loud howl. 

'Vanted~ ·a rector, a Vicar, or curate, 
Peterb'ro Isn't particular which, 

One who will serve for a minimum pew-rate, 
Fully convinced that It's wrong to be rich. 

Here Is a chance seldom seen for converting 'em, 
Snatching the brands from the wrath Of the fire, 

Should you be charged before Christ with deserting 
'em, 

How will you answer his terrible Ire? 

Gather around then, and bring the old story to 
Tickle their.teellngs with heavenly bliss, 

Read or Jehovah, the grand and the gory too, 
All that Is naughty and nasty, why-miss. 

Tell them he worked very hard when creating us, 
Taking SIX days ere he finished the earth, 

Tell them he's awfully fond or cremating. us, 
How we are damned from the moment or birth. 

Tell them the millions or w()rlds all surrounding us 
Took but a moment to form, so to speak. 

This little tact then explain that's astounding us, 
Why over us he was working a week. 

Tell them how grand was the old vegetation, and 
Picture the earth when or beasts there were none, 

Then be prepared with a good explanation, and 
Say how it fiourlshed without any sun. 

These little things may appear contradictory, 
Scotrers may sneer a.t the story Inspired; 

:Faith Is the weapon that glvs you the victory, 
Only believe, and that' a all that's desired. 

Come along, parsons, tho harvest is waiting a 
Psalm-twanging singer to iather it in; 

Seems the.t the Lord Is a long time lntla.tlng a 
Windbag to wollop the devil and sin, 

Wanted, a. rector, a vicar, or curate, 
Peterb'ro Isn't particular which, 

One who will serve tor a minimum pew-rate; 
Fully convinced that It's wrong to be rich. 

-D. Evans, in Freethinker. 

A Southern Solomon's New Proverb. 
From the Loui>ville Courier-Journal. 

It has always seemed rem!lrkable how quick 
a story to the detriment of a truly good man, 
a minister, or a religious man, will spread, af
ter it once gets started. The other day the 
dispatches announced that a trul.y good Bap
tist minister of Racine had fallen from grace, 
and the story was that he had entered the 
room of his servant girl. Then ·there was a 
committ&e to investigate, and everything was 
excitement. Finally the minister made his 
statement, which was that he came home 
from church at midr:.ight, where he had been 
writing his sermon, and in passing the room 
of the hired girl he noticed that the door was 
OJ'fll a11.d ii beins a oold nijlht, it ocounecl 
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to him that maybe she was suffering from the 
cold, and he went in and approached the bed 
and felt to see if she had bed-clothing enough 
over her. ,The girl awoke. Most any girl 
would. He asked her if she had enough cov
ering, and she said she had not, and he put 
his overcoat over her and went away. At the 
investigation the hired girl corrobora~ed the 
statement of tht truly good man, and the in
vestigation was ended, and the reputation of 
the good man, which had been so nearly tar
nished, was as white as snow. The girl was 
sound to corroborate the statement, and shows 
that there is nothing mean· about her. How 
easy it would hav been for her to hav borne 
"false witness," as the good book would say. 
A minister cannot be too careful about hired 
girls, And now that the explanation of the 
good man is so clear, and his kind heart is 
shown to such good advantage, instead of giv
ing him a reception, there are lots of worldly 
wretches who will not believe it. They do 
not know by experience the feelings of a truly 
good man who would suffer if he knew his 
hired girl was not warm. Some men are so 
heartless that they neyer gl.v a thought to 
whether the hired girl has got clothes enough 
on her bed·on a cold night, and. girls might 
freeze for all they care. Such men would say 
that if a girl had not got sense enough to put 
clothes on her bed to keep warm, it was not 
the place of the man of the house to go prowl
ing around their bedrooms at midnight, 
throwing overcoats, hoopskirts, corsets, and 
petticoats on tht) bed to bank them up. We 
hav heard of hired girls that would hav 
knocked the sermon completely out of thaj; 
truly good man, and stood him on his head 
out in the hall, and poured dirty water down 
his trousers-legs; then there are others who 
would hav kept him piling clothes on them 
till it was time to get up and build_~ fire to 
get breakfast. On general principles it is a 
safe course of conduct for the average minisc 
ter, as well as the average worldly man, to 
not to yearn to find out whether hired girls 
hav bed-clothes enough on their beds. 
"Charity covereth am ultitude of hired girls," 
or words to that effect, but the ordinary run 
of wicked and perverse citizens are liable to 
think that the minister has sinister motivs 
when he goes at midnight to their apartments 
and leaves his coat, and a life of pious en
deavor cannot get it out of their minds. As 
the Psalmist says, "It is better that a thou
sand hired girls hav cold feeLthan that one 
minister shall get into the wrong pew." 

I 

A Long Island Heathen. 
In the recent discovery on Long Island of a 

community of full-blown heathen, the boast
ed civilization of the nineteenth century has 
received a severe shock. Right under the 
nose of the Foreign Missionary Society pagan
ism rears its horrid seven-story front. 

A man from the se,;enth ward, New York, 
was over on the island last week, and while 
leaning on a fish-cart interviewed one of the 
elderly and most respectable of the down-east 
heathen. When' the old animated mummy 
fetched to in his starboard tack to windward, 
the seventh ward man accosted him: 

"Why don't you hav some churches in this 
locality?" 

"What's them?" 
"Places to worship God in." 
"God!" This with a profane accent which 

suggested that the old duffer had heard the 
word before. 

"Yes, God. Didn't you ever hear of him?" 
"Well, I'v-e heard the clam-diggers use the 

word when the tide was up, and sometimes 
the fishermen when they'd made a poor liaul." 

"Who do you suppose God is?" 
"Suppose! I don't suppose nothing at all 

about it, 'cause I don't know nothing at all 
about it. Do you?" 

The seventh ward man took his pipe out of 
his mouth and spat on the shingly shore. 

"How old are you?" 
" Going on 72." 
" Support a family?" 
"Two on 'em-my own and my son-in-

law's" 
"Hav you a Bible in the house?" 
"Is it something like a gill-net?" 
"No; the Word of God, written by the 

twelve apostles. Ever hear about Peter the 
Great?" 

"Naw." 
" One of the apostles; drove Adam and Eve 

out of the ga.rden of Eden with a sword, and 
afterward caught a colored man named Ponti
us Pilate and slit his ears." 

"What was his number?" 
"Whose number?" 
" The pilot's." 
"Didn't hav any number. What do you 

mean by that?" 
".All of the pilots on this coast hav a num

ber. Thought perhap• I might know laim.'' 

"Don't you hav any schools here?" 
" Had a kind of a school here last chowder 

seaso~, but the teaeher was too willing." 
"How so?" 
"Oh, some of the blue fishers asked him 

if he taught that the world was round or 
square, and he said seein' as how he was outen 
a job he'd teach her round or square-just as 
the school board wanted it teached. Said it 
was immaterial." 

"Never had any Sunday-school?" 
"Naw." 
"Dig clams on the Sabbath?" 
"If the tide's down." 
"What would you do if they should send 

some preachers over here?" 
"Sell 'em some clams." 
"What would you do if a missionary should 

come over from Brooklyn and build a nice 
big house to preach in?" 

"Dry codfish in it." 
"Did you ever hear of hell?" 
"Only when Capt. Skidmore talks of New 

Jersey." 
"Where do you expect to go to when you 

die?" · 
"Go to pieces." 
"Well, all I've got to say, old man, is that 

we propose to send over some civilizers and 
evangelical fertilizers from New York, and-" 

"From New York?" murmured the old 
man. 

"Yes, from New York." 
The old man moved a few paces down the 

road. Then he paused again and looked at 
the seventh ward man attentivly. 

"From New York?" This in a surprised 
and querulous tone. · 

"Why, yes. What is it you are driving at?" 
"Ha! ha! Shepherd's fold. Starving wid

ows and children, he, he! Boss Kelly, crime, 
blood, and corruption. Evangelical fertil
izers! ho, ho! and all from New York! It 
makes me tired," and with several weird, 
sepulchral chuckles the old heathen ambled 
up the white and clam-shelled road. 
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During the }?ast two years "Victoria" has been pur• 

ch1111ed by hundreds, and their united testimony Is that It 
has no equal for c ring dl•ease. 

CONSULTATION FREE. 
Send for circulars and price llstll. 
DR. TIIAYER. 

455 Fulton St., BROOKLYN, N, Y, 
Beware ... r Cheap and Fraudulent Haa-• 

netic goods now on the Qlar.llet. 8ead ,-. 
Dr. Tba7er bef'ore T•• DDT aaJ'. 
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gftnt# off g[hought. 
HE sees with equal eye, as God or all, ' 
A hero perish or a sparrow fall, 
Atoms or systems Into ruin hurled, 
And now a bubble burst and now a world, 

-Pope, 

Row much easier It Is to :accept what Is given us 
and say we will not Inquire, as so many do say, how 
much easier to say: We hair believe the truth Is 
on their side; but all the more because we suspect 
It we will draw back In time, lest we ourselvs be In
volved In doubt; we will bury our heads in the sand, 
like the timid ostrich, so we will not see, and close 
our ears so we shall not hear. My friends, for such 
mental indolence there Is no help; for such moral 
cowardice, there Is no answer, save contempt.
Fe!iz .Adler's Radical Pulpit. 

THE author or a great retormatlonisalmost always 
unpopular In his own age. He generally passes his 
lire In disquiet and dang_er. It Is therefore for the 
Interest or the human race that the memory of such 
men should be held In reverence, and that they 
should be supported against the scorn and hatred of 
their contemporaries by the hope of leaving a great 
and Imperishable name. To go on the forlorn hope 
of truth Is a service of perU. Who will undertake· 
It, if It be not also a service of honor? It Is easy 
enough, after the ramparts are ca.rrled, to find men 
to plant the flag on the highest tower. The difficulty 
Is to find men who a.re ready to go first Into the 
breach and did not llv to penetrate to the cltadei.
Alacaulay' s Essays. 

SOME divines hav urged that In the case of Job we 
hav a beautiful picture or patience and contentment 
under wrong and misfortune. But I reply that It is 
not good to submit patiently to wrong, or to rest con
tented under misfortune. I urge that .It Is far man
lier to resist wrong, far nobler to wage war against 
wrong, far better to investigate carefully the causes 
or wrong and misfortune, with a view to their re
moval. I eagerly adopt and reco)llmend for adop
tion the sentlmel).t or the poet: 

"None shall patiently endure 
Any Ill that he can cure." 

Contentment unde~ wrong Is a crime, voluntary sub· 
mission under oppression Is not the virtue some 
would hav it to be.-B,.adlaugh's Few Words .About the 
Df?IJi!. 

CJESAR succeeded, we are told, in Whatever he at
tempted, because he left nothing undone that might 
contribute to success. Never mention that blockhead 
or words "impossible" in my hearing, said Napoleon 
to one of his officers, who wished to show that some 
scheme or his was Impracticable. Exhaust every 
expedient and then It wlll be time to talk of impos
sibilities.-Hylax. 

OR, the great and good and glorious charm that 
poetl'y-poetry worthy of the name, not mere jingle, 
but reason penetrated and made red-hot with pa 
slon, has ever been to man. For those that want It, 
heaven helps them in their destitution. For my
selr, I would as soon suffer myselr to be bereft of 
ono or my senses as forego that most gracious senti
ment. It is the lamp of life, the soul of all our 
finer enjoyments, the soother of our evils, the very 
instinct or virtue, the essence of all that is grand 
and generous, the promoter of benjlvolence, the 
counselor of devotion itselt.-Self-Fonnation. 

BLESSINGS be with them, and eternal praise 
Who give us nobler hopes and nobler cares-
The poets. ' - Wm·dswol'th. 

WILL the sectarian spirit ever die ? Never, so 
long as Christianity exists, because it is the essence 
or Christianity, as or every system that claims tor 
ltselr the possession or a divine revelation. Every 
such system claims for itseu an absolut<> superior
ity over the speculatlv genius of man. As long as 
ChriStianity endures, it must entertain this convic
tion. Therefore, as long as Christianity endures, 
the polson or the sectarian spirit must drop Into 
the world. A sad outlook; yes. But courage I Re
ligion !:; more than Christianity. Christianity is 
only one form of its expression, which has had Jts 
birth, its growth, its culmination, and Is verging 
toward its decline. The reason of man is more than 
any church, more than any ststem, more than all 
systems and churches; man is more than apostle or 
saint, more than law-giver or prophet.-Frothingham's 
Radical Pulpit. · 

THIS Is not liberty which we can hope for, that no 
grievance ever should arise in the commonwealth, 
that let no man in this world expect; but when 
complaints are freely heard, deeply considered, and 
speedily reformed, then Is the utmost bound or 
civil liberty obtained that wise men look tor.-Alil
ton's A1·eopagitica. 

TilE Immorality of an eternal hell should brand 
every man who teaches it as being himselr immoral. 
At any rate, I hav this to say: That from a God who 
could make possible such a hereafter I would turn 
away in loathing and contempt. I recall at this mo
ment the memory or my mother: "l!he was a 
woman 1 Take her for all In all, I shall not look 
upon her like again 1" How swlrt her sympathies, 
how magnificent her scorn, how loyal her friendship, 
how noble and complete her enmity [Mr. Miln seems 
to' take after Dr. Johnson, who loved a good hater), 
how tender her love and how gentle her charity 1 
The mildness or the stars and the brilliance of th'e 
sun beamed from her beautiful eyes. And yet, lr 
the orthodox theology be true, that woman-my 
mother-upon whose bosom I leaned as a babe, is 
now in hell; tor she never felt the necessity or join
Ing any church. And I deliberately say to you that, 
if there Is a God in this universe mean enough to 
damn that woman, I want him to damn me too, tor I 
still wish to keep my mother's company.-Miln's 
Farewell Discourse. 

MY mother 1 when I learned that thou wast dead, 
Say, wast thou conscious of the tears I shed? 
Hovered thy aplrit o'er thy sorrowing son, 
Wretch even then, life's journey just begun. 
Perhaps thou gav'st me, though unfelt, a kiss; 
perhaps a tear, If souls can weep in bliss-
A.h,. that ma.ternal smile 1 it answered, Yes. 

-Cowper's .Address to hiB Mother's Picture. 

THE T:Rtt~tt S~~:tr:ER, MA.RO:H: 10. 18$a. 

THE .EU.R~KA 

MAGNRTIE .·CLOTHING A SOB:OOL I'IWIDENT,· 
I:toW dear to m:y: heart ~~-t~ school I attended; 

And how I remember so distant and dim, 
That red-headed Bill, and the pin that I l?ended, 

And carefully put on the bench under him 1 
And how I recall the surprise of the master CURES EVERY FORM OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT M.EDICIN. 

THE 

When Bill gave a yell and sprang up W:ith the pih 
So high that his bullet-llead busted the plaster 

Above, and the scholars all set up a grin. 
That activ boy, Billy; that high-leaping Billy 1. 

That loud-shouting Billy that sat on a pin 1 

EUREKA MACNE;TIC INSOLE "DE Halleloojah Sons _'nd Dawters ob Zlne'-'long
in' ter dat big church down in de flf' wahd, hav 
'busted and gone to thunder," exclaimed Un~le Si. CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 

"How did the society break?" 
~cnt to any address upon receipt of $1.00. ;EVERY PAIR 

GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all information by 
letter or in person free of charge. Send 

"Too much tuchers, De tresherer ob de ga.rig wuz 
de 'commerdashun husban' ob de female president, 
an' he tuck de cash an' los' hit on fuchers~den yis
tidy he lit out fer Chatt'noogy." for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Add:.;ess all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio. 
LADlll:J::i. "'L~\hu ........ ~ "·~vaE1'. ~rice, $18. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonials, and bE> convinced that our claims are correct in every particula1·, 

and that your ailments can be eradicated without the ai<l or MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis 
One Week. 

in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. · 

OINOINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I reel greatly in

debted to you tor the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
flicted as I hav been that the effect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis in my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
after wearing a suit or your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number or years, from which I hav suf
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and if I Improve as rapidly as I hav in the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means or effecting 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

W:M. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: Arter wearing one of 

youl' MAGNETIC VESTS" for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured or Neura)gia of the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source or misery to me tor 
the last six years. I had tried numerous r!lmedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief instantly. With un
bounded gratitude, !'remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A, BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment tor eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the· Clothing on Tuesday last. . Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOVR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and it I improve as rapidly as 
I hav since Tuesday, will soon be wen. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entirely cured in less 
than six weeks after putting on the. garments, and, 
although in bed, unable to get out, wll.en applied, 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles in 
two days after the application. The lady's name 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
effect a cure in a case or Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the same 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change medicins every day until, after dosing the 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (If he is very skilful) that brings relief can be had upon application at this office, by any
for the time being. _ · one desiring to communicate with her. ·' 

La.•lles, read the follow!ng testimony from a lady who had been suffering for two years with an Ova.r· 
ian Tum.or, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In tour months' time she is perfectly well, and has riot taken a dose or 
medlcin since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothing 
for you; it wlll pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November19,1882. 
DR. L. 'rENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fail me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire for rood, and, in tact, began to tail rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
or St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'J um.or, 
and that the only thing that would save my life would be tll.e knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the Eureka Ma~ n .. u., Appl' a.nc .. s. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catoh at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit or 
your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tu
mor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was in my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medicin. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as I hav, believing 
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MAll.Y J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances in the 
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, 
Gentlemen's Belts • • 
Ladies' Abdominai Belts, 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 
Leg Belts, each, 
Knee Caps, each, 
Wristlets, each, 
Sleeping Caps, 
Ladies Jacket 

$ 6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
'6.00 
4.00 
3.00 
1.60 
4:.00 

18.00 
15.00 Gentlemen's 'f ests, 

Superfine Insoles, 1. 00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the money 
If they are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case, 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are offered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet_ .we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality is a hundred told superior to any other appliance ever offered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every m!Lgnet is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
In the market will attract the smallest particle of iron, the majority of such worthless appliances ha.vlng 
so-called magnets made or material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable or re,taining magnetism for a 
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material tor the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon scientific 
principles, and not haphazard as in all the others. We offer you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison :With any of the so-called magnetic garments now o!Cered under that hell.d. At 
the same time the applicatioo or labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to offer them at 
about 

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being- but a trifle higher 
than ordinary clothing. . 

R·lll<'lllber that we are offering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and if 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's. Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN l!lYJIRY TOWN I)l I'HB UNITED STATES, LmDRAL CO:MMII!SIONS ALLOWJID. 
Address tor hu'tib&l' 1ntonnat1oo, 

"What sort of _futures did he grapple with?" 
"W~ll, he btiught too much co'n on de rise, an' 

w'en hit went down he drapp'd de welf. Dat's ter 
say, he got drunk an' wuz froze out in er game ob 
seben-up down at de Beaver-Slide serloon 1 Dat's 
whar meks me tink dat 'er 'llglus s'iety nohow 
oughtn'ter bet on fuchers 'ceptin dey's six pints In 
de game an's sartln dey kin turn jack withoutglttin 
kotoh'd."-Georgia Majo>'. 

A MEMBEII or a church congregation ~ Wisconsin 
was last month charged with gambling in stocks, and 
brought up before a com1111ttee for investigation. 
The trial began by a deacon asking : 

"Brother Smith, tlie charge Is gambling !n·stocks.' 
"Yes, sir." 
"And you plead not guilty?" 
"No, sir, I plead guiltY." 
"Then you do buy and sell stocks, speculate in 

wheat and oats, and sell futures in pork?" 
"I do, sir. Didn't I giv $1,000 ill cash to help build 

this church?" 
"Yes." 
·• Well, I scooped that in on a little deal in pork• 

Didn't I pay $500 on the organ?" 
· "Yes."· 

" That was part or my profits on a spec in oats, 
Didn't I foot a deficiency of $400 in the minister's 
salary this year?" 
·. "Yes." 

"That came from a riSe in stocks. 
in $700 toward the parsonage?" 

Didn't I chip 

"Yes.·~ 

"That came from a corner in oats. Havn't I 
whacked up on the orphan asylum, the new bridge,. 
the park, and the fire engin?" 

"You hav.•• 
"Well, that means more corners and holding on 

till I folt my hair growing gray. Gentlemen, I will 
step ou ttor a moment and let you reach a nrdlct." 

He stepped, but it was only thirty seconds before 
he was called in and congratulated on the verdict or 
''not guilty.'' 

80 Court st .. Bro9klyn 
THE 

'~ WILSON lA," 
TWO YEARS AGO 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

THE INVENTOR OF 

WILSONIA, 
AN ENGLISH SCIENTIST, MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, 

LECTURER ON ELECTRICAL THERAPEUTICS, 
AUTHOR OF THE "TRIAL OF MEDICIN," 

THE "LANGUAGE OF DISEASE," 
. "MEDICAL FALLACIES," 'ETC., 

Introduced to the People ot' the 1Jutted 
States His 

MAGN1TIC GARMENTS 
For the cure of Disease! without Medlclue· or Med\col 
Treatment •. The Statement made by him at that time 
that his Magnetic Clothing, If worn for any form of Dis. 
ease (and as advised), would cure ninety per cent of the 
so-called Iucnrables, has been verlfted, he hav
Ing Clothed and Cured Thousands of Persons of all Forms 
of Disease. Positive proof of this has appea,ed In all the 
leading Newspapers by 'l'estlmony of many of our most 
Prominent and .Wealthy Citizens, who, having been 
Cured by the 

. W1lsona Magnet,c Garments 
Atter all other Treatment had tailed, were pleased to 
assist the Inventor In giving conftdence to the Sutrerlng 
Invalids of America by allowing him to nse their well
known and respected Names as Reference; and it Is now 
admitted by many most highly accompUBhed Scientists 
and Physicians that the Success and Gures attending the 
Introduction of "Wllsonla" Magnetic Clothing has been 
unprecedented In the history or Electrical Therapeutics. 
In the face of such Positive Proof as given by us no person 
can doubt the value of this Invention In all cases. 

Therefore why .continue the Suicidal System of taking 
Druga 

SEND $1.50 FOR A PAIR Of 
•• 'W'flsouta" l!lal(ne1>ic Insoles. 

Sure Preventive· of Cold Feet-the Forerunner of .All 
Kinds of Disease. 

Con•ultatlon Free. 
Send for Pamphlet and InfoJIIlatlon to the only O!llce 

Where the Inventor can be seelftl 

Address all Commul!ioations io 

DAVID J. COTTER, 
SO COUBT 8T~T, BROOKLYN 
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IJoits and g[lippings. 

THEl!E are one million persons in London 
·for whom no religious provision has been 
made by any of the churches. 

A NEw JERSEY widow is said to hav changed 
her religion because she wished to avoid 
meeting her husband in the next world. 

A MUCH abused minister wrote to a brother 
clergyman, calling him an ass, and thought
lessly signed himself, "Yom's fraternally," 

THE Christian Register calls Governor But
ler's Fast-day proclamation an insult and ad
vises ministers to send it to the brass fo~ndry. 

DE man what 'pends on de rooster fer ter crow 
An' wake 'im up 'arly in d.e mawnin' 

May sumtime fin' dat "de rooster am no more, 
For the-parson was aroun' 'fore de dawnin'. 

. . ~Adapted. 

THINGS are 'coming. to a pretty pass in Ken
tucky, says the Christian at Work, when a 
preacher has his salary docked for the time 
lost on a trip to fight a duel in a distant part 
of th·e state. 

Two hun~ed people of Indiana county, 
Pennsylvania, including ministers and dea
cons, hav been speculating in grain. One 
minister, two deacons, and twenty-one others 
are now bankrupt. · 

MR. TALMAGE is to lecture in New Orleans, 
and the papers of that city are informing their 
readers "that. "the Talmage troupe consists of 
eleven people," and that the "leading .man 
makes a specialty of performing a marvelous 
trapeze act;'' 

· "IT is a poor compliment to a preacher,'' 
says the Sun, "to tell him that his sermons 
are acceptable" because they are so short. It 
is as much as to say that the more there is of 
them the worse they are." Still a short ser
mon. is the next best thing to none at all ! 

THE Holiness Band, a fanatical religious 
organization, are raising a general excitement 
at ·Corsicana, Texas, and it is expected they 
will prove themselvs as obnoxious as they did 

;iwo years ago, when the leader was ridden on 
a rail and the band dispersed as a nuisance. 

"ARE your domestic relations pleasant ?" 
asked a Southern pastor of a colored mem
ber. "What's dat conjunction, boss?" "I 
ask are your family ties pleasant?" "Wall, 
no sah, When a 'oman ties a man when he's 
drunk an' whips him till he's sober, I doan' 
think dat it's pleasant, sah." 

SoME time last summer the ladies of Cleve
land, Oswego county, Jt. Y., made an auto
graph quilt and succeeded in obtaining the 
signatures of President Arthur and Governor 
Cleveland. At an auction held in the church 
the other night it was knocked down to a 
Philistine at the low price of $7. What is.fame? 

"YEs, l?rethren," said a preacher from his 
pulpit, "·you are the passengers on a train 
speeding its straight and narrow way to glory 
and I am the conductor of that train, thank 
the Lord." "You run her first-class, I should 
say,'' remarked a stranger, looking over the 
congregation, "from the number of sleepers 
you're hauling." 

DR. GEORGE E. WALTON denies the remedial 
value of the climate of Florida for Northe;n 
invalids, especially those affiicted with pul
monary tronbles. In a Popular Science Montl!JY 
article he advises consumptivs to keep away 
from there on acconnt of the warm, humid, 
relaxing, enervating character of the atmos
pheric conditions. 

A CENSUs agent in e southwestern city came 
into a house owned by two elderly maidens of 
means. The hired girl answered the call, and 
he ·made his usual stereotyped remark, "I 
called to see if there were any births in this 
house last year." For some reas6n the do
mestic failed to understand him, and made 
this report to her mistress: "There is a man 
down stairs who wants to know if you had any 
bnrsts last year." They hurriedly discussed 
the possible meaning of such a 'luery and 

--

concluded it must refer to the water-pipes. 
One of the women went to the door and asked 
the canvasser if he li.ad antho:dty to ask such 
questions. He said he was acting under the 
law, whereupon she remarked, "Well, we did 
hav a little one here, but it was so slight that 
we were not obliged to call in outside help." 

THE Observer says that " every financial 
concern got up ostensibly in the church to 
get the people's money for the ·-church, with 
the promis of profit to the len~s, is to be 
suspected of beiilg a pious fraud." The Chris
tian Advocate's mining swindle is a case in 
point. The "Augustinian fathers " is another; 
and these might be multiplied, 

THE Rev. Dr. Dix has been lecturing re
cently on woman and divorce. He attributes 
the decrease in the size of families to the 
spread of modern Infidelity. This may be 
true in so far as modern Infidelity has tended 
to discourage the practice among modern 
clergymen of visiting the women of the parish 
during the· absence of tl;te man of the house. 

"WHEN," asked the superintendent, fixing 
his eye on the teacher of the young ladies' 
Bible class, "when does man most keenly 
and fully and conscientiously recognize and 
realize his own utter nothingness?" And the 
young ml).n, who led himself to the altar only 
two short weeks ago, blushed painfully an'd 
said, with faltering voice, "When he's being 
married." 

PAsTOR JoHN JASPER, of Richmond, it is said, 
is more firmly than ever convinced that the 
world is flat, and has four corners, and that 
the sun moves up when it ~ises and down 
when it sets. As the good old man advances 
in years he becomes more positiv, and he has 
now reached that point from which he hnrls 
his anathemas at all who disagree with him. 
Suoh persons he declares to be Infidels. 

THE Congregationalists hav fewer candi
dates for the ministry than they had in 1876 
by 52, a.nd the Presbyterians hav 58 less. The 
number of churches,! however, of both denom
inations hav increased, while the attendance 
has falle:q off. The managers of the Congre
gational and Presbyterian educational institu
tions say that the indications, as they hav 
carefully figured them, are that the decrease 
is likely to continue for some years to come. 
The decline is said not to be local nor denom
inational, but widespread and general. The 
symptoms are regarded as the worst possible, 
indicating a lack of vitality in the system. 
Meanwhile the gospel of Liberalism is spread
ing. 

Tm: Paris Figaro of April 1st will contain 
an interview with Mr. Barnum, in which he 

'announces that he has engaged a reformed 
clergyman named Talmage to appear as Dan
iel in the lion's den. The part of the lion 
will be undertaken by a regular member of 
Mr. Barnum's menagerie, a highly intelligent 
Numidian animal. On alternate nights Mr. 
Talmage ~ill put his head in the lion's mouth, 
and on the other nights the lion will put his 
head in Mr. Talmage's mouth. The reporter 
of the Figaro suggests that the lion is greatly 
to be pitied, as he will surely die, for if Mr. 
Talmage should accidentally bite off his head 
he would be a dead lion, whereas if he should 
bite off Mr. Talmage's head inadvertently it 
would be certain to disagree with him fatally. 
The Figarois.noted for circulating sensational 
stories, and the present report is not gener
ally credited on the bouvelards. 

ENGLAND has a Society for the Suppression 
of Blasphemous Literature. Its object is to 
prosecute all writers who hav uttered ex
pressions of unbelief in Christianity,. and in 
particular will it hunt down with ignoble zeal 
men known to the world as Atheists. Among 
those it proposes to correct first of all, we 
find the names of Huxley, Tyndall, Herbert 
Spencer, John Morley, and the publishers of 
John Stuart Mill's works. England has long 
boasted of her progress, of her liberties, and 
of her ei:J.couragement of scientific research, 
Freethought, and untrammeled expression of 
opinion. Is this the outcome? Are we going 
back to the ideas of enlightened government 

which prevailed in Henry Vill. 's day? Is our 
belief to be measured out to us.as rations to 
a convict? Is free speech a delusion and a 
snare? Must all literary England submit its 
proof-sheets to the anti-blasphemers for ap
proval? Did we not regard the operations of 
this long titled society as the brgadest of 
·farces, ironical pleasantry would become· in
dignant protest; but; like America's society 
for the introduction of the name of God into 
the Constitution-the exact and corporate 
name ;escapes our memory-the anti-blasphe
mous association of England is simply an object 
for commiseration; especially when its feeble 
shafts are hurled against the foremost phi
losophers and men of science in our gener
ation.-Syiacuse Evening Herald. 

A PROSPECT of a church row up in Chippewa 
county, Wis., is reported by Peck's Sun. It 
was desired to raise money for the church at a 
sociable, and one of the deacons suggested a 
scheme which to him seemed calculated to fill 
the coffers. A wash-tub was procured and 
filled with bran, and a silver coin was placed 

/Jtws off iht flttk. 

SoCIALisT meetings in Paris w~:re dispersed 
by the police last Sunday. 

THE overflow of the Mississippi is causing 
great destruction of property in Arkansas. 

PRINCE GORTOHAXOFF, ex-chancellor of the 
Russian empire, is dead. He was 85 years old, 

ELEvEN men lost their lives in the bnrning 
of a Deadwood, D. T., lodging house on the 
lOth. 

A convention of the National Land League 
has been arranged for in this city on April 
25th and 26th. 

FATHER HARKINs, a Catholic priest of Spring• 
field, Mass., has been sued by a woman fol' 
$10,000, for slander. 

THE Rev. Heber Newton has had his ser• 
mons on "The Wrong Uses of the Bible" 
published in book form. 

in the bran and concealed. For ten cents a THE authorities at Vienna, Austria, hal' 
person could take a big spoon and dip up a. closed a club of German students because the 
spoonful of bran. If they got the coin they tendency of its discussions did not suit them. 
were to keep it. The good people crowded 
around the tub and stood in a row awaiting 
their turn, The deacon appeared happy, and 
it looked as if the church had struck a soft 
snap. It ran on merrily for a while, but no 
one got the hidden coin, and some wnrldly 
people were incline"d to marvel thereat. Final
ly they suggested a "show down." They in
timated that there was " collugling," and ap
pointed a committee to examin the bran, The 
committee went into activ session, the bran 
was turned out, and the coin was discovered 
nailed to the bottom of the tub. The deacon 
was not to be found, but the pastor protested 
that there was no use trying to run a church 
if worldly people were to be allowed to come 
in and investigate the game. What it wanted 
was faith. There is talk of bringing the dea
con before the conference on a charge of 
crookedness, but he desires a suspension of 
judgment until hQ can prepare a statement. 
Mr. Peck concludes that honesty is the best 
policy even at a church sociable. At any 
rate, it would be well if some of them were to 
try it. 

THE Detroit Evening News of the 3d givs this 
account of two pious perjurers: "Late Fri
day afternoon a scene was quietly enacted in 
the United States court that should not es
cape publicity. About a month ago Alva M. 
Hutchings and Susan C. Hutchings, his wife, 
of Pittsburg, Shiawassee county, were ar
rested and charged with being guilty of filing 
false pension claims. The proof was clear 
that Mrs. Hutchings had filed three false ·pen
sion claims and a forged marriage rec.ord, and 
that her husband, to aid and abet the fraud, 
had committed perjury and connived at the 
forgery of a marriage record. These were 
serious crimes under the United States law, 
and the maximum punishment for one of the 
defendants could hav been 40 years and for 
the other 20 years. Hutchings and wife there
fore saw that their only hope was in enlisting 
the aid of government officials, pleading 
guilty, and getting off with a light sentence. 
Mrs. Hutchings is 36 years of age, a Sunday
school teacher, and an alleged moral leader 
in the town of Pittsburg, while her husband 
is a well-to-do farmer. The God-and-morality 
racket was therefore worked for all it was 
worth in their behalf, and yesterday they 
pleaded guilty, and as a result escaped with 
fines of $150 and $100 respectivly. After Judge 
Brown. had passed sentence on the ·twain, 
'Squire Pitts, one of the pillars of Pittsburg, 
invoked a benediction upon the court and all 
concerned for the lenient treatment of his 
guilty neighbors. It was before this same 
'Squire Pitts that Mrs. Hutchings perjnred 
herself in her attempt to defraud the govern
ment. Some comment is indulged on the 
leniency shown this couple, who are both in
telligent, and fully understood the serious 
nature of their crime, yet deliberately alte:ued 
a marriage certificate and perjured themselvs 
for the purpose of drawing pension." 

EMPEROR WILLIAM of Germany has sub· 
scribed $1,000 from his private purse for the 
relief of the German sufferers by the Ohio and 
Mississippi floods. 

THE Chicago, St. Louis, and Pittsburgh 
Railroad Company hav made a mortgage of 
$22,000,000, covering all the property of the 
road, and payable Oct. 1st, 1932. 

THE supervising architect of the United 
States Treasury building is to be investigated. 
He is charged with having defrauded the gov· 
ernment out of large sums of money. 

THE Rev. Dr. Middleton, of Glen Cove, L. I., 
charges the men of his congregation with grow· 
ing colder and colder toward the church. The 
pastor's complaint is not an uncommon one. 

THE steamer Navarre. went down in a gale 
in the German ocean last week. Nineteen 
peasons perished and six were rescued. This 
iii the third steamer that has foundered at sea 
within a month. 

Ex-GovERNOR SPRAGUE, of Rhode Island, 
who recently obtained a divorce, was remar
ried last week. He found his bride in Vir
ginia, 'He is talked of as the next governor 
of Rhode Island. 

CHARLOTTE TAYLOR fell dead in a Richmond 
church last Saturday while the congregation 
were singing "Swing low, sweet chariot, com· 
ing for to carry me home." Religioua l!Xoite
ment had caused heart disease. 

WEATHEn Prophet Wiggins's storm was on 
timo last week, but its fury fell short of the 
expectations which had been raised by the 
prophecy. Altogether, it was not an u~~ 
usually severe storm for March. 

Two murderers, Michael McGloin and Pas
quale Majone, were hanged in the Tombs 
yard on Friday, the 9th. Both were attended 
to the scaffold by priests, an:d died praying. 
There is no reason to doubt that both of them 
migrated directly to the Catholic heaven. 

THE funeral of "Jimmy" Elliott, the pugil
ist, who was killed in a fight in Chicago a 
short time ago, took place in this city last 
Sunday. The crowd which turned out to view 
the procession numbered hundreds of thou
sands. Elliott was a notoriously disreputable 
man. He spent ten years in jail for man
slaughter, and was at one time connected 
with a gang of New York burgiars. His tak
ing off is not a matter for regret. 

THE residence of the Hon. Abram Wake
man was consumed by fire on the 7th inst., 
and his wife and daughter perished in the 
flames. Mrs. Wakeman was an invalid, and 
the daughter lost her life endeavoring to res
cue the mother. Mr. Wakeman will be re~ 
membered as the counsel of Mr. Bennett in 
his trial before Judge Benedict. He is the 
brother and law partner of T. B. Wakeman, 
and was at one time collector of the port of 
New York, and also postma1ter. 
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Origin and Pedigree of Man.-Continued •. 

the ciliated larva has been lost, in the course of time 
by abbreviated inheritance. There must however' 
hav. existe? ancestors of Man in the early Priniordiai 
penod which possessed the fonn value of these cili
ated larvoo. A certain- proof of this is furnished by 

BY ERNST HAECKEL. the Amphioxus, which is on the one hand related by 
'THE CHAIN OF THE ANIMAL ANCESTORs, oR THE SERIES oF blood to Man, but on the other has retained down to 

THE PROGENITORS, OF. MAN.-FIRST HALF OF THE the present day the state of the planula, 
sERIEs oF THE ANCESTORS oF MAN.-INVERTEBRATE Fifth Stage-Prirn<eva:l St:m:ach Animals ( Gastrreada). 
ANCESTORS oF MAN. -'-~ the course of the mdividual development of Am-

From Vol. II., History of Oreatim, phioxus, as w.ell as in the most different lower-animals, 

ing man, but also of the larvoo of the Ascidia~ The 
form of value of this stage nearly corresponds with 
that which the larvoo of the simple Sea-squirts pos
sess at the time when they ,show the beginning of 
the dorsal marrow and spinal rod. · 

(TO BE CONTINuED.) ---

The Tomb of Fanaticism. 
[An examination of Lord Bolingbroke's doctrines. Written 

by Voltaire in 1767 and translated from the French by Avery 
Meriwether.) 

CHAPTER XXIX. 

First Stage-Monera.-The niost ancient ancestors there first anses out of the planula the extremely im
of Man, as of all other organisms, were living crea- portant fonn of larva which we hav named stomach 
tures of the simplest kind imaginable, organisms larva, ~r gastrula (p. 126: Frontispiece, Fig. 5, 6). 
with~ut organs, like the still living Monera. They According to the fundamental law of biogeny this 
consisted of simple, homogeneous, structureless, and gastrula proves the fanner existence of an indepen
formless little lumps of mucous or albuminous matter dent form of primeval animal of the same structure 
( 

, CONCERNING CONSTANTINE. 
protoplasm), like the still living Protamceba primi- and this we hav named primeval stomach animal, or 

tiva. (Compare vol. i, p. 186, Fig. 1.) The form gastrooa (pp. 127, 128). These gastrooada must hav Where is the man who, having received a tolerable 
value of these most ancient ancestors of man was not existed during the older primordial period, and they education; can forget what Constantine was? He had 
even equal to that of a cell, but merely that of a cytod must hav also included the ancestors of man. A cer- himself acknowledged as emperor in a small corner 

· (compare vol. i, p. 347); for, as in the case of all tair~; pr?of o.f this. is furnished .by tl?-e amphioxus, of Eng~and by a little army of foreigners; had he 
Monera, the little lump of protoplasm did not as yet which m spite of Its blood relationship to man still more nght to the empire than Maxentius, who was 
possess a cell-kernel. The first of these Monera passes through the stage of the gastrula with a simple elected by the senate or by the Roman armies? 
originated in the beginning of the Laurentian period intestin and a double intestinal wall. Some time afterward he comes to Gaul and collects 
by spontaneous generation, or archigony, out of so- Sixth Stage-Gliding Worms ( Turbellaria).-The hu- toge~her a few Christian soldiers formerly attached 
called "inorganic combinations," namely, out of sim- man ancestors of the sixth stage which originated to his father; he crosses the Alps, ever increasing his 
p~e combination of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and out of the gastrooda of the fifth stage, were low army; he attacks his rival, who falls in the Tiber in 
mtrogen. The assumption of this spontaneous gen- wonns, which, of all the forms of worms known to us th~ m~dst of the battl~. They do not fail to say that 
eration, that is, of a mechanical origin of the first were ·most closely allied to the Gliding W onns or Tur~ this VIctory was a miracle, and that in the clouds 
organi~ms from inorganic matter, has been proved in bellaria, or at least upon the whole :possess~d their was seen a standard and a celestial cross, upon which 
our thirteenth .chapter to be !1 necessary hypothe~is. form value. Like the Turbellaria of the present day, everyone could read in Greek letters, "Thou shalt 
( C?mpare vol. I! p. 338.) ~ direct proof of the earlier tl?-~ whole surface of their body was covered with conquer by this sign." ]'or the Gauls, the Britons, 
enstence of this most ancre~t ~ncestr~ stag~, bas~d cilia., and ~hey p~ssessed a simple body of an oval the Allobroges, and the Insubrians who followed him 
upon. the fundame~tal law of bwgeny, IS po~sibly still shape, entrrely Without appendages. These accelo- understood Greek perfectly, and besides God pre-

. furms~ed by the cr:cums~ance t~t, accor~g ~0 the matus worms did not as yet possess a true body-cavity ferred speaking Greek instead of Latin. 
assertiOns of many mvestigators, m the begmnmg of (ccelom) nor blood. They originated in the early pri- Notwithstanding this fine miracle which he him
the dev.elopment of the egg, the cell-kernel, or nu- n:ordial period out of the gastrooada, by the forma- self had published, he did not then become a Chris
deus, disappears, and the egg-cell thus relapses to t10n of a middle genn-layer, or IJ?.UScular layer, and tian. He was contented to grant, as a political move 
the lower stage of the cytod (Monera, p. 124; relapse also' by the further differentiation of the internal liberty of conscience to all the world, and he made s~ 
o_f the nucleated plas~id into ~ non-nucleat~d condi- parts ~to various organs; more especially the first open a profession of paganism that he took the title 
twn). The a~smnptwn of this first stage IS neces- formatiOn of a nervous system, the simplest organs of of grand pontiff. Thus he demonstrated that he was 
sary for most Important general reasons. _ sense, the simplest organs for secretion (kidneys) a,nd considering the two religions in which he conducted 

Second Stage-Amreb~.-The s.econd ancestral stage generation (sexual organs). The 'proof that human himself very prudently during the first -years of his 
of Man, as of all higher ammals and plants, is ancestors existed of a similar formation is to be tyranny. I use the word tyranny in this case with
formed ~y a si;nple cell, that is, a little.piec~ of pro- looked for in the circumstance that comparativ anat- out any scruple; because I am not accustomed to 
toplasm mclosmg a kernel. There still enst large omy and ontogeny point to the lower accelomatous recognize as sovereign a man who holds his place by 
numbers of similar "~ingle-celled organis.ms." Among wonns as the common primary form, not· merely of force, and I feel myself too humane not to call him a 
them the common, simple ~c:_ba. (vol. I, p. 188, Fig. all hi.gher worms, but also of the four higher tribes tyrant and a barbarian, who had assassinated his 
2) can~ot hav been essentially different from these of ammals. Now, of all the animals known to us the father-in~law, Maximius Hercules, without the slight
prog:emtors. The form val?.fe of every Amceba is es- Turbellaria, which possess neither a body-cavity' nor est plausible pretext, and who also assassinated the 
sentially the same as that still possessed by the egg of blood, are most closely allied to these prll:neval Emperor Licinius, his brother-in-law, in Thessalonica, 
Man, and. by the egg of all other animals. (Vol. i, accelomatous Primary Worms. by the m~st cowardly perfidy. . 
p. ~89, Fig. 3.) The naked egg-cells of Sponges, Seventh Stage-Soft Worms (Scolecida).-Between ~call him a.tyrant b~yo~d doubt who had his son 
W~?h c~·eep about exactly like Amceboo, cannot be the Turbellaria of the preceding stage and the Sack Cnspus assassmated, his wife Faust!l' .smoth~red, a:nd 
4l-stmgmshed fr<?m them. ~he eg~-cel1 of Man, which W onns of the next stage, we must necessarily assume who, defiled b~ murders ~nd pa~;ncrdes, .displaymg 
like that of most other a:mmals IS surrounded by a at least one connecting intennediate stage. For the the most revoltmg ostentation, ~elivered himseJ! over 
n:embrane, rese.mbles an mclosed Amceba. The first Tunicata, whi,ch of all known animals stand nearest to all the pleasm·es of .the. most infamous e:ffemmacy. 
smgle-cep.ed an~m~ls of this kind arose out of JVIonera to the eighth stage, and the Turbellaria, which most Let ~owardly ec~lesiastic~l flat~erer~ heap eulogies 

·by the differentiatiOn _of the inner kernel and the ex- resemble the sixth stage, indeed both belong to the upo~ hi~ e_ven while !J.VOWing his cnmes; let them 
t~rnal p;rotoplasm.; they lived in the earlier Primor- lower•divililion of the unsegmented Worms; but still seem hin;t if they can a gre~t ~an, a saint, because 
dial penod. An Irrefutable proof that such single- these two divisions differ so much from one another he had himself plunged tlrriCe mto a tub of water. 
celled primeval a~mal~ really exist~d as the direct in their · organization- that we must necessarily A man. of my people and J?Y character will never de
ancestors of :M:an, IS furinshed according to the funda- assume the earlier existence of extinct intermediate b~se himself by pronouncmg the name of Constantine 

·mental law of bio~eny (v_ol. i, p. 309) by the fact that :fonns between the two. These connecting links, of Witho~t horror. · . . 
the h~man egg IS nothing more than a simple cell. which no fossil remains exist, owing to the soft Zosrm~s rela~es, and this_ IS very probable, that 

T~~rd Stage-Sy~amrebre.-In orde.r to_ form an ap- nature of their bodies, we may comprise as Soft Constantine, ben;g as w~ak as he wa:s.cruel! and: like 
proXImate conceptiOn of the. orgamzatwn . of those Worms, or Scolecida. They developed out of the so many other p~mces, ~e~ superstitiO~ ~th crrmes, 
a;'lcestors of Ma~ which fi_rst de-:elo_ped out of the Turbellaria of the sixth stage by forming a, true body- th~mght to find m Christiamty th~ expiatiOn ~or his 
smgle-celled Pmneval anrmals, It IS necessary to cavity (a ccelcim) and blood in their interior. It is m1sdeeds. Well an~ good. that mterested bishops 
trace t~e ~hange~ u~de~·g:one by the human egg in difficult to say which of the still living Ccelomati are sho~l~ have made him b~lieve that the God of the 
~ho begmmng of Its mdm?ual deve~opment. _ It is nearest akin to these extinct Scolecida, it may be the ~hri~tw.ns wo~d pardo~ him for all,. and t~at he was 
Just ~ere that oi;ttogeny guides us with the greatest Acorn-wonns (Balanoglossus). The proof that even mfimtely obhged to him for havmg given them 
certamty on to the track of phylogeny. We hav the direct ancestors of man belonged to these Scol- money and honored them. .As fo: me, J; .would have 
already seen that the egg of Man (in the same way ecida, is furnished by the comparativ anatomy a d acknowledge~ no Go~ who receiv~d With grace a 
as that of all _other JVIamm~~)'. aft~r :fJ:Uctification has the ontogeny of Worms and of the Amphioxus. ~e heart so deceitful a;'ld mhuman. ~tIS only.the priests 
taken place, ~ails by self-diVISI?n mto a mas~ of sim- form value of this stage must moreover hav been who would canoniZe the assassm ~f U:Iah among 
pl.e and eqm-formal ~n;tceba-hke cells (vol. I, p. 190, represented by several v,_ry different intermediate the Jews, and. t~e murderers of his Wife and son 
Fig. 4!J)· All these divided globules are at first ex- stages, in the wide gap between Turbellaria and among the Christians. . . 
actly like one another, naked cells containing a kernel Tmlicata; · The character of Constantme, his pomp and his 
but without .covering; in many animals they _sho~ Eight Stage-Sack Worms (Himatega.)-Under the ·cr~elties, are v~ry well expresse? in these two lines 
moveT?ents like those of the ~mceboo. This onto- name of Sack worms, or Himateg'a, we 1J.ere allude in which one of his unhappy comiiers, named Ablavius, 
genetic stage of develop_ment which we call~d Mo~a the eighth place to those Ccelomati, out of which the affixed to the door of the palace: 
(p. 125), o~ account of I~s mul.berry ~hape, IS a certazn most ancient skull-less Vertebrata were directly de- "Saturni a urea saecla quis requirat? 
proof that m the earlY: pnmordial penod there existed vel oped Among the Ccelomati of the present day Sunt haec gemmea sed N eroniana. 
ancestors of man which possessed the form value of a the Ascidians are the nearest relatives of these ex~ Who can regret the golden age of Saturn? 
mass of homogeneous, loo~ely connected cells. They ce.edingly remarkable Worms, which connect the This is the age of jewels; for it is that of Nero." 
may be called a commwnty of Amrebre (Synamcebre). Widely differing classes of Invertebrate and Verte- What should this Ablavius have said of the chari-
(Compar~ p. 127.) . They originated out of single- br~te anim~s. That the ancestors of man really table zeal of the Christians who, as soon asthey were 
celled Pnmoo_v~l. ammals of the second stage by re- ensted durmg the primordial period in the form of given full liberty by Constantine, assassinated Candi
peated self-diVISlO~ an~. ~y the pennanent union of ~hese Himatega is distinctly proved by tlie exceed- dins, a son qf tile Emperor Galerius, son of the Em
the products of t~s. diVISIOn. mgly remarkable and important agreement present- peror Maximian, eight years old, his daughter, aged 

Fourth Stage-C~bated. Lar·va ( Planreada).-In the ed by the ontogeny of the Amphioxus and the Asci- seven, and then drowned their mother in the Orontes? 
course of the o:r;togenesis of most of the lower ani- dia. From this· fact the early existence of Sack For a long time they pursued the old Empress 
mals, and also m that of the lowest Vertebrate ani- Wonns may be inferred· they of all known w Valeria, a widow of Galerius, who fled from their 
mals, the Lanceolate Animals, or Amphioxus, there are most closely related to our recent Tunicate~r:~ vengeance. They found her at Thessalonica, massa
first develops out of the. Morula a ciliated larva pecially to the freely swimming young fonns or'lar- cred her, and threw her· body into the sea. Thus 
(planula). Those cells, lymg on the ~ur~ace of the voo of the simple Sea-squirts (Ascidia, Phallusia). they signalized their evangelical moderation, and yet 
homoge~eous mass _of cell~, extend ~~Ir-like proces: They originated out of the worms of the seventh they complain of having had mar-tyrs I 
ses, or fringes of hairs, wh:wh by strikmg agamst the stage by the fonnation of a dorsal nerve-marrow [oro BE coNTiNuED.] 
water keep the whole body rotating. The round (medulla tube) and by the fonnation of the · a] 
many-celled body thus beco~es ~~ren~iated, in that rod (chorda do~salis) which lies below it. It :n~st 
the e~t~rnal .cells covered with cilia qiffe;r from the the position of this central spinal rod, or axial skele
non-ciliated m~ernal ce~s. In Man ~nd m all other ton, between the dorsal marrow on the dorsal side, 
Ve~iebrate ammals \With the exceptiOn o~ the Am- and the intestinal canal on the ventral side, which is 
phioxus), as well as m all Alihropoda1 this stage of most characteristic of all Vertebrate animals, includ-

. THE J ~wish liquor dealers of the Russian empire 
are reqrured to pay a special tax, while the Christians 
engaged in the same business are untaxed. The 
consequence is that the "followers of the lamb " hav 
a monopoly in the whisky trade, 
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Qkomuutnic.._ations. the Old World is not dead, but, practically, dying. execute his justice (such as it was) upon man
The hope of the pope is now in America. The " dis- kind? ls it not stranger still that the only be
establishment of the church" robs the table of the- gotten son of Almighty God, the lamb of God, the 

"When Shall the Harvest Bel" ology of its daily "creature comforts." A writer in meek and lowly Jesus, who said, "Love yom ene-
Engl d "Th Chur h of E gland has dis mies," etc., should sav (Luke xis:, 27), "But those A wn. ter for THE TnuTH SEEKER, a few months an says: · e c n - 01 

· d h ll [th h b f th 1 , 'th t " An mine enemies who would not that I should rule over sinc,e; thought that evangelical religion would "plav nnase e e u 0 eo ogy J Wl cos s. b 
" d b b h 01 eminent divine, who ought to know of what he theml bring hither and slay them efore me." No 

out an e extinct y t e close of this centmy. I speaks, says-putting it mildly-that "the whole desperado tyrant of earth would conceive such a 
do not so think. Like Byles Gridley, I desire to "go Ohristim. church is honey-combed with unbelief." monstrous act. . 
down to the bottom of things," and start my compu- The Rev. Mr. Pullman says: "The secret is, the min- Think of Constantine, after he had murdered his 
tiona deep. We hav about 71,000 clergy in the · t h 1 ll 1 b li f · th r · th wife, son, and others, establishing the "cause of United States, in full life and force, who hav the ear IS ers av near y a ost e e m e re Igwn ey 

find 't t f Th preach a creed Christ " bv law. Consider John Calvin, the most of the public in. the. ir pulpits, protected bv law and I necessary 0 pro ess. ey 01 h S 
01 openly, but secretly their souls are honey-combed atrocious desperado of religious ate, burning erve-

public opinion, to discuss" one aide of the question," with doubt." To fortify this, I might giv an item or tus by the -slow torture of a green wood fire because 
. without "!et, hindrance,. or molestation." He who two from my own experience. I was once a profes- Servetua taught a doctrin different from his. This 
observes will discover that in every church there is a sor in a denominational college; the president and John Calvin is the founder, almoner, conservator, and 
coterie of the strong-minded, "bull-dozing" women, faculty were mostly of the clergy. I was on confi- great mogul of the Presbyterian church. I need not 
who are the " blowers and strikers " for the minister dential relations with all the faculty. I found that say more; the conclusion comes itself. I will only 
and the cause of Christ, who really run the chmch, instead of their desiring that I should embrace their add that that chmch for the past year has increased 
and their husbands impress public opinion largely. belief, they leaned very strongly to mine. Convers- its numbers not to exceed one member to each chmch; 
The main members of the chmch, by their education ing, a few years since, with Judge B., of New York, an then deduct deafus, excommunications, and" go-outii," 
from their infancy, hav been ingrained, "dyed in the old friend of mine, and who holds a high position in and tell me of the life and progress of Presbyterian-
wool," brought· to a belief in orthodoxy, and fastened the Methodist chmch, I said to him, "Now, tell me, ism. . 
to it with bolt and burr, and the bolt headed over it; judge, do. the Methodist clergy believe what they The Congregational chmch is generally demoral
that Moses's God, the Bible, and the orthodox relig- preach ?" Looking at me kindly and earnestly, he ized on orthodox theology, and the Liberals may 
ion are the only sacred and true things in the uni- replied: "I tell you, Putnam, they do not!" And consider it their friend. 
verse. then the crimes and immoralities of the ministry a The Unitarian chmch has never believed in the 

The church will not see, will not think, will not few years past are the greatest danger to the chmch. monstrosities of orthodoxy. It discards the " hub" 
reason, will not listen, will not investigate the other It· is stated that Talmage on his return from Cali- of orthodoxy-atonement. It rides in a substantial 
side; will feed the flames with Liberal books, pam- fornia said that religion is practically dead. Most of wagon of good sense and good conduct. 
phlets, and circulars; in fact, ignore-everything that the thinking, observing clergy would say the same, The Baptist chmch is a pot-metal concern, and al· 
opposes its creed, as an "enemy to God and desper- if they durst "speak out." ways was. You may hav a kettle in your family a 
ately wicked." It " holds the fort," solidified by :fif- The slim attendance at " divine service" is alarm- hundred years old that keeps its shape and grows 
teen centuries; and of necessity must hold it for a ing to the ev~:~>ngelicals over the world. ··In Berlin harder by use-this is the Baptist church. But 
time. It has millions of soldiers of the cross in gar- statistics show that, of a population ·of 1,100,000, understand that all pot-metal can be crushed by 
rison, well armed and equipped for theological war- only 30,000 attend chmch on the " holy Sabbath." superior foree. 
fare. Added to this, it has splendid writers, a power- Paris, London, Edinburgh, and Dublin do a little bet- The Methodist chmch holds the democracy of 
~l evangelical press, and a very large force of clergy ter, but not much. Then New York, with a popula- numbers and ignorance, and will hold the fort of 
m constant work, most of whom are well educated, tion of 1,300,000, has only a Protestant membership orthodoxy in that proportion. But reason and science 
and very many ru;e talented men. These are powers of 97,000. Its church attendance weekly may be are omnipotent, and must rule in the " good time 
that hav be~n highly honored, greatly feared, and about 60,000. Take out from those chmches the coming." 
severely felt I~ the past. . . . cultmed men and women who went in.at a former I hav made many points in this paper, and could 

N?t long smce,_ m. conversatiOn With a noted the- day for social position, popularity, and financial profit tol:J.ch no one but lightly. My topic is, "When shall 
ologmt, I asked him m a modest way, as an earnest (and such will soon be in their graves), munber and the harvest be?'' A few words by way of applica·. 
seeker after the truth,. to answe: me by reasonable weigh mentally the remainder, but "tell it not in tion, as the minister says, and I hav done. The time 
~roof the ~~ee folloWing que~twns, upo!l the s?lu- Gath." I set for that harvest is thirty years, and my reasons 
bon of which_my eternal happmess or _rmsery ~I~ht The greatest, wisest, and best of the clergy hear are these: At that time the 71,000 clergy, so activ 
hang, ~nd whiCh woul~ set!Je ~he questi_on of b1bhcal the creaking and feel the tremble of the "old and powerful now, will be in their graves or super· 
authonty all;d plenary mspir~twn; to Wit: ship of Zion" under their feet--feel that is sinking; annuated; the coterie of women who now run fueir 

1. How ~d God comm~ICate to Moses ? but how to escape is the question. If they go to the husbands and the chmch "will be in fue same boat." 
2. How did Moses know It was..,God? '? solid land they will be denounced, bounced, and dis- Where are the. filling up and the recruits t.o come 
~· How do we kn~w w~, ha:' a co~;rect :ec~rd. graced by the church. "Where will they go?" as from? That is the question. What young men are 

. Now, ~y de~r friend, said I, I will ~sten pa- Webster said. They hav caught the spirit, but can being educated for the ministi7? Very few, and 
tien~y and devou~y to your de~onstratwn~ and not claim the fellowship of the great chmch of hu- they are the weak-minded ones (of comse). What 
pr~ofs, for I hav h~tened ,~uch, m a long hfe, to manity. Beecher, the most eminent divine of Amer- young women are being converted who are to become 
ratiOnal a~d legal ev~~e~J.Ce. . ica, if not of the world, has be'en preaching on the the future "bulldozers" of the chmch? "You tell." 

1\;Iark J;tis answer:. Sir,.~ perceive you ~re an un- center of the gang-plauk, laid from the trembling, What young men are being brought in? TJ:e Boston 
b~hever m tJ;te blessed word of God, a caviler at the sinking old ship of Zion to the solid land of reason divine answered in the late great convocatiOn there. 
B1bl~, selectmg a pa:ssag~ here and ther_e, and not and humanity. He now wisely preaches on shore and He said only the "goodies." He observed, "When 
readmg the connection; m short, a skeptic:, an In:fi- is safe. So are Newton, Chainey, Miln, Thomas, we implore the intellectual young men to come to 
del.. As a rule, I do not ~alk much to such. Swing, and others. Christ they answer, 'Go to thunder.' " What do the 

I t~ereupon. arose, straightened myself up ~o the The Christian chmch itself is evidently in a bad revivals promis? Let us see. I hav watched them 
fu~ hight of SIX fee~, buckled on my armor, Without way, and will soon lose the help of law and outside closely in a county seat of Michigan for fom winters 
usmg the. rusty SWivel of U:f' ~eck_ to hav the o~her financial support. Very many of the church edifices past. Their harvest will not exceed ten, and what a 
cheek smitte~; ~n~ Jlp?n " his hmt, I spake! . as of New England are closed indefinitly. A large num- harvest I "Chub" M., who is well known as a" con
Othello says: Sir, . I said, . I apl?rehend the. giSli of ber of the clergy are without "calls," and the people stitutionalliar," and who has an" overslaugh" in the 
your language; I will state Its plam and real Import. are thinking. The result of thought upon the truth brain, was brought in. He is a regular communicant 
Y_ou mean to say that I am an en~my to G?d,_ und~r of orthodoxy is easily foretold. I hav facts in my in good standing. Lizzie A. came in, promised in 
his ~·ath an~ ete~·na:J. c?ndemnatwn-a cn~nnal Ill mind's eye that let a religionist be free one year from public that she would " giv her ring and breastpin to 
the .sight of I;ilimt JUStice al!-d goodness; m short, orthodox influences, and he will become a Liberal. the Laud." The revival of the present winter has 
Alm1ghty Gods eternal culpnt, to be sentenced for As to the people of the broad West brought in three converts. The mini~ter sai~ a few: 
my best and honest mental . conclusions of what ' days since, "We had better close this meetmg, for 
is truth, to torture through the everlasting cycles of "They don't go much on religion, the material we obtain will not build up a future 
the ages, to pain, the most exquisit that mundane or They never.uin't had no show; chmch." 
supernal chemistrv can invent,· and all for what? But they've got a middling tight grip, sir, But the Sabbath-schools are fue sheet-anchor of 

o1 On the handful o' things they know." 
Because I do not believe as you do. I know what hope for the futme chmch. Let us see about them. I 
you mean to say, sir, and I understand you fully. A word about the state and prog~·ess of a few of hav noticed that those who havlived on Johnny-cake 
Your reasons are vituperation, your arguments are the denominations. In my youth the Universalist in their childhood detest it in middle life. Beecher 
accusation, and your real love for man, outside the chmch was the most despised of all people by the calls the food of the Sabbath-schools "theological 
church, is your hate of reason, science, and the relig- orthodox. No epithet seemed too bad to apply to it. swill." 
ion of humanity. It is a wonder that you forgot I knew, and hav known, that its members were good, Such is the situation. The evangelical chmch 
withal to call me a Freelover. reasonable, and sensible people. That church never must go with its atrocious name, its horrible, tortura 

"Let me say that your language to me is below believed the authority it quoted to prove universal ing, inquisitorial fame; it must go. It retains its 
even. the cloth of a clergyman, and especially very salvation. That authority teaches brimstone and former disposition, but it lacks the law. It must go. 
far beneath the dignity of a gentleman. I warn you 'eternal damnation as strong as human language can The eternal law of humanity and reason's progress 
that should you repeat those epithets to gentlemen, put it, yet it made west mean east, and if it found the hav d~creed it. It must go. The simple fact is, the 
you might ep.dure physical pain, and it would be word apogee it said it meant a meeting-house. By a Christian religion is not founded on truth, and it 
severe enough to reform your manners, though you million of contortions of the plain words of the Bible must go. 
be a theologian as huge as high Olympus;" The it essayed to prove the salvation of all men. I think that we will find that one World at a time 
divine subsided. We parted in silence. The Episcopal church is generally composed of will be all we will be able to manage, and a good deal 

Pardon the above apparent digression from the intelligent and cultivated people. It believes just more. But what is to come in that "good time com
gist of 'my -subject, still I hav inserted it, considering what it pleases, and acts accordingly. Its form of ing ?"-and it tvill come. There will be the great unia 
it germane. . worship might just as well be put into a machine like versal chmch of humanity that will teach and pro· 

· I hav spoken of the power of the church; I will a music box, wound up, and set to running in the mote unity, aociabilit,Y, charity, friendship, kindnessl 
now present you with a few "straws," showing. the churc~ on Sunday, a?d the members need n_ot attend. hunesty, truth, and Justice am~ng men. Its great 
direction of the wind, that is felt by the great thmk- Allow me to premise a remark before commg to the leading and central principles will be, 
ers of the world, and will increase to a cyclone, pro- Presbyterian chmch. Is it not in:finitly strange fuat · 
d.u. cing, bv inevitable natmal laws, the decadence of the loving, kind, J'ust, and true omnipotent God of "Believing what is known-to no cree~ confined: 

01 h t Our brethren are true of all human kind; the Christian church. the Christians, after he had said that e would no Love truth, do good, be just and kind to all; 
By a seeming natmallaw of merging and progress, that " anyone should perish," should say that "he Exalt the right, though every ism fall." 

the pagan religion merged into the Jewish, the Jew- would bring on them strong delusions that fuey 
ish into the Christian; and from the establishment of might believe a lie, that they might be damned?" 
the Christian religion by law, by Constantine, abo:ut Is it not strange about Moses, after he had com
A.D. 325, everfindication points to the fact that Chns- mitted a foul mmder, killing an Egyptian, hiding 
tianity is passing into a great universal chmch of him in the sand, and fleeing from· the strong 
humanity'. hand of civil justice, that God should make him 

Let us look at a few potent facti. Oatholiciim ill b.ii attorne;r-ieneral, to promulgate hif;l lawi and 

Liberals, Spiritualists, M~terialists, Freethinkers, 
Radicals Positivists AgnostiCs, and the rest, " walk 

' '· th d''l into my parlor;" we will reason toge er, an mmg e 
soul with soul We may differ a little in the head, 
but not in the heart. Wo~THY PuTNAM. 

Birrien iiprinvs, Mich. 
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Honible Doctrins Taught by the Church. 
"Hell is crammed with infants damned, 

Without a day of grace." 

A controversy has been going on between two 
ministers of Detroit, Mich., as to whether or not in
fants are damned. In support of his statement that 
Christianity teaches that they are, the Rev. Dr. Rex
ford cites the authorities given below. Rexford is 
pastor of the church of " Our Father." He has the 
better of the argument, so far as the doctrinal points 
of theology are concerned; but in proving his claim 
he has furnished the best possible ·evidence that 

But who can. tell the plague of hell, 
And torments exqmsit? 

Who can relate this dismal state 
· And terrors infinit? 
Who fare the. best and fall the least, 

Yet 'feel their punishment, • 
Whereby to nought they would be bro11ght 

If God did not prevent? 
.The least degree of misery 

Is incomparable; · 
The lightest pain they there sustain 

More than intolerable. 
But God's great power from hour to hour 

Upholds them in the fire, 
That they should not· consume a jot, 

Or in the :f:l.ame expire. 

John Calvin himself was next quoted, in his reply Christianity is a cruel system of religion, utterly un- t S t h h ld th t al t" •t d all at · If " o erve us, w o e a s va wn awai e 
worthy the support of any humane person. Our the final judgment who had not brought upon them-
Father" creates infants, and damns them to eternal selva the punishment of eternal death, by their own 
torment because "He " has not given them sufficient personal sins. Calvin said: "From which it. is to ?e 
vitality to liv and kno!V "His blessed name" and be ~nferred, then, that ~ who are taken from hfe while 
"born again," then "Our Father" is a brute. Infants and young children are exempt from eternaf, 

These are the proofs of this infamous doctrin: death, though they are elsewhere call~d accursed 
(tract on the errors of Servetus). This controversy 

Dr. Joseph Bellamy, a graduate of Yale College in ended in the death of Servetus at the stake at Geneva, 
the class of 1735, and an intin;J.ate friend of Jonathan Switzerland, October 27, 1553, mainly through the 
Edwards, in his essay upon "The Nature and Glory influence of John Calvin. 
of the Gospel," says: "It was at God's sovereign Sebastian Castalia, who was the friend of Calvin 
election to determin whether to grant any relief or and the translator of the Bible into Latin, incurred 
not, and what relief to grant, and when and to whom the enmity of Calvin by holding "that judgment 
to giv his son to die with a view to save all mankind should follow and not precede actual transgression." 
or a part, to send the news of the gospel to all na- In his reply Calvin uses these words: "It cannot be_ 
tiona or a part only, to giv to every child of Adam dissembled that there is a hidden poison that lurks 
born in a Christian land opportunity by living to in your words, because if the similitude _you propose 
hear the glad tidings or only to grant this to some, is admitted, God will be unjust in that he involves 
while others die in infancy and never hear. Those the whole race of Adam ·in the guilt of original sin. 
who die in infancy may as justly be held under the You deny that it is just in God to ?amn anyone ~n
law in the next world as those that liv may in this. less on account of actual transgressiOn. Persons Ill

God is under no more obligation to save those that numerable, however, are taken out of life while in
die than those that liv" (Works, vol. ii, p. 306). fants. Put forth now your virulence against God, 

Jonathan Edwards, in combating the views of two who precipitates into eternal death harmless infants 
divines who thought there might be some hope fo1· torn from their mothers' breasts. He who will not 
children after death, says: "One of them supposes detect thus your blasphemy, when it is openly ex
that Adam's sin, though truly imputed to infants, so posed, may curse me at his will." 
that thereby they are subjected to a proper punish- In his work on "The Eternal Predestination of 
ment, yet it is not imputed to them in such a degree God," Calvin has these words employed against Al
as that upon this accQunt they should be liable to bertas Pighias, a Catholic writer who did not believe 
eternal punishment, but only to temporal death or that original sin necessitated eternal death: "If Pig
annihilation. To suppose that God imputes not all bias does not think original sin sufficient for the 
of Adam's sin, but only some little part of it, relieves damnation of men and will make no account of the 
nothing but one's imagination. To think of poor secret judgment of God, what will he do with infant 
little infants bearing such torments for Adam's sin children who hav been snatched out of this life before 
as they sometimes do in this world, and then ending they were able on account of their age . to giv !l'llY 
in death or annihilation, may·set easier in the imag- proof of their sin, since the same. condition of birth 
ination, but it does not at all relieve our reason" (Ed- and death was common to the little ones, who died at 
wards's Works, vol.-ii, p. 494). Sodom and Jerusalem, since there was no difference 

Dr. Edwards continues: "The other divine thinks in their works? ·Why will Christ at the last day 
there is truly an imputation of Adam's sin, so that separate some of them to his left hand, from those 
infants cannot be looked upon as innocent, yet s~ems standing on his right? Who does not here adore 
to think it is not agreeable to the perfections of God the admirable judgment of God in that it has been 
to make the state of infants in another world worse ordered that some should be born at Jerusalem 
tha:n a state of non-existence." In reply he says: whence they presently pass to Ill better life, and 
"This seems to me a giving up of the grand point of that Sodom, the entrance to hell, should be the birth
the imputation of Adam's sin, both in whole and in place of others?" · 
part. It seems to me pretty manifest that none can, In his work on baptism Calvin says: "These two 
with good consistency, own a real imputation of points are to be severally remarked, namely, that we 
Adam"s sin to his posterity witho'ut owning that they being in all parts of our nature defiled and corrupted 
are justly viewed and treated as sinners truly guilty, are already for such corruption only worthily held 
and children of wrath on that account even as much condemned and convicted before God, yea, and very 
as if each one of mankind had by a direct and full infants themselvs bring their own damnation with 
act of rebellion violated the covenant for himself'• them from their mother's womb, who although they 
(Works, vol ii, p. 495). . hav not yet brought forth the fruits of their iniquity, 

Dr. Rexford then read portions. of a poem entitled yet hav the seed thereof inclosed within. them, yea, 
" The Day of Doom," by Michael Wigglesworth, a their whole nature is a certain seed of sin, ancl there
contemporary of Dr. Edwards, a fellow and tutor of fore it cannot be otherwise than hateful and abomi
Harvard College, and pastor of the old Parish church nabl~ to God. Moreover, it is nothing doubtful that 
in Malden, Mass. (now a Universalist church). As a the infants are to be saved, and verily of that age 
prefatory line to the sta!).za, he writes: "Reprobate some are saved, are first regenerate of the Lord." 
infants plead for themselvs:" Once more, in Calvin's Institutes {book iii, chapter 

Then to the bar they all drew near 
Who died in infancy; 

Who never had or good or bad 
Effected personally, 

But from the womb unto the tomb 
Were straightway carried 

(Or who at least ere they transgrest), 
Who thus began to plead: 

If for our transgression or disobedience 
We here did stand at thy left hand, 

Just were the recompense; 
But Adam's guilt our souls hath spilt, 

His fault is charged en us, 
And t~at alone hath overthrown 

And utterly undone us. 

The childzen, after entering the foregoing plea, 
turn to their' own personal innocence, as if hoping 
for some relief, but the judge answers them in this 
wise.: 

Adam was designed of ull mankind 
To be a perfeqt head-

A common root whence all should shoot, 
And stood in all their stead. 

He stood and fell-did ill or well
Not for himself alone, 

But for you all who now his fall 
And trespass would disown. 

A crime it is, therefore in bliss 
You may not hope. to dwell; 

But unto you I shall allow 
The easiest room in hell. 

xxiii, section 7), we find him asking questions like 
this: "I ask again, how has it come to pass that the 
fall of Adam has involved so many nations with their 
little children in eternal death, and that without 
remedy, but because such was the will of God? It 
is a horrible decree, I confess." 

Dr. Rexford next quoted from Dl'. Twiss, who 
was president of the Westminster Assembly which 
formulated the Westminster Confession of Faith in 
the seventeenth century. In writing of some authors 
who had rejected the extreme Calvinistic doctrin 
which consigned children to the flames on account 
of Adam's sins, Dr. Twiss says: "It were worth the 
knowing of this author whether any infants of Turks 
or Saracens departing this life in their infancy are 
left in this woful estate. If none are left but all are 
saved, is it not a pretty guilt of eternal death which 
not any suffer ?" Dr. Twiss ridicules the idea that 
any man should admit the doctrin of original sin 
and then object to the suffering of infants to whom 
this sin is imputed, and . in exposing the absurdity 
of the author he is reviewing, says: " And you 
may guess if this author's pretense of acknowl
edging the corruption of om· nature be not sim
ply from the teeth outward. If many thousands, 
even all the infants of Turks and Saracens dying iri or
iginal siri, are tormented in hell fire, is God to be ac-

Wigglesworth then proceeds to describe this "eas- counted the father of cruelties for this? As to the pun-
iest room" as follows: ishment of hell, it is either spoken of infants or men of 

riper years. If of infants departing in infancy, if 
guilty of eternal death, it is no injustice to inflict it; 
and though God be slow to anger toward some, it is 
not necessary he should be so toward others. It is 
true many infants, we say, perish in original sin only, 
not living to be guilty of any actual sin. Every man 
who is condemned is conderimed for original as well 
as actual sin, and many thousands of infants for origi
nal sin only" (The Rich-es of Divine Love, published 
in 1653, pp. 135-6). Dr. Burgess, another member 
of the Westminster Assembly, in· his work entitled 
" Original Sin," says: " The . consideration of God's 
just and severe proceedings againt pagans and their 
children may make thee the more admire the grace 
of God in saving thee. For how many heathen per
ish in hell who, it may be, never committed such 
gross and foul sins as thou haf!lt ! To be sure, their 
infants never committed such actual iniquities as 
thou hast done, yet they appear in God's ordinary 
way of proceedings to· .be left in that lost estate of 
nature, and therefore it is a good quickening medi
tation which Videlius useth to make a godly man 
thankful for divine ·grace, and this meditation of 
Videlius is as follows: "Ah, how many little children 
are and shall be in hell, who never had the knowl
edge of good and evil, and might not God hav· left 
you in the same misery?" (Dr. Burgess's Original 
Sin, pp. 550, 551.) 

Dr. Rexford then quoted the third section of the 
lOth chapter of the Westminster Confession of Faith: 
"Elect infants dying in infancy are regenerated and 
saved by Christ through the spirit who worketh when 
and where and how he pleaseth; so also are all other 
elect persons who are incapable of being outwardly 
called by the ministry. of the world." The section 
immediately following is, ''Others not elected, although 
they may be called by the ministry of the world and 
may hav some common operations of the spirit, yet 
they never truly come to Christ, and therifore cannot 
be saved." 

The puritan Arthur Hildersham, a contemporary of 
the Westminster divines, although riot a .member of 
assembly, says, in his lecture on the 51st Ps\lm: "It 
is evident that God has witnessed his wrath against 
the sins of infants not only by hating their sins but 
even their persons also, and this not only by inflict
ing temporal punishment, but even by casting them 
into hell. There is in infants a natural proneness, 
disposition, and inclination to ~sin, as there is in the 
youngest whelp of a lion, bear, or wolf unto cruelty, 
or in the very egg of a cockatrice before it is hatched. 
Against these damnable errors (tqat infants dying in 
infancy are saved) you hav heard it pro~ed, first, that 
all infants and sinners deserve condemnation, and 
second, that many infants hav been vessels of wrath 
and fire-brands of hell': (17th lecture Ed. 1635, pp. 
280-1). 

THE DOCTRIN HELD BY ALL THE SECTS. 

This additional testimony is by a person who signs 
himself " Christian Logic" in the Detroit Evening 
News: 

"Apropos of the Rexford-Foote 'infa!).t d~n!l'
tion' discussion now going on, I find the followmg Ill 

the Michigan Christian Herald (Baptist) of the 22d inst: , 
" ' The Methodist Western Christian Advocate ap

proves the mother who refused to kiss her babe until 
it had been baptized, because until that ordinance 
has been administered it is a heathen.' 

"Very plain doctrin this, surely. And so, accord
ing to the Advocate, an unbaptized child is a heathen, 
is not in a condition of salvation, but in a condition 
of damnation. Ergo, Methodists believe in infant 
damnation. Where did they get the doctrin-from 
Arminius? or John Wesley? or hav they departed 
from the faith? or is the Advocate wrong and its edi· 
tor fit only to be cast into the lake of fire and brim· 
stone?. 

"Another thought: Presbyterians, Roman Catho
lics, Congregationalists, Episcopalians, and Method
ists bt:llieve in, teach, and practice infant baptism, 
and if the child is taken sick and threatened with 
death the baptism is hastened. Why this infant bap~ 
tism? Is it not because of a fundamental and neces
sary belief that the baptism makes more certain, if it 
does not absolutely and alone secure, the salvation of 
the unconscious infant ? In other words, does not 
such use of water show a belief in baptismal regen
eration? Or, yet further, the unbaptized dying in
fant is unsaved, which is, 'infant damnation.' If 
Rev. C. C. Foote ever baptized a dying infant he has 
thereby proved beyond all d_ispute th~t he, too, be
lieves in baptismal regeneratiOn and 'mfant damna
tion.'" 

Bradlaugh, England's Herr Most. 
From the Detroit Post and fribune. 

His hold on the people is owing wholly to the fact that he 
attacks whatever respictable people are accustomed to regard 
as sacred and decent. He is a .martyr in the great cause of 
disrep11te, and can only wish to get into the Commons for the 
pur;pose of shocking all the well-bred gentlemen who may be 
sittmg there. 

The Post and Tribune has neve.r said anything 
against that whisky maker, Hiram Walker; no, he 
owns too much of their stock. The first Presby~ 
ter:lan church of Detroit and Hiram Walker's distil· 
lery run very smoothly. C. L. Ha,w~s. 
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Catholics Show their Teeth. 
The ~allowing, take~ from a Le~n~on, Ky., paper, 

Gilderoy's kite. Given at Ottawa under my hand and seaL
John A. Macdonald. 

I hav watched the controversy going on between Messrs. 
Rexford and Foote with much interest. It won't do. Mr. 
Foote is a great clerical Saul among the prophets. He won't 
do. Mr. Foote believes in Paul. Paul says, Rom. iii, 1, 2: 
"There is much profit in circumcision." Why does he not 
set it agoing in your city? It must be profitable if P!tul says 
so. It won't do.-:-Robert Ingersoll. 

TRUTH SEEKER. 
-------..-----~ 

• shows Just wh~t the Ignorant religious element will 
do when occasiOn aJ!ows. The followers of the priest
hood are depraved m the ~atter of religion beyond 
comprehensiOn, They act like dogs that bite any one 
their masters set them on. They are slavefi to the 
church, and are the most dangerous element in this 
country. They appeal to brute force, and one might 
as w~ll at~empt to re~son with an iron post. Evel'J Theory and Practice. 
man m this country IS entitled to his belief and to What can Liberalism offer in exchange for our hope 
the free expression thereof. If any brutal religionists and faith? is the oft-repeated, self-satisfied query of 
attempt to interfere they should be met with the Chri~tian professors. We ans:wer: Th~ truth ; a life of 
strong arm of the municipal law, enforced, if neces- lo~e mst~ad of a mere professiOn of fruth.; the study of 
sary, by powder and ·ball. ~ .smence, mstead, of cree?s ~nd catechisms;. ~o~l-

. edge of natures laws, m lieu of church dismphn; 
Last We~ne~day a Mr. O'Coll:nor, an Infidel ex-priest from the practice of justice, mercy, and truth, prompted 

El Paso, lllrn01s, reached the city and advertised that on the by love for and recognition of the claims of all our 
Sunday night following he would lecture at Lell's Hall upon 
the subject, "Why I Became a Priest and wily I Ceased to be fellow-creatures to the same rights, in the pursuit of 
One." When the appointed time came quite a crowd life, liberty, and happiness, we desire for ourselvs, 
gaths.red in front of Lell's Hall, although the place was instead of hate and ostracism of all who are not of 
n~t .hg~te~ up. The crowd was quiet and orderly, but one our creed; doing good from love of humanity, not 
mrxrng rn It could hear threats of lynching O'Connor firmly 
but not loudly expressed. It being ascertained that the lee- fear of a vi.ndictiv divinity; practice of benevolence 
ture would not be given that night, some press reporters and virtue, from love of purity and truth, not from 
sought Mr. O'Connor out at his boarding place, the Madison fear of hell's eternal burnings. 
Ho~se, to interview him about· the matter. In responlle to Self sacrificing by promoting the happiness of our 
their call he soon came down and stated in effect that on 
Saturday evening he saw Mr. Lell, and Mr. Lell told him he fellow-creatm·es, thus best insuring our own. Pro-
regretted having rented him the hall, as he had received rooting education, securing to all increased knowl
notice that if O'Connor was allowed to lecture in it it would edge of science and nature's laws; to. save ourselvs 
be badly damaged. Mr. Lell stated also that on Saturday he and our loved ones from ·the evils of ignorance. 
had n?t sold a loaf of bre~d or an ounce of groceries to his th d 
Catholic trade, and supposed he would lose this trade alto- Happiness in e present, en eavoring to avoid the 
gether if he allowed "the apostate priest" to lecture ·in his errors and profit by the experience of the past; thus 
HalL Mr. O'Connor also stated, and was borne out by the securing happiness in the future, and at .last a peace
statement of the proprietor of the Madison House that on ful d th h d b th b t d ... t f t-
Saturday night he was called on by thr~e men, wh~ wanted ea ' c eere y e es an urues com or 
him ,to come out on the J?av~ment and talk to them. This .he the knowledge we hav not lived in vain. 
declined to do, but he mVIted them into the house. They But there is ·danger of multiplying Liberalists 
went in, and the spokesman said that the three were a com- without increasing Liberalism. There is a class who 
mjttee representing five hundred Catholics who instructed ' · t · · th t th 1 f · 
them to say to him that if he attempted to deliver his lecture reJOICe o. receive e ru ' ru·e very zea ous or. Its 
in Lexington .he would be killed, and that there was ndt propagation, who Vel'J readily accept, the theory, but 
power enough in the city to protect him. make little endeavor to liv out its principles. Con-

Mr. O'Connor said that on Sunday morning he Rpplied to verts to the theory, whose lives do not honor the 
the mayor, appealing to him for protection, and relating to truth, re:f:l.ect dishonor on the cause. · 

and intaiDous Vice Society, of New York, which is 
sending men to prison for free speech. 

There ought to be :five h1mdred subscribers to THE 
TRUTH SEEKER in this county, just to rebuke the in
faiDous church bigots who are using force and fraud 
to suppress Liberalism. 

§itlitoria.l:_ 

Fi-eethought Getting into Society. 
There is no more interesting and promising sign 

of progress than the inauguration and discussions .of 
the Nineteen-th Century Club, of which Mr. Court
landt Pahner is the president and founder. At its 
meetings the Positivistic president of the National 
Liberal League, T. B. Wakeman, and the foremost 
representativs of science and theology meet on equal . 
terms, and discuss the questions of the day with a 
freedom and good nature that hav hitherto been un
known. These discussions are all the more valuable 
because the people who listen to them belong to what 
is known as "fashionable society," before whom it 
has heretofore been almost out of the question for 
Freethought to obtain a hearing. On Tuesday even
ing of last week this club held its fortnightly meet
ing at the house of Mr. and Mrs. Courtlandt Pahner. 
Prof. Sumner read an able paper on the subject of 
"Sociology," and Prof. Rice criticised the musi~al 
and some of the other ideas of Herbert Spencer, who 
found a warm and fearless chaiDpion in Prof. Boyesen. 
Mr. Wakeman then made an eloquent address, tend
ing to pacify the opposing elements. The meeting 
is said to hav been the liveliest the club bas had. 

him the thr.eats which had. been made against him. The 
mayor was srck, and told hmi. to come back at 12 o'cleck for Liberalism is doing as well as doubting-repudiat-
his answer. At 12 o'clock the mayor told O'Connor that he ing enors of life as well as errors of faith. Liberal
could only detail a couple of policemen to keep order in the ism consists in doing justice, loving mercy, and en
hall, as he never detailed more t'han that many for keeping d · t ak · .r. 11 t h Of 
order at any entertainment. The ex-priest says he then.con- eavormg o m e our .ie ow-crea ures appy. 
eluded not to attempt to deliver the lecture, for he had no course we must hav doctrin, but doctrin can only be 
desire to lose his life when there was nothing to be accom- of value as the tree on which grows the golden fruit 
plished by it. of a good and useful life. 

Nothing but the greatest success can b~ wished 
for the Nineteenth Century Club, and indeed it se~ms 
destined to attain it, as it grows more popular with 
each succeeding meeting. Mr. Palmer is worthy of 
much credit for using the opportunities which he 
possesses as a means of carrying freedom of discus
sion into ci.rcles in which up to the present time it 
has been an almost total stranger. 

Whil~ the re~orters were having this interview a policeman To eradicate superstition, to weed out error, big--
stuck his head m at the door and called out Mr. Williams the 
proprietor of the hotel. In 11 few minutes Mr. Williams ~arne otry, and fanaticism, avails little; if the soil is left 

E. C. WALKER spoke at Liberal, Mo., March 4th. 
He began a cour$e of lectures at HuD;J.boldt, Kan., on 
the 17th. His address is Valley Falls, Ka7n. back and said the policeman told him that if he wantecl to barren, tl:ie noxious weeds will soon crop out again. 

~void trouble at his house he had better get O'Connor out of It is not alone essential that the weeds be uprooted, 
It, as there was a large mob down town who would certainly blit that in their place the seeds of truth shall be LET none forget Mr. Watts's benefit lecture next 
co:m.e there, and he (the policeman) was fearful of the conse- · 
quences, as there was not civil authority enough in the city planted~ watered, and cultivated until the luxuriant Sunday ll.ight the 18th at tbe Liberal Club Hall 
to disperse the mob. This intelligence frightened the house- vine of love, with its leaves of mercy an~ its fruits· This will be the last op;ortunity to meet our En lish 
hold, especially the ~emales. The landlord's daughter said of truth, shall leave no place for the noxrous weeds . . g . 
she could take Mr. 0 Conno.r to a place of safety, which she of eiTor, hate, envy, and vice to propagate. guest, for. he lectures m Cana?a and Pennsy~v~_ma 
did very bravely, being accompanied by a gallant reporter. th f 11 t ks d 1 f h A il ··th 

Yesterday morning a reporter called again at the Madison It is one thing to be able intellectually to compre- e o owmg wo.wee , an sru s or orne pr o . 
House, and the proprietor said that about midnight a number hend the truth; it is quite another thing to hav the The tickets for this lecture may be procured previous 
of men congregated in front of his house, and shortly after- truth take hold of the inner life; to recognize and to the lecture at this office, or at the door on Sunday 
ward blew a whistle, and that then men poured in from b 't 1 · t tr 1 t f th t f 
every direction until several hundred were present. They 0 ey I s c rums; 0 s ugg e ou 0 e ru s 0 error, night. Price 25 cents. 
were discussing whether or not to break in the windows when and, turning from tbe way of evil, patiently, per- ' • 
Mr. Williams told them that Mr. O'Connor had left the city severingly climb the steep hill of rectitude, and with W. F. JAMIESON, after giving :five lectures in Kina-
by the Cincinnati Southern Railroad. love and tenderness assist and encourage others to man, Ohio, visited Linesville,'Pa., where he was an-

Mr. O'Connor is still in the city, and stated yesterday that ascend with us. 
he would remain and lecture at the Opera House one niaht nounced to deliver two lectures on Sunday, March 
this week, pe;haps ~riday night, and that if the mayor c~n- If we embrace a new systtlm, our growth toward 11th, on "Modern Spiritualism in Accord with 
not protect him he will appeal to the governor for protection. its standard must be a work of time, and necessitates 
However, a larg'e number of citizens hav signified their will- a sharp conflict with old prejudices, habits, and con- Science;" and '' Hav the Spiritualists Proved the 
ingness to be sworn in as special policemen for that occasion, ceits which hav become a second nature. Change of Existence and Whereabouts of a Spirit Land?" He 
without pay. They say they want to see whether or not free-dom of speech exists in Lexington. belief will not at once change our nature; if selfish- will deliver :five lectures in Kendallville, Ind., com-

Some Eminent Men on Baptism. 
From tke Detroit Evening News. 

As, the rite of baptism is at present attracting 
considerable attention, I thought it well to put a few 
questions to a number of great and mighty-minded 
gentlemen. The following are some of their an-
swers: 

A sheep is not shorn till after it goes into the water. I 
would not consign a cat-:-that sweet songster of the house
top-to damnation, far less a beautiful cherub of an infant 
the picture of its father and the image of its mother. I think 
Mr. Foote has put his foot in it. -;-T. DeWitt Talmage. 

I hav reflected much on baptism for some time back. In 
this present session of Parliament I· intend to introduce ·a 
measure how to regulate it. This act, if carried,. will be en
forced in England, Ireland, and Scotl<~.nd, also in Ecclefechan 
the birthplace of Thomas Carlyle. I consider. that both Mr: 
Calvin and Mr. Foote hold erroneous views. I agree with 
Ulysses-

• 

"For me the foot-path pleases more; my feet 
Shall none of all. thy minist'l'ing maidens touch, 
Unless there be some ancient matron grave 
Among them, who hath pangs of heart endured, 
Num'rous and keen, as I have felt myself; 
Her I refuse not. She may wash my feet!" 

- Wm E. Gladstone. 

These are my views: Lashing, splashing, dashing, dipping, 
sipping, nipping, reeling, kneeling, squealing, hotch-potch 
hot-Scotch, coons, moons, silver spoons.-Ben Butler. 

I believe there is no hell, consequently there can be no 
damnation. I am sorry that I am not in accord with my 
brother Foote. The clergy of l)etroit, however, could not 
hav chosen a better. champion. With kindest love.to your 
good lady.-H. Ward Beecher. 

My ~ouiitryman, Robert Burns,. speaks of "Span-lang, wee 
unchristened bairns." These inhuman ecclesiastical ideas 
must be rooted out. Let us hav higher and holier opinions. 
I am framing a bill that will knock hypocrisy, superstition, 
and cant into the regions of the hyperborean, or higher than 

ness, pride, sensuality, or bigotry existed, the germs mencing Sunday, March 18th. For lectures address 
will still remain, and this knowledge should induce Kendallville, Ind. 
ev:ery true and honest heart to redoubled watchful- ---------
ness and energy to subdue the evil and cultivate the WE hav been hindered greatly beyond our expec

tations in completing the fourth volume of Mr. Ben
nett's· travels, through having to send to various 
places for facts essential to a complete history of his 
journey from the place he last wrote about, his notes 
provipg vel'J inadequate. But it . is at last in the 
printers' hands, and early in April we expect to mail 
it to all who hav sent for it. A good proportion of 
the original subscribers hav remitted, but there are 
many yet to hear from. We hope all will take i,t, if not 
i:ww, at least when done. The price is $1.50 in cloth; 
$2.25 in leather; and $2.50 in morocc~. 

good. 
The one sure re.medy is to practice 'Liberalism, as 

well as to openly profess it, remembering Liberalism 
is a means to an end; and the end is a more useful, 
better, purer, nobler, and consequently happier life. 

Rocheste1·, March 1, 1883. C. B. REYNOLDS. 

. "The Truth Seeker" in Canada. 
From the Wotthington, JJ!inn., Advance. 

The Weiland Trihune, published at Weiland, Can., 
says: 

"THE TRUTH SEEKER, a Freethought journal, has attained a 
large circulation in W elland and vicinity. Infidelity seems 
to be making considerable headway against the churches, 
owing, we believe, to the latter too often allowing the form 
to swallow up the substance of Christianity. In other words, 
there is too often too much ' church' and too little re
ligion." 

Well, we are glad to know that this view of the 
church is becoming general. We hav proclaimed it 
for yeru·s, to the distress and the shocked· sensibili
ties of the weaker brethren in the church. But it is 
true, true, true. 

The Tribune, however, does not take into account 
the important factor in the circulation of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. D. M. Bennett, its founder, was sent to the 
penitentiary for its publication, by an infamous gang 
of church bigots, whose blood-hound is one Anthony 
Comstock. 

The people hav a sense of right and justice, when 
it is aroused, and they intend to take THE TRUTH 
SEEKER and adopt Infidelity to rebuke the bloody 

Mr. Heywood's Defense. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TnuTH SEEKER, Sir: Since 

my lal!lt report I hav received the following remit
tances for the expenses of Mr. Heywood's defense: 
J. G. Deshler, $3.00; Dr. E. B. Foote, $6.00; Mark 
Rowe, $3.00; J. Earnshaw, $1.00; A- M. J. Page, 
$1.00; A Friend, $l0.00; J. Beauval, $2,00; New
ark Liberal League, N. J., $13.50; F. H. Maurer, 
$1.00; John Cosgrove, $1.50; Elisha Hyatt, $2.00; 
Thos. Goddard, $2.00; A. F. Benedict, $1.00; Walter 
C. W~~ht, $10.00; A. V. H., $10.00. Total, $67 .. 00. 

Medford, Mass. . WALTER C. WRIGHT. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent to new subscribe1 s 
tbre.e months fo-r :fifty cents. · There is no better way 
of serving the cause than by extending the circu la
tion of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
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'ommunicatiot(s. 

Joined to His Idol. 
The recent sermon of Rev. J. W. Chadwick at All 

Souls' (Unitarian) church in this city, in which he dis
coursed concerning "Substitutes for God," was a re
markable plea for that species of idolatry which, re
jecting all concrete forms of Theism, and all tradi
tional Theistic conceptions, seeks the more attenuated 
or inde:finit and abstract ideals of the modern school 
of diluted ontologists who adore the qualities they 
fondly and with such uncertainty ascribe to the "im
personal Being," the abstract personality, or the great 
first cause, that they formulate as a "Subatitute for 
God." 

To hear the man who concedes that his mind, like 
that of his fellow-men, is finite, conditioned, and lim
ited, discoursing, with a plenitude of words and of 
emotions, concerning the in:finit and the . uncondi
tioned, is far more common than edifying-far more 
frequent than satisfying. It is true that to ascribe to 
others superior wisdom, goodness, and power is a 
gracious act in any one, and it givs evidence of both 
humility and the possession of the attributes thus 
ascribed to real or ideal persons; but it neither es
tablishes nor proves anything. The same may be said 
of the sentiment or inclination to ascribe to others 
evil qualities. Out q£ this trait in man has arisen all 
the gods and devils of Theism. Out of the heart and 
brain of humanity in every age and land hav thus 
proceeded all the gods, living, dead, or forgotten. 
The fetich of the savage, the God of the civilized 
man, the entity of the metaphysician, or the abstrac
tion of the modern Unitarian or Liberal Theist hav 
a1J. had this common origin. 

When, therefore, will men learn to adore the real 
and the true, the substance rather than the shadow, 
the humanity that is father and mother of all the 
gods, in preference to the fantastic idols 'their hands 
or brains, or both, hav wrought? 

self, in all its grandeur and unknown powers, his
tory, and potentialities-Great Ge, as the Greeks 
adored it-the rolling planet that. is the· origin, 
home, and possession of humanity. 

In these three mighty conceptions Positivists find 
more than a "substitute for God," and scientists find 
more than a realization of theory and fable. In these 
the heart and brain find rest, hope, and aspiration. 
In them arE) the attributes and potencies of all the 
gods. They are no mysterious hypotheses-they are 
at once real and ideal. 

And he who has once worshiped here, he who has 
tasted the joys of the religion that rests the ladder of 
its faith on the rock of the real and the known, 
climbs the rounds of the future of the individual and 
of the race with a sense of security that is to him a 
"peace that passeth all understanding." 

I hav often wondered why the advanced Unitarians 
were not Positivists, but I hav as often reflected that 
the Roman Catholics hav more of the sentiment of 
the religion of humanity than the Unitarians, who 
approach more nearly to an intellectual conception 
of its sublime truths. Hence I conclude that until 
a man or a woman ceases to "hanker" after a "sub
stitute for God," he or she had better stick to the old 
original idol; but when that ceases to satisfy their 
hearts let them turn to humanity, that true Great 
Being, and giv free rein to their love for the myste
rious, the unknowable, the in:finit, and the cause of 
things in the grand m12ieu and the grand fetich.··~ .. 

A "substitute" for idolatry does not cure us of the 
practice of idolatry. Gods made of ideas are equally 
idols with those made by rude or delicate hands. 
Humanity as the prototype, the archetype, and 
mother of all gods and entities, demands and com
mands our worship, our labor, and our love. Let us 
not deny her for unreal or ignoble things. Let. us 
recognize our limitations, and do the things best 
suited to us as we are. JoHN G. MILLS. 

Washington, D. C., Feb. 24, 1883. 

FamiUar Talk on Several Topics. Already recognizing, as idolatry beneath the dig
nity of cultured and noble souls, that cultus which To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The 
bows down before gods of marble, wood, or brass, the definit and gentlemanly mamier in which you dispose 
Theists fail to see the idolatry of bowing to a god of the question raised by several correspondents in 
made by their imaginations when stirred by the nobler discussing the subject of deity, immortality, and kin
impulses of their hearts. dred topics meets my entire approbation. It is right 

The sentiment and impulse of God-worship, and justiae to all that THE TRUTH SEEKER should be a 
whether it iind its object in tangible idols or in those medium through which Liberals of all shades of 
made of ideas, is one that must be recognized as opinion may express their ideas. But I question the 
normal, natural, and even essential to the early de- propriety of · those who are inclined to do so being 
velopment of man; and as such no one can. object to allowed the privilege of carrying on a species of com
its indulgence so long as it is the best and highest bativ controversy, especially on subjects that are not 
form of the expression of the best sentiments and susceptible of definit proof. Much time and talent 
aspirations of the idolater. hav been used in the (as I think) vain effort to prove 

people are apt to become intemperate in advocating 
temperance. "You may persuade people to do right, 
but cannot compel them to." Discourage the use of 
intoxicating liquor at all times and places. Make 
saloons and all places wl:ere it is sold, and all devices 
for gambling, dishonorable resorts. :Persuade young 
men in particular to hold themselvs aloof from all 
such placel!l. Mak~ the proprietors lonesome by 
staying away and seeking other and better places of 
amusement. And to the young I would say, Do not 
learn to drink, and. you will not wish to. 

The article in your issue of Feb. 17th, by Mr. 
Gantz, in reply to E. C. Walker, is written in so just 
and temperate a spirit that I feel like commending 
n.nd calling <particular attention· to it, although my 
opinions more nearly coincide with the general theory 
of Mr. Walker's arguments. · 

Liberal pape:~:s, editorially as well as through their 
correspondents, sometimes allow themselvs to drift 
into a state that partakes more of enmity, strife, and 
a tendency to make use of sharp epithets rather than 
common-sense argument. The public are, or should 
be, more interested in learning tmth and right in 
regard to any question than whether A or B shall 
get the better of the other in a personal controversy. 

Liberals can do better than follow in the track that 
Bible religionists ha.v so long pursued-of intolerant, 
bigoted controversy. The world needs to outgrow 
more fully than Christian creeds and practices allow . 
them to the intolerant spirit of cruelty and supersti
tion that controled the Christian world during the 
wars of the Crusades, the terrible persecutions of the 
Inquisition, and finally, so far as physical acts were 
concerned, seemed. to spend its expiring energy in 
banishing Baptists, whipping Quakers, and hanging 
witches in our own Pmitan New England. 

Still there is a great good work to be performed il). 
eradicating the old spirit of intolerance that lingers 
among our people. And who but Liberals shall we 
look to for accomplishing so desirable an object? If 
we cannot accomplish a better work for humanity 
than Christianity has been and is doing, then we had 
better· cease our efforts, for with all its faults and 
errors of belie£ Christianity teaches many good things. 
Liberals should not stop with becoming me.re icono
clasts; they should teach, build up,, and cause to grow 
a better system of morals, that shall induce people to 
be better citizens, more charitable, benevolent, tem
perate, honest in their dealings with each other, be
cause it will be better and more conduciv to our 
enjoyment in this life, not because by so doing we 
expect to gain a. future heaven or escape a hell of 
eternal torment, but because this life that we know 
we possess will be more enjoyable by so doing. And 
if there prove to be a Juture life we may expect to 
start the better there for having done well here. 

Grattan, Mich., Feb. 22, 1883. C. CLosE. But when a teacher of the most advanced school of anything in regard to those subjects. Reason may 
Theism insists on retaining these ideal idols, and re- teach a person that in the nature of science there is 
jects the reality of which they are the shadows or or there is not a living personal deity or a spirit of Our London Letter. 
Bracken specters, and fails to indicate his knowledge i=ortallife in man. But, "reasoning at every step ·The friends of God having up to the present time 
of their origin and significance, or his appreciation of he treads, man often mistakes his way," I confess that such very small cause for congratulation in their 
their necessary abandonment by a higher culture and reason inclineR me to the opinion that we are not efforts to extinguish the Freethinker, by theiT action 
morality, it becomes the duty of anyone who knows immortal. And yet I see no reason why we may not against the leading spirits of that paper, imagin they 
a better truth to protest, in its name, against its per- reasonably cultivate a hope that there is a future life. can attain their object by prosecuting Henry Cattell 
petual rejection by good people who are really pre- To most people it givs pleasure, and need not be a for selling the Christmas number of the journal, con
pared for higher religious conceptions. source of controversy or cost to anyone. Therefore taining, among other things, "A New Life of Christ," 

Brother Chadwick, whom I heard first when he I think we should refrain from a discussion of the· grotesquely illustrated, which is the blasphemous 
preached in Albany twerity years ago, and later in the subject farther than is necessary to prove its fallacy. libel complained of. Mr. Cattell is a general news
" Church of the Holy Turtle," in Brooklyn, has had a A portion of our Materialist and spiritual friends agent, selling all kinds of literature besides Free
glimpse· of the higher faith and religion, as shown in are very positiv on these subjects, and I hav some- thought, and it is difficult to know why he has been 
his sermon on "Substitutes for God," in this city. times felt that they ask too much of THE TRUTH chosen as a possible victim to bigotry, out of hun
He has a smattering of the religion of humanity, and SF..EKER and its readers.. dreds of other agents who distribute the paper, un
appreciates the fact that the adoration of the Great The subject of temperance or the best manner of less the fact that he carries oil. bus~ness in the same 
Being meets the wants of that heart-sentiment com- controling the traffic in intoxicating beverages is a premises until recently occupied by Mr. Watts, and 
mon to all which abscribes superior goodness, wis- legitimate one and of vast importance to· all. And acts as his publisher. It is presumed that his p~rse- · 
dom, and power to a superior being. yet I often think while reading articles on that sub- cutors, knowing him to be a young man just starting 

But, Brother Chadwick insists, and with reason it Ject that a -more temperate manner of discussing it is in trade, and not burdened with an overwhelming 
is conceded, that the mind needs a resting-place for preferable. I profess to be a temperance man prac- amount of capital, and consequently not having the 
a first cause, for a mystery, for an unknown origi- tically, but am not a prohibitionist in the sense that means of making any defense, fell upon what they 
nator, and for an undetermined power that humanity the word is~ generally used. The friends of prohibitory thought would be an easy prey. The result, how
does not and cannot possess. Hence he postulates a laws usually assume that prohibition will prohibit, ever, has yet to be seen. The case comes on for trial 
theistic idol that he calls his god or his "substitute but here in Michigan where we tried the Maine law next week, and, whichever way it terminates! Free-
for God." nearly thirty years ago, and hav tried almost every- thought will gain something. 

He does this after discoursing upon Positivism or thing in the shape of liquor laws before and since, we The F1·eethinker has been so well advertised by the 
the religion of humanity, because, as he claims; that. found prohibition a failure because temperance peo- orthodox that its sale has increased marvelously, far 
religion .stops short of its Great Being, the great but ple were inclined to rest on their laurels, when after beyond the most sanguin hopes· of its proprietor; 
imperfect humanity, an exciting political campaign their energy seemed and so much anxiety is displayed by some of the 

Now, Brother Chadwick, like Brother McCosh, of expended; the law became practically a dead letter subscribers that six. to twelve times the published 
Princeton College, in this displays his partial reading until politicians gave the thing a new turn; the old price is weekly being offered for back immbers now 
of Positivism, and hence falls into a grievous error. spirit would revive only to die out again when it was out of print. The great objection to the paper seems 
Most of the critics of Positivism hav read only Mrs. no longer a political issue. Our present license law to be that its tone is not high-class, but that it is 
Martineau's translation and condensation of the Pos- I think a good one because it taxes the liquor traffic written for the masses, and in very plain, unmistak
itiv philosophy, while but few hav read the original heavily, the·proceeds being applied to contingent ex- able English. Therein lies the crime. Its inte~tion 
in full, or the. principal work of that religion, the penses of. the township or municipality. H people is to open the. eyes of the hewers of wood and draw
" Politique Positive," in which the religious aspect and will drink and become paupers, let them pay for it. ers of water to the . oppression exercised over their 
dogmas of the religion of humanity are set forth. Another feature in favor of the enforcement of this minds as well as bodies by the interested upholders 

In this will be found the very thing that Brother law above all others is that from the nature of the of kingcraft and priestcraft, the two most useless 
Chadwick deplores as missing. Besides the great case liquor dealers are inclined to watch each other, crafts in the world. 
being, Humanity, past, present, and futUl'e, there are making the law more easily enforced. But even this There is a little incident I would like to mention 
found and demonstrated as objects of our adoration law is not generally enforced as it should be. And here regarding Mr. Cattell. A short time back a 
and contemplation, and as the resting-places of our where is the remedy? From my experience I know stranger came into his shop and expressed a :wish 
minds in the quest of first causes and for the con- of none, except a favorable, earnest, and permanent for him to discontinue selling the Freethinlcer, and as 
templation of the infinit, two other realities and public l!lantiment that shall make the use of intoxi- an inducement tendered him half a sovereign as a 
ideals-(1) the grand milieu, or the in:finit space of cantl!l unpopular and dishonorable. Thil!l il!l an im- bribe. The offer wal!l promptly refused, and there
the universe about us, with its worlds, systems, and portant work that the Liberal press anll all good peo- ligious o:Qe, judging the Infidel by himself, co_n,cluded. 
potencies, and (2) the grand fetich1 or the ero:th it- ple should unite m doing. But a trouble ~s that that he only reful3ed bec!IIUI'le the money was not 
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enough, and said it was all the money he had about fifty dollars for good evidence to prove such post- Death of D. ::M. Bennett, F~ T. S. 
him or _he would make. a higher bid. Upon receiv- mortem knowledge or consciousness. I shall not be- . Fram the Bombay, India, Theosophist. 

• 

ing the reply that it was not a matter of money but lieve without evidence. If the story in the first We had but just begun to read for our review of 
of principle, he seemed utterly astonished, and re- chapter of Genesis-that God made man male and the third volume of J\:Ir. Bennett's "A Truth Seeker 
tired without another word. The aggressiv Chris- female; blessed and directed them, and said, "Be- Around the World," when the Overland Mail brought 
tian, as a rule, with very, very few exceptions, has no hold I hav given you every herb bearing seed which us the news of his death-on the 6th of December, at 
practical knowledge of principle. is upon the face of all the earth, and everif tree in the age of 64, after an illness of less than a. week. 

While on the one hand we find orthodoxy busy in the which is the fruit of a tree yielding seed: to you This event, which will be so gladly hailed by all ens
striving by any means in its power to extirpate Free- it shall be for meat" (no prohibition, no rib, nor ser- mies of Freethought, will be the cause of sincere SOITOW 
thought, aided indirectly by members of the govern- pent, nor planting a garden)-if that chapter is true, to every friend of religious agitation, tie world over. 
ment; on the other, we hav the newspaper report of the second chapter, after the third verse, must be For whether in full agreement with him or not, all 
an interview between Lord Granville, :and that arch- false. What if both are false? Why, the Bible is will admit that he was a bold, brave thinker, the 
impostor, the leader of the Salvation Army, who false from beginning to end, and Christianity is the champion of free discussion, a hard-working, kindly 
wished to lay a complaint against the Swiss govern- greatest priast-fabricated curse ever inflicted upon disposed, intellectually activ, honest, religious agita~ 
ment for requesting his daughter, and other mem- mankind, just as all history shows it to be. God-a tor. One episode in his life, his imprisonment, which 
bers of that noisy army, to leave the country, as they priest-forged name; definition," the cause of all ex- has been made the subject of reproach to him by the 
declined to refrain from creating disturbances in the istence personified." Jesus Christ-two titles of dig- Christian majority, will be treasured in the memories 
public thoroughfares; he also complained that the nity untranslated; definition, "the anointed savior of Freethinkers as his best claim to their respect .. 
Swiss considered them as worse characters than personified." Holy Ghost-atmosphere in motion; For as time wipes out the smirched record of the 
Jesuits, and were infamous enough to say that he "wind of gods," personified. Heaven-the sky plac- case, the men who prosecuted him, and the scheme 
was making money out of the business, which was ified. Hell-heathen Tartarus placified. "Hell built by which he was haled to prison, will be despised; 
quite untrue. As it is a matter of notoriety that on spite and heaven on pride." Devil-" opposer" and as the fact that he was made a scapegoat by a. 
Booth has made many tbpusands of pounds without personified. Soul-living creature (nepheshkhaiyrih). cabal of powerful bigots for the whole Infidel move
rendering any account of how the funds hav been Immortal soul-not in the Bible. Angels, spirits, ment in An;ler~ca, will come out clearly, many ":ho 
disbursed, I think he may safely boast of being the ghosts-air in motion; pneuma, to breathe, personi- are now preJudiCed .by th~ sl.anders .of persons like 
champion liar. By the time the bubble bursts his. fied. There never were any real existences such as the Mr. Joseph Cook, will do JUStiCe to his ~emory. Mr. 
nest will hav been well feathered. His scheme for foregoing ever known to mortal man since man has Bennett was a rough-and~tumble th.eologiCal wrestler. 
making a pile has succeeded by a dexterous use of lived-all a fabrication fastened, with the hell-and- H~ struck ~·om the shoulde~· strrught a~ the mark, 
the cant phrases of orthodoxy, and he effectually damna,tion fright, upon ignorant persons by self- without carmg t? pay compliments or piCk the be~t 
silenced his Christian opponents by thundering seeking priests, who then pardon their sins to quiet p~ases. The~e IS t?~refore a flavor of" coarseness ~n 
anathemas upon them in the name of Christ. them. All this is religion ! JoSEPH NOYES. his controversial wntmgs, a,nd a tone OI scorn or bit-

London, Feb. 22, 1883. J. D. terness throughout. This seems a little strange at 
. "Junius Unmasked." 'first sight, since his youth was passed among the 

.A ·Materialist's "Creed." . Shakers, the quietest, most honest, prosaic, and in-
. To THE EDITOR OF THE TRuTH S~~ER, &r: ~· offensiv community imaginable. But no doubt it was 

Art. I.-'-lt is the most important thing on earth Denslow ~wes me n? apo~pgy for . onnttmg to not~ce his very combativness of nature which drove him out 
that all children, male and female, should be trained my nam~ m connectiOn ":lth the discover;y that Prune from their bosom to fight the world and win l.lls foot
to be honest with self from infancy to maturity, in- was Jumus. I never said I was the discoverer of ing· he had that in him which revolted at the disci
stead of being taught to "pronounce reverently the Junius, or the author of "Junius ,Unmasked." But plin'ary restraints of the Shaker faruily, and he found 
names of Jesus and Mary the mother of God" (Oath. on the other hand I never publicly ~nnounced the his greatest happiness when in the thickest of the 
Mission Book). name of the author, henc.e m~ny h~v mferred. that I battle. During his public career as a leader of the 

Art. IT.-They should be taught to be truthful and wrote the book. The Identification of Pame as Freethought party he was a prolific writer and sent 
just to others, without which they cannot be honest Juniu~ in Janua:J, 1872, was ~t once ~ccepted by the out tract afte11 tract, pamphlet after pampblet, book 
with self. then liter~ry editor of ~he Chicago T,tme~, Rev. E. ~- after book. It was a shower of sledge-hammer blows 

Art. m,-That they get all.the information they To~e, Wit~ the prOVISO that BenJa~ Frariklm upon the crest of Christian theology. He was en
can about real things here, and the law of relation assisted. P~ne; and Mr. ToW1le copynghted that gaged in numerous controversies with clergymen and 
that one real thing bears to another, which is of vital ~uperlativ di~covery. . But al.as !. he ha~ gone back others of their party, a study of which givs the in~ 
interest to us all; and make the best use of it. mto the pulpit, and hidden his literary light under a quirer about all that can be said for or against the 

Art. IV.-That all be taught in their youth'to hon- bus~el! . -~ Christian religion. The history of his memorable 
estly get their living, while they liv; at their own ex- If Mr. Denslow owes anybody an apology, It IS the voyage around the world in search of the truth about · 
pense-the only foundation of true morality. author of "Juniu~ Unmasked," for omitting to name the creeds and practices of ,all t~e nations is fresh in 

WHAT I DO NOT BELIEVE. tJ:e book from which.he (Mr. Denslow) drew most. of the public mind. And the work IS a marvel of cheap-
1. I do not believe that the first chapter of Gen- his argument. In his first essay on Thomas Pame ness and full of interesting facts. His 1rnexpected and 

esis is true at all. I do not l;>elieve any living man he. enu.mera~es a series of works ascribing the author- undesired appearance as a lecturer in Bombay. and 
can produce any good evidence that it is true. I can ship of . Jumus to Chatham, ~oW1lall, Horne Tooke, Ceylon was forced upon him by unforeseen exigen
not believe, because there is no evidence. Dr. ·wilmot, Barr~, Sackville, DeLohne, Lloyd, cies at those pGints. His lecture at Galle and Colom-

2. I do not believe a "lord god " formed man Burke, an~ Fra:r;ms ; "a~d finally an. anonymous bo, contrasting Buddhism with Christianity, was so 
(Gen. ii, 7); planted a garden of fruit; put man into W?rk, .published m Wa~hmgton, D. C., m 1872, at- admired by our Singhalese brothers that they r~n
it; prohibited one tree; then made woman of a rib; tnbutmg the authorship both of the Letters of dered it into tlieir vernacular andlurndreds of copies 
then a serpent-devil. Junius and. of ,the Declaration of Independence to are already circulated throughout the Islan~. It w~s 

3. I do not believe God, or any god or lord god, Thomas P~ne. the good fortune of .the foundei:s of our somety to aid 
ever said, " In the day thou eatest thereof thou shalt At the time the book came out Mr. Andrews was him to some extent rn both India and Ceylon to make 
surely die." I do. not believe any god would lie so. i~ W ashin~on, and I talked with ~m about it. I acquaintances and procure inf?J.'lliation pertinent to 
And I don't believe any man honest with himself did not think, however, that he believed me to be his researches. He stopped with us at Bombay, and 
ever believed it. 'jhe story is, they all ate, and all the author. He read it and said he was convinced in Ceylon was the guest of olll' Fellows. Particulars 
bec~me exposed to an en,dless punishment in hell that Paine was Junius. of all these are given in Vol. III. of the work above 
fire. The Lord God knew before they were made · Mr. Denslow seems to hav got a new kink about noted, and it is also there stated that he joined Olll' 
that they would eat, a:p.d that all children would be the Rev. John Horne, afterward called Horne Tooke, Society. Now that he is dead (but not gone, since he 
born sinners, totally depraved. He could not, or having something to do with the preparation of livs in his works) we shall always look back to our 
would not, make mankind all sinners until they got Junius. I hav noted all the points in favor of Horne intercourse with pleasure, and the good wishes we 
into the man-trap. And then the only begotten son Tooke. There is no evidence that he knew Paine had for him shall pass to the faithful wife of whose 
of Lord God had to be "begotten by the Holy till about 1791, when he fathered a revolutionary ·devotion and self-sacrificing industry it made him so . 
Ghost" on Mary, espoused to Joseph, to make her address written by Paine. The hypothesis that evidently happy to speak. He impressed us as being 
into" the mother of God," so they coUld, all together, To?ke was J~nius c~nnot. stand at all; a:r;d if h~ ever a thoroughly honest nian, o! decided opinions, which 
save a few elected ones, and damn all the rest. "Esau assisted J urn us he did it JUSt as ~ ohn Wilkes di~, by he was conscientiously trymg to propagate, and as 
hav I hated before the children were born or had correspondence through the medium of the publisher one who in the prosecution of that work was ready 
done good or evil," that the purpose of an impartial 'iVoodfall. Nobody could guess at the time who to undergo every necessary privation and run every 
Lord God, according to election, might stand (Rom. Junius was. Frariklin, I believe, did not know Paine risk. His untiring industry was shown in bis util- · 
ix, 9, 25). till1774. He alone probably detected Junius, but izing every moment in either the accumulation of 

4. I do not believe there is a personal-being God never disclosed the secret. material or writing out his notes. The fact that while 
in the universe whose character is such as described Mr. Parton could write an excellent Life of Paine, actually on tour around the world, flitting from land 
in the Christian Bible; nor that the Bible is divine; but he declined the task several years ago when to land, he contrived to write four volumes 8vo of 
nor that there is-a true ·text in it that men had not applied to by the Fre1:1 Religious Association. I was about !JOO pages each, shows what a great literary 
learned by experiment and observation before it was then WI'itten to about it, and referred the applicants worker he was. vVe doubt if a like feat was ever pre~ 
written. to the author of "Junius Unmasked." But he also viously accomplished. And though thousands of sym-

5. God is represented as the worst-in:finitly the declined, saying the time had not yet come. He pathizers will moUl'n him at the West, we can assure 
worst-being that ever was described. The Lord however hopes before many years to undertake the them that if he had lived but a few ;rears longer, un
God got man into the damnable trap, and drowned work, which he says will require about five years' til the Asiatic people had time to become acquainted 
all the world because they were in the trap. He then research in England, France, and America. with him, there would hav been tens of thousands 
got up Christianity, with a lazy, lying priesthood, to The discove~y that Paine was a ccint~i~u~or to a among the Hindoos and Singhalese to bewail him a~ a 
get them out of the trap. Seven hundred differing weekly paper m London called The OnstB, m 1775 true friend snatched away when, they needed him 
sects, aU working hard at falsehood, to get the poor and 177£, was mine. The anonymous contributor most. 
creatures out of the trap the Lord God made for all "Casca" (Paine), like Junius, was unknown to the 
men! These priests, for a good salary, promis the publisher. The Ori8is advocated the cause of 
world seven hundred different heavens if they will America, and I am half inclined to suspect that it 
only believe and be baptized. Paul tells of a third was secretly started and supported by Franklin. 
heaven; Mohammed tells of the seventh heaven, Paine was in America when The Crisis was begun, 
where we can hav as many women as Solomon, eter- Jan. 21, 177 5; Frariklin came over in May following; 
nally young and fair. I don't belie.ve the Bible story but I do not discover that Frariklin and Paine met 
about it. in America in 1775, and I believe that Paine returned 

6. I do not believe there is one word of truth in secretly to England about the beginning of hostili
the first chapter of Matthew, or in the first two chap~ ties to get a supply of gunpowder. And I discover 
ters of Luke; except in the first four verses of Luke, that from M:ay to December, 1775, "Casca" was· in 
which prove· it to be a forgery. . England. But, whatever Paine wal!l doing, you may 

7. I do not believe that any living creatUl'e ( ne- be sure that Frariklin knew it, for Paine and Frariklin 
phesh Syriac khaiyah) ever had consciousness or made this nation. W. H. BURR. 
knowledge after it was really dead. I hav offered Washington, D. 0., March 2d. 

Government Lands. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE Tut'TH SEEKER, Si1·: I see 

in THE TRuTH SEEKER of Feb. 24th a letter from Mr. 
C. Bursee, asking for information in regard to gov
ernment lands, healthfully located. For the benefit 
of Mr. Blll'see, and others that may be wanting to 
get a home in a healthy climate where there is ple~ty 
of government larid that is very good for farmmg 
and stock raising, and good, pure water, I would ad
vise them to come to northwestern Nebraska; and 
for further particulars, send three-cent s~amp .to J. 
R. Buchanan,- general passenger ·agent, MisSOUl'I Val
ley, Iowa, and get a pamphlet, "History of North-
western Nebraska." W. H. DoRRis, Stuart, Neb. 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. lent character, was unfortunate enough to fall under tensions large numbers of persons of all age_s, and 
___ .._. ~- the ban of the accusing girls whose attention it was many of them of unblemished character,. were 

FoUND ED By D. M, Ei EN N E T T. thought had been directed to him by an interested arrested, thrown into prison, and subjected to an ex 

E. M. MACDONALD, 

M. w. BENNETT, 

. party. He had previously resided in Salem, where parte trial, semi-theological in character, before which 
- E~tor. , he preached for some years, and had removed to what the girls appeared as accusers, and declared that 

- Publisher. is now the state of Maine. But he was denounced they had been and were tormented by the accused; 
21 Clinton Place, New York. by these bewitched girls, a legal process was issued and while the trials were in progress, and whenever 
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PER YEAR. for him, and he was sent for and ·brought to Salem, they deemed it necessary, they went·into convulsions 
being compelled to fleave his helpless .family unpro- and spasms, often falling to the .floor, insisting that 
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vided for, and with hardly a moment's notice. He the accused. parties were causing this distress and 
was thrown into prison, ~ro.ught before the court, torture. Upon this kind of evidence multitudes of 
and with no evidence save what the girls said of hiin, people were torn from their homes and sent to 
was convicted and sent to the gallows. crowded, uncomfortable prisons to remain eight or 
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Giles Corey's case was a hard one. He was a suf- ten months. 

SATURDAY, -

ferer under High Priest Parris and his female accus- ·Ann Putnam afterward confessed that she had done 
ers. His wife had been complaine.d of, and he, a great wrong by these accusations, and although in 

- MARCH 17, 1883. knowing her innocence, spoke strongly in her de- her confession, when she was received to communion 
===================== fense. He was arr!ligned before the same court, but in the church in 1706, imputes all the blame to Sa-

The Murder of Witches in Massachusetts. could not b~ induced to make a plea either of guilty tan, there is no doubt of her having been an ignorant 
To THE EDITOR oF THE T11UTH SEEKER, Sir: Will you please or not guilty. He was man of some property and he tool in the hands of the ministers. The world was 

giv a statement in the next issue of our grand old defender wished what he had to go to his children. He knew happilirelieved of the presence of this estimable lady 
of truth, showing proof-from whatever souroe obtainable- that if he confessed or pleaded guilty, his effects, in when she was thirty-six years of age. 
that Christians did kill and hang people in Massachusetts f On the 19th of July, 1692, there were executed 
during colonial times, through the belief in witchcraft? It is case o conviction, instead of going to his heirs, 
here declared by a Christian apologist that it is all a farce would be grabbed either by the church or the court Sarah Good, Sarah Wilds, Susanna Martin, and 
and an Infidel "blow-off." I hav declared it to be ·a fact which convicted him. He adhered to his resolution, Rebecca Man. John Bradstreet was ac<;used of hav
easily proven. Yours for Infidelity always, co;nfessing nothing, an.d m_aking no plea though three ing "afil.icted" a dog. Bradstreet escaped by flight, 

Winchester, Ill., Feb. 22, 1883. J. B. TRAVERS. times brought before the legal dignitaries. In con- but the dog was killed. Upham says that "the pris
If Mr. Travers's Christian doubts what is well sequence of the silence he maintained, the sentence ons of Salem, Ipswich, Boston, and Cambridge were 

known to everyone familiar with colonial history, ofpeineforte et dure, from the code of King James I., crowded. Every man's life was at the· mercy of every 
how can he forgiv himself for believing the Bible, was passed upon him, which was, that he be remand- other man. Fear sat on every countenance; terror 
whose authorship and authenticity are of the cloud- ed to his low, damp dungeon, to be there laid upon and distress were in all hearts; silence pervaded the 
iest kind? his back on the bare floor, naked for the most part, streets; all who could, quit the country; business was 

The accounts of the persecutions of witches by the a board to be laid upon him, and weights enough at a stand (Salem Witchcraft, vol. ii, p. 250). 
Christian puritans can be found in any secular his- piled on the board to nearly crush the life out of him, In speaking of the unjust trial and conviction of 
tory, also in "Chandler's Criminal Trials." The best and to hav no sustenance, save on the first day three Rebecca Nurse, Upham says: "But nothing can ex
account, however, is Upham's "Salem }V"itchcraft," morsels of very poor bread, and on the second day tenuate the infamy that must forever rest upon the 
which has been epitomized in the " Champions of three draughts of standing or stagnant water, the names of certain parties to the proceedings. Not to 
the Church," published at THE TRUTH SEEKER office. nearest to be found to the prison door, and this·to be attempt here to measure the guilt of the accusing 
Witchcraft was once believed in by all the leading alternately his daily diet until he died. This horrible witnesses, it may be mentioned that it was the de
divines of. colonial times, pre-eminent among whom sentence was carried out, and the suffering that man liberate conviction of the family of Rebecca Nurse 
was the celebrated divine, Cotton Mather, who said passed ~through cannot be conceived. The agony of that Mr. Parris, more than all other persons; was re
in one of his sermons that even the meeting-house him who died upon the cross after three hours of ex- sponsible for her execution; whether by his officious 
was thronged with devils! John Wesley wrote that posure was trifling compared with the protracted aetivity in driving on the prosecution, or in prevent
" giving up witchcraft is in effect giving up the agony endp.red by the aged Giles Corey, more than ing her reprieve, cannot be known. Of the prom
Bible !" four score years old. It is said the last act in this inent part taken by l\fr. Noyes in the cruel treatment 

Previous to 1692, when the frenzy known to his- diabolical· tragedy was enacted in· an open field near of this woman, there is no room for. doubt. The 
torians as the Salem Witchcraft broke out, there were the prison. The wretched sufferer begged his ex- records of the first church in Salem are darkened by 
several trials and executions of alleged Witches. We ecutioners to increase the weights which were crush- the following entry: '1692, July 3.-After sacrament, 
will giv a few, mostly from Upham's book as quo~d ing him that his agonies might be ended. The hope, the elders propounded to the church-and it was, py 
in the "Champions of the Chmch," which can be however, that he would yield and acknowledge his an unanimous vote, consented to--that our sister 
verified by anyone having access to a library. They guilt, so that his property could be secured, induced Nurse, being a convicted witch by the court, and con
are as well-proven facts as any event in history. In- them to not hurry his death. But he assmed them demned to die, should be excommunicated; which 
deed, they are admitted by all Christians of note: that it was of no use to expect him to yield; that was accordingly done in the afternoon, she being 

Margaret Jones was executed as a witch in Boston there could be but one way of ending the matter, and present'" (Ibid, p. 290). 
on June 15, 1648, and in 1650 two more women were that they might as well pile on the rocks and havthe On the 22d of September, 1692,_ these Puritan 
executed, one in Cambridge and the other in Dor- matter ended. Calef says that as his body yielded to Christians, who had fled from England to escape 
chester. In 1659 two women were condemned and the pressure, his tongue protruded from his mouth, persecution, executed eight persons for being witch€s, 
put to death in Hartford, Conn. A Mrs. Glover, an and an official forced it back with his cane. This in- namely, Martha Corey, Mary Easty, Alice Parker, Ann 
Irishwoman, of Boston, was accused of bewitching human act is attributed to the pious Parris, who made Pudeator, Margaret Scott, Wilmot Reed, Samuel 
four children. Cotton Mather said of these babes himself so officious in the Salem trials and executions. Wardwell, and Mary Parker. 
t:hat "at one time they would bark like dogs, and ·Upham, in narrating this horrid cruelty, says: "For Cotton Mather tried afterward to escape the dam
then again they would purr like cats. They would a person more than eighty-one y~ars of age this ning guilt of these murders, but he did not succeed. 
fly like geese, and be carried with incredible swift- must be allowed to hav been a marveldus exhibition Of him Upham says: . 
ness, having but just their toes now and then upon of prowess; illustrating, as strongly as anything in 
the ground, sometimes not once in twenty feet, and human history, the power of a resolute will over the 
their arms waved like the wings of a bird." After utmost pain and agony of body, and demonstrating 
this testimony there was nothing to do but execute that Giles Corey was a man of heroic nerve and a 
the witch, which was do:Jte in the year of Mr. Mather's spirit that could not be subdued." This was a case 
blessed lord and savior, Jesus Christ, 1688. of Christian persecution, where the recipient was, as 

The Salem epidemic began at the home of the Rev. has been the case in thousands. of other instances, 
Samuel Parris, pastor of a church at that place. The vastly superior, in everything that constitutes man
witch "trials" were held in the church, and this Mr. hood, to the person who inflicted it. 
Parris and Cotton Mather were conspicuous figures The female accusers mentioned were a coterie of 
at them. Among those condemned and executed by women, one of whom was the Rev. Parris's daughter, 
order of these ecclesiastical courts we may mention the others Ann Putnam, Mary Walcott, Mary Lewis, 
the following: Elizabeth Howe, an estimable lady, Elizabeth Hubbard, Susanna Sheldon, Mary Warren, 
whose husband was blind, and she a m0ther of Sarah Churchill, and others who had entered into a 
several children, was accused of bewitching the girls kind of conspiracy. They first took lessons at Parris's 
aforesaid, and was thrown into prison. Her blind house in the arts of "palmistry," fortune-telling, etc., 
husband, led by one of the children, made a trip of and became very expert in performing tricks and 
seve~al miles almost daily to visit her in her miser- representing various characters. Ann Putnam 
able cell, where she was so long confined without though younger. than most of the others, was th~ 
having committed a single wrong. She was at last leading spirit of the~party, and was quick at repar
executed by hanging. tee and in readily devising' expedients in any emer-

Bridget Bishop, a married woman of good charac- gency. They soon came to understand each .other 
ter, passed through a similar experience. She was well, and acted in concert in pretending to be be
hung. witched so as to astonish beholders. They claimed 

George Jacobs, Sr., a tall, gray-headed old man, that they were choked, thrown. into spasms and con
was one of the sufferers. He, too, was executed for, vulsions, and otherwise submitted to torture by per
al!l was believed, being in league with the devil. sons in the neighborhood who had entered into com

George Burroughs, a minister and a man of excel- pact with the devil; and upon such claims and pre-

"He aspired to be considered the leading cham
pion of the church, and the most successful combat~ 
ant against the satanic powers. He seems to hav 
longed for an opportunity to signalize himself in this 
particular kind of warfare; seized upon every occur- . 
renee that would admit of such a coloring to repre
sent it as the result of diabolical agency; nirculated 
in his numerous publications as many tales of witch
craft as he could collect throughout New and Old 
England, and repeatedly endeavored to get up cases 
of the kind in Boston. There is some ground fqr 
suspicion that he was instrumental in originating the 
fanaticism in Salem; at any rate, he took a leading . 
part in fomenting it. And while there is evidence 
that he endeavored, after the delusion subsided, to 
escape the disgrace of having approved of the pro
ceedings, and pretended to hav been in some meas
ure opposed to them, it can be too clearly shown that 
he was secretly and cunningly endeavoring to renew 
them during the next year in his own parish in Bos
ton." 

And he adds, "The intimate connection of Dr. 
Mather and other prominent ministers with the 
witchcraft delusion brought a reproach upon. t4e 
clergy frqm which they hav not yet recovered." The.· 
Rev. Parris was obliged to leave Salem, and he died 
in" well-deserved obscurity and penury. ·The only 
vestiges left of him are the records of his after quar~ 
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rel with his congregation and his inscription on the 
headstone, erected by him as he left the village for
ever, over the fresh grave of his wife. (Ibid, p. 515). 

These are indisputable facts, and no one who cares 
for .his reputation will deny them. As black as these 
crimes are, the church must bear the burden of their 
guilt. "Thou shalt not suffer a witch to liv" is the 
"divine" command, and who shall say these men were 
not as merciful as- their God? They honestly be
lieved he said it, and they but acted up to their con
victions. The blood of these poor men and wonien 
is upon the head of the deity as well as upon their 
human executioners. 

paragraph he said: "I indorse every word of it." In 
relating a conversation he had with Dr. Abercrom
bie upon Washington, he. quoted the Doctor's re
marks thus: "As I conceive that tr~th is truth, 
whether it be for us or against us, I will not conceal 
from you any information on this subject, even such 
as I hav not given to the public. Sir, Washington 
was a Deist. I hav perused every line that he ever 
gave to the public, and I do not find one expression 
in which he pledges himself as a believer in Chris
tianity. I think any man who will candidly do as I 
hav done will come to· the conclusion that he was a 
Deist and nothing more." 

This was published in a "Discussion Between Bach
Washington a Deist, and Ingersoll, Jefferson, elor and Owen," page 367. 

and Lincoln No Hypocrits. There is nothing in Washington's words or writ-
The following queries are propounded by a friend ings which goes to· show that he regarded Christian-

in Maine: ity as the divine religion. He was a reverent man, 
SANDY PomT, Feb. 26, 283. but not a sectarian. · When president, a treaty with 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sil': I appeal to you Tripoli was negotiated, in :which it was expressly 
for a few points. Will you answer the following question stated that "the government of the United States is 
through the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER? What proof is 
there that Washington was an Infidel? The simple assertion not in any sense founded on the Christian religion." 
in THE TRUTH SEEKER is enough for me, but not so with some If he had been a Christian he would hardly hav 
of those with whom I hav to contend. These state that Jef- signed such a document without protest. 
ferson, Lincoln, Ingersoll, and all others who are or were In- Jefferson was a Deist (as was Lincoln), and there is 
fidels, forfeited all claims to honor and firmness of principle no inconsistency in a Deist .saying "So help me God." 
when they took the oath of office and kissed the Bible w4ich · 
they hold up to scorn. If Jefferson and Lincoln kissed the Bible, they did 

I need not repeat anything further; you will see what I the same as the electorial college declared the vote
want, and will explain the oath and kissing business, I trust, in a perfunctory ·way, and as a matter of business. 
in !JOnnection with the presidents mentioned, as well as with The one. bas about · af? much to do with making the 
Col. Ingersoll. · "Your greatest Infidels-if they were Infi- president as the other has with his religious opinions. 
dels-" (they always put that in) "sacrifice their principles 
for the sake of offic-e every time." This 1 refuted to the best As for Ingersoll, he never held office, thai we are 
of my ability, of course; but 1 am the only one here to speak awa'fe of. He might bav been governor of illinois 
out for Freethought, and, being all alone, the enemy, like the had he been a hypocrit. He was promineAy men
kid on the top of the house, are very brave and do a great tion.ed for the nomination by the Republican party
amount of railing, which constitutes the strength of their ar-
gument. But the way I go for them in the name of my re- and a nomination was equivalent to an election-but 
cleemer, D. M. Bennett, is a caution to all who try such it was noised about that he was an Infidel, and he 
weapons as that. was waited upon by a committee of politicians to as-

I know I am gaining ground, for I now find many to read certain his view$. He told them frankly he was an 
Infidel works and tracts who a few weeks ago would do noth- Infidel, and he was dropped by the "party of moral 
ing of the kind. Others admit that portions of the Bible are 
not the word of God, and if all their admissions were put to- ideas." Had he denied his opinions~been a Judas 
gether there would not be enough of it left for a text for Jo Iscariot for five minutes-he would hav been gover
Cook, who, like the God of theology, can make something. ·nor of Iillnois. Referring to this, he says: "I was 
out of nothing. Yours for truth, and Infidel with, a "capi- not a believer in the Bible, and I said so. I was not 
tal," GEORGE l. PERKINS. a Christian, and I said so. I was not willing to re-

A Deist is one who believes in a God but rejects ceive the support of any man under a false impres
the Bible as his revelation, and consequently is an sion. I thought it better to be honestly beaten than 
Infidel. That Wash in~~ was a Deist there is the to dishonestly succeed. He who dishonors himself for 
following conclusiv evidence: the sake of being honored by others, will find that 

Jefferson wrote in his journal in 1800, and which two mistakes hav been made-qne by himself, and 
has been published in his works (vol. iv, p .. §12) that the other by the people." These are grand senti
he had it from Dr. Rush and Asa Green that the ments, far superior in morality to anything Jesus 
clergy addressed Washington on his departure from ever said, and they are, too, the honest expression of 
the government that it had been observed that he the most brilliant man of our times. How many 
had never on any occasion said a word to the public Christian politicians can truthfully say they hold 
which showed a belief in the Christian religion, and them? Most people ~ho talk so glibly about luger
they so worded their address as to make him giv· a soll know very little about him-and what little they 
public declaration of whether he was a Christian or do know, they don't know for certain. We fail to 
not, but they were not successful. Jefferson writes: see wherein Mr. Ingersoll sacrifiecd principle to office. 
"The old fox was toci cunning for them. He an- To most people it would appear just the other way. 
swered every article of their address particularly, ex- The slur which the if they are Infidels implies is just 
cept that which questioned l;iim about· his belief in in keeping with Christian ethics and courtesy. A 
Christianity, which he passed-unnoticed." Gouver- man who emb:tlttces an unpopular cause is the one in 
neur Morris, who was intimate with Washington, whom honesty is nativ. Infidelity is not popular 
said the latter believed no more in that system enough yet to attract hypocrits, while Christianity is 
(meaning Christianity) than he did himself (he was and does; and those who imply doubt of others' han
well known as an unbeliever). esty of belief may be the very ones who need watch-

The Rev. Dr. Wilson, for_ many years ·a pastor in ing themselvs. 
the city of Albany, in a sermon which was printed in 
the Daily Advertiser· of that city in l829,:said: "Wash
ington was a man of valor; he was esteemed by the 
whole world as a great and good man, but he was 
not a professor of religion, or not at least until after 
he was president. When Congress sat in Philadel
phia President Washington· attended the Episcopal 
church. The rector, Dr. Abercrombie, has told me 
that on days when the sacrament of the Lord's Sup~ 
per was administered Washington's custom was to 
rise just before the ceremony commenced and walk 
out of church. This became a subject of remark in 
the congregation as setting a bad example. At 
length the doctor undertook to speak of it, with a 
direct allusion to the president. W asbington was 
heard afterward to remark that this was the fir-st 
time a clergyman had thus preached to him, and that 
he would henceforth never trouble the doctor nor 
his congregations on such occasions. And e-ver after 
that upon communion days he a:bsented himself from 
the· church." 

Robert Dale Owen afterward called upon Dr. Wil
son in Albany and conversed with him upon the sub
ject of his sermon. After reading over the above 

THE more the Lawrence "Augustinian Fathers'" 
affairs are made public, the more the whole business 
looks like a deliberate swindle and theft on the part 
of the church. . Their liabilities, by their own show
ing, are $567,300, of which $405,400 are owing to in
dividual depositors, the most of whom are poor 
working people. To meet these liabilities the 
"Fathers" hav a "St. Mary's church and grounds," 
a "parochial residence," a "convent and grounds," 
an "immaculate conception church," and "immacu
late conception residence," a church, a chapel, and a 
cemetery. . 

This property will not be sold to meet these debts 
if the church can help it. The priests borrowed the 
money as individuals and invested it f9r the church. 
When the pope was applied to· by his deluded fol
lowers to pay Archbishop Purcell's colossal debt he 
told them to go to-anywhere but to him Probably 
the same answer will be made t.o these poor swindled 
men and women. Any man who was not born a fool 
knows that churches and convents and cemeteries do 
not pay dividends, that money put into a house 
'which is never rented is virtually money sunk; yet 

these priests went on year after year begging from 
the poor people, working upon their superstitious 
fears to compel them to giv, and now they shield 
themselvs under the cloak of "business incapacity," 
keep what they hav got, and beg for more.. If these 
men were not priests they would be behind the pen
itentiary bars, and should be now: The plea made 
for· them that they did not intend to be dishonest is 
of no weight in the face of the facts. How did they 
ever expect to get this money back? Any man with 
a spoonful of brains could see they could not, and 
these men did see it. Year after year they paid inter
est on old deposits with new money left with them. It 
does not appear that they invested a dollar in any prop
erty that paid, and they promised a greater interest 
on deposits than they could get for money loaned. 
These men are not imbecils, and the only conclusion 
left is that they are knaves. Protestant papers, re
membering their own defaulting cashiers and bank 
presidents, and other thieves, say, Be mild with 
them ! But it is outrageous that such crimes qan be 
committed and their perpetrators go unwhipped of 
justice simply because they are pious, Christian men. 
Pious scoundrels are the worst of all scoundrels, be
cause they work upon the feelings and fears of those 
who, however deluded, are a thousand times more 
honest than the men who keap them ignorant that 
they may rob them. 

The Monument. 
We thankfully acknowledge the following addi

tional subscriptions to the fund to erect a monument 
to the memory of D. M. Bennett: · 
Wesley Milliken $1 00 L. N. Wallis $ 50 
D. J. Sherer 1 00 John Carnahnn 1 00 
Jane Sherer 1 00 Joseph Ingram 1 00 
James Hughes 1 00 John Mahara 1 OQ 
Moses Kunselman 1 00 Mrs. S. H. Davis 1 00 
Thos. J. To1very 1 00 Joseph Frankowski 1 00 
James Ae.hmH.n 1 00 J. G. Rodman 2 00 
John A. McCully f 00 D.P. Moss 1 00 
H. McElsanrler 1 00 E. W. Organ 1 00 
Mrs. Isab. McElsander 1 00 P. S. Titus 1 00 
R. J. Devine 1 00 E. 0. Marsh 1 00 
H. Wilbern 1 00 C. C. Clark 1 00 
Thos. Fee 1 00 J. A. Robinson 1 00 
0. F. Green 5 00 Mrs. Benj. Saunders 1 00 
L. Peck 1 00 Daniel Edward Ryan 50 00 
E. Wornn,n 1 00 A. Jeffrey 1 00 
Mrs. Henry P. Davis 1 00 F. H. Mollineaux 1 00 
James Sims, 1 50 Joseph Thist 1 00 
John Pugh 1 00 F. D. Myers 1 00 
Albert Mase 2 00 P. F. Gray 1 00 
Nonh Coler 5 00 C. A. Codding 1 00 
Thos. Knight 1 00 Charles Waterman 1 00 
Asher Bouhan 1 00 Wm. Hanchett 2 10 
Mrs. E. D. Slenker 1 00 L. W. Sibley 1 00 
Isaac Slenker 1 00 M. E. Rose 1 00 
Samuel Webber 1 00 Josiah Elliott 1 00 
J. Petty 1 00 S. R. Day 1 00 
C. R. Leonhauser 1 00 Louis Shraeder 5 00 
Almira Fleming 1 00 George W. Carpenter 1 00 
S. Hammer 1 00 W. H. Stanton 1 00 
George Maddocks 1 00 A. JIL Brny 7G 
John Ross 1 00 Dennis Morris 50 
Dr. J. Worl 1 GO R. W. Barcroft 1 00 
JI.I. A. Cnllon 1 00 Mark Power 1 00 
Mrs. H. M. Tyndall 1 00 H. H. Johnson 1 00 
Samuel Colburn 1 00 Samuel Gray 1 00 
Wm. E. Aston 1 00 Fred. Cooke 1 OD 
Thos. A. Rowe 1 00 R. Bednar 2 GO 
Lemuel Hall 1 00 G. T. Wilcox 1 00 
John C. Carter 5 00 S. R. Roberts 1 00 
Mrs. E. M. Wallace 1 00 Charles Laperche 50 
J. H. Abernethy 1 00 Ben Stanton 1 00 
Mrs. JIL Y. B. Humphrey 1 00 Hiram Austin 1 00 
George G. Meikle 1 00 Dr. W. E. Wodde.ll 1 00 
Lucy N. Colman 1 00 Mrs. S. Reichester 1 00 
Isaac VanSchoick 1 00 A. Taylor 1 00 
I. Morrison , 1 00 Mrs. Nancy Brinkerhoff 1 00 
A. M. Partridge 1 00 Philip Brinkerhoff 1 00 
Eliza H. Fales 1 OC J. F. Ruggles 1 00 
Alex. Doerle 50 Mr.andMrs.G.W.Armigh 5 00 
Mrs. 8. B. Miller 1 00 Ira E. Draper 1 00 

MICHAEL E. McGLOIN broke into the store of Louis 
Ranier on the night of Dec. 29, 1881, intent on rob
bery. He was detected by Mr. Ranier, upon which 
McGloin shot him. 

Pasquale Majone, on Dec. 9, 1881, shot and killed 
his Wife because she refused to obey him. 

Both murderers were hanged in the Tombs yard in 
this city on Friday, the 9th, until they were dead. For 
days previous the priests were constant attendants 
upon the]ll. They received absolution and the sacra
ment was admistered. Both of their victims died 
unprepared. McGloin and 1\'Iajone are now in 
heaven, while the poor woman and Ranier are in hell; 
that is what the Christian religion teaches. 

Out upon such a system. It is barbarous. And 
can any one really believe it? 

DIED.-:-ln Troy, Maine, February 2, 1883, Thomas 
Connor, aged sixty-seven. He had been a reader of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER for nearly ten years, and died with 
the calm assurance that no vengeful God would rack 
him with burning pains forever. Happy is he who 
can die with no dread of the future l 
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gfommunica;tions. 

Superstition the Curse of the World. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : What 

is superstition? It is faith in what is without the 
least proof or evidence. Now, sir, there is no proof 
or evidence that a God, a Christ, a Virgin Mary, .a 
saint, an angel, a devil, a heaven, or a hell exists. 
A1so, there is neither proof nor evidence that a specter, 
a spook~ or disembodied spirit exists, or ever did, or 
ever will. All religions now existing on this globe 
hav nothing in them but superstition ; that is the 
root and foundation of the whole thing, and it is on 
this false and deceitful fabric the priestcraft, king
craft, churchcraft, and political. tyranny, and hateful 
despotism hath taken its rise and fastened its fangs 
on the tame, thoughtless, and credulous multitudes, 
who, like so many swarms of slaves over the whole 
earth, bow and cringe in abject servility to these 
numerous gullible impostures, squandering millions of 
money for that which is not worth one cent. Almost 
daily some new scheme of pious fraud is springing 
into existence, for no other purpose but that of 
swindling the shoals of dupes who, like gudgeons, 
nibble at every cunning bait thrown out by the 
:fishers for plunder. It is time some strong, honest 
voice should cry aloud, and spare not, when gross 
cant and vile superstitions go forth, with brazen 
front, and rake in the millions of the people's earn
iugs to live in idleness, luxury, and conceited 
assumption and arrogance, and drive thousands 
_yearly to asylums, worse than death. Sir, the above 
are facts incontrovertible, and I defy the whole 
swarms of santimonious frauds to successfully repel 
these mighty truths. They will and must stand as 
keen witnesses of steel against an unconsionable 
priesthood. What know any of these pious sharks 
about gods, devils, ghosts, or future states of exist
ence? Nothing, nothing; no more than a wild ass; 
ifs all bosh, nothing more; and why the masses of 
people cannot see thi"ough and through . this thin 
scum of canting rascality is perfectly amazing! On
ward, brother Infidels of the Materialistic caliber, and 
pour in hot shot, so that the corrupt and rotten sys
tems of religious humbugs might be shattered and 
made to acknowledge that it's all a put up job to 
make money easy and keep the human mind in 
groveling darkness. Sir, let the honest truth shine 
forth from your pages, that those who are blinded by 
priestly superstition might behold the beauteous 
light of Freethought! TRos. WINTER. 

Cincinnati, 0. ____ __, _____ _ 
The Christian Champion Does Not Respond. 
The following correspondence from the Pittsburgh 

Dispatch shows that however brave and confident of 
their cause the. upholders of the theory of special 
creation are when their antagonists are a good way 
off, they are the veriest cowards when it comes to a 
personal encounter. · Mr. Watts will lecture in Pitts
burgh sometime during this month, when it is to be 
hoped some Christian with more confidence in his 
cause than Mr. Moore seems to possess will meet him 
in debate. We think he would be greatly pleased to 
take a scalp or two back to England with him as a 
trophy: 

A CRY FOR MOORE. 
To THE EDITORS OF THE DISPATCH: In your issue of Decemc 

her lOth, under the caption of" The Gospel of Dirt," I find the 
.following: 

"The theory of evolution is inconsistent with a belief in God, 
morality, accountability, or a future life. . . .· I am weary 
of the pretentious insolence with which the ignorance of these 
sciolists airs itself. . . . I will agree to meet any gentle
man of his 'ilk' at any time and place he may select, and 
discuss the question here mooted, which concerns the eternal 
well-being of all who liv. · W. D. MooRE. 

"Pittsburgh, February 9, 1883." 
To this defiant challenge of Mr. Moore, the following "ac

ceptance" was sent: 
99 FIFTH AVENUE, PITTSBURGH, PA., l 

February 14, 1883. f 
W. D. MooRE, Esq., Dear Sir: We notice in the Dispatch of 

the lOth inst, an article from your pen, in which you take 
decided grounds .against the doctrin of evolution, and say: 

"I will agree to meet any one of his 'ilk' at any time and 
place he may select, and discuss the question here mooted." 

Presuming that you would not trifle with a 9.uestion which 
"concerns the eternal well-being of all who hv," we oocept 
your challenge, affirming the doctrin of evolution as more 
reasonable than that of special creation, as taught in the 
Bible, and would inclicate two evenings in March, 1st and 2d, 
or 5th and 6th, as the time, any suitable hall in the city as 
the place, and Charles Watts, of England, as the gentleman 
to discuss the subject with you. 

Hoping that these terms may meet your approbation and 
that at your eal"liest convenience we may hav the pleasure of 
meeting you or your representativ, to arrange the details of 
the debate, we remain Yours truly, · . 

S. F. DEJONEs, President, 
H. HoovER, Cor. Sec. P. L. L. 
Failing to elicit a response from Mr. Moore, I called on him 

on the 21st inst. and was infor!I)ed by that gentleman that a 
press of business had prevented his writing a reply until the 
previous day, and that as soon as he could copy said reply I 
;;hould receive it. In fact, he would send it that same day. 

Thinking Mr. Moore now meant business, I waited until 
the 26th inst., when the following communication was sent: 

99 FIFTH AVENUE, PITTSBURGH, PA., l 
February 26, 1883. f 

W. D. MooRE, Esq., Dear Sir: I hav not as yet received the 
promised reply to our communication of the 14th inst. lam 
somewhat at a loss to know how to construe your silence, I 

trust I shall be spared the necessity of interpreting your tardi
ness in a light unfavorable to your prestige as a public de
bater. I will await the issue of to-morrow before doing so. 

Yours truly, IIABBY HooVER, 
Cor .. Secretary Liberal League of Pittsburgh. 
The only inference to be drawn from the foregoing corre

spondence and its results is that Mr. W. D. Moore, however 
valiant a champion of special creation he may be on paper, 
has not the moral courage to enter the arena wheri a" foeman 
worthy of his steel" takes up the gauntlet. If this surmise 
is correct, it is to be hoped that we shall ht;ar no more of 
Moore. · 

Having invited Mr. Charles Watts to this city to lecture on 
evolution, we hereby challenge any advocate of special crea
tion within the county of Allegheny, with a respectable fol
lowing, to discuss the subject with hiin. We mean business, 
and hope that the advocates of special creation will embrace 
this opportunity to disprove evolution or cease throwing mud 
at Darwin. H. HooVER, 

For the Pittsburgh Liberal League. 
Pittsburg, March 1, 1883. 

--------~----~ 

Prof. Denslow's Omissions. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav 

been greatly amazed at Prof. Denslow's omission to 
reply to the substance of Mr . .Andrews's great speech 
at the Paine anniversary; ·but I am amused at another 
significant omission which I notice in his avoidance; 
to wit: in the first sentence of his communication on 
the question of" Who Unmasked Junius?" he says: 

"Mr. Andrews's oration is full·of a spirit,..o£ candor and 
large-hearted justice and appreciation, as well toward Paine, 
the American people, and Mr. Burr, as toward myself and also 
towu.1·d Jesus Gh1'ist," etc. 

So far very good. Mr. Andrews is a candid and 
appreciativ gentleman, as everybody who knows him 
knows. But Prof. Denslow ought not to hav over
looked another object of the Pantarch's appreciation 
in his Paine anniversary speech, namely, "Anti
christ." With that addition, full.justice would hav 
been done to the Pantarch-that is to say, he appre
ciated Paine, the American people, Mr. Burr, Prof. 
Denslow,.esus Christ, and "Antichrist." The full 
breadth of Universology cannot be felt with the lat-
ter gentleman omitted, T. 1

B. W. 
New York, March 5, 283. 

Answer to a Question for Financiers. 

is my mother ?"-shows him to hav been one of the 
most heartless of men, as do also his refusal to allow 
those going wrong to be set right, arid his expressed 
determination to speak in obscure language, or, as he 
said, parables, with the very object of being misun
derstood-" that having ears, they should hear not; 
and having eyes, see not." · I wish to. disclaim any in
tention of exaggerating, even in the smallest .degree; 
for I am confident that it does harm. I seriously do 
not believe that on-e convict out of one hlindred in 
our prisons would express the heartless sentiments 
to which Christ, according to the Bible, so delighted 
to giv utterance. It is a satisfaction to m~ that ~ur 
honored friend; D. M. Bennett, accorded entrrely With 
this view, and I am glad to add that few . things 
could, in my humble opinion, gratify him more than 
the able manner in which THE TRUTH SEEKER has 
been conducted since his death. 

48 Wall st., New York. PHILIP G. PEABODY. 

Herndon and Lincoln.-Was Lincoln a Spirit-. 
ualistl 

To THE EnrToR oF THE TRUT.H SEEKER, Sir: At the 
conclusion of Mr. Herndon's somewhat lengthy and. 
greatly to be valued article entitled "Lincoln's Re- · 
ligion," published in the January issue of the Liberal 
Age, and republished in last week's TRUTH S:EE:JffiR, 
he remarks: 

"Religiously Mr. Linc?ln was an Infidel-a L.i~?eral: In his 
philosophy he was a realist, as opposed to !!' Spmtuahst. As 
a logfcian he lived on facts, figures, and prmcrples. In short 
Mr. Lincoln was a material, practical man-a wise, long
headed, deep policied man, and of the very best, greatest and, 
noblest of mankind/' 

After reading the above, 1 cited ~o Mr. Herndon a 
circumstance that came to my knowledge during Mr. 
Lincoln's life-time which caused me to think that Mr. 
Lincoln did not, at least, disdain to casually investi
gate Spiritualism, even were it certain that he did 
not become aright-down believer; to which Mr. Hern
don responds as follows: 

"There is one idea.in your letter which i wish to clear up 
and make plain, and it is this. I said that the tendency of 
Mr. Lincoln's general life was Materialistic-scientifically so; 
as opposed to Spiritualism, practically so. What. is meant 
is that he was contradistinguished from Spiritualism by his 
Materialism in tendency. He was a Materialist, as opposed 
to a Spiritualist. I do not mean by that expression that he 
opposed Spiritualism by any means. The wor.ds which I used 
mark the man, define his general nature, and do not say that 
he held this opinion or that-this philosophy or that. Mr. 
Lincoln may hav been a Spiritualist; he may hav attended 
the meetings of such and tried to get all the facts, and the 
science of them. I do not deny this, nor do I affirm it. I 
know .that Mr. Lincoln sought for facts-truth-principles, 
wherever to be found. Lincoln never dodged the truth, and 
never dispised a fact, come from any quarter of the globe 
whatever. I hav heard it introduced here by some one that 
Mr. Lincoln did occasionallyill!lll!tend the meetings of the 
Spiritualists, but to what end I cannot get at-cannot find 
out. If I knew the facts I would tell them to the world or 
perish." . . . "You may explain to the Spiritualists of 
the countrio what I mean by Mr. Lincoln's Materialism, as 
opposed to his Spiritualism. My language was simply to._ 
mark the nature of the man, and not to deny his Spiritualism, 
if such was the fact." 

DR. ANDREWS. 

To THE EDITOR OF THE T~UTH SEEKER, Sir: Are
cent issue of the veritable TRUTH SEEKER contains the 
following pertinent inquiry: "Why should not the 
government issue paper money and loan it to land
owners at an interest not to exceed three per cent per 
annum to the amount .of say half the land is worth, 
interest payable annually, principal payable at the 
will of the borro'l'er provided interest is paid?" In
asmuch as this is by many deemed a very important 
inquiry, I offer the following de:finit answer: Be
cause individuals and corporations, or, in other words, 
the bullionists and bankers, hav enjoyed the exclusiv 
privilege of issuing and loaning money for pUblic and 
private use, from the birth of the nation up to the 
present time. The attention of A. W. Logan is called. 
to the fact that when Secretary Chase proposed .to 
coin and issue paper money, not to loan, but to carry 
on the expenses of the government, during the R~bell
ion, the monied oligarchy gav him to understand 
that if they were not allowed the privilege of loaning Honest with .Himself and His Church. 
money for the use of the government and private Seth D. Bowker, formerly pastor of the First Baptist 
parties, they would join the southerners, and use their church of Kansas City, Mo., has resigned from tlie 
money to overpower and break up the government. ministrv .because of his disbelief in the cardinal doc
At a subsequent period, they found themselvs so :firm- trins of Christianity, and his church has accepted his 
ly entrenched in their prerogativs that they issued resignation, content to stand still itself and see him 
their manifesto through the columns of the New York climb the bights alone. The minute a man begins 
Tribune setting forth that "Congress cannot pass any to think and doubt he must leave the church. The 
law to overcome or resist their decisions." This "fold of Christ" is no home for a man intellectually 
is the true issue, the "irrepressible con'llict/' whether alive and honest. Only dead brains and whited sep
the government create money for public use, or create ulchers :find it congenial. Among the dogmas given 
it for individuals, thus compelling every citizen who up by Dr. Bowker are these, and it will be seen that 
is engaged in any legitimate business to pay ~ribute they are the fundamental ones of the system. With
( interest) to them. The money changers say It shall out them Christianity js a pulseless corpse. He says: 
be created for their especial benefit. What do the First. I do not believe in the "fall of man," if that 
people say? . CHARLES DuTTON. phrase is made to mean that man ever crossed a line beyond 

Grand Mound, February 26, 283. which he was worse, as the representativ of his race, than he 
was ):>efore. God permits no retrograde movements und-er 

Christ Far from Perfect. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I am 

greatly pleased at seein~ on page ~36 of T:s;E TRUTH 
SEEKER a radical and stnctly truthful analysis of the 
character of Jesus Christ, as portrayed in the Bible. 
I refer to the latter part of the excellent article, " The 
Old and New Testaments Must Go Together." Why 
so many pronounced Infidel and Atheis~ical writers 
and speakers, including even Thomas Pame ~d Co~. 
Ingersoll, should so continually ex~ress ~ therr admi
ration of the moral character of Christ, has for a.-long 
time been beyond my comprehension. For many 
reasons in addition to those given in the article men
tioned (which alone would be amply sufficient to con
demn him) it seems evident that his character (so far 
as such a weak-minded person can be said to hav a 
character) was despicable to a degree seldom seen 
among the most degraded wretches of the present 
day. He habitually depreciated .and oppo~ed educa
tion because he was an ignorant man hrmself; he 
forbade the accumulation of any of this world's goods 
whatever, because he was a pauper and likely. to re
main so. His insolent reply to his disciple who told 
him that his mother wished to apeak with him-"Who 

his government. 
Second. I do ):>elieve that man is the product of the 

creativ laws of God, and 'that he .came upon this earth just in 
time to fall into the order of "evolution" as the most perfect 
specimen of God's work, and whatever of failure he has 
made in fulfilling the design .of his creation is the result of 
present incompleteness in his development, rather than the 
result of his theological depravity with which orthodoxy has 
blamed him. I agree with Paul that "sin is the transgres
sion of the law," and up to that period in a man's develop
ment where he knows that a certain act is opposed to the will· 
of God there is no such thing as sin. 

Third. I do not believe in the redemption of the human 
race by the blood of Christ, for the reason that there was no 
occasion for such redemption. If you can prove a "fall," 
then it is· quite natural to expect a "redemption," but the 
one being a myth, the other becomes the same. 

Fourth. I do not believe the Bible is any more the "Word 
of God" than a,ny other instructiv book. Any book that is 
profitable and instructiv in matters of science or religion 
always carries with it God's approval. In this sense, and 
this only, is the Bible the "Word of God." 

I do not believe in eternal damnation. Where in the order 
of Gpd's work do we discover anything ·like the orthodox idea 
o'f "probation?" Does· God put the planets on •: probation" 
before he admits them into the order of development? 
Where do we behold him binding in the chains of "proba
tion" any of the works of his hands. All who reason and 
open their eyes to facts know that the human body is man's 
most primitiv mode of existence, and who dare say that God's 
care for him drops at the death of his body? 
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Shall We Worship the Sun 1 
To THE EDITOR o:F THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I see 

by THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 3d that my old .friend 
J. H. Cook is a worshiper of the sun, and calls it the 
"true, real God." Now, the sun is a very fine thing, 
no doubt, and deserves to be well spoken of; but 
what it has done; or what it is; as compared with the 
rest of universal nature, that it deserves to be espe
cially "looked up to," I do not understand. Still, if 
the sun is a special favorit of my friend Cook, I 
certainly hav no objection. The probability is, how
ever, that after he has explored the universe outside 
of our solar system for a thousand years or so, he 
will come to the conclusion that our sun is a compar
ativly small affair, and so not worthy of worship as 
the "real, true God," and that will be hard on, the 
sun, you know. 

But my quarrel with my friend is not because he 
worships the sun, but because he calls it "God" He 
means it as a compliment, but I claim it is anything 
else than that! No term is offensiv except as it is 
associated in the mind with offensiv ideas or things. 
Belief in " God" is degrading, demoralizing, and 
heathenish. The idea of a God is the most pernicious 
ever cherished by superstitious and ignorant human
ity. So the term God is the most offensiv in the 
English language. . 
. Now why does my friend, who regards the idea of 

a God with as much repugnance as do I, seek to dig
nify the term by lugging it into. respectable com
pany? If we would get the degrading idea of God 
out· of the minds of men, we must make the term 
odious by which the idea has by common consent 
been described. FRANciS BA.RRY. 

Kent, Ohio, March 4th. 

"Answers to Chr~tian Questions and A.rgR-
ments." • 

This is one of the ·last and best books written by 
our Bennett, and every reader of Tm: TRUTH &EKER 
must want a copy of it for this reason if for no other. 
It is, as it were, a voice from his very grave, coming 
back to us from its ·silent depths, and consequently 
every argument seems to hav a double force for us 

nearness of heart which won for him so many wor
shiping friends and loving admirers. 
"Him all wait for, him all yield up to, his word is decisiv and 

final, 
Him they accept, in him lave, in him perceive themselvs as 

amid light, . 
Him they immerse and he immerses them." 

Snowville, Va., Feb. 25, 283. 

Liberalism's Hope in Germany. 
- FrUTII th< Htbrr.w Ltadtr, 

The party qf progress in Germany pins all its hopes 
upon the crown prince of Germany, who is a Lib(lral 
in religion and whose wife belongs to the ethical 
school of theologians, and is strong minded at that. 
If the prince is quite prepared to seize upon the 

wander about the city's streets, untrained, uncared 
for, arrested for thieving at the rate of four per day 
and growing up to become McGloins [a murderer 
hanged on Friday, the 9th, in this city]. " Consist
ency thou art not a jewel," but a myth ! 

The pious Croosus rests easier on his downy pillow, 
and eats his strawberries at fifty cents apiece with a 
sanctimonious relish. The curse of the Passion Play 
is happily averted, and church-going Dives is still in 
receipt of his rent for houses of well-known disre
pute. Allah Achbar! The Bible is still safe l Trinity, 
with its remunerativ tenement houses smiling be
nignly on Wall street, is safe ! Religion and the 
Bibl"e are vindicated and unde1· the protection of the 
law and Captain Williams. ARABI BEY. 

progressiv issues of the age, when the retrogressiv Consolation for tlte ''Christian Advocate." 
old emperor dies, he will prolong. his dynasty, .and Front the PittsbU1·glt Leader. 

this is his only hope of wearing a peaceful ~rown. The Liberal League will take comfort, we suspect, 
If not, Germany will again be divided up into its out of the religious statistics of the Western peniten
former principalities or many more, or else a repub- tiary. As given in the biennial report of the insti
lic will be built up on the ruins of the Hohenzollern tution yesterday, the figures show m'nong the inmates 
djnasty. Bismarck and the aristocracy are trying to sixty Methodists, fifty-eight Catholics, thirty Presby
buil¢1 up and revive the old feudal state of the terians, twenty-two Lutherans, nineteen Baptists, 
medieval German ell1pire, but it is entirely too late nine Episcopalians, three Universalists, two Hebrews, 
to do. tills successful).y. Bismarck has already sue- seven of other religious beliefs, and twenty without 
ceeded in promoting democratic and social views in any religious belief. Summing these figures up, we 
the lower and middle classes, which are now ripe for hav as one result two hundred and ten convicts with 
revolution. The aristocrats believe in a military abso- a religion, a~ against only twenty without any. Or, 
lutism, but the people are ready to demand the rights carrying the Universalists, Unitarians,, Jews, etc., 
of enjoying the fruits of their own ·l~~<bors, and the over to the other side, the figures would show one 
attempt to force absolutism only hastens the day of hundred and ninety-eight religious convicts to thirty 
freedom. Royalty, nobility, and the priesthood only heterodox ones. : Still further analyzing the matter, 
survive on sufferance. Southern Germany is repub- we find that there are one hundred and forty Evan
lican ; so are .Alsace and Lorraine, which take their gelical Protestants in the number against seventy 
key-no~ from France. In any event, the Jewish Jews, Catholics, Infidels, and all the rest put to
p_opulation of Germany can look forward to tolera- getherl We look to see President DeJ ones of the 
tion on the death of the present emperor. The League "point with pride " next Sunday to the few
crown prince is 1.-nown to be friendly to the Jews, ness -of the Infidel elect that are now expiating their 
and if his throne should be torn down and a repub- guilt behind those frowning prison walls; and if our 
lie set up, universal toleration would, of course, be Methodist brethren do not clamor for the chaplain
the rule. The fanatics hav their day now, but it is a ship of the institution at their next conference they 
short day at best; and freedom of conscience may be will be blind to their rights. As for the Presbyte
delayed, but 'will be the rule in the end. rians, General Cass's biting jest, when told that an 

who hav so loved and venerated our leader, guide, Religion Saved. 
and friend. From Music a.W th< Drama. 

Episcopalian chaplain had been removed, and Mr. 
Milligan been appointed in his place, some years ago, 
will no longer apply. Cass said that the change was 
quite right, because he always did think the parson 
should be of the same sect as the majority of the con
gregation. But as the Presbyterians· only number 
thirty now over there, Milligan would hav to step 
down and out by this rule, and giv way to a presid
ing elder, assisted by a priest. 

It is a complete refutation of every claim that Religion and morality are still safe! When Salmi 
Christianity makes as to being . an original, truthful, Morse on Saturday night was arrested for giving a 
happifying, or humanizing religion. It is an epitome free rehearsal of a religisus spectacle in his house on 
of all the bel!lt arguments against the dominant my- Twenty-third street, on Twenty-seventh street, four 
thology that can be collected, and it contains invalu- blocks distant, herds of abandoned women rampaged 
able ammunition for anyone who wishes to carry on on the sidewalk, tugging at men's _poat collars, so
an argument with a Christian friend or opponent. liciting them, and by their acts and language render-
It is written in Bennett's most cordial, kind, and ing it impossible for a lady to pass. When Morse The "Old Gentleman" Growls. 
genial manner, and though forcible, strong, caustic, stood on Sunday at the bar of the police court, From the Grand Rapids Times. 

and convincing, it is tempered by ~hat beautiful spirit several thousand saloons were selling rum in viola- I am tired of reading in the newspapers of disasterf; 
of charity and benevolence of feeling that always tion of the-law, and in one-half of these. that rum was ·on sea and land. -It seems that we hav fallen upon 
characterized all that came from his pen. Strong in cheap rank poison. The religious world now feels an era of calamity, such as the world has not been 
his defense of truth and right, but always willing to safe, though it has just been told how the whole affiicted with for years. The columns of the daily 
giv an opponent fair play, and equal justice, few men machinery of the Methodist Episcopal church has press groan with the ghastly record of death from :fire 
e'er won more golden laurels in debate than D. M. been used to push the sale of stock in a bogus mine, and flood, and wreck and other forms of disaster. 
Bennett. while one of its brightest lights was "let in on the The list is a long and sickening one, and its victims 

In reply to Mr. Whitehead's question, "li your ground floor" at $5 per share, and secured against are drawn from the ranks of the just and the unjust 
work was already accomplished, would you not hav loss for lending his name and influence to the swindle. with apparent indiscrimination. I liav about arrived 
despoiled man of all th0se virtues which make life Religion and the Bible are safe, because Salmi at the conclusion that we liv in a third-rate, cheap, 
worth living?" he says: "To this the answer is em- Morse has been prevented from giving the "Passion one-horse sort of a world, any how. Our pleasures 
phatically and forever, 'No.' There is. no virtue in Play," while the Augustinian Society; a Massachu- hav no permanence, but our sorrows are forever with 
man's believing senseless fables and dreams to be setts bank managed by priests, has just swindled 700 us. From the cradle to the grave is a continual 
divine truths. There is no virtue in believing false- poor female mill operative out of half a million. round.of pain and vicissitudes-a minimum of joy, 
hood. There is uo merit in accepting ~agaries and Religion and the Bible are safe, because Salmi Morse and a maximum of misery. We are roasted in sum
inventions as truth and reality. A sham is a sham, has been prevented from giving the "Passion Play," mer .and frozen in winter; malarial affiictions are sue
and though repeated millions of times it is still a sham, while Assistant District Attorney O'Byrne recom- ceeded by colds and catarrh. Disease lies in ambush 
and can never be anything else. Virtue consists in mends for license a notorious den kept by Eliza Par- everywhere to trap the unwary-and the wary too, 
truth,' and in disseminating it among men. Real ret and known as "The French Madam's," said Eliza for that matter. And over all broods the ever-present 
truth is in nature and the universe, not in idle fables Parret having been smart enough to employ the firm certainty of death. We are often reminded by pul
and dreams, the inventions of a designing, wily class of O'Byrne and Stewart as her attorneys. piteers and other sanctimonious drivelers, of the 
of men, who liv by playing upon the fears of credu- A religious spectacle, respectful and devout in its "merciful providence" which is said to watch over 
lous dupes. Mali is never filled with virtue by be- intent and motiv, is forbidden in a man's own house, the race, and preserve it from harm. The facts don't 
lieving a lie, and is never despoiled of virtue by being while scores of vile dens in the town are open to boys warrant the conclusion. Only the utmost vigilance 
taught the truth. The great mistake of all !eligions of twelve er fifteen years. The sanctity of the Bible in observing certain physical requisits enables a 
based upon supernaturalism is their falseness. The is under the protection of Captain Williams's club, sound man to escape the dangers which beset him, 
foundation being .false they cannot be otherwise than and any amount of tall swearing is slobbered over its and exist to the natural limit of his years. We are 
false. Let it be repeated, then, there is no virtue in worn and greasy cover at the courts inajor and minor, told that the conditions are favorable for the dev.elop
a falsehood, though a thousand times repeated; there yet out rush the lies like an Ohio flood. ment and continuance of life on this planet. The 
is no virtue in believing a falsehood." Millionairism, Billionairism, Monopoly, and Pulpit fact that life has existed and extended in spite of all 

The good old man is gone, but his incontrovertible -Endorsed-Greed, sank comfortably in their cush- obstacles; appears to favor this hypothesis; but to an 
utterances are left us as a valuable and lasting legacy, ioned front pew on Sunday and looked complacently impartial observer it appears that, if the creativ power 
and I hope Liberals will buy an~ circulate them all at a highsalariedminister torturing and twisting the designed to make the environment of human life as 
over the land. If you hav a pious friend to whom p[ecepts of a Nazarene without cash, without land, unfavorable and disagreeable as possible, and still 
you wish to show the dark and blasting character of witho11t a house, without a bank account, without leave margin enough to insure the continuance of the 
the Christian religion, and the beautiful and blessed credit "on 'Change," without a carriage, without a race, the result is a complete success. The contin
ttuths of Liberalism, send him this twenty-five cent Long Branch cottage-precepts tWisted and sugar- uance of the race should not be attributed so much 
volume of Bennett's "Answers to Christian Ques- coated with unintelligible generalities and capsuled to favorable environment as to that baleful provision 
tions," and the work is done. If for every one hun- with inferred, excuses for the heaping up of gold, to which draws men and women together with irresis
dred dollars poured into the treasury of the church mak.e them slip all the easier down the bond-bur- tible attraction, and . furnishes fresh victims for the 

. we could send out just barely one of th~se little truth dened Croosus's throat, while he, good ma.n, dreamt of carnival of destruction. And even this passion often 
tellers we should completely neutralize the larger next week's "operations " in the line of respectable leads those who share it to slay one another-though 
sum, because facts are fadeless and eternal, while fie- and legitimate swindling and gathering of more the balance is of course on the side of increase. With 
tion is shadowy and ephemeraL land, ~o.use~, and railroads.into his insatiate maw. a full knowledge of all the troubles on earth, there are 

In losing Bennett Liberalism has lost its strongest Religwn Is safe I. Th~ ~1ble s~all.not ~e pt?f~ed! those so cruel as to threaten us with another hell be-
and stanchest defender, its greatest and grandest The law and Captam Wilhams did It mth hiS littJ.e yond-as if we didn't get a great deal more of that 
leader, and its most indefatigable worker. Few men club. . . . sort of thil'lg here than we deserve. I can't swallow 
possessed such a glorious faculty of universaJ.l.y The B1ble 18 J?rotected bY: the law and wife murder such teaching, and couldn't digest it, even were I able 
pleasing and charming. No· unprejudiced person gets foro.: yea:s m state's pnson. . . to gulp it down. But, as I am beginning to get out 
can pick up one of his books and read a. page or two ~e B1ble ~s safe, and the perutent1ary on Black- of the frying-pan of metaphysics into the fire of the-
at ra.ndom therein a,nd not feel that sympathy and well a Isla.nd IS full o~ boys, and four thousand more ology, I will stop right here. OLD GENTLEMAN. 
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UVALDE, Feb. 18, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Having seen a copy of yom; paper to

day I was so well pleased with it as to become in· 
duced to subscribe for it. The copy I hav now is 
September, 1882, showing the subscription to be $3.00 
per year, but was told by one of your subscribers 
that the subscription was only $2.50 now. I am the 
only ene of a family of nine who does not belong to 
the Second Advent church. My brother says I am 
lost. I am a Texas cowboy. 

I expect I am the only subscriber for your paper 
in this county, but I think I will send you some 
more subscribers from this office soon. I think our 
town has quite a hard name abroad, and probably 
your paper will do as much good in the way of 
reformation as so many preachers of different de
nominations. 

I hav only been in this county twenty-two years, 
and hav seen the red man several times when I 
didn't want to see him. 

Hoping to see another copy of your paper soon, I 
remain, Respectfully yours, E. L. DowNs, 

WEATHERFORD, Feb. 20, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find post-office order 

for $1.50 to renew my subscription to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER; I find that I . can't get along without it; 
and you may now consider me a lifetime subscriber, 
and I will endeavor to keep my subscription paid in 
advance, although the stamps are but few in this 
part of the moral Vinyard. 

I think every true Liberal should lend a helping 
band to carry on the good work that THE TRUTH 
SEEKER -so abLy advocates, in showing up the priestly 
frauds and superstitions that they impose on the un
thinking people. And I can say to you that the 
Freethought movement is progressing in this portion 
of Texas. There are a few of us that hav come to 
the front, and are outspoken; and we hope to be 
able in a short time to organize a Liberal League. 
Then we hope the good work will }:>egin in the right 
way. 

As this is the first you hav had from me since the 
death of Mr. Bennett, I will tender my heartfelt 
sympathy to his bereaved friends .. The Liberals of 
this community deeply mourn the loss of the great 
and good man, who gave his life and suffered so 
much for the cause of mental freedom. He is gone, 
but his good work will liv, and future generations 
will honor the name of D. M. Bennett; for he was 
the greatest hero of his age, and did more for the 
good of the human race than any one in his time, in 
helping to free his race from the bonds of supersti
tion. His works are bound to liv for all time to 
come; and when his persecutors are forgotten, he 
will be honored. 

I hav said more than I intended, and will close by 
adding that I hope the good work vtill continue un
til every priestly fraud is exposed. 

Yours for truth and justice, the only true worship, 
D. 0. SULLIVAN. 

FARLINVILLE, March. 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER is to me a source 

of pleasure-the gratification of one of the needs of 
my nature, one of the things of my nature, one of 
the things that make life more bearable; and when 
the terrible announcement of Mr. Bennett's ·death 
was made--the questson arose in my mind, Shall we 
lose our paper ? Will it degenerate f 

The last few numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER hav 
answered these questions very satisfactorily to me 
and all your readers that I know. I believe it is 
more interesting and better conducted than ever be
fore, and if Spiritualism be true, and Mr. Bennett 
has a conscious existence, then I take the improve
ment in the paper as an evidence that he still takes 
an interest in the work he was engaged in while he 
was with us. Be that as it may, you are making it 
a success. 

Inclosed you will find an oration delivered at the 
grave of a Liberal by a young lawyer, and although 
it may not equal an effort of Col. Ingersoll, it cer
tainly has merit and is, I think, worthy of a place 
in your paper. If there is anything more needed 
than another by Liberals it is an intelligent person 
who has the courage to step to the front and make 
a few appropriate remarks at the grave of one who 
has dared to die without faith in Christ. Chris
tians never lose an opportunity to cite instances of 
Liberals accepting the services of a minister either 
in their last sickness, or by their friends after death. 

Asserting that man's necessity is God's opportun
ity, they penetrate unbidden i"nto the chamber of 
death when disease has done its worst, and in our 
dire extremity, in the presence of weeping and dis
consolate friends, they get our assent to sentiments 
which they could not obtain under any other circum
stances, and when we hav in our last moments self
control and presence of mind sufficient to tell them, 
like the immortal Paine, that W€3 do not need their 
services, they renew the attack on our friends and 
relations as soon as we are dead, and it often hap· 
pens that the only alternativ left our friends is to 
accept their services or to bury us like a dog with
out a word being said. 

' This is the condition we were in a few months ago 
here. A lady died who was a decided Liberal. We 
buried her without anything bt'ing said more ·than 
that some; one thanked the crowd for their sympa
thy. Then another one died, but protesting to the 
last against any of the solemn mockery being per
formed at her funeral. 

Then it was that this man came forward and 
nobly did he perform his part. In a week he was 
agaid called to speak words of consolation at the 
grave of a brother Liberal. Then a Liberal sister 
passed into the great silence, and this I send you is 
his third effort. But it has produced a social earth· 
quake here. The ministers and the " unco guid" 
hav worn themselvs out seeking for: words to express 
their indignation, and in proving from scripture and 
the traditions of the elders how wicked and blas
phemous it is for anyone to officiate at a funeral who 
is not a believer in the Bible and the Thirty-nine 
Articles. But one after another the strongholds of 
superstition giv way before the increasing and ad
vancing hosts of Liberalism. 

"Tho' hearts brood o'er the past, our eyes 
With smiling futures glisten; 

For lo! our day bursts up the skies; · 
Lean out your souls and listen

The world rolls Freedom's radiant way, 
And ripens with her sorrow. 

We'll sow the golden grain to-day, 
The harvest comes to-morrow." 

Hopefully yours, H. E. DEWEY. 

pagans, as they supposed, ascertained· that the sun 
traveled around the earth in 365 days, nearly. (It 
would hav been heresy to f:!Uppose the ·earth moved 
around the sun.) They discovered also that the 
moon traveled around the earth a fraction over 
twelve times in the same period of tfime, and there
fo.re they divided the period into twelve .moons or 
months. They also divided the clusters of stars along 
the pathway of the sun (which they named the Eclip
tic)into twelve groups or constellations, and gav them 
significant names, Aries, Taurus, Gemini, etc. 

Tl;le sun and earth are in opposition on the ecliptic. 
Now, on the 5th March, the sun will be in the cen

ter of Virgo, and the earth will be in the center of 
Pisces. On the 20th March, the sun will enter Leo 
and the earth will enter Aries. 

The sign!:! as given in the almanac denote the 
place. of the moon. · The moon passes through the
twelve signs in about twenty-seven and a half days, 
and through one sign in a fraction over two days. 
The object of the human form was to illustrate the 
subject to the ignorant people. Very ingenious. 
Common sense and common observation teach us 
that the situation of the moon in the ecliptic has no 
influence over things of this earth. Long ago, when 
the prie~ts held all the knowledge, they predicted 
what disease would prevail by the moon, if in the 
head, disease of the brain, etc. 

Very truly, J. W. BABBITT, M.D. 

A PRAYER. 
CoLUMBUS, February 18, 283. 

EuREKA, MICH., Feb. 11, 1883. 0 thou glorious, irrepressible, and immortal TRuTH 
MR. EDITOR: Again I come up with my contribu- SEEKER, we realize that it is through thy unbounded 

tiontoTHETRUTHSEEKER. Iamalittlelaterthanusuar" mercy and forbearanca that we hav not been cutoff 
this time, but just as ready and willi:Jag as ever to on account of our short-comings, and that we are 
cast in my mite to help on the truth and the right. still on praying ground and interceding terms with 
D. M. Bennett is no more, but his soul, his words and thee, whom we revere with unspeakable gladness of 
works, go marcbing on. I and mine hav realized haart, for thou hast been a laml! to our feet and a 
his loss with all other truth seekers, and our hopes guidj to our pa~hway out of the wilderneils of intel
for the good cause are now growing brighter. We lec.tual damnatiOn into the cultivated regions of 
hope soon to see THE TRUTH SEEKER established on science, our only savior, the fairest among ten thou
a cash basis equal to its merits and the great good sand and the one altogether lovely. He is the rose 
it has done and is doing. In the course of a year I of Sharon and the lily of the valley, blooming more 
cast my eyes over many papers, and they all seem and m·•re unto the perfect day, and' shedding his 
weak and insipid beside THE TRUTH SEEKER. Thsy aromatic fragrance upon all who are fortunate enough 
seem to think their readers are all Christians, and to come within the comforting influence of his holy 
that they must talk Christian or they will be lost. spirit, under whose inspiration and thy leadership 
They however are very much mistaken; for the we are enabled to rejoice in our conflict with the 
Christian does not want all Cilristianity. They want devil of ignorance. Ere thou didst manifest thyself 
to see a little wickedness once in a while in a news- unto us, gracious TRUTH SEEKER, yea, even before we 
payer. And they would lik~ to see a paper toned were cogniz<:tnt of thy existence, our benighted and 
up by a little downright Infidelity-just enough to yearning spirit, writhing under its load· of unutter· 
start a new thought or two. The rose that all are able disgust, had begun to explore the desert of hell 
praising becomes an odious or an odorless rose after prepared for the devil and his angels by designing 
a while. Thus far I hart written when I received Christian priests; but thou didst prove a welcome 
your postal card informing me that my subscription oasis to our thirsty and ever-waiting soul, which 
to THE TRUTH SEEKER had expirPd, etc. SJ yon see I even now·reverts with ecstatic remembrance to its 
hav not forgotten you, and was writting a little let- first draught from ~hy fountain of knowledge, where
ter to send Y01J. with the money. I should hav done in thou didst ridicule the science of an old Jew book 
so before, but hav been very busv this winter, and for the benefit of a deluded individual by the name 
sometimes sick and tired so that I could not attend of Humphrey. · 
to it. I want THE TRUTH SEEKER and calculate to We thank thee, honored guest, for. the continua
want it abol.}t as long as I shall want any paper. I tion of thy weekly visits, and we deeply sympathite 
shall drop all other papers before I do that. There with thee for the irreparable loss of thy heroic 
are so many sound and well written articles and let- founder, who was a host in himself, and fought, bled, 
ters in it wriLten by so many sound and intelligent and died, that we might cut our own intellectual 
persone, it is health and peace to read it. So vine and fig-tree withollt being molested or any one 
herein find the money for another year's subscrip~ daring to make us afraid. We acknowledge his de
tion. I send you $5-$2.50 for THE TRUTH SEEKER, $1 parture as the saddest bereavement we hav ever ex
for the Bennett monument; $1 for Mrs. Bennett; the pe.rienced in the death of any one whom we hav 
rest for a Webster's Dictionary, 50,000 words, 25 cents; never had the opportunity of meeting vis a vis. We 
and a few "Jewish Jehovahs." sincerely regret that the present generation, because 

Yours truly, P. S. TITus.· of their stubborn willingness to foster the idle tra-

YPSILANTI, February 27, 106. 
MR. EDITOR: Excuse me for the date (106) as above. 

Until a period shall be agreed upon from which to 
start I think the birth of these United States is 
good enough for IDA, 

Let me say briefly, without identifying persons, 
that there is evidence of great intolerance cropping 
out from many who profess to be Liberals; which is 
regretted. Such should not complain of the Chris
tians and -the churches for some of their persecutions 
for opinion's sake. One case out of very many will 
be sufficient to convey my object. Take Brother 
Walker's article on the natural requirements of 
mankind, that is, what they desire to eat or drink, 
or wherewithal they shall be olothed. 

The reasonings therein are cogent, and every 
attempt thus far to overthrow his. truths with soph
istry, misrepresentations, or misunderstanding, in 
my opinion, has utterly failed. If critics make it 
clear that man has not the right to supply his nat· 
ural wants, then load up and fire away, but don't 
spit against the wind, for that will afford meager 
satisfaction. 

Now, friends, since we cannot be of oqe mind upon 
all subjects,. let ev6lry issue except that which con
cerns all be suspended, and engage against the com
mon enemies of mankind, which are a mythical 
Bible, a false religion, despicable bigotry, and in
tolerable persecutions; and let us endeavor to pro
mulgate and establish truth and friendship as tar 
as in us lies. . 

Mr. Miller e.sks for information about the constel
lations and signs of zodiac. Permit me to reply. 
Many centuries ago, perhaps in prehistoric times, the 

ditions of their fathers, are unable to fully appre
ciate th·e philanthropic labors of"the lamented and 
immortal D. M. Bennett, who lived a hundred years 
too soon foi' the comfort of his days; but posterity 
will do him justice; his name is destined to go thun
dering down the ages as that of a man who reared 
his own monument and wrote his own epitaph. Do 
thou, 0 messenger of living light, record his deeds 
in characters of fire, and publish them not only 
from Dan to Beersheba, and from Egypt to the 
river of Hamath, but let his praise be heralded even 
to the uttermost parts of the earth, that coming 
generations may cherish his_memory as ardently as 
it is enshrined in the hearts of his surviving friends, 
who find a morsel of consolation in the reflection 
that he now' rests quietly whe~e the sleuth-hounds 
of superstition can bay his track no more. We are 
willing to confess that we entertained serious appre
hensions for thy future prosperity, but we rejoice t11 
make the discovery that we still hav in thee an ad
vocate fully able to continue the prosecution of our 
cause- for the defense of liberty in the sacred halls 
of justice, and that- we hav a successor of our late 
lamented general-in-chief fully equal to every emer
gency :who will bring us off more than conquerors 
in our warfare with the legions of bigotry and su
perstition. May thy career be as honorable and· 
brilliant in the future as it has been glmious and 
successful in the past. Let thine enemies feel the 
strength of thine arm,· and let thy right hand find 
out them that hate thee. Their fruit shalt thou 
root out of the earth and their seed from among the 
children of men, for they intended mischief against 
thee, .and imagined such a device as ·they were not 
able to perform. Therefore shalt thou put them to 
flight, and the strings of thy bow shalt thou make 
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ready against the face of them. Thy counsels are 
undefiled, converting the soul; thy testimony is sure, 
and giveth wisdom unto the simple; thy statutes are 
right, and rejoice the heart; thy commandments are 
pure, and giv light unto the eyes; more to be de
sired are they than fine gold, yea, than much fine 
gold, sweeter also than the honey and the honey
comb; moreover, by them is thy servant taught, and 
in keeping of them there is great reward; even the 
wild asses, if they choose, may come and drink from 
the stream of thy wisdom. (Selah.) 

Praise Truth, from which all blessings flow; 
Praise it, ye Seekers here below; 

Praise· it-on earth the conquering host 
Of father, son, and holy ghost. 

And now may the graceful spirit of Liberalism, the 
unanimous support of those who cherish the love of 

'liberty in their hearts, the communion and fellow
ship of the good, the true, the beautiful abide with 
thee evermore, Amen. J. J, BURDGE. 

A SERMON BY J. PETTY, 
LACROSSE. 

MY CHRISTIAN FRIENDS: You will find my text in 
the first chapter and the. first verse of the gospel 
according to St. John, in ·the so-called Holy Scrip
tures-"In the beginning was the word, and the 
word was with God, and the word was God.". 

Well, my Christian hearers, the trouble is there 
never was a beginning. It was n'ot 6,000, nor was it 
16,000, nor was it 1,000,000 years ago, nor did it ever 
begin at all. But the text says, "In the beginning 
was God, and the word was, and that word was with 
God and was God in the beginning."- Then there 
was a beginning, and at that time of the begin,ning 
there was a word, and that word was not only· with 
but was God. Now, my Christian friends, I want 
you to open your eyes and ears. ''All things were 
made by God, and without God there was nothing 
made that was made." Open your eyes and. ears a 

' little wider yet. "In God there was life; and the 
life was the light of men." Now, my good Chris
tian friends, God began a beginning. God is a word. 
The word made all things. Now, my good hearers, 
the word is the light, and the light is the life of man. 
The light is the life, the word, and God are all the 
same, and the life the light of man. There are rep
resentations here in plenty. Irr the beginning was 
the word, and a word was ·God, and the light was 
God, and the life was the light of man, and by God 
the light was made all . things. What a great and 
strange light that was! " Made all .things that were 
made." That implies a doubt. The light made the 
world, and the world knew not the light. The light 
was the word. The word was made flesh, and dwelt 
among men. The flesh was the son; the son was 
Jesus. Jesus was the father. ''He that hath seen 
me hath seen the father." Yet, "No man hath seen 
God at any time." . 

Well, my good Christian friends, who and what is 
this God? •· God is omnipotent, omnipresent, infl.nit, 
and eternal." So says the Holy Scriptures, and so 
say our great ones. One attribute is enough. God, 
then, infl.nit. Infinit includ@s all. Two infl.nits can
not exist at the same time, nor can two things occupy 
the same space at the same time. If God ~ the 
infl.nit he must be the universe and all. Then there 
is no finite. If infinit exists this covers the whole 
ground. Then he did not begin a beginning. He 
being all things he could not create more. Full, 
unlimited, no end, I say he did not begin. The 
word could not be the infinit witli God, also the in
fl.nit. He says, "I and my father are one." Jesus 
Christ is his father, and his father makes or creates 
him flesh. 

Now a thing can't be a thing, and some other 
thing. God can't make himself. While he is himself 
he is all. In order for him to make himself, the all 
must cease to giv roo.m for him to make himself. 
When all is gone there will be nothing to make 
himself out of. 

Kind brethren, good Christian brethren, the infl.nit 
can't begin when it is already in existence. '!'he in
fl.nit, the all, a God can't be a Gad, and become 
Jesus in the flesh. Jesus could not be God when 
God was all. Jesus could not be a something more 
than all. 

My dear brethren, infl.nit is one, complete, whole, 
full. You can't add any more. You can't begin a 
beginning in infinit. Hence it necessarily follows 
there could be no such thing as a beginning; for 
the word was; it could not be more than was ; it 
could not was-er. The infinit word was-the infl.nit 
-there ·can't be any more than infini1l. The word 
which was God could not get· into God. Two gods 
could not get into each other and both be infl.nit. 
A cause might produce an effect when means are 
used to accomplish it .. Finite is something. If some
thing it must be an entity. If au entity, it must be 
matter. That, my brethren, you must all allow. If 
It is it always has been, it certainly will continue to 
be. 'For all I can see, matter is self-existent, self
regulating, and self-compensating. All science, all 
observation, proves this to be true. 

I will add, in conclusion, my Christian brethren, 
what a glorious blessing it is and was for us that a 
young virgin gave birth to a babe that made her, 
and this maiden was the mother of her own father, 
and that her son was her own redeemer, and that 
this redeemer or savior made us disbelieve in order 

that we should become kindling-wood for a hell that 
he had made for us. 

Now; my Christian friends, one of the brethren 
will hand round the plate, and you must shell out 
very liberally, as I hav got some very pretty map
sions in the skies to dispose of, and as good as any 
that can be found in the market, and those that are 
the most liberal will get the best and finest situa" 
tions. So, my brethren, let us sing while the col-
lection is going.on, . 

Your faithful minister in the cause of unbelief, 
J. PETTY, in the church of Freethought. 

CEDAR SPRINGS, MICH., Jan. 22, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: ·I am very much interested ·in the 

question of prohibition, so ably handled by E. C. 
Wa1ker, C. C. Johnson, and others. I will not take 
issue with either of these gentlemen, for they are 
all right in their way. The question' of the evil of 
intemperance is a settled question with all right
minded men. To prohibit is the question, and to 
do that without too much friction, contention, and 
hard feelings, . The question should be carefully 
considered by all concerned .. I hav thought on this 
subject a great deal. Whether my thoughts are of 
any value or not depends upon whether they con-
tain a. principle. · 

Legislation must result in doing good for the 
greatest number, or legislation becomes an ·evil. I 
will suggest a plan to prohibit as far as necessary 
the sale and use of distilled liquors. First I will 
relate a little stratagem on the part of some of our 
generals in the late war. The plan was not to pay 
any attention to the rabble force" on· their way to 
victory, but to strike boldly, to the sea-coast and 
giv the enemy a grand surprise. Whoever suggested 
the plan saw the result as ·clear before it was un
dertaken as the result. appeal'ed when it was ac
complished. The result we all know, but it req1,1ired 
co-operation. · 

Just so with m v plan of abolishing intemperance; 
not total abstinence, for that is too impracticable to 
think of. We must adopt a principle of love and 
charity. 

Force has lost its grip on mankind, if it ever had 
any. We must learn wisdom by experience. The 
.Christians hav used force and talked love. Will 
Liberals follow in the footsteps of their enemies 
l:l.nd be despised of all men ? Oh, for more charity 
and wisdom I The plan that I will suggest is this: 
Uncle Sam shall buy a number of distilleries and 
utilize the convict labor in manufacturing pure liq
uor to be sold at first cost-labor cost. Liquor 
will thus be so cheap that to offer to treat your 
friend will be an insult. Thus a dealer at the 'bar 
will not find it profitable, and will abandon the 
business for some one more remunerativ. The quan
tity drank will not be more than at present. Pass 
a law making the adulteration of liquor a penal of
fense, so that the dealers could not squeeze a profit 
out of a gallon to buy ten. As the license laws and 
the high revenue both operate in the interest of the 
dealer, we should abolish both. It is a false notion 
that the high revenue tax levied on the so-called 
luxuries has a tendency to stop the use of the same, 
but there is nothing in history that tends to prove 
this assertion. But on the other hand the poor vic
tim of the bad habit is robbed by law and degraded 
by the ruinous practice. Let us hav charity for .the 
down"trodden. 

I hav two objects in view, as you will see, not the 
least oi which is the abolition of our ruinous con
vict labor system, which must be settled in some 
way, so that it will not be in competition with free 
labor. · 

Only giv us something practical. I would like to 
receive a postal card from all who consider this a 
practical suggestion. 

Yours for liberty, A. S. ·CROXTON. 

Ross, Feb. 22, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Some of the Christian newspapers of 

the Lone Star state hav become very vehement at 
Mr. Shaw for deserting the pulpit to become a fol
lower of Voltaire and Paine; but even that is no draw. 
back on Infidelity. When a· minister discovers he is 
teaching a system of religi,on that is false, he acts like 
any other brave man would do-he just steps down 
and out. He is denounced also as a follower of In
gersoll. So much the better; we are now satisfied 
that he has become intellectually developed, and no 
longer instructs men and women in the mysteries of 
a revealed religion. Such men as Ingersoll· and 
Shaw are the men who kept b:dght the spark that 
Voltaire and Paine kindled over one hundred years 
ago; it is no proof of blasphemy just to make the 
bare assertion. Paine and Voltaire stood in front of 
ignorant superstition in the darkest hour mental lib
erty ever saw. They were the heroes of absolute 
freedom. When men nowadays are denounced as 
blasphemers, we will not rely on the word of Texas 
clergyman alone, but want some proof of even their 
honesty. Some men are born liars; so~e follow it 
as a profession, and they are as liable to be of that 
profession as any other. Men who hav been the 
heroes of humanity are due the civility of our fellow
creatures, not those who hav been the liars of pos
terity. Paine and Voltaire came to the front when 
theory was enslaved in the deepest gloom, and 
everything looked dark to man; liberty was in bond
age, and priests wore the divine mantle of charity. 

Paine stoo<i in the very midst of the bigots of that 
century, and counseled them to reason. To reason 
was his motto, and liberty was the effect. In one 
hand he held the rights of man, and in the other he 
wielded the pen of steel that wrote the "Age of Rea
son," and that work struck the vital blow to the 
creed of Christendom; He was the intellectual 
monarch of the age in which he lived. His body 
is dust, but his works liv on, feared by bigots and 
loved by his fellow-men. A f{lw more brave men to 
follow in his work, a few more heroic men like him, 
and this world will be one great store-house of 
knowledge and truth. Paine tested Holy Writ, and 
it would not stand the test. If a book written at 
the divine command of an infinit being will not 
stand the test, how can it be expected of the sys
tems' and discipline and confessions of faith? 

One by one the ministers step down and out, 
and leave the pulpit empty, and I don't blame 
them. I would not teach any system of religion 
that God would not brace up; and they_ with Paine 
and Voltaire are pronounced blasphemers. he 
would not do a little of the rough, outside work, I 
would not do it all. With independent hands Paine 
tore the mysterious veil from miracles and prophecies, 
and nought remained. He then seized the robes 
that encircled the ignorant monks of the monas
teries; but ignorance would cling to the cross. A 
few more Voltaires and Paines to glitter like stars 
in the intellectual sky of the future I They were the 
electric-lights of the age in which they ·lived. Most 
of the noted Infidels of to-day were raised by Chris
tian parents. Theit parents taught them the holy 
scripture; but the virtue of its truth seemed 60 ab
surd to intolligent children that they did not grasp 
the faith of kindred. The religion taught by parents 
is not always the religion for their children. When 
free speech and free thought and free prest~ go down, 
I expect some of Paine's and Voltaire's followers 
will be found amid the debris. 

Truly yours, J. WILLis BRoCK. 

MR. EDITOR: It seems to me by the intelligence 
which your last week's issue brought to me that 
there are still men and women among the Liberals 
wh'o, in spite of all the advice and instruction they 
hav received through the columns of the grand old 
TRUTH SEEKER, are yet as bigoted and narrow-minded 
as the worst Christian fanatic ever was or ever could 
be. Shame on any person who, calling himself en
lightened, will order his paper stopped because it 
publishes something contrary to their way of think
ing, or ·criticises what they believe. I would most 
emphatically say that if any such narrow-minded 
bigots are subscribers to 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER, who 
will not hav all questions brought up for discussion, 
no matter to what ism they belong, whether Mate
rialism, Spiritualism, Mohammedanism, or Chris
tianity, I should think their loss would be but 
little, and, as the saying is, their absence would 
be good company. The sooner they join the church 
the better, as they never hav been truly emanci
p&ted in thought or liberty, but hav only stopped 
paying pew-rent on account of not being promoted. 
Such Liberals as these are traceable away back in 
the dark past, when the Inquisition was in its bight 
of power. It was such men that made poor Socra
tes drink the deadly hemlock, and burnt poor Ser
vetus and Bruno; the same bigotry which burnt 
and drowned witches at a later date, and still later, 
in our own time, it was the very same spirit which 
convicted and imprisoned our beloved and worthy 
friend and brother, D. M. Bennett. This, to ruy 
mind, is far from being the aim and object of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, as I understand it, the avowed mis
sion of that paper being to instruct and enlighten 
its readers and bring them up to a higher standard 
of knowledge, not even hinting that it ever expects 
to attain that perfection of wisdom that some of 
its patrons so positivly believe themselvs to hav 
reached. Nothing of this nature is the desire of 
our grand old TRUTH SEEKER. But it will pry into 
all things in investigating and in trying to arrive 
at the true facts appertaining to the benefit and 
welfare of its readers, regardless of belief or ism. 
It seems to me, that, as Freethinking men and 
women, if we go under the name of Spiritualist, 
Materialist, or any other ist, we are following in 
exactly the same paths as our o\d creed-believing 
ancestors. In this way we would become as corrupt 
in our beliefs as ever they were. And the belief 
which had the most power, no matter whether it 
was Christianity, Spiritualbm, or Materialism, would, 
according to T. Winter, J. F. Chase, and some oth
ers, compel the min.ority to believe with t.hem br 
l03e their bread and butter, or perhaps their heads. 
Now I don't pretend to class myself with any belief 
whatever. I am nota party man, neither am I a Chris
tian, a Spiritualist, a Materialist, a Mohammedan, a 
Buddhist, or a Brahman. But I am what THE TRUTH 
SEEKER styles itself, l:l. truth-seeker, and am always 
ready to search for the trutll and proclaim it, no 
matter what may be the consequence, or whether it 
pleases or displeases. D. 1\'L Bennett did not go 
around the world to try and misconstrue the meanings 
of things, and please a Spiritualist or a Materialist. 
Nothing of the kind was his desire, but instead he 
started as a truth-seeker, in defiance of all isms or be
liefs, in search of truth, and disseminated the same to 
the world as he found it. Never, to my knowledge, 
has D. M. Bennett avowed himself anything else but 
a truth-seeker in search of truth, and to this his paper 
has ever been devoted. 

Yours for more truth, RtJBERT FLEMING. 

/ 
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The Causeless Cause. 
BY J. W. WELLilt.H!. 

'l'he smallest dust, a speeR o! earth, 
A prophecy before Its birth, 
Unfolds, transforms, perfects, extends, 
Prophetic ever, never·ends; 
Receives In union other·name, 
In plant or thought remains the same; 
And as through lower rorms it ran, 
From rock to thought and song or man, 
Released, It fell, as all things must. 
Again It joins prophetic dust, 
But to repeat, In ceaseless rounds, 
Its work of dust through endless bounds. 

But what's the hand that lifts It up 
From granlt rock to carol cup ? 
And what's the choice by which it leaves 
The rock for thought, and laughs and grieves? 
Is all but dust In council lone, 
Prophetic man, beast, plant, ahd stone? 
or must there be a Tltal part, 
An outward form, or central heart? 
Tell, ye who can, exhaust your lore: 
But ere you place effect before, 
Unveil the niche in lawless laws 
Where skulks the form of causeless cause. 

.A. Burdened Soul. 
.From the Brooklyn Eafle, 

"It is really a most delicate thing that I 
come to see you about," she fluttered, and as 
the managing editor placed a chair {or her he 
looked grave, for the blushes chased each 
other over the prettiest face he had seen for 
many a day. 

"What's his name?" asked the managing 
editor with soothing encouragement. 

"Sir!" faltered the beauty, turning a puz
zled pair of bewildering blue eyes full upon 
him. "How-how did you know? What 
made you ask me that question?" 

"And I suppose you hav set the figure at 
$75,000," continued the managing editor, smil
ng covertly at his superior sagacity. 

" Do you measure my precious soul by 
})altry money bags and filthy checks?" she 
demanded, with a tlashing glance and blushes 
hat chased each other faster than ever. 
"I don't," replied the managing editor, 

"but the jury will. I would if I were a 
m·or!" and he smiled again, this time in 

admiration: of the delicacy of his compliment. 
''I don't think you quite understand me," 

sighed the fair visitor. " I-am in great 
trouble, and I hav come for advice. There is 
a young man-" and here she broke down en-
irely and sobbed bitterly. 

" Is there any way I can brace you up ?" 
inquired the managing editor, rubbing his 
nose with a corkscrew as a gentle hint in the 
direction of his resources. 

"No, thanks!" she remonstrated, recovering 
herself with an effort. "You are very kind. 
I don't think you can do anything for me at 
all. Is your religious ·editor in? He will be 
more apt to understand the nature of my 
trouble than you will." 

"Shouldn't wonder," retorted the manag

I 

.torJ who didn't seem in the least dazed by 
the question. 

"W-w•what?" demandeci the managing ed• 
itor, his lower jaw dropping._ "Ill that all?" 

"Why certainly," responded, the beauty. 
"Isn't that enough? What did you suppose 
was the matter? The whole church was against 
me, and when I said I would leave it to you, 
the superintendent bet the tenor $5 you would 
decide against me." 

"That's about the way with them all," ex
plained the religious editor, as the gratified 
girl took her departure and the two editors 
stood gazing at each other. "You'd think 
they were in all sorts of scrapes until you 
come to question them, and then you find 
that jt is only some little point in religious 
etiquet that anybody could decide. By 
the way, what did you suppose the matter 
was?" 

"Nothing," replied the managing editor. 
"I didn't know but what she had lost some 
money on a dog fight, or something of that 
kind," and the managing editor went back to 
his work with a sit:h, while the religious 
editor surreptitiously ab .. tracted the cork
screw, and winked at himself with a prodig
ious wink. 

. Book Notice. 
From tho Univer~t. 

"Answers to Christian Questions and Argu
ments," by the late D. M. Bennett, is a neatly 
printed pamphlet of 146 pages. The answers 
are in the best style of the late lamente~ Ben
nett, who in his peculiar view of writing on 
biblical subjects was not excelled by Paine or 
Voltaire. He was muoh more than a ·master 
for any Christian foeman; he was an annihi
lator of the defenders of the myths and frauds 
from which hav flown an immense amount of 
unnecessary and most noxious piety. The 
contents of the pamphlet hav at separate 
times appeared in newspaper articles, but 
seem much more attractiv in their present 
form. For sale at the TBUTH S:u::u:KEB office. 

Now, Girls t 
To THJ!l EDITOR OF THl!l TBUTH SEEKEB, Sir: I 

am in need of a companion, and as girls are 
scarce in this part of the country, and I am so 
situated that I can't go East for a wife, I 
thought I would try to get one by advertising 
through yoirr paper or by writing to you. 

I am twenty-five years of age,_six feet tall, 
and weigh one hundred and seventy-eight 
pounds. Now, if you know of a good respect
able girl who wants a good companion, and 
you will send me her address, I will make it 
all right, prol'iding your figures are not too 
high. I am growing cattle and horses out 
here, and I can giv good reference if required. 
I hope to hear from you soon. 

JOSEPH KENTZLEB. 
MUes Oily, Ouster Co., Montana. 

Not having any spare girls on hand, we 
print the above that all may hav a fair chance 
to compete. We only stipulate that if Mr. 
Kentzler gets a wife by means of it he shall 
become a life subscriber to THE TBUTH SEEKEB, 
and pay in atlvance.-ED. _T. S. 

ing editor, dryly. "Here he is," and he ::: ... =-=-=--================= 
pointed out the man who does the truly pious 
for the paper. 

"What is it?" asked the religious editor, 
sharply. "Feller in the Bible-class, librarian, 
tenor in the choir, any of them?" 

"Y-yes," she stammered .. "It's the ten<Jr. 
We were convertetl at the same time, and now 
we are afraid-" 

"Infernal rascal?" growled the managing 
editor, wiping away a tear. "Just let ·us 
write him up." 

"Well," continued the religious editor, still 
more sharply. "What about him? Is the 
librarian getting jealous? Class leader threat
ening to tell your mother? Anything of that 
kind?" 

"If he does, I'll write an editorial on him 
myself, muttered the managing editor chiv· 
alrously. 

"Not exactly that," smiled the sufferer 
through her tears. "You see-Oh! how can 
I tell you?" a:o.d she broke down again. 

"Want him clubbed?" demanded the man
aging editor, brandishing a bottle. 

"Not for worlds!" she exclaimed, throwing 
herself before him as if to protect some one in 
danger. 

"Let her alone!" shouted the religious edi
tor. "She is all right. Now go on. You 
left off by both being converted together. 
'What next? Is he after the soprano?" 

"She thinks he is, and there is where my 
trouble is. You see she isn't a Christian
only a singer, you know-and she can dance 
with him at parties. Now what I want to 
know is-is whether it would l;>e wicked for 
me to dance too, until I cut her out. Please 
tell me!" and her lips parted and her eyes 
were suffused with tears of anxious inquiry. 

"Certainly not !" growled the religious e'di· 

Correspondence 8oliclted. 
A Truth Seeker, 32 years ot age, whose vocation Is 

farming, wishes to correspond with a lady ot Liberal 
views, with a view to matrimony. One wllllng to 
come to a new country and help hUn build up a 
home. All letters answered. Address, 

3tll 
NATHANIEL WALES, 

Box 88, Delta, Delta Co., Colorado. 

Correspondence Wanted 
A gentleman wishes to correspond with the oppo

slt sex, with a view to mutual acquaintance and 
ultimately life companionship. 

4tll 

Address, 
"EARNEST," 

TBUTH SEEKER O:t!lce. 

SKETCH OF THE 

LIFE AND CHAR .A.CTE R OF 
CHARLES WATTS. 

BY W. STEWART R 0 S S. 

Price 10 cents. Address; 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

WITCHCRAFT IN CHRISTIAN 
COUNTRIES. 

BY W. STEW .A.RT ROSS. 

A review ot the persecutions and tortures endured 
by alleged witches at the hands ot Christians. 

Price 10 cents. Address, 
THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER. 

SKETCH OF THE. 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
SALADIN. 

(W. STEWART ROBS.) 
A very interestlni blosraphy ot a remarkable mtlll. 
l'rlce 10 centa, Address, 

Tllli TBVTll jUl(Ji:R, 

FltEETHOUGHT WORKS, 
i'UllLIBlDCD AT. i'HE TRUTH SEEKEB OFFICE, 

Bible :M:yths, and Their Parailels in 
Other Religions. Being a com~ 
parison of the Old and New Testament 
myths and-miracles, with those of heathen 
nations of antiquity. Considering also 
their origin and meaning. With numer• 
ous illustrations. Oloth, $4, 

The Figures of Hell; or, The Tern
vies of Bacchus. Dedicated to 
1lcensers of beer and whisky. By Mrs_ 
ELIZABETH THOMPSON. A neat little vol
ume of between two and three hundred 
pages. Price; $1. 

Libel'ty and Morality. A capital full 
lecture on these important subjects. By 
W. S. BELL. A pamv.hlet of thirty-six 
well-printed pages mailed for 15 cents. 

Superstition in All Ages. By JoHN 
MESLIEB, a Roman Catholic priest, who, 
after a pastorate of thirty years at Etre
pigny and But in Champagne, France, 
wholly abjured religious dogmas, and left 
as his last will and testament to hi's par
ishioners, and to the world, the work en
titled "Common Sense." Price, cloth, 
$1.50; paper, $1.00. 

Marriage and Parentage and The 
Sanitary and Physical Laws. For 
the Production of Children of Finer 
Health and Ability. By a Physician and 
Sanitarian. "The ·virtues of men and 
women as well as their vices may descend 
to their children." Price, $1. 

The Bible-Whence and What~ By 
Rrcaum B. WESTBBOOK, D.D., LL.B. The 
questions, Where did the books of the 
Bible come from? What is their author
ity? and, What is the real source of dog
matic theology? are treated fearlessly in 
the light of history, philosophy, and com
parativ religions. It is impossible to giv 
even a condensed statement of what is 
itself a marvelous condensation. Whole 
libraries are here concentrated into one 
little book. Printed in good type and 
bound in cloth. Price, $1. 

The 'Bible of The Religion of Science. 
By H. S. BBOWN, M.D. "This volume is 
most respectfully dedicated to those per
sons who will cordially unite with others 
to establish the religion of truth and a 
just government, by the scientific meth
ods of reason, experience, experiments, 
and observations. For this is the way to 
wisdom, and to the material, mental, 
moral, social, and spiritual sciences, that 
make peace on earth and good will among 
men." Price, $1.50. 

Socialism and- Utilitarianism. By 
JoHN STUABT MILL. Price, $1.50. 

Specimen Days and Collect. By 
WALT WHITMAN. Including autobiogra
phy, hospital sketches, democratic vistas, 
etc. Three hundred and seventy-four 
pages of hearty, wholesome prose and 
poetry, never before published. Price, 
$2.00. 

Ingersoll and Jesus. Conversation 
in verse between the two great reformers. 
By SAMUEL PUTNAM. Price, 10 cents. 

The Sabbath. By l\1. FARRINGTON. A 
thorough examination and refutation of 
the claims of Sabbatarians who are trying 
to foist upon the country their holy day 
by unconstitutional legal enactments. 
The author shows by an appeal not only 
to the facts as they exist in the nature of 
things, but by reference to the Bible, the 
writings of distinguished historians ana 
theologians of past ages, that Sunday is 
no more a holy day than Saturday. Price 
10 cents. 

The Religion of Common Sense. By 
Prof. LIEBBECHT ULICH of Germany. 
Price, 25 cents. 

The Sunday Question. A Historical 
and Critical review, with replief! to s.n 
objector, By GEoBGE W. BnowN, M.D. 
Price, 15 cents. 

FREETHOUGHT WORK~, 
l'UllLIBliED AT THE TRUTH SEEI>ER OFFICE. 

Resurrection of Jesus. Showing the 
contradictions and doubts in which the 
subject is involved. By W. S. BELL. Re 
"fised edition. 25 cents. 

Revelations of Antichrist. An ex 
haustiv work proving conclusivly that no 
such person as Jesus Christ existed in the 
reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the 
son of Mary, was .stoned and hanged 
about a century before, and that his dis 
ciples, Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the 
apostle Paul, both lived and died before 
the Christian era. 446 pages and full in 
dex. Price, $2. 

The Anonymous Hypothesis of Ci·e 
ation. A Brief Review of the so 
called Mosaic Account. By JAMES F. 
FuBNrss. Cloth, 50 cents. 

The Brain and the Bible. By EnGAR 
C. BEALL. With a Preface by RoBEBT G. 
INGERSOLL, who says of it· "This book, 
written by a brave and honest m:1n, is 
filled with brave and honBst thoughts 
The arguments it presents cannot be an 
swered by all the theologiims in the 
world." Price reduced to $1. 

The C1.·eed of Christendom. Hs 
foundation contrasted with its super
structure. By W. RATHBONE GREG. One 

. of the clearest· an·l ablest works ever 
written. $1.50. 

The Essence of Religiou. From the 
German of L. FEUEBBACH. Author of th 
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth 
reduced to 50 cents. 

The Godly Women of the Bible. A 
History of all the women who figure in the 
Bible. Sh~<rp and telling in style. Paper 
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

The Heathens of the Heath·. A finely 
written Radical romance. By WM.. Mc
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family 
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages. 
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25. 

The Holy Bible .A.bl'idged. Contain 
ing the choice passages and lovely mor 
ceaus particularly pleasing to CoMSTOCK. 
169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts. 

The Jamieson-Ditzler Debate. A 
nine-days' debate on God, the Bible, 
Christianity, and Liberalism. Between 
W. F. JAMIEsoN and Rev. JACOB DITZLEB 
D.D. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 oents. 

The Legends of the Patriarchs. By 
S. BARING-GOULD. $1.50. The Congrega
tionalist, in speaking of it, says: "There 
are few Bible readers who hav not at some 
time wished for just such a volume. It is 
e. thoroughly interesting book, and will 
be seized with avidity by all students o 
the Bible. 

The Mal'tyrdoni of Mau. Embracing 
the four divisions of War, Religion, Lib
erty, and Intellect. A work of rare merit, 
and written in a superior style. By WIN
wooD READE. New edition. 544 pages. 
Price reduced from $3 to $1. 75. 

The Old Faith aud the New. A C9n· 
fession. By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAUss, 
author of the "New Life of Jesus," etc. 
Authorized translation from the sixth 
German edition. By MATHILDE BLIND. 
Two volumes in one. The translation 
revised and partly rewritten, 11nd pre
ceded by an American version of the au
thors "Prefatory Postscript." Strauss 
is too well known by the readers of Amer
ica to require a single word to be said in 
his praise. Price, $1. 50. 

The Outcast. A deep, finely-written 
Radical story. From the London edition. 
By WrNwooD READE, author of "Martyr
dom of Man." 30 cents. 

The Pro and· Con of Supernatural 
Religion. Both sides fairly and 
ably presented. By E. E. GUILD, ex
Universalist clergyman. Paper, 30 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents. 

KERSEY GR.A. YES'S WORKS. The Radical Pulpit. Comprising dis-
Sixteen Saviors or None. By KER· courses of advanced thought. By 0. B. 

s:u:Y G:RAVES, author of the World's Sixteen FBo'rHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER, two of 
Crucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles, America's clearest thinkers. By 0. B. 
and Biography of Satan, Price, 75 cents; FROTHINGHAM: The New Song of Christ-
cloth, $1. mas, The Departed Years, Life as a Test 

of Creed, Apocryphal Books of the New 
Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven Testament, The Sectarian Spirit, The 

Divine Revelations, containing a descrip· American Gentleman, The Language of 
tion of twenty-seven bibles and an expo- the Old Testament, The Dogma of Hell, 
sition of two thousand biblical errors in The Value of the Higher Sentiments, The 
science, history, morals, religion, and American Lady, The Consolations of Ra-
general events. Also a delineation of the tio;oalism. By FELIX ADLEB: The Ethics 
characters of the principal personages of of the Social Question, Emancipation, 
the Christian Bible and an examination Lecture at the Second Anniversary of the 
of their doctrins. Price, $2. Society for Ethical Culture, Our Leaders, 

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical l!av We Still a Religion? Conscience. 
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Do- Price, in cloth, $1. 
mains. Price, 35 cents. The Real Blasphemers. By Col. J. 

The World's Sixteen Crucified Sav• R. KELSO, A.M. Price; 50 cents. 
iors; or, Christianity Before Christ. Truth Seeker Collection of Forms, 

• Containing new and startling revelations Hymns, and Recitations. Con-
in religious history, which .disclose the tarning forms for organizing societies, 
oriental oqgin of all the doctrins, princi- marriage, funeral services, naming of in-
ples, precepts, and miracles of the Chris- fantst. obituary notices, epitaphs, etc. 
tian New Testament, and furnillhing a Also o25 Liberal and Spiritualistic hymns 
key for unlocking many of its sacred for public meetings, funerals, social gath-
mysteries, besides comprising the hist_ory erings, eto. To wh\ph are added beauti-
of sixteen oriental crucified gods. Pnce, ful recitations for various publio ooc~· 
$~.00. 11iou, iliO pp. Oloth, 71i oent1. 



B.~· UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
FOB SALE A~ THE TRUTH ·BEEKER OFFICE, 

Essays and Lect'!fi'.eS. Embracing In~ 
fl.ue!lc? ~f Chnstlanity on Civilization; 
Chnstramty and Materialism· What LilJ.. 
er~lisn; offers i_n .Place of Christianity; 
~Cientlfic Maten~li~m; Woman; Spiritual· 
IBm from a Matenahstic Standpoint; Paine 
th~ P?litical and ~eligious Reformer; Ma
tenalism EIJ?-d Cnme; .Will the Coming 
Man Worship God? Cnmes and Cruelties 
of. Christianity; the Authority of the 
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits; 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 60 
cents; cloth, $1. 

Influence of Christianity upon Civil-
ization. 25 cents. · 

Christianity and Materialism. 15 
cents. 

What Liberalism Offers in Place of 
Christianity. 10 cents. 

Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning 
and Tendency. 10 cents. 

Spiritualism from a Materialistic 
. Standpoint. 10 cents. 

Paine the Political and Religious 
Reformer. 10 cents.· 

Woman: Her Past and Present: Her 
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents. 

Materialism .and Crime. 10 cents. 

Will the Coming Man Worsllip God 1 
· 10 cents. 

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. 
10 cents. , . 

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo
logical. 20 cents. 

Burg;ess-Underwood Debate. A four 
aays' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Prof. 0. A. BURGEss, President of the 
Northwestern Christian University, IIi411 
dianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported. 
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 8Q cents. 

Underwood-Marples Debate. A four 
nights' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Rev. JOHN MARPLES. Fully reported. 
Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents. 

THE SEMITIC:: GODS AND THE 
BIBLE. 

I:~!1e~g~hthse,.~:.s tg~ tl\Me~~~~t.~t~0~1~~~ 
and the Bible. ~To the latter 2SO pages are devoted, 1n010 
lng that book to be a very ln!erlor production for a l!rat 
cl88s· God. By D. M. Bennett. 889 Iaro:e J)llBCI. ""''" 
aovlll'8 60 cenu' clot&. 11. 

80 Court st. Brooklyn 
THE 

WI L SUN lA," 
TWO YEARS AGO 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

TH:B INV:BNTOR OE' 

WILSONIA, 
AN ENGLISH SCIENTIST, MEDICAL 'ELECTRICIAN. 

LECTURER ON ELECTRICAL THERAPEUTICS, 
AUTHOR OF THE ''TRlAL OF MEDICIN," 

THE "LANGUAGE OF DISEASE," 
"MEDICAL FALLACIES," ETC., 

Introdueed to the People of' the United 
States His 

MAGNETIC GARMENTS 
For the cure of Dlaeaael without Medicine or Medical 
Treatment. The Statement made by hlm at that time 
that h!B Magnetic Clothing, If woru for any form of Dis
ease (and aa advlaed), would cure ninety per cent of the 
so-called Incurables, has been verll!ed, he hay. 
lng Clothed and .Cured Thousands of Persona of all Forma 
of Dlaeaae. Pooltlve proof of thla haa appeared In an the 
leading Newspapers by Testimony or many of our most 
Prominent and Wealthy C!t!zena, who, havtng been 
Cured by the 

W1lsona Magnet:c Garments 
After an other Treatment had fane·d, were pleased to 
aaalst the Inventor In glvlng confidence to the Sulrer!ng 
Invallds of America by allowing hlm to use their well
known and respected Names aa Reference; and It Is now 
admitted by many most highly accomp!lahed Sclentlats 
and Phy81clai1Jl that the Succeaa and Cures attending the 
Introduction of "Wllsonla" Magnetic Clothing has been 
unprecedented In the hfatory of Electrical Theni.peutlca. 
In the face ofauch PoaltlveProofasglven byua no person 
can doubt the value of this Invention In all cases. 

Therefore why continue the Suicidal System o! taking 

THE ':rlttJT:tt SEE;KER; MARCH 17, 1883. 

D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK. 0 R 1 f Q Q T E' S O 1M E SERIES tiM Fulton Street, BROOKLYN. 

A TRUTH SEEKER 

Aroun~ ~o Worl~. 
FOUR LARGE VOLUMEJ). 

With a steel plate enara't'1nll: of the author 1n Vol. 
and each volume llluatrated With forty.aeven cuts. 

BY D. D. BENNETT, 
Late editor of TU T11UTB 8DKD, author of".&. Truth 

Beeker 1n Europe," "Gods and Bengtona of Ancient 
and Modern Times," "TheWorld'al!aBes,Tlllnk· 

en, and Reformen," "Champions of 
the Church," etc., etc. 

Handsmnely bound in red eloth, $6.50; 
in leather, red ·edges, $9.50; in 

moroceo, gilt edges, $10.50. 

Of Pamphletl!l on Original Hethod11 

FOB HOJti]j: (JlJBE. 

Old Eves 
Croup 
Rupture 
Phimosis 
Nervous 
Female 

MADE NEW without doctors or 
medlcin. Away with glasses. 
PREVENTED and cured by an in· 
genious and ln!alllble method, 
CURE without operation. Away 
with uncomfortable trusses, 
CURE without circumc!s!on: New, 
painless, safe, and sure. 
DEBILITY and allied disorders. 
Causes and rational treatment. 
WEAKNESS, Falling, Leucorrhooa, 
Inflammation, Ulceration. 

Each IOc. by Hall; or, ,4.11 f'or ISOc. 

DIME SEiiES of SOCIAL and SEXUAL SCIENCE 

Holv 
Marriage 
Alpha 

MARRIAGE, or " The Per!ect Good 
In W&dlock," by a Chr!etian min
liter. 
(PHYSIOLOGICAL); or physical, 
temperament&!, and magnetic 
adaptation. 
DOCTRIN,of universal sexual con
tinence; d!cuss!on pto and con; by 
Drs. Foote and Winslow. 

Hand-book of' Health, Hints~ and Ready 
Recipe•, 128 pages, JDailea t'or 2()c. 

Address, 
111UBBA.Y HILL PUBLISHING CO., 

_ 9tll . 159 East 28th St., New York C!ty. 

VICTOR HUGO. 

DR. THAYER'S 

Magnotic · Clothing 
Is a stimulant and sedatlv nerve tonic, Identical ~th th.t 
dynamic force that !a ellmlnated from the brain, and 
moves along our nervous ti,::sues. 

It penetrates and searches the blood, throwing olr and 
~'lfe~l~1f~~od~~r:e~~:t~r through the pores of the skin, 

It atlmulatea the absorbents to take up the nutrlm£nt 
and In Its d!strlbutlon to repair waste ttasues. 
uil ~ ~~c:n\.Yc~~~Y~·d~~~ ~~~ Kt~~~~~~nt and ready re. 

Do you sutrer with functional, physical, or nervous deb11· 
!ty? Are our female reade1s broken down In health and 
spirits from disorders pecunar to their sex, arising from o. 
prostration of the nervou• ayatem? 
hel!,~fi. :.:'.:'n i~~~~el~ .:'te~~'i.CJ ,.aU:~~J=~~ ~~r~'?duotlv of 

Why not throw on: the yoke of bondage altogether, and 
seek a remedy that has science and common sense to com. 
mend lt? . 

It Is a remedy or lndlaputable elllcacy to the restoration 
of health and vlgOr. 

E2r~~~'&~tn~~~~~~~ ~~~.;h.~ .qf~%~l.i'~oh"a':. t~~~:~ri~: 
chaaed by hunKredsliiand their united testimony !a that It 
has no equal for c r g disease. 

CONSULTATION FREE. 
Send for circulars and price l!atf!. 

DR. THAYER, 
455 Fulton St., BROOKLYN. N. Y, 

Readen of TBB TRUTH Sxlll<liR know the clrcumatancea 
under which th!B work wu written, The last word 
penned by the great author were for the fourth volume· 
which wu nearly completed at bls death, and which w!U 
now contain an account of hls world·Jamented death and 
burls!. .Mr. Bennett waa a very patient and faithful 
chronicler of the habltl and customs of tlle d!Jfercnt peo. 
pies of the many places he Tlslted, The every-day 
lfe of all natlollllll Jaldbefore the reader by one who haa 
T!slted them and beheld them with hla own eyea. Par
ticular attention Ill paid to the progreaa of Freethought In 
the varfous countrlea he vlalted, and the morallty of SO• 
caned pagan nations !a contrasted with the morality of 
Christian countries, much te the detriment of the latter. 
The work Is a · 

READ HIS GREAT n:,«j_:r::;::~·ncob.:~f.'W.~ ~:~~~e~!!~af; 
Dr. 'rhsyeJ.• betore yon buy any. 

Freethinker's History of the World.· 
ThiB work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE" 

should be 1n every Liberal's nbrary Besides ltr! lntrlns!c 
worth It Is a memento of one of the greate•t Freethinkers 
the world has known-of one who ranks with Voltaire 
and Paine In the force and clearness of hill wrlt1nga. 

Oration on Voltaire, DIANA'. APsyco-Py!sio!oglca!essayon sexual 

For the fu·st t1"me 1·n Engli"sh 1•11 relations. Sciem!ftc in treatment and 

Addr8111 !HB PBU7H.Bl!JBKJ!JR, 
,.1 Clinton Place, 

New York a!w• 

Marriage and Divoroe. 
By B. D. Westbrook, D,D. LL,B, 

Author ot "The Bible-Whence and What?" 

• OOlfi'EN'J:SI 
The True Idee.! ot Marr!ase. 
Free Love. 
The History ot Me.rrlage. 
The Old Testamen·t Divorce Law. 

·The New Te1tament on Divorce, 

"MAN"· of March 1st. 
This was the omitted chapter in 

Parton's "Life of Voltaire." 

1tl1 

Address, 
· T. C. LELAND, 

744 Broadway, N.Y. 

JUST PUBLISHED I 
A. new Liberal Song Bool<., entitled, 

Songs- of tlte Morning, 
ORiGINAL AND SELECTED, 

Divorce as a Questlori of Law and Religion. By CALEB S WEEJTS 
Rational Deduction• from Established Principles, • l.. • 
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered. IN TWO VOLUMBS. EACH VOLUME COMPLETE 
Prevention Better than Cure. IN ITSELF. 
APPENDIX: The Doctrine and D!scipline ot Di· Vol. I. Original, Including Responses to Old Hymns, 

vorce, by lohn Milton. and Old Hymns In Responding Versions, 
The author Is a Ratlonallst!c Theologlst and Law- Vol. n. Selections. · 

[~[~ ~i't~e ~~O~~lo~~~h~v~~~"!e:n~~n~~j~~~- THE FIRST VOLUME-ORIGINAL BONGS-NOW BEADY. 
garding the history, phllosophy, and legal aspects o! It is gotten up in excellent style, on good thick 
Marriage and Divorce. paper, from large, new type: It contains an alpha-

Price, 50 oentl. Neatly bound in cloth. For sale bet! cal index of Song titles; anothet· or first lines of 
at th!& office. Songs, and an index of tunes suitable for the Songs. 

TI-IE IMMORALITY 
-OF-

RELIGIOUS CAPITALS 
BY JAMES PARTON. 

A lecture del!vered iri Paine Hall, Sunday evening, 
Jan. 28, 1883. 

In this Mr. Parton "teaches the hl«hest political 
wisdom by examples which are a terrible warning. 
He takes theology In Its sacred· chosen homes, and 
showswhata.curse it brings upon the people." 
Price 10 cts. For aa.le at thli ollice. 

SING, BROTHERS. SING. 
US:B Tim 

liberal Hymn-Book 
In your meetings, to make them nvely and Interesting 
l'he Lm!OJUL HYMN· BOOK contains BOngs by the best poet8 
•ldapted to well·known tunes. It !a h~hly commended bl 

~~~~ie~;::,~~'a' ~~~3'b w~W~\10 'i:':.:'· e~~T~d00tt' 
Second edition. Price, ha'li.bound, 25 cents. In cloth, 
40 cenUJ. Sold at thla olllce. 

LOUIS MASQUERIER'S 

SOCIOLOGY· 
OR, 

The Scientific and Liberty-giving Reconstruction 
of Society, Morality, Government, and 

Property into States, TO'I.OnShips, 
and Farmsteads. 

ILLUSTRATED. 

Together with hls· Phonology, developing the Eng. 
llsh language, spelled according to the sound of the 
twelve vowels and modl!ylng power o! the twenty. 
two consonants, or the first time, so far as known, in 
literature. For sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER o.tnce, 
21 Clinton Place, New York city. Price, $1; Postage, 

·three cent stamps. 
AlSo, au Engl!sh School Phonetic Spelling and Pro

nouncing D!ctlonai:y with definitions, in course o! 
publ!cat!on. Price, same as above one. 

Also a new Science o! Music in preparation. 
Price, 25 cents. For sale at thls omce. 

The author l8 well known as a Liberal Songster. 
He was one of the chief contributors to" 'l'he 'l'ruth 
Seeker Collection." His songs hav been highly com
mended. One of our correspondents in 1877 called 
him "That Wonderful American Mocking-Bird, who 
sings us the old songs with variations, and all the 
modern improvements., 

The first volume consists o! 212 pages, and contains 
all or the Original Songs. The Selections may be 
publ!shed as a second volume at a future time, 

Price, cloth, $1.00. · . 
For sale, wholesale and retall, at the 

TRUTH SEEKER Office, 
lltf 21 Clinton Place, N. Y. 

Choice SEEDS I BEST OJi'FER YET! 
For 25c. or Nine 3r. U. S. Postage Stamps, I wlll 
send tor trial, 10 papers Chotee Se. ds, gtowth or 
1882, 50 to 300 seeds to each paper, and my "New Il
ustratsd Seed Catalogue." Double Rose Aster (18 
colors, mixed); Verbena (from 100 kinds); Australlan 
Daisies; Phlox (16 colors); Petunia (12 varieties); 
Double Portulaca (8 colors); Perennial Lat·kspur; 
Double Zinnia (8 colors); Double White Centered 
Asters (6 colors); Ice Plant, L. W. GOOHii:LL, 

lt11 Amherst, 1\Iass. 

THE HANDY • 

P 0 C K E T A C C 0 U N T B 0 0 K. 
Containing Four Pa1•ts, 

Each Important and, Convenient 
.For Pocket Use. 

PART I.-Conalata or simple. yet comprehenalv !n,truc· 
t!ons, with plain examples and llluatratlona for keeping 
prtvate accounts. 

PART IL-ls a compllatlon of business forms, as no~e•, 
orders, due b1Us, etc., of rules tor computing interest 
meaaurir g land, corn, hay, etc.; of tables~ &.s of wetghts 
~~~t~~~sJirpe:rtfe~~~~~~ions of cities and countries. prcsl

PART IU.-Showa the lmportsoce of writing good let
ters ana how to write them. 

PART IV.-Conalata of 48 d'-uble.columned blank pages 
on which to keep accounts. 

Price, bound in ftdxtble ce.rdhoard, so flPDta; in cloth, 
~lt~rfg;,ke~~~e.::Pst~o,;;~ta In s;,:',;~ols;~sal~h~~ r$el~e~~ 
cepted. Agents wanted. I will take back ql books In 
good ofder that agents fall to aelland re und tbelr money 
~~~~~rc'}!~fg~~- t~d~~~~'er return~~>'o~eS'bfio~~~~ ~rex-

6t7 Sharon, W!B. 

$66 a week In your own town. Terms and $5 outfit 
:tree. Addreso H. IIA.LLET & eo.; Portland, Me. 

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAH 
OF THE 

pure In tone. Price 25 cents, 
BURNZ & CO, 

3moll 24 Cl!nton Place, . 

$5 to $20 per day nt home. Samples worth $5free. 
Address STINSON & Uo., Portland, Me, 

MANHOOD! 

KNOW THYSELF 
A. Book for Every Man! 

Young, Middle- aged, and Old. 
The untold mlser!ea that result from lndla~retlon ln 

~~~bt ~~T. ~.~~rt~~n "i~~"JfJ"ffur~~~s:;u:~3·reJ'l~~~ :~~ 
T.i~~;i.~t":~lo~~~~~:~t~fe~hrhr:~~~:!,~ ~~tt~'·:~ 
o~ Self Preservation. It Ia not only a romplete 

Wervg~~f~;td t~'l:'i!r~a1°!i:JJ;1ftn~~0~i:e!"J~~:te~e~l~"~1tfr: 
mu.n, Errors or Youtb, etc., but lt COI!ta.inB one hundred 

~~:e::V~~~i~v:,i.~8~{P~I~iJi: iiui~~:~~~~l~,d~~ 
proved by the author, whose exyerlence tor 21 years !a 

1g10,::,~8 f{~~~~!1n~es1J3~~;~~~~l~~dtynt~:a~~f~ !::ibg~l.,~ 
~~;r:r:g~~~~!f!~M~~er~·~:;cl,. '"d~~rt~"oi':7n ll,:>;:t s~~~1.~~ 
mechantcal,lfterary, or profesalonal-tha.n anyo3;er work 
retalled In tbla country tor $2.5{), or the money wm be re· 
funded In every Instance. Price only '1.25. Gold Medal 
awarded the author by the National Medical Aaaoclatlon, 
Illustrated sample sent on receipt of alx cents. Send now, 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. 
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulllnch street, Boston, Mass. 
l'he author may be consulted on all diseases requlrln~ 
skUI nnd experience. ly3~ 

A ~~e~~~;s~J;!~~~n~~~~o~!~~~~~~~~~t 
a.s his pro.ctice will prove, 
Cnres all forJJ!s of PRI
VATE CHRONIC and 
SEXUAL DISEASES, 

Spermatorrhooa and Impotency, 
As the result of sclf-o.busc in youth, scxunl exccsees in mn
turcr yen.rs, or other cnuHes, nnd producing some of the fol
lowing effects: N•.:rvousness, Semlmll F.misslons, (night 
emissions by drco.ms), Dimness or Sight, Defective Memory, 
Physical Decay, Pimples on Face, Aversion to Society or 
Females, Confusion or Ideas, Los! or Sexual Power, &c., 

~~ndder:~~n~~~r,t;g~u;~:t~§e:n °EX~i!'f{NAL tiopp~l 
VA iioN in from 80 to 60 days. No medicine taken. 
It hus never been known to fall! 

r Middle-Aged and Old Men. r 
There arc many at the age of thirty to sixty ' 

who aro troubled with too frequent evacuatlon11 
or the bladder, oreen accompu.nied by a 111ight :;...· 
smarting o:.- burning sensation,~d a weaken· 

~~~ ~~~~:rr~~r:lio:~::~i~tt:g r:!~~~t~~~ ·~ 
dcpo.sitll a ropy or cotton·likc sediment, or 
IIOmetimcs small particlca of albumen will nppear, or the 
color will be of a thin or milklsh hue, agnin changing to n. 

~~~~:~~s~ei~~ ~f:~a~~~e~~~:~.le~tp~:i~~~ :~~o~d ~~~~etl~~ 
Seminal Weakness, and causes wasting of the system an(l 
a dejected nnd haggard appenrnnee, a! you 11ee hero in cut. 
There are many men who die or this dlmoulty, ignorant or 
the cause. Dr. Fel!ows' External Remedy wJil bring nbout a 
perfect cure in all such eases, and a healthy rcstorntion or 
the genito-urinary organs. 

o:::rconRultn.tions by Jetter free and invited. Charges 
reasonable and correspondcucc 11trfct!y confidential. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Sent to any address, securely sealed, for two three-cent 
!§tamp~, treating on Spermo.torrhreo. or Seminal Weakness, 
giving 1ts cause, symptoms, horrible effects, and cure, fol
lowed by atrong testimonials, headed by D.P amdn'\o·lt as to 
theirgenuin':lncss. Should be read by nil. o:?Uemember 
n rndlcnl cure I~ certain. Addre11s, plainly, DR. n.. Jlo, 
FELLOWS, Vineland, New Jersey, o.nd so.y in who.t 
po.per you so.w this o.dvertlsement. 

$72 ~u1W~r~e.$l~~~:'fs~~}:."u';;e~~~1.~ T~~.~~~l. 
A LIBERAL coLONY. Worl~ as Now C·onstituhd~ 

1,200 FREE HOMES! By Geo. T. uondtes. Interrogatories to Jehovah. 
THE· NEW COLORADO I Being 3,000 questions propounded to hie 

SEND IJ1,50 FOR A PAIR OF Jewish Godship Upon a great 
"Wllsonia" l'llagnetie Insoles. Thole deelr!ng to secure a valuable home on the And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, variety ~f subjects. 

Drugs 

Sure Preventive ofK?~a~ ~e~,r;;;~~.Forerunner o! All publlc domain at a nominal price (t1.:15 per acre, and BTYJ.ED BY D. M. BENN:H:TT. 

con!ultat!on Free; 33 months in which to pay !or lt) w!ll lind It greatly Exceptions to the Character qf Jesus Paper. !50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Send for Pamphlet and Information to tho only Olllce to their advantage to correlpond with the Gunnison Christ Considered as a Gentleman. 
where the Inventor can be seen. and Uncompahgre Co!onl.mtlon Society. 

A.. W, SMITH, Prelt, 0, J.. PIIliLPI, l!ec':r• 
J.ddre~a, with two three•cent stamps, amo9 

DAVID J. COT'TER, A. w. SJIITH, 
socouBT sTBUT.BBoonm ~93 11th, 1treet, Den-ver, C::ol. 

Address all Communications to A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 

Prlee, 'rwenty-ftve Cents. 
.6.dc1rna TilE TRUTH I!EEKER. 

~~ Cllnton !'lace, N. Y, 
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THE greatest virtue which men ahd ~tomen can 
attain to is to do their full duty to their fellOw• 
beings, and to do naught that will cause pain or sor
row to visit a fellow mortal. That is the highest 
duty that we are called to fulflll.-D. JI. Bennett. 

IF it is not right, do not do it; i! it is not true, do 
not say it.-Antoninus. 

ABE we yet Christians ? is the question which is 
forcing itsel! upon the minds ot all students or the 
tone and temper or the times, who cannot !ail to 
recognize, with anxious speculation as to tile results, 
that a vast proportion or the higher and stronger in
tellect or the age in nearly all branches or science 
and thought---as well as .Jarge bodies, ir not the mass, 
ot the most energetic section or the working classes 
-is day by day, more decidediy. and avowedly shak
ing itsel! free from every form and variety or estab
lished creed. It is the question, finally, which is im
plied, rather than openly asked, in the various 
uneasy .and spasmodic, perhaps somewhat blind, 
attempts on the part or the clergy, in the shape ol 
"Speaker's Commentaries," new churches, open-air 
preachings, pan-Anglican synods, and the like, to 
meet a danger which they perceive through the mist, 
but of which they hav scarcely yet measured the 
lull significance and bearing.-Greg's Creed of Chris
tendom. 

. WITH the dead there is no rivalry. In the dead 
there is no change. Plato is never sullen. Ser
vantes is never petulant. Demosthenes never comes 
unseasonably. Dante never stays too long. No dir
rerence or political opinion can alienate Cicero. No 
heresy can excite the horror or Bossuet.-Jlacaulay. 

OF one thing we may be per!eetly sure: the com
ing man's religion Will inculcate and actually pro
duce a genuin and high morality. Much more is 

requisit, but this is preliminary and indispensable. 
Philo"ophers and litterateurs, who survey the scene 
of human life from a library window, may not know 
that the practice or the homely moralities is the first 
condition of all welfare and all excellence. It is the 
fact, nevertheless. For my part, I avow my convic• 
tion that the most blind and bigoted religionist, 
Catholic or Protestant (Buddhist or Mohammedanl, 
who performs with loyalty and diligence the duties 
or his sphere and home, is not only a better man, 
but, in truth, a more intelligent man than the most 
brilliant philosopher who does not.-Parton's Coming 
.Alan's Religion. 

FoR forms or government let fools contest, 
Whate'er is best administered is best; 
For modes or faith let graceless zealots f!gh t, 
His can't be wrong whose life is in the right. 

-Pope. 

THERE is only one cure lor the evils which newly
acquired freedom produces, and that cure is freedom. 
When a prisoner first leaves his cell, he cannot bear 
the light or day; he is unable to discriminate colors 
or recognize races. But the remedy is, not to re
mand him to his dungeon, but to accustom him to 
the rays or the sun. The blaze of truth and liberty 
may at first dazzle and bewilder nations which hav 
become half blind in the house of bondage. But let 
them gaze on, and they soon will be able to bear it. 
In a few years men learn to reason: the extreme 
violence or opinions subsides; hostil theories correct 
each other; the scattered elements or truth cease to 
contend and begin to coalesce; and at length a sys
tem or justice and order is educed out or the chaos. 
-.Macaulay's jjfilton, 

JESUS affirms that it is more difficult for a rich 
man to enter the kingdom or heaven than, etc. The 
only intent or such teaching could be to induce the 
poor io· remain content with their want and misery. 
attendant on their :wretched state in this life, in the 
hope of a higher recompense in some future life. 
Is it good to be content with poverty? Is it not fai· 
better to investigate the causes or poverty, with a 
view to its cure and prevention? The doctrin is a 
most horrid one which declares that the poor shall 
nut cease from the face or the E!arth.- C. Bradlaugh. 

SEE yonder poor, o'er-labored wight, 
So abject, mean, and vile,. 

Who begs a brother or the earth 
To giv him leave to toll; 

And see his lordly fellow-worm 
The poor petition spurn, 

Unmindful, though a "'eeping wire 
And helpless o.tispring mourn. 

H I'm designed yon!ordling's slave~ 
By Nature's law designed-

Why was an independent wish 
E'er planted in my mind? 

I! not, why am I subject to 
His cruelty or scorn, 

Or why has man the will and power 
To make·his fellow mourn? -Burns. 

I !{NOW whereof I speak when I say that there are 
misisters or high standing, who are thorough dis· 
ciples or the evolution philosophy, who hav lost 
every atom or belief in the inspiration o! the scrip
tures, according to the definitions o! creeds, who 
read the Old Testament with only the same credence 
that they giv to Herodotus and Jose!lhus and Euse
bius, and yet, by a discreet reticence, a use or old 
phraseology, in a private sense, with mental reserva
tions, they maintain their status, and their hearers 
hav no conception or their true belief. . . . lily 
reason told me, years ago,. that Christianity was 
merely the best torm or morality and religion that 
the hutnan mind had been able to develop, and its 
litm·ature only the best religious writings or men. 
The di.!Ierence between them and all other religious 
and sacred books is only one or degree, not ol kind. 
. . . More honest avowal or doubt is a duty which 
ministers will soon awaken to? They now hinde1· 
advancement by rearing to allude to the researches 
of the ablest scholars of the d.ay, Which they private
ly delight in, but reel it inexpedient to make public. 
-R. G. Adams. 

THIS life or ours is a wild eloian harp o! many a joy
ous strain; 

llut under them all there runs a lou.d perpetual 
wan. -Lrmvfei/Qw, 

THE .EUREKA 

MAGNETIG CLOTHING 
CURES EVERY FORM OF DISEASE~ 

WITHOUT MEDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 

GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all information by 
letter or in person rre<> or charge. Send 

for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address "an communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio. 
LADIES' MAGNETIC JAUKET. Price, $18. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following teatimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct in every particular, 

and that your ailments can be eradicated "ithout the aid o! MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis 
One Week. 

in Nem·algia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly In

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use or your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
flicted as I hav been that the effect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis in my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
atter wearing a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled w:lth Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number or years, from which I hav suf
fered intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never round but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and if I improve as rapidly as I hav in the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those su.tiering as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means or e.tiecting 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances which wlll 
e.tiect a cure in a case or Paralysis wlll at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the same 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change medicins every day until, after dosing the 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (if he is very skilful) that brings relief 
for the time being. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured or Neuralgia or the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source or misery to me for 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief instantly. With un-
bounded gratitude, I remain . 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladies, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
with nervous prostration and lema!' weakness: If;}. 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and if I improve as rapidly as 
I hav since Tuesday, Will soon be well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K! 

This lady reports hersel! entirely cured in less 
than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
although in bed, unable ·to get out, when applied, 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles in 
two days alter the application. The lady's name 
can be had upon application at this office, by any
one desiring to commlUl.icate With her. 

Larttes, read the following testi~ony !rom a lady who had been sutter!ng lor two years with an Ovar
•an TuJUot·, and who had been told that nothing but the kul!e would save her li!e, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she is perfectly well, and has not taken a dose of 
medicin since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothing 
for you; it Will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dea.1· Sir: About two years ago my health began to fail me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire for rood, and, in fact, began to fail rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
of St. Louis, atwhichplacei was then stopping, all or whom declared that Ih"ad an Ovarian ••·uinor, 
and that the only thing thatwouldS!<Ve my life would be the kni!e. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the ~<:ureka Mu.l'netie Appl•anees. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit of 
your appliance". From the very first I felt invigorated, the tu
mor, wnich had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less !rom day to day, until now I am 
as ·well as I ever was in my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medicin. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone su.tier!ng as I hav, believing 
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Grate!aliy yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the s~in, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances in the 
market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, $ 6. 00 
Gentlemen's Belts, • • 6.00 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, • 6. 00 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5 00 
Leg Belts, each, 4.00 
Knee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 
Sleeping Caps, 4.00 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's Vests, - 15.00 
Superfine Insoles, • • 1. 00 

· Children's garments upon application. 

.Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt or price, and we wlll return the money 
!! they are not as represented in every respect. H you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case, 
send us word stating symptoms, and we-will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are orrered at less than one-third or what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality is a hundred !old superior to any other appliance ever oiTered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet is put through a particular process, ancl 
hav raised five times their own welg)lt six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
in the market will attract the smallest particle or iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made or material no better than hoop-iron, ai:J.d not capable or retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material tor the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet is arranged in the garments upon scientific 
principll's, and not haphazard as in all the others. We otter you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And ch\\llenge comparison with any or the so-called magnetic garments now o.tiered under that head. At 
the same time the application o! labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to o.tier them a.t 
~~ . 

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher 
than ordinary clothing, 

R mnnb .. r that we are o.tierlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market; and if 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a :fit guaranteed. 

AGBNTiil WANTED IN EVJIIRY TOWN Ill TBll UlilTED STATES. LIBERAL OOMMIIIIIIONS ALLOWED. 
Address for f\J.rtber !.illQrmaUw, Dr. L, Tenney, 

114 JIAte •vee*l tin, Of Qlh lila'eei, QinolZUUIU~ Ohio. 

/ 

A BOY joining the Reno public school was cate
chized by.tlie 'teachet as to his. i-eiigious lltnese in 
this WI1Yi . . , 

"John, do you know :how· many Gods there are?" 
"Tht').applicant !or school privileges scratched his 

heail and marshaled to hls assistance a long ;traln of 
thought. Finally he answered: 

"Six, ma'am." 
The teacher, irate at his ignorance, said: 
"H you don't answer me correctly I will punish 

you." 
·The new boy surveyed the surroundings With the 

eye of an engineer and bolted for the door, IIJld while 
fieeing from the threatened punishment he met a. 
belated pupil on hls way to school, and accosted him : 

"Say, how many Gods are there?" 
"There is but one God," replied boy No.2. 
"Only one God--and you're going up there to 

school? You go up there with your .little old one 
God, and you'll catch the devil. I just le!t.there With 
six and got run out." 

SOME time ago an Arkansas paper published an 
atticle concerning a well-known politic.ian. There 
was an evident lack or compllment in the article, 
and the politician was grieved. Calling his son, a 
young man who was studying lor the ministry, the 
father said : 

"Son, during your theologica.l !ltudies you did not 
peglect your muscle, did you?" 

"No," replied the young man, rolllng up his 
sleeve, and displaying a well-developed arm. 

"I am pleased to see that you hav neglected noth
ing that may be or use in your business. The edltOl 
of the Weekly Lash, a paper published over in Long· 
horn county, has insinuated that I am a liar and an 
eminently recognized thief. I do not think that in 
justice to our family pride I can allow such a depart· 
ure from pleasantry to go unpunished. I ain't reel
ing very well myself, and I would like tor you to go 
over and maul the gentleman." 

"I will go." replied the young man, "mainly to 
be revenged, but partly to exercise myself, especially 
as I hav an appointment to preach in an irreligious 
neighborhood next Sunday, and I will want prac-
tice." , 

The young man went. When he entered the office 
he round the editor feeding a 'possum that he had 
put Into a barrel for fattening purposes. 

"I am the son or the noted Mr. Laskins," said the 
young man, advancing. 

"o.h, you son of a gun," mused the editor . 
"Are you talking to me?" 
"No; I was addressing the 'possum." 
"You hav slandered my father, and can maul 

the Iniquity out or you." 
"You are the biggest fool I ever saw." 
"Are you addressing me?" 
''I am talking to the 'possum." 
"Prepare yourself for a death struggle." 
"I'll choke the life out or you in a minute." 
"Me?" 

··u The 'possum." 
" Defend yourselt.'~ 
uLook outl" 
The struggle was characterized by an impressiv 

earnestness. The young man su.!Iered. The next 
day the noted. politician received a letter wrapped 
around the torn fragment of a human ear. The let
ter read: "Inclosed please find the remains or your 
son." 

HOW THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENT PEOPLE WOULD 
LOOK AT THEJlf. 

Imagin with what dire dismay 
Old Matthew, Mark and Luke and John, 

Could they come back to earth to-day, 
Would view the present goings on I 

Where once they walked, or rode on asses, 
The engin whistle cuts the wind, 

.And new disciples, fixed with passes, 
Curse because the train's behind I 

And those Wise Men, imagin them, 
Following the guiding Star-

That rose and fell on Bethlehem-
On the top shelf of a sleeping carl 

And think of Solomon, the great, 
r.aying, craftily, his lines 

To get some kind or special rate 
For all his wives and concubines! 

There's Adam, too, how he would sigh, 
And turn to Eve, and speak her low, 

When flr~t he heard the brakeman cry, 
"E-dunl Change cars for Jericho I" 

And Moses, howsurprisedh'd be, 
When standing back upon the ridges, 

And looking on the old Dead Sea, 
He saw all Israel mending bridges! 

There's old Nebuchadnezzar, too, 
Doomed-In the llolds his life to pass; 

How he woulcl stare, when first he'd view 
The sign: "Park. Please keep oli the grass!" 

And Dives, could he leave Below, 
And come on earth, how he would wllt, 

When he should undertake to show 
Down wealth with Gould and Vanderbilt I 

And Samu<Ol, what would he do 
H he, when kneeling all alone, 

Should hear the brisk " Hello, hello I" 
Of Eli at the telephone? 

How. would those Children whom the bears 
·Ate up-for telling him to "go," 

Stare at Elisha's scattering hairs 
In the front row or a burlesque shoW'/ 

How IQng would David, with his sling, 
Contrive to linger round about, 

With Sullivan still in the ring, 
With cash up that he'd "knock him out?" 

And how the multitude, who fed 
Upon the Sermon on the Mount, 

Would reel their hair raise as they read 
The Associated Press account I 

The scene has changed by Galilee, 
And altered is old Palestine, 

Jerusalem, ere long, wlll be 
A little station where you dine; 

And should the ancient residents 
Come back in all their earlY rags, 

Some !resh pollcemap, with no sense, 
Would run the outfit in as "vags." 

-Travelers' Mrxg~trre. 



A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AN,D REFORM. 
Entered at the ~ost-01Hce at New York, N. Y., as Beoond.olaas Matte.r. 

New- York, Saturday, March 24, IS83. JN0.2ICLINTONPLAVE,t$ · 
· Ni!:A.B BROA.DWA.Y. f 2.50 per year. 

THE use of instrumental ]Ilusic in church THE pastor of the colored church at New · Jjloles. and · flippings. service is increasing to that extent in England Brunswick, N; J.; announced on Sunday lnst 
that a few of the· advanced congregations that the coal . supply of the church was ·ex

THEBE are eleven states in which women think of introducing the bass drum and oym- hausted, and that a oollection. would be-taken 
can vote for school directors. · bals.-Ohicago Inter· Ocean. The time may yet by him personally for the p19.rcha.se of: a fresh 

come When no fashionable church orchestra in supply. The :first man he st'ruck~a white 
AMoNG the things taken by burglars . frol!l . · · America will be complete without bones and visrtor-gave him a two·dollar bill. With a 

an illinois minister's house were a box of to- · banjo.-21-oy Times. mighty effort the pastor overcame his great 
bacco, six_l)ottles of whisky, and a pistoC joy, and passed slowly through the entire 

VICTOll Huoo attained his eighty-first birth- IT appears. that there are three Baptist church .. It did not take him long to c<riuitup. 
day on Feb. 27th. The anniversary was cele- clergymen in the country who receive the Refound that the members of the church had 
brated by a banquet, at which politics, liter- princely salary of $6 a year. Tlie reason they contributed just eleven cents. . 
ature, and art were represented. don't get any more is because their flocks are 

A 
such large ones., and keep them so busy im- A LITTLE girl wore a dress with a flounce. NOTE made on Sunday is void, which may · marsing them that they don't get a chance to around it in the Vicar of Wan borough's parish 

account, says the Yonkers Statesman, for some 
1 

. . get out of the water long enough to drum up school in England recentl:f, although he had 
men s eeprng all through church semce, and 
making no note of what the preacher says. the revenue and guard the contribution ordered the pupils to be plainly dressed. The 

boxes. vicar said that t~e c~ild must either take off 
THE czar of Russia is to hav an immens~ · · · THE last de'scendant of th_ e famous Portu-· the ornament or remain away from school. 

ani!_ gorgeous procession at his approaching Her parents refused to remove the ornament, 
coronation. Nothing has ever been seen, in gnese navigator Magellan appeared the other and the little girl was put out of school. .Next 
this country to equal it except one of Bar- day in a Paris police court; but nothing could the parents were summoned to the county 
num's circuli parades. hav been more distinguished than the way in rt t h h h hi · cou . o s ow cause w y t e c ld .did not at-

. which, when asked by the macristrate to criv PREACHERS receive a good ma:ny nickels and .,~ .,~ ·tend school. Upon hearing tb,e facts, the 
d . "th h 1 . th b bl b his name in full, he apologized for having to court upheld the vl"car and his ordr"nance for-rmes wr o es m em-pro a y ecause 
they are holy. But the Kentucky State Jour~ detain the court. explaining that he was II J e- bidding any b".lt plain apparel, but mercifully 
nal wishes to know how the deuce they man- ronimo Collao de Maghalaens da Gama Monez omitted the fine that might hav been imposed. 

t th ff . Vellasco Sarmento Alarcao Bulhoes de San de Whether t·he vr·c'ar's prohr"br"tr"on extends to 
age o pass em o agam. · Maria Salema." , 

IT is said that a section of the Salvation variegated garters is not set forth, but it is in 
"WHAT is promised to the righteous?". asked keeping with the magnitude of the subject 

Army is endeavoring to convert Pennsylvani-
~ans by means of a hand-organ. When a mem- a mild and amiable Sunday-school teacher of that they should be -investigated. 
'ber of this atmy gets at a h_ and-organ there is a small child at the far end of her class. T M th d' t N. "Eternal bliss," quickly respon4_ed the child. HE e o Is church at Otisville,. . Y., 
a conjunction of "cranks." "Quit~ right, IllY dear child," said the mild was closed on Sunday, the 11th. This was 

"WFb:," asked a governess of her little and amiable. "And now tell me what is done as a matter of policy by the congrega
charge, "do we prsy to God to giv us our promised to the wicked." "Eternal blister, tion, ~s the pastor, the Rev. A. M. Wood
daily bread? Why don't we ask for four or ma'am," was the prompt reply. The teacher worth, had been on a drunk for a week, and 
five days, or a week?" "Because we want it pronounced it theologically correct, but pe- they thought it best not to giv him a chance 
fresh," replied the ingenuous child. cttliarly expressed. to exhibit his infirmity in the pulpit. When a 

brother reverend called on Mr. Woodworth, 
A KANsAS church deacon said in pra.yer- THE audience hung spellbound upon the the latter gentleman explained that he had 

meeting, "Brethren. and sisters, let us pray tide of language which flowed from the been advised by one of his congregation to 
. for G. /M. Smith and make a better man of preacher. One could hav hel\rd a pin drop. use whisky as a remedy for malaria, froin 
him." G. ,M. Smith sued the deacon for Throwing himself in a listening attitude, the which he was suffering. He took, he says, 
slander, and was awarded $500 by a jury. preacher exclaimed, with thrilling emphasis: quite a stiff horn f:oom a jug, which he had in 

AN ingenious wife out West named her baby "Listen? What sounds are those which the house, but probably drank more than he 
Fort; so that her husband, who is fond of re- break the stillness of these solitudes? It is-. intended. He then started by rail for Port 
vival hymns, would hold it. She complains itisthe-" "Me-owl row! mew! wow! re- Jervis,afterhisarrivalatwhichplaceholostall 
now that he 'has the general complaint of ow-wow! phish! phis I" suddenly screamed recollection of·" consecutiv events." Several 
Christians, and don't put his theory into prac- a chorus of cats outside. persons who knew him saw him sitting in a sa
tics at all. THE Independent publishes some unpleasant loon in an intoxicated conditiom. Re was also 

Bisu•no·x thrn" ks that farmers are rr"ght 1·n thi b t th E t T W 1 induced to drink some beer and to enter into a ·~ ngs a ou e as ennessee es eyan 
taking advantage of a sunny Sunday to harvest University. It charges· that the university re- game of cards with a bar-room loafer. Re 
hay 0. r gram· • or to do anythr"ng rn· whr"ch de· · d f th t bli h t . f left the saloon by a back door; lost his way, cerve money or e es a s men o a nor-
lay may cause injury. Re says: "I could mal department, but did not establish the de- but finally turned up at the depot and took 
never bring myself to bind tenants of my partment. It also charges that the profuse the train for home. His congregation very 
farming land not to do such labor." promises of its printed catalogs were never generously acquitted him of any intent to get 

ful:filled, and that a "suitable building" rent- drunk, and he will be allowed to resume sor-
A OEliTAIN little three-year-old likes very · t th h h A · · t tl ed by the trustees proved to be a dilapidated VICes a e c urc . mmrs er may wres e 

'much to go to church, and especially enJ"oys f ll Wl"th th f f S t b t h cow-shed which had twice been offered to some success u Y e orce o a an, u w en 
the singing, One day the choir sang, "Rock he grapples with that form of sin known as 
of ages, cleft for me," and after she got home negroes for a school, but which the negroes h" had the good taste to reject. furlong w rsky, a long life of Christian en-
the little one was heard singing, very i!Elri-' deavor will not keep him from going under. 
ously, "Rock the babies kept for me." A LADY residing in Middletown, N. Y., says 

the Mercury of that place, the mother of a THE Rev. Dr. Kirkus, an English clergy-
.A WESTERN colporteur was once conversing bright little boy, was talking to him the other man, rector of a fashionable Episcopal con

with an Illinois man on his religious duties. 
S 

"d h 'D night, J"ust as she was pt_ltting him to bed_, gregation in Baltimore, vigotously attacked ar e, ' o you attend church regularly?" 
Oh I 

about the effiacy of praye_ r, and told him that the Sunday and liquor laws on the 25tult. As 
" , no; never go to church, but I allers · · if he would ask God for anything that he par- examples of almost perfect specimens of bad 
make rt a p'mt to 'tend all the funerals. They · ticularly desired she had no doubt his request laws, Dr. Kirkus instanced Sunday laws and 
be Jest as solemn, and thar 'isn't no kerlec-
tions." .would be granted. The little fellow knelt at liquor prohibition laws. Re characterized 

THE proper church contribution-b@x trick 
now is not to drop a big old-fashionei copper 
into it with sufficient noise to make people 
think it was a half-dollar, but to close the 
hand, empty, of course, then open it when 
well into the box, and folks will imagin it was 
a bill you put in, 

A LITTLE four-year-old, upon retiring the 
other night, began to say her evening prayers 
as usual, and after repeating, "If I should 
die before I wake," paused a. moment and 
added: "What a rumpus there would be in 
this house !" Then she recited the concluding 
line of the prayer and scrambled into bed. 

A LITTLE girl, reading the Bible aloud to 
her old grandmother, said: "And these :five 
children Milcah bore." "Read that again, 
daughter," said the old lady, whose hearing 
was not good. "And these :five children Mil
~ah bear," read the girl. "There, that will 
do," said the grandmother; "they might milk 
a bear, my dear, but they could not milk a 
boar." 

his mother's knee and prayed God to send hl.m such laws as tyrannous in princip!e and im
:fifty little sisters and one hundred little broth- possible of execution. There never had been 
ers. The prayer was never finished, for the a civilized society which did not habitually 
mother, aghast at the prospect of having her use and very largely abuse alcoholic stimu
house turned into an orphan asylum, lifted lants. Their use is as universal us the use of 
the boy to his feet and tucked him into bed cooked meat instead of raw meat; and for 
without a moment's unnecessary delay. whose benefit are these laws intended? Clearly 

not for the benefit of their promoters. No-
Fo11 cool assurance in looking after the in

terests of number one a Western Episcopal 
minister is now several "laps" ahead. The 
canons of that church require the pastor to 
devote the results of the communion service 
to the poor of the parish, leaving the method 
of its distribution entirely to his own discre
tion. This pastor was about to retire from 
his parish when he was requested to make a 
report of these funds. He reported that he 
thought ·himself the most needy person in 
the parish, and accordingly had made a judi
cious concentration of the funds into his own 
purse. Rural ministers of other denomina
tions that hav ne such provision will look with 
envy upon so neat a method of enlarging 
small incomes,-Boston Globe, 

body proposes a law compelling them to 
drink. They hav no personal grievance. It 
must be intended, then, either to benefit no
body or to benefit ihe people who do not want 
it, who regard it as a monstrous tyranny, and 
who will certainly resist it by every possible 
means at their command. The ten thousandth 
part of those who use alcoholic stimulants nev
er were and are never likely to be intoxicated. 
It is within the legitimate functions of gov
ernment to protect men by physical force 
from all the possible temptations or occasions 
of crime? ·what kind of monastic institu
tions and rigorous seclusions would not be 
necessary to protect men from every tempta
tion or occasion of breaking, for.inl!tance, the 
seventh commandment? 

~ws olf fht lfttlt; 

CAlli. .MABx,.the great German Socialist, is 
dead. 

RENTs are reported to be on the advance in 
New York city. 

CnAnLES WITTE, the German lawyer imd 
writer, died on the 17th. 

THE Mississippi is subsiding, and the danger. 
fro~ floods is considered past. 

WlLLUM JoNEs, indicted for assault on Gui· 
teau, was docketed for trial last week. 

A woRLD's international exhibition at Cal· 
cutta is set down for some time.during 1883. 

A :BRANCH of the Salvation Army is encamped 
at Syracuse, N. Y., and excites much interest 
among the Syracusians. 

AM:El\ICAN hog products, including sides, 
t:mcon, and sausages, hav been prohibited im· 
portation into Germany. 

THE Austrian Reichsrath has given its sanc
tion to the prosecution of one of its members 
for indulging in free speech. 

IT is suspected that Prince Gortchakoff, of 
Russia, was poisoned and his intestins hav 
been sent to Freiburg to be analyzed. 

A MAN has been sentenced to three years' 
banishment for firing at the coat-of-arms on 
the front of the Austrian embassy at Rome. 

THEY hav a ridiculous Sunday law in Balti
more, and idiots to enforce it. A man has 
been fined five dollars for starting his watch 
on Sunday. 

PA.l\NELL says that the recerit crimes against 
life and property in England should not be 
charged to the Irish party, but are the work of 
individual cranks. 

Two million dollars annually are appropri
ated by Congress for the printing of public 
documents, most of which, according to the 
Sun, find their way into junk shops. 

LAsT Sunday was the twelfth anniversary of 
the establishment of the Commune in Paris. 
The day was celebrated with appropriate cere
monies by the Socialistic societies of this 
city. 

A MURDER incidentally took place at the 
christening of an Italian baby in this city on 
the 18th. If a man must be killed for every 
baby that is christened, the Italians cannot 
hope to add much to the increase of the Ameri
can population. 

DUKEs, the acquitted slayer of Capt. Nutt 
in Pennsylvania, whose daughter he (Duke's) 
had seduced, has again been arrested on a 
charge of sending obscene literature through 
the mail. Great indignation is felt over the 
acquittal of Dukes. 

Six thousand persons ;;itb. high hats e.nd 
green ribbons turned out last Saturday in this 
city, and marched in procession to celebrate 
St. Patrick's Day. There was much enthusi
asm, but fewer fights and less drunkenness 
than usual on such occasions. 

THE great bridge over the East River be
tween New York and Brooklyn is to be opened 
June 1st. The event will be celebrated, and 
the President is expected to be present. It 
has been proposed tci march the Decoration 
Day procession across the bridge. 

Two men in female attire attempted last 
Sunday to assassinate Lady Florence Dixie, 
an English woman who has been writing 
against Fenianism in the London papers. 
Two thrusts were made at her with a dagger, 
but a corset rib broke the weapon and saved 
her life. 

A DOMll exploded in the government offices 
in London on the 15th, shaking the members 
of Parlialilent in their seats, and breaking a 
good man;r windows. The design was evi
dently to blow up the offices occupied by Sir · 
Charles Dilke and the local government board: 
The Fenians are suspected and one arrest has 
been made. 
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~citnlilic. is proved ·by comparativ a:Qatomy, which shows the group of Semi-apes, as we hav already seen, is One of 
Dipneusta to be an intermediate stage between the the most important and most interesting orders of 
Selachii and Amphibia. . Mammalia. It contains· the direct primary forms of 

Thirteenth Stage-Gilled Amphibians (SozolYranchia). GenuinJpes, and thus also of Man. Our ~emi-ape 
-Out of those Mud Fish, which we considered the ancestors probably possessed only a very famt exter-Origin and Pedigree of ::Man.-Continued. 

BY ERNST HAECKEL. primary forms of all the Vertebrata which breathe nal resemblance to the stillliving;short-footed Semi-
SECOND HALF oF THE SERIES oF HUMAN ANCESToRS.- through lungs, there developed the class of Amphibia apes (Brachytarsi), especially the Maki, Indri, and 

VERTEBRATE ANIMAL ANCESTORS oF MAN. as the main lirie. Here began the five--toed farina- Lori. T~ey. originated. (proba~ly at the beginning of 
Frrnn Voz. II., I&tory of Oreation. tion of the foot (the Pentadactyla), which was thence the CenohthiC, or Tertiary penod) out of Marsupials 

Ninth Stage-Skull-less Animals (Acrania).-The transmitted to the higher Vertebrata, and finally also of Rat-like appearance by the formation of a placenta 
series of human ancestors, which in accordance with to Man. The gilledAmphibians must be looked upon theloss of the marsupium and the mat8upial bones' 
their whole organization we hav to consider as Ver- as our -most ancient ancestors of the class of Am phi- and by the higher development of the commissure~ 
tebrate animals, begins with the Skull-less animals, bia; besides poss~ssing lungs they retained throug_h- of the brain. The certain proof that Genuin Apes 
or Acrania, of whose nairnre the still living Lancelet out life regular gills, like the still living Proteus and and hence also our own race, are the direct descend~ 
givs us a faint idea. Since this little animal in its Axolotl. They originated out of the Dipneusta by the ants of lemi-apes, is to be found in the comparativ 
earliest embryonal _state entirely agrees with the As- transformation of the paddling :fills into five-toed anatomy and the ontogeny of Placental animals. 
cidia, and in its further development shows itself to legs, and also by the more perfect differentiation of Nineteenth Stage-Tailed Apes ( Menocerca ).-Of the 
be a true Vertebrate animal, it forms a direct transi- various organs, especially of the vertebral column. two classes of Genuin Apes which developed out of 
tion from the Vertebrata to the Invertebrata. Even In any case they existed about the middle of the the Semi-apes, it is only the narrow-nosed, or CataiT
if the human ancestors of the ninth stage in ma.ny paleolithic, or primary period, possibly even before bini, which are closely relateq by blood to Man. Our 
respects differed from the Amphioxus-the last sur- the Coal period; for fossil Amphibia are found in coal. older ancestors from this group probably resembled 
viving representativ of the Skull-less animals-yet The proof that similar gilled Amphibians were our the still living Nose-apes and Holy-apes (Semnopithe
they must hav resembled it in its most essential char- direct ancestors, is given by the comparativ anatomy cus), which possess jaws and nanow noses like Man, 
acteristics, ip. the absence of head, skull, and brain. and the ontogeny of Amphibia and Mammals. but hav a long tail, and their bodies densely covered 
Skull-less animals of such structure--out of which Fourteenth Stage-Tailed Amphibians (Sozura).-Our with hair. The Tailed Apes with naiTow noses (Cat
animals with skulls developed at a latter period- amphibious ancestors which retained their gills arrhini Menocerci) originated out of Semi-apes by the 
lived during the primordial period, and originated throughout life, were replaced at a latter period by transformation of the jaw, and by the claws on their 
out of the Himatega of the eighth stage by the for- other Amphibia, which, by metamorphosis, lost the toes becoming changed into nails; this probably took 
mation of the metamera, or body segments, as also gills which they had possessed in early life, but re- place as early as the older Tertiary period The cer-· 
by the further differentiation of all organs, especially •tained the tail, as in the case of the salamanders and tain proof of our derivation from Tailed Catarrhini is 
the more perfect development of the dorsal nerve- newts of the present day. They originated out of the to be found in the comparativ anatomy and the.ontog
manow and the spinal rod lying below it. Probably gilled Amphibians by accustoming themselvs in early eny of Apes and of Man. 
the separation of the two sexes (gonochorism) also life to breathe only through gills, and later in life Twentieth Stage-Man-like Apes (Anthropoides).-Of 
began at this stage, whereas all the previously men- only through lungs. They probably existed even in all still living Apes the large tail-less, narrow-nosed 
tioned invertebrate ancestors (apart from the 3-4 the second half of the primary, namely, during the Apes, namely, the Orang and Gibbon in Asia, the 
first neutral stages) exhibited the condition of her- Permian period, but possibly even during the Coal Gorilla and Chimpanzee in Africa, are most nearly 
maphrodites (hermaphroditism). The certain proof of period. The proof of their existence lies in the fact akin to Man. It is probable that these Man-like 
the former existence of these skull-hiss and brainless that tailed Amphibians form a necessary intermediate Apes, or Anthropoidea, originated during the Mid
ancestors of man, is furnished by the comparativ lirik between the preceding and succeeding stages. tertiary period, namely, in the Miocene period. They 
anatomy and the ontogeny of the Amphioxus and of Fifteenth Stage-Primeval Amniota (Protarnnia).- developed out of the Tailed Catarrhini of the pre-
the Craniata. . -The name Protamnion we hav given to the primary ceding stage-with which they essentially agree-by 

Tenth Stage-Single-nostriled Animals ( Monorrhina). form of the three higher classes of Vertebrate ani- the lose of the tail, the partial loss of the hairy cov-
- -Out of the Skull-less ancestors of man there arose mals, out of which the Proreptilia and the Promam- ering, and by the excessiv development of that par

in the first place animals with skulls, or Craniata, of malia developed as two diverging branches. It origi- tion of the brain just above the facial portion of the 
the most imperfect nature. The lowest st~J.ge of aJl nated out of unknown tailed Amphibia by the com- skull. There do not exist direct human ancestors 
still living Craniata is occupied by the class ()f round- plete loss of the gills, by the formation of the amnion, among the Anthropoidea of the present day, but they 
mouthed animals, or Cyclostoma, Ramely, the Hag of the cochlea, and of the round window in the au- certainly existed among the unknown extinct Human 
(Myxinoidea) and Lampreys (Petromyzontia). From ditory organ, and of the organs of tears. It probably Apes of the Miocene period The certain proof bf their 
the internal· organization of these single-nostriled originated in the beginning of the mesolith1c or former existence is furnished by the comparativ anat
animals, or MonoiThina, we can form an approximate secondary period, perhaps even toward the end of amy of- Man-like Apes and of Man. 

4- idea of the nature of the hVJllan ancestors of the the primary, in the Permian period The certain Twenty-first Stage-Ape-like Men (Pithecanthropi).-
tenth stage. In the former, as also in the latter, proof that it once existed lies in the comparativ anat- Although the preceding ancestral stage is already so 
skull and brain must hav been of the simplest form, omy and the ontogeny of the Amniota; for all Rep- nearly akin to genuin Men that we scarcely require 
an<l many important organs, as for example, the tils, Birds, and Mammals, including Man, agree in to assume an intermediate connecting stage, still we 
swimming bladder, the sympathetic nerve, the spleen, so many important characteristics that they must, c~n look upon the speechless Primeval Men (Alali) as 
the jaw skeleton, and both pairs of legs, may prob- with full assurance, be admitted to be the descend- this intermediate link. These Ape-like men, or 
ably as yet not hav existed However, the pouch ants of .a single common primary form, namely, of the Pithecanthropi, very probably existed toward the 
gills and the round sucking_;mouth of the Cyclostoma Protamnion. end of the Tert~ary period. They originated out of 
must probably be looked upon as purely adaptiv Sixteenth Stage-Primary Mammals (Prmnammalia). the Man-like Apes, or Anthropoidea, by becoming 
characteristics, which did not exist in the coiTespond- -We now find ourselvs more at home with our an- completely habituated to an upright walk, and by the 
ing stage of ancestors. The single-nostriled animals castors. From the sixteenth up to the twenty-second corresponding stronger differentiation of both pairs 
originated during the primordial period out of the stage they all belong to the" large and well known of legs. The fore hand of the Anthropoidea became 
skull-less animals by the anterior end of the dorsal class of Mammals, the confinl:ls of which we ourselvs the human hand, their hinder hand became a foot for 
nanow developing into the brain, and the end of the hav as yet not transgressed. The common, long since walking. Although these Ape-like Men must not 
dorsal cherd into the skull. The certa£n proof that such extinct and unknown primary forms of all Mammalia, merely by the external formation of their bodies, but 
single-nostriled and jawless ancestors of man did ex- which we hav named Pro:rpammalia, were at all events, also by their internal mental development, hav been 
ist1 is found in the "comparativ anatomy of the Myx- of all still 'living animals, of the class most closely re- much more akin to' real Men than -the Man-like Apes 
inoidea." . lated to the Beaked animals, or Ornithostoma. They could hav been, yet they did not possess the real and 

Eleventh Stage-Primeval Fish (&lachii).-Of all differed from the latter, however, by the teeth present chief characteristic of man, namely, the articulate 
known Vertebrate animals, the ancestors of the Prim- in their jaws. The formation of the beak in the human language of words, the corresponding devel
eval Fish probably showed most resemblance to the Beaked animals of the present day must be looked opment of a higher consciousness, and the formation 
still living Sharks (Squalacei). They originated out upon as an adaptiv characteristic which developed at of ideas. The certain proof that such Primeval Men 
of the single-nostriled animals by the division of the a latter period. The Promammalia arose out of the without the power of speech, or Ape-like Men, must 
single nostril into two lateral halves, by the formation Protainnia (probably only at the beginning of the hav preceded men possessing speech, is the result 
of a sympathetic nervous system, a jaw skeleton, a secondary period, namely, in the Trias) by various arrived at by an inquiring mind from comparativ 
swimming bladder, and two pairs of legs (breast fins advances in their internal organization, as also by the philology (from the "comparativ anatomy" of Ian
or forelegs, and ventral fins or hind-legs). The inter- transformation of the epide:.;mal scales into hairs, and guage), and especially from the history of the devel
nal organization of this stage may probably, upon the by the formation of a mammary gland which fur- opment of language in every child(" glottal ontogene
whole, bav coiTesponded to the lowest species of nished milk for the nourishment of the young ones. sis") as well as in every nation ("glottal phylogene
Sharks known to us; the swimming bladder was The certain proof that the Proma,mmalia-inasmuch sis"). 
however more strongly developed; in- the case of the as they are the common primary forms of all Mam- Twenty-second Stage- Men (Homines).- Genuin 
latter it exists only as a rudimentary organ. They mals-also belong to our ancestors, lies in the com- Men, developed out of the Ape-like Men of the pre
lived as early as the Silurian period, as is proved by parativ anatomy and the ontogeny of Mammalia and ceding stage by the gradual development of the ani
the fossil remains of sharks (teeth and fin spines) Man. mallanguaglil of sounds into a connected or articulate 
from the Silurian strata. A certain proof that the Seventeenth Stage-Pouched Animals ( Marsupialia ). language, ol.' words. The development of this £nne
Silurian ancestors of man and of all the other double- -The three sub-Classes of Mammalia-as we hav al- tion, of course, 'Went hand in hand with the develop
nostriled animals were nearest akin to the Selachii, ready seen-stand in such a relation to one another ment of its organs, namely, the higher differentiation of 
is furnished by the comparativ anatomy of the latter; that the Marsupials, both as regards their anatomy the larynx and the brain. The transition from speech
it shows that the relations of organization in all Am- and their ontogeny and phylogeny, form the direct less Ape-like Men to Genuin or Talking Men prob
phirrhina can be derived from those of the Selachii. transition from the Monotrema to Placental animals. ably took place at the beginning ,of the Quaternary 

Twelfth Stage-Mud Fish ( Dipneusta ).-Our twelfth Consequently, human ancestors must also hav existed period, namely, in the Diluvial period, but possibly 
ancestral stage is formed by Vertebrate animals which among Marsupials. They originated out of Monotre- even at an earlier date, in the more recent Tertiary. 
probably possessed a remote resemblance to the still rna-which include the primary Mammalia, or Pro- As, according to the unanimous opinion of most 
living Salamander fish. They originated out of the mammalia-by the division of the cloaca into the eminent philologists, all human languages are not 
Primeval fish (probably at the beginning of-the pale- rectum and the urogenital sinus, by the formation of derived from a common primeval language, we must 
olithic, or primary period) by adaptation to life on a nipple on the mammary gland, and by the partial assume a polyphyletic origin of language, and in ac
land, and by the transformation of the swimming suppression of the clavicles. The oldest Marsupials cordance with this a polyphyletic transition from 
bladder into an air-breathing lung, and of the nasal at all events existed as early as the Jura period (per- speechless Ape-like Men to Genuin Men. 
cavity (which now opened into the cavity of the haps even in the Trias), during the Chalk period they 
mouth) into air passages. The series of the ances- passed through a series of stages preparing the way 
tors of .man which breathed air through lungs began for the origin of Placentalia. The certain proof of 
at this stage. Their organization may probably in our derivation from Marsupials-neady akin to the 
many respects hav agreed with that of the still living still living opossum and kangaroo in their essential 
Ceratodus and Protopterus, but at the same time may inner structure-is furnished by the comparativ an:at
hav been very different. They probably lived at the omy and the ontogeny of Mammalia. 
begip.ning of the Devonian period. Their existence Eighteenth Btar;e-Semi-apes ( Prosimice ).-The small 

Good, May it Continue. 
Frrnn the Boston Investigator. 

It is now about three months since Mr. Bennett's 
decease, and it is gratifying to note that THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, under the management of Mr. Macdonald, 
shows no falling off in point of interest. 
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Does Josephus Describe Manahen, Paul's Asso
ciate1 

Disagrees with Mr. Peck About the Soul. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Permit 

Pa.p.l and Barnabas on their return from J erusa- me briefly to reply to some remarks of John Peck 
lem to Antioch, brought with them John, who was contained in an article published in THE TRUTH 
surnamed Mark-supposed to be the evangelist SEEKER of Feb. 3d. Under the head of "Infidel Philos
Mark, and the nephew o'f Barnabas (Col. iv, 10). ophy," he says: "There never was a soul, or mind, or 

Now there were in the church at Antioch several prophets thought, without a physical organization, a nervous 
and teachers: Barnabas, and Simon called Niger, and Lucius system, and a nerve center; and never can be." That 
who was fro~ the city Cyrene (in Africa), and Menaen, a so~ is a very positiv assertion. It may be true; but I 
·of the guardrans of Herod the Tetrarch, and Saul (Acts 
xiii, 1, 2). · hold that man, in his present state, is incapable of 

Of the five prophets and teachers at Antioch our judging to that extent; " The mind is developed 
SaJil is the last named. Ten or fifteen years' hav only as the brain is developed." Let us reverse this. 
elapsed since his conversion, and he is still quite ob- It is apparent to me, and I believe it can be clearly 
scure according to Acts. But what do we know of proven, that the brain develops only as its activ 
the other four prophets and teachers? Contempo- force, mind, impe~s it.. "It grows, with its gro~h 
rary history is silent, even as to Barnabas. The and strengthens w1t~ Its strength: ·.It m~y be said 
Epistle ascribed to him by Clement of Alexandria th!l't t~ey go hand m hand, but It IS ev~dent that 
and Origen is ·now generally regarded as a work of mmd IS at the ~he~l, and also at the helm, m all wep.
the second century. We might not expect to find a balan_ced ~r~anizatwns. I_ hav observed changes m 
trace of Simon Niger or of Lucius of C rene, but the dispositiO~ and ment~hty of youths long before 
why should Josephus take no notice at Menaen, the conformatiOn of the form _of t_he h~ad was appar
" son of the guardians of Herod the Tetrarch," or, ent, although ~'_lch conformation mvari:J:bly fo~o~ed. 
as the Greek version has it, "who had be(m brought It ~eems qmte clear to me th~t there Is. a prmmple 
up with Herod the Tetrarch;" or, as in the Vulgate, of ~mnd or tho~ght--a germ mherent m nat~e
" Manahen, who was the foster-brother of Herod the whiCh, as a mo!iv, precedes and produces organisms. 
Tetrarch ?" Herod; Tetrarch of Galilee (Luke iii, 1, I c:mnot con?eive of any oth~r mode . of procedure. 
19; ix, 7), otherwise called Herod Anti pas, was a son ~his seems m accordance w1th the theory _of evolu
of Herod the Great. He was banished A.D. 39, and tion and ~hat o~ p~ogr_ess.. To .suppose mmd to be 
his government was assigned to Herod Agrippa I. the offs~nng of Dig~1zat10n p1e~uppose~ a ?reator 
The Jewish historian givs the minutest details of of orgamsm-or, that_m~rt matenals ~ommg I~ con
all the Herods; why does he not mention this foster~ tact produce the begmmngs from wh~ch motiv first 
brother of Herod Antipas? · pr?ceeds and ~hen propels the organism up to the 

The inferential answer is: Because Herod had no pomt where mmd as~ume~ control. . . . 
such foster-brother. . Why not suppose mtelligence to be _a first prmm-

But the father of Herod Anti pas, when a boy, kne.:V ple, as ,well a: to supp?se that o_rgam~m first pro
a prophet :Manahem, and held him always. in great duces It? "e find It. m connectiOn ~Ith or~~msm; 
esteem. The only difference in the two names is in we also obs~rve_that It ~ontrols. orgamsms. . .T~ere 
the last letter--m for n. We now quote from Jo- may be brar:r;. wit~out mmd,_ a~, m the case of_ I_d~ots, 
sephus (Ant. xv, 10, § 5) concerning Manaliem and ~ut ~eyer mi~d Without bram. An?ther positivism. 
Herod the Great about 20 B c . It Is Just as Idle to talk about a mmd or soul after 

"Now there wa; one of thes~ ~ssenes whose name was the brain has been dissolved as it would be to expect 
Manahem, who had this testimony, that he not only con- music from a fiddle after the instrument had been 
ducted his life after an excellent manner, but had the fore- destroyed." Tl).ere is no analogy between a fiddle 
knowledge of fu£ure events given him by'God also. This and an instrUment of mind or an organism. In or
roan once saw Herod when he was a child and goin~ to der for any such comparison we must suppose a 
school, and saluted him -as king of the Jews; but he, thmk-
ing that either he did not know him, or that he was in jest, germ which develops in the form of a fiddle and 
put him in mind that he was but a private man. But Mana- plays of its own volition-its music the expression of 
hem smiled to himself and clapped him on his back with his its feeling and the offspring of its mind. 
hand, and said: 'However that be, .thou wilt be king, J. W. BRANN. 
and wilt begin thy reign happily, for God finds thee worthy 
of it. And do thou remember the blows that Manahem hath 
given thee, as being a signal of the change of, thy fortune. 
And truly this will be the best reasoning for thee, that thou 
love justrce (toward men) and piety toward God, and clem
ency toward thy citizens. Yet do I know how thy whole con
duct wilt be-that thou wilt not be such· a one; for thou wilt 
excel all men in happiness and obtain an everlasting reputa
tion, but wilt forget piety and righteousness; and these 
crimes will not be concealed from God, at the conclusion of 
thy life, when thou wilt find that he will be mindful of them 
and punish thee for them.' Now at that time Herod did not 
at all attend to what Manahem said, as having no hopes of 
such advancement; but a little afterward, when he was so 
fortunate as to be advanced to the dignity of king [37 B.c.], and 
was in the bight of his dominion, he sent for Manahem and 
asked him how long he should reign. Manahem did not tell 
him the full length of his reign, wherefore upon that silence 
of his he asked him further, whether he sh.ould reign ten 
years or not. He replied, 'Yes, t\venty; nay, thirty years,' 
but did not assign the just determinate limit of his reign. 
Herod was satisfied with these replies, and gave Manahem 
his hand and dismissed him. And from that time he con
tinned to honor all the Essenes." 

If the Manhem of Josephus is not the Manalien of 
Acts, the parallels are nevertheless most remarkable, 
to wit: . 

Manhem of Josephus Manahen of Acts 
Was a prophet and Essene; Was a prophet and teacher; 
KnewHerodtheGreatwhen Was brought up with Her-

a boy; od's son Antipas; 
Is mentioned as living about Is mentioned just after the 

three years after the great famin in the reign of Claudi-
famin of 24-23 B.f us, about A.. D. 47. 

There appear-s to be no question of the identity of 
the name Manaen with the Jewish name Manaliem, 
and some hav conjectured that the Manahen of Acts 
might hav been a son of Manahem the Essene (St. 
Paul, by Canon Farrar, p. 182). But the interval 
between the two would be too great. Manahem the 
Essene must hav been an adult when Herod the 
Great was a boy; and Herod was born about 73 B.c. 
Therefore Manaliem the Essene must hav been 
about the same age as Paul, and it is ridiculous to 
suppose that a man in his prime A.D. 47 has a father 
who was born 96 B.c., or ear·lier. 

Josephus mentions another Manahem, a leader of 
a band of robbers and the son of Judas of Galilee. 
This Manahem besieged Jerusalem A.D. 66, drove out 
the Roman soldiers, and killed the high-priest Ana
nias. Emboldened by this success, he aspired to be 
king, and marched to the temple in royal garments. 
But a reaction followed; the people fell upon him 
and his party, slew many of them, and drove the 
rest out •of the city. Manahem skulked in the sub
urbs, but was taken and slain (War· ii, 17). 

·If Paul lived in the first centmy he was contem
porary with this Manahem. But no Christian thinks 
of identifying him as one of Paul's associates. 
~ In our next article we adduce from Josephus 

a possible if not probable reference to Paul, under 
the name of Pollio the Pharisee, 37-20 B.c., contem-
porary with Manahem the Essene. ANTicHRIST. 

Christianity Is a Failure. 
"A Christian is the highest style of man."-Dr. Young's 

Night Thoughts. 

Many years ago, when I found in:finit satisfaction in 
reading "Night Thoughts," I often thought what a 
sublime and truthful sentiment was penned by that 
devout poet when he recorded the above line. But, 
is it not strange that now, after I hav become gray
headed, I should think that a Christian is the lowest 
style of man. All my paternal. and maternal ances
tors, clear way back to Dr. Jonathan Edwards, were 
devout and zealous Christians; and early in life I 
was taught that Christianity descended from the 
great creator, and is as true as the unchangeable laws 
of nature. During more than fifty years past I ex
erted myself to be a sincere and intelligent Christian. 
I was taught, early in life, to pray; and I hav been a 
praying man for more than fifty years. But I do not 
pray now. Five times a day, year after year, all 
thi"Ough life, I was accustomed to pray to the Chris
tians' God for favors and blessings. But when I 
look back through my long career, and reflect how 
much time has been spent praying, and how many 
thousand prayers I hav offered, I feel surprised at 
the conclusion, that no instance can be recalled when 
I was the recipient of any favor or blessing in answer 
to my prayers which I would not hav received if I 
had not prayed for it. I believe in the religion of 
the Bible, which is to help the needy; but that relig
ion is not Christianity. 

Prior to the time when I comme;nced to do my 
own thinking, and concluded that r didn't ne.ed a 
priest any longer, I thought that Christianity was 
founded on the truth. But now the entire system 
seems founded on unmitigated falsehoods. Is it not 
strange that a man who was bred a Christian, born a 
Christian, educated to be a Christian, and who always 
clung to the rotten system until he was more than 
fifty years old, should come to the sage and philo
sophic conclusion that he had better save his breath 
to blow his hot pudding with than to expend it in 
offering petitions to whom, or to what, he cannot 
tell, so long as he has never known a single prayer 
to hav been answered? 

Christianity is predicated on the divinity of Chi-ist. 
I hav sought diligently and prayed earnestly ·and 
fervently for light, light, LIGHT. But my vision is 
bounded by nothing but impenetrable darkness. I 
cannot compel nor persude myself to believe that 
Ohi·ist was any more than a Jewish rabbi. The fall 
of man and his redemption J1ppear·s as absurd to me 
as it would be for God to kin· himself in order to 
satisfy the justice which might be demanded by him
self for violating a law which he himself had made. 

A great many professedly good people believe that 
the creator is the author of laws which it is his high 

prerogati; to violate; but I cannot so believe. I 
hav tried to, but it is utterly impossible for me to be
lieve such a palpable absurdity. Ever since I was 
large enough to read the Bible I hav been studying 
the subject of conversion and regeneration, and the 
work of the Holy Spirit in renewing and sanctifying 
the sinner's heart; but it all seems to be idle, sacerdo
tal twaddle. I am unable to lear·n that any par·t. of 
Chi·istianity is founded on immortal truth. 

I make ~ distinction between Christianity and re
liP"ion. I am a firm believer in the declar-ation of the 
p~rson who wrote the Epistle of Peter (or John): 
"Pme and undefiled religion is to visit the widow 
and the fatherless in their affiictions, and to keep 
himself unspotted from the world." I believe in this 
kind of religion; but this is not Christianity. __ My re
ligion consists in doing something toward ardmg the 
needy in solving the great problems of life. I hav 
honestlyembraced the opinion (belief, Chi·istians call 
it) that a Christian is the lowest style of man. . 

Christianity fails to satisfy the aspirations and 
longing desires of thinking and reasoni:r;.g pe?ple. 
Intelligent people who are competent to mvestigate 
and look into the reason of things, discover the fact 
that the Bible and the creed of Christians is full of 
errors, contradictions, gross superstitions, false doc
trills, false teachings, and marvelous statements of 
occurrences in which there is no truth. Hence Chi·is
tianity fails utterly to satisfy honest inquirers after 
truth. If Christianity were delivered to mortals by 
the great author of all things, is it not safe to assume 
that the entire scheme would hav been as perfect and 
above criticism as the immutable laws of natme? 

Dming all my long life I hav constantly been look
ing for some intelligent person who would assure 
me that he was really satisfied with Christianity as it 
is; but I hav never been able to find such a person. 
As the light of truth grows brighter and more 
refulgent, intelligent thinkers lose confidence in Chris
tianity. Is the scheme, then, not an impressiv fail me? 

Orange, N. J. Ess E. TEE. 

" That's the Way the Money Goes, Pop Goes 
the Weasel." 

"Are ye still gittin' pensions?" · 
This was asked by a rough, unkempt, ignorant

looking man, who held some papers in his hands. 
"Not much; they are not giving pensions so 

easily." 
" ·well, here I hav the papers, and I am to fix 'em 

up and git a pension." He showed some circulars of 
the usual kind sent by Washington claim agencies to 
urge men to make claims. 

" How did you get these papers? Did you write 
to the men to send them?" 

"No, sir-ee; that's jest it. Bill Wyble, he come up 
to town and got some papers, and he comes to me 
and says he: 'Jo, you're a-goin' to git some papers.' 
'Gosh!' says I; 'you don't tell me.' 'Yes,' says he; 
'now, I tell you this day that you're goin' to git some 
papers from '\Vashington; and,' sayR he, 'I shouldn't 
wonder if Bill Beeby and Jack Mowl '11 git some too.~ 
Tn1e enough these here papers come.'~ 

"What claim hav you for a pension? Did you get 
shot or hurt?" 

"No; but I had the' flux' once, and I hav fits now 
-'spells,' I call 'em. I hurled my head ag'in' a rail 
fence in one of 'em, and I bit my tongue-see that," 
running out his tongue. "The other fel!ers hr.s got 
their papers too." 

"What are they going to uo?" 
"They're a-comin' up soon to put 'em through.'' 
"Did you get the fits in the service?" 
"No, sir; never hed a spell till lately." 
"But you can't get a pension unless you got dis

abled while in the war and in the line of duty." 
"I'm a used up community. Once I was like these 

young bucks swellin' around-before I went to war. 
Now I'm used up. Ain't that enough?" 

"No indeed I It will take a lot of proof." 
"Then what are these papers sent here for?" 
"I will tell you. The men who sent them will get 

you to file a few papers and go to some expense. 
After that they will g~t a half-dollar out of you for 
postage; next year a dollar, and so on year after year. 
The more you hav spent the more you will. Each of 
these Washington firms has thousands of names and 
gets a big income thus. Congress, to save pension
ers from exactions, has made laws that, like all laws 
of the kind, drove the business from honorable com-
petition and result in greater evils to the protected." 

' " "But what am I to do about these papers? 
"Do? Do nothing. The papers won't hmt you 

if you let them alone." 
The man went off very much dissatisfied. I found 

that he afterward got another lot of papers and went 
to one of these men who natm·ally get the loose 
change of foolish or ignorant persons, and who drew 
up a claim for him for a dollar to cover present costs. 

And thus one more out of tens of thousands of 
pension claims Wfl.S made. From one learn all, under 
this system. There are th~usands of men to _whom 
the getting of a batch of Circulars from W ashmgton 
is a great event at first--a myste~y. , "Some ~ody _has 
told them I ought to hav a pensiOn, they Will think. 
How many also confound the legal right to a pension 
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under the law as it stood up to the end of the ser
vice with the gratuities that hav been voted under 
pretext of pensioning long after the end of the ser
vice ? One is a right by statuable contract, the other 
is a gift voted after the service was ended. Is there 
no limit to the right of Congress to dispose of public 

human race. Monopoly of power should he de
stroyed and social recognition should l?e the heritage 
of all. General comfort is. also a feature of true civ
ilization; each person should hav some of the earth's 
product, labor should be justly distributed, and wealth 
properly proportioned. Several misconceptions, said 

his strenuous exertions in behalf of human progress. We 
regret that we cannot giv in outward things a more ample re
ward for his generous services; '!:mt we assure him that in 
spirit and in mind we would pour upon him the best of gifts, 
and that we hold in grateful memory the instruction and the 
inspiration which be has given us by his thoughtful and 
brilliant discourses. We feel that through him the Liberals 
of England and America hav struck ·hands for a more cordial 
union and more unremitting efforts for the universal ad
vancement of the race. 

mooey? QL 

flditorial. 
Mr. Watts, existed as the causes of civilization. For 
instance, some persons alleged that religion was the 
greatest factor in aiding national progress. That 
this was not so was evident from the fact that an 

GEORGE CHArNEY has changed the style of This World 
to an eight-page newspaper form, thus increasing the 
space at his command. He announces his intention 
of competing with his older contemporaries in a 
legitimate shape. The change is an improvement, 
and we hope will do all Mr. Chainey desires. 

individual's belief is seldom reflected in his conduct, 
and orthodox Christianity is positivly opposed to civ
ilization. Several facts and illustrations were given 
in support of this position. The second misconcep
tion was that improved religion has been the cause 
of a superior civilization, whereas the very reverse 
is true. Intellectual activity was shown to hav been 
the cause of religion assuming a higher character, 
as instanced in the qark ages, in the Protestant Ref
ormation, and also in our own day.. This explains 
how it happens that in educated nations higher 
forms of religion are to be found. Another miscon-

This was the last time Mr. Watts will speak in New 
York, as he left last Tuesday for Montreal and To
ronto. He will return t'o this country and sail for 
London in the "Grecian Monarch" on April 5th. We 
think that could he remain with us for a year or so 
and visit the West and Northwest, he would do a 
great deal to further Liberalism, for his presence in
spires an enthusiasm which many other speakers fail. 
to arouse. Wherever he goes he has the people with 
him. In returning to his home, where bigotry has 
succeeded in imprisoning another heretic, he will 
bear with him the esteem of all who hav known him 
while here. 

This seems to be a good spring for new Liberal 
papers, and new departures for old ones. Man an
nounces his intention of being henceforth more a 
newspaper and less an organ. Dr. Williams's Liberal 
.Age has increased its size. Light for Thinkers, a Spir
itual paper published in Atlanta, Ga., will double its 
size next issue. The Radical Review is decidedly a 
better paper than was the Alliance, and improves 
with each issue in tolerant tone, and altogether the 
Liberal cause is looking up in the matter of journals. 
That they may all prosper is our earnest wish. 

ception alluded to by Mr. Watts was that Christian- Om· London Letter. 
ity had largely contributed to progress on account of The conflicting and multitudinous sects in this 
its unique moral teachings. It was clearly shown highly-favored Christian land hav for a moment ceased 
that the New Testament contained nothing new that consigning each other to eternal damnation, and to 
was of a progressiv character. relieve the monotony of mutual recrimination, com-

Mr. Watts then mentioned that among the princi- bined in the·more cheerful and pleasant pastime of 
pal factors in the promotion of civilization were the Infidel-hunting. Now that success has in a measure 
natural development of man's intellect; the expan- attended their efforts, and through the instrumental-

THE next parlor meeting of the members and 
patrons of the Institute of Heredity in and about 
New York, will be held at Dr. Foote's parlors, 120 
Lexington ave., on Thursday evening, March 29th, 
at 8 o'clock. Prof. Nelson Sizer and MI·s. Lucinda 
B. Chandler will speak, and it is expected that the 
meeting will be in many respects unusually interest
ing. Those interested in the subject are invited by 
the president and secretary to attend. 

ity of a corrupt judge and.a packed jury, all the vic
sian of mechanical genius; the extension of com- tims of bigotry were convicted, and three of them 
merce; the invention of printing; the promulgation sentenced to terms of imprisonment, great joy is man
of secular knowledge, and the rise and spread of ifested by all the assembly of psalm-smiters, and 
skepticism. Many interesting facts were selected though some of the weaker vessels hug themselvs 
from history in support of the views here taken .. with glee and whisper congratulations in fear and 
The obstacles to civilization were shown to be ig:q.o- trembling, carefully looking over the shoulder in 

case an Infidel may be near enough to overhear 
r~e, fostered so tenaciously by the church; aristo- them and destroy them with a glance, for though 

AT the Liberal Club on the 23d Dr. E. B. Foote, 
Jr. will lecture on," Anything to Beat Bacteria." The 
lecture will be on the best methods of preventing the 
spread of germ diseases, and showing the futility and 
danger of vaccination. Dr. Foote has made these 
subjects a special study, and will undoubtedly hav 
something to say about them new to most medical 
men and interesting to the general public. 

THE Spiritualists of Erie, Pa., are to celebrate the 
thirty-fifth anniversary of Spiritualism, March 31st 
and April 1st and 2d. J. H. Bmnham, of Michigan, 
Moses Hull, and Mattie E. Hull, of Erie, are to ad
dress the meeting. The whole is to close with a 
dance. 

Charles Watts's Lectures. 
Sunday, March 18th, was a splendid field day for 

Liberalism. In the morning MI·. Charles Watts spoke 
in the new hall at Newark, which the Liberals of that 
city hav seemed for their future home, and elegantly 
fmnished, and this mainly through the impulse of 
Mr. Watts's addresses; and it was :fitting that he 
should speak the first word in the new hall, which 
was crowded to its utmost capacity. 

From Newark he hastened to Williamsburg, and 
in the afternoon delivered his noble discourse on 
"Liberalism-Its Aims and Methods," before the 
Philosophical Association. It is needless to say that 
he was received with the warmest applause. 

In the evening, at the Liberal Club rooms on Fif
teenth street, this city, he gave his farewell lecture 
before a representativ assembly, in which could be 
seen the familiar faces of the leaders of our cause
Mr. Wakeman, Stephen Pearl Andrews, Dr. Foote, 
and the Nestor of American Liberalism, Elizur 
Wright, of Boston, with others who in many ways 
hav been foremost in Freethought advancement. The 
theme of his evening discourse was handled with 
great clearness and strength, and drew forth the re
peated plaudits of the audience. It was one of the 
best presentations of civilization, its aids and its ob
stacles, to which we hav ever listened. 

He commenced by stating that that condition of 
society was termed civilized wherein order, justi9e, 
freedom, enlightenment, individual rights, and gen
eral comfort were obtained. To secure these essen
tials to civilization it was necessary to hav good laws 
and also the fair and impartial administration of 
those laws; to possess political and intellectual lib
erty; to hav a correct knowledge of the nature and 
obligations of mutual societarian rights, and to estab
lish a sound system of education, which consisted in 
the physical, moral, and intellectpal training of the 

era tic misrule, and religious fanaticism. Mr. Watts they may "place their trust on the. rock of ages," 
traced at great length the evil results of ignorance they are mighty afraid of the Atheist, especially· now 
and class distinctions, and demonstrated that in pro- they hav it on the authority of the judge, that Atheists 
portion as theological fanaticism obtained, progress are leagued with the devil. It would not greatly 
was impeded. This part of the lecture was exceed- surprise some of the superstitious weaklings to hear · 

one morning that the three prisoners had mysteri-
ingly interesting, and embraced an extensiv survey ously disappeared in the night. . 
of the struggles endtrred in seeking to emancipate That the whole business was carefully planned be
the human mind from the nightmare of ignorance forehand appears pretty clear. The corporation of 
and superstition. London, perhaps the most corrupt in the world, in-

After paying a glowing tribute to skepticism as a stituted the preliminary proceedings, and the defen
civilizing agency, Mr. Watts concluded with an ear- dants having been committed for trial, the matter 
nest peroration, urging all to encourage the applica- was at once taken up by the public prosecutor on be-

half of the government. The application t? remove 
tion of science, to foster unfettered thought, and to the case to a higher court was heard before two 
hav faith in human effort; thereby people could aid judges. One of them, the infamous North, at once 
human progress, augment human happiness, and refused it, saying that he intended to try the case 
assist in consolidating the noblest civilization of the himself. The first trial proved abortiv, some of the 
world. jury being in favor of an acquittal, and though the 

At the conclusion of the lecture Mrs. Watts gave an most Christian judge did his best to induce them to 
convict, his efforts were of no avail, and they were 

exquisit rendering of Hood's "Bridge of Sighs" discharged. A more complacent jury, acting up to 
and Fannie Fern's "Challenge to Men," and showed their instructions, found H. Cattell guilty of selling 
that while her husband could delineate the splendid the Freethinker, but with a recommendation to mercy. 
thought of ·this·age, she could express the nobleness The judge had ·now a fine opportunity for showing 
and beauty of its art. The pathos of that wonderful h'is petty malice. He ordered all the defendants to 
song of Hood was eloquently given. The young art prison, refusing to allow them bail, although they 

had all appeared when called upon for trial. No 
of America responded in the person. of Stella McCar- doubt his zeal for his almighty fetich will •be hand-
thy, whose piquant elocution quite captured the somely rewarded both here and hereafter. The sec
listeners and gave promis of something brilliant yet ond trial was arranged more carefully; a pious jury 
to be. Mr. Wakeman then made one of his admir- was got together, who settled the case before it was 
able addresses wherein a few words express so much. heard; one of them was challenged, and admitted 
He called Mr. Watts an apostle and showed how saying he intended to giv a verdict ajainst them; he 

was ordered· to leave the box, but another man was 
worthy he was of that name in its noblest meaning. ready prepared to take his place. Three heavily-feed 
He was like St. Paul of old carrying the gospel from barristers appeared on behalf of the crown, but as 
land to land, but a far nobler gospel than that of the the costs come out of the taxes, of course expense 
ancient apostle~the gospel of liberty, science, and was not spared. G. W. Foote, and W. J. Ramsay 
humanity. He was the representativ of the brother- defended themselvs, and H. A. Kemp, employed a 
hood of the race, and through his labor the best barrister, who did him but little good. . 

The great point made by the prosecution was that 
thought of the world was brought into more living the wicked pictures constituting the libels tended 
communion. to " hurt the conscience and feeling of Christian pea-

After Mr. Wakeman we had a pungent talk from ple." It is doubtless very shocking that a Christian's 
that unique reformer Mr. McCarty, who was years tender susceptibilities should be offended in any 
ago in London an opponent of Mr. Watts, battling way. Freethinkers hav no feelings, and consequent.ly 
for orthodoxy against all sorts of infidelity; but alas ! they cannot be hurt by having as they pass along the 
he was overcome by the logic of his own mind, and streets the lying rubbish called religious tracts thrust 

into their hands. As Foote said, Freethinkers do 
when after years of separation Mr. Watts met his old not push their literature forward in that manner; if 
time orthodox foe he found him a most stanch Lib- people want it, they must buy it. The delicate and 
eral. Elizur Wright gav us the benediction of his sensitiv believer must be protected from the snares of 
venerable presence and stirring words

1 
The follow- the wicked Atheist, but the Atheist may be insulted 

ing resolution was unaminously passed: and annoyed by the Christian without obt.aiaing re-
Resolved, That in the visit of Mr. Charles Watts the Liber- dress. Yesterday one who had been "dipped in the 

blood " called at the shop of H. Cattell merely for the als of America hav experienced a rare pleasure and noble h h d b 
stimulation. His able and interesting lectures, his clear pres- PillJlOSe of telling him that he was sorry 6 a . een 
entation of the vital and practical issues of the day, his discharged under bail bonds to com~ up for Judg
thorough sympathy with humanity in all its varied struggles, ment if called upon, and that he had smcerely hoped 
his eloquent appeals to our highest sentiment, through mo- that he might hav had a long imprisonment. This 
tivs based upon actual knowledge, hav made his labors in our is a fine specimen of the gentle Christian who does 
country of inestimable yalue, We cordially thank him for not like to be grieved by blasphemers. 
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Hannibal Liberals. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I see a 

let.ter in your columns from Mr. O'Mahony here, in 
which he states that Liberals in Hannibal are rather 
needing help and he thinks of starting a Liberal so
ciety here, to help the cause. 

There has been a Liberal society in Hannibal 
known as " The Moralists" for some years, composed 
of some of our best citizens in town and country. I 
attended their meetings occasionally for the last sev
eral years, and the past fall and winter hav met with 
them every Sunday afternoon at three o'clock, at 
their place, No. 9 Broadway. At a summer grove 
meeting, the local papers stated, there ·were three 
hundred present. Mr. O'Mahony was not there, nor 
did I ever see him at any other of our grove meet
ings, nor at any other meeting anywhere in town or 
country, day or night. He livs in town where we 
meet. . I am a f~mer, and liv a good way off in the 

· country, and am in poor health, but I hav gone. through 
the driving sleet and snow, and braved the elements 
for six long miles, almost every Sunday dming the 
past winter, to attend the meetings of this society, 
and I don't think I hav ever known them in a better 
or more hopeful condition. Being composed of re
spectable citizens, the papers all refer to us respect
fully and keep a standing notice of om days of meet
ing, without charge. 

A gentleman heretofore known as the most promi
nent Christian lawyer, while addressing last week the 
largest audience ever assembled in Hannibal, took 
occasion to remind the church publicly that the stain 
of human blood was on their garments. . 

I hope Brother O'Mahony (who is a respectable 
merchant here of long standing) wi1l start his Lib
.eral society-and attend its meetings, too. 

Hannibal, Mo. A. E. TRABUE. 

Lincoln a Spiritualist. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE· TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: There 

seems to be a good deal of agitation over the relig
ious opinions of Abraham Lincoln, and as I always be
lieve in establishing the truth, if possible, upon such 
as well as all other questions, I will briefly state what 
I know on this subject. · 

Mrs. Lincoln visited us in 1872, I think. She came 
from Waukesha, where she was spending the sum
mer, for the purpose of consulting her husband 
through Mr. Severance's mediumship. She informed 
us at that time that Mr. Lincoln and herself were 
firm believers in Spiritualism; that they first attend
ed a seance in Washington on the reco=endation 
of, and in company with, John Pierpont, who was 
a friend of . theirs; that they received evidence satis
factory to them of spirit return and communion. 

· She further informed us that dming the war he kept 

Berk's county court will attend to the matter further. 
So I say the church is finding t.hat. they hav other 
mat.ters in hand which demand attention besides 
heresy. 

Will the people never learn that a man is 'no bet
ter for being a preacher? That an entire devotion 
to God only serves to weaken the honest devotion to 
mankind which people ought to possess? One of 
the arguments which the despicable man used to 
secure his release was, " I know it is hard for you, 
Lizzie, to bear this; we both did wrong, but it 
resolves itself to this, I must drop one thing or the 
other; either drop this thing, which is for a time, or 
the work in which I am engaged, which is for 
eternity." Could anything more heartless be ut
tered? His duty to God interfered with his duty to 
the young lady. Hence it is plain that the God 
server is .not, and in the nature of things cannot. be, 
true to his fellow-man. 

If God don't Q_amn such conduct we must, and con
tinue to damn it. until society takes measures to make 
such things impossible. Legislation has no effect. 
The laws are severe enough upon such cases if it was 
of any advantage. The remedy must be sought 
elsewhere. L. ·E. H. 

Reading, Pa. 

Not Sued but Ought to Be. 
To THE EDITOR oF TH.E TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The 

following appeared in the last issue of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, first page: "Father Harkins, a Catholic priest 
of Springfield, Mass., has .been sued by a woman for 
$10,000 for slander.'' As I am sure you wish to print 
orily the truth I have .written to you to coiTect 
the a1:iove, and I also send you a paper; the Spring
field Republican, where in the Holyoke items you will 
see that no suit was authorized. The facts of t.he 
case as far as I can learn are as follows: Father 
Harkins is pastor of the St. Jerome C;1tholic church 
in this city (not Springfield), and a young girl, Miss 
Margaret Clune, rented a pew in the chmch, and 
when the the last quarter rent was paid she gave up 
the pew. . · 

is now in jail at this place. He is perfectly quiet, but 
evidently insane. He admits having committed the 
murder, but assigns no cause except that something 
said to him that he must do it. It is a most sad and 
pitiful affliction, both to his own and the mmdered 
man's family. 

l{ansas Notes. 
In attacking Harper's Ferry John 'Brown stationed 

three of his men as pickets a short distance from the 
armory. One of these was Richard Richardson, known 
then by another name. Richard is a negro, and did 
not stay at his post a great while after the firing be
gan. Possibly he thought that "he who fights and 
runs away may liv to fight another day." At any rate, 
Richard is still himself, and was introduced to a 
number of gentlemen a few weeks ago, in Lawyer 
Hutchins's office. When asked why he ran away he 
observed with a droll expression of countenance, 
"Well, when dey was afiren so, I thought it was get
ten too hot for me and I struck ont." Some one of 
the company asked him why he and others went on 
so foolhardy an exploit as to attack so strong a place. 
He replied with na'ivete, "You see we trusted Cap'n 
Brown, and what he'd say we thought we could do 
just as he said." "Did you canJ' your musket with 
you?" some one interposed. "I didn't can'Y it fur; 
I throwed it into the river, and· my belt too." Then 
a broad smile played over his face as he added, "I 
spose deys both in the bottom of dat river now." 

For this simple reason (that the young girl could 
not afford to keep the pew and therefore gave it up) 
the priest, Rev; P. J. Harkins, made some remarks 
the very next Sunday in the church, though not giv
ing the name (but well understood by the congre
gation whom they were meant for) that reflected on 
her character. 

I suggested, "You told the people as you went 
along that you had just come from Harper's Ferry?" 
"No sah, no sah, I didn't; I didn't tell nobody; I 
didn't see any one for a long time; that is, I didn't 
want anybody to see me as long as I could keep out 
of sight." "Did you travel on the public roads?" I 
asked. "No sah, only by night." "'What did John 
Brown wish to do with the firearms if he had cap
tmed Harper's Ferry armory?" "I s'pose he was go
ing to giv them to. thS' slaves in the country about 
there, and den all of us go into the mountains." We 
asked him many questions, all of which he answered 
with directness and simplicity. All of our party were 
absorbingly interested in propounding questions and 
listening to his replies. 

Ossowattamie, the scene of John Br·own's war in 
Kansas, is but a short distance from Paola, where I 
hav been stopping for several months. 

I write· this not to defend the priest (as the 
remarks he made were untruthful, the young girl 
being respected by an who knew her), but in order 
that THE TRUTH SEEKER cannot be accused of publish
ing anything untrue even in the least. 

· a clairvoyant medium at the White House, through 
whom he often learned'of the progress and result of 
battles before they we:re officially reported; that he 
consulted them in regard to proposed movements, 
and relied much upon their advice. 

The proof would hav to be plain and positiv be
yond doubt to secure judgment against that priest 
before the local judge, as he (the judge) has decided 
in favor of the above priest before, when public 
opinion was strong in favor of the plaintiff, which is 
the reason, I think, that the girl did not sue the priest. 
The judge's name is W. B. C. Pearsons. 

John Brown has been over-estimated. He did but 
little toward making Kansas a free state. He never 
was in command of a large body of men-usually less 
than twelve; and had it not been for his suicidal at
tack upon Harper's Ferry, never would hav been 
known except as a free state guerilla. There is no 
doubt but that Brown led the men who committed 
the murder of five men in Ossowattomie. Many 
fruitless denials hav been made of this fact, but there 
is too much evidence to gainsay it. That his career 
as a whole had much to do with bringing about the 
life and death struggle between freedom and slavery, 
may be conceded; but that old John Brown did much 
toward making Kansas a free state is a great mistake. I hope professed Liberals will not adopt the old 

methods of the church in trying to make persons, by 
misrepresenting them, appear to hav held opinions 
they did not. 

When Mr. Bennett was here last summer I asked 
him (before several witp.esses) this question: "Are 
you a Spiritualist?" He replied as frankly, ~'I am." 

Yours for truth, JuLIET H. SEVERANCE, M.D. 
Milwaukee, Feb~ 12, 283. 

A Reverend Deposed. 

Holyoke, Mass., March 15. W. H. CLARK 

Another Murder through Religious Insanity. 
From the Oadez, Ohio, Republican. 

Bejamin Ripley, who resides a few miles west of 
Freeport, this county, killed his wife's cousin, Nathan 
Bear, on Tuesday morning, this week, while 1aboring 
under a fit. of insanity. 

Mr. Bear and his wife, and little child, had recently 
come from the West and had been visiting the Ripley 

And moreover if it had not been for such men as 
Gov. Robinson, who with others kept the territory at 
peace with the federal government, such men as 
Brown and Jim Lane would hav plunged it into war 
with the United States, and perhaps prevented it 
from becoming a free state at all. 

When the impartial history of the early struggle 
of Kansas is written, the name of Gov. Cllarles Rob
inson will be more highly honored and esteemed 
than the names of John Brown and Jim Lane. 

The church has discovered that. there is something family for several days. Mr. Ripley's family consist
for them to do to keep their skirts clean besides her- ed of himself, wife, and two little children. Some 
esy-hunting. While the Philadelphia Conference of two or three weeks ago Mr. Ripley had joined church, 
the M. E. church is trying to publicly censure the during a religious revival, and had professed conver
Rev. Cleveland, of Reading, for speaking in a Uni- sion, and his friends had noticed that his mind had 
versalist pulpit, and for speaking his own own honest seemed unbalanced ever since, and they had made 
thought, which is a little in advance of the average some efforts to divert his attention to other subjects. 
preacher, the Lebanon classis of the Reformed church On Tuesday morning Ripley arose early and after 
hav tried and condemned the Rev. Alex. S. Keiser, of dressing himself proceeded to the room where Bear 
Pottsville, on three distinct charges-fornication and and his wife were sleeping. Mrs. Ripley saw that 
bastardy, breach of promis to marry, and falsehood. something was wrong, and following hastily urged 
The trial before the classis brought out the facts that him to come back. He turned and threatened. to 
while he was attending Ursin us College, Montgomery kill her, and then proceeding to the bed where Bear 

·county, Pa., he formed the. acquaintance of .:Miss was still sleeping, plunged a knife into his neck, mak-
Miller, residing at Bower's Station, in the fam!Iy of ing a fatal wound. 

The Liberal cause needs organization on a secular 
basis. There is no use of tallring; abstract ideas of 
liberty and justice will meet with assent everywhere, 
but they do not enthuse the popular mind, and can
not be reduced to organizations, until they are secu
larized in some form that directly interests the people. 
Social organizations must hav the immediate welfare 
of the people as their object before they can become 
popular. The Liberal League will hav to broaden 
its base and take in the "rights of the people" in 
their every-day interests before the League can com
mand attention. 

Rev. D. K. Humbert. He repeatedly promised to Mrs. Bear sprang from the bed and seizing her 
marry her by word and by letter, just as soon as he child ran from the house. Mrs. Ripley grasped one 
had finished his course and entered the ministry, and of her children, and another lady who was visiting 
so 'completely did he secure the confidence of Miss Mil- the family took the other child, and they all ran 
le; that a bouncing boy was the consequence. This across the fields in their night clothing-for it was 
seemed to cool the ardor of the young gentleman, just daylight-to the nearest neighbor's. 
and he went about to be released from his engage- The two men were thus left alone in the house, and 
ment. He had a paper written, and by representing there is no further testimony as to what was done. 
that it was a mere form only to show in case it was When the neighbor's. reached the house Bear was 
b~ought up against him at his ordination, he sue- found lying just outside the door, dead. The bed 
ceeded in getting the young lady to sign, again re- where he had been sleeping was satmated with blood, 
peating his promis to marry her, releasing him from the floor was marked with blood where he had passed 
his engagement. He was admitted to the ministry, through the house, and where he had fallen the blood 
but instead of marrying the young lady as he prom- had gushed from the wound and run a distance of 
ised, he won the heart of another very estimable ·fifteen feet. There was only the one wotmd. 

- lady in Pottsville, where he was stationed. Miss The greatest excitement prevails in the neighbor·-

Organizations here in the vV est mean business, as 
they relate to the business of society. The Patrons 
of Husbandry, the Knights of Labor, the Farmers' 
Alliance, the Confederate Labor Union, and other 
organizations protectiv of industry and exchange, 
and hostil to monopoly, are springing up all the 
time in this part of the country. These orgaizations 
on behalf of labor are highly significant. They in
dicate .a social revolution going on, while the world is 
unconscious of the actual process of transformation. 
The change is nothing more or less than the educa
tion of the people up io the point of taking care of 
themselvs. That all these different orders and or
ganizations are looking toward the rights of man, that 
is, the working man, as against the monopolist, is a 
prophecy not difficult to read. Especially is this 
inore evident when we note the great number of or
ganizations, and the vast membership they hav, all 
pointing in one direction. The people want their 
burdens lightened, and are thinking of taking the 

Miller brought suit, and the classis hav expelled him, hood of the tragedy. Ripley was arrested and 
taking from him his license and his charge. The brought to Cadiz by Officers Han-is and Starkey, and 

matter in their own hands. W. S. BELL. 
Paola, Kansas. 
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Qk~.nnmunications. five years, been engaged in the very fore front of the League if Dr. Williams would resign the office of 
battle for liberty. .At the last meeting held by theRe- president; and I called upon him to do so, because 
ception Committee the writer was present, and wit- he had libeled .the National Liberal League and its 

That Star of Bethlehem. nessed one of the most bigoted attempts to belittle officers; he· had insulted woman, by· denying her 
In the year 1572 a bright, fiery orb was seen in woman that it has ever fallen to her lot to observe. equality; and had usurped the functions of the lee

the constellation of Cassiopeia by thousands of peo- Dr. Severance was nominated to preside at the Ben- ture committee. He refused to resign, and the se
ple (it was not discovered by Tycho Brahe, nor by nett Reception, but the nomination was met by a quel was· the suspension of the Williams meetings, 
anybody else). It gave great alarm to all the inhabi- vigorous and decided opposition on the part of Dr. and the virtual dissolution of the Milwaukee .Auxiliary 
tants around about, because it was feared a great Williams and his friends, "because she is a woman." League. This is the state of things at the present 
world had been set on fire by some of the gods for In vain the writer, and. others, stated that she was time; and now this man, who has sacrificed the wei
the purpose of letting the inhabitants of this planet eminently qualified as a parliamentarian, possessed fare of the League to his own personal ambltion; 
hav an illustration of the awful doom that would hap- dignity and experience, and a reputation for honor- who has seen fit to speak of one of its vice-presidents 
pen to them in the unknown future. Look back 300 able service in the cause of human rights; all of -a lady whose reform work has been of the most 
years in the history of the world (only 300 years), which they admitted, but insisted that a man was the telling character, and who is loved and respected by 
and behold the world, under the guidance of the proper person to preside, whereupon Dr. Severance progressiv people everywhere-as an" it," a" disturb
Roman Catholics, groping its way through bigotry, declined the nomination, and the man was duly nom- ing element," etc.; who mentions R. C. Spencer-who· 
ignorance, and superstition. The most pious were inated and elected; after which Dr. Severance was was expelledfrmn the National Liberal League, without a 
seized with great fear, and prayers were offered up chosen as vice-president, that it might be. fulfilled dissenting voice, for insulting the men and women who 
amidst the vast gatherings of the people. History that "man is the head of the woman, as Christ is the compose it-as one who withd1·ew from the League, 
does not infonn us of the object of the prayers, or head of the church." and whom it is desirsble to "bring back;" this man, 
whom or what they were addressed to. On Mr. Bennett's arrival, he was met by the Com- who has "done to death~· one of the most promising 

In time the excitement abated, and for several mittee of Reception, and, during the drive about the auxiliaries ever organized, now has the impudence to 
years thereafter much 'speculation was indulged in city, the subject of his lecture was brought up, and suggest that his infi.nit wisdom can be the means of 
and many opinions given by the scholars of that, age Dr. Williams and his friend insisted that it should "bringing together, and uniting the Liberal element 
of the world, but they were few and far between. be Comstock and his career of crime and cruelty. of the country," and parades himself before the pub
Perhaps the most rational of the many guesses con- Mr. Bennett hesitated, but was at last persuaded to lie as a lecturer, a Liberal, and a refonner. 
cerning the strange object was that it was one of the giv the lecture desired. I should not hav replied to his article were it not 
great comets which took a journey around .A.brucha- On leaving him at the hotel these gentlemen offered for the fact that he sends his Liberal .Age to the people 
bah (the Nortn Star), and had shot beyond its mark, to furnish him with one of his books, that he might everywhere, and those who are not here, and do not 
and had for the first time in the past ages become refresh his memory, so that nothing should beomitted. know the circumstances, are· likely to be misled and" 
frightfully visible to the inhabitants of the earth. The. "disturbing element," to which Dr. Williams induced to sustain a paper whose editor. deliberately 

No divine of those exciting times ever left a record alluded in his article, was Dr. Severance; and the falsifies, and, without cause, attacks men and women 
of the Pilgrim, as Tycho Brahe was pleased to call distflrbance arose from the fact that at the appointed· who hav sacrificed time, money, and talent for the 
the stranger. We find not one word about the star hour for the reception, just as the speakers were to defense of a principle which he is too obtuse to even 
of Bethlehem, or that the wonderful thing had ever go upon the platform, and the audience had assem- vaguely apprehend. MRs. H. S. LAKE. 
appear_ed before. Remember that at that time there bled, the duly-elected man president declared that he Milwq,ukee, Wis., Feb. 27, 283. 
were thousands of astrologers, with very few astron- "could not preside, and would resign in favor of Dr. 
omers. The latter searched in vain through all the Williams." The vice-president (Dr. Severanc·e) then Moral and Social Science Associations. 
annals, scripts, and records of astronomical phenom- stated that if the president refused to act, she To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: .As you 
ena to learn something concerning the new star. should do so 1- and immediately stepped upon the hav allowed * * * to hav a little space to sp~ak in 
How idiotic for people 2,000 years ago to assert that platfonn and opened the meeting. Mr. Bennett :filled favor of my book, " The Bible of the Religion of 
the shepherds of Palestine, seeing a bright star his part of the bill to the letter. In simple and plain Science," I hope you will allow me a little to express 
within thirty degrees of the north pole of tbe heavens, language he told the story of Comstock's career; but my opinion. The design of the book is to show that 
should giv chase to it, expecting to find a little Jesus a large number of the audience were evidently un- the sciences teach the true religion, and that a relig
born under the said star! But what "euchers" the used to such straightforward dealing with the terrible ion based on other premises is a superstition danger
shepherds is that men here and now credit the fable. ulcers which eat into the bosom of society. They be- ous to the just rights of mankind, and inconsistent 

One object of this article is to positivly deny the gan to leave, and had it not been for the tact and witb the knowledge of the people of this age, and 
assertion made in the secular papers that the star of skp.I of Dr. Severa~ce, the. meeting w?uld hav ter- dangerous to republican liberty and institutions, be
Bethlehem has made its appearance every 315 years, mmated most unsat~sfactorily. Observmg the effect cause they are opposed to the people getting infor
and to challenge proof that it was ever seen before of Mr. Benn~tt's statements, she suggested th~t he ·mation, and without it and an intelligent people, re-
November, 1572, or since that time. leave the topic and present some other;. but this he publics cannot exist. 

Ypsilanti, J}[ich. J. W. BABBITT, M.D. see~ed unable_ to do; and a~er remarking _that the For more than one hundred years the Infidel peo-
A Local Disturbance. subJect was evi~ently offensiv .to the audience, he ple o.f this country hav had a fair chance to oppose 

modestly sat down. this superstitious religion. The Infidel people de-
We hav received the following correspondence Thereupon Dr. Severance called upon the writer, nied that the spirits of pe9ple lived after the death 

from Mrs. Lake, which explains itself. Mrs. Lake's who, thus suddenly and unexpectedly called upon to of the body, or had no faith in it. The religious 
eminent service in the Liberal field givs her the right confront an audience which had already arisen to its people had a belief in the existence of the spirits of 
to be he.ard, even against one who has done such feet to depart, came forward, and with all the energy people in a heaven or hell, the most infamous, cruel, 
valiant work in defeating Comstockian machinations and ability of which she was possessed, presented the and ridiculous that the untutored mind of man could 
as has Dr. Williams. question of liberty versus tyranny, and called upon the invent. Yet this ridiculous sophistry had a founda-

people to organize, to resist Comstockism, and to sus- tion in fact that made it stronger than all the common 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Will tain the National Liberal League. The result was sense, worldly principles of the Infidels; and these 

you be so kind as to insert the inclosed communica- that forty names were obtained upon the spot, and, principles would hav been totally annihilated from the 
tion in the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER at the the second evening following, these people and minds of the people by the Christians, as they were 
earliest possible date? I am constrained to ask this others met and organized a League, which was most in the Dark .Ages, if it had not been for the scientists. 
favor, not from any desire to parade personal or local enthusiastically ushered into being. Money flowed The chemists showed that the biblical inspirations 
affairs before the public, but because I feel that-in- into the treasury, and the greatest harmony seemed did not giv a hint of the true composition of the earth. 
asmuch as the Liberal .Age is sent to most of your to prevail. .At a subsequent meeting Dr. Williams The astronomers showed that the earth was a ball, 
patrons-this unwarranted attack upon the principles was unfortunately elected president, since which time and rolled over every day, and went around the sun 
of Liberalism and the perl!ons identified therewith the League has been mainly run by him. He and every year. Biblical inspiration gave no hint of the· 
ought to be answered, and I _know of no other way his friends opposed the suggestion of the lecture truth regarding the uses and movements of the 
in which it can be done. Trusting, therefore, that committee that Mrs. Lake be invited to giv the "in· heavenly bodies. 
you will giv it space, augural address " of the League, "because she is a The geologists showed that the earth was millions 

· I am very truly yours, MRs. H. S. LAKE. wmnanj'' and, besides, it was necessary that some one on millions of years being made and prepared for a 
should be·secured who could "throw a good moral good habitation for mankind. Biblical inspiration 
influence upon the community." To this end Dr. does not giv a hint that it took more than six days to 
Williams wrote, without authority from the League, make it and place man upon it. 

THE COMPLAINT. 
The reading public is in receipt of a paper called 

the L~"beral .Age, of February date. Therein I 
find an article headed ".A More Perfect Liberal 
Union," which contains such a number of absolute 
falsehoods that I make reply, even at the risk of 
bringing into unmerited prominence a very obscure 
personage. I refer to T. W. Williams, who pub
lishes the .Age in the interest of himself. This 
man, who, in the article above refen·ed to, suggests to 
the ·pioneer men and women of tbe great Liberal 
movement that "articles, embodying the principles 
upon which the League was organized, be drawn up 
and forwarded to all Liberals throughout the coun
try, invi.ting them to meet in Milw.aukee next Setem
ber, for forming anq cementing a more perfect union 
of the Liberals of the United States;" this man, 
until a few months since, was entirely unknown to 
the Liberal world. Old residents of this city, in 
which he resides, hav never heard of him. While 
the great contest was going'on in the Liberal ranks 
over the Comstock question, he was quietly com-
pounding remedies for the diseased. · 

Suddenly, at the time of Mr. Bennett's return from 
his triumphal tour around the world, it enters into 
his brain, and that of others, that Milwaukee should 
do honor to the pilgrim. .Accordingly a committee 
of arrangements was appointed, one of the most ac
tiv members of which was Dr. Juliet H. Severance, 
whose name needs no introduction from me to the 
great Liberal public, before whom she has, for. twenty-

to Mr. Miln, who declined to speak. Thereupon Dr. The Spiritualists prove that there is no more truth 
Williams invited himself to deliver a series of lectures in. the biblical statements about the future state of 
upon "Moses and the Fall of Christianity." His au- the spirits of mankind in heaven or hell than there is 
dience, on the evening that I was present, numbered about the composition and making of the heavens 
fourteen, which, I am told, was about the average at- and earth. The inspired saints and, prophets knew 
tendance. These meetings he kept up for some two there was a sun, moon, and ·stars, because they saw 
months or more, during which time he read an essay them; they knew there was an earth! with men and 
op. the death of the National League, in which he beasts upon it, because they were with them .. But 
made several statements which were absolute false- further than this they had no knowledge that bene
hoods, and which I branded as such in a reply pub- fits mankind now, because it is so mixed up with 
lished in the leading journal of the city, and after- falJ;hood and crime. Yet, notwithstanding it is 
ward copied into Man. Still he continued to hold well known that the detailed inspired statements in 
forth to empty benches, until the treasury, which had the Christians' Bible are false, they read them as 
been well filled, was nearly exhausted. Meantime, at truth, and the creeds based upon the~ _form the so
the solicitation of friends, I engaged to speak Sunday cieties and fashions of the day. But It IS not gener
afternoons in the same hall which he was using in the ally thought that the priests can maintain their posi
.evening. The audiences attending my lectures hav tion long, although they hav the purse of th9 nation 
not been very large, but they hav been steadily in- and of the wealthy, to a great extent, to uphold th_em 
creasing. The enterprise was begun entirely with- in their societies. .And the powers that are workmg 
out money, but is now well supported by subscrip- their destruction are the truths that are made known 
tion. The League funds were used by Dr. Williams by the sciences. Those persons who say one W?rld 
and his friends to giv "dissolving views" to empty at a time hav not manifested any power _to assomate 
benches, and the only harm the" disturbing element" together, or raise the means that are requrred to ~ake 
has been desirous or able to do has been to get au- a strong opposition to spiritual errors and pnestly 
diences and keep up the meetings. ·seeing this tactics; they may show the mistakes of Moses a;nd 
could be done by the writer, Dr. Williams and his the other prophets and gods, but they are not tram
friends appointed a lecture committee to wait on me, ing any one in their moral or social science to meet 
and ascertain my terms for a course of lectures. To those trained by the priests in their associations, and 
this overture I made reply that I would .apeak for the they are not raising any money to make scientific as-
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sociations, where the young can be trained and in- but there will· be some consolation in the thought 
structed even about the truths of this world If that one-fourth part of it will do more good if well 
there is a world belonging to the Infidels it certainly appropriated in societies than the whole would be in 
is not this earth, for wherever you· look, there the the hands of isolated individuals. 
posses~ions of the religious people exist-they hav a Friends, let us begin to work tagether for good. 
tax clan~ o~ t_?e whole earth where people liv on it; Let us learn to combine our efforts to protect the in-

Some mdiVldual Infidels hav some claim on little nocent. Let us see if we can make institutions 
portions of the earth, but as societies they are as where the poor faithful workers can fairly take care 
poor as Ethan Allen's devil-they do not own a foot of themselves and oblige the government to do the 
of land in all the earth. They hav surrendered same to all faithful working people. It may be that 
heaven and hell to the Christians, and the Christians societies will hav to set them an example and show 
bav formed associations to take the earth and hav them the plan to do it, and it may be that societies 
taken it. The political world was largely under the cannot do it until laws are made that allow them to 
control of Infidels in this co1mtry one century .ago, do so. If these propositi one attract any attention 
but to-day they hav little or no power. And even that requires more statements about principles and 
the most noted man in the ·ranks was imprisoned details, I shall be glad to giv all the information I 
when he had not committed the least crime against hav on the subject in the columns of THE TRUTH 
the laws, as appears by the court records where he SEEKER, and I would especially refer them to chap
was condemned, and this man was D. M. Bennett. ters xxi and xxij in my book, where I speak of the 
And when a propositi.on comes to THE. TRUTH SEEKER moral and social sciences. H. S. BROWN, M.D. 
t? erect a publishi~g house to his memory in the · · 
mt;r of N_ew ~ork, with a hall for free meetings, the "Is It Onr BennetU"-Ideas of a Spiritualist. 
editor thmks It an almost hopeless undertaking be- To THE EDITOR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: I do 
cause of his experience and the trouble the people not wish to enter into any controversy regarding 
hav who attend to one world at a time in paying for Elmina's article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Feb. lOth, 
Paine_ Hall in Boston. Now if the superstitious entitled, "Is It Our Bennett?" and the reputed com
Christians, who attend to two worlds at a time, munication from him, as a spirit, which appeared in 
wanted a church dedicated to some saint, they would the Banner qf Light, but a few facts in that connec
raise half a million of dollars in a month or two to tion seem to be pertinent. As a com:firmed Spirit
build it. I am paying attention to two worlds, the ualist, I had the same doubts about the genuinness 
earth we stand on and the spirit world, where I hav of the said communication that Elmina has, when I 
many friends, and I hope that the noble hero, D. M. first read it in the Banner, although I do not agree 
Bennett, is one of them. with her that her first point of objection is a good 

come back to his personal an~ intimate friends whom 
he loved, and who loved hiin, rather than to strangers · 
whom he had. not known in this life; that he can · 
come to New York ae easily as to P;hiladelphia or 
Boston, but as yet there is no sign," etc. This is toci 
inde:finit for consideration by Spiritualists. What 
hav his said personal and intimate friends done on 
their part to afford him the opportunity ? Hav they 
opened the door and bid him welcome ? or hav they 
sat quietly in their. arm-chairs waiting for him to 
open the door and walk in, prone nata? Hav they 
ignored the fact that spirit manifests through matter 
and in compliance with a natural law? Hav they 
made light of the "conditions " that spirits require 
in order to make their individuality and presence 
known to their personal and intimat~ friends? They 
may say they are willing and even anxious for him to 
"appear" to them at any time, if he can; but hav 
they manifested a genuin desire on the subject by 
complying with the requirements that are claimed to 
be essential? If not, the assertion that " there is 
no sign as yet," is not treating the subject quite 
fairly with the many Spiritualists who are and ever 
hav been among the stanchest friends of Mr. Ben-
nett and THE TRUTH SEEKER. . 

If the farmer wants a crop he must comply with 
the '' conditions " that nature has made for him-he 
must plant the seed, and not sit idly in his parlor do
ing nothing on his part. The photographer requires 
"conditions" before a picture can be had, and he who 
ignores '' conditions" and the laws of nature., whether 
he comprehends them or not, will fail of results, 
being wise in his own conceit. 

" There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, 
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy." 

Feb. 14,1883. W. S. WooD. 

Having. e.stablished my fri~ndship ~th the spirits one. She quotes from the communication the words, 
of. the spmt world, a~~ havmg received satisfactory "the first spirit I met," and says "he would never hav 
evidence that the spmts approve of my works on ·said that." But if it was from him, and was true, it 
earth, or at least tha~ we are in agreement il!. our was just what he would hav said, or ·belied his life-
plans to benefit .m~nd on earth, I can now. devote .long record of ever telling the truth as· he saw it. I Down in a Coal Mine. 
myself to. assomatwns that adopt the best prmciples admit the force of her other "points" to hav consid- To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Having 
and practiCes to benefit the people of the earth. _To erable weight, yet it is undoubtedly true that the in- spoken many times in Braidwood, ill., a famous 
benefit eart?l~ people we must hav funds belongmg congruity of communications are often due to imper- mining town, several of the coal miners, who had 
to our assom~wns. . . . feet control and adaptability of the "machine " to been attendants on our Liberal lectures~ invited me 
~o start such a basi~ I_ will put ~own $1!000, to _be the use of those trying to use it to clearly express to visit them in the dark regions below. Mr. John 

paid over to an assomatwn that will put m practice their views. Conboy, Mr. Dale, and Mr. Turner, familiar with the 
. the experimen~s tha~ are required to. est~blis~ the The law of control is but in).perfectly understQod windings of the under world, promised their in-

moral and. somal smences. And I .think It Will be by the most adjanced spirit, leaving something to be valuable aid. Mrs. Conboy and the Lape sisters; 
easy to raise $4,0~9. or. $5,000 iii Milwaukee, Wis., learned as iu this, our earth-life condition of prog- -their brother, L. Lape, John Conboy and myself were 
partly among Spm~ualists, who attend to two or ress, seeking after knowledge. The school-boy may "caged" and lowered away to the bottom of "I" 
more :worlds at a tnne, and partly by members of hav a knowledge of mathematics enough to master shaft. Little lamps were provided the company, 
the Liberal ~eague, who can only attend to one the multiplication table, but has got to advance be- now below surface nearly one hundred feet. For 
world at a time; the signers to form a Spiritual fore he can solve problems in algebra and trigo- three hours we explored those remains of an ancient 
Liberal ~eagpe Assoc~ation, to hav control of the nometry, and become an astronomer. forest; soapstone roof; fire-clay floor; three feet thick 
funds raised m _that ?Ity and state, if thought best. That the reputed communication was not from the veins of coal; fern fossils fresh as daisies, but older 
Th_e understandmg WI!l ~e that no funds. are to be spirit of Mr. Bennett, and yet a spirit com~unica- than the human race, pressed into the soft soil of 
paid over to the Assomatwn unless there IS at least tion is in perfect harmony with the teachmgs of carboniferous age millions of years ago. Vein by 
$~5,000 raised to for~ sue~ an assoc.ia~on in Wiscon- Spi;itualism, in fact and phenomena~ Hence all well- vein did we wander, now walking upright, now 
sm, <_>r $50,000 for W1sconsm and Illinois, or $100,000 informed Spiritualists reqillre evidence.of personality almost bent double, miles of streets laid with iron 
for all the western states and territories, including before giving full credence to communications of this rails, along which little cars, loaded with coal, were 
all west o~ the Rocky Mountains, or $200,000 for the character. Spiritualism teaches that the spirit world hauled by patient mules driven by boys. The small 
whole Umted Statee, or $500,000 for all the world. is, in one sense, a counterpart of this-a condition of oil lamps, affixed to the front of the miners' caps, 
My thousand~ inte_nd shal.l be used to establish_t~e progress, where men and women may grow i~ knowl- were seen flitting about from "room" to "room" in 
mo:al and som~ smences if the. In:fi~els ~nd Spm~- edge and reap salvation upon the~r own mer1ts o:Uy; the distance: In such underground cities hundreds 
ualists and fr:iends of humamty will giv- of their that " death" does not necessarily change us mto of men pass the chief portion of . their lives, subject 
n;te~s a suffiCient amount to start such an in.stitu- angels of light nor demons of hades; that if the to more dangers than commonly fall to the lot of 
twn m. an;r part of the world, and we can agree upon mind here is in the bonds of ignorance, superstition, man, by fire damp, by explosions, by flood. 
the prinCiples ~o be adopted and the place where and bigotry, from the teachings of priestcraft, hatred, Little did I think that, in a few weeks from that 
they shall be_t~ed, and the persons who shall man- and intolerance, it will enter spirit life with all those ramble by the hour through the coal mine, a fearful 
age the assoma~wn. fetters to progress, and cherish them, until they calamity was impending over one of those same 
. My repory :Will ~ways co~e through t?e First So- progress out of that condition, as they might hav Braidwood shafts, the "Diamond No.2." On Friday 

mety of Spmtualists of Milwaukee, Wis., unless I done here. What they considered a duty here, they Feb. 16th, after a thaw and rain-fall, a veritable lake 
ma:Ji~ ot~er arrangements; an~ to the Firs~ ~ociety ~f will consider a duty there, until t~ey come within the had formed over a weak spot of the doomed mine. 
Spmtualists of New York mty, or to Spmtual alli- dawning rays of reason, and begm to free the.mselvs The leakage grew until the lake above suddenly 
ance, if they undertake such practical work. And from earthly environments. Every-day experience emptied itself into the excavations beneath; an aban
my Liberal League associates of Milwaukee will re- proves to all enlightened Spiritualists that there are doned portion of the mine was rapidly flooded, 
port through their League to the New J;'ork Lib- a great number of people living in the mortal body the part where the workmen were employed was 
eral Lea$Ue· Our accounts must be settled by our who do not hesitate, through the most dense igno- choked with the rushing torrent, and seventy-three 
own somety, formed by the signers to the funds in ranee of Spiritualism, to discredit and ridicule its human beings were buried alive. One man with 
the city of Milwaukee. . facts and phenomena by the most unscrupulous false- whom I talked saved himself by half a minute, stand-

All reports s~o~d be dated Jan. 1, 1884 for the hoods and misrepresentations at their command; and ing near the shaft. A father and his three sons were 
ye~ 1883. This >yill enable the donors to determin all intelligent Spiritualists understand that they will all drowned together. 
~ow much .h:umamty and._ financial liberality th~re is do the same things as disembodied spirits, until they To form some idea of the utter loneliness of a coal 
m th~ Spmt~al and. Lib~ral ranks, and we shall hav grown out of their condition.of ignorance, super- mine Ilaggefl behind the party with the lights, andre
learn If there IS suffim~nt m all the worl~ to ~ake stition, and predjudice which they took with them to mained in a cavern amid a darkness which I could 
one g:oo~, soun~, financ~al, moral, and somal smence spirit life. Hence it is not improbable that some of almost feel and a solitude which I could almost hear. 
~sso.maf:ion, or if there IS any place where a smaller the bitterest enemies of Spiritualism often gain con- What must hav been the feelings of those poor 
mstituhon can be located to advantage, or if a D. M. trol of sensitiv media to communicate messages for fellows in rooms, or recesses, only forty feet below 
~enn~tt ft;md can b_e raised to build_ a useful institu- the express purpose of creating a prejudice against the ground, while the roar of the waters filling the 
twn ID his name, m memory of his martyrdom to the cause in the minds of mortals. mine proclaimed their own certain death ! As the 
the. cause of trut_h and justice. ~ wjsh it _understood ·Admitting the phenomenon. o! ma~erialization, it is cage was lowered, from time to time, "twenty feet 
th~t _when the ye.ar clo~es and It IS demded by ~ur not strange that malignant spmts Will pres~nt ~hem- high water," "twenty-five feet," "thirty," "forty," at 
Spmtual Leagu~ of Milwaukee that our subscrip- selvs in the names of renowned characters m history last full to the mouth! As the water rose foot by 
tions are due to some moral and social science asso- -even of myths that the teachings of priestcraft foot, each victim knowing to almost an absolute 
ciation, I inte;nd_ to put. up another _$1,000 to IIl.ake hav taught the world to worship and adore. This certainty that a few minutes more would end his 
another assomatwn for hke purposes m another state, world is full of men who put on vestments and make career on earth, what _must ~av been h~s. feelings? 
and so keep on and see if a spirit of liberality in claims of being the special agents and attorneys of Many of those men believed m the prevailmg ortho
financial gifts can be aroused that will equal the an "unknown God," and succeed in making great dox superstition, which could hav been no comfort 
Christians, and be a thousand times more useful. multitudes their dupes and followers, out of which in such ru;t hour of. horror, but rather a source of 

It should be understood that every local society they make an easy, good living. And why should keenest .misery. It IS bad enough _to grapple help
where funds are collected hav the entire charge of not the spirit world be full of the same pretenders? lessly With t~e re~ horrors of this worl~; but to 
these funds until legally given up, and full power to Their business here is to deride Spiritualism, to keep superadd the nnagmary ones of the next IS cruelty 
appropriate ~hem where they think best. ~er all the people from a fair and candid inve~tig~tion of to human natur~. . 
reports are m about the amounts collected m the its claims; and, being in _the bonds of preJudice and ~very coal nn~er earns every dollar he receives 
states or the world, reports from all sections should superstition, seeking power to keep their followers, tWice over.; and It seems to me, even a.t that rate,_ he 
be sent to headquarters in New York city, or to any they follow their bent in the spirit sphere. . shortens his life one-~h at le~st. The_ monopolists 
other place that the donors may designate. Just a wo-rd on your editorial remarks on the sub- get the benefit of his abbreVIated eXIstence. The 

People may say much of this money will be lost, ject of the Banner_ message. Y?u h~v "t?ought that many do the work of the world, the few reap the 
fooled away, or unworthily used. This may be true, if Mr. Bennett still has a conscwus Identity he would profits. W. F. JAMIESoN. 

\ 

\ 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. read thoughtfully the public journals of any one Religious freedom has no rights here. The only question. 1 

week givs the data for a reply. Chiefly through for- ~at is be~t?. Generally it will be best to allow a~ much;:: 
eign influence, imported from Germany and France, li~wus. c~oi~e to ~he prisoners or paupers as is consistent 

E :M. MA. or under the. pressure of the English rationalistic with -~sciplm; but all that is a matter of favor, not of right. 
. ODONALD, - Editor. ch A rehgwn, Protestant or Catholic," which cannofkeep its ad-

M. W. BENNETT, • Publisher. s ools, we move along with the general drift. Our her.ents from being a charge on the state has no right te coni. 

FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT. 

21 
c~tnton Place, New York. young·men fall away; our young women lose the at- plam that they are restricted in religious or any other privi. 

tributes of Christian maidenhood; it is thought ab- leges." 
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50 

PER YEAR. surd to be behind the age, to try to hold back when A part of this is eminently fair, but when the Inde-
such swarms are flying past us driven by the wind. pendent says the state must provide for "religious 

The largest and cheapest Radical J(YtlrnaJ published in ]J}urope 
or America, containing seven hundred square incM8 more reading 
matter than any other journal of its kind: 

Here, especially, is going on the disintegration and wants" it clearly misunderstands the objects for which 
decay of Protestant Christianity; men look on with the ~tate is constituted. The state may minister to 
sorrow and fear, not knowing what is to come up ~hysical, n:ental, and m!Yral needs, but it has no call to 
among the ruins. A.nd still, among us as elsewhere mterfere With the religious opinions of the inmates of 

.All. Drafts, Checks,. and Postal Orders sMuld be made payable to loud and lQ.ng swells the cry, •A. way with God, awa~ its priso_ ns._ It is necessary for the welfare of the state 
MA.RY W. BENNETT. 

01 

th t with God!' The movement of the age is to banish a a man or woman once convicted of crime be 
_ MARCH 

24
, 

1883
_ God from the world, to bring religion, with her mys- taugh~ to do bett~r, and to that end it is not tran

S~TURDA.Y, teries, her traditions, and her solemn rituals, to an scending the provmce of the state to hav teachers of 
end; _to expel~her from view as a degrading supersti- ~~rals employed.to lab?r with convicts. Especially 

The Drift of the Times. tion. A.ll the world through, men are in revolt IS It necessary With children confined in " reforma-
The last three months hav been prolific of change a~ainst God's word and law; the skeptic, the ration- to~es.:' True morality sho~ld be taught, founded on 

in religious opinions and in their expression. The alist, the Agnostic, are making prodigious efforts to sm~ntific bases, but sectanan " morality " is of no 
change has been going on gradually for years, but direct public opinion, to control the press, and to im- avail, for what the Catholic regards as wrong the 
recently various leaders of church thought hav given bue the community with their principles-honestly, Prote~tant . deems ':holly right, and vice versa. The 
voice to their doubts and convictions. The Protest- no doubt, and under the impression that Christianity morality laid down m the Bible is no morality at all. 
ant church is composed of two wings, one the retro- is a superstition, the Bible an uninspired volume, and If the examples o! that bo_ok be followed, crime would 
gressiv, or the stationary; the other the progressiv. the church a barrier to progress. They know their be rampant. If Its teaching be taken, men would be 
The former is headed by such men as Howard Cros- own mind and comprehend what they are about. moral. only as they expected reward; . Christian 
by and Rev. Morgan Dix, the latter by Beecher and And the leading advocates of. women's rights, female morality has lament~bly failed to prevent crime, and 
Newton. The recent attempt in this city to enforce suffrage, and similar projects are either in open should not be considered a moment in connection 
a Puritanical Sunday law called public attention to league with those revolutionists or ~ute when in with reforming criminals. Natural morality only will 
the position of the different religious organizations, their company." stand the test, and that only should be taught. The 
and it brought about the public acceptance by If the leading· female suffragists are Infidels, it is test. of an action is whether it will injure our neigh
Beecher of evolution as the plan of creation, the because the same intelligence that revolts against the bors or ?urselvs. If it will it is wrong. Nature's 
apostasy of Newton from the received doctrins of Bible degradation of women sees that it came about laws are mexorable, and the1·e is no shifting the bur
the Episcopal church, and led to a series of sermons through religion, and is enforced by church ritual den of sin to the shoulders of another person: The 
by Dr. Dix, • in which the old state of man's ·men- and practice. Whence do the woman suffragists ex- state has no right to say the prisoners shall go to 
tal degradation has been reaffirmed. Dix saw the pect aid and support ? From the church and relig- ch~ch, for chn:ch morality has been preve(l by cen~ 
public drifting away from the Bible and the church ious people? By no means. From the' heretics tunes of expenence to be wrong. Religion has not 
and he has endeavored to bring it back. His last from. theinfidels,.who love liberty and right, andre~ kept the criminals moral while out of prison and free 
sermon was chiefly remarkable from the frank admis-. pudiate alike the barbarism of Moses and the tyr- ~0 go where th~y please;. it. cannot:make them werse · 
sion of the chaotic condition of the church and the anny of Paul. Slavery of the body has passed. ~theyare de~nvedofreligwnwhileundergoingpun
general tendency of the people to break away from Slavery of the mind is passing. As no country in Ishment. Therr o~enses are against the state; unless 
its bondage. "lsuppose," he says," that no. one can which slaves were held could build a substantial ~e state can provide a preacher of every denomina
be so blind as not to see one striking sign of the material prosperity, so no mental progress can be bon of e:e.ry religion, it m~st confin~ its mental care 
present age. However remarkable our progress, made by mental serfs. Every science has been to unreligwus mor~ teachings. ~t Is very absurd to 
however brilliant our triumphs, however marvelous foul?"ht by the church, and is to-day; a horde of lilli- s~p:J?ose that there. Is any connectiOn ~etween Ch_ris
the changes of the face of i:,he world, something else put~an churchmen are taking up arms in England tiamty and moral1ty,_ w.hen about mne~y~seven of 
impresses the thoughtful more deeply than this out- agamst Spencer and Tyndall, and Dr. Dix is crying out every one hundred _crn:~nnals_ar~ firm believers in its 
side pageantry of material and scientific advance. A that the tra~ng of "every girl should be based on dogmas, and commit sm · behevmg they can escape 
movement may be traced everywhere-a drift bear- the theology of the Incarnation," and "begin with a the moral pen~.lties by throwing it on Jesus when 
ing down men, states, and races. In general fea- profession of the Nicene Creed." But in spite of they come to di_e_. ___ ...._ ___ _ 

tures it is one and the same, observe it where you thes~ ret~ogre~si_onists, the fact still remain~ that the 
will; in force it varies, but it tends one way. The age 1? ratw~ahstw an~ not religious. Dr. Dix reads 
drift of which I spea!r is away from religion and to- the signs ai'lght, but mstead of conducing to gloom 
ward unbelief. The point toward which it tends is they are the portents of a brighter, freer, and larger 
that which large numbers hav reached, and at which future for all civilized countries. The plaintiv cry of 
even now they are organizing and aiming for appro- ·the pulpiteers that we are " drifting from God " will 
priate deeds-the point at which man. rids .himself not stop the onward movement. If it is necessary to 
of the last vestiges of faith in God or love or fear of drift from God in order to advance, then God must 
God, and seeks to erase the name of God from the be left behind, for the great world is bound to go on. 
page of human knowledge and to banish God finally It cannot stand still. _Stagnation in thought is men
from society and from the world." tal death. Morgan Dix should get on the same shelf 

By God Mr. Dix undoubtedly means the Jehovah with Talmage~ These two are about the only men ef 
of the Jews, but he fails to giv any reason why men not~ near New York who believe the Bible from lid 
should "loTe and fear " him. All advance has been to lid. 
made directly in the face and against the wishes of The Reformatory. 
the religionists who fear this vengeful deity. It is 
because of this brilliant advance in science and ma- Concerning the recent attempt to convert the Re-
te:tial change that the world is discarding this hypo- formatory on Blackwell's Island into a "Catholic 
thetical creator. The more men know the less they Manufacturing Company," the Independent says: 
believe. In the times Mr. Dix bewails men knew "We hav a word to say on the principle involved in the 

effort making to open the House of Refuge, a chartered insti-
little, and consequently believed the more.· The tution, on Randall's Island, to which the courts often commit 
Western races, in their childhood days, were as cred- juven~l offenders, to unlimited Roman Catholic religious in
ulous as the orientals. It is not to be regretted that structwn. In this institution a Protestant is chaplain· but 
they are outgrowing their early faith in the super- Catholic religious services are also provided for those' who 
natural. When belief was general; when the priest wish them. The demand is substantially that all children of 

Catholic parents be put under the special religious control" of 
was the only teacher, and fossils like Dr. Dix formed Catholic priests. This involves a question of religion and 
the people's thoughts, there was no material prog-- the state.' not always clearly considered. The state, as such, 
ress. The dark ages of the Western world was the has no rrght to interfere at all, by instruction or otherwise 
age of faith in the Jewish God, and in the church as w~th re~g~on. It does not teach religion, has nothing to d~ 
th_e ag_ent of his will. Luther broke the fatal spell With religion, can only grant full religious liberty. But there 

h are certain classes whom the state does not treat as citizens 
Wit his declaration of the right of private judgment but toward whom it must.for the time assume the place of ~ 
concerning the book-idol, and the grand work has parent. It must support and provide for its army and navy 
been carried on by heretics ever since. He loosed a an~ equall_r for its criminals and paupers. It has to suppl; 
might.y force, one of which he had no conception, therr physical, mental, and religious wants. The state ordi
and made possible the science of to-day. He did narily has no right to say when a citizen shall eat bread and 

when he shall eat potatoes; but it has a right to say what 
not intend it, but he started this growth from God. those for whom it is compelled to provide food shall eat. so 

Continuing this admission against himself, Dr. Dix it has no right to say where the ordinary citizen shall go to 
said further, after specifying what he called "the church; but, if it thinks it is best for its prisoners and pan
portentous signs" in Germany, France, and England: pers ~0 go· to church, it has a right to say where they shall go. 
"And what shall be said of our own country? To ~this the state's opinion is final and is controled only by its 

JUdgment of what is be~t for those it supports, on the whole. 

The Rev. Joseph Cook. 
The teachings of Paul are the basis of the Prote~t

ant church, and the example he set of lying has been 
closely followed by it to this day. There is some
thing about Christianity that makes it very hard for 
believers to treat unbelievers fairly or even decently. 
It seems impossible for a Christian to tell the truth 
about an Infidel. At his Monday lectureship in Tre
mont Temple, March 5th, Cook resumed his abuse of 
Mr. Bennett in the following language as printed in 
the Christian Advocate and Independent : 

"As we separate from this .,study of a movement which has,. 
perhaps, 290 or 300 small societies to represent it, and scat
tered over both N:orth ':lnd South India, let us notice the op
ponents and rivals it has had. They are chiefly of late the 
Theosophists of Bombay. Their creed is a singular com
pound of Hindoo occult science· with occidental forms o:f 
Spiritism, Materialism, and Atheism. It is vehemently anti
christian at every point. They are led by two American' ad
venturers-Colonel Olcott a:nd Madam Blavatsky. When I 
was in Bombay there came to that city an American Infidel, 
only recently imprisoned at Albany for infamous crime. He 
was the editor of perhaps the foremoat Infidel newspaper rag 
of this continent-a sheet which I hope very :t:ew of you ever 
see, and which deserves to be handled only with the tongs. 
This man was on trial a few years ago for distributing infa
mous literature through the mails, and, under our righteous 
American enactments concerning the subject, was sent to the 
Albany penitentiary for several months. I saw him on his 
trial in the court-room in the post-office building in New York 
city; and when he came to Bombay he at once attacked your 
humble lecturer, asserting that I had been one of his foremost 
persecutors. He was received with open arms by the The
osophists, put on their platforms, and furnished with the 
very best opportunities to attack Christianity in all its aspects. 
These Theosophists are boasting that they had drawn hun
dreds of pupils out of the missionary schools. All their doc
uments show that one of their foremost objects is to injure 
the progress of Christian missions. As the public of India. 
was not acquainted with American vulgar Infidelity, I thought 
it my duty to expose the career of this jail-bird, and I did so; 
whereupon, of course, he and his friends came down upon 
me in great wrath. They sent to this country a number of 
lying telegraphic dispatches, by which I see the .Common
wealth of this city and several other papers hav been misled. 
It was said, I believe, that I was driven out of Bombay, all of 
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which is utter falsehood. The man came _to one of my last say that it is purity itself compared to the Bible. Mr. on all the tones that "Mr. Cook was coming from America, 
lectures, carrying under his coat a horsewhip, which he did Bennett was not tried for the book, but the real ani- and that now wo11.ld Theosophy go to the dogs, arid Chris
not use. [Laughter.] He obtained almost no hearing in · tianity become the religion of India," etc., etc., now mourn
Bombay. I was assured that he drew several hundred pupils mus of the prosecution was seen in the district attor- fully explain to the people that poor Mr. Cook suffers from a 
out of missionary schools in Ceylon. For several days he was ney's holding up THE TRUTH SEEKER and "An Open sore throat, and therefore goes away without lecturing as he had 
on the same Ship with me; but he had a position on the front Letter to Jesus Christ," to prejudice the jury. The intended to. It is extraordinary the effect one humble pam
of the vessel, and our paths never crossed. I- hav heard of Theosophists of Bombay were well acquainted with phlet can sometimes produce. 
his smiting his hand upon the table with a rage that almost· these facts, and felt, as did the thousands of New And to thirik that this great American apostle was intro-

- caus~d the plates to drop upon the :fl.oor, when some one as- duced to our schoolboys as "This gentleman who has come 
serted that Providence would watch over the ship in a storm, York's citizens who.welcomed him back from prison, from the far, far West, moved by the purely philanthropic 
and expressed the hope that God would bring us safely to that in honoring Mr. Bennett they were honoring spirit of doing good to you, and at ari. enormous sacri:fice and 
port. "Why, do you believe in a personal God?" he would themselvs by showing their love of liberty and de- expense to himself." Yes, he goes to Ceylon, but only to be 
excl"I·m "That superstr"tr"on ought to b _,_. t f'th T di dr"sappointed, I am afraid, as these' pamrJhlets must hav pre-" · · e llliven ou o e testation of religious crime. hey · d not send any 
head of every sensible man." He was everywhere in a rage l l h ceded him, and· our Singhalese brothers are not likely to go to 

te egraph1"c di"spatP.hes ving or otherwise to t is sleep ov"ilr them. Yours fraternally, S. R., F. T. S. when any man expressed any faith in God or in Christianity. . J · ' .; - ' -

t J C k t dr. t f B b b Tinnevelly, March 22, 1882. 
This man obtained little hearing in Japan, if any. I heard coun ry. o oo was no 1ven ou o om ay Y 
of his great disappointments in San Francisco; but, neverthe- force, yet public opinion was such that he felt it bet- The statement that Mr. Bennett got in a mge when 
less, in every city he went he was received with open arms ter for his reputation to go where no one knew him. anyone asserted the existence of a personal "God" 
by Small Coterl·es of Ather"str"c 0 s · ·t· t" · 1 d b is so supremely foolish that it may be passed without r pm rs 10 crrc es, an Y The following card, circulated at his last meeting at 
.those uneasy classe~ represented by Bradlaughism in Great · comment. It is only one of Cook's ways of lying. 
Britain, andlngersollism in this country-classes like crooked Bombay, shows the estimation in which the nativ Mr. Bennett delivered ten lectures in Ceylon, one 
sticks, so far from straight that, they cannot lie still. [Laugh- public held his labors: of which was attended by three thousand people, an-
ter.] I found these people in various parts of the world read- " The nativ public of Bombay take this opportunity to other by -two thousand; and so on, and his lectures 
ing almost the same literature and feeding themselvs with thank Mr. Joseph Cook for the troubl~ he has taken to come were translated into Singhalese. We never heard 
the same atrociously unfair intellectual discussions. Iiishop to Bombay and preach Christianity to the· English-speaking that any of Cook's were. When leaving Mr. Bennett 
Huntington has said, lately, we need not greatly fear any nativs· and European residents of this great city. But at the was given a vote of thanks, an ode was composed in 
skeptical movement that we cannot intellectually respect. same time they think it proper to inform the reverend gentle- his honor by two young priests, and the following 
For that reason I do not fear that vulgar In:fidelity deserves man that he should not leave them with thll idea that his elo- testimonial written and sent to him at Galle: 
large discussion before such an assembly as this. Neverthe- quent but flimsy, unargumentativ, and merely rhetorical lee
less, around the whole world I found -this one man received tures hav produced any impression whatsoever on their 
as a hero, and when he challenged me to debate all I could minds, with respect to the truth to Christianity. Many 
say was that, of course, I would not suffer the platform which flocked to his lectures merely to witness the magni:ficent ta. 
honorable gentlemen had given to me to be soiled by the un- masha [show]. Hence the large numbers of hearers he sue
repentant tracks of In:fidel jail-birds. It is no sign of discre- ceeded in obtaining. Let him and his colleagues rest assured 
tion in a defender of Christianity to.rlish into debate, of which that Christianity will never succeed in India. Nothing more 

'the object is to advertise vulgar Infidelity. _ Everywhere I need be said. "NA.TIV PuBLIC VorcE." 
declined to do it, and,-thereupon, most misleading dispatches 
were sent home concerning my position. This man; editor. When Cook s~ys :Mr. Bennett -attended one of his 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, in New York, had not been.in Bombay lectures witha horsewhip under his coat, he simply 
a week before the leading newspaper there had to call atten~ lies. Mr. Bennett never thought of personally chas
tion to the circulation of printed documents, promising that tising the blackguard, however richly he deserved a 
infamous literature would be sold to the young, if they would horsewhipping. Coo_ k says "He [Mr. Bennett J ob
call at a certain street and number. The appearance of- ad
vertisments of this atrocious moral poison at the same time tained almost no hearing in Bombay." This is an-
with the appearance of this propagandist of Infidelity was an other positiv lie, for the attendance at the meeting at 
occurrence of great significance. The Times, of India, copied which Mr. Bennett spoke in answer to Cook was lim
one of 8cribner's articles about the man. When he left prison ited only by the capacity of the building, which was 
Scribner's published an account of him, and the title of the crowded to suffocation. At the next lecture which 
article was, "The· Apotheosis of Dirt." India· thus came to 
understand the Theosophists, for they knew what the career Cook delivered he was more hissed than applauded, 
of this Infidel editor had been, and yet locked hands with him and a deputation of nativs was sent to the Theosophi

,in ostentatious public attacks on Christianity." cal headquarters to ask the founders to reply to his 

Meanness appears to hav reached its depth in J o 
Cook. Lower than he has gone slander can never de
scend. And it is perhaps fitting that his ravings should 
reach his open-mouthed public through the columns of 
a paper soiled with the dirt of a bogus mine, and an
other whose publisher's best claim to notoriety is his 
connection with a notorious adultery case. It would 
be difficult to find outside of the religious press chan
nels foul enough to print the buffoonery of this 
quack, thi1,1lunatic, who should never hav been re
l~ased from the asylum to which his own :filthy con
duct consigned him. He has indeed "become a fool" 
in glorifying the religion which supports him in his 
pestilential career. If it is necessary for the spread 
of Christianity that its chief missionary shaH be a 
blackguard, that he shan return from foreign lands 
with a report two,..thirds lies and the rest braggado
cio, then let ikbe eo:D:fined to the lands ah·eady stu: 
pefied by its poison, and to the brains of its present 
adherents. It can certainly find no narrower coffin. 
Had nqt Mr. Bennett be!ln in Bombay; Cook could 
hav returned and giveri his '(jwri: account, Un.contra-

.. C"T " 

dieted, of his visit. The truth was made known, and 
he satiates his malice with . defamation of the dead. 
Alone he would hav converted the whole of Asia. The 
religions of races were but phantoms for him to dis
solve; the learned Brallmans but schoolboys in his 
hands. We doubt if there would hav been a solitary 
Buddhist or Mohammedan left in all the E~tst if Cook 
could hav returned and recounted his exploits as he 
wanted. But his Nemesis was with him-one who 
took oare that the truth was known. The western 
world was apprised of his enormous failure, and the 
Eastis yet unconverted. His chance for self-glory is 
gone, because no one believes what he says. 

But the exposer of his vainglorious boasting is now 
still in death. His lips are speechless, and the hand 
that smote so heavily lies nerveless at his side. This 
is Cook's opportunity, and he uses it. For him the 
tomb has no sanctity, if the occupant be an Infidel. 
Why should he cease to abuse the man he hopes his 
God will torment forever? His brutal hatred finds 
vent in epithets and denunciation. There is no dan
ger ill calumniating the dead, and he tells his audi
ence in Boston what he would not dare say in Bom
bay, where the men he lies about are still living. 

As to the character of the book for selling which 
:Mr. Bennett suffered imprisonment, it is enough to 

aspersions. . In accordance with this wish Col. Olcott 
and Madam Blavatsky, in company with Captain 
Banon, who was visiting them at that time, proceeded 
on the following day to hear Mr. Cook's last lecture. 
"Their appearance at the Town Hall was greeted 
with such a thunderi"B.g and prolonged applause that 
it must hav stirred up the lecturer's guilty conscience, 
as he opened his discourse with the cowardly remark 
to the address of the nativ audience----,.reminding 
them 'of the presence of four policemen' at the door 
of the hall. It was not only in bad taste, but posi
tivly vile, since the nativs only availed themselvs of 
their legal right to applaud or hiss at their will and 
pleasure. This bad taste and utter lack of gentle
manly tact and discretion were shown by the Boston 
lecturer a day later at Poona, with a still greater 
prominence. Refused by the non-Christian nativs to 
listen to the Lord's prayer, which he insisted in forc
ing upon them, Mr. Cook wrathfully advised them to 
pray tojheir 'false gods.' Then he quarreled with 
two \!Jf the Christian missionaries present, and in
sulted the chairman, a respectable European gentle
man of Poona, the remarkable lecture coming to a 
close, to the great delight of the 'heathen' audience, 
amidst a 'general Christian row,' as the heathen edi
tor of a local paper expressed it." 

That Cook left engagements unfilled on account of 
his exposure by the Theosophical Society is shown 
by this letter printed in the Philosophic Inquirer: 

To the Joint-Recording Secretw·y of the Theosophical Society, 
My Dear Brother: The pamphlets, "The Truth About the 

Theosophical Society," came just in time. In fact, they trav
eled with Mr. J. Cook. The same train which brought the 
pamphlets brought the Boston orator to us. As I wrote to you 
last night, they were widely distributed among the people 
here. This morning, as Mr. Cook entered the Mission School, 
an innocent little school-boy hastened to hand the book to 
him. He looked at it, exclaimed " Tush !" and seemed ter
rible disconcerted. Very soon he pleaded engagements in 
Ceylon, which he said could not be put off on any account. 
This very afternoon he took the train to Tuticorin without 
even visiting the mission stations of the district which rejoice 
in-the biblical names of Nazareth, Galilee, Bethlehem, Chris
tianagaram, Mennanapuram (Gospel Town), etc., etc. No 
Jordan-pura is to be found in the number, as all these- pious 
places are desolate, sandy tracts, studded with scanty palmy
ras. His evil genius hunted him down to the railway sta
tion, where another smiling boy banded to him the same 
pamphlet as he was taking his seat in the carriage. He ex
claimed "Tush," with still more pronounced disgust, and 
dropped into his box with an air of profound vexation. The 
missionaries who, before his arrival here, kept trumpeting 

D. M. BENNETT, Dew· Si?·: Permit us to take the present 
opportunity of expressing to you our warmest thanks for the 
able lecture you delivered last night at Panadure. The im
pressiv manner in which you expressed yourself, and the fair
ness with which you treated the two systems of religion 
which formed the basis of your lecture, hav left a deep im
pression of you in the minds of the many hundreds who 
heard you last night. Notwithstanding the bickerings of a 
handful of Christians, who hav always to say something be
hind the screen, we do assure you that you carry with you a 
name which will be for a long time remembered by the Cey-
lon Buddhists. . 

We regret that your stay in Ceylon is so limited, but hope 
to see you among us once more. 

Wishing yon a safe voyage, long life, and success in the 
laudable work in which you are engaged, we beg to subscribe 
for ourselvs, and in ·behalf of the mass of Buddhists, 

Dear sir, your most obedient servants,' 
JOHN J. COURAY, JAS. FERNANDO, 
JEREMlA.s Dus, J.urms Dus, 
H. H. FERNANDO, D. P. GooNETILLEKE, 
M.P. w. GLOOREY, . D. JOHANNES, 
G. E. R. GooNEWARDANES, P. P. GooNETILLEKE, 
H. W. R. GooNEWARDANEs, J. H. GmrNNE, 
D. Dus, S. D. CoOREY, 
M. P ARERA, Lours FERNANDO. 

J. PEmas: 
Mr. Bennett did not attempt to lecture in Japan. 

He did not understand the language, and was in the 
country simply as a traveler. The meanness of say
ing he obtained little if any hearing is thus shown. 

What the "disappointment" in San Francisco was 
we are unable to even guess. He was received in a 
magnificent manner by the whole-hearted JJiberals of 
California. His tour across the continent was a tri
umphal procession, ovations awaiting him at every 
point. The "uneasy classes" are much obliged to 
Cook for pointing out the difference between them 
and him. He can lie in any position. 

If Cook thinks the literature which Infidels read is, 
so unfair, why did he not present the Christian side 
of the argument? He had opportunities extended 
to him at every place. He was challenged in Eng
land by Charles Watts and Charles Bradlaugh; in 
India by Col. Olcott, a nativ gentleman, Mr. Bennett, 
and Captain Banon, an English Christian gentleman, 
who was intensely disgusted with his overbearing 
manner. The , miserable evasion that he could not 
" advertise vulgar Infidelity" is t.he excuse of a cow
ard. His slur about Infidel jail-birds could not ap
ply to Watts, or Bradlaugh, or Banon, and its use 
referring to Mr. Bennett is the slime of the serpent. 

The insinuation that there was a connection be
tween Mr. Bennett's visit to Bombay and the appear
ance in a paper of a caution against obscene liter
ature is villainous. We do net know that the caution 
appeared-we certainly cannot take Cook's word for 
it-but if it did, it might hav referred to the Bible 
Cook had with him. That is probably the only ob
scene book to be found in India to-day, and the 
church is responsible for its introduction. 

The Theosophical Society locked hands with Mr. 
Bennett because it knew him for what he was, a 
splendid high-minded opponent of one of the most 
debasing superstitions that ever tried to fasten itself 
upon a people. The 'llheosophists saw the mission
aries debauching the morals of the people, and they 
welcomed with outstretched arms one who could help 
them enlighten the people. They honored him for 
his martyrdom, and they knew that nearly every 
word that Cook said about him was false. Whv 
should they not sustain him ? They would hav beeil 
as false to the right as the missionaries had they not. 
If Cook was not one of his foremost persecutors he 
was at least a willing abettor. We saw him at the trial 
cheek by jowl with the cur who brought the persecu
tion about, constantly aiding him with suggestions. 
That he was glad that another Infidel was put behind 
prison bars no one who knows his cruel nature can 
doubt. He is 11. shallow pretenfler, who talks loucl 
that people may uot hav time to reason on wlwt l1e 
says. He is a quack in theology, a blnnderer in sci
ence, and a mOjt unmitigated liar when talking to an 
audience. 
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Ukommnnicationp. 

Infidel Philoso])hy. 
Gutenberg, Columbus, and Galileo were the great 

scientific trinity of modern times. No other three 
men were ever born to whom we owe a greater debt 
of gratitude. The first, by the invention of the art 
of printing, furnished the means by which we were 
enabled successfully to combat the errors of the 
church. Without the art of printing, the solid writ
ers and brilliant wits of the last and present centuries 
could never hav wielded. their powerful weapons 
against the superstition and corruption of the church, 
nor against its inil.uence. 

The second, by the discovery of America, set the 
world agape and added a cubit to the intellectual 
stature of man. It made the world look greater and 
grander, and brought out a new class of thinkers. It 
expanded the mind of man and put a broad expanse 
of waters between the church executioner and his 
victim. It filled a sluggish world with a spirit of 
enterprise, and aroused it from the nightmare of 
superstition. As the mind expanded, the influence 
of the church was narrowed. Men became of too 
much importance to be burnt, and from that day 
the decline of the church has been marked and 
st,eady. As men ceased to build for the church they 
began to build for humanity. 

The third broke the backbone of the .church by 
showing that the Christian's God did not understand 
the machinery of the worlds he created. By pro
mulgating the true theory of the solar system he gave 
the lie to the teaching of an infallible church. His 
theory taught the people the foolishness of attempt
ing to drive comets from the skies by bulls, excom
munications, holy protests, fasting, and prayer. It 
made the Mosaic account of creation appear like the 
gibberish of a lunatic. It caused the dogma of the 
infallibility of the pope to burst like a .bombshell in 
hi~? own camp. It produced a new era in scientific 
investigation. It brought to man's view so many 
revolving worlds, and on so grand a scale, that it was 
evident that God must hav been overworked to turn 
them aU out and get them ready for exhibition in six 
clays. It sounded the milky way, and revealed to 
man the star-dust of which it is composed. It so in
m·eased man's vision that he sent his piercing glance 
beyond our own cluster of stars millions of trillions 
of miles into the blue ether, and descried bright and 
beautiful orbs in clusters and configurations of every 
conceivable shape and variety. Schools of science 
began to multiply-the mind of man grew bold, vig
orous, and independent; in its zeal for knowledge it 
forgot or bid defiance tu the prison and the fagot, 
and to-day the church trembles as the halls of sci
ence multiply. · 

What treatment did these mighty men receive at 
the hand of the church? Gutenberg was persecuted 
and robbed of all he possessed. Columbus was im
prisoned, and Galileo barely escaped the stake in his 
old age to pine in a prison. Gutenberg, Columbus, 
and Galileo: all hail the mighty trinity of science! 
Hosanna in the highest ! On earth peace and good 
will to men. 

Every blessing comes from the earth; none are 
rained down from heaven. All the prayers ever of
fered never brought a poor widow a peck of potatoes. 
If the wants of the poor are ever to be alleviated, 
men must turn their gaze from heaven to earth. 
Heaven· yields no fruit for the hungry, while the earth 
abounds with it. Industry and foresight are worth 
more than prayers and blind faith. If people would 
perform safe sea voyages, they must trust to stanch 
vessels and able seamen, instead of trusting to an im
aginary power to still the tempest. If our children 
are reared according to the laws of health, "God in 
his inscrutable providence" will not be likely to "nip 
the tender buds and take them to himself." It is curi
ous what a passion God shows for little, neglected, ex
posed, ragged, and half-starved children. We want to 
strive less to please God, and study more to find out 
what the welfare of man requires. The kingdom of 
heaven is too far distant to demand our immediate 
attentinn, while the kingdom of man is at hand. Let 
us build school-houses, and.· railroads, and telegraph 
lines, and fill the country with books and papers, and 
improve the condition of man, and turn our attention 
to heaven when we get there. Good clothes, healthy 
food, comfortable houses, love, charity, the fragrance 
of good deeds, are worth a thousand times more than 
the dim prospect of sitting upon a thin cloud some
time in the distant future and blowing a penny 
whistle. 

The whole Christian world shed tears over the 
death of the czar. of Russia-at once the most zealous 
Christian and the greatest despot on the footstool. 
But there is but little sympathy for the brave think
ers whose souls were fired with the love of liberty 
whom this Christian despot has doomed to slavery 
nnd death in his mining prisons, each one of whom 
id worth more to the world than all the Christian 
despots who ever lashed poor human mortals into 
obedience. 

In the village in which I liv there hav recently ing what he knew to be right, and he believed the 
been built a church and a parsonage, two of the fin- right would yet triumph. From the flourish of knife 
est buildings in the town. Not one who contributed unsheathed or the muzzle of the pistol he never 
to build these edifices, to my knowledge, has as fine quailed. · 
a residence. Some owe debts contracted for the Samuel J. May was a lifelong .Abolitionist, Human- · 
necessaries of life which they are unable to pay, and itarian, an9, Radical. In name Unitariiin, with the 
liv in houses which indicate squalor and want. This prefix "Rev.," which I think he would hav sold, it 
is t4e result of trying to do more for God, whom we being valueless to him, for a consideration as small .. 
cannot help, than for man, whom we can help. It is as that which would hav satisfied Theodore Tilton 
rewarding those who do not work with the fruits of when he offered his for sale. But, on the other hand, 
the labors of the patient toilers, showing that the had it been of great value and he could hav realized 
aristocracy of heaven is as much opposed to human from its sale, the whole would hav been used in edu
progress as the aristocracy of earth. If I am to be a eating, feeding, and clothing, not God's (no in·ever
slave, let me toil for an earthly rather than a heavenly ence), but man's poor. As compared with Garrison, 
master. He who toils for a master on earth will hav Giddings, Parker, or Phillips, his way of fighting was 
the consolation of knowing that his labor will confer the opposit. He was not always fighting wrongs, 
a favor upon somebody. · but always, in his mild and persuasiv way, advocat-

Years ago pains and penalties were visited upon ing and defending individual rights and the rights 
those who did not regularly attend church. Here is of humanity. Like Paine, he. believed in one God 
a bit of information showing the mental slavery of a and no more, and, like him also, in the "Rights of' 
hundred and :fifty years ago: "Whereas, The grand Man." And I used to think that he did not believe 
inquest for the body of the county of Suffolk hav any more than myself that God ever died, or that the 
upon their oaths presented that Gamaliel Rogers, of devil took him on a high mountain and other dan
Boston, Benjamin Loverage, and Hannah, the wife of gerous places, and literally made a fool of him; and 
Edward Saddler, hav wilfully absented themselvs I still think so. I fancy he would hav agreed ·with 
from the public worship of God, contrary to law," me in this-that a good devil anyway is better than 
etc.; "these are therefore in his majesty's name to a bad god. And, like Ingersoll, he hated the ortho
will and require you to attach the bodies of the indi- dox hell, and would.hav rejoiced with him to hav 
vi duals aforesaid, if they may be found in your pre- seen the time "when every poor woman that rocks 
cinct, and them convey. before one or more of his the cradle and sings a luUaby to her dimpled darling 
majesty's justices of the peace in said county of Suf- would not be compelled to believe that, ninety-nine 
folk, in order to their being secured to make answer chances in a hundred, she was raising· kindling-wood 
to said presentment at the adjournment of the court for hell." 
of general sessions to be holden at Boston, in said I write from memory, having no biographical 
county of Suffolk, on Monday, the 28t.h day of Janu- sketch, but think he came to this city more than 
ary next, at 9 of the clock of the forenoon of that forty years ago, and died less than ten. For a time 
dav." it was common for the orthodox clergy to call him 

This is the way men and women were induced to Infidel May. When he died the whole city was in 
attend church a hundred and fifty years ago. To-day mouming. J. VAN DENBUIWH. 
the preacher politely invites, and even entreats, you Syracuse, N. Y. 
to attend church. The organ, the· fine singing, the ---------
handshaking, and the gossip (not the mental spawn Notes from the Field.-'f.1he Linesville Celebra-
of the minister) are the main attractions. This great tion. 
change for the better has been effected by the sturdy 
blows of the Infidels. They hav beaten back the Saturday evening, Jan. ~7th, after a journey of 
foes of freedom, while the enemy has contested the over a thousand miles, I reached J.Jinesville, Pa. Here 
ground inch by inch. This leads me to administer on the following day began a four days' convention 
a merited rebuke to a certain class who claim to be and celebration of Thomas Paine's birthday. The 
Liberals, who are com,tantly tortured with anxiety opening session was held in League Hall ·and 
for fear somebody will strike a blow that will hurt. speeches were made by Judge McCormick, of Frank-/ 
These refined philosophers would hav you put on lin, Pa., Prof. Peck, of Chicago, and 0. P. Kellogg, of 
gloves and white slippers, and clothe yourself in pur- Ohio. In the evening J. E. Remsburg spoke in 
ple, and sprinkle: yourself with perfume whenever Opera Hall, where the remaining sessions of the Con
you discuss the dogmas of· the church, or allude to vention were held. 

t ·t· tt t t h th t th t f The regular address of Monday was by Dr. Me-supers I wn, or· a emp o s ow a e yranny o C . k 
1 

t" D 111r C . k . 
heaven is the main source of all the tyranny on earth.. ormw on evo _u wn. r .. .1.r.1.C OI:mw - IS a son of 
What would a regiment of such reformers amount Judge 1\llcConm?k, and his ad~Iess was a most 
to-touching the enemy only with velvet, and fur- s~holarly prod~cti?n. . Monday be~ng the ~46th an
nishing them with beds to lie on? Giv me the clang mversa.ry of Pame _s birth~ t~e evemn~ exercises were 
of battle, or run up the white flag at once and for- consema~ed to this pa~not s me~01 Y· ~- E. Rems
ever consent to be slaves. Legree had no respect for burg dehvere_d an oration on P~J:Ine, whwh was fol
George Shelby until with one well-directed blow lowed b;r bnef but eloquent tnbutes from_ Judge 
young George laid him sprawling in the dust. These McC~nmck, 0._ P. Kellogg, G. W. Bal:dwm, and 
delicate Liberals hav yet to learn that crawling on otheis. . 1 

the belly never won a victory. The more determined ~uesda~ ~ornmg Prof. Peck qav a lecture on eva
the fight the sooner the contest will be over. It was lution: 'I his lecture, _together With _that of Dr. ~c
not the petitions to King George, but the battles by Corm~ck of the previ~us day, .c?nstituted a most _m-
land and b) sea which secured our independence. terestmg and exhaustiv_ expo~Iti?n of t~e e_volutwn 

More Abolitionists. 

J H p 
0 

theory-Prof. Peck dealmg prmmpally With Its phys-
0 N E K. ical, and Dr. McCormick with its sociological aspects. 

Prof. Peck was followed by Judge McCormick with 
_an entertaining talk on Constructiv Liberalism. Mrs. 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRL'.TH SEEKER, Sir: In H. S. Lake, having arrived from Pittsburgh, addressed 
your issue of the 4th ·of November, 1882, is an inter- the meeting at night. 
esting article written by Mr. George Lynn, of Lock- On Wednesday 0. P. Kellogg and J. E. Remsburg 
port, ill., in which he givs a list of leading Abolition- spoke. In the evening Ml·s. Lake read a very able 
ists, Infidels, and others who were in activ life a gen- address in support of the Spiritualistic philosophy. 
eration or so since-men who were not afraid to bat- At the end of Mrs. Lake's discourse the hall was 
tle for individual rights and .help break the chains of cleared of chairs and a -grand· b~ll, in which nearly 
all who were fettered in mind or body, no matter one hundred couples participated, closed the celebra
whether imposed by church. or state, through rever- tion. 
end priest or misnamed legislator. The Convention was in the estimation of its friends 

There are some omissions, and I hav waited hoping a most decided success. Opening with a good at
that he or some other one would extend the list. No tendance, it grew in size and interest to the close. 
other names being added, I beg leave to place those With the exception of those made by the writer, the 
of Joshua R. Giddings and Samuel J. May. Conspic- addresses were all unexceptionably fine. Prof. Peck 
uous and never to be omitted should be that of Mr. dealt orthodoxy many a hard blow; Mrs. Lake was 
Giddings, of Ohio. The time, the place, and the part the same eloquent, earnest woman that she ever is; 
that he acted could hardly hav been filled by any Judge McCormick and his son both pleaded nobly 
other man. He was always ready, could meet any for a higher and a better life; while Kellogg, bright 
assault, could ward off the blow, and hurl back solid and genial as in years gone by, flashed forth his wit 
shot, red-hot, aimed at the vitals, and never missed and eloquence with a skill that captivated all. 
the mark. When questioned by Mr. Mason, of Vir- In addition to the regular addresses of the meet
ginia, in relation to the so-called higher Jaw, Fugitiv ing, a conference was held each day at which many 
Slave act, etc., he replied that no enactment invading entertaining little speeches were made. As being 
the natural law is of any validity whatever; and tha,t especially meritorious, I recall those made by Presi" 
any enactment which seeks to take from an innocent dent Brooks, Mr. Miller, C. S. Darron, Esq., and G. 
human being life or liberty imposes no obligation and W. Baldwin, who voiced one of the most brilliant 
confers no authority upon those who would deprive oratorical g'tlms that I hav ever heard. 
him of either. The music, too, was excellent. For Peck was there 

Such enactments possess no elements of law, but and sang as only Peck can sing. Assisting him was 
are gross usurpations of despotic power not delegated Miss Butler, of Linesville, who deftly fingered the 
to man, are criminal in themselvs, and render those organ keys. 
who enact, who sustain, and who execu_te them ac- Mr. C. B. Brooks, president of the Linesville 
cessory to crimes committed under them. League, presided. G. W. Baldwin, secretary of the 

Grander truths were never spoken. On more than League, was to a large extent the moving spirit of 
one occasion Giddings imperiled his life in advocat- the Convention. Mr. Davis; -Mr. Butler, Wm. Min-

{ 
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nely, and other members of the League were untir- therefore most emphatically necessitates proof first. 
ing in their efforts, while the ladies contributed But instead of this you persist in violating this most 
largely to its suc?ess. T~e banquet spread by them imperativ requirement of philosophic debate, sur
on W ed.nesday mght men ted and won the praise of render entirely your private judgment, and accept 
every guest. without a shadow of evidence or possibility of a 

A pleasing_little episode occurred on the third day proof, this unwarranted, illogical, mystic hypothesis 
of the Convention when Miss Brockway, of James- of a god. . 
to~, Pa., placed on exhibition a large crayon por- The truth of this assertion m~;ty be startling to 
trait of Ingersoll, the product of her artistic genius. many, but it can readily be understood by compar
The work is one of rare merit, in some respects the ing the proofs (if any), the basis and premises, the 
best portrait of the great orator that I hav yet seen. logic and consistency of the theories respectivly ad
It was purchased by the League and now adorns vacated by these new-school theologians and evolu-
their hall. tionists. 

Linesville is a quiet old octogenarian town, nestled On the one hand we see men of science like Hum-
amid the hills and pines of northwestern Pennsyl- boldt, Darwin, Tyndall, Huxley, Spencer, and Haeckel 
vania. It enjoys the reputation of being the chief enthusiastically searching within the realms of nature 
center of the most thoroughly Liberal section of the to discover the subtle and potent causes for all cos
state. The immediate cause is not far to seek. This mic existence and life. They diligently labor among 
section lies contiguous to and constitutes a part, as rocks and plants, in seas and bogs, in valleys and 
it were, of the -old hot-bed of abolitionism. Just caves, at home and in the wilds of an African desert, 
across the line lived Wade and Giddings. Year after among the mineral and vegetable products of the 
year these hills and valleys reverberated with the present and the fossils of the past, everywhere seek
notes of freedom. Here Parker Pillsbury, Abby ing and tracing, within the realms of the ·knowable, 
Kelley, Stephen Foster, and other champions of hu- the true causes producing all these manifold phenom
man liberty thu11dered forth their fiercest denuncia- ena sun·ounding us. In and on the earth and be
tiona of slavery, and proved the church a "Brother- yond it in infinitude, they find the real and true basis 
hood of Thieves." At these old abolition fires the for all the physical order and forces of natm·e. In 
torch of mental liberty was lighted and is still bur~- the laboratory they discover and develop the science 
ing. For irtany a year the Liberals of Linesville hav of chemistry, demonstrating the absence of inertia, 
celebrated the birthday of Thomas Paine, and they and that eaqh atom represents an atom of vitality 
hav announced their determination to continue to and_force, which when aggregated and variously com
hold these celebrations so long as Pennsylvania con- bined are capacitated to produce all modes of mo
tains a single bigot who refuses to do him justice. tion, fonns, growth, vegetation, and animal and 

While rendering honor to Paine, the author-hero human life. In the observatory the aided vision 
of the eighteenth century, the Convention did not soars through space, and they then discover that this 
forget to place a flower upon the new-made grave of little world is but a tiny dot among the infinit num-
the nineteenth century's author-hero, Benn:ett. ber ot other and larger worlds, suns, and sun-systems 

JoHN E. REMSBURG. -all but parts of one stupendous infinit universe, 
____ ..,____ itself so vast, so grand, as absolutely to exclude and 

Theism or Materialism.-Which Supplies the make impossible· anything exterior or superior to it; 
Proon and all connected by the various forces, permeating 

[Prof. Swing, of Chicago, recently discoursed and pervading the more subtle material, filling this 
against evolution, and the Tribune of that city edi- vast expanse of space between them. 
torially indorsed the sennon. This communication All this they see, know, and to a great extent can 
was written to that paper in reply, but was returned comprehend and analyze; and upon this grand sys
to the writer unused. We take pleasure in giving it tern ·of nature, upon this vast aggregation of reality 
to the public.l and of fact, they base their belief, and upon this 

"The right of private judgment must no more be sur- knowledge, their theories; and, conscious of the ab
rendered to the scientist than. to the theologian. What they solute invincibility of their premises, they proceed 
ask us to pelieve they must prov~ like anybody else." enthusiastically and fearlessly to fonnulate this new 

This eminently fit and pertinent admonition from great doctrin of evolution, knowing that if not at 
your editorial, entitled" Swing on Evolution," in last 'first clearly established, it at least comes far nearer 
F1·iday's Trib·nne, should well be observed by all a rational probability and a reasonable explanation 

. candid minds, but not even excepting editors and of all the various phenomena of nature than any 
preachers. If it is eminently fair that the scientist other hypothesis yet advanced. 
should establish and prove beyond doubt the new On the other hand, we behold the Theist scornfully 
hypothesis of evolution (as the church still persists denying the claims of the scientist and the possibil
in calling it), then, of course, equity and logic im- ity of nature existing independent or producing un
pose by inference like duties upon all those demand- aided any result whatever. He denies the eternity 
ing this proof, or that the proof for their own dogmas of matter and force, and repudiates the idea that 
be forthcoming as well. - these contain within themselvs. "the promis . and 

Has the ch1,uch complied with this rule of justice? potency of all life." Simply because science in com
Has it ever held sacred the right of private judgment parativly a very short time-and continually aggra
or presented anything even to prove the hypothesis vated and opposed by ecclesiasticism-has not yet 
of a God? If not, why these arbitrary demands that absolutely established the vast chain of evolution 
evolution must be absolutety demonstrated; estab- from. nebulrn to the present conditions of harmony 
lished without a shadow of a doubt; that the "miss- and beauty, and from the homogeneous to the pri
ing links" must all be supplied, and the chain of evi- mary germ; and from thence up to man, he auda
dence produced complete, etc., or it will never be ciously rejects all, and behold! with a bold, desperate 
worthy of our confidence and support?. And all this effort ignores the tangible and knowable, and leaps 
in face of the .fact that the first particle of proof, with one incredible bound from the realms of na
either direct or indirect, objectiv or subjectiv, for the ture into the fathomless vortex of nothingness, and 
being of a God, has, as yet, never been forthcoming, there-beyond the material universe, outside of all 
and never will be ! matter and force, outside of earth, sun, and star, in 

The church for centuries has found the only proof absolute dark . and incomprehensible vacuity-he 
for its doct.rins in the Bible, and naught outside of seeks and finds (in his imagination) an agent or all
it; but now comes Beecher, Swing, Thomas, Savage, potent factor, which he childishly clothes in person
and Newton-leading a host of other thoughtful ality, or at any rate invests with all the personal 
minds-and complacently " relegate to dreamland " attributes necessitating a personal organism, and 
this sole proof of a God and the doctrin of special which then, in his simplicity, he calls God, and be'
creation, and urge a world of thinking men and lieves, and asks a world of scientists to believe, that 
women not to repudiate Theism and become Natur- this creature of fancy ,possesses all-sufficient attri
alists, but to accept the hypothesis of a new god butes (1)- to exist himself uncreated and all alone 
(though an entirely different conception and abso- during the eternity of beginningless time preceding 
lutely antithetical in outline and attributes to the the supposed beginning or creativ act. (2) That he 
original, personal God of the Bible) entirely without is possessed of all~sufficient "omnipotence" to create 
proof l Evolution, though based on the immutable from nothing all the infinit number of worlds, moons, 
laws and order of in:finit nature, upon myriads of suns, and stars in boundless space. (3) That he can, 
facts not otherwise explainable, upon what we can did, and does create every individual thing-as each 
see and know, all this goes for naught, as the god in- blade of grass, flower, tree, crystal, animalcule, 
vented by Beecher, Swing & Co., bas~d only upon whale, bug, bird, wonn, snake, cow, horse, elephant, 
bald assumptions, is alone worthy our adoration. ape, and man-not alone upon our globe (which one 
And all this opposition to evolution is not so much would suppose alone would keep him terribly busy), 
on account of its insufficiency to prove all its claims, but upon countless millions of other worlds also; 
or on account of its unreasonableness, but simply and (4) who now manipulates all planets throughout 
and solely in the interest of this God, and whom, as the ·realms of space and controls the terrible flight 
Swing says, "it threatens to conceal," and whose mis- .within their orbits, even as an engineer rules and 
sian and usefulness, if evolution were established, governs his engin or a human father his offspring. 
would indeed be a sad irony and a farce. All this he believes and assumes without proof ! 

If the lesson, then, is always more emphatic when To the Theist all our knowledge of the sciences, 
consistant with our practice, it would seem that your clearly demonstrating how the various phenomena 
reference to the grave and common error of accepting are produced without the agency of a God, all this 
theories without sufficient proof should first be taken goes for naught, and he believes this matter is but 
home by yourself, the church, and all other believers inertia-dead, impotent di;rt- incapable, without 
in that hypothesis which, above all others, is the divine aid, of producing a smgle effect or -phenom
most improbable, inconceivable, and mysterious, and enon, but insists that this God, by personal efforts, 

local application, ~nd mysterious jugglery, creates 
and causes all thmgs, as a wa.tchmaker makes a 
watch, _only omitting to explain how one person, or 
one pair of hands, can do the work, apparently neces
sitating cmmtless millions. 

The Theist believes powder explodes, oranges 
grow, :fir.tl burns, medicin cures, and poison kills, not 
as a necessary result of certain physical causes in
herent in matter, but solely by suffrage of " his 
will," and without "him " inst-antaneous and uni
versal stand-still would reign supreme.' He believes 
the great all he can see and feel with his senses, all 
he can dissect and analyze with the scalpel and cru
cible, all he can infer and comprehend, is impotent 
to produce any effect whatever and goes for naught 
in the great economy of nature; bnt that an imagin
ary being outside of all, but which all sciences alike 
ignore and fail to define, a being absolutely without 
any tangibility to the loftiest human conception-that 
this something can do all the great all of nature 
cannot do. 

Everything in the universe-the grand sum-total 
of all existence-the Evolutionist claims as the basis 
for his belief. All which is left when everything is 
taken away-nothing!~ This alone is and ever can 
be the basis of the Theist's faith. All that is and 
exists is not God, but matter and force. All outside 
of all-nothing-this is God! 

And introducing a God positivly accomplishes 
nothing toward a final solution of existing problems 
and all objections urged against the self-existence of 
the universe; manifestation of order and harmony, 
adaptations of means to ends resembling desig·n, etc., 
etc., may with in:finitly greater force be hurled back 
against this God, who-to be a God and all it implies 
-of course in turn must embody within himself all 
the attributes, conditions, and capabilities we now 
behold in nature, only in a far more exalted degree; 
and behold by parity of reasoning, and according to 
the logic of Theists, all these, of course, could also 
not "" come by chance" or exist without a "creator 
or designer," but would again necesgjtate another 
God, and he another, and so on ad infinitum, again 
and again involving us in a logical anomaly so ab
surd that all extrication is impossible. It will then be 
apparent that the Theist assumes, but the Materialist 
proves all. 

The " burden of proof " for a God falls· upon the 
_Theist. To disprove the doct.rin the Atheist but de
nies, and God, or tangible evidences of such a be
ing, not being forthcoming, the latter most emphat
ically "wins the case." 

The burden of proof for the eternity and self
existence of the universe, and that matter contains 
within itself the "promis of all life," falls upon the 
Materialist, and he challenges the church to deny! 
His God is nature, magnificent, grand, and supreme; 
the world, and sun, and placid moon and all the 
countless stars. To this he points, and behold! the 
proof is absolute and final. 

The simple fact of material existence at the pres
ent time supplies the logical and infallible postulate 
that this existence is eternal, and never was caused 
or created. The contrary implies non-existence, an 
eternity of time previous to the supposed creativ 
act, when all was infinit vacuum, nothing, possess
ing no attributes or potencies whatever, could never 
become the cause of something, of everything; there
fore, if at any time in the beginningless past noth
ing-infinit vacuum-had been the actual condition 
of infinit space, nothing, of course, would be the 
eternal statu quo or condition of the universe forever 
and ever. 

And again, at the remotest period imaginable, the 
universe having even then an infinit eternity preced
ing it, amply sufficient to produce any or all results 
accomplished at any subsequent period-even those 
of the present day-it becomes self-evident that it 
has always presented the same grand general aspect 
as now; and consequently a first sun, world, or sys
tem not thinkable and possible, as this would again 
imply a starting point-not possible-as such a be
ginning again implies an eternity preceding it when 
it did not accomplish anything, as what it did or 
could not accomplish in an eternity, it of course could 
never accomplish at any subsequent period, and con
sequently, in such a case, not exist now. Therefore, 
while all finite things, forms, beings, and conditions 
hav a beginning, and severally exist but for a com
parativly short period and then again go back to their 
primary elements, eve1· ready to mingle with other 
matter and produce new phenomena, the general as
pect of the infinit great whole is and ever must be 
the same, and the universe-matter and force-there
fore the only true great and first cause of all cosmic 
phenomena and life. · 

In the very presence, then, of all but absolute proof 
for the eternity of nature and its capacity to evolve 
all existing fonns from its own inherent potencies, . 
and this indeed sadly " concealing" God forever out 
of sight and making him a superfluous agent-like 
a fifth wheel on a vehicle-all cavil must cease, and 
the Theist must c>.onfess that with the Bible over
t.hrown, and with it a blind faith in its teachings, all 
proof for a God vanishes and tbe idea mnst be rele
gated to realms of fable and fiction. 
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"vVhat they ask us to believe they must prove like 
anybody else." The scientist has done his utmost, 
considering the time and chance he has had and the 
pious obstacles continually in his way, and he is 
struggling nobly to complete the vast chain of evi
dence. Can the Theist say as much ? Once univer
sally indorsed, except by an isolated few, the best 
minds are now fast becoming apostate to this belief. 
A miracle now alone C{l.n save it, and unless, indeed, 
God himself descend from the skies and present him
self to us, when none so blind or obstinate as not to 
recognize or worship him. If he wants "his chil
dren " to know and worship him, let the " omnipo
tent one " himself furnish the proof. " To him all 
things are possible." Will he do it? Who expects 
or believes it? Not even the blatant Talmage or 
Cook will giv him credit for so much wisdom or 
power as to commit' this single inconvenien.ce, to be 
universally recognized as the only true God of all. 
No! they will concede that millions more will hav to 
go to eternal lakes of fire for their unbelief; for this 
their God cannot do ! 

But not one in a thousand has faith in miracles to
day, and all this but- proves that faith in a God is 
lacking and is giving way to reason and to good 
sense. The eyes of the people are being opened; 
they see they hav worshiped idols carved out for us 
by brutish ancestors thousands of years ago, and are 
now slowly but surely being "evolved" to a far 
grander, nobler, and more beautiful religion of na-
ture and humanity. OTTO -WETTSTEIN. 

Rochelle, Ill., Feb. 26, 1883. · 

CEDAR RAPIDS, Feb. 28, 1883, 
Mn. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5-$2.50 to renew 

my subscription for THE TRUTH SEiEKER and $2 50 to 
a B:mnett Memorial Hall and home for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER; and after the work shall hav been com
menced on the grand edifice, I will send you $5 
more. R. BEDNAR, 

LEMARS, March 18, 283, 
MR. EDITOR: I send inclosed $2.50 for THE TRUTH · 

SEEKER another year; $1.50Jfor the fourth volume of 
"A 'rruth Seeker Around the World," and $1 for the 
Monument Fund. Allow me here to express my ap
probation of your management of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
eapecially of your editorial in the issue of Feb. lOth. 

Yours for the broadest Liberalism and the least 
superstition, L. W. SIBLEY, 

WILLIAMSBURG, COLORADO, March 9, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3.50-$2 50 for 

my paper this year; the other dollar for the Monu
ment Fund. I would not grudge the old price. I 

, am getting more pleasure in reading THE TRUTH 
SEEKER than any other paper I read. I hav no words 
to express my sorrow of the sudden death of Mr. 
Bennett, the father of this good paper. 

L. W. WILLIAMS, 

LEETONIA, March, 5, 283. 
DEAR MRS. BENNETT: Please allow me, as an old 

subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER, from the first num
ber in Illinois to the present, to express my heart
felt sympathy for your great loss. I never met Mr. 
Bennett but once; that was at the Watkins Conven
tion last August, I shall long remember him. I am 
cheered by the able manner in which you and friend 
Macdonald conduct our noble TRUTH SEEKER. Con
sider me a life subscriber. 

In this letter find inclosed $13 for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER another year and for your books. I hav $5 
for a Bennett Hall. 

Sincerely yours, D. STRATTON. 

ZANESVILLE, March 3, 1883. 
To MY FRIENDS, Mns. M. W. BENNETT AND EuGENE 

MACD 1NALD: I herewith inclose my mite to pay for 
THE TRUTH SEEKER and the last volume of "A Truth 
Seeker Around the World." My paper is now lying 
before me ready for to-morrow'o (Sunda.y) reading, 
and is a very welcome friend, I assure you. I hav 
perused most of all our late friend's writings ever 
since his paper was published in Illinois. My libra
ry contains and is made up mostly of his writings 
and books purchased of you, which hav all been 
read. I feel that you hav nothing to fear in regard 
to the stability of THE TRUTH SEEKER. It has many 
friends, and many in the future will fall into the 
ranks. Your friend, J. BuRGEss, 

BuTTE CITY, Feb. 25, 1883, 
DEAR Mns. BENNETT: Inclosed please find $15, to 

be applied to nt'IW subscribers, and 75 cents please 
place to my credit until further advised. f 

I having lett my home in Idaho on the 13th o 
September last, and in all my rambles through Mon
tana not being able to obtain a copy of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, and being constantly on the move, I coHld 
not hav any of my TRUTH SEEKERS sent me, I did not 
near of the sad news of the death of our noble hero 
For some five weeks after that sorrow had befallen our 
Liberal ranks, in which he was the brightest star of 
Lhem all. 

• 

Accept my heartfelt sympathies in the hours of your Though our brave commanding general is gone, 
deep and sad bereavement. his gallant field marshall still holds the fort, and I 

I trust and hope that all good and faithful Liberals am pleased to note the fact that the trenchant old 
will remember the importance of remaining stead- TRUTH SEEKER is not retrograding, but really being 
fast at the helm of that noble paper which is con- '"improved in several respects. ·Its brilliant and chiv· 
stantly battling for our cause. Put my name down alric editor is certainly a host, and destined to make 
for $5 for the Bennett Monument (or hall) fund. I his mark in the expanding field of radical journalism. 
am only sorry that I am not able to make it $25. Yours, J. FRANCIS RuGGLES. 

As soon as I return from Idaho I will try to send 
you some more subscribers. A. G. PHILLIPS, 

ALDRicH, March 2, 282. 
Mns. M. W. BENNETT : Inclosed you will find $4-

$2.50 for THE TRUTH SEEKER, 50 cents for the "Ghosts," 
by R. G ... Ingersoll, and _the "Book of Chronicles of 
the Pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh," by our im
mortal D. 1\f. Bennett. You will hear from me 
again soon. Thanks to you for sending the paper 
since my subsPription expired, I do not know how 
I could get along without it, at least in this remote 
part, where there is no Liberal League and no good 
lectures to be heard--nothing but the same old stuff 
about Jesus an'l his ever-loving kindness, which 
from my youth I could not swallow. I want you to 
count me as a Liberal all over. Hoping for success 
to your valuable paper, and long and happy life to 
its supporters, I remain Yours till death, 

J. W. PARKER, 

WHEATLAND, Feb. 28, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please send me "Answers to Chris

tian Questions and Arf!'uments." I want it to an
swer the "sky-pilots." I listened to one last night, 
and he gave THE TRUTH SEEKER readers fits; said 
that they were not fit to associate with godly men 
and women, and I thought' then that I would as 
lief be in that wctrm place with TRUTH SEEKER read
ers as ip that glorious place they talk so much 
about. He gave Thomas Pa.ine fits also, and all 
other men that dl.d not believe as he did. I believe 
his Mme is McFarlin, of the Southern Methodist 
church. He said that no decent man or woman 
would read THE TRUTH SEEKER or the Boston Invest?,. 
gator. But being in God's house, we had to keep our 
mouth shut or pay a fine for disturbing God's chil-
dren. Yours truly, C. S. WILLIAMSON, 

JoRDAN,-Mar.ch 1, 1B83. 

HELEX, Jan. 15, 1883. 
MR.. EDITOR: Please find inclosed money order for 

$9, for which send THE TRUTH SEEKER for another 
year and the fourth volume of "A Truth Seeker
Around the World," and apply balance as directed. 

Allow me to express my grief at the death of Mr. 
D. M. Bennett, the most influential Liberal in the 
world, and the grandest and noblest worker that 
Freethought ever had. Thousands of friends never 
saw him, but feel his loss as though they had been 
life-long friends. 

l\'[ay THE TRUTH SEEKER liv and its influence never 
cease to d() good. It is finding its way all over the 
land, and doing good wherever it goes; and mav it 
still continue to roam in the cause of liberty and 
justice. It has become a household necessity in my 
family, and also to thousands of others. 

Very respectfully yours, BEN STANTON. 

FAIRFIELD, March, 11, 1883. 
Mns. MARY W. BENNETT: Inclosed please find $12. 

Mr. Steven Nasau sends you the following contribu
tions to 1\Ir. Bennett's monument: 8, Nasau, $1; B. W. 
Conant, $1; Joseph Pearce, $1; R. T. Baker; $1; F. 
C. Tremholm, 50 cts. 

Mr. Nasau is one of our strongest and most ener
getic workers in the cause of Liberalism. He is to
day, as he has been in the past, a great admirer of 
D. M. Bennett, and. a stanch supporter of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. No Liberal in this vicinity felt the loss that 
Liberalism had met· in the death of p. M. Bennett 
more keenly than Mr. Nasau. 

Mr. Nasau sends you his assurance that he deeply 
sympathizes with you in your affliction, and pledges 
himself to render all the supoort in his power to 
sustain the grand old TRUTH SEEKER so long as it 
continues to battle s:> openly and fearlessly and 
ably in defense of the great cause of mental liberty. 

Yours truly, R. F. 'BAKER. 
MR. EDITOR: Plea~e find inclosed $1 for Monument 

Fund. I hav erected one for our glorious old her", NEw YoRK, March 14,1883. 
D. M. Bennett, and Col. Ingersoll, too-as fine pic- ~R .EDITOR: ,, Let up." ~n 'fa~mage-he's God'~, 
tures as ever hung in any room-side by side. They so s his ;raber.nacle. Wmr:hng his l~gs ar~und b,Is 
hang overhead aud the whole family is proud of neck-usmg his hands for feet-runnmg his mouth 
them. I am p~oud of the grand old TRUTH SEEKER · back to his ears, all plea<oe the LJrd. 
Long may it liv! Didn't this being, or spirit (don't know which) 

Let the tidal wave of common sense and justice ''call·: him? has not this mystery prospered him? 
move onward till every cloud of wrong teaching is Doesn t the Lord dump a thousand dollars a month 
gone and we hav a clear Bky to work under. Come, fro~ ~.~? pockets ?f ~.ho3e _who hav bee,n "born 
you old-style Liberals, that hope for a life beyond agam;_ ~ashed w-hrte, etc.,.mto ~almage s ~and.s? 
the grave; that is my hope. But should this prove Hasn t this same Lor~ promised him a musiCal m
not to be true, then we hav this consolation: we strument, and _a white robe, as soon as he ge~s 
won't hav to sit up and grieve over it, Come, all! through ~n~ckmg twelve thousand yearly-or It 
Call yourselvs what you please, let us unite and hav knoc~s h1m · . . . . . 
one grand army for one common cause-Liberty. Isn t Tal_mage m daily _com~-um:atwn With Jeho-

- F D MYERS vah and hrs son? Then Isn't It fair to presume that 
' ' · he "works " his holy "rackets" as they bifl? 

LoNGMONT, March, 7, 1883. When Talmage "worked" the "dives," in the in-
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to say a few words in favor terest of the Lord, didn't he come out without a 

of the "Liberal Colony" scheme advertised in ·your hair of his head being harmed, while many another 
columns: man got a black eye, or had his nose spread all over 

I indorse it as an honest enterprise. It is planned his face? Didn't Talmage know his God (Jehovah) 
to render a just equivalent for the small sum ex- would be there· first, and his son with him, and they 
acted from those joining it, would protect him ? When heaven"bound pilgrims 

I know its managers, and hav no doubt they will called him a "liar," and tackled him in a church 
faithfully fulfil their part of all agreements made to court, didn't he "bounce" the lot? 
settlers. They are good men. I hav seen the land Enough, Mr. Editor; the Lord backs Talmage; 
and country in question, and from the standpoint of you had better "let up." WILLIAM W. FosTER, 
a farming experience of twenty .years in Colorado, 
can say I believe it to be all claimed for it in the 
colony circulars. 

Inclosed please find $2.50, to pay for my trip with 
you for 1883 in THE TRUTH SEEKER ship. I purpose 
remaining by you yet for many years. 

Yours truly, M. H. CoFFIN. 

BRONSON, March 7, 1883. 
Mns. BENNETT: I inclose my mite toward building 

a monument to the memory of the Horace Greeley 
of American Liberalism. Being away from home, I 
did not learn of Me. Bennett's death until several 
days subsequent to its occurrence. I think that 
every person is entitled to the possession of at least 
one superstition. Mine ·is in regard to dreams. 
Whiie in dreamland one night I had a vivid vision 
of Mr. Bennett, and, awaking in the morning, mar
veled what its significance might be. Only a few 
days thereafter came the sad news of his decease. 

Our hero's leading characteristic was his inimita
ble, whole-souled faculty of causing his patrons to 
feel that they were each and all taken into his con
fidence as equal partners and integers, with each a 
voice and vote, and entitled to be consulted in the 
management of the great Freethought movement of 
modern times. With a lavish hand did he scatter, 
thick as sands· of the ocean, the propagandist evan
gels of rationalism, which hav taken deep root in 
the liberty-loving soil of the New World; and though 
individuals may perish in the conflict, ideas cannot 
be crucified, but are destined to multiply and make 
joyful the hearts of the present and future gener
ations . 

GRAND LEDGE, March 12, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I want to tell you what I think about 

matter and things: 
I am .matter-material-and therefore why should I 

not be a Materialist ? I hav what are called six senses 
-thinking, seeing, bearing, tasting, smelling, and 
feeling. I was taught that we had only five senses. 
The most essential one left out, that is, thinking. I 
perceive that most people hav the same number of 
senses that I hav. I think these are the result of 
the organization of the body, which is matter. I 
think that all we know anything about is matter, 
material, and by the different conditions we get all 
of the forces that are. Now, there is some force in 
me. I observe it in others. There is force in the 
animals, there is force in the fowls, ·and all animal 
kind. There is force in the vegetables and in the 
minerals. In the different conditions of matter we 
discover the different forces. A bar of iron will ex
pand when it is hot, and contract when it is cold. 
Water when it freezes will expand. So we perceive 
the kinds of matter and the conditions makes all of 
the forces that are. 

Now there is a certain class of persons trying to 
teach us about God. They assert that he created 
matter out of nothing. I discover that matter is here. 
God is nowhere be to found. They say he is a spirit. 
I do not know any more about a spirit than a God. 
I think that there are many words used that cannot 
be defined. They tell us about the devil n:iade from 
a fallen angel. Now, I don't know anything about 
either of them. I hav seen the description of an 
angel that was a female with. wings, but I never got 
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acquainted with that kind of bird. Then they tell us 
about souls and ghosts, and especially the Holy 
Ghost, which is said to be the father of Christ. 

I think these words and many others cannot be 
defined. They are myths. and words without any 
meaning. They are words that are calculated to· de
ceive and mislead the people. I think if we would 
use words that we can define and understand our 
civilization would improve much faster, and we 
would be a more happy people. -

Yours, HARRISON HALBERT, 

esta~?lisll;ed character while, I presume, the editor of the Blade 
was rn hrs frocks and aprons." 

"Now, friend Hastings,- supposing the ~barge was true, 
and D. M. Bennett had brought reproach upon Freethought 
by 'filthiness,' WOjJlQ: any decent man go wholly out of his 
way to despoil the body of the vilest malefactor-a general 
cry of abhorrence and disgust wcmld greet suCh an act." 

"When D. M. Bennett died,'' says the Toledo Blade, "we 
gave him a 'cordial send-off' to his place of future abode. 
This seemed to excite the minds of sundry gentlemen who 
'describe' themselvs as 'Freethinkers,' but who are un
pleasantly free from capacity to think logically on any 
subject." . 

. BANGOR, Feb. 27, 283. Hold on a moment, Mr. Editor. I desire to inform 
EDITOR OF THE A.BLEST AND BEST LIBERAL PAPER PUB- you that I perceive that you are unpleasantly free, 

LISHED: Please excuse.so lo?g delay of. payment. In- also, from capacity of mental discrimination, though 
closed find $5, for whwh g:v me c:edit, I am away. you seem to hav capacity of mind sufficiently devel
·from home most of the t~me, seemg my paper ?ut oped to be able to comprehend the logical reason
~eldom, and ~et I am pot Isolated fro~ c?mmumon ing of my mind and the correctness of its deduc
m thought With. THE TRUTH SEEKER, With Its numer- tions, although the framing of my sentence was far 
ous and, able wnters. . from being logical. Now, then, a capacity to think 

The news of the death of our mourned editor, D. logically, and a capacity to express logical thoughts 
M. Bennett, c~me to me from one of your readers in in fine, logical sentences, are two distinct capacitit's; 
northe~n Mai~e. ~ow n;uoh I felt the blow! M_en the former is in brain organization-inherent; the 
and mmds vtill miss him-h?w greatly miss him! latter is acquired. 
However much he may be missed f-e will never ~e A.m I right, Mr. Editor. If so, please award to me 
forgotten. The grandest of freedom s monuments Is the great honor of being a reasonable (logical) Free-

. erected by the immortal Benne~t! . thinker, though I make many editorial blunders in 
Bro. F. F. Follett speaks of L1berals who dare not the construction of sentences. 

speak their .belief for fear of soc~al ostracism. The Now, in conclusion, let me urge upon the editor of 
more ostraCism I ~et~ the ~o~e L1b~ral I am, .I am the ·Blade the importance of producing good and 
a Liberal from prmmple; It IS takmg the body out sufficient evidence to sustain his inhuman charge of 
of prie.stcraft and bondage, and the masses into pres- filthiness against D. M. Bennett. Should he fail in 
ent enJoyment, higher culture, and ennobling man- his attempt, I shall let loose my "-bloodhound" 
hood.. upon his track, and run him to hole. 
. Christian prayers hav in several cases (in this sec- Respectfully, . L. M. HASTINGS. 

ply is what I call a clincher. A.s I hav lately been 
very much beset by Christians in religious discus
sions, I think it would be very bandy for me to hav 
"A.nswers to Christian Questions," by D. M. Bennett, 
so please send it to me; inclosed you will find 25 
cents for it, 

Yesterday I spent two or three hours in discussion 
with some Christians. A.s I was alone, you may de
pend I had a pretty tough time of it. A.mong them 
was a conceited and hot-headed young man, who was. 
quite confident that he knew all about it. "Evolu
tion versus Creation " was our theme. I was trying 
to show that the theory of creation was a mathe
matical absurdity-thus : "twice two are four " is a 
mathematical truth, while " twice two are five" is an 
nntruth; yet it harmonizes with the argument of 
creation, for it is making something out of nothing. 
Reason, science, and mathematics demonstrate to us 
that twice nothing always will be nothing, but fhe 
theory of creation asserts that twice nothing is one, 
and "a great dale more," as an Irishman said. Now, 
this assertion is nothing more nor less than a math
ematical absurdity. I had great difficulty in stating 
these truths, fvr my young friend kept constantly 
interrupting me by demanding that I should prove 
every sentence that I uttered. "Prove it! prove it!" 
was his cry. Now, proof is a thing that I do admire, 
but when he wanted me to prove th'at Paine or 
Washington ever existed, or that anything existed, 
I thought his demand rather uncalled for, for they 
were self-evident truths, and truths that no one 
questioned or denied, He wanted to know," If man 
was not created, then where did he come from?" I 
talked evolution to him, but he would not let me 
proceed with a sentence but he must hav proof. 
" What was man made of?" he asked. "Dirt, Ire-tion) been returned unanswered, and yet they say 

prayers are all answered. I like "sticktuitivness," 
but I am at times forced to say, with Puck, "What 

HOUTZDALE SENSATION,-THE DEVIL AMONG THE SAINTS. plied,. "Prove it!'-' be demanded, When I tried to 

fools these mortals be!" F. F. PHILLIPS. 
OscEoLA MILLS. comply with his demands he would interrupt me by 

MR. Em'IoR: Last Sunday (4th in st.) the devil, or exclaiming, "Now I hav caught you-ha, ha I now I 
that old serpent called Satan, was let loose fot a hav caught· you." I soon perceived that it wa.s use-

. EASTMANVILLE, March 6, 1882. season, and started a lively rampage in the Houtz- lesl!! to proceed any furthet' with our discussion, un-
DEAR MRs. BENNET!': I hav thought every week dale, Pa., M. E. church during the session of Sunday- less I adopted his own style of tactics. "My young 

since your noble husband's death that I would write school. ' friend," I said, "if your object in discussing with 
a short letter, letting you know there is at least one A. Mr. Rhoads, follower of the meek and lowly Je- me is simply a desire to trip me up in my words
family-consisting of myself and wife and the good sus, was elected superintendent of the school at a to play a sort of catch game--that is, to 'catch' me, 
wife's good sister-who often, yes, da,ily, and I might previous meeting, but perhaps for the reason that he as you say; if your object is not a sincere de~ ire to 
say at almost every meal time, hav some words of is an M.D. the supreme court, or conference of the discover the truth and nothing but the truth, then 
sympathy for you, and expression of sadness-deep churcl,J., refused to indorse his election, and ordered I must say your object is a most contemptible one. 
sadness-for the loss of our dear Brother Bennett, a new ballot to be taken, which resulted as before. Now, to show you the difficulty and embarrassment 
When I read the many kind and sympathetic letters The good pastor, however, refused to count the doc- you will experience in proving or disproving un
to you, I sometimes think it is no use for me to tor's votes, or, in other words, counted the Escula- questioned facts in the way that you demand of me, 
try to say one word; my feelings hav all been ex- pian out of the ring. just proceed to prove that you are a man and not a 
pressed in kinder and in. better language than I can During the week the Lord inspired the good pas- horse." He hemmed and hawed, and looked very 
possibly use. But one thing I must say, I cann<tt, tor of the :flock to call a meeting of the "board," much embarrassed. "Go ahead;'' I said; "why do 
even to this evening, r..ead the funeral obsequies ~f before which he ardently and earnestly protested you hesitate?" "Why," said he, "I know that I am 
our brother without my whole frame quivering, my against the confirmation of the aforesaid Dr. Rhoads. not a horse, and everybody knows it." "Hold on!" 
throat choking full, and my eyes pressed to over~ The board of trustees was "packed," and after due I said; "no dodging. I want you to prove it.." A.s 
:flowing with hot tears; and this remind-s me of the deliberation a Christian police force, to be com- he was trapped in his own trap, he declined to prove 
letter from Brother Syphers. That I tried to read to manded by a constable, was appointed to look after himself a man. Then I tried to show him the silli
a Liberal friend who is stopping with us to-night. I' the aforesaid doctor should he attempt to dish out ness of wasting our time in quibbling about self
thought I could read thali letter through to my friend catechism to the young sinners of Houtzdale. evident facts, or proving truths that no one denies. 
and not show any perceptible emotion. I read very Sunday came, with wind and snow-fit omens of A.fter this he was not quite so rampant; still he ven
well through the sentence, "Sleep,- my brother,. in the godly storm brewing in the halls and galleries tured to ask me where my style of views would lead 
Greenwood, sleep," although I felt the pre>~sure of the great Wesleyan God-house. Wicked world- me to, or what benefit they would confer to the 
coming; but when I got to the sentence, "Farewell, lings, having heard of the expected battle of the world. I told him that I had faith and confidence 
my brother, a long, a long farewell," I was obliged saints, crowded the sanctuary to overflowing, Pas- that reason, science, and truth ever hav and ever 
to succumb. tor Wilson called the assembly to order, offered a will confer to the world the greatest possible bene-

Don't think for a moment that ours is the only short, off-h{1nd prayer as a fit introductory to the fit, and that they hav proved tenfold greater bless
family that sympathizes with you in the loss of the coming storm, and seated himself behind the pulpit. ings to mankind than Christianity; and that our 
husband and brother. There are scores of persons, Dr. Rhoads then rang his little bell, and was ei.bout glorious liberties, which we brag so much about,, we 
and the more intelligent ones they are, who feel to commence the exercises when Shepherd Wilson hav to thank rationalism for; and that I was not 
deeply the departure of that noble one. . arose and declared in the name of the Lord that afraid to follow the light of reason and science, or 

We hav .taken .THE TRUTH SEEKER for nearly four Rhoads had no business there and must retire. the star of truth, even though they seemed to lead 
years, and we in t.end to continue on as long as we A.t this iuncture the doctor curtly intimated to the to the very gates of hell itself. "Ob, yes," it is all 
can pay for it, and we hope we can get some others beloved parson that he had better sit down and sheet very well to talk, but what good did it do for Thomas 
to take it also. We think the paper is in good hands, his jib, whereupon Mr. Harpster, the Lord's musi- Paine? Just see how the poor wretch died!" "Well, 
I like Eugene very much. I remember he is willing to cian, boldly struck his organ keys to the tune of how did he die?" I asked. "Why, he died a most 
"fight for another's right to differ with him." Still, "Hold the Fort," in which he was vocally joined by horrible death. He kept crying, '0 God; llav mercy 
aga!n, we feel glad to think we can spare a small the youthful sinners of the town. Then arose Shep- on me! 0 God, save my poor soul!' Then he would 
amount to help erect a fitting monument to the mem- herd Wilson, of the Lord's fold, calling on the police murmur, 'But there is no God; I hav no soul.''' I 
oryofonewhohasdonesomuchtoscatterFreethought to do their duty in the name of Jehovah and the asked him where he got his information. He said 
and to expose that greatest of earth's frauds-Chris- A.merican Congress, but the godly guardians of law his authority was good and could not be disputed. 
tianity. Please accept $5 for the Monument Fund and order couldn't see the point. Just then, Mr. "Then," said I, "from what you say we would judge 
from Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. A.migh. And now, may Lindsey, a humble follower of Christ, attempted to that Paine did not believe in a God." "Certainly 
the kindest of earth's best blessings ever be your lock the organ, but with a gentle punch of his fist, he did not," my friend said. I asked him what he 
lut. GEO. W. A.MIGH. Mr. Harpster told the intruder to "get down and thought Paine's religious views were. "Why," said 

OscEOLA, March 7, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR : I thank the editor of the Blade for 

the notoriety given to my rebuke for his slander
ous pen attempting to defame the name of the 
dead, To taint the moral atmosphere surrounding 
the'life of one of the best• men that ever inhaled 
the only principle of conscious thought, can only be 
pepetrated by an inhuman monster.· 

Several friends of the Blade, and others, hav writ
ten me letters of congratulation for the manner I 
dealt with the editor and his paper. The following 
are a few extracts, verbatim: 

"I cannot forbear the offer of my hand upon your prompt 
and manly rebuke to the editor of the Blade for his incom
prehensible, wholly nnexcusable, and indecent assault upon 
the dead, D. M. Bennett." 

"The editor of the Blade, though well enough in some re
spects, has made an ass of himself by attempting to defame 
the -name of the dead." 

"I should think any one who can reason must know, i:ll 
they are capable of knowing anything, that the charge of 
filthiness against D. M. Bennett is wholly false. One of the 
books in question, for the sale of which some hav attempted 
to blacken his name, is a standard and most valuable work, 
written by a universally respected physician, who bore an 

git." Hereupon the former gentleman appealed to he, "Paine was an Infidel. He did not believe in a 
the police, who came forward in a body to suppress God, or a future life, or anything." I then inquired 
the raging tumult, when Dr. Rhoads again rang the if he had ever read Paine's "A.ge of Reason." "No, 
bell and dismissed the. school. Most of the little indeed," he said. "Well, then, my friend," I said, 
saints and sinners retired from the Lord's house ·"in order to find out how much your mind has been 
weeping and howling in a piteous manner, Satan re- abused by lying priestcraft, just read Paine's ' A.ge 
tiring also with the crowd. But the end is not yet. of Reason,' and then you will discover that Paine 
Next morning some of the brethren went to Clear- believed in a God, and also a future life." I then 
field to consult brother lawyer Murray with a view gave him a history of Paine and his belier, and also 
of settling the disturbance before a legal tribunal. of the infernal slanders that priests hav been con-
Wo~ldly sinners behold the scene believing that stantly telling about him. I told him about the re-

s th b • d b ' · d 1. ward that Ingersoll had offered to any man that 
atan, e oss o, emons, ~as een untie for a It- coulrl substantiate any;: of those slanders, and how 

tle season, and Infidels pomt to the godly menag- Dr. Prime, of the New York Observer, had under
erie as proof more strong than holy writ, that taken to do so, and how ingloriously he had failed. 

God moves in a mysterious way, 
His blunders to pGlrform, 

He gets up many an ugly breeze, 
And many a howling storm. 

Yours truly, J. W. ScoTT. 

A MISSIONARY'S EXPERIENCE. 
BELVIDERE, March 4, 1883. 

MR. EDITOR: I am very much obliged to you for 
your very able and convincing reply to the Chris
tian argument that " belief is the safest." Your re-

In short, I talked to my young friend like a father, 
and when I had got through with him I found that 
my other Christian opponents had retired. Then I 
parted with my young friend in a very friendly man
ner-indeed much more so than I thought we would 
at one stage of our discussion. · 

I hav found out by experience that it pays well to 
get hold of these young men and just talk to them
not in a way that will excite their combativness and 
a vain desire to comQ out ahead in a discussion, but 
rather in a friendly and fatherly way, that will hav 
a tendency to excite in them an earnest desire after 
truth. Yours truly, RoBERT SwAu:., 



1/!otlrq. 

Two Women. 
A grandma sits in her great arm-chair, 
Balmy sweet is the soft spring ail-_ 
Through the latticed, lilac-shadowed pane 
She looks to the orchard beyond the lane; 
And she catches the g~eam of a woman's dress, 
As It !lutters about In the wind's caress. 
"That child Is glad as the day is long-
Her lover's coming, her llfe's a song J" 

Up from the orchard's !lowery bloom 
Floats fragrance faint to the darkening room, 
Where grandma dreams till a tender grace 
And a softer light ste!Llinto her face; 
For once again she is young and fair, 

.• And twining roses in her hair. 
Once again, blithe as the lark above, 
She Is only a girl-and a girl in love I 
The years drop from their weary pain; 
She Is clasped in her lover's arms again I 
ThelMt faint glimmers or daylight die; 
Stars tremble out of the purple sky, 
Ere Dora lilts up the garden path, 
Sadly afraid of grandma's wrath. 
With rose-red cheeks and !lying hair, 
She nestle• down by the old arm-chair. 

"Grandma., Dick says, may we-may-!-" 
The faltering voice grows strangely shy. 

But grandma presses the little hand; 
"Yes, my ciearle, I understand 1 

"lie may havyou, darling I" Not all in vain 
Did grandma dream she was young again. 
She gently twists a shining curl; 
"Ah, me I the philosophy of a girl I 
"Take the world's treasures-its noblest, best
And love will outweigh all the rest." 
And through the caBement the moonlight cold 
Streams on two heads-one gray,.one gold. 

The Two Glasses. 
There sat two glasses, filled to the brim, 
On a rich man's table, rim to rim; 
One was ruddy and red as blood, 
And one as clear as the crystal !lood. 
Said the glass of wine to the pal ell brother, 
"Let us tell the tales of the past to each other. 
I ean tell of banquet and revel and mirth, 
And the proudest and grandest souls on earth 
Fell under my touch as though struck by blight, 
Where I was a king, for I ruled in might. 
From the heads or kings I hav torn the crown, 
From the bights of fame I hav hurled men down; 
I hav blasted many an honored name; 
I hav taken virtue and given shame i 
I hav tempted the youth with a sip, a taste, 
That has made his future a barren waste. 
Far greater than any king am I, 
Or than any army beneath the sky. 
I hav made the arm of the driver fail, 
And sent tile train from the Iron ran. 
I hav made good ships go down at sea, 
And the shrieks of the lost were sweet to me; 
For they said, • Behold, how great you be I 
Fame, strength, wealth, genius, before you fall, 
For your might and power are over all I' 
llo 1 ho 1 pale brother," laughed the wine, 
"Can you boast ot deeds as great as mlne?" 

Bald the water glass, " I cannot boast 
or a king dethroned or a murdered host; 
But I can tell of a heart, once sad, 
By my crystal drops made light and glad
Of thirsts I've quenched, of brows I've laved, 
Of hands I hav cooled, and souls I hav saved. 
I haT leaped through the vallBy, dashed down the 

mo11;ntain, 
Flowed In the river and played In the fountain, 
Slept in the sunshine and dropped from tile sky, 
And everywhere gladdened the landscape and eye. 
I hav eased the hot forehead of fever and pain; 
I ha~ made the parched meadows grow tertii with 

grain; 
I can tell of the. powerful wheel of the mill 
'£hat ground out !lour and turned at my will; 
I can tell of manhood debased by you 
That I lifted up and crowned anew. 
I cheer, I help, I strengthen, and aid; 
I gladden the heart of man and maid; 
I set tho chain-wine captiv free, 
And all are better tor knowing me.'' 

These are the tales they told each other
'£he glass of wine and Its paler brother
As they sat together, filled to the brim, 
On the rich man's table, rim to rim. 

The Bad Boy and His Parrot. 
From Peck's Sun. 

"You don't want to buy a good parrot, do 
you?" said the bad boy to the grocery man, as 
he put his wet mittens on the top of the stove 
to dry, and kept his back to the stove so he 
could watch the grocery man and be prepared 
for a kick, if the man should remember the 
rotten egg sign that the boy put up in front 
of the grocery last week. 

"Naw, I don't want no parrot. I had rather 
hav a fool boy around than a parrot. But 
what's the matter with your rna's parrot? I 
thought she wouldn't part with it for any
thing." 

"Well, she wouldn't, until Wednesday 
night, but now she says she will not hav him 
around, and I may hav half I can get for it. 
Ma has been away from home for a week, hav
ing a high old time in Chicago, going to the· 
aters and things, and while she was gone I 
6!ueli1i the hired girl or somebody learned the 

parrot some new things to say. A parrot that 
can only say 'Polly wants a cracker' don't 
amount to anything. What we· need now is 
new style parrots that can converse on the 
topics of the day, and say things original. 
Well, when rna got back I gttes''s her conscience 
hurt her for the way she had been carrying on 
in Chicago, and so when she heard the base
ment of the church was being frescoed she 
invited the committee to hold the Wednesday 
evening prayer meeting at our house. First, 
there were four people came, and rna a·sked 
pa to stay to make up a quorum, and pa said 
seeing he had two pair, he guessed he would 
stay in, and if rna would deal him a queen he 
would hav a full hand. I don't know what pa 
meant, but he plays draw poker sometimes. 
Anyway, there was eleven people came, in
cluding the minister, and after they had talked 
about neighbors a spell, and rna had shown 
the women a new tidy she had worked for the 
heathen, with a motto on it whi<)h pa had 
taught her,' A contrite heart beats a bob-tailed 
flush,' and pa had talked to the men about a 
religious silver mine he was selling stock in, 
which he advised them as a friend to buy for 
the glory of the chnrch, they all went in the 
back parlor and tha minister lell in prayer. 
He got down on his knees right under the 
parrot's cage, and you'd a dide to see Polly 
hang on to the wires of the cage with one foot 
and drop an apple core on the minister's head. 
Ma shook her handkerchief at Polly, and 
looked sassy, and Polly got up on the perch 
and as the minister got warned up, and began 
to raise the roof, Polly said, 'Oh, dry up.' The 
minister had his eyes shut, but he opened one 
of them a .little and looked at pa. Pa was 
tickled at the parrot, but when the minister 
looked at pa, as though it was him that was 
making irreverent remarks, pa was mad. The 
minister got to the 'Amen' and Polly shook 
hisself and said, 'What you giving us?' and the 
minister got up and brushed the bird seed 'off 
his knees, and he looked mad. I thought rna 
would sink with mortification, and I was sit
ting on a· piano stool, looking as pious as a 
Sunday-school superintendent the Sunday be
fore he skips out with the bank funds, and 
rna looked at me as though she thought it was 
me that had been tampering with the parrot. 
Gosh, I never said a word to that parrot, and 
I can prove it by my chum. Well, the minis
ter asked one of the sisters if she wouldn't 
pray, and she wasn't engaged, so she said 
with pleasure, and she kneeled down, but she 
corked herself, cause she got one knee on a 
cast iron dumb bell that I had been practicing 
with. She said '0 my,' in a disgusted sort of 
way, and then she began to pray for the refor
mation of the youth of the land, and asked 
for the spirit to descend on the household, 
and particularly on the boy that was such a 
care and anxiety to his parents, and just then 
Polly said, 'Oh, pull down your vest.' Well, 
you'd a dide to see that woman look at me. 
The parrot cage was partly behind the window 
curtain, and they couldn't see it, and she 
thought it was me. She looked at me as 
though she was wondering why she didn't hit 
me with a poker, but she went (lll, and Polly 
said, 'Wipe off your chin,' and then the lady 
got through and got up, and told rna it .must 
be a great trial to hav an idiotic child, and 
then rna she was mad and said it wasn't half 
so bad as it was to be a kleptomaniac, and 
then the woman got up and said she wouldn't 
stay any longer, and pa said to me to take that 
parrot out doors, and that seemed to make 
them all good-natured again. Ma said to take 
the parrot and giv it to the poor. I took the 
cage and pointed my finger at the parrot and 
it looked at the woman and said, 'Old cata
maran,' and the woman tried to look pious 
and resigned, but she couldn't. As I was go· 
ing out the door the parrot ruffed up his 
feathers and said, 'Dammit set 'em up,' and I 
hurried out with the cage for fear he would 
say something bad, and the folks all held up 
their hands and said it was scandalous. Say, 
I wonder if a parrot can go to hell with the 
rest of the community. Well, I put the par
rot in the wood-shed, and after they had their 
innings, except pa, who acted as umpire, the 
meeting broke up, and rna says it's the last 
time she will hav that gang at her house." 

The New Litany. 
Dr. D-x: Wives, obey your husbands, 

drunk or sober. 
Dr. C-y: Let solemnity pervade our thea

ters; exterminate the sinful dancing women, 
and may every line of the play convey to the 
perishing souls present a great moral or some 
useful scientific fact. 

Dr. D-x: And put women back in the 
kitchen and nurser-y, the place I hav ordered 
for her. 

Dr. C-y: Let the performance commence 
with prayer and end with the doxology, 

Dr. D-x: :Restore the holy days or cob
webs, and let us lie down and repose in the 
blessed dust of ages. 

Dr. 0-y: Put all the theaters under the 
management of broken-down pre~tchers who 
hav failed to draw and hav also been unable 
to account for trust funds committed to their 
charge. 

Dr. D-x: Restore in good time the In
quisition and let all would-be Joans of Arc be 
burnt. 

Dr. C-y: Hasten the time when rio play 
shall be played till it receives the sanction of 
the Synod and the General Conference. 

Dr. D-x: Teach all our women to be Mar
thas "cuJ:ll:bered with much sei:ving" of skil· 
lets and wash-tubs. 

Dr. C-y: Let the people take their amuse
ments as they do their medicins-soberly, 
sadly, seriously, solemnly, and sedately, and 
with wry faces, thinking intently on their 
latter ends. And let me write all the people's 
plays and secure royalty therefor. 

Dr. D-x: Hasten the time when the amount 
of knowledge taught to our women shall be 
limited by law. 

Dr. C-y: Sanction no clowri or any stage, 
save Dr. Talmage and others like unto him. 

Dr. D-x: And teach the women that it is 
their place to be inferior to man. 

Dr. C-y: Shut the mouths and padlock 
fast the jaw,s of these men of sin, Bartley 
Campbell, Bronson Howard, and Fred. Mars· 
den, who lead the people a~tray with their 
plays. 

Dr. D----:x: And may both of us venerable 
and curious 'fossils of the Dark Ages be 
blessed in our work of sweeping the Atlantic 
ocean out of our respectiv houses. 

Dr. C-y: Abolish the opera. 
Dr. D-x: And the female colleges. 
Dr. C-y: Put steeples on the play-houses 

and lock the audiences within, that a Kimball 
shall go through them until not a cent of un
holy cash be left in their poc'kets. 

Dr. D-x: And let me write the plays for 
the people. 

Dr. C-y: And J:tire audiences at a dollar a 
head to come and see them. 

Book Notices. 
From the JJ!ilan, 0., Re?>iew. 

"Answers to Christian Questions and Argu
ments," by D. M. Bennett-a work of 150 
pages-consists of answers to questions pro
pounded to Mr. Bennett after his return from 
around the world, and shortly before his 
death. It is brimful of solid facts. He shows 
very conclusivly that Christianity is not are
ligion given from God, but that it is. merely 
copied from paganism. He makes it very 
clear that there never existed any such per· 
sonage as Jesus, as shown us by theologians, 
though he does not deny that there may hav 
been a man by that name. He thinks, how
ever, that the story is boirowed from the 
Egyptian and Indian mythologies, and pro
duces facts to sustain his position. He also 
makes plain that the New Testament-in fact, 
the whole Bible--cannot be relied on, because 
of its erroneous statements. The manner in 
which it was compiled makes it still more un
trustworthy, an!l it is doubtful to the intelli
gent mind whether the books, Matthew, Mark, 
Luke, and John, are any more genuin than 
those rejected by the compilers. It seems 
queer that so many human beings should base 
their hope of a future existence upon so flimsy 
a structure as Christianity, borrowed as it is 
from former superstitions-a religion th11t is 
so contrary to science and naturall!IW, ~tnd so 
full of childish ideas and notions. We won
der how long before Christians will realize it. 
But still, if they are taught not to reason (for, 
according to their religion, it is an unpardon
able sin), and do not allow themselvs to study 
into the origin of their cherished belief, it 
cannot be otherwise. We think this work 
should be in the hand of every lover of truth. 

From the San Francisco Universe. 

"The Golden Throne," a romance by Sam
uel P. Putnam, is a literary work in which 
fact and fiction are admirably blended, and 
the philosophy of Free thought is sought to be 
inculcated in alliance with romantic events. 
·The situations are startling enough to gratify 
the most inveterate novel reader, while the 
philosophy is sure to please the mental de
sires of the most radical. The fate of little 
" Pete," thrilling in some of its episodes, is 
well told, and the chase of the gallant ship 
"Albatross" in the wake of the '~Betsy Jane" 
-with the marvelous rescue of "Pete," now 
a wealthy and beautiful young lady abducted 
by an orthodox villain named Gooch-are, to 
a certain degree, worthy of Jules Verne. The 
pen-portraits of Blanche, the heroin, and of 
Charles Morton, who falls in love with her, 
are well drawn. In the characters of "Burn· 

ham" and "Lorena," the imagination has full 
scope; and "Captain Furgeson," "Dr. Mac
kenna," and other personages will interest 
the reader. The real personages in the work, 
such as Ingersoll, George Eliot, and the mod
ern scientists, are cleverly brought into requi
sition and serve an admirable purpose. We 
hav in "Golden Throne " several assumed 
Qharacters who were ministers of the Chris
tian religion, but who are now Freethinkers, 
and it is probable that the models in real life 
are now conspicuous names in the Free
thought ranks. Their mal;lly and noble strug
gles to free themselvs from the servitude and 
environments of orthodoxy and come out into 
the full light is told in a heartfelt way. The 
author of the roman<te tells us in the preface 
that "Golden Throne" is written with a pur
pose, and its pages well define that . purpose · 
in -inculcating the triumph of scienc·e and rea
son over the supernatural. The religious 
hypocrits outlined in the work,_ are marked 
characters. The scene of the romance is laid 
in California, and this city shines in all the 
garb of poetic splendor. The literary style is 
in many passages lofty, and fine specimens of 
prose-poetry are often read, while-we regret 
to say-there are many, very many, dialect 
expressions which ar.e exceedingly offensiv to 
the refined. The author deals with pioneer 
characters, and no doubt wishes to be true to 
nature-that is, human nature; but in a ro
mance, and what we will in this instance term 
the romilnee literature of Freethought, such 
unsightly expressions are not permissible by 
any rule of literary taste, excepting in such 
vernacular writers as Bret Harte, Mark Twain, 
and Josh Billings. The intelle<~tual outrages, 
and we may well term them such,- which mar 
and disfigure "The Golden Throne" are the 
only unhealthy features in this otherwise ad
inirable romance. For sale at THE TRUTH 
SEEKER office, 21 Clinton place, New York 
city. Price, $1. 

P .A.RTON'S LIFE OF VOLTAIRE. 
Read its great omitted chapter, 

Victor Ffugo's Wonderful Oration on Vol

taire. 

Translated by JAMES PARTON, In Man of March lat. 

Price, 5 cents, or in pamphlet, with the original 

French and English translation on opposit pages, 10 

<'ents per copy, or fifteen copies for $1. 

Address T. C. LELAND, 
4tl2 744 Broadway, New York. 

C,trrespondencc Solicited. 
A Truth Beeker, 32 years of age, whose voca.tion is 

farming, wishes to correspond with a lady of Liberal 
views, with a view to matrimony. One w!lllng to 
come to a new country ·and help him build up a. 
home. All letters answered. Address, 

NATHANIEL WALES, 
3tll Box 88, Delta, Delta Co., Colorado. 

Correspondence Wanted 
A gentleman wishes to correspond with the oppo 

sit sex, with a view to mutual acquaintance and 
ultimately life companionship. 

4tll 

Address, 
"EARNEST" 

TRUTH BEEKER omce. 

JUST PUBLISHED I 
A nf w Libe••al Song Book, entitled, 

Songs of the Morning, 
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED. 

By CALEB S. WEEKS. 
IN2'WO VOLUMES. EACHVOLUME COMPLETE 

IN ITSELF. 
Vol. I. Original, inclUding Responses to Old Hymns, 

and Old Hymns in Responding Versions. 
Vol. II. Selections. 

THE FIRST VOLUME-ORIGINAL SONGS--NOW READY. 
It Is gotten up in excellent style, on good thick 

paper, from large, new type. It contains an alpha
betical index of Song titles; another of first linea ot 
Songs, and an index of tunes suitable for the Songs. 

The author Is well known as a Liberal Songster. 
He was one of the chief contributors to" The Truth 
Seeker .Collection.'' Ills songs hav been highly com
mended. One of our correspondents In 1877 called 
him "'£hat Wonderful American Mocking-Bird, who 
sings us the ol<l songs with variations, and all ths 
modern improvements.'' 

The first volume consists of 212 pages, and ci>ntalns 
all of the Original Songs. The Selections may be 
published as a second volume at a future time. 

Price, cloth, $1.00. 
For sale, wholesale and retail, at the 

TRUTH SEEKER Office, 
lltf . 21 Clinton Place, N. Y. 

SKETCH OF TilE 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
CHARLES WATTS. 

BY W STEWART ROSa 

Priee 10 cents. Address, 
TilE TRUTH SEEKER. 
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STANDARD SOIE~fi'U~HJ WORKS 
Sent by rp,all on receipt or·price. 

E'Def"JJ ll'reethiTJ,ker should read them. 
Sold by D, lt[, BENNETT, 21 Clinton 

Place, New York. 

WORKS OF CHARLES DARWIN. 

~1:!:nrro~~i~~~-.-:::::.:::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::. ~ ~ 
i:~~n%::i~~~~~ro'i:' ::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::.: ~ n 
Animala and Plants under Domestication. 2 voiB.... o 00 
bnsectlvorous Plant•.... .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 OJ 

o~~~J~~e~ti'k~dbl'i~s~·ct; ::::::·:::::·~ :·:·:::·:::: l ~~ 
Fertlliz\\tion In tile Vegetaule Kmgdom.............. 2 00 
Forms of Flowers...... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . •. 1 50 
Power ot Movement In Planta .. .... .... . ... .. .. .. .. . 2 00 
Vegetable Mould, etc..... .. .. .... .. ...... .. ... .. . .. . 1 50 

1 WORKS OF PROF. THOMAS HUXLEY. r 
Man'a Place in Nature ............................... 1 25·-

~~;~ec~fff~~~~ s.r;c~:rwt~;·;.nd ',A,i;;,·l;;l;iti-'~tlv~ 1 00 

Nlhlll•m.............................. ............ 50 
A Manual of the Anatomy of Vertebrotad Anlma's. 

JSTANDARD BOOKS. 
Sold byD.U. Bennett,21 ClintonPI.,N. -r. 

-- Price. Post. 
Dickens's Parlor Album of lilustratlons......... 1 25 .14' 
Barberlne~ or, a Woman's Devotion. By Mary 

sunshl'f~ 1,!';~~~~d'i ':Pii.C'~: · ny· :ii.iiili' i.iiinei-',\i> ~ :& 
Our Red Coats and Blue Jackets. By H. Stewart, 50 .10 
Journey ot Dlscove'fi...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . 50 .08 

~~i':e·~~,!t~~~:.:..nEn~~!~Ao:~d· Oth~-~ '.A1.ir~ss: 25 
.07 

es. By George Lunt.................... .... 25 .09 
Broken Bracelet and other Poems. By Mrs. C. 

H. W. Esllng........ ........ ..... ......... 25 .08 
Fancy's Frolic; or, Chrlstm•s Stories. By Har· 

Blogi,.f'~~:tr~';Tr~;.-~a-; oi-',':IitO'tMiEiiicai· sliei.Ciieio 60 
•
09 

~ef"la~I~ib':JI~il~~:."~·wg ~~?g!e~fu ~~; 1 00 .15 
Clever Jack and Other Talos. By Anne BoW· 

man................................. ........ 75 .11 
Famous Boys, and Bow They Became Great 

Men .......................................... 1 00 .11 
Famous Stories. By .V~>rlous Authors. 2 vols.. 1 70 .22 
B•lzac's Comedie Humalne............... .. .. .. . 75 .10 
Life and Times of Sir Walter Raleigh. By M. 

A. Thomson... . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 75 .09 
The Splendid Advantages of Being a Woman. 

By Charles J. Dunphle .................. :.. 60 .10 

191 ... 
DR. FOOTE'S D(ME SERIES 

Of.Pamphlets on Original Methods 
FOR HOME. ClJ_RE. 

Old Evfs 
Croup 
Rupture 
Ph1mosis 
Neivous 
Femaie 

MADE NEW Wlthout · doclors aT 
medlcln. Away wlth glasses. 
PREVENTED and cured by an in
genious and Infallible method. 
CURE without operation. A way 
With uncomfortable trusses. 
CURE without circumcision. New, 
painless, safe, and sure. 
DEBIL~TY and allied disorders. 

-Causes and rational treatment. 
WEAKNESS, FalUng, Leucorrllcea, 
Infiarumatlon, Ulceration. 

ltach lOc. by JH.aU; or, AJllor ~(lc. 

DIME SEUES of SOCIAL and.S!XUAL SCl:El\CE 

Holv 
MARRIAGE, or "The Perfect Guo!} 
ln Wedlock," by a Christian miu
l&ter. 

lllustrated ...................................... . 2 50 Blue and Red Light. By S. Pancoast, M.D...... 50 10 
Scottish Life and Character. By E. B. Ram· Marriage 

~ :f~ Alpha 

A Manual of the Anatomy of Invertebrated Ani-
mals. Illustrated................................ 2 50 

~:lt~~~~~~~d tg8~::::::.~~~~~~~~:V.~::::::::::::::: ~ ~3 
American Addresses ............................ ; .. .. .. 1 25 

~~~sb~t':Ps~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~ 
~n~i~t:n~ c~~:,:;~j~"v --~~d 'ii:fiiiii~i)." ny"i''.' ii: 1 

50 

$ say, M.A., LL.D,, F.R.S.E., Dean of Ed!&· 
burgh .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . '75 .10 

Home Scenes During the RebelUon. By Elgg~n 
Strebor ...................................... , 

0\d Probabilities. By Josh Billing, ............ .. 
RobRoy. ByS!rWalterScott ................. .. 60 .08 

50 .08 
50 .l>S 
50 .06 

(PHYSIOLOGICAL); or I•hYEical, 
temperamental, and mag u e t 1 c 
adaptallon. 
DOCTRIN of universal sexual con
tinence; dlcusslon pro and con; by 
Dro. Foote and Winslow. 

Huxley and W. J.¥oumana.. ................... 1 50 
Introductory Primer ........ :............................ ~5 

WORKS OF PROF. JQHN TYNDALL. 
Heat r.s a Modo' f Mot! n... ........................... 2 CO 
0 Li:lOUP-d ............................................... 210 
Fragm•nt< <·f l:l lt.n e.... .. ..................... 2 50 

Glendover. A Novel. By Deane Roscoe ...... .. 
In the Cam argue. By !<mil Bowles ........... . 
How to Become a Carpenter..... . . ........... . 
Hyperlou. A Romance. By Henry Wa.dswor<ll 

Longfellow..................... ............. 5~ .06 

ou~;eH~;~ -#aa~~~~af~~m~~ ~~~ ~~~--. :~: 50 .os 
VcNl!B~g~K·s fcb!l'ta~~~~e~~ni,-h;,i,ia8.iiii'ini;;, 1~ :g 
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A Psyco-Pylslologlcal essay on sexual 
11"\ relations. Scientific in t~eatment anu LIKutanu Elect•·tct>y .................................. 1 25 

Lessuns i'l Electricity ............... .,................ 1 00 
Hours of Exerc!SR In the Alpa..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 00 
F'arllday ao a Discoverer .... ,................. ........ 1 00 
On Forms of Water.................................... 1 50 

Last Days of Pompeii. By Slr Edw .. rd Lyttn11, 
Bart ....................................... .. 

Scottlah Chiefs. MlssJanePorter .............. . 
75 .10 pure In tone. Price 25 cents. 
75 .12 BURNZ & CO, 

24 Cllnton Pluee. Kenelem Chillingly; his Adventures and Opin-
Ions ......................................... .. 

The Sketchbook of Geol'!rey Crayon, Gent ...... . 
80 .12 Small 

Radiant Heat................................ .. .. .. .. . . . 5 00 
SlxLectu•esonLight ......................... , ........ 150 
'rile a'>ove 10 voiB., 12mo ......................... Cloth, 19 75 
Banquet ntDelmonico's ........................ PaJ,er, 50 

Ivanhoe. A Romance. S'r Wait r Scott ....... . 
Peter the Whaler. Wm. H. G. King-ton ...... .. 
Erling the Bold. R M. Bellantyne .............. . 

+~ :g _$_5_t_0_$_2_0_pe_r_d-ay_a_t h_o_m_e ___ s_a_m_ ple_s_w_o-rt_h_$_5 tree. 

J.i ;~~ Address SnNSON & Co., Portland, Me. 
Belfaat Addreso.. ... .. ......................... Pa uer, 50 
Easaya on tlla Floating Matter at the Air In Relation 

Dick Ulllverly; h's Adventures and Mls•dven-
tur ~······························ ......... 75 18. to Putrefaction and Infeetlon. 12mo .... Ulotb, 

1l . WORKS OF HERBERT SPENCER. ,... 
First Prlnclfles ....................... _. ............... · 

~~~~lj;l~~ gt li;!'hifKc,~.~~~iS::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Prlnclplts of Sociology P..rts I.. II., and III. ...... 
Coremonlal Institutions: Being Part IV. cf "P,(n. 

1 50 Last of· the Mohteans. J. Fennimore Cooper... 75 .10 
The Red Eric; or, tile Whaler's Last Cruise •. 

200 
400 
4CO 
200 

Is th~lap~"1~~~~11g:6?"·j;;Iin-·scb.'tiit'~; rii>.. 75 
·
12 

Ph. D......................................... 50 .11 
Life and Letters of Madam Swetclllne. Cour.t 

Madage l:!i"c'f,'fne's"W.i-ii.ing;.-- Connt. i:ia"Fal: 
75 

.09 

Poni~1'i~~{~t~~f~g~o,~~·i~g-:Piiri ·-v: ar· ::p-;l;;cipie8 
1 25 

nMa ~i ~~,?[g~~~a·;~ii ':Piirr: i: ·or· ib.6 · :.-:P;.·~~api; • ·.;! 1 50 

:Mora:ltv." ................................ ;...... 1 23 

loux........ ........... ........... ... .. ....... 75 .08 
Memoirs of Madam Deabordes-Valmore. With 

a Selection from her Poems ........ :....... 75 .10 
Biography of Al1red de Musset. B rrit-t !'res-

ton ......................................... ~ 1 CO .12 

~~';;~~s~::~.~~~~-~~-~~~~.~·.~~~!~.~~~ -~~~~~-~~~~ ~~:.~:~:: i ~g Troubadours and Trouveres, New·and ulu. liar .. 
rlet Preston.................................. 1 00 .10 

Noctes Ambroslane. Christopher North .. .. 75 .08 PapEr, 50 
Dlscusslonaln Science. Philosophy, and MoraiB..... 2 00 u "" " u •• Extra, 85 .11 
Universal Progress......... ...... ............... ...... 2 00 
lis·aya: -Moral,Polltlt ai, aLd Esthetic................ 2 00 

Ante Bellum. Southern Life as It Was. Mary · 
Lennox...... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 50 .08 

l:loch.I S'atlrs ............... , .. .... ... .. . .. .. .. ... .. . 2 0~ Spiritual Wives. Wm. E'. Dixon................. 60 .18 
The above 14 vola., 12mo ••••••••••••••....•.••••.•••• 25 25 

Philosophy of Slyle. 12mo .......... :.Fl•xibl" Cloth, 50 
Victor Latourette. A Novel. By a Broad Ulmrcll· 

Deacrlr;~~ el1~J~~fftsfo~¥:~.r:, ~~~~\~:with Ta-
Engllsh. 
:\DC1t'Dt Americans. 
Neg• ltto and llhlayo-Poly!1eslan Races. 
Hrlc n R•cos. 

Asia t-Ic Race•· 
.North und S1"uth American Bacea. 
Ht>brews and Pllrenlcl-.na. 
fl'renc:.:. 
1>1 lc~ of !ho first Seven Parts .. . . ...•....... Each 
Part 8 .................................... .-............ .. 

WORKS OF DR. J. W. DRAPER. 
History of the Conillct between Religion and Sci-

ence. 12tno .................................... . 
Intellectual Development of Europe. 2 vols, ..... . 

WORKS OF H T. BUCKLE. 

Histon;g~xc[;;~fz;~L~r.~~J"~~~~~- ~~Ws~ "eo.ftW~';,t>~ 
""' 2 voiB., 8vo .................................. Cloth, 

Half Calf, ex tr., 
EEsays: With a Biography of the Author. 12mo. 

Cloth, 
Half Calf, extra, 

The Llfe nnd Writings of Henry Thomas Buckle. 
By Alfred Henry Buth. 8vo .................. .. 

WOUKS OF PROF. ERNST BAECKEL. 
Tile History oi Creatlonh· or, the Development of 

the Earth and Its In ablt~nts by the Action of 
Natural Causes. A Popular Exposition of the 
Doctrine of hvolutlon In general, and of that 
or Darwin. Goethe, and La1uarck In particular. 
The tranalatlon revised by Professor E. Ray 
Lankester. Illustrated with Llthogr"phlc 

The :fu~J~~~-~o~n o~ ;'l~n. 12'i:0:P~i),;i~i-- ii:xpooii.~~t~l 
the Prmclpal Points ot Human Ontogen~ and 

vreel~\'if~~renc~ !~~ ±i~~~i;li~.' "F-~~iii the ~~~: 
W.a~: s:Wi~~~~~~:~.~~~-~~~~- ~-~ .:: .~:. ~~T~~&: 

WORKS OF PROF. W. E. B. LECKY. 
History of the Rise and Influence of the Spirit of 

Hatlonallsm. In Eurc pe. 2 vols., small 8vo 
.Cloth, 

Half Calf, extra 
History of -Eu ooean Morals from Augustus to Char

lemagne. 2 vola., 12mo ••••••• ':iiB.ir' ·t;~ii," ·~it~; 
The Leaders of Public Opinion In Ireland: Swift, 

man .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 50 .09 
Modern Diabolism. M.J. Williamson............ 50 .11 
The Golden Tress. Transla· ed fH>Dl the }'rench 

Janet~t~o~~~:~~~.~~~.s~~?.~~:::::: .. :.::::::::: ~ :M 
b~:fu"~:&;~:;,"· P!fs?v''l:~·liv~~i~g'~ .. Amu~e-- 60 

'
08 

ment ...................... ................... 50 ,09 
Dickens and Collms's Chrlstma' Stories. .. .. .. .. 75 .11 
Flemlah Lite, In Four Stories. BJ Hendrick 

l oo Repo~to~r"~\i'.:''lJ'~lliilli85io~·er· 'Oi ·.A-Ii>i<itiiiti~e r~r 75 
"
15 

7 00 I87B.................. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. 50 .21 

Essay~.f:n~1~E~~?.:. ~~~ .. ?~~:~~~~~: .. ~;.. ~~~~: 1 00 .12 
l 

75 
Complete History or the Great Rebelllvnlu the 

s oo Chlld~':!t;n~:t,i~i,J:.~~--~-~~~~-~~~:-~:::·.:·.-. ~~ :~; 
VIcar of Wakefield............ .. ... .............. 60 .09 
A Good Fight and Other Tales. By Charles 

Reade............ .. .. .. .. .... . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 50 .08 
4 00 The BooK of the Ocean and Lll e on tlw ::lea. II· 
8 00 Lond~~sf:;i52.Yii~<iN-ig:Iit:"i3j'ii·w:n~i-i.i~ii:: ~~ :~~ 
~ ~ t~~~i"~~!r;~ ti~:J;~r~~: By J~~n !lan~ard .. ( %i :?~ 

Talne's Htstury of English Lltemture............ 00 .11 
2 00 Life of Bonaparte and t'\e Bonaparte Family.... 65 .12 

Flowers from Fairy Land. By AJJert Smith .. .-.. 65 .08 

lt~.:i!a~irg';~~~e~~~-~~-~~-.-::::::. ::::::::.:::::: ~ :~ 
Life of John C. Calhoun. By'Juhn S. Jenklna.. 65 .12 
The Woolnl:cf the Water Witch. By J. ]l{oyr 
~ Smith...... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 75 .12 

Th" .Ptlnce of Argolls. By J. Man l:lu..lth.... ... 75 .10 
Life and Letters ot Lord Macaulay. By Tre-

5 00 Hourav~fttnij,;;'ijj(jj~:--:By'Gun;;i~gii;;;,·Geik~·, 1 00 
'
12 

D.D.......................... ................ 65 10 
Biographical Sketches. By Harriet Martineau. 69 

5 00 Man and Beust Be. e and Hereafter. By Rev. J. 

Life ~i 'd~~dY<iilii'c.':Fre;;,;;~i:·ny'stiiriiiei!i. 85 
'
12 

1 00 
· work~ngf(fee~rge·He~b~{·i·l-n·p·r(;se·ai;d·v~·r~~::: ~ ~~~ 
Intxor•ble,ortheWill!'esof Sin. Angelo....... 75 .OS 
Uar;c!ng ltnpa of the Wine. Angelo.... . . . . . . . . 1 15 .J(J 

3 88 i~~kee~\~~~eJhifct~:H1st~~YofE7te\~iid:::::·· :::::: 1 Jg :i3 
li>Ll>dy1llble Cyclopedia. By %1m Brown ..... 75 .1-l 

s 00 Live· of Je.trer£4on D .• v:s and StouewallJackaon 75 • 2 

7 00 e~;'~'t:B~J~~i%e1!~~k11':r ..... :::::·:::·:::::.: +~ ::g 
1 75 L feanuPubl,cServtcesofDanlelWebster..... 75 .13 Flood, G- att1n, O'Connell. 12mo ......... Cioth1 

History • f England In the EIRhteentll Centurr,. 4 
vols., small 8yo .. , ......... , ........ ; .. 'ii~ifc ci:~; :J ~ 

Life of Thomas Jefferson ....................... ~- 75 .13 

ti~~ ~: &~?~~~~ ~~~~~~-~~::::::::::::·:::::::::: 1g :'~ 
1Y,'i:,~0o~~~l'e~~~~r:~6B~0J'oeluMK'f[~~~~~~-~~~~ Jg :J~ WORKS OF SIR JOHN LUBBOCK, 

0 !gin 'f Clvlllz!\tlon <Lnd the Primitive Condition 
of Man ••••..••••••..•••••.••••••.•••••••••. Cloth, 

Preh.stoJ!c 1'1mes, as Illustrated by Ancient Re· 
mains n.t1d thu Manners and Cuatcma of Mod• 

Ants,eB~ e~,a:~~~WaP~~~stx_at~~Co~~00i" 0~~ ·~rV~lPot:S 
'n t e Halllts C>f tt.e Soci•I Hymenoptera (In· 
ternat!oral Scient!f!c Series). 12mo ..... Cioth, 

WORKS OF PROF. OSCAR SCHMIDT. 

The T~egVcu¥~. D1~a;;0nt:.~~~-~~~:':~~-~~: .. ~~~~-~~ 
"" WORKS OF PROF. E. L. YOUMANS. 

Cia•• Book of Chemiatry. New edition. 12 mo .. .. 
Hand-BookofHou•ollOid Solence. 12 mo ......... .. 
The Culture Deu auded by Modern Life: A series o! 

A<lll.resses ann Arguments on the Claima of 
· Sc!entlllc Ed•JCa• ton, Edlted, with an Introduc-

Life of Henry Clay...... .... . .. . .......... ...... 75 .12 
· 00 Llfe of Alexander Hamilton................ .. . . 75 .12 

\~e~~~~~~~'i,'a'tli!ttg~r~•::::::::::::::::::::::· 1g :l~ 
oo rt1e R>Lilroads of the United States.............. 75 .14 

Jfe of Pauline Cuohman.. ............ ...... .. .... 75 .'2 
S·''"et Service in the Late War........ .. .. .. .. . 75 .\4 

2 00 ?eroonal Life of David Livingstone . .. .. .. .. .. . 75 .13 
l'tle Russo-Turkish War. !Uustrutcd............ 75 .15 
rwelve Years a Slave............................. 75 .12 
Life of General Jack• on........................... 75 .14 

1 ~ 8~~~~t·o~'i~~: ti~~<i tiie wi)iJii::::::::::. ·:::. 1~ :~~ 
l ~ rne World In a Pocket-Book...................... 75 .IS 

11s K~~~:'i~t~t~~~'Br."e::!~~!~:~~~~:::::::::::::::: 2.~ J! 
·-:-aJioleon and His Campal~na...... .... .. .. .... .. 75 .IS 

tion on lllental Dtsclollne In Education by Ed· 
ward L. Yc·U!.lllflfl, :M.D. 12 me •....... ClC'th, 2 00 

A Series or Exnosltlons by Prot. Hotmnoltz, Dr. 

~~o:f~.agN~fi'nft~~aE/'b~;,~fi;; Fia~U:.&i-'I~)ri ·::: i~ :~~ 
Modem Christianity a Clvll!zed Heathenism.... 1 25 
Physiognomy; or, How to Read Faces. By Mary 

Mayer, Dt·. F .radav.Prot,Llebig,and Dr. Car. r 

~!~i~!?h~!\tN~tfc1~~ g:\1~~i:,~t~r~~~1:~~~{ 
0. Stanton .............................. 2 00 .12 

Handbook of Christian Evidence. ln twv pa.r<s. 1 00 .~8 

or the > ew Vlews, by Edward L. Yonmano, 
11 D. 12 mo ................................ Cloth, 
WORKS OF PROF ANDREW D. WHITE. 

>re•ldent of Cornell University. 
1'lw War·are of Science. 12 mo ................ Cioth, 

Paper, 
HI'iloTORY PRDrERS. 

h"ltct\lJy .J. H. Green. 18Ulo. Flexible cloth. 

Ancient Symbol Worship. Illustr. ted ........... S 00 

2 
oo ~~'\i.t~~;~:.~r~~~,i~,:~·sci~-niiat.i .... iiiu~t~;;i~ti: I f2 :h~ 

The Stury of the Mannscrlpts. By George E. 
' Merrill...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 1 00 .08 

Tile Catechism of Positive Hel.glon. By Au. 
1 00 guste Comte.......... .......... ...... ....... 2 00 
~ Kidder's Secrets of Bee Keeping. ;~g~¥; ~ 

MANHOOD! 
H~~ 

iKNOW THYSELF 
A. Book for Every Man ! 

Young, Middle- aged, and Old. 
The untold miseries tllat result from indlscret!c·n tn 

a~~lt ~~T. 'i::.~~rt~gn ~&"oi1fJegur~Y.~s;U:~3"relJ'~~~ ~~~ 
i'.'i~~c;i-:t":.~ &~~~~~~tftleah~h:-~~~~C::!!e :.~i'J r: ~ 
ord' St-U Preservation. It Ia not only n rmnplete 

~nervg~~~~td t~'li'i!r~ai0'bet'l~~~~ot~e!x..~~~!tege~I\~a~lt(,; 
ffilitn, Errors of Youth, etc, but it covtatna one hundred 
and twenty-live prescr!jltlons for acute and chronlc dis· 
eaaes, each one of which is tnvalnablt-, so 

~~gti".,~ b?'.,~~gl a':,t~i'~~ ~~g~: F;Iyv;t~g~eiJ~~f1nli~~~y~8 
ician. ft contains 800 &aqe,.. bound In beautiful emlJossed 

~~::r:g!~~ngi~!n~~~e to se:~ 'il!~rt~~ii7n 11e0::~ 8~~;18:~ 
mechanical, literary. or profeeatonal-tban any other wor.k 
retailed In thla country tor $2.50, or the money will he re-

i~a~~~J~he:~~~~~~~~~-e ~~~~~n~f 1lt:Ji~I f.~~dcl~t7g~! 
Dluliltrated sample Bent on receipt of stx cents. Send now. 

Addreaa PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr 
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulllnch street, Boston, Mass. 
The author may be consulted on all diseases requtrfof!l 
plr111 nntl P-XnPrfFwce. lySR 

A ~K~~~~¢a~cr~~~~da~~~ ~o~i~g:CI~~is~;~:; 
a.s his practice will },rove, 
Cures all forms of PRI
VATE, CHRONIC and 
SEXUAL DISEASES, 

Spermatorrhma and hnpotency, 
As the result or aetr-abuse itt youth, acxun.l cxccH.!Ica in mn• 
turer years, or other cauaca, and producing some or the fnl· 

· ~'::i~~fonestr~;t~~e:me:):0i)i~e;:~s :~s:::~. ~~!~~1~:8ire~~~~~~ 
~~~~fe~1• ~~~a1u~l~~mlrle;d::a,F~!~ !tS:!~nai t~o~~:~1~c~~ 
~~dder:~~a::~:l;s~u!~P~jC:n EX~~.ffNAL tlol~Pi;l. 
()A rfiON in from 80 to 60 days. No medicine taken. 
It bus never been known to fall! 

,. Middle• Aged and Old Men. ( 
There are ronny at tbe age ot thirty to aixty ~ 

:,h~h~r~1~d~~:~~;;~~h ~0t~e:::~~~ e~;c:~~:~~~ ~ ~,· 
smarting or burning sensation, and a weaken-

~~~ ~~:~~l8r~~n: 10! r::::~T~i~: r:!i~~1::~ ~' 
:g~~\~c: ~~~{1 ':ar~~!;::·!}k~~:~~~~nen;lll0~ppear, or the 
color will be of a thin or mllklsb hue, again changing to n 

~::n~:~~s~f!~ ~ft~a~~c~~~:~.lc~tPf:l~~~ :~~~d·~~:~ctl~~ 
Seminal Wcaknesa, and causes wasting ot the system nnd 

;g~~ ~~~;~~:~ ~:pdei~r:~cteht~sdf~~:~; .~~~o:~n~u~f 
the cause. Dr. l<'ellows' External Remedy will bring about a 
perfect cure In all such eases, and a bP.a.lthy restoration or 
the genito-urinary organa. 

o:JCone.ultatlons by tetter tree and fn vltcd. Charges 
reasonable and correspondence strictly confidential. 

r-" PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
ScOt to any nddreHs, securely sealed, tor two threC•(•ent 
etntnp~ treating on Spermo.torrhren or Seminal WenkJn•s!l, 

r~~~gb~\~t~~~~eie~!tf'J~~iu~~. 1ho::~~~e b~ff~ts~mddn~1~e,ll~0~~ 
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9Jtm~-olf ~hought. 

IT is now fully demonstrated that the human race 
came from a low Origin, on a level with the animal 
plane, and has, with obstructions and drawbacks, 
gradually progressed, until It has arrived where it Is 
to-day; and that it did not start high up, at a point 
of perfection, and since been constantly deteriorating 
and getting worse and worse.-D. M. Bennett. 

CONSCIENCE may be fanatical and needs the guid
ing light of rational tho,ught and knowledge- W. J. 
PottBr. · 

"ON my side," said the Rev. Mr. Lassells, "I af
firm a personal God, the inspiration of the Bible• 
and the truth of revealed religion; the separate and 
distinct acts or creation; the miracle of the sacrifice 
and the atonement; an immortal soul, to be judged 
at the last day according to the deeds done in the 
body; and a ru ture lire of bliss or woe." "On my 
part," responded Mr. Richard Fullerton, "I deny all 
these articles but one-and that I neither deny nor 
affirm. It belongs to the domain of the unknowable; 
and neither you nor I knows what:" comes after the 
death or the body-ir anything, or nothing but· the 
disintegration or the forces which made what we 
call life. Scientific analogy is against you-universal 
belief is with you; but in this, as In many other 
hlngs, the confession of ignorance is the greater 

wisdom and the truer modesty."-Mrs. Linton's Under 
Which Lord? 

MY days are swirter than a weaver's shuttlQ, and 
are spent w~thout hope. Oh, remember that my life 
is wind; mine eye shall no more see good. The eye 
of him that hath seen me shall see me no more; 
thine eyes are upon me and I am not. As the cloud 
Is consumed and vanisheth away, so he that goeth 
<.!own to the grave shall come up no more. He shall 
return no more to his house, neither shall his place 
know him any more.-Job vii, 6-10. 

THE child should learn and repeat, every day, a 
passage, as moral as may be; but, with all, really 
poetical-that Is, In Mil ton's definition, "simple, 
sensuous, and impassioned;" "sensuous," in mod
ern English (for the comfort of pious mothers be It 
observed), meaning only, replete with sensible im
agery, and "impassioned" meaning, full of pathos. 
This will make a new creature of him ir his clay 
be only fine enough to take tbe fire klndly.-Self
Fo1'mation. 

OUR concern Is not to save our souls, but to do our 
duty as life goes on. We can consequently train our
selva, cultivate our faculties, use our opportunities, 
enjoy our privileges, and make the most of society 
and existence, without any awful misgivings or the 
future, such as torment the Christian. We ean lie 
down tp rest; we can sl t under the shade of the trees; 
we can laugh and sing; we can employ our time to 
the fullest extent; we can use our girts; we ean 
drink In the strength of nature from the gladness of 
the morning, from the peace or the evening, !rom 
conversation with a friend; in a thousand ways we 
can draw in the re!retihlng water of life to cool our 
thirst. Is not that a consolation ? It Is one or the 
greatest; for, In hours o! fatigue and loneliness and 
sorrow, at any rate, I can say to misgivings, Sit still. 

am not bound to explain, I am not bound to fee1 
that there Is something I ought to hav done. Let 
my soul be taken care of in the natural way, or let It 
not be taken care of at all.-Frothingham's Radical 
P!!lpit. 

How happy Is he born or taught 
who serveth not another's will; 

Whose armor is his honest thought, 
And simple truth his highest skill; 

Whose passions not his master's are; 
Whose soul Is still prepared for death; 

Not tied unto the world with car·e 
or public fame or private breath; 

Who God doth late and early pray 
More of his grace than goods to lend, 

And walks with man, from day to day, 
As with a brother and a friend I 

This man Is freed from servll bands 
or hope to rise or fear to fall ; 

Lord of himself, though not of lands, 
And having nothing, yet hath all. 

-Si>' Henry Wotton. 

IT Is not an easy matter to obtain definlt convlc 
tiona In religion at the present day. So many opln 
ions that were once deemed certain hav been ex· 
ploded; so many seeming sanctities hav turned out 
to be mere deceit; so many eternal verities, as they 
were named, hav passed away like the morning 
mlst.-Adler's Radical Pulpit. 

MANY good thoughts, resolutions, and proper views 
of things, pass through the mind In the course or 
the day, and are lost for the want o! committing 
them to paper. Seize them as they pass, these birds 
of paradise, that show themselvs a moment and are 
gone-and make a grateful present of the precious 
rugltlvs to your friends. Shall the good housewife 
take such care In pickling and preserving her worth
less fruits, her walnuts, apricots, and quinces-and 
Is there not much spiritual :tiousewirery In treasur
Ing up our mind's best fruits-our heart's medita
tions In its most favored moments ?-Anon. 

WHAT do we know-what can we predicate-or the 
sinfulness of any fellow creature ? Can we say, 

This man Is more g'ulltythan that;" or even," This 
man is very wicked ?" We may, Indeed, be able to 
say, " Tbls man has lied, has pilfered, has forged; 
and that man has apparently gone through life with 
clean hands." But can we say that the first has no, 
struggled long, though unsuccessfully, against temp
tations under which the second would hav succumbeQ 
without an errort? We can say which has the clean
est hands before man; can we say which has the 
cleanest soul before God 'I We may be able to say, 

This man has committed adultery, and that man 
has never been guilty of unchastity;" but can we tell 
that the Innocence of the one may not hav been <lue 
to the col<lness of his heart-to the absence of a mo
tlv-to the presence of a fear ? And that the fall of 
the otherimay hav been preceded by the most vehe
ment self-contest-caused by the most over-masteting 
frenzy-and atoned for by the most hallowing- ·re
pentance ?-Greg's Creed of .Christendom. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. MARCH 24. 1883. 

A LIBERAL COLONY. D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK • 

HE delicately broached the subject as follows: "H 
I were to speak to you or marriage after having only 
made your acquaintance three days ago, what would 
you say to It?" "Well, I should say never put orr 
till to-~orrow that which you should hav done day 
before yesterday." 

A STOCKTON, Cal., Chlaman thought to make him
self "solid" with his Christian mistress, who had 
tried to bring him Into the fold, by te.lllng her: "Me 
heap llkee God. Me heap llkee Jesus." "So you 
love Christ, do you?" asked the Interested lady. 
"No," cried the heathen, emphatleally; "Heap love 
God; heap love Jesus; no care !o Christl" 

"DIS preachin' business is all a fraud," exclaimed 
old Isom the other day, when he met the secretary 
of state on the street. 

"Why do you think so?'; asked the official. 
"Wall, yer see, while I was a sinner my wife was 

al'ers hankerln' arter de 'clety ob de preachers. Dis 
fac'• struck me, an' I jined de church an' 'gunter 
preach.'' 

"What etrect did It ha v ?" 

. 1,200 FREE HOMES! 
THE NEW COLORADOi 

Those desiring to secure a valuable . home on the 
public domain at a nominal price ($1.25 per acre, and 
33 months In whieb to pay for it) will find it greatly 
to their advantage to correspond with the GunnJSon 
and Uncompahgre Colonization Society. 

A. W. SMITH, Prest. 0. A. PHELPS, Sec'y. 
Address, With two three-cent stamps, Smo9 

A. W. SMITH, 
293 l'hh, street, Denver, Col. 

ol!i!i Fulton Street, BROOKLYN. 

''VICTORIA" 

MAUNE fiG APPLIANCES 
"Had dis e1Ieck, sah. My wife run away with a -

nigger what had jis' come out'en de penitentiary."- Are surer and quicker In action than any other 
Arkansaw Traveler. Magnetic Garments. 

"I HAS de wust iuck of any man I eber seed," said 
oldisom. 

"What's the matter now?" asked the governor. 
HWhy, sah, my wife run away an' sprained my 

shoulder.'' 
''I don't understand how your wife's running 

away could sprain your shoulder." 
"It was dis way : Some time ago my boss died, an' 

since den I bas been wor.kln' my wife ter de wago~. 
She's a powerful stout 'oman, an' could pull twice, 
as much as de po' ole boss. Wall, de udder day 
while I was drlvin' along we met a preacher in de 
road, my wife shied, turned de wagon ober, an' 
sprained my shoulder."-Atkansaw Traveler. 

IT is a curloue fact that the legs or the women 
"born and raised" down on the _Truckee Meadows, 
and about Reno, are so short that they cannot step 
from the railroad platform to the cars to board .the 
trains. Owing to this short-Jaggedness and lack of 
stride, It has been round necessary at the Reno de
pot to rig up and uso a plank such a.S is used at 
steamboat landings. Over this plank the little duck
legged creatures are able to waddle aboard the 
trains. A scientist .of Reno says that owing to the 
fact that the country is all a <lead level and perfect
ly smooth, there are no obstructions over which it is 
necessary for the women to lift their feet. He cal
culates that In about three generations more they 
will hav no legs at all, and that In about five gener
ations their feet (now forming such a noticeable part 
of them) will also hav entirely disappeared.- Vir
ginia Oity Enterprise. 

:&'<TEBTAINING A VISITOR. 
"Ma's up Stairs changing her dress," said the 

freckled-faced little girl, tying her doll's bonnet
strings and casting her eye about !or a tidy large 
enough to serve as a shawl !or that double-jointed 
young person. 

"Oh, your mother needn't dress up for m'e," re
plied the female agent of the missionary society, 
taking a self-satisfied view of herself in the mli-ror. 
"Run up and tell her to come down just as she Is In 
her every-day clothes, and not stand on ceremony." 

"Ob, but she hasn't got on her every·day clothes. 
Ma was all <lressed up in her new brown silk, 'cause 
she expected Miss Dlmon_d to-day. Miss Dimond 
always comes over here to show orr her nice things, 
and rna don't mean to get left. When rna saw you 
coming she said : • The Dickens,' and I guess she 
was mad about somethhig. Ma aald If you saw her 
new dress she would hav to hear all about the poor 
heathen, who don't hav silk, and you'd ask her for 
more money to buy hymn-books to send to'em. Say, 
do the nigger ladles use hymn-book leaves to do 
their hair up in and make It frizzy? Ma says she 
guesses that's all the good the books do 'em, If they 
ever get any books. I wish my doll was a heathen." 

"Why, yoil wicked little girl! What do you want 
of a heathen doll?" inquired the missionary lady, 
taking a mental inventory or the new things In the 
parlor to get material for a homily on worldly ex
travagance. 

"So folks would Mend her lots of nice things to 
wear and feel sorry to hav her going about naked. 
Then she'd hav her hair to frizz, and I want a doll 
with truly hair, and eyes that roll up like Deacon 
S!iderback's when he says amen on Sunday. I ain't 
a wicked girl, either, 'cause Uncle Dick-you know 
Uncle Dick, he's been out West and swears awful 
and smokes In the house-he says I'm a holy terror 
and he hopes I'll be an angel pretty soon. Ma'll be 
down In a minute, so you needn't take your cloak 
off. She sai<l she'd box my ears If I asked you to. 
l\Ia's putting on that old dress she had last year, 
'cause she said 8he didn't want you to think sbe was 
able to glv much this time, and she needed a new 
murr worse than the queen or the eannon-balllslands 
needed religion. Uncle Dick says you ough ter go to 
the Islands, 'cause you'd be safe thoce, and the na
tlfs'd be sorry they wae such sinners If anybody 
would send you to 'em. He says be never seen a 
heathen hungry enough to eat you, 'less 'twas a 
blind one, and you'd set a blind pagan's teeth on 
edge so he'd never hanker after any more mission
ary. Uncle Dick's awful runny, and makes pa and 
rna die laughing sometimes." 

"Your Uncle Richard Is a bad, depraved wretch, 
and ought to bav remained out West, where his style 
Is appreciated. He sets a horrible example for little 
girls like you." 

"Oh, I think he's nice. l'le showed me bow to 
slide down the bannisters, and he's teaching me to 
wli.lstle when rna ain't around, That's a pretty 
cloak you've got, ain't It? Do you buy all your good 
clothes with missionary money? Ma says you do." 

Just then the freckled-faced little girl's rna eame 
In to the parlor and kissed the missionary lady on 
the cheek, and said she was delighted to see her, 
and they proceeded to ha v a real sociable chat. The 
little girl's rna can't understand why a person who 
professes to be so charitable as the missionary 
agent does should go over to Mlsa Dimond's and say 
such Ill-natured things ae she did, and she thinks 
the missionary is a double-raced gossip. 

They are made out of lace or netting Which makes 
them the coolest and ~lghtist appliance made. 

Their magnets have on them an armature or 
keeper which makes them continuously curative. 
No others have this necess,.ry addition. See any 
work on Natural Philosophy to see how necessary 
the Armature Is. 

The VICTORIA Is so constructed that the patient 
can remove the magnets at pleasure and wash all 
the goods. This cannot be done with any others. 

Paralysis, Asthma, Catarrh, Incipient Consump
tion, Female and Spinal Diseases, Rheumatism, 
Sick Headaches, Dyspepsia, General Debility and 
all diseases arising from deficient nerve force, there 
Is no other treatment that is as successful as the 
wearing of VICTORIA MAGNETIC GOODS. 

All other garments are slow In action. 
VICTORIA Is quick and sure. All other appliances 

oblige the patients to hope for to-morrow. 

VICTORIA gives help to-day. 
Send for circulars, price lists, etc., before you buy 

of others! 

DR. THAYER, 
455Fulton St., BROOKLYN·, N.Y. 

Beware of' Cheap and Frandnlent AP• 
plia.nees whteb w:tll not bold their cur· 
rents witbont 'lbe aid ot' the AR:ti.A'rUREI 

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
OF THE 

W o r I d as N o w C o n s t i t u t e d~ 
By G«>o• T. Bondies. 

And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
STYLED 

Exceptions to the Character qf Jesus 
Ghrist Considered as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
Price, Twenty-five Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
6m9 21 Clinton Place, N.Y. 

THE 

GOLDEN THRONE 
By SAMUEL P: PUTNAM, 

Author of u Prometheus," 11 &ottlieb/' and •• Ingersoll 
and Jesus." 

A Radlcol romance of pioneer llfe,;l}ellneatlng the vir· 
tues of natural humanity as opposed to the hypocrisy of a 
upernatur•J religion; crowded with Incident and full of 
»rogresslv Ideas and the poetry of the future, 

PRICE $1.00. ADDRESS THIS OFFICE. 

SING, BROTHERS. SING. 
USE THE 

liberal Hymn-Book 
In your meetings, to make them lively. and Interesting 
The LmERAL HYMN-BOOK contains songs by the best poets 
adapted to well-known tunes. It Is hi/Ihly commended by 

~~;~r~ie'::~:,~~~' ~~~~3'bW~iN~ho r:::'e~n4f~cP0i~' 
Second edition. Price, half-bound, ~5 cents. In clotb, 
40 centS. Bold at this ~mce. 

LOUIS MASQUERIER'S 

SOCIOLOGY; 
OR, 

The Scientific and Liberty-giving Reconstruction 
of Society, Morality, Government, and 

Property into States, Townships, 
and Farmsteads. 

ILLUSTRATED. 

Together with his Phonology, developing the Eng 
·llsh language, spelled according to the sound or the 
twelve vowels and modifying power of the twenty
two consonants, or the first time, so far as known,- in 
literature. For sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER office, 

, 21 Clinton Place, New York city. Price, $1; Postage, 
;hree cent stamps. 

Also, an English School Phonetic Spelling and Pro
nouncing Dictionary with definitions, In course o! 
publication. Price, same as above one. 

!: Also a new Science of Music In preparation. 
'.Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office. 

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE 
BIBLE. 

Treaf.'Yl upon the gods ot the Semitic n~tlono, Including 

tn~lie e~y~~· ~~e \~~t::~ ~~~t;.:~~~~t~~. ~:0~: 
"!ng tllat book to be a very Inferior production for a l!rat
=tlj~d.;.,:J, ~::.lennt~tt. 999 IB.l'lle P&l&l. Papttr 

A TI:tUTH. SEEKER 

Arnon~ tho Worl~. 
FOUR LARGE VOLUMES. 

With a steel plate ellll'Sylng of -the author In Vol. 
and each volume Illustrated with forty.aeven cute. 

BY D. M. BE~ETT, 
Late editor of Tsa TRtrTll Bnria, author of" .4. Truth 

'Beelter In Europe," "Gods and Rellglona of Ancient 
and Modern Times," "The World's Bagea,Tillnk· 

era. and Reformers," "Champtona of 
the Church," etc., etc. 

HandsoDJ.ely bound in reel cloth, ,6.~0 
In leather, red ed&-es, e9.~0; In 

DJ.oro'\lco, gUt edges, $10.~0. 
Readers Of THE TRUTH BRIIKBR know the clrcum1tance 

under which this work was written. The last word 
penned by the great author were for the fourth yolume 
which was nearly completed at his death, and which will 
now contain an account of his world-lamented death-and 
burial. Mr. Bennett was a very p·atlent and faithful 
chronicler of the habits and customs of tke dltrerent peo 
pies of the many places he visited, Tbe every.day 
lfe of all nations Is laid before tlie reader by one who has 

visited them and beheld them with his own eyea. Par· 
tlcular attention Is paid to the progress of Freetb.ought In 
the T&rlous countries he visited, and the morality of so 
called pagan nations ls contr)Lsted with the morality o 
Christian countries, much tc the detriment of the latter. 
The work Is a 

Freethinker's History of the World. 
Th!s work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE" 

should be In every Liberal's library Belildeslts Intrinsic 
worth It Is a memento o! one of the greateot Freethinkers 
the world has known-of one who ranks with Voltaire 
and Paine In the force and clearness of his writings. 

Address !JBE TRU!JH SEEKER, 
21 Clinton Plaee, 

New York cay· 

PRICE REDUCED TO $1.00. 

The ORAIH and the DIBlE. 
OB, 

f'he Contli ,~t between tlental Scient.e 
and Theology. 

By Edgar c. Beall, 
With a preface by 

Robert G. Ingersoll. 
''This book, written by a brave and honest man, laliUed 

with brav.e and honest thoughts. The argwnents It 
presents cannot be answered by all the theologians In 
the world l"-R. G. IngerBoU. 

Price 11.00. For sale at this omce,· 

THE BIBLE 
OF TI-lE 

RELIGION of SCIENCE. 
By H. S. Brown, M. D., 

Author of "A Permanent Re\'ubllc cannot be established 
b)s ~~~~~~~;'~':'l~ys~:-:r:{~c''.J;l~~~~fi~n~P~~~ai~~m 

ment," and other works. 

P~~'[o~i;;~~u~f, 1~ ~?:h;~J'~~~t~~¥~ ~i~~~t~ ~.1C8:g 
the religiOn of truth •nd a just gOvernment, by the sclen· 
tiftc methods of reasen, experience, experiments and otJ. 

~~~r~~~~:~tJ.0~~~~.1~~~l'ar?nao ~1~1~~~~ ~~~e~!:.e t':::i 
make peace on earth and good will am .. ng men." 

The work Is divided Into live bo~ks, containing twentv· 
live cbaptera,ls printed on clear white paper, In large type 
~~gtg:"~~~~· $nf. four hundred pal{j~j. aale at this omce. 

Marriage and Divoroe. 
By It. D. Westbrook, D,D. LL.B. 

Author of "The Bible-Whence and What?" 
CONTE!fTB: 

The True Idoal of Marriage. 
Free Love. 
The History of Marriage. 
The Old Testament DiTorce Law. 
The New Testament on Divorce. 
Divorce as a Question o! Law and Religion. 
Rational Deductions from Established Principles. 
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered. 
Prevention Better tnan Cure. 
APPENDIX: The Docttlne and Discipline of DI-

vorce, by John Milton. ' 
The author Is a Rationalistic Theologlst and Law· 

yer, and In his pungent style has condensed Into 
this little book about all that one need to know re· 
gardlng the history, philosophy, and'Iegal aspects o! 
Marriage and Divorce. 

Price, 50 eents. ·Neatly bound in cloth. For sale 
at this office. 

TfiE IMMORALITY 
-OF-

RELIGIOUS CAPiTALS 
BY JAMES PARTON. 

A lecture delivered in Paine Hall, Sunday evening, 
Jan. ~8. 1883. 

In this Mr. Parton "teaches the highest political 
wisdom by examples which are a terrible warning. 
He takes theology in Its sacred chosen homes, and 
shows what a curse It brlnge upon the people." 
Price 10 ct1. For sale at tblc ollie ... 

WITCHCRAFT IN CHRISTIAN 
COUNTRIES. 

BY W. STEW ART ROSS. 
A review o! the persecutions and tortures endured 
by alleged witches at the hands of Obristlans. 

Price 10 cents. Address; 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
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and f/klippings. Jersey. The sum of $10 for four prayers is 
e.llowed to ee.ch of the clergymen whose ser
vices e.re secured for this devotione.l exercise. 

days ago she called e. pe.ssing newspaper re
porter into her house and told him that she 
could save his soul as easily as a dentist could 
pull a decayed tooth. She produced a bottle 

Jjltws of tht §tth. 

Bls:MA!\C:It I!U:ffers from sciatica.. 

M-r. ETNA has just had a slight erup.tiol!-• 

"IN Kentucky no clergyman or preacher of 
'any denomination ,can become a member of 
·-the legislature. · 

AN old lady near Reading, Pa., will not al
'low her bibulous husband to visit that city, 
··because she has read in the Bible that "read
'ing maketh a full man." 

IT seems that a man can secure a standing of oil, a hymn-book, and a wand, and then 
in religious society and the occupation of proceeded with some religious services of her 
Baptist pulpits i:lYen when he has fled from own devising. Before these services had gone 
half a dozen places in as me.ny states on ac- far enough to do the reporter any good, one 
count of financial irregularities and depart- of the babies fell to the floor, whieh inter
urea from the truth. Such a .state of affairs rupted the proceedings to such an extent that 
is reported in the case of one Bowen, who is the woman told the reporter he had better go 
said to hav statedly preached for two churches away and come again another day. 

E.!s~llli and Barnum's circus are the glory 
of this week in New York. 

Two thousand infantry hav been order!lil 
to protect the public offices in London. 

THE colonization of Palestine movement is 
rstill agitated among the orthodox Jews, who 
•consider it the only solution of several prob· 

. lems in which the race is interested. 

in this state, one in New Jersey, one in Ohio, 
one in Michigan, and one or two in Wiscon- JoiiN BBIGH1', late a member in the Glad· 
sin. His career might hav gone on until he stone cabinet, has been e:x:preesing himself 
had preached as pastor or stated supply in pretty distinc_tly on. the oaths question. In a 
every state and territory in the Union, but for letter to a parliamentary debating society at 
the fact that he recently went to Randolph, Hebden Bridge he writes: "On the question 
N.Y., and assaulted a member of the church of oaths probably there is nothing in the New 
at that place. Testament more especially condemned and 

Pos1':MAs1'im-GlliNERAL TIMoTHY 0. tloWI!l 
died at his home in Wisconsin Sunday a:Her, 
noon, aged 68. 

"T,HE Mohammedans are to hav a religious 
Publi<Jation Society of their own. Constanti
nople iis ·to be its headquarters. A cheap edi
tion of the Koran will be the first issu·e from 
its press. Eve:ry Turk will then be able to 
buy the Koran at a trifling price. 

KEELY, the motor man; is said to be writing 
a volume to explain hqw his wonderful engin 
works, which he claims is now perfected, 

forbidden than oaths. To those who do not 

Gl-:e, ~:e:~g~:~~!bt~~tss:;: s~~er~,0~!~ care a)Jout the New Testament this fact will 
be of no weight. The practice of swearing to 

temperate that many Of them Neal Dow-n to the truth of anything makes two kinds of 
say their prayers, a good' old deacon of a col-

'!':!rill Socialistic Labor patty held meetil:i~s 
in l?hiladelphia last Sunday in memory of 
Carl Marx, the great Germah Socialist, recently 
deceased. 

A CmoAGO journal says that a printer has 
been cured by prayer, which leads a Texas 

.Paper to say that "ff he was cured of extract
ing the. word in a paragraph on which a joke 
hinges and substituting a word of his own 'to 

:make sense,' as he puts it, we will indorse the 
:prayer cure and giv it a five-inch electro ad. 
:free one year, top column,- next to reading 
:.matter.'' 

THE Smt one day last week reports the cure 
oy prayer of Annie Feeney, of Hudson, Mass., 
who has been confined to her bed with paral
:ysis since Octpber. A lew inches below, in 
:the same column" the Sun describes the burn
ing to death of Ann Boland, of Bridgeport, 
Conn., while kneeling in prayer. If prayer 
had any effect in either case, it goes to show 
that what is meat for one woman is a good 
deal worse than;poison for another. 

AN." option" given in the time of Daniel, 
·probably the oldest on record, has been found 
. in a Babylonian brick, and givs the buyer, 
Bel-ahe-iddin, the privilege of taking posses
sion of the home of Bel-rimmain at any time 
within four years on payment of "11 manas 
18 drachmas" of silver, and, with a prudence 
worthy of Wall street, says a Chicago paper, 
Bel-ahe-iddin gets a guarantee that Bel-rim· 

:main will contest no legal proceedings brought 
, on the option. 

'THE spring poet is in full song, as the fol· 
:\lowing ·:'.mple from a New Orleans paper 
,shows: r. Come, 0 song bird of the bleak and 
"ibarren North, . turn tail upon the base, un
!gratef:ul weather of your icy home and hie thee 
:fondly to the oalmy South. J;n these bland 
><~irs an everlasting verdure waits for you. On 
~trqpic woodshed summits you may moult your 
':wing;and giv it to the sweet south wind by 
,.aay:; ·at.nightful you may serenade the lan
,guorous ·moon without your :mittens or your 
.uv:ercoat:" 

"<On;'' said Daisy to her mamma, "I was in 
ithe parlor last night, behind the sofa, when 
the preacher came in to see sister Kate, a.nd 
they did set up too close for anything; an' the 
preacher said, 'Katie, dear, I luv you,' an' 
Katie said, 'Oo, oo;' an' the preacher kissed 
her right smack in the mouth, ap.' said, 'Dear 
Katie, how good the Lord is to us poor sin
ners;' an' Katie' said, 'Oo;oo;' an' then-an' 
then-" "Well,'' said her mamma, "you 
-wicked child, you wicked child, what did you 

truth and truthfulness. . If oaths are of any 
ored church lately called upon the city agent avail, by so much as they make truth more 
for the sale of that article which, if advisedly certain, by so much they lessen the value of 
used, "cheers, but not inebriates.'' "Mr. L.," any ordinary statement and diminish the 
says the deacon, bending low and almost probability of its truth. li ignorant persons 
whispering into the ear of the obliging and are not sworn they think they may tell lies 
affable agent, "Mr.· L., l'se cum to get a with impunity, and their lying is made to a 
quart of spirits for· purely sacramental pup- large extent blameless in their eyes. I think 
poses.'' "Yes, deacon, I suppose -YOU want oaths and oath-taking hav dohe :ll:lore than 
some light wine, perhaps claret, tarrigonia, or any other thing to impair and destroy a re• 
something of that sort." "Well, boas, if it gard for the truth." 
dusen't make no sorter difference toards you, 
de ladies dey hav canVassed dis m~tter, and LAST week the pestiferous Sunday CJlosing 
dey has cum to the 'nanimous 'elusion dat dey League were at work meddling with the rights 
would pufer gin." The deacon got it. and freedom of citizens of New York. Eight 

persons were dragged before a police justice 
to answer charges of having violated the "Sab
bath" by doing business on the first day of 
the week, which is no Sabbath at all, even by 
ecclesiastical interpretation. Only one of the 
eight was held tohavviolated the "blue laws," 
and the magistrate was so indignant that he 
warned the Sunday Closing League fanatic 
who did the dirty work of fanaticism that 
hereafter he would issue no warrant of arrest 
unless a policeman testified that an accused 
violator Was caught in the act. The batch of 
eight were taken from their business on the 

THE Examiner (Baptist organ) has looked 
carefully into the history of the Isabella min
ing ·business, and concludes that "it was a 
case of extreme Yerdancy on the part of the 
Methodist officials, and the lesson they must 
haY learned by heart will lead them to be a 
good deal more incredulous next time, an'd 
never again to tolerate stock speculation as a 
means of building up uni"Versities, or anything 
else connected with the kingdom of God." 
And yet there stands on record the felicitous 
history of a curious little gamble in St. Paul 
preferred, by which a couple of years ago one 
of the largest Baptist churches of this city found 
relief from financial embarrassments amount
ing to $40,000. In that case the stock went 
up. In the other case the Isabella went down 
and dropped through the place where the bot
tom was out. 

THEBE is said to be mnch anrlety of mind 
among the Episcopal olergymen ef Roch61lt.er, 
N. Y., because vain and ungodly persons \1\'Jw 
care little for religion and not much for:Pl'eneh
ing hav been coming to the churches te 'hear 
the fine music. These persons haY been at
tracted by the publication of programs ·setting 
forth what music would be performed. The 
clergymen think that this publication has been 
unwise, and therefore they haY come to the 
conclusion to stop it, rather than tempt their 
fellow-beings to commit the sin of attending 
church from unworthy motivs. This is a new 
departure in church business. The ministers 
of Rochester should reflect that it is as well 
to hav a few people in the church who remain 
awake during the performances .of the choir 
as to hav only those present who sleep dur
ing the whole service. 

succeeding day to answer the complaint of a 
wretched busy-body, and was composed of 
both sexes. The scene was shameful, and 
the seven innocent persons should at once 
hav turned upon the prosecutor and pursued 
him for false imprisonment. Similar out-
rages are likely to occur any Sunday hereaf
ter. With suoh facts before the Senate and 
assembly, prompt wholesale action on the 

-do?" "W'y, mamma, I felt so good, I blurted 
:right out, 'Let us pray,' an' you ought to hav A LouiSVILLE woman, who is the mother of 
~een 'em jump." twin babies, has become a fanatical lunatic in 

consequence of her deyotion to the teachings 

"blue laws" ought to hav been taken. But 
the only modification which took place was in 
the Senate, in which the bill to amend the 
Field Penal Code so as to allow the sale of 
prepared tobacco on Sunday, and granting 
permission to the owners of blast furnaces, 
creameries, and cheese factories to operate on 
that day, was passed. Yet at the same time 
an amendment to further modify the odious 
laws was rejected. This rejeotory action of 
the Senate would seem to indicate the hope• 
lessness of further modification, While it 
places total repeal out of the question. If 
the sense of the people could be taken all over 
the state, an overwhelming majority would 
be found to favor repeal. In this metropolis 
it is more than overwhelming. If the legisla
ture adjourns without such action upon the 
"blue laws" as will make them harmless, the 
fanatics will immediately recommence their 
persecutions, this time on a far more extend• 
ed scale. The police courts will be full of 
victims of bigotry and intolerance. '!'he hands 
of the Sunday Closing League arc orily stayed 
now £or fear that their vile persecutions might 
compel the legislature to repeal altogether 
these laws. Should the legislature so disre
gard the popular will, it requires no prophet 
to predict that the people will seek a remedy 
at the polls next November. They will re
pudiate the derelict representativs, and send 
to Albany men bold and true enough to carry 
out the expressed will of constituents who 
hate-yea, despise-laws ·which disgrace the 
progress of the age.:.... Mercury. 

Muon discussion prevails at Trenton con- of the "mountain evangelist," Barnes. She 
•cerning the prayers offered at the opening of began to develop d!Jnsiderable eccentricity 
:the sessions of the New Jersey legislature. when Barnes was in Kentucky, but since he 
:some of the ministers say that the custom has went away she hat! been carried away by her 
become so greatly desecrated that it ought to theological vagaries, and is now uncontrola
be abolished. Others criticise the legislators ble. She has named one of her babes Jesus 
for having so little manners as not even to Christ, and the other George 0. Barnes. She 
bow their heads during the prayer, but to talk says that Barnes taught her· how to make 
:flippantly and to speak of the market value of "faith oil," with which to anoint and heal 
the prayers offered. One minister says that professing believers. She holds that the work 
unless the character of the legislators shall be of converting all the unconverted people in 
changed for the better he will never again ad· Louisville is committed to her, and that When 
dress his maker in the presence of the Senate she has finishe4 it she and the children are to 
pr House of Assembly of the state of New. be taken t<> heaven in a chariot of·ftr~. A few 

SEVERAL localities at the foot o£ Mt. Ararali 
haY been deStroyed by snow avalanches. Ib 
is stated that 150 persons lost their lives, arid 
100 were injured. 

'l'HE United States war ship 'rerror wns 
launched at Philadelphia last Saturday. Bho 
has been nearly rebuilt, and the improve, 
ments, when completed, will hav oost $800,000. 

TALMAGE preached last Sunday on Solomon' }I 
Songs. He acknowledged that the authot' 
had a few hundred more wives than he w11~ 
entitled to, but believed he after~ard repentett 
of that sin. 

"WE are together to·night in our last 
prayer-meeting," said the Rev. W. E. Blakes· 
lee, of Port Jervis, N. Y., to his congt·egation 
on Friday evening, the 23d. As he spoke be 
fell into his seat paralyzed. 

QuEEN VroTORIA slipped and feU, sustRinlng 
slight injuries, while descending a flight of 
stairs one day last week. 'l'he charge of scat• 
tering banana peels on the steps has not as 
yet been bro'J.ght against the Fenians. 

THE transmission of sound over a wire from 
New York to Chicago, a distance of one thou
sand miles, has been effected, and conversa· 
tion may now be carried on freely, and dis
tinctly heard, between persons in those two 
cities. 

A MABsACI!USETTS minister named Smith 
has caused the arrest of a theatrical company 
who hav been playing in that state a thrilling 
piece called "Jesse James, the Bandit :i\.ing.'' 
The charge is that the piece oorrupts the 
morals of the young by making vice attractiv. 

Mn. EnA.sMUs RINKER, of Harrisonburg Co., 
Va., attended service Friday e"Vening, the 23d. 
After the sermon he was called upon by the 
minister to lead in prayer. He did so. The 
moment he pronounced the Amen and at
tempted to rise from his knees, he fell back 
dead. 

Surr has been brought against the Most 
Reverend James Gibbons, archbishop of Bal· 
timore, to recover the property of Sarah J. 
Simpson, deceased. It is charged that Gib· 
bons exerted undue influence in persuading 
Mrs. Simpson to leave all her property to the 
church. • 

Tn:m remains of John Howard Payne, the 
author of "Home, Sweet Home," hav reached 
Washington from Tunis, where the poet died, 
andhav been placed in a vault. The funeral 
ceremonies will take place on June 9th, when 
the remains will be interred in a commanding 
spot, adjacent to the tombs of many other 
noted men. 

ALE:UNDl!IR JEF.FERBON, the Btooklyn negro 
who committed a double murder on Crow 
Hill, and is now under sentence to be hanged 
on May 11th, says he was able to keep so oool 
during the trial because of his prayers to God 
to tnake him strong. Before he dies he wants 
to see Celestial Jefferson, his brothel·, whom 
he shot and wounded, and Annie Jackson, his 
paramour, whom he stabbed, to warn them 
to settle down and do something for the wel· 
fare of their liOUlJi. 
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~citnfific. and is not the r~ce made up of individuals originally Christian Apologist Town Again. 
and actually independent ? . . To THE EDITOR OF ·THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: As 

In the ordinary sense of the word smence answers, Brother Peck has bid us good-bye, I suppose you will 
· N 0 ! Even the anthropoid apes were and. are all permit me space enough in your columns to ret~ th~ 

The Harmony and Meaning of the Scientific gregarious, and the evid~ilce shows that mankind we:re salute. . If the "game is not worth the ammumtwn, 
Gospels. not only gregarious in origin but that our anthrop~Id considerable has been wasted. The effort made by 

BY T. B. WAKEMAN. ancestors by virtue of their social life and by somal Mr. Peck to close my mou~h from sp.e~g J?-Y senti
selection survived. In this wise the more highly or- ments leads me to think h1m a pope m disgmse. The 

V!.-THE mscovERY oF THE HUMAN RACE AS A WHOLE :rN ganized tribes were pres!');rv~? fr?m the fatalities advice he givs me to hie out of ~is comp~ny leads 
SOLIDARITY AND coNTINUITY~ r. E., OF HUMANITY,. WAS which overpowered the missing links, who h~d not me to think him a close-commumon Baptist. The 
NECESSARY TO EXPLAIN THE EXISTENCE OF THE INDIVID- this tribal or social progress. accusation he makes against me, charging me with 
UAL MAN, AND TO DETERMINE HIS sciEN.oo, PHILOSOPHY, The individual, in the sense of being independent writing in the "interest of the church," "to~ tender
AND RELATIONS. HL'MANITY THEREFORE INEVITABLY of or distinct from society, is a modern achievement, footed for a Freethinker," leads me to thmk that 
BECOMES THE BASIS OF A NEW ERA OF SCIENcE Aim OF r:ndered possible only by. the diffe~ent~ation o~· iiidi- Rome . with its padlocks on the lips of its adherents, 
HUMAN LIFE, RESTING .UPON THE COPERNICAN COSM00- vidualization under the higher somal mtegratwn of has b~en transferred to the Freethinkers for their 
ONY. modern Republicanism. In all former ages .an.d use. How consistent for men of advanced !hought, 

The pathway of science hitherto has been marked stages of social evolution the_ single man had his who giv to every man and wo~an. t~~ nght to 
by the slaughter of the gods. The deified trees, life, condition, and fate det~rw,med by sta!us, not. by think .for themselvs, to berate as spies those who 
streams, mountains, and stars of our ancestors have his volition or individuality. The somal contract wish to speak, as their surroundings hav sho~ _theT?-, 
been disenchanted of the supernatural, and finally dream of Rousseau was the reverse of the facts which facts that giv rise to the thoughts. Were I hymg m 
the Infinite itself can no longer remain as a personal historv has disclosed In individuals are seen the l~st a community where the influence ~tnd teachings of 
deity. In each case the death of the god has seemed products of social evolution and not its beginning. the churches made criminals and paupers, I perhaps 
to the worshiper the death of the world, and he has Man has been the slave of society and status for could see the force of much that Mr. ~eck has left 
refused to be comforted. It is true that science has ages; even now he cannot. escape that slavery e~c~pt un'said. I am a man freer .in thought tlian ~y man 
not destroyed the Infinite, or the cosmos or, Fetich ob-. by de·ath or by becoming Its co-p~ner and willing who seeks to muzzle me. I hav somethmg of a 
jects of worship. But it has, in explfh!ning them, c!e- benefactor. Freedom can only eXIst by a voluntary knowledge of the church in its past history ... I think 
stroyed the old delusions and concep~wns upon whiCh living of social conditions and law.s. But if we go I can distinguish a difference between religwn and 
man had based his whole explanatiOn of the world, below the social or human worlds-if man asks, "-TJiat Christianity. I am free to say and challenge Mr. 
and had been able to conduct a tolerable life. The is the physical world? he can get no answer, phi- Peck or any other man to show when the church has . 
loss of his basis of life is the greatest loss possible if losophy, or explanation except t~ough. and . by the ever gone outside of itself to destroy ~reethoug~t. 
it is not supplied out of the newer c~nceptions of the means of this organism, Humanity, whwh lies b~- What it has done to hold its membership to certam 
world which science has made possible. The truth tween him and it. Science is simply the orgamc dogmas from which they. wished to flee was_ not 
may be even more astonishing t.han the fi~tion, but Man's reading of the world -in which the individual against Freethought outsid.e of th~ church. Are 
it will not be as valuable unless It can sustam human shares only as he inherits or learns the treasmed-up vou, Mr. Peck, acquainted With the history of France 
life and progress more effectively. It is vain to sup- experiences of his race. The world is knowable only when Freethought took control of the government ? 
pose that much that has been sustained by the old as a mode of human sensation. Because all men are Did the church retaliate when its power was re
WILL conception of the world will not be lost to the nearly alike they see nearly the same ~orld. The stored ? I hav no excuse for the atrocities the 
heart the head and finally to the hand of man. The experience-philosophy of Locke and Mill, and the church has done to its own. I claim it has '(LOt 
fair humanities' of old religions, and even civilization intuition and innate-idea philosophy of Kant and sought, only as represent~ti~s in connection with ,'all 
itself, may droop and die unless science becomes the Cousin receive their solution and. reconciliation, as good citizens, to· put restricti~ns. on Freeth ought, or 
solid ground upon which they are to henceforth rest. Mr. Sp~ncer has happily shown, in t~s.h~irship which that class of free thought immiCal to good govern
Where is the basis of the new life and morals upon each man has in the stored-up acqms1twns and con- ment. Our Mr. Lincoln had to stop two Freethought 
which the new earth and new heaven are to rest ? ceptions of the race. papers during our war. . . 
We have shown that the old conception of God, Thus what man is and what is his world, MAN the .As to the claim Mr. Peck makes as to our repre-
like every other thing and co~ceptio?, has u~dergone race is the only Being which can answer to ~an, ~nd sentativ men, Mr. Phillips, called to addres a conven
differentiation because of a higher mtegratwn. We throu()'h science this answer has been and IS bemg tion of Freethinkers in Boston, said: "I am proud 
should therefore expect to find the answer to the recorded. to be your speaker, but I ~ay to you frankly, your 
great religious questions of our age if we inquir~ ~nd It is a singular coincidence that this all-important religion won't work." M!. Lmcoln asked the praye~s 
follow whither the component parts of the old divrne fact of the organic unity of the human .race in time of Christian people for hrmself. Read .Longfellow s 
conceptiop.s have gone and become r~invested ;.to w.it: and space was discovered at. the same time that the "Divine Comedia " for his position, Bronson .AI-

THE INFINITE as a conception remains as the in:fimte new or Copernican Astronomy opened up the new cott tells the world that Mr. Emerson died a· Chtis
fulness, the foundation and background of all con- Heavens and new Earth to mankind. These two tian Theist. Has Darwin's guess been of benefit to 
ceivable existence, and it ever ca,lls fbortthththe emd o-f greatest events in human history have become the us? · B'bl 'd " I 
tions of unspeakable wonder and awe; u ~ go o basis of the new life and history of man on earth Thomas Jefferson, speaking of the 1 e, sa1 ! 
theology is no longer ~here.. :r'he matenal and and the proper beginning of a new era. This was hav always said and always will say that the studious 
?rgan~c Cosmo~ also rema~ns W1th_1ts eart~-planet and pointed out in our lecture preced~ng this on the ob- perusal of the ~acred volume will make better citi
Its vanety, and 1ts endless illustratiOns of law, ever call- jective order of the world, and receives final con:firma- zens, better fathers, and better husb~nds." Your 
ing fort.h the sense of utility, of grace and b_ea~ty, tion by this grand fact objective and subjec~ive. that claim of Mr. Jefferson as a Freethinker IS a good one .. 
and therr counterparts; but the g·ods of the FetiChists Humanity became known at the same time, A.D. I still assert that the church, surrounded by such 
and of the sun and star-worshipers are no longer 1600 when the Martyrdom of Bruno furnished the a rabble as it has had to meet, has done well to even 
realities. . . prop~r individual incident to give to these sublime exist. How can we overcome its influence ? Let us 

The individual man asks in vam of t?e IJ;llim_te or discoveries a personal and a living interest. How be honest as well as practical. Suppose we start a 
of .the Cosmos for. righteou~ness, for directiOn m a.n true all of this is appears abundantly !rom the fact fund to build a college in St. Louis, M~., to cost 
obJect of human life, of whiCh the external o~der IS that this new era since its first proposalm our fonner $1 000 000 in shares of $100 each, to tram men to 
only the base. He may be told to be true to himself, Lecture (printed in October, 1881), has been adopted sp~ak ~ur 'creed. Let us meet their effort as men 
and he cannot be false to a:r;y man, but how c~n he by a large number of Liberals, and has been put into duly enlisted, and not as bushwhackers. . . 
be true to himself? ·what IS he? Whence did he actual use more extensively than any other modern The charge against the church oppo~mg sCience 
come ? What is he to do, and why_? ~hese are the Calendar as yet proposed. How this discovery of the and refonns cannot be sustained. Galileo,ei~as the 
great religio~s becau~e the great mevitabl_e ·.funda- gr.eat Humanity was made and its history, h.aye I n~t church and discovered the pendulum after prayers. 
mental questiOns of existence. The p~rs?mfied Cos- detailed at length in "The Epitome of Positive Phi- Bruno 'wao burnt as a heretic. His mantle. fell on 
mos answered them to the savage ammist, and.the losophy and Religion," my address on "The Religion Spinoza, who continued to teach the lesson of astr?n
personi:fied Infinite answer~d them to _the theologian; of Humanity," and "The Correspondence as to the omy learned from him .. Bruno was a Pantheist, 
but those answers ar~ vain when smence has exor- Grounds of theN ew Era, The Era of Science. and Ma~* hence not a Freethinker. Gutenberg was, a ~a~ho
cised the Man-God alike from the blue of the sky, (E.M., 283)?" Certainly I need only to submit these ht- lie and was under their power. Lafayette s VISit to 
and the blue and green of the earth. tle works without repetition and to ask a general fa- thls country gave him an opportunity to speak against 

These sphynx-like questions, which must. be. ~~- miliarity with them. human slavery. .A division in one of our c?urches 
sw~red u~der penalty of deat~ to Man and his ~Ivih- With this preparation we must f?llow the last of had taken place on account of slave~y thirty-five 
zatwn, nnght mdeed appeal~ msoluble under_ smence the great religious questions to whiCh we have re- years previous. Temperance has had Its strongest 
but for its last greatest discovery: the discovery cently referred as unanswerable except for the fact support from professedly Christian people. 
of HuMANITY encircling· the ph~net in its soli~ari~y, of the discovery of the GRAND MAN, and ask their I want to be on the side that. will do the best for 
and ever growing through countless· ages m. Its solution. me when in need of that help. If Freeth ought offers 
continuity. This fact of the S?lidarity ~d conti~u- What ought we to do, and why? to the race something that will be of the greatest 
ity of the human race as_ a nng~ty somal organis~ What are and should be man's relation to the benefit to man, that is my creed. If the rae~ can find 
obeying the laws of evolutwn and mterdependence, IS world and to his fellow-men, and theirs to him? the most good in restricted thought, I am With them. 
beyond all question the most important fact ~hat What is the motive, rule, and sanction of life and If the church shall demonstrate its power more 
science has disclosed, because the most fai·-reaching- its conduct under the new era? fully to aid men than other schemes, I am with ~he 
ing and pra~tical. What the Copernican a~tro~~my is Or, in a word, What is the meaning of man's life church. I won't retaliate with charges demeamng 
in the Cosmic world, what the law of evolutiOn ISm the and. his destiny? Mr. Peck's motivs as he did mine; I. am too "tender
world of liying. t~ings, this. fact o.f ~he hist~r~cal hu- To the surprise of many, we believe, it will be fuoied." I will merely say, in seekmg to hold your 
man orgamsm ISm the somal, rehgwus, politiCal, and found that these questions have received answers un- adherents and converts, don't play the wor:n-o~t p_lan 
mo!al worlds. It is the r(ilvelation of science ':'ithout der the New Era (since A.D. 1600) from t~e Evangelists of the church-the muzzle. It's a weak mstitutwn 
which ll:ot one of t~ese W?rl~s could be explamed or of Science and Humanity, and that therr gospe~s are that cannot stand on its merits. It's a false problem 
co-ordained, but with whiCh It seems as though the in all essentials concurrent conclusive, and s[!.tisfac- that won't prove itself. Good-bye, Brother Peck. 
sun had just risen toillumi~ate them all; for instance~ tory. Let us see if the f~cts do not warrant this Breckenridge, Mich. L. H. ToWN, JR. 

Does man ask what he IS and whence he came· conclusion. 
The answer is that he is one of the children and 
parts of this great organism which produced and • These may ail be obtained at THE TnUTR SEEKER office; 
upholds him as family, state, nation, rac.e; without price, 25 cents. 
which he could not have been and could not exist for 
a day. To explain himself he has to explain the race 
which has produced every fiber of his body, every 
thought of his mind, every emotion of his soul. It 
is only within this race that he lives and moves and 
has a being at all. "Between man and the world 
there lies, and there is need. of, Humanity." This is 
the greatest of facts and of truths. But was not 
man originally created or produced as an individual, 

UNDER the title of "Prohibition and Self-Govern
ment," E. C. Walker, of Valley Falls, K~n., has J?Ub
lished in pamphlet form three of the se~es of articles 
from his pen which originally appeared m THE TRUTH 
SEEKER on the above subject. To these he has added 
an editorial from the Kansas lit'beral. This collection 
fonns a very clear and concise statement of Mr. 
Walker's side of the Prohibition question. 

MR. PECK'S REPLY. 

MR. L. H. TowN, My Dear Sir: When I bid you 
good-bye I did not expect to be compelled to lay you 
across my knee a second time. A man met another 
who was drunk, and asked him if he was a Demo
crat "No " said the drunken man; "I am no Demo
crat: altho~gh I am free to acknowledge that I. s~ow 
all the symptoms." Now, if you are not a Chnstiall, 
you certainly show all the symptoms. 

You accuse me of making an "effort to close your 
mouth." I hav made no such effort, and I defy you 
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. The Tomb of Fanaticism. 

[An examination of Lord Bolingbroke's doctrines. Written 
by Voltaire in 1767 and translated from the French by Avery 
Meriwether.] 

CHAPTER XXX. 

to prove it from anything I hav said. On the oon- r(}le of old Abraham, plungeQ. a knife to the heart of 
t~ary; I woul~ stand up and defend you in the exer- his little ·girl. _More recently another bloodthirsty 
mse of, the nght of _free speech to the last drop of saint, in imitation of--the same old patriarch, made 
my bloo~ Altho11;~h the ch:urch and the ~riesthood his boy kneel down and plunged a long knife to his 
hay bath~d the fairest portwns of earth m human heart. Hav you not read of the Christian mother 
blood; thri:Jk not that I would put them down by who murdered her three children? All of these 
force. I would destroy their power by elevating the murders are clearly traceable to Christian teaching. 
masses. Truth and reason are the only legitimate The murder of Garfield can justly be attributed ~o 
weapons of. the true Liberal. Don't thi~ because I the same cause. Every paper, almost, brings intelli-

. tell you plam truths that I hav any desire to close gence of poor, ruined, helpless maniacs, rendered so ooNOERNlNO: THE QUARRELS OF CHRISTIANs :SEFORE coN-
your mont~. No, no; mttle. on to your heart's con- by Christian teaching. BTANTINE AND UNDER HIS REIGN. 
tent; the ~Ions do not chafe where the kittens mew. You first attempt to prove that we are indebted to Before, during, and after the reign of Constantine, 
I _hav a nght to find fault wheri you misstate and the church for all our institutions of learning-that the Christians were always divided into several sects, 
m1s~e~re~ent. But yo_u are so III:uch tinctured with it produces all the great and good men, that its many factions, and in various schisms. It was im
Christiamty that I will try partially to forgiv you teaching has a salutary influence, etc., and then tUl'll possible fo1· people who had no coherent system, who 
eyen for that. It is one of the ear-marks of the around and ask, " How shall we overcome its influ- had not even that little "credo "* which has been 
church which you uphold. ence ?" Can't you see the force of your own logic? falsely imputed to the apostles, who differed among 

You seem to feel hurt because I refer to you as a If the church is a good institution, its teachings sal- themselves in nation, language, and manners, should 
~PY·. Perhap_s I ought to I'ecall that much, f?r I am utf!>ry, don't you see you show yourself t? be a bad be united in the same belief. 
mchned to thmk you do not know what you are your- man when you attempt to overcome its Influence? Saturnine, Basil, Carpocratus, Euphratus, V alen~ 
self. Now, I pray you, let us hav a little system, and You propose a million-dollar college "to train men tine, Cerdon, Marcion, Hennogenus, Hermas, Justin, 

. find out, if possible, where you do stand. to speak our creed," and all the time telling what a Tertullian, Origen, all held contrary opinions; and 
1. Do you believe the Bible to be the inspired bad creed it is, and trying to convey the idea " that while Roman magistrates endeavored, at times, to re~ 

word of God? . our religion won't work," comparing our speakers and press· the Christians, they were occupied in excom-
2. Do you believe in the fall of man ? instructors to dogs in the manger, and at the same municating and anathematizing each other, and even 
3. Do you believe that Christ was the son of God ·time extolling the church and the Christian religion fighting one another while in the depths of prisons. 

-"-i. e., the very God-born of a virgin; that through and its ministers. In your next please let me know This was truly the most perceptible and deplorable 
belief in him all may be saved, and without such how you succeed in riding two horses going in op- effect of fanaticism. 
belief all will be damned? _ posit directions. I think you will get no hundred- The eager desire to rule opened up another source 

If you believe each and every one of these propo- dollar shares of my money. I regard it as a scheme ·of discord; there were disputes about what was 
sitions to be true, you may pass for a Christian. If to get the J_,iberals to build a college and then hav the called the dignity of the bishop, followed by the 
you dissent from either you cannot join any orthodox Christians steal it from us as they did Girard College. same transports of anger, the same frauds, which 
church, but must be turned off on the left among the You say Bruno was blll'llt as a heretic, and that have since signalized the schisms of the forty anti
goats, Infidels, heretics, or what-not. Study these his mantle fell on Spinoza. And is this all you hav popes. They were as desirous of ruling ove;r a small 
points until you know what you do believe, and can to offer in extenuation of that foul murder? Let us and obscure populace as the Urbana and Johns were 
see the impropriety of throwing so many self-wound- put this in practical fonn. The church imprisoned to give orders to kings . 

. ing boomerangs. Bennett as a heretic, and his mantle fell on Macdon- Novatus contended for the first Christian place in 
You boast of your freedom of thought, and in the ald; therefore the church is excusable for imprison- Carthage with Cyprian, who was elected. Novatus 

same sentence accuse me of trying to muzzle you ing Bennett. contended for the bishopric of Rome with Cornelius; 
because I prefer pure bloods and don't like a mon- "Bruno was. a Pantheist, hence not a Freethinker," each having received the laying on of hands from 
grel. · and "hence" I infer that none are Freethinkers ex- the bishops of his own party. They already dared 
_ You seem to pride yourself on your knowledge of cept those who believe the dogmas of the .church, to disturb Rome, and yet theological compilers van
church history, and challenge me to prove that the You say, "The charges against the church oppos- ture to-day to wonder that Decius should have pun
church has ever gone outside of itself to destroy ing science and reformers cannot be sustained." ished ~ few of these disturbers of the peace. Decius, 
Freethought. I guess you hav never read the decree Then to prove that these cha1·ges cannot be sustained however, punished neither N ovatian nor Cornelius, 
of one of the early emperors, " that all the writings you state that " Galileo discovered the pendulum in though Cyprian ~as put to the torture during his 

·of Porphyry. or any one else against the Christian the church after prayers." Of course that proves reign. Such obscure rivals were all0wed to declare 
religion, wherever found, should be burnt." that the church did not persecute Galileo. "Guten- war against each other as dogs are allowed to fight 

Again you say that "the church has only sought berg was a Catholic, and under their power." . And in a court-yard, provided they do not bite their mas~ 
to place restrictions on that class of Freeth ought in- who do you think will take this as evidence that what ters. 
imical to good government." I said in regard to him was untrue? In the time of Constap.tine t?ere wa~ a similar 

What did Galileo do repu-gnant to good govern- " Temperance has received its strongest support schism at Cartli_a~e. Two A!t'I?an l;illti-popes, or 
ment? Was Michael Servetus roasted in a slow fire from the church.'' Yes, and its bitterest opposition, anti-bishops, Cecilian. and MaJonn, d1sput~d about 
because he had disturbed the equilibrium of good too. Do you know that in the earliest days of the the Episcopal see! ~hwh began to be an obJ~ct wor~ 
government? Did Bennett lie in a loathsome prison temperance movement Christians refused to giv em- thy of their ambition. There. ":ere women m each 
because he had said 0r done something inimical to ployment to men ·who had signed the pledge, and party. Donat succeede~ MaJon;n and formed the 
good gove:r;nment? And yet, with these facts before even daubed their houses with filth? You cannot be first. o.f t~e bloody _schisms whwh were to de:f;Ue 
the world, you boast of your knowledge of church 11s old as I am or you could remember when a min- Christianity. Eusebms relates ~hat they fought With 
history, and deny that the "church has ever placed ister was not well used if the bottle was not set out clubs, because Jesus, as they said, had ordered Peter 
any restrictions on Freethought." Your assertions to him wlien he called. to return his sword to the scabbard .. Afterward t?ey 
are meant to deceive, or they are made without The Washingtonian movement did more to arouse were less s~p~ous. The Donatists and Cypnan~ 
knuwledge. · the public mind to the evils of intemperance than any ites fought With rron. Then commenced the three 

You say you "hav no excuse for the atrocities the other movement before or since, and they were not hundred years of _carnage, ca11;sed by the q1:arrels of 
church has done to its own." Oh, you onJy excuse Christians, and would not allow their meetings to be Alexander and Arms, Athru:asms and Eusebms, as to 
the atrocities to Infidels and heretics. You are like opened by prayer. The church never inaugurates w~ether Jesus was of prems_ely the same substance 
the king of Portugal, who said, during the Crusades,. any reforms, but invariably fights them. It mobbed 'UJ!th God or of a substance hlce God. 
that it was only pastime to cut the throats of In- and murdered the early antislavery agitators (most [To BE CONTIN1!ED.] 

fidels. of whom were Infidels), and now claims all the glory 
You seem to make no distinction between Theism of the achievement. 

or Deism and Christianity. Neither Lincoln norJef- Mr. Town, you are strangely mixed; you seem to 
ferson nor a single name which I gave in opposition think that all the good comes from the church, and 
to your "average college professm;s" and "Chris- all that is evil is engendered outside of it. You claim 
tians," in reply to your article, can be claimed as a that ministers and Christians are all good men, while 
Christian with any degree of consistency. It is Infidels are " dogs in the manger,'' and yet you use 
quite common to claim all as Christians who believe the. words "we" and "us" as naturally as if you had 
in a God. And it is an old trick of the church to been born among us. 
claim all great and good men as Christians. The Now, Mr. Town, I hope you will not think that I 
whole nation was on its knees for Garfield, because am opposed to either your speaking or writing. I 
it was thought that he was a Christian, while all would not close your mouth. No muzzles or padlocks 
Christians called for vengeance on Guiteau. And from me. If you try to be consistent you may yet be
yet I hav good reason to believe that Garfield'was come a full-fledged musketo. You are only a wiggler 
not a Christian, while I know that Guiteau was. It now; write on. 
is t}le belief and not the acts of men which determin,s I must now relate the fable of the skunk and the 
~heth~r th~y a:re Christian m: not. Guiteau believed 'coon, and then bid you good-bye. . 
1ll .the mspiratwn of the scnptures, the fall of man, After a long winter of undisturbed repose, a certam 
the divinity' of Christ, the plan of salvation, etc., and 'coon on a fair day thought he would walk out and 
that made him a Christian. Lincoln, Jefferson, Phil- enjoy the sunshine. On his return home he found 
lips, and all the rest whose names r-gave, and many his apartment occupied by a skunk. "What do you 
more, denied either one or all of the above proposi- want here?" said the 'coon. "Oli, I am around visit
tiona, and consequently could not consistently hav ing my near relativs," replied thQ skunk. "You are 
joined any orthodox church, and were not Christians. no relativ of mine," said his 'coonship. "Yes I am. 

So long as men love to be successful in their un- My father was a 'coon, and my mother was a 'coon." 
dertakings and so long as the influence of the "Well," said the 'coon, "you are either mistaken or 
church c~ be hurled against any man at the bidding I am .deceived. Your ~pots do not indicate the 'coon 
of the priesthood, so long will it be difficult to find family; you do not look like a 'coon, nor smell like a 
.out man's true religious belief. When Jefferson was 'coon, and you shall no longer impose upon respecta
;a candidate for the presidency, it was used as an argu- ble 'coons." Whereupon a convention of 'coons was 
:ment against him that he was an Infidel, and if called, and the sente:r;ce of death was passed u~on 
-elected would burn all the Bibles and tear down all the skunk-not for bemg a skunk, but for pretending 
the churches, and yet you claim him as a Christian. to be a 'coon. JOHN PECK.· 

• This Oredo, called the Apostle's creed, is no more from the 
apostles than from the bishop of London. It was composed 
in the fifth century by the priest Rufinus. The whole 
Christian religion has been made of pieces and scraps. It is 
there that it is said that Jesus after his death descended into 
hell. There was a great discussion in the time of Edward 
VI. as to whether he descended in body or in spirit, and it 
was decided that the soul alone preached in hell while his 
body remained in the sepulcher, as if, forsooth, the body of 
an executed criminal was ever placed in a sepulcher-as if it 
were not the custom to throw such bodies into the sewers. I 
would like to know what his soul was doing in hell. We 
English were great simpletons in the time of Edward VI. It 
was only about the time of the fourth century that the apos
tle's creed appeared for the first time entire [1771]. 

Cheap Postage at Last, and Postal Notes in 
Addition. 

The late Congress passed a law which will be 
hailed with general satisfaction by the people, namely, 
the reduction of the rate of postage on letters to two 
cents. The United States may now be considered 
as standing at the head of the nations in the matter 
of cheap postal facilities. We are indebted to Mother 
England for teaching us the A B C of popular postal 
transmission; for a score of years her rate has been 
two cents. But no such costs, difficulties, and dis
tances hav had to be overcome in can·ying the mails 
in Great Britain as in this country. Her postal 
routes are short, her total area being only about one 
hundred and twenty-two thousand square miles, 
while ours is not far from three and a. half millions 
of square miles. 

.If Lincoln· had declared his religious belief openly, 
it is not likely that he would hav been elected presi
dent. The love of popularity often makes men very 
discreet. 

Many of our important towns are from one to four 
thousand miles apart by the postal routes, over which 
we haT been long carrying letters for three cents . 

BY an error of somebody the lecture of W. F. Under the new rates of two cents, the quantity of 
Jamieson at Linesville, Pa., was reported in THE letters to be carried will doubtless be greatly aug~ 
TRUTH SEEKER to hav been on "Spiritualism in accord men ted. 
with Science." It should hav been, "Materialism in The new two-cent rate goes into operation October You virtually deny that the church or its teaching 

makes criminals. You forgot that .Freeman, in the accord with Science.'' lat. The J?GSt-office authorities are engaged in pre-
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paring a brand new two-cent stamp, with which to 
inaugurate the happy event. . 

Another accommotlation for the public will also soon 
come into vogue, namely, the issue of postal notes 
for small sums. By payment at any post-office a 
postal note for the amount is to be given, which 
will be payable on presentation at any ot4er post-
office. -

The post-office authorities are making preparations 
as rapidly as possible for the issue of the new postal 
note. It is to be e,ngraved with great care, the work 
upon it to be equal to that on the national banknotes, 
in order to protect the holder. It is expected that 
this note will prove of great benefit to all who desire 
to use the mails to purchase books, newspapers,· and 
merchandise. The authorities admit that it is an 
experiment, and do not expect that the system ·will 
any more than pay expenses. 

Guiteau Once More. 
. "The Rev, Dr. Hicks, who was spiritllaradviser to·Guiteau, 
announces that the assassin is not.;.in hell, because there is 
no such place. -According to this doctrin, then, the slayer 
and his Tictim, are both enjoying the advantages of celestial 
residence, regardless of the merits. of either. There is very 
little room for consolation in the thought." 

The foregoing occurred among the " Notes and 
Clippings"· in THE TRUTH SEEKER a few weeks ago. 
The Evening Democrat, of Sherman, Texas, quotes it, 
credits it to its proper source, and then proceeds to 
expose its fallaciousness: 

" THE TRUTH SEEKEB shows either a lack of candor or else 
a very narrow, contracted mind. There was a time when Mr. 
Garfield and Mr. Gliiteau both lived in this ·poor little world 
of ours. Did the low, unhappy, and desperate condition of 
Guiteau's mind and body affect the happiness, affiuenc~, and 
power cif Mr. Garfield? --~:·· 

K . ·ow "Says St. Paul, 'There is one glory of the sun, and msman, o. 
another glory of the moon, and another glory of the stars; 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir·' Emery and one star differeth from another star in glory.' The lower 
Thompson, Esq., sent me word, while I was in Chicago, and baser nature finds its level and proper atmosphere by a 
to come to Kinsman and deliver five lectures. They law of nature, which seems so self-evident a fact that THE 
were the first Freeth ought lectures ever given in TRuTH SEEKER must stumble over it, if it is not wholly blinded 
Kinsman. The Methodist and Presbyterian churches by conceit or deceit. 
are the "powers that be." They frown down any- .";Is the life of the most pure and innocent person of this 
thing like progt·essiv thought, and, in consequei:J.Ce, planet rendered base and unhappy because God allows some 
there were very few of the elect who came within the_ evil inflamed person to exist upon the same sphere? 
sound of our voice. Kinsman is so pious that- even "Would the righteous man .send the evil one out of ex
the young folks don't dance, but they want to "awful istence if he could, or into hell if it were given him to choose? 
bad." So, in Jllace of the sinful dance, they engage "Is Garfield com:pelled to stand upon the 'level' with hhr 
semi-occasionally in galloping "snap-an'-ketch 'em." murderer because both are compelled (for the want of a lake 
It is s_aid to be far more boisterous than the grace'- of fire) to inhabit God's universe? Does ·living on the same 
ful waltz, but it is more pious. planet equalize the conditions of people? 

"o:h, THE TBUTH SEEKEB should count the stars of heaven, The churches are fine-looking edifices, but the 
ld scan the glowing baldrick ·of night, and wander in mind 

school-house, situated between them is an ° tum- ·through inter-stellar space, and then reflect that the universe, 
ble-down, barn-like affair, which looks as if it had wherever God is and sin and death are not, is heaven. 
remained in that identical spot since 1798, when the "It is not likely that Guiteau would, -if permitted, care to 
first settler came there. Probably it is not more tag after Garfield after his earthly experience." 
than fifty years old, although it looks like a century , 
building. It said to me as plainly as a barn could The Evening Democrat, it will be seen, inquires if 
talk: "The people here believe in serving God the unhappy and desperate condition of Guiteau's 
firstly and education secondly. Souls must be saved: mind and body affected the happiness, affluence, and 
whether they know anything or not." • power of Mr. Garfield. It is popularly believed that 

The parson's house is a beautiful residence " set it did. The desperate condition of his mind drove a 
on a hill." The good man is cor¢ortable whether . 
the children are or not. His master, while on earth, bullet into Garfield's body, kept half a dozen physi-
" enjoyed" poverty, which the Kinsman clergyman cians probing among his vitals for weeks looking for 
considerately donates to the children. The minister the ball, and finally caused his death. Such atten
endures the good things of this life, while the children tions as these are eminently calculated to interfere 
shiver in the barn school-house. Consequently the with a person's happiness, affluence, and power. 
Christians of Kinsman gave us a wide berth. St. Paul's remark that "there is one glory of the 

Kinsman is about as isolated, secluded, sectarian 
as it is scattered: It would hav been more so if it sun, and another glory of the moon, and another 
had not been for the railroad and telegraph. glory of the stars; and one star differeth from another 

Still, there are excellent, intelligent people among in glory," is one that will apply most anywhere, and 
the Christians of Kinsman. We do not wish anyone we shall hav it canned for future use. The one star 
to form an erroneous -impression about them. The that differeth from another doubtless refers to the 
raih·oad, telegraph, and newspaper hav done much "Lone Star" -of Texas. The way it differs from 
for this very religious town. While their religion 
has been employed in saving theiJ: souls, the civiliz- another is in producing the Sherman Evrming Dem.o-
ing agencies refened to hav been benefiting their crat, and the editor of that paper is beyond question 
brains and bodies. the particular glory that distinguishes it from other 

Our lectm·es were attended mostly by Liberals orbs. 
living several miles away. Only a few citizens of "The lower and baser nat:Ul'e finds its level and 
Kinsman were disposed to come and giv us a hos- proper atmosphere by a law of nature." This is pro
pitable hearing, notwithstanding we were very kind found. If the low and base nature of Guiteau takes 
to Kinsman. 

Our Liberal friends expressed themselves as highly him to heaven, by what law does the eminent Mr. 
pleased with the first Freethought lectures in the Garfield gravitate to the same level? The editor of 
history of the town, and hav given me a cordial in- the Democrat will observe that this theory is not the 
vitation to come again next fall. one which was intended to be brought forward on- this 

The expense, sixty dollars paid to the lecturer, for occasion. The conect one got mislaid, probably, and 
five lectures, was willingly borne by a few. Liberals the base-nature-fin~s-its-own-level idea was put in by 
are not assessed, as church-members are, to constantly 
pay money to support religion. The general plan is a mistake of the printer. 
to subscribe and make the lectures free to the public. About the pure and innocent person, the righteous 
Once in a while a collection is.taken up by the Lib- man, and other popular myths of that variety, we are 
erals, to giv those who hav not subscribed an oppor- unable to answer any questions of the kind pro
tunity to assist, as they "desire to do, after listening pounded; but we will count the stars when we hav 
to a speaker's sentiments. At Kinsman there was more time, and take a stroll through interstellar 
only one collection, which amounted to between four-
teen and fifteen dollars. That beats the church. space as spon as the weather gets warm enough for 

I had the pleasure of enjoying the hospitality of excursions. The baldric has gone out of style with 
Emery Thompson, Sr., and his Liberal family, sons, Night in New York. She now affects the ruffled robe 
daughters, sons-in-law-ail Liberal, kind, courteous, a nuit, and our sense of propriety forbids our cany
agreeable. Also of Mr. Daniel Burns and L. W. ing out the Democrat's suggestion. We like to culti
Roberts. W. F. JAMIEsoN. vate editorial fraternity, and it is our nature to ac

Obituary. 
Dmn.-In Hudson, Mich., Jan. 27th, of paralysis, 

George Williams, aged 79 years. The Hudson Post 
says of him: 

"Mr. Williams was a man of very emphatic likes and dislikes, 
and pronounced convictions; a man of straightforward 
honesty and abiding integrity, and deprecated and denounced 
all machinntions and crookedness, and whose prom is was cur
rent coin. A great reader and thinker, he shaped his daily 
walk and conversation to his own conviction of right and 
wrong, asking no one to do his thinking, and was the keeper 

. of his own conscience; and the most faithful eulogy that can 
be pronounced on any one, the verdict of his immediate 
neighbors, says he was a just man, a good citizen, a faithful 
friend, and a kind neighbor." 

He was until his misfortune a reader of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, and always remained a stanch Infidel. He 
closes his life work mourned by many. 

commodate if convenient; but when Modesty, as in 
this case, interposes her maiden form, we feel called 
upon to halt. 

We did not claim that Guiteau and Garfield must 
necessarily be associates at tag in another world, for 
they will be members of the same choir, and mem
bers of choirs do not play tag. They generally bat 
one another around with hymn-books. Guiteau 
could hav no object in following Garfield about. 
Along the banks of the river of life the petulant pop 
of the pistol is not heard. But if Garfield should 
some day discover Guiteau sitting alongside him, it 
would be the most natural thing in this world, and 
probably the next, for him to smash a large and ex
pensiv harp over that individual's head. 

_ A Challenge. 
The author of the following challenge asserts that 

he sent his defiance to Mr. Ingersoll, Mr. Bennett, 
and other representativ Liberals, but that all were 
afraid to meet him. It would be extremely unlikely 
that Col. Ingersoll would journey to Oregon to meet 
an obscure expounder of the Christadelphian phase 
of Christianity, even though he should be given $500 
to pay expenses, as this reverend says he offered. 
If the many Christian sects will combine and unite 
on some representativ man, and stand or fall. with 
him, probably Col. Ingersoll will meet hiln, but it is 
absurd to suppose that he will go to Oregon to meet 
a man he never heard of. 

We think also that Mr. Nichols is drawing on his 
imagination when he asserts that Mr. Bennett de
clined, for we are not aware he ever heard of Mr. 
Nichols. He was always willing to point out the· 
enors of Christianity to its believers, and although 
he would not hav gone to Oregon to meet an oppo
nent, he would hav offered hiin the use of his col
umns and therein answered him, as we are willing to 
do if no one else responds, and if Mr. Nichols wishes 
a written debate wherein high-sounding words are of 
no avail, and plain statements must be made and 
proved in a logical manner. · But as there woUld be 
considerable inconvenience in such a debate, with 
one contestant living away out in Oregon, we advise 
Mr. Niohols to offer J. L. York, of San Jose, Cal., the 
$500 to pay expenses, or W. F. Jamieson, of Indian
apolis, or W. S. Bell, of Paola, Kan., or E. C. Walker, 
or Norway, Iowa, or J. E. Remsburg, of Atchison, 
Kan. All of these gentlemen are in the lecture field 
and open for ·engagements. If the reverend gentle
man is in earnest he can be accommodated,' no doubt. 

TEE CHALLENGE. 
McMiNNviLLE, OREGON, March 6, i883. 

By the request of many (and :r;night be multiplied by hun
dreds), we challenge Mr. R. Ingersoll, or any repre&entiv 
Infidel, to publicly discuss the following proposition: 

Resolved, That the Bible is true; that it is the reliable "wo:r;d 
of God, given through and written by man. • And as such it 
contains no contradictions or absurdities. But it is harmo-
nious and reasonable throughout. L. T. NICHOLS. 

Two Journeys. 
"I go on a journey far away," 

He said-and he stooped and kissed me then; 
"Ovel' the ocean for many a day-

Good-bye," and he kissed me once again. 
- But only a few short months had fled 

When again I answered my husband's kiss; 
"I could not tarry away," he said; 

"There is never a land so fair as this." 

Again I stood by my husband's side; 
"I go on a journey, sweet, to-day; 
Over the river the boatmen glide-

Good-bye; I shall linger long away." . 
Ah, he will come back soon, I know, 

J said, as I stooped for the parting kiss. 
He cannot tarry, he told me so, . 

There is never a land so fair as this. 

But many a month and many a year, 
Hav flown since my darling went away. 

Will he never come back to meet me here, 
'Has he found the region of ·perfect day? 

Over the ocean he went and came; 
Over the river and lingers there ! 

0 pallid boatman l call my name ! 
Show me the region so wondrous fair. 

A Righteous Judge. 
Attorney-General Hahn, of St. Paul, Minn., on the 

14th, rendered a decision in a novel case, but one 
involving a great principle. The teacher of a school 
at Spring Valley ordered a pupil to prepare an ora
timi. He presented a selection from one of Inger
soll's papers. She refused to allow him to use the 
s_election, and he, saying that he would use that or 
nothing, was expelled. The attorney-general decides 
that the teacher's prejudice against Ingersoll's ideas 
is not sufficient cause for expulsion, and that the boy 
must be reinstated. 

A Letter from Ceylon. 
We hav received the fo11owing letter from the sec

retary of the Buddhist branch of the Theosophical 
Society of Ceylon. Mr. Bennett was very warmly re
ceived and hospitably entertained in Ceylon by these 
followers of the great Gautama Buddha, and fre
quently refened to his stay there as among the most 
pleasant and gratifying experiences attending his 
trip around the world _ These Buddhists, he stated, 
were distinguished for their intelligence and pro• 
gressiv ideas, and their enterprise must :finally prove 
the salv11<tion of their island from the evil ·effects of 
the inroads which Christian proselytism ·is making 
upo.n the less enlightened nativs. 

THE BUDDHIST BBANCH OF THE THEOSOPIDCAL SOCIETY, OR} 
THE PABAMAWIGNABTHA. BA.UDDlll SA.MA.GAMA. 

CoLOMBo, CEYLoN, Feb. 20, 1883. 
DEAB MBs. BENNETT: Permit me to address this note of 

deepest sympathy with your affliction, embodying the follOW• 

\ 
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ing resolutions, which were unanimously adopted and voted Laura M. Delano, of Milwaukee, was then read, addresses taxes; whoever teaches the community of goods; whoever 
to l;>e sent to you at a general meeting of the above society: made by Mrs. Gardner and Mr. R. D~ Jones, and at an early usurps the priesthood; whoever holds unlawful assemblies; 

WKEllEAB, We, the members of the Paramawignanartha hour the assembla~e dispersed, after extending their personal whoever sins against faith, shall be punished with death. . . . 
Baudd.ha Samagama of Colombo, learn, with feelings of deep ~ As for the simple people, who hav not preached or adminis-
regret, that D. M. Bennett, the founder and editor of that congratulations and good wishes to Mrs. Post. tered baptism, but who were seduced to permit themselvs to 
valuable paper, THE Tmi"TH SEEKER, of New York, and a mem- frequent the assemblies of the heretics, if they do not wish 
ber of the Theosophical Society, has departed this life· be it A CORRESPONDENT of the Sun states that Heber Newton will to renounce Ana baptism, they shall be scourged, punished 

Resolved, That in the death of this successful advo~11te of not be tried for heresy, as the bishop. of the diocese cannot with perpetual exile, and even with death if they return three 
Freethought and an inveterate foe of superstition and big- consistently drag him to trial while the Rev. Mr. Cowley., con- times· to the place whence they hav been expelled." 
otry, we hav lost a worthy member who was an honor to our vict&d of starving little orphans and serving out a righteous·. And on the reverse side this extract from his letter to 
parent society and its c>tuse, and that on his Yisit to our isl- · 1 d f H d d h 1\'I d ft p 
and in last February, he rendered a great service in deliver- sentence in the penitentiary, remains in full fellowship in the Philip, the an grave o esse, ate t e r on ay a er en-
ing an able le~ture coutrasti!lg. Bud~hism with Christianity Episcopal church. There would· appear to an onlooker con- tecost of the same year: 
under the auspices of our soCiety, which endeared him to the siderable sense in this if the church were run on principles of "Whoever denies the doctrins of our faith-aye, even one 
Sinhalese Buddhists-a Sinhalese translation of which is now ju~tice, but we hav just seen in' England a Christian judge article which rests on the scripture, on the authol"ity of the 
being circulated among them; therefore be it also t d universal teaching of the church, must be treated not only as 

Resolved, That we tender our deepest sympathy to Mrs .. ·sen ence a mur erer to three months' imprisonment and a a heretic, but also as a blasphemer of the holy name of God. 
Bennett, the afflicted widow, and her business associates our heretic to twelve, and are filled with doubt as. to the exact It is not necessary to lose time in disputes with such people; 
cordial regret. Yours with sympathy, difference in degrees of guilt the church holds there is be- they are to be condemned as impious blasphemers." 

C. P. GoONEWARDENE. tween heresy and a penitentiary offense. On the third side this extract from the same letter would 
_____ ...,____ go far~ to show future generations how tolerant of others' 

Notes. "THE Missouri Lwe:ral says churches in New Hampshire are opinions this great man was. These words were written of a 
no-longer exempt from taxation. This is incorrect. It is true 

OVE:it 1,460 new members hav joined the National Secular that a recent legislature passed a law taxing all churches on man who denied the "doctrin of our [Luther's] faith:" 
Society of England since its last conference at Edinburgh. . . "Drive him away as an apostle of hell; and if he does not 

their value in excess of $10,000, but with the usual cunning flee, deliver him up as a seditious man to the executioner." 
MB. GE,EEN's "Freethought Direetory" for March is re- and duplicity of Christian financiers this clause is practically And on tile fourth side perhaps these kind words he once 

ceived, and contains besides the list of names a number of inoperativ by reason of the officers .of towns and cities w:.;ote to Melimcthon would serve to settle some theological 
very interesting articles. always rebating the taxes when appealed to by the members. h · . · point concerning t e Anabaptists: 

Every spring the churches are assessed, but the ta;xes are not "That all was deci"ded-t.he doct,.;n of Zui'na
0

1I' nndof Roth-WE learn of the marriage, at Council Bluffs, on the 16th, by 11 d I · · .. " 
co ecte . t IS a dishonest evaswn, but strictly in keeping mann was diabolical, and that these sowers of discord, these 

Justice of the Peace Edwin Abbott, of Mrs. George Baggs, 'th Lh · · t t th th t · 
Wl " e vwanous a onemen eory a an mnocent man ravenous wolves, who devastated the fold of Christ, should 

formerly of Wyoming, to Michael Sweet, of Her My' Mich. suffers for the guilty. Christians are prone to force others to be banished.". 

THE Catholic administrators of the estate of the Duchess of pay their debts, both moral and pecuniary. By all means let us hav a statue to Martin Luther! 

Gaeliera, 1taly, hav stolen twelve million francs of her for- WE are obliged to friend Seaver for copying the note :relat
tune, and she has been obliged to suspend work upon a hos- ing to Mr. Bennett's travels. The Investigator enters upon its 
pi tal she was erecting. fifty-third volume in a few weeks, which is a remarkably good 

"Injudicious Investments." 
F1'ont 1'=s Siftings. 

The Catholics in Massachusetts who were so con
fiding as ·to lend money to the Augustinian Society, 
without exacting any security, can now adjust their 
mouths to whistle. They may as well begin to 
pucker up their lips at once, for it is their privilege 
to whistle for the missing money. They can relieve 
the numerous creditors of Archbishop Purcell, many 
of whom are much in need of relief of some kind, not 
having received anything thus far from the church 
with a big C, and they must be tired whistling. 
Great as these defalcations are, they are but a drop 
in the bucket compared with the loss occasioned by 
the Union General of a French Catholic Society, the 
funds of which evaporated completely, leaving noth
ing behind· except a well-defined smell, suggestiv of 
something being in an advanced state of decomposi
tion in France. 

THE London Freethinker will be conducted during the.im- age for a Liberal paper to .attain. It givs us great pleasure to 
prisonmentof its editor by his friend, Edward B. Aveling. A note that the debt on its home is being rapidly paid, some 
public indignation meeting to pr"otest against Mr. Foote's $4,600 having been received by Mr. Mendum since last 
incarceration will be held in London soon. October. On the 15th inst."the semi-annualinterest ($875) 

THE secular papers consider it worth noting that the last 
New Jersey defaulter was not a church communicant. He 
was a regular attendant, however, ~tnd had a pr!J-Ctical knowl
edge of the doctriils. He got away with $80,000. 

was due on the mortgage upon the building, The directors 
were not only able to pay this amount, but also to apply 
$7,000 toward the liquidation of this mortgage, which reduces 
it from $35,000 to $28,000, which with payments previously 
made, makes a total reduction of $10,000 in one year. 

WITH its last number the Banner if Light entered upon its 
twenty-seventh year. It stands at the head of the distinct
ivly Spiritual papers in circulation and influence, although 
some of its younger rivals claim to be approaching it. 

M11. REMSBUBG's "Decline of Faith " and two others of his 
"Image Breaker" series o{ pamphlets ha v been translated 
into the Bengalee language, and an aggregate of 15,000 copies 
circulated. Mr. Kedarnath Basu, the translator, is the leader 
of the Freethought movement· in Bengal, India. 

THE. pope lately received a Mexican delegation freighted 
with Peter's pence. He expressed his sympathy with a na
tion so firmly Catholic, and regretted· the suspension of dip
lomatic relations between the church and the government of 
that republic. His "holiness" need hav no regrets. There 
1s a bond between ignorance and Catholicism that no diplo
mat could cement closer. 

THE Les!!_ingAssociation of Freethinkers at Leipzig, having_ 
offered a priz.e of five hundred marks for the best essay ~pon 
the "moral laws based solely upon unquestionable facts in 

· the natural experiences of man, whieh are fitted to furnish 
a guide for human action in the various relations of life," has_ 
now awarded the prize to an instructor in philollophy at the 
University of Berlin. Tlie judges in this contest were Dr. 
Hermann Grimm, Dr. Lasker, and Prof. Scherer. 

THE Westchester Protectory receives nearly $300,000 per 
annum from this state, and the Roman Catholic Foundling 
Asylum receives annually about $250,000 more. When this 
latter institution was started it recei.ved a donation of nearly 
half a million in land's and money from the state. The West
chester Protectory is established "to maintain Roman Cath
olic juvenil criminals." In return for these favors the Ca~h
olics throw their vote solid for the political scamps who grant 
the. money. 

LAI!T session in the House of Commons, Sir Henry Whatley 
Tyler, M.P., attacked Mr. Bradlaugh's daughters as science. 
teachers solely on the ground that they bore their father's 
name. He ventured on no kind of personal allegation against 
them. Now the committee of the Somerville Club, which club 
these young ladies had been invited to join, hav refused to 
admit either on the ground that the name is enough objection. 
Miss Orme, the lady who first suggested the objection to 
the Miilses Bradlaugh, recently lectured for the Sunday So
ciety on "Religious Equality," which title is a very fine sar
casm -.pon her practice. 

THE friends of Mrs. Amy Post,. of Rochester, celebrated 
her eightieth bir(hday on the 8thip.st., at her residence. Mrs. 
Post has passed a life of great usefulness to the world. She 
early espoused the cause of the enslaved ne~o, and her house 
was for years the rendezvous of the persecuted. She was 
also the champion of the Fox girls when the first public ex
hibition of Spiritualistic phenomena was made by them in 

.1848. She was in early years a Calvinist, but later became 
an Atheist and Spiritualist. On the occasion of this birthday 
Dr. "Far lin, on behalf of the friends assembled, presented her 
with an engrossed and framed copy of the following testi-

. monial, numerously signed: 
"The undersigned, your Spiritual Liberal friends in Roch

ester and vicinity, take pleasure in congratulating you upon 
the attainment of your eightieth year and in presenting to 
you this testimonial and the gifts accompanying it, as slight 
tokens of our appreciation of your life-long devotion to the 
principles of human justice and universal mental liberty." 

CALIFORNIA has repealed its Sunday law, but still pays a 
preacher five dollars a day to open each session of its legisla
ture with prayer. Recently while the repeal of the law was 
under discussion the subsidized parson, Rev. Mr. Ware, of 
Sacr11.mento, in his daily instructions to the Almighty, em
braced the opportunity. to put in an argument in favor of the 
law. Many of the members were angry at this and remarked 
that the reverend was " entirely too fresh." It is reported 
by the Sacramento correspondent of the San Francisco Chron
icle that after the parson's offense several shorthand reporters 
were employed to take down hi~ next petition, and that a 
number of legislators stooq ready, to interrupt him should he 
again venture to make a stump speech under pretense of 
praying, and to move that the office of chaplain be declared 
vacant. "His invocation," says the correspondent, "was 
mild as the notes of the turtle dove." The fear of losing the 
five dollars a day tied the preacher's tongue as no sense of 
fitness and decency could. 

SoME of Mr. Harman's friends having asked him why he 
did not devote I)lore space in his Kansas Liberal to showing 
up· the railway monopolies and other kin\lred evils, he makes 
this reply:·" To these good. friends and advisers we would 
say, most respectfully and deferentially, that we regard the 
church as .the most grasping, most constant, most unrelent
ing, most insidious, most ubiquitous, as well as the most in
iquitous, of all the monopolies that are now combining to 
enslave the sons and daughters of honest toil. The church 
is not only itself a monopoly, but it is the prolific parent, the 
foster mother, of most other monopolies. When the poor 
wage-slave complains of the hardships of his lot, the church 
consoles him by telling him to be content with what provi
dence sends him; that God ordains sortie to be poor and oth
ers to be rich-some to serve and others to be served. If he 
complains of the exactions of government, the church tells 
him to be 'subject tci the higher powers, for the powers that 
be are ordained of God.'" 

Mind and Matter wishes to know who James Gruet, one of 
Calvin's victims, was, as i~ prints a message from his spirit. 
If Brother Roberts will turn to page 594 of his "Champions 
of the Church," he will find this account of Gruet's death, 
taken froin Spalding's ''History of the Reformation:" 

"This unfortunate man was accused of having affixed a 
placard on Calvin's pulpit "at St; Peter's church, in which the 
reformer was severely handled. He was a_Pprehended and 
his papers were seized. Among these, consisting of nothing 
but loose sheets, were found some scraps of poetry and other 
fugitiv pieces, which were tortured into heresy and treason. 
He was plied with the torture by Calvin's creature, Colladon, 
every day for a whole month. They wished him to implicate 
Fawe or Perrin; but, though he cried out in agony of tor
ture, 'Finish me, I beseech you-I am dying,' he remained 
firm, and would not accuse them. The council pronounced 
sentence of death on him. Among the charges against him, 
the J?ljncipal were: 'That he had endeavored to ruin the au
thonty of the consistory; that he had menaced the ministers 
and spoken ill of Calvin, and that he had conspired with the 
king of France against the safety of Calvin and of the state.' 
Gruet died on the scaffold, but Calvin was not yet satisfied. 
He wished that his writings should be condemned, and he 
himself drew up a long form of condemnation of them, which 
was approved by the council. Calvin alone is responsible for 
the blood of Gruet." 

The above was accompanied with a beautiful sandal-wood 
photograph _album, an easy-chair, and a gold pen. Mrs. 
Post, who was entirely taken by surprise, returned her thanks 
to the donors in a few appropriate remarks. A letter from 

IT is proposed to erect a statue to Martin Luther at Wash
ington and hav it complete hy the anniversary of his 400th 
birthday, which occurs Nov. lOth of this year. It should be 
placed on a pedestal large enough to contain on one side 
these words from a decree of the Lutheran synod convened 
·at Hamburg August~7, 1536, to deal with the Anabaptists: 

"Whoever rejects infant baptism; whoever transgresses 
the orders of _the magistrates; whoever preachea a~ain11t 

As soon as religious societies or corporations hav 
the handling of large sums of money, scandal, an in
vestigation, and a vacuum in the exchequer, are sure 
to follow sooner or latter. 

During the palmy days of the papacy, a certain 
cardinal, noted for his cynical wit, happened to pass 
through th~ treasury when a large sum of money was 
being counted in the presence of the pope, who re
marked to the cardinal, as he took a handful of gold 
and poured it from one hand to the other: "The 
church can no longer say with St. Peter, 'Silver and 
gold hav I none.'' 

"That's so,'' responded the cardinal, "but neither 
can the church any more say to the lame man, 'Take 
up thy bed and walk."' This was the cardinal's way 
of saying that as the church's temporal power had in
creased its spiritual power had decreased. 

Modern preachers, whQ claim the true apostolic 
succession, or who at least profess to walk in the 
apostle's footsteps, do some very queer things. We 
:find it difficult to imagin the twelve apostles organiz
ing a joint stock company, calling on all true believers 
to subscribe for shares, and then taking the sub
scribers' money and sinking it out of sight in "inju
dicious investments." 

The transactions of Archbishop Purcell, and of the 
managers of the Augustinian Society, cause many 
worldly people to say that the pastors occasionally 
think more of the wool than they do of the welfare 
of the sheep in their charge, and to hint that the 
:flock has been pretty thoroughly :fleeced, and that 
many of the sheep will be lost during cold weather, 
owing to their poor condition. 

These priests and preachers who engage in the in
vestment business do not think that they are dis
honest, and in one sense, probably they are not dis
honest. They would not go out and rob a stage 
coach, and they could not be induced to aid in blow
ing open a bank safe in the dead of night, but to do 
so would not be more criminal or dishonest than for 
these men-who hav no knowledge of finances or 
financial affairs, and who, by their training and ex
perience, !ll"e totally ignorant of the rules and routine 
of business-to induce poor and ignorant people to 
entrust their money to them for investment. There's 
the pity of it. It is the money of the comparativly 
poor·that these clerical humbugs get control of. If 
business men or capitalists were caught in these wild
cat schemes, we would not be sorry for them, but 
business men hav sense enough to know that clergy
men and religious societies hav neither the facilities 
nor the ability to make profitable investments. 

" GoD is good to the Irish," said the Rev. S. Ma
hone, of Williamsburgh, in a recent sermon. If God 
is good to the Irish, it would be interesting to know 
what must be the condition of a people to whom h~ 
il!l :not tsood, · 
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when the righteous die, their. immortal souls go to Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, form a family of 
heaven, where God is. Perhaps that is true. It is giant worlds, each .many hundred times larger than 
very simple to accept or reject any. theory without our earth. · 

The Bible Account of Creation. fair exru.nination. What is the immortal soul of man? The Bible plainly and positivly asserts that the 
Ministers describe it thus: It is indestructible, indi- sun, moon, and stars were all placed in the firma-SIMPLE TRUTHS, SIMPLY PRESENTED, BY A SIMPLETON. b "th f h h h visi le, W1 out orm or parts; cannot be seen, felt, ment--t at is, eaven-t e space between the rain-

It is wondrous pityful how many persons accept smelt, heard, or tasted. (Is it ·possible to giv a better clouds and the sea. So the waters above the firma
as sacred truth religious theories and creeds, which definition of nothing?) And this goes beyond the ment--rain-must all pass through heaven in order. 
they defend zealously, and manifest fierce and bitter realms of time and space. Beyond time! Beyond to reach the earth- · 
hate of any who venture to doubt what they hav space! That's nowhere. So the learned D.D.,s "And God called the firmament heaven" (verse 8). 
never themselvs taken the trouble to investigate. declaration simply means: When a good Christian "And God said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of 

Given one thousand devout church-members, and di thi h d 1 t all th 1 the waters" (verse 6). 
how many indorse the tenets of their denomination es, no ng goes now ere; an 6 6 peop 6 "Thus the heavens and the earth were finished and all the 

h · di d say, Amen ! ' host of them" (Gen. ii, 1). because after patient, thoroug , unpreJu ce exru.n- A · th D D ' t ll G d · h d 
th d h t t f d gain, e · · s e us 0 Is everyw ere, a:a. Eloquent and learned D.D.'s declare the s.;;nts ination ey were convince t ose ene s were oun - th t h di · rtal ul tak ·t fl." ht "" 

ed on truth? a w en we 6 our rmmo so es 1 s Ig shall follow their earthly occupations in heaven. If 
Let us candidly, as truth seekers, exru.nin the to heaven-goes to God. But if God is everywhere, this Bible account of the creation is true, certainly 

d f · d h tl d t 1 if there was anything to go when we die it would umbrella-makers should be kept constantly at work, recor o creatiOn, an ones y en eavor o earn h d f · N h a· G d 
· h hi b" h av no nee 0 gmng. 0 matter w ere we 16• 0 or what becomes of the cher1"shed 1"dea that heaven Just what the Bible does teac on t s su Ject, "not .:. · · ht th '"'hi t b "f G d · 
. t t ht t d . ali " b t IS rig ere. .& s mus e so 1 o IS every- I·s a nlace of unalloyed happl"ness ?. Walkm" g the 1ng ex enua e, nor aug se own In m ce, u h Th nl fli ht · · 1 fli ht f th t' 

t full d · · t · h w ere. 6 0 Y g IS srmp Y a g 0 6 streets of gold am1"dst drench1"ng rn;n m·ust dn~pen quo every care y, an ID every IDS ance giV c ap- · · t" = ""-'-' 
ter and verse. rm;~:h~ob~nefit of those whose faith is founded on the celestial bliss of the most ecstatic saint. Fancy 

We need to very carefully examin every statement B b B b all saints and angels with rain-soaked wings, bedrabbled, 
. th M . . t f t' b "t i le, and i le only, we would c . attention to the WI'etched, and mi· serable, as so many wet ·hens,· how 1n e osaiC accoun o crea wn, ecause on 1 s eil- f th th d · al 1 · · 

h d d al S. bb th b act at 6 wor s, Immort sou ' Immortal spirit, they must w1"sh the water could be turned 1"nto a tire trut epen s not one a a o servance, d · ul d · · •t d 
b t hi h Chr. t" · t h ·t " never- Jlllg so ' nt;~ver- Vlllg spm ' or wor s con- br1"mstone factory and be uti.liZ. ed ·I·n quench1"ng the· a ou w c 1s 1ans are JUS now so roue exm ea, "-

f veying any such an idea, cannot be found within the fires of .hades. 
but the whole plan o salvation. lid f th B"bl Th d S ul th th H 

W fi h f h B b h fi s o e I e. e wor 0 ' or ra er 6 e- The Bible tells us the sun_ and moon were placed 
e turn to the rst c apter 0 t 6 i le, t 6 rst brew and Greek words from which it is translated, · h fi d d d fr · h 

book of Moses, called Genesis; in Hebrew, Bereshith occurs in the Bible 873 times-768 times in the Old ID t e rmament to ivi e ay om mg t, and for 
-in the beginning. signs and for seasons and for days and years. But 

There is no evidence that Moses wrote the book Testament, and 105 in the New Testament. no educated orthodox Christian, priest or layman, 
of Genesis, or even knew of its existence. If he was The word Spirit, or rather the word rendered now teaches that the six days of creation were literal 
its author, he wrote of events that occurred over two spirit, occurs in the Bible 827 times-442 times in days-the logic of fact, demonstrated by science, has 
h d b f h b L . the Old Testament, and 385 times in the New Testa- compelled a change of theoi-v. We are now I·n-t ousan years e ore e was orn. . et us exarmn t . " 

the statements offered us as the holy words of God, men · dr fanned that the six days does not mean days, but six 
f h al ·a f h B"bl Their aggregate use, seventeen hun ed times; yet pen"ods of a-thousand or moi·e yeai·s. If we demur or we are assured -t e intern ev1 ence o t e 1 e fi 
· h b f · di · th · never once quali ed by such words as immortal, to this because it cont1·adicts the Bible, we are re- . IS t e est assurance o 1ts vme au or1ty: d thl d · th d th t ea ess, never yJ,Ug, or any o er wor s a can ferred to 2 Peter, iii, 8-" One day is with the Lord · 

"In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. be construed to convey any such an idea. The word as a thousand vears, and a thousand years as one 
"And the ea-rth was without form, and void; and darkness · rtal b t " N t th k" " 

d And · · f G d d rmmo occurs u once- ow un ° 6 Ing, day." A glance· at the context will show the u· tter 1'r-was upon the face of the eep. the sprrrt o o move al · ] b h nl G d b · 
upon the face of the waters. etern ' rmmorta ' invisi le, t 6 0 Y wise 0 '.' 6 relevance of this quotation, and expose their miser-

" And God said, Let there be light; and there was light. honor and glory, forever and ever, ru.nen" (1 Tim., able sophism. ~ 
"And God saw the light, that it was good; and God di- i 17) D h unl" h k d h d 

vided the light from the darkness. ' Th. d t . f . rt l ul" . t f d . oes t e s Ig t rna e ays a t ousan years 
d d d II d e oc nn o 1mmo a so ISm IS no oun In long'?. Do we hav one thousand yem·s ·of n1"ght? "And God called the light ay, an the arkness he ca e h B b Th f "" 

night. And the evening and the morning were the first t 6 i le. 6 idea was born ° paganism, fostered Does not every school-boy learn that the earth is a: 
day" (Gen. i, 1-5). by the Roman Catholic church, and it h~s now be- sphere or globe, revolving in space once in every 

We are mystified by the declaration, Light was come the especial pet and protege of Protestants.._ twenty-four hours upon its own axis, and around its 
called into existence three days before the sun. "And God said, Let the waters under the heaven be gath- center and parent, the sun, in 365 days, thus causing 
Christian ministers-learned D.D.'s, doctors of di- ered together unto one place, and let the dry land appear. day and night, giving us years and seasons, s_ummer 

And it was so. 
vinity (and such a poor, puny divinity certainly has "And God called the dry land earth; and the gathering to- and winter? 
need of doctors to strengthen and patch it up, for gether of the waters called he seas. And God saw that it "And God said, Let the waters bring forth abundantly the 
it is dreadfully weak and sickly)-tell us that thisli&ht was good. moving creature that hath life, and fowl that may :fly above 
was not a very good light; the good light cru.ne With "And God said, Let the. earth bring forth grass, the herb the earth in the op'en firmament of heaven. 

yielding seed, and the fruit-tree yielding fruit after his kind, "-And God ereated great whales and every living creature 
the sun. But this is to deny the inspired word-to whose seed is in itself, upon the earth. And it was so. that moveth, which .the waters brought forth abundantlv, 
contradict God and the Bible. By the Bible they "And the earth brought forth grass, and the herb yielding after their kind, and winged fowl after his kind. And God 
are condemned-" To the law and to the testimony: seed after his kind, and the t.ree yielding fruit, whose seed saw-that it was good. 
If they sp~ak not according to this word, it is be- was in itself, after his kind. And God saw that it was good. "And God blessed them, saying, Be fruitful and multiply, 

"And the evening and the morning were the third day" and fill the waters in the seas, and let fowl multiply in the 
cause there is no light in them" (Isaiah viii, 20). (Gen. i, 9-13). · earth. 
When God saw the light it was good. Afterward, It was quick work for the earth to bring forth "Ancl the evening and the morning were the fifth day" 
looking at it again, God declared" It was very good" grass, herbs, seed, trees, and fruits, all iri. one day. (Gen. i, 20-23). --
(Gen. i, 31). ' Notice, God did not create vegetation from nothing; Bible says fowls cru.ne forth out of the waters, just 

It is not really satisfactory,. even to a simpleton; to he let the earth bring forth. This was before the ex- as grass, trees, and cattle came forth out of the · 
be told by the :most profound D.D. that it was good istence of the sun. We know it is impossible for earth. · 
-for nothing. It is perhaps safe to be~eve that; but vegetation to exist, much less trees to bear fruit, If we must believe this, it were better not to men
belief or disbelief can never alter a fact. If the without thE;~ light, heat, and life-imparting .power of tion it; for even in a select 'company of intelligent 
Bible is true, God made good light the first day. the sun. But then it did, for the Bible says so. Christians if wa should assert that all ·fowls cru.ne 
God saw it, and declared it was good. This was be- D. D.'s tell us God, by the exercise of his omnipo- from the water, were created in the water, or made 
fore the sun existed. We· are not told what· became tence, caused the earth to thus miraculously bring of water, instead of believing our assertion, we woUld 
of that light, or where it was kept during the dark- forth. But if God is omnipotent, is he not also om- be. regarded as an ignorru.nus or an idiot. Yet the 
ness of night. The question to be decided is, Would niscient? Then, having all wisdom, why waste his Bible distinctly says so. 
a total eclipse of the ·sun produce darkness? The miraculous power? There was none to be inter- There is no alternativ; either become a wicked In
Bible positivly declares it would not; there would ested or benefited ,by the miracle. Why not hav ere- fidel, or believe the waters brought forth abundance 
still be a very good light, even if the sun ceased to a ted the sun first, that the earth might hav been kept of winged fowl. Other scriptures confirm this. When 
exist. A simpleton doubts it. in its orbit, instead of being, miraculously held in tlie children of· Israel took their journey from Elim, 

Close the door and shutters, drop the heavy cur- space? Why not let the sun's hea.t and light aid the into the wilderness between Elim and Sinai, they 
tains over the windows, exclude every ray of sunlight. earth to bring forth vegetation? If we read this feared lest they should die for lack of food. God 
You find the darkness intense; but you mu_st not be- sru.ne record in some pagan book, should we not at then solemnly promised them abundance of flesh and 
lieve it. It is not dark; there is good light that God once decide its lack of common sepse and conilistency bread. We read: "At even ye shall eat flesh, and in 
made on the first day of creation there; you must proved the whole story simply a silly fable? the morning ye shall be filled with bread; and ye 
hav faith to believe it, although you cannot possibly hall k th t I th L d G d" (E d 

· "And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the s · now a am 6 or your 0 xo us see it, for it is awfully Wicked to question, or allow · 12) heaven to divide the day from the night; and let them be for XVI, · · 
yourself to doubt, the Bible. signs and for seasons and for days and years. In the evening the quails cru.ne up, and .in the 

"And God said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of "And let them be for lights in the firmament of the heaven morning, in lieu of the promised bread, they found 
the waters, ancllet it divide the waters from the waters. to giv light upon the earth. And it was so. th It th · · d il 

"And God made the firmament, and divided the waters "And God made two great lights; the greater light to rule 6 manna. appears 6 promise qua s soon 
which were under the firmament from the waters which were- the day, and the lesser light to rule the night. He made the failed; for about a year after, we learn this manna, 
above the firmament; and it was so. stars also. · that looked like coriander-seed and that tasted like 

"And God called the firmament heaven. And the evening "And God set them 'in the firmament of the heaven to giv fresh oil, had long been their only food. They cried 
and the morning were the second day" (Gen. i, 6--8). light up, on the earth. · f l"ttl fl. h t th f th · a· t 

"And to rule over tll,e day and the night, and to divide the or a 1 e es o vary e sru.neness o eir 16 . 
So t]+e Holy Ghost, archangels, and all the host of light from the darkness. And God saw that it was good, Then we read: "And there went forth a wind from 

heaven were not created until after earth and light. "And the evening and the morriing were the fourth day" the Lord, and brought quails from the sea." "And 
D. D.'s declare heaven always existeq. But God (Gen. i, 14--19). while the flesh was yet between their teeth, ere it was 

with his own lips declares all were created within six It is here admitted the good light God made the chewed the wrath of the Lord was kindled against 
days-" And God spake all these words, saying: For first day, to divide day and night, did not satisfac- the people, and the Lord smote the people with a 
in six days the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea, torily accomplish its work. We read, verse 31, "God very great plague" (Num. ii, 31, 33). 
and all that in them is" (Exodus :xx, 1 and 11). saw it was very good.'' But it is evident it worked So the work of creation was not ended in six days; 

All in heaven, just as much as all in earth, were very bad; and so the sun and moon were created to but more than two thousand five hundred years after, 
created in six days. "Thus the heaven and the earth divide day from night, and for signs and for seasons God created and brought forth from the sea an im
were finished and all the host of them" (Gen. ii, 1). and for days and years. mense flock of quails. But why the wrath of God 

The questions are often asked: Where is heaven? The sun is ninety-five millions of miles from the should be kindled upon the children of Israel and 
What sort of a place is it.? Now we know, beyond earth; some of the stars so far from the earth that it he should smite them with a ten'ible plague for simply 
all question, heaven is the finnament, located in the takes hundreds of years for their light to reach the asking for change of diet, when God himself prom
midst of the waters-the space between the sea and earth. Herschell, with his immense telescope, dis- ised to giv them flesh every evening as well as bread 
the rain-clouds. Heaven was originally designed covered nebulro whose light he calculated must hav avery rooming, there is no explanation. But, then, 
merely to divide the waters. The Bible says so. traveled two Inillion years before it reached our this scripture confirms the Mosaic account of ere-

If we are good Christians we shall go to the firma- planet. Sirius, or the Dog-star, dazzles the eye of ation; it proves fowls all came from the sea. And 
ment when we die. But the learned D.D.'s say the astronomer like ten thousand stars combined, although that is against every fact of natural history, 
h<;l11-ven ia beyond the realms of time ~nd sp~; fltlld ~<lis :possibll a thol;!&AA<l t~m~& ~Ji&la,r6"e (l1fil our ~:tun. and, <;o:p.t:radict()d by OtiX oml observation, we -must 
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believe it. What are we, that we should dare to and is profitable for doctrin, for reproof, for correc- learn just what the Bible, the early Christians, Jtnd 
doubt or question the Holy Bible? tion, for instruction in righteousness. That the man the most credible church historians say on this sub

" And Go? sa~d, Let the earth bl'ing forth the living crea- of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto.all ject, and what authority Christians hav for seeking 
ture after his ku~d, ~attle, and creeping thing, and beast of good works" (2 Tim. iii, 16, 17). to coerce all to rigidly and religiously observe_ it as the earth after h1s kmd; and it was so. · 

"And God made the beast of the earth after his kind and This scripture, then (Gen. xix, 30-38), recording the God's holy Sabbath. C. B. R. 
cattle after t~'eir. kind, and everything that creepeth upo~ the doings o£ Lot's daughters, is given by inspiration of 
earth after h1s ~md; and God saw that it was good. God, and is for our instruction, that men and women The Junius Question. 

"And God smd, Let us make man in our image after our b f t · d k The moment I read in an old book catalog the ex-
likeness; and let them hav dominion over the fish ~f the sea may ecome per ec m goo wor s. 
and over the fowls of the air, and over the cattle, and ove; Infidels and Freethinkers condemn alike Lot's tract from the English Orifiis I exclaimed, "That 
all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth daughters, and the.?-ublication of the facts in a book sounds like'Junitis' and like Thomas Paine!" By 
npon the earth. · claimed to be especially for the young and pure to calling Mr. Burr's attention to the existence of this 

"So God created man in his own image, in the image of read. But_ that's the t_rouble ,· t. hey presume to dis- evidence, and afterward procuring two copies of the 
God created he him; male and female created he them. k h t 1 t d lf h t I 

"And God blessed them an:d God said unto them Be fruit- regard the Bible and all such iJeachings. wor for him, I av congra u a e myse t a . put 
ful and l!l~ltiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it; and The Bible condemns them, for that contains no him on track of "the missing link" that connects the 
hav d?mmwn over the fi~h. of th_e sea, and over the fowl of word or intimation of censure of Lot's daughters. English "Junius" with the American "Common 
the a1r, and over every hvmg thmg that moveth upon the. How could it? Hit did, it would be Bible contradict- Sense," and shall continue to believe that Paine wrote 
ea~;l~d.Go~ said, Behold I hav given you every herb beal'ing ing itself~ On the con~rary, th!s record proves the the "Junius Letters" until stronger controverting 
seed whwh 1s upon the face of all the earth, and every tree perfect harmony of Bible ethics, and holds up to evidence is forthcoming. 
in which is the fruit of a tree yielding seed; and to you it shame and contempt Freethinkers and Infidels who For years l\'Ir. Burr has called on the critics to 
s4all be for meat. dare .to condemn priests ministers and· Sunday- bring forward a single incompatible fact that would 

. "And to every b_east of the earth, and to every fowl of the h l t h b ' d ' d'ffi ult militate against the Paine-Junius theory and the few 
mr, and to everythmg that creepeth upon the e!trth wherein sc oo _eac ~rs, ecause, even un er very 1 c . . . ' . 
there is life [margin-a living soul], I hav given every·green and trymg Circumstances; they make strenuous and fe~ble attempts m_this hne he_has as su=anly swept 
hef.b for meat; and it was. so. . persistent endeavors to obey what the Bible so em-. aside as does a thnfty housewife clear away t_he gauzy 

And God saw everythmg t~at he had made, .and beho!d1t phatically declares to be God's own :first great com- cobwebs. But, whatever the future may brmg forth 
w_ • as very good. :\nd the evenmg and the mornmg were the d · t to test that theory I would as soon doubt my own 
s1xth day" (Gen. 1, 24-31). mall! men · . . ' . . 

Th h al b . Lest it should be thought we overestimate the im- existence as allow myself to thmk that Prune was not 
ere as ways een a mooted questiOn among t G d t thi d t all the "Casca" of this old Oris·is I find however that 

Christians as to the personlllity of G0d, and there is Pftr afce t ~h ~a':~ tho t st c~mman me.~ t:e c so far a,s thinking Paine to be the ~aster spirit of 
great diversity of opinion and teaching as to what ~ ~n wnd 

6
G ~ acak ~ No h on~ hls f il e v~ry this ancient Crisis is concerned we ;ere all of us 

God is like. But the Bible describes God plain and t~s flwod s( 
0 

G sp . e t) b 0~ han h s ·am y ~ er long since anticipated in it by ;ur English friends 
unmistakable-as a person, a colossal man (rea,d e t 

0-~ . st~ en.I{h. ' u f ~~p asiZes ~n tre- for in Mr Holyoake's Reasoner of 1855 there was of~ 
verses 26 and 27). What is. the meaning of the words Re; ~I m be sev;:.tMersedo ult~ ~a:n~ .c af ~~ fered for .sale a copy of this "1:are work by Paine." 
"image" and "likeness?" We read in this same book b n d-yotul, · e tyhe rti h adnul mt. ~p yth' ~n9, 0 Prof. Denslow in his "Modern Thinkers " seems to f G · · 3. "A d Ad 1. d , h dr d d a un an y In e ea , an m Ip1y erem. , , 
o enesis, v, · n · am Ive a . un e an . . . hesitate about a dislike of the Scotch being one of 

-thirty years and begat a son in his own likeness af We learn creatiOn was completed m the SIX days; p . , h t . t' I th' ld k h willfi d . ' · • - t · . al . d (G · 30) rune s c arac ens 1cs. n IS o wor e n ter his image· and called his·name Seth" ye no carmvorous amm s eXJste en. I, -no 1 k f ·a th' . t 
The words 'in both texts are alike in English and lions, tigers, eagles, .vultures, or flesh-devouring ani- no T~c to evi llenc\on 'diS po~n 0 f th l tt th t 

Hebrew Image (Hebrew tzeh-lem) occurs thirty- mals. If they were created before tlie flood, they "J ~ ;:'~ v~ urn- o~n b co1~es ~ d / e d e[s h' a 
four tim.es in the Old Testament Likeness (Hebrew had different teeth or beaks, different claws, different luf nf mils 1a t exf press Y t~un aTnh e dive~e 0f thim-

, . · . · t h d:.cc t t . d'.cc t h b't · f t se a as ye o resurrec wn. e or ermg o em d rnooth) occurs twenty-five trmes m the Old Testa s omac s, =eren na ures, Iueren a I -s-m ac ' 'th t th . d t t' uld h b 
- · h d'.cc t th t th uld t h b WI an eye o eir es rue wn wo av een ment. were so muc Iueren a ey co no av een ". t l'k p . , 

]' t' l ult t all JUS I e ame. The Bible declares man is the likeness and image Ions, Igers, eag es, or v ures a · Griswold, in his appendix to Disraeli's "Curiosities 
of God, just as Seth was in the likeness and image of Clean and unclean beasts went into the ark herbiv- of Literature " states that Aitkin had hard work to 
Adam; hence God is a colossal man. . . . orous; they came out of the ark 0arnivorous. It was get Paine to prepare on time the promised " copy" 

Strange that so many devout . Chns~ans will so ~ wonderful change, and we are left to wonder ?ow for the Pennsylvania JJfagaz1:ne. Probably his being en
fierce~y deny many pf the very plamest SLate~e:nts of It came about .. Noah never seems to hav notice~ gaged on so much secret literary work accounts for 
the B1ble, and then denounce people for dechmng to the transformatiOn; Moses tells us no word of how It what Griswold tel'llled his "extreme indolence.'' 
accept its. every word a~ sacred truth. >yas d?ne. But it is Bible, so si:mpletons simply be- I hav read somewhere that Cobbett said, "Although 

Accordmg to the Bible (v_erse 28) the command- lie~e It. . . . . . . Jefferson may hav written the Declaration of Inde~ 
ment to love God and our neighbor IS ~o~ ~he first or Why_take unque~twned, as ~he mfalhble word ?f pendence, Paine was certainly its author." 
greatest co=andment. Do~tor~ of diVIm~y hav al- the. Almtghty, the Imperfect, _Improbable narrativ It is to be hoped that the authorship of" Junius 
ways told •us so. But the Bible shows this to be a handed down from an age of Ignorance? Why set Unmasked" is not destined to become as difficult a 
mist~ e. We a~m this with great diffiden~e, but aside ~he. trut?~ of s?ience as unwort~y of confidence, mystery for future gimerations to unravel as has been 
~he Bible says: To th,e_ law an~ to th~ t_estrmony; and giv Imphmt _f~Ith to the fall,~mes of an age of for others the original ·Junius query. I visited Mr. 
If theY: spe~ not _accor<Un,? to this.~ord, It IS because darkness, ~uperstitwn, an? error? (D. _M. Bennett). Burr soon after "Junius Unmasked" appeared, and 
there IS no light m them (Isa. vm, 20). There the At creatiOn every green herb was g1ven man for frankly inquired who its author was but his reply 
Bible condemns them; but we shall not, because we food. TlJ.at this is absurd, inasmuch as very few was evasiv and indefinit. ' 
find them convicted o~ error, apply to the~ all sorts !5Te~n _he:bs are fit_ for human food, th~ majority be- I am eagerly devouring some old numbers of the 
of hard names. We Simply produce the evidence. 1ll&" InJUriOus or pOisonous! every botamst_wellknows. North American Review and Quayterly Review, in which 

The very first and most important commandment It IS, however, on a,par With the declaratiOn ~ade by Chabot's "Handwriting of 'Junius' Professionally 
giv~n to man and _woman in the~r.innocence was, "~e God_ to No_ah and h~s family after the flood: "Every Investigated" is reviewed, and the claims of Lord 
frmtful, and multiply, and replemsh the earth." This movmg thing that liveth ~hall be meat fo: yot;,; even Lyttleton, Earl Temple, Sackville, Tooke, J. Q. Adame, 
command to ever diligently exercise their generativ as the green herb hav I g1ven you all thmgs (Gen. Pitt and others are treated of. 
functions preceded love to God-love to each other. ix, iii). This is contrary to the truths o~ natural his- Bron'Son, Mich. J. FRANCIS RuGGLES. 
It is claimed the Ten Commandments were given to tory and our own experience. Are .spiders, toads, ----~----
Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden; but there is roaches, chinch-bugs, worms, beetles, and maggots An Infidel Christening. 
no such a record. At best this is only inferred, while food for man? Must be, for Bible says so. What is The Pioche Record contains the account of a'' nam-
the command to be fruitful and multiply is emphat- botany? What is natural history? Shall we dare to ing ceremony which occurred in that place on Wash
ically stated. · doubt the holy Bible just because its assertions are ington's birthday. The occasion was the naming of 

There is no statement within the lids of the Bible opposed to science, truth, and our own experience? the little girl of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Eilers. :Mr. 
more plain, unmistakable, and emphatic-no truth However we may hav regru·ded the Bible account of Eilers being an unbeliever, conceived the idea of the 
more self~evident-than that this command is of pri- creation before, now that just exactly what it does ceremony, which the Record describes as follows: 
mary import in the mind of God. The Bible reiter- teach in' the first chapter of Genesis 'is before us, we At about a quarter to 9 o'clock, in the presence of 
ates it again and again, to the exclusion of all others. hav no excuse. To believe it we must cultivate faith. those assembled, Mr. Thompson Campbell ru·ose and 
Why, unless to show it is of fru· greater consequence The Bible says, "The just shallliv by faith" (Gal. iii, made a few befitting remarks, and then read the fol
in God's opinion than all others? We read that 11); and it is no more difficult to swallow Bible asser- lowing address, stating the date of birth and name 
when Noah· and his family-the eight souls saved tions than every moving thing that liveth and every of the child, handed him by Mr. Eilers: 
from the flood-landed at Mount Ararat, God spake green herb for food. "Ladies and Gentlemen: We hav met here this 
to them. He gave .them no admonition to love him, All the different races of men descended from evening for the purpose of naming the daughter of 
to love one another, to practice virtue, shun idolatry, Adam and Eve. The doctors of divinity cannot agree l\fr. and Mrs. Henry Eilers. Let it be known to you 
vice, and sensuality, no word of doing to others as in regard to the color of the . first man and woman. and the world at large, that her name shall be Antje 
they would be done by; but repeated to them this Dr. Prichard, the father of English ethnology, Eilers, born at Pioche, Lincoln county, Nevada, on 
his first great commandment, as delivered to Adam thought that the original pair must hav been negroes, the lOth day of October, 1882, at 3 o'clock A.M. Our 
and Eve at their creation-that they should ever dil- since there are no facts which induce us to suppose only wish shall be that her mind shall be free from · 
igently exercise their generativ functions .. He re~ tha,t white races could evolve negroes. Pallas, Laci- all undue influence and prejudices; that she shall 
peated this commandment in precisely the same pede, Hunter, Dornick, and Link were of the same reason and choose her own welfare hereafter. She 
words: "Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish opinion. owes us nothing, but to love and respect us as long 
the earth" (Gen, ix, 1). The Bible says ~an was made in likeness and as we deserve it, as her parents. May she be·a bene~ 

The oft-repeated question, Why was the account of image of God. White Christians might feel sensitiv fit to humanity, a CI;edit to the Stars and Stripes, and 
the daughters of Lot recorded so fully in Genesis, ix, over a thick-lipped, flat-nosed, wool-headed negro as the spot on the globe where she was born, and on 
30-38? is satisfactorily answered. They were ful- a picture of God. which she may hereafter liv. Hoping health and 
:filling this sacred Bible commandment. [We refer But what induced the descendants of Adam and wealth may never be wanting to her, and that she 
the reader to the Bible; THE TRUTH SEEKER cannot Eve-;-men and women too-to travel so far, this too may obey the laws of the land she may liv in; that 
permit its columns to be fouled by quoting obscenity.] before the invention of ships or carriages? It is as she may grow up and we, her parents, may be proud 

Lot's daughter had be!iln educated to reverence much a mystery why they traveled as how they trav- of her. Ladies and gentlemen, in her name, we 
and obey this first great co=andment, given by eled, through llllknown forests, arid deserts, over thaiik you all for witnessing this ceremony, and that 
God himself to Adam and Eve, and repeated with his mountains, swimmingrivers,lakes, and even the mighty this evening may be a pleasant memory to us all." 
own lips to Noah and his family. ocean; and then, after perfol'llling such. wonders of After this, the "naming ceremony" having been 

The Bible account of creation is ample and com- intelligence, enterprise, and endurance, to retrograde concluded, three of the gentlemen present stepped 
plete justification ~f Lot's daughters. Accordi~g to ~en tally and physically into the lowes~ order of _In- to the front and signed the paper read by Mr. Camp
the Bible they did no wrong; they were Simply dian savages or negroes. But they did-the Bible bell, as witnesses, and a toast was drank to the 
obeying God's first great commandment the only way says so. . . . . future happiness and prosperity of the child. 
possible under their circumstances. The success of . So ~ncb for the first account _of the creatiOn, as 
th'eir endeavor must be recorded for an example and given m the first chapter of Genesis. In our next we 
encouragement, for we are told those children each I propose to examin the _second chapter, whic? givs 
became the founder of a mighty race or nation. \<Ve another account of creatiOn. In th1s connectiOn we 
read, "All scripture is given by inspiration of God,· will e~aPlin i~to ~h(:l P:rigi~ 9f S-gg!la;v opf:1eiT~!+c~1 ~!+4 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER Even if no law existed, it 'f,Ould be felt to be absolutely The scene at the trial is thus thrillingly depicted 
• · necessary to check the public exhibition of suoh pictures." by Saladin in the SecJJ,lar Review. It is enough to · 

FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT. 

. E. M. MAODONA.LD, 

M. W.BENNETT, 

Such were the arguments advanced for the sup- stir the blood of the most indifferent. Revenge ia 
pression of heresy, Why the Freethinkers should be too truly a godlike and Christian trait to be harbored 

- Editor. more tender of the feelings of believers than the by Freethinkers, but one can hardly help sharing 
- Publisher. believers are of the feelings of Freethinkers Saladin's feelings to a great extent: 

21 ()Unton Place, New York. th" t t 1 did t Chri t' bt d IS as u e awyer no say. S Ians 0 ru e "I sat in the Central Criminal Court, Old Bailey, through·. 
their ·pictures and writings everywhere. Will the the anxious Thursday and the intensely anxious Monday of: 

PUBLISHED EVERY SA'l'URDAY AT $2.50 PER YEAR. 1 F nk · d h · aw protect the reethi · ers aga~st them an t mr the trial for blasphemy. I saw the baleful old creed, at; •· 
tracts? Christians hav no natural rights that Infidels whose :first breath 'the world grew grey,' rise once more to 

The largest and cheapest Radical Journal published in FJurope . . . d 
hav not, al;ld it is monstrous injustice that they should hurl Its remammg modicum of brute force against the ten en-

or America, containing seven hundred square inches more rsading · cies which would endanger its Iucrativ craft, throw out of em-
matter thiln any other journal of its kind. be deprived of their liberties and rights, and Chris- ploy its silversmith, Demetrius, and sell as old metal its once 

tians be allowed to pester every one with their silly consecrated shrines. We were willing to allow the old gorgon 
All Drafts, Checks, and Postal Orders slwuld bs made payable to literature. What is blasphemy in one century is t6 die by evolution; l?ut it fatuously elects to die by cataclysm. 

M.A.RY W. BENNETT. good orthodox teaching in the next. Quakers were In the columns of our secular journals, from the platformS; 
once branded as blasphemers and whipped at the of our secular halls, we hav for long been shaping Chris

·SATURDAY, 
tianity's funeral service; but, apparently tired of life, it has: 

• -MARCH 31, 1883. cart's tail, yet who calls them heretics to·day? Uni- risen from its bed of death and helped us to drive the nails: 
====================== tarians hav been punished for blasphemy, but no into its own coffin. '.Thank you, my lord,' sai.d Mr. Foote, as. 

Blasphemy. one regards them as heretics in 1883. Lord Shaftes- he left the dock for his twelve months in jail; 'the sentence, 
bury, of England, says the publications of"the Salva- is worthy of your creed;' and one of Christianity's under •. 

The recent conviction of three men in England for takers conducted him to the cells below. 
tion Army are blasphemous, but they are what Mr. blltsphemy has astounded the civilized world and "Our Freethough~ martyr had stood in that dock the Ji;-,f. 

ak d •t t th 'b'lit' f th t' f Foote in his defense called "permitted blasphemy," long day, faoing the flashing scabbard of the sword of J"us~ aw ene I o e possi I Ies o e persecu wn o 
il permitted because they are Christian. There is tice, the purple and ermine of the judge, and the heavy gold all heretics. U nt · this event occurred it was thoughil · · ·· · nothing in the Freethinker tending more _to throw chain of the sheriff; his fine, keenly-chiseled features, radi-

that imprisonment for speaking disrespectfully of God 'di ul th Chr' t' 1. · th · th ur. ant in the setting of. his long, yellow hair, ·confronting these, 
d J Chri t · 'bl · t th t n c e on e IS Ian re IgiOll . an In e rr ar an esus s was unpossi e In a coun ry a . . , antique paraphernalia like the genius of the living Present 

h d d d D • T dall Huxl H Cry, the salv:atwmsts organ. The most that can be facing the rude symbolisms o. f the dying Past. We felt. a pro uce a arWIU, a yn , a ey, a er· ad t f th · th t h F: h. ·n t .. 
b t S B t h littl kn ·th · •t m e ou o e case IS a t e reet lnker I US ra- proud of our young colleague in· the forlorn lb:ope of Hu-er pencer. u ow e we ew e capam y . . if 
f lt 'th hi h Chri t' 't d 't d twns are not ill good taste. But people are to be manity, and never prouder of him than when the verdict of 
or crue Y WI w c s Iaru Y en ows I s a vo- · h d f · · b d t t h h 11 t t 'Guilty' h!lod been brought in, and, pale as marble, but firm 

t d h ld ! Bl h · th f pums e or exermsillg a as e, w o s a s ay ou 
ca es an up o ers asp emy ill e eyes o one f · ? Th lin b t d d b d t t . as steel, he faced the Christian judge. His mie~ and aspect 
f E 1 d' · d · th d d hil o pnson. e e e ween goo an a as e IS . o ng an s JU ges IS worse an mur er, an w e . . "bl k t b l d h ·th . were, at once, those of endurance and defiance. His: fixed 

h t h h take h lif to thr an illVISI e mar , sure o e p ace w ere e preJ- eye, but slightly quivering lip, and the statuesque attitude e sen ences a man w o as n uman e ee di f th . 't 
th . . il, h . te f h h u ces o e censor see I . which he naturally struck, said, in language beside whiicll 

m:ulon s illk Ja sli :t~nc~ce~aJ s orC~:yetar one w 0 as The assertion that there are bounds to religious verbal eloquence is dumb: 'Justice North, you hav been 
0 Y spo en g illg Y 0 esus Is • fr d f di · · th d th t dr h d all .judge and prosecuting counsel rolled in one; the Christian 

S h · E li h Ch . t' · t 1 ee om o scusswn Is e ogma a enc e uc IS ng S ns Ian conSis ency. E 'th bl d hr · . d jury hav delivered me into your hands, I expect no mercy. 
The Christmas number of the Freethinker, for edit- ifutrhopEe Wlli h .00di ~ ee cent~estanddmotre. ago, anl and I ask none. Strike; I can endure. I flinch not; I bend 

• bl' h' d · ti. h' h M F t e ng s JU mary are gomg o a op It as aw not. Under such crushing circumstances l.et your puling; 
mg, pu Is illg, an pnn ng w Ic essrs. oo e, th ·n :find 1 t t d Th d .a ·t· . f bl . . . . ey Wl pen y o o. e eum wn o as- Christians :find shelter in the wounds of their .Jesus; I, the: 
Ramsay, and Kemp are consigned to pnson, lies be- h b th · d · · · 't · 1 lik B Infidel and philosop· her, hav support on the rock of my in-

t h . h · ul. 1 .~r d d · P emy y e JU ge IS ill spm curwus y e ene-
fore us. The mater w IC partie ar Y ouen e the d" t' d :finit' f. b 't It will domitable manhood.' Sobs were mingled with hisses in the, . . 

1 
L d . . "al IC s e wn o o seem y. cover every pas-good Chnstmn peop e of on on IS a piCton "New . l I . . . . . gallery over his head, and the hysterical and agonizing cries; 

Lif f Chri t " · hi h th · t · 'd t f Sib e case. t IS this, and we prillt It plam that all of his favorit sister rang through that dim and cruel chambe~:-e 0 s ill w c 6 prommen illCl en s o kn h E .li h 1 b 
, ' · · · d · d . may ow w at ng s aw regards as lasphemy. of horrors in which Infidelity was tried on this dread Mon.-

that persons supposititiOus career are epiCte ill a "E li h d t".h t · ht · A · . . , ng s prece . en as grea wmg ill meriCan day-tried, and not found wanting. 
cormc manner, calculated to rruse a laugh at his ex- rt b t 't will b il d h thi 1 • f 1 " 'Foote, you hav very considerable talents and eloquence. . . cou s, u I e an ev ay w en s aw 1s o - . 
pense. That Is all Yet for this Mr. Foote must l. d· "If b writ" . ther . · d . ·d the gifts to you from Almighty God, and you hav pe1·verted them· 

l , h . d owe . y. mg oro WUJe any one eme d .1 ,. d J . N th .. h. 1 b" 1 llJlgUls a year ill a ungeon. . f h . ; . · _ to the ~se of the evr , remarke. ustwe . or , m· 1s a 1a ,. 

Th . t 'al t 'bl unf . d th b'tte hat d e:mstence o t e deity, throWing abuse, contumely, and mincing little way· 'and I sentence· you to imprisonment fo~:-6 n was em y arr, an e I r re t a· b' ffin , G d ' h ' ' 
f th · . d f th d h b ou rage upon sacre su Jects, sco g at o , t e twelve calendar months.' . 

0 e JU ge or e accuse as never een more t . 't , th h 1 . t , h b la bl . · · · · · . . . , . . . ' nm y, or e ' o y scnp ures, t at y w was as- 1! Durmg the pronunciatiOn of these words there was the> 
plainly shown m a court of lllJUstiCe smce Benedict he " Th · d al 'd th t Chr' t' •t silence of death· you could hav heard in the awful suspense . p my. e JU ge so sru a Is Iani y was a • . ' · ' 
sentenced Mr. Bennett to thirteen months at hard art f th l f t.h l d If thi b ~ the beating of your own heart, But, in an instant, the gal-

Whil d d ~ t "al d t p o e common aw o e an . s e so, . d d . 1 d d labor. e surren ere ~or n , an ye uncon- . . . . lenes an the oorways burst mto a qu an angry roar, 
, t d th • d d d th t • il h th then blasphemy IS only cntlcism of. the common law, Mr. Foote's sister cried with an intensity of emotion that was. 

v1c e , e JU ge reman e em o 3a , w ere ey d if th t · t t b · 'tt d th E 1 d · nfl. d . ld ll d h t ff b . b an a IS no o e permi 6 , en ng an IS heart.rending, '0 George, my poor dear George!' and seemEld, 
were 0? ne .. ill co ce s, an 8

• u .0 ~ rron. ars indeed under a despotism. If no examination of the in her frantic distress, as if she would leap over the front of' 
llJld wrre lattices from commumcatwn with friends .1. li · f t · . "bl th the gallery Then there was a dull thud.....,she had fallen to. . . Bail .l!l' prevru illg re gwn o a coun ry IS permissi e, en · 
who VISited them. was ouered, but contemptu- h t h th Chri t' f . di . . the floor insensible. 'Damn Christianity!' 'Down with the> 

. b' d J d N h . w a excuse av e s Ians or sen ng misswn- d . " c J d · J ff . 1, th d • ~ ously reJected by the Igote u ge ort , who an- . . . . . . accurse farth. ' urse you, u ge e ries. e eep-voiceu, 

d h . d t · t' t t 1 · d anes illto non·Chnstian countnes? It would only be rage of men and the hysterical shrieking of women blent 
nounce Is e 6rrmna wn no o re ax. ill any egree . th th th f th M h · . 't f hi d servillg em as· ey serve o ers or e o amme- into one thunderous chorus, such as the Old Bailey, perhaps. 
the seven Y 0 8 or ~r. . _ dans to imprison every. missionary in Turkey for never heard befor~ in all its dread experience of wrath, and 

These men are convicted under a heresy law which, bl h . t M h d . hi h . " t guilt and agony . . . , asp emy agruns o amme arusm, w c IS par ' . · . . . 
if enforced Impartially and m all cases, would put the f th l f th l d , B th' d fi "t" " 'Clear the gallery!'. cried he m the purple, and m an In-. . . o e common aw o e an . y IS e m wn 1. b · 1 Th greatest millds of England behmd pnson bars, and . . . . st~nt the po Ice . urst m am on? our peop e. . ere we.re s~m& 

. t ll all th d al d b k ll of blasphemy Judge North lays-Chnstiamty open to mmutes of tuggmg and pushing and hustlmg and JOstlmg 
consign ° a ce 6 news 6 ers an °0 se ers the charge of being the most intolerant of any re- and execration, a~d hissing-a~d the galler; was empty: 
of the land.. . , ligion, more so than even its old competitor, the re- But the ejected sympathizers had joined the hundreds of 

The pubhc prosecutor laid particular stress upon 1. · f M h · d. In d . thi h h th t their brethren who were waiting outside, and, while the sen-. . . . lgiOll o o amme OlllO' s e s ows a . 
the impiety of the pictures ill the Freethmker, and m th , b l t d f liko F t t l'b ali tences were bemg pronounced upon Ramsey and Kemp, the 

• . ere IS a so u e nee o men e oo e o I er ze h f · d · th t t · d th t d addressing the JUry srud that there are bounds to the . . . . . . angry roar oft e nen sIn e s ree p1erce e rem en ous 
,p . . l" . aJ, ooial nd l" . Christianity and render habitable the lands 1t dorm- walls of the Old Bailey, and rang distinctly in my ears, even 

Uberty 0 opmwn upon po itw ' 8 ' a re ~gwus mat- nates. If a denial of the trinity is blasphemy, why though I sat close to t~e judicial bench. There I sat all day 
ters! These people had transcended these bounds, are not the Unitarians prosecuted? If a repudiation listening to every syllable with breathless eagerness. And, 
a,nd he asked the court to use its authority to punish of th . t . bl s h h . t . although I knew its step 'faltered in ter.~:ible suspense on the e scnp ures IS a p emous, w y IS no every . h I F 
them The pictures had been "publicly exhibited h 1 . E l d d b d f ·~l b f very threshold of the prison, I was proud t at was a ree-

• . . . ' sc oar Ill ng an un. er on s or tn~ e ore thinker when Mr. Foote concluded his magnificent defense. 
to the hurt of the consCience of Christian people, and Judge North? Why is ·not every Atheist expiating When Mr. Ramsey alluded with artless pathos to his sleepless 
were calculated to destroy the morals of the young his offense in Newgate dungeons? eyes-eyes that would not close during the whole of the four 
and inexperienced." He argued that if London once Mr. Foote was tried twice once on Thursday terrible nights he had spent in his cell, because he knew that 
had a blasphemous store established and the windows March Sth and a ain on Monda M ch 12th. Th~ the eyes of his little children at. home were red with crying, 

i · 1 d d 'th h · t th · ht b ' g y, ar be·cause he had not, as usual, k1ssed them before they went 
o It P acar e WI sue PIC ures, ey mig e sure determination of the J'udge to convict and his equally f hild t h d th t • . . • . . ' to bed-I thought o my own c ren a orne, an e ears 
that ill a populatwn .0~ millwns some lllJUry ~ould be plain determination to torture, was seen at the close gathered in my eyes. I wiped them away unobserved, half 
done. He then contillu6d: of the first trial. When the case was given them the ashamed of being so womanly. But when the sentence was 

"It has been said that the law of blasphemy was obsolete; jury retired about five o'clock and remained out till pronounced on Mr. Foote, a~d the y~ll of rage rang from the 
. . . gallery, I caught the contagiOus excitement of the moment, 

but so far as he was aware it was no more obsolete than the a little after seven, whe;'l the Judge ~ailed them I~to and felt just in the mood to form one item in the surging 
law of murder or theft. The same law that had ever prohib- court and asked them if he could m any way assist front of any infuriated multitude which would dash itself· 
ited blasphemy prohibited it now, and that it had not been them by explaining the law again to them. Upon against the walls and h'lrl down the English Bastile from 
put in practice was due more to the right thinking of the 
people of this country in obeying the law than to the fact being told by the foreman of the jury that they un- battlement to basement." 
that the law itself had passed into desuetude. People might derstood the law, but there was no chance of their It is a matter for congratulation that there are 
l:rold views strongly adverse to the religious world, but it was agreeing, the judge passionately said: "Then I must some English papers fair enough and free enough to 
not necessary that they should obtrude those views on their discharge the jury and hav the case tried again. I will speak out against the J e:ffreys-like conduct of this 
neighbors; that they should be plastered over the shop win- tt d h M d d h d' · di 1 
qqws for the purpo&e of hurting and grieving the conscience a en ere on on ay an try t e case again, with judge. Reynol s perw ca says: 
and feeling of Christian. people. Happily, into whatever sects a different jury." Mr. Foote askad to be allowed "It is rather hard that the defendants were not allowed 
it might be divided, the great body of the people of this bail, but the judge peremptorily and harshly refused. the courtesy of bail, for there was, apparently, not the slight
country were Ohristis,n$, and it was obvious that if they once On Monday therefore the case was tried again result- est scintilla of suspicion that any improper use would be 

Permitted publications of the character he had described, it · · : t' · It' · b bl th. • d ' uld m~tde by them of that concession. The disagreement of the illg m convic wn. IS pro a e e JU ge wo . · 1 h th h 1 
would be impesstb.le for the people to allow their children to . • ·. . . . . jury in the fi~st InstaJ:!ce prov~d conclus.Iv Y t a~ . ~ w 0 e 
pe in the streets, lfl3t they 11ho1;1ld be m!$led by publications h~tv tned It agaill and agam, until he forced a con vic- · diotment was unwise. Keepmg the prisoners m .Jail looks 
pf this sort. Were it l)flrmitt!ld, it would be a control by the tion, had, H9t thif:l (;!t;l<;lOPd i1111 ~omvlied witl! pis :-orse than a piece of unwisdom. lt will to many people ap
miuority of thG g:rea,t majority of the peovl~ of. tl!.il! ()Ol,U~tr;r~ "\Vi~e~, pear :ga~~h1 ~ndicth1 u,ncaUeq fori !lll:d lilo~e ~h!l!!l persQ:p,a,Uy 
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.oppressiv. We may hav a.bolished the court of the Star 
Chamber, but it is beooming 'a grave question with many peo
:Plll how far modetn society is not just as al'bitral'y in its sen
timents and legal action as at any past period in English his-
tory," · 

" Rather hard " is a mild expression for one of the 
:most miserable exhibitions of tyranny shown on the 
:English bench for years, but the harsh and vindictiv 
a._pply with pertinent force. 

The Liverpool Daily Post says: 
"No man whose opinions diverge from orthodoxy to any 

Jarge extent can count himself safe. No matter how rever
,ently and cautiously he may express them, no matter how 
·,they may seem to himself and to some oonsiderable class of 
:his countrymen to make not against, but for religion, he is at 

The Origin and Pedigree of Man. 
In the four most recent numbers of THE TRUTH 

SEEKER previous to the present issue we hav published 
a series of extracts from "The History of 'Creation," 
by Ernst Haeckel, the distinguished German disciple 
of Darwin and one of the foremost exponents of the 
theory of descent. The extracts quoted hav mainly 
to do with the purely animal descent of man; that is 
to say, his development out of the lowest forms of life 
concerning which we hav any knowledge or theory, 
through the various stages of which still-living species 
furnish examples, to the stage once occupied by un
known extinct human apes, generany spoken of as 
the "missing link," and from thence onward to gen-, .the mercy of a fanatical prosecutor, a bigoted judge, and an 

.orthodolt jury. He has no shelter in the statute law of Eng- uin man. . 
land. The common law will furnish abundant precedents for As the author states at the outset, of 8Jl the special 
his condemnation." inferences drawn from the theory of descent, there is 

The Birmingham Daily Mail exposes "the amazing none of su~h importance as its application to man 
folly and mischief of this prosecution from beginning .himself. The conclusion from the general inductiv 
to end." As to Mr. Justice North; it remarks: !aw (i. ·e., that of reasoning from a part to the whole) 

"~his anxiety to obtain a conviction, however creditable is that man has developed gradually, by about twelve 
~t may be to the intensity of Mr. Justice North's theological distinct steps, out of the lower animals possessing an 
IJonvictions, appears to us to be a departure from the best internal skeleton or bones, and more immediately out 
traditions of the English bench. We do not impute to his of ape-like "mammals"-a general name given that 
lordship any 'desire to be unjust. No doubt he acted through- class of animals which suckle their young. Every 
.out in the sincere belief that he was doing his duty alik13 to 
Christianity and the law, and rendering the state a. signal characteristic feature which distinguishes vertebrate 
:Service. Still the spectacle of Christianity wreaking its ven- or bony animals from the invertebrate or boneless, is 
,geance on its opponents, and imprisoning its scoffers, .is not possessed by man, and his relationship to the former 
,a plea~a_nt one, and t~e obviou.s sym~athy of _the. j~dge with division (namely, vertebrata) is ,established beyond 
,the spmt of persecutiOn, as· evm?ed m the vmdictrv nature all question. Furthilr there can . be- no doubt that 
.of -the sentence, does not contrrbute any sweetness to the b l t h 'b di . · f · -

1 
ll d 

picture." • man e ongs o t e su - VISIOn o mammas ca e 
The Mail then pointed! asks: placentals-those having that so~ and spongy sub-

y stance called the placenta envelopmg the young pre-
" Do any of . o:ur readers remember the late Win wood 

:Reade's book, 'The Martyrdom of Man,' with its eloquent, vious to birth, and through which the unborn child 
but violent, attacks on Christianity? No prosecution followed respires and receives its nourishment. Finally, there 
that, though some of the passages ih it were· couched in the are ·two main divisions of the placental mammals, 
strongest possible terms. Is it to be understood that these scie?Jtifically termed deciduata and indeciduata, the 
proceedings depend upon the price at which the literature is difference between the two consisting in the fact that 
circulated? Is that but choleric in the officer which in the 
common soldier is literally 'rank blasphemy?' May we pro
fane in half-calf, but not in penny broadsheets? Is permit
ted blasphemy a question of seven-and-sixpenny binding? 
These questions force themselvs upon us when we look back 
and remember what has been tolerated, and compare it with 
what is punished with twelve months' imprisonment." 

among the former the placenta is thrown off in the 
form of after-birth with the young, and among the 
latter it is not. To the f1>rmer group (deciduata) man 
doubtless belongs. In this group are found also 
other animals, forming with man two legions distin
guished from each other by a difference in the shape 

That this persecution will eventually recoil upon of this placenta-discoplacentalia (those having a 
those engaged in it is as certain as day. The Secjl- disk-shaped placenta), and zonoplacentalia -(those 
larists of England will not lie supinely down and having a placenta shaped like a zone or girdle). Man 
wait to be trodden on further, and we are mU"ch mis- possesses the "disk-shaped placenta, therefore belongs 
taken if the church party does not regret this step to the discoplacentalia; and having thus far located 
they hav taken ere Foote has served his twelve months him in the animal kingdom, the next thing to be as
in prison. Mr. Bradlaugh, however, is yet to be tried certained is his position in this group to which he 
upon the same charge. For his sake we wish he may has at last been assigned by reason of the similarity 
:not come before this Justice North, for· although he of his physical structure to that of other members 
:neither owned, edited, printed, nor sold the Freethinker of the same tribes, groups, sub-classes, etc. 
(the only connection he having with it being the oc- There are five orders o:r kinds of the discoplacental 
cupancy of the same building for a while), this judge 
would convict on the sole ground that he is an A the- animals'-semi-apes; rodents (animals which. gnaw, 
ist, and if one jury disagreed with him would get like rats, etc.); insectivora (those which feed mainly 
another till he found one subservient to his wishes. on insects); bats, and apes, the last being more like 

man in bodily features than any of the others. Man 
ln these trials England's judiciary has retrograded 
about two centuries. is to be placed in the same order with apes, or else 

lie represents a sixth order of the group. Some nat

Easter. uralists hav separated man as a special order under 
LAWRENCE, KAN. the name of" two-handed" (bimana), and contrasted 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: What gave him with the apes under the name of "four-handed" 
rise to Easter Sunday? And how doeslit happen that it comes ( quadrumana ). This separation is not indorsed by 
in March some years and in April others? Does. it hav any- Prof. Haeckel, nor by Huxley, as the foot is used as a 
thing to do with the weather? Some say an early Easter 
brings early spring f" late Easter, late spring. Please answer hand by wild races of men; the Chinese boatmen row 
through THE TIIUTH S:!!iEKEII. J. N. WATKINs. and the Bengal workmen weave with it. The dis-

The date of Easter is regulated by the calendar of tinction, therefore, on merely physiological grounds, 
Judea, in which the months are conterminous with does not hold good. , Furthermore, it is set forth 
the moon. /The begil}ning of the Jewish year goes that the difference between men and the higher apes 
backward on the natural· year eleven days annually. is not equal to the difference between the higher and 
This anniversary is therefore movable in reference to lower apes. Man, therefore, is to be placed with the 
the calendar regulated by the sun. The alleged :fifth order of" discoplacentalia," namely, apes. 
resurrection of Christ took place just after the Jew- Huxley classes man, apes, and semi-apes in a sin
ish feast of the Passover. The different sects quar- gle order called "primates," and sub-divides primates 
reled about this date, as about all other matters con- into seven families, of which man constitutes the first, 
nected with their system, and the date was settled by and genuin apes the second.. Here the process of 
the council of Nicea (A.D. 325). It was agreed that separation seems to end. There are, however, two 
it should be the first Sunday after the 14th day of groups of genuin apes_:.the apes of America; and 
the calendar moon, which happens on or next after those of the Old World. In several important par
March 21st. This calendar moon, however, is not the ticulars man most resembles the latter; and here the 
moon of the heavens, nor the mean moon of the as- final and definit conclusion is reached that man has 
tronomers, but an imaginary moon created for ecclesi- deueloped out of the apes of the Old World. 
astical convenience in advance of the real moon. The But there still exist great difficulties in establish
word Easter is a survival from the old Teutonic ing the accurate pedigi:ee of the human race. The 
mythology. Many superstitions hav clustered around nearest progenitors of ma.n are tailless apes. Of 
this day, such as that the sun dances in the morning, . these there are four genera-that is, four kinds pas
etc. The day has no effect on anything except the sessing characters which distinguish them from all 
fashionable religionists, who use it as~ occasion to the others: (1) the orang; (2) the chimpanzee; (3) the 
bring out their new spring clothes. gorilla; and (4) the gibbon. None of these can be 

said to be absolutely most like mail, 'but each stands 
nearest man in some particular respect; for instance, 
the first in the order named stands nearest to man in 
the formation of the brain; the second in the forma
tion of the skull; the third in the development "of the 
hands and feet, and the fourth in the formation of 
the chest. 

At this stage the author stops to point out this im
portant fact, upon which general information is not 
very clear. 

"Not one of all the still-living Apes, and consequently not 
one of the. so-called Man-like Apes, can be the progenitor of 
the Human Race. This opinion, in fact, has never been main
tained by thoughtful adherents of the Theory of Descent, 
but it has been assigned to them by their thoughtless op
ponents. The Ape-like progenitors of the Human Race 
are long since extinct. We .may possibly. still find their 
fossil bones in the tertiary rocks of southern Asia or Af
rica." 

Thus the missing link between man and still-living, 
tailless, man-like apes (the gorilla, chimpanzee, orang, 
and gibbon) remains missing ~till; and as develop
ment never goes backward, the inhabitants of the 
earth will never again behold that mysteri<;ms crea
ture, " neither brute nor human," which connect(ld 
them by kindred ties with their hairy ancestor, the 
anthropoid ape. 

The process by which man has developed out of 
simple, structure less, and formless lumps of mucous or 
albuminous matter (protoplasm)-something like the 
white of an egg-is given as concisely as it is possi
ble ·for the details to be clearly presented, in Prof. 
Haeckel's "chain of the animal ancestors of man," as 
printed in numbers 11 and 12 of THE TttUTH SEEKER. 

This development the writer traces through twenty
two stages. Some of these stages are necessarily as
sumed, though their reality is considered a fact as 
s.elf-evident as the existence of immediate parents. 
This is proved by the similarity of the embryo of 
man as an individual and the primordial germ of 
man as a race. 

To :find out. when and where man passed through 
these stages, and how he attained his bony form, 
_arose to his feet, and acquired the power of speech 
and·produced his language, the reader is referred to 
Prof. Haeckel's exposition of the facts. Nothing can 
be more interesting or instructiv than this. He has 
proceeded from the beginning by ignoring the as
sumption of a special creation laid down in Genesis 
and defended by the theologians. The theory of 
descent is natural, consistent, and altogether in har
mony with reason and human experience. The fact 
that the chain is incomplete cannot affect the sound
ness of the doctrin. As the death of a parent does 
not sever our ties of consanguinity with a still~Jiving 
grandparent, so the disappearance from among living 
things of the "tailless narrow-nosed apes" has no 
weight against the theory that they some time, ages 
ago, perhaps, formed a separate group of beings a 
little less than man and a little more than beast. 
Certain it is that to the theory of evolution we must 
look for a history and an explanation of the origin and 
pedigree of man, whether what Haeckel has written 
is the final word that science will hav to say upon the 
subject, or whether what is at present known is but 
the forerunner of a completer knowledge, in which 
all the secrets which now exist concerning man's 
origin shall be laid bare. 

THE Detroit News says that at the annual associ
ation of Congregational ministers, held in Olivet 
not long ago, Rev. W. B. 'Williams read a paper on 
secular education, which attracted much attention. 
He considered that the certain drift of a secular edu
cation was toward Infidelity and Atheism, and 
quoted figures from various countries to prove it. 
That the confession was wrung from his fears is 
shown by his assertion that religious schools are a 
necessity to stem this tide of Infidelity, or that the 
principles of religion must be taught by the state. 
It will be a SOITY day for republican institutions when 
the state is so subverted from its rightful functions 
as to teach a religion so vitally opposed to them as 
the Christian. 

A FRIEND in Bristol, Conn., has sent us a malignant 
article published in a Catholic paper of Hartford, 
concerning Paine's last hours. The letter pur1Jorts. 
to be by Bishop Benedict Fenwick, of Boston, and 
has been periodically resurrected by the Catholics 
since 1846. We shall next week print an exhaustiv 
article on the subject, showing this charge against 
Paine to be a purely ecclesiastical fabtication. 
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fommunications. sets in! whi?h i~its ~ecomposition' or death. '_"-Baro~ Liebig. The next section, about Manahem the Essene, we 
hav already given entire in our last article. But, as 
a preface thereto, it is now proper to quote the two 

Does Josephus Notice Paul Also 1 remaining sentences of the present section: 
I " These men [Essenes] liv the same kind of life as do those 

"Is mto:ncatmg liquor ever a food? · No, for there rs noth
ing in it which can repair the wastes of nerve, muscle, blood; 
or bone. ' Plastic food feeds the blood-cells, alcohol destroys 
them; in health, food excites to normal action, alcohol tends . 
to feverishness and inflammation; food givs force to the 
body; alcohol excites reaction and wastes force -in the first 
place, and then, as a true narcotic, represses vital action and 
corresponding nutrition.' "-Dr. Munroe. 

If Man ahem the Essene ·was indeed one of Paul's whom the Greeks call Pythagoreans, concerning whom I shall 
associates at Antioch, may not Josephus hav noticed discourse :p1ore fully elsewhere.· However, it is but fit to set 
Paul also ? We answer, Yes; unless, as we suspect, down here the reasons wherefore Herod had these Essenes 

f d tl t th t'l (Ar ) in such honor and thought higher of them than their mortal "Is it then a poison ? Science says yes. 'It disconcerts 
life's healthy movements.' 'It possesses an inhere_nt dele
terious property, ·which introduced into the system destroys 
life, and has its place with arsenic, belladonna, prussic acid, 
and opium,' as a medicin only. Adds Dr. Willard Parker: 
'In its effects upon the living system, it is first an irritant, 
and afterward, when it has entered the circulation, becomes 
a na1·cotic. :were alcohol an irritant only, a man would as 
soon poison himself with arsenic or aquafortis. The narcotic 
element is the siren that leads him on to ruin and to death.' 

the sel -style apos e 0 e gen 1 es ameans nature required; nor will this account be unsuitable to the 
was too obscure for the notice of the Jewish historian. nature of this history, as it will show the opinion men had of 

But whether or not Manahem the Essene and Man- the Essenes" (Ibid). 

ahen of Acts were the same, it is not a little surpris- Now we beg the reader to understand that while 
ing that in the very next preceding paragraph of we are by no means certain either that Ma:qahem the 
Josephus we find another holy prophet, also greatly Essene was the Manahen of Acts, or that Pollio the 
revered by King Herod, belonging to the same sect Pharisee was Paul, yet we point to the coincidence 
that Paul did, and with a name strikingly like his- of name, character, age, time, and other circumstances 
Pollio the Pharisee. as very remarkable; and if the identity of either of 

The first notice of Pollio is about seventeen years these persons is improbable, where else will you find 
earlier. In the year 37 B.c. Jerusalem Wll:S besieged a trace of any one of the preachers of the Messiah in 
by Herod and the Roman general, Sossiers, for the the voluminous history of Josephus? And if he 
purpose of expelling Antigonus. The siege was sue- never mentioned a single one of them, how can·you 
cessful, and Antigonus was taken captiv. Josephus escape tpe conclusion that they were all too obscure 

"If one eats bread, or meat, or milk, these substances, as 
such, very soon disappear, being formed into blood cells, 
plasma, tissue, and fuel, to repair the bodily waste and keep 
up its warmth. If one drinks intoxicating liquor, it is re
ceived by every organ as an irritant, an enemy; remains un
digested, a foreign substance, and is immediately thrust out 
of the body by every excretory duct. 

then says: for notice ? 
"These statements being scientific truths, it may be asked, 

Whence comes the desire for drink so general among all z:a
tions? It is answered, From the natural appetite in the race· 
for stimulants, for excitants, for diet made hot with spices, 
and from the momentary exhilaration, the pleasurable feel
ings of the quickened flow of blood after drinking alcoholic 
liquor. 

"And since Herod had now the government of all Judea P.S.-Since writing the above, in our search for 
put into his hands, he promoted such of the private men in 'nf t · · · t h 
the city as had been of his party; but never left off avenging 1 orma IOn concernmg anmen personages we av 
and punishing every day those that had chosen to be of the read with comical surprise the following: 
party of his enemies. But Pollio the Pharisee and Sameas "HILLEL. . . . . Our only source of information in 
[Silvanus'?], a disciple of his, were honored by him above all regard to Hillel 'the E>ld' is the Talmud, unless indeed Pol
the rest; for when Jerusalem was besieged, they advised the lion, referred to once and again by Jo11ephus, ·be also Hillel 
citizens to receive Herod, for which advice they were well under a Greek name. For the grounds on which this proba
requited; but this Pollio, at the time when Herod was .once ble identification rests, and for a masterly sketch of Hillel 
upon his trial of life and death, foretold, in way of reproach, and his place in the history of Israel, the great work of Ewald 
to Hyrcanus and the other judges, how this Herod, whom may be consulted" (Encyc. Brit.). 
they suffered now to escape, would afterward inflict punish- . 

"It is again asked how the intense, craving appetite comes 
to a hard drinker if these things are so. It is answered, Most 
persons know what are inflamed eyes, or sores that itch and 
tingle so that the hands cannot be withheld from rubbing and 
scratching. To do this givs momentary relief, but inflames . 
the itching spots more, and makes them harder to heal. So 
the stomach, inflamed and sore by alcoholic irritation, burns 
and tingles, but, when more liquor is swallowed to satisfy the 
gnawing thirst, momentary relief is gained, and, with re
peated draughts, a ·stupefying ease results. But this only 
inflames the organ more, increases the terrible morbid thirst, 
~ill the stomach is marked with patches of purple sores or 
hopelessly ulcerated."- Watchword. 

menton them all; which had its completion in time, while Now, we are just as willing as the learned Ewald 
God fulfilled tho words he had spoken" (Ant. xv, 1, §1). to identify Pollio with Hillel, if the weig.ht of evi-

Paul would hav been about sixty years old at this dence is sufficient; but the chief apparent difficulty 
time, 37 B.a. 's~ems to be the great age of Hillel at the time ;men-

The next reference to Pollio is about sixteen or boned by Josephus, about 20 -B.c. The emment 
We " compel " men to pa.y their taxes, to pay their 

just debts, and to become as far as possible good cit
izens, husbands, and fathers. Now,· the right to 
compel them to eschew alcoholic drinks is just as 
legitimate as any other right, once we hav full proof 
that these drinks are wholly evil in tendency. If any 
law at all is useful and necessary, the law that makes 
it impossible for a husband, father, brother, or son to 
obtain spirituous liquor is useful and necessary. As 
well license the forger, the counterfeiter, the poisoner,' 
and the murderer as the rumseller. Here is a little 
picture of the benefits of licensing an evil. Read it 
and see the outcome of such a law: 

seventeen years later, 21 or 20 B.c.: Hebrew scholar,_ B_~tolocci, places the birth of Hillel 
112 B.c.;· and th1s IS the date generally accepted. But 
jt would make him 92 years old when Herod excused 
him from oath-taking. 

"When Herod had already re-edified Sebaste [Samaria] he 
resolved to send his sons, Alexander and Aristobulus, to 
Rome to enjoy the company of Cresar [Augustus], who, when 
they came thither, lod~ed at the house of Pollio, who was 
very fond of Herod's fnendship; and they had leave to lodge 
in Cresar's own palace" (Ant. xv, 10, §1). 

Dr. Whiston here makes the following note: 

"This Pollio, with whom Herod's sons lived at Rome, was 
not Pollio the Pharisee, already mentioned by Josephus, 
chapter i, section 1, and again presently after this, chapter x, 

. section 4, but Ausinius Pollio the Roman, as Spanheim here 
observes." 

Without positivly disputing this averment,· we· 
think it quite singular that Herod should hav had 
two aged and distinguished friends named Pollio, 
one a holy Pharisee of Palestine, the other a Roman 
orator, poet, and historian. And why should not 
Josephus hav distinguished tills Roman Pollio in 
some way from Pollio the Pharisee, whom he refers 
to again in the succeeding section four, as we shall 
presently see? 

Caius Ansinius Pollio was born 76 B. c. and died 
A.D. 4. He _was consul 40 B.c., and after 38 B.c. 
lived in retirement at Rome. None of his writings 
are extant. 

But Paul the Pharisee also lived at Rome in his 
latter days, part of the time in bonds, whence he 
wrote several epistles. The letter to the Philippians 
was probably his last, unless those to Timothy and 
Titul!l are authentic. To the Philippians he says, 
"My bonds on account of the messiah are matter of 
notoriety in all the court" (i, 13). 

For court the Greek version has palace-praitorio. 
'What court or palace? That of Augustus Cmsar; 
for at the close of the letter he says, "All the saints 
salute you, especially those of Cmsar's household" 
(iv, 22). 

There is no evidence that any of Nero Cmsar's 
family (A.D. 54-68) were Christians. · Commentators 
can only venture to claim that some of Nero's ser
vants may hav ·been believers. Josephus, who vis
ited Rome A.D. 62 or 63, the very time when this. 
epistle to the Philippians is generally believed to hav 
been written, says he was introduced to Poppea, N e
ro's wife, by' a Jewish comedian. Josephus was a 
Pharisee like Paul. He came to procure liberty for 
certain priests of Judea then in bonds by order of 
the late procurator Felix (Life, §3). Why did he 
not find Paul there, also in bonds, writing epistles to 
the Philippians, to the Colossians, and to Philemon? 

But to return to Pollio the Pharisee. In conse
quence of the suffering by the famin 23-24 B.c. 
Herod relieved his people of a third part of their 
taxes, and began to recover their good will. But the 
malcontents were many, and sedition threatened his 
throne. Fearing a revolt, he sought to compel the 
multitude to take an oath of fidelity. The greater 
part yielded through fear, but some resisted. 

"But for such as were of a more open and gener
ous disposition," says Josephus, "he by one means 
or other made away with them. He endeavored to 
persuade Pollio the Pharisee and Sameas [Silvanus? J 
and the greatest part of their scholars, to take the 
oath, but these would neither submit so to do, nor 
were they punished together with the rest, out of the 
reverence he bore to Pollio. The Essenes also, as 
we call a sect of ours, were eJ~:C1lf'!ed from this impo
t.Jition" (Ant. xv1 ~o~ ~4), 

Admitting nevertheless the possible identity of Pol
lio with Hillel, who is said to hav lived to the age of 
120, may we not in that case be as reasonably cer
tain that Pollio's disciple, Sameas,, was our Saul? In 
Acts xxii, 13, Paul is reported as saying: "I was born 
in Tarsus of Cilicia, but was brought up in this city 
[Jerusalem] at the feet of Gamaliel." Who knows 
but that the writer or transcriber has substituted 
Gamaliel for Hillel? ANTICHRIST. 

"By the law you may sell to men and women, if they will 
Prohibition. buy. You hav given your _bond and paid your license to sell 

to them, and no one has a right to molest you in your legal 
"My ·amusement is to find you taking your place with rad- business; No matter what the consequences may be, no mat

ical prohibitionists. In my opinion you are drifting away ter what poverty and destitution are produced by you selling 
from free principles, or, to speak plainer, to compel by force according to law, you hav paid your money for this privilege, 
men not to touch, taste, or handle, and to dd·just as you do. and you are licensed to pursue your calling. No matter what 
Such a system enjoined would be freedom with a vengeance. families are distracted and rendered miserable, no matter 
I wish myself that the traffic in liquors could be quietly abol- what wives are treated with violence, what children starve or 
ished, but it is utterly impossible through prohibition. I hav mourn over the degradatton of a parent, your business is le
ssen too many years of wrangling over l?rohibition. I want galized, and no one may interfere with you in it. No matter 
no more. I want us all to come and umte in one 11trong li- what mother may agonize over loss of a son, or sister blush 
cense law, and restrict the business within the bounds of for the shame qf a brother, you hav a right to disregard them 
moderation and decency. "J. K." all and pursue your legal calling; you are licensed. You may 

A th f L 'b al .e..· d l fit up your lawful place of business in the most enticing and 
s very many o er o my 1 er u'Ien s a so captivating- form; you may furnish it with the most costly and 

wonder that l advocate prohibition and wish the elegant equipments for your lawful trade; you may fill it with 
strong arm of the law to forbid all Ei'ale of intoxicat- the allurements to amus€lment; you may use all your arts to 
ing beverages, I will right here giv a few of fuy rea- induce visitors; you may skilfully arrange and expose to view 
sons for so doing. While radically opposed to all your choicest wines and captivating beverages; you may, 

then, induce thirst by all contrivances to pr()duce a raging 
compulsory laws (in theory), yet I see no way, in our appetite for drink and then you may supply that appetite to 
present condition of civilization, to avoid resorting to the full, because it is lawful; you hav paid for it; you hav a 
them in certain cases. For instance, I would not license. 
all h b't al th' f t h h' l'b t "You may allow boys, almost children, to frequent your ow a a 1 u Ie o ever av IS 1 er y, any.: saloon; they may witness the apparent satisfaction with 
more than I would a dangerous lunatic. We hav a which their seniors quaff the sparkling Blass; you may be 
moral right to protect ourselvs by force from all who sehooling and training them for the periOd of twenty-one, 
would deliberately injure us or any member of soci- when they, too, can participate, for all thi~ is lawful. You 
t N I b ld th t li d al may hold the cup to their very lips, but you must not let 

e Y· ow, o a every cense s oon, every them drink-that is unlawful. But while you hav all these 
manufacturer of alcoholic beverages, every dealer in privileges for the money you pay; this poor privilege of sell. 
fermented liquors, is as dangerous to society as a ing to children is denied you. Here parents hav the right to 
lunatic or a thief. You may bind the licensed sales- say, 'Leave my son to me until the law givs you the right to 
man to refuse to sell to a minor or a habitual drunk- destroy him. Do riot anticipate that terrij;lle moment, when 

I can assert for him no further right of. protection; that will 
ard, but these classes never fail to obtain the liquor be soon enough for me, for his :mother, for his sister, for his 
through some middle man to whom it may be law- friends, and for the community to see him take his road to 
fully sold. Is it worse to sell to a drunkard than to death. Giv· him to us in his childhood at least. Let us hav 
the temperate drinker who keeps tippling till he at a few years of his youth, in which we may enjoy· his inno-

last becomes also a drunkard ?. . . cence to repay us in some small degree for the care and love 
we hav lavished upon_ him.'" · 

Friend Kjnson accuses me of wishing to "compel If liquor selling can be abolished without law, alf 
others to do just as I do." Well, if I am 1ight, and the better. If murder, arson, and theft can be abol
see others in the wrong, and see them rushing to self- ished without law, all the better. If cruelty to ani
destruction, and carrying thousands more over the mals, to wives, and to helpless little children can be 
precipice with them, am I not justified in doing all I abolished without law, all the better. I will work as 
can to turn them into the safe path? Few intelli- faithfully as I can to elevate, educate, and enlighten, 
gent hygienists, physicians, and moralists will deny to prepare the race for freedom and for individual 
that liquor is an evil-ilhat it is poison to the system, sovereignty. But until they are p:.;_epared I must 
and that it works ruin to body and mind, producing plead for temptation to be removed from their reach. 
physical, moral, and mental degradation. Here are I would not place poison, sharp knives, or mad dogs 
a few authorities showing the opinion of thinkers on where they could be got at by children, imbecils, or 
the effects of alcohol, proving it to be what I call it- lunatics. And until men hav moral sense and cui
an unmixed evil, and a fit subject for lawful prohi- ture enough to withstand ,the temptations of the in
bition, if any one thing can be so called: . toxicants I would hav these things placed beyond 

"There is no drop of alcoholic liquor in healthy and un- their reach by law. Ignorance, lunacy, and infancy 
changed nature. God has not made alcohol in any other must be coerced if they. incline to go wrong. Free-
sense than he has created carrion or rotten eggs. It is the. h 
product of sugary substances decomposed, deco.ying. And dom, liberty, and self-sovereignty are beauti:{ul t ings 
whether called brandy, rum, whisky, being distilled and of -glorious tlrings, and altogether desirable. But 
fiery potency, or wine, ale, cider, being fermented only, and until the race is prepared for them it must be pro
weak, the fermented element is the same thing-alcohol. t t d 
'Fermentation is nothing but the putrefaction of a substance ec e · 
containing no nitrogen.' ' Alcohol cannot be evolved from With liberty in the distance ever beckoning us on, 
the sugar of vegetable matter until after vinous fermentation with freedom shining a.a our goal, let W:! battle thifi 
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foe of intemperance till it is forever banished from 
our land. With peace, love, and hope on our banner 
fear not but victory will be ours. we do not believe 
in war, slavery, or compulsion. Love is the best 
}mown means to reach the good and the true. We 
would gladly giv aU for the good of the world, but 

THE ~TOBY OF RALAHIN:m. By E. T. Crai_g. 12 mo. 204 pp.l fast to . the faith. Altogether th_e ~ev. M~. Low's 
Price, half a or~wn (60 cents), Published by Trubner & conclusiOns are not nearly as startling as his prem
C~., Ludgate ~· London. . . ises, and be leaves the reader in a state of suspense, 

This wo:k, w~ch bas attained Its twe~ty-second nothing short of agonizing, as to whether be will get 
thousand, IS designed, as the author wntes us, to bell as his portion for a few days or a few "eons." 
prove that plenty, peace, and contentment may be Considering his own uncertainty, Mr. Low would bav 
given to Ireland without force, coercion, Arms acts, done well to defer the expression of his opinion un
or evictions. Ralahine was a co-operativ farm in the til be bad received further inspiration upon the sub
west of Ireland, secured and managed by E. T. Craig ject under discussion. 

. vain the sacrifice till the world is better prepared for 
the gift: · 
''Then turn, and be not alarmed, 0 Libertod-turn your un

dying face 
To where the future, greater than all the past, 
·Js swiftly, surely preparing for you." 

Snowuille, Va., March 11, 283. 

for the benefit of the Irish peasantry. "The History. The second pamphlet is a categorical plea for the 
of Ralab~e " de~ea:tes tb~t ~en~em~n's. trials and unity of the c~urch to resist tb.e. i:r;roads of ~divid
struggles m establishing this mstitutwn m the face ualism, "the higher l}istorical cntimsm," Matenalism, 
of most disheartening circumstances, and also givs and Positivism and deprecating some attempts which 
his views on vari~us . subj_ects connected with agr~- bav been made by theologians to Christianize the 

Book Notices and Reviews. culture and o:gamzat~on ill Ireland. The expe:I- theory of Sociologists in regai·d to ".corporate bu-
J'lURRIAGE AND DrvoRcE. By Richard B. WeP.tbrook, D.D., ment_at ~~~e survived long eno_ugh to pr?ve Its manity." The discour~e is charactenzed by an ab

LL.B. Price, 50 cents. For sale at THE TRuTH SEEKER practicability if honestly managed, Its final dissolu- sence of anything of rmportance or interest to the 
office. tion being brought about by the absconding of its general reader. . 

The first edition of this work was published treasurer. The religious system of the organization A man who will come out no further into the light 
anonymously some ten years ago, and bad a consider- was as follows: than bas the Rev. Mr. Low, when be sees the way as 
able circulation at .tbat time. The recent attempts "The only religion taught by the society was the unceasing clearly as this clergyman evidently does, may be sus
of the clergy of New England to influence state practice of promoting the happiness of e-very man, woman, pected of having some worldly inil.uence governing 
Jemsl~~otion on the subject of divorce,.in order that the and child to the utmost extent in their power, without regard him which he considers of more importance than the 

o· T to country, sex, sect, or party. Hence the Bible was not used h 
present laws governing it may be made less liberal as a schoolbook; no sectarian opinions were taught in their trut · 
than they are, bas induced the author to issue a sec- schools; no public disputes about religious dogmas or party 
ond edition of "Marriage and Divorce." He treats political questions took place; nor were members allowed to 
the questions involved in the discussion from a Lib- ridicule or revile each other's religion; nor was there any at-

tempt at proselytism. Perfect freedom in the performance of 
eral and also biblical point of view. The sum and religious duties and religious exercises was guaranteed to all. 
substance of the work is that true maiTiage is of it- The teaching of religion to the children was left to ministers 
self both natural and divine, and consists .of a union of religion and to the parents; but no priest o'r minister re
of two persons of the opposit sex in w!J.ich the nat- ceive.d anything from the funds of the society." 
ural yearning of both find their satisfaction, and in Though unable to repeat the attempt, Mr. Craig 
which their ideals are actualized. Any other sexual still believes that a potent lever for raising humanity 
union is not marriage, and can no more be made so lies bidden in a participation in profits by the pro
than true marriage can be made more holy or bind- ducers of wealth, enabling all to share in the advan
ing by legal or ecclesiastical enactments or ceremonies. tages of organ,ization. There is no doubt that Mr. 
As there are no sufferings equal to those of an ill- Craig is on the right track, though in endeavoring to 
mated pair, he would hav no laws.which would make organize the people of Ireland for any concerted and 
their union indissoluble except through death or co-operativ movement, he probably has as difficult an 
adultery, as at present exist in some states and in el~ment to deal with as could e_asily b_e fo_und. T~e 
England. The production of children is considered ~rish people are sl?w to _recogmze their ~riends, as IS 
more an incident than the object .of marriage, as that illustrat~d by their a~titu(!e toward C~arles Brad
institution contemplates the development, happiness, "laugh, and as Mr. C:aig also found t? hi~ cost. Y~t 

1\'ln. J. M. HAGAMAN, editor of the Kansas Blade, has 
issued in pamphlet form a discussion which he re
cently held with Mr. John N. Palmer on the subject 
of "The Bible or Jew God; He is Merciful," Mr. 
Palmer affirming and 1\'Ir. Hagaman denying. The 
stock ru·guments of the ordinai·y Christian ai"e put 
forward by Mr. Palmer, and Mr. Hagaman proceeds 
in an off-hand way to show that gentleman wherein 
he errs. He advises his Christian friend to giv up 
his superstitious belief, as in addition to tlle other ills 
to which human flesh is heir he has the fear of hell 
before him, if not for himself, at least for some of his 
friends, which must be productiv of more or less 
misery. The controversy is carried on with due ob
servance of the amenities of discussion, and if Mr. 
Palmer is not a better man for it he must certainly 
be a wiser one. 

and improvement of the married parties, and not the any movemell:t. lo?king_ to _the am~lwratwn of their A Co-orERATIV BUILDING PLAN AssociATION has been 
mere animal instinct which populates the earth. pr~sent conditwn-w~cli IS c~rtainly as deplorable formed in New York for the purl_)ose of furnishing 
Free love, as opposed to bond love, every sensible as It ~ould ~ell be-~ll. be. wrshed. goo_d~speed by persons who intend to build with plans and speci:fi
person must believe in, love not being subject to voli- AID:er~can Liber~s; but It will be. the opmw~ 0! th~ cations of suburban residences at greatly reduced 
tion of the will, but governed by attraction, not com- maJOrity ~hat until some aggr~ssiv measu:e IS m_sti- prices. The association has issued a large and hand
pulsion. , The work is of itself so condensed as not tuted against the system of p~Iesthood whiCh. claims some 4to pamphlet of 48 pages entitled "H6w to 
to admit of an epitome which _could i~ a satisfact~ry and s~cures so large a proportw? of th~ earnmgs .. of Build a, House," illustrated witb cuts and partial 
ma~:mer convey ~ore than an Idea _of Its gener~ drift. the Irish p~asa?~r;r, tha~ class Will contmue to ~uffer ,plans of over fifty specimens of. rural architecture· 
A hst of the subJects treated of Will be found m the the same disab~li~Ies whJCh hav degmded th_em m ~he which can be erected at costs ranging from $900 to 
adverti~ment on ano~her page. . . past. Mr. Craig s book cannot be read Without m- $18,000. Anyone contemplating the erection of a 

Prof. Westbrook ~~ the author of "The Bil;>le-:- terest ~y any who feel a concern for the welfare of house, by, procuri:p.g this pamphlet, will thus hav laid 
Whence and What? and those who hav read that the children of the Emerald Isle. before him to choose from a large variety of plans, 
work need only be assured that the present volume drawn by skilled ai·tists, and many of which hav already 
is written in an equally able manner to feel ~tn im- How TO FEED THE BABY. By. C. E. Page, M.D~ 12 mo., pp., been built from 'and their practicability tested. The 
mediate interest in it. . 160. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. For sale at publishers will furnish, at })rices given in "How to 

THE TRUTH SEEKER office. 
SoNGS oF THE MoRNING. Original nnd Selected. By Caleb 

S. Weeks. In two volumes. Vol. I., original; including 
Responses to Old Hymns, and Old Hymns in Responding 
Versions. Vol. II., selections. Price of Vol. I., $1.00. 
Published and for sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER office. 
Volume I. of this collection is now- completed and 

ready for the public. These songs Mr. Weeks refers 
to, in his "Introductory Remarks," as his "chirp
ings," which he lias put forth hoping that they may 
somewhat help to bring people to see the true char
acter of song, and to use this powerful soul-vivifier 
united with truthful and elevating thought. He ad
mits that his own and some of his selections are not 
of a high order of poetry (and the same may be said 
of ab:p.ost any volume of poems), but claims that they 
express in eome degree the sentiments of the live, 
evolving, natural faith. ·Having subserved this end, 
the mission of the work will be accomplished. 

The author has here, indeed, "chirped" to some 
purpose. We hav in his first volume a book of 212 
pages, embracing 228 songs or hymns, and conclud
ing with seven stanzas which may be used as "doxol
ogies." Tunes are assigned to many of the hymns, 
and among them we :find the familiar airs which hav 
been sung from time immemorial in connection with 
the superstitious drivel of Watts and other religious 
song writers; Mr. Weeks has reclaimed these good 
old tunes from the bad company in which he found 
them, and has made it possible for-them to be sung 
"in the spirit and with the understanding." He has 
undertaken no offensiv parodies on what hav passed 
hitherto as "sacred" songs; he has merely changed 
those songs in such a maiiDer as to eliminate the bar
baric ideas with which their authors invested them, 
and placed t"hem before the public in language which 
can do violence to neither the susceptibilities of the 
religionist nor the common s~nse ?f the skeptic. The 
foremost design of th(l work IS eVIdently to show by 
contrast the superiority of rational song over that of 
superstition. This design has beeP: carried o_ut in. a 
consistent and· able manner, and this work wrll be ill 
demand by those who conscientiously feel that they 
can no longer "sing the old songs." 

"Songs of the Morning" is printed from new type, 
on heavy and handsome paper, firmly bound. No 
collection of song-books is anything like complete 
without this work, and those who do not possess such 
11o collection shouJQ. ll!!!V it by &11 means. 

How to find out the wants of a human being before 
the age has been reached, at which those wants can 
be made known is a question which hitherto, accord
ing to our author, has not received due and suffi
cient attention from physicians and parents. The 
baby is at best a mystery, and its ways are past find
ing out. The efforts of the parent and physician to 
interpret the significance of the limited number of 
sounds which it is capable of uttering are generally 
futil. Its sufferings from colic or cramps, hunger or 
repletion, and its feelings of dissatisfaction at not be
ing carried in the arms, "trotted" on the knee, or 
rocked in the cradle, whenever awake, are all ex
pressed in the same general terms. The mother or 
nurse must recognize this difficulty, relinquish the 
endeavor to surmount it, and go about finding out 
the way in which infantile diseases may be obviated 
altogether. This is what the present author has at
tempted, and the result, as remarked in the case of 
his own child, has been highly satisfactory. " How 
to Feed the Baby " describes his method of proce
dure, and givs many health hints and statistics which 
are of interest and use to all parents. 

' 
WE hav received two pamphlets written by the Rev. 

George J. Low, of Ontario (Hunter, Rose & Co., pub
lishers, Toronto)-"What Shall the End Be?" and 
"The Corporate Unity of the Church." The first is a 
"contribution to the present controversy on escha
tology." "Eschatology," by the way, being a word 
seldom used, may be defined as the doctrin of the 
last or final things, and is intimately associated with 
the subject of the worm that dieth not, everlasting 
fife and no water handy, eternal misery, and other 
cheerful matters that go along with Christian fune
rals. This author finds difficulty in reconciling 
justice and endless misery, believes that through the 
grace of God all will :finally be effectually saved, and 
takes refuge in the alleged fact that the judge of all 
the earth will do right. He has his misgivings on 
the subject, however, and professes not to dogmatize. 
H!'l believes that "punishment will be everlasting," 
but that everlasting does not mean forever, nor for
ever everlasting. Both words mean a long while
how long a while he knows not; and whether we 
shall be judged on earth or allowed a change of venue 
he does not say. Whatever happens, we must hold 

Build a House," correct plans and complete specifi-
cations for any design contai:aed in that publication 
at what they claim to be one-tenth of the usual cost, 
and from which ordinary carpenters can proceed to 
bmld without the expense of a "boss" being in. 
curred. The price of the pamphlet is 50 cents, and it 
is published at 24 Beekman street, thif! city. It may 
be ordered through THE TRUTH SEEKER office. 

"TELEGRAPRONING the Three, M. M. M.-Malthusi
anism ! ! Mongrelization, and Murder! 1 Twin Relics 
with Vaccination!!!" is the somewhat startling title of 
a pamphlet published in Taylor, Texas, by Mr. J. 
Ban-y Strong. The author regai·ds vaccination as a 
conspiracy to depopulate the American continent from 
1880 to 1887 by the process of murder. The pam
phlet is a collection of articles which he and others 
hav contributed to the various newspapers of Texas. 
The price is rather high, being set at $1.00; but Mr. 
Strong thinks that to pay a dollar for· vaccination. and 
scruple to pay the same price for his book is penny 
wise and pound foolish. The work is unique but 
sensible. 

IN the North American Review for April, the scrip
tural and the legal aspects of Divorce are presented 
respectivly by the Rev. Dr. Theodore D. Woolsey, 
well known for his insistance on the indissolubility 
of the marriage tie, and by Judge John A Jameson, 
a jurist whose long experience with divorce cases in 
Chicago, both on the judicial bench and at the bar, 
lends to his observations a special value. Dr. P. Ben
der, a Canadian who has studied to some purpose 
the political, social and economic conditions of his 
country, under the title, "A Canadian View of Annex
ation," makes a forcible presentation of the reasons 
which incline many citizens of the Dominion to re
gard with favor the idea of absorption by the United 
States. Senator John A. Logan sets forth the need 
which exists for "National Aid to Public Schools" 
in the several states and territories. The Rev. Dr. 
Howard Crosby writes of "The D~tngerous Classes" 
that menace the perpetnit.y of eivil order and the 
peace of the community, meaning the manipulators 
of corporation stocks and the men who, ·having 
amassed enormous wealth, use it for nefarious pur
poses. James C. Welling, president of Columbian 
University, trea,ts of" Race Education," the problem 
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that confronts the philosophic statesman, of the J this grand and un-mistakable truth prevailed over 
pres~nce in our body politic of a strong Negro the whole earth no disturbance, persecutions, or anti
contmgent. "The Water Supply of Cities" is dis-. friendly feelings would ever occur, inasmuch as the 
cussed by Charles F. Wingate. "Ethical Systems"! :Materialis!ic philosophy means love,· ~indness; char
by Professor F. H. Hedge, "Street Begging" by Rev.' ity, morality, and the strongest desire to make our 
Dr. Charles F. Deems, and "Criticism and Christian-: present and only existence happy and prosperous, 
ity" by 0. B. Frothingham. Published at 30 Lafay-1 and improve~ to the utmost during that l_ife, not for 
ette Place, New York, and for sale by booksellers! a_ class or clique; no! but for all humamty. Mate
generally. , nalism has nothing against man, but it bravely and 

;::======================= ' boldly fights against senseless and useless systems 

l[ttttrfl!from Jiritqd§. 

STREATOR, March 1, 1883. 
MRs. MARY BENNETT: Please find $5.50, which will 

pay for THE TRUTH BEEKER this year, and Vol. IV. 
of "A Truth Seeker Around the World;" $1 for the 
Monument~ and 50 cents for two "Crimes of Preach
ers." I would like to donate more for the Monu
ment Fund, but Circumstances won't permit. I would 
like to see one erected so high that all the orthodox 
in the state could see it and be made to think that 
the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER are not asleep. 

P. F. GRAY. 

s~- CATRARINES, March 3, 1883. 
MRs. M. W. BENNETT: Please allow me to sympa

thize with you in the loss of your good companion, 
not to you only but to the whole Freethinking pub
lic. But you hav got a remarkably good substitute 
to fill his chair editorial. The last few numbers of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER were nuggets of gold, and may 
they continue th'Us to improve for all time to come; 
and may its subscriptiqn list rapidly increase yearly 
until all eivilized men throughout the earth become 
Freethinkers, is the fervent desire of your well 
wisher, C, B. THOMPSON. 

I invented by clerical knaves and other charlatans 
1 who ever plot and scheme to swindle the thought
, less and the ignorant. 

In conclusion, I affirm that Materialism is the 
adamantine rack of truth, and will stand the test of 
the closest investigation. The more it is rubbed and 
scoured the brighter will it shine. Not so with any 
other axiom. Yours, T. WINTER. 

HALLVILLE, Feb. 28, 1883. 
FRIEND MRs. BENNETT: I am one of those whom it 

seems destiny . has determined should follow the 
plow, or, in other words, a farmer. I became a pat
ron of THE TRUTH BEEKER through the solicitation of 
C..tlvin Livingston, of Waynesville, to whom I em· 
brace the present to acknowledge 11n inexpressible 
gratitude. Four years' reading of Liberal literature 
has made me free-free indeed. Sorrow is but a 
feeble expression of o~r feelings when we learned 
that the great light had gone c,ut, that a star of 
unequaled brilliancy had g-one down and forever. 
But let us count the little paper safe yet; we believe 
it is. With us it is the last in the evening~, and first 
in the morning. Brother Macdonald can place me 
on the list as a lifetime friend and supporter. 

Within please find $17.00-5.50 to apply on subscrip
tion; $10.50 for the four volumes of''A Truth Seeker 
Around the World," ~ to the Bennett Monument 
Fund. A. JEFFREY. 

' and schools of our country, and 
the right of free speech on all 
hamlet of our common country. 

force, if need ·be, 
subjects in everr 

SAMUEL B. HuRLBUT,. 
Ex-member of the 9th Iowa Veteran Volunteers. 

IN THE WILDERNEss oF NoRTHERN· ·l_ 
MIQHIGAN, Feb. 18, 1883~ j 

From my little log den in the wildnerness I would 
like to propound a few questions to my "Christian 
friends " of the United States, and hav explained to 
me some things that perple-x me, in my lonely re
treat, very sadly. Of course I can giv but a few 
samples, in many that stagger me, in my efforts to 
get wisdom, but here are a few stumbling-blocks. 

I read that the apostles "quarreled· amongst them
selva to see who should be greatest," and "rebuked 
little children " when they tried to come nigh to the 
savior. This occurred after they had been eye ·and 
ear witnesses to his astounding works, and the 
"voice of God thundering from the clouds, This- is 
my son, hear ye him," etc. _ 

Now all this most tremendous proof that what 
he told them was truth failed utterly to ,hu~anize 
and "teach the way" to those who were present 
with him daily for years, but left them in such a 
beastly condition of morals that they 'would 
"quarrel" like ward politicians, "to see who should 
be greatest," and at last affected them so little that, 
in the first hour of affliction of their friend and 
teacher, eleven of these hearers and followers de
serted and aenied .him, one betrayed him for a hand
ful of sliver, and the inasses killed him; (and even 
after he "raised from the dearl on the third day" 
to convince the people that he was the savior~and 
peace the best policy-the nations who followed him 
slashing right on for 1883 years, even worse than 
Jews and pagans). If all this failed to" ohange the 
hearts" of those who heard and witnessed his awful 
works, in the very· day, and among the livin'g men 

ORISKANY FA.LLS, March 5, 1883. 
. MR. EDITOR: I see by the date in my paper I am 

indebted to you for THE TRUTH BEEKER, since Jan. 
l3t, 1882; so inclosed please.find $5.50 to pay for it 
until Jan. 1st, 1884; and also $1 to the Bennett ]\ion-· 
ument Fund. I think there ought to be Liberals 
enough at twenty-five cents apiece to raise a monu
-ment highet than the clouds and show the lantern
jftwed bigots there is a God in Israel, and a D. M. 
Bennett in the spirit-land. Giv my best respects to 
Mrs. Bennett, and all connected with THE TRUTH 

who were with, him how then can it be expected to 
. . BELVIDE~E, Feb. 5, 1883. humanize men, and stop the "quarreling to be 

. MR. EDITOR. Th~ m_ovement that L1berals are mak- greatest," by reciting over the story of this signal 
mg toward ·estabhshmg _a n~w er_a looks to me ~s failure 1800 years after? And I might add the same 
not necessar~ at a~l. I don. t thmk that' they Will· question to Moses's teachings and miracles-if the 
ever succeed m their enterpnse, and I don t see why Jews after forty years of such training in less than 
they feel sensitiv in using the ol~ one, for it is not forty days after the clo,e of the schooi. backsliding 
the !ear of our Lo_rd. Je,sus Chnst ~t all; for, ~c- and worshiping a metal calf-if all this still left 
cordmg to the Chnstian s own admittance, Chf1st them murderers and thieves, for centuries after, can 
was born four years before the year 1. Now the best readi f! of these awful failures make man human 
way out of the difficulty is this: If our good friend to-day? 

SEEKER. Fraternally yours, CHARLES WATERMAN. Antichrist, or some other deep reader in ancient his- If we desire proof of the fallacy of miracles and 
tory, will try to discover some good old Infidel that the utter gross and insane stupidity of the old' sys-

MoNTEZUMA, March 14, 1883. was born or died four years after the birth of Christ, tern of humaiiizing _mankind, there cannot possibly 
MR. EDITOR: We nav gained an important victory· it makes no··dttrerence how obscure fils position in oe ·produ-ced stronger'and more positiv evidence than 

over orthodoxy at this place. Two Freethinkers hav life was, let us substitute his name in place of J. the Bible itself. For where we read of the greatest 
been elected as directors of our public scpools. It Christ's, and the whole difficulty would be met. I number of miracles, and "inspired" tea.chers, right 
made the Methodists howl. G. W. Kierullf, a sub- hav no doubt tJ;lat Christians would like to rectify there we see the most unmistakable proof of bar
scriber for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and also cas bier of the mistake they hav made, but custom is too strong barous cruelty and treachery; practiced by not only 
the bank at this place, is a very outspoken Liberal. for them .. I_ defy then;t to rectify it; and_if the the workers of miracles, but the eye and ear wit
He does not go behind the stump, afraid to express whole Christian world Is not able to remedy that nesses themselvs; and just in preportion as the 
his views. Mr. Kierullf is one of the directors, and little blunder,how is it possible for a handful of In- miracles and "'inspired" teachers decreased in fre-· 
Mr. Taylor the other. Seventy-five per cent of the fidels ~o do . it? The mista~e that Christians ~av quency and numbers, we see the people becoming 
men here are Freethinkers. The ladies, liowever, made m their chronolology Is-I was almost gomg more and more human and intelligent. 
are nearly all church-members. to say was-a providential one, but it is a fortunate Theologians hav always supposed-as ignorant of 

Truly yours, M. BENE. one, anyhow. Why, anyone can see that the year man's moral nature as were the physicians of the 

WALTON, March 12, 1883. 

1883 _is not the year of the L')rd Jesus Christ at all, past of his physical nature,' giving poison for pan
although it is most certainly the year of the Lord acea-that man coul-d be made to love his fellow-be-

MR. EDITOR: I hav one word I wish to say about 
Mr. Herndon's talk of Mr. Lincoln. One-half of this 
nation cares nothing about Lincoln's politics or re
ligion, alias the man, therefore half the readers of 
THE TRUTH BEEKER take no interest in 'them. I would 
say to Mr. Herndon what D. M. Bennett said to Mr. 
•reed, with whom he had a theological discussion
if he wanted to promulgate his peculiar doctrins 
to the world he had better start a paper of his own, 
as he could not ventilate the new theory any longer 
for him. Now, half the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER 
wish Mr. Herndon to start a· paper of his own to 
circulate Lincoln's religion and politics to the world. 

Someotherfellow. I remain Yours truly, ing by appealing to his, fears of pain (hell) and love 
RoBERT SwA.IL. of pleasure (heaven), and that he could be made· 

Herein is one dollar for the Bennett Monument. 
Tbe hall I will go ten dollars on. I suggest the 
name of the hall to be, "The Truth Seeker Bennett 
Hall." If he were here I think that name would 
please him. . E. V ANB~SKIRK, 

JAOKI!IoN, March 3, 1883. 
.MR. EDITOR: I and many others hav just returned 

from a sight that seems to me humiliating for an 
American citizen to witness. It was this: A. bap
tism. Two more souls hav been relieved from bond
age-made free, so they say-but if any one will ex
plain how they hav been made free by being dipped 
in the· cold St. Johns and then joined to the narrow
gauge Baptist church, I am all ears to hear the ex
planation. 0 my country I how long will that mys
tic story of Jesus, warped and twisted as it has been 
by designing popery and priestcraft, hold our spiritual 
beings in such bmidage? :i: who am speaking to you 
am a poor ex-soldier of the war for the Union. Oh 
how heavy the curse of slavery in our own free 
country rested on my young soul, and how gladly I 

CINCINNATI. shouldered my gun and marched away to do battle 
MR. EDITOR: A gentleman by the name of R. Flem- to overthrow the vile institution; but the piteous 

ing seems to be somewhat disconcerted because T. sight I hav just witnessed, and the silly bosh the 
Winter claims to hav a mind of his own. He (R. Bible hanger had to say, forced the questions into 
Fleming) says he is a seeker after truth, but he does my mind: Was slavery the only curse? Are Ameri
not say he found it. Now, T. Winter has been a cans free? Is there not a blightful, withering curse, 
truth seeker over sixty-five years, and I think R.: w'orseeven than thatofslavery,twinedaround,fastened 
Fleming will say that is long enough to find it. on, and hanging over us? My soul answers, There 
Du-ring that period T. Winter has sifted every known is; for the first only enslavened the body of colored 
history, ancient and modern, and given the utmost people, while the superstitious curse of religion, so 
attention to every movement of men in all parts of called, enslaves the body and soul of all regardless 
civilization; in a word, wherever the honest truth 1 of caste. My friends, what are we to do? Must we, 
ccmld be developed, there T sought it, and I squarely 1 who freed millions of colored slaves, die now and 
think and believe I hav discovered truth, and nature I leave our children bound hand 'and foot, body and 
alone is my infallible iustructor, arid its teachings I soul, by those bloated vampires, those bigoted 
are thus: Man is a part of nature, begotten by nat- \ whangdoodles, the howling wolves of the church? 
ural laws possessed of only one organic material' Some may answer me by saying, "I would not 
system, w-hich began with his first drawn breath,' worry any about it; time will make aU right." I 
and ends with the last, in common with all other I would say to them: Why did you not take tb,at 
animal existences. The highest order of train-· advice in regard to the slave question in '61? If we 
ing do.es not alter his destiny. A dual life is vision- had the right then, and I think we had, we ought 
ary, fanatical, and full of error, and the longer I liv, also to hav a right now, and I think we ha.v to in
and· the more I study, the clear ... r are my convictions, terfere in this mental slave question. We can go 
tlla.t scle!ltii!c Materialiern is the \'iolid. truth, and if 

1 
thi~;~ fa:~; at least; abolish tlle lUble !rom the courts 

unselfish by appealing to his most selfish instincts; 
that the cruel man, who feels no sympathy for his 
wounded, bleeding, and groaning fellow-man under 
his feet, could be made to feel genuin emotions of 
sympathy for the sufferer by holding up to the "sin
ner's" imagination a bleeding, groaning Jesus on 
the cross, who will send them to hell if they ·don't 
"repent," and giv them endless joy if they will feel 
sorrow for the afflicted. This of course makes the 
"sinner" ·very "repentant" and "sorrowful," but 
for whom is he "sorry?" Certainly for .no one but 
himself; every selfish instinct being intensified, ne 
drops on his knees and howls, anxious only to be 
saved," "-0 Lord, what shall I do to be saved?" 
Now it is easy to see how this system (theology in 
a nut-shell) must kill out the natural sympathies, 
and, by rousing up a man's selfish fears, make him 
a heartless hypocrit and soulless villian; and that 
the fact that there is one in thirteen Christians who 
cannot betray or desert and crucify this friend in 
his calamity-following the example of the first 
twelve "Christian friends "-that all are not de
praved &nd treacherous, and made into devils under 
this system, is most amazing proof that nature 
planted the "good angels" so deeply in man's heart 
that all the devils- of hell could not quite kill them 
out. 

That one man in one hundred recovered under the 
old system of medicin, and ,the race not exter· 
minated, we now see was astounding proof that na
ture· made man with such powers of resistance that 
even scientific butchers and poisoners could not de
stroy him. 

You censure Comstock & Co. for 'their work of 
cruelty and treachery, when the fact is, the hypo
crit is no more to :blame for being what he is thari 
vou are to blame for following the opposit course. 
You plainly see that all men must follow the light 
they hav, and go that road that givs them· highest 
and most permanent pleasure. And all men would 
go the way that Qr!n~s 12et~ect succese and highest . 

_/ 



happiness, if they knew the way, A distorted men· evening session, the last one, some of the preachers 
tal and moral vision (caused by education and -the most intolerant ones-'-trled very hard to hit us 
heredita.ry'inflUences) makes every transgressor on Liberals back, not many being present. First, they 
.earth-and not one but has been more "sinned slandered Thomas Paine i said he repented on his 
,~gaJ!ls.t_ tha)i .siiliiing." If we hate as Christians do, death-bed, warnerJ others not to follow his path, etc. 
and- persecute our enemies like ''inspired teachers," Next· came Robert Ingersoll. They called him the 
we prov;e ?ur .light n:o better than theirs, and lack greyhound of Liberalism, quoted some of his say-
the true light, developed reason. The skilful physF ings, and ridiculed them. Now if Mr. Ingersoll could 
cjan ni'wer hates and censures the poor patient for· hav stepped in' a.mong those reverends, they would 
~iaease. and deformities, but finds the cause and re~ hav died of fright, or would hav kept silent if called 
,movea 1t. · See that you do likewise. upon to answer some of his arguments. If they 

· C. H. BARLow.· knew. him-only at a distance of two hundred miles, 
they would not dare to mention him in that_ way, 
especially as the talent present was far below the 

VALLEY FALLS, RAN, Feb. 28,1883. medium. As this was in the last hour, theyreserved 
MR; EDITOR: Inclosed please find draft for $5-$2.50 it-as a good joke or treat to their audience, I sup

tw pay for my subscription to TE:lll TRUTH SEEKER, pose. That Covenanter preacher, who it seems had 
'$1 toward erecting a monument on the grave of our most to say, tried to read the Liberal platform, free 
beloved Mr. Bennett, and the rest as directed. rostrum, free press, free mail; then he put in his 
·rcannot see how you could afford to reduce the own comments, saying free labor, free land, free 

price to $2.50; it was already cheap enough, and money, free marriage, free divorce, free love, free 
!lOne of your patrons expected such a reductionto whisky, in fact everything free. Would not that be 
.be . made. Now let every .member of THE TRUTH a lovely state of affairs? They would soon break in 
SEEKER family act as an agent, and each one try to our houses, take what valuables they could find to 
get at least one more subscriber to help to double, themselvs, and put their hands in our pockets. He 
yea, triple, the present subscription list before July threw Liberals, cutthroats, hou5ebreakers, thieves, 
}'st, next, 'to show dear Mrs. Bennett and her very Nihilists, Communists, Socialists, Freelovers, all in 
able assistant, Mr. E. Macdonald, that we appreciate one pile-no distinction made. He tried his very 
their efforts. As we help her, we also help our best to prejudice the audience against Freethought 
cause and enlist still more soldiers in our ranks of in general; indeed, he· so outraged the feelings of 
Freethotight, That we need to be watchful is shown every decent man and woman in the audience that 
by the just now very activ so"called National Reform the secretary of the convention entirely omitted to 
Association-what an unsuspicious name they selected mention anything about it in the report sent to the 
for their purpose-which holds its conventions here papers, notwithstanding the applause his speech 
in ·the West. One of those conventions v;as held met with. Of course this speaks not v.ery well for a 
here on ]'eb. isth a:Q.d 14th in the M. E. church. community, nor better for the audience present. 
Most of the preachers present were ~resbyterian. The editor of the Kansas Liberal, who was present, 
The extremest ones of those are the so-called Cove- tried to reply to that slander in a few words, saying, 
nanters, who are bound and work with might to put "Won't you let me hav a few minutes?" He said, 
'God In the Constitution of the United States; and harshly, "No, I won't." Of course that settled the 
to work toward that end, the convention was called. thing for that time; but we Liberals here will try 
They had in all four sessions. In some of their ad- to get the mean slan::lerer to come forward again, and 
dresses they showed-or at least they tried to show we will prepare for a debate. But I am afraid he 
-with upturned eyes, how necessary such an amend- will not ceme forward. We challenged him and 
ment was for' the welfare and preservation of this some other reverends, a few years ago, to discuss 
nation, and no Sabbath law (which they try so very some Bible questions with us, but silence reigned 
hard to enforce wherever they hav the power) could supreme, nobody answered, and nobody came; but 
.be successfully .enforced without· that amendment. occasionally sneers and slanders, calling our Liberal 
How these more than useless drones strive to de- League a devil's league, and our hall, where we used 
prive a poor man, yea, cheat a poor man, who is to hold our meetings-the largest and best hall at 
compelled· to work hard six full days to earn enough that time in town-a devil's den. The convention 
to keep body and soul together, so to speak, out ·of hurt their cause much by the very ungentlemanly, 
the only day set apart for recreation, not sanctifica- disorderly conduct of that intolerant preacher. 
tion, and drive us in between their church walls, or Sincerely yours, MRs. SusAN REIOHERTER. 
sit behind the· curtains at home, Bible in hand, 
reading some of those beanti~ul chapters in the· 
Old Testament, which are too obscene to:be mentioned, 
making a face like a dyspeptic! How they lament 
at the desecration of the Sabbath, and one preacher 
said Uncle Sam is the worst Sabbath-breaker of all. 

On the Sabbath question many addresses were 
made, and at length and breadth discussed. They 
are very sure of success ; they at least think so. 
They boasted over one step gained already, and 
that is, the President of the United States is not 
compelled to sign any document on the Sabbath 
day. But a good deal of labor must yet be done to 
gain the whole victory. (I think so myself.) Foreign 
immigration givs those hypocrite a great deal of trou
ble and one preacher said if the gospel influence 
did' not follow immigration westward-:-what gospel in
·fluence means we all know-they would turn up in 
our eastern cities as the Goths and Vandals once 
did in '}tome as immigration tends toward barbarism, 
What a ne~ doctrin; how very complimentary ! I 
wonder where his grand or great grandfather came 
from;. whether he ,was an Apache or some other In
dian, and did not immigrate at all. That strong 
Infidel element in the immigration lies pretty heavy 
on their tender stomachs. 

Then resolutions were passed that God was the 
source of all power, and Jesus CP,rist the appointed 
ruler of all nations. They appointed that gentle
man before I got there, as I only attended the two 
last sessions~the primary meeting was over, and 
the nomination was made. I told one of their big
gest trumps; a Covenanter preacher, that suppose 
he should be called upon to prove beyond doubt 
that Jesus Christ was the appointed ruler of nations 
he might find himself in the same position as those 
Catholic priests in Australia, of -which I had read 
just a little a few days before in one of our papers, 
who cannnot get the $7,000 unless they prove con
clusivly that there is a place called purgatory, and 
the soul is really out: He did not know what to 
answer me. Further, I said, I was raised a Protes
tant, but if I would ever be compelled to unite with 
any church (which we should hav to do or burn at 
the stakt;~ if those fellows would ever ,gain their end) 
it wotild ·be the Catholic, as there would still be a 
chance to get out; but once in their Protestant h,!')ll, 
there weuld be no way of escaping, but would hav 
to burn forever and ever and in all eternity. What 
a horrible doctrin that wast I could not get him 
to listen' any longer. He was compelled to go. Of 
course,' the subject did not suit him. 
· In the afternoon session Mr. Harmon, editor of the 

Kansas Liberal was invited by the secretary of the 
convention to tead an essay, which he did very ably, 
on our· reason to oppose their movement. It was 
very attentiVl'Y listened to by the audience. At tl;l~ 

GANTZ-SEVERANCE-SYPHERS, 
YATES CITY. 

MR. EDITOR of the dear ·old TRUTH SEEKER, Truth 
Finder, and Truth Disseminator: As I am one who 
looks upon the whisky question and the prohibitory 
issue as being the foremost and uppermost among 
the live issues of this age and of this country; and 
also knowing that. they are destined to become still 
more and more alive every year, until finally they 
will take the lead and absorb all other issues, and 
that they will hold the public mind until a final 
solution of the great problem is attained, I there
fore hav concluded to write you an article on that 
subject. 

I see in your issue of March lOth that Sister Sev
erance gets after Brother Gantz on the score of 
individual sovereignty, so I hav concluded to get af
ter Sister Severance on the score of personal rights, 
as set forth in her article. In the first place, she 
regrets that it is so hard for the common people, 
and for many Liberals, tQo (and they are generally 
supposed to be smart), to see the difference between 
the right of the individual to do what he may elect 
(that is, whatever he pleases), and to believe his 
acts, whatever they may be, to be tight upon prin
ciple. She declares herself ready "to fight" for 
Brother Gantz's right to eat meat, drink tea and 
coffee, masticate tobacco, etc. But why did not the 
sister include "and to drink whisky" in her cata
log? And especially as that is what all this ar
guing s.nd writing is about. I guess she concluded 
(and correctly, too) that that would not sound very 
well in an article written for the public ear by a 
woman. The first question for the sister to ask 
herself is, Whether any of those things she has 
enumerated are an injury to individuals, to society, 
and to the human race; and if experience has 
proved any of them to be such, then to that partic
ular thing her argument about the abstract right 
will not apply. It can cut no figare, simply because 
no man has any right to do wrong. Now if the 
sister thinks that she can see a man's right to 
drink whisky, then I am right here on hand to 
tell her that she is mistaken, and that she sees no 
such thing. It is all imagination. There ·is no 
right there, either J;).atural or acquired, nor of any 
other kind. But how about the right of the rum
seller to take the hard-earned money of his victims, 
and for it giv him no equivalent? It is a down
right robbery where a man takes all and givs back 
nothing-yea, a thousand times worse than nothing. 

Will the sister take the position before the world 
that whisky as a beverage ever was or ever can be 
an equivalent f9r money? 

Think for a moment of the speGtacle. The beauti
ful Mrs. Dr. Severance being ready at any minute 
to fight for a man's right to buy and drink whisky, 
and thereby make a nasty, drunken, slobbering, 
puking, blear-eyed, rotten-livered drunkard of him· 
self, preparing himself to commit any kind of crime, 
rob and starve his family, debase and destroy all the 
noble faculties of both mind and body that a kind 
crllator may hav blest him with. Oh, ye gods above 
(if there be any), shut your eyes and do not pre• 
sunie to look down this way when Dr. Severance's 
great fight comes off. A man has no more right to 
sell a man whisky and take his money for it than 
a butcher has a right to sell his neighbor-beef from 
the carcass of an animal that had milk sick. The 
sister certainly cannot believe that men hav a right 
to do these things l She must mean that he only 
has the power to do them, and does do them in 
defiance to all right, law, and justice, and of course 
should be made to suffer the consequences.· Prohi
bitionists propose to cut off men's power to make it 
and drink it simply by putting it out of existence in 
accordance with the wishes of a majority of the sov
ereign people,. expressed tho,:ugh the ballot-box. 

You will notice that those pseudo-Liberals-Mrs. 
Severance among the rest-in arguing this question 
alwa.vs. hav a great deal to say about "eat," "wear," 
"tea," ''coffee," "tobacco," etc., but they are very 
shy about mentioning whisky and beer. Every word 
that they say about any of those other things is 
worse than time thrown away, for there is no trou
ble throughout the country about them. Let the 
pseudoes confine themselvs to the question, which 
is-whisky. 

The fact is, society cannot exist if this thing goes 
on much longer as it is going. Six million drunkards 
in America- sixty thousand planted beneath the 
green sod annually l The argument of the bummers, 
whiskyites, and pseudo-Liberals upon the score of 
personal liberty, is nothing more nor less than a 
hollow sham, a fraud, a freak of the imagination, 
and it will resolve into pure sophistry at the first 
touch of reason and good common sense. 
If horse-stealing is prohibited by law, why not the 

making and selling of whisky, which is· a thou!and 
times worse than horse-stealing ever was? 

Every government that ever existed had a mission 
of some kind or other, and this great republic ot 
this great New World has its mission also. Its mis
sion is to solve great political and moral problems. 
1n working out its mission it has already solved the 
great problem of African slavery, and now alcoholic 
slavery must go also. 

The one was driven out with bullets, the other 
will be driven o.ut by ballots. African slavery made 
a great to do about state rights; alcoholic slavery is 
now making a great to do about personal rights. 

"But the world goes round and round, 
As faithful as the sun; 

And ever the right comes uppermost, 
And ever the wrong goes undermost, 

And ever is justice done." 
-

This country must and will get rid of whisky and 
alcoholic slavery, although it cost her as dearly as . 
it did to get rid of African slavery, Yet in the midst 
of this great death struggle the people will keep 
their minds fixed upon the incalculable blessi-ngs 
which are to follow. 

The great dark whisky-tree of mildew and death 
that has spread its branches all over this country, 
is now having the great ax of prohibition laid at its 
roots, and it is Wl'itten that every tree which bring· 
eth forth not good fruit must be hewn down and 
cast into the fire. This scripture will be literally 
fulfilled in this country within the next ten years; 
and all those pseudo-Liberals who are roosting in 
its branches along with that great flock of foul 
birds, the whiskyites, had better climb down just as 
soon as possible. 

Whisky is the' great crime breeder and mind and 
body destroyer of this world. Nine-tenths of all the 
crimes committed in this country can be traced di
rectly to whisky. 

There are more millions of money thrown away 
by the American people every year for drinks than 
would pay for their bread and clothing. Will the 
Rharpest or.even the softest of all the pseudo-Liberal 
writers pretend to find any kind of right as an ex
cuse for committing this crime? 

All thqse writers who are furnishing the ground
less and wicked excuse to a drunken world for their 
sin and wickedness will yet be heartily ashamed of 
what they hav written, 

"When the hurley burley's done, 
Battle fought and victory won," 

And onr world stands upon its feet at last, sober 
and redeemed. 

Moral suasion and education alford no protection 
against this evil. An appetite perverted by alcoholic 
poison over-rides all reason, moral suasion, educa· 
tion, religion, and everything else that may chance 
to come in its way. 

Our only hope and safety is to dry up this foun
tain, and soon this dark river of death will cease to 
flow. 

"0 brandy, brandy, bane of life, 
Cause of tumult, source of strife, 
Could I but half thy curses tell, 
The wise would wish thee safe in hell." 

PRoF. J. SYPHERS, 



IIJotfre. 

The Loud Call ; or, The Disinter· 
ested Parson. 

There lived a parson, as we're told, 
But when or where we know not; 

Who oft his snoring flock would scold, 
Threat'ning that they to heaven should go not, 

But rather down to hell be hurled, 
H they would not abjure the world, 

And count as dross its filthy mammon-gold, 

t chanced, at length, this goodly knight, 
Who stoutly ~ght the Christian fight, 

Elsewhere received a louder call; 
What though the stipend ba a trifle more, 
To one who placed in wealth so little store I 

This had no weight, you know, at all; 
Twas not the cash-oh, no 1 

But, 'twae the Lord commanded; 
And th(mgh 'twas hard to go away, 
Should he refuse tha Lord to obey, 

And be a careless servant branded I 
No, sure; so he must go. 

The parting Sabbath now arrived, 
And all his simple folk contrived 

To hear their priest's farewell. 
Hjl plied them long In rlgh teous strain, 
Bade them from darling sins refrain, 

And in sweet concord dwell; 
To hate the world, In holy ways be bold, 
And shun the soul's seducer-glittering gold. 

Tho service o'er, 
Before the door 

The parish gentry gathered round, 
Smiling; the good man came among them, 
Seized on their oliered hands, and wrung them, 
A saint on earth I" the grannies cried, 
Th~n rolled their eyeballs up and sighed, 

And dropped their farewell curt'sles_to the ground. 
Behind the rest, 

To bid the priest good-bye, 
In nature's sooty jacket drest, 

Old Crnsar came-a wag, and mighty sly. 

Bowing, the stick of ebony began 
A confab with the gold-despising man; 

" Oh I how good massa parson do ? 
Me hope he find him berry well:" 

uwen, Crnsar, well; and h·ow are you?'' 
"Ah I massa, Crnsar hardly tell. 

Dis good long twenty yeah 
Wid you he worship heah, 

An' now he sorry from you frock you go I" 
"Ahl honest Cresar, y-e-s, It must be so; 

I'm sorry, too, that I ani forced away, 
But then, you know, 'twould never do 

The Lord's loud call for me to disobey." 
"Who, massa, who you -say-de Lor' call you 

away! 
Massa, how many poun' a yeah 
De people pay for preach in' heah ?" 
u Two hundred." 

"Hem! t'odder place glb enny moah ?" 
"Why, Cmsar, yes; I think theyo:trer four." 
.. Ah! massa, may be 'tis de Lor' who call, 

But don't you tlnk moah loud you let him 
bawl, 

Ay I call and call, till all be blue, 
'Fore you come back from foah to two? 
De Lor' he hollah till he dumb, 
'Fore massa parson ebber come!', 

Young Mulkittle in a Printing-Office. 
Fram the Arkansaw Traveler. 

The other day the Rev. Mr. Mulkittle, ac
companied by his son, went to the daily news
paper office to hav a notice, proclaiming a re
ligious appointment, inserted. After the no-
ice had been properly received by the young 

man in the front office, the reverend gentle
man conducted his son to the composing 
room. During the heated revival, Mr. Bag
ley, foreman of the daily office, had foresworn 
he ways of the iniquitous and embraced the 

ways of the just. When Mr. Mulkittle and 
his son entered the composing room the fore
man arose from his desk, advanced and said: 

his father stepped to one side, and began an 
examination of a lot of brass rules al'ranged 
on a " standing galley.'' 

"Yes, my little man, your father has taught 
me to love the Lord." 

" If the Lord waster put you in a place 
where there was apples, and waster say don't 
eat the red apple, you wouldn't do it, would 
you?" 

"No, I would not." 
"You would think that the Lord was the 

boss, wouldn't you?" 
"Yes, and I would obey what he said." 
"If he waster say don't bite, you wouldn't 

bite, would you?" 
"No, I would not." 
"Did you ever read about Paul?" 
"Oh, yes." 
" If he had wrote a letter to the Romans 

and giv it to you, you wouldn'ter read it lessen 
he said so, would you?" 

"I think not." 
"You wouldn'ter took the stamp offen the 

letter, would you?" 
"No, I don't think I would." 
"If you had been Peter, what would you 

done when the rooster crowed?" 
"I aon't know, my little man." 
"Would you throwed a rock at him?" 
"No, I don't think that I would." 
"J;f you had been in the garden would you 

picked up the ear what Peter cut· offen the 
man?" 

"I don't know." 
"You woulder said he what is got ears to 

hear let him hear, wouldn't you?" 
" I don't know what I would hav said." 
"Why don't you know what you would hav 

said?" 
"Because." 
"Because what?" 
"You are too.hard for me." 
"Am I a Jordan and a hard road to travel?" 
"I should say." 
"You should say what? What are these ?'• 
"Type. Look out; you'll pi them." 
"How pi 'em?" 
"lVIix them up." 
"What is this brass thing?" 
"It's a galley." 
The boy was greatly interested in the "gal

ley," and he studied it intently. Mr. Mul· 
kittle, a few steps away, was examining a lot 
of large wood type. The boy looked at a 
"galley" containing the markets. . He wanted 

.to understand it, and drawing-the "gt:>lloy-'~ 

toward him, he threw the whole intricate col
lection on the floor. 

"What the h-ll hav you done?" exclaimed 
the foreman. "Here, Mulkittle, take this 
d--d kid away. Get out of here; move." 

"My dear sir," exclaimed Mr. Mulkittle, 
taking hold of his -son atld drawing him away, 
"I am sorry for the mishap, and I assure you 
that I will assist you in picking up your little 
implements." 

"Picking up the devil!" howled the fore
man. " Get out of here." 

"Your religion should aid you-" 
"There ain't religion enough in the world 

to take care of a galley of markets in a print
ing-office. Get out, and don't you forget I 
mean what I say. Mosey.•: 

:M:r. Mulkittle, grieved to the very core of 
his warm heart, withdrew. As they passed 
through the door the boy said, "That man 
better keep out en the way of the she bears." 

"Did He Pin a Ticket on Me 1" 
"Brother Mulkittle, I am glad to meet you. I hav just heard of some of the rpost amus-

I hav longed for a visit from you, and I am ing questions from the precocious small boy. 
more than glad that you hav come." We hav all frequently read and heard many 

"Brother Bagley," said Mr. Mulkittle warm- of what might fitly be termed the unanswer
y shaking his hand, "I am glad to meet you able and philosophical queries of infancy, but 

again. This js the first time that I hav ever I really honestly believe what I hav just had 
seen you surrounded by your daily toil, and placed befo;re me by a merchant friend of 
to know that among the printers' vexations mine who is the proprietor of a large retail 
you are still firm in the faith makes me feel store on Charles street, Baltimore, certainly 
warm down in the deep recesses of my heart." caps the climax in this particular direction. 
"I will always be true," replied the fore- He is- the fond possessor of a son of an activ 

ma.n. "My life has been entangled with er- mind and diminutiv frame. Last evening this 
rorli, and now to know that my great disabil- gentleman, accompanied by his small boy, was 
ty, my great disfranchisment, .has been in a store on Eutau street in the Monumental 

removed, and that I am admitted to the su£- city. He was engaged in purchasing an article 
rage of the redeemed, fills me with joy." from the very pretty young lady who was 

" I am happy to find you so firm, brother- waiting on him. She was a genuin Ba"ltimore 
what is your name ?-Bagley, ah, yes! I am blond beauty. There are scores of suoh 
happy to see, Brother Bagley, that a return girls in the retail establishments on Laxing
to the art preservativ of all arts, but an art ton, Charles, Gay, Eutaw, Howard, and other 
which is notorious in its failure to religious similar streets in Baltimore. God bless their 
adherence, has not changed your mind." dear hearts! But this· is a digression. The 

"Nothing can change my mind, brother," minute I begin to speak or write about a be-
said the foreman. witching young blond "I fly the track" and 

"Remain true, and a crown will be your forget the business on hand. To resume and 
reward." return. While the father was busily engaged 

"Is this your son?" asked the foreman, in examining the article placed for his inspec
turning toward the boy. "Ah, I thought tion on the show case, the young son discov
so. Your very eyes and expression of intelli- ered in the case toy dolls with a card pinned 
gence." on each one of them marked "twenty-five 

"Do you love the Lorcl?" asked the boy, as cents." 

"Papa," he suddenly asked, "didn't you 
say you got me from God?" 

"Yes, my son," wa.s the gentle reply, while 
the handsome saleslady's ey.es grew larger in 
circumference. 
'~When you got me from God·, papa, did he 

hav a ticket pinned on me like that baby 
there-" pointing to a doll in the case-was 
the next query from this youth. 

"Hush, hush, Sammy," was the ambiguous 
answer, while the unwilling blond listener's 
cheek grew redder and ¥er large· eyes assumed 
a forced expression which plainly indicated 
that her thoughts were elsewhere. 

"Papa, if he had a ticket pinned on me 
when you got me, was twenty-five cents 
marked on it? (This child can read figures 
slightlywhen they are large.) Was that what 
I cost you and mamma?" was the next verbal 
bombshell. 

"If you don't hush, Samuel, I'll whip you 
when we get home!" was the threatened reply, 
while the beautiful young lady behind the 
counter violently bit her hill reseate lips to 
smother naughty laughter. 

"Papa, I don) believe I had a ticket pinned 
to me when I come, for you tell me God loves 
me, and if. he loves me, he wouldn't hurt me 
by sticking a pin in me when I was little!" 
was the next conversational cyclone. 

The boy was at once led by his seemingly 
angry father from the store, while the pretty 
saleslady retired to the water-cooler, there to 
restore her shattered nerves by the internal 
application of ice-water. 

No sooner had this boy got in the street 
than he glanced up at the shining stars in the 
heavens. It was a clear, beautiful evening. 

" Papa, didn't you often tell me that God 
loves me very much!" was the next verbal 
outburst. 

"Yes, my son," replied the relieved parent. 
"When you are good," he sagely added. 

"I don't believe God loves me very much, 
'cause you always say he knows what I'm 
thinking about, and if he loves me much he 
wouldn't hav put the stars so high that I 
couldn't catch -one when I jump up, for he 
knows I want one bad!" 
. If that boy livs he will certainly in time be 
the mayor of· Baltimore or a member of the 
Maryland legislature. He has a brilliant fu
ture beyond all doubts if he can only survive 
his youthful precocity. OLD VICISSITUDES. 

THE GREAT AHERI(J&.N BOOK. 

WAITE'S HISTORY. OF 

The Christian Religion 
What the Press Say About It. 

. What Scholars Think ·or It. 
The San Francisco Ohronick says: "It is by far tho 

most important eliort of American echolarshlp in 
this field of Investigation." 

The Boston Herald says : " The refu tatlon of it will 
be found the moet d!Jll.cult problem that ever was 
propounded to the clergy by a layman.'' This paper 
calls it "A Scholar's Challenge to the Ecclesiastics." 

The New Orleans Times says: "Judge Waite 1B an 
accomplished and scholarly man, and has made all 
of h"ls arguments with force and clearness." 

The Chicago Tribune, .the Chicago Times, the Mil 
waukee Sentinel, the Troy (N. Y.) Pra&s, the Detro! 
Oommerqial Advertiser, the Charleston (S. C.) Mercury, 
and a large number of other papers havhad almllar 
:r,:totlces. 

Single copies sent by mall at $2.25, cloth. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Otllce, 

LIFE-SIZE 

LITHOGRAPH 
OF 

D. lVI. BENNETT. 
Heavy Plate Paper, 

SUITABLE FOR FRAME OR 
WITHOUT FRAU. 

Sent bf' Malf f'or Fifty cent•• I 

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE. 

PARTON'S LIFE OF VOLTAIRE. 
Read its ~:reat omitted chapter, 

Victor Hugo's Wondeiful Oration on Vol
taire. 

Trans-lated by JAMES PARTON ,_In .Man of March 1st 

Price, 5 eents, or in pamphlet, With the original 

French and English translation on opposlt pages, 1& 

cents per copy, or fifteen coplee for $1. 

Address T. 0. LELAND, 

4tl2 744 Broadway, New York. 

·Marriage aJid--DiVOfOe.- L;FE-~N~E~c;7~H~CTER OF 

By R.D.Westbrook,D.D.LL.B. CHARLES WATTS. 
Author of "The Bible-Whence and What?" 

CONTJmTS: 
The True Ideal of Marriage. 
Free Love. 
The History of Marriage. 
The Old Testament Divorce Law. 
The New Testament on Divorce. 
Divorce as a Question of Law and Religion. 
Rational Deductions from Established Principles. 
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered. 
Prevention Better than Cure. 
.ll'PENDIX: The Doctrine and Dlsclpline of Dl· 

vorce, by John Milton. 
The author Is a Rationalistic Theologlst and Law

yer, and in his pungent style has condensed Into 
this little book about all that one need to know re
garding the history, philosophy, and legal aspects of 
Marriage and Divorce. 

Price, 50 cents. Neatly bound in cloth. For sale 
at this ofll.ce. 

JUST PUBLISHED I 
A new Liberal Song Book, entitled, 

Songs of the Morning, 
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED. 

By CALEB S. WEEKS. 
IN TWO VOLUMES. E.AOH VOLUME COMPLETE 

IN ITSELF. 
Vol. I. Original, including Responses to Old Hymn~, 

and Old Hymns in Responding Versions. 
Vol. II. Selections. 

THE FIRST VOLUMB-ORIGINAL BONGS-NOW READY. 
It is gotten up in excellent style, on good thick 

paper, from large, new type. It contains an alpha
betical index of Song titles; another of first lines of 
Songs, and an Index of tunes suitable for the Songs. 

The author is well known as a Liberal Songster. 
He was one of the chief contributors to" The Truth 
Seeker Collection." His songs hav been highly com
mended. One of our correspondents in 1877 called 
him "That Wonderful American Mocking-Bird, who 
sings us the old songs with variations, and all the 
modern improvements." 

The first volume consists of 212 pages, and contains 
all of tho Original Songs. The Selections may be 
published as a second volume at a future time. 

Price, cloth, $1.00. 
For sale, wholesale and retail, at the 

TRUTH BEEKER otllce, 
lltf 21 Clinton Place, N. Y. 

Tf-IE IMMORALITY 
-OF-

RELIGIOUS CAPITALS 
BY JAMES PARTON. 

A lecture delivered in Paine Hall, Sunday evening, 
Jan. 28, 1883. 

In this Mr. Parton "teaches the highest political 
wisdom by examples Which are a terrible warning. 
He takes theology In its sacred chosen homes, and 
shows what a curse it brings upon the peopl~." 
Price 10 ct1. For 1ale at thil oJilce. 

BY W .. STEWART ROSS. 

Price 10 cents. Address, 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

SKETCH OF THE. 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
SALADIN. 

(IV. STEWART ROSS.) 
A very Interesting biography of a remarkable man .. 
Price 10 cents. Address, 

THE! TRUTH SEEKER. 

SEND FOR 

The C1imes of Preachers 
From May, 1876.to May, 1882. 

TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL l!iBWII
PAPERS. 

And with previous Translatlona dlllgentJy compared ancJ 
revised. 

By Col. l'tl. E. BILLINGS. 

8EOOND EDITION. 

.Price Twenty•:llve Centllo 
Address THE TRUTH IEEKBB, 

21 OUnton Place, N.Y. ctw. 

Liberty and Morality. 
A capital full lecture on these important subjecte. 

J.W W. S. BELL. 

THE BIBLE 
OF THE 

RELIGION of SCIENCE. 
By H. S. Brown, l'tl. D., 

Author of "A Permanent Re\'ubllc cannot be e•toll'll'l!ahed 
by Despotic Family Laws,' " Sclenti:O.c Splrltia-Allsm 

Is the Basis or a Sclentlftc Religion and Govern-
ment,, and other works. 

p~~~~ .;~~U:W1 ~o::IY:l~!'::J'1~~tiv~r{ ~~g~'i-':t~ :~~g:g_ 
~Pft"cr~~~o~~~i~~~:~~~~~~~et<'ci.~'.:'x~=~ltn,~b::~~~:g: 
~:~r~~~~n:ntJ,0~~~~.1~~~f..f?n~0 ~1~1f:.!! :1e~!~.e t¥::i 
make peace on earth and good will among men." 

The work Is diVIded into five books, containing twentY• 
five cha~ters, Is printed on clear white paper,ln large typ& 
~~gt~~ p~?.,';: 'i:M. four hundred P~~i- eale at thlll olll'c&, 



E N G L I 8 H p u B L I cAT I 0 NS. ENG LI s H p A MpH LET 8 I 

~~!'l?ro::a:! teg-.:_?';•1~~- e-:r by 11: Zener. 

The Apocryphal New Testament; ·bei~C 
all the J!O&pels, epi.Ji•les, and other pieces now extant, at
tr1bnte·d In .the ftrst four centuries to Jesus Christ, hls 
~~t~:i:.O~:::lfy%.IDJ'o~~f:r.~uMg~ Included In the 

The. (Joming Era. I By Alexander Calder, avo., m 
PPo 'uo. 

History o~ Raitonalism; emuraclng a survey 
ol the preaeut state of Protestant theology, with au ap. 
peudtx of literature. By John F. Hurst, D.D. f2.50. 

The English Life oc .Jesus. By ThOmllll scott. 
fl.50. . 

Idols and Ideals;_wlth o.u es~~~~oy on Chr1stlanlty. 
lJy Moncure D. Con way, M.A. fS. 
Brie~ History oC the Indian People. con

. t&inlng a map ot the Indian Empire. By W. w. Ranter. 
Price $1.75. 

Legends oC the Old Testament traced to 
tbtatr apparent prlmltlv •ources. By Thom"" Lumtsden 
Btiilnge. f2.25. · 

Lit"e and Stru&-gles of Wm. Lovett, In his 
pursuit of oread, knoWledge, and freedom. fS. 

The Sources and· Development oC Chris• 
tianity, By 'l'homas Lumlsden Strange. $2.25. 

Essence ot" ChriStianity. Translated trom the 
German of Luawlg Feuerbach. By Marian ll:vans. $8.75. 

.&. (Jommentary on the Text ot"the Bbag
avad-Gica1· or, tlie Discourse l>etween Krishna and 
Arjuna of Dlv ne Matters. Cloth, $1.75 

.&. Forecast of the Religion oc the Fu• 
ruur~~gi:.:I~~J~s':f;he;.sa~y o%."W.~~~~?r'if.~~nestlons 

The Language and Literature oc (Jbina. 
Two lectures. By Robert K. Douclaa. f2.25. . 

The Development oc (Jreation on the 
Earth. By T. L. Strange. Cloth, !11.25. 

The A Crican Sketch Book, with maps and 11· 
llllltratlons. By Win wood Reade; 2 vola. $4. 

be~.~':e::l!'&"ft?o~~ };~oughts. By Douglas Camp. 

Letters ot" lVilliam Von Humboldt to a 
FC&emale Friend. :rranslatea from the German by 

tl!arlne M.A. Cooper. 2 vola. Cloth, ,2.75. 
The LiCe oC .Jenghiz Khan. Translated from 

the Chinese by B. K. Dougll•s. Cloth, fl.50. 
The .Tade Chaplet. A collection ol songs from 

'he Chinese. By G. c: Stent. Cloth, !11.50. 
The Sphere and Duties of Government. 

Tro.uslatedfrom the German of Baron Wllhehn Von Hum
bold.t by Joseph Coulthard Jr. Cloth, $1.50. 

Nai:-ananda; or, the Joy of the snake World. A 
Buddlilst drama Ia five acts. Tranolated from the San. 
llkrlt by Palmer Boyd, B.A. Cloth, $1,50. 

Reverberations. By w. M. w. Call. Cloth, f1.50. 
Heroes and Martyrs oC Freethon~rht. By 

Charles Watts and G. W. ]foote. fl . 
Review of the work of Mr. John Stnart Mill, entitled . a!~~:~/j~~~ ob~\'h;';~l~lam Hamilton's Philosophy." By 

Sermons Never Preached. By PhiliP Pho1 
phor. fl. 

The Folk·Songs oC Southern India. By 
C . .E. Gover, Cloth, ts. . 

Truth vs. Edification, By w, R. Gre1r. Clollh, 
50 cento. 

The trnity ·of Creation. B:r F. H. Kingston. 
Cloth, 85 cents. 

Theism, Doctrinal and Practical, By F. 
W. Newman. Cloth, f2.25. 

Hebrew Theism. By F. w. Newman. f2. 
Morning ·Prayers In the hmuehold of a believer 

In God. Limp cloth, 50 cents. 
Scenes t"rom the RaJDayana, M~haduta, 

;!l';;f t~~~~~!~~sbCo~~e~ 'fuo~, f{.~~th, .A., Prine!. 

The ·Value oC this Earthly LiCe. A reply 
tow. H. Mallock's "Is Life Worth Living?" ({)cents. 

The Boc•k of .Tob. By J, A. Fronde, M.A. 50 
cent&. 

Secularists' Manual oC Songs and (Jere• 
monies. ({) cents. 

The Dathavansa; or, tb.e History of the Tooth 
Relic of Gantama Buadha, In Pall verse. Edlt.ed, with 
;t~?gllsh tranlaslon, by Mutu C,oomara Swamy. Cloth, 

What is Vital Force 'l T>·eatln~ ofV!ta!Ph:rslcs, 
:-!'~~a~~Y~&:.olof,: 'M\~~¥Jde:P.,!;~e: ~a~t~&~PP&~%~ 
,,.25. ' 

August~ (Jomte ; Biography of the ~at French 
tbb

1
1nker, with sketches or hla phtloaophy, hit rell&len, and 
s sociology; being a short and conTeD.lent rUILme o! P05o 

ltlvlsm for the general reader. By Annie Besant. 25cent.B. 

(Jhristianity, By Moncure D, Conway, M.A. 50 
cents. · 

Sk
(Jhristianity in Relation to Freetbou~rht · 

epticism, and Faith. Replies to three dla
oonrses by the B!shop of. Peterborough. By Chas. Brad· 
laugh. 20 cents. · 

()Iericalism in France; Speech of Prince Na
ftf16~o~l.,Oe~~~~rte to the Chamber of Deputies, Nov. :U, 

Disestablishment. and DisendowiDent 
oC the English Church. Verbatim reports of two 
night's between Chas. Bradlaugh an<l W. Simpson. 25 cts. 

Four Nights' Discussion; Between Rev. Alex." 
ander Stew~rtand Chas Watts. 25 cents. 

Huma1;1 Sacrifices in England: Four dis· 
courses by Moncnre D. Conway, M.A.- 50 cents. 

Is it Reasonable to Worship God 'l A two· 
nights' debate by Chas. Bradlaugh Bnd Rev. R. A. Arm· 
strong, 40 cents. 

Impeachment oC the House of Bruns• 
WieR. By Chas. Bradlaugh. ({) cents. 

The Meaning of History; Two lectures by 
Frederick Harrison, M. A. 50 cents. · 

Merits and Demerits oc Secularism; A dls
cnsslon between the Rev. Thomas Crow and Ch.rles 
Watts. 25 aents . 

Natural Reason vs. J)ivine Revelation; 
An appeal for Freethought. By •• Julian." :H cents. 

On the Philosophical Classiftcation ot 
National Institutions; A lecture by F. W. New· 
man 25 cents. 

<!a~li.:~~mJ?.~. ~~;:~o:k!~t,rs;c!t:.'ethOd of eTery. 

Secul.arillm In Its Various Relations. By Chaa. 
Watts. 25 ce~ts. 

Seculari!im the 'I'rue Philosophy oCLUe; 
An exposition and a defense. By G, w. Foote; 20 centa. 

Taxation; How It Originated, Who Bears It, and 
Who ought to Bear lt. By Ch81!. Br&dlaugb. 25 cents. 

The Bible and Xianity. By Chaa. Watts. 20 
cents. 

Thou&-htll on Theism; With sunestlona toward 
a pnbllc religious service In harmony with modem science 
and phllosopl!y. Revised and enlarged. !50 cents. 

Wealthy and Wise;· A lecture Introductory to 
the study of political economy, By Joseph Hlam Lev:r. 
25 cents. 

What does Xian Theism Teach 'l A two· 
nights' discussion between the Rev. ·A. J. Harrison and 
Chas, Bratilaugh. 25 cents. 

FARADAY ·PAMPHLETS. 
l.,o· 1.-The Relation of the Spiritual to 

~r:I:"\a::~~!,su~~!':~:et":'~·~~twoNpf:~:ai 
Sclenee, by SplrltFARJ.n.u. of England. Price, 10 cents. 

No. 2.-0rigio oi" I.i:fe; or, Where Mo.n Comes 
From. The Evolution of toe Spirit !rom M"tter throu:fih 
~;g~!;f,.~;~~es~r~~;,J~~e!~s~ Solrlt Body Grow". y 

No. 3.-Tne Development oc the Spirit 
Arter Transitioo.-Tne 0r1111n of Religion•. By 
Spirit FARADAY. Price, 10 centa. 

No. 4.-"I'he Process of Mental Action; or, 
How We "think. By Spirit FARADAY. Price, 15 cents. 

Achsa W, sr,ralr.Je's and Mary Clark's 
!:J!.-~!'~J~'!~5u'!4f __ t; ~..,!.".!!u'!:e"~,!f~~~~"~'!., ~;~ 
Y Price, 21 cent•, 

No. I.-Experiences of Samuel Bowles 

rt~lt~ltt~~ o~: L~~: a~!Ji~ni~~d se:O·£: !~~~llM:;t:\~n~~ 
sfandpolnt. Written th•ough tbe Med1umshlp of CARRIE 
E. S. Twrno,of We•ttleld, N.Y. Prlc~ 20 cents. 

No. 2.-(Jontrasts in SpiritLif"e; and Recent 
Experiences of SaMUEL BowLEs, late editor of the Spring. 
field (Mass.) Republican. In the first five spheres Al•o a 
thr1111ng account of the late President Garfteld's receP• 
g~~i~~ ~es?¥~o~W~~tfi~J~~e~.th~~!e~ ~h~nh~~d of 

STANDARD BOOKS. 
Sold at The Truth Seeker 01Dce. 

Retrospect oC the Reli~rious Lin! of Enr;:-• -.uDICAL d HYGIENIC WORKS land; or, the Chnrch Puritanism and Free Inquiry. By liLI!I an 
John J. Tayler, B. A, $2,50. 

Sent on Receipt of Price. Ancient Mysteries Described; Especially 
the English miracle ftlaf,s, xounded on Apoeryfchal New Trail'" Sexual Physiologla, A Selentlfio and 
;:,~taW;W~?~o~~~ u~~~:t~~:ia~s ~-~leslaat cal shows, ~g£~~~~x~~1~~-~-or the Fun am ental Problems In 

G~~-~::- fu~faa~r,si,o o~·e.Pr~alg~~· B":dM~~ucog~~'i:.a~ Wha:.\,.::'J:"st~'~:~ g~::~ to Know. By Dr. 
Bwamy · $1.75• Hygiene of" the Brain and the cure of Nervous 

Monumen:tll oC trpper Egypt. By Marlette· ness. ByM. L. Holbrook. Price $1.50. 
Bey. $2.00· ' ·Parturition Without Pain. A Code of Dlrec-

Wit, Willdom, and Pathos. From the prose or I' tlonstor Avoiding most otthePalns and Dangers of 
Hei1U"!Qh Heine. Selected o.ud translated by J. Bnodcraas, f'hlld-bearlng. Edited by M. L. Holbrook, M.D. 
Clotl!, ta. 75. 

1 
Price ft. 

Tke Speaker's (Jommentary. Reviewed by ; The Relatiollll oC the Sexe•• By :Mn. E. B. 
T. L. Strange. Cloth, $1.25. Datrey. Price fl. 

Bioa-raphy oC (lharlell Bradlau~rh. By Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Sc!entlllc Diet. 
.A.dolph s, HeQdlngley. SS2 pp., crown Bvo. $2,50. By Gustav Sehllckeysen. Price fl. 

ot'~~~n:~~~~~l t~!::~ fr~:~~e J;~e N~~: I TheJ!:!!CJu:'r':~hro~~:~Wlaet~ fa~~n~g:~h~~ f. 
by Benjamin Thorpe. Cloth, $2.~5. l E. Newton. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. 

ll:xtracts Crom the Koran. COmplied by Sir New Hygienic (look Book. Containing Re-
Wm. Malr, K.C.S.I., LL.D. Cloth, fl. celpts for Preparln~ a Hygienic Food. By Mrs. :M. 

The Church under the Tudor11. By Durham M. Jones, :M. D. Pr ee 80 coJ>ts. 
Dunl&p,Y.R.IA. 75.cents. Talks to my Pat.ients. Hints on Getting Well 
In Search oC Truth. Conversations on the Bible ' and Keeping Wen. By Mrs. R. B. Gie88on, M.D. 

andPopularTheology. ByA.M.Y. C:oth,75cents. Price $1.50. 

The Saint's Travel to the Land of Canaan •. (Jha~~f:.YlTC:!'.;tg:'~fsty,~r~~:'atn:l.;la~~~~~n L~if~fr 
By ,R. Wilkinson, Cloth, 75 cents. Higher Aspects. Price f2. 

History ot the Great French Revolu• ·1 Prenatal (JnJture. Being Suggestlona to Parents. 
tlonk A conrae of six lectures. By Annie Bes•nt. Cloth, By A. E. Newton. Price 25 cents. 
110 cen • Aids to Family Government; or, From the 

Freethinkers' Text·Boolr.. The hlstery ot cradle to the School. By Bertha Meyer. Price, 
Fr~ethought, Its rlae, progreu, o.ud triumph. In cloth, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cenu. 
fl. 5· The Diet (Jure. The Relations of Food and Drink 

TheoloKical Essays and Debates. lly Annie to Health, Disease, and cure. By T, L. Nichols, M.D. 
Besant. $1.'25. , Pries !50 cents. 
The Founders of" ChristianitY; or, Dlaoounes r Youth: Its Care and (Julture. By J. Mort! 

upon the Origin of the Chrlstlllll Reflglon. By Bev. mer Granville. Price $1. 
James Cram brook. Cloth, 18.00. . Eatfn&" Cor Strencrth. Including the Science of 

The Trial oC Theism. Hand.lomely bound. :leO JI:&tlng; Five hundred Receipts for Wholesome 
pagea. ~.00. Cookery; One Hundred Receipts for Del'clous 

(JredibiJia• or. Dlscoureea on Qneatlona of Chrlatl.an Drlnla; One Hun~ed Ever-Recunlnl,. Que•tlons 
Faith. By Bav.' James cranbrook. Cloth, fl.OO. Anawered. By M. r:. Holbrook, M.D. Ice $1. 

Rtg•Veda-Sa.nhita. The llaored Hymn of the 
llrahmant. T1"1U111lllted·aud expla1ue4. br F. Kax Muller. 
:ll;A.., L.L,D. Vol. I. 8875. 

Kind tn A.ntmaiS. By Prof. Ludw11 Bll9\111Pr 
ll&aalaled m>m the German 'Ill' Anllft»eiMiiUI"' ~ .. 

WITCHCRAFT IN CHRISTIAN 
COUNTRIES. 

BY W. STEW .A.RT ROSS. 
A. reView ot the persecutlona a.nd tortures endured 
))y.alleged witches at the ha.ndll of Ohrilltla.na. 

l'rlce 10 cents. Address, 
THE TB.UTH 8E:EKJ!lB, 

:!luscle·Beatin&"; Or, Active and Pa.sslve Home 
Gymn88tlcs. l>y C. Klem. Ten Illustrations. Price 
socents. · 

llarria:M,e and Parentage. In their Sanitary ' ~g: pJ;~~~~g~~f~tj!~~:na~~ ~~~i~~lr~ee..'l~~n~~~ 
Greater AbU!ty. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price $1. 

•urK~~~~s13;n~1~t~:~fM~f>~ I.~gn1~&r.Y Ought to 

Dr. ~~C:o~sse~~~~Y ¥~~F~o~~J~. ai>~:!eif~~ 
Vea-etarianism the Radical Cure Cor In· 

temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler. Price 
lQaents. 

$68 a week In your~= to>rn. Terits and fi olll:& 
fr~. ,UI\rell R. IIN'<.&T & lllo.; Portland, u.; 

D. · :M. BENNETT'S WORKS. 
' ADDBESS TH:m TRUTH BEEKEB OFFICE. 

A. Truth Seeker Around the World. 
Four large volumes. With a steel-plate 
engraving of the author in Vol. I., e.nd 
each volume illustrated with forty-seven 
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth, 
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9:50; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $10.50. 

The World's Sages Thinkers, and 
Reformers. 1,075 pages, 8vo. Cloth, 
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. . ' 

The Champions of the Chm·ch; Their 
Climes and . Persecutions. 8vo . 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Two Volumes. 
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per 
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in 
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, 
$8.00. 

From Behind the Bars. A series of 
letters written in prison. Over 700 pages. 
Price $1.50. 

A Truth Seeker in Europe. A series 
of letters written during a visit of ten 
weeks in Europe. Giving some account 
of the International Freethinkers' Con
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben
nett was a delegate, followed by a de
scription of what he saw in England, 
France, Holland, and Italy. The letter.s 
from Rome alone are worth the price 
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait 
of the author .. 850 pages. $1.50. 

The Semitic Gods and the Bible. 
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic 
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin 
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 
pages are devoted, showing that book to 
be a very inferior production for a first
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov
ers, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

Judaism, Christi.anity, and Moham
medanism examined historically 
and critically. It is thought to be the 
most damaging exhibit of Christianity 
that has appeared. 500 large pages. 
Price, $1.50. 

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories, 
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages. 
Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1. 

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. 
A debate on Christianity and Infidelity, 
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H. 
nuJ>U>lilli!lY. Tnls booK nas had a very 
large sale, and is a splendid work for 
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh
bors. 550 pages. Price, $1. r 

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between 
D. M. BENNETT and Crnus RoMULus R. 
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of 
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents. 

What Objections to Christianity? 
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and 
G. M. MArn, divided into the following 
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor 
original, being borrowed or copied from 
much older systems of religion. 

2. Miracles and supernatural achieve
ments hav been as fully and truly ascribed 
to other teachers and founders of religion 
as to Jesus. 

3. The story of Jesus and his mission 
in thjl world is unhistorical; it is not cor
roborated by contemporaneous history. 

BENNETT affirms; MAID denies. This is 
an exha ustiv. discussion. Price, $1. 50. 

Tiial of D. M. Bennett in the United 
States Circuit Court upon the charge of 
de~ositing prohibited matter in the mail. 
This givs a full history of this celebrated 
case, and shows what monstrous injustice 
was perpetrated upon MR. BENNETT. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

FREETHOUGHT WORKS, 
Publish~d at TH:E}fimTH SEEKER Office. 

Advancement of Science. The In 
augural Address of Prof. JoiiN· TYNDALL, 
delivered before the British 'Association 
for the Advancement of Science. With 
Portrait and Biographical Sketch. Also 
containing opinions of Prof. H. HELM 
HOLTZ, and articles of Prof. TYNDALL and 
Sir HENRY THOMPSON on prayer. Price 
cloth, 50 cents. Inaugural Address alone 
in paper, 15 cents. 

Amberley's Life of Jesus. His Cha1 
acter and Doctrins. From the Analys .. 
of Religious Belief. By VIscoUNT AMBER
LEY. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents. 

Chronicles of Simon Christianus 
His Manifold and Wonderful Adventures 
in the Land of Cosmos. A new scripture 
(evidently inspired) discovered by I. N 
FIDEL. From the English. Very Rich 
Price, 25 cents .. 

Crimes of Preachers in the United 
States. By M. E. BILLINGs. Shows how 
thick and fast the godly hav fallen from 
grace. Price, 25 cents. 

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's De 
fense. In Six Lectures by Col 
JoHN R. KELso, A.M. These are among 
the ablest lectures ever delivered, and 
should be read by everybody. $1.50. 

Last Will and Testament of Jean 
Meslier, a curate of a Roman church 
in France, containing the best of his writ
ings. 25 cents. 

Nathaniel Vaughan. A radical nove 
of warked ability. By FREDERIKA MAc
DONALD. 404 pages. Price reduced to 
$1.25. 

Nature's Revelations of Character; 
or Physiognomy Illustrated. The 
science of individual traits portrayed by 
the temperaments and features. Illus 
trated by 260 wood cuts. By JosEPH 
SIMMs, M.D. 650 pages, 8 vo. Cloth, 
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt 
edges, $4.50. 

New England and the People up 
There. A humorous lecture. By 
GEoBGE E. MAcDoNALD. 10 cents. 

Pocket Theology. By VoLTAIRE. Com
prising terse, witty, and sarcastic defini
tions of the terms used in theology. The 
only edition in English. 25 cents. 

The Question Settled. A Careful 
Uom1>arrson of Hiblical Modern Spiritual
ism. By MosES HuLL. Cloth, $1. 

The Roaring Lion on the Track. By 
M. BABcocK. Price, 15 cents. 

The Philosophy of Spiritualism, and 
the Philosophy and 'l:reatment of Jlriedio
ruania. By FBEDEBIC R. MARVIN, M.D. 
Cloth, 50 cents. 

A Business Man's Social and Relig
ious Views. Bold and trenchant 
blows against theology and inhumanity. 
Price, $1. 

Alamoutada, the Galley-Slave. Trans
lated from the German of Zschokko by 
IRA G. MosHEB, LL.B. A deeply philo
sophical narrativ, intensely interesting. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

Beyond the Veil. Claimed to be dic
tated by the Spirit of Paschal Beverly 
Randolph, aided by Emanuel Sweden
borg, through the mediumship of Mrs. 
FRANCES H. McDoUGALL and Mrs. LuNA 
HUTCHINSON, with a steel engraving of 
Randolph. Price, $1.50. 

Career of Religious Ideas; Their Ul 
timate the Religion of Science. By HuD
soN TuTTLE. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 
cents. 

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of 
5 cents. Yahveh or Jehovah Shown to be 

the Worship of the Devil, with observa-
Jnterrogatories to Jehovah. Being tions on the horrible and cruel ordinance 

3,000 questions propounded to his Jewish of Devil Worship, to wit, Bloody Sacri-
Godship upon a great variety of subjects. fices and Burnt Offerings. By the Very 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. Rev. EvAN DAVIES (Myfyr Morganwg), D 

Deacon Skidmore's :Letters. First D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Great Britain 
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv- Translated from the Welsh by MoBION, B 
ing many church incidents and his evolu- C. Price, 25 cents. 
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa- Eight Scientific Tracts. 20 cents. 
per, 50 cents; oloth, 75 cents. 

The Book Of Chronl.cles of th.e PI'l· Gottlieb: His Life. A Romance of 
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Beautifully 

grims in the Land of Yahweh:! written. By s. P. PUTNAM. 25 cents. 
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle to ~ • • 
the Truth Seekers. Cloth $1.00 Hereafter. A Sc1entdic, Phenomenal 

' and Biblical Demonstration of a Future 
The First Epistle of Bennett the Life. By D. w. HuLL. Paper, 50 cents 

Apostle to the Truth Seekers. I cloth, 75 cents. 

. 10 cents. ' I Issuer! of the Age. Consequences In 
The Great Religions of the World. , volved in Modern Thought. A Y'?rk 

10 cents. 1 showing much s!udy and gre!lt familiar 

0 L tte to Sanluel C I te 1 ity with other writers and thmkers. By 
pen e I' 0 ga • I HENRi" c. PEDDEB. Price, $1. 

10 cents. 
Jesus Christ. Considered as an Infi- · J es~s Chris~. His ~e, miracles, teach 

d 1 10 t mgs, a.nd Imperfeotwns. By W. S. BELL 
e • cen s. 25 cents. 

.~ Rour.with the Devil. 10 cents. I John's Way. A pleasing domestic 
Sinful Samts and Semmal Shepherd.i. Radical story. By Mll~. E. D. S~NUll 

111 11:ats. ;J.fj ~enta. 



THE LIBERAL ACE. 
A journal o! ElthlcaJ culture and reform. Not sim

ply an eoho of the opinions" or others, b\tt noted· for 
the ability of its original articles upon live topics. 

"Finely writte:q., cutting, and to the point," 
"Abreast of the age:" . "Of good strong fiber." 
"Very gene~;ally'quoted." 

It has met with a success unprecedented !n jour
nalism .. Advocates political and social reform, men• 
tal, personal, and cjvil Uberty, and the separation 
of church and state. Opposes superstition, Intoler
ance, prohibitory and cla~s legislation generally. 

Subscription price, S1 a year, in advance. Sample 
copies free. Send for one. , Address, . 

1tl3 
THE LIBERAL AGE CO., 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

A LIBERAL COLONY. 
1,200 FREE HOMES! 

THE NEW COLORADO l 
Those desiring to secure a valuable home on the 

public domain at a nominal price ($1.25 per acre, and 
33 months In Which to pay for it) w111 find It greatly 
to their advantage to correspond with the Gunnisor. 
and Uncompahgre Colonization Society. 

A. W. SMITH, Prest. 0. A. PHELPS, Sec'y. 
Address, with two three-cent stamps, 3mo9 

A. W ~ SMITH. 
293 17th, ~treet, Denver, Col, 

THE EUREKA 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING . . 

CURES EVERY FORM OF DISEASE! 
WITHOUT MEDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

Sent 

CURES COLD OR 1\fOIST FEET. 
to any address upon receipt o! $1.00. EVERY PAIR 
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all information by 

Jetter or In person !ree o! charge. Send 
!or Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L .. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio. 

DR. FOOTE'S DIME SERIES 
oc:Pamphleta on O:t-ta-inalltlethoda 

FOB HOME ()U:BE. 

Old' Eves 
Croup . · 
Rupture 
Phimosis 
Nervous 

MADE · NlilW without dootorll i>r 
medlc!n. 'A-way w1 th gl&~~ses. · 
PREVENTED and cured by an :in; 
genlo~ and in!alllble method. 
CURE without operation. Away 
with uncpmtortable trusses, 
CURE without clrcumcisloti, New, 
palnleBB, sate, and SUre. 
DEBILITY and allied disorders. 
Causes and rational n-eatment, 

Female WEAKNESS, Falling, Leucorrhaia, 
w Infiammatlon, Ulceration, 

Each lOc •. by Jllall ; or. Allt·or !SOc. 

DIME SEBIES of SOCIAL and SEXUAL. SOIENCI 

Holv 
Marriage 
Alpha 

MARRIAGE, or "The Perfect Good 
In Wedlock," by a Christian' min· 
later. 
(PHYSIOLOGICAL); or physical, 
temperamental, and magnetic• 
adaptation. · 

. DOCTRIN o! Universal sexual con·· 
tine nee; dlcusslon pro and con; by· 
Drs; ~oote and Winslow. 

Hand•book ot' Health, Hin'ts~ aud Ready 
Recipes, 128 pages0 maileu t'or 2llc. 

Address, 
MlJRRA Y HILL PIJBLISHINQ CJO •• 

9tll 159 East 28th St., New York City, 

4:iii Fulton Street, BROOKLYN. LADIES' MAGNETIC JACKET. Price, $18. 0 I A N A f1 
A Psyco-Pylslologlcal essay on sexuall 
relations. Sclentlfio In treatment and• 

pure In tone. Price 25 cents. 

' 'VICTORIA" 

M A G N E T I G -A P P L I A N C E 8 
Are surer and quicker In action than any other 

Magnetic Garments. 

They are made out or lace or netting which makes 
them the coolest and lightest appliance made. 

Their magnets have on them an armature or 
keeper which makes them continuously curative. 
No others have this necessary addition. See any 
work on Natural Philosophy to see hoW necessary 
the Armature Is. 

The VICTORIA !s so constru<lted that the patient 
can remove the magnets at pleasure and wash all 
the goods. This callhot be done with any otllers. 

Paralysis, Asthma, Catarrh, Incipient Consump
tion, Female and Spinal Diseases, Rheumatism, 
Sick Headaches, Dyspepsia, General Debility and 
all diseases arising from deficient nerve force, there 
Is no other tt·eatment that !s as successful as the 
wearing of VICTORIA MAGNETIC GOODS. 

All otll.er garments are slow In action. 
VICTORIA Is quick and sure. All other appliances 

obJige the_ patients to hope for to-morrow. 
VICTORIA gives help to·day. 
Send for circulars, price lists, etc., be!ore you buy 

or others! 

DR. THAYER, 
455Fulton St., BROOKLYN, N.Y. 

Beware 'of Clieap ·and Fraudulent Ap· 
pli.,:ucee ......-bh:h "ft'i)J no'tl ho-Id thoir--.ou._._- .. 
rents without the aid ot' the ARMATURt<;! 

80 Court st.Brooklyn 
THE 

'~ WI L S 0 N I A," 
TWO YEARS AGO 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

THE INVENTOR OF 

WILSONIA, 
AN ENGLISH SCIENTIST, MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, 

LECTURER ON ELECTRICAL THERAPEUTICS, 
4UTHOR OF THE "TRIAL OF MEDICIN," 

THE "LANGUAGE OF DISEASE," 
"MEDICAL FALLACIES," ETC., 

Introduced to the People ot' the United 
States Hill 

MAGNhTIO GARMENTS 
For the cure of Disease] without Medicine or Medlc:&l 
Treatment. The Statement made by him at that t1JDe 
that his Magnetic ClothlniZ, If worn for any form of Dis· 
eliSe (and as advised), would cure ninety per cent or the 
!JO•Called Incurables, has been ver!lled, he hav· 
lng Clothed and Cured Thousands of Persona of all Forma 
of Disease. Poaltlve proof of this has appeared In all the 
leading Newspapers by Testimony of many of our moat 
Prominent and Wealthy Citizens, who, ha'l'lng been 
Cured by the 

Wilsona Magnetic Garments 
.After aU other Treatment had felled, were pleased to 
assist the Inventor In giving conlldence to the Su!rerlng 
Invall~s of America by allowing him to use their well· 
known and respected Names as Reference; and It Ia now 
admitted by many most h!ghly accomplished Scientists 
and Pbys1clans that the Success and Cures attending the 
Introduction of "WllBonla" Magnetic Clothing has been 
un prccedented In the history of Electrical Therapeutics. 
In the face of such Positive Proof as given by us no person 
can doubt the value of this Invention In all cll8es. 

Therefore why continue the Suicidal System of taking 
Drugs 

SEND $1.50 FOR A PAIR OF 
" Wllsonia" Mal(netlc Insoles. 

Sure Preventive of Cold Feet-the Forerunner of All 
Kinds of Disease. 

Con· ultstlon Free, 

Send for Pam'phlet "and Information to the only Oll!ce, 
where the Inventor can be seen. · 

A l dresa all Communications to 

DAVID J. COTTER, 
SO COURT STREET, BROOJO.YN 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced. that our claims are correct in every particular, 

and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid o! MEDWIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION : 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis 
One Week. 

in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I reel greatly in· 

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use o! your Magnetic ap
pl!ances, I can say without hesitation to those af
fi!cted as I hav been that the effect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis In my right arm and could not use It at all, but 
after wearing a suit or your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com-

· SHULLSBURG, WIS., D.ec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. ~EJ!NEY.,-Dear Sir: After ,wearing one o! 

yauP MAGNETIC VESTS !or aeout three· :weeks, I 
was entirely cured o! Neuralgia o! the Heart and 
Bide, which had been a source ot misery to me ror 
the last six years.. I had tried numer!)UB remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got rel!e! instantly. With un
bounded· gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
. H. A. BROWN. 

plaint for a number or years, !rom which I hav suf-
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
time, ne'l'er round but temporary'rel!e!. Since put- who had been under drug treatment !or eight years 
tlng·on your appliances I hav experlenoed great with nervous prostration and female weakness: 
benefit, and If I Improve as rapidly as I haT In the OsBORN, o., Dec. 15,.1882. 

3mo11 
BURNZ &.CO, 
24 Clinton .Place, 

$5 fo $20 per day at.home. Samples worth $5tree. 
Address STI!<SON & Go., Portland,~ 

MANHOOD! 

KNOW THYSELF 
A. Book for Every Man! 

Young, ;Middle- aged, and- Old •. 
past two weeks, wm soon be well. I would, there- DR. L. TENNEY: Your Jetter just received; also 
fore, recommend to those suttering as I hav -your the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. Tpe J'rntold mtgertefl t~at ~eaul~ from Jndl~y,retton IIIJ 
Magnetic appliances as the only means o! ettectlng FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM ~~\rt thfa :~~rtl~n aah"o~J:fepu~lf.aa;~:d·read ~~ :~: 
a sure cure. Yours.;:,::P~~t6¥,~~MER, ?~;.v ~c~o~~~:~ ~~~ !~;rf1:f~!~. as~~f~~~o~ f.'i~~liri'to:~Jo~~~~i~tPtle~h~hr::~~~ !}efl~:~ 

No. 80 Eastern avenue. 1 R t! ll ~ J K or_, Self Preservation~ It Is not only a complete• 
Remember that the same appliances which will aga n soon. espec u Y yours, .... . ; ~n~~:i,rr«;,~d ti-":;~f~t0¥,e~i'ff~~~e!'i~~~:te~e~Ni:'~1t/;i; 

effect a cure in a case or Paralysis will at the same This lady reports hersel! entirely cured In less man, Errors of Youth, etc., but It contains one hundred' 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting 0n the garments, and, and twenty-llve.preacrlptlona for acute and.chronlc dis
patient. we do not, like the Old School Physician, although In bed, unable to get out, when applied, eases, each one or which is invaluable, sO< 
chan dl 1 d til rt d 1 th she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles in proved by the author, whose experience tor 21 yelll'll Is 
" tl get mle ctnstoevderyth ahy un ' a er lboal ngt Ike two days after the appllcaUon. The lady's name such as probably never before fell to the lot of any phyw 
.,a en a mos ea , e may poss Y s r e !clan. It contains SOO _pa«es, bound In beautiful embossed 
something (If he is very skilful) that brings relief can be had upon application at this office, by any- covers, full gilt, embelUahed with the ve7r llneat steel eu. 
for the tim~ being. one !~•siring to communicate with her. ~":~'!ftc~~ft~~~ 

0
t;' br'i,f~.~~'ifa~£6'an naiJ~~:;;'~ 

La<lles, read the following testimony.!rom a lady who had been a uttering for two years with an Ovar- retailed In this country for 12.50, or the money \Viii be re 
-~~-~1Jt;rag~tnsth;,~~ri~In,~~ori~~~¥\f~:ts-&ttB~t~-~tlyu:e~r,~~h~~u&-ta~ali~~~- -1Wa1aiclt~rit~t:bYtile~;ti~n:i1ii:Jt:t:s~~tig~~ 
medloln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothing ,ll~~~rated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Bend now. 
for you; It will pay you. · w. H;e~"A~~~?~~. fl~fu~~~ sf~!I,I't~i'J;,,0~~~· 

, SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. The author may be consulted on all· diseases re h1 · 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de- sklll·nnd experience. q'Iissng 

sire for food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
of St. Louis, at Which place I was then stopping, all o! whom declared that I had an Ovao·lan •J·u~nor, 
and .that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six-months ago I· grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take· the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the Eureka. Magnetic Applfances. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope o! a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit or 
your appl!ances. From the very first I felt invigorated, the tu
mor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from tlay to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appli· 
ances I ha.v not ·taken a single dose o! medlc!n. My bowals, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. 1 would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sutterlng as I hav, believing 
that they will do all and more than you claim !or them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEW ART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances in the 
market, they impart no shocks and leavee no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, 
Gentlemen's Belts - -
Ladies' Abdominai Belts, 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 

$ 6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
5.00 
4.00 
3.00 
1.50 
4:.00 

Leg Belts, each, 
Knee Caps, each, 
Wristlets, each, 
Sleeping Caps, 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 
Superfine Insoles, - . - - 1. 00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt o! price, and we wm return the money 
If they are not as represented In every respect. H you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case, 
send us w01;d stating symptoms, and we wllJ advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are ottered at Jess than one-third o! what others are selllng worthless appliances !or, yet we wm 
guarantee that the magnetic quality !e a hundred !old superior to any other appliance ever ottered the 
public, and w111 outlast the garments themseJvs. Every magnet is put through a particular proceBB, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
in the market will attract the smallest particle o! Iron, the majority o! such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable o! retaining magnetism !or a 
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material !or the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magn'et Is arranged In the garments upon •cientific 
principles, and not haphazard as In all the others. We otter you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any o! the so-called magnetic garments now ottered under that head. At 
the same time the application o! Iabor·saving machinery in our manufacture enables ue to otter them at 
a. bout 

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 

$'72 A WEEK, $12 a dlli' at home easily made. Costly 
Outllt !ree. Address 1'IW>: & Co., Augusta, Me. 

A ~:e~~~;s~c~~~~C:~h~ ~~~!est~~!~~~t 
as his prac.tice will prOve, (:-
Cores all fo~s of PRI•· 
VATE, CHR NIC and 
SEXUAL D EASES, . 

Spermatorrhma. and Impotency, 
As.the result of setr-abuse in youth, sexual excesses in ma~· 
turer years, or other causes, and producing some Qf the fol-· 
lowing effects: Nervousness, Seminal Emissjons, (night; 
emissions by dreams), Dimness of Sight, Defeotlve Memory', 
Physical Decay, ·Pimples on Face, A.versjon to Society ot: · 
Females, Contusion ot Ideas, Loss or .Sexual Power, &:c.,, 

~~~der~~a::~f~~gceu:!dPbj~~ 0EX~~UNAL t~rPP\':f-
cArlioN in from 80 to 60 days. No medicine takett .. 
It has never been known to f'alU 
P Middle-Aged and Old Men, 3 
There are many at the age or thirty to sb.ty 

who are troubled with too frequent evacuations 
of the bladder, often accompanied by a aUght 
smarting or burning sensation, and a weaken~ 
ing orthe system in a manner the patient can· 
not account for. On examining the u:dno.ry 
deposits a ropy or ootton·llke sediment, or 

~~~;t~~Ws J!n;,~t~ fhf~1~!e~~~~:~b~~:.na;~l~ ~~~~':i·n;r t~! 
::~~:~~a:?!~ ~ft~a~b:C~rl~:.10~t Pf:':~~ :::~d ~~:~ ~~ 
Seminal Weaknes•, and causes wasting of the system and 

~:=:~ ~~~~~=:~~P;t~r:~ot%t:1dffti~:l~;,ht~o!!n~u!r 
tbe cause, Dr. Fellows' External Remedy wlll bring about a 
perfect cure in all such cases, and a healthy restoration of 

th~~~~-s~1t~~ffn:rf:;,~~~tter free and In vi ted. Obarge• 
reasonable and correspondence strictly confidential. 

a"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Sent to any address, securely sealed, for two- three-cent 
atomp8, treating on Spermato~hrea or Seminal Weakne1s, 
giving its cause, symptoms, horrible effects, and cure, fol
lowed by strong testimonials, headed by an am.davlt as to 
their genuineness. Should be rend by nil. o:::rnemember 
a rod leal cure 18 eertnln. ·Address, plainly, DR. R. P. 
FELLOWS, VIneland, New Jeraey1 and say in what 
paper you saw this advertisement. 

1 Correspondence Solicited. 
A Truth Seeker, 32 years o! age, whose vocation Is 

=arming, wishes to-correspond with a lady o! Liberal 
11ews, with a view to matrimony. One willing to 
•lOme to a new country and help him. build up a 
iome. All letters answered. Address, 

3tll 
NATHANIEL WALES, 

Box 88, Delta, Delta Co., Colorado. 

Correspondence Wanted 
A gentleman wishes to .correspond with the oppo, 

sit sex, With a view to mutual acquaintance and: 
ultimately li!e companionship. · · · · 

Address, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trl!le hi&her 

1 
"EARNEST," 

than ordinary clothing. . r ~tll T s R om 
R•~ne~nber that we are otterlng you the che&pest and beet magnetic appliances in the market, &nd it· ______________ n_u_T_H __ EE_K_E ___ c_e_, . ..;, 

upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we Willi 
refund your money. . · 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a :ftt guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED nt l!l'V:IIIRY 1'0Wlf Ilir 'JBB trlllTllD STA1'BS, LIBJIIL\L OO:mi:ISIIO:!IS ALLOW:m>, : 
Addl'ts~~ !Or turtiler iWormaUOil, Dr. L, Tenney1 \ 

114 Batt lllet\ lllti OJ'* 1119tti CbolJI.DaW. Ohio. 

R U P T U RES C U REDby 
myJUedical Compound ami Improved 

Elastic. ~u-pport:er '.rrusi.i·in.I!O'In ao to, 
90 day•. R~liable references g1ven. Send 

Stamp for circuiar 7 (mil sav m whrrt paper 
you s~w mtJJ adverttsement. .{\ddress Qa.pt~. 

W. A. Co!Ungs,Smithville,Je~erson Oo. N.t~ 
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and Ullippings. Jjltws off tltt ffltth. 

THE Hindoos, says 'the New York World, 
pray to 330,000,000 gods. 

As Leo XIII. was recently conversing with 
a French lady in her nativ language, he found 
himself at a loss for a word, and asked her if 
she spoke Italian. The reply was in the 
affirmativ. "Then," said the pope, "we will 
use my nativ language, for I fear that if I em
ploy yours I may hav to compromise- my 
infallibility !" 

A FBENOH traveler, according to the Pall 
Mall Gazette, recently returned frem Siam givs 
an account of a new Buddhist temple which 
has just been completed in the environs of BISMA.ROK's sixty-eighth birthday occurred 
Bangkok, and which closely resembles in 

on the 1st. 

A RHoDE IsLAND mi~ister has given alcohol 
a new name. He calls it "aqua mortis "-the 
water of death. 

appearance a Christian church. The guide 
MT. ETNA. givs out signs and omens of a 

great convulsion. 

THE pope is to be represented at the coro· 
nation of the czar. IN the trial of a Buffalo priest for an assault 

on a child, every member of a church, whether 
a Roman Catholic or a Protestant, was kept 
from- the jury. 

BISHOP SIMPSoN of the Methodist church 
advises his friends: "Never invest in mining 
stocks any money that you -are not prepared 
to lose." The experience on which ·this advice 
is based arose from the transaction in Isabella 
which cost the good bishop about $800. Some 
of the brethren who purchased Isabella wish 
that they had gone short instead of buying. 

told him to his great surprise that it was a 
pagoda, and on entering the building he ob
served the same close imitation of the interior 
of a Catholic place of worship. There was an 
altar, with a large image of Buddha placed on 
it, stained-glass windows, prie-dieus, and all CINOINNA.TI is making activ preparations for 
the other accessories of Catholic devotion. a dramatic festival. · 

GAIL lliM:rr.ToN says that a Mormon is a hus
band who harnesses his wives abreast, and a 
man who has been a· widower three times is 
one who drives them tandem. 

"What do you think of it?" asked t.he Bonze PRESIDENT ABTHUB is going on a vacation to 
who took him over the building, and who was _Florida for the benefit of his health. 
evidently very proud of it. "It is very mod- RoME celebrated the fou~th centennial an· 

MISs LEISHMAN, against whom the Rev. F. 
R. Beattie, of the First Presbyterian church 
at Brantford, Ont., has entered an action for 
$10,000 for defamation of -character, charges 
Mr. Beattie with having criminally assaulted 
her on three different occasions in his own 
house during Mrs. Beattie's absence in De
cember last. 1l;tr. Beattie was requiied to find 
$4,000 bail. 

ern," said the tourist deprecatingly. "Mod- niversary of the artist Raphael's birth on -
ern it is, of course," said.the priest, who took March 29th. 

THEBE is a billbefore Parliament authorizing 
a railroad to pass within 100 yards of Stone
henge. The vibration would in time probably 
ruin the monument, and Sir J. Lubbock will 
oppose. 

THE mayor of Jacksonville·, Fla., is a Jew. 

the remark as a compliment. "We hav even 
an organ; and a better one than any you hav 
in France, for it plays without an organist. 
We had it made to order by Messrs. Bird & Oo. 
of London; and as you will hear, it. plays 
nothing but the finest sacred music." Where
upon he turned the handle, and the French
man, to his great edification, heard the familiar 
air which fits the words of a comic song. 

DB. MoCosH has expressed a determination 
to resign his position as president of Prince-. 
ton College. 

BY a boiler explosion at St. Dizier, France, 
April 1st, twenty-six persons were killed and 
thirty-eight injured. T~ projected Scottish· Temperance Life 

Assurance Company of Edinburgh, which is 
to hav a capital of $100,000, will insure the 
lives of total abstainers "at greatly reduced 
premiums~" 

THE Arkansas -legislature lias passed a law 
forbidding liquor to be sold within two miles 
of a house of worship. This law is evidently 
designed to encourage pedestrianism among 
church-members. 

AccoRDING to the Philadelphia Medical News, 
the faith-cure establishment in Buffalo has 
been broken up through lack pf funds. The 
amount of assets in the form of faith is large 
but not very good legal tender. 

He is said to .enforce the Sunday laws with a 
degree of strictness that is irksome even to 
orthodox church-goers. In Ohio there is a 
Jewish justice who displays a similar strict
ness in punishing violations of the Sunday 
law. It is in accordance with biblical justice 
that Christians should " eat the fruit of their 
own doings." 

HERBERT SPENCER, said a railway conductor
to a reporter of the Philadelphia Press, was 
the most restless traveler I ever saw, and B()b 
Ingersoll is the best. When Ingersoll enters 
a car to go on a journey, the first thing he 
does is to hang up his big slouch hat, then 
he commences to make himself comfortable, 
and by the time the train starts he just acts as 
if he were at home in his study. If there's 
no one on the train that he knows, it don't 
take him long to strike up an acquaintance, 
and everybody seems glad to know him. He's 
a very jolly and a very liberal traveler. Ire
member one night there was a freight. wreck, 
and our train had to lay up for three or four 
hours. It was a terrible night, the wind blew 
a hurricane, and the rain came down in tor
rents. Colonel Ingersoll was one of the pas
sengers. Everybody got tired. Nobody could 
get anybody to talk with him. At last a little 
Scotchman who was traveling through America 
sight-seeing, learned who Ingersoll was, and 
he tackled him then and there. Ingersoll was 
just in the humor, and in less then ten min
utes everybody in the car crowded around him 
and ·listened to him for over two hours and 
the passengers seemed so pleased and enter
tained that they forgot all about the night 
and the accident. 

THE money in the United States treasury is 
being counted. Something like a billion dol
lars are to be handled in the process. 

MRS. W. K. VANDERBILT gave a ball in the 
new house on Fifth avenue one evening last 
week. It is spoken of as quite a splurge. 

LADY FLoRENCE DIXIE, who reported an at
tempt at assassination upon herself, has been 
denounced as an impostor, and her story is 
denied. 

"FEEL bad to think I put that faro chip in 
the contribution box by mistake?" said the 
Louisville man. "I reckon I do. That was a 
$5 chip and they'll go and get it cashed and 
get $5 out of me, when I only intended to giv 
them 50 cents." 

· THE ancient church of Birdbrook, England, 
contains ·a monumental slab bearing the ex
traordinary record: "Martha Blewitt, of Swan 
Inn, at Blaythorne End, in this parish, buried 
May 7, 1861. She was the wife of nine hus
bands consecutivly, but the ninth. outlived 
her." 

THE Chinese hav no word that is equivalent 
to hell and no conc~ption of such a place. A 
missionary in an agricultural district of China 
states that when he tried to explain it the 
people asked if it was anything that could be 
raised. He might hav answered that it was
very often. 

THE Rev. John W. Satterfield was seen at 
Brownsville, Pa., with an empty bottle p:ro
truding from his pocket, and the whisky 
which it had contained was manifest' in his 
sta~ering gait. Such is the accusation that 
was made by the deacons of his church, and 
his wife charg-es that he frequently whips her: 

THE Rev. Dr. Talmage has said that the 
Brooklyn bridge will marry the two cities 
which it connects, and that the bride, meaning 
Brooklyn, ':"ill "smile from Fulton Ferry to 
South Bushwick." Here the reverend indi
vidual attributes to the whole city a smiling 
capacity to which only he himself would be 
equaL-Sun. 

JosEPH CooK squanders his. strength when 
he seeks to breathe a spark of life into the old 
New England theology. Calvinism is deader 
than a gravestone. Infant damnation, heathen 
damnation, predestined damnation, with their 
blue and ghastly exhalations, hav lost their 
spectral power. Mr. Cook is not serving his 
day and generation by reinvoking the reign 
of sulphur.-Syraouse Standard. 

AT Springfield, Mass., a revivalist named 
Fowler has been rendering setTice for a term 
at Grace church. A careful footing up of the 
results of his mission shows that he has made 
one convert. The question now open for dis
cussion is whether or not this one convert 
could hav been won from his wicked ways by 
the ordinary course of effort on the part of 
the pastor of the church without the aid of 
the revivalist. , ' 

JosiAH GABS, colored, of Oyste'r Bay, L. I., 
professed to hav been converted at a revival 
meeting held in the village African M. E. 
church, but he was arrested shortly after for 
stealing. chickens, as he was about to board 
the train at Locust Valley for Hunter's Point. 
When religion and a darkey's natural yearn
ing for other people's chickens come in con
flict, religion is apt to su:fl'er. 

A BIOH Chinaman of Rock Springs, Wyom
ing, to whom his wife lately presented a fine 
boy, has been entertaining his.friends with an 
exuberance corresponding to his joy. He in
vited 600 guests, in detachments of 150, to a 
feast which cost·$1,300, and made everybody 
"dlunk;" and even then he was not satisfied, 
but announced his intention to hold a second 
celebration the following week in Evanston, 
and a third next month in' San Francisco. 

- WITHIN a few days the governor of New 
Jersey has affixed his signature to a bill passed 
by the legislature requiring that all goods 
manufactured in the state prison shall be 
stamped or branded with the name of that in
stitution. This is only one method of dealing 
with the problems of convict labor, but it will 
perhaps result in enabling those persons who 
do not care to encourage such labor, when it 
comes into competition with free work, to 
avoid doi~g so through ignorance of the source 
of the goods they buy. 

THEBE was an auction sale of girls down in 
McMinnville, Tenn., one night last week, to 
raise money for a church organ, and a Cleve
land paper notes the fact that one of the 
largest churches in that city has just organ
ized·"hugging parties" for the support of the 
gospel, with th,e following rates per hug: 
girls under fifteen years, 25c.; sixteen to 
twenty, 50c.; twenty to twenty-five, 75c.; an
other man's wife, $1; widows, 10c. to $2. It 
being fully understood, of course, that "the 
end sanctifies the means." 

PoPE LEo XIII. recently gave audience to a 
commis.sion charged by the archbishop of 
Mexico, two other archbishops, and a bishop 
of that country to profsent to his holiness a 
large sum of money, collected in their diocese 
for Peter's pence. In thanking them for their 
offering he expressed his regret that he could 
not yet re-esj_ablish diplomatic ties with so 
important a part of Catholicism. He knew 
what profound piety existed in Mexico, and 
felt sure that its rulers, even in their own in
terests, would not fail to renew those cordial 
relations with the holy see which had been in
terrupted by exceptional circumstances. Ca
tholicism is not just now flourishin~ in Mexico. 

MARK TwAIN finds two glasses of champagne 
admirable for loosening the tongue and a 
happy inspiration for an after-dinner speech; 
but his experience has been that wine clogs 
the brain for mental work, and he can never 
write to his own satisfactio~ after drinking 
even one glass. He likes tobacco as a stimu
lant. Oliver Wendell Holmes prefers an en
tirely undisturbed and unclouded brain for 
mental work, unstimulated by anything 
stronger than tea or coffer, unaffected by to
bacco or other drugs. His faculties are best 
under his control in the forenoon, between 
breakfast and lunch. ·The only intellectual 
use he can find in stimulants is the quickened 
mental action they produce when taken in 
company. He thinks ideas which thus reach 
the brain may remain after the stimulus has 
ceased. W. D. Howells never uses tobacco, 
except "a self-defensiv cigaret" where a 
great many other persons are smoking, and 
when he takes wine it weakens his work and 
his working force next morning. Lyman Ab
bot uses neither alcohol nor tobacco. Matthew 
Arnold drinks claret habitually, and it suits 
him. The late George M. Beard found nJco
hol benumbing and stupefying, but tobacco, 
opium, tea, and coffee had an effect precisely 
the reverse. Prof. Blackie takes wine to 
sharpen his appetite, but never as a stimulant 
for intellectual work. Wilkie Collins say that 
he is nerved and composed by tobacco. 
Thomas A. Edison is too violently incited by 
smoking or drinking, but gets inspiration from 
chewing tobacco. Gladstone regards wine, in 
moderate quantities, as necessary to him at 
the time of the greatest intellectual exertion, 
but he detests tobacco, 

Gov. BUTLER's Fast Day proclamation was 
not generally read by Massachusetts clergymen 
last Sunday. The clergy do uot take kindly 
to the general. 

JoHN BRowN, Queen Victoria's "gillie" and 
personal attendant since the death of her hus
band, died on the 28th ult. Through the 
favoritism of the queen he had amassed an im
mense fortune. 

THE ex-Rev. George C. Miln has sailed for 
London, where he e;xpects to study for six 
months under John Ryder, a veteran actor, 
He will return in October, ready to res.ume 
star engagements. 

THE Rev. Mr. Hicks, of W11shington, is de
termined to keep his name before the public. 
He has now sued a newspaper for $35,000 for 
publishing an assertion that he disposed of 
Guiteau's bones for a money consideration. 

THE Rev. George Allen died in Worcester, 
Mass., on Saturday night last, aged 91 years. 
He was author of the resolutions in favor of 
"free soil, free men, free speech, and a free 
land" 9ffered at the convention of the Free 
Soil party in 1848. 

SALMI MoRSE has at last been able to giv a 
public presentation of his Passion Play. The 
general impression is that there is nothing in 
it calculated to offend the most devoutly re
ligious person. lie will run the play two 
weeks in the interests of charity. 

THE owners of the Braidwood, Dl., mine, 
which recently caved in, burying over thirty 
men alive, estimate that it will be necessary 
to remove six thousand car-loads of stone to 
get at the bodies. They desire to close and 
abandon the mine and erect over the entrance 
a monument to the men entombed. 

CoUNT DE LESSEPS says his explorations 
make it plain that the inland sea which he has 
been advocating, to be accomplished by cut
ting a channel from the Mediterranean sea to 
the desert of Sahara, Africa, is practicable, 
Excavating machines, equal in their aggregate 
capacity to the labor of one hundred thousand 
men, will be necessary for the work. 

A THREE-DAYS' jubilee, in celebration of the 
thirty-fifth anniversary of modern Spiritual
ism, was closed last Sunday evening in the 
church of the New Spiritual Dispensation in 
Clinton avenue, Brooklyn. The New York 
Spiritualists held a celebration in Republican 
Hall the same evening. Mr.· Henry Kiddie, 
formerly superintendent of public schools, 
wa~ one of the speakers, 
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A Roman Catholic Canard. 
A Fabricated Account of a. Scene a.t the tea.th·bed of Thomas Paine. 

Here is a sentence of thirty-seven words plagia- The reader. will now begin to ·see the probable 
rized from Dr. Manley's letter. Th~ onli, words that source of the Manley inspiration. Cheetham wanted 
differ from Manley's are "will exclaim in 'for "would evidence of Paine's recantation. The lying Mary 
call out dill"ing." FoUl" words are transposed and two Roscoe, who probably never visited Paine, was re
omitted by the literary thief. This evidence alone porting to her Quaker brethren that Paine regretted 
stamps the Fenwick letter as a fabrication. Its :first his Deistical work and called on Jesus to hav mercy 
publication was in the United States Catholic 1Jfagazine on him. 

"I hav lived an honest and useful life to mankind; my 
time haft been spent in doing good, and I die in perfect com-· 
posure and resignation to the will of my creator God." (Will 
of Thomas Paine, Jan. 18, 1809). 

Several newspapers, religious· and secular, hav 
lately published a long and libelous account of "The 
Last Hours of the Great Infidel, Thomas Paine," pUl"
porting to be a letter signed "t Benedict, Bishop of 
Boston." The Right Rev. Benedict Joseph Fenwick, 
D.D., was born in St. Mary's county, Md., Sept. 3, 
1782, was bishop of Boston in 1825, and died Aug. 
11, 1846. The letter, if authentic, was written to his 
brother Enoch, who died in 1828. It begins thus: 

for 1846, and in the Catholic Hemld, Oct. 15, 1846. Ten years later, when Mary Roscoe had become 
That was the year Bishop Fenwick died, and was Mary Hinsdale, another Quaker, Charles Collins, 
eighteen years after the death of the brother to learning that William Cobbett contemplated writing 
whom it purports to hav been addressed. And now a life of Paine, went to him and wanted to persuade 
the question for the Catholic church in America to him that Paine had recanted. Cobbett laughed at 
answer is, Did Bishop Fenwick write it ? Credat Leo . him, and sent him away. The wily Quaker came 
XIII/ again and again; he wanted Cobbett to· say, " It- was 

But now we propos!l to prove that Dr. Manley's said that Paine recanted." "No," said Cobbett; 
statement is untruthful. H is certainly a gross per- "but I will say that you said it, and that. you tell a 
version of the facts. He says he was called upon by lie, unless you prove the truth of what you say. Giv 
accident to visit the patient on the 25th of February, me proof, name persons, state times and precise 
1809; that the next day he related his condition to words, or I will denounce you as a liar." Friend 
two of .Paine's friends, one being an executor of .his Charley was posed, but something had to be done. 
estate (the will is dated Jan. 18th, and the executors He at last brought a paper cautiously and craftily 
named are Walter Morton, Thoinas Addis Emmett, drawn up and signed with initials. Cobbett com~ 
and Mrs .. Bonneville, all legatees), and being requested pelled him to giv the full name; it was Mary Hins
to pay him particular attention, he from that time dale. As soon as practicable, Cobbett called on 
considered Paine under his care. It certainly looks Friend Mary. She shuffled, evaded, equivocated. 
as if Dr. Manley sought to be employed, and his It was so long ago she could not speak positivly of 
whole conduct was, to say the least, unfair and cle- anything; she had never seen the paper; had never 
ceitful. Soon after writing that letter he joined the· given Friend Charley authority to say anything in 
chUl"ch. It was written at the solicitation of Paine's her name. And :finally. she said: 

"A short time before Paine died I was sent for by him. He 
was prompted to this by a poor Catholic woman who went to 
see him in his sickness, and who told him among other things 
that in his wretched condition, if anybody could do him good 
it would be a Roman Catholic priest. This woman was an 
American convmi (formerly a shaking Quakeress), whom I 
had received into the church only a few weeks. before. She 
was the bearer of this message to me from Paine. I stated 
the circumstance to F[ather] Kohlman at breakfast, and re
quested him to accompany me. After some solicitation on 
my part he ag:teed to do so, at which I was greatly rejoiced, 
because I was at the time young and inexperienced in the 
ministry, and glad to hav his assistance, as I knew from the 
great reputation of Paine that I should hav to do with one of 
the most impious as well as infamous of men." 

Father Fenwick at this time had been a Jesuit 
priest less than one year, was not yet twenty-seven 
years old, and was sent in that very year from George-

. town, D. C., with Father Kohlman, another .Jesuit, to 
take charge of the only Catholic chUl"ch in New York 
city. Now there were two classes of men that Paine 

·hated above all others, namely, Scotch tories and 
Catholic priests. But the writer of this letter tells us 
unequivocally and repeatedly that Paine sent a poor 
shaking Catholic Quakeress to invite a Romish priest 
to visit him, and that she accordingly went and sum
moned a young Jesuit father who had just become 
pastor of the only Catholic chUl"ch in New York. 
Credat Jesuiticus curn pelle caudm I 

Arriving at the house where Paine lodged, the two 
priests were met at the door by " a decent-lookl.ng, 
elderly woman," who inquil'ed if they were the Cath
olic priests. "For," said she, "Mr. Paine has been 
so much annoyed of late by ministers of other denom
inations calling on him that he has left express orders 
with me to admit no one to-day except the clergymen 
of the Catholic church." 

Poor pestered Paine ! Parsons Milledollar and 
Cunningham had been there, and the latter had said 
to him, "You hav now a full view of death; you can 
not liv long, and whosoever does not believe in the 
Lord Jesus Cill:ist will assuredly be damned." And 
to this pious and polite address Paine had replied: 
"Let me hav none of yoUl" popish stuff. Get away 
with you. Good morning, good morning." And 
when Mr. Milledollar attempted to address him he 
was interrupted with the same language. And when 
they were gone Paine said to Mrs. Hedden, an elderly 
woman employed to wait on him, "Don't let 'em 
come here again; theytrouble me" (Sherwin's Paine, 
220). · Other clergymen had spoken to him in a sim
ilar manner, apd were similarly repelled. But after 
all this we are told that Paine sent for a Jesuit and 
gave orders to his pious Protestant attendant to let 
in none that day but Catholics! Credat holy j1-iar I 

The two priests entered the parlor. Paine was 
asleep, and the housekeeper said it wouldn't do to 
wake him, it macle him so cross. Mr. Sherwood, a 
neighbor, who frequently visited Paine in his 'illness, 
says that old Mrs. Heddon was a religious bigot, and 
never let slip an opportunity of teasing Paine with 
her clattering tongue, and that she was artfully sent 
by priests to attend on him dUl"ing his illness. She 
would frequently read the Bible to him, but to this 
he paid ng attention (Sherwin's Paine, 222, 226). 

The Jesuits resolved to wait until Paine awoke. 
Meanwhile the woman said to them: 

"Gentlemen, I really wish you may succeed with Mr. 
Paine, for he is laboring under great distress of mind ever 
since he was informed by his physician that he cannot pos
sibly liv, and must die shortly. He sent for you to-day be
cause he was told that if any one could do him good you 
might." [ Oredat Joseph Cbolc!] 

The next sentende of this woman's reported con
versation is remarkable: 

"Possibly he may think you know of some remedy which 
his physicians are ignorant of." 

As if Dr. Manley and other regular physicians 
were to be superseded by the medical skill of a youth
ful priest who had recently arrived from the Jesuit 
college of Georgetown, D. C. Credat ex-Surgeon-Gen
eral Hammond I 

But now comes a sentence for which we happen to 
hav a prior parallel in a letter written Sept. 27, 1809, 
by Paine's physician, Dr. Manley, ~t the request of 
the malignant libeler, Cheetham, and published that 
same year. Here are the parallel sentences: 

From Dr. Manley's Letter, 1809. 

"He would call out during 
his paroxysms of distress, 
without intermission, '0 Lord, 
help me! God help mel Jesus 
Christ help me!' etc., repeat
ing the same expressions with
out the least variation, in a 
tone of voice that would alarm 
the house." 

From the Fenwick Letter, 1849. 

"' 0 Lord, help me I' he 
will exclaim in his paroxysms 
of distress, 'God help me ! 
Jesus Christ help me!' repeat
ing the same expression with
out the least variation, in a 
tone of voice that would alarm 
the house," 

enemy ana calumniator Cheetham, to be incorporated . "I tell thee that I hav no. recollection of any person or 
into Cheetham's "Life of Paine," then preparing for thing that I saw at Thomas Paine's house" (Vale's Paine, 
the press. The author solicited Dr. Manley's observa- 183, 184). 
tions on Paine's "temper and habits, the cause and The falsehood about Paine's recantation is now so 
natUl"e of his disease, the· kind of persons-by whom apparent that no intelligent and reputable person 
he was visited during his illness, their general con- pretends to believe it. The following letter, there
versation with him respecting his Deistical works, his Jore, :D:om the Rev. A. vV. Cornell, of Harpersville, 
own remarks, opinions, and behav~or" (Cheetham's N. Y., to the New York Wo1'ld in 1877, will be highly 
Paine, 300). Five days after the date of that re- amusing to those who never read it before: 
quest Dr. Manley has an answer completed, filling "I see by your paper that Bob Ingersoll discredits Mary 
eleven pages of Cheetham's lying biography. The Hinsdale's story . . . Ingersoll is right in his conjecture 
doctor says : that Mary Roscoe and Mary Hinsdale was the same person. 

":l: hasten, in conformity to your wishes, to communicate Her maiden name was Roscoe. . . . My mother was a 
the information I possess respecting its subject. Though my Roscoe, a niece of l'l!ary·Roscoe; and lived with her for some 
opportunity has been great, you will, no. doubt, observe my time. I hav heard her relate the story of Tom Paine's dying 
1cnowledge to be very limited" (Ibid). · remorse, as told her by her aunt, who was a witness to it. 

She says (in a letter I hav just received from her) 'he (Tom 
The house where Paine died was owned by Amasa Paine) suffered fearfully from remorse, and ,renounced his 

W oodsworth, who was living as late as 1839 in East Infidel principles, calling on God to forgiv him, and wishing 
Cambridge, Boston. In that year he made an au- his pamphlets and books to be burnt, saying he could not 

die in peace until it was done'" (Ingersoll's Paine Vin
thorized statement to Gilbert Vale about Paine's last dicated, Truth Seeker Tract No. 123, p. 57). 
days, in which he characterizes Dr. Manley's pub-
lished account as false. He" says that he visited Reader, what do you think about the case now? 
Paine every day for six weeks before his death, fre~ The Rev. A. W. Cornell says in another part of his 
quently sat up with him, and did so on the last two letter, "'No one who knew that good lady [Mary 
nights of his life. He was always there with Dr. Roscoe Hinsdale] would for one moment doubt' her 
Manley, assisted him in lifting Paine, and was pres- veracity, or question her testimony." Credat Cornell! 
ent when the doctor asked him if he wished to be- But let us return to the Fenwick letter. The talk 
lieve that Jesus Christ was the son of God, and heard of the old housekeeper to the Jesuit priests contin
Paine's emphatic answer, "I hav no wish to believe ues: 
on that subject " (Vale's Paine, 156). "Sometimes he' cries, '0 God! what hav I done to suffer · 

N t th t t' D M nl h · t so much?' Then shortly after, 'But there is no God!' And 
ow a a very nne r. a ey says e ill ro- again a little after, 'Yet, if there should be, what will become 

duced the subject to Paine by saying: of me hereafter?'" 
"'Why do you call on Jesus Christ to help you? Do you h · · 

believe he can help you? Do you believe in the aivinity of The original of this false ood will be found in the 
Jesus Christ? Come, now, answer me honestly. I want an journal of the Quaker Grellet in 1809, as quoted 
answer from the lips of a dying man, for I verily believe that above. Mary Roscoe said that she repeatedly heard 
you will not liv twenty-four hours.' I waited some time at Paine say, "0 Lord!" "0 God!" or "Lord Jesus ha'V 
the end of every question; he did not answer, but ceased to 
exclaim in the above manner. Again I addressed him: 'Mr. mercy on me." And Parson Cornell says her veracity 
Paine, yon hav not answered my questions. Will yoli answer was beyond question. But it so happens that the 
them? Allow me to ask again, "Do you believe, or, let me Quaker merchant and preacher Willet Hicks, whose 
qualify the question, Do you wish to believe, that Jesus t a· b d h a· d't M ' 
Christ is the son of God?"' After a pause of some· minutes s an lng was eyon reproac ' Iscre 1 s · ary s 
he answered, 'I hav no wish to believe on that subject •" story altogether. He was in the habit of visiting 
(Cheetham's Paine, 307). Paine, and sending little delicacies to him by his 

These were Paine's last words, and were uttered in daughters, one of whom afterward stated that their 
the hearing of Dr. Manley and Amasa W oodsworth. hired girl Mary Roscoe "once wished to go with her 
I now quote rrom the latter's authorized fltatement in but was refused" (Vale's Paine, 177-178). 
1839, made to Paine's biographer, Vale: In 1841 Gilbert 'Vale interviewed the venerable 

"He informs us that he has openly reproved the doctor for Willet Hicks, concerning the last hoUl"S ot Paine. 
the falsity contained in the spirit of that letter, boldly declaring The old gentleman said that his servant Mary Hins
before Dr. Manley, who is yet living, that nothing which he dale never saw Paine to his knowledge. After Paine's 
saw justified his (the doctor's) insinuations." death, the Friends annoyed and pressed him to say 

The fact was, as W oodsworth states, that Paine something detrimental to Paine. He was beset by. 
was too ill and too much tortured to converse on ab- them here and in England, where he went soon after. 
stract subjects. And anyone can see that Dr. Man- They wished to convict Paine of calling on Jesus, and 
ley was impertinent and cruel in insisting upon an they would say: "Did thee never hear him call 
answer to such a question from a dying man. And on Christ?" And he added: 
his repeated statement about Paine's callingon.Jesus 
Christ to help him is a gross perversion. For this 
same W oodsworth in 1842 was asked by Philip 
Graves, M.D., if Paine recanted and called upon God 
to save him. And W oodsworth replied: 

''No. He died as he had taught. He had a sore upon his 
side, and wheri we turned him it was very painful, and he 
would cry out, '0 God I' or something like that. But that 
was nothing, for he believed in a God " (Ingersoll's Paine 
Vindicated, Truth Seeker Tract No. 123, p. 21). -

Another probable soUl"ce of this perversion of facts 
is an extract from the journal of Stephen Grellet, a 
Quaker preacher, made in the fall of 1809. He re
cords the falsehoods of Mary Roscoe. We quote the 

"You cannot conceive what a deal of trouble I had; and as 
for money, I could hav had any sums if I would hav said 
anything against Thomas Paine,. or if I would even hav con
sented to remain silent. _ They informed me that the doctor 
[Manley !] was willing to say something that would satisfy 
them if I would engage to be silent o.nly. But, they observed, 
he (the doctor) knows the standing o£ Willet Hicks, and that 
he knows all about Paine, and if he (Hicks) should contra
dict :"hat I say [i. e.1 what _the do~tor says] he would destroy 
my [t. e., the doctors] testimony. 

The reader will perceive from this that Dr. Man· 
ley's testimony might hav been still more false but 
for the fear of Willet Hicks. 

In conclusion, Mr. Hicks said to Mr. Vale, who 
took down the words and published them: 

last few lilies: 
. ''Thomas Paine was a good man-an honest man." 

"She told him [Pame] that when very young his 'Age of · 
Reason' was put into her hands, but that the more she read And with great indignation he added: 
in it the more dark and distressed she felt, ~nd she threw the . , , , -
book into the fire. 'I wish I had done as you,' he replied, ' '~He was not a man to talk to Mary Hmsdale (Vales Pame, 
'for if the devil ever had any agency in any work, he has had 178, 179). 
it in my writing ~hat book.' When. going t? carry him some When Cobbett had got from Mary Hinsdale" a re· 
refreshments, she repeatedly heard him uttermg the language, t t' f th fal h d th t p · h d t d 
'0 Lord!' 'Lord God!' or 'Lord Jesus hav mercy on mel'" ·can a lOll o e se oo a a1ne a recane , 
(Ibid, pp. 13, 14). · he sought to bring Friend Charle;y's nose to the 
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grindstone; but Charley had left town for fear of the ?cal traces of it, as well as of blood which had also followed 
yellow fever, and Cobbett soon returned to England. m th~ track and left its mark on tho pillow. His face to a 

Some years afterward this same Collins called at certam extent had also been besmeared with it." 

French; we supply it from the lives of "Deceased 
Bishops," published by O'Shea, _New York, 1?72. 

the house of Gilbert Vale to beg him not to leave · Shame on such a nurse! At this time Paine's ex
t~o Beacon _at his hou~e .. Mr. Va:J.e then asked Col- ecutors were paying $20 a week for the sick man's 
hns what mduced him to pubhsh the account of board and attendance. Why didn't this "decent-
1\Ia~·y Hinsdale. Collins ~aid he tho~ght it true; he ~ook~ng" nurse wipe her patient's face before bring
behaved she had seen Pame, who might confess to a mg m these two priests? Credat Mark Twain I 
girl w~at he would not to Willet Hicks. He knew Dr. Manley says that, about a fortnight after his 

"'Mons. Paine, j'ai lu votre livre intitule L' AgB de la Rai
son, on vous avez attacque l'ecriture sainte avec 1ine violence 
sans bornes, et d'autres de vos ecrits publics. en France, et j~ 
suis persuade que'"-

"-Paine here interrupted him abruptly, and in a sharp tone 
of voice, ordering him to speak Englieh thus: 'Speak English 
man; speak English.'" ' 

that HICks and many other respected Friends did not fixst attendance on the patient, 
believe it, but yet it mig]lt be true. vale asked him 
what he thought of her character now. He replied: 

As if Paine could not understand French I for that 
is not only the inference but the fact alleged by the 
writer. As if Paine had to wait until forty words of 
a foreign language were spoken before he interrupted 
the speaker I And as if Father Fenwick many years 
afterward could report the very words spoken in 
French, and remembered that Father Kohlman was 
interrupted at the particle que! Credat noire Dame I 

"Some .of our Friends believe she inclul()"es· in opi
&te~, and do not g~v her credit for truth.""' "Do you 
believe they are Justified in their opinions?" said 
Vale. "Oh, yes,:' said Collins; "I believe they speak 
the truth, but thiS does not affect her testimony when 
a young woman; she might then hav spoken the 
truth" (Thiel, 185, 186). 
- No more need be said on the question of the ve
racity of Mary Roscoe Hinsdale, or whether the dy
ing Deist said in her hearing, "Lord Jesus hav mercy 
on me." Nor will any intelligent reader of Paine's 
"Age of ReMon" believe that he ever cried out in 
the hearing of his housekeeper, "But there is no 
God." Or that ·he ever said in his senses, "Yet if 
there should ·be, what will become of me hereafter?" 

The apocryphal character of the Fenwick letter is 
now so _apparent that perhaps further comment will 
be superfluous. The writer translates the beginning 
of the sentence, and has Father Kohlman complete 
it with variations, thus: 

":S:e "J:>ecame very sore, the water which he passed in bed 
exconatmg the parts to which it applied, and this kind of 
ulceration, which was sometimes very extensiv, continued in 
a greater or less degree till the time of his death. . . . 
I~ this deplorilble state, with confirmed dropsy, attended 
w1th !requent cough, vomiting, and hiccough, he continued 
growmg from bad to worse, till the morning of the 8th of 
June, when he died. . . . During the last three weeks 
his situation was such that. his decease was confidently ex
pected every day, his ulcers having rtsRnmed rt gangrenous 
app~mrance, being excessivly fetid, and discolored blisters 
havmg taken place on the soles of his feet, without any 
ost~nsible cause, which baffied the usual attempts to arrest 
thmr progress; and when we consider his advanced age, .the 
feebleness of his constitution, his constant practice of using 
ardent spirits acl l-ibitum, till the commencement of his last " 'Mr. Paine, I hav read your book entitled, the "Age of 
illness, so far from wonclerip.g that he died so soon, we are Reason," as well as your other writings against the Christian 
constrained to ask, How did he liv so long?" religion, and am at a loss to imagin how a man of your good 

M k th l 
sense could hav employed his talents in attempting to under-

Credat Mrs. Partington! 

ar e anguage-" using ardent spirits ad ho- mine what, to say nothing of its divine establishment, the 
itum till the commencement o/ his last illness." The doc- wisdom of ages has deemed most conduciv to the happiness 
tor is unwilling to attest the ad libitum inclulgepce of man. The Ch1istian religion, sir-'" 
during the last sickness, and what did he know about "'T~at's ~nough, sir, that's enough,' said Paine, again in-The old housekeeper continued her talk to the 

Jesuits, as reported in the Fenwick letter: 
"Thus he will continue some time, when on a sudden he 

will scream as if in terror and agony, and call out to me by 
name. On one of these occasions, which are very frequent, 
I went to him and inquired what he wanted. 'Stay with 
me,' he replied, 'for God's sake, for I ·cannot bear to be left 
alone.' I then observed that~ could ho,t always be with him, 
as I had much to attend tom the house. 'Then,' s~tid he 
'send even a child to stay with me, for it is hell to be alone.'• 
I never saw, she concluded, a more unhap'(ly, a more forsaken 

. terrupting him. 'I see what you would be about; I wish to 
pnor indulgence? It looks as if Cheetham had a hear no more from you, sir. My mind is made -up on that 
hand in the draft of the Manley letter. The doctor subject. I look upon the whole of the Christian scheme to be 
evidently stopped the diet of milk punch and pre- a tissue of absurdities and lies, and J. C. [sic] to be nothing 
scribed morphine, for he says the patient never slept more than a cunning knave and an impostor.' " 

without the assistance of an anodyne.· Any one who--has read the "Age olReason" knows 

_ man; it seems as if he cannot reconcile h1mself to die." 

This is borrowed from Dr. Manley, who says: 
"He would not be left alone night or day; ·he not only re

quired to hav some person with him, but-he must see that he 
or she was there, and would not allow his curtain to be closed 
at any time; and if, as would sometimes unavoiclably happen, 
he was left alone, he Would scream and holla until some per-
son came to him." -

The doctor had previously said that at first Paine 
was satisfied to be left alone during the day, but 
later he was afraid he should die when unattended. 
And though he professed to be above the fear of 
death, some parts of his conduct were with difficulty 
reconcilable with his belief. But he further st:;ttes 
that Pai_?e's expres§ed anxiety was concerning the 
disposal of _his boclJ' an application being pending 
for an interment in the Friends' burying-ground, 
which \vas at last rejected. And in this conversation 
the doctor reports Paine as saying, what one may 
well imagin he would, "'I think I ca:ri say what they 
make Jesus Christ to say-" My God, my God! why 
hast thou· forsaken me ?'' ' " Such expressions may 
be used by sick or distressed people, and it is easy to 
torture them into profanity. But Paine was never 
charged with profanity of speech, and Dr. Manley in
troduced the subject of religion to him by saying: 

"You hav never been in the habit of mixing in your con
versation words of coarse meaning; you hav n,ever indulged 
in the practice of profane swearing." 

We now return to the Fenwick letter. Paine hav
ing awoke, the two Jesuits were conducted into his 
l"OOm: 

" On entering we found him just getting out of his slum
ber. A more wretched being in appearance I never before 
beheld. He was lying in a bed, sufficiently decent of itself, 
but at present smeared with filth." 

0 holy mother! Did the " decent-looking elderly 
woman," who was expecting the priests to call that 
day, introduce them to the dying man in a bed be
smeared with filth? Why did not Dr. Manley or the 
executors discharge such a nasty, nurse? Credat 
Lord Dundreary I 

" His look was that of a man greatly tortured in mind; his 
eyes haggard, his countenance forbidding, and his whole ap
pearance that of one whose better days had been one contin-
ual scene of debauch." · 

Paine was troubled in Inind about his burial, just 
as Voltaire was before him. Dr. Manley argued with 
him that that should be a matter of least concern. 
Paine answered " that he had nothing else to talk 
about, and that he- would as lief talk of his death as 
of anything; but that he was not so indifferent about 
his corpse as I appeared to be." The description of 
Paine's person in the Fenwick letter is borrowed 
from -various accounts by his lying adversaries in 
those times. Credat Dr. Talmage I 

"His only nom·ishment at this time, we are informed, was 
nothing more than milk punch, in which he indulged to the 
full extent of his weak state." -

Did the scholarly bishop of Boston, ex-president of 
Georgetown College, commit the solecism, " only 
nothing more than?" Gredat A1·tium JJ1agisterl 

When Dr. lVIanley first saw Paine he had been dis
pensing with the usual quantity of stimulus, which 
privation seemed to make him worse, and he had just 
resumed it. And the doctor further says, "He never 
slept without the assistance of an anodyne." 

The Fenwick letter proceeds: · 
"He had partaken, undoubtedly, but very recently of it, 

~a the sides·and {Jorners of his mouth exhibited very unequiv-

The _stories about Paine's beastly intemperance that Paine never could hav said that Jesus Christ 
are all lies. They were started by Cheetham, the was a Ji:nave and an impostor. Credat ignoramtts I 
convicted libeler, and were continued by Grant The next three paragraphs being omitted in the 
Thorburn, who after Paine's death was compelled by newspaper copy, we supply them from the book. 
advice of his GOunsel, the late Horace Holden, to re- The canard is incomplete without them: · 
tract a libel about Mrs. Bonneville, if we remember 
rightly, but incidentally about the d€lceas<?c1 Infidel. 
Perhaps the most plausible authentic testimony 
against Paine's sobriety was given by Carver, who 
invited him to board at his house. Nothing was said 
about charging for board, and Paine remained with 
him some months. While there Paine had a stroke 
o{ apoplexy, and for a while had to hav a nurse. 
Carver got straitened for money, and sent Paine a 
bill for board for himself and nurse. Paine was in
dignant, and was going tn pay it an!l cut. Carver's 
friendship. But his friends said the charge was ex
orbitant and persuaded him to resist payment. Then 
Carver wrote a-scUITilous letter in which he accused 
Paine of helping himself too freely from Carver's 
demijohn of brandy, and of pretending that it was a 
stroke of apoplexy that caused him to fall down 
stairs. But that it was apoplexy appears from Dr. 
Manley's letter, who says he found the patient in a 
"fever, and very apprehensiv of an attack of apo
plexy, as he stated that he had had that disease be
fore, and at this time felt a degree of vertigo." And 
in August, 1806, Paine wrote to his farm tenant Dean, 
saying that he had a stroke of apoplexy, Sunday, Aug. 

'.' F[at~er] Kohl~an here attempted to speak ~gain, when 
Pame, w1th a lowermg countenance, ordered him mstantly to 
be silent, and to trouble him no more. 'I hav told you al-
ready that I wish to hear nothing more from you.' _ 

15th, the fit taking him on the stairs, that he was 
supposed to be dead at first, and had not been able 
to get out of bed since. "I consider the scene I hav 
passed through," he writes, "as an experiment on 
dying, and I find that death has no terrors for me." 

For a complete refutatioJ! of the libels about 
Paine's intemperance, see Vale's "Life of Paine," and 
Ingersoll's "Vindication of Paine," Truth Seeker 
Tract No. 123.. Paine intended to make Carver one 
of his legatees, but after this affair he renounced him. 
The bill was amicably settled by Paine's friends, and 
Carver confessed that he wrote in anger. But he was 
angrier still some years later to see the correspond
ence republished by Grant Thorburn, and cut it out 
of the book. He said that Cheetham first printed the 
letter without his consent for base purposes. And 
when Paine was on his death-bed Carver wrote him 
a tender letter of apology and sympathy, which is 
published in the prefaqe of Vale's "Life of Paine." 
Jarvis, the celebrated portrait painter, with whom 
Paine lived after leaving Carver, says that Paine was 
neither dirty in his habits nor drunken. 

But to retmn to the Fenwick letter: 
"As soon as we had seated o1nselvs F[ather] Kohlman, in 

a very mild tone of voice, informed him that we were Catho
lic priests and were come on his invitation to see him. Paine 
made no reply." -

They had come on his invitation, and he had in· 
structed the housekeeper to admit that clay none but 
Catholic priests, and yet they said to him: "We are 
Catholic priests, come on your invjtation!" Credat 
tonsttred monlc I 

"''After a short pause F[ather] Kohlman proceeded thus, ad· 
dressing himself to Paine in the French language, thinking 
that as Paine had been in France he was probably acquainted 
with that language (vrhich however was not the fact) and 
might better understand what he said, as he had at that time 
greater facility, and-could express himself better, in it than 
in the English." . 

Perhaps Father Kolhman, whose name is a German 
one, could talk French better than English; but 
when the writer says that Paine, who had lived nine 
years in Paris, was not acquainted with the French 
language, Credat Ollend01j I 

The newspaper copy of this letter omits the 

" 'The Bible, sir,' said F. Kohlman, still attempting to 
speak, 'is a sacred and divine book, which has stood the test 
and criticism of abler pens than yours-pens which hav at 
least made some show of argument, and-' 

"'Your Bible,' returned Paine, 'contains nothing but 
fables; yes, fables, and I hav proved it to a demonstration.' 

"All this time I looked upon the monster with piLy niinglec1 
with indignation at his blasphemy. [Here the newspaper 
copy begins again.] I felt a degree of horror at thinking that 
in a very short time he would be cited to appear before the 
tribunal of his God, whom he so shockingly blasphemed with 
all his sins upon him. Seeing that F. Kohlman had' com
pletely failed in making any impression upon him, and that 
Paine would listen to nothing that came from him, nor would 
even suffer him to speak, I finally concluded to try what 
effect I might hav. I accordingly commenced with observing: 

" 'Mr. Paine, you will certainly allow there exists a God, 
and that this God cannot be inc1ifferent to the conduct and 
action of his creatures.' -

" 'I will allow nothing, sir,' he hastily replied. 'I shall 
make no concessions.' 

"'Well, sir, if you will listen calmly for one moment,' 
said I, 'I will prove to you that there is such a being, and I 
will demonstrate from his very nature that he cannot be an 
idle spectator of our conduct.' 

" 'Sir, I wish to hear nothing you hav to say. I see your 
object, gentlemen, is to trouble me; I wish you to leave the 
room.' 

"This he spoke in an exceedingly angry tone, so much 
that he foamed at the mouth. 

"'Mr. Paine,' I continued, 'I assure you our object in 
coming hither was purely to do you good. We had no other 
motiv. We had been given to understand that you wished to 
see us, and we are come accordingly, because it is a principle 
with us never to refuse our services to a dying man asking 
for them. But for this we should not hav come, for we never 
obtrude upon any individual.' 

"Paine, on hearing this, seemed to relax a little. In a 
milder tone than he had hitherto used he replied: 

"'You can do me no good now; it is too late. I hav tried 
different physicians, but their remedies hav all failed. I hav 
nothing now to expect' (this he spoke with a sigh) 'but a 
speedy dissolution. My physicians hav indeed told me as 
much.' 

"'You hav misunderstood,' said I, immediately to him; 
'we are not come to prescribe any remedies for your bodily 
complaints; we only come to make you an offer of our minis
try for the good of your immortal soul, which is in great dan
ger of being forever cast off by the Almighty on account of 
your sins, and especially for the crime of having vilified and 
rejected his word and uttered blasphemies against his Son.'_ 

"Paine, on hearing this, was roused into a fury; he gritted 
his teeth, turned and twisted himself several times in his bed, 
uttering all the while the bittere!ft imprecations."_ 

Dr. Manley does not describe the patient as able 
to turn and twist in his bed, and he expressly says he 
was not a profane man. But this writer says he ut· 
terecl the bitterest imprec!Ltions. Credat Anthony 
Comstock I 

"I firmly believe that such was the rage in which he was at 
the time that if he had a pistol he would hav shot one of us, 
for he conducted himself more like a madman than a rational 
creature." 
Wh~t a lucky escape for Father Fenwick! Just 

think of the youthful priest being sent straight to 
paradise by a pistol shot rrom the trembling band of 
the dying Infidel! Credat George Francis Train! 

"'Begone I' said he, 'and trouble me no more. I was in 
peace,' he continued, 'till you came.' 

" 'We know better than that,' replied F. Kohlman; 'we 
know that you cannot be in peace; there can be-no peace for 
the wicked; God has said it."' 

And why didn't he add, "Your housekeeper has 
confirmed it?" Crerlat Judge Benedict I 

H 'Away with you1 and your God, tooj leave the room in· 
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stantly,' he exclaimed; 'all that you hav uttered are [sic] 
lies, filthy lies, and if I had a little more time [and strength?] 
I would p:rove it, ·as I did about your impostor Jesus Christ.'" 

In the " Age of Reason " Paine says of ·Jesus 
Christ, "He was a virtuous and amiable man." Now 
he tells the Jesuits that he was an impostor ! G1·edat 
Beelzebub! 

" 'Monster !' exclaimed F. Kohlman in a burst of zeal; 'you 
will hav no more time; your hour has arrived. Think rather 
of the awful account you hav already to offer, and implore 
pardon of God. Provoke no longer his just indignation upon 
your head.' 

"Paine here again ordered us to retire in the highest pitch 
of his voice, and seemed a very maniac with his rage and 
madness. 'Let us go,' said I to F. Kohlman, 'we hav 
nothing more to do here; he seems to be entirely abandoned 
by God; further words are lost upon him.'" 

Yes, of course; and why should not the Jesuits 
hav discovered that at :first? Was it not evident to 
the dullest mind? And how thin the pretense that 
after repeatedly refusing to hear any argument about 
the Bible and Christianity Paine relaxed when told 
that they had come purely to do him good, and at his 
own invitation, and that he then expected them to 
prescribe some remedy for his disease! Their per
sistence was far greater than that of the hypocritical 
Manley. The insolent priests did not go until ordered 
to do so some six times. Credat Diabolus ridens! 

"Upon this we both withdrew from the room, and left the 
unfortunate. man to his thoughts. I never before or since 
beheld a more hardened wretch. This you may rely upon; it 
is a faithful and correct account of the transaction." 

Credat Baron Munchausen! 

The newspaper copy adds what the book does not, 
to wit: 

"I remain your affectionate brother, 
"t BENEDICT, Bishop of Boston." 

Gloria patri Bflnedicto! 
And now we challenge the dignitaries of the Catho

lic church to produce the original letter and prove 
who wrote it. We do not believe that Bishop Fen
wick ever saw it. It is a fabrication, like the Deere
tala of the primitiv popes, and the apocryphal gos
pels of the early Catholic church. By such forgeries 
Christianity was propagated through the Dark Ages; 
but they only serve a contrary purpose now. 

A Plain Perversion of Truth. 
We hav received the following letter by due course 

of mail: 
LEllANON, PA., March 19, 283. 

To THE EDIToR OF TilE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Last evening 
Rev. Theodore Schwanck delivered a sermon in the old Luth
eran chureh of this place, taking for his subject, "What 
Think Ye of Christ?" In the course of his remarks he said: 
"There never lived any person of intelligence or learning 
who doubted the divinity of Christ." Please giv an account 
in an early issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER of some of the promi
nent "unintelligent" men of the past and present who did not 
or do not believe in the Christian mythology. 

AN OLD READER. 

It appears to be the favorit amusement of the aver
age minister of the gospel in this year of grace 1883 
to see how far he can go in the direction of absolute 
falsehood and not be set down as a truthless man in 
the estimation of his flock. Many hav ventUTed very 
near to the verge of the reservoir of untruth from 
which theologians are wont to irrigate the moral 
vinyard; but the adventurous Mr. Schwanck has 
gone further and fallen into it, and has received a 
full baptism unto the remission of the sin of truth
telling. "There never lived any person of intelli
gence or learning," he declares, "who doubted the 
divinity of Christ." It may be that Mr. Schwanck 
himself believes this statement, for there are preach
ers who know nothing but Christ and him crucified; 
but it is doubtful if there was a person in his audi
ence credulous enough not to know that it is totally 
at variance with fact. If all the learned people hav 
believed in the divinity of Christ, then every Jew is 
an ignoramus, every Buddhist is a dunce, every Mo
hammedan is a fool, and every Freethinker and sci
entist is idiotic. This ~oes not sound very reasona
ble, but we hav the word of the Rev. Mr. Schwanck 
for it. The man who uttered the Golden Rule of 
Christ before Christ was thought of died without 
knowing enough to re.alize that he was brainless. 
The men who wrote our Declaration of Independence 
:filled that document with profound and immortal 
political truths without the assistance of an enlight
ened mind, and we once had a simpleton for presi
dent in the person of Thomas Jefferson. Alexander 
von Humboldt graduated at the highest university of 
Germany without learning anything; yet he "died 
covered with the insignia of honor, loved by a nation, 
respected by the world, with kings for his servants." 
"The world is his monument; upon the eternal granit 
of her hills he inscribed his name." Opposit this 
name the Rev. Mr. Schwanck has scribbled "Idiot." 

If we follow out this clerical gentleman's line of 

thought we :find the foremost scientists of this age 
and every other on the dunce-block. Haeckel knows 
nothing; HuxJ.ey is without understanding; Darwin 
died enveloped in the darkness of ignorance; Her
bert Spencer and John Fiske hav not as yet acquired 
the alphabet of knowledge, and Prof. Tyndall lacks 
ordinary intelligence. These are startling statements, 
and no one believes them or would be so adventur
ous as to make them except the Rev. Theodore 
Schwanck, of Lebanon. 

The oppositofMr. Schwanck's affirmation-i.e., that 
no person of learning or intelligence ever believed in 
the divinity of Christ-would be nearer the truth than 
his version of the st~tte of things; but it would not 
be the whole truth, because .there would be excep
tions to the rule. Possibly no one would suspect 
that gentleman himself of furnishing such an excep
tion, and perhaps .one might search through his con
gregation without :finding an example of it, but still 
no unbeliever would be so unfair as to make that al
legation against the religious world. .It would be 
safe to say, however, that nine out of every ten igno
rant persons in the United St~J,tes accept Christ's di
vinity without a doubt, and the less they know the 
moi·e earnestly they: believe. 

Any minister who makes the kind of a statement 
herein ascribed to the Rev. Mr. Schwanck may with 
safety be set down as a knave or misinformed, and 
THE TRU'.rH SEEKER will undertake the task of proving 
him to be one or both. 

Notes. 
DocToR MoNRoE has re-christened his paper The Iron-Glad 

Age. 

ALL FooL's DAY (April 1st) this year very appropriately 
fell on Sunday. 

THE Methodist organ of this city says the influence of 
John W. Chadwick, of Brooklyn, and M. J. Savage, of Bos
ton, is utterly antichristian. 

H. L. GREEN lectured in North Lawrence, Ohio, April 6th. 
He speaks at Ashley, in the same state, on the 8th; at Frank
fort on the 11th, and at Laura on the 12th. He will be absent 
from home but ten days. 

LAs'r Sunday Mrs. A. H. Colby began her course of lectures 
before the Spiritualist Society of Philadelphia. Her engage
ment lasts all through April. She made us a pleasant call on 
her way to that city from the East·. 

CoL. OLCOTT, it is said, has discovered in the province of 
Madras a curious race of people he calls Yanadhis. They liv 
entirely on frogs, bandicoots, rats, mice, etc., and yet do the 
work of oxen and horses, and liv to immense ages. 

THE Liberal, of Sydney, New South Wales, Australia, seems 
to be doing its best to keep the people of that far-away 
country alive to the fact of its existence among them. It is 
about as aggressiv and sharp in its conclusions as an able
bodied hornet. 

THE Sun says that Easter Sunday was utilized by the fash
ionable part of New York as a poker day. In many cases the 
ladies allowed their husbands to play en the condition that 
the winnings, if any, went to decorate the churches. What 
would Jesus hav said to this, supposing? 

AT a recent meeting of the London Physical Society, Mr. 
Braham gave an experimental demonstration, of the vorticel 
theory of the formation of the solar system by rotating a 
drop of castor oil and chloroform in water until it threw off 
other drops as planets. This method may prove an explana
tim:;. of how Jehovah went about it when, according-to Gen
esis, "he made the stars also." 

IN a recent state paper Ben Butler r'eferred to the "Chris
tian emperors of Rome in the third century,'' and the senate 
committee whose bill he had vetoed took occasion to remind 
him that the state had furnished the governor a library which, 
if he had consulted it, would hav saved him from this anachro
nistic blunder. It is evident t)lat, though Mr. Butler may 
know considerable about politics and silverware, his knowl
edge of the early history of Christianity is limited. 

ON. Friday evening, April 6th, Mrs. A. C. Macdonald lec
tures before the Manhattan Liberal Club, on Materialism and 
Spiritualism from a universological point of view. The ad
vocates of universology claim that the science is a " canon 
upon thinking"-to use their own phrase-and as Mrs. Mac
donald has been somewhat a student of that science for the 
last dozen years, the public hav an opportunity of judging 
whether or not it has led her to any unusually wise conclu
sions. 

A MAss MEETING was held at Edinburgh, Scotland, on March 
llthJ to protest against the recent outrage on the freedom of 
speech perpetrated by the judge and jury in the case of the 
p1·osecuted publishers of the London F'reethinlcer.· The follow
ing resolution was adopted: 

" This open meeting of Edinburgh citizens, without ex
pressing any opinion as to the contents of the Freethinker, 
condemns the prosecution of that journal as a dangerous re
vival of laws framed in a spirit of persecution and now out 
of harmony with enlightened opinion, and resolves to take 
all lawful means to obtain a repeal of the st~tutes relating to 
blasphemy; that, considering the severity of the sentences 
on Messrs. Foote, Ramsay, and Kemp, the circumstances at
tending their trial, and the invidious character of prosecu
tions for blasphemy, this ~eating approves of a memorial 

being pr_!Jsented to the home secretary praying for a remission 
of the sentence." 

As noted last week, Dr. Edward B. A veling has taken 
charge of the London Freethinker. He proposes to edit that· 
paper until one of three things happens; namely, the failure 
of his bodily health, his committal to prison, or the release 
of the former editor, Mr. Foote. It is the avowed intention 
of Dr. Aveling to conduct the Freethinker in, the spirit of its 
imprisoned editor, and his greeting to its readers goes to 
show that the present per&ecution, if nothing more, has served 
to develop the editorial resources of the Freethought lead!,)rs 
of England. 

THE Agnostic h11s issued a prospectus for its April number. 
Among the titles of its articles for that month are the follow
ing: "The Wilfordic Fetich!" "The Jewish ·Homicide!" 
"Buddhist Christians;" "Christian Justice;" "A Bill to 
Amend the Law Relating to Parliamentary Oaths;" "Annihi
lation;" "How These Christians Love One Another!" "Fa
natical Intolerance;" "Ribald Blasphemy;" "Death of J. W. 
Fishburn;" "Prophecy;" "The Radical Victory;" "Liberty 
of. Conscience in Conflict with Religious Fanaticism;" "Stat
uary for Washington, D.C.;" "Jews and Jew-Baiters;" "Sab
bath Rest and Recreation." The Agnoatic is published at 
Dallas, Texas. 

MR. CHARLES WATTS, of England, has been lecturing in 
Canada. On Thursday evening, the 22d,, he spoke at Mon· 
treal under the auspices of the Montreal Pioneer Freethought 
Clul{. His subject was "Thomas Paine and the Fallacies of 
the Christian Theology,'' the recent seizure by the customs 
officers of some of Paine's and Voltaire's works forwarded 
from this office to parties in Canada making the question of · 
more than usual interest. Mr. Watts's next lecture was on the 
Friday following; subject, "Secularism." This advocate of 
Freethought has made a good impression on the people o:f 
Montreal, and has a st1tnding engagement to again address 
them if he should chance to cross the Atlantic a second time. 

HELEN WILM.A.Ns's Woman's World, published in Chicago, is 
a lively paper. Although it has adopted the hop-skip-and-a
jump method of appearing, the editor promises to giv fifty
two numbers for the price of a year's subscription, saying 
nothing about how long it will require to fi11 the bill. Tbe 
Woman's World is a go-as-you-please journal. Miss Wilmans 
sets forth her desires and object as follows, in which she 
must h!lv the sympathy of every gentleman: 
· "I want to make men and women free-free from fear of 

tyrants, whether those tyrants be men or gods; whether they 
exist in fact or only in imagination; and I want to help the 
people up to a truer appreciation of their own manhood and 
womanhood, and I will do and say fearlessly whatever seems 
to me to be calculated to produce that result, and neither men 
nor ghosts shall keep me from it." 

The allusion in another part of the paper to Mr. Monroe, . 
editor of the Age, as "one fellow-a complicated crank that 
owns a paper in Indianapolis," we -cannot commend. We 
hav never discovered any similarity between the editor men
tioned and the aforesaid piece of mechanism. Doc. Monroe 
is nCJ crank, but the balance wheel of a good large engin of 
destruction to the church. Long may he revolve!" 

THE Christian Advocate has got a grain of sense from 'lome 
quarter-possibly from itli. experience with the" Isabella min
ing swindle-and it thinks pious people should let the here· 
tics alone. It says : 

"The religious committee in England which has ordered, 
according to report, an examination of the works of Mill, 
Darwin, Huxley, and others, in order·to find in them a basilil 
for a prosecution for blasphemy, must be an uncommonly 
stupid committee. It is not necessary to search to know 
what these writers teach, and the only effect of the order 
will be to put religion into the attitude of prosecuting those 
who reject some or all Christian teachings. It is strange that 
pious men can be found still, who do not know that the truth 
gets all the advantage of free printing of opinions and argu
ments. It might be well if we could agree all round to sup
press a coarse and vulgar kind of irreligious printing. Very 
likely we might if the line could be drawn so plainly that all 
men could see it. But the authors named for prosecution 
are not obnoxious on any such grounds, and to prosecute the 
publishers of their books would be a phenomenal folly." 

The pope once wished to suppress Luther for his coarse
ness and vulgarity-and he was coarse and vulgar-but would 
our bigoted contemporary h~v counseled interference in his 
case? Where do one Set of mE)n get their right to SUppreSS 
another set of men, anyway? Is the assertion that "might 
makes right " a Christian dogma ? 

IN a recent scientific lecture Professor C. A. Young, the 
astronomer, of Princeton College, used the following language: 

"Do not understand me at all as· saying that there is no 
mystery about the planets' motions. There is just the one 
single mystery-gravitation-and it is a very profound one. 
How it is that an atom of matter can attract another atom, no 
matter how great the disturbance, no matter what intervening 
substance there may be; how it will act upon it, or at least 
behave as if it acted upon it, I do not know, I cannot tell. 
Whether they are pushed together by means of an intervening 
ether, or what is the action, I cannot understand. It stands 
with me along with the fact that when I will that my arm 
shall rise, it rises. It is inscrutable. All the explanations 
that hav been given of it seem to. me merely to darken coun
sel with words and no 1mderstanding. They do not remo-ve 
the difficulty at all. If I were to say what I really believe, it 
would be that the motions of the spheres of the material uni
verse stand in some such relation to him in whom all things 
exist, the ever-present and omnipotent God, as the motions 
of my body do to my will-! do not know how, and never ex
pect to know." 

·Professor Young might hav gone further and said that he 
believed the almighty hand is behind every drop of water 
to urge it on its course down-hill (without which it would un
doubtedly run up-hill); that when a stone is thrown into the 
air the omnipoten~one throws it back; and that but for a lit· 
tie omniscient supervision men would walk like flies on the 
ceiling, and trees grow into the ground instead of out of it. 
Professor Young's contributions to the science of IIStJ;c;>nom;r 
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Report of Funds The New Era of Man. 
RECEIVED FOR DANIEL TUTTLE SINCE FEB. 12, 1883. Drollt the Nashville Liberal. 

are of great value, but his guesses abo{rt things unknowable 
hav no more weight than those of the Rev. John Jasper. · 

AT a recent meeting of evangelical ministers, the discus
sion turned upon the literal interpretation of the scriptures. 
One of the assembled divines had been making an impas
Bioned appeal for taking the word of God exactly as it was 
written, without adding thereto or taking therefrom. Said 
he: "When God said 'streets of gold,' he meant streets of 
gold; when he said' gates of pearl,' he meant gates of pearl; 
and when he said 'sea of glass,' he meant sea of glass,'' etc. 
When he made an end of his harang,' a thin, piping-voiced 
member from the rural districts got the floor. He said he 
was fully in accord with the sentiments of the eloquent 
brother who had preceded him. He too was in favor of tak
ing scriptu,res literally, and believed God meant just what he 
said every time. Of course, he said, there were some things 
that rather puzzled him, as, for instance, where it speaks of 
the woman who was seated on seven hills. He could not 
understand how she· could ever do it, but he was willing to 
suppose that she was 13ndowed with extra large seating ca
pacity. 

The truism that agitation of thought leads to wis~ 
H. Ticber, Jefferson, Ohio, $1; Dr. Fairchild, New dom is applicable in the certainty that a new project 

Brunswick, N. J., 50c.; Clayton Garwood, Baltimore, can only be brought to the notice of a people and 
Md., 50c.; H. L. Potter, Lamotte, Iowa, 50c.; J. S. finally adopted through agitation. The National 
Weeks, Onekama, Mich., $1; Carl Hyedahl, Prescott, Liberal League at its last session at St Louis, Mo., 
Arizona, $1; Lyman Smith, Honolulu, Hawaii Is., $2; adopted a NEw ERA CALENDAR for the use of Liberals, 
John R. Kelso, Modesto, Cal., two books. Not a large with the hope that the people of the world may in 
amount, friends, yet it is enough to show that there time gmw into it, or that it may become generally 
are generous hearts among Liberals, and I feel grate- adopted-the old Anno Domini Era of myth and 
ful to each one of the donors every time I see his blood having become a dxug tq enlightened Liberals, 
name on my record-book. I hav the name and ad- like unto kissing the Bible in law courls, etc., before 
dress of everyone who has sent me money for Hacker one can tell the truth. 
or Tuttle, and each time I add a new one to the list · This project, or new era adaptation, has becoine 
I feel glad and proud, and I hope it will grow and pretty well known, and is called, not the era of a 
grow till our aged friends will never need for any of demi-god, but the Era o/ llfan, commencing with the 
the comforts of life. If everyone who reads this could martyrdom of the noble Bruno, who was burnt at the 
go back in the past, when these men faced danger stake in Rome, 283 years ago, Febuary last. 

THE attitude of the government of Mexico toward the 
Csttholics of that country is not very favorable. Consul
General Strather, in his January report to the state depart
ment., sets forth that by the "laws of the reform" the whole 
of the Catholic church property was confiscated, amounting 
in round numbers· to $200,000,000. All the cathedrals and 
Catholic churches now used belong to the state, and can at 
any time be sold for the benefit of the public. Other relig
ious sects, however, are not only tolerated, but in some cases 
specially encouraged. When a Protestant minister recently 
applied to a goTernor for protection against a mob, be granted 
the request, stating: "While I feel no interest whatever in 
your- religious forms or opinions, we are all interested in en
couraging the organization of a body of clergy strong enough 
to keep the old church [the Catholic] in check." The Catho
lic church is undoubtedly a nuisance to the people of Mexico, 
as it is to the people of every other country where it has ob
tained a footing; but the government in discriminating 
against it in favor of Protestantism is only supplanting one 
evil with another. If the Catholic church has committed 
overt acts against the state, it should be held in check by the 
state, and not by the minions of an opposing system of re
ligion, who, when they obtain the ascendancy, will be equally 
as lawless. It is to be feared the government of Mexico is 
not exactly what it ought to be. 

IT is said in favor .of certain somewhat new notions in the
ology or modified forms of expressing religious truths that 
they tend to reconcile the faith of the church and modern 
philosophical and scientific opinions. The Christian Intelli
g6ncer asks: 

"Is that worth while? If once begun, where is such a 
movement to end? Besides, what security is there that the 
opinions to which the faith of the church is to be ac(lommo
dated will remain unchanged for the next five years? Do 
these conclusions in philosophy and science rest upon 
data not likely to be essentially ·modified- to say the 
least? Does the history of science and philosophy war
rant an ·expectation that present theories will prove per
manent?. And, moreover, what is the faith of the church to 
represent, the truths of the revelation or the indications of 
science and the fruit of philosophy? If the creeds and the 
accepted theologies fairly and clearly present the truths of 
the holy scriptures, what more is to be asked of them? Are 
the ministers to be • ministers of the word ' or instructors 
in natural science and human speculation? Indeed, has 
there not been too much yielded, not in the creed, but in 

, practice, already?" 
The truth of the matter is that theologians find themselvs 

in a very embarrassing position. They know enough about 
science to realize that it is in conflict with "revealed" relig
ion. They realize further that one or the other must go. 
The proofs are pretty plain that science has come to stay, and 
it takes little notice of dogma. The ministers are uncertain 
whether it is yet time to run up the white flag, or whether it 
·is best to stave off the capitulation a while longer by a seem
ing suspension of hostilities, and a hypocritical pretense bf 
harmonizing religion with the teachings of science.· It is 
their business to settle tliat question, and it is a matter of 
small moment to their opponents whethe1• they settle it one 
way or another. 

Undoubtedly Christian. 
HousToN, March 8, 1883. 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Some one has 
sent me a copy of your paper, and these are the impressions 
it makes on me: 

1. Its name is a misnomer. It should be called "Truth 
Sacrificer." 

2. It givs special force and point to the words of Christ in 
John viii, 44: "Ye are of your father, the devil, and the lusts 
of your father ye will do." 

3. If I had ever doubted the existence of the devil, I could 
doubt no longer, after seeing such a publication. It leaves 
no room for doubt on this subject. , 

4. Yet every atrocious word it utters against the Bible and 
its divine author only fulfils the inspired prediction in 
2 Peter iii 3: "There shall come in the last days scoffers, 
walking after their own lusts," etc. . 

You are at liberty to publish this, and you will be at least a 
"truth finder." A PAsToR. 

And th~t is all " A Pastor'' can say in supporl of 
the superstition he is presumably preaching every 
Sunday I That is argument ! . 

THE Lady Elks' Journal says: "S. P. Putnam au-
. thor of 'Prometheus,' has just written a most delight
ful story 'Golden Throne.' We highly compliment 
the auth~r upon the style, beauty, and attractivness 
of this his latest efforl. While dealing with the most 
advanced ideas of the day with ungloved hands, he 
has woven the most beautiful and brilliant colors and 
blendings into the texture. 'Golden Throne' is in
deed a fascinating story." 

and ~eath in t~eir efforls to keep alive their papers, For myself, I was quick to adopt anything, to get 
teach~ng truth m the place of myth~, and happmess rid of the usages of cloudy Christianity. But recently 
here mstead of dreams of future JOys, I know that I· read an article in the New York TRUTH SEEKER 
th_ey wQUld feel _that i~ is a glorious privilege to ~hare which argued that instead of the one man martyrdom 
Wlth them now m their hour' of need, thus. makmg a plan for a New Era, copying from the bloody Chris
small re_turn for _the good seed sown of whiCh we are tians of old, the birlh of American liberty would be 
all reapmg a fru1tful harvest. ELMINA. much preferable. And I fell in with the idea at 

once; perceiving that the birlh of the :first really free 
The Passion Play. nation upon the earth would be preferable for the 

It·seems strange that, after 1800 years hav elapsed, beginning of a New Era to the death of a man. 
around the mock representation of .Jesus should I hav not now by me THE TRUTH SEEKER that con
wage one of the fiercest fights for bigotry; that as in tains the article I mention and hav forgotten who 
connection with his living personality the orlhodoxy the author of it was, or I would gladly mention his 
of the day declared its opposition to liberty of name. I considered it able and timely. And now, 
thought, so now around the dramatic picture of his again, I am reminded by an article in your noble 
eventful ~areer the same bitter spirit of persecution little paper of March 3d, just passed, from t?e pen of 
and calumny is manifested. The orlhodoxy of to-day, my venerable, intellectual, and valued fnend, La-

Boy Sunderland, of Quincy, Mass., on the same the~e, 
represented by Protestant clergymen, is as nanow- viz: to make the New Era date from the declaratiOn 
minded and as scornful of genuin worlh as the Phari- of our National Independence, it being 107 years, 
sees who crucified Jesus. It is the same story. over rather than the 283 since the martyrdom of Bruno. 
again, and the essential Jesus-that is, the spirit of Yes friend Sunderland, I am fully convinced that to 
human liberly and progress, is again put to the cross. dat~ from the declaration of our nation, the first 
Shame-on these devotees of formalism who in their 
blinded zeal cannot see the deadly blow they are really free nation on earlh, is best and most becom-
strikin ... h ... . t bl . th ld' d ing us as a people. 

I g a" w a" IS mos no e m e wor s a vance- The amendment is fully accepted by me. For as 
ment · . . the nations of the Old World, one by one, come to 

We hav Wltne~sed the P_asswn Play and hav b~en adopt our plan of government--as they assuredly will 
agreeably ~urpnse~. It Is a :r;tobl~ .a~d beaut~u~ -they would likely also adopt our Calendar. And 
:epresentatwn. It IS well co~ceived, It IS <¥amatiC, I trust that the National Liberal League will see the 
It has grace and power. It IS produced with a fine f "b"J .. t d h ge to ·t 

t .al · ·t d th h 1 . . . easi I 1 y an c an I . . 
and r~veren I spnJ. 'an e w o e _ImpressiOn IS Said the noble Thomas Paine: "Freedom hath 
elevatmg. We e~pected to :find somethi_ng _grotesque. been hunted around the globe. Asia and Africa hav 
~here_ was nothmg of the sorl. . Th~ mmdents and long expelled her. Europe regards her like a 
s1~uatwns_ broug~t before us this mighty drama of stranger;, and he prayed that she might :find an 
h1story: ~th su?hme effect. Jesus was _Pre~ented as as lum here. J)n. T. s. ANDREWS. 
a man with a tmcture of transcendentalism mdeed- ~0 R okwood JYiioh 
full of mystic faith-but in the'midst of it all a gen- · 0 0 ' ___ • _____ _ 

uin humanity was seen, exquisit and poetic. The 
most orthodox, if touched with sentiment and true A Local Lament. 
faith, Would not hav been shocked by the lofty ideal- TRUE AS TO 1\UNISTERS, BUT NOT ALTOGETHER MOURNFUL AS 
ism of the character. The specially miraculous was TO INFIDELl.'TY. 
omitted; the moral glory of the Christ was brought 
pre-eminently to view, and his· kingdom, which was 
not of this world. To me, looking at it purely from 
the artistic standpoint, it touched and thrilled the 
imagination without a jar. Salmi Morse has inter
preted Jesus, if with something of the old faith, with a 
modarn nobleness of eutline and spiritual breadth 
which is charming; for it is not a wonder-worker 
that we behold, but a great and struggling soul-a 
marlyr :filled with enthusiasm, a lofty genius who 
in his day represented the most forward step in hu
man advancement. Only the formalist can object to 
the Passion Play; those who hav any faith must find 
in this dramatic picture something to delight; for 
Salmi Morse has written this play with thfl soul of 
an arlist and poet. He has revealed the :finest points 
of this historic drama; he has mingled the play of 
passion with extraordinary skill; the characters of 
Pilate, Herod, Herodias, and Salome . are depicted 
with wonderful faithfulness and insight. The cos
tumes and the manners and the spirit of that age hav 
been reproduced with remarkable :fidelity. Evidently 
the author has studied that period with a lover's en
thusiasm, and also with imparlial intelligence. If 
Salmi Morse believes in the divinity of Jesus he does 
so after a most liberal fashion, and does not thrust 
that divinity forward in any discordant way. 

On the whole, the representation of the Passion 
Play in this city for the first time was a noble tri
umph, and the author must be congratulated on his 
success won after so many defeats. He has within 
him Jhe unconquerable soul of the prophet, and in 
his effort to bring forlh his admirable drama he rep
resents· the spirit of liberty, and every lover· of art 
and humanity should sustain him. The noble miud 
and heart can rejoice in his deep and truthful render
ing of a great epoch, and because in so doing he has 
met with the opposition of all the formalism of to
day, and. those cursed Pharisees who would call 
brutal force to back up their hypocritical pretensions, 
he should be sustained by every generous and pro 
gressiv man. He is sure to win the day, for he has 
both genius and patience. SA~IUEL P. PuTNAM. 

"ANswERs TO CHRISTIAN QuESTioNs." 
Jl&~W.~tt. Pri"", 2i oe:o.ts. 

By D. M. 

From the Turners Falls Reporter. 

The editor of this paper has had extended inter
views with many of the leading citizens of nearly 
every town in Franklin county, to obtain opinions of 
the Greenfield method of tolerating "sanctimonious 
constables" in regulating the liquor traffic, and our 
information has given us pain. Brought up to rever
ence the church and the clergy, it grieves us to learn 
that in one shorl year the ministers of the gospel of 
the shire town, and other outlandish places, hav so 
lowered their dignity by becoming petty constables 
that a contemptuous sneer has taken the place of re
spect for the profession. A clergyman can be on oc
casion the most impracticable creature under the sun,
but when he resorls to the tricks and traps of the 
ward politician a~d. displays a vindi?tiV: spirit tha:t is 
anything bnt Chnsti~n, the average ~nchvidual qm~k
ly discovers that the livery of heaven IS worn to gratify 
a very human passion-to get the best of the other 
fellow. \V e were pained to read that the ministers 
of the gospel had met in a public hall in Greenfield, 
under the cloak of religion, to say hard things about 
their neighbors, and deliver political stump sp~eches, 
ostensibly as prayers to God, but really as bids for 
the assistance of the straggling tough-end voter. 
Whoever reveres the name of the savior, abhors the 
sight of a pair of eyes like those of a dying calf tur:r;ted 
to the ceiling of a public hall, on a Sunday evemng 
previous to an election, where prayers are rendered 
blasphemous by their association with venomous po
litical clap-trap, and sad it is that the churches of 
these latter days are becoming the schools of ~n:fidel
ity, bemmse the pastors are allowed to use then· h?lY 
office to assist them in their political trades. Cha:J.ty 
might lead ns to say that all the efforls of radiCal 
prohibitionists on behalf of temperance were for the 
benefit of humanity but men of the world fancy they 
see the same old cl~ven foot of persecution which has 
followed the church from the dark ages, in the per
sistent clogo-ing of democratic old man Simonds, who 
may percha~ce hav contributed much less to the sup
port ofthe gospel than the aristocratic Mansion House. 
For the moral of these remarks, the reader is simply 
referred to the vote on the license question in the 
several towns of Franklin county on "~own meeting 
day." · 
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The Tomb of Fanaticism. 
[An examination of Lord Bolingbroke's doctrines. Written 

by Voltaire in 1767 and translated from the French by Avery 
Meriwether.] 

CHAPTER XXXI. 

AHIANISM AND ATHANASIANISM, 

That a Jew named Jesus was similar or consub
stantial with God is both absurd and impious. 

That there are three persons in one substance is 
equally absurd. 

That there are three Gods in one is also absurd. 
None of all this is a part of the Christian system, 

since nothing like it can be found in any one of the 
writings of the evangelists recognized alone as the 
foundation of that religion. It was only when they 
began to run after Plato that the Christian leaders 
lost themselvs in such chimerical ideas. The wider 
Christianity spread, the more its teachers labored to 
rendered it incomprehensible. All their subtleties 
only preserved the inferior and coarse parts. 

But why preserve all these metaphysical concep
tions? What difference would it make to society, or 
in the manners and customs of people, whether God 
was in one person, or in three, or in four thousand ? 
Does it benefit man any more to pronounce words 
which he does not understand? Religion is the sub
mission to providence, love, and virtue. Is there any 
need of making it ridiculous before adopting it? 

For a long time the meaning of that misunderstood 
word, logos, was in dispute, until Alexander, pope of 
Alexandria, brought the wrath of many of his brother 
popes upon his head by preaching that the trinity 
was a simple being-a monad. The name pope, by 
the way, was conferred indiscriminately at that time 
upon bishops and priests. Alexander was a bishop. 
A priest named Arius had put himself at the head of 
the malcontents, and thus formed two very violent 
cliques, and the matter in dispute having changed, 
as it often happened, Arius held that Jesus had been 
created, while Alexander maintained that he was be
gotten. This profound dispute was very similar to 
that which afterward divided Constantinople. It 
was a. question there whether the light the monks 
saw in their navels was that of Thabor, and whether 
the light of Thabor and their navel was created or 
eternal. 

There was no further question of the three hypoth
eses among these disputants. The father and the son 
:filled the soul, and the holy spirit was neglected. 

Alexander excommunicated Arius. Eusebius, 
bishop of Nicomedia, a protector of Arius, assembled 
a small council, which declared that doctrine errone
ous to-day accepted as orthodox. The quarrel gTew 
more violent. The bishop of Alexandria and the 
deacon Athanasius, who had already made himself 
known for his resolution and bis intrigues, overturned 
all Egypt. The Emperor Constantine was despotic 
and hard, but he had the good sense to look upon 
this fuss as ridiculous. 

Every one has heard of that famous letter which 
he sent to the chiefs of the factions by Osius. " These 
questions," he wrote, " only arise on account of your 
idle curiosity; you are divided on a very pitiful ques
tion, and your conduct is wrong and puerile-un
worthy of sensible men." The letter counseled peace, 
but then the writer did not understand the temper of 
theologians. 

The aged Osius advised the emperor to call to
gether a great council. Constantine, who adored 
show and pomp, convoked an assembly at Nice, where 
he appeared in state, wearing his imperial robes, a 
crown upon his head, and covered with precious 
stones. Osius presided, being the oldest of the bish
ops. The writers belonging to the papal party have 
since declared that Osius presided only in the name 
of Pope Sylvester/of Rome. This shallow falsehood, 
which ought to be placed by the side of the tales 
about the donations of Constantine, is refuted by the 
very names of the deputies of Sylvester, Titus and 
Vincent, charged with his proxies. The Roman 
popes were, in truth, regarded as bishops of the im
perial city and the suburban cities in the province of 
Rome; but they were far from having any authority 
over the bishops of the East and of Africa. · 

The council, by a great majority, drew up a resolu
tion in which the name of the Trinity is not merely 
pronounced: "We believe in one God and in one 
Lord Jesus Christ, the only son of God, begotten of 
the father and not made, being of one substance with 
the father." After these inexplicable words they 
put in addition: "We believe also in the Holy Ghost," 
without saying what was t.he Holy Ghost, whether it 
was created, or begotten, or consubstantiaL And 
tl;ley finally added: "Anathema upon those who say 
that at any time the son was not." 

But what was most ridiculous in the Council of 
Nice was the decision concerning the canonical books. 
The fathers were much embarrassed in choosing the 
evangelical books and other scriptures. Finally they 
piled all these books upon an altar and prayed to the 
Holy Ghost to cast upon the ground all those which 
were not authentic. The Holy Spirit immediately 

granted this request of the fathers.* A hundred 
volumes fell of their own accord under the altar; this 
is an infallible means of determining the truth, and 
it is so reported in the Appendix of the acts of this 
council. This is one of the best proven facts of 
ecclesiastical history. 

Our learned and wise 1Yiiddleton,t discovered a 
chronicle of Alexandria written by two patriarchs of 
Egypt, in which it is said that not only seventeen 
bishops but also two thousand priests protested 
against the decision of the council. 

The victorious bishops prevailed on Constantine to 
exile Arius and three or four of the conquered bish
ops, but afterward Athant.lsius, having been elected 
bishop of Alexandria, and having abused his author
ity, caused the recall of the exiled bishops, together 
with Arius. Athanasius was· exiled in turn. It was 
one of two things, either the two factions were equally 
in error, or Constantine was very unjust. The fact 
is, the wranglers of that time were intriguers like 
those of the present time, and princes of the fourth 
century resembled those in our own age, who under
stand nothing about the subject, neither -they nor 
their ministers, and who indiscriminately sent people 
into exile. Happily we have deprived our kings of 
the power of exiling, and if we have not been able 
to cure our priests of the passion for intriguing, we 
have at least rendered their intrigues ineffective. 

There was a council at Tyre, at which Arius was 
reinstated and Athanasius conllemned. Eusebius of 
Nicomedia was about to introduce his friend Arius 
into the church of Constantinople with great pomp, 
but a holy Catholic named 1\'Iacarius prayed God 
with so much fervor, ancl with such profusion of 
tears, to cause Arius to die of apoplexy, that God. in 
his goodness granted it. It is reported that all the 
bowels of Arius fell through his fundament. But 
St. Macarius having forgotten to ask for repose in 
the Christian church, God never gave it to him. 
Constantine some time afterward died in the arms 
of an Arian priest. It seems that St. Macarias had 
forgotten to pray to God for the safety of (Jonstan-
tine. [TO BE CONTINUED. J 

*This is reported in the appendix of the Acts ojtha Council 
which have always been considered authentic. 

t Conyers Middleton (1683-1750) was an English divine, 
.very much given to theological controversies. So strongly 
and freely did he express his views that it brought upon him 
the imputation of being an "Infidel in disguise." 

Infidel Philosophy. 
Children are gathered into the Sabbath-school at 

an. early day and taught that the Bible is the. word of 
God. But whether it was handed down directly 
n:om heaven by God himself, in a book as we now 
find it, or whether it was spoken by God from the 
clouds, or whether he inspired some person or per
sons to write it, nGt one Christian out of a hundred 
can tell. And if two-thirds of them were called 
upon to giv a reason why they believe it to be the 
word of God, all the evidence they could bring would 
not giv them a judgment in a court of justice to the 
value of a peck of bran. 

God never made a book. He is not a printer by 
trade; he is known to be too careless for a printing
office; he would knock everything into pi. :M:en hav 
made all the books which men ever hav read, and the 
Bible forms no exception. The men who wrote the 
Bible are not entitled to the respect of candid men, 
as most other writers are, for they wrote not to in
struct and enlighten, but to deceive and impose upon 
the people. Besides they knew no more about God 
than a ca:ffre knows about metaphysics, and couldn't 
hav found out where he was with a double-barreled 
telescope. Moreover, we don't know who wrote nor 
when they·wrote nor all they wrote about. The au
tographs of the original writers would be as great a 
curiosity as the devil's tracks in the mud. 

Dr. Smith flatly admits that "the title at the head 
of each book in the New Testament was not prefixed 
by the writers the~selvs, but by the early tran
scribers." 

Now, when eternal torments await us on the one 
hand, and eternal bliss on the other, should not some 
one be able to tell us who these early transcribers 
were and when this transcribing was done, and giv 
us some clue to their character? If they took such 
liberty without authority, what assurance hav we that 
they did not take other and greater liberties? And 
what assurance can we hav that these writings are 
the genuin productions of the authors whose names 
they l?ear? And if it should turn out that by using 
certain names the writings would be more authori
tativ and valuable, would not the same motiv lead 
them to make other additions and alterations for the 
same purpose? 

And the same author admits that "it is well known 
that in the early days of Christianity many silly and 
fraudulent persons composed fictitious narrativs of 
the life and actions of Jesus Christ and his apostles, 
and gave them out as the writings of Peter, Nico
demus, Thomas, Barnabas, and even Judas Iscariot." 
What admissions for a learned doctor of divinity to 
make ! And he further says, " The early fathers ad
mitted 11-ll much.'' ,And then, to crown a!ll and as if 

to brush away the last vestige of doubt, he makes 
the declarati'on that "in the time of Simon and the 
learned ;Benedictines very grave and numerous errors 
with respect to persons and transactions of those 
dark ages ware commonly received." 

Remember these are admissions and statements of 
a Christian writer, and one, too, who was running 
stark mad because an Infidel writer had assailed the 
veracity of the scriptures of the New Testament. 
What a predicament for sacred-writings-" fictitious 
writings of the life of Jesus Chrililt." And who at 
this day is to separate the fictitious from- the genuin, 
if any genuin ever did exist, especially where " nu
merous errors in these dark ages were commonly 
received." · 

Gibbon says in the year 451 the exercise of the 
pagan religion was prohibited under pain of death. 
Now if there was a disposition and power to take 
human life for the exercise of religious rites, when a 
religion was .to be crushed out; would not the same 
power and the. same means be used to bring a relig
ion into favor which was to be built up? 

Mosheim says (p. 109, vol. i): "Not long after 
Christ's ascension several histories of his life and 
doctrins, full of pious frauds and fabulous wonders, 
were _composed by persons whose motivs perhaps 
were not bad, but whose writings discovered the 
greatest superstition ancl ignorance. Nor was this 
all; productions appeared which were imposed upon 
the world as the writings of the holy apostles." 

Now howl," all ye pious priests ; pound your desks 
in holy indignation, and tell your hearers what a vile 
wretch" Tom" Paine was for attempting to under
mine the word of God. Poux into their ears the 
certainty of damnation if they doubt. Gath"er in the 
youth at your Sabbath-schools, and instruct the 
young mind that our present Bible has been f:tith
fully compared with the ancient manuscripts still in 
existence, and that it is exadly the same, while all 
the time the most that this great Christian writer can 
claim for it is imposition, fiction, fable, and fraud. 

I woultl call particular attention to the fact that. 
Mosheim admits that these "pious frauds and fabu
lous wonders" could be written by persons without 
a bad motiv. And the church has never until this 
day impugned the motiv of a man who lied for the 
church. 

In Mosheim (p. 108, vol. i) will be found the fol
lowing statement: "The opinions of the learned as 
to the authors of the New Testament are extremely 
different. The question is attended ·with insuper
able difficulties in these latter times." This is flatly 
admitting that the New Testament js without author
ity. For if the learned cannot agree as to the au
thorship-and it is impossible to find out who the 
authors were-why, then, there is a cat in the well, 
and who wants the water? ' 

If it should be discovered that no such man as 
Euclid lived, no geometrical law would be disturbed. 
If it s4ould be found out that some other man, and 
not Newton, discovered the law of gravitation, the 
law would remain the same. Not so with the holy 
scriptures. For should it turn out that a " thus saith 
the Lord" was said by some priest, or by Tom, Dick, 
or Harry, why, there's an end of the whole matter, 
and we might just as well stop fretting about hell 
and try to enjoy ourselvs. 

Here is another choice bit from the pen of Bishop 
Fell, which may hav a ·tendency to strengthen the 
Christian's faith in the infallibility of the New Testa
ment scriptures. Hear him: "Such was the license 
of inventing; so headlong the madness of believing, 
in the first ages, that the credibility of transactions 
derived thence must be hugely doubtful. Nor has 
the world only, but the church also -reasonably, to 
complain of its mystical times." 

Now, my Christian friend, if after this kind of evi
dence, you still hav faith to believe that the scriptures 
are the pure, unmixed, and unadulterated word of 
God, then that same faith will enable you to believe 
that the water which is discharged from a city sewer 
is just as pure as the limpid water which leaps from 
a mountain rock. 

To show that there was a disposition on the part 
of the early Christians to put clown all opposition to 
their religion and force it upon the world byfair or 
foul means, I will quote a decree from Theodosius: 
" We decree, therefore, that all writings whatever 
which Porphyry or-any one else hath written against 
the Christian religion, in the possession of whomso- · 
ever found, shall be committed to the fire." And the 
following are the reasons given for the decree: "For 
we would not suffer any of these things to come to 
the ears of men, which tend to provoke God to wrath, 
and offend the .minds of the pious." 

From that clay to this the Christian has treated his 
God as a pusillanimous being, incapable of asserting 
his own rights or taking care of his own business. 
He has acted the part of a pious bully, always trying 
to clear up the character of his God, ari(l ready to 
fight the man who asserted that God could take care 
of his own matters without the Christian's help. 
" God has been provoked to wrath " every time any
thing has been written to offend the priesthood, and 
nothing so offends them as to expose the tricks of 
the trade. 
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To show how willingly the people received the doc
trin of the holy trinity, I quote from another decree 
of the same emperor. All who did not take to it 
~indl:y were to be submitt~d to the !o¥o~g penalty: 

Besides the condemnatwn of divme Justice they 
must e;x:pect ~o suffer the severe penalty which oUI" 
authonty,. g~ded by heavenly wisdom, may think 
proper to mflict upon them" (Gibbon, vol. v, p. 15). 
. The ~o~bearanc~ and loving kindness of the Chris

tian rehg;on are here made manifest, "Verily I came 
not to brmg peace, but a sword." What will become 
o_f the cloth_ if the _people ever become even par
tially acquamted with the history of the Christian 
religion? The stake, the rack, the lash, and the 
thumb-screw hav ever been the accompaniment of 
slavery, and the slavery of the Christian religion 

"scattered ~de~ty broadcast through the land." ing the accused from the hands of the sheriff and his 
The church was still the strongest opponents of the deputies, and hanging them to the neighboring trees. 
~empera~ce cause. Yet the cause moved on; ill-ink- One woman volunteered in open court to walk home, 
mg rapidly d~creased, and the great mass of the three miles distant, and get a feather bed, providing 
young we~e b~mg saved £:om the evil. The annual sufficient spunk could be found among the men pres
consumptiOn m the Ull1ted . States a:t that time ent. to tar and feather the accused. The boy was 
amounted to $800,000. The Wiser ones m the chUI"ch subJected to other treatment so inhuman and dis
sa:v that in spite of their opposition the cause would gustin~ as to be unfit for publ~cati?n. ~he trial re
trmmph. What must be done? · suited m an expense to Pickenng, mcludmg fine and 

The chUI"ch has never originated any reform, and costs, amounting to $200. The case was tried before 
never embraced any except upon compulsion, and Judge T. H. Walker, and the prosecution was con
then only to cUI"se and destroy it. She now relaxed ducted by W. N. Kelley. Supt. Whitehead and Rev. 
her opposition to th_e temperance cause, and by a G. E. Gordon, of this city, were present during the 
general concert of actiOn she whE;Jeled round and took trial, representing the Humane Society. 

forms no exception to the rule. JOHN PEcK. 
Naples, N. Y. 

------~~------

the c~ntrol ~f the movement out of the hands of the Pickering, the man who practiced this torture upon 
Washingtoll1ans. She declared defiantly, "We hav the little fellow, is a farmer living one and a half 
had enough of moral suasion! Now we will hav miles from Plainfield; he is quite well off, a:ad a 
legal suasion." And ever since, for thirty-nine years, member of the Methodist Church. 
the "God-ordained" trumpeters hav. sounded, "Pro-

Temperance,_:_Christianity. hibition! prohibition!" ·throughout the land. The 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Seeing state Young Men's Temperance Societie.s hav disap

a number of truth seekers, "Law," "Liberta," peared; the Washingtonians hav passed to forgetful
Wl:).lk~r, Gage, Rose, Bartlett, and others crossing ness; the Sons of Temperance, Daughters of Tern
pens m your paper upon the subject of prohibition, perance, Temple of Honor, Rechabites, Daughters of 
and as one has " taken my name in vain," I hav Rechab, Good Templars, and Cadets of Temper
thought proper, with your permission, to enter the ance, where are they? And through the dark mists 
arena of contest. · of prohibition the echo comes faintly, Where? 

I am now pas_t sixty, and hav never bought, sold, And now after thirty-nine years of church 
~ank, or knoWingly eaten any kind of intoxicating control, the· ltllilual cost of "liquid poison" con
liquor~, an~ I would that all men, women, and chil- sumed in the United States is from $800,000,000 
dren, m this respect, "were even as I." So much to $1,000,000,000! ·And OUl' so-called temperance 
for my ~osition. societies, the clergy-contr.oled Women's Christian 

I desire here _in justice briefly to say that I am Temperance Un~o~~' are still_ ~~wliJ:~?'· both to God 
personally acquamted with E. C. Walker and that- and man, "ProhibitiOn! prohibitiOn! 
any one charging him with advocating or apologizing But, Mr. Editor, I hav _made this letter too long 
for drunkenness knows nothing about what he is alr~ady, and ~av not '?'Itten one-quarter of what. I 
falsely charging. ·. desi~e. Yet, If ;rou will allow me to do so, I Will 

It is evident that prohibition will be very gener- contmue the subJect. M. FARRINGTON. 
ally discussed, and nearly every paper· in the land Denver, Iowa, March 19, 283. 
will be a vehicle for such discussion. Perhaps in 
Liberal papers only can it be discussed in all its 
bearings. 

Only a little more than a centUI"y ago Massachu
setts, the state which has always been pointed to as 
the most intelligent, moral, and religious, exempted 
from taxation any man who would yearly manufac
tUI"e one hundred barrels of beer. The veasels that 
sailed from Boston harbor to carry out missionaries 
to Christianize the heathen carried also cargoes of 
New England rum. All who could afford the luxury 
kept sideboards well loaded with decanters. Every 
wh~le~ale a:r;td ~etail grocer _kept it for sale. Every 
Cbpstian dignitary called It " the blood of Christ," 
and drank it as a pious and pleasant duty. The 
clergy universally drank it as "the good creature of 
God." At every church raising or similar gathering 
" distilled damnation " was freely furnished. .All 
classes drank the bUI"ning beverage, and throughout 
New England about every foUI"th entry in the day
book of the retail merchant was "N. E. rum." But 
distillers had not then taken out patents for manu
facturing whisky with strychnin. 

RefOl/IlS always originate outside the chUI"ch. The 
Christian church has only " the atoning blood of 
Christ," and the "God-ordained" club, with which 
to reform mankind; and outsiders organized temper
ance societies for the purpose of reform. The first 
pledges required abstinence from strong dl·inks only, 
except upon special occasions, as washing sheep, etc. 
It was soon found that this course would never reach 
the end sought; still the clergy generally, if not uni
versally, denounced such organizations. 

At length total abstinence societies were· organ
ized, one of the first movers in that direction being 
Judge Thomas Herttell, of the Marine Court of New 
York-a man whom intelligent Infidels delight to 
honor. These societies labored zealously and nobly 
in the cause of reform, and accomplished great good; 
but they encountered no opposition equal to that of 
the church. Even the basement of a church. on a 
week-day evening could not be obtained for a tem
perance meeting. 

At last, in a saloon in Baltimore, the Washington
ians originated. Being reformed inebriates, they 
could sympathize with the victims of the cup, and 
with no threats or denunciations they took the poor 
inebriate and liquor dealer by the hand as a brother, 
anq, with honest eloquence appealed to his reason, 
his manhood, his feelings for his family and society 
at large, and they went forward " conquering and to 
conquer." The chief value of previous organizations 
was guarding and restraining the rising generations, 
comparativly few inebriates being reformed. They 
now, however, acknowledged that the Washingtoni
ans had struck the keynote of reform, and cheerfully 
acqpiesced and worked with them. Thousands of 
drunkards were reformed, and hundreds of liquor 
dealers quit the business forever. In some instances 
men so drunk that it took two others to hold them 
up were taken into Washingtonian and Sons of Tem
perance meeting thoroughly reformed and made good 
and useful citizens. The church in some cases after
ward drew them to her embrltce, revived the old taste 
by giving "the blood of Christ" at communion, and 
they filled a drunkard's grave. Still the chUI"ch~ de
nounced the reform, and declared the reformers had 

A Methodist Couple's Cruelty. 
INHUMAN TORTURE OF AN ORPHAN. 

From the Milwaulcee Smtinel. 

The Humane Society hav been instrumental in 
bringing. to light a case of cruelty to a child wherein 
the methods of torture fJXCeed in number and inge
nuity those practiced during the dark ages. The 
alleged perpetrator of these inhuman acts is Sumner 
Pickering, of Plainfield, a farmer well-provided with 
this world's goods, a member of the Methodist 
church of that place, and heretofore bearing a good 
name and standing high in the community as a man 
and a church-member. On Aug. 15th last, Superinten
dentr Whitehead had placed in his charge a bright 
little boy of 10 years, ArthUI" Gilroy, for whom he 
was anxious to secUI"e a good home. The little fel
low was given to Pickering, who proposed to take 
him to his home, treat him as his own son, and if 
after three months' trial both were satisfied, he was 
to be formally adopted into the family. Owing to a 
press of business matters in the city, Superintendent 
Whitehead was unable to visit the child in his new 
home as early as desirable, and on Feb. 23d, re
ceived a letter from a friend in Plainfield to the effect 
that the man was grossly abusing the boy. Imme
diately following this, one of the directors of the 
Humane Society was in receipt of another letter con
taining the same information, and fUI"ther saying that 
unless the society took steps to end this the citizens 
of the village would hang Pickering. The next day 
Mr. Whitehead went north, visiting the man and re
moving from his care the boy, whom he placed with 
a kind-hearted gentleman, T. P. Bovee, who agreed 
to investigate the matter. Pickering and his wife 
were finally arrested, and at the trial evidence was 
elicited to place the couple on the level with the 
leaders of the Spanish Inquisition. The little fellow 
wa.s placed on the stand, and after the nature of the 
oath was explained to him, he was asked if he hated 
his persecutor. "No," he said, "I don't hate him, 
but I don't like him very well." The boy had been 
repeatedly whipped and beaten, the man and woman 
using whips, brush, horsewhips, slabs, and pitchforks, 
as shown by the evidence taken dUI"ing the trial. The 
boy· was pounded with a pitchfork until the tines 
were broken over his back. Another time the tines 
of a fork were run through his thigh and again 
through his heel. He had been tied to the gate-post 
and left exposed, half clothed, for some time in the 
cold. On one occasion he had been taken to the 
barn, a chain placed around his neck and he was sus
pended in this position from a rafter, his feet barely 
touching the top of a fanning-mill upon which he was 
placed. He had been whipped and beaten, starved 
and frozen, and by exposUI"e to the severe cold his 
hands were once frozen until the nails dropped off. 
On one occasion he was detected in a trifling false
hood and his guardian as a punishment slit his tongue 
with a pair of shears. 

DUI"ing the trial the court-room was crowded, 1,000 
to 1,200 people being present during the entire pro
ceedings, and the greatest interest was manifested 
throughout. It was with great difficulty that the 
people, infuriated by the tales of suffering told by the 
child in his artless way, could be prevented from tak-

Hell and Salvation. 
The greatest theologians no longer contend that 

there is a hell of burning fire; but they must hav 
some kind of hell with which to scare the people into 
being good. They say the hell in which they believe 
is remorse; that when our bodies are dead and oUI" 
souls are riding clouds in the land of the super
natUral, our past records -will loom up before our eyes 
in shining letters; and when we see our whole history 
at a glance, remorse will be· so great that the fires of 
helL will be preferable. This hell is no improvment 
on the old one; for eternal torment of one kind is 
about as bad as another. It is more absurd to 
threaten an Infidel with this hell than it is to threaten 
him with the brimstone hell; because if this doctrin 
be true, the honest Infidel is safe, there being nothing 
to cause his remorse. It is absurd and inconsistent 
to suppose that when Atheist finds himself before 
God and all the hosts of heaven, he can eternally la
ments, because there was a time w)len he didn't know 
he had a soul. If there is a God, a person in the 
spirit world cannot be punished in any way whatever 
because he didn't always know it. And it is just as 
absm·d to suppose a man can rob, murder, and plun
der in this world, and then, when his last breath is 
going, call on Jesus, be forgiven, and then be eternally 
happy, regardless of what he once did. 

Every religion is founded on this horrid doctrin of 
eternal torment, and when it is destroyed, all religions 
must unresistingly take their leave; because when 
their foundation is gone, their massiv walls must 
tumble to the ground, and because extinguishing the 
flames of hell obliterates the scheme of salvation. 

As civilization advances the belief in this infamous 
doctrin rapidly fades from the minds of the people; 
and by all scientific men the scheme of salvation is 
believed to be too ridiculous to deserve o:rie moment's 
sober thought. 

Most of the religions and barbarisms of ancient 
times are gone; the stock and rack are buried in the 
grave of superstition, and the thumb-screw is ex
hibited merely as a relic of a barbarous age. And 
now, 

"As progress rolls her car along, 
Slowly righting human wrong," 

the doctrin of t<ternal torment and the scheme of sal
vation, the only fragments of barbarism that still 
cling to civilization, must slowly but surely depart. 

Osceola Mills, Pa., March 10, 1883. W111:. ScoTT. 

Religion Run Ma(l. 
The New York Times correspondent writes from 

Denver, Col., regarding a fanatical sect as follows: 
The Hermands Penitents, a fanatical religious sect, num

bering about 2,000 persons, in the territory of New Mexico, 
who believe in the periodical atonement of sin hy inflicting' 
on their bodies agonizing tortures, were originally with the 
Roman Catholic church, but Archbishop Laney, shocked by 
the barbarous cruelties, promulgated a decree banishing them 
from communion. The members hav greatly thinned out 
since, and they now inhabit principally but four counties in 
the territory. Great care is .taken to prevent the discovery 
of their identity by the Inspector, and all are masked. While 
conducting their nnnual penance the devotees often trnvel 
hundreds of miles to undergo the prescribed torture. 

Los Griegos, a small Mexican village, near Albuquerque, 
boasts of the great body of penitents. This morning the 
ceremonies were inaugurated by an introductory procession 
containing about 30 men and women. The process of purifi-
cati~n by torture began at 10 o'clock. , 

Five men, naked to the waist, barefooted, nnd wearing 
black robes nnd hoods, completely concealing their identity, 
were seen to issue above the lodge-house . of the sect led by 
the master of ceremonies, who carried cat-of-nine tails. Two 
huge wooden crosses, weighing 250 pounds each, were placed 
on the naked shoulders of two of the self-torture:s, the sharp 
edges cutting into the naked flesh caused the blood to spurt 
out and drop to the ground. One penitent produced a sharp 
goad, which he thrust into the flesh of his fellow-sufferers 
from time to time, while the procession moved up the street, 
to a wild chant in Spanish, halting once. The crosses were 
transferred to the others' shoulders, the attendants applying 
their raw-hide whips mercilessly, each blow taking off the 
skin and bits of flesh. The procession took its way to the 
jail a half a mile away. During the march not a groan was 
heard or a word spoken. , 

THE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent to new subscribers 
three months for fifty cents. There is no better way 
of serving the cause than by getting up clubs of 
trial subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
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Must the World Perish When Christianity Dies 1 
A writer in the Christian Advocate, the Rev. Luther 

Lee, D.D., has taken it upon himself to expose what 
he calls " the folly of Infidels." After quoting por
tions of the League demands, he goes on: 

"All this is extreme folly, and its folly is seen from three 
standpoints : 

"I. This folly is seen in their selection of an enterprise on 
which to spend their energies. It must be the last degree of 
folly to deYote th-eir powers to the procurement of an end 
which, if successful, would ruin the world. Their complete 
success would throw humanity back upon its own resources, 
and it would become what it is, always has been, and always 
must be without the light of the scriptures. 

" 1. We should lose all knowledge of God, of the origin of 
the material universe, of the origin of our race, and all 
knowledge of our destiny after death, except so much as hu
manity has known and may know without any light from the 
Bible. Without attempting to elaborate this fearful proposi
tion, it is enough to say we should become a world of idola
ters, for humanity has never risen above gross idolatry with
out a revelation from God, which is found in the scriptures. 

"2. We should lose all the knowledge which has been de
rived from the Bible, and all the improvements and advan
tages which hav resulted from that knowledge. Fancy the 
change coming over us, and realize in imagination the result 
of these Infidel efforts, could they prove successful. 

"II. Infidels show their folly in their modes of attack and 
defense, in their war upon Christianity. They commence 
their blind and reckless work by denying' all revelation from 
God, and all supernatural influence. This leaves them no 
basis upon which to rear a theory, and they struggle and 
flounder in labyrinths of negativs. It is undeniable that man 
is a religious being; hence all men must hav some kind of 
religion. As Infidels remove the scriptures they must supply 
man's religious want in some other way, which they hav ren
dered impossible by denying the existence of the supernat
ural. 

"Religion includes worship, and worship includes the super
natural. If there is no supernatural there is and can be no 
equal to man, and, hence, nothing for man to worship, as he 
cannot worship himself, or anything inferior to himself. 
They hav no way of supplying man's religious necessity; 
here their negativ system fails them, and they flounder at 
every attempt. 

"1. When they deny the existence of a creator, they virtu
ally affirm that nothing has produced something, which is an 
impossibility. If there had once been nothing, there never 
could hav been anything; hence something must be eternal. 

"2. When, to escape the above, they affirm that the visible 
universe is eternal, they only increase the difficulty. Crea
tion wears upon its face marks of intelligent design, and there 
must hav been an intelligent designer. If there is no in_telli
gent creator, these marks of design hav no cause, and noth
ing has produced something, or something exists without 
cause. 

"Vegetable, animal, and human life exists in such a suc
cession of lives as proves that there must hav been a first 
life of each kind. 

" 3. When Infidels affirm that these different degrees and 
forms of life are the result of nature's own spontaneity, 
evolving the higher from the lower, they obtain no relief. 
Nature has never giyen any evidence of speech [such?] a 
spontaneity, and never produces anything without a germ, 
seed, or scion. It leaves the beginning unaccounted for. 
Where did the first plant, first tree, animal, and first man 
come from? It avails nothing to talk of a chain consisting 
of links of men', monkeys, oysters, and vegetables. Where 
did the first link come from ? This phantom folly has been 
chased far enough. 

"III. Infidels show their folly by undertaking so hopeless 
a task as the destruction of Christianity. 

"1. To succeed they must destroy the Bible, the oldest 
and most venerable book in the world, and which is the book 
of the civilized world, of which more copies are printed and 
read by more people in more languages than any other book. 
They must destroy the Bible, which contains the moral law, 
which has stood the test of three thousand years without 
amendment, and has become the basis of the jurisprudence 
of all civilized nations. They must destroy the Bible, which 
contains the only religion in the world .which can make any 
show of authority or command the indorsement of enlight
ened reason and common sense, and which contains all the 
religious truth in the world worth knowing. No religious 
truth worth knowing can be named which is not in the Bible. 

"2. To succeed, they must blot out Christianity. from the 
world1 erase all its signatures, cover up all its footprints, ex-

punge it from the pages of the world's literature, over
turn all the institutions with which it i_i blessing the 
world, demolish all the monuments it has erected, as 
schools, churches, hospitals, ·almshouses, asylums, and the 
monumental graves of the saints." -

We notice this, not because these objections are in 
themselvs of any account, but because they are the 
popular and stock arguments of the Christian por
tion of the world. 

The reverend gentleman says that the accomplish
ment of the ~ims of the Freeth ought party " would 
ruin the world." · But how? It is admitted on all 
sides, from the pulpit and by the press, that religion 
is gradually fading away. But yet the world is bet
ter to-day than it ever was before. Skepticism 
always precedes progress. This is an n';e when 
men doubt more strongly and keenly than ever be
fore. Out of a population of 800,000 non-Catholics 
in New York only 97,000 are church-members. This 
is but a fraction over one in ten. When New York 
was settled every one, nearly, belonged to the church. 
There can be no doubt of the spread of Infidelity. 
The very fact of the League's existence shows it. 
Twenty-five years ago the officers of the League and 
the editors of the Liberal papers would hav been im
prisoned and mobbed, as was the case, in fact, with 
Abner Kneeland and the Abolitionists. The tolera
tion of the church party is against its own will, and 
forced from it by the growing spirit of rationalism. 
And with all this growth, there is nothing clearer than 
that the world is growing better, more moral, more 
civilized. This is evidenced on· all sides. Consider
ing this point, the Rev. E. P. Powell, of Utica, made 
these remarks, and we. commend them to the Rev. 
Luther Lee, as the opinion of a brother clergyman: 

"I know of no evidence that comes so forcibly home as a 
review of our surroundings. I hav never seen the man who 
after a cry of horror or despair could be induced to carefully 
compare his own neighborhood with what it wlls twenty-five 
years ago, without he stifled his lamentations with exclama
tions of joy. I hav my home to-day -where I had it fifty 
years ago. Then of the inhabitants of College Hill from 
base to crown, ten families, seven were cursed with drunken 
fathers, or sons, or both. Now of fifteen families there is 
but one in any way identified with the traffic or use of intox
icants. In the same way consider the habits of young men 
who were your (lompanions in school. Not only will you be 
compelled to note a vast improvement as regards drunken
ness, but as concerns chastity and general decency. 

"On the farms of to-day, the men whose language is most 
unchaste and gross are those whose gray hairs should be a 
guarantee of something better. The narrow life of the past 
left them more sensuous and selfish. The larger range of 
topics now before the young men leads them out into more 
intellectual and less sensual ways of living and talking. 

"Utica has a history of mobs, arson, and hanging involving 
its leading citizens and highest families, that it can never 
repeat." 

Summing up the advances made by this nation 
during the past twenty-five years, Mr. Powell con
tinued, and we ask the Rev. Luther Lee, D.D., how he 
accounts for the facts if the growth of Infidelity is to 
ruin the world. We do not ask him to take our word, 
but giv him the statements of one of his cloth: 

"But step out beyond your own- neighborhood. 
"A man's single life spans the rise and progress of the tem

perance reformation; the downfall of human bondage; the 
establishment of international peace congresses; the educa
tion and civilization of eight millions of our citizens, who 
were forbidden to know the alphabet; the abolition of con
cubinage and the establishment. of marriage over half our 
states; the establishment of equal rights for all religions; the 
abolition of the vestiges of intolerance and mob law; the 
rights of children secured; the emancipation of woman 
almost a fact; prison punishment changing to prison reform; 
punishment for debt, the stocks, and human degradation in 
public avoided; and not least a wondrous development of 
mercy to dumb brutes, which is more Buddhistic than Chris
tian." 

These words of President Eliot, of Harvard Uni
versity, are also respectfully commended to the atten
tion of the Rev. Lllther Lee, D.D. He said in a re
cent lecture: 

"The decline of the ministry is a recognized fact of the 
last few decades. In the last century clergymen made one
third of all the educated people, and wielded an influence 
proportionately great. To-day all but one in nineteen of the 
graduates of Harvard, and all but one in thirteen of the grad
uates of Yale, shun the ministry." 

These strides in civilization hav been made and 
Infidelity has spread a hundred-fold. It appe:rs to 
us that there is a strong connection between these 
facts. How does it appear to the Rev. Luther Lee, 
D.D.? In all countries the growth of the church has 
been inimical to advance. Italy has been obliged to 
confiscate the property of the church to save itself. 
So has Mexico. France has been obliged to expel 
the Jesuits in order to obtain good government. If 
throwing overboard the church would ruin the world 

' 

why are not France and Italy ruined instead of being 
benefited? Will the Rev. Luther Lee, D.D., explain? 

And secondly Mr. Lee says that should the League 
triumph we should lose all knowledge of God, of the 
origin of the universe, and of our destiny after death! 
That is good. There is not a preacher in the world 
to-day who knows the first thing about God, or that 
can tell who he is, or what he is, or where he is. All 
the theologians in the world cannot giv even a logical 
guess. And as to the origin of the universe, what 
knowledge does the church or the Bible giv? Every 
statement made in regard to it by the church has 
been shown· to be false.' The church says it was made 
six thousand years ago, but that time is not sufficient 
for one stratum of the earth's crust to form. Niagara 
Falls has roared over its ragged rocks for at least five 
times that period. Tpe church tells us that vegeta
tion :flourished before the sun appeared, but that is 
only another fable of the pious ones. The church 
tells us that the sun is only a -light set in the firma
ment for the special benefit of this earth, and that 
the moon was created only to rule the night. 

What a great loss it woul_d be if the world were de
prived of this inestimably valuable information! 

And what accurate knowledge has the church 
given us regarding our destiny after death? Tell us, 
Mr. Lee, what doyou know about it. Your church 
has painted a lurid hell and located it somewhere in 
the lower regions, but tell a waiting and anxious 
world, 0 Rev. Luther Lee, where it is and all about 
it 1 .. Tell us also where your painted heaven is, and 
tell us fm· certain. Do not guess about such a matter. 
Any one can guess as well as you. Giv us absolute, 
accurate, and scientific information, or the "ruined 
world" will think that your pretensions to knowledge 
are larger than your stock, like a huckster who has 
all his wares on the· sidewalk. 

And tell us also where is the great "knowledge 
which has been derived from the Bible." Did the 
church and the Bible invent the steamboat or the 
railroad? Did they harness the lightning or map 
out the courses of the planets? Did they photograph 
the sun or detect the coursing of the blood in the 
veins? Does the Bible hint at the rotundity of the 
earth, and did the church encourage .its circumnavi
gation? Mr. ;Lee is probably too well versed ·in 
church history to need an answer to these questions. 
He knows that even the harmless fanning-mill was 
denounced as of the devil, and as contrary to the 
scriptural text that the wind bloweth when: it listeth. 
He knows that telegraphy was derided; that the as
tronomers were all heretics in the eyes of his brag
gart church; that one of Servetus's heresies was the 
idea that the blood circulated through the system, 
and that Magellan was denounced as an impious man 
for daring to say he could sail around the world. 
Even the numerals by which Mr. Lee makes plain 
his propositions were invented by a nation that will 
all be damned. He knows that the Bible and the 
church hav never given man a single fact in science, 
and yet he deplores the loss of that knowledge! 

We admit that Infidels hav denied supernatural
ism and the existence of the Bible God, and we thank 
them for it. We are glad that men hav been kind 
enough to put out the fires of hell, brave enough to 
defy the infinit fiend who created it, and self-sacri
ficing enough to take away a heaven to gain which 
man must lose his manhood. 

The church asserts that there is a God who exists 
outside of nature. Let the church prove it before 
she asks rational men and women to believe it. It 
has not been done, and cannot be done. There is 
no evidence to go upon. 

And concerning God and the claim that he created 
the material universe, let us ask the church these 
questions: If the fact that the universe is here shows 
necessarily that something must hav caused it, would 
not the fact that God is here necessarily show that 
something must hav caused him? 

If, because there _is design exhibited in the uni
verse, it must hav a desig:Q.er, would not the same 
logic show that that designer had a designer also? 

Something cannot come from nothing, Mr. Lee 
admits. In this admission he has been incautious. 
It destroys the whole Bible scheme of creation. He 
claims that God made the universe. What did he 
make it of? There was nothing in existence before 
its creation but God! Did he make it out of him
self? He could not hav done this unless he lessened 
himself, for a part cannot be taken away and leave 
the whole remaining. Then he had to make it from 
nothing, which Mr. Lee says cannot be d~ne. 
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Mr. Lee is very anxious to :find the beginning. and there will be very much less need of asylums 
B~nd your ear, Mr. Lee, and we will whisper the se- when one great prolific cause of insanity is eradicated. 
cret to you. The beginning never was. Matter is eter- We shall hear of fewer fathers and mothers mnrder
nal, uncreated, and indestructible. It :fills all space, ing their babes through a religious desire to please 
and space is in:finit. It does all, and is all. It changes God, and having to be taken care of by society to 
forms and conditions, but c~n never be destroyed, as -protect itself. This is not an age of saints and rev
it was never created. Stop and think of this a mo- erence. Only the :fit and practical will survive. Let 
ment, Mr. Lee. Reason logically, and see if there is Christianity show its :fitness before pleading for a re-

. any other conclusion you can arrive at. A little syl- prieve from the sentence pronounced upon it. Its 
logism, common to most schoolboys, will aid you. own ministers are singing its requiem. Why should 
The major premis you hav admitted to be. correct. not the funeral pro cede? 
It is this: :1,. Something (!Datter) cannot come from --------
nothing. 2. Something (matter) is in existence now. The Inefficiency of Christian }I orality. 
Therefore, 3. This something (matter) always existed. A WI·iter in a religious paper last week attempted 

The scientific conception of the universe is that it to show that in the present "drift from God" morali
al ways existed,. and that matter has evolved all the ty is in danger; that the loosening of religious ties 
living o_rganisms now upon the. earth, or .anywhere will drive men back to barbarism and ruin, ·and 
else. The precise form and condition in which mat- that only in religion-re-binding to God-is there 
t.er was when the first living creature was formed safety. Such sentiments, perhaps, are t.o be expected 
science does not pretend to say positivly. It was from the fossils of the church. "They hold that "duty 
probably the protoplasmic. The difference between to God" is the highest aim. But duty to the un
the scientists and the theologians is seen in this very known, it seems to us, is the last thing that should 
plainly. The former are patiently investigating the engage men's minds. We cannot affect "God" in 
subject, learning a little every day, but the theologian any way, for either good or ill, and the :first duty 
"chases his phantom folly" back to "God': and then man owes is to himself and his fellows. It is the 
stops, never seeing, or at least ignoring the fact; that duty of every man to provide himself and those de
. the cause of God's existence needs an explanation ten pendent upon him with a good, comfortable home, 
times more than man's. Certainly it is more inex- good clothes, good food, and to do this without mak
plicable 'that a being ali-good, all-wise, and all-pow- ing himself or wife or child1~en slaves of work. It is 

· erful, should create a universe and people it with the duty of everyone to obtain the best possible edu
strong beasts that Iiv upon weaker beasts, with men catio11 they can. An educated Liberal man or woman 
bound round with laws and environments that make :finds recreation and consolation in intellectual pur
it impossible for them to do otherwise than as they do, suits, which of themselvs are calculated to advance 
and then burn them forever for committing sins he material prosperity. 
created, and doing that which he made them do, The ignorant followers of the church, like the 
than it is to locate the precise spot where the :first Catholics, seek amusement at the corner saloon, clus
protoplasmic drop evolved life. tering around the bar, telli:rlg obscene stories, drink-

The third proposition of the preacher is that Infidels ing poor liquor, and squandering the little means 
propose to destroy the Bible. 'rhis is ridiculous. they hav. Christianity has utterly failed to provide 
Against the Bible as a book Infidels would never recreation attractiv to the masses. The churches 
raise a hand. What they object to is the making of are dull and devoted to teaching doctrins worse than 
it an i<lol, a fetich to worship, and burning and im- false, and the desire evinced by piou~ bigots to drive 
prisoning men for not believing it. Infidels would people into them cannot obtain. They enact laws 
put it on the shelf alongside of the Vedas, the Koran, making it a crime to seek healthy amusement on 
and other religious books. If it is written by a God; Sunday, and what can not be obtained openly will be 
let that God take care of it. It is not the oldest book and is sought surreptitiously behind closed doors. 
in the world by any means, and when Mr. Lee makes If the Christians could hav their own way, no one 
this statement he takes advantage of the ignorance could stir out of doors, unless to go to church, on 
of his readers to ·make an assertion he would not dare Sunday. Healthy, reasonable, and moral amuse
m~tke in a secular paper. In the pulpit and religious ments are forbidden. The museums and libnries are 
pn,pers the ipse dixits of the ministers and writers by law closed to those who can visit them on no other 
must be taken. There is no argument, no appeal. day. The consequence is seen in our crowded pub
Asserting that there are more copies of it printed than lie courts, almshouses, and penitentiaries. Chris· 
of any other book is no argument, although the Rev. tianity is directly responsible for most of the crime 
Talmage used it as such. A lie is no less a lie because committed. The chmch wields an all-potent infl.u
it is printed a million times, or ten or a hundred mill- ence over the masses from whose ranks the criminals 
ions. Such an argument is ridiculous, though it are recruited, but it fails in any way to restrain them. 
may be the strongest one in favor of that ancient All the preacher's time is spent in talking about an
volume, which has not stood the test of three thou- other world. It is taught that the only reason why 
sand years by some six or seven centUries, during men should be honest in this world is that they may 
whi~h time it has been kicked around by councils, escape punishment in the next. But this will not do. 
mutilated by priest, emended by revisers, corrected· The next is too far away. Its terrors do not restrain, 
by scholars, and transformed by every doctrinarian and its pleasures are too unsubstantial. Every be
into a crutch to support his own crankology. Infidels liever in Christianity thinks h_e can do as he pleases 
do not want to destroy such a valuable historical here, and, if he repents just before his :final taking 
relic. They simply want to, and will, destroy the off, is as sure of heaven as though his life had been 
superstitions that like barnacles hav attached them- as moral as that of Socrates. The average evil-d"oer 
selvs to it. Instead of there being no religious truth is satisfied that if he can get ciear of retribution here, 
worth knowing J?-Ot found in the Bible, it would be he can in some way wriggle. out of it there. Frank 
more correct to say that there is no teaching in it James is a good Christian. He believes in the eli
worth knowing which is not found in other religious vinity of Christ, in the sufficiency of the atonement, 
works, without a tithe of the obscenity, coarseness, and calls Ingersoll the champion evil-doer. But he 
tyranny, and brutality of that much-abused volume. is nevertheless one of the most brutal murderers in 

Christianity has entered upon the period of decay. 
The best minds are leaving it, and the world no longer 
sees, or thinks it sees, in it a solution of the social 
problems that are every day coming to the front; 
The _intelligent masses are viewing it with distrust; 
and a sufficient number hav already discarded its 
dogmas to make a new philosophy, or system of 
ethics, a necessity. The religionists hav always per
secuted the men who hav endeavored to teach good
ness independent of the supernatmal structure they 
are pleased to call God, and the latest effort they are 
making is to supprE>ss the. writings of the man who 
has really given the world a new system and guide 
which will stand the test of practical wear-John 
Stuart Mill. Consciously or unconsciously the 'fll"O
gressiv world is coming to adopt the Utilitarian 
method of moral teaching. Utilitarianism furnishes 
a criterion of right and wrong, independent of sec
tarianism. Indeed, the Christian grievance against 
it is that it is rank Atheism, and Christians will never 
forgiv the man who shows that men can be good 
without a god. When their Bible has fallen all 
apart, and their religion is shown to be unhistorical, 
impossible, and false, they hav fallen back upon the 
Theistic fallacy that men must base morality at least 
upon authority, and they triumphantly ask, Where is 
the authority but in God? John Stuart Mill solved 
this, and their answer to Utilitarianism is a threat
enl'id prosecution of his publishers for blasphemy. 
When their greatAst objection to Liberalism is re
moved, they would suppress the removers of the ob
jection by brute force, and go on repeating the ob
jection! What chance is there for philosophy when 
the philosophers are in jail ? Let the brains of the 
world stay out of prison for tt generation even, and 
Liberalism will evolve a system of ethics beside 
whose grandeur the selfishness of Christianity will 
be apparent to all the world. 

Christianity may rightly be called a hap-ha:.~ard 

guide. Neither its premises nor its conclusions are 
right. It is based on a supposed duty man owes to 
a supposed deity, who it is supposed has placed him 
here, given him a supposititious revelation, telling 
him to be a good boy and get the stick of candy 
promised him sometime in the future. The troublA 
is, the candy dissolves, and then why should the boy 
be good? Such teaching is childish puerility, only 
:fit for the days when the world was in pinafores. 

The true basis of morality is the adaptation of our 
actions to promoting the general welfare and happi
ness of the world. The true criterion of right and 
wrong must be scientific or it cannot serve, and the 
:first step toward a scientific morality is the collection 
of facts, the same as in physical science. It must bo 
discovered what has in the past in all countrieK 
tended to make men honest and moral. "That 
which promotes the general happiness is right; tl:at 
which lessens it is wrong." Christianity not only 
has not promoted the general welfare of the world, 
but it has tended directly the other way and pro
duced discord and misery. Its sects are eternally 
warring with each other, and Christianity as a whole 
is warring with all other religions, many of which hav 
a record a hundred times cleaner than its own. Its 
devoutest believers hav been the worst persecutors. 
No one questions the deep convictions ofTorquemada, 
Calvin, John Knox, and other worthies.- They were 
sincere men, but their very sincerity made them 
cruel. Every Christian who acts up to the teaching 
of Jesus and the Bible must be a persecutor. They 
believe that if they can by imprisoning a man a few 
years in this world save him from an endless im
prisonment, they are doing him a kindness. They 
believe that God will eternally burn all heretics 
hereafter, and the most natural thing in the world is 
for them to experiment a little on them here. 
"Wherever it has gone Christianity has been a bane 
to progress, a perpetual barrier in the pathway of 
man. 

To the last paragraph of the eminent divine Free- existence. The world needs something besides Chris
thinkers would pu~ in a general denial. They would tianity to make it honest and moral. It needs a 
blot Christianity out only as it is bad. Its history philosophy which will restrain from wrong-doing. 
would be kept as an example, to draw information There being no orthodox heaven of rewards nor hell 
from, and as a lighthouse to warn philosophy from of punishment, it follows that. actions must be meas
the rocky coast of authority. They would erase the ursd and weighed in this world. . Churchmen are 
signatures of blood it has stamped on every country C<lUtinually complaining that Liberalism offers noth
it controled, and wash away with tear!') its footsteps ing in place of Christianity, but they might with as 
of cruelty. Such institutions as the Inquisition and much reason complain of the physician who removes 
the nunneries and monasteries-pious brothels and one disease for not substituting another. A man
prisons-Infidelity has no use for. The monumental sion cannot be built on the site of a hovel until the 
graves of its saints might be of use to raise food on hovel is torn down and the debris ca1ied away. Re
to support the wives and children of the Infidels now ligion-except in its broadest sense, as the expression 
in English jails. Its churches could be lecture rooms, of the emotional side of man-is not necessary. A 
its schools changed to real schools and turned over system of ethics that shall be a guide to the feet of 
to the state. With the hospitals in the hands of the the young is necessary, but that is not found in any 
Infidels, it would not. be necessary to hav a fever ac- religion based on supernaturalism. All religions are 
.cording to John Calvin, or the small-pox according subject to the same law that governs nations. All 
to John Wesley, before being taken in and cared for, hav their periods of youth, of manhood, of decay. 

lV101;ality must be built on a much :firmer founda
dation than the Bible and the church furnish. These 
are being racked to pieces, and before many years 
the one will be relegated to the shelf, and the other 
will cease to exist. 'l'he only savior to be looked to 
is Science. Spasmodic morality will not do. The 
church and God are shifting, and new standards are 
being set up every day. It was once highly immoral to 
asse1·t that the world is round. It is not quite so im
moral to teach that to-day. In view of the transfor
mations the church has undergone, it is impudence 
amounting almost to sublimity in the clergy to accuse 
the Freethinkers of loosening the bonds of morality. 
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~elections. steepness of the J;'oad by which I traveled to anti
theology;the road on which I walked to Freethought, 
through many earnest years, but by which it is im-

From the Valley of the Shadow of Death. possible to return. . 
Others, meaning kindly, hav advised me to lay hold 

AN ENGLISH SECULARIST'S LAMENT FOR HIS CHiLD. on the "Christian scheme of salvation," to secure a 
Ten feet down lies my blue-eyed and yellowed- reunion with the loved and lost.' I am not so aban

haired Bruno, his little coffin covered with flowers cloned that I am prepared to prostrate myself be
and wet with my impassioned and bitter tears. The fore-
bright and happy child never had an illness except Monstrurn horrendurn, inform£, ingens, cui lurnen 
his last; he laughed and prattled in the warmth and adempturn. 
love of his peaceful home. His heart never knew The Ulysses of science has bored out even the one 
sorrow, and there is no mark of care on his sweet red eye that was wont to leer in the middle of the 
young brow. But, as I· stood over his still open narrow and sinister forehead of the Christian Poly
grave, I saw the upper layer of the yellow gravel phemus. Did deity damn the world because his 
which would be occupied, ere a long time pass, by an poor creature, man, ate an apple? Are the majority 
older, taller, and grimmer intruder, who had known of the dead in endless torment because that apple 
much of the ups and downs of life, particularly of its was eaten? Christianity says, Yes; and to this Chris
downs, whose too sensitiv heart had been convulsed tianity you sen(!. me for comfort. For eating an apple 
in agonizing bitterness, and whose brow bore the against special orders to the contrary, a fretful wash
scars of many saber-strokes received in conflict with erwoman would hardly whip her child of two years 
hostil fate. At what time I hav to join my Bruno in old; and am I to believe that over the eating of this 
that upper layer of yellow gravel I cannot tell; but apple the Christian God tortures, and will torture, 
men who elect to lead a forlorn hope do not usually untold billions of the' human race? I state plainly 
liv to a ripe old age. . that I regard with unmitigated hate and horror a con-

My small estate in the W oking N acropolis is in the ception so diabolical. I am aware, of course, of the 
"unconsecrated" section; but, oh, how intensely con- new-fangled trimming and trickery by which the 
secrated it is to me! The cabalistic jargon of a hire- woman and the apple and the snake and the god are 
ling priest is pompous desecration. My Bruno's all set down as allegorical. But if Adam and the 
grave is sanctified by a father's agonizing cry and fall are only an allegory, than did Christ and the 
hallowed by a mother's tears. I hav only a few feet redemption require to be literal? If the world were 
of ground "in perpetuity"-the Duke of Sutherland not lost by the apple, what need had it to be saved 
has thousands of acres; but his landed estate is not by the cross? The Eden and the Calvary incidents 
dearer to him than mine is to me. From his estate hang inextricably togeth~r; if the former be not true, 
he has his magnificent income; from my estate I hav the latter does not require to be true. If the former 
nothing. My small income is earned by work and be true, I desire for mine and me that I be removed 
worry. He may hunt the hare and the deer over his; as far as possible from the paternal fiend, Jehovah; if 
I hav the privilege to weep over mine. I, a man of the latter be true, I decline to accept for mine and 
the people, care little for the delicate flowers with the me an immoral redemption of blood and cruelty, 
learnedly-botanical names. But over the tomb of my based upon the fiendish conception of the pleasures 
child shall flourish the flowers that smiled up into of the guilty (guilty of eating an apple!) being pur
my own eyes when I was a child among the Galloway chased .by the suffering of the innocent. In my sor
moors. Over the little grave the light green fronds row hav you nothing better to offer me than this 
of the fern shall contrast with the purple bloom of wicked mockery, this incredible, monstrous, and im
the heather. There shall grow the daisies I was wont moral myth? 
to gather in my pinafore, and the bonnie blue-bell Even if heaven were worth the going to, I should 
shall whisper to me of the blue eyes of my Bruno. demur to going to it upon such terms-through the 
And there, by that litt.le niound, in the long Sunday death of an innocent person, and by a belief in that 
afternoons of summer may I lie, my brain aloft, grap- person's vicario01s death, whether or not such belief 
piing with unraveled mystery, my heart underneath should be supported by proof and justified by reason. 
in the grave. But heaven is not worth going to. I care not that 

Several Christians, and even one or two skeptics, my lost one should hav a crown and a harp and a pair 
h~J.v written to me to ask whether it would not be of white wings, and that he should keep screaming 
better for me to believe in "God" and "immortality" out day and night among the celestial beasts of the 
like them, seeing that, if these turn out to be verities, apocalyptic menagerie. 
I should hav the disadvantage, and, if they turn out Even if it were a joy for me to believe in heaven's 
to be mythical, even then the believer would be in as mad compound of Booth'sSalvation Army and Womb
good a position as I. For the Christians who hav well's menagerie, what proof should I hav that my 
tried to comfort me I entertain only feelings of kind- child was there? According to the teachings of 
ness and gratiude; but for this calculation-against- Jesus, the heavy majority of marikind go to perdition. 
emergencies doctrin of theirs they must pardon me What right should I hav to assume, what right has 
if I write in bitter scorn. In the first place, I cannot any Christian to take it for granted,. that those dear 
believe or disbelieve simply by an effort of the will. to him are in heaven? If we are to credit the pious 
I cannot help believing anything that recommends texts on Christian tombstones, all the departed ones 
itself to my reason; I cannot, even if I would, be- havgone to glory; and yet this cannot be, for narrow 
lieve anything that is beyond or contrary to the cri- is the way which leadeth unto life, and few there be 
terion of reason. Susposing I were to be damned that find it; and broad is the way which leadeth to 
for not believing that I walked upon my head, wear~ destruction, and many there be who enter thereat. 
ing my hat on my feet, could even the threat of per- Therefore, if I hav not the Christian "consolation" 
clition force me to believe that I did so? If I were that my child is in a state of felicity, I can balance 
to be'' saved" for believing that I walk upon my feet against it the fact that I hav not the Christian doubt 
and weo.r my hat on my head, I could not help be- that he is in a state of misery. My want of hope in 
lieving it, whether salvation depended upon it or not. the Christian heaven is more than compensated for 
Giv proof, and I cannot help believing; withhold by my absence of dread of the Christian hell. 

mine can arrest winter with its biting frost, or keep 
back summer with its sweltering noon, and no shriek 
of mortal suffering blunt the edge of the scythe of 
death. But nature, although inexorable in her legis
lativ, is merciful in her executiv. If all that we suffer 
were cumulativ, if present afflictions were hurled 
upon us without the possibilities of past afflictions 
being assuaged, existence for man would be impos
sible. But nature does not exterminate our race with 
accumulated misery. If in the one hand she carries 
the chalice of agony, in the other she bears the ne
penthe of time and the anodyne of death. She will 
never make my suffering greater than I can bear. 
When it becomes unbearable she takes me to her cold 
but kindly bosom, and allays the fever of my reeling 
brain by filling my skull with .the calm and throbless 
mold of the tomb. With the nepenthe of time and 
the anodyne of death she makes· the odds all even. 
In my childhood I hav clambered high up the moun
tain's brow, and beheld with terror where yesterday's 
lightning had split' the granit rocks asunder, a 
ghastly and hideous rent. But five years afterward 
I again clambered up the mountain's side. The 
sharp raw edges of the levin-wound had been 
rounded off by summer's·sun and winter's frost, and 
the hideous rent had been partly filled up with moss 
and lichen; the heather already half hid the gash 
that had been made by the knife of the lightning; and 
the green and succulent ferns had all but concealed 
the stab which had been inflicted by the bolt of the 
thunder. I look forward to mercy and solace. I am 
a lirik in the universal chain. Nature will not medi
cate to the rent side of the mountain, and find no 
balm in her mighty Gilead for the agonized heart of 
the man! 

The man must be consumed with personal vanity 
who deems his little life worth eternru prolongation. 
I feel that mine is not worth it. All of my egoity I 
desire to be preserved is th~ memory of some little 
kindness I may hav done to the weak and helpless, 
some little straw I may hav removed from the burden 
of ignorance which bends down the head and 
shoulders of humanity. 

"What hallows ground where heroes sleep? 
'Tis not the seulptured pile you heap; 
But strew his ashes to the wind 
Whose sword or pen has served mankind, 
And is he dead whose glorious mind 

Lifts thine on high? 
To liv in souls we leave behind 

Is not to die." 

Life and death are only differentiations of inde
structible atoms and molecules. Death implies a dif
ferent combination, not an annihilation of essence. 
Morbfiic influences may so change my neurine ganglia 
as to annul my consciousness of relativity to the sub
jectiv cosmos and its objectiv hypothesis. What is 
known as the life of the ego may cease to be; but 
there is no possibility of my losing my share in the 
anima rnundi. The significance of this is, at present, 
imperfectly understood; but our positiv knowledge 
in regard to it is widening year by year. We hav, 
at length, so far directed om· vision from heaven as 
to find out that earth is no mere inert bulk, but is 
an activ mass, charged with the to us, at present, 
esoteric potentialities which are manifested in the 
various forms of motion known as electricity, mag
netism, light, heat, and chemical action. What we 
so pompou~:~ly style our mental powers or our soul are, 
undoubtedly, correlated with-or, more properly, are 
simply a specialization of-the material forces of the 
universe. Since the Newtonian philosophy first made 
itself heard in regard to the inherent energy of every 
atom of this material world, the animistic hypothesis 
has been superseded and rendered unnecessary; and 
till we. know more than we do of the potentialities of 
matter, we are not in a position-

proof, and no threats can make me believe, although Then, what know I of eschatological design? I say 
they may frig·hten me into being a hypocrit with a with Carlyle: "What went before and what will fol
pretense of belief. low me I regard as two black curtains 'Yhich hang 

But, apart from this difficulty, the fashion of stat- down at the two extremities of human life, and which "To say where Death the specter grins, 
ing the position implies that the Christian himself is no living man has yet drawn aside. Many hundreds And where he's not and Life begins." 
in doubt, for he alleges: "If immortality should of generations hav already stood before them with To the individual, what we call death, and which re
turn out to be an illusion, I am no worse off than their torches, guessing anxiously what lies behind. ligion has invested with harrowing "o.nxieties and in
you; if it should prove to be a verity, I am infinitly On the curtain of futurity many see their own expressible horrors, is neither more nor less than a 
better off." This is simply reducing the" never-dying shadows, the forms of their passions enlarged and loss of conscious egoity, and that we lose every night 
soul" to the level of goods in a little huckster-shop, and put in motion. They shririk in terror at this image when we go sleep. There is nothing dreadful in 
making" God" the agent or manager in an Anti-Hell- of themselvs. Poets, philosophers, and founders of death, per Sej the dread springs from your standing 
Fire Insurance Company. If it turn out that you states hav painted this curtain with their dreams, above ground and allowing your mind to speculate 
hav no "soul," good and well; if it tUTn out that you more smiling or more dark as the sky above them upon the prospect of your lying below ground dead. 
haY one, it will be kept impervious to the combustion was cheerful or gloomy; and their pictures deceive If somewhere outside the pale 'of human com pre
of ignited brimstone and the borings of that strange the eye when viewed from a distance. Many jugglers, hension there should exist a benevolent and mag
helminthological specimen, "the worm that never too, make profit of this our universal curiosity; by nanimous god, I hav thought honestly, even if erro
dies." If I were convinced my "soul" were an ani- their strange mummeries they hav set the outstretched neously, and hav done my best; and I fear not to fall 
mistic entity instead of a somatic phenomenon, I fancy in amazement. A deep silence reigns behind into his hands. If the malevolent and pusillanimous 
should not thus, in regard to it, behave as a pettifog- this curtain; no one once within will answer those he Jehovah exist, I hav nothing to expect, and I would 
ging hucksterer; if anywhere I could find a god, I has left without; all you can hear is a hollow echo of not sue for his favors, even if I knew how. But of 
should select for him some avocation more compatible your question, as if you shouted into a chasm." I a god or of gods. I know nothing; and my life is, I 
with the exalted rarik of deity than that of a humble trustfully leave Nature's at present impenetrable trust, better spent than in searching for them. I feel 
Anti-Hell-Fire Insurance agent-an iriky knuckled mystery unprofaned by my empirical touch. Of I hav some noble instincts, quite independently of 
office-hack, a thing of post mortem premiums and nature I know more. than I do of Jehovah; and I the prospect of their bringing me a reward in heaven; 
dividends and bonuses. · trust and love the former rather than the latter. I I am conscious I hav some faults and failings, quite 

Some hav sent me tracts, rubbish leaves at sixpence writhe under the severed ties of love and friendship; independently of the prospect of havi-ng to do pen
per hundred, dealing with "Nell the Converted Bar- but I dread not death. Before I was conceived na- ance for them in the pit without a bottom. Vi.J:tue is 
maid" and "Little Jack Smith and his Immortal ture took care of the atoms which now compose my its own exceeding great reward, and vice carries with 
Soul." I hav smiled kindly even over these, and cal- ego; I can trust her to take care of those atoms when it, inherently, its own condign punishn:ent. The 
culated how it would be possible to g·et down to the my ego is no more. roses bloom under my fe~t, and the tenebnous clouds 
mental plane of the senders, and of their notions of I bow to the inevitable. Who does not do so is a overhead hav a golden frmge, even as I walk, as I do 
ratio and magnitude, and their idea of the length and .madman. No bitter and agonized remonstrance of at present) through THE V .ALLEY oF THE SHADOW oF 
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DEATH. For ·he who .means no evil has no evil to 
fear. 

"Preserve the dignity of 'man 
With soul erect, 

when our opposition to the nusappropriation of pub- instance, if I hav made by my own labor one thou
lie money would apply equally, and to all, under sand bushels of wheat, or one thousand dollars, and 
similar circumstances. • I loan this to my neighbor for sixty bushels, or sixty 

We desire, in this connection, to add that it ill be- dollars, it's the sixty bushels, or dollars, that should 
comes, in our judgment,-the organ of any religious be taxed; and in this country there is sufficient of 
denomination to attempt to force the success of meas- that obtained from others' labor to bear all the bur
mes on legislativ bodies by the use of threats, such dens of government, and amount to but a small per 

And trust the Universal Plan 
Will all protect." 

W. STEWART Ross. 

Sectarian Appropriations. as those in the New York (Roman) Catholic Review, centage at that. In brief, a graduated income tax, 
From aw Demor:ratic Advance. when it declares: "We wish to say that there are both on real and personal property, and so graduated 

It has been the practice of an institution called the enough men interested in the passage of this meas- on unproductiv land as to ultimately destroy holding 
~oman Catholic Protectory,. having lands and build- ure (so called freedom of worship bill) to secure the and buying for speculation. Rentals to be· limited; 
mgs located northeasterlv of the Harlem river to political damnation of any man or any party that will assessed incomes or rents in place of assessed values, 
apply annually to the legislature for an appropria- not do us full justice. We hav already marred the with right to appeal, as at present. The precedent 
twn from the state moneys. The basis of this de- political future of more than one bigot, and we ad- to limit rentals is already established, by limit to in
maud is that juvenil delinquents are at times com- vise all others to note the fact. We want as nearly terest, railroad fares, etc. 

"tt d t d · d b a unanimous vote as can be had." ' Financial.- A domestic circulating medium (or m1 e o, ~n rece1ve y, the Protectory. The 
State and mty both hav largely contributed to the As an exponent and defender of democratic prin- money), controled and issued by government ex-
procurement of the lands, the erection of buildings ciples we feel justified in asserting that, as a matter clusivly, to hav no intrinsic or speculativ value. Gold 
and the support of the inmates. ' of policy-if this tribute must be paid by the Demo- and silver to be coined, or otherwise, for international 

In fact it is believed that the valuable property cratic party, as implied by the Oathohc Review- purposes, paying balances of trade, thereby becom
D?W held by th~ ~orporator~ ~as been principally the it would, in our opinion, be wisest for the organiza- ing commercial regulators without affecting om in
g1ft of the mummpal authonties. Mter having been tion to pay it from the treasury of the Democratic ternal financial condition-like a governor to an 
refused by the legislature of last year the donation State Central Committee rather than vote this tax on engin, when checking importations it would increase 
then persistently demanded, the claim has been the electors of the state. As a matter of principle exportation, as the governor increases or diminishes 
renewed at the .present session. The committee re- the Democracy had better maintain its motto of the steam as required., 
porting the appropriation bill declined to oplace the "equal and exact justice to all men" than to suffer Paterson, March 20, 283. JNo. J. HAviLAND. 
objectionable item in the bill. When in Committee the consequences of a departure therefrom. 
of the Whole the matter was brought before the If the hierarchy cannot support this Roman Catho
House by a motion to insert the sum of twenty-five lie institution, let it be transferred to "state" control, 
thousand dollars. and then and thereby placed on a footing with other 

Several members opposed the motion on the ground institutions. it is a selfish idea of Democracy which 
of being in violation of the provision of the Constitu- will lead an honest and intelligent advocate of "civil 
tion forbidding the donation of public money to and religious liberty". as the "glory of man" to ac
sectarian institutions. Finally, on a promis to place cept defeat at this time for the sake of a few paltry 
on file a letter wherein it is declared -that if the pro- dollars which ought to be raised by other, and volun
posed appropriation is made, such demands will tary, means if actually needed. 
not be in futm~ presented, the amount of twenty It would be a profitable investment for the Repub
thousand dollars has been inserted. It is also said lican managers to pay more than the desired amount 
that at some time it is intended that this institution of appropriation to· hav forced from their present 
shall be transfened to the state. legislativ majority a favorable response to this exac-

We hav and do object to this use of the public tion. Is it possible this is one of the devices of the 
money. It is not because the institution is controled enemy? The very conditions under which it is 
by one religious denomination more than if con- alleged this last appropriation item has been placed 
troled by any other. It is because it is openly, and in the legislativ bill is an admission of its being 
declared to be, sectarian, and intended to promote wrong, and its granting will be regarded an evidence 
the purposes of one religious body to the exclusion of of weakness of principle yielding to importunate so
the advantage of all others. ]icitation mingled with insolent threatenings. The 

"Roman Catholic" it is, and doubtless will be. It bill pas_sed under these circumstances, the prompting 
was formed for the promotion of the objects of that will b'e attributed ndt to charity but to cowardice. 
particular denomination, and will be so continued. When this question has received· the thoughtful con
As such it can never be accepted by the state as one sideration of intelligent Roman Catholics, we believe 
of its institutions until the state itself shall hav that they will be as ready to assume the position 

which has been taken in this article as other of our adopted the Roman Catholic church as the state 
church, and civil and religious liberty shall hav been readers. We again repeat that the Democratic Ad
overthrown. vance is op1~osed to union of church and state affairs, 

vVe repeat that it is not because the institution is and we express our firm conviction that, in view of 
Roman Catholic that we oppose the making of this public sentiment and the conditions of organizations, 

no political party can afford to bec.ome responsible appropriation. 1l is because it is sectarian. We abso-
lutely and positivly object to all taxation, all levies of for the making of appropriations of public funds to 

the maintenance of avowedly sectarian institutions, 
money on taxpayers, for the purpose of the same be- though piofesseclly"charitable and correctional; when 
ing devoted to, and expended in, the private manage- it is required to be done at the cost of the people 
ment and support of institutions held and controled and through governmental instrumentality. 
by sectarian powers, whether such be of the Protest- Roman Catholics hav objected to paying taxes in 
aut Episcopal, Methodist, Presbyterian, Baptist, support of Imblic schools not under sectarian control. 
Universalist, Quaker, or any other sect or denomina-. If th · b b · , Shall non-sectarians and religious people ,of other 
twn. lS e " Igotry, ' we invite our enemies to denominations be compelled to furnish means for sus-
make the most of it. taining institutions for the Roman Catholic church? 

Just at this time there is a bill pending before the Is this justice? 
legislature aitned at an institution for the reformation ____ .., ___ _ 

Reforms '!'hat Should Be. 
of juvenil delinquents. This institution is non-sec
tarian. It had done good service before the Roman 
Catholic Protectory was even thought of. Among To THE EDITOR OF THE TnuTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav 
the names of its official board are included those of lately read so many articles in your paper relating to 
honored members of the Roman Catholic church, and progress and reform that I'm induced to say, in the 
no fault has been alleged in its administFation, yet it language of the Society of Friends, The spirit mov
has been assailed by Romanistic methods, with a view eth me to speak. I shall, however, be very brief, 
to the promotion of sectarian purposes. and merely suggest, and leave your correspondents 

vV e sincerely hope that no sectarianism will be al- to criticise and discuss. 
- lowed in any institution receiving money from the Prison Riform.-Punishment should be reforma-

public treasury; or, otherwise to state it, that no ·tory, and criminals should be educated to labor; in 
~oney from the public. co~er~ will be allowed to go other words, the punishment for crime should be 
mto the funds of any mstltutwn held -qnder control labor, and as an incentiv to reform, and to produce 
?f sectarianism.. On this we take broad ground-it habits of labor, the prisoner should receive all the 
1s as to all public moneys and as to all sectarian in- profits over and above his maintenance. The con
stitutions! tract system should be abolished, and the state dis-

It has been suggested to us that· party ends render pose of prison-made goods. No prisoner after hav
the making of this appropriation desirable. We deny ing served his time should be sent out in the world 
it. That ·party which serves the people most faith- penniless, which is demoralizing of itself. 
fully and justly will reap the greatest success. Every Intemperance.- Prohibition is tyranny; excessiv 
dollar of public money devoted to sectarian purposes charge for license is exclusiv, partial, and giving· an 
in the state of New York will cost more than one aristocratic characte:rto the business. Liquor should 
vote to the party !!'scendant and making the appro- be free to all to sell, and the civil damage .act should 
priation. The obJection is the same in principle, be made to apply upon the principle of the "kill
whether the sum be twenty cents or fifty thousand sheep-dog law." To explain: All damages arising 
dollars. As well giv the one as the other; and where from intoxication should fall on the liquor dealer of 
does the legislature get its authority to giv away the the city or district. If a man become intoxicated, a 
property of the individual.citizen? fixed sum should be imposed on t1:te liquor sellers of 

At the present time the popular demand in Great the district~ and not on the person intoxicated. The 
'Britain is that state and chmch shall be divorced. 'names of all persons found intoxicated, should be 
Shall they be united in America? · In our re!)pect for published. To be brief, I would make it to the in
the conscientious convictions of every man-believ- terest of the liquor dealer to keep men sober, and 
ing it to be the right of each to enjoy perfect free- also to keep guard over his neighbor in the same 
dom of faith and form-we desire to treat religious business. A civil damage act, properly enforced, 
matters in the best spirit and most respectful Ian- would reform the seller and the drinker. 
guage, and regret that we hav felt constrained herein Taxation.-All taxation should be based on that 
to refer with some particularity to one denomination, whiph a man realizes out of the labor of others. For 

Government-What Is It 1 
In endeavoring to answer this question properly, 

it will be necessary first to inquire, What is the duty 
that each and every one owes to themselvs? And 
that our position may be clear and plain to each and 
all, we would say that duty demands that we put 
forth all our energies to unfold and perfect our own 
individuality. And the best means we hav at our 
command to accomplish this is to labor in harmony 
with nature, reason, and good common sense. 

Nature has implanted in our organisms the 
necessity as well as the desire to "eat, drink, and be 
merry," also a desire to know "how to eat, what to 
eat, and when," in order to hav the most real enjoy
ment, as well as to secure·the proper nourishment to 
keep up the physical strength, mental vigor, and 
moral and spiritual growth, or. development. And 
the same may be said of drink. 

This duty is basis, as regards ourselvs. Then it is 
necessary that we hav clothes to wear to keep us 
warm, and houses to liv in to protect us from the 
heat of summer, the cold of winter, and the storms 
of both. 

When these are all provided, then we can begin to 
look for true enjoyment by proper association, viz., 
that which is given .to us, mental culture, and spirit
ual enlightenment. 

· To secure these we must hav eyes to see, ears to 
hear, a head to properly interpret what we see and 
hear, that the heart may be kept " warm, tender, and 
true" to our highest convictions of the rights and 
duties we owe to others as well as to ourselvs, and 
sufficient spiritual light to discern what they owe to 
us as fellow-travelers along the interminable pathway 
of life. 

This being accomplishecl, what more do we need 
to make us fit subjects of a government that looks to 
nature for its pattern, rendering justice tu all by ask
ing no more for ourselvs than enough to unfold and 
perfect the possibilities that nature has endowed us 
with in harmony with her immutable laws? 

This, then, in brief, is government: To obey the 
laws of nature, as far and as fast as we can interpret 
theq1 in harmony with our highest light. . 

If by experience our light, so-called, proves to be 
darkness (or violation of her immutable laws) there 
is a penalty attached that none can escape or evade 
paying, no matt~r how wise, learned, or sincere th"ey 
may be. 

This, then, is true government, viz., To follow 
where nature leads in harmony with our best light, 
born of our own experience and that of others. 

. M1w. JuuA C. FnANKLIN. 

THE newspapers and periodicals of all kinds issued 
in the United States and territories now reach the 
imposing total of 11,196. This is an increase of 585 
in twelve months. Taking the states one by one, the 
newspaper growth in some is very considerable. 
The present total in New York state, for instance, is 
1,399-a gain of 80 in the past year. The increase 
in Pennsylvania is 48, the existing number being 943. 
Nebraska's total gi'ew from 175 to 201, and Illinois's 
from 890 to 904 A year ago Massachusetts had 420 
papers; now the numb~r is 438. In Texas the new 
papers outnumbered the suspensions by 8, and Ohio 
now has 738 papers instead of 692. The most re
markable change has occurred in the territories, in 
which the daily papers hav grown from 43 to 63, and 
the weeklies from 169 to 243-Dakota being the 
chief area of activity. The number of monthlies 
throughout the country grew from 976 to 1,0:34, while 
the dailies leaped from 996 to 1,062. The figures 
given above are exclusiv of Canada, which possesses 
a total of 606. It is interesting to note that the 
newly-settled regions of the Canadian Northwest 
are productiv of newspapers as well as of wheat, for 
the number of journals issued in Manitoba was 
nearly doubled during the year. 
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EuREKA, March 12, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find within $10, for which please 

forward "Bible Myths and their Parallels in Other 
Religions," the "Brain and the Bible." aud to the 
Monument Fund apply $5. Your~:, G. L. GREEN. 

. . PoRTLAND, March 7, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: We are holding Libe,ral meetings 

every Sunday at 2 P.M. and 7 in the evening, and if 
you hav any circulars :you would like distributedvl 
will do so if you will sead them to me. 

Yours truly, C. H. SAUNDERS. 

OssEo, March 17, 1883. 
Mn. EDITOR: As the time of my subscription for 

the paper has expired, I herewith send you $5-$2.50 
for THE TRUTH S.EEKER, $1.50 for Mr. Bennett's fourth 
Tolume of "A Truth Seeker Around the World," as 
I hav the other three, and $1 for Mr. Bennett's 
monument. CHRIST. SCHREIBER. 

PETERBORO, March 18, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR; I don't feel that you can send THE 

TRUTH SEEKER for $2.50, and I send you $3. Put me 
down $5 for the Monument Fund. Notify me when 
the money is wanted. Believe me that I feel the 
loss of D. M. Bennett as much as those who hav ex-
pressed their feelings in writing. GEORGE G:EER. 

EDEN, March 15, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5-$2 50 for THE 

TRUTH SEEKER, $1.50 for the last volume of "A Truth 
Seeker Around the World," and $1 toward the erec
tion of a monument over our hero-a slab to point 
his place of rest, but whose monument is his life 
and labors. The grand old man is gone, but the 
products of his master-mind can never die. For 
years he has sown the seeds of truth;· the result is an 
army of truth seekers marching on to aid in the 
emancipation of the slaves of superstition. 

Yours truly, W. N. KELLOGG. 

WEsT POINT, March 15, 1883. 
MRs, M. W. BENNETT AND E. MACDONALD: Please find 

inclosed $4-$2 50 for THE TRUTH SEEKER and $1.50 
for the Bennett monument. I hav taken THE TRUTH 
SEEKER from the first number, and the Investigator 
for forty years. I am now on the shady side of 
seventy; cannot much longer help you. All I do I 
consider a duty, I wish that many may keep with 
you. Believe me that I, with the many of your and 
the late Mr. Bennett's friends, regret much the sad 
bereavement that has befallen us. The future is left 
to the living. Keep a good conscience and liv sacred 
to duty. Truly yours, JosEPH ATKINS. 

PALATKA, March 19, 2'83. 
lVIRs. l\1. W. BENNETT: D. l\f. Bennett cannot be for

gotten while humanity livs. To numberless genera
tiOns yet unborn his name will be the synonym of 
all that is honest, earnest, energetic, industrious, 
th.Jughtful, loving, sympathetic, loyal, and manly, I 
am amongst. those who feel sure that "our loss is 
his gain," and, therefore, while I sorrow with those 
who must miss his genial presence, I rejoice that his 
opportunities for righteous work, and therefore for 

on the people to let them know that he is God, and 
that his children had better attend to their knitting 
before they raise his ire; but there is none so blind 
as those that won't see. ABRAM CANNARK. 

AYER, March 12, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I confess to be a delinquent in the 

Bennett monument Fund contribution, and hence 
accept the prompting of the chairman. He is ex
ceedingly modest in his invitation to take stock in 
such a laudable enterprise, It is greatly to be hoped 
that it will be "the expression of a popular senti
ment," and that no Liberal· (who can afford it) will 
fail to take stock-at least one share while the books 
are open, and not afterward regret that their names 
are not in the long list of stock-holders. This will 
be a sort of index to all Liberals, an introduction 
when meeting as strangers in every town and city, 
if Liberals are disposed to advertise in this way. A 
thing that can be done at any time is too apt to be 
postponed. Would it not be well to fix a time for 
olosing the subscription, and insert that notice in 
every issue till the time expires ? Inclosed you will 
find my contribution ($5). ELIJAH MYRICK. 

ALLIANCE, March 18, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2 50 to renew 

my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I cannot well 
do without it, and I hope to be able to lend a help
ing hand to keep up the good work that THE TRUTH 
SEEKER is so ably doing. Much as we mourn the 
loss of our lamented Bennett, we feel that the paper 
is is in good hands and will be conducted on the 
same broad principles that he intended it to be. I 
feel that we are very fortunate to hav it left in the 
hands of one who has so ably taken care of its in
terests in the past when its founder was in prison, 
and when he was absent to Europe, and on his 
round-the-world v.ayage, Taking all in all, I think 
the outlook i$ very encouraging. So let every true 
Liberal stand by THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am sorry to 
see that a few are so narrow as to be fault-finding. 
I should scorn to be the first enter a complaint 
against the paper that metes out through ita col
umns, to all sides, more justice than a.ny other paper 
in the land. Yours truly, CARRIE E. WEIR. 

CHICAGo, March 16, 1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: As one of those who mourn 

the early taking off of our much-esteemed friena 
and your beloved husband, I hav thus long been 
silent so far as transmitting to you the realization 
of ou1 loss, simply because it could be but a repeti
tion of the sympathetic grief that was pouring in 
upon you from all quarters; whilst in each and all 
of these I've seen no word of appreciation stronger 
than could be my own ; no expression of grief in 
which I did not fully share. Still, not only hope and 
faith, but knowledge, comes to assure us that this 
great change called death is but the spirit-birth, as 
those gone before do often come with words of cheer 
and facts which cannot be thrust' aside. Therefore 
l"t us trust that the time is not distant when oppor
tt:nity will be given for D. M. Bennett to· reveal his 
identity from over the mystic river, 

I inclose herewith but $2-$1 for the Monument 
Fund and $1 to apply on subscription, 

Yours truly, MRs, P, LILLIBRIDGE. 

comforting and happifying himself, are much greater LIGHT, MORE LIGHT. 
than when confined to mundane spheres, WEST FARMINGTON, 0., March 11, Ms. 35. 

I inclose you $2,50 for subscription for 1883 and MR EDITOR: I feel just like pitching into some-
$150 for fourth volume of "Round the World." body this morning, and it might as well be Brother 

With sisterly affection and the largest wish for the Ridenger, as anybody else. In his article in reply to 
prosperity and success in its mission of our dear old Brother Hale he opened up a live, practical question 
TRUTH SEEKER, I am for the truth in all subjects, which I wish to notice briefly. 

MARY A. VoRE, B. other Ridenger asks: "Does our government 
--- hang persons for revenge?" I answer emphatically, 

HARVARD, Marc·1 13, 1883. Yes! W('l are not an enlightened nation yet. "Capi-
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Please find in·closed $3.50-2.50 tal punishment" is a relic of barbarism, and the ex

for THE TRUTH SEEKER and $1 for the Bennett monu- ecution of the law but satisfies a blood-thirsty, re
ment. I say, hav a noble monument erected to his vengeful spirit. Now see here, brother, if you are a 
memory, and if more is needed, it shall be forth- logical man, it will take but two minutes to con
coming. I received the first, or one of the first, Vince you that hanging is wrong. The object of law 
TRUTH SEEKERS that was· published in Illinois, and is to protect the innocent, not to punish the of
hav taken the paper ever since. I hav taken quite fender; oh, no I not at all. .A. person has committed 
a number of papers, and I consider THE TRUTH SEEKER murder, he is jailed, and manacled, if need be; and, 
one of the best. when thus secured, the innocent are safe, as far as 

It used to do me good tG sit down and hav a he is concerned; then, sir, the object of the law is 
good talk with an orthodox minister, but 1 don't fulfilled; and, whenever the government hangs that 
hav that chance any more, for they giv me a wide individual, it is guilty of wilful, cold-blooded murder. 
berth. They call rrie an Infidel, but hard names To kill is murder. To deliberately hang a man is 
don't hurt very much. If the Freethinkers and as much of a murder as to shoot him the dead hour 
Liberalo wish to build a hall to the memory of the of night. Again, what good does it do? It does not 
lamented Bennett, we say all right, and the neces- restore the murdered man, nor benefit his family. 
sary cash on my part shall be forthcoming. What is it, then, but revenge? When he is in a dun-

! do no not know what some men are·made of, or geon the innocent are safe. Oh! well, its liTing Ju
wbere they hav lived all their lives, to sit and hear daism over again. An eye for an eye, a tooth for a 
preachers tell the people that the present floods at tooth, and blood for blood, That's it. In this re
Cincinnati and along the Ohio River were sent by spect we hav not advanced a whit beyond the days 
God to cause the people to think about him instead of Moses. Let those liv back there who wish to, but 
of attending to their every-day business. · they shall not take me with them. You ask of Brother 

I hav read somewhere that it is the fool that saith ' Hale "how that God of his can right the wrongs of 
there is no God, and I think I can safely say it is a the outraged hereafter." As to Brother Hale's God 
fool that cannot see that those floods were truly in doing it,· I can't say. I hav not got ai:ly God. 
harmony with the great laws and principles of na- Brother Ridenger, I am a Spiritualist,' but there is 
ture, for wben the rains came and tbe snow melted, none of the orthodox Calvinistic doctrin about me, I 
tb.e water would try and find its level. What simple- assure you. Now it's like this. Suppose Isteal your 
tons! to tell us in one breath that their God and horse, sell him, use the money, then die (as it's 
his laws are immutable,.and in the next hav their called) without making restitution. Well, sir, that 
God rendering special blessings and sending floods will hav to be righted in the next sphere of life. 

You must be made whole. I may not pay you in 
cash when you come over, but is there no way I 
can help you, only to pay you in dollars? I think 
so. I would hav to help you until you were fully 
compensated. That would not be revenge, but simple 
justice. Eternal justice must be done. 

A. ALLEN N OE. 

BouRBONNAIS GRovE, March 14, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Why are Liberals so slow about 

adopting the new calendar ? I think it is the most 
important move ever made by Freethinkers. And I 
for one wo.uld like to see it at the head of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. 

I was very much interested in Mr. James Hale's 
God, not as a being of great intrinsic value, but as 
a· curiosity; it has few if any equals. I would like 
to ask some of our Spiritualist friends a question ot 
.two. Perhaps they hav been asked before, but I hav 
not seen them. If the Darwin theory is true (which 
most intelligent Freethinkers admit) at what time 
in man's development did he become a spiritual 
animal ? If spirits advance in knowledge after 
leaving the body, why do they not tell us some
thing that no one knows? Why don't they make us 
acquainted with some fact in science? It seems to 
me that some of those spirits forty-five or fifty-thou
sand years old ought to. be pretty· weH posted. I 
believe that ghosts and gods. are alike, neither better 
or wiser than their makers. WM. H. KNox, 

GRAND IsLAND, March 16, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: It Rivs me much pleasure to read the 

kind letters in THE TRUTH SEEKER from our friends 
in all parts of the country, and to know that we hav 
so many truth seekers ready to do honor to our 
belovea brother, in furnishing the means to raise a 
monument and hall that shall be dedicated to the 
memory of our. departed · friend. I never met our 
gallant truth-seeker hero, but, from reading his 
many letters, I came to look upon him as almost a 
part of myself, if I may be allowed to use the ex
pression; or, to be better understood, he always 
seemed to utter my sentiments, and I got to look 
upon him (though always separated by distance) as 
truly a brother. Language can't express the dis
gust I feel for those base characters that hastened 
his death by their diabolism, their malignity, and 
fiendish brutality. Can I ever respect that old mon
strosity (called the church) that stamps out intel
lect, gets in the way of science, denies the right of 
free speech, tortures great men, sends philosophers to 
prison because she is not allowed to send them to 
the stake or to the scaffold,· and allies herself with 
the worst forms of despotism to be found· upon the 
face of the earth? No I May my tongue cleave to 
the roof of my mouth if I ever cease to expose her 
weakness. How long I oh, how long, must we be 
obliged to sacrifice our Bennetts upon her blood
stained altars ? 

Truth seekers, let us bury the hatchet, and tolerate 
each other's short-comings. Don't let Spiritualism, 
Materialism, prohibition, or anything else divide us, 
but send our shots faster and heavier into that 
monster that denies us the right to use the brains 
that nature has given us. 

Circumstances forbid me sending my mite just 
now, but will do so when the shaft gets &tarted. 

Yours trulv, WALTER SIMONDS. 

WOODHULL, March 25, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: It is evident from the discussion on the 

Prohibition question great men differ, and greater 
the men the more they differ. "What," says one, 
"is prohibition ?" Please giv me space to make a 
few remarks upon this interesting question. 

First, I will say prohibition is the foundation of 
all just laws, To prohibit and prevent that which 
is injurious to community is the essence of law; when 
applied to the drinking of Intoxicating liquors it 
means the abolishing of its use as now indulged. 

When applied to the small-pox, yellow-fever, and 
and other contagious diseases, these pests are pro-' 
hibited from injuring the community by quarantine 
laws by which infected vessels are prohibited from 
landing, the life and health of the community being 
ip. danger, and the right and privilege of the crew 
to come ashore is by law prohibited. Here lies the 
justice and necessity of prohibitory laws-the inter
est of communities are protected at the expense of 
individual rights. 
If the result of drinking intoxicating drinks is not 

injurious to communities, a prohibitory law would 
be wrong and unjust. If injurious, it would be just 
and right, and of necessit;v should exist. 

"But who shall decide ?" This depends upon the 
kind of government we liv under. In republican 
governments, where the ruling power is vested in the 
people, the necessity _of all laws is determined by 
the majority. To claim individually the rights 
and privileges of the minority over the rights and 
privileges of the majority is opposed to our govern
ment. 

As for the arguments of the two parties boiled 
down to their logical essence, it is this: Shall men 
be prohibited from getting drunk to their own in
jury and to the injury of "community? The prohi
bitionist says yes, and his opponent no, and givs his 
reasons, claiming by tak;ing away a man's privilege 
to get drunk he is robbed and swindled out of the 
sacred right to select his own drink, and this sacred 
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right is the same as the right and privilege to drink 
tea or coffee. 

If the privilege to get drunk were not inseparably 
connected with the privilege of drinking intoxicating 
drinks, the anti-prohibitionist would hav an argu
ment. But inasmuch as he cannot sustain the right 
of drinking intoxicating drinks without sustaining 
the privilege of getting drunk, logically he advo
cates drunkenness; yet he abhors drunkenness. In 
this drunkards do the same, and we ask where the 
difference is-he advocates the right to drink and 
the drunkard drinks ? 

Where is the consistency in abhorring drunken
ness and at the same time advocating that which 
produces it? The prohibitionist bases his argument 
upon the rights of community upon the same prin
ciple an individual is prohibited from burning his 
own house if there is a probability of endangering 
the rights of community. The anti-prohibitionist 
bases his argument upon individual rights, Which 
party is the more consistent ? 

As for prohibition in towns, cities, and states, it 
amounts to but little. So long as our government 
grants the right, to import, make, buy, sell, and drink 
liquor and use it to raise national revenue out of, we 
will be cursed with drunkenness and all the evils 
arising therefrom. 

To prevent drunkenness by advocating temperate 
drinking has been practiced since the days of Noah 
-some 4,000 years-and what has it accomplished? 
The people in the nineteanth century hav just com
menced to see the necessity of prohibition, and I 
propose this as the main point at issue, Is prohibL 
tion necessary for the welfare and good of our na
tion, morally, physicall-y, and financially? Giv the use 
of intoxicating drink credit for all the good and 
benefit arising from its use where. no substitute can 
fill its place) and charge it with all the evils arising 
from its use, morally, physically, and financially; 
open up the facts in the case, and present our true 
condition as .a people so that the necessity can be 
seen. Let the point of reform be national prohibi
tion, the same as the abolishing of slavery and the 
prohibition of .polygamy. The people in whom the 
power of rule is vest~d are responsible on a.ll these 
questions, and this generation is responsible for the 
welfare of the next. Yours, IsAAO PADEN. 

QUINcY; 1\IASS, N E 107. 
· Hail! to those of every land anu name; 

All 'Who prefer the word Fraternity to fame, 
And those conflictings dire that cover man with shame 

· Unworthy most, and cruel! 
One brotherhood forever hence is mine; 
From this living center here the truth shall ever shine, 
For the highest good of all, the human and divine-

The purest, brlghtest jewel. 

One origin, one nature, and one destiny! One hu
manity, one life, and one hope-in humanity's lap 
to rest! As the future is better to one, so it must 
be to each one and to all. Has not Nature "made 
of one blood all nations of men, to dwell upon all 
the face of the earth, and determined the times be
tore appointed and the bounds of their habitation?" 
And is there any "church," any society, any clique 
or ring more "sacred," more "holy," or divine than 
a human family? Is there, or can there be, a greater 
"miracle" than man is himself? Or, if you say that 
gods work the miracles, I reply that the ''God idea" 
is human, and the miracle of· living human brains. 
No ideas of gods or ghosts were ever known until 
there were human brains for their evolutiJn. In all 
we know, therefore, of the whole of things, man is 
himself the greatest wonder, and of miracles he is 
at the head of. the list. Motion and chemism are 
perfected in manhood. He is the only living or
ganism we know that evolves ideas. 

The social relations of humanity are the living 
foundation and the only source of virtue (justice, 
goodness, and truthfulness), and its practice does 
not depend upon books, nor creeds, nor alleged rev
elations from myths in the sky. From the fraternal 
element in humanity comes all we know of justice, 
equity, and individnal sovereignty. "But," says one, 
"if the elements of fraternity and virtue are innate 
in humanity, how ·is it to be accounted for that the 
human race has become so much divided and broken 
up into belligerent parties?" It is not any fault in 
virtue that the race has become divided into nations. 
But it may be for a want of the fraternal when the 
nations fight and devour one another. And there is 
another cause more potent for discords and persecu
tions, and that is found in false ideas. I hav in 
other articles attempted to show that the human 
mind is controled by false ideas, that hold it to any 
given course of conduct with equal power as if they 
were true. And to this state of things it is owing 

CAPE BRETON CrT.Y, Jan. 31, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I propose that we should form an 

order and alliance, be it even in profPssional acknowl
edgment of the title only of Truth Seekers, and thus, 
and worthily, may we hav for our all-time presi
dent, the gentle, noble truth seeker, D. M. Bennett. 
There is, and alway"' must be, truth to be searched 
for, as long as there is continual change and devel
opment. in organisms-as long as intelligence pre
sides in the universe, and as long as we individually 
develop through its transmitted functions, Throligh 
everlasting _ages, and in all stages, there must al
ways be the youn~ and undeveloped, the proud and 
superstitious in some degree, and every advancing 
world of beings will forever require their truth 
seekers. 

In our little time, then, in the little time of even 
the race itself, may we not arm the truth seeker with 
a legitimate badge of independence-a budge that can 
never be dishonored but in the wearer-a badge with 
a title that will hav the same meaning in every 
language. Strength and courage are afforded by 
sympathy and unity, and when we can get neither 
it is time enough to act and develop without. A 
truth is only dawning that the race of man is yet in 
its puling infancy. We hav vaguely looked back for 
precedent and the ideal, in perfect man gods-abor
tions created by the yet undeveloped mind of man
when we should look forward with the inspiration 
of truth. The possibilities of man on earth with an 
organism developed through the higher functions of 
his nature, present a hopeful future for the race. 

The gradual development through these functions 
is seen in the advancement of material science, and 
the gradual dissipation ·of barbarous theologies. But 
how clogged! I hav worn the fetters, and the marks 
are there) 

Production made easy by applied science, and di
vision equitable through wise legislation, an effect 
of the religion of humanity, will develop a posterity 
to us with highEir, finer, and mayhap other and 
grander senses, and with grander souls; for truth 
and loving kindness will be there still in higher 
estate, when the enslaver, direful necessity, is held 
off by united effort. 

that Christians fail to yield to humanity any credit 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., 1883. .for the good that humanity has down for itself. It 

Truth seekers, we owe this progress to ourselvs, 
and to that posterity I Forward, then, truth seekers, 
always! All must be honored by the title, and their 
badge and armor must then turn aside through 
their innate brightness and luster, the cruel shafts 
of malignity and terrorism infitcted upon the honest 
Infidel, brave in his martyrdom, but unfortunate in 
his name-a name which he has a right to cast off 
as he would cast off any other unclean thing thrust 
upon him through the venom of sup~rstition, igno
rance, and bigotry. 

DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Language caniwt express our is for this reason that Christians persecute those 
profound grief and sorrow for your irreparable loss, that never persecuted them. Nay, more, for they 
but tears of sympathy giv us some relief. Like persecute and make war upon each other. Uncount
Brother Monroe, we trust that "coming suns mav ed millions of Christian men, and women, and chil
soften the anguish of your lonel.Y spirit, and dispel dren liav been slain by Christian hands! It is ap
the dark clouds that shut from your weeping eyes palling to contemplate the immense numbers mur
the prospect of better days." dered by Christians for alleged witchcraft. And this, 

Aq our loss is his infinit gain, let us try to be- re- too, when science shows that for Christianity itself 
signed and prepared to meet him where the weary there is no better or more appropriate term than 
are forever at rest, and the storms of life all termi- this one of witchcraft. And how many ignorant and 
nate in an everlasting ca.lm. silly people hav those mountebanks, Moody and 

Please accept the following token of sympathy i Sankey, bewitched? Renee, in all preceding ages, 

MARY'S ADDRESS TO HER DEPARTED HERO~ 

Pledge of a love as pure and deep 
As ever thrilled in mortal breast, 

I would not, could I, break thy sleep, 
Recall thee from the couch of rest, 

Where thou art now in peace reclining, 
A stranger to the world's repining. 

Noble and grand was thy career, 
'Mid life's events-hopes, joys, and gloom; 

And much as I could wish thee here, 
My soul's dark sorrow to illume, 

In loneliness I'd rather languish, 
Than hav thee partner in my anguish. 

If kindred spirits would allow 
· Thy advent to this world again, 

·That boon to thee were cruel now, 
For persecution's dreadful train 

Would cross thy peaceful path of life, 
And stir thy loving thoughts to strife. 

My faithful partner's life is past, 
And brokenly my heart livs on; 

But this will soothe me to the last, 
Whate're betide to dwell upon; 

'Twere better far that thou shouldst be 
Where now thou art than .here with me, 

Yet, looking on this little tress 
Unlocks the source of dried up tears, 

And thoughts intense will ever press . 
On my hot brain; nor hopes nor fears 

Since thou, my true affianced, perished, 
May never more be felt or cherished. 

My life my hope-yes, on my mind, 
Strar:ge and unusual feelings rush, 

The floodgates of my heart unbind, 
And bid its wat~s wildly gush, 

As gazing on thy works I see 
The all that now remains of thee. 

Dear Bennett mine, farewell, farewell, 
I join the busy noisy throng; 

But in my heart's deep haunted cell 
Thoughts that to thee alone belong 

Shall ever bloom as fresh and fair . 
As if "they'd just been planted there. 

If silent tears of woe can nourish 
The flowers of memory in the breast, 

Then these of mine shall surely flourish, 
And each succeeding hour invest 

Their stems with charms unknown before, 
Till we. shall meet to part no more. 

;Fraternally and sympathetica.lly- yours, 
E. N. KINGSLEY, 

both Protestant and Popish Christians hav perse
cuted not only one another, but" all the rest of man
kind." 

And here I am reminded of a recent case of per
secution, that seemed to me as black and infamous 
as that in former ages, when Christians were less 
informed, and put the objects of their hatred to a 
cruel death. I allude to that hard-hearted bigot, 
Joseph Cook, in his having followed and persecuted 
D. M. Bennett in a foreign country. Was there ever 
in ·popery a more unfraternal deed than that? It 
was not enough, it seems, for this Christian harpy, 
Cook, to perambulate over these United States ut
tering his slanders where Mr. Bennett was far bet
ter known, and a thousand times more appreciated 
for his moral worth, than this Cook ever was or ever 
will be; but, true to the persecuting instincts of 
Christianity, he followed Mr. Bennett into a foreign 
country, where he may hav supposed that they were 
both of them unknown. And there, in India, this 
Cook embraced the first chance he had for reaching 
the public ear for charging India's guest as having 
been convicted of some crime in America for which 
he had been fined and imprisoned! Could anything 
be meaner and less fraternal? And that is Chris
tianity, that form of faith in mysticism which for 
two thousand years has persistently proclaimed hell
fire and eternal damnation for a vast majority of 
the human race I The Christian admits no one as a 
brother who is not bamboozled and victimized by the 
same ·delusion. Renee it is an enemy to humanity. 
Nor is it possible to conceive how the human race 
could hav a greater foe. It is false in its inception, 
false in its foundation, false in its theory, and de
serves eve.rlasting execration from the good and true 
everywhere ·upon the face of this globe. 
W~ never hear of persecution from Freethinkers 

and Liberals. Infidels never slay their own children 
to s1 cure their immediate admission to. paradise. 
Nor is it the fault of Liberals that they do not rec
ognize in Joseph Cook "a friend and a brother." 

And you may hav heard of that English philan
thropist and brother to the human -race, George 
Thompson, who twice visited this country in behalf 
of universal emancipation. Well, I hav a picture of 
a poor slave that Mr. Thompson gave me fifty years 
ago, now on my table; a·n.d with the chains of slav
ery, it bears this motto: "Am I not a friend and a 
brother?" LABoY SVNPimiu\ND, 

Organization and order are always desirable wher
ever possible, and a simple assertion of the title 
would be one step, and simple Iegistration of name 
would lead to further organization, which, however, 
should be carefully guarded as fee simple, as the 
title itself, although it will be its own best guard for 
the truth seeker, cannot be a truth seeker when he 
is aught else. In many places on this continent the 
only record of births is kept in the different churches, 
as it was in England not long ago, which from a 
legal as well as a domestic point of view is awkward 
for the Infidel's family. May we not institute a • 
a register, too? 

I dare say you, Mr. Editer, will consider these 
propositions, and, should you and your readers ap
prove, will, I trust, take a step in advance to cen
tralize as truth seekers, which is necessary, for it 
must be remembered that we are so scattered, often 
not being in sufficient numbers to form Leagues. 
For instance, I cannot count more than two here, 
myself included-perhaps I may say three-bold 
enough to assert ourselvs in this large county. It 
would work in perfect harmony with all existing 
Liberal Leagues, under whatever names they labor. 
It would be a living monument to its immortal 
president, and a living, ever-growing power of prog
ress to arm the pioneers of our race in the path of 
happiness and truth. 

As a stranger I am perhaps bold in rny proposi
tions, but it is my duty and pleasure to search for 
the truth, and if possible bring it to view. 

TRUTH SEEKER PRYSE PROTHEROE. 

GAHANNJ., March, l!J, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a subscriber to your paper 

for· four years. I like it on account of its liberality. 
It was through Spiritualism, or Spiritualistic publica
tions, that I became a Liberalist. Yet I should hate 
to hav your paJ:>er filled with nothing but Spiritual
ism; and were I a Materialist I should hate to hav 
THE TRUTH SEEKER forever voicing my sentiments, 
an<l thereby giving me no chance to le.arn the opin
ions of others, whose education and environments 
had caused them to hold different views. I should 
like to hav some representativ Catholic write an arti
cle in your paper in defense of his creed, also an article 
in defense of Mormonism, as well as articles from all 
other sources, the editor to follow each article with a , 
vigorous reply. It seems to me that such a course 
would make THE TRUTH SF..KKER the greatest educator 
in the land, as well as keeping its readers abreast of 
the times. 

There are but rew Liberals in this locality other 
than Spiritualists. But we hav plenty of Christians; 
and I can safely say that out of two hundred cl.Jur~h
members of my acquaintance there could not be 
found over a h:tlf dozen individuals that ever heard 
the name of Herbert Spencer. Yet we will struggle 
on, for truth will come uppermost at last. 

Yours truly, WALLAOE MOORE, 



The Little White Hearse. 
As the little white hearse went glimmering by

The man on his coal·cart jerked his lines, 
And smutted the lid or either eye, 

And turned and stared at the business signs: 
And the street-car driver stopped and beat 
His hands on his shoulders, and gazed up· 

street 
T!ll his eye on the long track reached the sky
As the little white hearse went glimmel'ing by. 

As the little white hearse went gl!mmer!ng by
A stranger petted a ragged child 

n the crowded walk, and s11e knew not why, 
But he gave her a coin ror the way slle smiled; 

And a bootblack thrilled with a pleasure 
strange, 

As a customer put back his change 
With a kindly hand and a grateful sigh-
As the l!ttle white hearse went glimmering by. 

As the little white hearse went glimmering by
A man looked out or a window dim, 

And his cheeks were wet and his heart was dry
For a d~ad child even was dear to him I 

And he thought or his empty !Ire and said: 
"Loveless alive and loveless dead-

Nor wire nor c.hild In earth or sky I" 
As the little white hearse went glimmering by. 

Religious Phantoms. 
(To a rr!end who sent a poem, "I Need.Thee, Free· 

ous Jesus."] 
BY ELilfiNA & co, 

. Thy" precious Jesus" is a dream
A phantasy of' faith so blind 

Ttt:E- TRUT!t SEEKER. Ai?RtL t}l. 1889. 

at the boy with large ears and giggling at the 
way the teacher twisted her mouth trying to 
sing a hymn. 

--------~~--------

The Battle of the Ministers. 
From the Arlcansaw _Traveler. 

It was decided that young Mulkittle should 
accompany his father on his journey to a dis
tant city to preach the funeral sermon of a 
well-known minister. Immediately the young
ster flew into an enthusiastic fl11tter of excite
ment. A ride on a railway train had ever 
been an aim of his young life, and all day be-
fore the evening of departure he played loco
motiv, puffing and running around the house 
to the infinit delight of his little sister. 

The tmvelers boarded the train late in the 
evening, and deposited themselvs among the 
luxuriant cushions of a sleeping-car. When 
the reverend gentleman and his son stretched 
themselvs on the berth assigned them,. the 
boy, restless in his anxiety to investigate 
everything, would lie down, sit up, put his 
feet where his head had been, "fumble" at 
the window, and upon the whole make him
self unnecessarily " useful." -

"Pa," be said, when he seemed to hav 
finally settled himself, " did Paul and Peter 
travel on the railroad ?" 

"No," replied the preacher, whose mind 
was filled with the thoughts that he wished to 
express during the sacred ceremony await
ing him, "there were no railroads in those 
days." 

"If there had been, and the man what 

and began to choke him, and then grappled 
with him and began an old-time wrestle. "I 
am a minister," panted Mr. Mulkittle, "and· 
I'll wollop the eternal nation out of you!" 

"So am I a minister," blew the fat man, 
"and nobody shall impose on me." 

."Of what denomination?" asked Mr. Mul
kittle, disentangling himself; and with an 
action that could not be restrained, striking 
his fat competitor on the jaw. 

"Presbyterian, you fool," howled the fat 
man, returning the blow. "What denomina-
tion are you?" • 

"Methodist, you scoundrel," and Mulkittle 
hit him between the eyes. 

"I don't care if you were a Baptist; you 
couldn't run over me," and the fat man struck 
from the shoulder. 

"It takes t'~o Presbyterians to whip me," 
panted Mr. Mulkittle, "churning " the fat 
preacher in a violent jolt. Young Mulkittle 
now sprang from the birth, seized the fat 
preacher and buried his teeth in the calf of 
his leg.· 

"Owl" howled the fat man. "Take the 
young hyena away. Ow! He's killing me!" 

Night-mipped heads were thrust from be
hind curtains, and the porter, who rushed in 
to investigate, . was asked ·by a rumpled old 
maid what was the matter, and replied, 
"Nothing, madam. Only a couple of preach
ers getting ready for sleep." 

cation, being an attempt toward revolutioniz
ing the present system of education. Moral 
and intellectual education are logically dis
cussed, and both ~hown to be of paramount 
importance, The author strenuously main
tains, and very conclusivly demonstrates, that 
the moral education is of the greatest impor
tance. He says: "Ignorance is a trivial mat· . 
ter in comparison to crime; and intellectual 
shrewdness is no compensation for the loss of 
virtue and happiness. I claim, therefore, that 
moral education, in its highest sense, is incom
parably more important than intellectual edu-
cation." - -

Moral wisdom is " the greatest happiness of · 
the greatest number," as Bentham would say. 
The author has handled the subject with con
summate ability. Overwhelming demonstra· 
tions are everywhere recognizable to convince 
the reader that the author has scanned the 
educational problem from a scientific stand
point. Tha work ought to be read by M.D.'s, 
teachers of schools of all grades, architects, 
in short, by all thinking people. Most valu· 
able hints are given for the preservation of 
health; also as to the care of children. 

That reason rails to shed her Ugh t · 
Upon thy dark, distempered mind. 

No blood of beast, or man, or God, 
Can ever wash one sin away, 

For every wicked deed thou doest 
Thyself the penalty must pay. 

Trust then no more on Jesus Christ, 
He cannot dissipate a doubt 

_ makes people pay had come around and Peter 
and John had been on the train, and the man 
had asked them for money, they would'er 
said 'gold and silver we hav none,' wouldn't 
they?" 

After everything became quiet, young Mul
kittle remarked to his father: "And we smote 
'em hip an' thigh, didn't we?" Mr. Mulkittle 
passed his arm around his son and slept 
again. 

A Coon-Hunter's Wife. 
A minister laboring in the mountain dis

tricts of Fayette county, W. Va., givs the fol
lowing conversation he had with a woman 

Let the people study the science ·of the 
preservation of health, and-in a few gener
ations the inhabitants of the globe will be 
strong and robust in body. and mind compared 
to the present. When the science of heredity 
rules supreme, and moral and in.tellectual 
education are universally adopted, we shall 
hav a grander and more noble race of human 
beings, with a greater intellectual develop
ment, a better conception of justice and moral 
rectitude. The author of this work, Professor 
J. R. Buchanan, ranks among the highest of 
the world as a student of the sciences of an
thropology, -neurology, and craniology. He is 
the discoverer of cerebral impressibility, and 
also of psychometry and sarcognomy. In a 
word, he is undoubtedly the best-informed 
man on matters appertaining to the brain, of 
American birth. 

Nor mitigate thy childish fears; 
Let reason drive such nonsense out, 

A God or wrath, and yet or Jove I 
'Tis stultifying blasphemy. 

How can a being who is good 
Become a vengeful deity? 

But God and Christ, and heaven and hell 
Are priestly phantoms-childish dreams. 

Regard them not, nor waste thy time 
In brooding o'er such idle themes. 

There is no other heaven nor hell 
Than wllut we here ourselvs create: 

Science our only savior is, 
And earth our first a~d last estate. 

The Bad Girl at Sunday-School •. 
From the Boston Globe. 

The freckle-faced little girl was sent to Sab
bath-school last Sunday to counteract the effect 
of her remarks to the parson, and show that 
the family was not quite as wicked a,s she had 
made it appear. The teacher told the class 
about Jonah, and offered to answer any ques· 
tions the children wanted to ask about the 
surprising adventures of the man who was 
thrown overboard for luck and swallowed for 
a sprat. The little girl stopped making faces 
at the boy with large ears in the next class 
and wanted to know if the whale story was in· 
the Common Council. The lady smiled at 
the question, and taking special pride in her 
peculiar knack of "drawing out" children 
and analyzing the operations of their imma
ture minds, she inquired the reason of the 
question. 

"I didn't know," said the freckle-faced 
girl. "Your husband is in the Common 
Council, 'n my pa says he's got a nap'tite like 
the whale what ate up Mr. Jones. Pa says he 
seen a bill for a lunch over at Parker's 'n said 
your husband ate twenty dollar's worth at one 
sitting. Pa said 'twas 'sprisin' what appetites 
some whales 'n most politishuns did hav." 

''Well, it's hi£h time your mother ·sent you 
to Sabbath-school," replied the teacher se
verely. "The influences around you at home 
are perfectly awful for a child of your age 
and naturally wicked disposition. Where do 
you suppose you will go to if you learn to talk 
such scandal about your neighbors?" 

"I dunno. Over to l\'Iiss Sliderback's, I 
guess. Ma says that's where you 'n Miss 
Magruder go to talk about the neighbors, 'n I 
s'pose I can go, too, when I get big 'nuff. I'd 
rather go to dancing-school though, 'n ma says 
I can when pa gets the money Deacon Slider
back cheated him out of that time they 
swapped' horses." 

The teacher told the freckle-faced girl to 
stop talking and learn two verses, and. the lit
tle heathen 'hid her face behind a book and 
whispered to the next little girl, whose father 
is the superintendent, "Say, don't your pa 
talk through his nose funny. My pa says if 
your pa would stay at home from prayer
meetin' to mix a little more sugar with the 
sand he sells for fourteen cents a pound 
p'raps he might not need a fire-proof coffin 
when he dies." 

Then she devoted herself to making faces 

"I suppose so," replied the clergic gentle
man, attempting to "plump" his cotton pil
low. 

"And if Peter and John had said that they 
didn;t hav any money, would the man'er let 
'em go, anyhow?" 

"No, I think not." 
"But if the Lord had said, 'Peter and 

John, you must go,' an' they had got on the 
train an' the man had told them to get off, 
what would they've done if they didn't hav 
any money? Would they've got off?" 

"Yes, I think so." 
"But the Lord would'er killed the man 

what takes the money, wouldn't he?" 
"I don't know." 
"But when the Lord says that a man must 

go, an' somebody keeps him from goin', the 
Lord will punish the man, won't he ?" 

".Hush, now, I must go to sleep," and the 
good man turned over and soon snored. The 
boy, though, .thoroughly alive to the impor
tance of such a vital issue, asked several 
other questions, when a hoarse, fat man, oc
cupying a berth just across the aisle, drew 
aside the curtains and exclaimed, " Why don't 
you go to sleep, you young rooster?" 

"I ain't no young rooster," replied the boy, 
pulling aside the curtain and leaning over his 
father. " If I'm a young rooster you are a 
old rooster, and you can't crow, either." 

" I want to go to sleep, and I want you to 
hush. l'd rather hear the roaring of ,a cata
ract than your ceaseless gab." 

"What's a cataract?" 
"A rush of water, that's what." 
"Was the water that Moses made run out' en 

the rock a cataract?" 
"Confound Moses. I havn't had any sleep 

for three nights, and I am tired. Do you 
hear?" 

"You want me to render unto Robinson 
Crusoe the things that are-'' 

"I want you to hush, that's what I want." 
"You're talkin' as much as I am. I didn't 

say anything to you. I was talkin' to my pa." 
"Blame your pa; I want to sleep." 
"Well, why don't you sleep?" 
"Because you, confounded kid, won't let 

me." 
"Are you a goat?" 
"If you don't hush 

you." 
I'll spank the hi de off 

"Spank who?" exclaimed Mr. Mulkittle, 
arising and looking at the fat man. 

"I say if that b<;>y don't hush and go to 
sleep, I'll spank him." 

"You don't know who you are talking to, 
sir. Don't let me hear you say that you will 
spank my son," indignantly exclaimed Mr. 
Mulkittle. 

"I'm talking to an impertinent boy," repli!Jd 
the fat.man, "and if he don't hush I'll tan his 
hide. Do you hear?" 

"You are a cowardly beast," vociferated Mr. 
Mulkittle. 

"Yon are a liar," exclaimed the fat man, 
"hustling" from his birth. Mr. Mnlkittle 
sprang out like a piece of whalebone, and 
met the fat man, who struck him on the 
shoulder. The minister ae~ed his adversary 

there recently: _ 
"Is your husband at home?" 
"No; he is 'coon hunting. He killed two 

whopping big 'coons last Sunday." 
"Does he fear the Lord?" 
"I guess he does, 'cause he always takes 

his gun with him." 
"Hav you any Presbyterians around here?" 
"I don't know if he has killed any or not. 

You can go behind the house and look at the 
pile of hides to see if you can find any of their 
skins." 

"I see that you are living in the dark." 
"Yes, but my husband is going to cut out a 

winder soon." -------..-------
Books. 

OuR PLANET; ITs PAsT AND FUTURE. By 
William Denton. Price, $1.50 .. For sale at 
THE TRUTH SEEKER office. 
"Much dearer be the things which come through 

hard distress."-Spenser. ' 
The unfoldment of the mysterious past is a 

stepping-stone to the demonstrations of the 
future. This volume givs a geological de
scription of the earth, from the homogeneous 
to the heterogeneous, and traces the natural 
development- of rocks, vegetable and animal 
life. The fossiliferous periods of the earth 
are treated at length, and in a terse and 
graphic manner. This work was written for 
the many. Hear Aristotle: "He who would 
be a leader must think as .wise people do, but 
speak as common people do." This will truly 
apply to our author, Prof. William Denton. 
Many who hav been nursed by poverty hav 
become our greatest and most noted men and 
women. Reared by poor but honest parents, 
Mr. Denton has earned for himself a fame 
that but few attain. He is a self-made man. 
D. M. Bennett, in his "Sages," says: "He 
has established a reputation as a geologist, 
and is reckoned among the ablest advocates of 
the Spiritualistic philosophy." His geological 
fame probably rests within the volume under 
consideration. I will not here attempt to de
scribe the many points therein treated upon, 
but those who desire to know more of the 
various elements upon which they walk, I 
would advise to get _a copy of this work and 
thoroughly peruse it. Mr. Bennett further 
says: "Wm. Denton has done much to break 
the shackles of orthodoxy and popular preju
dice. His life has been a series of battles 
with want _and hardships, b_ut, patient, perse_ 
vering, and valiant as Hannibal, he has fought 
and fainted not. His life of self-sacrifi,ce, 
endurance, and moral worth, offers ~series of 
valuable lessons to others who need the in
spiration of living examples of heroism, no
bility, and manhood." 

Such a man is Mr. Denton. Long may he 
liv to pursue his studies ! 

MoRAL EDucATION. By J. R. Buchanan, M.D. 
Price, $1.50. For sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER 
office. 
''Detter to be unborn than untaught; for Ignorance 

Is the root or mlsrortune."-Piato, 
. This is a systematic treatia upon :moral idU· 

"Room I For the men er mind make Way, 
Y-e priests and tyrants! Pause no longer: 

Ye cannot stay the opening day; 
The world rolls on; the light grows stronger! 

Aur01~a, 0., 283. B. 0. FENToN. 

THE PERRY 

Piano and Organ Co,, 
No, 352 North Main Street, 

Wilkes Barre, Pa. 
Specially Offer to Sell Direct on a .Contract. 

Have the latest and best inventions, 
and want them fully tested 

before purchasing. 

Write C<Jr CataJognes. and Terms. 

10teom14 .JR. PERRY~ Supt. 

PARTON'S LIFE OF· VOLTAIRE. 
Read Its great omitted chapter, 

Victor Hugo's Wondeiful Oration on Vol

taire. 

Translated by JAMES PARTON, In ;}fan of March 1st. 

Price, 5 cents, or in pamphlet, with the original 

French and English translation on oppos!t pages, 10 

cents per copy, or fifteen copies for $1. 

Address T. C. LELAND, 

4t12 744 Broadway, New York 

SEND FOR 

The Crimes of Preachers 
From May, 1876 to May, 1882. 

TRANSLATED OUT P~E~ll~ ORIGINAL NEWS• 

And with prevtoua Tranalationa diligently compared and 
revised. 

By Col. M. E. BILLINGS. 

SECOND EDITION. 

.Price Twenty•Dve Cents. 
Addreaa THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

21 Clinton Place, N.Y. city. 

TI-IE lM:NIORALITY 
--OF-

RELIGIOUS CAPATALS 
BY JAMES PARTON. 

A lecture del!vered In Paine Hall, Sunday evening, 
Jan. 28, 1883. 

In this Mr. Parton" teaches the highest poi! tical 
wisdom by examples which are a terrible warning. 
He takes theology in its sacred chosen homes, and 
shows what a curse it brings upon the people." 
Price 10 ct1. For sate at thh office, 
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Oi' ~Pamphlets on 0I'ill,'inal Methods 
FOR HOME CURE. 

Old Eves 
Croup 
Rupture 
Phimosis 
Nervous 
Female 

MADE NEW without doctors or 
medicin. Away with glasses. 
PREVENTED and cured by an in
genious and infallible me_.thod. 
CURE without operation. Away 
with uncomfortable trusses. 
CURE without circumcision. New, 
painless, safe, and sure. 
DEBILITY and allied disorders. 
Causes and rational treatment. 
WEAKNESS, Falling, Leucorrhma, 
Inllarnmatlon, Ulceration. 

Each JOe. by Mail; or, AU tor riOc. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio
graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians. A companion book to" The World's 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo., 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. -

Six. Lectures on· Astronomy. 
PRoF. R. A. PRocToR,· 20 cents. 

By 293 17th, street, 

Socialism: Reply to Prof. Roswell 
<l:i;) Fulton Street, BROOKLYN. DIME SElUES cf SOCIAL a.n.d S:EXUAL SCIENCE 

MARRIAGE, or "The Perfect Good 
in Wedlock," by a Christian min· 
!ster. The Gods and Religions o( Ancient D. Hitchcock. ' The Professor's 

and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs sophistries fully exposed. Paper, 25 
a full account of all the gods the nations cents; cloth, 52 cents. 
of the earth hav worshiped, including S 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus uperstition; The Religion of Believe 
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 or be Damned, an Open Letter to the St. 
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all John's School Board. By M. BABcocK. 
the religious systems of the world, includ- 25 cents. 
ingJudaism, MohammetianisJ;ll, and Chris- Tl .Ad tur f Eld T • t I 
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages, le ven es 0 er rip 0 e-
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. mus Tub. Containing startling 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at and interesting disclosures about hell, its 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or local!ty, magnitude, climate, employ-
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather, ments, etc. By the Rev. GEo. Rooms. 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00. 15 cents. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry The Besant- Hatchard Debate. A 
into the reality of divine revelation. De- two-nights' Debate between Mrs. ANNIE 

BEsANT and Rev. A. lliTCILI.RD · on The 
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, 
work on the claims of supernaturalism and the .Influence of Christianity on the 
everwritten. ByF. W.NEWMAN,Emeritus World. Held at the Hall of Science, 
Professor of the London University. 1,115 London, December, 1880. 25 cents.-
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. The Clergyman's Victims.- A Rad-

. . , ical story vividly portraying the wrongs 
The Great works of Thomas Pam e. co=itted by the professed men of God. 

Including The Age of Reason, Examina- By Mrs. J. E. BALL.' ·· 25 cents. . 
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of - . • • 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay The Contrast : Evangehcahsm and 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, Spiritualism Compared. By 

"VICTORIA" 

MAGNETrG APPLIANCES 
Are surer and quicker in action than any other 

Magnetic Garments_. 
They are made out of lace or netting which makes 

them the coolest and lightest appliance made. 
Their magnets have on them an armature or 

keeper which makes them continuously curative. 
No others 'have this necessary addition. See any 
work on Natural Philosophy to see how necessary 
the Armature is. 

U'he VICTORIA is so constructed that the patient 
can remove the magnets at pleasure and wash all 
the goods. This cannot be done with any otllers. 

Paralysis, Astli.ma, Catarrh, Inelpient Consump· 
tion, Female and Spinal Diseases, Rheumatism, 
Sick Headaches, Dyspepsia, General Debility and 
all diseases arising from deficient nerve force, there 
is no other treatment that is as successful as the 
wearing of VICTORIA !1-IAGNE'l'IC GOODS. 

All other garments are slow in action. 
VICTORIA is quick and sure. All other appliances 

:bilge the patients to hope for to-morrow. 
VICTORIA gives help to-day. 
Send for circulars, price lists, etc., before you buy 

of others! 

DR. THAYER, 
455 Fulton St., BROOKLYN. N. Y. 

The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, MosEs HuLD. Paper 60 cents; cloth $1. 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the . , ' . '. Beware ot' Cheap and FrBudnlent Ap-
whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and The DaJ'WlnS. A domestic Radical ~!!.~~'i:ft:-ohJt~h!:l'U::}\/::lf:JtRr.fu0I't~i 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. story. By Mrs. ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER, 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; author of John's Way, Studying the Bible, S C 
gilt edges, $4.50. and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, 0 ourt st.Brooklyn 

A I . f R ]' . B l' £ A 50 cent_s; cloth, 75 cents. 
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examination of the Creeds, Rites, and he host Of t. 0 S. Y · . AB-
Sacred Writings of the world. By Vrs- cocK. 25 cents. 

THE 

couNT AMBERLEY( son of. the late Lord The New Dispensation • or, The Heav- J 
John Russell, twiCe Premrer o~ ~ngland. enly Kingdom. By D. W. HiJLL. Price, 'I WILSON lA," Complete from the London edrtton. 745' 25 cents. 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
mqrocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The foregoing volumes are called " The· 
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to
gether and sent by express, one dollar will be 
deducted from the price of each. 

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
FOR SALE A'r THE TRUTH SEEKl>R OFFICE, 

Essays and Lectures. Embracing In~ 
fluence of Christianity on Civilization; 
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib
eralism offers in Place o.f Christianity; 
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual
ism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine 
the Political ancl Religious Refo=er; Ma
terialism and Crime; Will the Coming 
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties 
of Christianity; the Authority of the 
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits; 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 60 
cents; cloth, $1. 

ln:fluence of CJn·istianity upon Civil-
ization. 25 cents. . 

Christianity and Materialism. 15 
cents. 

What Liberalism Offers in Place of 
Christianity. 10 cents. 

Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning 
an{l Tendency. 10 cents. 

Spiritualism from a Materialistic 
Standpoint. 10 cents. 

Paine the Political and Religious 
Reformer. 10 cents. 

Woman: Her Past and Present: Her 
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents. 

Proceedings and .A.ddresse~ at the 
Watkins Convention. 400 pages 
of excellent Speeches and Essays. Price 
reduced to $1.00. 

Pyramid of Gizeh. The Relation of 
Ancient Egyptian Civilization to the 
Hebrew NalTativ in Genesis and Exodus, 
and the Relativ Claims of Moses and th.e 
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered. By 
VAN BUREN DENsLow, LL.D. 25 cents. 

Religion Not History. An able ex
amination of the Morals and Theology of 
the New Testament. By Prof. F. W. 
Newman, of the London University. 25 
cents. 

Outline of the French Revolution: 
Its Causes and Results. A clear 
and comprehensiv portrayal of this inter
esting portion of human history. By W. 
S. BELL. 25 cents. 

Outlines of Phrenology. By F. E. 
AsPINWALL M.D. Most acceptable to 
Liberals of anything of the kind pub
lished. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Blakeman's. 200 Poetical Riddles. 
Price, 20 cents. 

PAINE'S WORKS. 
Paine's Theological Works~ includ

ing The Age of Reason, Examination of 
Prophecies, Letter to the Bishop of Llan
daff, Reply to Mr. Erskine, Letter to Ca
mille Jordan, etc., etc., with a life of 
Paine, and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo. 
In paper covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50. 

Paine's Great Works {complete) 
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather, 
$4.00; morocco, $4:50. 

TWO YEARS AGO 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

THE INVENTOR OF 

WILSONIA, 
AN ENGLISH SCIENTIST, MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, 

LECTURER ON ELECTRICAL THERAPEUTICS, 
A~t\OR .. ~~~~;J/Itlf 0bi:tgf_i>~~~·~•" 

"MEDICAL FALLACIES," ETC., 
Introduced to the People of the United 

States His 

MAGNETIC GARMENTS 
For the cure o~ Disease: without Medicine or Medical 
Treatment. The Statement made by him at that time 
that his Magnetic Clothing, If worn for any form of DIS· 
ease (and as advised), would cure ninety per cent of the 
so-called Incurables, has been verl1led, he hav· 
ing Clothed and Cured Thousands of Persons of all Forms 
of Disease. Positive proof ef this has appeared in all the 
leading Newspapers by Testimony of many of. our most 
Prominent and Wealthy Citizens, wllo, having been 
Cured llythe 

W1lsona Magn~t~c · Garments 
After all other Treatment h fa!led, were pleased to 
assist the Inventor hi giving confidence to the Suffering 
Invalids of Am'erlca- by allowing him to use their well. 
known and respected Names as Reference; and it is now 
admitted by many most highly accomplished Scientists 
and Physicians that the Success and Cures attending the 
Introduction of "Wi!Bonla" .Magnetic Clothing has been 
unprecedented in the history of Electrical Therapeutics. 
In the face of such Positive Proof as given by us no person 
can doubt the value of this Invention In all cases. 

Therefore why continue the Suicidal System of taking 
Drugs 

SEND $1.50 FOR A PAIR OF 
" Wilsonia" Malflletic Insoles. 

Sure Preventive of Cold Feet-the Forerunner of All 
Kinds of Dlseaue. 

Comnltatlon Free. 
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(PHYSIOLOGICAL); or physical, 
temperamental, and magnetic 
adaptation. 
DOCTRIN of universal sexual con
tinence; dicusslonpro and con; by 
Drs. Foote and Winslow. 

Hand-book of' Health, Hint~, and Bead;, 
ReciJ•es; 128 pag·es, maileut'or 2oc. 

Address, 
JtlllRRA Y IIII,L PllBLISIIING CO., 

9tll I59_ East 28th St., New York City. 

Dl AN A J1 
A Psyco·Pyisiological essay on sexual 
relations. Scientific in treatment and 

pure in tone. Price 25 cents. 

3moll 
13URNZ & CO, 
2~ Clinton Place. 

$5 to $20 per day at home. Samples worth $5tree. 
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Me. 

MANHOOD! 

KNOW THYSELF s 

A Book for Every Man! 
Young, .Middle~ aged, and Old. 
The untold miseries that result frorn Indiscretion In 

~~~fit ~{.Ts ~~~rt~gn "~b~"J~egur~~~.;u:;LeJ'J'~~~ iiJ~ 
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and twenty.Jlve prescription• for ncnte and chronic dis· 
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~~gjl;",.~ brot~gl a~t~~:r ji"~jg~~ ;;lr~~~g~el~~~liJ';~~y~8 
"lctan. ft contains 800 pacres, bound tn beautiful embossed 
covers, full gilt, embell!shed with the very Jlnest steel en. 
gravlnga, guaranteed to be a finer work in eve~ aense-

~t;U:~1t~¥,~~~~~~~il~: fJ~i~~~J;g~Itht:~o~"lr 0;1~rb'!~~k 
~~~a~J~heeviVt~~~t~~~t·e ~~Wgn~r1lr:Ji~i ~~cl~t~~:. 
Illustrated sample sent on receipt of siJ< cents. Send now 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. 
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulftnch street, Boston, MaaR. 
The author may lle couulted on all diseases requiring 
skill nnd eJ<perlence. lySB 

$72 Au1hf~~~-*1:\.ija~~~l!;~;.~c;;:c~1.: xl;:~~~t~~~l[. 

A ~~c~~~:s~c~~~~l~l~a~~~ ~n°o~:~gu~1~~~~~~:: 
as his practice will prove, 
Cu~es all form!\._9f PRI• 

I'= VATE, CHRONIC and 
-=SEXUAL DISEASES, 
Spermatorrhroa and Impotency, 

As the result or Rclf·abusc iu youlh, acx.unl excr~fi!\CH in ,llln
turer yenrs, or other ca.uacs, and producing l!ome of the fOI· 
lowing effects: Nervousness, Seminal Emis~ions, (night 
emissions by dreams), Dimness of Sight, Defective Memory. 
Plll"sica.l Decay, Pimple!! on Face, Aversion to Society of 
Fcinnles, Confusion of Ideas, Loss of Sexunl Power, &c., 
rendering manlage Improper or unhrt1J?' arc thorough¥. 

V"f ~IC~~~ni~nW~,~1u6~ IJl f;O ~~.:!?~N!NJll~Jic~!)!:tcn: 
It hns never been known to fnlll 

f'? Middle-Aged and Old Men. (' 
There nr£l many nt the ngc of thirty to sixty ~ 

who are troubled with too frequent evncuntioJJs '-. 
of the bladder, often nccompuuled lly u slight ·;_;q 
l!lrunrtlng or burning sensation, nod u weaken- · 
InK or thC' system in a manner tho rmtientcnn· 

~~~~o~~ou~\~~~ o~~oct~~~~~~~~gll!~lem~~~l~u~~ -~ 
noJnctimcs small particles or nlllumcn tdll appear, or the 
color will be of n thin or mllkiflh hue, again changing to a 
dnrk nud torpid appearance, which plainly HhowR that the 
I!Cmen p11~>.scs off with tho urine, It I!! the second Rt.agc or 
Seminal Wcakne11s, and CLHIACS wnl!tlng or the Aystem nnd 

r::1:~c;~: ~~~~ ;~~~r~,~grdel~r~~ct~;i~sdl~~~:l~~- ''i~~~o;.~n~u~r 
the cnuse. Dr. I•'cllowl'l' J•;xtcrnnl Hcmcdy will bring nbont a 

·perfect cure In nil such cn.se~t, nod a bnulthy rcsi.Qru.tion ot 
the genlto.urinnry org1ine. 

o:::?'Coll9ultn.tlons by letter free nod in\'lted. Charge• 
reasonable und correapondence atrictly conlidenthtl. 

8"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Sent to n.ny u.ddrc!!s, ISCQUrcly :H~alcd, for two t1lret.•.·e~ut 
!ltnmpH, treating ou 8pc1·marorrhooll or Rctnhml WeakuCilll1 
giving its cnusc, llymptoms, horrlUJe effect~, rmd cuJ·c, fol
lowed by strot:Jg tc!!thnonlulH, hendcd !Jy nn uflicln.Yit ns to 
their genuineness. Should be rend lJy nil. 07 U(•rncn•IH~r 
!trudlc.ul cure f~ l'ertnln. Ad(lre11s, plaiuly~nU. U. P~ 
FELI~OWS, VIneland, 1\~ew JcrHcy, uud say in what 
paper you saw tbls advertisement. 

Correspondence Wanted 
A gentleman wishes to correspond with the oppo 

sit sex,.with a view to mutual acquaintance and Materialism and Crime. 10 cents. 

Will the Coming :Man Worship God 1 
10 cents. 

Paine's Political Works, including 
Common Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of 
Man. Cloth, $1.50. 

w~~~g t~c:; 1~~~J'~~e~~ng6 I8~~c;,~atlon to the only Ofllce, ultimately life comp1mionship. 
Address, 

Crimes and Cruelties of Cluistianity. 
The Age ·of Reason. An investiga

, tion . of true and fabulous theology. 

10 cents. 
Without a pee~ in the world. Paper, 25 
ce.nts, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents. 

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo~, The Age of Reason and .An Exam-
logical. 20 cents. ination of the Prophecies. Pa-

Burgess-Underwood Debate. A. four per, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 
days' debate between B. F. lJNt>EnWooD Common Sense. Paine's first work. 
and Prof. 0. A. BtrnGESS, President of the 
Northwestern Christian 'University, In- 15 cents. 
diana polis, Ind. Accurately reported. The Crisis. Containing numbers from 
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. I. to XVI. inclusiv. Paper, 40 cents; 

Underwood-:Marples Debate. A fom·' cloth, 15 cents. 
nights' debate between B. -:F. UNDERWOOD The Rights of Man. 
and Rev. JotiN M..illi!LEs. Fully reported. · pressed of humanity. 
Paper1 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents!- oloth1 75 cents. 

For the op• 
Paper, 40 cents; 

Address all Communications to 

DAVID J. COTTER, 
80 COURT STREET, BROOKLYN 

()ENTENARY OF VOLTAIBE. 

VOLTAIRE IN EXILE: 
His Life and Works in France 

and Abroad. · 
(.Bngland, Holland, Belgium, Prus11a, 8w1tzerland), and 

nnpnbllsbed le~~r~~!tJg£~1r" and Mme. 

BY BEN3AMIN GASTINEAU. 
Price, Tweuty-five cents. 

Addrel!ll THE TRUTH BEEKEB, 
:11 Ci1111;911f•,NowYork. 

4tll 
"FARNEST," 

TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Interrogatories to Jehovah. 
Being 3,000 questions propounded to hie 

Jewish Godship upon a great 
variety &f subjects. 

BY D. M. BENNETT, 
aper,l!O cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

RUPTURES GU REDby 
mYMedicnl Comt>ormd nnd Improved 
~~asJ!~~~·Jren~t;f:~:~~~~~~~e~t~;~~):~~~~~d 

stn.riJP for circular, and S(tJJ in what pa1~et 
:von saw my advertlsement. Address Ca.P.t. 

W. A. Collin!ls,Smithville,Jefferlon Co. N. i. 



fjtnt~ otf g[hought. 
. -

NOT a system or religion the world has yet believed 
in has been tree from errors; not one that has been 
true. All were based upon mistaken notions or gods 
and devils; all originated In fallacies and absurdi
ties, or which were copied and adopted by one sys 
tern from another.-D. 1ll. Bennett. 

YE soe your state wl' theirs compared, 
And shudder at the ni!Ier [exchangej, 

But cast a moment's talr regard, 
What makes the mighty di!Ier [dllierence]. 

Discount what scant occasion gave
'fhat purity you pride In-

And (what's art malr than a' the love 
Your better art o' hidin'). 

Think when your castigated pulse 
Gies now and then a wallop, 

What raging must his views convulse 
That still eternal gallop; 

Wi' wind and tide fair I' your tall, 
Right on ye scud your sea-way; 

But In the teeth o' balth to sail, 
It makes an unco leeway. 

-Bw-ns to the Unco Guid. 
ON the whole we make too much of faults; the de

tails of the business hide the real center of it. 
Faults? The greatest of faults, I should say, Is to 
be conscious or none. Readers or the Bl ble above 
all, one would think, might know better. _Who Is 
called there "the man after God's own heart?" 
David, the Hebrew king, had fallen Into sins enough; 
blackest crimes; there was no want of sins. . . . 
What are faults, what are the outward details or a 
life I! tile Inner secret of It, the remorse, tempta
tions, true, often-baffled, never-ending struggle or It, 
be forgotten? 0! all acts, Is not tor a man repen
tance tile most divine? The deadliest slri, I say, 
were that same supercilious consciousness of no sin; 
that Is death; the heart so conscious Is divorced 
from sincerity, humility, and fact; it Is dead; It Is 
pure, as dead, dry sand Is pure.-Carlyle's Hero-Wor
ship. 

HEAVEN and hell are antithetical terms hero or 
hereafter, and, while I would teach mari to be honest 
and true and brave and- loving, that they might llv 
in heaven here, I would also say In regard to tbe ru-' 
ture, "I know nothing.'" Let me q:note the corrobor
ating language of Bishop Foster, of the Methodist 
Episcopal church, who says: "However It may 
awaken surprise, truth demands that we should 
make the confession that·~· do not know that death does 
not end all. . . . We hav neither sense nor mental 
vision or man after he !'lies. He does not appear 
again within the range of our faculties. We do not 
find him. Where he Is, or that he Is at all, Is abso
lutely unknown to us. Our consciousness Is silent 
on the subject. The dead do not come back to us, 
and we are not able to go to them. This wlthou t 
doubt Is the common experience of humanlty."
.Afiln's Farewell Discourse. 

[NOTE.-Three cheers for Bishop Foster. I never 
heard of his reverence before, and I may never Lear 
of him again; but he has spokenonewlse word If he 
should never speak another. In the matter of per
sonal, imllvlduar Immortality he speaks like a man 
of sense and modesty, who knows that he knows no 
more of the unknowable than does his wife or his 
washer-woman. Pity it Is that other bishops and 
archbishops, an<l all up to the pope of Rome, do not 
know and reaJ.Ize the limited nature of the mental 
racultiesl If those same bishops could see them
selva as men of sense see them, they would abhor 
themselvs and repent in dust and ashes .. Let them 
repeat dally the words ·or the Scottish bard : 

"Oh, would some power the glftle gle us 
To see ourselvs as others see us I 
It wad !rae many a blunder free us, 

And foolish notion; 
What. airs in dress and galt wa<l leave us, 

And even devotion!" -Hylax.] 

A CRITICISM Of the New Testament shows that of 
the life of Christ we know very little; that the tale 
of Christ's life Is woven with miracles and legends; 
that the real points are few, and those going to show 
that his was a noble arid loveable natura, but by no 
means one that was free from the frailties that hav 
been the portion of every child of man from time 
Immemorial. But men cling to Christianity still, 
and are unwilling to forego Its social advantages. 
'fhey will not leave the camp or the majority and 
stand solitary with the few. If you press them hard 
they say," We are Christians in a historical sense." 
That has a plausible sound, but no meaning. Chris
tian In a historical sense means Christian In the 
sense of Christian parentage, Christian In the sense 
that your father or grandfather was a Christian, but 
Christian In the sense that somebody else was a 
Christian Is a manifest absurdity. Christian In a 
historical senee, therefore, means Christian In no 
sense at ail.-Adler's Radical Pulpit. 

IF the Spaniards had not been Ignorant, proud, and 
timid they would hav throttled Philip II. before he 
had got one Spanish finger In a thumbscrew, before 
he harl burnt one Jewish malden. If the people of 
New England had not been stricken wl th terror they 
would llav laughed Jonathan Edwards out or his 
pulpit and out of his nightmare. Wesley would hav 
had no career In England, nor Whitfield In America, 
nor Cartrlght In Kentucky, nor Moody and Sankey 
anywhere, If beer and rum and vice had not gone 

· before them, debauching Ignorant minds to the 
point of lmbeclllty.-James Parton's Commg lllan's Re
ligion. 

WE'RE the sons or sires that baffled 
Crowned and mitred tyranny; 

They defied tbe field and scaliold 
For their blrthrlgh t. So will we! 

-Campbell. 
WHAT the earllest.Qphllosophlc historian among 

the Greeks complained of Is still prevalent; men are 
very "unpainstaking" in their research of truth in 
history. The simplicity Which Is amiable ln. chil
dren who readily accept as true whatever they are 
told, and never criticise, Is predominant with the 
vast mass of ad nits. Moreover men, like children, 
love wonderful stories, and most reluctantly unlearn 
belief of marvels which they hav been taught from 
childhood, whether In Roman or In Hei>rew history. 
-Newman'• Religwn Not History. 

\ 
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THE course or true Jove Is often blocked by an 
OJilon. 

IT seems natural that when a man's business gets 
run down he winds It up. 

WHEN the short man begged the tali woman tor a 
kiss she stooped to concur. 

PAT (to traveler): "An' it's the next train to Dub
lin ye want? Faith, that went an hour ago, sorr." 

"YES," said the landlord, pointing to his block of 
new houses, "they're all full, 'cept the one at the 
end. That's last, but not leased." 

THE Idea of having your house connected with tile 
church by telephone Is utterly absurd; How's your 
wife te> see bonnets by telephone? 

WHEN the hen with chickens attacked the small 
boy In bls mother's yard, the hen Informed him she 
had been laying tor him for some time. 

CLARA asks: "What disease Is most frequently 
transmitted by kissing?" A wise editor replies: 
"Palpitation of the heart, we believe." 

IT Is a terrible shock· to one's feelings," after sing
ing "Salvation's Free,"! to hear the announcement 
that "the collection will now be taken." 

ONE cannot be too careful tills weather. A swell 
exchanged his heavy winter cane for a light bam
boo, and caught a severe cold that laid him up for a 
week. 

ALEXANDER GUN, an officer In Scotland, being dis
missed from his employment for misconduct, an 
entry was made in a book kept for the purpose, as 
follows : "A. Gun discharged for making a false re
port." 

POET: ''But, my dear sir, it is now four years 
since you accepted my epic, and no steps hav yet 
been taken to publish it." Publisher: "Don't be In 
a hurry, young man. Homer had to walt more than 
throe thousand years before he got into print, and 
you will harilly claim that your poem is an Iliad." 

THERE was a young lady In Worcester 
Who could crow quite as well as a rorcester. 

She could whistle and sing
Do most anything 
That boys can, except 
That she wasn't adept 

At climbing with no one to borcester. 

"NOW, Sam," said an Austin millionaire and a 
prominent church-member, to his colored porter, 
"this getting drunk on Sunday must cease. Why 
Is It that you desecrate Sunday continually by be
coming intoxicated?" 

"Bekase, boss, whisky costs so much I hasn't got 
any money left ober to get drunk wid on Monday. 
E! I had de money I would desecrate Monday, too." 

THERE Is a German family in Galena who in dally 
conversation use the English language, but the 
mother teaches her children the same German 
prayer's she used to repeat in her childhood, away 
back on the Rhine. One night as little Ernest, a 
precocious chap or tour, was quietly going through 
his devotion, ho suddenly oleotrifietl hie: Inotller -by 
.;xclalm!ng, "Ma, why do we always talk Yankee 
and pray German? Is God a Dutchman?" 

A FEW REFLECTIONS UPON NIGHT. 
It Is night. A policeman awakes with a sudden 

start and moves around the corner, having a secret 
tear at his heart that he hau slept through all that 
night, all next day,"and far Into to-morrow night. It 
is night in a great city. The poker and faro rooms 
are In tuli blast, 10,000 loafers are holding down 
street corners, and here and there an intoxicated al
derman can be seen making his way to a policy shop 
or a gathering ot the pavement ring. Under cover 
or darkness, fl~st manufactured over 6,000 years ago, 
the hotel beat lowers his duds from the fourth-story 
window; all who hav dead-head tickets start tor the 
opera houses; hundreds of young men set out to 
spark; reporters look forward to fires, robberies, 
and murders, and church choirs meet to rehearse 
and wrangle and lay up clubs for each other. 

THE EUREKA 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
CURES EVERY FORM OF DISEASE_:

WITHOUT M.EDICIN. 

THE 

EUREKA MAONETIC INSOLE 
CURES COLD OR MOIS'l' FEET. 

Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 

letter or In p&rson tree of charge. Send 
tor Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

. DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor:_. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio. 
LADIES' MAGNETIC JACKET. Price, $18. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
• Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct in every particular; 

and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid or MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES· ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in 
One Week. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly In

debted to you tor the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
flicted as I hav been that the e!Iect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago 1 was stricken with paraly
sis in my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
after wearing a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one.week, can use it quite as well as._ ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number or years, from-which I hav suf
fered· Intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never !ound but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
be nell t, and if I Improve as rapidly as I hav in the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
tore, recommend to those su1Iedng as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of eliecting 
a sure cure. ·Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEiiiMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

N enralgia of the· H~art of Six Years 
Standing Cm·ed in Three Weeks. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882." 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: Arter wearing one of 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely curecl of Neuralgia of the Heart and 
Side, which had been a spurce of misery to me for 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on -the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief instantly. With un
bounded gratltnue, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEl\I 
ON. Am not joking, and If I improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T·~esday, will soon be well. Will report 
aga,ln soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. :K_. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
eliect a cure in a case or Paralysis will at . the same This lady reports herself entirely cured in less 
time eraulcate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
patient. we. uo not, !Ike the Old School Physician, although In· bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
change medicins every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to rlue twenty miles In 
],!atient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name 
something (If he .Is very skilful) that brings relief nan bde ~af u¥on appll"'l,tlof a;tthls office, by any-
for the time being. one es r ng o commun ca e w 1er. 

La<llt·s, reau the following testimony !rom a lady who had been suliering· tor two ~ears with an OvJLr• 
j_an Tum_Q r::,. and w_ho. had __ }Jeen __ tolP. _that_i:wthi~ but--tha .k.ntfa:woulc!_ s_avA -~.a.r h:fo; ·llnd tho-ohano.olil 
were a.s lfto 1 against recovery. ~n lour months' t1me ·she is per!ectly well, and has not taken a dose of 
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothing 
tor you; it will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire tor rood, and, In tact, began to tall rapidly, sothat I became alarmed and consulted seve:al p~yslclans 
or St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all or whom declared that I had an Ova•·• a" 'unu,., 
and that the only thing that would s!l.ve my lite would be the knl!e. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only cour$e that seemed left to me, ~nd submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the l<lureka Ma.l{ n~t.ic Ap pl' o.nces. AS a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this taint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased ,a suit of 
your appliances. From the very first I felt invlgerated, the tu
mor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was in my Ute. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not"'taken a single dose or medicln. My bowels, which 
before were constipatt~d, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suliering as I hav, believing 
that they will do all and more than you claim tor them. I remain, 

Gratefully yoars, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the ~kin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances in the 
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

'Tis night In the country. The stock has been ted, 
the squeal or the pig Is hushed, and the tired horse 
munches at his corn and wonders why his master. 
throws In so many cobs without a kernel on them. , 
The watch dog sits at the gate, perfectly willing to 
chew up any or the neighbors tor a cent, and within 
the farm-house all Is serene-or would be If John 
Henry could find the grease for his boots, Mary Ann 
could find her novel, the old man discover the hid
ing place or the bootjack, and the mother solve the 
mystert of how some or her neighbors managed to 
get a dress costing two shillings per yard while she 
had nothing but calico. 

'Tis night on the ocean. The 'prou~ steamer sa!ls 
gallantly on and on, the captain snoring In his berth, 
the mates playing eucher, the lookouts asleep, and 
everything In readiness to swear, in case of collision, 
that It was all the other vessel's fault. Nothing Is 
heard but the steady beat or the propelier, the groans 
or the Immigrants, and the voices of men and women 
declaring that anybody who plans an ocean voyage 
tor pleasure ought to be shot to death with codfish 
balls. The sportlv dolphin gambols away his hard 
earnings, the whale rolls over for another nap, and 
the business-like shark follows In the wake to pick 
up any opportunities wblch may tumble overboard. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, $ 6.00 
Gentlemen's Belts, - - 6.00 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, - 6.00 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5 00 
Leg Belts, each, 4.00 
Knee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 

'Tis night on the prairie. The red men gather 
about the camp-fire to count the scalps they hav 
taken within the last week, and to grumble at the 
government for not furnishing them port wine and 
repeating rifles. The white hunter and trapper 
curls himself up to wonder where he can flnu old 
bones tor breakfast, and to realize what a fool he 
has made or himself, and the gaunt wolf shoulders 
his empty stomach and sets out In search or some
thing 'to make life worth living tor. 

Night grows apace. In tile city the weary wife 
takes her place In the hall with club In hand. In 
the country the old folks fall Into bed aweary with 
the work or the day, and the young people spark 
and chew pop-corn. On the ocean the sea-slckers 
continue to grow worse, and the songs of the mer
maids fall !lat. On the prairie the Indians finally 
decide to make war in the spring, the hunter falls 
asleep to dream of eating his boots for dinner, and 
the wolf meets a wildcat and o!Iers to toss up to see 
which shall eat the other.-Jietroit Free Press. 

Sleeping Caps, 4.00 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 
Superfine Insoles, - . - 1. 00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the money' 
It they are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best snit your case, 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances. are oliered at less than one-third or what others are selling worthless appliances tor, yet we will 
guarantee that-the magnetic quality Is a hundred told superior to any other appllance ever o!Iered the 
public, and '"Ill outlast the garments themselva. Every magnet is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised 1lve times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
in the market will attra.ct the smallest particle or Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made or material no better than hoop-iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material tor the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet is arranged In the garments upon scientific 
principV>s, and not haphazaru as In all the others. We olier you therefore 

The Only _Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of the so-ealled magnetic garments now oliered under that head. At 
the same time the application of labor-ea.vlng machinery in our manufacture enables us to olier them at 
about 

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher 
than ordinary clothing. 

R · InHnb.-r that we are o!Iering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and It 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will 
refund your money. -

Ladies' .Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a :fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN TBB UNITED STATES. LIBERAL OOMMI8SIONI'I ALLOWED. 
-Address for fUrther l.nfonnatiGB, o ... L. T~~onney, 

82i Balle St.Yeet, oer. ot 91;b. Streeli1 Gin~tl, Ohio• 
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Jlotts and flippings. lor was very wrong in little "Tommy's" BANKRUP'.rs hav a hard time in China. The J/Jtws olf tht 1/tth. 

THE Prussian Reichstag, in the name of the 
nation, return thanks to those who ·sent aid 
to the flood sufferers, the most of which, the 
president said, was from America. 

uncle to teach him that Sunday-school verse North China He:rald of Jan. 24th says that the 
wrong. "Tommy" brought it home printed broker of the silk firm of the Red Peacock 
on a blue card, and was to learn and repeat It shop of Shanghai, which has suspended pay
alone the next Sunday. So he stood up before ment, was walking on the street when he was 
the class and the minister and the visitors, set upon by a crowd of bankers, creditors of 
and remembered it-the cunning little fellow the fb:m, who carried him off to a house, where 
-:-just as his uncle had told him. Holding they hung hii:n up by the queue so that his 
the card-verse in his hand, pretending that he feet were off the ground, and otherwise mal
could read, he piped up in his clear shrill treated him. A foreigner heard the disturb
voice: "Good at the bar for one beer." an·ce, and informed the police, some of whom 

A TUNNEL under. Niagara Falls is talked of. 

GEN. GRANT will be present at the Decora
tion Day services in New York. 

A QUEER trinity: ·The Grocers' Company, 
London, uses before its feast this prayer: 

THE Socialist Congress at Copenhagen last 
week was broken up by the police. 

"God preserve the Church, the Queen, and 
the Worshipful Company of Grocers.~' 

THE Supreme Court of Indiana has decided 
that the publication of a notice of a sheriff's 
sale in a Sunday newspaper is void. The de
cision makes the publication of any advertis
ment or any newspaper on Sunday an unlaw
ful act. 

THE question whether St. Patrick was a Ro- were sent to the house, where they found the 
man Catholic or not comes up annually. The man still hanging. He was taken to the police 
Guardian givs us historical evidence that he station for protection, after which a number 
was notJ owing to his disbelief in the leading of bankers repaired there a.nd clamored for 
doctrins of the church of Rome of to-day. him to be given up to them. As appears to 
He did not believe in the worship of the Vir- be usual in such oases, the bankers stated 
gin Mary, purgatory, the celibacy of the their intention, if the man came into their 
clergy, the elevation of ,the Host, or the pro- power, of biting him to death and eating him 
pitia.tory sacrifice of the mass. It will be a afterward, and there" is no doubt they would 
revelation to Catholics tO know they hav for hav bitten their debtor's servant severely had 
so many years annually celebrated the birth he been given into their hands. 

LoUIS VEUILLOT, the celebrated French 
author, journalist, and occasional duelist, is 
dead. 

JunGE WALTER A. GRESIIAM has been chosen 
to be postmaster-general in place of the late 
Timothy 0. Howe. 

A FIRE in a Swiss town near Geneva on the 
7th destroyed 145 houses and left twelYe hun
dred persons homeless. 

FoURTEEN persons perished in the burning 
of a hotel at Greenville, Hunt Co., Texas, 
on the morning of the 7th. 

A YOUNG woman in Missouri, crazed by re
ligion, imagins herself an angel.· She had 
probably, says the World, .been called one so 
often during her sanity by her beaus that the 
impression became fixed in her shattered 
mind. 

of a heretic. limB. BAXTER TELLS ALL !.BOUT IT. VERONA BALDWIN, tried for the shooting of 
"Lucky" Baldwin, who she claimed had 
ruined hel", hns been acquitted. 

THE Bos~on youngster is evidently putting "The sermon-ah ! and by the way, 
himself in training for a newspaper para- I smiled when Mrs. Brown ·THE Rev. George T. Spencer, in charge of 

the Methodist churches at Corinth and South 
Corinth, Saratoga c~unty, has been expellea 
the ministry, and has left town in time to 
avoid a coat of tar and feathers. He is ac
cused of outrageous conduct. 

grapher. The Journal tells the story: A lit- Came sailing down the aiele to-day 
tie dweller on the Black Bay, who for four In her new Easter gown; 
years held the position of baby to the family, The ugly thing! she's got a waist 
was recently dispossessed by 11 sister. He was As big as three of mine, 

Gov. BuTLER was generally assailed by the 
ministers of Massachusetts on Fast Day. This 
does not speak badly for the general. 

PRESIDENT PoRTER, of Yale, told a legislatiT 
committee on temperance that he did not be
lieve in prohibition, for it was impracticable 
in cities. He looked forward to the time 
when rum would be felt to be as dangerous 

standing by a day or two ago watching the And yet she has the vulgar taste 
progress of the infantile toilet, when his To say her figure's fine! 
mother said: "See baby's downy hair; she is The text-oh, do you like my hat 
mother's little-sparrow, ifln't she?" "I don't And terra cotta dress? 

THoMAS H. CoRBETT, of Brooklyn, has sued 
the Rev. J. Hyatt Smith for $1,128, 'which he 
loaned that reverend politician for the latter's 
election expenses. 

know about that," was the reply; "but I Now don't you dare to sneer like that-
think we could very well spare her." Come, Baxter, tell me yes ! 

!"know you're sick and couldn't go 
as dynamite and its sale rest:rlcted. · 

EXTRACT from a dictionary. for the use of 
congregations: "Bandit (see also Brigand, 
Riff-Raff, Scoundrel, Assassin, Thief, Leper, 
Highwayman, Horse-thief, Ruffian, Traitor, 
Spy, Perjurer, Scalawag, Pickpocket, Vulture, 
Wild-Beast, Ghoul, Vampire, etc.)- a man 
who is not of the minister's way of thinking.'' 

DR. DAY, of Boston, says "there is no To church with me to-day, 
danger in stopping a man's alcohol abruptly." But you'd be very proud, I know, 
But the Norristown He:rald proves the fallacy If you had seen the way 
of Dr. Day's assertion by relating the true I took the other women down 
story of a man who went into a Norristown · With all my Easter gear; 
saloon the other day and who, when the-bar- And as for that old Mrs. Brown-
keeper told him he. couldn't hav another drop She's horrid-ain't she, dear?" 
of whisky until he had paid off the old score, · -Denve:r Trilrune. 

AT a meeting of the trustees of the Penn
sylvania University a committee report wa,s 
presented setting forth a plan for the educa
tion of women by which they will receive the 
same course of instruction as the male stu
dents, but at a different time and place. The 
female students will also receive degrees on 
the same terms as the males. 

A coMMISSION was sent by Japan to giv are
port of the influence of Christianity upon 
morals in England. After eighteen months 
of London ·life the decision was that Chris
tianity had less restraint over crime, and 
especially drunkenness, than Buddhism or 
the religion of Shinto, so the public religion 
of Japan will remain unchanged. 

THE Rev. B. F. Decosta says that the prep
arations for an examination into the ortho
doxy of the Rev: R. Heber Newton, of All 
Souls' Protestant Episcopal Qhurch, are being 
pushed as fast as is practicable. The court 
of inquiry had not yet been appointed. Cases 
of this kind require the greatest care in order 
that no injustice be done. As soon as the ar
rangements can be completed Mr. Newton 
will undoubtedly be brought to trial. 

A LoNDoN clergyman is said to hav told his 
congregation.that there was still many a one 
who, while engaged in singing apparently with 
all his heart the lines-

" were the Whole realm of nature mine, 
That were an oliering,far too small," 

was diligently engaged with one hand in his 
pocket scraping the edge of a three-penny 
piece to make sure it was not a four-penny 
piece. 

AT a recent meeting of the school board of 
Wick Burgh, Scotland, a member proposed 
that Henry George's work on ''Progress and 
Poverty" should be introduced as a text book 
in the schools, arguing that the rising gener
ation ought to be instructed on the subject of 
their relation to the soil and on other matters 
affecting their independence and self-reliance. 
After some debate it was discovered that the 
member who offered the motion was the only 
one who knew anything about the book, and 
the question was postponed until the next 
meeting in order that the other members 
might inform themselvs to its contents, 

picked up a porter bottle and struck the dis- PoLrriCS are out of season, and so the St. 
penser of alcoholic fluids on -the head, from Louis Republican finds room and time to con-
the effects of which he was laid up four weeks. aider the question "Whether it was a fish or 
This shows tl;tat there is danger in stopping a_ a whale that got sick of indigestible Jonah." 
man's alcohol abruptly. An extra.ct sufficient to show the Republican's 

IN some reminiscences of Daniel Boone by position· on this great and ever-interesting 
a" writer· in the Denver Tribune the following topic is here given. "The subject involves a 
story is told: "When he went back to his question of nat.ural history which might as 
family in Virginia after roaming around for well be stated at this stage of the controversy. 
two or three years, he found a baby in the The popular idea is that a whale is a fish. 
house. Mrs. Boone, who had given him up This is a fallacy. Fish belong to the lowest 
for dead, hastened to explain that it belonged order of vertebrata, and are cold-blooded, 
to his brother, who had been left in charge while whales belong to the highest order of 
while Daniel went on his long hunt, and vertebrata-are warm-blooded mammals like 
Daniel, glad to see them all, made no fuss the human race. Between fish and whales 
about it, since it was 'a Boone anyhow,' and come reptils and then birds-a wide separa
he gathered up the family, brother and all, tion in the scale of creation. Tbe two orders 
a~ g. went on to Kentucky." of animals cannot be classed together or con-

A ooRRESPONDENT writes that out in the wil- founded at all. Besides, a whale's throat is 
dern_IJSB beyond Cheyenne dwells a hermit very small, and could not possibly hav taken 
whose business it is to take care of relays of in Jonah. Evidently it was not a whale." 
horses for the stage. Nothing grows nor is Whatever fish or animal it may hav been that 
water to be found for miles and miles around took Jonah in out of the dampness, it was 
his desolate cabin, and yet he endeavors to without doubt, in the matter of openness of 
make life cheerful. His humor expresses it. countenance, the Talmage of its day. 
self in the following illuminated signs, posted THE Congregationalist, a religious paper, says: 
conspicuously on his shanty: "Hoter de la "It is reported upon apparently good author
Starvation," "Fifteen miles to water,''" Twen- ity that a certain London society for the sup
ty-five miles to wood," "Seven inches to hell," pression of blasphemous literature has an
" Wanted-A neat and tidy girl to do general nounced its purpose of prosecuting Huxley, 
housework,'' "God bless. our home!'' This Tyndall, Spencer, John Morley, and the pub-
man never sees any living being except once lishers of the works of the late John Stuart 
a day when the coach dashes into sight, and Mill for having 'sown widespread unbelief, 
he is jovial and happy; and in some cases rank Atheism.' This soci-

A "SoMERSET SHill:& REOTOR" writes to the ety could not do a more foolish thing. ·That 
London Times: "I' observe it is stated that its criticism upon the works in question has 
those <attending the enthronization of the some force is true, but even if it could prove 
archbishop of Canterbury on the 29th inl!t., that these authors had intended to teach un
are requested to wear lilies of the valley in belief and Atheism, as such, which may not 
honor of Thomas a Becket. Befere denud· be easy in every case, and had violated law 
ing their conservatories for that purpose, it in so doing, it could not direct world-wide 
might be as well that they should read Mr. attention to these gentlemen and their books 
J. A. Fronde's masterly essay on the life and in any other way so effectivly. If it really 
times of that turbulent prelate. Perhaps desires to diminish their influence it should 
they would then come to the conclusion that not force them into the position of martyrs. 
sweetness and purity were hardly the charac- Doubtless they would be more amused than 
teristics of Becket's person, or humility and annoyed by such a persecution, while the 
unobtrusivness of his disposition, and. that only probable result to the society is the 
instead of the lily of the valley, the tiger lily ridiculous failure of its action. We do not 
(though, unfortunately, not now in bloom) wish to see professed Christians recklessly 
would be the more appropriate flower." defy the dictates of common sense," 

PRESIDENT ARTHUR is in Florida. He took 
his fishing tackle along when he went there, 
and the southern breezes are laden with 
stories of his skill as an angler. 

THE count thus far of the cash in the na
tional treasury shows tliat everything is in a 
satisfactory condition. Two weeks more will 
be required to complete the count. 

THE dynamite scare still continues to agi
tate England. The discovery of dynamite 
factories, plots for assassinating somebody, 
and Fenian outrages are of daily report. 

PosTs for electric lights are being put in 
place on the Brooklyn bridge. The crowds 
who collect to look at the structure are 
worked industriously by bunko steeters. 

ADIRoNDACK MuRRAY is again in New York. 
He denies the reports which hav been circu
lated respecting his flight from Texas and his 
relations with his young lady amanuensis. 

THE viciousness of Barnum's big $10,000 
elephant Pilot m&de it necessary for him to be 
killed last week. Two bullets through the 
heart and one in the brain effeeted his demise. 

THE French Reformed church held services 
in Salmi Morse's Passion Hall last Sunday. 
Mr. Morse's scheme for running the Passion 
Play for the benefit of charity has been inter
fered with by the police and the play stopped. 

PETE~ CooPER, founder of the Cooper Insti
tute, died in New York on Wednesday, the 
4th, of pneumonia. He was ninety-two years 
old. The funeral took place on Saturday 
last, and was attended by more than 15,000 
persons. 

THE Augustinian Society (Roman Catholic), 
of Lawrence, Mass., has given notice that 
it will file a petition of insolvency, with the 
intention of abandoning all effort to repay its 
creditors. Its debts amount to $567,000, most 
of which is due in small amounts to working 
women. 

TRYING to enforce the Sunday law lost Moses 
de Puy, a church-member, the presidency of 
the town corporation of Port Jervis, N. Y., in 
the recent election at that place. A man who 
did not believe iu the "sacred " character of 
the Sabbath was elected in his place by a com
bination of church-goers and non-worshipers. 

IN the House of Lords, in the case of Clarke 
vs. Bradlaugh, Lord High Chancellor· Shel
borne declared that Mr. Clarke, .as a common 
informer, was unable to sue Mr. Bradlaugh 
for sitting and voting in the House of Com
mons without taking the oath of allegiance. 
The judgment against Mr. Bradlaugh was 
therefore reversed, with cests. Justice Black
burn was the only disseatient from the judg
ment, 
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farce may appear in our times, it had at least a true for the Crusades and the Thirty Years' war; for there
meaning. When once the hiiitory of human civiliza- volting cruelties of Torquemada and his succesciors; 
tion, the revoluti9ns and struggles for liberty, and for Gregory the Seventh, afi!~ well as for ·Luther, 
the history of their heroes is written, the man of Gol- Melancthon, Wesley, and Knox: 

Christianity, Mythical and Historical. gotha must be assigned one of the foremost places in For us there exists but one Christi~tnity-'-that one 
The views and ideas regarding Christianity are still its pages. . which is embodied ~n history; .~:nd whoever searches 

greatly obscured by prejudices. Not alone the be- · The unprecedented ·success which accompanied the for any other lrind of. Ch:r;istianity-;-a moral, symbolic, 
liev~rs, but even a larger part of unbelievers, share spread of Christianity in rearing upon the old world and philosophical one, or for an original Christianity 
these prejudices. While the former see in Christian- a new civiliza1ion, a new political system, and new -forgets that in the history of humanity, as in nat
ity a supernatural power, beyond the reach of every states, served to envelop the true substance of Chris- ural history, causes and effects, reasons and conse
human criticism and research, to the latter it only tianity with a cloud of myths and tales. quences, motivs and results, are only two different 
appears as a monstrous lie, a deceptiv invention of ·Every great event in history excites the poetical sides of one and the same power. 
priestcraft, and a school for the mental enslavement imagination of the people, who entwine it with a The contradictions between the original ptinciples 
of the people. The passionate fervor with which one never-fading wreath of tales and romances. The of Christianity and its historical results and out-· 
party defend their belief is offset by the passionate siege of Troy formed the center of a brilliant cycle of growths hav often misled and perplexed the pro
attacks made on it by the other side, and fanaticism romantic tales, of which Homer's poem has been foundest thinkers. They recognized the grand and 
is almost equally divided on both sides. handed down to posterity. The founding of Rome noble aim and principle of Christianity, but failed to 

Many f)eople who hav long since relinquished their has been adorned with the most marvelous adventures. :find them realized iri its Jiistorical consequences, and 
belief in Christianity are still made uneasy by it. Innumerable tales and mysterious prophecies pre- therefore believed that ~he genuin and true Christian 
They become enraged when it is mentioned in their dieted the future greatness and military glory of the religion had yet to be born. · 
presence, and seem to regard it as a heinous crime infant city. Romulus, this mythical personage, like If we may quote an old and well-known anecdote 
to speak of a Cill:istian God. And yet this Christian all the prominent characters of the classic ages, could as an example, these people resemble the inan who, 
God is one of the most interesting phenomena in his- be nothing less than the offspring of a god, and after accepting the wager to eat an entire calf, re
tory, and Christianity a mighty historical fact, which Numa found it the easiest way to popularize his ex~ ceived it served up in a variety of small dishes, and, 
presents both to the historian and the philosopher cellent laws among the untamed Roman inhabitants after having :finished the meal, still impatiently asked, 
questions of the greatest importance. by ascribing them to the direct inspiration of the "But where then is the calf?" The various forms of 

Our century is mentally and morally sufficiently apocryphal nymph Egeria. Christianity hav long since surfeited their stomachs, 
far advanced to allow Christianity to be contemplated But even more than the classic times were tne but still they keep askillg for the true and genu in re-
and criticised with historical impartiality. Chris- middle ages the period of miracles and tales. The ligion . 

. tianity is everywhere nothing more than a grand old and redoubtable hero, Charlemagne, gathered It is the essence . of all religions, as the great 
ruin, an historical reminiscence, and we to-day are around him an endless chapter of fables, and the ad- philosopher Feuerbach said, that they accomplish 
too far removed from it to be troubled or angered by ventures of the battle of Ronceval are still popular just' the reverse of that which they promis. The 
its existence. with old and young. In England poets immortalized dualism between heaven and earth, spirit and body, 

We are in a position to render it justice in every the round table of King Arthur by the most pleasing God and man, which forms the groundwork of all re
respect, to enjoy all its beauties, and to acknowledge romances. ligions, necessarily pro<;luces these contradictions. 
all its beneficent results, if we place ourselvs upon Even after Protestantism had begun to stretch its Christianity promises to assist all human beings to 
the impartial standpoint of historical research. This bony hands for the miracles and myth~ of medieval everlasting bliss, but only in another world; in this 
point of view at the same time will serve best the times, the German people still adhered to their be- world ·it has done its best to bring the gr-eatest mis
purpose of banishing the melancholy reminiscences lief in the supernatural. We :find the person of W al- ery among men. 
of Christianity, which cast their shadows even upon lenstein robed in an almost impenetrable veil of :fie- It proclaims the equality of all men in the world 
the pages of contemporaneous history. Every fanat- tion, in which his well-known astrological experi- beyond, but here it has served to create the greatest 
icism directed against Christianity only excites the ments play an important part.. inequalities among men. It promises us everlasting 
fanaticism of its adherents, and neither reasonable Not only the remote ages, but even our own skep- liberty in another sphere, while in this world it ban
nor happy results can be gained by a struggle between tical century presents enough examples to demon- isbes every kind of liberty, and cannot even tolerate 
both extremes. strate how- deeply the belief in and the love for the freedom of thought. Its teaches us that love is the 

At the time of the apostles the foundation of Chris- supernatural are rooted in the people, and the coun- supreme law, and yet no other event in history has 
tianity no doubt was as timely and justifiable as any try of Diderot and Voltaire, more than any other, ever had to answer for so much bloodshed, so many 
great reform which the world has witnessed since shows how almost every day new miracles may~ap- cruelties, and such terrible wars, as Christianity. 
then. It constituted a great advance in the history pear before the people. The belief in Napoleon I.- The pope, in his religious language, calls himself 
of human civilization; it was the result of many bar- of which Heine says that it forms to-day the only the servant of servants; but, translated into our mun
monious causes, and the cause of many vast changes religion of the French people-has produced in this dane tongue, he is called the prince of princes, the 
and revolutions. L century more romances and mythical adventures than tyriJ,nt of tyrants. 

The metaphysics of Christianity are of Greek ori- the siege of Troy. The historical person of the vic- Schiller says: "Man portrays himself in his gods." 
gin. The Greek school of philosophy originally de- tor of Austerlitz is even now shrouded in a mist of The different religions are therefore only the re:fl.ec
veloped the general categories upon which Christianity romantic tales, which in future ages will only be sue- tions of the respectiv human conditions, and, like all 
is founded, and in Plato's writings the philosophical cessfully penetrated by the impartial eye of the his- mirages, show us merely the reverse of the picture 
basis of Christianity is plainly discernible. Whether torian, but which will always be accepted as histor- held before them. 
Christ himself studied Greek philosophy in the school ical facts by the people. Instead of comtemplating Christianity from a re
o£ the Essenes, as is maintained by some theologians As we witness everywhere in history that the great ligious point of view, we should analyze it in a 
of the rationalistic school, appears to be of minor im- historical events and personages hav been the cause practical sense. The ideas of ·Christianity must not 
portance. The Greek philosophy was the dominant of innumerable :fictions and tales, we nnd this espe- be symbolized any more in religious pictures, but 
school of those times. It formed in many respects cially the case with Christianity. Its Iliad and. Odys- should be realized in practical facts; this would be 
the mental atmosphere of the educated classes, and sey are the four gospels, which, according to the best the only way to successfully dispose of it. Miracles 
of necessity ruled and shaped the ideas of every and most erudite critics, were written about two only exist as long as man has not learned to under
thinker and scholar. hundred years after Christ. The miracles related in stand the natural phenomena. Only beyond the 

The fundamental principle of Christianity is purely the gospels are certainly not the inventions "of de- realm of knowledge is still room for belief in the 
human ; it is the principle of love and of the uni- signing priests and deceiving monks, but are purely supernatural; only in so much and so fa,r religion 
versal fraternization of· individuals and nations. the outgrowth of a pious folk-lore which adorned has still its sway, as the religious ideas hav not in
Christianity taught for the :first time the idea of a and beautified the graves of the great martyrs to lib- corporated themselvs with the people and become a 
universal humanity, which was never dreamt of in erty with the immortal wreaths of romance and :fie- living reality, fact, and practice. 
antichristia,n times. tion. To the uneducated and simple-minded it From the advanced liltandpoint of the present 

Formerly every nation considered itself a unit exist- always appears impossible to explain great and extra- time, we may address the same ';V'Ords to Christianity 
ing only in and for itself, and possessing advantages ordinary events in a common and natural way-every which Christ used regarding the Hebrew religion 
and privileges which other nations had no claim to. weird and majestic natural phenomenon, both in this and the Old Testament--"We are not come to de-
The Egyptians excluded themselvs, caste-like, from and the Old World, bears witness to this; how, then, stroy, but to fulfil." • 
other nations. The Jews were the chosen people of could we expect the Hebrew, the Roman, and the We only intend to deprive Christianity of its re
the Lord. The Greeks claimed to be the only civil- Germanic races of those times to offer any other ex- ligious form. After having once become a reality, it 
ized nation, calling all the rest of the world barbari- planation for the sudden and enormous achievements will disappear from the world as well as Hegel's or 
ans. The different nations had their own laws, their of Christianity than the direct intervention of God Kant's philosophy disappeared after their principles 
own arts, religion, and deities. The gods of the an- himself? · had once taken possession of science and beco;rne the 
cients were national, yea, even local. In Greece It is a beautiful and honorable trait of humanity, common property of the people. 
every grove and every spring had a separate deity. seen everywhere in history, that the powerful and When the essence of the Greek religion, the war
The Christian God, on the other hand, was a universal great ones were exalted to the rank of gods by their ship of the be11utiful, the true, and the pure, had be
God-the divinity of the whole human family. This grateful people. This poetical idea, peculiar to all come embodied in• the Greek people; when the 
was a mighty step in the advancement of civilization, civilized races, manifested itself especially in the case sculptors had immortalized it in marble, and the 
which necessarily lent a different character to the of Christianity, as here the flowery imagination of great dramatists in their tragedies; when the religion 
whole history. the orient blended with the simple and natural faith had become the character of the people and realized 

The historical relations of that epoeh made it pos- of the Germanic and other western aborigines. The itself in all the spheres of Greek life-upon this alti
sible for this idea of a universal humanity to be very latter no doubt had more part in the formation and tude of Hellenic culture the ancient and pious belief 
quickly disseminated. The Roman empire comprised dissemination of Christianity than the Hebrews, and vanished, the mysteries paled befme the more beauti
at the time in which Christianity became popular, i.e., probably as much as the Romans. ful reality, the unknown revealed itself before the 
about three hundred years after Christ, almost the While Christianity gradually developed more and more potent reason. Never before was Apollo so 
whole civilized world, and Rome's supremacy was the more in the realm of myth and :fiction, degenerating powerful and so real among the Greeks as at the 
initiatory to the supremacy of Christianity. The new eventually into the most abstruse prodigies of medi- moment when Socrates forever- destroyed the belief 
religion united in itself oriental culture with Roman evallegend and traditions, this religion acquired a in him. 
power and the Germanic idea of a union of the whole concrete historical shape in Roman Catholicism, the But when is the Pericleian age to arrive? when will· 
human race. This universal union is the basis of the. Greek church, and the thousand and one different the Socrates of Christianity appear? Slowly, and 
Christian moral. It is based on love, the principle sects, of which every single one claimed to possess after many struggles, the world is preparing for the 
of all social ideas and reforms. Christianity origi- the only true and. unadulterated Christianity. All advent. Inventions of many kinds, new ways of traf
nated in communism, which even in our times forms these different forms of belief and confessions which :fie and communication, common interests and con
the well-intended but often misguided introduction in the Christian religion are more numerous than in victions, even now unite the different nations in one 
to many social reforms. any other, are equally related to the original, and great alliance, which is daily growing mightier and 

Even in France, not so many years ago, during the each different form develops a new phase of the par- stronger than any union of states the world has ever 
social-democratic banquets, it was deemed expedient ent religion. Christianity is responsible for all its known before. The mental liberation of the whole 
to offer an apology to Citizen Jesus Christ as well as historical consequences; responsible alike for the human family and the spiritual union of all nations 
to Citizen Robespierre. However ridiculous such a funeral pile of Huss and the burning of Servetus ; hav become the watchword of our times. In this we 

I) 
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~ee the original ideas of <?hristianity-liberty, equal
Ity, ~d broth~rhood-venfiecl aJ:).d become the mighty 
lever m the h1story of our times. 

They smoulder in the heart of every patriot; they 
are ero.blazone~ on the baiiDers of every revolution, 
and are the ruhng thoughts in every great movement 
of ~h~ age. When at last we see these words become 
a hvmg truth, Christianity, like the sphynx whose 
conundrums bacl been solve<;!, will hav been revealed 
to the whole world, and will hav ceased to be a mys-

there is not enough of his little soul to make much This is authority that brain exists without mind. 
of a fizzle, yet to be "done brown" in a brimstone Let Mr. Brann show that mind can exist without 
~re and shaken up ·on a red-hot, three-pronged fork, brain. Mind without brain is too much like motion 
~s so a~ful to his cow~rdly mind that he would will- without matter. 
mgly giV to Old Clootie the privilege of roasting the Many years ago 1 Was kicked by a horse. I was 
whole human family, including the mother who bore alone, and there is evidence that I lay some hours in 
him, th_e wife of his bosom-·-~yea, even his own chil~ an unconscious state. These hours were blotted out 
dren-If he could obtain a through ticket on the ce~ of my existence~it was a perfect blank. 'rhere was 
lestial railroad. All the bank defaulters who belong no light, no darkness, no past, no future, no heat, no. 
t? the church, Guiteau who went from the gallows cold, no suffering, no enjoyment. I neither heard, 
nght home to his "lordy," Comstock who carries his felt, saw, nor realized anything. There was no mind. 
~mutty soul in his satchel, the ministers whose true Why? Because the brain, which alone can produce 

tery ! CARL E. OciELMANN. 

Infidel Philo~ophy. mwardness is read and known by many sisters in the mind, had been injured and could not perform its 
Mosheim says: "It was an act of virtue to deceive church, ten thousand murderers who hav leaped proper function-the "fiddle" was unstrung and 

and li~ for the church when by that means its inter- from the scaffold clear over the walls of the New could not produce the music of thought. Will Mr. 
ests ~Ight b~ p~·omoted" (vol. i, p. 382). Jerusalem, are to be his companions. Now, I hav Brann tell where the mind was during the disability 
· This doctr~~ IS plainly taught in the New Testa- stuc~ied the celestial map close~y, ta~en into consid- of th~ brain, an~ for whose benefit it was acting? 
ment (Rom. m, 7): , "For if the truth of God hath eration the ch_aracter of the mhabitants, and hav Now, If "the bram develops only as the mind impels 
more abounde_d. through my lie unto his glory, why made up my mmd that I do not want to emigrate to it," why did not the mind impel the brain to 
yet am I also Judged a sinner?" that country.. From the best information I hav been. work notwithstanding the injury? It would seem 
Thong~ ce11:turie.s hav rolled by, the times hav not able to obtm~, all t?e lit!Je, naiTow-m~nded church ~hat if the mind can "impel" the brain to develop, 

changed ~n this .r~garcl.. I will giv the half of my in- sneaks.are gomg t? ~nha~It heave;n, ~hile ~1 the no- It ?ught to be sufficiently potent to keep it in 
come while wntmg this article for a well-authenti- ble, generous, heiOIC thmkers will mhabit hell. · I actiOn, or even to cause a dead brain to act, if 
cated case of_ a _Christian ?eing called to judgment by prefer t?e latter ~s companions, even though the eli- "there is a principle of mind or thought which pro
another Chnstian for lymg in the interest of the mate might be disagreeably warm. duces organisms." According to Mr. Brann's philos
church. I ask any man to ask himself if he knows a When a man ~ecomes afraid that something will ophy, ill" order to stop the working of the brain the 
single _Christi~n-one who is a real thoroughbred- be foun~ out whwh he would anxiously conceal from mind should hav been kicked.. There is almost an 
who will not he when the interests of the church de- the pubhc, from that moment he becomes a slave and immeasurable difference between the mind of Her
maud it. -loses his ma~hood. . He foolishly supposes that every bert Spencer and that of a South Sea Islander, but 

Do they not all join in traducing the characters of ho~es~ man IS on his track, and half believes that his no more than there is between the two brains. Why 
Voltaire, Thomas Paine, Robert G. Ingersoll, and g~Ilt IS as well known_to others as it is to himself. is it that these powerful minds are always the result 
every other outspoken Inndel of any note? Is there His hang-dog look will be read and known of all of the finest brain organizations? If mind can 
an outspoken Freethinker who would eonsider his men. He who .would preserve his manhood and "produce organisms," why are not Herbert Spencers 
cha:acter safe in their keeping? Look at some of boldne~s m~st beware of dark c~n:ners and unclean found among the South Sea Islanders? 
theu reports of our conventions. One would ,be led places m his. men~al chamber, livmg day by day in E.M. 283, 56th day. JouN PECIC 
to suppose that there was not one .decent person in such :rp.anner that If every act were exposed to public 
attendance. Only a short time ago, in my presence, gaze no blush would be brought to the cheek. This 
a prominent Christian referred to the Hornellsville constitut~s re~l manhood-true greatness. When a 
Convention as a place where only lewd women con- man's mmd IS c?nstantly tortur~d with fear that 
gregatecl. If a Christian can be found who stands .. some wrong act Will be made pubhc, he can otily act 
up squa~ely and impartially between the church and as a sneak and a ?owai:d. When th_e young hav been 
the outside worl?, or will award an Infidel his just· taught that they mhen~ a moral t~mt fr?m our first 
dues on all occasiOns, let him stand up and claim the parents, that they are mfected With gmlt, the g~rm 
chromo. of true manhood has been poisoned. From the roo-

The late imprisonment of Mr. Bennett is a case eli- m~nt this feeling of guilt is made to rest upon the 
rectly in point. Under a strict construction he vio- ~mel, the road to true greatness is hedged in. Lofty 
lated no law either of the state in which he lived or aims are n?t t~e natural outgrowth of a guilty mind. 
of the United States. His offense was against the To gather m mn~-tenths of the ;youth of our land and 
church and not against society. The church de- teach them that I~ some mysteriOus way they are un
manded h_i~ imprisonment and he was imprisoned for der a cloud ~f guilt, superinduced by a;u act co~mit
the protectiOn of the church not for the protection ted nem·ly SIX thousand years ago, as IS done m our 

, of society. Members of the ~burch, and even minis- Suncl~y-schools, is the blackness of wickedness. The 
ters, hav been guilty of real and atrocious crimes, practiCe of t~e fiat-h_ead Indian. mother does not 
and by and through the influence of the church hav leave a worse ImpressiOn upon the head of her child 
escaped the meshes of the law. .Any system that th!'Ln this S~mday-school teachill:g lea:'es upon the 
thus warps and distorts the minds and judgment of mi~cl. To Imbue the young mmd with a sense ~f 
men cannot emanate from an impartial God. guilt has a tendency to . tra;nsform the noblest spem-

Robert G. Ingersoll is the giant of the nineteenth m~ms of the h_uman family mto sne~ks, and load them 
century. Compliments from an enemy are always to With dead weight when ~hey_ start ~n the race of life. 
be credited; those from friends may sometimes be The amount of mental mi~Chief whwh the churc~ has 
reasonably questioned. ·Ecclesiastical giants all over wro";lght can never be est~mated. E;ery w~ll-~1sher 
the land hav engaged him, and in every engagement of his. race should set his face agamst this kmd of 
the slaves of superstition hav claimed that he has teachmg. . . . . . . 
been annihilated at every encounter. If all these A word m r_egard to Spir~tuah~~s IS now. m order. 
claims are to be allowed, then there remains not so I hav been pamed t~ see a _c11spos1t~on mamfe~t~d on 
much of Mr. Ingersoll as the two Kilkenny cats could ~h~ part of some to fire sohd shot mto the. ~pmtual
boast of. These claimants know not the high com- Istic camp. So ~ong as no man can be positivly sure 
plime~~ they pay to him; it is equal to that paid to that he has rec~Ived. all the truth, sho~J.d he not be 
the military prowess and genius of Napoleon, when tolerant a~cl forbearmg? Thoug~ ~y m_mcl has never 
all Europe was on his track. From Judge Black and been convmced of the tru~h. of Spmtualism, yet I a~ 
Talmage down to the lowest country minister who compelled to say th~t ~ositi:'ly I clo n?t know.but It 
pounds a school-house desk for cold victuals, Col. m:J:Y. be _true. While It might be cliffi~ult for t~e 
Ingersoll has received attacks, and each has claimed Spintualist to demonstrate the tru~h of his th~ory, It 
a victory. But the truth is, no victory has been won. would e_qually puzzle the un?~liev~r to ~Ispr?ve 
The fact that the;y are still pounding away at the many thi~gs clai~ed by the _Spmtualist.. This bem_g 
solid walls of his arguments shows that they the _ the case, IS not this cross-firmg bad pohc:y? Does It 
selvs are aware of the hollow pretense. If the w:tls n?t tend to weaken us and giv th~ common ene~y 
had been breached and the city captured, their at- aiel an~·~omf?rt? It must be admitted that the hb
tacks would hav ceased long ago. Mr. Ingersoll is eral Spintu.~sts hav done much to open the eyes of 
too great a man not, in a measure, to be aware of t?e superstitiOus. The fall o~ ~an, the plan of salva
his own· greatness. When his arguments are met tion, and most of the superstrtwns of the church they 
and he is fairly driven to the wall he will know it- hav fought as manfull:f as we hav. In this t~ey hav 
the whole country will know it--and therq will be an ~one our work; for this we owe them somethmg be
·~nd of th~ contest. Fools only would belabor a dead sides, a~d better than, Gree~ fire and ~hot and shell. 
1I_on. ~his constant firing from the celestial battery, W o:Ud It not be better to stnve to cultivate fr~ternal 
J:Ightly mterp:J:eted, is the highest compliment ever fe~lmg than to mak_e them ~eel that we are their ens
paid to any man since the days of Thomas Paine. mies? yYe are still weanng_ the manacles of the 

Analyze the average Christian and he does not dif- church; I~s burden we are still compelled to CB:ITY· 
:fe~ materially froni a. Yankee pe~ler. The pedler L~t us umte and charge the foe, and settle our httle 
dnves the best bm·gam he can with his customer differences when we are free. 

A FEW WORDS WITH J. W. BRANN. 
'I stated that " there never was a soul or mind or 

thought without a physical organization-a nervous 
system and a nerve center." 

Mr. Brann says "reverse this." That is, he claims 

What is Prohibition ~ 
I aiD: su~·e a~ Liberals will par?on me for yielding 

t~ ~:Y mchnatwn to enter the discussion upon pro
hibitiOn so far as to express my views upon the sub
ject from a woman's stand point. 

It strikes me that the word prohibition ought to 
hav no .. especial terror, nor fall with ominous heavi
ness upon the ears of Liberals. We never had a 
more direct prohibitory law than the one that says, 
"Thou shalt not kill," and yet Liberals hav not been 
slow to accept its teaching. In fact, it has woven it
self into our very nature, until we not only prohibit 
kill~n~ the body, b?t even prohibit killing the thougllt 
until It has run Its course and proven its meritR. 
Even then we do not kill it, but if meritorious it livs 
on, a part of our common riches; if otherwise, it dies 
from lack of this essential element. 

Now, if it is right to prohibit murder, right to pro
tect liberty of thought and conscience, how can it be 
wrong to prohibit any evil that has proven itself 
an enemy, not only to life, but murderous to thought 
and stupefying to conscience? 

The cry against prohibition upon the ground of 
interference in self-government is but the voice of 
the evil and not the individual, and reminds me of 
the great outcry in reference to constitutional rights 
some twenty years ago, when the effort was being 
made to prohibit slavery of another type. We all 
know that the person who has for~ed the habit of 
using alcoholic drinks is incapable of self-govern
ment. He is in the hands of a merciless ruler, and 
must yield whenever the means to gratify the de
mands of habit are within his reach. 

Then why talk of the right of the individual to 
govern himself? It is nonsensical. 

For the sake of argument, a person who has not 
formed the taste for drink may say that by prohibi
tion his rights to govern himself are tampered.with; 
the absence of temptation,doing away with the neces
sity of the effort of self-control. But when we come 
down to the truth in the case we find that aside from 
strong drink there is occasion for stronger effort in 
order to arrive at a perfect self-control than is usu
ally met with. 

It seems to me th~t the very fact that inebriates do 
vote for prohibition should teach us the necessity for 
prohibitory laws, and make us ashamed to class pro
hibition and slavery as brother evils. It would do to 
call slavery and the rum traffic brothers, because the 
mm·ch of the two evils leave like miseries in their 
pathway. 

Would you know the origin of prohibition and 
what it is? It is the, as yet, unachieved result of 
woman's prayers and children's te~rs. It is the 
effort of love to save its offspring from a pitiless 
monster. Talk of it being the child of coercion ! It 
originated in sighs and groans and breaking hearts. 
It is on an errand of mercy and will never cease its 
efforts until its object is attained. Never! 

CARRIE MoonE. ________ .. ____ ___ 

and the Christian drives the best bargain he possibly 
can with his God. He does not offer any more 
prayers or giv any. more to the church than he thinks 
will barely be sufficient to obtain a through ticket to 
the New J erus<tlem. He does not giv to the church 
because he is liberal or generous, nor does he pray 
because his soul goes out in gratitude to a being 
whom he. regards as the source of every blessing. He 
would neither p:ay nor giv if he thought he could 
get oo heaven Without it. He is anxious to get to 
heaven because he has heard of golden crowns and 
harps. If ever he should obtain such valuable prizes 
he would ransack the holy city in search of a heav
€nly broker in order to realize on his venture. Then 
again he ha_s. smelt brimstone in his sleep, and 
dreamt of boilmg caldrons and sooty devils. Though 

tha~, there is ':a soul, mind, etc., _without a nerve. cen~ • THE first. volume of "Songs of the Morning" has 
~er, etc. Will Mr. Brann be kmd enough to giv an been compiled by Caleb S. Weeks, who is also author 
mstance? of much of the collection. This is by far the best 

I further stated that there may be brain without hymn-book we hav yet seen offered to the Liberal 
mind, as in the case of idiots, but never mind without public. Mr. ·weeks has executed his task with cm·e 
brain." This, Mr. Brann says, is a "positivism;" in and skill, and. has given an index of subjects, a table 
other words, he takes issue. of first lines, and a very good index of suitable tunes. 

"Some idiots are mere automata, exhibiting This volume contains original songs; the next will 
scarcely any sensibility so external impressions " consist of selections. The book is well printed on 
(National Encyclopedia). good paper.-This World. 
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:J)oes Anybody Know Him~ 
We hav receiyed the following inquiry from our 

Canadian n:iend Meikle: 
RocKLAND, ONT., April 4, 1883. 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Do you know 
anything about the man Ploomberg? The Christians are 
using him as a handle here, and so much so as almost to 
lead one to infer the whole affair is a put-up job. 

GEO. G. MEmLE. 

· With the above letter came this slip, cut from the 
Montreal Star of the 30th ult., which explains the 
cause of the inquiry: 

"Last Friday night a lecture on 'Voltaire and' Paine' was 
advertised to be delivered in the Mechanics' Hall, by one 
Ploomberg, who had been extensivly billed around the city as 
'The Great Infidel.' The affair proved a failure in every 
way, and it was supposed the lecturer had betaken himself 
elsewhere in order to find a more appreciativ public. Such, 
however, was not the case, and to-day it was reported among 
his friends and acquaintances that he had abandoned his 
Atheistical doctrin and joinad the ranks of the Young Men's 
Christian Association. 

"In order to verify this report, a representativ of the Star 
called upon Mr. Ploomberg this morning at the New York 
House, where he resides, and interviewed him on the subject. 
Mr. Ploomberg, who is a tall fair young man of somewhat 
foreign aspect, declared himself as not only willing but 
anxious to make public what might be styled his instanta~eous 
conversion, and the extraordinary and novel sensations that 
accompanied it. The convert began by stating that he was a 
man who had thoroughly studied the subject, and, as it were, 
built up a wall of facts and circumstances between himself and 
religion, so much so that life was hardly worth living. Since 
his unsuccessful lecture he had pored over the matter to the 
utter exclusion of everything else. On last Sunday evening, 
Mr. Ploomberg says, he was writing a letter to his father, who 
had for the last two years been unsuccessfully endeavoring 
to convert him to Christianity, when he came to the word 
'Infidel' and paused to reflect on the exact meaning of the 
word. As he realized that it meant a total denial of the exist
ence of a god, a feeling of dread came over him, accompanied 
by a sudden chill. The feeling of despondency increased so 
that he could not continue writing. It seemed as if he could 
see into his own brain, and the sight was a hideous one. It was 
as if the soul was trying to overleap the barrier'! of the brain's 
imagination. Dark thoughts of suicide entered his mind .. 
'It seemed to me,' said Mr. Ploomberg, earnestly, 'as if my 
soul had just been awakened from a long sleep, as if it had 
been hidden where the light of God could not shine upon it.' 

intention to revisit the States at no distant date, 
when I hope to ma.lre a more extensiv tour through 
the north and west districts. In the mean time all 
communications for me should be sent to 17 John
son's Court, Fleet street, London, E. C., England. 

CHARL:ES wATTS. 
[Mr. Watts sailed from New York on Thursday 

April 5th.-ED. J 

Farewell to Charles Watts. 
Fair was the day-Spring's glory in the air, 
The wide horizon with rich promis gemmed, 
The waters gleaming while the vessels rode 
.Laden with many a hope for lands remote ; 
Oh, how the glorious banners swept the breeze, 
Tossing with light effulgent, blending rays 
Of England iind Columbia's happy flags, 
Mingling like streams of fire, disclosing still 
The splendor of the power that binds the world 
!Do that the ocean is a jeweled link, 
A liquid chain that makes all nations kin. 
Amid this beautiful and glowing scene, 
Good friends, we sent our wishes home with you, 
And many a signal from our heart went forti+ 
To make your pathway o'er the changing sea 
As sunny as the skies that smiled that hour; 
For we were bound by thoughts sublime and great, 
The new and radiant visions of the soul, 
That make the future like a golden morn. 
We had been close with nature and her truth, 
And reveled in the light that still but few 
Hav caught from her fair face; we had beheld 
What yet may be of beautiful and grand 
When superstition's chains are flung aside, 
And man's free thought is regnant, and his heart 
Can pour its riches like the chainless sea; _ 
We had touched hights serene and vast of hope 
And joy, and communed where the light of science bursts 
In golden wonder, and from the reckless crowd 
Had passed with choice and noble spirits to the seat 
Where reason shines with cloudless and keen beams; 
And thus the glory of that royal day 
When spring's sweet earnest flooded sea and sky, 
Dropping unbounded treasures at our feet, 
Was a fit symbol of our friendship's zest, 
Which all the rolling waters cannot quench. 
Farewell, we say, and fare ye well again, 
Brave hearts, and may old England's snowy cliffs 
Be warm with welcome to your pilgrim feet; 
But not a warmer welcome there is your's 
Than what shall greet you from Columbia's shore
'Tis farewell now, but it is greeting still; 
The battle is not o'er; we must join hands~ 
And the deep thought that sweeps the world around, 
Mightier than oceans or the flaming sun, 
Shall bring us face to face, and glowing words 
Must be thy gift again to freedom here. 

SAM:UEL P. PUTNAM. 

"Mr. Ploomberg then went on to describe the tempest of 
passion that swept over him. He threw himself on llis bed, 
but it seemed as if he was suffocating. He threw open the 
window and gazed on the pale stars just· beginning to peep 
forth. Seizing his hat he rushed forth into the streets, and, 
hardly knowing whither he was going, took his way to the 
rooms of the Young Men's Christian Association. It being 
about half-past seven at this time, he found no one there. 
Unable to rest, he again sought the streets and strode blindly 
on, his mind full of maddening thoughts. Finding himself 
in front of the Notre Dame cathedral, he went in there, and 
plunged his hands into the holy-water fonts, in the hope of Peter Cooper's Religious Belief. 
finding relief from his sufferings. Emerging from the sacred 
edifice, he next wended his way to the St. James street Meth- · The Rev. M. B. Schermerhorn, pastor of the new 
oclist church, and entering there, stayed about twenty min- Theistic church which meets in Agricultural Hall, 
utes listening to the services. Mr. Ploomberg asseverates prefaced his sermon last Sunday evening with the 
that he found his mind somewhat eased by these religious 
surroundings, but yet he could not stay there; and issuing following remarks upon the religious convictions of 
forth, he again sought the Young Men's Christian Association. Peter Cooper: 
There he met with some of the officers, to whom he stated Peter Cooper was for years a prominent advocate 
who he was arid the cause of his trouble. He was cordially and representativ of this broad and reverent faith 
received and everything done that could suggest itself to ease which this church stands for,· the basi·s of thi"s 
his tortured mind. Prayers were said over him, and he was 
received as a member of the association. church more nearly than that of any other religious 

"•The moment I entered the building,' ·said Mr. Ploomberg, organization of thfs city, and, so far as I know of, in 
'my suffering ceased. I felt that I was a believer in Christ, this country, represents the convictions of religious 
and that I had redeemea the past.' 

"Mr. Ploomberg said that he was anxious to l;tav every one truths which to him were most dear and sacred. The 
know of his sudden conversion. Before concluding, he in- last religious communication from him to the public 
formed the reporter that his name was Peter Ploomberg, that was made from this platform three Sunday evenings 
he was twenty-five years of age, and a canvasser of pho- ago. On this occasion he took lilpecial care to send 
tographic albums. He was born in Stockholm, Sweden, and 
had come out to this country.some fourteen years ago. His me selections from his published m-itings which bore 
father resides in Pleasant Hill, Ky. It has only been for the most directly upon his favorit theologic belief. He 
past four or five years that he has been a professed Infidel. sent me to read to the congregation of that evening 
Previous to that he had· tried all religious sects; been a and also to disseminate as widely as I could to the 
Quaker, Shaker, Swedenborgian, Freethinker, etc. He had bli 
also delivered lectures on Infidelity in Wisconsin. Mr. Ploom- pu c his favorit ideas of one only God the universal 
berg said as his visitor took his leave that he expected to leave father, revealed by nature, revealed by science, re
the city on Monday next. . , vealed by all the great religious teachers of the 

"The reporter visited the Y. M. C. A. rooms and was in- world, whom alone men should worship, not preSUll1-
formed by the secretary that the facts above stated were per- · · h f 
fectly true, and that Mr. Ploomberg was now a zealous mem-· mg m t e act o worship even to name any other 
ber of the association." name in connection with that of the Heavenly Father. 

We never heard of Mr. Ploomberg before, and He took pains also to send for me to read his "Con
very much doubt if any one else, outside of the versation with an Episcopalian Bishop," who visited 
Y. M. C. A., ever did. We incline strongly to the him evidently to try and convert him in his old age 
th f fr" d M ikl th t ·t · t · b, b to trinitarian views-wherein he (Mr. Cooper) firmly 

eory 0 len e e a 1 18 a "pu -up JO · Y replied that he was, and should doubtless continue 
the dishonest Christians of Canada to make capital 
Either that or Ploomberg is some escaped lunatic to be, a believer in one God the Father, and intimated 
who should be looked after by his friends and res- that, so far from being ashamed to die a Theist and 
cued from the disreputable people he has fallen to letit be so recorded in history, it was his great 
among. Any one knowing the exact circUll1stances desire that this might be tb,e case. These, then may 
of this case will greatly oblige by sending us the be proclaimed as his last words-words, as it were, 
facts. from his deathbed to the religious world. The re

ligious belief of Peter Cooper, as thus outlined, he 
with great earnestne~s restated to me in two brief 
conversations which during the past three months I 
was permitted to hav with him. In both of these 
conversation he expressed much impatience withe
to use his own language-" those idolaters who wor
ship Jesus in the place of or in connection with 
Almighty God." And in his last conversation he ex
pressed-as he did to me ten years ago-dissatisfac
with this conservativ form of Unitarianism, which, 
as he said, "approaches or seems to approach, this 
idolatry by saying in prayers, hymns, and sermons, 
'Lord !' ' Lord!' to Jesus and Almighty God inter
changably." In brief, his latest words to me, also his 
last words to the public, were-only with increased 
fervor of conviction- the same which for many 
years he had taken every favorable opportunity to 
utter, both publicly and privately-" There is one 
f>nly God, the universal father, revealed by nature, 

An Intimation from :Mr. Charles Watts. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : On 

the eve of my departure for England permit me 
to express my sincere thanks to the many Amer
ican and Canadian n-iends who, during my brief 
sojourn in this country, hav shown me so much kind
ness. Their hearty recognition of a humble but 
earnest English worker in the great cause of Liber
alism will long be remembered by me as being 
amongst the most pleasing incidents of my public 
career. The great success of my lectures in every 
northern and western city I hav visited affords me 
unqualified satisfaction and most gratifying remem~ 
brances. I much regret that at the last moment I 
hav been unable to accept several invitations to 
lecture for Liberal associations on account of being 
compelled to return to England. How&ver, it is my 

by science, by all the great religions of the world, 
and worship belongs to him alone."· 

Professor Adler said, in the course of his lecture 
at Chickering Hall: Here was one man in this city 
who understood the magnitude and the grandeur of 
the interests of education, and who in a. long and 
beneficent life put into practice the hUll1ane convic
tions with which his soul was filled. Let this audi
ence rise from its seats while I speak with reverence 
and admiration the name of Peter Cooper. Who 
demanded in his case of what creed he was or to 
what party he belonged? He himself declared of 
his religion tJ;Iat if must be freed from creeds and 
human devices in order that it might become a true 
science and rule for the guidance and conduct of men. 
He was an American through and through; but more 
than all in his magnificent sympathies for the labor
ing classes. Of the compoliler Wagner we hear that 
he built himself a mausoleum during his ·life-time, 
but this man built himself a monUll1ent of . useful 
influence, not of cold, barren marble; a monUll1ent 
that will not pass away. 

Theology and Development. 
· Fr<nn Beecher's St':rmon Last Sundav. 

I think it may be said that the difference between 
the school of advanced thinkers in theology and the 
school of conservativ, orthodox thinkers in theology 
is the struggle between the spirit of hatred and the 
spirit of love. The orthodoxy, with all the great 
work that it has done, has yet conceived its notions 
of justice as a punitiv power. Such systems of the
ology as that, which centers on violent, cruel, destroy
ing justice, is dissatisfying. There is a section of 
men that see and feel that love is god and that it is 
the marrow of the great religious system that is to 
prevail finally. The whole civilized Christianity of 
the world hitherto has been based upon the doctrin 
of the fall of the whole human family in Adam. They 
never did fall. They never could, for they were born 
at zero. And yet it is the absolute foundation upon 
which the current theologies and the theologies of 
the past hav been based. 

I do not denounce the theologians who hold to the 
old views. We are never going to be saved by de
nouncing or cursing each other. But I can denounce 
theologies, and I take great pleasure in doing so, be
cause they are not going to be saved anyhow. I 
think if I had somebody to teach me a little more 
logic and let me teach him a little more liberty we 
would both be better off. If I had alongside of.me 
a man who believed in nell fire and danmation, and 
let me giv him my views of eternity and salvation, 
possibly he might be better off. 

Two Clear-headed Judges. 
From the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. 

_Judges McCrary and Treat are not disposed to 
handle the cases in the Federal Court involving the 
circulation of indecent matter through the mails. 
Judge Mc<iary this morning delivered a verbal 
opinion in the case of Dr. Wood, alias Kaltmeyer, 
who was indicted for sending circulars of an im
proper character through the mails in violation of 
section 3893 of United States statutes. The evidence 
against the doctor was procured by means of 
the decoy letter system employed by the postal in
spector's department, aided by the Society for the 
Suppression of Vice. The question of admitting 
such testimony is ruled adversely to. the government 
in cases of sending obscene literature through the 
mails. No conviction can be had in a case where it 
rests upon testimony of that character. In cases of 
mail-robbery and counterfeiting, evidence established 
by the decoy system may be used. On another 
point the court held that the indictment should set 
out the offensiv letter verbatim. 

Mr. Bliss: In view of your positiv rulings, which 
go beyond the question raised, and, I take it, very 
properly, an intimation is given the district attorney 
that cases of this sort cannot be successfully prose
cuted under this statute, and, of course, it would be 
folly to proceed further with this or any other case 
of this natu-re. Therefore I ask leave to withdraw a 
juror and let a mistrial be entered. I take occasion 
to say, without desil-ing to manifest any disrespect 
to the rules of the court, that from my own experi
ence the detection of crimes under the act is im
possible except by the use of what are known as de
coy letters. 

The Court: They can prosecute him under the 
state law. You may detect him in it by this m.eans 
under the state law. 

Mr. Bliss: I am . not speaking for the Society for 
the Suppression of Vice, but only for myself, as the 
prosecuting officer of the government. It is hardly 
to be supposed that persons sending for indecent 
books in good faith will come forward and proclaim 
their own infamy by prosecuting the offender. 
Therefore it is impossible to prosecute, becaus~ no 
postal official has the right to stop or open ·any 
packet coming through the mails and thus detect 
them, except by means of decoy letters. I take it 
this stops this cla~:~s of cases. I am glad your Honor 
has been so free to pursue the question and settle it. 
For a long time iii has peen a question of doubt and 
dissension in the court. 
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flditorial. 

Questions Answered. 
CROTON, April 5, 283. 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Please answer a 
few questions i~ your paper. 

L Did Joseph Barker, after his discussion with Dr. Berg, 
turn Christian, as I hav been told by a Christian? 

· -2. Did one of CoL Ingersoll's daughters join the church? 
3. How was it about Ethan Allen's daughter asking her 

father whose belief was the best-his or her mother's, a,nd his 
.replying, "Your mother's?" BENJAMIN CARPENTER. 

1. In reference to Mr. Joseph Barker professing 
Christianity after his discussion with Dr. Berg, the 
facts in the case constrain us to say that he did. But 
it was many years after the discussion. Mr. Barker's 
personal friends, we are credibly informed, hav ever 
denied the .sincerity of his Christian professions, and 
~laim that povertyand the helplessness of old age 
obliged the old man to accept the comfm:ts of a good 
living at the hands of the church rather than die on 
the streets a decrepit Infidel beggar. He spent the 
most of his long life in an arduous warfare against 
the church, and when too old and weak to fight it 
longer, and ID:fidels unable to support him, he con
sented to a suspension of hostilities and a pretended 
renunciation of his Infidel doctrins for the sake of a 
home in his old ag,e, and died in peaceful comfort at 
Omaha, a few years ago, we believe. 

2. No. This story is a baseless lie, 
3. This is another Sunday..:school story with no 

foundation. It is in accord with the settled policy of 
the church to lie about every unbeliever, and in pur
suance of that policy this yarn was invented .for t):le 
edification of the young. 

THERE.are a conside;rable number of our subscribers 
whose. date upon their wrapper indicates that they 
hav not sent us any remittance for their TRUTH SEEK
ER since January, 1882-:some fifteen months-and 
a larger number whose time expired sometime during 

·that year. To these, and especially the former, we 
would say that we need the money to pay the run
ning expenses of the paper, and we ask them to re
mit without delay. We dislike exceedingly to be 
constantly dunning subscribers, but the necessity for 
it is not of our creation. The individual sums are 
not large, and will not inconvenience any one to 
send, but in the aggregate they foot up hundreds of 
dollars and are just what we depend upon· to pay 
bills. Those in arrears will oblige us greatly by pay
ing attention to this at once. 

Notes. 
MR. W. W. GRAVES, an old friend and supporter of THE 

TRUTH SEEKER, is now representing one of the most populous 
districts of Texas in the legislature of that state. 

THE .Advocate judges that the Rev. Mr. Schermerhorn's 
Theistic church will prove "a vein soon worked out." The 
mining technicality here introduced would better hav been 
omitted. 1t is liable to call to the mind of the reader recol
lections of infelicitous transactions in Isabella mining stock, 
wliich while it lasted was worked for all it was worth by the 
reverend editors of the .Advocate. 

THEY hav a TRUTH SJl:EKER in Leicester, England, in the 
form of a monthly magazine, edited by the Rev. John P. 
Hopps. Mr. Hopps appears to be a very liberal theological 
thinker, though not radicaL But as we contemplate sending 
him THE TRUTH SEEKER in response to his request to exchange 
he will perhaps in a short time open his eyes to see the 
whole truth concerning the monstrous iniquity of the church. 

THE Salvation Army has been driven away from Switzer
land by the police. The Presbyterians of Geneva regarded 
them as heretical in practice, although their doctrins of hell 
and heaven were strictly orthodox. The army has retired to 
Ferney-Voltaire, a place Voltaire made free. The Salvation
ists abuse th_e heretic Voltaire without mercy, but had it not 
been for him they would seek in vain for places in Europe to 
conduct their fantastic services. 

THE Christian .Advocate says that those holding trust funds 
should never use them in their own business, and instances 
a. recent case of a pions man who ruined a whole family in 
this way. This is correct and commendable, but how about 
religious editors who use their positions to puff bogus mines 
to their own profit? The .Advocate is discreetly silent upon 
thi!l sin. But it puffs Ocean Grove, N. J., a religious resort, 
and the question now arises, Do the editors own any property 
down there? 

T!llli Jews of New York appear to be growing less religious. 
The rapid growth of the Jewish population of the metropolis, 
and the well-known wealth of many Israelites, ought, accord
ing to the Jmoish Messenger, to result in the establishing of 
new synagogs from time to time; but the modern Jeremiah 
who edits that paper feels obliged to chronicle tlie fact that 
no sueh re!lult appears. Holidays, when tempOl'arily large 
congregations are organized, make it possible to form some 
idea of the ma.sses of Hebrews who are not attached to regular 
shrines; and it is not cheering for the Messmger to contem-

plate the circumstance that so many, from choice, keep aloof 
fi•om synagog influences. The trouble is that the synagog 
rituals are antiquated and unattractiv. Some of their rites 
·are barbarous. Judaism is a drag on the minds of modern 
Jews, and it is a natural consequence that this religion, with 
its "Cargo of antique absurdities, should be left behind by those 
who are inclined to follow the current of the age. 

SoMETHING like three hundred clergymen are at present gath
ered in New York to attend the East Methodist Episcopal 
Conference, Two or three black sheep in the form of con
fidence men hav been among them, and a Long Island 
brother was intercepted by a New York brother as he was 
about to sign a check for $175 in favor of a man who repre
sented himself as a brother-in-law of a presiding elder. 
With clerical mining swindlers on one side, and non-clerical 
bunko steerers ·on the other, ministers visiting New York 
should keep a close grip on their pocket-books. 

THE campaign instituted by the bigoted Christians of Ger
many against their neighbors, the Jews, h.as ended most hap
pily for the latter, several of their prominent men being 
elected to Parliament, which is a guarantee against further 
governmental oppression. The great mass of the German 
people are rationalists, and-deplored and vigorously opposed 
the fanatical crusade of the Christians. Persecutions usually 
lead to a more rapid spread of the persecuted cause, and this 
has been no exception. The imprisonment of Freethinkers 
in London will undoubtedly make two Infidels where there 
was one before, and Mr. Foote and his fellow-sufferers hav 
this thought to console them as they bend over the hard labor 
imposed upon them by the modern Jeffreys of England. 

PRoFESSOR FELIX ADLER now: comes in for his turn among 
the objects of pulpit blackguardism. The Rev. J. P. New-
man has said of him: · 

"He is an ecclesiastical robber; he has stolen from Chris
tianity its great thoughts to elevate himself, and, with the 
meanness of. an apostaj;e Jew, he rejects the authority of his 
guide." Away with such Jews. We hav no room for them 
among the teachers of religion in this great city." 

It is enough to say of the Rev. J.P. Newman that he has 
been seen on the platform of the Vice Society with Anthony 
Comstock and Joseph Cook, and has always lifted his voice 
in opposition to liberty. He is a sensationalist like Talmage, 
with no more regard for decency and truth. Professor Adler 
is a gentleman and a scholar, and it is almost an injustice to 
put his name in the same type with that of J.P. Newman, 
who is neither the one nor the other. 

THE latest religious news that comes from Vienna, Austria, 
is to the effect that Spiritualism is spreading so rapidly 
through Bohemia that the bishop of that province has de
clared a belief in it equivalent .to heresy. It is. well known 
that among Catholics there is a somewhat general belief that 
the spirits of departed persons may in some way, supposed 
to be by the assistance of the Evil One, hold communion with 
former associates on earth. The belief is not'much talked of 
by Romanists, but still it exists; and as it is so closely con
nected with the convictions of that large class of Freethinkers 
known as Spiritualists, it is perhaps not to be wandered at 
that dignitaries of the church look upon its growth as inimi
cal to the "true faith." It is a form of progress, and prog
ress is incongruous With Catholicism. Therefore it is heresy. 
Along with this news it may be mentioned that two hundred 
members of the Roman Catholic churches in Cincinnati hav 
become devotees of the spiritual philosophy. 

BRooKLYN has ltn "apostolic healer." His name is Monck, 
and he has been known to relieve one hundred and one cases 
of disease in thirty-six minutes. He lays his hands on the 
patient, says a little prayer, and the business is done. He 
then pockets all the money the person cured can be induced 
to giv him, and he iii making hundreds of dollars. per day. 
The New York Tribune intimates that this heavenly healer is 
a humbug who plays upon the imagination of sufferers. It 
thinks that if people can be cured at about the rate of three 
a minute, there should be a visible decrease of mortality 
among the citizens of Brooklyn, but no such decrease ap
pears. It is charged that Dr. Monck gets the patient's atten
tion off from his pain, givs his brain a quick action for a 
moment, and says, "You feel better, don't you?" The 
patient, of course, answers yea. This trick, says the Tribune, 
is three thousand years old. Perhaps it was practiced in 
Palestine some eighteen hundred and fifty years ago by the 
person in whose name the apostolic Monck professes to work 
his marvels, and the Brooklyn charlatan may be as genuin a 
healer as his more talked of predecessor, and still be a 
humbug. 

A GqoD specimen of the men who travel heavenward by 
hemp is Alexander Jefferson, now under sentence of death 
for a very brutal and unprovoked murder of two persons, 
both colored associates of himself. A few days ago a MercW'IJ 
reporter called to see him, when he delivered himself of the 
following religious clap-trap: 

"'When people see me they wonder how well I bear up and 
cheerful I am. Tell the public that it's not Jefferson's 
strength that keeps him up, but the strength of one higher 
in.power and mind,' and he turned his eyes heavenward. 
' The same man that keeps me up now will keep me up on 
the scaffold. I don't care what men may say, for they talked 
about the savior, and why not talk about me? No, no, I hav 
no fear of the future, and am ready to die and go to the 
Lord at this moment. I am a Presbyterian, but I believe that 
all men will be saved if they repent and seek Jesus. 

"'This trouble of mine was a sad affair, 
And now has left me in despair; 
Though friendless and alone, 
God will all my sins condone; 
And when I mount the gallows high, 
My soul he will take to his home in the sky.'" 

It is a great pity these brutal wretches don't get to moral
izing a little sooner in their worthless careers. It requires 
but little calculation to estimate the worth of a religion which 

has not the least tendency to restrain murderers, but once 
the murder committed permits them to get wings with the 
same facility accorded the Sunday-school boy who dies 
young. Gallows repentance and tears may be very accept
able to the Nazarene, who may from his associations '!Je sup
posed to sympathize with criminals, but the victims of these 
snivelers would hav preferred more works and fewer words. 

OuT in Marion, Ohio, they hav a revivalist· named Weber 
who is making himself rather more conspicuous than orna
mentaL He is said to hav been graduated from the variety 
stage. The fact that his abler brethren of the cloth hav dis
carded hell does not in the least diminish his belief in that 
institution. He is given to pulpit pyrotechnics of the most 
lurid order, and the hearer possessed of a vivid imagination 
can almost see the corusca.tions of endless fire fall from the 
altar where he preaches. Such, at least, is the description 
which a correspondent resident in Marion givs of the Rev. 
Mr. Weber. At an evening meeting not long ago, a small 
boy, amused at the contortions of the reverend gentleman, 
smiled audibly with inward satisfaction at the thought that 
he was being entertained with a circus at the price of a 
prayer-meeting. The boy was ejected with great promptness, 
·and the preacher returned to his prayer flushed with victory 
and eager for other small boys to conquer; but when a gentle
man nearer the size of Mr. Weber ventured to smile also, the 
revivalist hesitated about grappling him, although a disinter
ested party offered to "keep the flies off" the. belligerants 
during the exercises. He contented himself with mounting 
the mourner's bench which encircles the pulpit, and denounc
ing levity with the utmost vehemence. The devil wasn't 
going to run that ohurch-not if he knew it. It did not take 
long for him to convince the members of the church that they 
had made a mistake in calling him to their community, and 
the regular pastor's embarrassment and humiliation were vis
ible to alL The slang and violently abusiv language of Weber 
created a revulsion on all sides, and a Liberal element is mak
ing itself distinctly visible. Our correspondent surmises that 
now would be a good time for a Liberal lecturer to introduce 
himself into Marion. 

THE Rev. Samuel Charlesworth, of Clapham Common, 
England, is affiicted with a daughter Maud, aged seventeen, 
blessed with rather more piety and brazen impudence than 
modesty or good sense. She is described as "ne1·vous 
and devout," which is a cant phrase for what the world 
would call religious lunacy. This girl became interested in 
the Salvation Army movement, and determined to join that 
band of rowdies. Her father refused to allow her to leave 
home, and wrote to the leO:ders of the "army" pleading with 
them not to interfere with his child. Those individuals dis
regarded his wishes, and replied that the "service of Jesus" 
was paramount to all family ties. The old man tried to in
terest his daughter in less disreputable religious work, but 
all to no purpose. She must be a wanton in piety or in morals, 
perhaps in both. She donned the uniform of the army, went 
with Miss Booth to Geneva, and was summarily arrested for 
disorderly conduct. Nothing could hav suited her better, 
and she now poses as a. "Christian" martyr. The worst 
feature of the case is· that some people in England accredited 
with good sense uphold this crazy embodiment of unhealthy 
religious devotion, and even attempt to encourage other girls 
to follow her ill-advised example; It is about time that the 
Salvation Army should inaugurate a movement for the sup
pression of itself. Its methods lead to the degradation of its 
members, and it accomplishes no good purpose except to 
make its cause disreputable. Its women must abandon 
whatever sense of modesty or decency they may sometime 
hav been endowed with, and become the butt of public ridi
cule. Their "uniform" is grotesque and unbecoming, and 
their associations · giv them the free-and-easy air of the 
dives. If there is anything from which women with that 
female weakness called piety need to be saved, it is the Sal-
vation Army. 

The Lecture Field. 
W. S. BELL'S address during April will be Beulder, CoL 

J. E. REMSBURG's appointments for the next two weeks are 
as follows: Palmer, Kan., April 12th, 13th, and 14th; Seneca, 
16th; Sabetha, 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th; Morrill, 21st and 
22d; Rombinson, 23d; Leona, 24th, 25th, and 26th. 

W, F. JAMIESON is engaged by the Chicago Liberal League 
to deliver his lecture, "The Clergy a Source of Danger to the 
American Republic." Mr. Jamieson can be engaged to de
liver lectures throughout the spring and summer. His ad
dress is Lake City, Minn. 

MR. E. C. WALKER writes: "You gave my address as Nor
way, Iowa. Other parties assert that it is Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa, while some correspondents still write to me at Florence, 
the old name of the office that is now known as Norway, Iowa. 
Permit me to say to your readers that my permanent address 
is Valley Falls, Kansas." 

Indispensable. 
From Man of Apri! 1st. 

THE TRUTH SEE!!:ER, 21 Clinton place, New York, is more in
dispen·sable than ever. It is so various and interesting that 
it covers the whole ground. We started, for instance, to 
write an article about Dr. Dix and his fatal admissions, but 
found that this paper's editorial of March 24th, on "The 
Drift of the Times," had disposed of the whole matter, so 
that it is only needful to refer to it. 

The account of Mr. Charles Watts and his farewell lecture 
and reception in New York will interest every Liberal. Jo
seph Cook receives another broiling, which it is shown that 
he deserves. 

Man is a little paper with a big heart and two long 
heads on him. He has a kind word and cheerful 
greeting for everyone. We are sorry we hav to ta-ke 
the wind out of -his sails so frequently, but until he 
shakes out his reefs, we shall be obliged to leave biw 
hull-down on the horizon. 
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The Tomb of Fanaticism. 

Titus and of Trajan. He gathered, from all parts of 
the land, wheat for the support of his men in their 
exhausting campaigns, rebuilt villages, gave en
couragement to the people, to their arts, talents, and 

Religious· Experience. 
It is· customary for members in some churches on 

occasions to relate to each other their religious ex
perience, which proves very beneficial in keeping the 
weaker brethren and sisters strong in the faith. I 
propose to imitate them by relating ~orne of my pe:t:
sonal religious experience, drawing afterward some 
anti-religious conclusions, I was born a Presbyterian, 
baptized a Presbyterian, given the hluest of the blue 
Presbyterian-hell-and-damnation doctrin in allopatliic 
dos~s. I could believe nothing else, as I was taught 
nothing else. However, while believing it, I did not 
take kindly to it, for such terrible pictures of torment 
will repel, rather than draw, almost any child. For
tunately for me, when I was about ten years of age, 
a quarrel arose between the pastor and one of his 
flock, the brother accusing the pastor of fleecing him 
in a horse trade. The church took sides, some with 
the cheated brother and others with the pastor. The 
consequence was the church was so weakened by dis
sensions, quarreling, and bickering, that for a long 
time there was no Presbyterian preaching in the 
neighborhood. 

[An examination of Lord Bolingbroke's doctrines. Written 
by Voltaire in 1767 and translated from the French by Avery 
Meriwether.] 

CHAPTER XXXTI. 

THE CHILDREN OF COSTANTINE, AND OF Jl:LIAN THE PHILOS

OPHER, SURNAMED THE APOSTATE_\BY THE CHRISTIANS. 

The children of Constantine were as Christian-like, 
as ambitious, and as cruel as their father. There were 
three who divided the empire, Constantine II., Con
stantina, and Constant. The Emperor Constantine I. 
had· left a brother named Julius, and two nephews, 
to whom he had given some lands. They commenced 
by killing their father to increase the shares of the 
new emperors. At first they were united by their 
common crime, but soon separated. Constant caused 
Constantine, his oldest brother, to be assassinated, and 
afterward was killed himself. 

Constantina, left the sole master of the empire, had 
exteTI:ninated almost all the rest of the imperial 
family. This Julius, wh9m he had put to death, left 
two children, one named Gallus, and the other the 
celebrated Julian. Gallus was killed and Julian was 
spared because, the latter having a taste for_ private 
life and for study, it was thought he would not be 
dangerous. 

If there is anything true in history, it is that these 
first two Christian emperors, Constantine and Con
stantina, his son, were monsters of despotism and 
cruelty. It may be, as we have already insinuated, 
that in the bottom of their hearts they believed in 
no God; and that, scorning equally pagan supersti
tions and Christian fanaticism, they unhappily per
suaded themselvs that divinity does not exist, because 
neither Jupiter the Cretan, nor Hercules the Theban, 
nor Jesus the Jew, are gods. It is possible, also, 
that tyrants, who generally unite cowardice and bar
barism, may have been seduced and led into crime 
by the belief in which all Christians, without excep
tion, then agreed, that three immersions in a vessel of 
water before death effaced all crimes and took the 
place of every virtue. This unfortunate belief has 
been more baneful to the human race than the black
est passions. 

privileges. Forgetting self, he worked day and night 
for the happiness of mankind. 

Constantius, in reward, wished to remove him from 
Gaul, where he was too dearly beloved. He at first 
demanded the two legions which J nlian had formed. 
The army was indignant and opposed it. The soldi~rs 
proclaimed Julian emperor in spite of his protests. 
The world was at this time luckily delivered of Con
stantina while marching against the Persians. 

Julian the Stoic, foolishly called the apostate by 
the priests, was chosen without dissent by the people 
of the East and West as emperor. 

The force of trutl:i is such that Christian historians 
have been obliged to admit that he lived while em
peror as he did in Gaul. Never did his philosophy 
madden him. He began in the palace at Constanti
nople by reforming the luxurious practices of Con
stantine and Constantina. The emperors at their 
coronation received weighty crowns of gold from all 
the villages. He reduced this onerous tribute to al
most nothing. The frugal simplicity of the philoso
pher detracted in no respect from the majesty and 
uprightness of the sovereign. .All the abuses and 
burdens of the court were reformed; and he had only 
two extortionate tax gatherers publicly executed. 

He renounced his baptism, it is true, but he never 
renounced his virtues. Some have reproached him 
with superstition, but these reproaches admit he had 
religion. \Vhy should he not have chosen the re
ligion of the Roman empire·~ Why should he have 
been blamed for adopting the religion of Scipio and 
Cffisar rather than that of Gregory of Nazianzen and 
of Theodorus? He preferred the sect "to which his 
father belonged, and with good reason, since under 
the old religion Rome had triumphed over half the 
earth, and under the new she had fallen into decay. 

Far from persecuting the Christians, Julian wished 
to assuage their unseemly quarrels. His sixty-second 
letter proves that "under my predecessors many 
Christians were tormented, imprisoned, persecuted. 
A large number of those we ealled heretics were 
slain at Samos, in Paphlogonia, ia Bithynia, Galatia, 
and in many other provinces. Their towns were pil
laged and then destroyed .. Under my rule, on the 
contrary, those who were banished were recalled; 
their confiscated goods returned. But to Jlpch a 
bight did their madness reach that they bedeviled 
each other, when they were not permitted to be 
cruel, and tyrannized over one another." 

This condition of things gave the Methodist church 
more room, and they waxed strong and grew mightily, 
offering "free grace" to all who would "come to 
Jesus just now.'' The change from the old Calvinist 
"decrees" to "grace freely offered," was to me a 
wondrous relief. I naturally like to see an equal 
chance for all, and here it was from the same old 
book: Free salYation to all who will embrace Jesus 
as a savior. 

Young as I was, I breathed freer. It was one step 
toward the light, and I began to hope there was a· 
chance for me at least equal with my fellows. From 
the Presbyterian pulpit I had been taught that if 
God chose or selected I would be damned, and must 
praise· his very name even for that. The change was 
very great; and in' the course of a few years I em
braced the Methodist system of religion, and for six 
years poured my joys and sorrows, hopes, fears, and 
desires, into the ear of Jesus·and Jehovah, sometimes 
imagining they were heard, and sometimes doubting. 
Occasionally I caught a stray beam of light from the 
ever-bright eyes of science. I learned that law per
vades the universe, that nothing takes place withou' 
being caused. I discovered that I was under the 
necessity of ma~g the conditions which brought 
about an answer to my prayers. I tried without the 
prayer; the result was the same. I was forced to the 
painftll conclusion that all my prayers had been a 
useless wear and tear on the knees of my pants, as 
well as a waste of time. 

However it may be, Constantina declared himself 
orthodox, that is to say Arian, for Arianism then pre
vailed all over the East, as opposed to the Athanasian 
sect, and the Ariana, previously persecuted, ill turn 
became the persecutors. 

Athanasius was condemned by a council at Sardis, 
by another held in the. city of Aries, by a third held 
at Milan; he traveled all over the Roman empire, 
sometimes followed by his partisans, sometimes 
exiled, and sometimes recalled. The trouble in all 
these cities was about a single word-Consuhstantiation. 
It was a scourge which had never, until then, been 
known in the history of the world. The ancient re
ligion of the empire, which still survived with a cer
tain splendor, derived a great advantage over Chris
tianity from all these divisions. However, Julian, 
whose brother and all of whose family Constantina 
had assassinated, was forced to embrace the forms of 
Christianity, just as Queen Elizabeth for a while was 
obliged to dissimulate in her religion under the tyran
nical reign of the infamous Mary, and just as in 
France Charles IX. compelled the great· Henry JV. 
to go to mass after the massacre of Saint Bartholo
mew. Julian was a Stoic, of that sect l;loth philo
sophic and religious which produced so many great 
men and never a wicked one-a sect more divine than 
human, in which the severity of the Brahmans and a 
few monks, without their superstition, was to be seen; 
in a word, the sect of Cato, of Marcus Aurelius, and 
of Epictetus. 

This letter alone is sufficient to expose the calum
nies with which the Christian priests burden them
selves. 

There was a bishop in Alexandria, named George, 
one of the must seditious and passionate of Chris
tians. He surrounded himself with his followers; he 
beat the pagans with his own hands; he demolished 
their temples. The people of Alexandria killed him, 
whereupon Julian in his tenth letter wrote to the 
Alexandrians as follows: "Alas! instead of keeping 
from me the knowledge of your outrages, you have 
permitted yourselves to be carried away by anger. 
You have committed the same excesses with which 
you reproached your enemies. George deserved 
death, but it was not for yon to b(il the executioners. 
You have laws which were sufficient to dispose of 
such with justice," etc. 

A.t that time it was a painful conclusion. Now I 
reckon it as an era of the dawn, another grand stride 
toward the light. I now look upon all religions as 
the lower steps on the ladder which leads up from 
low mental conditions. If man owes anything to his 
fellows, or has any duty to perform toward them, it is 
to lift them as fast as possible out of the debasing 

I shall not attempt to repeat or refute here all that 
is written in ecclesiastical history, for party spirit 
and faction hav always colored it. I shall pass on to 
the death of Julian, who lived too short a time for 
the glory and happii?-ess of the empire. He was 
killed in the midst of a victorious campaign against 
the Persians, after his passage over the 'rigris and 
Euphrates, at the age of thirty-one. He died as he 
lived, with the resignation of a Stoic, thanking the 
being of beings that he was about to mingle his soul 
with the divine and all-pervading spirit. 

We are seized with indignation when we read in 
Gregory of Nazianzen, and in Theodoret, that Julian 
cast some of his blood toward heaven saying: "0 
Galilean, you have conquered." What stuff! . vVhat 
absurdity! Did Julian oppose Jesus? And was 
Jesus the god of the Persians? 

condition in which religion holds them. · 

It was a shameful and deplorable thing that this 
great man should be forced to conceal all his talents 
behind Constantina, just as Brutus was served by the 
Tarquins. He pretended to be a Christian, and al
most affected imbecility in order to save his life. He 
was compelled at the same time to enter into a mon
astic form of life. At last Constantina, who had no 
children, declared Julian Cffisar, but sent him into 
Gaul, which was equivalent to exile. Then Julian 
remained without troops and money, surrounded by 
spies, and with very little authority. 

The various German races very often crossed the 
Rhine for the purpose of raiding Gaul, just as they 
had done before the time of Cffisar and as they had 
often done since, until finally they subjugated them, 
and even that very small nation, the Franks, 
conquered all these provinces witiiout trouble. 

Julian organized an army, disciplined them, and 
compelled their admiration. He led them as far as 
Strasbourg, crossed the Rhine upon a bridge of boats, 
and at the head of an army weak in numbers, but 
animated by his courage, he defied a horde of bar
barians, took their chief a "prisoner, pursued them to 
the Hercinian forest, took from them their captives, 
both Roman and those of Gaul, the spoils the bar

We cannot read without disgust the discourse of 
that ill-tempered man, Gregory of Nazianzen, fulmi
nated against Julian after his death. It is true, had 
Julian lived, Christianity ran the risk of being 
abolished. It is certain that Julian was a greater 
man than Mohammed, who exterminated Christianity 
in all of Asia and Africa. But everything must yield 
to destiny, and an unlettered Arabian destroyed a sect 
of ~nlettered Jews, that which a great emperor and 
philosopher was unable to do. But Mohammed lived 
long enough, and Julian lived too short a time. 

I am of opinion that we are retarded greatly in 
reaching the people with scientific knowledge be
cause of the almost universal belief in a continued 
existence after death. Witness the holy horror on 
the countenance of the advocates of this idea if you 
do but hint at its fallacy. An advocate almost invari
ably ceases to be a truth seeker, and that fact ought 
to make us more careful to question at every step, 
especially since we hav been s.o confoundedly duped 
in the past. The idea of immortality without doubt 
arose from the innate desire to liv on. The most ad
vanced, by teaching it, soon discovered the might.y 
hold it gave them upon the people. Then began the 
disposition to fix conditions for the poor dupes where
by they might enjoy the greatest happiness in that 
imagined hereafter. Hence the hells and torments 
for those who fail to follow the. advocates, and heav
ens for those who did. It is easy to see how, step 
by step, the human race has been led into this in
terminable and unreasonable muddle of a future con
clition, either happy or Un.happy. How complete and 
abject has been the sacerdotal bondage we all know. 
He who reads carefully and candidly the history of 
religion can never doubt the fraudulent position 
which all religions occupy. I hav no disposition to 
find fault with persons who believe they will play on 
golden harps, or with those who are sure there is a 
summer-land awaiting them in the beyond. I am as 
willing to giv respectful attantion to their reasoning · 
as to those who write in accord with my qwn views. 
I must, however, hav better reasons than I hav yet 
seen to compel me to climb down the ladder to the 
old step called "immo.rtality." I am pretty thor
oughly convinced that Just so long as honest dupes 
are induced to believe that there is a grand concert 
composed excl.usivly of harps away up above the 
clouds or an immense floral display amid Elysian 
fieldsdf perpetual summer, with nomusketoes, just so 
long will they be imposed upon by the advocates as 
they hav been in the past. With that idea out of the 
minds of the people, how many of the " sacred " class 
wonlclliv in ease and luxury on the hard earnings of 
the poor? How many men with dark cabinets would 
dupe the people by pretending to show the faces of 
dear departed friends? 

The followers of Cill:ist have ventured to say that 
Julian lived only thirty-one years, a short time· in 
punishment for his impiety. They forget that their 
pretended divinity did not live longer than that. 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

barians had captured, and imposed a tribute upon . IT is a brave and good man who pursues the 
them. . nght course, and who performs his duty faithfully.-

To the ability of Oresar he joined the virtue of D. M. Bennett. 
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The true friend of humanity is the person who 
givs them knowledge, and as nothing can be known 
of what there is after death, we hav left the far 
greater happiness ·of learning of the things around 
us here and now before death. I do not pretend to 
say that ~l the frauds would cease. at once upon giv
ing up the idea of a future continued identity, but it 
becomes apparent that the greatest fraud the world 
has known would hav no footing, leaving ·the people 
free to deal withproblems of real importance. It is 

rather calculated to excite the disgust than secure 
the support of sensible people. The "Christian tem
perance reform," as developed ip. the West, is for the 
most part but another name for Christian intoler
erance. Falsehood, slander, social ostracism, and 
brute force are the reformatory instruments most 

by which you are actuated will, of course, allow us to 
use the same weapons you hav used so vigorously. 

I affirm (1) That enforced statutory enactment, 
while in many cases pernicious, has been and is one 
of the chief factors in the civilization and elevation 
of man; (2) Prohibition is the very essence of law, 
and there is no law, however salutary its effect upon 
mankind in general, but can be tortured into a tres
pass upon the personal proclivities of some depraved 
human nature; (3) Each man or woman is the 
"proper" and "sole" judge of the "extent" and 
"legitimacy" of his or her wants only so far as a 
knowledge of these wants is comprehended by his or 
her intelligence. Outside of these limits human 
progress demands that deference be shown the judg
ment of superior intelligence. 

used: JOHN E. REMSBURG. 

Personal Right. 
worth more to know the laws of health than to be- In the discussion'of the. question of prohibition 
lieve we are personally acquainted with Jesus, the that has been occupying some space in the columns 
Holy Ghost, or God Almighty himself. It is worth of THE TRUTH SEEKER lately-a discussion, by the way, 
more to discover the best method of association, po- which is 9-uite &ratifying to us, !l's it willle~d Lib~rals 
litically and socially, than to attend divine service to. a co~sideratwn of the questwn, .and t~I~ consider
three times every Sunday; and prayer-meeting five' atwn .will lead th~m .to take therr positiO~ o~ the 
nights during the week. It is worth more to invent 51uestwn . upon. prmmpl~ and n.ot upon preJudice
a better method of ventilation thah to pray and shout m the d,~scusswn °~ thi?, questwn, a ?se ha~ been 
in a revival meeting in a superheated room till twelve made of. persoR~l nght th~t, to ~e, IS ~ot m bar
o'clock at night even if sinners are flocking by the mony. With a log~c~l. or candid consideratiOn of the 
score to the blo~d-stajned banner of King Emanuel. qu~~100b?~ prohibitiOn. . . " 
It is better to render an honest reason than to sit, . ~' a ihty to do wron~ IS ~rns~aken for a personal 
night after night in a darkened room in front of a ~·Ight to do wr.ong; an mclinatwn, the re~ult of an 

The above affirmations are based upon these:. (1) 
There can be no personal crime the influence of which 
does not extend beyond the corporeal limits of the 
personality committing the crime; (2) As, lajure di
vine naturce, there can be no mental crime, as thought 
or opinion cannot become criminal till crystallized by 

. . ' . . ' Imperfect physiCal or moral development IS a "per-
action. ~ 

cabmet watchmg for ghmpses of the shadowy forms . . · . ' . 
and faces of dear departed ancestry. It is a well- 8?na~ r~ght;" the de~Ire to mdulg~ a debasmg ap~)e-
known fact that as man gains knowledge credulity ttitedis aa'd'personal nhghdt ".to ~~ch mdull g~~?te'~ ta W1Shh 

. · · o egr e my man oo 1s a persona ngu o sue 
giVS way. . · · degradation· a choice to brutalize my lf is a "IJer 

Where science spreads her white wings darkness, nal r'ght"'t b b t dse d -
fr d d t 't' li k S · so I o ecome a . ru e; an so on, an on, 

au , an supers I wn s n away. mence, accurate, till "p rs 1 · ht" d ·t t t' · 
carefully classified information, givs us faith in our- ovei· aiel wro.nnag ng allsptrheat .. 8 di 8b p:o ec mgalwl ~uhgst 

l. d h 1 t d · 1 th · · t t · t f o , over a IS e asing, over L a 
se vs an e P.8 0 Ispe e ·cons an anxie y, . ear, is unmanly· in man, till " ersonal ri ht" takes its 
and dread whteh hang about. the ghost worshiper. stanJ ·n th th f hp · · g d 'th 

Universal mental liberty is the personal right of all 
created intelligence, and the attempt to identify pro
hibition of the liquor traffic with prohibition of 
thought and its expression; as has been done by 
some parties to this discussion, is an attempt to create 
a unity of a duality, which, to my mind, is equaled for 
absurdity only by the Christians' effort to erect a 
unity of their trinity. 

Trustina: I hav said nothing barred by the rules of 
gentlemanly discussion, and most earnestly wishing 
that in the further discussion of this question, or any 
other question the columns of. THE Tl't.L'TH SEEKER 
are generously given to, nothing will be said person
ally wounding to the feelings of any one, I will make 

W t th t h f. b · d t.h 1 e pa way o uman progress an , WI 
e owe more o e eac er o ugs an worms an the a thority f th G l'l d d k' d 

to the teacher of a future life. . u .. 0 e a I ean go '·or ers ~an. m 
-·/ . h h sh . . . . . to fling at Its feet, as trash, all the sacred prmmples 

T . e rna~ W 0 ows ~e. a stone, givs me Its classl- of eternal right. And my brother Liberals call this 
ficatwn, mmeral compositiOn, and tells me the part "argument" a ·a· tth h'b't' f th li t · ffi 

f th ld 't f · th. t. · g ms epro I I wno e quor ra c. 
0 e wor I comes rom, IS wor more o me I m ·st ·f t tal· 't t ak h 
th th 

h · t h · ·a u con ess a o mcapam y o m e sue ap-
an e man w ? promises 0 s ow. ~e my gran - plication ofthis sophistry about" ersonal ri ht." Lest 

mother's ghost "JUSt as soon as conditiOns are favor- I · · . P ~ 
bl " Th 't' f G El' t f . fi 'tl appear ungenerous m calling the ternnnology of 

a e. e WJ;I mgs 0 eorge .10 are 0 m rn Y opponents "sophistry," let us examin it. 
more value to the world than thE:J mcoherent slus~ of 'Tis affirmed that "I hav the right to indulge in any 
Swedenborg or John the revelator. ~ do not thm~ debasing practice I may elect;" "a ri ht to violate 
that a ghost, holy or unholy, ever existed, anti until the most fundamental a d h ~ · · 1 f 
I h b tt 'd I t t' · f th t · · . . . n compre ensiv prmmp es o 

av e er evi ence mus con Inue o a opmwn. abstract r' h. t " · h rt "th · ht t d If 
R d · p · L E H •· Ig ; m s o , e ng o o wrong. 

ea tng, a. · · UGGINS. this is not sophistry, it is, to say the least, an attempt 

. Bishop Gilmour and Gov. St. John. to disprove a fact by the use of enoneous affirmation . 
The first ·thing wanted is proof that what you are 

Leaving Linesville Friday, Feb 2d, I went to pleased to tenn "personal right" is right. To do this, 
Cleveland. On board the Lake Shore train which it must be shown to harmonize with the principles of 
brought me to this city was Bishop Gilmour, just re- sacred or eternal right; and this hannony the cham
turning from his six months' sojourn at Rome. The pions of individual sovereignty negativ by their own 
greatest demonstrations of joy were everywhe:r.e ex- statement. 
pressed at his safe return. At Ashtabula and other It appears to me they mistake personal potentiality 
points along the route immense crowds were gath- for "personal right." Right is not affected by indi
ered and salutes fired. As we entered Cleveland a vidual inclination, desire, power, or choice. I may 
salute of twelve guns was fired, and as we rolled into desire to do wrong, but that desire is certainly not 
the depot such a surging, excited mass of humanity a personal right to do wrong; nor can my inclinations 
I hav seldom seen. rt· seemed as if Cleveland's two be tortured into rights but by giving to words an 
hundred thousand inhabitants had all turned out fo unfare, illogical, and unintelligent meaning. Wrong 
welcome the returning prelate. is wTOng, and any amount of personal power, inclina-

The recipient of all this homage is a plain-looking tion, desire, choice, or privilege, restrained or unre
old man of undoubted ability and g1·eat influence, strained, cannot make it right. 
and probably the most bitter foe to popular liberty It is my privilege, if unrestrained, to practice any 
in Aluerica. I closely scanned thesE:J Christian slaves personal indulgence, but it is not my right unless the 
who greeted him. Ignorance was stamped upon the indulgence be right. 
faceo of nearly all of them, brutality upon not a few. But, "Nonsense, Brother Gantz," you will say; "we 

And this vast multitude; filling the streets of Qleve- hav already admitted the indulgence of this debasing 
land for a mile, was but a handful compared with the appetite is not right on principle." Certainly you 
whole number of Catholic adherents in our land, the hav; and it is to the logical animus of that admission 
larger portion of whom are as subservient to the that I wish to hold you in your discussion of prohi
church's will as any despot's subjects ever were. bition, as applied to the liquortraffic; and further, it 
With these great hordes of Catholics the battle .for is this admission on your part that assures me your 
mental liberty must ultimately be fought. The Fal- conception of right harmonizes with my statement in 
staffian brigades of Protestantism are being routed THE TRUTH SEEKER of Feb. 17th, that" man has the 
on every. hand; but the disciplined legions of Rome 'natural right' to so control his person as to fulfil the 
are yet to be. encountere~, and deluded must he be useful, ennobling, and elevating conditions of life; 
who P!op~es1es an easy VICtory. but he has no right, either natural or unnatural, to 

While In Cleveland I went to hear our Kans~s the control of his person in an abuse of the condi
temper~nce orator, ex-<;Xov. St. John. ~e spoke m tions of life which prostitutes all the nobler elements 
the Taoernacle, and h1s address was m many l'e- of his nature." 
spects able and eloquent. But Gov. St. John is not If this, then, is the true interpretation of right, it 
a true refonner. . If ~e were he would appeal more is certainly sophistical, in, the discussion of prohibi
ta the reaso~ of mtelhgent_me_n and women, and less tion, as it is understood generally, to talk about a 
to. the paSSI?ns and pi:eJUdiCes of Sun~ay-school personal right to do wrong. 
children, cleric~ hypocnt.s, ~nd. fe~ble-mmded old The only question of right involved is the inter-
women who delight to do t~eir biddmg. ference of one or more individuals with the personal 

At our last state ~onventwn I had the_ honor to be WI·ong-doing of another individual. If what I choose 
~me _of the seventy·slX 'Yho pr~tested agamst his nom- to do in the exercise of my personality is right, then 
mation. . At the electwn whi~h followed I was one interference is baned by every principle of eternal 
of the thirty thousand Repubhcanswho stepped out right; but, if I choose to do that which is wrong, is 
of the ranks, resolved that his nomination should not interference barred by the same principles? I an-
be ratified at the polls. I did this, not because he swer, No. · 
was a Christian and a Prohibitionist, but because he Jlere rests the question of prohibiting the liquor 
was a bigot and a demagog; not because -he would traffic, considered as to its primary effects. When 
keep whisky out of men, but because he would put the "secondary" effects of the traffic are taken into 
superstition into them; not because he was instru- account, the pernicious character of which you also 
mental in securing a temperance amendment to our admit, the affil'mation that it is right to interfere 
state constitution, but because he favored a religious with this wrong, assumes a weight of truth that can
amendment to .our national constitution; in short, not be shaken by language that elevates personal de
because I knew him to be the sworn enemy of hu- sire, choice, and inclination to the dignity of personal 
man liberty. Friends of temperance may deplore right. 
his defeat, but that defeat was a blow to priestcraft Let me make a few affirmations-they seem to form 
and a triumph for Freethought in Kansas. chief element of the discussion thus far; they oc-

We all recognize the need of a temperance refor- cupy so little space, you know, and necessitate the 
mation. But will the church bring about this de- the use by your opponent of lengthy arguments to 
sired refonn? I am afraid not. Her methods are refute the principles involved. The spirit of fairness 

my bow. W. H. GANTZ. 

The Pension Law. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: In THE 

TRUTH SEEKER of March 24th " C. I. " seems to be 
worried over the pension law granting gratuities 
long after the end of the service. Now, as I under
stand the principle of pensions, they are for disabili
ties incurred while in the service, and the act of 
1878 only cani.es out the contract, granting the pen
sion from the date of discharge. If" C. I." had served 
three years in the army he probably would be a 
used-up community, for any person of ordinary 
judgment knows that no person could violate the 
laws of nature as the soldier was compelled to during 
the different campaigns without incUl'l'ing the pen
alty, and to-day the ~ar veterans as a class look at 
least ten years older than the men that stayed at 
home, and very few of them that served three 
years in the field without receiving a wound are 
sound physically to-day. I admit that the pension 
law is. WI'ong, but not in the way that he claims. As 
the law now stands it is almost impossible for a man 
that served his country faithfully and went through 
every battle with his regiment to obtain a pen
sion, th'e fact of his continued service being presump
tiv evidence that h~;~ was not disabled, while those 
that were iR hospital most of the time, and of no 
use to the service, hav a clean record. Now let 
us look at the law as it stood at the end of the 
service in regard to those who risked their dollars 
to save their dear country. The first act signed by 
President Grant was the credit-strengthening act, 
pledging the payment of the bonds in coin or its 
equivalent. This was a gratuity of between six 
and seven hundred million dollars to a class that had 
already received fifty per cent on their investment. 
I never heard a mm·mur from the press of the coun
try about the change of contract in favor of the 
creditor. I will ask a few questions of "C. I." and 
then close. If it is right to exempt the dollar that 
was risked when our institutions were in danger 
from taxation, is it not right to exempt the man 
that risked his life ? If it is right to remove all 
taxes from the national banks, that waited until 
the battles of Gettysburg and Vicksburg bf.oke the 
backbone of the rebellion before they came to the 
front and invested in our bonds, should not the sol
dier's widow and children be exempt also ? If it 
is right to pension the widows of our late presi
dents, Mrs. Lincoln, Tyler, Polk, and Garfield, at the 
rate of $5,000 per year, is it not right to pension ev
ery soldier's widow at $500 per year? If it was 
right when the war closed to pay the officers of 
the anny three months' additional pay, should not 
the ptivates hav received the same n.mount?-as 
the three months' pay of the average officer 
amounted to nearly as much as three years' pay of a 
private. Has a republican government a right to 
lay hands upon the laboring class and compel 
them to shed their blood to preserve it, and exempt 
the wealthy upon the payment of money, and then 
compel the survivors to return and labor their life
time, and their posterity after them, to pay from five 
to twenty pounds of hard-tack for each one that they 
consumed while in the field? No, "C. I.," there is no 
limit to the right of Congress to dispose of the pub
lic money, as long as it pops into the pockets of the 
favored few. VoLUNTEER OF 1861. 
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And Still It Is the Word of God! 
The old King James translation of the New Testa

ment has been compared with the revised version, 
and the result is announced as thirty-six thousand 
changes. That means that there are thirty-six thou
sand errors in the commonly accepted testament of 
the Christians, for the new version is not generally 
adopted. The church prefers to believe error in 
preference to truth, and is consistent in this rejection 
of the new version. Probably when the revised ver
sion is still fm1her revised several thousand more 
errors will be found. 

What a tr~nsformation God's word has undergone 
in the past fifteep hundred years! In the first place 
the title page of every testament is a lie. The Bible 
Society puts it forth that it is "translated out of the 
original Greek," when every member of that societ;r 
knows there is no original Greek, and it is very cer
tain that there never was of many of the books. 
Modern times can only show transcripts from trans
cripts of transcripts, and no manuscript can be traced 
back to within several hundred years of the time of 
the alleged events described. · Everyone knows of 
the councils which deliberated upon the New Testa
ment canon, how they were composed of ignorant 
and in some cases of brutal and drunken bishops, and 
that books were inserted by one council only to be 
rejected by another, and that there is no evidence 
beyond the decrees of these councils for asserting 
that the gospels are other than the work of incompe
tent and one-idead and one-sided men. ' 

Still it is said that it is the infallible word of an in
fallible god, and that the changes are of no account, 
and do not alter the sense or meaning. We will 
instance only one of the changes in the new version, 
and every one can see whether there is a material 
difference in the sense or not. In 2 Tim. iii,-16, we 
read, in the old version, " AU scripture is given by in
spiration of God, and is profitabie for doctrin," etc. 
The new version says, "Every scripture inspired of 
God is also profitable for teaching," etc. This is very 
different sense from the first reading. The first as
serts that all scripture came direct by inspiration 
from God, while the latter. reading omits this asser
tion, and means simply that all scripture which came 
from God is profitable. Any scripture coming from 
God ought to be profitable, the only questions being, 
(1) Is there a God? and, (2) Did this scripture pro
ceed froin him? 

The change noted is a fair example of the changes 
made, and it is wonderful how the church has the ef
frontery to say that the book is still the same. When 
Bishops Zenison and Lloyd examined and corrected 
the King James translation, 1712 or thereabouts, they 
found mtfuy thousands of errors. After them came 
the declaration of the British Bible Society, that "a 
faithful examination of it [the whole Bible] givs 
serious doubts whether it can truthfully be called 
God's word." The advocates of there-revision, which 
in the case of the New Testament has recently been 
completed, asserted that there were at least 150,000 
errors in the whole book, and judging from the 36,000 
found in the New Testament, their estimate was not 
far out of the way. 

Immediately preceding the King J amee trttnslatien 
there were in Europe several hundred different ver
sions of the Bible, all claiming to be the correct 
one. All were of course full of verbal and transcrib
ers' errors, and marginal notes crept into the text, so 
tha~ what some mere human reader noted as he read 
was transformed by the copyists into the veritable 
word of God! It is easy to make scripture in this 
way. A.s, according to Dr. La.rdn.er1 the peaple1 

which means the priests, so late as the middle of the 
sixth century felt themselvs competent to judge each 
one for himself as to the genuinness of the gospels, 
it is no cause for wonder that there •were so many 
"gospels" in existence. The only wonder is that 
there were no more of them. The priests of the early 
centuries collected the reports current among the peo
ple of their time and set them down as certain truth. 
Tradition passed on from one writer to another with
out examination until fable became fact and old le
gends were transformed into religious a.nd scholastic 
lore. Even had the collectors of these stories pos
sessed the desire to investigate them they were desti
tute of the ability to do so. It is very ce1'tain that 
the nineteenth century knows more about the gospels 
than any century preceding. The early fathers were 
ignorant, credulous men, and the claim that they 
could decide as to the genuinness of any book al
leged to be a gospel must be indignantly rejected by 
anyone who knows their worth. 

The revision of the New Testament has done a 
great deal of good by calling the attention of the 
world to the fact that there is no reliable basis for 
the work, and that Christianity is subject to the law 
of evolution as well as more material things. It is 
quite a step to come down from the assertion that all 
scripture is given by God to saying that every scrip
ture that is given by God is profitable. These ettors 
are gradually creeping to the light, and the glamour 
of superstitious reverence for a book is being dis
pelled. Putting ·men in jail for blasphemy will not 
stay the tide of irreverence, and theologians contend
ing that revision does not vitiate the integrity and 
sacredness of the gospels will not prevent the people 
from seeing with their own eyes that it does. Two 
absolutely contradictory statements cannot both be 
true, and a volume with 36,000 different renderings 
cannot possibly be the same as the unchanged one. 
Both cannot be the reliable word of the infallible God. 
One or the other is an imposition. The theologians 
must decide which it is very soon, or the people will 
decide that both are sacred shams. 

Peter Cooper. 
The death of Peter Cooper deprives New York of its 

best beloved and most highly venerated citizen, and 
the world of one of its gteatest benefactors. He 
held 1!- place in the popular estimation which was 
never occupied by any man before, and which will 
probably remain forever unfilled. He lived to an 
unusually great age, and the end was peaceful and 
without pain. 

The life of Peter Cooper had been one of industry 
and invention. He was in turn a hatter, a brewer, 
a coach-maker, a manufacturer ·of a cloth-shearing 
machine, a grocer, a glue and isinglass maker, and 
an iron-founder. The first successfullocomotiv used 
in this country was constructed by him, and he en
couraged with financial aid the establishing of tele
graphic communication throughout the country, and 
the laying of the Atlantic cable. 

The great work of Mr. Cooper's life, which has en
deared him to the city of his birth, is his gift to the 
people of the Cooper Union for the Advancement of 
Science and Art. His avowed object in making that 
munificent gift was to supply to the "industrious poor 
of New York what he had felt the need of himself
the opportunity for instruction in the industrial arts 
free of cost. He had attended school only half of 
each day in a single year, and he knew all the disad
vantages under which the children of the poor are 
placed when they are kept out of school to assist in 
the support of the family by their labor. His plan, 
therefore, was to hav an institution where most of the 
teaching should be done at night. He began the 
work when he was over sixty-four years old, and he 
lived to see many thousands of people filled with 
gratitude for his philanthropic efforts in their behalf. 
These efforts cost him about a million and a half 
of dollars. 

The corner-stone of the Cooper Institute was laid 
in 1857 at the junction of Third avenue, Eighth 
street, and Fourth avenue, New York city. The cost 
of the building was $630,000. The total cost of 
building and education has been about 2,000,000. 
Mr. Cooper's donations hav been constant and suffi
cient to keep the institution out of debt. His last gift 
was the erection of another story at a cost of $60,000. 

The work of this institution comprises regular 
courses of instruction at night, free to all who choose 
to attend, on social and political science, on the ap
plication of science to the useful occupations of life, 

and on such other branches of knowledge as tend to 
improve and el61vate the working classes. It includes, 
also, a school of design for females, a free reading 
room and library, galleries of art, collections of 
model!!! of inventions, and a polytechnic school. In the 
reading room all kinds of literature are accessible to 
the student. D. M. Bennett presented the library 
with a handsome copy of the works of Thomas Paine, 
and received in return an autograph letter from Mr. 
Cooper, accepting the gift with thanks. The evening 
schools are attended by thousands of young men, 
who are mostly mechanics. They study engineering, 
mining, metallurgy, analytic and synthetic chemistry, 
architecture, drawing, and practical building. The 
institution includes a school of telegraphy for women, 
a school cf wood e~graving, and a school of photog
raphy, all of which are .free. In his letter accom
panying the trust deed Peter Cooper said: 

"I require by this instrument and expression of my will 
that neither my own religious opinions nor the religious 
opinions of any sect or party whatever shall be made. a test 
or requirement in any manner or form for admission to or 
continuance to enjoy the benefits of this instituti~n. Fearing 
the possibility that my own religious opinions may be called 
in question, and by some misunderstood or misrepresented, 
I feel it to be my duty; in all plainnes11 and simplicity, to state 
the religious opinions that hav taken an irresistible posses
sion of my mind." 

These opinions he states at length. Substantially 
they are a belief in a God of love, who governs the 
world by immutable laws; that these laws, as fast and 
as far as they are comprehended by us with the facul
ties that he has given us, will be seen to be perfectly 
consistent and harmonious. He was not a member 
of any church, but believed in immortal life. 

In politics he was originally a Democrat, but aft.er
ward adopted the views of the Greenback pa1'ty, and 
in 1876 stood as candidate for president on that plat
form. Though he received less than one hundred 
thousand popular votes, he lost none of his enthu
siasm in the cause of financial 1·eform. A synopsis 
of his political views and methods is thus set forth 
by the New York Sun1 

"He generally Cltrried with him a plentiful supply of docu
ments for distribution. Be never tired of saying that he 
never trusted the banks, and that he considered them as quite 
unnecessary for conducting sound business. Be was partic
ularly 4:1pposed to the National Currency act, and could never 
see why the national banks should receive such immense 
sums in the way of interest, which, he thought, could be 
saved for tke people. Be believed that it was a dire calamity 
that Congress refused to make the national money receivable 
as interest on the public debt and for duties on imports. Be 
also opposed the contraction of the currency as an act of 
financial suicide. Be predicted that the resumption of spe
cie payments would prove a failure, and did.not fall into the 
error of giving John Sherman the credit for the good crops 
that made resumption possible. Be believed it to be the 
duty of Congress to furnish all the inhabitants of the United 
States a redeemable, uniform, and unfl.uctuating national 
currency. Be was not in favor of an unlimited issue of pa
per money, but believed that if the government should issue 
money without discrediting it by refusing to take it for taxes, 
the danger of financial fluctuations would be largely dimin
ished. His idea was that such a currency would be self-reg
ulating, and that the natural laws of trade would keep enough 
of it in circulation and prevent the use of too much of it. Be 
believed in placing the whole power of coining money or is
suing money entirely in the hands of the government. Be 
would require the government to make this currency at all 
times and at the option of the individual, convertible into 
interest-bearing government bonds. These views he ad
vanced in letters to the press, to public officers, to public 
meetings, in speeche!l, and in conversation. Be repudiated 
the idea that his ideal currency was like the Continental cur
rency in any· other respect than in its power to save the 
nation. · 

"Mr. Cooper believed that the triumph of his ideas upon the 
subject of government would prove a greater benefaction to 
his country than any of his material gifts. One of his latest 
works was the publication during the present year of a vol
ume of four hundred pages entitled, 'Ideas for a Science of 
Good Government, in· addresses, letters, and articles on a 
strictly national currency, tariff, and civil service.' In the 
preface to it he said: 'As this compilation of my ideas from 
my intercourse and correspondence with statesmen, divines, 
scholars, artist11, inventors, merchants, manufacturers, and 
laborers may contribute to a science of good government 
based on a strictly national eurrency, tariff, and civil service, 
I consider it my duty to transmit the"m to posterity in book 
form. In our young country these three topics are of the 
greatest importance, and must be regarded as the foundatjon 
for all governmental superstructures. When this nation, now 
numbering fifty millions, can realize that before these three 
topics all others must dwindle into insignificance, she will 
hav attained the highest degree of political wisdom.'" 

The charities of Mr: Cooper were as world-wide as 
his name, and his benefactions were enormous. He 
gave away millions to hi!! relative besides the millions 
given to Cooper Institute. The letters he received 
each day asking for money or urging him to invest 
in some enterprise or other would hav employed the 
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whole time of one person to read and answer, and 
many went unanswered. But many met with suc
cess, and the amount he thus gave a"o/ay will. never be 
known. 

:Much like the late D. M. Bennett, Mr. Cooper was 
a man of unaffected simplieity, a toiler, not afraid'to 
soil his hands by actual contact wj.th labor, and, 
without being blessed with a robust constitution, by 
temperate habits able to accomplish a vast amoUl;lt of 
work. In religion he was a Deist without superstic. 
tion. When he went to church he usually attended 
that of Dr. Bellows (Unitarian), until the latter's 
death, and afterward the church presided over by the 
radical preacher, the Rev. Robert Collyer. Curator 
Zachos, of Cooper Institute, said of him, "His eccle
siasticism enCI.s with simple respect for all churches." 
It is not reported that any church has been the object 
of his benefactions, and !t is generally supposed that 
he took but a passing interest in religious matters of 
any kind. 

working of the political machine been elected mayor 
of this city, and not having a very clear idea as to 
what constitute the duties of a mayor, he imagins 
himself the heaven-appointed custus morum of Man
hattan Island. In this position he has the support 
of that insufferable bigot, Dr. Howard Crosby-first in 
war, never in peace, and always nose and ears in the 
private affairs of those whom accident of birth has 
forced to be his countrymen. Even Elbridge T. 
Gerry, president of the Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Children, feels called upon to brace up the 
mayor; but as the children made use of in Prof. 
Morse's representation of the slaughter of the inno
cents are of plaster of paris, he does not think he can 
consistently interfere. 

the Colloquium in this spirit of universal acceptance. 
He does not desire to smooth over differences, but to 
insist upon differences, to put them forth with all 
power and. eloquence, to make them stand against 
each other in undying oppugnancy; not one yeilding 
to the other, but each being forever established, and 
then recognizing, in their utter contradiction, the 
harmonious inward truth of each. This, it will be 
seen, is an entirely new method, and of this method· 
Mr. Andrews is the author; at least he is the most 
brilliant, the most learned, and the most strenuous 
exponent of it in all human history, and it must be, I 
think, the method of the future. . 

The main object of this man's life was to elevate 
and instruct those who, like himself in youth, hav no 
opportunity for self-improvement. His charities ex
tended, not to the churches-for he saw that they had 

The fact that he has no control over the religious 
liberties of the people of New York seems never to 
hav been brought to the notice of Mayor Edson. He 
is achieving for himself an unenviable reputation as 
an abettor of ecclesiastical bigotry, and is abusing 
his power to stamp eut rjlligious freedom. He is a 
servitor of superstition, and the garments of a mayor 
are too large for him. 

The old method was for a certain set of triumphant 
opinions to overthrow another, or all others, by the 
power of the sword. This having proved very un
satisfactory, the next method was to appeal to human 
reason and hav that decide which opinion is correct, 
and rule all others out of eourt. The universological 
method is to giv every opinion a legal status, and ac
knowledge that it is, and must be, a part of human 
philosophy. This is the only method by which the 
manifold expression of being can finally be under
stood. 

enough and to spare, and made but poor use of The Clergy Still at Work. 
money-but to the working-classes. No church nor The Puritanical clergy are __ still at work at Albany 
theological college bears his name. With character- lobbying a more stringent Sunday law through the 
istic foresight he saw that those institutions are not legisl~ture. As the Penal Code now stands, the 
destined to endure. He saw that the churches do judges of the courts hav held that lectures and enter
not provide for the needs of this life. He lived to tainments are not prohibited. The amendment 
see creeds pass a:vay one b_y one, and disappear for- which the pharisaical ministers are endeavoring to 
e_v~r from t~e mmds of men. He ~a:V that the re- put through, after specifying certain performances 
hgwn of c~~~ho~d was the superstitiOn ?f old age. to be forbidden, says: "Or any other entertainment 
He saw mvilizatwn sweep on by the milestones of or exercise on or off the stage." This would pre-
belief and dogma, and amid all. the changes of opin- 1 d ythin d ,_ nl ful 1 t . . . . . c u e ever g, an . ma.Ho.e u aw every ec ure, 
IOns and theologies h_e saw ~rogress h~ld It~ Irresist- concert, or other amusement, and we do not see why 
ible sway. He assomated his name with smence and it would not,if impartially enforced, forbid the pul-
art because he knew they were not for a day but for pit performances usually indulged in b th . 

· d 'd di th · al h Y e veiy all time;_ an : e cated to ~se tw.m etern s,_ e ministers who are working for the passage of the law. 
reared his own monumental pile, the Cooper Unwn. How the people of the state can supinely th 
Opposit this temple of knowl~dge stands the Bible ecclesiastical chains forged tighter upon th:~; ne:~: 
House, dedicated to the mamtenanc~ of a myth. and not make a protest that should hurl their clerical 
'!hese two_ structu~es front each other like the .oppos- custodians into the street, is beyond our comprehen
mg champi~ns of ligh~ ~nd darkness-:-Da~ holding the sion .. They deserve to be locked up in a church and 
torch for. Nigh~, the livi~g p:ese~t rebukmg the dead hav hell-fire and damnation preached to them with
pas~. Time will tell whiCh IS built upon the rock and out respite for six months. The assumptions of the 
which. upon the sand. clergy are intolerable, and if no more vigorous pro-

So f~tre":ell, good Peter Cooper. As you had wealth, test is made, this country will hav an ecclesiastical 
you used It for the benefit of those who were poor. despotism as odious as the political despotism of 
As you had genius, you applied it to the arts of peace. Russia. 
As you had the wisdom of age, you ·imparted it to 
youth. You go down tp the grave full of honor and 
of years, and ungrateful indeed will be the children 
of men that do not rise up and call you blessed. 

The Mayor and the Passion. 
Speaking of the Passion Play to a repr€sentativ of 

a newspaper, Mayor Edson of New York said: "I 
wish the public to understand that I hav done all 
that I can to prevent this outrage on the feelings of 
a Christian community, and shall continue to do so 
as long as there is any hope of stopping the play." 

"A Christian community" is truly to be commiser
ated! In New York city there are·something more 
than a million of people, who are supposed to form 
the aforesaid Christian' community. Passion Hall, 
where the play in question is intended to be pre
sented, holds but a thousand persons, and every per
son who witnesses the piece must pay one hundred 
cents. It will therefore take about three years for 
the whole community to be effectually shocked, and 
will cost over a million dollars. Is the desire to be 
shocked strong enough among the.members of this 
Christian community to induce them to pay a million 
dollars for the privilege and to wait three years, as 
some will be obliged to do, for an opportunity to ex
perience that sensation? 

It is not held that the play is immoral-merely 
~hocking. But no one is expected to ·witness it· who 
does not desire to do so, and who is not willing to 
pay a dollar for the opportunity; in fact, all such 
persons ~re especially encouraged to keep away. It 
cannot". possibly shock those who do not see it, and 
of course those whom it would thus affect will not 
encourage the diabolical enterprise by paying their 
money into its treasury. 

Mayor Edson has not probed this matter to the 
bottom. He evidently believes that the members of 
this ·community are just boiling over with a desire to 
pay a dollar apiece to be shocked and to hav their 
feelings outraged. Ha,ving by some hocus-pocus 

The Colloquium. 
I know that the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will 

be interested in every new thing, and as the Collo
quium is about the newest thing on this planet, I 
will endeavor to giv some idea of it. It is, I hope, the 
starting-point of a noble university yet to be, 
wherein all the aspects of things, inside and outside, 
will be th@roughly studied.· Stephen Pearl Andrews 
is the presiding spirit of this remarkable effort to 
seek unity in the widest divergency, and I presume 
he needs no introduction. His fame is co-extensiv 
with Liberalism. He is one of our greatest thinkers. 
He is perhaps the only man in the country who makes 
philosophy a business, who is really expert in it and 
knows what it all means. He is a worthy successor 
of Emerson. He has the same breadth of outlook, 
the same thorough sympathy with every possible 
phase of existence, and the same readiness to admit 
the truthfulness of every thought, no matter how op
posit. Mr. Andrews is not at all afraid of contra
dictions. He takes them all in, and, more than that, 
he believes in their absolute necessity. According 
to his philosophy, life itself is th• outcome of contra
dictions; if there were LJ.O contradictions there would 
be no life. It is the union of opposits that makes 
the reality of things; and that which is logically im
possible is that which is constantly happening. 

Such a comprehensiv thinker as Mr. Andrews is 
needed among the thousand brilliant specialists of 
the day. This is eminently an age that observes phe
nomena. Every possible variety of life is dwelt 
upon. All sorts of facts are studied with increasing 
interest. Analysis is the pervading tendency. Hence 
the need of an all-embracing synthesis, and the 
strel1uous endeavor by one supreme genius at least 
to discover and emphasize the unity that lies within 
all this immense variety. This is the task to which 
Mr. Andrews has set himself, and for which he is 
splendidly equipped. His learning and genius are 
undeniable. His analysis is most keen, so that he 
reaches to the ultimate principle of unity. His 
philosophy is not that of charity or toleration, but of 
the absolute worthiness of every thought and every 
phase of thought that has existed in human history. 
In his "world building" he discards nothing; there 
is no rejected stone. Mr. Andrews has established 

All, therefore, are welcomed to the Colloquium, the 
Materialist and Spiritualist, the Deist and Atheist, the 
Christian and the Jew, the believer and the skeptic. 
It is a most musical discord. 

Rabbi Gottheil, Rev.Dr.Newman,Rev. Dr. Rylance, 
Rev. Dr. Samson, Rev. Dr. Pullman, Prof. F. F. Cook, 
Rev. S. S. Seward, Edward King, and our own Wake
man, and numerous others of all schools are among 
the distinguished thinkers that gather in this new 
temple of philosophy. They are a valiant and mighty 
company indeed. There is no fear or favor. Each 
man expressE)s his mind. The result of years of study 
is made manifest. No guess, no theory, and no fact 
concerning the universe is omitted. I do ROt think 
the universe ever got so fair a representation before. 
It's "subjectiv" and "objectiv" aspects are fully vin
dicated. 

The object of the Colloquium is to persuade the 
advanced clergy to adopt the scientific interpretation 
of the world, and to bring the church into accord 
with it; but I find the clergy are rather afraid of this 
out-and-out committal to science. They like to hedge 
and reserve a little. I find many of the clergy very 
cultured and Liberal. I :find that they hav read 
widely, and thought deeply. They are not fools, and 
they are not hypocrits-some of them. They are 
very earnest and noble-minded men; and yet there 
is this intellectual backwardness. They seem to say: 
"Giv us all that science can giv, but when thltt is 
done, we must hav something more; there must be a 
supernatural annex, or there is no temple wherein 
the human soul can worship." But does not science 
reply, "I can giv no more, and what I cannot giv 
must remain forever unknown." There can be in-
deed no half-way reception of science. We can hold 
nothing back. Science must be king. 

This is the view of Wakeman, agreeing, I think, 
essentially with the view of Mr. Andrews-that is, it 
seeks a reconciliation of differences by a profounder 
insight into the nature of things, and accepting 
every aspect, inward and outward, with a new ideal 
solution of the whole. Mr. Wakeman's scientific in
terpretation excludes nothing that is noble and beau
tiful in the religions of the past. It takes in all the 
ideal spiritual world, every hope, every aspiration, 
every longing, every faith of the human heart. Mr. 
Wakeman expresses all this with wonderful feE city 
and acumen and wealth of knowledge, and yet the 
clergy do not see how thoroughly it appropriates the 
best they hav, with an infinitly nobler outlook. The 
strange thing to me is that the most liberal-minded 
clergy do not seem to comprehend what science is. 
Their idea of it is a caricature, as Mr. Wakeman has 
ably and lucidly shown. In fighting science the 
clergy are fighting a man of straw-a thing of their 
own imagination. Science at its best, not as repre
sented by a Darwin, a Spencer even, but by the com
bined intellect of the world in its clearest expression 
-this was to them a new thought; and Mr. Wake
man found it difficult to induce the clerical mind to 
conceive of science in this universal way. 

If the clergy continue to come into this Colloqui
um-this university of thought-they will certainly be 
immensely benefited. It will show them what men 
are really thinking about, and the only possible 
philosphic remedy for the enormous differences that 
exist. In many respects they hav been very frank 
and brave, and hav presented their views and convic
tions with a wise and beautiful tolerance, but they 
must grow beyond tolerance into a thorough respect 
for every adverse opinio1:1. 

Mr. Andrews is to be congratulated on the success 
of the Colloquium. Some of the wisest, most subtle, 
and profound thoughts of the day hav been expressed, 
and I do not believe that in any other atmosphere 
could they hav been so vigorously and clearly ex
pressed. Platonism, Swedenborgianism, Theism, 
Spiritualism, Materialism, and Positivism hav met in 
magnificent battle a.ITay, and each has come forth 
brighter from the conflict, for only that which is gen-
uin and universal in each survives. ' · 

SAMUEL P. PU'l'NAM. 
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Ukommunicatioqs. this definit statement in the evening before thirty Talmage and Evolution; 
witnesses. He said that he was forced from what he To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The 

D. M. Bennett's Visit to Rochelle. 
had seen to acknowledge spirit existence and life great Tahnage, who places D.D. at the end of his 
after death, but as a scientist, recognizing no analogy name-which means doctor Of divinity, or doctoring 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: . I see in -nature for ·an immortality, and knowing that what- t~e divine, signifying that divinity is sick, and 
that the last volume of Brother Bennett's last book ever had a beginning of necessity must end,. he that Talmage is one of his physicians-has been 
is nearing its completion, and I trust that it will not could not assert, and logic and reason did not predi- striving the two last Lord's days to make out that 
omit to giv an account of his flying visit'to this little cate, that life after death was perpetual, but simply a Darwin was mistaken in his theory of evolution in 
rural city on July 14, 1882, when on his way home- continuous mode of existence, positivly limited, but nature. It strikes me very forcibly that Talmage is 
ward from his last great journey around the world. which might continue a hundred or even a thousand either ignorant or intends to misrepresent facts as 
You will find a short report from his pen in regard years, but that finally, all finite things being subject they exist. He says that the Bible denies the theory 
to it in THE TRUTH SEEKER following that date. to identical order and laws of nature, death must of evolution, but sticks to the _ignorant theory that a 

I had never met Mr. Bennett, though one of his ensue, and the "spirit" then cease to exist. person he · calls God exists somewhere who created 
oldest subscribers, but I had a· great curiosity and After this delightful ride and intellectual treat, we this stupendous universe- a universe far beyond 
longing to see this noted and most enthusiastic welcomed our distinguished guest "at home," all of Talmage's comprehension-out of nothing; a god 
worker in the Liberal cause. Receiving a Dubuque us ready to refresh the "inner man" (an inner man that was as. ignorant as the writers of the book. 
paper announcing his arrival in that' city, M. L. I emphatically believe in) as well, and mine·" frau," I Those writers were not quite as ignorant as Talmage 
Ettinger, Esq., general passenger agent of the Chicago assure you, cooking him in the best manner the l;lest pretends he is, as their. statement backs up Dar
and illinois R. R., residing here, and an enthusiastic steak of the best two-year-old to be had in our best win's theory of evolution, even if they do refer to a 
Liberal, generously furnished a pass, which I sent to market. Brother Ettinger shared the meal with us, personal God in telling their story. They state that 
our distinguished brother with an urgent invitation as well as the intellectual etceteras served by Brother God made the mineral kingdom first, then the v~ge~ 
when on his way to Chicago to pass this way and Bennett. We drank in all his words with a relish, table, and then the animal, then man. That is 
honor us with a visit. To our great disappointment sadly reflecting on the seve:Q,ty-five-cent Young Hyson strictly in accordance with the theory of evolution; 
the ticlret was returned with a note that other en- imparting a flavor quite resembling that of cheap but when God wrote the book, or dictated it, as Tal., 
gagements made it necessary that he should first boarding-house Japan. Well, for the sake of my mage claims to believe, he made a great mistake. 
visit Clinton and then proceed to Chicago. But our model housekeeper, I trust that our guest enjoyed He had vegetation grow to perfection before the sun 
grievance but increased our pleasure when the next his meal as well as we did ours. was made; and as for his making something out of 
mail brought us the agreeable news that he had so After lounging on the porch for an hour awaiting nothing, every school-boy in the land knows that it 
arranged matters as to reach us on the 3 P.M. train the twilight and the arrival of the invited friends, is a lie; and so, in my opinion, does the Rev. Tal
and would visit with us till the next morning. I at and again accompanying D. M. Bennett to a visit to mage. The last thing that this sick God of Talmage's 
once arranged for a reception that evening, inviting Col. Olcott and the madam in Bombay, to the nativs made was man and woman. The writer of the first 
about thirty ladies and gentlemen to meet him at our of China and Japan and Ceylon, entering their chapter of Genesis says that he made them both the 
house. homes and sitting at their tables, breaking their bread same day. The writer of the second chapter of Gen-

It being early in the afternoon, we decided that a a'nd viewing their idols, etc., we assembled in our esis says that after he made man and had all the 
drive through this heart of Illinois's vast prairies spacious parlor, giving Brother Bennett, of course, a beasts of the field pass by him he found that there 
would most agreeably enJ;ertiiin our visitor for a few place of honor where all could behold his genial face was none properly organized to suit the man under 
hours. Accordingly; !}•Carriage and driver in wait- and listen to his pleasant voice and instructiv recita- the laws of reproduction, so he took one of the man's 
ing, my good wife aJ:ttl I greeted him at the depot, tiona. He talk¥d two hours, almost uninterruptedly, ribs and made a woman. This story is so much more 
and I for one then ~njoyed the most interesting ride when we served wine and cake, he, I believe, true silly than the theory of evolution that I pronounce it 
it has ever been my fortune to experience. The af- reformer style, declining the former and asking for false, and a thousand time bigger lie than the Dar
ternoon was balmy and pleasant, and . the drive over water. After refreshments, he continued his inter- win theory, providing it was a lie in any sen~e. We 
splendid roads, among the cultured and prolific prai- eating "table talk" for about an hour longer, giving see that the writer of the first chapter of Genesis had 
rie-farms around Rochelle, passing everywhere evi- us the pith and essence of his remarkable experience a vague idea of evolution. First the mineral was de
deuces of wealth, comfort, and success, also intensely and journey; and it was nearly midnight when the veloped, then the· vegetable, then the fowls and the 
interesting to our guest, who acknowledged that, friends bade their beloved friend the last good-night reptils and the animal kingdom, then man. Talmage 
thouth having seen the largest portion of this globe, and farewell, all heartily thanking him for the de- must remember that there are some facts in nature 
his journey would hav been incomplete without be- lightful and instructiv entertainment. that he has overlooked, or that he is entirely ignorant 
holding this grand "garden-spot" in 1882 as con- Brother Bennett was indeed a living encyclopedia of. All objects above the mineral were first devel
trasted with its condition even twenty years ago. of knowledge, all bubbling over with clear and oped in the torrid zone. The first vegetable nature 

We were soon acquainted and "at home" as old sparkling information, and sound good sense. All ever produced was near the equator, and without any 
friends, listening with intense interest to all the agree that in his very simplicity and unaffectedness doubt extended clear around the earth. The first 
many interesting things and incidents our friend had consisted his greatest power and fascination. As a object with brain was developed near the equator, as 
to relate, only now and then suggesting a, word to parlor talk, his extemporaneous remarks were surely the bottom of the ocean proves, and the animal and 
"draw out" more valuable information. to all of us in:finitly preferable to the average first- the first human beings were developed in the torrid :;r hav ever been an enthusiastic admirer of our class lectwer. All his words were precious and em- zone, and without a doubt on both sides of the earth. 
good friend's motivs, his genius, and his enthusiasm phatically of importance and value, and all-ladies It is an undeniable truth that the different human 
in a grand and good cause, and hav ever indorsed and gentlemen-listened alike with closest attention, species did not spring from one pair-Adam and 
and harmonized with his views and arguments, ex- and admitted that they" would cheerfully hav listened Eve. If· Adam and Eve were the first, then: they 
cepting one, and that is the paradoxical notion that an hour or two longer." were black and all their posterity would hav been 
when we are dead we are not dead! Years ago I During the evening, when talking about the mar- black, as there is no law in nature to change their 
read his splendid articles on Materialism, which,. as I velous force known as "Akas," controled and known, color. If every object above the mineral kingdom 
consider them, are final and complete. Yet I could according to Madam Blavatsky, only by these except Talmage were swept from the face of this 
never see the consistency of his position, or reconcile "brethren of Thibet," he related among other mar- earth, and he located near the equator where he 
his arguments with the antithetical premises of Spir- vels, that of the instantaneous reproductions of Mrs. might watch the movements of nature, he wou~d find 
itualism. But, such being the fact, and the oppor- Holmes's brooch (vol. iii, p. 39), when I took the that in the torrid zone the first vegetable would be 
tunity being favorable, I took the liberty when our privilege to interrupt and criticise his remarks, by developed; then the lower animal, then man; and he 
conversation drifted that way, even at the risk of be- insisting that when Spiritists admitted such miracles would also find that the man would be black, as na- · 
ing considered rude, to request an explanation. (impossibilities) as facts they were just going one ture could not develop a red or a white man in .the 
~And my request was cheerfully complied with. step too far, and in so doing were absolutely demon- torrid zone. He would next see the germs wafted 
And here, before proceeding, I must again giv our strating to all people of good sense the absurdity and by the winds to the temperate zone, where he would 
late brother credit for his calm, honest, and genial faultiness of their assertions. Spontaneous and in- see a new and higher development. Then he would 
mode of argument, drawing out all the resources of stantaneous creation of a full-blown rose-known to again see the germs wafted to the frigid zone, where 
our better nature and intellectuality without arous- require weeks of growth by natural process-of a he would see a still finer condition. Then he would 
ing our anger or combativness; presenting every- Sevres china cup and saucer, all known to necessi- see that in the torrid zone all nature develops fast 
thing candidly, fairly'; shunning all dogmatism or tate in the manufactory days of toil, and furnace- and coarse, and in the temperate zone slower and 
sophistry. I confess that personally I am sadly de- heat, and artistic skill in its decoration and enamel- finer, and in the frigid zone still slower and finer. 
ficient in these angelic attributes, and in an argument ing; and the· creation of a brooch requiring the He would see that it would be impossible for nature 
with less cultured or more bombastic Spiritists often necessary melting of raw material, stamps and tools with the help of his afflicted God to develop a negro 
permit myself to get excited; but it was with keenest for making, fire for soldering, wheels and lathes for in the frigid zone or a white man in the torrid z0ne, 
interest that I listened to Bennett's presentation and finishing· and polishing; glass for the locket, all and he would find that it was impossible to develop 
defense of his .pet views, as well as to his valiant ground and polished by tedious labor; and pearls for an Arab or an Indian in either, or a polar bear in the 
aggressions upon "abstract Materialism." its ornamentation, 1Jroduced only by the oyster, or tropics, or an elephant in the polars. Nature, with 

His explanation and theories in regard to his views sold in the markets as other merchandise-all this God to help, could not produce a man or woman 
of Spiritism were quiet, original, and rational, and being impossible except by the usual processes known with clear blue eyes and light hair and white skin in 
his premises (Materialism, strange to say,) more rea- to us, analogy and· reason demand of rational men to the torrid zone, or a negro in the frigid. But, says 
sonable than all others I hav ever heard presented. reject the testimony of the madam, and denounce all Talmage, where did they come from? Were'! to ask 
His faith, indeed, was not based on the supernatural such stories as frauds. him which was first, the· oak or the acorn, he could 
or even on the spiritual, neither on manifestations nor Mr. Bennett insisted that I must not be too arbi- not answer it; but when I say to him that the germ 
phenomena produced in "cabinets" or "circles," but trary in my conclusions; that years ago skeptics like that produced the oak always existed, patiently 
upon the fixed idea that there exists in nature another me were equally dogmatic in denying the results of awaiting a prQper condition to surround itself with 
and more subtle form of matter, as yet ·virtually un- the modern telegraph, of the telephone, etc., yet now the proper materials to form the oak, he might grasp 
known to the scientist, but which in time will be re- they were all established facts. I was just going to the idea. Stand before Talmage one of each kind of 
vealed to the world, and then explain with scientific say a very few words in reply, when an old friend animals, including the human, and he could not tell 
demonstration the truth of a Materialistic-Spiritism. and barrister (and a Spiritualist, by the way), arose where one species left off and the other began. Birds 
His contact with Col. Olcott and 1\iadam Blavatsky and, in spite of the etiquet naturally due a host by will mix until you hav hundreds of species. Reptils 
in Bombay, only a few weeks previous, had evidently his guest, said: "Well, you better sit down! We did will do the same; so will the vegetables. In fact, 
made a profound impression upon his mind, and the not come here to listen to you, but to hear Brother this mixture has beeri going on so long that nearly 
many startling phenomena which they claimed to Bennett." everything, so to speak, is a "mule." Take a white 
perform with the assistance of the mystic" Brother- I mention this amusing incident only as illustrating m~n from Norway into. Central Africa, and giv him 
hood of Thibet," convinced Brother Bennett that the profoundinterest attached by all to the words of a black woman for a wife, and the children would be 
there existed, indeed, material forces in nature un- our guest. What a pity that his career of usefulness neither black nor white. Nature never produced a 
known to us, and also that there would be life after began so late in life and that it sho'Qld end so soon! golden-russet apple with Talmage's God's help; man 
death for the individual, but-mark the distinction- After bidding good-night to Mrs. Wettstein, my had to cultivate it. Then under the laws of evolu-
no immortality. friend and I enjoyed yet a happy tete~a-tete for neariy tion and development we-1av all the best of fruit. 

Brother Bennett did not believe in immortality! an hour. The early train took him forever from us. We see that Tahnage is very ignorant when he 
He said it in private to myself and wife, and repeated Farewell! OTTo WETTSTEIN. claims th!llt the fifty-two different human species 
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sprang from Adam and Eve. If they were the first bear us witness that their sons come less frequently with which he treated all the gods, and another ad
two, and there never were any more, every human to be treated for venereal diseases than the sons of mirab]e weakness was the childlike and confiding 
being would hav been black. He can see that Dar- Christian parents. Health cannot be attained with- manner in which he addressed them. The truth
win was correct. If one link, as he says, is miss- out a knowledge of the laws of our being, and this seeker seemed to be on terms of the greatest famil
ing, I am afraid that friend· Talmage is one knowledge is essential to the highest human happi- iarity with all the gods and goddesses, yet wherever 
of tb,e missing links, and does not exactly know ness; and it is the right of every child to know all he wandered, whether in Europe, India, or Asia, he 
where to place himself. I like him. He is just that pertains to its highest well-being. Whatever beheld millions of superstitious people, under the 
.the man to set people thinking, but he will never deprives a child of this knowledge, swindles it out of lash of priests, prostrating themselvs in the most cow
be able to ove1'ihrow the theory of evolution and a most priceless right and starts it on the way to vice. arely, craven, and abject manner to those deities. 
erect upon its ruins the Bible stories and his In the way ofeducating children to this knowledge, The European swore by his god, the Hindoo by his, 
imaginary Gods. the Jews are as far ahead of us as we are ahead of and the Mongul by his, each believing that he wor
. Talmage wants to know wby it was when the orang the credulous wretches to whom the mountebanks of shiped "the true and only god," and each in his 
outangs, chimpanzees, and the baboons had devel- the 17th century used to sell pills warranted to pre- blind superstition crying out vengeance upon the 
oped into the human they did not cease to exist. I serve thew from the eff!)cts of earthquakes. Indeed other's god as false. How sweet, fragrant, and re
would say, in answer to that question, that they hav our Vice Society is quite as efficacious in bringing freshing it is to find a man who would hold fraternal 
not had time, but they are fast passing away, never about purity of public sentiment as were the pills we relations and close communion with all these gods, 
to return. I would now ask Talmage a few ques- ,speak of in preventing earthq\lakes. Morality and knowing t]lat they were all false. T-hat man was D. 
tions. When did God make the Durham cattle, the virtue are not to be attained by the passage of laws M. Bennett, the immortal truth-seeker. His cutting 
Devon, the Jersey, the Berkshire hog, the China pig, whose ultimate object and only effect are to foster and caustic dissection of the gods had done a great 
the Dor:k:ing fowl, the Messenger and the Morgan ignorance and to enable shrewd villians to derive sup- deal toward freeing the minds of thousands from the 
horses, and hundreds of others we might mention? port from the credulous, while they prey upon real debasing influence of superstition, and in the future, 
Did he do it before he made Adam? Talmage knows reformers; but tlley are to be attained by education as in the past, his works will be a real redeemer of 
he did not, out I will close at this time, giving Tal- and thorough knowledge of those functions which mankind from the thraldom of the priestly castes. 
mage due notice that he will never be able to prove we must all exercise; The third volume, now before us, contains a vast 
the doctrin of evolution to be false. There is coming to be, day by day, a stronger and amount of practical and most valuable information, 

Xeno, 0., Jan. 24, 1883. J. 0. SEELY, M.D. ever-growing demand for knowledge and the right and the illustrations, beautifully executed, are histo-
kind of teaching on these."delicate" subjects, and to ries in themselvs. Every Freethought library should 

'l'he Morals of Youth_:_ How to Protect Them. meet this demand "all literature is cropping out in contain the four remarkable volumes entitled ~·A 
. all directions with an unwonted free-spokenness on Truth Seeker Around the World," D. M. Bennett, 

From the annual report of the Vice Society, Just these subjects." Fifteen or more years ago the phi- publisher, 21 Clinton place, New York. Handsomely 
published, we extract the following remarks of Mr. lantln·opist, Dr. E. B. Foote, published one of the most bound in red cloth, $6.50; in leather, red edges, 
Lewis L. Delafield: valuable books ever given to mankind, "Medical $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50. 

"I cannot leave this topic without touching upon another C S " Th · t f d h' h th t · 
-a difficult and a delicate one, upon which very false notions ommon ense. e amoun o goo w IC a ---------
exist-notions too which are founded in good intentions and single book accomplished cannot be over-.estimated; Liberal Notes from Illinois. 
backed by modesty'---often false modesty. . but Dr. Foote was too far ahead of his age and was 

"The young find out very early that certain topics are kept treated as men usually are "who for the advancement Since I wrote you last from Duquoin, on Jan. 24th, 
from them. They soo·n learn the general nature of the topics, of their ·race al;e wiser than their time." He was I hav canvassed all of the state south of Decatur that 
and in !:he absenctl of proper instruction their imaginations I t t · · th' t · I t · J L 
throw a false light upon the whole forbidden subject, and the tried and convicted of an offense which was really no expec o VISit on IS rip. pu m a go oCt eague 
light ~s inflamed by bad books. This is a dangerous condi- offense before the unscrupulous Judge Benedict, and in Centralia. I attended and sold books at two 
tion to be in, and if at this time the villainous and seductiv narrowly escaped imprisonment by paying an un- courses of lectures by J. E. Remsburg-one in Cen
books and suggestions I hav referred to are offered, the risk conscionable fine. This was some of the Vice Society's tralia and one in Duquoin. I wish he could giv a 
is w::~per instruction, ~roperly given, by the right person at mischieVQUS work. But only recently the quest of similar course of lectures in every town in Illinoi~;; 
the right time, would remove most of this danger." knowledge on "delicate" subjects has become so it would giv Liberalism such a boom as it has never 

"The subject is extremely delicate and must be delicately earnest that a large medical publishing Ja.ouse has received before. Notwithstanding that the church is 
handled; but depend upon it that honesty and truth are al- · t · d k d 1 d D F t ' h' h making a desperate effort to keep a little life in the 
ways right, and· that there is nothing wrong in the· natural JUS Issue a wor ' mo e e upon r. oo e s, w IC 
craving which God implanted in us, under control of reason it is advertising largely, and for which a large sale is dying institution, Liberalism is increasing eiery
and conscience, and which he pronounced very good." expected. The discussions and publications of the where. I hav found but one place in all of niytrav-

The subject to which Mr. Delafield alludes should Heredity Society are meeting with a reception which els where I could not find some good, activ Liberals; 
be neither difficult nor delicate. It should be com- shows great interest in the subjects they present, and that was Vandalia, once the state capital, which is 

the 

'

r· S · t · ht 11 t t 1 th N'l now an old fossilized abode of superstition. And monplace, and should be so ordinary that people ICe ome Y mig as we ry o c am e 1 e 
would choose to overlook it on account of its famili- with bulrushes as to stop these discussions so vitally even there I found that many of the best men of the 

1'mpoi,..ant to the lf f nk' d Ab 11 place were Freethinkers, but they dare not let their arity, rather than to avoid it on account of its "o b- ·" we are o rna m · ove a , 
ak. t ]' t' f th f t th t Liberalism be known for fear of social ostracism. scenitv." That any difficulty or delicacy exists at all women are w mg up .o a rea Iza wn o e ac a 

" thoro h kn 1 d f th "d l' t " b' t · Among. the most activ Liberals I hav met I will as an obstacle to the free discussion of sexual an<:J, · ug owe ge o ese e ICa e su JeC ·s IS 
a matter Of 0 ento S · t d th b name A. Cope and wife, of Salem; C. C. Moore, of 

Phvsiological topics, is in a large measure due to the m m · u 1mpor ance, an ey are e-
" · · g t · · b h t · 'ht th ]f t't t d Clement, and D. W. Harwood and wife and their two teachings of such impure minds as we find associated gmnm 0 mqmre Y w a · ng e se -cons I u e 

C >nsors of p bl'c orals 1 t b t d daughters, of Shelbyville. These are all g·ood, activ together in the Vice Societv. .Through such teach- "' . u I m procure aws o e enac e 
" ~hutti'ng th t fro th k 1 d f th 1 Liberals who are keeping the banner of Liberalism ings a false modesty has grown upon the people, " em ou m . e now e ge o emse vs. 

~ Th d d f th t' · f k 1 d "]' ht afloat in their respectiv'localities. . which the broader knowledge and better impulse of. e eman ° e Imes 1S or now e ge; Ig ., 
more ]' ht " · th cr d th v· S · t h' h I came to Decatur on Tuesday, March 20th, and the present age are trying to shake off-a false . Ig ' Is e y, an · e ICe ome y, w IC 

~ answers th's cr only b po' t' t th bl nk d k took quarters at the Drake Hotel; and the first two modesty which betrays that which it strives to con- 1 Y Y m mg o e a ar -
ness Of · ora ce t t d 'd d 1 t · th evenings I attended theM. E. church to see the lateRt. ce:tl, moral putridity and nastiness; a false modesty 1gn n ' mus s an as1 e an e 1n e 
11.ght of pro ress Th · th' w · th improvement on catching souls for Christ. The bn.Y which is founded in ignorance rather than in good . g · · ere 1S no mg rong m e 

at ·al a · d th tr 1 f k 1 d I preacher, Harrison, has been holding forth there fuJ· intention, and against which everything that is good n m cr vmg un er e. con o o now e ge. g-
~ ~ ora ce rna ert th t 1 · · t b t' 1 the past four months, at a neat little salary of $100 aud true and noble in humanityrebels. n n Y perv e na ura cravmg In o es Ia 

fury d a · t Ir 1 d 'll 'f th per week and board at one of the most fashionabLl Mr. Delafield is right when he describes the an P sswna e rage. .~now e ge WI pun Y e 
natural desires and .hallow them to our refinement hotels. His performance is certainly the greatest 

dangers to which youth are subject, and he points to d d l t Wh l l t burlesque on Christianity I ever witnessed. There 
the right remedy: "Proper instruction, properly an eve opmen · en peop e earn o be, not to 

Seem h b ·t· hall b t t th th t is nothing that I can think of to compare it to that 
given, by the right person at the right• time." In 'w en our am 1 IOn s e o ac ra er an o 

appear th will all th. "d ]' t " d f d so aptly fits the case as a monkey-show on a large taking this position he stands in antagonism to the ' en 1s e ICa e pru ery a e 
a a ·N t · h d f h d t' scale. But it draws good houses. As to its bene-Vice Society and head and shoulders above it. The w Y· a ure 1s never as arne o er pro uc wns; 
Why h ld b ? ficial results, I think it is a good deal. like the old 

Vice Society has assum. ed that the way to keep people s ou we e · 
S h tt th t · fr th ·saving about the devil shearing the hogs-" a great Yirtuous is to keep them ignorant, and so it strove uc u erances as ese we quo e, commg om e "~ 

1 tf f th v· S · t t'f · cry, but little wool." Such performances only dem .. to suppress THE TRUTH. S. EEKER,' but virtue must hav P a orm 0 e ICe ome y, are very gra I ymg. 
Th t L 'b al tl Mr D 1 fi ]d h ld onstrate to what straits Christianity is being driven a stronger safeguard than ignorance of the laws of a as 1 er · a gen eman as · e a e, s ou 
l d th · '] f th · d d h in order to keep up an appearance of growth. I am sexual physiology. e u e e VIgi ance o e narrow-mm e men w o 

t h th t · t d t all t th informed that a good many people hav come here In the circular issued in 1880 by Mr. Loring wa c over a some y, an ac u Y ge upon e 
t d d · tt t th t' t · d from quite a distance to attend these meetings and Moody, calling together those interested to form the s an an giV u erance o ese sen Imen s, 1s won er-

ful · d d M D 1 fi Jd d th th k f 11 get a supply of salvation forthemselvs and their faro-first "Society of Heredity," he says: 1n ee . r. e a e eserves e an so a 
L 'b als b t b tt th t h h d ilies. If that is the case, then it would seem as if 

"On this subJ' ect the doors and windows of knowledge I er ' u we can e pre Y sure a e as rna e G h d · h 
h . 1 t th 1 tf f th v· ""'S · t od and Jesus a adJourned business everyw ere must be thrown wide open. Light must be let in, IS as appearance on e P a orm o e I""" ome y, 

and the goblins of disease, and sin, and suffering, must be for they certainly will never ask him to speak for else, and come here and settled down to a regular 
driven out by radical and thorough education and culture." them again. ED. W. CHAMBERLAIN. business of saving souls. 
''If we would not hav the. minds of our children profaned I hav been tendered the use of the Tabernacle for 
a. nd corrurJted, our only safeguard is to impart to them all P. S.-Since the above was written Mr. Delafield f l t b R b d . h' . h a course o ec ures y ems urg urmg IS commg 
needed and desired knowledge in a pure, chaste, and elevated as departed this life suddenly and unexpectedly. May trip East,· and also to hold the next state League 
way. Then, their minds being filled with the true light, there The whole of his speech from which we make this 
will be no room or desire for that which is false. Then, there short extract is worthy the earnest attention of every convention in. Since receiving a letter recently fl'om 
being no demand for his wares, the occupation of the ob- thoughtful person. It was the song of the swan, and T. C. Leland, I hav concluded to postpone the state 
scene publisher will be gone." league convention until after harvest, as he informs 

reminds us that 
Probably no class of people is more free and fear- "The good die first, me that there is a prospect of organizing a series of 

less in the general discussion of what Mr. Delafield But they whose hearts are dry as summer dust state conventions this fall in connection with the Lib-
would call "delicate" subjects than the Jews. Jew- Burn to the socket." era] congress in Milwaukee. Thus far I hav had no 
ish families, as far as om· observation goes, and we ED. W. C. offer of a. more suitable place than the Tabernacle in 
hav been intimate in many, throw fewer restraints Decatur for our ne:x;t state League conYentio:u But 
around conversation, as to family matters, than others; Around the World. in order to make this meeting a success I shall need 
and little girls laugh at the boys for having had to From t'M Uni•.,.se. some help from the Liberals of this state. We hav 
undergo the treatment of the mohel, and this without The third volume of "A Truth Seeker Around the now 202 life members in the state League of Dlinois. 
a thought of immodesty; and when the children reach World," with its great wealth of knowledge, its We ought to hav 2,000. I hope that the Liberal 
th~t age which Mr. Delafield has described as so sur- splendid engravings, and its eventful and now sad friends will remember that I am devoting my entire 
rounded by danger, they are already instructed in reminiscences, is a book calculated to aid powerfully time and giving my best efforts to this cause; and I 
that which it is important they should know. Their in extirpating superstition, not only in this but other need a little of their help. I hope that everyone who 
young women hav contracted none of those bad lands. The present volume describes what the au- , can will send me $1 and become a life member of the 
physical habits which with the return of each moon thor saw and observed "From Bombay to Hong- state League of illinois. 

~ remind the daughters ·of prudish mothers of what kong," and among the sights were many thousa.nds of The late instructions from the headquarters of the 
theyhav gained in modesty, if it be a gain, at the ex- gods and goddesses of the Hindoo and Chinese type. post-office department giv me a good deal of trouble 
pense of health. Their daughters are very seldom The most admirable weakness in the character of the in getting my mail. All letters directed to me at 
found in brothels, and physicians will unanimously truth-seeker was the perfect and absolute impru'iiality Bloomington, ill., will be forwarded, but I hav to 
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- I 
keep a deposit there to hav my papers and packages ' twenty-one books as per annexed list. Please send 
forwarded, and every postal card has to hav a three- me these by return mail. 
cent stamp attached-to forward it; so I hope that all I send you by this mail a few copies of the Sin
of my friends will quit writing me postals. Money . halese traJ?.slation of the lecture, and a copy of a 
sent in l&tters has never failed to reach me thus far.· monthly Freethought publication called Fair Play, 
Friends, please to let me hear from you. which will show you that Freethought is extending 

F. F. FoLLET, Sec'y S. L. L. of Ill. its influence even in this far-away island. 

DANBURY, CoNN., March 26th, 282. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed one dollar for the Mon

ument Fund, and put me down for $5.00 to the 
Bennett Memorial Ha.ll Fund. 

Yours for Rationalism, GEo. W. ScoTT. 

PITTSBURGH, March 26, E.M. 283. 
MR, EDITOK: Among all the Liberal papers that 

come to me, none can supply the place of THE 
TRUTH BEEKER. This world is wide enoligh; there's 
room enough for all. But still I like the old flame 
the best, so I remit. Fraternally, HARRY HoovER. 

NoRTH WALPOLE,N. H., March 26, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Some few weeks since I sent to you 

and got with some other books one, the title, "An
swers to Christian Questions and Arguments," by 
Mr. Bennett. I consider it one of the very best 
works that I hav ever seen, and I want you to send 
me three more copies of it. N. MoNROE. 

SuMMERTON, March 24, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I am very glad that THE TRUTH SEEKER 

continues to make its weekly visits, freighted with 
such necessary, living, and useful information. Cer
tainly ·tis a delightful task to drink at this fountain 
of Freethought, which sparkles and _bubbles for the 
good of all, dispensing intellectual light all around 
upon every important subject that demands the inves
tigation of clear-headed and noble-minded men and 
women. Surely the issuing of such a periodical is 
among the grandest works that the human genius 
was ever engaged in. It is an ennobling thought to 
your thousands of appreciating readers that the ob
ject and aim of its editor is to elevate human na
ture, to bring up truth out of the -darkness of relig
ious bigotry and superstition. I say to all the read
ers of this true friend and instructor, let us show 
our appreciation of it by a prompt response to its 
claims upon us, ~,tnd write to the publisher, "In
closed please find $2.50 to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER 
for the ensuing year." T. N. TRAVIS. 

GRAND RADIDS, March 21, 283. 
BROTHER MACDONALD (I suppose you will allow a 

Spiritualist to call you brother):· I begin to think I 
owe you fer my cherished TRUTH SEEKER. I see it 
but seldom, for I leave it home for my father to 
read, as he is as much attached to it as I am. I 
find it in some of our Spiritualist families, and it is 
my private opinion that thostl who read it are more 
liberal and intelligent than those who only look on 
the Sp~ritual side. The Spiritualists hav just formed 
a new state society, where the name "Liberalist" 
is excluded. So, you see, we are growing as exclusiv 
as our Christian neighbors. I am now wondering 
who the L\beralists will exclude when a few more 
years giv them power and numbers. But a plat
form is too narrow for me that will not hear all 
sides. Infidels, Christians, and Spiritualists are all 
alike to me, if they hav something to say worth 
saying, and are good men and true women. I don't 
enjoy the "holier-than-thou " spirit. I inclose one 
dollar. I don't want to get along without THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. Long may it flourish! 

Cordially, C. FANNIE ALLYN. 

CoLOMBO, CEYLON, AsiA, Feb. 14, 1883. 
DEAR MRS. BENNETT: Permit me to address this let

ter of condolence on the great and sad loss you hav 
sustained by the loss of your husband, our much
esteemed friend and brother, D. M. Bennett-a loss, 
not to you alone, but to the whole cause of Liberal
ism in general. 

My brother-members of our "Paramawignnnartha 
Bauddha Samagama," or the Buddha Theosophical 
!Society, and myself, had the good fortune to shake 
hands with and giv him a hearty welcome when he 
arrived in Ceylon, last February, on his round-the
world trip. We are, indeed, happy to sayrthat we 
found him to be 'an affable, an upright, an unassum
ing, an earnest, a candid, and an able Libetal. He 
delivered an excellent address, contrasting Buddhism 
and Christianity, which has been translated into 
Sinhalese, and very much appreciated by the nativs. 
Doubtless you will be glad to hav a few copies of 
the same, and to show his many friends as an addi
tional proof of his having really done his duty in 
defending truth wherever he found it. 

'J!he president and the members were surprised 
and shocked when they read the sad notice in THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, and it was unanimously resolved in 
our meeting to address you a letter of condolence, 
expressing our feelings of profoundest sorrow and 
sympathy with you. · 

I am glad that I am able to inclose a draft on 
the Bank of England for $32,30 in payment for THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, This World, Boston Investigator, and 

Yours in sympathy, JoHN RoBERT DE SILVA.· 

. MoDESTo, March 20, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3.50-2.50 for re

newal or' my subscription. Although receiving several 
Liberal publications, I can't very well do without 
the paper of all papers-a truth seeker in fact. 

Your reply to T. Winter most beautifully voices 
the noble Bennett, and pro'Ves yourself fully compe
tent to carry on the noble work of your predecessor. 
I had supposed, and I believe that niy esteem_ed 
friend Bennett also shared my supposition, that Lib
eralism meant that everybody had the right to ex
press and -advocate their honest convictions. I hav 
been a thorough·going Infidel all my life, and so 
long ago that I only kept myself j>lm public a~;~sault 
by advocating perfect LiberaliSm to all sects, creeds, 
and denominations. Any one that receives evidence 
of continued life, through the Spiritual phenomena, 
should be highly respected, and e\'en honored as 
a benefactor, from the fact that, if it is true, abso
lutely, why, every Materialist ought to be thankful 
to these benefactors for finding out that they (the 
Materialists) will enjoy another or continued life, 
No, friend Winter, you ought to praise instead of 
condemn Spiritualists. 

Please accept my heartfelt sorrow for the great 
loss sustained by Mrs. Bennett in her separation 
from one of the great and good men of the earth. 

c. c; LuTHER 

CovENTRY CENTER, R. I., March 26, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Some time .ago I noticed an advertis

ment of the Perry Piano and. Organ Co, in your 
paper, calling attention to a new method of piano 
building and various patented improvements. I wrote 
to Wilkes Barre, Pa., to Mr. J. R. Perry for catalog 
and terms of sale. as I wished to get a piano, and I 
wanted the best. Mr. Perry proposed to sell me one 
on a contract, allowing me to unpack the instrument 
and giv it a fair trial by competent musicians, and I 
filled out the contract and ordered a piano on trial, 
and I am so well pleased with it, and the way Mr. 
Perry treated me, that I want you to place this in 
your paper where it will dG him the most good. 

The piano sent me is splendid. It is not only a 
nice-looking, well-made instrument. but it has a rich, 
sweet, musical tone. My daughter is overjoyed with 
it, and we are all highly pleased with it. The lady 
who tested it is a very competent judge of the qual
ity of a piano, and she is also an expert.player, and 
she could not play her first piece through on it 
without stopping occasionally to express her delight 
with the tone and fine action. She declared, after 
repeated trials, there was ·no fault to be _detected 
anywhere. Other players hav tried it with similar 
results. I think the improvements in the Perry 
piano will force themselvs into general use. Any 
reader of THE. TRUTH SEEKER wishing a piano can be 
aseured that these instruments are what they claim 
to be, both in quality and price. JESSE MATTESON. 

WAYLAND, March 14, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I was born in Germany, Bohemia, a 

strong Catholic country, and was baptized and 
sprinkled with holy water in the Catholic church. 
The holy water stuck to me over twenty years; then it 
lost power. Somebody gave me an apple out of 
paradise and I ate it, and knew,Uke Adam and Eve, 
the good and the bad. God did not send his angel 
to drive me out like Adam and Eve; he sent his 
devils, the priests, to throw me out. I turned my 
face to the West; there I saw the Star of Bethlehem, 
and I followed the star to America. My first stop 
was in Auburn, New York, a priest-ridden town, with 
a good many churches. I could not find a single 
Liberal person to speak with in the whole town, and 
not a SiJ¥le Liberal paper in America. Sometimes I 
did not know whether it was I that was wrong or 
the rest of men. 

In 1864 I came to Michigan ; it was the same as in 
New York state. I could not find one Liberal per
son, and no Liberal paper. About three years ago, 
some friend lent me one of Mr. Bennett's books, and 
there I saw the advettisment of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
I sent for the paper, but it .was in English. I was 
hungry for truth, and commenced to read with the 
dictionary at my side, and in three yea.rs I got so 
far that I understood nearly every word, only some
times I cannot pronounce it right. 

Since I found THE TRUTH SEEKER I am satisfied. 
You may count me a life subscriber. I tried one 
year back to get some subscribers for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. I sent for four trial papers for three months, 
paid for them with _my own money, and presented 
them to four different persons, some being American, 
'!'hree of them did not believe in the orthodox creed ; 
they would take the paper, but the women were 
against it. One of the women said,: " If my man 
brings that paper in the house again, I will leave 
him." I believe I could get twenty subscribers for 
THE TRUTH SEEKER in this town if the women were 
not against it, and I believe it is so all over America, 
It is the majority of the women who put their 

shoulders against the wheel of progress. I believe 
women hav just as good a thinking brain as men. 
Giv women all the privilege that men hav, and they 
will make use of the brain just the same as men ; 
but keep that privilege back, and women hav no 
use of thinking. Their brain does not get sufficiently 
exercised. This is the case in Germany amongst the 
laborers and farmers. 

In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Feb. lOth I see you had 
unpleasant letters from some Materialists and Spirit
ualists. We would not know'what Materialists and 
Spiritualists beiieve if the letters of both sides were 
not published in THE TRUTH SEEKER. These letters 
make a man think, .and thinking makes a man free, 
I go with the Materialist and Spiritualist as far as 
the· grave, but not a step further. If we hav a spirit 
world, it will be a world of p:cogress by natural law, 
I wish myself spirit or mind would liv after death 
and join all the great Freethinkers now dead. Then 
we would go up all together on the ladder of nature 
and progress, up to the milky way, where _millions of 
suns hav united in a kind of republic. · 

Vorwaerts ! ist das Losungswort, 
Das uns die Natur hat gegeben 
Vorwaerts! tont's im Sphaerenklang 
Vorwaerts.! hier im Leben, 
Und selbst ·a us der Sterne Licht. 
Aus der Erde Tiefen 
Ist's als ob im Donnerton 
Geister ! Vorwaerts riefen 
Drum ihr Freunde, Hand ans W erk 
Muthig fort gerungen, 
Bis der Wahrheit reines Licht 
Endlich durchgedrungen! 

JosEPH WENZEL. 

MILL BRooK, March 8th, 1882. 
MR. EDITOR: Will you allow me space in yoar ex. 

cellent paper to express my appreciation and ad
miration of an article in THE TRUTH ~EEKER of March 
3d, from the pen of John feck, entitled "Infidel 
Philosophy." I am strongly inclined to the opinion 
that the writer is considerable more than his name 
might imply, and that he is, in fact, a full, plump, 
and well-rounded bushel. I wduld like exceedingly 
to take him by the hand and giv it a good, hearty 
shake, but as that can never be, I do the next best 
thing, and giv him brotherly greeting through our 
beloved paper, and would say to him~ Giv us more 
and often- of the same sort, Brother Peck. His 
trumpet giveth forth no uncertain sound, and he is 
not trying to ride ·a horse and mule at the same 
time, like that hybrid, L. H. Town, to whom he gave 
such a fitting and well-merited castigation. Half
hatched Liberals, with considerable of the old 
shell adhering, may be useful in their place, but 
they are not to my ta>~te, and should not be too 
hasty in dictating to the. full-fledged. Ridicule is 
never more justifiable· than when its shafts are 
aimed at the ridiculous and absurd system of Chris
tianity, which is best handled without mittens. Rid
icule falls flat and harmless when it is not deserved, 
or is not applicable, but where it hits, and fits, it 
cuts; so lay on, Brother Peck. 

Timely words of condolence are very well, but 
when too often repeated may become tame and even 
tiresome. · I will therefore merely say that although 
I never saw Mr. Bennett, he seemed. to me like a 
brother, and as a brother I mourn him. His picture 
should be in the house of every Freethinker in the 
land; mine I consider invaluable. 

HARVEY w. PINNEY. 

• ALAMAZOO, March 26, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: A kind friend lent me soine of THE 

TRUTH SEEKERS, and I now send for a trial subscrip
tion. So far as I hav had a chance to peruse it I 
like it better than any Spiritualist or Liberal paper 
that I hav read. I had only severed the shackles of 
priestcraft not quite six months agone. All my life 
hav I fought Freethought in its varied .forms, princi
pally that of the return, or rather continued exist
ence, of earth life. I hav been baptized three times, 
once each by the Disciples, Advents, and Mormons, 
or, as they call themselvs, Latter-day Saints. For 
years after I joined the church I was much exercised 
over my innate depravity until it culminated in ob
session, from which I never fully .recovered till I 
cast the Bible and the God of the Bible to the dogs. 
As before stated, all my life in publie and private 
hav I contended against a continued existence. Some 
time ago, while a Mormon, I had a discussion with 
one of the elders of the church through the church 
paper, Saint Herald. The subject was: "After Death, 
What?" As the result, I am on the broad plane of 
Freethought, free from superstition and an orthodox 
hell. No more the pains of hell get hold on me ; no 
more do I see a God that is liable at his slightest 
caprice to giv me hell, speaking in the way of the 
world· no more do I find a savior-a go-between
that I' can fling on him all my meanness and slink 
out unscathed mys_elf; but I see that I must my 
savior be if I need any saving. (Question: I wonder 
if salt would save me?) I hav had a committee call 
on me to save my soul, but they concluded that 
there was but little hope of me. A week ago one of 
my old elders came to labor with me and stay over 
Sunday. Well, we improved the time. He con
stantlY repeated that we gav:e the Bible a different 
meaning; that we did not take it as it read. I asked 
him to read the fourth chapter of Ezekiel, and see 
what he thought of that as a bill of fare. After 
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reading, he said : "I will not talk with you any 
more." On my part, I was not at any time angry; 
but he became so angry at one time as to call me 
a liar, yet I pitied him.· · ARTHUR C. EVERETT. 

MEMPHIS, March 30, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I trust you will allow a reply to the 

gratuitous attack of ·F. A. Grove, published in THE 
TRuTH SEEKER of Jan. 13th. While claiming to speak 
"in the interest of truth and justice," he violates 
both. 

I now reassert that my arraignment of Mr. and 
Mrs. Mott, as given in your paper, and which Dr. 
Grove criticises with such blind virulence, instead of 
exceeding, fell short of the truth of their social and 
moral delinquencies, as I shall show. The necessi
ties of the case required strong and unequivocal 
language. 

In order to set mysetf right before your readers, 
and convince Dr. Grove of his error, if he is not im
pervious to reason, I shall hav to refer to Mrs. Matt's 
effusion in the same· number of .your paper. 

She denies that Harvey was the. medium at the 
home of ·col. Eaton in Leavenworth, on the occasion 
of the pretended marriage of the colonel's spirit 
daughter and Frank Pierce's spirit son, by a spirit 
priest. I was utterly astonished at that denial, as it 
shows in glaring colors not only her untruthfulness, 
but her mental obliquity as well, when she has been 
consid11red as possessing some brains. She must 
know that almost the entire press at the time con
tained the story, under sensational head-lines, and 
that Mott was said to be the medium. Thousands 
must distinctly remember that fact. And if Dr. 
Grove has forgotten it, let him write to Mind and 
Hatter, Banner of Light, or any Spiritual or Leaven
worth paper. I could point out another deliberate 
falsehood in her "piece," but let this suffice; I wish 
to be as brief as possible. 

I had borne· the slanders and falsehoods of this 
pair for two or three. years before I " struck back." 
Had they maligned me to none but their neighbGrs, 
who know them as Dr. Gro.ve does not, I should hav 
taken but little notice, of it, but it was for the bene
fit of those who come here now and then, and whom 
they treat respectfully-as appears to be the case 
with. my mallgner from Kirksville-tnat they are 
brought up. Dr. Grove "don't know what he is 
talking about." He says, crankily: ''!Such language 
used, especially toward a ·lady, could possibly ema
nate from none but a crank or a fool." That may 
be, but I should consider him as " both rolled i~to 
one," if I thought he could see what I hav durmg 
sixteen years, and know the reputation this couple 
hav·at.hcime, and not hav an opinion similar to my 
own. 

My letter was addressed to Mr. and Mrs. Mott. I 
previously called personally (which Mary denies), 
but found her in no mood to 'talk the matter over 
calmly. 

I yield to no one in respect for and admiration of 
women-my mother was a woman-but I find quite 
a difference in women, and Mary is one of the "dif
ferent" ones. 

Dr. Grove states what is not trne when he says I 
admit receiving 200 seances for $26. I paid that sum 
for my first twelve seances and board, and for two 
seances for my son. But I attended many more at 
reduced rates, of which I kept no ~e~ord. I think I 
might hav paid $40 or more in money,. and several 
more in time, labor, and stationery for 200 seances. 
I always paid whatever I was charged, and never 
considered it too much. Both Mary and Dr. Grove 
would hav the reader believe that it was the paying 
of a few dollars that I complain of, when that has 
nothing to do with the matter. It was their false-· 
hoods-that I had never paid anything (sometimes, 
they said, but $3 or $4), told to strangers who might 
believe them-that I objected to. 

This amiable pair had not admitted Mr. Pitkin to 
their seances for more than a year when my letter 
appeared, but they wilted immediately, and he has 
since been welcomed. I hope this will hav a further 
sanctifying effect. 

I hereby challenge Dr. Grove to. discuss through 
any paper tha.t will open its columns the character 
of Mott's mediumship, and let our readers judge as 
to who is the crank or fool. In the mean time let 
the good doctor boast of his intimacy with this dis-
sipated and disreputable pair. STEPHEN YouNG, 

CRYSTAL SPRINGS, March 3, 1883. 
ORTHODOX "SWEET BY AND BY." 

There's a land that is hotter than this, 
Where all those who ori reason rely 

With Satan will revel in bliss, 
In God's merciful sweet by and by. 

CHonus.-Oh the bliss where they hiss, · 
In that land that is hotter than this (by and. by), 
Where they roast and they fry, 
In that beautiful sweet by and by. 

We will sing the "elects'" happy strain, 
How a God loves his children so well 

That he givs them a life full of pain; 
Then nine-tenths burn forever in hell. 

Oh, the bliss, etc. 
God's omniscience foreknows what takes place, 

Hence predestins each fate in return; 
His elect he selects from o-ar race, 

And the rest he'll eternally burn. 
Oh, the bliss, etc. 

The example of Pharaoh proves plain 
That God shapes and controls eyery mind. 

He will harden and soften again, 
Till we walk in the path he defines. 

Oh, the bliss, etc. 
We look down in the bottomless pit

View with pride little babes in the fire; 
While good Christians complacently sit 

And adore th·eir good Lord in-his ire. 
Oh, the bliss, etc. 

To our bountiful father above, 
Who has brimstone enough and to spare, 

Here we offer our tribute of love · 
· FGir the blessings he givs over there. 

Oh, the bliss, etc. 
If you wish for a harp when you die, 

Both your father and mother despise, 
And the truth of all science deny

You'll be sure of a crown in the skies. 
Oh, the bliss;. etc. 

There's a mansion that's not made by hand
Built of faith somewhere up in the sky; 

Its foundation is far worse than sand, 
And will totter and fall by and by. · 

Oh, the bliss, etc. 

In that mansion is offered a prize 
For all wickedness under the sun. 

Just repent and believe-be baptized-
You are free from the crimes you hav done. 

Oh, the bliss, etc, 
Let the clergy and priests dupe the mass 

To believe in this old popish stuff; . 
That belief is to save us at last-

But of this Common Sense cries "Enough!" 
Oh, the bliss, etc. 

Oh, how happy the saints over there! 
" Loo1rlng down on the Infidel band, 

Who on reason rely everywhere, 
And will stand by the truth if they're damned. 

Oh, the bliss, etc. J. S. M. 

METARMORA, March 26, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: The following items are taken from 

a sermon I heard preached in a church on Easter 
Sunday, March 25th, and the man gets $700 salary 
pei.' year . for stuffing his congregation with such 
nonsense: 

"My Christian friends, to-day we celebrate the largest 
feast of our ·Christian year, the day of the resurection of 
our Lord Jesus Christ. We celebrate this day because the 
sufferings of him had come to an end; we hav proof enough 
that he suffered, bled, and finally died on the cross for man
kind; he was :first sold for thirty pieces of silver; it is a small 
amount, but it looked big in _the eyes of Judas Iscariot, He 
was then dragged through the streets to Pilate, from Pilate .to 
Herod, from Herod to Pilate, and there given up to the 
Jews to crucify him, to carry a cross three times as heavy as 
men are able to carry; and think, the savior had to endure all 
this without supper the evening before, and without break
fast that morning. On the way he was shamefully misused 
and beaten; a woman by the name of Veronica took pity upon 
him, a:ud approached him with a towel to wipe off the bloody 
face of Jesus, and see, he left his photograph printed on the 
toweL This towel has caused many a miracle; for instance, at 
that time, the emperor Tiberius suffered terribly with a sore; 
he sent for Jesus to come and heal him, but it was too late; 
he had been executed. So they brought Veronica to his bed
side; she applied the towel to his person and the wound was 
healed; the emperor (Tiberius) was converted at once and be
lieved in the power of Christ, so you see that these are strong 
proofs. When Christ drew his last breath, the sun darkened, 
the rocks split, the dead arose from their graves, and there 
was a terrible earthquake all over that country. There was 
at orie time an Infidel visiting Jerusalem; a few priests were 
with him, who tried to prove to him the reality of the 
marks that Christ had left behind him, but this Infidel cou1d 
not be convinced; finally they took him on the mount of Cal
vary and showed him the openings in the rocks; he examined 
them very clofil.~ly and finally came to the con~lusion that 
some higher a'fid stronger power .than nature d1d that, be
cause these splits where running across the grain of the 
rocks, and the splits produced by earthquakes run with the 
grain and veins of the same; this sight converted the Infidel, 
and he believed in Christ and all his miracles." 

-The priest then went on to the resurrection, and 
all the rest of his sermon was just such supersti
tious nonsense. I think it was too thin a sermon to 
be delivered in this civilized country, and in this 
age of progression. I could not keep it by myself, 
and thought I would write some of it to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, because we want to correct such falsifiers, 
and now is the time to do it through our press. I! 
space will allow, and you think it worth noticing, 
please explain to us the healing of Tiberius. 

' V. BURG. 
[The above is a very good sample of the supersti

tious drivel the average ministers drools out to his 
congregatit>n. It is legend magnified by imagination. 
There was no earthquake, no Infidel, and no healing 
of Tiberius Cresar. Concerning the latter the legend 
is that'Veronica met Jesus and told him that she 
was going to a painter to get his portrait.IIShe had 
the necessary piece of canvas in her hand. Jesus 
asked her for it, and, having taken it, handed it 
back with a true likeness of himself upon it. Tibe
rius at this time, so the legends runs, was ill. He 
had heard of Jesus and wanted him to visit him, and 
sent a messenger from Rome for him. When the 
messenger arrived at Jerusalem, Jebus had been 
crucified. But he met this woman, and on learnhig 
of the canvas story endeavored to purchase the pic
ture. Veronica w~mld not part with it, but went to 
Rome herself, where she cured the emperor by al
lowing him to gaze upon it. 

'l'his is the story as commonly told, Any one is 

at liberty to believe who pleases. The Catholics hav 
sainted Veronica for the part she played in the 
affair. 

Another phase of the "yarn" is that Jesus, under 
the burden of the cross, perspired profusely and 
Veronica at one of these times wiped his forehead 
with her handkerchief, the result of which attention 
was that his face was photographed upon the linen, 
As the cross was carried by Simon, the only proof of 
this story rs the fact ~at the identical and original 
handkerchief is preserved and is to be seen in 
churches in Paris, Aix-la-Chappelle, CologM, Milan, 
St. Peter's at Rome, and we know not b.ow many 
more places. A man must be a skeptic indeed who 
doubts the story when there are so many original 
handkerchiefs in existencei-ED. T. S.] 

ST. AuGUSTINE, March 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: It is now nearly two months eince I 

left my home in Michigan, with the thermometer 
down twenty degrees below zero, and made my way 
direct to this summer-land, where for more than one 
whole month the thermometer did not get below 
sixty degree above zero, save twice, when I noticed 
it down to fifty for a little while in the morning. I 
hav been South as far as the'Indian River, where I 
spent a few days, and on the seventh of February I 
took a bath in the briny waters of that river, which I 
found warm and pleasant. From there I came back 
to· Sanford, where I spent the most of my time until 
I left for this old town, said to be the oldest by a 
number of years of any town in the United States. 
It, like most other towns, has a. religious and polit
ical history, and as I stood on those old fort walls 
that the Spaniards were sixty years in building, and 
before the completion of which the king of Spain 
had written to the governor of St. Augustine that 
the fort had cost almost its weight in gold, and when 
I had looked it all over I was not surprised that this 
.Christian prince should get out of patience, though 
I apprehend there is but little to be seen now com
pared with what there was one hundred years ago; 
but there is enough to be seen yet to mark the folly 
of its builders. But then they were establishing 
Christianity on this new territory, and tl;lis fort was 
one of their necessary appendages. From the fort I 
went to visit the old Christian church, the oldest in 
the town. Here the visitor may notice the following 
inscription : · 

, •;;;;T• ~~~~ -~-~~- ·~~~~~~~~; -~~~~~~; -~~;;, '8,' i565; ~~·~;~,, 
LANDING OF THE SPANIARDS UNDER PEDRO MENENDES. , 

: WITH RELIGION CAJ\!E TO OUR SHORES CIVILIZATION, ARTS, ' 
; SCIENCES, AND INDUSTRY. , 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 000000 •••••••••• ••••• •••••••• 

Now what was meant by those two last lines is that 
with this evangelical Christian Catholic religion came 
civilization, etc. Let us see what kind of clviliu
tlon they really mean. The same day that thls mass 
was performed this Christian priest write3: 

"To-day as I finished the mass of our lady the admiml 
was informed that a Frenchman had been captured. He told 
us that our enemies had embarked more than two hundred 
men in four vessels to go in search of our fleet. God, our 
father sent suddenly so great a tempest that these men must 
hav b~en destroyed, for since their departure has occurred the 
w~rst tempest I ever saw. The following Sunday we saw a 
man approach who cried out loudly, 'Victory, victory! the 
French fort is in our hands!' I hav already stated that the 
enterprise that we hav undartaken is for the glory of Jesus 
Christ and his Holy Mother. The Holy Spirit has enligMened 
the reason of our chief in order that all may be turned to our 
profit and that we might gain so great a victory. The enemy 
did n~t perceive them until they were attacked, most of them 
being in bed. Many of them arose in their night-clothes and 
begged for quarter. Notwithstanding this one hund~ed ~nd 
forty-two were killed; the rest escaped. In an hour s time 
the fort was in our possession (Fort Caroline). . 

"A few days after this some Indians came to our fort and 
informed us by signs that a French vessel had been wrecked 
on Anastasia Island. The admiral and many followers re
paired to the coast, and taking with him a Frenchman who 
had accompanied us from Spain, he called to them to come 
over. 

"A French gentleman who was a sergeant brought the re
ply to the summons to surrender, for they had raised a flag 
as a signal of wa.r. He said that thiy would surrender on 
condition that their lives should be spared. The general de
manded an unconditional surrender. Seeing that no other 
resource remained to them, in a short time they all surren
dered themselvs to his discretion. · 

"Seeing that they were liutherans, his excellency condemned 
th11m all to death, but as I was a priest I felt a sympathy_for 
them. I begged him to grant me a favor-that of sparmg 
those who would embrace our holy faith. . He granted me 
this favor. 

"I succeeded in thus saving ten or twelve. All the rest 
were executed because they were hutherans and enemies of our 
holy Catholic faith. All this took place on the day of St. 
Michael Sept. 22, 1565. There were 111 Lutherans executed 
without' counting fourteen or fifteen prisoners " (Blocmfield's 
Guide, pp. 13, 14). 

The above letter is a fair exposition of Christianity 
in 1500 and back of that for eleven hundred years. 
The idea that the Catholic church advances (and all 
other evangelical Christian churches, for that mat
ter}, that Christianity has been the source from 
whence we drew our civilization, science, arts, and 
literature, is the greatest mistake that could be 
made. Indeed it is the direct opposit of the truth, 
and it is· only necessary for thA honest inquirer for 
the truth to inform himself on this subject, and he 
will find that it has ever been a block in the way of 
advancement, only as it could make it to subserve 
its purpose. But I must close, hoping to be remem
bered to all our truth seeking friends, 

S. D, 1\fooRB, 



Can It Be True 1 
An Appeal to Roman Catholics and all Cl11•istiails. 

Fron• the Secula•· Review. 
Can it be just as the Catholics say

A woman the mother of God? 
Does It appear quite a rational way ? 

At least It seems mighty odd I 

Can It be true that a chalice of wine, 
A dishful of wafers or bread, 

Conjured by man In commission divine, 
Are the blood and the flesh of the dead ? 

Can It be tru·e that the people believe 
In stories so silly as these ? 

Peters and Pauls still combine to deceive, 
And pocket the plentiful fees. 

Jesus, his mother, and many queer "saints," 
Intercede with the Father aloft; 

Tell him the wishes, the woes, the complaints, 
Of victims so piously soft. 

Following fiction the fathers received 
(They suck It as milk from the breast); 

Why should we doubt what our mothers· believed? 
With the millions gone to their rest? 

As for a creature whose sire was a ghost-
The thing were a mule and no man, 

Never a region, a climate, or co3.st, . 
Conld furnish a different plan. 

Where there's e. mother there must be a sire,. 
Whatever the species may be; 

Absence of fuel means absence of fire
At least It appears so to me. 

Artists produce what the gods may desire
A fact that Is easy to see; 

Doctors decide as their cases require-
Thus three must be one and one-three Ill 

Blood I how ye Christians glory in blood I 
From the brute and Immanuel too; 

Blood Is your passport in crossing the flood, 
No other commending will do. 

As to your eating the flesh of a friend, 
And drinking his blood from a cup; 

Curses of devils, hell-fire without end, 
Hav frizzled your reason rlgh t up. 

What of a cardinal, what of a pope
, How better or stronger than you ? 

Oh, what a butchering, barbarous hope 1 
To reason and manhood be true I 

Why cannot ye tBach the pope and the priest
Not lore of the sages, maybe-

Plain common sense, which they cultivate least1 
xe need not exact a large fee. 

Shun ye the altar and never go there, 
But lay up a store· house of wealth; 

Find out the reading-room, seek balmy air. 
How precious are knOWledge and health I 

Show me the Infldell-he Is the true-
The only true &.an of to-day; 

Tul·n then your backs on the priest and his crew, 
And hasten, Oh, ha.sten away I 
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author of John's Way, Studying the Bible, 
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

The. Ghost of St. Johns. By M. BAB-
coc:K. 25 cents. 

The New Dispensation;_or, TheHeav" 
enly Kingdom. By D. W. HULL. Price, 
\!5 cents. 

Proceedings and Addresse~ at the 
Watkins Convention. 400 pages 
of excellent Speeches and Essays. Pnce 
reduced to $1.00. 

Pyramid of Gizeh. The Relation of 
Ancient Egyptian Ci-vilization to the 
Hebrew Narrativ in Genesis and Exodus, 
and the Relativ Claims of Moses and the 
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered. By 
VAN BUREN DENsLow, LL.D. 25 cents. 

Religion Not History. An able ex
amination of the Morals and Theology of. 
the New Testament. By Prof. F. W. 
Newman, of the London University. 25 
cents. . 

Outline of the French Revolution: 
lts Causes and -Results. A clear 
and comprehensiv portrayal of this inter
esting portion of human history. By W. 
S. BELL. 25 cents. . 

Outlines of Phrenology. By F. E. 
AsPINWALL M.D. Most acceptable to 
Liberals of anything of the kind pub
lished. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles. 
Price, 20 cents. 

PAINE'S WORKS. 
Paine's Theolo~ical Works~ includ

ing The Age of B;eason, Examination of 
Prophecies, Letter to the Bishop of Llan
daff, Reply to Mr. Erskine, Letter to Ca
mille Jordan, etc., etc., with a life of 
Paine, and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo. 
In paper covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50. 

4,6:) Fulton Street, BROOKLllN. 

''VICTORIA'' 

MAGNETIC APPLIANCES 
Are surer and quicker In action than any other 

Magnetic Garments. 
They are made out of lace or netting Which makes 

them the coolest and lightest appliance made. 
Their magnets have on them an armature or 

keeper Which makes them continuously curative. 
No others have this necessary addition. See any 
work on Natural Philosophy to see how necessary 
the Armature Is. 

The VICTORIA is so constructed that the patient 
can remove the magnets at pleasure and wash all 
tbe goods. This cannot be done with any others. 

Paralysis, Asthma, Catarrh, Incipient Consump
tion, Female and Spinal Diseases, Rheumatism, 
Sick Headaches; Dyspepsia, General Debility and 
all diseases arising from deficient nerve force, there 
is no other treatment that is as successful as the 
wearing of VICTORIA MAGNETIC GOODS. 

All other garments are slow in action. 
VICTORIA Is quick and sure. All other appliances 

_bilge the patients to hope for to-morrow. 
VICTORIA gives help to-day. 
Send for circulars, price lists, etc., before you bu;y 

of others! 
DR. THAllER. 

455 Fulton St., BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Beware oC Cheap and Fraudulent Ap· 
·plillnces wbtcb wtll not bold their enr· 
rents without ~be aid oc tbe ARMATURE! 

80 Court st.Brooklyn 
THE 

''WILSONIA,'' 
TWO Y]jl.ABS .AGO 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

THE INVENTOR OF 

WILSONIA, 
AN ENGLISH SCIENTIST, 'MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, 

LECTURER ON ELECTRICAL THERAPEUTICS, 
AUTHOR OF THE "TRIAL OF MEDICIN;" 

TH!P Mil5Mlt Utf~LA?;fEs~,l~'f'6~.E," 
Introduced to tbe People of· the 1Jnited 

States His 

MAGNhTIO GARMENTS 
For the cure or DlseSBe · without Medicine or Medical 
Treatment. The Statement made by him at that time 
that his Magnetic 'Ciothinll!,lf worn for any form of Dis
ease (and as advised), would cure ninety per cent of the 
so-called Incurables, hBB been veriJied, be hav
Ing Clothed and Cured Thousands of Persons o! all Forma 
of DlseSBe. Po 'ltlve proof of this has appeared In all the 
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Cured by the 

Wil.sona Magnet·c Garments 
After all other Treatment h !ailed, were pleSBed to 
SBB!st the Inventor In giving confidence to the Sutrerfng 
Invalids or America by allowing him to use their well· 
known and respected Names as Reference; and It I• now 
admitted by many most highly accompllsllild Scientists 
and Pbyslclana that the Success and Cures attending the 
Introduction of "Wllsonla" Magnetic Clothing hSB been 
unprecedented In the history or Electrical Therapeutics. 
In the face of sucll Positive Proof aa given lly na no person 
can doubt the value of this Invention In all cases. 

Therefore why continue the Suicidal System o! taking 
Dmgs 

SEND $1.50 FOR A PAIR OF 
"Wilsonia" ltla11:Uetic Insoles. 

Paine's Great Works (complete) 
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather, 
$4.00; morocco, $4.50. · Sore Preventive o!K?:;~ ~e~'i.O:~~.Forerunner or All 

Comultatlon Free. Paine's Political Works, including 
Common Sense, The' Crisis, and Rights of Send !or Pamphlet and Information to the only Oftlce, 
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The Age of Reason. An investiga- Address all Communications to 
tion of true and fabulous theology. 
Whhout a peer in the world. Paper, 25 
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DAVID J. COTTER, 
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Common Sense. Paine's first work. His Life and Works in France 
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I. to XVI. inclusiv. Paper, 40 cents; nnpnbllabed lej,~r&~te1~~~1re and Mme. 
cloth, 75 cents. BY BEN.YAMIN GASTINEAU. 

The Rights of Man. 
pressed of humanity. 
olotb1 75 cents. 

For the op
l'aper, 40 cents; 

Price, Tweuty-five cents. 
Addreu THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

:11 CUliMin Place, New York. 

OC .Pamphlets on Original ltletbods 
FOR HOltlE ClJRE. 

Old Eves 
Croup 
Rupture 
Phimosis 
Nervous 
Female 

MADE NEW without doctors or 
medlcln. Away with glasses. 
PREVENTED and cured bY an In· 
genious and Infallible method. 
CURE without operation. Away 
with uncomfortable trusses. 
CURE Without circumcision. New 
painless, sate, and sure. 
DEBILITY and allied diSorders. 
Cr.uses and rational treatment. 
WEAKNESS, Falling, Leuoorrhcee., 
Inflammation, Ulceration. 

Eac.b IOc. by lll~ or, AH tor !SOc. 

DUH1 SE:SIES of SOCIAL and SiXTIAL SClENClil. 
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Marriage 
Alpha 

MARRIAGE, or "The Perfect Good 
in Wedlock," by a Christian min
Ister. 
(PHYSIOLOGICAL); or physical, 
temperamental, and magnetic 
adaptation. 
DOC'£RIN or universal sexual con
tinence; dlcusslon pro and con; by 
Drs. Foote and Winslow. 

Hand•book of Health. Hints: a11d Read:t 
Recipes, 128 pages, ·mallea for 2:Sc. 

Address, 
MURRAY HILL PIJBLISHING CO., 

9tll 159 East 28th St., New York City. 

DIANAJ A Psyco-Pylslologlcal essay on sexual 
•· relations. Scientific In treatment and 

pure in tone. Price 25 cents. 

3mo11 
'BURNZ & CO, 
24 Clinton Place. 

THE PERRY 

Piano and Organ Co., 
No. 352 North Main Street, 

Wilkes "Barre, Pa. 
Specially Offer to lilell Direct on a Contract. 

Have the latest and best inventions, 
and want them fully tested 

before purchasing. 

Write t'or Catalogues and Terms. 

10teom14 .Y R. PERRY, Supt. 

$5 to $20 per day at home. Samples worth $5!ree. 
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Me. 

MANHOOD! 

KNOW THYSELF 
:! Book for Every Man! 

Young, :Middle~ aged, and Old. 
The untold miseries that result from Indiscretion In 

S~~~t ~~Ts ::'.~~rt~~n a~~"oiil'l"tnr~~~.~u:;tre:t'cn&~ :'e~ 
f:~~ti-:i'~~ :lo~~b~~~=~t~le~~h:':::!.-;~ !}eft~:~ 
ord' Self Preservation. It Is not only a complete 
~erv~~~r;c;d t~":;!~~1ote~mt~~o#~e~~~~=tege~\:,S~Itt;; 
man, Errors of Youth, etc., but 1t CO',tH.ins one hundred 
and twenty-live prescriptions for acute and chronic dis
eases, each one ot wbicb is invaluable, so 
f~g&"a~ brot~g~a':.t~:r ~~g~: ~:~Y~1~g~e~;~~l~li~b"y!" 
!clan. ft oontalns 800 &.aqea, bound In beautiful embossed 
~ni~~i:!~~g,!;~h~~~e to"~:ci,. wd~~rt~<;,;i7n n~::t ·~~~~.~~ 
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retailed In this country for $2.50, or the money wfll be re 
~~':,~~~J~heev'!~J~~~~~t"e ~~~Ign~V1if:Ji~~l f~~l:tt~~:. 
Illustrated sample sent on receipt or six cents. Send now 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. 
W. H, PARKER, No. 4 Bulftnch street, Boston, MSBS. 
The author may be consnlted on all dlseSBes requiring 
skill nnd experience. IYS8 

$72 A WEEK,$12 a d!l¥athomeensilymade. Costly 
Outfit free. Address 'l'IWK & Co., Augusta, Me. 

DB. FELLOWS . ' ' . 
A ~~e~~~:afc1~~~~~n~~~ ~o~{~~a~~~~~}~t 
as his practice will prove, 

i:J.P.res all for~s g_f PRI
V ATE CHR NIC .!J.nd 
SEXUAL DI EASE:s, 

Spermatorrhma. and Impotency, 
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turer years, or other causes, and producing some or the fol· 

~~~~fon°sffb;td~e~~:)~0~(!~:~a ~~S{~~i. ~~!~~t~:8i1e~~~~ 
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Cnti-i«h~0i~otifo~u8g U 60 ~~~IEN~~~!Jc~:~!:ken: 
It has never been known to fall t 

,:' Middle• Aged and Old Men.(';-
There are many at the age of thirty to alxty ' 

who are troubled with too frequent evacuatiooe • 
of the bladder, often a.ceompu.nied by a slight _ 
smarting or burning sensation, and a. weaken· 
tog of the system in a manner the patient can .. 

~~~o!i~ou:t~~~ o~~oet~:~~~~~gs!~im~~~az ~ 
eometimes small particles or albumen will appear, or the 
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::~~:~~s~e~P~~ ~ft~a~:c:~i::.le~tPf:l~~~ :~:o~d ~~:~et~t 
Seminal Weaknees, and causes wasting of the .::ystem and 

T~~~ ~~~;~~:r!b~~i~r~fct~:8df~~:~~; .~~~o:~n~u~f 
the cause. Dr. Fellows' External Remedy will bring about a 
perfect cure in all such ca.<Jes, and a h~ltlly restoration or 

th~(j~·su:l:!~fln~rf:~~tter free and invited. Charges 
reasonable and correspondence strictly confidential. 

e"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Sent to any address, eecurcly sealed, for two three .. cent 
Atnmps. treating on Spcrmatorrhooa or Seminal Weakness, 
f_!!ing its cause, symptom!', horrible effects, and cure, fol-

~~f:~~~~f~~~~s~~s~r:~:l~~C :ee::~~ ~ft.aQJ-.11}~~-!~b~; 
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l"ELI.-OWS, Vfnelo.nd, New Jer8ey, and 11a.y in what 
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stamp fur circular, uml Bttll m whnt parer 
vou. saw mv odverttsement. Address Capt. 

W. A. Collluga,Smithvllle,Jefferson Co. N.Y. 
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IT is difficult to understand hoW the belle! In any 
rorm of error can be of great utility to· the race, or 
how the llounderlng or mankind tor thousands or 
years In tile togs and mists and darkness or super 
stlt!on and delusion was the greatest goo<l the race 
could hav had under the circumstances. It Is the 
nature or erro1·-however firmly planted In sincerity 
-to hamper, clog, and fetter Its adherents, and we 
cannot understand hOw It can, under any circum
stances, be the greatest good the race could enjoy. 
Truth Is better than error; reality than Imagina
tion.-D. Af. Bennett. • 

IF there are but five persons in a town tree from 
superstition and well disposed, they should begin 
something there that would finally reunite the ex
tremes or society and restore human reeling to both. 
. . . . Let us, Liberals, not expend all our force 
In demolishing Joshua. Suppose Joshua out or the 
way (and he Is going fast), the problem or human 
life remains. Here we are, a thousand million or 
us [the estimated population or the globe], upon this 
" bank and shoal of tune," alone, alone, alone, With 
none to help us but ourselvs. Let us help ourselvs 
and one another. And that Is the whole of the com
ing man's rel!gion.-James Part<m. 

WHEN the architects of Egypt began their work, 
there was another polar star in the northern sky, 
and the Southern Cross shone upon the Baltic shores. 
How glorious are tho memories or these ancient men 
whose names are forgotten, tor they l!ved and la
bored in the distant and unwritten past. Too great 
to bo known, they sit on the high t or cen turles and 
look down on tame. The boat expands Its white and 
pointed wings; the sailors chant a plalnt!v song; 
the waters bubble around us as we glide past the 
tombs and temples of bygone days-the days o' lang 
syne; the men are dead, and the gods are dead. 
Nought but their memorlea remain. Where now Is 
Oslriil, who came down upon earth out or Jove tor 
men, who was k!lled by the malice or the Evil One, 
who rose again rrom the grave and becam~ the 
Judge or the Dead? Where now Is Isis, the mother, 
with the child Horus on her lap? They are dead; 
they are gone to the land or the shades. To-morrow, 
Jehovah, alias Yahweh, you and your son shall be 
with them.-.Reade's .Martyrdom of .ilfan. 

You do look, my son, In a mov'd sort 
As It you were dismayed. Be cheerful, sir; 
Our revels now are ended. These, our actoi-s, 
As I foretold you, were all spirits, and 
Are melted Into air, Into thin air; 
And, like the baseless fabric or this vision, 
The cloud•capp'd towers, the gorgeous palaces, 
The solemn temples, the great globe !tselt
Yea, all which It Inherit, shall dissolve; 
And, like this Insubstantial pageant faded, 
Leave not a rack behind. We are such stuff 
As dreams are made on, and our l!ttle lite 
Is rounded with a sleep. -Shakspm·e's Tempest. 

GOVERNMENT f!XIsts tor the purpose ot keeping 
the peace, !or the purpose or compelling us to settle 
our disputes by arbitration Instead or settl!ng them 
by blows, tor the purpose or compelling us to sup
ply our wants by lnd us try InStead or supplying 
them by rapine. This Is ·the only operation tor 
which the machinery of government Is peculiarly 
adapted, the only operation which wise governments 
ever propose to themselvs as their chler object.· It 
there Is any class or people who are not Interested, 
or who do not think themselvs Interested, In these
curity or property and the maintenance or onler, 
that class ought to hav no share or the powers which 
exist tor the purpose or securing property and 
maintaining order. But why a man shoul<lo be less 
fit to exercise these powers because he wears a 
beard, because he does not eat ham, because he goes 
to the synagog on Saturdays Instead or going to the 
chllrch on Sundays,. we cannot conceive.-Maca1.tlay's 
Essays. . 

POETRY Is the source or every enjoyable reel!ng; 
mirth, at least In Its refinement, Is poetry; admira
tion is poetry; devotion Is poetry; all sentiment Is 
l'Oetry; everything In the heart that rises above 
brute,- sensual satlsractlon Is poetry:- and more 
than all this, I will take upon me to affirm that no 
man was ever truly great, or truly devout, or truly 
admirable In any but he was a poet, In posse at least 
It not In esse [i.e., the man had the poetic spirit 
though he may not hav been able to glv It expres
slon.]-Seif-Formation. 

OH, many are the poets that are sown 
By nature; men endowed with highest gifts, 
'.rhe vision and the faculty divine, 
Yet wanting the accomplishment or verse. 

Nor having e'er, as lire advanced, been led 
By circumstances to take unto the hight 
'.rhe measure or themselvs, these favored beings, 
All but a scattered rew, llv out their time, 
Husbanding that which they possess within, 
And go tD the grave unthought of. 

-Wordsworth. 
THERE are many that believe-or believe that they 

believe-In God and Immortality without being vir
tuous; on the other hand, there are not a rew who, 
though torn by doubt and without faith, are never
theless vlrtuous.-l!Zamontada. 

LAST ran I made the journey between Boston and 
New York. The autumn winds were sighing among 
the trees, the red leaves were dropping to the ground, 
and here and there were plied up In maBBes to be 
carried away by the blast. All was desolate and 
wild and <lreary; all spoke or gloom and disaster. 
Ye•terday I made the same journey, and merry 
loveliness covere<l the hillsides, the meadows, and 
the forest trees; there was beauty and Ute every
where. Where did It come !rom? From Incessant 
and Indomitable elements that beat Into the ground 
those dead leaves that had fallen. All summer long 
they had worked, dlslnrectlng the atmosphere and 
cooling the ground, and now their task was over and 
they fluttered down Into their beds, to be forgotten. 
And yet, unless this thing were done every autumn 
or every year, the glorious splendor or the year 
woUld never greet mortal eyes. Which of all the 
martYred leaves that fluttered down and rotted In 
the ground made the summer? Every lea!.-Froth
ingham' s Radical Pulpit.' 
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RELIGION ~~HB~TAU History 4 Christianity: 
w 0 r I d a s N 0 w c 0 n s t I t u t e d I Comprising all that relates to the Progress of the Christian 

Religion in ~·THE HlSTORY OF THB DnCLlNB AND FALL 

Can such things be? An advertlsment In the Lon
don· Times calls :ror "a wet nurse, single and reSpect
able-'' By Geo. T. Bondles. 011 THE RoMAN EMPIRK," and 

HOW A COUNTRY BOY PLAYED UPON THE CREDULITY 
OF YOUNG l\IULKITTLE. 

A rarmer who llvs In the Flat Rock neighbor~ 
hood, a religious community not tar rrom Little 
Rock, wrote to the Rev. Mr. Mulklttle th~ other day, 
requesting that, at his earliest convenience, he 
should visit the Flat Rock neighborhood and preach 
a telling sermon In the antiquated Jog churcho{that 

And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
8TVLi:n 

Exceptions to the Character of Jesus 
Christ Conmdered as a Gentleman. 

locality. Mr. Mulklttle decided to comply, especially A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
as the farmer, In his communication, had added: Priee, TwentY•five Cents. 
"We lmv sum rustrate pigs which I will glv you won 
to bake H you come." 6m9 Address THE ~lRJfll~fo:~~~~lj. Y. 

Arter much persuasion and a thousand pr6mfses,. ---------------------
Mr. Mulklttle agreed that the boy might accompany 
him. 

It had been arranged that services should be held 
after dinner, and l\fr. Mnlklttle, after having re
ceived an Introduction to every member or the ramlly, 
walked out Into the woods to drawrrom budding na
ture the Inspiring flow or soothing words which 
carry hope to the hearts and souls or men. The boy, 
who had been quiet, no sooner round hlmselt, by 
courtesy, master, than he began to look around tor 
themes upon which to build. 

" That corn ought to be planted this next week," 
said the rather to the son, "tor the season Is comln' 
along." 

"Is that the kind or corn that the apostles went 
through ?" asked the boy. 

"I reckon it is," replied the old man, who was not 
very well posted on ancient agriculture. 

"When they went through the corn an' rubbed off 
the ears, the corn couldn't hear, could it?" 

" Wall, I don't know. Don't 'pear to me the corn 
could hear nohow." 

"But It It had ears to hear, It could hear, couldn't 
it ?" 

"Sorter think It could, but am a Jeetle shaky on 
such p'lnts, myselt." 

HWas Soiomon a good man?" 
"Sorter got my doubts about him beln' good, but 

he had a powerful chance of sense." 
" Was Jonah good?" 
"I'm a leetle shaky on his record," and the farmer, 

an evident descendant or the squatter ram!ly, 
grinned with extreme satisfaction. 

"Hav you got a sword ?" 
"No, but I hav got the rat'lln'est six-shooter you 

ever seed." 
" Do you try to do what the Bible says you must ?" 
"Yes, I make a mighty stagger In that direction." 
"Well, why don't you sell your shirt and get· a 

sword?" 
"'Cause I don't need a sword, and the shirt comes 

In mighty handy." 
"But the B!ple says It you ain't got a sword, you 

mustsellyourshlrtandgetone. Why don't you do It?" 
'''Cause I don't want to." 
"Why don't you want to?" 
"Ain't got no use for the sword." 
"Why haven't you?" 
''Cause I ain't," 
"Why hav you ain't?" 
"Great sprouts of sassafras an' high water, y0ung

ster, I can't k'eep up with you. I hoed my row tor 
a wh!le, and chopped down weeds like the old boy, 
but blamed It I don't pass. Silvy," turning to his 
wife, "hav dinner on time, an' U the preacher axes 
tor me when he comes back, tell him I'm hangln' 
'round somewhar.'' 

Shortfy afterward Mr. Mulklttle came and dinner 
was announced, but the old farmer had gone so far 
away that they had to blow a horn tor him. 

When the old man arrived he gav !nstruatlons to 
his sons that while the dinner was in progress or de
struction, they should go over and sweep out the 
church. The ''meetin'-house" is a very small 
establishment or worship, With low root and pole 
rafters. While the boys were at work, one ot them 
noticed a wasp nest on a ratter, just over the rude 
table which served as a pulpit, and behind which 
many a man had stood and hurled hallelujahed de
fiance at the. a wruJ embodiment of sin. Bill, one of 
the boys, suggested a plan tor amusement, and, cau
tiously climbing up, he tied a twine string around 
the nest, passed the string under a ratter, and car
ried It across the room, PI'SBed It under a bench, and 
tied It to a nail. 

The church was crowded. Young Mulklttle, In
vited by the boys, took a seat with them. The city 
preacher arose and began his sermon. The congre
gation listened with breathless attention. 

"See that ar string?" asked Bill or young Mul
klttle, pointing to the nail. "Wall, It you pull that 
you'll catch a fish." 

" Where will the fish co1ne from?" 
"He'll come outen the pond out yander an' flop on 

thl& bench." 
"Will he bite?" 
"No; he'll lay right still an' you can take him 

home with you. Pull the string," and Bill moved 
away. Mulklttle took hold of the string and looked 
at his rather. He wanted a fish, but he had his 
doubts as to the practicability or Bill's suggestion, 
but he could see no harm In the experiment. Mr. 
Mulklttle was llftlng his voice In a kind or glorified 
shout that In town he woul<l not hav attempted. The 
boy pulled the string and the wasp nest tell. 

"Yes," exclaimed the preacher, "standing there 
In the w!lderness, John lifted up his voice and said 
-what the devil Is this 1" Zip, zip. "What's the 
ln!ernal-whoo !" and he hopped over the benches. 
An ol<l bald-headed brother, who had been deeply 
Interested, rushed forward through the panic. Zip! 
He clapped his hands on his head, squatted and 
squalled. Old Mrs. Popney set up a howl and 
"broke" tor the woods, while llflss Bigley ran away, 
jumping over the bushes l!ke a deer. 

It was not long until Mulk!ttle and his boy were 
riding rapidly toward home. The preacher's race 
looked like a cornfield pumpkin. He did not suspect 
the child. When he reached home his wife eyed 
him and asked him what was the matter. Ally came 
across the room and the preacher "ducked" his 
head and repl!ed; "Don't question me; don't look 
at me; but glv me a wet blanket.'! -.Arliamaw Traveler. 
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What Scholars Think of It. 
The San Francisco Chronicle says : "It Is by far the 

most Important effort or American scholarship In 
this field or Investigation." 

The Boston Herald says: "The refutation or It will 
be round the most difficult problem that ever was 
propounded to the clergy by a layman." Thl~ paper 
calls It "A Scholar's Challenge to the Eccl~slastlcs.'' 

The New Orleans Times says: "Judge Waite Is an 
accomplished and scholarly man, and "l\!!,~ made all 
or his arguments with force and cleaq!e~s." 

The Chicago Tribune, the Chicago Tm•n, the Mil
waukee Sentinel, the Troy ·rN. Y.) Pre.-; tile Detroit 

. Commercia! .Advertiser, the Charleston (8. U.) MercUI·y, 
and a large number or other papers hav had slm!lar 
notices. 

Single copies sent by ma!l'at $2.25, cloth. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office, 

THE 

Real Bla~phomors. 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M. 

Sho'wtng that the writers of and believers In the Bible, 
and not the deniers of Its troth, are the one a who really do 
!nJnst!ce to the character of God, If a God exists. 

IN SIX LECTURES. 
Price, Fifty Cents. 

Address •_rHE TRUTH SEEKER. 

SING, BROTHERS, SING. 
USB THB 

Liberal Hymn-Book 
In yonr meetings, to make them Uvely and Interesting. 
The LmBRAL HYMN-BOoK contains songs by the best jJOets 
adapted to well-known tnnes. It Is b!jihly commended bl 
~~~~i:_:~:,~~':{ fu~~g·bw~~ho r::.:'·e~~t,r:'£01t' 
second edition. Price, half-bonnd, 25 cents. In clotb, 
40 cenUI. Sold at thll! olllce. 

~ 1lll\IDIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A 1:-IFE. OF ~HE A:UTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

th~ Echto~.' mcludu~g vanorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
Milman, an Enghsh Churchman,'' and other scholar~. 

J vol., zo mo., 864 pp., cloth. !llustrated. Price f;z,so• 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N. y, 

The L"oarum of 
Cons tan tine. 

"By t!tis sipt t!tou 
sltalt conquer I" 

This history contains Gibbon•s theological writings, sepa .. 
rate from his historical and miscellaneous works. It shows 
tulten, wl&ere, and l&o'lU Christianity originated, w/to;were its 
founders, and wlzat was"the character 1 sentiments, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. · 

Gibbon's Vittdicatitm of the 15th and 16th chapters of his 
HiStory from the attacks of his Christian opponents, is re
printed verbatim from the original edition of his Mi'sctllanl· 
ous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield in I796. It effectually 
and forever silenced his detractors ; who, being vanquished 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infidelity. 

All that can be said hy Christians in regard to the origin of 
Christianity, is reprinted from the valuable notes ofDKAN 
MILMAN, \VENCK, GUIZOT, and other eminent Christian 
historians who have edited editions of Gibbon's works; and 
the· pious but scholarly remarks of the learned editor of 
BoHN's edition of Gibbon, are also given in full. 
Amon~ the illustrations will be found representations 

of the prmcipal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 
For ~ .. 1., nt '1';, e 'I'• utb Seeker Office. 

LOUIS MASQUERIER'S 

SOCIOLOGY; 
OR, 

The Scientific and Liberty-giving Reconstruction 
of Society, Morality, Government, and 

Property into States, Townships, 
and Farmsteads. 

ILL UBT RATED. 

Together with his Phonology, developing the Eng 
llsh language, spelled according to the sound of the 
twelve vowels and moditylng power or the twenty
two consonants, or the first time, so tar as known, in 
literature. For sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER office. 
21 Clinton Place, New York city. Price, $1: Postli.ge, 
three cent stamps. 

Also, an English School Phonetic Spelllng and Pro
nouncing Dictionary with definitions, In course ot 
publication. Price, same as above one. 

Also a new Science of llfuslc In preparation. 
Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office. 

JUST PUBLISHED I 
A. new Liberal Song Book, entitled, 

Songs of the Morning, 
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED. 

By CALEB S. WEEKS. 
IN TWO VOLUAIES. EACH VOLUME COMPLETE 

· 11'{ ITSELF. 
Vol. I. Original, Including Responses tO'Old Hymns, 

and Old Hymns in Responding Versions. 
Vol. II. Selections. 

THE FIRST VOLUJIIE--OBIGINAL BONOS-NOW BEADY. 
It Is gotten up In excellent style, on good thick 

paper, rrom large, new type. It contains an alpha
hetlcal Index or Song titles; another of first lines or 
Songs, and an Index or tunes suitable tor the Songs. 

The· au thor Is well known as a Liberal Songster. 
He was one or the chief contributors to" The Truth 
Seeker Collection." His songs havbeen highly com
mended. One of om: correspondents In 1877 called 
him "That Wonderful· American Mocking-Bird, who 
sings us the old songs with variations, and all the 
modern improvements." 

The first volume consists of 212pages, and contains 
all or the Original Songs. The Selections may be 
publ!shed as a second volume at a future time. 

Price, cloth, $1.00. 
For sale, wholesale and retail, at the 

. · TRUTH SEEKER office, 
lltr 21 Clinton Place, N. Y. 

BLISS'S 
Elctro-Magnetic 

Planchette, 
A wonderfnland myster!ons little !nstrnment that com· 
b!nes electricity and animal magnetism In assisting Spirit 
!nteillgence to commnn!cate throngh It with mortala. It 
has been In the market allttle over two years, and dnr!IU( 
that time thousands of skeptical persons, yea, downright 
Materlallsts,_!lav been convinced that this Planchette baa 
been MOVEv BY A POWER Independent of themselva 
wh!le their hands hav been placed pass!vly npon it. 

THE .ADVANTAGES CLAD1ED OVER OTHEB 
. PLANCIIE'l"rES. 

First. A paste-hoard top 1n place of o!led, stained, or 
varnished wood. 

Second. Five m!nlatnre batteries npon the top of each 
Planebette, n'{lOn wbtch the lingers reat. . 

Third. Each Planchette Ia se8:{ately miii!Iletlzed and 
aoslgned a b~~f~~=~i?i~glfen~8 Eacb. 

Sent f.?&l<-pald, !16Cnrely P&llked 1n a. uea.t box to BoQ 
~ F~1=:.r.auon receipt ot pr~oe. Fo1,'-. 
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A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM. 
Ent"f"d at the PoSt-Q11!ce at New York, N.Y., as Second-claia Matter. 

V I 1 0 N 
' j PlJBLISHED WEEKLY 

0 • • .!. 0. "16. f B:Y M. W. BENNE"l'T. New- York, Saturday, April ~1, 1883. j NO. 21 CLINTON PLA.CE { $ 
) NEA.R BBOA.DWA.Y. f 2.50 per year. 

IJlolts and Qklippings. 

THE Lord may call a man to preach, but he 
goes out lecturing on his own account. 

A SuNDAY-SCHOOL boy who, when asked by his 
teacher what made the tower of Pisa lean, re
plied: "On account of the famin in the land." 

A HORSE thief in an Arkansas prison objects 
to having a Presbyterian chaplain in the in
stitution. He says· he has been prought up a 
Methodist, and wishes to remain in the faith 
of his fathers. 

WILLIAM HA.RDWICK, of Decatur, ill., a young 
student for the ministry, has been crazed by 
excitement, engendered, it is supposed; by 
Brother Harrison's revivals. He has been 
sent to an asylum. 

A srcK person in Massachusetts tried the 
prayer cure and· died of the subsequent ex
citement and exhaustion. He must hav taken 
an overdose. One cannot be too careful with 
such powerful remedies. 

LIT:I:LE Arthur has been to church. ""How 
did you like the sermon?". asked his sister. 
"Pretty well," responded the youthful critic. 
"The beginning was very good and so was the 
end, but it had too much middle." 

"To~ MORRow's Sunday,- isn't it, mamma? 
Mayn't I play with the cards and build castles 
with-them?" · "Certainly not, my dear! J3ut 
you may play with the prayer-books, if you 
will build nothing but churches with them." 

"YEs," said the deacon, "the organist cer
tainly did play opera bouffe airs and the can
can in his voluntary-yesterday. But, dear me, 
I can't kick up a row about it without giving 
myself away by showing that I recognized the 
music." 

THE British Association for the Advance
ment of "Science will probably meet next year 
in Montreal. There is a movement to make 
it an international conference by inviting the 
American association to assemble at the same 
time and place. 

AN English bisho.p querulously remarked to 
his servant that he was dying. "Well, my 
lord," said the good fellow, "we are going to 
a better place." "John," replied the prelate, 
with an air of conviction, "there is no place 
like old England 

IT is a mean man who will pass a counter· 
feit quarter on a deacon, for it is sure to drop 
into the collection-box and make some be
nigl!ted.heatben forget that he has been con
verted when he finds it won't buy him two 
straight drinks and a cigar. 

A SERMON at a revival service at Roulsville, 
Pa., sent Jesse Wilheim to an insane asylum. 
The minister said that all members of the Re
formed and Lutheran churches were con
demned to eternal punishment. Wilheim's 
mother and sister had died in that faith. 

A ToRONTO preacher drew a great crowd_ of 
curiosity~seekE)rB to his church by advertising 
that a wonian, formerly a notorious sinner, 
but now a convert, would be exhibited. She 
turned out to be a myth, and the principal 
feature of the occasion proved to be a col
leotion. 

A DA.UGH'-'EB of Mrs. Victoria Woodhull has 
made her debut on the stage of the Savoy The
ater in London, in a matinee performance, 
She played the Princess in Gilbert's "Palace 
of Truth," and naturally failed to do much in 
so difficult a part, though she is described as 
promising. 

AN old man would not believe that he could 
hear his wife talk a distance of five miles by 
telephone. His better half was in a country 
store several miles away, where there was a 
telephone, and the skeptic was also in a place 
where there was a similar instrument, and on 
being told how to operate it, he walked bold
ly up and shouted; "Hello, Sarah!" At that 
instant lightning struck the telephone wire 
and knocked the man down; and ashe scram
bled to his feet, he excitedly cried: "That's 
Sarah, every time!" 

THE Erie Dispatch says it is a fact that a 
Mercer, Pa., minister had a dog rheumatically 
paralyzed in the hind legs, and thought he 
would try the prayer cure on it. He devoted 
an hour to the performance, at the end of 
which time the dog was walking on all fours, 
and, with one of the lately useless hind legs, 
scratching fleas on his ear. 

JusT because a Pittsburgh pastor persisted in 
reading the names of parishioners who gave 
money to keep the church going, and the 
amount of their gifts, the majority of his peo
ple got mad and asked him to resign. They 
were perfectly willing to get their preaching 
for nothing, but they didn't want the whole 
thing given away in that manner. 

IT seems that the "hand that rocks the cra
dle" in Philadelphia attends to other matters 
also; "Woman's rights!" exclaimed .a man 
from that city', when the subject was broached. 
"What more rights do they want? My wife 
bosses me; our daughters boss us both, and 
the servant girl bosses the whole family. It's 
time the men were allowed some rights." 

PATRIOTIC Irish pupils in a Boston school, 
where the succession of English sovereigns is 
taught by the repetition in concert of the well
known rhymes beginning: "First William the 
Norman, then William his son," and ending 
with, "God sent them Victoria; inay she long 
be the last," were caught dropping the adverb 
from the last line, so as to make it say, "God 
sent them Victoria; may she be the last." 

A CORRESPONDENT thinks that the , minds of 
persons who go to a theater and witness a 
tragedy on Saturday ilight are not in a condi
tion to absorb a sermon the next morning. 
Perhaps not; and yet some tragedies fill a 
man's mind with more pious thoughts, and 
make him think more seriously of his latter 
end and the wrath to come, than many of the 
sensational sermons of the day.-Norristown 
Herald. 

A BAPTIST preaches in Northern Texas made 
his congregation laugh for half an hour with
out stopping. He intended to rebuke tb,e fe
male members for extravagance in dress, and 
thinking that garbage was a more elegant 
form of the word garb, he used it a number 
of times with gr"eat effect. He said, amt>njjl' 
other things, that it was displeasing to the 
Lord for Christian women to be carried away 
with their garbage.- Texas Siftings. 

THE New England Fast Day has long been 
falling into disfavor among religious people, 
owing to the worldly way in which it has been 
celebrated. The quarrel between the minis
ters of Massachusetts and Gov. Butler has 
made the institution of the day more distaste
ful than ever before. The Baptist ministers 
of Boston and vicinity say by a large majority 
that they will hav nothing more to do with 
Fast Day, and that they think it ought to be 
abolished. 

GEORGE AuGUSTA. SALA, in his "America Re
visited," thus writes on the American Sunday: 
"On more than one occasion I hav taken the 
liberty to observe that the American Sunday, 
so far as I hav had an opportunity of observ
ing it, was socially a day of tribulation. . . . 
In the Northern and Middle states, so it seems 
to me-but I am, of course, as in all things, 
open to conviction-the rigid Puritanical or 
Mosaic observance of Sunday is prescribed by 
the laws of the state. Those laws are in the 
highest degree acceptable to a class who, by 
right and custom, are socially by far the most 
influential in the Unite!Ol States-! mean the 
ladies. Women do not frequent bars or bar
bers' shops; they are not given, in this coun
try at least, to driving fast horses; they do not 
smoke cigars, and they are extremely fond of 
going to church, of wearing their finest cloth
ing thereat, and of listening to emotional 
music, or comic, or sometimes both. The 
sermons of the most popular of the New York 
clergymen are literally as good as a play; and 
plenty of stirring music and pulpit oratory 
appealing either to the risible or the lachry
mose faculties, there is surely no reason, so 
far as feminin New York is concerned, why 
the theaters should be opened on Sundays." 

Jltws of! tht fllttk. AN English newspaper of authority on all 
matters connected with scientific subjects 
says: '.'Electric lighting is at present under a 
cloud. The shares hav run down to a very 
low figure in the market. Paid-up shares in _ E. H. HEYWOOD has been acquitted. 

DALiu~.s, Texas, has a negro mayor elect. 

THE excursion season will open May 30th. 

T~E principal theater ~f Lima, Peru, was 
burnt on the 14th. 

Edison, Brush, or Pilsen stock going at half 
a crown each is a sign of the indisposition of 
the public to buy them. There is no demand 
for electric light shares at the present time. 
Whatever their actual or possible value, peo-
ple will not buy them; neither will they sub- EARTHQUAKES are of daily occurrence on the 
scribe money to float a new company. Six Isthmus of Panama. 
months ago the very name of electricity waa a -BB.rnLA.UGH has been acquitted of the charge 
word to conjure with. of blasphemy in the Freethinker case. 

A MEMOBIA:L to Mr. Gladstone is being signed 
by a number of the clergy of the church of 
England protesting against the Affirmation: 
bill, on the ground that "the ·deliberate re
moval of the name of the supreme being from 
the form of affirmation proposed in this bill, 
for the purpose of admitting as a member of 
the legislature, by its retrospectiv action, an 
open and avowed Atheist, who has admitted 
that he has no. religious scruples, is dishonor
ing to almighty God and contrary to the spirit 
of our laws and constitution." Among those 
who hav attached their names to this petition 
are the bishops of Newcastle and Dover and 
the bishop-designate of Truro, the deans of 
Manchester and Canterbury, Archdeacon 
Denison and Canon Fleming, Professor Stubbs 
and Dr. Kennedy, .Canon Gregory and Pre
bendary Cadman. 

A CURIOSITY of literature in New York exists
in the form of a Chinese newspaper called 
the Ohi~ese-American. Mr. Wong Ching Foo, 
a political refugee, who left China to avoid 
the inconvenience of having his head cut off, 
is the editor and business manager. He is 
said to speak the English language with as 
much purity and elegance ·as an American. 
As there are some 18,000 characters in the 
Chinese alphabet, type for printing it is out 
of the question, and the news is copied by a 
scribe and lithographed by being transferred 
to a stone. The columns are horizontal and 
read from right to left. The Mandarin lan
guage is employed, which is the official tongue 
of China. The paper is made up of dome&tic 
and foreign news, the latter being especially 
from the Flowery Kingdom. Romance also 
_enters som!)what into its composition, and it 
has a good advertising patronage. It is print
ed on yellow paper, and circulates in both the 
old and new worlds. 

PBE!i:BYTEBIA.NISM on Long Island does not 
seem to be enjoying a high degree of pros
perity. In the Presbytery of Nassau the 
church at Babylon is unhappy over the alleged 
worldliness of some of the trustees· and the 
inability of the pastor to get along with them. 
The church at Woodhaven refuses to render 
any report to the Presbytery, because it says 
that the Presbytery takes no interest in its 
affairs. A leading member of the Presbytery 
says that the two principal members of the 
church are such men as he would hold no fel
lowship with. The church at Whitestone has 
for three years been supplied by a minister 
who preaches without pay. He says that a 
former pastor ruined this church. He non
Biders Infidelity to be the great trouble with 
the Whitestone people. The church at Chris
tian Hook needs $400, and one or two of the 
other poor churches need from $200 to $250 
each. The pastor of the Smithtown church 
died some time ago, and the Smithtown pulpit 
is still vacant. In the Presbytery of Brooklyn 
the Committee on Church Extension reports 
that this Presbytery is behind almost all other 
religious bodies in establishing new church en
terprises to keep pace with the growth of the 
city. The aggregate .indebtedness of the 
churches of this Presbytery is stated by this 
committee at more than $200,000. Besides 
this the Presbytery owes a debt which has for 
some time been carrying, and which it has no 
means of paying except by taking subscrip
tions from wealthy brethren who feel disposed 
to pay. The opinion was expressed at last 
week's meeting of the Presbytery that these 
debts are a formidable obstacle in the way of 
church extension. 

THE Atlantic House, Albia, Iowa, was de
stroyed by fire on the 15th. Three lives were 
lost. 

THE Greenback committee h~s met in Al
bany and resolved to do something in the fall 
campaign. 
· THE President is still picnicking in Florida. 

He is said to be able to catch more fi11h than 
he can eat. 

FRANCis S. STREET, one of the proprietors of 
the New York Weelcly, died on the 15th. He 
w!l.B worth $1,200,000. 

SITTING BuLL, recently turned farmer, is 
now reported to be on th·e point of joining 
the church. Giv him a harp ! 

MAyoR DEBEVOIBE, ·of. Long Island City, 
N.Y., is in jail, convicted of emb"lzzlingpublic 
money to the nmount of $108,000. 

Gov. BuTLER's investigation of Massachu
setts almshouses is revealing the worst sort 
of management in those institutions. 

REPOB'-' says that two thousand persons hav 
been arrested in Moscow on suspicion of 
being engaged in plotting against the life of 
the czar. 
. CABS are to be,drawn by traction across the 
big East River bridge. The rope is of wire, 
11,700 feet long, and one and one-half inches 
iu diameter. 

Six hundred and fifty Irish emigrants were 
landed in Boston from one steamer the first 
of this week. Many of them were evicted 
farmers from Galway. 

THE imperial knee of her majesty, the queen 
of England, is declared by the physicians to 
be improving. Victoria has surrounded her
self with a body guard of detectivs. 

A cAR containing a party of eighteen per
sons on their way to church in Pottsville, Pa., 
Sunday, collided with another car with fatal 
result. One man was killed, and numerous 
bones were broken. 

A TORNillo cutting a swath three miles wide 
passed through White Oaks Station, Ark., on 
the 13th, followed by a hailstorm, and de
stroying houses and forests. A storm of like 
severity was never known in that vicinity be
fore. 

THE building occupied by the Remington 
Arms Company, Bradstreet's Mercantile 
Agency, the Remington Sewing Machine 
Company, and other business-es, on Broad
way, this city, was burnt on Sunday last. The 
loss is over $100,000. 

THE largest meteor ever known is said to 
hav fallen in Fort Worth, Texas, on the 15th, 
destroying a dwelling-house and killing sev
eral head of cattle. The meteor embedded 
itself one hundred feet in the earth, and tow
ers seventy feet above the surface, covering 
about an acre of ground. · 

PETER TYNAN, the man implicated in the 
Phenix Park murders, and identified as 
"Number One," is believed to be in Mexico. 
His mother acknowledges that he is the su-· 
perior officer of the Irish "Invincibles." Joe 
Brady, a member of the same organization, is 
sentenced to be hanged in May. 

FRAUDS in the New York city finance de
partment hav been recently brought to light, 
involving many thousands of dollars stolen 
from the city by coupons being-cashed- the 
second time. A man who died six months 
ago is charged with the theft. It is tho~ght 
that other clerks are implicated, and the mat
ter is in the hands of detectivs, 
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flommnnications. · 

The Hive of Nations and of the Great Relig
ious Ideas. 

A vast region of Asia, west and north of China, six 
hundred miles wide in_ some parts, wider at others, 
and in length about three thousand, trending around 
the borders of the Celestial Empire proper in a semi
circle, was by the ancients called the Hive of Nations. 
A more thorough acquaintance with its history leads 
us to believe it is the original home of all the great 
religions. It is a wondrous land of vast boundless 
prairies, lofty plateaus, mighty rivers, great lakes, 
mountains that are ever white with snow, and awful 
deserts. Fmm immemorial time it has been occu]Jied 
by the same people as those that are there to-day. 
Herodotus describes them; pictures of them are 
found on the oldest monuments of Egypt. Occasion
ally, because of some convulsion among them, several 
tribes would be driven forth to precipitate themselvs 
upon the nations to the west or south. Many a 1:aid 
like Attila's, doubtless, prehistoric times hav wit
nessed. Living in tents, encompassed by flocks and 
herds of catttle, camels, and horses and sheep, fol
lowing the sun, these people may hav been leading 
the same lifJ) for countless ages that they do to-day. 
It is the life of nature, and its artless children find 
nothing to render them restless and impatient of ex
istence. Hue, in his Travels through Tbibet and 
Tartary, with his glowing pen brings the whole life of 
these countless nomads visibly before our eyes . 

. Having journeyed for days amid absolute solitude 
over dreary wastes precisely like our Nebraska 
plains before they were settled, you may suddenly 
come upon a break in the scenic monotony, where 
gentle swells, bordering some rushing. river, are sur
rounded for leagues by richest pasture valleys. 
Here, perhaps, has temporarily encamped some no
mad tribe, whose tents occupy the most eligible sites 
far as the eye can. search. Here are all the din and 
uproar of that peculiar life, the lowing of kine, the 
neighing of hors~s, the bleating of sheep and barking 
of dogs. Here the women are busy about the affairs 
of the dairy, while the little children are running 
about gathering up argols for fuel and piling them 
against the tents. Around, but far off, are the men 
tending their herds, driving hither or thither, gath
ering or separating, as the case may be. Among 
these simple, honest, artless people the stranger is 
always welcomed and kindly entertained. No sooner 
is your tent placed than you are visited by one or 
more of the chief men. " May heaven be propitious 
to you! May all your paths be joyful! Can we as
sist you in any way? We pray you to do our poor 
tent the honor of a visit," etc., etc. All this is clone 
sincerely, and not with the empty politeness of Chi
nese and European manners. Suddenly, as by en
chantment, when the time arrives, all this busy 
scene is changed-tents are struck, and men and 
herds hav disappeared, leaving the vast region to 
its wonted solitude. Better pastures elsewhere hav 
allured, or changing seasons hav driven them onward 
with the annual course of the great master of life, 
the sun. The people thus occupying these immense 
regions are about forty millions in number. Few 
towns are' found to blot this fair life of nature. "Oc
casionally the traveler is amazed on coming to some 
splendid temple of Buddha, whose immense propor
tions, solid construction, and costly decorations out
rival anything our greatest potentates of Europe can 
erect." These are surrounded by lamaseries-just 
as in Roman Catholic lands cathedrals are encom
passed by monasteries and nunneries. Lama means 
priest. About one-third of all the men of Mongol
Tartary are lamas. The lamas do not necessarily 
reside in lamaseries, but remain at home with 
their families. 

Homer speaks of these people as being the most 
just of all the people on earth. They are to-day 
as they were then, three thousand years ago. From 
immemorial time these people hav had a religion 
whose gist is this: "There is one God only. God, 
to enlighten and direct man, sends his spirit into 
some persons of peculiar holiness occasionally at va
rious times and places. All mankind are brothers, 
and God has not chosen any one people to be 
special favorits." Therefore if yc:m tell them of your 
Jesus they will acquiesce, thank you for the infor
mation, and in return tell you about their Dale Lama, 
or Guison· Tamba, and the Buddha Sakia Mouni. 
If you should tell them that your Jesus was the 
only person of the kind, politeness would keep 
them silent, b~l~ among themselvs they would pity 
you for conce1vmg of the creator of the universe 
the, to them, monstrous notion that he waited until 
eighteen hundred years ago to thus incarnate his 
spirit, and then limited the revelation to a small, 
obscm·e people on a little corner of earth, not even 
informing the noble Mongolian race, let alone the 
abominable Kit tats (Chinese) and Hincloos who 
swariP. like _yermin all over the low, marshy, un
wholesome regions near the seas. What 'I Neglect 
the finest race of the best and loftiest region of the 
world to reveal himself in that way to a purty race of 

slaves around the Dead Sea, that rotten pond 1,300 the queen of Mourgravin leading a great procession 
feet below the level of the sea! 0 clear strangers! thousands of miles, he breaks .out: "Our minds were 
you are in a deplorable error. It must hav been deeply excited on beholding these people making 
some god or devil of their own that did so-not the theirlong pilgrimage through the desert. -No clan~ 
father of all the children of men. · gers, no distances, no expens!), no privations and ex~ 

The religion of this people is pure Buddhism (god posures, deter the Mongols from these pilgrimages." 
or lord worship), not the monstrous form it has as- . "The Mongols are indeed an essentially religious 
sumed in inferior regions among inferior people. people. With them the future life is everything, the 
vVho has not noticed how every religion parta:4:es of things of this world nothing. They liv in .this world 
the spirit of the age or people where it is found? as though not of it; they cultivate no lands, build no 
Thus Christianity among the Romans was paganism; homes; they regard themselvs as foreigners traveling 
among the semi-barbarians of the Middle Ages in through life, and this feeling, deep and universal, de
Europe was a war declaring bloody, torturing' doc- velops itself in the practical form of incessant relig· 
trin; not content with tormenting the body to death ious pilgrimages. Wherever faith . remains-faith 
on earth would damn its soul to hell in everlasting earnest, simple, unquestioning, these pilgTimages are 
flames; among the enlightened people of our eight- in vigor." 
eenth century free democracy, it was a woman-whip- One might well ask, then, Why attempt to convert 
ping, cradle-robbing slaveholder, upholding the eli- these people? Life to the believer in the immortal 
vine institution from all its orthodox pulpits; among hereafter is indeed but a pilgrimage-a brief journey 
the Abyssinians of Africa, where it has flourished as from a cradle to a grave, illusory in the morning of 
the universal religion for fourteen hundred years, it its little day, sad and unsatisfying at its noontide, 
is little better than a base, cruel fetichism. Civiliza- and toward its eve weary, woful, wan, and desperate, 
tion is the cause of Christianity as we find it to-day but for the gleams of hope that streak up from skies 
in its very highest caste among the Unitarians of beyond this vale of tears. vVhy, then, convert these 
North America and England and the noble r~formers true children of nature to our civilization and its re
o£ the rostrum, the outspeaking, freetl:Iinking truth ligion, with their pomp, strife, fever, and heaping up 
seekers, the Ingersolls, the Wakemans, and others. of beds of dross only to die upon them? Much bet
Civilization has its evils, its drawbacks, its ruts and ter as they are, if there be a hereafter, and oh, how 
its blots, and we see its effects in the Christianity of in:finitlybetter-best of all-if there be none! "For 
blackmailers, spies, informers, Comstocks, Pharisees, if of the hope of the life beyond we are deceived, then 
and hypocrits, who, for salary and hire, hound honest, are we of all men most miserable." 
truth-speaking men and women to prison and death. These Jesuit priests, firm in the faith, enduring all 

But back to Mongolia ! The great Bucldh or Lord imaginable hardships, facing privations, and frowning 
has likewise his representativs here on ·earth. There upon death to spread that faith, coming into these 
is the grand lama of Thibet, who answers to our lands to convert heathen, as they call them, full of 
pope of Rome. His most celestial majesty, the em- bitter scorn and mockery at all other religions, adlnit 
peror of China is, par excellence, defender of the without exception the superior virtue of these people, 
faith, just as is the king of Spain, his most Christian and, what is most wonderful of all, the superior spir
majesty. Then there is the Tsong Kaba, the Guison., itual powers of their priesthood. They declare, but 
Tamba, etc., who may be compared with the patri- not in such terms, that all the signs that follow be
arch of Constantinople, the primate of Great Britain, lievers are to be found among them. J acolliot, meet-. 
etc., etc. One thing may truly be said of all these, ing in Thibet and Hindostan with certain priests who 
that, Jacking the seed of that infernal intolerancy professed to be able to do signs and wonders, he him
among ourselvs which we inl1erit from that narrow, self being utterly incredulous-au explainer away of 
conceited race, the Jews, who had and hav the sub- all such.mysteries-after most careful testings where 
lime impudence to conceive that God Almighty is and when collusion was impossible, became aon
there especial president, king, and father-lacking vincecl, (!,nd lost faith in all religions. 
this, all these various sects of Buddhism are harmo~ Hue and Gabet, entering Mongolia with ·all their. 
nious and friendly. prejudices sharpened, both learned, shrewd men, fa-

Says the learned Abbe Hue (vol. i, ch. v, Thibet miliar with every phase of human life, say that as 
and Tartary): "We talked long with a learned lama they approached a certain region they heard inuch of 
of Thibet, and what he told us astonished us much. the wonderful spiritual powers of certain priests called 
He was not surprised at what we told him of Chris- Bokte lamas. Diabolical rites were performed by 
tianity. He said our views differed little from those them, 'twas said. Of course, these Catholic priests 
of the grand lama of Thibet. Said he: 'You must sneered at this. 
not confound religious truth with the superstition of Thousands go to see the performances done in open 
the vulgar. The Tartars, pure, simple folk, prostrate day on a high, raised platform, the operator sur
themselvs before anything they see. With them ev- rounded by spectators. "A lama kills himself, yet 
erything is boran (holy)-lamas, prayer books, tern- dies not. He cuts himself open, takes out his en
pies, lamaseries, stones, bones, etc. 'Tis all the trails, places them before him, then replacing them 
same, clown they go on their knees, crying, Boran, returns to his former condition." His utterances 
Boran.' during the performance are listened to with close at-

"' But,' said I, 'the lamas themselvs call innum- tention. They are prophecies and the occasion is 
erable things boran.' . deemed extraordinary. Suffice it to say that our two 

"'Let me explain,' said our friend, smilingly; Jesuits, despite their contempt and utter incredulity, 
'there is one sole God of the universe, creator of all, 'became convinced that these performances are really 
alike without beginning or end. In India he is genufn. But what do they conclude? They say: 
called Buddha, in Thibet he is Samti Mitchiba (all- "We are persuaded the devil has a great deal to do 
powerful, eternal); in China he is Fo; in Tartary, with the matter, and in this view we are upheld by 
Borhan.' the most intelligent Buddhist priests. . Very few can 

"'You say that Buddha is sole. In that case,' do these rites-only a very low order of priests. The 
said I, 'who are Tale Lama of Lahsa, the Bauclchau regular lamas avow their horror of the devilish spec
of Diachi Lumboo, the Tsong, the Kalclan, the Hob- tacle." 
ligan, Chaberon, Guison ·Tamba, etc., of other coun- While on this subject of wonders let me refer to a 
tries?' standing one that cannot be disputed by those who 

"'They are all equally Buddha.' are familiar with weighing testimony. Talk of the 
" 'Is Buddha visible then ?'' I asked. seven wonders of the world ! This surpasses them 
"'No, he is without body-a spirit.' all. In the country of Amdoo, south of Kokouer, 
"'So,' said I, 'Buddha is sole and a spirit. Yet there is an aged tree. Near to where it stands was 

there are innumerable Buddhas-the grand lamas born in the year 1357 one of these numerous incarlia• 
are seen-hav bodies. How is this?'" tions of Jehovah, who was named Tsong Kaba, born 

· Had the Thibetan lama been versed in contra- with a long white beard, a majestic countenance, cap
versy he could hav replied: "Anc! you too-you say able of speaking clearly and precisely as soon as he 
God is one and invisible, yet you hav Jesus Christ, saw the light. One day his mother shaved his head 
Holy Ghost, devil, angel Gabriel, pope, innumerable and threw the hair outside the tent. Forthwith 
saints. Your Jesus Lord was in a body, and got sprang up a tree which dispersed an exquisit fra
killed. Your Jehovah ate mutton with Abraham, grance, growing rapidly. As it grew on it was ob
who called him and two others, 'My Lord.' How is served that each leaf bore on it a letter in the sacred 
this?" But he was not versed in Christian-like dis- language of Thibet-a language whose alphabet is 
putation, so the poor man could onlyTeply, as often far more varied and complex than our own. This 
our good priests do when confounded, "It is a huge Tsong Kaba introduced variqus reforms among the 
mystery; .I tell you it is the cloctrin of the West, but Buddhists of Thibet and Mongolia, and has, millions 
it is of unfathomable profundity-it cannot be of adherents to:-day. The Tree of Ten Thousand 
sounded to the bottom." Such profundity is like that Images, as it is called, is carefully guarded. The 
of some one of whom Talleyrancl spoke when told, emperor of China caused a vast dome of solid silver to 
" Mr. So-and-So is a very profound man." be erected over it. As our two priests came toward 

'" Ha.! profound indeed! A perfect vacuum.''' the Amdoo region they heard more and lliol'e of the 
Then does the good Abblil Hue moralize and won- tree. Deeming- it some fraud of the priests they paid 

der at the great resemblance between Buddhism and little regard to hearsay. I quote their words: "It 
Christianity. As to the honesty, gentleness, simplic- will be expected that we say something of this tree. 
ity, kindness, and hospitality of the millions who Does it really exist? Hav we seen it ? What about 
profess Buddhism in lVIongol-Tartary, he relates fact it? etc. Yes, the tree does exist. At the foot of 
after fact, each one more convincing than tons of a mountain on which the lamasery stands is a great 
declamation. He says they are the most religious square inclosed by brick walls. On entering we were 
people on earth. Religious pilgrimages ate com- able to examin at leisure. Our eyes were first fixed 
man-nothing more so. On one occasion, meeting earnestly on its leavet, some branches extending ou~ 
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over the walls. And we were filled with absolute 
consternation and astonishment at :finding that there 
were on each of the kaves well-formed Thibetian 
characters, all of green color, some darker, some 
lighter. t?an the leaf itself. Our fir:st impression was 
a snsp1mon of fraud, but after minute examination of 
every detail we could not discover the least decep
tion. The letters all seem to be portions of the leaf 
itself, equally with its veins and nerves. The posi
tion was not the same in every leaf. . On one leaf 
they would be at the top, on another at the side or 
bottom, or in the middle. The younger leaves had 
them in a state partly formed. The bark of the trunk 
and branches, resembling the plane-tree are also 
covered with these letters. ·when yon re~ove a bit 
of bark you will see the .letters in indistinct outlines 
as though in a germinating state, and often different 
from the letters they replace. We examined with 
closest attention to :find traces of trickery, but could 
:finduothing of the sort, and the perspiration abso
lutely trickled down our faces under the influence of 
our sensations at the amazing spectacle. More pro
found intellects than ours may explain this; we giv it 
up. Our readers may smile possibly at our igno
rance. We care not so that our sincerity and truth 
be not suspected. The tree seems to· be of a great 
age. Its trunk is not over eight feet high. Three 
meJ:l can scarcely embrace it. Its branches spread 
out like a plume of feathers, and are very bushy. The 
leaves are evergreen. Its wood is reddish in color, 
and has an exquisit odor. In summer it produces 
large, red flowers of a most beautiful appearance. 
They say that no other tree of the kind is in the world. 
All attempts to propagate it by cuttings, seeds, etc., 
hav failed. Explain this who may." , 
_ Befoi·e leaving this branch of_ the subject let me 

recall the attention of readers to what Marco Polo 
said. He lived' in China during the thirteenth cen
tury~ traveling and observing closely. He was a man 
of lofty character and brilliant intellect. At that time 
Kublai Kahn was emperor-the inheritor of the 
genius, generosity, and other lofty characteristics of 
his illustrious grandfather, Ghengis Kahn, who cre
ated and governed the most extensiv empire of his
toric ages. Kublai, like his great ancest.or, was sim
ply a Unitarian, and kindly tolerant of all religions. 
The Christians had a stronghold in China during his 
time. The great city of Cambalac, now Peking, was 
his capital. Now while Marco was there the Chris
tian missionaries earnestly besought the. emperor to 
adopt Christianity. He replied to them in terms as 
follows: "Why adopt yours_ above all the ·other re
ligions in my kingdom ? In principle they are nearly 
all 'the same. _ The religion of the people is not to .be 
disturbed on light grounds. Moreover the priests of 
the Buddhist (or common) religion hav more power 
than yours. ·You yourselvs admit it. You cannot 
do what they do. You yourselvs hav seen how that 
on occasions at our banquets we are waited upon by 
invisible agents-unseen hands hav conveyed to us 
cups and dishes, with other actions performed by 
invisible powers. When· your priests can perform 
these things through such agencies, come to me and 
I will adopt your religion." This great man, remark
able for his keen, practical intelligence, expressed 
himself as really afraid to offend the priests on ac
count of their manifest powers of sorcery. We of the 
present time and place can no longer laugh at 
heathen ignorance, for here and now like wonders 
are certified to by thousands, among whom are some 
most eminent in all the walks of life, scientists, law
yers, business men, and jugglers included. Those of 
us who know they are deluded can congratulate our
selvs over our own intellectual superiority in being 
able to maintain a negativ, in a matter of which ex~ 
perimentally we are ignorant, against their affirma
tion upon crucialtests. 

Strangest of all is this: The priests of that very re
ligion whose Buddha or Lord said, " These signs 
shall follow them that beiieve," on witnessing these 
signs cry out, " These are signs of the devil!" 

This vast region, peopled by about forty millions 
of these Mongolian tribes~this hive of nations arid 
religious sects occupied to-day, as it doubtless has 
been for tens of thousand of years, has few towns and 
'lery few large cities. Around some great temple 
gather some lamaseries, enough at some points to 
1!-CCommodate twenty or thirty thousand Buddhist 
monks, or lamas. These vast and sumptuous mon
uments so often met with in the deserts are due to 
the nee, spontaneous zeal of the Mongols. So sim
ple, economical in their dress and manners, these 
people are generous, even astonishingly prodigal in 
all that pertains to worship. vVhen a temple is to be 
built the properly authorized priests come around to 
every tent throughout the regions of Tartary. They 
are received with joyful exclamations-no one but 
givs something; the rich their ingots of gold and 
silver; others offer oxen, camels, horses; the poorest 
giv as able, butter, ropes of camel hair. Thus im
mense sums are soon collected. There in the desert 
apparently so poor you see rising up as by enchant
ment edifices where grandeur and richness would 
defy the richest potentates. Thus in Europe during 
the middle· ages were erected these structures whose 
stupendous beauty is an abiding reproach to our 

modern selfishness. The lamaseries yon see in this of the maritime and lowlands received them, from 
r~gion are all of brick or stone-the temples are built where did the comparativly new races of Greece, 
With elegance and great solidity. \Vben time for Syria, and Asia Minor get those ideas of incarnation, 
worship comes a lama proceeds to the great gate of virgin-born sons, and the like? As to the Jews, 
the temple and blows a sea-conch that is heard a although they are an ancient people, or rather sect, 
league round. Enters the grand lama. · When he is as compared with the populations of Europe, yet 
seated on the altar all the other lamas lay aside their every one who is at all posted knows that they are 
red boots and pa,ss around prostrating themselvs be- new as compared with the people we are speaking of. 
fore him (as the 1·epresentativ of God). Then they The Hebrew language is to the Sanskrit a thing of 
all sit cross-legged around. Then the master of cer- yesterday. Pythagoras, Apollonins of Tyana, and 
emonies begins by tinkling a little bell; each lama others, undoubtedly' received their ideas from the 
murmurs in a low tone a preliminary pr~yer whilst East. Apollonius returned from India learned in 
he unrolls on his knees the prayers directed by the the doctrins of Buddhism. He was born in the very 
rubric. After a profound silence the bell is again year of Christ's true birth, which was four years 
tinkled, and then begins a psalm in double chorus,- prior to the year 1 A.D. That is, if we accept Matthew's 
grave and melodious. The prayers are generally in statement, "Now in the days of Herod the King." 
verse in metrical, well-cadenced style, and are marvel- For Herod died almost immediately after, and Joseph 
ously adapted for harmony. At certain pauses the while in Egypt heard th_at "the young man, Archelaus, 
musicians execute a piece of music little according reigned in his stead." Josephus says, speaking of an 
with the tremendous gravity of the psalmody, being event just before Herod's death, "That very night the 
a confused noise of bells, trumpets, cymbals, tam- moon was eclipsed." Astronomical calculations show 
bom·ines, pipes, etc. tbnt the eclipse was visible there on a night of 1VIarch 

The interiorsof these vast temples are usually :filled four years before Christ. 
with ornaments, statues, pictures representing the Archelaus reigned ten years, and was banished when 
life of Buddha and the' transformations of holy men; Cyrenius was made governor. But Luke says Christ 
vases of copper shining like gold are placed to receive· was born when his parents went up to be taxed, whicl! 
gifts, censers in which are ever burning aromatic tax was :first made when Cyrenius was governor; 
plants, rich stuffs ornamented with gold embroideries so there are over ten years difference between the 
for canopies over statues. There are many very two dates (see Josephus, Matthew, and Luke). 
great temples and lamaseries all through Tartary and Apollonius's doctrins were Buddhistic. Now, as 
Mongolia. The most celebrated is the Grand Kouren Josephus says, there were ten thousand confusions, 
{inclosure) in the land of the Kalkas. The lamasery false Christs, and uprisings in Jerusalem and vicinity 
stands on the slope of a mountain on the north bank about this time. No doubt among them appeared 
of the river. Toula. The ·various temples inhabited one Jesus Christ among others who led the crowd, 
by the Guison Tamba and other grand lamas are just as Joe Smith has done in our day, and possibly 
distinguished from the other structures by their ele- died as a malefactor. He did some mesmeric or 
vation a11d· bright, gilded roofs. Thirty thousand spiritualistic wonders, and really believed in himself. 
lamas dwell in the lamasery or in the smaller struc- Amid the darkness and confusion of the next cen
tures around it. The vast plain adjoining is always tury the doctrins and churches of Apollonius be
covered by tents of pilgrims who resort thither from came welded to this little sect of followers of J esns 
all parts to worship Buddha. Here you may :find the Christ. In that age the tendency was to a belief in" 
Ta Dzi, or :fish-skins, encamped by the Torgots from some kind of religion, and sects easily united. To
the top of Bokte Oula, or sacred mounts; here are the day the tendency is to disbelief, and sects divide. 
Thibetans and the Pebouin of the Himalayas with Essenism also at that time naturally combined with 
with their long-haired oxen mingling with 'the Mau- such a sect. Essenism has been aptly defined as 
tchens from the far-off banks of the mighty Amoor. "Christianity before Christ and without Christ " by 
There is an incessant movement of tents set up and such a keen, logical Christian warrior as De Quincy, 
taken down, and of pilgrims coming and going with who was so enraged at the possibility of the fact that 
horses, camels, oxen, mules, wagons, and on foot. be declared its proof would totally overthrow Chris~ 
Viewed from a distance, th.e wliite cells of the lamas tianity, and calls the author of the statement, Josephus, 
built in horizontal lines one above another on the "Old J o, that liar and scoundrel." He little sus
sides of the mount .seem steps of a grand altar, pected that Philo Judens had devoted much of a val
of which the tabernacle is the temple of the nme to a full account of these very Essenes who re
Gnison Tamba. There _in the depths of that sided in large numbers near him before Christ's era. 
sanctuary all resplendent with bright colors, "bar- Perhaps the most celebrated of those men who are 
baric pearl and gold," sits the lama king. The holy deemed incarnations of the divine spirit (at least 
receives the homage of the faithful ever prostrate prior to our era) was Arddhi Chiddi, who was born 
before him in succession. There is not a Kalka 960 before Christ. The J esnit missionaries to Thibet 
Tartar who does not glory in the title of the Holy and India generally admit that to be the true date. 
One's Disciple. \Vhenever yon meet a man in the "He was born of a virgin named Maya, who con
district of the Great Ke:uren and ask him who he is, ceived by divine influence." This conception and 
the proud reply comes, "I am a disciple of the Holy birth, instead of depending on the tradition of an 
One." ;Like the priests from France we cannot but uxorious old man's dream, was positivly witnessed by 
be struck by the great resemblance between the Bud- a multitude of chosen ones. · It had been foretold by 
dhism of Thibet, Mongolia, and Tartary and Roman prophecies long before; the exact time :fixed, the -
Catholicism. The beads, the ceremonies, pictures, maternal body became crystallized. This divine 
statues, chanting psalms, and lamaseries with shaven- personage assumed the name Gautama, left his high 
headed priests, with numerous other characteristics, station, chose disciples and wild retreats, was tempted 
are the same or very like. by devils, addressed multitudes by the seashore, an-

So far back as we can investigate into the religions nouncing the same doctrins as did Jesus Christ long 
of India we :find that at a time whose antiquity car- after, was questioned by cunning men sent to ensnare 
ries us beyond all tradition in that land of old _tradi- him, associated with the humble and lowly, was re
tions Brahmanism had already grown out of the old buked for encouraging a poor abandoned woman. 
myths of ages before. Thousands of years before the He had :five special disciples; he fasted long. Once 
year one of our era, there were dim prophecies among when his disciples adored him "immediately there 
the Hindoos of a savior of men to come from heaven, shone a glory round about him." He rode around 
just as later a like idea arose among the Jews. He Benares, made a solemn entry into that city, ascended 
came as an incarnate son of deity, and played his the holy throne, where he took the name Sakia 
part in prehistoric ages. He was to come again. On Mouni-the penitent of Sakia. Thence he sent forth 
his leave-taking he always promised a comforter of his disciples on apostolic missions. It is all told in a 
some kind. great ancient book How wonderfully history repeats 

Of several such incarnations that of Christna, itself! One would think that the honest missionaries 
1200 B.c., is perhaps the most interesting. His utter- from whose account the foregoing is taken were 
ances are in the Bhagavad Gita, and his doctrins mocking their own religion. But having read it, we 
therein found will compare favorably with those of easily understand why we are told in the gospels so 
the New Testament. Many of the ideas of it may many things in an abrupt, disconnected way. Thus 
be found running through the Christian story. Of the story of the temptation, the fasting, the trans
the date of Christna's birth and of the Thfahabarata, figuration, the scene with the lost woman, the puz
from which the· Bhagavad is an extract, says Sir vVm. zling questions of the lawyers, etc., are all part of the 
Jones, "there can be no doubt. We are as sure of it same old story that had been floating for centuries 
as we are that Julius Calsar preceded Constantine the disconnectedly and gathered up and applied to Jesus. 
Great." It is with as much positivness as this that The Lazarus story is perhaps taken from an inci
Sir Wm. Jones, eminent for his great oriental learn- dent strongly authenticate¢~- in the life of Apollonius, 
ing .otts much as for his Christian piety, speaks on this who had the good fortune to convince emperors and 
subject. Such being the case, and no person of in- kings and the shrewdest messengers sent to detect 
telligence can doubt it after a little examination, his frauds, and to hav temples built to him in his 
whence came these ideas? Whether it is more lifetime. This Gautama, of whom we hav been speak
probable that they were disseminated among the ing, when he left the worlcl told his disciples that 
Hindoos, Japanese, Chinese, and others, from these another would come after him, a greater Buddha, 
lofty table-lands, where from times prehistoric and and ordered the faithful to retire to the summits of 
antedating the oldest traditions man has led the Thibet. His Buddhism is a protest against the 
same life he leads to-day, no serious interruption strait-laced Brahmanism-Hindoo-Protestantism, in 
from war being possible; or did they originate fact-just as Christianity was a protest against 
among the people of the lower lands, where inces- old Mosaic Jewry. \V e can see the da wnings of this 
sant changes and revolutions hav taken place ? But protest in Isaiah and Jeremiah. Indeed, we can 
passing from the consideration from whence orientals hardly believe our eyes when we read in Jeremiah 
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where the Lord says that when he brought the Jews 
out of Egypt he never asked for burn~ o~:e1:ings and 
sacrifices. "Love the Lord-obey him, 1s all he 
asked. 

Buddhism, driven from India, retired to Thibet, 
where its ideas originated, and where traditions of 
prior incarnations and prophe?ies of f_utT~re ones 
made it welcome. Being apostohc and act1v, rt spread 
thence over all Asia. Thence also hav spread the 
peculiar doctrins of other sects that hav origin_ated 
there through other incarnations and transform~ti?ns. 
Speaking of Buddhism, even our Protestant mrsswn
aries hav agreed that," it is, the ?est and J?U:est re
ligion ever devised by man, then· own rehgwn ~nd 
its dogma of incarnations, Holy Ghost, and th~ like, 
being of God. HoLT. 

Oregon, Mo. 

The Colloquium Again. 
To THE Em~oR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In your 

last issue you hav a very spirited and pleasant article 
from the pen of Samuel P. Putnam, giving to the 
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER some account of the 
ColloquiU111. As this will be, pro?ably, the £:st im

·pression which most of t?em wrll ?av recerv~d of 
that institution I am anxrous that rt should, m all 
senses, be corr~ct. I thank Mr. Putnam very heartily 
for the kind words he has to say of me. I can only 
express alii!o my gratification and surprise at the. d~ep 
insight he manifests into, and the hrgh appreCiation 
he has for, the philosophy of integralism and recon
ciliation which I am laboring to promulgate. On 
the theoretical side, he has left nothing to desim in 
respect to the accuraCJ: of. his statement: . I am_ i:r;t
deed stmck with admrratwn at the fehcrty of hrs 
leading expressions. But when he comes to the con
crete facts and applications of the theory, in referring 
to the purposes of the ColloquiU111 and its personal 
constituency, he shows that he is not yet quite an 
expert in handling the implements of this new armory 
of truth. 

Mr. Putnam says the object of the Colloquium is 
"to persuade the advanced clergy to adopt th~ scien
tific interpretation of the world, and to brmg the 
church into accord with it." This statement involves 
two errors. It is not dil·ectly or mainly the object of 
the Colloquium to persuade a_nyb~dy, but to conyince 
and to induce by the force of an mexorable logrc, or 
by the discovery and demonstration of new truth, so 
far as that may appear; and to come: and cultivate 
a spirit of mutual respect, co-operation, and sym
pathy among men greatly differing in their views. In 

· the next place, therefore, and as a result of this vie~ 
of the pm;poses of this unique assembly, the effort of 
the Colloquium is no more addressed to the purpose 
of either persuading or convincing the clerical mem
bers of that body than it is to that of persuading and 
convincing Agnostics, Positivists, Spiritualists, and 
all others-Mr. Putnam and Mr. Wakeman themselvs, 
for example. All stand upon a perfectly equal foot
ing, as peers, in the Colloquium. It is,_ in no sense, 
a missionary institution from one portiOn of the in
tellectual and moral world to another pmiion, with a 
view to converting the one to the other. It is simply 
what its name signifies, a talk together-a conference 
to come to an understanding as to where we all stand; 
as to the amount and kind of truth upon which we 
all agree, or may agree; and as to the beneficent 
practical work in which we can co-operate, irr~spectiv 
of our differences. The purpose was happily and 
tersely expressed by one of the members as the "at
tempt to adjust matters by treaty instead of by con
quest." 

Mr. Putnam proceeds, and after charging intel
lectual backwardness and other shortcomings on the 
clergy, he concludes a paragraph heavily charged 
with somewhat depreciativ implications with the state
ment that science must be king; and he begins the 
next paragraph with the further statement that this, 
being the view of Mr. Wakeman, ':agrees," he thinks, 
"essentially with the view of Mr. Andrews-that is, 
it seeks a reconciliation of differences by a profounder 
insigl;tt into the nature of things," etc. Herein Mr. 
Putnam has radically failed of the right application 
of the universological reconciliativ idea. He has 
indeed furnished a striking illustration of that very 
one-sidedness of judgment which it is intended to 
rectify. In the Colloquium Document No. 2, which 
-may be said, so far as we hav any, to be the constitu
tional basis of the Colloquium, written by me, by re
quest of that body, to formulate our principles and 
purposes, I hav indeed said, viliually, that Science is 
King; but I hav just as carefully elaborated . and 
stated the contervailing proposition that Religion is 
Queen; and that they together constitute the su
pr,eme peerage of HU111anity. It is, therefore, a start
ling instance of the bent-shall I say the cant? (mark 
the literal and primitiv meaning of the word)-of 
these representativ Positivists, when they take up 
one-half of the compound idea, and state it as if it 
were the whole; and gravely propose that reconcilia
tion shall come through this canted, or one-way-lean
ing, application of the new doctrin of reconciliativ 
equilibration. Such a slip in application shows that 
these gentlemen are Positivists or partialists still, in 
their habit of thought, ~tffirming valiantly a side of 

truth; and that th~y hav only begun to be integral
ists, and to attempt, not always successfully, to hold 
steadily and with anxious care the vibrating balance 
of opposit and cohfl.icting truths. If anybody, there
fore, needs to be converted, it may be that it is they. 
They will recall the fact that this is no ne_w state
ment with me; but that I hav, perhaps offensrvly, but 
repeatedly, affirmed, in the Liberal Club, that there is 
a one-sidedness and a bigotry among professed re
formers often quite equal to any that is found in the 
churches; that Radicalism is something quite differ
ent from true Liberalism; and that, in a great sense, 
reformers ne~ded, most of all men, to be reformed. 

The right understanding of this complexity of view, 
of this bilateral symmetry in the universal constitu
tion of things, is so important, and the subject so 
new, that you will indulge me in a somewhat ex
tended extract from the document just referred to: 

"Religion embodied in an institution is the Church; and 
science so embodied is the Sciento-state, called for abbrevia
tion the State (denoted thereby the dominion of Law in all 
the meanings of that term). Sentiment, Affection, Love, Re
ligion, and Church are therefore coincident or repetitory 
terms, with only shades of difference, and may for high philo
sophical purposes be substituted for each other; and Intelli
gence, Wisdom, Science, the State, and Law, Logic, and 
Logos are also coincident or repetitory terms, with only shades 
of difference, and may, for like reasons, be substituted for 
each other. And so it appears that in the culminating as
pects of philosophy, precisely as by the common instincts 
and usages of mankind, the Church and State are contrasted 
with each other, as in the headship of human affairs. 

"Remember, however, to observe that they a1•e, sharply and 
effectivly, contrasted. They M"e, indeed, in essence and in 
fact, exactly the opposits of each other. The conflict between 
Religion and Science, though more activ, and in the crisis of 
their contention just now, is no acci_dent of the hour. It is 
inherent and inexpugnably existent in the nature of things, 
never to be expelled from either, but destined to be ulteriorly 
reconciled by the discovery that their very oppositness, like 
that of the woman and the man, renders them .counterparts, 
and the necessary complements of each other. Religion and 
Church should be and are personified as she; but Science and 
State should never be personified as she, but always as he. 
Remember again to observe that Love, Religion, and Church 
mean Unity, that they are nothing but the essential idea of 
unity embodied; and that Wisdom, Law, Logic, Logos, and 
State (or law-dom) mean Difference or Distribution (analysis 
and arrangement); and that they are nothing but the essen
tial idea of difference, or differentiation embodied. 

"In a word, then, Love is Unity, and Wisdom is Diversity 
-the two contrasted, while yet so united with each other in 
every instance of being, that nothing exists or can exist 
throughout the entire universe, except by their mutual ad
justment and harmony. The centring and efficient fountain
lieacl of this concurrence of primordial principles is, in the
ological language, called God, and personified as such. But 
apart from personification, and as pure abstract principle, 
What is God? The writer of the first epistle of John, an
swering this question out of the fervor of religious sentiment, 
declares that 'God is Love,' and by the Greek philosophers he 
was called to hen-The One-love and unity being, as we hav 
seen, identical in principle. But John the Evangelist, the 
profound Platonizing mystic of the New Testament (whether 
the same person as the other John or not), reconsidering the 
subject from the analytical point of view of the pure intellect, 
counterstates this first statement, and starts out with abso
lutely reversing the prior verdict of mere sentiment. 'In the 
beginning,' he says, i. e., in the logical· beginning, the begin
ning from abstract principles, 'was the Word' (Lor;os, Law, 
Science, Order-as a principle, a fundamental prmciple, a 
primordial principle), and 'the Word was with God,' which 
was all that he seemed at first to clare utter; but rising in
stantly to a higher inspiration, and urged on to the· utter 
audacity of the pure reason, he adds, as if by amendment, 
'and the Word was God.' 

"Translated into modern phraseology, this is the bald, 
naked, startling statement, pure and simple, that Science is 
as sacred, as ·divine, as radically grounded in God, as· Re
ligion-the University-state as· holy an institution as the 
Church. And in the Revelation it is this principle which fig
ures as the Lord, while the church is relegated to her true 
position as the bride of the Lord. Religion is the spirit of 
love; science is the spirit of truth. In other words, theRe
ligious Method is the appeal to Love, while the Scientific 
Method is the appeal to Abstract Truth; and it may be added 
that the Practical and Artistic Method is the appeal to con
siderations of Use and Beauty-Integralism being that which 
combines them all in a tri-unismal or higher form of unity. 
Jesus foreshltdowed, merely and dimly, the future advent of 
the Scientific Method. 'Howbeit,' he said, 'when he, the 
Spirip of Truth is eo me, he (not she)-he will guide you into all 
truth.' 

"It is a startling· proposition that Science-pre-eminently 
Universal Science, the primordial principles of truth, the 
logos or wisdom-pl"inciple-is the very God, the essential and 
absolute Lord of the Universe; and that the church, the New 
Jerusalem, the love-principle embodied in humanity, is his 
destined bride; whose nuptials may, peradventure, be cele
brated in this Colloquium. The New Jerusalem itself was 
measured and exactified by the new influence anticipated 
from science, in the sense in which 'coming events .cast their 
shadows before.' Its dimensions are cubic; and straight-lin
ism-the straight, the square, and the cube-is· the especial 
type and symbol of science and exactitude. Startling or not, 
such seems to be the only intelligible rendering to be given 
to those occult portions of the Christian scriptures; and the 
ideas so rendered precisely accord with the revelation to the 
intellect recently made by uni versological and analogical sci
ence. They were, by whatsoever method, previsecl by the 
sharpened intuition of those earlier sages. 

"Whenevf:r the church shall discover that lier true function 
is to become the handmaid of science, the bride of the intel
lectual Lordship of the world; when she shall consent to be 
completely impregnated by the spirit of the scientific method; 
when love shall be intelligentiaized by investigativ thought; 
when the religious sentiment and devotion of mankind shall 
be engaged in converging the pulsations of the heart upon 
the execution of the behests of the head; the problem will be 
solved of the reconciliation of religion and science, and the 
world will enter upon its new and millennia! career in the 
happy marriage of the state and the church of the future. 

"'.reehnically, and first as to the church itself: The total 
Religionismus (or entire sphere of religious affairs) under
goes its evolution in this order: 1. The direct effort toward 
unity, with partial and imperfect success, by the voice of au
thority; the suppression of dissent; the punishment of heresy 
and the like-the old 'Catholic' oriler, which ends in con-

fessed inability to prevent sectarian divergency; and tolera-
tion, pe1· f01·ce, by the mother church. 2. Open and declared: 
sectarian divergency; 'Protestantism,' the numerous s~-called 
'religions' of Christendom, announcements of 'the nght of 
private _judgment,' badly- adhered, to, feared, and openly re
coiled from and set aside when others go further; the constant 
conflict of the old persecuting spirit on the one hand, and of 
the growing tendency to Infidelity on the other hand; in
creased dissolution into minor sects, with loss of the spirit
ual element but with gain of individual selfhood, and so of a 
basis of character fitting society for .the higher and complex 
unity. 3. The full, free, intelligent, and devout acceptance, 
on ail sides, of Unity and Diversity as alike justifiable, nec~s
sary, and desirable; as, in fine, the two ~undamental anclm
dispensable elements, factors, or const~tuents of all Order 
and Harmony in the universe; their mutual adjustment, bal
anced vibration, and complete reconciliation in a Higher and 
Complex Unity, the type of orchestrated perfection in organ
ization; the New Catholic church; the Church of the Grand 
Reconciliation; or, in a word, the Church of the Future. The 
Christianismus is here taken as type and illustration, merely, 
of what has been happening, with perhaps less emphasis and 
distinctness in all the religrous bodies of the world; and the 
new harmodious order will embrace all. Nor is this normal 
drift of evolution confined to religious affairs. It is the uni
versal type of evolution, religion furnishing one, merely, of 
the instances." 

In conclusion, allow me to express a few of my per
sonal convictions and beliefs: 

First, then, I believe that the leading men in the 
church, just at this epoch, here in America especi~ly, 
but abroad as well, are progressing more raprdly 
than the professed reformers. The prof~ssed :t"e
formers are more especially .engaged in strengthen
ing the positions they hav already, and often a good 
while ago, arrived at; while the real thinkers among 
churchmen are rapidly advancing; and mere Posi
tivists, Agnostics, .and Spiritualists must look to their 
laurels to see th'at they are not distanced in the race. 
The normal method of progression in these matters, 
as in ordinary locomotion, is by putting . one leg b~
fore the other; and it is the church leg JUSt now, m 
my judgment, which is being swung forward. _I 
look to the churches, rather than to the non-eccl~sr
astical reformers, for large and rapid movements in 
the direction of constmctiv reform. They hav the 
position from which to operate, and they are sud
denly awakening to the necessity for breaking up the 
old camp and moving forward. The professed re
formers are too well satisfied with themselvs-too 
dogmatic, too overbearing, too unready for mutual 
concession, too contemptuous, and will perhaps need 
the lesson of finding themselvs left in the rear, for a 
time at least, to learn more fully what Liberalism 
should mean. 

Secondly. i believe that even now the reformers 
bav as much need of elements which the church has, 
and which they hav in a gr·eat meas~i:e lost, as. the 
church has of their bold and hardy mtellectuahsm. 
Am~ng these elements are devotion and sociability.· 
With the rarest exceptions, so-called Liberals sadly 
lack the element of devotion. They will make few 
sacrifices for their ideas. The church' even has not 
the devotion, at all, that it had in past ages; but 
there is far more readiness to giv and work, still, in 
that quarter than with us. So on the side of so?ia
bility and sympathy, which ro:e the _really sup~ortmg 
influences in the churches, and whrch hav taken but 
slight root; as yet, among radicals and reformers. 

STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS, 

The Corrector Co1·rected. 
To THE EmToR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In 

your selected .~trticle in THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 
7th "From the Valley of the Shadow of Death; An 
English Secularist's Lament for His Child," by W. 
Stewart Ross, I read, "Then what know I of eschato
logical design? I say with Carlyle: 

!''What went before and what will follow me I regard as 
two black curtains which hang down at the two extremities of 
human life and which no living man has yet drawn aside. 
Many hundreds ·of generations h~v already st?od bef?re them 
with their torches, guessing anXIously what hes behmd. On 
the curtains of futurity many see their ~wn sh~clows, the 
forms of their passions enlarged and put m motwn. _They 
shrink in terror at this image of themselvs. Poets, philoso
phers, and fou,nders of. ~tates hav painted this curtain with 
their dreams, more sm1hng or more dark as the sky above 
them was cheerful or gloomy; and their pictures deceive the 
eye when viewed fro;m a distan?e·. Many jugglers, too, make 
profit of this our uruversal curws1ty; by th_eu strange mum
meries they hav set the outstretched fancy m amazemen~. _A 
deep silence reigns behind this. curtain; no one once W1~hm 
will answer those he has left w1thout; all you can hear 1s a 
hollow echo of your question, as if you shouted into a 
chasm.'" 

. The above passage is not to be found i~ any of t?e 
writings of Thomas Carlyle. From readmg the hfe 
of that great man by James A:r;ttho:r;ty Fro~de, I am 
led to think that he did not beheve m the Immortal
ity of the soul, but .I am not aware that he has cl~arly 
said so anywhere on record. Those well acquamted 
with the works of Carlyle will see at once that it is 
far from being like his style. 

The passage is taken from "The Logic of Death," 
by George Jacob Holyoake, the founder of English 
Secularism, London. I hav not seen that pamphlet 
for the last twenty-eight years; but am too well ac
quainted wit-h its contents to be mi~taken. It was 
written in the year 1848. At that trme the cholera 
was very bad in England; "Death-bed Confessions" 
of Infidels filled ,the streets of every town, hawked 
and sold by boys and given away to pedestrians by 
the "godly." Mrs. Emma Martin, Henry Hethering-
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to be silenced.' When I was in Paris nearly three years ago, 
I made a J?Ublic J?rotest against the attempt to use -the law-to 
'silence' Roman Catholic priests. My Radical friends told 
me that they were but meting to the priests the measure used 
by the Romish church." 

like to hear from Liberal friends in northern New York in 
reference to lectures in June. Address her at Salem, Colum
birma Co., Ohio. 

To Delinquents. 

ton, Geor~e Jac~b ~olyoake, and others, thought it 
well to wnte their VIews on death, so that if sudden
ly taken by the terrible disease, they could in their 
last moments point to their work and say to their 
friends whether they still held when dying the opin
ions they cherished when in health. It was then 
Holyoake wrote his "Logic of Death." Render to THE Newark Liberal League took a 'fresh start on Sunday, 
Carlyle all that is his, to . Holyoake all that is Hol- April 15th, their new hall being completely and elegantly fnr
yoake's, and to God all that is God's-if there be a nished, and Mr. Wakeman delivering what might be called 

There are a considerable number of our subscribers 
whose date upon their wrapper indicates that they 
hav not sent us any remittance for theii· TRUTH "SEEK
ER since January, 1882-some fifteen months-and 
a larger number whose time expired sometime during 
that year. To these, and especially the former, we 
would say that we need the money to pay the run
ning expenses of the paper, and we ask them to re
mit without delay. We dislike exceedingly to be 
constantly dunning subscribers, but the necessity for 
it is not of our creation. The individual sums are 
not large, and will not inconvenience any one to 
send, but in the aggregate they foot up hundreds of 
dollars and are just what we depend upon to pay 
bills. Those in arrears will oblige us greatly by pay
ing attention to this at once. 

God, which I do not believe. DAvm GARDINER. 
the dedication address, the Easter _address of Liberalism, 
showing the new integration and the coming glory of the hu-

Sunderland, Canada. man race. His living words built up, as it were, a spiritual 
The passage above referred to occurs in "The and intellectual temple of the universe, so that the beautiful 

Logic of Death," pages 8-9, and is there put in quo- outw~r~ a~o.rnment~ of the League Hall seemed like symbols 
tation marks by Mr. Holyoake and credited in a foot- of that mv1s1ble reahty. Mr. Wakeman portrayed the won-

t t Th C l l derful meaning of science, what a revealer it is of the world 
no e o omas ar Y e. Perhaps a note to :Th<Ir. Hol- 1 and of man, and astonishmg in the power that itgivs. Science 
yoake, who has returned to London, would elicit the is not yet understood, and there is even a conspiracy abroad 
information as to whereabout in Carlyle's writings it to muzzle and use it simply as the slave of theology. The 
may be found.-En. T. S. · three things for Liberalism to do are to make free, to educate, 

Notes. 
TRE~E will be a meeting of the Michigan State Association 

of Spiritualists and Liberals at Flint, in. connection with the 
!peal society, on Friday, Saturday, and Sun_day, April 27th, 
28th, and 29th. J. H. Burnham, C. Fannie Allyn, and others 
are engaged to speak. 

and to consecrate. With masterly skill Mr. Wakeman out
lined the several unfoldings of humanity, its integrations 
whereby in the process of ages it has passed from lower to 
higher forms of life, to a larger synthesis with finer differen
tiations. ·The Egyptian, the Greek, the Roman, and the 
Christian, unfoldings and expansion of the race are but the 
lower steps to the complete and crowning-synthesis whereby Gambetta an Atheist. 
the idea of man as the supreme being becomes the source of Theod.ore Stanton, writing in the Independent, bears 

AT the Methodist Conference last week one of the ministers all moral obligations, and thus the brotherhood of the race this testimony. It settles the question regarding 
becomes more vivid, while at the same time the individual whi"ch so many pr·I·ests and llll·ni"ster·s llav seen fit for spoke approvingly of legislation to forbid the Passion Play, 

remarking that it was "a profanation of the holiest mystery 
of the Christian religion." The_ use of the word mystery ad
mirably sets forth what Christianity really is, and reveals a 
candor not usually found in a Methodist. 

A MAN whose son had enjoyed the benefits- of the Cooper 
Institute remarked at the death of its foJlnder: "Good-bye, 
Uncle Peter. You were qeeer in some things, but you were 
good and kind and patient, made many happy, and never 
grew weary in well-doing; and you will be likely to meet 
friends wherever you hav gone." A !eligious paper, which 
quotes this, very sagely observes that its theology is " a lit
tle indefiDit." 

OuR friend. P. B. Reasoner, of Adrian, Mich., writes that 
the Salvation Aririy hav invaded that hitherto peaceful town, 
and nightly make the streets hideous with their noise. They 
parade with banners flying to the music of the fife and drum, 
and further their imitation of war by such announcements in 
the local papers as "To-night at 8 a Real Fight With the 
Devil." The men are braggartly fanatical, and the women 
sham"}less in their insane careers. · 

THE proceedings of the New York East Methodist Confer
ence in this city were not marked by that harmony which might 
be expected to characterize a gathering of saints. None of 
the brethren came to blows, but there were several lively 
tilts between opposing clergymen in which the lack o_f hon
esty of speech was been clearly intimated. What will h11p
pen in other conferences is veiled by the future; .but it is 
earnestly hoped their discussions will not equal in animation 
those of the Second Synod of Ephesus, in which, according to 
Tindal, "Dioscorus, bishop of Alexandria, cu:ffed and kicked 
Fla_vianus, patriarch of Constantinople, with that fury that 
within three days after he died." 

IT has often been claimed that lying, when indulged in for 
the glory of God, is not considered culp11ble by Christian 
writers and speakers. The London SatuTday Review publishes 
an article in which the truth of this statement is settled be
yond question by quotations from the utterances of numer
ous dignitaries of the church. Cardinal Newman calls the 
telling of untruths the "noble art of casui~try." "I can 
fancy myself," he says, "thinking it allowable in extreme 
. cas·es for me to lie." The Greek fathers were in favor of the 
lawfulness of telling direct untruth as distinct from equivoca
tion, out of "zeal for God's honor." English writers follow 
and go somewhat beyond them. Jeremy Taylor says: "To 
tell a lie for charity . hath been commended by great 
and wise and good men." Milton asks, "What man in his 
senses would deny that there are those whom we hav the best 
ground for considering that we ought to deceive-as 
enemies, men in error?" Paley observes that "there are 
falsehoods which are not lies-that is, which are n.ot crimi
nal." Dr. Johnson, "The general rule is that truth should 
never be violated; there must, however, be exceptions." It 
is our mournful duty to add that religious people of the pres
ent day see the example of these old-timers, and exceed them 
to an extent far beyond the possibility of excuse. 

THE clergy of England, both Catholic and Protestant, are 
making extraordinary efforts to prevent the passage of the 
Affirmation bill designed to admit Mr. Bradlaugh to Parlia
ment. The "Church Defense Institution" has sent a form 
for-signature against the bill, stamped and directed for re
turn, to every clergyman of the church of England. In 
Hackney the rector, the Rev. A. Brook, has actually left sim
ilar stamped and directed forms at every house in the parish. 
In many churches the petition against the bill has bten an
nounced from the pulpit, and signatures hav actually been 
collected within the church precincts. The Catholic priests 
of England, with the sanction of the pope, hav done about 
the same. The reason for their course, as given by the 
priests, is that as all government is from God, an Atheist can 
hav no part in it, as he does not consider himself God's agent, 
as the pious pretend they do. In one town the English rec
tor and the Roman Catholic priest hav made common cause 
against Mr. Bradlaugh, who says of them: "Three hundred 
years ago these gentlemen would havburnt each other. Sixty 
years ago the first would hav denied the second all politic>tl 
right. To-day they link hands in loving sympathy against 
the wicked heretic. The Roman Catholic priest said I 'ought 

perfection is infinitly more emphasized. Mr. Wakeman's ad~ ' the glory of God, to lie outrageously: 
dress show~d 'the hight and the depth of the great movement 
in which we are engaged, wherein all that man has ever had "Gambetta's religious or perhal)S, it would be more cor
of beauty and strength and delight is still retained, while rect to say non-religious principles, hav, also, been much mis
a sublimer outlook is given and mightier emotions are brought represented, especially since his death. That superb orator, 

Pere Hyacinthe, in a magnificent discourse on the defunct 
into play. Man, like a musical instrument, vibrates to all statesman, delivered in the Theater des Nations, a few Sun-
the surrounding forces of the universe, and in this new in- days ago, lamented the absence of the religious element· in 
tegration with new knowledge and new motivs, the greatest Gambetta's character and· pronounced this to be one of the 
possible harmony will be evolved. Samuel P. Putnam fol- gravest defects of the man. On this same occasion he read 
lowed with a few words congratulating the League on its a private letter from the deist-historian, Henri Martin, in 

b which the latter expressed similar regret at Gambetta's Athe-
na le progress. It was now in a position to be a builder and ism. It is true t]lat he placed himself outside of all churches 
building, ·.vorld-building in that for which Liberalism exists. B.nd all forms of religion. His private life, as well as his pub
Addresses were also made by the president of the League, lie utterances, prove it. He came of a family which held very 
Mr. Avery; by Mr. Frankel, its former president, by Mr. Mar- liberal views on all religious subjects. His mother, father, 
shall, Dr. Lyons, Prof. Wright, and others. The Newark and aunt were none of them bigots, and Cahors it~elf pre
L L sen ted a striking exception to the generality of towns of the 

iberal eague has certainly accomplished a remarkable South in being in no respects clerical; but, rather, resembling 
work. In spite of many difficulties it has obtained an assured Paris and the northern cities in contempt of the priesthood. 
place. It will no doubt be. a growing educational force in the Pere Hyacinthe and Henri Martin were, therefore, right 
city of Newark, a city larger than ancient Rome. . when they pronounced Gambetta an Atheist, as Charles Sum

ner had done before them, after an interview which he had 
with him, in 1872, as I stated in the Independent of September 
9, 1880. It is amusing, therefore, to see Rome claim Gam
betta as one of its own, as has been done on several occasions 
since his demise. For instance, the London Times, in some 
'Recollections of M. Gambetta,' translated for the most part, 
although without acknowledgment, from that not over-reliable 
paper, the Paris JJ'iga?·o, represents him as going into the 
church of Notre Dame des Victoires to burn a taper on the 
anniversary of his mother's death. A day or two afterwa1·d 
a Catholic priest, formerly vicar of this church, addressed a 
letter to the Times, in which he says: 'I remember well how 
M. Gambetta lit those two tapers. He then knelt before the 
altar of Our Lady, the most Holy Virgin, possibly believing 
himself to be alone. However, I was there and I was a wit
ness of his devotion. On leaving he took the holy water and 
made the sign of the cross.' 

THE Methodist newspaper organ of this .city, speaking of 
Peter Cooper, says: 

"Religiously, he was, in later years, a devout [?] Unitarian. 
The Methodists lay no claim to him, for his doctrinal views 
had diverged so widely from theirs that no common gr()t(nd could 
be found." 

It is well for this admission to go on record, because it is 
expected that before many years hav passed the church will 
claim Mr. Cooper as a Christian, which he was not by any 
means. His views were much like those of Thomas Paine, 
and were expressed as nearly like them as possible without 
quoting Paine's words. Paine wrote: "I believe in -one God 
and no more, and I hope for happiness beyond this life." 
Peter Cooper wtote: "There is pne God, the universal father;" 
and one who had known him for many years adds: "He be
lieved in the immortal life." Said Paine: "I do not mean 

to condemn those who believe otherwise; they hav 
the same right to their belief as I hav to mine." Curator 
Zachos, of Cooper Institute, said: "His [Peter Cooper's] ec
clesiasticism ends with simple respect for _all churches." 
Paine's views as to the divinity of Jesus Christ were as fol
lows: "The Christian system of faith . professes 
to believe in a man ;rather than in God.· It introduces be
tween man ·and his maker an opaque body it calls a re
deemer." Peter Cooper referred to Christians as " those 
idolaters who worship Jesus in the place of or in connection 
with God." On the subj~ct of revelation the ideas of these 
two men were equally harmonious. Paine held that "the 
word of God is in the creation we behold," and Mr. Cooper 
often declared his belief that "the word of God is not bound." 
Taking these expressions into account, it is much nearer the 
truth than all Methodists are in the habit of approaching to 
say that for Christians and Peter Cooper "no common 
ground could be found." Less honest than its Methodist 
contemporary is the Mew York Independent, which claims that 
the theories and practice of PeLer Cooper were the very 
"essence of Christianity." This view is very feebly supported 
in an editorial in that paper of the 12th. The essence of 
Christianity is a belief in the divinity of Christ, the trinity of 
the godhead, ·the inspiration of the Bible, and the everlast
ing punishment of the wicked. Peter Cooper took no stock 
in these superstitions, and neglected all "the means of 
grace." If he was a Christian, so was Thomas Paine. The 
fact is that there is no depth of dishonesty to which some re
ligious editors will not descend to deceive the people into a 
belief that every man whom they dare not deny was an honor 
to thEloworld lived and died in the Christian faith. Error in 
this instance has been given a good start by the Independent, 
but truth has its boots on and will make the race a short one. 

The J1ecture Field. 
W. F. JAMIESoN will again lecture in Braidwood, Ill., on 

"The Clergy a Source of Danger to the American Republic," 
and "Science Against Modern Spiritualism." Those wishing 
his .services for grove meetings should address him forthwith 
at Lake City, 1\'Iinn. 

Mns. H. S. LAKE, who is filling an ·engagement at Salem, 
Ohio, wishes to say to the Liberal friends in th11t vicinity that 
if they will arrange for week evening lectures during the 
month of April she will be glad to speak. She would also 

"The bottom falls out of this episode when it is remem
bered that Cambetta's mother preceded him by only a few 
months to the tomb, so that the son never lived to see the 
'anniversary' of her death, which, in fact, is still many 
months off. When I showed this narrativ to one of Gam
betta's old friends, a man who knew him and his whole fam
ily very well, he could not believe that a journal of the repu
tation of the London Times could giv place in its columns to 
such evident falsehoods. All of which proves that the 'lead
ing journal' has, indeed, fallen since the days of the Wal
ters and the Delanes, and that veracity is still an unknown 
virt)le among Jesuits." 

Professor Tyndall's Iron House. 
The Philosophical Inquirer, a Freethought journal 

published in Madras, India, prints the following letter 
to its editor: 

HoTEL DE LA GARE, B. S. MER, t 
FRANCE, January 26, 1883. f 

DEAR Srn: I sent Professor Tyndall ypur note from. the 
New York TRUTH SEEKER that "Professor Tyndall, has built 
himself an iron house at Hind Head, on -the Hampshire Do
rous,~within a walk of Aid worth, Mr. Tennyson's residence." 
This reply may interest you, and print it 1f you please. 

PROF. TYNDALL TO MR. H. G. ATKINSON. 

"Were it not for you I should know but little of the gossip 
of the outer world. You must be an omnivorous reader to 
make yourself acquainted with so many things. Oddly 
enough your letter reached me in the very iron house, but 
regarding which intelligence reached you from Madras. It 
consists of a single room 24 feet by 18, with a good practical 
fire-place, oven, and small boiler at one end. Here we boil 
our potatoes, cook our chops, anclliv altogether a Bohemian 
kind of life, which I trust will eventually make my health 
strong and keep it so. When a man puts is pen to paper he 
knows not. whither his words may go. The article in Long
man I should certainly ha-v thought too stiff to make its way 
among the Theoll'Ophists. 

"The sleep in general is far better than it was, but at times 
a bad night reminds me that I am not yet clear of the malady 
of sleeplessness. Christ said 'not that which goeth in the 
mouth tlefileth a man.' Had he ever suffered from dyspepsia, 
he might hav been of a different opinion. With all my care 
as regards food, and it is great, the rascally ailment some
times assails me. 

"The sun is now shining and the weather is shaking in the 
brisk morning air. I must be off for a scamper, and there
fore for tile present wish you good-bye. 

. "Yours very faithfully, JoHN TYNDALL." 

I reckon Tyndall on the whole to be our wisest and best 
thinker, a thorough literary artist, teacher, and philosopher; 
and withal brave, honest, and out-spoken without reserve; 
holds his own in perfect freedom; honored and beloved by 
all both 11t home and abroad. H. G. ATKINSON. 
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f/ltnnJnuniadiotts. 

Paul and Barnabas in Cyprus. 
While the five prophets and teachers at Antioch 

were fasting and praying,' 
"The Holy.Spirit said to them: Separate to me Saul am1 

Barnabas for the work to which I hav called them. And 
after they had fasted and prayed, they laid their hand on them 
and sent them away" (xiii, 2, 3). 

This appears to hav been the only ordination Paul 
ever received, and there was no apostolic hand in the 
ceremony.' But what need had he of any human 
commission ? His apostleship was derived neither 
from man nor Holy Ghost; }or he writes to the 
Galatians: 

"Paul a legate, not of men, nor by man, but by Jesus, the 
Messiah, and God his father, who raised him from the dead." 

But the narrativ of Acts proceeds: 
"And they being sent forth by the Holy Spirit went clown 

to Seleucia, and from there they went by sea as far as Cyprus. 
And when they enterec1 the city of Salamis, they announced 
the word of the Lord in the synagogs of the Jews. And 
John [Mark] ministered to them. And when they had 
traveled over the whole island as far as Paphos, they found a 
certain man, a sorcerer, a Jew, who was a false prophet, 
whose name was Bar-Suma" (xiii, 4-6), 

Bar-Suma (the son of Snma) is chang~d in the 
Greek codex to Bar-iesous-English, Bar-Jesus. 

"He adhered to a wise man, who was proconsul, and was 
called Sergi us Paulus. And the proconsul sent for Saul and 
Barnabas and re.quested to hear from them the word of 
God" (7). 

History tells of no proconsul Sergius Paulus. 
There was an L. Emil. Paulus, who was consul 50 B.c.; 
another of the same name A.D. 1; and a Vett. Paulus 
A.D. 168. Tliere was also a Sergius Paulus, consul of 
the second grade, A.D. 21; but there is no evidence 
that he was proconsul of Cyprus or any other prov
ince twenty-four years later, or at any time. The 
elder Pliny, writing about A.D. 66, refers to a Sergius 
Paulus as a person interested in intelligent researches; 
and Canon Farrar thinks it is not improbable that 
this was the CJiwian proconsul. And recently a 
marble pedestal has been found in the island with a 
mutilated Greek inscription, the last words of which 
are epi Paulo a (a nth J upaiatt-" of Paulus [pro J consul" 
(Cyprus, p. 425). Gen. Cesnola tells us that this was 
found not at Paphos where Saul met Paulus, but at 
Soli on the opposit side of the island. 

But what if there were a proconsul Sen~·ius Paulus 
in Cyprus about A.D. 45? Felix and Festus were 
successiv governors of Judea from A.D. 51 to 62, but 
no evidence has been found that either of them knew 
Paul. The evangelist Whitefield preached in America 
in the middle of the last century; suppose that in the 
only biography of him that survives, future gener
ations should read that under his preaching Alex
ander H. Stephens, of Georgia, was converted and 
Benjamin F. Butler, of Massachusetts, almost pur
suaded to be a Mormon ! When it is proved that a 
single one of the noted public men who lived in t,he 
middle of the first century bad anything to do with 
apostle Paul, "Antichrist " will take holy orders. 

The next verse in Acts differs in the Greek from 
the Syriac version thus: 

S)/riac. Greelc. 
"And this sorcerer, Bar-Su- "But Elymas the sorcerer 

ma (whose name is interpret- (for so is his name by interpre
ed Elymas), withstood them, tation) withstood them seek
because he wished to ilivert ing to turn away the ~leputy 
the proconsul from the faith." from the faith." 

Elymas is neither a Hebrew, Aramaic, nor Greek 
word; but elim is an Arabic word, meaning wise; and 
the plural is ot~lema (Renan's St. Paul, p. 15). 

"And Sn,ul, who is called Pn,ul, was filled with the Holy 
Spirit, and he looked upon him and said:"-

This abrupt announcement that Saul was called 
Pati'L is very suspicious, coming as it does just after 
the introduction of the proconsul Paulus. Says 
Rabbi Wise: 

"Up to this event Luke calls 011r man Saul, but here he 
inserts 'who also is called Paul.' [The Syriac hns not 'also.'] 
The reason is very simple. The journey across the island of 
Cyprus was taken from the notes of the 'We' writer; Lnke 
only added stories and miracles to suit his purpose. The 
'We' writer knew no Saul, as little as the epistles do; they 
knew of Paul only. Luke being ignorant of his Hebrew 
name, made Saul of Paul. changing P to S. It appears that 
Paul was known only and exclusivly as the apostle to the 
gentiles, so that the biographical notes concerning him be
gan with his work in Cyprus. Therefore all which the author 
of 'The Acts' states about him previous to this event is un
historical" (Orig. of Ch1·is., p. 462). 

It is of little importance whether or no Paul's orig
inal name was Saul. His first missionary journey by 
sea we suspect was not made before the aD"e of 50 
and probably all his epistles were written aftm• that: 

But now let the critical reader believe if he can 
that the author of the Pai.lline epistles cursed Bar
Suma, alias Bar-Jesus, alias Elymas, in this style, and 
made him blind: 

"0 thou full of all subtleties and all mischiefs! thou child 
of the calumnintor, and enemy of all righteousness! wilt thou 
not cease to pervert the right ways of the Lorcl? And now 
the hand of the Lord is upon_ thee, and thou shalt be blind 
and shalt not see the sun for a time. And immediately there 
fell upon him a mist and darkness; and he went about in
quiring who would take him by the hand. And when the 

proconsul saw what occurrec1 he was astonished; and he be
lieved the doctrin of the Lord" (10-12). 

"Antichrist" has too high an opinion of P!tul to be
lieve that he made such a speech. Indaed the whole 
story of his visit to Cyprus is suspicipus. The isl
and had a large Jewish population and many syna
gogs; but Paul makes no allusion to any visit there, 
and never mentions the Cypriotes in his epistles. 

PAUL AND BARNABAS IN :PISIDIA. 
The only result of the mission to Cyprus appears 

to hav been the conversion of the proconsul and the 
blinding of his magician. The missionaries then 
sailecl to Perga, in Pamphilia. Here their servant, 
John JVIark, left them and returned to Jerusalem, 
while Paul and Barnabas proceeded northward about 
a hundred miles to an upland town in Pisidia, called 
Antioch. This was its original name, but early in 
the imperial period, when the Romans took posses-

1. It givs money out of its public treasury to sup
port churches and church institutions. 

2. Churches and church property are free from 
taxation. 

3. Its holidays are recognized and enforced by law. 
4. The preachers in legislatures and Congress are 

paid to make stump speeches in the shape of prayers. 
5. Men are sent t,o prison for denying the Bible. · 
6. Men are not allowed to witness in court if they 

do not believe in a personal God. · 
An<;l this is a secular government! This is the 

government Liberals wish to honor! No, gentlemen, 
let us not hav this system. Let us hav a system that 
will not cail up national prejudice; let us be united 
now as far as we can. Let us hav a new system by 
all means, but not a national one. WJVr. F. BARRE. 

New York City. 

sion of the town, its name was changed to Cesarea Infidel Philosophy. 
(Smith's Die. of Gr. and Rom. Ant.). ·Therefore the Monday morning, seven o'clonk. . There is hurry-
fact of its being called Aniioch and not Cesarea by ing to and fro, men and women gomg to th~ work
the writer of Acts is suggestiv of an earlier date for shops and factories to commence th.e week's work. 
Paul's visit than A.D. 45, which was 7.5 years after the Few of them own the houses in which they liv, and 
establishment of the empire. some of them subsist on the coarsest fare. They hay 

At Pisidia Paul and Bat·nabas entered the synagog an anxious a"nd careworn appearance, although just 
on the Sabbath, and according to custom were in- startina out to commence the week's work. Many 
vi ted to speak. A pretty full report is given of what pass th~m, as they do the horses in harness, without a 
Paul said, but it is evidently made up out of the im- sian of reco()'nition, and yet they are the real wealth-
agination of the writer, and is of the same shallow p:'oducers of the country. · 
character as all of the rest of the speeches in Acts, There are four ministers in the village, each one of 
whether purporting to come from Simon Kepha, whom receives many times as much as one of these 
Gamaliel, Stephen, James, or Paul. Commenting on faithful toilers. I do not see them hurrying to their 
this.one of Paul, Rabbi Wise says: business, nor do they seem to hav any special busi-

"Luke invents one of his childish speeches and tells us ness on hand, although they are better fed, better 
Pnnl delivered it to the Jews at Antioch, in Pisidia, as though clothed and lJaid than any of these honest workers. 
Paul could speak such empty phrases" (p. 463). ' f th · · t · t k' h' Ten o'clock. One o e milliS ers IS a mg rs 

The effect of the speech was such that a repetition morning ride. He looks like one to whom. special 
was requested. King James's version says the re- privilege has been granted. He seems to enJOY the 
quest was made by the gentiles after the Jews had morning air and the beautiful scenery, and appears 
gone out of the synagog; but the revised version, fol- to be in the full enjoyment of life's blessings, with 
lowing the oldest codices, omits both the Jews and exemption from all its burdens. He livs. in decidedly 
the gentiles and leaves the text in a grammatical the finest house in the village, draws from the people 
muddle, thus: over a hundred dollars per month, arid all make their 

"And as they went out they besought that these words might lowest bow when he passes. 
be spoken to them the next Sabbath day" (xiii, 42). If God should stretch forth his hand and touch him 

The sense is no clearer in the Syriac or Vulgate; with his great whangdoodle magnet and draw him to 
both omit the Jews and the gentiles. It is a later himself no wheels of industry would be clogged, no 
scribe who has sought to make the text intelligible interests would be jeqpardized, not a cog would be 
by amendment. The purpose of the writer of Acts broken in all the wheels of wealth-producing indus
was to show how the door of salvation was opened try. Yet seventy thousand of these useless pets are 
to the gentiles. It was not an easy task and he did supported by the toiling millions of the country. 
it clumsily. \Vhen Ananias of Damascus was told In the county in which I liv lands hav been sold 
in a vision to seek for Saul, the Lord said: "For he for a pound of flour per acre, which are now worth 
is to me a chosen vessel to carry my name to the one hundred dollars per acre for farming purposes. 
gentiles" (ix, 15). When Simon Kepha was at the What has wrought this great change in prices? The 
house of Cornelius, the Jewish brethren "were answer is echoed back, "Work, work, persistent toil!" 
amazed and astonished that the gift of the holy The forests hav been felled, school-houses hav been 
spirit was· poured out upon . the gentiles" (x, 45). built, mills and factories erected, canals dug, the face 
And when the new revelation was made known by of the country checkered with lines of railroads, and 
Simon to the brethren at Jerusalem, " they glorified the click of the telegraph is heard in every village 
God and said, Now to the gentiles also doth God and hamlet. 
giv repentance unto life" (xi, 18). And yet thus far In what way hav the priests and ministers assist~d 
in the narrativ of Acts Cornelius and his household to bring about this great change ? Hav they lard 
or kindred are the only gentile converts. But now the keels, spread the sails, built the factories, or pro
at Antioch in Pisidia Paul and Barnabas begin to jected the railroads? Hav they f~lled the forests and 
proclaim salvation to the gentiles: produced the waving fields ~f gram? Nay; they are 

"And the next Sabbath the whole city assembled to hear never seen with the frontiersman. The prudent 
the word of God. And when the Jews saw the great assem- minister always waits until the houses are ?uilt on the 
bly they were filled with envy, and set themselvs against the four corners and a comfortable home provrded. The 
words which Paul spoke, and blasphemed. Ancl Paul and · · t d a· t'll · I 
Barnabas said openly: To you first ought the word of God to appearance of the mmiS er an IS I ery w~s Slml:-
be spoken; but because ye repel it from you and decide taneous in the new settlement. He took his pay m 
against yourselvs, that ye are not worthy oi life eternal, lo, grain which was made into whisky at the distillery, 
we turn ourselvs to the gentiles. For so hath our Lord com- and funs the mental spawn of God's anointed was 
manded us, as it is written: I hav set thee a light to the gen- COlli. ed m· to money to the great &'lorv of his elect. 
tiles, that them shouldst be for life unto the ends of the " 
eart?. And when the gentiles heard this, they rejoiced and The ministers hav added nothmg to the wealth or 
glonfied God. And those believed who were appointed to prosperity of the country. They hav t?i~ed not, 
life eternal" (xiii, 46-48). neither hav they spun. Though untold millwns _hav 

H Paul tells the truth about his relations to the been paid to them, I ask my countrymen to consrder 
elder apostles and to the chmch in Judea, he cer- what they hav left in return. Point to a~y n:onu
tainly was the first preacher of salvation to- the' Gen- ment of labor or industry in the count.ry whiCh IS the 
tiles. For until his second visit to Jerusalem, after work of their hands if you can. The country has no 
preaching seventeen years, neither· James, Kepha, more need 0{tbem as a class than it has for con-
I:or John had eyen en~ertained t~~e notion of salva- jurors and necromancers. . . . 
twn to the uncircumCised (Gal. u). But the writer Go into any village or mty and mqmre how much 
of Acts makes Simon Kepha in fact the first apostle has been paid to the priesthood in the last twenty 
to the gent.iles. The new revelation to Simon at years. Then ask them to point anything in that vil
Cesarea and its acceptance by the apostolic church at. lage or city which has been done or accomplished by 
Jerusalem occur several years before Paul's first offer their labor commensurate with the outlay. Apply 
of salvation to the gentiles at Antioch in Pisidia. this test to any section of ~he cou~try, the result-. is 

ANTICHRJST. the same-much paid, notbmg received. The Chns

The New Era. 
~o THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Free

thmkers generally of late hav come to the conclusion 
that they will no long~r use the "Christian Era." 
Now the question is which of the methods proposed 
shal~ be _adopted. O~e of the systems proposed is to 
begm With the foundmg of the United States. 

Now, I hardly think that this method will do; be
cause it will be a national affair and . will only be 
adopted by Americans. 
~here is just as much sense in an English Liberal 

saymg, "We will begin with the Conquest." It would 
be a national affair. ":But" some Liberals say "this 
is a secul~r country." Thi~ I deny, for th<;J foliowing 
reasons, VIZ: · 

tian shouts, "Nearer, my God, to thee." Why don't 
he kick out these middle-men and walk boldly up to 
his God and do his business in his own way. A_ min
ister may be a necessary a1Jpendage to. an _an~toc
racy, but he is only a barnacle on our IT:ee mstitutwns. 
Again I ask my countrymen to consider what they 
leave to the country in exchange for the vast sums 
which are paid to t~en:. They a"t~end the funerals 
and weddings, the prcmcs and festrvals. They par
take of the rich viands, sleep on downy ?e?s•. and do 
the agreeable on all occasions. All thrs Is m keep
ing with the worlcl's history. The fat of the landh_as 
ever been enjoyed by those who do not _work, while 
the workers and wealth-producers hav lived on the 
crumbs which fell from the master's table. 

These self-constituted agents of the great heavenly 
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' autocrat, although so sleek and courteous and affable 
are the ;nost selfish and designing hypocrits under th~ 
:sun. 'I?ey hav been the enslavers of mankind. They 
ltav c~amed the ages down in ignorance, and ever 
b.eld m utte~ _contempt the equality of the sexes. 
They are a. pnv_Il~ged class, and hav always adroitly 

. turned their pnv1leges to exalt themselvs and blind 
the masses so that their hocus-pocus would not be 
questioned. 

"Oh, for Pope's satiric darts 
I'd rip their rotten, hollow'hearts." 

They attend all t?e great m?ral shows (providing 
the clergy are admitted free), nde at half rates slink 
out of their fair proportion of taxes, and alway~ dead
head their way through the world. 

Now, I~~ in favor of a new deal.anc1 a fair game. 
Let the mim~ters earn their own living or starve. 
~et th~ blessmgs. a~d bur~ens be more equally di
VIded. Let the patient t01le1·s pay the minister less 
and hav more of con;tfo~:t and enjoyment for them
:se~vs. Instead of laVIshmg half they earn upon the 
:pnesthood, let the money be spent for useful books 
and pi?tures, for clothes and good, healthy food, for 
excursiOns and picnics, and to make home joyous 
and happy. . 

Ins~e~d of going tp church every Sunday to hear 
the mimster tell you how to be happy in the world 
to come, strive to be happy here. Make Sunday 
yi~ld to you r~tional enjoyment, strew life's pathway 
With flowers, hght up every countenance with smiles, 
and make the very best of this world, and I will vouch 
for your happiness in the hereafter. If I had all the 
money which is paid to the priesthood I could fill the 
world with intelligence and plenty with music and 
laughter and joy. ' . 

It was said of old, "The fear of the Lord is the be
ginning of wisdom," but the new version makes it 
read, "To be duped by, the tricks of the priesthood 
is the bight of folly." · 

The pious Christian will tell you that if it were not 
for the labors of the clergy, fire-balls and meteors 
would shoot athwart the moral sky, earthquakes would 
rumble beneath our feet, the earth would jump the 
track, planets and satellites be off on a drunken spree 
and pandemonium would reign. . ' 

They ma~e long: trips to Europe, or hie. away to 
the mountams dunng the heat of summer, or booze 
at some watering-place, as oblivious to all .of these 
consequences as so many eels in the mud. " Their 
kingdom is not of this world," yet they take to high 
salaries, big donations, free passes, and summer re
sods as naturally as ducks do to water. 

I don't know but these remarks may seem harsh 
and severe ~o some, but I hav little more respect for 
a class of men who make a trade of religion and liv 
by deceiving the people than I hav for freebooters 
and highwaymen .. If ministers want to be respected, 

. lej; ~hem cease to Impose upon the -people, lay aside 
then sacerdotal robes, and go to work and earn an 
honest living. In no other way can they so effect
ually serve their time and kind, or confer a more 
lasting benefit upon the world. · 

'l'hose who liv upon the unpaid toil of others with
out an equivalent, what are they? Those who shut out 
the light of reason, smother investigation, and keep 
the people in the darkness of ignorance, and then 
take advantage of their ignorance, what are they? 
Those who make promises to the people which they 
know can never be fulfilled, what are they? Those 
who frighten the people by the "scare-crow " of hell, 
and . then extort vast sums of mon~y from them, 
:V ho and what are they? If they are not deceivers,, 
If they are not extortioners, if they are not swin~ 
dlers, I should like to know their real characters and 
by what names they might be call~d. JOHN PEcK. 

Food for Thought. 

ply because the train and steamboat carry customers 
from the church, while the bells draw customers in. 

Five Metlwdist ministers hav lived here near me 
two years each, and a sixth one three years and 
tho~gh I bav met them daily at store, post-offi.c~. and 
statwn, not one of the six ever offtlred me his hand, 
nor took pen or pencil to say a word to me, though 
they all knew I was too deaf to hear thunder. And 
why this neglect in men who profess to be sent by a 
God into all the world to preach the gospel to every 
creature ? Not because I did not treat them civilly, 
but because they hear_d I did not believe as they on 
t~e subject of religion and had no money for them. 
If they were what they profess to be and had con
si?ered me in error, they would ha~ come to me 
w1thout money or p1:ice, and labored to convince me 
of my erro_rs and save my soul from their terrible 
hell .. Then· own works prove them to be dumb dogs, 
barkiJ?-g only for their bread, rat,her than what they 
conceive to be the "good of souls." J. HACKER. 

Berlin, N. J. 

Henry Ward Beecher. 
Wit~ the sphere, I may say, filled by M-r. Beecher 

the wnter has been familiar from the time that he 
com91enced his career as a Christian minister. And, 
as I estimate him, he has from the first been more or 
less in advance of his orthodox creed. Nor is it now 
diffim~lt for Lib~ral_s to appreciate the good he has 
done for humamty m consequence of his connection 
with the Qhristian church. On the whole, his influ
ence upon the pub1ic mind throughout these United 
States has been l~beraliz:ing, especially among that 
class of people with whiCh he has been identified. 
And from ·the influence exerted by Henry Ward 
B~ec~er there is more freedom and independent 
thmking amcmg the people, that places him in the 
front rank certainJy of preachers that we may call 
liberal and progressiv. 

The author, fifty years ago, was himself a Chris
tian priest in Boston, and now and then heard the 
sermons preached by Lyman Beecher, D.D., the 
father of Henry Ward. I once attended one of his 
"inquiring meetings," when the old man aske.d'me if 
I had. "pa~sed from death unto life," as I might know, 
be said, "if I loved the brethring" (1 John iii, 14). 
My reply was that I had-the best half of that evi
dence, as I loved the "sisteriug." Exhorting sinners 
to repentance, he said they "had better do wrong 
than to be inactiv and do. nothing." When Mr. 
Beecher, not long ago, gave his views on evolution I 
noticed his discourse was republished in one or mdre 
of the Liberal paper:::, and refened to as if Mr. 
Beecher had entirely emerged from the old tbeoloai
cal fog. But ~is explanation as to the conversion "'of 
"Saul of 'l'arsus" into a saint and an apostle of Jesus 
the. Christ, given to his church April 6, 1883, shows 
plamly enough how much evolution and progression 
in psychology will hav to do for Henry Ward Beecher 
b~fore he :Vill hav outgrown the Christian ideas taught 
him 'by his father. Of St. Paul he said: "He be
longed to that class of men of whom are ~ade poets, 
orators, seers, and prophets. He was the man who 
was caught up into the seventh heaven and saw what 
it was not possible for any other ma~ to see. He 
was the man who heard the voice from Macedonia 
saying 'Come over and help us.' He was the man 
who perpetually saw visions and heard things." 

A Christian minister, using this language of an 
apostle being "caught up," not to the seventh, but to 
the third heaven, indorses the comment of Dr. 
Adam Clarke on St. Paul's "trance," when he affirms 
that it evinces" the highest degree of inspiration." 
Now, as to what a state 'bf trance is I hav already 
shown in these columns. It is a state always of more 
or less hallucination, a sluggish state of the mind; 
and Paul himself (2 Cor. xii, 1-4) declares that when 
he was entranced and imagined he was "caught up 
to the third heaven," he did not know whether he 
wa_s dead or alive. And if he was caught up to Par
adise, as Mr. Beecher affirms, I call on him to tell us 
what power it was that gave to Paul such a hoist 
as that. I hav seen ministers and hundreds of Chris
tians entranced by the ideas described in my publi~ 
scientific lectures when these Christians, similarly as 
Paul did, fancied themselvs in heaven, where they 
"saw Jesus, God, and the Holy Ghost.'' That Mr. 
Beecher's mind is still in the fog is manifest from 
what he says of the light under which, it is said, 
Paul fell to the earth: 

P1:ofessed Christians pretend to believe that a large 
portwn of the human race will suffer eternal torment 
and yet, though they say they are poor; miserable' 
sinful "critters," they go on breeding as though they 
expected a premium for peopling heaven. 0 consis
tency! Fewer children and better. One woman has 
had fourteen children, and enJy six are living; an
other .has had fourteen, and only three are living; 
and a third, only 33 years of age, has had ten, and 
only two are living. All these liv in a little circle of 
a sparsely-settled village within three minutes' walk 
c;>f each other, and I know not but there are asmany 
more cases like them within the same circle. Fewer 
children and better, should be the motto. 

Sport.-Savages shoot birds. from necessity · for "And as he journeyed he came near Damascus, and sud
food; civilized people who profess to be Christians clenlf there shone 1·otmd about him a light from heaven, and 
h t th f th h 

he fell to the earth and heard a voice saying unto him, 'Saul, 
s oo em or spoli, oug they profess to believe ,Saul, why persecutest thou me?' And he said, 'Who art 
their Lord and master sees every mangled, bleeding, thou, Lord?' He heard a voice. Some who are afraid of 
and dying bird that falls to the ground. miracles say it was thunder. I do not see any evidence of 

Notwithstanding the "good book" says, "Beware that. There does not appear to hav been any thunder-storm. 

f 
d " th b I suppose .it to _hav been a divine appearance on purpose; an 

o ogs, e elievers in the book in this township overtowermg li~ht, and an appearance in his glory of the 
keep enough of these filthy, disease-spreading brutes Lord Jesus Christ to the apostle's, mind, and to his eyes, for 
to eat more good food every day than would be neces- that matter. He speaks of it himself as of having seen the 
sary to feed all the widows, ornhans, and aged and Lord. There is no evidence that he ever did see the Lord . fi r alive, and when he refers to that, he must, I judge, mean 

Mr. Beecher ought to explain to us what he means 
by a "divine appearance." Does he believe that 
Paul saw with his external eyes the person of Jesus 
Christ? I can feel no surprise at these statements of 
Mr. Beecher, in connection with his published views of 
evolution. If this doctrin be true, as I am sufficiently 
sure that it is, there are no ideas except those evolved 
by the human brain. Hence, by human ideas, the 
>yo~ld of min_d is co~troled. Nor.can there be any 
limits to their evolutwn. Hence, we form ideas of 
many imaginary things that om eyes cannot see, 
and which our minds hav. no faculty for knowing. 
And the mind, once victimized by error, is often slow 
in its process of recovery. I could giv the names of 
Liberals, now well known, who were ten years or 
more outgrowing theology. And their growth was 
so slow that they could not tell as to when for the 
last time they shut their eyes and talked to the ridge-
pole. . LA RoY SuNDERLAND. 

Quincy, Mass., April 10, 107. 

Near to Nature. 
We find men in all departments of human society, 

adapted by nature to pursue some one or more of 
the diversified pursuits of life. The same also is true 
in Liberal and scientific work. Some are admirably 
adapted to tear down, others to clear away the rub
bish; some to put in foundations, others to finish 
materials for the structure, and now and then one 
c_apable of superintending the whole, giving instruc
ti~ns, and taking the responsibility of the accom
plishment of the enterpxise in a workmanlike man
ner. The wor~ in which Liberals are engaged is a 
great and glorwus enterprise-the emancipation of 
the ;human mind. Priestcraft and all other religious 
craft. rest upon foundations composed of gods, and it 
re9.~n·es the labor of seventy or eighty thousand 
mimsters one-seventh part of the time, and more, to 
keep the foundation together and save their worth
less idol-temple from destJ·uction. I hav had many 
a season of rejoicing in view of the fact that a goodly 
number engaged in the Liberal cause are not only 
capable of imparting instruction in the art of work
ing fine materials, but hav bone, muscle sinew and 
will-power to deal logical blows upon the head and 
base of the theological moral monster. Our idol
smashers, and the rubbish-removers and material
finishers are quite numerous, but none too many. 
Let us all work together, boys, keeping our eye on 
our no?le, illustrious leaders. Work by their plans, 
us~ thei_r materials, cultivate their spirit, keep their 
obJect 111 view-the· overthrow of religious mental 
bondage, and the establishment of •reason. Lay 
down the ~ools of tmpleasant criticism, fault-finding, 
brow-beatmg; study self more, and your co-workers 
less; be at peace with yourself and a peacemaker 
with all, and, thus doing, much of the responsibility 
felt and borne by om· leaders and superintendents 
will be assuaged. We already hear from many of 
the most honest intellectual champions of religious 
superstitions regrets, renunciations, and retractions. 
~he day of our deliverance is at hand; the iron yoke 
Is broken; reason enthroned. 

I wish to evince my appreciation of our fallen and 
lamented, worthy, illustrious D. M. Bennett, by us
ing a little of his material in the construction of a 
goddess, as I hav had nothing to worship since I 
parted with the old Jewish monster. Bennett, by 
the way, possessed greater ability to get near Mother 
Nature and the soul of humanity than any man I 
ever read. Herein lies the secret of his success. He 
said: 
. "I recognize the fact that all human beings ·come into ex
Istence by the same natural process that all forms of life are 
propagated and continued. I see that individual life arises 
from organization, and I believe it must discontinue when 
the organization terminntes. I believe there can be no fu
ture state of individual intellect nnd life. When we pass 
from this form of existence our individuality ceases; the par
ticles of matter of which we are composed return to the con
clition from which they were evolved, and we go back to the 
s~ate of u_nconPciousness we occupied previous to our indi
Vidual existence. I see nothing terrible in this. We do not 
mourn becauRe we had no individual existence before our 
birth, and why should we mourn because we hav none after 
our denth? It must be admitted that this view is infinitly 
better than ~he Christian belief i_n ~n eternity of suffering 
and unhappmess for the vast maJOl"lty of mankind, without 
object or benefit." 

"I believe in the eternity and infinity of the universe· that 
it contains all existences and forces; that there could hav 
been nothing before her, nothing above her, nothing outside 
of her." 

1ll rm people in the town. that he saw Christ at this time. There can be no doubt that 
The ears of pretended Christians cannot bear the he heard a voice; not of thunder, but a voice that was articu

whistle of a train or steamer on the Sabbath, but a ln:te and which heard him-of surprising radiance and dig
hundred church bells in a city all ringing "b. ell! hell! ~~~y and grandeur, so that he said, 'Who art thou, Lord?' If 

h ll1
, 1t 1s not to be supposed that he supposed he saw Christ how 

e . is sweet music to them. Why is it so? Simc is it that he addressed it so, 'Who art thou?"' ' 

From this reasoning, and a continuation of it-
which may be found in his autobiographical sketch
! build up for myself one of the most mysterious, 
wonderfully-beautiful, universally glorious goddesses 
of any conceived of by finite man. She is neither 
the object of sense nor subject to passion. In her 
body she is like the light; hel' soul resembles truth, 
love, and reason. She possesses a universal life
force, which pervades and is diffused over all nature. 
All o~ganic and inorganic matter receives its light 
a~d hfe fron; her. . She fills immensity, the only prin
mple. She IS the hght and life of reason, the motiv 
of all matter, the prod,_wer of all things. \V'ithout 
her there was not anything produced that was pro
duced. Mrs. Ella E. Gibson and others will find in 
this the god sex forever settled by mutual consent. 

Osceola, Iowa. L. M. fus·rmGs. 
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The Acquittal of Heywood. 
Heywood is acquitted. His trial lasted three days, 

beginning on the lOth, before Judge Nelson. The 
counts in the indictment were: 1. Mailing "Cupid's 
Yokes;" 2. Mailing extracts from Walt Whitman's 
"Leaves of Grass," and 3. Mailing a paper contain
ing the advertisment of a syringe. Mr. Heywood 
conducted his own case, the government being repre-

• sented by Assistant District Attorney Charles Almy, 
Jr. After the jury had been selected, Anthony Com
stock, the detested and detestable instigator of the 
prosecution, took the stand and testified to having 
received by mail packages containing the articles 
complained of, iii response to two decoy letters writ
ten to the defendant by him, over the fictitious signa
ture of J. A. Mattocks. · The syringe was put in as 
evidence in the case, but when the slip containing 
Whitman's poems was offered by the government, 
the defendant objected on the ground that it was not 
set forth in the indictment, which stated that the doc
ument was of such a nature that it would be im
proper to put it on the record of the court. Judge 
Nelson read Whitman's poems carefully through, and 
then said that he could see no reason for their omis
sion from the indictment. "I do not rule upon the 
question," said the. court, "whether this document is 
obscene within the meaning of the statute, but I do 
say that I cannot find anything in it which would 
contaminate the. record." "Why, such a ruling," said 
Mr. Almy, "will involve an acquittal on this indict
ment." "I cannot help that," answered the court. 
After considerable discussion, in which the defend
ant read a letter from Ralph Waldo Emerson and 
extracts from the writings of eminent clergymen, 
eulogizing Whitman's works, Judge Nelson an
nounced that he should order a verdict of "not 
guilty" so far as the poems _of Whitman were con
cerned. 

"Cupid's Yokes," which was also omitted from the 
indictment for the same reason, was next offered in 
evidence, and the defendant again raised objection. 
Although the government wished to put the whole 
book in, the court compelled it to specify the pas
sages relied on. After Mr. Almy had read these, the 
court ruled as in the previous instance, saying that 
the court was sufficiently robust to stand anytqing 
that had been read, and that there was no excuse for 
the drawing of an indictment in so loose and imper
fect a manner. 

These decisions narrowing the issue down to . the 
syringe charge alone, the trial proceeded on that 
basis, and· Mr. Comstock was subjected to a long 
cross-examination concerning his past life and his 
methods of detecting crime. The only other witness 
for the government was David H. Gregory, the post
master at Princeton, Mr. Heywood's home, who tes
tified to the defendant's signature to a receipt for 
the registered letters written by Comstock, and, on 
cross-examination, to the defendant's good character. 

These early and unexpected rulings in his favor 
embarrassed Mr. Heywood, as he writes a friend, 
making the strongest points in his speech unneces
sary. At each new decision in his favor there was 
applause in the court-room. Another ruling was 
that it was incumbent on the prosecution to proTe 
that the accused mailed ,the documents and articles 
himself, cir that he authorized his agent to do so. 
Also that it must be shown that he knew of the ex
istence of the advertisment in his paper. This is 
directly opposit to the ruling of Judge Benedict in 
this city in the cases of Mr. Bennett and Dr. Foote. 
Indeed Judge Nelson's fairness in this case is the 
greatest possible contrast to the bigoted and extra 

judicial conduct of Benedict. It was evident from conservatism that would need but little more shrink
Judge Nelson's manner, says Libertv, that he did not ing to be orthodoxy. Mr. Foote had a right to 
consider the book or extract in any degree obnoxious assault Christianity in his own way, and no law can be 
to the statute, and when the district attorney ven- put in operation against him that does not equally 
tured the proposition that to oppose legal marriage endanger Mr. John Morley himself. And the same 
is necessarily obscene, he could not repress a smile. remark applies also to the case against Heywood. 

Mr. Heywood · sumned up his case in a speech oc- Although every one of Heywood's opinions and 
cupying four and one-half hours. He made a fine theories may be wrong, his right to. disseminate them· 
impression upon the jury, we are told. In his speech is just as clear as the noonday sun, and no country 
he stated plainly just why he had done these things; can be free that legally suppresses any opinion upon 
that it was necessary to test the right of citizens to any subject. 
their own opinions and for the enjoyment of free A great many hav said th11t .. Heywood was foolish 
speech and free press-rights which had been !oully to thrust his head into the lion's mouth. Their 
invaded and trampled upon· by Comstock's semi- great aversion to his published expressions clouded, 
ecclesiastical society. and even closed, their eyes to the principle involved, 

Judge Nelson in his charge to the jury spoke at which is that of freedom of dicussion of all subjects. 
considerable length, and it was remarked that the But the outcome shows that he was wiser than his crit
charge was very favorable to Mr. Heywood. The ics, for the nation is a little freer to-day than before his . 
court said that the government must prove that he trial, and freedom of speech and prees are in less dan
deposited the paper in the mail himself, or- that it ger from church interference. It may be free
was done by his direction, and that if he simply de- dom in the wrong direction, but the very license of 
livered the letter, in reply to which the paper was liberty is preferable to ecclesiastical suppression of 
sent, to the Co-operativ Publishing Company, and radical and humanitarian thought. However widely we 
they caused the paper to be mailed, he was to may disagree with Mr. Heywood, however much we 
be acquitted. They were instructed also that, tve may deplore his absurd theories and coarse manner of 
government must show that Mr. Heywood knew that promulgating them, we must giv him credit for having 
the alleged advertisment was included in the paper. the courage of his convictions and for· standing up 
The testimony of the witness, Anthony Comstock, the valiantly and well for the right of private judgment 
court ruled was not to be considered as that of an in social matters as well as in religious. 
accomplice, but if the jury found that he practiced 
deception in obtaining eVidence against the accused 
they may take it into consideration in estimating his 
credibility. The government was also held to be 
obliged to prove that the instrument advertised was 
intended for the alleged illegal and immoral use, and 
for no other purpose. 

The case was given to the jury before the noon re
cess. They were given from 2 to 3 o'clock for dinne"r, 
and at about 3:15 reported that they had agreed for 
a verdict. The foreman stated that the. only ques
tion with the jury was not whether the defendant was 
guilty or not guilty under the indictment-that was 
agreed to in the negativ from the start-but how long 
they ought, for. the sake of propriety, to remain out. 
It was finally agreed that they should deliberate 
long enough to carry them by the dinner hour, and 
thus get one more meal out of the government before 
the case was ended. When it was announced that 
Mr. Heywood was found not guilty, his friends who 
were present manifested their pleasure by clapping 
their hands;- the crier promptly suppressed the ap
plause, and Mr. Heywood withdrew from the court 
room to receive their congratulations. 

It is very evident from the termination of this case 
and the rulings of Judge Nelson and Juages 
McCrary and Treat in St. Louis, that Comstock's 
methods are getting into disrepute with the judiciary. 
It givs us unalloyed pleasure to be able to say this, 
for only two years ago it was sure conviction for a 
man to be dragged into a Federal court charged with 
obscenity. It is a happy sign that the times are 
changing. 

Mr. Heywood may be fanatical and rash, his m~th
ods may be disagreeably repugnant to sensitiv people, 
but iw one can fail to admire him for his stanch ad
vocacy of what he conceives to be truth, and of the 
right of every one not only to his own· opinions on 
all subjects, but to his equally inalienable right to 
express them in his own way. His victory is a tri
umph of common sense, too, and an indication that 
the people will not countenance Comstock in his en
deavor to suppress all discussion upon the subject of 
over-population. 

Although Mr. Heywood does not profess to be an 
Infidel, yet it is to Infidels that he turns in his dis
tress, and it is they who hav aided him in his 
fight. Whenever the freedom of the press or of 
speech is interfered with by the law on religious 
grounds, Liberals are bound to protest, and when the 
Victim escapes the clutches of the churchly bigots, 
they are bound to exult over another proof that legal 
injustice and ecclesiastical tyranny do not always 
win, and that in the long run liberty will be recog
nized and the right of each individual to his own 
thoughts and their expression be respected. 

It is not necessary to say that we do not approve 
of Mr. Heywood's methods. That is not the ques
tion. In England Positivists like John Morley, so
called Liberals, are afraid to protest against the im
prisonment of Mr. Foote for fear they .will be thought 
to sympathize with the caricatures of Christ that he 
published. That is just no Liberalism at all. It is 

Bradlaugh Acquitted. 
. We learn by telegraph that Mr. Bradlaugh has 

been found not guilty of publishing the Freethinker, 
and the Christians must be satisfied with one less 
victim. Messrs. Foote and Ramsay were indicted 
with him, but it seems they were not dragged from 
jail to be punished a second time. Truly the Free
thinkers of England ought to be grateful that the 
Christians are satisfied with one term in jail for them. 

Mutilating History. 
A friend m Canada writes us making inquiry as 

follows: . 
ST. CATHARINES, ONT., April 9, 1883. 

To THE EDITOR OF Tm: TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Last week I 
procured from the public reading rooms here a volume of 
"Milman's Gibbon's History of the Decline and Fall of the 
Roman Empire." 

It contains copious notes by the Rev. H. H. Milman, and I 
hav been told that that gentleman has been good enough to 
revise the original text almost completely out of the work. 

I would like you to throw a little information on the sub
ject in next week's paper; and also refer to the most authentic 
original of this book which may be had. SUBSCRIBER. · 

It has been a common practice for theologians to 
take standard histories and other works and by mu
tilation to make "library editions," "student's edi
tions," etc., and scarcely any school-book but bears 
marks of their assiduous care over the minds of the 
young. Upon comparing these revised editions with 
original or real scholar's editions, it will always be 
found that the " edited " portions are those militating 
in some way against Christianity. 

Just as this query came to us a book was published 
which throws much light upon the subject. It is the 
"History of Christianity," and comprises all that re
lates to the progress of the Christian religion in Gib
bon's "Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire," and 
Gibbon's "Vindication" of his great work against the 
base aspersions of the·clergy, who attacked him in 
swarms upon its publication. The publisher of this 
most valuable and timely work explains one, cause of 
its publication among others to be that these abridged 
editions of Gibbon hav found a wide cil·culation in 
our schools and colleges, the author of one of which 
betrays himself by coolly saying that " the most im
portant omissions relate to the history of the church, 
in which Gibbon too frequently displayed the hostil
ity he felt toward the Christian religion." . The pub
lisher of this recent work does not appreciate the 
pious labors of these commentators, and has been 
particular to reprint from one of the early editions, 
and he informs us that the reader may rely upon its 
being a correct transcript from the original text. 

The current editions of Gibbon's "Decline and 
Fall" are from the work edited by Dean Milman, who, 
although a prejudiced churchman, left for later the
ologians the work of garbling what is, taken alto
gether, the most magnificent historical work extant. 
We cannot explain the position of Dean Milman bet
ter than by quoting from Mr. Eckler: 

"This learned divine was permitted to inspect the unpub
lished posthumous works of Gibbon, with the express under
standing, however, that none of their contents should be di-
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A Beautiful Oration. vulged; Lord Sheffield, in whose care they had remained, 
having positivly-prohibited, by a clause in his will, any fur
ther publication of them. Mr . ..Milman, having thus had ac
cess to Gibbon's notes and private memoranda, and ha•ing 
devoted much time to the subject, was well qualified to form 
a correct estimate of Gibbon's labors; and, notwithstanding 
his strong Christian prejudices, he is constrained to admit 
that he has 'followed the track of Gibbon through many 
parts of his work; he has read his authorities with constant 
reference to his pages; and must pronounce his deliberate 
judgment in terms of the highest admiration as to his geneml 

I 

One minister was much amazed upon reading Gibbon 
that " the prelates and dignitaries of the church did 
not vie with each other whose stone should sink the 
deepest in the forehead of this Goliah." The Monthly 
Review of October, 1790, speaks of Gibbon as ".our 
skeptical historian.') Attempts to answer him wei·e 
made. by some dozen or twenty churchmen, but all 
that is preserved of these polemics is their titles-a 
certain indication that their worthlessness has been 
disc,wered by even the church. 

A large concourse of emi:rtent people assembled on 
the night of the 15th, at the mansion of Colonel Fitz
gerald, on K street, Washington, on the occasion of 
the funeral ceremonies of the late John G. Mills and 
to listen to the eloquent remarks of Colonel Robert 
Ingersoll. Mr. l!lgersoll. was deeply affected and 
could hardly command his emotion sufficiently to 
speak clearly. The following are his remarks: 

accuracy.' , 
"'And indeed, if, after all,' continues Milman in a sorrow

ful strain, 'the views of the early progress of Christianity be 
melancholy and humiliating, we must beware lest we charge 
the whole of this on the Infidelity of the historian. It is idle, 
it is disingenuous, to deny or to dissemble th~ early deprava

There are several good unabridged editio1;1s of Gib
bon in the market, but any one wishing to consult 
his criticism of the rise of Christianity will find the 
volume we hav referred to the best source of informa-

tions of Christianity, its gradual but rapid departure from its tion. 
primitiv simplicity and purity, still more, from its spirit of 

Christian Legislation. universal love.' 
"After admitting so much in favor of Gibbon's accuracy as 

a historian, and acknowledging so much that Gibbon hns 
stated in regard to the 'melancholy and humiliating' origin 
of Christianity, is it not somewhat surprising to see this 
learned and cautious champion of the church use the follow
ing language in endeavoring to explain why some damaging 
truths, called 'objectionable passages,' in Gibbon's History, 
hav been allowed by him to remain unchallenged? 

The men elected to the legislature of this state -are 
truly a depraved set. Most of them are ward politicians, 
spending what time they are not at Albany around 
corner Mloons, without a particle of honesty or 
statesmanship in their compositions. There is not 
much choice. between the two parties, the only per
ceptible differenc~ being that the Bepub1icaiis steal 
for the Protestant church and the Democrats for the "'The editor,' says Milman, speaking of himself, 'would 

further observe, that with regard to some other objectionable 
passages, which do not· involve misstatement or inaccuracy, Catholic. 
he has intentionally abstained from directing particular at- Last week the Assembly passed a bill to pi·ovide 
tention toward them by any special protest.' money to support a Christian home for intemperate 

"A passage that is not misstated and is not inaccurate men. This institution is strictly sectarian. There is 
must necessarily be true, and to call a historical truth 'objec- no objection to the churches supporting charitable 
tionable' because it conflicts with certain Christian preju-
dices, proves that this pious and learned divine was rather a organizations if they feel like it, but when they get 
partisan for his creed than a sincere lover of truth for its own their houses and lands exempt from taxati&n, and 
sake. He considered it wiser to pass over these 'objection- . then ask the state to vote money to support them, 
able pass~ge~' i_n silence, hoping the. reader would not ob- they cease to be charities and become ecclesiastical 
~erve the~r.sigmficance, ra~her ~han r_1sk ~he danger of m·ous- schools or asylums. The. Christians make large 
mg susp1c10n by challengmg mvest1gatwn. What a short- l · th t th f th · h 't' b t th · 
sighted and time-serving policy for an ... eminent Christian c aimS on e s re~g 0 e1r c an ·Ies, u e liD-

historian to assume ! What a contrast such methods afford pude~ce of these 1S exposed by the passage of such 
to the labors of our modern scientists who· earnestly seek to 1aws as the one in question. 
demonstrate hidden facts in nature a;nd discover new truths If the Christians want a home in which to support 
in science, regardless alike whether these new discoveries their drunkards let them build it. The state has one 
militate for or against their preconceived theories. 

" 'The art of Gibbon, or at least the unfair impression pro
duced by these two memorable chapters' (the fifteentli and 
sixteenth), continues Dean Milman, 'consists in his confound
ing together, in one undistinguishable mass, the oirgin and 
apostolic propagation of the Christjan religion with its later 
progress. . The main question, the divine origin qf the 
religion, was dextrously eluded, or speciously conceded by 
Gibbon; his plan enabled him to commence his account, in 
most parts, below the apostolic times; and it wa~ only by the 
strength of the dark coloring with which he brought out the 
failings and the follies of the succeeding ages that a shadow 
of doubt and suspicion was thrown back upon the primitiv 
period of Christianity.' 

"The Jews justly complained that their Egyptian task
masters compelled them to make bricks without straw; but 
this difficult performance would hav been no greater than to 
attempt to write an authentic history without facts. 'Short, 
indeed,' says -Bishop Watson, 'are the accounts which hav 

now and there is no need of its voting further sup-
plies. ' 

Not to be outdone in hypocritical piety, the Senate 
has passed a bill to punish all who put upon the stage 
a representation of the character of any of the Bible 
"divinities." This is aimed at the Passion Play, but 
it wlll hit the Catholic's who annually depict the 
scenes in the supposititious life of the supposed 
Christ. It is a law to protect God and Christ, who, 
omnipotent as they are, are unable to take care of 
themselvs or inspire in the breasts of their followel's 
the respect claimed for them. 

This is an acknowledgment we should not think 
Christians would care to make. 

The Monument. 
been transmitted to us of the first propagating of Christian- The following subscriptions hav been received 
ity.' 'The scanty and suspicious materials of ecclesiastical since the last report was printed. vVe sha11, as soon 
history,' says Gibbon, 'seldom enable us to dispel the dark as spi'l·n- fal'rly opens get plans and est1'm<>tes fo . b . • ... 1 
cloud that hangs over the first age of the church.' Had Gib- th monu e t and r·epo ·t the same to 0 I' readers e mn, I u , bon drawn upon his imagination for his facts, he could hav , 
written· a history that would hav given great satisfaction to giving the amount necessary and the amount on 
Dean Milman and his fellow-churchmen. But a history hand. There is not enough as yet. THE TRUTH 
written from~ such a standpoint would be as useless and SEEKER family is a large one, and every member 
ephememl as were the productions of Gibbon's opponents, should do his duty by our dead father. Let us giv 
which hav already passed into a merited oblivion. him an honorable remembrance in the shape of a 
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"Again we are face ·to face with ·the great mystery that 
shrouds this world. We question, but there is no reply. Out 
on the·wide waste of seas. there drifts no spar. Over the 
desert of death the sp]J,inx gazes forever, but never speaks. 
In the very May of life another heart has ceased to beat. 
Night has fallen upon noon, but he lived, he loved, he was 
loved-wife and children pressed their kisses on his lips. 
This is enough. The longest life contains no more. This 
fills the vase of joy. . 

"He who lies here clothed with the perfect peace of death 
was a kind and loving husband and a good father, a generous 
neighbor, an hohest man, and these words build a monument 
of glory above the humblest grave. He was always a child, 
sincere and frank, as full of•hope as Spring. He divided all 
time into to-day and to-morrow. To-morrow was without a 
cloud, and of to-morrow he borrowed sunshine for to-day. 

"He was my friend. He will remain so. The living oft 
become estranged; the dead are true. He was not a Chris
tian. In the Eden of his hope there did not crawl and coil 
the serpent cf eternal pain. In many languages he sought 
the thoughts of men, and for himself he solved the problems 
of the world. He accepted the philosophy of Auguste Comte. 
Humanity was his god, the human race the Supreme Being. 
In that supreme being he rested. He believed that we are 
indebted for what we enjoy to the labor, the self-denial, the 
heroism of the human race, and that as we hav plucked the 
fruit of what others planted, we, in thankfulness, shoula 
plant for others yet to be. 

"With him immortality was the eternal consequences of 
his own good acts. He believed that every good thought, 
every disinterested deed, hastens the harvest of '-IDiversal 
good. This is a religion that enriches poverty; that enables 
us to bear the sorrows of th~ saddest life; that peoples even 
solitude with the happy millions yet to be-a religion born 
not of selfishness and fear, but of love and hope-that re
ligion that digs wells to slake the thirst of others; that gladly 
bears the burdens of the unborn. 

"In the presence of death how beliefs and dogmas wither 
and decay. how loving words and deeds burst into blossom! 
Pluck from the tree of any life these flowers, and there re
mains but the barren thorns of bigotry ancl creed. All wish 
for happiness beyond this life-all hope to meet again the 
loved and lost. In every heart there grows this Stlcred flower 
of eternal hope. 

"Immortality is a word that hope, through all ages, has 
been whispering to love. The miracle of thought we cannot 
understand. The mystery of death and hope we cannot 
comprehend. This chaos, called the world, has never been 
explained. The golden bridge of life from gloom emerges 
and on shadow rests. Beyond this we do not know. Fate is 
speechless, destiny is dumb, and the secret of the future has 
never yet been told. We love, we wait, we hope. The more 
we love, the more we fear. Upon the tenderest heart the 
deepest shadows fall. All paths, whether filled with thorns 
or flowers, end here. Here success and failure are the same. 
The rage of wretchedness and the purple robe of power lose 
difference and distinction in this democracy of death. 
Character alone survives. Goodness alone livs, love alone is 
immortal. 

"But to all there comes a time when the fevered lips of 
life long for the cool, delicious kiss of death. Tired of the 
dust and glare of clay, they hear with joy the rustling gar
ments of the night. What can we say of death? What can 
we say of the dead? Where they hav gone reason cannot go, 
and from thence revelation has not come. But let us believe 
that over the cradle Nature bends and smiles, and lovingly 
above the dead in benediction holds her outstretched hands.'' 

Mr. Mill was a man of great literary attainments, 
and a remarkably clear writer. He occasionally con
tributed to the columns of THE THUTH SEEKER. The 
article "Joined to his Idol," printed in the March 
17th number of the present volume of this paper was 
probably his last communication to the Freethought 
press. The circumstances of his life and death we 
are unacquainted with. But we know that he was a 
Freethinker, a Positivist, a friend of his race. He 
did what he could with voice and pen for the freedom 
of the human mind, and this good which he did livs 
after him. 

Book Notes. 
CoL. RonER'.r G. INGERSOLL says of" Golden Throne:" "The 

author certainly has genius; there is in him the clivine crea
tiv spark. The book is filled with manly thought, expressed 
in manly words, the transcript of a manly mind. It is filled 
with beautiful, touching, and inspiring ideas of generosity 
and hope, running over with sympathy and charity so that no 
one can read it without thinking better of this world. Every 
Liberal should reacl 'Golden 'fhrone.' " 

"NATURE's HAmiONY," by Francis D. Lacy, of Nirvana, 
Mich., has just been published at THE TRUTH SEEKER office. 
It is a handsome work of 165 pages, selling for~ one dollar. 
We shall take pleasure in noticing it at length further on. 

"JESUS CHRIST A FICTION FoUNDED UPON THE LIFE OF APOL
LONIUS OF TYA.NA," is the latest work purporting to come from 
the industrious spirit, M. Famd11y. It is claimed that through 
the spirit of·Faraday numerous pagan priests of Rome hav 
disclosed the true origin of Christianity. The book contains 
208 pages. 'fhe price in cloth is 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 
For sale at THE Tnu'rH SEEKER office. 

"ANSWERS TO CHRISTIAN QuESTIONs.'' By D. M. 

Bennett. Price, 25 cents. 

THE Tnu·m SEEKER will be sent to new subscriberf' 
three months for fifty cents. There is no better way 
of serving the cause than by getting up clubs of 
trial subscribers to THE TnuTH SEEKER. 
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{Jtnnmunicatioqs. 

The Prohibition Question. 
CAN THE WORLD BE REGENERATED BY PHYSICAL FORCE? 
John Calvin tried to compel :Pr. Servetus to do 

what he (Calvin) thought to be right. Failing in 
words, he had him burnt at the stake. In our day 
Anthony Comstock is in the same infamous business, 
using. physical force to compel people to do right. 
But John Calvin, or Anthony Comstock, are not 
alone by any means in the infamous business of try
ing to compel people by force .to do right. 

Some very good and no doubt well-meaning people, 
but with mistaken zeal, think the world can be re
generated by physical force, that they can stop the 
sale of intoxicating drink by the sword. Never were 
people more mistaken. John Calvin, Anthony Com
stock, and those who would take the sword to compel 
men by force to do right, are all on the same plat
form. To compel people by force to stop selling in
toxicating drinks is precisely the same in kind as 
those who enact laws to compel people to believe as 
they do, or go to prison or the stake. 

It all has its rise from the doctrin, "Believe or 
be damned." Whether the use of intoxicating drink 
is a curse or a blessing, is not the question, but it is, 
Has the use of physical force been successful in re
generating the world? For thousands of years the 
Christian world has held sway, and preached the doc
trin, and practiced it too, "You shall believe or you 
shall be damned." And it is Christians who are run
ning the anti-rum-not temperance-crusade; you 
shall stop selling liquor, or you shall go to prison. 
Those who put Mr. Bennett and others in prison 
used force-the sword; and those who are enacting 
laws compelling people to stop doing what they think 
is wrong are in the same army of persecutors, using 
force-the sword-to regenerate the world. 

Those who advocate physical force to redeem the 
world hav no right to condemn the Christian perse
cutions of the past or present. The true reformer, 
the redeemed soul, does not resort to the sword to 
compel his fellow-men to do right. The forcible ar
guments of E. C. Walker, in THE TRUTH SEEKER, hav 
never been answered, nor ever can be. It is sad to 
see reformers--so called-take the sword to.compel 
men to stop wrong-doing. Has not the experiment 
of five thousand years of force been enough to 
satisfy any one that it is a failure? 

I am sick and tired of the everlasting senseless 
clatter of trying to compel people to stop doing wrong, 
and do what they-the writers-think is right. In
temperance will never be abolished while money is 
in existence, or those great cess-pools of crime,_ cities, 
exist. 

While these hiding-places for criminals, cities, exist, 
and money, the most unnatural medium of exchange, 
is used, it is a waste of time to cry out against intem
perance. People never were, nor ever will be, made 
better by force. If every legislature would adjourn, 
and every law-book was burnt, the world would be 
a million times better for the change. 

Countless millions of human beings hav been mur
dered by Christians, all to make people better, and 
all done by law-~orce-and any law to Jm·ce people 
to stop rum selling is the same in kind, and the more 
law the more crime. Abolish money, and you stop 
all crime, and never before. But as this can neyer 
be done, or if it can, not for a thousand years, it is 
folly to think of suppressing crime by Jaw. Only one 
week ago, an anti-rum lecturer-there are no tem
perance lectures now-said, "There is more rum sold 
in Maine to-day than there ever was." 

But is there nothing below all this fearful tide of 
intemperance? Where do people get the appetite or 
unnatural thirst for the abominable stuff that they 
make themselvs worse than beasts of? Men take into 
their stomachs that which an animal will not touch. 
Why is it? Has the food they eat anything to ·do 
with it? Has the vile narcotic tobacco, and the mill
ions of gallons of filthy hog's-grease, and the abomin
able unhealthy food that people gorge themselvs with, 
anything to do with the cause of the unnatural thirst 
they hav? Has the unnatural generation of millions 
of children, begotten when. the mother is entirely ex
hausted, and every drop of the father's blood is 
poisoned with tobacco, any cause for this thirst for 
unnatural stimulants? . 

A habit that has been thousands of years in form
ing will never be given up by force or law. While 
people work unnaturally, liv unnaturally, and generate 
unnaturally, intemperance will not only continue but 
increase. Every law that has been enacted for sup
pression of rum selling has been a curse, and only a 
curse, to the cause of temperance. . 

No person can save another until they are first 
saved themselvs. Those who cry out for law to stop 
any wrong-doing are not saved themselvs; they hav 
the same persecuting spirit that men had when they 
hung witches and burnt heretics. The world can 
never be redeemed, and brought into a condition of 
true happiness, until men stop maldng laws. 'l'ymnts 
only try to compel people to giv up their bad habits. 
It never was done nor ever will be. It costs the 
people countless millions of hard days' work every 

year to support governments of force, every dollar of ing blit whisky mentioned. Can he i:J.ot see that by 
which is worse than wasted. Love, kindness, ,justice comparisons we illustrate principles ?-'-and it. seems to 
to the suffering poor, will redeem the world, but· take a great many of them to make some persons 
force, never. SEwARD MITCHELL. p.erceive what seems to me as self-evident; and can 

Newport, JJ£aine, April 3, 1883. . he not see that if the principle of prohibition is cor-
P.S.-Since writing the foregoing I hav read J. rect when applied to whisky drinking as an evil, it 

Syphers's letter in the last TRUTH SEEKER. I am at a would be equally proper when· applied to any and 
loss for words to express my true feelings. Such a every other evil practice? . 
long rigmarole- of nonsense I hav not read for many It is news to me that the "mi$sion of our govern
a day. There is not a sensible sentence from begin- ment is to solve gTeat moral questions!" In my 
ning to end. judgment our government has nothing to do with 

There is no need to say one word about Mrs. ~m;a~s. It:s o~ly ;proper mission is to protect every 
Severance's letter, except to call it grand and giv her ~ndividual, m his hberty to d? ~ ~e pleases, fro~ any 
our best blessing. If Mrs. Severance does not feel mterf~rence from any other md~viduai. T~e e':Ils ?f 
like defending the right to sell intoxicating drinks, I ~ssummg t_o ·settle moral qu_estw;ns by legislatiOn IS 
do. I hav the same right, unmolested, to sell whisky, illustrated m the ca~e of the I~pn~onm_ent of our re
or any other drinks, that you, Mr. Syphers, hav to ,sell for~ers on the claim of ~heir. domg· ImmoraL acts, 
flour. And whoever attempts to stop me by force I demded to be such by legislatwn; a;ud I hav ·heard 
denounce as a tyrant, and not a particle better, as far C~mstock talk as eloquently over ~avmg pe.ople from 
as the principle is concerned, than is Anthony Com- this hydra-headed. monster obscemty. And "ye god's 
stock in using force in his infamous business in •try- look not down this way when the great fight comes 
ing to suppress what he ca1ls obscenity. When Free- off," between Bennett, :S:eywood, Wakem_an, and any 
thinkers, Liberalists, or reformers, attempt to reform other man that ha~ b;rams enough to ~Iscover a:r;td 
the world by the same means that Christians do, it c_oml?rehend the p~mmples of ~reedom m contr~dis-
looks as though the world was .going backward. ti11ctwn to tyranmcal usurpatwn, as does friend 

' s. M. Syphers over Dr. Severance's proposed contest for 
people to do as they please, whether it pleases her or 
not. REPLY TO PROF. SYPHERS. 

Discussion is a great educat.ional method, and when 
properly conducted, brings out the salient points of 
a subject as nothing else can. In my article to which 
Brother Syphers replies I thought to illustrate the 
principle of prohibition by applying it to other 
things which I believe to be injurious, such as tobac
co, tea, and coffee, thinking I could thus make it 
patent to anybody that the cure for such evils was 
not dictation; and that if not for them, no more so 
for alcohol, which is, in my judgment, always an in
jury when taken into the human system. 

There are many people that think differently, and 
honestly believe that their health is made better, 
their strength augmented, and even their life pro
longed, by the use of alcoholic stimulants. Now, 
hav I a right to forcible prevent such from obtaining 
and using it, any more than hav they to compel me 
tb take it sick or well, or, in their judgment, in need 
?f it? I say here most emphatically that a man has 
JUSt as much right-so far as arbitrary interference 
from others is concerned-to drink whisky as he has 
tea or coffee, or even water. I hav a right; and more, 
I feel it my duty; to teach people so far as I can, and 
to exert all my influence, as I always hav done, to 
prevent people from using alcohol, tobacco, and a 
thousand other things now eaten and drank that I 
know to be injurious. If the prohibitionists would 
spend the time and money they now use to bring 
about their coercive measures, in teaching the people 
the effects of alcohol upo:g. the human system, in 
ameliorating the condition of the laboring people by 
giving them the just fruit of their toil, so that dis
couragement, want, and despair would not drive 
them to their cups for temporary forgetfulness; in 
giving woman conditions in which children could be 
better born, and not as now tired and exhausted 
when brought into existence by antenatal overtaxa
tion, thtts causing a cmving for stimulation to relieve 
temporarily their depleted nerve power, or worse 
still, as many are, with appetites inherited by the 
mother being ordered by her physician to take liquor 
in some form "to keep up her strength under her 
trying circumstances"- practical and important 
measures which lie at the very foundation of temper
ance-they would help humanity to greater freedom. 

Selling diseased meat, as alluded to by the profes
sor, it seems to me aE.y thinking person will perceive 
is not an analogous case at all, as people then do not 
get what they desire; that is like selling a man adul
terated whisky. In purchasing any article we are 
entitled to what we pay for. If we pay for whisky, 
we hav a right to demand that a genuin article be 
furnished us. If we pay for coffee, _no one has a right 
to sell us peas. 

Mr. Syphers queries, "How about the right of the 
rum seller to take the hard-earned money of his vic
tim and giv him no equivalent?" Let me answer that by 
asking, who is to decide how a man shall spend his 
hard-earned money, himself or some one else? 

I hav good reason to believe that drug medication 
ruins more constitutions, produces more wretched
ness and misery in families, and destroys . more lives 
than alcohol as a beverage. Even so learned a writer 
as John Mason Good, M:D., F.R.S., makes this state
ment, "Drug medication has destroyed more lives 
than war, pestilence, and famin combined." With 
such a belief, founded on substantial evidence, I 
would not be willing to hav laws enacted that would 
prevent people from the manufacture, sale, or use of 
drugs; better die individual men and women from 
the effects of any wrong practice than liv a race of 
slaves, to eat, drink, use, or be deprived of anything 
a king, pope, or the majority shall decide best. 

Mr. Sypliers must see the difference between horse
stealing and drinking whisky. The law should pro
tect the individual in the possession of his own from 
the tyrannical usurpation by another in taking what 
does not belong to him. Friend Syphers wants noth-

Was there ever a more untruthful, unjust, or sense
less sentence written than this? "Moral suasion and 
education afford no protection against this evil." It 
is by education and moral influence that every re
form work has been advanced, and we may just as 
well decide that we can legislate intellectuality into 
people as morality. JuLIET H. SEvERANCE, M.D. 

QUITE A MISTAKE. 
M. Farrington has called each Prohibitionist by 

name to stand forth for this principle once more, 
this time to defeBd it from the degradation of being 
a child of Christianity. It does not seem to be ask
ing too much to ask that Prohibitionists be supposed 
ofknowing whether or not they find themselvs asso
ciated with Christians or Freethinkers in the prose
cution of the temperance work. , 

It will be at once admitted that certain forms of 
the temperance work hav been carried on by the 
church people in their own peculiar way, and that 
what has been so done by them has borne little, if 
any, good results. For instance, so far as I can re
member, the Y. M. C. A. is the only institution that 
has ever hired a detectiv, or missionarv, and furnished 
him with money to go from saloon to· saloon on Sun
day and purchase drink, and on l\'Ionday make a for
mal complaint against the dealers. In this sort of 
thing there is a species of hypocrisy that no Free
thinker could submit hi]llself to. Temperance work 
by means· of long prayers, or any sort of prayers, or 
in the name of "Gospel Temperance," or under the 
guise of any sort of God-meetings, is a thing Free
thinkers do not indulge in. 

Mr. Farrington and Mr. Walker m·e both temper
ance men according to their own printed utterances, 
and in their own way exert an influence which tells 
for temperance. They know, as all intelligent per
sons must know, that when the rum and beer inter
ests pass away that form of man that will run after 
and go . crazy over the lachrymose lollipops like 
Moody and Sankey will also pass away. 

The temperance movement has gone boldly for
ward along the natural highway of evolution from the 
timorous pleading of the half dozen reformed sots 
who began the Washingtonian movement to the de
termined demands of the Prohibitionists who to-day 
speak the voice of manhood and of right. 

It is no longer the timid pleading of a few doubt
ful of the wisdom of their own position, but the firm, 
defiant notes of a host strong in the right and deter
mined to win at all hazards. 

What has Christianity to do with it? The churches 
can be had to-day for temperance meeting only as 
concessions to some favored few. The ordinary tem
perance tramp lifts up his voice only in some little 
struggling church on condition of dividing· his poor 
little collection and holding his peace upon every 
other subject. Scarcely a church of wealth and style 
is to be found in the whole. United States that does 
not lean upon some two or three wealthy distillers, 
brewers, or liquor-dealers to pay something more 
than a modicum. of the annual church expenses. So 
long as this state of affairs exists, the leading spirits 
of every local temperance movement must necessarily 
be men outside of the pale of the church of Jesus 
Christ and him crucified. 

Almost every temperance orator tells the people 
plainly that if the church people would take hold of 
this work and stand together for temperance, the 
success of the movement would bs immeasurable. 

The temperance movement is emphatically a Free
thinkers' movement, and if the Freethinkers stand 
bravely together until they rid the world of intoxi
cating religions and intoxicating drinks posterity can 
hav in its calendar no more worshipful a saint than the 
Freethinkers themselvs. We must learn to "hew to 
the line,·let the chips fall where they will." 

LIBERT A. 
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Notes from the Field-Sturgis and Coloma. 
February 3d will long be remembered for the 

great sleet, and the beginning of the disastrous floods, 
which destroyed two hundred lives and thirty million 
dollar's.worth of property. It was on the morning 
of this day that I left Cleveland for Sturgis, Mich., 
passing through my nativ town, Tremont, destined 
in a few hours to be submerged and suffer serious 
loss of life and property. 

On Sunday, February 4th, I commenced a course 
of four lectures at Sturgis, which in spite of clouds 
above and ice below were well attended. 
. Sturgis is a handsome town of 3,000 inhabitants, a 

very considerable portion of whom are Liberals. The 
:finest church edifice here is owned by them. Chris
tian bigotry was the impelling force that secured its 
erection. Some years •ago the Spiritualists, having 
helped to build the Baptist church, occasionally used 
it for their meetings. But toleration is not a Baptist 
virtue, and they were soon denied its use. When the 
edict of expulsion came, ·a meeting of Liberals was 
immediately called, at which it was resolved to erect 
a building with a platform broad enough to hold an 
honest man, whatever his belief might be. The next 

· day a site was selected and a large kiln of brick was 
purchased. At a set time, farmers and others came 
with their wagons;. thirty-one teams were loaded 
with brick. These were formed into line, and then, 
with banners flying, the long procession moved tri
umphantly through the streets of Sturgis. It was a 
:field-day for _Liberalism. In less than sixty days the 
beautiful structure was completed and dedicated, not 
to God, but to-humanity. · 

Among the Liberals whose acquaintance I formed 
while here were Mr. and Mrs. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. 
Gray, Mr. and Mrs. Thompson, Mrs. Gardner and 
daughter, Mr. Packard, an,d Mr. Baker. · 

My next engagement was at Coloma, a little town 
on the Chicago and West Michigan railroad, nem: the 
Eastern shore of Lake !'Lichigan. I was billed for 
Wednesday evening, Feb. 7th. Wednesday morning 
I left Sturgis and proceeded to Kalamazoo, where I 
expected to reach Coloma via the South Haven 
branch of the Michigan Central. Owing to block
ades the road was out of coal and no trains were run
ning. I then boarded a Michigan Central train and 
came through to Niles, intending to take the Benton 
Harbor road. Trains on this road were snow-bound, 
and I was baffled the second time. One more chance 
remained, and that was to reach New Buffalo before 
the train went north. So I took the Central again. 
Unfortunately it was a through express, behind time; 
and dashed through New Buffalo at the rate of forty 
miles an hour. A revival was going, on and Coloma 
Christians were on their knees praying for Providence 
to interfere and keep the Infidel away. Like one of 
old I had successfully wrestled with this gentleman, 
but in this encounter it looked as though he was des
tined to win. Michigan City would be the :first stop. 
On, on we sped, and the prison city was in sight. At 
the draw-bridge we halted for a moment. An eastern
bound train was slowly moving by. No' time to 
parley or inquire. I sprang on board. It was the 
Chicago and West Michigan train, and I was safe. 
Coloma would be reached in time, and "Providence" 
be beaten. 

At Coloma I gav three lectures to full houses. Like 
Sturgis, Coloma is quite a Liberal town, and what 
Sturgis has done by way of securing a F1;eethought 
temple, Coloma proposes doing at an early day. 

The leading Liberals at this place are Dr. Ryno 
and his estimable wife, Dr. Baker, Minot Ingraham,, 
S. P. Merrifield, R. R. Hewson, E. A. Hill, and B. S. 
Ryno and wife. Ably co-operating with them in the 
Liberal cause is Albion Smith, of W aterveleit, a little 
town near by. The father of Mr Smith, now_lacking 
but a few years of one hundred, has been a l'ife-long 
Freethinker, ever battling for the right. How I 
reverence these old war-scarred veterans! '\7hat a 
debt of gratitude we owe to them! And shall we let 
them suffer? Must such old pioneers as Hacker, 
Broom, and Tuttle plead, and plead in vain, for the 
bare necessities of life? Forbid it, Liberals! 

JOHN E. REMSBURG. 

Experience. 
Some of my orthodox friends with whom I occa

sionally hav a little talk seem to think that they hav 
completely vanquished me, and proven everything in 
their favor, when as a last resort for an argument 
they make the assertion that they "know the Bible 
to be true because they hav experienced the truth 
of it." 

Now I would. not giv a button for any person's ex
perience unless it harmonizes with some scientific 
prediction. 

We may experience the truth of a book-or, in 
other words, may indorse the author's sentiments, 
but_ it givs us no clue to the author's name. Because 
the Bible contains some true things does not prove 
it to be the word of God, even if it contained no gross 
vice and contemptible tales. 

A person who relies on experience for truth is 
often blinded. The liquor drinker is blinded when 
be takes a stimulatip.g cause for a good result. The 

arsenic eater has a most delightful experience at :first 
from small doses, but he :finds too late the sad result 
of sacrificing reason to experience. I could speak of 
many cases where what seemed to be a favorable 
result, meant death. • 

. The Christian experience is that of impulse and 
feeling. I hav had the opportunity of attending 
several Christian revivals, and I never yet heard a 
person relate their experience but what I could trace 
it .to some of the surrounding influences of this 
world, and also account for the differences in experi
ence-the experiences of persons corresponding to 
temperament and mental development . 

But all, at :first, claim to be happy, And why? Be
cause they believe they hav escaped eternal damna
tion. Well who would not? And then comes their 
sad experience with 'the devil, which is nothing more 
nor less than their reason admonishing them for 
their foolishness. Reason presents to · them ideas 
antagonistic to thei1' belief, and hence their experience 
in a :fight with the devil. · 

The Christian experience is a proof of itself that 
there is no supernatural power connected with it. It 
is simply absurd £or Christians to claim that they hav 
experienced any divine truth in the killing of an in
nocent man to save the guilty; or in the fact that 
God, as spoken of in the Bible, acted like a blood
thirsty savage who could accomplish nothing with-
out a slaughter of human lives. OscAR A. BucK. 

English Idol Manufacturers. 

terfere with it. Civil and religious liberty must go 
hand in hand. We cannot endanger one without 
endangering the other. 

--------~~------
A Debt of Gratitude. 

F,-orn the Universe . 

The Fr~tethinkers of Calilornia and of the entire Pa
cific coast owe a debt of gratitude to the Jewish peo
ple for the generous and hospitable manner in which 
they received the late and lamented D. M. Bennett 
upon his arrival in this city from his tour around the 
world. His :first hearty greeting was from a Jewish 
Freethinker, Mr. A. Berenz, Sr., doing business at 
140 Montgomery st., who hired a boat and sailed 
out some· two miles to meet the famous voyager. It 
was a Jewish Freethinker, Mr. Philip Cowen, a well
known merchant of Petaluma, who sought a place of 
comfort for Mr. Bennett that he might rest in peace 
a few days after his long and arduous journey, and 
that place of comfort was the hospitable home of 
Mr. Wm. H. Pepper, residing near Petaluma. It 
was in a Jewish newspaper office-the Jewish Times 
-of this city that Mr. Bennett made himself per
fectly at home while in our midst, and it was there 
that he received letters from all parts of the world, 
sent in its care and awaiting him. It was in the 
store of a Jewish Freethinker, Mr. E. Frank, the well
known clothing merchant, that all the boxes and 
packages of books addressed to Mr. Bennett were 
safely stored until his arrival. Mr. Max Frank was 
largely instrumenbl in getting up the meeting at 
Platt's Hall in honor of Mr. Bennett, and between 

It is a curious and not very_ flattering fact that them a warm friendship existed, as both were nativs 
Christian manufacturers in the foremost Christian of the state of New York. It was two young ,Jewish 
land s~ould ~e engaged in producing obj~cts of idol- boys, nativs of California, Michigan, and Alexander 
~try with :whwh t~ s~pply heathe~ countnes. Allud- Frank, who waited upon Mr. Bennett and with al
mg to this descnptwn of Eng~Ish trade, a copy of most :filial devotion attended to his every want. 
the London Punch has a few tellmg paragraphs-not They packed and unpacked his boxes, arranged his 
"founded upon," but all fact. "Having learned from curios, and, in a word, :fitted him out splendidly for 
the 'Record,:" says_ Punc!L, " th~t a very brisk manu- his ~rip. acro~s the continep.t. If there is any remem
facture of Hmdoo Idols IS carried o~ b;y a most re- bermg m the beyond our good friend Bennett has 
spectable and orthodox house at Birmmgham, we reason to remember the kind acts of the Frank fam-
h~v, thou~h we confes~ it with -som~ difficulty, ob- ily t~ "the stranger within their gates." _ 
tamed a hst of the ar~wles. The bill we hav had It IS with pride we note these facts. They illustrate 
duly translated from Hmdostanee: the natural goodness and nobleness of the Jewish 

"Yamen-God of Death: In fine copper. Very tasteful. heart. Mr. Bennett had been followed up and per
. "Niron~-K~ng of the Demons: In great_variety. The secuted by his enemies; not content with imprison

giant he mles IS of the boldest des1gn, and his saber of the_ ing him they sought to defame him by the most in-
present style. f Wh h . . d . th" "t l t 

"Varonnin-God of the Sun: Very spirited. Crocodile in amous means. en e arrive In IS c~ Y as 
brass, and whip in silver. r year all the newspaper offices were flooded With the 

'.' <;Janberen-Go~ of Wertlth: _This god is of the most ex- vilest documents emanating from his persecutors at 
qmsit workmanship, haVlng stimulated the best powers of the East and with the intent of destroying his infiu-
the manufacturers. h ' H" fr" d d th 1 f · t" 1 

"Smaller demi-gods an.cl minor demons in _every variety. e_nce er~. IS I en s an e overs o JUS ICe ra-
[This last sentence is in capitals in the text as well 'as the hed to lus support, and we see what the result was-
names of the gods.] a triumph for the great Freethinker, the immortal 

"No credit, and discount allowed for ready money." man whose words hav pierced superstition to the 

Religious Liberty Endangered. 
From the Ch,-istian RegistPJ·. 

It is encouraging to see our Presbyterian contem
porary, the Interior, defending civil liberty against 
the fanaticism of the English society whose prosecu
tion of the Freethinker for blasphemy has provoked 
the just indignation of English Liberals. The In
terim· says: 

"The English rationalists, while they might be ashamed of 
such an exhibition for the sake of the good repute of their 
nation, could ask no better means for breaking down public 
respect for Christianity than that now afforded by the opera
tions of this new society of indiscreet and fanatical zealots. 
The issue thus raised will inevitably result in a victory for 
religious liberty, but it will not end with the vindication of 
religious rights. The sentence of a man to a year's hard 
labor in the penitentiary, and another to nine months, and 
another to three months, and the lodgment of an innocent 
newsdealer in jail with a heavy fine, all for the expresssion 
of religious or irreligious convictions, is an assault upon 
English liberty that will arouse the most intense and vindic
tiv animosity against the I"eligions organizations of the realm. 
The English Parliament is an absurdly conservativ body, but 
the most stolid statesman cannot fail to see that, in re
establishing religions persecution, he is lighting a fire in com
parison with which the Irish troubles are insignificant." 

English love of "fair play" has been pretty well 
stirred up by the late prosecutions for blasphemy, 
resulting in the conviction of the editors and pub
lishers of the F1·eethinlcer for "blasphemous libel." 
The editor has been sentenced to twelve months' 
hard labor in prison, the proprietor to nine months, 
and the publisher to three months. The unjust rul
ing of the judge has brought down upon him indig
nant rebuke. The conviction was secured through 
the revival of an old law defining criminal blasphemy 
to be" any contumelious reproach or profane scoffing 
against the Christittn religion o:r the holy scriptures, 
and any act exposing the holy scriptures and the 
Christian religion to ridicule, contempt, or derision." 
'Vhile we cannot approve of coarse and irreverent 
assaults even upon superstitions that deserve rebuke, 
yet it is evident that if such a law were to be en
forced in these days-, the foundations of civil and re
ligious liberty would be utterly shattered. There 
are narrow-minded sectarians who would be glad to 
revive and enforce similar moss-grown laws in this 
country, but, we trust, with no such shameless suc
cess. We hav little sympathy with Col. Ingersoll's 
method; but we rejoice that he is able to speak his 
mind with none to molest him or make him afraid. 
The Passion Play in New York may be in bad taste; 
but we cannot see that the law has any right to in-

heart. In this triumph many of our Jewish citizens 
took a leading part, and for this noble and huinane 
conduct we, as Freethinkers, here and elsewhere, 
should hold the Jewish people in grateful memory. 

Legislation Best Nippetl in the Bud. 
From the Sun. 

The committee on public education in the 
Assembly must be composed of powerful intellects. 
The only conspicuous result of the deliberations of 
that body during the present session is a favorable 
report upon a bill in these words: 

"Any person who shall sell, loan, or giv to any minor 
under sixteen years of rtge any clime novel or book of fiction, 
without first obtaining the written consent of the parent or 
guardian of such minor, shall be deemed guilty of a misde
meanor, punishable by imprisonment or by a fine not to 
exceed fifty dollars." 

This measure appears to hav proceeded from the 
mighty mind of Mr. Abel Goddard, of St. Lawrence 
county. · 

A schedule ought to be annexed to the bill pre
scribing legislativ definitions of a dime novel and a 
book of :fiction. 
. Indeed, why put in dime novels at all? The words 
"any book of :fiction" would seem to include novels 
of all prices, whereas a law against the sale of ten
cent stories would not be violated by selling the 
same works at nine cents or eleven cents apiece. 

But what are the books of :fiction against which 
Mr. Goddard wants to guard the youth of St Law
rence? "Robinson Crusoe" and "Cinderella," "Tom 
Brown at Rugby" and "David Coper:field," "Pelham" 
and " The N ewcomes?" A mere reprint of the 
parables of our Lord would be a book of :fiction, 
for it was by simple and striking stories that Christ 
taught some of the most impressiv lessons to be 
found in the scriptures. 

When a man undertakes, to deal by legislation 
with the injurious influences of a form of literature 
which seems occasionally to excite criminal tendencies 
in youthful readers, he needs to be a man of sense. 
If he is such a person, he soon learns that law can 
do so little in the way of a remedy that it had better 
let the subject alone. 

--------~~------
JoHN SANDERSON, the witty author of "The Ameri

can in Paris," once made the following remark touching 
unnegotiable clericr.l "paper" which he held: " They 
will take the minister's wm·d, unquestioned, every 
Sunday for the eternal future, but won't take his note 
with only ninety days to run!" 
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A Woman's Account of tlte Heywood Case. torney by his assistant, that as the records of the not true to the demands of duty. Comstock said 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: 'rt is court are copied by a lady, the obscenity of the books under oath that he was a Christian. That assertion 

a long time since I hav written much for your paper, was too apparent io giv a lady to copy." is a good text for a sermon upon Christianity. 
feeling and knowing that the pen of younger and Judge Nelson, after being referred to the two or I must close, dating this letter from the elegant 
more able writers demanded all the space; but an three "prohibited poems" and some sentences of and most hospitable home of Walter C ... Wright, of 
event of such great interest to all workers in moral sexual physiolog-y, and last but not. least the little poem Medford, a man whose good deeds are so much like · 
reform has just transpired in Boston that I feel like in "Cupid's Yokes," written by Dr. Watts, in which religion that if they were p~acticed by the world gen
asking room to giv a woman's view in relation to it. the phrase "Cupids yoke the doves" occurs, announced erally the earth would receive a new name-heaven. 
And :first let me write in "large letters," so that all that in ".his opinion the court is robust enough to April14, 1883. Lucy N. CoLMAN. 
may read it, Victory, victory, victory! The malicious endm·e all that he found " and so those two counts 
and unprincipled agent of the New York Vice Socie- were lost, stricken out. 
ty was thoroughly beaten in Judge Nelson's court in In return, the government by its indictments was 
Boston in the case of Mr. Heywood, indicted for now to prove that the notice of the "vaginal syringe," 
sending obscene matter through the United States known as the "Comstock syringe," was an obscene 
mails. advertisment, that its purpose came under prohibition 

I hav been a very close observer of all the proceed- by the statute, and that Mr. Heywood had committed 
ings, called legal, since the arrest made in October these grave offenses. · 
last. I w~s at the court held by Commissioner Hal- The proof furnished was this; the postmaster, Mr. 
lett, where Mr. Htlywood was examined. I saw how Gregory, said 'twas the handwriting of Mr. Heywood; 
:fierce the government was to :find guilt in the accused supposed it went through the mail, did not know· 
and how very respectfully Anthony Comstock was s~pposed it ·was put into the office by Mr. Heywood: 
treated. I do not complain that a court treats its chd not know. 'rhat was all the evidence the gov
officials (or rather government officials) with civilitv, ernment had, save what was to come through Com
but how a decent man in or out of court should :fir{'d stock. I once heard Stephen S. Foster, in describ
it necessary to go out of his way to treat with respect ing his arrest and imprisonment in Concord Jail, say 
a man of the character of Comstock, as shown by his that it was providential, inasmuch as through his in
own testimony, was and is a problem. To prevent carceration were brought to light cruelties that would 
Mr. Heywood's committal to prison, by giving bonds blacken the government of a company of pirates
in one thousand dollars, appeared the venerable and be it providential in the case if a woman's instincts 
most honorable Elizur Wright. I can understand are the providence; I h!td heard every word of the 
very well how any one with the worship of the good testimony at all the courts, and by that knowledge 
and true, as personified in man or woman, would in- obtained the right to say on affirmation that this 
voluntarily uncover the head in the presence of Elizur man, Comstock, a government spy, had falsified him
Wright. Long may he liv to bless the world by his self in two sepftrate instances, each in regmd to the 
practice of justice, mercy, and love! Mr. Wright aliases nsed in the decoy letters. Mr. Tucker, of 
came forward, and when asked to swear by the com- Libaty, also remembered so as to be able to testify 
missioner, said: "I hav no particular objection to to his contradiction of statement. 
swearing, if you wish it, but I would just as lief Every man on the witness dand testified to the 
swear by the multiplication table as by God;'' and so high moral chamcter of the defendant, save only his 
he affirmed. I left that court with a heavy heart. I accuser. I think there were more than twenty per
saw that if it were the final court, there 'was no hope sons all voluntarily testifying in his favor. The court 
for any favor, and of the court to come I knew noth- gave wide license to Mr. Heywood, because it was 
ing. I was not favorably impressed by the counsel, not to be supposed that in conducting the case he 
Mr. Pickering, and so expressed myself. Mr. Tucker might not sometimes go contrary to established 
expressed his own view, and that of many other of Mr. usages; he was treated with . the respect due to a 
Heywood's friends, in the next issue of Liberty, ad- gentleman by judge, marshal, and all the inferior 
vising or suggesting that he conduct his own case. officers. The plea was an effort of which anyone 
Whether Mr. Pickering took offense or otherwise, I _might be proud; nearly :five hours were occupied in 
do not know; but at the sitting of the court to which its delivery. I hav listened to the oratory of luger
the case was remanded, Mr. Heywood appeared with- soU, to the masterly argument of Wakeman, to the 
out counsel. Mr. Searls, who was associated with close-cut logic of Burleigh, to the unanswerable rea
M:r. Pickering, conformed to etiquet and gave up soning of Garrison, to the condemnation of sin and 
the case, at the same time moving to quash the pro- the utter damnation of the man or woman who wan
ceedings, because of some technical :flaw, I suppose, tonly wrongs and oppresses a human being, by Pills
in the indictment. I am not learned in law or law bury and Foster, but in no instance hav I listened to 
phrases, and so beg pardon of the profession if I hav anything higher in moral tone, grander in utterance, 
blundE;lred in my statements. The motion was not more pathetic in appeal, more perfect in logic--in 
consiril.ered; but because the defendant was left with- :fine, in all the essentials that the occasion required 
out defense, and as time was necessary, in such and demanded. Some ,of the jury. were moved to 
an emergency, Judge Nelson consented to adjourn the tears, and when at last, in the manly strength·of a 
case to the April term of the comt. good conscience, Mr. Heywood said, "I hav nothing 

It is due here to say of three gentlemen learned in to retract, nothing to regret; I only ask to be al
law, Messrs. Searls, Cobb, and Stillman, that they lowed the right to my opinion, to ut.ter that opinion, 
were diligent in doing all that they could, both in to publish it, and transmit it through the mails," I 
supplying information concerning the law, and ad- felt sure that those twelve men would say that de
ducing facts which were of great use. Mr. Cobb mand was only justice. When the charge was given 
suggested that the government must be called upon we, the friends, felt sure of the verdict. "You will 
to prove that the obnoxious advertisment was de- not allow the opinions of the defendant to hav any 
posited in the mail by Mr. Heywood, and really that weight in the verdict; you will, if you hav any doubt 
was the card which, in the technicality of the law, regarding the mailing of that particular paper by the 
was the winning one. defendant, giv him the benefit of the doubt. Was 

So much for the preface. Now I must tell you of the notice an advertisment. or only a notiee? and 
the beginning of the :final end, and of the way. to then, may not the accuser in this case hav been an 
and by which it was reached. My friends in Boston accomplice by his fanatical zeal? Consider well, and 
sent to me at Raynham the notice of the day and in every doubt giv the accused the benefit. Was 
hour on which the trial would commence, the lOth Mr. Comstock's testimony valid? or was it contra
of April, 10 o'clock. At that hour, in company with dietary?" etc., etc. Such was the import-not every 
my cousin, I found myself in the United States Court, word perhaps as I hav written it, but very nearly the 
listening to the crier who opened the session, and same. 
then by order of the marshal, ex-Governor Banks, Oh, how in my heart of hearts I blessed Judge 
made as comfortable with easy chairs, etc., as pos- Nelson. The jury retired, were out three hom·s, in 
sible, the occasion being so trying. The jury were that time were dined, and came in with a unanimous 
brought in, sworn, and took their seats; there were acquittal. 
but few present, save the court and its officials, at the So has ended this trial, costing so much anxiety to 
opening, but gradually the room :filled; some eight all lovers of freedom and such fearful expectancy to 
or ten women, including the mother, sisters, and friends. ·who stall measure its consequences? The 
daughter of the wife of Mr. Heywood. The post- attending of this trial by myself was a cup whose 
master, Mr. Gregory, of Princeton, with some several contents were not agreeable to the taste. I would 
other men from that town, men from other towns, hav avoided it had I not felt it a duty. I do not 
old-time Abolitionists, citizens of Boston, two women agree with Mr, Heywood in many of his theories, at 
besides myself, and Comstock, the instigator of crime, least in some of them, but I believe in every person's 
were called to our feet, to swear to tell the truth; rights being protected, and the more obnoxious to 
some men took the oath, others with the three women me the theories or opinions holden, the more sacred 
affirmed. Mr. Gregory said the name on the wrap- the duty to demand protection in the utterance. 
per which contained the paper in which was found Lest I be misunderstood let me say that I do believe 
the advertisment was Mr. Heywood's handwriting. that woman's right to the control of her own person 

I beg pardon .of my readers, I ought to hav told should not be controled by statute law or Vice So
them that the court threw out two of the three counts ciety, as to the number of children she may hav. 
in the indictments when they were read, which But let all lovers of justice remember that such is 
see~ed to me an o~en of good; th~,se w~~-e th_o~e the la:v, and though Mr. Heywood has triumphed 
whiCh ,?barged that Leaves ~f Gr~ss and C~p1d s over his persecutors in this instance, the fangs of the 
Yok~s were obscene, not design_atu~g any particular serpent are not destroyed. All judges are not Nel
portwn _of them.. The reason of this wholesale. ~on- so_ns; there are many Ben edicts. All juries are not 
demnatwn, I thmk, very few of the readers of rHE wise. None of us are safe while t.he church controls 
TRUTH SEEKER w~uld_ be ~,ble. to guess. without help, the state .. If we let our dislike to being called lovers 
so here I t1·anscnbe It: Said the Umted States at- of obscemty prevent our work for freedom, we are 

Jubilate. 
WRITTEN ON HEARING OF HEYWOOD'S ACQUITTAL. 

Freedom and commo.n sense hav won the day, 
And hope grows joyolls with the rising day; 
Spite of the clouds the splendid beams flash on, 
And the scared vermin slink before the dawn: 
The chains are bursting, and the mind of man 
Defiant holds its right all truth to scan. 
Once more advance is made, and ne'er again 
Will man fall backward from this step's large gain 
That which has been achieved is for all time. 
Fate has been conquered by a deed sublime; 
That now its face is set to newer light, 
And there is no reverse. no change to night. 
An epoch has been marked, and freedom's brow 
Wears a new jewel, on the world's march to glow. 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

Dies Irre. 
To THE EmToR OF THE TRUTI\ SEEKER, Sir: Some

time near the year 1255 a Franciscan monk called 
Thomas of Celano, having nothing useful to amuse 
himself about, wrote a piece of rhyme in Latin, which 
he called Dies .b·ce-meaning day of wrath. The 
:first verse of it runs like this: 

"Dies irro, dies ilia, 
Salvet sroclum in favilla, 
Teste David cum Sibylla." 

Below. I hav endeavored to reproduce this poem 
or hymn in English verse. An extensiv ignorance of 
the Latin tongue has been a somewhat serious hin
drance to a proper preservation of the original nar
rativ; but from previous translations-of which, 
according to the Independent, there are a hundred, 
the present swelling the number to a hundred and 
one-I hav been enabled to gather its general drift. 
The rhyme, rhythm, and versification, it will be seen, 
are all right. Hoping that my humble effort will 
meet the approbation of the editor of the Independent, 
who claims that a good translation of Dies Irre is im
possible, I submit the following 'without further 
comment, except to remark that a perusal of the orig
inal is necessary to a fUll appreciation of its merit. 

GEORGE E. MACDONALD. 

On that day of wrath and fire, 
Fumes of sulphU'r running higher, 
Every sinner shall perspire. 

There shall be a conflagration 
Far beyond prognostication 
Or our highest expectation. 

Gabriel then will sound his trumpet, 
Grab each clam-ned soul and dump it, 
While the saints get up and hump it; 

Death and nature in surprisement 
See the general uprisement 
To attend this grand assizement. 

And the book wherein are counted 
All the hairs our·heads surmounted 
Will be read and "soldiers" bountied. 

When the judge brings down his gavel 
Every contumacious slave '11 
Humbly contemplate his navel. 

How shall wretched I present a 
Meek demurer and dissenter 
If in heaven I may not enter? 

I will file comple~e denial-- · 
Motion for another trial 
Ere the pouring of the vial. 

Peter, keeper of the gateway, 
Open wide and let me straightway 

X Amble up that heavenly great way. 

Since thy parsons me solicit 
In vernacular explicit, 
To eschew all things illicit; 

And since I hav heard their teaching, 
Undergone protracted preaching, 
Unto me thy hand be reaching. 

The floor with myself I'm wiping, 
Terror at my vitals griping, 
Holy Peter, hear my piping! 

If to Magdalen thou'st spoken, 
Don't see altogether broken 
This poor sinner from Hoboken. 

On thy earth I am excrescent, 
In thy precepts acquiescent-
Keep me from the incandescent. 

'Mongst thy sheep I'd be bell-wether, 
Call the chosen ones together, 
As with birds of sjngle feather. 

While in flames with demons dire 
Souls externally expire, 
Place me in thy heavenly choir. 

Oh! that day of burnin', blist'rin', 
Dynamite and nitro-glycerin! 
Fold me from that fiery crater 
In thy sweet refrigerator. 

A COMMITTEE has just finished revising the Episco
pal prayer-book-a work embodying various and 
sundry suggestions to the Almighty, read on occasions 
by clergymen of the Episcopal chqrch. 

--., 
I 
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. HARLAN, April 6, 283. 
M:R. EDITOR: Please find enclosed $7.50, for which 

please send THE TRUTH SEEKER to the persons named 
and to :pay up my subscription, With my best 
wishes for the cause, and the grand old TRUTH 
SEEKER, I remain, Yours respectfully, 

c. W. POTTER. 
[We return thanks to our friend for his efforts to 

extend the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER. It is 
appreciated, we assure him. We need more in order 
to keep the price down to $2.50 and hope that friends 
tn other places will do as Mr. Potter has done.
Ed. T. S.] 

CEDAR SPRINGs, March 22, 1883. 
To ALL WHoM IT MAY CoNCERN: I, P. M. Aldrich, 

of tht'l above place, will giv $5 to any charitable in-
stitution for the following information: · 

1. Where the devil ever got drunk or had anything 
to do with whisky in any shape; 

2. Where he ever betrayed a Jewish maiden. 
3. Where he ever taught immorality. 
4, Where he ever told a lie; 
5, Where he ever advised war. 
6. Where he ever advised the ·shedding of innocent 

blood in any shape. P.M. ALDRICH. 

PAROWAN, March 24, 283. 
MR. EDIToR: You continue to send my paper, al

though the time for which I hav paid is out. Now, 
that is a great favor to me, for if Jere. Black does 
say that Utah is such a wealthy place that all the 
vagabonds of the land hav congregated here to plun

-der the saints, we who are fast here know too well 
that the old man was vaporing for coin. For it is a 
place of poverty, not of wealth, and for. that reason 
your subscriber has been compelled to defer or 
neglect his duty for many days. 

Thanking you kindly for continuing my paper, I 
aflk you to find inclosed $3 for this year, "Self-Con
tradictiqns qf the Bible,'' and "Orthodox Hash," by 
Barlow. Fraternally yours, H. H. CASH. 

. MoUNTAIN Vmw, March 16,283. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $2.50 for my 

subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year. 
On Sunday, March 7, 283, Dr. J. L. York delivered 

one of his interesting and characteristic lectures, 
entitled "The Theology of Nature and the World 
We Liv in," to an appreciativ audience, they all, 
save a few, being well pleased. He was not as radi
cal as he usually is, but still it was a masterly effort. 
We expect to make some arrangements toward en
gaging him when he returns from his lecture tour 
to de-liver a course of lectures. _ 

I hope that the trial subscribers whom I sent you 
will continue to take the paper, as they seem to be 
well pleased with it. I will try and find some more 
three-months' men for you. 

Yours for the Liberal cause, DAVID JENKINS. 

ALMoND, April 11, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $1 to pay for No. 14, Vol. 

X., you sent me. Please enter my name as a sub
scriber, and I will send more money in a few months, 
and something to help the Monument Fund. 

Last August, when coming from the Watkins Co~
vention, as I pressed Mr. Bennett's hand, bidding 

, him good-bye at Elmira, he going east, I west, I 
little thought how soon death would end his noble 
work, but such is life. Of him it can be truly- said 
his works do follow him; I am glad THE TRUTH 
SEEKER still livs. The books he wrote will continue 
to speak away down -the ages, when foolish the
ology will be a thing of the past, and the Bible will 
hav assumed its proper place, simply a relic of 
barbarian ignorance and superstition. He has 
erected for himself a monument that will endure 
when the most lasting granit shall hav·crumbled to 
dust. 0. D. WALLACE. 

WILLIAMSBURG, March 7, 1883. 
Mn. EDITOR: I had almost resolved to discontinue 

my subscription to your valuable paper, observing 
that my subscription had expired. Let me state 
frankly my objection. With all its Liberality and 
fearlessl!ess in exposing error; its weekly perusal is 
to me a source of irritation, and must be to all 

- Spiritualists. of which class of Liberals doubtless vou 
hav many on 'your list. · " 

Our late lamented friend, D. M. Bennett, well 
understood this when he tried to keep within the 
pale of decorum some of his asinine contributors 
when treating on the subject of Spiritualism. Why 
not treat it with the same courtesy and respect due 
every other philosophical subject? For I assure you 
that behind much that is manifestly absurd and 
grotesque there lies a substratum of deep philosophy 
not to be carelessly derided. In the ranks of Spirit
ualism _may be found the deep radical Darwinian 
philosopher; the enthusiastic evangelical Bible in
.flexible, shaping everthing to suit his early teach
ings; the awe-struck, timid Methodist, who, while 
admitting ~orne of its wonders, can conceive nothing 

- higher than the devil and his imps in full activity. 
So you perceive your "eternal sleepers" hav some
thing yet to learn.- At any rate, let them treat the 
subject seriously, and ever remember that everything 

is a miracle until it is scientifically explained. The 
world is full of familiarized miracles. 

The inclosed $3 for a continued subscription will 
fully show that "D. B. is not dead, but sleepeth." 

D. BRUCE. 

NEw ERA, March 17, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2.50 for THE TRUTH 

SEEKER for this year. The paper is better than: ever; 
go ahead! If I were .a Spiritualist, I should start a 
quarrel with D. M. Bennett for leaving just when he 
was most wanted. The Christians of New Era hav 
not only shut me, out of the school-house, but hav 
actually got a bushel of eggs for me and threaten 
me with arrest for blasphemy the first time I come 
to town; but Doc. Spaulding says if I will only 
preach he will find the school-house, and I will. My 
text is "Christian Tolerance in all Ages." The fun 
of the thing is, the Ba.ptists (led on by a certain 
Sister Oaborn) and tho Methodists (led by a "blow
hard" by the name of Thompson and the circuit 
rider whose name is Blake) hav had a scandal quar
rel, and of course this is Logan's opportunity, and I 
will make some of the Christian fur :fly. · 

JOHN M. LOGAN, M.D. 

BROOKSTON, March, 13, E.M. 283. 
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: Say, do you feel that you are 

orphanized since the deplorable fall of your noble 
protector? Pi ease accept a mite of consolation! 
The friend of your earliest infancy yet livs, and would 
gladly come to your aid and comfort, at eighty-five 
years of age, I am now before you, Mr. Editor, to 
solicit the use of your colY.mns to ask a question, or 
rather favor, of the readers, and through your paper 
indirectly of the readers of every Liberal paper in 
the United States, or, indeed, in Christendom. The 
question is cvncerning the propriety of changing the 
common calendar of to-day, to wit, A.D. 1883, I am 
willing to adopt E.M. 283 in place of A.D. 1883. 

I fondly hope- that every reader of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER will be kind enough to send his or her vote 
for or against the Brun.o C1lendar (E.M. 283) by a 
postalccard to J. A. Rutherford, Brookston, Lamar 
Co., ·Texas. 

Now, kind friend, just conclude that the world is 
your home, and to do good is your religion, and try 
to send me postal-cards. As it will not be practi
cable for me to hand you the dimes for your expense 
and trouble, I'll propose what is better. If I receive 
one hundred cards in this case, I pledge myself to 
donate a church or school bell, worth $25, to Center 
Hill High School, located in L~mar Co., Texas, now 
in operation, under the superintendence of Prof. 
Lackey. Since I think of it, I'll extend my bequest 
to the readers of the L\beral or progressiv papers in 
Christendom who may chance to see it. If the re
sult of this test should afford much light, the public 
shall hav it. 

Come on, brothers and sisters, you should work 
while it is day. He who does not feel under obliga
thm to be of benefit to his fellowa does not deserve 
to hav ·lived. 

We are trying to get out a new edition of the 
class of Ingeraoll, Elmina,- and others, at our Center 
Hill High School, and you know it would look well 
for us to hav a bell. Roll in one hundred postale 
and you hav m·e. J. A. RUTHERFORD. 

But, Mr. Editor, I only intenrled to call attention 
to "Liberty and Morality" when I sat down; but, 
if you think this worth the r9om, all right; if not, 
consign it to tb.e waste-basket. W. P. Baooxs. 

PARSIPPANY, April 2, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: When THE TRUTH SEEKER came to hand 

on the Friday following after the death of the noble 
editor, we could hardly realize that D. M. Bennett 
was no more. All regretted to hear of his death. 

My father and brother called in his office when 
they were in New York, nearly two weeks before he 
died, and had a talk with him. He told them that 
he had a slight cold, but did not think it would 
amount to much. We hav his books of "A Truth 
Seeker Around the World," and though I had not 
read all of them, the first volume (the only one I 
hav rec:td through yet) I consider interesting in the 
extreme. It givs more information, for· so little 
money and the time required to write it, than any 
book I ever read regarding the occupations, customs, 
and education of the people. 

In the death of D. M. Bennett we feel that the 
world has lost one of the most earnest and indefati
gible workers that Liberalism has ever produced. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER now is firm as an oak after a 
tempestuous storm, in its belief of what it will ad- -
vocate. I wish to say through the oolumns of your 
paper that I greatly admire Mr. Peck's arguments 
in regard to Mr. Town. In conclusion I would say, 
"May THE TRUTH SEEKER long liv to show the Chris
tian bigots that i~ was not established for nought." 

M. FLORENCE HENNION. 

WILLIAMSTOWN, April 9, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Reading the article in THE 'rRUTH 

SEEKER of April 7Lh, the account of Thomas Paine's 
rears of being left alone reminds me of one Lewis 
Mertzs, a devoted Christian, gentleman whose 
whole soul's aim seemed to be to do good, be moral 
upright, and truthful. Ha,ving been his father's fam
ily physician for more than twenty years, and his 
for nearly ten years, I know whereof' I affit·m. If 
he did a wrong it was through his ignorance, and, 
when discovered, he would make acknowledgmen·t 
and right all wrongs. A good citizen, a kind hus
band, an affectionate father, a neighbor beloved and 
respected by all who knew him, always referred to 
as an exemplary Cbristian. Last winter, while at
tending a Methodist revival meeting, where the 
heated apartments of the old gentleman so often re
ferred to in those meetings-the great Methodist 
scarecrow. wsed to drive sinners to the mourners' 
bench to make a great revival (as Josh Billings savs 
about loafers in cholera times, "Each counts one"), 
Mr. Mertzs became fearfully wrought upon, and as 
I attended him up to the day we sent him to the 
asylum; where he still remains, he told me and 
everyone that his savior had forsaken him, and that 
the devil was continually near him and at times laid 
hold on him; that he could see the devil in a per
sonal form, and he became so fearful he could not 
be left alone for one minute. Although his general 
health seemed good, he was compelled to hav com
pany all the time, and his brother told me that 
when he went out to work Lewis would remain so 
near him through fear that he would hav to quit 
work and go to the house and stay close to him so 
as to keep him quiet. He is now in the asylum at 

HELENA, March 26, 283. Columbus, Ohio. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav just been reading W. S. Bell's The question is, What made this gentleman so 

"Liberty and Morality," and, with your permission, fearful of the devil after leading such a strict moral 
would say to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER that life? He never read anything but the Bibla and 
it is as good as tbe very best I hav ever seen on that religious books, and had a good training and exam
subject. It is indeed much in little. Mr. Bell has pie from infancy up. His aged parents are still liv
done a good thing by sending out this little pam- ing, loved and respected for their m-oral and truthful 
phlet, and Liberals shm1ld see to it that it is put life, and all of his brothers and sisters are here with 
into the hands of the worshipers of the unknown us, as good citizens as the state holds. 0 

God-commonly called Christians. - Yours truly, - B. D. EVANS, M.D. 
I arri quite sure that were those who hav written 

S0 much of late in THE TRUTH SEEKER in support of CENTERVILLE, March 29, 1883. 
prohibition to get "Liberty and Morality," and read MR. EDITOR: The good TRUTH l"EEKER keeps coming, 
it till they thoroughly understand the subJ'ect, they containing good food for serio1ils thought and reflec-

tion to all who read its fearless, instructiv pages. I 
would undoubtedly see where they might occupy seldom see a letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER from this 
their time and talent to much better advantage than infernal priest-ridden territory, where the old Bible 
in defending such an absurdity. Jew-god reigns supreme among his infernal host of 

Legislation has always been the greatest bane in lecherous Mormon scaJlawags calling themselvs saints 
the march of civilization. When legislators bav at- of the most high. Here t}1ey are living in fine style, 

defying the laws of the United States government, 
tempted to correct any of the so-called social or and outraging society with their filthy debaucheries. 
moral evils by legal enactments, how often· hav the Truly the ·Bible God's chosen and covenant people 
innocent been made to suffer, while many that were are peculiar! Then we hav quite a number of other 
really guilty went unscathed of punishment? Take kinds of theological priests, with their new god-

. · d h houses and gospel-shops, all referring to that con-
for .example (as 1t 1s first in our min s) t e case of tradictory book (the Bible), which is a reproach to 
our lamented Bennett. As a rule we hav too much the world and a sore curse to human reason. 
law-or, as Gerrit Smith once said, "they are sim- Many of your readers hav expressed my heartfelt 
ply acts, not worthy the name of laws." But the sorrow in tbe death of the noble founder of THE 
difficulty has been to get the obnoxious acts repealed, T~UTH SEEKER, D.~· Bennett, and I can sympathize 

h 1. 1 f -1 th b w1th Mrs. Bennett m her sad bereavement, as I hav 
or t ey mger a ong or years untl ey ecome a lost my beloved wife. Many seem to think that we 
dead letter on our statute books. Instead of progress- shall never see or hear another such a person as 
ing, we spend the greater portion of our time in Mr. Bennett. But hark, the same power by which 
tearing down and clearing away the rubbish that Mr . .Bennett was actuated is not dead. No, but it 
has been piled up in our way-through ignorance and will bring, and is bringing, other great minds to the 

front. 
superstition. I am glad THE TRUTH SEEKER is losing none of its 

Now, if Allen goes before the Legislature and gets former interest. So, Mr. Macdonald, dorr't show any 
an act passed to regulate Brown's social and moral quarter to Bible go(Js and sons and Christianity, but 
affairs, Allen, by that very act, virtually says to pour in red-hot shot of truth into the priestly ranks, 
Clark, Jones, or ten thousand others, "Go in, boys; and let us see what can be done to rid the world o! 
if there is anything about my shanty that does not the infamy and curse of theological priestcraft, 

Please to send me the pamphlet "Answers to 
suit your individual tastes, why, just prohibit it at Christian Questions and Arguments," by Mr. Ben-
once." Now, if Allen does not say this, then he is nett. I inclose twenty-five cents in stamps for it, 
a tyrant-an unprincipled scoundrel. WILLIAM WILLIAMS. · 
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Reward. 
Yes, call him mad who dares to climb 

The rock-strewn path of Truth
You who would never dream to peer 

Beyond the ken of youth-
You who never see the seed 

'.rill the bursting of the grain, 
And can never feel the sunshine 

Glowing just beyond the rain! 

Call him mad who, pushing forward 
Full a century In the van, 

l?iants his banner on the hill tops
Claims Man's leader is a man I 

And If you must stop and linger, 
Afraid to b1·east tho hill, 

Stand back in lower darkness
Make room for him who will! 

Float In your idle vessels 
Close withi~the harbor bar; 

Make it dance among the ripples, 
Though you may not venture far; 

Lie and wonde1· at the waters, 
Stretching out so wild and free; 

Somewhere there's a better sailor 
Who will dare to put to sea I 

SleeP you then in perfect safety 
Close within you1· gua1·ded fort; 

Make the war o' earth a pastime, 
And the fight of_ life a sport; 

Linger, if you will, in pleasure, 
While the weary hours lag; 

Somewhere there's a bolder sailor 
Who will ca1Ty on tb e Jlag I 

Call him mad I And yet forever 
Some grand leader will be there 

Pushing upward to the summit
Pushing up towarcl clearer air; 

You may stay in lower darkness, 
Clasping close your clanking chain; 

Some one yet will strike it from you, 
Making free the heart and brain I 
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This history contains Gibbon's theological writings, sepa
rate from his historical and miscellaneous works. It shows 
1uften wlu1·e,and·how Christianity originated, ·who were its 
found~rs and what was the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers' and condition of the primitive Christians. 
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The untold miseries that result from Indiscretion In, 
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proved by the author, whose exyertence tor 21 years fB1 
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Riddles. 

Gibbo~'s Vindication of the 15th and 16th chapters of his 
History from the attacks of ~i.s Chri~t_ian opp_oner~ts, is re
printed verbatim from the ongmal edi~Ion ofh1s Mzsce!!mu
ous Works edited by Lord Sheffield m 1796. It effectually 
and foreve; silenced his detractors ; who, being vanquished 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infidelity. 

All that can be said by Chr:istians in regard to the origin of 
Christianity is reprinted from the valuable notes of DEAN 
~hLMAN, "\VENCK, GUIZOT, and other eminent Christian 
historians who have edited editions of Gibbon's works; and 
the pious bot schoic:riy remarks of. the .learned editor of 
BOHN'S edition of Gtbbon, are a]so g1ven m full. 
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Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four 
days' debate between B. F. UNDERWooD 
and Prof. 0. A, BunGEss, President of the 
Northwestern Christian University, In
dianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported. 
188pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. 

Underwood-Marples Debate. A four 
nights' debate l:ietween B. F. UNDlmwooD 
and Rev. JoHN M.I.RPLlilS. Fully .reported. 
Paper1 35_ c~nts; cloth1 ()0 c~nta,_ 

PAINE'S WORKS. 
Paine's Theological Works,. in_clud~ 

ing The Age of Reason, Exammatwn of 
Prophecies Letter to the Bishop of Llan
~aff, Reply to Mr. Erskine, _Letter ~o Ca
mille Jordan, etc., etc., w1th. a hfe of 
Paine, and _a steel-plate portrmt. 12mo. 
In paper covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50. 

Paine's Great Worl{s (complete) 
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather, 
$4..00; morocco, $1.50. 

Paine's Political Worl{s, including 
Common Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of 
Man. Cloth, $1.50. 

The Age of Reason. An investiga: 
tion of true and fabulous theology. 
Wiuhout a peer in the world. Pape2·, 25 
cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents. 

The Age of Reason and An Exam
ination of the Prophecies. Pa

. per, 4.0 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Common Sense. Paine's :first work. 
15 cents. 

The Crisis. Containing numb<:~rsfrom 
I. to XVI. inclusiv. "Paper, 4.0 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents. 

The Rights of M~n. 
· pressed of humamq. 

cloth, 75 cents. 

For the. op
Paper, 4.0 cents; 

Among the illustrations will be found representations 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 
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JUST PUBLISHED I 
A new Liberal Song Book, entitled, 

Songs of tlte Morning, 
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED. 

By CALEB S. WEEJiS. 
IN TWO VOLUMES. EACH VOLUME COMPLETE 

IN ITSELF. 

Vol. I. Original, including Responses to Old Hymns, 
and Old Hymns in Hesponding Versions. 

Vol. II. Selections. 
THE FIRST VOLUl\IE-ORIGINAL SONGS-NOW READY. 

It is gotten up in e:xcellent style, on good thick 
paper, from large, new type. It eontains an atr,ha
hetical inde:x of song titles; another of first llnes of 
Songs, and an index of tunes suitable for the Songs. 

'rhe author is won known as a Liberal Songster. 
He was one of the chief contributors to "The Truth 
Seeker Collection." His songs hav been highly com
mended. One of our correspon<lents in 1877 called 
him "That Wonderful American l\Iocking-Bird, who 
sings us the old songs with variations, and all the 
roorlern lmp1·ovements." 

The first volume consists of 212 pages, and contains 
all of the Original Songs. The Selections may be 
publlshed as a second volume at a future time. 

Price, cloth, $1.00. 
For sale, wholesale and retall, at the 

lltt 
TR1JTII SEEKER office, 

21 Ollnton l'lace, N, Y. 

us his pmctlcc will prove, l'( 
Cures all forms of PRI
VATE, CHRONIC and 

""""'""""'=SEXUAL DISEASES, 
Spermatorrhwa and Impotency, 

As tho result of selr·ubusc in yonth, sexual excesses in rna .. 
turer years, or other C(l.U!!.CS, and producing some of the fol
lowing effects: Nervousness, Scminrli Emissions, h1igbt 
cmisslous by dreams), Dimness of Sight, Defective Memory. 

~:~s~f:l, g~~fu;i~!ni!10id::s,F~~~~ ~tS~~~~~ t~oS:~:~tic~: 
~~ndder~~~a~:~[l~gceu)~P~~p~rn £X~!JJ1f'NAI ~o~;l~~l 
OA r£10N in from 80 to 60 dnys. No medici no taken. 
It hns never been known to fu1ll 

(;> Middle-Aged and Old Men. (t 
There urc many at the ate of thirty to sixty 

who o.ro troubled with Ulo frequent evacuations 
of the bladder, often accompanied by a slight 
smarting or burning sensation, and a ;vcakcn
lng or the system in a manner 'be paticntcan-

~~~o'!f~:u:tr~~r. o~~o~~~:~r~~gs!~f~!~~air ~ ~ 
sometimes sma{l pn_rticles of albumen will appear, or tho 
color wlll be o( a thm or milkish hue, a~n.ln changing to a 
dark and Wrpid appeurance, which plainly shows that the. 
semen passes off with the urine. It Is the second stage or 
Seminal Weakness, and causes wasting of the ~:vlltem and 
a {lejected and haggard appeart\nce, as you :ee here in cut. 
There urc many men who die or this difficulty, ignorttnt or 
the cause. Dr. Fellows' External Remedy will bring about a 
perfect cure in all such co.!!cs, and a. br.ulthy restoration or 
the genito-urinary organs. 

Ct.7'C6nsultations by letter free and in\'itcd. Cho.rgca 
rea!!onuble and correspondence strictly confidential. 

&"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Sent to any address, securely scaled, for two three.eent 
fltUm}H~. treating on Spermatorrhcca or Seminal Wcukness1 

giving its cause, symptoms, horrible effects, 1tnd cure, fol
lowed by strong testimonials, headed by no ufllf1tn·lt as to· 
their p;euuinene!i!l. Should be rend by all. CJ::j Ut•ml'Jnber· 
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W. A. Collinss,Smithvi!le11eft"ereou Co, N.r~ 
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·. ~tm# o!f Dfhougltf.' I 
=H=o=w=g=r=e=a=t=s=o=e=v-er-th_e_r_e_B_U_lt_s -a-ri-Si-n--g~:-a_n_y-J 
the antique religions of the past may be supposed, 
by many, to hav been, and howsoever closely they 
may be thought to hav been connected in the great 
work of evolution through which the race has passed, 
one thing Is morally certain, they are no longer 
adapted to the wants and needs o! the present. The 
world has outgrown all the Imperfect and !ebulous 
theories and doctrins ot olden time, and Is reaching 
out tor something better, something higher, some
thing truer. Wise he Is who Is prepared and will
Ing to step forward with the advance guard, and 
help to" ring out the old and ring In the new."-D. 
M. Bennett. 

" THE sweeping blast, the sky o'ersast," 
The joyless winter day 

Let others fear, to me more dear 
Than all the pride of May; 

The tempest's howl, it soothes my soul, 
My griefs It seems to join; 

The leafless trees my fancy please-
Their fate resembles mlne.-Burns's Winter. 

CURIOUS, I say, and not sufficiently considered; 
how everything does co-operate with all things; not 
a leaf rotting on the highway but is indiSHoluble 
portion of solar and stellar systems; no thought, 
word, or act of man but has sprung withal out of all 
men and works sooner or later, recognizably or ir
recognizably, on all men I It is all a tree: circula
tion o:t sap and influences, mutual communication 
of every minutest leaf with the lowest talon Of a 
root, with every other gre»test and minutest por
tion of the whole. The tree Igdrasll, that has its 
roots down In the kingdoms of Hela and Death, and 
whose boughs overspread the highest heaven!- Cm·
lyle'• Hero- Worship. 

THE TREE. 
I love thee when thy swelling buds appear, 

And one by one their tender leaves untold, 
As If they knew that warmer suns were near, 

Nor longer sougllt to hide from winter's cold; 
And when with darker growth thy leaves are seen 

To veil rrom view the early robin's nest, 
I love .to lie rJeneath t.hy waving screen 

With limbs by summer's heat and toil oppress'cl; 
And when the autumn's winds haV stripped thee 

bare, 
And round thee lies the smooth, untrodden snow, 

When nought Is thine that made thee once so fair, 
I love to watch thy shadowy form below, 

And through thy leafless arms to look a hove 
On stars that brighter beam when most we neecl 

· their love. -Jones Very. 

MAN clleth and wasteth away; yea, man giveth up 
the ghost, and where is he? As the waters fail from 
the sea and the flood decayeth ancl drleth up, so man 
lieth down ancl riseth not; till the heavens be no 
more they shall not a wake nor be raised out of their 
sleep.-Job xiv, 10-12. 

HERE lies.the gentle h.nmorlst who died 
In the bright Indian summer of his :iame I 
A simple stone, with but a date and name, 

Marks his secluded resting-place beside 
The river that he loved ancl glorified. 

Here In the autumn of his days became, 
But the dry leaves of life were all aflame 

With tints that brightened and were multiplied. 
How sweet a life was his; how sweet a death 1 

Living to wing with mirth the weary hoqrs, 
Or wl th romantic tales the heart to cheer; 

Dying, to leave a memory· like the breath 
Of summers full of sunshine and of showers, 

A grief and gladness In the atmosphere. 
-Longfellow on Irving. 

WE know that one man Is generous and open
handed, and another close, niggardly, and sternr 
but we do not know that the generosity of the one 
and the niggardliness of the other may not be a mere 
yielding to natlv temperament. In the eye of heav
en, a long life of beneficence In the one may hav 
cost less exertion, and may Indicate less virtue, than 
a few rare hidden acts of kindness wrung by duty 
out of the reluctant and unsympathlzing nature of 
the other. There may be more real merit-more 
self-sacrificing effort-more of the noblest struggles 
o! moral grandeur in a life of failure, sin, and 
Bh»me, than In a career, to our eyes, of stainless in
tegrity. "God seeth not »S men seeth." Let this 
be a consoling thought to the sinner who, black as he 
may be before the world, has yet contrived to keep 
some little light burning In his own soul; a hum
bling and a warning t!iought to many who now walk 
proudly in the sunshine of Immaculate fame.
Greg's Cteed of Cin·islendom. 

THEN gently scan your brother man, 
Stlll gentler oister woman; 

Though they may· gang a kennln wrang, 
To step !tside Is human. 

One point must still be greatly dark
The moving why they do It; 

And just as lamely can ye mark 
How far perhaps they rue it. 

Wha made the heart, 'tis he alone 
Decidedly can try us; 

He knows each chord-its various tone, 
Each spring-its various bias. 

Then at the balance let's be mute; 
We never can "'djust it. 

What's done we partly may compute, 
But kenna what resisted. 

-,-Burns's AddJ'ess to the Unco' G1tid. 

MR. GLADSTONE trusted that the House would al
ways continue to appreciate-he might almost say to 
worship-Uberty of speech; but would not carry the 
license to such a point that it should, of itself, be
come the gravest of all the vices of a leglslattv body, 
and Inflict upon it a total incapacity tor the discharge 
of lts duties.-London Spectator (Feb. 25, 1882). 

I HAV been young and now am old; yet hav I not 
11een the righteous forsaken or his seed begging 
bread.-Ps; xxxvil, 25. [Such Is the testimony of 
David, but If anybody, arrived at the years of dis
cretion, can walk through the streets of New York or 
Chicago and say the same, we should say that he was 
as blind as a bat and had as·llttle regru:d to truth as 
our Talm!l.ie.-Hy!ax.] 

A YOUNG lacly home from boarding-school was 
asked if she would hav roast beet, wheri she replied; 
"No, I thank you; gastronomical satiety admonishes 
me that I·lmv atTivedat the ultimate stage of deglu
tition consistent with dietetic integrity." 

A LITTLE three-year-old girl impressed her parents 
with her j uvenil wisdom the other night by wording 
the following prayer: "Bless the food; make the 
baby good; forgiv the sins ; bless everything In tlie 
house. We thank you for keeping us through. the 
storm. Keep the baby good. Amen." 
WAS ENOCH'S CHARIOT A TWO HORSE OR A SINGLE 

HORSE WAGON. 
A well-known minister exchanged pulpits with 

an Interior preacher tho other day, ancl the town 
preacher declares that while he Is willing to struggle 
for the suppression of sin, he Is not willing to ells
tribute gospel facts to a congregation of such polemic 
inclination. During the sermon a man whose most 
prominent feature of wardrobe was a checked shirt 
with wooden buttons, arose and said: 

"Cap'n, wush you'd reshuck that last pint." 
ur don,t understand you," replied the preacher. 
"I ax you let out your back band a little on that 

last statement." 
"My friend, I am totally in the dark as to your 

meaning.'' 
"You said that Enoch went to heaven in a chariot 

of fire. Strip a little more of the bark of! and let me 
understand the timber better. A chariot Is a sort of 
a wagin, ain't it?" 

" Yes," replied the preacher. 
"Was it a two horse or a single horse wagin?', 
"I can't tell." 
"Wall, you must tell. Some time »go a fellow 

clriv a wagon over one of my hogs and killed him, 
and when I fotch up a suit I couldn't tell whether It 
was a one or two horse wag in, and consequently I 
didn't rekiver damages. Since then I've been more 
careful. So I want this chariot business settled 
right here." 

"lVly !)oor~friend-" 
"I"know I'm poor, without enough corn to run me 

through till the next crap, but settle the wagin 
question." • 

"I say that the chariot makes no dif!erence, so far 
as our interest in heaven Is concerned. All we need 
to know about It Is that It ascended up to the home 
prepared tor the bliss of the servants of the Lord." 

"That talksounclswell enough, pardner, but when 
a man comes into this neighborhoocl with pints, he's 
got to specify. If you say the wagin had two horses, 
we'll accept your statement ancllet your business go 
on, or It wlll be the same if you say that the vehicle 
only hacl one boss. A.ll we want to know Is that the
thing has been settled. Can you S<!Ual'e the dlffikilty, 
cap'n?" 

" I ~cannot." 
"Then come from behind the box." The minis

ter obeyed, and the question remains unsettled.
Arkansaw Traveler. 

80 COURT ST., BROOKLYN,N. Y. 
THE 

''WILSONIA," 
TWO YlU.RS AGO 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

THE INVENTOR OF 

WILSONIA, 
AN ENGLISH SCIENTIST, MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, 

LECTURER ON ELECTRICAL THERAPEUTICS, 
At~FH~R .. ~~!~.:JfL~lF Of,fJ:f~~~.¥•" 

"MEDICAL FALLACIES," ETC., 

Introduced to tbe People ot· the United 
States His 

MA.GN1TIC GARMENTS 
For the cure of Disease: without Medicine or Medical 
Treatment. The Statement made by him at that time 
that his Magnetic Clothinlt, If worn for any form of Dis
ease (and as advised), would cure ninety per cent of the 
so-called Incurables, has been verified, he hav
Ing Clothed and Cured Thousands of Persons of all Forms 
of Disease. Pooitive proo! ef this has appeared l'n all the 
leading Newspapers by Testimony of many of our most 
Prominent and Wealthy Citizens, who, haVIng been 
Cured by the 

Afte. all other Treatment h !ailed,' were pleased to 
assist the _Inventor In giving confidence to the Su:trerlng 
Invalids of America by allowing him to use their well
known and respected Names as Reference; and it is now 
admitted by many most highly accompllshed Sclentlats 
and Physfclav.s that the Success and Cures attending the 
Introduction of "Wilsonla" Magnetic Cloth'ng has been 
unprecedented In the history or Electrical Therapeutics. 
In the face ot such Positive Proof as given by us no person 
can doubt the value of this Invention In all cases. 

Therefore why continue the Suicidal System of taking 
Dru!<B 

SJ£ND $1.50 FOR A PAIR OF" Wilsonta" MaK• 

"t~!c s~~~~!~"c~~~r~~~fo~h~f tg~; ~':[:,~~is dVr'events 
loEB of magnetic r-ower. 

continued succe2s enablea us to giv a written Jt'U9.rantee 

}~1~~~u::r~~~vh~~c~h~~em~g:fs~~ ~V lse~:~~~~~~arments 
Con ultatlon ll~ree. 
Send for Pamphlet and Information to the only Omce, 

where the Inventor can be seen. 

Address all Communications to 

DAVID J. COTTER, 
SO COURT STREET, BROOKLYN 

And FLATLANDs,L.l. 

EUREKA 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
CURES EVERY FURM OF DISEASE~ 

WITHOUT M.EDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

CURES COLD OR MOIS':p FEET. 
.lent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 

GUARANTEED. pamphlets and all information by 
letter or In person free of charge. Send 

tor Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
LADIES' MAGNETIC JACKET. Price; $18. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct in every particular, 

and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid ot MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME QF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure o:( Paralysis in 
One Week. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I (eel greatly in

debted to you for the benefit I hav received !rom 
your treatment, and the use o! your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
flicted as I hav been that the effect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis in my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
after wearing a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
tor one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I ha.v 
also been troubled with Dyspepsiaancl.Kidney Com
plaint for a number or years, from which I hav suf
fered intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your »PPliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and if I Improve as rapidly as I hav in the 
Pai!t two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your 

·Magnetic appliances as the only means of el!ecting 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, . 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
efl'ect a cure in a case of Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate CA'L'ARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the same 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change medlcins every day untll, after dosing the 
]Jatient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (if he is very skilful) that brings relief 
tor the time being. · 

Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Tlu·ee Weeks. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
Dll. L. TENNEY-Dear Sil': After wearing one of 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source of misery to Ille for 
the last six· years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly. With un· 
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN.· 

Ladies, read "'e following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
with ne1·vous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEJil 
ON. Am not joking; and if I Improve as rapidly as 
1 hav since T·~esday, will soon be well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entirely cured In less 
than six weeks after putting om the garments, and, 
although in bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In 
two days after the application, The lady's name 
can be had upon application at this office, by any. 
one desiring to communicate with her. 

La.<! I~$, read the following testimony from a lady who had been suffering tor two years with an Ovar• 
ian Tun•o•·, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances· 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In !our months' time she Is perfectly well, and has not taken a dose of 
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician .tells you he can do nothing 
for you; it will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
DR. L. :t'ENNEY, IJear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fail me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire for food, and, In fact; began to !ail rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several phys!eians 
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all ot whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'l umo.-, 
and that the only thing that would B!\Ve my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the ,.~ureka 1\'ll'-~Rf<t.ic Appl~n.nc ... s. As a drowning man wJll catch atastraw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit ot 
your appliances. From the very first I felt invigorated, the tu
mor, wnich had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became le•s from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was in my l!le. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single close o! medicin. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them .to anyone im!!ering as I hav, believing 
that they will do all and more than you claim tor them. I remain, 
. Grate!uliy yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the 
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. J 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, $ 6.00 
Gentlemen's Belts, - - 6.00 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, - 6. 00 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5. 00 
Leg Belts, each, 4.00 
Knee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 
Sleeping Caps, 4.00 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's 'tests, 15.00 
Superfine Insoles, • - - 1. 00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt o! price, and we will return the money 
I! they are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case, 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. Whlle ou,r 
appliances are o:trered at less than one-third o! what others are selling worthless appliances !or, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred told superior to any other appliance ever o:trered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a parttculal' process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
in the marJcet will attract the smallest P»rticle o! iron, the majority of such worthless appllances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better tlian hoop-iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All ot our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged in the garments upon scientific 
principles, and not haphazard as in all the others. We offer you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of the so-called· magnetic garments now offered under that head. At 
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us .to o:trer them at 
about 

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher 
than ordinary clothing. 

R•m.:rnb .. r that we are o:trerlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and 1t 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and We will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THill UlUTED STATES. LIBERAL COMMISSIONS ALLOWED •. 
Address tor turtller ln!onnatioo; Dr. L. T~nney, 

824. ;aace Saeet, ~. ot lith atreet. CJine1nnatl1 Ohio. 



A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND. REFORM. 
Entered at the Post-OJ!lce at New York, N. Y., as Seconli.clau Matter. 

J)Jotts and Uklippings. Jltws off tht f/itth. IT is alleged, says the Sun, that a careful him to London, as the queen was quite ill, I 
statistical investigation among the Good Tern- and he desired help to form a magnetic rela
plare~ of an entire c·ounty in England has tion between her and the medium Brown, to ================== 

IT is said-. that fully one-third of the Roman 
Catholics of St. Louis are believers in Spirit
ualism. 

MANY preachers seek to impress their hear
ers with the fact that life is short, but forget 
it in their sermons. 

IT is estimated that there are twelve hun
dred towns west of the Mississippi river with
out churches or regular preaching of any 
kind. 

proved the sm.oking teetotalers to be over five enable him to throw off the incipient disease 
times more liable to break their pledges than that was lurking about her system. The re
those who abstain from tobacco. Conse- suit was that our medium went in spirit with 
quently the newest craze in the ranks of the 'Prince Albert, and remained at Windsor Cas
Hydropods is a "thorough-going" badge of tie at least three hours. She was gone so 
blue, with a white stripe down the middle, long that we asked why she did not return. 
the meaning of which is.that the wearer has 'Don't know,' was the reply of an observant 
taken a pledge not to use tobacco. Indian spirit. 'All I know is that she went 

over the big water with the Albert chief.' We 

THE fence of a graveyard in Pennsylvania 
bears an inscription in large white letters, 
"Use Jones's bottled ale if you would keep out 
of here." 

SITTING BULL will join the church on theist 
of June next. Until- his sincerity has been 
proved beyond a doubt we suggest that some
body else pass the contribution box.-Roch
ester Post-Express. 

AN offi~ial and volunteer organist of a 
church not one hundred miles from Elizabeth 
was once asked to assist in passing around 
the plate. He replied that he didn't object to 
playing the organ, but he did object to being 

THE Rev. Washington Gladden has been in- willed that she return and her spirit came 
stalled over a Congregational church in Colum- back with astonishing rapidity.. 'Why,' she 
bus, Ohio, without a dissenting vote in the said on coming back to her normal condition, 
council, although his declaration of theologi- , what's the imatter ?- It seems as though I 
cal views contained the following: "I am not hav been flying through the air at a rapid 
satisfied with any theory of Christ's atoning rate.' The. next instant she was controled by 
work. What forms the endless life in the a spirit, who said, in a masculin ,tone of 
world to come will take I do not know. The voice, 'England greets America I John Brown. 
mysteries of the future I do not try to fathom. Good night.' This was so extraordinary that 
I o~y know that, as it is ill with the wicked we asked for an eJq>lanation from our spirit 
in this world, and in lt"ll worlds, B._? it is well friends, to which answer was given that at 
with the righteous in this world and in all the time the spirit of the medium was called 
worlds; and I· am content to wait for the back to her earthly body she was so closely 
knowledge of how well it is with them till that en rapport with Brown's spirit as to force him 
shadow oome who keeps the keys of all the to accompany her to_Boston." 
creeds." 

monkey. -
MR. MAsPEBo, the distinguished archeolo-· 

gist, claims that he has discovered a Coptic 
AN irreverent friend objects to having a church of the fifth century among the ruins 

clergyman offer thanks "for what we are of Thebes. He relates how last year he found 
about to receive" at a banquet, to share in under a tomb a sarcophagus of limestone cov
which has cost him (the i. f.) $5, until he finds ered with inscriptions. More recently, on re
out whether he is going to get his money's moving this, he found a Coptic inscription on 
worth.-Boston Transcript. one corner of it. Prosecuting his researches 

THE Waseca Radical uses this language in with the aid of competent workmen, he dis
recommending a pastor: "The Rev. D. Mor- covered the church. The way down to it is 
gan is one of the State Executiv Committee of by five brickwork steps. The floor is tiled, 

_ the new party. David is a good one, and will and the walls are covered with bricks and 
make things warm for all the other partie~. rough-cast, bearing inscriptions. Among 
He loves politics, some think, as well as, if many interesting curiosities is a stela covered 
not better than, salvation." with a white, hard substance, on which are 

THE Medical Society of Scott county, Iowa, traced in red ink 300 lines in The ban dialect, 
has elected Dr. Jennie McGowen, a well- forming part of a sermon directed against 

Monophysite heret1'cs. These underground 
known woman physician of Davenport, as .its 

churches, although not uncommon, are found 
president for the ensuing year. This is the 

all over Egypt. 
first instance iri the history of the medical 
fraternity in which a woman has been chosen ONE. of the stories about Col. Ingersoll is 
for the executiv position of a medical society. that a Christian woman went to hili house to 

convert him. The colonel smiled with the 
MIGHTY is the power of prayer. A Vermont most deferential politeriess)s he said: "Will 

deacon prayed that the man who stole his you walk in, madam? There is no need of 
horse might be blessed, and at that very min- making too solemn a business of it. I thank 
ute the thief was selling the animal to the yon for your kind intentions, at any rate." 
deacon's brother, who didn't know the horse, The ·lady, who apparently expected to be 
for twice what it was worth; and the deacon knocked down and dragged out for her te
somehow is not glad that his prayer was an- merity, looked very much relieved at the kind
swered.-Boston Post. ness of her reception: A moment after the 

"You must cheer up. Remember that dinner bell rang. "Come," said the colonel, 
everything is for the best. You must not "walk out and dine with the family, and we 
grieve. Just remember that your wife is in can talk over this conversion business as we 
heaven, where there is everlasting peace," eat." Soup was served. As it came on the 
said Reverend Miggles to Colonel Snowfer, table, aJ?.d before it was ladled out, the lady 
who had recently lost his wife. The colonel lifted her hand. "Stop!" said she. "What 
shook his head and replied sadly: "I wish I is it?" said the colonel. "Do you not think 
could think so, but I can't. There may hav we ought to thank the good Lord for this 
been peace in heaven before she got there;. bountiful dinner before we begin eating?" 
but yoU: know what sort of a woman she was." "I will only make one suggestion first. Your 

Lord is a just Lord, is he not? Now, per
OF course, says the World, it would not do haps within a block of me at this present time 

for the very orthodox New York Evangelist to there is some faithful, devout Christian who 
compliment the Mormons in any very positiv is starving. Perhaps, if perfect justice were 
manner, but it comes as near to it as it dares done, our dinner would be on his table. Do 
when it says: "It must be said for the Mor- you n t th'nk th 1 b t th' t o 1 e ess we say a ou IS rna -
mons that when they hav anything to do they ter the better?" It was in this way that the 
set about it in a very direct and common- talk ran on. The lady came every day to visit 
sense fashion, and are not easily turned aside 

the colonel and his family. She appeared to 
by threatened danger. Here are some sixty 
of their emissaries in New York this week be fascinated with the loving ~trust, content, 

and happiness of this compact household. 
straight from Utah-just as if the Edmunds 

Finally she said to the colonel: " I apologize. 
bill had no existence. They represent them- I d t h t b li y 1 d o no care w a you e eve. ou are ea -
selvs as the advance party of 150 persons se- ing more of a Christian life than I ever hope 
lected by the Mormon Church Conference so to accomplish." 
late as April 6th for work in several European 
countries-chiefly England, Scotland, and QuEEN VICTORIA's servant, the late John 
Wales. . These ' apostles ' are made up of Brown, according to the Banner of Light, was 
common farmers, mechanics, and labo-rers, a spiritual :r;nedium. He was frequently con
and are understood to go at their own charges troled by the spirit of Prince Albert, and was 
and proposing to remain abroad about two the instrum&nt used by the latter to com
years. Their conductor challenges 'all the municate with his widow. The Banner of 
religions of the world to produce a class of Light's editor claims this because the prince 
ministers who act with more faith, do severer told him so. "We remember particularly," 
labor, or accomplish more satisfacto1•y re- he says, "an occasion when he requested that 
sults.'" the spirit of our medium might accompany 

IT has long been a source of complaint that 
no satisfactory census had ever been taken of 
the teeming populations of British India. A 
census has at last been attempted, and al
though the full details hav not yet been made 
public, much new and valuable information 
has been furnished. The population, which 
grows at a rapid rate, is set down at 253,891,-
821-a population nearly as large as that of 
the whole of Europe-and it is known that 
there were some neglected epots. The popu
lation, it is believed, is considerably larger 
than these figures, enormous as they are, rep
resent. Looking at the divisions arising 
from race and religion, we find 187,937,450 
Hindoos, 50,121,655 Mohammedans, 6,426,511 
Nature Worshipers, 3,478,884 Buddhists, 
1,862,634 Christians, 1,863,428 Sikhs, and 1,221,-
896 Jains, not to mention Parsees and others. 
The Hindoos are minutely subdivided into 
sects and castes. The worship of the Hin
doos is characterized by a mixture of tree and 
serpent mythology, and with ceremonial ser
vices representativ of the reproductiv forces 
of nature. It was formerly the custom of the 
Hindoos to burn their widows, but that cus
tom, mainly on account qf the resistance of
fered it by the British government, has,. ex
cept in rare ancl solitary instances, been aban
doned. One of their worst customs is that of 
marrying girls when they are mere children. 
The census shows that there are 63,000 widows 
under ten years of age, 174,524 between ten 
and fifteen, 15,312,651 between fifteen and 
twenty, ·and 1,572,145 between twenty and 
thirty. Among the Mohammedans these early 
marriages prevail also to a large extent, but 
not to the same extent as among the Hindoos. 
The Christian population is larger than was 
expected, and more than one-half are nomi
nally Roman Catholic. The Hindoos and the 
Mohammedans do not harmonize, but, on the 
contrary, they are strongly opposed in feeling, 
and there would frequently be open rupture 
were it not for the pressure of the govern
ment. The Koran, it is noted, has not es
caped a certain modification under the influ
ence of Brahmanism. It has come to be af
fected by caste in spite of the pointed teach
ing of the Prophet in regard to the equality of 
man before God. Buddhism is also found in 
a mixed form, and the religion of the Jains is 
a sort of admixture of Buddhism and Hindoo
ism. The Sijrhs, it appears, are Theists, are 
less superstitious than the other races, as a 
rule, and are followers of some fifteenth cen
tury reformers. Conversions to Christianity 
from the higher races, or from the educated 
classes, are not of frequent occurrence-the 
conversions hitherto being for the most part 
from the lower castes and from the savage 
tribes. Among-the Mohammedans Christian
ity makes no headway; but the Bramo Somaj 
societies, under the lead of Keshat Chunder 
Sen, are spreading among the educated Hin
doos and leading to a sort of simple Theism. 
These statistics show that India is to be a 
great :field of future religious experiment. 

SULIEMAN PAcHA, of Turkey, is dead. 

SPRING seems to hav sprung backwards. 

THE president has returned from Florida. 
sick. 

THE Parliament house at Quebec was burnt 
on the 19th. 

IowA's prohibition amendment is declared 
null and void by the court. 

IN Connecticut the Senate defeated the 
prohibitory constitutional amendment. 

THE: Jews commenced the celebration of 
the feast of the Passover last Saturday. 

ScHELLER, accused of setting fire to the 
Newhall House in :r.{ilwaukee, is acquitted. 

WoRK is progressing on the tunnel under 
the North River between New York and Jersey 
City. 

A REPORT from Cairo, Egypt, says that the 
False Prophet has captured Khartoum in the 
Soudan. 

Two Nililists were executed at St. Peters
burg last Saturday-one was hanged, the 
other shot. 

THE excise officers are on the rampage in 
New York. Last Sunday a hundred arrests 
were made. 

A SITE for the Garfield Memorial Hospital 
has been purchased for $37,000 in the subllrbs 
of Washington. 

BRooKLYN has Talmage and Barnum's Circ!tB 
this week. What more can a city want in the 
way of excitement? 

THill police of New York are sacking the 
gambling houses industriously. It is claimed 
that these resorts hav all been closed. 

THE Rev. Mr. Seguin, pastor of the French 
Reformed church in this city, has been sent 
to the workhouse for assaulting a woman. 

ToM BAILEY, of Meadville, Miss., assaulted 
a young girl criminally, and then murdered 
her. A mob took him from the jail and 
hanged him. 

THE opening day of the big bridge has been 
changed from May 30th to the 24th. The 
bridge has cost $14,000,000, and has been 
fourteen years building. 

A moT between a mob and a circus company 
at Dover, Del., last Sunday, resulted in tke 
death of one man and the wounding of four
teen men and three horses. 

HENRY GEoRGE was nominated last Sunday 
by the Workingmen's Central Labor Union 
for appointment by the governor as the com
missioner of labor statistics. 

THE total acreage of wheat in Minnesota 
this year will be 2,500,000, and in Dakota 
1,600,000. This, it is estimated, will double the 
crop as compared with last year. 

THE coronation of the czar of Russia will 
take place on May 27th unless further post
poned. The exercises are to be prolonged 
,until June 8th. 'Beer will be free. 

THE: meetings of the Nineteenth Century 
Club at the residence of Courtlandt Palmer 
hav been discontinued for the season. Dr. 
Oliver Wendell Holmes delivered the closing 
address. 

A GANG of desperadoes entered the post-of· 
fice at Normanville, Kan., on the 21st, and 
demanded liquor. Being refused, they then 
wrecked the store, shot the postmaster's wife, 
and fled. A sheriff and posse are after them. 

SLADE, the Maori, and Mitchell, the Eng• 
lish champion, hav arranged for a prize fight, 
to take place within six months. If they suc• 
ceed in inflicting fatal injuries upon each 
other's persons, the world will be rid of two 
useless characters. 

APRIL 19th was the one hundredth anniver• 
sary vf the cessation of hostilities between 
America and Great Britain. The day was 
duly celebrated at Newburgh, N. Y., the 
headquarters of Washington at the time the 
proclamation was issued. 
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1 
taneously moving itself, spontaneously generating mon use to designate these two entities and their 
living organisms; a simple combination of carbon, manifestation. · 
oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen producing a living I find an excellent statement of the opposit, or 
animal-a_'~mere mechanical origin," he says! Can spititual philosophy, in the "Freethought Directory 

The Philosopl1y of Integralism. the miracles of the theologians, of God creating the and l\'fagazine" for-March, by S. P. Putnam. He des-
BY li!Rs. A. c. li-IACDONALD. world out of nothing, go further, or further tax our ignates it as the "Transcendental Spiritualism." He. 

Fr&m an Address Delivered befm·e the Manhattan Liberal Ohtb. credulity than this? If they would concede. life to does this, probably, to distinguish it from a philos-
It is one of the fundamental dogmas of the Integral matter, it would do; but they will not do this. Not ophy quite prevalent among a certain school of be

philosophy that we must accept everybody's philoso- only Ernst Haeckel, as I hav quoted, but others, ad- lievers in the so-called spiritual phenomena or spirit 
phy and find a place for it. If aa a school we seem dnce inorganic matter as the origin of life. Huxley, manifestations, prominent among whom stands An
to be found assailing other schools, it is their limita- in his "Lay Sermons," says that 'it is "the animals' drewJacksonDavis. Tbislatterphilosophyassertsthat 
tions that we assail and the narrowness and sectari- highest feat of constructiv chemistry to convert dead spirit is the highest form of matter. At a recent 
anism which necessarily result. I hav no purpose, protoplasm into that living matter of life appropriate meeting which I attended, in announcing .his philos
therefore, to assail anyone's philosophy, except in to itself.~ Therefore," he says, "in seeking for the ophy of being or of the universe, a gentleman said: 
one particular, and that· particular is in the claim origin of protoplasm we must turn to the vegetable "I consider spirit to be refined matter, and matter to · 
that any philosophy Jess than Integral can cover the world." be gnJSs spirit." _That spirit is refined matter, that 
whole ground of being. A philosophy, to be Integral, Mr. Wakeman, in his scientific sermons, says: is, the most ethereal form of matter, is the prevalent 
I hold, must be made up of all the different philoso- "When philosophers who hav done grandly for sci- belief among a large class of Spiritualists,. though 
phies, and then, in addition, must hav a contribution ence make the slip of ascribing the potency of life to whether they believe thet aftet matter has once be
of its own to make-the contribution of an element inorganic matter, or sexes to chemical affinities, they come refined into spirit it then can again be made 
or factor which will enable us to reconcile the antag- not only discredit themselvs, but furnish a basis for gross eJ;J.ough to become matter, I do not know; but 
onisms in all the philosophies~the Materialistic, the endless delusions." . this doctrin is in fact nothing more nor less than 
Spiritualistic, the Idealistic, and the Positivistic. Or if it is conceded that there is lifE! in matter to- Materialism, except as Spiritualists carry it a little 

George Henry Lewes says that the "foundations of day, the claim that consciousness had a material ori- further and say that matter can be so 1·efined as to 
a creed must be broad enough to furnish standing- gin is a claim that it really had an origin; that there fit it for higher and higher spheres; that it willliv on 
room for the most antagonistic schools;" and then, was a time when it was not, did not exist-not mere- and on instead of returning to dust. But it is not 
in the very same paragraph, he goes on to reject both ly upon this planet, but it did not exist anywhere. this doctrin or philosophy that I am })resenting for 
Spiritualism and Materialism, showing that the. And. they proceed to trace the course of the evolu- consideration. It is that alluded to which Mr. Put
" foundations" which he was laying in his treatis on tion of man back through the animal world, back to nam calls "Transcendental Spii·itualism." Speaking 
the "Problems of Life and Mind" were not broad and through the vegetable world, to protoplasm, and of the Rev. Dr. Sampson, a gentleman of the ad
enough to answer even his own aspirations. It is from there to inorganic matter. Or, commencing at vanced school, 1\'Ir. Putnam says: "He gave a mas
one thing to see what ought to be clone, as he himself the other extremity, they claim that inorganic mat- terly description of the growth of consciousness, all 
elsewhere acknowledges, and entirely another thing ter, by spontaneous generation-that·is, by self-act- of which from the scientific standpoint is essentially 
to ,do it. But what is the advantage of having a ing, produced a living organism. Man's origin, says true, the difference lying back of this in the origin 
platform so broad as to admit of antagonistic schools Ernst Haeckel, was "mechanical" from "inorganic of consciousness itself. Dr. Sampson assumed the 
unless we hav some means of reconciling them? 0£ combinations out of simple combination of the-four priority of mind to matter, and being before, was 
what avail to place any two antagonistic philosophies gases, carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, lind nitrogen." tbero3fm·e the creator of matter." 
or theories upon the same platform w bile either is "This assumption," as I quoted before and repeat, . "This independence of consciousness is a1so the 
asserting itself broad enough to cover . the whole "of the ·spontaneous generation of the first organisms creed of Prof. Cook, who is what we might call a 
ground, and claiming that there is no room or use for out of inorganic matter is a necessary hypothesis" transcendental Spiritualist. He makes consciousness 
the other? · -this assumption of this first stage "is necessary for all in all, the beginning and the end, the Alpha and 

If the philosophy of Materialism explains all ex- important general reasons'~ ("History of Creation," Omega, arid man himself in his individuality is 
plainable phenomena, and answers all the questions vol. ii, by Ernst Haeckel, as published in THE TRUTH only an experience in this etemal consciousness. 
constantly arising for answer in human experience, SEEKER). Matter is but its outward rim, coming- and going and 
then it covers the whole ground of being, and there is These "important general reasons" I take it, as constantly changing, while the consciousness is the 
no room, nor place, nor use for any other. But if it I hav not followed him to see whether he makes a unchangable, the substance which. is at the basis of 
should be found that Materialism only half covers the statement of them himself, are that he must start life all, and the only real power in the universe." 
gro.uncl, what then? If there are found facts and somewhere in order to go on and trace the develop- So yon perceive that the Spiritualist and the Mate
phenomena that the philosophy of lVIaterialism does ment of life into higher forms-- the evolution of rialist take precisely the same ground-make the same 
not explain, what shall we do ? Deny the facts and man. ·with his tracing of this development, or evoln- assumptions-in regard to the two different entities. 
ignore the phenomena? That would seem to be the tion through succeeding and different stages, I hav The Materialist claims that matter is all there is; 
only alternativ unless we admit some other philos- nothing to do. I hav no difficulty at all in conceiv- that without any help (for there is no god outside of 
ophy, but it would hardly be scientific. Denying or ing the evolution of the higher animals n:om the matter, and no consciousness outside of matter, and 
ignoring facts or problems does not remove them, lower-of man, the highest of all, from those below no consciousness inside of matter, primarily, not 
nor annihilate them. They ate still there, demand- him. Grant the first step and the rest follow, or may till matter evolved it) it evolnted all there is to-day. 
ing explanation and solution. Take the fact of con- follow, as a matter of course. My objection is to the ":lVIatter is all there is, the beginning and the end, 
sciousness; does the Materialistic philosophy explain first step, and my claim is that the evolving by itself the all in all, and man himself in his individuality 
that? It seems to me not. Though it says it has a of life from inorganic matter, or combinations of in- is but a form of matter," says the Materialist. "Con
material origin, it yet fails to explain how matter can organic matter, or of living creatures ever so simple, scionsness is·all that there is, the beginning and the 
be converted into consciousness. "organisms without organs," even, as Haeckel puts end, the all in all," and man himself in his individn-

It is a fact universally confessed that we do not -it, or of any organism having in it life or the power alty is but an experience in this consciousness," says 
know what consciousness is. It has been confessed to move itself, is an impossibility. the Spiritualist. 
again and again from this platform that we do not Dead, inorganic matter could nc more origi- Now I would ask which is the greater feat to .per-
know. nate by itself, unaided by any other factor, the form-the greater miracle-to evolve consciousness 

Now my theory or doctrin is that you do know, or intelligent activities and the intellectual life on this :D:om unconscious matter, or to create matter out of 
may know, as much of consciousness or mind as yon earth to-day than God could originate the universe. consciousness or spirit. To me one seems as impos
do of matter. You do not know what matter is ex~ The argument among Materialists is that the universe, sible as the other. All thinkers see the chasm be
cept by its manifestations, neither do you know what the thing assumed as created, must be either like tween milld and matter. Tyndall, in his Belfast ad~ 
consciousness is except by its manifestations. God, the creator, or it must be different. If it is like dress, declared that he could not see how mind could 

The claim of the philosophy of Materialism, as I God, then it would only be but ·a continuation, there affect matter, or matter, mind; and Prof. Fisk says 
understand it, is that matter, with its manifestations, being no disconnection, no break, and therefore no that "in no sense is thought the product of molecn
is all that there is; that matter never was created, creation. The one was only a continuation of the lar movement;" and that "the progress of modern dis
and never is to be, nor can be, destroyed; that it is other. If the universe was unlike God, of an entirely covery, so far from bridging over the chasm between 
the only uncreated and eternal entity in existence; different nature from himself, of a different substance, mind and matter, tends rather to exhibit the distinc
that man himself in his individuality is but a chang- he could not hav created it out of himself? I hav tion between them as absolute." 
ing form of matter, and "that all sensation, con- condensed the argn~ent somewhat, but this is the I would say in passing that had he been familiar 
sciousness, thought, motion, and force hav a material gist. But the same argument applies equally well with Universology he would hav seen that, while they 
origin." Matter is the beginning and the end; the to matter as the originator of consciousness as it does are, and must ever remain, absolutely distinct, while 
cause and it_s effects; the one great, all-absorbing to God as the originator of the universe, only there still inseparably united, the bridge over the chasm 
fact of existence. Great is this Diana of the Ephe- is no if in the way. Matter is no more like con- which separated them has been found-that the laws 
sians; "great is matter," and the "powers and poten- sciousness or like intelligence, a factor of conscious- and principles of mind and matter are the same. 
cies" of matter furnish themes for never-ending essays. ness, or like feeling, also a factor of consciousness, than The reason next to that of the impossibility of mat-
And it is simply dead matter-dead, inorganic mat- any other two perfect antithets are like each other. ter evolving mind, or mind creating matter, is an 
ter. With all its powers and potencies, there is, ac- Physical forces are in matter-the force produced a pt·iori one---:a reason declU"cecl from the law that had 
cording to this theory, no life in matter. by explosions, the force of gravitation, chemical previously been induced from facts and phenomena 

Ernst Haeckel, in his "History of Creation," on forces, etc. The contact of steel and flint, or even within the scope of human observation, which is that 
the origin and pedigree of man, says: "The most an- the rubbing together of two sticks, produces fire, but all concrete being is made up of two antithetical fac
cient ancestors of men were living creatures of the not conscious force, unless you admit, what Prof. tors, that consequently no being, either the universe as 
simplest kind imaginable- organisms without or- Van Der Weyde contends, that "atoms know what a whole, or any of its parts, can be made np of one sin
gans, like the still living lVIonm:a. The they want-that matter thinks." Concede this, and I gle factor; neither of matter alone, from :which to 
first of these Monera originated by spontaneous gener- must, per force of reason, lay down my arms as evolve mind and all its manifestations, or of mind 
ation out of so-called 'inorganic combinations,' name- against the Materialist. Knowing, thinking matter alone, from which to originate matter; but that both 
ly, out of a simpl~ combination of carbon, oxygen, could easily and must necessarily by the laws of its matter and mind always hav been, and always will be. 
hydrogen, and mtrogen. The assumption of this own nature, organize itself into knowing, thinking They are uncreate. They are co-equal, coeval, co
spontaneous generation, that is, of a mechanical ori- beings. eternal in time, co-extensiv in space, inseparably 
gin of the first organisms from inorganic matter, has Matter is no more like consciousness, like spirit,. united as the two halves of one complete whole; and 
been proved in our thirteenth chapter to be a neces- using the more general term, than light is like dark- the product of this union is conscious life, as we see it 
sary hypothesis." And he adds, after speaking of "a ness, except in the fact that they are the two an tithe- to-day, with all its manifestations. In Universological 
direct proof being possibly still found in the struct- tical complements of each other, the two opposit terms, matter is unismal-the manifestation of the 
ure of the egg"-(it must be very direct proof that is halves of the one whole, and it takes the two to make principle called unism, the tendency to unite, the 
only possible); after speaking of this, he says: "The the whole-spirit and matter to constitute the uni- spirit of oneness or unity; Spencer's integration, man
assumption of this first stage is necessary fur most verse, mind and bod,v to constitute the man, subjec- ifested especially as one instance, in gravitation. 
important general reasons;" that is, that a stage of tiv and objectiv, or subject and object, in the realm of Spirit is duismal, the manifestation of the principle 
living creatures of the simplest kind imaginable (or- philosophy; physical and metaphysical in the realm called dnism, ihe tendency to divide, differentiate; 
ganisms without organs, he says), which had been of science; abstract and concrete in the realm of Sp"encer's differentiation, manifested especially, as 
produced by inorganic matter-dead matter-span- knowledge; and there are many other terms in com- centrifugal force in the outer world, as discrimina.· 
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tiuJ?- or .thought i? the philosophic world, as Individ- as spirit or life demands matter. This latter point, 
ual~sm m .t~e somal world; and concrete being, with that spirit or life demands matter, is constantly in
all Its ~ctivit~es as. w~ behold it to-day; in a word, sisted upon by those who as constantly assert that 
the umv.erse. I~self m Its entirety as made up of these relativity is everything. 
factors, IS tnmsmal-the union of the other two. To the U niversologist entity and relation are again 

As the universe was uncreated, always existed, so correlates, and the necessary factors of whatsoever 
these factors of the universe were never created but is. To him it is axiomatic that in every instance 
alwa,rs existe~; they always were; they etemall;, are.· of being, big or little throughout the universe, 

It IS a favont conception of the teacher and students there is an absolute or entical, ·and a relativ 
of Universology that "the universe is a dramatization constituent or factor begripped or united to each 
of laws and principles;" but can we conceive of laws other. It is as patent an absurdity to talk of rela
an~ ~)rinciples existing without matter, or of matter tions without things related, as it is to talk of an up 
eXlstmg Without these principles? I cannot; and any without any down, or of any other hemispherical pre
philosophy that undertakes to prove that matter was sentment of what is, in its nature, spherical 6r com
first, and evolved spirit, or any philosophy that un- plete, or of any polar extremity without implying ari 
dertakes to prove that spirit was first, and evolved or opposit pole. 
created mattf)r, undert~kes what it cannot accomplish; If the Materialist cannot conceive of the absolute, 
asserts what cannot, m the very nature of things, it is because he is holding in his mind the theologic 
be true. idea of an absolute being apart from and above the 

The fundamental error which underlies all reason- universe, the absolute with a capital A instead of 
ing upon this subject, by Materialists and Idealists what it is a one phase, constituent, or factor of all 
a?d Spiritu"alists, by all the speakers whom I hav being, which it is, just as relativity is another such 
mted, and by all writers who hav discussed the sub- phase or factor of being. To Universologists the 
ject who are not Heg·elian or Universological, is that relativ apart from the absolute is equally as unthink
they pi'actically, and, it must be presumed, for the able. The relativ -and the entity, then, in turn, stand 
most part unconsciously, but still always and uni- and must ever stand, in relations with each other, 
versally, assume a beginning in time. This is the but even this all-embracing relativity does not in any 
theological point of view, and by theologians is sense destroy the entical or absolute factor of its own 
consist.ently held with all its logical consequences. constituency. 
But with others, and especially with Agnostics and In Universological technicality, therefore, the ag
Infidels, those of all schools who are assailing gregate totality of being can only be adequately de
the?logy, it must be by an unconscious lapse on scribed by the compound term, absoluta-relativ, or, 
their part that they place the:rnselvs in this theo- inversely relativa-absolute. If then it be true, as it 
logical po13ition, for it is they who are at the same is true, that everything is relativ, it is just as true 
time loudly warning the world against this very that everything is absolute and entical, down to the 
error. infinitude of the minutest detail. 
. Universology also posits a beginning; but that be- This ·is the crux or difficult point in Universology, 
ginning is· logical, not historical---'in reason and the and I do not expect in a single statement to make it 
very nature of things (spaceoid), and not in time either wholly intelligible or very acceptable to minds 

· (motoid), or, rather, it is in the dynamic unity of op- warped in the direction of the prevalent conception 
posits, which is the~ very essence of being itself. of relativity as excluding the absolute aspect, factor, 
This idea is Hegelian, but the explanation and dem- or constituent of being. 
onstration of its truth is Universalogical, and as a George Henry Lewes rejects both Idealism and 
standing-point it offers the only possible escape from Realism. He says neither any form of Idealism or 
confused, pa1·tiali13tic, and unsatisfactory theories of crude Realism satisfies all the conditions of the prob
the constitution of the universe. It is nevertheless lem. What he would adopt in the place of Materialism 
true that we are somewhat constrained by the very and Spiritualism, which he so summarily rejects, I hav 
limitations of our minds, in thinking them, to take not studied his works sufficiently to plainly state; but 
our departure from the one point or the other; but in the place of Realism and Idealism he has what he 
it is only necessary to know this, to know that there denominates "reasoned Realism." It would hav 
are the two points, and to know from which point we done just as well to hav formulated a "reasoned 
are starting, in which order we are going, and then Idealism," for in Idealism there is to be found the 
to know that the two orders are to be integrated or other half truth antithetical to that found in Realism, 
united, while still held separately in our mind, to and neither expression includes the whole. Said a 
compass the total conception. gentleman in my presence endeavoring to explain and 

It was asserted in a lecture recently upon this plat- evidently indorsing the Ideal theory: " That chair 
form that "the relativity of· all phenomena and con- we see is not, according to this theory, the real chair, 
ditions of existence establishes in the speaker's mind but the chair which the designer had in his mind 
the truth of Mr. Andrews's Universology." Now this when he made this chair is the real chair. "If some 
statement may be satisfactory to the gentleman who one should take that chair and strike. the gentleman 
made it, but it is not so to me. His acquaintance upon the head with it, I presume he would think it a 
with Universology seems, to me, to· be insufficient. real chair," I replied. "Yes," he said, "it is real to 
This "relativity of all phenomena and conditions of our senses." His failure and the failure of that 
existence" is one of the factors merely, which make school, and of every school but the Universologists, 
a one science of the universe possible. The proof is in not recognizing the fact of the doubleness of 
tl;lat what the teacher of Universology claims as that all complete truth, and the complete truth in this 
science is in its applicability to its domain and to case is that the two chairs are each and both real
every part and parcel of its domain, just as mathe- one real to the senses, the other real to the intellect. 
matics is applicable to its domai:a-numbers; · or And the same writer again, in his "Biographical 
chemistry to its domain; in fact, that it furnishes the History of Philosophy," treated philosophy and meta
means of explaining, as its author claims it does, physics as though they were things of the past. They 
"every mystery but the mystery of being itself." were dead and buried, and he was sounding a requi
That it has already done this is not claimed. The em over their tom b. Twenty years later, in his work 
limits of time and strength hav forbidden; but that on the "Problems of Life and Mind," he confessed 
its principles, its laws and methods, are equally ap- the necessity of metaphysics-a science of what is 
plicable in any and every domain is claimed, and beyondphysics-and his attempt at a solution of the 
also that any competent person can take the prin- progress of life and mind was an attempt to found a 
ciples, laws, and method, and make a special applica- philosophy. He was aware of the fact that he had 
tion of them in any domain he may choose, and that he inade himself liable to the accusation of retreating, 
will come out right every time-the same as a person but this he parried by denominating his new posi
competent in mathematics can use the rules of mathe- tion a ll1ere change of front. The change of front 
matics to solve a problem in numbers, because the seems to me, however, so complete that he is really 
rules of_ mathematics are not rules arbitrarily made, walking back over the same ground-in fact, retreat
but are deduced from the nature of numbers them- ing. All through his work you will find intimations 
selvs. So the· laws and principles and method of that he saw the truths contained in the opposit doc
Universology are deduced from the nature of things trins, the same as Dr. McCosh and others hav done; 
in the universe. but nowhere does he perceive that the two antithet-

What Universology has discovered and formulated, ical aspects of truth are necessary in the very 
and claims as the one science of the universe, is not, nature of things, and that they are combined 
as the gentleman seemed to think it, a science of rel- in a higher unity. He seems almost; at times, 
ativiny merely, but a science of the very opposit of just ready to perceive this fundamental truth, as 
that as well. It is, in fact, a science of a complex of does also Dr. l\1cCosh, even more ready than he; 
oppositnesses, of absoluteness and relativity, as well but nowhere and by no one, till Mr. Andrews, as a 
as of other antithets. Relativity with Universologists part of the science of Universology, announced it, has 
no more covers the . whole ground than does it been announced. And to-day it seems almost im
Materialism. It is simply a hemispherical or half- possible for many minds to grasp it. Indeed, it 
truth which modern thinkers hav got hold of, and seems that hardly any but those who hav subjected 
ride to death as if it were the whole truth. Claim- themselvs to his private teaching-and but few com
ing to be wholly positiv, they still base themselvs parativly of those-'-as yet comprehend it in its ful
upon relativity, which, as George Henry Lewes ness and in the importance of its results. The re
says, is a purely metaphysical conception. Relativity sults cannot be overestimated; they are as wide and 
means relationdom-the domain of relations. What, far-reaching as human experience itself. · This philos
then, are those instances of being between which re- ophy offers the means of reconciling into peaceful 
lations exist? Row can there be a "betweenity" harmony the most antagonistic schools and the most 
without any things or entities between which the be- bitter feuds. 
tweenity is? Relativity just as much demands entity The Universologist or Integralist-for.:..this latter 

philosophy arises of necessity out of Universology
when'he hears a truth asserted accepts it as far as it 
is true, as a half-truth to be complemented by the 
antithetical half-truth, and he holds the other half
truth eyer in his mind. ·when he hears it asserted 
that matter is eternal he accepts the statement, riay, 
joins in affirming it. He cannot conceive otherwise; 
but when he hears it claimed that matter was the 
origin of con~:~Piousness, or life, or mind, he does not 
concede that, for he cannot conceive it. He denies 
that assertion, for it is n,ot according to the laws of 
the constitution of being, as demonstrated a prim·i 
upon other grounds. 

When he hea1·s the Spiritualist assert the eternity 
of mind, or spirit, or consciousness, the Integralist 
concedes it, for he cannot conceive otherwise; but 
when he hears it asserted that mind was prior to 
matter and created matter, he does not concede that, 
for the reasons already stated in respect to matter. 
His position is that they both are eternal and abso
lute, while yet relativ, in so much that their existence 
has no manifestation, no working reality, except by 
their actual copulation >vith each other. 

·when he hears asserted as a truth the doctrin of 
necessity; the scriptural doctrin of foreordination; 
the scientific doctriri of evolution, he accepts them 
also as half-truths, but only as half-truths, to be 
complemented also by their opposit-the freedom of 
the mind. 

Again, when it is said that mind, with all its mani
festations, is the mere function of matter, Universol
ogists and Integralists counterstate by affirming that 
it is just as true-neither of the statements being 
the whole truth-that matter is the function of mind. 
In mathematics, if a is the function. of b, then b is the 
function of a, and in the highest Universologic philos
ophy we come back, at the opposit extreme of the 
long range of sciento-philosopllic evolution, to the 
same reciprocal doubleness of thing and function. 
This point is too subtle and far-rea.ching t\'l be dis
cussed here, but too important to be wholly omitted. 

I said in the beginning of this lecture that the In
tegral philo-sophy must not only be made up of the 
truths of all pllilosophies, but must hav its own con
tribution to make-the contl'ibution of a factor or 
element which would enable us to reconcile the an
tagonisms of these philosophies, and to hold, in a 
centering grip, all po::;sible philosophies. 

You doubtless hav perceived bewre this what that 
factor or element in tile Integralistic philosophy is
that it is simply the knowledge of the fact that every 
radical truth, every philosophic truth, every funda
mental truth, is made up of two exactly antithetical 
trutb,s, and of necessity so constituted. by the laws of 
being itself. This, it is believed, is the highest gen
eralization to which philosophy will ever a::;cend. 

Hypocrisy in Legislation. 
From, the Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Daily 1Yews. 

Counterfeit virtue seized the members of the 
assembly on Thursday. The rankest hypocrisy 
came to the front, and in the face of justice and right 
they passed the amendment to the Penal Code re
lating to fishing. By this act of cowardice thousands 
of men will be driven out of the open air into grog
geries on the first day of the week. The Graphic 
well and truly says: 

"There are thousands of hard-worked, poorly-paid men 
who need all the cheap enjoyment of an innocent kind that 
can be had on the only day of the seven that they c~n call 
their own. It is well enough to say tnat the day is the Lord's 
and not theirs. But no two chm:chos agree as to the precise 
method of observing the day; there are differences as to 
which is the legitimate day; there a1·e many-as Mr. Beecher
who think the Lord can be served outsicle of as well as 
inside of the church, and the class we speak of needs all the 
Olltside air that it can get during the few brief hours that it 
hu.s its liberty. '£he few that arc rich can hav their pleasure 
at any aud at all times. The great monopolies are making 
these few richer, anu the great army of poverty grows larger 
and poorer day by day. Is it not unjust to say that the many 
who work for scanty pay in close ill-Yentilated rooms from 
dawn to sunset, and whose places are in the crowded and 
heated street, through all the summer, shall not hav one clay 
out of seven to get the river or the ocean air and to take 
to themselvs the slight enjoyment which is all they can in 
any event hav ?" -

The truth is that seven-eighths of the men who 
voted for this provision will not only fish on the first 
day, but will, in hundreds of ways, violate the spirit 
and letter of the Penal Code. The virtuous Boyd, 
of the Senate, wishing to emulate the hypocrisy of 
of the lower house, came to the front with a bili, the 
spirit of which is bigoted and intolerant to the last 
degree and which we regTet Judge Nelson's commit
tee thoughtlessly reported favorably. It has taken 
hundreds years to separate the church and the state. 
In this gigantic work thousands of heroic lives hav 
been lost, and rivers of blood hav been grandly poured 
out. They can never be united again without the 
utter and complete destruction of human liberty. 
There is a growing sentiment, intelligent and moral, 
rapidly gathering volume and strength-it belongs 
to no creed. Suppose this great class should some 
day become as bigoted as the Solons at Albany? 

THE Crow Indians hav become Christianized 
enough to bale rocks with their hay. This shows 
they hav the true religious spirit. 
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!/Iommunications. 
--·============ 

Was it a "Put-up Job1" 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : The 

conversion of a "great Infidel" is an event which so 
seldom occurs that I am not at all surprised to hear 
that our Christian friends are making all the capital 
they can out of the incident which friend Meikle re
fers to, especially in localities where it is unlikely that 
the antecedents of the individual in question may be'
come known. In such places, I hav no doubt, the 
story of this "sudden conversion" in answer to 
special prayer will be told with thrilling effect, but 
here, where the circumstances are so well known, a 
discreet silence is preserved on the subject, even by 
that evangelical organ, the Daily Witness. This is ac
counted for by the fact that that journal devoted a 
whole column of its valuable space to a report of 
the "great Infidel's" lecture, which made that indi
uidual appear in such a ridiculous light that they hav 
since been ashamed to acknowledge him as a "brother 
in Christ." In response to your inquiry for further 
information on the subject, I send you the following 
facts, which you can rely upon as bfiing correct. 

One Sunday afternoon in February, Mr. Ploomberg 
introduced himself to me, in the library of the Free
thought Club, as a stranger in the city, and being an 
enthusiastic Liberal, he had made immediate in
quiries as to the whereabouts of the Freethought 
Club. He was welcomed, of course, as any stranger 
would be under similar circumstances, and invited to 
attend the weekly meeting while he remained in the 
city. On a subsequent Sunday he expressed a de
sire to address a few words to the audience before 
the meeting closed. On being called upon, he, much 
to our surprise, produced from some mysterious 
hiding-place a formidable looking roll of manuscript 
and com.menced reading it at a most terrific rate. 
We immediately discovered that we had a crank of 
the first order to deal with, and after fifteen minutes 
speaking, his remarks and conduct became so out
rageous that the chairman was compelled. to request 
him to discontinue his remarks and to leave the plat
form. This he did in a most crest-fallen manner, and 
after muttering something about the approval with 
which his addresses had always been received by the 
people of the United States, and a hint that we poor 
benighted Canadians were not sufficiently advanced 
to appreciate them, he left the hall. 

Nothing further was seen or heard of him until a 
few days after the public announcement of Mr. 
Watts's lectures on March 21st and 22d, under the 
auspices of our club. Then there appeared some 
startling posters announcing that" The Great Infidel" 
would lecture in Mechanic's Hall on "Paine and Vol
taire," March 23d and 24th. Being in the same hall 
and on the nights immediately following Mr. Watts, 
some little confusion prevailed in the public mind as 
to "which was which." This was the object aimed 
at and after satisfving ourselvs as to the identity of 
the individual, we-took the precaution of informing 
the public that there was no connection whatever be
tween the two, and fortunate it was that we did so, 
as subsequent events hav proved. · · 

Mr. Watts's lectures, as your readers already know, 
were a grand success, notwithstanding the railro3:d 
accident which prevented him arriving in time to g1v 
the first lecture as advertised, and which necessitated 
the delivery of the second at 3 o'clock on a Friday 
afternoon. The "Great Infidel" occupied the same 
platform on the same evening, and as the article 
which you reproduce from the Star says, "the affair 
proved a failure in every way." The lecturer and 
his treasurer made a sudden exit from the building 
by the back entrance, while the audience were 
clamoring for the refunding of their admission fees. 
I need not add that they were unsuccessful in their 
demands. The sequel to the story as told by the Star 
is, I believe, substantially correct. 

Although there are several suspicious circum
stances about the matter which would strongly sup
port the theory of its being a "put-up job," yet I 
should not like positivly to assert that it was so, but 
would rather incline to the other alternativ that the 
individual needs careful looking after by his friends. 
If it was a planned affair with the object of throwing 
discredit upon the Freethought cause, it has proved 
a total failure, and although the "home news from 
abroad" will doubtless bring the story back again 
with such little embellishments as the ingenious im
aginations of Talmage, Moody and Sankey, Hammond, 
J o Cook, or General Booth, may from time to time 
add to it, depend upon it, the Christians of Montreal 

c. STEVENS. 
will be forever "mum" on the subject. 

Montreal, April16, 1883. 

Songs of the Morning. 
This is a book of original songs, including re

sponses to old hymns and old hymns in responding 
versions. The author has given in this new book 
228 songs of sensible. and truthful sentiments, songs 
that can be sung to the sweet old tunes without a 
twinge of conscience, such _as must now invariably 
ateal over the minds of all Liberals as they utter 

the words of the old versions praising and eulo
gizing gods, ghosts, and' myths, and picturing the 
cruel pains and penalties that are declared .to fall 
upon all who do not believe in them as yeritable 
entities. 

Just as I hav pleaded for Liberals to appropriate 
the dear old holidays and redeem them from the su
perstitions with . which Christians hav enshrouded 
them, so do I now ask that the sweet tunes we hav 
all loved from childhood's hour be redeemed from 
the false and fabulous ideas so long attached to them 
and made bright and gl0rious in the sunlight of 
truth, fact, and science. With the new Christmas, 
new Easter, and new Thanksgiving ceremonies Lib
erals will inaugurate shall be blended the sweet old 
tunes, sung to these new words. I hope our friends 
will buy the Liberal Songsters, and sing the new 
words till their reverberating echoes shall drown for
ever the old in the floods of the new, 0r at least cause 
them to be relegated to the realms of Mother Goose, 
their more appropriate sphere and home. 

"Hasten where the light is flowing 
U ndistorted all around, 

Where the wholesome plants are growing 
Over all the gladdened ground. 

Seek no more your life to nourish 
On the fungus of decay; 

Living shoots abundant flourish, 
Which would giv it healthy play." 

-Caleb B. Weeks. 
ELMINA. 

Joe Cook. 
When the Evening Post, the most conservativ daily 

in this city, will say as much as this concerning the 
notorious nuisance of Boston, it is pretty certain that 
when the whole truth is found out the public will 
hold him in the same estimation that we do. The 
Post insinuates that Cook is not to be believed, but 
we go further and unhesitatingly say that he is a 
braggart, liar, and the truth is not in him. The 
American people will know this sometime: 

The Animal World v~. the ;Moral World. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I can

not repudiate the Bible, because it agrees with my 
experiences in animal and moral sciences. Moral 
science is the reflection of material science, and has 
a language peculiar to itself. The letter of the ~ible 
has no life in it, and only will answer the low ammal 
and creeping things of the sectarian world. Moral 
scien.ce is of a high order, and can only be understood 
by experience through the organ of comparis?n, 
which is secluded from the animal world by secretiv
ness. Thus, as it is said, "He came to his own" 
(Freethought people), "and they received him not." 

The "He" (Jesus) in moral science has no person
ality, but is a saving principle in every man and 
woman, and is obscured from our vision by the dark 
cloud of deceptiv secretivness. " This light shineth 
in darkness and the darkness comprehendeth it not." 
The Bible has a twofold meaning. It has and does 
satisfy the animal world (Sectarianism), and wh~n 
received will satisfy the· moral world. But I sa1d 
Jesus means in the moral language a saving princi
ple, which is dormant in every brain and will con
tinue so until we believe in it. It requires faith and 
will as much as if personal. ' 

·When we repudiate an outside God (which we 
thoroughly do) we must hav one in the beli~f ?f 
moral science, and the will power to save our mdi
viduality from our worst enemy-beguiling, deceptiv 
secretivness. 

We must not repudiate the Bible. The animal 
man, I know, feeds upon it, as I once did myself and 
was killed by it, and thus I eat his flesh (the animal, 
or letter), and now I drink his blood (the moral), and 
thus I am risen from the death of the letter to the 
spirit of the moral -through comparison-the very 
same that Jesus as a representativ preached 1883 
years since, for without a parable spake he ilo~ unt_o 
them. It being Nature's progressiv productiOn, 1t 
was recorded for the special benefit of this age as a 
wise provision; for we hav no· personality to lead 
now, but are diversified members of one body-the 
whole house of Israel-when we stand upon the res
urrection of moral science and self-saving power. 
This subject is very important to me, however it may 
seem to others. I can harmonize the dark passages 
of the Bible upon this principle. ZENAS KENT. 

Ithaca, April15, 1883. ___ ...., __ _ 

"The Rev. Joseph Cook, of Boston, who also calls himself 
'The Boston Monday Lectureship,' has been discoursing on 
the shortcomings of the American press in one of those per
formances which he calls his 'preludes,' which consist in 
some ramdom observations made prior to the regular lecture. 
He describes himself as much troubled not only by the de
ficiencies of the press, but by the low opinion entertained of 
it by foreign critics. Mr. Cook's reports of what he has seen 
and heard, either abroad or anywhere, are always to be re
ceived with caution; but even if he has heard all he says he 
has heard in the way of 'merciless sneers,' he ought to be 
the last person to reproduce it. There is probably no person The Clergy and the Country. 
professing to be educated, who has brought so much dis- Frmn the ahicago Times. 

credit on the American mind within the last seven years as Parker h~ll, near the corner of Madison and Hal-
the Rev. Joseph Cook himself in the eyes of those foreigners, t •t 1 t 
whose opinions about newspaper or any kind of literature sted streets, was crowded to its utmos capam Y as 
are worth repeating. His gross ignorance and inaccuracy on night by members of the Liberal League and others 
those matters of science with which he has undertaken to to listen to Prof. W. F. J::tmieson deliver a lecture on 
deal, hav again and again been exposed by scientific men. "The Clergy a Source of Danger to the American 
So hav his reports of the opinions of foreign philosophers ·a th t bli 
and thinkers. There is, however, nothing discreditable to Republic." Prof. Jamieson sa1 a rep~ r:an 
the country in the existence of a conspicuous blunderer of liberty was seriously threatened by the growmg Ill
this kind. What does damage it is the triumph of Mr. fluence of the clergy.' Religious despotism was ar
Cook's remarkable talents as a sensational preacher over all rayed against American freedom. Notwithstanding 
attempts to make his real character known to his audiences. the strength of the nation it was threatened by more 
His hall is just as full, we believe, as it was before he was 
found out, and there is no apparent diminution in: the num- insidious foes than ever gnawed at its vitals, and 
ber of those who think he has reconciled religion and science. these foes were the clergy. Self-government and 
The better educated and more rational clergymen are as much Christianity, he contended, were incompatible. Chris
ashamed of his performances as anybody, but a lamentably · al · ali bl · ht f 
large nnmber of them are glad to accept his assistance in tianity wars against the natur , Ill ena e ng o 
keeping alive a spirit of credulous wonder which they mis- the people to rule themselvs. It does not believe in 
takenly, we are sure, consider in some manner favorable to the people; it distrusts them; it claims tC? be superior 
the growth and maintenance of genuin religious feeling. - to them. A truly democratic or republican govern-

" The success of Mr. Cook's sonorous platitudes in Boston, t f th 1 
which passes in the eyes of foreigners for the most cultivated ment has no God. It is a governmen o e peop e, 
city in America, has probably given far more gratification to by the people, and for the people. Christianity 
the .enemies of democracy than any shortcomings on the meant a government of gods, kings and queens, lords 
part of the American press. His book~, his lectures, and and ladies, against the people. Human ~overnment 
himself hav furnished to foreign critics more materials for meant freedom. Christian government, 1n whatever 
'merciless sneers' directed against the mental standards of 
the community which produced him and which can listen to guise it appears, is pure despotism. Christia~ity is 
him, than even the worst American newspapers hav ever now grasping for power in order to destroy th1s re
done. A bad newspaper can always be explained away by public, which it considers too American, too human, 
decrying the character of its readers, who are an invisible and seeks to substitute for the government of the 
and unknown body. But Mr. Cook gathers his subscribers 
into a hall, where they can be counted and inspected. That people a government of God. For several years 
they hav a very respectable appearance and ~a~e certain there has been a deeply-laid plan by Christians to 
claims to 'culture' nobody can deny, and this Is all the overturn the principles to which the nation owe~ its 
cynical foreign enemy of our institutions asks for. He then existence. 'I'he ideal divine government conceived 
turns on us and says that when such people as these can 
take Cook for a prophet, and bear up under the revelations by the clergy is diametrically ~PP?sed to this. They 
which hav been made of his incompetency, what hope can despise and denounce the prmmple of self-govern
there be for our intellectual future? Why should there be ment, asserting that the consent _of the p~ople a~ to 
'first-class dailies' or weeklies in a community, they ask, whether God shall govern them IS rebelliOn agamst 
which can find mental food in a 'Monday Lectureship,' and 
which can take his collection of- chromos for a gallery of old him. 
masters? One cannot answer a sneer of this sort off-hand. Prof. Jamieson also attacked the clergy for intra-
To explain Mr. Cook would need a small volume." ducing the Bible into scho?ls. Children, he ~aid, are 

thus inculcated with false 1deas, and foundations are 
Made Happy! laid for superstitious beliefs, opposed to all reasoning 

From the Christian .Advocate. and scientific truths. That the clergy are endeavor-
We are happy to say to any pessimists, Agnostics, ing to destroy the governing princiJ?les of. this 

Infidels, or unbelievers of any degree that the past government is evident, he held, m then persistent 
winter has been the most extraordinary for conver- efforts to remodel the Constitution. They want to 
sions, payment of church debts, erection of new insert after the words "we the people," these: 
churches, and gifts for benevolent and distinctivly "Humbly acknowledging aliJ?-igh~Y. God as the source 
Christian enterprise recorded for a long time. of all authority and power m mvil govern~ent, the 

In the New Y0rk East Conference the other day Lord Jesus Christ as the ruler among natwns, and 
one of the brother preachers of, the editor of the his revealed will as of supreme authority, in order to 

constitute a Christian government," after which the 
Advocate claimed that his (the editor's) "facts" muli!t remainder of the preamble should continue in its 
always be taken with a due allowance. The query present form. This is not a Christian government, 
that occurs to us is, Had the brother seen the above the lecturer contended. It was not so intended by 
statement, or did he base the allegation upon some the men who framed the constitution. This is an In
recent observations of the Ad-vocate concerning min- fidel government, and was so devised by its founders. 
ing stocks? , l,f its strength were to be sapped by the encroacb4 
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ments of the clergy, human liberty in this _land of 
liberty would soon be at an end. Ah-eady the clergy 
are extending their power and influence. Chaplains 
open the proceedings· of Congress and of state legis
latures, and even of political meetings, praying that 
God may carry the election for their party. This 
was not contemplated by our forefathers; by Wash
ington, Jefferson, Hamilton, or Thomas Paine, who 
was the spirit of enlightened thought in those days. 
The Constitution guarantees to every man the right 
to worship any god he chooses and as many of them 
as he chooses, including the devil. This is a land of 
Freethought, and should be maintained as such, and 
its powers should not be curtailed or its influence 
trammeled by the tyrannical dictates of the clergy, 
who would establish a religious despotism where now 
universal freedom is acknowledged as the aim of all 
our institutions. The lecturer upbraided the clergy 
for the stand they took on the slavery question, the 
majority of them being opposed to abolition, and 
while he respected them as men, he detested and 
hated their Christianity and denounced their attempts 
to disrupt the government. 

humility ! How hard for them to bear the cross of 
ridicule! Better that Foote, Ramsay, Kemp, and all 
who laugh _at Christians' threat of boiling hell, shall 
pine iil dungeons than that these babes shall suffer 
the keen cut of ridicule of their old fiendish God and 
silly superstition. 

Christians, beware! "He who taketh the sword 
shall perish by the sword" (you may hav heard 
this saw). The giant Liberty cannot now be bound 
by Christian thongs, and if you harry him too long, 
why, he may turn and rend you. 

DIED, in Morristown, N. J., on the 18th, in the hope of a 
glorious resurrection, James Treglown, murderer. Mr. Treg
lown was hanged. He went hence by the way of hemp. He 
had murdered his sweetheart, Minnie Chergwin. In theory 
and practice generally he was a Christian. On the night be
fore his execution he dictated a poem, one verse of which is 
as follows: 

" The platform is built, I saw it made, 
And yei to die I am not afraid. 
It is death to die, but oh, how sweet, 
The blessed savior there to meet!" 

If you believe that God or Christ has power, and 
did perform the miracles you preach, and can and does 
perform them now, and visit vengeance on their foes, 
and answer Christian prayers, ask them to punish 
scoffing sinners, we will not chide you; but if your 
God and Christ decline to do your bidding after you 
hav long and loudly,called, and scoffers prosper still, 
then as Christianf3 smile at Hindoo superstition, so 
we may smile at your credulity, and if you take the 
law to make our faces solemn, long, and straight, as 
you were wont to do in days of yore, then we may 

Mr. Treglown may, as he intimates, experience great pleas
ure on meeting his savior, but it is doubtful if the joy will 
be mutual. 

straighten you; that's all. W. 0. FISHER. 

How to A void Paying Taxes on Homes. To Delinquents. 
Frum Pomeroy's Democrat. There are a considerable number of our subscriberS 

How to avoid the payment of taxes. This great -

A MINISTER out in Steubenville, Ohio, recently preached a 
sermon in which he stated that that place was a sin-cursed 
city. The editor of the Steubenville Gazette admits the possi
b~e truth of the assertion, but claims there are extenuating 
circumstances. He cannot find it in his heart to.censure Eve 
for bringing sin upon the earth in the way she did. He does 
not believe the picnic sort of life passed in the Garden of 
Eden was suited to the activ mental capacities of woman. 
The elegant leisure must hav been monotonous. The apple 
was there. She conceived it would make a fair dessert, and 
she ate it. Thereby sin came, but knowledge escorted it, and 
civilization strolled along in the rear. The world may be 
growing wickeder, but nowadays we hav no women like Lot's 
daughters, and no men after God's own heart as sinful as 
David. The editor maintains the signs of the times are 
auspicious. Steubenville ought not to be sin-cursed with so 
many ministers as it has, and he doesn't thin]r it is worse than 
other cities. Between the minister and the editor the readers 
of the Gazette enjoy the prospect of something unique in re
ligious polemics. 

subject attracts the attention of good sinners and whose date upon their wrapper indicates that they 
dishonest saints alike. The bondholder, smuggler, hav not sent us any remittance for their TRUTH SEEK

and Christian, each beats the goverhm.ent all he can ER since January, 1882-some fifteen months-and 
by sneaking out of the payment of taxes and duties. a larger number whose time expired sometime during 
Hundreds of millions of dollars' worth of church that- ;year. To these, and especially the former, we 
~r~perty. are untaxed because _they are used for !e- would say that we need the money to pay the run-
ligwus purposes. Not exclusivly for the sheltermg . . · 
of those who listen to gospel utterances· or religious n~g e:'penses of the paper,_ a~d we ask _them to re-
rulings, as parties, fairs, lotteries, etc., are held in m1t Without de~ay. We _dislike exceedmgly _to be 
these edifices. If these churches are exempt from constantly dunnmg subscnbers, but the necessity for 
taxation because they are used a part o/ the time for re- it is not of our creation. The individual sums are 
ligimts exercises, then under the same law all homes in not large, and will not inconvenience any one to 
which family prayers or other religious exercises are send, but in the aggregate they foot up hundreds of 
held, no matter how seldem, are alfi!o exempt from 
taxation. · . dollars and are just what we depend upon to pay 

Near- by is a church building. As a property, the bills. Those in arrears will oblige us greatly by pay
land it stands on, the building; the fence, and all ing attention to this at once. 
within the inclosure is exempt from taxation. Preach
ing and singing are to be heard there say once or 
twice a week. They hav oyster suppers, tableaux, 
lectures, grab-bags, lotteries, concerts, etc., there at 
times. The boys and girls go there to spark; the 
women to show -their bonnets, and the men to show 
their breeches and to gain a rest for the brain from 
business tension so they can sock it to their best 
friends the rest of the week. Buildings used for this 
purpose are exempt from taxation, while the home of 
a poor man who has religious service in his house 
fourteen times a week is taxed! And his house is not 
open to shows, concerts, tableaux, etc., as are the 
large buildings wherein audiences assemble for many 
other purposes than to pour out their souls in pray-

THE Rev. Dr. Blanchard, president of Wharton College, 
Ill., was called upon to officiate at the funeral of a deceased 
member of the Knights of Pythias. He took the occasion to 
denounce all secret societies in a most severe manner. A 
sister of the dead man was so affected by the affront given 
her friends that she fainted, and was carried out of church. 
Her husband then requested the preacher to stop, and the 
father of the deceased told him he "better quit," whereupon 
he gathered up his manuscript and went away. Another 
minister was hunted up, and the services continued. Mr. 
Blanchard showed himself to be no gentleman, and bereft of 
good sense. The Knights of Pythias, as a society, are not as 

ing or penitence. . 
Religious farmers, mechanics, and home builders, 

if church property used only once or twice a week for 
religious services and oft.en for other purposes, is ex
empt from taxation, then your homes in which relig
ious services are· held daily; in which the Bible is 
taught, and prayers are heard or lifted up,- should 
also be exempt from taxation, unless your God 
teaches that Christianity consists in sneaking out of 
payin~ anything for the protection of its property. 

Christian Persecution. 
When Charles Darwin promulgated the theory of 

Evolution as the true history of creation, the church, 
conscious of its peril, sought· to scoff and ridicule it 
down. 

The Christians' old familiar weapon, slander, could 
not be used to crush so great, so grand a man as 
Charles Darwin. With reason they could not over
throw his theories. In this he occupied a seat sub
limely above·them all, while every rock, and tree, and 
all created things, proclaimed the truths he uttered. 

How then could priestcraft overthrow the man and 
save their faith and power? 

"Why?" they said, ''think of a monkey as Darwin's 
MOTHER!" Then Christians, ignorant of great nature's 
power, and of the wisdom of her ways, but proud ?f 
their decent from Adam made of mud by God m 
Eden, laughed and scoffed at Darwin until the te~s 
ran down their eyes. Thus they sought to serve therr 
God and save their faith. · 

But Darwin sat majestic through it all, nor smiled 
nor frowned nor sought protection n·om their jeers, 
and lived to reap the world's applause. He died 
knowing that science once again had triumphed over 
superstition~ 

Notes. 
"CHRIST," remarks the Advocate, "was a carpenter." We 

remember, now we think of it, that he bore a holy name, and 
his saws hav been passed down to us among his augurs and 
other tools. 

" THE situation is serious, but not terrifying," says the 
Methodist organ: The reverse may be said of the doctrins 
that paper promulgateli. They are somewhat terrifying in 
themselvs, but there is no excuse for ianyone to consider 
them serious. 

THE last of this season's series of parlor meetings to con
sider the effects of hereditary transmission, prenatal culture, 
etc., will be held at Dr. Foote's, 120 Lexington av., an Thurs
evening, April 26th. An invitation to all who feel interested 
is extended. The meetings during the winter were very in
teresting and instructiv. 

MR. E. H. HEYWOOD is coming to this city to hold a Labor 
Reform meeting. He will use Clarendon Hall, 13th street, 
between 3d and 4th avenues, on Monday and Tuesday, May 
6th and 7th, for that purpose, holding three sessions daily. 
Amd'ng those who will address the audiences, besides Mr. 
Heywood, are Prof. R. W. Hume, Wm. Rowe, an old land 
reformer and a good worker; Wm. Hanson, and Dr. Caleb 
S. Weeks, author o~ the recently published book, "Songs of 
the Morning." Mr. Heywood intends to make the right to 
produce the Passion Play in this city one of the issues, and 
hopes the friends of mental liberty will come to his aid. 

FoR a good specimen of Christian courtesy in writing of an 
opponent, we can conscientiously recommend the following 
from the American Christian Review, published in Cincinnati: 

"The audience of Col. Ingersoll, when he gets up a tirade 
against the Bible, reminds one of the old adage that 'birds of 
a feather flock together.' All the riffraff of society-profane 
men, and bad women, thieves, and liars, and drunkards, and 
debauchees, and adulterers, and sportsmen, and fast women, 
and sensual pleasure-se-ekers, and apostates from churches
all these rush to hear him, because bad men and abandoned 
women willingly believe these things they desire to hav true." 

If we could insult the editor of that paper by calling him a 
liar we should feel like doing it, but as it is, we will be con
tent with promising him a harp when he gets to heaven. 

The tables now are turned on Christians. The 
world begins to know that God _is but a myth,_a:nd 
Christianity, once so sacred held, IS but a silperst1t10n 
worthy of contempt and ridicule. 

England, as it were, admits the truth of all that's 
said and lets her sober scholars liv, but says that he 
who laughs shall die. Prove, if you must, the Jew's 
Jehovah all a myth, but pray be serious, and do it 
reverently, or die. 

Oh, how .sensitiv are Christians, · born again to 
heavenly thoughts I These new born-babes of Christ's 

A YoUNG lady, now an inmate of the Roman Catholic con
vent at Montreal, and belonging to the order called Saints of 
the Name~ of Jesus and Mary, has for the past few weeks 
been endeavoring to obtain absolution from her vows, and to 
return home to her parents. The bishop has been appealed 
to, and the matter laid before the pope, but without success. 
The young lady's health is in a shattered condition, and she 
is liable to die if not liberated. That is the way the matter 
stands at present. The cnpability in the affair rests equally 
with the authorities of the convent and the parents of the 
young lady. The former hav the power to release the nun, 
and th~ latter hav the power to remove her against the wishes 
of the pope and bishop. The girl is too much under the in
fluence of the bishop, and has too much respect for the church, 
to break her vows. It rests with herself to say whether she 
will brave the wrath of the church and be free, or sacrifice 
her health and happines to superstition and remain ·a prisoner. 
Unless she decides upon the former course she will deserve 
little sympathy ~rom the world if she continues an inmate of 
" God's prison house " as long aa it stands. 

dangerous to American institutions as the Young Men's 
Christian Association, and contains better men. The college 
president had no excuse for denouncing it at a fv.neral of one 
of its members. Ministers proverbially show bad taste at fu
nerals. That it is time the dead were taken out of their 
hands "is a conviction which is rapidly growing. TJ;tey cannot 
injure them, but they can and do, as in this case, wound the 
feelings of tlte living. Religious ceremonies at funerals 
should be done away with. 

THE Presbyterians in Jersey City are having a teapot tempest 
over the cabinet organs some of the churches hav introduced 
t'o aid the singers. The United Presbyterian church is the~ 
fossil! Its members are veritable Calvins and Knoxes, re
garding the introduction of music into their worship as 
being without doubt the work of the devil. This view was 
especially held at a recent meeting by Brother Harrison, who 
said that dangerous heresies always commenced with music. 
Several clergymen openly threatened to "burst up " the 
whole church unless they prohibited organ or other music, 
and one elder was in favor of "bursting it up" any way, for 
"he could see no peace for God's church so long as the 
devil's organs and cornets and fiddles and trombones made 
such a racket." It begins to look as though the United Pres
byterians are rather disunited, and music "which can split a 
cabbage" may be the rock upon which it will stand. The 
meeting closed over_the maddest lot of Presbyterians seen 
for many a day. This clash of sixteenth century bones is 
very amusing to outsiders, and reminds one of the old-time 
ecclesiastical councils where men were killed in the heat of 
argument over some fine point in theology. 

ONE of the results of nineteenth-century development in 
New York is the "Dude." He is a young man of the age 
when it is uncertain whether it is best to shave or try and 
raise a moustache. He gets the cut of his clothes from Lon. 
don; wears close-fitting trousers; long, pointed shoes; yellow 
gloves; a short overcoat with about two inches of the spiked 
tails of the coat underneath visible below it, and carries a 
cane, the silver head of which he amuses himself by sucking. 
He is partly educated, has some money, and plenty of leisure. 
tiiiLe. His resort is the sidewalk in front of hotels. This is 
the substance of the description given of the-Dude by the 
Tribune, which then goes on to say that he gets his religion 
from Col. Ingersoll. From what source the Tribune derives 
its facts in regard to the religions aspect of the Dude is un
known. It appears to us that the average Sunday-school 
youth has more of the Dudic characteristics than the Infidel 
young_ man. The Toughs of New York, it is well known, are 
fervent Catholics. So are the Boys; and both are ready to 
fight any man who isn't. The Dude, the Tough, and the Boy 
form the three out-of-the-way classes of New York young 
men. If the first gets his religion from Ingersoll, there is 
hope for him. He won't go to the penitentiary with the 
Tough, nor into Tammany Hall with the Boy. He will prob
ably go to Chickering Hall and hear Adler, giv up his snob
bish habits as he gets older, and may yet become a useful 
member of society. He certainly is not a dangerous one. 

W. F. JAMIESON has been invited to deliver a course of lec
tures in Merrillan, Wis., which may be given within two 
weeks. He would be pleased to visit other places near Mer-
rillan. Address him at Lake City, Minn. · 
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D[ommunicntions. 

lllaterialistic Immortality. 
To OTTO WETTflTEIN, OF ILLINOis: In THE TRUTH 

SEEKER of the 14th inst. I read with much interest 
your graphic account of the reception given to Mr. 
Bennett by yourself and others on his return home 
from his travels in foreign countries. In the exposi
tion of his opinions, which you describe as having 
taken place on that occasion, I trace the line of 
thought embodied in the most philosophical of an 
his writings-a tract on " Matter, Motion, Life, and 
Mind," which he published some years ago, and 
which appeared origina.lly as eaitorial in THE TnUTH 
SEEKER. I am glad that one so intelligent, candid, 
and generous as you are, esteemed Bennett as an· hon
est man, ood appreciated him as a thinker. I am 
pleased that with all your Mat~rialistic prejudices 
you gave him a hearing. and that you deemed his 
argument for a future state of existence plausible, if 
not logical. I take this opportunity to say that for 
the rest and satisfaction I hav found on those great 
questions which are now agitating the minds of men, 
I feel. more inde1;>ted to Bennett than to any other 
man living on this planet. His theory tends more to 
unity of belief and feeling than any other I know, 
and to my mind disposes of objectio:p.s that other 
theories leave untouched In this letter, which I take 
the liberty of adddressing to you in Bennett's own 
paper, I beg leave to submit some reasons for believing 
in a future state of existence, taken from a Materialistic 
point of view; and if you will read Bennett's little 
tract attentivly you will see that in doing so I am 
only hammering out on the anvil of my mind the 
ideas which originated in the workshop of his brain. 

Let us admit that matter, in its varied forms, is 
the only thing which exists and composes_ the uni
versf.:; that mind-intellect-is a force which does not 
exist oufside of matter, but is an attribute of matter 
itself; that the various and opposit conceptions of a 
Gocl, formed and announced by the religious sects, 
are all false and childish. Then, matter, dead and 
coarRe as it seems to be to a thoughtless observer, is, 
after all, self-endowed with innumerable capabilities. 
It is not only indestructible, and can neither be in
creased or diminished in quantity, but it is in an 
eternal state of change. 

grave, or more properly, the crematory, there to be [ that, as an animal, he has more aspirations than can 
changed by time, or :fire, into life-giving qualities, so be realized, and vastly more capabilities than he can 
that they may enter into new forms of being? If the use on the theater of this world. It is not necessary 
nitrate of silver exists after it suffers a shock of elec- in order merely to be happy that he should uncler-
tricity separating it from its environments, ancl it as- stand astronomy, geology, mathematics, or any other 
sumes an improved condition of existence, who that of the sciences. Savages and barbarians are per~ . 
believes in the endless possibilities of matter will be fectly contented with the smallest amount of scien
bold enough to say that when a man's body is para- tific knowledge, and are more happy than we are. 
~yzed. by death the thinking part of it called mind- Indeed, civilization, progress, proves a restless, un
mtelhgence-mrty not go off, under the law of satisfied state of mind which seeks relief in change, 
change, in one clirect.ion, as the rest of the body has and thus blindly responds to the great purpose of 
gone to meet its destiny of change in another direc- the universe.· The contented barbarian has, how
tion? What is there unreasonable and unphilosoph- ever, latent fire in his soul. He has, in an unclevel
ical in the idea that the chemistry which can distil a oped and germ state, all the intellectual powers that 
play like "Hamlet" out of cabbage and potatoes, Newton possessed. He has every one of the possi
through the medium of the stomach and the brain, bilities which we see actualized in the great men of 
could convert death into a new form of life? In dis- our time, for we ourselvs, if we go back far enough 
ease the body sometimes los~s half its normal in tracing the line of our descent, will come to the 
weight. The parts which composed it hav gone into cave-dwellers. . 
the atmosphere and taken on new forms of existence. Again, we find that man has a variety of desires of 

The mind, though it is admitted to be matter, may the body, the intellect, and the affections. To meet 
be more etherealized and sublimated than the ether and gratify these desires in all their variety nature 
itself. vVhy may it not pass away at death into en- has made abundant arrangements. If he has a desire 
larged conditions as well as the gases which compose to attain k:qowledge he has the brain adapted to ob
the rest of the body? . serve, compare facts, and to 'draw conclusions, and 

The potentialities of matter are conceded to be the whole field of knowledge lies open before him, 
infinit. Why should it not be one of these po- and invites him to enter in and gather its fruits. If 
tentialities that the subtil power of thinking contin- he·desires wealth, or any other good, they are to be 
ues to exercise its functions after the rest of the body obtained, not by mere wishing·, but by a use of the 
has entered upon its destined changes? Look at the necessary means. The same is true of the desires of 
wonderful changes through which the human embryo the body and the affections. Now, among the strong
passes in the womb before it attains the perfection est of his desires is the one to perpetuate his exist
of development which :fits it to be an inhabitant of ence; to fall in with the great law of progress and 
this world. The slits in the neck called gills close develop those powers he is conscious of possessing, 
up, its limbs are developed, its ape-like feet assume but which are only in a germ state, yearning for the 
the human form of those organs; its hairy covering is environments to be such as will facilitate his prog
laicl aside; its caudal appendage disappears; it breaks ress toward perfection. His ideal of perfection as to 
away from its living dependent connections with its the beauty and strength of the body, as tothe objects 
mother, and sets up an independent existence as a of the affections, and as to the capacity of the in tel
member of the genus homo, thenceforward doing its lect, is infinitly higher than anything he sees realized 
own seeing, hearing, breathing, digestion, and circu- in this life, and he longs to attain it. But life is too 
lation. If, during his antenatal existence of nine short to gratify this desire. The present environ
months, a man can run the whole career of change ments are unfathomable. The whole man is a mod-
from an infinitesimal protoplasmic cell up throug·h all i:fication of matter, and it seems reasonable that 
the gradations of existence to a human b£ing without among its infinit possibilities is the interesting one 
his identity being destroyed, what has his identity to that; whereas we underwent a mighty change for the 
fear from the change called death? The changes he better at birth, still preserving our life and identity 
experiences before birth are vastly more numerous of person, so we will undergo a similar change for 
and momentous than those he undergoes while he the better still after the body is dissolved by death. 
livs, and when he dies. And as there is really no This is what, I think, Tyndall meant in his celebrated 
such thing as death, or annihilation, of anything that Belfast address when he said that he discerned in 
has ever had being, but only change from one mode matter the promis, as well as the potency, of every 
of existence into another, I see no reason why the form and quality of life. 
wonderful force called mind, which by its volition so I fl.atter myself that I hav made out a case from the 
controls the body, may not exist and maintain its Materialistic standpoint going to show the extreme 
identity indefinitly into the future. probability__:ninety-nine chances against one in a 

vVe stumble over the terrible apprehension that hundred-that death is not the annihilation of the 
death destroys olir identity, and that after the event identical person, but a simple change in the mode of 
takes place we only liv as a fallen tree does, in its existence. But I do not wish to be deceived in this 
race, or its descendants. But the physiologists as- matter, and to build up hopes through life which will 
sure us that about once in seven years the particles be dashed to pieces at the grave's mouth. There is 
of matter composing the fl.esh and bones and brain one thing, however, which is comforting. As human 
of a man are all transformed into a new body, by beings we are all in the same boat. If she strikes 
virtue of the great law of change. During this slow upon the rocks of fate and goes to the bottom, we all 
process, however, the man preserves his identity, so go down together. If she livs thr.ough the storm of 
that if he commit a crime the law holds him respon- death,.and gets into smoother seas, and has plain 
sible, although the act occurred more than seven sailing, we shall all be there to rejoice in the fact and 
years before. His identity consists in the sameness in the prospect of a long and delightful voyage. 
of that part of him which understands, which thinks, Enon Valley, Pa. ARTHUR B. BRADFOim. 

If we take a mass of iron ore or gold, and put 
it into a crucible, it loses its hardness by heat, 
and becomes a liquid. Increase the heat, and it be
comes a vapor like steam. Increase the heat. still 
more, and tl1e vapor becomes so attenuated as to es
cape our notice, but it is still matter; and if we could 
follow it up above the ether and subject it to our 
:fiery experiment there is no telling bow many more 
changes it could undergo befor_e we brought it back, 
by the application of cold, to its solid condition as 
metal. Most persons associate with matter the idea 
,of grossness; but the ether, which begins where our 
atmosphere ends, and which forms the medium 
through which alone we can receive the light and 
warmth of the sun, is matter. The odor of a violet 
which salutes the olfactory nerves and givs us pleas
ure is composed of the infinitesimal particles of mat
ter. The odor of musk mixed centuries ago with the 
mortar used in building the walls of an oriental pal
ace is clearly discernible to this clay. A maiJ, in per
fect health and cleanliness may be clad from crown 
to sole in close-fitting garments, yet if he goes into a 
crowd of a thousand persons his -dog will get on his 
·track and :find him. Nay, a hundred men, all from 
the bath where soap and water hav made them abso
lutely clean, may intermingle with a thousand others, 
ancl each man's dog will hav no difficulty in :finding 
his master. In this case the clog's organs of scent 
are so delicate, yet so powerful, that he detects the 
peculiar odor which is eliminated from his owner's 
person; and this faculty is as reliable to the animal 
as the organs of sight, hearing, or feeling. 

Matter is so subtil and susceptible that it can be 
transformed into thought. \Vhat two things can be 
more dissimilar than a plate of boiled beef, cabbage, 
and potatoes, on the one hand, and a poem, like the 
Iliad, on the other? Yet the Iliad, in the wonderful 
laboratory of the stomach and the brain, where 
nature manipulates her materials, may be manufac
tured out of just such snbstttnces. Bennett cites the 
experiment of a chemist who sends a current of elec
tricity through a solution of nitrate of silver. Im
mediately the silver is separated from the nitric acid 
which holds it in solution, and from one of the wires 
conducting the electric current, a beautiful silver tree 
begins to sprout, under the law of crystallization; 
branches of the metal are thrown out and covered 
with see.qJ.ing foliage, just as a plant perfects itself 
under the summer's light and heat. 

and which feels that it ought, or ought not, to do a 
certain thing. All sense of accountability rests upon 
the fact of this sameness of one's personality contin
uing from the beginning to the end of life, notwith
standing the constant changes which the substance 
of his body is undergoing. Then, if all the changes 
made during the wear and tear of seventy years of 
life, amounting to ten in number, hav not produced 
the l~ast effect in destroying a man's personal iden
tity, why should it be destroyed by a current of 
electricity which separates the refined thinking part 
of his body from the phosphorus, the lime, the sul
phur, the magnesia, the carbonic acid, the ammonia, 
the hydrogen, the oxygen, and some other materials, 
which the chemist, by actual analysis, :finds the rest 
of the human body is composed of? 

Darwin's Religion. 
From Gatllard's Weekly. 

Karl Blind, in the Vienna Neue Freie Pre.sse, notes 
the curious fact that the recent revelations regarding 
Darwin's religions opinions were only noticed by 
three or four of the English periodicals, and that 
even Nature suppressed Darwin's letter to a Jena 
student, which Haeckel had sent to the editor as a 
part of one of his lectur1;3s. In this letter, it will be 
remembered, Darwin had stated verbatim: "For my
self, I do not believe that there ever has been any 
revelation;" and in a conversation with Dr. Ludwig 
Buchner, he said he was with him in thought, but 
preferred the word Agnostic to Atheist, and that he 
had given up Christianity because "it is not supported 
by evidence." Karl Blind adds to this testimuny 
another item, in the form of a letter written by Dar
win in 1873, to a Dutch gentleman (N. D. Doedes), of 
which we giv the following translation from the Ger
man, as given in .the Pr·esse: "I :find it impossible to 
giv a brief answer to your question. I do not know 
if I should be able to answer it if I should write a 
great deal about .it. Thus much I can say, that the 
impossibility of understanding how this great and 
wonderful universe, besides om· own consciousness, 
could hav come into existence, through chance, seems 
to me to be our principal argument for the existence 
of a God; but whether this argument is of any value 
I hav nEwer been able to decide; for I know that, if 
we accept a highest cause, the mind again strives to 
know whence it came and how it arose. Moreover, I 
cannot pass over the difficulty which, on this assump
tion, arises from the vast amount of suffering preva
lent in the world. I am, indeed, bid to attach a cer
tain amount of weight to the judgmen.t of the large 
number of intelligent men who hav implicitly be-

Now, suppose that a current of electricity from a 
passing cloud is sent through a man·s body, which is 
made up of more than a dozen chemical ingredients, 
why may it not simply separate the subti.l and invis
ible, but real, qualities of the matter which composes 
his personality, and send them off to continue their 
existence under the great law of change; while, un
der the same law, it sends the coarser material to the 

There is another argument I wish to submit to 
examination. It is clearly the intention of nature 
that a child should remain in its mother's womb the 
greater part of a year to undergo the process of de
velopment, fitting it to answer the purpose of living 
in this world. But suppose tha.t a week before birth 
the child dies. On examination of the body we find 
that the eye was formed to see, the ear to hear, its 
nerves of smell to enjoy the odor of fl.owers, the brain 
to eliminate thought, and the limbs for action and 
locomotion. This wonderful structure was obviously 
designed to act on a theater much larger and very 
different from the narrow confines where we find it. 
Nature designed it to be b~rn, to grow up to man's 
estn.te, to develop alJ its latent powers of body, mind, 
and affections during a life reaching through eighty 
vears. In thousands of other cases like this nature 
has carried out her purpose, and this leads us to be 
lieve that it was her intention in this case, but the 
whole scheme has been frustrated by death. Now, 
when we come to contemplate man as he is, we find 
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lieved in God; but here, again, I see what an insuf
ficient kind of proof this is. The safest conclusion 
seems to be that the whole subject lies beyond the 
range of human understanding; nevertheless a man 

My Christian friend, to be consistent yon must giv 
up the idea of the tender care and loving kindness of 
"our heavenly father," and in order to be human you 
must giv up the idea of an eternal hell, also. Could 
men be more unselfish than our Revolutionary 
fathers?-working as they did, many of them without 
pay, half clothed and half fed, staining the snow with 
blood from their bare feet, to make this country 

our future Solons deteriorate wonderfully. Any bill 
that hinders one from aiding or trying to aid another 
in sickness is clap-trap. Away with it. 

Byron Boardman, of this city, has fought this bill 
with tooth and nail, as it were, this year, as well as 
last, and it is doubtless owing in great part to his 
merciless exposures that it has agaii;l. been defeated 
by so large a majority. We are glad it has come out 
so, and that Mr. Boardman has the courage to man
fully express his convictions in behalf of what we 
consider a good cause. Verily we do turn out things 
in the Rose of New England, other that slanderers 
and prize fighters. 

may do his duty." ' 

Infidel Philosophy. 
~~e other day (being piously in?lined) I took up a grand and fre.e. Are they writhing in hell? A truer, 

rehgwus paper and read the followmg: "Our Heaven- braver man than Ethan Allen never lived; but he did 
ly Father is able and willing to do more for us than not believe in the savior. Christian, do you believe 
an earthly parent can: do." It would be difficult to he is in hell? 
express th~ feelinf5s.which these few words left in my Thin~ of the good old grandfathers and grand
mmd. ·will Chnst1ans ever become sufficiently in- mothers who braved the dangers of pioneer life, some 
telligent to distinguish between truth and falsehood? of them living upon roots and berries, watching their 
said I. Will they ever become honest enough to children to keep them from . being devoured by the 
speak the truth when it is made known to them? wolf and bear, and suffering such privations as we 

Instinctivly my mind ran over. the thousands who never dream of, in order to leave to us the beautiful 
had perished by shipwreck. I thought of the count- valleys and fields of waving grain. Most of them 
less thousands who had perished by famin and epi- must be in hell, too. Now, Christian, would it not 
demics; of millions who had perished by fire and be a decent thing for your God to let up on these a 
flood; and otht:r millions by volcanoes and earth- little? 
quakes. Christians are not ignorant of these facts, Once a year we meet to scatter flowers over the 
and why will they persist in filling the minds of the graves of the heroic dead who fell defending the 
young with such false notions? The tendency is not dear old flag. How can we be justified in strewing 
to make them self-reliant and cautious, but to tmst their graves with flowers if God has damned their 
to a source for help from which it never -comes and souls? Why is it that these reflections so shock a 
so make them careless. Do these shipwrecks, famins, sensitiv mind? Simply because a man who is abreast 
epidemics, floods, fires, and earthquakes, where thou- w.ith the civilization of the age is a nobler being than 
sands perish without regard to condition, age, or sex, the Christian's God. 
the innocent with the guilty, show forth the tender The sufferings by which we are surrounded and 
care oi a father? · the pains of an eternal hell can never he made to har-

I hav in my mind a poor idiotic being who for monize with the idea of eternal goodness. Christian, 
more than thirty years has been tortured with fits too did you ever think much about yom Bible God, any
terrible to be described. Many times as I hav looked way? You say he is tender and kind, and yet he 
upon this poor demented sufferer, I hav asked myself made a big oven in which he is constantly baking 
if a fiend could do worse or accomplish more. His his children into brimstone pies. He cannot do any
" earthly father" has spent a great deal of money to thing wrong, and yet he repents of what he has done. 
effect a cure, while "our heavenly father" seems All-powerful, yet he got balked by a few iron carts. 
perfectly willing to let him suffer. He begat a son, and was himself the child of his own 

. A few days ago I met an old man nearly ninety begetting. He can bless little children, or send 
years old, whose face was being eaten away by a can- bears to tear them to pieces. He can make an ass 
cer. This man has worked hard and served his turn talk or a man eat grass. Curious. Gocl, that. An in
in the world, and now must die one of the most pain- ve:t;ttor has recently brough~ out a chai:· _that can be 
ful and loathsome deaths that could be imao·ined. adJusted to a hundred d1fferent posrtwns. If he 
Is this the best "our heavenly father" can do for his could hav ma:de it rea~h two hundred positions, it 
children? Hasn't he ingenuity enough to take off an . would hav smted the B1ble God exactly. 
old man in a more humane manner? The most bru- Barnum could" get the bulge on" other showmen 
talized among savages would hardly treat a child in if he could secure this God and big chair. It would 
that way. . · bea~ the "What~is-i~?" Allow me to par~dy a couple 

The "tender care" and "lavina kindness" of "our of hnes, and I w1ll grv you a more perfect rdea of h1m: 
b 

heavenly father" is ever upon the Christian's lips. 
It has been interwoven in prayers, sung in hymns, 
and preached in sermons, until the people hav re
ceived it as truth without thought or consideration. 

I wonder if this loving God, filled with tender care 
for his children, is any relation to that god that gets 
wrathy and swears at his children, and sends them 
"strong delusions," and puts "lying spirits" in their 
mouths? And I wouldJike to know what this tender
hearted Godwants of a hell to roast his dear chil
dren in, whom he does so much better for than an 
earthly parent can do ? 

By the way, Mr. Christian,· how do you think this 
idea of an endless hell comports with the loving 

. kindness and tender mercy of your God anyhow? 

The Christians' God, shap<"d by a squeeze, 
Is formed like wax and molLled as they please. 

Soon the children of men will turn their gaze from 
heaven to earth. Then good-bye Gods, good-bye 
ministers, good-bye churches, good-bye everything 
which does not pertain to the well-being of mankind. 
It may be a little tough on God, but it will be a great 
dt1y for man. Say; my Christian friend, hadn't we 
better just. let God go, and try and giv humanity a 
boost? You can't trust God; these shipwrecks and 
floods and fires show how awfully he goes back on 
his friends sometimes--and maybe in one of his 
wrathy freaks he will drop you into one of his boil
ing caldrons of brimstone porridge, and then you'll 
think how you dirtied the knees of your trousers for 
nothing. 

--------~~-------

Relig·ion in Germany. 
The following e:s:tra~t from an American girl's let

ter to the Home Journal depicts quite clearly the state 
of religion in Germany. Miss Lizzie Goudwin ap
pears to be a Cllristian and of course can but lament 
over a state of things in which clearer-headed writers 
hav seen the cause of Germany's material progress. 
The church may be supported by and united to the 
state, but it was only when the people themselvs re
pudiated the unholy alliance and rendered it nuga
tory by their disbelief and absence. from the state 
"barns" that Germany came down from her domin
ion over the air to a dominion over the destinies of 
all Europe. France would be a more respected na
tion to-day had her peasantry the self-reliance in re
ligion of the Germans instead of being the slaves of 
the priests: 
. ''One cloes not need to speak of the culture of Germany, 
but one mtnnot help noticing how entirely this culture is di
vorced from religion. Protestant Germany is practically free
thmking Germ·my. To believe litemlly in the Bible, or that 
its claims are higher than those of other books, is to the Ger
man nonsense. If you are 'pimis' you are either knave or 
fool. Sincerity, enthusiasm, conviction -your German friend 
smiles at you in bland uncomprehension. He makes you feel · 
by his pitying glance bow ignorant, how narrow is your sim
ple faith. 'Yes, I hav heard that it is different in America,' 
he says, in compassionate excuse for your stitpidity. Poor 
soul! Circumstances hav been too much for you there, but 
at least here, in this purer air, you can throw off these fetters 
of church-going and Sabbath observance. To both C,ttholic 
and Protestant the Sabbath is a day of recreation; a day for 
picnics and excursions and balls and theaters. The late liing 
of Hanover, perhaps the most pious king in Europe, gave 
court bt"tlls regularly on Sunday, and the English embassador, 
whose conscience trouble<l him because of his forced attend
ance, was a lauglung-stock. 'l'he German, indeed, can hardly 
keep his temper long enough to ever hear the tale of the Puri
tan Sabbath. But he is gLul to !mow that the proud German 
does not submit to it, and he hopes that continued immigra
tion will blot out this stain on the fair land of liberty. 

This brings to my mind the case of an individual 
with whom I hav been acquainted nearly forty years. 
During all these long years he has been a hard-work
ing, prudent man. Like thousands of others he has 
raised a large family of children, and done the best 
for them he , possibly could. He has been a kind 
husband, a tender parent, and a faithful friend. For 
the last four or five years he has been tortured with 
pain. He has lost his manhood and become as a 
child. Much of the time his sufferings are so intense 
that he cries like a baby. Day by day he prays for 
death to relieve him from his suffering. 

Some of the more advanced Christians claim that 
these barbarous ideas of God hav become obsolete or 
far behind the standard of cultured Christianity. 
By whose efforts, I would ask, hav such crude ideas 
been rendered unpopular? Here we are surround_!:ld 
with sickness and suffering, with famins and earth
quakes, and after suffering here, doomed to a thou
sandfold greater torments in an encUess hell; and 
yet the Christian talks about the gondness and mercy 
and kindness of "our heavenly father." 

"But on the other hand a church does not mean in Ger
many, as with us, a community of believers united socially 
and spiritually, interested in their church and their pastor, 
and thinking of him as their head anc1 leader in all good 
works. It means a building which the local government has 
erected, a bare, barn-lilie structure; no cushioned pews, no 
family sittings, no 'home' feeling anywhere. It means a 
minister in a black gown and frill, who also is paid by the 
state, and with whom on occasions of baptism, confirmations, 
marriage, and burial you are brought into formal relations. 
It means a cold liturgic service· and poor congregational sing
ing. One hears much of the narrowness of denominational
ism with us~ In Germany the church is broad enough for 
the four winds of heaven to blow through it, but some of us 
would prefer something not ·<ptite so catholic and a little 
warmer. Faithful ministers there are in Germany, and de
voted Christians; but they are a pitiful minority. And while 
with us we associat.e Infidelity with cynicism, there it is joined 
to so many domestic virtues, to such reverence for the sacred
ness of all family ties, that one at first knows not how to meet 
it. Yet touch on sacred themes with these people, and you 
are answered with a coolness and irreverimce that shocks at 
once your faith and your taste. Around German coins runs 
the motto,"' God with us,' bnt the common people hav rele
gated the divine name to a by-word. Until a few years ago 
baptism and confirmation were obligatory, and a man had to 
produce these two certificates to get leave to be married. 
Now a parent who does not wish his child baptized can be 
released from the obligation through certain legal forms; and 
purely civil marriage is growing in popul!trity. This seemed 
more rational to me, though certain oldlrtdies mourned to me 
over the 'godless state,' and recalled the days when every 
child born in the kingdom was made through baptism and 
confirmation 1t member of the church. 

Can it be possible that a tender, merciful God, 
·filled with loving kindness, can thus torture one of his 
children in this life, and then roast him eternally in 
hell? Is such a God worthy of our adoration? If a 
man had the power to relieve such a sufferer and 
would not do it, he would be pronounced a brute. 
0 ye Christians, will ye worship in a God what ye 
would despise in a man? Is it possible that agonies 
which move a man to tears will not touch the sym
pathy of a God who is filled with loving kindness? 
Is God more cruel than man? The hardest hearted 
man would relieve such a suft"erer. Shall we adore a 
god who will not stoop to an act of kindness which 
the vilest wretch would perform? 

When a man rears up a family of children and fits 
them for the discharge of the duties assigned to them 

. in life, and when he has given to the world the best 
services of threescore years and ten, he has fulfilled 
his mission, he has accomplished all that nature serit 
him to do. Upon a principle of justice can such a 
man be eternally tortured in hell? If so, what be
comes of the watchful care and loving kindness of 
"our heave;nly father?" The great m~jority of men 
mean well and try to do well, and to say that the 
great mass ol mankind was born only to be da:r:rmed 
is better suited to a South Sea Islander's concerJtion 
of justice than that which we ought to attribute to a 
God. · 

Could a greater absurdity be imagined? And 
while we hav been laboring to bring the minds of 
the people up to a higher plane of thought, Chris
tianity has contested the ground inch by inch. While 
we hav been laboring to expurgate these obnoxious 
ideas, the Christians hav been denouncing us as In
fidels and enemies of God. While they hav been 
sending missionaries to the heathen, we hav been up
lifting the masses at home. vVere it not for the work 
of the Infidels, Christians would be whipping women, 
hanging witches, burning heretics, and paving hell 
with infants' skulls at the present time. If human 
thought has been elevated, it is because Christianity 
has been beaten back. If the character of a jealous, 
revengeful, and ferocious God has been toned down 
and rendered more presentable, Infidelity, ancl not 
Christianity, is justly entitled to all the credit. 

Naples, N. Y. JoHN PEcK. 

The Orthodox 1.>octors Defeated. 
From Cauley's Weekly, 1Yorwich, Conn. 

"The bill to prevent the practice of medicin with
out diplomas was rejected." So says our legislativ 
report this week. The words are few but meaty. 
The bill was the one, or a child of the one, that was 
whipped out in the legislature last year, and has been, 
years before. It is a bill that won't wash. It is a 
bill the masses don't approve of. And it is a bill that 
never can pass in the legislature of this state, unless 

"The church, as everyone knows, is supported by govern
ment, but not with snflicient libemlity to make the profes
sion a desirable one, rmil in the last thirty years there has 
been a litrge decrease in the number of theological students 
in her universities. So large, however, is the deficit in the 
public purse, that some years Hince the governing body of the 
church deClared that one-sixth of the benefices hereafter 
becoming vacant, must remain so for lack of support. The 
truth is, the average German does not believe in religion, 
does not want it, and will not pay for it. Nor is the preach
ing one hears always of a religious type. A German friend 
tohl me of the Hermans she used to hear at Jena from the 
university preacher. 'He rlid not believe in the Bible-as 
you do, I mean-or in Christ, or-in anything very much.' 
'But how could he preach, then?' 'Oh, he preached on pol
itics. The men went to hear him a great deal. He was very 
talentecl-brilliant, you know. And he had to preach on 
something to get his salm·y from the government, you see.' 

"Indeed, looking over the whole field, one is forced to 
echo the Englisman who said lately of the land, 'The civili
zation of Germany is that of a world without God.' Yet it is 
a great nation, and it has so many heathen virtues that one's 
regret for the state of affairs is doubled. 

" 'Providence has given to the English the kingdom of the 
seas, to the French that of the land, to the German the air,' 
wrote Jettn Paul years since, when German valor was not at 
as high a mark as now. He has possesserl himself of his own 
kingdom and banished from it all sweet spiritual influence. 
Now he claims equal rule over the others, and life has become 
to him 11 purely material affair. His children indeed may 
keep their 'Christ-child' of Christmas joy and benediction. 
But it is only as a delusion of childhood that he will admit 
the story of his birth and his life. 'l'o this h!l has come, then, 
centuries atter Luther. and there seems no present probabil
ity of his swinging back to the vigorous faith of his ancestors. 

"LIZziE GooDWIN." 
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Romish ''Decay." 
It was to be expected that Bishop McQuaid's re

cent paper on the "Decay of Protestantism" would 
not be allowed to go unchallenged by the Protestant 
clergy, who number in their ranks a great many 
with ·zeal exceeding knowledge; and these expecta
tions find realization in the last North American Re
view. The Rev. Wm. Kirkus comes to the defense of 
his faith and makes the counter charge that it is Ro
manism which is dying out. So far as this is said of 
Catholicism in the old countries it is indisputably 
true. So far as it relates to the United States it is 
not true. Catholicism hal!! seen very bright days in 
Europe in past times. It will see them no more, and 
the Jesuitical pope and his priests know and realize 
it. The Catholic church has a vast army at its com
mand. It is used to conquest. Its traditions are 
full of it. But its leaders see it dying out in the 
countries where once it held full sway and made the 
very meadows red with heretical blood, and tinted 
the sky with flames of heretical flesh. They recog
nize that under a secular government, where religion 
is seldom take_n into account and none but Atheists 
disabled on account of their belief, they can grow up 
in quiet and peace until they are strong enough to 
rule, and that is the reason why this country has seen 
such a wonderful growth of Catholicism. What that 
church would do could it get control of our govern
ment, as it has had control of many European govern
ments, is plainly stated in the following paragraph 
from the Catholic Review: 

"There used to be a law in_the old days against blasphemy 
and profanity, and a very good law it was. It is a pity that 
it should hav grown into desuetude. But the worst blas
phemy is that talked in the drawing-room nnd spread abroad 
through the press. . There is such a crime, punisha
ble by law, as treason against the state. Is avowed treason 
to God no crime? Lectures such as Mr. Parton's and Mr. 
Jngersoll's are public misdemeanors, an insult and a wrong 
to the Christian community. Freedom of speech is all very 
well, but it should not be allowed to run into blasphemy. 
There is a law againl'lt libel that very effectually restrains free
dom of spe11ch. It is time for us, if we are a Christian com
munity, to hav the courage of our convictions, and silence 
men who openly assail the cross and the religion of God. 
Blasphemy, however specious its form, should be put a stop 
to. It is not honest doubt or inquiry. That may be respect
ed and honestly met. But to je~t with the most sacred sub
jects, and proclaim the savior of mankind an impostor, should 
render a man amenable to the law of a Christian people. To 
preach Infidelity is to preach the root of all sedition and de
stroy the state." 

This is good Christianity, and is corroborativ tes
timony to what we hav all along been saying, that 
Romanism is the most dangerous force that threatens 
our republican institutions. It is a constant menace, 
and must be closely watched. Every religious tub 
should stand on its own bottom, and people hav a right 
to be Roman Catholics, but the state must be induced 
in some way to withdraw its support of this church, 
or it will soon be itself a mendicant at the cathedral 
door. 

The Rev. Mr. Kirkus argues that if Protestantism 
is breaking up, Romanism shows unequivocal signs 
of being equally brittle. His remarks upon this are 
worth quoting: 

"But I am very little concerned either with the accuracy or 
inaccuracy of Bishop McQuaid's statements. For the sake of 
argument I will admit them; and I think I can easily show 
that the bishop has entiNly failed to perceive their true sig
nificance. He argues that Protestantism is a God-forsaken 
delusion, because it is continually splitting up into new sects; 
removing its ancient landmarks, if anything Protestant can be 
ancient; and changing, to suit the spirit of the age, the very 
foundations of its faith. And it altogether escapes his atten
tion, not only that a similar disintegration is in progress 
within the Roman church itself, but that that church is as 
really responsible for the whole of Protestantism as the 
Anglican church is for non-conformity, or the various Ohris-

tian sects for Infidelity and Agnosticism. Bishop McQuaid, 
of course, believes that the Roman church is the only true 
church; that it has existed from the time of the apostles, and 
also-for this is implied in the very structure of his argument 
-that one sure proof of its being the true church is the fact 
that it does not split into sects, that its creed remains un
changed, and that its ministry and government are unaltered. 
Of course, it is perfectly obvious that, in one sense, no Chris
tian body whatever breaks up into sects; the sects break off 
from it; and though its numbers may be thus diminished, it 
claims to be the original body still. But this is by no means 
what Bishop McQuaid means by the decay of Protestantism. 
He argues' that Protestantism has decayed because, from the 
original bodies, such as Anglicanism and Lutheran'ism, sects 
hav been continually breaking off. And he seems to forget 
that this is exactly what has been happening to the Christian 
chruch from the very beginning; and thftt it is this which. 
happened, on the largest possible scale, to the Roman church 
itself at the time of the Reformation. · He tells us, with the 
grossest .possible exaggeration, that about three hundred 
years ago men had definit beliefs with regard to God and 
eternity. 'They then believed in supernatural truths and in 
mysteries. They also believed in a divinely established 
authority to guide men in all questions of faith and morals.' 
Just as if in the course of the church's history there had been 
no Arians or Pelagians, no Montanists or Donatists, no great 
schism between the East and the West. But let us also shut 
our eyes to these significant facts, alike undeniable and un
denied. Let us admit that in the sixteenth centuiy there was 
only one church, one cre'ed, one divinely constituted and uni
versally recognized guiding authority. 

"We may go very much farther. This one church was at 
that time in possession, not only of all the spiritual forces 
which belong to a spiritual body, but also of all the physical 
force which belonged to all the states of· Europe. Not only 
was this physical force at its command, but the church 
habitually made use of it with the most unrelenting cruelty. 
She had the absolute monopoly of education; the censorship 
of books; control, not only over the speculativ opinions, but 
over the practical morality, of the whole population of Europe. 
She had her learned doctors, her parish priests, her religious 
orders, her confessors in every household; she had every pos
sible facility for maintaining her authority by instruction and 
persuasion; and if, in spite of this, any of her children stum
bled into error, even in the labyrinth of the darkest myste
ries, she could burn them to a cinder, and never hesitated to 
do it. She had the field all to herself; and in those days 
heresy was regarded as a more revolting crime than murder 
or adultery. And what, as an undisputed fact of history, 
was the outcome of all this? It was that Romanism ' de
cayed' into the innumerable sects of Protestants with which, 
at this very hour, the world is either cursed or blessed. Her 
truth, if she possessed the truth, became inoperativ; her dis
ciplin, though enforced by the secular arm, became power
less. And if Infidelity and Agnosticism are the legitimate 
children of Protestantism, then Protestantism itself, with all 
its children, is the child of Rome. It is idle to pretend that 
she had disinherited and disowned them. So does Anglican
ism disown the Me.thodists, and the Methodists the Infidels. 
The fact remains that at the time of the Reformation she 
lost, and has never since regained, by far the largest part of 
the population of all the most progressiv and most civilized 
nations of Europe. And even where she retains a nominal 
supremacy, it is a supremacy more disgraceful than honor
able. That country in Europe which most nearly corresponds 
to the whole of Europe at the time of the Reformation, is 
Spain. The national church of Spain is Roman Catholic, and 
the whole population, with the exception of sixty thousand 
persons, adhere to the Roman Catholic faith. Any Protestant 
worship must be strictly in private, and every public an
nouncement of Protestantism is strictly forbidden. The pop
ulation of Spain is rather more than sixteen and a half mill
ions; and out of this number, at the last general census, 
there were 11,800,000 persons who could. neither read nor 
write. France, again, is nominally Catholic; is she truly re
ligious? Does she love the church? Does she encourage 
'religious' orders, or the accumulation of church property ? 
Does shll tolerate the Jesuits, or trust the education of the 
young to the Roman priesthood? And if Infidelity be spread
ing, whether as the result of Protestantism or of Romish 
superstition, what is the Roman church for, if it be not to 
repress Infidelity and win unbelievers to the truth? What, 
then, is her contribution to the defense of Christianity or of 
Theism? By way of commending the truth to puzzled intel
lects and bewildered consciences, she has invented, within 
the memory of all of us, the most grotesq~e caricature of 
Christianity which human ingenuity could devise; and re
quired men to believe, on peril of damnation, what every 
student of history knows to be demonstrably false. She does 
not 'with meekness instruct thos11 who oppose themselvs,' 
try to lessen their difficulties, and convince their reason; .but 
she tells them that, as they will not believe in the Christianity 
of the apostles, they must accept in addition the immaculate 
conception of the Virgin Mary and the. infallibility of the 
pope, or go to the devil. Alas, the pity of it is that, on these 
terms, the great majority of educated men would rather go t() 
the devil than to the church! 

"But this brings me to notice that not only has Romanism 
'decayed in its membership '-by the great loss she sustained 
at the Reformation, by the recwt secession of the old Cath
olics, and by the growing indifference and Infidelity of her 
nominal adherents throughout the continent of Europe-but 
she is 'decaying ' more fatally still from within, by altering 
her 'creeds,' and her 'government and disciplin.' And by 
altering her creeds I do not mean-which is all that Bishop 
McQuaid can charge against Protestants-that multitudes of 
her members hold large portions of her creeds in abeyance, 
or explain them away; but that she has made positiv and very 
serious additions to the creeds themselvs; so that the very 
conditions of salvation within the Roman church are no 
longer what they were fifty years ago, And not only has the 

substance of the ·creeds been altered-as, e. g., by the addition 
of the dogmas of the immaculate conception of the Virgin 
Mary and the infallibility o.f the pope-but the change has 
been made in such a manner, and on such grounds, that the 
whole foundation of the faith has been changed. In a word, 
the whole historical continuity of the Roman church has been 
broken. Her doctrin and disciplin no lo.nger rest either on 
scripture or. on tradition, or on both of them· put together, 
but on the personal, official infallibility of the bishop of 
Rome. It is assumed, indeed, that he will be protected by 
the divine Assistentia from contradicting the scriptures or the 
already defined dogmas of the church. But this is a bare as
sumption; and in every case he is his own judge, and can in
fallibly dete.rmin either that a new definition does not in fact 
contradict, but only develops or modifies existing doctrins; 
or that there was some defect in their definition; or that, in 
spite of formal regularity, they are nevertheless untrue. In
deed, the dogma of papal infallibility as against the infallibil
ity of the church was demanded for this very purpose: that 
the church might be saved the appeal to history, or the long 
and doubtful discussions of an ecumenical synod, and be 
enabled to decide off-hand, by an ever-available oracle, even 
upon the most mysterious and difficult subjects. In view of 
the ever-increasing Infidelity which characterizes this age, 
and against which the church of Rome is utterly powerless, 
it was hoped and expected that her real weakness could be 
concealed by a bolder assertion of strength; that doctrins 
which are n~ longer believed or believable would somehow 
become credible and acceptable, if they were repeated by a 
mysterious jargon from some sacred oracle; that the mere 
claim of infallibility would, by its sheer audacity, compel 
conviction. But in order that this might be accomplished it 
was necessary to assume the papal infallibility, and to act 
upon it, before its formal definition, and for the purpose of 
securing that definition. For this purpose the Vatican Synod 
was convoked, coerced, enslaved, and stultified. The Vatican 
Synod is the suicide of the Roman church. 

"Not only was the Vatican Synod 'managed' with utter 
disregard of the most ancient precedents, in such a way as to 
deprive its canons and decrees of all general validity, but 
those decrees, when they were produced, wholly revolution
ized the 'government and ministry of the Roman church. 
Bishop McQuaid makes himself merry with the timid uncer
taintyas to the nature and extent of their authority, expressed 
by some of the clergy of the Protestant Episcopal church, at 
a recent congress in l'tichmond, Va .. and he argues from this 
a 'decay' in the ministry of that church. But the decay, 
such as it was, was not in the ministry, but in the private 
opinion of a few individuals as to the nature of that ministry. 
:Sut the Vatican: Synod has annihilated-except in name-the 
whole episcopate of the Roman chur.ch. Not a single bishop 
of that church any longer resembles J.n the least degree St. 
Cyprian or St. Augustine. Every one of them is the mere 
creation and curate and slave of the pope. What bishop now 
would dare to write to Leo XIII. as St. Cyprian wrote to the 
then bishop of Rome, or would escape excommunication if he 
did? 

"So much for organic changes, introduced by recognized 
authority-change of 'creed,' by new dogmas, declared to be 
necessary to salvation; changes in' government and ministry,' 
by the enslavement and virtual abolition of the episcopate. 
There is nothing in the slightest degree corresponding to this 
in the history of Protestantism. Bishop McQuaid knows 
that, and he therefore adduces varieties of private opinion
the High church, Low church, Broad church-as evidence of 
a decaying creed. Is there then nothing of that kind in 
Romanism ? Are there no 'minimizers' there ? 

"The Romish revival in England is due, at bottom, almost 
exclusivly to two individuals, Newman and Man$g; both 
cardinals, both entitled to speak with high authority, but 
both, also, so far private individuals that they cannot commit 
the Roman church to any opinion or confident belief that 
they may think proper to express. They ar,e to the Roman 
church what, for instance, Maurice and Pusey are-or alas ! 
were-to the Anglican church. Their differences of opinions, 
if they do differ, all prove a ' decay of creed,' exactly in the 
same way as such ' decay ' is proved by the co-existence of 
our High and Broad church parties or schools in the Episco
pal churches of England and America. Everybody knows 
that Cardinal Manning is a papist of the papists, the very 
type of an ultramontane, the great patron and promoter of_ 
those very extravagances of Mariolatry and infallibility which 
hav rendered all hopes of re-union with the Roman church 
monstrous and impossible. He out-Herods Herod. 

"If Protestantism is 'decaying' because of a diminution of 
'its membership,' . a fortiori, must Romanism be' de
caying,' which has lost all Protestantism to begin with, and is 
honeycombed with Infidelity and groveling superstition. If 
a change of 'creed' be a sure token of coming death, what 
must be the moribund condition of that church which has not 
only added, within the memory of all of us, new articies of 
necessary belief, but has shifted the very foundation upon 
which all her doctrin and disciplin rests? If vague private 
opinions about the nature of the ministry in the Protestant 
Episcopal churches prove 'decay,' what shall we say of the 
absorption of the whole episcopate in a single see? If it is. 
impossibie for a church to liv which embraces High and Low 
and Broad, a Pusey and a Maurice, what shall we say of a 
church which includes a Newman and a Manning! What 
Bishop McQuaid has proved, if he has proved anything, is the 
'decay,' not of Protestantism, but of the Christian religion. 
For my own part, I am not in the least alarmed. Protestant
ism or no Protestantism, 'Godjs over all, blessed forever.'" 

Betweeri these Protestant arid Cathclic charges and 
counter charges, criminations and recriminations, the 
world is likely to get considerable new light upon the 
state of the Christian religion. It looks as tliough 
Mr. Kirkus has struck the right note in his closing· 
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paragraph, that it is the decay of the Christian re
ligion as a whole that the bishop proved as well as of 
that branch of it known as the Protestant church. 
And certainly Mr. IGrkus has not disproved it in any 
manner. The old adage about certain ill-behaved 
persons loses none of its force when applied to these 
wrangling churchmen. When a creed is changed, or 
done away with altogether, it certainly does mean 
death to it. The constant and vital concessions the 
church is making are in response to a public sentiment 
that demands 'something better and higher than the 
fables and superstitions that amused the world a 
couple of thousand years ago. The central dogmas 
of Christianity are no longer believed in by a very 
large share of the intelligent people of the world, 
and all the assertions to the contrary by Protestant 
and Catholic priests do not affect the fact. We do 
not believe, as Mr. Stephen Pearl Andrews says, that 
the reforms come from within the church because the 
church wants to reform. They come because the 
church is forced to :reform or lose her membership 
and the respect of those. who hav for many years 
been her mental serfs. Creeds mark the mental 
plane on which stand their makers. The people ad
vance while the creed remains the same, and finally 
its restrictions become so irksome that it is thrown 
aside and a new one substituted. The riew creed 

. leaves out all the waste and worthless dogmas. All 
will recollect the saying, "Let me make the songs of 
a people and I' care not who makes the laws." So 
with the creeds. The creeds of an age are a true 
measure of the mental and religious character of the 
nations holding them. 

The adoption of the dogma of' infallibility has 
helped to disintegrate the Romish church, as the re
vision-of the New Testament has thrown discredit 
upon that volume. No man can be infallible, and 
everybody knows it. The pope is but a man, and a 
very narrow-minded. man at that. Believing himself 
to be but a little less in the divine machinery than 
Jesus, or the Lord himself, he is necessarily bigoted, 
intolerant, and a dangerous force in the_ nation. The 
belief in his infallibility makes his followers as ano
gant as himself, and less and less disposed to place 
the welfare of their country before that of the church. 

While the Protestants may find sectarian consola
tion in the facts presented by Mr. Kirkus, the Free
thinkers hav solid grounds for rejoicing. But we ad
vise everyone, both Protestant and Freethinker, to 
keep a sharp eye upon the Catholics in this country, 
or we may wake up some day and find them tempo
rarily our political m(l.sters. This warning cannot be 
repeated too .often .or heeded too soon. · 

and having access to its printed documents, essays to 
set forth its purposes. in an article in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, it is necessary for Mr. Andrews to follow 
him in the next issue and set the public right by 
correcting several important errors. If a man of J\fr. 
Putnam's insight goes astray in the premises, where 
less clear-headed people must expe_ct to find them
selva when the conclusions are .to be drawn is a sub~ 

passage. The finger of suspicion points strongly to
ward Eusebius, who was given to doing such things 
for the glory of his God. ___ __, ___ _ 

Book Notes. 
THE Winsted P1·ess says of Caleb Weeks's new "Songs of 

the Morning:" "Under the impression that tlfe man who 
makes the songs of the people is more potent in his influence 
than the man who makes the laws of the people, Caleb S. 

ject for endless speculation. So much for Integral- ,Weeks has made a book called" Songs of the Morning,".the 
ism and Universology. contents of which are responses to old hymns, new verswns 

Next we hav the Hon. Arthur B. Bradford on the of old hymns, and origi~al 'chirpings,' ~ntended .'to express 
· . , . in some degree the sentiment of the hve, evolvmg, natura I 

subject of "Materialistic Immortality, a questiOn faith. • The new versification is adapted to the old tunes 
which must always be of interest to seekers after the found in the 'Psalms of Life,' 'The Spiritual Harp,' 'The 
truth as reo·ards a future existence. This topic is a Revivalist,' and the 'Methodist Hymnal,' and those who hav 
favorit one 

0

with Spiritualists and his theory appears discarded the venerable music contained in these books be-

t b . th t bl f d d It pre cause of the antiquated ideas and revolting sentiments of the 0 e e mos. reas~na e 0 any a va~ce. · - accompanying words will find in the work before us ·all that 
sents many difficulties for those Matenalists to con- they hav wished for in the way of lines expressiv of more 
tend with who believe in the total and absolute ces- modern conceptions. The volume is one of 212 pages, printed 
sation of consciousness at the death of the body. in clear and full faced type, upon good paper, thoroughly in
The question has never been better stated. The pen dexed and bound in cloth. Those wishing to procure this 

f ·B df d d b' t 't t h d valuable book should send a dollar to THE TRUTH SEEKER 
o Mr. ra or a orns every su Jec 1 ouc es, an office 21 Clinton Place New York city. 
we take pleasure in printing whatever he is pleased ' ' 

THE No1'1h American Review for May contains nine artito write. 
cles, nearly every one of which discusses some topic or 

Mr. J. R. Perry, further along, presents some novel problem at the present moment prominent in the public 
ideas about the devil. He appears to be something mind. ·Senator John T. Morgan writes of" Mexico," and sets 
of an Integrali.st, perhaps without knowing it. If forth the considerations of commercial advantage and inter
Integralism seeks to utilize whatever may be turned national comity which are rapidly bringing about a more 

h h' cordial understanding between that country and the United 
to profit in this world, Mr. Perry has made t at P 1- States. The Rev. William Kirkus, taking occasion from 
losophy a valuable contribution by showing how the Bishop McQuaid's recent vaticinations regarding the decay of 
devil of resistance is useful as opposed to what might Protestantism, makes a vigorous counter charge upon the 
be called the divinity of force. The dynamic unity papal system in an article entitled, "The Disintegration of 
of these two opposits, if we catch the significance of Romanism." In "Emerson and Carlyle," Edwin P. Whipple 

f h d discourses with all his old-time keenness of psychological in-
the phrase,_ preserves the equilibrium 0 t ings, an sight and perfection of literary form upon the strangely 
produces the h::j.rmonious order in nature which we diverse mental and moral characteristics of those two great 
behold. The .article contains more food for thought thinkers. Prof. Felix Adler offers "A Secular View of Moral 
than the semi~humorous style in which it is written Training," arguing that the current skeptical habit of thought 
might lead the casual reader to suppose. demands an independent system of practical ethics, based 

primarily on observation rather than on revelation. "Com-
Other writers, 1\Iessrs. Peck and Lynn, for instance, munism in America," by Prof. Alexander Winchell, givs very 

hav done their share to make the present number of forcible expression to the apprehensions of those pessimistic 
THE TRUTH SEEKER interesting to students. We hav observers of the trend of events in this country who think 
not made these remarks with the view of taking issue that they see in our polit.ic~tl ~tnd social development all the 
with either of the conbributors mentioned, nor with signs of impending national clecay. The other articles are 

"Affinities of Buddhism and Christianity," by the Rev. Dr. 
the expectation of· saying .any more upon their sub- James Freeman Clarke;" Woman as an Inventor," by Matilda 
jects, but merely to call the special attention of read- Joslyn Gage; "College Endowments," by Rossiter Johnson; 
ers to the excellence of their articles, which, taken and "Extradition," by A. G. Sedgwick. 

together, compass a large area of debatable ground. 
Religion's Latest Recruits for the Insane Asylum. 

The Forgery in Josephus. F1·om tlte Siou;,; City, Iowa, 1Ve£1cly Journal. 

It givs us great pleasure to comply with the follow
ing request: 

FLEETVILLE, PA., Apr: 14, 1883. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: As others are 

appealing to you for information, 'r will join the crowd. 
Graves, in his ''Sixteen Crucified Saviors," in treating of the 
forged passage in Josephus referring to Christ, speaks of Dr. 

Integralism.-Immortality. Lardner as an eminent Christian, who had thoroughly exam-
Contributors to the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER ined the subject, and who givs nine reasons why the passage 

this week seem to hav a· general inclination to discuss should be considered spurious. He does not quote them in 
the unknowable. First comes the lecture before the full. I would like to see them; and also, who is this Dr. 
Liberal Club on the "Philosophy of Integralism," Lardner? If you can print them in THE TRUTH SEEKER I 

Oscar Swegan and his wife, both residents of this 
city, were taken to the insane asylum at Independence 
Monday by Sheriff McDonald and Deputy-Sheriff 
Thayer. They were examined by the board of in
sanity commissioners Monday forenoon. The cause of 
the insanity in both instances was religious excite
ment, produced by attendance upon the recent re
vival meetings in the Swedish chapel. The evidences 
of insanity b\)came apparent in Mrs. Swegan's instance 
about three weeks ago, and so thoroughly was she 
impressed with the idea of her soul's salvation that 
she neglected her household duties, maintained con
stant reading, praying, and singing, and became sick. 
Swegan was out of town, but when he came home 
and found his wife ill he devoted himself assiduously 
to her care, and scarcely left her bedside. He did 
not become imbued with the religious frenzy until 
last week, but when it took hold of him he became 
the crazier of the two and imagined that the destruc
tion of the world by fire and eternal damnation were 
events of the near future. He prayed and preached 
all day Saturday until the residents near the house, 
which is near the old ice-house, became tired of the 
entertainment and entered complaint against the 
excited couple. When the officers went to the house 
on Sunday they found it barred and bolted, and no 
response could be elicited from those inside. The 
doors were broken in and in a bed-room both Swegan 
and his wife were found on their knees praying. 
They were taken to the county jail and their case was 
disposed of by the commissioners yesterday forenoon. 

f h fu doubt not that many others will be obliged as well as I. The 
which is probably the clearest exposition o t e n- Christians around here hav not yet learned of the forgery. 
dam ental idea of Universology that has ever been Yours truly, w, w. wALLACE. 

given to the public. The notion which the speaker Nathaniel Lardner was an eminent Christian au-
holds uppermost throughout is that whatever is is thor, writing many works to sustain the claims made 
necessarily without beginning ·or end as to its e:rist- for his system of religion. He was born in 1684, 
ence in time. If the philosophers of Integralism are and died in 1768. He studied for the Presbyterian 
correct on this point, then the origin of both mind ministry. The following are his reasons for con
and matter is lost, and the search for it might as well sidering the passage in Josephus relating to Christ 
be given up-which is, perhaps, a wise conclusion, spurious. We hav taken the liberty to italicize a 
their destiny being of more immediate interest to the little to bring out the strong points: 
human family. The lecburer adds to the vagueness "I do not perceive that we at all want the suspected testi
of some of the point~ attempted to be made by the mony to Jesus, which was never quoted by any of our Christian 
introduction of terms not found outside the technical ancesto1·s bufore Eusebit(s. 
phrases invented by the Great Universal Preacher, "Nor do I recollect that Josephus has anywhere mentioned 
Mr. Andrews. The " dynamic unity of opposits" is the name or word Oh1·ist in any of his works except the testimony 

above mentioned, and the passage concerning James the 
not bad, but its meaning is recondite. "Between- Lord's brother. 

ity" is an uncomely word. Its looks are against it. "It interrupts the narrativ. 
It may express what no other word does, or it may " The language is q1tite Clw·istian. 
not; but the fashion of embellishing prapositions "It is not qtwtecl by Ghrysostom, though he often refers to Jo
with suffixes is not conduciv to clearness qf expres- sephus, and could not hav omitted quoting it had it been then 

th E li h l in the text, 
sion and is an innovation upon e ng 8 anguage "It is not quoted by Photius, though he has three articles 
that' has not hitherto been found necessary. "Abso- concerning Josephus. 
1uta-relativ" and its reverse are not much better. "Under the article 'Justus of Tiberias,' this author (Pho
The terms need explanation as much as-the problem tius) expressly states that this historian (Josephus), being a 
to which they are applied. Universology promises Jew, has not taken the least notice of Christ. 

"Neither Justin in his dialog with Trypho, the Jew, nor 
a great deal, but while its significance/ is bound up Clemens Alexandrinus, who made so many extracts from an-
and hidden in the mass of unfamiliar words and cient authors, nor Origen against Celsus, htts ever mentioned 
phrases which its present exponents find it incumbent this ·testimony. 
upon them to employ, the science is not likely to be "But on the contrary, in chap. xxxv of the first book of 

0 ularl understood. The Colloquium, of which Mr. t~at work Origen ope~ly a,(firms that Josephus, ~vh?, had men-
P p Y · hi f · h l f U · twned John the Baptist, cl!d not acknowledge Chrtst. Andrews is collocutor-m-c e , IS a sc oo o :mvers- . 
ology. Nev-ertheless, when as astute a gentleman as 
Mr. Samuel P. Putnam, after attending its Jll.eetings, 

These are very conclusiv reasons, and no scholar 
of any note now contends that Josephus wrote the 

The vagariea of the insane mind were especially 
noticeable in the man's instance. He became partly 
aware that he was going insane, and went out into 
the country on Thursday last to walk it off. He 
stated that he traveled six miles away from the city 
and then walked back. The exercise failed to steady 
his· mental balance, however, and after returning he 
was worse than before. He saw the transfer steam
ers on the river yesterday morning and declared that 
the fires which caused the smoke from their pipes 
were kindled by the Adversary of man, and were the 
forerunners of destruction of all things on the earth. 
As the Illinois Central train on which the insane 
couple were taken away was ready to pull out, Swegan 
seemed to partly recover his reason and desired to 
be taken back home. Dr. Knott, the physician who 
examined the unfortunate people, considers the 
woman's case hopeless and that she is probably in
curable. In Swegan's instance he thinks quiet and 
rest will restore him. · 
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flonununicatious. j knowledge :finds it a stumbling-block and an enemy to 

I 
the true progress and liberty of mankind. 

====================== \Vith the aid of science, unfettered reason, and a 
·- . • • 1 more healthy condition of the emotions, we are learn-

same time we build our locomotivs as heavy as om· 
rails will bear, so as to create as much friction in the 
"devil" that carries the load as possible. Thus we 
hav the devil overcoming the devil, or friction over
coming friction. We :find that while friction is the 
great obstacle to all mechanical movements, we would 
be utterly helpless if it did not exist; as by using a _ 
greater amount of it we overcome a smaller amount 
of it. And as it is in the mechanical sense so it is in 
the' moral world. The devil supports all of our 
clergy and chmches, and without him thev would be 
utterly ruined and their occupation gone: The only 
difference is this: in the mechanical' world we hav 
learned to know how to use him and not abuse him 
while the clergy can only abuse him and do not kno~ 
how to use him. 

Signal Failure. ' I ing our relations to the worlds of matter and mind. 
Among the many futil attempts of self-styled or- A b~tter knowl~dge of the physical and organic 

thodoxy to recommend it to the willing obedience of :laws givs us a partial exJ.?lanatw~ of the causes tj;tat 
the mltsses has been its oft-repeated assertion that produ?e harmony and discord m us and our sur
God was just and loving, continually exercising his roundmg~. The grea~ and seem~ng inharmou~es in 
providential care for our g-eneral well-being, and es- tl;.e do~tn.n of the physwal h.av their co~nterpart m the 
pecia:Jy guarding as a Iovino· narent those who claim diversity m the realm of mmd, and discords and ac
by church and faith relatio~s,.L to be his devoted fol~ cords are ~qua~ly natural, unavoidable, and inevita-
lowers and lovincr admirers. ble under the Circumstances. 

As long as rea~on was held in abeyance, and fear I~ is the mission of liberated mind and. b.ody ~o 
usurped contr?l over _every me~~al ten?ency that/ conect a~d ov~rcome the causes that work lllJUry to 

sought escape from then· superstitious pnson-hou:ee, human "~11-?emg. . . 
"the prop~ets were at liberty to prophesy falsely, Theology 1s :·uled out. What It owns m the.na~es 
and the pnests to bear rule by their means." of God and ~~eed should be made to bear Its ~ust 

The devil is neither good nor bad as a ·principle of 
force, but an exact counterpart and an absolute 
necessity, and primarily, as it relates to all materi
ality and all being, a positiv good, as there could be no 
motion or form without him .. In matter he is gravity 
in its dee1)est form; he resides equally in every atom 
of matter of whatever nature; he opposes a reckless 
and lawless movement of atoms, and forces them into 
the lines of the most fre~ motion; he givs direction 
to force, as the banks of the stream lead the cur
rent on and on; he is law aud order among the re
volving worlds, as well as that he regulates the mo-

Governments, however corrupt, were ordahled of share of taxaown to help .support a form .of soCiety 
God .. Institutions arbitrary and cruel, destructiv of the. age. de~ands, ~nd whwh It would fam destroy 
social happiness and individual liberty, were esteemed while chngmg to It as a useless and expensiv ap-
?ivine means to an end, in God's method of govern- pendage. · . . . 
mg the world, and to murmur aaainst which was to Theology under Its present form IS becommg 
excite t.he divine displeasure ancl endanger the soul's effete, t?e p~ople are growing aw~y from it; instead 
eternal welfare. of leadmg, It follows; and yet It has the brazen 

With. almost universal ignorance regarding the efii·on~ery. (born of ages. of misrule) .to ~till ~~ek .to 
conclusiOns of science, and very limited education in establish. Its t;rranuy. of da;rs and .Its mqmsi~O!Ial 
general, it was not surprising that the common mind, cens?rship, as m. the time of Its palmret?t super~titwn. 
born ~tnd nmtu;recl, as it were, under the influence of . W1th the passmg away of the old and the mcom
~cclesiastical domination, and· gorged with theolog- mg of. the new the popular conceptions of ~~d are 
wal pabulum, should giv its assent to the absurd· af- 'Yell-mgh obsolete. Fr?n:t henceforth Chnstramty, 
:firmations of the church and clerg)'. Very different hke other s,ystems of rehg~on, must stand_ or fall on 
however, _wa~ the case when the human mind bega~ it~ o~n merits. With what it .has a~ready lost, and 
to break It.s ietters, and vastly more difficult has been With 1ts ol~ w~apol?-s o~ barbanc ~.arfare to cont~st 
the task of those who hav ever souo-ht and still seek the :field With Its sCientific enemy, tis easy to perceive 

tion of the tiny atonis. . . 
Taking this view of the case, he, or it, is simply 

what philosophers call law; and as law prevents us 
from running astray, and punishes us for infractions, 
the devil is our best friend, as he tells us of our 
faults and punishes us gently or harshly as our sev-
eral cases demand. · 

to st\tle the voice of reason with ;t "'thus saith th~ how the battle will terminate. GEORGE LYNN. 
Lord." Lockport, Ill. 

The idea of a personal devil is on a par with that 
of a P.ersonal God, a n;ere fancy of the mind. The 
truth IS that the only devil in nature is matter, which 
constantly resists, and is as constantly overcome and 

Ev~ry mani~estation of nature in the physical and A_l_l_A_b_o_u..,.tHt~h-e_D_e_v_i_l. 
or.gamc cloma~n was and _is attributed to Gocl, or per
mitted by hun: the tidal wave and tiniest rip
ple; th~ ge_utle z.ephyr and most terrific cyclone; 
the whlSpenng wmd and deafening thunder- the 
reduncla.nt fertility of the earth in certain se~sons 
and sterility in others; the lavish display of sunshin~ 
and bright life, with the means to encourarre and 
sustain it, runn~ng parallel with shadows, 

0 

famin, 
plague, and pestilence. In addition to this all the 
~o.od ancl evil .o~ society that springs from so~ial, po
htwal, and rehgwus relations. 

·we La': been told, and led to believe, that God 
was cogmzant of every trivial thouo·ht and action 
and th~the ":oul~ mak~ ~o allowan~e for ignorant 
and Wilful vwlatwn of his laws, unless a certain 
phase of repentan?~' consisting of a compound of ig
norance, supershhon, selfishness and cowardice 
were ofi'ered and accepted as a l~o·al tender for th~ 
debt. · b 

These unspeakable absurdities would not bear the 
light. The least attempt at investi1ratio~ was an 
ample rei'utation of their claims. The~ declaration of 
God's omnipotence, with the prevalence of sufferino
and discord, destroyed to a great extent any high 
opinions of his love or power. 
Th~ lack of good juclgmen~ on his part in making 

ma:riki~d as a who.le ~ore unJust t? the!r species than 
any otuer class of his created ammals reflects sadly 
on the ~har~c~er of hi~ omniscience. The bellig
erent. chspositwn that IS ever on the rampage in 
the chffere~t sects and clans of his pious army is 
not complunentary to his omnipresence, or if so, 
to say the least, the "bummer" elements that rule 
our great cities must be very God-like. 

The mau:Y declamations of pious cant in seasons of 
great pubhc calamity, and individual affliction hav 
grown nauseating in the extreme. ' 
. To be tol? that the l~ng-sufi'ering and painful tak
mg away, 111 the sprmg and summer of life, of 
those we loved and idolized, and whose aid, pres
ence,. and support were a great essential to make 
our hves sweet and profita,ble was part of God's 
method of divine government to make us better 
and more willing to serve him was to inculcate 
an id~a abhorr~n~ to every .conce{)tion of right and 
affectwn; and It IS no surprise that the revolt of rea
son assumes such gigantic proportions. Just as fast 
as the shackles of Sllperstition fall off do doctors of 

_ ~ivinity :find. it more difficult to reconcile their teach
m~s regardmg the character and actions of deity 
~Vlt~ the growth of human conceptions as to what is, 
m we very nature of things, the essential elements 
of right. 

. The ~Teat mass. o! creed-worshipers are begin
mug to feel, as \Vhltber expresses it: 

" '.rhat surely is not good in Him 
1'ha t evil is in us." 

Even ~~e timid ask questio~s to which the most pro
found divmes are ~t a loss for a reply, being driven 
to the old and dm·mer Te;;orl that such things belong 
to the realm of holy mystery that God in his divine 
providence has as yet not seen :fit to disclose. 

It is a strange commentary on the claims of the 
church for exemption from taxation on the score of 
its usefulness as a moral educator of the people and a 
power for the safety and security of society, when 
every advance step in human culture and practical 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, SiT: I was changed by that counterpart. The life of matter, or_ 
called to sit as juror some time ago in which a rather the force that is moving it and shaping it into the 
frivolous case came up for trial, upon which we could ·various forms, we see; hence we speak of the laws of 
not agree, and the court having adjourned we had no matter because the force of matter refuses to take on 
remedy but to agree to disagree and remain out all any but the most eCOnomical shapes, and moves in 
night, with no beds to lie down upon, or other means the easiest methods and in the most direct channels. 
of rest or comfort; for be it known that in our glori- The lightning runs down your conducting rod simply 
ous commonwealth the juror is considered and treated because it is the most free course and most direct 
equally with the criminal in whose case he is sworn to way to establish an equilibrium. These facts in 
giv a true and faithful verdict. By some fortuitous nature hav been observed by the sensitiv quality in 
circumstance, one of the twelve (legal) apostles made man and the lesson taken to heart, so he tries to keep 
use of the term "devil,'' and I suggested, in a rather out of its way, and even prepares an easy pa,ssage to 
mild way, that it would be well to -be sure there was the earth as the gTeat equalizer of this form of force. 
such a personage in existence, and called upon the vVe cannot do without lightning; storms, rains, 
gentleman for his idea of the devil, upon which he floods, earthquakes, tornadoes, eruptions, nor any of 
sprang to the floor and entertained us in a half-hour's the natural phenomena which hav been going on for 
speech, giving the old brimstone and hell-fire defini- these .millions of years in developing and perfecting 
tion iu glowing style, and then called upon me to the globe we liv upon, and yet none of these has 
say" \Vhat is the devil ?"-if I knew or dared to de- ?een the '~ork of a personal clev_il; and only a child 
fine him. To this I replied that the case was so large m the· philosophy of nature will attempt to offer 
that it would occupy a long time to discuss it, but if prayers to a personal God or fear a personal devil in 
the gentleman would agree to giv me an equal hear- observing these things. The idea that any human 
ing, I would discuss it if it took all night. vVe ap- being could grow up so as to become able to govern 
pointed the foreman as our chairman, and started in or control any of these forces of nature from a mere 
at halfcpast 0jght; and we talked until four o'clock mental effort seems quite absurd. The most devel
the following morning, and if ever "Old Nick" got a oped being that ever existed upon this earth was but 
raking up he got it then. a man, and the least developed creature that held the 

·what is the devil? form of a man was but a man and not a devil. 
As some of my points may be of interest to the vVe hav these same things in our own being in the 

readers of THE TRU'rH SEEKER, who may be called highest organized form-matter and the life of mat
upon to answer this important question, I hav here ter; hence we are parts of the same principles. 
outlined my position taken upon that. occasion. Now, as we are a part of your good God and your 

The devil in nature is that principle which opposes bad devil, I offer a compromise. We :find that the 
the cli1;ection of any acting force, and has no refer- devi.l, or task-master of our bodies, _is always ready to 
ence to the question of good or bad only as its action pumsh us for wrong, and only pumshes us according 
interferes with that which either benefits or injures t~ the de~r~e of th~ 'in.fraction; hence ":e must giv 
man. To see this truth clearly we hav only to ob- him credit forboth Justice aud mercy, while the heal
serve that the fact of fm·ce in nature implies an exact ing quality of life and matter restores our bodies and 
equal opposition to force-that is, there could be no givs renewed enjoyment to life. Now, since an bon
force if there was nothing to move or to overcome. es.t man does. not wish a d~bt of guilt discharged 
It is important to hav the mind grasp this idea :firmly without suffermg the consequences, and is thankful 
and clearly at the start, which will enable us to pro- for his chastisment, we hav no right to charge these 
ceed with more certainty. The idea of force implies salutary things upon us as the work of a wicked 
opposition to force; and, if this is a truth, it follows devil,. b?t as t~e operations of that universal princi
that the one must be a counterpart of the other-a ple of life, whwh IS all the good ancl all the bad we 
necessity of the other. If I attempt to raise a stone ascribe to God and devil. As we cannot :find or even 
from the earth which weighs one hundred pounds I imagin an outside to nature, and cannot imagin a 
must exert a force equal to one hundred pounds to place where matter in some form does not exist it is 
do so. Now, there is no question of good or evil in equally impossible to :find any place where the, devil 
this fact. But, if by some peculiar situation, a stone is not at home and doing his work of resistance. 
of a hundred or a thousand pounds should slide upon Primarily, then, the god of nature is gravity; a uni
my leg, which I· had not the power to remove, it versal force that tends to equilibrium. The devil is 
would then be an evil to me, because it might hold resistance to this force in the shape of matter and 
me until I stane to death, and all the appeals and thereby is made to assume the varied forms w~ :find 
prayers I could make would not remove a grain of in nature. We are led to exclaim in the language of 
that weight; to do so would be to annul the law or Sambo, "0 good Lord and good devil, I don't know 
force of gravity. into whose hands I mav fall." 

This reduces the question to this: vVe must treat If, as I -stated- at the outset, this resistance to 
it as it applies to every department of life, and as it force caused it to follow in the direction. of the easi
relates to man, to determin what it is. Hence the est channel, as the little rivulet was turned and 
devil in mechanics is friction; to illustrate: We hav guided around the pebbles which lay across its path 
mountains more than a thousand feet high, over or as the mighty torrent of waters was. caused t~ 
which we aro compelled to raise our coal to reach a tmvel around the boulders that it was unable for the 
nmrket. In order to overcome this we construct the time to remove, or as the lightning's mighty force 
axles of the carrying cars in such a way as to over- was compelled to ·:find its most accessible channer of 
come as much of this friction as possible by lubrica~ motion until a diffusion of its force found relief in a 
tion and other means of light running; and at the less 1·estricted state, or as the expanded stream 
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was by ~n excess ?f pressure at last able to burst scattered with a Liberal band broadcast among the \ But illinois has had a Follet roaming over it, scatter
asunder Its metalhc emb_race, then it would seem people all over the land, the great qn<:)stions of life ing Freethought literature and stirring up the 
to be a grand conceptiOn and a great truth or of death,' of liberty or of despotism, will be Liberals, and especially the Illiberals, to do their 
that the devil of science is the father_ of evo- settled. The columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER hav al- duty and miite each with his fellow to carry on "the 
lution, ~nd the .. mother of every form of ani- ways been fully open to n:ee and fair investigation good work. The same might be done in Indiana, if 
mated hfe, and further that every form of life was I and discussion, and in those lines o£ the most vital the right man, with the Follet kind of unselfish de
bro~ght about ?ecause it was at the time of its pro- and indispensable importance, this paper has clifferred votion, could be found for the place. It is possible 
d~ciwn. the easiest and best form and in the most from all religious and secular journals; and it is that Indiana might be aroused this summer to come 
dn·ec~ lme ?f devel?pment. by far more in keeping with the spirit and original into the galaxy of gatherings, to exhibit her strengh 

This devil of resistance compelled the principle of ·intent of the Constitution-of 'the United States. All and spread abroad the Liberal light. If so, she. would 
force to travel in the easiest channel, and the pres- classes of men and women who love liberty and jus- be welcome, and would add one more to the series 
sure and energy of force compelled the devil to tice should rally to the support of THE TRU'rH SEEKER, We see by Truth, the new League paper at Pittsburgh,. 
yield accordingly as its powers were brought to bear and encourage its circulation through all the towns, that the Pennsylvania Liberals are moving to organ
upon it. And as every new change in matter took and among the people everywhere aU through the ize a state League. We are glad to see this, and 
pl:;tce, so were new forces brought to bear, and so did country. C. S. RowLEY. they will be just in time. We hope to see the same 
new conditions come about, and new creatures make p S Wh'l I . Ell h t d . th' .. 't movement started in Ohio, Michigan, and Missouri, 
their appearance upon the stage of action, until man, t M:· ·h ' k e ~aS m th ~ ad' 3:n htm IS VlClm y, also Wisconsin, to meet with the League Congress at 
the most perfected form of this energy, made his de- at thist~wa af tahn ou . t~n ' efigl\l[eeLn _yealrs ago~ Milwaukee. 
b t d h t . . 11 . . t' th t a e Ime o e ·assassina wn o r. Inco n, an<L N h t d tl L'b al f th t t ? u , an w o con ams m IS orgamza wn e mos t th t . t' f th t f th R b 11. . ow w a o 1e I er s 0 ese s a es say. 
perfect blending of the life and matter in an organ- ~ et er~m\~on ° e g~a ~ar fu ~' T~ ~-10~f Will they very soon meet, agitate, correspond, and 
ized form. . 0 ~·o te ~ e~~ Y. pgem ;;n r h e. I -~' d fhie Ig in all ways find out whether this is not a good, 

As nature produces hawks and buzzards in the Is d asth' e. har ISd vder. f th bav tremhe 
1 

. s poethm practical, useful thing to do-one that will secure 
fl. . . k' d f h' h h . 1 ft an o ers rn un re s o e es sc oo sIn sou - t d h . . 'th th t f·-' ymg m s, some o w IC perc upon then' o y l\1[' h' f . t . 1 . 1 cancer e , armomous actwn WI e mos use w 
branches and watch the unsuspecting partridge, as ~!ll I~ rgan,lr~ e~Sl~ 0 ligiV ~xabp es I~fe ocr results. The convention at Watkins was such a 
it crouches beneath the tuft of grass, and then wn, and n~l ~ or s m o;eth nesbtvt eend 11~~ or:~ success last year, will it not be a good idea to extend 
pounces upon it to make a mm;derous repast, or as fom~en e d Y ~any 0

. ~ a ~s tn f e. es that success and influence this year? Let us begin 
the buzzard hovers over the decaving carcass. and ~a~ e!'sDan. pro e:sors I~ t e ~c 00 s ~ f:Y ~'~n with this state, and thunder Liberalism all along the 
gorges his detestable appetite, so in the human kind s a~ ~1~~ a erm 0

11 7~~ Y 1eal~s rave I~ line during the whole of next September, from New 
we find the hawks and buzzards of society, who delve so~ fern ~f Igan, _myel ca d a.f t~ sc ~ s ~ere we York to Kansas. The Liberal journals generally and 
in filth, and prey (pray) U}JOn their unsuspecting and an fvora .Y recervetl, fl:~ h I b ere 

1
1v been anl the League wiUclo everything possible to make such 

confiding fellow-mortals by scaring them into an ~xceb wns more re~en. fh I !l's le~J?- so~~ e~use a· state program a victorious march from the 
easy conquest over the idea of a mighty devil Sav een Ientch~urk·agtrhng .e crrcut a wnho .REt• fHUTHd Atlantic to the Mississippi, under the banner of Free-

. . . · EEKER. rn ~ IS mrcums auce as In er ere 
The devil, when rrghtly understood, IS a good fel- 'th . . 'ti th h 1 · Elkh t b t t thought. 

low, and cannot be dispensed wit)l, either by church WI me m .vJst t~1g 1 e sc ho s t~n al~' -~ a f All who wish to move in the matter may address 
or state. I therefore advise everyone to study him so~t~ convemenf rme may. av e opporb·l~m Yd~ T. C. LELAND, 744 Broadway, New York. 
· h' t l' ht d · th 1. ht f . d h' rem Ing some o my poems m a more pu rc au 1-
rln 1sh rue Ig ' an m e rg 0 smence an P I- ence than the schools afford, and making such re-
os~,-f,l,Y· B p J. R.- PERRY. marks as the vital issues of the times may inspire. Notes from the Lecture Fiehl. 

rrt tees arre, a. C. S. R. To 'L'HE Em·rou OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Per-

Mr. Rowley .Again in Elkhart, Ind. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Just 

abouteighteenyears ago I was in this city. The Ameri
, can flag was floating at half-mast, and the doors of 
the business places, as also many of the dwellings in 
this town and all over the country, were draped in 
mourning. The occasion was t.he assassination of 
Abraham Lincoln. The church bells were tolling a 
mournful requiem over the untimely death of a great 
and good man, a man who was an unbeliever in the 
traditions and mythologies of the church, and hence 
must be classed among the Spiritua1istic Infidels. 

It would be very appropriate now if the flag of the 
nation should again be placed at half-mast in view of 
the circumstance that three of England's noblest 
men-Foote, Ramsay, and Kemp, connected with the 
Freethought journal-hav been sentenced to a year's 
imprisonment upon the pueril charge of blasphemy. 
Those men had treated some of the gross idols and 
idolatries of th.e church with unwashed and nngloved 
hands. 

All along through the past history of the barba
rous and semi-civilized world the dark cloud of 
Christian persecution has had its victims, and usually 
those victims of religious hate and persecution hav 
been selected from among the noblest and the best 
of men and women, persons whose ·sense of truth 
and justice would not allow them to cater in a hypo
critical and supercilious manner to the haughty and 
imperious demands of the church and its defenders. 

Jesus Christ, if t)le story of his tragic death is not 
a legend, was crucified by the popular religion of the 
age in which he lived; Socrates drank the deadly 
poison under the dictum of a religious tyranny; Ser
vetus burnt over. a slow fire of green wood to ap
pease the anger of .a tyrannical priesthood; D. lVI. 
Bennett and many others in our own time hav suf
fered and are still suffering under the cruel and merci
less lash of the church, its clergy, and its adherents 
in all departments of government and of civil enact
ments. When will the time come in which the flag 
of the nation may be fully unfurled and hoisted to the 
top of the mast under appropriate dignity and intel
ligence? 

I am in Elkhart again in the interest of THE Tuu·m 
SEEKER, and find many intelligent and resolute minds 
here who cannot be driven to the wall by the bigotry 
and superstition of the church. "'When I was here a 
few months ago, and while the true and clevoted1\.Ir. 
Bennett was yet living among us, one of the minis
ters of this city said to me in an indignant spirit that 
Mr. Bennett ought to be hung-yes, he repeated, he 
ought to be hung! he ought to be hung ten times 
over! And this same minister has the reputation of 
being the most liberal man among the clergymen of 
the town. The trouble was, if 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER, 
which was Mr. Bennett's paper, wrts to· be introduced 
in the place,. to be sustained as a prominent journal 
among a large class of the most intelligent readers 
of the city, it would eventually bring about a new 

. and improved order of things, and arrangements 
would be established under the auspices of the Lib
eral League, or other organizations, in which the 
people will call for teachers instead of preachers, and 
the old order of things will be superseded by condi
tions which shall be infinitly better. When the light 
of science, philosophy, and common sense, shall be 

,." mit me to say that I hav just closed a course of nine 
The J ... iberal Conventions for 2 83. lectures at Ashland and seven at Jacksonville, south-

It will soon be time to agitate and plan for our ern Orego11. The audiences at both places hav beeri 
summer gatherings and our autumn Congress. Mr. large and attentiv. 
Green is moving for that of New York state already. Our thanks are clue to Messrs. Coolidge, J. D. 
There are several states now that bold regular annual Fountain, C. R. Klum, J. V. L!ttta, J. Houck, and 
Liberal Conventions, mostly of state Liberal Leagues. many others for generous and activ support in help
New York, illinois, Kansas, and Iowa are organized, ing to make the lectures a success; also we thank 
and express themselvs every year in convention. the ladies of Ashland for music and other expressions 
Then the National League winds up the whole with of kindness. 
its Congress in September. These make five annual Our thanks are also due at Jacks~nville to G. N~y
conventions already projected and established. Now lor and Messrs. Mensor, Langell, Mrller, Peter Bntt, 
wonlcl it not be a good idea to hold these conventions , and many others for generous assistance during our 
in some orderly sequence and relat.ion to each other? stay in Jacksonville. vVe did not. forget to present 
Perbaps this year Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, and the claims of THE TRU'rH SEEREn and Boston Inuesti
Missour·i miaht organize state conventions, and so gator, which hav several warm supporters here. 
enable the Liberals to institute a regular series of Southern Oregon is a beautiful country, with a eli
state gatherings from New York to Kansas. The mat,e unsurp_assed by any other part ?f the Pa~ific 
conventions at \Vatkins, N. Y.; Tama, Iowa; Blooming- coast; and With the near prospect of rarl comnmmca
ton, Ill.; Bismarck, Kansas; and the League Congress tion with t.he outside wo~·ld they are happy.. Of our 
at St. Louis were such successes last year, that it is lectm·es and our receptwn there we submit the re
every way encouraging to get up a regular series of port of the Oregon Sentinel. 
state conventions, following each other immediately, "Dr. J. L. York, the eminent Liberal lecturer, hns, for the 
or not more than a clay or two of interval between past week, been engagecl in the delivery of a course of lee
them, this ye~tr. The advantage of this would be hues in Holt's Hall. The scope of these lectures bas em-

b ld tt l 11 f bracecl almost the whole field of the moral, mental, and 
that some of our est speakers con a enc a 0 · mrtterial improvement of humanity. 'l'he eminent fairness 
them; also the same visitors. Tourists who are tak- and impartiality of the doctor's treatment of this wide range 
ing their annual vacations, and others, could attend of subjects made a favorable impression upon all who heard 
as many of them as they like. him; while the mnsterly logic, supplemented by his earnest-

. t , t t th' f ness of manner rtncl set off by fl wertlth of illustration, !eel his 
New York has appom eu 0 mee IS year rom !rtrge audiencfl to a deeper and more careful stndy of the sub-

the 29th of August to the 2d of September. Sup- ject in hand, if it did not rtlwrrys result in convincing them of 
pose, now, Pennsylvania should call a convention, the truth of his teaching. We hav not the space to frtvor our 
sav at Pittsburgh, to meet September 4th, 5th, and readers with an extended criticism of these lectures. It 

" l\1[' h · 11 tl would be unfair to the lecturer n.s well as to our readers to 
Gth; Ohio to meet 7th, 8th, and 9th;, IC Ig-an l, point ont those pnrts of his lechues with which we find it 
12th, and 13th; Illinois 14th, 15th, and 1Gth; Iowa impossible to agree without also giving equal attention to 
18th, 19th, and 20th; Kansas 21st,. 22u, and 2Bd; those parts which we indorse. But, what~ver one may think 
Missouri 25th, 26th, and 27th; and wind up with the of the ideas advancocl by Dr. York, no one who has heard 

h t ]'.1'1 k him can clonbt tbe earnestness of his belief or the honesty of 
League Congress 28th, 29th, and 30t ' a J1· I wau ee, his purpose in every sentence thnt he utters. 'l'he field of 
\Visconsin. Liberal thought is the brortdost rtnd most beautiful region yet 

The towns or cit.ies in each state which would explored by the human intellect; and if the philosophers 
offer the most encouragement, and do the most to who labor in it sometimes pluck flowers too rare and beauti
make their state ConYention a succesR, should be ful for this every-clny life of onrs, we are all the better fm· 

seeing and studying their beauty. Whenever humrtn reason, 
selected for the meeting places. All the best manag- extended in whrttever direction, fetches forth a fact, it has 
ing and speaking talent of each state should be clone a great work in the elevation of the world ani! tb0 
brought out; but in addition, perhaps a few speakers aclvaneement of humanity, no mrttter what system of govern-

J 1' h h · ht b noent or religion it may unsettle or nproot. A man who 
whom the 'whole country CLe rg · ts to ear rmg e shudders at the sight of fact, or who flinehes from tho utter-
invited to attend all the conventions; and some of n:c.ce of what he believes, is a coward. Next to tho man who 
them ought to be paid. Such speakers as Geo. discovers truth is the man wLo publishes it a]Jl'(mcl to the 
Chainev, J\frs, H. S. Lake, J\1rs. Juliet H. Severance, world and thus sets to work the mental processes of the peo
Parker" Pills1mr", T. 13. Wakeman, S. P. Putrlam, ple with new impulses and purposes, and in new directions. 

' This to some extent at least, Dr. York hns clone by his course 
Courtlandt Pnln{er, \V. S. Bell, J. E. Remsburg, H. L. of l~ctures here. He has set people t.o thinking, and in this 
Green, J. H. Burnham, and Bab.cock of Michigan ai'e he has done a good work and we thank him for it." 
welcome anywhere, and should be asked to attend all 
the conventions. Very likely Mr. Chas. \Vatts, of 
England, rmty return in season, and he would be a 
trump card. Also a series of meetings projected on 
this scale might be worth the attention of Col. 
Ingersoll, ancl he ought to be i:cyvited and paid to 
attend all of them, if he will, or some of them any how. 
His favor aml acceptance would insm·e an overwhelm
ing success for every meeting. 

\Ve go from here to Oalrland, Eugene, Forest 
Grove, Astoria, and Seattle, and thence to Victoria 
and estern Oregon. J. L. Y omc 

Roseburg, Oregon. 

ELI PERKINS makes this contribution to relig-ious 
anecdote: "Ethel's Sunday-school teacher asked her 
one day what the children of Israel did after they 
crossed the Heel Sea. 

"I know," said Ethel. 'I 'spects they dried them
selvs.'" Thus, one by one, are the questions of bib
lical history answered. 

--------

I hav omitted Indiana in the above list because it 
is such a backward state in Libeml matters-espe
cially in Lillern1 organization. One would suppose 
that a state with au Ironclad Age aml an Icorwcla.~t 
in it might be stir-red up to some organized, united 
action. There, right alongside of Indiana, is Illinois, "ANSWERS TO CumSTIAN QuES'L'IONs." By D. M. 
a state full of Leagues and a good state organization. Bem;l.ett. Price, 25 cents. 
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NoRTH SYDNEY, April 4, 1883, 
MR. EDITOR: Your card received yesterday. I in

tended to write yesterday before receiving it. I 
would not be without THE TRUTH SEEKER for $50 a 
year. I inclose $1 toward subscription, and will for-
ward more in a few days, Yours faithfully, 

PRYSE PROTHEROE. 

DETROIT, April 9, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4, which please 

apply on my subscription. I am very highly pleased 
to see how well the managers, forced by cruel and 
hard circumstances to assume the control, keep the 
paper up to promises of our lamented leader. Some 
think it has more than kept the promis. There is 
certainly no other like it, J. H. WooD, 

PUTNAM, April 6, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find stamps for 50 

cents for a trial subscriber, as I promised you last 
week, and propose to send you many more. I am 
not long in this place and hav not found many 
Liberals as yet, although Putnam is of six thousand 
inhabitants. I was very much grieved at the loss of 
such a friend as Mr. Bennett to the Liberal cause, 
I met him at his office. Yours, a truth seeker, 

JOHN HART. 

DESDEMONA, April 4, 1883. 
MRs. MARY W. BENNETT: Inclosed fine 50 cents, 

balance on Paine. 
Am well plE>ased with the lithographs; tell my 

Christian friends they are my holy trinity, Am hav
ing $3.50 framE's put on. 'And I do appreciate Mrs. 
Lake's "Tb.e Complaint," of March 24th. Want to 
hear from Brother Peck again, and hav no objection 
to a call from T. Winter. 

Wishing you and Eugene every possible good, and 
THE TRUTH SEEKER a long and prosperous voyage, 

I remain your friend, A. C. MARTIN. 

NoKOMIS, April 2, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I see from the tab on my paper my 

renewal will be called for in May next. I take time 
by the forelock. Inclosed find money order for $2 50 
for THE TRUTH SEEKER until May, 1884. I hope to be 
able to subscribe for it as long as I liv. It snits me 
better than any other I know of. But I am often 
made sorry that Freethinkers speak so unkindly to 
one another through its columns. Poor Mr. Walker 
is truly abused .. None who claims to answer him 
seems to see the true inwardness of his position, 
which certainly is the only one a true Liberal can 
take. Yours truly, AUGUSTUS HASTINGS. 

MARSHALL, April 2, 1883. 
MR. EDI'.I'OR: Inclosed please find $1, for which 

s.end me a copy of the " Humphrey-Bennett Discus
sion." What the superstitious call Infidelity is mak
ing considerable headway in thiq part of the coun
try. I am the first who advocated the doctrin in this 
county, and I now know of twenty who talk it boldlv. 
They seem to hail it as a new revelation. The truth 
is, the people of this county hav never read anything 
but the Bible. Some few hav read a partisan news
paper. Last summer I bought some of Ingersoll's 
works, and I can't keep them home long enough to 
read them. They are. now loaned to two Baptist 
preachers, one of whom is a neighbor, the other of 
Stone county. H. L. WATTS. 

MoRRISONVILLE, April 5, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Allov. me to thank you for the weekly 

visits of your paper. I am more than delighted with 
it, though sorry to learn that there are so many of 
the Freethought family spending so much of their 
valuable time and talent wrangling over questions 
that amount to no good, such as whether Mr. Lin
coln was an Infidel or not, or a Materialist or not, 
or a Spiritualist or not. It makes no difference so 
far as you and I are concerned what Mr. Lincoln 
was. But let us all be true and honest to ourselvs. 
To me my father and mother are as much of a guide 
as anyone else. My father was a Christian; I am 0m 
Infidel. I hav a brother who is a Christian, but what 
has that to do with us? 

Please find inclosed $3, for which send me the 
books herein mentioned. M. S. GowiN. 

ELGIN, April 4, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I am a little late with my draft to pay 

for THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1883, as my subscription 
expired on Jan. 15th. But better late than never. I 
ha'v been watching the good old paper closely since 
our beloved Bannett left us, and I am pleased to say 
it keeps well to the mark; I don't see that it has 
lost any of its vim. L:mg may it continue to shed 
light on this benighted land, for as long as there is 
a white-chokered idler left so long do we need the 
noble TRUTH SEEKER. 

I feel grieved to the heart for Foote and his com
panions, but I hope there will not be a day taken 
off their unjust imprisonment, for every hour they 
are kept in prison is adding laurels to Freethought. 

lnclosed please find $5 -$2.50 for THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
$1.50 for the fourth volume of "A Truth Seeker 
Around the World," and the balance use as directed. 

Yours_truly, !. W. ARCHIBALD. 

LANCASTER, April 3, 1883. 
Mns. MARY BENNETT: Inclosed ple~tse find post 

office order for $4.-$2:50 of which is for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER next year; $1 for the monument of the late 
Mr. D. M. Bennett, and the remainder for the fol
lowing pamphlets: "The Religion of Common 
Sense," "Ingersoll and Jesus," "Witchcraft in Chris· 
t.ian Countries." I hav been a reader of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER ever since itR first publication, and will con
tinue to be so the rest of my life. 

While in New York, five years ago, I visited Mr. 
Bennett in his office and was glad to meet a man 
who had done and would do so much for the enlighten
ment of the masses. I was pained to hear of his 
death and hav much sympathy for you in your loss. 
Hoping you will be spared many years to continue 
the good work commenced by your late husband, I 
am still a truth seeker, JACOB NATHAN. 

CLEARWATER, April 4, 1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: So many people hav written 

such beautiful letters of consolation to you, I will 
not attempt anything of that kind at this late hour; 
though you must know there are tears in the heart 
of every true Liberal for your great loss, as well as 
for the martyred hero, D. M. Bennett. Tho1o1gh op
posed to monuments on general principles, this is 
an extreme case, and it must be built at all hazards. 

During the war a man in the South (where the 
people used the- word "tote" instead of carry) saw 
two children who had in some manner become pos
sessed of a dollar; and while the older one was hur
rying along with it at the top of his speed, the 
younger one ran behind crying, "Let me tote the 
dollar! let me tote the dollar!" I hav been waiting 
for a long time to "tote the dollar," and here it is, 
though it is so late. I am almost ashamed, but I 
hope every tr.uth seeker in the land will make haste 
and "tote the dollar" for the monument, which is 
to perpetuate the memory of one of the world's 
greatest heroes. MARY B. FINOH. 

EAST CHATHAM, April 9, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: It is now nearly two ye:;.rs since I 

visited my brother-in-law at Web<>ter City, Josephus 
Seely, an early acquaintance and associate of D. M. 
Bennett, who was then receiving THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
I then expected long ere this to hav taken your pa
per, but I lost your address and hav just come across 
it again. But I find that Mr. Bennett has gone to 
that mysterious land about which we know so little 
and desire to know so much. I hav taken among otl;l
ers a local paper published at Hudson for the last 
twenty or thirty years, and a portion of that time hav 
acted as one of its c0rrespondents. A short time since 
I sent them for publication a short obituary on the 
death of a very worthy friend of mine, simply setting 
forth his many brilliant and manly traits of char
acter that met the. approval and won the esteem of 
all who were acquainted with him, and that he lived 
and died outside of orthodox creeds and dogmas. 
The little notice was rejected on the ground that it 
was "extraordinary." Inclosed please find $1.25 for 
six monthA for THE TRUTH SEEKER to 

JOHN M. BARNES. 

EuREKA, March 26, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR; When I wrote to you last I promised 

twenty-five dollars to a grand monument for D. M. 
Bennett, to be erected on some conspicuous place, 
as a just tribute to his undaunted manly spirit, in 
battling for human rights, and fearlessly trampling 
under foot all ~rong. I was opposed to a general 
contribution to a monument at the grave, thinking 
that sufficient funds could be collected for that pur
pose from his immediate friends. Yet it seems that 
a monument at the grave will be all that our de
parted friend will get at present. So I will inclose 
post-office order for $5.00 toward that object, with 
the assurance that at any time when Liberals will 
be liberal enough to erect a more fitting monument 
to our hero, who preferred to be shut up behind 
prison bars to swerving from the path of rectitude, 
I will giv seventy-five dollars towa.rd it, or more if 
I am able. 
It grieves me to see so much c1ntroversy in THE 

TRUTH SEEKER in regard to the temperance question 
since it proves that not all who are Liberals in name 
are liberal in spirit. Truly Liberal peor•le hav but 
one opinion on that subject, and that is the opinion 
held by E. C. Walker. Juliet H. Severance, in 1'HE 
TRUTH SEEKER of March lOth, expressed my opinion 
PXactly, and without fear of contradiction I say, 
that those who think different are il-Liberal bigots. 

Yours for liberality and reform, 
RoBERT GuNTHER. 

. BusHNELL, April 4, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed you will please find $11, $5 

of which-$1 each from Q C. Duntley, J. Denning, I. 
D. R)lston, and S. West, and 50 cents each from Dr. 
S. L. Ba-bbitt and Dr, J. D. 1\furfey-arf' fJr the Mon
ument FLmd; the balance to be applied as per direc-
tions. · 

We are not indifferent to the loss of D. M. Bennett. 
He is justly acknowledged as one of the greatest 
men of modern times to assist the advancement of 
the right of men and women to follow their reason 
upon the subject of religion. Freethought is a right 

inalienable .to everyone. It is the star of our glory 
in life-the very password to the use of our reason. 
Without this boon we are but. mental slaves, for of 
what use is freedom of thought if we are not al
lowed to use it. It is one of the greatest enjoyments 
of our life to participate in so just a right. It pre
vents the priests from robbing us and then charging 
us their living for the robbery. 

We regret the occasion of Mr. Bennett's death, 
We sorrowfully and reluctantly submit to the inev
itable. We can now only contribute to a. monument 
as a memento to the place of his burial. We can 
add nothing to his greatness; that has passed into 
history to benefit posterity. :S:is servic.es we hav had; 
but generations to come will equally enjoy them. 
The cause in which he labored will never grow less. 
We must acknowledge we hav lost a great worker; 
yet we are gratified to know that as long as there is 
intelligence in mankind, there will be great minds 
to maintain the right of religious liberty. Great 
minds may pass away, but the principles on which 
the independence of thought exists can never pass 
away. We may contribute to monuments to men, 
but to contribute to a monument to Freethought we 
will never hav occasion. Respectfully yourR, 
. s. WEST. 

_ LAKE CITY, April 6, 1883. 
MARY W. BENNETT AND EUGENE MACDONALD : Dear 

friends, inclosed please find ·express order for $5, 
which is sent for Mr. Be'nnett's Monument Fund. 
I only wish I was able to make it ten times as much, 
or a gift worthy of the man. 

I see a Mr. E. Vanbuskirk is much exercised over 
Mr. Herndon's papers written for publication in THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, giving Mr. Lincoln's religious views .. 
Now, I cannot agree with Mr. Vanbuskirk by any 
means. I know of no man whose religious views 
could do more good to the world than Mr. Lincoln's. 
And I am sure Mr. Herndon's papers bore every 
mark of candor and honor. And I shall ever thank 
him kindly for the great good I think he has ac
complished by his letters. And had he been publish
ing a paper, I would willingly hav paid the price 
of a common paper for a year for the Lincoln let
ters alone. It appears strange to me that any man 
should try to belittle a good intent. But it puts me 
in mind of the many squibs that hav from time to 
time been fired at our noble old Brother Winter, of 
Cincinnati, which hav all fallen short of the mark, 
lacking powder, I presume, in sufficient quantity be
hind the ball. Now, my noble old brother, on to the 
front, and "Damn'd be he who first cries enough." 
But let us hav respect for all; for I well remember 
how hard it was for me to get rid of the notion that 
their must be a great big Mumbo Jumbo of a some
thing called God, that was running this universe; 
something after the style of an old man turning a 
coffee mill. But after much study, I hav come to 
the conclusion that I hav no use for a God or Christ, 
hell or heaven, except bUCh a heaven as a good, 
pure upright life will bring. And I: want no other. 
The place the church calls heaven, where all the 
thieves, murderers, cut-throats, and blood tubs oc
cupy the front seats, I hav no liking for. I should 
rather risk the other place. along with such noble 
souls as Paine, Jefferson, Lincoln, Bennett, Ingersoll, 
and millions of other noble minds, that never were 
mean enough to damn a poor, weak, erring brother. 

OcJr school election passed off here without any 
blood being shed. But many lies were told by the 
godly. The Bible in the schools was the trouble. 
But the devil and his people -triumphel as usual, 
and the lamb's book of life will be left out in the 
cold. God, with all his hosts, could not prevail 
against us, and yet we had no chariots of iron. 
With best regards, and hoping ·THE TRUTH SEEKER 
will ever prosper, 

I am respectfully yours, J. L. ToMPKINS. 

BouLDER, March 21, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER to me is a source 

of pleasure, the gratification of one of the needs of 
my nature; one of the things that make life more 
bearable, and when I opened my paper that con
tained the news of D. M. Bennett's death, my heart 
swelled with sadness, but after a few moments in 
despair something said, "Be not cast down, for now 
is the time for every true Liberal to unfold his ban
ner to the breeze; let truth be proclaimed through
out the world." 

Friends of THE TRUTH SEEKER, let us be up and 
doing. Some four weeks ago eight of us met and 
organized a Liberal and Freethought club, with the 
articles of the National Liberal League incorporated 
in its platform. Since then our number has increased 
to twenty, including some of the prominent men and 
women of the place-ex-mayor, city treasurer, doc
tors, and merchants. At our last meeting, having 
received a letter from W. S. Bell, of Kansas City, 
that he would deliver four lectures for· $100, a friend 
rose up and said he would be one· of four to raise 
the amount. Three others soon responded, so we are 
in a fair way to soon hav some lectures. We ha.v 
rented a hall well furnished with seats and tables 
and an organ. But we hav many Liberals here who 
are faint-hearted-don't like to show their colors. 
Their wives are members of churches, and must go 
where a new dress or bonnett will hr..v the mo~ll; 
lookers-on. 
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A short time since we had a test of divine mercy, 
In one of our wind storms a fire broke out in the 
mountains. In less than two hours it WP.nt over 
eight miles. This was about four o'clock in the 
morning, when most people were asleep. I~ went 
from mountaln to valley in its course, burnt several 
haystacks, and then reached a farm-house and a 
stable with twenty-three milch cows in it, three 
horses, and some hogs and fowls. All the owner's 
farming implements, the stable and contents, were 
burnt to ashes. Would it not hav been showing a 
little mercy to those dumb 'beasts that were fastened 
in that stable if he who is all power could hav loosed 
them and stopped their suffering? 

Inclosed please find $8.50, which place to my ac
count as follows: $2.50 for my subscription, $1.50 for 
the fourth volume of "A Truth Seeker Around the 
World," $1 for the Monument Fund, and the re-
mainder use as directed. EPHRAIM PouND. 

ALLEGAN, April 4, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: As T. Winter has been a truth seeker 

for over sixty-five years, I am sorry he has deceived 
himself into believing that he has found it. He has 
•• sifted every known history, ancient and modern," 
too closely, for he has left himself only the bran, 
and the " attention that he has given to the move
ments of men in all parts of civilization" has been 
done narrow-mindedly, ai:J.d warped to suit his fancy, 
and wherever he sought the development of honest 
truth, there he sought with prejudice, o:r: squelched 
it before it could develop in all its beauty, else he 
never would hav been C(}ntent with the shallow be
lief that he has settled into. 

Nature is the best instructor that he or anyone 
else can hav, for it is really our only teacher; for if 
we go outside of nature or natur~l laws, what ha.v 
we ? Simply nothing. And something cannot be 
produced from nothing. Most certainly man is a part 
of nature, begotten by natural laws, and possesse;:; 
only one organic material system. But if something 
cannot be made from nothing, then he has always 
existed, and will ever exi~t. There is nothing lost 
in nature, not even the animal existences he speaks 
of, and the more elevating our training, the more 
aspiring our thoughts and feelings, so will· our des
tiny be, bright and beautiful. I will readily agree 
with Mr. Winter, that a dual life is visionary, 
fanatical, and full of errors, for he refers to that 
life beyond the grave that he has no desire for, but 
which is a continuation of this life, not a repetition. 
What inducement does cold Materialism hold out to 
morality? Where is the truth in science that cannot 
prove itself? And where is the real humanity if you 
giv men only death for all the struggles of life? 
And now, in conclusion, I ask T. Winter to prove 
to me that one jot or tittle of this great universe can 
be annihilated, for if it cannot, then scientific Ma
terialism is not, and science cannot avail herself of 
the proof, but jumps at conclusions, then givs them 
to the world as facts. Until he or some one can 
prove all these things to me in a clear, concise, and 
reasonable manner, I shall keep good my hold on 
immortality, and know that I hav something to liv 
by and die for. MRs, MARY H. BoNFOEY. 

CENTRAL CITY, March 19, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find draft for $3, 

and the card of a. couple of good honest Dutchmen, 
who possess too much good hard common sense to 
allow any preacher to bamboozle them into the be
lief that they should giv him of their hard, honestly
earned money to support him for simply telling 
them things about which he knows not one particle 
more than· they do, which is just nothing at all. 

ing as I do with the positiv knowledge that intem
perance is a " burning-, curse to the country, I feel 
that I would be willing to take part in almost any 
movement in order to destroy it. I hav asked friend 
Walker to point out a better way than prohibition, 
but, as much as he says he is opposed to intemper
ance, he has not "given us anything better in place 
of it" (prohibition). Several years ago-before I ever 
heard it mentioned by others-! advocated the high 
license system, through which I thought the evil 
might be considerably abated, and now that some 
states hav demonstrated the idea and find it work
ing well, very well, I feel like continuing where I 
left off and going forward, striking a blow here and 
there, until with the assistance of parties from both 
sides of this prohibition question we shall ultimately 
triumph and send gross intemperance, with religion 
accompanied with ignorance and superstition, into 
thg shades of oblivion, where it belongs. They go 
hand in hand, and ·as we are rapidly dispensing with 
three of the number, why should we not as 
earnestly and determinedly strive to do away with 
the other in whatever way seems to us the most 
likely to succeed? I think with most Liberals the 
question is not whether it shall be destroyed, as 
much as it is how best can it- be overcome. 

D. D. LAKE. 

You ask me what I know about the future. I can 
tell you that after thirty-two years of investigation, 
at a cost of over $300 in money, I do know that 
friends that once lived in the grosser body and died, 
as it is called, do still liv, and can and do communi
cate. This I do know, Brother Winter, and I know 
it by investigation, and by having the fact demon
strated to me. Yes, Brother Winter, it is a demon
strated fact. Now I hav told you like a man how I 
know they liv beyond the grave; but when I ask you 
how you know they don't exist, you can't answer, 
and I know it. I say I hav had it demonstrated to 
me, and you say I hav not. Please. tell me how 
you know that I never had it demonstrated. How 
do you know 'just what demonstrations I hav had? 
Can you disprove the existence of spirits ? Hav you 
ever had this non-existence demonstrated to you? 
Did you ever hav a friend come and tell you after 
death that he didn't exist-that he had lost his 
identity, and was not there? I ask again, Ha.v you 
had their non-existence demonstrated? Pray tell me. 
Ah! you cannot, and I know it. You say we know 
''nothing about a future life-no more than a wild 
ass; it's all bosh; nothing more." Here it is again, 
another assertion. I suppose it must all be bosh, 
Brother Winter, if you say so. If you were in court, 
and should assert a thing, and on being asked now 
you knew, could tell no more about it than you can 
tell about the non-existence of spirits, your evidence 

BosToN, March 25, 1883. wouldn't hang a katydid. A stupid dolt can scoff 
MR. EDITOR: Will you allow me to introduce my- and sneer, an ass can bray, but what do they know 

self to you as a reformed, translated Christian? about Spiritualism? A parrot can say, "Pretty Poll," 
From a fossilized, praying orthodox, who worshiped but what does it know? I am satisfied, Brother 
and praised God and with the same tongue cursed Winter, writing as you did in your last article, that 
my fellow-brother whose soul was too broad to be. what you don't know about Spiritualism will make 
bounded by my creed, I hav had the experience of a a much larger book than what you do know about 
kitten-got my eyes open-hav become a Liberal, i.e,, it. However well Materialists may reason on other 
use my God-given reason. I now hear, read, and points, it seems to me that in regard to the Spiritual 
investigate, and· submit it all to this tribunal, ·and philosophy and a future state, they are the most 
award the same to all, differ as they will in their unthinking, unreasoning, illogical set of negationists 
verdict, believing that all who hav open eyes are that I ever met. 
seeking the light. I am not done with you yet, Brother Winter. You 

Knowing as I do, by dear experience, that the re- know there is something that moves your body, 
cital of religious experiences is about as dry as something that thinks, something that looks through 
brandy bottles after a club meeting, mine will be the two windows each side of your nose. Now, we 
brief. are after this something, and desire you to use your 

After trying more than twenty years to believe- reason. Now the man is alive- he sees, hears, 
to swallow orthodoxy and accept the Christian rec- moves, and talks. Now he is dead, as it is called. 
e,rd, all written deep in blood-" the blood of the What's the matter, Brother Winter? There is the 
martyrs, the seed of the church;" after hearing body all intact. There is the brain, but it don't 
George Chainey's eulogy of D. M. Bennett, llstening think; there are the limbs, but they don't move; 
to M. J. Savage, reading Pa.rker's works, and finally there are the eyes, but they don't see; there is the 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, my faith faltered; I began to rea- tongue, but it talks not. What's gone? You say the 
son. And I found that reasoning set me further on life is gone, of course. You say· life is the result of 
the road to truth than years of fruitless praying organization, and when the organization is dead, 
unto the "great unknown." good-bye to all. Let us see about it. If life is the 
·It is the policy of the church to prevent incuba- result of organization, it occurs to me that there 

tion, but they lost on me, and I risk my reputation must be an organization before there is life; but 
as a prophet that unless they slow down on their such is not the case. We find there is motion at 
fires of the infernal region they wilt hav more chick- four and a half months after conception. Now, 
ens than they can tame and coop. Brother Winter, we are getting into deep water, and 

Like all new converts, I feel like making up for I propose to ask you three questions. If you can 
lost time in being a little radical. I hope to "be answer them, well and good. It seems to me that 
like the gods," eat of the tree of knowledge and Materialists should answer the following questions, 
learn to discriminate between good and evil. I used or forever hold their peace. To say that life is the 
to believe in prayer; spent much time in prayer. result of organization is no more than any stupid 
Well, my faith in that devotion is not lessened, only dolt or ass can assert, and it won't do: 1. Is the 
changed to the prayer of action, which breaks and life, or thing which animates the gross body, which 
tills the soil. I hav exchanged my fear of God to goes out when the body dies, created from nothing? 
love for man. I hope to progress, since I hav be· 2. If you answer no, please tell us where it does 
gun to be fledged. A chicken once out of. the shell come from. 3. Tell us how and when it enters the 
never can be got back; hence the chance to grow. partially developed fetus. 
By the kindness of a friend, I hav the reading of Brother Winter, come down like a man, and tell 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, so' I can secure truth therefrom. us something about the thing which animates the 
. Your earnest pupil, AMos BRACKET. body and which you say does not exist after the 

death of the body. I pause for a reply. 

They prefer rather to assist in perpetuating some- REPLY TO T, WINTER, 
thing that we know has existed and while in exist-

Now, brother, I fancy I see the dilemma you are in. 
I challenge the whole Materialistic fraternity to dis
prove Spiritualism, or to demonstrate the non-exist
ence of spirits. I challenge you to prove your as
sertion that death ends all. Brother Winter, you 
can't do anything with it, and you know it, and so 
do I. Now I insist that you are in the same boat 
with our Christian friends. They say God made the 
world out of nothing, that he wrote the Bible, and 
that the blood of Jesus will atone forothe sins of 
those who believe. All this they say without one 
particle of evidence. You say that life is the result 
of organization; that death (so called) ends all; that 
thbre is no future existence; that our friends do not 
liv, and hence do not communicate. Where is the 
Christian's evidence for his assertions ? He has none. 
Where is the proof for your assertions ? You hav 
none. Now, sir, Brother Winter, you hav called us 
gudgeons, pious sharks; you hav compared us to 
wild asses. We stand between the Christians and 
Materialists with theit assertions, and say we hav 
demonstrated facts; and, sir, you hav no right to 
say we hav not the demonstrated fact of a continued 
existenae When such men as Prof. Varley, Crookes, 
Judge Edmonds, Prof. Hare, Robert Dale Owen, and 
thousands of others, among which are the greatest 
investigators, the deepest reasoners, the most pro
found thinkers of the age, say they hav this fact, it 
illy becomes you, and shows a wonderful degree of 
egotism, showing yourselvs to be the asses by sneer
ing, scoffiog, anJ making assertions without a par
ticle of evidence to back them up, I conclude by 
asking you again to tell us what you know about 

ence did a vast amount of good, and they hereby BROTHER WINTER: I am an Atheistic Spiritualist; 
authorize me to tender $5 toward the erection of a hav no god, hence not afraid that he will damn me 
Bennett Hall as a home for THE TRUTH SEEKER, in for going for you, for you deserve it. You hav been 
which, I think, they would more fully realize the ridiculing Spiritualism and abusing Spiritualists until 
most ardent wish of our departed friend than by I hav concluded to see if I can find out how much 
contributing toward the erection of a monument to _you really know about it. One reading your -article 
his memory. While the monument is commemora- in THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 17th ult., would naturally 
tiv of the man alone, the hall is a monument not infer that T. Winter knew it aU, in T. Winter's esti
only of D. M. Bennett, but a home for his dearly mation. Now, Brother Winter, I am not mad, but 
cherished offspring-:THE TRUTH SEEKER-as well as am after you, and propose to bring you right up to 
an everlasting tribute to the principles so ably pro- the scratch. Your article is made up largely of as
claimed and defended py him. Were he able to re- sertions, hence is hardly worth the ammunition, but I 
turn and giv voice to his wishes in this matter, I hav plenty of that article on hand (Spritualistic 
feel well' assured he would say, "I care not for myself ammunition too). You say: "There is neither proof 
or what becomes of m~ashes; only see that our be- nor evidence that a specter, a spook, or disembodied 
loved TRUTH SEEKER is maintained, and the ever last- spirit exists, or ever did, or ever will." Please tell 
ing principles of truth and justice are fearlessly pro- me how much that assertion proves-a mere idle 
claimed through its pages as during my sojourn assertion; nothing more. Why did you not back up 
amongst you, and I shall be content." that assertion? Come down now like a man, and 

No more ardent defender of the principles of Free- tell how you know. No guess-work, no belief about 
thought exists within our ranks than is the senior it, Brother Winter, but tell us how you know. You 
member of the firm. His only trouble is a lack of made the positiv assertion, and thousands of Spirit
a proper command of the English language that he ualists would like to hear how you came in posses
may the more readily combat the arguments brought sion of such a remarkable degree of wisdom. 
to bear against him. But "truth will prevail," and Brother Winter, when you are asked to tell how 
whether it comes in English or German the enemy you know, you see you are up a stump, and I know 
has got to giv in vanquished-defeated upon what- it. You called us "gudgeons, nibbling at every cun
ever point they may see fit to make the assault. ning bait." You ask, "What know any of these 
A pity we,did not hav more such honest outspoken pious sharks about future states of existence?" Well, 
Liberals as Mott is. well; strange that a godless Spiritualist like me 

I see our Liberal friends are still going it "ham· should be called a pious shark I Christians call qJ.e 
mer and tongs " for and against prohibition. Stand- anything else but pious, death ending all. ·A, ALLEN NoE, 



The Song of the Christian (}reed. 
From the Secular Relliew. 

Witlrcheeks that are pallid and thin, 
Telling of fast and prayer, 

A maiden sits where the sunbeams fall 
On the wealth of her golden hair. 

But in vain do the sunbe"'ms shine
In vain for her love they plead; 

For her heart is sac!, and she wearily sings 
The song of the Christian ereed. 

" Steel and fagot and rack, 
Rack and fagot and steel : 

Oh, I rea<! of your horrors with bate<! breath 
Till all my senses reel! 

0 Go<ll can it surely be 
A part of thy • noble' plan 

To sow in the heart the seeds of lust 
For the blood of our fellow-man·? 

" 0 Go<! I what a cry of pain 
pomes from the ages past! 

'Tis n. wall of sorrow that stuns the ear, 
Like the sound of a thunder-blast, 

Telling a tale of woe-
A tale of l1,1st aud shame. 

Oh, was It to found a creed of blood 
That Christ, 'the savior,' came? 

'' I am weary of fast and prayer, 
Weary of priest and creed, 

Weary of fagot and mck and steel, 
And the terrors the churches breed. 

I will rise to a nobler faith-
A faith in Humanity's claims; 

Rise from tho depths of a selfish fear 
To wider and purer aims. 

H Can I honor a tyrannous God, 
Unmoved by his children's cry, 

Blind to the orphan's burning tear, 
Deaf to the widow's sigh 1 

No I no I I will yet be free 
From the creed that is not from above; 

And the grander faith of my life shall be 
Humanity, Friendship, Love!" 
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MAGN1TIC GARMENTS 
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Treatment. The Statement made by him at that time 
that his Magnetic Clothing, If worn for any form of Dis· 
eas~ (and as advised), would cure ninety per cent of the
so•ealled Incurables, has been verified, he hav
ing Clothed and Cured Thousands of Pe:r:sons of all.F'orms 
of Disease. Po•itlve proof 0f this has appeared In all the 
leading Newspapers by Testimony of many of our most 
Prominent and Wealthy Citizens, who, having been 
·Cured by tbe 
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ion; or in other words, to universal mental Uberty. Inde. 
pendent In all Its discussions, discarding superstitious 
theories of what never can be known, it devotes Its COl· 
umns to things of this world alone, and leaves the next, 11 
there be one, to those who hav entered its unknown 
shorea. Believing that It Is tbe duty of mortals to work 
lor the Interests of this world, It confines Itself to the 
things of this life entirely. It has arrived at the age ol 
fift.y~one years, and asks tor a. support from those who are 
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please send your subscription for six months or one year, 
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THIS WORLD. 
A WEEKLY LIBERAL MAGAZINE, PUBLISHED BY 

George Chatney. 
51 Fort ave. (Roxbur'Y), Boston, Mass, 

7erms $2.00 per annum. 

Each number contains a lecture In full by Geo. Chalney 
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A sa.mp'e copy, conta:ning p Htrnit of the lecturer • 
prospectus for 1863, sent frte to any address. 

THE 
SECULAR REVIEW, 

A JOURNAL OF 

ENGL"!SH LIBERALISM. 

CHARLES WATTS, } 
·w. STEWART Ross, Editors. 

Afts·,. all other Treatment h !atled, were pleased to 
assist the Inventor In giving confidence to the Su!Ierlng 
Invalids of America by allowing blm to use their well- _ 
known and respected Names as Reference; and it is now 
admitted by many most blgbly accomplisbed Scientists 
and Pbys'ciav.s that the Success and Cures attending the 
introduction of 11 Wilsoniu." Magnetic Cloth'ng has been 
unprecedented In the blstory or Electrical Therapeutics. The representativ. English Freethought journal. 

In its columns are impartially discussed all sides of 
Secular, Social, and Theological questions. 

In the face of such Positive Proof as given by us no person 
can doubt the value of this Invention in all cases •. 

Therefore why continue the Suicidal System of taking 
Drug'S 

Price, 7 cents single numbet•; $2.75 per year, post
paid. 

~~~~fcf ~~i~~~~~Ratd t~!:t~: ;~e~~~~~c~1}~;Y~ag· For sale at this office, where yearly subscriptions 
The Scienttfic construction of our garments prevents may also be left. tf16 

loss of magnetic 1-ower. 
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to return the J>Urchase money to any pet son the guments 
fail to cure, when those v.dv!sed by us are worn. 

Con ult.atlon Free. 

Send for Pamphlet and Information to the only Oillce, 
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Address all Communications to 
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The Christian Religion Elctro-Magnetic . 
- Planchette, 

Wl1at the Press Say About It. 
What Scholars Thinlr of It. 

The San Francisco Clt1'ordcle says : ''It is by far the 
most lmvot·tant eiTort of American scholarship In 
this field of investigation." 

'!.'he Boston Herald says: "The refutation of it will 
be found the most dil'ficult problem that ever was 
propouncled to the clergy by a layman." '!.'his paper 
calls it 0 A Scholar's Challenge t"o the Ecclesiastics." 

The New Orleans Times says: "Judge Waite is an 
accomplished and scholarly man, and has made all 
of his arguments with force and clearness." 

The Chicago 'Tribune, the Chicago Times, the lVIil
wankee Sentinel, the Troy (N. Y.) Press, tlle DetrOit 
Cononercial Advertiser, the Charleston (S. C.) 1llercu1'y, 
and a large number of other papers hav had similar 
notices. 

Single copies sent by mall at $2.25, cloth. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office, 
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A wonderful and mysterious little Instrument that com
bines electricity and animal magnetism in assisting .Spirit 
lnte111gence to communicate tbrough It wltb mortals. lt 
has been in the market a Htt1e over two years, and durin2" 

1!J:;e~~~~sl~,0;;:;nbd:e~f c~~;!i~1;:~ r:::~~~~ I>~~ii~h:t~~~~~~ 
been MOVED BY A POWER Independent ot themselv• 
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THE ADVANTAGES CLAIMED 0 VER OTHER 
PLANCHETTES. 

First. A paste-board top In place of oiled, stained, or 
tarnished wood. 

Second. Five miniature batteries upon the top of eacb 
Planchette, upon which the fingers rest. 

Tblrd. Each Planchette I• sepa•ately magnetized and 
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authority? and, What is the real source 
of dogmatic theology? are treated fear
lessly in the light of history, philosophy, 
and comparativ religions. It is impossi
ble to giv even a condensed statement of 
what is itself a marvelous condensation. 
Whole libraries are here concentrated 
into one little book. Printed in good 
type and bound in cloth. Price, $1. 



TRUTH SEEKER Ll BRARY. 
,..,he World's Sages, Thinliers, and 

Reformers. The Biographies o:f 
thrae hundred of the mo~t distinguished 
teachers and philosophers (who were not 
Christians), from the time of Menu to the 
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages, 
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc
co, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Champions of tlle Church; Tlleir 
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio
graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians. A companion book to "The Worlcl's 
Sage&," etc. By D. 1\'I. BENNETT. 8vo., 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Go£Is and Religions of Ancient 
ami Modern Times. Vo1. I. givs 
a full account of all the gods the nations, 
of the earth hhv worshiped, including 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ, Virgin 1\'Iary, and the Bible. 835 
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all 
the religious systems of the world, inclncl
ing J u,daism, Mohammedanism, ancl Chris
tianity; the latter occu:pying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. lVI. BENNETT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, -$3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry 
into the re.ality of divine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorough anc1 exhaustiv 
work on the claims of supernaturalism 
ever written. By F. W. NEWMAN, Emeritus 
Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, Svo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5.00; 
morocco, gilt etlges, $5. 50. 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine; 
Including The Age of Reason, Examina
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille J orclan, 
Tho Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, and Tho Rights of Man; the 
whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 'pages, Svo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
gilt edges, $4.50. 

An Analysis of Religious Belief. 
examination of the Creeds, Rites, and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By VIs
coUNT AMBERLEY, son of the late Lord 
John ;Russell, twice Premier of England. 
Complete 'from the London edition. 745 
'pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The foregoing volumes are called " The 
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to
gether and sent by express, one dollar will be 
deducted from the price of each. 

D. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
FOR BALE AT TIIE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE, 

Essays an<I Lectures. Embracing In
fluence of Christianity on Civilization: 
Christianity and lVIaterialism; What Lib
eralism offers in Place of Christianity; 
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual
ism from a 1\'Iaterialistic Standpoint; Paine 
the Political and Religious Reformer; Ma
terialism and Crime; Will the Coming 
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties 
of Christianity; the Authority of the 
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits; 
Our Ideas of Gocl. 300 pp., paper, 60 
cents; cloth, $1. . 

Influence of Christianity upon Civil
ization. 25 cents. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. APRIL 28, 1883. 2'"11 

FREETHOUGHT WORKS, 
Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 
Sepher Toldoth Jeshu; or, the Book 

of the Generation of Jesus. First trans
lation into English of a remarkable E;e
brew document, giving the original from 
which the story of Jesus was made up. 
20 cents. 

A LIBERAL COLONY. DR. FOOTE'S VIME SERIES 

Sixteen Saviors of None. By KERsEY 
GRAVEs, author of the World's Sixteen 
Crucified Saviors; The Bibles of Bibles, 
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents. 
cloth, Sl. 

1,200 FltEE HOMES ! 
THE NEW COLORADO! 

Those desiring to secure a valuable home on the 
public domain at a nominal price ($1.25 per acre, and 
33 months in which to pay' tor it) will find it greatly 
to their advantage to correspond with the Gunnisol! 
and Uncompahgre Colonization Society. 

A. W. SMITH, Prest. 0. A. PIIELl'S, Sec'y. , 
Address, with two three-cent stamps, Smo9 

A. W. SJYH'i'H, 
Denver, Col, 

Of Pamphlets on Ori~inal Methods 

J•'OU HOlliE ()UltE. 

Old Ev( s 
Croup 
Rupture 
Phimosis 
Neivous 
Fema.le 

MADE NEW wi1hout ,doctors or 
medicln .. Away with glasses. 
PREVENTED and cured by an in· 
genious and iufallihle method. 
CUHE without operation. Away 
with uncomfortable trusses. 
CURE without circumcision. New 
painless, safe, aud sure. 
DEBILITY aml allied disorders. 
Causes and rational treatm.ent. 
\\""EAKNESS, Falling, Leucorrhroa,. 
In11an1ruation, L'lceration. 

E•J<"Il JOe. by Jtlnil; o•·· All tor :!Oc. 
Six Lectures on Astronomy. 

PROF. 2. A. PROCTOR: 20.cents. 

293 1 >ra'tt, street, 
By 

45;) Fulton Street, BR.OOKL "l'N. DIM£ SElliES of SC CIAL and Sl' XUAl. SClENCE 
MARRIAGE, or "".rhe Perfeet Good 
in ·wedlock," by a Christian min~ 
Isler. 

Socialism: Reply to Prof. Roswell 
D. Hitchcock. The Professor's 
sophistries fully exposed. Paper, 25 
cents; cloth, 50 cents. 

Superstition; The Religion of Believe 
or be Damned, an Open Letter to the St. 
John's School Board. Bv J\'L BABCOCK. 
25 cents. • 

Tlle Adventures of :Elder Triptole· 
. mus Tub. Containing startling 

and interesting disclosures about hell, its 
locality, magnitude, climate, employ
ments, etc. By the Rev. GEo. RoGERS. 
15 cents. 

'l:lle Besant- Hatchard Debate. A 
two-nights' Debate between Mrs. ANNIE 
BEsANT and Rev. A. HATCHARD on The 
Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, 
ancl the Influence of Christianity on the 
World. Held at the Hall of Science,
London, December, 1880. 25. cents. 

The Clergyman's Victims. A Rad
ical story viviclly pqrtraying the wrongs 
committed by the professed men of God. 
By i'IIrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents. 

The . Contrast : Evangelicalism and 
Spiritualism Compared. By 
MosEs HuLL. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, Sl. 

The Darwins. A domestic Radical 
story. By 1\'Irs. ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER, 
author of John's Way, Studying the Bible, 
and numerous essays. 257 pp; Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

The Ghost of St. J olLns. By M. BAB
cocK. 25 cents. 

The New Dispensation;____or, The Heav
enly Kingdom. By D. W. HuLL. Price, 
25 cents. 

Proceedings and Addresses at the 
Watkins Convention. 400 pages 
of excellent Speeches and Essays. Price 
reduced to Sl.OO. 

Pyriuui(I of Gizeh. The Relation of 
Ancient Egyptian Civilization to the 
Hebrew Narrativ in Genesis and Exodus, 
and the Relativ Claims of 1\'Ioses and the 
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered. By 
VAN BuREN DENSLow, LL.D. 25 cents. 

Religion Not History. An able ex
amination of tho Morals and Theology of 
the New Testament. By Prof. F. W. 
Newman, of the Lop.clon University, 2Pi 
cents. 

Outline of the French Revolution: 
Its Causes ami Results. A clear 
ancl comprehensiv portrayal of this inter
esting portion of human history. By W. 
S. BELL. 25 cents. 

Outlines of Phrenology. By F. E. 
Asl'INWALL, M.D. Most acceptable to 
Liberals of anything of the kind pub
lished. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

' 'VICTORIA" 

MAGNETIC APPLIANCES 
Are surer, and quicker in action than any other 

Magnetic Garments. 
They are made out of lace or netting which makes 

them the coolest and lightest appliance macle. 
Their magnets have on them an armature or 

keeper which makes them continu<msly curative. 
No .others have this necessary addition. See any 
work on Natural Philosophy to see _bow necessary 
the Armature is. 

The VICTORIA is so constructed that the patient 
can remove the magnets at pleasure and wash all 
the goods. This cannot be done with any otners. 

Pal•a!ysis, Astbmu, Catarrh, Incipient Consump
tion, Female and Spinal Diseases, Rheutuatism, 
Sick Headaches, Dyspepsia, General Debi!Hy and 
all diseases a1;ising from deficient l).erve force, there 
is no other treatment that is as successful as the 
wearing of VIC'rORIA l\1AGN,ETIC GOODS. 
~ll other garments are slow in action. 
VICTORIA is quick and sure. All other appliances 

: blige the patients to hope for to-morrow. 
VICTORIA gives help to-day. 
Send for circulars, price lists, etc., before you Jmy 

of others! 

DR. TIIAYER. 
455l'ulton St., BROOKLYN, N.Y. 

Beware of Cheal> and FJ•pttdnleut AI•· 
Jlli"lllCt~.S 'R'iHCb 'lVJJ1 11ot hold tiHllit• {~UA•· 
.. ents without the aid of" the A.ltUA'l'lJU•-! 

History 4 Christianity: 
Comprising all that relates to the Progress of the Christian 

Religion. in "THE HIS1'0RY OF THH DECLINE AND FALL 
OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE," and 

~ 1TI!I1DID~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF ,THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot \Venck 
~Milman,'' an English Churchman," and other 'scholars: 

I vol., 12 mo., 864 pp., cloth. Illustrated. Price $x.so. 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N. y, 

The Labantm of 
Constantine~ 

''By thi's st"gn tlzott 

shalt conqtur !'' 

This historY contains Gibbon's theological writings, sepa
rate from his historical and miscellaneous works. It shows 
•when, where, and !zow Christianity originated, who were its 
founders and 'Zt!ltat was the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers: and condition of the primitive Christians. 

HolY· 
Marriage 
AJpha 

(PHYSIOLOGICAL); or physical, 
temperamental, an<l magnetic 
adaptation. 
DOCTRIN of universal sexual con
tinence; dicussion 1n·o and con; l>y 
Drs. Foote and 'Vinslow. 

llan<l·bool< ot· Jleall,h. Hint~. n11d Read3' 
Recit>es, 128 t•ag·es, n•ailt'd for 25c. · 

Address, · 
:tl!t!RRAY UU.L PSIBLISIIING CO., 

9t11 159 East ~8th St., New York Uity. 

i'1l U N A I A Psyco-Phisielogical essay on sexual 
iB~f\ 1 relat.ions. Original in theory, Scien~ 
tific in treatment and pure in tone. ·Price 25 cents. 

l3UHNZ & CO, 
3moll 24 Clinton Place. 

THE PERRY 

Piano and Organ Co 
No. 352 North Main Street, 

Wilkes Barre, -Pa. 
Specially Offer to Sell Direct on a Contract. 

Have the latest and best inventions, 
and want thorn fully tested 

before purchasing. 

\Vrite f"or Catalo;:·ucs and 'J'e•·ms. 

10teom14 J R.. PEltRY, Supt. 

$5 tO $20 per <lay at homo. Sam\Jlcs '~orth $5!ree. 
______ Address S'l'INSON & c~~~-P_o_rt~~~ Me. __ 

MANHOOD! 

KNOW THYSELF 
A Book for Every 1\lan! 

Young, Middle- aged, and Old. 
The untold mtaertea that result from fndfscretirm tn 

enrly 11fe may be nlleviltted and cured. Tl.Jose who 
doullt thfs assertion should purclHlBe and rend tPe new 

f.i~~cii,:t~-~ ~rc~~b~~1:;:t~Te~11~h:»~~::~~:~~ !~~i~~r:~ 
ori S~lf Preservatiou. Jt 1s not Gnly n romplete 

~n~rvg~~f~~td t~1~\t!~~!tl0te~ilft~~o:~e~~l~~l~!tege~l\~a~ttfri 
man, Errors of Youth, etc, !Jut 1t co· t1dns one hundred 
a.nd twenty-five prescrtpttc\US for ucute and clJron1c die
eases, each one ot lvhicla is iuvuJun.bJe, so 
proved by the author, whose exyerience tor 21 years is 

1~t~f~~lS ftr~~~~~Tn~~M~~~~~~t:~~d tf\n t{J~n~0t\ f~) ~~JJ1g!1s~~ 
~~1Y~f~g~~~ugai~~'n~~~~e~tbsgg~ ~l~~~rt~~;~rfn 6eu::~;~~~1a:~ 
~~~~IJ~3 1{;t~~{~e~~~~t~; f~~~2~~~~~~~t~~1~~~[y0~{flrb':~r~ 
funded In every Instance. Price only $1.25, Gold Meda 
awa-rded the aut.hor by the National Medical ABeocfatton, 
IIJu<ltrated sample sent on receipt of stx cents. Send now 

Addre•a PEABODY MEDICAL INSTI'fUTE, or Dr. 
W. H. PAHKER, No. 4 Bulflnch street, BoBton, Mas&. 
l'he author rrHtV be consulted on all diseases requiring 
sk111 nrld exuertence. lySR 

Christianity -and Materialism. 
cents. 

15 Blakeman's 200 Poetical 
Price, ~0 cents. 

Rid£lles. 

Gibbon's Vi11dt'crdi'o1t of the rsth and 16th chapters of his 
His lory from the attacks of his Christian opponents, is re
printed verbatim from the original edition of his Misce!lmu
ous Worlu, edited by Lord Sheffield in 1796. It effectuafly 
and forever silenced his detractors: who, being vanquished 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infidelity. 

All tlmt can be said by Christians in reg:ud to the origin of 
Christianity, is reprinted from the valuable notes of !JuAN 
MILMAN, \VENCK, GUizoT, and other eminent Christian 
historians who have edited.editions of Gibbon"s works; and 
the pirJus but scholarly remarks of the learned editor of 
BoRN's edition of Gz'bbou, are also given in full. 

•\\~\.j,lJ!!t.t A~EOULA~~·Yerlucntrd ttn1l JcgnllyqnaJ. 
.'}.~~Ub/iq,''• !flt·d ph~·s1emn, aud the nJu.~t .~uece!:hful .. 

~
>...~ , , ~ a'l lu'> pr:L(:tJcc willrn·ovc, 

Wllat Liberalism Offers in Place of 
Christianity. 10 cents. 

Scientific ~laterialism: Its Meaning 
~tnd T_endency. 10 cents. 

Spiritua.Hsm from a lllaterialistic 
Standpoint. 10 cents. 

Paine the Political ami 
R.eformer. 10 cents. 

R.eligious 

Woman: Her Past and Present: Her 
Rights aml. Wrongs. 10 cents. 

~Iaterialism and Crime. 10 cents. 
Will the Coming Man W orsltip God 1 

10 cents. 

Crimes and Cruelties of Clnistianity. 
10 cents. 

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo
logical. 20 cents. 

Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four 
clays' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Prof. 0. A. BunGEss, President of tho 
Northwestern Christian University, In
dianapolis, Incl. Accurately reported. 
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. 

Underwood-Marples Debate. A foUT 
nights' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Rev. JoHN MA.nl'LES. Fully reported. 
Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents. 

. _,·.I 

PAINE'S WORKS. 
Paine's Theological Works, includ

ing The Aae of Reason, Examination of 
Prophecies~ Letter to th~ Bishop of Llan
claff, Reply to Mr. Erskme,_Lettel' ~o Ca
mille J orclan, etc., etc,, \Ylth a hfe of 
Paine, and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo. 
In paper covers, $1.00; __ cloth, $1.50. 

Paine's Great Works (complete) 
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather, 
$4.00; morocco, $4.50. 

Paine's Political Works, including 
Common Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of 
1\'Ian. Cloth, $1.50. 

The Age of Reason. An investiga
tion of true and fabulous theology. 
'Vhhout a peer in the world. Paper, 25 
cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents. 

The Age of Reason and An Exam
ination of the Prophecies. Pa
per, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Common Sense. Paine's first work. 
15 cents. 

Tlle Crisis. Containing num b1:1rs from 
I. to XVI. inclusiv. "Paper, 40 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents. 

The Rights of Man. 
pressed of humanity. 
cloth, 75 cents • 

For the op
Paper, 40 cents; 

Among the illustrations will be found representations 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 

.I' or /Sate at 'I' he '!'ruth See.ke1· OJiice. 
6:f!15 
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JUST PUBLISHED I 

A new Liberal Song Book, entitled, 

Songs of tlte Morning, 
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED. 

By CALEB S. WEEKS. 
IN TWO VOLUJ!fES. EACH VOLUlllE CONPLETE 

IN ITSELF. 
Vol. I. Original, including Responses to Old Hymns, 

au<l Old Hymns in Respenciiug Versions. 
Vol. II. Selections. 

TIIE FinST VOLUiiiE-OlliGINAL SONGS-NOW READY. 
It is gotten up in excellent style, on good thick 

paper, from large, new type. It contain~ an ~lvha
hetlcal index of Song titles; another of f1rst ilnes of 
Songs, and an index of tunes suitable for the Songs. 

rrhe author is well known as a LiJJeral Songster. 
He was one of the chief contributors to" 'rJw 'l'l'utll 
Seel<er Collection." His songs hav been lllghly com
mended. One of our correspondent• in 1877 called 
him "That \Vonderful American 1\Iocking-Bird, who 
sings us the old songs with variations, and all the 
modern lmprovementR.'' 

The first volume consists of 212 pages, and contains 
all of the Original Songs. The Selections may be 
published as a second volume at a future time. 

Price, clotb, $1.00. 
For sale, wholesale and retail, at the 

TRUTH SEEKER Office, 
21 Ollnton Place, N, Y, lltt 

~:- "'c:, Cures all forms of PRI• 
!= --:::: VATE, CHRONIC and' 
~ - -co_ SEXUAL DISEASES, . 
Spermatorrhwa and Impotency, 

All the result of self-abu<>c In yonth, scxunl exce~~cs in mn... 
turer years, or other cauRcs, and pmdueing IW!lte of the fnt~ 
lowing cfl"ects: NcrvousueHs, Sendnnl Emi~'>ious, (night 
emisslo11~1 IJy dreams), Dimness of" ~ight, Ddective Meroorv. 
Physical Decay, Pimple.-; on I•'nce, Avcr.9ion to Society ·or 
Jo'emales, CJonfusion of IdenR, Lo.;s of Sexual PmnJr, &c., 

~~~d~~~~~~a~~~~~[l;gceu:~'d11 ~j1;~1 °J~X'Jjijt}(~Art tXoJ,0J~~_i: 
CATIOl\1 in fi"Om 80 to (j0 dny.':l. No medicine ta.kcn. 
It hnM never been Jmown to fnll! 

~· Middle• Aged and Old Men.('. 
There arc many at the age of thirty to Hixty ~~ 

who are troubled with too frcquctJt C\·acuations ~ ". 
of the blndder, often accompanied by n. Rlight .. ~ 
Rnwrting or burning sensation, ttnd n.lvcaken- fb' 
lug or the system in a manner the patient can- .. · . .,.. 

~~~o~~~u;\~~)~ o~ 1~oct~~::~~j1~~g~!~fn~~~~~;; · -:{ 
somctilllC!I small particles of albumen wilt appear, or th& 
color will be of n. thin or milklsh hue, again changing ton. 
dark and torpid appearnncc, which plainly shows thnt the.· 
"cmen pa~scs otf with the urine. It Is the second stage o( 
Seminal \\'cakncsM, aud crrUHf'S wasting of the R\"RtCnt anct 
a dejected and hnl!gar(l appenrancf}, a:o~ you <>ec hCrc in out. 
'fherc are many nH~l who die of this difliculty, Ignorant ot 
th~ cause. Dr. Fctlo,.;~· Extcrualltcmcdy witt hring about a 
perfect cure in nil such cases, and n. healthy restoration ot 
the genito-urinary organs. . 

et:::rConstdtn.tion:o~ by letter free nnci in,·ited. Chargca 
reasonable and correspondence striclly confidential. 

(~"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Sent to any addreM:o~, securely scaled, for two three-eent 
f'tnntp~, treating on Spcrmatorrhcea or Semina} Weakness, 
giving its c:wse, symptomfl, horrible effcas, and curt•, fol
lowed by strong testinwui:Lis, hc:;l.rle(liJy an nOJdadt ns to 
their ~cnuiueness. Should be read hy all. O~J~ J:(•mcmbcr 
n rndlcnl cure Ito~ ('(•rtnln. Mldi"CRS, plain!~·. nn. n. P. 
}'EJ .. IAO\V~, Vlnclnnd. l'l"ew Jcr8ey, aud say iu what 
paver you saw tl1i.S alh'crti!lcment. 

RUPTURES GU REDby 
my:tlediC'll:l Comtlonnd nnd Imvroved 

1~0sJ(~~~~·u~n~rf:~e1:~g~~ei~l~i~-~;~:~~~~d 
stanlp for circular, caul snJJ in 1vhnt parer 

you saw my advert1sement. Address C~.P.t~ 
W. A. Colllngs,Smlthvilla,1afferaon Co. N.Y. 
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f§tm# of g[llOU(Jht. 
NoT a system or religion the world has yel believeu FAsT DAY was .observed In Massachusetts. That 

in has been free frmn errors; not one has been I meant no beans. 
true. All were based upon mistaken notlons'or gous AN Iri~h explorer was telling or a virgin forest 
and devils; all originated in fallacies and absur<li- Into whose recesses he hall penetrateu, when a dull
ties, or were copied and adovted by oue system witted auditor interrupted him to ask what a virgin 
fror.u another.-D . .iJl. Bennett. forest was. "A virgin forest, sor," said Hibernicus, 

THE EUREKA 

MAGNETIC GL~THING 
STRUGGLE, orten bafflecl, sorely baffled, down as eyeing the questioner with a glauco of ine1fable dis-1 

into entire wreck; yet a struggle never ended; ever dain; "a virgin forest is a stretch of timber where I 
will bear repentance, true, unconquerable purpose, the hand or man has never set rut!" 

CURES EVERY FURM OF DISEASE_; 
WITHOUT 1\lEDICIN. 

begun anew. Poor human nature! Is not a man's uSEE here, sir, ... exclaimed a Philadelphia grocer, 
walking, In truth, always that-" a succession or bristling up with a righteous Indignation as the 
ralls ? " lll•m can do no other. In this wild element milkman made his morning call ... I should just 
or a ure he has to struggle on wards; now fallen, now like you to explain !low the chalk and white clay 
<Jeep-abased: anu ever with tears and repentance, that I round in my coffee cup this morning got 
with bleeding heart, he has to rise again anu strug
gle again still onward. That his struggle be a 
ralth!ul, unconquerable one; that is the question or 
questions. We will put up with many sad details, If 
the soul or it be true.-Ual'lyle's Hero-Worship. 

there?,. "Don't know, I'm sure," answered the 
milkman, "unless you sweetened your coffee with 
the same sugar you sold me yesterday." 

2 LOVERS sat beneath the shade, 
And 1 un2 the other said : 

" How 14-8 that you b9 
Hav smiled upon this suit of mine; 

If 5 a heart, it palps ror you-
Thy voice is music melody-

'Tis 7 to be thy loved 1, 2-
Say Oy nymph, wilt marry me?" 
Then lisped she sort, " Why 13ly." 

1.'imes-Demotrat. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

Sent 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 

letter or In person free or charge. Bend 
ror Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 

As to the question, What becomes or a man after 
death ? we do not see that a highly educated Euro
pean, left to his unassisted reason, Is more likely to 
be In the right than a Blackfoot Indian. Not a sin
gle one of the many sciences throws tile smallest 
ltglit on the state of the soul after the animal life is 
extinct. In truth, all the philosophers, ancient and 
modern, who hav att<>mpted, without the aid or rev
elation, to pro>e the Immortality of man, from Plato 
down to Franklin, avpear to us to hav failed deplor
ably.-Afacaulay's Essays. 

A HARD-HEARTED land!G>rd approached his tenant LADlES' hlAG.NKl'llJ JALJKET. Prwe, $18. 
and demanded the rent, and informed him that l).n- TESTIMONIALS: 

IT Is now over sixty years since I was obliged to 
commit to memory Watts's Catechism, and I rear 
that a great part of the goodly Instruction that I 
then got has evaporated, butsome or the worthy 
doctor's words still sound In my ear, though they no 
longer satisfy the intellect. "Ho'w do you know 
that you llav a soul?" "Because I hav something 
In me that can desire and wish-that can rejoice and 
be sorry-that can know and believe-which my 
body cannot uo." I suppose such instructions are 
still being poured Into the infant mind. About the 
same time I was encouraged or comvelled to commit 
to memory some of his "Divine Songs," such as: 

less it was paid him Instantly, he would throw him Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct in every particular, 
out. "Vat?" said the tenant. "Unless you pay me and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid or MEDICIN .. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
at once, I will throw you out," said the landlord. THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 
"Yell," said the tenant, .. I VIII pay der day pehlnd Remarkable Cure of Paralysis 
yesterday." "It won't do, sir. You_ must pay now 
or I will take the necessary steps." "Oh! vel!," One Week. 

in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weelrs. 

"'Tis God that malces the sun to know 
His proper hour to rise," etc. 

The little glimpse that I hav got Into astronomy 
slightly modifies my notions about the sun; but the 
Ideas that I hav now arrived at about the soul are 
still more at variance with my youthful instructions. 
I shall not pursue the subject, but I recommend to 
my readers Bradlaugh's tract "Has Man a Soul ? .. 
and the following speculation Irom a book that I 
some time ago took occasion to recommend to the 
readers Of THE TRU'rH SEEKER.-llylllx. 

THE forms or nature are or inllnit variety, man be
Ing the most complex knowrt to us among those that 
we call living creatures; but there is no good reason 
!or believing that when nature has produced this 
high form, man (possibly not the highest or her de
velopments), she changes her law and eternizes him, 
any more than that she eternizes any of her preced
Ing forms. There can be no elixll· of eternity for a 
form, whatever Its robeorbeautyordignltyor name. 
What is calleu souL I see to be the phenomenal ex
pression of known material conditions. To single It 
out from other phenomena and think of It as exist
Ing Independently, I must regard as a supersti
tion. .If we are obliged to rest other forms or energy 
strictly upon matter and Its functions, and- cannot 
erect them Into spiritual entitles superior to the 
laws of matter, we are committed, by the logic of the 
case, to the same course with respect to soul or mind. 
We a.re bound, in short, to consider it one partigular 
form or mind; a special formation or matter result
Ing from a special dlfforentlation of it.- Waters's 
Th1'ough Rome On. 

THE points of difference between Christianity and 
Judaism hav very much to do with a man's fitness 
to be a bishop or a rabbi. But they hav no more to 
do with his fitness to be a magistrate, a legislat&r, 
or a minister or finance, than with his fitness to be a 
cobbler. Nobody has ever thought or compelling 
cobblers to make any declaration "on the true faith 
or a Christian." Any man would rather hav his 
shoes mended by a heretical (or Infidel] cobbler than 
by a person who had subscribed to all the thirty
nine articles, but had never handled an awl. Men 
act thus, not because they are indifferent to religion, 
but because they do not see what religion has to do 
with the mending of their shoes. Yet religion has 
as much to do with the mimdingor shoes as with the 
budget and the army estlmates.-Alucaulay's Essays. 

said the tenant, "go und take der steps, und .der 
front door order ne·cessary steps In der rear of your 
vants. Dat's all rlght."-The Independent. 

TIMOTHY FLYNN was a tailor In the employ of Mr. 
Peters. Domestic affairs or Flynn and his wife were 
not conducted with harmony. Broken heads and 
dismembered articles of furniture frequently at
tested this fact. Last Monday Timothy did not come 
to work. On Tuesday Mr. Peters went to his house 
to see him. He met Mrs. Flynn at the door. A black 
eye, a bruised nose, and a triumphant smile were 
her most prominent features. "You seem to hav 
been having a devil of a time, 1\Irs. Flynn," said Mr· 
Peters; "you are all broken up. Has--" 

"Don't talk, l\'Ir. Pethers. Lord love ye, don • 
talk till ye see Flynn."-Texas Siftings. 

A FRENCHMAN traveling _by railway in Englanu 
was very anxious t<> change his shirt In order to 
make a visit arter the train had arrived at Its clestl
natlon, without taking the trouble to go to a hotel. 
His guide-book indicated a tunnel on the road, and 
he asked the guard how long the train would be In 
the tunnel. The guard mistook his question, and 
supposing he asked how !mig before the train would 
reach the tunnel, answered briefly," Ii:alf ~~hour.'' 
The carriage in which the Frenchman was traveling 
contained several ladles and gentlemen. The tra v
eler got down his valise and unlocked it, and made 
everything ready for a change of apparel while they 
were in the tunnel. As soon as they entered it he 
pulled off his shirt and prepareu to put on a clean 
one, but imagin his surprise on discavering that the 
train remained only three minutes In the tunnel in
stea<l or thirty! As they came out Into open dayllgh t 
he was standing in their midst In a condition quite 
unfit ror a mixed company or ladles and gentlemen. 

A WELL-KNOWN _bishop, eminent in his position 
and in personal dignity, during the exercise or his 
official duties was once quartered upon the wealthi
est resident or a certain village, whose wife chanced 
to be away from home. The bishop, with grim 
humor, frequently complains at being put into the 
spare room, which Is opened especially ror him and 
the encouragement of rheumatism. He is withal a 
slim man, and on this occasion, when his host in
quired how he had slept and hoped he had passed an 
agreeable night, :tie answered with some vehemence, 
"No, I did not; I passed a very disagreeable night 
indeed." The. bishop departed, and when the wife 
of his host returned she naturally Inquired who had 
been in the house in her absence. "Bishop P--," 
said the husband. "Bishop P--1" exclaimed the 
good woman. "And where- did you put him to 
sleep?" "In the spare bed, of course." "In the 
spare bed I" shrieked the horrified matron. " Why, 
I put all the silverware under the mattress before I 

JESus said that one of the twelve had a devil, but I went away I" 
am not prepared to say whether he meant the un- A GENTLEnU.N stopped his horse at a toll gate, and 
faithful and cowardly Peter, to whom he entrusted not seeing the gatekeeper, went Into the house. 
the keys or heaven, or Judas, who sold him for Finding no one, he began a general search, and 
money-thirty pieces of sliver, If my memory senes finally discovered the gatekeeper out in the field at 
me right-just as'would nearly any bishop or the work. Although the old man was quite a distance 
present day. The b!Bhops preach that it is as dlffl- away, the gentleman went into the t\eld to tbe old 
cult for a rich man to get into heaven as ror a camel man, and said: 
to go through the eye or a needle; yet they enrich "You are the toll-gate keeper, I believe ?" 
themselvs and their families as greedily as if th9y, "Yes, sir," the old man replied, turning and Jean-
at any rate, never expected to smell brimstone as a lng on his hoe handle. 
consequence.-Bradlaugh's Few Worcls Abmt the JJevil. "Well, I want to go through the gate." 

J"ANG SYNE, in Eden's bonny yard, 
When youthfu' lovers first were paired, 
And a' the soul of love they shared 

The raptured hour, 
Sweet on the fragrant, fiowery sward 

In shady bower; 
Then you, ye auld sneck-drawln dog, 
Ye cam' to paradise incog., 
And played on man a cursed bogue, 

(Black be your fa' I ) 
And gled the infant world a shog,

Malst ruined a'.-B!lms. 

A DUNGEON horrible, on all sides round, 
As one great furnace, fiamed; yet from those fiames 
No light, but raCher darkness visible 
Served only to discover sights of woe; 
Regions or sorrow, doleful shades, where peace 
And rest can never dwell; hope never comes, 
That comes to all, but torture without end 
Still urges, and a fiery deluge, fed 
W~th ever burning sulphur unconsumed. 

-Milton's Da,-adi8e L9st. 

"Ain't the gate open?" 
"Yes." 
"Well, why don't you go through? It's my busi

ness to be there." 
"Because I want to pay you." 
"And you came all the way out here to pay me five 

cents?" , 
"Yes, sir,,. said the gentleman, proudly looking 

the old man in the eye." 
"Couldn't you hav left the money on the table?" 
"Yes, sir, but I wanted you to know that I paid 

you." 
"You are an honest man." 
"Yes, sir," replied the gentleman, while a. pleased 

expression spread over his !ace. 
"You would hav walked three times as far to hav 

paid me that five cents, wouldn't you?" 
"Yes, sir, I would." 
"Here, John," the old man called to a boy that lay 

In the shade, "call the dog, and go along and watch 
this feller t111 he gets away. Bet a hundred dollars 
he steals something 'fore he leaves the piaoo.
.Al·kansas Travel£~·. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sit·: As I feel greatly in· 

debted to you ror the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and tlle use or your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those ar
ftlcted as I hav been that the effect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
slsin my rig'ht arm and could not use It· at all, but 
arter wearing a suit or your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number or yeat·s, rrom which I hav suf
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never round but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and if I Improve as rapidly as I hav in the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those s u1fering as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of effecting 

SHULLSBURG, WIS,, Dec. 11, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: Artel: wearing one or 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured or Neuralgia or the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source or miset·y to me ror 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief instantly. With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours resvectfully, 
- H. A, BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 

a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 
WM. H. CLEMMER, 

No. SO Eastern avenue. 

DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 
the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and If I Improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T·~esday; will soon be well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

Remember that the same appliances which will . . 
e1fect a cure in a case of Paralysis will at the same Thts lady reports herself entirely cured in less 
time eradicate CA'l'ARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same I than six ":'eeks after putting on the garments, and, 
patient. we do not, like the Old School Physician, 1 although m bed, unable to get. out, when applied, 
change medlcins every day until after dosing the , she nevertheless was able to rtde twenty miles in 
patient almost to death, lle may possibly strike~ two days after the appli~ation. The lady's name 
something (If he Is very skilful) that brings relief can be had upon applicatlOn at this Dffice, by any-
for the time being. _ one desiring to communic~te with her. 

Lad I~•. read the following testimony rrom a lady who had been su1ferlng ror two years with an' ovar
ian T_umo·~aru!-who had---been..Wkl·that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances 
were a.s 9 to 1 against recovery. In rour months' time she is perfectly well, and has not taken a dose of 
medlcin since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothing 
!Ol' you; It will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
DB. L. '.l'ENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago mY health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire ror rood, and, in fact, began to rail rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'Junto.-, 
and that the only thing that would s!tve my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the F.ureka lUa~n~tic Appl•anct>s. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at t11is faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit of 
your appliances. From the very first I felt invigorated, the tu
mor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was in my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose or medlcln. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as I hav, believing 
that they will do all and more than you claim ror them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliand'es are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances in the 
m~rket, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. J -

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, $ 6.00 
Gentlemen's Belts, - - 6.00 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, - 6.00 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5. 00 
Leg Belts, each, 4.00 
Knee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 
Sleeping Caps, 4.00 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 
Superfine Insoles, - - 1.00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon ·receipt or price, and we wlllreturn the money 
if they are not as representeu in every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case, 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are offered at less than one-third or what others are selling worthless appliances ror, yet we will 
guarantee that the magneticqual!ty Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ,ever o1fered the 
publ!c, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
in the market will attract the smallest particle of iron, the majority or such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made or material no better than hoop-iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material ror the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet is arranged in the garments upon scienti.ftc 
principl•s, and not haphazard as in all the others. We o1fer you therefore 

Tile On1y Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now offered under that head: At 
the same time the appl!cation of labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to offer them at 
about 

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trlfie higher 
than ordinary clothing. 

R In• mb .. .- that we are o1ferlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and if 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES. LIBERAL COMMISSIONS ALLOWED. 
Addrlllll for further information, Dr. L. Tenney, 

3!M Baee Street, oor. ot lith Street, Olnciniiati, Ohio, 

' I 
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IJlotes and f!klippings. 
As the time for the coronation of the czar 

approaches, every well-regulated daily news
paper is getting his obituary ready. 

A MAN has inv.ented a chair that can be ad
justed to 800 different positions. It is de
signed for a boy to sit in when he goes to 
church. 

Mrss JENNIE CAMPBELL, who was "cured" 
at Quincy, in Michigan, of consumption by 

. prayer and faith about two months ago, has 
just died of that disease. 

AN English manufacturer was lately fined 
$350 for an infringement of the faetory act. 
The inspector had found forty-five women in 
the mill seven minutes after the hour for clos
ing. 

AN Irishman named Foley, in Bradford, 
England, recently in a spirit of bravado drank 
thirty-six glasses of whisky in rapid succes
sion. Of course he died after his thirty-sixth 
drink. 

A MEMBE~ of the Massachusetts House of 
Representativs, a physician, too, has discov
ered that "small-pox is sent by the Al!llighty 
as a judgment upon land monopoly, money 
monopoly, and transportation monopoly." 

ARABI does not believe unreservedly in the 
" faith cure." He told a reporter for the Cey
lon 1imes that he preferred European medical 
.advisers for himself, but as for the women 
and children-God was good, and they would 
get well by his mercy. 

P:RESIDENT ELioT, of Harvard, says that the 
"seminaries bid against each other for young 
mendicants, who think that the community 
owes them a theological education," and that 
" the clerical profession has been deeply in
jured.by beneficial endowments." 

THE Boston sheriff who made the annexed 
remark is level-headed:. "Many women come 
to me at the jail. and want to read and talk to 
the criminals, but I tell them to go and talk 
and read to the same class that are not as yet 
criminals, and keep them from being such." 

THE Christian Leader says that the Rev. Mr. 
Friedlander writes from Jerusalem, "I know 
of no time in church history when hundreds 
of Jews were so ready to place themselvs 
under the rule and guidance of Hebrew Chris
tians." What is a Hebrew Christian ?-Sun; 

A :RECENT visitor in Maine, where the sale of 
liquor is prohibited by law, said he succeeded 
in getting a drink of whisky. The "bar" 
was the vest pocket of a hotel-keeper, and the 
liquor was poured out for him in a secret 
room. After drinking it he made a rush for 
the hotel pump to put out the fire. 

THE pastor of a church in Yonkers recently 
received a lady one hundred years old on pro
bation. Too much caution cannot be exer
cised when a century-old lady has announced 
an intention to reform. The giddy thing may 
be off to a fancy ball in three minutes after 
she solemnly promises to restrain herself.
Gazette. 

THE Texas meteor story was so much over
done as to fail of its mischievous purpose to 
excite the minds of people interested in 
science. Meteors weighing a ton or two are 
now in museums; but the Texas monstrosity, 
alleged to "cover an acre," was spread over 
too much surface, and was too far run into the 
ground for credibility. 

A wmTE:R in Leisure Hour says that "betel
nut chewing is universal among the inhabi
tants of the Malay Peninsula. The betel-nut 
seems as essential to a Malay as tobacco to a 
Japanese or opium to the confirmed Chinese 
opium-smoker. It is a revolting habit, and if 
a p~rson speaks to you while he is chewing 
his 'quid' of betel his mouth looks as if it 
was full of blood. The practice stains the 
teeth black. I tasted the nut and found it 
pungent and astringent, not tempting. The 
M8.lays think that you look like a beast if you 
hav white teeth." 

THE valuation of the property set apart for 
school purposes in Colorado is $35,000,000, 
which is exempt from taxation. · The school 
population of this young state exceeds 15,000, 
and teachers are paid at an average as fol
lows: , Male teachers, graded schools, per 
month, $120; female teachers, $57; ungraded 
schools, male teachers, $57; female teachers, 
$46. 

"MAMMA," said a little Sunday-school schol
ar, "do we all go to Abraham's bosom when we 
die if we are real good?" "Yes, my child, so 
we are taught." "All of us, mamma, all the 
little boys and the little girls, and the grown 
up people, too?" "Yes, darling, everybody." 
"My eyes, mamma, what a great big hotel 
sort of a bosom Abraham must hav, mustn't 
he?" 

THE other day a bright little girl was listen
ing to her mother, who was reading stories to 
·her, in one of which the name of his satanic 
highness was given. "Mamma," she ex
claimed, "who is the devil?" "Why, my 
child," the mother nnswered,hesitatingly. "I 
can't tell you exactly." "Oh, well! never 
mind," was the interruptiv exclamation of the 
little one; "I'll ask grandpa; I've heard him 
mention him." 

A SPANISH magistrate has hit upon a highly 
original mode of dealing with adulteration. A 
French paper quotes the proclamation of a 
certain alcaide whom Dogberry himself might 
·envy: "All articles," runs this document, "in 
the shape of wines, groceries, and provisions, 
which, upon examination and analysis, are 
proved to be injurious to health, will be con
fiscated forthwith and distributed to the dif
ferent charitable institutions. 

A RESIDENT of Spencer Brook, Minn., was 
strongly suspected of stealing from his neigh
bors. Learning of this, he confessed his 
guilt to his church, and was formally for
given. But he did not reform. He had not 
intended to. Correctly calculating that con
fidence woUld be more or less restored by his 
pretended penitence, he devoted assiduous 
nightly attention to the portable property of 
his neighbors, and the next consideration of 
his deeds was in a criminal court. 

THE editor :of the Morning Journal of this 
city acknowledges himself obliged to giv up 
the following:conundrums from a correspond
ent: " Sir: Can you explain how it is that all 
the murderers before expiating their crime on 
the gallows solemnly and publicly declare 
that they hav found Christ, whilst many thou
sands stillliv who are not murderers, and hav 
not committed ·any crime whatever, and yet 
with all their searching and desire cannot say 
the same? Is it necessary to become a mur
derer to obtain this beatitude?" 

BrsHOP ScHOBEL, of Leitmeritz, Bohemia, 
has promulgated an edict directing that a cen
sus be taken of all females who act as house
keepers for the clergy, that their ages be ob
tained, and that all under fifty years old be 
immediately dismissed; also, that in future 
fifty years and upward shall be the standard 
for a housekeeper. A you!lg Bohemian priest 
in New York says he don't exactly understand 
why the prelate has taken this action; but he 
seems to attach considerable significance to 
the fact that the bishop himself is over eighty 
years of age. 

THE work of unofficial spies in the cause of 
prohibition has received a blow in Vermont. 
Barney Barker, express agent at Rutland, was 
arrested on a complaint made by one Love as 
a common informer, Love claiming that pack
ages of liquor sent C. 0. D. from out of the 
state and delivered by Barker, as express 
agent, to the consignees upon payment of the 
price constituted a sale by Barker contrary to 
Vermont laws. Similar warrants were issued 
against other express agents. The National 
Express Company tested the legality of pros
ecutions of this kind. The court held that 
inasmuch as liquor selling was not a crime at 
common law, but was made one by a statue of 
Vermont, prosecutions could only be insti
tuted by public officials in the method pro
vided by the law. A spy could not prosecute 
for alleged violation of law. 

P AnSON WHANGDOODLF. BaxTER noticed at the 
last prayer-meeting in the A.ustin Blue Light 
Tabernacle that. Gabe Snodgrass, who was 
working his lips like the rollers of a patent 
clothes-wringer as he read his Bible, actually 
had the book upside down. "Why, Gabe,you 
am reading de sacred book upside down. How 
am dat possible?" "Dat am so for a fac', par
son. You see, parson, dis heah Bible b'longs 
to my wife, and I don't know how to handle 
hit yet. Ef I jess had my own Bible heah wid 
me, dat I has done got de hang ob, 1 nebber 
would hab made dat mistake."-Texas Siftings. 

THE English Sunday Society has resolved 
to press upon the House of Lords the ques
tion of·opening the public galleries and mu
seums on Sundays. Early in May a resolu
tion will be offered in that august body recit
ing that, whereas success .. has attended the 
action of the government in opening on Sun
days the national ,museums and galleries in 
the suburban districts of London and in Dub
lin, and whereas no opposition to Sunday 
opening has come before the house, the house 
"is of opinion that the time has arrived for 
extending the policy of Sunday opening to all 
museums and galleries supported by national 
funds." 

A REMARKABLE story was recently printed in 
the London Times regarding a young curate 
who was induced to visit a lady in his parish. 
At their first interview she impulsivly con
fessed her love, and besought him to kiss her 
just once ere they parted forever. Touched 
with pity, though not without some timidity, 
the innocent curate complied. They parted, 
she with tears in her eyes. A few days later 
the bashful dominie received a neat parcel by 
the post. He opened it to :find an instantane
ous photograph of himself in the act of kiss
ing the mysterious woman. A note accom
panied the picture conveying the cheerful in
telligence that eleven other copies might be 
secured at £20 each. The fair creature said 
that if the curate did not desire the pictures 
she hoped to dispose of them elsewhere. It 
is said that negotiations are in progress be.
tween the parties. 

THE Rev. John Snyder, of St. Louis, says of 
the book called Songs of Solomon: "There is 
no evidence to show that the book is the work 
of Solomon. It was probably written by a 
Northern poet who had no great regard for 
Solomon. Of course, 'the great king' men
tioned in it is Solomon. The North was al
ways restless under Solomon's reign, and if it 
had not been for his great executiv ability, 
rebellion would hav broken out before his 
death. The people there had no fancy for 
paying taxes for a capital which they never 
saw, and when he died and his son came to 
the throne they said: 'We'll hav no more of 
this sort of thing,' and as he would not make 
them the concessions they asked, they se
ceded. All this talk about mystical or alle
gorical interpretation is nonsense. It is as 
though you were to say of 'Hamlet,' or any 
other work, that the author did not intend to 
describe actualities, but to set forth certain 
philosophical or other principles under the 
guise of a play, poem, or other writing." 

THERE is war in Mexico-a village in Mis
souri-and the combatants are the two fac
tions in a colored Baptist church, the weapons 
being the torch and the pistol. The Rev. 
Silas Smith, the pastor, has been arrested in 
St. Louis on a charge of conspiring with 
others, and some of the sisters of t~e flock hav 
been locked up. One has confessed that she 
burnt the church at the request of her pns
tor, who, having been ousted from the pUlpit, 
was determined to hav no successor. The 
torch was applied not only to the regular 
church, but also to the house where the rival 
faction worshiped. Smith tells a story of 
persecution from his cell, and claims that his 
enemies, who were put out of the church for 
stealing "de church money," followed him, 
and one night, after he got home, "fiahed 
foah shots frew de window." At another time 
he was shot in the thigh, and he says it was 
while he was suffering from this wound that 
the church was burnt. Revenge seems sweet, 
even to the Ethio;pian in Missouri,-Sun. 

ANOTHER nitro-glycerin factory was discov
ered in Northampton, Englo.nd, last week. 

THE various Irish societies of the country 
held a convention in ~hiladelphia last week. 

IT is reported that during a storm Saturday 
last in Louisiana hailstones fell weighing 
twelve ounces. 

THE Rev. :M:iss Anno. Oliver, of Brooklyn, 
closed her church last Sunday. The building 
has been sold out. 

ENGLAND is to ask for the extradition of 
twelve Irishmen from the United States sus
pected of murder. 

·Two more men hav been found guilty of 
complicity in the Phenix Park murders, and 
sentenced to death. 

A TERRIFIC storm swept through Texas on· 
the 29th, destroying many lives and wrecking 
property to a frightful extent. 

THIEVEs broke through and stole the com
munion service of the Universo.list church o.t 
Everett, Mass., on Sunday last. 

BEECHER last Sunday preached a vigorous 
protest against the hindrances to liberty of 
thought and speech in the pulpit. 

BARNUM has imported thirteenNubians from 
Africa to add to his circus. They are de
scribed as jet black and handsome. 

A FIVE-THOUsAND-DOLLAR pigeon-shooting 
match is talked of between an amateur of 
Philadelphia and an English nobleman. 

THE Japanese army has been increased to 
120,000 men. The government. is suspicious 
that China has designs upon the Japanese 
empire. 

A MONEY lender named Macduff, of this 
city, shot his wife and child and then killed 
himself on the 27th ult. Financial trouble is 
supposed to hav turned his head. 

A WrscoNsiN farmer has sheared thirty 
pounds and eight ounces of wool from n buck 
weighing 153 pounds, which equals one pound 
of wool from four pounds of flesh. 

TALMAGE preached last Sundny from the 
text "The time of singing birds has come." 
Snow fell while he delivered the sermon, and 
the temperature was much like the 1st of 
March. 

T!IE Rev. C. E. Felton, pastor of a Baltimore 
Methodist church, has introduced responsiv 
services into his worship. Old-fashioned 
Methodists in his congregation are inclined to 
protest. 

BROOKLYN police are remarkably vigilant in 
enforcing the Sunday law. A truckman who 
did not get his cart unloaded until a few 
minutes after 12 o'clock Saturday night was 
arrested. 

REsOLUTIONs hav been adopted by the Meth
odist ministers of Cincinnati to the effect that 
the coming music festival in that city will be 
detrimental to morals, and advising Jl'[ethodists 
to keep away from it. 

SuLLIVAN, the pugilist, had a hemorrhage one 
day last week, and he thought he was about 
to die. A priest was called and the last rites 
administered, after which Sullivan recovered. 
His enemies say it was no hemorrhage, but 
jim jams. 

THE Hon. Philip B. Thompson, of Ken
tucky, shot and killed, on the 27th, a man 
whom he charges with tho sednction of his 
wife. The parties are prominent persons and 
well connected, and much excitement is felt 
in the locality where they reside. 

MAY 24th, the day on which the big bridge 
between New York and Brooklyn is to be 
opened, is Queen Victoria's birthday. The 
Central Labor Union passed resolutions last 
Sunday deprecating the choice of that day by 
the trustees, and suggested May 30th, Decora· 
tion Dar 
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time when these three acts we ~-performed. The do hav food in heaven. Which are we to believe? 
first act was that of rest; this , place on the sev- We are assured if we do not believe God's chosen 
enth day. The second apd;i'\111l1iird acts took place servants we shall certainly be damned. But if we 
when the seventh day wa~?'P;ist; hence it was on the believe them we must disbelieve the Bible, and_ we 

The Sabbath. first day of the second _;Weel.i( God blessed the seventh are assured if we disbelieve the Bible we shhll be 
IS THERE ANY AU'l'HORITY FOR SUNDAY KEEPING? STATE- day and set it apart MrJtloly use. The blessing and damned. The only safe way is simply not to believe 

IliENTS Ol!' THE BIBLE, CHRIST, AND THE BEST ACCREDITED sanctification of th~s~enth day therefore relate not either. 
CHURCH HISTORIANS. to the first seve:q,tllday of time, but to the seventh But do angels eat in heaven ? Read just what the 

It is not less strange than true that in this age of day of the week" for all time to come, to commemorate Bible says: 
bibles very few know what the Bible does contain. God's rest o;t1hat day from the work of creation. "Though he had .commanded the clouds from above, and 
It · d f d th t · t 1 · th · · opened the doors of heaven, IS revere or goo a exis s on y m e Imagma- "Where re the children of Israel shall keep the Sabbath, "And had rained down manna upon them to eat, and had 
tion of its admirers. Reverence for the Bible is to obser e the Sabbath throughout their generattons for a given them of the corn of heaven. 
greatest on the part of those who hav but slio·ht ac- perpet• al covenant. "Man did eat angel's food: he sent them meat to the full" 

· t · "th •t Int" t · t "a· l "n is a si""n between me and the children of Israel for- (P 1 1 ··· 23 25) quam ance WI I.· . Ima e acqu~m ance Ispe s evf!I( for in si~ days the Lord made heaven and earth, and on sa ms xxvm, - · 
all reverence and Its supposed sanctity. Just as we 1 tl::ie seventh day he rested and was refreshed" (Exodus xxxi Manna that fed the children of Israel for forty 
hav reverenced priest or minister, our awe and ad-· 16, 17). ' years in the wilderness, the corn of heaven, is angel's 
n:irati_on we:·e really ~or vi_rtu~s, goodness, a!ld sane- So long as there are any children of Israel God food. The Bible. says it looks like. hoar. frost, and 
tity with W~IC~ our Imagm~twn c~othed him; once declares the observance of the seventh day (Saturday) tastes like oil. What a diet for forty years! No 
we become mtimately acquamted With the man, know shall continue throughout their generations. Just wonder the Israelites wept over it and cried in their 
him as he really is, and our awe and reverence vanish;· so long it is a sign of God's people. All are not misery. 
we no longer r_espect, and _we wonder we could ever Israel that are of Israel (Rom. ix, 6). Any people "But now our soul is dried away: there is nothing at all 
h~v been so blmd and ~oo~Is~ as to regard such a man can claim to be God's people. But here is the Bible besides this manna before our eyes" (Num. xi, 6). 
with reverence. . 4,nd It. IS JUSt ~o when we become test: Those only who are keeping the seventh day holy are We are too much of a simpleton to appreciate the 
reallJ: well acquamt~d mth the ~Ible. God's people. Thi!> shall be the sign so long as there Bible heaven. We hav lost all our ambition to "be 

It IS generally b~heved the ~1ble teaches Sunday is an Israel of God on earth. It is a. perpetual an angel and with the angels dwell." We might get 
observance; that if the Old 'Iestament taught the covenant, not .made for Old Testament times only, so we could endure the incessant rain, but to hav to 
observance of Saturday, the seventh day, the New not for old or new dispensation. So long as there is liv for all eternity on hoar frost that tastes like oil, 
Testament teaches the observance of Sunday or the a Jew on earth, an Israelite by blood or adoption, in ugh! No wonder the angels who visited Abraham 
first day.. . . . faith -or fact, this shall be a perpetual covenant. enjoyed their meal of roast veal and bread and but-

There IS no text, no word m the Bible, m regard Good Christians of all denominations insist that a ter. We are warned that for simply suggesting these 
to any change of the Sabbath from the seventh day to "thus saith the Lord" should settle all controversy. simple truths we shall never get to heaven; we can 
the first day, or Sunday-no shadow of authority for "And God spake all these words, saying: Remember the not regret it, for if admitted and endowed with crown, · 
keeping Sunday holy. There is no intimation, not one Sabbath day to keep it holy. Six days shalt thou labor and harp, and wings, we never could be content to remain 
wm·d condemning the doing of secular work on Sunday or do all thy work; but the seventh day is the 8abbath of the Lord there. We should very speedily flap our angel wings 
first day. We will pay $100 in gold fm· any and every thy God; in it thou shalt not do any work, thou, nor thy son, and fiy·back to our dear old Mother Earth in search 
such text. No such word as Sunday can be found in nor thy daughter, thy man servant, nor thy maid servant, f f. t d d al "f of 

nor thy cattle, nor thy stranger that is within thy gates. . o com or an a goo square me , even I sure 
the· Bible, Old or New Testament. "For in six days the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea, being sent to hades for desertion . 
. With the ending of the first chapter of Genesis, the and all that in them is, and rested the seventh day; where- We read in the sixteenth chapter of Exodus that 

work of creation is declared finished, although the fore the Lord blessed the Sabbath day and hallowed it" God sent the manna every morning, and the people 
first week of time was not yet completed. The sec- (Exodus xx, 1 and 8 toll). th d h to last the th ough the d when 

The term ''Sabbath" is transferred from the He- ga ere enoug m r ay; ond chapter should begin with the fourth verse; the the sun waxed hot it melted. If any gathered more 
first three verses self-evidently belong to the first brew language and signifies rest. The command, than enough and rkept it over until next day it bred 
chapter. Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy, is there- worms and stank. "Six days ye shall gather it; but 

The division of the books of the Bible into chapters fore exactly equivalent to saying, "Remember the on the seventh day, which is the Sabbath, in it there 
and verses is of comparativ recent elate. Hugo de rest day to keep it holy." shall be none" (verse 26). But on the sixth day 
Santo Caro, a Dominican monk (afterward Cai·dinal We read: "The Lord blessed the Sabbath day they were commanded to gather twice as much, and 
Hugo Cardinalis), in 1240 A.D., made a concordance and hallowed it." The Hebrew verb kadash, here on the seventh day it did not stink, neither was there 
of the Latin Bible, but without any division of verses, rendered hallowed, and in Gen. ii, 3, rendered sancti- any worm .therein. 
but a b c d e f g placed in the margin at equal dis- fied, is defined by Gesenius: "To pronounce holy, to These miracles were repeated daily and weekly for 
tances. He died in 1262. Rabbi Mordicp. (Isaac sanctify; to institute any holy thing; to appoint." forty years. Suppose one of the oldpatriarchs should 
Nathan), about 1430, made a concordance of the He- According to the Bible, God instituted, appointed, hav conceived the modern minister's subterfuge, and 
brew Bible, finishing the work in 1445. He numbered set apart, the seventh day to be kept holy as his decided God did not require observance of the exact, 
the. divisions as verses. Sabbath. definit seventh day, but only desired one-seventh 

Vatalibius soon after published a Latin Bible with If the Bible account of creation is not true in part of time should be kept holy. Suppose he pl;O-
both chapters and verses. every particular there cannot be any such thing as a ceeds to test the matter. On a Sabbath afternoon he 

So the Jews got the division into chapters from the sacred or holy Sabbath. Unless God did work just informs his good wife ·of his decision, He will prove 
Christians, and Christians got the division into six literal days, creating the world precisely as de- Moses is wrong, that it is just as pleasing to God to 
verses from the Jews. scribed in the first chapter of Genesis, then -he did keep the first day as the seventh for the Sabbath. 

There was no punctuation until the sixteenth cen- not rest, bless and sanctify the seventh day. Accord- Sunday comes, and with it hunger and need of break
tury. Punctuation was the invention of one Mantius, ing to the Bible, if he did not rest on the seventh fast. But the usual prompt and punctual wife fails 
a printer of Venice. Before his time there was not day-a literal day of evening and morning ( i. e., to call them to the much needed repast .. The impatient 
alone no punctuation, but there was no space between twenty-four hours)-then there is no obligation to patriarch at length in anger d~mands the reason of the 
words; Letterswereallequallyclosetoeachothertoend keep it, because that is the especial and only reason delay. The good wife informs him he had ordered 
oftheline. given why we should observe it. . that day should be kept as the Sabbath-they dare 

The festival of Sunday is more ancient than the Talmage, D.D., in the Christian at Worlc, says: "The not gather manna on the Sabbath day. Why had she 
Christian religion; its origin is lost in remote an- Bible account of creation of the world from a Sunday not gathered it yesterday when she knew his wishes? 
tiquity. It did not originate, however, from any to Friday, the totality of the deluge, the utter Yesterday was the true Sabbath, or seventh day, 
divine command, nor from piety toward the Chris- mobility of the sun (at the time Joshua commanded and no manna fell; there was none to gather.· The 
tian God. . On the contrary, it was set apart as a it to stand still), are no longer preached from the patriarch yells to his sons to accompany him and they 
sacred day by the heathen world in honor of their pulpit." . go out and gather manna, more than enough for two 
chief god, the srin. The claim that we owe our Sunday The learned D.D.'s, in their anxiety to harmonize days. At sundown, ;with a cahn smile of triumph, he 
to the Bible, that but for the Bible and Christianity the irreconcilable, tell us it is not the definit seventh orders the observance of the commencement of the 
we should hav no weekly day of rest from toil and day, but the seventh part of time God commands us Sabbath. "From even to even shall ye celebrate 
labor, is utterly false, in direct contradiction of the to keep. The six days of creation were not literal your Sabbath" (Lev. xxiii, 22). In the morning he 
facts of history. . days, but six indefinit periods. of a thousand or more gathers with his family around the table to partake 

Let us examin the Bible and learn what it does years-six long geological periods. . of their morning meal. No lack of manna this morn-
teach in regard to Sabbath and enforcing Sunday These "servants of the Lord" deny the plainest ing. He gathered more than a double allowance. 
keeping: cleclaration_s of the Bible, contradict· God, Christ, the .He asks the Lord to bless the food, and raises the 

"Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all apostles, and each other whenever it seems necessary cover from the dish of manna. But why do they all 
the host of them. to do so to sustain their own pet notions. But if any quit so suddenly? Why does the venerable patriarch 

"And on the seventh day God ended his work which he truth seeker only ventures to infer a doubt of the so tightly pinch his nasal protuberance as he rushes 
had made, and rested on the seventh day from all his work t th · f · t t t · th B"bl h fi 1 -
which he had made. ru 0 any s a emen m e I e, ow erce Y so wildly from his tent? Because the dish of manna 

"And God blessed.the seventh day and sanctified it, be- they are denounced as infamous blasphemers, wretch- on being uncovered proved to be a mass of putrid, 
cause that in it he had rested from all his work which God eel Infidels, contaminators of youth, impious wretches, stinking worms. He might try it the next day, and 
created and made" (Gen. ii, 1, 3). God-accursed heretics, and such sweet, loving ap- the ne:x::t, and so on until the seventh day, by which 

How perfect is the harmony of the Bible! We pellations! time he would be well convinced the definit seventh 
read: That God (according to the Bible) requires the day was the Sabbath, and that first day observance 

"Hast thou not known? hast thou not heard that the ever- strict observance of the dejinit sevenih day, and not any was a delusion and a follv. . 
lasting God, the Lord, the creator of the ends of the earth, other, we hav proof for, for forty years, he daily per- We now turn to the evidence of the New Testa
fainteth not, neither is weary?" (Isaiah xl, 28.) formed a triple miracle-in supplyingthe' children of ment. We find eight hundred and thirty-one quota

" It is a sign between me and the children of Israel for- Israel with mannar-for the express purpose of im- tl"ons in the New Testament from the Old. Christ 
ever; for in six days the Lord made heaven and earth, and on · th t d 1 t 1 b d 
the seventh day he rested and was refreshed "(Exodus xxxi,17). pressmg on· em exac . an i era 0 e ience to his says, "Search the scriptures, for in then: ye thi~k ye 

law; more especially the sacred observance of the hav eternal life; and they are they whiCh testify of 
The Bible says that the blessing and sanctification definit seventh day. me, (John v, 39). At this time no word of the New 

of the seventh day were because, although God was The doctors of divinity tell us God knows all Testament was in existence. So, then, the Old and 
never weary, he enjoyed resting; although never things. God says he does not. The Bible says God New Testaments, Moses, God, Christ, and the apostles, 
tired, he was refreshed by unneeded rest on the sev- did not know whether the children of Israel would must all stand or fall together. . 
enth day. obey him or not. So to prove them, to find out for Matthew (by none claimed to hav been written 

The second act of the creator was blessing the clay sure, he rained down bread from heaven. earlier than six years after Christ) describes Christ 
upon which he had rested. Thenceforth the seventh "Then said the Lord unto Moses, I will rain bread from as tempted of the devil in the wilderness. After a 
day was blessed above all others, and it became the heaven for you; and the people shall go out and gather a cer- fast of forty days his satanic majesty, on whom· fast
rest-day or Sabbath of the Lord. tain rate evf!ry day, that I may prove them whether they will ing seemed to hav no effect, suggested that Jesus 

The third act of the creator, according to the walk in my law or no" (Ex. xvi, 4). prove his miracle power and supply himself with food 
Bible, was to sanctify it-that is, to set it apart for Learned doctors of divinity persist in assuring us by turning some stones into bread. 
all future time to holy and religious use. when we die we shall be angels-that there is no food 

t h fi t th d f · h An 1 h d "But he answered and said, It is written, Man shall not That it was no alone t e one rs seven ay o m eaven. ge s av no nee to eat or drink. But liv by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of 
ti:me that was blessed and set apart is proved b;y the the Bible sa;ys just the reverse of this-that angels the mouth of God" (Matt. iv, 4), 
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Christ here quotes from the Pentateuch (Deut. iii), 
thus indorsing the so-called books of Moses, and es
pecially the commandments, the jolU'ney for forty 
years in the wilderness, the clothes and shoes in all 
that time not wearing out, of which the Bible does 
giv account, and the more wonderful miracle that 
clothes and shoes of the little children, instead of 
wearing out, grew larger and larger as the children 
grew from infancy to full man ·and womanhood, 
which the Bible does not account for. It is very hard 
to believe, but there is no help-got to simply swal
low the whole story. It is Bible truth and Christ in
dorses it. 

"And I hav led you forty yea:cs jn the wilderness: your 
clothes are not waxen old upon you, and thy shoe is not 
waxen old upon thy foot" (Deut. xxix, 5). 

Much stress is laid by Christians on the Sermon on 
the Mount as embodying the principles of Christian
itY- expounded by Christ himself, and that this affords 
us especial instruction and knowledge of God's re
quirements in this present time, under the gospel 
dispensation. 

And now we would solemnly entreat the learned 
doctors of divinity, and all OlU' Christian friends, to 
heed the declarations of their own elected authori
ties. Peter, filled with the Holy Ghost, under es
pecial inspiration, said: 

"For Moses truly said unto the fathers, A prophet shall the 
Lord your God raise up unto you of your brethren like unto 
me; him shall ye hear in all things whatsoever he shall say 
unto you. 

"And it shall come to pass that every soul which will no_t 
hear that prophet shall be destroyed from among the people " 
(Acts iii, 22, 23). 

"This is my beloved son in whom I am well pleased: hear 
ye him " (Matt. xvii, 5). 

Let us hear Christ. Let us at least make sure just 
what Christ does teach: 

"Let your light so shine before men that they may see 
your good works and glorify your father which is in heaven" 
(Matt. v, 16). 

Doctors of divinity tell us the seventh day was to 
glorify the father, the creator. But we, under the 
latter or gospel dispensation, keep the first day
Christ's resmrection day, the Lord's day-to glorify 
the son, our savior Jesus Christ. 

But this is to repudiate the instructions of Christ 
himself. "YolU' good works," says Christ, "should 
glorify the creator, not me, but my father in heaven." 

Doctors of divinity say: "Christ destroyed the old 
law. The old law with its old Jewish seventh-day 
Sabbath has passed away. We are living under 
the changed or new law. Christ destroyed the old 
law; changed the keeping of Satmday to keeping 
Sunday the Lord's day." 

"Think not that I am come to destroy the law qr the 
prophets; I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil" (Matt. v, 17). 

Come to fulfil. Doctors of divinity say, "He did 
fulfil, and so did away with the law." In Matthew 
iii, 15, Christ desired to be baptized, saying:." Suf
fer it to be so now, for thus it becometh us to fulfil 
all righteousness." Did Christ's baptism do away 
with all righteousness? The word fulfil is in both 

· texts in the Greek pleeroo, to teach, to preach, to in
culcate fully. 

"For verily I say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass, one 
jot or- one tittle shall in no wise pass from the law till all be 
fulfilled" (Matt. v. 18). 

A jot is the smallest letter of the Hebrew alphabet; 
a tittle is the tiny mark over a consonant. It is equal 
to the declaration, no dotting of an i or crossing of a 
t shall be changed in the law until heaven and earth 
cease to exist. . 

Why will the learned doctors of divinity, the priests, 
and the ministfilrs be so Infidelistic? Why do they 
deny the teaching of the Bible and scorn the words 
of Jesus? 

"Whosoever therefore shall break one of these least com
mandments, and shall teach men so, he shall be called the 
least in the kingdom of heaven; but whosoever shall do and 
teach them, the same shall be called great in the kingdom of 
heaven" (Matt. v, 19). 

Wesley, who was a profound Greek scholar, renders 
this "shall hav no part in the kingdom of heaven." 

<Break one of these least commandments." All 
are agreed Jesus here refers to the moral law of Ten 
Commandments. Christians may say, "Oh! SatlU'day 
or Sunday, it is a small matter; don't believe God is 
so dreadful particular. . I shall not be kept out of 
heaven for such a little violation of the law I I will 
trust in Jesus!" But what does Jesus himself say? 
You may call this or that great or small, but if you 
break one of these least commandments you shall not 
enter heaven. . 

James, the inspired apostle, in his epistle declares: 
"For whosoever shall keep the whole law, and yet offend 

in one point, he is guilty of all" (James ii, 10). 

To show beyond all question that Chr~st was speak
ing of the Ten Commandments, he contmues: 

"For I say unto you, That except y_<mr ·righteousn~ss shall 
exceed the righteousness of the scr1bes and Phansees, ye 
shall in no case enter the kingdom of heaven" (Matt. v, 20). 

Again, in this·, . the mount Christ "The first day of the week cometh Mary Magdalene early 
<me sermon on ' when it was yet dark" (John=, 1) .. says: ", 

"Not every one that~'- L d L d h ll t . We hav proved from testimony of Jesus and the 
into the kingdom of heav~llnto me, or ' or 's ?' en er h h f S bb th k 
father which is in heaven ,:.gut he.!hat doeth thew11l of my evangelists t ere was no c ange o a a nown 

""'·tt. vn, 21). to them. vVe now call attention once more to the 
It is easy to say, ~o:~n~·llrd 1 It is possible to lack of belief, faith, and reverence for the Bible 

even do penance by VISitmg\\e slums of a city (ala manifested by priests and preachers. 
Talmage), to suffer the "ragg~i\.edge" in seeking to They .declare God's law is altered, the Sabbath 
ob~?Y. the, first great command\~'~.~:. be fruitful and changed. God says: 
multiply (ala Beecher), to sear ~"'conscience and "My covenant will I not break, nor alter the thing that is 
utter malicious defamation of the \,~:~d and noble gone out of my lips" (Psalms l=xix, 34). . 
dead (ala Joe Cook)-to do all these "'-i\llrful works "He spake the Ten Commandments with his own lips" 
for Jesus, and yet, failing to do the wi D\ \be father (Exodus xx, 1). 
by keeping his holy memorial of creat~l:i~be dis- Christ says: 
owned, cast out, and forfeit heaven at ~\. The "For verily I say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass, 
Bible say_ s so. Hear Christ: ~ one jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass from the law till all 

· · be fulfilled " (Matt. v 18). " Many w1ll say to me m that clay, Lord, Lord, hav ~ l:iot . : . 
prophesied in thy name? and in thy name hav cast\o\lt Well might Chnst say to his pretended followers: 
devils ? and in thy name clone many wonderful works? 

"And then will I profess unto them, I never knew you; de
part from me; ye that work iniquity" (Matt. vii, 22, 23). 

Christ is on our side, and we shall yet prove, be
yond possibility of refutation, that the pope's Sunday 
keepers are God's Sabbath breakers. -

We read in Matthew, fifteenth cha,Pter, that certain 
Jews came to Christ and asked why his disciples did 
not obey the tradition of the elders in regard to 
washing their hands before meals. Christ reproves 
them: "Why do ye also transgress the command
ment of God by yolU' tradition" (Matt. xv, 3). It 
appears they had a tradition that if they went into 
the temple and dedicated their all .to God, although 
they did not hav to part with any of their possessions 
(it was "corban "), they were released from all claims, 
even to supply needs of their parents-they refused 
to help then, pleading all they had was God's. Thus 
by their tradition they made void the fifth command
ment, as to-day Christians make void the fourth, 
finding it more profitable to obey the tradition and 
keep Sunday than obey God's commandment and 
keep the seventh day. Says Christ: 

"Thus hav ye made the commandment of God of none 
effect by your tradition. 

"Ye hypocrits, well did Esaias prophesy of you, saying, 
This people draweth ni~h unto me with their mouth, and 
honoreth me with their hps; but their heart is far from me. 

"But in vain they do worship me, teaching for doctrins the 
commandments of men" (Matt. xv, 7, 9). 

It was Christ's custom to keep the seventh-day 
Sabbath. Luke, the most learned of aU evangelists, 
declares: 

"And he came to Nazareth, where he had bee:n brought up; 
and, as his custom was, he went into the synagog on the Sab
bath day and stood up for to read" (Luke iv, 16). 

Matthew (written six years after Christ) declares: 
"In the end of the Sabbath, as it began to dawn toward 

the first clay of the week" (Matt. xxviii, 1 ). 

So there was a Sabbath recognized and observed 
by the apostles six years after Christ. What day 
was that? The day before Sunday or first day, for 
the seventh day the Sabbath ended ere the first day 
began to dawn? 

It is then proved beyond all question the Christian 
Sunday is not the New Testament Sabbath; fur the 
Sabbath of the New Testament-the Sabbath of 
Christ-the Sabbath of the apostles-ends before 
Sunday begins. 

Mark (written not less than twelve years after 
Christ) declares: 

"And when the Sabbath was past, Mary Magdalene and 
:M:ary the mother of James and Salome had bought sweet 
spices that they might come and anoint him. And very 
early in the morning, the first clay of the week, they came 
unto the sepulcher at the rising of the sun" (:M:ark xvi, 1, 2). 

Mark on this subject is in exact harmony with 
Matthew. When Sabbath was past-that is, after 
sundown on the seventh day-the ·women who loved 
Jesus went out and bought spices to anoint or em
balm him. If Sunday or first day had been the new 
Sabbath, would these holy women hav gone out 
shopping on it? 

Luke (not written until twenty-three years after 
Christ) declares: 

"And that clay was the preparation, and the Sabbath drew 
on. And the women also which came with him from Galilee 
followed after and beheld the sepulcher, and how his body 
was laid. And they returned and prepared spices and oint
ments and rested the Sabbath clay according to the com
mancl~ent" (Luke xxiii, 54, 56). 

Twenty-three years after Christ, Luke, the most 
learned of all the evangelists, declares the women 
rested on the Sabbath day. What day? The day 
according to the commandment-the day preceding 
Sunday, or first day ? · 

"Now upon the first clay of the week, very early in the 
morning, they came unto the sepulcher, bringing the spices 
which they had prepared and certain others with them" 
(Luke xxiv, 1). 

"Why call ye me Lord, Lord, and do not the things which 
l so.:y ?" (Luke vi, 46.) 

Goa. says the seventh day is the Sabbath, and must 
be ke})t. holy. He will not alter it. 

Chri~t. says, "'rhe law shall not be changed so much 
as dottmg an. i or crossing a t." . 

Why then with pretended piety do these ministers 
and doctors of divinity seek to coerce all people to 
disobey God, despise Christ and trample on the Bi
ble by making laws to enf;rce Sunday observance? 
Let them get right themselvs before they seek to 
compel others to come to their standard. 

One more text and we will hrrn to the evidence of 
church historiaB.s. 

The doctors of divinity make mnch of the text, 
Rev. i, 10: 

"I was in the Spirit on the Lord's day, and heard behind 
me a great voice as a trumpet." 

They declare this text givs authority fm>· Sunday 
keeping. The Lord's day, they clai!ll, is Sund ·y. 

Even allowing the Lord's day to be Sunda '
which we are prepared to prove it is not-would tl:i 
fact of John being in the spirit on that day justify 
changing the law of God that he declares he will not 
alter? vVe are willing to rest the Bible argument 
on this text. We admit, the term Lord's day !efers 
to the Sabbath-more, that the Lord's day is the day 
we should keep-that the text does prove there is 
one day more sacred than all others-one day that 
should, according to the Bible, be regarded as holy. 
Now, having admitted all that is claimed by Sunday 
keepers, we ask, What day does J olm refer to ? And 
whatever day it may prove to be we will agree to 
observe just as faithfully as any of our orthodox 
Christian friends. 

We will take no creed or catechism, no man's 
say-so; in so important a matter we will not ask the 
word of apostle or evangelist, priest or king, but 
take tlie plain word of God himself. 

What day is the Lord's day, the Lord's Sabbath? 
"And God spake all these words, saying, But the seventh 

day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God" (Ex. xx). 
But they claim we do not mean God's day; we 

mean the Lord Jesus Christ's day! So then they 
would hav us understand there is a rivalry between 
God and his son. Well, God says he is a jealous 
God, we admit, but in this instance God and his son 
are united. For we will turn to the New Testa
ment, to the words of Christ himself, for answer to 
OlU' question, What day is the Lord's day-the Lord 
Jesus Christ's day? 

"And he said unto them, The Sabbath was made for man, 
and not man for the Sabbath. 

"Therefore the Son of Man is Lord also of the Sabbath " 
(Mark ii, 27, 28). 

[CONCLUDED NEX'.r WEEK.] 

A Minister's Crime. 
Ji'rrnn the Post Express. 

What was, in what consisted, the righteousness of 
the Jews? Obedience to the Ten Commandments. 

The gospel of John was not written until 9G A.D.; 

or sixty-three years after Christ. ~ohn wa~ the be
loved disciple, learned of Jesus leanmg on his breast. 
Surely if there was any change in the law, any new 
Sabbath for Christians, John would speak of it, would 
venerate it. He speaks of the first day of the week, 
but instead of terming it the Sabbath, he simply 
calls it first day of the week. He knew nothing of 
any change of Sabbath. 

A sad story of wrong and wickedness by a minister 
of the gospel has just come to light at Saratoga. 
Rev. George T. Spencer has been pastor of the 
Methodist church at South Corinth, a village near 
that place, since May last. His wife was an estimable 
lady of a neighboring town, and she had a sister, six
teen years of age. A few d&.ys ago this mere girl 
gave birth to a child, the father being the Rev. Spen
cer. On the day after the birth of the child, a 
brother of the unfortunate girl confronted the 
minister with the evidences of his guilt. vVhile on 
the way to the house the brother met the minister 
and his wife on the road, when a sad scene was had. 
The husband admitted his guilt then and there, and 
made no effort to conceal or excuse it. The wife left 
his side and returned to the house, where she 
gathered up a few trinkets as keepsakes, and turned 
her back on home and husband forever. She went 
to her father's house, already darkened by the cloud 
of shame. The matter was laid before the presiding 
elder of the district, and a trial promptly held. The 
rascal pleaded guilty and was expelled from the min
istry. He remained about his hous~ for a few days. 
A night or two ago a band of det~rmmed men, a~·~ed 
with a bag of feathers and a pail of hot tar, visited 
the house, but the bird had flown. He learned of 
the preparations that were making for his benefit and 
left for other climes. The wronged girl is mother
less, and has the 11ympathy o£ the community. 

"And it shall be our righteousness- if we observe to do all 
these commandments before the Lord our God as he hath 
COJ:!lmanded us" (Dent. vi, 25). 
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.llditoria:l. 

WE hav this week begun mailing the fourth volume 
of "Around the World" to those subscribers who hav 
paid the $1.50 for it. We are glad to say these em
brace a good portion of the original subscribers to 
the fund, and we hope the rest will come forward 
now that the volume is complete. As we mail the 
bo9ks from our alphabetical list, those whose initial 
letters occur early in the alphabet will get the book 
first, but the difference will be a few days only. We 
also hav plenty of complete sets on hand, and shall 
be pleased to sell them to our friends. In cloth the 
sets are $6.50; in leather and red edges, $9.50; in 
morocco, gilt edges, $10.50. . 

Notes. 
ABouT twenty-nine millions of dollars are wasted on rum 

and religion in this city every year. 

IN England the pious newsvenders and printers are al
Io:ved to caricature the holy virgin, the pope, and all the 
salllts of the Catholic church, but if some sarcastic Free
thinker givs rein to his wit he is incarcerated in jail for a year 
or so. It makes all the difference in the world to the aver
age Protestant whose ox is gored. 

THE Melb~ur~e, Austr~ia, Bul.letin fires this well-aimed shot 
at the Salvat10msts: •';in English paper declares that about 
half the time of the police and three-fourths of the time of 
the magistrates is occupied in dealing with cases arising out 
of the proceedings of the Salvation Army. In fact, we sup
pose General Booth is almost as demoralizing as a low drink
ing booty 

IN tl,l~ Russian army it is proposed to substitute for the 
pre?"nt regimental flags banners bearing as emblems the 
~~ron saints of the respectiv regiments. This is to be done 

/
'by special order of the czar. It is a significant fact that the 

, worst governed empire on the globe is the most Christian, 
and the ruler most hated and detested by his people is the 
most pious. 

TJAE Agnostic, of Dallas, has these pleasant words to say of 
us: 

"THE TRUTH SEEKE11 has won such a reputation for itself 
that it needs no commendation from us. Since the death of 
D. M. Bennett it has been edited with marked ability by Mr. 
E. M. Macdonald. Besides. being ably conducted and filled 
with choice contr!bu~ions on progressiv subject~, it is the 
largest weekly penoc11cal devoted exclusivlyto the promulga
tion of the principles of Freethought in the world.' 

CHARLES BRIGHT, whose brilliant lectures in this country in 
behalf of Libera.lism will long be remembered by those who 
heard him, has arrived safely at his home in Australia, look
ing, the Sydney Libeml says, at least ten years younger. He 
has immediately gone to work, and we hear of hill} lecturing 
acceptably to large audiences. We congratulate him on his 
new lease of life, which is equally fortunate for the Liberals 
of Australia and unfortunate for the Christians of that 
province. 

WE learn that the Rochester Liberals hav pledged $100 to
ward defraying the expenses of the next meeting of the N. Y. 
State Freethinkers' Association if it should be held in that 
place. At last summer's convention it was voted to hold the 
next at Saratoga, but on consideration that place appears to 
be unavailable, as there are no resident Liberals there, and 
the hotel prices are ruinously high. The executiv committee 
will do well to substitute for Saratoga either Rochester or 
Port Jervis, in both of which cities there are many activ 
friends of Liberalism. 

GEORGE CHAIN:EY's This World has been consolidated with 
the Radical Review. Owing to the irregularity of the publica
tion of the former journal, Jlilr. Chainey concludes that his 
subscribers hav lost confidence in it, and when recently he 
sent out bills amounting, as he informs us, to nearly four 
thousand dollars, so few responded that he has been forced 
to consolidate or suspend. The worry, too, has made him 
sick, and the last number was edited from a bed of pain. We 
we regret Mr. Chainey has been forced to this step. His ser
mons are brilliant and solid, and will be missed by his many 
friends all over the country. The next best thing will be to 
get him to make a lecturing tour occasionally, 

Fon advertising purposes there is nothing like getting the 
preachers to denounce a play. If Mr. Morse should produce 
the Passion Play now, no the.ater in this city could 
accommodate the crowd that would flock to see it. Re
cently the priests and parsons of Sherman, Texas, unitec1 to 
denounce as immoral the spectacular drama of the Black 
Crook, which was to appear in that city, warning all their 
:flocks to keep away, as the play was naughty. They also pub
lished their denunciation of it in the daily papers. The re
sult was, as might hav been expected, " there was not a va
cant seat from pit to dome." The Sherman Courier says: "No 
play has been better received since the curtain first rose in 
our Opera House, and no play has been witnessed by so 
many people. .The Black Crook may not be a moral en
tertainment, but moral people see and enjoy it." And some 
heretical fellow, without the fear of the Lord before his eyes, 
asks concerning the ministers' card, "Was it a fossilized ec
clesiastical prommcinmento of Pope Innocent's iuqui.;ition, 
resurrected and printed by mistake?" Whatever the motiv, 
the showmen ought to hav seut the ministers tickets for a 
place among the bald heads in the front row. 

LAST week Thursday :M:r. Gladstone made a long and brill
iant a.ddress to Parliament in support of the A.llirmation bill, 

which, we are informed, will probablx ass the lower House still the religion of superstition, the prophecy of Christ is no 
by about thirty majority, but "~till \( defeated by the House more reliable than that of Wiggins, and the arguments al
of Lords. It is one of :M:r. Br~dy.{.gh's cherished schemes to ready brought forward by Colonel Ingersoll cannot be an
abolish the House of Lords, ~-~~they are the the means of swered by all the theologians in the world. 
preventing the passage of ~hi~ just bill it will appear to the 
world that he ought to ha"v succeeded long ago. The clergy IN discussing the condition of Catholicism in France, a 
are working hard on this bill, all the church dignitaries hav- Catholic priest in the Moclern Review makes some startling ad
ing presented to their flpcks petitions remonstrating against missions regarding his brethren of the cloth and his church. 
its passage. It is noticeable that the sects hav buried their He considers the religious warfare of"the time as between 
animosities and unit.<Jd in the effort to keep the Atheist out of Roman Catholicism and Rationalism, and does not even al
Parliament. When·· this question is settled they will resume lude to Protestantism as a power to be either feared, or a 
their pious little fights. force to be considered. Protestantism in France is evidently 

of little account. The priests, he says, hav no influence on 
THE Aucklaud Star has been crowing over having the larg- respectable society, because they hav net the respect of soci

est church attendance in Auckland of any province in New ety. The majority of them liv in absolute ignorance of the 
Zealand .. , But it has been effectually silenced by Mr. R. system of the universe. Some are not even convinced of the 
Stout, a lawyer, who shows from official statistics that rotation of the earth round the sun. For an intelligent 
though the church attendance is more than twelve per cent priest to write about astronomy is to subject himself to sus
greater in Auckland than in Otago, the attendance in schools picion as heretical. The "teaching in the theological schools 
is two per cent less, and the :humber of educated people two is shamefully poor." Half of the priests "hav never read 
per cent less, while the number of criminals is thirty per cent the Bible once through," and many cannot even explain the 
greater. Which showing leads the Sydney Liberal to inquire, scripture they are compelled to be familiar with. One con
" Is this cause and effect, or what is it?" And it is an inter- fes ed that he nev open d y b k t ·hl. b · y s er e an oo excep s revlar . 
esting question whether the church-going produces the igno- They are very generally ignorant of church history. "Kept 
ranee and crime, or the ignorance and crime the church- apart from their fellow-citizens, to begin with, by their garb 
going. We hope the church council which tries Mr. Heber as much as by their way of life, they hold themselvs still 
Newton will wrestle with this conundrum also. more aloof by reason of the aversion of which they feel them-

THE Italian authorities do not regard the pope with so much selvs to be the object. Thus they remain strangers to the 
veneration as they did a few centuries ago. He is now most legitimate aspirations of modern society, no less than 
asked to pay his taxes like a man. The notice of his indebt- to the scientific truths of which it is in full possession. They 
edness to the government was addressed to Citizen Joachim hav scarcely any influence except over the minds of women 
Pecci, which is the proper name of his popiness Leo XIII. and children. Women listen to them because their own in
His trade or profession was at the same time described as tellectual culture is, in France, so imperfect that they are 
"pope, conducting business at the Vatican palace, Rome." less disquietetil. by the want of harmony between the scien
When the taxes were paid the receipt was made out to Citizen tific spirit and the ideas of sacerdotalism; indeed, they are 
Joachim Pecci. Mr. Pecci may regard it as lowering his dig- hardly conscious of the discord; while children are as yet at 
nity to address him as "citizen," but that is a mistake. The an age when instruction is not obliged to submit to the die
psychologic philosopher of Madison Square refers to himself iates o:f good sanse. These children, however, as they grow 
as "Citizen George Francis Train," and what is good enough up almost inevitably get beyond the reach of the priest's in
for a Train is no disgrace to a pope. It is the duty o:f Mr. :flue nee. The catechisms in use are an indication of the intel
Pecci while bearing the title of a citizen to look to that he be lectual caliber of the cures and vicaires appointed at the 
always a good one. Episcopal discretion. They can hardly teach anything of 

PROFEssoR SATTLER, of Munich, Ge=any, in a recent essay dogma or morals without mixing it up with errors of princi
presents evidence and testimony from the evangelists that the pie and false representations of fact, which they themselvs 
present year of grace is not 1883, but 1888. Accord in 0 the accept as true." Of course this priest is bound to assume 
popular method of reckoning, Christ was born in the ear that he thinks Romanism will gain the victory over Secular-
754, counting from the foundation of Rome. By Profes r ism, but how he reconciles this belief with his presentation 
Sattler's method he was born in the year 749 of that era, ma of facts he does not condescend to explain. It would be a 
ing a difference of five years. The arithmetical operation by riumph of ignorance over intelligence, which we ca.nnot con-
which this conclusion is reached by the distinguished pro- veto be a permanent possibility in this century. 

fessor is complicated, and some of his data are not perfectly 
reliable, as many of them rest on the fignres given by the 
evangelists, which fact is in itself sufficient reason for con
sidering them open to doubt. The instances are very few in 
which an evangelist or other biblical writer has been detected 
in making an accurate statement regarding the things of this 
world. Their strong point was in setting forth the things of 
the next, and if the info=ation they furnish appertaining to 
that mysterious realm is equal in reliability to what they say 
about the present, it is valuable indeed! The question raised 
by Professor Sattler is one upon which the resea.rches of the 
scholarly "Antichrist" might throw considerable light. 

WE print on another page an address to the Land League 
Convention, just closed in Philadelphia, from the Nationa.l 
Land Reform Association, which has its headquarters in New 
Yor:l., The address touches upon a question of great and 
growing interest-that of land monopoly. The Land Re
fomers hold it to be a self-evident truth that by virtue of 
man's existence he has a right to a place to exist. This un
questionably sounds reasonable. Nature has spread the 
table for us all, and certainly no man has a right to more 
seats at it than he can occupy while a part remain standing. 
The National Land Reform Association is an old and time
honored institution. It has wrought many important reforms 
in land tenure in the past. Its measures are peaceful, and 
while, as stated in the address, it does not criticise the ad
vocates of violent revolution, when justifiable, it relies 
mainly upon the tl·iumph of right ideas for the accomplish
ment of the ends in view. '£he dynamite method may hav 
many sympathizers in this country, but it is a credit to the 
United States that it has few activ and practical supporters. 
Violence is not excusable in a land of popular suffrage, how
ever necessary it may be under a despotism. If the reforms 
sought to be inaugurated by this Association are, as they ap
pear to be, calculated to effect a better adjustment than now 
exists between the claims of the wealthy and the poor, they 
certainly deserve the approval and sl'!pport of all. 

A CORRESPONDENT of the New York Sun calls upon Colonel 
Ingersoll to test the truth of Christianity in a most remarka
ble manner. Bishop Warburton claims tha.t "the truth of 
Christianity must stand or fall with the ruin or restoration of 
the temple at Jerusa.lem, for, if that temple should be rebuilt 
for the purpose of Jewish worship, Christianity would not 
support its pretensions, nor the prophets, nor Jesus the truth 
of their predictions." Cardinal N ewmr.n indorses this view 
of Bi&hop Warburton. Therefore to establish the falsity of 
prophecy and Christianity, the writer in the Sun would hav 
Colonel Ingersoll attempt the restoration of the temple at J e
rusalem. Nothing more idiotic could be thought of. When 
it is considered that Christianity has already been shown in 
ten theusand ways to be a delusion and prophecy a humbug, 
and when there is not one Christian in a million who would 
accept the test as conclusiv, the addition of this evidence to 
that already possessed would not weigh so much as a hair. 
The temple at Jerusa.lem could be rebuilt, if money enough 
were raised, as easily as any other temple of the same size; 
and the prospects are that if the emigration of Jews to Pales
tine continues as it ha~ been going on foi a year or two, the 
temple may yet be reotored to the worship of Jehovah; but 
whether such ~ restoration takes place or not, Christianity is 

Book Notes. 
A NEW and handsome editl.on of Susan H. Wixon's "Ap

ples of Gold" has been issued and the price reduced to $1.25. 
This is a story book without SU'()erstition, and every Free
thinking parent should get it for the children to read. We 
hope the encouragment of a second edition will cause Miss 
Wixon to persevere in writing books of this~character. 

VICTOR HuGo's oration on Voltaire has been brought out in 
a neat pamphlet by the managers of JJfan, in both French and 
Eng!ish, to which they hav added Goethe's poem on "The 
Lodge," George Eliot's "Choir Invisible," and Longfellow's 
"Psalm of Life," which :M:r. Wakeman terms the three world 
poems. The translation of Hugo's oration is by James Par
ton, the most competent man in the world to do it, because 
he loves both the subject and the orator. We hope this pam
phlet may hav the wide circulation to which its merit and 
low price entitle it. Send T. C. Leland, 744 Broadway, 10 
cents for one, or $1 for fifteen of them, and hand them 
around. 

OF the collection of Gibbon's writings on Christianity re
cently brought out by Mr. Peter Eckler, the Investigator appre
ciatingly says: 

"This is indeed a great work by one of the most learned 
and eloquent writers of the English language, and a Liberal 
besides. It comprises all that relates to the progress of the 
Christian religion in 'The History of the Decline and Fall of 
the Roman Empire,' and a vindication of some passages in 
its 15th and 16th chapters; together with a life of the author, 
preface and notes by the editor, including remarks by Guizot, 
Wenck, Milman, 'An English Churchman,' and other schol
ars. The great ability of Gibbon as a historian and a.n oppo
nent of Christianity is well known to Liberals, and this very 
valuable volume of nearly 800 pages will be a most instructiv 
and important acquisition to their libraries. It is profusely 
ornamented with pictures of the gods and goddesses of the 
ancient mythology, and every page bears evidence of pro
found lea.rning and the most exhaustiv research." 

Those desiring to order the book can do so through us. 
The priM is $1.50, which is very low. We hav recently in
vestigated the various editions of Gibbon's works, and find 
the Bohn edition to be the best. It is in seven volumes, and 
sells for $9.80. 

A V A.LUABLE Boo:n:.-" Golden Throne" is the title of a rad
ical romance of life in the far West, written by Samuel P. Put
nam, of New York. We hav read it carefully and with much 
pleasure. The plot is one of great originality and interest, 
and the culmination is excellent. Aside from its beauty as a 
story in which love, constancy, perfidy, deceit, cruelty, hu
manity, and Christianity are faithfully depicted and por
trayed, it contains more valuable lessons in morality, science, 
and progressiv ideas, and more genuin poetry than any other 
book of fiction we hav ever read. We know of no other writer 
whose works show their author to hav the well-being of his 
fellow-man more at heart than Mr. Putnam. " Golden 
Throne " must be read in order that anything like an idea of 
its value can be formed; and no one can read it without being 
the batter for having done so. It is a book of 156 pages, 
nicely printed on heavy paper and substantially bound in 
cloth. It is sold at the low price of $1.00, and is worth many 
times its cost.-Daviess County Dwocrat. 
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The Liberal Club. · I called th~ speaker to order. The g~ntleman who 
Repm·tedfor The Truth Seelce>' by a You~g llfan whose Vm·acity we hav hitherto I was r~a,di~g THE TRUTH SEEKER put It awa:f care-

had no Occa.«on to Doubt. . fully m hiS pocket. The young lady awoke m con-
Mr. W akema~ lectu~ed before the Manha~tan ~1b- siderable confusion, and picked up her umbrella. Mr. 

eral Club on Fr1day mght of last week. H1s subJect Shook resumed his seat. Other speakers followed. 
was "Positivism the Higher Integration." There- Mr. King said there were still Trinitarians. Some 
marks were called out by a lecture delivered before of them were alive. M:r. Blissert said the Bible was 
the club three weeks previously by Mr. Shook, a mem- a sort of" police gazette" of its day. Mr. Vaughan 
her of the club who describes him~el~ as a Christian. attempted to lessen the effect of Mr. Shook's poem 
Mr. ~ akeman showed how t?e rehgwus I?rogress of by repeating one of his own, but without success. 
mankmd had been made by 1ts gods gettmg gr~du- Mr. Roosevelt said the church advised people not to 

ing died a few days before at the ripe age seventy
two. He was conscious to the last, and requested 
his friends to hear witness that he died as he had 
lived, a disbeliever in gods, ghosts, and immortality. 
No Christian ever died more tranquilly; Said the 
old man, " I feel as if I were upon a bed of roses." 
And he was, for a thousand noble deeds had blos
somed into fragrant flowers to deck his couch and 
fill his parting holll's with gladness. 

JOHN E. REMSBURG• 

all:f . farther and farther ~wa:y from t~e worshiper. lay up treasure where moth and rust doth corrupt- Address 
De1ties were at first emhodwd m the va:wus phenom- put it in the contribution box. 1\!J:r. Wakeman an- To TIIE GENERAL coNVEN

1
·roN oF THE LAND LEAGUE HELD AT 

ena of nature on earth, such as trees, nvers, and wa- swered everything in 1\'fr. Shook's speech, except the PIIILADELPJ.UA, APmL 25TH. 
terfalls. This was fetichism. A~trolatry or star-wor- poem, and the meeting adjourned. The Liberal Club The'~National Land Rq[o1·m Association sends greeting: 
ship was the next step. Polytheism followed astrol- meets every Friday night We deem it a matter of congmtulation that the subject of 
atry, monotheism followed polytheism; and each the tenure of the !ani!, involving the right of each human be-
step, the speaker said, was a "higher integration." ing to a place upon this earth, has now become the great raJ-
The next and last. integration which the world would Notes from the Field.-Etna Green and Creston. lying question for ~II who wish well to their country a_na ~0 

mankind. Tyranmcal governments are enabled to mamtmn 
be called upon to make was that of Positivism;-the Friday ev-ening, Feb. 9th, I closed my engage- their sway and work their barbarous purposes only as they 
devotion of life and purpose to mankind-Humanity, ments at Coloma and at midnight took the train for i!epeni! on and become subservient to the lani!lori!, the land 
this being' the high"r integration. Et G I d t th P'tt h Ft u-. speculator or gigantic corporations built from the operation 

v na reen, n ., a own on e 1 s urg, ' · n ayne, of the Britfsh system of !ani!-holding, which sanctions nnlim-
In the course of his lecture Mr. Wakeman alluded and Chicago R. R., fifty miles west of Ft. Wayne. ited extent to private domination. This system, whether un

somewhat humorously to Mr. Shook, and at the close At day-break we reached Hanna at the junction of der the form of hereditary ownership or that of mere com
the latter gentleman was called for. It is the cus- the P. F. W. and C. R. R. A fellow-traveler mercia! ownership and monopoly, has all the potentiality of 
tom at the Liberal Club for members to follow the h ·11 h 1 A absolute dominion over the lives and labor of those who, by 

conducted me to t e VI age ote . glance re- it are deprived of access to the soil, and the opportunities 
lecturer of the evening with ten-minute speeches, vealed that its proprietor was not a follower of Jesus; a~d resources to which they are rightfully entitled by the 
and Mr. Shook was expected to improve the oppor- for on the wall hung the portrait of Col Ingersoll, very virtue of their existence. It has long been the convic
tunity_ thus afforded to defend himself. No. one was while on the table lay a copy of the Tli[E TRUTH SEEKER. tion of the members of our association that the land system 
disa.ppointed in this regard. . Mr. Shook was present urhi'le he.re I met another stanch LI'ber~ 1 1·n the of this country is not essentially different from. that of Gr~at 

n ""- Britain and Irelani!. What was once our natwnal dommn, 
in full force, and arose promptly. He is a rather person of Prof. Cline, principal of the public schools. our fertil valleys ancl extensiv pmiJ:ies, our coal fields and 
small man, but is willing to be considered a large Noon fotmd me at Etna Green, where on the follow- mineral ranges, are now mainly in the hands of private own-
one, which speaks well for him. · As he faced the · d I d f 1 t. t f U ers soulless corporations, oi· unscrupulous monopolists, 

h mg ay commence a course o ec ures 0 a u am~ng whom are conspicuous many of the nobility of Europe, 
platform the audience perceived a bald spot on is house. An "Opera House" with seats for six hundred who think they see the opportunity of prolonging their rule 
crown, which, shining brightly in the gaslight, gave had been improvised for the occasion, a mammoth here, under the protection of republicrtn government, which 
his head the appearance of being illuminated. store-room being used for the purpose. The seating their expiring monarchies cannot much longer afford them. 
Gracefully placing his left hand beneath his coat-tails capacity was exhausted at the first lecture. On Sun- Already the coni!ition of the wealth proi!ucers in this conn
and extending his right, he said, "Mr. Chairman." day evening many were compelled to stand. My ~~r~p~~proaching that of the tax and rent i!espoilei! labor of 
The chairman acknowledged the salutation. Mr. discourse at this meeting was of a very radical In the struggle, which cannot long be postponei!, even in 
Shook reversed his attitude and continued, "If I nature, and some of the more timorous Liberals our republic, all persons must ultimately take si<'les, either 
am to be limited to the usual ten minutes I de- f d th t 't ld h t d t d' · · h th for the reign of monopoly or tho right of the whole people. 
Cline to speak." 'I'he. audience sig-hed, and Mr. eare - a 1 wou av a en ency 0 rmmiS e This is more than a national question; it concerns all civil-

~ size of our audience on the next evening. But I ized people. 
Shook was accorded twenty minutes to express his knew better. Observation and exPerience had long Our aim cannot be less than tho establishment of tho right 
views: He conducted hin:self to the platform, threw since taught me that in this age a speaker cannot be of every citizen to a footholil upon tho land. The mertsnros 
out h1s arms to sh.o.rten hrs s}eeves, rested the fo.re- too radical to draw full houses, and that the exponent and means may be the subject of some i!ifforonce of opinion. 

f h d f So far as instrumentalities are concernei!, we advocate tho finger of one hand m the palm o the ot er, an , acmg of milk-and-water Liberalism must almost invarial)ly peaceful spread of the light, with complete reliance upon the 
the au~ience, ~owed ~ffahly. But he had ~ons,~der- address empty benches. I knew that even my Chris- force of ideas, and tho patient and persistent teaching of the 
able difficulty lll gettmg under way. He sa1d: ·La- tians auditors liked these radical utterances, and people in questions of natura! right to land, while pointing 
dies and gentlemen: If a.ny of Y. ou to-night hav.come that instead of remaining away, they would return. out the disastrous and ruinous results attending unlimited 
h [1 J t ht th th t t £ ~ 1 A d t private ownership. ere ong pause o-mg WI ~ expec a lOll o again and bring their friends ruong. n so I But in saying this we i!o not intend any criticism of those 
heari"?-g Mr. Wakeman answer to-m~ht the lecture proved; at our last meeting every inch of standi'?-g- who seek through political struggle or stormfnlrevolntion to 
I delivered here three weeks ago to-mght, you were room was taken up, and had the people been fires, change so glaring 11 wrong, especially those who are d?niei! 
doomed to be disappointed to-night. Mr. Wakeman walls and ceiling would hav been occupied. The liberty of speech and of the press, and to whom despotic co-

b I d l . ercion leaves no alternativ but slavery or resistance. Tho has not to-night answered the lecture whic e IV- attendance at this meeting exceeded in numbers violence ttnd bloodsheil under such rule will ultimately hav 
ered. here three weeks ago to-night, and any one to- the entire population of the town, for the farmers to be accounted for by those who wrest the power of govern- . 
night who thinks he has answered that lecture to- had heard of it and came for miles around. ment from its true sphere, the protection of human rights, 
night has made a mistake about my lecture being an- There is a large Liberal element in and surround- to flagrantly aid in the uni!isguised destruction of those 

· k d rights and the impoverishment ttni! enslavement of tho swered to-night." These prelimmary remar s an inO' Etna Green. Henry Rockhill and wife, and Mr. people. 
·a few others having been got along with, the chair- and Mrs. Brosius, are activ Liberals who reside in History will holi! such governments ani! the systems to 
man announced that- the speaker had five minutes the country. My ymmg friend, Thomas A. Smailes, serve which they are thus perverted responsible for all dis
left. Mr. Shook. denied that he had spok. en moi.'e is the leading Liberal as well. as the most succ.essfnl orders and sufferings, rather than any persons who may be 

h d d i!riven to i!esperation by unnatural rule. than fourteen m1nutes and a half. The c an·man 1 merchant of the town. H1s success as a hmsness As to measures, we conceive the true remedy to be the lim-
not contest the point. A gentleman in the audience man emphasizes a fact that I wish could he impressed itation of plivate property in land, so that no one shall be 
went to the news-stand at the door, ;purchased a upon the mind of every Liberal in the land; an? uni!er obligation to another to pay .tnbute for its use to t~o 
TRUTH SEEKER, and began to read an artiCle by Zenas that is that a frank and fearless avowal of a man s extent of his neeil. Any system wl~wh tloes not embrace thr; p1·m-

M 1 W ld " ' · · ciple of limitation mnst Jn·ove wholly ~nrtrlcqm~te to ]Jrofcd. tlns :tat-Kent on "The Animal versus the ora or ; a opinions does not tend to work a permanent InJury uml?·ight. Those who hav arloptecl the Idea of natwnrtllza-
young lady d1·opped asleep and her urn h~ella fell to to his business or professional interests. A hundred tion of the land from the English !ani! reformers do not seem 
the floor with a loud rattle; and the charrman held times "has some timid Liberal said to me, "If my to see how nnpalatablo a system of rental by government 
his watch to his ear to assure him.self that that t.ime- vr'ews were generally known, it would ruin me." would be to the small farmers of this country, who own tho 

acres which they till, and who are not, like the English ani! piece had not stopped. The aud1ence looked t1:·ed. Tlris has led me, wherever I hav met a fearless, out- Irish farmers, accustomed to renting, but look upon it as lit-
Mr. Sh?ok w~nt on and on, making stern-wa:y rapidly spoken Liberal, ~o .ask hi~ whether. his espousal of tie better than slavery . 
. most of the time. At the end of twenty mmutes he Liberalism has mJnred hrm finanCially or not. I To lJ!ace the land now in tho hanils of landlords in tho 

'd h h 1' d · h t · h d t t h h t ld hands of the government, to be allottei! in limited holi!ings, sa1 e e 1eve m progress, u WIS e o repea cannot recall a single instance w ere one as o me would be a beneficial change, bnt without such limitation, 
that Mr. Wakeman had not answered his lecture. Be- he believed it did. There may be cases where worthy monopoly would soon be re-establishei! by the control of 
ing assured of that fact, several people strolled out men are suffering financial loss for opinion's sake, lettses as now of title deeds. An idea suggestei! by li'Ir. 
of the hall. 1\'Ir. Shook now addressed him~elf to th.e but they are rare. As a rule, I am convinc~d that Henry George we think far preferable, "tho townshipization 
Pitcher on the stand, and assumed toward 1t an att1- the road to success is broad enough for pohcy and of the land" and its administration by tho local government 

F t d or in open town meeting. tude of offel!-se. The pitc~er did not move. ears honesty to walk hand in hand. The most higo e We are of the opinion, however, that individMlizationof the 
were entertamed by those m the hack part of the hall sectarian respects candor and courage and detests land should be sought; and this can be S(lcured whenever tho 
'that 1\!J:r. Shook was about to assault the utensil he- hypocrisy. people will undo the oppressiv legislrttion of the feudnl ages, 
fore him. "I tell you," he went on, "when I see one From Etna Green I went to Creston, Ill., stopping and refuse the protection of law to the ownership of any Janel 

d f f by a person other than the one who must work upon or oc-glitteringphilosophy after another arise an flame or a day at Chicago. At Creston I gave a course o C<Ipy it. '.rbis princiJ?le of limit11t~on is not ~ew or untrie~. 
a day like a meteor athwart the sky, and then-go lectures which were well attended. Both here and It constitutes the basis of all that Is valuable m every consti
down in darkness, while the Chr.istian religion re- at Etna Green "opposition meetings" were held. tutional government. As applierl to the ownersh~p ~f the 

d f I th th t At th 1 tt land it was tried in Greece and Rome. Its subverswn m the mains unchange orever, say WI e poe : But they were conspicuous failures. e ~ er latte~ workea the subversion of tho republic. Numerous 
Place on Sunday evening their attendants are sa1cl to modern states also attest its salutary effect. Even its partial There is a Power in earth ttnd Skies · h d th half r 1 d h d 

That holds the Tbings together, hav numbered eleven, whrle we a more an ttpplication in the settlement of our pubIc an s as prove 
To superintenil ani! supervise as many hundred. At Creston O? the t?e seco'?-d of f~~uinai~id~alization of tho !ani! wouli! not, as some sup-

And regulate the Weather. evening they could rally but SIX. ~h~s so d1s- pose, interfere with .a_ny in~elligent ani! equitable system of 
(Salvation! 0 Salvation I) couraged them that they decided to grv It up an? co. operation but faci!ltate It, and would not retari!, but for-

We see it in the Brooklet Gay, let the "devil" hav a clear field for the rest of h1s ward any tr~1e social movement not based on for'leful coer-
That Warbles out its song, work. cion.' Lat;J.d limittttion appears to us tho .only effec~iv meas-

And when the Water stops to Play D · D 'd R b t 'f d mother ure to secure the right of !ani! to all. It IS the logic of the 
H. unn1ng, av1 ° er s, WI e an ' "NoRentManifesto,"themcstconsistentani!effectivweapon 

He push~~;{v!if:ngi 0 Salvation!) Wm. Mettler, 1\'Ir. Gibson, and Dr. ·woodwm:d are a ever hurled against !andlori! rule. 
few of the Creston Liberals. That able wnter and Hoping that your convention may hav a prosperous issue, 
friend of THE TRUTH SEEKER, Otto Wettstein, of Ho- I and secure the harm?ny of a well-conceived purpose, we t~n-It shrieketh in the Wind that Blows, 

And Simmereth in the Fire; 
It thawed the Alleghany Snow.s, 

And flooded all Ohier. 
(Salvation! 0 Salvation!) 

It sends with us where'er we go, 
In sunshine or in shiver, 

A Joy for every earthly Woe, 
A Pad for every Liver. 

(Salvation! 0 Salvation !) 

This poem was delivered with great effect. The 
pitcher yawned and held its nose up. The chairman 

h ll tt d d 1 t Mr Wettstein owns der you our best Wishes, and the assurance of our corchal c e e, a en e my ec ures.. · . sympathy. 
one of the largest. and fines.t Jewelry . estahhsh~ents By order of the Executiv Committee. . 
to be found outsrde of ChiCaO'O. H1s trade IS not WrLLIAM RowE, President. 
confined to Rochelle· he numh~rs among his custom- SAMUEL LEAVITT, F~rst Vice-.Pros. 

· fri d 'f' 1 ·t f the F li'IrLToN SMITH, Second VIce-Pres. ers Liberal en s rom near Y every par 0 HENRY BEENY, Rec. Secretary. 
Union. J. K. J:NGALr,s, Cor. Secretary. 

Amol).g those who signed the call inviting me to WrLLIMr HANsoN, Treasurer. 
come to Creston was Willis Roberts, one of the most 
respected citizens and intelligent Liberals of northern 
illinois. When I reached Creston he was dead, hav-

"ANSWERS TO CHRISTIAN QuESTIONS." 
Bennett. Price, :.15 e91lts. 

By D. M. 
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!Jiommunicatioqs. 

Paul at !conium, J-'ystra, and Derbe. 
More gentiles than ,T ews appear to hav accepted 

salvation at Antioch in Pisidia. · 
"Ancl the word of the Lord was talked of in all that region. 

But the Jews stirred up the chiefs of the city and the opulent 
women who with them feared God, and set up a persecution 
against Paul and against Barnabas, and expelled them from 
their borders" (xiii, 49, 50). 

Persecutors are almost always pious people. In 
this case not only the pious and wealthy women, but 
the city chiefs, "who with them feared God," were 
parties to the persecution. 

Query: Were these God-fearing magistrates pa
gans? If so, how could the writer of Acts call them 
pious? But if they were Hebrews, would they hav 
been likely to hold office under Claudius (A.D. 41-54), 
who had to expel the riotous Jews from Rome? They 
were in far better favor under the first emperor, Au
gustus, in the early part of whose reign, if not a little 
prior, we apprehend this first missionary journey was 
made. 

The stay of Paul and Barnabas at Antioch was 
very short. Shaking the dust off their feet as a tes
timony against their persecutors, they journeyed a 
hundred miles eastward to !conium. 

"And they came ancl entered into the synagog of the Jews, 
and so spoke with them that many of the Jews and of the 
Greeks believed" (xiv, 1). 

We hav alreaay expressed great doubt of the fact 
that many Greeks were converted by Paul anywhere. 
We think the Syriac text has been tampered with in 
this instance, as we know it has been in many others. 
The Syriac word for Greek is Ionath. 

"But the Jews of the class of unbelievers [in the new doc
trin ?] excited the gentiles to maltreat the brethren. And 
they continued there a long time, and spoke openly concern
ing the Lord; ond he gave testimony to the word of his grace 
by the signs and prodigies which he wrought by their hands. 
And the whole multitude of the city was divided; and a part 
we:.:e with the Jews, and a part adhered to the legates" (2-4). 

Here observe that Paul and Barnabas are called 
legates, or apostles. How did they acquire that title? 
Was it conferred on Paul when he first went to Jeru
salem and was introduced to the legates by Barnabas 
(ix, 27) '? How, indeed, can we believe that PaUl saw 
the legates at that time, when he himself says that he 
went to see Kepha and remained with him fifteen 
days, but saw no others of the legates except James, 
the Lord's brother (Gal. i, 18, 19), who never was a 
legate, according to the gospels? 

Being threatened with stoning, Paul and Barnabas 
fled to Lystra and Derbe, about thirty and sixty miles 
southeast. At Lystra they met a cripple who had 
never walked. Seeing that he had faith, Paul said 
to him with a loud voice: 

"In the name of our Lord Jesus Messiah, I say to thee, 
Rise upon thy feet." 

The Greek version omits "In the name of the Lord 
Jesus Ohristos;" but not so in the case of the cripple 
that Simon Kepha healed (Acts iii, 6). The two mir
acles are strikingly alike, and Paul's words are a lit
eral repetition of Simon's. 

The cure of the cripple at Lystra caused such a 
commotion that the people said: 

"The gods hav assumed the likeness of men. And they 
named Barnabas the Lord of the Gods [Greek Dia, 'Jupiter'] 
and Paul Hermes ['Mercury'], because he commenced the 
speaking. And the priest of the Lord of the Gods, who was 
without the city, brought oxen and garlands to the gate of 
the court where they lodged, and was disposed to offer sacri
fices to them. But Barnabas and Paul, when they heard it, 
rent their garments, ancl sprang and went among the throng; 
and called out and said: Men, what do ye? We also are frail 
mortals like yourselvs" (11-15). 

With difficulty the missionaries prevented the sac
rifice. But their popularity did not last long. Jews 
came from Antioch and !conium who succeeded in 
getting up another persecution, in which Paul was 
stoned and dragged out of the city. He was sup
posed to be dead, but the next day he was able to 
flee with Barnabas to Derbe. Here it is said they 
made many disciples, but they soon returned to Lys
tra, to !conium, and to Antioch, confirming the souls 
of the disciples and entreating t.hem to persevere, as 
it was necessary through much affliction to enter the 
kingdom of God. 

In the second epistle to Timothy we read: 
"And thou know est what I endured at Antioch, and at 

!conium, and at Lystra; what pe1·secution I endured" (iii, 11). 

But if, as the rational and some of the orthodox 
critics believe, Paul did not write the epist.les to Tim
othy, this passage goes for nothing. 

In the "Acts of Paul and Thecla" an account is 
given of the conversion of the young maiden at !con
ium, and her subsequent life (Apocryphal Acts and 
Gospels; Antenicene Library, vol. xvi). This story, 
though of great antiquity, is doubtless a forgery. 
Tertullian, about A.D. 200, says it was composed by 
an Asiatic presbyter who, after being convicted of 
the forgery, "confessed that he had done it from love 
of Paul, and was removed from his office" (On Bap
tism, xvi). 

For a synopsis of this absurd story of Thecla, see 
our "Revelations," p. 274. But how much more 
credible are most of the stories in Acts? 

PAUL RE'l'URNS TO SYRIA. 
Retracing their steps, the missionaries stopped 

again at Lystra, !conium, and Antioch, confirming 
converts and establishing elders in each church. But 
the synagogs having rejected the new doctrin and 
excluded those who accepted it, the congregation of 
believers in each city was probably quite small. 
Reaching the coast, they stopped and preached at 
Perga, the chief city of Pamphylia, where perhaps 
they had to wait until a vessel sailed to Syria. 

Arriving at Antioch in Syria, they called the chm;ch 
together and "narrated all that God had wrought 
with them, and that he had opened a door of faith to 
the gentiles." 

But the writer of Acts has alreadv told us that that 
open door was revealed to Simon· several years be
fore, and that the revelation was accepted by the 
apostles at Jerusalem. Was the church at Antioch 
unaware of those facts? It would seem so from what 
follows, unless we hav to discredit the story of Cor
nelius's conversion and its apostolic sanction at Jeru
salem. For now, after an interval of ten years, ac
cording to the marginal chronology of Acts, we read: 

"And certain men came clown from Judea and taught the 
brethren that unless ye be circumcised in accordance with 
the rite of the law, ye cannot be saved. And Paul and Bar
nabas had much trouble and disputation with them. And it 
resulted that Paul and Barnabas, and others with them, went 
up to the legates and elders at Jerusalem, because of this 
matter. And the church [of Antioch] waited on them and 
sent them away; and they traveled through all Phenicia and 
the terri,tory of the Samaritans, narrating the conversion of 
the gentiles, and causing great joy to all the brethren" (xv,1-3). 

Cesarea where Cornelius lived, Joppa where Simon 
in a trance had had a heavenly vision, and Lydda 
where he had healed a paralytic and converted all the 
town-all three cities lay on the direct route to Jeru
salem through Phenicia and Samaria. The question 
of gentile salvation had been settled ten years ago 
by the apostolic chmch at Jerusalem. But now Paul 
and Barnabas, having just settled it at Antioch, are 
on their way to Jerusalem to convince the original 
apostles that God meant to save the gentiles! 

The story of the conversion of Cornelius, if in any 
degree true, must hav been a later occmTence than 
the retmn of Paul and Barnabas from their first mis
sionary journey. But it is probably an invention
an imitation of a similar story in Matthew and Luke; 
for there is a striking resemblance between the cen
turian of Capernaum and the centurian of Cesarea. 
And if Jesus ever commanded his eleven disciples to 
"teach all nations, baptizirig them in the name of the 
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost," what need had Simon 
or the rest of the apostles of any further revelation? 
It is much safer to trust Paul's own repeated state
ments that he was the first apostle to the gentiles, 
and that he received his authority not from men, but 
from Jesus the Messiah. 

Furthermore there are historical data which con
tradict the order of events in Acts, according to our 
standpoint. Cesarea was founded by Herod the 
Great about 22 B.c., and was not finished untillO B.C. 

(Jos. Ant. xv, 9, § 6; xvi, 5, § 2). Therefore, what
ever happened at Cesarea must hav been many years 
after Paul's return from his first missionary jom·ney. 
But it is not at all probable that either Paul or Simon 
Kepha lived till the completion of that city. 

ANTICHRIST. 

What Is Science~ 

What does this sensation do ? It makes the mind 
acquainted with objects. That is, we perceive them, 
and with them their relations. 

Sensation and perception, then, are the origin of 
knowledge. 

From this point we reason forward to all the accu
mulated knowledge of the race. , We note agree
ments and differences; we find the order of phenom
ena; we arrange phenomena; but the source of 
knowledge is the sensation and the perception of 
things outside of the mind. In the objectiv world, 
not in the subjectiv soul of man, is the beginning, 
the initial point. 

Gmnting this, the1·e can be no a priori knowledge. 
The mind, simply as mind, cannot giv knowledge. 
The world of thought can never furnish one iota of 
actual matter-of-fact information. Let the mind 
dwell out of contact with matter, and it knows noth
ing, and can know nothing. Knowledge, therefore, 
in all its phases and accumulations, is entirely the re
sult of sensation and perception. Nowhere along the 
whole line does the human intellect, merely as intel
lect, supply a particle of truth. Truth is in a well, 
and that well is the continuous contact of the mind 
of man with its environments. Reasoning in itself 
never provides man with truth. Pure reasoning has 
never given the world a bit of actual knowledge. 
We may_ imagin all sorts of reasonable things; but 
reasonable things are not necessarily true things. 
True things are those things that are proved to be 
true by the human mind in actual conjunction with 
the outer world. 

The procedure of science, therefore, is this-first, 
the facts of the objectiv universe in connection with 
the mind of man, which takes in, c.ompares, and cor
relates these facts, and builds up theories concerning 
these facts, which theories, however, must be con
stantly verified by an appeal to these facts. No the
ory is true simply because it explains facts. It must 
be able to predict concerning facts, to affirm without 
fear of mistake that in such and such conditions 
certain things wlll take place; Not until this proph
ecy can be made is there such a thing as scientiP.c 
certainty. Before that ~1 is more or less guess-work. 

Now this strict "definition of science removes meta
physics entirely out of the domain of science, and a 
thousand things that people hav been in the habit of 
calling knowledge, but which is, after all, only opin
ion, although it may be a very strong opinion, so 
strong that it may make one opinionativ. But the 
most _vivid belief does not constitute knowledge. 
Theodore Parker said that he knew that he was im
mortal, but of course he did not know it. He only 
thought it. One cannot know that he is immortal 
until he has actually lived an immortality. 

So with every item of knowledge on every possible 
subject; experience is the basis of all; and experi
ence must be constantly referred to in all logical ad-· 
vances. 

I suppose some think that there is in the human 
mind an original source of knowledge, an insight 
that at certain points transcends experience and givs 
what experience is unable to furnish. This is the at
titude of the metaphysician. He believes in an 
intuitiv faculty that somehow knows without any ex
perience of things; or at least he affirms that in a:nd 
through experience something greater than what ex
perience affords is given. Experience opens a door, 
when it itself must stop; but the human mind pro-

I find that, after all, the question, What is science? ceeds, and affirms something infinitly transcending 
is the fundamental question of the- day. I had. sup- experience. · 
posed that this matter had been duly settled and that I maintain that there is no such truth-faculty in 
there would be no dispute hereafter among clear- the soul of man. What actual matter-of-fact experi
headed men as to what constitutes scienc.e. But we ence cannot giv nothing can giv. We are bound 
liv to learn, and a spirited discussion in the last Col- with experience, and cannot fly beyond it. It must 
loquium concerning the definition of science con- accompany us in our grandest processes of reason
vinces me that even the sharpest of minds disagree ing. Whatever hight we reach, we must still tread 
on this point. Science does not mean the same the firm earth. There is no royal road to knowledge 
thing to Mr. Wakeman and Mr. Andrews; so that -no eagle's flight. "Intuition" must be put upon 
scientific certainty, it seems, is impossible-for if we the shelf along with "revelation." It is no part of 
cannot hav a conception of science to which all men science. It can add nothing to knowledge. It may 
assent, then at the very start we split into sects and formulate itself into the most magnificent system of 
forever go apart. Now I hope this question can be thought; it may be "classified" until a most gar
settled; that at least we can decide what science is, geous temple is reared; but it shines only in the 
whateve1' may be our differences as .to what it can light of imagination. It is only, after all, a splendid 
do. opinion. It is not knowledge. 

I hav no doubt the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER Our knowledge is limited. It must ever be. It is 
will be interested in the discussion of this question, only by submission to these narrow bounds that any 
and I will venture to giv my idea of science; and if I truth is gained. No truth has ever been acquired 
am wrong, then I hope·to be set right. merely by a study of one's consciousness. The "sub-

The first definition that we giv to science is "clas- jectiv " method is entirely wrong, and there can be no 
sifted knowledge." Mere knowledge is not science,· such things as "subjectiv" science. It must be ob
but knowledge formulated, knowledge set in order. jectiv. It must be a study of facts. 

The main question, then, is, What is knowledge?- Science, therefore, is simply th:is: it is a classi:fi~a-
what do we actually know? Here is the battle- tion of the phenomena of the umverse as they strike 
ground; do we know anything before experience? upon the senses of man. Only those phenomena 
Speaking for myself, I say that we clo not. All which thus strike the senses can be known; all out-
knowledge comes from experience. side. is forever unknown. There can be no knowl-

W ell, then, what is experience? edge of the so-called ;' neumena," for this can never 
To this I answer that it is the human mind in be experienced. Pure being cannot be known, for 

contact with the outer world. There can be no it cannot be observed. There is no possible way of 
merely subjectiv experience. The origin of all ex- understanding being except by phen~mena .. 
perience is a sensation from something other than If there is any other definition of sc~ence than what 
the mind itself. I hav given, I should like to know 1t. I hope that 

The starting-point, therefore, of human knowledge, Mr. Andrews's lucid pen will convey some light u~on 
is a material sensation. this matter. If there is any other way by whiCh 
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knowledge can come except by sensation and per- good, as we never could without the evil. "Accord-~ 1- -· 

ception, let that way be revealed. Let us define our ing to Mr. Hale's logic, evil here is a good thing; 
words and get at some starting-point. If we cannot and in the hereafter we may be able to overcome the 
decide what science is, how is it possibleforanyrec- evil with the good, and then it will be all right; 
onciliation ever to take place? If there are two sci- and we shall then see that God designed everything 
ences and two· scientific methods, then we are as for our gTeatest good, as a kind and loving father 
much at loggerheads as before. If knowledge can could hav done, and that every vicissitude that we 
come by any other way than • by experience of the hav had to pass through here was intended to add 
material universe, I desire to know that way; but I to our happiness the1'e beyond all that we can con
can see no other way:, and science to my mind can ceive of here. 'This can be so for all that I can see, 
by no possibility transcend the results of this expe- and God be just and true; and to my mind it must 
rience. SAMUEL P. Pt:TNAM. be so, or God cannot be a just God, for I can see that 

And should he happen to lose his valuable life by falling 
through an insecure platform, why may not he, as well as 
others who hav died in the same manner, go direct to glory 
and receive a golden 'w horp ?'" 

Not Annihilated or Vanquished. 
In my last communication in reply to Mr. Sunder

land; Ml•. Wallis, and Ella E. Gibson, published in 
THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 20th, pages 42 and 43, 
I expressed a willingness to hav that be the last call 
upon me for replies to criticisms upon that subject; 
but at the same time I stated that I should not flinch 
if called upori to defend my position, if the call :was 
worth noticing. And it should hav been the last 
had not Mr. M. 0. Waggoner taken courage from 
that expression to cqme out on me in· THE TnuTH 
SEEKER of January 27th, page 53, in a scoffing, insult
ing manner, and intimating that, Jeff. Davis like, I 
would prefer being left alone, or as if I was van
quished and ready to make an ignominious retreat 
from the contest, and thus misrepresenting and plac
ing me in a false position before the readers of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. Had Mr. Waggoner read my former 
articles published in THE TRUTH SEEKER on this sub
ject, he would hav had no occasion to ask for any fur
ther information as to this God of mine, which he is 
pleased to call a" compound God," in derision, that 
can be called by so many names and yet is of neither 

justice is not meted out here, that the wronged, the 
injured, the outraged, pass off the stage of life, and 
their wrongs are not and cannot be righted here-it 
is impossible; and if they cannot be and are not 
righted hereafter, then God cannot. be a just God, 
and I wish to believe that the Eternal is just and 
true.'" Then Ml·. Ridenger asks, "And this is one 
of your reasons for a belief in a future state of ex
istence, is it,- Mr. Hale?" and says, "Now I wish to 
state right here that the above is as good a reason 
as I could wish for to make me disbelieve in a fu
ture state of existence," etc. 

What a grand scheme this Christian plan of salva
tion is ! With one simple act, one simple declaration, 
the vilest sinner may return and his sins be washed as 
white as wool. By this simple act Frank James· is 
supposed to hav surpassed Ingersoll and Huxley, 
Paine and. Darwin, and many other such men's 
worthiness, goodness, and usefulness. That is a bet
tel' plan than evolution: It would take several gen
erations under the best circumstances to attain that 
standard through his blood and hereditament. What 
a grand leader be would make in the Salvation Army· 
or at the head of a Christian crusade! 

Josh Billings says, " A bad reputation may be 
healed by an upright life, but you can't keep people 
from looking at the place ~here the old crack was." 
Now it is hoped, if the Judge tmder whom Frank 
James may be tried believes in this miraculous he~l
ino- which he claims to hav undergone, that he w1ll 
not foraet to keep his eye on the place where the old 
crack .:as. · A. J. STOUGH. 

Human Sacrifices of the Bible. 

. the Jewish nor Christian persuasion, nor person,· iwr 
gender. Mr. Waggoner has caught hold of a term 
which I used in reply to Ella E. Gibson, who seemed 
to think that I could not find any term to designate 
a God without person or gender but the pronoun it, 
to show her that there were ·several other terms that 
could be used, much more expressiv than it, and at 
the same time devoid of what she considered the ob
jectionable features of person and gender-or at least 
of gender-although I hav no such scruples myself 
about applying the masculin gender to God, for which 
I think I can giv good reasons. If any being in the 
universe bas the right to that appellation, I think the 
supreme positiv force of the universe, and which I 
believe to be the only force and source of all power, 
the one and only one living and true God, is entitled 
to that apellation, Ella E. Gibson to the contrary not
withstanding. That is my God, if Ml·. Waggoner 
wants to know, to whom all the titles named can be 
applied, and more if desired, and still remain the 
same one and only one God. Can Mr. Waggoner's 
befuddled brain comprehend that-statement? 

Very well. If Mr. Ridenger chooses to ·make that 
a good reason for disbelieving in a future stat~ of 
existence, he can do so. I hav not the least obJec
tion to his believing black to be white, or white 
black-which would be just as reasonable as to take 
that statement of mine as a reason for a disbelief in 
a future existence. Then Mr. Ridenger goes on and 
says, "I think, Brother Hale, you are deeply dyed in 
the old orthodox Calvinistic doctrin, and if I should 
giv you a few punches in a sore place, don't get 
angry at me, for I do it in friendship, as every tr~e 
Liberal should when he finds a brother leaves h1s 
eggs before his brood is hatched out." 

It is very plain to an unprejudiced reader of the 
Old Testament that the Jews while living under their 
theocracy were accustomed t.o make ~acri:fi~es of _hu
man victims. The law of such sacrifices 1s plamly 
expressed in the last chapter of Leviticus, verse 29: 
"None devoted which shall be devoted of men shall 
be redeemed, but shall surely be put to death." 

That chapter of Leviticus preceding this last was 
evidently written by the very hand which penned a 
large part of Isaiah and Jeremiah. It is too ridicu
lous to ascribe to Moses in the desert the penning of 
this talk about " destroying your high places," "leav
ing the land to enjoy its Sabbaths," "and yet for all 
that will I not cast them away," etc. That chapter 
was of a later time, although cannibalism is sug
gested in verse 29 of the most horrible character. 
Imagin a God of love declaring to his chosen people 
that as a punishment, "Ye shall eat the flesh of your 
son~ and daughters.'' Chapter xxxi of Numbers 
shows very conclusivly what was done to the devoted 
persons. All the l\'Iidianites were devoted to death, 
yet Moses was wroth because the people had saved 
the women and children alive-" Now therefore kill 
eveTy male among the little ones, and kill ·every 
woman." The virgins "keep alive for yourselvs." 

I think it unnecessary and entirely useless to say 
anything more in reply to Mr. Waggoner; nor would 
I hav considered his scoffing worth replying to at all, 
had he not misrepresented and endeavored to place 
me in a false position before the readers of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, instead of presenting fair arguments 
in refutation of what I hav written. In fact his crit
icisms, the same as all the rest of the criticisms that 
hav been presented, hav had no reference whatever 
to the main question at issue in this discussion, viz: 
Materialism; but seem to be designed to raise side 
issues to divert attention from the main question-a 
kind of flanking strategy to cover a defeat and strag
gling retreat n:om the field of battle. 

I hav not been writing these articles for notoriety 
nor for the sake of controversy, but simply for the 
truth's sake. Writing articles for publication in the 
papers is not the business of my life. I am a me
chanic, and toil daily for an honest living; but I hav 
been in the habit of doing illy own thinking, and hav 
arrived at the conclusions I hav from the conviction 
that they are the truth; and I would inform Mr. 
Waggoner and all other critics who hav already pre
sented themselvs, or such as may hereafter make their 
appearance, that I had no idea when I commenced 
this discussion of leaving the field vanquished, unless 
by fair argument. I do not intend that tirades, sar
casm, mockery, or any other sham that my opponents 
may resort to shall drive me from my position. When 
I leave, it shall be as a victor or a dead man. 

Mr. Ridenger, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of March lOth, 
page 157, under the heading of "Wrongs Righted," 
seems to be in just about the same muddled state of 
mind that Mr. Waggoner is. He says, referring to 
the same article that Mr. Waggoner refers to, in 
THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 20th, pages 42 and 43, 
that in reading it he was interested; and then goes 
on repeating what I had written, and commenting as 
he proceeds. He takes my stateme~t, that we see 
evil in the world that cannot be demed, and that I 
think it can and will work out good, and says: " Mark! 
here is the old pernicious doctrin: let us do evil that 
good may come;" which is a false inference, unwar
ranted from any expression I had made, and directly 
contrary to the general sentiment of the whole article 
he refers to. And then he goes on again and says, 
in reference to my statement, that by the contrast be
tween good and evil we can the better appreciate the 

Mr. Ridenger thinks I am deeply d) ed in the old 
CalVinistic doctrin, when every word I hav ever writ
ten on this subject has been directly the opposit of 
that doctrin-another shift of drawing false infer
ences, making false imputations, and " throwing 
mud," to get out of a difficulty, and truly character
istic of the old Calvinistic bigots and burners at the 
stake. I think Mr. Ridenger's symptoms of old Cal
vinistic self-conceit and dogmatism are stronger by 
far than anything he can gather from anything I hav 
written. I do not consider such practice any evi
dence of friendship, true Liberalism, or anything else 
that is decent. 

He says according to my logic evil is a good thing 
in this life. I answer, Yes, in the sense in which I 
understand it, and in which I hav presented it. I 
hav thought sometimes that it was the best part of 
our inheritance in this life. For an illustration, we 
will take the life of Abraham Lincoln, James A. Gar
field, Andrew Jackson, or almost any one or all of 
the greatest men that hav ever lived in the world, 
and we shall see that from the lowest condition in 
life, surrounded by the most adverse circumstances, 
poverty, and all its attendant disadvantages and 
hindrances to their advancement, they advanced step 
by step, through the exercise of an indomitable will, 
that brought into exercise every power of mind and 
body in the struggle for the mastery over themselvs 
and the obstacles in the way of their progress, until 
at last they conquered and found themselvs estab
lished in the high and honored positions they hav 
occupied on the stage of life among theirfellow-men. 
These very obstacles were necessary to bring into 
exercise and develop the innate capacities they pos
sessed· and which without those circumstances to 
bring into requisition the use of those faculties would 
hav remained dormant and inactiv, and the individu
als would hav passed off the stage of life and left no 
record or evidence of the contests and victorious 
achievements and final triumphs of the earnest and 
determined aspirants for those exalted and honored 
stations. ~ JAMES HALE. 

[CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.) 

The Coming Man. 
According to the present outlook, Mr. Frank James 

is liable to become a "shining light" in the Salvation 
Army or an annihilator of " Inger~oll and his da?ger
ous doctrin," as he expressed h1mself to an .mter
viewer some time ago. I hav seen notices of his con
version in different papers, one of which I clip from 
a December issue of the Semi· Weekly Drover's Journal, 
printed in Chicago, which I wo~d ask you to repub-
lish if you see proper: _ 

A NOTED CONVERT. 

"It ·is announced th~>t the Hon. Frank James, of Missouri, 
brother and former partner of the late Col. Jesse James, with 
whom he was for years engaged in the working of a m_odern 
device for stopping railroad trains, has ' espoused Chnstian
ity.' It may here be stated that though Mr. James_isjustnow 
sojourning at Independence, he is not in the enJoyment of 
that degree of personal independence usually accorded to 
American citizens in this 'land of the free and home of the 
brave.' He is restrained of hi,$ liberty by the authorities, on 
the supposition that he may hav been implicated in a certain 
bank robbery and a certain murder which took place several 
years ago. Hence he deems this a good time to 'e~brace 
Christianity.' While the sheriff's manacles ~mbrace h1m, Mr. 
James is willing to embrace almost anyth~ng _that offers a 
prospect of exciting a little more sympathy m h1s behalf. · 

"It is pretty thin, but if o~t~odo~ Christia~ity i~ true Mr. 
James is not to blame for ava1lmg h1mself by 1ts savmg terms. 

"And the persons were sixteen thousand, of which 
the Lord's tribute was thirty and two persons." 
What was done with these? Let us see (Numbers 
xxxi 25). "And the Lord spake (26): Take the sum 
of the prey that was taken, both of man and of beast 
(27), and divide the prey into two parts (28), and 
levy a tribute unto the Lord, both of persons and of 
beeves, and of the asses and of sheep (29). Take it 
of their half and giv it unto Eleazar, the priest, for 
a heave offering of the Lord." 

What is the heave offering? This is clearly ex
plained in Lev. xviii, 11, and from verse 26 to the 
end: " When ye bav heaved the best part from it;" 
"Out of all your gifts ye shall offer every heave 
offering of the Lord of all the best thereof, even the 
hallowed part thereof out of it." Of a thing s~cri
ficed the shoulder was offered as a heave offermg; 
the breast for a wave offering because it was waved; 
the shoulder because it was heaved (or lifted) up. 
Of a large number devoted for a sweet savor of in
cense before the Lord the very best were taken out 
or selected for the heave offering. 

That human sacrifices were familiar to this people 
we know from the story of Abraham and Isaac, also 
the case of Jephthah's daughter. Doubtless this 
J ephthah-daughter story originated among them when 
they were living somewhere betwe~n Egypt and 
Syria with those who came out w1th Danaus or 
Cecrops-those who la~er bec_ame ~nown as Lace
demonians-for they cla1med kmsph1p and left Egypt 
about the same time. The Greeks hav the story 
about Jephthah-genia being sacrificed-genia mean
ing daughter. 

In 2 Samuel xxi, we hav a remarkable case of the 
sacrifice by David of seven men to stay a famin 
among the Gibeonites. They were hung up before 
the Lord, doubtless a wave offering. And t~e Lord 
heara the prayer or responded to the. sacnfice by 
ending the famin. Just h?:V he e~ded 1t we a1:e not 
told-whether by manna glfts, quail falls, or mlracu
lous multiplication, as in the days of the seven loaves 
and two fishes. However, there is no more doubt of 
the fact of human sacrifices having been ordained 
than there is that perpetual slavery and ~>Olygamy 
were under this sole instance on earth of d1rect gov-
ernment by Jehovah. . . 

At this very time the Chines_e _were enJ~;png, under 
the devil's government, a cond1t10n of enhg?tenment, 
evinced by their great public works and th~u· develop
ment of the science of political economy mto. a prac
tical recognition of its most abstruse doctrms con
cerning land tenures, legal tender, and free trade. 
(See Hue: Chinese Empire.) HoiJr. 
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still said "Higher!" And I lifted him to a sitting posture. 
"That'll do," he said. In that attitude he died. I am a com
municant of the Protestant Episcopal church; but I hav no 
doubt the doctor died a Materialist, as he lived.' 

E. M. MAcDONALD, 

M. w. BENNETT, 
- Editor. 

"Yon say that Dr. Beard had 'almost lost faith in Chris
tianity.' He had entirely lost that belief. 'Science,' he said, 
'is the sum of what we do know. Religion is the sum of 
what we do not know. Concerning the problems whence we 
came, why we are here, and whither we are bound, I hav 
never been able to find out anything.' 

vancement of scientific knowledge, leaving the world 
the wiser for his having lived, his last wish that he 
might contribute his experiences to those who must 
follow him to the tomb; and dying grandly like a 
philosopher--yet this man is to be tormented by a 
vengeful God in flames forever ! Does the Indepen~ 
dent really mean to teach this, that this man, whose 
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"During that last hour his mind was wonderfully clear. 

whole life had been devoted to increasing knowledge, 
whose last thought was of others, with lips warm 
from affection's kisses, went directly to hell? Yet 
this is the doctrin of the church, and is true if Chris
tianity be true. All the glory of a million gods, each 
gTander than any conception ever breathed of J eho
vah~ can make of this nothing but a horrible, brutal 
superstition. Better a thousand times the Lethe of 
endless sleep than one moment of infinit torture. 
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matter than any other journal of its kirul. 

He managed his affairs. He made preparations for his fun
eral. As his strength faded, he said, 'I wish I could place 
on record the experiences of a dying man for the benefit of 
science.' He appointed as his litemry executor an Agnostic 
like himself, and directed him to finish his books in the spirit 
they had been begun in. Then he kissed his wife and little 
daughter, closed his eyes and directed the t-ying of a hand
kerchief tightly over them, and so he calmly died. 
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MARY W. BENNETT. 

SATURDAY, MAY 5,1883. "If the late William E. Dodge had exclaimed in his dying 
agonies, 'It is all doubtful,' and some Atheistic hearer had 
denounced next morning that Mr. Dodge had, repudiated 
Christianity, would it not hav been considered an outrage? 

What can it matter what Mr. Cook teaches about 
"probation ?" What does he know of what occurs 
after death? It makes the blood tingle with scorn 
and hatred of religions to see these conceited bump
kins sit in holy judgment on their fellow-men and 
consign immortal souls to heaven or hell, according 
to belief or disbelief in a Jew who never lived, or, liv
ing, died the death of a seditious malefactor, without 
even the courage to enter the great tmknown world 
he pretended he was master and owner of. The 
" economy of God " is barbarous waste of all good 
men and a wretched hoarding of all the bad. There 
is no justice, no mercy, no humanity in the divine 
economy. It is brutal revenge or selfish reward. 
For his lightest breath a man is condemned to hell; 
the commission of all the crimes in the world will not 
prejudice his claim to heaven if he believes. 

Eating the Crow Boiled by Joe Cook. 
"If, at General Grant's death-bed, somebody should say to 

him, through all the obstacles of impaired hearing, 'Seces
sion was right,' and he should respond incoherently, 'It is; I 
am,' and the assertion should thereupon be made that Gen
eral Grant had stultified· his whole life and become a Seces
sionist, the report would be scouted as preposterous. 

"But when the same thing happens at the death-bed -of a 
philosopher who has discarded the Christian scheme, there
port seems to be felt to be reasonable, probably just, and 
matt-er for general congratulation. Five words in reply to an 
ear-trumpet salutation are thought to be more than enough 
to reverse all the teachings and show the futility~of all the 
researches of a thoughtful life. 

''To me and many others it seems cruelly unjust." 

The recent death of Dr. George M. Beard will be 
remembered by all. He was one of New York's 
most eminent scientific men, a thorough and consist
ent Materialist. His treatment by the churoh was 
foreshowed by himself in a remark occasioned by the 
death of Emerson and made to his friend W.A. Croffut, 
a leading journalist of this city. Mr. Croffut had 
called his attention to an orthodox sermon claiming 
that Emerson had "repented" just before he died 
and become a "true Christian." "Oh, yes," said Dr. 
Beard, "it is the fate of leading minds. Whenever a 
man dies who has discarded Christianity, but has 
lived a reputable and valuable life and become dis
tinguished, the church feels the logical necessity of 
making him out a true believer, and there is usually 
somebody present to testify to his change of heart. 
None of us," he added, with a laugh, "will be safe 
from this sort of thing." 

Editorially the Independent eats the crow prepared 
for it by Joseph Cook in this wise: 

After Dr. Beard's death, Cook seized upon the first 
opportunity to claim him as a Christian, and gave 
utterance, in one of his interminable and lying talks, 
to the following: 

"It is not with pleasure, but from a sense of duty, that we 
publish on another page an article which seems completely 
to discredit the story told to Joseph Cook by a :M:oravian wo
man who acted as nurse about the death-bed conversion of 
Dr. George M. Beard. Having given currency in the Inde
pendent to the report, we can do no less than to publish its 
contradiction. It pleases us to hear that those who havlived 
in unbelief hav accepted the Christian faith, and we are glad 
to publish their conversion, as an encouragement to others; 
but it is better that the church should let a hundred souls go 
down to their own destruction than that it should attempt to 
convert them by falsehood or force. We would rather hav 
an asserted conversion discredited than to hav the church's 
truthfulness discredited. 

But it is well to bav the testimony of this cornered 
Christian authority that "as a rule" Christians die 
Christian, and unbelievers unbelieving. We would 
rather die with such sins as Dr. Beard had than liv 
(unless reformation were possible) with such grace of 
God in the heart as is possessed by Christians of the 
stripe of Joe Cook and the Independent. But there 
are exceptions to all rules and this rule of the Inde
pendent has an illustrious exception. Christ was a 
Christian, if he lived, but he died distracted and torn 
by doubt of the goodness of God. History does not 
furnish any such prominent case as counter weight, 
and we will be content to let the Independent rule 
stand without further exception. It is probably as 
near the truth as a religious paper ever gets. 

"When Dr. George M. Beard lay dying in New York city, 
a devout Moravian said to him: 'Trust in Jesus.' With un
impaired faculties, he answered: 'I no. I AM.' Immediately 
after this he rose up in bed and lifted up his hand, his face 
brightened1 and he said, with great emphasis: 'mgher! 
HIGH:ER !'and, in a few seconds, passed into that trance from 
which no man or angel could waken him." 

"From the fuller report now given us by Mr. Croffut we 
learn that, however honestly the nurse may hav reported the 
story about Dr. Beard's conversion, it is intrinsically improb
able, and that no one else of those about him believes it. 
When she 'said to him, "Trust in Jesus," and, with unim
paired faculties, he answered: "I do. I am."' he was so deaf 
that he could hear only when shouted to through an ear
trumpet, and was in intense pain. Others who were with 
him heard nothing of the sort. He did say 'Higher, higher,' 
when gasping from the pressure on his lungs, and his attend
ant lifted him, as desired, to a sitting posture. His wife, his 
brothers, his attendants, all of them say that he died, 'a 
scientist,' 'a philosopher,' but not a Christian believer. 
Such seem to be the facts. 

Building upon this unsubstantial foundation, the 
Ind..ependent published a leading editorial alluding to 
the " Christian death" of this eminent Materialist, 
and saying: "We are glad that, if faith came late, 
yet it came to the soul of him who doubted whether he 
had a soul." Knowing Cook as well as the Independent 
editor ought to, we are surprised that he should base 
any remarks on his authority;. but knowing Cook as 
well as we do, we are not surprised that the Inde
pendent editor should now be compelled to apologize, 
which it does in the last number. In that issue it 
prints a communication from Mr. Croffut, giving this 
account of Dr. Beard's death: 

"None of Dr. Beard's ir.timate friends who were about 
him during his last illness believe that he ever uttered the 
words attributed to him in such a way as to justify the con
clusion which you and Mr. Cook hav drawn. Mrs. Beard 
herself, who died of the same disease within a week, re
peatedly said in the interval, 'George died as he had lived
a scientist.' Her brothers, both of whom I hav seen, repudi
ate the r-eport of Dr. Beard's recantation. The last words 
Dr. Beard spoke to me are: 'You look upon a dying philoso
pher.' This, with a forced smile on his face, as he continued, 
'I hav not much longer to liv. My sensations are blunted. 
I am racked with terrible pain. I can scarely breathe. My 
sight is failing, and I am stone dettf.' This was during the 
last day of his life. I tried to speak to him. He put an ear
trumpet to his ear, and in the interval of groaning, said: 
'You must. shout in it, or I shall not hear.' Such a conver
sation was, of course, brief. 

"The appeal. to him to 'trust in Jesus,' was made to him, 
Mr. Cook says, only a few minutes before he died-that is, 
'immediately' before. And it must hav been made to him 
through the ear-trumpet in a high tone of voice. Several 
persons were about his bed at the time, carefully watching 
his condition; but nobody heard the words uttered to him or 
his response except the pious Moravian; so nobody else can 
testify. Is it fair and reasonable to suppose that he under
stood such an appeal through such a medium at such a time; 
that, in his physical torture, he was capable of thinking 
about it, and that he gave to it an answer intended as a re
cantation of the settled convictions of a life of the principles 
laid down in a hundred books and a thousand lectures? 

"Mr. Henry Crell, who had the care of the doctor, says to 
me: 'I was with him almost continuously. During the last 
two or three hours I did not leave his side. He could not 
hear anything toward the last. I heard nothing about Jesus; 
but as he gasped for breath in the pressure on his lungs, 
he said, "Higher ! higher!" I immedi~tely lifted )l~m. He 

"Dr. Beard's case, then, cannot be cited .as one in which the 
Andes bight of death gave a sudden vision of the glory of 
God such as gladly flooded the soul with light and salvation. 
There may be such cases-there perb,aps are-but nothing 
is gained by making them seem frequent. The man who livs 
a Christian as a rule dies a Christian; the man who livs an 
unbeliever dies an unbeliever. It is best that this should be 
understood to be the rule. Fresh light in the article 
of death is not to be expected in the economy of God; and 
Mr. Cook no more teaches it than we do. He teaches that 
probation continues up to the very last connection of the soul 
with the body, and he makes more of the light that may come 
then tl:ian we do; but he hQlds as strongly as any one need 
to that it is the bight of folly to expect or waft for a supreme 
illumination of the conscience in that dread hour. If the 
collapse of this story of death-bed conversion shall do any
thing to prevent the abuse of the great truth, that so long as 
moral power exists there is the theoretical possibility of con
version and salvation, whether in health, or sickness, or 
death; whether on earth, or in purgatory, or in hell, we shall 
be glad. 

This is about the most unpalatable morsel a Chris
tian paper has been compelled to swallow since Col. 
Ingersoll forced the Observer to eat its own words 
and publish that it never said that Thomas Paine re
canted. Of course it is not pleasant for the Indepen
dent to take this dose,.but we imagin that its acute 
"sense of duty" arises from the fact that had the ed
itor not made this retraction Mr. Croffut would hav 
published his reply in the great dailies, and the In
dependent would then be placed in the list of liars 
alongside Joseph Ceok. 

Nevertheless the Independer.Jt is sound in its ortho
doxy, and with great Christian equanimity consigns 
Dr. Beard to the lower regions. No reason is given, 
and none needed, for this consignment, except that 
Dr. Beard was not a Christian. He lived blamelessly, 
was moral~ honest~ and kind,. contributinlJ to l4t'l fl,d-

A Fight between Two Evils. 
The "Freedom of Worship " bill, to which we-hav 

previously called attention, bids fair to giv rise to .a 
heated discussion at Albany before our legal thau
maturgists adjourn. The object of the bill is ostensi~ 
bly to giv the inmates of the Reformatory a chance 
to choose their religion, but really is an endeavor on 
the part of the Catholics to erect their altars in this 
and other kindred institutions. The Protestants are 
now in and want to keep the Catholics out, while the 
latter of course wish to extend their sphere and take 
the little orphans under the protecting wing of the 
church. 

The Evangelical Alliance has sent to Albany a pro
test against the passage of this bill. The argument 
in its favor by the Romish church is that most of the 
inmates of the Reformatory are Catholics, or children 
of Catholic parents, and that the present sectarian man
agement is unfair. To this the Evangelical Alliance 
retorts: "Well, and if this is so, what does it show but 
that Catholic teaching and the Catholic schools are what 
produce pauperism and crime? Are you aware that 
in the state of New York the Roman Catholic paro
chial school system turns out 'three and a half times 
as many paupers as the public school system?'" This 
would come with better grace from the Secularist. 
For if the fact that the criminals are Catholics proves 
that Catholicism is no bar to crime, the equally 
patent fact that after the Catholic criminals are ar
rested and confined where they cannot escape from 
the Protestant teacher, they show no signs of reform 
and are released but to recommence their career of 
iniquity, is conclusiv evidence that Protestantism is 
no better as a moral r,Ystraint over vicious inclina
tions. 

This being the case, would it not be well to debar 
all churches from teaching their peculiar tenets and 
giv the Secular moralists a chance to try their hands 
upon the youthful miscreants ? Let Mr. Adler and 
his friends set up a school among them and teach vir
tue for virtue's sake, "without a promisor a threat," 
and see what will come of it. 
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On the Gridiron at Last. 
After several contradictory statements regarding 

the trial of Heber Newton for heresy, the committee 
appointed has finally prepared papers against him 
and will present them to the bishop of the diocese. 
If the bishop declines to act, the matter will be laid 
before the church General Convention in the fall and 
Mr. Newton will be tried by that body. 

The charges against Mr. Newton, as given by one 
of the committee, are that he has "violated the 
Episcopal church Constitution, which requires every 
candidate for the ministry to sign the declaration, 'I 
do believe the holy scriptures of the Old and New 
Testaments to be the word of God.'" This declara
tion of belief Mr. Newton, having twice signed, now 
rejects, affirming that the Bible is not the word of 
God, but only contains it, thereby opening the way 
for the wholesale rejection of various books of the 
Bible, and leaving every man to determim for him
self how much of the Bible he shall accept, a position 
which is in direct conflict with the formularies and 
standards of the church. 

"The second charge is, in the language of the 
canon, 'holding and teaching, publicly and advisedly, 
doctrin contrary to that held by the Protestant Epis
copal church.' There are several specifications under 
this cha1·ge: First, that Mr. Newton has taught a 
doctrin subversiv of the supremacy of the holy 
scriptures as a n:tl.e of religious faith and moral duty. 
Second, th~t he has virtually denied the divinity of 
Christ and the incarnation by the Holy Ghost of the 
Virgin Mary. Third, that he has discredited the 
miracles of the Old and New Testaments. Fourth, 
that he has erroneously stated the doctrin of the 
Holy Ghost. Fifth, that he has denied the second 
advent of Christ. 

" The third charge is that Mr. Newton has been 
guilty of 'acts which involve a breach of his ordina
tion vows.' First, in that, when ordained to the diac
onate, hedeclared his, 'unfeigned belief' in 'all the 
canonical scriptures of the Old and New Testaments.' 
Second, in that he promised to instruct the people 
committed to his charge out of the canonical scrip
tures, and in that he promised 'always so to minister 
the doctrin of Christ as this church has received the 
same.' Third, in that he promised to be ready with 
all faithful diligence to banish and drive awa) from 
the church all erroneous and strange doctrins con
trary to God's word. 

"The fourth charge embraces several offenses com
mitted under one or the other of the previous heads. 
First, representing the religion of the Jews as poly
theistic and idolatrous-in fact, as a form of nature 
worship; second, false representation of the mission 
and teaching of the Old Testament prophets; third, 
representing Christianity as the outcome of natural 
historical evolution, and not as a direct revelation 
from God-in other words, rejecting its supernatural 
character, as always held in the church; fourth, re
jecting the predictiv character of prophecy, and thus 
impeaching the authority and denying the testimony 
of our Lord Jesus Christ." 

These doctrins, says the committee presenting tho 
charges, are" destructiv of the foundation upon which 
the Protestant Episcopal church is built. They assail 
the citadel of the Christian faith. They rednce 
Christianity to a transient phase of natural religion. 
They enthrone the doctrin of evolution above that 
of Christ himself. The publication of such opinions 
by a clergyman of the church from pulpit and press, 
under circumstances of the greatest notoriety, has 
become a grave scandal throughout the chm;ch. To 
pass by such an offense, without rebuke or protest, 
would be to betray the faith 'once delivered .to the 
saints,' to encourage in our ministry the most danger
ous forms of belief, to put a stumbling-block in the 
way of thousands of the church's children, and to 
expose our standards and formularies to the scorn 
and derision of Christendom. The presenters dis
claim all desire to narrow the recognized compre
hensivness of the church. They are not acting in 
the interest of any party. They do not challenge the 
right of any party in the church, High or Low or 
Broad. But they insist that 1\'Ir. Newton's doctrins, 
taken as a whole, hav never been recognized as legiti
mate in the church. They are quite beyond the lim
its of any of its historical parities. They are destruc
ti.v of the basis common to them all.'' 

Mr. Newton can congratulate himself that he livs 
in the nineteenth century and not one or two ~arlier. 
It is not such a gr~at while since the church burnt 

• 

men for words less destructiv of Christianity than 
these sermons of his. 

The one thorn which rankles the most irritatingly 
in the bosoms of these churchmen is that Mr. New
ton's criticisms are true, and that Christianity is 
nothing more than a transient phase of the religious 
feeling which dominates all peoples until education 
and civilization turn it into higher channels than the 
worship of myths and the following of superstitiously 
deified human beings. . 

It is the Protestant Episcopal church that is on 
trial more than Heber Newton. By the outcome of 
the trial will be decided whether that church is sat
isfied to be a fossil, to remain where the ignorance 
of its founders left it, or whether it will acknowledge 
the scientific advance of the day and accept the con
clusions of rational scholarship regarding the Bible. 

At all events, Mr. Newton cannot be burnt or 
imprisoned. That power the church has lost. It is 
only Atheists that are now confined in dungeons, and 
Mr. Newton is not an Atheist. He has only revised 
his god a little, not abrogated him altogether. 

We congratulate Mr. Newton on his immunity 
from dungeon and stake. 

Guess-work Figures. 

these all make one report--Catholicism is the religion 
of the ignorant. The rulers, the literary and intel
lectual classes, are nearly all Freethinkers. Protest
autism has no foot-hold to speak of in France. 

The figures quoted by the Advance are utterly 
worthless as a guide, and were cooked up by a 
pious editor who had seen Cook's estimate, which he 
got from some Englishman. 

Injustice Toward Spiritualists. 
Evidently fue Christians hav been at work in the 

Ohio legislature, which has just passed a law taxing 
all melliums three hundred dollars a year for prac
ticing their healing gifts wifuin the borders of Mrs. 
Hayes's state. This law will also reach the Spiritualist 
spe~ers, says the Banner qf Light, " since medial 
power is manifested in all forms of the trance, 
whether public or private.'' 

Without at all considering whether inspirational 
speakers are controled by spirits, or whether healing 
mediums receive their power through other sources 
tl1an physical magnetism, there can be but one re
sponse on the part of Liberals to this exhibition of 
church spite, and that is condemnation. and defiance. 
For several years the doctors of Connecticut hav 
been trying to drive magnetic healers out of the 

MR. MACDONALD: Will you please giv the readers of THE state, bnt their efforts hav been defeated, mainly 
TRUTH SEEKER the other side of this very Baptist ~trticle, through the sturdy persistence of our friend Byron 
which was sent me a short time ago to prove that Christianity Boardman, of Norwich. It is a great pity that Ohio 
was progressing? Mns. G. W. PARKS. had not such a worker. 

"A general survey of Christian history shows that in avery If all professions were required. to hav a license, 
century there has been a ste11ody forward movement of Christ's 
kingdom, but in none S() wonderful an advance as in ours. perhaps the medical could stau<l it. Bnt such a bur
Careful estimates indicate that in the first century 500,000 den would be too onerous to be b01·ne, and would be 
converts were rallied about the standard of the Nazarene. By 
the close of the third century they were 5,000,000; by the thrown off by the people. Trades like pawnbroking 
fourth century they had grown to 50,000,000. In 1500 the and liquor selling, in which there are enormous prof
numbers had doubled, and there were 100,000,000. In 1800 
they had doubled again, and there were 200,000,000. In 1880 its, are properly made a source of revenue to the 
they had more than doubled again, and there were 480,000,000. state. But as well tax a lawyer as a doctor, anll the 
More converts hav been made, and more members added to ak :tld t 
Christian churches, in the last eighty years than in the eigh- law that should tax a Spiritualist spe er shot ax 
teen centuries that preceded l And yet some people think the minister and the public lecturer. To discrim
that Christianity is losing its hold upon the world l Dr. Dor- 1.nate agat'nst the Spiritualist healer and speaker is 
chester also calls attention to the fact that one-half of the 
earth's 1,400,000,000 are to-day controled by • Christian gov- monstrously unjust, and wa are much mistaken if the 
b:~:=~t,' thus offering an open door for the gospel as never courts of Ohio do not declare the discriminating law 

"But some may say this great increase has been among the unconstitutional. 
densely ignorant, while in civilized lands the church is really The law is Christian and churchly in its origin and 
losing ground. Not so; more than ninety per cent of this 
increase has been made in civilized countries. It is a strik- outcome, and whether regarded as an enormously 
ing fact, too, that the census reports of countries supposed high tax upon a legitimate calling or an outrageous 
to be full of Infidelity show that the number who declare a 
disbelief in Christianity is comparativly small. In Canada interference with religious opinions and rights, the 
there are but 5,500 avowed disbelievers out of 3,500,000. ;In people of Ohio should lose nc. time in demanding of 
Germany, supposed by some to be the very headquarters of l p •t• · 
Infidelity, the declared Atheists and Free Religionists were the legislature its unconditional repea . oh !Clans 
but 7,000 011t of 24,500,000. In France, which ninety years nowadays are altogethe1· too pliant tools in the hands 
ago obliterated religion by law, abolishe.d the Sabbath, and ex- of Christian ministers who desire some speciallegis
alted a courtesan to receive the homage due to God, there 
are now but 82,000 out of _36,000,000 who declare that they lation to either promote their own interests or injure 
hav no religion. A blatant minority in these countries, as in those of their opponents. Though fue politicians 
our own, need not make us shrink from calling them Chris-
tian countries." generally regard the clergy as a harmless or not al-

It would be sufficient to show the falsity of the together useless lot, comforting to the women and 
above figures to simply state that it was Joseph good to oversee the children's picnics, yet when these 
Cook who first put them forth. But we hav published meek and unctuous priests usk for legislativ favors 
enough in THE TRUTH SEEKER in the past few weeks they grant them, expecting the votes of the. clergy's 
to show that Christianity is not progressing. It has parishioners in return. This log-rolling can only be 
been shown by eminent churchmen that both Protest- stopped by the people who are injured turning upon 
autism and Catholicism are decaying, and if that be the ostensible oppressors and voting them out of 
the case, and it is, how can Christianity be progress- office. A few experiences of this sort would teach 
ing? the law-makers a much needed lesson, and render 

There are in the United States over fifty millions them a good deal less pliant when ministers are urging 
of people, but only some sixteen millions are church legislation affecting an unpopular or heretical class. 
corrmunicants. It iii! true that a large proportion of A politician's vulnerable point, the power he feels, is 
the balance is dominateil. and controled by the church, the polls. Remembering this, let the Ohio Spiritual
but they cannot },r counted as Christians except ists and their friends work to repeal as unjust a law 
nominally. Whil legislation is unduly and un- as is likely to be enacted for many years to come. 
justly controled JY the church, the general drift of 
thought is scientific and toward Rationalism. This 
we hav on the authority of many churchmen who 
hav been forced to concede what they would hav 
liked to conceal. 

Last week we published an extract from a Chris
tian lady's correspondence which showed, unwillingly 
to the writer, that the thought of the common people 
of Germany was all Infidel, and that although the 
state provided churches it could not induce the people 
to visit them. Rationalism and Infidelity are to 
Germany what Catholicism is to Spain. 

Canada is ce1iainly ruled by Christians, for they 
confiscate-steal--by aid of the custom house a good 
share of the Freethought literature sent across the 
line. But as for the figures given of the number of 
Freethinkers in t.hat benighted province, they might 
as well hav been ten or fifty thousand as five thou
sand, for there is no means of ascertaining. 

And the figures purpmiing to be statistical infm:
mation in France are of the same vague round-num
ber character. The only means of knowing is 
through the papers and their correspondents, and 

Lectures aud Meetings. 
E. H. HEYwoon will hold Labor Reform meetings at Claren

don Hall, New York, on Sunday and Monday, May 6th and 
7th (not Monday and Tuesday as previously announced), three 
sessions daily. 

W. F. JAMIESON may be addressed by Liberals of northern 
Wisconsin at Merillan, Wis., where he is engaged to deliver a 
course of lectures. Those who desire that he should visit 
their towns are invited to address him promptly. 

Mns. LAKE, who has been lecturing at Alliance and Salem, 
Ohio, during April, begins a month's engagement with the 
Pittsburgh Liberal League May 6th. Parties wisb.ing her 
services for June will address her at Pittsburgh, Pa. 

THE program of the Liberal Club for this month is varied 
and interesting. Last night, the 4th, Albert Brisbane, the 
well-known Fourierite, lectured upon the "Scientific ~pecu
lations of the Day," and pointed out where he cons1dered 
them superficial; on the 11th "The Function of Civil Law in 
Human Society" will be stated by Dr. Dio IJewis, whose fame 
as a medical reformer and writer is world-wide; on the 18th 
we shall be given some "Glimpses of the Microscopic World" 
by Prof. F. J. Fairfield, and on the 25th Mr. Stephen Pearl 
Andrews will tell the club something about "The Liberal 
Club ITSELF." The meetings are held every Friday evening, 
at 8 o'clock, at 220 E. 15th st . 
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Ukommunicnfions. 

Mr. Nichols's Challenge Accepted. 
Mn. L. T. NICHOLS, OF McMINNVILLE, OREGON, Sir: 

In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Ma1·ch 31st, I see a 
challenge from you, which I accept, on the following 
conditions; namely: You are to pay my actual 
necessary expenses from Modesto to McMinnville 
and return, and my necessary expenses during my 
necessary stay at McMinnville. This will not cost 
you half of the $500 which you are said to hav 
offered. For my time I ask nothing. The satisfac-

- tion of dissecting so rash a gentleman as. yourself, in 
a parliamentary manner, will be all the compensa
tion I ask. Were I able to bear my own expenses, I 
would do this also. Yours truly, JoHN R. KELso. 

Mode8to, Cal., April 11, 283. 

IS IT NOTHING BUT BRAG AFTER ALL ? 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The 

ever.-welcome TRUTH SEEKER came on yesterday, and 
I see one of my neighbors is looking for a foe worthy 
of his steel, to oppose superstition and the inspira
tion theory-Nichols of McMinnville. Mr. Nichols 
published a like challenge in the spring of 1880, and 
when made known to me by Mr. J. W. Martin, one 
of his devoted 'admirers, and with whom (Martin) I 
had a short discussion upon the same subject, I ac
cepted Mr. Nichols's challenge and promised him ac
commodation and satisfaction nearer home, and Mr. 
Martin accepted the challenge for Mr. Nichols, and 
went to him to arrange for the discussion, and that 
is the last I heard of it until this issue, March 31st., 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Mr. Nichols can be accom
modated any time without going so far for an oppo
nent, and sufficient means can ~e raised and will be 
on hand to liberally compensate Dr. J. L. York for a 
contest with this man Nichols, without an outlay of 
$500 or any money at all except on his side of the 
question. 

Oregon has more Liberals than any other state in 
the union, in proportion to the population, and as in
telligent too. I shall notify this reverend gentle
man that Dr. Y0rk will accommodate him, and hope 
he will be in a mood to take issue. JAMES K. SEARs. 

McCoy, Oregon, April 10, 1883. 

An Evening's Amusement. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE Tnu·.rH SEEKER, Sir: A 

short time ago, a Campbellite preacher stopped with 
me overnight, and of course, preacher like, felt it his 
solemn duty to put me through a bit of a catechism. 
He boasted of laying out Infidels by the score, of 
holding a number of debates with clergymen of other 
denominations, and . always coming off victorious. 
His n~me is S. B. Coryell. 

Coryell: Doctor, to what denomination do you 
belong? 

Brooks.-The Greenback, sir. 
C.-Are you not a professor of religion? 
B.-No, sir. 
C.--Don't you believe in God's word? 
B.-Never saw it, sir. 
C.-You must be joking to-day, doctor, for you 

hav surely seen the Bible. 
B.--Oh; yes. I hav seen a number of bibles

the Koran, 'Mormon, Buddhist, Jewish, and one or 
two others. But I saw nothing in either that would 
lead me to think that they were anything more than 
man's word, and if God has any word, I certainly hav 
never seen it. 

C.-Doctor, you are in very great darkness, I as~ 
sure you. Christ, who died to save, is able to giv you 
light. 

B.-He is? Well, send him along. 
C.-Christ says, "He that believeth and is baptized 

shall be saved." Now what God requires of all is 
to believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and be baptized; 
then all things will be made plain. Then will they 
know that Christ is the son of the living God. 

B.-Well, my friend, do you believe in the Lord 
Jesus Christ, and hav you been baptized ? 

C.-Yes, indeed. 
B.--Then you claim to be a true follower of Christ, 

or, in other words, you are a Christian. 

was as white as a corpse. I guess he thought I was 
going to pour it down his hypocritical throat any
way, and he stammers out, "I cannot do it."] 

Now, my friend, do not be so ready next time to 
boast of laying out Infidels. And as for your Christ, 
let me say to you that his existence is only imagi
nary. So far as a Jesus Christ of Nazareth, crucified 
under Pontius Pilate, is concerned, there never was 
any such a character.· If we take the historical ac
count as given in the New Testament, there is not a 
shadow of evidence; we take Matthew's account, and 
we find not a scratch of a pen anywhere in the wide 
world to corroborate any of his statements concern
ing him. His account of the slaughter of the inno
cents is enough to brand him as a base falsifier. No 
historian has ever mentioned it. And suppose Herod 
had issued such an order. He could never hav exe
cuted it. Why! If the fathers had not been brave 
enough to hav defended theiroffspring, there would 
hav been mothers enough-before they would hav 
seen their little darlings cruelly murdered before 
their eyes-to hav marched up to Jerusalem, and 
hung the old tyrant Herod higher than Haman. 'Tis 
a wonder that seemingly intelligent people will be
lieve anything so absurd. 

As for Luke's account, he says nothing about all 
this trouble, nor doef:l he take the young child and 
flee the cotmtry. But he allowes him to stay right 
there, and no harm comes to him. But then Luke 
brings him upon the stage some fifteen years later, 
and that may account for the difference. Perhaps 
there were two· of them, and Kersey Graves can add 
another, making it seventeen. 

The preacher now thought it was bed-time, so I 
bad him good-night, and he retired. He said nothing 
to me about Christ the next morning, and what he 
thought I perhaps will never know. 

w. P. BROOKS, M.D. 
----~.-------

Piteous Complaint of a Once Powerfi,d God. · 
"ALBANY, April 9th.-The Senate took up Mr. Boyd's bill 

to prevent the personation of Jesus Christ in any theatrical 
performance in this state. The penalty for violation of the 
law is fine or imprisonment, or both, the limit of the fine 
being not less than $500 nor more than $1,000, and of the 
imprisonment not less than six :months no:r more than one 
year." 

0 legislators, hear me, forsake your jobs and bills, 
And save me from the storm of dread impending ills; 
And while the lobby presses its schemes to rob the state 
Rush through this act or I shall be a dead god sure as fate. 
Oh, don't let any wicked men produce me in a play, 
Or of all my old-time majesty 'twill be the farewell day, 
For folks will soon discover I hav always played a part; 
Enact this bill at once then, and so we'll get the start. 
Just look across the water, see how strongly I am backed. 
No god can stand these Liberals without a stringent act; 
My present stoek of miracles is so old and musty, too, 
I wish my priests had brains enough to get up something new. 
The fact is, legislators, the world is growing wise, . 
The dust of old commandments doesn't seem to blind their 

eyes. . 
I once could use the cry of "Thus saith the Mighty Lord," 
But books and printing !made the folks a most rebellious 

horde-
The more they read my Bible the less is their belief; 
I'm lost, dear legislators, unless I get relief. 
If I should miss my little "cue," forget my lines some night, 
"Oh, shoot the god," they all would cry, with manifest delight. 
Just think, dear legislators, how much you need a lord
And I am biggest boss of all in each Democratic ward; 
There's many a one among you who no ghost of chance would 

stand 
Without my priests and cardinals to lend a helping hand. 
And so, good legislators, pray grind my ax a bit, 
And pass this bill of Boyd's at once, and do the thing that's fit. 
The state must lean upon me, and I upon the state, 
Or else the both of us will meet a dire and dreadful fate; 
So don't revoke my charter and let a rival show 
Break up the "holy business " I founded long ago. 
For we are all monopolists, and especially am I; 
Two gods would ruin business-you see the reason why-
For two full soon would grow to three, and three would grow 

to more, 
Just as Farina's family did in Cologne of yore. 
So move the previous question, and hasten to enact 
"That I'm the one and only god-omnipotent in fact." 
"It's special legislation," of course the rads will cry, 
"Against the Constitution," but what care you or I? 
Work up the opposition, don't let them dodge a vote, 
Or else the rads will board us, and down will go the boat. 

The Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
The following is the bill establishing a Bureau of 

Labor Statistics, which has passed the legislature of 
this state: 

C.-Most assuredly·! do. 
B.-Well, sir, I propose to put you to the test, and The People of the State qf New Yo1·k, represented in Senate and As-

sembly, do enact as follows : 
satisfy myself as to whether you are what you claim. SECTION 1. The governor shall, by and with the advice of 
Now in this wonderful " word " that yon dote so the Senate, appoint within ten days after the passage of this 
much on, I read: "He that believeth and is baptized act, and triennially thereafter on the first Wednesday in 
shall be saved, but he that believeth not shall be April, some suitable person, who shall be designated "Com
damned." "And these signs shall follow them that missioner of Statistics of Labor," with headquarters in the 

new Capitol at Albany. . 
believe: In my name shall they cast out devils, they SEc. 2. The duties of such commissioner shall be to collect, 
shall speak with new tongues. They shall . take up assort, systematize, and present in annual reports to the legis
serpents, and if they drink any deadly thing it shall lature, within ten days after the convening thereof in each 
not hurt them,· they shall lay hands on the sick and year, statistical details relating to all departments of labor in 

the state, especially in relation to the commercial, industrial, 
they shall recover." "The things that I do ye social, and sanitary condition of workingmen, and to the pro-
shall do, yea, greater things shall ye do." Now, sir, ductiv industries of .th~ state. 
sitting there in my case, among my medicins, are a S~C:· 3. The ~omm1sswner shall h~v P?Wer to employ such 

b . f b ttl · th d ll · · th I 'll add1t10nal clencal force1 not exceedmg m number five per-
n:un er o O es WI eac ~ ~OlSOn Ill em. WI sons, however, at salanes not to exceed in the aggregate the 
giv one of them to you, and If It does not hurt you, sum of $5,000 per year, as he may find necessary for the pur
then I will not only believe what you claim, but I\ pose of preparing the reports required by the act, and of per
will accept your religion and join your church. Here forming such oth~r _clerical duti~s us rnr:y ):le required of 
· th b ttl · .. t k •t d If Chr' t' them by the comm1ss1oner; and smd commlSSlOner shall also 
~s .e o e, sn, a e I . own. ~on are a Ilil Ia~ hav power to send for persons and papers, to examin wit-
It will not hurt you. Will you do It? [The poor devil nesses under oath, to take depositions, to cause them to b 

taken by others by law authorized to take depositions; and 
said commissioner may depute any uninterested person to 
serve subpenas upon witnesses, who shall be summoned in 
the same manner and paid the same as witnesses before a 
county court, but for this purpose persons are not required 
to leave the vicinity of their· residence or place of business. 

SEc. 4. The commissioner herein named shall.receive a. 
salary of $2,500 per year; and he shall hav a clerk at a salary 
of $1,200 per year, and there shall be allowed an additional 
sum above salaries of the clerical force, of $3,000 per year, for 
office, fixtures, blank books, printing, stationery, postage, 
expenses of witnesses' and deputies' depositions and travel
ing expenses. 

SEc. 5. The expenses of such Bureau of· Labor Statistics 
shall be paid quarterly, and the comptroller is hereby author
ized to draw an order on the treasurer for the amount so 
found to be due, provided that the bill of expenses aforesaid 
be duly sworn to by the commissioner as correct and just, ac
cording to his best knowledge and belief. 

SEc. 6. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with the 
foregoing provisions are hereby repealed. 

SEc. 7. This act shall take effect immediately. 

Obituary. 
Our friend and brother, Lemuel Smith, has passed 

away. Death, which is sure to come and call for us 
all, called for him April 9th, 1883, and found him 
ready and waiting. He peacefully went to sleep, sur
rounded by those ·Whom he loved, and those who 
loved him. Without a murmur he sought that rest 
which perchance knows no waking. For many years 
he stood outside of all that is or coUld be called 
ecclesiastical. He was a Freethinker, a Liberalist 
in the best meaning of that word: No church super
stition hung to his skirts. He fou;n.d that the bright
est duties of his existence related to the human and 
not the gods. To help the poor-to relieve the 
needy-true to wife, and children, and my country, 
were the brightest words in his creed. He had no 
benedictions to throw away upon the unknowable. 
Love those whom he knew, and aid the same, was 
more to him than streets paved with gold, white 
robes, and palms of victory. In him the cause of 
Frethought in Michigan has lost one of its best and 
warmest friends. In him the poor of his town hav 
lost one of their best helpers. The wife of his heart 
and bosom has lost a true and loving husband, and 
his children an indulgent and loving father, and 
he will be remembered by all of those as one well 
deserving of such memory. Brothe:c Smith was a 
great sufferer for three months prior to his death, but 
in all of that suffering he saw no reason to change 
his record in the least, or his belief. He was willing 
to die in the faith in which he had lived. Come and 
see how reason can support in the hour of pain, 
how steady the light glows until the last. No night· 
of despair here. J. H. BuRNHAM. 

MRs. IsABELLA C. ELIAS, of Gideon, Kan., died March 
25th, 1883, aged 50 years. Mrs. Elias was confined 
to her bed only nine days. The disease was pleuro
pneumonia. She bore her sufferings with that pa
tience and bravery characteristic of the woman. She 
was ~ Liberal in every sense of the word. She was 
reared a Christian, but became a believer in Rational
ism and the religion of humanity, in which faith she 
left this world. She told her family she could not 
liv, that she did not want to, that death had no ter- · 
rors for her. She passed away as peacefully and 
calmly as a babe going to sleep. She was a woman 
of strong,. steadfast character, an exemplary citizen, • 
neighbor, wife, and mother, and true friend. Truly 
a worthy woman has gone to her rest. 

Gideon, Kan., April 18, 1883. J. W. WATKINS. 

The Iowa Constitution. 
Ji'rom Chief Justice Day's ~>pinirm concerning the Iowa Prohibitirm Amend

ment Case. 

We hav approached and discussed this grave ques
tion with a full appreciation of the responsibilities 
which it involves, and we hav given to its considera
tion the earnest .attention which its importance de-. 
mands. We hav sought to maintain the supremacy 
of the constitution at whatever hazards. It is for the 
protection of minorities that constitutions are framed. 
Sometimes constitutions must be interposed for the 
protection of marjorities, even against themselvs. 
Constitutions are adopted in times of public repose 
when sober reason holds her citadel, and are designed 
to check tlie surging passions in times of popular ex
citement; but if courts could be coerced by popular 
majorities into a disregard of their provisions, con
stitutions would become mere ropes of sand, and 
there would be an end of social security and consti
tutional freedom. The cause of temperance can sus
tain no injury from the loss of this amendment which 
would be at all comparable to the injury to repub
lican institutions which a violation of the constitu
tion would inflict. That large and respectable class 
of moral reformers which so justly demands observ
ance and enforcement of law cannot afford to take 
its first reformatory step by violation of the constitu- • 
tion. How can it consistently demand of others obe
.dience to a constitution which it violates itself? The 
people can in a short time re-enact the amendment. 
In a matter of great moral reform a few years are 
nothing. 

LW e respectfully commend the forgoing to the con
sideratio!l of those who would make everybody good 
by law, and especially to those who 1¥\e in Comstock
ian methods anything to indorse .. -ED. T. S.] 
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The Tomb of Fanaticism. 
[An examination of Lord Bolingbroke's doctrines. Written 

by ':oltaire in 1767 and translated from the French by Avery 
Men wether.] 

CHAPTER XXXIII. 
CONSIDERATIONS UPON JULIAN. 

Julian, a stoic fr?m practice, with a virtue superior 
to that of the sect Itself, was a follower of Plato in 
theory; his lofty spirit embraced that sublime idea 
Platotook from the ancient Chaldeans, viz; that God 
existed from all eternity and was the creator of eter
nity itself. G?d, un?h~ngeable, pure, immortal, could 
only create b_emgs similar to himself, images of great
ness, to whwh he had foreordained immortality. 
Thus the Divine Maker created the gods and the 
gods in turn created men. ' 

This magnificent system is not to be proved; but 
such product of the imagination is better, without 
doubt, than that stuff about a garden in which the 
sources of the Nile and Euphrates, some eight hun
dred leagues apart, are said to be placed; 01; that 
story about ~ tree which affords us a knowledge of 
good and evil; about a woman cut out of the ribs of 
a man; about a serpent that talks; a cherub who 
guards the gates, and all the other sickening reveries 
which the coarse Jews. had crowded in that fable bor
rowed from the Phamicians. We can see in Saint 
Cyril with what eloquence Julian exposed these ab
surdities. Cyril had_ enough pride to report the 
words of Julian, believing he could answer them. . 

Julian-strove to show how repugnant it was to 
God's nature to put in ~he Garden of Eden fruits 
which gave one a knowledge of good and ·evil, and 
then forbid anyone to eat thereof. It was on the 
contrary very necessary that man should supply him
self freely with this necessary fruit, as I have before 
remarked. The distinction between good and evil 
justice and injustice, is the milk with which God 
should nourish the creatures of his hands. It would 
be far better for man to put out both eyes than to 
destroy the mind. 

If the editor of that ~iatic romance, Genesis, had 
had the least spark of brightness he would have sup
posed two trees to be in paradise; the fruits of one 
to nom:ish the. soul and teach man love for justice, 
the frmts of the other to inflame the heart with black 
passions. Then he could have imagined man to have 
neglected the tree of knowledge and attached himself 
to that of passion. _ 

Here, .then, is a just allegory, a figure of speech 
much abused even by reasonable men. I am aston
ished that Julian did not propose this; but then he 
disliked the book of Genesis too much to condescend 
to correct it. 

It is with very good reason that Jnlian despised 
the famous decalogue which the Jews regarded as a 
divine code. It was, in fact, good legislation in com
parison with the Roman laws which defended rob
bery, adultery, and homicide. Among what barba
rous races has not Nature la.id down these laws more 
forcibly? What a pity to have a god descend from 
the midst of thunder and lightning on the top of a 
small and bald mountain in order to teach a people 
that they must not steal! Still some one could sug
gest that it was this God who ordered the Jews to 
rob the Egyptians, who p:roposed that they should 
demand usury from strangers, and who rewarded 
that thief Jacob. Was not this the God who de-
fended larceny? · 

It was with much sagacity that this worthy em
peror destroyed these pretended prophecies of the 
Jews, upon which the followers of Christ had founded 
their ravings-the virgin of Judea who had never 
lost her chastity, the girl or woman who bore a child, 
and, above all, the words attributed to Moses relating 
to Joshua, and which were· so inappropriately applied 
to Jesus: "The Lord thy God will raise up unto thee 
a prophet like unto me'' (Deut. xvii, 15). It·is cer
tain that a prophet like Moses could not have meant 
(3-od and the son of God. Nothing is so apparent, 
nothing is so mixed with the essence of coarseness. 

But Julian believed, or feigned to believe for polit
ical reasons, in divinations, augm·ies, and the efficacy 
of sacrifice. The people were not philosophers. It 
was necessarv to choose between the madness of the 
followers of Christ and that of the pagans. 

I believe that if that great man had lived he would 
have had the time to disengage religion from its 
coarse silperstitions, and that he would have accus
tomed the Romans to recognize a deity as the creator 
of gods and men, and to address to such all their 
homage. · . 

But Cyril and Gregory and the other Christian 
priests profited by the necessity of Julian pretending 
to publicly prefer the pagan religion, to decry him 
among the fanatics like themselvs. The Arians and 
Athanasians united against him, and the greatest 
man perhaps who ever existed became useless to the 
world. [TO BE CONTINUED. J 

PROPHECY fulfilled : "Behold a virgin shall," etc. 
(Isa. vii., 14). "Mary had a little lamb" (Mother 
Goose, iv, 11-44). 

New Books. 
JESUS CHRIST A FICTION FOUNDED UPON THE LIFE OF APOLLONIUS 

_ OF TYANA. Transcribed by M. Faraday. Star Publishing 
Company, Springfield, Mass. P1ice, cloth, 75 cents; 
paper, 50 cents, Sold at THE TRUTH BEEKER office. 

· Michael Faraday was born in Newington, Surrey, 
England, in 1791, and died some sixteen years ago. 
He was a chemist uf considerable note, but chiefly 
distinguished himself as an electrician. In religion 
h~ was nominally a Christian, and at the age of thirty 
discharged the office of elderin the church of an iso
lated sect called after Robert Sandeman, to which 
his parents belonged. He published various works 
on chemistry and electricity. He once delivered a 
lecture in opposition to Spiritualism. For the last 
few years the Star Publishing Company, of Spring
field, Mass., hav been putting forth occasional alleged 
communications from the spirit of Faraday, in the 
form of pamphlets, on various philosophical and his
toriclJ:l subjects; "The Origin of Life" is one, "The 
RelatiOn of the Spiritual to the Material Universe" 
is another. There are some half dozen in all. The 
present one is No. 5, the largest of the series, con
taining 204 pages. It seems that the spirit of Mr. 
Faraday comes in contact with those of numerous 
pagan philosophers and priests, long since defunct, and 
t~at through the instrumentality of a Spiritual me
dmm employed by the Star Publishing Company, he 
is enabled to communicate to the inhabitants of earth 
the facts in regard to the life and death of Jesus 
Christ which the priests hav divulged to him. Mr. 
Faraday explains that the method .of commtmication 
~s akin _to the operations of electricity. Our credulity 
IS cons1derably taxed when we are asked to believe 
that the contents· of these pampelets are exactly what 
they purport to be, and that their alleged origin is 
the real one; we hav, however, no reason to doubt 
the honesty of the publishers. Many people believe 
that the dead communicate with the living. l\iany 
do not so believe. To both classes these pamphlets 
are of interest; to the former they are additional 
proof that much is to be learned from the other 
world, and to the second they are an instance of how 
far the audacity of publishers may go in this world. 
If they are trg.e, they are of great value; if they are 
not true, they must still hold a place in the front rank 
of the curiosities of literature. 

SuNDAY OBsERVANCE; or, How to Spend Sunday. By Susan 
H. Wixon. Published by the Liberal League. 23 pp. 
octavo. Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office. Price, paper, 
25 cents. 

"the golden clasp that binds together the volume of 
the week." -

NATURE's HARMONY. By Francis D. Lacy. 165 pp. Hand
somely bound in cloth. Plice, $1. Published and for 
sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER office. 

The author of this work has endeavored to present 
to the world a natural religion based upon moral 
principles and scientific facts. He believes that 
an infinit intellectuality pervades the universe and 
controls it. Nothing lacks the quality of sense. The 
earth is a living, sentient being, possessing, in com
mon with all 0ther planets, a realization of its own 
identity. Man is but a child in the lap of nature. 
The teleological design argument, or one very similar 
to it, still has some weight with Mr. Lacy. He brings 
forward a clock as an illustration. Even a clock, he 
contends, shows evidence of a designer; and if de
sign is evident in so rough a piece of mechanism, 
then the universe, so wonderfully systematic and 
harmonious, indicates an infinitly grander designer. 
This argument is a theological banana peel upon 
which many sure-footed men before our author's time 
hav slipped. 

Mr. Lacy possesses a good knowledge of evolution, 
astronomy, and of analytical chemistry, in which he 
has himself made some interesting experiments. He is 
also something of a poet, and once in a while drops 
pleasantly into the seven-footed iambic form of verse, 
which nms along very well. Much of his rhyme 
seems to hav been involuntary, as versification is not 
attempted. For an instance, here is one paragraph: 

"Crowd on, thou restless forces of infinity sublime, and 
bear, from all eternity to never-ending time, the self-existent 
principles that never can astray, in all this endless ocean, 
while evolving on their way. To that which through develop
ment surrenders up and dies shall be applied new forces and 
the same again shall rise; nor smallest of identities be unto 
nature lost, for could the least be stricken out, so likewise 
might the most." 

This does not look like poetry, but it has the ring 
of it. There are some twenty pages of verse in the 
book, most of it remarkably good. The information 
tbe reader may obtain on anatomy and other matters 
treated of is worth more than the volume costs. The 
style in which the work is written is agreeable and 
lucid; and if it does not caiTy with it a conviction of 
the author's soundness on all points, it certainly does 
of his fairness and sincerity. We doubt if as much 
poetry and science was ever blended in one book be
fore. The arguments and theories it sets forth de
serve nothing less than a fair consideration, and from 
the order which we hav received for a second edition, 
nlthough but a few weeks before the 1mblic, we judge 
that it is destined to receive one. 

The Coming Problem. 

Five years ago there was scarcely a book pro
curable upon the above subject, written from a Free
thought point of view. To-day there are many. 
William McDonnell, of Lindsay, Ont., set the ball in 
motion by the publication of his "Day of Rest." 
Mr. Bennett followed this with his "Sunday Ques- Many who are now living oil the earth willliv to 
tion;" a Western contributor presented a tract on see the awakening of Asia. It is the problem which 
"Sabbath Observance;" M. Farrington wrote and the early years of the coming century will hav 
published a treatis on "The Sabbath," and George to deal with. Already the first notes are sounded. 
Brown, 1\'I.D., givs a historical and critical reyiew of The cry of "India for the Indians," taken up 
the same subject in his "Sunday Question." The by the great nativ press of Hindostan, now read 
last work in this line is the one at present under con- by millions of people, is recognized as the first 
sideration, by Mrs. Wixon, of Fall River, Mass. Very gathering of a cloud destined to spread over the 
little appertaining to the question is left unsaid in whole political heavens of the world inside the next 
this pamphlet. The Christian Sabbath, it appears, is fifty years, and probably within twenty-five. 
of so-caJled heathen origin. The Sabians, of Persia Southern and eastern Asia, in one-eighth of the 
and Chaldea, had a class of wise men among them world's area, holds nearly one-half the population of 
known as the Sabre. The wise men met together the globe. Dormant for centuries, it is now wakened 
on certain days to consult on matters relating to the by the stimulus of Western civilizat,ion and activity. 
state, government, and general affairs, and these came Once thoroughly roused to the full measure of its 
to be known as Saba days. From Saba to Sabbath power, and the problem will be, Asia against the 
was an easy transition, and the writer has no doubt world. Not by force of arms-except possibly on 
that here will be found the origin of the Christian her own soil-but like the steady inflowing of the 
Sabbath. " waters, soon destined to become an irresistible 

About the year 321, under Constantine, observance flood. 
of the Christian Sabbath first began to be enforced ['hfl activ civilization of the West stands face to 
by law, but it was not regarded as especially sacred. face with the long dormant civilization of the East. 
Up to the time of the Puritans, less than three hun- Years ago, conscious of its power, it demanded a 
dred years ago, Sunday was more a day of recrea- foot-hold. To-day it holds the vantage ground, and 
tion and rest than of particular religious significance. partly closes its ports against those whose ports it 
·with these people Sabbath enactments were en- forced open .. To-morrow-who shall tell the next 
forced, like all their other ecclesiastical laws, regard- turn in the problem? The reaction draws near. 
less of right or reason. Men were fined for non-at- Fifty years ago, naked waiTiors clashed upon a 
tendance at church, and punished for taking the naked foe in the Sandwich Islands. To-day the same 
name of the Lord in vain. warriors sit as educated gentlemen, presiding over a 

The most sensible way of observing the Sabbath, dignified parliament, while their chief city boasts 
in Mrs. Wixon's estimation, would be for each person three hundred telephones, and their sugar-cane is 
to spend the day as he or she may think proper. A cut and crushed by the aid of electric lights. Eng
man may sing or dance, pray or swear, on that day, land took thirteen hundred years t,o progress from 
as he chooses, so he takes care that he disturbs no barbarism to the days of steam; but the Fiji Islands 
one and does nothing to prevent others from enjoy- hav passed from universal cannibalism, in 1854, to 
ing themselvs. I! this view could generally obtain, the establishment of formal courts of justice and the 
a great deal of useless woiTy might be spared those possession of steam yachts in 1883-less than thirty 
who now regard it as their special duty to see that years. But the Asiatic nations are not savages. 
each man conducts himself according to the pro- They had a literature and profound education when 
visions of the Penal Code. om parents lived like beasts of prey. Then: thirst 

One day in the week without work is admitted by for education has always amounted to a passion, and 
most people to be reasonable and beneficent. But although misdirected the literary labors both of the 
if we are not to be allowed to use that day as we may Hindoos and the Chinese eclipse, in point of intense 
elect--either for work if necessary or for recreation application, any vVestern parallels. The Chinese 
if we can afford it--it loses its value, and lliay as well civil service has been founded on competitiv exami
be abolished. Sunday as a religious institution nations for thousands of years. And now into this 
should be legislated off from any statute book. As a great mass of people enters the leaven of Western ac
day of rest and relief it should be recommended for tivity in life, thought, and theology. Already the 
obse.rvance, so as to become in the grandest sense common schools of Japan educate seventy per cent 

\ 
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of her children, a proportion largely in excess of the 
United States. Everywhere progress·moves with a 
rapid stride, and within the century the nativ press 
of Asia may number more readers than that of all 
the English-speaking nations combined. 

The leaven is Anglo-Saxon. The language of the 
world will ultimately be English, for the varied and 
countless dialects of the world must eventually giv 
way before one medium of commercial intercourse. 
But the leaven is small in comparison with the mass. 
What will it all develop into? Will the quick intel
ligence of the men of Asia seize the better parts of 
Western thought with as much readiness as they will 
grasp the power which it teaches ? May they not 
absorb into their present systems the strong currents 
of our later life and present us with a new and 
strange result? The problem will soon be moving 
too rapidly to be turned by the policy of the Western 
nations. Will it move them instead? 

The press of India speaks of the coming change 
with clear intelligence. A writer in Progress, one of 
the nativ monthly magazines, says: 

"You hav accomplished a revolution in India greater than 
you know. You hav overturned the usages and customs of 
centuries. You speak proudly of your administration, of your 
edUCiltion, your rule, ancl your railroads. We value them 
mainly as aids to a consummation which, perchance, you nei
ther dream of nor desire. They are uniting the nations of 
our country. Finally, then, speaking for the educated classes 
of my country, I declare we clo know what we want, and we 
will never rest content until we get it. We want a free and 
united India, ruled by its nations. The time approaches 
when from the Himalayas to Cape Cormorin a free, educated 
11.~d t:nited country 'Yill c_ease to be the plundering-ground 
OL nhens, and take 1ts nghtful place-the very Kohinoor-
among the nations. -1!Jxchange. 

CoRVALLIS, On. April 6, 283. 
MR EDITOR: Inclosed please find $13, on subscrip-

tion and missionary literature. B. F. HYLAND, 

1\lT. JAcKsoN, Aprit 18, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Ph•ase find inclosed $5-2.50 for THE 

TRUTH SEEKER another year, and $2.50 for Mr. 
Bennett's Monument, or for any use you see proper 
to put it, in honnr of o1:1r dear friend D. M. Bennett. 

LEONARD WALTERS. 

WILLIAMSTOWN, Aprill4, 1883. 
Mr. EDITOR: Inclose'l find $1 to hav your paper 

con tinned. Althougb. I am a subscriber to some ten 
or a dozen nther papers, I think I cannot afford to 
do withont- THE TRUTH SEEKER. We like good strong 
brain and nerve food, without sickly delicacy. 

B. D. EVANS, M.D. 

HELENA, April 5, 1883. 
MR. EDITO~: Inclosed please find $5, for which send 

THE TRUTH SEEKER one year to the inclosed addresses. 
Mr. Bell, in his Kansas letter, underestimates the 
services of Cttpt. John Brown and Gen. Jim Lane. 
They and their handfuls of men made it possible for 
Gov. Robinson- to even stay in Kansas. I was there, 
and know whereof I speak. C. B. VAUGHAN. 

SAN JosE, April15, 283. 
MR. Emi'OR: I inclose $20. Please distribute it as 

follows: $10 to T. C. Leland to make up for a life 
membership in the National Liberal League; $5 to 
H. L. Green, to help him a little; $~ to Elm ina, for 
the Hacker and Tuttle fund, and the other dollar is 
to pay you for the trouble I make you. Brother 
Freethinkers, let us help what we can and encour
age our brave leaders. Success to our cause and 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. 8AMOS PARSONS. 

AsH FLAT, April 6, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3. There are but very 

few outspoken Liberals in this country as yet, but I 
think the time not far distant when the people' will 
step upon the scales of reason and common sense, 
and when they attempt to balance these scales them
selva with the ideas taught them by their priest and 
minister, they will find their ideas are too flimsy 
and will need something more solid to balance them, 
and consequently your valuable old TRUTH SEEKER 
will come in to fill up that vacancy. 

w. E. BRAWLEY." 

STUART, April 9, 1883. 
MRs. MARY W. BENNETT: Inclosed find $2.75-$2.50 

for THE TRUTH SEEKER this year and 2.5 cents for 
"An to Christian Questions," by D. M. Brunett. 
I can't see but THE TRUTH SEEKER is as good as ev'er 
under your and Mr. Macdonald's management. Still 
if Mr. Bennett, with his experience, could hav lived 
twenty years longer to shed light and truth upon 
humanity, it might hav been better; but the clergy 
and Comstockism rejoice over his untimely death; and 
that miserable Joe Cook-! hav not words at hanri 
to express the contempt I hav for ·him. I say un
timely death, because the hardship and depriva
tions that he underwent at the hands of Comstock
ism, and the work that he performed while on his 
rmmd-the-world trip, were more than his physical 
strength could stand, but it may be for the best. 
At any rate, I hope the grand old TRUTH SEEKER, 
founded by D. M. Bennett, will liv until priestcraft 
and superstition are no more, w. H. DoRRIS. 

HrA wATHA, April 15, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I send $2.00 to apply on my subscrip

tion. I am forced to disbelieve the Bible, but don't 
yon think it rather cold comfort to ·believe that 
death ends all, and that there is no life beyond 
this? I am sixty-six years old, and hav but a faint 
hope of another life. I am satisfied,' however, that 
we will all fare alike, and I am willing to share the 
same as Newton, Franklin, and other such men. 
Success to THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Yours, w. c. SMITH. 

EUREKA SPRINGS, April 5, 283. 
MRs. MARY W. BENNETT: Inclosed you will find $1 

to continue subscription on TIIE TRUTH SEEKER. I 
would n_ow feel lost without it. I like the way it 
deals with supernaturalism. I can truly sympathize 
with you in your great bereavement. My wife parted 
this life on February 23d, and I know what it is to 
be bruised. When asked by some Christian believers 
if I would hav a funeral service or prayers, I told 
them no. For this I wa~:~ abused, my wife lying a 
corpse at the same time. Surely Christians can be 
more cruel and hard than any sect on earth. 

Yours for truth and knowledge, C. H. CoLE. 

ARRINGTON, April 5,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3-$2 50 for the 

renewal of my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for 
the present year, and for the 50 cents send a couple 
of Thomas Paine's "Age of Reason." Glad to see 
your paper is prospering, and that it has not lost 
any of its vim and ability, although we greatly re
gret the death or that sterling man, D. M. Bennett., 
by whose pen many an error has been exposed and 
man enlightened as to th'3 pretensions of priests 
and priestcraft. May the paper he established liv 
and prosper, and continue to be a grand success. 

Yours truly, HENRY ScHIFFBAUER. 

PILOT GnovE, April 9, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Your excellent paper has found its way 

into these parts, and is doing the good work of Lib
eralizing the minds of , the people. Many of the 
most advanced scholars of the country are now out
spoken Liberals, and we are proud to record among 
us the best men in the country. I will not weary 
you with a long letter, but would say, Go on with 
the good work, and may your shadow never grow 
less. 

I inclose $4-$3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER and $1 for 
"E3says and Lectures," by B. F. Underwood. 

Yours in earnest, JoHN B. GRIFFIN. 

VINELAND, April 2.3, 283. 
Mn. EDITOR: As you allnw others to state their 

opinions in your paper, plt>ase admit mine. I am a 
Materialist of the T. Winter stamp, and hav an an
tipathy to every form of SPiritualism. As I know 
tbat some of the greatest of the so-called mediums 
are the greatest of humbugs, as well as the greatest 
scamps unhung, I hav no faith in any of their per
formances, and as little in many of their utterances; 
tor instance, one of their number says that we store 
up nervous energy to old age, and that that is an 
argument. Now that is not so. Nervous energy de
cays with age, and when anyone dies from old age 
they show a lack of energy of any kind .. 

P. RoTHWELL. 

NAsBY, April 20, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I am glad that I can inclose $8. 

Please giv me credlt as per annexed list. 
I hav been an Infidel only about ten years, hav

ing before believed in the universal salvation of 
mankind as taught by kind and loving parents who 
lived and died in t.hat good faith-a belief with which 
I was well satisfied, and in its support coGld pro
duce some strong arguments. 

About twelve years ago I first read Thomas 
Paine's "Age of Reason." Tbat settled the business 
with me-l_ became a confirmed and outspoken In
fidel. 

I hav read and re-read all tbe letters of condol
ence on the great and sad loss of Mr. Bennett. I 
mourn him as a brother. H. B. MILKs. 

flENSIBLE AT LAST. 
BUNKER HILL, April 283. 

Mn. EDITOR: It is with pleasure that I chronicle 
a fact which I hav for more than twenty years 
labored and prayed for. Our minister, R">V Jacob 
Fleming, has preached two funeral sermons this 
week in this place. In the one he very sensibly ig
nored the spending of time and money on the gods, 
and other unknowables, anu said it was "our first 
and highest duty to take care of oursel vs, and do all 
W'l possibly can to make our fellow-ereatures happy," 
and in the other sermon he said he "never expects 
to see God as a personality " (meaning the great 
Jewish Jehovah), but expects to see Cb.rist, as the 
embodiment or all the fulnes3 of the godhead, and 
also stated tbat there were some even in the 
church that were not the very best people. Now 
these ideas, coming from an old clergymen that has 
for the past forty years been a red-hot Methodist, are 
certainly a digression from t.he "orthodox faith," 
and should be set down to his credit, it being the 
first step (that we hav seen) from him in this direc
tion. Only last fall, when I handed b.im tb.e little 
book ''Crimes of Preachers" he did not dare to take 

it before the eyes of his congregation, and handed 
it back, saying, "I don't want any more of your 
stuff," though he had said in his preaching, fre
quently, that he read THE TRUTH' SEEKERS I gave him 
and then they made gond kindling-wood. It seems 
fo me that the flax is beginning to smoke a little, 
and it don't smell like brimstone either. So there 
may be salvation for us modern Ninevltes yet. At 
all events we will sustain Brother Fleming while 
he tries to evolute out of his hardshell Methodism, 
though he may be unconscious of so doing. 

A, H. WALKER. 

PITTSBURGH, April 22, 283. 
~fR. EDITOR: I thank you for publishing Col. In

gersoll's oration at t.he funeml of John G. Mills in 
Washington, D. C. He died of pneumonia, He was 
suffering from it when he called on me, March 20th. 
I cannot bear to think he is dead. He was a young 
man of marked ability and mnch promis, We can 
ill afford to lose such from our ranks. Little did 
I think when I last saw him, in less than four 
weeks he would be cold and silent in death. 

I hav closed my engagement of tb.ree Sundays 
wit.h the Pittsburgh League, and shall be moving on 
toward New York and my b.ome in Massachusetts, 
next month, Pittsburgh League is "tip-top," well 
managed. I will call no names; all work energet-
ically. Yours for truth, ELLA E. GmsoN. 

OREANA, April 16, 1883. 
~R. EDITOR: In my article in THE TRUTH SEEKER Of 

April 14th my carelessness or the oversight of com
positor has made my last affirmation somewhat am
biguous by misplacing the points. It should read: 
"As, la jure divine naturw, there can be no mental 
crime, as thought or opinion cannot become uriminal 
till crystallized by action. Universal mental liberty 
is the personal right of all created intelligence, and 
the attempt to identify prohibition of thought," etc, 

w. H. GANTZ. 
[Writers are not always careful in pointing their 

manuscript, and compositors (we may as well break 
it to the world now as at ::tny other time) are not 
inspired. These two circumstances, taken to~ether, 
account for the error.-En. T. S] 

STAR, March 2.2, 2.83. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: My sympathetic feelings hav 

been very tardy in presenting themselvs, still I as
sure you they are heartfelt. The death of your 
noble companion when this world needetl his gigan
tic efforts so imperativly was a shock wb.ich took 
me some time to comprehend and get resigne:i to. 
It was indeed a national calamity. 

This also brings to memory that I am somewhat 
delinquent, Inclosed find $10-$3.50 for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, anrl the balance use as directed. 
It is my intention to do some lively missionary 

work in this benighted neighborhood. Count me in 
on the Bennett Hall Fund, and believe me ever 
your friend and co-laborer, EvERARD E. MARTIN. 

ST, IGNATIUS, April 9, 1883. 
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2.50 for this 

year's TRUTH SEEKER. 
Of the many scientific and theologic views in your 

interesting paper, I prefer those of Townsend. 
Brain alone cannot explain mind, no more than 
mind can sans brain. Of myself I feel intuitivly and 
by apprehension that there is a puwer at work that 
knows me better than I know it. This, I would say, 
is the vital everlasting, but I would n0t degrade it 
with the hackneyed name of a God. I would, as a 
certain evolutionist, as soon believe that the ape 
came from man, as that you or I came from him. 
Neither Darwin nor Beecher can giv any clue to the 
origin of things, and the essence of mind and ;space 
is as little known to both as it is to Sitting Bull. 
Probably the boasted progress in man and his 
further anticipations are in a great measure un
founded. Our orb has been measurerl and bounded 
long ago. Resistance and aggression is the order of 
nature. Tyranny and love are old as day and night. 
Knowledge, honor, and charity are what we want, 
leaving religion, with all its trumpeted fanfaronade, 
to its own dreamers. At best, it is only a second or 
tbird edition of the red medicin man. 

A. McDoNALD. 

WALLA WALLA, April 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: You will tlnd inclosed $3.25, for which 

.please send me books as directed. We like THE 
TRUTH SEEKER as well as ever, if not more so. It is 
now the best >~nd cheapest paper in America, 

I wish to ask a few questions with your permis
sion. Why does not some Freetbought work be ar
ranged with suitable accommedations for a family 
record? Is there any passage in the Bible that says 
Saturday is the S3.bbath? I will giv you the address 
of a few Liberals who do not take "our" paper; 
perhaps some of them will become subscribers. You 
can count on Mr. Lewis and myself as long as we 
liv. Yours most respectfully, WILLIS McDANNALD. 

[1. "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" 
contains a family record. It is a valuable work, giv
ing the lives of some of the world's best men. 

2. The Bible says the sevenlh day was sanctified 
by God's resting on it, The seventh day was, and 
with the Jews now is, Saturd3.y. The Christiana 
changed the day of rest from the seventh to the first 
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day, There is not the slightest Biblical authoritY for 
this chanf!e, Sabbath means rest. The word "Sat
urday" is not in the :Bible, we believe. 

We are obliged to Mr. ).VfcDannald for his good 
opinion, and trust we may always deserve it.
ED. T. S.] 

MR. EDITOR: The eigb.t dollars and thirty cents 
you find inclosed is to pay for thirteen books and 
THE TRUTH SEEKER for six months. I-was raised a 
Presbyterian, and it might be I could not stand THE 
TRUTH SEEKER more than six months at a time. I 
hav one before me now. I like it well. A neighbor 
handed it to me. It has been passed round until it 
is worn to pieces. At the same time the neigb.bor 
gave me a copy of the Boston Investi,gatar and the 
Age. They are all worn out. I wish to start a few 
new ones on the circuit. I think they ought to fol· 
low the preachers to keep the people's minds bal
anced and thereby prevent lunacy. 

doctrin is taught to the people, just so long will 
we hav discortl among the people of all countries. 
Giv me the liberty that belongs to man, the liberty 
to think for myself. They tell us that God is every
where; if you go to the extreme north, God is there; 
to the extreme south, God is there; on the seas, God 
is there; to heaven, God is there; to hell, God is 
there. Now, if this doctrin is true-if God is in 
heaven, I am with him; if God is in hell, I am with 
him. I am willing to liv where God is; what more 
do we want? If God is everywhere, we cannot miss 

of t.he bigoted church was broken. In dealing with 
tyrannies he realiztJd the greater one of the chureh, 
and then gn.ppletl the monster with so firm a hold 
that it has ::miy struggled and squirmed since, unable 
to stri$.e its poisonous fangs into the tree of liberty. 
The falsehoods and slanders of the church, whieh 
they continue to heap upon him, show plainly they 
consider his works tho most damaging to their aims 
antl designs of any yet produced. 'rnere is one in
fallible method of judging a man who is ac.cused of 
everything bad, i. e., examin his works and deeds; 
if they are found to be outpourings of a vile, immoral 
nature, of course he can be set down as receiving 
his just deserts. On tho contrary, when every sen
tence shows an unselfish nature devoted to the good 
of his fellow-man, calculated to enlighten and in
struct, demonstrating facts and expo::>ing falsehoods, 
where will his calumniatora and detractors stand? 
Their position i8 not to be coveted; their nature is 
shown up in their own utterances. Their cause must 
hav received a terrible blow that their only course is 
to blacken the cl1aracter of their opponent by slan
der and lies after his death, and even upon his death
bed. Would that every man and womELn could read 
his works, and the truths therein sink deep into their 
minds (even here in this free country they could be 
studied to great profit), and there would be inaugu
rated such a reform in the affJ.irs of mankind as it 
needs sadly to-duy. The reform in governments to 
be successful demanded the downfall of ecclesiasti
cal influence, awJ he loosened the very foundations 
of their power. They feel they can never repair the 
breaches he has made in their dogmatic walls, so 
turn upon him wit.h the poisonous fangs of a ser
pent. Ita fangs are being drawn and the slimy 
monster becoming harmlese. It will wiggle and 
twist, as the operation is not altogether painless. 
Think you when it has been able to so poison the 
mind that it believed a man had the power to send 
another to hell or heaven, and even hav the assur
ance to issue a bull against a comet, that it is not. 
painful to deprive the church of such a prerogativ? 
In· place of su~h a blighting, mind-destroying big
otry we wiil reinstate reason aLld intelligence, the 
twin reformers of every age and clime. We say with 
our hero, "The laying a country desJlate with fire 
and sword, declaring war aga.inst the natural rights 
of all mankind and extirpat-ing the defenders thereof 
from the face of the earth is the concern of every 
man to whom nature b,atb given the puwer of feel
ing, of which class, regardless of party censure, is 

I am what the church people call an Infidel. I 
am proud of the name. I turned Infidel before I 
read any Infidel works. Reading and studying the 
Bible make an Infidel of me. 

We contemplate organizing a Bible class for the 
purpose of studYing the Bible in a fair and impar
tial manner. What books should we hav for helps? 

M. BROWN. 
[We should rec01umend for the purpose Tayior's 

"Diegesis" (price $2 00), Cooper's "Inquirers' Text 
Book" (price $1.00), Keeler's "Short History of the 
Bible " (price 50 eta, and 75 eta), Westbrook's "Bi· 
ble; Whence and What" (price $1.00}, Waite's ".His
tory Christian Religion" (price $2.25), and Paine's 
"Age of R~ason" and "Examination of the Proph
ecies" (price 75 cts).-En. T. S.] 

WAYNESVILLE, April 23, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: We are having at the present time 

in our town a series of meetings going on-what 
you might call a religious revival-at the Orthodox 
Friends' Meeting (Quaker). As the saying is, anum
ber hav embraced religbn. Nathan and E?ther 
Frame are the evangelists and lights that are lead
ing the meeting. I hav not attended as yet, but 
some of my friends are in daily and nightly attend
ance, and are kept up in the good cause till 4 A.M., 
laboring hard for the backsliders and wayward sin
ners who ar trying to be saved. Many say they 
are saved and never experienced a change of heart 
before. I am in hopes it will be lasting. If there 
is no other way to reform men and women and 
bring them to a knowledge of what is right it may 
be better than none. Mrs. Esther Frame lectured 
one night last week on "Hell," and in her discourse 
she gave Thomas Paine a round, and depicted him 
in the bad place, and broup ht up his dying words, 
"If ever the devil had an ag~nt on earth, I've been 
that one." I hav read Paine. I cannot believe that 
he ever uttered such words on his death-bed. If 
you hav his last words, which I had at one time in 
an entirely different form or meaning given as quo
tations in one of Ingersoll's lecture'~:~, I should be 
obliged if you would send them, if they are in print 
in any of the tracts you hav published, Voltaire, or 
any of those so-called Infidels who hav passed 
away. As to Paine's being intemperate and a drunk
ard, I never hav heard of it till the last week, and 
hardly believe it, and think it a wrong accusation, 
to say the least, even if it is so. It is also stated 
that he died an object of charity among his friends. 
I do not think the less of him on that account if he 
came to want honorably. I would like to be en
lightened. I heard none of these charges myself, 
but was told by those who were present, and hav 
no reason to doubt they were made. I was raised 
by the old-fashioned Friends of former days, but 
hav not been a member since the year 1866, and now 
attend, when the spirit moves me,-any church I feel 
disposed to go to. I hav been reading a number of 

- the tracts of THE TRUTH SEEKER for the last ten 
years, and find many good and rational thoughts 
expressed in regard to the Bible and religiolls of 
the world, and am open for more and m.ore investi
gation if it can be found. Excuse me if I hav made 
any intrusion on your time unnecessarily by writing 
so long a letter. JAMES PIERCE, 

[For a refutation of the slanders concerning the 
life and death of Paine we would advise our corre
spondent to read "Paine Vindicated," by Colonel In
gersoll, and "A Roman Catholic Canard," recently 
published in THE TRUTH SEEKER. Both pamphlets 
are for sale at this office. The price of each is 10 
cents.-En. T. S.] 

EA.ST RoDMA.N, April10, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav never been eo impressed with 

the great work inaugurated by Thomas Paine as I 
am to-day, I will not say accomplished, for the work 
has only just begun, and it will proceed with accel
erated speed as time goes on, because it is .right and 
just. I believe few greater men ever lived than he. 
He has done more to enlighten the human race than 
any man I know of, He it was who sowed the seed 
which germinated into our free government, and 
nursed the plant until its roots struck deep into the 
soil of the American mind. He foresaw that it would 
. be;~ impossible for the tree to mature unless tl;le power 

him. J. G. 0, THORE. 

THE VOICE OF HONEST TRUTH SHOULD DE HEA.RD. 
CINCINNATI, 0., April 15th, 

MR. EDiTOR: Once more I must lift my voice 
against this very tricky ism, known by the name of 
Spiritism. I hav been closely watching, and deeply 
investigating, this unblushing deceit for some time, 
and I now fearlessly denounce the whole thing as a 
first-class fraud-sometimes second-class, but a fraud 
any way. H departed spirits do the absurd and 
nonsensical tricks and shams that I hav witnessed 
they must be the most demented idiots imaginable. 

Thomas Potine." And so say we all. M. E. RosE. 

PoUGHKEEPSIE, April 25, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Our city is charmingly located. The 

classic Hudson has been styled the river or ruoun
taine, and the Rhine of America. The scenery from 
its source to its outlet ia beautiful and sublime, un
surpassed by any of the idolized strtJams of the Old 
World. It.s silvery waters move peacefully yet ma
jest.ically through varied scenes of mountains and 
dales, now winding around palisades and highlands, 
and then among leafy groves and meadows. TI:F're 
deep mountain. glens, wild, rugged, and lonely; 
there cities, villages, schoolhouses, and farms, beau
tifully penclled by crossroads and rivulets. Besicles 
its beauties, the Hudson is consecrated by hallowed 
memories of some of the most heroic and touching 
deeds in the history of our war for independence, 
adding much that is of deep interest and attraction 
to the student or tourist,. Its waters are vocal with 
reminiscences of our Revolutionary struggle, and 
along the banks linger memories of the noble and 
heroic deeds of our forefathers, while its rocks and 
valleys hold cities populated by intelligent, refined, 
and wealthy peovle, who hav sought its fertil banks 
to tlwell in the gartlen spot of America. 

Among the most noted of the cities is Poughkeep
SiP. It is charmingly situated on the eastern bank 
of tbe river, and is mid way, and the most populous 
and flourishing eir.y, between the commercial me
tropolis of the country, N~1w York, and the capital 
of the state, Albany. It is chiefly built on a high 
level, overlt.JORing the Hudson river country. The 
situation is romantic and picturesque, and com
mands the enthusiastic admiration of all who visit it. 

Mr. Editor, I am one of the many who read 'fHE 
TRUTH SEEKER. I find others in this city who read 
it also. There are a great many Liberals in this 
city, and a great many who would become Liberals 
with very little urging. I hav had experience, and 
know how it is myself. I hav sailed in the ortho
dox ship in the deep waters, and sailed in toward 
the shore when the breakers were washing the decks. 
The closer I came to the shore the greater the ~>torm 
was, but at last I gained the shore of liberty to think 
for myself. How happy I am to think that I hav 
got rid of all that kind of doctrin. 

Mr. Editor, I was taught the R)man Catholic doc
trio, taught to believe in a bell and all its torments. 
All I want is my persnnal liberty, to think for my
self, and that right I am willing to giv every man, 
woman, and child. When we look at the great en
lightenment of this ('OUntry, and then go to the 
churches on Sunday and hear the clergymen telling 
theit· congregations h<1w they must do to be saved, 
we marvel at the state of things. The minister and 
priest say every other one is wrong and they are 
right. As Col. R. G. Ingersoll says, they are all right 
by saying they are all wrong. Just so long a.s this 

But what puzzles me most is, how it is so many are 
duped by this senseless system. Surely mankind 
must be largely on the road to lunacy, otherwise it 
would be impossible eiJ;her to believe or practice 
these unmeaning, useless, and stupid frauda upon 
them. I hav witnessed nothing but what any truly 
intellectual person would turn from with scorn and 
contempt as an insult to a rational mind; in short, 
it is, without exceDtion, the boldest deception ex
tant H ever a real intelligent person displayed 
their superior power during life, the same individual 
most assuredly lost it all in this so-called and 
trumped-up spirit life. But I find that in accord
ance with the grade of ignorance, or vice versa, of 
the so-called medium, sc. is the sense, or nonsense, 
of the spirit, clearly showing that the me<Uum and 
spirit are one and the same thiug. Sir, I thought we 
were already cursed with religious frauds enough 
without an increase of that stripe, which is so much 
adapted to the entire destruction of the mental 
organism, leaving the poor infatuated dupe a. per
fect wreck. Sir, I am down on religious frauds and 
pious tyrannies of every shade and description. Our 
bright and beautiful world is begrimed and be
clouded with these dirty, mean humbugs, which de
moralize the great masses of the world; and where 
knowledge, happiness, and prosperity should pre
vail, there is ignorance, poverty, and misery, clearly 
showing that religions are the perpetrators of man's 
general discomforts, both in body and mind. 

What, I ask, do tb.e people want with the swarms 
of idle drones of priests, parsons, mediums, etc.? 
What good are they, anyhow? They are an incubus 
on the people, and ever seeking to crush out the 
freedom and pleasures of life. If mankind was well 
instructed how to liv and be honest, good, and true 
in this life and world, it would be a thousand times 
better than prating and babbling about some life 
and world of which nobody knows anything, and 
never will know when stone dead. Anything to the 
contrary is full of error and gross delusion, antl don't 
you forget it. 

Now, sir, why, I ask, do not our relative who hav 
died, and whom we dearly loved in their lifetime, if 
still alive in some portion of the universe, communi
cate direct with us-why through a third party, 
called a medium? Sir, it won't do; it's too thin, and 
smacks to much of dark tricks, and requires the 
faith of fools to swallow that dose of knavish deceit. 
I claim to be an honest character, and demand 
proof of these strange and unnatural antics. State
ments without proof are worthless, and up to this 
date I hav had no proof in the smallest degree. 
Some tell me the reason I hav had no proof is be
cause my faith is not strong enough. Well, sir, if 
that is the reason, I i:ihall never hav any proof, for 
I will never hav the least faith in any such impossi
ble and unnatural trash. What they call earth life 
is good enough for me, and it looks as if they liked 
it also, as I do not see any of them iL a hurry to 
quit. They do not like to take their own medicin 
and migrate to the summer-l::tnd. When sick they 
will send for a doctor, and will swallow the nastiest 
drug rather than die. Ha, hal that don't look brave 
or honest-what say you, brother reader? I know if 
I had such strong faith in this fancy land I wolild 
leave by the lightning express, and be ready to take 
a breakfast on ambrosial nectar and all the grub of 
the j:!ods. 

Sir, all religions are inventions-priestly ones. 
Such ·being the case, I do not believe in them, do 
not support them, but speak openly against them, 
and fear no consequences; no, sir. 

Brother Peck believes that no mental power can 
exist without a living material organism. Why, then, 
does he side with those who believe to the contrary? 
I understand him to be a one-entity man. Stick to 
that. Peace is a nice thing to hav, but not at the 
expense of principle. 

Brother Huggins is solid, and is a large plum in 
the Materialistic pudding. The hand ot fellowship 
is ever ready to grasp the outspoken Infidel who 
knows no cowardice, and utters his honest thoughts 
regardless of all cranky religionists. 

Taos. WtNTEB, 
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.An .Appreciatin~ View of Lewis Mas
. querier s Sociology. 

To THE READER: The first of the subjoined 
letters is an inquiry from a young man in men
tal difficulties, and the second is the 1·eply 
from a relativ and an old reformer, after read
ing the octavo edition of Masqnerier's "Sociol
ogy; or, the Reconstruction of Society, Gov
ernment, and Property." Since the senior 

·writer is a fearless thinker and an old jolll'
nalist (the founder and for some years sole 
editor of the Brooklyn Argus), his opinion of 
the work may be regarded as carrying some 
weight. Were it only as an indication of the 
groove in which thoughtful minds are moving, 
and the readiness with which absolute and 
positiv truths are accepted by unprejudiced 
mtellects, the letters form 

AN INTERESTING CORRESPONDENCE. 
DE.A.B UNCLE: In your former letters you 

make frequent mention of "human rights," 
and in your last favor yon say, with an em
phasis which arrested my special attention, 
"The most impOl'tant rights attaching to hu
manity, so far from being pessessed by any, 
are not even understood by one in a million 
of the race." This sweeping assertion, I con
fess, staggered me. I thought that education 

especially political education-had so far 
progressed as to leave very few members of 
any community ignorant of their most impor
tant rights. But I was mistaken, it seems, 
and must therefore trespass onee more upon 
the indulgence of the kindest of uncles by re
questing a definition of this much-hackneyed 
word ~·ight, with a statement of its basis and 
elements, and, if it be not asking too much, 
an enumeration of those cardinal or radical 
rights of which you say the benighted and su
perstitious world is so ignorant. I know that 
mankind are, and ever hav been, looking be
yond the moon for that happiness which 
should be enjoyed here on earth, and which I 
think would be so enjoyed but for the cun
ning of the priest, and that indifference to 
substantial things which he has contrived to 
produce in nea1·ly all but himself. Surely, 
the priest is the arch-pest of this anomalous 
world-in which shrieking pain and wanton 
passion, plethoric wealth and bitter poverty, 
a religion of peace and a practice of slaughter, 
a profession of honesty and the meanest chi
canery, a brutal and blind ignorance, and a 
blaze of scientific light flaunt their grim con
trasts to perplex the mind and to almost par
alyze the very heart of hope. Surely, if man's 
devotion had been enlisted in behalf of the 
only world he can ever know, instead of
well! Dear uncle, please instruct me, and let 
me see if consolation will come with knowl-
edge. Your affectionate nephew, J. G. 

THE REPLY. 
MY DE.A.B NEPHEw: Though I hav just now 

but little leisure, yet such is my desire to en
courage your intellectual tendencies, I will 
devote a short time, which had been bespoken 
in another direction, to answer the query in 
your last letter in relation to the word right, of 
which you require a definition, "with a state
ment of its basis and elements, and an enu
meration of cardinal or radical rights," etc. 
As I hav intimated, I hav not the time just 
now to do justice to so wide a field of exege
sis, but at my first leisure I may treat the sub
ject more exhaustivly. Meanwhile, after my 
definition or illustration of a right, you may 
read the book I send you with great profit 
and instruction. But more of the book pres
ently. 

First, then, as to the definition: In this 
connection I would observe that we can de
fine one word only by the use of others with 
examples. If I tell you that a right is a claim, 
in a substantiv sense, I know that ycm will 
understand me. Well, then, a right is a claim, 
inherent in the person in whose behalf it is 
asserted- conditioned upon his circum
stances, his services, his sufferings (as the 
case may be), or on his simple existence only 
as an organized and sentient being. Let one 
giv a familiar illustration or two from social 
relations as they stand. First, then, we will 
take circumstances as the basis of a right. By 
the operation of a vicious social system, un
der which all the wealth, power, and influ
ence of the world are being so rapidly ab
sorbed by scheming, bloated, and remorseless 
monopolies, a worthy individual is reduced to 
destitution; in which case, should the man 
quiescently pine to death, or seek his quietus 
at the point of "a b:ue bodkin?" No! He is 
entitled, he has a right, to such help as will 
enable him, without degradation, to cuntinue 
that existence which the social law has al
lowed to commence. How society can and 
ought to recognize that right the book for
warded herewith will inform you. 

Next, as to services as the basis of a right: 
The worker has labored for his employer; the 
soldier has been maimed in the service and 
defense of his country. Will the respectiv 
rights of these men be denied-the one to his 
wages and the other to his pension? No! the 
right in each case is admitted. But the book 
will inform you as to the means of converting 
the hireling into a self-employer, and dispens
ing with professional fighters altogether. I 
advise you to read that part of the book most 
carefully. 

Then, as to suffering as the basis of a right: 
If a man be disabled physically, or, through 
misfortune or congenital tendency, mentally; 
if he be the victim of assault and battery, of 
defamation, of the arts and acts of the lar
cener-has he no claim to reparation? Of 
course, the instinct and universal voice of 
mankind would assert his right to justice. 
The book, however, will reveal to you a fu
ture form of society in' which the possibility 
of such violence and wrong would be reduced 
to !\. Ip.inimum scal,'Qely appreciable, 
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Lastly, as to the rights of a man simply and 
only as an organized being: As such, the 
Declamtion of Independence proclaims that 
he has certain l'ights which it pronounces "in
alienable," viz: "life, liberty, and the pur
suit of happiness." So far so good. Noth
ing, however; is said about the true means of 
making that life secure, that liberty virtual, 
or that pursuit practicable. The assertion is 
a me1·e vague and "glittel'ing generality." But 
bear in mind my definition as you read the 
book, and yon will find the author leaving the 
Declaration out of sight; opening to you such 
a vista of thought, and revealing such a series 
of l'ights as amply to justify my assertion that 
not one in a million: understands, much less 
possesses, them. 

"Sociology; or, the Reconstruction of So
ciety, Government, and Property," by Lewis 
Masqnerier, was published in its present form 
in 1877. Its main contents originally ap
peared as a series of articles in the Boston 
Investigato~·, and in my opinion the columns 
of that able and venemble champion of men
tal freedom were never graced by analysis 
more acute, by reasoning more profound, by 
conclusions more irrefragable, or, in bl'ief, by 
matte1· more important to mankind than the 
contents of this book. The proprietor and 
editor of that old but still stalwart exponent 
and defender of Rationalism hav put the 
friends of Freethought so deeply in their 
debt that adequate payment can be inspired 
only by a very large, sincere, and generous 
gmtitude. 

I ask your special attention, John, to the 
starting-point or basis of Mr. Masquerier's 
reasoning. To prove to yon that he stands on 
the very bed-rock ·of the argument, I refer 
you to page 39, wherein you will find that he 
bases human rights on the constitution or na
ture of man himself, and the wants therefrom 
arising, instead of regarding them as the gift 
of 11 deity, the concession of a king, or the al
lotment of a formal " social compact." Thus, 
the human being has a vascular, a nervous, a 
muscular, and an osseous system, which in 
their opemtiv condition and conjoint action 
ccnstitute vitality or life. If, then, the right 
to that life, or the sum of our organic func
tions, be inalienable, it follows that every 
other right and requirement g1·owing out of 
that vitality must be eq nally inalienable. This 
is the basis of our author's system. He sees 
in mankind a number of beings equal in their 
need of food, clothing, shelter, and education, 
and practically equal in their ability to sup
ply those needs. He therefore proclaims, as 
clearly deducible from those premises, the 
universal law of EQUALITY among human be
ings as the corner-stone of his social system
that is, equal rights based on equal needs. 

Next, the author, finding the presence and 
pressure of these wants constant through life, 
deduces the law of INALIEN.A.BLENEss, or that 
quality of the primal right, and of all other 
rights treated of in the book, which secures 
them intact to and during the life in which 
they inhere. Then this truly radical reform
er, seeing that Nature has stamped upon all 
her products a distinct character or set of 
properties, not one of which can act the part 
of any other, he would discrete, after her ex
ample, all the adult members of the human 
family. Instead of a social fusion of rights 
and property-communism-he would estab
lish them in the integral and sovereign per
sonality of each unit of the social mass, there
by producing a more perfect INDIVIDUALITY, 
or separate personal independence, than has 
ever yet existed. Under this rule each adult 
would be absolutely sovereign. He would ex
ercise his own volitions perfectly untram
meled and free. He would be the owner of a 
homestead which could not under any circum
stances be diverted from his possession and 
control. He would, in proper person, vote in 
such legislation as his township needed. He 
would be the owner of the entire product of 
his labor, and would be free to exchange 
equitably the surplus of his own products for 
what he did not himself produce. In such a 
position-as his own employer, his own law
maker, the possessor of all the fruits of his 
own indnst1·y-he would escape from an idle 
swarm of aristocrats, priests, delegates, and 
other officers, middlemen, bosses, and over
seers, who now absorb four-fifths of the fruits 
of his toil. Thus, in the EQUALITY, INALIENA
BLENESS, and INDIVIDUALITY of rights, We hav 
the complete trinity of principles on which 
the Masquerierian system is built. By a pe
rusal of the work you will discover how well 
the author has fortified this his main citadel, 
and how thoroughly he has elaborated and 
applied his postulates. As yon read you will 
find his root principles gradually expanding 
and finally efilorescing into a world-wide gar
den peopled by intelligent and happy free
men. This may sound utopian to some, but 
I hope not to yon. 

The book in which these principles are en
forced is a very principia of human rights on 
which conventions and individual reformers 
may, and doubtless will, draw forever, as an 
all-sufficing and inexhaustible well-spring of 
philosophy. Yet many readers will probably 
conclude, as the author had already concluded, 
that generations must pass-perhaps many
before the rights and principles explained in 
this book receive nni versal recognition, or the 
form of society prefigured by the author shall 
generally prevail. But what of that? Is it 
not so much more to the honor of the pro
jector, in this mercenary age, that he bas la
bored for half a century without the least hope 
of that reward which seems to be the only in
spiration of modern effort? Do yon, my be
loved boy, believe that the system whieh pro
duces the terrible contrasts enumemted in 
your last note is destined to last forever? 
That would be to set too beggarly a limit to 
human progress, and to sadly under-estimate 

the resources of the thoughtful and resolute 
social reformer-to say nothing of that ten
dency upwal'Cland onward which is supposed 
to be an instinctiv"quality of the human mind. 
Yon hav it as your uncle's opinion that the 
law which decides the .contest between two 
species or races, in 'their struggle for exist
ence, will prevail in the conflict between two 
systems, and that the fittest will surely sur
vive. Thus, among a multitude of other 
changes, astrology had to giv place to astron
omy, alchemy to chemistry, while the concep
tion of a pure and spiritual god has driven 
the grosser fetich from all civilized regions. 

There is another natumllaw of the physical 
universe, which I hold to be equally potential 
in the moral and intellectual worlds, ''the law 
of falling bodies." Under apl)ropl'iate condi
tions, mainly consisting of a good vacuum, 
you know that a body will fall sixteen feet 
during the first second of its descent. This 
speed, however, is greatly accelemted during 
every subsequent second, till it would reach 
at the end of the first hour could the condi
tions of such an experiment or demonstration 
be supplied, a velocity which would not only 
exhaust, but defy, all known terms of state
ment or comparison. Now, in the moral and 
social world, the conditions required for a 
.like accelerati v progress of the reforms pro
posed by Mr. Masqnerier are an absence of 
superstition, political party spirit, and the 
grosser forms of unenlightened selfishness. 
But the space, so to speak, through which Mr. 
Masquerier's principles will hav to pass ili the 
coming generations, before reaching the goal 
of universal adoption, is, and will be, so cum
bered with obstructions-gods and devils, 
heavens and hells, priests and politicians, 
war and ruin, lust and greed, and the blind 
and brutal ignorance of a pl'iest-crazed mob 
-that the register of progress will hardly 
strain arithmetic at once. Yet the consola
tion remains, that us the line of progress is 
cleared of those impediments, so will be not 
only the velocity of the movement, but its ac
celemtion. Let us, then, my dear John, while 
acquiring and spreading a knowledge of these 
principles, do all in your power to irradiate the 
human mind, and drive out the devils of ig
norance and bigotry by which it is now pos
sessed, assured that that is the speediest 
means of securing human rights and making 
earth a parndise. In the mean time let the 
thought console you that the gmnd outcome 
is a mere question of time; that the fittest will 
surely survive, whether of races or systems; 
that justice will ultimately tl'iumph and truth 
prevail. Your affectionate uncle, 

JAMES p. KENYON. 

P. S.-While analyzing and classifying hu
man rights, and devising and describing a 
system of society which appears to be their 
natural outgrowth, Mr. Masquerier has carried 
forward in even progress the principles of 
another reform, hardly secondary to that of 
which I hav given you a very insufficient epit
ome, viz., a reform of language. In the pres
ent alphabet, the letters which do duty as our 
symbols of vowel sounds are most barbarously 
deficient, both as to number, arrangement, 
and use, while among the consonants there is 
at once a ·suplusage and lack of letters. Mr. 
Masquerier rectifies all this by providing a 
representativ symbol for every sound possible 
in vocal articulation. You cannot read with
out interest the opening chapters of his "Pho
nology," and you will experience, no doubt, 
what was my own feeling, a great admiration 
of his inductiv and highly original way of 
demonstrating the actual number of vowels, 
and their proper order of succession in a com
plete and natural alphabet. I say nothing at 
present of the many advantages of Mr. Mas
querier's discoveries and system-they are all 
duly set forth in the latter end of the book. 
I urge upon you, particul~rly, a careful and 
repeated perusal of this part, till yon become 
quite familiar with the fundamental princi
ples of this admirable phonetic system, which 
at once brings an immense easement to the 
work of education, tends to the unification of 
all human tongues, and which will, there
fore, la·rgely contribute to that result for 
which all good men hav for ages yearned, viz., 
a sympathetic confraternity of nations-the 
universal brotherhood of mankind. Your fit
test amen to such aspirations will be a care
ful perusal of this book, and a thorough di
gestion and assimilation of its contents. I 
hav a motiv in this injunction, my boy. You 
are young, and I think I detect some promis 
in you. I would fain secure that promis in 
the service of mankind, for truth, justice, and 
common sense. 

I recommend t:tlso for your instruction the 
specimen number with the preface on phono
type, showing that the barbarous spelling of 
languages is discreditable to the original per
ception of the so-called literary men of all 
ages. There yon will see that with a distinct
ly different shaped letter for each element of 
the voice, he has re-spelled the words of a 
small school dictionary according to the sound 
of the vowels or sonants and modifying power 
of the consonants, marked the accented syl
lable, and made them point out the pronun
ciation of the present barbarously-spelled 
words of our language more plainly than 
Walker has done by his tiny figures, or Web
ster by his points on the vowels, merely by 
assigning a different letter to each element of 
the voice. 

In conclusion, my dear nephew, I must tell 
you that in ::tddition to these developments of 
Mr. Masquerier, I hav been astounded by his 
explanation of his new science in music. He 
has found that its alphabet or notation is in 
as barbarous a state as that of speech; that 
the mathematics of it is entirely overlooked; 
that it is the prime or odd numbers divided 
up to as many even number of parts as are 

needed for notes, and which avoids semi
tones. Instead of the staff lines and bungling 
sharps and fiats, he represents the pitch, tune 
and accent of notes by degrees of expressed, 
bold, cominon-faced figures, and thus writes 
music in a single line along with the words, 
while the number of the figures measure .the 
pitch far more simply than the present ones 
in use. Without exaggeration, I pronounce 
l\'[r. l\'Iasquerier one of the most advanced 
geniuses of the age, and yet he is too little 
known. J. P. K. 
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delicacy in consulting a phy~ician about. Chapters are devpted to the htf-tory of ma.rnage ~n the old wo,rld 
and the new its defects and their remedies to sexual immorahty ft11d nnJ!lerons mterestmg subJects. conce.rnmg 
marriage and the sexual relations from a~Jhysiological standpomt, which make the book a su:per10t gmtle to 

the a':~~~m'i_V~-~)r0:1't~T~ ~i1 .JiiTFfeiMPROVlElU:EN'T OF l1Vl.RRIA«;;m, 
Adaptation mental physical magnetic and tC'mpcramcntnl; mental nu1.rrwgc:::, physical mnrrmgcs. nnd 

n Lucifer Matches.'' ThCn come chapters on the intermarriages of rclatiol!!'i· philoso:phy of elopements, essays for 
man-ied people concerning jealousy~ !'Cxual indifference. sexual motlcratwn, foocl fot.Pl'Cf!nnntwomcn,ctc., etc. 
The philosophy, of child-marking and essays for young and old. conclude a. book of wlncJt we have only IJeeu ablo 
to give a bare outline. A.l6-pa[Je complete Content-s Table, 'With autlwr,sportrwt, sent)tee. 

Standard Editton-ele.,.ant, substantial-f"or the Library, by Jnail, $3.25, 
Popular Edition-American Cloth Binding, thin paper, " $1.50. 

Address, MURRAY HILL PUBLISHING CO., 159 E. 28th St., New York City, N.Y. 

AS COOD AS CASH, 
THESE COUPONS GOOD 

FOR 30 DAYS FROM DATE AS COOD AS CASH. 
Send this with $2 and we will for- OF THIS pAPER. GENNUOINNEE Send this with $4.50 nntl we will 

- f p BARGAINS COME forwnrtl by mail two copies of 
I\.~~1mb~fl.~1 ~'[0$~~Jb'~':,_~h, ~~A$~ TOO OFTEN-TAKE THEM Pf,AIN Hmm ~'ALK. Stnudartl 
worth. WHEN YOU HAVE THE Etl., worth $6.50. 
L-------------' CHANCE, '-------------' 

. FOR THIS ADVERTISEMENT WILL NOT APPEAR HERE AGAIN TillS SEASON. 

History~ Christianity: 
Comprising all that relates to the Progress of the Christian 

Religion in ~ ~ THE HisTORY OF THR DnCLINR AND FALL 
OJI THE ROMAN EMPIRE, u and . 

~ 1IINDIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWAI1_1J GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including' variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
Milman, ''an English Churchman," and other scholars. 

I vol., u mo., 864 pp., cloth. Illustrated. Price lh.so. 

Published by PETER 'ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N. Y, 

The Labarum of 
Constantine. 

''By tlds stgn t!tou 
shalt conqtter I" 

This history contains Gibbo!l's theological wdtings, sepa
rate from his historical and tmscellaneous works. It shows 
tuhen 'lultere and how Christianity originated, w!to were its 
found~rs and' wltat was the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers' and condition of the primitive Christians. 

' Gibbo~'s Vi?tdi'cation of the 15th and 16th chapters ofhis 
Hi's tory from the attacks of }U_s Chri~t_ian opp_oner:ts, is re .. 
printed verbatim from the ongmal editiOn ofhts Mtscellane
ous Works edited by Lord Sheffield in I796. It effectually 
and foreve; silenced his detractors : who, being vanquished 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infidelity. 

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the origin of 
Christianity, is reprinted from the valuable notes. of DHAN 
1v1ILMAN, \VENCK, GurzOT, and other eminent Christian 
historians who have edited editions of Gibbon's works; and 
the pious but scholarly remarks of the learned editor of 
BOHN's edition of Gibbo!l, are also given in full. 

Among the illustrations will be found representations 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 

For Sale at The 'l'rutb Seeker Olliec 
6mt5 

DIANA I A Psyco-Phlslologlcal essay on sexual 
1 relations. Original In theory, Scien

tific In treatment and pure In tone. Price 25 cents. 
l3URNZ & CO, 

3moll 24 Clinton Place. 

$5 to $20 per day at home. Samples worth $5tree. 
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Me. 

JUST PUBLISHED l 
A new Liberal Song Book, entitled, 

Songs of the Morning, 
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED. 

By CALEB S. WEEKS. 
IN TWO VOLUMES. EACH VOLUME COMPLETE 

IN ITSELF. 

Vol. I. Original, Including Responses to Old Hymns, 
and Old Hymns In Responding Versions. 

Vol. II. Selections. 
THE FIRST VOLUME-ORIGINAL SONGS-NOW READY. 

It Ia gotten up In excellent style, on good thick 
paper, from large, new type. It contains an alpha
betical Index of Song titles; another of first linea of 
Songs, and ar. Index of tunes suitable for the Songs. 

The author 18 well known as a Liberal Songster. 
He was one of the chief contributors to" The Truth 
Seeker Collection." His songs hav been highly com
mended. One of our correspondents In 1877 called 
him "That Wonderful American Mocking-Bird, who 
sings us the old songs with variations, and all the 
modern Improvements." 

The first volume consists of 212 pages, and contains 
all of the Original Songs. The Selections may be 
published as a second volume at a future time. 

Price, cloth, $1.00. 
For sale, wholesale and retail, at the 

TRUTH SEEKER office, 
lltt 21 Qllnton Place,~- Y. 

\ 

A LIBERAL COLONY. 
1,200 FREE HOMES! 

THE NEW COLORADO! 
Those desiring to secure 11 valuable home on the 

public domain at a nominal price ($1.25 per acre, and 
33 months In which to pay for It) will find It greatly 
to their advantage to correspond with the Gunnison 
and Uncompahgre Colonization Society. 

A. W. SUITH, Prest. 0. A. PHELPS, Sec'y. 
Address, with two three-cent stamps, 3mo9 

A. W. SMI'I'H. 
293 l?'H•, ~treet, Denver, Col. 

MANHOOD! 

KNOW THYSELF 
A Book for Every .Man! 

Young, Middle- aged, and Old. 
The untold miseries that result from Indiscretion In 

1~~6't WSs :~~rt~gn a~~"o"JfJegnr~Y.~s;u:gg·re:fJ'~~~ :eh~ 
f~~ic:i:t~~:rfo~~~~:I~tRie~h:h:-::l!,c;.'!,~ ~}efl~:~ 
~n~ ~~~!cn:;,~f~~:~~~w:~h~~J~ ~';,th~~~e':! c~'rJl~t~ 
Nervous and Physical Debll!ty, Premature D~cllne .fn 
man, Errors of Youth, etc., but It contains ono hundred 

:~~e!~:~~~v:,~~s~p>~~\~~ ~~u}'i,_~~~~~~l~,d~~ 
proved by the author, whose experience for 21 years is 
such as probably never before fell to the lot of any pbys. 
!clan. It contains 300 pages, bound In beautiful embossed 
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest steel en
gravings, guaranteed to be a flner work In even;_ sense-

~~~ft:~~~~~:f~e~~t~; f~~,~~~~~~ltht:~oann[y 0~t~rb':~~~ 
i~~~~~J~h'e"~~Il~~tg~~Tie :&~tygn~r 1L!Ji~~l fs~1gc?.:t~~. 
lllu•trated sample sent on receipt of s!x cents. Send now 

.Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr, 
w. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bnltlnch street, Boston, M8.8s. 
The author may be consulted on all dlsesaes requiring 
sk!ll nnd experience. lyS8 

A ~K~~~~:s~cT~~~~~n~[;~ ~no~i~~~~~~~~:: 
c~~~~ct~l{lf~~s~ of PRI-
VATE, CHRONIC and 
SEXUAL DISEASES, 

Spermatorrhwa and Impotency, 
As the result or self-abuse In youth, sexunl excesses in ma
turer yenrs, or other cn.uHe!l, nnd producing some or the rol-

~o:i~~fone:~~td~e;rr::!)~0Di!~:~s ~~S\:ht ~:C~~~\~-~site~~~~~ 
~~~~fe~1, z~~~Si~!mt/e:d~:s,Ffo~~ !rs:!~~l t~os:~:~t~o~: 
~~~dcr~~~n~:~fl;g~u:~dP~i;rn oEX~ifflNAl t~opolt;t¥. 
VA riiON in from 80 to 60 dnys. No medici no taken, 
It bus never been known to full! 

f' Middle-Aged and Old Men. f 
There nre mnny nt the age or thirty to slxty ' 

who arc troubled with too rrequent evacuations ' 
or the bladder, often nccompu.nicd by a slight ':..-· 
smarting or burning sensation, and n. wcnken· ·' 
ing or the system in n mnnner the patient cnn~ 

d~~o~~~u}:\~~~ o~~oet~~~U1!~8s!~im~~~n~ ~ ~ 
1wmetimes small pnrticlcs or albumen will nppcnr, or tho 
color will be or n thin or milkish hue, agntn changing to a 
dark nod torpid nppcarance, which plainly showff thnt the. 
~emen passes off. with the urine. It Is the second stage or 
Scminnl 't'Vcakncss, nnd causes wasting or the system and 
a. dejected and haggard nppcnrnnce, as you sec here in cut. 
Tltere a.re many men who die or this dtffioulty, ignorant or 
the cause. Dr. Fellows' External Remedy will bring about a 
perfect cure in nU such cnReR, nod a hen! thy restoration of 
t~e genlto.urinnry orgnns. . 

o:::,?Consult.n.tions by Jetter free and Invited. Charges 
retLSonablc nnd corretspoudencc strictly conHdentinl. 

f "PRIVATE COUNSELOR •• 
Bent to any nddrcss, securely sealed, ror two three•<!ent 
stumplll, treating on Spermntorrhooa or Semtnnl Weakness, 
giving it!! cause, symptoms, horrible effect!!!, and cure, fol
lowed by strong tcstlmonillls, headcci bfJ no aiDduvlt as to 

:;~cft:~in::~::i. s(!h:~:~~~.1a.td~ls:, ~~~~~fl~i.b~~ 
FELLOWS, Vineland, N cw Jersey, nod sn.y to wbat 
-~a.per jOU saw thlf:l: advertl~cmout. 
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THE religious creeds or tho world hav doubtless 
held It back In the regions of darkness and Imper
fection tor thousantis or years; and they hav not 
been the benefit to mankind which many lmagln. 
The advance or tho race would hav been much more· 
rapid, ~<mld truth always hav been the guhllug star, 
and not falsehood. It Is, however, useless to mourn 
over the mistakes of the past; "Let bygones be by
gones." Our duty and our labor to-day Is to eome 
to tho truth, direct, and to rid ourselvs of the mis
takes of the past with all possible and practicable 
speed, cultivating, under all circumstances, a spirit 
or fraternity and a desire to add as much to the wei
tare and happiness or humanity as In our power.
D. M. Bennett. 

WE cannot dispense with ceremonial. Arter the 
religion of the early Christians had e:l<tirpated the 
pagu.n beliefs and pushed old Jupiter off his pedestal, 
all that was grand and pleasing and suitable In the 
ancient pagan ceremonial was gradually re-appro
prlate<i-the splendid robes, the Iotty and magnifi
cent temples, the Imposing ritual, the priestly order, 
the solemn and regularly recurring sacrifice, the 
feasts and festivals. The old Saturnalia was turned 
Into rollicking Christmas, and Minerva was called 
the Blossod Virgin. The happy substitution of the 
<~lean, lne:l<penslv water tor the bleeding Iamb and 
the bleeding bull was the chief external change.
Janu:s PartiYII' s Coming ]>fan's Religion. 

DOTH any man doubt that If there were taken out 
of men·s minds vain opinions, flattering hopes, false 
valuations, imaginations as one would, and the like, 
but It would leave the minds of a number of men 
poor shrunken things, full of melancholy and Indis
position and unplea.slng to themselvs? . . . How
soever these things are in men's depraved judgments 
and affections, yot truth, which only doth judge 
Itself, teacheth that the Inquiry of truth, wh lch Is 
the love-making or woolng,of It; the knowledge or 
truth, which Is the presence of It; and the belle! of 
truth, which Is tho enjoying of It, Is the sovereign 
good of human nature.-Bacon's Essays. 

IT is In his essays alone that tho mind or Bacon Is 
brought Into Immediate contact with tho minds of 
ordinary roadors. Then he opens an exoteric school 
and talks to plain men, In language which every
body undor~tands, about things In which everbo<ly 
Is Interested. He has thus enabled those, who other
wise must hav taken his merits on trust, to judge 
tor themselvs; and tho great body of readers hav, 
during several generations, acknowledged that tho 
man who has treated with such consummate ability 
questions with which they are familiar may well be 
supposed tD deserve all the praise bestowed on him 
by those who sat In his Inner schooi.-Lord Macaulay's 
Lord Bacon. 

•.ro gild refined gold, to paint the lily, 
To throw a perfume on the violet, 
To smooth the Ice, or add another hue 
Unto the rainbow, or with taper-light 
To seek the beaut .. ous eye or heaven to garnish, 
Is wasteful and ridiculous excess. -S hakspere. 

Is It not melancholy, nay ludicrous, to think that 
men who cry over an attack of rheumatism, who will 
not permit a woman to be Injured, who remonstrate 
against the execution of a criminal, who raise an 
outcry against the practice of vivisection whereby 
surgeons make studies In anatomy by cutting up 
frogs and cats, are standing out vigorously tor a doc
trln that condemns millions of their fellow-creatures 
to agonies unspeakable and endless, and are defend
Ing the opinion In the name of the supreme good
ness? Could there be a better Illustration or the ease 
with Which peopleallowthemselvsto use words with
out meaning? Could there be a better proof of hol
lowness and Insincerity? Could there be a sharper 
admonition to the duty of making belle! correspond 
With feelings, and of substituting tor the gaudy 
houses of rhetoric the solid mansions of conviction? 
To talk about eternal torment Is not dllllcult; to pro
tess belief In It may be possible even tor ~:ood
natured people, but to think It, to bring It home to 
reason or heart, Is what the stoutest cannot do.
Frothingham' r Radical Pulpit. 

THE late Rev. F. D. Maurice, at the conclusion of a 
Bible-class talk, In which Jacob and Esau were de
clared to be types or the spiritual and natural man, 
remarked: "As tor that matter of the mess of pot
tage, It only Illustrates what has been observed In 
all ages-the tendency of the spiritual man to be
come a sneak." Here Maurice has, for once, hit the 
nail on the head. Jacob was a snealc and a fit type or 
the sneaks and hypocrite that hav abounded, both 
In Jewish and Christian churches, In all ages, and 
that yet swarm In the churches of America and Eng
land. Jacob's trick on his poor, old, blind father Is 
unique In the history of the world. I know not how 
It stands In the calendar, but, In my opinion, Jacob 
ought to take the place of Mercury and be canonized 
as the Patron Saint of thleves.-Hylax. 

NOBODY loves discrepancy tor the sake of discrep
ancy. But persons who conscientiously believe that 
rroe Inquiry Is, on the whole, beneficial to the Inter
ests of truth, and that, from the Imperfection of the 
human faculties, wherever there is much tree ln
qulcy, there will be some discrepancy, may, without 
Impropriety, consider such discrepancy, though In 
Itself an evil, as a sign of good. That there are ten 
thousand thieves In Lond•m [1839]1s a very melan
choly tact. But, looked o.t In one point or vlow, It Is 
a reason tor exultation. For what other city could. 
maintain ten thousand thieves? What must bo the 
ma.ss of wealth, when the fragmentS gleaned by 
lawless pilfering rise \o so large an amount? St. 
Kllda [among the Hebrides] would not support a 
single pickpocket. '£he quantity or theft Is, to a cer
tain eJCtent, au Index or tho quantity of useful !nuns
try and judicious speculation. And just as we may, 
from the great number or rogues In a town, Inter 
that much honest gain Is made there; so may we 
often, from the quantity or error In a community, 
draw a cheering Inference as to the degree In which 
the public mind Is turned to those lnq ulrles which 
can alone lead to rational convictions of truth.
.Maca.u!av'a Easo:vs. 
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AN Elmira man claims to hav burled twenty wives. 
He' wu.s a grave digger, and they were not his own. 

"WHY Is a young man like a kernel of corn?" 
askod a young lady. "Because," said another," he 
turns white when he pops." ' 

IN vlow of the fact that Solomon had seven hun
dred wl ves, the minister of the church ho attended 
must hav had a sort of picnic. 

ANANIAS had a bad reputation for truthfulness, 
but It Is to his credit that he never wrote the reports 
of foreign missionary societies. 

IT Is not a little curious that when a young man Is 
bent on seeing the world he labors under the hallu
cination that he can see It better after dark than 
d url;,g the daytime. 

A YOUNG man married against the wishes of his 
parents, and, In telling a trlend how to break the 
news to them, said: "Tell them, first, that I am 
dead and gently work up the climax." 

A..'! English servant-girl, who had returned from 
the United States to visit her friends at home, was 
told that she "looked really aristocratic." To which 
she responded, "Yes, In America all of us domestics 
belong to the hire class." 

"WHEnE aro your kids?" a society man asked, 
looking at the bared hands of a poor but deserving 
editor at Vanderbilt's party. "At home In bed," 
was the Indignant reply. "Do you suppose I'd bring 
my children to a party like this ? " 

A PARTY of young men dined sumptuously at a 
restaurant, and each one Insisted on paying the bill. 
To <loclde the matter It was proposed to blindfold 
the walter, and the first one caught should pay the 
bill. He hasn't caught any of them yet. 

THE bello! that the people of Pompeii cultivated 
watermelons Is strengthened by the discovery In the 
recent excavations there of a man with his hands 
clasped across his stomach. There was nothing, 
however, to Indicate that he was of African descent. 

THE music-master says very affably: "Now, you 
soe, children, !1>. a march we always hav tour beats 
to a measure, to accommodate the step; tor I don't 
know anything that has three teet, except perhaps a 
milking-stool." "Or a yard-stick," adds a bright 
girl In the back row. 

"WHY so gloomy this morning, Jacob ? " "Ah 
my poor Ieetle Penjamln Levi-he Is tead l" "Dead l 
You surprise me. How did It happen ? " "Yell, 
you see, my Ieetle Penjamln he vas at der synagog 
to say his brayers, and a poy put In his bet at der 
toor and grles, 'Job lot!' and Ieetle Penjamln-he 
vas gilt In der grush." 

TWO learned but despondent university professors 
met not long ago at an afternoon coffee, and dined 
sympathetically together In a . corner. "What a 
world this would be without co.tree," said one. 
"Yes," replied the other, stirring the fragrant cup 
In a dejected aspect; "yes, but what a hell of a 
world It Is with coffee!" 

SHE looked so sweet as down the street 
She tripped, a winsome fairy; 

The wintry air toyed with her hair 
Mischievously, oh, very! 

A smile or pride ten Inches wide 
Enveloped all her features, 

And those she met pronounced the pet 
The fairest of earth's creatures. 

On, on she tripped until she slipped 
And sat her down with vigor 1 

What cared she then tor jeers or men, 
Or tor the Winter's rigor? 

For with a cry and tear-dimmed eye, 
And with a wild endeavor 

To rise again, she cried In pain : 
"My bustle's wrecked forever I" 

-Duluth Tribune. 

"MA," exclaimed an lnquisltlv youth about six 
years old, "do yam love Jesus?" 

"or course, my son; we all love him." 
"Did you ever see him?" 
"No, my son; but I often read about him In the 

holy Bible." 
"Then do you love Brigham Young, too?" 
"I don't know; I guess not." 
"Why don't you know? You often read about him 

In the paper to us. He had so many wives, and lots 
or ot.]l_er women loved him so much, I should think 
you: 'Could love him, too." 

"But, my son, Jesus wa.s the son of God, the cre-
ator of all things out of nothing." 

"Did he make me out of nothing?" 
"Yes, he made us a.ll out of nothing." 
"How could he make me out of nothing?" 
"It I• all strange, but he can do anything, my 

son.'' 
"Ma, If he can do anything, what tor did he make 

Ingersoll and all other bad men that do not love 
him?" 

"l don't know, but I guess he made a mistake. 
Don't bother me any more." 

"When he made Ingersoll I expect he thought he 
was making a twin brother to Talmage, didn't he?" 

"I don't know. Don't bother me any more, I tell 
you. I can't work and answer q uestlons. Study 
your Sunday-school lesson and learn to be a good 
boy.'' 

After looking over his lesson a little he found In It, 
"The mouth of strange woman Is a deep: he that Is 
abhorred of the Lord shall tall therein" (Prov. xxll, 
14). . 

"JHa," he Inquired, "If I should be abhorro<l or 
the Lord, and a strange woman came along, do you 
think I would tall therein?" 

"Oh, I guoss not, If you are a good boy and !oar 
the Lord." 

"But how can I !oar the Lord, rna? If I don't fear 
him will I tall In his mouth, too?" 

"No, my son; you don,t undorstand your lesson." 
" I know I don't understand It, and wish you 

would explain It to me, so I won't tall Into the 
strange woman's mouth.'' 

"You may go and play with the boys If you want 
to." 
.So!lletlm~s a !!mall ooy cornereth the righteous • 

W:lNTED. 
Widower without encumbrance wants to corre

spond with a single lady or widow between the ages 
of 40 and 50, with no encumbrances, with a view to 
matrimony. Address WIDOWER, 

4t18 Care THE TRUTH SEEKEU. 

Ingersoll's Works. 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 
Includtnll, ·• Liberty tor Man, Woman, a.nd Child;'' 

"The Declaration of Independence,' "'About Farming 
In Illlnot8;" " The Gre!it Banquet,"'" The Rev. Alexan
der Clark.'' " l'he Past Rlses b~fore lfe Like a. Dream," 
aud "A Tribute to Ebon c. Ingersoll." 

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, $1.25. 

The Chl"istian Religion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, 
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa
per, 50 cents. 

Interviews on Talma.ge. Paper, $1,00; 
cloth, $2.00. 

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Pa
per, 25 cents. 

Addreee THE TBUTH SEEKER, 
21 CUnton Place, New Yorlt 

LOUIS MASQUERIER'S 

SOCIOLOGY; 
OB, 

The Scieniijic and Liberty-giving Reconstruction 
of Society, Morality, Govemment, and 

· Property into f3tates, Townships, 
and Farmsteads. 

ILLUSTRATED. 

Together with his Phonology, developing !he Eng 
llsh language, spelled according to the sound of the 
twelve vowels and modifying power of the twenty
two consonants, or the first time, so fa,r as known, In 
literature. For sale at THE TnUTH SEEKEn office, 
21 Clinton Place, New York city. Price, $1; Postage, 
three cent stamps. 

Also, an English School Phonetic Spelling and Pro
nouncing Dictionary with dellllitlons, In course of 
publication. Price, same as above one. 

Also a new Science of Music In preparation. 
Price, 25 cents. For sale at this omce. 

THE RADICAL PULPIT. 
Comprleing d1scouraee of advanced thought by 

O. B. J!'BOTHINGHAJII: and J!'ELIX .A.DLEB 
two of Amerlca'e cleareet thinkers. 

Price. In cloth. ;1 

80 COURT ST., BROOKLYN, N.Y. 
THE 

' ~ WIL S 0 N lA," 
TWO YK.A..RS AGO 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

THE INVENTOR OF 

WILSONIA, 
ANJ~¥-&ffirR S8ft'Mli~h~C.tfmfAit~'H¥:flt,N, 

AUTHOR OF THE "TIDAL OF MEDICIN," 
THE "LANGUAGE OF DISEASE," · 

"MEDICAL FALLACIES," ETC., 

In trod need to the People or the United 
States His 

MAGN u TIC GARMENTS 
For the cure of Dleease without Medicine or Medical 
Treatment. The Statement made by him at that time 
that hie Magnetic Clothing, If worn for any form of Die
ease (and ae adv!Bed), would cure ninety per cent of the 
so-called Incurables, has been verll!ed, he hav
Ing Clothed and Cured Thousands of Persone of all Forme 
of Disease. Po•ltlve proof ef thle has appeared In all the 
leading Newepapere by Teetlmony of many of our moet 
Prominent and Wealthy Cltlzene, who, having been 
Cured by the 

W1lsona Magnt;t c Garments 
Aft&. all other Treatment hae fa\led, were pleased to 
aeelet the Inventor In giving conlldence to the Sutrerlng 
Invallde of America by allowing him to uee their well· 
known and reepected Namee ae Reference; and It le now 
admitted by many moet highly accompllehed Sclentlate 
and Phyetclans that the Succeee and Curee attending the 
Introduction of "Wllsonla" Magnetic Clothing has been 
unprecedented In the hletory o! Electrical Therapeutlce. 
In the face of such Poeltlve Proof ae given by us no pereon 
can doubt the value of thle Invention In all casee. 

Therefore why continue the Suicidal Syetem of taking 
Dru~ 

SKND $1.50 FOB A P AlB OF " Wllsonla" Mal:• 

n~~c s~~~g~~"c~~~r~~~fo~h;t f~~~ Wr~~~{. dVrevente 
lose of magnetic power. 

Vontlnued euccose enables n• to glv a written guarantee 

~~~~u~~r~~~h~~c~~~~~~~~fa~d ~~ Jae~;~~~~~~armente 
Con ultat.lon Free. 
Send tor Pamphlet and Information to the only OIDce, 

where the Inventor can be eeen. 

Address all Communications to 

DAVID J. COTTER, 
~COUBTSTR&BT.BROOKLYN 

And FLATL,A.NDS,L.I1 

D. M~ BENNETT'S LAST WORJL 

A TRUTH SEEKER 

Arountl the Worltl. 
FOUR LARGE VOLUMES. 
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Jjlotts lind .[fllipp!ngs. 
A CLERGYMAN advertising for employment 

during his vacation months says he is "not 
particular as to latitude-east, west, north, or 
south." 

THERE is much truth in a statement attrib
uted to Cardinal Newman that some preachers 
are "like men who lash the waters to frighten 
the fish when they hav made no preparation 
to catch them." 

SoME of the congregation of a Moss Point, 
Miss., church put eggs instead of money in 
the contribution box. The Rochester Post
Express thinks this is rather a strange way of 
"giving to the Lord," but good fresh eggs are 
acceptable to anybody. 

SAYS the Jewish 1imes: "Dr. Erlenmeyer 
has just given an erudite lecture to prove that 
the ancient Hebrews were a left-handed peo
ple. Whether the race was originally left
handed or not, it cannot be. denied that a few 
left-handed gentry still survive.'' 

A PENNSYLVANIA Protectionist was shocked 
when he went to church the other day and 
heard the minister announce that salvation 
was free. Next day he sat down and wrote to 
his congressman asking why in the mischief 
he allowed it to escape the tariff bill. 

IT is sad to hear a religioUJ> society singing, 
"When I can read my title clear to 'mansions 
in the skies," when you reflect upon the lam
entable fact that they hav not got so far as 
to be able to read a clear title of their church 
mansion on earth.-Boston Transcript. 

"SHALL we wear a silk hat?" was the sub
ject of a lecture by a Brooklyn divine, re
cently. Yes, sir, if it is becoming to you. 
But we imagin that a minister who would 
choose such a subject to lecture upon might 
look better in one of the pancake style.-:
Rochester Post-Express. 

A cHURCH in a Western town has secured 
the patronage of all the young ladies in the 
place by introducing single seats which re
volve on pivots. Young ladies can examin 
toilets in any part of the house without dislo
cating their necks, almost. Thus piety and 
comfort go hand in hand.-The Judge. 

"MR. SANCTus, I see that you enjoy a pipe 
when you are out of the pulpit?" "Very 
much, very much, sir!" "So it appears; and 
what do you prefer to hav in it, as a rule ? " 
"Shortcut, sir, shortcut, by all means." ";In
deed! and if you're so fond of shortcut, why 
don't you put a little of it in your sermons?" 
-Yonkers Gazette. 

STATISTICS show an increase in civil or non
religious funerals in Paris. In April, 1881, 
the proportion of such funerals to the total 
number was 16 per cent; in April, 1882, this 
proportion had risen to 21 per cent; and in 
February of this year to 24 per cent. In a 
single arrondissement-the tenth-the pro
portion was as high as 44 per cent. 

"WE hav from time to time,~' observes the 
Chinese-American, "observed noble efforts on 
the part of the Christians, looking to the se
curing of new churches, new and expensiv 
cathedrals, new Bibles, and now new prayer
books. The next thing in order, and which 
will make the Christian just as good as the 
heathen, ";ill be to hav some new Gods." 

Mn. GLADSTONE has spoken with great em
phasis and eloquence in favor of allowing all 
members-elect of the House of Commons who 
may hav conscientious scruples upon the sub
ject to affirm instead of taking the prescribed 
oath, and it is said that his attitude upon this 
question will impair his popularity, and 
weaken, if not annihilate, his political as
cendancy. It will not be very creditable to 
the intelligence or fair-mindedness of the Lib
eral voters should the premier's wise and 
courageous conduct be attended by any such 
result. In this connection the oath is a 
superfluous and incongruous relic of medieval 
superstition, and to make it the prerequisit of 
~tny one's admission to a seat to which he has 

been legally elected is an absurd anachronism. 
The constituency which elects a Bradlaugh 
has as much right as any other to be repre
sented by the man of its choice. 

REv. MR. BEECHER, in a letter to Mr. Bar
num, declares. that he likes to go to a circus at 
least once a week. A great many old boys 
feel the same way. Mr. Beecher, being 
obliged to preach every Sunday himself, is 
unable to attend Rev. Mr. Talmage's greatest 
show on-that is, he may object to attending 
a circus on the Sabbath.-Norristown Herald. 

"M'nu, I heerd de boss readin' from de 
paper dis mawnin' dat there's gwine ter be a 
change in de ministery in England. I spec 
some ob dem ar ministers hab been foolin' 
aroun' somebody's premises when de husban' 
an' fader was way down in de cotton patch, 
an' dat's kase why dey change dem. M'ria, 
clis sh(}uld be a wa'nin to ye, for we am all 
wums, an' we should profit by de 'struction 
dis lesson 'fords.''· 

AT a late weekly meeting of the Baptist 
ministers it was agreed to send a petition to 
Judge Thayer asking him to reconsider the 
sentence of Rev. Henry Losch, who was con
victed of stealing a book from a store on Tenth 
street, this city. Dr. Rowland stated that the 
reverend gentleman only entered the store, 
and as the proprieto.r, with whom he was ac
quainted, was engaged, he took a book, mean
ing to hav it charged when he returned the 
next time! 

THE mystery of evil and good: Little Mollie 
was caught by her mother stealing apples 
from the tree, and severely rebuked. Her 
mother told her she must not touch those 
apples, as she was going to make preserves 
of them. On the following Sunday little Mol
lie's school teacher asked her why God for
bade Adam and Eve to eat of the tree in the 
midst of the garden. "Because he wanted to 
make preserves of the apples," was the child
ish reply.-Texas Siftings. 

THIS anecdote comes from Scotland. Two 
fishermen, Jamie and Sandy, belated and be
fogged on a rough water, were in some trepi
dation lest they should never get ashore again. 
At last Jamie said, " Sandy, I'm steering, and 
I think you'd better put up a bit of prayer." 
Sandyaaid, "I don't knowhow." Jamie said, 
"If ye don't I'll just chuck ye overboard. '• 
Sandy began, "0 Lord, I never asked any
thing of ye for fifteen years, and if ye'll only 
get us safe back I'll never trouble ye again." 
"Whist, Sandy," said Jamie, "the boat's 
touehed shore; don't be beholden to anybody." 

A GOOD old Methodist parson in illinois at
tempted to plow a little the other day,- his 
lifted man having failed to appear. He worked 
away for awhile, geeing and hawing, with 
·a good heart, but at last he threw himself un
der a tree, and, as he wiped the perspiration 
from his glowing face, gave utterance to the 
following soliloquy: "About the only true 
way of testing the religious qualities of a 
preacher is to let him plow half a day with a 
yoke of oxen. If he don't commence to swear 
at them in less than fifteen or twenty minutes 
his ' solidity' with the promised land is tv be 
envied." 

PRESIDENT BAscoM of the University of Wis
consin declares that 11fter an experience of 
ten years in large college classes he is con
vinced that coeducation is pre-eminently the 
fitting method of training our youth. Presi
dent Seelye of Amherst thinks that the coed
ucation of the sexes in olir American colleges 
is not desirable. President. Robinson of 
Brown is not prepared to favor the admission 
of young women to that university. President 
Welling of the Columbian University at Wash
ington thinks that the problem of coeducation 
is one that each college must solve for itself, 
as the success and failure of the experiment 
in different institutions is evidence of the in
fluence of different conditions. President 
White of Cornell has no time to express his 
views. President Eliot of Harvard does not 
think that the young men and the young 
women from fifteen to twenty are best edu
cated together in intimate association, but 

that method may nevertheless be justifiable 
in a community which does not afford any
thing better. President Caldwell of Vassar 
would be glad to see the experiment tried in 
a college containing nearly an equal number 
of both sexes, but is glad that Vassar is not to 
make the experiment. 

DR. WooD, of Constantinople, lately wrote a 
pamphlet called "Irrefutable Truths." The 
doctor was in love with his title, for, as he. ar
gued, "it contains, as in a nutshell, the whole 
·character and description of my argument 
from major through minor premises to trium
phant conclusion." "But," retorted the Turk 
Unbeliever, "if your pamphlet is in-efutable, 
what about our Koran? If we admit that you 
are right and that we are wrong we may excite 
all true Osmanlis against the Commander of 
the Faithful.. You must change your title, 0 
follower of the cross." The doctor fought for 
his title .. His heart was in it, as you can well 
understand;,,but he was obliged to submit, 
and his excellent pamphlet appeared under a 
less convincing designation. This kind of 
censorship is particularly inconvenient for 
persons in remote localities. Thus, a parcel 
of books from Europe consigned to Kerasund 
must be re-shipped to Trebizond, a hundred 
miles off, to be inspected by the pasha's drag
oman. From Trebizond it may be sent to 
Constantinople; so that last month's Fbrt
nightly Review may reach its lawful owner 
some time between this and next Christmas. 
Every book or magazine in which the word 
Turkey occurs is sure to be detained, unless, 
of course, it is addressed to some influential 
person, such as a consul or embassador, who 
is in a position to make a noise in the world 
if his goods are trifled with. "These," said a 
provincial governor lately, "are our orders 
from Constantinople, and we must enforce 
them in these times particularly."-Armenian 
Correspondence of the London News. 

SPEAKING of the general acceptance of Dar
winism, Longman's Magazine says: "As a race, 
we are beginning to overcome, by an exercise 
of robust common sense, the feeble foibles 
and objections which in the early days of Mr. 
Darwin's fame were urged against any ap
proaches on the part of our 'poor relations.' 
The social prejudices which still exist here 
and there, and wliich are engendered chiefly 
by popular studies of quadrnmanous man
ners at the Zoo, hav died away in sensible 
and unprejudiced minds. The great discov
ery-only made, it should be added, after 
nearly a quarter of a century of misconcep
tion-that Mr. Darwin and his friends did not 
recognize in the gorilla or orang even a far-off 
cousin of humanity, brought a sense of deep 
consolation and comfort to many minds. The 
additional statement that the kinship between 
man and apes was limited to an ancient con
nection placed very far back on the tree of 
life, and existent long before men were men, 
or even respectable monkeyhood had ap
peared, conveyed still deeper satisfaction. 
The attitude of objectors to the scientific ex
position of man's place in nature has thus un
dergone a material change. It is no longer 
deemed heretical to assert our near relations 
with the quadruped stock; and no social os
tracism is .involved in the intelligent accepta
tion of even the furthest conclusions ad
vanced by the upholders of the theory of evo
lution. There are not a few persons, in truth, 
who at first, alarmed by the apparently incon
gruous declarations of man's kinship with 
lower forms, expected a fearful fall from the 
secure position of human dignity; such per
sons, to quote Mr. Leslie Stephen's remark, 
having found that after all they were hanging 
not on the brink of a vast precipice, but 
from a rocky ledge with the toes, all unknown 
to themselvs, nearly touching the ground. 
And we hav heard of still more cheerfully dis
posed people, who, finding to their relief that 
humanity and its affairs remain perfectly un
disturbed by Mr. Darwin's views, became 
converted to scientific ways of thinking, and 
even contrived to find a cheerful proof of 
man's lower kinship in the metaphorical dec
laration of Job that man is the deijcendant of 
t4e worm," 

IJews o/( tht fleeh. 

W. H. VANDERBILT, the New York million
aire, has sailed for Europe. 

BnADLAUGH· is said to hav relinquished the 
fight for his seat in Parliament. 

CINCINNATI's dramatic festival closed last 
Saturday. It was financially a success. 

A coNFLAGRATION in Union City, Ind., on the 
5th, destroyed property valued at $250,000. 

DUlliNG the week ending last Saturday over 
5,000,000 bushels of wheat left Chicago for. 
the East. 

ToLL will be charged for foot passengers 
over the Brooklyn bridge, though the exact 
amount has not as yet been settled upon. 

A HARLEM, N.Y., gunsmith is said to hav 
invented a kind {lf infernal machine which 
may be carri~d in the top of a high hat. 

HIGH license for liquor selling is now the 
order of th,ings in Iowa and illinois. From 
$200 to $1,COO a year must be paid by saloons. 

A CLERK who robbed a Paris jeweler of $75,-
000 worth of diamonds was arrested in New 
York last Saturday and the jewels recovered. 

IT is reported that a city in Persia has been 
visited by an earthquake, which destroyed 
many houses and caused the death of many 
persons. 

A PRINTER died in New York last week 
worth $40,000, which he had saved by miserly 
habits. He was a compositor. He died with
out heirs or friends. 

Gov. BuTLEn has secured the removal of the 
superintendent of the Tewksbury almshouse, 
the board of charities having decided that he 
has been derelict in his duties. 

THE steamship Alaska, which arrived in 
New York from Queenstown last Saturday, 
made the fastest passage west on record, the 
time being 6_ days 23 hours 48 minutes. 

A MoRMON wife has entered a complaint 
of bigamy against her husband who had beat 
her, and he has "been held in $25,000 bail. 
The wife was also placed under bonds as a 
witness. 

A NEw YonK doctor named Gage, who ad
vertises himself as "the rnun celebrated for 
his wonderful cures in New Hampshir.e," was 
recently arrested in Dover, N. H., for prac
ticing medicin without a license. 

AN application was made on Friday, the 
4th, for the release of Freeman, the Pocasset 
child murderer, who killed his daughter while 
under religious excitement, on the ground 
that he is now a sane man. The judge re
fused the application. 

TnuE bills for murder hav been found 
against Fenians Peter Tynan (Number One), 
John Walsh, and P. J. Sheridan, as accesso
ries to the Phenix Park assassinations. All 
three of the men are in America, and England 
will demand their extradition. 

LAST Sunday was the finest day of the sea
son. Everybody around New York, who 
could, went out of doors, and a few hundred 
took excursions by water. The Penal Code 
has been so amended in this city as to be 
without any practical restraint on the pleas
ure-seeking proclivities of the people. 

A CABLOAD of Indians, who were traveling 
from Fort Walsh to Quappelle, was ditched 
near. the latter place. The Indians thought 
the engineer caused the accident for the pur
pose of killing them, and they chased him 
two miles threatening to take his scalp. The 
interference of the chief alone prevented 
bloodshed. Several Indians were injured. 

BEN HoGAN, the reformed prize-fighter, as
sisted by his wife, was holding Christian tem
perance meetings in Chicago, but :M:rs. Hogan 
married another fman during her husband's 
temporary absen~e, and the usefulness of the 
couple in the cause of Christ and temperance 
has been seriously impaired thereby. The 
ladies in the society hav notified Mrs. Hogan 
that her presence is no longer desired, 
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g[ommunicatiol(s. 

The Sabbath.-Concluded. 
IS TH~E ANY AUTHORITY FOR SUNDAY KEEPING? STATE

MENTS OF THE BIBLE, CHRIST, AND THE BEST ACCREDITED 

CHURCH HISTORIANS. 

Having the plain, straight, clear testimony of God, 
Christ, and the evangelists, we now take that of the 
most distinguished church historians and eminent 
divines. And for once, perhaps on this one only sub
ject, we shall find they all agree; and it is the only 
subject on which they do agree. We shall confine 
our testimony to generally admitted first-class church 
historians, themselvs observers of Sunday. So the 
evidence we present is the admissions of opponents, 
and in every case giv authority-page, section, chap
ter, etc. 

Neander (the most distinguished of church histo-
rians): ' 

"The festival of Sunday, like all other festivals, was always 
only a human ordinance; and it was far from the intention of 
the apostles to establish a divine command in this respect
far from them, and from the early apostolic church, to trans
fer the laws of the Sabbath to Sunday. Perhaps at the end 
o.f the second century a false application of this kind had be
gun to take place; for men appear by that time to hav con
_sidered laboring on Sunday as a sin" (Rose's Neander, p. 186). 

The North British Review in a labored attempt to 
justify the observance of Sunday by Christians, styles 
that day: 

"The wild solar holiday (i. e., festival in honor of the sun) 
of all pagan times" (vol xviii, p. 400). 

"That very day was the Sunday of their heathen neigh
bors and respectiv countrymen, and patriotism gladly united 
with expediency in making it at once their Lord's day and 
their Sabbath" (vol. xviii, p. 409). 

Verstegan: 
"The most ancient Germans being pagans, and having ap

pointed their first day of the week to the peculiar adoration 
of the sun, whereof that day doth yet in our English tongue 
retain the name of Sunday, and appointed the next day unto 
the especial adoration of the moon, whereof it yet retaineth 
with us the name Monday" (Verstegan's "Antiquities," p. 
10; London, 1628). 

We derive our names for the days of the week from 
the Saxons. 

First day; named in honor of their chief god, the 
Sun; hence Sun's-day, or Sunday. 

Second day, named in honor of the moon; hence 
Moon's-day, or Monday. 

Third day, named in honor of the German hero 
Tuisco; hence Tuisco-day, or Tuesday. 

Fourth day, named in honor of the god of battle, 
Woden; hence Woden's-day, or Wednesday. 

Fifth day, named in honor of the god of weather, 
Thor; hence 'l'hor's-day, or Thursday. 

Sixth day, named in honor of the goddess of peace 
and plenty, Friga; hence Friga-day, or Friday. 

Seventh day, named in honor of the god of free
dom, Sea tor; hence Seator-day, or Saturday. 

Jennings (declares the adoration of the sun more 
ancient than the aeliverance of Israel from Eg1.Pt): 

" The idolatrous nations, in honor to their chief god, the 
sun; began the day at his rising." 

"T4e day which the heathens in general consecrated to 
worship, in honor of their chief god, the sun" ("Jewish An
tiquities," book 3, chap. 1). 

Morer (distinguished historian of the church of 
England): 

"The primitiv Christians had a great veneration for the 
Sabbath, and spent the day in devotions and sermons. And 
it is not to be doubted but they derived this practice from the 
apostles themselvs" (Morer's Dialogs on the Lord's day, p. 
189). 

" The Lord's day had no command that it should be sanc
tified, but it was left to God's people to pitch on this or that 
day for the public worship. And being taken up and made a 
day of meeting for religious exercises; yet for three hundred 
years there was no law to bind them to 1t" (Ibid, p. 233). 

Speaking of how we obtained the name Sunday, he 
says: 

"It is not to be denied but we borrow the name of this 
day from the ancient Greeks and Romans, and we allow that 
the old Egyptians _worshiped th'e sun; and as a standing 
memorial of their veneration dedicated this day to him" 
(Ibid, p. 22). 

Lyman Coleman: 
"The last day of the week was strictly kept in connec

tion with that of the first day, for a long time after the 
overthrow of the temple and its worship. Down even 
to the fifth century the observance of the Jewish Sabbath 
was continued in the Christian church, but with a rigor and 
solemnity gradually diminishing until it was wholly discon
tinued" ("Ancient Christianity Exemplified," chap. xxvi, 
sec. 2). 

Bishop Jeremy Taylor (a decided opponent of the 
Sabbath): 

"The Lord's day did not succeed in the place of the Sab
bath, but the Sabbath was wholly abrogated, and the Lord's 
day was merely an ecclesiastical institution. It was not in
troduced by virtue of the fourth commandment, because they 
for almost three hundred years together kept that day which 
was in that commandment" (Doctor Dubitantium, part i 
book 2, chap. ii, sec. 51). ' 

"The primitiv Christians did all manner of works upon the 
Lord's day, even in the time of persecution; when they are 
strictest observers of all divine commands; but in this they 
knew there was none, and therefore when Constantine the 
emperor had made an edict against working upon the Lord's 
day, yet he excepts, and still permitted all agriculture or la-
bors of the husbandman whatsoever" (Ibid, sec. 59). 

Edward Brerewood (professor of Gresham College, 
London; Episcopalian): 

"The ancient Sabbath did ·remain, and was. observed, to
gether with the celebration of;the Lord's day, by the Chris
tians of the East church, above three hundred years after our 
savior's death; and besides that, no other day for more hun
dred years than I spoke of before was known in the church 
by the name of Sabbath but that" ("Learned Treatis of the 
Sabbath," p. 77; ed. 1631). . 

"The name of the Sabbath remained appropriated to the old 
Sabbath, and was never attributed to the Lord's day; not for 
many hundred years after our savior's time" (Ibid). 

Sir William Domville: 
"Centuries of the Christian era passed away before the 

Sunday was observed as a Sabbath. History does not furnish 
us with a single proof or indication that it was at any time so 
obserYed previous to the sabbatical edict of Constantine in 
A.D. 321" (Domville's "Examination of the Six Texts," p. 291). 

"Not any ecclesiastical writer for the first three centuries 
attributed the origin of Sl!l.nday obserYance either to Christ or 
to his apostles " (Ibid, Supplement, pp. 6, 7). 

Prynne: 
"It is certain that Christ himself, his apostles, and the 

primitiv Christians for some good space of time did con
stantly obserYe the seventh-day .Sabbath. The evangelists 
and St. Luke, in the Acts, ever styling it 'the Sabbath day,' 
and making mention of' its solemnization by the apostles and 
other Christians; it being still solemnized by many Christians 
after the apostles' times, even till the Council of Laodicea 
A.D. 364" ("Dissertations on the Lord's Day Sabbath,'' p. 33'; 
published 1633). 

"The seventh-day Sabbath was solemnized by Christ, the 
apostles, and primitiv Christians till the Laodicean Council 
did in a mariner quite abolish the observation of it " (Ibid, 
p. 44), 

Kitto: 
"Though in later times we find considerable reference to a 

sort of consecration of the day, it does not seem at any period of 
the ancient church to hav assumed the form of such an ob
serYance as some modern religious communities hav con
tended for. Nor do these writers in any instance pretend to 
allege any divine command, or even apostolic practice, in support 
of it" (Cyc. Bib. Lit., Art. "Lord's Day)." 

Heylyn: 
"Take which you will, either the fathers or the moderns, 

and we shall find no Lord's day instituted by any apostolic 
mandate-no Sabbath set on foot by them upon the first day 
of the week" (Hist. Sabbath, part ii, chap. i, sec. 10). 

We now present the translation of the celebrated 
edict of Constantine-the original fountain of first
day authority. The original edict may be seen in the 
library of Harvard College. 

"Let all the judges and .town people and the occupation of 
all trades rest on the venerable day of the sun, but let those 
who are situated in the country freely and at full liberty at
tend to the business of agriculture, because it often happens 
that no other day is so fit for sowing corn and planting vines; 
lest the critical moment being let slip, men should lose the 
commodities granted by heaven" (Encyclopedia Britannica; 
Art. "Sunday"). 

Millman, the learned editor of Gibbon, testifies: 
"The rescript commanding the celebration of the Chris

tian Sabbath· bears no allusion to its peculiar sanctity as a 
Christian i:Q.stitution. It is the day of the sun which is to be 
observed by the general veneration" (Hist. Christianity, 
book iii, chap. i). 

Mosheim, whom the majority of Sunday-keepers 
regard as authority equaled only by the New Testa
ment, says: 

"The first day of the week, which was the ordinary and 
stated time· for the public assemblies of the Christians, was 
in consequence of a peculiar law enacted by Constantine ob
served with greater solemnity than it had formerly been" 
(Eccl. Hist., cent. 4, part ii, chap. iv, sec. 5). 

The influence of Constantine powerfully contrib
uted to aid those church leaders who were intent 
upon bringing the forms of pagan worship into the 
Christian church. Gibbon thus places upon record 
the motivs of the holy fathers of the church and the 
res~~ of their action in "Decline and Fall," chap. 
XXVlll: 

"The most respectable bishops had persuaded themselvs 
that the ignorant rustics would more cheerfully renounce the 
superstition ·of paganism if they found some resemblance, 
some compensation, in the bosom of Christianity." 

The body of nominal Christians -which resulted 
from this strange union of pagan rites with Chris
tian worship arrogated to itself the title of Catholic 
church, while those who resisted these unscriptural, 
dangerous innovations were branded as heretics, and 
cast out of the church. 

The history of the Dark Ages is full of the edicts 
and decrees of _popes, bishops, and councils, all 
directed to the one object-of establishing the sacred
ness of Sunday. Banishment, confiscation of goods, 
stripes, slavery; the loss of one hand, and then of the 
other; the chaining a number of persistent Sabbath
keepers (who dared to deny the authority of the holy 
Roman Catholic church to change the day to Sunday) 
to a row of iron pillars, and boring out the left eye 
of the poor wretches with a red-hot auger unless 
they recanted. The executioner would go down the 
line accompanied by the priest. If any still refused 
to recant and pledge to obey the church, their right 
eye was bored out. These were the gentle, loving 
persuasions of the Christians to secure the observ
ance of Sunday. 

To strengthen the sacredness of this venerable day 
Heylyn informs us: 

"It was delivered of the souls in purgatory by Petrus 
Damiani, who lived A.D. 1056, that every Lord's day they were 
manumitted from their pains and fluttered up and down the 
lake avenues in the shape_ of birds" (Hist. Sab. 1 part ii, chap. 
v, sec. 2). 

.,-;•"'----"'.;.. 

And they taught hell itself could be benefited if 
those yet· living upon earth Would only keep Sunday 
well. 

Morer: 
"Yet still the others went on their way, and to induce their 

proselytes to spend the day with greater exactness and care, 
they brought in the old argument of compassion and charity 
to the damned in hell, who during the day hav some respit 
from .their torments; and the ease and liberty they hav is 
more or less according· to the zeal and degrees of keeping it 
well" ("Dialogues on the Lord's Day,'' p. 68). 

In 1095 Pope Urban c-onsecrated the Sabbath to 
the weekly service of the Virgin Mary. 

In the very. middle. of the Dark Ages, when the 
papal power had reached its highest elevation, Pope 
Innocent the Third found the people of Great 
Britain stubborn and rebellious,<keeping the Sabbath, 
and refusing to abstain ·from labor or regard as holy 
the great venerable day of the sun, which, by the in
fallible power of the holy church that cannot err, 
had been substituted for the God-given, Christ-in
dorsed Sabbath. Therefore in 1202 he sent into 
England one Eustachius, abbot of Flaye in Nor
mandy, with a holy mandate, a roll which fell from 
heaven, containi:qg the so-much-needed divine au
thority for Sunday. This holy mandate, or ready
written scroll, was declared to hav come down from 
heaven unto Jerusalem-and was found on St. Sime
on's alter in Golgotha, were Christ was crucified
which lying three days and. three nights, struck with 
such terror all that saw it that, falling on the ground, 
they besought God's mercy; this roll was taken to 
the pope and by bim, in possession of Eustachius, 
sent to England. We hav really better proof that 
this miraculous scroll was written by Jesus, and 
rained down from heaven, than can be furnished that 
any part of the Bible, Old or New Testament, was 
written by direction of God, 9r even by the persons 
whose names are attached to the various books. 

Hoveden (Roger Hoveden was a historian of high 
repute, who lived at the very time when this much
needed precept was furnished by the pope) informs 
us Eustace, the abbot of Flaye in Normandy, came 
into England in the year 1200 to preach, and was 
very earnest in behalf of Sunday. 

"At London also, and many other places throughout Eng
land, he effected by his preaching that from that time for
ward people did not dare to hold market of things. exposed 
for sale on the Lord's day" (Roger de Hoveden's Annals, 
Bohn's ed., vol. ii., page 487). 

It seems, however, the prelates of England opposed 
him in this, demanding authority for the change; so 
he returned to Normandy, but returned the follow
ing year with the needed proof. 

"In the same year, 1201, Eustace, abbot of Flaye, returned 
to England, and preaching therein the word of the Lord from 
city to city, and from place to place, forbade any person to 
hold a market of ,goods on sale upon the Lord's day. For he 
said that the commandment under written, as to the obser
vance of the Lord's day, came down from heaven: The holy 
commandment as to the Lord's day, which came from 
heaven to Jerusalem, and was found upon the altar .of Suint 
Simeon, in Golgotha, where Christ was crucified for the sins 
of the world. The Lord sent down this epistle, which was 
found upon the altar of Saint Simeon, and after looking upon 
which three days and three nights, some men fell upon the 
earth, imploring mercy of God. And after the third hour, 
the patriarch arose, and Acharias, the archbishop, and they 
opened" the scroll, and received the holy epistle from God. 
And when they had taken the same, they found this writing 
therein: 

"I am the Lord, who commanded you to obserYe the holy 
day of the Lord, and ye hav not kept it, and hav not re
pented of your sins. As I hav said in my gospel 'heaven and 
earth shall pass away, but my words shall not pass away.' 
Whereas I caused to be preached unto you repentance and 
amendment of life, you did not believe me. I hav sent against 
you the pagans, who hav shed your blood on the earth; and 
yet you hav not believed; and because you did not keep the 
Lord's day holy, for a few days you suffered hunger, but soon 
I gave you fulness, and after that you did still worse again. 
Once more, it is my will that no one, from the ninth hour on 
Saturday until sunrise on Monday, shall do any work, except 
that which is good. 

"And if any person shall do so, he shall with penance 
make amends for the same. And if you do not pay obedience 
to this command, verily I say unto you, and I swear unto you 
by my seat, and by my throne, and by the cherubim who 
watch my holy seat, that I will giv you my commands by no 
other epistle, but I will open the heavens, and for rain I will 
rain upon you stones, and wood, and hot water, in the night, 
that no one may take precautions against the same, and that 
so I may destroy all wi~ked men. This do I say unto you; 
for the Lord's holy day you oilhall die the death; and for the 
other festivals of my saints which you hav not kept, I will 
send unto you beasts that hav the heads of lions, the hair 
of women, the tails of camels, and they shall be so ravenous 
that thev shall devour your flesh, and you shall long to free 
away to "the tombs of the dead, and to hide yourselvs for fear 
ofthe beasts; and I will take away the light of the sun from be
fore your eyes, and will send darkness upon you, that, not 
seeing, you may slay one another, and that I may remove 
from you my face, and may not show mercy upon you. For 
I will burn the bodies and the hearts of you, and of all of those 
who do not keep as holy the day of the Lord. 

"Hear ye my voice, that so ye may not perish in the land, 
for the holy day of the Lord. Depart from evil, and show 
repentance for your sins. For if you do not do so, even as 
Sodom and Gomorrah shall you perish. Now know ye that 
you are saved by the prayers of my most holy mother Mary, 
and of my most holy angels, who pray for you daily." 

There is much more of the same sort, but lack of 
space forbids quoting more. Mark the fact, the sev
enth clay was kept; the first day was not observed as 
the Sabbath by Christians; this as late as 1201 A.D. 

That this silly document was actually taken to Eng
land, mir1;1>cles followed its reading, and that it caused 
the people to adopt Sunday as Sabbath1 there is su:per~ 
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abundance of testimony. We cannot take time to 
quote, but refer to" M.atp. Paris's Historia Major, pp. 
200, ~.~1, ed. 1640; Bmms Councils," ad. ann. 1201, 
vol: IJ~, pp. 1448, 1449; Wilkins's Oonailia MagnCJ3 
Bntamce_ et J:!ihernre, vol. i, pp. 510, 511; LoRdon, 
1737; Sir David Dalrymple's "Historical Memorials " 
:P.P· 7, 8, ~~· 1769; Heylyn's "Hist. Sabbath," parl 
11, chap. vn, sec. 5; JVIorer's "Lord's Day" pp. 288-
29~; · .. Hessey's "Sunday," pp. 90 and 321; Gilfil
lan s Sabbath," p. 399. 
Mor~r and Heylyn ~ecl~re that the next year after 

the arnval of. Eutacbms :n England with this roll, 
~203, a c~unml was held m Scotland concerning the 
mtrod_uctwn and establishment of the Lord's day in 
that kingdom. The roll that had fallen from-heaven 
to supply the lack of scriptural testimony in behalf 
of. this da;y was admirably adapted to the business of 
this counml. Although Dr. Heylyn informs us that the 
S~otch :were so ready to comply with the pope's 
Wishes, It was not needed. , 

About the year 1214 a parliament at Scone by 
Alexander the Third, king of the Scotts enacted that 
none. should fish ~n any -yaters from Saturday after 
evemng prayer till sunrise on Monday which was 
afterward confirmed by King James the First. 

Barnfield, in his "Enquiry," page 3, says: 
"~he princes of England in t203 would not agree to change 

the Sabba~h and keep first day (or Sunday); but in the tenth 
y~ar of Kmg John the -pope excommunicated him, and the 
kmg was forced at last to lay down his crown at the feet of 
Mandulphus.' the pope's agent. After being thus Jiumbled, 
h.e removed m the tenth year of his reign the markets in the 
Citl of Exon from Sunday to Monday. 

Henry III. ordered the removal of all markets from first 
day to-other days: 

. "The ~arliament of England met on Sundays until the 
time of Rwhard II. 

. "In 1223 a synod was held in Oxford by Stephen, Arch
bishop of Canterbury, w~re they determined Sunday should 
be,~ept with veneration, ';-nd a fast upon the Sabbath. 

~he first law made m England by the Parliament for 
keepmg Sunday was made in the time of Edward VI. in the 
year 1470 A.D." 

Testimony of distinguished churchmen, ancient 
and modern: 

Zwingle: 

"It is lawful on the Lord's day after divine service for 
any man to pursue his labor" (Cox's'" Sabbath Laws," p. 287). 

Beza: 
"No cessation of work on the Lord's day is required of 

Christians " (Ibid, p. 286). 

Bucer; 
"And ~oth not only call it a superstition but an apostasv 

-from. Chr1st, to think that working on the Lord's day in itself 
considered is a sinful thing" (Ibid). 

Cranmer, in his Catechism, published 1548: 
"We ?ow keep no more the Sabbath on Saturday, as the 

Jews do, ~ut we obse~'Ve the Sunday, and certain other days 
as the magistrates do JUdge convenient, whom in this thing 
we ought to obey." 

Tyndale, who gave us the first English version of 
the Bible: -
_ "As for the Sabbath, We be lords over the Sabbath and 
may yet change it into Monday, or into- any other day ~s we 
see need, or make every tenth day holy day only if we see 
cause why" (Tyndale's "Answer to Moore," b~oki, chap. xxv). 

John Calvin: 
"However, the ancients hav not without 'sufficient reason 

substituted what we call the Lord's day in the room of the 
Sabbath" (Calvin's "Ins. of Chris. Rei.," book ii, chap. viii, 
sec. 34). 

Adam Clarke (vol. iv, p, 539; col. ii, 17): 
"There is no intimation here that the Sabbath was done 

away, or that its moral lise was su,Jerseded by the introduc
tion of Christianity. I hav show~ elsewhere that 'Remem
ber the. Sa~ bath day to keep it holy,' is a command of perpet
ual obhgatwn, and. can never be superseded but by the final 
termination of time." · 

- Albert Barnes (Matt, v, 19): 
" 'Sh.all ?e ~ailed great.', He that teaches that all the law 

of God IS bi!ldmg, and. that all ?f it should be obeyed, with
out attemptmg to specify what IS most important, shall be a 
teacher worthy of his office-shall teach the truth and shall 
be called great. We learn hence: · ' 

"1. That all the law of God is binding on Christians 
". 2. That all the commands of God should be preached in 

their proper plflce by Christian ministers. 
"3. That they who pretend that there are any laws of God 

s? small that they need not obey them, are up.worthy of his 
kingdom. 

"4. That tr,w piety has respect to all the commandments 
of God, and keeps them" (Psahns cxix, 6). 

John Wesley, in his sermon on Matt. v- 17 19 
bitt~rly de~ounces those who would seek t~ ch~ng~ 
one JOt or tittle of the law-that is, the dotting of an 
i or the crossing of a t. 

Vv e hav shown there is no authority for Sunday 
observ~nce in the. Bible (Old or New Testament)-no 
aut~onty or reqmrement for its observance by God, 
Chn~t, or the apostles; that the only authority for 
keepmg Sunda:y holy is the heathen sun-worshipers, 
the pope of Rome, and the Romish church. 

We giv 'two extracts from Roman Catholic cate~ 
chism: 

" Question.-What is this day of rest? 
"Answer.-The seventh day of the week or Saturday" 

(Gen. ii, 2, 3). ' 
"Q.-It is then Saturday we should sanctify in order to 

obey God? 
"A.-During ~he old law Saturday was the day sanctified; 

but the church1 mstructed by Jesus Christ and directed by 

the spirit of God, has substituted Sunday f0r Saturday" 
(Oath. Cat. of Religion), 

"How prove· you that the church hath powers to command 
feasts and holy days?' 

"A.-By the very act of changing the Sabbath which the 
Protestants allow of. '• -

"How prove you that? 
"A.-;-Because by keeping Sunday they acknowledged the 

c~u~ch s J?OWer to ordain feasts and to command them under 
sm (Abridgment of Chris. Doct., p. 59). 

We hav also given the declarations of the reform
ers and leadi~g divines that there is no authority for 
Sunday ~eepmg; that Sunday keeping is only of 
comparativ modern date among Christians, and was 
unknown as a Sabbath for more than three hun-
dred years after Christ. . 

We ask the learned doctors of divinity we ask all 
hon.est C~ristians, for simple, honest answe~s to the fol
lowmg Simple questions. 

1. Will the reason, because God rested on that 
day (E::<, xx, 11), apply to any other day? 

2, Did God ever bless or sanctify Sunday, the first 
day? 

3, Is the day holy because church creeds and 
priests and ministers call it so or because God made 
it so? ' 

4. Can you find the text-a "thus saith the Lord" 
or even an intimation, that God ever took away the 
blessing which he put on the seventh day ? 

5. When and where can we find the record that 
God givs us the seventh day and tells us we may now 
use it as a working or secular day? " 

6. Does the New Testament ever call the first day 
h~? . 

7. Where in the New Testament is the name Sab
bath applied to first day or Sunday? 

8. As the New Testament declares there is no 
trans~.ession where there is no law (Rom. iv, 15; 1 
John m, 4), what sin is committed by working on 
Sunday? 

9. Is it not a wicked perversion of scripture to 
take the. name of "Sabbath" from seventh day, and 
bestow It on Sunday, the first day? 

10. If the name "Sabbath" were no longer applied 
to first day, but it should simply be called "First 
Dl1-y," as it is in the· Bible, would it not soon lose all 
sacredness in the eyes of the people '? .. 

11. If the Bible is true, how can you hope to es
cape the penalty of making the commandments of 
God of none effect by your tradition? (Mark vii, 
5, 13). 

12. ~ince we hav been so basely deceived and de
luded m regard to the sacredness of Sunday, which 
all Christians hav united in teaching we must revere 
as most holy, and to violate which must insure our 
everlasting doom, why should we any longer accept 
the Bible, Christ, the trinity, the plan of salvation, or 
any other dogma or tenet of Christianity, which are 
regurded no more sacred or essential to salvation 
than observance of Sunday as the Sabbath? Cadit 
quCJ3stio I 

We rejoice in the faith that the world is growing 
tired of sects and disgusted with sectarianism-that 
the masses are beginning to dare to investigate and 
think for themselvs, and, realizing the mytlis and er
rors they hav been led to reverence, will now discard 
them, and henceforth act on their own convictions, 

Dear Christian friends, is it not time to ris~ out of 
the deep ruts of superstition, bigotry, and blind 
faith; to look and see for yourselvs, instead of only 
through the eyes of priests and ministers? 

We desire to zealously defend Sunday as a day of 
rest, recreation, amusement, and instruction. It is 
the weekly rest-day made for man-by man-before 
the idea of Christ or Cln-istianity was first conceived. 
We would hav the citizen of the crowded city, the 
shop, and factory, seek the green fields, the woods, 
the streams; the tired out-door laborer recline at 
ease, enjoy reading and conversation with family and 
friends, or seek the concert or lecture hall, as inclina
tion prompts. In short, the day should be sacredly 
observed in seeking comfort, health, and recreation, 
mental and physical; each and all free to spend its 
hours as inclination prompts, untrammeled by aught 
but the great first principle of Liberalism, "Do as 
you would be done by, and in seeking your own 
pleasure be careful and sure not to infringe on the 
rights of any other." 

Let ti·ue Liberalism hav·free course, and it shall 
glorify mankind. We shall hav a religion free from 
forms that fetter, clear of the cant that kills ; a 
religion that incites love for all that is highest, 
holiest, and best; without slavish fear, or adhesion 
to creeds abounding in absurdities and contradic
tions, demanding faith in impossibilities; a religion 
that makes righteousness (right doing) rational, true 
manhood- divinEI, freedom secure, and charity uni-
versal. CHAS, B. REYNOLDS. 

Rochester, N. Y. 

Row to Solve the Problem. 
Could we extend our vis~on backward through the 

endless ages of the past, m search of a beginning 
then, as now, we would ~nd it bounded by the sam~ 
ethereal ocean of constituent elements, existing in 
the double condition that constitutes the sexes 
studded with the same system of worlds that no,; 
greet om· vision, deriving their existence and suste~ 
nence from t_he elements in which they exist, and as 
a whole, subJect to the same l:nvs of production and 
reproduction as their constituent parts or outgrowths; 
and further, that the same law that makes higher 
numbers by combination of lower ones; makes higher 
grades of being by combination of lower ones, that 
the higher could in no case exist independent of the 
low~r. In the e~rly s~ttlement of ?ur country, the 
Indians when takmg pl'lsoners sometimes tied them to 
a tree face outward and threw tomahawks at them to 
see how near they could come to them and not hit them. 
This seems to hav been the object of the leaders of 
thought, to see how near they could come to the truth 
and not hit it. Thus far in the history of our planet 
belief that the sexes, under the various names of 
cause and effect, spirit and matter, male and female 
etc., etc., ~re distinct entities, the one sovereign, th~ 
other subJect, has held full control without a shadow 
of evidence drawn from organic law to sustain it, as 
superstition forbids all reference to that law, The 
effect of this belief may be traced in rivers of blood 
and the plains of earth whitened with the bones of 
its victims as far in the past as history or tradition 
reaches. 

Taking organic law for evidence: the only dif~ 
ference in sex is the location of sexual organs. In 
the female, internal and negativ, in the male, external 
and positiv, conception a passing of centers in which 
these conditions are reversed, in which positiv be~ 
comes negativ and negativ · positiv, each taking the 
place of the other and becoming what the other was. 
As the animal is ~n outgrowth ~rom the vegetable, 
as the vegetable IS from the mmeral, all are alike 
subj~ct to the same organic _law, Interchange o£ 
sex IS fully demonstrated in the relations existing 
between the roots and top of all vegetables, the top 
an outgrowth from the roots, the roots the product 
of a former top; the roots as blind to the existence of 
the top as we in our normal condition are to the 
existence of those who bear the same relation to us 
tbat the top bears to the roots of the vegetable. 
That-the sexes are interchanging is as evident as that 
nigh~ and day are, and nothing but a superstition 
that IS the deadly enemy of the human family pre~ 
vents us from seeing it. As action balanced by 
reaction is the motiv power of all, apply that law to 
the problem of existence and the solution is sure. 

Wesifield, N Y., April 15, 1883. J. TINNEY. 

Religious Immorality. 
The old Adam is apparently still strong, not to say 

rampant, in the negro races. Christianity has been 
doing its best for them, and they hav now reached 
that stage in the higher life in which intense relig· 
ious fervor is combined with a concientious prefer· 
ence for other men's property, and certain other 
eccentricities. The commonly alleged adaptability 
of Christianity to meet all human needs and appeal 
to every class of mind, is illustrated in the ease with 
which they hav grafted its creeds and its pietism 
upon a morality at once simple and ingenious. Its 
leading principle is expressed in the bmden of the 
well-known negro hymn, "Steal away," and it is per· 
fectly unbiased in its views of social relationship. 
Dr. Tucker recently furnished the American Church 
Congress with certain details in these regards, which 
appear to hav somewhat staggered his audience. He 
says: "In the midst of a prayer I hav known them to 
steal from each other; and on the way home from a 
prayer-meeting they will rob any hen~roost that lies 
conveniently at hand, and this without any thought 
of sin against God, and even without any perception 
of an incongruity. , , . The most pious negro I 
know is one confined in a penitent\!Lry for an atrocious 
murder, who can see no especial sin against God in 
his crime, though he acknowledges an offense against 
man." This "most pious negro" is evidently a more 
reasonable being than might be supposed, and it 
would be well if the Church Congress could realize 
that the ground of morality is the "offense against 
man "-a point on which the negro mind is clearly 
open to conviction. But om informant further adds: 
"I hav known a negro preacher guilty of incest; 
another of habitual theft; a thitd with two wives, be~ 
ing manied to neither; a fourth who W!tS a constant 
and inost audacious liar-yet who were earnest and 
successful preachers. Yet the four men of whom I 
speak were not conscious of hypocrisy, and their 
known sins did not diminish their influence with 
their race. It was impossible to hear them preach 

DEACON JoNES is of 
0 

If- · d Whil or pray and doubt their absolute sincerity." This 
at hi's eveni'ng' deont~ ns ur se pmse fimedn. be the· squint of sincerity hints at more than most Christians 

vo IO , a gun was re nea 1. Th fund t 1 · · 1 · 1 d · th t 
his window. The deacon jumped to his feet like rea IZ~. e . a_men a prmmp e mvo ve lS . a 
a jack-in-the-box. But he recovered his equanim- m_orahty and rehgwn hav no necessary connectiOn 
ity in an instant, and quietly remarked: "I don't With each other.-Selecte~ ¥ 

know whether that fellow killed his prey or not, "~SWERS TO CHRISTIAN QuESTIONs.'' · By D. M, 
but I know that he spoiled mi:l).e,"~Boston Transcri)Jt. Bennett. Pr1ce1 25 centij~ 
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f&ommunic;ttiof(!J. nomena, than a being as much worse than a human 
as he is greater? 

This brings me to my second point, Mr. Hale's 
nameless God "without 'person or gender." But he 

Not LaRoy Sunderland's Beecher. is not nameless, for among other appellations, Mr. 
'ro THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I am Hale proceeds to giv his God a "more significant title 

surprised that my old friend, LaRoy Sunderland, has than 'it,"' and so far forgets himself that in the 
mentioned my much-loved Mr. Beecher, to say so second line, after having deprived this being of per
little of his value to the " advance guard " of Liber- son and gender, proposes to call it'' The I Am," using 
alism in this latter half of the nineteenth century. the personal pronoun, first person, "I," to designate 
But believing he means better, let me make the state- his impersonal, genderless God! Now a pro-noun 
ment that, for one who has said and continues to say always stands for a noun. Let me quietly ask Mr. Hale 
so much wisdom, there is no man equaling Mr. what noun that personal pronoun "I," first person, 
Beecher to-day in the ranks of genuin thought singular, stands for? Wh01n does it represent?. a n.euter 
wheresoever. The pre-orthodox look and listen to God, neither male or female, nor personal! It IS t~e 
Mr. Beecher; the esoteric and love-loving portion of first person also, the person speaking. Now who IS 
the Christian profession can find a rest in Mr. this person, this "I" speaking, this "I," in the present 
Beecher's bosom that the world has never begun to tense-who "am," "I Am?" It cannot be Mr. Hale; 
realize in the fabled bosom of an Abraham. He is he is the third person, speaking of "The I Am;" he 
a host in himself, and he knows it; and it needs not cannot stand in the place of this being and name 
a keen sigkt to acknowledge that he is leading his him the "I Am;" it is the "I Am" alone that can do 
followers as fast as they can endure his superior, re- that; so I again ask Mr. Hale who that "I Am" is, 
splendent vision, and is therefore sometimes incon- this impersonal, genderless being that he calls God, 
sistent with his previous statements. The best and or The I Am? 
proper way is to look at Mr. Beecher as a grand But Mr. Hale does not leave this being with~ut 
leader of to-day, doing more good, largely in conse- gender. In a former article (Aug. 26th, 1882) he m
quence of attained popularity-well earned and sus- vests it with the masculin gender, "He," "Him," 
tained_:_a popularity which, if Mr. Sunderland and "His," with the capital "H." . . 
myself in the lecture-field hav not obtained, has not It will be seen by the foregoing how diffic~t It ~s 
been obtained with any less heartachings and deep to hav any belief in the being of a God and divest It 
tribulations than we less men hav suffered. In my of personality and gender. Mr. Hale done as well as 
boyhood, Brooklyn days I viewed the old, unhewn any. one can in trying to reconcile such an absurd 
rock of Plymouth as a sacred relic; I pass by the old inconsistency. . . . 
rock now as a relic of 1620. But as to ]\'Ir. Beecher, I hav dwelt much longer on this pomt, Mr. Editor, 
with all his faults-and for a public man as he has than I otherwise should, but for the purpose of more 
been they are few-being watched as no man of this clearly showing the impossibility of having a God, 
century has been watched, I say he to-day stands the being of which has neither g~~der nor pe;rs~m, 
pre-eminent in the Liberal field. I love the man; I parts, or place. Please excuserepetitiOn and prolinty. 
love Ingersoll, only a little less than does Mr. Beecher; I am not desirous of having the last word. 
and compared with the influence these two men im- Washington, D. a. ELLA E. GIBSON. 

Too much cannot .be said in commendation of the 
good people of I!'lint, who came short in no du·ection 
in their efforts to make the meeting a pleasant and 
successful one. All in attendance from outside were 
entertained without money and without price. But 
one sentiment animates them, and that is unity and 
energy in the work. 

I should add th!!.t the new president, Mr. Cronk:, is 
a representativ Spiritualist and Liberal, and a man 
of character and financial ability. 

Deiroit, May 1. S. B. McCRACKEN, Sec. 

The Freethinkers' Convention. 
The New York State Freethinker's Association has 

appointed its next annual convention to be held 'in 
Corinthian Academy, in the city of Rochef?ter, for the 
five days commencing Aug. 29th. 

This association is the most Liberal, free, and cath
olic organization in this country. Its two thousand 
members represent every state in the Union and the 
province of Canada. Its creed is "Universal Men
tal Liberty," and its platform the Nine Demands of 
Liberalism. It givs equal welcome at its conventions 
to Materialists, Spiritualists, Free Religionists, Ag
nostics, Atheists, and Liberal Christians, and offers 
its platform to Christians of the most orthodox stripe 
if they will accept of it. 

This society has held five annual conventions, each 
being a great improvement on all former ones. At 
each convention, from the commencement, the asso
ciation has invited the Liberals of the whole coun
try and of Canada to unite with it; so that these con-
ventions hav been in fact more of the character of. a 
national than of a state convention. It does the same 
thing this year. It asks everybody who is in search 
of truth, or has truth to impwt, to meet with the as
sociation at Rochester this year. 

part-an influence that is not equaled in the world 
of thought by the entire clergy, outside of them
there is not. another Beecher to-day. Let us listen 
to him; let us lend· our chastening to him; but, 
while we would harshly criticise him, let us remem
ber the children he has in hand whom he is feeding 
with milk until they are able for the stronger meat 

There never has been a Freethought convention 
in this cotmtry that attracted so much public atten
tion and respect as the one held at Watkins Glen last 
fall. The proceedings were published by most of the 

Michigan Sphitualists and Liberalists.' leading journals of the country in a respectful and 
MEETING OF THE STATE ASSOCIATION AT FLINT. truthful manner, the New York Herald, the New York 

Sun, and the Elmira Advertiser giving the fullest and 
The annual meeting of the State Association .hav- most complete reports. I think the convention was 

ing slilffered a lapse through a misapprehension, the of that character that it justly entitled itself to such 
secretary issued a call for a meeting at Flint, which treatment. There was very little, if any, crankism 
assembled last Friday, April 27th, continuing through represented on its platform at Watkins. The speak
Saturday and . Sunday. The meeting, though not as ers were all men and women of ability and character, 
large as some previous ones, was, all things consid- who each had a valuable thought to present, and pre-

he has attained unto. G. A. LoMAS. 
Shakers, N. Y. 

-------.~------

, .A. Second Reply to Mr. Hale. ered, a most gratifying success. The causes that led sented it in a respectable and dignified mannEr. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I can~ to the call for the meeting, having been explained, At the coming convention, if possible, we must try 
t . . th t uld . . t 1 and the danger that had threatened the very existence to improve on our Watkins Convention. With all 

no Imagm a you wo reJOice 0 see a ong of the association being understood, the sentiment 
article in response to the author of "The Materialism was unanimous and enthusiastic in favor of standing the good speakers we had last year, I would like to 
of Mind," therefore, I will only allude to two points of see added such eminent names as tho::;e of Col. Rob-
Mr. Hale's criticisms relating to myself. As he in- by the old flag. d k . tt d ert G. Ingersoll, Prof. Felix Adler, Minot J. Savage, 
troduced nothing new in his last article (Jan. 20th), The regularly engage spea ers m a en ance Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Mrs. Clara Neymann. 
I h b t t 't t d l · t' ul 1 'Were Chas. A. Andrus, J. H. Burnham, and C. Mr. George Miln promised me last year that he av u o rei era e an exp am more par IC ar y. Fanny Allyn. F. D. Lacy, Mrs. Mary c. Knight 

First. I admit the truth of his main proposition, would attend the convention again this year and 
that if Materialism is true all the so-called evils are (formerly Mrs. Gale), andS. D. ;Moore, were present spend much time previous thereto in an effort to 
its results, and not the fiat of his God, as he seems as volunteer speakers. Mr. Lacy, from having been, make it a great success, but Mr. Miln is now out of 

. t d d . f . t .. . I less than a year ago, both Atheistic and Materialistic, the country, and I fear will not return in time to fill anXIous 0 assume an . esirous 0 mam ammg. as those terms are understood, showed in his 
Cannot See Why he Should feel any mo1·e secure I·n a that promis. But if every friend of Freethought and addresses a strong tendency to the Theistic and theory that Presumes all the imperfections of the progress will do his and her whole duty the conven-Spiritualistic, frankly stating the change in his posi-n ·ve se to flow drr' ect from an intelligent bei'ng or tion will be one that will greatly advance the .inter-n I r tion which had been largely wrought by observing God, who would or could make no better world than ests of humaillty and genuin Liberalism. 
th . d h d . d 't tb f the spiritual phenomena. H. L. GREEN. 

IS, an w 0 esigne I us or some purpose, even The addresses of the session were of the first or-
Mr Hale does not thoroughly und-stand what fo1· P. S.-Allow me to request the Freeth ought J. our-. "~ ' der. On Saturday evening Charles A. Andrus gave 
hthe doeis dnot tbhelie!'e in the ~~~stiatnh's ;od atnhy tmtohre an excellent discourse on the general subject, " Psy- f:f~ f~e~~ec~f:!!~ :~:t a~~v:p:~:ici~~ 1~~~et~rceo;~ 

an o, erefore repu Ia es e I ea a e chology." Sunday afternoon Mr. Burnham gave one 
Christian's God caused all this rumpus. of his best lectures under the title, "What Shall We many of them that it is a great task to furnish copy 

He cannot see, either, how it is going to help us in Think?" for each, and so I send it to the Liberal paper pub-
the leoot that these results come upon us WI'thout de li'shed in. this state-THE TRUTH SEEKER. H. L. G. '"""' - C. Fanny Allyn closed a month's engagement at 
sign, "for if evolution has clone a bad job here now, Flint on Sunday, and gave an interesting discourse 
it may do as bad a job or worse hereafter." Will not from a number of subjects proposed by persons in Christian Insolence Rebuked. 
the same reasoning equally apply to his God? Let us the audience. She spoke feelingly of her friendly From the Alli~nce, o., Standm·a of Ap1'il20th. 

see. If God has done a bad job here and now, he may relations with the people of Flint, and especially with .. On S~nda;y mornmg Mr. J?hn Allert~n, w~10 .re
do as bad a job or worse hereafter, "and I cannot see as the family of Mr. W. J. Cronk, whose guest she had Sided With his son on Mt. Umon street m this mty, 
we are gaining anything by choosing that horn of the been. A beautiful bouquet given her by Mrs. Cronk died :'er~ suddenly. Mr. :lllerton had been v~ry 
dilemma." "We take our choice," he says. I'm sm·e was the subject, with others, of her closing poem, muc~ mdisposed ~or some time, but on the mornmg 
I do not; evolution is forced upon me by the unani- which may itself be described as a poetical bouquet of his death he said he felt better and got up and 
mous voice of nature, and amounts to a conviction. woven of many parts. dressed himself. ~short ti~e afterward he lay down 
I hav no choice in the conclusion. On Sunday the secretary gave a short address on on a loung~, and m a few mn~utes was dead. He ~ad 

I repeat, a human being who designs and executes the relation of the two factors, Spiritualism and Lib- been suffermg -?:om congestiOn of the lungs, whiC~ 
evil against his fellows, if caught, is put to death; but eralism, in the association, showing that the term finally camred his death. Mr .. Allerto~ w~s 76 yeai~· 
this God designs and perpetrates all kinds of shock- "Materialism, has been sought by persistent misrep- of age, and had been a re~Iclent of this place fm 
ing barbarities by the wholesale. His tornadoes de- resentation to be applied to it, which is in no .sense many ~:~ars. ~e w~s v~ry highly resp~cted, and had 
stroy men, women, and children; his earthquakes synonymous with Liberalism and has no place m the many fnends m th1s mty. The funeral-took place 
swallow up thousands; his volcanoes depopulate o~·ganic work. ' Wednesday at 10:30 A. M. from the residence of Wm. 
whole villages; his freshets inundate vast territories; The following officers were elected: President, W. Allerton, and was conducted by Mrs. H .. S. Lake. It 
his forked lightnings pierce his sanctuary and strike J. Cronk, Flint; Secretary, S. B. McCracken, Detroit; was largely attended, and Mr~. Lak:e de~Ivered an ap
dead his chosen worshipers on bended knee in Treasurer, Mrs. M. A. Jewett, Lyons; Director, J. H. propriat~ addres~ to. the rel~tivs and friends present. 
prayer! All this and more the Christian declares his Burnham, Saginaw. These, with two directors who Appropnate.musiC was furmshed by the Independent 
God designs and performs! hold over, constitute the Executiv Board for the Church Chorr. Dr. Hartshorn spoke at some leng~h 

"He plants his footsteps in the sea, year. of the life of Mr. Allerton, and had much to say ~n 
And rides upon the storm !" All the expenses of the meeting were provided for, praise. The doctor was not ?ack>ya;rd, ho_wever, m 

He has no respect for human life. with a handsome balance remaining in the hands of having it understood that his rehgwus VIews were 
But Mr. Hale does not indorse the Christian's God; the treasurer-a result that has never been known not similar to those o~ ~rs. La~e.' nor ~ould he agree 

it is his God, some other God, equally powerful and but once before in the history of the association. with her as to the religious opimons of the deceased. 
cruel, who causes all this wreck of human life! Pray The usual annual camp-meeting will be held in 
what is the difference, if an intelligent, divine being· August. 
ordains, controls, and executes these fearful crimes A resolution appropriately thanking the society 
against his own children, whether it is the Christian and friends in Flint for their hospitality, and also 
God, or the God of Mr. Hale? thanking the friends who had flll'nished music--Mrs. 

Think you I had not rather bejieve that irre- W. Owen, Mrs. Odell, and Mr. Smith, of Lapeer, and 
sponsible nature, or evolution, produces these phe- Miss Curtis and Mrs. Connor, of Flint--was adopted. 

From the same papm· of April 27th. 

ED. S·.rANDARD: I write you at the request of those 
concerned, and ask space in your columns for the 
purpose of doing justice to one who can no longer 
speak for himself. I refer to Jo~n Allerton, who 
passed to spirit life on the 15th mst., and whose 
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funeral address I was called upon to giv. Therein I right had the House t<? go behind the formal offer of 
endeavored to make a brief statement of his belief, a member elect to conform with its rules? Where 
which was that of a Liberal Spiritualist, but to couch does it get the authority to investigate a man's pre
it in such language as would not wound the feelings .vious professions and present motivs, and to decide 
of any whose views differed from those of the speaker arbitrarily that an act ostensibly correct is in reality 
and the deceased. At the close of my address Dr. an evasion of the law? It is true that subsequently 
Hartshorn arose, in answer to an invitation to speak, to his first election Mr. Bradlaugh published a state
and, without regard to courtesy, good taste, or truth- ment that he should insist upon making affirmation, 
fulness, made the statement that Mr. Allerton-whom on the ground that the prescribed oath would not be 
he had know for fifty years-regar"ded the Bible as a binding on his consci6lnce, but if the House can take 
moral guide, accepted its precepts as those by which cognizance of such declarations made after the elec
human conduct should be governed, and relied upon tion of a member, why may it not also· notice equiva
it as a revelation from a supreme being. This was lent assertions or admissions made before an election 
absolutely false in every particular, as all who knew is held? And if all printed avowals of Atheism 
him can testify; and nothing but regard for the occa- should be held to disqualify for Parliament, why 
sion restrained me from announcing this fact then, in should those who make no secret of their Agnostic 
justice to the living and to the departed. . opinions in conversation escape a similar penalty? 

toral choice. The forces of bigotry and intolerance 
triumphed yesterday, but a day will come, and it is 
not far distant, when they will be forced to eat the 
bitter leek of humiliation, and when, perhaps, as in 
the case of Johri Wilkes, they will be compelled to 
erase from the journals of the House of Commons 
the record of their own infamy, bigotry, and intoler-
ance. 

The Liberal Club. 

It is, however, only another illustration of the It is notorious that a considerable number of the 
effort of the ch11rch to sustain its waning power by members who voted on this very motion to exclude 
claiming the Infidel dead who can no longer reply to Mr. Bradlaugh reject the Christia:q. conception of 
their slanderous aspersions upon their character. God and the dogma of immortality, and we might 
That the community may not be deceived by this, name several whose Atheistical views hav been dis
and to soothe the outraged feeling of those who were tinctly divulged in their published writings. But 
present on that occasion, I beg that you will publish they to9k the oath promptly and quietly, regarding 
this. · Yours for truth and justice, it as a mere formality; .whereas Mr. Bradlaugh had 

Mr. Wakeman had the chair of the Liberal club 
at the meeting of that body last week. In opening 
the proceedings he called attention to the report of 
the previous meeting which appeared in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. He pronounced it the most "humorous and 
unsatisfactory report to the speakers" that had ever 
been made. The opinion was generally indulged in 
that the report was written out by Mr. Shook. 

Mr. Albert Brisbane was the speaker of the even
ing, his subject being "Modern Scientific Speculations 
-Their Superficialities." He believed organic laws 
governed the universe, and that exact knowledge on 
any subject could not be had until the laws peliain
ing to that subject were discovered. No accurate in
formation of astronomy existed prior to the discovery 
of the law of gravitation by Newton, and a million 
years of speculation could not hav accounted for the 
perturbations of planets in their orbits. When the 
laws of density and distance were proclaimed, as
tronomy became an exact science. All laws were to 
be judged by the results of their application. The 
law of evolution, in the speaker's mind, had not 
proved satisfactory, because it had as yet led to no 
definit results. The theories of Darwin needed con
firmation. Cosmic wisdom alone, whether under the 
name of providence or divine guidance, was the mov
ing force in the phenomena of nature which we be
hold. Auguste Comte's three integrations, the theo
logical, metaphysical, and Positiv, did not cover the 
whole ground; neither did the philosophy of Hegel. 
Spencer's evolution-a change from an indefinit and 
incoherent heterogeneity to a definit and cohe
rent homogeneity, through continuous differentia
tions and integrations-explained nothing, because 
no one knew what homogeneity was. We had no 
instance of it. A study of all philosophies, ancient 
and modern, had left the speaker equally in the dark. 
The law of social science must be found out before 
we can look for an adjustment of human differences, 
and a solution of the economic questions which arise 

· MRs. H. S. LAKE. the candor to acknowledge what they, for the mo-
Salern, 0., April 20, 1883. ment at least, concealed. The only difference be-
Attest, as to correctness of above statement, tween him and his fellow Atheists is that they added 
M.,I.RTHA ALLERTON, l!.,RANCIS M. ALLERTON, hypocrisy, or, as they would call it, a judicious reti-
HmAM ALLERTON, JoHN ALLERTON, JR. cence, to their obnoxious ideas upon religious sub-
M. K. BARNABY, · S. D. ERWIN, jects. 
JosHUA H. BARNABY, W. S. PETTIT. But Mr. Bradlaugh, it seems, is the only nian in 

the United Kingpom who cannot be allowed to be a 
hypocrit. He must not even be suspected of hypoc
risy, for although nearly three years hav elapsed 
since he expressed Agnostic opinions, and although 
for aught that the House knows about the matter he 
may hav abjured them long ago, he has been thrice 
refused his seat, and meanwhile the borough of 
Northampton has been deprived of a seat to which 
it is constitutionally entitled. That the offer t0 take 
the oath will ultimately be held a legal compliance 
with the rules of Parliament cannot be doubtful to 
those who remember what came of the analogous 
attempt to partially and temporarily disfranchise the 
borough of Westminster for its persistence in return
ing Wilkes. There was but one way of avoiding the 
virtual admission that the oath is meaningless in the 
mouth. of many members, and that was· to allow 
affirmation to be substituted. Mr. Gladstone at last 
saw this, but the reactionists and bigots would not 
see it; hence the quandary into which the House of 
Commons has been plunged. 

Bradlaugh Again Barred Out. 
From the New Ym·lc Sun. 

The very small majority of three by which the 
Affirmation bill was refused a second reading on 
Thursday night proves, of course, that Mr. Glad
stone's vigorous though tardy advocacy of the meas
ure has had the effect of rallying a good many of the 
Liberals who on a former division growing out of 
the Bradlaugh complications had deserted the gov
ernment. But a considerable number of the Eng
lish N onconformisb> were inflexible, and as the Par
nellite members voted with the opposition, the min
istry was defeated, and yesterday's proceedings were 
awaited with anxiety, to see how Mr. Gladstone 
would regard his repulse. 

On the reassembling of the house on Friday Mr. 
Gladstone gave no hint of an intention to .treat the 
rejection of the bill as a vote of loss of confidence, 
altl10ugh in his speech a few days before he had used 
language that seemed to imply a resolve to test, if 
the house failed to support him, the feelings of the 
country on the question. Far from showing, how
ever, a desire to uphold any longer the claim of an 
English constituency to be represented in the legis
lature by any man not legally disqualified and will
ing to comply with the Parliamentary forms, he re
mained a silent spectator of the debate on Sir Staf
ford Noi·tbcote's proposal to preclude the member 
elect for Northampton from taking his seat. That 
Mr. Gladstone had no conscientious scruples touch
ing the propriety of administering the oath to one 
who had publicly denied its sanctity is clear enough, 
from the fact that he voted with Mr. Labouchere 
against the prohibitory resolution, which, however, 
was cari·ied by a vote of 271 to 165. Had the 
premier's voice gone with his vote it is impossible 
that a majority of more than a hundred could hav 
been obtained for a motion by which the House of 
Commons has stultified Itself and asserted inquisito
rial powers, which it will just as certainly be one day 
forced to disavow as it was compelled a century ago 
to reverse its stupid and arbitrary proceedings against 
John Wilkes. 

It is settled, then, that the House of Commons is 
willing to place itself on record as the most. bigoted 
assembly that exists in any part of the civilized 
world. Not only in the United States should we 
treat with derision-even if such on act of folly were 
not forbidden by the Constitution-any attempt to 
deprive a citizen of political privileges on the score 
of his opinions touching the origin and government 
of the universe, but the same thing may be said of 
every Europe)1n country which enjoys even t:&e sem
blance of free institutions. Neither in the French 
Chamber of Deputies, nor in the German Reichstag, 
nor in the Prussian Landtag, nor in the Italian leg
islature, nor in the Austrian Reichsrath, nor in the 
Hungarian Diet are the forces of intolerance strong 
enough or bold enough to ptevent avowed Agnostics 
from discharging the lawmaking functions with 
which electors hav seen fit to invest them. Even in 
a land which Englishmen look upon as so benighted 
and backward as Spain, the prime minister, Sagasta, 
is ashamed to make admittance to the Cortes depend 
on the profession of particular religious opinions, 
and has promised to effect the substitution of some 
form of affirmation for the usual oath in certain 
cases. 

Not only is the rejection of the affirmation bill a 
triumph for fanaticism, but the refusal to permit Mr. 
Bradlaugh to take the oath was an infring·ement of 
the rights of the borough of Northampton whose 
constitutionality is extremely questionable. What 

• 

Defeat of the Affirmation Bill. 
From the llg,milton, Ont., Eaening Tribune. 

Bigotry in religion and fanaticism in polif.ics are 
in themselvs forces bad enough, but when the two 
are combined they raise a spirit which for injustice 
and intolerance cannot be equaled. The rejection of 
the ..;Vfirmation bill by the British Honse of Com-. 
mons yesterday, especially in view of the fact that 
the bigotry of the Tory opposition had been con
sulted in leaving out of the measure its retrospectiv 
clause, is indefensible. It could by _no means be 
termed a Bradlaugh relief bill, for if Mr. Bradlaugh 
avails himself of its benefits, he must first seek for 
the fomth time election at the hands of his constitu
ents, who know full well what they are doing and the 
views which Mr. Bradlaugh upholds. The spirit 
which prompted the opposition to display its fanat
icism and bigotry is a nineteenth-century sur~ival of 
that which inspired Claverhouse to stain the glens of 
Scotland with the blood of the Covenanters; which 
made Torquemada hear peals of silvery laughter in 
the shrieks of agony, and the groans of the dying 
.victims to the Inquisition's power; which made the 
vales of Switzerland the scenes of bloodshed and 
murder; which drove from Spain a long procession 
of Moors, Protestants, and other heretics, inflicting 
such a blow upon the social and commercial pros
perity of that country as to transform a perfect para
dise into a wilderness, from the effect of which blow 
it has not recovered even to this day. It was the 
same spirit which prompted the Freethinking disci
ples of the first revolution in France to parade the 
streets of Paris with the heads of their victims 
carried aloft, and which filled the prisons of that 
unhappy country, deluged the land with human 
blood, and committed outrage after outrage against 
all social and religious institutions. . It was the same 
spirit in Mohammedan lands which permitted a dis
play of fanaticism of the worst character, which car
ried the sword and fire into thousands of peaceful 
homes. It is the same spirit which, no matter their 
creed, no matter their nationality, no matter their 
skepticism, as in the case of the revolutionists of 
France-the same spirit which leads to the defiance 
of all those common principles of justice which un
derlie society and government., and which violate 
every interpretation of that. beautiful golden rule 
wlJich forms the very foundation of the Christian 
code of morals. Let l\1r.Bradlaugh be what he may, 
be is the choice of an important constituency in Eng
land, and the day has gone by for any government 
or even any parliament to say who shall be the elec-

daily. This law had yet to be discovered. It lay in 
the science of social integration, a higher one than 
that of Positivism. We should learn to mistrust the 
speculations and conclusions of the human mind, 
and endeavor to find out the designs and laws of 
the o:verruling cosmic wisdom. 

Mr. Andrews followed. He said that Mr. Brisbane 
had first brought to his notice the teachings of the 
French philosopher, Charles Fourier, whom he re
garded as the greatest genius the world had ever 
produced, and from an eminently respectable ortho
dox deacon he became mihodox in the opposit direc
tion. He was now mihodox in both directions He 
had discovered the law of which Mr. Brisbane was in 
search, and was teaching it to a small class. Mr. 
Brisbane, the speaker said, did not believe this, but 
the force of truthful conviction compelled him to 
state it as a fact. 

Mr. Langerfelt said Carl Marx, the father of Ger
man Socialism, bad taught the truth of the matter in 
his written works. It had an economic basis. 

Mr. Roosevelt announced that he had solved the 
problem. The solution would appear in print in a 
few days. 

Mr. Vaughan believed evolution answered the 
question. ·It was as reasonable to believe that a 
mollusk could be placed in the machine of the ages, 
and with time to turn the crank, bring out an Inger
soll, as that a perfect human being could hav been 
put into the apparatus, the crank turned the other 
way, and a man brought out like Talmage. 

Mr. E. H. Heywood, of Boston, stated that the so
cial question was the one of predominant importance. 
The amount of intellect represented by the members 
of the club was evidently immense, but, Mr. Heywood 
intimated, they were on the wrong track. He would 
hold labor reform meetings the next Sunday and 
Monday. 

Mr. Shook was present, but had himself well 
under control, and did not speak. 

Mr. Brisbane closed the exercises with a fifteen
minute speech. The discussions of the Liberal Club 
are of great interest. 

--------~.-------
AT the Baptist Ministers' Conference in this city last week 

the Rev. D. C. Potter treated the ministers assembled to some 
plain and wholesome truths, which were such a novelty the 
chairman requested him to take some of them back. Talk
ing of the gospel-t()nt business he said it was an unmitigated 
blunder, consisting of "gospel hall, mass meeting, cabinet 
organ, limp-back gospel hymn, bad grammar, and no propri
ety." He also evidently knows something about the Young 
Men's Christian Association, for he tohl his clerical hearers 
that "the grancleBt humbug in New York is the association 
palace at the corner of Twenty-third street and Fourth av
enue." He was requestecl to strike out the word humbug, 
which he did, but forgot to say that it altered his opinion in 
anyway, 
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Ufraq~lafion. 

The Tomb of Fanaticism. 

out attendii)g mass, would it hav expiated crime? And is 
one cleared from the ,bloody stains for having assisted at a 
ceremony no less ridiculous than idolatrous? As for Con
stantine, I have the word of Consul Ablavius that this em
peror was a Nero [1771]. 

apparent concern than Mr. John Peck would exer
cise t~war? a colony of ants that were occupying a 
place m his garden and which he desired to pitch 
over the fence, and the ants would know about as 

[An examination of Lord Bolingbroke'sdoctrines. Written # 

by Voltaire in 1767 and translated from the French by Avery 
Meriwether.1 

Some Other Kind of Philosophy. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav 

much of the cause of their treatment as we know 
about the cause or the inscrutable ways of Mother 
Nature. · 

I hav listened to an immense amount of God
slaying in my time, and in the progress of mankind 
I am only too thankful that we are about done with 
all such human contrivances; but still, after all there 
is an illimitability before us, an unknowable' some
thing, that the wisest of men will never discover and 
even the Universology of Mr. Andrews will be 'rmz
zled to account for. 

CHAPTER. XXXIV. 
THE CHRISTIANS UP '1'0 THE TIME OF THEODOSIUS. 

After the death of Julian, the Arians and Athana
sians, who had until this moment restrained them
selves, commenced again to cause trouble in the em
pire. The bishops of the two parties were the 
leaders in sedition. Fanatical monks traveled to the 
desert of Thebes, sowing fire and discord, speaking 
of impossible miracles such as we read of in the his
tory of the popes of the desert, insulting the em
perm·s, and pointing out long beforehand the com
ing rule of the monks. 

lately read quite a number of articles from the pen 
of Mr. John Peck, on the subject of" Infidel Philoso
phy," and hav noti_ce~ one point of his philosophy 
that he lays the prmmpal stress of nearly every arti
cle upon, and I would now like to ask the gentleman 
a few questions, because if this is Infidel philosophy, 
I am somewhat mistaken in my estimate of Infidelity. 

T~ere was a wise emperor who, for the purpose of 
~uttmg an en? to these continual broils, granted 
hberty of consmence to every one. This was V alen
tinianus I. During his time all sects lived, at least a 
few years, in a formal kind of peace, only anathema
tizing instead of slaying each other. Pagans, Jews 
Athanasians, Arians, Macedonians, Donatists, Cy~ 
prians, Manicheans, and Apollinarists, were all as
tonished at this seeming tranquillity. Valeutinianus 
taught all those who are born to rule that if two 
sects destroy a state, thirty sect.s will leave it in 
peace. 

I do not think John deals fairly with the Chris
tians' God in charging every misfortune of the world 
upon him. By his articles it is plain that he ignores 
every form of God-says that we hav no use for one. 
Now, John an<l his philosophy teach this, and if he 
is sure of it, then all these cruelties he is charging 
upon the Christian God must be the operations of 
his own god, or the Infidel god of . nature. It is na
ture that brings about all the punishment for vio~ 
lated law, and transmits to posterity the good, bad, 
or indifferent qualities of our liveE!. The Christians' 
Bible declares that the " sins of the fathers are vis
ited upon the children to the third and fourth gen
erations." This John in 'substance declares to be 
unjust and the bight of cruelty, and denounces .their 
God in round terms, but he seems to forget that the 
sins of parents are thus visited upon children, as can 
be observed daily. Now, to be consistent, why does 
he not denounce nature, since he says there is no 
God? Is it not plain that in this instance at least 
the Bible God is in perfect accord with his god, or 
the laws of nature ? 

Every God that has been seated in the temple of 
human worship was the work of ignorance and the 
outpouring of the inward restlessness of man the in
ward desire for progress and knowledge and of ne
cessity the work of nature. When we lo~k back ten 
~o fifty thousa;nd years, the_ :nind is almost paralyzed 
m contemplatmg the conditiOn of tlie world's inhab
itants; its monsters, its hordes of barbarous and 
cru~l savag~s that made it a daily study to slaughter 
their enem1es; and when the unstable condition of 
the earth is brought into the picture, with its numer
ous and destructiv earthquakes, floods, famins etc. 
etc., w_ithout limit, it produces a shudder and' sug: 
gests It to hav been a verv undesirable time to hav 
h!1d to liv. And .yet every ·d~ca~e has bE!en the step
pmg-stone to a higher state of hfe and a more stable 
temple to worship in. We often wonder why the 
"lost link" cannot be found which connects man 
with the lower animals, but in view of the above pic
ture it may be conjectured that it was on account of 
the vast ocean of time that has intervened, and the 
wars of annihilation had by the earliest tribes of men. 
This is Infidel teaching, but it is in accordance with 
the history of the races of men as far back as their 
condition can be traced, and is in accord with the 
geolog;r of the earth, so far as it relates to the per
turbatiOns and upheavals of her unsubstantial condi
tion. If this is the true theory, or if these are the 
true inferences to be drawn, then it follows that man 
never had a fall, but has been growing as everything 
else in nature is growing. And if he never had a fall 
there can be no necessity for a savior to raise him 
up, and the whole fabric upon which the Christian's 
temple is built is a castle in the air, and his God a 
work oLthe imagination. Yet all this time has Na
ture been the only worker; and if she transmits both 
good and bad qualities to posterity, it behooves us 
to study her methods and assist in elevating mankind 
from. ignorance and .superstition to a true compre
hensiOn of those thmgs that effect our immediate 
good and the good of those who follow. If man has 
advan.ced .in the scale of being and in his knowing 
faculties; It must hav been because of his disappoint
ments and ignorant estimates of nature, and he has 
been cured by the punitiv nature of every infraction 
of law. Hence the operatio~s of nature as regards 
the advancement of her children are automatic in 
character; every evil will in time cure itself, and 
every sinner will in time work out his own salvation 
by the gradual hints of his own surroundings. To 
s~udy the greatest wonder of Nature man must study 
himself and his true relations to her. If this is prop
erly done, this inveterate God-slaying will' soon be-

Theodosius did not think thus, and was about to 
loose everything. At first he took sides with the Atha
nasians, and he aroused discord again by his intoler
ance. He persecuted the pagans and banished them. 
He then, with a coward's thought, believed it neces
sary to turn over all the provinces upon the right 
bank of the Danube to the Goths. This unfortunate 
precaution against his own subjects prepared the 
way for the destruction of the Roman empire. 

The bishops, in imitation of their emperor, ceased 
their mad persecution. But there was a tyrant named 
Gratianus, who dethroned and assassinated his col
league Theod?sius, made himself master of England, 
Gaul, and Spam. I do not remember which Priscillian 
it was who dogmatized, as so many others have done 
and said that souls were emanations from God· but 
a few Spanish bishops reported him and his prin~ipal 
followers to the tyrant Maxinus. That rascal, the 
better to endear himself to the bishops, whose help 
he needed in order tq maintain his usurpation, con
demned Priscillian and seven of his partisans to 
death. A bishop named Ithacius was barbarous 
enough to have them tortured in his presence. The 
people, always rash, and always cruel when they yield 
to the reins of superstition, one time, in Bordeaux 
stoned a high-born lady to death because she said 
she was a follower of Priscillian. 

The judgment of Priscillian was more trustworthy 
than that of all the martyrs of y~rhom the Christians 
have spoken so much during the times of the early 
emperors. Those miserable beings believed it pleased 
God whenever they soiled themselves with the crimes 
of which they complained so much. The Christians 
since those times are like the dogs turned into a bone 
pile; they were thirsting for blood, but did not de
sn·e to fight for their empire; they permitted it to be 
invaded by twenty nations of barbarians, while they 
employed themselves in persecuting· as many of the 
sectarians of the ancient Homan religion, or as many 
of their brethren, as did not agree with them. 

Is there anything more horrible than that most 
cowardly ~e~d of the ~riests und~r Bishop Cyril, or, 
as the Chnstians call h1m, St .. Cyril? There lived in 
Alexander a woman celebrated for her beauty and 
her . gr~ce. Hypatia was her name. Educated by 
the. p~ilosopher Theon, her father, she occupied his 
cha1r m the year 415, and was applauded for her 
knowledge, while honered for her grace. She was, 
however, a pagan. The tonsured dogs of Cyril, fol
lowed by a crowd of fanatics, assailed her one day in 
the streets while she was returning from her lecture
room, pulled her hair out, stoned her, and then 
burned her; nor did St. Cyril reprimand them in 
the leas~, or ~he?dosius the younger and the pious 
Pul~hen~, hi~ s1s~er, who governed the empire in 
conJUnctiOn With him, even so much as to condemn this 
inhuman excess of passion. Such a contempt for the 
l~ws ":ould hav~ appeared all the less ~stonishing in 
tne reign of their grandfather, Theodosms I., who so 
basely stained his rule with the blood of the Thes
salonians.* 

*There is nothing so characteristic of the Christian priest
~ood as the unbou.nded praise they lavished for so long a 
ttme upon Theodosms and Constantine. It is certain that 
Theodosius, surnamed the Great, and sometimes called a 
saint, was one of the most wicked men who ever governed 
the Rornarn empire. He at one time promised a aeneral am
nesty to the citizens of Thessalonica for six mo~ths while 
the Cantabrians, with cruel perfidy, invited the citi~ens to 
the public plays, during which he killed the men women 
and children without sparing a soul. This was in' the yea; 
390. Is it possible not to be seized with indignation against 
the panegyrists of this barbarian who went into raptures 
over his ~rayers? He denied himself, they say, the pleasure 
of attendmg mass for many months. Is it not an insult to 
humanity to dare to mention such satisfaction ? If the in
stigators of the Irish massacres had passed six months with-

Suppose we let the Christians' God quite out of 
the question, and agree to defy his powers over mat
ter, mind, or· man; let us ignore him. Does this 
change the violence of the tornado, appease the 
hunger of the starving, cm·e the cancered face of the 
unfortunate, restore the epileptic; change the idiotic? 
Do the shipwrecks, famins, epidemics, floods, fires, 
and earthquakes, that destroy their millions, become 
the less a glaring fact because nature takes the 
place of the Christians' God? 

Please do in your next article tell us how to avoid 
these natural troubles, build up a system of philoso
phy that will benefit mankind and "giv him a boost" 
onward, instead of scolding and blaming God for do
ing what you say he ought not to do. 

The Christian believes that his God is powerful 
enough to do with nature what he pleases, and as 
these things are a part of life, he contends that his 
God did them. On the other hand, you contend that 
no god, especially a god of love,"could be guilty of do
ing so meanly by his children. Now, how do you know 
this, since they are being done? He may be as mean 
as they say he is, as mean and cruel as nature is. 
How do you account for this? Now, sir, in my 
opinion, there is no consistency nor argument in 
such a position; and more, if God or nature is cruel 
enough to permit the evils complained of here, you 
do not know but the God of nature may extend the 
punishment and suffering into futurity. So far as your 
philosophy goes I hav not seen an argument to dis
prove it. If a man during a whole life is placed in 
bad surroundings, with an inherited organization 
that leads to ~vil ways, and while his whole being is 
besotted and filled with the filth of immorality, 
should suddenly die, and if a future life should be a 
truth, does it not follow that such a person would 
still tend to his former habits of thought? And 
would such thoughts be calculated to produce hap
piness? We all know that the mind, as well as the 
body, is developed in the direction of its exercise. 
The blacksmith's arm becomes strong by swinging 
his hammer, and if no exercise is taken the body be
comes weak, and in time disease and death follow. 
And so it is in regard to the intellectual and moral 
part of man. It would be just as reasonable to ex
pect a perfect booby to go to bed at night, and wake 
up in the morning a profound--philosopher, as to sup
pose that an ignorant or vicious person should wake 
up to perfect bliss· in the future world, if such a 
world exists. No one can be anything but what has 
became a part of .his conscious self. The things of 
to-day go to make up the man of to-morrow. This 
principle of growth obtains from the cradle to the 
grave. The moralist is in part right when he predicts 
good for the developed, and bad for the ignorant and 
vicious, as it is in accordance with nature's ways. And 
Mr. John Peck must know this. There can be no 
advantage iri. substituting nature, blind and unintel
ligent, as certain Materialists contend she is, for the 
Christian God, unless we can show that in her laws 
there is a more potent government and a more sub
stantial hope for mankind. Will your Infidel philos
ophy do this? And if so, how, and when, and by 
what means? 

Nature's laws are inexorable, and seem to contain 
no human sympathy. The same law that causes an 
apple to fall will cause a man to fall over a precipice· 
there is no distinction; and in the advancing econ~ 
omy of nature a city or a continent may become sub
merged to the ocean's vasty depths with even less 

come unnecessary. J. R. PERRY. 
Wilkes Barre, Pa. 

Not .Annihilated or Vanquished.-Concluded. 
It requires exercise to develop our mental and 

physical powers, and circumstances in life that bring 
them into exercise are the necessary requisits for 
their development; and the more difficult the per
formance of the task the more complete and triumph
ant will be the result. This is what I call overcom
ing evil with good; that we are placed here in this 
life for a purpose; that every circumstance with 
which we are surrounded in life is designed to bring 
into exercise and develop the innate powers we pos
sess, to fit us for the completion of that purpose here 
and hereafter; that every step we take in advance is 
a step preparatory for the next, and so on forever; 
that every fil)se step we take, every mistake we make, 
is a lesson to teach us to do better next time, such 
false step and mistake being evils in the sense I in
tend them to be understood; they may make a more 
lasting impression upon our minds, and be of more 
benefit to us in the future, than the experience would 
be that we might hav gained from doing the same 
thing right at the first. 

From this I think Mr. Ridenger will be able to see 
the use of overcoming the evil with the good, here
after as well as here, if it shall exist there as it does 
here, and on and on forever if it shall exist forever; 
and as fast as we overcome, so fast shall our happi
ness be increased. But Mr. Ridenger asks, "How 
can that God of yours right the wrongs of the out
raged hereafter, even if he has a little hell to punish 
the persons who do the outraging? that cannot do 
any good to the outraged." I hav made no allusion 
whatever to any hell, great or small, for the punish
ing of outrages. This hell business is all of his own 
getting up. I can see no design in punishing, in the 

.. 
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sense in which he puts it, unless it should be reform
atory, the same as all the evils we encounter h"ere as 
we pass along the journey of life. I hav no idea 
that outrages will be punished in any other way than 
by seeing and feeling the effects of the wrongs done 
and learning therefrom, in view of the-misery it pro~ 
duces, how much better it is to do right. And the 
s~fferings of the wro~ged, the injured, the outraged, 
will, by the contrast m the experience of the individ
uals, add to their happiness when the wrong ceases
for ~u~h wrongs cannot last forev~r, for my God can 
and will stop them when the fit time arrives and the 
purpose for· which they were designed is accom
plished. 

craft going down, they would make a scramble to save 
themselvs and keep afloat on the surface of the water 
th.at in t~eir frantic efforts they would catch.' at ~ 
stiCk, a chip, a straw, or anything they might think 
would keep them from drowning, until they could 
find some other place of refuge. 
. And th~t is just what has been going on, a~ I un
derstand It, in all of these criticisms that hav been 
prese~ted on this subject-all side-shows to divert 
attentiOn and argument from the main point at issue, 
and thus try to keep up an appearance of safety and 
stability, when in fact they are bankrupt and unable 
to pay one cent on the dollar in true cmTency, and 
come up and offer bogus, counterfeit coin instead of 
the gemlln. to settle up the account. JAMES HALE. 

J?etroit, Mich. ______ _.._ ____ __ 
"The Bible or Jew God-He Is :Merciful." 

"Ah, my friends, there is a grander hymn than the 'Mag. 
nificat,' as there is a word that is dearer ·than mother home 
or heaven, and that word is Liberty '-a hymn that is ~s wid~ 
as our.own broad cont~nent, a~d st~ong as the surges of the 
Atlant1c; that sounds m the Wlld wmd that sweeps through 
the pine forests of the North, and sings in the soft breezes of 
the Southern savannas; that swells with the rush of moun
tain torrents, and sings with exultant joy through the high 
arches of our sun-lighted sky; that is sweet as the ripple of 
waves, and grand as the roar of Niagara-the Hymn of Lib
erty." 

As a plea for the recognition of woman as the equal 
of man, "Woman's Place To-day " has probably not 
been equaled. Mrs. Blake has all of woman's in
sight and all of man's and woman's strength of appeal 
and argument. She has more than Dr. Dix's ability, 
and more than his fairness in discussion. Added to 
this the fact that she has right and truth on her side, 
and it is easily to be realized that she has given us a 
most able and interesting book. As long as there 

This is my idea: that sickness in all its forms pov
erty, pestilence, famin, and death are some df the 
evils of this life, and that they will all be over
come when we leave this life. If there is a hereafter, 
when we shall hav passed hence, and· from the fear 
and consequent suffering from all these causes, the 
remembrance of these evils and the contrast between 
them and perfect freedom and safety from their an
noyance forever will make our happiness greater than 
if we had never suffered from those evils; like the 
sufferer here who has been sick nigh unto death and 
recovered, arrd knows how good it is to enjoy health 
once more, which was never half appreciated before 

ARGUED PRo AND coN BY PAI,MER AND HAGAMAN, OF ooNooRDli, are ministers of the Morgan Dix stamp to pile Bibles 
KANSAS. and hymn-books before the 'Wheels of the car of 

I hav read this little book with interest, _and think it is well progress, it is to be fervently hoped that women like 
C!J'lcul!lted to 4o good work as. an upr:ooter of the old supersti- Lillie Devereux Blake will arise to see that the o b
twns m the mmds of .the behevers m the old Bible and its structions are cleared away. 
gods and ghosts. It 1s one more cheap book that we should ' 
all buy and circulate. I will giv you right here a specimen ---
of Mr. Hagaman's style of presenting the subject, and only THE BIOGRAPHER. illustrated. Consisting of Short Sketches 
regret that space will not permit a longer quotation: of Eminent Persons. To be issued monthly. Single 

"I do not feel under any obligations to any god or gods- copies, 25 cents; $2.50 per year; $3.00 to foreign ad-
he was sick. · not even for being here, which I credit wholly to my parents. dresses. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER office. 

Why should I seek God's aid?-your God, of course, I refer The May number of this periodical is at hand. It And this, among others that might be named, is 
the reason for my belief in a future state of exist
ence. . I can see no reason or justice in the order
or perhaps I should say disorder-of things as they 
exist here on earth, without such a hereafter. . 

to. Three times he tried to drown me; once to freeze me to t · k t h d rt · f h" 
death; tried to kill me with measles and whooping-cough; con ams s e c es an po raits o some t Irty-five 
tried the 'plague;' fell a tree on me; kicked m:e with a mule· eminent men concerning whom public interest is 
twice run teams· away with me; fired bullets at me; struck felt. Among the poliraits we notice the genial conn
me with a dagger,' another time with a cleaver; twice robbed tenance of Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr., editor. of the Health 
me on the plains of Kansas; cheated me in a trade, with a Mt. thl d t k thi · t · 

I think I hav said a.U that need be said now in re~ 
ply to Mr; Ridenger, in the mildest manner that his 
u:hkind misrepresentations would seem to justify. If 
such mocking sarcasm is all Liberalism has for its 
defense, its advocates had better abandon it at once 
and take up something for which a good and suffi
cient reason can be given. I will endeavor to so 
frame this reply that it may be final on this subject, 
and that hereafter; for all critics who shall present 
themselvs, it will only be necessa:i·y to refer them to 
this for an answer. 

deacon to help him out of a horse; gave me the bilious fever, on y; an we a e s occasiOn o say m passing 
and ever so many times the" chills and fever; poisoned the air that a better man and a better paper in its line than 
I breathed, the water I drank, and the food I ate; compelled Dr. Foote and his Monthly do not exist to our knowl
me to work or starve, and gave me poor health to do it with edge. Besides Dr. Foote, the Biogmpher sketches 
many times; made sand-burrs and endless varieties of thorns th W E G 
and thistles to annoy me; secreted poisonous reptils by my among 0 ers m. · ladstone, premier of England; 
path to bite me; .made hornets to' sting me; made mad dogs Bismarck, Wendell Phillips, Hem·y Ward Beecher, 
to bite me; burglars to enter my house and steal from me; Dr. James McCosh, Charles Stewart Parnell, Charles 
skunks to- and rob my hen-roost; weasels to suck the blood H. Spurgeon, the great London preacher; Jeremiah 
of my chickens;. flies, ants, musketos, grassho;ppers, potato- s. Black, who doomed himself to everlasting fame by 
beetles, bugs, and worms of a thousand varieties to torment 
me; sends hail to ruin my trees and crops, and to break the attempting to defend the Christian religion from the 

When I commenced this discussion my object was 
to show that if Materialism were true, and material 
organization the cause of mind and everything else, 
that then aU that Materialists find fault with in the 
world-the different systems of idolatry, the Jewish 
God and all other gods, Christianity, and every hum
bug in existence, or that ever has or ever will exist
are the result of their own system; for if material or
ganization is the cause of _all things, then all things 
are results of that _cause. That was the proposition 
contained in my sixth article on materialism of mind, 

glass out of my windows; liars to lie about me; tattlers to assaults of Colonel Ingersoll; and last, but not by 
tattle about me; and preachers-the worst pests of aU-to any means least, Emily Faithfull, the celebrated Eng
preach me into hell because I won't giv them of my money. lish advocate of woman's elevation. The print and 
I am willing to compromise the matter with God on these 
grounds: If he will destroy tlle preachers, the grasshoppers, cuts in the Biographer are well executed, ahd the 
skunks, and malaria, I'll take up his 'yoke' and bear it like a matter it contains is valuable. 
little man." 

I think you will find ten cents' worth of ammunition in the 
book, and hope you will each one encourage Brother Haga
man by ordering one or more copies right now, before you 
forget it. Address Kansas Blade, Concordia, Kansas. 

ELMINA.. 

New Books. 
published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Sept. 2, 1882, WoMAN's PLACE To-DAY. Four Lectures in Reply to the 

h 
Lenten· Lectures on "Woman,'' by the Rev. Morgan Dix, 

which not one of my critics as attempted to attack, D.D., Rector of Trinity Church, New York. By Lillie 
or even alluded to, except Mr. vV allis of Kansas, and Devereux Blake. Johh W. Lovell Company, publishers. 
Ella E. Gibson. Mr. Wallis said he might attack it Price 20 cents. Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office. 

some time in the future. I cannot see what criticism On the first Friday evening in Lent the Rev. Mor-
eau be brought to bear upon it, for it is a self-evident gan Dix began a series of lectures on "Woman" in 
truth, unless they were like his former criticisms, in Trinity Chapel, which is an up-town branch of the 
which he undertook to prove that, when I had proven down-town house where Mr. Dix preaches on Sun
the mind to be immaterial, I had proved that it was day. The lectures were reported in the daily papers, 
material; or like Mr. Ridenger, who makes the very and met the eyes of Mrs. Blake, who is a stanch and 
reason that I giv for a belief in a future state~ of ex- persistent defender of woman's rights. The reverend 
istence his reason for a disbelief in such a state of lecturer's views were so narrow and so out of conso
existence; or, in other _words, to simplify and make nance with nineteenth century enlightenment on the 
it plain, it is to say that black is white, that there is subject of sex equality that Mrs. Blake thought it 
no difference, unless it be that white is the blackest. necessary that they should not go unchallenged. So 
Now, that is a kind of criticism that it is of no use she hired a hall and proceeded to do what she could 
to waste words in replying to, for no argument is to set the public right in regard to woman's place to
applicable to the case. The only thing would be to day. The interest awakened was so great, and Dr. 
put assertion against assertion, and a lie against a lie, Dix's side of the question having been issued in book 
which, while it would prove nothing, would be just as form, that the lecturer consented to the publication 
good as' anything else. of her discourses. The result is a book of about 175 

Ella E. Gibson, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of November pages. 
· 18, 1882, acknowledged the truth of the proposition The gist of Dr. Dix's lectures is that thB man is the 
as self-evident, in referring to my reply to :M:r. Win- head of the woman; that the priest is the father of 
ter,. of Cincinnati, Ohio. Bt1t Mr. Winter never ac- the household (which may sometimes be true in its 
knowledged anything of the kind. If he ever saw literal sense of the younger members); that the sexes 
the truth of the proposition, it only raised a storm of should not be mixed at college; that women should 
passion in his mind that prompted him to indulge in not be allowed to vote; that they should go to church 
a senseless tirade as the only excuse he had for a and listen to the "Magnificat" chanted by male 
reply. voices; that a woman's name should appear but twice 

That is the point-that if Materialism is true, then in the papers-once when she is married, and once 
. there is no reason or sense in the strictures and gab- when she dies; that she owes all she' has to the 
ble of Materialists about everything they find fault church and the Bible; that her glory is maternity, 
with, for all these things are the result of their own and her place in the kitchen; and some more of the 
system; and when a Materialist attacks idolatry or same general drift. 
Christianity as wrong, he admits the_ existence uf Mrs. Blake's task was to prove that all this is un
other causes that produce results contrary to his own tn1e, and she has done it well. Woman, in her opin
theory and surrenders to his opponents, for if other ion, should invade every department of human 
causes do exist that produce opposit results from Ma- affairs. Her advantages for education should be 
terialism, then Materialism is not the only cause, equal to those afforded men. She should be present 
and, if a cause at all, may be no -more true than the at the polls. She should hav her hand in the admin
other cause that produces other results. And right istration of justice. There should be women in the 
here at this point the bottom falls out of the system police courts. She should study and practice law, 
of Materialism. This is the very point I hav had in medicin, and politics. She should hav all the liberty 
view, and intended to establish and maintain, from she is entitled to, which is all that any-human being 
the commencement of this discussion. All through can enjoy. Woman does not owe anything to the 
the different articles I hav written that b:1V been pub- chmch or to the Bible. Ori the contrary, the church 
lished in THE TRU'm SEEKER I intended. to scuttle the and the Bible owe her much. She has fooijshly ex
old hulk of Materialism, and I expected that when I alted them, and they repay her with degradation. 
the old rats who had made their nests in the hQld Speaking of woman's love for the "Magnificat," Mrs. 
saw the water rushing in upon them and the old Blake is so eloquent that we quote her words:. 

CoNVlcT LABOR AND PmsoN REFORM; a Plea for the Abolish
ment of the Contract System. By John J. Conrad Ex
Convict. Price 10 cents. Sold at THE TnUTH SE~KER 
office. ' 

The author of this pamphlet has spent three years 
in the prison at Auburn, N. Y., and from his experi
ence there is enabled to giv considerable information 
about the workings of that institution. He does not 
state the reason for which his liberty was restricted 
during tlhe above-mentioned time, but that fact has 
no bearing on the importance of tlie statements he 
advances, provided they are true. It seems .that the 
services of the convicts in the Auburn penitentiary 
are bought by contractors. Each inmate is required 
to perform a certain amount of manual labor, regard
less of his physical capacity or incapacity. Failing 
in this, he is subjected to punishment by the keepers, 
who are alleged to be governed by the contractors. 
When it is fmmd after repeated trials that a man is 
unable to perform his allotted task, he is placed in 
solitary confinement in a dark cell, and fed upon a 
few ounces of bread· and water once in every twenty
four hours. After enduring this process of starva
tion for a week or ten days it is expected that the 
incompetent mechanic will be enabled to resume his 
work under circumstances more favorable to the ac
complishment of the specified amount of work, when 
in fact he is in a condition far worse than before. 
The result is that more severe punishment, in the 
shape of paddling, is resorted to, but with no better 
results. :when by this course of disciplin the convict 
loses what little capacity for work he at first pos
sessed, he is sometimes placed on the sick list, taken 
to th!;l hospital, put under the care of an incompetent 
physician, and befo1·e long is carried out a corpse. 

These are serious charges, and if true an investi
gation of the condition of things at Auburn is in 
order. All the evils mentioned are due in the main, 
according to Mr: Conrad, to the reprehensible system 
of contract labor now in vogue, in which the agent 
of the company employing the convicts is virtually 
the ruler of the prison. Conrad would see this sys
tem abolished, and allow the proceeds of the prison
er's labor in most cases to be applied to the support 
of the· family left at home. The· chaplain of the 
prison, the Rev. Mr. Searles, concurs in this view. 
When it is considered that many comparativly inno
cent persons are confined in our penal institutions, 
proper laws and proper enforcement of them, for the 
treatment of prisoners, become of first importance. 
If Mr. Conrad's statements are to be relied upon, such 
laws as now exist are not carried out in spirit or in 
letter, and new laws are needed. Prisons should be 
reformatories, not torture pens. 

ARE the gods "no good?" "Behold the man has 
become as one of us-to no good, and evil" (Gen. 
ii, 22). 

ii 
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divorced from. religion; but, sir, I think you will acknowl~. this important matter. We will go this far: We will· put up 
edge from the mstances I hav adduced that Catholics are not the schools we need, and will furnish them in a manner to 
the only persons in the community who object to purely suit you at our own expense. The teachers we require we 
secular education apart from religious instruction. I sin- will take from those you hav already appointed, in every in
cerely hope that the day may not be far distant when Catho- stance where they are of our own faith· and if we cannot find 
lie and Pr?testant clergymen will stand on the same platform the necessary number in this way, w~ will present to your 
and fight 1~ the same lines when battling for the accomplish- boards candidates for the position of teacher, so that you 
ment of th1s so much needed educational reform. And un- may hav an assurance that the instructors in our schools hav 
less soD;~;e such action as this is taken, and taken very soon,· tile necessary qualifications. Furthermore, we will willingly 
t?o, I most confidently predict that in a couple of genera- allow your inspectors to examin our pupils to see that they 
t10ns the grass will be growing before most of the church are proficient in their studies. In a word, we will giv you.all 
doors of America, and Bob Ingersoll's prophecy will be ful- that you are getting now, and a great deal more-that is 
filled-viz., that the public schools will be the future cathe- moral training, together with secular instruction. And fo; 
drals of our nation." all this we only ask what you are paying under the present 

1 he largest and cheapest Radical Jou771(}}, published in IDurcpe 
or America, containing seven hundred square inches more reading 

matter than any other Journal of its kind. 
That our present school system, when not pervert

AU Drafts, Checks, and Postal Orders should be made payable to eel from its rightful use, is irreligious in the sense 
MARY W: BENNETT. Mr. Gleeson means it, is true; but too often are the 

system. Again I ask, what is there unfair in that? Does 
not that system prevail in England, Irelancl, and Scotland? 
Does .it not prevail in Upper and Lower Canada? Does it 
not even prevail in a part of this country-namely, in Rich
mond county, Georgia? And if it has been found to work 
admirably in those places, why not here? " 

SATURDAY, 
scholars taught rubbish from the Bible that takes 

MAY 12, 1883. years to eradicate from their minds. Qur system is 
Mr. Gleeson's claim that the public schools are 

making Freethinkers we admit. That they are re
ducing the number of Catholics in the country we 
are glad of. His claim to hav separate schools is 
in direct opposition to the principles <;>~,our govern
ment. There is no God in our Constitution yet. 

====================== intended to be purely secular, for in our schools are 
The School Question. 

Some friend sends us a long article in the San 
Francisco Argonaut on the above subject by a Mr. 
W. Gleeson, a Catholic priest . of Brooklyn. The 
points he urges against the public school system are 
(1) that the schools become secular, and therefore 
Godless and Infidel, and (2) that they cause the Cath
olics to lose several thousands of converts every year. 
This is the burden of his grievance against the schools, 
but it will puzzle other than a Catholic to see why 
these are not the very best reasons in favor of the 
present school system. The charge is made that the 
system is a failure, but any one who looks around 
him can see that it is unfounded. Only last week 
the Catholics had to be reminded that their schools 
in this city turned out three and a half times as many 
paupers and criminals as the public schools, and if 
this be so, the petition to change the one for the 
other should be met with indignant rejection. 

Some of the priest's quotations and admissions are 
valuable, and we cannot do better than quote. We 
hav no disposition to find fault with some of his con
clusions, for we earnestly hope his predictions may 
be true, and Ingersoll's prophecy that " the public 
schools will be the future cathedrals of our nation" 
may be fulfilled. . ' 

"The system is also irreligious and sectarian. Persons get 
angry and annoyed with us when we tell them that it is pagan 
and Infidel; but if you eliminate all that is Christian, what, I 
would ask, can the residue be but pagan and Infidel? Doubt
less I will be told that there is a difference between secular
ism and paganism.. This is merely to throw dust in our eyes. 
Every tree is judged by its fruit, and if the fruit in this case 
be Infidel, or, what is the same, an abandonment of the prac
tice of all Christian duties, the inference is plain that the 
system is Infidel. You can't hav an effect without a cause, 
and if the effect in the case of the public school teaching is 
Infidelity, the logical consequence is that the cause is and 
must be Infidel. But where is the evidence, you will say, to 
show that the result of the common school teaching is this? 
On this point, I think, in all fairness, that the testimony of 
six millions of people-that is, the declaration of the entire 
Catholic population of this country-ought to be considered 
tolerably satisfactory. As far as our own children are con
cerned, and I presume that we may fairly illfer that it is the 
same with all others, this is what we hav to deplore. For 
those brought up in the public schools, in ninety cases out 
of a hundred, cease to be practical members of our church, 
drift rapidly away into indifferentism, and, if they hold any
thing at all, end by becoming disciples of such men as Buck
ner, Spencer, or Auguste Comte." 

"On the 21st of October, 1877, Dr. Platt said in his ser
mon: 'As Protestants we should Christianize our education; 
because, first, if our secular schools were instituted exClu
sivly to build up Protestantism, tltey were a great bl11nder, 
for they m·e breaking it down.' Mark that. ' Secular schools, 
continued the doctor, 'in the interest of Protestantism are a 
fatal blunder. . . . Secularism saves nothing-not even 
itself. . . . As to Protestantism, it is only a question of 
time when our present system will render it a dead factor. The 
issue is by these schools narrowing the contest down to Ro
manism on the one hand and Infidelity on the other. . . . 
As American citizens we should Christianize our education. 
. . . When religion fails all fails.' And further on in the 
same discourse he said: 'The danger to civil liberty is not 
from ecclesiasticism, but from those degraded disciples of secu
lal·ism-,-those Bible-hating, Sabbath-breaking, God-deriding 
cormorants of office, who make a trade of politics and liv 
upon what they can plunder of the public taxes."' 

"Again, as far back as 1848, when Infidelity was not as 
rampant as it is to-day, the General Presbyterian Assembly 
of America resolved upon recommending to their congrega
tions the necessity of erecting primary and other schools, 
where the teaching and duties of religion should be carried 
on in connection with the usual branches of secular learning. 
To the foregoing I will add only another testimony. It is 
that which was delivered at the Convention of the Southern 
Baptists, held in Marion, Alabama, on the 12th of April, 1871, 
when it was affirmed 'that the tendency of the common 
school system was to foste:r Irifidelity,' and that 'the only hope 
is Christian education in our own schools.' · 

"I could giv you almost numberless other instances of like 
disapproval on the part of Protestant gentlemen of education 

the children of Catholics, Protestants, Infidels, and 
Spiritualists. They all hav their religious rights, 
which must be respected by the state. Either each 
sect must hav a religious teacher, or all must be con
tent to provide religious instruction for themselvs. 
We guarantee the Infidels will find no fault with this. 
If it is demonstrated that religion (Christianity) has 
been a damage to the world, and is to-clay, surely 
the system of ·education that does not inculcate 
it cannot be blamed. The Christians ought to be 
satisfied that their history has not yet been taught in 
the public schools, for when the time comes that the 
bloody career of the chmch is known, not only will 
ninety out of every hundred public-school scholars 
be simply indifferent, but they will turn against it as 
the greatest curse mankind has felt And so we can
not find fault with a system that is making education 
common and opening eyes the church has kept closed 
under a pillow of darkness. 

But with the priest's assertion that, " even in a. 
purely temporal sense, entirely apart from man's 
spiritual interests, be assured of it that this system is 
a dangerous one, and will inevitably sooner or later 
make itself unfavorably felt. It will undermine the 
very foundations of the government of the country. 
There is abundant evidence in the history of the past 
to show that governments that rested on mere mate
rial civilization had not the proper foundation. 
What nations in their clay were greater than ancient 
Egypt, Greece, or Rome ? Where was civilization 
carried to a higher point of perfection than at The
bes, Heliopolis, Athens, and Rome? And does not 
the traveler to-clay, when visiting the scenes of these 
ancient seats of art, see around him on all sides noth
ing but ruins? Why did they fall? The plain an
swer is, Their civilization was material, and, being 
only material, it went clown before the rude blows of 
time. And so shall it be with every nation that 
builds on the same insecure foundation. A thorough 
Christian education is the only security for the stabil
ity of the nation," we must differ widely. He mentions 
as instances cities and countries that had a surplus of 
religion-not Christianity, but superstitions just as 
degrading, gods just as mythical, and forms of wor
ship as evanescent. "Nations, like individuals, hav 
their perio.cls of youth, of manhood, of decay." These 
old countries decayed because their time had come. 
They decayed as this country will decay in time, as 
some of the countries of Europe are now decaying, 
and their multiplicity of gods was a great help to 
the rotting process. 

The moment the religious sects began to parcel out 
the schools; that moment dooms our republic. The 
American people are not quite insane enough to 
yield to the Jesuits who hav stealthily crept in among 
us. The public-school system of the United King
dom is not an admirable one, if we may judge it by 
its fruits. Scotland is the most immoral country on 
the face of the earth in proportion to its population. 
It has more illegitimate children. It drinks more 
whisky. It has more harlots. Us population is the 
most hypocritical, except Ireland's. Ireland has the 
most ignorant population. It is the dirtiest and most 
priest-ridden. Its people are the most unhappy and 
discontented. Notwithstanding God's special agent, 
the pope, looks after tP,em very carefully, thBy cannot 
do anything to better their condition. England's ' 
Catholic schools are hotbeds of sedition. When 
church and state are united and the former controls 
the schools they are always bad. Italy, for hundreds 
of years the home of Romanism, proves this beyond 
dispute. In that country, when ruled by Pius IX., 
only eight million out of twenty-four million could 
read the simple alphabet. Tyler makes the assertion 
that formerly many of the Catholic bishops could not 
read the Bible, and we may well credit it when a 
priest of France says that to-clay his fellow-priests 
cannot see that the earth is round. Just previous to 
the downfall of the pope Senator Briaschi made· the 
following report concerning the schools he investi
gated: 

"Young men who had been in training six or seven years 
had no knowledge whatever of geometry, algebra, or arith
metic. Of Italian literature they knew almost nothing, re
garding Faust, Tasso, Virgil, and even the Psalmist David, as 
contemporaries. The students were ignorant alike of geog
raphy and history, even of Italy. The Adriatic "was said to 
be a mountain, Sardinia a city, .:Milan the capital of Sicily, 
etc. One told me Brutus was a tyrant, another that Petrarch 
was one of the illustrious poets. One said Columbus was an 
apostle, another that he was the Holy Ghost. In general 
they were unable to write the simplest numbers from dic
tation." 

Briaschi adds: 
• "If popery had much longer retained the temporal sway in 

Rome, education would hav disappeared.'' 

Willard and Hallam both bear testimony to the 
same effect. Catholicism is degradation, ignorance, 
slavery. Catholic schools are repressors of education. 
Whether the church loses or gains by our public 
schools it has no right to any share of the public 
money to establish sectarian schools of its own. 
Public schools are places for secular instruction. If 
any sect wants religious schools let it establish them, 
get those to attend who like such things, anclletit pay 
the bills out of its own pockets. If the Catholics 
don't like this state of affairs, they can emigrate. 

But if a thorough Christian education is security 
against decay, why is Spain among the fifth-rate 
powers to-clay, when she ruled the world but three 
hundred years ago ? She is thoroughly Christian, 
and thoroughly rotten. Catholicism has degraded 
her beyond redemption. Italy, too, was sunk in ruin 
till an Infidel seized the reins of government. France 
was ruined with her Jesuits. With no connection 
between church and state she is prosperous. Ire-
land-poor Irelancl!-the mother of brilliant beggars The Hamilton "Tribune's" Error. 
and exiled heroes-it is the church and nothing else The stricture's of the Hamilton, Ont., Evening 
that has made her the slave and football of one na- Tribune on the Tories of England are excellent, com
tion and a laughing-stock for all the rest. ing from a province which glories in seizing and con-

What the Catholic church wants is separate schools, fiscating heretical books, but it makes one important 
to be run by teachers appointed by the church, in lnistake common to people to hav read priestly his
the interests of the church, but to be paid by the state! tories of the French Revolution and hav not investi
N ote the selfishness of this: gated further. We refer to the statement that Free-

" Well, but you may say, What can we do to accommodate thinker's "carri(;lcl the heads of their victims aloft" 
you? You surely don't expect us to go and build separate through the streets of Paris. No such thing was 
establishments for you Catholics. You don't expect us to clone. That revolution was caused by the oppres
pull down these institutions which we hav raised at such cost 
and in which we hav such faith. Most assuredly this is not sions of the priests and lords, and it was natural that 
our demand nor desire; we are not so unreasonable. We are the long downtrodden peasantry should commit acts 
ready to meet you more than half-way -in the settlement of. of violence in retaliation, but they did not go so far 
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as is charged. Besides, they were not Infidels from 
conviction's sake, but simply ChTistians exasperated 
against their priests. Reason was deified by some of 
the leaders of that time, and it is a noteworthy fact 
that the most humane were the freest thinkers. 
Robespierre, Marat, and Danton were essentially re
ligious and supertitious~ " If God did not exist," 
said Robespierre, "it would behoove us to invent him." 
It is well known that Paine was imprisoned because 
he pleaded for the life of the king. 

left his wife and ran away with a young woman who had been 
especially prominent in refusing to repeat the prayer except 
in the altered form, the clique speedily broke up. 

the miserable Forgodsakites ·than did the ~uakers of Ply
mouth. Spiritualists as a class htw seemed to think their 
garments too 'pure' to be mussed in the rough work of de
fending free speech, but perhaps now that their ox is gored 
they will come down from their toplofty conceits and help 
Freethinkers maintain for all the right which is so dear to 
themselvs." 

The stories about the murderous excesses of the 
FTeethinkers in the French Revolution are priestly 
lies, told for a purpose, an<J still reiterated though 
refuted a thousand times. 

PROF. GEoRGE P. FisHER, of Yale, who, it will be remem
bered, was called in to help out Jud.ge Black in his discussion 
with Col. Ingersoll, says that the prevalence· of religious 
skepticism and disbelief is by no means confined to com
munities in which :r;.ewspapers and magazines abound, but is 
manifest in the furthest frontier settlements. He thinks that 
the concentration of attention upon the study of material na
ture, the wondrous ·inventions and improvements, the in
crease of material comfort and prosperity, are among the in
fluences which hav indirectly produced the existing state of 
things. lYir. Fisher is correct. The more civilized people 
are, and the more they study nature, the less room they see 
for a narrow religion that is in direct opposition to all the 
facts they observe. 

IT appeaj:S that our forebodings in Mr. Bradlaugh's case 
hav been realized, and the Affirmation bill defeated, but not 
by the House of Lords. Parliament has proved itself suffi
ciently under church domination to prevent the bill reaching 
that conclave of brainless aristocracy. It was refused a sec
ond reading by a vote of 292 to 289-three majority against it 
instead of the thirty for it we were led by the cable dis
patches to expect. It" appears that the worst passions of the 
churchmen hav been aroused by the failure of the court to 
convict Mr. Bradlaugh of blasphemy, and this taken in con
junction with Mr. Gladstone's speech in favor of the Affirma
tion bill has led them to work with great zeal against the bill. 
The day after the defeat Mr. Bradlaugh presented himself in 
the House, asking to be permitted to take the oath. The 
speaker requested the pleasure of Parliament as to the case. 
A Mr. Northcote moved that he (Bradlaugh) be precluded 
from going through the form. Mr. Labouchere moved that 
J\tlr. Bradlaugh be heard in his own behalf, upon which that 
gentleman arose and said that the law had given him a sent 
in the House, and in the name of the law he demanded it. 
His exclusion was an act of flagrant iniquity. No act of his 
had justified the action of the House, which should declare 
his seat vacant or pass a bill disqualifying him. As long us 
he was not disqualified, he would claim the right to his seat. 
J\tlr. Lttbouchere opposing Mr. Nor.thcote's motion to exclude 
1\ir. Bradlaugh, Mr. Gladstone moved the previous question. 
The vote was 271 to 165 in favor of the motion, and 1\ir. 
Bradlaugh is therefore once more shut out. After the vote he 
spoke for half an hour, arguing his right to his seat, but no 
change was made. 

Notes. 
MAnRIED.-On Wednesday afternoon, April 25, 1883, at the 

reFidence of the bride's parents, by Prof. W. F. Jamieson, of 
Chicago, Mr. William B. Fuller and Miss Cora E. Howe, all 
of Braidwood. 

THE Executiv Committee of the New York State Freethink
ers' Association hav decided to hold the annual convention in 
Rochesterin the Corinthian Academy. It will begin August 
21lth. The Rochester Liberals hav generously raised· the 
money to pay for the hall. 

"'E would again say that we do not use anonymous come 
munications. The name and address of the writer must be 
given us, though we will withhold them from print if so desired; 
but it seems to us that ~he man who cannot publicly father 
his tl)ought on any subject lacks either sincerity or courage. 

THE following is extracted from the testimony taken by the 
Bourd now investing the Tewksbury, Mass., Almshouse 
abuses: 

"'fhe Tewksbury investigation was resumed this morning. 
Christian Mueller testified to tanning human skin, received 
from various doctors and students, and a pair of slippers made 
from a woman's skin was shown!" 

Massachusetts is a famed Christian commonwealth, with 
more religion to the square inch than any other state except 
DelRware. 

SUNDAY before last, we see by a Rochester paper, seven pro
fessed "converts,., were baptized in Eldridge lake. The 
water, we are informed, was "frigid," but the converts "had 
to drive a mile or two to their homes after the immersion be
fore they could warm themselvs or put on dry clothes. A 
similar baptism is announced for each Sunday for several 
successiv weeks." There is on the statute book of this state 
a law making it a crime to attempt suicide. It is probable 
this law will not be enforced in this case, although if there 
ever was a deliberate attempt at this crime it seems 
to us this baptism is one. Perhaps a more appropriate 
board of officials to judge this case would be a commission' 
de llmatico inqui.rcndo. 

A GOOD many of the church people and papers do not take 
kindly to t],"' new version of theN. T. (short for New Testa
ment). Considering it lately, the Guardian wound up by giv-
ing it this kick: -

"The Revision has had, and will still continue to hav, some 
value among scholars as a mere commentary upon difficult 
and diHputed texts; but even in this respect, it is becoming 
of less and less consequence, as it is proved that the original 
Greek text which was made the basis of the new translation 
is often of very doubtful authority. Among the great mass 
of Christian readers, its uncouth phraseology has always been 
exceedingly offensiv, and especially us the change from the 
authorized version in multitudes of cases could only hav 
been made in a spirit of sheer wantonness-change, for the 
sake of change." 

LAST Sunday's program of the services of song at the 
;Five Points House of Industry, says the Herald, containec1 
some verses entitled "I Should Like to Die, Said W.illie." 
The name of the author attached was Bliss, and as only the 
-words of this song out of man~ others were printed on the 
programme, the inference is that they were considered excep
tionally fine. The first and third verses ran: 
•· I should like to die, said Willie, if my papa could d~e too; 
But he says he isn't ready, 'eause he has so much to 'Cio; 
And my little sister Nellie says that I must surely die, 
And that she and mamma-then she stopp'd, because it made 

me cry; 
And that she and mamma-then she stopp'd, because it made 

me cry. 
There will be none but the holy-! shall know no more of 

sin· -
Though r?n see my mamma and Nellie, for I know he'll let 

them in, 
But I'll hav to tell the angel, when I meet him at the door, 
That he must excuse my papa, 'cause he couldn't leave the 

store, 
That he must e:;cuse my papa, 'cause he couldn't leave the 

store." 
Whether Willie died or not the author does not record, but 

it is to be hoped that he haJ1 his own way about it, and that 
the author followed him before he had opportunity to pen 
more verses of this kind for children's perusal. Such mor
bidly unhealthy sentiments do more to take the manhood out 
of boys than the dime novels so vigorously denounced from 
the very pulpits that countenance trash like the above. 

METHODISM seems to be the worst of the various sectarian 
phases of Christianity for producing immoralities. Its preach
ers are co·nstantly getting tried for "conduct unbecoming a 
minister" in connection with some seductiv female member 
of the congregation; and the "sisters" appear to be very 
willing to promote the.pleasures of the parsons. The Meth
odists are also very self-righteous. Until recently there ex
isted a small collection of them in Pennsylvania so sensitiv 
in their perfection that in using the Lord's prayer they omit-

, ted the clause, "Forgivus our trespasses," because it implied 
a confession of faults. But when the l~ader of the society 

PASTOR GEORGE H. HEPWORTH, D.D., is a vigorous writer, 
and when he puts pen to paper, he, so to speak, bears his 
whole weight upon it. In a recent article upon "Marriage 
as a Crime," in which he deals with the every-day abuse of 
marrying for money, he says: 

""'We stoop to 'unconfinable baseness' for gold, and we 
even ·marry for gold, which, if the grim and horrible truth 
must be told, is only a mild phrase whicb throws the mantle 
of rhetoric over deliberate but well- paid prostitution. Who
soever givs the person, through the solemn rite of marriage, 
without the heart; 'vhosoever, for the sake of houses and 
lands and equipage and position, and not for love and love 
only, puts her hand into the hand of a m'Rn, is thencefor
ward no wif!l, but something far other. That certain legal 
forms hav been completed with many seal the lips of open 
criticism; but facts are facts, in spite of it all." 

It is refreshing to hear the pastor of a wealthy New York 
congregation express himself in this unreserved fashion. 
This is done, however, in a nE?wspaper, and not in a sermon. 
It would be interesting to know how many there are among 
the "opulent women" of Mr. Hepworth's flock to whom these 
remarks apply with something like the force of a personal 
allusion. "'We venture the opinion that there are so many 
that he would not dare to repeat from his pulp\t the para
graph quoted. Like the rest of the Christian world, Pastor 
Hepworth's congregation would prefer to go w heaven by the 
down grade. 

THE Literary Gltu1·chman says: " Those who believe that 
'civilization' without religion is enough to regenerate the 
world may be interested by the 'proclamation' issued by that 
truculent savage, who for the sins of England yet remains 
unhung. 'fhe 'resources of civilization' are, of. course, dyn
amite and similar explosivs." And then it quotes: "Mr. 
O'Donovan exhibited the following 'proclamation,' which is 
being circulated in behalf of the Revolutionary Council of the 
Fenian Brotherhood: 

" ' England is afraid that Ireland will use the resources of 
civiliz,•tion against her, and that which Enghmd is afraid of 
is that which Ireland should use. Irishmen hav at last found 
out the way of knocking a fall and a screech out of England, 

·and the old harridan is roaring with rage and terror at the 
Irishmen who are striking her. But those Irishmen are not 
to be restrained by her roars and threats. 'fhey will fight 
against her with their own weapons; they will exhaugt the 
resources of civilization against her. Will you help them?''' 

We would call the Churchman's attention to the fact that Mr. 
Rossa is a strict Catholic Christian. Also to the fact that no 
Freethinker has recommended or used dynamite in England. 
But then, what is the use of asking a churchman to see or 
admit the truth? 

THE Chicago IlrYrald has not a very high opinion of Joe 
Cook, and expresses itself like this: 

"The Rev. Joseph Cook does not seem to hav succeeded 
in getting the. reformed newspaper bee out of his bonnet. 
If the Rev. Joseph will attentivly read the editorial columns 
alone of any one of the twelve chief American newspapers, 
he will find there more good ideas in regard to progress, and 
stronger blows for the right, than the Boston Monday lecture
ship has made during its whole existence. If he seeks to 
know the actual condition of the world at large from day to 
day, there is no way of doing this but throught the news 
columns of the press. If he will examin the advertising 
columns of the same papers he will find objectionable ad
vertisments in not more than three or four of them all, and 
only to a very limited extent in any. Many papers, like the 
Herald, never admit them. These facts are well known to all 
newspaper readers, and they should be to the Rev. Cook 
himself. This being the case, the Herald submits that the 
neat and proper course for the Rev. Joseph and his followers 
is to establish their proposed moral engin without further 
noise and show with it how the world can be moved. Or let 
them brace up the religious press until it reaches the point 
where the public will read it and respect it for the life there 
is in it without pulpit urging. The Herald regrets to say, 
further, that in its opinion the Rev. Joseph is out of order in 
traveling by public conveyance. A windmill has no right to 
'go' by steam." 

THE old story of the philosopher gazing at the heavens and 
falling into a ditch at his feet is familiar to all. The Winsted 
Press would doubtless apply it to the Spiritualists, and it is 
very appropriate to some of them in the East, but we hav 
always found those out West as alive to Christian intolerance 
and as ready to oppose it as other Freethinkers. The Press 
says: 

"Free speech is being attacked by the holy bigots in vari
ous quarters. The latest outrage is upon the Spiritualists of 
Ohio, where the legislature has just laid a license tax of S300 
on all mediums, speaking mediums included. No doubt it is 
all 'for God's sake,' for piety never does anything specially 
shameful without somehow making its idols the excuse, but 
'for God's sake' let the Spiritualists and other Liberals ·of 
Ohio combine to test the constitutionality of this act, and 
whether it is decided to be constitutional or not let them stop 
voting the old party bigots into office. While the Spiritual
ists hav been 'bathing in the light of inspiration' and rivet
ing theiJ: eyes on some other shore the pious rascals hav crept 
up shyly and stolen their clothes ! This should teach them 
the necessity of looking sharply after the things of this world, 
even to the extent, if necessary, of letting the other take care 
of itself. If they don't they may fare worse at the hands of 

A mscussiON of the "Salvation Army" took place lately in 
the British "Upper Rouse" and the opinions expressed of 
that horde of screaming vagabonds are interesting. Tho 
bishop of Oxford was outspoken as to the immorality which 
had, he said, in some cases followed the meetings of the Sal
vation Army, observing that the ratio of illegitimate births 
had increosed in proportion to the number of meetings which 
the Salvation Army had held in some parts of the countTy. 
The bishop of Lichfield said he had had a profound distrust 
of this movement from the first. The extravagances of the 
movement were increasing every day, and must increase in 
order to k'eep up the excitement. The latest development in 
his own diocese was scarcely credible, but he had in his pos
session a placard which stated that a captain of the Salvation 
Army in Derby would preach the gospel standing on his hea•1 
for ten minutes, and, what was more, he kept his promis. 
The bishop of Hereford read a plttcm·d which had been poste<l 
in Hereford, announcing tlhat the services of the Salvation 
Army "would be conducted all day by the two great devil 
hunters," and he remarked that it was impossible for an~· Pno 
to read the Rev. Charles Bullock's reply to the Secret Book 
of the Salvation Army, without seeing that it was the bounden 
duty of the clergy to signify their stern disapproval of the 
proceedings of that Army. It is curious but not surprising 
that the preachers are now coming to occupy the same posi
tion regarding these people that the Freethinkers hav all 
along expressed. Emotional religion is the basis of a large 
shal"e of the immorality rampant among the Christians. It 
especially leads to sexual lapses from virtue, and if revivals 
and camp-meeting are to continue to he a feature of Chris
tianity, the church people should be taxed to main lain found
ling asylums for "little orphans." 

---------.~-------

The Lecture Field. 
THE Roclcy .Mmmtain IIowitzer reports that "Prof. W. S. 

Bell, of Boston, who has been lecturing in Colorado for somo 
weeks past, and of whom the press speak in terms of com
mendation,-is expected to be[in Greeley Sunday, the 13th of 
May, and deliver a lecture on 'Liberty and Morality,' in 
Unitarian Hall." 

W. F. JAMIESON is engaged in lecturing every evening and 
twice every Sunday in Merrillan and in N:eillsville, Wis. He 
is engaged to deliver five lectures in Pipe Stone, Minn., com
mencing May 27th. He will accept calls to deliver three 
courses of five lectures each course, between May lOth and 
25th. Address him at Lake City, Minn. 

Mns. H. S. LAKE speaks for the Pittsburgh Liberal League 
during the Sundays of May. She has been re-engaged hy 
the Independent Church of Alliance, and the Liberals of Ra
lem, 0., for the Sundays of June, speaking twice each Sun
day. Parties wishing her services for grove meetings m·other 
lectures during July, or for the week evenings of June, will 
please address her at Pittsburgh, Pa. 

C. FANNIE ALLYN, who has been in the lecture-field a de
voted worker for many years, is now speaking in Michigan. 
The papers in that state contain highly commendatory no
tices of her platform utterances. Upon one occasion she was 
present at a Knights of Labor meeting. The subject of her 
discourse was, "Do the Laboring Classes of America Receive 
their Just Dues?" The local paper, in noticing her lecture, 
makes the following complimentary remarks: 

"This lady is a good public speaker, and the thoughts ad
vanced by her received the hearty applause of those present. 
She reasoned that the reading and thinking laboring classes 
of this country could and would right the wrongs they are 
living under without a conflict between capital and labor, 
and that socially, politically, and financially they could ac
complish thei~ purposes and receive their just dues by co-op-. 
eration and an appeal to the ballot. Her ideas in regard to 
false education were good, and the illustrations plain and 
convincing. At the close of the lecture a vote of thanks was 
extended the lady, when she closed by reciting a poem ap
propriate to the occasion." 
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rltlections. them, and they might not like me. I would rather 
meet there the ones who hav loved me here-the ones 
who would hav died for me, and for whom I would 
hav died, and if we are to be eternally divided-not 

Col. Ingersoll Makes the Clergy Appear Small. because we differed in our views of justice, not be-
From the Clticago Daily News. cause we· differed about friendship, or love, or candor, 

Robert Ingersoll very rarely takes the trouble to or the nobility of human action, but because we dif
answer critics. His recent address over ·the dead fered in belief about the atonement, or baptism, or 
body of his friend, John G. Mills, has called forth a the inspiration of th,e scriptures-and if some of us 
storm of denunciation from nearly every pulpit in t4e are to be in heaven and some in hell, then, for my 
country. The writer called at the colonel's office on part, I prefer eternal sleep. To 'me the doctrin of 
New York avenue yesterday, and asked him to reply annihilation is infinitly more consoling than the 
to some of the points made against him. Reluctantly probable separation preached by the orthodox clergy 
he assented. · of our time. Of course, even if there be a God, I 

"There are always people kind enough to send me like persons that I know better than I can like him
anything they hav the slightest reason to think I do we hav more in common--! know more about them; 
not care to read," said Mr. Ingersoll, when asked and how is it possible for me to love the infinit and 
whether he had seen recent clerical strictures upon unknown, better than the ones I know? Why not 
his doctrins. "They seem to be animated by a mis- hav the courage to say that if there be a God, all I 
sionary spirit," he continued, "and apparently want know about him I know by knowing myself and my 
to be in a position when they see me in hell to ex- friends-by knowing others? And, after all, is not a 
claim: 'You can't blame me. I sent you all the im- noble man, is not a pure woman, the finest revelation 
pudent articles I saw, and if you died unconverted it we hav of God-if there be one? Of what use is it 
was no fault of mine!'" to be false to ourselvs! What moral quality is there 

"Did you notice that a Washington clergyman in theological pretense? Why-should a man say that 
said that the very fact that you were allowed to speak he loves God better than he does his wife, or his 
at the funeral was in itself a sacrilege, and that you children, or his brother, or his sister, or his warm, 
ought to hav been stopped?" true friend? 

"Yes, I think I saw some such story in the Post. "Several ministers hav objected to what I said 
Of course the clergy regard marriages and funerals about my friend Ml·. Mills on the ground· that it was 
as the perquisits of the pulpit, an:'!. they resent any not calculated to console the living. Mr. Mills was 
interference on the part of the pews. They'look at not a Christian. He denied the inspiration of the 
these matters from a business point of view. They scriptures. He believed that restitution was the 
made the same cry against civil marriages. They best repentance, and that, after all, sin is a. mistake. 
denied that marriage was a contract, and insisted He was not a believer in total depravity, nor in the 
that it was a sacrament, and that it was hardly bind- atonement. He denied these things. He was an 
ingunless a priest had blessed it. They used to bury unbeliever. Now, let me ask, what consolation could 
in consecrated ground, and had marks upon the a Christian minister hav given to his family? He 
graves, so that Gabriel might know the ones to wake. could hav said to the widow and the orphans, to the 
The clergy wish to make tbemselvs essential .. They brother ·and sister: 'Your husband, your father, 
must christen the babe-this givs them possession of your brother, is now in hell; dry your tears; weep 
the cradle. They must perform the ceremony of not for him, but try and save yourselvs. He has been 
marriage-this givs them possession of the family. damned as a warning to you; care no more for him; 
They must pronounce the funeral ·discourse-this why should you weep over the grave of a man whom 
givs them possession of the dead. Formerly they de- God thinks fit only to be eternally tormented? Why 
nied baptism to.the children of the unbeliever, mar- should you love the memory of one whom God 
riage to him who denied the .dogmas of the church, hates?' 
and burial to honest men. The church wishes to "The minister could hav said: 'He had an opportu
control the world, and wishes to sacrifice this world nity-he did not take it. The life-boat was lowered 
for the next. Of course I am in favor of the utmost -he would not get in it-he has been drowned, 
liberty upon all these questions. When a Presbyte- and th~ wav~s .of God's wra~h will sw~eJ? o-yer him 
rian dies let a follower of John Calvin console the forever. This IS the consolatiOn of Christiamty, and 
living by setting forth 'the five points.' When a "the only ~onest consolation that Christia~ity can hav_ 
Catholic becomes clay, let a priest perform such cer- for the mdow and orphans of ~~en unbeliever. Sup
emonies as his creed demands, and let him picture pose, however, that the Christian minister has too 
the delights of purgatory for the gratification of the tender a heart to tell what he believes to be the 
living. And when one dies who· does not believe in truth; then he can say to the sorrowin&" friends: 
any religion, having expressed a wish that somebody 'Perhaps. the m~n repented before he died; p~r
say a few words above his remains, I see no reason ?aps he Hl, not m ~e~; perha~s ;you may m~et h1m 
why such a proceeding should be stopped; and, for m h~aven; and thi~ pe~hap~ IS a consolatiOn ~ot 
my part, I see no sacrilege in it. . Why should the growmg out of Christiamty, but ?ut ,?f the polite
reputations of the dead and the feelmgs of those who ness of the preacher-out of pagamsm. 
liv be placed at the mercy of the ministers? A man " Do you not think that the Biple has consolation 
dies, not having been a Christian, and who, accord- for those who hav lost their friends?" 
ing to the Christian doctrin, is ?o.omed. t? eternal "There is about the Old Testament this strange 
fire. How would an honest Chnstian. mimster con- fact-I find in it no burial service. There is in it, I 
sole the widow and the fatherless. children? Ho.w believe, from the first mistake in Genesis to the last 
would he dare to t~ll. what he claims t? be truth .m curse in Malachi, no remark, not a ·word said, over 
t?e pr~s~nce o.f the livmg? The truth IS, the Chn~- the dead, as to their state and place. When Abra
tlan. ~Im~ter m the presence of death abandons his ham died nobody said: 'He is still alivil-he is in 
Chnshamty. He da~es n?t say . above ~he cofti~, another world.' When the prophets passed away, not 
'Th~ soul that once mhabited this body IS now m one word was said as to the heaven to which they 
hell. He would b.e ?enOlmced as a brutal savage. had gone. In the Old Testament Saul inquired of 
Now and then a mmister at a funeral has been. brave the witch and Samuel rose. Samuel did not pretend 
e~ou.gh, a~d u~mannerly enough, to express his do:- that he had been living, or that he was alive, but 
trin mall Its hideousness of hate. I was told that m asked: 'Why hast thou disquieted me?' He did not 
Chicago, many ,years ago, a yo~ng man, memb~r of a pretend to hav come from some other world. And 
volunteer fire company, was killed by the fallmg: of when David speaks of his son, saying that he could 
a wall, and, ~t the very moment the wall struck him, not come back to him, but that he, David, could go 
h~ was uttermg a curse. He was ~ ?rave a~d splen- to his son, that is but saying that he, too, must die. 
d~d young. man. An orthod?x mimster said above There is not in the Old Testament one hope of im
~Is co~n, m the presence of his mother and of mourn- mortality. It is expressly asserted that there is no 
mg friends, that he saw no hope for the soul of that difference between the man and the beast-that as 
young man. The mother,_ who. was also orthodox, the one dieth so dieth the other. There is one little 
-refused to hav her boy buried With such a sermon- passage in Job which commentators hav endeavored 
stopped the funeral, took the corpse home, engaged to twist into a hope of immortality. Here is a book 
a Universalist preacher, and, on the next ~ay, hav~ng of hundreds and hundreds of pages and hundreds 
he~d a man say ~hat there was no place m the Wide and hundreds of chapters-a revelation from God
umverse of God Without hope, and tha~ her son wo~d and in it one little passage, which, by a mistransla
finally stand among the redeemed, .this mother laid tion, is tortured into saying something about another 
her son away, put flowers above his grave, and was life. And this is the Old Testament I hav some
satisfied.'' · times thought that the Jews when siaves in Egypt 
"~at hav you t~ say to the :harge that you are were mostly occupied in building tombs for mum~ 

preachmg the doctrm of desl?arr and hopelessness, mies, and that they became so utterly disgusted with 
whe;n .they ?~v the co~~?rtmg assurances of the tha~ kind of work, that the moment they founded a 
Chnstian rehgwn to offer· natwn for themselvs they went out of the tomb busi-

"All I hav to say is this: If the Christian religion ness. The Egyptians were believers in immortality, 
is true, as commonly preached-and when I speak of and spent almost their entire substance upon the 
Christianity I speak of the orthodox Christianity of dead. The living were impoverished to enrich the 
the day-if that be true, those whom I hav loved the dead. The grave absorbed the wealth of Egypt. 
best are now in torment. Those to wh?m I am the The industry. of a nation was buried. Certainly the 
most deeply indebted are now suffermg the ven- Old Testament has nothing clearly in favor of immor
geance of God. If this religion be true, the future tality. In the New Testament we are told about the 
is of no value to me. I care nothing about heaven, 'kingdom of heaven '-that is at hand-and about 
unless the ones I love and hav loved are there. I who shall be worthy, but· it is hard to tell what is 
know nothing about the angels. I might not like meant by the kingdom of heaven. · The kingdom of 

heaven was apparently to be in this world, and it was 
about to commence. The devil was to be chained 
for a thousand years, the wicked were to be ·bmnt 
up, and Christ and his followers were to enjoy the 
earth. This certainly was the doctrin of Paul when 
heaays: 'Behold I show you a mystery: We shall not 
all sleep, but we shall all be changed. In a moment, 
in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump; for the 
trumpet shall sound and the dead shall be raised in
corruptible, and we shall be changed. For this cor
ruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal 
must put on immortality.' According to this doctrin, 
those who were alive were to be changed, and those 
who had died were to be raised from the dead. 
Paul certainly did not refer to any other world be
yond this. All these things were to happen here. 
The New Testament is made up of the fragments of 
many religions, It is utterly inconsistent with itself; 
and there is not a particle of evidence of the resur
rection and ascension of Chirst-neither in the nature 
of things could there be. It is a thousand times 
more probable that people were mistaken than ·that 
such things occurred. If Christ really rose from the 
dead, he should hav shown himself, not simply to his 
disciples, but to the very men who crucified him-to 
Herod, to the high priest, to Pilate. He should hav 
made a triumphal entry into Jerusalem after his res
urrection, instead of before .. He should hav shown 
himself to the Sadducees-to those who desired the 
existence of spirit. 

"Take from the New Testament its doctrin of eter
nal pain-the idea that we can please God by acts of 
self-denial that do no good to others-take away all 
its miracles, and I hav no objection to all the good 
things in it-no objection t0 the hope of a future 
life, if such hope is expressed-not the slightest. 
And I would not for the world s_ay anything to take 
fr.om any mind a hope in wb.ich dwells the least com
fori; but a doctrinthat dooms a large majority of 
mankind to eternal flames ought not to be called a 
consolation. What I say is that the writers of the 
New Testament know no more about the future state 
than I do, and no less. The horizon of life has never 
been pierced. The veil between time and what is 
called eternity has never been raised, so far as I 
know; and I say .of the dead what all others must 
say if they say only what they know. There is no 
particular consolation in a guess. Not knowing 
what the future has in store for the human race, it is 
far better to prophesy good than evil. It is better 
to hope that the night has a dawn, that the sky has a 
star, than to build a heaven for the few and a hell· for 
the many. It is better to leave your dead in doubt 
than in fire-better that they should sleep in shadow 
than in the lurid flames of perdition. And so I say, 
and always hav said, let us hope for the best. 

" The minister asks: ' What right hav you to hope ? 
It is sacrilegious in you.' But, whether the clergy 
like it or not, I shall always express my real opinion, 
and shall always be glad to say to those who mourn: 
' There is in death, as I believe, nothing worse than 
sleep. Hope for as much better as you can. Under 
the seven-hued arch let the dead rest.' Throw away 
the Bible, and you throw away the fear of hell, but 
the hope of another life remains, because the hope 
does not depend upon a book-it depends upon the 
heart, upon human affection. The fear, so far as 
this generation is concerned, is born of the book, and 
that part of the book was born of savagery. What
ever of hope is in the book is born, as I said before, 
of human affection, and the higher our civilization 
the· greater the affection~ I had rather rest my hope 
of something beyond the grave upon the human 
heart than upon what they call the scriptures, be
cause there I find mingled with the hope of some
thing good the threat of infinit evil. Among the 
thistles, thorns, and briers of the Bible is one pale 
and sickly flower of hope. Among all its wild beasts 
and fowls only one bird flies heavenward. I prefer 
the hope without thorns, without the briers, thistles, 
hyenas, and serpents. 

"Do you not know that it is claimed that immor
tality was brought to light in the New Testament, 
that that, in fact, was the principal mission of Christ?" 

"I know that Christians claim that the doctrin of 
immortality was first taught in the New Testament. 
They also claim that the highest morality was found 
there. Both these claims are utterly-without founda
tion. Thousands of years before Christ was born
thousands of years before Moses saw the light-the 
doctrin of immortality was "preached by the priests of 
Osiris and Isis. Funeral discourses were pronounced 
over the dead ages before Abraham existed. When 
a man died in Egypt, before he was taken across the 
sacred lake he had a trial. Witnesses appeared, and 
if he had d'one anything wrong, for which he had not 
made restitution, he was not taken across the lake. 
The living friends, in disgrace, carried the l;>ody back, 
and it was buried outside of what might be called 
consecrated ground, while the ghost was supposed to 
wander for a .hundred years. Often the children of 
the dead would endeavor to redeem the poor ghost 
by acts of love and kindness. Whe~ he came ~o the 
spirit wor~d there was the god An~bis,. who we~ghed 
his heart m the scales of eternal JUstice, and if the 
good deeds preponderated he entered the gates of 
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paradise; if the evil, he had to go back to the world 
and be born in the bodies. of animals for the purpose 
of final purification. At last the good deeds would 
outweigh the evil, and, according to the religion of 
Egypt, the latch-string of heaven would never be 
drawn in until the last wanderer got home. Immor
tality was also taught in India, and, in fact, in all the 
countries of antiquity. Wherever men hav loved, 

· wherever they hav dreamed, wherever hope has 
spread its wings, the idea of immortality has existed. 
But nothing could be worse than the im\llortality 
promised in the New Testament-admitting that it 
is so promised-eternal joy side by side with eternal 
pain. Think of living forever knowing that countless 
millions are suffering in:finit pain! How much bet
ter it would be for God to commit suicide and let all 
life and motion cease! Christianity has no consola
tion except for the Christian, and if a Christian min
ister endeavors to console the widow of an un be
liever, he must resort, not to his religion, but to his 
sympathy-to the natural promptings of the heart. 
He .is compelled to· say: 'After all, may be God is 
not so bad as we think;' or, 'May be your husband 
was better than he appeared; perhaps somehow, in 
some way, the dear man .has squeezed in; he was a 
good husband, he was a kind father, and even if he 
is in hell, maybe he is in the temperate zone, where 
they hav occasional showers, and where, if the days 
are hot, the nights are reasonably cool.' All I ask of 
Christian ministers is to tell what theybelieve to be 
the truth-not to borrow ideas from the pagans-not 
to preach the mercy born of unr13generate sympathy. 
Let them tell their real doctrins. If they will do 
that, they will not hav much influence. If orthodox 
Christianity is true, a large majority of the men who 
hav made this world fit to liv in are now in perdition. 
A majority of the revolutionary soldiers hav been 
damned. A majority of the men who fought for the 
integrity of this Union-a majority who were starved 
at Libby and Andersonville-are now in hell." 

"Do you deny the immortality of the soul?" 
"I never hav denied the immortality of the soul. 

I hav simply been honest. I hav said: 'I do not 
know.' Long ago, in my lecture on 'The Ghosts,' I 
used the following language: 'The idea of immortal
ity, that like a sea has ebbed and flowed. in the hu
man heart, with its countless waves of hope and fear 
beating against the shores and rocks of Time and 
Fate, was not born of any book, nor of any creed, 
nor of any religion; it was born of human affection, 
and it will continue to ebb and flow beneath the 
mists of clouds and darkness as long as Love kisses 
the lips of Death. It is the rainbow of hope shining 
upon the tears of grief.'" T. T. C. 

Washington, April 29th. 
-----4H~----

Progress of Archreological Discovery in Central 
America~ 

From the Scientific .A11terican. 

Of the fact of there being ruins of ancient cities, 
hitherto shrouded in mystery, scattered over that 
large tract of country which separates North from 
South America most persons are now aware. But 
tJ:!eir nature, age, or relation to the early history of 
the world has remaiiJ,ed till quite recently a matter 
of which comparativly nothing has been kno:w. It 
has, however, been for· some tinie recognized that 
among the most interesting of these archmological 
remains are some in Yucatan-a penisula dividing 
the Gulf of Mexico from that of Honduras, situated 
between 17 deg. 30 min., and 21 deg. 56 min. N. lat., 
and at no great distance from Cuba. 

Determined to explore these ruins and learn the 
lessons they might t.each, a scientific investigator, 
.Dr. Augustus . Le Plongeon, accompanied by his 
wife, set out on a mission of discovery to Yucatan in 
August, .. 1873, from which he recently returned. Ten 
years previous to this he had determined the task of 
writing an account of prehistoric America, and hav
ing dedicated himself to this work, had found, after 
having explored the the ruins of antiquity found in 
Peru and Bolivia sines 1862, that in Yucatan were 
situated the most valuable materials for such work; 
ail.d a residence of nine years, constantly engaged in 
explorations both of a super- and subterranean na
ture, has made him familiar with many of the Yuca
tan ruins. Both he and his wife being skilful prac
tical amateur photographers, they hav secured 
numerous negativs of the ruins, embracing many 
detailed portions. They hav also obtained, by means 
of a plastic material similar to what is used in French 
stereotyping, upward of two hundred casts from the 
more important sculptm·es and mural decorations, 
several of which are being reproduced in plaster, 
thus showing the work in facsimile. 

Attention was concentrated upon the cities of 
Uxmal, Chichenitza, Ake, and Mayapan. There are 
other cities as large as these, but they are in the pos
session of the hostil Indians; still other cities which 
are fraught with interest in an exceptional degree, for 
they hav been inhabited by a race of dwarfs, com
pared with whom the dwarfs of popular exibitions 
are almost giants. The diminutiv stature of the 
inhabitants is shown by the buildings, the doorways 
of which, Dr. and Mrs. Le Plongeon assured us, are 
thirty-six inches high by eighteen inches in width. 

One of the largest temples in these dwarf cities is th~ hand in red pigme_nt on the.w~ns of certain sacred 
twelve feet long by nine feet wide, everything else· edifices was common m former times l;Joth to. Yuca
about them being in the same ratio of dimensions. tan, ~o Eleph~nta and ?ther places m India, and 
The names of some of these cities are Meka Nicte even m caves m Australia and other of the South 
and Cankun. These are situated on the east' coast of Sea.Islands. There is scarcely a monument in Yuca
Yucatan, opposit the iSlands of Mugeres and Cozumel. tan upon whic? is :r;ot to be found the impression of 
They are at present very difficult of exploration ow- a red hand, thi~ bemg th.e record. of a vow made to 
ing to the frequent visits made by parties of hostil the ~ods. Fire-w:orship, pha~c and· m~stodon 
Indians who are well armed and.in skirmishes with .worship, together With gods havmg elephants heads, 
whom ~o quarter is either e~pected or given. flourished in Yucatan in t~ese early ~eriods. · 

In U al th · 1 · · t t f The Maya language, still spoken m Yucatan, was 
xm ere are severa rums m a s a e o al k . ·t of the East The last 

excellent preservation. These prove in an incon- .so nown m many .pai 8 . El . · . 
t t bl th t · 1 h · h d f words of Jesus of N azai eth, Elm, m, larna sabachtham, 
~s.lill: et_mann~rt da InTheardy atgesfathig et~ee of are said to be pure Maya words, and to mean, "Now, 

mv1 za 10n ens e . e a e o .. e erec 10n o I . k d k 0 e my face " F 
l f th difi · b 1· d t b t 1 now Sin ; ar ness comes v r . rom 

severa. o ese e ces IS e Ieve o e no ess th ' . t' 't would seem that none of those stand-
than SIX thousand years ago, although . Dr. Le Plon- . e na:ra. IV, I . 

· f · · th t th · h th t · t t mg withm hearmg understood the language made geon IS o opm10n a ere IS muc a pom s o . · d h lli El' t · r ·t f t th d It b · f th use of as they Imagme e was ca ng upon 1as o 
an ant Iqtm. yo rten othusatnthyears.t. 't emgf oth e aid him Enough has been said to indicate the 
grea es 1mpo ance a e an 1qm y o ese . · . t th t tt h t y t 
remains of a former civilization should be determined, great mteies a a ac es o uca an. 
we here present a few of the reasons given by which 
this is sought to be established. Our London Letter. 

In one temple, which is richly decorated both with It is most gratifying, after the adverse verdict in 
marble and other stone, portions are profusely the Freethinker case, to record the two victories 
covered over with inscriptions and writings in the gained by Charles Bradlaugh last week. The indi
Maya language, in writing oj an ancient nature viduals who instigated the prosecution in these cases 
hitherto unknown, but the key to which has been will hav but little cause to congratulate themselvs on 
discovered by Dr. and 1\frs. Le Plongeon, by dint of the results. Probably Newdegate, with all his piety, 
much perseverance. With this new alphabet they will be somewhat of the opinion that the God whom 
hav been enabled to decipher many of these records he has championed must be somewhat ungrateful in 
of :;tges of the long ago. The age o£ these erections not turning the hearts of the judges in his favor, in
is 'discoverable, first from the Katuns found in the stead of against him, and thereby leaving him to pay 
city of Ake, l!lentioned by t~e chroniclers, who tell us the costs, probably not less than £5,000; ?ut perhaps 
that at the t1me of the Spamsh Conquest such Katuns he will comfort himself with the pleasmg thought 
were still being used, These consist of columns of that his rewttrd hereafter will be proportionately 
stone,. eight in a column. One is placed every great compared with his losses here. The reversal 
twenty years. On the top of the seventh, and at of the decisions of the lower courts is of considerable 
each cor:r;er, i~ plac~d another stone, these corner importance to Mr. Bradlaugh, as it relieves him of 
stones bemg la1d at mtervals of four years, ·and on liabilities amounting to £45,000, though of course the 
tb,e ccmpletion of the twenty years represented by prosecution never anticipated getting the money in 
them a large stone is placed over all, thus completing any event, but merely the satisfaction of ruining 
the column, or Ahau-Katun, which thus marks a him financially and politically. And we know only 
period of one hundred and sixty years. Now, in one too well that there is nothing so pleasing to a true be
building were found thirty-six of these columns, liever as a successful attempt to ruin an unbeliever. 
which represent at least six thousand years as the The manner in which the action was so pluckily 
time that had elapsed from the erection of that tern- foncrht and the amount of legal knowledge possessed 
ple to that at which the last stone was laid on these by ''tb~ champion of Freethought, hav gamed him 
time column~; and the time that intervened b~tween many admirers even ~rom the ranks of orthod?xy, an? 
the completmg of these records by the placmg of hav not redounded m any way to the credit of his 
this last stone and the Conquest is not known in this opponents. Had he failed he would hav had a swarm 
case. of barking curs at his heels, but now they _will think 

Another guide to the discovery of the antiquity of twice before daring to attack such a formidable ad
these erections is the worship of deity in the form of versary. 
the mastodon's head. Now., as this animal has been As he has up to the present time secured every 
extinct for ten thousand years, 'it follows. that either contest in which he has been engaged, he will in all 
the builders of these temples or their fathers were probability go on from success to success, finding 
familiar with it, for had they not known the masto- each one less difficult than the last. But it is yet 
don they could not hav made an image or a picture problematical whether he will ~e able. to take his seat 
of it, and all of the buildings throughout the penin- in the House of Commons this sessiOn. Mr. Glad
aula are ornamented with the mastodon's head, and stone seems inclined to stop the way by making a 
some of the sculptures represent human figmes in the promis to his political opponents that in the event of 
act of worshiping it. the Affirmation bill becoming law it is not intended 

The buildings in most cases are formed of a white to make its action retrospectiv, which will entail upon 
limestone, the stones being all cut nearly to one size the junior member for Northampton the ~eces~ity 
and very closely fitted together. The outsides are of being once more elected, and on presentmg him
square, but they are cut in a pyramidal form. The self once more to his constituents no stone will be 
ceiling of the buildings form a triangular arch; the left untnrned to insure a defeat at the polls. 
rooms are generally long and narrow, but very lofty, The Affirmation bill has set many of the clergy by 
the walls and floors being cemented with concrete. the ears and several of the journals hav been inun
At Uxmal is a building called Monjas, which consists dated with letters on the subject. Some clergymen 
of a hundred and twenty rooms, all arranged in pairs, hold the opinion that when Christ said, "Swear not at 
each pair communicating with one another by a door-. all,'' he really meant it; on the other hand, others 
way, but w.ith none of the others, except through the think that it was a satirical remark on his part, and 
courtyard. There are no interior sculptures, all that the exact opposit was intended; while a third 
being on the outside, and in these a certain local section maintain that it only referred to the parties 
style or order has been observed, for while at Uxmal to whom he was speaking at the time. The most 
the ornaments are all found above the doorways and· rabid of them assert dogmatically that as soon as the 
fa9ades, at Chichenitza they :r;each down to the ground. oath is abolished religion and morality will fall to
One edifice, known as the Governor's House, is 293 gether and the reign of Satan will set in. As there 
feet in length. They are mostly erected on artificial is so great a diversity of opinion amongst t~e em
terraces composed of stones laid on the top of each bassadors of God, it is to be regretted for their own 
other, one of these being similar in style to the sakes that they do not apply to the Holy Ghost for a 
"hanging gardens" of Babylon. decision in the matter. But I suppose it would not 

The great question ofpopular interest regarding do for them all to be o£ one mind in religious ques
these archmological remains is, What do they teach tions, as if all was peace and harmony in ~he church, 
us ? Apart from the history of the family affairs of parsons would not flourish so well; for while the sects 
the contemporary kings, which can now be read with are warring with each other and every one else, the 
comparativ plainness by the explorers, it has been money comes rolling in to supply the sinews of war, 
discovered that there is an almost absolute identity and the church waxes fat. Preaching seems about 
between the language, the manners, and customs of the best paying business nowada;ys, and_we ~nd il:
these prohistoric Yucatanese and those of Chaldea, dividuals of all trades and professiOns gomg m for 1t 
Egypt, Hindostan, Persia, Burmah, and Siam, and during their spare time. Lord W ol~eley is the latest 
that an early and cultivated civilization, imagined to authority on the word of God; he mformed an ap~ 
be of a higher type than any other, existed in Yuca- preciativ audience at a city banquet a few days back 
tan. It has also been discovered and established that "our peace societies, while they fancy they are 
beyond cavil that Freemasonry existed in these pre- carrying out the principles of Christianity, seem . to 
historic times with the same Masonic symbols as are mistake entirely its teachings.'' He is probably qmte 
now in use, proofs of this being found in the photo- as correct as those who think differently, for the pe
graphs and casts; and that what is now known as culiar beauty of the "bl.essed word" _is that ;you can 
mesmerism existed .six thousand years ago in very commit any crime, or hold any doctrm you hke, and 
much the same form as it does at present, as shown find something authoritativ t~ere to J?rove you are 
by the decorations on the frescoed walls. Among right. It is quite t;rue, what 1ts admrrers say, that 
the customs common to the Yucatanese are to be there is no other book like it in the world, and per
found some also common to the. inhabitants of Hin- haps it is a good thing that such is the ca:se; one such 
dostan, such as the manner of carrying children compilation is quite enough. J. D. 
astride on the hip. The making of an impression_ of London, April16, 1883. 

\ 
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RocK ISLAND, April 24, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $6-$1 for- the 

Monument Fund, and the balance as directed. With 
great confidence in the future of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
I remain, · Yours truly, J. S. BEAN. 

OscEOLA., April 24, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5. Apply $2 on THE 

TRUTH SEEKER for remainder of 1883, $1 on tne 
monument, and $2 for running expenses. I'm a. 
thousand times obliged for your kindness. 

Truly, L. M. HASTINGS. 

NAvARINo, April 28, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed S3-$2.50 to renew 

subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and fifty cents 
toward the Monument Fund, as I think that will be 
a good disposition of the change. With dua respect, 

Yours truly, C. T. C:s:AFEE. 

CoVELO, April 20, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inelosed find $10.40, for which please 

send and do as follows: "Answer to Christian Ques
tions and Arguments," 25 cents; Crimes of Preach
ers," 25 cents; "A Truth Seeker Around the World," 
by D. M. RenllfJtt, $6.50; I respectfully donate bal
ance toward the loyal D. M. Bennett's monument. 

PHILIP A. DEUL. 

JANESVILLE, April29, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2.50 for the good 

old TRUTH SEEKER for one year. I am well pleased 
with its teaP.hings, but expect to read it but little 
longer, as I am now nearly .81 years of age, and my 
eyesight is getting rather dim. But I still hope for 
the success of the noble paper. It has no quibbling 
or false pretense, bu't cuts its own W''·Y like a two-
edged sword. WARD WITHAM. 

ARLAND, April 30, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5 for another passage 

in the ship THE TRUTH SEEKER for myself ancl an
other subscriber. I see there is considerable oppo
sition in regard to different questions among the 
brethren. Now, it apl'ears the main object for us is 
to obtH.in our rights equal with the church, and un
til such rights are established to lay by all other 
questionR. As for myself, I am in my eightiAth ye11r, 
and cannot expect to be long with you, but would 
like to see our rights secured before I go. LE>t us hav 
peace.. FRANKLIN ELMER. 

SANTA CRuz, April 24, 1883, 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find one dollar, for which 

please send your truly interesting and liberal paper 
three months to the subscribers herein named; and 
if we continue to like it (and we hav no doubt but 
we will), you can then reckon us as regular sub
scribers. We wish- we could hav found a TRUTH 
SEEKER sooner, to hav helped us out of the meshes 
of the priestly net that was thrown around us in 
our childhood. What a shame that innocent chil
dren should be thrust into the toils of the church, 
where they are taught a slavish reverence l'or the 
clergy· and their bloodthirsty God, instead of being 
left free to exercise their own reasoning powers. 

M.P. OWEN. 

P<iPLAR CREEK, April 19, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I am truly glad that THE TRU1'H 

SEEKER continues to make its weakly visits, fraught 
with such useful information. Surely it is a pleasant 
task to peruse its valuable contents. I would state 
that I liv near a Presbyterian church, and the mem
bers of said church take me as a very dangerous 
man, because I investigate and tell. They hold that 
no one but the reader is injured, if he would read and 
not talk it. How easy it is to portray their liber-· 
ality; but enough! 

Inclosed you will find $1.50, for which you will 
send THE TRUTH SEEKER another six months, and 
"Answers to Christian Questions and Arguments," 
by D. M. Bennett. J. G. HARRIS. 

LotrP CITY, April 22, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I did not receive the April 7th num

ber, which I understood contained an account of the 
last and dying words of Thomas Paine. Now, as his 
supposed last words hav been often thrown at me by 
Christians, I am very anxious to get the truth of 
them as near as possible, so you will do me a great 
favor by forwarding it to me. 

We hav quite a large number of Liberals here; 
our village otlicers are all Liberals; our principal 

· county officers are also Liberals, and, in fact, four
fifths of the citizens of our little city are Liberals. 
We hav but one minister living off of the people 
here, He is a Methodist, and is partly paid by the 
Home Missionary Society, which is lucky for him, or 
he surely would starve. He is allowed the privilege 
of preaching in our court-house. The Catholics are 
in the greatest number here-that is, of church
!! oing people. They hav a church, and a priest vis
its them once a month, so that they can confess to 
him their shortcomings twelve times a year, any 
how. 

I must say before closing that THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

comes to me every Monday night, and I am always 
ready to receive it with open arms and heart. I 
must also commend Mr. John Pack and his" Infidel 
Philosophy," and the manner he disposed of Brother 
Towne and his twaddle. If it would not be asking 
too much of you, would you please inform me through 
your colt;tmns how often the Bible has been revised, 
and by what people ? 

Hoping that the dear old TRUTH SEEKER]may ever 
prosper in it good'work, I am, 

Yours for Freethought, GEo. H. GIBSON. 

GREENVILLE, April 18, 1883. 
1\fRs. MARY W. BENNETT: Words cannot e:ipress the 

sorrow we felt upon reading of the death of your 
noble husband, You hav our heartfelt sympathy in 
vour bereavement. We hav taken the dear old 
TRUTH SEEKER for five years. We are a.ll going to 
Forest Grove, on the 19th of April, to hear Dr. J. L. 
York lecture. We feel very much disappointed, as 
we expected Mr. Bennett with him. Mr. Bennett's 
death has cause.-'1 our eyes to fill with tears scores 
of times. . 
· Please find inclosed $5-$2 50 for THE TRUTH SEEKER; 
$1.50 for the fourth volume of around-the-world trip; 
the rest as directed. When it is decided that they 
intend to build a Liberal hall to Mr. Bennett's 
memory, call on me. and I will send some doll!irs 
toward it. HENRY BENNETT. 

PINAL, April 20, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2, to extend my three 

months' subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER to one 
yell.l'; also twenty-five cents in stamps for "Answers 
to Christian Qtiestions." It is a good paper, bears a 
good name, and deserves the patronage of every civ
ilized human being on earth. Long may it liv, and 
strong may it prove -to crush· error, stamp out hy
pocrisy, and clear away the mythical rubbish that 
hf>s for so many centuries been the great barrier· to 
to civil, mental, and moral progress. To me H is 
the greatest of all wonders how, in this professedly 
enlightened age, such flimsy, unauthenticated, irra
tional fables can keep so strong a hold on the minds 
of so large a proportion of seemingly intelligent a.nd 
presumably thinking human beings. Will these ever 
abandon their idols? JOHN A. BROADBECK, 

FARLEY, April 27, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 14c.h is 

a new version of tile "Sweet By and By," which I 
hav partly committed to memory, and often sing it 
on the street in the hearing of my orthodox friends. 
I notice that the young are wonderfully taken up 
with it, and I- hav repeated calls for my paper that 
they may learn or copy the verses. 

Tile object in writing this letter is to call the at
tention of Liberals to tlie influence of a wide circu
lation of the song among the young people in their 
respect.iv localities. A sentiment learned in song is 
very hard to banish from the !mind; it is equal to 
the catechism among Catholics. This new version 
of a -very popular song or hymn places Christianity 
and all of its celestial paraphernalia in their true 
light, and shows up the absurdity of the whole 
scheme so nlainly that none but the wilfully blind 
will fail' to see. I wish you would put those verses 
into a leaflet or tract, so that they can be obtained 
cheap for free distribution. H. GILMORE. 

ATTALLA, April 29, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send $3 -$2.50 for THE TRUTH 

SEEKER for another year, 25 cants for "Self-Contra
dictious of the Bible," and 25 cents for "Answers to 
Christian Questions and Arguments." I would hav 
remitted earlier, but I hav put it off to the very day 
my time was up with the expectation ol' getting sub
scribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER, .but I hav failed in 
doing so, so far. But my courage has not failed yet. 
I am living in a very godly-given community; I am 
the only person in the county that I can find that 
is seeking for the· truth. That is the reason that I 
send for '• Bible Contradictions" and "Answers to 
Christian Questions," to help me through a little. 
The Christians here say that I am one of the most 
cheerful, generous, and kind-hearted of men in the 
county, but that the devil must be in me, and they 
are really very sorry for me; but, let me tell you, 
they can't squeeze any chickens out of me by pity
ing my condition. I care not for their friendship as 
long· as I hav the dear old TnuTH SEEKER by me. I 
am. satisfied to Iiv by that and die by it. Long may 
it liv to speak truth in the land. W. L NELSON. 

ELBERTON, April 21, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Dear friend, I am now soon to leave 

Georgia, for East Tennessee. I hav been talking a 
heap of Freethought down here in this cotton 
country, where men used to own so many slaves 
they did not know them when they met them in the 
road, and believed they did it accordini!' to the will 
of God, as expressed in his word. Well, I find many 
now who believe the black man was made by their 
God for the express purpose of serving the white 
man, and quote their Bible for proof. I also _find 
skeptics who hav been heavy slave-owners; but as a 
general thing they don'~ believe that the institution 
of slavery was right. I am truly glad of this. 

I hav found several who like to read THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, but hav not got the sand to face the 
orthodox frown. I feel· glad that I hav been able 

to throw a little light into the dungeon of their 
brains. The transition from th€;:1 darkness of super
stition to the light of truth will be slow, but let us 
not despair; better late than never. I am at present 
in rather an odd situation. My brother has been for 
years dealing out orthodoxy of the Methodist type 
to these people, and they think it rather strange that 
I should come into his part of the country, warning 
the pf ople of th~ great danger which I see in all the 
Bible religions, from beginning to end. 

w. L. WARLEY. 

TRUXTON, April 30, 283. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: This is the first time for me 

to write to you since the death of Mr. Bennett. I 
can assure you It is not because I did not feel bad 
about his death; but there were so many letters of 
condolence sent you weekly that I came to the con
clusion to wait until I could renew my subscription 
for THE TRUTH SEEKER. But I wish to say that I 
felt great sorrow on learning of his death-as much 
as anyone outside of his family could. But his works 
remain and will wield an influence for ages to come. 

Inclosed you will find $1 for THE TRUTH SEEKER 
and twentv-fl.ve cents for Mr. Bennett's "Answers to 
Cb.ristia.n Questions." I mean to send you the old 
price for 'IRE TRUTH SEEKER and you can do as you 
please about it, If you think well of sending me 
some readmg matter for the balance you may do so; 
if not, it will be all right. I think the paper is worth 
$3, and I told Mr. Bennett I would take it as long 
as I liked it, and I now tell you the same. I will 
send you some money for the Monument Fund be
fore long, as I think one should be erected in mem
ory of so great a man. I regret his loss very much, 
and sympathize with you and all of his friends. 
May you liv long and guide and protect THE TRUTH 
SEEKER according to Mr. Bennett's wishes when he 
was living; and may all his friends help to support 
it. With. kind wishes for the editor, Mr. Macdonald, 
and sympathy for you, I conclude ·by saying th<.tt I 
am, For liberty a,nd justice, JOHN DF;AN. 

MouND CITY, April18, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav a do:ubt which I wisl1 to ex

press. I think that Infidel writers ~hould be most 
careful of all writers in the expression of their opin
ions, whereas I doubt whether they are as ca.reful 
as others. An article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 
14, by Mr. Ockelmann, makes this wonderful state
ment: "The fundamental principle of Cb.ristianity is 
the principle of love and the universal fraternization 
of individuals and nations." Shade of Venus! Can 
that be true? If that is true, tb.e great body of the 
Freethinkers of the world is a body of the most 
egr<·gious asses the world has ever known. That 
principle embodies ninety-nine-hundredths of all that 
Liberals are working for, and if it be the fundamen
tal principle of Cb.ristianity, why not join hands with 
the Christians and go with the majority? 

But is it true? I say it is not. The Christians 
hav never loved even their brethren. My father was 
a B_aptist, my grandmother a Methodist, and my 
favorit uncle was a Presb~terian; and I know that 
the Christian love that exists, or did exist, between 
these sects, before the work of the Liberals began 
to make it pleasant for them, was something "pale 
and curious," like "Capt. Wragg's wine." 

Mr. Ockelmann says the Greeks called other nations 
barbarians. Please tell me what Christian nations 
call un-Christian nations. And please tell me whether 
or not the present fraternization between Christian 
n~.tions is sustained by Christian teaching. On the 
contrary, I think it is sustained by standing armies 
of millions of men. 

No, Mr. Editor, if you except "that undying love 
which the Christian priest manifests for the ewe 
lambs of his flr)Ck, you will find that universal Cb.ris-
tian love fills _a small universe. DR. SHucK .. 

HAMILTON, April ·22, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: It may interest a great many truth 

seekers, more particularly in Canada, to know the 
fate of the bill introduced into the Dominion Parlia
ment, which was to hav given Agnostics the right 
to affirm in criminal. courts (it being allowable in 
civil courts). The friends of universal mental lib
erty in Toronto furnished friends throughout On
tario with copies of a petition, praying the Commons 
to grant us the same rights that orthodox Christians 
bad; those petitions were circulated around and in 
time were duly presented to the house by different 
members. During the election campaign, whilst the 
candidates were canvassing their constitaents, we 
found every candidate was willing to support a bill 
favoring our petitions, even the premier, Sir J. A. 
McDonald, whom the tories believe is a heaven
born statesman. He told a deputation of our friends 
in this city, as also did Mr. E. Blake, leader of the 
opposition, that they would be only too gla9- to giv 
·US relief. Well, sir, the bill Wt.IS brought into the 
house, and was appended to some other very obnox
ious legislation, and we found when the division in 
the question took place that the "heaven-born" 
premier, with his henchman, the senior member 
for this city, F. Kilvert, voted in direct opposition to• 
the bill, after their plighted word had been given to 
support it. So much for heaven-born statesmen and 
their hirelings. Just now the clergy of this city are 
devoting a great deal of their time to the attempt 
to demolish Agnosticism, and it is quite laughable to 

~ .. -
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hear the pueril and silly arguments they use. We 
hav got a contingent of the last Ohristian craze, the 
Salvation Army, here, who parade our streets with 
an apology for a band, namely, a fife played by a 
young J;Uan, and a drum played by_a woman, headed 
by two women playing tatuborines, and a man with 
a fiag bearing the inscription, "Blood and fire;" these 
hav an accompaniment in the small gamins of the 
city, who keep time on anything that will make a 
noise, tins, pans, etc. 

I inclose $4 to pay for second volume of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER; one year's subscription; one dollar for Lib
eral League, to help the car along. 

GEORGE MADDOCKS. 

The letter stated that they should pronounce it 
cured if not fearful that it would return, and re
garded it as a miracle.1 Pardon me for calling your 
attention; I was interested, and supposed you would 
be, as I regard. it singular in all of it connections. 

D. R. B. · 

which it con~rols and fashions for its purposes, and 
thus proves rts separate and peculiar elemental char
acter, as possessing thought, invention, and will
power, as a force, over all such thoughtless and un
conscious elements, which does not admit of its being 
deriv~d from ~hem; b~t _is so :proved to be a separate 

BoZEMAN, April 8, 283. co-enstence, m assomatwn wrth such know-nothing 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find a letter from unconscious elements, as our bodies and other 

A. J. Richards, a valued friend of mine, and also, as thoughtless matter, being derived from a universal 
his letter will attest, of the Liberal cause. It seems conscious mind element. 
that I cannot better comply with his .request in ex- Such separate existences of conscious and uncon
tending the information as desired, than by trans- scions elements being recognized, we hav a simple 
mitting his letter entire for publication. method of comprehending infinit cause and effects, 

EvoLUTION, Jan. 8, 1883. in which force, or potency, can only originate in a 
AN OLD EDITOR TALKS. FRIEND BURKE, ])ear Sir: I will drop you a few lines material mind, having a purpose, and be, thus, 

as I hav something. to write, hoping they may find dynamically impressed in bequeathed laws of action 
HANNIBAL, Mo. you 0 K, Wishing to assist my Infidel friends when- to unconscious matter; each having their separate 

MR. EDITOR: Please place amount of inclosed or- ever opportunity offers, and to assist in throwing 
der to my credit on subscription. It is the bounden into our ranks a,ll I can, I giv you this information, offices of primal controler, and secondary acts of 
duty of every lover in the spirit of Liberalism, good- and hope you will assist in extending it to others controled, as intelligent cause and unconscious ef-

'll through the Leagues, and if possible not outside of fects fm· all phenomena. We see these separate 
Wl to humanity, and successful intelligence, to our brethren and sisters. · · 1 · · h ,. 
patronize such a periodical as THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav discovered a large section of gold country. prmmp es m achon, w en mans mind inaugurates 

I know how it was, myself, while a newspaper ad- Hav found gold on five streams, but hav only pros- the uses of common matter for all art purposes, 
venturist- down in Petersburg, Va., and Savannah, pected two of them enough to know how they will which, we know, unconscious matter could not, of 
Ga., when the subscriptions did not come to time, pay. One of them is between twenty ·and thirty itself, accomplish ; and hence the necessity of mind 

miles long, the other twelve to twenty, with average t' · 11 h t Th f · 1 t 
the press machinery worked wrong, and creaked- width. of sixty or seventy rods, with gold in paying co-opera wn m a sue ar s. ere ore, m a 1 ar 
without oil. The laborers had to be paid weekly, quantity the entire length. Also with tributaries accomplishments, for useful and esthetic purposes, 
and the editorial ·"staff" (supposed to be somewhat which undoubtedly will pav. The gold is of coarse man's mind is in necessary co-op'eration as designer 
of a chameleon organization and ltv on air) fre- and good quality, with bed-rock from five to twelve and dynamical controler of such performances of un
quently took their dinners on "crackers and point," feet. As near as I can judge from what .I hav done conscious matter, by his will-I)OWer as a potential there is enough to giv employment to fifteen or 
that is, a nickel's worth of crackers, eaten after· twenty thousand men, and I should like to see the force. Unconscious matter must be equally impo-
pointing them at the sirloin steaks, hams, and veal Liberals get the lion's share if possible. I hav spent tent everywhere, without intelligent co-operativ 
cutlets in. a restaurant across the way. Peopie do three years of the hardest work and worst exposure laws to enforce its potential acts, by an infinit mind. 
not see;m to understand that to run a periodical like of my life working it up by myself, with no a><sist- As unconscious matter-not being· intelligent-
T T s · $ ance or encouragement from anyone, and now I in-HE RUTH EEKER reqmres about 150 a week. tend to reap my harvests, and should like to see my cannot be a primal force, having neither choice, di-

N evertheless, ·at this age of science in man's men- friends enjoy some of it. If the Liberals will· act rection, nor purpose, nor any consciousness of its 
tal advancement, it is benefiG,ial to sustain THE TRUTH promptly, and not gAt excited, and work together, doings, is of itself wholly devoid of any stimulus for 
SEEKER strongly with fir.ancial "backbone," and it they can get a good slice of it, and also build a city acts anywhere; therefore, with our mental effects 
is better to be an Infidel to the Bible's lore than to that thev can control and bav good laws and regula-tions. The county is literally traversed with lodes of upon unconscious matter, it is a necessary inference, 
be an idolater of the self-aggrandizement and per- quartz, and plenty of good timber and water. As I from such analogy, that unconscious matter every
sonal interests of the lazy promulgators of what is am virtually shut up in winter, fifty miles from post- where equally needs mind co-operation to dynami
termed " orthodox Ohristiaaity "-which is simply office, I can do but little to giv our friends the in- cally originate, stimulate, and enforce its acts into 
based upon the Bible's legends, myths, and .fanciful formation, and I know from what I learn that it 
inventions thereunto adapted. "Throw such physic can't be kept long, and before next summer closes wondrous phenomena and mechanisms, everywhere 
to the dogs! " there will be as big a rush as has been witnessed for abounding; while the unconscious materials forming 

years. And if you will get information to as many such hav no cognizance of their performances. This, 
By the bye, I perceive brother A. E. Trabue, of Leagues as poss"ble w"thout lett1" g th ubl" k . 1 I n e P lC now, then, is the intelligent origin, for a purpose, of all 

Ralls Oo., Mo., imagins I slighted "The Society of you shall lose nothing by it, and you may do hun-
Moralists," of Hannibal. Friend Trabue rs their dreds a great favor. Perhaps it might be a good the potential law which enforces unconscious matter 
warden, and one of the best and most liberal-minded plan to write to some of the men in the lecture field into ali its useful and esthetic works, everywhere 
men in the West, but somewhat eccentric, for effect's and get their assistance; for instance, Follett, of manifested in nature-as well as in art-emanating 

Sake. 
. Illinois, Green, of New York, and others. Use your from that mind element. 

own judgment, and let as lltany good Liberals know 
The "Moralists" of Hannibal are intelligent truth- as you can, and oome yourself in spring if you are With these premises clearly defined, I do not com-

seekers, and shall hav my support as long as they fixed so you can. If you can't, send me a power of prehend how any investigating mind oan, Atheisti
investigate the nature of all things in the philosophic attorney and I will locate mines and hav them cally, deny the separate entity and controling suprem-

worked for you on the waters of the Coeur d'Alene f · d Jl th htl · t light of reason. I cannot indulge in tho credulity River, in Ooeur d'Alene mining district, and it shall acy o mm over a oug ess unconsciOus ma e-
of the Spiritualists belonging to said society, as, hav- cost you nothing, and I will divide profits with you. rials, and so its necessary co-operation everywhere, 
ing been educated for a Jesuitical priest, I would If D-. -a is there, and you can trust him to keep it, for all acts or dispositions of know-nothing, uncon
just as soon believe in the real presence of the" body tell him, but not those godly preachers, for I hav no scions matter. And, thus, is positiv proof of the 
and blood" of a God 1"n the R~mt"sh sacramental gods up here for them to bawl over. necessar·y evistence of a co trol' g · fi "t · d ' The new mines are about forty miles from my "'" n m m m mm • as 
wafer and wine, as accept as truth the fanciful spook place, on the road back in the mountains, which is in'augurating and directing the laws and acts of uni
developments palmed off as communications from a poor trail, as I hav only cut it .out sufficient to get versal unconscious matter-being its sole potency 
the dead! In c6urse of time, truth, in its fittest through, and pretty rough at that. Men don't want for intelligent purposes; as our minds are the sole 
garb, will smvive, and so, with good will for all, I to come without provisions, for it will be ninety potency, in all art works, with unconscious matter. 

. , miles over bad roads to get supplies .. Oan't get in 
remam, FRANK 0 MAHONY. before the middle of May from that side, and only Such views of nature, with its two co-eval, primm·-

EAsT DuBUQUE, April 29, 1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: I find by the tab on my paper 

. that my subscription expires on the 1st of May. Be 
pleased to find inclosed $7.50 to pay subscription one 
year ($2.50) and $5 to apply on the Monument Fund 
as proposed in a previous letter. It givs me pleas
ure to learn of your success in ms,naging the paper 
financially and sustaining its high popular favor. 

Respectfully, D. R. BURT. 

P. S.-A few days since I visited Shell Rock, Iowa, 
and called on Mr. and Mrs. Fisher, the friends of 
Mr. Bennett, who wrote him every day that he was 
imprisoned. I fo11nd Mrfl. Fisher a lady something 
above the average woman for intelligence, whose 
nervous system was much impaired, which accounts 
for the extraordinary writing every day, and often 
from five to twenty pages. She was deeply inter
ested in all things that affected Mr. Bennett, and 
this imprisonment was a great shock to her nerves. 
There were two incidents connected with this singu
lar acquaintance, or impressment, as some would 
qall it. The day after 1\ir. Bennett's death there con
tinued a rapping with short intervals for twenty
four hours, which was heard by both Mr. and Mrs. 
Fisher, All that time both were ignorant of his 
death. Fisher had no sympathy with his wife, and 
was displeased with her for the interest she ex
pressed in Mr. Bennett's imprisonment. After Mr. 
Bennett's death Mrs. Fisher wrote me that the 
spirit of 1\.fr. Bennett impressed her. that I could 
render her_ and her husband great benefit, also a 
neighbor, by magnetic power. I had never seen or 
heard of her before she wrote, but learned she had 
heard of me. She continued to write me every 
week until I visited them. You may hav some curi
osity to learn the effect of my treatment. I am not 
repared to speak advisedly of it. But the parties 
improved under the treatment. Last evening I re
ceived a letter from one of the parties-a case 

• of erysipelas in the face of six years' standing, hav
ing received medical treatment for all the time with
out a relief. The skin was hard, infiamed, cracked, 
and many sores upon it, and bleeding. I treated 
ltim four days, and left with marked improvemnet. 

a week or two earlier from this. I hav given enough dial principles of intelligent and non-intelligent mate
that you may be able to get an understanding. [tnd rials, or conscious or unconscious elements, alone givs a 
don't be afraid to work; it's no humbug. Don't rational adequate conception of the intelliabentcause of 
know how soon I can get this to the office, as I ha v k 
to depend the on -repairs men on the government tele- all the nown adaptable and highly mechanical phe-
graph line which runs past here. They hav a station nomenaof cosmos-as finite minds, alone, limitedly, ef
three miles below here, they being our only neigh- feet in all art works upon unconscious matter. These 
b~~w I will giv directioas 

80 
that by inquiry yoll are thefonly consistent and necessary adequate infer

can find me. I am on the old Mullen Road, twenty- erices, rom such rational analogy of the known re
five miles west of the summit of the Bitter Root suits of our minds co-operating with unconscious 
mountains, about one hundred and twenty-five miles matter; to necessarily extend the same principles of 
from Missoulia, and fifty miles eaet of Fort Ooeur dual action, to all nature, to ac~ount for its intelligent 
d'Alene, Idaho, which is the nearest place to get d 
supplies, and twenty-three miles east of Old Mission. ways-self-evi ent purposes-and accomplishments. 
If there are any coming from the Eastern states Such essential intelligent control of all nature, givs 
their best route will be vi11 Oalifornia, Portland, on no sanction to the blasphemous attributes assigned 
the route of the N. P. R. R. to R!l.thdrom, which is to such controler in Bible or other old theisms; or 
twelve miles from Ooeur d'Alene, where they will 
hav to fit out, as they can get nothing nearer. to any revelations, or other knowledge of such great 

Hoping to see yon in the spring, I remain, great first cause of the dispositions of co-eval uncon-
Yours, A. J. PRICHARD, scions matter, beyond inferences from the great book 

Ooeur d'Alene, Idaho •rer. of nature, which records in its manifold pages the 
This much I will venture to say for the writer of the most admirable works of intelligent devisements by 

above. He is a Liberal of the most radical type, has amply impressed laws, which, in their phenomenal 
made quite a critical study of scientific matters, and a characteristics, proclaim exclusiv goodness in the 
man whose appearance will impress anyone as that of general laws for the greatest good to the greatest 
a candid and honest man. His pursuit for several number, in adaptable and bounteous provision for 
yAars past, althGmgh he has property in the states, has every rightful and intelligent desire, bequeathed by 
been that of a prospecter. It is possible t.hat he may its author ; just such as a good earthly parent 
be mistaken in what he has written, but not dishonest, .desires to provide for his children and dependents, 
and the confidence of this community in his integrity though he cannot always guard them against impru
has caused quite an excitement, anrl many are going. dence and accidents. 
It was not till Aprillst that I received his communi- In conclusion: If the highly complicated and in
cation, and my faith in his honesty and judgment is genious mechanisms of animal constructions and 
such that I hav arranged to send an agent. their adaptable sustainers do not procl!l,im intelligent 

THos. BURK. design and impress, then there can be no intelligent 

Mind as a Separate Entity, Only r.remporarily 
.Associated with Organisms. 

Mind is known as an important something-a 
force-and so, as the function of a material, its exist
ence is as much recognized as are the unconscious 
elements with which it is closely associated by co
operation. In its known will-force we must admit 
its pecular distinctiv character, in its thoughtful, 
designing, paramount supremacy over such of the 
unconsciouli! ele:ruents, as our bodies and other matter, 

pmpose and ttcts in the less perfected works of art. 
To deny the first is to annihilate the second, as an 
Atheistic dilemma of contradictions with known 
facts; being inadequate conceptions of nature, and 
finite minds-all lesser minds being derived from 
the greater, as parts of the universal mind element 
or first primordial principle of cosn::os. 

Locust Valley, N Y. CHAS. E. ToWNSEND. 

IF I owe Smith ten dollars, and God forgivs me, 
that doesn't pay Smith.-Ingersoll. 
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1

, r>lhe World's Sages, Thinkers? and 

W I L S 0 N I A 
' Reformers. The Biographies of 

, 

three hundred of the most distinguished 
teachers and philosophers (who were not 
Christians), from the time of Menu to the 
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages, 

INVENTED -BY 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, LECTURER ON ELEC· 
TRICAL THERAPEUTICS, AUTHOR OF THE 

"TRIAL OF MEDICIN;" THE "LAN· 
GUAGE OF DISEASE," "MEDICAL 

FALLACIES," ETC., 

80 COURT ST., BROOKLYN, N.Y. 

For the past five years In England and America 
this system has performed such cures in almost ev· 
ery form of disease as were until then unhear<l of. 
Step by step ,it has advanced since Its first in· 
troductlon (first relieving and curing one man who 
bent like an archer's bo·w for ten years, but was 
in two months able to walk erect). Then fol· 
lowed other cases equally ma.rvelous In all known 
forms of. disease; thus going on from day to day 
and month to month, until the method of cure 
Introduced by Wm. W!!son, the originator of the 
magnetic clothing system ·Of America, has saved 
tens of thousands frrnn the ora~e, and is now recognized 
by our most eminent scientists and physicians, hun· 
drecls of whom presroibe it for {heir patients after medi· 
cin has failed, unt!l it has become a household word 
in case of sickness. Since its first introcluctlon we 
hav continually improved, until to-day we ofrer the 
liohtest, best ventilated, most powerful continuous CUJ'1'Cnt 
garment In the worlcl, constructed on the latest sci· 
entific principles-In fact, we' ofrer the acme of ex
cellence in magnetic garments, and when worn as 
advised by us, disease cannot exist. 

The following are. clippings from testimoni;,ls of 
Which we hav thousands. .()ff'Note we giv full names 
and addresses, that Intending purchasers may write 
and satisfy themsalvs they are genuin. 

J. H NORTH, M. D., Hammonton, N. J., in writing 
for clothing, says: "My patient in Virginia informs 
me lie Is more comfortable since the application of 
your .magnetic garments. The goods sent were uti!• 
!zed on the deformed limb, and are working satisfac
torily. 

ED. HOLLENBECK, organ-builder, 111 W. State st., 
:Rockford, Ill. : "From a terribly sprained knee the 
doctor was afraid my leg must come off. I sent for 
a knee-cap, was able to walk in a few days, and haV 
been all right since," 

J. 1.'. LISLE, Lebanon, Ky., says: "li-Iy health has 
Improved, and they are exceedingly pleasant gar
ments to wear. I feel free to recommend them to 
all delicate people," i · 

MRS. 0. A. GOULD, Omaha, Neb. : "! wore the suit 
With splendid results, for paralysis, and I hav rec• 
ommended them constantly. I loaned my girdle a 
week to a friend for dyspepsia, with excellent re· 
eults.'' 

Mns. A. BRYANT, 93 Conselyea st., Brooklyn, E. D., 
N. Y.: "I suffered for years from bleeding at 
the lungs. Your garments hav stopped the bieed· 
lng, and I feel quite strong. I cheerfully recom
mend them." 

H. LANGE (care or D. Hausmann), Cor. Jay & Nas· 
aau sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.: "Your garments hav en• 
tlrely cured me of blood-poisoning of the worst form. 
l cannot find words to express my gratitude." 

CHAS. E. TRASK, 304 Ingham st., Jackson, Mich., 
says: "Garments arrlvecl, with letter of Instructions. 
Hav worn them. They are benefiting me more in 
the past week than all the medlcln I hav ever taken." 

tuns. E. P. PLEASANTS, Alderson's, !\fonroe Co., w. 
Va.: "I hav found the greatest relief from my ap· 
pliances, and would not be without them for all the 
World." 

FRIENDS OF PROGRESS 

THE LATE 

D. NI. BENNETT 
!JUblished a long article In THE TRUTH SEEKER, re• 
spectlng the value of our garments. In fact, so sat
Isfied was he or their value that he sold thousands 
of dollars' worth to hle subscribers. 

All our magnetic garments are worn next the un
derclothing, therefore they do not impart shocks or 
cause sores. They are also constructed und.er the 
special supervision of the Inventor. 

Continued success enables us to make the folloW• 
lng offer: Person" writing us an accurate description 
of their disease, and then sending for the garments 
a•lvlsed by'us, will haVtheirmoneyrefundedshould 
the appliances fall to cure. Therefore It resolves 
itself into 

NO CURE, NO PAY. 

To assist the working class, we supply them on 
payment of half the amount, and take the balance 
by easy monthlY instalments. 

Send for Illustrated pamphlet and information to 
the only oroce where the Inventor can be consulted. 

Address all Communications to 

DAVID J. COTTER, 
llOCOU!lT ST:BBET1 B!l00KLYN1 N.Y. 

8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc
co, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Climes and Persecutions. Bio
graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians. A companion book to "The World's 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo., 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and ReligiQns of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Yol. I. givs 
a full account of all the gods the nations 
of the earth hav worshiped, including 
Jehovah, Satan,- the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 
pages, 8vo. Vol. II.·'describes fully all 
the religious systems of the world, includ
ing Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Chris
tianity; the latter o0cupying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry 
into the reality of divine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the claims of supernaturalism 
ever written. By F. W. NEwllrAN, Emeritus 
Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great W.orks of Thomas Paine. 
· Including The Age of Reason, EXamina
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the 
whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
gilt edges, $4.50. 

Analysis of Religious Belief. An 
· examination of the Creeds, Rites, and 

Sacred Writings of the world. By Vrs
COUNT AMBERLEY, son of the late Lord 
John Russell, twice Premier of England. 
Complete from the London edition. 745 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The foregoing volumes are · called " The 
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to
gether and sent by express, one dollar will be 
deducted from the price of each. 

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
FOR SALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE, 

Essays and Lectures. Embracing In~ 
:fluence of Christianity on Civilization· 
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib: 
er~lisii?- offers i? _Place of Christianity; 
SCientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual
ism from a Materialistic Standpoint· Paine 
the Political and Religious Reform~r; Ma
terialis_m · a~d Crime; . Will the Coming 
Man Worship God? Cnmes and Cruelties 
of Christianity; the Authority of the 
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits; 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 60 
cents; cloth, $1. 

In:iluence of Christianity upon Civil
ization. 25 cents. 

Christianity and Materialism. 15 
cents. 

What Liberalism Offers in Place of 
Christianity. 10 cents. 

Scientific ~laterialism: Its :Meaning 
and Tendency. 10 cents. 

Spiritualism from a Materialistic 
Stamlpoint. 10 cents. 

Paine the Political and Religious 
Reformer. 10 cents. 

Woman: Her Pa·st and Present: Her 
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents. 

I'liaterialism and Crime. 10 cents. 

Will the Coming Man Worship God~ 
10 cents. 

Crimes and Cruelties of Clu·istianity. 
10 cents. 

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo
logical. 20 cents. 

Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four 
days' debate between B. F. U:r-"DE:nwoon 
and Pro£. 0. A. BtrRoEss, President of the 
Northwestern Christian University, In
dianapolis, !nd. Accurately reported. 
188 pp. Paper, 1>0 cents. Cloth, 89 cents, 

Undm•wood-M:at·ples Debate. A four' 
nights' debate oetween B. F. t!N.DEliWOOD 
and Rev. if OHN :Mu:t>t.Es. FUlly reported. 
Paper1 35 cents; cloth, 60_ cents,_ · 

D. M:. BENNETT'S · WORKS. 
ADDRESS THE TRUTH BEEKER OFFICE, 

A. Truth Seeker Around the World. 
Four large volumes. With a steel-plate 
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and 
each volume illustrated with forty-seven 
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth 
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in mo: 

FREETROUGliT WORKS, 

Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Sepher Toldoth J eshu; or, the Book 
of the Generation of Jesus. First trans
lation into English of a remarkable He
brew document, giving the original from 
which the story of Jesus was made up. 
20 cents. 

rocco, gilt edges, $10.50. 
Th w ld' s Th' k Sixteen Saviors of None. By KERSEY 

e or s age~ Ill ers, and GRAVES, author of the World's Sixteen 
Reformers. 1,07o pages, 8vo. Cloth, Crucified Saviors; The Bibles of Bibles, 
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, and Biography of Satan: Paper, 75 cents. 
$4. 50. cloth, $1. 

The Champions of the Churcll; Their Six Lectures on Astronomy. 
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo. PROF. R. A. PROCTOR. 20 cents. 

By 

1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. Socialism: Reply to Prof. Roswell 

T G · D. Hitchcock. The Professor's 
he ods and Religions of Ancient sophistries fully exposed. Paper, 25 

and Modern 'J.1imes. Two Volumes. cents; cloth, 50 cents. 
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per 
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in Superstition; The Religion of Believe 
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, or be Damned, an Open Letter to the St. 
$8.00. John's Sch-ool Board. By M. BABcocK. 

From Behind tl1e Bars. A series of 
25 

cents. 
letters written in prison. Over 700 pages. The Adventures of Elder Triptole-
Price $1.50. nms Tub. Containing startling 

A Truth See](er in Europe. A series and interesting disclosures about hell, its 
of letters written during a visit of ten locality, magnitude, climate, employ-
weeks in Europe. Giving some account. ments, etc. By the Rev. GEo. RoGERS. 
of the International Freethinkers' Con- 15 cents. 
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben
nett was a delegate, followed by a de
scription of what he saw in England 
France, Holland, and Italy. The letter~ 
from Rome alone are worth. the price 
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait 
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50. 

The Semitic Gods and the Bible. 
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic 
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin 
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 
pages are devoted, showin~ that book to 
be a very inferior production for a first
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov
ers, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

Judaism, Christianity, and Moham
meda~~sm exa~;nined historically 
and Critically. It IS thought to be tlie 
most damaging exhibit of Christianity 
that has appeared. 500 large- pages. 
Price, $1. 50. 

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories, 
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages. 
Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1. 

The Besant- Hatchard Debate. A 
two-nights' Debate between Mrs. ANNIE 
BEsANT and Rev. A. HATOHARD on The 
Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, 
and the Influence of Christianity on the 
World. Held at the Hall of Science, 
London, December, 1880. 25 cents. 

The Cl~rgyman's Victims. A Rad~ 
ical story vividly portraying the wrongs 
committed by the professed men of God. 
By J\o!rs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents. 

The Contrast : Evangelicalism and 
Spiritualism Compared. By 
MosEs HULL. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

The Darwins. A domestic Radical 
story. By Mrs. ELMINA DnAKE BLENKER, 
author of John's Way, Studying the Bible, 
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. _ 

The Ghost of St. Joh_11s. By M. BAB-
cocK. 25 cents. 

The New Dispensationi_or, The Heav
enly Kingdom. By D. W. HULL. Price, 
25 cents. 

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. 
. A debate on Christianity and Infidelity, Proceedings and Addressetll at the 

between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H. Watkins Convention. 400 pages 
HUII:IPHREY. This book has had a very of excellent Speeches and Essays. Price 
large sale, and is a splendid work for reduced to $1.00. 
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh-
bors. 550 pages. Price, $1. Pyramid of Gizeh. The. Relation of 

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between Ancient Egyptian Uivilization to the 
D. M. BENNETT and CYRus RoMULus R. Hebrew Narrativ in Genesis and Exodus, 
TEED. Jesus the Lord God· Creator of and the Relativ Claims of Moses and the 
Hea-ven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents· Pyramid to Inspiration Considered. By 
cloth, 50 cents. '· VAN BuREN DENSLow, LL.D. 25 cents. 

What Objections t~ Christianity~ Religion Not History. An able ex-
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and amination of the Morals and Theology of 
G. M. MAIR, divided into the following the New Testament. By Prof. F. W. 
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor Newman, of the London University. 25 
original, being borrowed or copied from cents. 
IDU(}h ~lder systems of religion. . Outline of the French Revolution: 

2. Mrracles and supernatural achieve- C R t 
ments hav been as fully and truly ascribed Its auses and- esul s. A clear 
to other teachers and founders of religion and comprehensiv portrayal of this inter· 
as to Jesus. . esting portion of human history. By W. 

3. The story of Jesus and his mission S. BELL. 25 cents. · 
in the world is unhistorical; it is_ not cor- Outlines of Phrenology. By F. E. 
roborated by cont~mporaneo~s histor!.. AsPINWALL, M.D. Most acceptable to 

BENNETT _affi~ms, ~AIR den~es. This JS Liberals of anything of the kind pub-
an exhaustiv discussiOn. Pnce, $1.50. lished. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. · 

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United 
States Circuit Court upon_ the charge of Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles. 
depositing prohibited matter in the mail. Price, 20 cents. 
This givs a full history of this celebrated 
case, and shows what monstrous injustice 
was perpetrated upon MR. BENNETT. • 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. PAINE'S WORKS. 

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. Paine's Theological Worl{S~ includ-
5 cents. ing The Age of Reason, Examination of 

JnteiTogatories to Jehovah. Being Prophecies, Letter to the Bishop of Llan- · 
duff, Reply to Mr. Erskine, Letter to Ca-

3,000 questions propounded to his Jewish mille Jordan, etc., etc., with a life of 
Godship upon a great -variety of subjects. Paine, and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo, 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. In paper covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50. 

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First Paine's Great Works (complete) 
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv-
ing many church incidents and his evolu- in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather, 
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa- $4.00; morocco, $4.50. 
per, 50 cents; aloth, 75 cents. Paine's Political Worlrs, including 

The Book of Chronicles of the Pil- Common Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of 
gJ.ims in the Land of Yahweh: Man. Cloth, $1.50· . . 
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle to - The Age of Reason. An mvestiga-
the Truth Seekers. Cloth, $1.00 tion of true and fabulous theology. 

Th F
. E • Wii.hout a peer in the world. Paper, 25 

e Irst ~Istle of Bennett the cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents. 

~~~!~J.e o the Trnth Seekers. The Age of Reason and An Exam· 

Th G t R I . · f ination of the Prophecies. Pa-
e rea e IgiOns 0 the World. per 40 cents· cloth 75 cents. 
10 cents. ' ' ' 

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. Coll11llon Sense. Paine's first work. 
10 cents. 15 cents. 

Jesns Christ. Considered as an Infi. The Crisis. Containing numbers from 
del. 10 cents. I. to XVI. inclusiv. '"Paper 40 centsr 

. cloth, 75 cents. 
An Ilonr with the DeVil. 10 cents. The Rights of :Man. 
8infulSainti and Sensual Shepherdi. pressed of .humanity. 

10 ee:atl!. · oloth, 75 cents. 

For the op .. 
Paper, 40 oentsj 
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FREETHOUGHT WORKS. KERSEY GRA YES'S WORKS. <155 Fulton Street, BROOKLYN. I FIFTY YEARS' SlJC«JE§S. 
. For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. Sixteen Saviors or None. By KEtt~ 

BEY Gru.VEs, author of the World's Sixteen 
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles, 
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents; 
cloth, $1, 

• 

Bible Myths, and their_ Parallels in 
Other Religions. Being a com
parison of the Old and New Testament 
myths and miracles, with those of heathen 
nations of antiquity. Considering· also 
their origin and meaning. With numer
ous illustrations. Cloth, $4. 

Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven 
Divine Revelations, containing ·a descrip
tion of tweuty-seven bibles and an expo
sition of two thousand biblical errors in 
science, history, morals, religion, and 
general events. Also a· delineation of the 
characters of the principal personages of 
the Christian Bible and an examination 
of their doctrins. Price, $2. 

"VICTORIA" 

MAGNETIC APPLIANCES 

The Figures of Hell; or, The Tem
ples of Bacchus. Dedicated to licensers 
of beer and whisky. By Mrs. ELIZAllETH 
THOMPSON. A neat little vohune of be
tween two and three hundred pages. $1. 

Liberty and Morality. A capital full 
lecture on these important subjects. By 
W. S. BELL. A pamphlet of thirty-six 
well-printed pages mailed for 15 cents. 

Superstition in All Ages. By JoHN 
MESLIER, a :)::toman Catholic priest, who, 
after a pastorate of thirty years at Etre
pigny and But in Champagne, France, 
wholly abjured religious dogmas, and left 
as his last will and testament to his par
ishioners, and to the world, the work en
titled "Common Sense." Price, cloth, 
$1.50; paper, $1. 

Marriage and Parentage and The 
Sanitary and Physical Laws. For The 
Production of Children of-Finer Health 
and Ability. By a Physician and Sanita
rian. "The virtues of men and women 
as well as their vices may descend to their 
children." Price, $1. 

The Bible-Whence and Wh;tt ~ By 
RICHARD B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B. 
The questions, Where did the books of 
the Bible come from? What is their 
authority? and, What is the real source 
of dogmatic tb eo logy ? are treated fear
lessly in the light.of history, philosophy, 
and comparativ religions. It is impossi
ble to giv even a condensed statement of 
what is itself a marvelous condensation. 
Whole libraries are here concentrated 
into one little book. Printed in good 
type and bound in cloth. Price, $1. 

The Bible of the Religion of Science. 

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical 
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Do
mains. Price, 35 cents. 

The World's Sixteen Crucified Sav
iors; or, Christianity Before Christ. 
Containing new and startling re:velations 
in religious history, which disclose the 
oriental origin of all the doctrins, princi
ples, precepts, and miracles of the Chris
tian New Testament, and furnishing a 
key for unlocking many of its sacred 
mysteries, besides comprising the history 
of sixteen oriental crucified gods. $2. 00. 

WORKS OF PROF. DENTON. 
Be Thyself. Price, 10 cep.ts. 

Chlistianity no Finality; or, Spirit
ualism Superior to Christianity. 10 cents. 

Common Sense Thoue;hts on the 
Bible. Price, 10 cents. 

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10 cts. 

Geology; The Past and Future of our 
Planet. Price, $1.50. 

Is Spil'itualism True1 Price, 10 cts. 

Man's True Savior. Price, 10 cents. 

Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is 
True. Price, 10 cents. 

Radical Discom·ses on Religious Sub
jects. Price, $1.25. 

Radical Rhymes. Price, $1.25. 
Sermon fi.•om Shakspere's Text. 

Price, 10 cents. 
By H. S. BRowN, M.D. "This volume is 
most respectfully dedicated to those per
sons who will cordially unite with others. 
to establish the religion of truth and a Soul of Things; or, Psychometric Re-
just government, by the scientific meth- searches and Discoveries. In three vol-
ods of reason, experience, experiments, umes. Price, $1.50 per volume. 
and observations. For this is the way to The Deluge in the Li~rht of Modern 
wisdom, and to the material, mental, ~ 
moral, social, and spiritual sciences, that Science. Price, 10 cents. 
make peace on earth and good will among The God Proposed for Our National 
men;" Price, $l.SO. Constitution. Price 10 cents.· 

Socialism and Utilitarianism. By The Irreconcilable Records; or, Gene-
JoHN STUART MILL. "Price, $1.50. sis and Geology. Cloth, 40 cents; paper, 

Specimen Days and Collect. By 25 cents. 
wALT WHITMAN. Including autobiogra- The Pocasset Tragedy. 10 cents. 
phy, hospital sketches, democratic vistas, Is Darwin RighH Price, $1.25. 
etc. Three hundred and seventy-four • · . 
pages of hearty, wholesome prose and What Is Right~ Prrce, 10 cents. 
poetry, never before published. Price, $2. What Was He~ or, J esns in the Light 

Ingersoll and Jesus. Conversation o~2t~.e ~ine~~e$erh Century. Price, cloth, 
in verse between the two great reformers. $ ' P P '. ·• . 
By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. Price, 10 cents. Who are ChriStians 1 Prrce, 10 cents. 

The Sabbath. By M. FARRINGToN.· A Who Killed Mary Stannard110 cents. 
thorough examination and refutation of $72A WEEK,$I2ndn.,-nthomeeasilymade. Costly 
the claims of Sabbatarians who are trying Outfit free. Address 'l'IwE & Co., Augusta, Me. 
to foist upon the country their holy day p A M 
by unconstitutional legal enactments. f A R A IJ A Y P H l E T S 1 

Are surer and quicker in action than any other 
Magnetic Garmente. 

They are made out of lace or netting which makes 
them the coolest and lightest appliance made. 

Their magnets have on them· an armature or 
keeper which makes them continuously curative. 
No others have this necessary addition. See any 
work on Natural PhUosophy to see how necessary 
the Armature is. 

The VICTORIA is· so constructed that the patten t 
can remove the magnets at pleasure and wash all 
the goods. This cannot be done with any others. 

Paralysis, Asthma, Catarrh, Incipient Consump· 
tlon, Female and Spinal Diseases, Rheumatism, 
Sick Headaches, Dyspepsia, General DebUity and 
all diseases arising from deficient nerve force, there 
is no other treatment that Is as successful as the 
wearing of VICTORIA MAGNETIC GOODS. 

All other garments are slow In action. 
VICTORIA is quick and sure. All other appliances 

; blige the patlente to hope tor to-morrow. 
VICTORIA gives help to-day. 
Send tor cl.i:culars, price lists, etc., before you buy 

of others! 

DR. THAYER,. 
455 Fulton St., BROOKLYN, N.Y. 

DU, N A 1 A Psyco-Phlsiological essay on sexual 
I A 1 relations. Original in theory, Scien

tific in treatment and pure in tone. Price 25 cents. 
13URNZ & CO, 

8moll 24 Clinton Place. 

$5 to $20 per day at home. S~mples worth $5!ree. 
.Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Me. 

JUST PUBLISHED I 
A new Liberal Song Book, entitled, 

Songs of the Morning, 
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED. 

By CALEB S. WEEKS. 
INTWO VOLUMES. EACH VOLUME COMPLETE 

IN ITSELF. 
Vol. I. Original, Including Responses to Old Hymns, 

and Old Hymns In Responding Versions. 
Vol. II. Selections. 

THE FIRST VOLUME-ORIGINAL SONGS-NOW READY. 
It Is gotten up In excellent style, on good thick 

paper, from large, new type. It contains an alpha
betical Index of Song titles; another of first lines or 
Songs, and an Index or tunes suitable tor the Songs. 

The author Is well known as a Liberal Songster. 
He was one of the chief contributors to" The Truth 
Seeker Collection." His songs hav been highly com
mended. One of our correspondents In 1877 called 
him "That Wonderful American Mocking-Bird, who 
sings us the old songs with variations, and all the 
modern lmprovemen.ts. '' 

The fl.rst volume consists of 212 pages, and contains 
an of the Original Songs. The Selections may be 
published as a second volume at a future time. 

Price, cloth, $1.00. 
For sale, wholesale and retail, at the 

llt! 
TRUTH SEEKER office, 

21 Clinton Place, N. Y. 

A LIBERAL COLONY. 
1,200 FREE HOMES 1 

THE NEW COLORADO! 
Those desiring to secure a valuable home on the 

public domain at a nominal price ($1.25 per acre, and 
88 months.in which to pay for it) will find it greatly 
to their advantage to correspond with the Gunnison 
and Uncompahgre Colonization Society. 

A. W. SMITH, Prest. 0. A. PHELPS, Sec'y. 
The author shows by an appeal not only 
to the facts as they exist in the nature of 
things, but by reference to the Bible, and 
the writings of distinguished historians 
and theologians of past ages, that Sunday 
is no more a holy day than Saturday. 

No. 1.-Tite Relati()n of" flte Spiritual to 
tit" ltlaterial IUntverse; tbe Law of" Cou
trol: Two paners given In tbe Interest of Spiritual Address, with two three-cent stamps, 
BcieMe, by Spirit FARADAY. of England. Price, 1n cents. 

8mo9 

Price, 10 cents. 

No. 2.-0rigin ot· Ei1e; or, Wbere Mo.n Comes 
From. Tile Kvomtlon of the Spirit from Matter throu:!}h 
~~f~~~!;_.<>g;~~e'j_;J~~J8~e;rs~ Bolrlt Body Grow-.. y 

No. 3.-Tbe Development ot· the Spirit. 
The Religion of Common Sense. By t,~:i~~ .. '!'Jn~~s\!,~::.·w~~:t~ri21D of Religion•. By 

Prof. LIEBRECHT ULICH, of Germany. No. 4.-Tho Process ot· Mental Aettou; or, 
Price, ·25 cents. How we 'l.hlnk. By Spirit FARADAY. Price, 15 cents. 

Aeltsa W. SPra~ue•s and Mary: Clark's The Sunday guestion. A Historical Exr.erienees f"n t.lie First Ten St•Iteres of" 
and Critical Review. With replies to an ~P ~~~~f.'M~entr:!edlum, ATH.ALDINE SMITH, Oowego, N. 
objector. By GEORGE W. BRoWN, M.D. No. I.-Experiences of" Samuel Bowles 
Price, 15 cents. ~~t~lt~?lfe'~ o~~LW: a:!Ji~n~~~dse:S"!f tr~:~bM~~~Ctu'i:l 

Truth Seeker Tracts. Bound in vol- il:~a:.d£~~~.of-#~~~~;la:~~~-th:M~:~:!8~:~tf 0rcARBIB 
umes of 525 pages each-Vols. I., II., IIL, · No. 2.-Contrasts in Sptdt Life: and Recent 
IV., and V. Each volume containing 525 Experiences of S.AMUKL BowLES, late editor of the Spring-
pages-thirty tracts or more. A Library ~ti'~1 f~··~;?~u'f.'~gtct%'.; 11~tt,!''i>::~~~.i~ ~~~:1:1\s fe~gP~ 
within themselves of most excellent,.Rad- tC1.ARonRIIn.,t.J.1_e8~plwtNrit 

0
w, owr~stll!TJ,IttNeny_th~u1cgeh, 50thceen~:~d of 

ical reading matter at a low price. Paper, D T "'• 
60 cents per volume; cloth, $1.00. If the 
whole set are taken-paper, 50 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents each. 

The Trutb Seeker in bound volumes. 
Vol. I., 25 cents; vol. II., 50 cents; vola .. 
III. and IV., $2 each; vols. V., VI., VII., 
VIII., and IX., $3 each. The whole set 
by express for $15. 

Voltaire in Exile. Translated from 
the French of M .. GASTINEAU by his son 
EDMOND GASTINEAU. Being Memoirs of 
the life of the grent writer never before 
published. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1. 

Why Don't God Kill the Devil1 A 
Series of Essays dedicated to the St. 
Johns School Board. By M. BABCOCK. 25 
cents .. 

Which : Spilitnalism or Christian· 
ity 1 A discussion between MosES 
Hm and REv. W. F. PARKEB. Paper, 50 
Qents; cloth1 75 cents. · 

THE 

SECULAR REVIEW, 
A JOURNAL OF . 

ENGLiSH LIBERALISJJI. 
CHAllLES WATTS, } 
W. STEWART Ross, ·Editors. 

The representativ English Freethought journal. 
In Its columns are impartially discussed all sides of 
Secular, Social, and Theological questions. 

Price, 7 cents single number; $2.75 per year, post
paid. 

For sale at this office, where yearly subscriptions 
~ay also be left, tfi6 

~i U P T U R E S .C U R E Dhy 
my:l[cdical Compound nrid Improved 

Elastic Supporter 'l'russ in from 30 to 
90 dav•. Re!lable references gi veu. Send 

stamp for circular, mzd sav in what paper 
you •aw mv advert>semeat. Address Cafli. 
· W. A. Colllnis,Smithvillt,:elftraoll Co. lU. 

A. W. §l'fiiTH, 
293 l'rlb, street, D_cnvcr, «Jol. 

$66 a week In yonr own town. Terms and $5 outfit 
free. Address H. HV <.ET & Co.; Portland, Me. 

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 

OF. THE 

Worl~-as Now Constituted. 
By Geo. T. Bondles. 

And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
STYLED 

Excq;tions to the Character of Jesus 
Ghrist Considered as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
Price, Twenty-five Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
21 CllntonPh!.ce,N. Y. 6m9 

SEND FOR 

The Crimes of Preachers 
From May, 1876 to May, 1882. 

TRANSLATED OUT OF THR ORIGINAL NEWS-
. PAPERS, 

And with prevtoua TraD!llatlollll diligently. compared and 
reviaed. 

By Vol. Ill. E. BILLINGS. 

8EOOND EDITION. 

Price Twenty-five Cents. 
Addr6111 THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

21 CU!Iton l'lace, N, Y. oltJ, 

\ 

SIIAKER EYE AND EAR BALSAM . 
For all affilctlons of the above organs. 

Dimness, Infiammation, Soft Cataract, and Roaring, 
eto., or the Ears. 

30 cents per box. 
Try us once, and find entire relief. 

ly18 G. A. LOMAS, Shakers, N.Y. 

LIFE-SIZE 

LITHOGRAPH 
OF· 

D. lVl. BENNETT. 
Heavy Plate Paper, 

SUITABLE FOR FRAME 
WITHOUT FRAME. 

OB 

s·ent bY Mail f'or Flf'ty eent1.1 

ADDRESS THIS OFFIOE. 
ANOTHER GREAT WORK t 

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION 
Founded upon the Life of 

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA. 

How the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated 
Christianity. · 

Transcribed by SPIRIT FARADAY, late Electrician 
and Chemist or the Royal Institution, 

London, England. 
Price, boards, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

Address: THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
21 C!inton Place, New York 

CENTENARY OF VOLTAIRE. 

VOLTAIRE IN EXILE: 
His Life and Works in .l!~rance 

and Abroad. 
(England, Holland, Belglnm, Prussia, SWitzerland), an 

unpublished letters of Voltaire and Mme. 
Du Chatelet. 

BY BEN.TAMIN GASTINEAlr. 
Price, Seventy-five cents. 

Addreaa THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
21 \Jitnwn Place. New York. 

SKE'.rCH OF THE. 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
SALADIN. 

(W. STEWART ROSS,) 
A very Interesting biography of a remarkable man. 
•Price 10 cents. Address, 

THE i'RUTH SEEKER. 

MA.NHOOD! 

KNOW THYSELF 
A Book for Every .Man! 

Young, Middle· aged, and Old. 
The untold miseries that resnlt from Indiscretion In 

~~~16t ¥6Ts ~~~rt~n ai~';,V~J:leffur~~s~n:~g-re:fl~~~ :e~ 
f.'i~icliri"t".\"~ &~~~~~~:~tftre~hi'h:-'~:~~:~~ ~~ft~:~ 
or Sf' If PreservBtion. It Is not only a complete 
and perfect treatise on Manhood, Exhausted Vltal!ty, 
Nervous and Pllvsical Debility, Premature Decl!ne In 
man, Errore of Youth, etc, but it contains one hundred 
and twenty-five prescriptions for Pcute and chronic dis
eases, each one ol which is Jnvalnable, so 
~~~~"a~ bro~~gl;':.t~;>:r :e~g;~ ;:~rv;i~~~e~~t~i~l;~~y~s 
!clan. ft contains 800 pa~ea. bound In beautiful em boBBed 
covel"l!, full gUt, embellished with the very finest steel en
gravtngs, gJiaranteed to be a finer work in eve3; senae-

~~;R:~1tJi'i~J~"c':\'~t~; f~~i~~~~~~1t~~':::o"nDfy 0~1l\rb!0r~~ 
~~a~~~J~het~~6~~tg~~'fle ~~t'fgn~? 1lr:Ji~i f.::.~cf:tt1g~, 
Dlnstrated sarople sent on receipt of six cent•. Send now 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. w. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulfincb st.reet, Boston, Mass. 
The author may be consulted on aU diseases requiring 
skU! nnd experience. IyS8 

A ~~c~~~¢s~cy;:~~~~a~~~ ~no~~~~~~~~a1f~~; 
ns his practice ·will fJrove, ( 
Cures all forms of PRI• 
VATE, CHRONIC and 
SEXUAL DISEASES, 

Sper:m.atorrhcea and Impotency, 
.As the result or self-abuse in youth, sexual exces8es fn rna.• 
turer years, or ot.her causes, and producing some or the Col· 
lowing effects: Nervousness, Seminal Emissions, (night. 
emissions by dreams), Dimness or Sight, De.fccttve Memory, 
Physical Decay, Pimples on Fnce, Aversion to Society or 
J<'emales, Confusion of Ideas, Loss of Sexual Power, &c., 

~~~dcr~~~:\r;:::[l;gceu:~:t~~~':n °EX'*JfflNAL tloP1~ff. 
fJArfioN in from 80 to 60 days. No medicine taken. 
It hns never been known to full I 

r Middle• Aged and Old Men.~· 
There are many at the age of thirty to sixty ' 

who arc troubled with too frequent evn.c':lations ,.. · 
or the bladder, often accomp1mled by a slight )-• 
smarting or bul'ning sensation, and a weaken~ 

~~~ ~~~~:rr~~~ 1&: ~::~'t~ie:: r:!1~t~~~:;; ~ 
deposit! n. ropy or cottou·like sediment, or 

~~~t~l~!b!~~~ r:r~tg~e~t~~~~~b~~:.na;~l! ~b~~~~~rt~! 
~:~~:np~s~er;!~ ~ft~a~~~~~i~~-ic~tf:i~~~ !~g~d ~~:~et~ 
Seminal l?eakness 1 and causes wasting or the eystem and 
11. dejected and haggard appearance, as you see here in cut. 
There arc many men who die or this difficulty:, Ignorant of 
the cause. Dr. Fellows' ~xlernal Remedy will bring about a 
perfect cure in all such ca!es, and n. h~altby restoration of 

tb~(f~~-~ut:A'!tfln~r~~n~Ctter free nnd in\·lted. Chargel 
reasouab·,~ and correl!'pondcnce strictly confidential. 

f!:"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Bent to any address, securely senled, for two three•eent 
Btnmv8 treating on Spermatorrbrea or Seminal Weakness, 
gtving lis cauee, symptoms, horrible cffecM, nnd cure, fol
fo'Wcd by strong testimonials, beaded by an amdan·lt as to 
their cfcnulneness, Should be read by all. o:::rRemember 
J.F.l~l~M:lt~:r~!l~ ::.d;;;~~~;~1!a ~a~1f~ra, 
I'•Pet rou rnnr this adverUsement.. 
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tjtnt# olf Uflwught. 
----- --------------- ----------~ 

WE hav reason to rejoice that the progress the 
world has made is as great as it is, considering the 
impediments and dif!lculties It has had to encounter; 
and the great mass or Ignorance, superstition, and 
wrong it has had to meet aud contend with. Light is 
breaking in; the myths or olden times are one after 
another giving way, and In due time, 1! we steadily 
pursue our course, and keep our faces toward the 
goal o! truth, the full efrulgence of the genial sun of 
Reason, Science, and Devotion to Humanity will ul
timately lllumln our pathway.-D. M. Bennett. 

WHATEVER may be thoug)lt o! the genulnness or 
authenticity of any part o! the book o! Daniel, it 
makes no dltrerence In' my belle! or Christianity; 
for Christianity is within a man, even if he Is a being 
gltted with reason; it Is associated with your moth
er's chair, and with the first remembered tones or 
her blessed voice.- Coleridge's Table Talk. 

[Could the force of philosophic Impudence go fur
ther? Could Spurgeon or our own Talmage say any
thing more s1lly? What I are the Buddhists, the Chi
nese, the Mohammedans, sent into the world without 
mothers, as one great man was without a hum"'n fa
ther ?-and is not what Is sauce for the Christian 
goose sauce also !or the Mohammedan gander ? 
Coleridge was looked up to, forl;y years ago, and was 
reckoned a champion of Christianity. He now lies 
"down among the dead men," tor whom there is no 
resurrection.-Hylax.] 

FAIR are the fiowers and the children, but their sub
tle suggestion Is fairer; 

Rare Is the rose-burst o! dawn, but the secret that 
clasps It Is rarer; 

Sweet the exuberance of song,'but the strain that 
precedes it is sweoter-

And never was poem yet writ, but the meaning out
mastered the meter. 

Never a daisy that grows, but a mystery guldeth the 
growing; 

Never a river that flows, but a majesty ecepters the 
flowing; 

Never a Shakspere that soared, but a stronger than 
he did untold hlm-

Ahd never a prophet foretells, but a mightier seer 
foretold him. 

Back of the canvas that throbs the painter Is hinted 
and hidden! 

Into the statue that breathes the soul o! the sculptor 
is bidden; 

Under the joy that Is felt lie the infinlt tissues of 
feeling-

Crowning the glory revealed Is the glory that crowns 
the revealing. 

NEVER cry over spilt milk. The milkman has 
alrea.dy wasted enough water on it. 

JOSEPRCRICUTER, of Rochester, has had his horse's 
tall cut orr. "Why hav you taken away the caudal 
appendage of your racer?" asked one or his friends. 
"Becattse I am a member or the Society !or the Pre
vention o! Cruelty, and long tails bother the Illes." 

PLANTATION philosophy: 'It's tryln' ter be inte
restln' In conversation dat makes a liar outen many 
a man.-De appetite ob man an' de vanity of woman 
ig what keeps de world's trade In motion.-It ain't 
de pusson what bows low dat is really de humblest. 
D<l snake is all on de groun', but, Lawd, how plzen 
he ls.-Arkansaw Traveller. 

A MAN went h!lmo the other night and found his 
house locked up. After infiult trouble he managed 
to gain entrance through a back window, and then 
discovered on the parlor table a note from his wife 
reading: "I hav gone out. You will fig_d the key on 
tile side of the step." 

FULT. tender beamed the llght of love down from 
his manly face 

As he pressed her to his bosom in a fervent, fond 
embrace; 

No cost of others' happiness round place within his 
thought; 

The weakness of life's brittle thread no dim fore
bod lugs brought. 

Btt t tenderer than the light o! love, more brittle 
than life's thread, 

The shrouds that wrapped two othel' hearts gave up 
their wl the red dead; 

For crumbing in his walstcoast, their glowing future 
dashed, 

Two excellent Havanas were very badly mashed. 
-Harper's Bazar. 

"GABE," said the governor to an old colored man, 
"I understan1i that you hav been ousted !rom your 
position or Sunday-school superintendent." "Yes, 
sah, da figgered aroun' till da got me out. It was· an 
a piece ob political work though, an' I doan see why 
de lawob de Jan' doan prevent de Sunday-schools an' 
churches from takin' up political matters." ''How 
did politics get you out?" "Yer see, some time ago 
when I was a candidate for justice ob de peace, I 
gln' a barbeaue ter some ob my frien's. De Udder 
day da bLung up de fack au' rousted me." "I clon't 
why the fact that yon gave a barbecue to your friends 
shoulcl hav caused any-trouble." "Neider does my
sef, boss, but yer see da said dat I stole de hogs-what 
I barbecued. De proof wan't good, an' I thlnk rlat 
da done wrong In ackin' upon sech slim testimony. 
Da said dat I cotch de hogs in a corn tiel'. I know 
dat wan't true, 'case it was a wheat fiel, whar I catch 
'om.••-.Arkansaw Traveller. 

Great are the symbols or being, but that which Is "SPEAKING or curious colncldents," said"' lawyer 
symboled Is greater; who had business In the City Hall yesterday, "I 

Vast the.create and beheld, but vaster the Inward think I hav the most curious case on the boards." 
crentor; 

Back of the sound broods the silence, back of the gift 
stands the gi vlng; 

Back of the hanu that receives thrlll tile sensitlv 
nerves of recel vlng. 

Space is as nothing to spirit, the deed is outdone by 
the doing; 

The heart of the wooer Is warm, but warmer the 
heart of the wooing. 

And up from the pits where these shiver, and up 
from tho bights where those shine, 

Twin voices and cshadows swim starward, and the 
essence of life is divine. -Richard Realf. 

THE coming man's rel1glon w111 havno theedogyln 
it. All questions as to the origin of things, tbe na
t ure of life, the duration or llfe, final causes, and the 
first great cause, "leaet understood," the coming 
man will naturally pass over. Suoh subjects hav 
nothing to uo with religion. They are questions of 
science ancl curiosity, to be elucidated, If at all, by 
ages of investigation, experiment, and thought. It 
Is not necessary to expound the universe, to assert 
or to de'ny a deity. It is Qnly necessary tor us to 
perceive that the question of the final cause is not 
pressing, not Important to us-a matter o! curiosity 
no more. It Is only necessary to agree that no opin
Ion concernhig It can be guilty or odlous.-James 
Pm•ton's Coming Man's Religian. 

"VERILY, methinks 
Wlsclom is ofttimes nearer when we stoop 
Than when we soar." The other, not displeased, 
Promptly replied: "My notion Is the same. 
And I without reluctance, could decline 
All art of Inquisition whence we rise, 
And what, when breath had ceased, we maybect>me. 
Here we are, In a bt·lght and breathing world-
Our origin, what matters it 1" 

-lVordsworth's Excu1'sion. 

"What is it ?'' "One day last week a woman came 
to me and engagecl my services to file a bill for di
vorce. I hadn.'t got through wl th her when her h us
band came-in to secure my services for the- same 
thing. They were or the same age, had the same 
ground, and had not met be tore for months." · "And 
you took both cases?" "Oh, no, that would hav 
looked a little queer." "Then you sent one to 
another lawyer?" "Oh, no, again. I am not fur~ 
nlshing clients to other lawyers. I saw that I was In 
a fix, and that I must do something to prevent one 
or the other from consulting another attorney, and 
so I acted as a mediator, and advised 'em to settle 
their trouble and llv together, which they hav uone." 
"What! You advise a settlement, and Jose your 
fee!" "Not exactly," replied the lawyer as he 
stroked his chin, "I charged twice as much for the 
advice as !or securing the uivorces !" 

A LOT or Boston tourists were traveling in a sleep
ing car, also a Nevada traveler. In the morning, 
when the porter went rounu to collect his a8sess
ments on boot blacking, there was a great commo
tion among the Boston tourists. Some paid him a 
five-cent nickel, and those wlto had- no nickels were 
compelled to yield up short bits. All the while the 
Navada man, dressed in ordinary chothes, sat read
ing his newspaper. When the porter reached him 
he looked up inquiringly. "Did you black my 
boots, sir?'' "Yes, sah/' "You did a splendid 
job; never had my boots blacked so well before on 
this line. Here's $3." When the porter pocketed the 
money the Boston people looked. up astonished, and 
presently It was rumored about that John Mackey 
was aboard or Enoch Strother was out on a cam
paigning trip. In a few minutes tho Nevada man 
and the porter met (by chance) in the smoking room. 
"When does my sleeping ticket run out?" "Your 
time was up, sah, at Ogden; but If you wants to ride 
to Reno, boss, Its all right." The traveler gave the 
darky a drink out of a black bottle, and the porter 

WE find among the writings o! the ancient phllos- winked continuously for nine seconds as he drank the 
ophers Incomparable specimens both of dialectical ~~~v;~:~stoh,:~~~~- Six dollars saved. Economy is 
and rhetorical art. We hav no doubt that the an-
clent controversies were of use, in so far as they 
served to exercise the !acuities of the disputants; 
for there Is no controversy so Idle that it may not be 
o! use In this way. But, when we look for some
thing which adds to the comforts or alleviates the 
calamities of the human race, we are forced to own 
ourselvs disappointed. We are rorced to say with 
Bacon that this celebrated philosophy ended in noth
ing but disputation, that It was neither a vlnyard 
nor an oliv-ground, but an Intricate wood of briers 
and thistles, from which those who lost themselvs In 
it brought back many scratches and no tood.-Lor<l 
Macaulay's Lord Bacon. 

METAPHYSICS (and theological disputes] yield no 
fruits. They are not a field, they are only an -arena, 
to which a man who has got nothing to do may go 
down sometimes and try his Intellectual gladiator
ship.-Rev. Robert Hall. 

OTHEHS apart sat on a hill retired, 
In thoughts more elevate, and reasoned high 
Of providence, foreknowledge, will, and fate, 
Fixed fate, free-will, foreknowledge absolute, 
And found no &nd, in wandering mazes lost. 

-Mill®' I Paradi~e Lost. 

THE SINNEl\'S TlUUll!PH. 
He was kneeling In the pew, 
Struggling, grunting, groaning, too, 

Wilen the ever-watchful pastor came on tip-toes 
down the aisle; 

And then kneeling by his side, 
"Help this sinner, Lord!" he cried; 

"To find the blessed Comforter and make the angels 
smile." 

And the sinner's face, which blazed 
lProm exertion, quick waB raised; 

"Keep up the wrastle, brother," urged the pastor; 
"nor despair-

Hallelujah 1 - Let tts pray-
Hav you round it? Brother, pray!" 

"Yes, I'v got it," said the sinner, as he picked up 
something there. 

" Glory L Here's another soul 
That has found salvation's goal!" 

Shouted loudly then the pastor: "Brother, ten them 
what you'v found." 

Then the guileless stranger rose, 
Anu with triumph did exp<J>se 

The paper of to))acco he had dropped upon the 
ground, -H. c. Dodge. 

D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORIL An irnpo·rtant work by Gibbon, the hiBtorian. 

BY D. U. BENNETT. 
Late editor of Tml T&UTH Sun&, author ot "A Trutb 
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ples of tbe many places he visited, The every-day 
life of all nations Is laid before the reader by one who has 
visited them ann beheld them with his own eyes. Par• 
tlcular attention Is paid to the progress of Free thought In 
the various countries he visited, and the morallty ot so
called pagan nations is contrasted with tbe morality of 
Christian countries, much to the detriment of the latter. 
The work Is a -

Freethinker's History of the World. 
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE •· 
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J!Jol~s and f/llippings. THl!l efficacy of prayer: Two old soldiers 
who had just been granted pensions met in 
Portland, Me., the other day. Said one: 

JJ~ws off th~ flttlt. 

"WHAT will attract sinners to church?" 
asks a religious exchange. Good opera bouffe 
music and a preacher that talks pretty broadly 
will fetch in a good many.-Star. 

"After a year passed without my hearing 
from the department, I made the subject of 
getting my pension a special matter of prayer, 
and in less than siJC. months the pension was 
granted." The other replied: "I held on two 
years, then wrote to Colonel Bob Ingersoll 
about it, and in less than thirty days I had 
my papers all right."-liltchange. 

CLERGYMEN are well known to hav t]jeir lit
tle weaknesses, like frailer and more sinful 
humanity. "Even ministers," as the Scotch 
laureate has it, "they hae been ken'd a rous
ing whid at times to vend, and nail't wi' sCiip
ture." The Rev. Dr. Fitz, of Mason City, has 
been ecclesiastically censured for " o. morbid 
disposition to converse upon and inqu!re into 
matters unbecoming a man in his station." 
Had the Rev. Dr. Fitz resided in Brooklyn, 
they would hav sold his pews by auction and 
voted him a larger salary. He knows where 
to find rest for his sensational soul. 

THE mother of General Grant died on the 
11th, aged 84. 

AMASA SToNE, a millionaire of Cleveland, 
Ohio, committed suicide in that city last week. 

PATTI says music belongs to heaven rather 
than earth. Well, Patti, remarks the Phila
delphia Times, if the angels are going to charge 
us $5 a seat every time they sing, we are sorry 
we hav been so good, that's all. 

THE Rev. Dr. W. W. McLane has been 
turned out of an Ohio l'resbyterian church for 
heresy. 

AN exchange tells of " a young lady losing 
the sole of her slipper while enjoying the in
toxicating whirl of the waltz." Of what profit 
was it to her if she had gained the whole 
whirl if she thereby lost her sole?-Whitehall 
Times. 

SEVERAL years ago, on a very cold day, Rev. 
Christopher Corey, of La Grange county, Ind., 
rode on horseback a distance of six miles to 
perform a marriage ceremony. As he was 
about starting for home, having duly author
ized the two hearts to beat as one, a coin was 
placed in his hand. He dropped. it in his 
pocket and rode away. When he got home 
he looked at it, and lo I it was an old-fash· 
ioned copper cent. The next morning the 
groom appeared at his door, and having ex
plained with considerable embarrassment how 
the annoying mistake had been made, took 
back the cent and handed the clergyman a 

Ow Uncle Isaac, the well-known colored 
rag-picker, has just made his appsarance 
after having been confined to his house for 
.several days. "Where hav you been'/" asked 
the Critic this morning. "I havn't seen you 
for a long time." "Oh, I'se jess been scuper
atin' after dat argyment I had wid de Wash
ington boys." "What argument?" "Why, 
dat 'ligions argyment we had las' week, when 
de biggest Washington boy called me a liar 
and sed dat I was ole and ignorant. Den I 
jess gub him one, and dat sneakin .T1m Wash
ington hit me 'cross de back wid a fence 
palin'." "And you've been to bed?" "Yes, 
sur; jess got out dis mornin', an' de 'fects ob 
dat argyment haint worn off yet. But l'se 
goin' now to J edge Snell fer to git a warrant 
for all of dem boys." "What will you charge 
them with-getting the best of the argument?" 
"No, sah, dat I shan't; I shall charge dem 
wid insult; wid contempt ter kill." 

A DESTI\UC'ITV storm !!wept over Kan<.as City 
Mo., on the 13th, wrecking property and de· 
stroying life. 

IN the plimary class last Sunday, the teach
er asked what was meant by "Then had the. 
churches rest?" and got response from one of 
the smallest boys, "I s'pose they didn't hav 
any preaching."-Religious Paper. 

quarter. · A WEsTERN preacher, whose congregation 
had begun to fall off somewhat, had it inti
mated that he would discuss a family scandal 
the following Sunday morning. As a conse
quence the church was crowded. The min
ister's subject was Adam and Eve.-Sunday 
Magazine. 

"How shall I know whether I am spirit
ually fitted for the ministry or not? Young 
man. "-Let us see-the 15th of May is the ex
treme limit of house-cleaning time, isn't it? 
Well, if you pass that dute without a single 
wicked thought spot on your fair young con
science, you may safely invest in a barrel of 
lithographed sermons and a black cravat.
Burlington JJTree Press. 

SPoNsLER, of Perry, wound up a glowing 
speech in the House on Wednesday with the 
quotation, "Vox populi, voxDei,"and sat down 
perspiring. Mackin turned to Crawford, who 
is a butcher at home, and remarked enthusi
·astically, "Wasn't that a ·grand climax, now?" 
"It was the real stuff," assented the Phila
delphian. "I'll bet you'$10 you don't know 
what it means, though," said Mackin. "I'll 
just go you," said Crawford eagerly. "Every
body knows it means, 'My God, my God, why 
hast thou forsaken me?'" ''Here's the tenner," 
said Mackin admiringly, handing it over. "I 
had no idea you were such a Latin scholar." 
-Lancaster Examimw. 

AMONG "the antiquities" exhibited in the 
Old South Church, in Boston, is an embroidery 
representing the Garden of Eden, in which 
our illustrious Father Adam, dressed in a 
costume of the last century, wearing a pow
dered wig and carrying .a cane, is seated under 
a spreading oak, while naughty Eve, in a very 
tight-waisted dress and full skirts, is resting 
under a cherry-tree, holding· a parrot on her 
lap. 

¥UcH ritualism seems to hav made Mr. 
George Campion mad. A few days since he 
jumped upon the altar in St. Paul's Cathe
dral, in London, tore down the cross and 
dashed it to .the ground, and hurled after it 
two altar candlesticks. A cross and candle
sticks being recognized ornaments in every 
cathedral, it was rather a monstrous offense. 
He was fined £5, which a friend paid; but 
there was a clamor for a lunatic asylum and 
six months' hard labor. 

REv. DB. MoRGAN Drx has issued a catechism 
of " chief thing,t~ whieh a Christian ought to 
know and believe to his soul's health." In 
.this he defines schism as "the refusal to ac
knowledge or commune with the duly author
ized ministers of Christ." The Episcopal Re
corder finds fault with the doctor for being a 
schismatic of the. straitest sort, in that he 
refuses to acknowledge or commune with any 
ministers of Christ except those who belong 
to the Episcopal church. 

IN the opinion of the Scientific American 
there is a possibility that the wonderful·comet 
of 1812 may make its reappearance before the 
year closes. Encke computed for this comet 
a period of about seventy years. If his com
putation be correct it may suddenly flame 
forth in the heavens at any moment. A more 
rigorous investigation of the comet's path has 
recently been completed by MM. Schulhof 
and Bosseri that givs a period of seventy-three 
years. They hav fixed upon the 3d of Septem
ber, 1884, for the next perihelion passage. 
But comets, with their perturbations, retard
ations, and accelerations, are the most unre
liable members of the system. It is not im
possible, in spite of all the wise calculations 
of the mathematicians, that the comet of 
1812 may steal a march upon us before the 
year closes. 

THE cause of cremation is making progress 
in Japan that may well startle as well as en
courage the advocates of cremation in West
ern lands. It is said that the number of 
bodies disposed of in that way is about 9,000 
a year. The furnace is a stone and cement 
structure, with a tall chimney that makes it 
look like a factory. In the vestibule. are a 
number of red earthenware urns and small 
shovels which the relativs of the deceased 
purchase to collect the ashes after burning. 
Beside the vestibule there are four chambers, 
the largest of which is decorated with granit 
columns. After the cremation the ashes are 
collected, placed in an urn, and then buried 
-often with much pomp-in a cemetery. 
The cremativ edifice is hedged in by fences of 
bamboo-canes and red camelias. 

T:S.~ Pl\OSY PREACHER's POBT•PBANDUL. 
On a. SJ.m-!Jay a layman benign 
Witl.! flj:ll'O!iy old bishop did dine; 

So rich was the food, 
And so awfully good, 

That he dosed after drinking the wine. 

Sound he slumber'd until the good man 
Woke him up, with a half-muttered ban; 

"Now I must go preach, 
And you I beseech 

To attend me to church if you can." 

Then the layman arose with a lurch, 
And he said, sinking back in his perch, 

"Excuse me1 your grace, 
But here, m this place, 

I can sleep just as well as in church !" 
-World. 

SEVEBAL years ago, says a Michigan paper, 
Miss Cynthia E. Cleveland was a meek and 
efficient dress-maker at Pontiac. Then her 
soul' was fired in the temperance cause and 
she became one of the most efficient gospel 
temperance workers in Michigan, and as such 
was favorably known throughout the entire 
state. Two or three years ago she went to 
Dakota, where she likewise became famed in 
the anti-beer and anti-whisky cause, becom
ing president of the State Woman's Christian 
Temperance Union, if, indeed, she was not its 
originator. Less than a year ago she was ad
mitted to the bar, being the :first lady to en
joy that high distinction in Dakota. A short 
time ago she had her first case in court, and, 
stranger than fiction, it was in defense of a 
woman on trial for selling liquor without a 
license-and she won her case. 

T:s.E International Fisheries Exhibition wns 
appropriately opened in London last Satur• 
day by the Prince of Wales. 

MRs. F.un, wife of Senator James G. Fair1 

of Nevada, has obtained a divorce. She gets 
$4,250,000 and three children with it. 

HENnY REVELS, colored, wns hanged for 
murder at Lake Providence, La., on the 11th. 
"The Lord has forgiven me," were his last 
words. 

A MAN in Texas was arrested for running 
away with three sisters-triplets-and was 
placed on trial. "You're a nice fellow," said 
thao. judge, as a preliminary. "I know it, 
jedge; leastwise that's what the gals said." 
"What do you mean by running away with 
three women, and ruining the peace of a hap
py family?" "I meant to marry 'em, jedge." 
"Insatiate monster I would not one suffice?" 
"Put it a little plainer, jedge." "Wouldn't 
one hav been enough?" "It mought look 
that 'ere way to you, jedge, and did to me at 
fust, but you see there was three of 'em, kind 
of one set, like." "That doesn't count in 
law." "Mebbe it don't, jedge, but them gals 
and me talked it all over, and they was mighty 
attached to each other and said it was a pity 
for me to take one of them triplets and break 
the set, so we jest concluded to hang together, 
and I'll be durned if we wasn't hangin' right 
out for Utah, and no mistake." "The law 
does not recognize any such excuses." "All 
right, old man, go ahead. There was three 
agin one, and if I hav to suffer I kin stand it; 
but I want to say right here, jedge, if any fool 
cuss breaks that set while I'm sufferin, I'll 
break his durned skull as shore as I'm a dy
in' sinner, and you can bet a rawhide on it." 
The case was continued. 

IT is hardly possible to read the history of 
Europe without perceiving that the legal dis
abilities, under which women now rest, are a 
relic of ecclesiasticism, inherited by us from 
the Roniish church by way of England. Be
fore England received Catholic Christianity 
from Rome, Saxon women held a place in the 
councils of the Heptarchy; and we all know 
the' high positions of honor in church and 
state accorded women by the ancient Ger
mans. Aillong the Teutonic races chastity 
went side by side with respect for the equal
ity of women. But the Christianity taught 
by Rome· taught her essential inferiority. 
She "was represented" (v. Lecky, Hist. 
Morals, vol. ii, pp. 338-340) "as the door of 
hell, as the moth.er of all human ills. She 
should be ashamed of the very thought that 
she is a woman. She should liv in continual 
penance on account of the curses she had 
brought upon the world. She should be 
ashamed of her dress, for it is the memorial 
of her fall. She should especially be ashamed 
of her beauty, for it is the most potent instru
ment of the demon." Women were even for
bidden by a provincial council, in the sixth 
century, to receive the eucharist in their 
naked hands, lest they should pollute it by 
the contamination of their touch. Truly, wo
man owes little to the Bible or the church for 
the position she occupies ~ thi~J pentury, 

\ 

THE ameer of Afghanistan has caused one 
hundred and fifty of his enemies to be be· 
headed, and their heads exposed on the gates 
of J ellalabad. 

THE police are investigating the Chinese 
opium dens of this city. It is charged that 
young girls are inveigled into these haunts 
and ruined. 

IMMIGRATION from Canada to the United 
States is increasing. Within the past thr~e 
months fifty-four families hav left Fort Stan· 
ley, on Lake Erie, for this country • 

T:s.E new yacht Grayling went out for h..r 
trial trip last Sunday. A squall struck her 
and she went to the bottom of New York bay. 
Guests and crew were saved. 

A WHALE wrecked a bark in mid-ocean one 
day last week by bumping his head against 
the bottom of the vessel. Captain and crew 
were picked up by a passing ship. 

LIGHTNING struck and fired the great oil 
tank at Communipaw, near this city, on the 
night of May lOth. Boats, piers, and cars 
standing in the vicinity were destroyed, and 
six lives lost. 

V ABIOUB forms of unbelief hav followed the 
fanaticism at Pocasset, Mass., which led 
Freeman to sacrifice his child. Most of the 
people of that place are opposed to the re• 
lease of Freeman. 

WoRK is to be begun at once on the pedestal 
for the statue of Liberty presented to the 
United States by the French government. 
The statue will stand on Bedloe's Island in 
New York Harbor. 

T:s.E alarming increase of divorces in Ohio 
was discussed by the Episcopal Convention in 
that state last week. At the ratio since 1870 
it was claimed that in twenty years divorces 
will equal marriages. 

BAKER, superintendent of New York state 
prisons, has authorized the warden of Clinton 
prison to make a five-years' contract with a 
clothing company for the work of four hun
dred and fifty convicts at 35 cents a day. 

JoE BRADY, one of the Irish Invincibles im
plicated in the Phenix Park murders, was 
hanged last Monday. He was a stanch Cath
olic, had been for fifteen years an official in a 
church, and carried a prayer-book in his hand 
to the scaffold. 

A Cruc.wo brewer and an undertaker crossed 
swords in a duel one day last week; but after 
a few passes the seconds interfered, the com
batants declared their honor to be vindicated, 
shook hands, and drowned their animosities 
in many tankards of the brewer's lager. 

THE trial of Jere Dunn in Chicago for the 
killing of Prize-fighter Elliott is said to par
take of the character of a farce. The evi
dence is that Dunn walked into the restaurant 
where Elliott was eating and deliberately 
opened fire on him. It is beyond dispute 
that Elliott's taking off was no loss to the com
munity at large, but the killing of him in cold 
blood was murder, and the law should be c11r~ 
ried out on his slayer, 
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hf. · · • · -J• Howis it. possible t9·hartP:.o!tiz~·~u these state- t() repJenish the coffers of the church of thesa1Ue 
· ~ommU11JC(IJl01t!J. ments of PauT with the acchimt 'in :£ets ?'. "Tf PauJ God that. the: Mormon · missionaries make. coiive1;ts 

-~ -·. -· told t_he truth," says Mr~ Wig;~ t'~h1S!~sf!lod did not fm;, These men do under the cloak of ".Our Most 
M::eet~ng of the:~Ai_postl~S.:at:Je:rnsalem. . come ·off, and these.p:p)'\ti~g&[6f:A,~]'were noti:9-ade/; -:S:oly Religion" what· common thieves would be ar;'-

We"'huw ·c~me:Jo. th~ confefenc~ of Paul and 13ar- (p. 
459

). . ,:: PAuL:-1.
9
:J:1.lT ·A1Jf~qr£.::'' c.: ~~~t;~fr~~~'punished for doing. A;~ J~Nr:~~;.~Y 

rl:abas\vith:.tli.e cb.u.rch. at Jerusalem. This' is Paul's · · --- · · -- -· .. > · • · · · ·· -n:r d · · · 'll · .,._ d M, · ·5 1883 · :' · · Paul and Barnabas returned to .Antioch with Jude _JJ"-!-e aryyt e,. J.n ., . ay _! _, _. • • :' 
tJ:i4'd vjsit to ,Jerusalem according·::to Acts, but~ he and Silas; w lio deiiv~red -an~f-1:-ead th(detter from the· 
lii~elf says in· his ep!stte·"to · the-Ga.Iatiaris'that he apostles. }tiJ.d. el!fElrs, at J e;t11}3!llem.,. J,qd,e an,d Silas, . . -. . . . The Clergy and Progress. 
went there only twice, and tb,~ secon<i. vJsit;; as~he de:' beiP:g also WQP.he~,~-di§coll!'se9. .~1n1ri.dantly' to· the - The: pri~sthood :·(with a few honorable exceptions) 
scribes it, parallels most ne~Y:lywith tlie.third of Acts. hretpr,en and rema1ned _at An,t!och,13oJ1le tirp.e, when hav made this a world of sin and woe, a labyrinth 

"And when they came to Jerusalem they were received by 
the church and ·by the elders and by the legates; and they 
recounted . all that. God. had wrought by them. And some 
·who from the sect of tlie Pharisees-had believed rose. up and 
said, It is necessary for you to circumcise them and to com
mand t}lem to,.observe t4e law of Moses" (xv, 4, 5). • 

The Pha:dsees 'in this passage are apparently the 
" false brethren" alluded to by Paul, as haVing crept 
in privily to spy out the liberty which Paul taught in 
the Messiah (Gal. ii, 4). "These' false brethren' 
were baptized. into Pharisees," says Mr. Wise, " as 
though the othei' Jews were less attached to the law " 
(p. 457). 

"Arid the. legates _and eiders as~ em bled to look into this 
matter, And when there had been much discussion Simon 
[Kepha 1 arose and said to them: Men, brethren, ye know 
that from the earlier days 9-od chose that from my mouth the 
gen:tiles should hear the word ·of, the gospel .and should be-
lieve." · 

they were dismissed. "Bu_~ it was the pleasure of both difficult and dangerous, all mined beneath and· 
Silas to remain there," says our Syriac version; and strewed with traps and pitfalls. They. ha:v taught 
the common English :version says the same(whlle the that knowledge grew on trees and must not be par
Douay adds," And Judas alone went back to Jerusa- taken of (and would enforce the penalty if they only 
lem." But the new English :version omits. verse 34, had the power); that serpents were distinguished for 
because it is not.found in: the oldest Greek .codices. wisdom, and as so:cial advisers had· no equal; that 
Nevertheless it appe~~ors that Silas: did not return to they walked'· erect and employed a very persuasiv 
Jerusalem, as we shall presently see, eloquence; that <iestruction and wrath was the rule, 

· PAUL's SECOND ·MISSIONARY JOURNEY. and salvation an(l love the exception. 
A short time after the retmn from Jerusalem Paul Natural smartness and 1mowledge acquired by eat-

proposed to Barnabas to revisit the cities·where they ting forbidden fruit gave too much equality, and the 
had formerly ·preached. Barnabas assented, but infinit God became jealous and a little scared, and 
wanted to take his nephe"\V; JOhn Mark, al.onK . · To dmve man out of the garden, from an idler to 
this Paul objected because ci:it the former jom'ney honest industry, to which he was well adapted, and 
John had deserted them in Pamphylia. Ill conse- his subtle snakeship had to go down. 
quence of this disagTeement the· two> apostles sepa- But little was gained over man by his expulsion. 
rated, Barnabas going with "his nephew to Cyprus, He gained great advantage by this forced experience; 
and Paul going with Silas for his companion through so that when God, in his "inscrutable providence," 

This refers to. the. conversion of Cornelius, when, Syria and· Cilicia. Coming to Derbe -and LystTa, burns a city, oi' sinks a vessel, as a display of supe
saJ~s Canon Farra.l·, "for the. first time during 2;000 Paul was introduced to Timothy, whose mothei' ""\Vas riority and wanton cruelty, man by his acquired skill 
years the Jew and the gentile met on the broad a believing Jewess, but _whose "father 'was an A.ra- and industrious habits rebuilds and improves. 
grounds of perfect religious equality" (St. Paul, p. mffian. This young man being highly commm:J.ded Since natural smartness is declared a blank, the 
157). The question which was settled by these same by the disciples of Lystra arid· Iconiu:tn, Paul clergy hav dealt in the chance game. If any one by 
"legates and brethren" at Jerusalem ten years before adopted him as a companion, and because of the chance and luck can escape all the traps and pitfalls, 
is now reopened, and reargued by Simon, who con- Jews thiitt were in that region circumcised him. . .. while om "heavenly father's" attention is given to 
tinues: Did the apostle of uncircumcision dcdhis? If he watching sparrows and cotmting hairs, and can get 
. ;, And God; \Vho knoweth what is in•hearts, bore ~estimony did, why do we find no apology for it, :nor evena~u- through unnoticed into that little inclosure-:-the 
concerning them, and gave the Holy Spirit to thein,_even as sion to it in hi~_ ·numE)rous epistles?. It is conceiv- Christian heaven-they hav run the gauntlet; they 
to us. And he made no distinction between theni and us, able that he who c<;>n,f~ssed himself "all things to all a1;e "sealed" and beyond the possibility of again· be
because he purified. their hearts-by faith. And now why men" (l.Cor. ix, 22), w:ho "sought to please every ing open to danger .•. 
tempt ye God by putting a yoke on the necks of the disci- , ( · ) d h · 'fi d f h a· f th Th h' ld h b d · t · h 11 
pies, 'which neither our fathers._nor we could bear? But we man x, 33 , an w o JUSt! e alse oo or e ·. us t IS wor as een rna e Ill o a pnmary e , 
believe that we, as well as they, are to hav life by the grace glory of (l-od (Rom. iii, 7), did, .at an early period in with the chances ten to one of the next being ten-
of our Lord Jesus Messiah. · · his minisQ."y, thus giv Wf1Y to Jewish prejudice; but fold worse. · 

"And the whole assembly were silent and listened to Paul we need stronger evidence of. it than that· _of .the As a modification of this uncertain state of things, 
and Barnabas, who related how God by their hands had f A · · t d "d f h " write_ r. o cts, Just as we need somethin_ · g. more au- vicarious atonement· was 1nven e , a oor o OIJe, wrought signs and prodigies among the gentiles. 

"And after they had ceased, James arose and said: Men, thentic than the un-Pauline letters to. Timothy, to of certainty to those who "believe." And for the 
brethren, hearken to me. Simon hath related to you how convince us that that young disciple received <;>rdina- -convenience of such as had not faith quite strong 
God hath begun to elect a people for his name among the tion at the hands of Paul -(~ T_ im. i, 6), or of the el- enough, an imrJrovement was introduced, death-bed 
gentiles." f l' f 1 ders (1 Tim. iv, 14 ), or before many witnesses. (vi, 12). repentance; ·so one can be changed rom a 1 e ong 
- vVe need not giv the rest of the speech of James When Paul_visihed Jerusalem after. a ministry of sinner to a legitimate saint "in a moment, in the 
the Lord's brother, and reputed first bishop of Jeru- seventeen years, he say~, "Titus, who was .with me, twinkling of an ·eye." · 
sale:rn. Mr. Wise charges the speaker with a false and was an A.ramffian, was not compelled to. be cir- If these are not "doctrins of devils," I would in
quotation from the Old Testament; but we find it cmncised" (1 Gal. ji, 3).' Would anyone suspect quii:e, in the name of reason and concience, what is? 
agreeing very nearly with the Septuagint, which was this to mean that Paul_ circumcised Titus? Yet If this is not encouragement, hope, and more, a 
probably the only version accessible to the writer of Canon Farrar so interprets it. Conceiving that only premium on sin and sinners,.wl).at is it? 
Acts, unless the Peshito or Syriac Old Testament was by so doing Paul was able to get a hearing on the If this has not retarded human progress and hu
in existence at the. time. This version is quoted and question before the elder·apostles, the learned canon man happiness, then what has? The answer comes, 
commented on by Ehphraim Syrus in the fourth cen~ construes the passage thus: "Titus was. circumcised the Iriquisition. That is only the other name of the 
tury, and its formation is placed by modern scholars but not under compulsion" (St. Paul, p. 235). This same beast. 
in the latter part of the first century or early in the interpretation is ingenious enough to be decreed If this paten.t escape from the consequences of sin 
second (Mmdock's Syr. N. T. Appendix ii). canonical. was valid in the time of Jesus, then, 

Bishop James conchtdes hi:?. speech with the impo- Proceeding westward in their travels, Paul and Si~ "Judas, that base, perfidious wretch, 
si_tion of the following ntle of conduct upon the gen- las (Silvanus in the epistles) preached <in the cities, By wicked crimes accursed, 
tiles: . teaching the disciples "'that they should observe By hempen cord outwent his lord, 

·1. Keep aloof from the defilement of a sacrifice [to those injunctions which the legatesand elders at Je- And got to heaven first." 
idols]; 2. And from whoredom; 3. And from what rusalem had written." Science and literature hav done more to liberate 
is strangled; 4. And from blood. Canon Fanar attaches no great importance to this the wor1q from intolerance, ign<;>rance, darkness, and 

This was embodied in a letter addressed to the injunction, which he says was addressed only to the superstitious tradition than all the sermons that were 
gentiles of Syria and Celicia, and sent by two lead- gentile converts of Antioch, Syria, and Cilicia, and ever hurled from pttlpits. Are we not a thousand 
ing brethren, Jude and Silas, who accompanied Paul which emanated frorli a "so~called ·council" in no times more indebted to the Infidels-Voltaire, who ex
and Barnabas back to Antioch. way resembling the general councils o£ the church." tinguished the inquisition in France; Thomas Paine, 

Turn now to what Paul says about the action of And he notes the significant fact that " St. Paul dis- whose heroism and fidelity to the rights of 
these churchmen at Jerusalem, and note the follow- cusses the question of meats offered to idols without man: g·ave us the blessing of. an Infidel government, 
ing points in Galatians ii: the remotest reference tci this decree;" also the fact and stru<)ka death-blow to priestcraft; our lamented 

1. I wentup by revelation (not as a delegate) with that the western chUrches never held them.selvs Bennett, and his co-laborers, who maintain and ad-
Barnabas and Titus. bound to abstain "from things strangled." vance the cause of Infidelity to creeds and dogmas, 

2. I stated privately to the prominent ones the Rabbi Wise is nearer the truth when he says that and fidelity to the sacredness of "life, liberty, and the 
gospel which !.announced to the gentiles. "this synod did not come off, and these provisos pursuit of happiness"-! repeat, are we not more in-

3. Titus, who was an A.ramffian, was not compelled were not made.'' debted to these and their co-laborers, than to all the , 
to be circumcised. Paul and his companions traveled through clerical inventions for the restoration of the "totally 

4. Not for an hour did we throw ourselvs into sub- Phrygia arid Galatea, in the heart of Asia Minor, but depraved?" It was they who broke the "flaming 
jection to the false brethren who had crept in to spy "the holy spirit forbade them to speak the word of sword which turned every way to guard the way of 
out our liberty in the Messiah. God in [ consttlar J Asia," and "the spirit of Jesus" the tree of life," and made it possible to liv and en-

5 .. They who were esteemed prominent (what they (so in the Syriac and new version) would not permit joy living in this world without the fear of the 
were I care not) added nothing to me. them to go into Bithynia. So they passed through "wrath to come." 

6. But James, Kepha, and John, who were ac- Mysia to the region of Troas, where in a vision at The priesthood, the Christian ministry, as a rule, 
counted pillars, seeing the grace that was given to night a man appeared to Paul and said, "Come to hav been the opposers, the enemies, the incubuses, of 
me, gave to me and Barnabas the right hand of fel- Macedonia and help us." The Holy Spirit forbade proo-ress, of human happiness. Thanks everlasting 
lowship, that we should labor among the gentiles, the missionaries to go this way and the spirit of Je- to the Infidels, they (the priesthood) are coming to 
and they among the circumcision. (How about the sus to go that, but the spirit of a man in a dream be- be less harmful for want of power. 
prior sanction of Kepha's revelation at Cesarea, the sought Paul to go to Macedonia, and believing it Who can compute the amount of intelligence, hap-
baptism of Cornelius and others?) was a call of the Lcrd, he went. piness, joy, and plenty that might hav blessed the 

7. Only they desired that we should be mindful of It is here that the "We " portion of Acts begins. earth, compared with what now i~, had . t~e clerg:y 
the needy, and I was solicitous to do the same. The writer says, " We inferred that the Lord called wielded their influence, used their positiOn, their 

8. But when Kepha came to Antioch I rebuked us to preach to them." It would seem, therefore, strength and ability, to make this world a primary 
him to his face, because, having already eaten with that the writer was either Silas or Timothy. heaven instead of the exact opposit; taught that · 
the gentiles, as soon as he saw himself watched by the "day of judgment," exact compensation for 
certain ones that came from James, he withdrew, Two Opinions. good or evil, was here and now, instead of a ~ay 
being afraid of them of the circumcision. of retribution ; carried the torch of progress, m-

9. And the rest of the Jews followed his examiJle, Fifty-eight Mormon missionaries set sail for Europe Friday ·stead of the fires of hell-the inquisition; taught 
to make converts and replenish the harems at Salt Lake. f f th 

in so much that even Barnabas was induced to regard These men do, under the cloak of an alleged religion, what love to man and no fear of God; only a ear o e 
persons. any procuress would be arrested and punished for doing. consequences of wrong-doing ; and "possessing the 

·10._ I said to Kepha: If thou art a Jew and livest The men go "scot-free."-South Bend, Ind., Tribune. · whole world," as was said by one reformer, they 
in the gentile way, why dost thou compel the gentiles Archbishop Purcell and the Augustinian Fathers had "turned it all into joyfulness?" 
tp liv ill. the Jewish way? rob the depositors of the ~ristitutions they represent What a world o£ happinel3s-the reward of virtue-
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with fidelity to natural, moral, and social laws, this 
might hav been! Let us plant hope where has grown 
despair, love in place of hate, solace for fear, peace for 
war, virtue instead of vice, light for darkness, and 
purity for the purple robe of sin. Make "heaven 
here and now." REFORMER. 

Poverty and Piety. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In the 

Sun of the 4th inst. it is stated that-
"Prof. George P. Fisher, of Yale, says that the prevalence 

of religious skepticism and disbelief is by no means confined 
to commun1ties in which newspapers and magazines abound, 
but is manifest in the furthest frontier settlements. -He 
thinks that the concentration of attention upon the study of 
material nature, the wondrous inventions and improvements, 
the increase of material comfort and prosperity, are amon"' 
the influences which hav indirectly produced the existing 
state of things." 

Can it be possible that this celebrated scholar is 
opposed to the study of "material nature?" Does 
he object to modern inventions. and improvements? 
And does he really believe that "the increase of 
material comfort and prosperity" ampng our brave 
Western pioneers is the cause of their "religious 
skepticism and disbelief?" Does Infidelity indeed 
result from a study of nature's laws? Are modern 
inventions and improvements opposed to ancient 
theology? Do faith and belief result from igno
rance and poverty? Are the superstitious peasants of 
Spain and Italy, who believe, happier than our 
Western tillers of the soil, who do not? Is piety 
allied to poverty? and must the poor always believe 
and· suffer? Is "material comfort and prosperity" 
objectionable and prejudicial to the profess0rs of 
Yale College? Does their knowledge make them 
unbelievers? and do their riches destroy their 
faith? Does the same law apply to the college pro
fessor and the laborer? or are the latter " born with 
saddles on their backs," and the privileged few pro
vided with whips and spurs to ride them by the 
grace of God? PETER EcKLER. 

New York, May 5, 1883. 

Faith First-Evidence Afterward. 
I wonder if there is in all the universe a thing so 

supremely absurd as the idea that we are to be 
damned for our unbelief. Why will Christians still 
persist in ignoring the truth that there is as much 
virtue in doubting as in believing? How is it that 
they cannot see that evidence must precede belief, 
and that our belief must be in proportion to the evi
dence? 

To hear Christians talk and teach, one would be led 
to suppose that it was optional with us-that it were 
a· matter of choice, and only necessary for us to con
sult our selfish interests and make up our minds to 
adopt this or that. 

Christians say my salvation depends upon my be
lief in their religion. Now it is just as iml)Ossible for 
me to believe in it as it is to touch the sun with my 
little finger. They claim also that God is just. Now 
how is it that they cannot see that he could not be 
just and damn me for not conqmn·ing impossibilities? 
Suppose I should be told I should be eternally miser
able unless I believed that the sun revolved around 
the earth, what a fix I should be in, providing my sal
vation depended upon it, and how infernal it would 
be for a God to doom me for not doing what is im
poesible! Equally as absurd and equally as unjust 
is the Christian religion and the Christian's God. 

If curses were ever justifiable I should want to sit 
up all night and curse such a God as that. Hear 
what Dr. Cullis says in his book called "Faith 
Works:" "Then as I read the Bible with eyes just 
beginning to· open to its teachings of duty and privi
lege, the question came up as to its being true in 
every part, old and new, but the Lord led me to what 
has proved to be an end of all controversy in my 
soul on the subject, as I believe it would in every 
other soul if really adopted. I took the Bible in my 
two hands, closed it, held it up thus, and said, 'I do, 
and will forever, by God's grace, believe every word 
between these two lids, whether I understand it or 
not.' I hav had no trouble about it from that day 
to this. . . . I said, ' I will take every precept 
and promis in the Bible as my own, just as if my own 
name, Charles Cullis, was written in every' one of 
them.' " "The question came up as to its being true 
in every part." This questiop. should hav been solved 
intelligently by employing the reasoning faculties in 
its examination instead of smothering his conviction, 
shutting his eyes and the book, and swallowing it 
haphazard, even though it had been true "in every 
word between the two lids.'' 

I hav seen i:qvalids hold a spoon of physic in one 
hand and a cup of water in the other ready to follow 
the physic with water lest it should turn the stomach; 
and so with Christians-when they read the rib story, 
the J onah-whale story, and the resurrection of corpses 
at the crucifixion of Jesus, they hav only to shut their 
eyes and wash it down by faith. But such " holy 
water " is not compatible to the mind of an honest 
man, who must know the whys and wherefores of 
things upon evidence before, not after, faith. 

.Apropos to the foregoing, I sometimes hear Chris
tians argue like this: "Anyhow, if your position be 

true, I sh,all be as well off as you, and if I don't 
change my views, and remain a Christian, I shall be 
on the safe side in case you are wrong." As much li,S 
to say, "I don't know whether Christianity is true or 
not, but I will profess it and not let the Almighty 
know but that I believe it." ·. · · 

They claim that he knows the heart, and takes 
cognizance of every motiv, ana yet they will profess 
what their reason, when exercised, repudiates, so that 
in case their secret better judgment and conviction 
should fail them they can fall back on the merits of 
their profession. 

That man of intelligence who seeks to know the 
truth, that is honest, faithful, and true to his convic
tions, will repudiate Christianity every time. 

B. F. RoBBINs. 

Not the Devil, but Natnral Law. 
I think I fully comprehend the meaning of J. R. 

Perry, in his article which appeared in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER of April 28th, entitled "All About the Devil.'' 
But where is the propriety of calling things that are 
good-:-laws that are necessary for the existence of 
the universe-the devil?: Because man has mechan
ical ingenuity, whereby with certain appliances he 
overcomes celiain laws, or forces, and hence meets 
with resistance, is no reason whatever that the resist
ing force should be called the devil. The resisting 
force is simply a law of nature that is a necessary 
principle of matter and therefore is good. I admit 
that a personal God and a personal devil are imagi
nary. But custom, if nothing else, would call evil, or 
the bad, devil if we personified it. The term evil, or 
bad, cannot with propriety be used as applied tore
sistance occasioned by inherent principles of matter. 
I cannot understand how any law of nature is bad, 
or can be considered or called an evil. By the law 
of gravitation, I may be hurled from the top of a 
precipice and killed; but no person on that account 
thinks of calling the law an evil. Man nor the 'IDi
verse could not exist without that law, and when oc~ 
casionally a person is now and then injured thereby, 
all the animal creation are continually enjoying bless
ings therefrom. ·. 

The same principle will apply to all of nature's laws, 
forces, or principles. 

There is nothing bad, wrong, or an evil, except the 
violation or transgression of law, which could not 
take place until matter assumed a form that contained 
an element of "Free Moral Agency." All the evil 
there is in the world is occasioned by the abuse of 
laws, truths, and principles. 

If a man overeats, or eats improper food, he has 
abused, transgressed, and violated a law, which was 
wrong, and he suffers. The law was necessary; it was 
proper to obey the law, but the abuse was what was 
wrong. It is right for man to be economical. All 
nature is economical, never wasting anything. But 
when man is either prodigal to wasting everything, 
or miserly to cheating his fellow-men, it is abuse of a 
simply economical principle that pervades all matter, 
which is wrong. When a man uses his reason and 
inventiv power to plunder and rob, it is an abuse of 
those faculties, and again is an evil. 

.And I am bold to assert that there can be, and 
there is, no wrong back of animal creation, and that 
all the wrong that exists, all the evil that is witnessed, 
all the reason that is experienced, comes from the 
violation and abuse of principles pervading _aU mat
ter that are necessary and good of themselvs. If this 
evil is to be personified, call it the devil; but do not 
call the law itself, or forces themselvs, the devil. 

Bliss, April 30, 1882. FRANCIS M. BucK. 

Presbyterianism. 
"God having, out of his mere good pleasure, from all 

eternity elected some to everlasting life, did enter into a 
covenant of grnce•to deliver them out of the estate of sin and 
misery, and to bring them into an estate of salvation by a 
redeemer" (Presbyterian Westminster Question Book). 

Can any one conceive the moral grandeur of this 
sublime doctrin? If God from all eternity elected 
some to everlasting life, he necessarily elected all the 
r~t to everlasting death. Now, what is meant by 
everlasting life and everlasting death ? I under
stand everlasting life to mean immortality, and 
everlasting death to mean total annihilation of body 
and mind; but the Presbyterians seem to giv a differ
ent meaning to these terms. The first, they say, is 
eternal salvation, while the other is eternal damna
tion. How happy it must. make one feel to. think 
that billions of years before the universe was illumi
nated by a sun or decorated with a single planet
countless ages before a solitary atom of matter had 
been created-the destiny of the human family was 
fixed; that a hideous hell in God's mind had been 
already invented and intended for most of the human 
race, and that human beings, even yet unborn, were 
then designed to make their eternal home in hell. 
But this is Presbyterianism; this is the doctrin which 
we must not destroy without replacing it with 
another; these are the "glad tidings "-tidings of 
damnation-preached from the Presbyterian pulpits 
throughout Christendom; this is the beautiful doc
trin which consoles the dying and fixes the star of 
hope above the Presbyterian's grave, -

I wonder how God decided whether certain un
born individuals should be saved or lost. Some 
think he decided our fate by playing poker with his 
son or by running foot-races with· the Roly Ghost; 
but it is more likely that he said every millionth one 
born should be saved, and all the rest lost. But even 
after God had elected a few from all eternity to ever
lasting salvation· all would still hav been ·lost had he 
not entereq into the " covenant oi'. grace " and made 
a second effort to. save his elected few. It is not 
very clear to me how God's entering into a "covenant 
of grace" with· himself and coming to this world 
could aid him in checking the eternal flood of souls 
which, like a great river, perpetually flows into hell. 
It seems. to me an almighty and omnipotent God 
ouglit to be able to stay upon his throne and manage 
his people at the same time. 

When God went into the redeeming business, why 
didn't he redeem all mankind? It was hardly worth 
while to redeem only· those who, " out of. his mere 
good pleasure," were elected to salvation thousands 
of ages before. Is it my fault if I happen to be one 
of the countless millions that were not elected to ever
lasting life ? , If Presbyterianism be true, I cannot 
change my destiny; my fate is sealed. Jehovah, 
thousands of years ere I was born, put upon my soul 
the brand of hell and marked the pit where I shall 
finally go. Now, who is audacious enough to destroy 
the consolation naturally arising from this doctrin ? 
Who will multiply human sorrow by extinguishing 
the fires of hell and tearing from religion all the 
beauties of eternal pain? WM. ScoTT. 

Osceola Mills, Pa. 

Death of Isaiah Fullerton. 
Isaiah Fullerton, one of the oldest citizens of Erie 

county, N. Y., died at his home in Alden Thmsday 
morning, May 3d, in the eighty-fomth year of his 
age. Mr. Fullerton was born on the 13th of Septem
ber, 1799, at Woodstock, Vt. He was a descendant 
of one branch of the Fullerton family that traces its 
ancestry back to Scotch origin, and was the fifth and 
youngest son of Arunah Fullerton and Lilly Stetson. 

Isaiah inherited nothing save a sturdy spirit from 
his parents, but, as the sons of New England families 
often did, went out to work as soon as old enough to 
do a day's work. He saved his earnings, and in 1821 
sought a home in the then far West. He bought a 
farm at Yorkshire Center, Cattaraugus county. Soon 
after he had located in his new home he returned to 
Vermont and married Miss Eliza Kendall, who is one 
year his junior, and who survives him. The frosts 
having repeatedly destroyed his crops, he became 
dissatisfied, sold his farm at Yorkshire Center, and 
fina1ly, in 1825, he bought a tract of heavy timber in 
Alden, Erie county. He immediately began the ar
duous task of clearing his purchase and cultivating 
the soil, and a soil, too, that did not yield its favors 
to the sluggard. Later he enjoyed a safe and mod
erate prosperity. Having sold his farm in 1847 to 
Prof. James Hadley, Sr., of Buffalo, he bought another 
a short distance away, where he lived to the time of 
his death. 

Mr. Fullerton was possessed of many of the Scotch 
characteristics, viz: frugality, industry, generosity, 
resolution, and scrupulous regard for the rights of 
others. He was tenacious of life, of honor, of pref
erences, and of purposes. He was not a man of 
wealth, but a man of substance and respectability. 
His inborn love of truth and of investigation were 
dominating traits in his character, and they activly 
declared themselvs through<;mt his long life. Being 
possessed of excellent social qualities, rare good 
sense, correct judgment, and a strong will, he com
manded the respect of all who knew him, and was 
well equipped for any contest. Had his lot in early 
life been cast in a more Liberal field, he would doubt
less hav proven himself a very strong man. He had 
no ambition for office. He held several local offices 
of trust only. He took an earnest interest in politics, 
and was well read in governmental affairs. He was 
identified with the -Whig part-though an Abolition
ist-until the formation of the Republican party, 
when he became a warm advocate and supporter of 
its principles. He was an ardent admirer of Greeley, 
Seward, Summer, Lincoln, and Garfield. In religion 
he breathed a Liberal air-a religion revealed by 
nature, not by a "book" or books. He felt that the 
present age was one of progress, of transition, and 
of revision; that old things were passing away and 
all were becoming new. He hoped to liv long enough 
to s.ee order reduced from the chaos of conflicting 
ideas. He had no sympathy with clerical alTogance 
and usurpation, and many a time hav clergymen ex
pel'ienced the dire results of a defeat in an argument
ativ combat with him. In short, he was a man of 
thought, liberality, and progress; well posted in his
tory, science, ethics, etc. The Liberal cause has 
lost a man. 

Mr. Fullerton leaves a wife and three children
two sons and a daughter-Dr. Henry F. Fullerton, of 
Buffalo, N. Y.; 1\fr. Herschell K. ]'ullerton, and Mrs. 
A. F. Pattison, of Alden. 

"ANSWERS TO CHRISTIAN QUESTIONS." By D. M • 
Bennett. Price, 25 cents. 
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f!iommunicaliotts. 

How a Great Philosopher Died. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In con

nection with your editorial in the last number of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, in reference to the death of Dr. 
George M. Beard, perhaps a portion of the accom
panying letter of Dr. Adam Smith to William Stra
han, Esq., in regard to the death of David Hume, the 
historian, may prove of interest to your readers. 
Gibbon said that "Hume died the death of a philos
opher," and I believe that no one has claimed that he 
died the death of a Christian. 

Yours with great respect, PETER EcKLER. 
Nmo York, May 4, 1883. 

LETTER FROM ADAM SMITH, LL.D., TO WILLIAM STRAHAN, l!.SQ. 

KmKALDY, FIFESHmE, Nov. 9, 1776. 
DEAB Sm: It is with a real, though a very melancholy, 

pleasure that I sit down to giv you some account of the be
havior of our late excellent friend, Mr. Hume, during his last 
illness. 

Though in his own judgment his disease was mortal and 
incurable, :yet he allowed himself to be prevailed upon, by the 
entreaty of his friends, to try what might be the effects of a 
long journey. A few days before he set out, he wrote that 
account of his own life, which, together with his other pa
pers, he has left to your care. My account, therefore, shall 
begin where his ends. 

He set out for London toward the end of April, and at Mor
peth met with Mr. John Home and myself, who had both 
come down from LondQn on purpose to see him, expectins to 
hav found him at Edinburgh. Mr. Home returned with him, 
and attended him during the whole of his stay in England, 
with that care and attention which might be expected from a 
temper so perfectly friendly and affectionate. As I had writ
ten to my mother that she might expect me in Scotland, I was 
under the necessity of continuing my journey. His disease 
seemed to yield to exercise and change of air, and when he 
arrived in London he was apparently in much better health 
than when he left Edinburgh. He was advised to go to Bath 
to drink the waters, which appeared for some time to hav so 
good an effect upon him that even he himself began to enter
tain, what he was not apt to do, a better opinion of his own 
health. His symptoms, however, soon returned with their 
usual violence, and from that moment he gave up all thoughts 
of recovery, but submitted with the utmost chee.rfulness, and 
the most perfect complacency and resignation. Upon his re
turn to Edinburgh, though he found himself much weaker, 
yet his cheerfulness never abated, and he continued to divert 
himself, as usual, with correcting his own works for a new 
edition, with reading books of amusement, with the conver
sation of his fiiends, and sometimes in the evening with a 
party at his favorit game of whist. His cheerfulness was so 
great, and his conversation and amusements ran so much in 
their usual strain, that, notwithstanding all bad symptoms, 
many people could not believe he was dying. "I shall tell 
your friend, Col. Edmondstone," said Doctor Dundas to him 
one day, "that I left you much better, and in a fair way of 
recovery." ''Doctor," said he, "as I believe you would not 
choose to tell anything but the truth, you had better tell him 
that I am dying as fast as my enemies, if I hav any, could 
wish, and as easily and cheerfully as my best friends could 
desire." Colonel Edmondstone soon afterward came to see 
him and take leave of him, and on his way home he could not 
forbear Wiiting him a letter, bidding him once more an eter
nal adieu, and applying to him, as to a dying man, the beautiful 
French verses in which the Abbe Chaulieu, in expectation of 
his own death, laments his approaching separation from his 
friend, the Marquis de la Fare. Mr. Hume's magnanimity 
and firmness were such that his most affectionate friends 
knew that they hazarded nothing in talking or writing to him 
as a dying man, and that so far from being hurt by this frank
ness, he was rather pleased and flattered by it. I happened 
to come into his room while he was reading this letter, which 
he had just received, and which he immediately showed me. 
I told him that though I was sensible how very much he was 
weakened, and that appearances were in many respects very 
bad, yet his cheerfulness was still so great, the spirit of life 
seemed still to be so very strong in him, that I could not help 
entertaining some faint hopes. He answered: "Your hopes 
are groundless. An habitual diarrhma of more than a year's 
standing would be a very bad disease at any age; at my age 
it is a mortal one. When I lie down in the evening I feel 
myself weaker than when I rose in the morning; and when I 
rise in the morning weaker than when I lay down in the even
ing. I am sensible, besides, that some of my vital parts are 
affected, so that I must soon die." "Well," said I, "if it 
must be so, you hav at least the satisfaction of leaving all your 
friends, your brother's family in particular, in great prosper
ity." He said that he felt that satisfaction so sensibly that 
when he was reading, a few days before, Lucian's "Dialogs 
of the Dead," among all the excuses which are alleged to 
Charon for not entering readily into his boat, he could not 
find one that fitted him; he had no house to finish, he had no 
daughter to provide for, he had no enemies upon whom he 
wished to revenge himself. "I could not well imagin," said 
he, "what excuse I could make to Charon in order to obtain 
a little delay. I hav done everything of consequence which 
I ever meant to do, and I could at no time expect to leave my 
relations and friends in a better situation than that in which 
I am now likely to leave them; I therefore hav all reason to 
die contented." He then diverted himself with inventing sev
eral jocular excuses which he supposed he might make to Cha
ron, and with imagining the very surly answers which it might 
suit the character of Charon to return to them. " Upon fur
ther consideration," said he, "I thought I might say to him, 
' Good Charon, I hav been correcting my works for a new 
edition. Allow me a little time that I may see how the pub
lic receives the alterations.' But Charon would answer: 
' When you hav seen the effect of these you will be for mak
ing other alterations. There will be no end of such excuses; 
so, honest friend, please step into the boat.' But I might 
still urge, 'Hav a little patience, good Charon, I hav been en
deavoring to open the eyes of the public. If I liv a few ye.us 
longer I may hav the satisfaction of seeing the downfall of 
some of the prevailing systems of superstition.' But Charon 
would then lose all temper and decency. 'You loitering 
rogue, that will not happen these many hundred years. Do 
you fancy I will grant you a lease for so long a term? Get 
into the boat this instant, you lazy, loitering rogue."' 

But though Mr. Hume always talked of his approaching 
dissolution with great cheerfulness, he never affected to make 
any parade of his magnanimity. He never mentioned the 
subject but when the conversation naturally led to it, and 
never dwelt longer upon it than the course of the conVe!-'Sa-

tion happened to require. It was a subject, indeed, which 
occurred pretty frequently, in consequence of the inquiries 
which his friends who came to see him naturally made con
cerning the state of his health. '!'he conversation which I 
m!Jntioned above, and which passed on Thursday, the 8th of 
August, was the last, except one, that I ever had with him. 
He had now become so very weak that the company of his 
most intimate fliends fatigued him; for his cheerfulness was 
still so great, his complacence and social disposition were still 
so entire, that when any friend was with him he could not 
help talking more and with ~reater exertion than. suited the 
weakness of his body. At his own desire, thereforE>, I agreed 
to leave Edinburgh, where I was staying partly upon his ac
count, and returned to my mother's house here at Kirkaldy 
upon condition that he would send for me whenever he 
wished to see me; the physician who saw him most frequently, 
Doctor Black, undertaking, in the meantime, to write me oc
casionally an account of the state of his health. 

On the 22d of August the doctor wrote me the following 
letter: 

"Since my last, Mr. Hume has passed his time pretty eas
ily, but is much weaker. He sits up, goes down stairs once 
a day, and amuses himself with reading, but seldom sees any
body. He finds that even the conversation of his most inti
mate friends fatigues and oppresses him; and it is happy 
that he does not need it, for he is quite free from anxiety, 
impatience, or low spirits, and passes his time very well with 
the assistance of amusing books." 

I received the day after a letter from Mr. Hume himself, of 
which the following is an extract: . 

"EDINBURGH, August 23, 1776. 
"MY DEABEST FRIEND: I am obliged to make use of my 

nephew's hand in writing to you, as I do not rise to-day. 

vice fully equal, in the extent of harm it does, to in
temperance in the use of alcoholic liquors. Yet no 
one believes gluttony should be punished by law. 
vVe all hav more or less vices, and if vices were to be 
punished with imprisonment t.he whole world would 
be in jail, and the last man would hav to put his hand 
out through a hole in the door and lock himself in. 
Suicide was not a crime; and, in answer to a question, 
Dr. Lewis said that if he saw a man, in his right 
mind, about to destroy himself, and if he believed 
that man would be better off out of the world than 
in it, he should turn his back and allow the deed to 
be consummated. If, however, he believed the 
wo,pld-be suicide to be laboring under temporary 
aberration of the intellect, he would arrest the act. 

These views provoked much opposition, and several 
speakers proceeded to criticise a great deal that the 
doctor had not said. Mr. Roosevelt had seen a 
steamboat blown up on the North River through the 
recklessness of the captain, who had an ambition to 
show the world that his boat could not be beaten. 
He believed that captain guilty of a crime, although 
he bore no malice toward the passengers whom he 
had so suddenly and inconveniently elevated. Dr. 
Lewis said he believed so too; and the point being 
thus, to his great astonishment, taken out of his 
remarks, Mr. Roosevelt shook hands with the lecturer 

"I go very. fast to. declin~, and iast night bad ~ small· fever, and sat down. Professor Eccles, who accomplishes 
which I hoped might put a quicker period to this tedious ill- the German dialect rather too successfully to be 
ness; but unluckily it has in a great measure gone off. I can- readily understood, rescued the previous speaker's 
not submit to your coming over here on my account, as it is argument, and enlarged upon it at considerable 
possible for me to see you so small a part of the day, but 
Doctor Black can better inform you concerning the degree of length, sedulously avoiding the question under dis
strength which may from time to time remain with me. cussion. Dr. Caleb S. Weeks, who has the faculty of 
Adieu," etc. always placing himself upon the right side of a 

Three days after I received the following letter from Doctor question, brought the attention of the audience back 
Black: 

"EDINBURGH, Monday, Aug. 26, 1776. from a Pennsylvania coal mine, where Professor 
"DEAR Sm: Yesterday nbout four o'clock, afternoon, Mr. Eccles had left it, to the function of civil government 

Hume expired. The near approach of his death became evi- in dealing with vice and crime. He believed the 
dent in the night between Thursday and Friday, when his line of demarcation between the two evils was not 
disease became excessiv, and soon weakened him so much 
that he could no longer rise out of his bed. He continued to very clearly defined. Law should confine itself to 
the last perfectly sensible, and free from much pain or feel- dealing with the acts of individuals which menaced 
ings of distress. He never dropped the smallest expression the safety and well-being of those whom it was 
of impatience; but when he had occasion to speak to the peo- d · d t t t D W k • k · 
pie about him, always did it with affection and tenderness. esrgne 0 pro ec · r. ee s s remar s were rn-
I thought it improper to write to bring you over, especially . terrupted by the boisterous conduct of ill-mannered 
as I heard that he had dictated a letter to you desiring you persons in the rear part of the hall, to whom he ad
not to come. When he became very weak It cost him an ef- ministered a rebuke the only fault of which was its 
fort to speak, and he died in such a happy composure of mildness. It is evident that the Liberal Club is at
mind that nothing could exceed it." 

Thus died our most excellent and never to be forgotten tended by people who go there with the intention of 
friend, concerning whose philosophical opinions men will no making a distm·bance, and upon whom some other 
doubt judge variously, everyone approving or condemning kind of club-a policeman's, for instance-would hav 
them, according as they happen to coincide or disagree with a salutaitl' effect. 
his own; but concerning whose character and conduct there 
can scarce be a difference of opinion. His temper, indeed, In fo owing Dr. Weeks, MJ.·. Stephen Pearl An
seemedto be more happily balanced, if I may be allowed drews paid him a merited compliment. The doctor 
such an expression, than that perhaps of any other man I hav was a profound scholar, a deep thinker, and a thor-
ever known. Even in the lowest state of his fortune, his hl bl H · ht 1 k th f 
great and necessary frugality never hindered him from exer- oug Y a e man. e mrg ac e graces o ora: 
cising, upon proper occasions, acts both of charity and gen- tory, but his ideas were sound, his heart was in the 
erosity. lt was a frugality founded not upon avarice, but right place, and he deserved respectful attention. 
upon the love of independency. The extreme gentleness of Mr. Andrews said that unfortunately there were not 
his nature never weakened either the firmness of his mind or enough individualists in the club. Through the in
the steadiness of his resolutions. His constant pleasantry 
was the genuin effusion of good nature and good humor, tern- fluence of Auguste Comte's ideas, drawn mainly from 
pered with delicacy and modesty, and without even the slight- the Catholic church, the individual was lost sight of 
est tincture of malignity, so frequently the disagreeable by the Positivists. He believed in cellular, tissular, 
source of what is called wit in other men. . It never was the d · di 'd · t 
meaning of his raillery to mortify, and therefore, far from an molecular m Yl ualrsm, down o the very atoms 
offending, it seldom failed to please and delight even those which go to make up a molecule. Mr. Andrews's re
who were the objects of it. To his friends, who were fre- marks were so suited to the ideas of Dr. Lewis as to 
quently the objects of it, there was not perhaps a:ny one of call out several emphatic "amens " from that gen
all his great and amiable qualities which contributed more tleman. 
to endear his conversation. And that gaiety of temper, so · 
agreeable in society, but which is so often accompanied with But the interest of the evening was destined to 
frivolous and superficial qualities, was in him certainly at- culminate in the speech of a German young gentle
tended with the most severe application, the most extensiv man present who, as a stranger, demanded three 
learning, the greatest depth of thought, and a capacity in minutes in which to answer Dr. Lewis. He confessed 
every respect the most comprehensiv. Upon the whole, I 
hav always considered him, both in his lifetime and since his he had never before addressed an audience. It is 
death, as approaching as nearly to the idea of a perfectly wise believed that his first experience will not encourage 
and v_irtuous man as perhaps the nat,ure of human frailty will him to ever address another. The thought which he 
permit. I ever am, dear su, 'd tl d · f · th t D Most affectionately yours, ADAM SMITH. was evr en y es1rous o expressrng was a r. 

The Liberal Club. 
There was wild excitement at the Liberal Club on 

Friday evening, the 11th. Dr. Dio Lewis had been 
announced to deliver a lecture on "The Function of 
Civil Law in Human Government." At the com
mencement of his remarks it was found that what he 
was to say would apply chiefly to the question of 
prohibition. Great interest was manifested by mem
bers of the club. Dr. Lewis declared that there was 
no such thing as society; there were only individuals, 
and only as individuals had we any rights. At this 
Positivistic persons present began to stir uneasily, 
and Socialistically inclined individuals manifested a 
desire to ask questions. Dr. Lewis said questions 
were what he liked, but being assured that all would 
hav an opportunity to speak when he had finished, 
he went on, and delivered a discourse on the subject 
of prohibition which, if he had heard it, would hav 
made Mr. E. C. Walker, of Iowa, quite happy. We 
must learn, the speaker said, to distinguish between 
crime, which may properly be dealt with by force, 
and vice, which we should seek to eradicate by per
suasien. A crime mnst hav the element of malice 
prepense, and injury toward another person. Vice 
is an injury we do ourselvs in a mistaken pursuit of 
happiness. The law cannot properly deal with vice, 
because vice is not a crime, and law has only to do 
with crime. Rum-selling and rum-drinking are vices, 
but the sale of liquor should no more be interfered 
with by law than the aale of potatoes. Gluttony is ~ 

Lewis had no right to decide whether he should al
low a person to commit suicide or not. The doctor, 
he declared with great warmth, thereby set himself 
up as an arbiter over the destiny of better men. It 
is not claimed, however, that the thought was very 
clearly brought out. The accent and gesticulations 
of the speaker were so irresistibly funny that the 
audience failed to restrain their laughter. His ex
citement increased, and the audience jeered him; 
calls of '' Time !" were heard, and to get even with 
his tormentors, he abused the lecturer as long as he 
could make himself heard, and then, after a futil en
deavor to carry away the hat of a member in a front 
seat who had laid his tile on the edge of the platform, 
and which in his agitati<;>n the speaker mistook for 
his own, he descended from the platform in ignomin
ious defeat. Several other speakers followed, but 
failed to awaken enthusiasm. Dr. Atkinson made a 
conciliatory speech ; Lawyer Chamberlain spoke 
slowly and calmly, and that brilliant and picturesque 
affiiction, Professor Vaughan, "of Virginia," exhausted 
his rhetoric and poesy without effect. Dr. Lamb · 
was equally unsuccessful in getting up further emo
tion. Dr. Lewis made his closing remarks to a com
pal·ativly somnolent audience, and people left the 
hall with the vision still before their eyes of a wildly 
excited Teutonic gentleman dancing about the stage, 
gesticulating with his head, sawing the air with his 
arms and hands, and delivering with great volubility 
a stream of broken English which came to the hearer 
as if it had just passed backward through a German 
sausage-grinder whirled by steam. T4e three-hun-
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dredth meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club will 
long be memorable on this account. G. E. M. 

Priests or Ministers. 

class of men to procure it for us. The world can do 
well enough without preachers, and the sooner they 
are given to understand their services are no longer 
needed, the better off mankind will be. 

they deserve to be supported. If they are the latter, and are 
unconstitutional, they hav no right to exist, and should be 
wiped out. The argument of Mr. Palmer has shown that 
there is but one side to this question. The postal laws of 
1873 are an unmitigated nuisance, and all the sophistry of the 
Obsm·ver and of F. E. Abbot combined will not convince any 
reasonable person otherwise. They are the crowning evil of 
all unwholesome laws of this century. Their enforcement 
has been placed in the hands of an unscrupulous scoundrel. 
They hav done irremediable injury to upright persons. This 
government can never atone for the wrong done through 
them to the innocent. But it can prevent further harm from 
coming from that source, and to see that it does this is one 
of the first duties of American citizens. 

It is estimated that there are in the United States 
about seventy-five thousand parasites commonly called 
priests or ministers, who receive annually for their 
support about $2,000 each, contributed by mankind 
and womankind, amounting to one hundred and fifty 
millions of dollars, for what? Answer-Nothing. 

DISGUSTED CHURCH-MEMBER. 

Notes. 
PRoFEssoR L. E. HuGGINs, of Reading, Pa., having con

nected himself, as advertising agent, with Man, the League 
organ, will hereafter reside in New York. The professor is a 
phrenologist of wide experience and knowledge. We wish 
him success in his new capacity. 

THE New York 1imes says that "Herbert Spencer, Profs. 

Preachers a1:e the drones of society. It is their 
habit to liv off the hard earnings of others. Idle
ness is their chief calling in life. But few of them 
are found who labor at honest toil for the support of 
themselvs or their families. Such men prefer that 
others labor, and that they may receive, at least, a 
very large portion of the benefits arising from it. 

Preachers are robbers and plunderers of the peo
pl~. Their salaries are but the result of a "pious" 
game of church stealing. How many preachers are 
there now in the world that are ever known to turn 
an honest penny or to hav earned an honest dollar? 
Money that shonlcl be earned by a preacher at honest 
toil would, we think, refuse to jingle in his pockets. 
It would feel asharned of the kind of company it had 
been thrown into, and crave to be loosed from so 
peculiar an association. 

Preachers generally are paid large salaries for 
preaching. No preacher was ever yet known t0 
freeze or starve to death by reason of small salaries. 
By the very law of their being they are all, to a man, 
beggars. We never yet heard of one who was too 
proud to beg. Begging is a part of their daily busi
"'iless. It enters largely into their religion. In fact, 
it is one of their religion's chief corner-stones. 

Preachers hav never yet been known to refuse to 
take money from the poor and needy of this world, 
as well as from the rich and affiuent. They are no 
respecters of persons whenever their own pockets 
are to be :filled with the ":filthv lucre." Church
members must giv and provide ·for them, whether 
they are able to do so or not. Their salaries must be 
paid them, whether the widows and the orphans of 
the churches hav bread to eat or not. The poor 
man and poor woman must giv of their small earn
ings to them. Such people must not· plead poverty, 
hunger, or nakedness, when such men's salaries are 
to be paid. If they do, they are taught they will be 
damned, and they believe it. The full payment of 
preacher's salaries is a part of all Christians' duties to 
obtain heaven. 

"FREETHINKERs," says the editor of the Obsm-vm·, "are no 
more Liberal than we are;" and he adds, "Liberalism degener
ates into licentiousness." If there is any force in. logic, then 
Dr. Prime is by his own confession as far along on the road 
to "licentiousness" as the rest of us. 

DANIEL TUTTLE, of Bucyrus, Ohio, died on the 8th inst. Mr. 
Tuttle had been for many years a laborer for the cause of 
Freethought, and devoted most of his time and means to the 
work of eradicating superstition. A few years ago he pub
lished a paper called the Divinity Physician, which many of 
our readers may hav seen. He spE)nt the last portion of his 
life in poverty, though his condition was considerably ameli
orated by financial aid furnished by liberal-hearted people 
through the instrumentality of Mrs. Blenker, to whom great 
credit is due for her labors in his behalf. Mr. Tuttle died in 
the faith in which he lived. The funeral took place on the 
9th. 

THERE is a movement on foot in the Rev. Mr. Virgin's 
church, in New York city, to evangelize stray Chinamen. 
Forty celestials attend the Sunday-school. Mr. Virgin finds 
it necessary to employ a teacher for each pupil, as no two 
Chinamen understand an idea the aame, Some of them ac
knowledge "Melicanman's god heap best," and promis, "Me 
lurnee speakee Linglish fust; then me lovee Jesus." The 
"Melican man's" God must be highly flattered by the com
pliment thus paid him; and the Son is also probably happy 
in the antic.ipation of the affection to be bestowed upon him 
when these children of the East shall hav mastered the Eng
lish tongue. 

Huxley and Tyndall, John Morley, and about 200 of the lead
ing [literary and scientific men of England hav signed a 
memorial to be presented to the Home Secretary protesting 
against the continuance of the imprisonment of Mr. Foote, 
the editor of the Freethinker, for blasphemy, and asking for 
his release. Sir William Harcourt, it is understood, will re
fuse the petition." In the second trial of Messrs. Foote and 
Ramsey in England the jury disagreed, after which a nolle 
prosequi was entered by the prosecution. Thus Mr. Foote 
and his friends hav only the :first sentence to serve. They 
are suffering what is virtually solitary confinement, and ·the 
imprisonment is beginning to tell on their health. Public 
feeling against Atheism is strong, and it is occasionally shown 
by acts of persecution. For iustance, during the past week, 
Mrs. Besant, the partner of Charles Bradlangh, and Miss 
Bradlaugh, his daughter, were refused admission as students 
to the Woman's Botany Class of the London University. The 
reason given was that their presence might induce a dis
turbance in the harmony at present existing in the class. 
Mrs. Besant appealed to the council of the university, which 
is composed of persons of all shades of religious opinion. 
The council, however, confirmed the refusal. 

We are opposed. to supporting such a class of human 
leeches as preachers are, in their idleness. To do so 
is a crime. It is a sin against the good and welfare 
of mankind. We think such "pious" church vaga
bonds as they are should be made leave their pulpits 
and pursue the road to honest labor. Men and 
women hav no use for such a cla!'<s of lazy and indo
lent human vipers as they are. They should become 
a stench in the nostrils of all mankind. I£ preachers 
are God's servants, as they say themselvs they are, 
God should pay them for their services, and men and 
women should not be compelled to do it. If God 
has hired them and sent them out into the world to 
preach his own particular religion he should provide 
for their support, and none else should be burdened 
with it. 

Preaches are eye-sores in every community in 
which they liv. They set themselves up before the 
world as examples of piety, but they are almost to a 
man the most wicked and sinful of men. To be a 
preacher is to be a hypocrit. Hypocrisy is born of 
their religion, and preachers are the first to practice 
it. The more hypocrisy a preacher has the greater 
seems to be his in:fiuence over his congregation. 
A preacher with only a small amount of hypocrisy 
is seldom know to fare very well with Christians any
where. Such ones are most generally kept very 
busy looking out over the world for a new location. 
But few spears of grass are ever known to grow 
under their feet. 

Preachers are a curse to the world. It has been 
drenched often in blood by their teachings. They 
are the advocates of war-but they are seldom, if 
ever, known to ,engage themselves in one. They al
ways prefer to remain at their homes, and let others 
go out upon the field of bloody strife to fight their 
battles for them. Preachers are ·generally the most 
base and ignoble cowards. They had much rather 
pray than fight. They are persuaded that God will 
hear their prayers, but do not think he will always 
protect them from bullets upon the battle-field. 

We think men and women should begin to realize 
the fact that preachers ~re a nuisance and a plague; 
that they are lepers and vile men. People should 
not help so lazy, indolent, and pro:fiigate a class of 
men as they are. If people desire to have any com
munication whatever with the myths of the clouds, 
let them do so without the aid of any middle-men. 
Let them pray if they chof!e to do so, without the 
assistance of those whom they are called upon to 
pay for such services. Th9se who desire salvation at 
the hands of a God, let them obtain it without the 
intercession of preachers. We are in favor of a free 
salvation, whether it is- to be obtained of a God or 
anyone else. We are not in fo.vor of paying any 

MR. BEECHER said last Sunday that he years ago became 
convinced of the soundness of the theory of evolution, and 
found the seeds of that doctrin in the New Testament. He 
did not point out the chapter and verse where these seecls a·re 
disclosed, but he. may hav referred to the way a being was 
changed from an indefinit and incoherent deity to a definit 
and coherent man, or how, through continuous differentia
tions and integrations, a large number of devils were turned 
into a herd of swine. It is a laudable enough endeavor for 
Mr. Beecher to try and put evolution into the Bible, but if it 
should be shown in his day that evolution as now understood 
is not after all the true theory of development, it would be 
somewhat embarrassing for him to hav to take it all out again. 

THE Thirteenth Annual Convention of the American Labor 
Reform League met in Clarendon Hall, this city, on Sunday 
and Monday, May 6th aml 7th. Mr. Heywood, 1he secretary, 
was the moving spirit. The meetings were well attended, 
and considerable interest manifested in the measures dis
cussed. Addresses were made by Messrs. Heywood, Rowe, 
Thompson, Beeny, and others. The secretary presented, 
among others, the following resolutions: 

THE people of Canada, or at least of some parts of Canada, 
show unmistakable signs of progre.ssion. For instance, Mr. 
A. H. Roe, a well-known Agnostic, has been elected from 
Lennox county to a seat in the provincial Parliament, by a 
good majority, over an orthodox opponent. The same com
pliment cannot, however, be paid to the customs officers of 
that dominion. Paine's "Age of Reason," forwarded from 
THE TRUTH SEEKER office to patrons in Canada, has been held 
in the Custom House on account of the heretical views there
in expressed, and Voltaire's "Pocket Theology," another of 
our publications, has been declared obscene and held for 
that reason. The prime minister of Canada has told a cor
respondent of a Boston paper that he regarded "The Age of 
Reason" as a classic, and does not think "Pocket Theology" 
comes within the meaning of the law against obscene litera
ture. The matter is to be tested in the courts, as one of the 
Freethinkers of Montreal has brought suit against the cus
toms official of that city for seizing and confiscating Paine's 
and Voltaire's works. A Canadian edition of "The Age of 
Reason" is also to be brought out. What Canada evidently 
needs more than any other thing is a change in its Custom 
House officers. 

MR. CouRTLANDT PALMER, the stanch Liberal and Positivist, 
published in the New York Obsm·vl!l· of April 26th an article on 
the Comstock postal laws, in which he took occasion to de
fine, for the benefit of the Christian readers of that paper, the 
position of the Liberals of the country on the subject of the 
suppression of vice. He calls to notice the fact that because 
Freethinkers object to the laws under consideration on the 
ground of their unconstitutionality, it does not by any means 
follow that Liberals are opposed to the object of those laws; 
nor that because they resist one means of preventing vice, 
they resist all means. Five reasons are given why Liberals 
oppose these laws: (1) They are unconstitutional; (2) they 
are useless; (3) they are unnecessary; (4) they are unrepub
lican; (5) they are profoundly immoral. Thes6l points are 
supported by arguments which hav been made familiar to 
the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER by Mr. Wakeman and oth
ers in a pamphlet on the "Unconstitutionality of the Com
stock Laws," and which hav never been and cannot be re
futed. The editor of the Observer undertakes a reply, but 
makes small headway. The failure of Dr. Prime is in not 
seeing the main points at issue-that the laws are not au
thorized by the Constitution of the United States; that they 
giv uRdue power to irresponsible persons; that they are ca
pable of being so construed as to become a barrier to the lib
erty of the press, and that incalculable injury to innocent 
persons has been and must still be wrought under them. A 
quotation_is made from F. E. Abbot, but as that individual 
has never-shown himself capable of grasping the true merits 
of the question, his opinion has no weight. The Comstock 
laws are either a good or an evil. If they are the former, and 
are in acco;rdance with the proyjs!O~f! ot the Constitution, 

" 

Resolved, That since labor is the source of wealth and cre
ates all values equitably vendible, accumulation, by interest, 
rent, or other speculativ increase, is robbery; that so-called 
debts, paid once in the form of interest, are morally cancelled, 
and the free use of land and other raw material, with unre
stricted exchange in the products of service, are natural 
rights of all persons. 

Resolved, That re-affirming the five points of our industrial 
faith-free land, free trade, free money, free travel and 
transit, the natural right of labor to unrestricted enterprise 
in all phases of production and exchange, we rejoice in ten
dency toward liberation of credit evidenced in rag-baby per
sistence, in the advance of citizen right assured in growing 
Liberalism here, and in death-throes of landlordism which 
upheave Europe; that, few in numbers, yet strong in reason 
and in the irresistible might of ideas, we shall work on until 
usury, rent, poverty, war-the great evils which vex human
ity and trouble God-cease to mar the fair face of Mother 
Earth. 

J .. ectures and Meetings. 
FnEETH01JGHT and Re£orm meetings are held every S1mday 

at 213 West Madison street, Chicago. Strangers are invited. 
Seats free. 

MR. W. F. PEcK is engaged to sing for the Pittsburg Lib
eral League during the Sundays of May. He will sing at the 
Linesville Liberal League camp-meeting in June. 

W. F. JAMIESON gave five lectures at Neillsville, Wis., to in
creasing houses. He is to commence his lectures in Pipe 
Stone, Minn., the latter part of May. As he wishes to take a 
vacation during the months of July and August in Minnesota, 
he will accept calls for lectures for the month of June. Ad
dress him at Lake City, Minn. 

THE fifth annual camp-meeting of the Michigan State Asso
ciation of Spiritualists and Liberalists will be held at Flint, 
commencing Friday, August 17th, hnd closing Monday, 27th. 
The secretary, S. B. McCracken, of Detroit, wishes to corres
pond with two or three mediums of marked power with the 
view of securing their attendance. 

THE annual meeting of the Friends of Human Progress will 
be held at Waterloo, N. Y., on Sn.turday and Sunday, .June 
2d and 3d. J. H. Burnham, of Saginaw City, Mich., H. L. 
Green, of Salamanca, N. Y., and a number of other speakers 
will be present to address the people. It is expected that 
there will be a large gathering of the Liberal people of cen
tral and western New York. 

THE sixth annual meeting of the Spiritualists of Central 
New York will be held in the Universalist church at Lee Cen
ter on Saturday and Sunday, June 9th and lOth, commencing 
at 2 o'clock P.M., on Saturday, and closing Sunday evening. 
Mr. J. Frank Baxter, of Chelsea, Mass., the test medium, 
singer, and speaker is engaged, and other good speakers will 
be secured. Good hotel accommodations will be furnished 
at one dollar per day, and friends in Lee Center will accom
modate all possible. The hall in the basement of the church 
will be used for a lunch room, and all who wish to avail 
themselvs of this privilege will bring their baskets and enjoy 
a good social lunch. Parties wishing to be carried from Rome 
are requested to Gend in their names to Mr. H. J. Hitchcock, 
of Lee Center, before June 5th. We hope to see all of the 
Spiritualists and Liberals present, and extend a cordial invi
tation to all to this feast of reason, for we will spare no pains 
to make this meeting one of the best since our society wa~ 
organized. MRs. W14. H. HJoJt,B, Sec, 
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flomtnunications. 

.A Definition of Science. 
To ·.rHE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, SiT: In 

your issue of the 5th inst. I find an article from the 
pen of Samuel P. Putnam, entitled "What is Science?" 
in which he refers to the Colloquium, and to a discus
sion which has sprung up in that body between Mr. 
Wakeman and myself upon that subject .. He then 
proceeds to state his own views, make definitions of 
his own, and to call on me to throw more light on 
the subject. :Mr. Putnam is so graceful, so genial, 
and withal so forcible a statementist, that it is al
ways a pleasure to deal with him; and if in the sci
entific domain he is not always accurate, he is earn
est and true-that is to say, he is willing and desir
ous to be placed right. 

Let us at once, then, set aside all questions of "In
spiration, Revelation, Intuition, or all higher forms 
of knowledge, if any such exist, than experience;" 
and set aside Metaphysics, in so far as that term 
means any of these things-that is to say, let us set 
aside all this as extraneous to the present discussion, 
'Yithout deciding anything for or against. 

The difference between.Mr. Wakeman and myself, 
for instance, lies wholly, so far as the discussion has 
as yet gone, within those narrower limits which Mr. 
Putnam prescribes to the inquiry, within the field 
which he holds to be legitimate. This point is not well 
understood. It is supposed that I am defending old 
and hackneyed theses of philosophy with which for 
the present I hav nothing whatsoever to do; whereas 
I am asserting very new and hitherto unappreciated 
aspects of the facts within the well-defined field of 
experience. Let Mr. Putnam, therefore, dismiss at 
once the idea that in provoking a discussion with me 
on the definition and distributions of science he is to 
be cai'l'ied over any of the old ground fought over 
by him, doubtless, in his ea'l:lier battles of theologi
cal dissent. It is in his own arena, as this is defined 
in this particular case, that we will therefore proceed 
to the investigation of the subject. · 

I quote as follows from Mr. Putnam's article: 

"The first definition that we giv to science is 'classified 
knowledge.' Mere knowledge is not science, but knowledge 
formulated, knowledge set in order. 

"The main question, then, is, What is knowledge ?-what 
do we actually know? Here is the battle-ground; do we 
know anything before experience ? Speaking for myself, I 
say that we do not. All know ledge comes from experience. 

"Well, then, what is experience? 
"To this I answer that it is the human mind in contact with 

the outer world. There can be no merely subjectiv experi
ence. The origin of all experience is a sensation from some
thing other than the mind itself. 

"The starting-point, therefore, of human knowledge, is a 
material sensation." 

Let us admit, then, without re-examination, that 
science is "classified knowledge;" that mere or com
mon knowledge is "not science;" that the question is 
rightly shifted and becomes, "What is knowledge?" 
and that this again becomes, "vVhat is experience ?" 
Admit that all knowledge comes from experience; 
admit, in fine, that experience is, then, the "human 
mind in contact with the outer world;" and to this 
last statement I must invite Mr. Putnam to rigorously 
abide. He proceeds to say there caR be no merely sub
jectiv [that is, no merely interior or mind] experience, 
and adds, " The origin of all experience is a sensa
tion from something other than the mind itself." 

This last statement is a non sequituT, or something 
which does not legitimately follow; something, in
deed, which cannot be true, if Mr. Putnam's defini
tion of experience is true, which it directly contra
dicts. That definition is, "the human mind in con
tact with the outer world;" that is to say, mind and 
world begripped in a dynamic unity with each other. 
If so, it cannot be true that the origin of experience 
is either from the mind, merely subjectiv experience, 
or from the world, merely objectiv experience, either 
taken alone. It is from the begrip itself, from the 
dynamic unity of those two, and not from either as 
an independent entity. Mr. Putnam rightly says 
there can be no merely subjectiv experience. It is 
for the same reason just as true that there can be no 
merely objectiv experience, which nevertheless he 

'affirms. Let him abide by his definition of experi
ence, with all its logical consequences, and he will 
cease at once to look to the outer world as in any 
special or exclusiv sense the origin of knowledge. 
·what he says is like saying that John is derived from 
the se:x: conjunction of his father and mother, and 
therefore he cannot be derived from his father alone, 
but that therefore he is derived from his mother 
alone. 

Let us proceed by introducing a little more pre
cision into the use of terms and into views of their 
united meaning. Mr. Putnam says again the start
ing-point of human knowledge is a material sensa
tion. This, again, cannot be true. In the first place 
there is no such thing as a material sensation. All 
sensation is a mental phenomenon; but dropping out 
the word material, he affirms that the "starting-point 
of human knowledge is sensation." But the second 
paragraph after he says, "Sensation and Perception, 
then, are the origin of knowledge." In the next par-

agraph still he says, "]'ro;m this point we reason for- sense-objects alone. This limitation was first imposed 
ward to the accumUlated knowledge of the race." by Reid and adopted by Kant. 

'Vhere, I ask now, did this reason-element come .In fine, then; as to the origin of knowledge, there 
in? Was it present in the sensation? or in the per- is still another remarkable ·doubleness begripped, 
ception? or in both of them? If so, it must be add- and which nothing short of Universology resolves. 
e_d as a third something in this schedule of the origin vVe may if we choose begin with Sensation and Per
of knowledge. If not, should it not be ruled out ception, as the two abstract elements or factors of 
along with Inspiration, Revelation, Intuition, 1\'feta- Reason, in which they are then synthetically com
physics, etc.? We must hav no surreptitious inter- bined (thoug~ I must notify 1\'fr. Pu~nam t~at this i~ 
polations hereabout. Reason must be accotmted for the metaphysiCal order); or we may m the mverse or 
from the start, or it must be drummed out of the regi- physicoid order assume Reasop. as the one sole root 
ment; and what sort of a system of knowledge must I of the tree of knowle~ge, and proceed thence analyti
that be from which reason has been totally ousted? cally to resolve them mto the two elements or factors 
If, on the contrary, we admit it as legitimately in of Reason, which are Sensation and Perception. 
from the first, then 1\'fr. Putnam has, within the com- Perception refers, infers, confers, and so estab
pass of the four opening paragraphs of his statement lishes om recognition of relations__:__which are con
of views, given us no less than three different, and nections between idea8, which are items or particulars 
ftmdamentally different, accounts of the origin of within the totality of rational consciousness. These 
knowledge. First, it is Sensation alone; second, it is .relations are three-fold (strictly four-fold). 1. The 
Sensation and Perception" third, it is Sensation, and mind itself, by its own act, refers the sensations taking 
Perception, and Reason. All the theories in existence place in itself to an outer source or object, as having 
diverge from just these differences of views. Which acted on the mind and produced the Sensation. 
one of the three is, then, 1\'fr. Putnam's own distinctiv Herein the mind contributes from itself two new el
view? or will he; which he might do appropriately, ements of knowledge: (1) Its own inference of the 
style hii::uself a Natilrismal Universologist, striving, existence of an outer world, which is all that we know 
somewhat blindly, to cover the whole ground and or can know of the outer world, if the doctrin of Intu
work a reconciliation of all views? On the whole, he ition be excluded. (2) The mind inje1·s, and so insti
seems rather to prefer to fall back upon Sensation tutes, as another factor of lmowledge, the idea of 
alone .as his favorit idea. cause, or causation, assigning still by its own act to 

Having affirmed Sensation, he then asks, "What the outer world, object, or thing, the causal function 
does this Sensation do?" and answers, "It makes the in the production of the Sensation, which it then re
mind acquainted with objects- that is, perceives gards as an effect from that outer cause. So we hav 
them, and with them their relations. 1

' Now this is the first and fundamental or governing one of all re
precisely what Sensation does not and cannot do. lations established, which is that of Causation, or 
It, on the contrm·y, only makes the mind aware of its own cause and effect. 2. The mind perceives other re
states. Half-conscious, somehow, of this fact, Mr. lations, not now as between the outer thing and 
Putnam hastens to add: "That is [as if he were the inner mind (nor the inverse of this, as when 
merely saying the same thing in other words], we the mind acts outwardly upon the outer world 
pe1·ceive them and with them their relations." But in through the will); but as between thing and thing 
this addition is a new and an exactly opposit idea. without, objectiv relations; and, 3, as between sense 
Perception is not Sensation, is wholly unlike Sensa- impressions whatsoever and other such, un:thin or in 
tion, is in fact the antithet or standing opposit of the mind itself. Hence there is a field for objectiv . 
Sensation. How and when, therefore, does Percep- scientific classification, and another field for subjectiv 
tion itEelf come in? what does it really mean? and scientific classification, which two, as Universology 
how is it joined on to that Sensation which was first for the first time demonstrates, are exact counterparts, 
taken as an adequate account of the whole matter? or in analogical repetition with each other. 
Still further, what are these Telations which are now Now all that I hav hitherto shown by my own 
dragged in without being accounted for, and which reasonings and by quotations is in direct opposition 
are another new factor in this growing complexity? to the popular ideas of common knowledge which 
vVhere are they brought from, and what do they sig- spontaneously assign Sensation to the outer world, 
nify? He says that." we perceive them." Did they and Perception, if any distinction is made, to the 
then exist ready-made? And were they lodged in inner; and these popular ideas are those which ordi
the outer, objectiv world) or in the inner, subjectiv narv Positivism and Mr. Putnam along take up as if 
mind? Or did the mind create them out of its own ulti';nate, and propound as if scientific, while yet he 
entrails, and then look at its own product? There says to us that this common know ledge is not science! 
are several things here that will need to be thought of. These first-blush impressions of the origin of knowl-

But here let me, too, venture upon definitions. It e?ge !l're, th~n, what we :Uni:rersologists would call 
is always a dangerous matter unless one is an expert. ~atun~mal views (not smentismal!. Th~y are :pre-

Sensation is the consciousness in the mind of crsely hke our first-blush, or Natunsmal, ImpressiOns 
those of its own states which through perception it of the processes of nature, when we say, in our simple 
refers for their cans~ or suggestion to the outer ignorance of any other thought., that "the sun rises," 
world. or "the sun sets." Then the astronomer comes 

Perception is that mental state by and through along ~nd says !l'Il:d ~bows (a Terminal Gonversion i:r;to 
which the mind refers Sensation to the outer world, Opposits) that It IS JUSt the otheT way-the sun remams 
and by and through which it therefore cognizes the stationary, a,nd ~.he earth's disk sinks. and rises. .so 
existence of that outer world. Mr. Putnam s view undergoes a Termmal ConversiOn 

Reason is the begrip or dynanic unity of Percep- int~ Opposits-:-is turned tops;y-turvy-by t~orough 
tion and Sensation, in which they are both involved logwal anal,YSis.; that, s? far ,~rom th~re b~mg " no 
in a Ratio, or proper proportion. me~ely sub]ectiv expe1?ence, Sen.satwn Itse~;, to 

Relations I will advert to fariher on. whrch he refers everythmg, and whrch he calls ma-
In respect to Sensation and Perception it rna~ be ~erial/' a:r;d has ~sa "material" sta~tin~-point, ~s he 

well that I should fortify myself with some quotatiOns Imagms,. IS nothmg bu~ a mere. subJectiv. ~xpenence 
from authorities. In respect to Reason my definition ( ex~ept m s~ far a~ h~ IS saved m his p~s~twn by .the 
is so distinctiv, so Universological, that I could hardly Umversologrcal prmcrple of Inexpugnabllity of Pnme 
hope to find it sustailed by writers of any of the Elements) of which as yet.he probably knows noth-
preliminary schools. ing, or.not enoug~ to us~ It. . 

Sir William Hamilton (Reid's works, note B) says But IS the startmg-pon;J.t of Jmowledge sensatiOn at 
of Sensation: "It was limited first in the Cartesian all in any sense? Yes, histoncally, or as respects the 
school, and thereafter in that of Reid, to the Subjec- origin of our experience in time, it is so; but pri
tiv phases of our sensitiv cognition." He adds: madly in t~is ~ense it is in re~lity? as ~as been sh?w~, 
"Sensation proper is not purely a passiv state, but im- purely subJectiv (or of the J?lll~ Itself) .. The mm~ s 
plies a certain amount of mental activity. It may be inference in Perception (whwh IS the logical factor m 
described on thepsychologicalsideasresultingdirectly the origin of lrnowl.edge) refers, on the contrary, the 
from the attention which the mind givs to its own or- cause of the SensatiOn to the outer world. ~nd thus 
ganism." Coleridge ("Church and State," quoted by it comes to .happen that, ~o th~ co~mon. unphll?soph
Thompson, "Outlines of Laws of Thought," p. 104) ical apprematwn, SensatiOn Identifies Itself With the 
says: "A conscious presentation, if it refers exclus- outer world, and h~nce also. th~, phrase of common 
ivly to the suqject, as a modification of our own being, knowled.ge! "JHat~nal SensatiOn.. . . 
is Sensation. The same, if it refers to an object, is per- Thus It IS that m the po~ular.Idea,, wh.wh even ~m
ception." Thurot ("De l'Entendement," etc., tom. 1, ence cannot ignore, ~e~satwn I~ oJ;>Jectiv, Matenal
p. 43) says: "To Sensation I owe all the knowledge I istic; realistic, fact-gr~mg, qualit~tiv, .concrete, a:r;d 
hav of my existence as a sentient being; to Pe1·ception, hence NatuTisrnalj while Perce:ptwn, mference, ~IS
a certainty not less absolute that there are other be- cursiv mentation (t~e first .to giv us an,Y real notwn 
ings besides me." Fleming (" Vocabular·y of Philoso- of an outer world), IS then mver~ely .assigll:ed t? the 
phy"): "Sensation perfectly expresses that change in the Mind itself! ~nd regar~ed. as SubJectiv, logwal, Id~al
state of the mind which is produced by an impresj>ion istic, law-givmg, quanti~ativ, abs.tmct, ~nd hence Scw~1-
upon s.n 'organ of sense (of which change we can tismal. The popular -yie:V, an mverswn of the . hard 
conceive the mind to be conscious, without any facts shoWD: by analysi~, IS nev~rtheless so ~adwally 
knowledge of external objects); Percept-ion, on the grounded I~ QlU' or:lmary beliefs that '£!mversolo
other hand, expresses the knowledge or the intimations gists accept It for ordmary pnrp.oses-premsely as the 
we obtain, by means of our sensation, .concerning the wisest astronom~~' after all his better knowledge, 
qualities of matter ; and consequently involves, in comes back and JOms the popular throng and talks of 
every instance, the notion of extm·nahty or o11tness, " sunrise" and "sunset" ·tJ:le same as. other peop.le. 
which it is necessary to exclude in order to seize the This. is what w_e denom~na~e .techn~cally ~ltenor 
precise import of the word Sensation." . Quasi-ReconversiOn. This It I~ whwh brmgs . us 

Perception js limited to the a:pprehensioi). of external finally on high, artismal ground, mto harmony alike 
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:With the ~l~a1·ned wor~d and with ordinary Positiv-I hav. If MJ," Clj.mb_!)i'larid is 'an _Agnostic _he ought is but one entr:yifor th~ -~miuing jead:, 1800, and that 
1sts,. ~uthonzmg the ?l~l~; however, that_we are more not to truckle to the :preachers~' as. l.le .<foes, but per- is a pM'ticlli,arly .fl~tif ·_p,ar(l.g1.~ttPP. which .ilb,1st_rates the 
posltlv than ~h~ _Positm~ts ther_nsel~s:--:masmuch,as haps he understan(ls tl:Ie. 'secr~t 'of full houses is-to growing irrevei·erice 6f t1ie nineteenth century:: 
from the pnmitiv natunsmal Simphmt:y we hav un- be under their p'atronage. ..,. ' Jos. TEMPLETON. "Sabbath January j,JO Nathan Shoreman of :Bellingham in 
dergoJ?-e, first, a, thorou_gh Termin.al Conversi_on into · BelleVille, April_ 30, 283. · · · · a fore' wheeled Carriage T1·aveld-I asked him th_e ocn.tion of 
Opposits, plungmg us mto the extremest logical and · · · · · his Travling to Day he told me it wn.s none of ·my business-
metaphysical analysis; and then an Ulterior Quasi- 1 · · • ·. Witness David F~sher juJ!er al;\dPegge.Kalloek." 
Reconversion, bringing: us out upon the popular A Pions: Relic.- An impious epoch had dawned, and the tithing-
platform, drenched merely. with the lingering results How THE CHRiSTIANS OF .... hi· OLDEN TIMES" TREATED man. was soon to be deposed. : _The1:e !U'S but few 
of our metaphysical baptism. It is this ultimate con- THEIR FELLOW-MEN WHO Iiio:K:E THE SABBATH, further enti·ies. On the next page this memorandum 
dition, and the compound pegrip of all these three . From: th~ ~ost~ iiera;d. is written: . .· . . . 
conditions iri one, the Tri-Unism:al resultant condi- .. The differe_n(le :t>etweei:t ;t:h~ ·Sunday-of 1880 a~d · . · "Franklin January 1318°2· 
t . h' h · h hil h • · · h S b "Mr. -Nathans had his trial before Pe.ttiah Fisher Esq. 
IOn, w lC JS meant by t e p osop y of Integral- t e a. bath of 1798 in Massachusetts is greater than "Was fined for breach of Sabbath ;£34 s6 Witness and at-

ism. Positivism means, on the other hand, observa- most people realize .. Everybody knows, as a matter tendance &c .£5 s2," ·· · · · 
tiona} generalization of the naturismal, primitiv, or of fact, that the laws concerning travel on the Lord's Perhaps the most astonishing. ent~y .of all is the 
simplistietype, which has never passed through the day .wer!l, _at the beginning. of this century, of extra- last, which is as follows: · . 
sta,ge of analytical investigation, Comte said, per- ordinary. severity, , a11d, . moreover, that they were "About January 1802 Coli. Moses Whitney had 2 or 3 :Balls 
haps boasted, that he had neyer read a work on l!let- strictly enforced, which·· is more than {lall be said of in his Houss. About January 1803 he hn.d a Dansing Chool 
aphysics in his life. Here, then, commence both the certain ancient statutes which still remain nominally in his Hous for about three Months, once a week..:..about 
real difference ·and the reconciliation between 'Uni- in force in this· state. But the theoretical knowledge Febr'y one ball-March 11 ~8?3 one :Ball." . 
versologists and a certain now prevalent imperfect of t?-e thing .is-far from being ·a; practicalrealization. What further enor}n~~Ies WE\r~ q()~~wttecl by the 
Positivism affecting the definition and understanding of 1t. The hundreds of well-to-do Bostonians who transgressors of Wrentham on tlie Sabbath day hav 
of science, both accepting the popula1· basis, as I hav go out behind their trotters: for a little ride· on the not been recorded by Deacon Day. · It is known:, bow
said. The Positivist of the hom-not Comte nor mill-dam road of·a 'Sunday afternoon, and the· thou- ever, by old residents that a minister whose_labors in 
Spencer, the great leaders-givs the chief emphasis sands who take an airing _on' the. open horse-cars, the pl~ce extenqed over half a centur;r oft~D?-e (Pa:
to the natural sciences, and would, if he could, re- witho~t a twinge of 'conscience, ~arinot fully realize son Frsk) was once anested for ha:vmg v~sited hi:s 
strict the use of the term science to that group; while that eighty years ago men were aJ.Tested and fined brother on Sunday. When the :fifth .ttnd_ sixth regi
it is the doctrin of Comte, who makes mathematics for driving oiit on the_ Sal)b~th ~ay in this common- ments of Massachusett~ _volunteers l_eft B~ston for t?e 
the fundamental science, and of Spencer, who affirms wealth: _A gentleman of thrs c~ty whose ancestral front, ~n .su~day, ,~he 2~st_ of April, 1861, th,e da1ly 
that quaJ.Ititativ science is higher in rank and farther home ISm 'Vrentham recently found among a .lot of Advm ttse1 said: No tithmgman attempted to ar
on than qualitativ science, and, finally and especially, old rubbish in' his atti~ a diminutiv note-book bound rest them." The tithingman had passed away, and 
of Universology, which takes up and givs a new and in coarse brown· paper covers, on. the out~ide of his petty tyranny was but a memory. It is sc~cely 
remarkable emphasis to this abstract point of view, which was inscribed, in an awkward handwriting, that now, except among the. very oldest inhabita~ts. 

l\1.1·. Emary's Hopes and Misgivings •. 
and plunges, as I hav said, into the depths of logical "A. Book for Transgressors on the Sabbath." Inves
and analogical analysis for a new factor of basis, that tigation r!lvealed tl;le fact th_at. it was the private note
the emphasis belongs to the mor.e especially scientific book of a tit4ingm~:~.n of Wrentham, .Deacon Benja
element which, it affirms, is that portion of knowl- min Day, in 17~8 .. The. entries were all in reference 
edge which rests mainly on Perception and Inference, to various cases of Sabbath-b1~eaking, with the names 
and thence upon Reason. of witnesses, and occasionally the record of the result 

The first of these views is Naturism; the second of trial~ .... The names are all old Wrentham names, 
is Scientism; and their begi:ip and ultimate recon- and the.re.is no doubt.of·the genuin chaJ.'acier of this 
ciliation and harmony will be Artism in this behalf; literary. curiosity. Th-e first memorandum appears 
while yet from the Universological point of view Na- to be a condensed digest.of the legal provisions for 
turismology (begotten mainly of Sensation) is a lower cases of breach of the Sabbath, entered for the guid
and subordinate department of the whole edifice of ance of the zealous deacon, who had prcbably just 
science; and Scientismology (begotten mainly of become a tithingman. It is as f~llows, verbatim: 

To THE EDI'.roR oF THE Tnu'l'H SEEKEn, Si1' : This 
paper, like its compeer the Boston Investigatm·, has 
long been celebrated for its sound common sense. 
The late D. M. Bennett (though estimated by the. so
called learned world as not one among them) was 
the very embodiment of common sense. We wish 
to see this very essential element of sound common 
sense ne'(er to fade, or be lost sight of in om TRUTH 
SEEKER. 

Perception) is a higher and superordinate branch; "Sabbath, June, 10, 1798. Behave Audely or indece:p.tly 
both, however, being legitimate and alike important 40s nor less 5s. Willful interrupt or Disturb s10 or 20s and 
departments-the question being one merely of order to Demand of all such Persons the Cause thereof-together 

d h · Ab t t S · b · 1 · 1 th with their Homes and Plases of abode-and if any person an emp asrs. s rae mence eing ogwa 'ma e- shall refuse to giv answer-or shall giv a fals answer to such 
matical, and analogical, is now, from this point of view, Demand he shall pay a_ fine ;£5 nor less than s20." 
about to come forward and assume a new and un-
thought-of importance and predominance-especially It appears that the new official found occasion to 
in the third one of these three sub-orders of abstrac- exercise his authority the very next Sunday, for the 
tion (analogic). . . · . · next entry is .as follows: 

I hav also mentioned a third and new element-- "Sabbath June 17 James Curry of Providence coachman 
that of Reason. Then what is Reason in this con- refused his Christian name. 

· Curry ·· } nection? What is it in every and all connections? Barker :Boston 
It is, as said above, a third thing superadded to sen- . .. Munson 
sation and perception, but only as water is a third Each refused to giv their Christian Name.s when requested in 
thing-a compound resultant from Hydrogen and presence of Calvin Fisher." . . . 

Oxygen. It is the Artistic element, the finality, the It was a grievous case, but there is no record of 
completion, adaptation, keeping the just-enough or fines or any other punishment. The· following Sun~ 
the reasonable quantity of the whole and the parts; day, June 24th, there was no trouble; the date alone 
fitness :for the accomplishment of the end of being- is racorded. But a week later there was a bold in
the Reasonable amount of everything. Reason is a fraction of the law which must hav been duly pun
?'atio, a .due proportion, a suitage of the ingredients ished: 
to the dose and of the dose to the case; and the be
grip, in this case, of Sensation and Perception as its 
two elements, factors, or constituents. 

And this is perhaps as much as is needed for the 
present dose. · 

Will Mr. Putnam hav the kindness to furnish me, 
through THE TRUTH SEEKER, a definition of Metaphys
ics, to the logic of which he will be willing to adhere? 
He informs us that Metaphysics is ;hereafter to be 
ruled out of science, under that name. Huxley says 
that Comte called everything · which he didn't like 
Metaphysics. I hope that is not Mr. Putnam's mean-
ing of the term. STEPHEN PEARL .ANDREws. 

"Sabbath July 2 one Samuel Jones of Lime bound to :Brid-
water he said--·" · ' 

Then .follows the appalling record of the misdeeds 
of that immortal rascal, John Smith; 

"Sabbath July 9 one John Smith of Walpole inholder Drove 
his Coach on Lord day and Refused to Stop or giv any ac
compte of his Home or business-! then entered a complaint 
to Jabez Fisher Esquire-unnecessary witness Dea :Blake Mr 
Shaw--." 

,It is distressing to imagi~ the humiliating tableau 
formed by the tithingman, alternately threatening 
and beseeching the malefactor. to stop and giv an ac
count of himself, while the hardened Smith whips up 
his nag and disappears down the road in a cloud of 

An Inquiry About. Mr. Cumberland. dust; but there were other kinds of law-breakers that 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: 'As yon Deacon Day had to deal with, as this memorandum 

are devoting a good deal of space to .the uiscussion shows: 
of Spiritualism, I would like to hav a little informa- "Sabbath July 15 at Noon I went tip the Gallery and found 
tion, fro'm some one that knows, about J\'Ir. Stuart a-Numb.er of young men that were full of Levity viz :Bacon 
Cumberland, the so-called mind-reader and exposer Ruggles & Cobb &c. ·• · 

. of mediums' tricks. He has been lectming in Canada - After this there was apparently a long interval of 
lately, and gave two exhibitions in our city, which peace, during which the tithingman found no occa

. were warmly indorsed by the clergy and all the sion to make. any entries in· his little book. In 1799 
·high-toned pious people. He is sweeping in his de~ there were but few breaches of the Sabbath. Under 

nun·ciation of Spiritualism, which he calls a pestilence the date of Feb. 3d it is recorded that "Lemuel Pain, 
and a curse to the cai1se of religion; and mediums of Foxbmy [Foxborol Drove his oxon and Sled on 
all, without exception, are but tricksters. I would the Sabbath and Sayd he was under a Necessity to 
like to know Mr. Cumberland's religious views, and travel." The same excuse was offered three weeks 
if any of your readers is possessed of accurate in- later by "Calvin and Luther Spencer from the state 
formation, would like to hear it. A great deal is be- of Connetticut loaded with feathers in a two hors 
ing said about the liberality of Spiritualists versus slay bound to Boston~they say for want of money, 
the illiberality of Agnostics. I giv a recent ex peri- as they had l>ut 4-6 jf they could not sel their Feath
ence ef my own. We were getting up -a lecture by ers." In June ofthe same year "John Whipple of 
Mr. Watts about a month ago,_ and asked several Proyidence a,JJ.d two gentle-men with him, traveled in 
Spiritualists to aid us(as we had aided them to bring the stag~," and !'.2 of them would. giv no.accompt of 
Slade here last summer),,and three of them refused, their Home or Business." Paul Wares Witnessed 
because they said he (Watts) was an Athei~t, anrl this heinous deed. }t is E;et ,forth that, on the 20~h 
they would not encomage Atheism. That Is bow of September, "AbiJah Hall and Joseph Porter plaid 
much Liberality most of the Spiritualists round here ·at meeting, and-' the witness was B. Hawes." 'Ihere 

Lately transcendentalism, psychology, anthropo
morphism, immortality, faith, and the unknowable, 
in all guise, mixed with learned phrases that need 
a dictionary at the elbow of the unhappy truth 
seeker as be reads his paper, leave the wretch to 
weep in a fog, instead of to learn. The Spiritualists 
are claiming the dead Bennett, and so are the Ma
terlists. He belong·ecl to neither. He· witnessed 
phenomena which science at present cannot explain. 
He heard explanations which no man should be too 
ready to accept. To the Spiritualists he said, ''I 
hope your theory: is true." To the Materialists he 
said: "You are not infallible, and I await further 
developments. I don't know-I am Agnostic." 
Socrates battled the Sophists. Had Bennett lived, he 
would hav done so too. "Sound is a substance," say 
the Sophists of to-day. Bennett would hav said, It 
is a result, an effect, and not an entity. The Sophists 
say, "If there was no eye, there would be no light-
if no ear, then no sound." Bennett would not hav 
indorsed such fashionable sophism. Bennett died, 
yet the sun shines though his eye is dim and sees it 
not. Should the whole race of man die out too, the 
sun would continue to shine. Should all living 
creatures cease to liv, still the thunder cloud would 
giv out its flash and roar, with none to see ·or 
hear, and the sun's splendor would be undiminished 
with no witnesses. 

But returning to our topic in reference.to pedantic 
learned phrases. We Western folks are illiterate, 
neal' in locality to the Indian, and not many grades 
above him in civilization. We do hope THE Tuu'.rH 
SEEKER will in future aim· to adapt its language· to 
our limited capacity. In our simplicity we are 
equally abhorrent of slang on the one hand, and 
learned pedantry on the other. In cases of emergency 
we propose to fortify ourselvs with a Webster's un
abridged, but any dictionary for obsolete phrases, 
newly invented or outlandish leq.rned ones, or slang, 
we rely on the future good judgment of om TRUTH 
SEEKER to save us from fog and obscurity. 

But the mission of THE TRUTH SEEKER and its 
readers is a higher mission than merely cultivation 
of good taste and good expression of language. The 
religions that point to the unknowable gods and 
demons are going fast out of date. A religion that 
aims to benefit here and now-areligion of humanity
is looming up in grand proportions; and let us hope 
that-Bennett's main legacy to the world-his TRUTH 
SEEKER-will continue to do its full share to urge on 
a holy cause. F. J. E111ARY. 

Osceola, Iowa. 

:MODERN estheticism appears to wony the Washing
ton Republic, for it fears that " ver:y soon from some 
pulpit in washington. we will be startled by an 
esthetic preacher announcing 'ho~ ., Evie' ate the 
apple and ·gave also to her husband; how 'Mol
lie' choose the better part; how her sister 'Mattie' 
gave her attention to household affairs; how 'Ruthie' 
gleaned in the fields of Boaz, and how ' Sadie ' by 
faith gave birth to Isaac at the age of ninety." 
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Christian Revision Councils. 
Last week Mr. G. H. Gibson, of Loup City, asked 

a question which we inadvertently omitted to answer. 
The question was as to how many times and by what 
people the Bible has been revised. 

The Catholic church claims to hav held a council 
in the year 50 to decide certain questions concerning 
the Bible, but there is no record of it, and it is 
certain that the church errs. 

The Council of Nice was not strictly a revision 
committee, but was called by Constantine to discuss 
and settle the doctrins respecting the precise rela
tions of Christ to God. This, all will admit, is a deL 
icate matter, and needed a full council to decide. 
This conclave met in 325, and was composed of 
bishops from Europe, Asia, and Africa. There as
sembled 2,048 bishops, all of different sentiments 
and opinions. The records of the disputes of these 
fierce and bigoted bishops amounted to forty vol
umes. The conflict in the council arrived at such -a 
pitch that the emperor, as moderator, for the pur
pose of preserving some degree of unity and pro
priety, was obliged to expel 1, 730 of the exasperated 
and contentious bishops. The remaining 318 bish
ops then proceeded to determin which ones of the 
various writings were the inspired word of God. 
"This was done," says Papias, the Christian father, 
"by placing all the books under a comn;rimion table, 
and, upon the prayers of the council, the inspired 
books jumped upon the communion table, while the 
false ones remained under." But it is related that 
many mocked at this method, and the religious row 
continued as fierce as ever. Finally, most of the 
manuscripts submitted, after being sufficiently fought 
ovQr, were rejected, whereupon Constantine affixed 
the seal of the empire to the remaining few, declar
ing such to be the "word of God." 

The Council of Laodicea was held in 365. This 
was not an ecumenical (general) council, but its list 
was afterward adopted by the church, so that virtu
ally it was an action on the general contents of the 
Bible. To show the great disorder, uncertainty, and 
chaos attending the formulation of God's unchange
able and infallible word, we quote from Keeler's 
" Short History of the Bible " regarding this council 
and the disputes following it. One of ·its decrees 
was as follows: 

"Psalms composed by private men must not be read in the 
church, nor uncanonical books, but only canonical books of 
the New and Old Testaments. How many books must be 
read:" 

"Then follows the list as we hav it to-day, except that the 
Old Testament has Baruch and the Epistle of Jeremiah. 
neither of which are now in the Bible; and the New Testa~ 
ment omits Revelation. Observe for the first time the tone 
of authority as to what must and must not be read. 

"Athanasius, bishop of Alexandria (365 A. D.), was at en
mity with Eusebius and the clergy of Laodicea, and when 
the latter declared that Revelation was not in the Bible, 
Athanasius immediately promulgated a list in which he de
clared that it was. In his canon he names, he says, the 
books in which alone were proclaimed the doctrin of godli
ness, and which no man must take from and no man add to. 
Yet he omitted Esther, which the church has since added, 
and he also inserted Baruch and the Letter of Jeremiah, 
which the church has since taken away. He expressly de
clared that Esther was not a part of the Bible, and placed it 
on a level with the 'Pastor of Hermas,' and a book called 
• The Doctrin of the Apostles.' He closed by saying, 'Let 
there be no mention of apocryphal writings.' He had be
come tired of the controversy. 

"Am philo chi us, bishop of I conium (365 A. n. ), also of 
the Eastern church, omitted from the Old Testament Esther, 
but said that some thought it should be included. In his 
New Testament he givs $he four gospels, Acts, and four
teen epistles of P&Ul, and adds: 'But some maintain that the 
epistle to the Hebrews is spurious; not speaking well, for 
the grace (it shows) is genuin. To proceed: What remains 
Qf the Catholic epistl~ll ~OlJl(l maint~in that we ought to re 

ceive seven, and others three only, one of James, and one of 
Peter, and one of John. • • • The Revelation of John 
again some reckon among (the scriptures); but still the ma
jority say that it is spurious. This will be the most truthful 
canon of the inspired scriptures.' The reader cannot decide 
from that what he considered • the most truthful canon,' but 
it shows again how entirely unsettled was the question as to 
what was the Bible and what was not, and the question was 
purely a matter of individual opinion. His closing words 
show that in his time no list was universally accepted. 

"Gregory of Nazianzus (389 A. D.), gave as -the New Testa
ment the four gospels, the Acts, fourteen epistles of Paul, 
and the seven Catholic epistles, and he adds, 'In these you 
hav all the inspired books; if there be any book beside 
these, it is not among the genuin (scriptures).'' He be
longed to the Eastern church, and was thrusting at Revelation . 

"By the 'seven Catholic Epistles' is meant always James, 
First Peter, Second Peter, First John, Second John, Third 
John and Jude. Why they are called Catholic Epistles no 
one knows. Any explanation of the name is an assumption. 

"Epiphanius (403 A. D.) did not use Second John, Third 
John, Second Peter, Jude, and Revelation, all of which 
are in the Bible now; and in a synopsis of Scripture attrib
uted to him the canonical list of the Old Testament omits 
First Chronicles, Second Chronicles, Esther, Job and Lamen
tations. We never hear that St. Chrysostom was liable to 
eternal damnation because he did not • accept the Bible as a 
whole,' or 'believe that every word in the blessed book was 
inspired by God.' Another peculiarity of the list is that it 
repeats Ruth-showing how careless the fathers could be in 
stating what was in the sacred volume-and it inserts the 
Wisdom of Jesus, a book which is not now in the Bible. 

"Theodore, of Mopsuestia, rejected the book of Job, the 
Epistle of James, Second Peter, Second John, Third John, 
Jude, and Revelation, all of which are now in the Bible. 

"Theodoret, Bishop of Cyprus, rejected Second John, 
Third John, Second Peter, Jude, and Revelation. 

"There are three great manuscripts of the Greek Bible ex
tant, the Sinaitic, the Vatican, and the Alexandrine. They 
are the high courts of appeal in all cases of disputed texts, 
and their lists are, therefore, very important. 

"The Sinai tic manuscript is one founci by Tischendorf in 
a convent of St. Catharine, Mount Sinai, in 1859, and is· 
probably the oldest of the New Testament codices in exist
ence, dating back te the fourth century. It has the four 
gospels, the fourteen epistles of Paul, Acts, the seven Cath
olic epistles, Revelation, the 'Epistle of Barnabas,' and a 
part of the 'Shepherd of Hermas,' the last two of which are 
not in the Bible now. 

"The Vatican manuscript, in the Vatican library at Rome, 
belongs to the middle of the fourth century. It ends by mu-. 
tilation at Hebrews ix, 14. Up to that point it agrees sub
stantially with the Alexandrine manuscript. What other 
books it may hav contained one cannot say. The Alexan
drine manuscript, belo.nging to the fifth century, and written 
probably in Egypt, includes in the Old Testament Tobit Ju
dith, Esdras, First Maccabees, Second Maccabees, Third 
Maccabees, Fourth Mac~abees, the Wisdom of Solomon, and 
the Wisdom of Jesus, and in the New Testament the two 
'Epistles of Clement,' none of which are now in our Bible. 

"The Clermont Codex, a Latin manuscript, now in the im
perial library at Paris, and dating back from the fifth to the 
eighth century, contains a list of the books read in the Afri
can church in the third century. Its Old .Testament list 
omits First Chronicles, Second Chronicles, and Lamenta
tions, wHich are now in the Bible, and inserts the Wisdom of 
Solomon, the Wisdom of Jesus, son of Sirach, Tobit, Judith, 
First Maccabees, Second Maccabees, and Third Maccabees, 
which are not in the Bible. And its New Testament list 
omits Phillippians, First Thessalonians, and Second Thessa
lonians, which are now in the Bible, and inserts the 'Shep
herd of Hermas,' the 'Acts of Paul;' and the 'Revelation of 
Peter,' which are not now in it. The epistle which is now 
called to the Hebrews is there called the • Epistle to Barnabas.' 

"Hilary of Poi tiers (368 A. D.) included the epistle of Jere
miah in the Old Testament, although it is not now in the 
Bible. 

" Opta.tus, of M:ela { 370 A., D.), omitted He brews. 
"In the early days books were read in the churches which 

were known at the time to be spurious, and which were not 
in the canon, and finally they obtained a place in the Bible. 
This was the case with Second Peter. Didymus, of Alex
andria (392 A. D.), says that in his time that book was ac
counted spurious and was not in the canon, and that yet it 
was publicly read. To-day it is not only read in the churches 
but is accounted genuin and is in the Bible. And if any 
modern orthodox minister, believing as the ancients did, that 
it was spurious, desired to say so, he would not dare do it, 
since it would 'unsettle the faith of his congregation.' For 
this he would be dismissed, and the bread and butter of his 
wife and children would stop. It is thus that ecclesiasticism 
compels men to play the hypocrit, and teach as true :what 
they believe to be false." 

The third council of Carthage was held in 397. In 
419 another was held at this place. Of these coun
cils Keeler says: 

"The reader would err greatly did he suppose that in these 
assemblies one or two hundred gentlemen sat down to dis
cuss quietly and dignifiedly the questions which had come 
before them for settlement. On the contrary, many of the 
bishops were ignorant ruffians, and were followed by crowds 
of vicious supporters, who stood ready on the slightest ex
cuse to maim and kill their opponents. The most shocking 
scenes that occur in the ward political conventions in the 
worst districts Of our great cities are as ·nothing compared 
with what history tells us was common in these Christian 
councils." 

This is corroborated by several Christian historians 
and. Bible scholars, viz.: Dr. Philip Sch~ ene of the 

revisers; Dean Milman, the celebrated historian, and 
many older writers and Christian fathers. Gregory 
of Nazianzus speaks of them as "assemblies of cranes 
and geese." 

In early times the chw·ch was disturbed and rent 
by factions the same as at present. At a general 
council held at Ephesus in 431-a council marked, 
says Schaff, by "shameful intrigue, uncharitable lust 
of condemnation, and coarse violence of conduct"
both factions "came with armed escorts, as if going 
to battle, and were followed by great mobs of the ig
norant rabble, slaves and seamen, the lower populace 
of Constantinople, peasants and bathmen, and hordes 
of women, prepared for violence; the city was pa
troled by troops, and Nestorius and John of Antioch 
had armed body guards to protect them from the 
violence of Cyril's party. The two bands fought in 
streets and much blood was shed, and at the reading 
of the imperial decree such a tumult ar<!lse that all 
the contending bishops were ordered under arrest. 
An effort was made immediately after to hold a coun
cil in Constantinople, and such was the fear of a riot 
that it had to be adjourned to the suburban district 
across the Bosphorus." 

The violent proceedings of the council held at 
Ephesus in August, 449, earned for it the name of 
"Robber Council." The account says: 

"Dioscorus presided with brutal violence. Fear of personal 
injury was so great that Flavian and his friends, composing 
one faction, hardly dared to open their lips, while Theodoret 
was excluded entirely. A communication, ·presented from 
Eusebius, was received by the crowd with cries of 'Let Eu
sebius be burnt-let him be burnt alive. As he has cut Christ 
in two, so let him' be cut in two.' Three delegates from Rome 
were so terrified that they did not venture to read an epistle 
which they bore from Leo. One of the members preferred 
charges of unchastity against a bishop, but Dioscorus dis
missed them with the remark, 'If you hav an accusation to 
make against his orthodoxy, we will receive it; but we hav 
not come together to pass judgment concerning unchastity.' 
The subject of the canon was, of course, not the only one 
discussed by councils. In fact, in many councils it was not 
referred to. Questions of belief occupie~ more time than it 
did. In this council the problem was, 'Did Christ hf+V two 
natures after the incarnation?' In this age, if a man should 
ask such a question, it would be regarded as the vagary of an 
unbalanced mind, and hardly compatible with sanity; but 
the men of that age found it worthy of their most earnest at
tention. Dioscorus and his party wished Flavian and his 
friends to sign a confession of fl!ith that Christ had but one 
nature. Flavian refused to do so. At a given signal the 
doors were thrown open, a band of soldiers and an armed 
mob rushed in, and the terrified bishops of the Flavian party 
were compelled, by blows and at the point of the sword, to 
sign. Where before there had been two parties there was 
now not alone a majority, but almost unanimity. The de
cree having been signed, Diosco1·us was no longer able to 
control his anger, and he struck the vanquished Flavian. 
Thus encouraged, a crowd of infuriated monks set upon the 
unfortunate bishop of Jerusalem, crying, 'Kill him ! kill 
him !' and they beat and kicked him, and inflicted such in
juries that death ensued shortly after. Dean Millman re
marks significantly that this was not the last council defiled 
by blood." 

The Council of Chalcedon, called at Nicea, in 451, 
was so unruly as to necessitate changing its place of 
meeting to where the emperor could reach it with 
troops and compel order. 

At a council held at Constantinople in 785 the sol
diery burst into the chamber and dispersed the 
bishops. A council at Nicea two years after, with 
gentle Christian amenity, called this council "a synod 
of fools and madmen." 

The fourth Constantinople Council was held in 
869. The five Lateran councils were held, respect
ivly, in 1123, 1139, 1179, 1215, 1512-17. The first 
and second of Lyons in 1245 and 1247; that of Vien" 
na in 1311; of Constance in 1414-18; of Basle, 1431. 

The Council of Trent, 1545, settled the canon for 
Catholics. After quoting the decree of this council, 
which was-

"The holy ecumenical and general council of Trent, • , • 
following the examples of the orthodox fathers. receives and 
venerates all the books of the Old and New Testaments, 
and also traditions pertaining to faith and conduct, • • , 
with an equal feeling of devotion and reverence. . . • The 
synod thought proper, therefore, to annex to this decree a. 
catalog of the sacred books, lest any doubt might arise con
cerning those that were approved of. They are the follow
ing: [Then nre given the names of the books exactly as they 
stand in the Catholic Bible to-day; and the decree proceeds.] 
Now, if anyone reading over these books in all their parts, as· 
they are usually read iri the Latin Vulgate edition, does not 
hold them for sacred and canonical [observe "canonical,'' 
not "inspired "], and, knowing the aforesaid traditions, does 
industriously contemn them, let him be anathema"-

Mr. Keeler says: "That is when the doctrin origi
nated that we must believe the Bible or be damned. 
More than fifteen hundred years after Jesus Christ 
was dead the superstition arose." 
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The Westminster Assembly, in 1647, settled the 
canon for the Protestants by making the list as we 
now hav it in the King James translation. It rejects 

· the Old Testament Apocrypha, which was, however, 
for a long time printed with it as a kind of appendix, 
and many old Bibles hav it. In 1827, however, the 
British and Foreign Bible Society decided to no 
longer circulate it, and the American imitators soon 
followed suit. 

word would hav been denounced as "mere fables 
and lying narrations." The fact is, th~ divinity of 
the so-called sacred word depends not on anything 
God has done or said (if he ever did or said any
thing, or ever did or does exist), but upon the un
stable votes of wrangling and unprincipled church
men. No book should be worshiped, and least of 
all one with such a spotted record as the Bible-made 
by men, sold by men for profit, changed by men to 
suit the growing and progressiv times, and finally 
doomed to be deprived by men of any other value 
than being one among the many of the world's relig
ious books. 

It is impossible to name all the different transla
tions of the Bible, for there hav been so many in ex
istence that it is now all guess-work. The president 
of Hiram College, 0., Prof. B. A. Hinsdale, relates 
that Griesbach collected one hundred and fifty thou-
sand various readings of the New Testament alone. A Society that Needs to be Watched. 
It was differently translated ·by every monk who had The National Reform Association is coming to the 
sufficient education to read and write. Previous. to front again, making extrf!- endeavors to propagate its 
Ring. James's translation of 1611 there wer~ in use Christian political principles. By a circular issued 
in the Protestant church many versions. They were last week the public is informed of its intentions "to 
founded on William Tyndale's translation. The maintain existing Christian features in the American 
"Great Bible" was published in 1539-41, in the reign government, and to secure a suilahle religious amend
of Henry VIII.; next was the "Bishop's Bible" of 7n6nt io the Constitution if the United States." 
1568 and 1572, in the reign of Elizabeth; next the A few years ago this society persuaded Senator 
authorized edition of King James I., and lastly, the Edmunds, of Vermont, to introduce and advocate 
revised version of the New Testament printed in our such an amendment, and it came within two votes of 
own time. The revisers are at work upon the Old passing the Senate. This defeat convinced the lead
Testament now. ers of the movement that the time was not ripe for 

It is thus seen that the Bible as a whole, and the the scheme, and it was suffered to. lapse into .silence. 
New Testament in particular, is about as uncertain a Since then they apparently hav gained courage. 
book as there is in the world. The authors are most- "During the present year this society has greatly enlarged 
ly unknown, the date of writing is largely guess- its operations. Four district secretaries are devoting their 

whole time to the work, holding conventions, addressing 
work, the statements made are nearly all false, the churches and public meetings, circulating petitions and ex
claims made for them are wholly m:ireasonable, its tending the membership of the organization. Within six 
alleged historical facts are improbable and impossi- months fourteen conventions and more than two hundred 
ble occurrences, and altogether it is a delusiv and de- public meetings hav been held in behalf of this cause. The 
ceiving book. On it has been 1built up a priesthood members of the association enroled during the current year 

and contributing to its funds are more than two thousand, 
that draws millions of dollars annually from the peo- 11nd its list of officers includes many prominent and influen
ple, without rendering an equivalent-a priesthood tial men. Felix R. Brunot, of Pittsburgh, is president." 
that depends upon cajolery and fear to hold its posi- Just what this clique want, and what they intend 
tion. The priests hav established a theology which to obtain if they can, is thus boldly stated: 
they hold over the igl)orant as a slave-driver holds the "Among the features of the government which this asso
lash over his slave-a theology repugnant to the kinder ciation aims to conserve are our Sabbath laws, the use of the 

Bible in public schools, prayer in the national and state leg
sentiments of humanity, which destroys love by send- islutures, and the Christian law of marriage in opposition to 
ing its dearest objects to a fiendish hell, and outrages the lax divorce legislation now so common. Some suitable 
justice by giving a heaven to all the murderers and change in the Constitution is deemed by this society to be in
thieves who throw themselvs into Jesus's arms. Upon dispensably necessary, since that instrument, in its present 
this most unsatisfactory book has been made to hang f.orm, is extensivly regarded as an expression of the secular 

theory of government, and is constantly employed as an ar
the future destiny of millions and millions of people gument against all that is Christian in the usage and admin-
-of thuse who were born and died before 'its pages stration of our government" 
ever saw the light, of those living since who never Now, these changes are precisely the ones that 
saw it or heard of it, as well as those who, knowing should not be made. 
its history thoroughly, reject it as the crude The Sabbath laws are acts of religious tyranny. 
woxk of unprincipled and ignorant ecclesiastics. There is no difference in the days of the week in 
It seems strange that God should only reveal his point of sanctity. One day in seven is needed for 
word and will to one nation, or s·et of men, and then rest and recuperation by the toilers of the world, but 
damn every one else for not knowing what he has their mode of spending it is no one's business but 
thus hid from them. But that he has, we learn from their own. If they choose to devote the day to world
thi~ book, and from those expounders of it who ly sports and pastimes, the church people hav no 
stand in the highways proclaiming that they, and right to interfere. A weekly holiday is not a Chris
they alone, hav God's truth to reveal. Supposing tian institution. They hav no patent on it. Every 
the seventeen hundred and thirty bishops, whom law looking to its enforcement as a religious festival 
Constantine kicked out of the council of Nice, had or day should be abrogated. 
remained and voted for a different set of books, where The Bible should be kept from the public schools 
would all the believers who hav died be now-in because, in the first place, government has nothing 
heaven or hell? One gospel of Peter was long in to do with religion. The schools are for the purpose 
dispute. Supposing it had been voted out as not of providing the young with an education that shall 
inspired. What would the Catholic church be with- enable them to get a living for themselvs and not be
out the Petrinegospels? Paul's writings were fought come burdens upon the state. Secondly, because it 
over viciously. Where would the Protestants get is unfair for the religious minorities to hav the relig
their basic principles if Paul's friends had been in ions majorities force their peculiar tenets upon their 
the minority? Surely the "everlasting things" of children. All classes are taxed to support the schools, 
Christianity hang on a very slender thread! Why and all should hav equal rights therein and derive 
was not the "Wisdom of Jesus" continued as canoni- equal benefits therefrom. This,. as we said last week, 
cal? Nothing is so much,needed for his reputation, would necessitate all religions being represented or 
as some evidence that he had a little wisdom. When none. As the former is manifestly impracticable, the 
God was inspiring authors, why did he not inspire latter is the only choice. Third, the Bible is an im
copyists, printers, and proof readers? proper book to be placed in the hands of the young 

Why should God's word be left by him to take its without an impartial explanation of its true charac
chances in ward primaries and politicians' caucuses? ter. It biases the mind and weaves an influence 
It was just as easy to make it plain as to giv it in the around the young that years are insufficient to eradi
helter-skelter, hit-or-miss style in which we find it. cate. How often do we hear the testimony of strong 
There were also some fifty or more "gospels" forged men of the mental suffering they underwent before 
during the :first two centuries of the Christian era. emerging from the darkness of the fear of hell and 
.All the leading Christians of the first three centuries dread of an in:finit torturer! Religion is a matter for 
were ignorant and unprincipled men-among them mature judgment to decide upon. With hundreds of 
Origen, Jerome, Eusebius,Chrysostom-who did not thousands of people educated as Christians denying 
scruple to "lie that the truth might more abound." Christianity in toto, with other religions surpassing it 
When this is duly considered, it will at once appear in age, grandeur, and number of adherents, its divinity 
why the N~w Testament is such an unsatisfactory is certainly not well enough established to justify its 
work. Had the majority of these squabbling bishops dogmatic teaching as the whole truth. So long as 
voted against the received version, what is now es- there is one person whose child is in the public 
teemed by a portion of the civilized world to be God's school who denies its truth, so long should the Bible 

be excluded. The rights of one are as sacred as the 
rights of a million. 

No child should be taught that which in manhood's 
years he will regret having learned. No one regrets 
having studied mathematics, geography, history, 
grammar, astronomy, geology, physics, or any of the 
solid and ben.eficial studies, but there are thousands 
in this country alone who bitterly regret the homs 
spent in learning that they were sinners doomed 
from all eternity to hell fire. This specter clings to 
their minds and makes bitter every innocent joy. 
Only when they temporarily forget their religion can 
they be happy. 

The Bible abounds in records of impure and im
proper transactions, with accounts of historical 
slaughters, religious massacres, bloodshed, carnage, 
and death. These are there as a part of God's word, 
and the children naturally conclude that what is good 
in God cannot be bad in them. This leads to cru
elty and immorality on the part of the young. A 
child reads the stories of David and Bathsheba, of 
Absalom and Tamar, and at once new thoughts crowd 
in upon the mind, and are liable to find expression in 
acts. The offering of Isaac by Abraham has led to 
many murders. Freeman, the Pocasset murderer, 
traces his insanity to his conversion, and now that he 
sees where religion has led him, renotmces it alto
gether .. If men commit hideous acts under the in
fluence of the Bible, certainly a child cannot be ex
pected to escape. 

The study of the Bible is confusing to the mind of 
a child. No one expects him to understand it. He 
reads in it accounts of the creation, of the sun stand
ing still, of the earth's corners, etc., accotmts which the 
teacher says are false, and he wonders and puzzles 
what it all can mean. Alld especially are the children 
of a republic misled by the Bible. It tells of the di
vine. right of kings, when there are no kings, and 
supports an aristocracy which our political teachers 
tell us is the very bane of government of, for, and 
by the people. It degrades labor to a punishment, 
and elevates idleness into service of God. It makes 
this world a prison pen, with an infinit fiend for a 
jailer, and no escape for the majority but to a worse 
condition. It teaches no reliance on good works, on 
honest acts, on charitable impulses, on benevolent 
deeds. For self-re1iance it substitutes abject servil
ity, and makes faith in the improbable, implicit be
lief in the impossible, the only passport to heaven. 
Boys read of men's crimes, girls of women's degra
dation. Such teachings must be injmious, and proof 
that they are is found in Christian countries being, in 
spite of civilization, more immoral than pagan nations. 

Prayers in our public assemblies are a farce, and the 
money spent on them is a shameful waste. They serve 
no good purpose whatever. If there be a God, they 
are an insult to him; if there be none, they are empty 
sound, or vaporous stump-speeches directed at the 
legislators-lobbyists' petitions in the name of God. 
The employment of chaplains is a sop thrown by 
politicians to the churches. Most legislators stay 
away until the prayer is delivered, and although 
they hav no scruples about wasting the people's 
money on prayers, never hear them themselvs. Of 
all the prayers uttered in our halls of legislation, we 
never heard of one doing any good-of a legislator 
who stole less or regarded the wishes of the people 
more for having heard it. 

As to marriage, it is a civil contract between man 
and woman, with no more divinity to the ceremony 
than there is to the subsequent quarrels. The church 
insists on its being considered a sacrament, and on 
supervising it, because it thereby gains a strong 
hold on the family. It is an impudent intervention 
of a class who seize every opportunity to add to 
their perquisits and liv without work. 

We hav called attention to this society that Lib
erals may be on their guard against it, and whenever 
one of these secretaries puts in an appearance be 
enabled to oppose him in all possible ways. George 
Washington said, "The government of the United 
States is not in any sense founded on the Christian 
religion;" but it looks as though the Infidels will 
hav to work hard to make these words good for all 
time. Religion is a matter with which the state has 
nothing to do, and religious people must be taught to 
let the state alone. As long as Christians are protect
ed equally with Infidels, common justice would seem 
to require them to be satisfied. They already force 
us to pay taxes to protect property from which we 
derive no benefit, and which we regard as a positiv 
evil, and now they want to make us fall down and 
worship their God according to law. 
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Ukommnnicatioqs. 

Advocating Peace. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The 

abusing of Spiritualists by Materialists, or Material
ists by Spiritualists, is a war from which no benefit 
can be derived, and is destined to bring dissensions 
into the Liberal camp, and break the harmony which 
should exist. Then in discussing these all-absorb
ing subjects (which should be open to free discus
sion) let us ever be courteous in ·our manner, and 
speak with respect of those who may differ from us. 
I do not uphold friend \Vinter or any Materialist 
in using harsh or abusiv names toward our friends 
the Spiritualists, although to me Spiritualism is as 
much of a delusion as the old myths of Jewish theol
ogy; yet that is no reason why I should not admire 
and treat an honest Spiritualist with respect. \Ve 
should all remember the fact that no two things 
in nature Me exactly alike. Friend N oe brings 
forward the often-used argument that Winter does 
nothing but make assertions, and has no evidence to 
substantiate Materialism or disprove Spiritualism. 
Are you not aware, friend Noe, that all the burden of 
proof lies alone with your side of the question?-:
that Materialism is but the negativ? We may all 
hope for a life beyond the grave, but that is no evi
dence, and ;-ve as Materialists hav no belief in any 
hereafter, s1mply because we cannot become cogni
zant of the fact by the faculties we possess. Now how 
Spiritualists gain knowledge of the fact (if !act it is) 
that we liv again, and that this world is but prep
aratory to another and higher life, is beyond the 
comprehension of the poor benighted Materialists. 
Here I would ask, What means of knowledge hav 
you that we all liv again of which we are not in 
possession? You say Winter's article "is made up 
largely of assertions." Hav you not fallen into the 
same common error in your answer when he asks 
you what you know about the future? I read, "I 
can tell you, after thirty-two years of investigation 
at a cost of over three hunch·ed dollars in money, 
I do lcnow that friends .that once lived in the grosser 
body, and died as it called, do still liv, and can 
and do communicate. This I do know, Winter, and 
I know it by investigation, and by hearing the facts 
demonstrated to me." Is not this a bare assertion 
when you say, "I do know ? " I see no evidence or 
proof in what you hav said that proves a life be
yond the grave. You say, "It is a demonstrated 
fact." So it may be to you, but to me it is not; and 
because you think or i)::nagin you see beyond the 
dark curtain at the latter extremity of human life, do 
you believe all others should see the same ? No, 
friend Noe, being demonstrated merelyto your mind 
is no proof to myself or Winter; and if you would 
hav us believe you must so demonstrate it that we 
can understand. If a truth it should not be difficult 
of demonstration. Come, now, bring along your facts 
as you hav them, and no longer base your belief on 
"I do know." Yon say that friends that once lived 
and died liv again. 'fhis may all seem true to you, 
that you hav met your departed friends and conversed 
with them, but I rather believe it the fancy of your 
imagination. If your friends come back and hold 
communion with you, why do not my friends do the 
same? I am sure my parents, who loved me so well 
while on earth, and whose love I tried to reciprocate 
would, if they conld, come back and talk to thei;. 
boy, who was but a child when they died; but not 
one word or sign has been revealed to me from them. 
So ever it is: none but Spiritualists hear from those 
who hav departed this life. "Ah," you will say, "we 
must believe before any manifestations will be made." 
That is just like the Christians, when they say you 
must hav faith and believe before you can understand 
the works of the Creator. 

If there are spirits, and our friends we think dead 
stillliv in another world, they wou]d be as likely to 
come back and visit with old associates, although 
Materialist, as would the friends of the Spiritualist. 
If not, why? Again you say, "To say life is the re
sult of organization is no more than any stupid dolt 
or ass can assert, and it won't do." Now, Brother 
Noe, I would like you to point me to one instance 
where you find life without organization; and it ap
pears to me like silly chatter to talk of life as we un
derstand it without. Life I believe to be a certain 
inherent property of matter, which, by having certain 
powers or forces brought to bear upon it, will be 
manifested, and at the same time an organization is 
formed. All inanimate and unorganized matter I be
lieve capable of becoming a part of. an organized 
conscious, animate, and sentient living being, but n~ 
powers outside of natm·e and nature's laws are nec
essary to bring about the thing called life. By ex
periments we find that by bringing together cer
tain unorganized elements which hav an affinity for 
each other, life is formed, and a new organization 
started. For instance, who believes there is life in 
an ovum before fecundated by the fructifying princi
ple of the male? But the moment these two elements 
are brought together, conditions being natural, life 
commences. That is the time life enters the fretus, 

and not at four and one-half months, or. time . of 
quickening, as .Brother Noe believes. So it is with 
all animal and vegetable life. It begins the moment 
these two elements are· brought together, favorable 
conditions being present. · 

No, we do not think life is created out of nothing; 
but I believe it to be the manifestation of vital op
erations in certain of nature's compounds, and when 
this compound is destroyed life is 110 more. 

If you believe that life or spirit livs after death 
and is independent of matter, has it not always lived: 
and are there not millions of people living in spirit
land whose bodies are not yet born, who cari just as 
well talk and converse with us as those who hav lived 
and died? Would not a married lady who was de
sirous of offspring, but from some physical deformity 
could not bear children, like to converse with and 
perhal?s. sing a ~ullaby to a spirit child? Why cannot 
the spmts of friends who hav died tell us what hap
pened while in spirit land before birth as well as af
ter death? 

Brother, if life is something independent of mat
ter,. an~ the <;>rg~n~zed bodies but machines through 
whiCh It works, IS 1t not true that all .animal as well 
as vegetab~e life i~ iJ?m?rtal ? If not, where do you 
draw the hne of d1stmctwnbetweenmortality and im-
mortality ? . 

Spiritualism has doubtless done, and is still doing, 
a large amount of good. It has assisted in dispelling 
the dark fogs of superstition, arid I think it may be 
considered the broad stepping-stone from the foul 
church of. C?ristianity to. the natUl'al and open field 
of Matenalism. Many who are now Spiritualists 
were once Christians, and, their minds being so 
warped, they cannot make so great a change. Hav
ing held the idea that man was immol'tal, total anni
hilation seems repugnant to them, but what is there 
about eternal sleep that is repulsiv to us? ·what con
dition could bring us more joy than eternal rest 
more happiness than eternal sleep? Are your· ques~ 
tions answered? If not, perhaps Winter will do so . 
for I think him equal to the task; but as you chal~ 
lenge the :w·hole Materialistic fraternity, I thought I 
would write a few words. As my communication 
has grown long, I will giv way to more trenchant 
pens. A. W. TREVIT'r, M.D. 

Fort ]'Iadison, Iowa. 

Giving the ClergymaR the Lie. 
Under the nom de plume of "A Freethinker," Mr. 

Thom~s Lees, in the Cleveland Sunday Sun, shows the 
Rev. lVlr. Hildreth of that city and his brethren of 
the cloth up in their true light. He says: 

. "Rev T. F. Hildreth is reported as saying in his Sunday 
mght serm0n on 'The Certainty of Eternal Punishment or 
Ingersoll's Foolishness:' · ' 

"First-'.The devotees of Ingersoll you will find in the 
rum shops, m.the brothels, and in all the dens of infamy in the 
land. You will find that they are those who under the guise 
of honesty, overthrow public morality and 'decency. . . 

" Second-' If every man in this city of Cleveland were a 
ChlistiuJ?-, we should need no jails, no police, and there would 
be no cnme. . 

"Third-' When Christ is preaclied, crime hides itself.' 
''In answer to the first let me ttsk 'Who are the devotees 

of Inge.rsol~ ?' In o~e sense, probably, all Freethinkers, 
nnmbermg m the Umted States about 8,'000,000. Can any 
other such large class show a better record than they? Is it 
a fact that the rum shops, brothels, and dens of infamy 
throu&hout the land, are peopled by this class? What proof 
has this ~reverend' to offer in support of this unqualified 
statement? If he has any, I ask him to furnish it. If he 
has ~ot~ing but his ba:e assertion, he was not justified in 
making It, and I refer him to Webster's definition of the in
transitiv verb-Lie-which is 'to utter falsehood with inten
tion to deceive another when he has a right to know the 
truth, or when morality requires a just representation.' 

"In the absence of proof for his statement I cannot 
but think, unde~ this definition, that the man w~s guilty of 
the charge of lymg, for the very reverse of this outrageous 
statem~nt is the truth,; for· the poor devils who are to be 
found m 'rum shops, 'brothels, or other dens of infamy, 
are really offshoots of, and backsliders from the church as 
they invariably. ca~l on Jesus when jailed,' and especi~lly 
when .abou~ swmgmg off the scaffold. Nearly every crime 
committed.Is perpetrated un~er the idea of future forgivness, 
under the Idea that 'Jesus Will settle the bill·' while the Free
t~inker, or Ingersollite, ~taJ?-dS self-re~iantly' and squarely by 
his every-day deeds, bellevmg there IS no escape from sin 
t)l~ough aton~ment. ~e sees salvation only through right 
hvmg, expectmg happmess here and hereafter (if there be 
any) ~:mly through honest, industrious, temperate, and virtu
ous llves. 

"Where is the criminal, especially the convicted one who 
~aresboldly;proclaim himself a devotee of Ingersoll's? Where 
IS the poor abandoned drunkard, where is the debased prosti
tute (male or f,emale), :Where is the murderer, who will boldly 
take Ingersoll~ positiOn? I will venture to say there are 
more Ingersolhte~ m the church than . in the jails. Go ask 
the sot, the prostitute, the murderer to join you in the praises 
of Ingersoll, and they would tremble, and shrink from you 
and your 'blasphemous Bob.' . 

".The average. criminal, fearful of his own record, relies 
entirely on forgiveness and salvation through Christ and 
hence his life of continual sin. ' 

" Could all sinners be brought to realize their true condi
tion; that their salvation depended wholly on themselvs 
they w~mld perhaps pause in their terrible career. ' 

~·This doctrin of ~tonement is positivly an incentiv to 
cnme that ~the certamty of eternal punishments ' does not 
and canno~ pr~vent, b~cau~e every sinning coward hopes to 
shoulder his sm sometime or other befor& death on· 'Jesus.' 

"I must here tell the reverend gentleman that 'the ones 
that o~erthrow. public ~~?-orality and de~ency,' are those who 
are tamted with the Immoral teachmgs of Christianity 
summed up in the lines: 

" While the lamp holds out to burn, 
'.rhe vilest sillner may return." 

"The second proposition (in substance, i£ all were Chris
tians, there would be no crime) may be true in its bro~;~¢lest 
significance; but where Christ and church are ·cunningly 
use·d as synonyms, nothing could: be -farther. from the truth. 
To the church plan of salvation is largely due.the c~ime, and 
hence the necessity for' police and jails; the church really 
offering a premium on sin and crime that is not warranted ·by 
anything Christ ever said. · ·. 

"Now let us see as to the truth of the third and last propo
sit-ion: 'Where Christ is preached, crime hides itself.' Christ 
is preached from the pulpits, therefore the monster's )lead 
ought never to ba visible there. If it is, then Rev. T. F. Hil
dreth is again falsifying. 'Facts are stubborn· things.'' ·I 
shall. s.ummon .the press to testify, wh~ch, though )~i'gely 
subsidized by the church, yet often furmshes a healthy anti
dote to poison so liberally dispensed by 'these 'reverend' 
gentlemen. . · · 

'.'In carefully computed statistics gathered from t_he. news
papers published within the great 'intellectual belt' of this 
nation, the reports of the crimes of preachers from -May 
1876, to May, 1882, are as follows .(names, crimes, time and 
place can be given if desired): Total crimes brought t() light 
and charged against the clergy, 1418 cases, 798 cases of which 
were crimes against women, principally for adultery (292), se
d11ction (163), bigamy (36), rape (20); the other 620 charges 
being: drunkenness (52), larceny (52), deserting wife and 
children (44), lying (42)! swindling (44), embezzlement (39), 
and so on through the mmor crimes. 

"Two years ago statistics told us there wei·e about 700 
ministers in our different state prisons. Does this·' reverend' 
critic know that while the average crime is two and a half 
per cent in the entire population of this country, the minis
ters furnish the calendar of crime with thirteen and a half 
per cent, and the ministers of the church Mr. Hildreth rep
resents are credited with over six per cent of all the minis
terial crime committed, nearly half as much as all other de
nominutions put together, and the entire church ·with their 
70,000 ministers furnishes over eleven per cent more thim 
any other class of people? Does this look as though 'Where 
Christ is preached, crime hides its head?' Is it not a fact 
thut they who depend on character and not Christ for their 
salvation stand highest in the moral scale? Unitarians 
Spiritualists, and Infidels number quite 15,000,000 in thi~ 
country, and no other three .classes can probably be found 
carrying so low a percentage in the statistics of crime. More 
gratuitous insults were never flung into the faces of an intel
ligent community than this Methodist minister crowded into 
his sermon last Sunday. · 

"It comes with a very good grace from such a preacher as 
Mr. Hildreth to say 'Where Christ is preached, crime hides 
its head,' although it of~en may be the case until it is found 
out; for, recollect;the above stutistics only show the discovered 
crimes of the preachers, which of course are but a small per
centage of the total, for the minister, of all others, hides his 
crimes carefully, and his co-workers and parishoners often 
assist him to conceal them, while the common drunkard 
petty thief, and other criminals are under the strictest polic~ 
surveillance. In conclusion I would suggest, if eternal pun
ishments are so certain, that this 'reverend ' confine himself 
closer to the truth when preaching, or he may fall into the 
pit he is zealously digging for others." · 

A Heavy Curse. 
From the Theosophist. ' 

As a specimen of condensed and concentrated 
episcopal malice, the following anathema recently 
sent by the pope to various bishops with orders to be 
read to their parishioners, and hurled by the arch
bishop of Santander (Spain) against Spiritualists in 
general, and certain editors in his diocese especially, 
is truly edifying and Christian. The " accursed 
ones" are men whose only crime is to hav dared to 
proclaim their preference for civil and religious lib
erty over priestly domination. Matching well those 
famous excerpts from the bulls against Liberals issued 
by the late Pope Pius IX., and collated by Mr. Glad
stone a few years ago, this latest inspiration claimed 
to be received through the Holy Ghost merits a 
prominent place among them. We translate it verba
tim from the original, as found in the St. Petersburg 
Rebus, and dedicate our translation to our good 
friends of the society of Jesus-that meek and all
forgiving ideal of every divine and human virtue. 

DULL OF EXCOMMUNICATION. 

"May Almighty God ·and his holy saints curse the Spirit
ualists and their journals, with the perpetual .malediction 
launched against the devil and his angels ! May they be ac
cursed like Judas the traitor, and Julian the apostate; and 
may they perish like Nero. May the Lord judge them as he 
judged Duthan and Abiram, and command the earth to swal
low them alive. May they be crJished and swept away ·from 
the face of the eurth, and all memory of them disappear for 
ever and ever; and may they be seized with terrible death 
and hurled ulive, they and their progeny, into hell for dam
nation everlasting, so as not to leave a seed of themselvs 
upon the surface of the globe. May the few clays that are 
yet in store for them be full of gall and bring on incessant 
disasters and unhappiness to the accursed ones. Let them 
suffer hunger, thirst, and nakedness, and be visited by every 
unclean disease and pain, through wretched poverty and 
misery. Accursed be every bit of their property, and every 
blessing and prayer, instead of benefiting, be changed for 
them into a curse. ·Let them be cursed everywhere and at 
every hour; cursed day and night, sleeping and waking, in 
eating, in drinking and during fast; cursed when they speak 
and when they keep silent; cursed at home and abroad; 
cursed on land and on water; cursed from the top of· their 
heads down to the soles of their feet ! May their eyes be 
blinded, their ears deaf, their tongues dumb and rooted to 
their palutes ! Cursed be every member of their family and 
every limb of their body ! Let them be cursed from to-day 
and for ever! Let light be changed for them into darkness 
before the face of the creator, on the great day of the last 
judgment ! May their sepulcher be that of dogs and asses ! 
May famished wolves prey upon their corpses, and may their 
eternal company be that of Satan and his angels!" 

ExTREME UNCTION.-A most venerable sacrament of 
the Romish church, and very efficacious in frighten
ing the dying. It consists principally in greasing the 
brogans of those who are about departing on a jour-
ney to another world.-Voltaire. · 

THE godhead is neither wholly God, wholly Christ, 
rwr Holy Ghost. 
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New Books. 
MARRIAGJ!l AND DrvoR.cE; or, the Divorce Question. By Alfred 

E. Giles. Reprmted from the Banne1· of Light. Price, 
15 cts. Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office. 

Mr. Giles is the author of several works on matters 
of contempo~,ary h:1man intere.st, and. the present 
pamphlet on . Man·1age and Divorce " 1s timely and 
valuable. It IS a question which is bound to come 
before the people for solution whether or not the 
church and state shall continue to exercise authority 
in t~e domain o~ t:he family, and whether they shall 
contmue to hav It I? their power to say who may and 
who may not be divorced. The Catholic church it 
is well known, sanctions divorce on no grounds wh~t
ever. . W~th that body marriage is a sacrament, a 
bond !~dissoluble ~xcept by_ death. No priest of the 
Cathol!c church will solemmze the second marriage 
of a divorced person, even though the divorce has 
been obtained according to the laws of the state. In 
su.ch instances the mar~iage is illicit, adultery is com
mitted, and excommunication overtakes the high con
tracting parties, No right-thinking person agrees 
with the Catholic church in this regard. 

lieved she should not withhold from mankind this 
great secre~ o~ art, ~nd turned to physicians, and 
succeeded m 1mpartmg her ideas to many of that 
class, all of whom ex12_ressed themselvs as greatly in
terested; but as none would take ~p the pen in the 
good cause, she determined to use her own. After 
giving 3: short trea~is on the uses for which the lungs 
were. ev1dent!y designed by nature, and presenting a 
few Just strictures upon the ways in which those 
organs hav been neglected and abused, the author 

Kingsley closes, is worthy of notice, and is full of 
agreeable _thoughts.. The versatility of the author 
enables h1m to wnte prose or pol=ltry equally well 
though perhaps throughout the poet gets the bette~ 
of. the philosopher. " The Grave" is intended as a 
tnbute to the late D. M. Bennett, of-whom he says 
with the rest of us, ' 

"Upon our shoulders may his mantle fall 
To giv the precious, perfect truth to all." 

proceeds to show how natural deep breathing can be A RoMAN CATHOLIC CANARD. A Fabricated Account of a Scene 
learned, and illustrates it by means of cuts. This at ~he Death~ed of Thomas Paine. Did Bishop Fenwick 
method is briefly as follows: Wnte It? Prwe, 5 cents. Published and for sale at THE 

TRUTH SEEKER office. 
"To learn deep breathing, be as passiv as possible· that 

is, assull?-e a J?Ositiop. in which all the voluntary motor' mus- This refutation of t~e slanders concerning the last 
cl~s are mactiv. Lie flat on the back, perfectly horizontal, hours of the great Pame w. as originally published in 
Without even an elevation of the heacl. Shut the mouth and T T S fA draw the air in through the channel provided by nature-the TIE RUTH EEKER 0 pril 7, 1883. It was made neces-

State l~ws are more liberal, and open other ave
nues besides that of death by means of which those 
involved in unhappy marriage may find liberation
adultery, cruelty, desertion, and other offenses. But 
the question, we take it, which Mr. Giles raises is 
whether the present state laws shall hav the final word 
or whether J:?.~rriage shall be made compatible with 
human cond1twns; whether divorce, beino- wrested 
from the church, shall remain in the ha;ds of the 
state, or whether it shall, by virtue of less stringent 
laws, be made more voluntary on the part of those 
concerned. This, we judge, is the drift which his 
argument takes, since it is the logical outcome of the 
wider freedom for which he pleads. This treatis ap
pears to hav been called out, like Professor West
brook's work with the same title, by the movement 
now on foot among the clergy of New England to so 
bedevil the laws of marriage and divorce as to get 
the family relations practically into their own hands. 
Mr. Giles has made an eloquent protest against this 
ursurpation. His pamphlet should be in the hands 
of every·freedom-loving person of the Eastern states 
and people in other parts of the country may by it~ 
perusal be forwarned and forearmed against an en
croachme_nt which might become general if it should 
succeed m. Ne_w England. It goe~ without saying· 
that Mr. Giles IS a scholarly and fimshed writer ancl 
handles his subject as only one who is familiar' with 
the logic of history could. Messrs. Colby and Rich 
hav performed a good deed in placina "JYiarriaae 
and Divorce" in its present convenient form for g:U
eral distribution. 

DEEP BREATHIN?, As a Means of Promoting the Art of Song, 
and of Cunng Weaknesses and Affections of the Throat 
and Lungs, Especially Consumption. By Sophia Mar
quise A. Oiccolina. illustrated. Translated from the 
German by Edgar S. Werner. New York: M. L. Hol
brook & Co. Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office. Price 
75 cents. 

Up to the present time, the author of this work in
forms us, voluntary deep breathing is not discussed 
or ~entioned in any physiological work; nevertheless 
the Importance of this method of lung and chest ex
pan~ion must be, clear to anyone who will giv the 
subJect a moments thought. In the preface, writt(;ln 
by JYI. L. Holbrook, a few facts are instanced which 
make this plain. Mr. Holbrook says: 

"Where respiration is full and vigorous, as for instance in 
most birds, life is energetic. Where it is feeble as in snakes 
and frogs, life is torpid. Man livs in prop~rtion as he 
breathes, and the activity of the child is in close relation to 
the strength of it~ lungs; S?, too, is the r.almness, dignity, 
and _power.of ~an m proportiOn to the depth and tranquillity 
of his respuatwn. If the lungs are strong and activ, there is 
courage and boldness. If feeble, there is cowardice and de
bility. To be out of spirits is to be out of breath. When 
e~ger and full of enterprise, we cons~lme large quantities of 
au; wher;. weary, we yawn; when frightened, we are breath
less and aghast. However well we feed ourselvs if we do 
not breathe enough, we do not take on good conditions but 
become feverish and irritable." ' 

The investigations of Sophia Marquise A. Cicco
l~na re~arding deep breathing were originally pub
lished m the Dutch language. She was induced to 
write upon this subject from the fact that after three 
months' study in a celebrated conservatory of music 
she " lost her voice," that is, was unable to use it for 
singing, which she had formerly been able to do with 
more than ordinary facility. The most celebrated 
singing-teachers of Paris, whom she consulted, ad
vised her to "rest; don't sing for awhile." After 
tliree years of resting, this advice lost its force with 
her. But she persevered in seeking her lost voice, 
and at last succeeded in finding it under the tuition 
of t~e great W artel. H~re she was unknowingly 
habituated to deep breathmg, with the happy result 
alluded t?. She ~lso by practicing deep inhalation 
and holdmg the an recovered from a sickness which 
the physicians called " a nervous asthmatic affection 
of the respiratory organs," and has since had the 
happiness of relieving. a _number of asthmatic persons 
by the use of these resprratory gymnastics. She be-

nose. As a result of bad habits, most persons will raise the s!l'r.y by the contemporaneous circulation by the re
upper ribs. Yet this expansion will soon yield to a move- hgwus press of a letter purporting to hav been writ
ment of the lower ribs, and this again will gradunlly cease by ten by Bishop Fenwick, of Boston, who died in 
continued practice, as will every distension of the ribs. Ail August, 1846. The letter contains intrinsic evi"dence 
these faulty movements will be supe~sede~ by a bulging out f f 
of the abdomen, whose outward swelhng mll be proportioned o orgery. Not alone are its statements contradict.: 
to the amount of air inhaled." or;y: of ~ll truthful testimony regarding the scene 

This style of breathing, it is claimed, is soon mas- Wh1Ch It was alleged to hav been written to describe 
tered by children and men with most gratifying re- but its authorship is likewise open to doubt. Whethe; 
suits;. ~ut women wh? are v~ctims of false training the letter itself is genuin or apocryphal, its state
and VI?lOus custom will reqmre a longer time. Deep ments are clearly untruthful, as the author of the 
breathmg, we are warned, should not be joined with pamphlet in question has fully shown. 
other bodily movements. When, as in walking, we. The price at which "A Roman Catholic Canard " 
contract the abdominal muscles for the locomotion of will be sold is five cents, a sum which will merelv 
the body, we should not strive to force them into the ~uffice to co':er the expen~e of mailing. It is printed 
relaxation necessary for deep breathing.. Pupils of m an attract1v for~ a~d m large type. The impor
singing ·are advised to always breathe through the tance of ~he 9-uestwn I~volved, _and the wide preva
nose. lence wh_lCh mcorre~t mfo;nnatwn upon the subject 
. 'J'he method or . breathing attempted to be intro- has attamed, ~ake ~t des1_rable that this pamphlet 

duced is that of complete abdominal respiration in should hav a Wide mrculatwn. Hence the nominal 
which .the ribs remain perfectly motionless. That price at which it is offered. Send for it read it and 
this can be accomplished to the great benefit of those pass it along. ' ' 
suffering lung and throat affections is the author's 
firm conviction. BOOK NOTES. 

The publishers hav added to the wurk in question OuR genial friend Putnam is getting a good many opinions 
an appendix of interesting facts concerning the air- -good, bad, and indifferent-of his "Golden Throne." This 
ventilation, draughts, etc.-subjects to which a is the Chenango Tribune's, a paper published at Smyrna, N. Y.: 
proper amount of care and attention is not generally "We lately received from THE TRUTH SEEKER, 21 Clinton 
given.' Those things which we obtain with the least Place, New York, the book "Golden Throne." It is tastily 
effort we are apt to regard too cheaply; and as ,~;e bo:und in cloth, contains over 150 double-column pages 

t 
. "th prmted on extra _heavy paper, and is sent postpaid for only 

ge air WI out money and without price, we grow one dollar. The author, Mr. Samuel P. Putnam of New York 
careless as to the quality and quantity of that which is a writer of marked ability and is the author of severui 
we take into our lungs. other books. The story is well told, and the numerous char-

The ·experiments and methods of relief mentioned acters a:e. made .to perform their parts to a reality. The story ongmates m the quaint little mining town Golden 
are those which everyone can try. They are not at- Throne, and those who go to make up the little to'wn's his
tended with expense, danger, or drugs. Singers with tory are_ placed before t~e. reader throughout. n illustrates 
failing voices, or persons with affections of the res- ·the rapid growth of mmmg towns. n contains beautiful 
piratory organs, might find much information of pal?-oramas in the descriptiv scenes of nature, which, as the 

l h 
. h wnter draws tllem before the eye of the reader seem in every 

va ue to t em Ill t is little work on "Deep Breathing." way real. Tall ~ounta~ns, rushing torrents, bleak hills, bar-

TRUTH: A Poem in Three Parts. B:r Edwin N. Kingsley 
"Truth Finder." 40 pp. Price 25 cents. Sold at Tir~ 
TRUTH SEEKER office. 

Mr. Kingsley has in the little book before us at
tempted to answer the question, as he states it in 
rhyme: 

"If orthorlox religion you despise, 
What will you giv us in the J>lace of lies?" 

The answer is simple enough, and may be given in 
one word-Truth. But the author goes on to elab
orate, showing both what the falsehoods are which 
he would displace, and what the truths are which he 
would substitute for them. The former he finds in 
the Bible; the latter, in the schools of nature, science, 
and philosophy. Mr. Kingsley is a Spiritualist, and 
believes that the facts of evolution support the theory 
of a future life. Beyond the grave, he holds, there 
are 

"Lands of immortals and unfading flowers, 
Ambrosial fruits and aromatic bowers; 
Celestial lands of everlasting love, 
Delightful 'mansions' in bright worlcls above, 
Where perfect beings, beautiful as light, 
Fill human spirits with supreme delight., 
And shining rivers, seas as smooth as glass, 
Reflect the lovely beings as they pass." 

The imagery of this is beautiful, the thought com
forting, the poetry excellent. It is not an isolated 
poetic gem-the book is full of them. Take the 
author's thoughts on death: 

"When dying strife obstructs the failing breath, 
When the heart sickens, and each pulse is death, 
Truth will sustain the moral and the just, 
Grace their last moments with a perfect trust; 
And when the storms of mortal life are o'er, 
These join the millions who hav gone before. 
Truth givs this hope, this precious, soothing balm, 
For storms of life an everlasting calm." 

Again, on the immutability of truth, we hav the 
following, among many other verses of equal merit: 

"Truth changes not, like all of earthly things; 
Death lays his cold and icy hand on kings, 
And in the dust are undistinguished laid 
The crown and ·scepter with the humble spade. 
When states and nations, kings and kingdoms, fall, 
Eternal truth will triumph over all. 
And this is truth, the laws of matter will 
Man's highest aspirations all fulfil." 

A picture of the Jewish Jehovah, as described in 
the Bible, and the author's accompanying remarks 
are interesting features of the book. A. very amus
ing scene at a class-meeting is also given with fine 
effect. 

"The Grave," a short prose essay with which Mr. 

' 

ren rocks, lu;mnant fo!Iage, all are brought up to the minu's 
eye. There IS a graphic scene of an attempted lynching and 
finally a trial; the jury of rough miners, the accused th~ elo
quent app_eal f?r the innocent, and the acquittaL Next 
comes the mfurmted and rum-soaked rabble who not satis
fied with the verdict of the jury, are bent on iynching the ac
cuse~; the escape to 'Frisco of him who proves to be the 
h~ro~n of the story. There are characters expressing science, 
v1ll~my under th~ gui~e of religion, etc., etc. There is a 
danng adventure m ~Id-ocean; a terrible storm and ship
wreck; safety from beu:~g wrecked on an island; the rescue 
and return home; a ternble fire, etc., a description of which 
would fill a column. ~he book, as we hav stated, is only one 
dollar, and the lesson It teaches and the knowledge it pro
motes are worth a thousand. It is an honor to any library 
Send for it." · 

This is the Banner of Light's: 
"The ~t?ry opens in a mining region, once the scene of 

great activity ~>nd source of vast fortunes, but at this time 
des~rted by the thous.ands who once swarmed there, and oc
cupied but by few adventurous men, who, dissatisfied with 
amenities of civilized life, fraternize with the almost lawless 
freedom it givs them. Many of the events the author nar
rates are seemingly improbable, but we judge his purpose to 
be not so much to tell a story as to impress certain truths 
upon the minds of his readers concerning the hypocrisy at
tendant upon the popular religions and religionists of our 
times, and t.o :portray w:hat. he terms '.tile poetry and ro-.. 
mance that he m the smentific conceptiOn of the universe.' 
Th.e b~ok is pur~ly Materialistic, the spirit of Ingersoll im
bu~ng It; one of I.ts best passages being a pen-ancl-ink por
trait of the great wonoclast before a public audience." 

NoTICING Caleb Weeks's "Songs of the Morning," the latter 
paper says: 

"A hymn-book in two volumes is something of a curiosity· 
but h~r~ we hav it, half 'of it at leP.st; this, the first volume; 
contammg upward of two hundred original hymns songs 
ana doxologies expressiv of Spiritual truths and 'Liberal 
views, including responses to popular old hymns • which 
were,' says the author, 'formerly sung with religious fer
vor, and some of Moody and Sankey's, resurrected with a 
changed,body and a n~w, live soul of truth aJ?-d rational phi
losophy. Mr. Weeks IS well known as apubhc singer among 
the Liberals and others." 

. "J ngged" According to His Merits. 
"ToNGANOXIE, KA.NSAs, April 18.-Rev. J, Comstock, Sec

ond Ad:-ent preacher, was arrested to-day, charged with rape 
of a thuteen-year-old· daughter of Mr. Anderson of Reno 
township. At the preliminary hearing he was com~itted for 
trial and sent to the county jail at Leavenworth." 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In aid 
of the good work; and against all manner of imposi
tion, more particularly that practiced by the class of 
impostors termed preachers, shepherds, leading too 
many lambs as above, and others more willingly, I 
send you this paragraph to help swell the already 
full to overflowing list of like acts. D. D. LAKE. 

Central City, Col., April 22, 1883. 
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STOCKHOLM, May 7, 1883. 
llfR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5-$2.50 for THE 

- TRUTH SEEKER another year, $1 50 for the fourth vol
ume of the Round-the-World trip, and the balance 
for the Bennett Monument Fund. I will giv $5 if 
there will be a Bennett Hall erected, as proposed. 

Yours truly, E. PETERSON. 

CHESTERFIELD, May 8, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Ple~se find inclosed money for a three 

months' trial subscriber. Hoping the grand old 
TRUTH SEEKER may double its circulation every year 
until all shall feel and enjoy its saving influence, we 
all join our heartfelt sorrow with THE TRUTH SEEKER 
family on account of the loss of our loved D. M. 
Bennett. KITTlE E. GLass. 

MoTOR, April 27, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I notice by the tab on my paper 

that my time has expired, and I cannot think of 
reading as good a paper as THE TRUTH SEEKER with
out knowing it is pa.id for. Inclosed please fl.nd 
$3 00-$2.50 on my subscription, 25 cts. for "Answers 
to Christian Q'lestions," and 25 cts, for anything 
else you may please to send me. 

Yours, H. WADE. 

BANGOR, May 4, 283. 
1\fR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1.00 to hav your 

paper continued. I like it the best of any paper I 
hav ever taken, and am anxious for its arrival every 
week. I will try and get you a few more subscrib
ers, as some of my neighbors are as well pleased 
with it as myself, as any man of common sense 
that reads it cannot fail to see its intrinsic excel-
lency. DR. W. G. WILD. 

JHuLDOON, April 27, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I see by the tab on my paper that my 

subscription expired the first of April. Please fl.nd 
inclosed $3-$2 to square my book account, and 
$1 for the Monument Fund. I will leave this part 
of the country soon on a prospecting tour for gold 
or silver. You will hear from me again if the Indi
ans don't scalp me. Glv my sympathy to Mrs. Ben-
nett. GEORGE WINGERT. 

DRIFTWOOD, May 3, 1883. 
1\IRs. M. W. BENNETT: I inclose $2, being $1 each 

from Walter Scott and James CJyle in favor of tbe 
monument toward D. M. Bannett. There is no one 
in the town who takes the paper but myself. Hop
ing that the monument movement will be a success, 
and that it may stand in commemoration of your 
husband for years and years, showing the good deeds 
of the honored dead, I am 

Very respectfully, WALTER ScoTT. 

HAMBURG, May 3,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1 for two trial 

subscriptions. It takes a good deal of talking to get 
subscribers here. I hav lent my TRUTH SEEKER to 
re'l.ders, and tried to get subscribers, for I think it 
is the best paper to spread Freethought. I hav been 
reading it for seven years, with a number of other 
papers, but fl.nd yours the best, and I would rather 
giV up all the rest than giV up THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

JACOB NUESSLE, 

LIVERPOOL, April 5, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed fl.nd $5.00 for the following 

purposes: $2.00 for Father Hacker, of Berlin; $1.00 
to Man, and the rest for my account. 

I wish to giv something for the Monumental Fund 
to commemorate our friend Bennett. I would· like 
to see something in the shape of a hail or building 
for some useful purpose, and propose to contribute 
some fl.fty or perhaps one hundred dollars when the 
friends get ready to move in the matter. 

Yours respectfully, C. S. STERLING. 

HoNOLULU, HAwnAN IsLANDS, May 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Those who W01Jld redeem society by 

giving woman the right of suffrage get the cart be
fore the horse. It is well known that there is a very 
much larger number of women than men in Amer
ica whose souls are wound up in orthodoxy, who 
are groping in the darkness of superstition. Now, 
in my humble opinion, to giv her equal political 
privileges with man, while in her present condition, 
wo1:1ld result in a political calamity, for the great 
majority of women realize no higher responsibility 
than allegiance to what their pastor, priest, or Bible 
tells them, and to their phantom god beyond the 
clouds. It is highly probable ''that female suffrage 
would elect a bishop for a president, fl.ll Congress 
with preachers, and put God and Jesus Christ into 
the Constitution." The proper course to be pursued 
"to free woman from wasting her .energies on phan
toms is" to educate her in Freethought literature. 
Let us all labor faithfully in this grand work, and I 
trust it will be but a few years ere woman will be
o'lme free, in a great degree, from this nightmare of 
, nuerstition. When she becomes thus free, and not 
1 il i then, should the responsibility of suffrage be 
..:vuferred upon her. LYMAN SMITH, 

PHILADELPHIA, May 6, 283. 
MRs. M. W. BENNETT: Inclosed you will find my sub

scription for one year, also $1 to be placed to the 
Monument Fund. I am very much -obliged to you 
for kindly continuing to send me the paper, notwith
standing my arrearage. I am greatly attached to 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and one would hardly suppose 
but that our noble captain. D. M. Bennett, was still 
at the helm. I think Mr. Macdonald is doing splen
didly, and hope he won't let the Spiritualists steal 
away our noble martyr Bennett from us entirely. 
Keep up our Materialistic flag inscribed "The Truth 
Seeker" proudly floating from our mainmast, and all 
will be well. M. W. RowE. 

LEWISTON, May 6, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: The article on Sabbath, Sunday, etc., 

is exceedingly interesting, with an irresistible point. 
The Sabbath certainly is Saturday. I should like to 
see this article in pamphlet. I will call your atten
tion to a brief dissertation I hav .written on the 
"Number Seven," which will probably appear in 
Der Erz D1·uide for May and June. It treats crit
ically on the pagan S3.turday and Sunday. In regard 
to the keeping of Sabbath, i.e., S:~.turday, the pagan 
theory was not much different from the Jewish, but 
the pagans neglected its close observance. I paid 
more attention to the day of the feasts and games 
and rejoicing-Sunday. CoRAVAR AMERIG. 

NEWBURYPORT, May 5, 1883. 
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: I see to my shame I am sadly 

behind. I inclose $5 to make up. 
Very truly yours, JAMES PARTON. 

(Mr. Parton is never behind. If we should send 
THE TRUTH SEEKER to him forever it could not re
pay the many acts of kindness he has performed 
in its behalf. He has been a grand friend to the 
paper, and his best words came at a time when it 
sorely needed friends. His name is a tower of 
strength to the cause of mental freedom and his 
utterances glow with the light of sincere honesty. 
He sees the issues and is brave enough at all times 
to meet them. Throug-h all of orthodoxy's mud he 
divines her purposes and thwarts them with the 
shining sword of truth.-ED. T. 8.1 

SACRAMENTO, May 2, 1883. 
DEAR M'Rs. BENNErT: I hav delayed writing you for 

a month or so, thinking I should receive the fourth 
volume of "A Truth Seeker Around the World" be
fore this, but hav not seen it yet. I presume I 
shall, however, before long. 

You will pleage fl.nd inclosed $20, which please 
place to my credit. I fl.nd no other Liberal paper 
that begins to compare with THE TRUTH SEEKER, so you 
may consider me a life subscriber. I hope the monu
ment for Brother Bennett will be started soon and 
completed, The longer it is delayed the harder it 
will be to accomplish the object ef this nobla under
taking. I would like to liv long enough to see a 
Bennett Hall built in New Ymk city and dedicated 
to D. M. Bennett, and a portion of it set apart for 
THE TRUTH SEEKER office, etc. If such· a thing could 
be accomplished, I will agree to giv from one to fl.ve 
hundred dollars toward it, although I should never 
expect to see it in my lifetime should it be built, as 
I am now sixty-nine years old. 

I shall send to you from time to time for books. 
For that reason I thought I would like to hav a 
small fund in your hands so I will not hav to send 
the money every time I want a book. 

Yours truly, N. D. GooDELL. 

ANN ARBoR, April 4, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I am thus far on my way home from 

the Spiritualistic and Liberal convention held at 
Flint. This was the third annual convention of that 
class of thinkers since they became a legalized body. 
It was held a little out of the regular order of time 
contemplated by their constitution, in consequence 
of the informal proceedings of some of the officers 
of the association in not calling the convention at 
the regular and stated· time as designated in their 
by-laws. 

With the exceptions of one or two little interrup
tions from the secretary while a member was speak
ing, the convention throughout was a very harmoni
ous and, I trust, profitable one, and arrangements 
for further work were considered. 

As an officer of the association had been advertis
ing and circulating different Spiritual papers in the 
convention and to t.hose in attendance-among which 
was that vile and slanderous one, the R.-P. Journal
your humble correspondent took it upon himself to 
present the claims of THE TRUTH SEEKER, whose late 
proprietor and editor had been one of the chief ad
vocates of free speech, free press, and free mails, 
and whose b0dy now lies moldering in the grave 
because of his faithfulness in standing up against 
these church encroachments on our Uberties; and 
because of his manly course in this direction, the 
Christian church, through its minions in the govern
ment, arrayed itself against him, and through spite 
and malice had him incarcerated in·a felon's prison; 
and while here, bound hand and foot, as it were, 
this same slanderous sheet lent its pages to the 
Christian church to help them, if possible, to blot 
out THE TRUTH BEEKER, with its editor. How sad is 
this story !-and this sheet all the while pretending 

to be Spiritual and Liberal! 0 Shame, where is thy 
blush? 

And yet, when I see this sheet in the families of 
our Spiritual and Liberal friends, this, too, is sad; 
but then I conclude that they are not familiar with 
the history of that paper and its two last editors 
and that when they become better informed in re
gard to its character, they will not care to encour
age its continuance until it brings forward fruits 
meet for repentance. 

Inclosed I send you the names, with the money, 
for five new subscribers. I remain, as ever, a friend 
of human progress and mental liberty. 

S.D. MooRE, 

MEDFORD, May 1, 1883. 
·MR. EDITOR of the loved and hated TRUTH SEEKER 

-loved by all free souls, and hated by bigoted sect
arians bound by creeds of old traditional notions 
that lead to bewilder and dazzle, to blind the eagle 
intellect of finite soul, that should be free as the 
bird that flits the air, untrammeled by a cage. 

Now, as talking to a friend is only thinking aloud, 
permit me, if you please, a. say of much in little (in 
your valuable paper) of truth, as I understand it, 
when cc,mprised in a nut-shell of developed rea~'~on, 
to clear away the fog of mystery: 

There is no mystery in nature, 
It dwells in finite mind, 

As may be plainly seen, I think, 
By reference to the blind 
Of 1mdeveloped mind. 

Hence, as the sun in the firmament, surro~nd
ed by the worlds in space, so stands the word 
development as king among all the words in the 
English language; as by the power of develop
ment all nature receives its- animus of life to develop 
matter from and of the great· "I am" universe of 
power, as water is congealed into ice by science's 
laws, that rule the universe of worlds in endless 
space. 

I herewith send you $3.00-$2 50 for the paper, and 
50 cents for the books named below. E. W. A. 

MR. MITCHELL TO MR. PECK. 
NEWPORT, May 4, 1883. 

To JoHN PEcK, oF NAPLES, N. Y., My Friend: I can 
not satisfy myself without sending you my last bless
ing for your grand words in the ever-blessed TRUTH 
SEEKER. Your incisiv thrusts into the old rotten hulk 
of theology are truly refreshing. and show that you 
are master of the situation. To some no doubt your 
words seem harsh and uncalled for, but I do not feel 
so. When one thinks what a moral monster the 
Christian God is, and that for millions of years he 
has been making human beings to roast in fl.re and 
brimstone through all eternity all for his own glory, 
strong as your words are, they fall far short of pic
turing in its true colors the horrid religion and in
carnate fl.end that Christians worship as God. Every 
person who has not lost his reason must execra.te 
way down to the very depths of his soul this es
sence of infernalism-God. He has been eternally 
minding everybody's business but his own, and is an 
unmitigated nuisance. 

I dislike profane language, but it is music to my 
ears to what the insane ravings of Christian prayers 
are. The barking of a dog at the moon is a thou
sand times more sensible than the prayers of Chris
tians to a God they know no more about than the 
dog does what the moon is made of. 

It is important to abolish intemperance of all 
kinds. War must be done away with, and so must 
all kinds of slavery; but none of these terrible evils 
will be banished from the land until this curse of 
curses, the Christian's God, is annihilated. There 
never was a villainy concocted on earth but what 
can be traced to God. 

So, in closing, I thank you, my brother, for your 
important words, and I thank the editor of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER for his good sense in printing your letter in 
the grandest paper in the world, I truly hope your 
pen will not stop. And I also want to thank Mr. 
A. B. Bradford for his very important and instructiv 
paper in THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 28th, entitled 
"Materialistic Immortality." 

Very truly yours, SEWARD MITCHELL. 

PITTSFORD, May 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Many thanks for sample copy of THE 

TRUTH SEEKER. I shall try to add to my list of 
papers. ·rt is doing a grand work. I was very much 
pleased with the articles "The Hive of Nations" and 
the new version of " Dies Irae," and especially with 
the list of radical books and tracts. These are the 
bombs of dynamite that make sad havoc with super
stition. Please send by return mail the inclosed list 
of Truth l::leeker Tracts. 

Being very much interested in the effort to change 
the present system of dating from the birth of Christ, 
I ha v written the inclosed for THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

YEAR OF SCIENCE. 
I notice there is considerable agitation in favor of 

changing the "year of our Lord " to the year of 
science. I think if it can be established it will do 
more to break up superstition than we at fl.rst would 
think. As the exact date of the "Ann:~ Domini," 
like all the rest of theology, is very uncertain, I 
think it would be an excellent plan to hav it changed, 
if we can agree in same date. The A.D, has been es-

,_ 
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timated by different commentators to be from one 
to five years out of the way, so that we do not 
know whether we are living in the year of our Lord 
1883 or 1888. 

I am not in favor of dating from the sig-ning of 
the Declaration of Independence, as that would be a 
national affair. Instead of the Era of Man I would 
prefer the Era of Science, or the Year of Science. 
I thought of a few suggestions, and I would like to 
hear from others. If you want to go back for 
martyrs, why not take Socrates, as he was the first 
martyr of science; or Bruno; or take Voltaire, as he 
has done more to start a break from the church than 
any other man, for really you might call him the 
fi;rst great Apostle of Liberty. Say, start from the 
btrth of Voltaire, or take Thomas Paine; but if you 
take the French Revolution, that will make another 
national affair, But if we did, we might call it the 
"Year of Liberty," as that was the first strike of 
Infidels from the tyranny of the church. . 

I am in favor· of dating from the birth of John 
Guttenberg, or the year in which printing was in
vented, as that has been the power that has advanced 
science and civilization, and has done more for the 
cause of liberty than anything else. What sort of 
liberty would we hav to-day if it wasn't for the 
printing-press? -That is what is keeping mankind 
from the dark ages, and saving him from misery 
and superstition. FRED, WHITTAKER. 

PATCH GRovE, May 5, 283. 
DEAR MRS. BENNETT: I inclose $2.50 to pay for THE 

TRUTH SEEKER another year, for I .enjoy ·reading the 
p~per very much. I enjoy communing with advanced 
mmds more than anything else in life. Besides, we 
should keep ourselvs posted as to the encroachments 
of the church. And only for such papers as 'fHE 
TRUTH SEEKER we would soon find ourselvs bound 
hand and foot, slaves to the power of the church 
without the power to move only at the behests of 
some priest. Do you think I am saying too much? 
-that I a)ll an alarmist? that I am borrowing trouble? 
I do not. Look at Ohio. If enough TRUTH SEEKERS 
ha~ been read in that state do you suppose that her 
legislature would hav passed the act requiring healers 
to pay a tax for healing, or trying to heal? Why, 
they should offar a reward for healing. And what 
a spectacle to see a state like Connecticut only saved 
from the same fate by the efforts of one man. Surely 
the price of liberty is the eternal vigilance of its 
votaries. And the saddest of all is the~fact that so 
!ew se~m to care; so long as their personal liberty 
lS no~ mterfered with they don't care who else goes 
to pnson, only so that they or theirs are not med
dled with. It is enough to make the bones of Pa.ine 
rattle in his grave. Oh, how I h\:Lv gloried in the 
brave, warm, live patriotism of Bennett and Hey
wood! Oh, for more such to stem the tide before it 
is too late-in time to arrest another internecine 
war; for if the encroachments of the church go on 
as they hav for the last twenty years, less than 
twenty more will briag U. S. Grant's prophecy at 
Des Moines to pass. First, during the late "unpleas
antness," when everybody was busy, and all atten
tion was taken up~with watching the battlefield, they 
stole a march on us, and got "In God we trust" put 
on the coin of our country. How my blood boiled 
when I first saw that. Well I knew what it meant 
and I never heard a man cry out against it. Next: 
they got the president (Mr. Lincoln was the first I 
believe) to issue a Thanksgiving Proclamati~n. 
These were only entering wedges-feelers, as it were, 
to see what the people would do about it. And what 
did they do? Only here and there a man had a word 
to say about it, and that only for the most part in 
priv~te. Had they, like a disturbed beehive, ran to
gether and swarmed in conventions anr1 public meet
ings, and uttered lo01d protests against the first in
novations, and demanded a stop there and then, we 
might expect with some confidence that our coun
try's peace would be preserved at least for another 
generation, But as things are going, what may we 
not expect? THE TRUTH SEEKER is Mr. Bennett's best 
monument, and I hope it will long continue. 

Yours, MRs. MARY T. B. HuMPHREY. 

MR. WINTER MEETS HIS MATCH. 
. PALMER, May 6, 1883, 

MR. EDITOR: I hav been reading T. Winter's tirade 
against Spiritualism in THE TRUTH SEREKE of May 

. 5th, and am sorry that any man of seventy years of 
age should become so psychologized by his repeated 
efforts to annihilate the various facts connected 
with a spiritual philosophy as to denounce all per
sons nature has· constituted mediums as frauds. 

I hav read quite a quantity of Mr. Winter's pre
vious coarse, cheap, efforts to disgrace the phenom
ena which so ~trongly prove disembodied intelligence, 
and hav always thought them possessed of too little 
argument and too much slang to be worthy of no
tice from reflectiv minds; but as many of the peo
ple who read THE TRUTH SEEKER do not stop to dis
criminate between arguments and denunciation,. it 
is perhaps well that this arrogant Infidel be occa
sionally rebuked, and invited to come down from 
his high pinnacle of understanding,· as regards the 
mysteries of the universe, and reason eomewhat in 
regard to eyl<lence in these matters, 

If I could offer no explanation for a fact in na
ture, or a phenomena which points to a fact by all 
analogous reasoning, I would be exceedingly slowto 
make myself ridiculous by denouncing as lunatics 
careful, thoughtful persons the world over, who 
from lack of vanity, and humble search afLer trut.h 
as it is every day manifested in nature, are every 
day coming nearer the solutlon of the sublime mys
teries which hav so long puzzled humankind, 

Mr. Winter claims to hav investigated the "un
blushing deceit." I would be ashamed to make such 
a statement, and afterward pen such a mass of noth
ings concerning Spiritualists who happen to get sic!{, 
His words show he as yet understands very little c·f 
the philosophy of a continued existence. Hs also 
declares this worlr1 is good enough for him. Now I 
always think when I hear a Materialist· make such 
a statement, that he must be a person of small as
pirations, and still smaller in his commiseration for 
all the unfortunately organized creatures in the 
world, who possess no shadow of a chance to real
ize their ideal life in this state of existence. 

Every well-informed honest person knows that 
very few Spiritualists are ever found in the insane 
retreats. Many are upborne through the fiercest 
fiery triais of life by their faith, while Materialistic 
persons often resort to narcotics and ending their 
lives by suicide when trouble overwhelms them. 
Materialism offers a premium on all the rioting of 
ascendant appetite, because it is another established 
fact that the moral nature and the finer sensibilities 
can all die out, and yet the physical nature be 
strong and vigorous, and the intellect activ. 

A Spiritism which teaches temperance, honesty, 
industry, and frugality, with humility of understand
ing, has nothing to fear from the pointless invectivs 
of a whole phalapx of Winters. 

:M:Rs. M. C. GuuNEY. 

RESPONSIJHLITY OF KNOWLEDGE, 
VINELAND, April 28, 1883. 

MR. EDITOR: Men capable of exerting public in
fluence are.responsible for unjust laws, All who hav 
sense to know women cannot be equal or exert 
noble influence while weakened and annoyed by dis
abling costume, are responsible for favoring the 
dwarfing usage. While forbidden any part in affairs 
of government, women are far less responsible than 
men for vicious usages not legislated upon. Biding 
men's laws make them partakers, and if responsi
bility for accruing evils attaches in that, it must be 
for not rebeling and suffering penalties men em
power themselvs to inflict, Conduct that statutes do 
not direct, public opinion, taking their hue, controls 
quite as arbitrarily; customs are formed by it, women 
cultured to it.~ All of both sexes, having strength of 
mind, are responsible for not resisting- evil opinions, 
usages, trades, etc. Failing to do this has created 
the monopoly system that runs through commerce 
from Gray to Gould. S r atutes left women their 
choi.ce on two vital points, which would hav given 
them equality long ago had they chosen the free 
side instead of succumbing to slavish opinion. Their 
only apology is, they who make and administer law 
hav the vantage ground in all things. Statutes do 
not compel women to ignore reason on clothing and 
obsy fashion kings. But say-so cries yield, and win 
smile for smile. They comply, and win poverty, dis
ease, vice, and chaotic crisis, effects of irresponsi
bility. Resistance would hav given health, charac
ter, hope of equity, and sound offspring. The penalty 
ignorant sneer and professed scorn, worth should 
firmly ignore. In this case the knowing are responsi
ble. not the weak, having no example among those 
they rely on. 

Statutes do not compel women to marry, or rear 
children in any other relations, but compels liability 
to bear in marriage, and "say-so" brands them if 
they do not marry. They comply, and homes and 
country full of sickly, covetous sons, who condemn 
their sisters' rights and aspirations-said sisters in
heriting dispositions to seek artfully for what they 
hav no opportunity to obtain properly. Resistance 
would exempt from motherhood, with the too fre
quent consequent knowledge an,d remorse of multi
plying miserable lives, in which high and joyous 
uses ~re prostituted to sordid, sensual, and tyrannic 
ends, and free from the poigna.nt reflection of abet
ting unjust rule. This case also foots up in favor of 
rebellion, if responsibility exists. I claim it does 
with the knowing, since the penalty is not death. 
Of course it is extenuated by general injustice, but 
is sufficient to prompt women of ability to guide by 
example, and lead their sex out of the "say·so's " of 
falseness. 

These two vital cases which law has left open to 
women's choice, furnish the field for their assertion 
and preparation for all rights. Until they make 
them of avail they render it more diflhmlt for law 
to aid them, and complaint is useless. I know 
women who avail themselvs of both cases, but many 
are needed; and men of mind are selfish if they do 
not earnestly encourage, 

A few at first must make changes in tb.e light of 
science,· and, gathering numbers, thrust frauds back. 
On these points only can we exert power and command 
justice. Writers hav hinted at social resistance, but 
left me alone to utter clearly, as they hav to prac
tice fearlessly in the first case, which, and only 
which, qualitl,ea to act in my case; as physical de-

rangement wrecks the integrity of all faculties, its 
soundness bears honor in all. 

MARY E, TILLOTSON. 

RussELLVILLE, May 5, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: It is a long time I hav been wishing 

that some one would do just what 1 see in my last 
TRUTH SEEKER that Mr. Francis D. L3.cy has done. 
I must read his book. I judge from what you say 
that I shall find it to be a step in the right din•c
tion. A natural religion based on moral principleil 
and scientUic facts is certainly just what the world 
needs. It is the only religion worth having, It is 
as old as the universe. It is t.he true light for which 
men hav been searching for ages. It is the one to 
which the great Thomas Pa.ine pointed us. It is 
plainly the coming religion. Coming? Yes, but not 
into existence. It is as old as the planets. It is com
ing into the minds, the hearts, the affections of the 
enlightened people of this advanced age, and 
those taking form, the grandest, the most lovely of any 
since the earliest dawning of our history. It is destined 
to dethrone superstition and supernaturalism, with all 
their numerous family of priestly humbugs. The the
ological design argument is one upon which most of 
us hav floundered for awhile, but no true naturalist 
can stay there long. Just as soon as we are able to see 
that matter is eternal, down goes:thedesign argument 
as taught by orthodox theologians, for if matter is 
eternal the Jaws governing it must evidently also be. 
I think Mr. Lacy's head is level on the God question. 
If there is a God surely he is a natural one and must 
be a universal natural intelligence or intellectuality, 
and I believe that God is the soul, the life, the laws, 
the sum and substance of all things, visible and in
visible, but of course when I address him I address 
his intelligence, not his coarser nature. There can 
be nothing above or below nature. Nature is all 
and nature is God. I see that a good many Liberal~ 
wish to cast the whole God question into the corner 
with the unknowable, and say that it don't at all 
concerns us, and would hav us believe that this is the 
most advanced view or the case. Bosh! balderdash! 
ftumgumery! They had just as well try to stop the 
sun in its course as to try to persuade men to aban
don the belief in a supreme being. There are only 
a few men in the world so constituted as to be able 
to ignore the idea of a God, and when I say this I don't 
mean th:tt they :tre endowed with superior ahility, 
either mental or physical. They say that the God itlea 
is the center around which all superstitions revolve. 
I would just suggest that it must be a superstitious 
God, something like Jehovah, in order to be an ap
propriate and effectu<t! center for a system of super
stitions to revolve around, and that it is not at all 
nec.essary that all gods must be superstitious because 
all the old ones hav been. (When I say the old oms 
of course I mean the man-made ones.) I llope 1\'Ir. 
Lacy all the good luck imaginable in his labors, and 
I also hope that there will be many able pens 1 o 
join in and assist in the great work. Much depends 
upon it. As soon as I feel able I will send for the 
book. I am very unsettled at present. Am thinking 
strong of returning to C~lifornia soon, but am not 
decided yet, This. country is too ortho1ox for me, 
Otherwise I am very well pleased with it. We hav 
got the regular old bull-headed orthoriox down ltere. 
They don't want to hear anything relativ to religion, 
but just that which their daddies and mammies 
taught them. I am now in the darkest corner of the 
United States that I hav ever been in, still tb.ore are 
some well-informed and very tine people among ue, 

Please find inclose $2.50 for 'THE TRUTH SEEKER 
another year. Now I believe I hav written all I want 
to. Yours, W111. L. WoRLEY. 

Ninety-four Dollars' worth of Sympathy. 
F·rom the "Town TattlerH in uleriwether's JVeelcly. 

On one occasion Colonel Ingersoll was walking 
down Pennsylvania Avenue with one of the wealthiest 
men in the city, where they passed a building in 
course of construction. Just as they reached it, one 
of the workmen fell from a scaffolding before the 
third story upon the pavement below. He was 
terribly hurt, but conscious enough to know when 
he was lifted, and that he was to be carried to the 
hospital. 

"My family," he groaned; "I shouldn't mind but 
for them. What will happen to 'em?" 

The gentleman with Ingersoll was loud in his 
expression of sympathy for the unfortunate follow. 

"Well, how sorry are you?" asked Ingersoll . 
" Oh l there is public provision made for such 

cases, and I pay my taxes to keep them up," replied 
the millionaire. 

"·wen, there's no public provision for his family," 
said Ingersoll, and pressing up to the man he slipped 
his purse in his hand and hastily retreated from the 
thanks showered on him. The purse contained $94, 
said to be the only cash Ingersoll then bad in the 
world. 

THE Kansas City Times says that its prayer for 
rain went to press in the morning at 3 o'clock. Be
fore 6, cooling and refreshing showers bad descended. 
To which statement the Chicago Inter-Ocean retorts: 
"That is the first well authenticated instance on rec
ord, where a Democrat prayed for water, since that 
recorded in Luke xvi, 23-24." 
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St. Babcock. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER : It's a 

long time since I hav written anything for the 
press. I would like to write tndividualletters 
to to Elmina, Leland, Putnam, and about 
forty others, but as I am getting old and with 
poor health, I feel that I had better bid one 
and all of my Liberal friends farewell and 
stop. 

At the Watkins Convention I contributed 
ten dollars for a charitable purpose with the 
remark that it was of the money which I was 
saving for Rev. J. E. Richards, who had sued 
me for $10,000 damages as the result of hav
ng expressed my honest opinion u.s to his re
igious belief. Well, notwithstanding the 

church influence, the jury was very good and 
knocked off $9,900; so thatwhenithink of the 
Christian tearers of human flesh and robbers 
of innocent men and women in the past, I feel 
that I hav beeh very well treated, and that 
he world is progressing. 

I am not a first-class scholar, but think that 
with perhaps a little strain on my intellect, 
and considerable heavy brain work, I shall be 
able to make use of language as chaste and 
refined as did some of the gentlemen who 
wrote the manuscripts for the holy Bible. So 
I am now writing MS. which I design to pack 
away in an old chest, and if I can make it 
mouse-proof it is possible that five hundred 
years from now they may be found and put 
into a Bible, or the Bible, as "The Book of 
St. Babcock." 

And if there is anything in this world that 
I pride myself on, it is writing poetry. I al
ways use an inspired pen, which I get at the 
bookstore for that especial purpose. As a 
specimen, I send you just one "gem," or 
ruther a copy of one, taken from the sacred 
old chest; and- if Prof. Peck should ever sing 
it I hope the audience will giv respectful at
tention to the inspirational melody of the 
product of the inspired pen. 

M. BABCOCK. 
11LP.S.-Inspired pens for sale for two post
age stamps each. 

THE VILLAGE PABSON-PREACliiNG AND PRACTICE. 
Tune, "Rosin the Bow." 

~There was a parson who every day, 
c Like Daniel, to his God did pray; 
~.· He prayed by day ancl he prayed by night, 
, That men might do just about right
(Spoken) As a Christian duty. 

~He wanted flocks to so stick their stake 
That they would not miss heaven's gate; 

~'.rhen with him at the head they all would 
Go right through that gate, if they could. 

· It would be so nice. 

And with love and prayer he and his band 
Will pass through that gate or be damned; 
And to love your neighbors, sing, and pray. 
He thought was the only right way · 

To pass. 

He believed in hell, and spent his time 
Saving poor souls that stank with crime; 
But.he changed his tune al'ter a spell, 
And gave one man regular hell-

Just for a change. 

'l'he man bad said something he didn't like, 
So he sued him with all his might; 
And, for one who truly loved his God, 
The good parson went it rough shod: 

He sued him for a big pile of money. 

Brothers and the sisters all were there, 
ln court, to hear the good man swear. 
The suit came off-'twas in November; 
But when sworn he couldn't remember 

If "Love your enemies" is the word 
of God, or not. 

But how the folks did giggle and stare 
'fo hear the little parson swear 
'fhat solemnly he did unde1·stand 
To kill witches is· God's command! 

Ob,my! 

And he swore that be believed in hell, 
Where brothers and sisters must elwell; 
And he seemed to think it the best way 
To just wade right in for big pay 

For a pretended damage to his char
acter. 

But he'd not suffered as pretended, 
So his character was mended 
By the jury, who said: "0 sir, my! 
You hav estimated too high; 

" You will hav to take one cent on 
the dollar. 

But, parson, suppose it shall prove true 
That the man is better than you; 
And if in fire he must roast and stew, 
What, dear sir, will become of yon? 

" 'Ve pause for a reply." 

But the strangest thing yet for to tell 
Is that this believer in hell 
Never manifested a desire 
'fo save this man's soul from hell-fire; 

But he did try to get his money. 

[Our Opinion.] 
But, parson, there isn't a God so wild 
As to damn and roast his own child; 
Then, my dear sir, let's giv a big yell: 

" No hell, no hell, there i~ no hell!" 

But what, dear.sir, haY you been al:out
Not to know that hell is played out? 
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Every good man should be a crier 
Against the doctrin of hell-fire. 

And all good parsons a rule should make 
Not to sue a man for Christ's sake; 
But should remember that Christ's teaching 
Wasn't law, but love and good preaching. 

P. S.- If a minister sues an Infidel for 
$10,000 for libel, and don't get near half 
enough to pay his own lawyers, how much 
does he make, and how much does he add to 
the glory of God, and to the credit of his own 
character, and to the credit of the church? 

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD. 
A Fabricated Account of 

A Scene at the Death-bed of 
THOMAS PAiN~. 

DID BISHOP FENWICK WRITE IT? 
18 pp. Handsomely printed and bound, 

Price, 5 Ct?nts. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
21 Clinton Place, New York. 

--------------------------
TRUTH: 

A Poem in Three Parts. 
BY E. N. KINGSLEY. 

Dedicate.d to Truth Seeker~, Spiritualists, 
Skeptrcs, Reformers, Pract10al Atheists, 

and Impracticable Christians. 

Containing a picture of the 

JEWISH JEHOVAH. 
As Described by the Bible. 

"There went up a smoke out or his nostrils, and 
fire out of his mouth devoured : coals were kindled 
with it" (Psalms xviil, 8). 

40 pp. Handsomely executed. PriM, 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
21 Clinton Place, New York. 

THE 

BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES 
OF 

The Pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh. 
D. M. Bennett, Scribe, 

ALSO 

THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO THE 
TRUTH SEEKERS. 

Fram Volum•ll. of"A 7RU7H SlilEKBR AROUNlJ 7HB 
WORLD." 

Price $1.00 
D. M. BENNETT, 

21 Ollnton Plaae. New York 

SiNG, BROTHERS-. SING. 
USE THE 

liberal Hymn-Book 
In your meetings, to make them Ilvely and Interesting 
The LIBERAL HYMN·BOOK contains songs by the best poets 
~~apted t.o well-known tunes. It Is hlahly commended by 

M~:~r~ie':;!;,~~~· 1~~r;~3'b~~N~ho 1i;::' ei~r~:.o00t~' 
Second edlt,lon. Price, half-bound, ~5 cents. In cloth, 
~cents. Sold at this office. 

TO TltUA.L SUB§ClU.BEU.::~§ 

The Truth Seeker, 
'With sixteen large pages, will be set~ t 

J'Or THREE MONTHS, postage p Jd 

.FOB FIFTY CENTS. 
&.ddresa THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

21 Clinton Place, New y.,.,., .• 

SKETCH OF THE 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
CHARLES W .A.TTS. 

BY W. STEWART ROSS.· 
Price 10 cents. Address, 

THE '.!'RUTH SEEKER. 

DEITY ANALYZED 
AND 

rHE DEVIL'S DEFENSE. 

By Col. Jobn B. Kelso, A.M. 

bl~~~ :l~i: ~r~~~~a~ldh:ytt~e~~l~:~e".~clh~a':i~~e~ 
~.\':d~~dd'e~~n~~~\':,~'a~s~~it ~~h~cr~g~~~'f: o"n~~r a'::e8~r 
chivalry. The slngqJar audacity with which he attack. 
the foundations of Chr!at!anlty shows the earnestness of 
h!s own convictions In regard to Its fabulous orlgln.-L 
Hutchisan. 

Address THE TRUTH SEHKER, 
Price, $1.50. 21 Clinton Place. New York. 

"ANT I CHRIST." 
Proving concluslviy that 

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST' 

H!s birth, life, trial, execution, eto.-1& a myth. 
TRU l'H SEEKER Ol!lce. 

Price. 12.00. 21 Clinton Place, New York 

The Busts of 
PAINE and VOLTAIRE. 

By the celebrated sculptor 

CLARK MILLS. 
Price, $1.50 each. 

Address D. M. BENNETT, 
21 CllntonPiaee,NewYork 

TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY. 
""he World's Sages, Thinkers~ and 

Reformers. The Biograph1e~ of 
three hundred of the most distinguished 
teachers and philosophers (who were not 
Christians), from the time of Menu to the 
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages, 
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc
co, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio
graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians. A companion book to" The World's 
Sages," etc. By D. l\1. BENNETT. 8vo., 
1,U9 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs 
a full account of all the gods the nations 
of the earth hav worshiped, including 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 
pages,. S_vo. Vol. II. describes fully all 
the rehgwus systems of the world, includ
ing Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Chris
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00. 

Supernatuml Religion. An inquiry 
into the reality of drvine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the claims of supernaturalism 
ever written. By F. W. NEWMAN, Emeritus 
Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

rl'he Great W otks of Thomas Paine. 
Including The Age of Reason, Examina
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism,· Common Sense, 
The C1·isis, and The Rights of Man; the 
whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
gilt edges, $4.50. 

D. M. BENNETT'S WORKS. 
ADDRESS THE TRUTH SEEK:ER OFFICE. 

A Truth Seeker Around the World. 
Four large volumes. With a steel-plate 
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and 
each volume illustrated with forty-seven 
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth, 
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $10.50. 

The World's Sages Thinkers, and 
Reformers. 1,07g pages, 8vo. Cloth, 
$3.00; leather, $4.00; moroooo, gilt edges, 
$4,50. 

The Champions of the Church; Tlleir 
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

Tile Go(ls and Religions of Ancient 
and ll!O(lern Times. Two Volumes. 
W1-itten in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per 
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes· in 
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, 
$8.00. 

From Bellind the Bars. A series of 
let~ers _written in prison. Over 700 pages. 
Pr1ce $1. 50. 

.A Trutl1 Seeker in Europe. A series 
of letters written during a visit of ten 
weeks in Europe. Giving some account 
of the International Freethinkers' Con
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben
nett was a delegate, followed by a de
scription of wh>tt he saw in England, 
France, Holland, and Italy. The letters 
from Rome alone are worth the price 
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait 
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50. 

The Semitic Gods and the Bible. 
Treating upon the gods of tho Semitic 
nations, inclncling Allah, Jehovah, S>ttan, 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin 
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 
pages are devoted, Hhowing that book to 
be a very inferior l)rocluction for a first
class God. 333 htrge pages. ~aper cov 
ers, 60 cents; cloth, Sl. 

Judaism, Christianity, and Moham 
medanism examined historically 
and critically. It is thought to be the 
most damaging exhibit of Christianity 
thf!'t has" appeared. 500 large pages 
Pnce, $1.o0. Analysis of Religious Belief. An 

examination of the Creeds, Rites, and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By Vrs- Thirty DiscussionsJ Bible Stories 
couNT AMBERLEY; son of. the late Lord I Essays, aml J ... ectures. 700 pages 
John Russell, tw1ce Prem1er of England. Paper covers 75 cents· cloth $1 
Complete from the London edition. 745 ' ' ' · 
pages, Svo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; The Humphre~-Bennett Discussion 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. A debate on Uhristianity and Infidelity 

between D. Jl.f. BENNETT and Rev. G. H 
HuMPHREY. This book has had a Yery 
large sale, and is a splendid work for 
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh 
bors. 550 pages. Price, $1. 

The foregoing volumes are called " The 
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to
gether and sent by express, one dollar will be 
deducted from the price of each. 

E. F. 'UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
FOR S,\.LE A.T THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE, 

Essays and Lectures. Embracing In~ 
:fiuence of Christianity on Civilization· 
Christianity ancl Materialism; What Lib: 
eralism offers in Place of Christianity; 
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual
ism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine 
the Political and Religious Reformer; Ma
terialism and Crime; \Viii th.e Coming 
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties 
of Christianity; the Authority of the 
Bible; Freeth ought Judged by its Fruits; 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 60 
cents; cloth, $1. 

In1luence of Christianity upon Civil
ization. 25 cents. 

Christianity and Jl'Iaterialism. 15 
cents. 

Wh11t Liberalism Offers in Place of 
Christianity. 10 cents. 

Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning 
aml Ten<lency. 10 cents. 

Spiritualism from a Materialistic 
Standpoint. 10 cents. 

Paine the Political mHl Religious 
Reformer. 10 cents. 

Woman: Her Past and Present: Her 
Rights an<l Wrongs. 10 cents. 

Materialism and Crime. 10 cents. 

Will the Coming :Man Worship God 1 
10 cents. 

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. 
10 cents. 

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo
logical. 20 cents. 

Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four 
days' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Prof. 0. A. BURGEss, President of the 
Northwestern Christian University, In
dianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported. 
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. 

Underwood-Marples Debate. ·A four 
nights' debate between B. F. UNDERWOoD 
and Rev. JoHN MARPLES. Fully reported. 
Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents._ 

:BennetVreed Discussion. Between 
.D. M. BENNETT und CYRUS RoMULUS R 
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of 
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents 
cloth, 50 cents. 

What ObJections to Christianity 1 
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and 
G. l'II. I\1Am, di videcl into the following 
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor 
original, being borrow eel or copied from 
much older systems of religion. 

2. Miracles and supernatural achieYe 
ments hav been as fnlly and truly ascribed 
to other teachers and founders of religion 
as to Jesus. 

3. The story of Jesus and his mission 
in the worlcl is unhistorical; it is not cor 
roboratecl by contemporaneous history. 

BENNETT affirms; MAIR denies. This is 
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50. 

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United 
States Circuit Court upon the charge of 
depositing prohibitutl matter in the mail. 
This givs a full history of this celebrated 
case, ·and shows what monstrous injustice 
was perpetrated upon MR. BENNETT. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 
5 cents. 

Interrogatories to J ehovall. Being 
3,000 questions proponncletl to his Jewish 
Godship upon a great variety of subjects. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First 
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv
ing many church incidents and his evolu
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa
per, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

The Book of Chronicles of the Pil
grims in the Land of Yahweh: 
also the Epistle of Bennett tho Apostle to 
the Truth Seekers. Cloth, $1.00 

The First Epistle of Bennett the 
Apostle to the Truth Seekers. 
10 cents. · 

The Great Religions of the World. 
10 cents. 

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. 
10 cents. 

Jesus Christ. Considered as an Infi
del. 10 cents. 

.An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents. 
Sinful Saints and Sensual Shepherds. 

10 ee:uts. · 
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FREETHOUGHT WORKS. 

For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Bible Myths,· and their ·Parallels jn 
Other Religions. Being a com
parison of the Old and New Testament 
myths and miracles, with those of heathen 
nations of antiquity. Considering also 
their origin and meaning. With numer
ous illustrations. Cloth, $4. 

The Figm•es of Hell; or, The Tem
ples o.f Bacchus. Dedicated to .licensers 
of beer and whisky. By Mrs. ELIZABETH 
THOMPSON. A neat little volume of be
tween two and three 4undred pages. $1. 

Liberty and Morality. .A capital full 
lecture on these important subjects. By 
W. S. BELL. A pamphlet of thirty-six 
well-printed pages mailed for 15 cents. 

Superstition in All Ages. By JoHN 
MEsLIER, a Roman Catholic priest, who, 
after a pastorate of thirty years at Etre
pigny and But in Champagne, France, 
wholly abjured religious dog111as, and left 
as his last will and testament to his par
ishioners, and to the world, the work en
titled "Common Sense." Price, cloth, 
$1.50; paper, $1. 

Marriage and Pai·entage and The 
Sanitary and Physical Laws. For The 
Production of Children of Finer Health 
and Abill.ty. By a Physician ancl Sanita
rian. "The virtues of men and women 
as well as their vices may descend to their 
children." Price, $1. 

The. :)Uble;_:_Whence and. What~ By 
RIOHA.RD .. B.' ·WESTBROOK; D.D., LL.B. 
The''q_iiestions, Where did the books of 
the Bible come from? What is their 
authority? and, What is the real source 
of dogmatic theology? are treated fear
lessly in the light of history, philosophy, 
and comparativ religions. It is impossi
ble to giv even a condensed statement of 
what is itself a marvelous condensation. 
Whole libraries are here concentrated 
into one little book. Printed in good 
type and bound in cloth. Price, $1. 

The Bible of the Religion of Science. 

KERSEY GRA YES'S WORKS. 

Sixteen Saviors or None. By KER
sEY GRAVEs, author of the World's Sixteen 
Crucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles, 
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents; 
cloth, _$1, 

Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-se,:en 
Divine Revelations; containing a descrip
tion of twenty-seven bibles and an expo
sition of two thousand biblical errors in 
science, . history, . morals, religion, and 
general events. Also a delineation of the 
characters of the principal personages of 
the Christian Bible. and an examination 
of their doctrins. Price, $2. 

Biograplly of Satan; or,- a Historical 
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Do
mains. Price, 35 cents. 

Th~ World's Sixteen Cruci:fii:ld Sav
iors; or, Christianity Before Christ. 
Containing new and startling revelations 
in religious history, which disclose the 
oriental origin of all the doctrins, princi
ples, precepts, and miracles of the Chris
tian New· Testament, and furnishing a 
key for unlocking many of its sacred 
mysteries, besides comprising the history 
of sixteen oriental crucified gods. $2.00. 

WORKS OF PROF. DENTON. 

Be Thyself. Price, 10 cents. 

Christianity no Finality; or, Spirit
ualism Superior to Christianity. 10 cents. 

Common Sense Thoughts on the 
Bible. Price, 10 cents. 

Garrison in Hea-ven • .A Dream. 10 cts. 
Geology; The Pa~ and Future of our 

Planet: Ptiue, $1.50. 

Is Spiritualism True~ Price, 10 cts. 

Man's True Savior. Price, 10 cents. 

Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is 
True, Price, 10 cents. . 

Radical Discourses on Religious Sub-
jects. Price, $1.25. · 

Radical Rhymes. Price, $1.25. · 

Sermon from Shakspere's Text. 
Price, 10 cents. 

By H. S. BRowN, M.D. "'rhis volume is 
most respectfully dedicated to those per
sons who will cordially unite with others 
to establish the religion of truth and a Soul of Things ; or, Psychometric Re-
just government, by the scientific meth- searches anu Discoveries. In .three vol-
ods of reason, experience, experiments, umes. Price, $1.50 per volume. 
and observations. For this is the way to The Deluge in the Light of Modern 
wisdom, and to the material, mental, 
moral, social, and spiritual sciences, that Science. Price, 10 cents. 
make peace on earth and good will among The God Proposed for Our National 
ineii." Price, $1. 50· Constitution. Price 10 cents. 

Socialism and Utilitarianism. By The Irreconcilable Records; or, Gene-
JoHN STUART MILL. Price, $1.50. sis and Geology. Cloth, 40 cents; paper, 

Specimen Days and Collect. By 25 eents. 
WALT WmTMAN. Including autobiogra- The Pocasset Tragedy. 10 cents. 
phy, hospital sketches, democratic vistas, Is Darwin Right1 Price, $1.25. 
etc. Three hundred and seventy-four I R t ~ p 
pages of hearty, wholesome prose ancl What S igh 1 rice, 10 cents. 
poetry, never before published. Price, $2. mat was He~ or, Jesus in the J.Jight 

Ingersoll and Jesus. Conversation of the Nineteenth Century. Price, cloth, 
. b h $125; paper, $1. 1n verse etween t e two great reformers. • • . 
By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. Price, 10 cents. 1Vho are Chnst1ans ~ Pl"lce, 10 cents. 

The Sabbath. By M. FARRINGTON. .A ~l10_:~Hlled Mary Stannard~ 10 cents. 
thorough examination and refutation of 
the claims of Sabbatarians who are trying 
to foist upon the country their holy day f A. R A O .!\ V p A. M pH L E T S 

1 by unconstitutional legal enactments. A 
The author shows by an appeal notonly 
to the facts as they exist in the nature of 
things, but-by reference to the Bible, and 
the writings of distinguished historians 
and theologians of past ages, that Sunday 
is :rio more a holy day than Saturday. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The Relfgion.of Common Sense. By 
Prof. LIEBRECHT ULicH, of Germany. 
Price, 25 cents. 

The Sunday· ~uestion. .A Historical 
and Critical Review. With replies to an 
objector. By GEoRGiE W. BRoWN, M.D. 
Price, 15 cents. 

No. I.-The Relation of" the Spiritual to 
tlu• Material lllntverse; the Law of" uou• 
l>roJ: Two paners gn·eu in the interest of Spiritual 
Sc!en•e, by Spirit FAI<AD.!.Y. of England. Price, 10 cents. 

No. 2.-0rigin ot" Iite; or, Where Ma.n Comes 
From. The JJ.vomtlon of tlJe Spirit from M~tter throu~h 
~~rii~'Fli.'~o;~~~cs~r~~e.lfg:e~~s~ Solrlt Body Grow·. y 

No. 3.-Tbe Development ot" the Spirit 
After Transilio.u.-Tne Ori1dn of Rellglon•. By 
SplrltFAI<ADAY. Price, 10 cents. 

No. 4.--rl>e Process or Mental ActiOn; or, 
How We "lhlnk. By Spirit FARADAY. Pr!ce,15 cents, 

Achsa w. Spra~r:ne•s and Mary: <JJark's 
~~~~U1llc~~\~~f~~ fAa;.~~IN~eJ~~a~·~~:~~. Yl 
Y Price, 2'l cent•, 

No. I.-Experiences of" Samuel Bowles 
~~~~!t~li~r o~I Lw: a:~~n§~~dse~"£: tr!:::'~bM~!~tln~ 
Standpoint. Written th•ough tbe Medtumshlp of CARRIE 
E. S. TWil'!G,ofWe•tfield, N.Y. Price. 20 cents. 

No. 2.-Contrasts in St•1ritLife: e.nd Recent 
Exoer!ences of SAMUEL BOWLRS, late editor of the Spring
field (Maso.) Republican. in the first five spheres Also e. 
thr1JI1ng account of the late President Garfield's recep-
g~~i,~ ~es~¥~a';vW~d;tfi:f,e~e~_thj.~j'J!e~ sthc"en~~~d of 

fl! A MA. 1 A Psyco-Ph!slolog!cal essay on sexual I FIFTY "I' EARS' SUCCESS, 
PU"t I' 1 relations. Original in theory, Scien-
tific in treatment and pure in tone. Price 25 cente. I SHAKER EYE AND EAR BALSAM. 

EURNZ & CO, · 
3moll U Clinton !'lace. For all af!llctlons of the above organs. 

· Dimness, Inflammation, Soft Cataract, and Roaring, 
$5 tO $2Qperday at home. Sampleswortb.$5:free. etc., of the Ears. 

Address STillSON & co., Portland, Me. 30 cents per· box. 

JUST PUBLISHED I 
A new Liberal Song Book, entitled, 

Songs of the Morning, 
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED. 

By CALEB S. WEEJ{S. 
INTWO VOLUMES. EACH VOLUME COMPLETE 

IN ITSELF. 
Vol. I. Original, including Responses to Old Hymns, 

and Old Hymns in Responding Versions. 
Vol. II. Selections. 

THE FI:RST VOLUME-ORIGINAL SONGS-NOW READY. 
It is gotten up in excellent style, on good thick 

paper, from large, new type. It contains an alpha
betical index of Song titles; another of first llnes of 
Songs, and an index or tunes suitable for the Songs. 

The author is well known as a Liberal Songster. 
He was one of the chief contributors to" The Truth 
Seeker Collection." His songs hav been highly com
mended. One of our correspondents in 1877 called 
him "That Wonderful American JIIocking-B!rd, who 
sings us the old songs with variations, and all the 
modern improvements." 

The first volume consists of 212 pages, and contains 
all of the Original Songs. The Selections may be 
published as a second volume at a future time. 

!'rice, cloth, $1.00. 
For sale, wholesale and retall, at the 

lltf 
TRUTH SEEKER office, 

21 Cl!nton !'lace, N. Y. 

A LIBERAL COLONY. 
1,200 FREE HOMES!. 

THE NEW COLORADO! 
Those desiring to secure a valuable home on the 

public domain at a nominal price ($1.25 per acre, and 
33 months in which to pay for it) wl!l find it greatly 
to their advantage to correspond with the Gunnison 
and Uncompahgre Colonization Society. 

A. W. SMITH, Prest. 0. A. FHELPS, Sec'y. 
Address, with two three-cent stamps, 3mo9 

A, ,V, Sltll'l.'H, 
293 1 'rth, street, Denver, Col. 

$66 a week tn your own town. Terms and $5 outfit 
free. Address H. HAr t.ET & Co., Portland, Me-

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
OF THE 

W o r I d as N o w C o n s tit u t e d. 
.By Geo, T. Bon(lies, 

.And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
STYLED 

Exceptions to the Character of Jesus 
Christ Considered as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
Price, 'I'weuty-five Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
21 Cl!nton Place, N.Y. 6m9 

SEND FOR 

The Crimes of Preachers 
From May, 1876 to May, 1882. 

TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL NEWS
PAPERS, 

And with previous Translations dlllgently compared and 
revised. 

By Col, JJI, E. BILLINGS. 

SECOND EDI1'ION. 

Price Twenty-nve Cents. 
Addres! THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

21 Cllnton Place, N.Y. citY. 

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE 
BIBLE. 

Treating npon the gods of the Semitic nat!ono, tnclnd!ng 
Allah, Jehovah, Satan. the Holy Ghost, the V!Ig!n Mary, 
and the Bible. To the latter 2SO pages are devoted, snow-
1ng that book to be a very inferior production for a ~ret 
elas• God. By D. M. Bennett. SS9 laMA 1>89:60, "•re· 
awero 60 cenr.o: cloth. 11, 

THE GREAT AMERI<J&.N BOO:K. 

Try us once, and find entire rellef. 
1Y18 G. A. LOMAS, Shakers, N. Y. 

LIFE-SIZE 

LITHOGRAPH 
OF 

D. M. BENNETT. 
Heavy Plate Paper, 

SffiTABLE FOR FRAU 
WITHOUT J!'RAME. 

OR 

Sent by Mall for Fifiy ce:ota .. 

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE. 

.ANOTHER GREAT WORK! 

JESUS CHRIS r A FICTION 
Founded upon the Life of 

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA. 

How the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated 
Christ!anlty. 

Transcrlbocl by SPIRIT FARADAY, lato Electrician 
and Chemist of the Hoyal Institution, 

London, England. 
Prico, boards, 75 cents; paper, 60 cents. 

Address: 'rHE TllUTII SEEKER, 
21 Cllnlon Place, New York 

tJENTEN&IRY OJo' VOJLTAIUE. 

VOL·.rAIR.i!: IN EXILE: 
His Life and Works in France 

and Abroad. 
(England, Holland, Belgium, Prussia,· Switzerland), an 

unpubl!shed letters of Voltaire and Mme. 
Du Chatelet. 

BY BEN.JA.MIN GAS'l'INEAIJ. 
Price, Seventy-five cents. 

Address TB.E THUTH SEEKER, 
21 \JIImon Place. Now York. 

SKETCH OF THE. 

LH.,E AND CHARACTER OF 
SALADIN. 

(IV. STEWART HOSS.) 
A very interesting biography of aremarlmble man. 
Frlce 10 cents. Address, 

'l'IIE TRUTH SEEKER. 

MANHOOD! 

KNOW THYSELF~ 
.! Book for Every Jlan! 

Young, Middle· aged, ami Old. 
The untold miseries that result from lndlscretl·-n In 

a~~lt ~lTs :e,~~r~gn ail:'o'".1fJe~u:C~~s~u;~g-re"itn~ :~~ 
lf.'i~\cfi.;'t"~~~o~~b1~~;~t~le~h;b!·~~:!~:~:r, !~~~J~-~~ 
or Self I• reservation. It Is not only a romplete 
and' perfect treatise on Manhood, Exhamted VItality, 
Nervous and Phvs!cal Deblllty, Premature Decline In 
man, Errors of Youth, etc, but 1t coT'FtR.fns one bundred 
ancl twenty-five prescriptions for acute and chronic dis
eases, each one of which is invaluable, so 

f~~};~~ blo~~~~ a~t~~:r ~~g;~ ~:KV?~gge1~~~l~l;~~~y~8 
ictan. ft conta.fns SOO fJaO'eS. bound in beautiful embossed 

~~;f~g!~~i:;n~~e~eUs~:da w~!~rt~eo~~7n 6:;:~ 8~~~s~~ 
mecha.nfcal, literary, or profPssional-tllan any ot1ler work 
retalled in this country for ~2-f>O, or the money will be re· 
~~~~~~J~tiev;~~~~t~~~Tie ~~~Tgn~f 1l1!Ji~i l.~cf.,ft~~~-
nlu•trated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send noW'· 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. 
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bnlfinch street, Boston, Mlll!s. 
The author may be consulted on aU dlselll!eB requiring 
skill nnd experience. lyS8 

A ~:c~~~:s~~~~~~~~n~~~ ~o~i~~~~~s~f~t 
n.s his practice will prove, 
Cores all forms of PRI• 
VATE CHRONIC and 
SEXUAL DISEASES, 

Truth Seeker Tracts.. Bound in vol
umes of 525 pages each-Vols. I., II., III., 
IV., and V. Each volume containing525 
pages-thirty tracts or more. A Library 

·within themselves of most excellent Rad
ical reading matter at a low price. Paper, 
60 cents per volume; cloth, $1.00. If the 
whole set are taken- paper, 50 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents each. 

THE WAITE'S HISTORY OF 

Spermatorrhooa and Impotency, 
As the rc~ult or sclr·abusc In youth, sexual cxcc~scs in rna.· 
turcr years, or other causes, and producing some or the fol
lowing effects: Nervousness, Scminn.l Emissions, (night 
emissions by dreams), Dimness of Sight, Dcrcctivc Memory. 

~~~s~fc~1• ~~~~~~~~~mtr1C:ct~:s,kfo~~ ~;cg:~~~~ t'PoS:~:~tkc~~ 
~~~dcr;~~a~:~[/;gccu::J.Pb§~n °:£X¥£JlNAL tloJ~pi;j!. 

The Truth Seeker in bound volumes. 
Vol. I., 25 cents; vol. II., 50 cents; vols. 
m. ·and IV., $2 each; vols. V., VI., VII., 
VIII., and IX., $3 each. The whole set 
by express for $15. 

Voltaire in Exile. Translated from 
the French of M. GAsTINEAu by his son 
EDMOND GASTINEAU. Being Memoirs of 
the life of the great writer never before 
published. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1. 

Why Don.'t God Kill the Devil~. .A 
Series of Essays dedicated to the St. 
Johns School Board. By M. BABcocK. 25 
cents. 

Which: Spiritualism or Christian
ity~ .A discussion between MosES 
HULL and REV. W. F. PA!IKEB. Paper, fiO 
cents; cloth1 75 cents.· 

SECUL~!RN~O~VIEW, The Christian Religion 
ENGLlSIJ LIBERALISM. 

C!IARLES WATTS, t 
w. STEWART Ross, r Editors. 

The representat!v Engllsh Freethought journal. 
In its columns are impartially discussed all sides of 
Secular, Social, and Theological questions. 

Price, 7 cents single number; $2.75 per year, post
paid. 

For sale at this office, where yearly subscriptions 
may also be left. tn6 

RUPTURES CUREDby 
myJUedical Compound andlmproTCd 

Elastic Supporter Truss injrom 30 to 
90 days. Reliable references given. Send 

stamp for circuia.r, and sav in what paper 
you Baw my acl~ert>Sement. A.ddTess Capt. 

W, A. CoUI:sa,Smltli.vUie,Se!reriOII Co, N,Y, 

What the Press"_Say About It. 
What Scholars Think ·of It. 

The San Francisco Chronicle says: "It is by far the 
most important el!ort of American scholarship in 
this field of investigation." 

The Boston Herald says: "The refutation ot it wl!l 
be found tbe most dlflicult problem that ever was 
propounded to the clergy by a layman." This paper 
calls it "A Scholar's Challenge to the Ecclesiastics." 

The New Orleans Ti1111S says: "Judge Waite is an 
accompllshed and scholarly man, and has made all 
of hiS arguments wlth force and clearness." 

The Chicago Tribune, the Chicago Times, the Mil· 
waukee Sentinel, the Troy (N. Y.) Press, the Detroit 

. Ccnnmercial Advertiser, the Charleston (S. C.) Mercury, 
·and a large number of other papers havhad s!m!lar 
notices. 

Single copies sent by man at $2.25, cloth. 
. Address .THE TRUTH SEEKER Office, 

(JA rFION 111 from 80 to 60 days. No medicine taken. 
It h:o.s never been known to fo.IU 

P Middle•Aged and Old Men.C 
There are many at the age of thirty to s:xty ~;t 

who nrc troubled with too frequent evacuations • 
of the bladder, often accompunted by a slight ~-~· 
smarting or burning sensation, and a weaken-

~~~ ':!'c~~~:E~~e:. iO~ rr;::~~~~t:; r;!t~~~t~:;- ~ d 
deposits a ropy or cotton·likc sediment, or · 
sometimes small particles of albumen will appear, or tba 
color will be of a thin or milktsb hue, again changing to a 
dark and torpid appearance, which plainly shows tlfat tha 
semen passes oft' with the urine. It is the second stage ot 
Seminal ,{'"en.kness, and causes wastiog of the systc.m and 
a dejected and haggard appcannce, u.s you see 'h:e1·e 1U cut. 
There are many men who die of this difficulty, Ignorant of 
the cause. Dr. Fellows' External Hcmcdy will bring about a 
perfect cure In nil such cases, o.nd a healthy restoration ot 

th~({~~~~~~t~~[ln~r~~~~etter free and lnYitcd. Cho.rges 
rcasonabi~ o.nd correspondence strictly confidcutln.l. 

f· "PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Sent to any address, securely se;~.lcd, for two tlu•ee-ce"nt 
&tamps, treating on Sperruatorrllcea or Seminal Weakness, 
giving jts cause, symptoms, horrible efft.>cts, and cure, fol-

ib~f~ g~h~:~~~gs;~st~~g~~lJ\~~ ~:2t~ ~{~~O:?,fl~~~~b~~ 
a radical cure Is certain. Address, plainly, DR. n. P. 
FELLOWS, VIneland, New Jersey, and say in who~ 
paper :ou saw this advert.isement, 
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WHEN the Lord came down, in the cool of the day, 
to walk In the garden, and discovered man had got 
his eyes open, he became very angry and stated the 
matter thus: "Behold, the man Is become as one of 
us, to know good and evil, and now lest he put forth 
his hand, and take also of the tree of life and eat and 
11\· forever;" therefore the Lord in his anger turned 
him out of the garden, and made him go to work for 
a living, Now, who lied in this business? If there 
was a lie out, who told It? It seems God's anger was 
aroused, not because man was to die on the day that 
he ate the apple, but that his eyes had become opened 
to know good and evll, and hIs fears were .excited 
lest he should eat of the tree of life and thus llv tor
ever. Who, we ask, told the lie? It surely was not 
the deviL Every word he said was str!ctlytrue.-D. 
M. Bennett. 

IN the end, the people who now murmur and ridi
cule what they do not understand will be grateful for 
the real manhood that has been revealed to them. 
In the ond, truth alone will command respect, truth 
alone will prevall; and In the end, In the far-off 
time, truth shall make every heart of man Its em
pire and its·throne.-Feliz Adler's Radical Pulpit. 

THE thing that Is uttered from the inmost parts of 
a man's soul differs altogether from what Is uttered 
by the outer parts. The outer Is of the day, under 
the empire of mode; the outer passesaway,lnswift, 
endless changes; the Inmost Is the same yesterday, 
to-day, and forever.- Carlyle'• Hero- Wol'ship. 

I DENY the existence of such a being as the He
brew Jehovah, or Calvin's God, who walked and 
talked with men; who destroyed them purposely 
with tlood and fire, earthquake and plague; who 
turned a woman Into salt; made an ass speak (who
ever wishes to see this miracle repQated may step 
across to Brooklyn and enter the Tabernacle, carried 
on by the Rev. DeWitt Talmage. One visit will be 
enough for most people]; killed fifty thousand and 
seventy men for looking into the ark; stopped the 
sun and moon In order that a Hebrew "filibuster" 
might slaughter the Canaanites; saved a drowning 
prophet in a whale's belly; and who makes "de
crees" for the salvation or some, and allows others 
to Inhabit an eternal hell.-R. C. Adams. 

0 THOU, wha in the heavens dost dwell, 
Wha, as it pleases best thysel', 
Sends one to heaven and ten to hell, 

A' for thy glory, 
And no fer ony guid or Ill 

They've done afore thee 1 

I bless and praise thy matchless might, 
Whan thousands thou hast lett in night, 
1'hat I am here afore thy sight 

For gifts and grace, 
A burning and a shining Ugh t 

To a' this place. 
-Burns's Holy Willie's Prayel'. 

IF we are to seek no subterfuges, if we are not to 
halt between two opinions, I! our yea Is to be Yea, 
and our nay Nay-If we are to speak as honorable 
and straightforward men-then we must recognize 
the fact that we are no longer Chr!stlans.-Strauss. 

PEOPLE cannot think at all wlthou t differing; they 
cannot think earnestly without disputing. But can 
they not differ and dispute without hating? Can 
they not seek the truth with the ardor or earnest 
minds, without detesting one another? That is the 
<tnest!on.-Frothingham's Radical pulpit. 

WE do not work on Sunday because the Command
ment forbids It; the Germans do not work on Sun
day because the Commandment forbids it. We rest 
on Sunday becaus8 the Commandment requires it; 
the Germans rest on Sunday because the Command
ment requires it. But in the definition of the word 
"rest" lies all the difference. With us Its Sunday 
meaning Is, stay In the house and keep still; with 
the Germans Its Sunday and work-day meanings 
seem to be the same-rest the tired part, and use tile 
means best calculated to rest that particular part.
J1fal'lc Twain's Tramp Abroad. (There are two pages 
more on the Sunday question, and I do not know 
any author or preacher who speaks more soundly 
on that vexed subject. One would hardly go to Mark 
•rwain for enlightenment on theological matters; 
but yet one might "go further and fare worse." 
'.rills explanation of, and apology for, a rational use 
of Sunday occurs In the twenty-fourth chapter of 
"A 'l'ramp Abroad," and if we had a society among 
us !or diffusing Information on the Sunday question 
(such as they hav for years had In England), It could 
not do better than print this gospel of Mark and 
scatter it over all the land. But, alas! we are far 
from this yet 1 Superstition has fixed its talons too 
deep in tile body of tills nation to allow us to hope 
for ourselvs, though we may do so for future times. 

We shall not liv to see the day, 
But p'raps our blessed babies may. 

In this belief let us labor and toll, and, at the same 
time, "rest and be thank!u!."-Hyi<U.] 

MATTHEW xx, 17-19. Language such as this, deft
nit, pos!tlv, explicit, and circumstantial, I! really 
uttered, could not hav been misunderstood, but 
must hav made a deep and Ineradicable Impression 
on all who heard It, especially when repeated, as It 
Is stated to hav been, on several distinct occasions. 
Yet we find ample proof that no such Impression 
was made; that the disciples had no conception o! 
their Lord's approaching death, still less of his res
urrection; and that, so far from their expecting 
either of these events, both, when they occurred, 
took them entirely by surprise; they were utterly 
confounded by the one, and could not believe the 
other.-Greg's Creed of Chr(,;tendom. 

LORD, who shall abide in thy tabernacle? Who 
shall dwell in thy holy hill? He that walketh up
rightlY and worketh righteousness, and speaketh 
the truth in his heart. He that backblteth not with 
his tongue, nor doeth evil to his neighbor, nor tak
eth up a reproach against his neighbor. In whose 
eyes a vile person Is contemned; but he honoreth 
them that fear the Lord. He that sw8areth (or af
tlrmeth] to his own hurt and changeth not. He that 
putteth not out his money to usury, nor taketh re
ward against the Innocent. He that doeth these 
things 2hall never be moved.-Til< Fifteenth Psalm, 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. MAY 19, 1883. 

THE following dialog was overheard the other day: 
He: "Araminta, je t'adore." She: "Shut It your: 
self." 

IN Connecticut an old lady aged seventy-two Is 
learning to play the plano. It Is seldom that such a 
viciousness of spirit breaks out at that advanced age. 

"NOW Is the time to subscribe," said the cross 
roads editor as he led his wealthy bride to the mar
riage register and shoved a pen Into her trembling 
hand. 

JACK (admiringly): "You are ·a trump, Marian !" 
Miss M.: "Why do you call me such a name as that?" 
Jack (triumphantly): "Because ot your taking 
tricks." 

"Is the howling of a dog always followed by death?" 
asked a little girl or her father. " Not always, my 
dear; sometimes the man that shoots at the dog 
misses him," wa.s the parent's reply. 

A TEN-YEAll-OLD boy cleared a dollar in Plainville, 
one cold day, recently, selling holders. A holder Is 
one of those cloth things that lie under the stove 
while you are picking up a hot lid-lifter with your 
bare hands. 

A VISITOR from the country, who had been" doing" 
the sights of London, when asked what he thought 
ofthecatbedralnave, said: "What! tile fellow who 
took the sh1ll!ngs? I didn't know you called things 
so exactly by their proper names In London 1" 

THE SUPPRESSION OF SPRING. 
Said Winter to Summer: "'Tis quite clear to me 

That the seasons are badly adj ustecl; 
The season called Spring, you must surely agree, 

Is one with which all are disgusted. 

"Her vanity's something immense, and her wiles 
Are wanton, deceitful, and fickle; 

The farmer who trusts to the creature's false smiles 
Will find himself soon in a pickle. 

"That she Is a blot upon nature's fair plan 
Is a fact, and the world ought to know it; 

Besides, It Is she who !ntl!cts upon man 
'.rhat terrible bore, the Spring poet." 

"Your head Is quite level," sweet Summer replied; 
"Miss Spring has gone wrong, I am thinking. 

Just see how she staggers from side to side; 
No doubt In the world she's been drinking. 

"She steals weather from me, and steals weather 
from you, 

And that's how she picks up her living. 
I am known to be very warm-hearted, 'tis true, 

But cannot be always forgiving. 

" To think how the twlcked young creature is praised, 
When her tempeP can never be trusted, 

And what mountains of song in her honor are raised, 
When she ought to be-yes, sir-be bu'sted !" 

Said Winter: "There need be no quarrel or fight; 
Let you and me closely caress her, 

And thus we can squeeze out the life of her quite, 
And silently, surely, suppress her.· 

"When Spring is put decently out of the way, 
We two will no more be derided; 

Then I wlll take March, and you shall take May, 
And let April be fairly divided." -New York Sun. 

GETTING ALL THE G<JOD OUT OF A GAS METER THAT 
IT WOULD STAND. 

He was trying to sell the stranger his house and 
lot, and after the prospect!v purchaser had wan
dered through the attic, and nosed around the 
kitchen, and poked into the closets, and rattled the 
windows to see If they were tight, and smelled of tile 
cistern water to see how much dead cat it would as
say to the gallon, the owner of the property took him 
down Into the cellar, which he had spent all night in 
whitewashing. The meter, which was stuck up on 
a shelf In one corner of the cellar, attracted tile 
stranger's attention. 

"How much does your gas cost you a year?" asked 
he. 

'.rhe householder gave a knowing wink, poked the 
stranger In the ribs and said: 

"You don't look like a man who would g!v tile 
thing away, and seeing as you are going to buy the 
house anyway, I don't mind telling you. It don't 
cost me a cent." 

"It don't ?" said the stranger With evident sur
prise. 

"No, not a red," said the other, "and it is all ow
Ing to a little observation on my part as to the work
Ing of that meter there. I'll explain. You see when 
I first moved Into this house I was doing a good 
business, and so I had everything fixed up In tony 
style, chandeliers in every room In the house, 
kitchen Included, and other luxuries to correspond. 
But after awhile my business began to run down, 
and I had to shut of! on expenses. My wife sug
gested that we economize on the gas blll; so I bought 
a lot ot lamps, and we stopped using the gas burn
ers, except In the parlor when we had company. 
When the man with the lantern came round to look 
at the meter, I fairly kicked myself with joy to think 
how It would astonish him, But It didn't. 

"The bill for that month was just as big as It was 
the month before, and when I squealed, there was 
the meter to back them up. I couldn't get around 
that. Well, next month I thought I'd experiment. 
So I put the lamps away in the garret, and used 
everv gas-burner In the house. Kept two chande
liers in the bedroom going day and night, just for 
luck. Blll for that month just the same. Then I 
thought I might as well be getting all the good out 
of that meter that It would stand, so I tapped a hole 
in the pipe and ran a connection over to our next 
neighbor, and let him hav all the gas he wanted tor 
ten per cent o!T. Inside of two months I was supply
ing the whole square, and It didn't cost me a cent 
more than it did to supply my house and stable. I'll 
turn this little monopoly right over into your hands. 
It's a little dangerous, but, if you've got the nerve, 
your gas needn't cost you a ceht, as I said at first, 
and-'' 

"My gas isn't likely to cost me anything, anyway," 
said the stranger, Interrupting him for the first 
time. 

"Why?" 
"Because," said the stranger solemnly," I'm the 

new secretary ot the ~;as company."-Boston Courier, 

D • .M.BENNE1'T'S LAST WORK. An important tvo1·k by Gibbon, the historian. 

A TRUTH SEEKER History 4 Christianity: 
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and each volume mustrated with torty-seven cuts. Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 
BY D. D. BENNET'I', 

Late editor or TBll TRUTH 8nn11, author or "A Trun 
ISeell:er In Europe," "Gods and Rellglons or Ancient 

and MOdern Times," "The World's Sages, Think-
ers, and Reformers," "Champions or 

the Church," etc., etc. 
Handsomely bound in red cloth, $6.50; 

in leather, red edges, $9.50; in 
JDorocco, gilt edges, $10.1iO. 

Readers of THE TRUTH SuKER know the circumstances 
under which this work was written. The last word 
penned by the great author were tor the fourth volume 
which was nearly completed at tis death, and Which will 
now contain an account of hlB world-lamented death and 
burial. Mr. Bennett was a very patient and faithful 
chronicler or the habits and customs of t!o.e dllrercnt peo
ples of the many places he visited, The every-day 
lite of all nations Is laid before the reader by one who has 
visited them and beheld them with his owu eyes. Par
ticular attention Is paid to the progress ot Freethought In 
the various countries he visited, and the morality ot eo
called pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality cf 
Christian countries, much to the detriment of the illtter. 
The work Is & 

Freethinker's History of the World. 
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE ' 

should be In every Liberal's library Besides Its intrinsic 
worth It is a memento or one of the greate•t Freethinkers 
the world has known-of one who ranks with VoltWI;e. 
and Paine In the force and clearness of his writings. 

,Address 2HE 2RU2H SEEKER, 
21 tJliuton l'lace, 

New York city· 

THE BOSTON INVESTIGATOB, 
The oldest reform journal in the 

United States, 
Is published 6'/Jery Wednesday at tht 

Paine .lh.emorial Building, 
Boston, .Mass., 

By .YOSIAH P. MENDIJM. 
Edited by HORACE SEA VE.R. 

PRICE, $3.00 per annum; single copies. 
geven eents. Specimen copies sent on re· 
ceipt o.r a two•cent stamp to pay postage. 

The ln•utigator 1s devoted to the Liberal cause In rellg. 
!on; or In other words, to universal mental llberty. Inde· 
pendent In all Its dlscuslllons, discarding superstltioru 
theories or what never can be known, It devotes Its col· 
umns to things or tills world alone, and leaves the ·next, I! 
there be one, to those who hav entered 1ts unknown 
shores. Believing that It Is the duty or mortals to work 
tor the Interests or this world. 1t confines Itself to the 

m~~n°! :'.J.':i!f:ndn;.:i:
1
for ~tsu~~:;rr/;;,~ tt~!~~~o" a~i 

rond or sound reasoning goOd reading, reliable news, an 
ecdotes, science, art, ana a useful famlly journal. Reader. 
please send your subscription tor stx months or one y·ear 
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8L88S'6 
Elctro-Magnetic 

Planehette~ 
A wonderful and my:sterlous little lnstrumant that com
bines electricity and animal magnetism In assisting Spirit 
Intelligence to communicate tllrough It with mortals. lt 
has been In the market a little over two years, and durin<: 
that time thousands of skeptical persons, i-tls, downrl~ht 
:ea~~rltJ+~i5'~-t'le~8W~~cf~~~':.tn~~~~t ~arn~R~~~el~~ 
whlle their hands hav been placed passlvly upon lt. 

THE ADVANTAGES CLAJ;:r!IED OVER OTHER 
PLANCHETTES. 

First. A paste-board top In place or olled, stained, 01 
varnished woOd. 

Second, Five miniature batteries upon tile toP or eacb 
Planchette, upon which the l!ngers rest. 

Third. Each Planchette Ia separately magnetized and 
aoalgned "b~~f~~=)\!~/i;glf~~i"s Each. 

~~~ rg:r.-J~lfed'~:!Y uE~kr~~\~t ~rn:~~~"F~ ::r 
A.t TH• T:RUTll S••nJl OJD.CA 

THE 

GOLDEN THRONE 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, 

Author of .. Prometheus," "Gottlieb," and u Ingersoll 
and Jesus." 

A Ra1lcd romance or pioneer lite; delineating the vir
tues or natural humanity as opposed to the hypocrisy of a 
upernatur.I religion; crowded with Incident and full or 
~rogresslv Ideas and the poetry of the future. 

PRICE $1.00. ADDRESS THIS OFFICE. 

THE SABBATH. 
BY M. FARRINGTON. 

A thorough examination and refutation of the claims or 
Sabbatarlans who are trying to foist upon the country 
their holy day by unoonst!tutlonallcgal enactments. The 
bUthor shows by an appeal not only to the facts as they 

~t6~~.1~h~h;r/it~~e o~r d~~ll'n~J:ut~~Utl;~~~~':.~c:n~ th~~ 
~=~~t ~~ lllf~~~~t~~ ~o~~~~~:t ~ ~~:e bol.Y than 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, \Venck, 
Milman, '• an English Churchman," and other scholars. 

Handsome 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

The Labarum of 
Constantine. 

" By this si'gn thou 
shalt cfllu]Ut1"1" 

This volume contains Gibbon's Theological writings, sepa .. 
rate from his Historical and !vliscellaneous works. lt shows 
'luhe1t •where and how Christianity originated ; who were its 
found~rs : and what was the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. . 

Gibbon's Viudi'catioltOfthe 15th and 16th chapters of his 
Ht"Story from t.he attacks of~1i~ Chri~t~an opp_onen.ts, is re· 
printed verbatznz from the ongmal edition oflus 111zscella1te
ous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796,- lteffect.ually 
and forever silenced his detractors; who, bemg vanqmshtd 
in argument, unh~sitatingly accuse~ Gibbon of h;tfid~l~ty! 
· 'All that cim ·be said by Christians in-regard t<l .~I.>C<Qngm<>.f: ·. 
Ckristiatdty is reprinted from the valuable notes of DHAN 
lvhLMAN, WENCK, GuizoT, an .ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, (t,he 
learned editor of BoRN's edition of Gibbo11), and other emm-
ent Christian historians. . 

Among the Illustrations will be found representatiOns 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 

For Sale at '.l'lie ·.r~uth Seeker Office. 
6m!5 

'V&N'i'ED. 
Widower without encumbrance wants to corre

spond with a slngfe lady or widow between the ages 
of 40 and 50, with no encumbrances, with a view to 
matrimony. Address WIDOWER, 

4tl8 Care THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Ingersoll's Work~. 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 
Includin2', ••Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child;" 

"The Declaration of Independence;' •'About Farming 
in lllinotP;"" The Great B11nquet," .. The Rev. Alexan
der Clark," u The Past Rtses before Me Like a Dream," 
and •·A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingeraoll," 

Some Mistakes of' Moses. Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, $1.25. 

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, 
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa
per, 50 cents. 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00; 
cloth, $2.00. 

What l\Inst'We Do to be Saved 1 Pa
per, 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
--------~--~------~2_l_U_'l_ln_ton_P_m __ ce_~~e_w_Y __ or~k--

LOUIS MASQUERIER'S 

SOCIOLOGY; 
OR, 

The Scientific and Liberty-giving Reconstruction 
of Society, Morality, (}ove:rnment, and 

Property into States, 'lownshi.ps, 
and .Farmsteads. 

ILL US TRA TED. 

Together with his Phonology, developing tile Eng. 
llsh language, spelled according to the sound of tile 
twelve vowels and modifying power of the twenty
two consonants, or the first time, so far as known, in 
II terature. For sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER office, 
21 Clinton Place, New York city. Price, $1; Postage, 
three cent stamps. 

Also, an English School Phonetic Gpelllng and Pro
nouncing Dictionary with detlnltlons, In course ot 
pu bl!catlon. Price, same as above one. 

Also a new Science of Music In preparation. 
Price, 25 cents. For sale at this oro.ce. 

THE RADICAL PULPIT. 
Comprising discourses or advanced thought bJ 

O. B. FBOTHINGHAM and FELIX A.DLEB 
two or America's clearest thinkers. 

Price, 1n clo th, 81 

TO MY FRIENDS% 
No God, no heaven, no hell! 
These books sound their death-knell. 

"The Darwins," paper 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 
-John's Way, 15 cents.-Clergyman's Victims, 25 
cents. These three are Intldel romances.-Stndy!ng 
the Bible, 75 cents.-Spec!men copies of Alpha and 
Herald of Health, 10 centseach.-Four tracts 6 cents. 
Health Hints, 25 cents.-D!ana, A new Theory of 
Sexual Relations. Sexual Satisfaction in Continence. 
This book should be read by all married people and 
by all who contemplate marr!age.-Godly Women, 
showing how the Bible degrades and humiliates 
women, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.-Private 
Physiology for Girls, worth five dollars to any woman 
If she needs health, $!.-Photos: card, 15 cents, Impe
rial, 20 cents. -Crimes of Preachers, 25 cents.
Leaves of Grass. a splendid poem, Shaksperlan In 
style, full or good Ideas, $2.-Any other Liberal book 
you may want at publisher's prices. 

Please order them of Elm!na as she makes no 
profits on any of her books save those sold by her-
self. Address, ELMINA D. SLENKER, 

6teow18 Snowvllle, Pnlusk1 eo., Va. 
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Jjlofts and flippings. 

TEE pope has decided that no priest who 
has participated in the agitation in Ireland 
shall be made a bishop. 

TEE American Art Association of this city 
opened their gallery on Sunday, the 20th, and 
were rewarded for their enterprise by four or 
five hundred people in attendance. 

SAYs Texas Siftings: " It is inconsistent and 
unjust for the United States government to 
keep a guard of soldiers on duty at ex-Presi
dent Garfield's tomb, while no guard is kept 
over ex-President R. B. Hayes, who is twice 
as dead as Garfield." 

TEE new "married woman's property act" 
in England encourages a woman. to lend 
money to anybody except her husband. It en
ables her to sue him and to be witness against 
him. It also renders her liable to maintain 
both }ler husband and her children. 

TEE recent raid on Mott street Chinamen 
in this city is believed to be purely a matter 
of religious prejudice and persecution, as the 
complainants are members of the Young 
Men's Catholic Association, and the investi
gation does not bear ·out the charges made. 

TEE Virginia Episcopal Convention of min
isters, after considering the question, advises 
separate organizations for white and colored 
Episcopalians. They hav an idea that an 
eternity of amalgamation in the next world 
will suffice without a previous mixing of the 
races in this. 

MANY book-sellers are complaining that 
they hav a large quantity of dead stock on 
hand in the form of the revised New Testa
ment. Having satisfied their curiosity, the 
people no longer buy. It will be many years 
before another edition of the revision will be 
made necessar;y by the demand. 

PoPE Prous the Ninth's personal effects hav 
been sold by auction in Rome, much to the 
annoyance of the faithful, who consider that 
the late pope's family ought to hav preserved 
every atom of his belongings as a relic. 
There was a miscellaneous collection of cru
cifixes, sacred pictures and images, portraits 
of crowned heads and celebrities, missals, 
etc., but the public was not very eager to 
buy, and in many ·cases the things fetched 
even less than their intrinsic value. 

DR. 1\URY HowARD, an American woman 
doctor in China, recently attended the mo
ther of Prince Li Hung Chang, and al
though she did not save her life, showed so 
much skill that she was called in to treat the 
wife of the great minister. From all parts of 
North China letters from the wives of man
darins and high officials entreat her to come 
to them or to "send other wise women from 
America." Eastern women of rank die of 
obscure diseases rather than submit to opera
tions performed by male surgeons. 

TEE people of lllinois pay $12,000,000 an
nually for sch.ools and $20,000,000 for :whisky. 
On the average, in cities and towns, there are 
fifty saloons to one thousand childre:c of 
scholastic age; so that these grand forces for 
influencing character may be said to be at 
work on a gigantic scale, the one teaching the 
youth how to behave and the other how to 
smoke and drink. The Republicans say the 
smokers and drinkers vote the Democratic 
ticket, but do not giv them credit for ·com
pelling the liquor dealer to pay the license, 
upon the strength of which the schools are 
conducted. 

DURING the :fiscal year the exports of agri
cultural products were three times as great in 
value as all others combined. The value of 
manufactures exported was about one-seventh 
of that of the exports of all sorts, and the 
value of mining products; including mineral 
oils, about one-fourteenth. During the last 
sixty years the value of the agricultural prod
ucts has always been about three-fourths of 
that of all the exports, and in the great grain. 
year of 1880 the proportion reached the enor
mous figure of over eighty-three per cent. A 
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table of freight charges in the last report of 
Bureau of Statistics upon foreign commerce 
indicates that the average freight charges for 
wheat from Chicago to New York had grad
ually fallen off to about on6-third of what 
they were in 1868, not only by rail, but by 
lake and canal and lake and rail. 

FoUNDLINGS hav a very hard time fu: many 
other institutions besides the one at Tewks
bury. Out of one hundred and twenty-five 
of them admitted last year into the Chicago 
Home for the Friendless, no fewer than nine
seven died in the institution itself, and 
enough others to make the total over one 
hundred soon after being given away to pri
vate individuals. This js not quite so bad a 
showing as that of Tewksbury, where, within 
a given period, every foundling but one per
ished; but it is still a very bad one. Prob" 
ably similar institutions in other cities would 
reveal a state .of things much like that which 
exists in Chicago. 

ITALY is now tryfug to come to the front in 
the matter of political emancipation for wo
man, and so sets a good example for more en· 
lightened nations. A movement is on foot to 
organize the provincial and district electoral 
laws, with a view to insert therein the right 
of suffrage for women. Like the men, they 
must be of the age of twenty-one years, and 
are also expected to contribute taxes of the 
minimum amount of ·five francs, besides fur
nishing the proof of being able to read and 
write. As an act of courtesy, women com
plying with the foregoing conditions will be 
allowed te send their written votes in a sealed 
envelope to the commissioner at the polls, 
their signatures being attested by a mayor. 

TEE oldest tree in the world, says Knowl
edge, so far as any one knows, is the Bo tree, 
of the sacred City of Amarapoora, in Burmah. 
It was planted 288 B. o., and is therefore now 
2,170 years old. Sir James Emerson Tennent 
givs reasons for believing that the tree is real
ly of this wonderful age, and refers to historic 
documents in which it is mentioned at differ
ent dates, as 182 A.D., 223 A.D., and so on to 
the present day. "To it," says Sir James, 
"kings hav even dedicated their dominions, 
in testimony of a belief that it is a branch of 
the identical fig-tree under which Buddha re
clined at Urumelaya when he underwent his 
apotheosis." Its leaves are carried away as 
streamers by pilgrims, but it is too sacred to 
touch with a knife, and therefore they are 
only gathered when they fall. The King oak 
in Windsor Forest, England, is 1,000 years old. 

TEE Supreme Court of Pennsylvania has 
just dealt a hard blow to ceremonial mar
riages ~s essential to legality. Two cases of 
desertiq~ W!Jre before it, and the husbands 
were :illfide to support their acknowledged 
wives, lllthough no ceremony had been per
formed by priest, parson, or civil magistrate. 
One of the parties married themselvs in this 
wise: They agreed to liT as husband and wife. 
The man said: "I am your lawful husband;" 
the woman responded: "I am your lawful 
wife." They clasped hands, and he said: 
"We are married." They thenceforward 
lived together, a child was bom to them, and 
the husband sought to get rid of the support 
of both, but the court declared the marriage 
valid and the child legitimate, and ordered 
him to take care of each. Such decisions, 
making marriage a pure civil contract, are 
checks upon the licentiousness of- men, .. and 
protect the rights and interest of wives, and 
conduce in every way to morality. There are 
too many persons who imagin no marriage 
legal unless ceremonial, and seek to take ad
vantage of it on that ground. Interested ec
clesiastics do much to poison the minds of 
husbands by their talk about the necessity of 
religious ceremonies at marriage. 

TEE Turkish authorities on the importation 
of foreign literature, we should judge, possess 
but little more intelligence than the officials of 
the Canadian C11stom House, though their dili· 
crimination may be superior to tbat of the Ka
nucks. A copy of Moody and Sankey's vol
ume of hymns lately reached one of tbe Turk
ish post-offices in Armenia to the address of 
an American missionar1. AI$ a matteJ Qf 

course, Moody and Sankey must pass under 
the eagle eye of Bukbsheesh Effendi, the 
governor-general's factotum, who knows a 
few words of English. He was all the sharper 
on this occasion because he had very recently 
passed by inadvertence a book consisting of 
letters from one of the New York papers, the 
author of which roundly denounced the mis
government ne had witnessed in Armenia dur
ing the campaign of 1877. And this volume 
was addressed to the same quarter as the pres
ent hymn book. "Dogs," exclaimed Bukb
sheesh Effendi, as he turned over the leaves. 
"Hold the Fort! What fort? Treachery, 
as I liv l May Satan seize them !" They 
were patriotic songs for the use of the Arme
nians, those hymns, and the musical notation 
proved it; and that particular song, "Hold 
the Fort," must hav reference to an intended 
insurrection. So "Hold the Fort" was out 
out by order of Bukbsheesh, and the expur
gated volume sent to its destination. 

PBOFEBSOB BBEWEB of Iowa College, in the 
Home Journal, ~tes as follows on the subject 
of spelling reform: Persons who hav never 
read an old English book hardly imagin how 
much our spelling has already been improved. 
They may learn with surprise that all the 
words printed below in italics are taken, letter 
for letter, from a book by John Evelyn, writ
ten two hundred years ago. The changes 
produced by the dropping of useless letters 
are so like those proposed by reformers now, 
that they can be stated in similar language, 
as in the following imaginary rules of the old 
spelling reformers: Drop silent e in such 
words as goe, noe, soe, the verb doe, and the 
pronoun wee; also, at the end of such words 
as foode, selje, looke, tooke, prevaile, wlwme, 
againe, betweene, owne, soone, solemne, de111re, 
doore, feete. Drop e in onely, and before the 
suffixing in such words as makeing, dureing, 
closeing, writeing, leaveing, dyeing. When a word 
ends in a double consonant, as a great many 
in "all " and double t, omit the last letter, as 
in att, halt, gett, yett, hitt, visilt, hott, butt, princi
pall, nalurall, disposall, bedd, gemm, penn, friend
shipp. For summe write sum, for reconomique 
economic, for allwayes always. These reforms, 
accomplished a century ago and tested by ex
perience, hav been a saving of time to pen
men and printers, and no loss of beauty to 
the page, as judged by our eyes. No one 
would undo them. And the changes proposed 
by the Philological Association in 1881 will 
probably be yet more commended when they 
become familiar. 

MR. RICHARD PBooToB, the well-known Eng
lish lecturer on astronomy, once tried the 
experiment of wearing a corset, and thus de
cribes the result: "When the subject of 
corset wearing was under discussion in the 
pages of the English Mechanic, I was struck," 
he says, " with the apparent weight of evi
dence in favor of tight lacing, particularly by 
the evidence of some as to its use in reducing 
corpulency. I was corpulent. I also was dis
posed, as I am still, to take an interest in 
scientific experiment. I thought I would 
giv this matter a fair trial. I read all the in
structions, carefully followed them, and va
ried the time of applying pressure with that 
'perfectly stiff husk' about which corre
spondents were so enthusiastic. I was foolish 
enough to try the thing for a matter of four 
weeks. . Then I laughed at myself as a hope
less idiot, and determined to giv up the at
tempt to reduce by artificial means that su
perabundance of fat on which only starvation 
and much exercise, or the air of America, has 
ever had any real reducing influence. But I 
was reckoning without my host. As the Chi
nese lady suffers, I am told, when her feet
binding are taken off, and as the flat-head 
baby howls when his head-boards are re
moved, so for a while was it with me. I 
found myself manifestly better in stays. I 
laughed at myself no longer. I was too 
angry to laugh. I would as soon hav con
demned myself to using crutches all the time 
as to wearing always a husk. But for one 
month of folly I had to endure three months 
of diBComfort. At the end of about that time 
I was my own 1Jl8ll again," 

\ 

PluNoE BIS¥AROK's health is said to be de· 
clini,ng. 

AN unusually small crop of maple sugar is 
reported by Delaware manufacturers. 

BEEB was denied the people of New Jersey 
last Sunday by the closing of all saloons. 

SIX anarchists hav been arrested in Paris 
for circulating sedition among the troops. 

CoLONEL INGERSOLL cemmenced his address 
to the jury in the Star route trial last Satur
day. 

CAREY, the Irish informer in the case of the 
Phenix Park murders, has been released from 
custody. 

LEVI D. JARRARD, ex-senator, and county col
lector of Middlesex, N. J., is missing. His 
accounts are ten thousand dollars short. 

Two hundred thousand dollars damage was 
done the Pennsylvania Railroad's property 
by a fire at Hackensack meadows, N.J., on 
Saturday last. 

Mn. FnENOE, president of the board of po
lice commissioners inN ew York, declares that 
there is not a gambling-house open in the 
city. The statement is doubted. 

DANIEL CuRLEY, the second criminal to be 
hanged for the Dublin murders, was executed 
on the 19th. "I am happy and at peace with 
God," were among his last words. The gal
lows is a great evangelizer. 

DENISON, Texas, was struck by a tornado 
last week. The Baptist church was totally 
demolished, and a fine schoolhouse nearly 
destroyed. The power that rides upon the 
storm is no respecter of houses. 

TYNAN, the alleged Number One of the Irish 
lu.vincibles, is living with his family in Brook
lyn. His extradition has not yet been de
manded. Tynan's offer to surrender to the 
British authorities was declined. 

WoRSEIPEEB at Peterborough Cathedral in 
London were much alarmed last Sunday by 
finding on the steps of that edifice a box with 
a fuse attached. The affair is considered a 
hoax, as the substances contained in the box 
are not known to be explosiv. 

A MOST destructiv cyclone passed through 
Racine, Wis., last Saturday. One hundred 
and fifty houses were destroyed, and nine 
lives are known· to hav been lost. A wide ex
tent of country in illinois was at the same 
time devastated and many persons killed. 

RUFFIAN DuNNE, of Chicago, who slew Prize
fighter Elliott, has been acquitted. The elite 
of the Chicago disreputables gave the distin
guished homicide a reception on the evening 
of his acquittal. The verdict of the jury is 
savagely criticised by the press of that city. 

IT appears from facts brought out in tbe 
sale of the Rev. Anna Oliver's church in 
Brooklyn that the name of that lady is not 
Oliver but Snowden. Why she preached un
der an assumed name is not known. Per
haps matters connected with the name of 
Snowden might explain if made public. 

MooDY and Sankey exhibited themselvs at 
Cooper Institute last Sunday evening. The 
millionaire flunkey, Cyrus W. Field, who re
cently made his name disagreeable to Ameri
cans by erecting a monument to Major 
Andre, the British revolutionary spy, was on 
the platform. By supposed divine interven
tion Moody lost his voice in the middle of his 
sermon. 

CoNGRESSMAN PHIL THoMPsON, of Kentucky, 
who shot the man who had seduced his wife, 
was acqnitted by the court that tried him. 
While. this verdict may hav a salutary effect 
on that class of men who hav no respect for 
family ties, it establishes a precedent which 
those who are inclined to believe they hav a 
grievance like Mr. Thompson's will do well not 
to depend on to clear them if they commit 
murder outside of Keotuc~y. 
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. ual has ~s_ many_ n_ghts as a_ million. m~md_u~s ;p~t he does ~ot_ u~d_ers!B:.nd th~. funda_mental p;nnmple Hevwood-haters like Mr. Lydiard might be convinced 
together mto ~hat Is call_ed a state.. This, :I thmk, IS upon whiCh he pre~cates his ,?wn perS"On~-n~J:ts; · ·- Of ih~ :V.aiue o0\11;: Heywood's servicei3, the justice of 
a true statement.. ~J::e _nghts that one_ must ,re~p~ct. My first prop<?s~twn; :was •• that. ;e~.tclf mdb-_Idual his clahii.; and'hnr .. d.hty: 'to render him every·assist
are t~ose of_ the ~ndiv1dual man: The least md1V1d- natura~!' possesses the right to ?ontrol his ()r h~r own ·an:ce ·possible. · · · · · · 
uaL m ,somety Is cro'\Vned vnth as many apd ;~s person., Mr. ~a:ysdoe~ no_~ ~rrectly4e:r:tyt~Is,but The gist of J¥£r. Lydiard;s latest argument for pro
sacra~ ng~ts as all ~he othe!B· The ~ru~ _authonty he. seeks to find1t defectiv,_logi~ally;.by.B~()Wlllgt~at hibition i,s that-tlW-wqrldisgrowing.worse each day; 
of S~Ciety IS locat~d lll the man, as an IndiVIdual, and t:lns means freeq<(m pf.chQI~e, a_nd. freedo~ of ChOice that moral influences ancJ. science are utterly incapa
not IJ?- a community. I am as much bound to respe~t mea~s freedqm ;()f a(ltiOn ... This. Is frue~ m fact ~as ble of .stemming the tide of intem,perance; that the 
the r~ghts of one as of a th?usand bound together m the _very truth I. was. attemp~mg to make plam. aomparativ degree of liberty we now enjoy is pro~ 
a somal compact. The so~Ial ~ompact _does not cr~- Agam I ask, does ~r. ;s:ays deny that ~an should ductiv of.evil to such a degree that we must take a 
ate or endow _th~ commumty wit~ any nghts that did hav freedom ?f actwn? If h~ does den;y It, then he step backward and remand the· individual to the care 
not before eXIst m each man of himself. I know that affir~s my nght to make hu:Q a sl~ve,1f I. hav the of an arbitrary power outside of himself. He fails to 
there is a sup~rstition ~broad that somehow or ot~er physwd po~e.r so _to do. · T,P.e -:~;n;actiCal demal of my inform us hciw those who individually and in free 
t~e. state has nghts whiCh transcend tho~e of the ~n- fi;rst proJ?OSitwn IS the . ne~at10n of ev_ery human . association, having at their command every resource 
dividual, and ~hat the state _ha~ ~ certam authonty r~ght~ If ~an has not- tl,le_ nght. of chm~e a!ld · t}1e of science, art, love, wealth, and yet being unable to 
and power W~ICh the purely mdmdual man doe~ not nght of actwn,.then thei:e IS no righ~; ~v~rythmg_ de- diminish the suin total of intemperance, are going to 
possess. This I deny, and assert that all th~ n_g~ts pends upon mere physwal force;. I~ IS Jus.t:as r;tght reach>that result when combined in a government 
that I am boun~ to !espec~ a~e _those of each mdivid- for the stron~ ~o ro? the weak as 1t Is ~or an ammal and being com palled to depend upon force, that is, 
ual, and a_combmatwn of m~Ividuals does ~ot create to eat when It. Is hungr;r. If I am notnght,_then Mr. hate. But if we hav too much-liberty here, we hav 
a!ly superwr gr_ound o~ relatiOn for the. e~Istenc~ of Hays has no. ngh~-to diffe;r: from me,_ assu~mg th~tl too much in every department of life, for evil every
nghts. As Dw Lewis . says, . you _examm . so~I~ty possess the supenor phys1?al power. : . . :. . wher·e ·prevails; evil which good men say is on the 
closely a!ld yo~ fi~d. that 1t vamshes mto _the mdmd- Bu~ Mr. Hays saJ:S that ~:man ~ossesses. this. nght increase. If tyranny is_ the only cure in one case, 
ual. It IS the mdividual that make~ ~o~Iety, and, as ~f actwn. he h,~s a nght to commit any Gnme m the why not in all ? " If Mr. Walker is not standing up 
Mr. Andre~s profoundly de~lare~, It IS m the ~vei:y- h_st of cr~me~. . How can_ one. man possess a natur~ fo~ intemperance he. is standing up for a sta~e. of 
hood of sometY. that we find _Its n_gJ::t, a:r;td not m Its nght whiC~ ~s n~t th~ .,equal n~ht of all other men . thmgs whlch: begets It, and no amount of J esmtiCal 
allhood.. Thi~ IS a far-reachmg d_istmc~wn: To affi~"lll ~y pr~pos:twn .Imphes the nght of all men to .-the reasoning can extricate him from that position." 
that so~Iet;y, ~Imply as such,?as r~&"hts m virtu~ of I~s life .w~ch IS t~errs, bu~ ho':l' :can all men hav ~ nght Evils exist in spite ofliberty, not because of it. Free
allness IS to create a J1~W despotism as degradmg m to hfe if. ~hat nght to life· giV~ o_ne. man ·the nght ·to · dom is· good for, man, and only through freedom 
~he end, an~ a~ ~rush~ng, as any of the . old despot- take t~at of anot~er? A prmmpl~ cannot thus de- shall we attain >the higher, nobler conditions. The 
Ism~. The mdm~ual IS ~he supreme _thi~&"· and not. s~roy Itself.. I did not assert ~he nght o~ some. par- (lesire for liberty. has ever been the great uplifting 
somety .. T~e. somety exis~s for the mdiVIdu~l, and tiCUlar-m~n to freedom of choiCe an~ ac~wn, but the force of the world.: Prohibition is the deadly foe, 
not th~ mdividual for ~omety. Blacksto~e himself n_atural rrght of ~ m~n: ·But .m'Ime mvades ~hat not alone of liberty, but of liberty's children-tem
d_e?lares tha~ t?e state IB for ~he p~otectwn of the nght, an~ _h~nce cnm~ IS not a n~ht, and the nght perance,truth, candor, honesty, virtue, order. Mr. 
mtize:r;t. Thi~ I~ the ground. of ~t~ existence. It. h~s to. c?mmit It. IS n_ot logiC~lly de?-umb~e from my prop- Ly~ard deliberately casts aside every tendency to 
n? existence ~n _Itself. . The mdryidu~l has.. He :s. m ositiCJ?-. <?nme_Is a demal of nght, and he!lce can_not progress, and appeals to law, which ever retards the 
himself an ongmal bemg. Somety IS not. Individ- hav birth m a nght. ·when a man. com:rmts a cnme march of man · 
ual~ create society, a~d therefore soci~ty is the sub- h_e destroys the liberty o~ his vi_c~im; which he cannot, Yes, every s.pecial tax must go. Their abrogation 
ordmate ~gency. ~t IS a m~re convemenc~. It has nghtfully do under ~y·propositwn, , . . . would be a grand temperance measure. Your exces
no _ess~~tial authont;y, and I~ has ~o 1:e~ life except . W~en each per~o:r;:r. Is guarant~e~, and_ has d~jaoto, slv taxes in every way aggravate the evil you seek to 
as mdividuals make It. It IS the mdividual. that :we the nght named I!l my propo~Iiiwn! cnme will hav destroy. Through fraud, perjury, stealing, murder, 
~re to devel~p and ma]re po~e;rful. and: transcendent cea13ed .. D?es not Mr. Hay~s perceive thlJ.F. when I adulteration, and in many other ways, they curse the 
m the new h~e .o.f m~n .. This IS the migh~y p:oblem affirm his nght to control hill. own p~r13on ,1n eve~y- .people. · ·. . · .· , 
of mo~ern mvilizatwn, m .the vast combmatw~s of res~ect ?I deny to my~elf ~ny nght of mvaswn of his . All argum~nts for prohibition are nece~sarily de
man With man! to respect :r;tot the mass, but the men p_eison .. Ho~ can his. ng~t to _the. peacef~ poss~s- mals of the nght of self-government, but It has re
that. compose It: Otherwi~e. ';"El creat~ a slavery as swn of the fruits ?f his toil e~Ist/f that nght _gr~s mained for Mr. Lydiard to say openly that there is 
t~rnble as that of the.InqmsitiOn. It IS not the hap- som~ on~ else a nght to ;rob ~~.m .. A:r;td yet this IS no lqnger any hope for man save through the avenues 
pmess. of ~he mass, as such, t~at ~e are to seek, but th~. illogical . and . absw-d. positiOn ... a,ss~;med by my of despotism. He utterly despairs of science, love, 
the happmess of ~he mu_ltif~rwus m~n ~nd. wo- ~ntiC. 1;nd does l,le see no!': that my use of the word and liberty, and turns with blinded eyes and wildly 
men, each _of whom IS supenor ~n essential digm~y to h~nest was p~rfe?tlylegitimate? lf he does ;not, groping outstretched hands .toward the throne of 
the mass s1mply as ~uch: The Idea. must be obliter- he Is, and I s_ay It With the u~most resp~ct a11d kmd" authority as to a temple of deliverance. Pity him do 
ated tJ::atsomety e~Ist~ ~n and for Itself, and has a;n ness, utterly mcapab,~e 6f logical re~sonmg: · . we all in the rallks of hum~nity's army, but our pity 
~uthonty that the mdiv!~ual d_oes ~ot poss~s~. -~hls He also saY:s t~~t where _there 1s :n.o law there IS will not pe~i~ us to spare his sophistri_es, or b~w ~he 
IS a remnl].nt of the ~ld_ God-Idea and divme. Ide_a no transgr.es~1~n. If b;y this h~ means statute law, knee of servility before the tyrant Kmg MaJonty, 
of ~overnm~nt, that It IS~ so:t o~ supernatural msti- human law, I~ IS absm-d I:!l the extreme._ . . whom he sets up for our worship. R C. WALKER. 
tut10n. · It IS a natural mstitutiOn, and as such de- Mr. Hays, ·~n· commentmg on my propositiOn, says, 

Is Prohibition of the Liquo~· Traffic Right~ rives its authority from the consent of the governed; "If this is the true position that man occupies, then he 
and not of the majority of the governed, but every is riot responsible to anyone except hiri:tself for any act 
one of the governed. Each individual man I meet is he may choose to cominit." .. As I hav shown, just the To THE EDITOR oF THE . TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: As I 
clothed, to my mind, with as much authority and rev- opposit of this is tril:e; . ]\'[an is·re!;lj>onsible to every look at this question, its ·chief concern is not what an 
erence as the most imposing social fabric. This is the man whose rights he' invades. · But if Mr. Hays's im- individual may be pleased to do in his own house, 
American idea, ·and unless we maintain it we shall not plied denial of man'sright to·freedom of action is,true and at his own pleasure, always excepting that he 
develop anything original_in the history ofthe world. in nature; then·indeed is mari accountable to -no one harms no one by his doings, but that he shall not do, 

Another idea of which we must disabuse ourselvs, but. himself for his crimes, and might is right. Mr, openly .and publicly, that which is liable to injure or 
as .the doctor says, is that there is or can be any such Hays can take either horn of the dilemma he chooses wrong some· member of .a comJ:nunity. 
thing as a law-making power. Law cannot be made. -either subscribe-without reserve to my proposition, "A man's house is his castle"-if he choose to 
It can only be discovered and unfolded. Law is the or cease to complain when a man stronger than him~ manufaCture alcoholic stimula~ts there for the fun of 
expression of a natural relation and right that has self robs or maltreats hi:r::r;t. . · · .thing, why, nobody Gciuld, o.r should, prevent him; 
a}ways existed, and the state has no determining Yes, we are all the subjects of nature, and we in- but when he puts his manufactures upon the market, 
power in the matter. Its fnnctlon is solely that of tend that her penalties shall be the only ones visited and it is a patent fact that those manufactures are 
interpretation. In all ages the state has undertaken upon us for our transgressions against ourselvs. We demoralizing and debasing to communities, then, it 
to make crimes. It does so in our country. What may also be the slaves of our own imperfect organi- seems to me, the law should come in as a check to 
to~day is innocent is to-morrow adjudged worthy of zations, but we are dete:r;rriined thatwe will no longer stop such evil i¥fluence. . 
punishment along with· genuin crime. To make an ·be the slaves of our fellow-slaves. The liquor interest benefits but three classes, man
!trtificial crime is as despotic as to make an artificial My critic conti:tmes: "You hav not as yet inti- ufacturer, wholesale and retail dealers. It is a som-ce 
arithmetic and compel men to abide by it. We are mated that it (alcohol) is nature's own beverage, or of 'reve:tiue to these parties, but how is it with the 
to obey unly those laws which spring from the nature that it was even a good substitute." No, and-no .one consumer? · · · · . 
of things. Legislation, as some one says, should who can reasori ever· supposed that it was necessary He pays his money for an article that simply grati
unly be the bringi:ag forth and carrying forward of for meso t_o aver. Mr. Hays, so far as I am aware, fies. a craving for a moment, lightens his pocketbook, 
the law which exists, not by the mandate of society, has never intimated that Catholicism is nature's own does no good, but injury, and, if persisted in, is sure 
but by the conditions into which men naturally come religion, or even a good substitute. Therefore I in- to bring, soon or late, misery, ruin, degradation, not 
in the process of social growth. Society cannot make fer he is in favor of suppressing it by law. Eh? only upon himself, but upon his family and friends. 
law; it can only express the sovereignty of the indi- :M:r. Lydiard next. · He ·says that the: venders of But man should .be leftjree to choose as he will, it 
vidual and the moral power of that sovereignty. "rich and racy" literature generally like a " money is said. 

In expressing these and similar views, Dio Lewis compensation for their goods in advance," and that Not when he chooses evil instead of good-not 
has placed himself upon the right side of the great probably Mr. Heywood "would not try to force his wh~l1, by'his choice, incalculable evils follow in ·his 
battle of the future-the battle between the individ- business where it would not pay him." That is, he tirain, and drop upon the innocent who are connected 
ual and soeiety. As now organized, society claims would not send any to Mr. Lydiard. In the first with him. . 
altogether--too much; it does not realize that it must place, Mr. Heywood does not deal in ''rich and racy" .The same right that is accorded to prohibit the in

. be forever subordinate to the individual, and labor literature, and then it is quite, true_ that the unedu- discriminate sale of arsenic, laudanum, and other 
forthe ·individual, or else its labor is worthless. The cated masses, rich and poor alike, cannot appreciate poisons, should extend ·to alcoholic liquors. They 

·grandeur of the individual -makes the grandeur of "Cupid's Yokes" 1tnd 1'-Leaves of Grass;" cannot see are dangerous to the public welfare, and that should 
society. ·Unless we hav noble men and women soci- any principle involved in selling the Comstock syiiinge. be sufficient cause to prohibit their free use among 
ety is absolutely a failure. The greater personality And Mr. Lydiard again avers that-he cannot see any the people. · 
each develops; the greater is the social progress ofthe good motiv in Mr: Heywood's doing as he has' done. We hav a law that forbids a dram shop to be 
whole. The individual must be the· master of the It is true his rilotiv is a very trifling and inconse- opened in the vicinity. of a school-house. Why? 
situation, or civilization will be a greater curse than quential one; he only aims to vindicate the right of Because of its contaminating influence upon the 
barbarii>m. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, publication1 to establish woman's right to herself. flexible mind 9f youth, and this very fact showa that 
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there is a wrong in its use, ·and that it has no power 
for good in the community. 

In the city where I liv there are some three hun
dred open rum saloons, supported principally by 
workingmen, and I hav noted the fact that such 
workingmen rarely, if ever, attain to homes of their 
own. Their earnings go into the till of the rum
seller, while they and their families remain in poverty 
.in rags, and in wretchedness. Those workers wh~ 
abstain from intoxicating liquors, on the contrary, 
are well dressed, hav a bank account, and pleasant, 
comfortable homes. 

Now, for these, whose appetite for strong drink 
has obtained the mastery, to their detriment and the 
detriment of their families, should not the strong 
arm of prohibition be thrown around them as a 
check and restraint? 

And for those who would coin money out of the 
diseased appetite and inflamed brain, should not the 
law say unto them, Thou shalt not? 

I hav yet to see the first man in normal health 
who would be willing and glad to see his son or 
daughter drinking freely of intoxicating beverages, 
or freely dealing out the same to men, women, and 
children. This is significant as showing that natur
ally the thing is an evil, and as an evil should be 
prohibited. SusAN H. WIXoN. 

P. S.-I was very much pleased with the article by 
W. H. Gantz in THE TnuTH SEEKER of April 14th. 
It is very comprehensiv and true. S. H. W. 

sessed Matthews was, she said, very annoying .to her; 
not only did it hinder the coming of Christ, but· it 
might cause her death, and so bring on immediately 
the judgment of all mankind, without any millennium 
at all. Matthews himself became convinced of the 
truth of this and avowed his willingness to submit to 
proper treatment for the removal of the fiend. On 
the evening of Sunday, December 23d, he went to 
Mrs. Wakeman's house, where were gathered most 
of the fanatics, including his sister, Mrs. Wakeman's 
half-brother, Samuel Sly, and Miss Hersey. While 
a prayer-meeting was held in the upper story Mat
thews was placed in a room on the ground floor, 
where a fire was built for his comfort, his sister blind
folding his eyes and tying his hands behind him. 
From 9 o'clock till1 in the morning he remained in 
that condition, while the others occupied themselvs 
in prayer, visiting him from time to time and plead
ing with him to renounce the evil spirit. Finally 
they persuaded him of the necessity for sacrificing 
him, and Sly, going into the room where he was sit
ting, brained him with a club of hazel wood, which 
he had procured as possessing singular efficacy 
against evil spirits, cut his throat, and jabbed a dozen 
holes in.his abdomen with a common dinner-fork, in 
order to let out the fiend. Miss Hersey helped him 
to wash the blood from his clothing and to hide the 
club and knife; then they joined their fellow-disciples 
in prayer. Sly was convicted of murder and the 
woman as an accessory, but his sentence was com
muted, and he died in prison some eight years ago. 

Victims of Christianity. According to Sly, the power of all departed spirits 
RELIGIOUS FANATICS WHO HAV KILLED PEOPLE FOR THE SAKE since the fall Of man WaS COncentrated in Ontl Amos 

oF THEIR oWN souLs. Hunt, upon whose death the millennium would come 
FrCYm the New York World. 

Even four years after the commission of the crime, 
it seems, public interest in the case of the Pocasset 
murderer has not abated. Few, however, of the 
many thousands of people who hav been thrilled by 
the terrible tale of the offering up of little Edith Free
man are aware that similar human sacrifices hav 
been by no means infrequent in the United States. 
One of the earliest recorded crimes of this description 
was committed at Gardiner, Maine, about the begin
ning of the century by James McCausland, a Revolu
tionary soldier living at Pittston, on the opposit 
side of the Kennebec. He was a day-laborer, and 
unable to read or write. There was an Episcopalian 
church at Gardiner which he sometimes attended, 
but his religious ' conversion was affected by an 
itinerant preacher, and it turned a head not of the 
strongest. It became impressed upon his mind that 
he could only obtain salvation by making a burnt
offering and a blood-atonement, and, brooding over 

· the subject, he at last received, he felt, a divine revela
tion that the church at Gardiner was the appropriate 
altar and a woman living on the banks of the Oobbes
secontec, a few miles above the village, the predestined 
victim. His mind, however, was not fully decided 
until on visiting the church at midnight he heard a 
celestial voice: " Young man, push on ! " This re
moved all his doubts, and having saved the "holy 
things," as he called the· Bible, prayer-book, and 
pulpit cushion, which he removed and concealed 
under the roots of a fallen tree, he carried a shoe-full 

· of live coals to the church and set it· on fire. It was 
soon consumed, and launching his canoe he paddled 
up-stream to the house of the woman selected as the 
sacrifice. There lingered some doubt upon his mind, 
but he went in the belief that God would show him a 
sign and provide him with an instrument. Opening 
the door, he found two men lying on the floor of the 
log hut asleep, and the woman sitting by the bed, in 
which was a sick person. A flash from among the 
embers of the fire on the hearth revealed a butcher's 
knife sticking in a log just above her head. This 
solved the doubt, and stepping over the sleepers he 
took down the knife and drew it across the throat of 
the nodding victim, who awakened in eternity; then 
he made his way to the canoe and back to Gardner, 
where he gave himself up, testifying to the innocence 
of a man who had been accused of burning the 
church by showing where he himself had concealed 
the "holy things." McCausland was convicted on 
his confession, which he insisted on making, but was 
never executed, or even sentenced, but remained in 
prison until his death, nearly thirty years afterward. 
He felt no sorrow for his deed, as through it his sins, 
he felt, had all been forgiven, and hence, he argued, 
if he should be released he would not repeat the act 
-indeed, there could be no furth_er revelation. 

A more horrible instance of human sacrifice livs in 
the annals of New Haven, where, in 1855, was a small 
sect of fanatics-the W akemanites, so called from 
their prophetess, Mrs. Rhoda Wakeman, a woman of 
seventy. She had convinced her followers-respect
able farmers and farmers' wives living in the out
skirts of the city-that thirty years before she had 
been killed by her husband and received into heaven, 
where she had remained seven hours, being finally 
sent back. to earth by God to prepare the way for the 
second advent of Christ. Among her followers was 
one Justus Matthews, who, having been irregular in 

· attending the prayer-meetings of the sect, was de
clared by the prophetess to be the "man of sin" men
tioned in the scripture. The evil spirit which pos-

in the twinkling of an eye. Hunt is now a practie,ing 
clairvoyant in Connecticut, and figured in the Mary 
Stannard murder case. On New Year's day, 1856, a 
more terrible tragedy was wrought by another Wake
manite-Charles Sanford, the nephew of Mrs. Mat
thews, who brained and decapitated an old farmer 
named Umberfield, and Enoch Sperry, father of the 
well-known Connecticut politician. He was convicted, 
but died in prison of small-pox. Several of theW ake
manites still liv at New Hayen. 

A little more than a year afterward-in February, 
1857, the case of Giles Hitchens, of Concord, startled 
all Delaware. Hitchens was a farmer, somewhat ec
centric, but with the reputation of being peaceful, 
and most certainly of an affectionate disposition 
toward his wife and their only child-a boy of eight
een months. He had attended a Methodist pro
tracted meeting and received religion one night in 
that February, and his mind had been greatly excited 
by the preacher's sermon on Abraham and Isaac. He 
could not sleep, and arising early went to the woods 
to pray, when he heard a voice bidding him imitate 
the patriarch's command--:-kill his child and offer its 
blood as a sacrifice. Twice he prayed and twice the 
command was repeated, when having prepared a keen 
knife he stole the sleeping child out of the house 
without alarming its mother, and carrying it into the 
woods laid it on a heap of leaves, while he prayed, 
and, like Abraham, waited for a sign. He had hoped 
that the Lord would appoint some other victim, and 
the hope was strengt~ened when a little dog patte:ed 
up and sniffed around his feet and at the sleepmg 
infant, but there came no sign, and taking up the 
child he cut its throat and held it by the feet to pour 
out its blood as an offering; then took it back to the 
house-a ghastly burden, streaking the mud with 
gore-and laid it on the bed beside his horrified 
wife. Hitchens, who gave himself up peacefully, was 
acquitted on the ground of insanity, and af~er re
maining some years in an asylum was set at liberty. 
His wife dying, he remarried, and is still living in the 
house he occupied at the time of the murder. 

Another sacrifice of a similar nature was averted 
at Portsmouth, N. H., through the precautions of the 
father, taken while his mind was yet clear. A re
ligious hypochondriac named Goodwin had read the 
accounts of Freeman's crime and had become pos
sessed with the idea that the divine wrath was im
pending over him and could only be averted by ~e 
sacrifice of one of his children, and he warned his 
friends to keep a watch upon him, -and hinder him 
from carrying his purpose into exec~tion,_ sho~l~ the 
temptation ever seem to be becommg Irresistible. 
They were able when they found him reviving t~e 
subject and paying particular attention to one child 
-his favorit since its elder brother's death-to induce 
him to go to an insane asylum. A similar ·sacrifice 
was reported from Iowa in 1880, and shortly after
ward came the account of the excesses of the murder
ous fanatics in Arkansas who butchered several per
sons to carry out their doctrin of" blood atonement." 
Their prophet, one Mattlock, was killed in the spring 
of 1881, but whether by his followers as a sacrifice, 
or by lynchers, was not ascertained. The latest 
offering of this nature took place at Los Angeles, 
Cal., in December last. One John Smith had been 
converted by a Methodist clergyman, and had for 
several months devoted himself to poring over the 
Bible, till finally he not only convinced himself th~t 
he ought to make a human sacrifice, but brought his 
wife and their only child, a boy of thirteen, to acqui
esce in his views. "When he talked to me;' said the 

\ 

woman; "and persuaded me that a good wife ought 
to think as her husband did, I got so as to take what
ever he said as the truth. He made us fast and when 
Ben asked him if God had ordered us to starve he 
said yes. When he announced that the boy must be 
killed we both remonstrated, but. finally thought it 
was all right. On the day appointed for the cere
mony he called Ben out of the house and told him he 
had to die for our savior. The little fellow knelt 
down and I got on my knees by his side; John raised 
the knife, looked hard into the boy's face, and then 
drove the knife into his breast." Though the woman 
persisted in believing that the deed was justifiable, 
she broke down on recalling the sight. "I am al
ways thinking of Ben," she said; "I am always hear
ing him in the night asking to be brought in and laid 
on his bed, and begging for a little water before he 
died." 

Wisdom for the MilJion. 
From the Advooate, 

Death has great solemnity. 
Take no stock because a pious brother took it. 
The world expects England to do her duty on the 

Congo. 
The " entering-wedge " idea will probably console 

the young women. 
A bottle of gunpowder lodged at the back of the 

grate is dangerous. 
Sheep as figurehead directors are often put in to 

make the lambs follow. 
You could not make an insolvent bank solvent by 

naming it the Wesley Bank. 
A clear experience of divine things is a potent ele

ment in Christian character. 
A man may be a great preacher and be a very poor 

judge of the influence of medicin. 
Many professors of religion are conscious of the 

lack of enjoyment of the Divine Presence. 
Spring and summer are the seasons when young 

converts should be especially careful to keep in ex
ercise the grace they hav received. 

The question whether the Congo River is to be 
dominated by French or Portuguese influence in
volves interests of great importance to Christianity. 

The politicians are about in the attitude of 
The old man who said: "How 
Shall I 'scape from this terrible cow? 

I will sit on the stile, 
And continue to smile, 

Which may soften the heart of the cow." 

Notes from the Field.-Gilman aml Carbon. 
After a brief sojourn in Chicago I came to Gilman, 

where a course of lectures was given, the arrange
ments for which were made by A. W. Beery, the, 
leading Liberal of the place. 

The shadow of the Braidwood horror which had 
just occurred was resting upo~ eas~ern Illinoi~. ~ 
incident that took place at this disaster formbly il
lustrates the difference between rational and Chris
tian prayer-between a manly self-reliance and reli
ance upon an imaginary God. One who escaped 
from the mine relates that in rushing for the entrance 
he stumbled over a man who instead of saving him
self, as he might easily hav done! was on his knees 
imploring his God to rescue him. But God was 
probably_ engaged in watching sparrows at the time, 
and failed to notice the supplicating miner. And 
thus while the one who prayed with his legs was 
saved, the other perished, a victim to the idiotic 
teachings of priestcraft. 

Sunday evening, Feb. 18th, I closed my engage
ment at Gilman, and at midnight took the train for 
Carbon, Ind. We should hav reached Carbon in th_e 
morning, but a wreck and floods delayed us, and It 
was night when we aiTived there. On our way we 
passed through Paris, the birthplace of Trm TnU'l'H 
SEEKER. What a vigorous oak has grown from the 
little acorn planted there ten years ago ! 

At Carbon I gave three lectures to crowded houses. 
Every evening some were turned away for want of 
room. There are many Liberals in and around Car
bon, the leading spirits of whom are Oldham and 
Kerr. 

An old lady with a sweet Calvinistic face attended 
my last lecture here. She 1istened attentivly, and 
was evidently soon convinced from the nature of my 
discourse that I was predestined to eternal damna
tion. To expedite matters as much as possible she 
wanted me taken out at once and hanged. The 
audience, however, was not disposed to gratify her 
desire, and the lecture went on. 

Before leaving Carbon I received and accepted a 
challenge from the Rev. W.· F. B. Tr~3:t, of Bloom
ington, to debate the followmg propositiOns: 

1. Resolved, Thai the teachings of the Bible do, when faith
fully followed, make men better and happier than they would 
be without them. 

Treat affirms; Remsburg denies. 
2. Resolved, That the teachings of Infidelity do, when fol

lowed, make men better and happier than they would be 
without them. 

Remsburg affirms; Treat denies. . 
The debate will take place at Carbon m August or 

September, and will last four days. 
- . JOHN E. REMSBURG, 
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~ditorial. 

The New Democratic Platrc>r-m. 
. The New York World bUilds 'the ifoHowing political 
platforril: 

1. Tax luiniries. 
·2. Tax inheritances. 
'3. Tax large incomes. 
!!. '.fax monopolies. 
5. Tax the privileged corporations. 
6. A tariff for revenue. 
7. Eeform the civil service. 
a Punish corrupt office-holders. 
9. Punish vote-buying, 
10. Punish employers who coerce their employees in elec

tions. 

The World should add: 
Tax churches. 
Tax sectarian cha~itable institutions. 
Tax ministers the same as other people. 
Eject chaplains from legislativ assemblies, prisons, asy

lums, and other institutions supported by public money. 
Abolish religious services and the use of the Bible in pub

lic schools. 
Do away with religious fast days. 
Substitute affirmation for oath taking on the Bible in the 

courts. 
Repeal the Sunday law. 
Repeal sumptuary laws. 
No public money for CatholiCo protectories and Protestant 

reformatories (otherwise known as religious grist mills). 
Repeal of all laws favoring the Christian religion above 

other religions. 

T4en we shall hav a platform worth standing on. 

the finger of God traced the Ten Cammandments repose 
among the ruins of Jerusalem, they must hav been conveyed 
to that locality in a basket, and considerable cement will hav 
to be wasted before the fragments can be stuck together in 
their original fonn. For those who believe the Command
ments still exist, the search for them is a commendable one, 
and to help along the great work, if Dr. Crosby will scratch 
around and discover the pieces, we will agree to furnish the 
necessary glue. 

RELIGION and temperance are looking up. When powerful 
poets throw their weight in favor of any cause, that cause iii 
bound to get a big hoist. Some unknown genius has come 
up to the help of the Lord against the mighty with the ap
pended poem: 

We will not buy, We will not curse 
We will not make, Though many dare 

We will not use, Open their lips 
We will not take, To curse and swear. 

Wine, cider, beer, Our words shall be 
Rum, whisky, gin; Both pure and plain; 

Because they lead We will not take 
Mankind to sin. God's name in vain. 

This is intended as a sort of double-barreled pledge for Chris
tian people to subscribe to, hav framed, and hang up in the 
front room. How would something like this do as a kind of 
following out of the same line of thought? 

We will not steal We will not rob 
A neighbor's hog, The Sunday-school, 

We will not shoot Nor call our fel-
Another's dog. Low-man a fool. 

We'llliv in peace, We'll giv the cause 
Avoid all stcife, Of Christ a boost, 

Nor fool around And go on high 
A brother's wife. Where angels roost. 

THE Literary Churchman is pretty vigorous in denouncing 
the folly of the men who hav taken it upon themselvs to 
"try." the Rev. R. Heber Newton for heresy. Here goes the 
Churchman: 

"Mr. Newton can be only either acquitted (wholly or in 

spect or the world at large. But what a1'e they gping: to do 
about it? may be asked. We reply, :f'et them hold public 
meetings throughout every diocese in• Ireland, pass resolu
tions sternly denouncing any mqre oit hia holiness's unholy 
intervention in Irish politics, and tell him, once and for all 
time, firmly and respectfully, to mind his own business as 
the head of the Catholic church. They might supplement 
this action by resolving not to contribute a single cent of 
Peter's pence while Leo XUI. occupies the papal chair, or at 
least until he·quits his palpable and scandalous alliance with 
the arch enemy of the Irish nation and race. In a word, we . 
advise our countrymen, if they hav any respect for themselvs . 
or for Ireland, to boycott the pope and teach him a lesson . 
that may be serviceable at least to his successors. Cut off ' 
some of the monetary supplies of Leo XIII., and teach him, . 
without being misunderstood, that the Irish race cannot be , 
bulldozed into slavery by the bayonets of England, or by the' 
thunders of Rome. We hope the Irish bishops and clergy· 
will hav backbone enough . to resent ·this Roman outrage on·. 
their patriotism. Ireland will stand by them against Pope , 
Leo and every other foreign busybody, be he Saxon or Ital- · 
ian.'' 

MR. ANTHONY CoMSTOCK has been deprived of his little' 
brief authority as a special police officer. A young nian. 
named Rickard was standing on the landing of the elevated i. 
railway station at City Hall last Saturday ·gazing at the new: 

part) or condemned. If he be acquitted, then-his enemies 
being judges-all our church standards will be justly ridi

A coRRESPONDENT at Burlington, Mo., writes us thst, sJ-1 culed. ~ he be condemned, the church will ~ose a man w~om 
though it is rather early for the circus season to op~ J , she can Ill spare. But not that only or ~hiefly. She Will-

• • • •
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' oe · so far as five New York clergymen can do It--havpronounced 

Notes. 

East River bridge, when Anthony came rushing up in great\ 
haste to catch a train that was about starting. He collided'. 
with Rickard, and shouted, "What are you obstructing the• 
passageway for?" Rickard inquired what he wanted to know: 
for, and Comstock, after threatening to throw him over thel 
railing, arrested him and carried him off to the Tombs .. 
Rickard was immediately discharged by Justice White. Sher"
iff Davidson said to a reporter: "Mr. Comstock's authorityr 
as an ·officer is based on a special deputy sheriff's warrant Rnd' 
badge, and he committed a most unjustifiable outrage. He: 
had no right to arrest the man.· This affair shall not rest~ 
here. I shall revoke Mr. Comstock's authority. Mr. Rick-
ard has been in my office for nine years and bears a good: 
character. He is not a man to be treated in this way." On·. 
Monday Comstock wrote Sheriff Davidson a loD:g letter, in, 
which he attempted to excuse his conduct on the plea that he• 
had misunderstood his rights. He received in reply the fol~
lowing: 

"MR. ANTHONY CoMSTOCK, Sir: Your warrant as special' 
deputy sheriff is hereby revoked and you are expressly for-· 
bidden to exercise any authority·under or by virtue of said: Cook, the clown, has been postunng and prevancatmgm that: biblical criticism.a forbidden science. She will no longer be 

vicinity. tn1sted as "honest when she pr~tends to deal with rationalism. 

MR. BRADLA.UGH, we learn from the London Times,. d-oes not, 
it is understood, intend to giv the gevernment or the House 
of Commons any further trouble on his account j;u,st at pres
sent. He is now entitled to enter the House and. sit below 
the bar, without voting or speaking. He is also. permitted to 
enjoy other privileges as a duly elected member. He would, 
no doubt, forfeit some of these privileges if he came after 
the late adverse decision into collision with. the authorities. 
Mr. Bradlaugh will hold meetings in the country, and from 
time to time appear in his usual seat in the House. He was 
after his speech at the bar visited by a large number of Lib
eral members, and congratulated on the tone of his remarks, 
and especially on the explicit manner in which he vindicated 
the government in the matter of his several contests in 
Northampton. 

THE Rev. J. M. Buckley does not countenance some kinds 
of story-telling in the pulpit. He relates that he was one day 
sitting in the pulpit with a brother clergyman, when the lat
ter told the following story: 

" Children, there was a certain man who had two wives. 
Now, this mJJ.y be true,· or it may not;. but, whethe:r it is true 
or not, I will tell it. One wife was young and the other was 
old. The young one wanted him to hav black hairs like hers, 
and the old one wanted him to.hav gray hairs. like hers. So 
the young one pulled out all. the gray hairs that he had, and 
the old one pulled out all the black hairs that he had; and 
b.etwixt the two he hadn't a hair left. But this is contrary to 
the text, which says that 'gray hairs are here and there upon 
him, yet he knoweth it not." . , 

At the conclusion of the narrativ, says Mr. Buckley, "we 
arose and left the pulpit." From this. we are led to infer that 
had the story been less demoralizing he would hav taken the 
pulpit with him. 

THA.T body of irregular-minded females known as the.Wo
man's Board of Foreign Missions met last week in Brooklyn. 
The wife of Joe Cook was present and addressed the meet
ing. She said the main obstacle to Christian missionary 
work in India was the circulation among the nativ people of 
the writings of Ingersoll and other Western Infidels, which 
are much read in some of the large cities. It took much ex
ertion, she said, on the part of the missionaries to counter
act the influence of these writings. It is to be noted that 
since the around-the-world trip of the late editor of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER this has been a common complaint among 
those interested in the work of evangelizing the East. Mr. 
Bennett's lecture to the people of Ceylon on Christianity and 
Buddhism has been translated and circulated in the Sinhalese 
language, as hav also the lectures of Mr. J. E. Remsburg, M. 
Babcock, and others. The Theosophical Society of Colonel 
Olcott, having its headquarters at Bombay, also claims thou
sands of adherents. There are several Freethought papers 
published in that quarter of the globe, and many Buddhists 
are activ Freethinkers. If the Woman's Board of Foreign 
Missions hav any funds to apply to bettering the condition 
of mankind in general, they can find use for them nearer 
home. . India has too much religion already. 

DR. HowARD ()ROBBY, according to the Hebrew Leader, be
lieves that the original tables of stone on which the Ten Com
mandments were written will be found in the excavations un
der Jerusalem. The editor of the Leader does not venture to 
indorse this view, but thinks that when the vaults under the 
temple are illuminated by electricity "some astonishing dis
coveries will be made." These gentlemen &re undoubtedly 
familiar with the statement made in Exodus xxxii, 19, to the 
effect that Moses" cast the tables out of his hands, and brake 
them beneath the mount." So if the stone slabs on which 

She will hav excluded from her ministry in the future all 
earnest thinkers who cannot promis, at the age of twenty
three, that they will never change their opinions on what 
used to be open questions. We hav good reason to know 
that there are many Newtons. If Mr. Heber Newton be si
lenced, they also may hold their peace. But the iron will 
enter into their souls; and sooner or later the ministry of the 
church will be left to men who can find complete mental sat
isfaction in picturesque processions and parochial routine." 

But the Churchman is wrong in condemning this trial. It 
is eminently proper that Mr. Newton's orthodoxy should be 
:tested. He was not hired to tell the truth, but to preach 
Christ and him crucified, and the inspiration of the Bible 
from lid to lid. If he does not confine himself to this, his 
employers, according to the terms of the agreement, hav a 
;right to discharge him from their service. 

MR. CHARLES WATTs, of England, who recently spent a few 
months lecturing in this country and Canada, received a very 
:flattering reception from his English friends upon his return 
to London. We learn from his paper, the Secular Review, that 
on Wednesday evening, April 25th, the Hall of Science was 
well-filled with an enthusiastic audience to welcome him 
home. The eloquent "Saladin" (W. Stewart Ross) presided, 
and opened the meeting with a brief address, in which he 
said: 

"In the history of our movement Mr. Watts has rendered 
his name historical by being the first to leave these shores 
for the express purpose of propagating under the Star Spangled 
Banner that Freethought w4ich is so dear to all of us. })ike 
the primitiv Christian apostle, he took with him neither purse 
nor script; but, nerved by apostolic zeal and armed with the 
charmed Excalibar of his eloquence, he went forth, conquer
ing and to conquer. We lent America one of the ablest and 
best accredited of our Secular propagandists; and, with pro
fuse and graceful thanks, America returns our loan with ac
clamation and laurels." 

Mr. Watts gave a lengthy and interesting account of his 
visit to America, closing with a high tribute to our educational 
institutions. In these he saw the hope of America. The 
Marquis of Queensberry was present and· moved a vote of 
thanks to Mr. Watts, which was seconded by Mr. Arthur Moss, 
and carried amid !much enthusiasm. A vote of thanks was 
also accorde<:J. Mr. Ross, for the efficient manner in which he 
had conducted the Secular Review during Mr. Watts's absence. 
We are glad to observe that the Secularists of England hav 
shown, by their welcome to Mr. Watts, that they appreciate 
worth in a fellow-man and know how to honor it. 

THE pope has issued a circular letter against the Irish agi
tators, and more particularly against the effort to raise a fund 
for Mr. Parnell, the leading spirit of the Irish revolution, and 
the act is likely to get him into trouble with his spiritual 
slaves. Some of them evince a determination to rebel. Over 
the water the talk is hostil, and in this country it is violent. 
Congressman Finnerty of the Third Illinois district publishes 
the Citizen, which recently printed this editorial headed "Boy
cott the Pope." We hope the Irish will hav the good sense 
to do it, but as few of them read much we do not look for any 
great or immediate change in the relations between the Vati
can and its slaves. Says the Citizen: 

"Of all the productions of papal interference in the affairs 
of Ireland that hav marked the policy of the Vatican, fiom 
the days of Adrian IV. to those of John XXII., and from the 
reign of that pontiff to the present time, the last circular ad
dressed by Leo XIII. to the Irish bishops and clergy, in re
gard to the Parnell fund, is the most intolerably impertinent. 
If the Irish people submit cravenly to this latest Italian lash, 
the whip being furnished by the pope's worthy ally, Victoria, 
by the grace of God, and so forth, queen of Great Britain 
and Ireland and empress of India, they will forfeit the re-

warrant from and after this date. Yours, etc., 
"A. V. DAVIDSON, Sheriff."· 

If it should oecur at the coming coronation of the czar that·; 
Alex should be segregated by dynamite, the Russians could. 
scarcely do better than send to this country for Comstock to• 
fill the vacancy thus caused. Once crowned as czar of Aile 
the Russias, his future would be assured. Prodigal indeedc 
would be that people which would waste dynamite enough, 
on him to blow him into eternity. 

THE June number of the North .American Review opens witli' 
an article by Joseph Nimmo, Jr.,- Chief of the Treasury, 
Bureau of Statistics, on ·"American Manufacturing Interests,~·· 
in which is given a singularly full and instructiv historicall 
sketch of the rise and progress of manufactures in theJ 
United States, together with a very effectiv presentation o£' 
their present condition, and of the agency of tariff legisfu:
tion in promoting diversified industries and encouraging the 
inventiv genius of the people. Should this author's aiL"il'~~Macy 
of protectiv legislation prove distasteful, the rea del!· :finds the. 
needed correctiv in an article by the Hon. Wm .. M. Springe'r-, 
on "Incidental Taxation," w)lich is an argum!'lnt for free, 
trade. D. C. Gilman, president of Johns Hopkins Univer
sity, writes of the "Present Aspects of College Training," as 
affected by the increase of wealth and luxury, the develop.. . 
ment of natural science, and the influence of a larger re
ligious liberty. Edward Self presents some weighty consid
erations on the "Abuse of Citizenship," as exhibited in the 
machinations of the dynamitists against a friendly power, in 
disregard of the obligations of American neutrality. Prof. 
Isaac L. Rice criticises some of" Herbert Spencer's Facts and 
Inferences" in- social and political science, and Christine 
Nilsson contributes" A Few Words about Public Singing." 
Finally, there is a symposium on "The Moral Influence of 
the Drama," the participants being, on the one side, the Rev. 
Dr. J. M. Buckley, well known as an opponent of the stage, 
and on the other, John Gilbert, the actor; A: M. Palmer, 
theatrical manager; and William Winter, dramatic critic. 
Fifty cents a number; $5 a year. Published at Lafayette 
Place, New York. ______ _.._ ____ __ 

Lectures and Meetings. 
JoHN E. REMSBURG will make the tour of Colorado's princi-

pal cities and towns in June. The following is a list of his, 
appointments as far as arranged: Denver, 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th,. 
and 5th; Colorado Springs, 6th and 7th; Pueblo, 8th and 9th;; 
Canon City, lOth and 11th; Salida, 12th; Buena Vista, 13th;. 
Lead rule, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, and 18th; Kokomo, 19th and' 
20th; Golden, 21st; Georgetown, 22d and 23d; Central City,. 
24th and 25th; Boulder, 26th and 27th; Longmont, 28th and! 
29th. 

W. S. BELL, .of Boston, has recently finished a course of" 
lectures at Boulder, Col., before the Boulder Club, where he· 
gave great satisfaction. At the end of his first lecture, we• 
are informed, fifteen persons came forward and joined the, 
club, which at the beginning of the course had seventeem 
members, and at the close had forty-seven. Mr. Bell is doing: 
effectiv work. As he is on the way to California, Liberals in 
that direction will hav an opportunity of securing his services: 
for lectures. 

THE Freethinkers of the city of Rochester, .N. Y., hav 
raised $150 with which to pay for the finest hall in the city 
for the Freethinkers' Convention, and also money sufficient 
to pay a magnificent quartet of singers for the occasion. Th& 
following committee has been appointed to take charge of al1 
the local arrangements: Moses Hayes, chairman; C. F. Fa:u
lin, M.D., secretary; E. H. Gault, treasurer; Anson C. Allan, 
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Obituary. :Mrs. C. Austin, Mrs. E. H. Gault, Mrs. Palmer, Mrs. A. C. 
:Allan, Mrs. Dr. Butterfield. The hall is to be grandly deco
n:l!:ted with flags, evergreens, house-plants, and ftowers. 

ON Wednesday, the 9th, Mr. Joseph L. Andrew delivered, 
:at the school-house in Prescott, Iowa, the first Liberal lee
; ture that had ever been listened to in that town. The room 
was filled. The local Methodist minister was il'l attendance, 
and an invitation to reply or ask questions was extended to 
him, but he did not avail himself of the opportunity thus af
forded to defend his creed. He, however, replied to the lec
ture the succeeding Sunday in a sermon on "The Religion 
of Christ." Mr. Andrew, who is an ex-Methodist minister, 
writes to inform the Liberals of Iowa and the surrounding 
states that he is in the field, and will deliver a course of lec
tures at Corning, Iowa, and, if he can find an opponent, will 
.enter a debate. He reports that the ministry of that vicinity 
:are rather reticent. He judges that they are aware of the 
weakness of their cause, and realize how easily their hypoc
lrisy may be exposed. Mr. Andrew may be addressed at 
iCorning, Adams oounty, Iowa. 

·.THE Universal Peace Union will celebrate its seventeenth 
:amrm.ive:~;sary at the Friends' meeting-house, Rutherford place, 
;this city., on June 1st, at 10:30 A.M. and 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. The 
.obje<its 0f our Quaker friends "comprehend the establish
lment of peace through the removal of the causes and the 
:abolition of the customs of war. Wherever there is oppres
:sion, injustice, wrong, or any obstacle standing in the way of 
]peace, the Union seeks to remove it by the moral forces of 
u-eason and affection. The military system (itself a form of 

of the aqueous resultation of the chemical synthesa
ti0n of these oxygenic and hydrogenic elements. 

Notwithstanding the fact that, to the ordinary 
reader, Mr. Andrews has not enlightened the sub
ject which he has undertaken to expound, he draws 
his article to a conclusion· by asking Mr. Putnam to 
treat the matter as settled, and proceed to "a defini
tion of metaphysics, to the logic of which he will be 
willing to adhere." This endeavor to shift the whole 
question is, no doubt, an ingenious device, yet it is 
one against which a protest must be entered. It is 
true that in his attempted definition of sensation, 
perception, and reason, Mr. AndJ:ews has forcibly il
lustrated the truth of his statement, that to venture 
upon definitions "is always a dangerous matter ex
cept one is an expert." Still we want light upon the 
question propounded, and I hope that, as Ml·. Put
nam has appealed to him, the apostle of Universology 
will make another and a more successful attempt at 
definitionizing before the scene is allowed to be 
shifted to the domain of metaphysics. 

JoHN STORER CoBB. 
Boston, Mass., May 19, 1883. 

"Darwin's Religion." 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I no

tice in your issue of April 28th a short article headed 
as above, in which certain quotations are taken from 
a paper by Karl Blind in the Vienna Neue Freie Presse . 
Karl Blind, as far as your excerpt from his writings 
goes, entirely ignores the fact that the National Re
former was the English paper that made public the 
views of Darwin on religion, that it was in a conversa
tion with Dr. Buchner and myself Darwin used the 
words that Karl Blind has taken bodily from my writ
ings; that the letter quoted by you is a translation from 
the German of Blind, which is a translation of my 
English version of the original Dutch letter. 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I send you the 
obituary of our aged friend and brother, Church B. Tuttle, of 
this city. He died Sunday, May 6th, after a short illness. 
He was born in the state of Maine, August 8, 1802; so he was 
in the 81st year of his age. He came to Monroe county, Ohio, 
in 1818, where he resided until 1849, most of the time en
gaged in the mercantile business, since and to the time of his 
death mostly in this county and city. His family consisted 
of four daughters and three sons by a first wife. A second 
wife survives him, one son and a daughter. He was a kind 
husband and father, and was probably the oldest Freethinker 
in this part of the country. He was a Freethinker and Lib
eralist of the strictest kind; he was one of the first Abolition
ists in this part of the country, always sustaining an udm
peachable character for honesty and integrity. The writer 
when a small boy, more than forty years since, and whilst 
Brother Tuttle resided in Monroe county, recollects two 
Methodist ministers who had preached in a circuit in the 
neighborhood of Brother Tuttle, whilst in a conversation with 
my father saying "that they had often stopped with him and 
always found him a genial and kind gentleman, and that the 
neighbors thought it strange that an Infidel could be so up
right and so good a citizen." One of our most wealthy and 
respectable citizens was· heard to remark upon the death of 
Brother Tuttle: "I knew him, and dealt with him for more 
than forty years, and always found him strictly honest, and 
never heard anyone speak of him otherwise than in the kind
est terms." When Mr. Bennett was in prison he circulated a 
petition through this part of the country and obtained many 
signatures for his release. He was a warm friend of Mr. 
Bennett's. G. L. CHAMBERLIN. 

lrfarietta, Ohio, May 16, 1883. 

Will the Church Mind its Own Business~ 

• despotism and oppression), and reliance on carnal weapons 
:and deadly force, are opposed by the Union as detrimental 
1to civilization. Mediation, arbitration, and conciliation, are 
)presented as justly claiming the attention of mankind. Ar
ibitration is commended for the prevention of strikes and 
,other difficulties between capital and labor, as well as in 
:national and international affairs. It is already becoming 
:recognized as one of the leading methods of law for the ad
justment of difficulties and the protection of life, property, 
:and human rights." A cordial invitation is extended to all 
:in sympathy, and those not now in sympathy are invited to 
.attend that they may be convinced. 

I should be obliged if you, in justice to the paper 
for which I wrote, and in justice to myself, will insert 

A few months ago a deacon of the Presbyterian 
church in Brooklyn named Richardson broke the Sab
bath by laying tracks for a street car company with 
which he was connected. For this he was disciplined 
by his church. Being a consummate hypocrit, he shed 
tears before the disciplining committee, promised not 
to do it again, and then-went out and laid more 
tracks on Sunday. All of which causes the Graphic 
to remark: 

THE Lake Shore Spiritualist Conference will hold its first 
,quarterly meeting in Webster's Grove, Kingsville, Ashtab~la 
,co~nty, Ohio, on Saturday and Sunday, June 16th and 17th. 
.As very important business is to come before the meeting, 
:among which is to take.the necessary steps to incorporate the 
<Conference under state law, and to organize a benefit depart
·ment, it is hoped that every member of the association will 
make an effort to be present.· Negotiations are being made 
with several good speakers; whose names will be announced 
in due time. Moses Hull and Mattie E. Hull are positivly 
engaged. Mediums, speakers, and many others will be enter
tained free of charge. Board will be furnished at reduced 
rates for all who cannot be otherwise entertained. Should 
the wMther be inclement the meeting will be heid in the 
Town Hall.. Kingsville is on the Lake Shore and the Nickel 
Plate railroads, six miles west of Ashtabula. Spiritualists 
not members of the Conference are invited to enjoy this two 
dayB' feast. Per order of the committee, 

W. H. SAXTON, Pres. 
MATTIE E. HuLL, Cor. Sec. 

this note. Yours truly, EDWARD B. AVELING. 
London, Eng., May 5, 1883. 

Woman Suffrage in Canada. 
From the Indepe:ndent. 

At last the ballot is offered to women without any 
petition or effort on their part. This is as it should 
be. Those who are in power owe it to those who are 
out to do them justice. 

Sir John Macdonald's new Franchise bill includes 
unmarried women and widows for the full franchise 
in the same terms as men. 

Briefly summarized, the bill makes a uniform fran
chise throughout the Dominion; embracing: 

In cities, towns, and villages, owners of real estate to value 
of $300. 

Tenants paying annual rental of $20. 
Those having an annual income of $400 and resident a year 

in the district. 
Sons of owners of real estate not otherwise qualified, but 

resident with their fathers and mothers-one son for every 
$300 of value. 

Mr. Cobb Still in the Husk. In counties, owners of real estate valued at not less than 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I read $2~~nants under lease for not less than a year at annual 
With a great deal of interest, in your issue of the 5th rental of $20. 
inst., Mr. Samuel P. Putnam's article entitled, "What Persons having income of $400 and resident for a year in 
ls Science?" I was pleased with the skill manifested the county. 
· th t f th b 't h' h t dr Farmers' sons, as in Ontario at present. 
1n e arrangemen ° e ai w IC was 0 aw In all the constituencies unmarried women may vote on 
Mr. Stephen Pearl Andrews into the discussion. I the same terms as men. As defined by Sir John Macdonald, 
thought that there was very little doubt about its farmers' daughters, as well as farmers' sons and the daugh
accomplishing its object, and I hay looked with con- ters of real estate owners in cities, will hav votes. 
siderable desire for the Andrusian settlement of the This is a great step in advance, though one wishes 

/question in dispute. An~ the Andrusian " dcse," as it had gone a little further and included married 
its author aptly calls it, I hav gone through more women. The Canadian papers accept it with satis
than once, but it has so far successfully resisted all faction. The Toronto Globe says: 
attempts to make it go through me. At the end of "The opinion is that it is a liberal extension of the fran-
each perusal I could not help wondering whether chise, for which the public will be grateful." 
Mr. Andrews had endeavored to throw light upon The Canadian Illustrated News says: 
the subject and had failed, or had intended to envelop "Sir John Macdonald is renewing his youth like the eagle, 
it in obscurity and had succeeded. It is difficult to and has just made one of those brilliant strokes that stamp 
imagin that with one so well versed in the use of Ian- the progi·essiv statesman. His Franchise bill is a genuin sur-

f uld h 
prise, and will be received with universal acclaim. Its main 

· guage, the ormer co hav been t e case; yet it is provisions meet the growing requirements of the countr,v, 
almost impossible to suppose that so astute a thinker and are in consonance with the aspirations of our people m 
can be entertaining the notion that he has answered all the constituencies. Unmarried women may vote on the 
the question propounded by Mr. Putnam. same conditions as men. As defined by Sir John Macdonald, 

b · t k I b farmers' daughters, as well as farmers' sons and the daugh-
Still I may e m1s a en. t may e that this arti- ters of real estate owners in cities, will hav votes. This last 

cle of Mr. Andrews's is a full and complete explana- clause is strikingly peculiar. Little Canada has taken the 
tion of the nature and character of science, to those lead and set the example in many important matters of late, 
whose mental strength is sufficient to enable them to but it is the first time in the history of legislation that a gov-

. ernment, spontaneously and of its own accord, without.peti-
take the " dose " in the form and quantity offered. tions or pressure from the outside, grants the franchise to 
The fault may be entirely with me, who, as one of women. It is rather late in the session to giv such a meas
the ordinary people, cannot be expected to under- ure all .the attention that it deserves, but whether it passes or 
stand the cardinary language of those who belong to not before adjournment, the seed will hav been sown and the 

. ll' policy of the government will hav been laicl down. This is a 
the higher regions of cultm·e and mte Igence. This, reform bill in the strictest acceptance of the term, and Sir 
however, does not remove the difficulty, nor relieve John Macdonald deserves all the credit which its every meas
Mr. Andrews of his obligation, as representativ of ure involves." 
the dwellers in the artismal realms- of thought, to The Toronto Globe contains the full text of the bill. 
stoop toward us who are upon the naturismal plane, With great particularity it defines the classes and 
and raise us up, not perhaps to the hight of his at- persons to be affected by this extension of the suf
tainment or our ambition, but at any rate as far into frage. It uses the words "he," "she," describes an 

·the domain of the scientismal betweenity as we, with "owner," an "occupant," a "tenant," and a "person" 
his assistance, are capable of advancing. He should among those whom the new bill enfranchises. 
remember that what he writes in THE TRUTH SEEKER Canadian women are to be congratulated on their 
is read by large numbers of people whose circum- prospect of having equal rights secured to them. Sir 
stances in life do not admit of their spending the . John Macdonald will deserve, as he will win, the 
major portion of their time in the study of meta- gratitude of all "Women.. L1:cY STONE. 
physical scientifics, and scientifical metaphysics, nor Boston, Mass. 

"The extreme watchfulness which the church exercises 
over the movements of Deacon Richardson, of Brooklyn, is 
creating a good deal of talk, and most of it is in sympathy 
with the deacon. Th~<t gentleman might possibly hav laid a 
railroad track on a long-ago Sunday when there was no ne
cessity for hurrying the work; but he o.toned for it with co
pious tears and was forgiven. It is fair to assume that a man 
so tender at heart would not again purposely fall into error, 
and it is not supposed that his judgment was altogether at 
fault in the first instance-he laid track on Sunday becauRc 
he thought it was necAssary to do so, but the judgment of 
others finally convinced him, very much against his will, that 
the necessity was imaginary. There would seem to be little 
doubt of the necessity in the present instance. The switch 
that was put in place on Sunday could not hav b<:>en estab
lished at any other time without great expense to the corpo
ration which Deacon Richardson serves, and without a great 
deal of purely unnecessary annoyance to the public. What 
was fractured in thus saving money to the corporation, ancl 
at the same time showing deference to the needs and wants 
of the public? Was it anything more than a sentiment? If 
it was a belief, how many beliefs are brought to book every 
day! If it was orthodoxy as to belief, still there are millions 
tho.t grow weaker every day as to their knowledge of and 
faith in orthodoxy, and there are millions more who honestly 
think that orthodoxy is a matter of their own creation, and 
of no creed or doctrin whatever. These several millions ancl 
various millions more hav their own ideas as to Sunday work 
and Sunday recreation, and there are other millions who do not 
know when Sunday is and who respect the day the church 
has picked out for Sunday, merely as a social convenience 
and out of respect for the church. Now the church will find 
it necessary some day to respect these millions as _they re
spect it. Honest outside opinion has a.s ma.ny_ nghts as 
church opinion. Free speech and free actio~ Withm the law 
are absolutely necessary to a country that IS not ruled by 
the church. 

"The law and the church must learn to respect the people. 
This is the great essential of a. republican form of govern
ment. Within twenty-four hours this country could _hav a 
million volunteers against any danger that th:eatened It, a':ld 
within three months as a reault of the intelligence that diC
tated the volunteeri~g, it could ha v the best disciplined an_d 
the most magnificent fighting army in the world. Publ~c 
sentiment would create such an army within the time speCI
fied, and yet the church th~t pros~cutes Deacon Richardso;n 
is trying to put down pubhc sentiment. The .penal code IS 
laboring against it. '!'he ide~ of government,_m church. and 
state alike, runs at sto.ted penods to the seventy of Puntan
ism, whereas the great success of our system shows mo~e o.nd 
more day in and do.y out, that the best government IS the 
one that governs least. '!'he people are willing to fight for 
the rights which they hav established; but they are equally 
willing to fight against intolerance in church and state. They 
are able to behave themselvs without being obliged to do so, 
and they would like to hav that fact understood. . 

"There is a too literal interpretation of the declaratiOn that 
a man cannot serve both God and Mammon. He ·must in
evitably serve the latter as well as the ~orm~r, if he J;>e a good 
citizen and if he does not he and his children Will surely 
comet~ want. Church is church, but business is business; 
and if Deacon Richardson is expelled from his denomination 
because he bas faithfully served his corporation and the pub
lic, so much the worse for the denomination." 

LY~IAN BEECHER and Hosea Ballou, completely 
armed with Bible knowledge and textual missils, 
once met to compare Calvinism and Universalism. 
After several apostolic blows from each, shrewdly 
parried by the other, Dr. B!3echer opened at the 
ninth Psalm and read: "The wicked shall be turned 
into hell, and all the nations that forget God." 
"There, sir, the wicked are in hell; get them out of 
it if you can." Hosea Ball?u calmly _turned to the 
twentieth chapter of Johns RevelatiOn and rea?, 
" Death and hell delivered up the dead that were m 
them." "There," said Ballou, "they are out; get 
them in again if you can." 
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flntl(~lation. 

The Tomb of Fanaticism. 
[An examination of Lord Bolingbroke's doctrines. Written 

by Voltaire in 1767 and translated from the French by Avery 
Meriwether.l 

CHAPTER XXXV. 

Fanaticism. 
To· THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Did 

you ever know of any Infidel that was infatuated 
"by faith" in mysticism? Does history giv us any 
account of a Freethinker that ever evinced any fanat
icism under the control of Christianity, Mormonism, 
or modern Mediumism? Fanaticism is infatuation 

two others who had adopted my idea of self-induc
tion, under new terms, and said I would not criticise 
them for so doing. Here are the identical words I 
used: 

"Dr. W. B. Fahanstock calls it 'E:ltatuvalence. ' .. Dr. J. B. 
Camp bell, of Cin~innati, calls it 'Vita-pathy,' u;n~tmg Gre~k 
and Latin terms m one word. Dr. Campbell v1s1ted me m 
Boston in 1857. Dr. C. A. Green, of Lancaster, Pa., calls it 
'Omnipathy.' All right; I do not criticise terms." crystallized. It is a mental disease, a state of insan

ity of varying degrees, induced ·" by faith" in phe-CONCERNING THE SECTS AND MISFORTUNES OF THE CHRIS- al d f } · 
nomena alleged to be mystic , won er u , or miracu

TIANS UP TO THE ESTABLIS::Il\IENT OF MOHAMMEDANISM. lous. And, while we may concede that some of the 
And now it is manifest that Mr. Campbell did not 

appreciate the hint that I suggested as to h~s schol
arship, in joining a Greek and a Latin tern;t mto one 
English word. And I can account for this attempt 
of his to make it appear that I had indorsed his non
sense only by_supposing him a victim to infatuation, 
similarly as many another good man has been. 

Disputes excommunications, and persecutions did (otherwise) best people hav become more or less in
not cease t~ overwhelm the Christian church. It was fatuated with a false idea, yet it is true that this con-
not sufficient to have united in Jesus the divine with dition of the human mind obliterates the sense of 
the human nature; it is to be observed that the ques- justice and leads to the perpetration of cr~me. Chas. 
tion whether Mary was the mother of God began now H. Freeman and his wife were Methodists (as they 
to be agitated. The title of ·~Mother of God" ap- are to this day) when they murdered their child, 
peared blasphemous to Nestorius, bishop of Con stan- May 4, 1879. And so were the twenty of their Chris
tinople. His opinion was probably true; but as he tian brethren fanatics when, the next day, they went 

LABoY SUNDERLAND. 
Quincy, lJfass., May 10, N.E. 107. 

had been a peJ:secutor, he found bishops who perse- to Freeman's house and saw the corpse of the little Mr. Townsend's Doctriu of :Mind and Matter. 
cuted him in turn. They drove him fr:om h~s thro~e girl that Freeman and his wife had the evening be- To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: I hav 
at the Council of Ephesus, and then th1rty bishops m fore prayed over and then murdered; and they went your letter of 2d inst. in which you name that "my 
the same council deposed St. Cyril, the mortal enemy away and concealed that atrocious murder, believing doctrin of Mind and Matter"-involving the origin of 
of Nestorius, and all the East was divided. it was done for the "glory of God," as they said. the potency of unconscious matter-" is abstruse( 

This was not. sufficient. It was necessary to know About the same time a Christian in Chickopee, while I claim that such doctrin, on the contrary, IS 
whether Jesus had two natures, double personalties, Mass., shot his three daughters under a similar delu- obvious; because it is explainable and explained by 
two souls and two wills; if, when he performed the sion, to secure their immediate admission to that me on scientific principles, and by proper attention, 
animal £u'nctions of a man, the divine part was con- "Paradise" which an ancient fanatic had affirmed he is readily understandable and found to be adequ_ate 
nected with it or not. All these questions only de- had been "caught up" to (2 Cor. xii, 1). And was for all phenomena. You know that all the potential
served to be treated by Rabelais, or by our dear Dean not that Christian commentator, Dr. Adam Clarke, ity infused into our bodies and some other matter, 
Swift, or by Punch.* This made three pa:t~es in the also a fanatic when he indorsed the fanaticism of St.· for art works, has its origin exclusivly in our minds, 
empire, which were caused by the fa~ahmsm of a Paul? For in his comment on Paul's saying that he by their inventions and will-force power controling 
miserable monk, the enemy of N estorms, W~lO op- had been "caught up to the third heaven," when he such unconscious materials; while it is obvious that 
posed the other monks. We see in all these disputes was bamboozled in a state of trance, evinces, says such materials could not, themselvs, effect such works, 
monastic orders opposed to brother orders, one sect Dr. Clarke, "the highest degree of divine inspira- and therefore they hav no such self-belong:ing poten
to another, eunuchs to eunuchs, councils to councils, tion." And, moreover, what of those Christians who tiality. Now if art works cannot exist without our 
and often emperors to emperors. . pin their "faith" upon Dr. Clarke or St. Paul? Nor minds being in co-operation with such unconscious 

While the descendants of Camillus, of Brutus, of is it possible to show that every Christian is not more materials, to giv them potential direction; is not uni
Scipio, Cato, mixed with Greeks and b~rbarian~, :wai- or less fanatical who relies upon Dr. Cla.rke, Wesley, versal unconscious matter equally important for na
lowed in the mire of theology, and while a spmt of or Jesus, in matters in 1·espect to which no human ture's greater works, without mind co-operation to 
insanity had spread over the face of the Roman em- being has any mental capacity of knowing anything giv potency, or direction, to its know-nothing doings? 
pire, the robbers of the north, who only knew how to whatever. Thus it is obvious that an Infinit mind, in nature and 
fight, began to dismember th_e ?olossal structure then Lunacy, or fanaticism, ignores human reason. It an indispensable part of it, is as much a necessity for 
beginning to be fe~ble and ridiCulous. . blots out a sense of right in regard to property, ideas, its great mechanisms and necessary adaptable con-

When the Christians were conquered It was neces- and life, and it often culniinates in falsehood, mur- ditions of everything, as are onr minds for the lesser 
sary to govern the fanatic people, to manage their der, and suicide. In argument, it obfuscates the works of art. 
religion, and guide the beasts of burden by the hal- judgment and incapacitates its victim for perceiving Now let me name that. the assumed ongm of our 
ter which they had made for _themselvs. . the force of human reason. Nor need it here be at- minds-by some-as the product of our brains, is 

The bishops of each sect tned. to seduce their con- tempted to be shown why the priesthood are so very truly abstruse, because it is inexplicable that uncon
querors; thus the Ostrogoths, VIsgoths, and the Bur- slow in appreciating the fact that fanaticism is so scious matter can become thinking, inventiv, conscious 
gundy p~nces became Arians, while the Franks were rarely found outside the ranks of mysticism or matter, with will-power to control its origin, or 
Athanasians.t . . some form of mediumship assumed between human- source. Thus claiming that such two infinitly dif-

The Roman empire in the West havmg been de- ity and gods or ghosts. Mystical phenomena, or ferent characteristics are not only the same iu origin, 
stroyed, it was divided into provinces drench~d with phenomena believed to be "miraculous" (produced but are convertible, that the infinitly inferior may 
human blood. They continued to anathematize each by forms of-force of which nothing is known), inspire become the infinitly superior; and, thus, that mind, 
other with a saint-like reciprocity. There had nevm· the "faith" that results in fanaticism. Hence, now in its origin, is no greater than llllConscious matter
before been such confusion or such miserable debase- and then we find a doctor, or one assuming this title, earth, air, water, etc.-being vivified and made con
ment in religion as during the time of the empire. claiming the discovery of a "RoyalRoad" to theurgy. scious, thinking and inventing, by what? and how? 

The worthless emperors of Constantinople always In 1842 I attended a course of lectures in. New York, while spirit mind is nothing, non-material, and so is 
pretended to believe in their rights over Italy and and one of the most significant and often repeated not dynamical. 
the other provinces which they no longer had. In statements the doctor made was: Again, there can be nothing more abstruse, in ex
the seventh century there spra?g: up a new. religi?n "That in one month, by psychometry, th~ simplest means plicably enigmatical, and impossible of comprehen
which almost ruined the Chr1stian sects Ill Asia, imaginable, the lecturer had discovered th1s knowledge of sion, or adequacy, than the Atheistic claim that un
Africa, and in a great portion of Europe. This was man, physically, morally, and intellectually; the physi?logy conscious know-nothing matter, of itself, its own 

. of the brain, the sublime science of the mind, learned man t f th" 
Mohammedamsm. hour's observation, made the substitute for heavy folios of property or quality, has the P0 ency or every mg 

Mohammedanism is, without a doubt, more ra- reasoning." that exists; while our minds-so effectiv in designs 
tional than Christianity. The Mohammedans do not The lecturer circulated his buok among his audi- and works-cannot conceive or fully understand such 
worship one Jew when they despise the whole race. ence, and from which I here quote a single sentence: perfect machinery and adaptation as nature exhibit~, 
They do not Call a Jewess the mother of God They wh1"ch thus lowers our mi"nds even below that of um-. · · "Such has been my progress that but few important prin-
do not commit thEl most outrageous blasphemy In ciples hav been left for future discovery" ("Sketches of Bu- versal unconscious matter-an anomaly and degrada-
saying that there are three gods in one. In fine, chanan's Discoveries in Neurology," p. 70), tion we would not like to hav others apply t() us, if 
they do not eat the God whom th_ey wo~·ship and But I am not advised as to whether or no this doc- that potency has no infinit intelligent origin. 
then render unto the goddess Cloacma their creator. tor did not himself make a "more important dis- ·of all the doctrins of the existence a.nd character 
Their only creed is the belief in an all-power~l covery" when, by his "psychometry," he indorsed of an Inftnit mind, and its individualization in finite 
God; and if they had not added that ~.ohammed IS the bogus "spirit photograph" of Mary, the reputed beings, my doctrin is the most natural and adequa~e, 
his prophet, it would have be~n a rehgwn as pure mother of Jesus, which, by. psychometry, he pro- and is, therefore, the least abstruse; because I claim 
and beautiful as that of the Chmese scholars. That nounced "a genuin photograph ofthat noble woman." that such infinit controling mind_:__acting for a pur
was simple Theism, natural religion, and consequent- Another illustrativ case I will mention, and allow pose-is a part of nature acting dyna~i~ally; 3:nd is 
ly the only true religion. But some say that the the doctor, who dubbs himself an "1\ol.D.," to tell the the most important principle of two distmct pnmor
Mussulmans are to a certain extent excusable in call- story. He visited me in 1857 in Boston, when I ex- dial elements-conscious and unconscious matter
ing Mohammed the agent of God, since, in fact, he plained to him my idea of selfhood, self-growth, the comprising the universe of cause and effects; which 
taught the Arabs that there was only one God. self-healing of wounds, and the self-cure of disease is not only the origin of our minds, as individualized 

The Mussulmans, by sword and by word, silenced by nutrition without medicin. And he is welcome to parts of the same conscious primo~d~al element, but 
Christianity even to the very gates of Constantino- all the success he may meet with in the use of that is the only conceivable adequate ongm of the mech-
ple; and the Christians, dri~en to a few pmvinces in idea, under the name of Vita-pathy. He knows anisms and adaptations of nature. . 
the West, continued to dispute and mangle each enough to make a new term by uniting Greek and A primal cause, or force, musf be vastly different 
other. Latin. And, as to his fanaticism, in ignoring death from the materials it forces into phenomenal effects; 

* Appelons les choses par leur n?m. 0~ a pousse le bl:;ts
pheme jusqnfl faire un article de f01 que D1eu est ve~l! ch1er 
et pisser sur le terre; que nons le mangeons ap;es qu 1la ete 
pendu; que nous le chiou.s et que nol!s. le p1ssons. Et on 
dispute gravement si c'et111t la nature dlVme. on la nature hu
maine qui chiait et qui pissait! Grand D1eu! [1776]. For 
obvious reasons this note is left untranslated. 

t What Athanasian, wh!lt a go?d C~tholic t~at Clovis was, 
• who assassinated three kmgs, h1s nmghbors, m order to rob 

them of their money! What good Catholics were his sons, 
who strangled with their own hands their nephews in the 
cradles! Great God! In reading the history of the early 
Christians we 15elieve we are reading the history of the kings 
of Judea and Israel or tflles of the highway robbers. [This 
note was made a pa'rt of the text in 1776.] 

[TO BE CON'.riNUED.] 

and teaching his patients how they are to become therefore they are not identical or convertible. So 
immortal without dying, I will allow him to speak the matter of such effects cannot be its own cause of 
for himself. He has sent out a large num~er of cir- actions or hav its own, self-possessed, potentiality; 
culars, and I quote from the one last received: but m~st receive that potentiality from conscious 

"Hear what the public press, learned physiciflns, minis- matter, having a purpose in i~telligent d~sign _and 
ters, scientists, and the people say of Dr. Campbell's great~ will-force, for dynamical executwns--:-as finite mmds 
est of all discoveries. Inspired theologians and learned sci- portray in their effects upon unconsmo~s matter. 
entists hav been looking for a new power, higher than ever Thus it mu. st be acknowledged, I believe, that the 
known before, to solve the problem of physical and spiritual · d · · f 
life, and maintain and perpetuate both alive together, and two adverse theories of the existence an ongm o 
thus practically banish death and bring in the millennium. finite minds, viz., spirit, and function of gross brain-

"The learned and experienced LaRoy Sunderland says that matter are both vastly more abstruse and wholly in
there is a power in nature greater than any yet discovered, adequ~te. The first being immaterial and so is nothwhich is now ready to dawn upon the world, and that Dr. J. 
B. Campbell, of Cincinnati, the founder of the vita-pathic ing as a dynamical force; and the second as ~n anom
system, calls it 'Vita-pathy."' alous conversion of unconscious know-nothmg mat-

If this be not infatuation and fanaticism, what shall ter, into conscious, thinking, inventing, and effectiv 
d h . b" all "t? I d th b l wi·ll-force minds, is really inconceivable. Sue. h two ADAM was the first man. God create Im a 1g we c I . never use e a ove anguage-never; 

booby who to please his wife was stupid enough to and the only time that I ever referred to this man adverse claimsdo not admit of any explanatiOn, or 
' ' 'a d t h C b ll · t" 1 n Ideology ·n Jl';r; d a d of adequacy to the one, nor of the cause of the con-devour an apple which his ecen an s av never amp e was m my ar IC e o I "Lon n 

since been !l,ble to digest.-Pocket Theology. . Matter, Sept. 30, 1882, in which I gave his name with vertibility of the other. Therefore these two doc-
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trinl? are wholly abstruse, inexplicably concealed, and some for brain, etc., why may :not the ethereal mind teni.ble agony _depicted upon his face; I see a tenQ.er, 
anomalous. matter in itself contain' the different properties of beq;utifQl.womiwl;>at}ling his feet with oil; I .see in-
. I ask you, in friendly candor, to inl'orm .me which which' each in its special faculty performs its· proper numerable representations of him· fastened to the 

you UOW b~lieve is the most natural effectiv •. and ~ctions, as mei:nory;Teason,. conscience; etd : cross, the bloo<t·strearriing'1:fl''oril his :hands; his feet, 
adequate doctrin of the cause of :the eristence ~f all Because' ;matteris in e~!'lt~l;l.ce, ~J.nd, 1:1ince .·we can- his side, his brow, while the most teni.ble agony is 
p~enomena, and the probabl~ _origin ,of al.l. finite ~ot c,onceive how :it c~ ; be. d~s.troyed, or hpw it depicted on his countenance. Again, after .death, I 
mmds; and also of the most likely source of all the could)1av- been c~eated, w~ ari·ived atthe coiJ,clusion see him stretched at full length, the ghastly wounds 
potenti:M laws of unconscious matter, !deeming it that it'is etern!!J,. LikeWise organic life is asiride- dripping red, w:hile the face r_etains all: the evidence 
liDpOSSl~le that force, of any Jtind, Can originate in structib}e as matter; otganic''life is in:e:ristence aS of the intense suffe1-ing to which he has been sub
UD:C~llSClO~S matter; and t~at . all potentiality rriust well as matter; hence, it: is no illogical reasoning to jected. I see him, limp and. lifeless, stretched upo:q 
ongmate m conscious matter, having an intelligent deduce from these premises i tl;le conclusion that or- the lap of one of the faithful women, while she gazes 
purpose and will-force stimulous for action· as we ga:nic life is eternal, although, per}laps, .at .times very upward with a face from which all hope seems fled, 
know to be the facts :for finite· limited works.·' · · · : minute or ethereal. · . . . . and weeps iil agony. It' seems that ingenuity has 

Your position is an important one to diffuse and . when . natl:p.:e ·wishes '.to. create a:']::mman or any been eXhausted in finding postures in which to rep
infuse right thinking, in correct views of nature·; its o,th.er ,being,. she uriit~~ 't? ~he ~a~e1·ial bod~ the prop~ resent this mythical tragedy of so long ago. 
evident intelligent prim,al force; our limited <lo- ert1e~ of mtt:J.d, begmnmg mth· the earhe-st stages The reason I was so much surprised was to see 
creativ minds, their origin arid associate relations to of develcrpi:nent; and ceasing; if allowed her course; such terrible representations of this same· passion, 
other matter, and their 'perpetuity as element3.l a.ften~ighty'or a hundred years only; :when she again while a real, living, breathing, intellectual represent
forces, are highly important subjects to instruct om dissolves'-and_. separates these· parts; J::>y: a kindly ation is forbidden. Can it be that the Catholic 
race, and so ·to promote thought· and consequent dis- death, only, to aqpn after again .e~xhibit them, in. a. new !}hur:ch has a •patent and . will not allow an infringe" 

· carding of sup·erstitions, El1ipernaturalisml:l, · and all f~rm pf _existeJJ.<;e, upon the stages of life. . . ,+ ment--and at the same time calling on the Protestant 
forms of. existing degrading creeds ~,tnd dogmas~ . rh.us _the i~:i:Ilortality,, or fri~ure destiny, of the church to protect them in this pate,nt? They state 
falsely ealled religion .. -Thus to imbue m~J,nkind with Io.ii:J.d is similai: ·to that of the ·body. This, _my as a reason for· stopping· the· play that Christian sen
a dignified rational love of n~ture, and its il)-telligimt friend, is immortality with'out a ~inge of superstition; sibilities were shocked. So. they might b.e. .My sen
·author; with a grateful appreciation of oti'r individu- and is it not as :much as can. be wished for:?· · It will sibilities were. ~hocked at sight of the bloody J esuses 
ality, for-all time, as immortal participants in a 'bouli- cheer the hearts of many:to know that :nature will in plaster. I hav met a number of good _citizens of 
teo us disposition of .matter, into all beautiful nature create :9£ ow: bodie.s .and minds, a~ .some futtp:e date, New York whose sensibilities were shocked by them. 
-which· constitutes. creation-as adequate for all in;. other l?odies a119-. minds to- enjoy the .pleasures the Now, if the Protestant church will join me in con~ 
telligent and -rightful uses. . .· . _ . :: . . · irriprovem!(,nts !)L till!ema:}' bring ;~s. · We omselvs vincing the people of the debasing infimince of the 

Such truths are better than old Theistiefictions; or in:ay, innuJ?enj,ble Iiiimbers of )imes, be benefited Jesuses in plaster, I will join them heartily in trying 
the extreme opposit of inadequate arid unsatisfying by the iriipiovem~i:J.ts a:itd. ·knowledge we may· giv to show that the Passion Play is a silly waste of time 
Atheism, or of know-nothing Agnosticisw. Desiring the world as' the result of our labor. in trying to perpetuate a myth, and that there is but 
only the discrimination of truth; I would like you to Likewise;-if we lead an immoral life, by which in little init that can minister to the higher needs of 
publish this short paper-.-:-in aid of the same-at your any way the happiness and progress of futmi.ty will humanitv. ' . 
. earliest convenience. · CRAB. E. ToWNSEND.· · be Jlindred, we.cannot, ,escape. meeting. with· these If the ·Protestant church will giv up their "idols," 

Locust Valley;. Queens Oo., N; Y; ·; ):tndrances. ·. · ~;¥.tiCl~s, o! _the sam,e. mind and body and spread knowledge instead of superstition, they 

More Materialistic Immortality! 
· .\ ' which penned Shakspere's plays are to~day enjoying will soon find their morbid desire for :witness~ng the 

nis very works: The salile Iilay be · said of the de- suffering of Jesus giving way to a desire for nobler 
'parted authors of· every other good work. Particles things. There will tben be no demand for Passion 

. To ARTHUR B. BRADFORD: At a time whe_n peo:ple of the minds and bodies.of the inventors of our rail- Plays, and when· there is no demand there will be 
]ittle u~derstood what vyas to beco;me of their bodies rol,tds, steamboats, etc.,'ar;e to7day_peing caiTied from none produced. They hav themselvs to blame by 
a_fter _death, they assomated the 1de~that at so~e clime to cliill~. _ Audthe same .life prpperties which keeping up the natural belief in the conception by a 
time 1~ th~ farfuturethe body and _mmd would a:gain: cim revoiution'ary heroes of a hundJ:ed years ago ghost and the death of a God. L. E. HuGGINS. 
be umted mto o~~ and the s~me ~emg a:nd remam so possessed are to-day, in some_ life form or other, en-
througfwut etemi~Y· After discovenng that. t~e joying the independencethey·acquired andfotwhich No Conscieuce. 
bod_y 18 not d_estwyed after ~eath, but that 1t 18 they bled' I fail, however, to perceive how: the mind There is a satisfaction that every one feelS' in _hav-
Iilei.ely transfmmed. by nature. mto some. othe: form can, after qeath,'liv on ?>nd on, in a ghost-like or a ing done what they believed. to be their duty, es
of life, they ell:tertamed _the Idea that. the ~m~ or "one-being-like" state; and why not return to its pecially when tempted to do otherwise. This feel
soul o~y, and 1~ a. ghostlike, form, would enJOY Im-. sphere, and_, there mil).gle and, interpenetrate with iiig you can call by the name of conscience if you 
mortality. T~18 1_ecalls to. our memo~y. how loth other mind property, as all other properties of nature like, but that would giv it no more importance to 
we are to pait :V1th all:yth~~g app6l'iammg to 0\lr- do; and there await its turn to be recalled by nature me. 'What I am dealing with at present is what 
selvs, espemally lf we Imagm t~ose pa~·t.s to . be into .activity again?. It is cont1·ary to nature's laws. might be called the orthodox conscience. They 
eternall;y: destroyed. Once knowi~g then destmy, She does not treat any' other ·of her properties so; (the orthodox) speak of it as tbe only thing to giv 
our !tllXIety ceases, a:n~ we submit ourse~vs. How why tben should the mind be an exception? people knowledge of what is right or wrong. They 
fe}V to-day are nnwillmg at dea:th to giv up the Let us suppose, for the sake of argument, that na- say, "He is always l-ight who heeds tl1e dictates of 
body to the dust from whence It came. But the ture did not use the same material twice· that the conscience." In the way tliey talk of it as the mon
min~, "ay, there's . th_e rub !". Unless we fi~st settle. body .of each and eve~·y being, after its hfe ~om·se has itor within one would infer that it is something asso
the Idea as ~0 what. IS to become of our mmd aftei ended, is set aside, either into a heaven or any other ciated with our being, independent of physical mat
deat~, as satisfactonly as we hav that 0! ~he future place; would not· then nature's stock of life-sustain- ter-something giving us happiness or remorse, 
d~stmy of the body, ~an~ood cannot willmgly sub- ing mate1-ial soon be exhausted? ·The same may as according to our vi1'iues. Now I believe in no such 
mlt themselvs to the m~v1t.abl~. . appropriately be said of the mind, or soul, or spirit, conscience to keep us from wrong indulgences. A 

I read your con:~.mumcatw;n m TrrE TR?TH SE~KER or whatever you may wish to name it. person may deliberately, and with a sense of duty 
of the 28th ult. "?-th much mterest. It 1~ the fiist I One more thought upon the .subject, and I shall pressing him, do what he afterward finds to be wrong. 
evei: read bordermg 80 nearly u;pon my views .of the. bring this communication to a close. It is plainly Who of us has not often been sincere in doing that 
subJ~ct. . . . . . . evident that the mind and body, if rightly exercised, which, when truth was revealed, proved to be a vio-

Mmd IS matenal-at lea:st It Is a prope~ty of mat.- improve pi·oportionately until ·the ·decline of life, lation. of moral or physical ~aw? . 
~er~ all matte_r, together with ~he p~op_erties the~eof, when both again propOrtionately retrograde. And If there was such a thing as conscience to check 
1,~ mdestruc~Ible, therefor~ mmd IS mdesti:uctible. since our physical system requires to be continually us in om· waywardness, there would be no necessary 
· Bennett mtes the expei~~ent of a chemlst ~ho supplied with life-sustaining substances, it seems failures, and morally all would be equal; neither 
send~ a curren~ of electnmty. through: a. ~olutw;n reasonable that our mentality should be subject to would there be any difference of opinion in regard 
of mtrate of silver. Immediately the silver IS the sam·e la · t 1. · · d th · t uld ·t th' f 

t d ·f th 't · · · ·a hi h h. ld · ;t · · w. o re 1gwn, an e v1r uous wo men no mg or 
sepa~a e rom e m nc am w . e 0 8 1 . m About every seve.n years or less, as we are told, their attainments. . . 
solution, _and -~om one 0~ the. Wires. conductmg every particle of 'matter composing the_ human sy~- ' And again, if there is such a wonderful conscience 
the electnc cunen~, a b~aut~ful. tiee b,flgms to sprout ten:i is exchanged fol' new matter. Th1s process Is of which the orthodox people tell us, they may as 
und~r th~ law of Ciystallizatwn, ?ranches. of the. met;, being caiTied on so slow, that the careless obs~rver well thTow up their business· and let conscience do 
~l a1e thwwn out and _covered With seemmg f~lill:ge cannot easily observe the change. Persons affiwted the work. Those who believe in the conscience 
JUSt as a ~~ant perfe_ct;s Itself ~nde_r the summei 8 lig_ht with a disease hav 'Qeen known _to hav suffered half a theory often mistake what might l;>e called a waiTing 
and ~eat. :r'he n_~tra~e of s~lvei . performs_, a _spec~al lifetime, perhaps twenty or thrrty years. Although of the mental faculties for the admonition of con-
functwn, whwh neithei the silver nor the mt:w amd, the· sy· stem duririg all this time, exchanged every · nc I wish to be understood that b the term 
when once separated can perform In this sepa- . · ! - · · · al t' . th a· . t'll sme e. . . Y . . 

t' 'th . f th ' t . d st. d d b th po:rtwn of Its ;matter sever 1me.s, e · 1sease s 1 "warring of the faculties," !.mean adesrre to gratify 
: ra 1~~ nei ~r 0 th ~ par 8 18 e trok \~n °1 r.ei:nruned in the blood as before. This is caused by certain ones in excess, or those in an abnormal conlli e~ :per o:-: eir bown separa e.· ~c 1?: 0fu y; the ne.w particles of matter introduced into the sys- dition with the .intellectual faculties remonstrating .. 

. t1~ m ~dlC. tah.Clt tmh ay ecomhie. sho miXe t :W1 ·lot. er tern being continually infected by the old and cor- Alime~tivness may be over-developed, causing an al-
lll nc am a e same w c · a cer a1n so u 1on · t ll d N 'f ll th' · t. . . . .. · ta' d · · ·n· · f · t rupt ones not ye expe e . ow 1 a IS IS me, most ungovernable appetite for liquor; or acqmsitiv-
co~h me ;may never m IDI Ions 0 ages come o- and experience givs evidence it is, why not the mind ness putting a person in the way of temptation to 
geTher agam. b ·a: f th · 1 h d N undergo similar changes during a life's course, and che~t his neighbor for a dime. In opposition, reason 

e same m:;ty. e sai 0.. e amma 0 Y· . a- still retain its ·identity, perhaps, in a similar manner thunders in his ear "Restraint." And if the reason
. ~~e .ge~form~ sin~.Il~r txp~~ments ;ron thve~b~~ng. as in the above case t~e disease is retai~ed in the ing is discarded, then follows remorse, not of con-

£ 
tf 0 by ~n ~~n bo~e er per orm · ted b c 1~~s system? At any rate, 1t does not seem Improbable science but the mind. There are mental faculties 

0tr .ke; f ud nthei er,d emg Aondce . sepatrha e 't .. Y .de that such may be the case. JoR~ K KmT. which 'if fully developed, giv man a desire to do 
s o e o ea , can o so. n smce e n1 nc am -cr h 0 k r. . . ' nl · k 1 d f .. 1 'th th · 't · ·a h · · t th £rene ree , .LOtva. nght, but reason o y can g1v us any now e ge o 
may m1ng e w1 o er m r1c aCI , w y may no e · · h . · ht- f th l d t t 1 d f 1 . d th t . -1 t th f · · il w at 1s ng o · e mora u y o ourse vs an e -mm , or e rna en a proper y ereo , m a s1m ar _ J esuses. 

1 mannei"; mingle with the same o! othei' minds? lVIincl 0'ri_,hmen. th d · 1 t 'f t th t 
· a ro ed of nature the same'as magnetism elec- Perhaps there has·been quite enough said upon .. e _or .0 ox :p~op e seem 0 mam e~ e mos 

·Its. 'tp pt y ttr'b't f trre· ·ad thei'·ef.o th tP . Pl. h' hthec binedeffortsof mgenmty m devismg plans for throwmg reason 
nm y, e c., are a 1 u es .0 na 1 ' n b dre e grea asswn ay w 10 om · · aside. They hav their Christ, conscience, experi-

may undergo transformatiOn, but . cannot e e- two cities succeeded, at least for the t1me, m sup- . L d d H 
1 

Gh t t k th . th 
stroyed. These properties of the mind.1mdoubtedly pressing. Yet I cannot but express my surprise that entche, f dort, anA d 0.Yf th 08 0. eep emh 1dll: . e 

. t . d. d . . th l t t .. h ""' t h uld b ad to stop a li'ving rep pa o u Y· n I ey receive so roue Ivme ens .In natm·e an surroun us, 1n an e erea sa e. so roue euor s o e m e -- h 
1 

h' h th d t d th d 
They are attributes of the food we eat, th-e water we r_esentation, when the ~hop windows of eyery .catho- e P! w 10 ey 0 no enyi e~ none. ks~rves 
dr.nk d th · b · th nd th s intro hc_undertaker in the mty has every_ possiblE) form of pumshment more for duty neg ecte . or WIC e ness 

1 , ~n e arr we rea e; _a ar!_l u - done. · OscAn A. BucK. 
duced mto the system, taken up mto the nerves, and t4e Jesus, in plaster, from an infant up to the sad 
there perform the functions of mind; while the and tragic ~aking o;ff of that very-much-talked-of be
coarser matter in the physical system at the same ing~ · I see him as a smiling infant . smTounded by 
time fulfils its duties toward sust.aining life. And worshipers; I see him . painfully climbing the st~ep 
since thE! grosser matter contains in ~tself p:~;operties, and stony hill, bearing the cross, the blood oozmg 
aome for flesh, some for muscles, some for bones, from the tlwrua in his tender brow, with the most 

IN the godhead three kings go to make up the 
hand of Providence. When the knaves Cook and 
Comstock shuffie off, the Trinity will hold a. full 
hand. 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. old ti~es it was the signal for throwing stones, for bird: It ~s Materialism in high and holy revolt against God; 
gathenng fagots, and for tearing flesh." A few a L1beralism that protests against our Sunday laws; that 
years ~go this society held a convention in this city, wants unrestrained license for every lust.' He spoke of how 
at which one of the ministers said: "What are the girls in seminaries were made the prey of these cormorants. 
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M. w. BENNETT, 
- Editor. 'You may think, sir, but think pure thoughts. Don't send 

• Publisher. rights of the Atheist? I would tolerate him as I your contagion into my home. He that cannot see that we 
would tolerate a poor lunatic. I would tolerate him are approaching the great conflict of the ages is blind. He 
as I would tolerate a conspirator. He may liv and that cannot hear the tramp of coming millions is deaf. • " 2I «Jllnton Place. New York. 

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $2.50 PER YEAR. go free, hold his lands and enjoy his home-he may We are glad to reoord the protest of a lawyer of 
even vote; but for any higher or more advanced cit- the Unitarian SoCiety, who told the convention that 
izenship he is, as I hold, utterly disqualified." The he wanted the liberty to think as he pleased. But 
convention at St. Louis has gone further, and now the ministers boldly avow that this is just what they 
refuses to recognize even this limited right of the propose to prohibit so far as they can; 
individual. It would make the Atheist a legal out- The buncombe of the Rev. Mr. Miller is a good 

.All Drafts, Ckecks, and Postal Orders should be made payable to cast. The eloquent words of Col. Ingersoll are specimen of pious lying. The Liberals are the pre-
M.ABY W. BENNETT. t th G f lib rt ruer an ever: " iv the church a place in the servers o e y, the Christians the destroyers. 
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Constitution, let her touch once more the sword Mr. Miller's idea of liberty is the right of the church 

S=A=T=O=R=D=A=Y=,==========MA=Y=2=6='=1=8=83=. of power, and the priceless fruit of all the ages will people to do as they please-andforce every one else 
turn to ashes on the lips of men.'' With the to do as they please too. Mr. Miller's right to worship 

That Reform Association Again. 
Our warning against the association of Christians 

who hav taken upon themselvs the labor of subvert
ing this government was timely, as we see that one 
of the secretaries has since held a convention in St. 
Joseph, Mo. Some of the sentinl6nts uttered at that 
meeting are so utterly contrary to the spirit of our 
institutions, so far from the intentions of the found
ers, and so atrocious that we again call the attention 
of Liberals to this clique of fanatics and beg that it 
be closely watched and promptly thwarted wherever 
it meets. 

In opening the conventions the Rev. M. A. Gault 
district secretary, made an address, stating the ob~ 
jects of the convention. He said: 

1'To unite and crystallize the public sentiment of St. Joseph 
and vicinity on this great issue between Christianity and Lib
eralism, as to which should control the nation, our govern
ment must recognize the law of Christian morality. It wuld 
not respect eve:ry individual's right of conscience." 

That is the gist of his remarks. A Rev. Mr. Pow
ers followed him. He began by complaining of the 
scant attendance, and endeavored to bring the move
ment up to a respectable point by saying that all 
great movements had their origin in minorities. This 
"was the cause of God and must succeed." He was 
not very happy in choosing illustrations, for he cited 
the case of Galileo and the spread of his astronomical 
ideas. But he forgot to say that it was the fact that 
the church had temporal power in Europe, precisely as 
his society is endeavoring to procure it in the United 
States, that made it possible for Galileo to be impris
oned for heresy. 

If this is "God's movement," then the interests 
of that individual are in direct antagonism to 
the interests of man. Every government that has 
allied itself with the church has been a persecuting 
government, and has burnt, hung, and imprisoned 
men and women for opinion's sake. Christianity has 
never been allied with government in this country 
except in a few states, but in those there has been no 
exception to the rule. In Massachusetts heretical 
Quakers were whipped and hung, in Connecticut 
men were jailed for violating Sabbath rules, in Mary
land the law punished blasphemy with death, in New 
Hampshire one religious sect is excluded from office 
in New York and other.states Atheists hav been for~ 
bidden to testify in courts. But all over Europe 
Christianity has at one time or another been the prac
tical government. And in every country has there 
been bloodshed and cruelty intolerable. In France 
in the Netherlands, in Germany, in Spain, in Italy' 
in Austria, in Russia, in England, Ireland, and Scot~ 
land, in every little principality, and in almost every 
~wn, certainly in e;ery city of note, those who spoke 
disrespectfully of this God who had been put in legal 
statutes were persecuted without mercy. Victor 
Hugo estimated the number of church victims at 
flue millions, and this is certainly not an overesti
mate. 

The declaration of this minister that " it [our gov
ernment.] co~~. not respect every individual's right 
of .consmen~, IS an avowal of great significance, as 
bemg a plam statement, made among friends, of in
tentions to restrict freedom of speech and thought as 
soon as the legal means to effect that end are at 
?and. This is strictly a Christian method of reply
mg to opponents. To deny a legally recognized God 
would be unlawful-would be blasphemy. With 
God in the Constitution and blasphemy laws on the 
statute books, every Atheist could be imprisoned, 
every Agnostic suppressed, every Freethinker si
lenced. "Blasphemy," says Ingersoll, "marks the 
point where argument stops and slander begins. In 

amendments _these ministers seek it would be but a is as clear as our right to not worship. Both are nat
little while ere the old times were revived. This ural, inherent, and inalienable privileges, and any 
sentiment would fit the mouth of the pope better than church that infringes them is a tyrant. Jefferson 
that of a follower of Luther, whose contention for and Paine and Franklin furnished the idea upon 
indivi~u.al right of conscience was the starting-point which this government is built. They were all In
of religwus freedom. It shows the unsuitableness fidels. " They knew that to put God in the Constitu
of Christians that however loud they may claim lib- tion was to put man out. They knew that the recog
erty for themselvs, its followers and devotees are un- nition of a deity would be seized upon by fanatics 
willing• to accord it to others. Their humanitarian and zealots as a pretext for destroying liberty· of 
professions are not worth the wind wasted in giving thought. They knew the terrible history of the 
them utterance. · church too well to place in her keeping, ot in the 

This movement so craftily engineered by these keeping of her God, the sacred rights of man. 
ministers is but the culminating point of a long series They intended that all should hav the right to wor
of encroachments by the church upon our once secu- ship or not to worship; that our laws should make 
lar government. We hav already too many practical no distinction on account of creed. They intended 
recognitions of the Christian religion, and the church to found and frame a government for man, and for 
has too much aid and comfort given it by the various man alone. They wished to preserve the individ
states. Her encroachments as summed up recently uality and liberty of all; to prevent the few from 
by Mr. J. B. Wolff are: governing the many, and the many from persecuting 

1. In the recognition of the orthodox deity in and destroying the few." The principle of the en
every bill of rights, including the Declaration of In- ti;e separation of church and state has been recog
dependence, and nearly every, if not every, state con- ruzed by all the best of our citizens to be the only 
stitution. safe plan. As soon as ecclesiasticism gets power it 

2. In the administration of oaths, in all courts, begins to persecute. Grant, although a Protestant, 
upon the Bible. recognized this when he said, "Keep the church and 

3. In Sunday laws. state forever separate." It was recognized also by 
4. In chaplains, state and national. Judge Welsh of the Supreme Court of Ohio who 
5. In laws against profanity and blasphemy. said that " when Christiaruty asks the aid of g;vern-
6. In untaxed church property. ment, beyond impartial protection, it disowns it-
7. In charitable donations to churches. self." 
8. In what is known as ~he " Comstock law," pro- Mr. Harris's aossertion that there is Liberalism 

~ured and execute~ under the inspiration of religious conce~ed in the churches, and that it is disintegrating 
mtolerance and b1gotry, and in. utter disregard of them, 1s true, and we can only regret that the holders 
sound morality. of Liberal views hav not the courage to boldly 

9. In church domination in Indian affairs by a avow them. 
supervising commission. If Materialism is in revolt against God, it is God's 

10. In the payment of missionaries out of public own fault. All he has to do is to make himself man
money; that is, the selection by the churches of fest to win the respect now denied him-that is, if 
Indian agents, who teach religion with handicrafts; he is worthy of respect. Certainly the God depicted 
and for the sole purpose of mitigating missionary by the Jewish Bible is worthy of nothing but execra
expenses. tion. The coupling of the name Liberalism with 

These are certainly serious departures from the the alleged "cormorants," who prey on girls, is an 
original charter granted to the Federal government, insult none but a depraved Christian would utter. 
~d should be seriously considered by the statesmen, It is worthy the source. We cannot blame a jackass 
if there are any, at present controling our national for braying nor be surprised at ministers lying. It 
affairs. If the churches were reasonable they would is a part of the education given at the charity theo
be satisfied ~th these stolen points; but having had logical schools. It is their business to traduce the 
a taste of power, having felt a little of the divine character of their opponents; with them slander is 
peace and grace that comes from persecuting their argument. We can only pity them that their brains 
fellow-man, these followers of the sword-bringer are are so weak. 
eager for more blood. The cries of imprisoned her- The efforts of the Protestants to ·put God in the 
etics are music sweet to heavenly ears. Constitution are as full of danger to our mental and 

Of the evening session of this revolutionary con- personal liberties as the great growth of the Cath
vention we extract the following account from the olic church. Both must be met by the In:iidels, the 
St. Joseph Gazette: · real protectors and preservers of our rights, by con--

"The demands of-Liberalism were discussed by Rev. R. H. centrated and organized opposition. Absolute di
Barnes, of Tarkio, Mo. He said the Reform Association sim- vorce of church and state must be maintained, and 
~ly ai;'lled to maintain Christian institutions as they hav ex- the schools of all the states secularized as completely 
Isted m our country from the beginning. Liberalism aimed as a part now are. This is political work for the 
to revolutionize our country by abolishing all these. These 
demands of Liberalism are simply the enemies of Christian- League. Let the League come to the front. 
it! pl?tting against the Lord. Christianity is this nation's 
birthright, and these Liberalists seek to rob us of it. 

"Rev. George W. Miller said: 'If Liberalism triumphs our 
go~ernment and our liberties go down. It is not a que~tion 
of IS there a hell or a heaven; it is a question on which this 
~ation's life hangs. We must listen to these truths from the 
bps of men, or you will hear them from the lips of cannon· 
you will re~d them in the glare of the torch that will lay lo; 
these magwficent structures that rear their spires heaven
ward. May God help us to seriously consider our duty.' 

"Rev. Harris said; 'It is a sign of danger that Herr Most 
lectures in our city to-morrow night, but there is ·a worse dan
ger than that. It is the Liberalism in our churches that lurks 
beh~d pulpits, that steals the livery of heaven to serve the 
devil.' 

"The chairman, Dr. Miller, said; 'Liberalism is not a pretty 

The Fourth Volume of" Around the World." 
We would like to receive more orders for the fourth 

volume of Mr. Bennett's trip around the world. There 
are a few hundred yet who hav had the three vol
umes but hav not got this last one. We will prompt.ly 
forward it to all such on receipt of $1.50. We hav 
also about one hundred complete sets on our shelvs, 
and would like to see them sold, so that a second edi
tion may be brought out. Complete seta for $6.50 in 
cloth; $9.50 in leather and red edges; $10.50 in 
morocco and gilt edges. This last work of its noted 
author has met with commendation wherever it has 
been read. 
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The Monument. 
Dming the summer the contemplated monument 

to Mr. Bennett must be erected, and we hav been in 
consultation with several builders upon the subject. 
We find that a plain, substantial, lasting granit struct
me, with a suitable inclosme of the plot, will cost 
from one thousand to twelve hundred dollars. This 

i includes the lettering of the inscription and some ex~ 
tracts from Mr. Bennett's writings. The committee 
having the matter in charge will soon decide upon 
the design and the contract be given out. As yet 
there is not money enough subscribed, and we ask 
the friends to make up the necessary amount without 
delay, as withinthe next three months it will hav to 
be paid. The mon~y in hand stands: 

Am't aclcnowledged, $671 77 Brought up, 
J. H. Atkins, - 1 00 Joseph Seeley, 
Dr. A. Tircuit, · 1 00 Wm. Sexaner, 
H. B. Milks, 1 00 Leonard Walters, 
W. D. Curtis, 5 90 Oliver W. Hannum, 
George W. Curtis, 1 00 G.Jjevor, 
James K. Sears, 1 00 I!enry Sheffield, 
W. A. Fox, 1 00 L. M. Hastings, 
J. A. Fox, 1 00 J. L. Bean, 
Joseph Huntzinger, 50 Wm. Fray, 
Walter Archibald, 50 John Gregory, 
Lew. B. Leach, 5 00 C. T. Chafee, 

. Wm. Newman, 75 D. R. Burt, 
Jesse Barnes, 1 00 Philip A. Deul, 
Walter Scott, 1 00 J. R. Durkee, 
James Coyle, 1 00 Joseph Templeton, 
Tim. White, 5 00 M. W. Rowe, 
Joseph Kirk, 50 Alex. Baird, 
E. Peterson, 1 00 George_Wingert, 
James Stockdale, / 1 40 Wm. H. Godfrey, 
James Mason, 1 00 Mrs. A. R. Tyler, 
John Phillips, 1 00 Grace L. Parkhurst, 
James P. McDonald, 1 00 D. Buckingham, 
Thomas Sherlock, 1 00 L. G. Collins, 
B. S. Hoxsie, 1 00 G. H. Holzgrafe, 
S. A. Shutt, 1 00 A. H. Walker, 
George Plumb, 1 00 Edmund Gooneratne, 
R. Butterfield, 1 00 

Total, 
$710 32· 

$710 32 
1 00 
1 00 
2 50 
1 00 
1 00 
2 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
5 00 

50 
5 00 
3 40 
2 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
2 50 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 

$751 22 

influx of foreigners. He thinks, as do all the others 
with the exception of that old Puritan, Howard 
Crosby, that Sunday laws should be passed, if at all, 
with great care. Crosby (Presbyterian) would hav 
the laws enacted with stringency and enf.:..rced rigidly. 
Crosby would hav made a good aid to Torquemada. 

"In self-defense of myself," said he, "I will take an 
instance for instance." He then groped for awhile 
among the infusoria; the infusoria did not hav any 
sense of smell, but he left his hearers to infer that 
they enjoyed a high degree of spirituality and intui
tivness. He would like a little further smell of the 
subject. He intimated that he was open to convic
tion, but would like to see the man who could con
vince him. He ceased speaking promptly at the ex
piration of his allotted time, and a grateful audience 
applauded him warmly for that act of kindness. 

Mr. Langerfelt was present in a back seat. Taking 

Robert Collyer's utterances are in keeping with his 
liberal Unitarian doctrins. He insists that the day 
is one for rest, recreation, or work, as one pleases, 
and would let the church stand on its own merits as 
an attraction to draw the people. If they do not off his coat, and intrusting it and his hat and cane to 
care to attend upon the preachers he would place no the care of a neighbor, with the remark that he guessed 
restrictions upon their liberty to go to the theater or. he would "take a hack at this thing " himself, he 
music hall. strode forward like the lost heir in a play coming 

The other ministers who publish their opinions upon the stage at the opportune moment. He said 
vary in orthodoxy all the way from Crosby to Collyer. he would explain the atomic "business," and invited 

the audience to imagin a quantity of peas. Pausing 
They agree that enforced observance of Sunday is a for a moment while this agricultural act of mentation 
failure, and, while lamenting, accept the inevitable. was being performed, he proceeded to an attempt to 
The people hav left these ministers in the rear, and make it plain how the atoms charged about under 
now they are running to catch up. the influence of heat and cold. If Mr. Langerfelt 

One fact brought out prominently is that the had had a little clearer idea of the subject under dis
chmch has succeeded in shutting up the libraries, cussion, and had possessed the flow of language suf-

ficient to express it, there is no doubt that he would 
museums, and reading-rooms, leaving only the thea- hav made an interesting speech. The opinion was 
ters, music-halls, and beer saloons open. It would advanced by an auditor that when the speaker had 
hav closed these too if it could, but the liquor deal- achieved a more extended career he would probably 
ers hav as much money as the preachers and defeat exnerience additional wisdom. 
them on their own grounds. The "pleaders for the Mr. Roosevelt said the atomic theory had been 
reading-rooms, libraries, and museums are poor, and shown to be wrong. It had been exposed in three 
belono-ing neither to the churches· nor the dram countries. England claimed one man as its exposer, 

o- Germany a second, and America a third, which was 
shops, hav been unheeded by the legislators. It is himself. It took fom hundred millions of millions of 
a burning shame that in this great city the choice of vibrations of the ether to accomplish the phenomenon 
recreation lies only between the stupefying and de- of sight. 
moralizing grog shop and the outrageous and per- Dr. Atkinson, whom the chairman called one of the 
cicious teachings of hellfire and damnation. forem~st ~icroscopists of the world, said tha:t . the 

really mspired teachers of truth were the physiCists. 

The Liberal Club. 
Several friends hav written us that we could call The three hundred and first meeting of the Man-

The study of histology was the true field for religious 
investigation. Nature was the church, and men like 
his friend on the left (Mr. Wakeman) were its high 
priests. Dr. Atkinson closed with a peroration on 
the religion of the future, as opposed to the theology 
of the present, that provoked enthusiastic applause. 

upon them for various sums when the work was ready hattan Liberal Club was interesting on account of its 
to proceed, and we now ask them to remit the amount diversity. A- certain-or rather uncertain-Mr. 

Fairfield had been engaged to occupy the platform 
of their pledges. on the evening of the 18th; but as he did not make 

It was proposed by the committee to prepare a himself visible at the appointed time the chairman, 
memorial volume to present to those who gave five Mr. Wakeman, announced that the club would be 
dollars, as a memento, but that will hav to be given obliged to fall back upon its own inherent resources. 
up, as that alone would consume several hundred These prpved adequate to the occasion. The subject 
dollars. A fine lithograph, however, will be prepared which Mr. Fairfield had agreed to speak upon was 

the "Microscopic World." Four speakers were 
and sent to each subscriber, which can be done.at a named to occupy the hour assigned to the absent 
comparativly small expense (about one hundred and lectmer of the evening. Mr. Andrews took the floor 
fifty dollars), and we think enough can be sold to pay first. He explained what the microscopic world 
the cost. meant, and also what its anthithet, the macroscopic 

The committee wish the erection of this monument 
to be a spontaneous expression of love and reverence 
for Mr. Bennett, a tribute to him as a worker for hu
man freedom-as a man who did not shrink from a 
prison when liberty was assailed .. It is not designed 
to make it elaborate or costly, but rather a structme 
that shall endure and bear his name on to future 
generations. In this the committee need the help of 
his hundreds-yes, thousands-of friends. 

,Observing Sunday in New York. 
The Tribune is entitled to credit for collecting a 

great mass of facts regarding Sunday keeping. 
These facts are valuable, as they prove the constantly 
lessening hold the chmch has upon the people. 
The statistics show that one-half of the population of 
this city are not members of any church and do not 
attend religious services. On a pleasant day in 
warm weather about 75,000 people go out of the city 
to the various resorts near at hand. Tens of th-ou
sands pass the time on and about the Harlem River, 
and in the big beer-gardens which abound in certain 
parts of the town. Tens of thousands more spend 
hours in Central Park, and in other parks and 
squares. The bar-rooms and beer-saloons do a 

·. fl.omishing business, though in a less obtrusiv way 
than on other days. Attempts to enforce the excise 
laws are successful only to a limited extent. · In the 
evening, concerts and other entertainments in thea
ters and halls draw large audiences. For amuse
ment, for all lighter forms of recreation, and for dis
sipation of every kind, there is the widest oppor
tunity. For instruction and improvement outside 
the churches, in the way of reading-rooms, free li
braries, etc., the provision is extremely meager. 

Seven Protestant clergymen were invited by the 
Tribune to comment upon the above facts. The Rev. 
Dr. H. C. Potter (Episcopa:l) admits that the popular 
tendency in the matter of Sunday observance is un
questionably toward the secularization of the day; 
that this characteristic is likely to become more and 
more pronounced, and he attributes it to the large 

world, signified. To discover the one we turned om 
microscopes downward, @,d to view the other ~e 
turned our telescopes up1vard. There was a third 
world of scopy, the " koinoscopic "-that which was 
around and near us, and of which our unaided 
senses took cognizance. "Koinoscopy" was accepted 
by the club as a good word 1\'Ir. Andrews is distin
guished for his facility in naming things. The 
speaker then proceeded to discuss the analogies 
which exist in the Natme of Things. Each of the 
five senses was likened to one of five classes of 
people. A claim he made which excited unusual in
terest was that spirituality might be reckoned as 
akin to the sense of smell. Spiritualists were the 
nosey people; they smelled the dinner before they 
got to it. The people related_ by analogy to the 
sense of touch were the scientists, who rejected in
tuition. Other people were assigned to the remain
ing senses. Mr. Andrews has certainly got hold of a 
big thing in Universology. Some skeptical persons 
are inclined to look upon many of his ideas as 
slightly fanciful, but as far as Universology is under
stood, it is believed to be sound. The Pantarch's 
words may sometimes go over his hearers' heads, and 
their meaning be -uncaught, but that is because he 
aims high. Mr. Andrews is such an engaging 
speaker, his enunciation is so distinct, and his choice 
of English words exhibits such discrimination, that it 
is always a pleasure to hear him speak upon any sub
ject. Language probably has not aaother exponent 
like Mr. Andrews. 

At the conclusion of the first speaker's remarks, 
Mr. Shook, of whom. mention was last week inadver
tently omitted to be made in this paper, was called 
upon by the chairman to address the meeting or show 
reason why he should not. Mr. Shook accepted the 
latter alternativ, and 'made the reason apparent to 
all, if any there might hav been, who were in the dark 
about it before. Mr. Shook is a lawyer and a Chris
tian. Those who hav formed a clear idea of what 
Mrs. Stowe's Lawyer Marks was like hav a good pic
ture of Mr. Shook before their mind's e1e. He is a 
living exclamation point; a walking obJection. He 
has rarely been lrnown to agree with any other 
speaker in the club. He raises a warning finger 
against any idea put forward, whether he understands 
it or not. He objected to Mr. Andrews's definitions 
and comparisons. He couldn't see any analogy be
tween the sense of smell and the faculty of intuition. 

Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., made a very desirable speech, 
perhaps the most consecutiv one of the evening. 
There were five popularly recognized senses; but be
tween the comparativly few vibrations of the atmm.
phere required to produce hearing and the incompu
table number necessary for sight, he considered there 
was room for several others. This, he believed, was 
a big thought. Dr. Foote, Jr., is a promising young 
orator, despite the fact tliat in private life he is ad~ 
mitted to hav a weakness for puns; and it was ex
pected that if the lectmer promised for the occasion 
had been present the doctor would hav accr~dited 
him with presenting a Fairfield for discussion. 
He is well known not to be above that sort of pleas
antry. The doctor is also something of a sea ser
pent, an(!. during the summer months navigates 
Long Island Sound in the vicinity of Larchmont in 
a small yacht, which he handles with a skilful reck
lessness that makes old yachtsmen feel uneasy. Ow
ing to the doctor's personal altitude, however, it is 
believed that his feet would rest on the bottom of the 
sound, in case of an accident, in time to prevent the 
upper portion of his person from getting wet. He 
has hopes of presenting to the club, at some future 
time, with the aid of a stereopticon, a few facts in re
gard to the structure of polyps which will be of 
interest. 

Dr. Lambert said that Mr. Langerfelt had given 
utterance to some of the most absurd ideas he ever 
heard in his life. He believed that gentleman's 
knowledge of chemistry was deplorably limited. He 
(Dr. Lambert) took little stock in the idea that fom 
hundred millions of millions of ethereal vibrations 
produced sight. It was an easy matter to affirm it, 
and also safe to deny it, for, if true, there was no way 
of knowing it. Sweet oil had been known to remove 
gall stones. 

Mr. Andrews enlarged further, for the benefit of 
Mr. Shook, upon the ideas he had previously ad
vanced. Mr. Shook made a se<)ond exposit.ion of his 
incapacity to grasp any subject outside the lids of 
the Bible. The thoughtless laughed with him, and 
the judicious laughed at him. 

The club adjomned at the usual time, having 
shown to the satisfaction of everybody that it was 
capable of going outside its program, and amusing 
itself in the absence of exterior talent. The meeting 
on the 25th is the last of the season. 

"0THODOxY," writes an Iowa correspondent, "has received 
its death-blow at Prescott in this state. The indefatigable 
labors of Messrs. Clark and Blackburn, and others, hav 
caused many to see the error of their way; and those who 
otherwise would be cradled by the church are now free and 
independent. The same is true to a greater or lesser extent 
in every town in Iowa which I hav visited. The church and 
the Bible are fast losing their hold on the masses, and men 
are moving onward in search of light ancl truth." 

M:as. WILMAN's Woman's World has suspended on account 
of the sickness of the talented editress. 
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Ufomtnunicafions. 

Corporate Power and Its Effects on the People. 

grown to forest. In 1830 the city of Worcester had 
a population of 3,000; to-day she has a population of 
70,000; and yet you can find farms within four mi~es 
of her City Hall grown to forest. Her moneyed m-

Corporate power may be classified under _three 
heads-municipal, religious, and moneyed. It Is the 
last which I deal with in this paper. 

stitutions formerly loaned their money on farms, as 
the best security; now that security is deemed worth
less. Indeed it nearly bankrupted her savings banks. 
The forming of corporations, to any extent, in Mas-

for his services; the company started anew-wiseiy 
dividing the profits oftener in anticipation of a:p.other 
big fire. I could write a chapter on life ;insurance 
companies. But at this day it seems needless. Will 
the ballot save a downtrodden people before despair 
shall drive them to insane physical force? wm the 
capitalist risk his safety on Gattling guns ? Does he 
dream the people will never learn their power ? 

Yet I must call the government itself a corporate 
power, in which the governed a~e the st~ckholders, 
receiving no dividends and bei:r:g co:r:tmually as
sessed. And it is a matter of consideratiOn, whether 
their charter agreed upon after much diversity of 
opinion, a century ago, seeming a:t that period the 
most desirable for all concerned, Is adapted to the 
present generation. Or, in other words, do not the 
swaddling-clothes for the child chafe _the man? 

Can this generation know the reqmr~~ents of the 
next? States, counties, towns, and mties must be 
considered corporate bodies, H~n?h~en of the 
main branch, government, and dismpl_m, you m3:y 
say, are essential. Then comes the question, Where IS 
the limit, the proper amount of each? Can the head 
corporate body run the industries of the counti-y 
as she does the post-office, and all the governed 
receive their rightful share of the fruits of their labor? 
It would seem so if she can run that department 
to profit, with all the stealing br~mg~t to light, and it 
is not to be supposed that stealmg IS acknowledged 
only when unavoidabl~. In regard to the second 
class of corporate powers under the supervision of 
the church, ignoring earthly thi~gs, ~uch ~s money, 
honors, lust, etc., I shall be bnef m this paper, 
simply saying the second su~tains the ~~t. In~eecl, 
it can go them better. But If eternal vigilance IS the 
price of liberty, it would ~e better that they procure 
their charters from that higher power, and the stock
holders be fully satisfied of its validity. I now co~e 
to the third or moneyed corporate power, and this 
is the power which has called out this paper-the 
power that has centralized populations, depopulated 
the country, and made homeless the masse~. :rhat 
family has no home which at any moment IS liable 
to eviction. 

Eviction I The sound of this word makes strong 
men ti·emble and mothers clasp their babes. It 
makes men risk their lives to kill their brothers at 
$13 per month. It is one of the chief cause~ of. all 
crime. It will compel mothers to arouse their little 
ones in the dead hours of night, to labor in cotton 
mill~ to retain this home. Men will sell their fran
chise. and women their chastity, not their love, for 
that ·can never be sold. The average age of factory 
girls in Massachusetts is less then twenty years. 
What has originated this sad condition, that fills the 
penitentiary, drives men to an ear~y d_eath, and m~n 
and women to suicide and prostitutiOn? I claim 
it to be the pooling of capital, to concentrate its 
power for the benefit of a few, to ~h~ . injury of the 
many, in which individual responsibility cannot be 
held accountable and hides itself under the stale and 

' ul " I . k heartless jest, "Corporations hav no so s. thm 
the pooling of capital to gobble up the profits of ~a
bor originated in Massachusetts. and Pennsylvama. 
Its effect in New England I can picture. The J?emo
cratic party, to its credit as a party, w~s bitterly 
opposed to corporations. But that party m Massa
chusetts was a unit. To be a Democrat was to lose 
caste. The predominant party claimed all the re
ligion, all the money, a:r;d of co~rse ~11' the ."respect
abilitv "-that word whiCh combmes m reality all the 
tech;ical phrases that crucified Christ, put the rope 
around the neck of Garrison,* and hung John Brown. 
Understand me I mean that money is supposed to 
constitute resp~ctability, and 1mcler cover of it the 
poor man who steals one hundred pounds of iron to 
keep his family from starvin~ is se?t Ato prison; _and 
the rich man who steals a railroad IS feted and wmecl 
at Delmonico's. ~ 

But I must confine myself to the subject-corpora
tion and what it has clone for New England. ·well, 
it h~s laid waste the counti-y. One-half of its farms 
can be pm·chasecl for what the fences cost that in
close them; fifty per cent of its improved la~d bas 
gone back to its primeval forest. It has emptied her 
school-houses and demoralized her people. One can 
ride for miles in some portinns of New England and 
find every farmhouse forsaken; even graveyards hav 

*I wish to say here, I stood on the top of Joy's building, i.n 
Boston in 1836 and saw Garrison with the rope around h1s 
neck, i~ the ha~ds of what was called "the well-dressed mob," 
consisting of twenty thousand or more cotton brokers, mer
chants, lawyers, ministers, and doctors, reaching as fa;. as the 
eye could see, up Washington street;_ a vast s.ea of ·stove
pipe" hats swaying from side to side, ms~ne w1th rage; Gar
rison in the midst, coatless and hatless, w1th the rope about 
his neck, his face livid pale, but perfectly calm; the mob 
crying "Hang him, hang him!" Fifty years hav nearly passed 
away ;ince that period, but the scene is indelibly fastened on 
my memory and imprinted on my boyish mind a love for the 
weak and a hatred for the strong. Garrison lived to see his 
peculiar views taken up by a political party, who riding into 
power bankrupted the treasury, and deluged the country in 
blood,' and fastened the chains on the wage slave, with 
stronger rivets and more of them, than ever held the chattel 
slave. And as' the chattel slave would not free himself, hav 
we reason to suppose the wage slave will free himself? No! 
·As the master of the chattel slave was blind, so is the capital
ist blind, and seems bound to continue in his recklessness 
until the floods come. 

sachusetts commenced abqut 1830. Manufacturing 
of cotton goods was profitable. Men with small 
means would start the business in saw-mills. They 
soon discovered a way to pool their means in a 
united capital and build mills. From this arose 
joint stock companies, so that in case of failure their 
private property could not be held-their stock was 
mostly on paper. If their enterprise proved a failure 
-which, at the immense profit their goods sold, 
would be from mismanagement-they could wind up 

New England no longer needs legislation to aid 
her capitalist. Her past legislature has established a 
moneyed aristocracy, with a hierarchy that bids 
defiance to all progress. -She has been liberal in en
dowing charitable institutions-forgetting that jus
tice needs no charity, and that . when the old man 
has lost his home no charity home can fill its place. 
The Old Man's and the Old Woman's homes are 
frauds on human rights. PAXTON. 

their affairs and start anew. The loss would most The Law of Blasphemy. 
generally fall upon the op.erativs. This would be London Co>·respondence of the Ne:w York Wo>'ld. 

dangerous at the present day-as well as binding Orthodox England has received a box on the eru: 
children to a post in the mill and whipping them from which what it regards as its brain will ring for 
with a leather strap, which I hav witnessed. The many a day. Already"a,sad blow had been delivered 
astute manufacturer, seeing the legislatme packed by the repeated triumph~ of Mr. Bradlaugh-a blow 
with stalwart yeomen, wise in their conceit, and which had gone far to atone for the successful prose
broken-down, infirm clergymen, sent to "ginral cution of Messrs. Foote and Ramf?ey, of the Free
court" to keep them from being chargeable to the thinker. Upon the second trial all the honors hav 
town, soon found he could hav it all his own way- rested with the defendants, and no less eminent an 
and he was not long in finding out the way he would authority than the lord chief justice has rendered a · 
hav it. decision even more momentous than that whereby a 

Now came upon the scene Daniel Webster, a New late lord chancellor dismissed hell with costs, and de
Hampshire Democrat. The " Jim ]'isk" of Boston. prived the members of the church of E:r;gland of 
(Pardon the analogy. I think it a correct one.) their comfortable hopes of eternal damnatiOn. The 
Daniel Webster doffed his Democratic coat in New chief honors of the last Freethinker trial hav been 
Hampshire and put on the Whig mantle of Boston, borne off by Mr. Foote. He and Ramsey had already 
selling himself for the most he could get to · corpo- been convicted and were undergoing a sentence which 
rate bodies. Prominent democratic lawyers in the to the mass of men seemed severe, when Sir Henry 
legislature followed in the wake of the "god~like Tyler, a member _of Parliamen_t, bestkn?wn o? your 
Daniel," taking sinecures in Lowell mills for pay. side of the Atlantic through his connectiOn w1th the 

Webster's ability as a lawyer was used to frame Grand Trunk and other American railways, swooped 
special enactments for corporations, overriding the down upon them and Mr. Bradlaugh with another 
statute laws of the state. Crime in the individual indictment. The member for Northampton broke 
was no crime in the corporation. - through the net, and the other defendants proved 

The only incorruptible Democrat in the legislature, quite competent to defend themse~vs. Mr. Foote, 
Robert J. Rantoul, died, and nothing remained of in particular, delivered a speech whiCh, forcloseness 
the party but a few rum-soaked boors from Cape of aro·ument and vividness of presentation, has not 
Cod. Jackson vetoing the National Bank charter often"'been equaled Colenso, he said, brought the 
blocked the corporation wheels a short time; but Mosaic story into disbelief, but remained a bishop, 
Massachusetts, backed by "State Rights," did not and Matthew Arnold rebuked him for going ab9ut 
feel the effects to the extent that Pennsylvania did. to disprove what nobody believed. Woolston Ian
She had no Daniel Webster to protect her. Every- guished long in prison for saying that the gospel 
thing was charming; population fled to villages, and miracles were allegorical. Mr. Arnold said they were 
farmers who formerly· wanted to buy all the land "fairy tales." Yet the law_of blasphemy had no~ been. 
that joined them now wanted to sell all _they pos- altered in any way; and If Woolston was guilty of 
sessed. blasphemy, so was lVIT. Matthew Arnold. The judge 

The greedy capitalist saw a new field in railroads. who first used the phrase as to_ Christianity being 
The yeoman, ever slow to learn, and the clergyman, part of the law was Sir Matthew Hale, who sentenced 
who didn't care to learn if he could get something to women to be b1,lrnt for witchcraft, an offense which 
eat bonded town and state to that extent it will take we now knew never could exist, notwithstanding the 
th~m longer to see out t)~n it did to see through verse in Exodus, "Thou shalt not suffer a witch to 
the Hoosac tunnel. Then came a new boom-the liv." The time would come when it would be thought 
war. Every owner of a saw-mill went t0 mannfac- just as absurd to punish a person for blasphemy as 
turing shoddy; every large mill had a contract from for witchcraft. If Jews, with their views .of Christ, 
the government for shoddy blankets; mills ran night could be admitted into the House of Commons and 
and day; children nine years of age could be seen help to make the laws of a country absurdly called 
coming from mills at midnight, going to their b!;lds, "Christian," was it not ridiculous to punish Free
their mates meeting them on their way going to the thinkers for honest criticisms on Christian opinion 
mill-this I hav witnessed in mid-winter-while thE< or belief? What an absurdity it was to address ar
bloated owners would talk in canting tones of the guments in support of a prosecution for blasphemy 
poor slave. to a jury who need not themselvs be CJ;lristians, and 

Now comes unexpectedly his long-lost national who might, by law, be all Jews, or. Deists, or Free
bank. It had lost nothing by going to sleep, but thinkers! Darwin spent his whole life in undermin
seemed to hav been breeding. Instead of one there ing the very foundations of religious belief, and was 
were thousands, with improvements. Like a two- buried in Westminster Abbey. Professor Huxley 
edged sword, it could cut both ways. Whichever had spoken of the "mistaken zeal of Bibliolatry," and 
way you looked at a dollar it was drawing interest. declared orthodoxy to be the Bourbon of the world 
What could beat it? Not perpetual motion, or ever- of science. The language of Huxley was substan
lasting to everlasting; and yet for a school child to tially the same as his own (Mr. Foote's), the only dif
hav a father who has voted the Greenback ticket, in ference was that Huxley's was the language of a ten
one of the country towns, is to be persecuted. by its and-sixpenny book, while his own was the language 
mates. And school children are called upon to vote of a penny paper. Dr. Maudsley had written of the 
in the schools, and woe to the child who votes ad- prophets Hosea, Isaiah, and Jeremiah as "all three 
versely to the teacher's preconceived opinions, which mad," yet he had not been prosecuted. E;erbert 
are invariably Republican. Spencer had used language i:r: substanc~ eqmvaleJ?-t 

It is the practice of the Republican partyto send a to his own.. John Stuart Mill had said that his 
Gircular to the resident cl~rgyman, requesting him to father "looked on religion as the greatest en~my of 
hav his parishioner sign it, th11t he will vote· for "our morality, by setting up belief in place of morality and 
party." A corporation can flood any farmer's land in by setting up a being as divine whose character was· 
Massachusetts, no matter what associations he may hateful." Where was the difference bet-ween that 
hav connected with it. He must be satisfied with and the language of one of the articles now prose
what the corporation thinks :fit to pay him, or liti- cuted-which spoke of the character of the God of 
gate, which means nothing, except the malaria of the the Bible as that of a Bengal tiger or a Bashi-Bazouk? 
flowage and typhoid fevers. But the stalwart yeo- The difference here, again, was only that betwee~ a 
man consistently sticks to "our party." The hide 9-shilling book and a penny paper. Grote had Writ
sticks to his cattle; the mortgage sticks to his farm, ten a tract called "The Analysis of Supernatural Be
and at last death sticks to him from sheer mercy, and lief" representing it as one of the greatest foes of 
his last words are, "Stick to the old party." Let me the,hmnan race. Matthew Arnol~ had written ricli
illustrate a little of the style of this corporation busi- culing the Ch:ris.tian ~o~trin _of "Justification," and 
ness. In a little inland city in Massachusetts a dozen ridiculing Christian miSSionanes. He had even sug
men pool-what? their money? No; their paper, to gested a specu~ation whether Jes~~ Christ at his as
the amount of $100,000, to form a fire insurance cension had his clothes on, and, if so, what became 
company. Well, business prospers; they divide in a of them? This_was _Matthew Arnold, who was in no 
few years in cash (not paper) more than the original fear of prosecutiOn; It was the poorer and hmnbler 
capital; of this they had boasted. The Boston fire Freethinkers :who were. to be made t~e scapegoats of 
came, they went into liquidation, the recei;er took I refin_ed a~cl ,~I&"hly cultivat~d ~gn?stics. John ~?r
what money he could find in the treasurers hands ley, m his Life of . Voltaire, srud that a religion 
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which had caused the shedding of more blood than 
any oth~r had no right to complain of the epigrams 
of Voltaire. Lord Amberley had written that the 
deeds ascribed to God by the scriptures would hav 
?estroyed the character of a heathen god, and that 
m the character of Jehovah there was no trace of a 
sense of shame. Such language in the Freethinker 
would be subject to prosecution, but no one had in
terfered with Lord Amberley. The mere belief in a 
supreme beiJ?-g was not the fit subject of ridicule, but 
the Hebrew Idea of God-the idea, as Huxley said, 
"of a barbarous and ignorant race." It was not God 
who was ridiculed in the cartoons of the Freethinker· 
it was the God of the Hebrews, as they were thou~ 
sands of years ago, when they were a barbarous and 
i~norant people. The Duke of Somerset had pub 
hshed language to the effect that he could believe in 
God but not in Jesus. Shelley had written of Christ 
that he was the "Galilean Serpent," yet no one would 
think now of prosecuting a publisher of Shelley for 
blasphemy. So Swinburne had drawn a distinction 
which Freethinkers would draw between the human 
and the supernatural. In the Freethinlce1· it would be 
blasphemy, but it was in a 12-shilling "book, and so 
it was not so. Then there were some lines bv a re
cent poet-much praised by critics-ending, '' Al
mighty Devil, damn me too!" That would be blas
phemy in the Freethinker, but in a 5-shilling book it 
was harmless. George Eliot had aimed many a blow 
at the popular idols of the day, and had translated 
Strauss. It was idle to say that the ridicule of the 
Freethinker was coarse. If the weapon were legal, 
the mere style or manner coUld not render it illegal. 
It would be arbitrary to make men amenable to crim
inal prosecution merely on matters of taste. As to 
the complaint of nuisance, it was absurd, for no one 
was compelled to read or purchase the Freethinker, 
the very name , and title of which betrayed its real 
character, so that no one could purchase it unwarily, 
and surely those who wished to read it might be al
l9wed to do so. Bigotry, however, claimed to pre
vent others from reading what it did not approve. 

Mr. Foote's speech was such a powerful one that 
Lord Coleridge advised the jurors to sleep on it, and 
in his summing-up next day went out of his way to 
praise it. Lord Coleridge, I may say, is something 
like your own ex-Justice David Davis, and does not 
hesitate when there is no precedent for action which 
he regards as important to declare that it is time 
there was a precedent and to make one. It was he 
who for the first time granted an injunction to re
strain a landlord from distraining, and in the case I 
am describing he saile(l right in the teeth of recent 
decisions by Mr. Justice North and Mr. Justice 
Stephen, to say nothing of the long array of English 
jurists. The writings of Foote and Ramsay, he said, 
were undoubtedly blasphemous libels, according to 
the old law and the dicta of the judges, because they 
aspersed the truth of Christianity, but those expres
sions would no longer be taken as a true statement 
of the law. "It is no longer true," he said, "in the 
sense in which it was so when these dicta were 
uttered, that Christianity is part of the law of 
the land. At the time those dicta wete uttered, Jews 
and. Nonconformists, and others under disabilities 
for religion, were regarded as hardly having civil 
rights. But now, a Jew might be lord chancellor
certainly a Jew might be Master of the Rolls-and 
might hav sat in a criminal court to try such a case 
as this, and hav been called upon, if the law be really 
that 'Christianity is part of the law of the land,' to 
lay it down. as the law to the jury, some of whom 
might hav been Jews and hav been bound to tell 
them that it was an offense against the law, as blas
phemy, to deny that Jesus Christ was the messiah, a 
thing which he himself did deny, and which Parlia
ment had allowed him to deny, and which it is just 
as much a part of the law that any one may deny as 
it is your right and mine, if we believe it, to assert. 
Therefore, to base the prosecution of an aspersion on 
the truth of Christianity, per se, on the ground that 
Christianity is in the sense in which it was said by 
Lord Hale, or Lord Raymond, or Lord Tenterden, 
part of the law of the land-is a mistake; it is to 
forget that law grows, and that though the principles 
of law remain, yet (and it is one of the advantages 
of the common law) they are to be applied to the 
changing circumstances of the times. Some may say 
that this is retr~gression, but I should rather" say 
that it is the progression of human opinion. And, 
therefore, merely to discover that the truth of Chris
tianity is denied, without more, and to say that there
upon a man may be indicted now for blasphemous 
libel is, as I venture to think, absolutely untrue, and 
I for one will not, until it is authoritativly declared 
to be· the law, lay it down as law, for historically I 
cannot think that I should be justified in so doing, 
since Parliament has enacted laws which make that 
old view of the law no longer applicable. If this 
were still the law, then it would not be possible to 
discuss whether a monarchical or any other form of 
government was the best, without danger of being 
prosecuted for a seditious libel. This has actually 
occurred in the early part of the last century. I find 
a case reported in which it appears that a man was 
actually convicted of a seditious libel for discussing 

civilly, and, as the report says, 'without any reflection comes to look at the results of this labor of his soul, 
whatever _upon my part of the existing government,' he will be abundantly satisfied. · 
the questiOn if such a case arose now no judge would 
follow_ such a view, no jmy would convict in such a The Old God Delusion. 
case; It would be too monstrous. Therefore it is · 
clear to my mind that the mere denial of the truth of To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Men 
the Christian religion is not enough to constitute the of common sense are really over-wearied by repe
offense of blasphemy." titions and constant re-repetitions of the supersti-

Lord Coleridge gave a very interesting analysis of tious God delusion. Science has no use for a god, 
the old cases to which reference is so often made, and scientific ~en hav been so lo?g insulted. with 
showing that t.he judges had been much more guarded the senseless Idea put forth by pnests and prlestly 
in their language than the popular accoupt had .pretenders, that forbearance has at last ceased to be 
made them out, and incidentally he dealt Sir HEmry a virtue. In theology, the so-called god is a kind of 
Tyler and the private pro~ecution a very ugly blow counterpart of the so-called devil, and as the devil's 
whenh~ said that persecution, unless it was very thor- term. of service has expired by common consent, it is 
?ugh!Somg, w~s apt in this nineteenth century to be about time that we pay off our old god and giv him 
~n vam. "It Is also true," he said, "that persecution his discharge. 
IS a very easy form of virtue. It is a more difficult I am sorry that such men as Voltaire, Volney, 
form of virtue quietly and unostentatiously to obey Gibbon, and Thomas Paine yielded so far to the idea 
what we believe to be God's will in our own lives. of godocracy as to admit that they believed in one 
It is not very easy to do it; and it makes much less true God. Especially is this true of Volney and 
noise in the world. It is very easy to turn upon Paine. Even Ingersoll admits that there may be a 
somebody else who differs from us, and in the guise god, although he well knows that God is the chimera 
of zeal for God's honor to attack somebody for a dif- of superstition, born of ignorance and barbarism. 
ference of opinion, whose life may be more pleasing Liberal writers are in the habit of extolling such 
to God and more conduciv to his honor than our men as Beecher and Swing for the utterance of half
own. And when it is done by persons whose own way truths; yet there are no greater sticklers for 
lives are not free from reproach and who take that God than Beecher and Swing., They are religious 
p~ticular form of zeal for God which consists in animals, and their minds must be stuffed with bar
putting the criminal law in force against others, barous gods or they will die from starvation. That 
that, no doubt, does more to create sympathy with is what priests feast upon. They first kill their god 
the defendant than with the prosecutor. And if it and then feast themselvs on his blood and flesh. 
should be done .by those who enjoy the wit of Vol- We hope that hereafter no Liberal will take stock 
taire and who do not turn away from the sneers of in any man who talks Liberalism and at the same time 
Gibbon, and rather relish the irony of Hume, our pretends to believe in imaginary gods. But suppose 
feelings do not go with the prosecutors aud we are there is a god, or a million gods, what hav they to 
rather disposed to sympathize with the. defendant. do with us or we with them? Even suppose there is 
It is still worse if the person who takes such a course a creator, what has that fact to do with us? Admit 
takes it, not from a kind of notion that God wants also that we may liv after death, and we still ask, 
his assistance and that he can .giv it--less on his Why should such god put his goddish nose into any 

of our business? 
own account than by prosecuting others--but it is 
mixed up with anything of partisan or political feel- The only gods we acknowledge are men, true and 
ing, then nothing can be more foreign to what is noble men, such as D. M. Bennett. He was a greater 
high-minded, or religious, or noble in men's conduct; man than Christ, and forgave more sins than Jesus 
and, indeed; to seems to me than any one who will and all his popish clan of priests and soul pirates. 

· J. W. Soo'I"I'. 
do that, not for the honor of God, but for the pur-
poses of the ban, deserves the most disdainful dis
approbation." Another very notable passage of this 
very notable charge was that in which Lord Cole
ridge dealt with the eminent authors whose attacks 
on Christianity hav already been alluded to. "There 
is," he said, "a difference not merely in degree, but 
in kind. A grave earnestness of tone, a reverent, 
perhaps I may say religious, tone in the very attacks 
of those great writers upon Christianity itself, which 
show that what was aimed at was no insult to the 
opinions of the majorit.y of mankind; not outrage 
upon Christianity, but real, quiet, earnest pursuit of 
the truth. And if the truth at which they hav ar
rived is not that which you and I hav been taught 
to believe, or at which possibly we might hav ar
rived ourselvs, even if one had not been so taught, 
it is not because their conclusions differ from ours 
that they are to be deemed fit subjects for criminal 
prosecution. ThereforE', with regard to some of 
those persons whose writings hav been referred to 
by Mr. Foote, I should say that they were within 
the protection of the law. I confess I hav a diffi
culty in distinguishing them from the incriminated 
articles. They do appear to me to be open to the 
same objection as those which are before us. Mr. 
Foote says that many of these things are written in 
expensiv books published by eminent publishers, 
and that they circulate in the clrawing-:rooms or 
libraries of persons in a good position. It may be 
so. All I can say here is I will make no distinction 
between Mr. Foote and anybody else, and if these 
persons, however eminent-those who hav published 
passages not, in my judgment, fairly distinguishable 
from his-ani ever (which, I hope, may never be) 
brought for trial before me for such publications-
so far .as my poor powers go-they shall hav no 
more nor less than the measure of Justice which I 
apply to Mr. Foote, and if they really hav offended 
against the blasphemy laws, they shall find that so 
long as these laws exist-whatever I maythink about 
their wisdom-they shall hav but one rule of law 
laid down for them as for others." 

The jury in this case disagreed and to-day an at
tempt was made to bring up the prisoners for a third 
prosecution. Foote begged the indulgence of the 
court, alleging that he was not physically able to de
fend himself-that hard labor and a meager dietary 
had so reduced his strength that he was unequal to 
the task. The chief-justice promised that tht'il pris
oner should hav better food and more leisure. if his 
representations to the proper authorities bad any 
effect, and the tone he adopted was so unflattering to 
the private prosecution that it may be regarded as at 
least very doubtful whether the case will be proceeded 
with. At any rate, heterodoxy has gained a martyr, 
a. decision has been scored against those who regard 
Christianity as a part of the law of the land, and the 
Freethinker has obtained an advertisment, the value 
of which it would be impossible to overestimate. I 
hav my doubts whether, when Sir Henry Tyler 

A Humanitarian's Dying Words. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The ' 

vague, unmeaning "last words " of some dying 
Christian are constantly being paraded before the 
public as evidence of immortality, the existence of 
heaven and hell, and that he has gone straight to 
Jesus. 

It matters not what kind of a life the Christian has 
lived, how many poor men he has swindled to raise 
money for the church, how many widows and orphans 
hav suffered by his cruel neglect; if he only pipes otl" 
the usual strain of" knowing that his redeemer livs," 
his life and glorious death is written in glowing 
colors by the "beloved pastor," and published in the 
village paper with the usual headlines to begin with 
and a poem to close. Now I am pained to chronicle 
the death of an old war-horse in Liberalism at the 
advanced age of eighty years, who died as he. hn.d 
lived, a Freethinker, and who lived for humanity 
and not for Jesus. Solomon Wait was a prosperous 
farmer of this vicinity, but he never made one dol
lar of his wealth by oppression, cheating, or lying, 
and I am satisfied that no one ever was turned away 
in distress from his door. 

For a few years a very poor man has been a tenant 
on Mr. '\Vait'sfarm, and although he was not a relativ 
nor bound by any ties whatever, when the old gen
tleman was nearing the end, when he had settled up 
all his business, said the last good-bye, and when his 
family thought his voice entirely gone, he opened 
his eyes and looking intently at his son said, "Don't 
let Fisher suffer." If all the dying words of all the 
Christians in the world were concentrated they 
would not compare with the last words of Solomon 
Wait. He was a noble, kind, and generous man, be
loved by Infidel and Christian, but a firm disbeliever 
in Christianity. G. W. M:. 

Burlington Junction, Mo. 

J. S. STRONG, a colored minister of the Bethesda 
Baptist church at Americus, Ga., has been dismissed 
because he was engaged to four different members 
of the congregation at the time of his marriage last 
week. This proves that there is such a thing as too 
much brotherly love for sisters, even among clergy-
men. 

b a recent sermon the Rev. R. B. Hull, of this city saicl: 
"As for Spiritualism, it is either mere trickery or else it is 

the work of evil spirits. In my opinion these so-called Spirit
ualistic manifestations are mere trickery. 'l'he idea of spirits 
coming from the presence of God and rapping on tables, tip
ping articles of furniture, and thumping on floors ! It is 
simply blasphemous to assert such a thing!" 

There are a great many intelligent persons in the world 
who will hardly agree with Mr. Hull in this view of Spirit
ualism. 

"ANsWERS TO CHRISTLI..N QuESTIONs." By D. M. 
Bennett. Price, 25 eents. 
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ZENA, May 3, 1883. 
MRs. M. W . .BENNETT: Please find inclosed $5.00-

$2.50 for this year's subscription for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER; $1.50 for the fourth volume of "A Truth 
Seeker Around the World," and $1.00 for the monu-
ment. JOHN PHILLIPS. 

DECATUR, May 14, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: There are quite a number of Liberals 

here, but they are very quiet, as priestcraft is in the 
ascendancy. The Rev. Harrison converted two thou
sand to God, made two thousand dollars, and has 
gone to Boston until his summer engagement com-
mences. W. R. FmNcK. 

MouND CREEK, May 9, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $9-$6.50 for the four volumes 

of "A Truth Seeker Around the World," and $2.50 
to renew my subscription for another year. 

That you may double your subscribers to the grand 
and glorious TRUTH SEEKER within the next year is 
the wish of your sincere friend, WM. ScoFIELD. 

ST. Lours, May 10, 1883. 
MRs. M. W. BENNETT: Inclosed you will find $10.00 

for three subscriptions, and $2.50 for the Bennett 
monument fund. I am old and an ·invalid. The last 
three numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER were the first 
that I had the pleasure of reading. I like it, and 
think my friends will.' WM. H. GoDFREY. 

FALLS CITY, M8.y 14, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find draft for $3.50-$2.50 for 

THE TRUTH SEEKER and $1 for the monument to D. 
M. Bennett. I cannot do without THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
I hav got the volumes of "Around the World." I 
consider them worth forty dollars. I am 58 years 
old, and expect to liv and die belonging to THE 
TRUTH SEEKER family, FRANK WELLS. 

EvANSVILLE, May 13, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find fifty cents for three 

months trial of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and twenty-five 
cents for "Answers to Christian Questions." I am 
so well pleased with copies you sent me that I per
suaded a friend of mine to try, and will get some 

• more if I can, for I think such a valuable paper 
ought to be in every household and on every pulpit. 

Yours, H. BENDER. 

CAMERON, Mo., Mav 12, 1883. 
MRs. M. W. BENNETT: Inclosed find $5.00-$2.50 to 

apply on subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER, $1 50 
for fourth volume of "Travels Around tb.e World," 
and $1.00 for monument. As a word of encourage
ment I would say that I am more than pleased with 
the way E. M. Macdonald is editing THE TRUTH SEEK
ER, He is the right man in the right place. Mv best 
wishes for your welfare and the success of your 
paper. L. C. LIVENGOOD. 

VERY LITTLE OF THE WORD OF GOD IN IT. 
HIAWATHA, May 1,1883. 

Mit. EDITOR: Rev. R. Heber Newton, D. D., rector of 
the Anthon Memorial Episcopal church, it seems, has 
written a book. He was interviewed by a reporter 
of the New York Herald. Rev. Newton says," In the 
sense in which the lump of ore may be said to be 
silver, the Bible may be said to be the word of God." 
Now silver ore runs from one ounce to the ton to 
one thousand ounces. Compared with flither amount 
of silver the Bible would contain a very small part 
which would be called the word of God. 

Yours, w. C. SMITH. 

GOOD WORDS. 
RocHESTER~ N.Y., May 14, 1883. 

MR. EDITOR: I am glad to learn it is decided to 
hold the next Freethinkers' Convention at Roches
ter. I think those who hav had the matter in charge 
hav acted wisely, for I believe a better place could 
not hav been chosen. While Rochester has many 
activ Liberals, who will do all they can to make the 
gathering a success, it should not be forgotten that 
it is well fortified in orthodoxy. To hold a conven
tion at Saratoga would be like "beating the air " 
compared with the Liberal influence that will be 
exerted here. The clergy of RJchester hav for a 
long time been sleeping a profound sleep, so far as 
proving p.ny benefit to society is concerned, and it 
is about time a firebrand be thrown into their camp. 
Sabbath after Sabbath they "gather in their spoils," 
and yet, within a stone's throw of the pulpits, crime 
continues to increase, and not a word of warning. 
I trust that our convention in August will bring to
gether a band of earnest workers-workers for the 
cause of humanity-and leave an influence that shall 
speak well for our cause. 

I am more than ever pleased with lTHE TRUTH 
SEEKER, and eagerly watch its coming each week. 
Although I cannot uphold the spirit in which some 
engage in the different discussions, still I hope the 
time will come when each will feel that all others 
are brothers and sisters in the cause of reform, 
whether they entertain the same views or not. 
While I truly believe in the doctrin of Materialism-,.. 

that death ends all-I should not feel worthy of the 
name Liberal, if in opposing the argument Spiritu
alists advance I should use harsh and uncouth lan
guage. Brother Materialists, let us defend our po
sition with arguments worthy of our profession, for 
the rock upon which we stand can never be shat
tered by the cold waves of Spiritualism. 

Fraternally, A. E. RINGER. 

FAIRFIELD, May 12, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR : Send THE TRUTH SEEKER so long as the 

inclosed will pay for it. 
Cook,...I see, has been lying about the late Dr. Beard. 

Oh, well, there's nothing surprising in that. Pro
pensity is constitutional and uncontrolable. Let it 
pass, poor fellow ! 

Labomre est arare 
Best defense against old Harry. 
Better far than elder's greasing, 
Is such "praying without ceasing." 

(James v, 14, 15; 1 Thess. v, 17). 

Now, if the Lord's omnipotent, 
How strange that he did not prevent 
The existence in the world of evil 
By knocking on the head the devil ! 

The doctrin of omnipotence 
Conjoined with ~oodness limitless 
Puts a hard stram, I must confess, 
On unbemuddled common sense. 

A. 0. SCOTT. 

AURORA, April 26, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed fifty cents, for 

which please send THE TRUTH SEEKER to L. G. A >ery. 
He is a young ·man, progressiv in his tendencies, a 
Latin and Greek scholar, and a student of law. In 
reasoning powers few of h\s age surpass him, never 
drawing conclusions on philosophical questions until 
be has examined the why and wherefore of their 

. nature. His favorit author is Thomas Carlyle. He 
regards him as a close analyzer of philosophical and 
other problems. He has just borrowed "Body and 
Mind " of me, by that eminent scientist of the hu
man body and all of its component parts, Henry 
Maudsley, M.D., of L'Jndon, He. has spoken for 
"Modern Thinkers," by that meritorious logician of 
Chicago, V. B. Denslow, LL.D. Although I am per
sonally unacquainted with Mr. Denslow, I look upon 
him as & worthy and trusting friend, and as a phi
losopher. I look in vain for a parallel upon this 
continent. When the present monuments of the 
world hav crumbled and hav turned to invisible the 
atoms from whence they came, his "Modern Think
ers" will be regarded as one of the most scholarly 
productions of the world. B. 0. FENTON. 

ELKLAND, PA., May 13, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Months hav elapsed since my last to 

our noble TRUTH SEEKER. In fact, this last year iife 
has been a struggle against many odds; health mis
erable, but I feel now I shall triumph, and hope to 
liv many years. Our beautiful home, in a delightful 
valley, nestled amid trees and vines, and cheered by 
song and flutter of birds, has been given up. Others 
go in and out, and what we had reared and looked 
upon as the asylum for our old age, when it comes 
apace, has become the home of another. Christians 
would say, "Man proposes, but God disposes." Not 
so in my case. The disposition was of my own will, 
controled by best judgment. Yet lingering regrets 
will come to the front, but as soon dispelled by the 
consciousness that would not recall the bargain were 
it among the possibilities. We sold at a sacrifice of 
over one thousand dollars. The building was too 
large for two of us, and the property too good to be 
salable for cost in so small a village. We are to 
leave these haunts where we learned to love-won 
the object of our heart's deep devotion, and where 
for six springs the green grass has sprung above his 
silent grave. Love hallowed our home and death 
sanctified! Ah, the heart memories! how they come 
sweeping in tidal waves-some to gladden and 
brighten·, others to tinge with pensiv sadness I 

The last of this month we go to Friendship, N. Y., 
a lively, pleasant, :healthy town of 1,500 inhabitants, 
to settle in a new, cosy home we are having built. 
Here is a good masical school, founded and presided 
over by Prof. Baxter, of enviable fame in the musical 
world, a free school, and a good academy. All these 
desirable qualities induced me to settle here, that my 
only daughter may avail of the same. Two years 
we tried Cleveland, Ohio, that queenly "forest city;" 
the smoke and dust from the belching foundries and 
manufacturing establishments and oil refineries de
termined us to locate in the country, where pure air 
and water, cleanness and neatness, may be enjoyed. 
When settled we hope to welcome to our home and 
hearts many of our wanderers who are sowing the 
gospel of angel ministry and the see~ls of Free
thought. 

Inclosed please find $4.26-$2.50 for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER another year, $1 for the Monument Fund, and 
the balance use as directed. As I hav been unable 
to read THE TRUTH SEEKER I am not posted as to the 
Memorial Hall prospects. If it is built I hope for 
an interest in same. Our pledge to our beloved, 
noble Bennett was that we would stand by THE 
TRUTH SEEKER anrl the cause of freedom till death. 
True, mine is the "widow's mite." 

The church power is all-prevailing here. Free
thinkers cannot gain a foothold here, Ostracism is 

severe-the town wealthy, aristocratic, Puritanic. It 
is hard to tell whether the almighty dollar or the 
Almighty God is most worshiped and revered. Surely 
it is not humanity. If one is orthodox and has the 
dollars he is trump. Brains andr!worth are counted 
out. GRACE L. PARKHURST. 

WEsT WEBSTER, April 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: In reading the many valuable com

munications published in your excellent paper, THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, I often notice sentiments which I be
lieve are opposed to Liberalism in its noblest fea~ 
ture, and I so ¥onsider the statements of our friend, 
Isaac Paden, in regard to prohibition in your last 
issue. Prohibition, he says, is the foundation of all 
just laws. He might say truthfully. prohibition is 
the foundation of all unjust laws, for while many of 
our just laws are not prohibitory, most of our unjust 
laws are prohibitory; for example, laws prohibiting 
work and innocent pleasures on Sunday, etc. He 
proceeds to argue that if drinking is injurious to 
the community then drinking should be prohibited, 
·and the majority must decide. Where will this line 
of argument· lead us ? If smoking is injurious it 
must be prohibited. If infidel publications are in
jurious to the community they must be prohibited. 
H eating too much of mince pies and sweetmeats 
are injurious to the community (as they undoubted
ly are) then they must be prohibited. What then, I 
ask, becomes of our individual rights "to life, liber
ty, and the pursuit of happiness" which the founders 
of this government declared inalienable and to pro
tect which, they declare, "governments are instituted 
among men? " What are inalienable rights? The 
right to breathe, to think, to talk, to select our own 
food, drink, work, pastimes, etc. No majority hav 
any right, and no law would be just, in depriving a 
minority (however small) of these sacred rights . 
The government cannot justly interfere with the ex
ercise of inalienable rights, except they are so 
abused as to endanger the community at large. In 
such case the drunkard becomes amenable to law, 
the slanderer liable for abuse of free speech, the 
libeler for abuse of a free press. But, Mr. Paden 
continues, he cann_ot sustain the right of drinking 
intoxicating drinks without sustaining the privilege 
of getting drunk. Nonsense, my friend, As well say 
we cannot sustain the right of free speech without 
sustaining the right to slander, or a free press with
out sustaining libel. Assuming that the majority 
hav the power to prohibit,. our friend sums up by 
calling for the credit of all the good and the debtor 
of all the evil from the use of intoxicating drinks, 
and calls for national prohibition. "It won't do," 
as Ingersoll would say. Giv us the debt and cre<'Ut on 
the use of tobacco; does that call for national prohibi
tion ? Take the debt and credit on the use of tea and 
coffee, all more or less injurious to the community, 
with a large debt and small credit, yet national prohi
bition would be national tyranny, a subversion of 
our inalienable rights. Read our prohibitory Sunday 
laws and reflect how the rights of the minority are ' 
disregarded. The majority exempt churches and 
preachers from taxation, compel Liberals to pay for 
clergymen in prisons, reformatories, -a.nd asylums, 
and make poa.tal laws to imprison honest Infidels 
like our lamented D. M. Bennett. But our friend 
adds temperate drinking has been practiced from 
the days of Noah, some 4,000 years ·ago. So has pro
hibition. And every martyr for human fieedom has 
suffered because c,f prohibtiory laws. We need 
more knowledge and less theology and prohibition. 
National prohibit-ion would not make the people 
temperate. Prohibition will not raise a stream above 
its source. GEo. W. TuRRELL. 

NEITHE!t THEISM NOR ATHEISM CAN BE DEMONSTRATED. 
LA CRossE, May 14, 1883. 

MR. EDITOR: I want to giv a few thoughts right 
here, with your permission. There has been a great 
deal said and a good deal of foolish argument, or 
rather assertions, brought' forward upon this ques
tion, but, to my thinking, nothing proved or dem
onstrated. For instance, what do we know about 
gods or deities? We can prove nothing either for or 
against them. 

Now, in the first place, I object to the word Athe
ism for the very reason that it means nothing; for 
it presupposes the reality of Theism, and that sup
posed reality of Theism gave birth to disbelief, or 
Atheism. But when the mystery of godliness shall 
cease to be a mystery, real Theism and real Atheism. 
may mean something more than arbitrary assump
tions. Now, I desire to show Atheists that they war 
with a phantom created by the Theists, who bam
boozled them into a belief that religion rests on pos
itiv principle, and behind a cloud of words. 

The universe is an enigma. Our knowledge is con
fined to a small part of the infinit whole. We are 
impressed by appearances, and to the impressions 
produced by appearances we giv names, Conditions 
succeed conditions, all which are causes and effects; 
now the one, now the other. This universal igno
rance of things, minute or otherwise, is quite mani
fest, notwithstanding that to hide it many foolish 
names hav been invented. We examin nature onto
logically or metaphysically, but in vain. Men rush 
to books for a solution of the grand problem, but 
books are dumb, explaining nothing in respect to the 
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aforesaid problem. We hav had a Thales, an Aria- cisions like that of Judges Crary and Treat, of St. 
totle, a Plato, a Bacon, a Boyle, a Locke, and a New- L')uis, will end Comstockism. I wonder if the courts 
ton: each, in turn, doing what in him lay to get at a will generally indorse the laws as laid ·down by 
glimps of the infl.nit, and from the glimps of the them. Their decision is good common law. A par
infl.nit to a first cause; but all hav failed, and here ticeps criminis cannot be a witness, Nelson said Com
we are in the nineteenth century, no better able than stock "could testify, but his being a party should be 
they to find out the "divine being who hideth him- a fact for the jury, going to his credibility." Now 
self." while on the subject of law, and since the English 

This is my. view of all ontological speculation. I courts hav sent our friends to prison for blasphemy, 
mean speculations about unknown beings are dreams it might be well to inquire what the law is on the 
of ehadows. Borne may suppose from this that I be- subject in our own country, Greeleaf on "Evidence" 
lieve in nothing, but that is not so, My philosophy lays down the common law on the subject, and his 
is that the universe is a real and remarkably posi- work is a. standard work everywhere, that "blas
tiv thing, about which we can think and in which phemy consists in speaking evil of the deity with 
we can believe; but nothing, with all manner of an impious purpose to derogate from the divine maj· 
names, which Atheists and Theists are eternally dis- esty and to alienate' the minds of others from the 
cussing ("reasoning," I believe they call it), cannot love and reverence of God. Its mischief consists in 
be the foundation for any form of belief. Nothing weakening the sanctions and destroying the founda
cornes of nothing the world over. The man who by tions of the Christian religion, which is part of the 
reasoning endeavors to prove the existence of God, common law of the land, and thus weakening the 
to my view, does not know what he is talking about, obligations of oaths and the bonds of society. 
and the man who denies the existence of a God is Hence all contumelious reproaches of our savior 
just as· bad. A man is a fool who expects others to Jesus Christ, all profane scoffing at the holy Bible, 
believe what he cannot make intelligible to himself. or exposing any part of it to contempt and ridicule, 
An· old paradox says: "The wise are fools with all and all writing against the whole or any essential 
their rules," part _of the Christian religion, striking at the root 

I aver that no man, in strictness, can be charged thereof, not in the way of honest discussion for the 
as an Atheist till what God is shall be accurately discovery of truth, but with malicious design to ca
and positivly defined; nor can man be a Theist till lumniate, vilify, and disparage it, are regarded by the 
a God is definitly and accurately proved. But never- common law blasphemous and punished according
theless I am satisfied that man is a worshipful and ly," Now, in every part of the Union the common 
religious being, but it proves nothing, only t4at he laws govern unless there are statutory laws to the 
has got religious instincts, and that he is a religious contrary, and every Infidel writer and speaker in the 
and superstitious bigoir-but because religion is a land is liable to be indicted, convicted, and sent to 
matter to be felt and· professed, not a matter to be state prison-wherever good Christians hav the 
understood or proved, Some might aver, If Atheism power. Greenleaf further says, as well as Wharton, 
is not, it is foolish in writing against it. It may be that "a witness who does not believe in a God and 
so; but still the words Atheism, Theism, a:ad Deism f d d i 
are believed in by men; so I am determined to show uture rewar 8 an pun shments cannot testify!'' 

Again, unless there are statutory laws allowing such 
that their meaning is just naughir-having no mean- persons to testify, any Cbristian party to a suit can 
ing in them, I suppose none can be got out of them, object before the witness is sworn, and thus exclude 
But .some learned people think they hav, so I am his testimony; In Montana we hav a statute allow
forced, for the respect to my opinion, to do wordy ing such persons to testify, Now, Liberals, see that 
battle with theirs; for I believe that godliness is just your legislature givs you such a law if you hav 
naught but the greatest enemy to the world's prog- none. The Christians of to-day are no better than 
ress. Moore's "Prophet," pointing to a crowd of in the past, and still believe Infidels hav no right 
fools, said: that Christians are bound to respect. They would 

"They shall hav mysteries, precious stuff, willingly drag us down to prison when they can. 
For knaves to thrive by-mysteries enough." 

Show me a man capable of conceiving a thing, or The Christians in the recent legislatt~re of }fontana 
tried hard to pass an infamous Sunday law, but, 

condition, property, made of a thing supernatural, thanks to such men as Colonel Edwards, member 
and I will admit the possibility of 'rheism and also from Gallatin county, the bill was defeated. Naw 

. of Atheism. I am convinced that only the super-
natural can in any sense attain to, or in any sense let every friend of liberty remember our gallant rep
be judged of, by the supernatural; and, therefore, resentativ. He is a Republican, and for that reason, 
what God is, who God is, where God is, or why God not knowing his sentiments, I voted against him; 
is, Theists cannot make intelligible to either them- but let the Republicans nominate him again and I 
selva or us. The Theist can no more prove that the will vote for him against any Democrat. ''A friend 
universe was created, sustained, a.nd governed by a in need is a friend indeed," and such was the Ron. 
being than he can prove a spherical cube, a square Colonel Edwards, for he saved his territory from 
circle, an endless chain, an immaterial being, or a being cursed with a Sunday law, Our legislature 
part greater than its whole. But- partially enfranchised woman by allowing her to 

vote at school elections; so score us one more for 
"Let Hercules himself do what he may, ' · ht 0 1 · 1 t d'd th d The cat will mew-~he dog will hav its day... woman s ng a. ur eg1s a ure 1 one o er goo 

thing-passed a license law of one hundred dollars 
So Theists and Christians, I suppose, will hav their per month for each gambling table-which has ef

day, in spite of all I can say to the contrary, Some fectually closed roost of the gambling holes in Boze
might be curious to know what my belief is. I will man. During this last winter, owing to the near 
inform them. I am an eclectic-that is, one who is approach of the railroad, Bozeman grew like a rnush
:in the habit of choosing from all opinions sucb, and room-and many magnificent saloons and gambling 
only such, as are true. It is a Greek word, signify- houses were opened along Main street. Each of 
ing one who chooses from a multitude of ideas or them kept on hand the very best string bands, who 
notions. made delightful Jll'lilSic continually to draw the 

Now, in conclusion, I will ask Theists and all God- crowds. At any time, day or night, these were full 
believers for proof of a God-that is, giv me some of men, who could be seen around the long rows of 
account of that great being's nature; a distinct ac- tables playing faro, poker, and other games, and 
count, for assertions ought to be armed with positiv money changed hands rapidly. But the license law 
proofs and the logic of good sense. For he who af- has cleared them out. The gamblers hav gone on 
firms the existence of a God, or supernatural being, and the saloon keeper's harvest is over. Had they 
should produce the entities he or it represents, likely only taxed these saloons a thousand a month and 
to satisfy persons of reflection, who are not in the cleaned them out too, we would be happier-but 
habit of believing said off-hand assertions without thanks for what we did get, Let us work for the 
proof of a God, or supernatural being's existence. good end and wait patiently for the good time when 
For- "What is impossible cannot be, liquor will cease to be sold as a beverage-and these 

And never, never comes to pass." dens, that ruin so many good men, will be forever 
1 am the well-wisher of the whole human race. closed. Then Bozeman will. settle up with a good 

class of people. 
J, PETTY, May carne in to-day with a fearful snow storm-

SALESVILLE, Ma.y 1, 1883, 
1\fR. EDITOR: Another year has rolled around since 

'I wrote you, I see roy subscription is out, and so I 
.send you post-office order for next year. 

and everything is buried under the snow, which 
will soon melt, wet the ground, bring up the grain, 
and make grass grow. These snows are our spring 
rains. W. J. STOVER, M.D. 

I am now two years old, I hav taken THE TRUTH 
SEEKER during that time, The first I knew of it was LINCOLN, April 21, 1883. 
when I chanced to see a specimen copy, 1 feared .MR. EDITOR: Mr. ~eward Mitchel has ~gain perched 
th t ith the death of its founder it would die. hlrns.elf u~ol! the pmnacl~ of self~ood m defiance of 

a • w . . . ! '. public opmwn and pub he morahty, Does he not 
but that fear 1s gone. I thmk lt Just as good as know that direct appeals to the reason of a victim 
ever, Now, while it is good to build monuments of perverted and depraved appetites are useless? 
over th.e g:ave of i~s n?ble founder, I th~nk ~he best Does he not know that every mother m the land 
memonal 1S to mamtam the one he bmlt himself- has resorted to and practiced his prescribed remedy, 
the grand o~d TRUTH SEEKER. I send you.50cts •. ''love and kindness," without avail? Does he not 
extra, and w1sh you to send the paper as tnal sub- know that our present civilization so far in advance 
scriber to my sister, and a Christian too, who will not is the result of obedience to the public will and 
welcome it, but it may do some good. It will go the public conscience? When the public conscience so 
into one of the most ignorant and bigoted Christian far emerges from the midnight of savagism and 
communities, but will let them see that there is such canabalism as to say, "Thou shalt not kill!" it be
a thing as a Liberal paper, comes a law. A little farther on the public eon-

Well, I am glad to see that Heywood is clear, science arrived at the conclusion that stealing was 
A.ll honor to Judge Nelson. I think a few more de- repr~ensible and "Thou shalt not steal" became a 

law. Why does not Mr. Mitchel object to these in 
the government of the nineteenth century? These 
laws are but the effect of a cause as, "Thou shalt 
not destroy thyself with intoxication" will be the 
effect of a cause. When the public conscience be
came sick of bloodshed, it said, "Thou shalt not 
kill." When by slow and weary steps it arrives at 
the conclusion that drunkenness is America's most 
formidable enemy, it will say "Thou shalt not be 
drunken." Our knowledge of the methods by which 
society m<~Y be wisely governed has advanced only 
by slow degrees; but it is worthy of remark that 
whenever a remedy for an evil is proposed, there is 
always some one like the selfish Mr. Mitchel to op
pose it. I doubt whether the gentleman is sufficiently 
acquainted with the important subject of alcoholism 
and its remedy to indulge in .any remarks concern
ing it. At least, he seems friendly to the bitterest 
curse, to the deadliest enemy, of American homes, 
institutions, and happiness. I therefore infer that 
the gentleman is ignorant or egotistic. When I see 
a child playing with fire I am satisfied that that 
child is ignorant of its effects. If I saw a roan care· 
lessly walk into a lions' den I should conclude the 
man was ignorant of lions and their habits, 

Drunkenness is a cancer upon the body politic, eat
ing away the vitals of Americanism .. Its true nature 
has been ascertained by its inflamed surroundings 
and its filthy effects. Idiots, irnbicils, and human 
monstrosities are seen oozing from its corrupt and 
virulent ulcer; our children are becoming contami
nated with the venom; our morals are threatened; 
virtue is outraged, and decency is trodden beneat,h 
the feet of the groveling sot. Society is doomed, 
civilization's death-knell is heard, and disgraceful 
criminal drunkenness assumes authority and calls up 
from the grave the horrid skeleton of barbarism. 
In the midnight revel the husband and father is 
seen. Who among America's thinkers does not know 
the effect on the coming generations? 

The public conscience is becoming aroused, and it 
truthfully predicts the downfall of our strong wall. 
The sound of the trumpet is heard. It means mis
chief; and although Mitchel and Walker may cry, 
" Peace, peace!" there is no peace; nor will there 
be until our enemy is subdued and health, pros
perity, and virtue are established, Temperance re
form is a political question, anrl, until it is so recog
nized, n0thing can be done. But the time is near 
when it will become an issue, and the party adopt
ing it will be triumphant, Let it be met in a ra
tional and common-sense manner; let every proposed 
movement be practical. First regulate the traffic, 
then restrict, then prohibit. Let us be careful how 
we attack the enemy, for it is well garrisoned; its 
intrenchments are formidable, and the name of its 
troops is legion. But if Mr. Seward Mitchel is going 
to general the war, victory is already assured to 
prohibition. 

We shall not cease to" grape' and cannister" until 
we either lie prostrate, a bleeding and lifeless corpse, 
or stand in triumphant victory upon the neck of the 
fallen giant; for we not only believe, but we know, 
that the liquor traffic is a dishonorable, contempt
ible, and criminal pursuit which no respectable man 
will either follow or uphold, Mr. S. Mitchel to the 
contrary notwithstanding. 

We are no advocates of brutal movements; we do 
not indorse Calvin's or Comstock's methods; we adc 
here to no religious creeds or dogmas, nor support 
any movement born of superstition and nursed by 
fanaticism; but we aim to promote the best interest 
of society and make this earth a more pleasant 
place for future generations. If, one hundred years 
ago, the filthy traffic had been abolished, how much 
grander would America be to day I And if we suc
ceed in driving the poverty-promoting, death-dealing
monster from our midst in this decade, the future 
occupants of this fair land will so far overreach our 
highest conception that, were it possible for Mr. 
Mitchel to see and comprehend the real meaning of 
life as they will liv, he would hide his head in shame 
and self-contempt for having used his pen in behalf 
of such degrading filth, 

I wish I had time and space to segregate the in
fernal business and expose some of the villainies 
and crimes that it is directly responsible for in our 
state-the heartrending poverty, suffering, and desti
tution it has caused, I would like to show what the 
curse-dealing industry costs this state alone, I would 
like to show to the tax-payers that the amount ex
pended for litigation growing out of drunken quarrels; 
the amount which goes to asylums and homes for 
orphaned and abandoned children; the amount to 
pauper houses to support drunkards and their 
families; to courts for the trial of the drunkard for 
crimes and to the penitentiaries for their punish
ment, is very far in excess of what he pays for the 
support of the normal government; and still, in the 
face of all the crime, poverty, cruelty, filth, disease, 
degth, and hell that meets us everywhere and every 
hour, and that is the direct and immediate result of 
tbe damnable traffic, I am ashamed that there are 
men in the fair land of America that advocate its 
continuance and labor for its perpetuity, I said 
"men," but men they are not; they are groveling 
sycophants that hav never seen the daylight of the 
nineteenth century, nor ·hav they added one effort 
to clear the wilderness and plant fruit-trees for the 
coming host, JoHN D. STANX.EY. 

, 
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ltebeccn. 
BY A LH AZ A. 

Tinkle thy bell, sweet camel, !or I must go 
A deep voice calls me o'er the arid plains; 
Better to yield to !ate, for here below, 
Beneath the dark blue sky, a mystery reigns. 
I hear a murmur in the summer air, 
It tells how soon they fade, the young and fair; 
I Unger near the flowers beneath the moon, 
And drink their lite at midnight's sJlent noon. 
How nature revels !n the rose's death, 
My camel trea<ls upon the illy's wreath. 
Oh, my lost borne, what bitter thoughts w1ll gush, 
'l'o mar the holy calm of midnight's hush I 
'l'he night-breeze moans o'er many a fading flower, 
Whose last sigh floats away at this still honr. 

The bnlbnl's soft, complaining voice was near, 
'l'he air was hea-;y with her fragrant sighs; 
1\Iidqight's calm glory vexed her weeping eyes, 
Tfll, like a seraph's grief, night passed away. 
She hooded not the trappings, rich and gay, 
That dressed h~r camel's form. A dewy shroud 
Hid a pale hand, and while aw·oke the day, 
A mournful angel harped behind a cloud, 
"Why does Jehovah blight the heart with !ear? 
Why must we always love the thing we dread?" 
If we are firm some weaker voice we heed, 
Antl the heart's st.rohgest hour is when we go 
O'er seas and sandy plains, we care not how, 
'l'o find the pullfd form that haunts our dreams, 
'l'hat woo• us over rocks and burning streams. 
But do my parents heed tho tears that fall? 
'l'hcy think that Jsaac's Jove atones for all. 
I wottl<l my wJltlered heart I now could fling, 
A glowing sapphire in this desert spring. 
Why must I ton among these hlllocks grim, 
Whfle the cool palm-trees bend to shelter him? 

He may not kindly love me, yet I see 
A gleam from future years that dazzles me, 
Flashing from columns where cathedrals dim 
Yield murm m·ous sounds 'neath gold and violet rain, 
Anu lute-lfke voices wake the soleinn hymn; 
A ray ,,r sunlight gflds Rebecca's name, 
our love is blazoned tlll a darksome stain 
Makes rommon blfss seem secular and vain. 
Yet a palo relic, left from Adam's fall, 
Finds peace in misery, or not at all. 

I sec him now am!tl the glistening corn, 
With his white hand he shades his deep, brown 

eyes; 
'!'ho perfumeu breeze seems freighted with his 

sighs. 
I bathed my jewels in the dew this morn; 
He notes their gloam; he trembles and turns pale; 
I faintly breathe beneath this sJn·outllng veil. 
r_rhal, snowy brow bears no d. ark, guilty stain, 
Anrl love wlll make my every duty plain. 
we must not lfv for joy; the humblest duty 
Bears In fts breast a fragrant sense of beauty. 
The rapturous fervor of true love can gild 
'l't1e shining palace or the forest wfld. 

The Preacher and the Dog. 
F1·om the .A1·lcansaw Traveler. 

The door-bell rang, and the Rev. Mr. Monk 
was ushered into Rev. Mr. Mulkittle's room. 
The two gentlemen shook hands warmly. 
Having years ago been circuit riders, and 
having on one occasion "swapped" horses
a trade in which both we1·e cheated ---they had 
a brotherly regard for each other. Mr. Monk 
for years had been away from the city, feed
ing the sheep in more rural locations, and his 
sudden appearance was a very pleasant sur
prise to Mr. Mulkittle, who, with clergic cour
tesy, declared: 

"You shall preach in my church to-night, 
and I know that you will bring up kind and 
l)lcasant recollections in the minds of many 
who knew you years ago." 

"I am compelled to decline the honor," Mr. 
Monk replied. "I hav an appointment to 
preach at the Gum street church. Ah, here's 
your son. How he has grown! Don't believe 
he could walk when I saw him last. Fine fel
low, I fancy." 

"Excuse me a moment," said Mr. Mulkit
tle, arising. "I must apprise my wife of 
your arrival-' put another name in the pot,' 
as they used to say out on the circuit." And 
the two men laughed in remembrance of rude 
log churches and appetites whetted by the 
loud camp-meeting injunctions of "flee from 
the wrath to come." 

"What's your name?" asked the boy. 
"I'm the Rev. Mr. Monk, my son." 
"And wus you a circus rider?" 
"Oh, no; a circuit rider." 
""What's a circuit rider?" 
"A man who rides around and preaches at 

different churches." 
"Did you like to ride around?" 
"Can't say that I did." 
"Why can't you?" 
"Well, because I didn't." 
"Why didn't you?" 
"Simply because I did not prefer traveling 

around over rough roads." , 
"Did the people giv you stockings and 

things to put over your ears?" 
"What a queer ideal Where did you ever 

hear of anything like that?" 
"Pa said he preached one year and never 

got anything but a pair of socks, a comforter, 
and a patch put on his pants. Jue you the 
man wha.t they sing about?" 
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"Sing about? What do you mean?" 
"Jim, the boy what pa whips me for going 

with, sings about you. He said he learned it 
at a show. Lemme see if I can talk it off;" 
and after a moment's reflection he recited the 
following excruciutmg jingle, sung in all poor 
minstrel shows, and the authorship of which 
no man is bold enough to claim: 

"It was at the animal fair, 
The birds and the beasts were there; 

And the gay baboon, 
By the l!ght of the moon, 

Was combing his auburn hair; 
And the monkey he got drunk 
And stepped on the elephant's trunk. 

The elephant sneeze, 
Fell on his knees, 

And how was that !or a monk, monk, monk I" 

"Are you the monk, monk, monk?" asked 
the boy at the conclusion of the recital. 

"Yon ought to be ashamed of yourself, 
sir." 

"Jue you the gay baboon?" 
"I shall tell your father. Ah, Mr. Mulkit

tle, I wish you had come sooner and heard 
some tr?rrible stuff your son repeated." 

Mr. Mnlkittle turned to his son and sternly 
demanded a repetition of the performance. 
The boy faithfully followed the program, and 
with his ears soundly boxed he was sent from 
the room. While he sat on the fence, la
menting his misfortune, Jim, the butcher's 
boy, came along and asked the cause of the 
tears which rolled clown the boy's fair cheeks 
and fell with a little patter of emotion upon 
the sidewalk. The boy explained, when Jim 
indignantly said: 

"I'd like to get a chance at the guy. Fine 
man, goin' 'round the country gettin' boys 
whipped. Wish he'd come over and giv my 
old man a breeze. He'd tind himself in a 
sling. You say he's goin' to preach to-night? 
You watch out and let me know 'bout the 
time he comes out of the gate. So long, and 
don't forget I'll be hangin' around." 

At " early candle lighting," as the preach
ers like to speak of dusk, the ministers de
cided to repair to their respectiv churches. 
Together with Mrs. Mulkittle and several 
neighbors who had come in, the preachers 
walked out to the gate, where they were to 
separate. Young Mulkittle had apprised Jim, 
who shortly afterward reappeared, leading by 
a string a large dog. While the ministeriai 
party was earnestly talkingat the gate, Jim, 
unobserved, tied one end of the string around 
a button just above Monk's coat-tails. When 
the party dispersed, the dog, whose life had 
been mainly spent behind a wagon, and who 
could hav been led by a thread, followed his 
unconscious guide. Young Mulkittle stole 
away from home, and, together with Jim, fol
lowed at a safe distance the minister and the 
dog. When the reverend gentleman reached 
the church, where a large congregation await
ed him, he walked slowly and impressivly up 
the aisle, while the dog, unconsciously serv
ing a purpose of revenge, leisurely followed. 
At no place is a smile so easy of creation as 
in a church. The amused audience grinned 
as the dog ascended the pulpit steps and took 
a stand with the preacher. The grins broad
ened and a titter ran through the halL 

"My good people, what is the matter?'' 
asked the minister. A boy snorted, and an 
old man blew his nose in a vain attempt to 
control his laughter. 

"I ask what is the matter?" 
The people laughed, and the preacher, in

dignant at such a reception, stepped down 
from the pulpit. The dog followed. The 
people roared. 

"I shall not preach to such an:Ussemblage!" 
the minister exclaimed. 

Just then a dog came in from the street, 
smelled the floor, and trotted along the aisle, 
until he discovered the preacher's dog, ~when 
he bounded forward. A terrible fight ensued. 
The minister yelled when he found himself 
interwoven in such a combat. The dogs 
knocked his legs from under him, trod on his 
face, and stradclled his head. The deacons 
rushed forwt"lrd to quell the disturbance. The 
large dog that had followed the preacher arose 
to the importance of the occasion, and turned 
over benches in his wrath, and then, regard
ing the minister as the cause of the trouble, 
called on him. The minister sprang from 
side to side, but soon left the main part of his 
trousers in the dog's mouth. In his wildness 
he leaped from a window, but left a large 
part of his raiment on a naiL Despite .the 
efforts of the deacons, the dog followed. 
Something white, followed by a dark object, 
flitted along the s~reets, and wild cries arose. 
Policemen followed and at last captured the 
white thing that flitted. The dog was driven 
away, and the minister, after borrowing a 
shawl, was taken to a hoteL 

But Mulkittle's boy and Jim slapped each 
other and laughed in that way of fond satis
faction only born of revengeful fruition. 
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or his arguments with force and clearness." 

The--Chicago Tribune, the Chicago Times, the Mil
waukee Sentinel, the Troy (N. Y.) Press, the Detroit 
Ocnnmercial Adv<rtiser, the Charleston (S. C.) M<rcury, 
and a large number or other papers hav had similar 
notices. 

Single copies sent by mall at $2.25, cloth. 
Address '.rHE TRUTH SEEKER Office, 

11!72 A WEEK, $12 a dl!¥ nt home easily made. Costly 
.P Outfit free. Address T~tuE & Uo., Augusta, Me. 
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I 
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Can Be Cooked For 

EIGHT OR TEN PERSONS 
ON OUR 

Large Size. 

It Bakes, Boils; Broils, and Heats Sad
Irons-the Same as Any 

Coal Stove. 

LIGHT AND PORTABLE. 

Can be easily carried from room to 
room, and on rainy and chilly 

days will keep 'the house 
dry and comfort-

able. 

Send for Catalogue, or Call at 
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100 Beekman street, 
7 East 14th street, 
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95 Lake street, 
Chicago, ill.· 

45 Summer street, 
· Bo~ton, Mass; 

THE TRU'l'H SEEKElt, 
21 Clinton Place, New York 

by our most eminent scientists and physicians, hun- Address: 

dreds or whom presrcibe it for th<i>' patients ajt<r medi

cin has jailed, until it has become a household word 

II\ case or sickness. Since its first Introduction we 
hav continually Improved, until to-day we offer the 

lightest, best ventilated, most powerful continuous cw-rent 

garment In the world, constructed on the latest sci
entific principles-In tact, we offer the acme or ex
cellence In magnetic garments, and when worn as 
advised by us, disease cannot exist. 

The following are clippings from testimonials or 

which we hav thousands. )l(jf"Note we glv full names 

and addresses, that Intending purchasers may write 

and satisfy themselvs they are genu ln. 

J. H NORTH, M. D., Hammonton, N. J., In writing 
tor clothing, says: "My patient In Virginia informs 
me he Is more comfortable since tile application of 
your magnetic garments. The goods sent were util
ized on the deformed limb, and are working satisfac
tor!ly. 

ED. HOLLENBECK, organ-bu!lder, 111 W. State st., 
Rockford, Ill. : "From a terribly sprained knee the 
doctor was afraid my leg must come orr. I sent for 
a lmee-cap, was able to walk in a few clays, and hav 
been all right since." 

J. T. LISLE, Lebanon, Ky., says: "l\fy health has 
Improved, and they are exceedingly plea;sant gar
ments to wear. I tee! free to recommend them to 
all delicate people." 

MRS. C. A. GOULD, Omaha, Neb.: "I wore the suit 
with splendid results, tor paralysis, and I hav rec
ommended tl1em constantly. I loaned my girdle a 
week to a friend tor dyspepsia, with excellent re
sults." 

MRS. A. BRYANT, 93 Couselyea st., Brooklyn, E. D., 
N. Y. : "I suffered for years from bleeding at 
the lungs. Your garments hav stopped the blee<l
lng, and I reel quite strong. I cheerfully recom
mend them." 

H. LANGE (care of D. Hausmann), Cor. Jay & Nas
sau sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.: "Your garments ll.av en
tirely cured me or blood-poisoning of the worst form. 

cannot find words to express my gratitude." 

CHAS. E. TRASK, 304 Ingbam st., Jackson, 1\flch., 
says: "Garments arrive<l, with letter or instructions. 
Hav worn them. They are benefiting me more in 
the past week than all the medlcln I hav ever taken." 

MRS. E. P. PLEASANTS, Alderson's, Monroe Co., W. 
Va.: "I hav found the greatest relief from my ap
pliances, and would not be without them tor all the 
world." 

All our magnetic garments are worn next the un
derclothing, therefore they do not impart shocks or 
cause sores. They are a.lso constructed under tho 
special supervision of the inventor. 

Continued success enables us to make tho follow

Ing offer: Persons writing us an accurate description 
of their disease, and then sending tor the garments 
advised by us, will hav their money refuncle<lshould 

the appliances tail to cure. •.rherefore it resolves 

itself Into 

To assist the working class, wo &npply them on 
payment or half the amount, _and take the balance 
by easy monthly Instalments. 

Send tor illustrated pamphlet and Information to 
th~ only office where the Inventor can be consulted. 

Address all Communications to 

DAVID J. COTTER, 
50 COURT STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.j 
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unpubllahed letters at Voltaire and Mme. 
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SKETCH OF '.rHE. · 
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A very Interesting biography or a remarkable man. 
Price 10 cents. Address, 

'.rHE TRU'.rH SEEKER. 

MANHOOD! 

KNOW THYSELF 
.A. Book for Every Man ! 

Young, Middle- aged, and Old. 
The untold miseries that result !rom !ndlscret!nn !n 

early l!fe may be alleviated and cured. Those who 
doubt this assertion should purcl1aae and read the new 

r.;~i"ti.':t:~J'o~~~?:~tRfe~11tht~::~c::~~ :.~~If:~ 
or Self Preservation. It !a not only a complete 
and' perfect treatise on ll!anhood, Exhausted Vltul!ty, 
Nervous and Pbvsico.J Debi11ty, Premature Decl1ne In 
man, Errors ot Youth, etc., but ft contains one hundred 
and twenty-five prescriptions for acute and chronic dis
eases, each one of which Is htvaluable, so 
proved by the author, whose exyerfcnce tor 21 years Is 
such as probably never before fel tn the lot ot any phys 
ician. It contains SOO pat!'es. bound to beautiful embossed 
covers, full gilt, embell!shed w!th the very lin est steel en' 
gravlnga, guarantred to be a finer work in even; sense-

~~fl:giJC:~~~~e~~t~; f~~~~~~~~~1th~~~n°ly 0~illrb':~~~ 
~~~~~~J~he:~~~~~tg~~t·e ra~~~n~f1It:Ji~i l.~~~l:!t~g~. 
Illustrated sample sent on receipt of atx centa. Send now 

Address PEABODY li!EDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr, 
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston, Mass. 
Tbe author may be consulted on all diseases requiring 
sk111 nnd exoP.riAnce. tvSB 

~ ~IJltJ ARF.GULARLYcducntednnd l<>gnllyqual· 
UfJ/f{'· ifled physician, and the mo~tsucccssful, 

:,; .c/~ M hifl practice will t•rove, 
~~~~~ Cures all forms of PRI-

. _ - VATE CHRONIC and 
==SEXUAL DISEASES, 
Spermatorrhma and Impotency, 

As the result, of f!Clf·ftlmsc In youth, sexual exCC!I!lCS in ma
turer years, or other- catH;cs, and producing some of the folo 
lowlug cffeds: NcrTousnc:u;, Scrn!nnl EmlRslons, (nJght 
em!Rsion~ by dreams), Oimncs!:l of Sight, Dercctive Memory. 
Physical Decay, Pimples on Fnee, Aversion to Society of 
FemaleR, Confusion of Ideas, Lo~a of Sexual Power, &:c., 

~~dde~r~~~a~:;fl;gccu!~P~j~n EX~ifflNA1 t~opop~i: 
CA .JroN In from 80 to 60 days. No medicine taken. 
It hos never been known to fnll! 

I" Middle-Aged and Old Men.~ 
There arc many at the age of thirty to elxty ' 

who are troubled with too frequent evacuations • 
of the bladder, often nccompnniod by a slight ':-
emarting or burning sensation, and n wcaken-

~0o~ ~~~~:rf~~~ ~~: rg:~~i~~~l: r~~!i~~t~:~; I ~ ~ 
deposits n. ropy or cotton-like sediment, or 

~~~~t~~~~\~n~~~~ r~r~i~~e:ni~~~:~b~~:.na;.!l~ ~f~~~~·u:rt!h! 
::~~;~~s~~~p~~ ~lf~~n~~~c~~~:~.lc~t p1J:i~l[ !!~o~d ;~;~et~~ 
Seminal \\'enkness, and causes WMting of the systc.m nod 
a. ciejccted and haggard appearance, as you see here m cut. 
There are many men who die of this ditTic~lty, i_gnorant or 
the cause. Dr. !<~ellows' External Remedy wtll brmg about a 
perfect cure in all such ca::~es, and a hfmlthy restoration or 
the f!:Ctlito-urinary organs . 

OJCo.rsultations by Jetter free and invited. Charges 
rea~onab1~ and corrcspondeuce etrictly confidential. 

P.;"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Sent to any nddrcs.~, securely senled, for two tbrec·~eut 
"tnrnp~. treating on Spermawrr~ooa or Seminal Weakness, 
giving its cau!le, symptom:!, hornblc effects, and cure, fol:
lowed by strong testimonial'>, headed by an nilltlnYlt as to 
thelrp;enuinencss. Should be rend by all. ~Remember 
a rndlcnl cure I~ certo.ln. Addrees, plalnly,DJl. R. P. 
FELLOWS, VIneland, New Jersey, and say in what 
paper 10u saw this advertisement. _ 
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Is not tho uevll entitled to a very large share or 
gratHtlde from the human family tor the ln<llapons
ablc part he performed In this grandest and sublim
est scheme or salvation which God or man ever <le
vlse<l-1! It is or such a character ? Is not the <levi! 
also most essential to God In other directions? In 
his divine and benevolent scheme or punishing his 
poor, fallible creatures to the latest moments or 
eternity for misbehaving or mlsbellevJng, who could 
carry out his kind Intentions so faithfully as the 
devil? What other being could be Induced to attend 
to the nether regions of fire and brimstone, remain
Ing patiently In that superheated locality to pitch 
and punch Into the burning lake, ror unknown mill
Ions of years, countless billions or poor human 
wretches who had no hand !n bringing themselvs in
to existence?-D. M. Bennett. 

LucnETIUS, the poet that beautified [adorned] the 
soct, that was otherwise !u!erlor to the rest, salth 
yet excellently well: "It Ia a pleasure to stand upon 
the shore and see ships tossed upon the sea; a pleas
ure to stand In the window or a castle and to see a 
battle and the adventures thereof below; but no 
pleasure !s comparable to the standing on the vant
age ground or truth (a h!ll not to be commanded, 
and where the air Is always pure and serene), and to 
see the errors and wanderings, and mists and tem
pests, In the vale below." So always that this pros
pect be with pity, and not with· swelling or pride. 
Certainly It Is heaven upon earth to hay a man's 
mind movo In charity, rest !n providence, and turn 
upon the poles or truth.-Bacon's Essay•. 

REASONING !rom the authorities or earth whom he 
knows, to those whom he does not know, the pr!m!t!v 
man cone! udes that the best way or obtaining the 
satlsractlon or his wishes !rom the latter will be to 
address them !n a tone or humble suppll<',at!on, !n
tormlngle<l with such laudatory epithets as he deems 
most suitable to the deity Invoked, or most likely to 
be agreeable to his ear. Hence we hav thesg two de
votional acts or prayer and praise, which In all re
ligions constantly accompany one another, and con
stitute the simplest, most natural, and most ancient 
oxr,resslon on the part or human beings or their 
consciousness or an over-ruling power, and or their 
<leslro to outer Into relations with that dreaded and 
venerated ageney.-Amberley's Analysis. 

'l'IIE question whether Channing would hav done 
well to join the Abolitlonlsts in the early days or the 
contest will always remain fairly debatable, and 
wlll be settled by each or us according to the strength 
or Ills own fighting Instinct. Those who blame him 
for do laying can at any rate call hlmselr as a witness 
on their side. For when at the end or 1834 the Rev. 
Sam May, general agent or the Boston Antislavery 
Society, In answer to Channing's expostulations as 
to tho harshness and violence or their language, and 
tile boat and one-sl<ledness or the Abolitionist meet
Ings, turned upon him with, "WhY, then, hav you 
left the movement In young and Inexperienced 
ha.nt.ls? Why, .eir, ha.v you not moved-why hav you 
not spoken before?" Channing, arter a !Jause, re
pliml In his kindest tones: "Broth or May, I ac
knowledge the j ustlce or your reproor. I hav been 
sllent too iong."-Thomas Hughes. 

THE following Inscription has been placed on Pro
feasor Clitrord's tomb in Highgate Cemetery, London: 
"I was not and was conceived; I lived and did a lit
tlo work; I am not and grieve not." Many will 
think that epitaph fine, and we respect Its courage; 
but would It not be even finer Inscribed above a 
horse ? Man, 11 that sentiment Is true, Is a poor ani
mal, with the raculty or thinking a little--quite use
l"ssly, ror the thoughts will be frozen, like the 
corpses, when the world ends-but doomed by lrre
slstiblo, yo~ non-scientific, fomes to toll all day and 
every day merely to keep alive, and sentenced all 
the time not only to capital punishment, but capital 
punishment by torture. It surely Is no superiority 
in him, and no advantage that ho Is, through his 
brief moment or me, the only animal conscious of 
all that. It Is a dreary destiny that the professor's 
tomb claims tor mankind, and one or which the log
Ical result, lr its thought ever becomes a general 
!altli, must be universal sulclde.-T/w (London) Spec
tator, Oct. 8, 1881. 

EARTH, that nourished thee, shall claim 
Thy growth, to be resolved to earth again 
And, lost each human trace, surrendering up 
'l'he lnulvldual being, shalt thou go 
'l'o mix forever with the elements; 
To bo a brother to the Insensible rock 
Ancl to the sluggish clod which the rude swain 
Turns with his sharo and troa<ls upon. 

-B1-yant's ThanatopsM. 

1\iAN everYwhere Is the born enemy or lies.- Car
lyle. 

· TrrAT which boralleth the sons or men be!alleth 
beasts; even one thing be!alleth them; as the one 
dloth, so dleth the other; yea, they hav all one 
breath; so that a man hath no pre-eminence over a 
beast; for allis vaulty. All go unto one place; all 
are or the dust, and shall turn to dust again.-Eccles. 
Ill, lD, 20. 

I DID not believe a word of all this, but rather than 
hav trouble I let It go; tor It Is a waste or breath to 
argue with a blgot.-Marlc Twain. 

TIIEOLOGIES, rubrics, surplices, church-articles, 
and this enormous ever-repeated threshing or 
straw I A world or rotting straw, threshed all Into 
powder, filling the universe and blotting out the 
stars and worlds, heaven pity you with such a 
threshing-floor !or world and Its draggled dirty 
rarthlng-can<lle !or sun! There Is surely other wor
ship possible tor the heart or man; there should be 
other work, or none at all, ror the Intellect and cre
atlv racultyor man.- Carlyle's Life of Sterling. 

WHAT is a man, 
H his chief good, and market of his time 
Be but to sleep and reed? a beast, no more. 
Surely he that made us, with such large discourse, 
Looking before and arter, gave us not 
That capability and godlike reason 
•ro rast In us unused. -Shalcspere. 

IT bas never been my policy to conceal a truth 
merely because it ia unpleasant.- Garfteld. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, MAY 26. 1883. 

TITE style or swearing, when a profane man gets 
right down to business, IS characterized by gaudi
ness. 

A.." exchange asks : " What Is In a name?" Well• 
ask your bank directors to discount your note, and 
you will find out. 

AN uptown establishment advertises: "Wanted
Experienced .operator on girls' waists." 'fhe young 
man who has but one talent Will now please step for
ward and untold his little napkin. 

"OH, dear! you've driven that hairpin way Into 
my head," screamed a lady customer to the milliner 
who was fastening a bonnet on the head. "Sorry, 
mum," replied the woman; "accidents Will hair
pin." 

A YOUNG lover In Iowa paid $40 ror a Jocomotiv to 
run him thirty-five miles to see his girl, and when 
he got there the ramlly bulldog ran him two mil~s 
and didn't charge him a cent. Corporations hav no 
souls. 

AN article in a Chicago paper is headed, " Kissed 
by Her Husband." A Chicago man who has read It 
writes us that although It Is rhetorically a fine piece 
of work, the e:troct Is spoiled by Its utter leek or 
probability. 

AN uptown woman narrowly escaped a terrible 
death the other day. Her husband kept a bottle or 
forty-cent whisky In the house, and she concluded 
to take a swallow of the stu:tr. :F'ortnnately she got 
hold or the wrong bottle and swallowed a quantity or 
rat polson. 

"THAT boy will make a very popular preacher," 
said a father, pointing to his eight-year-old son, who 
was kissing his little remale companion. 

"What makes you think so?" asked the mother. 
"Why, can't you see for yoursel!?" was the reply; 

"so young, and yet so rond or the girls." 

YOU will find, my dear boy, that the dearly-prized 
kiss 

Which with rapture you snatched !rom the hair
willing miss 

Is sweeter by rar than the legalized kisses 
You glv the same girl when you've made her a Mrs. 

THE coming National Convention or Conglomerate 
American Servant Girls will be watched with breath
less anxiety, as there is to be settled the great ques
tion as to whether mistresses who hav the audacity 
to ask ror one night otr a week shall be blown up 
with dynamite or peaceably lett In the I urch on tho 
first wash-day. 

THE boy stood on the gallery floor, 
At the naughty remale show, 

And cast his yearning glances o'er 
Bald-headed sin below. 

"I'm too far back," he sadly said, 
Yet dare not forward go, 

For he saw ari. aged deacon's head 
First in the :roremost row. 

EPITAPH on a tombstone in Chautauqua county: 
"Neuralgia worked on 1\irs. Smith 

Till 'neath the sod it laid her. _ 
She was a worthy-Methodist, 

And served as a crusader. 
Friends came delighted at her call,' 

In plenty or good carriages. 
Death Is the common lot or all, 

And comes more ott than marriages." 

A WELL-MEANING person glvs hints telling "How 
to liv on seventy-five cents a week." There is such 
a thing as living too close, and most editors will just 
keep on squandering eighty cents a week, even H 
they see ruin staring them in the race. H some de
termined person takes a Texas legislator out Into 
the woods, and persuades him with a gun to tell all 
that he knows, a great deal of Invaluable lnrorma
tlon can be extracted !rom him on this subject. 
Week after week the average legislator was receiv
Ing but two dollars a day, and yet out or that scanty 
pittance he would spend six dollars In treating his 
friends, three dollars ror a team, and having squan
dered six or eight dollars more In sundries, he 
would still hav fifteen or twenty dollars In change 
left over from his salary or two dollars per day. 

AN INCIDENT OF PIONEER DAYS. 

In the eaPIY days or l\ilchlgau the pioneer respect
ed the Sabbath, boca use it was the day to go hunting 
and pay visits. Churches were few and tar apart 
outside of the towns, and the presence of a circuit
rider created as much excitement as a bear hunt. 
One day a settler named Roberts, then living In the 
woods of Clinton county, happened to be at the 
county seat on business, and be tore leaving he called 
on a minister to hav a talk. 

"Is It wrong to hunt on Sunday?" he asked. 
"Very wrong," was the reply. 
"How about playing cards?" 
"That is wicked." 
"Can't we hav a shooting match?" 
"Not on the Sabbath-not If you want to be good." 
"Can't we set log heaps afire, dig out foxes, tap 

sugar trees, look after bear-traps, or go fishing on 
Sunday?" 

"Not as a Christian man. Let me read you a few 
lines !rom the good book." 

When Roberts started for home he walked vecy 
rast, and about 9 o'clock at night he arrived at the 
house or the nearest neighbor, and walked in on the 
ramlly and called out: 

"Say, Bostwick, do you want to go to heaven?" 
"Why, yes, I suppose so," replied the other. 
"Then be at my house at daybreak to-morrow 

with your axe. I'm ·going to glv the land to build a 
meeting-house on, and you've got to help cut the 
logs." 

"Any hurry about it?" 
"Hurry? Well, I should say so. We've got to be

gin early and work late, and put in our best !leks, 
or our ever getting within forty mlies or heaven will 
be such a tight squeeze as to rub the hide otr. Bost
wick, we're sinners or the deepest dye, and I tell 
you we've got to glt up and hump, and hand over as 
much maple-sugar as will pay for at least four ser
mons and some powerful loud singing, or we'll be 
cut downlike a nower." 

D • .M • .BENNE'fT'S LAST WOUK. An impm·tant ~oor!c by Gibbon, llw lti.torian. 

A TRUTH SEEKER History ~Christianity: 
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FOURLARGEVOLUMES. ~ "\fl~DIG~TIO~ 
With a steel plate ensrravtng of the author 1n Vol. 
and each volume Illustrated wtth forty-seven euts. Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

BY D. n. BENNETT, By EDWAR!D GIBBON,' Eso. 
Late editor of Tn• T:aUTH Sn:o:a, author of" A Truth l.l 

l!eekartnEurope," "Gods and Religions of Ancient With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 
and Modem T1mes,"uTheWor1d's Ssges,Thlnk· the Editor' including variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
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the Church.'' etc., etc. Handsome 12 rna, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.00 
.HandsoJnely bound in retl cloth, $6.50; 

in leather, red edges, $9.50; in Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N, Y. 
morocco, gilt edges, $10.50. 

Readers of TEE TRUTH SnKli:R know the circumstances 
under which this work was written. The last word 
penned by the great author were for the fourth volume 
which was nearly completed at tols death, and which will 
now contain an account of his world-lamented death and 
burial. Mr. Bennett was e. very patient and faithful 
chronicler of the habits and CUBtoms of ti<e dl.lferent peo
ples of the many places he visited. The every-day 
life of all nations Is laid before the reader by one who has 
visited them e.n<l beheld them w!th hls own eyes. Par
ticular attention Is paid to the progress of Freethought In 
the various countries he visited, and the morality of so
called pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality of 
Christian countries, much to the detriment of the latter. 
The work is e. 
Freethinker's History of the World. 

Tb!s work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE'' 
sllould be In every Liberal's library Besides Its Intrinsic 
worth 1t Is e. memento of one of the greatest Freethinkers 
the world has known-of one who ranks with Voltaire 
and Paine In tho force and clearness of his writings. 
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21 Clinton Place, New York. 

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD. 
A Fabricated Account of 

A Scene at the Death-bed of 
T H 0 MAS P A I fJ ta:. 

DID BI8HOP FENWICK WRITE IT? 
18 pp. Handsomely printed and bound, 

Price, 5 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
21 Clinton Place, New York. 

TH:R 

BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES 
OF 

The Pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh. 
D. H. Bennett, Scribe. 

ALSO 

THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO THE 
TRUTH SEEKERS. 

From Volume 11. of".A 7RU1H SB.FJKJ!JR ..AROUND 7HB 
WORLD." 

Price N-00 
D. M. BENNETT, 

3! Oltllton Place, .New York 

TO TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS 

The Labarum of 
Constantine. 

"By this sig1t thou 
shalt co11vuerl" 

This volume contains Gibbon's Theological Wtitings, sepa
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. It shows 
•when, where, and how Christianity originat.ed; whowere.its 
founders ; and what was the character, sentJments, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. . 

Gibbon's Vindicatz(mofthe 15th and 16th chapters ofh1s 
HiStory from the attacks of his Christian opponents, is re· 
printed verbatim from the original edition of his Mlscellane· 
otts Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796_- Iteffect_ually 
and forever silenced his detractors; who, bemg vanqmshed 
iu argument, unhesitati.!_"!gl}_" a_ccus~d Gibbon of infid~l~ty! 

AU that can be said byChnsttans m regard to the Or:gtno/ 
Clt.ristianity is reprinted from the valuable notes of Dl!AN 
:MILMAN VlnNCR GUIZOT an ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, (the 
learned ~ditor of BoRN's edition of Gibbon), and other emin· 
ent Christian historians. . 

Among the Illustrations will be found representations 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 

Fo:r Sale at 'I"he 'l'rnt.h Seeker OOice. 
6ml5 . 

·wANTED. 
Widower without encumbrance wants to corre

spond with a single lady or widow between the ages 
or 40 and 50, with no encumbrances, with a view to 
matrimony. Address WIDOWER, 

4tl8 Care THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Ingersoll's Works. 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; . cloth, $1.25 

bo1~t.~':? Th~c~~~e~ai~~P~!sf~Niv~~~~~ty,~n'~ :; 1:~: 
t1cs and Heresies." 

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 
Includlnl!, "'Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child;" 

"The Dechf.ration of Independence;' •'About Farming 
~~rrg~~Ji~.;':,'~h~eP~te~tJ~:ng~f~r; i:J:Ih£tleel·/r~\~,;- -
aud "A Tribute to EbOn C. Ingersoll." 

Some lliistakes of 1\Ioses. Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, $1.25. 

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, 
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa
per, 50 cents. 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00; 
cloth, $2.00. 

What lliust We Do to be Saved 1 Pa
per, 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
21 Clinton Place, New York. 

TO .ltiY FRIENDS! 
No God, no heaven, no hell! 
These books sound their deatll-knell. 

"The Dar_wins," paper 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 
-John's Way, 15 cents.-Clergyman's Victims, 25 
centR. These three are Infidel romances.-Studyiug 
the Bible, 75 cents.-Speclmen copies or Alpha and 
Herald or Health, 10 cents each.--Four tracts 6 cents. 
Health Hints, 25 cents.-Diana, A new Theory or 
Sexual Relations. Sexual Satisfaction in Continence. 
This book should be read by nil married people and 
by all who contemplate marrlage.-Godly Women, 
showing how the Bible degrades and hum1llates 
Women, paper, 50 cents; cluth, 75 cents.-Private 
Physiology ror Girls, worth five dollars to any woman 
lr she needs health, $1.-Photos: card, 15 cents, Impe
rial, 20 cents. -Crimes or Preachers, 25 cents.
Leavesor Grass. a splendid poem, Shaksperlan In 
style, full or good ideas, $2.-Any other Liberal book 
you may want at publisher's prices. 

Please order them or Elmlna as she makes no 
profits on any or her books save those sold by her-
seH. Address, ELlliiNA D. BLENKER, 

6teowl8 Snowville, Pul uskl Co., Va.. 

"ANTICHRIST." 
Proving concluslvlJ' that 

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST: 
His birth, life, trial, execution, etc.-IB e. myth. 

TRUTH SEEKER Office. 
Price. 12.00. 21 Clinton· Place, New York 

SING, BROTHERS. SING. 
USB THE 

Liberal Hymn-Book 
In your meeting~~, to make them liVely and lnterestlnl!i. 
The LmERAL HYMN-BooK contains song~~ by the best p<iets 
adapted to well-known tunes. It Is hll}hly commended bl. 

~~:~r~i::~:,n;_~~· fi:a~g·b w".!N~ho r::-:·e~::T~!'It' 
Second edition. Price, hall-bound, 25 cents. In cloth, 
5jlcents. Sold e.t this office. 

SK-ETCH OF THE 

The Truth Seeker, LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
'l'flth sixteen large pages, wm be seut CHARLES WATTS. 

ror THREE MONTHS, posta~re p ld, 

.FOB FIFTY CENTS. BY w. STEWART ROSS. 
&ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER, Price 10 cents. Address, 

lU CUDMD Place, New TOI'Ilo THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
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Entered a~ the Post-Omee at New York, N.Y., u Second.clau Matter. 
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NEAR BROADWAY. f 2. per vear. 

A READING, Pa., dispatch says: "The Leba
non classis of the Reformed Church of the 
United States found Rev. Alexander S. Keiser, 
of Pottsville, accused of unlawful intimacy, 
breach of promis of marriage, and false
hood, guilty, and deposed him from the 
Christian ministry." 

THE New York World, under the proprietor
ship of Mr. Pulitzer, is saying some very 
sharp things. Here is one: "At this moment, 
when Ingersollism is rampant everywhere and 
the faith in a beneficent and omnipotent Prov
idence is growing dim, it is gratifying to ob
serve that an opera-bouffe company has come 
to grief at Chicago." 

AN old account-book that was in use fifty
four years before the Declaration of Independ
ence has come to light in Georgia. It is 
bound with parchment, and sewed together 
with sinews of some sort. The chirography 
is bold and plain. In it are some good recipes 
for dyeing yarns, etc., which were used in 
1722, the date which the first entry in the book 
bears. 

THE idea of selling kisses at church so
ciables has been followed by another kindred 
device quite as novel and bearing the same 
stamp of Yankee ingenuity. Baskets con
taining suppers for two persons are sold by 
auction. Each bears the card of the woman 
who prepared the meals inclosed, and the 
purcha)'!er has her for his companion at the 
table. What next? 

IN the eradication of demoralizing literature 
and vicious pictures from the land it has been 
the policy of Mr~ Anthony Comstock to first 
induce a man to violate the law for pecuniary 
gain and then arrest him. In his new capac
ity as general peace officer he employs the 
same efforts. He first irritates a citizen by 
ordering him to move on, and as soon as he 
has provoked him into a breach of the peace 
he arrests him and drags him to the station. 
Mr. Comstock should exercise care lest his 
tendency to reform society assume an aggra
vating shape.-World. 

AN almost incredible piece of news comes 
from the Prussian capital-the seizure by the 
police of Boccaccio's "Decameron." For 
nearly thirty years this masterpiece of the 
Italian writer of the 14th century has ap
peared in the approved German translation 
by .D. Soltau in the "Library of Nativ and 
Foreign Classics/' published by A. Hoffman 
& Co., Berlin. All the copies on the shelves 
of the publishing house were confiscated and 
taken to the police office. Sic transit gloria 
mundi! It is hoped that the law courts will 
not confirm this sensational seizure. 

SAYS the Boston Globe: "Bradlaugh seems 
to hav come out of the present struggle in 
the Commons with more honor than his op
ponents. He made a speech in support of 
his claims which even his enemies declared 
to be able and dignified, but that pig-headed 
conservatism which is the strongest British 
trait next to self-interest was too powerful 
for logic or oratory to overcome and the Af
firmation bill was defeated. However, Brad
laugh, barring any sudden disease, has a good 
many years before him, and the chances are 
that he will liv to enter the Commons in his 
own way." 

A OEBTA.IN minister, near Dover, Wabaunsee 
county, went into the field and gathered corn, 
one Sunday morning, assiilted by his wife, and 
then went to town. He saw a crowd assembled 
at the church, and asked a boy what was go
ing on there. The boy told him "Sunday
school!" He exclaimed, "Do they hav Sun
day school on Saturday?" The boy said "No, 
they hold it on Sunday." The preacher soon 
found out that he had lost a day; then here
membered that he had an appointment to 
preach at the White school-house, !Wld pulling 
out his watch, said: "It is time I was there." 
The parson will hav to keep a better count on 
l:J.is notch-stick hereafter, 

!BELAND is fairly entitled to the credit of began to be very boisterous. "Hold on, 
having produced the greatest scoundrel of boys," said the saloonist, "this is no place 
modern times. Shakspere, perhap!, foresaw for such riotous conduct. You know I hav 
him: experienced a change of heart, and am now 
"My conscience hath a thousand several tongue&, an advocate of peace." "Oh, giv us a slack 

And every tongue brings In a several tale, on that chin music,"howled the crowd. "We 
And every tale condemns me ror a. vllle.ln." don't want no gospel grease spread on to our 
But the several cross-examinations hav hair." "But, boys, I don't want you to be so 

brought out a thousand details, and added loud." "Hi-yi," they shouted; "listen at the 
innumerable delicate shadows to the infamy church organ playing hymns; ain't it a whole 
of Carey's character which Shakspere himself meetin'-house with a brass cupalow throwed 
could hardly hav realized. An a!sassin him- in?" "Listen to· me, boys. I-" "Hooray 
self, and a suborner of assassination, Carey's for a sermon 1 Les hav a hot one. Shovel 
domestic instincts were uot in the least of- the brimstone right in, and make the fire 
fended by the knowledge that his wife and sizz !" Then he got mad, and whipping out 
children were living on terms of intimacy his revolver, he said: "You hear me, you 
with Joe Brady and others of that stamp. A rantankerous rioters of the Rockies. I'm a 
punctilious attendant at communion, he con- man of peace, of meek and gentle humility, 
fessed with a pleasant laugh' that his reason but this old gun of mine is jist what she uster 
for planning the "removal" of Mr. Forster be, and the first d--n skunk of a cowboy 
was that "he would not wish to meet him in ·that don't like my style will git it right where 
heaven." It is a cruel necessity which com- it will do the most good. I've started in to 
pels the executiv to receive the testimony of liv the new life, and I propose to act in ac
such a scoundrel and protect him from popu- cordance with it, and any white-livered coyote 
lar vengeance.-Sun. that raises a howl will chaw dust in five sec-

UNDER the' head of "Pharisaical Laws" the onds and not be able to spit it out. I'll be 
new World says: "The amended Sunday law d--d if I ain't going to run this shebang on 
is an improvement on the original Penal Code strictly religious principles or shut her up. 
in so far as it make_s more distinct what was Now git out o' here quick; there's the church 
before uncertain and extends the list of arti- bell, and I've got to conduct the services. You 
cles to be sold on the Sabbath. But even in hear mel Skip !''-The .Drummer. 

its present shape the Sunday law is loaded IT is probable that no clerical scandal oc
down with pharisaical holiness. It is calcu- curring in the West has occasioned more feel
lated, if not designed, to encourage the very ing or deeper interest than the Hoffman scan
thing it pretends to prohibit. It is a law dal, another phase of which has just closed at 
which is now more impossible of enforcement Bloomington, Til. Hoffman was one of the 
than ever. Unamended, the law was a farce. most eloquent and noted Methodist ministers, 
It was notoriously a dead letter. &nended, and took the pulpit of the First church at 
with the idea impressed on the authorities Bloomington about four years ago. His name 
that it is to be construed liberally, it will be was attached to various lustful scandals in 
more empatically than before a dead statute. Rushville, Hillsboro, Quincy, and Peoria, 
A law which the popular sentiment condemns where he had served, but he had escaped 
and which cannot be enforced is a public evil, them all. One year ago last February he was 
since it weakens the public respect for all hau-led up before the local authorities of the 
laws. What a farce to prohibit the sale of First church, charged with bastardy by Miss 
liquor through a front door and wink at it Bettie Robinson, a young woman who had 
through a side entrance! What nonsense to been his housekeeper, his wife being a chronic 
maintain that a policeman may take notice of invalid, and now dead. He was suspended 
a front-door disregard of law, but must be and his case referred to the illinois confer
blind to a side-door violation! A law which ence which met in Lincoln, Ill., September 
can be so construed is a law to enforce hy- last. The conference expelled him from the 
po01isy and not temperance." church, and then Hoffman, backed by friends, 

A SOCIETY FOB THE SUPPRESSION, began publishing the Daily Independent at 
We hav many societies now; Bloomington, devoted principally to laying 

Too many, almost, to mention, Hoffman's innocence before the people. Some 
Societies for the protection, time ago Hoffman, with great flourish, sued 

Societies for the prevention, Bettie for $5,000 damages for libel, asserting 
Societies for the suppression that in this trial he would demonstrate his in-

Of this and of that and the other, nocence. On the first day of the trial Hoff-
And sometimes they do us much good, man reduced his claim for damages from 

And sometimea are nothing but bother. $5,000 to 1 cent, by this sharp practice shut
ting out all testimony as to his previous his-

Although with sooieties we tory which was only admissible in ameliora-
Are dosed, as it seems, to satiety, tion or reduction of damages. The case was 

New Yorkers at present are feeling hotly contested and went to the jury on Sat-
The need of one other society. urday last at 11 A.M., at which hour they re-

If liberty still we desire, tired. A disagreement was generally con-
To hold as our dearest possession, ceded, and after forty-six hours in the jury 

A society ought to be founded room announcement was made that the jury 
For Anthony Comstock's suppression. could not agree and they were discharged. 

His ways are not virtuous ways, But the way the ballot stood was a surprise 
His methods not any too moral, to some, and a most disagreeable one to Hoff-

And often he uses his power man and supporters. It had been industri-
To browbeat and bully and quarrel. ously noised about that the jury stood ten to 

The bonds of, respect for the law two in Hoffman's favor, and Monday morn-
In all of our bosoms it loosens, ing his more sanguin friends in Bloomington 

When men must be daily confronted claimed eleven votes, and were chafing be-
With such a perennial nuisance. cause the majority-rule plan was not recog

nized in the working of the jury system. Con-
The view that he takes of himself sequently, when it was known that the ballot 

Has grown to be quite autocrallic, was eight for Miss Robinson and four for 
And license to do as he pleases, Hoffman, there was a general elongation of 

Has made him so wildly erratic, countenances among the hopeful ones. The 
That another society now first ballot taken after the. jury retired stood 

Is needed, one strong and backbony, eight to four in favor of Miss Robinson, and 
For peaceable people's protection the last one, taken about ten minutes before 

And for the supression of Tony. the jury came in, showed no change. This 
-World. vote in a church court would hav been a ver

A SALOON keeper in a wild Western town was 
recently converted and became a member of 
the church, but continued at his business, 
which" he proposed to run in a proper man
ner. One night a crowd of cowboys congre
gated in his place, anq after filling up they 

dict against Hoffman, as a majority rules; 
consequently this may be accepted as a re
affirmation of the decision of both courts of 
the church by which Hoffman was found 
guilty of bastardy and expelled frol!l the 
Methodist Episcopal ministry. 

A SON of Henry Ward Beecher was in court 
last Saturday to answer to a charge of assault 
and battery. 

THE Friends' yearly meeting in New York 
commenced on the 27th and continues until 
Thursday, the 31st. 

THE Trinity Church corporation (untaxed) 
has money enough in its treasury to e!ect a 
$200,000 warehouse. 

A PLOT to shoot the king of Roumania at 
the opening of the next Parliament is reported 
to hav been discovered. 

THEBE has been a rupture between the 
French and Chinese troops at Tonquin. The 
French commander was killed. 

THE employees of the Marvin Safe Com
pany hav contributed $365 toward the erec
tion of a statue of Peter Cooper. 

JOHN L. SuLLIVAN, the champion pugilist, is 
to open a liquor palace in Boston, from which 
he e:x:pects to derive profit and glory. 

GnAoE church, in New York, is to replace 
its old steeple with a $60,000 new one. Mill· 
ions for steeples, and not one cent for taxes. 

MR. PuiLSOB, of Brooklyn, died suddenly 
while attending church last Saturday evening. 
Warnings of this kind multiply, but no one 
heeds them. 

THE effect of the pope's letter on the Irish 
question was noted last Sunday in diminished 
attendance at Catholic churches and in a fall
ing off in the amounts of money contributed 

THE Rev. John Howard, of the Park Re
formed church in Jersey City, N. J., is ac
cused of lying by members of his congrega
tion. The charge is more unusual than the 
offense. 

EIGHT persons were killed and seven 
wounded by the explosion of a steamboat 
boiler on an arm of Petaluma Bay, Cal., on the 
25th. In addition to those killed and wounded 
ten are missing. 

THE Rev. Father Annett, of Montreal,Can., 
publishes a letter in which he avers that he 
was cured of paralysis by visiting· the shrine 
of St. Anne, and praying to the Virgin for re
lief. Such lying as this is unnecessary. 

THE coronation of Alexander ill. as czar 
of Russia was effected last Sunday without 
accident. The ceremony was attended-with 
great pomp and display. The Nihilists were 
quiet, no explosion of bombs took place, and 
perfect order prevailed. The czar can con
gratulate himself. 

ON the morning of the 21st a violent north· 
east gale struck Williamstown, Ohio, accom
panied with rain, which afterward turned to 
snow, eight inches of which fell. The mer
cury fell to the freezing point. As most of 
the farmers in that vicinity had finished 
planting it is expected that a great amount of 
labor has been lost. 

ONE hundred and twenty members of the 
House of Commons, chiefly moderate Liberals 
and Radicals, hav sent a memorial to Mr. 
Gladstone, asking the introduction of a bill 
granting female suffrage in any franchise 
measure the government may propose. Be
side those signing the memorial, many mem
ber8 l:iav pledged themselvs to vote for a wo
man's suffrage bill, if the bill be proposed by 
some private member and not introducea as a 
government measure. 

THE big suspension bridge between New 
York and Brooklyn was opened on Thursday, 
the 24th, with great eclat. The president, the 
governor of New York, the mayors of this 
city and Brooklyn, numerous aldermen, and 
other dignitaries were present, and oratory 
and fireworks were wasted to an almost un
limited extent. The people of both cities 
turned out by the thousand. Guns were fired, 
whistles were blown, and bells were rung. 
It was called the wedding of the cities, and 
Brooklyn, the fluttering bride, will long ro• 
member the d11;y. 

, 



R(man tliin:ks it ~a~-'Lydia; but CanonFar1~ai;-~up-· siah-willrise first; then the living believers will be 
. f!Iommunita.fiOifS. poses Lydia was dead; a:i:td that the word ".yoke- caught up together with· them in the clouds, to be 

fellow" is a pun on _the_ Greek iiame Si%zugos, _which forever With the Lord. But as to the -time when this 
ought to· hav been:.A:nglicized Syzygus:·:, But there is. to·happeil it is not necessary to write. The Lord 

, Paulat PJP.lippi. · is. ncr evidence of: a puri in the ~yriac,· and as PaUl will come as a thi~f' in ~he night, when all is peace 
• Saili:i:tg from Troas, Paul and Silas passed the did not._:probably,ivJ:it~ Greek, we, consider the)ast and quiet. _But the The~:~sa1onians are not in dru::k
lsland .of Samothracia, and landing at the port of P,yp.oth~s1s far less tenable than the other tw?; .• an<l D:ess that that day should overtake them as a thl6f 
Ne!!-polia,.proceeded by land to Philippi, a ·distance' we mclme.rather-to that of-Renan-~hat Lyd1a ·was (1vl .v). · · . 
often or twelve miles. In the Syriac version Philippi Paul's true yoke-fellow-for he wntes to the Co-. . 11. In the. second ep1stle he adds that when the 
is called "the chief city of Macedoniai" b~t ·in the ri~tbia:i:ts: .'' Hav we ,1;1ot .authonty to carry about L?rd Jesus apJ>"lars with ~he host of ~is angels" he 
Greek . it is "the chief city of that part o{ Mace- w1th us a s1ster as. a w1fe, Just as the other legates will execute vengeance w1th the burnmg of fire on 
donia "-'hich is doubtless more correct for it was and· the brothers· of our Lord, and as Kepha ?" (1, them that know not God and acknowledge not the 
a military and agricultural, not a comm~rcial town. Cor.-ix; 5}: · ··" ·- · : · · · · · · ·· .. · ·. · · g~spel of our Lord Jes~s the ¥essiah. For these· 
Here Paul stayed over the Sabbath. ·There being no ~· At· the close :O~ the -ep1stle :to the. P~1lipp1ans he will be .recompensed w1th the Judgment of eternal 
synagog in the town he went out to the riverside, wntes,: " All the sa;?ts salute yo~, espemally t~ose of destruct10n fr?m the p;,es.ence of our Lord and from 
where "a house of prayer was seen," or, as in. the Cresars househol~. _Not only 1s there ~o .evidence. the glory of h1s power. (I, 8, 9). . . . 
revised. version, "where iDe supposed there was a that any of Nero s household were <;Jhr1sbans, but Qu~ry: Does not this mean the anmhilatwn of the 
place of prayer." Here were some wom~n assembled we hav heretofore adduced presumptl'! proof ~o the unbelievers ? 
-no men-and among them one Lydia, a seller of contrary. If, therefore, the passage 18 gennm, we 12. But the day of the Lord may not be so near 
purple from the city of Thyatira. This city was insist that the reference is to Augustus Cesar. as some ~av inferred from Pa~1l's words. ~t wi~ not 
founded. by Seleucus Nicator before 280 B. c., and . .P~UL: AT THES~AL?NICA.. .. . . come unt1l th~re be a defectwn or rebell;o_n, 'and 
was largely inhabited by Jews, who followed the Lea:vm&' Ph!J.hppl, the ~lsswnar1es traveled .to ~hat man of sm b6l revealed t~e son of perd1t10n, w~o 
trade of dyeing and probably worshiped the Sibyl .AJ:lphlpo~Is, thrrty-three. m1les; thence to .Apoll~ma, 1s an opposer, and exal~eth hrmself abov~ all t~at lS • 
Sambatha (Smith's Bib. Die.). Lydia, who ah·eady thirty n;.iles; and Th~nce to Thessalomca, thirty- called God and Worsh1pful; so ~hat he s1tte.th m the 
"feared God," was at once cenverted and baptized seven miles. Here there was a synagog. ~emple of God, as a God, and d1splayeth h1mself as 
by Paul. She then urged the missionaries to take "And Paul, as was his custom,went in to them; and ~uring 1f ~e were God. · . For the my~tery of the 
lodging at her house, which they appear to hav done. three Sabbaths he discoursed with them from the scriptures; ~v1l One ~ready be15mneth to be operat1v; and only 

One other convert was made during the sojourn expounding and showing that the Messiah was to suffer and 1f .that whiCh now hmd~reth shall. be taken from the 
at the Jewish tradeswoman's house. A female to arise from the dead, and that this Jesus whom I an- mldf?t, then at length will that Evll One be revealed, 

nounced to you is th.e .Messiah. And some of them ·believed h · L d J ill b th b th f 
soothsayer followed after the preachers, saying: and adh'ered -to Paut and Silas; and of those Greeks who w. om our or . esns.w consume Y e ~e~ .. o 
"These are the servants of the most high God, and feared God, a great many; and also of noted women not a h1s :r;nouth and Will brmg to.naught by the. V1s1bili~y 
they announce to you the way of life." This she -few" (xvii, 2-4). · of his ad!ent. For the ?ommg of that [Ev1l. One] 1s 
repeated daily until it became such an annoyance We again repeat our disbelief in the conversion of th.e workmg of Satan,, w1th all P<t,W~r, and Sl!5~S a_nd 
that Paul grew indignant, and addressing the spirit "a great many God-fearing Greeks" at this or any ~ymg wonders, ~d w1th all decept~vness of lfi:Iqmty 
said: "I command thee, in the name of Jesus Messiah, other place. And this disbelief is confirmed by the m them that pensh, becans~ they did ~ot rece1ve~he 
that thou come out of her." The spirit obeyed at circumstance that the "we" portion of Acts, which love of the trut~, by whiCh they m1ght ha':' hfe. 
once. But now the masters of the maid whose began in the preceding. chapter, now disappears Theref?re God will send upo_n them. the operatwn of 
medium ship had brought them gain, seized Paul until ·we come to chapter xx. Thessalonica was al- deceptwn, that they may behev:e a he, and that they 
and Silas, and dragged them before the magistrates ways largely inllabited by Jews; it is still a great all may be co~d~lll:ne~ w~o .~eheve not the truth, but 
at the market, saying: "These men disturb our city, commercial port with seventy thousand inhabitants, hav pleasure m 1mqmty (n! ~-12) .. 
for they are Jews, and they preach to us customs of whom nearly one-third are Jews. When Paul .N. B.-Forty yea~s ago William Miller, Joslin~ V. 
which it is not lawful for us to receive and practice, visited it there was but one synagog; now there are H1m~s, and a mnlt1tude of ~thers, expe?ted the 1m~ 
because we are Romans." A mob gathered, and the about forty in Salonika (Farrar's St. :Paul, p. 287)._ medrate advent of Jes~s Chnst: Mr. M~er,, the first 
prisoners appear to hav made no defense. The pre- The preaching of Paul and Silas so offended the :proponn.der of the se.cO:J?-d commg o! Chnst m 1843, 
fects, it is said, rent their garments (a singular pro- rigid Jews that they gathered a mob and assaulted IS long s~nce ~ead; h1s hente~ant, H1mes, has become 
ceeding for Roman magistrates), and ordered the the house of Jason, where they expected to find the a Cathohc pnest, an~ the ~nter of th~se essays, who 
accused to be scourged and .imprisoned. And as if preachers. But as they were not there, the mob was as holl:est a beheyer m the doctnn as ~nybody, 
the prison walls might not hold them, their feet were seized Jason and others, and bringing them before' n.ot exceptmg Paul hr~nself, now. de.clares 1t a. delu
made fast in stocks. the chiefs of the city they cried out: swn. And yet no plamer doctrm IS taught m the 

But at midnight, while they were praying and "These are. they who hav terrified all the country; New Testa:ment. . · . 
glorifying God the foundations of the prison were and lo!. they hav come hither also. And this Jason is their 13. Agam the Thessalomans are remmded that 
,iliaken, the do~rs opened, and the bands of.all the entertainer; and they all resist the commands of Cresar, say- Paul and ~is associates were n?t burdensome to 
prisoners unloosed. The keeper awoke, and snppos- ing that there is another king, one Jesus." t~em, and d1d not eat bread gratUltouslJ:,.~utlabored 
ing that they had all escaped, drew a sword and was It was certainly a mistake to charge Jason and the -~nght and day as an example ~o others (m, 8, 9). But 
about to kill himself. But Paul c~ed out: "Do thy- other brethren who wm·e residents of the town with lt a~pears. else~here that whil.e. at. Thessa~on~ca he 
self no harm, for we are all here. ' So the keeper "terrifying all the· country," and with " coming Tece1ved a1cl tw1ce from the Phil1pp1an~ (Phil. 1v, 16) .• 
"lighted for himself a lamp," and falling before. the hither also;" and this seems to hav been the jndg- 14. A~, the close .~f t~e second .e;tnstle are these 
feet of Paul and Silas said: "My Lords what must I ment of the magistrates; for it is said that they words: The salutatwn m the writmg of my own 
do that I .may hav life?" They answe~ed "Believe merely put the accused under bonds to keep the hand, I, Paul, hav written it; which is the token in 
on the Lord Jesus Messiah and thou wilt hav life peace and let them go. But Paul and Silas, finding· all my epistles, so I write." We suspect that his age 
thou and thy house." And at that " same hour of it no longer safe to stay, were sent off by night to and defec~iv eyesight compelled him ~o employ an · 
the night" the keeper, having washed Paul and Silas Berea, about fifty miles southwestward. a~anuens1s; for when he wrote this and other 
of their stripes, was in turn baptized, with all the THE EPISTLES TO THE THESSALONIANS. ep1stles at Rome he was probably not far from eighty 
members of his house. He then invited them into In the. two epistles to the Thessalonians we note years of age. 
the house and set a table for them. the following points: . 

The next morning the keeper received a private 1. They purport to be addressed by Paul, Silvanas Materialism or Spiritism - "Which Is the 
order from the prefect to let Paul an.d Silas go. But ( · S'la ) d Tl'm th Greater Miracle~" ~. e., 1 s , an o y~ 

the prisoners said to him: "They hav scourged us, 2. The subscription in the Syriac codex says that To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Yon 
unoffending men, and Romans, before all the world, the first epistle was written from Athens and sent by surely deserve great credit for permitting in your 
and hav cast us into prison, and now, do they se- Timothy, and that the second was written from Lao~ -columns the thorough discussion of this most impor~ 
cretly let us out? No, surely; but let them come dicea in Pisidia (Phrygia ?) and sent by Tychipns. tant and intensely interesting subject, thereby stim~ 
themselvs and bring us out." But the oldest Greek codices, S and V, omit all this, ulating acute thought and promulgating general 

If Paul and Silas were indeed Roman citizens, why while the next oldest, A, says.that both epistles were intelligence. It is a cheering sign of· the times in 
did they not -say so at first? Why did they endure written from Athens. . general, and indicating especially the healthy !).nd 
scourging contrary to law without a protest? The 3. The Thessalonians are praised as patterns of vigorous mental condition of your many readers, 
earthquake had alarmed the prefects so that they piety for all believers in Macedonia and Achaia; in .that the study of these profound problems has ceased 
were willing to let the prisoners go, but now the every place their faith is heard of (1 Thess. i, 7, 8). to be monopolized by a few transcendent philoso- · 
authorities are informed that they hav scourged two 4. They are addressed as former worshipers of pliers of the Spencer school, who hav accomplished 
unoffending Romans, which is a worse fright to them idols-that is, gentiles rather than Jews (9). nothing practically beyond enveloping the subject in 
than the earthquake. So the prefects come with a 5. They are reminded of the shameful treatment increased mystery, and that it is now considered the 
humble apology and entreat the prisoners to leave suffered at Philippi (ii, 2). privilege of the layman, or the laborer and mechanic, 
the city. This being satisfactory, Paul and Silas re- 6. Also that "we labored and toiled, working with to wrestle with the yet unfolded problems of exist~ 
turned to Lydia's house, and after comforting the our own hands, by night and by day, that we might ence, and with the aid of ordinary logic, reason, and 
brethren they departed from Philippi. not be chargeable to any of yon" (10). sense, add their mite toward their final solution. 

THE EPISTLE TO THE PHILIPPIANS. 7. Also that they became assimilated to the church- To the latter class I belong, and though strictly 
Let us now notice a few points in the epistle of es in Judea, and suffered from their own countrymen occupied by the burdens of my business and trade 

Paul to the Philippians. as the Jude an believers suffered "from the Jews, the during six days of the week, I rejoice in the mental 
1. It is addressed to the saints, elders, and dea- persons who slew our Lord Jesus, the Messiah, and recreation of the few hours T can devote to the study 

cons by Paul and Timothy, who, according to Acts, persecuted their own prophets and us" (14; 15). of these complex subjects on the seventh. 
was with Paul at Philippi. N. B.-The Jesus of the gospels was said to hav . Now I hav the fixed idea that :nl!Jon, in seeking for 

2. Paul thinks that what bas happened to him is been crucified by order of the Roman procurator, final causes, or a solution of the many varied and 
for the furtherance of the gospel, because his bonds Pontius Pilate. The Jews said to him, "It is not grand phenomena of nature, in something still 
on account of the Messiah are matters of notoriety lawful for us to put a man to death " (John xviii, 31 ). grander, in something beyond all, in some superior 
in all the court (Gr. praitcrrion) and to all others But the Jesus who was stoned and hanged about a power or mind, in an infinity beyond natural infinity, 
(i, 13). hundred years before was certainly ·slain by the Jews, in a directing and guiding force, or in any superior, 

3. He hopes shortly to send Timothy to them, as Paul avers. or an a priori being or person, etc., has made his 
having no other one "here" (i.e., at Rome) who, 8. Paul says he purposed to come to the Thessa- most lamentable mistake and ~hus involved himself 
like himself, will sincerely care for their welfare (ii, lonians again, but Satan hindered him (18). in the subtle meshes of a labyrinthian mystery, from 
19-20). 9. Timothy, who was sent from Athens to minister which, indeed, aU extrication is impossible; whereas, 
. 4. He beseeches two women, Enodias and Syn- to the Thessalonians; had returned with a good re- in fact, a comparativly easy solution lie's at our very 

tyche, to be of one mind in the Lord. He also be- port (iii, 2, 6). . door, and within our immediate reach, and when 
seeches his "true yoke-fellow " to assist those women 10. Paul · expounds the second advent doctrin. finally discovered will be found as plain· and simple 
who toiled with him in the gospel, together with Jesus died and rose again; so those believers who as a chi.J,si's a, b, c. ·" 
Clement and the rest of his helpers (iv, 2-3). Who hav died will be raised again when Jesus comes. And in discussing these problems o:f nature and 
the "true yoke-fellow " was is unknown. Clement Wheri the Lord descends from heaven and the chief life in THE TRUTH SEEKER, it is fortunate that its par~ 
of Alexandria takes it to mean Paul's wife, and angel sounds the trump of God1 the dead in theMes- ticipants are all of the progressiv class who hav.long 
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ago abandoned crud13 :r;J.otions of theology, and its phantasm, dreams, unsubstantiality; all of which are leading us from light into darkness, from lesser to 
account of a fabulous creation, and who in the main not existences per se, but nothing. infinitly greater mystery. 
are agreed upon the following: 1. That the proposi- .All forms are finite; having a beginning, they must .All bodies, forms, are but aggregations of atoms, 
tion of any being existing eternally prior to the uni- end. .All forms are subject to the laws of growth and and all atoms force/ and the differentiations of the 
verse, and finally creating it from nothing, is absurd. decay. .All forms are infinitly small in their begin- various forces constitute all phenomena. And thus 
2. That time is eternal in duration in the past and ning, and, by the assimilation of food, or by process the correlations of the different atoms are the sole 
will be in the futture. 3. That space is infinit in ex- of accumulation, grow for a time, then disintegrate, cause producing all results. And motion is an eter
panse, and 4, That infinit matter fills this space now, and the material goes back to renew the process in nal condition of matter and fm:ce; and any aggrega
always has, and that its quantity can never be dimin- like or different form. If personal, individual spirits tion of atoms, therefore, being of its own inherent 
ished. Upon this plain synthesis of universal exist- hav a beginning, are born; grow, then they must as- attributes continually in motion, is subject to contin
ence I think we all agree. Also upon the fact that a similate; if they assimilate, they must assimilate ual change, and which includes conditions of organic 
SGlution of the one overwhelming mystery of abstract matter-atoms or particles-and then are subject to life, growth, and decay. Thus, while all atoms are 
existence, or the existence per se of infinit matter- the laws controling all matter, and must eventually eternally the same, the various combinations of atoms 
considered simply as such-alone is and will forever disintegrate and die. · continually produce new phenomena. And this uni
l'emain beyond the boundary of human conception, Yet Spiritists insist upon the eternal existence of verse, composed of an infinit number of atoms, being 
and is therefore impossible. But it is concerning their spirits, upon their total exemption from the im- eternal, and haviJ{g ever produced and now ever pro· 
the origin of finite forms and phenomena, the con- perativ law of growth and decay; but they sadly fail ducing new forms, this necessitates that all old or 
stituent elements and potencies of matter, the meth- to prove the assumption, direct or indirect, or to point preceding phenomena must cease- die- and its 
ods, order, and laws of this vast aggregation of to a single analogy in nature resembling spirit exist- atoms seek new relations and new affinities. 
substance, its qualities and capabilities in creating ence, or to an organic body or an inorganic form, The simple fact that we now behold daily, with our 
and evolving consciousness or all special and minor composed of minor parts-not destined to inevitable own eyes and senses, the growth and development of 
forms, that we can reasonably hope eventually to dissolution! new forms, furnishes absolute proof that all forms 
attain final knowledge. Then supposing "there are found facts that Ma- must die and return to their original elements to 

·when the world was in its infancy and the human terialism does not explain/' what of it? Is not supply the material for new forms; as the eternity 
mind crude and simple, the idea of God and spirit Spiritism an infinitly greater mystery from beginning in the past--which all must concede-has been ample 
was invented to account for natural phenomena re- to end, from A to Z, all through its alphabet? If the time to accomplish the evolution of immortal souls or 
sembling in its beauty and aptitude the works de- highly-complicated and ingenious mechanisms of an- spirits from every atom in the universe, and though 
signed and created by man. As the latter could not imal organisms-as embodied in nature's grandest but one spirit were · evolved every 10,000,000,000 
'' come by chance," so it was inferred that the former work-man, cannot reasonably possess the lofty func- millions of years. 
could not possibly evolve from unconscious, cnide tions of a Homer, Shakspere, or Rubens, how in the If universal annihilation of all forms were not the 
matter, but of course necessitated a guiding force or world can the invisible, unthinkable, spirit-body, with- immutable order of nature, then there simply would 
mind. Thus spirit ideas were invented, then trans- out eyes, ears, brain, etc., produce these wonderful -could not now be any nature, as all it could ever 
mitted, authoritativly promulgated, and meekly ven- results? And again, candidly, which is the greater possibly accomplish in the future would hav been ac• 
erated as sublime truths. Now, though of late mystery, to evolve consciousness from unconscious complished an eternity ago, and naught exist now 
largely divested of its coarsest conception of an but. living, vital, subtle II).atter and co-existent, eter- but immortal souls. 
anthropomorphic God, yet the ardent desire of senti- nal, ever-acting force-infinit and eternal-than that All our knowledge, all analogy, demonstrates the 
mental humanity to attain a state of eternal bliss this same result should be produced by nothing, or destructibility of all forms. No matter how vast, 
after death is the cause why the idea is still held its equivalent? In the one case the senses, eye, ear, how grand, how lovely, all forms, by virtue of their 
dear and fervently defended by intelligent men and feeling, hunger, gratification of animal passions and own being, all must end. Thus mountains must 
women to-day, and whose creed may be briefly desirE;Js, at least furnish a clue to a dawn of intelli- crumble to dust, the earth come to an end, and even 
stated to be that mind exists as a" separate entity," gence; on the other hand we hav absolutely nothing the sun will cease to shine. And if that diamond 
prior to organism and independent of matter, as " a but assumption. And has Materialism, in the very sparkling upon the breast of yo_nder beautiful woman 
universal conscious mind element," "the creator of limited period it has been suffered to exist, indeed is destined to succumb to this inexorable decree of 
matter;" that it is the directing force or guiding prin- arrived at the summit and. can ascend no higher? the immutable forces contained in the infinit aggre
ciple " outside of all matter, directing all matter," _and May it not, with the glorious progress it is making at gation of atoms, why should, how could, that delicate 
without which all nature would instantly come to a the present time, soon be able to shed new light upon texture of her sparkling eye possibly survive death 
standstill existing mysteries? Why oppose the infant science and remain, dUl'ing the more transcendent condi-

From Mrs. Macdonald's contribution to this dis- just safely emerging from its terrible struggle with tions of her supposed spirit-life, in a condition of 
discussion, of all probably the most able, I quote: its giant foe? Why ignore its grand achievements? eternal statu quo and never die? 
"If the philosophy of Materialism explains all e;x:- Its capacity and power to accomplish eventually the Then Materialism need not "deny facts and ig-
plainable phenomena, . . . then it covers the final solution of all the mysteries of life? nore phenomena;" on the contrary, it bravely ac• 
whole ground of being, and there is no room, nor But, conceding for a moment tl1at Materialism is cepts them, regardless of egotistical notions and de
place, nor use for any other. But if it should be incompetent to achieve these grand final results, and sires, and from them proves all it affirms and calmly 
found that Materialism only hall covers the ground, some other science steps forth and solve the problem, proceeds to seek in the potencies of matter the cause 
what then? If there are found facts and phenomena would the latter, in doing so,_ not simultaneously of all life. It is the Spiritist who most emphatically 
that it does not .explain, what shall we do?" emerge D.·om its mystic basis of Spiritism, or Tran- needs the admonition that facts most emphatically 

Well, supposing, as yet, Materialism does not ex- scendentalism, or Idealism, or any other ism, and prove that all finite forms must die I 
plain certain phenomena, is that any reason why we spontaneouSly mingle and submerge itself with and It was the intention of the writer to embody in the 
should condemn it? Would she strangle her infant in Materialism, and in this involuntary process abso- above a reply to the Hon. ArthUl' B. Bradford, as 
child if, perchance, it creeps before it walks? And lutely lose its identity and come forth, in spite of all also to giv a crude theory of the· supposed methods 
if Materialism does or may not explain all phenom- protestations, a pm:e transcendent--Materialism? of nature to transform unconscious into conscious 
ena, what indeed can or ever will explain it? No one claims that Materialism is able as yet to matter-thus bridging the supposed gulf existing 

To assume an explanation on ·the basis of Spiritism furnish a proper answer to the great riddle of rid- between the two; but my letter having already 
is. no explanation, as, upon analysis, the basis of this dies-cosmic existence-nor would it weaken its reached longer proportions than originally intended, 
hypothesis is infinitly more inadmissible as an orig- premises or lose any of its lustrous power were it to and my Sunday hours of leisure having vanished, I 
inal factor in producing life than matter. The latter concede that it probably never will or can supply a must postpone the subject for the present. 
embraces the sum-total of all existence, an infinit satisfactory answer to the overwhelming and stu- OTTO WETTSTEIN. 
quantity of substance and co-existent force, tangible, pendous mystery of the "whence,"'"why," and "how" 
real, subject to chemical analysis, and reducible to of this infinit cosmos within infinit space. It simply 
its constituted eternal elements; the latter has as its and logically infers its eternal existence because all 
entire basic constituents-nothing! or otherwise is antithetical conclusions are self-evidently absurd; 
composed of substance invisible, intangible, and ut- and, moreover, because identical_ objections may be 

~ terly inconceivable. A handful of soil, a stone, a urged against any a priori cause which may b6l ad
piece of coal, an ounce of powder, protoplasm, all can vanced against the independent existence of nature. 
be reduced to their component parts. Now let Spir- Therefore it peremptorily postulates the eternity of 
itists produce an ounce, or one single grain, of the time, space, and matter; dismisses the "whence," be
something spirits are composed of, and reduce it to ·cause it implies creation from nothing; tl:te "why," 
its component parts, before they presume to come because it implies a purpose, plan, mind preceding 
into competition with a philosophy based upon uni- material existence (an absurdity, as there was no pre
versa! fact and reality. ceding existence, and also because these qualities 

Materialism alone is integral, absolute, and em- again necessitate another mind prl!lceding them-an 
braces within its broad realms all existence. What- infinitly greater mystery!); the "how," because it 
ever is exists and has tangibility of form; whatever concedes in humble dignity that this is indeed be
is matter, substance, force, whatever constitutes man yond human knowledge; but insists that all other 
or beast, God or devil, ghost or spirit (if such beings sciences or theories are alike unable to explain this 
exist), must be material and consequently explaina- one mystery, or to submit even an approxima~e ex
ble (eventually if not now) by Materialism, or it is planation of the "How is it that it ilil and eX1sts at 
nothing. If sp1rits are real, and the existence of the I all?" 
"soul" after death be a fact; if mind as a separate All-sufficient for its basis of faith, Materialism con
entity exists at ·all, all these so-called spiritual forms tents itself by building its philosophy upon exist
·must indeed be material and reducible to their ence, upon nature, upon knowledge and fact, upo;n 
component parts by chemical analysis, or the whole matter and force, and from these formulates its the
and the parts-every atom-instantly vanish into ories, and hopes eventually to explain all phenomena 
"such stuff as dreams are made of." still clad in mystery. · 

Matter, the original atom in greater or lesser aggre- The corner-stone of this belief is the original, eter-
gation, is the great necessity of all entities; and no nal, changeless atom-truly' the only actually irnmor

. entities, bodies, outlines, or forms are thinkable tal thing in the universe. Its very simplicity consti-
without it. tutes its power, its grandeur, and its efficacy to ex-

Matter--substance-both organic and inorganic, plain all in need of explanation. But for just ~his 
gross and subtle, tangible and ethereal, comprises the simple reason Materialism is repugnant to many think
totality of all existence, and pervades and fills all the ing minds, who persist that causes so insignificant 
vast expanse of infinit space. Whatever is-no mat- can never produce phenomena so grand, and then 
ter whp,t it is-how formed in ·reality or conception, proceed, beyond the realms of nature, there to seek 
in its last analysis, it must be material and explain- a factor greater than all phenomena who or which 
able by Materialism, or upon critical examination it plans and causes all; but the "whence" and "how" 
instantly resolves itaeli into its antithesis, shadow, of whom or which no one pretends to explain, thus 

Better than Ever. 
F1·om Ute Freetlwuoht Directo1·y. 

On the death of D. 1\f. Bennett, many feared for the 
success of THE TRUTH SEEKER, but Liberals every~ 
where are gratified to learn that under the control 
and supervision of Mrs. D. M. Bennett and E. M. 
Macdonald; this widely circulated Liberal journal has 
not diminished in the least in value; and many de~ 
clare that THE TRUTH SEEKER was never quite so good 
as it is to-day. . 

A few days since we were the recipient from :Mrs. 
Bennett and Mr. Macdonald, of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
of the four valuable books, "A Truth Seeker A:t:ound 
the World." These books were the last work of their 
author, D. M. Bennett, and are a fit closing testi
monial of his energetic and activ labors in the cause 
of Freethought. Mr. Bennett had never been 
spoiled, as some hav been, by living in seclusion from 
the people. He was brought up among the people, 
and although not educated in collegiate lore, had 
what was very much better, if he could hav had but 
one kind, a thoroughly practical education. He had 
the lilOrt of education that made Thomas Paine, 
Abraham Lincoln, and Horace Greeley leaders of 
thought in their day. He knew how to write so as 
to interest the ordinary reader. And he made these 
books of travels as interesting as any work of fiction. 
We are glad to know that they hav already a large 
circulation. No Freethinker's library can be com
plete without Mr. Bennett's "Around the World" 
volumes. The four can be had at the low price of 
six dollars and fifty cents. 

JoNAH was a scolding and wrathful prophet. He 
was three days in the belly of a whale, which, not 
being able to stand him any longer, vomited him 
forth, thereby showing what a hard morsel is ~ 
prophet to digest.- Voltaire's Pocket Theology. 

, 
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Qkommunicaiions. 

ln.iidel Philosophy. 
"Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy.;' 
I swear on the sacred altar of liberty that I will 

not keep it holy as a Christian understands it. I hav 
the same right to dictate to the Christian how he 
shall observe the days as he has to dictate to me. 

I lay it down as a fundamental principle that every 
man has a right to do as he pleases; taking into ac
count the right of every other man. I hav a right to 
cultivate a taste for music, but I hav no right to beat 
a drum under my neighbor's window when he wants 
to sleep. . 

If the Christian has a pet day, no one has a right 
to say that he shall not properly observe it. Let him 
shout and pray and sing to his soul's content, if he 
does not disturb any one (and the chances are that 
he will not); but whence does he derive the power to 
force me to slaver over his pets when they are dis
tasteful to me? 

I hav the right to think and to publish my thoughts 
either by writing or speaking, but in the exercise of 
this right I must not impair the reputation of others 
or in any way deprive them of the same privilege. 
There are certain rules which all must observe; but 
these rules are not for the special benefit of any class, 
sect, or creed. No law ought to be enforced which 
does not apply equally and justly and impartially to 
all. Christian, can you, ought you, to find fault with 
this? 

I ask the Christian to arise and explain how it is 
that he is made sole judge of what is right and 
wrong, and how it happens that an American citizen 
can be fined and imprisoned, who has never injured 
any human being. 

This Sunday morning I hav been raking off the 
front yard. I hav neither injured nor disturbed any 
one; and yet for this simple act, meritorious in itself, 
the Christian says I must be fined or imprisoned. 
To punish a man when he has no sense of guilt is 
barbarism. Should a man in this republic be fined 
or imprisoned who bears malice toward none, and 
who would joyfully warn his worst foe of approach
ing danger? I ask my countrymen if the genius of 
our government allows a man to be punished for do
ing to-day what all could lawfully do yesterday? 
Yesterday the hum of business was everywhere heard; 
to-day if I pull up a few weeds in the garden, the 
Christian says I must go to jail. Whence does the 
Christian derive his power to decide for me when I 
must work and when to cease from labor? 

Suppose the Jews should assume the right to deal 
with us for not keeping their pet day holy; and the 
Moslem should undertake to deal with us in like 
manner; and the Mormon should begin to punish us 
because we do not pay proper respect to some of the 
kinks in his creed? Wouldn't that be a little tough 
on us who are neiilier Christian, Mormon, Moslem, 
nor Jew? But the Jew has just as good a right to 
make us observe his particular day or notion as the 
Christian has, and so of all the rest. 

It has been said that " the love of money is the 
root of all evil," but with more truth the saying 
could be applied to God. For the thumb-screw, the 
rack, the fagot, the scaffold, and bloody wars, hav 
been the portion of those who did not manifest a 
sufficient degree of love for God to suit the Chris
tian. The Christian is so much afraid that you will 
not notice his big God that he is constantly thrust
ing him in your face. He has succeeded in getting 
him upon the American coin, but I think a skull and 
cross-bones would be more appropriate. Who has 
a right to say for me that I trust in God? Was this 
money made exclus.ivly for the use of Christians? 
Hav Deists, Agnostics, Pantheists, and Atheists no 
rights which a Christian is "bound to respect?" The 
next move is to get God into the Constitution. But 
the Christian has no more right to put God in the 
Constitution than I hav to put the devil in. I may 
be as partial to the devil, as the Christian is to his 
God. I think he he has the cleaner record of the 
two. 

I am just now seized with an arbitrary fit, and I 
propose to hav every Cluistian study the Constitution 
of the United States until he understands some of 
the plainer and more important provisions of it at 
least. Beginning with the Preamble (and, by the 
way, a preamble to a legal instrument is something 
like an introduction; it sets forth the aims and objects 
of the instrument, and by what authority it is made 
binding): It does not say "we" the Christians, nor 
"we" the Jews, nor "we" the Infidels, but "we" the 
people, do ordain and establish this Constitution. It 
is well known that in the convention which framed 
the Constitution were men of very different shades 
of thought. Some were Christians, some were Deists, 
and some open Infidels, but they did not say that the 
Constitution should favor either the Christian or the 
Infidel-but they made the broad declaration that it 
was for the people. 

Under the Constitution (and it is as broad as the 
Union) the Christian, the Jew, the Moslem, the Brah
man, the Buddhist, the Deist, the Atheist, all can 

claim protection; while special privileges are granted 
to none, all are made equal before the law. More
over, the Constitution expressly declares that Con
gress shall. make no law respecting an establishment 
of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof. 

My Christian friend, if you hav peculiar privileges 
granted to you under the Constitution, put on your 
spectacles and show us where it is. Giv us the ar
ticle and the section. You may think that God is the 
source of all power and that you are the special fa
vorit of heaven, but ever bear in mind that the 
genius of Christianity and the genius of the United 
States government are not identical. The Constitu
tion does not derive its authority from God Almighty, 
but from the people; and as humiliating as it may 
seem to one of heaven's pets, it givs him no prefer
ence over the Atheist or the heathen. It may be 
different in the courts of heaven, but we must be 
bound by the Constitution until we get there. 

I hav been an activ man all my life. For years I 
hav been accustomed to the sharpest exercise. I 
cannot make the Sabbath a day of rest according to 
the Christian's idea of it. I can read or write 
but a little while before this second nature asserts its 
claim, and I must hav exercise. I work in the gar
den or engage in some other useful employment, so 
that the mind is engaged with the body, the sooner 
to satisfy the claim. Whence does the Christian de
rive authority to torture me by compelling me to ob
serve the Sabbath according to his superstitious no
tion? 

I find by consulting the encyclopedia that Sabbath 
breaking is enumerated among the crimes. Hunt-. 
ing and fishing are not forbidden unless done on a 
particular day. To catch a mess of fish on Saturday 
evening is legitimate; the same act on Sunday morn
ing is criminal. Hence we must find out which side 
of twelve o'clock a particular act was done in order 
to ascertain whether it is criminal-or otherwise. 
Now is it not about time for the American people to 
make a distinction between offenses against a relig
ious creed and offenses against society. 

How various are the tastes and occupations of men! 
The inclination of one is to the reading-room, another 
wants to sail, another would like to fish, others would 
attend lectures or the art gallery; many hav little 
jobs to which they cannot well turn during the week 
and would like to attend to them on Slmday. Now 
if the object is. to rest and recuperate, the mind and 
the body must go together. To say that every indi
vidual shall spend the Sabbath as the Christian may 
dictate, when the mind craves a stroll or a sail, or the 
public library or the art gallery or the theater, is sim
ply despotiBID with Christian clothes on. 

Christian, why should a man be allowed to hunt 
and fish all day Saturday, and then be put under 
arrest for fishing and hunting on Sunday? What 
kind of mongrel proceeding do you call this ? The 
act is either right or wrong; if wrong one day, al
ways wrong, and vice versa. If an act injures no one 
it cannot be wrong, no matter when it is done. But 
you say hunting and fishing on Sti'nday disturb the 
peace. But hark ! I hear the clang of bells. If all 
the hunters in the town should fire simultaneously 
the church bells would outracket their racket. Now is 
not the law which silences the crack of the hunter's 
rifle, but pays no attention to a hundred times greater 
noise, a partial law? The justice or injustice of law 
is made to hang on a Christian's whim. 

In our large villages and cities much of the busi
ness is done by Jews who observe the last instead of 
the first day of the week. The Christian pays no 
attention to the Jew's preference, but compels the 
Jew to observe his. How would the Christian like it 
if the Jew should compel him to observe Saturday 
instead of Sunday? 
• .A.t the bidding of the Christian all mechanical 

shops, stores, places of business and amusement, and 
even of instruction as well, must be closed, while 
70,000 ministers who make a trade of religion are 
allowed to carry on their business and deliver all 
their celestial goods to pious customers on that d!J.Y· 

How is it that the Christian can clang his bells in 
my ears on Sunday and then punish me for shooting 
a hawk that carries off my poultry on Sunday? Is 
this the way all men are made equal before the law ? 
Is the Christian born with rights and privileges which 
are denied to others? "Equal rights for all, special 
privileges to none," is a motto as old as the govern
ment. 

It is no business of the Christian nor anybody else 
how I spend my Sundays, so long as I do not infringe 
on the rights of others. If I hav the right to hunt 
and fish it is a natural one, the same as to gather 
the herbs and wild fruits which nature spontaneously 
produces, and no man has the right to say that it is 
lawful on one day and u:illawful on another. Every 
act is good which promotes human happiness, and 
every act is bad which injures human kind, and this 
is all there is of morality or immorality, vice or virtue. 

Profanity is also classed among the crimes. But 
that which works injury to no one cannot properly be 
called a crime. It is Bimply idle and useless talk, but 
no more a crime than whistling "Yankee Doodle." 
It is a :foolish and, to many, a very disgusting habit. 
So are smoking and chewing; but it will hardly do 

to giv a man or class of men the power of fining or 
imprisoning oth~rs bMause they hav habits which 
Christians object to. Even Christians use many idle 
words, but they do not merit imprisonment. Indeed 
I don't know which is the more foolish-the man who 
uses profane language, or the one who goes down on 
his knees like a spaniel and tells a God who knows 
everything just what to do, and givs him a great 
deal of cheap advice. 

I learn that a man has been held to bail in the 
state of New Jersey for blasphemy. The act which 
it is claimed he has violated provides that if a man 
denies the Christian God, or brings reproach upon 
the name of Jesus Christ, or the Cluistian religion, 
or the word of God (as a Christian understands it), 
or exposes them to ridicule, he may be fined $200 
and imprisoned for one year. Now, the Christian is 
left free to ridicule the Mohammedan religion or the 
Mormon religion, but if the Mohammedan or Mor
mon ridicules the religion of the Christian, he must 
be fined or imprisoned. This shows the difference 
between crow and buzzard. .A. man may spit upon 
the Koran or the Book of Mormon, an.d the Christian 
will smile approvingly; but if he should attempt to 
show that it was just as much a crime for King 
David to indulge in fancy women as it was for Brig
ham Young, or that a man once dead cannot come to 
life again, or that two passages of scripture which 
plainly contradict each other cannot both be true, or 
th!J.,t God could not beget himself, or that he could 
not hav a son as old as himself, why then the Chris
tian must needs pound him to a jelly under the trip
hammer of the law. 

Under the Sunday law if the proprietor of a thea
ter should open it on Sunday for a talented troupe 
to play "Uncle Tom's Cabin" or "Enoch Arden " or 
some other moral play, he could be fined $500 and 
imprisoned; but if such proprietor should open it to 
xanting Jo Cook or Talmage, or for the exhibition of 
St. Anthony's choice collection, it would be cons.id
ered legitimate. 

Would it not be well for the American people to 
inquire what kind of government they bargained 
for, and strive to get back to first principles ? Let 
every citizen ask himself if this government was in
stituted to promote the interests of any particular 
system of religion. Why not make it an offense to 
say anything against the religion of the Jew, or the 
Mormon, or the Moslem. All of those systems of 
religion are just as much entitled to protection as 
the Christian religion. All are to be· protected in 
theix n·ee exercise; farther than this the government 
cannot go. The Christian can claim no favor under 
the government over the Jew, the Mormon, the 
Moslem, the Agnostic, or the Atheist. 

When American citizens come to understand the 
genius of the government better they will learn that 
profanity, Sabbath-breaking, blasphemy, and many 
other so-called crimes, are no crimes at all, but sim
ply offenses against the Christian religion, with which 
the government has no more to do than it has with 
Buddhism or Brahmanism. All laws passed in the 
interest of any system of religion are a mere usurpa
tion, and should be resisted by every well-wisher of 
his country. JoHN PEcK. 

Naples, N. Y., May 23, E. M. 283. 

Valued Commendation. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Such 

of us as would scorn, and might even resent, any
thing bordering upon flattery are usually pleased and 
encuuraged to learn that such efforts as we may put 
forth, either to amuse, instruct, or in anywise to ben- ~ 
efit mankind are approved and appreciated. To offer 
such a word of encouragement in regard to the man
agement of THE TRUTH SEEKER is the object of. this 
short communication .. 

While under the management of its late editor I 
noticed, or thought I did at least, a steady improve
ment from year to year, and happy am I to testify to 
the fact that both in my own judgment and that of 
several of my friends well qualified to judge, with 
whom I hav conversed upon the subject, that im
provement still continues. 

Of one matter which has been a source of much 
pleasure to me I wish to speak particularly, and that 
is your good .fortune in being able to secure for the 
columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER the communications of 
such writers as Mx. Andrews and Mr. Putnam. I 
hav read the articles lately contributed by these 
learned and able writers with great interest and sat
isfaction. Mr. Putnam's articles, able, thoughtful, 
interesting, and instructiv within themselvs, served 
also an admirable purpose in stirring up and draw
ing out the venerable and erudite philosopher whom 
we Liberals all take pride in claiming as our own. 
The two late articles fi·om the pen of Mr. Andrews, . 
and particularly the latter, I regard as the most in
structiv and valuable of any which it has been my 
good· fortune to peruse and study fol' many a day, 
while the communications referred to from both the 
above-mentioned writers are such that I feel confi
dent the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will join me 
in the wish to be supplied with many more ofa sim
ilar nature. It is not, or should not be, enough for 
Liberals to clear the mind from theological bi&s anq 
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myth. This rubbish, and some other, removed, we horse-shoe magnet in my poc'ket, weeks before 
are then prepared for the reception of new truths, venturing in a spiritual seance, or wearing cork or 
and it is from such thinkers as those of which I am metallic soles in my boots, or carrying a Bible in my 
speaking particularly, as I feel confident Mr. Putnam pocket. In fact, I neglected to fortify myself both 
will join me in saying, from one so highly qualified religiously and scientifically; and this (according to 
as Mr. Andrews, to whom we may turn with con- friend Winter) is the awful consequence-to herd 
fidence and without disappointment for new light, I WI. "th the tens of thousands of demented Spiritualists 
new thoughts, and an abundance of the most valu~ throughout the world. 
able information. What hav thousands of deluded victims like my-

If we may not always fully comprehend Mr. A.n- self left to do? "A.h," says my n·iend, the Rev. Par
drews, as I admit is sometimes my own case,. the son Belcher, to whom I had incautiously related some 
fault, I feel convinced, is far oftener our own than of the wonders I had seen and heard. "You should 
his, in not being educated up to a point wherein we rather say what you seem to hav s.een and heard. Do 
may grasp his ideas and theories, for those of us who you understand what you think you hav seen and 
hav been in the habit of hearing him speak upon heard?" Here is wisdom for us, fresh· from a "man of 
subjects in which we are capable of following him, God." 
well know that none keep closer to the subject in I am afraid friend Winter's antipathy to the vener
hand, pierce it deeper, and, at the same time, illus- able pretensions, sanctity, and presumptions of what 
trate it more concisely and clearly. is known as Christian orthodoxy has allowed his ex-

But if his articles are not always wholly clear to asperation -to extend to us Liberal demonstrativ 
us, from our own lack of knowledge, not even an or- Spiritualists as if we were " tarred with the same 
dinarily educated person, I think, can peruse them stick." If so, he should inform himself and correct 
without being awakened and. aroused by new his error. The truth is, Spiritualists (as with aJl 
thoughts, and without catching glimpses of great Infidels) share with orthodox Christianity their bit
and valuable truths which the author has discovered terest condemnation, inasmuch as they unmask and 
through long and laborious research and contem- expose their impudent pretensions to exclusiv inspi
plation. Such articles as those referred to are to me ration, which is an element in all inherent branches 
like light set upon a hill, through the flashes of which of humanity, if they could only recognize the fact. 

and take the risk of ·being thrown through the 
window, or through the door if the windows chanced 
to be closed. There were too many cranks and 
clowns in the Liberal Club, and the platform had 
been made a ring for intellectual bruisers. The list 
of speakers needed weeding out. If that could be 
done he would join the cluh himself. This seductiv 
offer of the eminent statesman made some of the 
lesser lights feel uneasy for their future chamJes on 
the platform, but the club did not take any action 
upon the bribe held out, and the killing off of third
rate orators on account of it may yet be averted. 
Mr. W. S. Andrews is a good speaker. He resembles 
the elder Andrews/more in his form of delivery, which 
he inherited, than in his methods of thought, which 
he has acquired, probably, among more or less con
servativ people. A. short course of disciplin in the 
Liberal Club has been known to considerably en
lighten outsiders who hav gone upon its platform 
with the notion that they would hav their own way 
there. 

I catch glimpses of many wonderful and beautiful The cruelty of ~~end .Winter _is m_anifest. ~y 
things inviting me to come up higher. May THE not let us crazy Spmtualists contmue m our facmat
TRUTH SEEKER be successful in securing to its col- ing delusion without a cruel exposure, which has 
umns many more such interesting and valuable com- been done fifty times before, while he enjoys the 
munications. A.. VANDEUSEN. cooling idea pf that eternal sleep 

Mr. Langerfelt, in this instance, took the part of 
enlightener. The club, he said, knew chaff n·om 
wheat. It was a part of the club's mission to so in
struct its members that they .could recognize chaff 
when they saw it. They merely gave such material 
a little puff with the breath, and it disappeared. 
Mr. Langerfelt could not agree with the lecturer of 
the evening. He took no stock in the science which 
Mr. Stephen Pearl Andrews claimed to hav discov
ered. A.nd as for its making the man immortal, he 
believed that if the discoverer should die to-mmTow 
the world would hav heard the last of Universology. 

Mr. Shook followed Mr. Langerfelt in a speech 
which did him much credit. He said that as a Chris
tian he had met with many reproaches for his con
nection with the club. Although he had been in 
the club ten years he could not note much change of 
opinion among its members. Ten years ago Mr. 
Wakeman was a Positivist, and was a Positivist still; 
Mr. Andrews preached Universology then and 
preached it now; and Dr. Lambert still chmg to his 
belief in the efficacy of oatmeal and tripe. Mr. Shook 
himself remained in the theological stage where he 
was when he joined the organization. He believed 

"That knows no waking?" 
Cruel Mr. Winter. D. BRUCE. 

The Liberal Club. To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER Sir: Of late 
I hav become very much interested and alarmed at 
the very positiv assertions of our friend Mr. Winter, The last meeting for the season of the Manhattan 
as he talks like a very learned and honest man, inas- Liberal Club was worth going a long way to attend. 
much as he declares Spiritualism all humbug and all The hall was full and the speakers were all at their 
mediums tricksters, and the so-called manifestations best. The lecture was by Mr. Andrews on "The Lib
all delusions. eral Club Itself," and applied chiefly to the autono-

Let m~ commence by saying one of the prevailing my of that organization, as typical of the true form 
characteristics of my nature has always been to be of government for the world. A.ll government was 
right if possible, and never support error if I knew despotic, and necessarily must be. The kind of a 
it to be such in principle or action. despotism to hav was the question. He would ree-

l hav been an investigator of what is called Spirit- ommend a despotism without claws in the form of 
ualism for at least thirty-five years past, during which oppressiv legal enactments. The power of charm 
time I hav seen an almost endless variety of what are should also hav an important part in governing. The 
known as spirit manifestations, viz., rapping, table- way the Liberal Club was governed illustrated both 
tipping, eloquent trance speaking, clairvoyancy, auric- methods. Like whatever else Mr. Andrews says, his 
ular invisible speaking in my own dwelling, and in remarks were calculated to awaken thought. 
the dwellings of my neighbors. I hav seen heavy The chairman, Mr. Wakeman, passed his watch 
furniture at request move down a lengthy room, and gavel over to Mr. Andrews, at the close of the 
moving without the touch of the hand or fingers, by lecture, and proceeded to a general description of the 
dayligh~ and gaslight. I hav seen instantaneous management of the club. He told the story with 
spirit cures by simple touch of the hand. I hav considerable humor of how the Rev. Mr. McCarthy 
heard spirit singing, spirit forewarnings, and what had tried to capture the club, and of that reverend 
are called spirit foretellings of future events. I hav individual's final discomfiture. 
seen the opening of the combination lock times Mr. Roosevelt's speech was made next, including 
without number. I hav seen a child five years old the customary little pleasantry about the ministers 
placed upon a table, through whose rappings ab- who say, "Lay not up for yourselvs treasures on earth 
struse complex mathematical problems hav been where moth and rust doth corrupt; giv them to us." 
rapped out; also through the same juvenil medium This time-honored bit of facetire was applauded by 
Greek and Latin messages were given. Yes, Mr. those who had got in the habit, through long use, of 
Editor, I hav seen all these confounding wonders, and meeting it with that sort of demonstration. 
all through voluntary or rather unhirecl mediums, Professor Eccles, who has heretofore been referred 
time and again, and which I think you will readily to as the efficient German dialect artist, spoke rather 
admit were enough to unsettle the mind of most disparagingly of the people that are in the habit of 
ordinary men, but particularly an old fossil like me. indulging in remarks· relativ to the personal peculiar
And now to be told by Mr. Winter positivly, and ities of others. A. man who would do that was no 
supported by the priesthood generally, that all these gentleman. This may hav been incited by the allu
curious things are rascally tricks and delusions, sions in these columns to Professor Eccles's eccen
I tell you, sir, it has set me seriously thinking, and tricities of speech. That, however, is immaterial. 
raises the question, Hav I really been deluded or not? Mr. Pink, who somewhat resembles the pictures of 

The advent among us of Mr. Cumberland, of Eng- the late Charles Darwin, said that the conduct of 
land, the mind-reader so popular just now with the Librarian King, during the lecture of the evening, 
priesthood, who stoutly (like Mr. "Winter) denounces had to a great extent distracted his attention from 
Spiritualism as an arrant humbug, is another serious the speaker's discourse. He presumed Mr. King was 
incentiv to reflection-particularly to one of my age, under the power of the "charm" government, as he 
over four score years. I should certainly hav placed had a young lady beside him; but Mr. King should 
more reliance on Mr. Cumberland, the mind-reader, see to it that hereafter he allowed himself to be 
did he not go "hand and glove" in the support of govemecl by the right .charm at the right time. Mr. 
venerable priestcraft. Spiritualists admit he is a King said, "Here, here!" and with a few further at
curious specimen, but they say he is only one of a tempts at wit in equally bad taste, Mr. Pink kindly 
class of a very common species. of mediumship of sat clown. 
which there are countless varieties. l\fr. King, who might be called the merry-andrew 

Now, Mr. Editor, has it really come to this, that we of the club, but who will not be so termed here, got 
cannot trust the evidence of our own five senses in the floor Rext. He was equally as smart as the pre
the ordinary affairs of life? From :friend Winter's vious speaker, and got in a few very good points 
positiv assertions it seems we cannot, which if proved which provoked melTiment. 
true, is an important discovery, nor can we wonder Professor Vaughan, of Virginia, put the audience 
at the remark of Banquo to Macbeth: through the ordeal of listening for the one hundred 

"The earth hath bubbles, as the water has, and fiftieth time to his second-hand oratory. It would 
And these are of them." be blood-curdling injustice to put the illuminated 

It is a fearful thing at my age to be compelled to utterances of Mr. Vaughan in cold type; besides, life 
accept of Jesus and him urucified, and fall back on is short. 
the faith once delivered to the saints, and shelter Mr. Palmer paid a glowing tribute to Mr. Andrews 
myself under God's grand "plan of salvation," for and 1\Ir. Wakeman for their service in making the 
you know: Liberal Club the success which it was. 

"While the lamp holds out to burn Mr. Seering said that as Athens was made memor-

in the freedom of speech; and as St. Paul preached 
on Mars Hill to the unbelievers of Athens, so, he 
thought, it was befitting that he should address him
self to the skeptics of to-day from the platform of the 
Liberal Club, the areopagus of New York. 

Mr. Andrews closed one of the most interesting of 
meetings by making clearer some points whereon he 
had been misapprehended by his critics, and the club 
adjourned until next September. 

A. CLERGYMAN recently went into his Sunday-school 
to talk to the scholars. "Now, my little dears," he 
commenced, as he stood on the platform, rubbing his 
hands complacently together, "l want all of you who 
never swear or use bad language to stand up." A.ll 
but two small boys immediately rose to their feet, 
and, although the teacher mged them to do like
wise, they retained their seats. The minister cast 
his glances toward the little fellows, paused a few 
moments, and then, after waving back the children 
to their seats, repeated the request in this wise: 
"Children, all of you who love to go to Sunday
school, who love the savior, who love your parents, 
who never do anything that you know to be wrong, 
rise." Again all but the two boys rose to their feet 
promptly, "Little boys," then said the minister, ad
dressing himself particularly to them, "cannot you 
rise, to, on that question?" "No sir," promptly re
plied th_e elder of the two. "Why not; why boys? 
What do you think will become of you if you do all 
the bad things I hav just mentioned?" The boys 
shrugged their shoulders uneasily for a few moments, 
and then, when the whole school had simmered down 
to a profound quietness, the elder said, saucily: 
"Well, sir, may mamma said that we should be both 
ministers one of these days if we kept on!" The next 
order of business was taken up without further de
lay. 

The vilest sinner may return." able by its philosophers and academies, so New 
I am afraid in my early investigations of the York would be remembered for all time as the home 

mysteries of Spiritualism I was too reckless and un- of Stephen Pearl Andrews and the Liberal Club. 
guarded. I neglected, like some of my fellow-students, Mr. W. S. Andrews, although not a member, would 
tP wi;nd l!>ll eel-s)rjn about !ll;f W!Otist1 or Qftrl! a IJ.!kEJ to protest againr;t the way the clt1b was managed1 

A. CLERGYMAN has ascertained that in the four 
Massachusetts towns of Salem, Beverly, Danvers, and 
Peabody Sunday papers go into half of the houses. 
These are read by all classes of non~church-going 
people, by the members of the Libtral religious 
bodies, and to a very considerable and increasing ex
tent by members of the orthodox bodies. He :finds 
that these papers are clean, interesting, and instructiv, 
and yet he says: "There c9.n be no question that 
there is evil influence in all this, and we need not 
stop to discuss that point. Ought there to be any 
more doubt as to the attitude which Christian people 
should take in regard to the matter? Whatever 
practical difficulties there may be in the way of deal
ing with an admitted wrong, must not the course of 
the church be clear-scrupulously to avoid it them
selva, and to strive in all wise and kindly ways to 
persuade others to do the same ?" 

"ANsWERS TO CHRISTIAN QUESTIONS." By D. M. 
Bennett. Price, 25 cents, 

, 
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giontmunica:tions. 

The Victory of Bigotry and Fanaticism. 

To Radicals, and. more particularly to Freethinkers, three ounces, plus three-quarters of an ounce of 
the not unexpected victory of the Tory bigots-aided, bacon on another hebdomadal occasion is not enough 
as their efforts hav been, by the perfected machinery for two strong, able-bodied, able-minded men. The 
of the leading Christian organizations in the kingdom three-quarters of an omice of bacon ought to hav no 
-is attended with many compensating advantages. bone in it. Some idea of the plucky spirit of our 

The Affirmation bill has been rejected, and bigotry Not only has Mr. Gla!lstone contributed to the store- friends, plucky without a tinge of affectation or os
and fanaticism hav thus once more secured a tern- house of mental freedom and political justice one of tentation, may be formed fi·o~ the fact that Ramsey 
porary victory. At the sacrifice of popular justice, the grandest and most irrefutable defenses of the told me, very seriously but with a; merry twinkle in 
political honor, and national independence, the evil right of private judgment and the equality of citizen- his eye, that on his release he intended to bring an 
genius of an unholy alliance has for a time been ship; but the great bulk of the Liberal party, not- action against the home secretary, as one day he had 
successful at Westminster, and the labors of the withstanding their repugnance to the junior member, a palpable fragment.of bone in his bacon. During 
noble pioneers of freedom hav thereby been impeded. hav bravely and magnanimously championed the the trial-time, better food was allowed them on the 
The combined efforts of a stagnating Toryism, a sham rights of insulted Northampton, and demanded that strong recommendation of the lord chief justice, but, 
Liberalism, and a vacillating Irish Catholicism hav justice-no more nor less-shall be meted out to the as far as we know, they are now on the old rations 
put back the hand on the dial of Progress. The constituency. This bold advocacy of popular free- once more. These rations both of them find very 
battle, however, is not over-it is rather intensified, dom by the Liberal party is unmistakable evidence difficult to swallow. George Foote told me that, 
inasmuch as those who hav put their hands to the of the decline of Whigism, and marks the onward knowing how essential it was that food should -be 
plough will not withdraw their hold till the weeds of march of progressiv Radicalism. Even in Mr. Spur- taken, for health's and for the cause's sake, he had 
theological ignorance are uprooted and the ground geon's Tabernacle-perhaps one of the foremost cen- held his throat with the hand to keep the nauseous 
made free for the growth of constitutional freedom. ters of antiquated theology-the merest condemna- food down. 

The rejection of the measure by a majority of three, tion of the daring encroachments of bigotry a,nd They do not forget us, any mm·e than we forget 
and the subsequent refusal by a majority of one fanaticism on the old landmarks of civil and religious them. Sunday night they know, by the clock of 
hundred and six to allow a duly-elected member of liberty was greeted with tremendous cheering. And prison regulations, when the friends are leaving the 
Parliament to perform his duty, are a keen satire upon so it will be right throughout the country. The days Hall of Science, and their thoughts, and longings, 
the Liberal pretensions of the House and a disgrace are almost passed when it is possible to fetter and and resolves, go out to us then. Nor do they forget 
to a country which is deemed the home of the free. punish honest thought, and he must be a very san- that in many another town besides London, at the 
No longer can we consistently boast that England guin Christian indeed who believes that any future hour of eight on Sunday, hundreds of men and 
has a representativ Parliament, when its first princi- Parliament "\viii ratify the exclusiv and dishonoring women are passing from Freethought meetings home-
pie-the right of the constituency-is thus shame- vote of the execrable fourth of May. ward, and are thinking of the three prisoners in · 
fully and repeatedly violated. In the House of The present condition of our civilization, imperfect Holloway Jail. 
Commons all cla,sses and all phases of thought should though it be, is the result of various revolutions of Do not let us forget that there are three. Truly, 
be represented. This is the cardinal doctrin of our thought that constitute the grandest landmarks in one of them is younger than the other two, has not 
Parliamentary system; and yet one of the most our national history. The struggles of the sixteenth, made their name, has not come so prominently before 
thoughtful and increasing sections of the community seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, and the scien- the public, and, let us remember, has not seen friends, 
is denied the right of having its avowed exponent tific application of the nineteenth, are epochs of such nor had the ambiguous luxury of appearing in cus
fairly seated on the benches of St. Stephen's. · Shame stupendous significance as are only equaled in their tody before the Court of Queen's Bench on several 
upon the modern Castlereaghs and Eldons, in whom vastness and importance by the conflict with the big- different days. When the names of Foote and Ram
are incarnated the spirit of ancient exclusivness and oted theology and traditional Toryism of to-day. sey are remembered by the historian of the future, 
the aristocratic desire for class distinctions. To-day In our contact with the smoldering embers of the and are blessed bv the fi·ee children of that future, 
the bigots smile with the joy of success; the time is spirit of persecution, as manifested in the recent whose freedom they in part will hav achieved, that 
close at hand, however, when the Nemesis shall arrive, trials for blasphemy and in t~e defeat of the Affirma- of Hem-y Kemp must not and will not be forgotten. 
accompanied with frowns and condemnations for tion bill, we hav to deal with the legacy of a narrow- The most noticeable thing abou:t both our friends 
those who hav sacrificed right at the shrine of per- minded church and the worst feature of a liberty- is their cheerfulness. No time is lost in weeping and 
sonal spite and dogmatic domination. opposing school of politicians. Nevertheless, our wailing. Clear-headed, prompt, they discuss busi-

The allegation that an Atheist is disqualified to endeavors to overthrow these enemies to dearly-pur- ness matters as easily and calmly as if they were fi·ee. 
legislate is a miserable subterfuge. Is it a fact that chased freedom must be successful if we continue to All the anxiety that they display is about others, not 
Theists, in their political actions, are inspired or are cement that unity of action which, in this mighty themselvs. Their two chief concerns, after the honie 
in any way influenced by their belief in Theism? struggle, exists within our ranks. This is not a time folk, are Messrs. Wheeler and Kemp. Everything 
If no, what prevents an Atheist from performing for internal dissensions; thorough unanimity must must be done that is right for these. The paper and 
useful political work? If yes, what can be said of be our object; and then, aided by such auxiliary the magazine are much in their thoughts, but we be
the political injustice and wrong whose records mar power as the liberal avowal of Lord Coleridge and lieve their minds are at rest on this score. They 
the history of our nation-injustice and wrong, be the emphatic declaration of Mr. Gladstone, victory know that the Freeth ought party will not let them die. 
it remembered, that are the acknowledged work of must, del:lpite temporary defeat, ultimately crown our It was a joy to see them eating on each clay of the 
Theists? 1\'Ioreover, what explanation can be given efforts. CHARLES WATTS. trials-square meals. The first of these was the first 
of the infamous deeds of such God-fearing monarchs London, Eng. they had eaten for five weeks. To many the knowl-
as the Jameses, the Charleses, the Georges, Napoleon edge of the manner of life and manner of food has 
III., and the late emperor of Russia? The fact is Interviews with the Impl'isoned Heretics. come as a surprise. Even Lord Coleridge appeared 
that history and experience alike proclaim that, apart From tlu: London Freethinker. to be in the dark as to the treatment they were re-
fi·om· the merits or demerits of either Theism or Thanks to the tender mercies of the prosecutors; ceiving. And not a few of those who hav written 
Atheism, there is nothing in the former that neces- our brave friends, G. W. Foote and >N. J. Ramsey, most bitterly are shocked to find that the men they 
sarily enhances the value of politics, and nothing in hav been able, during the last two or tl1ree weeks, to hav denounced are suffering as if they were common 
the latter that deprives them of their potency and look upon other faces than those of prison officials felons. To ourselvs, this is in one sense a minor 
utility. If this Theistic test is continued to be en- and criminals. In court ancl in prison they hav been matter. The punishment is the iniquity, rather than 
forced, it will be the duty of Freethinkers, more than allowed to see friendly faces, all full of admiration the manner of it. But those who are thus shocked 
ever, to inquire into its nature, and to demonstrate and affection for them, to hear fi·ee voices, and to at the extent rather than at the fact of the penalty, 
that the God of the Christians is no worthy model grasp honest hands. This has been without a doubt ought, at least, to hav ascertained the nature of the 
for our age, and that his inquisitorial devotees are a great joy to them. But it is only an oasis in the penalty ere they approved it. . 
worshiping the creation of a diseased brain and desert of their life, and even we, who are not suffer- The solitary confinement is for twenty-three hours 
prostrating themselvs before an idol that is repulsiv ing as they are, can picture the desolate feeling With a day; the one hour of mockery of freedom is spent 
to the humanity, the culture, and the intelligence of which, this momentary taste of liberty vanishhig, in the company of the dregs of our social life; the 
the nineteenth century. . they hav gone back to the prison-cells again. dress is convict dress, brown coat, brown cap, check 

The speech of the junior member for Northampton Of all that has passed at the interviews afforded shirt, a blue stripe on the left arm, a numbered label 
at the bar of the House of Commons, to his perse- them and afforded us by the consideration of the on the breast of each; they hav been picking fiber 
cutors in that assembly, was an emotional and argu- lord chief justice and taking place within the jail- and, for a luxury, mending shoes; their books hav 
mentativ plea that justice should be dealt him. It walls, we cannot speak here. We can oiily barely been the Bible and after the first month a Colenso's 
possessed a moderation of tone that deprived his state that the kindness of the governor of Holloway, arithmetic, out of which George Foote has worked 
opponents of the power of taunting him, as they and of all his subordinates with whom we came in countless sums. 
did at his previous pleadings, of "offensiv aggressiv- contact, made these interviews of a nature far less During the trial-time other books were allowed, 
ness." Its subdued style made his appeal the more painful than they might hav been. But in regard to and it must hav been a great delight to them to read 
telling, and the dignified manner in which he left the that which passed between our fi·iends and their 1\'Iatthew, Arnold, Huxley, and Swinburne; instead of 
House after the division will, if such dignity be friends in the Court of Queen's Bench, on the days Moses and the prophets. We shall even treasure as 
maintained, hasten the triumph of the principle ·of the two trials, we are at liberty to speak. sacred the officially-stamped paper on which came 
with which he has become so closely identified. For And first, as to their bodily health. Both are fairly the list of books they required for their defense. 
the moment he has no power in Parliament; his well. Each of them is or was a very powerful man. But all that is over, an,d they s.re gone back to 
opportunity is with the public, and in a judicious Anyone who remembers our friend Ramsey strug- their loneliness. No friend, no book can cheer them. 
appeal to them for a vindication of principle he will gling into Exeter Hall when the bigots held their Only the dull monotony of prison life, hateful, irk
hav the co-operation of all sections of the great meeting against Charles Bradlaugh, and recollects some. If only our· good wishes could pierce the 
Freethought Party. how he came in like a sort of human comet, the nu- solid prison wall! If only they knew for verity, as 
~~The action of the Irish Liberals in voting as a cleus of a streaming and screaming tail of white- they know by surmise, how we admire them, honor 
body against the Affirmation bill is highly discredit- faced Christians, will bear us out in the above state- them, love them-how many men and women all 
abl.e and almost inexplicable. As a matter of policy, ment, as far as he is concerned. And George William through England, are weeping for the~ the tears 
it was the most miserable prostitution of a great Foote's robust mind has lodgment in an equally ro- they are too brave to shed-how man:y v_mc~s are ad
principle to personal enmity ever recorded in Parlia- bust body. But the close confinement is telling on ding their appeal to the outcry at the IDJustiCe of the 
mentary history. The enormity of the folly is ex- even their vigorous frames. Activ-lived men sud- sentence and are pleading for their release! 
empli:fied by the fact that prominent members of the denly condemned to inertness must suffer, and they EDWARD B. AVELING, D.Sc. 
Irish party are known to be in sympathy with are suffering. They cannot be broken down in one 
popular heresy, if not with avowed Agnosticism. It or two months, though even in this brief time, they 
is deeply to be regretted that, by their alliance with can and they do show traces of wear and tear. But, 
the Tories, Mr. Parnell and his followers hav still in twelve months? Their indomitable spirit has 
further widened the breach between the Irish and triumphed over bodily and mental torture thus far. 
English Radicals. Those who plead for constitu- But only one-sixth of the time meted out by Justice 
tional freedom in Irel~nd cannot hope to win the North to George Foote has elapsed, and five-sixths 
support of the democracy of this country if, in their are yet to come. · 
blind hatred of an individual, they endeavor to thwart l!,or details. Ramsey's eye has been bad, but is 
English Radicals in their efforts to obtain justice for now sound again. The greatest difficulty is in regaTd 
Northampton, to the food, Met1-t once a week1 to the wild e~tent of 

"DAR am nuffin which spiles de effectioness ob a 
preacher more suddener," said Uncle Nash, solemnly, 
to his eldest hopeful, "clan the custom of visitin' hen 
roosts in de full ob de moon. It am well 'nough to 
tackle de watermillyun patches when de queen ob 
night am sailin' round in short n.eck an' low sleeves, 
becuz de squawk of .a twisted watermillyun vine am 
not like de squawk ob a redheaded roosterer when 
you done pluck him out o' de hen-patch. But take 
de roosterer when d{} moon MU on de half shell.'' 
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The Three Philosophies. That matter· and the' life thereOf exist; 've know, 
·but tbat anything corresponding to a God to create 

c To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, ffir: 'My them sh0J,lld exist, this froll). .the nature of things we 
-last article-that of' May 12th-you were pleased to cannot know; for if we cannot, comprehend nature, 
head with, "Some Other Kind-of- Philosophy;" and how can we comprehend that which is so far beyoi!d 
by implication suggest tlnt I -was driving at some- her? And if wecai:mot imderstand nature, which is 
thing new or different from In:fidel.philosophy. The illimitable, we need not look or think to :filjd some-
only kind of teaching I would wish to present to JOUr thing outside of her. _ 
readers is natural philosophy, and all ·other kinds are By _this View there is no: necessity to assume the 
a spurious affair. To be a philosophy, any teaching evolution of life from dead matter. Inorganic matter 
must agree with nature. "\Ve are continually told by is_ not dead. It follows that. this is so fmm the fact 
the theologian that his God is above natm;e, and that all forms of matter cari bE) changed into other 
hence that his philosophy and teachings need not forms, whileif it were dead, even the low(lst forms 
agree with it. In fact, he will tell you that all his of it, there could be no change wrought upon it; its 
miracles are above nature; that his God holds na- inertia woUld be ·absoiute. All forms ·of matter may 
ture in the hollow of his. hand, and can manipUlate :be changed. by means of higher f01•ms; or states of 
her as a potter would a lump of clay.- _This is all m11tter, and one form .. or. state changed: into other 
very well for those who are ignorant enough to be- states; this we ¥:!!ow. While. aU- forms of matter 
lieve it, but there·is nothing in such a statement but cqntain life po~encies, every .state,c_ontains diffe_rent 
an assumption without the first particle- of evidence. forces, and the higher life forces always act upon and 
In fact, a supernatural religion is a :fiction_ of the .i_m- change the lower -forms. The :fire consumes coal and 
agination, n·om the fact that there is no way by wh1_ch changes it into gas, by combining and using other 
a natural being coUld get beyond nature. It imphes gases, because they hav more life force. Electricity 
a self-evident contradiction by assuming a thing will melt metals much more readily than'coal, and if 
which it admits cannot be reached or comprehended it coUld be controled and at equal or less cost, woUld 
by man. Hence everything th~tis contrary to man's almost instantly do what requires much time and 
comprehension and contrary to his reason and his labor to do with coal. This it does because of its 
observation, they will tell you, is- a "holy mystery." higher life potency. ·conduct this analysis into 
And so it is-wholly a mysterY:--,-how a man of bmins space, and we readily perceive the beauties of na
should be induced to believe a thing which he has no ture's higher laws and life,_and see by what magnetic 
means of verifying. and loving a-ttractions, and equally necessary l"epul-

The principal error of men who are such a set of sions, the systems of worlds move in ha.rmony !J,nd 
God-makers, especially those of. the pm:;t, has been beauty together, by_ the automatic and uncreated 
in constituting their gods full of human sympathy laws or conditions of matter and its forces .. 
and affectiqn, as well as all other human charaeteris- Where there is :life there is feeling~:though it 
tics, and by which they hav gone astray. from- -the may be unconscious, and all feeling seems to tend to 
only thing that could induce one to believe in their an- intelligent and lawful purpose. This we see in 
creations; that is, they hav never yet made a natural much of the lower forms of life. The tree upon the 
God. Happy will be the man who makes one, as hillside will make an effort to grow its roots into the 
then he will stand a good chance of being honored. crevices and rocks upon the upper side, as if to hold 
I am of opinion, however, that no human ·contrivance on to th,e hillside, just as a man woUld do to keep 
will' approach the demand~at least until man has a from slipping away. 
much better comprehension of nature and: natural Why, or by what law, does the hillside oak thus 
philosophy. · grow its roots and feelers into a secure hold ? In a 

There are essentially but three philosophies of na- ·man, to grasp at a brush to keep from slipping down 
ture or life in existence that may be called fuucla- it, woUld be called intelligence, but what shall we 
mental. The lowest in the scale is that one that call it in the mountain-side tree ? 
xests mainly on the assumption that ''inorganic mat- The vine that needs the phosphorus of a bone will 
ter is dead," and yet that it is the origin of life. Prof. commence yards away from it to grow toward it, until 
Huxley says that "it is the·highest feat of constructiv its feelers grasp it, and secure the needed nourish
chemistry to convert dead protoplasm into that living ment. It has to make a persistent effort for days and 
matter of life appropriate to itself." Which means weeks, while should a more intelligent clog get there 
that chemistry has life-giving qualities. ,But I wish :first and carry it away to gnaw it for a similar use, 
to ask, What givs chemistry its life, if the 'matter it the disappointed vine will droop in apparent sorrow 
manipUlates is dead? It is astonishing t~at a mind ana diso-ust, and refuse to advance another inch in 
like that of the great Huxley coUld not discover the that di~ection. In the dog it was intelligence, but 
absurdity of investing chemistry (which is but the what was it in the vine? I once planted a potato 
motion of atoms) with a life-giving quality which he under a shed, and it grew until the stalk was about 
denies to the atoms themselvs, and then calls it a ten feet long and as white as wax. It was striving to 
chemical feat. It cannot be true, then, that matter get a peep at the sun 'that was passing by clay by 
is dead, as chemistry is only the mode of its (proto- day, and the. moment it came within its rays the 
plasm's) action. stalk was changed to the vegetable green. It seemed 

of p'aill, n;tay be reproduced in iill their vividness a~er 
many years hav passed away, and after every particle 
of the bo<;ly has been changed many tip:J.e~~ .· This is 
in accordarrce' with' what we know of life and its man
ifestations and induces me to state that matter and 
the life of 'matter are co~ existent and co-etern~, un
created and indestructible, which all tend toward the 
highest life here and hereafter. J. R. PERRY. 

Wilkes B(!,rre, Pa. 

Notes from tlie Field.-8outhern lllinois. 
Leaving Carbon between two days, I went to Cen

tralia, Ill., where on Thursday evening, February 22d, 
I commenced a com:se of three lectures. They were 
well attended, and I trust gave satisfaction, for at the 
close of my last cliscoul"se, Dr. Scott offered the fol
lowing resolution which passed without dissent: 

"Resolved, That as an orator--- has no superior 
and few: equals." 

The Ce~tralia Sentinel, too, among other flattering 
things said: "This gentleman holds about the same 
views on religious matters as does Robert Ingersoll, 
and there .are a number of 0ur citizens who claim 
that he is the equal of that distinguished orator." ·, 

These compliments, coming as they did from 
Robert's neighbors, were highly appreciated. But 
then Robert was not there. Had he been, one blast 
iipon his oratorical bugle woUld, I am sur~, hav 
materially modified the opinions of my friends; 
There may be speakers who in some particulars equal 
and even surpass Col. Ingersoll; but take him for all 
in all, as a popUlar orator, this ce:r:tury ha~ not pro
duced his equal, and no ~entury his supenor .. 

Centralia contains a goodly number of Liberals, 
among whom are Wm. Lee, Dr. Biddle, Dr. Scott, 
Mr. Jones, Mr. Watson, and Dr. Stout. 

Dr. Stout was resting under the shadow of a great 
grief: A lovely daughter had just died, while a noble 
boy had passed away but a little while. before. It 
was the unanimous verdict that in the death of these 
young people Centralia lost two of her highest types 
of human excellence. Intelligent, refined, and scru
pUlously moral, they had won the esteem of all. 
Reared in the rationalistic faith, they had learned to 
love the right and do the right for the right's sake 
alone. They are dead, but the memory of their pure 
young lives remains, and will be a standing rebuke 
to those clerical hypocrits who pra~e about the de
moralizing influence of Infidel teac~mgs. 

From Centralia I went to Duquom, where on Sun
clay I gave two lectures to fair audiences. ·On Mon
day evening I spoke at St. Johns to a ~ . h~us~. 
This closed my engagements east of the MISSISSfppL 

It cannot be necessary, either, that an animal, by to want this coat of paint it so much needed, and it 
the. chemistry of digestion, must convert "dead" persisted in its efforts for weeks until it wa~ bl.essed 
matter into life-giving forces, else, by the law of by the sun's warm rays. 1Ve can pursue this hne of 
equivalents, it would seem to be producing a force observation from the lowest forms of matter up 
continually that had· no existence before; and this throuo-h the vegetable and animal until we arrive at 
coUld not be, as the body is constantly sustained, and man ~nd we :find that the whole system of nature is 
(by the abundance of life. in the matter used) is al.so based on what we may call action and feeling, and 
increasing in growth; which proves that the real hfe the lower manifestations of which point directly to 
and force is simply extracted in part from it, by means man's intelligence, which is all obtained from nature. 
of its contact with the body and its functions. Di- It may be traced from the worm that crawls upon the 
gestion creates no force; it only extracts it~ This ground to man who stands upon a colum:a of intelli
suggests, then, that if life and force can in any way gent life, and also from the worm t~rough the veg
and by any means be derived fr<'lm matter, they must etable into what we call the inorgamc forms of mat
belong to it in a constitutional sense. ter. AU is life and aU is feeling, and every particle 

The second philosophy asserts that mind or force of intelligence that man has he has in some way re
ancl matter are separate and distinct entities, and as- ceived from nature. "\Vhat we want to study, then, 
s'\}mes that mind or spirit is controling and directing to be wise is nature, and that is natural philosophy. 
matter into all visible forms and uses. It agrees Consciousness is but the combination of organic 
with the :first assumption that matter is dead in it- forces and feelings which· they develop, and differs 
self, and its movements are the resUlt of the force of in deoTee as the animal differs in his organization. 
spirit, or that spirit created matter out of nothing. In m~ it is the highest state of feeling, and with
That is, an entity created an entity. If this is so, it out it we coUld not know that we existed; hence 
follows that spirit had the power to make of nothing feelino- develops consciousness in man, and conscious
something different from itself, or, if from itself, then ness develops memory by a retention of all previous 
is matter essentially spirit. The last, as the :first, is feelings or sensations, which is man's highest state. 
going back so far that they can rely on no evidence, What then is memory, or mind ? As nearly as I 
and, hence, are but assumptions. am able to define it, it may be like a string that 

Among the Liberals of Duquoin, Thomas Goddard 
and M. B. Lawrence, editor of the Duquoin Press, 
deserve to be mentioned. St. Johns has one of the 
most activ Leagues in the country. W. G. Knight, 
and Mr. Thompson, are leading members. F. F. 
Follet chairman of the State Liberal League, at
tended all my lectures in Southern Illinois. When 
the history of Illinois. Liberalism is written, the 
name of F. F. Follett will be one of the worthiest 
names in that history, and the account of his work 
one of its most important chapters. With horse a?d 
buggy or by rail, he has traversed ~early the ~ntire 
territory of this great sta~e; presentmg the cl~ms. of 
Liberalism, organizing Liberal Leagues,.and distnb
uting thousands of Liberal. books and pamphl~ts. 
This chapter ought to be written by Mr. Follett him
self. Among the most fascinating books of my boy
hood were those narrating the travels and adventures 
of Jesuit, Methodist, and other religious pioneers. 
And these works constitute one of the most popular 
classes of Christian literature. Let this Liberal pio
neer giv us a brief volume, narrati.ng his experience~, 
showing the condition of Lib~r~hsm as he. f~mnd It 
in the various localities he visited, and giVmg the 
names of its most deserving friends. Such a book 
would be a valuable contribution to our Liberal 
literature and woUld stand alone in its particUlar 
:field. It' woUld be read with interest to-day; and 
when its author and the thousand Liberal friends 
with whom he mingled are no more, its pages woUld 
be read with deeper interest, and the unselfish labors 
they record be better prized than now. . . . 

JOHN E. REMSBURG. 

IN a certain church this winter, attempts hav been 
made to take up contributions for four different ob
jects, but in each case the collection has been post
poned on account of stormy weather and small a!r"
tendance. Codman, who is a parishioner, sa~s he IS 
about to change his tactics. Hereafter he Will stay 
at home pleasant Sundays, and ?e more scrupUlous 
in his attendance on the most disagreeable.-Lowell 
Citizen. 

The third and latest philosophy assumes nothing moyes long after it has been heard. . Each event or 
beyond the facts of life and matter, and depends impUlse of feeling or sensation may vibrate for y~ars 
only on the observations of its manifestations. It and years within the nervous structure . If an obJect 
asserts what is self-evident, viz.: .that life and the which is set in motion by a force will move on 
forms of matter exist, and· while. it givs itself no eternally unless it meets with a counteracting force 
concern about which existed :first, if there ever could (as philosophy teaches), why may not i~en:s and f~el
be a :first in eternity, for all practical purposes, and ings be of that refined character that 'vithm the mt~
by the process of deduction it concludes that matter del of life ~hey may vibrate forever, although then 
and the life of matter are co-eternal; that they never first and most outward and sensible impulse has been 
were or coUld hav been created by an outside party, carried behind the door of the outer chambers of 
there being no outside to nature; and also from the consciousness? In order to recall an event it must 
fact that the one was never knoWn to exist without leave a record of its peculiar feelings upon us, 01: it 
the other, and that as they never were created, or must continue to exist within us. The reflex actwn 
had a beginning, they never can be destroyed, as theory of the ganglia wil~ not account for it, as the 
neither their creator nor destroyer has or ever had an ganglia are constantly bemg changed and destroyed, 
existence, except in the imagination of ign01·ant hu- while the events with its attendant circumstances and 
manity. · the feelings it originally made either of pleasure or 

IN heaven, we are told, there is. more joy ~ver one 
sinner that repenteth than over runety-and-mne who 
hav never gone astray. ~tis just the ot?er way here 
below. There is more JOY over one nghteous man 
who goes astray, than over _ninety-an_d-n~e thousand 
sinn~rs who P!l-V :)rept at lt all theg· }1-ves . ..,..-Boston 
Transcript, 

, 
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hell in review. He marshalls them in "single :file at 
a brisk walk before you. Every .hour enough will 
pass to populate a town of 3,600. Hour after hour 
-from noon till midnight-from midnight till noon, 
days, months, and years, that procession will move 
on. Nay, it will never end, for by the time one 
generation has passed, another stands ready to take 
its place. It is the march of death; and every sec
ond a soul which has heard little or nothing of Christ 
enters the world of the departed. For every breath 
you draw four immortal spirits pass from heathenism 
into eternity." · 
. This di~gram is also called to understanding's aid 
m computmg the relativ numbers of the saved and 
damned Splitting the difference between the various 
estimates, there are about three-fourths of the world 
who never heard of Christ and are consequently 
goners. 

10 15 75 
t;d 
0 

Two Wails. 
The Catholic Review is troubled in its alleged mind 

over the defections from its faith through mixed 
marriages. It wails: 

"Keep your children from and out of mixed marriages 
lest in :fifty years you need another St. Patrick, or St. Boni 
face, to convert a nation of pagans, made up of your grand 
children. Here is a looking-glass! stand before it, watch it 
closely! Our town numbers 150 families entirely Catholic 
and 450 "mixed families." Of these latter 400 hav falle~ 
away entirely and completely from the church; of the 50 out 
wardly professing the faith, only 20 earnestly strive to raise 
their children Catholics. Thus 430 families are gone· count 
3 children for each, and you hav the round number ~f 1 290 
~including parents, 2,160 souls lost to the church-the V:ork 
o~ less tha~ 20 years. All my successors within 100 years 
will not bnng as many converts into the church as 860 care
less parents, wi,thin so short a time, hav. sent out of the all
saving "Bark of Peter." Many of the parents in the mixed 
familes referred to were themselvs the results of mixed mar
riages, proving the every-day experience that the second 
generation of such unions will always be an entire loss to 
the church." God's Great Injustice to the World. 

Do the Christians ev.er stop to think of the fearful, [ ~ $ 
the hellish, injustice of their divine scheme of salva- ~ ~ ~ Heathens. . The Christian Advocate, Methodist, takes up the 
tion, by which at best only an infinitesimal part ~.g ~ § cq and se~ds it along, wailing thus: . 
of the inhabitants· of the globe can escape an eternity - ~ P. "It is to be feared, however, that many of those who cease 
of torment? God has built up a theoloo-ical plan or !" to be Catholics become Infidels. This is a calamity. What-h o- ever may be allowed of a few minds of peculiar structure 
sc eme by belief in which alone men, women and The next-diagram represents the number of souls Infidelity among the common people is more demoralizin~ 
children can be "saved"· Yet he has mad: this "rescued from heathenism and the numbers still re- than Roman Catholicism. Though we hav no wish that Ro
scheme known to· only one in seventy-five, while maining." The large square, A B C D, represents man Catholicism shall spread, on the other hand we hav no 
of those who know of it fully one-third reject it, the whole heathen world, while the small square, desire that Roman Catholics become Infidels. More work 
because God has so cons~cted their brains that A b c a, represents the number of rescued ones. should be done by Protestants among these partly alienated Rm:~anists than has ever yet been done. They are very ac-
they cannot believe it. Could a better plan hav been A c B cess1ble. In one Presbyterian church in the city of New 
thought of by which to damn the major portion of ~ York there are a hundred members who were once Catholics. 
the world? If God had set out directly to get every- 4 There is no reason why there should not be some such in 
body into hell he could not hav found a better scheme a b every church of every denomination in the'United States." 

than the Christian. We fa~l to ~e~ the calami_ty the Advocate speaks of. 
These thoughts are called forth by the publication The perutentianes and poorhouses of this state are 

in the Canadian Baptist of the proportion of the crowded with Catholic criminals, and dotted with 
''saved" and "lost." In Central America there are Methodist ministers. If it is demoralizing for the 
Guatemala, San Salvador, Costa Rica, and Porto Rico l,OOO Catholics to turn Infidel, why is it that there are none 
(West India Island), containing an aggregate of 2,200, o~ the latter found in the jails? It is charged by 
000 souls, without a single Protestant missionary. both Catholic and Protestant that our public school~ 
In South America we hav Venezuela, Ecuador, and are Infidel. If Infidelity is demoralizing, the pro-
Bolivia, with over 5,000,000 steeped in paganism and portion of illiterates, paupers, and criminals, ·turned 
the lowest type of Catholicism. Crossing the Atlantic out by them, should exceed the proportion found in 
to the dark continent, we find Morocco with, 5,000, the Catholic schools. Does it? The figures, as col. 
000, Tripoli with 1,000,000, and Tunis with 2,000,000, 

0 
lected by D. A. Hawkins, and in which no error is 

all Mussulmans, and not one missionary for the whole. If D yet believed to be found, are as follows: 
Th f 

· · t r · 4 represents the lesser one, 1,000 will I'ndica.' te · ere are our misswns o uews m those countries There are furnished to every ten thousand inhabi-
but no Christian missions. ' the larger number. tants 

In the territory lying between the equator on the :V~ agree ~th Mr. McLa~n, the collator, that Illiterates. Paupers. Criminals. 

south, the Sahara on the north, Senegambia on the this IS an appaling st~te of affall'S, and "our faith in By Roman Catholic. schools, 1,400 410 160 

west, Abyssinia towards the east there are reckoned God and the gospel " 1s altogether insufficient to re- By pub. schools of 21 states, 350 170 75 

to be between 50,000,000 and 9o 000 000 of human concile us to it. It must be remembered, too, that By public schools of Mass., 71 69 11 

beings who never heard of the J :wish Jehovah or of the list of "saved " includes all nominal Christendom The parochial school system of the church, in this 
Christ. "Crossing the Red Sea we come to Asia the and a good proportion of those we know are lost, state, turns out three and one-half times as many 
cradle of the human race, as well as the home of the such as the Infidels, the Spiritualists, the Jews, and paupers as the public school system, which is 
vast majority of its teeming millions. Here were others who do not recognize Christ as their savior. charged by the both branches of the church as being 
born all the religions which hav to any extent swayed B~t whose fault is it that this condition of things Infidel. in. its tendencies; and that the few paupers 
the minds of men. Here we come upon Beloochistan extsts? Are the people who never saw or heard of and cnmmals frcm the public schools are all Chris
Afghanistan, and Turkistan, with 12,000,000 peopl~ the "gospel" to ~l~e for not believing it? Certain- tians an~ ?hildren of Christian parents, is proved by 
divided into scores of tribes of Mussulmans, to whom ly not. The Chnstian scheme amounts to this: the statistics of the prisons.· The assertion of the 
no one preaches Christ and him crucified. Beyond God made these people; Advooa.te.that Infidelity is more demoralizing than 
we find Thibet, Siberia, Mongolia, and Corea, And conte~poraneously ma~e a hell Catholimsm was born of hatred and fear of Free-
still with a population which cannot be less th A good while after he deVIsed a plan to enable thought, not from any pains taken to compare figures. 
20,000,000 Away to the south is Anam with 1;~ them to escape this hell. The officials of the Milwaukee House of Correction 
000,000." ' But hav recently published their annual report. This 

On the whole globe the population is about 1,440 _ He. left three-quarters of the people in ignorance shows that, of the entire number of prisoners com-
000,000. Of these our collator of figures, which he of this plan; mitted to that institution during the past year, over 
gets from the Missionary Review-, says 200,000,000 are And, one-half, or 878, were Catholics, the Protestants being 
Protestants, which is just twice the number claimed Sends all to hell who died before the plan was dis- 572. Only 199 professed no religion, and it is safe 
in the "Missionary Catechism." However, a lie of a covered, . to say t~at these were like the old Calfornia miners, 
hundred million or 

80 
makes little difference to the And all who hav died since in ignorance of the who while professing no religion, and breaking the 

church, and the statistician proceeds. He claims plan. decalog all to pieces, were ready to fight any one 
240,000,000 for the Roman and Greek Catholic Such is the scheme! who questioned the divinity of Christ. The German 
churches, leaving an even billion for fuel to keep up "Four ,?eathens pass into ?ternity at every breath popul~tion of Milwaukee is fully eight times that of 
the hell created by a God of infinit love. The" Mis- we draw, says. Mr. ~cLaunn; heathens born in ig- the Irish, ~d Germans, as every one knows, are nearly 
sionary Catechism" estimates the cord wood for hell norance, who lived m ignorance, and died in igno- all ~re?thinkers, and support in that city a very 
at one billion twenty million, but a few million more ranee of God's plan, yet going down to nameless tor- flounshmg Freethought paper in their own language, 
or less in the flames will make no perceptible differ- tur.es to gratify divine vengeance. The words of !et .the. report says the proportion of Irish criminals 
ence in their brightness. The "Union Bible Die- Pame, that "the Jews [and Christians) hav~made IS SIX tunes as great as among the Germans. The 
tionary".is more modest than either of the foregoing, God the ~sassi~ of. t.he human species," hav a fear- ~tatistics were ma~e by the cler~ of th~ prison, who 
for it chums only one hundred and seventy-five mill- ful ~d literal Significance when these figures are ~s a. Roman Catholic, and there !S certainly no invid
ious of Christians, counting Protestants, Greek and considered.. Do ~he Christians ever stop to consider wus comparison made against the Catholics. In 1877 
Rpman Catholics, leaving 1,265,000,000 out of the the mountamous Impudence of their claims? Them- the. percentage of Catholics in this institution,_as 
fourteen hundred and forty millions of the globe's selva but a small portion of the world, they arro- agam?t the Prot.estants o_f all sects, was over 55; in 
inhabitants. But the "Bible Dictionary" makes the gantly ~s~ert the wrong thinking, wrong believing, 1878 1t was 49; ~ 1879 It was over 54 per cent; in 
entire population forty millions less than either the wrong .li'?n~, of every one else. What assumption! 1880 the same; m 1881 and 1882 averaging about 53. 
Baptist correspondent or "Miselionary Catechism" What InJUStiCe! What nonsense! It is absurd to per cent. To use the words of the Evangelical Alli
which reduces the devil's pile of kindling-wood by suppose a God of love would originate or sanction ance, "If this is so, what does it show but that Catho-
just that. number. To make the picture more vivid, any such scheme. lie teac~ng and c.atho~c schoo~s are what produce 
the Bapttst correspondent passes the procession to SEND for they 1 IV f "-'- d h " paupensm and cnme? Yet m the face of these 

· o ume . • 0 -A-J.O'lln t e World. :figures1 th.e 4d'I)Oot¢e has the impudence to say that 
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Infidelity is more demoralizing than Catholicism. To 
call that editor a liar would be to flatter him. 

Great Britain spent last year £137,244 on Catholic 
schools in the kingdom. Yet we are told by Alexan
der Sullivan, the Irish orator of a Land League 
meeting, that fifty-four out of every hundred people 
in Ireland cannot read and •write. Is anything 
further needed to show that Catholicism keeps its vo
taries ignorant? Or that such statements as the A.d
mcate's are the malicious invention of churchmen lost 
to all sense of decency and to whom the truth is of 
no account? 

in pleading for woman's rights, while the so-called sacred 
book is obscene in degrading woman. It is very hard that 
Heywood should hav to suffer for the wild talk of his wife, 
but vicarious atonement is the cardinal principle of Chris
tianity. 

sent good books to the world for the promulgation of our 
cause. Liberal writers can only look to Liberal readers for 
support, and _the more t~ese sentiments are ext,ended, the 
more they will be. It IB wonderful how the reading of 
an anti-religious work sometime brings the mind long shaded 
with superstition out of the wilderness; therefore let every 
one make it a point of vital interest to keep bringing them 
out. Resting indifferent, satisfied with our own feelings, is 
too selfish, and does not do the business. We must work 
with resolution and never giv up." 

Notes. 
"WE dare say Anthony Comstock has done good, but on 

the whole he is a public nuisance."-Sun. There is no doubt 
about it. 

IN Mr. Townsend's "Doctrin of Mind and Matter," in our 
issue o.f May 26, in the ftrtt paragraph, nineteenth line, 
the word important should read impotent; the former giving 
au opposit meaning to his sentence. 

Mn. VoN SoHLEUMBACH, who, it is related, was once a prom
inent Infidel in the United States, edited an Infidel paper, 
and organized Infidel clubs, is now in Germany doing Chris" 
tian evangelical work. The name does not sound familiar. 
The story is open to doubt. Does anybody know Von Schleum
bach? 

THII Churchman tells a story about a man who read Canon 
Farrar's writings, lost all sense of good and evil, departed 
from the paths of rectitude and right, and went down to th!l 
grave in horror and darkness, exclaiming with his dying 
breath, "Too late, too late !" Canon Farrar is an Episco
palian dignitary of London. He threw overboard the belief 
in hell at the same time Beecher discarded that dogma. He 
retained, however, the remaining tenets of the Christian 
superstition, and still teaches them. Before taking this nar-" 
rativ unmixed with allowance, it will be necessary to hear the 
Boston Monday lecturer's version of it. When Dr. Beard, in 
his last moments, requested that his head be raised, he said, 
"·Higher, higher !" This was interpreted by religious people 
so as to refer to some supermundane power. Allowed the 
same latitude, the words "too late " may be read " tool ate." 
The man may hav swallowed a hammer by mistake. He may 
in dying hav lamented that accident in the foregoing words, 
and at the same time fallen asleep in Jesus and awoke in 
Abraham's bosom. Since the advent of Cook the interpreta
tion of last words has been reduced to a science. 

THE Rev. Joe Cook had a sensational adventure last week 
in the dining-room of the Commercial Hotel at Monmouth, 
Ill., with Mr. E. M. Gill, a traveling man from Indianapolis. 
The story goes-that Gill sat at the same table with Cook, and 
ordered for supper a piece of raw meat, when Cook remarked: 
"You are a Western n;an, I imagin. Do you liv on raw meat 
out here?" To which Mr. Gill appropriately replied: "I eat 
what I damn please, and pay for it. You must be an East
ern dude." Cook reprimanded him for swearing, and called 
upon the waiter to eject him for using profanity in the pres
ence of ladies. Words followed. Mr. Gill shook his fist in 
Cook's face, called him a liar, and when Cook had gone to his 
room, sent him a card demanding satisfaction. Gill said lie 
would whip Cook if it cost him a hundred dollars. Cook de
clined to meet him, and put himself under the care of the 
police. He expressed confidence in his ability to thrash five 
men like Gill, but objected to being perforated with bullets. 
Cook's arrogance and disagreeable conduct when traTeling 
hav bean often remarked heretofore. The West is said to be 
a place where the peopie commence shooting early in a dis
cussion. If Mr. Cook does not frame his methods of beha
vior somewhat more in consonance with the manners and 
customs of that part of the country, he is likely to get some
thing in his interior that didn't go down his throat. 

THE collapse of the Joe Cook fabric~tion about the death
ned conversion of Dr. George M. Beard still continues to 
worry such of the religious papers as were silly enough to 
mistake Cook's word for the truth. The editors of these 
papers hav yet much to learn, and among the rest that Cook 
was never known to state a fact except under the mistaken 
impression that it was a lie. 

MR. JoAOIUM PECCI, known as Pope Leo xm., has got him
self into a hole in lending his aid and influence to the British 
government in oppressing Ireland. Boycotting and the with
holding of "Peter's pence " are freely talked of and advocated 
among Catholics. The difference between England and Ire
land is a religious one, and the pope has inadvertently placed 
the Episcopal church under a debt to him that he will never 
be able to collect. 

THE amenities existing between the editorli of religious 
papers are something extraordinary. For instance, the Pres
byterian Banner suggests that the Independent "has often dem
onstrated its ignorance of Presbyterianism, and would do 
better to let it alone in the future;" while the Independent 
modestly replies, "We hope our ignorance is as intelligent 
as its [the Banner's] knowledge." Slowly, brethren, slowly! 
Whosoever shall say, Thou fool, shall be in danger of hell 
fire. You are getting where the climate is warm. 

Do you want tenderness? Quote Christ.-Talmage. Exam
ples: "0 generation of vipers, who hath warned you to flee 
from the wrath to come?'' (1'11atthew iii, 7). " Wo unto you, 
scribes and Pharisees, hypocrits " (Luke xi, 44). "Ye ser
pents, ye generation of vipers, how can you escape the dam
nation of hell?" (Matthew xxiii, 33.) "I came not to send 
peace but a sword;" etc. (Matthew x, 34). Yes, for "tender
ness " by all means quote Christ, but in doing so skip the 
foregoing passages, or your tenderness will not be unmixed 
with some of the worst examples of venom ever printed. 

TAKING the Brooklyn bridge as a text the Rev. Robert Coll
yer, last Sunday, gave his congregation some interesting in
formation about suspension bridges, paying this derserved 
tribute to Thomas Paine: "When Thomas Paine got his idea 
of a suspension bridge from a spider's web and constructed 
a model in accordance therewith, the English pronounced it 
impracticable. The Americans in London, on the contrary, 
said it is just what we want on our side of the water. Thomas 
Paine is the true inventor this side of China oi. our bridge. 
He was a man of genius and a great man, with all his faults. 
His name should hav received some mention from the orators 
who took part in the opening ceremonies." 

THE Rev. Howard Crosby, of New York, in a speech before 
the General Assembly of the Presbyterian church at Sara.
toga, last week, said: "I care nothing for what the secular 
press would say. I hav no fears of it, and ask no favors from 
it." Considering that but for the secular press Dr. Howard 
Crosby would hardly be known outside his own church walls, 
this is rather ungrateful coming from him. But however lit
tle regard he may hav for the press, it may be comforting for 
him to know that the admiration is mutual in extent. The 
secular press of New York has never shown by its printed ut
terances that it places a large amount of importance on what 
the clergy say. It has no fears of them, and asks no favors 
of them. Perhaps a realization of this fact and a desire to 
balance matters had something to do with Dr. Crosby's re
marks as above quoted. 

HEYWOOD is in the toils again before the Massachusetts Su
perior Court, on a charge of obscenity. He writes us that 
his enemies hav been for months working up the case, a!!d 
on Wednesday, May 23d, he was arrested on a bench warrant 
issued by Judge Pitman, and taken to Worcester, where he 
was held in $1,000 bail. H. H. Bigelow became his bonds
man. There was no preliminary examination, and the dis
trict attorney insisted on his being tried on the Friday fol
lowing his arrest. At Mr .. Heywood's earnest solicitation the 
judge consented to a postponement, and the case goes over 
to next August or October. The obscenity is a leaflet written 
by Mrs. Heywood and reprinted from last January's Word. 
A perusal of it leads to the conclusion that this arrest is a 
matt!lr for a police court, for if the social relations of men 
and women can be discussed vulgarly, Mrs. Heywood has 
found the way to do it. Her writings remind one forcibly of 
some of the t:rash foull-cl in the l3ible1 e:x:ce:pt that she is nasty 

Two religious lunatics hav just developed themselvs in 
Crowley county, Kansas. A dispatch from Leavenworth on 
the 25th ult. says: -

"Yesterday morning a man and his wife, named Palmer, 
while laboring under a delusion, stripped themselvs, and, not 
being adorned by even the historical fig-leaf, wandered about 
their corral and orchard all day and night, imagining they 
were in Eden and obeying the behests of Jehovah. As the 
husband is a very strong and powerful man, the neighbors 
were afraid to go near them; but this morning some of them 
coaxed up courage enough to go to them and persuade them 
to clothe themselvs. Their children were in the house, but 
were unable to do anything with their parents. 'fhe couple 
are now quiet, but still out of their minds. The woman, 
who is very well educated, was bitten by a rnttlesnake a few 
days before the above occurrence, but, trusting solely in 
prayer, refused to allow anything to be done for her to cure 
the bite." 

We are inclined to doubt the snake part of the story, as the 
bite of a healthy rattler will scarcely yield to prayer, while 
the Eden story, which is likely true enough, shows the bad 
effects of believing the Bible. If all Christians had the cour
age of their pretended conviction, the insane asylums would 
be full. 

ONE of the admirers of Billy Harper, a notoriously depraved 
gambler, now happily deceased, has a pretty good idea of 
Christianity. Talking of Mr. Harper, he said: 

"Well, Billy was as bad as they make 'em. Not any one of 
us was worse, I guess, and most of us were a blamed sight 
better-for he was a cross man as well as gambler. Besides, 
he didn't ever hav any qualms of conscience. When some of 
us would get concerned-not seriously, but just enough to 
set us tbinkin~ and talking-about reforming for the sake of 
saving our souls, and would express a dread of dying right 
slap in the midst of our deviltries, Billy would say that he 
would be sure to come out all right. He wasn't a bit of an 
Infidel, yon understand, but just as orthodox as any preacher 
in town. He believed that he could repent and be saved, 
exactly according to the church doctrin. He always meant to 
repent just in time, and he decided to take his chances of 
being able to. Well, he has won, as usual. He had nem·1;c 
a week's warning, and he just let your chaplain fix thiug,; up 
all right for him. So he's gono to heaven, after being >lU out
rageous sinner ch>ar to the encl. Yes, sir; a lucky Billy was 
he." 

Mr. Harper was more honest than many ministers in his 
scriptural renderings, but it cannot be denied that he had 
the church creeds down fine. 

A RELIGious paper which comes to this office says: 
"An arbitrary attempt to change the orthography of the 

English language by the vote, resolutions, and practice of a 
society formed for the purpose is as unnatural as would be 
an attempt to straighten a round-shouldered man by putting 
him in a vice. He grew so, and if ever straightened it must 
be by slow degrees in harmony with the laws of his being." 

This may be true; but when anyone objects to the means 
which others adopt to bring about a desirable reform, it is 
the duty of the objector to mention some better way. If votes, 
resolutions, and practice, especially practice, are not calcu
lated to further the good cause, and bring it into public prom
inence, what is? If practicing an upright position won't 
straighten a crooked man, when the proper appliances are 
employed to keep him upright, what will? It is regarded by 
the religious press as something akin to heresy to make any 
deviation from orthodox orthography. Yet the same paper 
from which we quote would print the fifth verse of the 
eighth psalm thus: 

"For thou has made him a little lower than the angels, and 
hast crowned him with glory and honor." 

Whereas, Wyclif, the "Morning Star of the Reformation," 
and a translator of the New Testament into English, spelled 
it this way: 

" Thou hast maad hym a litellasse than aungels; thou hast 
crouned him with gloria and onour." 

If it is not right to "practice" a reformed system of spell
ing, then the religious press should go back to "glorie and 
onour." It certainly is not going forward to them. 

A WELL-KNOWN Freethought author of the West writes the 
following, which it is unnecessary for us to say that we in
dorse: 

"It should be the duty of every Freethinker thr~ughout 
our whole fraternity to do what he can in extending Liberal 
books, tracts, and papers as far as he is able. If our cause 
is a good one, it becomes each member to use as much exer
tion to support it as is manifested by the supporters of the 
different creeds of religion. Let us, therefore, encourage the 
Liberal papers, books, and lectures, and from the power of 
our united interest, our cause will flourish and the hood
winking influence of ignorance and superstition shall no lon
ger attempt to incarcerate our noblest sages and trammel our 
freedom of thought. Let us liberally :patronize all who pre-

Mn. !NGEnsoLL concluded his speech te the Star route jury 
last Saturday, and the defense declared their case closed. 
Toward the close of his speech Mr. Ingersoll said the prose
cution had exhausted themselvs in the effort to place their 
~oot upon the neck of S. W. Dorsey. Never, as long as the 
world swung in its orbit, would they find twelve honest men 
to convict Stephen W. Dorsey. The governmen.t might use 
all of its power, all the brains that its money could hire, it 
could poison the entire newspaper press, bring on its wit
nesses, and buy its informers, but he gave it notice that the 
prosecution never would do it. As long as the average of 
men ran one or two true men to a dozen, they never would 
do it. In conclusion Mr. Ingersoll said: 

"Now, gentlemen, the responsibility is with you; their 
fates are in your hands. In your keeping is everything they 
love. Everything they hold dear is in your power. With 
this fearful responsibility you hav no right to listen to the 
whispers of suspicion. You hav no right to hearken to the 
promptings of fear. Beware of prejudice. Look to the tes
timony alone. Be not convinced by the last argument. 
Listen not to the epithets instead of facts. Recall every ar
gument made in this case. Put the evidence in the scale and 
then hav the honor anc;t manhood to say which scale goes 
down. We ask from you the mercy of an honest verdict. 
That is all we ask; the verdict of your honesty. It is for you 
to say whether these defendants ehall liv with honor among 
their fellow-citizens; whether they shallliv in the fresh air 
or be taken from their wives, from their children, from their 
firesides, from all they hold most dear. It is for yon to say 
whether they shall be clothed with honor or with shame; 
whether their day shall set without a single star in all the sky 
of eternal night; whether they shall be branded as criminals. 
After nil they hav suffered, after they hav been pursued by 
the government as no defendants hav before been pursued, 
it is for yon to say whether their homes shall be blasted by 
the lightning of a false verdict. Yon must say whether their 
future shall be one of agony, of grief, of tears. Nothing 
beneath tho stars of heaven is so profoundly sad as the wreck 
of a human being. Nothing is so profoundly mournful as a 
home covered with shame. Nothing is so infinitly sad as 
the thing that shall cast a stain upon children yet unborn. 
It is for you to say whether this shall be such a verdict or 
one in accordance with the law nnd the facts. The prosecu
tion are heated with the chase; they are excited by the hunt; 
but I will say that, in the end, they will be a thousand times 
better pleased with a verdict of not guilty than with what 
they ask. They would enjoy their victory, they would like 
success; and they would hav you giv to those aspirations great
er weight than to homes and wives and children. I want a 
verdict that will relieve my clients from .the agony of two long 
years; that will lift from them the cloud-a verdict that will 
fill the coming days and nights with joy-a verdict that will 
fill their minds with a sense of joy and of gratitude forever 
to you, one and all." 

-------4~------

Lectures and Meetings. 
A FREETHINKI~;RB' PICNIC will be held at Dan Leonard's 

Grove, near Corning, Iowa, on Sunday, June 3d. Addresses 
will be given by some of the Liberals. J. E. Remsburg, of 
Kansas, is expected to be present. 

CoL. JoHN R. KELso, of Modesto, Cal., is to begin a debate 
with Rev. W. H. Briggs at Elliott, Cal., on the 5th, to con
tinue a week. A lively time is expected, but the cause of 
Freethought is in good hands, and the result is a foregone 
conclusion. 

W. F. JAMIEsON lectures in Pipe Stone, Minn., five times; 
will speak in Janesville, Minn., Sundays, June 3d and lOth, 
and Saturday evening, June 9th-five lectures; will speak 
anywhere in Minnesota from the 12th of June until the 1st of 
July. Address him at Lake City, Minn. 

THE following resolution was passed at a recent meeting of 
the Liberal Association of New South Wales: 

"Resolved, That the committee of the Liberal Association of 
New South Wales desires to express its heartfelt sympathy 
with Mrs. D. M. Bennett in the great and irreparable loss 
she has sustained in the death of her husband. 

"F. LAcY, Cor. Sec." 

G. H. W ALBER writes us that there will be a Liberal en
campment at Liberal, Barton county, Mo., June 15th, 16th, 
and 17th. A grand and glorious time iF! anticipated. Libe
rals, Spb·itualists, and Freethinkers of all grades will be 
there, and enjoy three days of genuin pleasure-speaking, 
singing, boat-riding, fishing, swinging, dancing, and amateur 
theatricals. Plays will be in order. All friends a:re invited. 

, 
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g[ommunicalions. 

Anthropomorphism. 
The ancients of Rome and Greece had not much 

faith in the interference of a sole over-ruling god. 
To account for the evil permitted in the world they 
very reasonably had recourse to several gods. But 
their writers often used expressions equivalent to 
this: "Surely the gods pay no attention to the affairs 
of men." 

Modern religions, teaching that there is a just one 
only God who sees all things, by whom "the very 
hairs of our heads our numbered," cause even wise 
men to talk like perfect fools very often. As an 
example I quote Montaigne, one of the most sensible 
of writers, a Freethinker for his age. He has l;)een 
describing the awful cruelties of the Spainards to 
the innocent, helpless nativs of Mexico and Peru, a 
people whom Montaigne declares to be unequaled on 
earth for their virtues, against whom but one fault 
could be alleged, that of killing occasionally a prisoner 
and cooking and eating a small bit, sending a portion 
of the body to all their allies, it being a sort of war
like and religious ceremonial, all other prisoners 
save the chosen victim being treated kindly and set 
free. 'I'he Spainards literally exterminated millions 
of these poor people with circumstances of unheard
of cruelty. Had they been devils executing the 
orders of hell itself, they could not hav been more 
cruel, oppressiv, tormenting, and slaughter-breathing. 
On one occasion they bumt te death in one :fire by 
slow tortures four hundred and sixty men-the sixty 
being nobles of highest standing. That is one 
instance out of hundreds. They generally baptized 
them :first before burning. All this is by their own 
confession. lVIontaigne, living right in the times, 
having neighbors and servants in his house who 
had been· in Mexico and seen many of the awful 
tragedies, is full of horror at the events. What 
does he say? His all-powerful god was cogni
zant of it all. Some allusion to his god must be 
made. He concludes thus : "God did merito
riously permit that all this great plunder should 
be swallowed by the sea in transportation, or by 
civil wars wherewith the Spainards devoured one 
another, and the most of the actors in it, were buried 
upon the place, without any fruit of their conquest!" 
Now had a stranger stood by without interference 
while two men beat and maltreated another, Mon
taigne would hav been the :first to denounce him. 
Had he known of any one witnessing an attempt to 
burn a house, but remaining quiet while the inmates 
perished in the flames, able by a word to prevent it 
but saying nothing, and had he heard from him such 
an excuse as this: "I foresaw the criminal would 
meet with a great misfortune before he left the spot," 
what would he hav said? Truly his wa.ys . are not 
ours, yet he judges us by ours and we must think of 
him by his ways. 

In every book, through every conversation, in 
every newspaper and speech and lecture, runs this 
same style of allusion to God [outside of Freethinkers 
and truth seekers). Men act and reason in this as 
though they were idiots with an idiot God. It never 
occurred to even wise old Montaigne that his God 
might hav more "meritoriously" prevented the 
in:finit destruction by the Spainiards, instead of 
merely depriving them of their booty. 

If the mass of people read and thought for them
selvs, how long could a religion stand whose chief 
priests and elders are continually pointing out little 
favors of chance that happen to themselvs as proofs 
of God's providence? There is a Presbyterian college 
near me that professes to be conducted on the 
"trust-in-God" plan. Yet the trust in this case has 
in reality as solid a basis as the American dollar 
of silver. Eccentricity well advertised has intrinsic 
value for begging purposes. Beggars whose basis is 
misfortune, disease, plague, pestilence, and famin, 
are common; beggars whose basis is "trust in God" 
to levy contributions off the world are a novelty. 

It goes the rounds that a school of some kind in 
New York city has a similar basis. A long interview 
with its head is published on "patent insides," along 
with the sensational " Abduction of a Child," " One 
Woman's Life," "Wonderful Seance," that round up 
with a three times three for Warner's cure and 
Pierce's Golden Discovery. The head of that school 
declares that often it has seemed on the brink of 
starvation, when after a plentiful supper not a thing 
was left for breakfast. Yet during the night even 
there came bread, potatoes, fuel, etc., in abundance. 
"God let them get out merely to try them." But the 
ravens always came in time. Stoves, etc., hav been 
furnished. On one occasion the chimney failed to 
draw after setting up a new range after the evening 
meal. Every effort to make it draw failed. "Well, 
no breakfast in this house to-morrow,'' was the 
thought; not of all, but of some. " Stay; we will 
pray." Sure enough, by morning the Lord had 
cleaned the chimneys, and all was well. 

Now it is a fact that a very large number of peo
ple really believe all this. There is no use in deny
ing it. Among others, our spiritua-l friends, of some 

schools, believe such stuff, but more sensibly ascrib
ing the cause to spirit friends. 

So much for- the comfortable, well. housed, clad, 
and fed trust-in-God folks. The being who holds 
the in:finit creation in the hollow of his hand waits 
upon them-is their potato-porter and chimney 
sweep. But the heartless egotism that can believe 
itself the recipient of such powers from such a source, 
while millions are actually suffering and perishing 
outright of starvation ! What shall we say of it? It 
is worse than that missionary society inN ew York city 
that held a sitting and reported the hundreds of 
thousands of dollars it raised last year and sent to the 
black heathen of Africa, while twelve thousand men, 
women, and children were howling around their doors 
for work or bread. God did not clean the chimneys 
of these thousands, nor stop their howlings with 
bread. Get ye into comfortable houses with pleas
ant rooms, and be clothed with better rags, and then 
"trust in God," ye poor, hungry, dying _howlers. 
Then the Lord will hear ye. HoLT. 

Observer's Observations. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER comes regular, fraught with 

the aid and hope of the kingdom of man; and in it 
we hav-not perhaps eternal life beyond the bounds 
of time and space, but that which givs us self-respect, 
for we cannot even respect ourselvs while encrusted 
with the fossilizing, semi-barbarous Christianity of 
to-day~ As we go out into the green :fields and view 
with renewed interest the unfoldment of vegetation 
in its varied forms; also step into our large manu
facturing centers and see the accumulativ evidences 
of what man has done even in defiance of the com
mand, "Take no thought for the morrow;" we can 
raise our hands, and, in veneration to man alone, ex
claim-We thank thee, 0 God? No, sir; we are 
under no obligations to him, but " We thank thee, 
0 Voltaire, Paine, Bruno, and last, though not 
least, Bennett, with hosts of others that might be 
mentioned, for shredding the barnacles of super
stition off from the ship of man." 

I hav just retumed from Elkhart, Ind. While there, 
though I formed but little acquaintance outside of 
the office, yet I found that many thinking minds 
there were reading THE TRUTH SEEKER and Boston 
Investigator; one gentleman has taken and read the 
Investigator twenty-five years. 

Again am I the victim of superstition; once be
fore I lost my position on account of my Liberal 
views, or, as they term it, blasphemy (contrary to 
the opinion of a late WTiter to THE TRUTH SEEKER), 
though it. was done indirectly and in such a way as 
to enable them to assign another cause to hide the 
real; yet I lost my case because I dared to deny the 
God idea. As it may seem strange to others as well 
as to me that there are printers that will not tolerate 
Freethought, I will giv the names. First, the .A&vent 
Review, of Battle Creek, Mich., and the Mennonite 
Publishing Co., of Elkhart, Ind. At this last office 
the proprietor wished me not to say anything about 
my views in the office, and he did not wish me to let 
any one know what my views were at all. I told him 
I only could promis as to the office. Now I wish 
to digress a moment and drop a thought in connec
tion with the reason he gave why he did not wish me 
to speak of these things in the office. It was this: 
"I hav young people working there that are easily 
influenced." The thought is, Is Christianity so weak 
that it must not come into contact with adverse ele
ments? Surely that Roman Catholic bishop must 
hav been right who said, "Giv me the children to 
teach and instruct, and you may hav the men." Our 
children are brought into the world, with our present 
knowledge, with enough inharmony without being 
left to the mercy of the Sunday-school teacher in 
that slaughter-pen of humanity, self-respect, and 
liberty-the Sunday-school. How many there are 
that to-day, while striving to attain to that perfect 
liberty, not in Christ Jesus but in man harmo
nized, are compelled to feel the withering, blasting ef
fect of that charnel house and cesspool of iniquity
the Sunday-school-on their life on account of being 
in contact therewith during their youth and infantil 
years! To my mind and experience I would much 
rather my children would ~ttend a house of prosti
tution than the Sunday-school; at the former the ef
fect and influence would be but temporary compared 
to the damning effect left upon the whole after life 
of that person by the latter. That greatest hell, 
unsatisfied desire in the human breast, is a child be
gotten by the Sunday-school. '!'hen, knowing these 
things, shall we still let our children go down to the 
death of all that is fair, beautiful, and grand in the 
human life by attending this charnel house of hu
man hopes? 

As I hav already made this rather lengthy, I will 
refer but briefly again to Elkhart. Although, as I 
said, I found quite a Liberal element there, though I 
did not attain any acquaintance to any extent, I be
came acquainted with sev.eral Spiritualistic families 
who are strong in that faith. Is it anything but a 
faith ? A. one remove n:om theology trying to hold 
on to the God idea with one hand and groping with 
the other r:~>fter Liberalism ? Again and again ha.v 

I received much that seemed to giv evidence of a 
continuity of earth life, but at the best I can only 
hope for it. As George Chainey says: " It will be 
time enough to attend the affairs of another world, 
if there is one, when we arrive there." I don't say 
there is noimmortality-no life beyond, but, while 
Ihav a hope (as Robert G. Ingersoll says, born not 
of any book, creed, rn.· religi_on, but of the heart, the 
human affection) of claspmg the hands of . those 
loved one, gone before, as to the reality thereof 
we can get no evidence; at least I don't. Then, with 
George Chainey, would it not be as well, as he says, 
to transfer our affections and love to others as fair in 
this life, help some other life here to be made fairer 
by our influence and presence ? I am assured that I 
can do justice to myself, at least better, by ceasing 
to chase this (at present but an) ignisfatutLS of another 
life in so attending to my conditions and surround
ings that so much of the inharmony may be dis
placed by harmony, and therein shed at least a ray 
of hope or sympathy on the pathway of my brother 
or sister, helping to brighten their lives thereby, 
and then when the change comes, if there is another 
life, I shall be as well prepared for a dwelling-place 
there as if I had spent my time only in chasing an 
ignisfatuus. 

Here in Kalamazoo the Liberal element received 
quite a treat on the evening of the 14th of May; no 
less than a lecture by George Chainey on " The Old 
Faith and the New." I was surprised, so were 
many others, that so many turned out to hear him. 
He spoke for over an hour to a good house, full of 
appreciativ listeners, with one or two exceptions. So 
effectiv was his address that it raised the ire of the 
Christian editor of the Telegraph, who was present 
as reporter, as can be seen by the inclosed clipping 
from that paper. As I hav already made this longer 
that I intended, I will but very briefly refer to his 
lecture. 

He compared the old faith to an anesthetic. Al
though it had been to some minds a benefit in 
alleviating the disease of theology, which it only 
could do, the new faith, the Gospel of Man, would 
remove entirely the need of the anesthetic by so 
placing man on his own self-reliance, restoring his 
self-respect, making him what he should and would 
be under the new faith.:_a man-that the shackles of 
his slavery under the old faith would be entirely re
moved; and hence also the need of an anesthetic. 
He said the beginning of wisdom was not to know 
God,but to deny God. He said whenhereached that 
point in his life he was free, and a peace pervaded 
him that he knew not of before. 

George Chainey that night drove many a nail in a 
sure place, and at the close of his lecture there were 
those that were more convinced than ever. · As 
expressed by him at the commencement, "the 
ranks of superstition were broken." He was a 
man that knew whereof he spoke. He was well 
versed in biblical lore, as could be seen by his apt 
quotations. 1 tell you, he made theology squirm that 
night, and you hav only to read those extracts I 
send with this to convince you thereof. Theology 
must die, and I am satisfied had D. M. Bennett lived 
its demise would hav been hastened. 

ARTHUR C. EVERETT. 
Kalamazoo, JJiich., May, E. M. 283 .. 

"Vicarious Atonement." 
From a sermon by the Rev. John A. Wilson, of Bridgewater, Mass. 

On a remote island of the orient, many years ago, 
dwelt a father and son, who differed in character, as 
day differs from night. The father was morose, cruel, 
and vindictiv. The son was gentle and kind-hearted. 

On an expedition to the distant mainland, they 
captured two babes-a boy and a girl-and brought 
them home to rear as slaves. From this pair they 
bred a large retinue of servants, who were employed 
in menial offices, and kept in a condition of complete 
ignorance. They knew enough to eat, drink, and 
propagate their kind, and this was all. They were 
taught to regard their owners as superior beings, and 
to perform their bidding without question. As ab
solute despots, the two ruled over them, and. they 
knew no law but their good pleasure. But the sever
ity of the father ever served to render m?re gratify
ing the kindness of the son, and thus It was that 
these poor savages learned to obey their king through 
fear, and their prince through love. . , 

The island was named "The Beautiful. Here 
grew all manner of fruits in ab~ndance, and on the~e 
the people fed. But one day, m the _gar~en of his 
palace, the king planted a seed of a frmt hitherto ~n
known and in time a tree sprang theren:om, whiCh 
put fo;th leaves, and blossoms, and fruit; and, as the 
fruit ripened, it became of a deep yell?w color, and 
it gleamed forth. like spheres of burnished .g~ld
bright and temptmg, from out of dark-green foliage. 
And day by day the people came to gaze upon that 
wondrous tree, and to marvel over its green leaves, 
and its yellow fruit. And all were agreed that never 
before was tree so perfect in symmetry; and never 
before was fruit so beautiful as this. And they named 
the tree in true oriental metaphor, "the tree of 
life,'' and its fruit they called, "the apples of wis
dom." 
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And the king caused proclamation to be made proposed scheme. In conformity thereto, he now 
throughout the community, that this-the most ex- seized upon the prince, his son, and having subjected 
cellent of all fruits-was reserved for the use of him- him to all the various tortures he had imposed on the 
self and son only; and that whoever of the people people, ended by putting him to a cruel death. He 
should lay hands thereon, should be put to death. then made proclamation to the other writhing vic-

And it happened that one night, when all others tims of his malice, that such of them as would con
slept, the aged mother of the tribe, impelled by rest- fess-each for himself-that he stole the fruit which 
less craving, and with no thought of wrong, stole he had not stolen; and was justly punished for a 
forth into the king's garden to look upon the tree. crime he was not guilty of; and acknowledged the 
And somehow, in the stillness and the starlight, the logical justice of the prince's suffering and death in 
green leaves looked greener, -and the golden fruit his stead; and accepted the same as a special atone
~ore golden, than ever ?efore.. And from every Ius- ment for him and for a fault 'which he had not com
mous globe a soft, temptmg voiCe seemed to whisper, mitted; and in liquidation of a punishment he had 
"Take me!" and "Take me!" and imagination and not earned-those of them who would subscribe 
appetite eagerly seconded the appeal, with rapturous to this arrary of contradictions and absurdities should 
visions of a sweetness hitherto unknown, and of a be allowed to go free; but all who refused should 
flavor undreamed of till now, lurking in this fruit-- suffer torment everlasting at his hands. 
nserved for royalty only. Intoxicated by the pros- Some of the weaker, worn out by suffering, sub
pect, with none· to warn, almost unconsciously the scribed to the conditions, and were releas~d. But 
poor savage stretched forth her hand, and touched the more hardy denounced the scheme as wholly 
one of the golden spheres. It yielded, and dropped opposed to common sense; denied the king's right 
dead-ripe into her palm. A moment later, guiltybut to punish them; and elected to endure any amount 
triu~phant, s~e breathlessly awoke her husband, and of suffering he might put upon them, rather than 
exhibited to him the treasure which she held. subscribe to such a tissue of falsehood and folly. 

Together they feasted on that stolen fruit, and very Subsequently, the king admitted that he had fore-
sweet it was. All thought of the transgression was seen the whole issue from the beginning. That he 
lost in the present bliss of enjoyment. Only when had grown the tree purposely to delude the people, 
they had finished, even down to the seeds and the and thereby gain an excuse for exercising the rna
rind, did they realize what they had done, then lignity upon them ; that he had prompted his kind
awaited with terror the coming of the dawn, which hearted son to sacrifice himself for the sufferers, that 
should disclose the theft and bring punishment. Nor he-the father-might thereby obtain a· bogus repu
were their fears idle. When morning came, the fruit tation for mercy; knowing well that a majority 
was missed; they were taxed with the theft; con- would never accede to such a preposterous plan of 
fessed thereto; and were brought before the king for exemption; and that if a few did accept, and thus 
judgment. In a very delirium of vindictiv rage, he escape, he would still hav abundant material left 
now prepared to inflict upon the trembling culprits whereon to exercise his :fiendish malice. 
a vengeance out of all proportion to their crimes. My friends, this is the fable of " Imputed Sin and 

First, he confiscated and destroyed all their little Vicarious Atonement." What do you think of it ? 
property-the accumulation of a lifetime. Next, he And where, you will ask, shall we look for people 
stripped them and applied to their naked bodies ignorant and degraded enough to believe such a 
every torture which a devilish ingenuity could sug- monstrous fable ? Are they the naked savages of 
gest. He scourged them with rods and with sting- Polynesia; or the wild tribes of Central Africa; or 
ing-nettles. He applied thumbscrews to their hands the cannibals of Terra-del-Fuego; or the tree-dwell-
and :fire to their feet. He racked their muscles, and ers of the Amazon? -
he twisted their joints. He starved them in sight of No; they are none of these. But in this, your 
loaded tables, and tormented them with thirst while own country; in your own statlil; in this, your own 
rivers of wate~· ran just beyond their reach. Every town, are to be found the supporters of this foolish 
day he contnved some new torture, some more. re- and vicious :fiction. 
:fined cruelty, and as often as exhausted nature sought When I realize that under the sacred name of re
refuge in unconsciousness he awoke them by some ligion this blasphemous fable is Sunday by Sunday 
agony more dreadful than the last; yet, throughout recited from our pulpits and taught in our Sabbath 
all, he carefully preserved them from death, lest schools; when ,I realize that within the shadows of 
thereby they should escape the unsated appetite of this church is a great institution, supported by pub
his vengeance. - lie funds, where young men and young women are 

His ingenuity to invent and inflict every manner trained to be the guides and leaders of youth; young 
of bodily torture was boundless, and transcends all men and young women of intelligence and culture, 
description. But he did not stop at this. He tor- who believe this fable, and will teach it to others; I 
tured the minds of his victims also. Every agony question if I am awake; if it not all a horrible 
they suffered physically was skilfully reproduced and dream. 
intensified mentally, through their affections and No; it is not a dream. It is a terrible reality. 
fears. Only a few days since, here in Bridgflwater, tt white 

His capacity for vengeance was in:finit. He de- man, a man of intelligence and education; a man 
creed that all the innocent descendants of this man apparently sane; a reader of the daily papers; more 
and woman should hav imputed to them their-guilt, than this, a graduate of a theological seminary; a 
and should share their punishment. Therefore their minister of the gospel in this community, called on 
ag.onies were enhanced by seeing the same tortures me, and, in the course of conversation, not only 
applied to their children and grandchildren-even to avowed his belief in this extravagant fable, but 
innocent little babes yet unborn at the time of the gravely informed me that if you and I do not also 
theft. And furthermore, this cruel king declared believe and accept it, there is no hopefor us; this 
that his anger was implacable; that his vengeance whole society, and all other Unitarians throughout 
could never be fulfilled; and to all time the tortures the whole world will, without any doubt, be damned 
of this pair, and of their descendants, should go on eternally. And-if you can believe it-he said it with-
and constantly increase. out laughing. 

At this juncture the young prince, moved with How can any reasonable human being, in this age 
compassion, pleaded with his father for the people. of enlightenment, believe such a doctrin? The an
He admitted the justice of the king's decree, by which swer is simple enough: He has never known any 
an innocent people were made to suffer horribly, for other. He learned this at his mother's knee, and 
all time, for the trivial fault of their progenitor; but was taught that to doubt was to sin. The same lesson 
he proposed a plan by the adoption of which, he con- was repeated to him, and by him, at school. The 
tended, the king's decree should remain inviolate and same lesson was the limit and extent of his theologi
his vengeance be fully satisfied, yet the people hav a cal curriculum. He has never read an unbelieving 
chance of escape from the torments which affiicted book. His daily prayer is not for more light but 
them. against doubt. Like the tar-boilers of North Carolina, 

He argued that, being of royal blood, his life was who still vote for President Jackson, he believes in a 
of m~ch grel!ter value than the aggregate of the lives devil who died two centuries ago. I say it in all 
of this whole race of slaves; that, did he suffer as kindness-in theologic conviction, this man is as 
they suffered, his suffering would_ :fill the measure of much the creature of circumstances as a pumpkin 
the king's vengeance much more completely than grown in a glass jar. The jar within which his germ 
their suffering possibly could. He now offered to happened to be cast accounts for his shape. He 
submit himself for a lilnited time to the punishment would be a Buddhist or a Mohammedan, or a :fire-war
they endured. This, that as the guilt of one had shiper, with equal facility, had he been so born, and 
been imputed to all, and all suffered in consequence, so taught. And yet, though holding this horrible 
so the suffering of one should now be imputed to all belief, and worshiping a devil in the name of God, 
as a satisfaction of that imaginary debt, and they be he is still a kind and good man; and why? For the 
allowed to go free. Provided, nevertheless, that only same reason that Stanley's African chief was kind 
those sho~d be benefited thereby who admitted- and good. Not by reason of his theology, but in 
each for himself-that he, indi_vidually stole the fruit; spite of it. The philosopher is larger that his phi
who admitted, further, the justice of the king's de- losophy. 
cree, and of the tremendous vengeance he had taken, "But," you will ask, "what matters the belief, so 
and who accepted the punishment of the prince as a long as the life is right?" 
special atonement for him-the subscriber-in liqui- I answer, a base belief is ever a lilnitation to a life 
dation of a fault which neither had committed, but of noble impulse. To a life of base impulse a base 
which said subscriber was now obliged to confess belief is an indorsement. The doctrin of "vic a-
that he had. rious atonement" places a premium upon crime. 

The king-out of what he was pleased to call "his Do they who preach this doctrin believe it? 
a,Jl.aboup_ding PJ.ercy"-!1-c!lepted and adopted the Yesi but with certain restrictions. 

Some years ago a reverend doctor of the Presby
terian faith, was conversing with an unbeliever upon 
this subject, when the latter asked: ·"Doctor, what 
proportion of- our race do your suppose are saved ?" 

The doctor considered a moment, then answered: 
"Probably about one in ten." 

It happened that the doctor had just ten children, 
and the other, turning upon him, said sternly: 

"Then how dare you, believing this, bring ten in
nocent children into the world, of whom nine must 
suffer eternal damnation ?" 

But this is just where the restriction comes in. 
Hell is for other people and their families; heaven 
is for ourselvs and our own. -

Whence comes this doctrin, which, like a pall, has 
rested for centuries upon God's fair earth; and like 
a brooding nightmare, through long years, has tor
tured the human mind? 

It comes from the misty and musty past. It comes 
through Paul, from the superstitious ritual of the 
ancient Hebrews; a people barbarous and degraded 
as the Sioux Indians of our West. I will describe 
briefly to you the foolish custom of this people, on 
which Paul, their descendant, subsequently founded 
the yet more foolish doctrin of "vicarious atone
meet." The account is from Leviticus, a book for
merly ignorantly ascribed to Moses, their traditional 
law-giver, but now admitted by all honest scholars 
to be a compilation of oral traditions, :first collected 
and written down many hundl·eds of years after his 
time. 

Their chief God (for they had many others) Yah
weh (or Jehovah, as the name has been erroneously 
rendered), lived in a box (or ark) in the inner room 
of the tent which served for a place of worship. On 
a certain day of each year two goats, exactly similar 
in appearance, were brought to the door of the tent; 
and here the priest (or medicin-man) of the tribe 
cast lots upon them. On one lot was inscribed the 
name of Yahweh, their chief god, and on the other 
the name of Azazel, their chief devil. The goat that 
fell to Yahweh was at once sacrificed. The other 
was called "the scapegoat." Placing his hands 
upon its head, the priest confessed over it the sins 
of the people for the past year; after which it was 
led away into the wilderness and turned loose, as a 
prey to the demon Azazel. Later, the custom was 
changed so far that the scapegoat, after being led 
away, was cast backward over a precipice and killed. 

This custom of the Hebrews was called " the 
atonement," and was still practiced in the time of 
Paul. 

Paul was a Jew, and he preached to Jews. His 
hearers were ignorant and superstitious. He was 
fanatical and unscrupulous. His aim was to found a 
church of which he should be the head. 

Some years before, Jesus, a but little known Jew
ish preacher of Galilee (an obscure country district 
about equal in extent to one of our inland counties), 
had been put to death at Jerusalem by the chief 
priests of his people, for non-conformity to their laws. 
His fate had at the time awakened a good deal of 
sympathy among both Jews and gentiles; for he was 
a man of blameless life, and of wise and gentle utter
ance. Some few had even believed him the promised 
messiah, who should become king of Israel, and de
stroy the Roman power, but, of course, his death had 
put an end to this. In the life and death of this man 
Jesus, Paul saw his opportunity. 

He began by affirming that Jesus was "the mes
siah" promised by the prophets. He explained his 
death as only a temporary departure, and predicted 
his early return. Hence, for many centuries after 
the death of Jesus, the Jew-Christians, at each feast 
of the Passover, looked for his reappearance. 

Having thus brought his system into accord with 
the national hope, Paul proceeded to inspire every 
part of the Jewish ceremonial of worship with a new 
significance bearing upon the life and death of Jesus. 
Hence .Jesus became, in Paul's preaching, "the lamb 
of God," or the "Paschal lamb" of the new dispen
sation, slain for the remission of sin. He was "the 
second Adam," by whom the sin of the first was 
healed. He was called "the high priest" of the new 
faith. And as the Jewish high-priest entered the 
holy of holies, bearing the blood of the sacrifice, so 
Jesus was said to enter heaven bearing his own 
blood as a sin offering for the salvation of many. 
And as the sins of the people were confessed upon 
the head of the scapegoat, who bore them away into 
the wilderness, so Christ became the scapegoat of 
Paul's system, and so continues down to this day. 

This superstitious custom of the barbarous He
brews, as adapted by Paul, is the basis, therefore, 
upon which the doctrin of "vicarious atonement" 
rests. 

The New Testament purpo_rts to be a history of 
Jesus and his life; but, in fact, it is much more truly 
a history of Paul and of his religious system. Paul 
was the Barnum of Christianity, and by skilful ad
vertising and shrewd manipulation he distorted the 
simple life of a good man and moral teacher in to an 
elaborate and intricate system of theology. Heuer, 
after his death, was evolved that tremendous machin u 
known as the Romish church, and from this spring 
all the otbers1 which IU'e merely feeble modifications 

, 
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of the original machine, and derive all their power 
from the same source. It is thought by many bibli
cal scholars, to-day, that of the numerous authors to 
whom the several books of the New Testament are 
ascribed, Paul is the only one who ever wrote any 
part thereof. Certainly his spirit breathes through
out the whole, and taking his own· valuation of him
self as to honesty of statement, as given in the ninth 
chapter of :first Corinthians, 19-23 verses, we will 
do well to scrutinize carefully every assertion made 
by him, before accepting it. 

Thus briefly I hav reviewed the doctrin of "vicari
ous atonement," and its origin. I reject it upon three 
grounds, viz.: 

FmsT-lt is opposed to Natural Justice. 
Would it be just to punish Guiteau's children (if 

he had children) for his murder of Garfield? 
Or, suppose Lawyer Reed should offer himself as a 

substitute and be hung, would Guiteau's crime be 

A LETTER FROM AN OLD VETERAN. 
MouNT FoREI'IT, May 19, 1883. 

MRs. M~ W. BENNETT: Inclosed you will find $2. 50, 
being the amount I owe on my bible, 'THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, for another year. That each subscriber 
may do likewise is the wish of your friend, 

WM. LEWIS, 

· PAINTED PosT, May 19, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find $2.25 inclosed, for which 

send me Waite's "History of the Christian Religion." 
I am much pleased with THE TRUTH SEEKER, and 
think it the best Freethought paper I hav yet seen. 
Hoping it will be the means of increasing knowl
edg-e and the love of truth and humanity, I remain 

'rruly yours, B. C. W oCJD. 

thereby expiated? WEST GLOUCESTER, May 14, 1883, 
Or, if I place my hand in the :fire, can you suffer Mr. EDITOR: Inclosed please find my subscription 

the pain? for 'I' HE TRUTH SEEKER for another year. I cannot 
"No," you say, "the soul that sinneth, it shall die." well do without it. I am much grieved at the loss 

And I agree with you. This is law of nature which of its former editor.· I think his life was shortened 
is the law of God. By no distort?:on if Justice could by overwork, persecution, and imprisonment. I am 
the sin if Adam be imputed to us; or the sujf"ering if well satisfied with the present management of the 
Jesus be made to atone for our sin. paper, and shall continue to take it as long as I am 

SEcoND-It is dishonoring to man. able to pay. I am within a few months of eighty 
It assumes him to be hopelessly sinful, through in- years old, and cannot expect to last long. 

eradicable taint. Yours truly, .JoNATHAN H. RIGGS, 
Its scheme of morals is the most degraded known 

even to savage tribes, viz.: A system of l'ewards and 
punishments. Heaven is offered for good behavior; 
hell is thl'eatened fol' bad. Its believers know no 
higher motiv than to do good for a prize, and to re
frain from evil to avoid the whip. 

But, should they sin, repentance shifts the load, 
and "Christ bears it all." Thus the doctrin of "vi
carious atonement" becomes a premium upon crime. 

THIRD-His dishonoring to God. 
It attributes to the supreme being a character 

more :fiendish than that of any demon which the im
agination of man has ever portrayed. The devil him
self become8 an angel if light by contrast. 

For these three reasons I reject the doctrin of 
"vicarious atonement." · 

A J1ast Wor(l from )Ir. Hale. 

OsWEGo CENTER, May 18, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find one dollar for the Mon

ument Fund, and count me one of your warmest 
friends. What has become of Brotqer J. Peck ? 
Tell him to peck up the dirt and we'll shovel it out. 
And don't-let out "spooks" frighten him so easily. 
We hav as good a right to see ghostesses as any one; 
and "Winter's blast," nor Peck's dynamite can't 
hinder us either, Do so some more. 

A. H. wALKER. 

EARLVILLE, May 13, 283. 
MRs. MARY W. BENNETT: I hav just received the 

fourth volume of Mr. Bennett's travels around the 
world, and I am very much pleased with it, and 
often wonder how one man could write so much in 
so short a time. I do so much regret that he could 
not hav lived to do home missionary work a few 
years longer and write a few more books, But 
a.! as! we must be content with what he has donelfor 
liberty and for humanity in general. 

Yours fraternally, SARAH C. HILTON. 

Christian priestly humbug in all civilizAd countries. 
___ That book of "Answe' s to Christian Q tiestions " is 
a clincher. Yes it is a masterly work, and not to 
be refuted. I would say to. all the readers of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER (and they are many), Get a copy of it 
and read it calmly through, and it will do you good. 
I should like to hav many of the works that are 
named in your catalog, but alas! I hav not the 
means to send for them, for living here among the 

_Lord's chosen, an ungodly .mortal like me gets a 
mighty poor chance to earn anything but the cold 
shoulder and disdain. I expect I speak a little too 
squarely to suit their saintly feelings, 

- WILLIAM WILLIAMS. 

A GOOD SUGGESTION. 
MoLESBY, May 19, 1883. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $1 to pay for 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I want you to send me Mr. 
Bennett's "Answers to Christian Qtiestions." I do 
love to read anything that comes from his pen, and 
I think his answers to the Christians are hard to 
beat. I will send you another dollar before-the year 
is out, and you can send me some other small pub
lications of Mr. Bennett's, as you hav reduced the , 
price of the paper. I think your patrons ought to 
still send $3 and take some of Mr. Bennett's pam
phlets for the fifty cents. That will help you to sell 
your books. Yours truly, H. w. JoHNSON. 

MAsoN, May 21, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $1 for the 

"History of the Council of Nice;" 
I was well pleased with the history of the Sabbath 

and Sunday, that· appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
I never read such a piece before. I liv in a priest· 
duped place. I had a talk with one of my neigh
bors about Sunday and the Bible, and I quoted some 
history you had given me. He said that he did not 
care if .the road was full of such; he would believe 
the Bible. I could not get him to the Sunday ques
tion; yet he is a Sunday-school teacher, and thinks 
that he is a great expounder of the Bible when he 
is talking to his {)lass in school. I get them on the 
birthday of Christ; they can't tell when he was born. 
The day is lost. JosEPH LAKE. 

GALLE, CEYLoN, April 13, 1883. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: I owe you an apology for not 

offering you before this my condolence at the death 
of IllY lamented friend, Mr. Bennett. It was only 
very lately that I formed- his acquaintance, when I 
had the pleasure of giving him quarters at my 
house during his short stay in Ceylon, and a more 
genial friend I seldom come across. All his well 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I 
wou1d like to say a few words jn addition to what was 
contained in my last reply in reference to the criti
cisms of Ella E. Gibson, as I see she has come out in 
a second reply in THE TnuTH SEEKER of the 12th inst. 
And, to avoid repetition, I would refer to what I hav 
already said in your paper in mylast reply, as to the 
gender of God; and I hav other reasons forthat view 
of the question which I will not stop now to giv, but 
may do so hereafter. I hav never undertaken to 
defend the position Ella E. Gibson takes in regard 
to the personality or gender of God. I only at
tempted to show her that there were other terms that 
could be used to designate a God without person or 
gender than "lt," and much more expressiv. And if 
I did make a mistake in using the term "I Am," I 
hav only to say, as I said once before, that I hav no 
fears that the Almighty will be annihilated or the 
universe blotted out of existence in consequence of 
any blunder of mine, or of anyone else. And in re
gard to the pronoun it, I think it as objectionable, as 
I said before, as he or she, his or hers, etc., and much 
more so, from the consideration of its insignificance 
when applied to the Supreme Intelligence or Ruler 
of the Universe. To illustrate: It refers to some 
thing-stands for a noun, if you please, the same as 
1 stands for a noun. It means some thing; that thing 
is some object. We cannot conceive of an object 
without form or limit; consequently it is as objectiv 
in its significance as the pronoun I, and just as much 
out of place in that connection as he or she would 
be, and as much more so as its insignificance would 
cause it to be as if we should in S}Jeaking of God say 
" a thing." I cannot see as that would be any im
provement of my phraseology, or of the terms I hav 
used to designate a God; but, on the contrary, too 
contemptibly insignificant for serious consideration 
as applicable to designate the Supreme Ruler of the 
Universe. In fact, when this it is fully developed, 
evoluted to its fullest extent, it would be "Thing-em
bob," we will say. That is about the manner in which 
it strikes me. In speaking of the Almighty, the Su
preme Ruler of the Universe, we should say "The 
Thing-em-bob of the Universe." That would be 
grandiloquent, would it not? According to our un
derstanding of terms, that would be very expressiv, 

MAsSILLON, May 21, 1883. wishers in Ceylon were shocked to hear the sad 
MR. EDITOR: On May lOth J-eremiah Howald died. tidings of his death. 

very significant. Could anything be thought of 
more ridiculous? J AlliES HALE. 

Detroit, Mich. 
--------~~------

A woMAN of Cleveland, Ohio, sues for divorce on 
the ground that her husband is a devout church
member, that he conducts family worship three times 
a day, and selects passages from the scriptures which 
strongly condemn all manuel' of sins, and then, in 
; he presence of all the members of the family, makes 
1 he application to the wife, applying bitter denun~ 
c.iations against her. 

He died calmly and quietly, with no struggle and no Mr. Bennett very generously promised me the paper 
complaint. He was a great admirer of the fearless free for one year, and as I think it has nearly ex· 
manner in which D. M. Bennett advocated his Liberal pired, I now inclose $3.50-$2 50 as my subscription in 
principles, and he had been a subscriber for THE advance, and $1.00 for the Bennett monument, which 
TRuTH SEEKER for some time past. He himself was I think will be shortly begun. 
very-outspoken in his Liberal views, and was well Hoping that you will steadily continue as publisher 
known throughout this place on account of those of TBE TRUTH SEEKER for many, many years, and with 
views. ·From the fact that he was a subscriber to kindest regards, I remain, 
THE TRUTH SEEKER I thought it desirable that you be Your ~incere.friend, E. R. GooNERATNE, 
notified of his death. Respectfully, · J, J. PITTS. Mudaliyar of the Governor's Gate, and Atapattee Mudaliyar of Galle. 

QuENEMo, May 12, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Seeing my subscription has expired I 

will send my renewal, as I can't think of doing 
without it. I think John Peck's "Infidel Philoso
phy " wvrth the price asked for the paper, Thomas 
Winter's arguments against Spiritualism I think hav 
the right ring to them. Li.ke hi.m, I don't see why 
departed friends hav to communicate their messages 
through second or third parties. Giv us more light 

Inclosed find $3-:-$2.50 for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and 
50 cents for "Crimes of Preachers," and Paine's 
"Age of Reason." WILLARD GIBSON. 

AYER, May 21, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR; I am reminded by the date on the 

tab of THE TRUTH SEEKER, that my ticket has ex· 
pirPd, and the experience of the voyage has been so 
interesting and instructiv that I am induced to take 
another round trip of pleasure and profit. The terms 
are cheap for the comfort, safety, and excellent fare 
which the stanch old TRUTH SEEKER affords, 

And above all, the independent individual social 
freedom of the passengers and impartiality of the 
captain. I am reminded of the horse and the hen 
who "agreed not to tread on each other;" bating 
their disparity in size. ELIJAH MYRICK. 

CENTERVILLE, May 13, 1883. 
MR. EmTo:R.: The inclosed fifty cents I send you 

for the two pamphlets, "Answers to Christian Ques· 
tions and Arguments," and "Diana:" 

I must tell you I hav a sister in~ Sydney, and I 
hav sent her my book on "Answers to Christian 
Question." She and her husband are Freethinkers, 
living in Sydney, New South Wales. My sister has 
had a good long talk with Mr. Bright, since his re
turn to Sydney, and she and h!Jr husband speak 
highly of him, as he is agitating the Christian clergy 
sadly in New South Wales. She tells me Mr. Bright 
thinks of coming to America again in about three 
years. It appears Freethought is moving lively in 
that country and I say amen to it; let the good 
work go on. 4nd gowp. witp aU superstition and all 

MARIPOSA, May 12, 1883 .. 
MR. EDITOR: I sent you a post-office order some 

time ago for some books, and also $5 to the Monu
ment Fund. The booke came duly. I now send 
$4 25, for which I want the fourth volume of "A 
Truth Seeker Around the World," and other· books 
as named below. <~ 

I hav the three first volumes of "A Truth 
Seeker Around the World," for which I subscribed 
before Mr. Bennett made the trip, 

I am buying these books to read and circulate 
among the people, and am trying to do my part to 
spread the li~ht of truth. I think it will bring forth 
fruit in due time. THE TRUTH SEE;KER of April 28th 
is splendid. I do hope the circulation will increase, 
as it should, to 100,000, and if you can keep it up to 
the present standard for a few years it will, I think. 
It is certainly the best Liberal paper in the world 
to-day. Yours truly, S. L. HoGAN. 

MORE GRIT THAN READY WIT. ,.. 
IRWIN STATION, May 20, 283. 

MR. EDITOR: It pains me to think we still hav so 
many in our ranks who pretend to be Liberal that 
are .so self-conceited they cannot bear the least 
friendly criticism without using abusiv language and 
harsh names, as Mr. Hale has done toward me in 
his article, "Not Annihilated or Vanquished." He 
accuses me of throwing mud and making false im
putations, being f!lll of self-conceit, and even being 
so hard-hearted as to want to burn at the stake, 
when I cannot bear to see the suffering of man or 
beast without feeling intense grief. Now, I want to 
tell Mr. Hale that I pity him, and all others of his 
kind, for I well know if I were him, and had the 
same organized brain that he has, with his education 
and environments, I would act just as he does. 

Now, Mr. Editor, I will send you a sketch of my 
own phrenological chart, that such of your readers 
as wish can know just what my brain is capable of 
performing, and not expect more of me than is in 
my power to accomplish. Let some phrenologist 
sum it up, and they will know just what I am anct 



what I must be. If there is conceit, bigotry, and 
_ cruelty in my organism I should like to know it. 

- Mr. Hale has a heap to say about a befuddled 
brain. Now, if he will pr:Jmis to examin a synopsis 
of my mental organism like the one I inclose to you, 
and then giv a candid report of his investigation, I 
will mail one to him, and he will be respectfully in
vited to do likewise. This done, we can each hav a 
better understanding of the other's mental qualities 
and thereafter conduct whatever person:tl allusions 
we hav to make on more intelligent grounds. 

With my love and respect to you as the best
natured editor living, I remain 

Yours for truth and liberty, WM. N. RIDINGER. 

ATTALLA, May 14, 1883, 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1.50 for "Golden 

Throne," by Samuel P. Putnam, and I am ever so 
glad to say that the other fifty cents is for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER on trial for three months; I think I could 
get several subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER here 
if there were not quite so many wives. The men 
are afraid to offend the dear things by bringing such 
a paper as THE TRUTH SEEKER into the house; but I 
think I will be able to get other subscribers shortly 
who hav not got wives. I take several other papers, 
but none is like THE TRUTH SEEKER to me, I used 
to take the Blade, but not since our Brother Bennett 
passed away, I think "Answers to Christian Ques
tions and Arguments" is one of the grandest works 
I ever read, and I hav set some of the "Jesus folks" 
on fire here since I received "Self-Contradictions of 
the Bible." I am certainly on the wrong road now, 
but when I leave this world I will try to bav a 
through ticket over the same road. W. L. NELSON, 

MoNTREAL, May 17, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I received . last week the fourth vol

ume of the R:Jund-the-World books, and need hardly 
say I. was pleased to get possession of what may be 
looked upon by the friends of Mr. Bennett's as a 
souvenir of his life work. • 

Kindly send_ me at convenience the under- men
tioned books and pamphlets, for which I inclose 
$14 33. 

As intimated in your article headed "Guess-work 
Figures," in THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 5th, there is 
at present no reliable means of ascertaining the 
number of disbelievers or Freetllinkers in this Can
ada of ours. When the las.t census was taken I hap
pened to be at home when the census officer called, 
and among other questions was what religious body 
I belonged to. I answered, "None; you may mark 
me on your list an Infidel;" to which he replied, 
"I can't do that, sir; the government has not pro
vided a column for that denomination. I shall hav 
to put you down with the Protestants." This fact 
goes to show that only Cook-ed figures could be 
given to represent the "blatant minority" in this 
country. There is no do,ubt, however, about Canada 
being a Christian community. We hav :the fullest 
evidence of that in the number of occupants found 
in its overflowing jails, prisons, reformatories, insane 
asylums, hospitals, religious retreats, and theological 
colleges, and by the number, in many instances, of 
beautiful buildings occupied by an over-credulous 
host of myth-wotshipers, for say six hours out of the 
hundred a'nd sixty-eight of each week.· Further evi
dence of our Christianic inclinations is shown by the 
meek and patient submission of our fair sisters to 
the insults of ministers who miss 'no c.hance to 
charge their sect through Mother Eve with listen
ing to the blandishments of tbat other Bible myth 
called Satan, the result of which trumped-up story 
makes woman, according to our Christian divines, 
responsible for all the wrong-doing and evil that 
man is heir to, and which is perhaps the most cow
ardly thought that ever emanated from the mind of 
man. I listened with disgust a week ago last Sun
day evening in one of our $100,000 church edifices to 
a $4,500 per annum simon-pure Calvinist preacher, 
repeating the libel to his congregation-most of whom 
were women. I thought the yarn could only be 
equaled by that solemn mockery, the _Christian 
scheme of salvation. 

We hav further evidence aboutus -of Christian su
premacy in the dishonesty, crime, misery, and 

·squalor so frequently met with, but of course e 
things, with ignorance and poverty, are necessary to 
keep the machine running. 

Then again just notice the constant stream of acti v 
church and Young Men's Christian Association mem
bers, perfect pillars, who our found in our midst 
"kicking over the traces," confidence-breakers and 
delinquents of the worst kind, bankrupts (with rot
ten estates for their creditors to groan over), living 
in the best of style, faring sumptuously, smiled on 
by clergymen for their zeal and benevolent contri
butions, meanwhile trading on a credit secured under 
the r;nask, cloak, or pretense of being consistent fol
lowers and influential supporters of a popular sys
tem of religion, the maintenance of which has orig-
inated untold animosity. WM. T. CosTIGAN. 

NOW IS THE WINTER OF OUR DISCONTENT. 
PITTSBURGH, May 20, 1883. 

MR. EDITOR: To speak of a warm winter would cer
tainly &eem like a paradox, and yet no one can read 
the effusions of your Cincinnatti correspondent, with 
~be frigid appellation, without realizing that, while a 

name may correctly designate a season, it may be
come a misnomer when applied to a man. Mr. 
Winter claims, I believe, to be quite aged, in which 
case it is "plain that "old age ne'er cools the Doug
lass blood." In one respect he resembles the season 
for which he is named; he is windy. A very stormy 
Winter indeed; and he seems to hav about as much 
intelligent. control 6ver himself as has the howling 
blast. I hav read many ~of his letters, and I hav 
seldom seen anything in them that could be digni
fied with the name of an argument. They contain 
only one ceaseless round and repetition of assertion, 
a mass of abuse and vituperation heaped upon all 
who dare to differ in belief from this self constituted 
pope of naturalism. The spirit that breathes in his 
utterances is the s3.me bigotry- that produced thfl 
rack, the gibbet, and the stake; and is no less ex
ecrable in an Infidel than in a religionist. If any
thing, it is more to be condemned, for it has no pal
liation, while the Christian bigot finds his excuse in 
the religion of " believe or be dal!l ned." 
It is not my purpose here to defend the truth of 

Spiritualism, but to.defend the right of the Spiritual
ist to his belief against all bigo'ts, whether Christian 
or Materialist. And I would just as readily defend 
either of the latter ·in this privilege as the Spirit
ualist. The wholesale denunciations of Christians, in
dulged in by Mr. Winter, are unjust and illiberal. 
Mistaken they doubtless are, but that the majority 
are hypocrits and "pious frauds,". no one has a 
right to assume; and he who does so is simply a 
bigot, Still more.- When the Liberal Spiritualist 
ignores all difference of opinion, and reaches forth 
his warm hand to grasp that of his Materialistic 
brother; when he proposes to drop all minor differ
ences and unite with him in the mighty work of 
freeing the world from the domination of priestcraft., 
and his overtures are met only with jeers and in
sults, then the display of bigotry and intolerance 
becomes absolutely disgusting, and the bigot him
self deserves only contempt, As a rule, the learned 
.man is a modest man; the profound thinker is not 
a dogmatist. Measured by this standard, what be
comes of the dogmatic assertions of Mr. Winter? 
Has it never occurred to you, my dear sir, that, after 
all, there may be hights of thought you hav not 
scaled? That there may be things not " dreamed of 
in your philosophy?" That you may not know it 
all yet? Has it never occurred to you that it was 
barely possible that such men as H'l.re, Wallace, 
Crookes, Denton; D. M. BBunett, Epes Sargent, and 
hundreds of like . character, might not be either 
knaves or fools? Now please try, j•1st once, to be 
modest and reasonable. You may not hav had evi
dence enough to.convince you of the truth of Spirit
ualism-and no sensible person would expect you to 
believe without evidence-but h:Jw do know what 
proofs others hav had? W right hav you to 
assume that those who believe differently from you 
are either liars or idiots ? 

All the Liberals of my acquaintance, whether Spir
itualist or Materialist, hav become heartily sick of 
your intolerant tirades against those who do not see 
-things as -you do. Nor hav I any more patience 
with those who, like Mrs. Gurney, respond, "You're 
another." Materialists, even if they are mistaken, 
are not to blame. for being such. The facts they 
hav accumulated require a mountain of evidence to 
overcome. And if that evidence is not furnished by 
the return of the so-called dead, then, in my opin
ion, the Materialist has the best of the argument. 
It is useless to speak of the coldness and repulsiv
ness of such a belief; that s not argument. We 
may call the iceberg cold and repulsiv, but the,(ice
berg remains a fact, nevertheless. 

Let us freely grant to every one the right .. to be
lieve exactly as he may, and stand ready to strike 
hands with all persons, whether Christian or pagan, 
Materialist or SpiriturUist, who will work together 
for the complete emancipation of the mind from all 
self-constituted authority, whether~ Spiritual or Ma
terial. 

The greatest and most· important object that to-day 
demands the attention of the Liberalist is the rescue 
of the state from priestly and churchly domination. 
To this end all believers in the freedom of thought 
should unite as one man. And the mole-eyed in<.li
vidual, who flounders around in the-~narrow confines 
of his own darkened mental nature, snapping and 
biting at everything in his vicinity, cannot be any
thing but an impediment in the way, a bar to prog
ress, a stun.bling block in the way of; those who 
are trying to educate the people in the principles of 
liberty and fraternity, W. F. PEcK. 

AN ESSAY ON THE LABORING MAN'S DEGRADED CONDITION. 
LACRossE, May 13, 1883. 

MR. EDITOR: Most writers on this~subject take too 
li .. tited a view of it. The present misery of the la
boring classes is the result of the general habits, 
customs, and religions of the people. A large ma
jority of men are living on a sensual plane of lif~. 
They are governed by their appetites and passions. 
Their main obj~ct seems to be t0 pump all the happi
ness they can out of their fellow-men into themselvs 
without regard to the interest, honesty, or happiness 
of their fellow-beings. The people do not understand 
the laws of trade, nor the true relation to each 
other. They hav rushed headlong and blindly into 
all kindl3 of speculation and debt; they hav gone be-

'".:-:;._ .... _ .. -, .. 

yond their senses and means ; ha v done business on 
borrowed capital; then lost- their balance and be
come bankrupt. By the aid of machinery all kinds 
of manufactured articles hav been produced until 
the supply is greater than the demand. By con
tracting the money all who are in debt feel them
selva in great difficulty, The majority of the peopla 
are pretty much alike so far as their. moral and just 
characters are concerned. They are ready to take 
advantage of each other .in every trade and calling 
whenever they can. They talk and preach cream, 
and practice sour milk. In their practical treatment 
of each other it is hard to tell an honest man from 
a rascal. ']he common herd of mankind are the 
dupes and willing tools of priests, professional men, 
and poiiticians. Where the people are supremely 
ignorant, selfish, and/ corrupt in their morals, their 
laws and rulers will be corrupt like the people, like 
priests, like gods, and politicians, the world all over. 
When we see most all of our rich business men 
rulers, priests, and rascals, it does not speak well 
for the people. Some say it is the false systems and 
laws that corrupt the people. This is putting the 
wrong end to. This is the style in which most peo
ple hav been doing business for a good many years. 
It beats all how many small minds and small men 
we hav _to make laws to govern this nation I Raise 
the common people and laboring poor above want, 
make them rich, giv them the power to govern and 
make laws, with their present ignorance, and they 
would be just as big rascals as the most of our rich 
men, priests, and politicians are to-day. It is the 
false education, customs, and bad habitA of mankind 
in almost every department of life that cause all our 
personal and national misery. All reforms shouid 
commence with the people, When the habits and 
manners of the people are right, the laws and money 
will take care of themselvs. We do not want to 
trouble ourselvs much about what the people dld 
fifty or one hundred years ago. Look after the pres
ent, and the future will take care of itself. Tbe peo
ple must get better knowledge of themselva and their 
relation to each other. Stop the belie! in religion, 
gods, Christa, heavens, and hellR; stop the use of 
rum and tobacco; stop doing business on borrowed 
capital, and do not' be governed by public opinion 
or fashion. 

The best way to put an end to the usury law is 
for the laboring classes to let their money alone; let 
it lay idle in the vaults. Learn to do business with
out borrowing money, and be sure and put no money 
into the hands of bankers and trust companic·s. 
Buy no land of the landholders, as the land will be 
of very little use to him if he cannot sell it for a 
big price .and take a mortgage on it for more than 
it is worth; if he cannot sell it or get a laboring man 
to work it, it will be poor property for the landlord. 
Go to work for yourselvs, poor laboring men. DJ 
not giv all your time, labor, and brains to the land
lord or money-lender. You can make a change in 
your dream in one year, if you will only be united 
and vote for your own interest, and put true and 
honest men into office. It is not the increase of 
wealth or money that makes people prosperous and 
happy, but the good ase made of it. 
ii;·Let the laboring dasses become rich and hitV 
plenty of land and money, with their present habits 
and characters, and they would continue to curse 
themselvs and each other just as much as ever. In
terest and rent are the poor man'B curse, and alwaye 
will be. If he can't get work, the town jail, the 
work-house that he has built, or helped to, is ready 
to receive him. 

The cultiV<Lti'ln of the intellect does not make mnn 
more just or moral; it is the cultivation of the moral 
organs that makes man just and true. 

Practice truth and honesty for your own sake, 
And no advantage of your brother take. 

The most of our laws are made to stimulate our 
selfish and animal nature, Our laws, government, 
religion, and gods are a just representation of the, 
character and manners of the people. Men h;:,.v 
made laws, religions, and creeds, and tried to bend 
human nature to them. It will be no good to find 
fault and curse each other for the faults and blun
ders we hav made, nor punish us for the faults that 
we hav committed. Let the' past go with all its 
faults, and learn wisdom from our past errors allli 
mistakes. Be just and love our fellow-men in the 
future, and reform ourselvs in everv department of 
our civil, moral, and social life. (In fact, we could 
then liv without a government at all.) .Put your 
new wine into new bottles, and not be patching up 
the old, worn-out, rotten institutions of tbe past. 

The old and popular way to save m~>n is, and has 
been, to damn them ; the new and the best way is 
to love them. If the working classes should organize 
co-operativ bank!~, or societies, with their present ig
norance and selfishne~s,. they wou~d soon destroy 
them, as they did Somahsm; Chartism, and union 
stores. The faet is, the people themsAlvs are just 
as mean and selfish as their rulers, so far as they 
know how to be. Some men are so constructed in 
body and mind that they are bound to liv a sensual 
life, it spite of all the means that can be used to rre
vent it. 

This world would be a happy world, 
A scene of joy and bliss, 

Did generous feeling sway mankind, 
Free from all selfishness. 

Were man to man more firmly bound, 
By sympathy's bright chain ; 

Oh! then our glorious wol'ld world be 
A paradise indeed. 

I a.m the well-wisher of the whole human race, 
J,l'ETTY1 

, 



Fairy Song. 
BY ALHAZA. 

Sweet fairy, hold my aching head 
Upon thy gentle breast; 

Sing me a song or heavenly peace, 
And soothe my soul to rest; 

A holy song or the lnfinit God-
Shall we worship him with rear, 

Who fills the world with woe and pain, 
Nor sheds a human tear? 

Under the glass of the lower sea 
Strange beings swim and wade; 

And mournful wrecks and skeletons are 
On ocean •s fioor displayed. 

But the carnage wild of the upper sea, 
Would make us mute and pale; 

While storms atrrlght the mariner, 
With sleet and iron hall. 

They formed the rack, Go-d's pious friends, 
And llaylng•knlre as well; 

And garments rolled In seas of blood 
Can tales or vengeance tell. 

The ll'test ones, no doubt, survive, 
How gentle, mild, and pure I 

While helpless slaves are cast aslde
N o hand th elr Ills can cure .. 

Monopolist and greedy priest, 
For power and wealth aspire; 

They are the llttest, they survive, 
To llll their heart's desire. 

The poor are left In dens to starve, 
And trampled on at best; 

The ways of God are sad and dark, 
And llerce his high behest. 

And from the wine press of his wrath, 
What cruel streamlets !low; 

And the dark deeds he calls diVIne, 
we would not stoop to do. 

Sweet fairy, does he make It plain, 
When we are cold and dead ? 

Or hold within his ample breast, 
' The babes that wall for bread ? 

And shall we toll, and watch, and pray, 
rro earn a. grave and shroud, 

A heaven an ready, somewhere near, 
Within a purple cloud ? 

Then take my head upon thy breast, 
Take body and soul, I pray, 

And soothe me till the llendlsh tricks, 
or God are passed away. 

A Comment. 
'l'o THlli EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: 

Having been reading a work published in 
your office, entitled ''Nature's Harmony," 
written by Francis D. Lacy, from the effect 
that this work bas had upon my mind, I am 
constrained: to offer a comment. I hav read 
this work through for the second time, and, 
although at first I regarded it as lame in many 
points, since more thoroughly canvassing it, 
I am inclined to regard it as a wonderful piece 
of literature. 

The way in which the author describes how 
worlds come into existence, their develop· 
ment and destruction, and the idea of each 
planet being an organized body incorporating 
an intellectual soul, to say nothing· of Bud
dhistic views of three thousand years ago, is 
highly poetic as well as exceedingly plausible, 
and, if true, opens up a wonderful field for 
study in relation to organic life. 

That the substance of planets, after sub
ject to no further development, should go to 
the sun, is speculativ, but strictly analogous 
to the appropriation of material that is no 
longer of further usefulness to itself; and it 
is difficult to describe the strange feelings 
that the following lines in relation to the ap
propriation of the earth in death occasioned: 

"And earth, a cold, reflectiv ball, in death
like 'paleness run, and every revolution made, 
crowd nearer to the sun, till whenlfive mill
ion times or more, she circles in her course 
into the sun's deep, molten heat will plunge 
with awful force. Nor in suspense need we 
await to shun that awful day-the age of man 
into the world flies rapidly away, and we shall 
pass a thousand spheres as transient as this 
one, and nature's clock shall never tire, but 
proudly onward run." 

After leading us into the infinit fields of 
space the author then excites our imagination 
by the living identities in infinitesimal form, 
as far as glass can reach or mind conjecture, 
and tells us that' the nucleus of our existence 
was once equally as minute, and then· even 
goes further and shows that everything must 
havbeen developed out from cosmical matter, 
and that the evolutions were directed by an 
intellectual principle, "reigning universal, 
divine." _ 

He shows scientifically that most creatures, 
man included, hav actually passed three 
spheres of existence, and from thi! conclu
sivly shows that this cannot be the last, and 
I do not think that any person who reads this 
work and understands it can afterward doubt 
but what we die merely to be ushered into 
another sphere for further development. 

We might accuse Mr. Lacy of being specu
lativ in his theories, and in a degree ethereal, 

were it not for the fact that he has resorted 
to nothing but the ftelds of science for his ar• 
gttments, having drawn from the wells of as
tronomy, geology, botany, chemistry, anat
omy, and physiology, and nearly every 
department of natural history to display the 
grand harmony of nature. 

D • .M.BENNETT'S LAST WORK. An important vJork by Gibbon, the historian. 

Mr. Editor, I trust you will not regard 
these comments an intrusion upon your col
umns, as it is not so much my desire to ad
vertise the work as it is that others might 
receive a satisfaction from reading it equal to 

Arolln11h8Worl~. ~~~~JI!~,~~~~~~~; 
OOUR LARGE VOLUMFS. ~ 1li~DIG~TIO~ 

With a ateel plate eqraytng of the author In Vol. 
sud each volume illustrated with forty-seven cuta. Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chap_ters. 

that I hav experienced. J. R. 
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BY D. lU. BENNETT • 
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Handsomely bound in red cloth, $6.50; 
1n leather, red edges, $9.50; in 
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Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know the circumstances 

nuder which this work was written. The last word 
penned by the great author were for the fourth volume 
which was nearly completed at biB death, sud which will 
now contain au account of his world·lsmeuted death and 
burls!. Mr. Bennett was a very patient sud faithful 
chronicler of the habits sud customs of tlole different peo
ples of the many places he visited, The every.dsy 
Ufe of aU nations Is laid before.the reader by one who has 
visited them sucl beheld them with hie own eyes. Par. 
tlcular attention Is paid to the progress of Free thought In 
the various countries he visited. sud the morality of eo. 
called pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality of 
Christian countries, much t<> the detriment of the latter. 
The work Is a 
Freethinker's History of the World. 

This work sud " A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE " 
should be In every Liberal's library · Besides Its Intrinsic 
worth It Is a memento of one of the greste•t Freethinkers 
the world has known-of one who ranks with Voltaire 
sud Paine In the force sud clearness of hie writings. 

tAddreee 2HE 2RU2H SEEKER, 
21 ()linton Place, 
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The characters ror the colloquies are such as to ex· 
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clergyman or high order, a young 
civil engineer, who Is an Infidel, 

and an English heiress, 
who Is a devoted 

Christian. 

In this romance Christianity vs. Infidelity Is dis· 
cussed to Its fulness. 

A Work of Two Hundred}' Pag{'s. 

Bound In cloth, gilt and embossed. Price 3L:i9. 

Both ot the above works contain the nutllOr"s por
trait, and will be sent promptly by mail by ad
dressing 

ARTHUR J. LACY, 

Nirvana, Lake county, J.\tlich. 

THE PERRY 

Piano and Organ Co 
No. 352 North Min Street, 

· Wilkes Barre, Pa. 
Specially Offer to Sell Direct on a Contract. 

Have the latest and best inventions, 
and want them fully tested 

before purchasing. 
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10teom14 .1" R. PERRY, Supt. 
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From. The Evolution of tbe Spirit from Matter throu.fih 
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No. S.-Tbe Development ot· the Spidt 
After Transition.-Tue Orlllln of Religion•. By 
Spirit FARADAY. Price, 10 cents. 

No.4.-Tbe Process or lllental Action; or, 
How We "lhluk. By Spirit FARADAY. Price, 15 cents, 
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TRUTH:· 
A Poem iri. Three Parts. 

BY E. N. KINGSfEY. 
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists, 

Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists, 
and Impracticable Christians. 

Containing a picture of the 

JEWISH JEHOVAH. 
As Described bY the Bible. 

"There went up a smoke out or his nostrils, and 
fire out or his mouth devoured: coals were kindled 
With It" (Psalms XVIII, 8). 

40 pp. Handsomely executed. Prlee, 25 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

21 Clinton Place, New York. 

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD •. 
A Fabricated Account of 

A Scene at the Death-bed of 
THOMAS PAIN&. 

DID BISHOP FENWICK WRITE IT? 
18 pp, Handsomely printed and bound, 

Price, .rJ cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
21 Cllnton Place, New York. 

THB 
-OF-

RELIGIOUS CAPITALS BOOK OF TH~~HRONICLES 
BY JAMES PARTON. The Pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh. 

A lecture delivered In Paine Hall, Sunday evening, 
. Jan. 28, 1883. 

In this Mr. Parton "teaches the highest political 
wisdom bY examples which are a terrible warning. 
He takes theology In Its sacred chosen homes, and 
shows what a curse It· brings upon the people." 
Price 10 eta For sale at thh olfleP. 

THE 

GOLDEN THRONE 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, 

Author of u Prometheus," u Gottlieb," a.nd u Ingenoll 
a.nd Jesus.'' 

A Radical romance of pioneer llfetdelluestlug the vir. 
tuea of natural humanity as opposed to the hypocrlay of a 
upernstur~l religion; crowded with Incident sud fUll of 
~rogre111v Ideas sud the poetry of the fut11re. 

PRICE $1.00, ADDRESS THIS OFFICE 

D. l!l. Bennett, Scribe. 
ALSO 

THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE ~0 THE 
TRUTH SEEKEBS. 

Frmn Yo!Umt 11. of" A 'lBU'lH SNJJJlU§Jl ABOUND 'lBB 
WORLD." 

D. !4. BENNETT, 
Price IUJO 21 Clinton Jillalle, .New York 
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The Truth Seeker, 
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By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
Milman, ''an English Churchman," and other scholars. 

Handsome 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.oo 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

The Labarnm of 
Constantine. 

•' By thi's si"gn thot~ 
shalt conquer I"' 

This volume contains Gibbon's TheologtCa!writings, sepa
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. It shows 
'whe1f.,'where, and how Christianity originat.ed; w~owere_its 
founders: and what was the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. . 

Gibbon's Vzizdi'catz"onofthe 15_th and 16th chapters ~fh1s 
Hi's tory from the· attacks of his Christian opp_onen.ts, IS re
printed verbatbn from the original edi~ion ofh1s Mzscellane~ 
ous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, m '79~· Iteffect.ually 
and forever silenced his detractors; who, bemg vanqmshed 
in argument, unhesitatii!_gly accused Gibbon of infid~l~ty! 

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the Ongzn oJ 
Christianity is reprinted from the valuable notes of DHAN 
1\IILMAN, WENCK, GurzOT, an ENGLISH CHuRCHMAN, (t.he 
learned editor of BOHN's edition of Gibbon), and other emm· 
ent Christian historians. . 

Among the Illustrations will be found representatiOns 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 

For S.:.le at 'l'he 'r.rutb Seeker Oftjce. 
6m!5 

Ingersoll's Workso 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 

In five ·lectures, comprising. u Tj:J.e Gods,"' u 'Hum~ 
boldt,"" Thoma.s Ptl.lne." ~• Indlv1dual1ty.'" a.nd u Here~ 
tics a.nd Heresies." 

The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25 
Includlnll, ·• Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child;" 

11 The Declaration of Independence;' 11About Farming 
In Illlnots;"" The Great B1-nquet," 11 The Rev. Alexan
der Clark/' 11 The Past Rtses before Me Like a Dream," 
and "A Tribute to Ebou C. Ingersoll." 

Some Mistakes of 1\Ioses. Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, $1.25. 

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge J'eremiah S. Black, 
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa
per, 50 cents. 

Interviews on' Talmage. Paper, $1,00; 
cloth, $2.00. · 

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Pa
per, 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
21 Clinton Place, New York. 

HANTICHRIST." 
Proving coucluelvly that 

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRlST · 
Hie birth, life, trle.l, execution, et.:.-ls a myth. 

TRUTH SEEKER OJfice. 
Price. !2.00. 21 Clinton Place, New York 

SING, BROTHERS. SING. 
USE THE 

Liberal Hymn-Book 
In your meetings, to make them lively sud Interesting. 
The LIBERAL HYMN·BoaK contains songs by the beet poets 
adapted to well-known tunes. It Is h~hly commended by 
~;:~r~ie':"~:,~~'a' ii~:e'g•b;"~f~ho r;::·e~au:T~J'0!~' 
.Second edition. Price. half-bound, 25 cents. In cloth, 

ceme. Bold at this office. 

SKETCH OF THE 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
CHARLES WATTS. 

BY ~ STEWART ROS& 
Price 10 cents. Address, 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

THE 

SECULAR. REVIEW, 
A JOURNAL OF 

ENGLISH LIBERALISM. 
CHARLES WATTS, t 
W. STEWART Ross, f Editors. 

The representatlV English Freethought journal. 
In Its columns are Impartially discussed all Hides of 
Secular, Social, and Theological questions. ·· 

Price, 7 centa single number; $2.75 per year, post· 
paid. 

For sale at this office, where yearly subscriptions 
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THE SABBATH. 
DY Jlf. FARRINGTON. 

A thorough examination sud refutation of the claims of 
Ssbbstarlane who ate trying to foist upon tbe coUntry 
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Published at THE TRUTH 'SEEKER Office. 

Sepher Toldoth J eshu; or, the Book 
·of the Generation ofPfesus. First trans
lation into J):~glish of a. remarkable He
brew document, giving the original·from 
which the story of Jesus was made· up. 
20 cents. 

Dl AN A I A Psyco-Phisiologtcai essay on sexual 
• 1 relations. Original in theory, Scien

tific in treatment and pure in tone. Price 25 cents. 
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JUST PUBLISHED! 
A. new Liberal Song Book, entitled, 

Songs of . the Morning, 
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED. 

Sixteen Saviors of None. By KERsEY 
GRAVEs, author of the World's Sixteen 
Crucified Saviors; The Bibles of Bibles, 
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents. 
cloth, $1. By CALEB S. WEEKS. 

Six Lec.tures on Astronomy. By INTwo voL.UMEs. EAcnvoLUME coMPLETE 
PROF. R. A. PROCTOR. 20 cents. IN ITSELF. 

Socialism : Reply to Prof. Roswell Vol. Ia~~i~\'~.a~;!~~~n~!~~~I~e;i~~l~n~:mns, 
D. Hitchcock. . The Professor's Vol. II. Selections. 
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cents; cloth, 50 cents. It is gotten i:tp in excellent style, on good thick 

S t
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upers l lOll; e e 1g10n of Believe heticalindex of Song titles; another of first lines of 
or be' Damned, an Open Letter to the St. Songs, and an index of tunes suitable for the Songs. 
John's School Board. By M. BABCOCK. The author is well known as a Liberal Songster. 

He was one of the chief ,contributors to" The Truth 
25 cents. Seeker Colle~lon." His songs hav been highly com-

A 
· mended. One of our correspondents in 1877 called 

The dventures of Elder Triptole· him "That Wonderful American Mocking-Bird, WhO 
mus Tub. Containing startling sings us the old songs with variations, and all the modern improvements., 
and interesting disclosures about hell, its The first volume consists of 2l2pages, and contains 
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ments, etc. By the Rev. GEo. RoGERS. published as a second volume at a future time. 

Price, cloth, $1.00. · 
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Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, 
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Religion Not History. An able ex
amination of the Morals and Theology of 
the New Testament. By Prof.· F. W. 
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cents. 

Outline of the Freneh Revolution: 
Its Causes and Results. A clear 
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15 cents. 
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Paper, 40 cents; 

public domain at a nominal price ($1.25 per acre, and 
33 months in which to pay for it) will find it greatly 
to_their·advantage to correspond with the Gunnison 
and Uncompahgre Colonization Society. 

A.. W. SlliiTH, Prest. 0. A. PHELPS, Sec'y. 
Address, with two three-cent stamps, 3mo9 

A. W. SMITH, 
293 1 ?'tb, sti·eet, Denver, Col. 

$66 a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit 
tree. Address H. !Lv<.ET & Co .• Portland, Me. 

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 

OF THE 

W o r I d as N ow C o n s t it u t e d~ 
By Gco. T. Bondics. 

And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
STYLED 

Exceptions to the Character if Jesus 
Christ Considered as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
Price, Twenty-five Vents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
6m9 21 Clinton Place, N. Y. 

SEND FOR 

The Crimes of Preachers 
From May, 1876 to May, 1882. 

TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL NEWS· 
PAPERS, 

And with previous Translations diligently compared and 
rey1sed. 

By Col. M. E. BILLINGS. 

SEOOND EDITION. 

Price Twenty-five Cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

21 CUnton Place, N.Y. citY. 

THE GREAT AHEBICJA.N BOOK. 

WAITE'S HISTORY OF 

The·Christian Religion 
What the Press Say About It. 

What Scholars Think of It. 
The San Francisco Chronicle says : "It is by far the 

most important effort or American scholarship in 
this field of investigation." · 

The Boston Herald says: "The refutation of it will 
be found the most difficult problem that ever was 
propounded to the clergy by a layman." This paper 
calls it "A Scholar's Challenge to the Ecclesiastics." 

The New Orleans Time. says: "Judge Waite Is an 
accomplished and scholarly man, and has made all 
of his arguments with force and clearness." 

The Chieago Tribune, the Chicago Times, the Mil· 
waukee Sentiml, the Troy (N. Y.) Press, the Detroit 
Commercial Adv<rtiser, the Charleston (S. C.) M<rcury, 
and a large number of other papers havhad similar 
notices. 

Single copies sent by mall at $2.25, cloth. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office, 

R U P T U RES C U REDby 
m:IJ:~~~~~g~"Co':~:'e~n~:J's~ ~~J,':!~~dto 

90 day3. lrefiable references given. Send 
stamp for circular1 and BU.JI in what paper 

vou eaw my advert .. ement. Address O~pt. 
w. A. Colllnlls,Smitli.vUlo,:elroriOII Oo.N.r. 

in case of sickness. Since its first Introduction we 
hav continually improved, until to-day we o!Ier the 
lightest, best ve:ntilated, most 11owe1-jul continuous CU1'1'ent 

garment in the world, constructed on the latest sci 
entific principles-in fact, we o!Ier the acme or ex
cellence In magnetic garments, and when worn as 
advised by us, disease cannot exist. 

The following are clippings from testimonials of 
which we hav thousands. .(](ff"Note we glv full names 
and addresses, that intending purchasers may write 
and satisfy themselvs they are genuln. 

J. HNORTH, M.D., Hammonton, N. J., in writing 
for clothing, says: "My patient In Virginia Informs 
me he Is more comfortable since the application of 
your magnetic garments. The goods sent were utll
ized on the deformecl limb, and are working satisfac
torily. 

ED. HOLLENBECK, organ-builder, 111 W. State st., 
Rockford, Ill. : "From a terril)ly spr_ained knee the 
doctor was afraid my leg must come orr. I sent for 
a knee-cap, was able to walk in a few days, and hav 
been all right since.'' 

J. T. LISLE, Lebanon, Ky., says: "My heal til has 
Improved, and they are exceedingly pleasant gar· 
menta to wear. I feel free to recommend them to 
an delicate people ... 

MRS. C. A. GOULD, Omaha, Neb.: "I wore the suit 
with splendid results, for paralysis, and I hav rec· 
ommended them constantly. I loaned my girdle a 
week to a frlencl for dyspepsia, with excellent re· 
sults." 

MRS. A. BRYANT, 93 Couselyea st., Brooklyn, E. D., 
N. Y. : "I su!Iered for years from bleeding at 
the lungs. Your garments hav stopped the bloe<l· 
ing, and I feel quite strong. I cheerfully recom
mend them." 

H. LANGE (care of D. Hausmann), Cor. Jay & Nas· 
sau sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.: "Your garments haven
tirely cured me of blood-poisoning of the worst form. 

cannot find words to express my gratitude." 

CHAS. E. TRASK, 301 Ingham st., Jackson, Mich., 
says: "Garments arrived, with letter of instructions. 
Hav worn them. 'rhey are benefiting me more In 
the past weok than all the medicin I ha v ever taken." 

llfRS. E. P. PLEASA!<!'XS, Alderson's, Monroe Co., W. 
Va.: "I hav found the greatest relief from my ap
pliances, and would not be without them for all the 
world." 

All our magnetic garments are worn next the un
derclothing, therefore they do not Impart shocks or 
cause sores. They are also constructed un<Jer the 
special supervision of the Inventor. 

Continued success enables us to make the follow· 
ing o!Ier: Persons writing us an accurate description 
of their disease, and then sending for the garments 
advised by us, will hav their money refunded should 
the appliances fail to cure. Therefore It resolves 
itself into 

NO CURE, NO PAY. 

To assist the working class, we supply them on 
payment of half the amount, and take the balance 
by easy monthly instalments. 

Send for illustrated~pamphlet and information to 
the only office where the inventor can he consulted. 

Address all Communications to 

DAVID J. COTTER, 
eo COURT STRBBT, BROOKLYN, N.Y. 

FIFTY 'I'EARS' SUCCESS. 
SHAKER EYE AND EAR BALSAM. 

For all affiictlons of the above organs. 
Dimness; Infiammatlon, Soft Cataract, and Roaring, 

etc., of the Ears. 
80 cents per box. 

Try us once, and find entire relief. 
1y18 G. A. LOMAS, Shakers, N.Y. 

LIFE-SIZE 

LITHOGRAPH 
OF 

D. l\1. BENNETT. 
Heavy Plate Paper, 

SillTA.BLE FOR FR.lli.E OR 

WITHOUT FR.lli.E. 
Sent by Mall for FlftJ" cent1.1 

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE. 

ANOTHER GREAT WORK! 

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION 
Founded upon the Life ot 

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA. 

How the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated 
Christianity. 

Transcribed by SPIRIT FARADAY, Jato Electrician 
and Chemist of the Royal Institution, 

London, England. 
Price, boards, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

Address: THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
21 Clinton Place, New York 

VENTENA.BY OF VOLTA.IBE. 

VOLTAIRE IN EXILE: 
His Life and W or.ks in France 

and Abroad. 

(Engian~np~~l~g~d fe~~~~~r ~~,;ll';e ~'::tz=~d), an 
Du Chatelet. 

BY BENJAMIN GASTINEAU. 
Price, Seventy-five cents. 

AddreBI THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
21 Clinton Place, New York. 

SKE'rCH OF THE. 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 

SALADIN. 
(W. STEWART ROSS.) 

A very interesting biography of a remarkable maD. 
Price 10 cents. Address, 

~'HE TRUTH SEEKER. 

MANHOOD! 

A ~:c~~~:a~cT;~~~~~:~~~o~~~~~~~~~~~t 
nil his practice will prove, 
Cures all forms'of PRI• 
V ATE, CHRONIC ,nd 
SEXUAL DISEASE:s, 

Spermatorrhma and Impotency, 
Ae the result or Relr-n.bu.!lc in youth, rJcxuul cxcetJsee in ma• 
turcr ycnrH, or other causes, ltnd producing scme or the rol-

!:i~~fon~trg;t~~e:rnc:t}';t~~s:~s ~:S~~~L ~~~~1~~8Me~~~! 
~~~8~fc~1, ~~f~~~~~mJ}Icidg:s, F~~~ !;·g:~0u~I tp~"~;~t~o~~ 
~~ddcr~~~n~:~a;g:u;~~t~i~n oEX~ifNNAL tioi~~ti': 
()A rftoN in from 80 to 60 days. No medicine t.aken. 
It bus never been known to fall I 

II" Middle• Aged and Old Men.~ 
There are many at the age ot thirty to sixty a 

who are troubled with too frequent evacuations 
or the bladder, ortcn accompunicd by a slight ';..,.. . 
.e:mnrtlng or burning sensation, and a weaken-

~~~ ':[c~~~~rr~er~ 1~: ~:~~i~tt:~ r:!i~~~~:;;; ·=.:£ 
deposits a. ropy or cott ... n·likc sediment, or 
Bometimcs .e:mall particles of albumen will appear, or the 
color will be or a thin or milklsh hue, again changing to a 
dark and torpid appearance, which plainly shows that the 
&emen passes off with tho urine. It is the second stage o! 
Seminal \\'"caknc&s, and causes wasting or the system and 

Tg~;~ ~~~;~~rir! ;gr£t~r~~et~i:8l~~~~~~ ~~~;o:~n ~u~f 
the cause. Dr. Fellows' External Remedy will bring about a 
perfect cure In all such cnse11, and a healthy restoration of 
the genitn·urina.ry organs. 

o::rcorsultations by letter free and invited. Charges 
reasonabi~ and correspondence strictly confidential. 

ff,"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Sent to any addre~s, securely s-enled, for two three-cent 
8tamp8, treating on Spermatorrhcea or Seminal Weakness, 
gh·lng its cause, symptoms, horrible effects, and cure, rot .. 

l~~I: ~~~i~~~~~~;~s~~~~~~~~ ~ee::~~ ~f1.aQ:?~~!~b~; 
n raJ leal cure 18 certain. Address, plainly, DR. R. P. 
FELLOWS, VIneland, New .Jerae7, and ••11n 'Whal 
paper you saw thll adverthement. ~) 

, 



g§tmfl off f!Ihoughf. 
THE art o! prllltlng1 too, has been attributed to the 

devil, time and time again. Guttenbnrg and Faust, 
when they ln,vented the art, were denounced as be· 
lng In league with him. Leading bishops and 
priests or the Christian church, but a !ew centuries 
ago, did all they could to suppress and keep back 
the art or printing. '!'hey saw In It the !acllltJes !or 
conveying Intelligence to the masses, and that It was 
calculated to Jessen their hold upon them, and hence 
they fought It bitterly. They knew that God, neither 
directly nor through any special agents, priests, or 
prophets, ever did a thing or said a word about the 
printing-press, and It was very easy !or them to 
come to the cone! us ion that It was the work o! the 
devli.-D. M. Bmmtt. 

How has It come about that thoughtful people are 
able to say, and to say sincerely and earnestly, "It 
does not make any dlf!erence what you believe?" I 
think a!ter this Iashlon. We hav been taught !rom 
the first that It was absolutely essential that we 
should hold such and such opinions concerning God, 
man, and the ruture, In order that we might ilv re
llglous and moral Jives. But the practical experi
ence o! men has, a!ter many years, taught them 
that these assertions are not true. 'Ihat Is, It Is not 
essential that you should hold th~se special beile!s 
about God, man, and the !uture, In order that you 
should lead a rellglous and moral U!e. And so it 
was not necessary that we should hold these opin
ions, because many that hold neither the one nor 
the other or them are among the noblest and best or 
our citizens. Because I say this Is true, men hav 
thoughtlessly leaped to the Illogical conclusion that 
It does not make. any dltrerence what opinions you 
do hold.-M. J. Savage. 

. I LOOK with scorn on the selfish greatness or this 
world, and with pity upon the most gifted and pros
perous In the struggle !or ot'!l.ce and power; but I 
look with reverence on the obscurest man who sur
fers !or the right, who Is true to a good but perse
cuted cause.-Dr. Channing. 

"TO think or not to think," Is not the question; 
but, having the power !orced upon us, how shall we 
exercise it? It Is a sad commentary on our nature 
to find multitudes who seem all too willing to be the 
echoes or others; copyists or shadows-men who 
would tremble at their own thoughts or strangle 
them at their birth unless they bore the stamp or 
the mint or other men's brains. It is only by way or 
accommodation that such characters can be said to 
ilv. The sponge ilvs, so does the oyster. But when 
a man Uvs It Is because be thinks, and when he 
ceases to think he ceases to ilv. . . . A rew cen
turies ago and the world's mind was entombed; but 
"vain the stone, the watch, the seal;" thought had 
Its resurrection morn, and we are now permitted to 
throw to the winds the dogmas or every human 
leader, and to learn God's will unshackled by the 
lmper~lnent Intervention o! any authority.-Ren. D>". 
Bu,.ns rof IIamilton, Ont.). 

WE read with astonishment and horror the history 
or the Christian church; and sometimes, when we 
luok back on the fires or persecution, and on the zeal 
or Christians In building up walls or separation, and 
In giving up one another to perdition, we !eel as It 
we were reading the records of an Internal rather 
than a heavenly kingdom. An enemy to every re
!Jg!on, !! asked to describe a Christian, would, with 
some sbow or reason, depict him as an Idolater to his 
own distinguishing opinions, covered with badges or 
party, shutting his eyes on the virtues and his ears 
on the arguments of his opponents, arrogating all 
excellenc'e to his own sect and all saving power to his 
own creed, sheltering, under the name o! pious zeal, 
tile Jove or denomination, the conceit of in!alliblllty, 
and the spirit o! Intolerance, and trampllng on men's 
rights under the pretense or saving their sopls.-Dr. 
Channing. ., 

WHETHER you are a land-owner or a !und-holder 
matters not; it Is always miserable and Ignoble to 
Uv In uselessness by the sweat or other men's brows. 
l3ut the evil can be cured or lessened only by the 
growth or a higher morality.- Gvldwin Smith. 

WE liv on an atom called earth, and what we know 
or tlle lnfinit is almo3t lnll.nltly limited; but, little 
as we know, all hav an equal right to glv their hon· 
est thought, Ll!e is a shadowy, strange, and wind· 
il:lg road on which we travel !or a little way-a Iew 
short steps-just !rom the cradle, with its lullaby or 
Jove, to the low and quiet wayside inn, where all at 
last must sleep, and where the only salutation Is 
"Good·nlght."-lngersoll. 

WHEN we leave school our heads are naturally 
brlrn!ul or dogmas-that Is, or knowledge and opin
Ions at second-band. Such dead knowledge Is ex
tremely dangerous, unless It Is sooner or later re
viewed by the spirit or tree inquiry. It does not 
matter whether our scholastic dogmas be true or 
!alae; the danger Is the same. And why? Because 
to place either t1·u th or error above the rea•h or ar
gument Is certain to weaken truth and to strengthen 
error. Secondl;Y, because to hold as true, on the au. 
thorlty o! others, anything which concerns us deep
y, and which we could prove outselvs, produces 
ce\Jleness, I! not dishonesty. And, thirdly, beea.use 

to reel unwilling or unable to meet objections by ar
gument Is generally the first step toward violence 
and persecution.-Max Adeler, 

BEING conscious to mysel! how great an ascendant 
Ohl'istianlty holdS over me beyond the other relig· 
ions of the world, as being that religion whereunto 

was born and baptized; that which the supreme 
uthorlty has enjoined and my parents educated me 
n; that which everyone I meet withal approves o!, 

and which I mysel! hav, by long-continued protes
slon, made almost natural to me; I am resolved to 
be more jealous and suspicious or thle religion than 
or the rest, and be sure not to entertain It any longer 
without being convinced, by solid and substantial 
arguments, or tbe truth and certainty or it.-Bi.!hop 
Bn•eridge (1638-1708). 

0 wOMAN I In om! hours of ease, 
Uncertain, coy, and hard to please, 
And variable as the shade 
:By the light or quivering aapenmade; 
When pain and anguish wring the brow, 
A ml.nifJte•llll! anjel thou I -Hwll, 

THERll are rew things In the wol:ld more rasping 
than a tlle o! unpaid bills. 

ISN'1' It a little paradoxical to speak of a man as a 
crank when he Is so set In his mind that you cannot 
turn him? 

As a proof that "one touch or nature makes the 
whole world kin," observe how !riendly strangers 
become. at a dog fight. 

"KIND words cost nothing." Yet we heard o! a 
minister who wrote kind wo:rds to another man's 
wl!e, and It cost him a divorce suit. 

"MR. ISAACS, can you tole me vere vas the first 
diamond!" "No, Mr. Yacobs. Verevae It?" "Vy, 
Noah's son on der ark. He vas a Shem or der rust 
water." 

FARMER Furrow thinks capital punishment ought 
to be abolished, because "so many murderers are 
swung straight Into glory that heaven won't be a de
cent place !or a respectable white man to stop in 
over night., 

IT Is !eared that the Brooklyn bridge will be a !all
ure because the Iootpath Is In the middle, and the 
American citizen Is thus deprived O[ the pleasure O! 
leaning over the outer ralllng and spitting on the 
rerryboat. 

IT Is said that a young lady can never Whistle In 
the presence o! her lover. The reason Is obvious. 
He doesn't glv hel a chance. When she gets her lipR 
In a. proper positiOn !or whistling something else al
ways occurs. 

THEY were courting. "Don't sit so near me,'' she 
said. "I ain't near you,'' he said. uyou a.re." "I 
ain't.'' "But you will be.'' "No I won•t, neither." 
"Then you'd better go home, !or I haln't got no use 
!or you." No cards. 

IN modern Egypt a young man is not permitted to 
see his wire's face be!ore marriage. Whoever has 
Invested In prize packages can imagin the Ieelings 
or the average young Egyptian as he gazes on his 
trinket for the first time. 

"WHAT/' asked the lawyer, "are you growling 
about? Didn't I win your case !or you?" "Yes, you 
won the case. But you didn't insinuate that the man 
against me abuses his wl!e or steals hens. Do you 
think that was earning your money?" 

LAWYEu-"You say you made an examination or 
the premises. What did you find?" Witness-" Oh, 
nothing o! consequence; a • beggarly account or 
empty boxes,' as Shakspere says." LawYer-" Never 
mind what Shakspere says. He will be summoned, 
and can testify !or hlmsel! I! he knows anything 
about the case. 

THERE IS a man In Illinois who Is Industriously 
engaged In hating himsei! to deatb.. His wife in
vested two dollars In a lottery ticket, and her h us
band got mad and boxed her ears, and drove her 
away !rom home with no baggage except a change of 
clothes and the ticket. The ticket drew $5,000, and 
when he round it out he went to her to tell her how 
he loved her, and how he had always said she had a 
great head on her, but she wouldn't hav It, and told 
him to go and soak his head. He says you can't de
pend on women. 

A GUAUDIAN ANGEL OF THE GLOOMY GULCH. 
"I'm the man !rom Spearfish," he said, as he en

tered the sanctum an<l placed Ills hat U!JOn the 
gracefully poised heado! tlle statue or Venus on tile 
managing editor's pitch pine escritoire. "I'm the 
guardian angel o' the gloomy gulch, and please Jet 
that fact attach itself to yer memory with a glad· 
denln' grip!" 

"In business out at Spearfish?" asked the editor. 
"In business? ~'hat's a purt.y conundrum to fire 

ofC at the business head o' the hull diggins 1 I'm 
the fountain head !rom w'lch the business o' the 
hills purls forth with a tinklin' purl! I'm the log 
!rom w'lch the chips o' business fty w'en the axe o' 
progress is swlngln! Ketclt on?" 

"Interested in mines, 'we presume?" 
"Naw I I'm a lawyer, a doctor, a justice o' the 

peace, notary public, post-master, state agent, pro
prietor o' the glneral store, and minister o' the 
gospel. I'm the blazln' sun around w'lch the satel
lites o' the camp revolve." 

"You say you are a preacher? Do you haV charge 
or the spiritual wel!are or the diggings?" 

"Do I? Pardon me jest a moment till I work up a 
blush or modesty. I don't want ter brag on mysei!, 
partner, but I reckon e! ye'd go out thar, the boys 
would want ter make you believe that w'en I'm In 
proper trlmmln' I can slb;tg the livin' word ahead or 
any gospel sharp that ever tried to corral! a herd o! 
sinners. My modesty'd get to itchin' I! I should 
refer to my own powers o' latherln' the hosts o' 
Satan, but the truth won't !eel Insulted I! I Inciden
tally observe that when I begin to ladle out the sacred 
truth the ramparts o' sin tremble as I! shaken by a 
mighty wind, an' the Imps o' perdition hunt their 
holes till the cyclone's over. When I glt a fair spread 
on a rattlin' text an' pass the first quarter pole an' 
hold myself down to my work, the ratters o' the ta
bernacle pop like castanets an' the ungodly followers 
o' sin h'lst their salls an' light out tor the everlastin' 
hlils. When I shed my worldly coat and rastle with 
the powers o' sin, the air Is filled with smoke an' 
hair an' the awe-stricken masses set down and trem
ble. Pardner, I reckon I can preach a little when 
the spirit o' Inspiration cottons to me on the squar." 

"Do you hav good success in turning sinners Into 
the stre.lght and narrow way? Do you reap a rich 
harvest or souls and snatch them !rom the brink or 
that aw!ul precipice or sin and eternal damnation 
upon which, alas! too. many are now standing?" 
asked the city editor, wiping a tear from his eye and 
looking up !rom a glowing description or a prize dog 
fight on which he had won more than Jl!ty drinks. 

"Once more permit me to turn around while a 
blush mantles my modest cheek. Partner, mighty 
few on e'm glts away when the music o' my theolog. 
!cal voice hits 'em In the ear. When J glt a!ter a band 
or sinners an' begin to howl my means o' salvation 
at 'em, I'm a goln' to round up the herd II I hav to 
use a six shooter M a logical an' convillcin' argy. 
llllll:lt," 

THE EUREKA. 

MAGNETIC tLOTHING 
CURES EVERY l,UR.M OF DISEASE~ 

WITHOUT MEDICIN. 

THE 

EUREKA MACNETIC. INSOLE 
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 

Sent to any address upon receipt or $1.00. EVERY PAIR 
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 

letter or In person tree or charge. Send 
!or Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all comm unlcatlons to' 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth; 

Cincinnati, Ohio. 
LADIES' MAGNETIC JACKET. Price, $18. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the !ollowlng testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct in every particular, 

and that your aliments can be eradicated without the aid o! MEDIOIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis 
One .Week. 

in Nemalgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I !eel greatly In

debted to you !or the benefit I hav received !rom 
your treatment, and the use or your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those ar. 
filcted as I hav been that the etrect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis In my right arm and could not use It at all, but 
after wearing a suit o! your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
!or one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com· 
plaint !or a number o! years, from which I hav su!
!ered intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never round but temporary relie!. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and I! I improve as rapidly as I hav In the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those sutrerlng as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of etrectlng 
a sure cure. Yours respect!ully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
etrect a cure In a case or Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same 
patient. We do not, !Ike the Old School Physician, 
change mediclns every day until, after dosing the 
yatlent almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (I! he Is very skll!ul) that brings relief 
!or the time being. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: A!ter wearing one o! 

YOUl' MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured or Neuralgia of the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source o! misery to me !or 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
be!ore without benefit, but as soon as J put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly. With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

' Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment !or eight years 
with nervous prostration and !emale weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and I! I Improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T'.lesday, will soon be well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports hersei! entirely cured in Jess 
than six weeks a!ter putting on the garments, and, 
although in bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In 
two days a!ter the application. The lady's name 
can be had upon application at this office, by any. 
one desiring to comm unlcate with her. 

Ladles, read the !ollowlng testimony from a lady who had been sutrerlng for two years 'l"ith an Ovar
ian Tnlllor, and who had been told that nothing but the knl!e would save her lite, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she Is perfectly well, and has not taken a dose of 
medicln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothing 
!or you; it will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to !all me; I became nervous, lost all de· 

sire tor rood, and, In tact, began to !all rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
of St. Louis, at which place I was then· stopping, all or whom declared that I had an Ova.ria'ft '1 nlllO> , 
and that the only thing that would S3ve my lite would be the k.nl!e. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed le!t to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the Eureka llln.gn.,t.ic Appl •anc.,s. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this taint hope or a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit or 
your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tu
mor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became Jess !rom day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was in my lite. Since putting on the appli· 
ances I ha.v not taken a single dose or medicln. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would there!ore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sufCer!ng as I hav, believing 
that they will do all and more than you claim tor them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MA.li.Y J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the 
market, they impart no shocks a.nd leaves :iJ.o sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, 
Gentlemen's Belts, • • 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, • 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 

.. 

$ 6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
5.00 
4:.00 
3.00 
1.50 
4:.00 

Leg Belts, each, 
Knee Caps, each, 
Wristlets, each, 
Sleeping_ Caps, 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 
Su~erfl.ne Insoles, • • _ • LOO 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt or price, and we will return the money 
I! they are not as represented in every respect. II you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case, 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are offered at less than one-third or what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetlcquallty Is a hundred !old superior to any other appliance ever ofCered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet ill" put through a particular proc~ss, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months a!ter being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
In the market will attract the smallest particle or Iron, the majority or such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made or material no better than hoop-iron, and not capable o! retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All or our garments are made !rom the very best mat<Jrlal !or the purpose, and will outlast any 
and ail other garments now be!ore the public. Every magnet le a.rranged in the garments upon scimtti,jic 
principles, and not haphazard !l.8 in all tbe others. We ofCer you there!ore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any ot the so-called magnetic garments now of!ered under that head. At 
~~~~~me time th~ application or labor-saving machinery in our manu!acture enables us to otrer them at 

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None a.re so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher 
than ordinary clothing. -
R•lll~lllb.,r that we are orrerlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and if 

upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them a.t our expense and we will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

A.GlllNTil WANTED IN EVERY TOW){ Ili! TBB ll'NITliD STATES. tlBERA.L COMMISSIONS ALLOWED, 
Addl'elol tor tUl'thel' lnt0!1'mat1oa, Dr. L, T"nney, 

.. Sr.ae Stree*t ~m. of llth liltree~ CJindnne.ij.1 Oh1o1 
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Jlotts and tllippings. lftws o/( tht Jlftth. 
CHURCHES are increasing in number, but so 

are the heretics.-New York Sun. 

masonry exactly what they wanted for an ice 
house. Thus the place which was to hav 
been filled with the fervent hallelujahs, 
amens, and brimstone of the enthusiastic fol
low~rs of John Wesley is used for the storage 
of ice. 

wasn't married he would lead me to de altaw, 
an' now, bred'ren, my husband has done been 
dead mos' a month, an' de pasture· hain't said 
de fust thing 'bout dat ceremony, an' he don't 
neber come to see me no mo',"-Texas Siftings. BrsMABOK, Dakota, is to be made the capital 

of that territory. 
IT is alleged by Texas Siftings that Blaine, of 

Maine, is a Freethinker. 

THE failure of a prominent Methodist mer
chant in Berlin, Vt., has reduced to poverty 
many members of the church who had con~ 
fided their savings to his care. 

A GREAT poet is not without honor save in 
his own country. An Ayrshire paper is au
thority for the statement that there is not a 
single copy of Burns's poems in the free public 
library at Mauchline. 

A woMAN writes to the Boston Globe that, 
finding she could earn more in business than 
her husband, they reversed the usual order of 
things. She now goes to business, and he 
does all the home work, and does it excellent
ly. The plan works very satisfactorily. 

THE Quakers are talking about revising 
their book of "Doctrin, Practice, and Disci
plin," which contains the principal enact
ments -of yearly meetings concerning the' 
matters mentioned in its title. These quiet 
people find that their rules are so strict that 
the young people are driven off into other de
nominations or into irreligion. The intense 
feeling of conservatism which prevails among 
the Friends will probably prevent any very 
radica~ changes at present. The question, 
however, is between relaxing the rigidity of 
the disciplin and letting the brotherhood of 
Quakerism dwindle into nothing. · 

STYLE of matter is to a preacher more im
portant than the manner of delivery. So says 
Prof. Austin Phelps. He points out that good 
style, as he uses the term, involves perspicu
ity, e'D.ergy, elegance, and naturalness. He 
declares that a large cla_ss of middle-men be
tween the scholars and the vulgar do not 
know enough to refrain from slang in their 
own practice. The surest way to be under
stood is to speak your pure mother tongue. 
Not a thought exists which must go outside of 
the English tongue for a clear, precise, forci
ble utterance. Good sense must hav literal 
expression. 

PUGILIST SULLivAN is talked of for superin
tendent of streets in Boston. 

CARDINAL McCLOSKY has forbidden the 
priests of New York and Brooklyn to attend 
the meetings of the Land League. 

A STATUE of Alexander von Humboldt, the 
great German naturalist and philosopher, was 
unveiled at Berlin on the 28th ult. 

DECORATION DAY WIIB appropriately obsened 
throughout the country. New York had a 
brilliant pageant and fine weather. 

TWELVE persons were killed and many sa. 
riously hurt in a crush on the bridge between 
New York and Brooklyn on May 30th, 

A WESTERN paper announcing the illness of 
the editor, piously adds: "All subscribers 
who hav paid cash in advance are requested 
to mention him in their prayers. The others 
need not, as the prayers of the wicked avail 
nothing." This is pretty rough on the clergy
men who hav been getting free copies.-Texas 
Siftings. 

REv. MR. TALMAGE says the principal occu
pation in heaven will be singing. For this 
assurance, many thanks.- Nearly all the an
gels we hav seen in pictures were playing' 
solos on fish h-orns, and we feared that this 
was their principal employment. Perhaps 
these pictures were not "taken on the spot." 
-Boston Post. 

A NEw YoRK clergyman went to Boston and 
visited a colored church. "How are you 
prospering?" he asked the sexton. "Tings 
ain't so good as dey was, boss," was the reply. 
"We got a new minister and he ain't so good 
as de old one." "What's the matter with 
him?" "Well, boss, you see he's kind of il
literate-comes from New York. 

THE Rev. l'Yir. Houghton, of New Haven, 
preached a sermon- on the Salvation Army, 
which is quartered in that city. It was an at
tack on the revivalists, their methods, and the 
results. He even went so near the truth as 
to characterize them as "half-crazed people 
who go up and down the land shouting to a 
sinful world to flee from the wrath to come." 

THE disclosures concerning gambling, and 
especially poker playing, in the army are 
shocking for the editor of the Gh1'istian Advo
cate, who says: "With deep regret we see the 
name of an old acquaintance and former par
ishioner involved." ' It would be gratifying to 
the Ch1istians generally to see an exposure of 
immorality anywhere in which some pious in
dividual is not involved. The world is yet 
waiting to see such an instance. 

THE infelicity in the Park Reformed church, 
Jersey City, every day assumes larger propor
tions. It grew out of the singing of a hymn, 
in which the Virgin is appealed to for protec
tion "on the dreadful judgment day.'' The 
pastor declared it unorthodox. He would 
hav the word "virgin" changed for" savior." 
It would seem to a person at a dist11nce that 
it couhl make little difference, on an occasion 
like the "last day," who did the protecting. 
Perhaps it would be safest to sing the hymn 
both ways. A congregation that will quarrel 
over a little matter like that must be spoiling 
for a fight. 

A METHODIST church which some years ago 
began to build without sufficiently counting 
the cost, succeeded in doing the work only as 
far as digging the cellar, laying the founda
tions, and building the walls up to a level 
with the ground. Debts, mismanagement, 
and other hindrances brought about total fail
ure, and the sale of the property under the 
hammer of the sheriff's auctioneer, The 
worst of all was that the property was pur
chased by an ice company that found the ex
cavation and its surroun¢ling walls of heavy 

IT is a Delaware clergyman who declares in 
the Observer that the negro church-members 
in his state are almost unanimously vicious. 
Stealing, lying, and licentiousness are their 
besetting sins,- and the last is the more gene
ral. Most of them marry, but it is in most 
instances a mere form. The marriage vow is 
disregarded. He could not with the least de
gree of COnfidence point Out II Bingle virtuOUS 
couple. Such there may be, but he would 
not know where to find one. He asked one of 
the better sort of colored men about this, and 
he acknowledged that he knew of only a 
single exception, and that was himself and 
wife. 

A CERTAIN minister of the kirk of Scotland, 
now deceased, had prepared with great care 
a se1ies of discourses on the parable of the 
ten virgins, and made use of them rather 
oftener than some of his brethren thought he 
should, On the evening of a communion 
Sabbath, when assisting a brother clergyman 
in the same presbytery, he delivered one of 
his series, which his friend had heard more 
than once. When the services were over, and 
the two ministers were on their way to the 
manse, the one said to the other: "Man, 
John, I really think you should gie up thae 
virgins; ye're fairly making auld maids of 
them!" 

THE people of Goshen, N. Y., are laboring 
·under considerable excitement, the result of 
a personal collision between the rector of the 
Episcopal church and the superintendent of 
the Sm:iday-school. There had been bad 
blood between the combatants for some time, 
owing to a suspicion which the rector, Mr. 
Manry, entertained that the superintendent, 
Mr. Matthews, did not show toward him a 
proper degree of respect. On Sunday, the 20th 
ult., Mr. Maury made arrangements to take 
Mr. Matthews's class of young ladies away 
from him. Matthews objected; hence the 
collision. The superintendent jumped on 
the rector, choked him, pulled his whiskers, 
scratched his face, and, when Mrs. Maury 
came to the rescue of her husband, hustled 
her unkindly aside. Mr. Maury escaped and 
went home under police escort. Mr. Mat
thews was arrested and held for disturbing a 
religious meeting. 

THERE is considerable feeling among the 
members of the colored Austin Blue J;Jght 
Tabernacle. It is, as usual, about a woman, 
and the pastor, Rev. Whangdoodle Baxter, is 
mixed up in it, also as usual. The widow 
Tripet, who recently lost her husband, is 
black but comely. She is also very ignorant. 
A few evenings ago a sensation was created 
in the Tabernacle when Mrs. Tripet got up 
and complained of the perfidy of Parson Bax
ter. "What has our b'loved pasture done 
did to hurt yer feelins, Widely Tripet ?" asked 
Uncle Mose, who is a steward in the church. 
"He is a triflin', onreliable pa~ture. He may 
be as wise as de sarpint, but he am not as 
harmless as de dog mentioned in de scrip
tures, an' I pronounce him befo' dis heah dis
tracted meetin' as a deceber, When my hus
band was alive dat ar b'loved pasture would 
come ter my house mos' ebery day, an' hug 
an' kiss me an' tell me to keep on walkin' in 
dliJ narrer path, an' then he'd tell me dat if I 

IT is Cardinal Manning who relates this in
cident as having happened to himself: "One 
night I was returning to my residence in 
Westminster when I met a poor man carrying 
a basket and smoking a pipe. I thought over 
this Aristotelian syllogism: He who smokes 
gets thirsty; he who_ is thirsty desires to 
drink; he who drinks too much gets drunk; 
he who gets drunk goes to hell. This man is 
in danger of mortal sin. Let us save him. I 
affectionately addressed him: 'Are yon a 
Catholic?' 'I am, thanks be to God!' 'Where 
are you from?' 'From Cork, your reverence.' 
'Are you a member of the total abstinence 
society?' 'No, your reverence.' 'Now,' said 
I, 'that is wrong. Look at me; I am a mem
ber.' 'Faith, maybe your reverence has need 
of it,' I shook hands with him and left him." 

RoBERT J. BURDETTE, the Burlington liawk
trye humorist, breaks out in this way through 
the Philadelphia Times: "Man, born of 
woman, is of few days and no teeth. And, 
indeed, it would be money in his pocket some
times if he had less of either. As for his 
days, he wasteth one-third of them, and as 
for his teeth, he has convulsions when he cuts 
them, and as the last one comes through, lo, 
the dentist is twisting the first one out, and 
the last end of that man's jaw is worse than 
the first, being full of porcelain and a roof-
plate built to hold blackberry seeds. Stone 
bruises line his pathway to manhood; his 
father boxes his ears at home, the big boys 
cuff him in the play-ground, and the teacher 
whips him in the school-room. He buyeth 
Northwestern at 110, when he hath sold short 
at 96, and his neighbor unloadeth upon him 
Iron Mountain at 63 5-8, and it straightway 
breaketh down to 52 1-4, He riseth early and 
sitteth up late that he may fill his barns and 
storehouses, and lo! his children's lawyers di
vide the spoil among themselvs and say, 'Ha, 
ha!' He growleth and is sore distressed be
cause it raineth, and he beateth upon his 
breast and sayeth, 'My crop is lost!' because 
it raineth not. The late rains blight his wheat 
and the frost biteth his peaches. If it be so 
that the sun shineth, even among the nineties, 
he sayeth, 'Woe is me, for I perish,' and if 
the northwest wind sigheth down in forty-two 
below he crieth, 'Would I were dead!' If he 
wear sackcloth and blue jeans men say, 'He 
is a tramp,' and if he goeth forth shaven and 
clad in purple and fine linen all the people 
cry, 'Shoot the dude!' He carryeth insurance 
for twenty-five years, until he hath paid thrice 
over for all his goods, and then he letteth his 
policy lapse one day, and that same night 
fire destroyeth his store. He buildeth him a 
house in Jersey, and his first-born is de
voured by musketos; he pitcheth his tents in 
New York, and tramps devour his substance. 
He moveth to Kansas, and a cyclone carryeth 
his house away over into Missquri, while a 
prairie fire and ten million acres of grasshop
pers fight for his crop. He settleth himself 
in Kentucky, and is shot the next day by 11 

gentleman, a colonel, and a statesman, ' be
cause, sah, he resembles, sah, a man, sah, he 
did not like, sah.' Verily, there is no rest for 
the sole of his foot, and if he had it to do over 
again he would not be born at all, for ' the 
day of death is better than the day of one's 
birth.'" 

GEN. GRANT has expressed the opinion that 
Blaine and Logan are each very strong men 
for Republican nomination for president in 
1884. 

THE Salvation Army hav been warned by 
the authorities of New Haven, Conn., that 
they must desist from street singing or be 
arrested. 

THE Rev. Daniel C. Potter, of New York, 
persists in saying the Young Men's Christian 
Association is a humbug. A good many in
dorse tho,t view. 

A MOB broke into the jail at Winterset, 
Iowa, and took out John Hammer and hung 
him. Hammer was accused of murdering a 
man for the purpose of robbery. 

A l'REACHER named Byerd has been tarred 
and feathered by a mob at Franklin, Neb., for 
beating his daughter who had informed her 
mother of his adulterous relations with other 
women. 

Mrss BRIDGET E. CRONIN, of Brooklyn, has 
brought suit against her pastor, the Rev. 
Father Florence McCarthy, in whose church 
she was organist, for assault. She claims 
$2,000 damages. 

FouR men-Brady, Curley, Fagan, and Oaf· 
frey-hav been hanged for the Phenix Park, 
Dublin, murders. Another man, Timothy 
Kelly, is under sentence of death, to be exe
cuted on Saturday, the 9th. 

AN outbreak among striking illinois miners 
last week necessitated the calling out of the 
militia. One miner was killed by a bullet. 
The strike is ended by an ailjustment cif dif
ficulties between employers and employed. 

TH:m gold and silver products of mines in 
the United States in 1882 was $69,300,000, be
ing $1,600,000 less than the yield for 1881. 
Sixty-seven thousand three hundred dollars 
was added to the metallic currency of the 
country last year. 

A DISl'ATCH from Rome says: "The contri
butions of Peter's pence hav continued to de
crease so rapidly during the past few months 
that an appeal, addressed to all the bishops, 
is being prepared by the pope, urging them to 
awaken the 'faithful' to the necessity of pro
viding funds for the needs of the holy see." 

THE czar of Russia gave a dinner at Moscow 
on the 3d to the marshals and elders of the 
provincial nobility. He concluded his address 
with the words, ''May God giv us a peaceful 
and quiet life.'' The czar's father prayed the 
same, yet he lived in terror, and came to his 
death by a dynamite bomb. If a similar 
prayer brings a similar answer the present 
czar has not everything desirable to hope for. 

AMONG the men of muscle, Hanlan has just 
won a boat race over Kennedy, Hughes wins 
a walking match at Baltimore, and Sullivan is 
starring in the baseball field. 'fhe college 
athletes, at their annual games in this city, 
eclipsed all their previous records. Myers, 
the short distance cha.mpion runner, has gone 
down before the swift-footed Brooks. Popular 
interest in harmless athletic amusements iii 
not a bad sign of the times, 

, 



THE TRUTH SEEKER, JUNE 9. 1883. 

-- '· '. 

hrg11_l_ munic_ --~_., tio.-ns. eve_ry W!tyadequate and sufficient. [I say virtually, be-
~· "' --cause in my eadier definition I at the moment per-

========================== <ieive that ;r may .be construed as having included 
•.. THE Definition of Science. verification, which I now. think; with Mr. Putnam, 

may be dispensed with.l . 
SECOND PAPER IN REPLY TO MR. PUTNAM. . The reason why this simple definition, " Systema-

:Mr. Putnain propounded in the Colloquium, and tizedKnowledge," is l3V:ery way adequate is that each 
later in Tm; TRUTH. SEElillll, as his_ dl3finition~ of S.ci- -ofthese two terms--embraces an -occult and ti·emen
ence, the simple two words, Systematized Knowledge. _dous ~we~p of ~ig¢ficance, so that when . united and 
In the Colloquium I at once accepted:and :acqu,iesced b,egrjpped they seemto contain_ everything requisit 
in that definition. So did Mr. Wakeman, and so did we to t!fe perfect definition of s.cience. System means 
all who spoke on the subject, if I correctly understood all scheme, plan, outlay,_ co-ordination, adjustment, 
them, except Mr. F. F. Cook, who th?ught that t~e and arrangement; the whole immense network of re
idea of v.erification -should be brought mto the defim- lationships as between things throughout the uni
tion, which means the method by which we become cer- verse. Knowledge means all that is absolutely and 
tain that we hav the knowledge; and Mr. \V._ M. Bon- certainly known, while the term is tremendously rig
cher, who aiso accept~d o1,1r definition as far as ~t went, orous in excluding.all the lower grades of partial con
but insisted that more should be added-so, If I un- yincement. l Dr. Atkinson has an admirable state
derstood him aright, as to cover not only verification, ment of the ascending scale of the various stages of 
but the application or uses of science. I will advert mentation culminating in knowledge, which he has 
to the extra demands of Mr. Cook and Mr. Boucher also stated in the Qolloquium, and which I should be 
a little later. · glad· that he should intervene in this discussion and 

When this simple definition of science was so pro- restate in THE TRUTH SEEKER. J System alone, it 
pounded in the Colloquium, I accepted it on the spur should be emphatically stated, does not and cannot 
of the occasion, and, as of course, merely because it prove the existence of the objectiv things to which it 
seemed natural and right to me. I did not then I;e- might apply if they existed; and this is what Mr. 
member that it was, in its exact terms, the definition :J;>utnam means when he says, '' VVe may imagin all 
of science which I had myself given ten or more sorts of reasonable things; but reasonable things are 
years ago in the "Basic Outline of Universology," not necessarily true things. True things are things 
which I now find, however, by reference to that work, that are proved to be true by the human mind in act
to be the fact. I do not of course now know whether ual conjunction with the outer world." But system 
Mr. Putnam adopted his definition from me, and if may be so perfect, if based upon exhaustiv analysis 
so, whether he did so consciously or unconsciously; -and this is an all-important point which Mr. Put
nor do I know whether I was the first to formulate nam is probably not so well acquainted with Univers
that definition, or whether I adopted it in turn from ology as to be aware of-that if the things exist they 
some one else. Be this as it may, and about which must exist in accordance with the so-discovered and 
it is not important to inquire, since there is so much formulated system. Still, with all this, it is never
unanimity now on the subject, the following extract theless true that the knowledge of the facts must 
from the "Basic Outline" will show the views which come through the senses, and that both knowledge 
I put forth so far back as .1~72, involvi~g t~is ~efi- and system are alike essential to the fulness of the 
nition of science, but also givmg the basiC distnbu- meaning of the _term Scienpe. On this, then, we 
tion of Universology itself and so of all knowledge; agree. The difference arises when we come to the 
a statement which is fundamentally important in its question of the emphasis which Science itself puts 
bearing upon the present discussion: upon the one or the other of these two factors. 

"The first crude Impressions which the world makes upon System means etymologically" stand-together," the 
the mind furnish substantially the conception- which we de- mode of the standing-together of the· facts or the 
nominate NATURE. The Speculations which we institute and 
entertain concerning them, in the Forms of Thought, are; in parts, and not the facts and parts as such; and it is the 
the first instance, mere speculations; but, when ve1·ijied and system-side of the complex mass of ideas which is, 
s!jstematized, they become Knowledge, culminating in SciENCE. as I affirm, the preeminently scientific element with
i'he ulterior reactions of the Mind upon the exterior World, in science itself-mathematics more characteristically 
through 1, the Bodily Activities; 2, the Creations or Pl'oducts 
of those Activities; and 3, the Modifications of the Exterior scientific than botany or geology; system the more 
World accompanying them, corr~spond with what is cal~ed scientific as contrasted with mere knowledge-as 
AnT in the most extended meamng of that term; a meanmg against the current and W akemanian notion of the 
for ~hich Practical Philosophy is sometimes employed as the subject, which is the converse or oppositness of this 
more comprehensiv and appropriate term. 

"NATURE, SciENCE, and ART are thus, representativly, a statement. 
threefold Grand Distribution of the Universe" ("Basic Out- Returning to Mr. Cook and M]:. Boucher, one would 
line of Universology," pp. 7, 8, texts 10, 11). add to the_ definition of science the idea of verifica-

Taken in this :fundamental way, this distinction of tion or test, and the other, application or uses, espe
universal things into 1. Data, facts, or Nature, and 2. cially .as an organon or instrument in the acquisition 
Law, Logos, or system, is again applicable to the two of more knowledge. I should be glad to hear from 
fundamental departments within science itself. That these gentlemen in THE TRUTH SEEKER in respect to 
is to say, within the domain of science or systematized their views, which I may not adequately represent; 
knowledge there is a department which is more but as now advised, I should say that both of their 
Nature-like or relates more to the objectiv or ob- ideas are incidental and not essential in the definition 
served facts, and hence called Natural Science, or the of science. Verification relates to the way in which 
Natural Sciences; and another department especially we become certain that we hav knowledge, but our 
including tile laws if being (logic and mathematics) definition demands in any event that the knowledge 
contained in science, which department is then more be had; and the manner of its acquisition and ascer
speciallyrelated to Science as the other is to Nature- tainment falls, therefore, into a category of secondary 
or repeats science especia11y within the domain of importance. So, also, the uses to which.science is ap
science. propriately put are not a necessary and inherent par-

This fact has led to a strongly-marked division of tion of the science itself. If never put to any use 
views in the Colloquium, not as to the first and gen- whatever, if it still be in real vei·ity both system and 
eral definition of science-or systematized knowledge knowledge united and begripped, it is science all the 

· -but as to one of a secondary order, namely, as to same. 
which of these two grand divisions of science-Natural Other thinkers and writers than omselvs of the 
Science (plan1life, animal life, etc.), or Exact Science Colloquium hav been in part over this same ground 
(mathematics, logic, etc. )-is the preeminent or gov- and hav arrived at their own conclusions on the sub
erning department; which, in other words, is the ject. Huxley in his lectures on the "Educational Value 
more distinctivly Science, properly so-called. o/ the Natural History Sciences, in Lay Sermons" has 

The divergency here was especially between Mr. aproached the subject, not indeed as attempting any 
Wakeman and myself-1\'Ir. Putnam siding with Mr. precise definition of science, but as giving the par
Wakeman-my view being that just stated above, ticulars of the process by which all scientific acquisi
namely, that Exact Science (the scientismus) out- tion is made. These steps are, according to him, 
ranks Natural Science (the naturismus), as being four: 
peculiarly of the Scientific, and as it is not of the Nat- "1. Observation of facts; including under this head 
uralistic order. that artificial obseroation which is called experiment. 

It was with reference to this point then, as I sup- "2. That process of tying up similar facts into 
posed and suppose, that Mr. Putnam in his article in bundles, ticketed for use, which is called Comparison 
THE TRU'l'H SEEKER was carried forward into state- and Classification, the result of the process, the 
ments about Sensation, Perception, and Reason, ticketed bundles, being named general proposit-ions. 
which I could not accede to, and upon which I re- "3. Deduction, which takes us from the general 
viewed him in my previous article. I hav more to proposition to facts again-teaches us, if I may so 
say about this difference between 1\'lr. 'Wakeman and say, to anticipate from the ticket what is inside the 
myself, before I close; but in the first place, now, let bundle. And finally, , . 
us g~ 1;>ack a li~tle upon the. p:evious question of the "4. Verification, which i's the process of ascertain
defimtwn of smence upon whiCh Mr. ·wakeman, Mr!' ing whether, in point of fact, our anticipation is a 
Putnam, arid myself agreed, and 1\fr. Cook and 1\-lr. correct one." 
Boucher in part. And here I will now ask, While Taking up now this series of items inversely, we 
this is_ confessedly a definition of science, is it the hav already disposed of verification with Mr. Cook, 
definition? i.e., is it the one perfect and exclusiv defi- and with deduction or ulterior uses with Mr. 
nition upon which science itself must ultimately set- Boucher, and we are back again with our two factors of 
tle as the scientific account of its own nature and ex- science; first, the observation of facts, and, second, 
istence? Reviewed now, ten years after I first vir- the systematization, by comparison and classifica
tually formulated this definition for myself, I again, tion; "the ticketed bundles" of facts which allies us 
S})eaking still fo_r myself, find it without a flaw, and with mathematics; and we are back again to the 

''. · .. :. ~ 
question which- of these two is_ the peculiarly or 
dominantly scientific factor. .· . 

Among the great leaders of thought there has 
never, until quite recently, been any doubt thrown 
upon this _matter. The very name· mathemathics 
was originally synonymous with science. The math
ematics has always stood confessedly as at the head 
of the scientific hierarchy; or,- what- is the saine'
thing in the matter of science, as the basis or foun
dation. Comte,. _in· his, qay, placed it there, and 
Spencer, in ~mr day, does the same. All over Eu
rope the great geemeter and the great philologian 
rank as great scientists along with the great phys
icists. But within the last decade or two there has 
sprung up, especially in England-and their influ
ence has reached this country-a group of Biolo
gists, Tyndall and Huxley, and their congeners, who 
hav been steadily more and more narrowing the ap
plication of the term science, perhaps quite uncon
sciously, until they apply it, almost exclusivly, to 
that very prominent and activ branch of operations 
in the scientific world to which they are themselvs 
especially addicted. 

In this controversy Mr. Wakeman; and, following 
him, Mr. Putnam, hav, I hope also unconsciously, 
surrendered, it seems to me, to that narrow, insular, 
local, and unauthorized construction of the range of 
science, from which blunder, if it be a blunder, some 
very curious results hav occurred, which I took the 
occasion to point out in the Colloquium; but unfor
tunately when Mr. Wakeman was absent, so that I 
am glad .to bring them to his attention in this way. 
In the first place, the old and governing sciences of 
mankind-logic, mathematics (and now analogic )
being ruled out of the scientific circles, it becomes 
necessary to find some other name for them; and 
Mr. 'iN akeman, striking about .for a means for so 
naming them, collectiv ly calls them. all "Poetry "
meaning thereby that they are the ideal, abstract, 
and subjectiv order of human knowledge, rather 
than of the material, real, and objectiv order. In 
the Colloquium Mr. Wakeman took the "bull by the 
horns," and called Euclid a mere poet; or, in a word, 
all mathematicians and all abstract thinkers of all 
classes mere poets. 

In the next place, however, co-ordination and clas
sification belong exclusivly in this so-called poetica... 
domain which, if I understand them right, Mr. 
-wakeman, Mr. Putnam, and that ilk, propose ruling 
out of science, .under the two opprobrious terms, 
"poetry" and "metaphysics." I, on the other hand, 
affirm that it is precisely this ideal domain which, as 
coordination and classification of the more sensuous 
knowledge, is preeminently science or the scientific 
element within science, insomuch that rigorously 
speaking, there is still no other science than the 
mathematics and the implications of the mathe
matics; and, on the other hand, that the so-called 
natural sciences are not sciences, but mere depart
ments of nature and of natural or common knowl
edge, except in the measure and proportion as they 
hav become imbued with the spirit of mathematics. 

In the next place, it so happens that Mr. Wake
man's only claim to be recognized in the scientific 
world at all rests upon his exceedingly valuable 
labors as a classifier in and of the sciences. He has 
not, so far as r am aware, ever printed two pages of 
mere physical observation and experiment. Now by 
my method of reckoning scientific rank, by my scale 
of relativ values in the hierarchy of the sciences, Mr; 
Wakeman and the little handful of his associates in 
this work of scientific classification stand legitimately 
and unquestionably at the head of the scientific 
world. I probably somewhat surprised Mr. Wake
man himself by first announcing the labors of Mr. 
Wakeman, and Mr. Wakeman himself,,in this exalted 
rank of estimation, in a series of papers which I was 
engaged in publishing in Boston some six or seven 
years ago. But now, by his own present method of 
reckoning scientific altitude, which I hope surely that 
he has not been in any measure prompted to adopt 
by any back-thought of shortening my individual 
hight, he has cut himself down so low that he has 
lost all claim to be regarded as a scientific man at all. 
In other words, he is a mere poet, and so by the 
severity of his anti-metaphysical hatchet he has, per
haps unthoughtedly, cut off the very limb which he 
himself stood upon. 

But the question at issue, the question, Which it 
is of the two things compared, which is the really 
scientific element within science, will not be settled 
by personal considerations of any kind, but by the 
inherent nature of truth. ·· 

Two additional and very ruling words hav now 
been introduced into this discussion. Those are, 
Law and Truth. Let us look here incidentally for 
definitions. Spencer defines law to be "uniformity 
of relations amidst a variety of phenomena," and 
again, "Uniformity of relations among phenomena." 
The recognition of law in and by om· minds may be 
either very partial, or proximately accurate, or quite_ 
perfect. A perfect recognition of law is coincident 
with, and repetitory of, and in a great sense identical 
with the law itself. It is the network of those laws 
and of the relations of which they are the mere ex
tensions, in coordinated systems, that is the essential 
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element of science. Still all of this lies within the 
realm which the Positivists suppose to be purely 
ideal and subjectiv, poetical and metaphysical, there
fo~e, ·and acco:c1in.~ to their inverted way of viewing 
thmgs, not screntlfic at all. 

Hue and his companion "were filled with absolute The Infidel Gentlem:ui. 
consternation, and tha~ the perspiration absolutely It is very common to hear the " Christian gentle
trickled down their faces under the influence of their man" spoken of in society, but rarely, if ever, is any
sensation at the amazing spectacle." The age of the 1 thing_ said of th~ Infidel gentleman. In fact, the In.:. 
tree, as well as the alleaed circumstance that it is the :fidelrs not consrdered by some as a gentleman at all, 
only one of its kind in ~xistence and cannot be prop- and, if mentioned, it is with a sneer, or in a tone of 
agated, lends it an increased interest and mystery. contempt as "that wicked Infidel," that obstinate 

I extend my invitation given heretofore to Mr. 
Putnam to Mr. Wakeman as well, to giv' us through 
THE TRUTH SEEKER a definition of " Metaphysics as 
Something to be ruled out of Science," by the logic 
of which he will be willing to abide. 

Mr. F. F. Cook has given us in Colloquium as the 
definition of truth the phrase, if I mistake not, "Con
gruity with Perception." I am willing to let that 
stand for the present unquestioned; but I wish 
to call a,ttention to the fact that even now this word 
truth, so glibly used by everybody, as if they knew 
what it is, has no less than four distinct varieties. 

I am happy in improving this occasion by express- old Freethinker," etc. And yet the real Infidel is 
ing my unfeigned gratification at the appreciable im- ~he _very no?lest. among all ~oble gentleman, for he 
provement of THE 'rRuTH SEEKER under your manage- ~s h?nest wrth ~rm~elf and wrth all the world. Re
ment. Not only do you handle questions Of interest Jectmg that whrch rs contrary to re~son. and comm?n 
with thoroughness and vigor, but you giv also a prac- s~nse, he dares to boldly expres~ hrs smcere convrc
tical illustration to the truism that variety adds spice twns. If the world censures, rt must censure; he 
to s, paper. J. B. will be true at all hp.zards. A seeker after knowledge, 

___ a leamer from all .that can teach, a traveler with ex-
REPLY BY "HOLT." tended vision on his journey through the world, he 

is not afraid to confess his ignorance of the unknown, 
as he strives to "follow truth where'er she leads the 
way." Correct in his dealings, honorable in his con
duct, true to his fellows, and true in every relation of 
life, disseminating kind words, a ready sympathy, and 
many good deeds, working for the elevation of the 
race, lifting burdens, checking poverty when it is 
possible to do so, he is the true friend, in whom one 
need not fear to trust. He is the genuin gentleman, 
and for the multiplication of his kind the world 
waits. The "Christian gentleman" has been in the 
foreground a long time, and he has made sad havoc, 
many times and often, in business, political and 
friendly relations. Under the plausible cloak of the 
"Christian gentleman," he has betrayed trusts, ab
stracted the substance of the widow and the orphan, 
and made much ruin and sorrow in communities. 
But the" Christian gentleman" is slowly moving into 
a state of retiracy, and the Infidel gentleman is com
ing to the front, modest, unassuming, truthful, just., 
and honorable. May he long be a pattern for all 

1. The truth of sensuous impression, or the knowl
edge which we get directly through the senses-Nat
urismal Truth. 

2. Truth of abstract exactitude, intellectual or 
rational truth-Scientismal Truth. 

3. Truth of Artistic Adaptation, for the fitness of 
definitiv results-Artismal Truth. 

4. Ti·uth of Integral or All-sided Proportionment 
-Integral Truth. 

In the light of these discriminations what shall we 
make of these tremendous and venturesome assertions 
put forth so recklessly by Mr. Putnam: ''Nowhere 
along the whole line does the human intellect, merely 
as intellect, supply a particle of truth." "Truth is in 
a well, and that well is the continuous contact of the 
mind of man with its environments." " Reasoning 
in itself never provides man with truth." "Pure 
reasoning has never. given the world a bit of actual 
knowledge ?" 

All that these statements can mean with any approx
imation to soberness is that the exercise of mind; the 
fact of mentation, which furnishes us with Scientismal 
tmth, ·as above defined, has no power to furnish us 

· with that Naturismal kind of truth which requires the 
functioning of a different department of the mind. All 
of this is precisely equivalent, analogically, with the 
statement which should be made by an author, who 
had :first settled it with himself that Feeling ie Sen
sation, and that nothing else is, and who should 
thereupon affirm that vision or the eye had never, 
through the whole cycles of time, given to the human 
family one particle of Sensation or Sensuous Percep
tion or real knowledge. 

STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS. 

The Tree of Ten 'l'housand Images. 

I can, I think, entirely satisfy your correspondent's 
curiosity on the point as to the letters, whether older 
or later than the tree. The letters used are the 
same as the Sanscrit. The same suspicion arose in 
my own mind as to the origin of the alphabet. I 
suspected at once that the letters were copied from 
the tree. The volume of Hue, "-'rartary, and Thibet," 
I hav is illustrated. It givs a picture of the tree, 
of a Buddhist prayer with, the original letters, also 
of a leaf from the tree. I hav also before me several 
volumes of Asiatic researches, with illustrations of 
ancient grants of land, and columns with inscrip
tions, all in the Sanscrit letters; some in the most 
ancient form. Now these letters on the leaf and on 
the illustrated prayer are of the Sanscrit alphabet. 
They are ext.remely complex and varied, like figures 
2, 3, 4, 5, with 0 and dots tumbled together, upside 
down · and in various other positions. Of course 
there can be no question as to the antiquity of the 
characters. 

As to the size of the tree, its probable age, etc., 
Hue says: "The Tree of Ten. Thousand Images 
seemed to us of great age. Its trunk, which three 
men could scarcely embrace with outstretched arms, 
is not more than eight feet high; the branches, in~ 
stead of shooting up, spread out in the shape of a 
plume of feathers and are extremely bushy; few of 
them are dead. The leaves are always green and the 
wood, which is of a reddish tint, has an exquisit 
odor, something like cinnamon." 

Shall we believe these things· or not believe? 
Years ago I found that there are more wonders under 
heaven than my philosophy dreamed of. Here are 
these Christian priests, all stern with prejudice against 
this wonder and interested inexpressibly in the ex
posure of the affair as a humbug, yet they honestly 
confess the contrary. As pertinent to this, I suggest 

To '!'HE EDITOR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: "Holt's" the case of Father J acolliot, himself a Roman Catholic 
article headed, "The Hive of Nations and of the priest, missionary, student, traveler. During his resi
Great Religious Ideas," which appeared in THE TRUTH deuce in India he became intimate with a Buddhist 
SEEKER of the 21st ult., has so much interested me priest, and one in whom he instinctivly recognized 
that my mind has occasio~lly reverted to it ever a great soul, noble, ingenuous, sincere. So astounded 
since I first read it. My inte~est attaches chiefly to was Jacolliot by his experience with this man that 
the tree which is said to bear the characters of the his keen, logical mind convinced him that if " these 
sacred language of Thibet on its leaves and the bark signs shall follow them that believe," modern Chris
of its trunk ,and branches. But it occurs to me that tianity had no believers. He became convinced that 
possibly the tree, as to time, antecedes the sacr?d certain singular phenomenn. pertain to no one re
characters. It is said that in the 13th century, the ligion but- to certain conditions of humanity of all 
lama of Isa-skya, teacher of Kublai Khan, emperor ages, races, and climates; that they hav been used 
of China, contrived letters for the Mongoliclanguage. by priestcraft to deceive the people into believing in 
Is this language identical with the sacred language special forms and creeds. J acolliot publicly re
of Thibet? If so, may it not be that the lama pat- nounced his religion and published later his well
terned his characters after the figures on the tree? known "Bible in India." 
You will forever oblige me if you can authorita- I once knew a very intelligent woman who was a 
-tivly inform me on this, and also whether all the let- Mormon. It surprised me that one of such a clear 
ters of the Thibetan alphabet, and no other figures mind could hold to that or any oth\lr sectarian creed. 
besides, are found on the tree. If you are unable to Finally I asked her: 
fnrnisl).· the desired information, cannot some one of "Mrs. --, why are you a Mormon?" 
your readers, for instance, l\fr. Stephen Pearl An- "vVhy am I a Mormon? Because I was brought 
drews, who, I understand, is a great linguist, or per- up to believe in the New Testament, and I found 
haps Mr. Holt, render the service, through your paper, therein that 'these signs shall follow them that be
to a humble and ill-posted inquirer? If the tree is lieve.' It always puzzled me, till by accident I was 
posterior in time to the sacred characters, it presents, eye-witness to a remarkable cure of a disease by lay
in my opinion, the most striking counterpart of the ing on of hands. It was done by Mormon priests 
Christian miracles, especially, as it seems to me, if who proceeded according to the direction given by 
all and none but the figures of the sacred alphabet James v, 14. 'Is any sick? Call the elders and let 
are to be found on the tree. The Christian and pa- them pray over him, anointing the body with oil in 
gan "miracles," being thus perfectly counterparted, the name of the Lord, and the prayer of faith shall 
would, in my judgment, neutralize each other as to heal the sick.' Now I knew this was clone one time. 
their evidential value. The implication may appear I knew the sick person before and after. No other 
as of no moment to many of your readers, since I sect pretended to hav this power. ·what was I to 
am not ignorant than in certain quarters miracles do?" 
hav long ceased to be worth considering. Yet it is "Very true! Now if I could prove to you that 
a broad fact that the most imposing portion of Chris- this thing is done by others; that even Infidels hav 
tianity falls back upon miracles as its indefeasible done it by simply touching the body of the sick
support and as the most articulate vindication of its that religion has nothing to do with it., what then?" 
divine origin. If, however, it can be made out that "If you could do that I certainly would hav no 
paganism is amply justified in pointing to wonders ground to stand on. Are you in earnest?" 
completely matching the Christian miracles, it would "Yes. This healing the sick of some diseases by 
show, I think, the inanity of" supernatural" evidence touching belongs to human nature, not to any relig
more palpably than any reasoning a priori. However ion. Man has a mysterious influence over man, and 
stringent and irrefutable, to all appearance, such rea- we do not yet know all the mystery of disease and 
soning may be, you can hardly help a lurking sus- cure." 
picion that there may be an occult flaw in the argu- And to this clay that is the secret of the tremen
ment, especially as the infallibility of human reason dons influence of the Mormon priesthood over thou
is so limited in its scope. sands, who, amazed at such "miraculous proof," 

That tree, barring its putativ and obviously legend- would die for their faith. HoLT. 
ary origin, looms up before me, though as vet in un- · 
certain outlines, as a stupendous marvel; a~d I deem "ANSWER::! TO CHRISTIAN QuESTIONs," By D, M. 
it quite suggestiv that, on examining it, the Lazariel Be:unett, Price, 25 cents, 

men to emulate. SusAN H. WIXON. 

"Beast Butler." 
After this noted man had issued a more godly 

Fast Day proclamation than had been issued by any 
other governor for haifa century; after he had joined 
the Young Men's Christian Association, and had in 
many other ways shown himself to be, all of a sud
den, a Christian of the straitest sect, the people 
were prepared to hear of his doing something 
"spooney." They were prepared to lock up their 
spoons when he was in their neighborhood, and to 
take against him such other precautions as it has 
been found necessary to take against all great poli
ticians and great monopolists wb0 make an uncom
mon display of godliness. They were not prepared, 
however, to hear of his committing such outrages as 
he has committed upon his brother Christians, the 
keepers of the Tewksbury almshouse. They were 
not prepared to hear of his interfering with the 
means by which these, his brethren, were rapidly 
laying up for themselvs "treasures on earth where 
moth and rust doth corrupt, and where thieves 
(other Christians) break through and steal.'' The 
people are shocked at his audacity. 

It seems that in addition to serving the Lord with 
cheap prayers, these good Tewksbury Christians were 
doing all they could to serve the cause of science by 
furnishing cheap subjects for dissection in the medi
cal colleges of the vicinity. It seems that in order 
to supply the demand for subjects in these colleges, 
these goocl people were in the habit of starving to 
death dozens at once of the little orphans that were 
placed in their tender care. It seems that when the 
corpse market was a little dull, and their supply was 
rather large, they were in the habit of pickling their 
prepared corpses until the demand became mo!e 
brisk. It seems, further, that theee model Chns
tians, in addition to all these good works, were en
deavoring to build up a new manufactming industry 
by skinning little orphan children and tanning their 
skins. And "Beast Butler," just because he is gov
ernor of one little state-not. half as large as some 
counties in the West-has "done gone and put a 
stop" to all these good and profitable works. 

Why should he hav done this? How does he know 
how many good things the Lord may hav done which 
he (the Lord, not the beast) would never hav thought 
of doing had he not been induced to do them by the 
prayers which these good Tewksbury people were 
wont to offer up while preparing a batch of .little or
phans for the pickle tub? Why does he blame these 
good people for starving the child~en to deat~? Did 
he expect these children to be dissected ahve? If 
not, was not starving them to death as economical a 
way of changing them into corpses as any other? As 
t.o the pickling of the corpses, would he hav had them 
spoil and hav had more fresh corpses made? How 
does he know but that, for every corpse made, pick
led, and sold by these. good people, th~y put 11: nic~el 
-or at least a copper-into the Lords contnbutwn 
box? And how does he know but that they intended 
to cover Bibles with the tanned skins of the children 
that they flayed? and how does he know but that 
they meant to send these Bibles to the heathen? 
Does he not know that a heathen, especially a canni
bal, would greatly prize a Bible covered with _the 
skin of a Christian baby? These, the people thmk, 
are reasonable questions, and they hope that he will 
be pleased to answer them, JoHN R. KELso! 

, 
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Freethought in England. 
The Annual Conference of the National Secular 

Society of England was held May 13th. It was very 
largely attended. The president, Mr. Bradlaugh, 
read the annual report, which showed that five trials 
for blasphemy hav occurred in England during the 
past year. In three of the cases-of Messrs. Foote, 
Hamsey, and Kemp-imprisonment followed. In the 
other two---,.of Mr. Bradlaugh and a man in Tunbridge 
Wells-a conviction was not secured by the Chris
tians. The report recites that an association for the 
repeal of the blasphemy laws has· been inaugurated 
independently of this secular association, which is 
supported chiefly by Unitarian clergymen. Special 
efforts of a like nature hav also been made by a church 
of England organization, the Guild of St. Matthew. 
Several clergymen of the church of England hav pe
titioned for the abolition of all laws ag,&linst blas
phemy. The Positivist Society has also issued a pro
test against the recent enforcement of these laws by 
the imprisonment of Messrs. Foote, Ramsey, and 
Kemp, and has petitioned for their immediate re
peal. Special and grateful mention is also made of 
the exertions of Mr. James Sully, who has obtained 
to a memorial the names of Professor Huxley, Pro-

- fessor Tyndall, Herbert Spencer, Leslie Stephens, 
and other well-known men. The expenses of the 
trials hav all been paid by the Freethinkers and the 
families of the imprisoned men taken care of. , Be
sides doing this, the society has nearly two hundred 
pounds on hand. The general society has a balance 
in the general fund of eighty pounds; in the benevo
lent fund of over one hundred and twenty-four 
pounds; in the special lecturing fund of some fifty 
pounds. Seventeen new branches hav been formed 
and 1883 new members hav joined, the number curi~ 
ously coinciding with the year. 

One branch has been formed in Cork, Ireland. 
Only two branches hav gone out of existence the 
past year, the rest are activ and gaining ground. 
Mr. Bradlaugh was re-elected president and a long 
list of vice-presidents appointed, among' them 'Mrs. 
Besant and the Misses Bradlaugh, one of whom has 
been refused admission to the University College 
botan!, cla~s, b~cause " some prejudice existed against 
them, which IS one of the smallest cases of Chris
tian spite recorded. In making the closing speech 
of the meeting ~r. Bradlaugh said, among other true 
and eloquent thmgs: 

"Our worst ~anger is n_ot f!om _ind~ctment. ~or blasphemy, 
bu~ from Rome, :aome which IS mmghng now m our political 
stn~e; Rome W~Ich dared to send me!'sage to Northampton 
to bid free Englishmen vote as the VatiCan dictated· Rome as 
to which Sir Massey Lopez in the House said he ;ejoiced in 
its aid. Rome is too bold; we will not hav it. Rome has 
cursed Italy; it shall not curse us again. Rome shall hav 
free church for its worshipers, free bench for its bishops 
free right for its speech; but Rome shall not touch ou~ 
liberty, Rome shall not master our political life, Rome shall 
not put back our Freedom's clock to the time of the Middle 
Ag~s; we wil;l break first the hands that touch it. We see an 
ommous umon of Newdegate and M!'lnning; the old ultra
Protestant has forgotten the words, bitter and coarse with 
which he assai~e.d t~e scarlet l~dy of Babylon, words too 
coarse for repetition m our meetmg here. Yet we· see him 
walking into the lobby arm-in-arm with the protege of Car
dinal Manning, and we must admire the forgetfulness of 
each. But most of all m~st we adm.ire the forgetfulness of 
the Protestant; for Cardmal Mannmg only uses the ultra
Protestant as his tool against a foe more dangerous to Rome 
'rhe fight b~tween us and Rome must come one day. It may 
be f_ar o~; It may be to-morrow-the fight between Rome and 
l~B;tiOnal.Ism, between the fullest assertion of the right of 
priVate JUdgment and the most complete submission to au
thority. I hav now only to dismiss you and to look into the 
coming year. Shall we hav more blasphemy prosecutions? 
I think not. At any rate as against myself, unless Sir Har
dinge Giffard learns some fresh trick of law, I may hope to 
giv reasonable account thereof. But am I right to say that I 

. think there will be no more? Baflied against one, may they 
not try to touch another whom they deem less skilful of de
fense. Shall more men wear prison dress? Shall more men 
liv on prison food? I cannot tell you how pained I felt when 
on visiting Holloway jail, I heard a letter and a number gi ~e~ 
to summon one, and then a letter and a number given to 
summon another, and when two men came in in dirty brown 
prison garb, bearing letter and number, an'd I recognized 
them as those I knew. They ha~ ?ffended ag!linst good 
taste? But do you send men to Jllll for offendmg against 
good taste? Do you dress men in prisoner's garb for offend
ing against good taste? Do you shut men up in small cells 
for 23 hours out of t11;e 24 for offending against good taste? 
Do you make men p1ck oakum for offending agains£ good 
taste? At any rate men are not so treated who offend gross
ly. To-day on the walls of your city I see huge bills headed 
''Blood and Fire," and if religion be a reality, what could be 
more offensiv than those bills? And if good taste is to be 
the rule, what of those religionists who libel our dead who 
slander our living, who shut our men out of employ:Uent 
who close colleges against our women, who mock us with on; 
ig~orance whil~ they shut us out from knowledge? I hav 
smd many a b1tter word and many a harsh thing; perhaps 
some had been better not said. Yet were I to liv my life 
again, with the knowh;dge of how cruel, how merciless the 
church has been, how It has made speech impossible how it 
has poisoned our lives, I might wonder that all my l~nguage 
had not been bitter instead of only some. 

"It is better not to offend, if offense may be fairly avoided 
and it is better because we hurt the good men, not the bad: 
Good men, such as Canon Shuttleworth and my friend Stew
art Headlam; among Dissenters such as Charles Williams· 
among the United Presbyterians such as Mr. Marjoribanks~ 
in tlle church of England such as the Vicar of Coalville~ 
we regret to giv these men pain, and if we needed anything 
to make our tongues gentle and to soften our memory of 
yesterday's wrong, we might find it in one of England's 
greatest judges, Christian to the utmost, creed bound to the 
fnl!es~, wre:>tling wi~h his ~reed that he might d~ j~stice, and 
wrmgmg himself w1th pam that he might not InJUre us I 
ask every one of our speukera1 every one of our writers, 

~- . 

while they are striking at the church which has cursed the 
land, at least to remember that there was one strong in 
creed, strong in prejudice, separated from us by an abyss of 
judgment and of feeling, who yet stretched his hand across 
the gulf, and strove to be gentle as· well as just. I cannot 
part with you without reminding you how Freethought is 
spreading throughout the world, through India, through 
New Zealand, through Australia, through the United States, 
through Holland, through Germany, through Italy, where no 
Atheist is precluded by his non-belief from the enjoyment 
of civil rights; through France, where the vast gathering 
round the grave of the man she loved, where the sympathy, 
the hope, the love, the patriotism shown, were all without 
shadow of religion. But though the cause is winning the 
struggle is not over yet. We struggle against the fetter cus
toms of yesterday, against the reputations made when men 
libeled and racked and burnt the heretic. Time is on our 
side. Yes, for our cause, but time marches with iron scythe 
and cuts down the living soldiers, and their blood waters the 
fields over which they march. Time is always on the side of 
Trutll; but in time they hav racked our. warriors; in time 
they hav burnt our martyrs; in time men hav lain in dun
geon, and the grave had given the fulness of time to the 
man yearning for freedom. Friends, I finish gratefully, 
hopefully; gratefully for all you hav done; hopefully for the 
coming year. I greet you as fellow-soldiers in the army that 
fights for liberty. All truth, all rights are not ours, but we 
hav the right to search for truth in trust for those who come 
afterward, and we will do our best to make the search 1ich 
for those for whom we gather." 

The cheering was so full and prolonged that it 
seemed as though it would never end. And then 
the Conference of 1883 was at an end, and the faces 
of all set forward to the new year. 

The National Reform Association. 
From the Banner of Light. 

The pharisaic Society with the above name has 
begun to issue its circulars again, with intent to sow 
the seeds of its so-called principles. We use the 
qualifying term "so-called," because nothing can 
claim rank among principles while it refuses to sub
mit to that rigid and constant examination and criti
cism by which alone true principles are tested and 
finally gain a footing in the humau mind. The circular 
in question states that during the present year the 
society has greatly enlarged its operations. Four 
district secretaries are devoting their whole time to 
.the work, holding conventions, addressing churches, 
and public meeting, circulating petitions, and ex
tending the membership of the organization. Within 
six months, it states, fourteen conventions and more 
than two hundred public meetings hav been held in 
behalf of the cause. The members of the association 
enrolled during the current year, and contributing 
to its funds, we are told, are more than two thousand; 
and its list of officers includes many prominent and 
influential men. 

This is what the association intends to obtain, 
according to the program contained in its circular: 

To argue the matter no further than this, hnm~tn 
nature is so constituted, and we believe, of course, 
~urposelJ: constituted; th!J-t it rejects with demonstra
twns of vwlence all attempts to rule or regulate it at 
those moving points called motivs, which it is agreed 
on every theory of freedom shall be left wholly free. 
But th~ people who appreciate the freedom they 
now enJOY should be awake and alert to these insid- , 
iously persistent efforts to take from them the guard~ 
ianship a;nd possession of their. own liberty. If 
they admit the enemy across the threshold it will 
cost a severe struggle to drive him out again. 

This "God-in~the-Constitution" society means if 
it can, to "conserve our Sabbath laws." Do the p~o
ple really understand what that phrase ·means? 
At the very time when the leading and more intelli
gent clergymen of our greatest city, New York," are 
publicly pronouncing for the relaxation of " our 
Sabbath laws" to the extent of abolishing them 
altogether, this self-righteous, rule-the-roost, we-are
the-saints association thrusts itself to the front to 
assert that there must be "some suitable change in 
the Constitution," pronouncing it "indispensably 
necessary." It declares that, as it now stands, that 
instrument-call it a compact or anything else-is 
regarded as nothing more than " an expression ·of 
the secular theory of government," and that it "is 
constantly empl0yed as an argument against all that 
is Christian in the usage and administration of our 
government." That is an open admission, in· other 
words, that the Constitution was only secular in its 
origin; while it is likewise a no less open declaration 
of a purpose to "change" it so as to make it 
Christian. 

Could the case be made up into statement more 
distinctly than the avowed enemies of the present 
Constitution hav done it themselvs? They declare 
for a radical "change " in our existing form of 
governJ.rient, which guarantees all who liv under it 
perfect religious freedom. They would change it so 
that it would minister to a theory of their own, one 
which they think would be a far better one than that 
on which the Constitution was erected. They there
fore openly take a position that is hostil to that 
taken by the wise statesmen who framed and launched 
the present Constitution. They should, then, be as 
willing to submit their theory to the criticism of 
reason and common sense as the framers of the 
Constitution were to submit their theory. But do 
they do it? Furthest from it. And the reason why 
they scout open discussion for their modern plan is 
that it is based on nothing but dogma, and dogma 
of the most rancorous character. Their spirit is that . 
of the Middle Ages. They will permit no question
ing. They want nothing but obedience. They none 
the less compose a mere party because they ostenta
tiously profess themselvs Christians. 

"Among the features of the government which this 
associatio'n aims to conserve are our Sabbath laws 
the use of the Bible in public schools, prayer in th~ 
national and state legislatures, and the Christian law 
of marriage in opposition to the lax ,divorce legisla- Rochestel>;iNotes. 
tion now so common." It likewise lays it down that It is very gratifying to j~ large number of Free
" some suitable change in the Constitution is deemed thinkers of all shades of thought in Rochester and 
by this society to be indispensably necessary, since the surrounding country that the next meeting of the 
tnat instrument in its present form is extensivly New York Freethinkers' Association is to be held in 
regarded as an expression of the secular theory of the Corinthian Academy of Music in that city. It is 
government, and is constantly employed as an argu- a fitting place for the flower, as well as flour, city, and 
ment against all that is Christian in the usage and the famous Genessee valley has given birth and nor
administration of our government." Thus it will be tured to vigorous manhood numerous reforms, tend
seen that the avowal is a distinct. and unmistakable ing to benefit and free the human race from priest
one, and that it is to be met in the same spirit and craft and religious shackles of all kinds. 
manner. We here see a return to the original pur- We owe our thanks as a body to a few Liberals 
pose; the enemy of free government is again in the there who hav been influential in raising money suf
field; in professing to Chl'istianize the government ficient to secure that pleasant, central, and comma
they propose to convert it into an engin of ecclesi- dious place for the five days' session of our conven
astic.al bigotry; and in the name of religion they aim tion, commencing Aug. 29th, thereby relieving the 
simply to rule. association and Mr. Green, our energetic secretary, 

What is the admission or rejection of the Bible as from all expense and care in that direction. . 
an otherwise meaningless reading-book in our public Measures are also in progress to raise money 
schools, in comparison with the engrafting on our enough to procure first-class music for the meeting, 
professedly free form of government of a system of which we hope to make the largest, most instructiv, 
so-called principles to which it is wholly foreign, and and enjoyable of any previous one. Music as well as 
to which it must inevitably in due time succumb? good speakers is a very important item in any such 
Let such as would be Christians be Christians; but gathering, and no pains should be spared to hav it 
never let them use the machinery and frame-work of progressiv, artistic, melodious, and adapted to the 
our free government to compel others to become needs of people who do their own thinking. We had 
such. That is wholly out of the question. This good music at Watkins last autumn, but we want 
government was established to secure to all persons more of it, both vocal and instrumental. Plenty of 
living under it, and themselvs administering it, the cheering music, but no prayers. No worship of any 
largest possible freedom consistent with the freedom monster, seen or unseen. ;No gods to bless nor devils 
of others. Now an association is formed for the to curse. No heaven to gain, nor hell to shun, but 
avowed purpose of robbing the great majority of truth, science, and justice should take their place. · 
their inherent aud inalienable right to both civil and The churches must giv way to halls of science, liter
religious freedom, and of concentrating the control ature, and art, and the tremendous efforts that are 
in their own hands. Their pretext is the pharisaical now being made by their supporters are sure proofs 
one that the people are going astray without govern- that they fear the result of the Liberal th9ughts that 
mental guidance and control in religious matters, are expressed by their opponents, and that in various 
and need to be placed under the restraint of self- forms find their way into nearly all the secular papers 
elected saints. and magazines, though they may tacitly sail under 

It is an· old plea, with all the whimpering of con- the Christian flag. We should unite all our strength 
sci oils goodness and piety going with it. We need against the enemies of human rights and freedom. 
not enter upon a discussion of the propriety or im- We cannot with any safety compromise in the small
propriety of reading the Bible in the public schools; est particular with religion or priestcraft. Let every 
it cannot be reasonably disputed that if it is done only Freethinker (and that name is good enough and 
by legal compulsion, it is done not only to no visible broad enough to include Spiritualists and Material
benefit, but to great positiv harm. A more ingenious ists) be fearless and allow no lethargic sleep to come 
way of for~ing the Bible into public contempt could over them, but buckle on their armor of intelligence 
hardly be 1nvented by its advocates and partisans. and study the natutalla,ws with earnes~nessl and they 
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will with greater ease be able t~ repel the bigoted 
and unrelenting assaults of the invading foe. Every 
honest, fearless, clear thinker is a helper to those that 
are· struggling up the ladder of truth. In John Stu
art Mill's autobiography, on page 239, appears the 
following passage, which illustrates the intellectual 
conflict now going on in this country: 

mazoo July 2d, and to Burr Oak the 3d. On his re
turn he may visit Indianapolis and other places in 
Indiana. · 

lates to a certain eminent professor, who observed that very 
wonderful things were occasionally discovered nowadays. 
He had found out lately that 'Nystagmus, or oscillation of 
the eyeballs, is an epileptiform affection of the cerebellular 
oculomotorial centers,' and he added, 'Don't forget in future 
what sort it thing a "nystagmus'' is;'" A writer in THE 
TRUTH SEEKER this week defines artismal truth as "truth of 
artistic adaptation for the fitness of definitiv results." We 
trust none of our readers will forget what artismal truth is. 

"When the philosophic minds of the world can no longer 
believe its religion, or can only believe it with modifications 
amountin~ to an essential change of its charayter, a transi~ 
tional penod commences, of weak convictions, paralyzed in
tellects, and growing laxity of principle, which cannot termi
nate until a renovation has been effected in the basis of their 
belief, leading to the evolution of some faith, whether religious 
or merely human, which they can really believe; and when 
things are in this state, all thinking or writing which does r:ot 
tend to promote such renovation is of very little value be-

He will arrive at these places as nearly as possible 
in the morning on the days named, stopping at one 
of the -well-known hotels, so as to be easily found, 
and he hopes the Liberals in these places and from 
the region around will take some pains to call upon 
him for the purpose of advice, suggestion, consola
tion, and help in the proposed convention work. He 
will be glad to meet them. T. C. LELAND. 

ON his western tour Joe Cook, minister, stopped at Indian
apolis, Ind., and lectured on the 31st ult. This is the opin
ion of the Indianapolis Daily JoU?·nal of him: 

Remember the Widow. 

yond the mom®t." . -
Such thoughts cannot be too highly prized, and all 

persons who aid in the circulation of books and 
papers embodying such sentiments are public bene-
factors. · 

DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS: Youhav doubtless all read of 
the death of our aged friend and brother, Mr. Daniel 
Tuttle, of Poplar, Crawfcrd county, Ohio. The old 
man died full of well-won honors, earned by a life
time warfare against priestcraft, superstitions, monop
oly, and all the giant evils that affiict humanity. 

"Rev. Joseph Cook lectures to-night upon the 'Seven 
Wonders of the Wm;ld.' The eighth wonder is how such a 
person has been able to keep himself before an intelligent 
public .so long as a great man. He has on hand a stock of 
ponderous platitudes, clothed in words of learned length and 
thunderous sound, which he imagins are philosophy, and has 
really made a few other people think the Sllmfi!. His lectures 
on Spiritualism in the last Boston Monday course showed 
how shallow his pretensions were and how great was his cre
dulity, while his recent 'prelude' in Chicago, in which he ut
tered by wholesale lies and slanders upon the newspaper 
press of the country, evidences a reckless disregard for com
mon honesty which deserves to be indignantly rebuked." 

Our last meeting was· an excellent one, but if the 
FrHethinkers will commence now to make arrange
ments to attend the next convention, and go in full 
force, with a firm resolve to make this one greatly 
superior, and all that the most sanguin anticipate, 
their efforts will be crowned with success, and the 
burly form of Christianity will receive a severer blow 
than ever before. . 

The attention of the people in all parts of the conn
try is aroused more than ever before to the " di
vine" absurdities of the "meek and lowly ones" who 
take ignoble pride in shirking to pay-taxes on $600,-
000,000 of property .. There is no adequate reason 
why an this church property should not be taxed. 
Every principle of common sense and common justice 
demands it. -

One word more to those who stand on the border 
between Freethought and Christianity. I am aware 
t}lat the moral courage necessary to stand up for. the 
right in an unpopular cause is a quality not over 
plenty. It is not pleasant to be ridiculed and mis
understood, but the bravest, tenderest, and noblest 
souls that ever graced the earth, like Galileo, Bruno, 
Fanny Wright, Mary W olstonecraft, Paine, and hun
dreds of others whose names illuminate the pages of 
history hav had, not only to taste the bitter cup of 
ridicule to their sensitiv natures, but hav had to en
dure long agonies in loathsome dungeons. In these 
clays it is not so hard, thanks to their noble example 
and works. Come to our convention and think for 
yourself. You will find intelligent, refined, and cul
tivated men and women there whom you will be proud 
to call your_ friends, notwithstanding the silly and 
slanderous epithets so constantly reiterated to the 
contrary by the churches. We as a nation hav been 
released from kingm·aft, but priestcraft still holds 
us in bonds, and the people will never be come 
entirely free, or hav universal mental liberty, until 
they are entirely emancipated from priests as well as 

He gave us all, and only left behind a memory of 
good works well done and his dear old wife, who had 
been his faithful companion and helpmate all· through 
the years of his youthful manhood, his full maturity, 
and his slow decline down the hill into the last silent 
resting-place. This widowed and lonely old woman 
must now be our care and our legacy from him. 
Kindly and generously you hav aided me in contrib
uting funds for the support of the two for some years 
past. As soon as I heard of Mr. Tuttle's death I for
warded to his wife the following list of donations: 
Lottie Griffin, Kiowa, Kansas, $1.00; Bangor Lib
erals, 50 cents; Samoa Parsons, San Jose, Cal., $1.00; 
Maggie M. Davidson, Maynard, Iowa, 25 cents; Alex
an(!er Risk, Winthrop, Iowa, 50 cents; John L. Dean, 
Tullurich, Col., $1.25; V. J. Borrette, P.M., White 
Rock, Nevada, 50 cents. Total, $5.00. 

Dr. E. Moyer, of Springfield, Ohio, writes me thus 
wise: 

"No doubt you hav seen the announcement of the death 
of our old brother, Bishop Tuttle. I hav just sent the old 
sister one dollar, and hope the Liberals will contribute to her 
support as long as she livs. I, for one, am going to remit 
about 25 or 50 cents per month while she livs if I should liv 
longer than she does, and I do wish you would make mention 
of this in some contributions to the Lil)eral papers." 

IT is not a very pretty story which we print on another 
page-that of the royal family of Russia. Immorality, crime, 
and piety hav been the distinguishing features of that line of 
despots, and the czar Alexander III. will probably maintain 
the family reputation. The coronation of this individual 
last week was more a religious ceremonial than anything 
else. The placing of the crowns upon the heads of the czar 
and his nominal wife by an archbishop was preceded ·by 
reading of the Bible, and was followed with prayer and Te 
Deums. In reply to the question, " Are you a true heliever?" 
the czar read the Lord's Prayer and the Athanasian Creed. 
Church and state in Russia are one and the same institution 
The church upholds the czar with all his crime and debnuch
ery, and has done the same for centuries. In return the czar 
supports tho church and its superstition. They are a precious 
pair, and it will be a hnppy dny for Russia when she sees the 
last of both of them. 

Other friends hav urged me to continue the work 
of obtaining help for Mrs. Tuttle, and hence I ask 
Liberal papers to aid me by publishing in their re
spectiv journals this letter, and oblige, 

Yours for liberal Liberals, 
ELMINA D. SLEN:KER. 

·Snowville, Va., May 26, 283. 

Notes. 
"How shall we treat skeptics?" asks a religious contem

porary. Speaking for ourselvs, we would say that we are 
opposed from principle to the custom of treating. To keep up 
the fraternal feeling, however, we will consent to a round of 
lemonade and mild cigars. 

A MELANCHOLY exemplification of the unhnppy results 
which too often follows close application to the rending of 
the Bible comes to ns from Jefferson, Ashtabuln county,· Ohio. 
The locnl papers publish tho account of an insnne mother, 
the wife of Mr. R. McMillan, who threw her two children, 
a girl aged five yenrs and a boy of two, into a well, between 
which acts she prnyed long nnd fervently, nnd then nt
tempted to destroy her own life by taking poison. Mr. M. 1!,. 
Dean, of Linden ville writes us ns follows: "Mrs. McJ\IIillan, 
joined the M. E. church about two years ago on probntion, 
but was never admitted to full membership. She was a great 
reader of the Bible, particularly during the periods of rocl
nncholy to which she was subject, and for the last two mont.hs 
had been an almost constant Bible reader. She was taken 
before our probate judge for an examination and was pro
nounced insane, and committed to the oounty infirmary. 
Dr. Chapel testified at the examination that she was suffering 
from religions insanity." 

kings. JAY CHAAPEL. 
Brighton, N. Y., May 10, 283. 

League State Conventions. 
From an_a,·Ucle in .Jlan. 

Let us hav the conventions. They bring our Lib
eral speakers before the people, and make them per
sonally acquainted. They furnish avenues to sell 
Liberal books, circulate tracts, take subscriptions to 
the Liberal papers. They are, in fact, Liberal fairs, 
social and intellectual bazars, Freethought market 
days, where the best Liberal works and wares are 
kept on sale. Liberalism has arrived at that stage in 
this country when it should avail itself of every ave
nue of commti.nication for the circulation of Free
thought. Yield the monopoly of stump, pulpit, or 
rostrum to nobody. When the theologians sap and 
mine, we should burrow lower, strike a profounder 
lead, sink deeper shafts. We should do everything 
-neglect nothing. Our "Lord's anointed" are 
losing faith in the ointment. It doesn't heal any 
more. They are clamoring for a "new theology." 
Their own journals are full of it. They are now on a 
leisurely, orderly retreat from the old untenable dog
mas. Let us organize a line of aggressiv attacks 
and hurry them up. 

ALL religious instruction or even allusion to religion in the 
schools of France is so strictly forbidden by the new laws on 
the subject that the name of the deity js carefully expunged 
from the ne.w text-books. It is high time this sort of reform 
was inaugurated in the schools of this country. We hav too 
much superstitious twaddle in our text-books. 

MR. BEECHER preached an unusually radical sermon last 
Sunday. He said that science pointed out the will of God, 
and that the word of God was revealed to man by nature be
fore Moses ever saw Sinai. Commenting on this sermon the 
New York World says: "Mr. Beecher, who has done so much 
to liberalize 1·eligion, preached a sermon yesterday which will 
please the followers of Thomas Paine and John Stuart Mill, 
so beautifully heterodox it is. Fortunately Mr. Beecher is 
beyond the range of the people who hunt for heretics." 

HARVARD CoLLEGE refuses to confer the degree of LL.D. 
on Governor Butler of Massachusetts. This is the first gov
ernor of that commonwealth whom the college has declined 
to thus distinguish. It was generally understood that Butler 
would not hav accepted the degree in case the authorities had 
concluded to tender it. There would hav been little honor 
in sharing the mark of LL.D. with R. B. Hayes, the backbone
less substitute for a president which this country endured 
four years ago. It is a question, too, whether Harvard Col
lege would not, in thus decorating Governor Butler, be honor
ing herself more than the recipient. 

Now for the practical details. In New York, llii- REv. H. OVERY, Vicur of St. Veep, Lostwithiel, Liskeard, 
nois, Kansas, and Iowa, where the1;e are state Leagues, speaking at a meeting, alluded to the Affirmation bill. He 
it will not be difficult to organize state conventions. said that when a man affirmed, if he was a true and honest 
We leave those farther west to M1·. Walker and Mr. man, his simpl" yea or nay was every whit of as much value 
Follet. In Pennsylvania, Iowa, Indiana, and Michi- in the sight of God and man as the taking of an oath and 
gan there are no state organizations, and nobody calling God specially to witness; and if a man were a bacl 
feels authorized to start the movement. What is man, the mere fact of his taking the oath would only prove 
everybody's business is no body's, and nothing will that he was a worse man. It is a question getting to be pop
be done. It seems proper, then, for the National ularly discussed, whether, after all, it is not possible for a 
League to initiate proceedings. To that end the man to tell the truth without resting his hand on a book full 
secretary will take a trip through these states, meet- of absurd statements and stories of impossible occurrences. 
ing Liberals, conferring as to the best convening If witnesses in courts and elsewhere were not more truthful 
places, make appointments, and arrange for expenses. than the book they are sworn upon, we should hav no testi
He will be at Philadelphia June 16th and 17th; Har- mony worthy of credence. 
risburg, 18th; Altoona, 19th, and Pittsburgh, 20th Chambers's Journal says: "Quite recently a literary man of 
and 21st. In Ohio he will reach Salem on the 22d, some celebrity, in a letter describing the early fall of snow 
Alliance on the 24th, Cleveland the 25th, and Toledo in Switzerland, did not say the storm abated, but 'the flakes 
the 26th. In Michigan he will be at Detroit on the dwindled to flocculi!' and instead of vulgarly putting it that 
27th, Jackson the 28th, Dowagiac the 29th. Here they melted a potful of snow to obtain water, he said that 
he will take a good rest with our first-class Liberal firewood was 'expended in rendering its own heat l!ltent in 
friends, Amos and Abbie Knapp, and gQ 9~ ~o ~a,la. _ t~? ~gdispensable fluid.' Equally as good was that which re-

Mn. BRADLAUGH's friends obtainecl170,83V signatures to the 
petitions in favor of the Affirmation bill, while the Christians 
got 702,296 against it. Last session the balance was the right 
way, 275,000 aski;ng for Mr. Bradlaugh's admission to Parlia
ment to 66,000 bigots who prayed for his exclusion. The 
excuses of the Roman Catholics who voted against this Af
firmation bill were models of lying. One of them said he 
voted against Mr. Bradlaugh because the latter had writton 
the "Comic History of Christ," upon which Mr. Foote is im
prisoned, although it had been publicly proved that Mr. 
Bradlaugh never wrote a line of the Freethinlcc1·. Another 
Irishman excusecl his vote against him by clniming he was in 
favor of coercion in Ireland, although this same member was 
in Parliament when three other members publicly thanked 
Mr. Bradlaugh for what he had done for Ireland. All these 
Roman Catholic members of the House of Commons, says Mr. 
Bradlangh, must know that they are recklessly untruthful, 
but they are sure of absolution from their priests however 
much they may deceive the public. 

THE Rev. Joe Cook lectured a while ago to such of the in
habitants of Tabor, Iowa, as he could induce to listen to him. 
To show tho people of that town what sort of man they had 
paid their money to hear, the Non-C<mJO!mist, of Tabor, de
votes about one-half the space in its issue of May 17th, fol
lowing the lecture, to an exposure of the great falsifier's true 
character. Mr. James Vincent., the senior editor of the Non
Conformist, takes the matter in hand personally, and hauls 
Cook and his record before tho public in manner calculated 
to make that individual and his admirers, if he has any, ap-
pear in a truly unfavorable light. Mr. Vincent did not lack 
material. With a file of TnE TnuTH SEEKER at hand, and with 
the facts about Cook which hav been published by the daily 
press, he makes out a case against Cook and Cook's friend, 
Anthony Comstock, which shows those two characters to be 
about as contemptible a brace of rascals as ever got into pub
lic notice. Cook's deliberate misstatements concerning Mr. 
Bennett and the Theosophical f:lociety in India are again ex
posed, and Comstock's career of crime is dealt with. The 
Non-Oonjormist has performed an important service to the 
people of Iowa. There should be a paper like it in every 
town which Cook infests on his lecturing tour, to eJrplode his 
falsehoods as fast as uttered. He has religiously consecrated 
his life to preaching the gospel of defamation and the word 
of untruth. He is a blow-hard, a wind-bag, a gas-tank, with 
just brains enough to make himself infamous. He has gained. 
notoriety by being disreputable, and has damned himself to 
everlasting fame by becoming the champion liar of the cen
tury. The Non-Conformist has the thanks of 'r:fl!!l 'f~U'!'I! 
SE:EKER, and, we feel c.onfident, ot e.llits readers, 

, 
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{JJ:tnnmunications~ 

Why John Milton Barnes Rejects Christianity. 

come to the conclusion that my good old mother, with 
the best of motivs, had over-dosed me, with the re
sult that since that day I hn,v decidedly discarded 
the old faith of" original sin, a brimstone hell, a 
personal devil, .and a vicarious attonement '' and sub
stituted a full and free exercise of reason' and com
mon sense. But my deai· old mother lived and died 
with this bitter sentiment uppermost in her mind, 
completely undermining all her earthly enjoyments· 
and with a chen·less, melancholy countenance sh~ 
seemed to be ever meditating upon the picture de
scribed by Dr. \Vatts: 

As I am already near that advanced landmark in 
human life, seventy-five years, though still enjoying 
cornparativly good health, with occasional indications 
of. an apoplectic nature plainly suggesting that my 
existence here may suddenly close at no far distant 
period; and having often been questioned as to my 
future, it seems to me proper that I leave behind me 
for the satisfaction of my Liberal friends some little 
explanation of why I aiffel' so widely, not only from "l'I'Iy thoughts on awful subjects roll 

spi1:it des~~ipti~n :i:s fully ,as indefinit and meaninglBss 
as IS, m:y mfimt pow~r. But lastly, to your Bible 
descnptwn, we re~d m Genesis xxxii, 24-32, how 
Jacob. wrestled. With God, first calling him man; 
wrestling all mght and not prevailing. • He then 
~onched the hollow of Jacob's thigh (if you can locate 
It), and put it out of joint. He (God) refused to giv 
his name, but nevertheless blessed him, which seemed 
to unravel the mystery, as Jacob then says, ' Now hav 
I seen God face to face.'" 

t l · t t" t f 1 Damnation and the dead." my paren a ms rue wn, bu rom so arge a majority 
of those with whom I am sulTounded and with whom I hav often beeri questioned why I discarded the 
I hav mostly associated from childhood. popular faith-" if it is not true it can do no harm." 

Here a neighboring_ clerRyman :finished the scrip
tural ~yste1·y . by saJing, I once understood this 
wrestlmg as hteral, when I should hav known that 
God could throw seventeen Jacobs; but I hav since 
learn_ed th~t this .w~estling is merely figurativ." 

Said I, If thiS Is so, my dear Christian friend 
~hat about the ~ut-of-joint thigh, the shrunke~ 
smew, and _the child.ren of Israel not eating of the 
shrunken smew un~1l the day_ of the writing?'' As 
no further explanatiOn was given, I am still com
pelled t~ ente~tain my first impression, fully believ
I~g that If I fml to guess 1·ight, there can be no.se-

While I do not, with my limited opportunities, ex- My answer is: It has done harm; it has sapped the 
pect to add as a Liberalist to that pyramid of logic fountain of all my mother's happiness, and left her 
and common sense that now rears its lofty summit while here cheerless and desponding; and who that 
before us, built and sustained by the best intellect of is po~sessed of the ~ommonest feelings of humanity 
our day, still I :fi~d myself ~onstrained to adopt the can mdorse. that hideous theory_ that consigns so 
ol~ church practiCe of relatmg my "experience" as large a portwn of the human fa1mly to enclless pun
eVIc1ence, not only of a sound conversion, but also the ishment and still be cheerful and content? " But " 
genuinness of my faith. You will bear in ml.nd that says one, "I know there is a reality in my conversio~ 
I hav already seen and distinctly remember seven for I hav the witness within." My answer is: You;· 
generations of our family in an unbroken chain, from witnesses do not agree, and these internal impres
great-grandparents to great-grandchildren. sions! like my own on the approaching judgment 

My ancestors, down to myself, were either activ day, Jn_st related, m~y be altoge~her imaginary and 
or passiv advocates of the Bible faith, if they could decephv, and espeCially so when you claim to act 
_agree a~d und:rstan? what it was. My grandfather, under . supernatural con.trol of " inspiration," for it 
who resided w1th us m my father's family and assisted seems this supernatural agency works in all direc
in our farm work until I was fifteen years old, was tions; for instance, the J'lfethodist, when in full com
from· the state of Connecticut, educated a close com- munion and fellowship with this divine agency, be
munion Baptist, and thoroughly imbued with the comes excited, noisy, and at times even boistemus 
old Ca~vinistic creed, making the "holy Sabbath day" beyond control (formerl.v more so than at present) 
~ speCialty. He was not only a prominent deacon often apologizing by saying, "If these should be still 
m that church, but officiated occasionally in our some- the very stones would cry out;" while the Qun,ker re
what _sec~uded ~ornmunity in sermonizing. But his ceives his divine mission, oi· "the movin()" of the 
seventy m pumshmg for Sabbath breaking knew no spirit," quietly and often in silence. But ev~n he, it 
bounds. A walk in the orchard or :fields on that seems, is at least sometimes mistaken, an instance of 
dreaded day was sufficient and the flogging followed. which occulTed not far from this place, at the Old 
. Good _old man! I hav now no charges against him; Friends meeting-house. A farmer was in the habit 
It was his creed. He had read in the Proverbs xxiii ofdelivering the heavenly message in the 11-bsence of 
13 and 14: "'Withhold not correction from the' child' more noted speakers to a quiet and attentiv audi
for if thou beatest him with the rod, he shall not die' ence, who hav assembled here twice a week for 
Thou shalt beat him with the rod and shall clelive; nearly or quite a century without skip or interrup
his soul from hell." We cannot expect any one to be tion. Our speaker, at the time alluded to, arose from 
better than their idea of the God they worship. the speaker's elevated seat, apparently filled with the 

nous eternal consequences to follow. · · 
But if I can :possibly be wrong in. my conclusions, 

my orthodox friends must be blameless for they hav 
~een i?defatigable in their efforts to co~vert me. A 
s~s~er-m-law called on us not long since to return a 
y~sit we had made them, when I hn,d expressed some 
Ideas taken from the old 1'estament hostil to her 
feelings, and which had burdened her mind so 
much that she had apparently prepared- h6l:self for a 
new deal from the New Testament, where she felt 
herself invulnerable. 

She commenced with: " Uncle, I do wish you 
could ~av heard a sermon from our presiding elder 
that I listened to before I left home. . I am sure you 
would change your mind." "\Vell, what was it?" 
"It was on the merits and matchless teachinrrs of 
Christ, as recorded in the New Test-ament, who spake 
as never man spake." 

" Well, sister, I am well aware· that many of the 
sayings attributed to him are full of merit, and emi
nentl:y: worthy of observance, among which is his in
st~uctwn to the . young man who came to him and 

But my earliest religious instruction was given by spirit of his divine mission, and commenced by quat
an affectionate, pious, Methodist mother, who was ing from Revelation, i, 9: "I John who also am your 
early a~d thoro~ghly convert~d. to the Wesleyan brother and companion in tribulation," etc., "was in 
c~·eed, with a devil or one o~ ~Is rmps skulking be- the isle that is called Patmos." After a moment's 
hmd every stump, tree, or hidmg-place, to intercept pause i~ profound silence, h~ continued: "1'11y friends, 
the thoughtless and inexperienced, and hmry them thee will remember that this Patmos ile was an arti
down that thoroughfare, so vividly described by that cle somewhat extensivly used in that early day; they 
matchless brimstone poet, Watts: used it not only for lubricating pmposes, bu't those 

like the great revelator, John, who was duly com
missioned from on high, used it in anointing rulers 
and divine teachers, as in the case of Samuel of old 
so beautifully expressed in the catechism that w~ 
read in our youth, and that left so many urofound 

sa~d (Matthew xix, 16): 'Good master, what good 
thmg shall I do that I may hav eternal life ?'-a fair 
question with an appropriate answer: ' Keep the 
commandments.' ' 'Which?' ' Thou shalt do no 
murder, nor commit adultery, nor steal, nor bear 
false witness, honor thy father and mother, and love 
thy neighbor as thyself.' Good enough if there was 
no contradiction.'' 

" "Why, mercy on YOU ! what do you mean by con-
tradiction ?" • 

"To answer you frankly, I will refer yon to what 
that infamous criminal Christian Guiteau read on the 
gallows as he was about to go from labor to reward 
or,_ as he e~pre.ssed it, to see his Lord (very appro~ 
pr1ate, too, m his case). Mn,tthew x, 28-42, including 
the thirty-fourth verse: 'Think not that I am come 
to send peace on earth but a sword. For I am come 
to set a man at variance against his btber and the 
daut',hter against her mother,' etc. 'And a man's foes 
shall be they of his own household.' And to make 
the case still more strong and contradictory please 
read Luke xiv, 26: 'If any man come to me ~nd hate 
not his father _and mother, wife and children, and 
brethren and Sisters; yea, and his own life also he 
cannot be my disciple.' Now will you please' for 
once to release yourself from the terror of that old 
text, ' He that believeth not shall be damned,' and 
~ell me hone~tly where is this pure, matchless speak
mg as never man spake, if the evangelists are equal
ly entitled to credit and belief? For you will re
member that not one word in the four gospels was 
written by Christ himself, but was put upon record 
from memory or hearsay from thirty to sixty years 
after the sayings and doings had transpired.'' 

"Broacl is the road that leads to death 
And thousands walk together ther~, 

But wisdom shows a narrow path, 
With here ancl there a traveler." 

But what gave me most anxiety and dread at that 
tender age (from six to eight years) was that the aw
ful judgment day, when these stern realities were to 
be faced, was in all probability near at hand; when I 
must exchange this beautiful world that I had just 
commenced to love so well for the one where the 
chances of happiness were so decidedly against me. 
Or, to quote my mother's favorit poet: 

"And must I be to j11dgment brought 
And answer in that day ' 

For every vain and iclle thought 
Or wicked word I say?" 

But inasmuch as she could not clearly define to my 
juvenil mind what "those vain and idle thoughts" 
were, I was at times about left in darkness and de
spair. 

I shall ever remember how, one mild October or 
November day, while meditating on this unpleasant 
theme-when all nature seemed to be bidding adieu 
to summer, with its flowers, fruits, and out-of-door 
enjoyments, for the stern reign of old winter, with 
its storms and snowdrifts-! wandered alone from 
om mountain home to the open fields, where I had 
often stood and gazed upon the wild and beautiful 
landscape before me, stretching from the Catskill 
Mountains on the west, to the Berkshire hills on the 
east, including the valley of the Hudson, as far 
north as Troy. The prospect at this time was some
what obscured by the smoky, hazy atmosphere of" In
dian summer," the smoke suggesting that this awful 
judgment day might be near if not already at hand. 
In this frame of mind, with these evidences before 
me, all at once the smoky atmosphere seemed to 
thicken in the distance; my juvenil nerves yielded 
to the pressure, and I fell to the earth, not, like Saul, 
blind, but overcome with the exciting thought that 
the earth or "elements were then melting with fer
vent heat," and in a brief moment I should be 
ushered into the presence of this awful, cruel God. 
In a few seconds, however, the delusion passed, and 
the smoky atmosphere and extensiv landscape were 
still before me, with the busy thousands all uncon
scious of the \V esleyan orthodox ordeal I had just 
passed. On my returning homeward new thoughts 
burst involuntarily upon me, forcing the conclusion, 
''This cannot all be true." And I hav long since 

impressions: ~ 
"Samuel:tnoints 

Whom God :tppoints." 

. This explanation se~med to satisfy a majority of 
his hearers, as he contmued long n,fter this date to 
address the same audience, unfolding the mysteries 
of godliness to their satisfaction. · 

As before stated, my relations and smToundings 
hav been orthodox (with an occasional exception), 
most of whom hav appeared quite anxious for my 
conversion. My good old mother once asked me, 
"Milton, do you believe the Bible is the word of 
God?" My reply was, "Mother, if I do not will it 
avail me anything to sn,y, I do?" " Oh, I thi~k not " 
said she, "for I hav told you to always tell the truth; 
but then, you must remember, there is no other way 
under heaven whereby we can be saved except by 
f~th on the Lord Jesus Christ." "Why, mother, 
di? _you not know that ther~ hav been millions upon 
milliOns of the human. family born into this world 
that hav lived comparativly good lives and died with
out ever hearing of him or his name." "Well I 
think they will be saved through their ignoranc~." :·n seems, then, there are two ways to be saved; and 
If there are two or more, where is your text of ' no 
other way or nn,me under heaven' gone to~" "vVhv 
John Milton" (named after the author of "Paradis~ 
Lost "), "are you a confirmed Infidel?" 

"Well, I don't believe that Christ ever said what 
Luke has written with reference to hate." 

." <?ne ~ord more, if yo~ please. If yom last ad
mlsswn 1s correct, what IS to become of your in
spired, infallible word? · Let us refer to D.' D. Ben
son, the popular commentator, who says that 'the 
word hate in the scriptures means love less,' but inas
much as we cannot understand how many degrees 
of love can be described under the head of hate the 
terms being at complete opposits, I must ackdowl
edge your superior theory." And thus, after nu
merous similar interviews, I am still left in the 
wide, open, beautiful field of Freethought, fully satis
fied with my conclusions, wishing only for more fre
quent interviews with those of my faith. 

JoHN M. BARNES. 

I hav a widowed daughter-in-law who of late has 
been very activ in chmch, Bible-class, and Sabbath
school, .and who had been instructed, or felt called 
upon to instruct me in the mysteries of her faith. 
~he commenced with, "Father, do you believe there 
Is a God?" "I believe there is an infinit power 
above, below, and all around us that is not only in- Where Many Are in Error. 
comprehensible but past finding out." "Why are To THE EDITOR oF THE Tmr.rH SEEKER, Sir: I be" 
you opposed to saying God?" "Because there hav the use of a small space in your columns in answe~ 
been, and still are, so many different ideas of a God to John K. Kirt's article, published May 26th, upon 
that I consider the term indefinit, if not meaningless. "More Material Immortality." While I hav no ar
Wbat is your idea of God?" " I believe in a living gument to offer against the doctrin of Materialism 
God as described in the holy Bible." "If he is a liv- he seeks to prove, we do not alTive at -a conclus~·on by 
ing, material being, please giv me some more definit the same process of reasoning; and therefore. beg to 
description of him so I can comprehend your idea as criticise one particular point in his argument. He 
~.o his avo~rdupois, _hight, ~~d gen,~ral app~arance." says, "These properties of mind undoubtedly exist 

Oh, I believe he IS a sp1nt, too. "I th1nk your· in nature and SU1Tound us in an ethereal state." 

I 

' 
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This I would admit to be true if be would substitute 
the word brain for 1nind; since it must be admitted 
that while brain and mind are closely related, they 
are not the same.·· The propertiel? of which the brain 
is composed,/! admit to be rnf!~<>rial, while the mind 
is but the effect of a peculi"ttF' combination of the 
different properties of the brain. 

Hence, when the. natural power of these -brain 
properties is destroyed, mirid ceases to exist. At 
death the other organs .that CO!llpose our being cease 
to perform their functions, but are not destroyed; 
an<\ here, at this very point,_ is where so many a1:e in 
error. Call mind brain, in the sense I hav descnbed 
it, and you can no longer call it'-mysterious. The 
solution of this mixed problem is to me easily 
solved Brain the cause, 1nind the f!ifect. 

Rochester, N. Y. A. E. RINGER. 

A Bible Gaspipe Exploded. 
To 'l'HE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKim, Sir: I hav 

just seen a copy of THE TRUTH. SEEKER dated the 31st 
of March, containing a challenge of L. T. Nichols to 
Col. Ingersoll "or any representativ Infidel," to de
bate with him on the Bible. With your permission 
I hav a few words to say· about this man Nichols, 
who livs within a day's.-ride of Salem, and who has 
been cutting quite a splurge here for the past six or 
seven years. 

Last November Nichols came out with a flaming 
handbill announcing a course of lectures against In
fidelity. A friend living in McMinnville wrote me 
about it, inclosing one of the handbills, saying that 
Nichols had boasted in his lectures that he had chal
lenged both Col. Ingersoll and· Mr. Bennett; of THE 
'rRuTH SEEKER, yet neither bad dared to meet him. H 
that boast was true, as regards either Col. Ingersoll 
or Mr. Bennett, strange that Nichols was not able to 
prove it in some way. Yet he was not, and probably 
that accounts for this challenge, four months later. 

sense, as he has shown by this challenge to Ingersoll. time m opposit· directions. If he wishes to tear asun
People who know him laugh at his egotism· and der as by tearing a cord, he will pull on each end 
pomposity, for he is quite harmless. ·. Still, he is very of the s~ring at the .same time and in opposit direc
courageous, in his way .. ·He will stand up by the tions. Thus the same force acts oppositly, and this 
hour and battle with an opponent( who is at a safe .principle is seen· in n1lnature; but it is also see:ri'in 
distance). He is just as bitter against the.orthodox nature that the opposing forces, when acting, a.re.not 
as the Infidels, and he does not hesitate to enter the always equal, aJ+d hepce .th.is. fact fl'CGOunts for what 
lists· against Henry Ward ·Beecher (so iong as · the we know as motion. If all . force were equally ap
continent of America separates them). Iiideed, from plied from every direction there would be only abso
the prowess he has manifested at sundrytimes, I lute i:riet•tia. And this principle applies in the intel
hav not a doubt that this .man Nichols. would fear- lectual, moral, and physical world alike, and this is 
lessly meet in public debate on the Bible any sick the essential thing that I wanted to teach by-that 
woman or crippled boy-not over fifteen years old- semi-humorous sketch of the deviL I make the as
that you could scare up in: New York · Or, if he de- sertion, then, that it is absolutely impossible for any 
clined, it would not be through fea1.__:_oh, no; I guess being or thing to aot outside of law, or the control-
not; but because the person was of "bad character," ing conditions of nature. · 
which is the excuse he makes, I hear; for not meet- The whole system of nature is not in a state of 
ing me, although I hav offered to get the judges of equilibrium. While this principle is seen to be a 
the Supreme Court of Oregon, the governor, .the sec- possibility in some of its departments, as in_ a perfect 
retary of state, the state treasurer, and the con- balance, yet the law of action and reaction is proof 
gressional delegation of the state to indorse me as positiv that motion is the result of an inequality of 
worthy. W. H. CHANEY, acting forces; 11nd although a favorit idea with some 

Sale1n, Oregon, May 15. . Prof. of Astronomy: phllosopbers is that nature tends toward equilibrium, 
I am fully convineed that· she does nothing of the 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,. Si1": I sort; for if she·did there might come a time when all 
see by your last issue that John R. Kelso, of Modesto, motion would cease. 
Cal.,· has accepted the challenge of L. T. Nichols, of By this view of things it will be seen that there· is 
l\IcMinnville, Oregon. Now this challenge of Nich~ :rio room ·for a devil of. any kind, and only a key to 
ols may be simon-plire, but for my own part, I think the comprehension of natural forces acting both out
it is all braggadocio. I really hope he will accept Mr. side and inside of man's organism. If you compte
Kelso's challenge, for in that case, I think, it will bend this view, then you hav indeed no reason to do 
bring out many pei:sons to hear the debate that anything but to reflect upon the events of life, to ar
otberwise would never .hear .a Liberal lecture. vVe rive at their true definition; and it will be found that 
will assure :Mi. Kelso· that .if he comes up. here he the principal cause of all of man's trouble is t.he lack 
will hav plenty of backing, for, as 1\Ir. J. K. Sears, of true wisdom. In. fact, ignorance is the root of all 
of McCoy, says, there are plenty of Liberals in evil. 

The followir1;g is his handbill copied verbatim: 

LECTURES. 
-AT THE-

MORA WK HALL. 
commencing 

TUESDAY NIGHT, NOV 21, 1882. 

Oregon; vVe spoke to Dr. York when here about I said that the devil of nature was the cause of 
Nichols, and he said he had urgent engagements evolution, and when the clergy call it a "devil doc
ahead, and from what he could hear Nichols was not trin" they are about half right. But the idea that .js 
indorsed except by a few Christians. He thought it usually attached to such a being is a pure :fiction of 

· was harcUy worth the ammunition, but s::J,id that if the ignoramus who is unable to comprehel).d the Mo
Nicbo1s acted as though he was spoiling for a contest lutions of.nature and the forces by which she acts. 
of this kind, he would throw up· his other engage- 1\Ien talk as if nature were acting only outside of 
menta and accommodate the gentleman, he hoped, to man. vVhat a mistake! 
his satisfaction. That which results in what custom calls good is 

continuing every night through the week. 

T H E G R E A T I N F I D E L 0 B J E C T I ON S 
ANSWERED. 

Mr. Bennett, of N. Y. One of the great Infidel Guns, has 
published a work of over 800. pages. Endeavoring to prove 
the Bible untrue. He says the Bible contains over 500. 
GLARING contradictions, absurdities, and impossibilities. 
Some of the very BEST, and most striking are published in 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. A leading Infidel Periodical. We will 
during the Lectures answer every objection that is published 
in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and acknowledged to be their BEST. 
Therefore come out and see the BIG.Ifidel GUN SILENCED 
and FOR-EVER SPIKED. 

Dr. York's lectures are published in the Yamhill but the action of natural forces, in mind as well as 
C(nmty papers for nearly a.wfllek before they came outside of it, for in fact the action must first deter
off, and if Mr. Nichols had been as anxious for this min upon the mind before it is brought to light. And 
contest as he is trying to make people believe he is, that which custom calls evil must be the result of the 
why didn't he come or send a friend to make the ar- natural surroundings acting upon the mind, . as all 
rangements, as he was not over ten miles distant? evil results are first determined by the mind or .its 
A_ny way we hope he will accept John R. Kelso's feelings before it is brought to light or manifested in 
proposal. R. H. LAUGHLIN. outward action. If, then, all actions are the results 

North Yamhill, Oregon, May 17, .1883. of natural forces (and there can be no others), it fol
lows that the terms good and evil are always applica
ble and proper, according as they aifect us favorably 

Lectures will be given upon Bible SANCTIFICATION and 
ENTIRE HOLINESS. Therefore COME OUT ye holiness 
band, with Bible in hand, and let us by IT fall or stand. 
Other Topics will be discoursed upon; which will bo an
nounced at the Lectures. 

A cordial invitation is extended to !Ill Bible readers, Truth 
lovers, and real Truth Seekers. 

Questions allowed at the end o£ each Lecture. Lectures to 
commence at 7, P. M. SEATS FREE. NO COLLECTIONS. 

COME ONE. COME ALL. 
And let us friendly reason together. 

L T Nichols. Lect~<rer. 

The Reign of Law. 
To 'l'HE Em'l'OR OF THE TRUTH SEEKEH, Sir: I 

want to say a few words to. Francis 1\'[. Buck by way 
of explanation and inquiry. He starts out in his 
criticism of my article on the devil by saying thut he 
thinks he fully comprehends that meaning, etc. Now, 
from what he complains of, it is very clear ·to my 
miucl that he does not understand what I was driv
ing at. My essential idea was. to completely ignore 
anything like a devil as taught by theology; ancl sec
ondly, to show that whatever there may be in the 
manifestation of natural law, although in apparent 
opposition to man at times, was essentially good, and 
that there could be no thing analogous to a devil un
less it came about by the operations of natumllaw. 

I had previously sent two challenges to Nichols for Now, this gentleman seems to think there may be a 
a debate on the Bible, but although he was busy devil or evil that does not come of natural law, and 
challenging the third-rate clergy of other sects, he be givs instances as follows: He says, "If a man over
would not meet me. The fact is, he is an Adventist, eats, or eats improper food, he has abused, trans
and Elder Miles Grant, the king-pin of the Advent- gTessed, and violated a law, which was wrong, and he 
ists, had met me in San Jose, Cal., ten years ago, in sufJers. The law was necessary; it was proper to 
a seven-nights' debate, and warned all the small fry obey the law; but the abuse was what was wrong." 
like Nichols to avoid me as they would an imp of Now, I ask him to observe right here that the wrong
hell, for if the devil had a high priest on earth, "that dom· was just as much under law by what he did 
man must be Prof. Chaney." The reason Grant was before as after the act; and that is the case in every 
so wrathy against me was that as he claimed three human action. The man overeats by an excess of ap
minutes for prayer as an introduction to the debate petite, and he may not know that the food was im
each evening, I claimed the Sitme, and the last night proper; so that in either case the man acted fully un
I prayed very solemnly to the devil. Grant had ac- der law, and there is no devil in the case. 
cused me of being an emissary of the devil, and so I Again he says, "It is l":ight for a man to be ceo-
prayed to Old Clovenfoot. nomical, but when a man is prodigal to wasting 

But to return. On learning that Nichols was everything, or miserly to cheating his fellow-man, it 
boasting so loudly that no Infidel dare meet him, I is abuse of a. simple, economical principle that per
sent him a third challenge .through the local paper. vades all matter, which is wrong. When a man uses 
The editor would not pubhsh it, but gave the sub- his reason and inventiv power to plum1er and rob, it 
stance in an editorial. Nichols never noticed it in is an abuse of those faculties, and again is an evil." 
any way, but kept on blowing. The fact is, he is Here again my friend only givs one side of the ar
afraid to meet any man of ability in debate on the gument. He forgets that the man who does tlils is 
Bible, and takes fine care to challenge only third-rate simrl_y submitting to the inherent passions or feel
clergymen, or such as he is sure will decline, and ings or l:is nature, and finally yields to the betterim
then makes a blowpipe of himself in boasting :tbout pulses of his reason and judgment by these selfish 
it., He kn?ws t~.at Col. ~ngersoll can hav a thousand ~ncl tmj~1st _feelings. But, :nark you, he is just ~s 
~oll~rs 3: mgbt fo.r lectunng, ~nd als_o t~a.t the colonel fully aetmg ~n accordance w1th and by naturalln.w m 
IS hed m Washi?gton by his professwnn1 engage- I one case as m the other, In fact, whatever a man 
ments. Hence hiS challenge. does he. does by law. Paul said that the different 

. L. T. Nichol~ is a m.an of great moral courage, in members of his body were continually warring 
h1s way; but his way IS out of the common course. against each other. This is a colTect statement and 
I hav heard him preach. He is tall, 1·ather fine look- is the whole truth in· the matter. 'fhere are in na
ing, a good linguist~ well educated, and quite fluent ture antagonistic forces, and yet they are essentially 
of speech. But behmd these gossamer ~teco:rnplish- the same force. I will illustrate: A man has the 
ments he lacks intellect, judgment, and common power to use his physical force to act at the same 

or unfavorably. J. R. PERRY. 

Swearing Aga,inst the Unbeliever. 
Prom lite 1Yon~ Conformist. 

To giv an ideit of what. might be expected under a 
system of church and state, where the law could be 
invoked to giv its aid to persecutions, we hav only to 
look at the lengths to which men go now without the 
law. 

However. incredible it may appear, it is a fact that 
the instances we are about to relate are common and 
constant all over this country, wherever there are 
churches. Indeed in no other way can the wish to 
put a God into the Constitution, and to back him up 
with pains and penalties, be accounted for than by 
coming to the conclusion that the "change of heart" 
which is so much insisted on by orthodoxy; is a 
change from liberality to intolerance, from a condi
tion of life in which trust and friendliness exist, to a 
state where the subject no longer regards his neigh
bor as having rights that be is bound to respect, but 
as having no rights but what are subject to invasion 
in an way, at any time that is thought fit. 

Two men, one a pillar in the church and the other 
an Infidel, were unnble to settle a controversy outside 
of court. On the witness stand the Christian under 
oath gave ~mch astounding testimony that it bewil
dered a brotLer in the church so much that when he 
left the stnm1 he called him to one side and said, 
"How eould you swear to such statements?" "I've 
got the Bible for it," he ~aid, and to pr~ve it! be~ore 
breakfast the next DJ(jrmng he went wrth his B1ble 
to show to his doubting brother that he had chapter 
and verse for authority to swear against an unbeliever 
in his God. 

We asked a lawyer once why it was that invariably 
when any merulJers o£ a certain church which graded 
its piety above par were on a jury. panel, .they 
were rejected. He said, "l hear that they feel hard 
about it, but we can't help that; the fact is, we c~n't 
believe them; they hav a very strange way of dealmg 
with truth that looks to us lv,wyers like dishonesty." 
Yet these are the persons who are clamoring for a 
change in the Constitution, so none but themselvs 
can be allowed to testify in court . --TIIE TuuTJl SEEKEH will he sent to new subscriber!:' 
three months for fifty cents. There is no better way 
of serving the cause than by getting up clubs o 
trial subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
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"We Know In Part." 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER Sir: Mr. 

J. H. Griffith, of Pike Grove, Wis., writes under this 
caption to the Welsh weekly Y Drych, May 10, 
1883, published at Utica, N. Y. The article is too 
long to giv a full translation. I therefore sum up the 
principle point in it, and beg to ask a remark from 
you for the benefit of your readers: 

"Much is said and written nowadays about the inconsist
encies between the Bible and science, but the first thing that 
ought to be done is to get science consistent with itself. One 
of the most intricate things in the Bible is its system of num
bers-e. g., the numbering of the children of Israel on their 
departure from Egypt. We are given to understand in 1 
Samuel, vi, 19, that the Lord smote 50,070 men of Bethshe-

. mesh for peeping into the ark, and yet it appears that Beth
shemesh was only a small village. In Judges xii, 6, it is 
stated that there fell 42,000 of the Ephraimites, while but 11 
brief time previously the whole tribe numbered only 32,000, 
All this has been due to the carelessness of the translators; 
and in Dr. Angus's Handbook, etc., page 39, we hav the ex
planation. Only 1,170 of the men of Bethshemesh were 
smitten; and of the Ephraimites, only 2,040 fell. Are we 
to suppose that the Bible alone is burdened with arithmetical 
difficuties? No, not by any means. Books written in this 
enlightened age are far more subject to them, and are im
possible t{) harmonize-in which, too, the fault cannot be at
tributed to the work of translators. Here we hav Hid
die's "Elements of Astronomy,"1868; Newcomb's "Popular 
Astronomy," 1878. The two authors are at variance in their 
numbers _throughout as far as I could. observe. They differ 
amazingly about the dimensions of the sun and planets and 
the distance of the planets from the sun. For instance, Hid
die says the sun is 852,900 miles in diameter; Newcomb, 
860,000, and J. T. Jones, 880,000. They all differ several 
miles about the diameter of the earth, and to a great extent 
about that of Jupiter and Neptune. They differ, in fact, in 
the case of each of the planets." 

The foregoing is the burden of Mr. Griffith's ar
gument. The question is, How far is the comparison 
allowable, if at all, between the biblical and scientific 
enumeration? Is there any common ground between 
them? Y Drych is one of the ablest critical peri
odicals in America, but it is altogether committed to 
the support of Protestant Christianity (Baptist). 

OLD MEMORY. 

The above alleged point is often made by cornered 
professors of Christianity, but there is nothing to it. 
The difference between science and theology is as 
wide as the poles. There can be no comparison of 
an astronomical treatis and the Bible, for the very 
palpable reason that one is the best endeavors of man 
to fathom nature, while the other is the worst en
deavor of God to mystify man. The errors of astron
omy· are the inevitable result of different calculations 
by different met4ods. In measuring bodies over 
ninety millions of miles away some allowance must 
be made for faulty calculation. Men are fallible. 
The trouble in measuring exactly lies in the fact that 
the exact distance of the sun from the earth has not 
been determined, but its approximate distance has 
been ascertained to be between ninety-one and ninety
two millions of miles. Figuring on the various distances 
given, astronomers hav variously estimated its diam
eter, and the distance of the planets from it and from 
the earth. The accuracy of the calculations depends 
upon the accuracy of the instruments used in the 
measurement of angles. 

Science is modest and does not claim more than 
she can prove. 

But with the Bible and theology how different is 
the case ! For the Bible there is no excuse for error. 
If God made an error, or erred in selecting untrust
worthy translators, then he is fallible, and who would 
worship a fallible deity? If we must substitute Dr. 
Angus's "Handbook" for the Bible, because that is 
infallible, and the Bible is not, it is time the world 
knew it. The world has been taught by thousands 
of priests, who hav used as convincing arguments the 
dungeon, stake, and rack, that the Bible is the infal
lible word of an infallible God, plenarily inspired and 
amply sustained in all respects. · But if there is one 
verse wrong, if God has allowed some translator to 

make one error, that vitiates all -its claims to infalli- The Discussion .About Science. 
bility. No one knows but that next door to that one A good many are expressing their opinion upon 
error there may be another, and so through the book. the advisability" or desirableness of publishing such 
Infallibility cannot be corrected by fallibility. Or, if heavv articles as Mr. Andrews's, Mrs. Macdonald's, and 

u -~~ 

it is, it ce·ases to be infallibility. others. On this sUOJect we would say: THE TRUTH 
Dr. Angus's correction is only one of many thou- SEEKER is a free paper for our :friends, free for the 

sands that need to be made to put the Bible in har- scientist, the speculativ philosopher, the Positivist, 
mony with facts. The account of the creation needs the Spiritualist, and the Materialist alike. These ques
correction; the story of the flood would be more in tions are all of vital interest to humanity, and it is 
accordance with facts with a little tinkering; the only by discussion, by presenting them pro and con, 
tower of Babel story would hav been happier had it that the truth can be arrived at. They are incidental 
had a basis of truth; the story of the children cross- questions however, and are subordinate to the high 
ing the Red SeJt, and the overwhelming of Pharaoh's aims of the paper, which are to win for the Infidel 
hosts might be advantageously reconstructed; so the same rights as the Christians enjoy and to hav 
could the stories of the plagues, as could those of these as our conceded and equal rights, not as a con
Jesus's birth, miraculous preservation, and cruel cession to policy on the part of statesmen. THE 
death; in fact, the whole Bible can be corrected and TRUTH SEEKER wants, and will never cease to work 
made to read entirely different without diverging for, the total separation of church and state. This 
further from truth and common sense. There is am- includes the equitable taxation-of church property; 
ple chance to doubt this Christian guide aside from secularization of the public schools, abolition of Sun
the story of those slain because. they peeped into the day laws, abolition of chaplaincies, prohibition of 
ark. But if it is not to be taken as it is, if the Chris- public appropriations for religious purposes. 
tians are satisfied to let us amend it in keeping with It is the mission of THE TRUTH SEEKER to defend 
common sense and historical accuracy, then the Infi- personal and mental liberty whenever assailed. It is 
dels are acknowledged to be in the right, and the a reform journal, But while there are a hundred 
Bible is gone. Let the water trickle through under reforms that need to be effected, they each hav their 
the foundation in never so small a hole-even one special advocates, and it is THE TRUTH SEEKER's special 
verse-and the flood of criticism will sweep the whole work to reform all laws relating to religious observ
away. In criticisms like Dr. Angus's is yielded all ances. In this w_e shall hav the help of the League 
that Infidelity claims. They logically subvert the when it grows strong enough to be a power. The 
Bible as the word of God, and prove its incorrectness first thing to be done is to teach the people that 
as a chronicler of fact. Modern Infidelity looks with Christianity is a gigantic fraud, that its heaven and 
contempt upon these lame efforts to reduce the Bible hell are ficticious places invented to help the priests 
to truth.· Either the Bible is the word of God, or it in their efforts to get a living without work; that the 
is not. If it is, it cannot be wrong. If it is wrong, church's threats are harmless and its promises vain; 
it cannot be the word of God. All the exegetical that Christianity has no more divinity than hundreds 
work of all the commentators in the world cannot of other religions. 
alter this. To do this effectually we should hav the activ co-

Proving Jones a liar don't prove that Mr. Brown operation of thousands where now there are hun
performed impossibilities, and when Mr. Jones's rep- .dreds. Friends, come to the front and help in this 
utation is cleared the maliciousness of the attempt work by circulating papers and documents. Go at 
and the weakness of the cause is very much more it practicaUy by defeating the efforts of such cliques 
apparent; Abusing the plaintiff's attorney is a trick as the "National Reform Association." Distribute 
well calculated to divert the attention of the jury, but tracts ta the people who atj;end their meetings, show 
it will not always clear a guilty culprit. them the dangers of uniting church and state. Tell 

The Rev. Dr. Angus does not condescend to say them the history of the chlirch, for two-thirds of the 
how he arrives at the conclusion that the figures are people of this country do not know the bloody career 
exaggerated, but simply says it was an error in trans- of Catholic and Prostestant Christianity. They hav 
lation. Perhaps the story of David and Bathsheba been taught that religion (which to every-day people 
was an error of translation too. So might hav been is synonymous with Christianity) is something that 
the recital of the practice of the beastly Lot and his is always good, with no admixture of error or evil .. 
daughters, or of Absalom and Tamar. The number Show them that the priests and ministers are idle 
of Solomon's concubines was also, perhaps, exagger- drones, with -no knowledge of the future, that their 
ated by the erring translator. And surely the num- teachings are f~se and their prayer~ fu~il, and in 
ber of maidens handed over by Moses to his bestial every way poss1ble defeat the machmatwns of the 
soldiers must hav been exaggerated. Perhaps the ecclesiastical bigots who would make our liberties 
Song of Solomon was in the original no more amor- narrower instead of broader. This we conceive to 
ous than one of Dr. Watts's hymns, but that damned be the duty of all Freethinkers. It is even more 
translator managed to put considerable "linked ~mportant than building up new philosophies or so~v
sweetness long drawn out" into it by means of a few mg th~ ~lJstery of deat?. For of what eart?ly m
"errors." Perhaps the diet of Ezekiel would hav terest IS It for_ a ~eet?m.ker to know there IS a£~
been milk and honey had he not had a vicious trans- ture place of bhss If this life must be dragged out m 
lator. a Christian dungeon? It made but little difference 

The self-contradictions, absurdities, improbabili- to Mr. Bennett in Albany Penitentiary, whether th~re 
ties, impossibilities, and obscenities of the Bible hav were angels or not, or whethe~ a man ought to drmk 
been a huge stumbling-block in the way of all rea- a ~lass of b_eer, or ~hether Umversology could defi~e 
soning believers, but we are happy to chronicle their smence satisfactorily to Mr. Putnam. The stones m 
easy removal by this new commentator. Why was his c~ll were j~st as cold, ~nd the ~on door. that shut 
not the plan thought of before? It would hav out light au~ l~be~ty was J~st as thiCk and hard; the 
saved the Christians a great deal of trouble and a outrageous lllJUS~Ice of his sentence was ~o less ap
few thousand heretics. Just say "It was the trans- parent. The editor of the London Freeth~nker, lan
lator; danm the translator," and 'an would hav been guishing in an English Christian jail, condemned to 
smooth sailing and easy of comprehension. Noah's ark solitary confinement twenty-three hours out of the 
was crowded by the translator increasing the number twenty-four, would probably mortgage a few mo
o£ animals and reducing the di:Uensions of the box, but menta of speculation on what is sci~nce for.liberty to 
it must hav been an error, for certain it is that that breath untrammeled the o~t-door a1r of t~Is worl~. 

· So fri"ends whi"le we discuss the questiOns whiCh manv creatures were never put m a barn of that • ' 
· ~ Th · undoubtedly hav a great deal to do with human hap-SIZe. ese errors are very convement loopholes. 

The great wonder is that the church has not discov· piness, let u~ n~ver f?rget t~at the gre.at and para
ered and crawled thi-ough them long ago. mount questiOn IS to wm our hb_erty to enJOY the '?less

ings of existence without the mterference of bishop 
or pope or minister or church. WE hav just received from the printer some of Col. 

Ingersoll's "Interviews on Talmage," bound in cloth, 
uniform with the editions of the "Gods , and A LIBERAL League of about twenty-five members has been 

formed at Erie, Pa., and manned as follows: J. R. Ferguson, 
"Ghosts." The price is the same-$1.25. The Pres.; D.P. Robbins, M.D., Sec.; M. Hartleb, Treas.; C. L. 
paper bound ones, it will be remembered, sell for $1, Hawes, A. T. Marsh, and H. V. Claus, Directors. The officers 
while the heavy board covers, with beveled edges and members are composed of substantial,respectable citizens, 
and gilt top sell for $2. It is understood that when and when the new League gets on its working harness it is ex-

pected that we shall hear from it. There has been a Spiritual 
the Star Route trial closes, if it ever does, Col. Inger- society in Erie for some 'time, and. ~me or two p~rsor~;s who 
soil will take a trip to Europe, and when he returns claim to be Liberals object to inv~t1~g the Spmtu~h~ts to 

ak join hands in the cause, and contranw1se, I;mt the maJonty_ of 
m e an extensiv lecturing tour among !!!s friends in both factions are inclined to work harmoruously for the Nme 
this country, · - . -- - . , pemands of Liberalism. • 
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The Monument Fund. how morality can flourish without religion, and turn Obituary. 
Since our last acknowledgment the following sums their attention to preventing and punishing some of Dmn.-Of apoplexy, on May 19th, George W. Allen, of 

hav been contributed toward the monument to D. M. the crime occun-ing in their own churches and among- Rochester, N. Y., aged 61 years. 
Bennett: their own clergy. Mr. Allen was the loved and loving husband of 
Prev'sly acknowldgd, $751 22 Finettie Hattendorf, $1 00 Mrs. Letsie A. Allen, only sister of D. lVI. Bennett, 
E. E. LeClair, 1 00 Harry Millholland, 1 00 founder and editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER. He died 
T. B. Wakeman, 5 00 Richard Watkins, 1 oo In Memory. 
H. L. Bailey, 50 P. R. Smith, 1 00 We journey onward with the march of days, after a few hours only of suffering. The great shock 
J. S. Weeks, 1 00 John Leilous, 95 . . of her brother's untimely death ahnost prostrated 
A -.,- D 25 0 L C L" We Join the millions in their mighty tread, M All t f h h b d f "11 k · -van eusen, 0 . . IVengood, 1 00 rs. en; hat o er us an , we ear, WI rna e 
n...bert G Paddock 1 00 L He" 50 Yet memory, pausing ere we farther go, "f h d h · · ~w · , - . me, he seem to her ar ly wort hvmg. No one can 
C. S. Tremain, 75 Jos. B. Cornell, 1 00 Dwells for a season with our heroes dead. th" "th h 1 1" d · f f 1 
John Berry, 1 oo Otto Wettstein, 2 50 sympa IZe WI er one mess an grie more ee-
Wm. Reynolds, 2 00 Edwin Ormandy, 1 00 A single winter, with its snowy shroud, ingly than the sister with whom she so recently 
John T. Lakin, 1 00 John Didier, 1 00 Hath draped the earth since 'neath its sod we placed shared an almost overwhelming sorrow. 
J. Hermer, 1 00 H. S. Votaw, 1 00 A martyred form, to mingle with the dust-

Total, $803 42 

Twelve hundred dollars are needed, and the com
mittee earnestly hope the amount will be made up 
within a few weeks. 

A ·Senseless Cry. 
The Christian press is at present much exercised 

over the perceptible decline of rigid orthodoxy, and 
feels constantly called upon to exclaim, How can the 
people be moral without religion! We hav a great 
pity for such people, fm; we fear their moral back
bone is not very stiff. Judged by their public utter
ances, every one of them would steal all he could lay 
his hands on if the commandment was not in the dec
alog, and would continuously commit· adultery if it 
had not been expressly forbidden by Christ. J udg
ing from the number of defaulting bank cashiers and 
clerks who are superintendents and teachers in Sun
day-schools, and the number of adulterous ministers 
who grace-or disgrace-Mr. M. E. Billings's "Crimes 
of Preachers," these two sins go along in the world 
just about the same as though Christ had never said, 
"Thou shalt not steal," while confiscating a jackass for 
himself, or "Thou shalt not commit adultery," while 
forgiving the woman taken in the act. Possibly the 
ministers think he will write further in the sand when 
they are hauled up for judgment. Or else they dis
believe in, the judgment day, and never having con
ceived of doing right for right's sake, recklessly dis-. 
regard both enforced and natural morality. 

A story comes from England of a Brahman who had 
completed his education in England, and before re
turning to India was invited to a reception. Being 
called on for a speech he alluded to the great mis
sionary efforts being made to Christianize India, and 
how unlikely they were to succeed. Said he: " Since I 
hav been in England, I hav studied the effects of 
your Christian teachings on your people, and I hav 
been surprised to see how little regard exists for each 
other's interests; and as. to crime, there is more of it, 
and in newer and more revolting forms than I hav 
seen it in my own country;'' and, he added sarcas
tically, "I hav sometimes thought whether I could 
perform any service which would be of so great 
benefit to England as to organize a missionary society 
on my return to India, and send our priests to teach 
a better and purer way of living to the English peo
ple." 

A commission of Japanese who had been sent to 
England to see if Christianity was a better religion 
than already possessed by the Japs, after a prolonged 
investigation of eighteen months, recently reported 
that so far from being a restrictiv force on crime, 
Christianity by its vicarious atonement appeared to 
foster crime. Consequently they reported that the 
Japanese better hold on to Buddhism and Shintoism, 
for there was far less crime and misery in Japan than 
in England. 

These facts correspond with the observations made 
by Mr. Bennett in his trip around the world, and are 
undoubtedly true. If the church were really more 
desirous to increase morality than to uphold a cruel 
and debasing theology she would send fewer mis
sionaries abroad and restrain her own lecherous 
preachers at home. 

Good and evil are relativ terms, and morality does 
not depend upon the ipse dixit of any so-called savior. 
All the Christian moral precepts are the same as the 
pagans uttered hundreds of years before the manger
cradled Christ wandered through Palestine. Indeed, 
the Ten Commandments were taken bodily from 
Buddhism, and it can truthfully be said that the 
Buddhists pay more attention to them than the 
Christians. Moses broke most of them before he 
copied them, and Christ's practices were not always 
up to his professions. So we would remark to the 
captious critics of the religious press that as Chris
tianity has not made the world better, but worse, 
they can dism~ss the consideration of the question of 

A single spring its flowery pathway traced. Mns. ILI.NNAH BEoKER.-At the residence of her son, H. L. 
Becker, in Adrian, :Mich., May lOth, Mrs. Hannah 
Becker, aged 80 years. 

Not unremembered is that gallant one, 
Who led us in our weary war for right, 

Who blazed the way that those who followed him 
Might wander not in seeking for the light. 

'Tis meet that those, unworthy though they are, 
Whose Rhoulders bear the mantle of his years, 

Should consecrate the spot where 'valor lies, 
Make holy ground the holier for their tears. 

Mrs. Becker was born in Connecticut at the be
ginning of our century, and had more t,han U!;lual 
opportunity of witnessing the nation's vicissitudes. 
She lived a good and useful life, an unbeliever in 
church creeds and torturing dogmas. She leaves 
six stalwart sons, all Liberals. 

'Tis ours to raise above the grave of him · 
A mark to grace the resting-place of worth; 

To tell of how he nobly lived and died, 
The great a_mong tht> great ones of the earth. 

A thankful task this tribute to his dust; 
Love's work requites us by its own accord; 

We feel to bless the stone that should above 
His quiet grave keep lonely watch and ward. 

Sleep on, then, silent sleeper, with the dead; · 
_ Thy labor here hath· brought thee well-won rest. 
Sweet be thy dream amid calm Greenwood's graves, 

Eternal be thy memory, and blest. 

While o'er thy slumbering clay a shaft we raise 
To bear the story of a hero gone; 

Mid storm and sun, 'neath changeless stars and clouds, 
First in our heart of hearts, sleep on, sleep on! 

G. E. M. 

The Bridge Catastrophe. 
A frightful accident took place on Decoration Day 

on the new bridge between New York and Brooklyn, 
caused by a woman's scream, a rush, and a panic, in 
which twelve persons lost their lives and a large 
number were injured. Many are loud in their denun
ciation of the managers of the bridge for their lack 
of foresight in not providing against the possibility 
of such an accident. The management declare, how
ever, that it could not hav been foreseen, and that 
the same disaster was liable to happen in any crowd
ed thoroughfare. According to the belief professed 
by a majority of those who are trying to place the re
sponsibility where it belongs, there is a being who 
has known from the beginning of eternity that every
thing that has happened would happen. He, accord
ing to this belief, knew of the loss of life and the suf
fering which were to follow almost immediately the 
opening of the Brooklyn Bridge. He had it in his 
power to enlighten the managers of the bridge and 
the passengers on the subject, and to avert the catas
trophe. Yet he did not do it. He let the slaughter 
go on. No one as yet, that we hav seen, has placed 
the responsibility here, where, if we admit the ex
istence of the Christian's God, it most obviously be
longs. One of this being's accredited ministers was 
present at the opening of the bridge and prayed long 
and loud that the enterprise might be blessed with 
success. Was this sacrifice of human lives a mock
ing answer to that prayer ? Did the alleged Ruler 
of the Universe aim to rebuke in this manner the 
taking of his name in vain by the implication in the 
prayer that his attention needed to be called to the 
bridge in order that he might make it a blessing to 
the people of the two cities? Was the rebuke which 
consisted in the massacre of a dozen presumably in
nocent persons one which is calculated to increase 
the love and admiration of God among the children 
of men? Would it not appear more like the act of 
an infi.nit fiend? 

The God who caused or allowed this death and suf
fering is the being whom the Christians of this coun
try would hav recognized in our national Constitution 
as the overruling power. We are called upon to pay 
him tribute under pains and penalties. The relig
ious people of the world bow down and do him hom
age day after day. _Can anything more monstrous or 
inconsistent be conceived of? We believe not. 

The people of every age are known and judged in 
history by their deities. It is to be hoped, for the 
honor of the nineteenth century, that the intelligence 
of the people of to-day will not in the future be esti
mated by the folly they display in worshiping the 
God of the Brooklyn Bridge disaster. 

LectlU'es and Meetings. 
THE ex-Rev. J. H. Burnham has just closed a series of five 

lectures at Erie, Pa. 

E. C. WALKER started May 2Rth on a two months' tour 
through Western Kansas. He speaks at l\filtonmle June 
17th, and will be pleased to answer calls to lecture. Address 
him at Valley Falls, Kan. 

W. S. BELL lectured at Leadville, Col., on the evening of 
May 27th. Mr. R. H. Paddon writes from t.l1at place: "The
lecture given by Prof. Bell was just the thing needed. Peo
ple are thirsting for Freethought lectures, and his style of 
expressing it. seems to snit the public taste exactly." 

Mns. AMELIA H. CoLnY desires to say to the readers of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, and pm·Lim1hrly thoso of New York state, that 
she returned from her western trip and commenced her sum
mer's work the last Sunday of 1I::ty by lecturing to a largo, 
enthusiastic, and appreciat.iv audience in the Town Hall, Clar
enc1on -vill~tge, N.J. Afl her Sundays are not all eng~tged, 
those wishing her services will write her at 123 West Eagle 
street, Buffalo, N.Y., which will be her address t-ill Septem
ber next. 

DR. J. L. Yonn has recently delivered a course of five lec
tures at North Yamhill, Or. A colTCRpondcnt describes tho im
pression made in the following lrmguage: "The doctor deliv
ered one lecture on 'Equal Rights' to the great satisfaction 
of a c1·owded house. We find tho doctor is particularly happy 
and at home on that subject. His other lectures were 'Love 
and Marriage,' 'Evolution,' and '8cience ancl Religion.' 
The Laughlin Hall was crowclecl overy evening but the first, 
notwithstanding the Christians were holc1ing meetings in tho 
church to very thin audiences. \Vo can't help thinking that 
the doctor has improved sin co we hearcl him last, for his most 
radical nt.teranco was applauded to the echo. He went from 
here to Astoria to meet engagements, f),Url n·om there to 
Seattle, W. T., where he expects to gpend several weeks." 

ON Sunday, May 20th, a meeting was called in Investigator , 
Hall for the purpose of considering the advisability of form
ing a Liberal Club in Boston. 'l'hose present decided that 
the time was opportune for snch a movement, and appointed 
a committee to draw up a plan of organi7.nt.ion, and report on 
the following Sunday. In accordance with the terms of its 
appointment this committee on Sunday, the 27th, presented 
the conclusions at which it harl arrived. A temporary set of 
by-laws was adopte(l which nre to be in operation until Sep
tember; then they are to become inopemtiv by the adoption 
of a plan of permanent organization which is to be decided 
npon. These by-laws provide that the name of the society 
shall be "The Boston Liberal Club;" that its purposes shall be 
the holding of meetings and delivery of lectures in acconl
ance with the principles of Libemlism; and that the general 
direction of the affairs of the club shall be in the hands of an 
e:x:ecutiv committee of five members, who shall prefient a 
complete plan of permanent organization on tho first Sunday 
in September. The exccutiv committee consists of Messrs. 
Cobb, Verity, Hill, Halo, and J~rnest l\Iendum. The officers 
of the club are John Storer Cobb, president; JohnS. Verity, 
vice-president; George N. Hill, secretary and treasurer. ... 

A GRATIFYING fall off in attendance at Catholic churches, in 
consequence of the pope's letter on tho Irish question, has 
been observed to follow that document. Tho sums of money 
contributed as Peter's pence hav also climished to the extent 
of about twenty-five per cent. The pope may be infallible 
as a guesser about the unknowable, but his views on politics 
are as likely to be rejected by Catholics as those of any other 
man. Mr. Pecci has got himself into hot water about as 
effectually as his worst enemies could desire. It will be in
teresting to watch his struggles to get out of it. 

SoME of the clergymen whom the New York Tribune in
duced to giv their opinion on the popular drift f),Wtty from 
Sunday observance are exercised over the fact that their ut
terances were published in the Sunday edition of that paper. 
They may find some consolation in the fact that the work of 
putting their words into type was prob!lbly performed before 
twelve o'clock Saturday night, and they should be thankful 
to get their views into print on any day. Sunday papers are 
recognized by the clergy to be the greatest enemy of the pulpit, 
because most people prefer staying at home aml reading a 
good paper to going to church and listening to a poor ser
mon. 

, 
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New Books. ·'j'' 

HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY: Comprising all that Relates to the 
Progress of the Christian Religion in the "History of the 
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire;" and a "Vindica
tion" of some Passages in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth 
Chapters. By E•lward Gibbon, Esq. New York: Peter 
Eckier. For sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER office. Price, $2. 

"When the historian Gibbon undertook the task of 
writina a hisiorv of the "Decline and Fall of the Ro
Inan E~pire," I1e knew it to be a part of Lis duty as a 
chronicler of eveni:s which bacl exercised and must 
continue to exercise a vast influence upon the civili
zation of the world to treat without fear or favor the 
share which the Christian superstition had taken in 
the fall of that grandest of empires. He may hav 
foreseen what must be the result. of his impartiality. 
He may hav foreseen that his exposme of the crime 
and brutality of the earlier advocates of Christianity 
would be met with a bowl of angry protest from his 
religious contemporaries. But, whether he antici
pate([ this or not, it came. His motivs were assailed, 
his l10nesty questioned and even denied, and· the 
plainest facts of history, as be had set them forth, if 
thcv cha11ced to conflict with the sta.tements of Chris
ti:ui bif;torirrns, wore ascribed by his enemies to his 
m1friendliness towara tLe religion of Christ. The 
fifteenth and sixteenth chanters of the "Decline and 
Fa1l," in which is given an~ account of the origin of 
Christianity, were especiaUy attacked, and with the 
bitterness al1C1 unfairness which hav ever distin
guished the Christian from the impartial critic. Up 
to the present clr"y t,beologians bav not leai·necl the 
art of toleration in diseussion, and at the time when 
Gibbon lived they had even less respect than now 
for the amenities of debate. 

Gibbon replied to his crii.ics with weapons, as M. 
Guizot has said, stronger than those of his adver
saries. He was opposed to theological discussion, 
ancl took up the pen only to discharge a debt of 
honor which he owed to himself and to the public, 
requesting that the reader would forget his vindica
tion as soon as convinced of the writer's honesty and 
innocence. 

All attempts to impeaeh the veracity of Gibbon, 
both during Lis lifetime and since his death, bav 
f~til ed. In fact, the imprudence of his critics served 
only to present him with fresh opportunities to 
strengthen his position, and contributed in the end 
to the discomfiture of his assailants. 

After the great historian was dead eame the op
portunity for the religious pirates to get in most ef
fectivly their contemptible work. On all except re
ligious mn.tters Gibbon was conceded to be sound. 
His contributions to historical literature were of in
estimable value, and anyone who had not read Gib
bon had not read history. But his exposure of the 
naO"an origin of Christianity must not be allowed to 
be a read by the rising generation. He must be 
"edited." It would appear that the religious editors 
of Gil> bon's "\YOrks had little confidence that his crit
ics had refuted his charges; otherwise the most nat
mal thing for them to do would hav been to publish 
in the same volume with his "History of Christian
ity" an exposure of his errors, if such errors existed 
and if such exposure had been made. This would at 
least haY been the more honest method of proced
ure. Instead, however, of adopting this course, ex
cisions of the objectionable matter were made, and 
with the history of the church left out, the "Decline 
and Fall of the Roman Empire" was published to the 
world as the work of Gibbon. Various expurgated 
editions of the "Decline and Fall" are in circulation, 
"edited" by men who, with more zeal t.han honor, 
believed that it was better that the truth be sup
pressed than that it should be made known to the 
prejudice of superstition. Bobn's edition is edited 
by an "English churchman." The cmTent editions 
published in this country, copied from the English, 
were subjected to a process of mutilation called edit
ing by tho Rev. H. H. Milman, prebendary of St. 
Peter's and rector of St. Margaret's, \Vestminster. 
The "Student's edition," published by the Harpers, 
in New York, is said to be the worst mangled. The 
literary vandal in this case is Wm. Smith, LL.D., 
who excuses his suppression of facts with the plea 
that he did not wish to expose the minds of students 
to the Infidelity of Gibbon. As a plain statement of 
historical facts is here alluded to as Infidelity, this 
plea carries with it the inference that unwelcome 
truth, when told al>out believers in Christianity, as
sumes the character of heresy. The suppression of 
facts, tberefortl, which is equivalent to the promulga
tion of falsehood, and no less execrable when done 
for purposes of deceit, becomes the duty of all relig
ious writers. This conclusion may be denied by the 
ecclesiastical editors of Gibbon, but it is the only one 
that can be logicaJly arrived at. 

The publication of the present work by Mr. Eckler 
RUpplies an urgent need. The reader of editions of Gib
bon like that of the Methodist Harper Brothers, would 
form no idea, from the hint given in the editor's pref
ace, of the extent to which the great historian's writings 
hav suffered from the band of the suppressor. Some 

notion of this may be gained;n·om a)ta.tement of the 
fact that the " History of the Church" and the" Vin
dication" mak~ a volume. of some 800. pages, six by 
three and one-half .lnches in size, in typE) as com
pact as that in which this article is printed. But 
merit does not attach alone to. the publication of the 
" History of Christianity."· The publisher bas added 
a preface full of wise reftections upon Gibbon and 
his critics, and keeps up a running commentary in 
the way of annotations throughout the book, which 
are of great assistance to the reader. J\fr. Eckler is 
himself a Freethinker, and it is appropriate that one 
of his views should rescue Gibbon's tabooed writings 
from the obscurity into whichthe church bas en
deavored to thrust them. This "Histo_ry of the 
Church "is a most important part of the "Decline ancl 
Fall." The fact of its excision by the churqh is suf
ficient proof that it tells against that jnstitution. 
This book should go wherever the emasculated edi
tions hav found circulation. It should go fr;rther, 
becaus& it is more valuable. A religion cannot go 
higher than its source any more than wa,ter can :flow 
up-bill. So when the true origin of Christianity be
comes a familiar matter in history, the superst.ructure 
of theology built upon its pagan basis must crumble 
away. No man attempted a greater service to_ the 
people of the eighteenth century than Gibbon; none 
ever did greater injustice to an author's writings than 
the church bas done to that historian's works in the 
nineteenth; and Gibb::m never had a truer friend 
than the publisher who has now placed the best work 
of his pen before the public. The great author's own 
Vindication falls short of Mr. Eckler's in effectually 
answering his detractors. Gibbon's "History of 
Christianity" is now an established fact; the vandals 
of super::;tition ha.vreceived a return blow from which 
they will :find it impossible t-o recover. The best en
couragement we can offer to the enterprise of Mr. 
Peter Eckler is to bespeak a wide circulation for his 
book, and this we do most cordially, as a pleasant 
duty to himself and to the readers of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. 

A Truth Seeker Around the World. 
ALTOGETHER TOO MUCH PRAISE FOR US, BUT ·NONE TOO 

MUCH FOR THE WORK AND ITS AUTHOR. 
From the Unlverse. 

The foru;th volume of·" A T1-uth Seeker Around -
the World" concludes the great and imperishable 
literary labors of the late .D. M. Bennett. The vol
ume before us is a graphic picture of the autho]:'s 
observations and· travels "From Hong .Kong to New 
York." The description of Japan and the .Japanese 
is deeply interesting and faithful to life: . The Japs, 
as we famili~rly term our oriental neighbm;s, I!lay 
well feel grateful toward the memory ·of Mr.: Ben
nett, whose kind heart and teeming brain lavishly, 
and we think justly, unite to paint a beautiful pic
ture of the people and their country. The great 
writer's expei·iences and observations during_ . his 
"Twenty Days in Japan" will go down to histoioy as 
a marvel of literary labor. The history of that: ro
mantic country; from the most ancient times to our 
own days; its people, religion, customs, and habits; 
its political revolutions and social instituti()~f!; its 
feudalism and .its marvelous progress, are a,ll t-raced 
with a masterly hand. The author bids· a loving fare
well to Japan and then takes up"his journey across 
the deep l.ilue of the Pacific, his heart bounding with 
hope as he thinks of the " Golden ·Gate." through 
which entrance be has to pass before he again 
touches the free soil of his beloved America. TJ:le 
hospit[.l,ble and entbu,siastic reception given hi~ in 
San Francisco, his travels within our bordei·s, his 
jomney and reception as he proceeded across the 
continent, his meeting and greeting old fl'iends in 
New York, and the banquet given in his honor, the 
picturesque reception and banquet also given in_ his 
honor at Watkins Glen by the chiefs of .the N~w 
York State. Freethinkers' Association, and other 
sights and scenes, are all described in that easy and 
natm·al style so characteristic of the man~ · If noble 
friendshins and many honors' be laurels in which a 
famous ,v'"riter and traveler may pride bimself,-surely 
Mr. Bennett had reason to be proud. His lamented 
and untimely death, while yet engaged in the fourth 

SociETIEs Fon THE SuPPRESSION OF VIcE. Are they Beneficial volume of his greatest work, ended his eartl:)ly la-
or Injurious'( Their Methods and Tencl.encies Con- bors. He met fate with the smile of peace arid the 
sidered. By a former President of the Boston Young fortitude of a I)hilosopher. 1'he incomplete volum_e·, 
J\IIen's Christian Association. Published by Colby and 
Rich, and for sale at this office. Price, 10 cents. fortunately, found a litera1oy worker who thoroughly 

understood the spirit and aims of the deceased au-
In these days when Comstock is being buffeted thor. The gentleman is Mr. Eugene 1\1:. Macdonald, 

from pillar to post as be deserves to be-and then editor of THE TRUTH SEEKEH. His labors a.l"e.:skil
kicked off the stage altogether-this little pamphlet fully performed, and he has added " 'rhe Obscq1,1ies" 
is timely. It is a very thorough condemnation of and a "Life of D. lVI. Bennett," both very intE)i·e.st
vice societies, not on account of their object, but be- ing fea.t1.ires of the work. The "Index" is the ·most 
cause of the methods of procedme which they hav perfect we bav ever seen, and at a glance the reader 
adopted, and which are calculated to do a large can refer to any page in the four large volumes con
amount of evil, with which the incidental good they stituting "A Truth Seeker Around the World."- \Ve 
effect is very slight in comparison. Quotations are must notice the illustrations in the fourth volume .. 
made from many prominent writel"s which bav here- There are many, and descriptiv of Japanese a,nd 
tofore apJ~:a,red in THE TR~TH ~ SEEKER: ~nd_ the America,n charac~ers and scenery~ "~b~ Medici~e 
pamph~et, ,;\;ntbony Comstock, H.s Career ?" ~1 uel~y Man," an engl'avmg of a Japanese physiCian and his 
and Cr:me, I~ also drawn upon. ~.Y pubb~atwn Ill "pretty and ailing young patient, is a striking arid 
smaller. pampulet. form these sent!lnents w.I~ re3:ch perfect piece of artistic skill. Space reminds us that 
many who otherwiS~ would not l>~come·far!lilia;r wrth we must, for the present, bid good-bye to the truth 
them: _Om author rs extremely vrgorons m hrs de- seeker voyager, a,nd in conclusion it is just to note 
nunmatwn of the outra~es that havT been~ r;er~?rmed that the entire editing of the splendid volum"es was 
under the C~mstock Ia:V~s, and ca~Is .• oud!J ~or, calm, in the bands of 1\fr. Macdonald. It was a great 
~esolute, ulilted, persrstent, untll"mg . ~ct!on. We labor, ~nd_ consi~ering that be also a,bly conducted 
know the author. to be a man of st~rlmg ~onesty, the editonal duties and management of THE TRUTH 
&"rea~ earnestne~s, an~ e~tencled ~earmng, ~na so feel SEEKER newspaper, we can but admire him for his 
l~e reco~mendmg his httle book to thong.1tful pub- :fine -literary judgment and great executiv ability. 
he attentwn. The four volumes indicated, as a work, is destined to 

ba,v a great circulation. Hap.dsomely bound in reel 
LABo~ AND CAPITAL, by Edward Kellogg. 8th edition. Pub- cloth, $6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in morOC!jO, 

hshed by John W. Lovell Co., New York. Solcl at THl!l gilt edges, $10.50. Address, THE TRUTH SE~ER, 21 
TnuTH SEEKER office. Paper 20 cents. · Clinton Place, New York city. · 

This work is thus described by the publishers: 
"'Labor and Capital' is aremarkaule book. ·It shows how 

and why capitalists get so large a part of the yearly llroduc
tions of labor, and why the producers get so small a part. 
The first edition of this work was published in 1848, under 
the title of 'Labor and Other Capital; or, the rights of each 
secured and the wrongs of both eradicated.' At that time 
the publication of such a work by a rich and prosperous 
merchant of New York created considen.ble excitement and 
discussion among political economists. 'fhe amhor was a 
man of deep perception, and, in the state of the country, he 
foresaw with clearness all that had transpired in our financial 
history during the past thirty years. If the system elabo
rated by 1\:Ir. Kellogg had been fully, instead of partially, 
adopted by Congress, the various steps which hav been taken 
in the application of his theory would all hav been antici
pated. Mr. Kellogg believed that the government of the 
United States should issue all money or currency that should 
be allowed to go into circulation. The present. United States 
'freasury note is a partial exemplification of this plan. The 
whole work has such an important bearing upon the finan
cial and political state of the country to-day that the pub
lishers are justified in issuing it in a cheap form, thus plac
ing it within the reach of all who are interested in the indus-
trial problem." · 

"La,bor and Capital" has been too long before the 
public to require an extended introduction to the 
people of to-day. Kellogg was a writer on political 
economy of recognized ability, and his writings are 
standard among works on that subject. Though 
written forty-:five years ago, as the reforms advocated 
hav not been fully adopted, this work is as interest
ing and timely as ever. The Lovell Company ha,v 
published it in convenient form for general perusal 
and at a price which makes it accessible to all. 

C. C. Luther. 
ANOTHER BRAVE VETERAN LIBERAL AT REST. 

C. C. Luther was born in the state of New York, 
on the 22d day of August, 1824. When ten years of 
age he removed with his parents to the state of In
diana, where he remained till he was eighteen years 
of age. Then, for several years, he was a boatman 
on the Mississippi River. At the breaking out of the 
war with Mexico he enlisted fr·om Missouri under 
Colonel Dompba,n, and took a part in all the battles 
and the other thrilling adventures of the famous 
"Dompban's Expedition." On all occasions he 
proved himself a bmve and faithful soldier, winning 
the praise of his officers and the love. or his com
rades. ·when twenty-six years of age he went to Ore
gon, where he remained till 1869, when he removed 
to California, and settled upon the farm upon which 
be died, :five miles north of 1\Iodesto. His death oc
CUlTed at half-past eight A.M. on the sixteenth day'of 
the present month. He was buried on the seven
teenth in the Citizens' Cemetery at Modesto. 

Such were Mr. Luther's industry and love of 
learning- that, although he never enjoyed the advan
tages of even a common-school education, he :finally 
came to rank high as a man of general information. 
As a writer, he was lucid and logical, and through 
various periodicals contributed many valuable arti
cles to the literatme of the day. He also held a fair 
rank as a public speaker. 

\. ..: 
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Up to the breaking out of the great Rebellion be 
'was in politics a Democrat, after that an independent 
Republican, scratching his ticket whenever be 
thought unworthy men bad been placed upon it. 

In religion be was always a Liberal. He never 
did believe in the existence -of the gods of creeds or 
of anything else supernatmal. He held that, even if 
there be any such things as gods, they seem to be of 
no use to men, and certainly require no aid from 
men; that it is folly to waste our time and money 
upon them, and that we ought rather to labor for the 
goo9- of our fellow-men, who do need us. While, 
therefore, he did not worship the gods, be was noted 
for his charity tp the worthy poor and for his liberal 
support of every good cause. He worshiped at the 
shrine of truth-of reason, science, common-sense, 
and justice, and be unwaveringly held to his princi
ples to the very last-dying as be had lived, a thor
ough Infidel, a true Liberal. 

He died of pleurisy, complicated with several other 
diseases. His illness, which lasted over nine days, 
was attended till near its close with intense suffering; 
and although be bad every attention that could be 
given him by a skilled physician, a loving wife, and 
sympathizing friends, be thought from the first that 
be should not recover. He spoke of death as " a 
going away." 

For several years be had been investigating the 
phenomena of Spiritualism, and bad become almost 
a believer in the doctrin: that we shall bav a conscious 
existence after the dissolution of the body. He and 
I had often conversed upon this subject, and bad ex
pressed a common wish that we might know of a 
certainty whether such an existeuce does indeed or 
does not await us. We bad agreed that, in the event 
that either of us shol.ild be present at the death-bed 
of the other, the dying, when reaching the boundary 
line of eternity, should, if still conscious, call back or 
signal what be saw beJ ond. And this our friend 
Luther did, declaring by words and by signs that. be 
saw a lovely land of light just beyond-" a home over 
there," and his own loved ones awaiting his coming. 

Whether the lovely scenes that charmed his last 
moments were realities or not I do not pretend to 
know. Who dare say they were not? Who dare 
place limits to the capabilities of nature ? I hope 
that it may at last prove true to all of us that they 
were realities. To him they certainly were so. 
Sbo llld they prove to be realities, then we, too,, shall 
see them in time of our dissolution, as be saw them 
in time of his. As his loved ones came to him, so will 

·our loved ones come to us in their robes of snow, on 
their wings of light. vVbo can blame us for such a 
hope? 

If, on the other hand, these lovely scenes were 
only the beaut.iful visions of a delightful dream that 
ushered in the long sweet sleep o£ ouT dettr friend, 
then. we are still comforted. Then we still know that 
he was very happy while passing away. Then we 
still know that we too may pass away amid dreams 
of delight. 

Mr. Luther was a good husband, a good father, a 
good friend, a good citizen-a good ma,n in all the 
relations of life. He upheld no vices, be despised 
no virtues. Of enemies be had none. Of opposers, 
for opinion's sake, he had many. But these all es
teemed him as a man, and, at his funeral, which was 
largely attended, Christians and Liberals alike wept 
the irreparable· loss of one of the best of men. An 
appropriate funeral address was delivered at his late 
residence by J. H. Maddux. I spoke a few words at 
the grave. JoHN R. KELso. 

May 22,.283. 

SILAS F. HART. 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, . Bir : An
other stanch Liberal has departed this life. Silas 
F. Hart, of Athens, Calhoun county, Mich., died at 
the home of his parents, May 8th, after an illness of 
eight weeks. 

His mental qualities were far above the· ordinary, 
and though young in years, he dispensed more real 
substantial and practicable knowledge than hav 
scores of men at more advanced ages. 

Mr. Hart was much respected by his employers, 
who of him havsaid: "He was one of our strongest 
men." 

W. J. Buttin, in whose employ Mr. Hart served, 
says in a letter to his friends: 

"I assure you that I feel in his death a painful personal 
loss. I cannot bring my mind to believe that he is dead. He 
was so full of energy and strong stirring life, that it seems 
impossible. I assure his friends that we appreciated Mr. 
Hart highly and warmly. In my whole life I hav met but 
few men whom I liked so well, and none who were so full of 
generous, noble impulses. He was true-hearted, steadfast, 
and reliable. He made friends who believed'in him and who 
loved him, and we mourn his loss, his early, untimely death, 
with bitter tears. My soul is moved in sorrow for those poor 
friends and loving acquaintances who, in life, were nearest 
and dearest to him. We hoped and· hoped the great blow 
would be spared, but now that it has come, God only knows 
the hearts it breaks." 

Another friend writes: 
"It is not often, in fact never hav I met a man who, upon 

so short an acquaintance, had inspired so much personal ad
miration on my part for his manly and noble qualities, with 
his faults (which he did not hide as a ceward), and he, like 

all men, had faults, yet I believed him to be strictly true to 
his friends, even to the extreme end." ·· 

He was a man who was never afraid to advocate 
his ideas, and l?y his frankness and lack of hypocrisy 
the bitter and revengeful tongue of the church and all 
opposed to human advancement ever stood :ready to 
belie him, still he never flinched, and while on his 
dying bed often he would say, "If I do not get well 
I bav done what I hav done and said what I bav said 
in earnest, hoping some good ma;v come from my 
having lived, and bav accomplished in the last year 
as much as some men do in a long life-time." 

To giv your readers an idea of his mental as well 
as religious qualities, I giv you the following extract 
written by him to his mother during the Garfield 
excitement: 

"The pious frauds of this place (Lansing, Mioh.,) got on 
their knees before the altar of superstition and offered their 
prayers to the (supposed) fiend incarnate and infinit igno
ramus of the universe in behalf of Garfield. 

"And to-day I find the pious knaves that would disgrace 
the name of man or womanhood say that this consummation 
of villainy is to take our minds from earthly things and bring 
us in closer communion with divine grace. In my opinion, 
the belief in a Gocl, in heaven and hell, is the offspring of an 
insanity born of ignorance and fear, and emanates from the 
same source as the divine authority of master over slave, 
husband over wife, and parent over child. It is the product 
of the same fear that makes some persons obey (not respect) 
a law that does away with all of their mental, moral, and 
physical rights-a fear that shuts every avenue to mental or 
physical development, and does away with every pleusural1le 
sensation that we should enjoy; totally ignoring the fact that 
pleasure is the only good, and misery the only evil; set.ting 
everyone to raising hell in this world in order to escape it in 
an imaginary one; making us surrender our own rights out 
of a so-called respect for the rights of others, and in abAolute 
disregarcl for our own welfare, when in fact we shoulcl first 
respect ourselvs (a respect tl!at is higher than law), ancl re
alize that we are only responsible to ourselvs and the ones 
we may by direct contact benefit or injure." 

Though but twenty-nine years of age, much im
portant work was intrusted to 1\'Ir. Hart by his em
ployers, the accomplishment of which was of great 
moment, yet he filled the trust to entire satisfaction
a record seldom found. 

The funeral services consisted in the reading of a 
portion of Form 2 for funeral occasions from the 
"Truth Seeker Collection." 

MRs. L. D. McCLINTOcK. 
Bath, Mich., May 28, 1883. 

'l'he Crowned Criminals. 
The chief of the House of Romanoff, who was 

formally crowned czar on the 27th ult., is decended 
from a line of divinely favored people, celebrated 
chiefly for murder, filicide, insanity, immoralit._y, and 
general debauchery. Its whole career is stained with 
blood and marked with crime. The :founder of the 
bouse was Michael Feodorovitcb, a fierce barbarian, 
who ascended the throne in 1613. He was succeeded 
by his son Alexis, a harmless sort of idiot, who was 
succeeded by his eldest son Feodor, who died in 
1682. After him came his brother Ivan, in the 
natural succes~:ion, but be being a hopeless imbecil 
be wa!3 set aside and his half-brother, Peter, was 
placed upon the throne after a brief term of Sophia, 
a sister, in t.be regency. This was "Pierre le 
Grand," the real creator of the Russian empire. 
Peter was a man of great strength of character and 
will. He was afflicted with epilepsy and was given 
to drunkenness, but be had a creativ genius such as 
no member of the family ever possessed. He ac
quired the art of ship-building in Holland, macle a 
navy for Russia, built the city of St. Petersburg, 
taught his people to shave and wear civilized cloth
ing, abolished the patriarchate and made himself the 
bead of the church as well as the czar. In the early 
part of his career a young Genoese adventurer named 
Lefort strolled into the empire. He was a man of 
education and be had seen the world. He attached 
liimself to Peter and in time became the power 
behind the throne. One day be found a pie-boy 
singing in the streets, and being charmed with his 
voice be sent him to the palace to amuse the czar. 
This boy, whose name was Menzikoff, became a page 
and finally a prince and a prime minister. Together 
with Lefort be ruled the great Peter, save at such 
times as be happened to be in his insane and 
drunken humors. Lefort used to arrange entertain
ments for Peter. Sometimes, after a great military 
victory, the czar would banquet and debauch for a 
month or two, and at such time be occasionally 
amused himself by cutting off the beads of the 
Strelitzes who happened to be in his vicinity. During 
one ofthe early campaigns against Charles of Sweden, 
he captured the town of Marren burg in Livonia. A 
young girl who had been married the night before 
to a Swedish soldier fell mto Russian bands. One of 
the generals made her his mistress, and in course of 
time she came to occupy a similar relation to the 
czar. 

This woman eventually became the czarina, for 
Peter, moved by a signal service rendered by her in 
a campaign against the · Turks, married her and 
placed her by his side on his throne. Before ending 
his life of debauchery the Czar Peter caused his son 
Alexis to be put to death on the silly charge of treason. 

Catherine I.-the mistress czarina-did not long 
survive Peter. She was succeeded by Peter II., the 

son of the murdered Alexis. He died of small-pox 
at the immature age of seventeen. A grand row 
ensued touching the succession, but it finally fell 
upon Anne Ivanovod, daughter of Peter's imbecil 
brother Ivan. Her first work was to banish to Siberia · 
a lot of nobles who bad conspired for the elevation 
of the houses of Dolgorouki and Galitsin. Her 
reign was distinguished for its flashy splendor, dis
sipation, and debauchery. The court was distin
guished for corruption. When she died she turned 
over the empire to a 'lusty nobody named Beren, 
who bad been her favorit, and be bad a brief' career 
as Regent. A season of intrigue, bloody plots, and 
much confusion followed, which ended in the as
cendancy of Ann$ Leopoldovna, an indolent half
witted creature. She was shortly driven off the 
throne by the Grand Duchess Elizabeth, daughter of 
Peter the Great. Anne and her son were imprisoned 
and her principal followers were sent to Siberia. 
The new czarina, for the pupose of keeping the 
crown in the family of Peter, adopted the son of h€lr 
sister Anne and proclaimed him heir apparent under 
the name of Peter Feodorovitch. She provided him 
a wife in the person of the Princess Sophia of 
Anbalt-Zerbzt, who afterward became the notorious 
C!l,tberine IL 

The Czarina Elizabeth waged war against Frederick 
the Great of Prussia, introduced French customs and 
theatricals in Russia, and adil.ed materially to the 
corruption of the country. She never married, but 
she bad a number favorit.s, among them a singer 
named Rosoum, who captivated her with his sweet 
voice. .She finally made him Count Razoumofsky, 
contrary to the strict rules of morality and court 
customs. Elizabeth died in time to save the empire 
from complete demoralization. 

She was succeeded by her nephew, tbe gTandson 
of Peter the Great, who became Czar under tbe title 
of Peter III: He was a disgraceful blacl,guard 'and 
his brief reign was a slmmeless one. His mistress 
was a coarse-l)l'ecl, ignorant cl'eature named V oronrof, 
who had neither wit nor beauty. He was drunk the 
greater part of his life, aucl his treatment of his wife 
Sophia was disgraceful in the extreme. In 17G2 the 
disgraced wife appealed to the army and went to war 
with her heartless husband. Deserted by his army, 
he abdicated, went into retirement near St. Peters
bm·g, and cliecl soon after under circumstances which 
plainly indicated that be was murdered. 

~rhe victorious wife took possession of tl1e throne 
in the name of Catherine II., and she became known 
in t.inre as the "Russian Semiramis." She reigned 
thirty-four years and added both to the territor,y and 
military glory of Russia. She commanded her 
armies herself and. was by all odds the most intellect
ual person that ever sat on the llussian throne. Her 
morals were of t,he very worst quality. She picked 
her favorits from the army, as a rule, and her pri
vate life was questionable in the extreme. Her sen
sual career and her ntlveutures with men whom she 
picked up in obscmity and raised to position and 
power, only to knock them down n,nd return them to 
obscurit.y, are nbsolutely unfit for publication. But 
Catherine II. was as brilliant as she was wicked. 
She wrote books, filled up her comt with intelleet.nn.l 
and literary Frenchmen, und at one time bn,c1 Vol
taire chained to her chariot wheels. She diu much 
to advance the empire in art and science, but her 
general influence was demornJizing. 

At Catherine's death her weak-bmined son become 
czar under the title of Paul I. He was forty-two 
years old when be cmne to power ancl was only a few 
removes from insanity. His acts bav been excused 
upon the ground of" eccentricity," but as a matter of 
fact be was a m:J.dman, and history bas spoken of l1im 
as "the Russian Hamlet." He died in 1801 while 
attemptin?< a foolish invasion of India. His son, 
Alexander I., succeeded him. It was during his reign 
that the Napoleonic wars were carried on. He fought 
the li'rencb ogre with great firmness and contributed 
largely to his overthrow. It was during the latter 
part of his reign that the secret societies, having for 
their purpose the revolutionizing of Russia, began 
to be formed. Alexander opposed bitterly every step 
toward a change in the Hus':linn system and died a 
magnificent representativ of t.he stolidity, brutality, 
and absolutism of Russia. 

Alexander I. was followed by the Czar Nicholas. 
Under his reign the war of the Crimea was carried 
on. He manmnittecl the serfs and introduced a few 
reforms, but he steadily resisted all appeals for a 
constitutional form of government. At his death 
Alexander II. came tu the throne. He was a man of 
rather weak intellect and uncertain morals also. He 
lived on bad terms with the empress. His mistress, 
the Princess Dolgorouki, was powerful in the direc
tion of public affairs and her relations to the czar at 
one time caused a great scandal. His b~·otber, one 
of the grand dukes, was disgraced by his conduct 
during the late Turco-Russian war. He was publicly 
convicted of stealing the money intended for the 
payment uf the army. The assassination of Alex
ander II., by the Nihilists in St. Petersburg two years 
ago, is still fresh in the minds of newspaper readerr-:. 
His successor, the present gentleman who was 
crowned at Moscow recently, bas shown no particu-

, 
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lar strength or weakness. He has followed the illus- of prominent Freethinkers, Spencer's among others, 
trious example of his father and it is said that his are found in the Sunday-school classes. I make no 
relations with the empress are only nominal. He attempt to account for the Infidelity of the Rev. 
maintains a separate household, and the name of the Mr. Stewart, except that he is a man of exceptional 

f d o t" ability and courage, and fears not to speak for truth 
woman who shares with him the honor o rrec mg and to ridicule all ancient threadbare theologies. 
Russian affairs will no doubt be given to the world He is supported by the .most wealthy and cultured 
in due season. . people in the city, and so far as I can learn is in-

This, then, is the illustrious family which the armed dorsed by the church society, which is one thing 
nobles and the ignorant moujiks lifted into new truly wonderful. GEo. s. PERKINs. 
glory at Moscow last week. Their wild ·acclaim, 
mingling with music and ·salvos of artillery, was a ALEXANDRIA, ONT., May 28, 1883. 
protest against the rights of man, and a declaration MR. EDITOR: How is it that so many apparently 
that the people who claim to l'Ule by divine right able writers pick up arms against Brother Winter 
hav the divine right also to ignore all principles of and his "Mortal Philosophy," and none of them 
honor and decency and all traits of morality. offer any proofs or any arguments against the old 

rctttr~ /(rom IJritqd~. 

PRoviDENCE, B. I., May 26, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER must be sustained. 

Inclosed please find $5, which please apply to pay
ment of fourth volume of "A Truth Seeker Around 
the World;" and balance to past dues and future 
subscription to the indispensable paper. 

W. H. SHELDON. 

0NEKAMO, May 21, 1883. 
MRs. M. W. BENNETT: It is with pleasure I inclose 

$1.50 to apply on mysubscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
Bat it is with sorrow that I send $1 for the Jl.fon u
men t Fand; not but what I am willing to contribute, 
but am sorry the occasion requires it. H the friends 
of Mr. Bennett will build a Bennett H'l.ll you can 
depend on me for a "V '' or an "X'' 

J. S. WEEKS. 

LOGANSPORT, May 3, 1883. 
MR EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3.50-$2.50 for THE 

TRUTH SEEKER, and $1 for the Monument Fund. 
I am getting old, and liv nine miles from a post

office. Am 76 years old. D )n't you think it about 
time for me to quit taking THE TRUTH SEEKER and 
join the church? I am a little tardy this time, but 
when I get so I can't pay for the paper I will stop 
it. The cause is growing grander and greater every 
day. Liberalism is getting to be a spontaneous pro
duction of these regions since we are getting the land 
ditched out, and the country improves. 

JoSEPH B. CoRNELL. 

veteran's philosophy of mortality, nor in support of 
their immortal fancy? 

I am inclined to believe those people so attached 
to their desires aa to mistake them for facts. If 
any one ever had a proof, or read a sound argu
ment in favor of the immortality of a soul, in the 
way understood by Christians, Spiritualists, and 
others, let him pass it to me and I will pay him all 
it is worth. I do not claim to know positivly that 
there is no such a thing as immortality of the soul, 
but I do claim that the first proof of it is yet to 
come, and I furthermore believe that it will take 
very good proof to convince a sound mind, not bi
ased by desires or fancies, that death will not end 
his individual existence. If a phenomenon, brought 
in existence by a combination of elements, is to con
tinue to exist after disorganization, why not as well 
continue to see my shadow after removing my body 
from the point whence it caused it. 

I hav no objection to any one enjoying his own 
fancies, if it comforts him at nobody's else expensE:', 
but it does not seem fair to bitterly denounce a man 
in offensiv terms, as some hr.v done to Mr. Winter, 
for the expression of his honest opinion and never 
attempt to show wherein he is mistaken. 

Yours for truth and justice, CHAS. LAPERCHE. 

CAWKER CITY, KANSAS, Jl.'[ay 10, E.M. 283. 
MR. EDITOR: We are suffering here in the West for 

want of outspoken opponents more than anything 
else. The clergy hav agreed together not to discuss 
with the Infidels, so .that we are left severely alone, 
and that is the worst of all diseases. I hav been 
thinking that it might be well to imitate Paul a lit
tle-to be crafty and catch them with guile; and the 
guile I propose is to find some Liberals that are not 
known to fame to go into places and challenge or 

LoNG CREEK, May ,5, 1883. accept of challenges to discuss questions with the 
DEAR Mns. M. W. BENNETT: Please find inclosed Infidels. There are such Liberals who could quite 

$5 to pay subscription for your excellent paper, which forcibly present the Christian side, and there are in 
I never saw until about four years ago, and since a great many places some Liberals quite able to 
then I hav been a constant reader. I wish to tender "dust ·their jackets" nicely and gain much for the 
my heartfelt sympathy as well as that of my hus-. Liberal cause. The money received. for tickets of 
band, for your great bereavement in the loss of your admission would by far exceed that for lectures by 
excellent, though persecuted, husband, and I truly acknowledged Liberals. 
mourn his loss, for he was doing a great work. What I wish to learn of you is if you can estab-

My husband has been driven almost to desperation !ish a Bureau of Guilites and get them into working 
by the bigots of Prairie City and vicinity, who order for next fall's campaign. This will lead to 
robbed him of almost all the property he had and c:msiderable correspondence, but it can be SQ ar
then endeavored to rob him of his character by try- ranged as to be made to pay for it. 
ing to impeach his testimony; but they could not This is something of my plan: Let a gentleman 
find a man that could swear he had dealt fraudulent- come here looking for a farm, or a number of them 
ly with him or any other man, so it was the worst for a colony, and let it be generally known through 
with them. That was last fall. This spring they are the country; and let him, as by accident, come 
trying again; but a man like him, strictly honest, cer- across a Liberal and commence a dispute with him, 
tainly will not fail to come out right in the end. He to terminate in a challenge; and, just as sure as the 
is a hard-working, kind-hearted man, but he does sun rises, that hall will be full for three nights, and 
not believe in orthodoxy. He became disgusted with the Guilite will be feasted to his heart's content. 
itwhile in the Willamette Valley, where.we lived Of course, the questions should· be privately ar-
for sixteen years. Mns. H. M. SwEEK. ranged in advance by correspondence. 

SANTA BARBARA, May 22, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $2 50 to pay my subscrip

tion for the year 283. I am glad to see the paper 
prospering. I think the new date, "283," a splen
did thing. I am sorry that there is some difference 
of opinion about it. It looks bad to see the date 
107 occasionally. It looks like the brewing of gen
eral contention. Christianity was bursted by division 
into contending sects. Division and contention will 
burst anything; it will even separate man and wife. 
Liberals should decide as soon as possible which 
date they want-107 or 283-and then let all be man
nerly enough to use the one most favorably received, 
and drop the other, and not be contrary or conten
tious about it. If Christians see that Infidels start 
a new date and then quarrel and fail, they will hav 
something to crow about for forty years. 

w. H. H. GRA-AM. 

G. w. CHAPli'IAN, M.D. 

NEw YoRK, May 31, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: The ideas of Mr. F. J. Emarv, as ex

pressed in your issue of May 19th, may be all well 
enough, but they sound to me like the complaints 
of the infant class in a mixed school-" that the time 
was being taken up in teaching mathematics, logic, 
etc." The class may not quite like it, not to hav all 
the time to themselvs, but then the elder or more 
advanced scholars hav their rights as well. So it is 
with THE TRUTH SEEKER. ' Not all of its readers are 
"illiterate " or "near in locality to the Indian " (and 
I quite suspect that even Mr. Emary is not so illit
erate as he claims), and they hav a right to share in 
its columns. So while you "aim to adapt its lan
guage to our limited capacity," as Mr. Emary asks, 
we hope you will not quite close its columns to the 
discussion of questions of higher philosophy and the 
more advanced speculations. The mission of THE 

BANGOR, ME., May 24, 1883. TRUTH SEEKER is not "merely the cultivation of good 
MR. EDITOR: Notwithstanding that the number of taste and good expression of language," but the dis

your subscribers is quite small in our little city, still cussion of every subject 'pertaining to the progress 
the Liberal people are by no means so few as they and well-being of humanity. 
might be. True we hav no organization and no In regard to Mr. Bennett-instead of his belonging 
leader, but we hav an Infidel preacher in whom the neither to the Materialists nor Spiritualists, it seems 
orthodox people seem to see an incarnation of his to me it would be nearer the truth to say he be
sulphurous majesty with the hoofs and horns. Truly longed to both, as any one following closely his 
scientific are his discourses and extremely material- writings and~ sayings must see. When, during the 
istic are his doctrins in the estimation of nearly all first years of his residence in New York, he made his 
who hear him. Last Sunday as I was about to leave "maiden" speech, as he called it, he stated that he 
the house, I made the discovery that I had been had received evidence sufficient to his mind to con
sitting with two pronounced Atheists! No time is vince him that intelligence did exist outside the 
wasted in studying the Bible, but the lessons are body. Some of his anti-Spiritualistic friends endeav
made UJ,ore inatructiv in other ways, and the works ored to dissuade him from publishing this part of 

his speech. But in this, as throughout his whqle 
life, honesty to his convictions, truth to himself, trl
umphed. And occasionally in THE TRUTH SEEKER 
since you will find the same statement. And among 
his firmest, warmest friends, his stanchest support
ers were openly avowed Spiritualists and Materialists 
both. It is an easy matter to claim that "common 
sense " all belongs to what we believe, and sophistry 
to the belief of others, but it hardly indicates so 
broad and comprehensiv a mind as our good· Ben-
nett was blessed with. A. C. HussEY. 

FAmFIELD, May 25, 1883. 
MR. EDI~OR: 

Sure he's a devil of a. god ' · 
St. Paul would hav us love and laud; 
St. Paul, that juiceless, sour dyspeptic, 
And arabilious epileptic, 
Inventor of predestination, 
And chief apostle of damnation; 
Better remain a senseless clod 
Than owe life to the Pauline God. 
Surely St. Paul his calling missed 
When he quit murder to preach Christ. 

(Romans ix, 10-24.) 
Now where is the analogy 
Between the potter and his clay? 
And the creator, when he takes 
Some senseless dust, and of it makes 
A sentient thing; then for his glory 
Damns it to hell or purgatory? 
Is there no difference between 
Insensate pots and sensate men? 
The potter with his pots may do 
Precisely as he wishes to. 
As form ensues they·cannot feel, 
For them no suffering here, no hell. 
What difference makes it to the pot 
Whether for honor made or not? 
Whether a prince's board to grace, 
Or 'neath his couch to hav its place? 
It puts hard strain on common sense, 
The doctrin that omnipotence 
E'er made of dust a sentient thing 
Foredoomed to endless suffering. 

"How things explain," the Christian cries, 
"As you affirm the Bible lies? 

This mystery of good ancl bad 
Resolve, if there's no Pauline God?" 
Better forego all explanation 
Than call on demons and damnation. 
Make God the architect of evil 
Purveyor almighty to the devil. 
Best own some things beyond our ken, 
Content to liv as honest men. 
Liv bravely, not as cringing slaves 
To idol frowns and priestly knaves. 

(Yours truly, John.) 
I'm acquainted with no book that stands so greatly 

in need of castration as the so-called" word of God." 
But superstition sanctifies 
The unsav'riest impurities, 
E'en claims for filth, it seems to me, 
A biblical monopoly. · 
What elsewhere's horribly obscene, 
Here's supersecularly clean. 

Christianity ,places its God clearly in partnership 
with ita devll. This is the inevitable, the ineradica
ble logic of its theology. The former furnishes the 
victims, while the latter tortures them. Which is 
the more hateful? 

Are we bound to accept absurdities as truths sim
ply because we can't explain everything in nature? 
Because not omniscient it does not necessarily follow 
that we should be lunatics or hypocrits. 

Morality is all. What is religion by itself?-a hoop
skirt without the woman; or, rather, what has been 
left in the bath after ablution. God is either un
willing to prevent evil, or he is unable. If unwill
ing, he is not good. If unable, he is not omnipotent. 
Either horn of this ancient dilemma tosses orthodox 
theology sky high. A. 0. ScoTT. 

JEFFERSON CrTY, MoNTANA, May 23, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a reader of THE TRUTH 

SEEKER for some time, besides having been a Liberal 
a good while longer. While I indorse many things 
THE TRUTH SEEKER publishes, I sometimes run across 
things that go" ag'in' the grain"--not in a religious 
point of view, for therein I am myself outspoken; 
but it is when I find that sometimes our valued 
TRUTH SEEKER is apparently "taken in" by some 
shallow-brained fellow who does not know for the 
life of him what he is an Infidel for, only perhaps 
In the vain belief that it is "respectable" in this far 
West (for as a rule we are Liberal); and a good 
specimen, in my opinion, is the party who caused a 
stampede from Bozeman and other points in this 
territory to the Coeur d'Alene range, and had the 
coolness to get a letter inserted in your columns of 
the 12th inst. (I inclose the article in question). The 
stampede has proved a dismal failure and entailed 
many hardships on the poor fellows who allowed 
themselvs to be carried away by the excitement. I 
also inclose an excerpt from the Independent, not at 
all enviable of Prichard, the philanthropist and 
would-be benefactor of the Infidels: 

"Parties are returning from the reported discovered gold 
mines in the Camr d'Alene mountains, and claim the whole 
thing a fraud, and that the man Prichard, who made the re
port upon which the Bozeman people made the long journey, 
is probably hanging to a tree or some other elevated object." 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, in endeavoring to disseminate 
the truth, should be very cautious about publishing 
such a.rticles as these. They do not come under the 
head of Infidelism, but rather gullibleism of the 
public, and may react on the good principles advo
cated by the Liberals by casting an odium on them 

- .. ~_. 
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not dissimilar to the religious mining swindles per-
- petrstted only so recently, I trust the readers of THE 

TRUTH SEEKER who hav been infected with the stam
pede fever by the article in quest~on may conclude 
not to emigrate to "Evolution Olty" before a good 
railroad can take them there, and then get off at 
some common-sense place before . reaching that 
utopian locality. Hoping you will giv this room in 
your valuable journal, I am, 

For truth, . E. 0. EYL. 
[We did not in any way indorse or comment on 

the professed discovery .of Mr. Burk's friend, sup
posing every reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER had dis
cretion enough to investigate further before pulling 
up stakes and starting for Idaho. We printed it at 
the request of Mr. Burk, thinking that if it was true 
it was well to let it be known, and if not true no 
harm could be done.-ED. T. S.] 

nature, we must get upon a platforu. above all 
creeds, and take the evidence upon which creeds 
are founded on the one side, and the evidence of the 
laws of nature as revealed by science and common 
sense on the other side, and giv a verdict according 
to the evidence. JoHN RAY. 

OENTRAL 0ITY, May 2, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Hpirituallsm is an ism about which I 

know comparativly nothing, and seeing in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER considerable written both for and against it 
of late, and, being a seeker after truth, I wish 
through the columns oi THE TRUTH SEEKER to ad
dress myself to Mr. A. Allen Noe, who appears to 
be the S.Diritualistic champion, and learn, if possible, 
something which will enable me to grasp the idea 
with some assurance of a solid basis or undoubted 
foundation. 

MR. A, ALLEN NOE, 
WELLAND, ONT., May 19, 1883. I hav been waiting a long time for the right man 

MR. EDITOR: I am but little in the practice of writ- to turn up, one who is thoroughly posted in all that 
ing for the press, my school education not having pertains to Spiritualism-one who knows without a 
well fitted me for that work. I am in the seventy- peradventure whereof he speaks, and can so fully 
eighth year of my age, and belong to the class of elucidate the subject that "the wayfaring man, 
men with hard hands, and having an idea that I am though a fool, need not err therein." ant to go 
better at thinking than doing hard work upon the to the very bottom and get the "all in all" there is 
farm, I am going to try to commit a few thoughts to it, so as to "be sure I'm right before I go ahead" 
to writing, though I think my ability to do so is not .in my investigations of this, to me, mysterious, shad
of the first order-my dictionary of words being of owy subject. And judging from the language used 
the abridged kind. But as your readers are of vari- in your communication in THE TRUTH SEEKER of 
ous classes, and some of your writers aJ:e highly ed- April 28th, wherein you take our old tried-and-never
ucatl'ld, perhaps my production may be understood found-wanting-in-Materialism friend, T. Winter, so 
by the less educated part of your readers. But as I severely to task, I feel assured that I hav, in you, 
am not the least bigoted in regard to my abilities at last "struck" the fountainhead of Spiritualism. 
as an author, I leave it with yourself to giv it to the In order to set my mind at rest upon this, to me, 
press or the basket. uncertain problem, I know. you will consider it a 

-who had confided to me its simple joys, its S·Jr· 

rows, its hopes, and its loves in its loving and win· 
ning ways, causing our natures to. blend and mingle 
in unison and pleasure, becoming s:> interwoven that 
we were almost one in spirit and thought-and 
should its poor, lonely spirit go wc.ndering about in 
that strange spirit-land you speak of, seeking the 
absent companionship- almost a part of itself
with that tender yearning for the absent which none 
can realize until the parting comes; if then our 
spirits, almost heart-broken with grief, could com
mune one with the other, giv and receive messages 
of love as in times past, then, indeed, would your 
spirl.t life be a boon worth the seeking; but they tell 
us this cannot be, that the loving words must come 
from the lips of a stranger and not from those so 
dear to us-dispelling all the bright dreams of hope 
that the heart had pictured of the re-union. A mes
sage may come, kind and loving in words, but do 
we know that the spirit of our loved one is there? 
Without faith-the theologian's watchword-we can
not believe that that loving spirit is so near and yet 
insensible to the yearnings of our heart to meet as 
we did in the flesh. It must, therefore, be all a 
trick, a piece of deception to obtain money, and at 
the same time keep up the delusion that others may 
join the ranks and thereby help to swell the·" pay 
roll" of the mediums-the masters of the situation. 

I hav of late yearE! used ·my own intellect or pleasure to reply and impart to me the knowledge 
"thinker" to investigate into the truth or otherwise I seek. 
of those Ohristian religiolis views in which I was Away up here, almost among the clouds, where we 
brought up, and to whic!J. I had given my consent can gather snow every day in the year, we hear 
for the greatest part of my life, and the more I hav nothing about spirits except, perhaps, spirits of the 
investigated them the better I am convinced of their· storm 
untruthfulness. 

The laws of nature appear to be but little under
stood. The human family hav all commenced life 
as new-born babes. We hav had everything to learn, 
and how could we learn anything except from our 
surroundings? We did not know the difference be
tween a piece of dirt and a sugar plum until we had 
learnt it by experience; and that which we hav had 
no experience in, in some way or other, we do not 
know. But we take for granted that all we hav been 
taught by our dear parents, both by their examples 
and precepts, was just the right thing for us to 
know, knowing that they loved us and would not 
direct us wrong if they knew it; and so far it was 
true. But they like ourselvs had been instructed by 
their dear. parents, and so on for many generations 
back, when ignorance and superstition were the or
der of the day, and when the la.ws of nature by 
which the world and the things therein are gov
erned were but very imperfectly understood. 
It would seem that when our youthful minds be

come filled with ideas which we hav been taught to 
regard as sacred truth, it is no easy matter to root 
tht~m out and replace them with views of an oppo
sit character. It is only, as it. were, by accident that 
-we are sometimes led to doubt the correctness of 
our early training, and are led to think and investi
gate for ourselvs into its truthfulness or falsity. And 
our early prejudices, which hav to be met, act as a 
barrier in our way; hence there are but few whose 
thinking capacities are strong enough to overcome 
the barrier formed by these early prejudices. 

The less we know of Nature's laws the less likely 
we shall be to emerge out of our darkened condi
tion. It is only as we get a little light as revealed 
by science and truth that we are enabled to see our 
own ignorance, by seeing that there is so much to 
be known of which we are ignorant. 

There are comparativly but few people who can 
see any beauty in the sciences of geology, chemistry, 
or astronomy, although these sciences are calculated 
to enlighten the hULnan mind to an extent that but 
few hav any conception of. The human mind in the 
generality of people appears to be asleep, And what 
are the means to be employed ·to awaken us from 
that Rtate of sleepy ignorance it is hard to tell. 
There are but few of us that would be willing to ac
knowledge our ignorance, and for the best ef all 
reasons-because we do not know it. The man or 
woman whose mind has become so enlightened as 
to be aware of its own ignorance has attained to a 
degree of knowledge which is far from common. 
There are a few minds which hav become emanci
pated from this darkened condition, and in lectures 
and writings hav shown a more enlightened view of 
things. But our prejudices in favor of our own (ig
norant) one-sided views make us unwilling to hear 
evidence upon the other side, lest we should be con
vinced of our error and hav to giv up those ~her
ished views that hav been so firmly fixed in our 
minds as a sort of inheritance. 

We can easily see that a judge in a court of just
ice would not be likely to giv a very correct decis
ion by hearing only one side of the evidence in a 
case; yet such is our decisi-on unless we can get our 
own consent and hear the other side also. This ap
plies to all the creeds of the different peoples of the 
world, lf we would arrive at the truth as it is in 

That ride over mountains, 
And sweep through the valleys, 

But traced to their fountains, 
. They prqve nature's allies. 

We are, therefore, apt to hold to that which can 
be traced to its fountain and proven a part and 
par9el of the vast domain of nature, free to all, at 
all times. Everything in nature should belong alike 
to all of her children, and when I see in what is 
claimed by the advocates of Spiritualism as belong
ing to nature, the slightest indication that it favors 
a few, to the exclusion of the many, I am con
strained to believe therein is contained not a gift of 
nature, free to all, .but instead tricks or delusions of 
some kind, by which the few manage, through the 
credulity of the many, to play upon their fears, 
hopes, or aspirations, whereby they are enabled to 
liv a life of ease at the expense of their deluded fol
lowers. We are well aware that such is theology, 
and if called upon to select its most fitting compan
ion, I should be compelled to select Spiritualism as 
working side by side and shoulder to shoulder with 
theology. Do they not both deal alike in things un
demonstrable, requiring much faith and credulity, 
and always through proxies, agents, or mediums ?
in whose brains I believe is originated all there is 
to either. 

Does not theology teach that the many shall stand 
aloof from a close investigation or exa,mination of 
its methods and teachings, which are kept within a 
few mediums, or go-between&, through whom the 
gods are supposed to deliver all messages and com
mands intended for the many .. Please show me in 
what essential is yo.ur Spiritualism different, if you 
substitute "spirits" for gods. To put my inquiries 
into defl.nit shape I will propound a few questions. 

1st. Do not the majority-say three-fourths, seven
eights, or, probably, ninety-nine one-hundredths-of 
the Spiritualists, depend upon certain others, termed 
" mediums," for whatever information is claimed to 
come to them from the spirit world ? · 

2d. Does the spirit, without the intercession or in
tervention of any person or thing, communicate di
rectly to the ultimate object? 

3rd. Do spirits communicate at any time or place? 
or, 

4th. Is it a fact that in order to communicate with 
the departed spirits, there are certain conditions 
only under which such operations or performances 
can possibly take place, and that all such proceed
ings avoid the light and free open inspection during 
the transaction of or preparation for such spiritual 
manifestations? · 

5th. Is it possible for a nothing, without organism, 
no brain or anything else going toward making up 
the necessary organs of intelligence, to communi
cate with the human family, whose only source of 
information, as far as I know, is that of speech and 
intell1gence? 

When spiritual manifestations can be as success
fully performed in open daylight, in the broad glare 
of noon-day sun, upon the street corners or upon the 
mountain top, without any preparation, and by any
body and everybody who wishes to speak to a de
parted friend, I believe that then I could, without 
any hesitation, conclude that there was no jugglery 
or deception about it. Or should I, by death, lose a 
child that I had loved and caressed from its infancy 

Go among the eastern jugglers and you will see 
performances just as marvelous and incomprehen
sible to us as are the presentations of Spiritualists. 
The only difference that I can perceive is that one 
class claims to deceive the looker on, while the 
other maintains that its teachings are true and open 
to demonstration, but if they were ever demonstrated 
I must hav been out "prospecting" and missed it. 

Admitting that I know but little about Spiritual
ism, I am compelled to admit, also, that outside of 
it are thousands of things which we are unable to 
grasp and which are just as mysterious and incom
prehensible to the mind of the. ignorant as are 
those behmging ~o Spiritualism. Are we therefore, 
like the earlier races of mankind, still expected to 
place a god or spirit behind every leaf that moves, 
or assign a supernatural agency to things which our 
minds are not able to comprehend: You quote 
names of those who believed in Spiritualism, as 
though that should cause it to be more readly con
sidered and believed. Because Prof. This or Judge 
That says this or that doctrin or belief is right, does 
not prove it to be so. Many just as bright minds 
and profound thinkers as they hav been proven 
wrong by later investigations. The authority of the 
brightest minds of the age will not make what is 
false truth, nor a truth false, should they repeat it 
a thousand times ten thousand. 

You ask Mr. Winter ''if the life of the child could 
be produced from nothing," Yankee-like, I will 
answer this question by asking another. Hav you 
not, from a tiny spark, often seen a fire a thou
sand times as lare spring up. I might ask, Where 
did the additiO\''" !li.re com!l from, or where does it 
go when extingu .ded? I admit, I am not posted 
upon such matters, but from a common sense view 
they appear to me parallel cases. I might go fur
ther with the comparison and say fire may from 
some cause be extinguished before the article which 
givs it life or vitality is consumed, the same as a 
person is liable to die before old age is reached. 
Or fire may cease to liv for want of material to 
support it, so lire will quietly pass away and cease 
to exist when the functions of the body cease to 
sustain it. As I before remarked, I am after infor
mation, and anything you can advance in support 
and proof of your belief will be accepted in the same 
spirit in which it is given. It does seem to me that 
anything represented as belonging to nature in order 
to hav the stamp of truth upon it should be equally 
free and enjoyed by all of her children, scattered 
ever so widely over the face of the earth. 

D. D. LAKE. 
Since writing the above THE Tnu·rH SEEKER of May 

5Lh, is received, in which Thos. Winter hits Spirit
ism some hard knocks and in fewer words advances 
much more solid and convincing arguments than I 
Gan; but then, we are not all born good and forcible 
writers. If I am un11ble to put my ideas in such 
good shape as he, I can at least agree with him and 
his method of saying what he thinks and calling 
things by their proper names. D. D. L. 

" A RoliiAN CATHOLIC CANARD " is the title of a neat 
pamphlet which fully exposes a fabricated account of 
a scene at the deathbed of Thomas Paine. l!"or per
sistency in lying about Paine's death, Catholics and 
Protestants vie with each other. It was the doctrin 
that " the enu justifies the means " which caused 
these holy lies to be told, and from the fact that most 
Christians will nut read both sides they are still reit
erated. Published by 'I'uE TnuTH SEEKER, N. Y.~ 
The Agnostic .. 

WE hav been presented with a specimen of the Kerner 
Stylographic Pen, advertised in another column. It is a neat 
little article, about five and one-half inches in length and 
three-eighths of an inch in diameter. The stock holds some
thing like a teaspoonful of ink. Once filled by means of the 
accompanying syringe for that purpose, one may write with 
it until tired without recourse to the bottle, and the pen will 
still be in a condition to continue the exercise. A cap over 
the end protects the point and makes the pen as convenient 
as a pencil to carry in the pocket. If every pen writes as 
well as the one in our possession; selected at random from 
among a dozen, the Kerner Pen is the best of the kind we 
hav seen, 
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The New Church Doctrin. 
'£here's c.ome a sing'lar doctrln, Sue, 

Into our church to-day; 
These cur' us words are what the new 

Young preacher had to say: 
'l'hat literal everlastln' fire 

Was mostly in our eye; 
'i'hat sinners dead, if they desire, 

Can get anothor try; 
He doubted if a warmer clime 

Than this world could be proved; 
The little snip-I fear some time 

He'll get his doubts removed-

I've watched my duty, straight an' true, 
An' tried to do It well; 

Part or the time kept he avon In view, 
An' parL steered clear o' hell. 

An' no IV half of this work is naught, 
If I must list to him, 

An' this 'ere devil I hav fought 
Was only just a whim; 

Vain are the dangers I hav braved, 
'l'he $acrlflce they cost; 

For ?.oltalfun is it to be saved, 
If no one else is lost? 

Just think !-Suppose, when once I view 
The hoaven I've tolled to win, 

A lot of unsaved sinners, too, 
Comes walkin' grandly in! 

An' acts to home, same as if they 
Had read their titles clear, 

An' looks at me, as if to say, 
"We're glad to seo you here!" 

Af3 if to say, "While yozt hav b'en 
So fast to toe tl1e mark, 

lVe waited till it rained, an' thrm 
Got tickets tor the ark I" 

Yet there would be some in that crowd 
I'd rather like to see: 

My boy Jack-it must be allowed, 
~rhere was no worse than he! 

I've always felt somewhat to blame, 
In several diiTerent ways, 

'l'hat ho lay down on thorns o' shame 
•ro end his boyhood days; 

An' I'd be wil.lin' to endure, 
If that the Lord thought best, 

A minute's quite llot tmnpern.tnre, 
•ro clasp him !o my breast. 

Old Captain Barnes was evil's son
With heterodoxy crammed; 

I used to think he'd be the one 
If any one was dan1ned; 

Still, when I saw a lot o' poor, 
'l'hat he had clothod and fed, 

Cry desolately round his door 
As soon as ho was dead, 

There came a thought I coulcln't control. 
That in some neutral land, 

I'd like to meet that scorcl1ed-u)) soul, 
An' shake it by the hanrl. 

Poor Jennie Willis, with a cry 
or hopeless, sad distress, 

Sank sudden down, one nigbt to die, 
All in her ball-1'oom rlress; 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JUNE 9. 1883. 

described in the work is not only interesting 

but highly instructiv." 

I induced a manufacturer in Philadelphia 

to read the work; also his wife. Both of them 
praised!'John's Way." 

I hope that these opinions will cause your' 
readers to make the little story known to their 

friends. They need not be afraid to recom

mend it to earnest religious persons, Spread

ing such a work will tend to counteract the 
degrading dime novels. The book market is 

deluged with trash; we are surrounded by a 

flabby literature. The intellectual and moral 
condition is- appalling to the conscious think

er. Agreeable stories like "John's Way" and 

"The Darwins" are elevating and instructiv_ 

Obediently yours, LIBERTY's DISCIPLE. 

LACY'S WORKS. 

NEW PUBLICATIONS. 

NATURE'S HARMONY. 

A Wonderful Production; more tully solving the 
Problem or Life than any other work 

ever before the public. 

It demonstrates the Future Existence from a Scien
tific standpoint, and shows the dawning of a 

New Era, and the introduction of a 
New Dispensation o! Thought. 

THE KERNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN. 

ONLY $1.50.-The Best Pen for the Least :Money.-$1.50 ONLY; 
The Latest Improvements in Stylographic Pens. It holds more Ink; 

Wl'ites longel' without refilling, writes better, never blots, never fails. It is not 
only the best pen, but the cheapest, and always givs satisfaction, . 

Sent post-paid on receipt of price. Inclose ten cents for registration.;, 
Address GEORGE MACDONALD, 

21 Clinton Place, New York. 
[..[f any one purchasing this pen is dissatisfied with his ba1·gain the pen may be return:ed to_ thii; 

office and the price will be Tifttnded. A smn of money has been deposited with the editor of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER to meet this exigency should it arise.] 

Ingersoll's Works. 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 

In :five lectures, comprising, "The Gods," "Hum
boldt," u Thomas Paine," '' Indivlduallty," and u Here
tics and Heresies." 

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 
IncludinQ", •'Liberty for :Man, Woman, and Child;" 

"The Declaration of IndependelJce, ' ••About Farming 
in Illtno1s;"" The Great Banquet," .. The ~ev. Alexan
der Clark.''" The Past Rises before :Ao-!e Like a Dream," 
and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll." 

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, $1.25, 

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, 
and Prof. George P; Fisher. Pa

. per, 50 cents. 

Interviews on Tabnage. Paper, $1,00; 
· cloth, $2.00. 

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Pa
per, 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
21 \.Hinton Place, New York. 

FIF'.I'Y "[ElUUi' SUCCESS. 

An imp!Yrtant WO?'k ·by Gibbon, the l!isto1·ian. · 

History ~Christianity:. 
Comprising aU that relates to the Progress of the Christi~n 

Religion in ~'THE HISTORY OF THR DHCLlNll AND FALL 

OF THE ROMAN EMPIHE, u and 

~ vwmc~no~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Esa. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and No_tesby 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, 'Venck, 
:Milman, ''an English Churchman,'• and other scholars. 

Handsome 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. 'Vith Engravings. $2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

The Labarr•m of 
Constantine. 

''By this si'gtt tllo1~ 
shalt conq1ter I" 

One Hundred and Sixty-five Pages. SH.AKER EYE A.ND EAR BALSAM. This volume contains Gibbon•s Theological writings, sepa
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. lt shows 
'zuhen, where, and how Christianity originat.ed; 'who were its 
founders ; and wltaiwas the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. . 

Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER office. Neatly 
bountl in cloth. Price, $1.00, 

STAR LAKE ROMANCE. 
A poem or Love and Rivalry, and one of the most 

thrilling and bewitching tales ever 
written in verse. 

'l'he characters for the colloquies are such as to ex
cite' interest; consisting principally or a 

clergyman of high order, a young 
civil engineer, who is an Infidel, 

and an English heiress, 

For all affiictions of the above organs. 
Dimness, Inflammation, Soft Cataract, and Hoaring, 

etc., of the Ears. 
30 cents per box. 

Try us once, and find e{ltire relief. 

1y18 G- A. LOMAS, Shakers, N. Y. 

FARADAY PAMPHLETS, 
No. 1.-Tbe Relation ot' lbe Spiritual to 

tbf' Material llintverse; tbe Law ot' uo .. -
truJ: Two paners given In the lliterest of Spiritual 
Sclenee, by Spirit FARADAY. of England. Prlce,1n cents 

No. 2.-0rigi,. ot' l:.ite; or, Where Ma.n Comes 
From. The Evomtlon of the Spirit from Matter thrcufill 
~~fr~~\J:I'i,:';;~~esx\r~~e.lf8-:ie~~.: Solrlt Body Grow . y 

No_ 3.-Tbe Development ot· the Spirit 
At'ter Transitiou.-Tue Orlllin of RelJglon•. By 
SplrltFARADAY. Price, 10 cent•. 

No. 4.-Tile P••ocess or Mental Action; or, 

Gibbon's Viildi'cationofthe 15th and 16th chapters ?fh1s 
HiStory from the attacks of his Christian opp_onen._ts, IS re
printed verbatim from the original edition oflus Mzscellane
ous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796: lteffect.ually 
and forever silenced his detractors; who, bemg vanqu1shed 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infid~li.ty! 

All that can be said by Christiansh1 regard to the Orzguto/ 
Cltristianity is reprinted from the valuable notes of lJEAN 
MILMAN WENCK GUIZOT, an ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, (t.he 
learned ;ditor of :BoHN's edition of Gibbmt), and other emm-
ent Christian historians.· . 

Among the Illustrations will be found representatiOns 
of the principal divinities of the r~~gan mythology. 

For Sale at Tile •rrutb Seeker Office 
6ml5 

DIAl N A I A Psyco-Phisiological essay on sexual 
•1'1 fl 1 relatipns. Original in theory, Scien

tific in treatment and pure in tone- Price 25 cents. 
She had a precious little while 

To pack up an' away; 
She even le!L her sweet good smile

' Twas on the face next clay; 

cg., 

l?""" 
who is a devoted 

Christian .. I 
How We 'lhlnk. By Spirit FARADAY. Prlce,l5 cents, 

Achsa ,V. Spra~ue's and l'l.lar;v: Clark's 

I 
Exr.eriences in the First Ten St•heres or 

is ells- Np rit J,ife. Medium, ATIIALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N. 

13URNZ & CO, 
3mo11 24 Clinton Place. 

Her soul went of! unclothed by even 
One stitch of saving grace; 

How could she hope to go to heaven, 
An' start rrom such a place? 

But once, when I lay sick an' weak, 
She came, and begged to stay; · 

She kissed my faded, wrinkled cheek
She soothed my pain away; 

She brought me sweet bouquets of flowers 
As fresh as her young heart-

Through many long and tedious hours 
She played a Christian part; 

An' ere I lying will stand aroun' 
The singin' saints among, 

I'll try to take some water clown, 
To cool poor Jennie's tongue. 

But tears can never quench my creed, 
Nor smooth God's righteous frown, 

'l'hough all the preachers learn to rearl 
Their Bibles upside clown. 

I hold mine right side up wi.th care 
To shield my eyes from sin, 

An' coax the Lord with dally prayer 
rro cull IlOOl' wanderers in j 

But if the sinners 1von't draw nigh, 
An' take salvation's plan, 

I'll hav to stand an' see 'em try 
To dodge hell if they can. 

- 1Vill Carleton. 

Praise for ''John's Way." 
I hr.v been reading Elmina's "John's 

Way" to several persons. All of them are 

difficult to please. A very critical lady says: 
"The work is excellent." 

But I want to record in your pages the 
opinion of an author who has a national rep

utation. He is a religious man. He moves 

among orthodox persons and societies. I am 

refening to William Hargraves, M.D., who is 

the author of "Our Wasted Resources," a 

prize volume on alcohol and science, and 

other works. This gentleman I persuaded to 

read "John's >Nay," and to giv me his esti

mate for publication. He has done so. In 

the following words Dr. Hargraves says: 

" 'John's Way' is a good work. It is very 

able. Besides, it is so useful that I think it 

would do all parents good if they read and 

studied it, The mode of education that is 

In this romance Christianity vs. Infidelity 
cussed to its tulness. 

A Work of Two Hundred Pages. 

Bound in cloth, gilt and embossed. Price $1.50. 

Botlf of the above works contain the author's por
trait, and will be sent promptly by mail by ad
dressing 

ARTHUR J. LACY, 

Nirvana, Lake county, Mich. 

$66 a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit 
free. Address H. Hu CET & Co .• Portland, Me. 

THE PERRY 

Piano and· Organ Co 
No. 352 North Min Street, 

Wilkes Barre, Pa. 
Specially Offer to Sell Direct on a Contract. 

Have the latest and best inventions, 
and want them fully tested 

before purchasing_ 

'Vrlte Cor Catalogues and Terms. 

10teom14 .T R. PERRY, Supt. 

'1'0 MY FRIENDS! 
No God, no heaven, no hell! 
These books sound their death-knell. 

"The Darwins," paper 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 
-John's Way, 15 cents.-Clergyman's Victims, 25 
cent~. These three are Infidel romances.-Studying 
the Bible, 75 cents.-Specimen copies of Alpha and 
Herald of Health, 10 cents each.-Four t~:acts 6 cents. 
Health Hints, 25 cents.-Diana, A new Theory or 
Sexual Relations. Sexual Satisfaction in Continence. 
This book should be read by all married people and 
by all who contemplate matTiage.--Godly Women 
showing how the Bible degrades and humiliates 
women, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 conts.-Private 
Physiology for Girls, worth five dollars to any woman 
if she needs health, :i>l.-Photos: card, 15 cents, impe
rial, 20 cents. -Crimes of Preachers, 25 cents.
Leaves of Gras•. a splendid poem, Shaksperian in 
style, full of good ideas, $2.-Any other Liberal book 
you may want at publisher's prices. 

Please order them or Elmina as she makes no 
profits on any or her books save those sold by her-
self. Address, ELMINA D. BLENKER 

6teow18 Snowville, Pulusk.i eo., Va. 

Y Price, 2·1 cent~, 
No. 1.-Ex1•eriences ot' Sa~nuel Bowles 

~~r;~t.tlt~~ o~:L1~: a~~~"§~~dse~"I: !r~~'.!bM~t~?t~ 
~~~J':d£~1~~. 0~{\)~t.~,N~:o~~~.th~rt~:~~:~f~ of CARRIE 

No. 2.-Contrasts in SptritLil'e; and Rece1 t 
Exoerlences of SAMUEL BoWLES, late editor of the Spring
field (Masa.) Republican. In the first five spheres Also a 
thrllltng account of the late President Garlleld's recep-

g~~i~ l~V¥~\;a';W~d;tfi:J~~e~_th~~~.f: sthcee~~~d of 

DeiT'Y ANALYZED 
AND 

'rHE DEVIL'S DEFENSE. 

By Col. John B. Kelso, A.M. 

MANHOOD ' • 

KNOW THYSELF 
A Book for Every Man! 

Young, Middle· aged, and Old. 
The untold miseries that result from Indiscretion In 

~~~1lt ~~1s ~~~rt~gn a~h"o".f/~egur~~~s~U:;{3·re;l~~ :~~ 
medical work publlsherl by the Peabody l'l.ledical 
Instttnte. Boston, entftled the SCJenl'e ot· Life: 
ord Self Preservation. It Is not only a romplete 

~nervg~~f~'i}d t~e~;!~&.thet£mW~o$~e~~~~~tegeiJ~!1tfrl 
man, Errors of Youth, etc., but it contn.ins one hundred 
and twenty-five prescriptions for acute and chronic dis
eases, each one ot which is tnvalnable, so 
proved by the author, whose exJ'erlence for 21 years Is 

1~~~~~8 ftrg~~~Zn~~~~~~~~t:ri'ndlj'nt~:a~t\!':.1 :::rbg~~ 
~~:;r~g!~u~~~h~~~er~·~:<t,. '"l!~rt~':,~:'fu ~~~::t ·~~~.:~ 
mechantca.I, literary, or professional-than any oR.erwork 
retailed In tills connt'Y for $2.50, or the money will be re
funded In every Instance. Price only $1.25. Gold Meda 
awarded the autllor by the National Medical Association, 
Dlustrated sample sent on recelpto! six cents. Send now 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. 
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulftnch street, Boston, Mass. 
The author may be consulted on i'>ll dlse!ll!es requiring 
skill nnd experience. lJiS 

A ~:c~~~;~~c~~~da~~at~~ ~o~i~~~~is~~t 
c:~::c~iinf!;:_sOof PRI-
VATE, CHRONIC and 
SEXUAL DISEASES, 

Spermatorrhooa and Impotency, 
.As the result of self-abuse in youth, sexual excesses in ma· 
turer yenrs, or other causes, and producing some or the fol
lowing effects: Nervousness, Seminal Emissions, (night 
emissions by dreams), Dimness or Sight, Defective Memory. 
Physical Decay, Pimples on Face, AverRion to Society or 
Females, Confusion of Ideas, Loss or Sexual Power, &c., 

~~~d~r~~!a~~fl;gccu;:P~f~~ 0EX'*}fflNAL tiol~P~l 
()ATION in from 80 to 00 days, No medicine taken. 
It has novcr been known to :fall% 
.,., Middle-Aged and Old Men. C'J 
There arc many at the age of thirty to sixty 

who arc troubled with too frequeut eva.cuationa 
of the bladder, often accompu.nled by a slight 
smarting or burning sensation,-and a weaken
ing· of the system in a manne·r the patient can· 

d~~o~i~:u:tr~~~ o~~oet~~:.~n!~gs!~fm~~i~a~~ -:_..A 
sometimes small particles of albumen will appear, or the 
color wiH be of a thJn or milklsh hue, again changing to 11 
dark and torpid appearance, which plainly shows that the 
Remen passes off with the urine. It is the second stage o1 
Seminal \{l'eakness, and onuses wasting of the systc.m and 
a dejected and haggard appearance, as you see here 1n cut. 
There arc many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant or 
the cause. "Dr. Fellows' External Remedy will bring about a 
perfect cure in all such cases, and a. hP.althy restoration ot 
the genito-urinary organs. 

Q7Corsultationfl by letter free and invited. Charges 
rea.sona.b·ta and correspondence stri\}tly confidential. 

~".·"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Sent to any address, securely sealed, for two three•eent 
sto.mnA, treating on Spcrmatorrhoon. or Seminal Weakness, 
giving- its cause, symptoms, horr1ble effects, nnd oure, fol
lowed by strong testimonin.ls, headed by an o.Dltlavlt as to 
their genuineness. Should be rend by all. O::?Uemembcr 
n rndlcul cure is eertnln. Add reM, plainly, nR. R. P. 
FEJ.~LOWS, Vfnelo.ntl, New Jersey, and say in what 
na.uer you saw this advertisement. 

.A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD. 
A Fabricated Acc·mnt of · 

A Scene at the Death-bed of 
THOMAS PAINE. 

DID BISHOP FENWIOK WRITE IT? 
18 pp. Handsomely printed and bound, 

Price, 5 cents. Address THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER, 
21 Cllnton Place, New York. 

RUPTUaES CUREDby 
yi'Uc<lical Compound and Improved 
Elastic Supporter Truss inJrmn 30 lo 

days. Reliable references g} ven. Send 
stamp for circu1ar1 and sav m what paper 

VOlt saw mv adverttscment. Address a~ pt. 
w. A. Coll!llss,Smltl1vU1e,1el!er=o!l Co.lU, 
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THE EUREKA THE 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING 'j WI L S 0 N I A," 
CURES EVERY I!'UR.M OF DISEASE! 

WITHOUT MEDICIN. 

THE 

EUR~KA MACNETIC lt;ISOLE 
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 

INVENTED BY 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, LECTURER ON ELEC
TRICAL THERAPEUTICS. AUTHOR OF THE 

"TRIAL OF MEDICIN," THE . "LAN
GUAGE OF DISEASE,"" MEDICAL 

FALLACIES," ETC., 
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RELIGION THE GIBHALT.AJ{ 
OF '£HE 

W o rl d as Now ·Constitute d. 
By Geo. T. Bondtes. 

And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
STYLED 

Exceptions to the Character if Jesus 
Christ Considered as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print_ 
Price, 'll'wenty-llive Cents. 

/ Address THE TRUTH SEEKER-
6m9 21 Cllutun Place, N- y_ 

Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all lnformatloll by 

letter or In person free of charge; Send 
for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

80COURTST., BROOKLYN,N.Y. LUCY L.CHURCHILL'S LI 
. ERAL Ol'Ji'ER. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. ·TENNEY, 
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
LADIES' ~1HGNETW JA,;l,;.l<.:'l'. Price, $18. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the foliowlng testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct In every partioular, 

and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDIOIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF.PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia ofthe Heart of' Six Years 
One Week. Stamling Cured in Three Weeks. 

. CINOINNA'ri, Dec. 19, 1882. SHULLSBURG, WIB-, Dec_ 11, 1882_ 
DR. L. '£ENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly ln

debte(l to you for. the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, aud the use of your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
fiicted as I hav been that the effect was simply mar
velohs. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly· 
sis in my right arm and coul<lnot use it at all, but 
after wearing a suit or your MAGNE'£1C CLO'I.'HING 
for one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number or years, from which I hoN suf
fered intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary relief- Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experleneed great 
benefit, and if I improve as rapidly as I hav in the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means or e,crectlng 

DR. L- .'fENNEY-Dear Sir: Arter wearing one of 
·your MAGNE'I.'IC VESTS. for about three weeks, I. 
was entirely cured ot Neuralgia or the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source of misery to me for 
the last six years- I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as_ soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief instantly_ With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN-

Ladies, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

. Os:BORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 

a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 
WM. H- CLEMMER, 

No. SO Eastern avenue_ 

DR- L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 
the Clothing on Tuesday Ja1lt_ Fitted P<i.rfectly. 
FELT BETTER FltOM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
ON- Am not joking, and if I improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T-~esday, will soon be well- Will report 
again soon- Respectfully yours, E- J_ K-

Remember that the same appliances which will 
effect a cure in a case or Paralysis will at the same This lady reports herself entirely cured in less 
time ei·adicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the same than six weelts after putting <>n the gn.rments, and, 
patient_ We do -not, like the Old School Physician, \ although in ber1, unable to get out, when a~plied, 
change medicine every day until, after dosing tho 1 she nevertheless was able t? ride twenty !"ties in 
lJatient almost to death, he may possibly strike 1 two days after the appll~atwn. The lady s name 
something tit he is very skilful) that brings relief ) can be had upon applicatwn at this office, by any-
forthe time being_ one desiring to communicate with her_ 

Lad'""' read the following testimony from a lady who had been suirering for two years with an Ova•·· 
ian 'l'utnor, and who had been told that nothing but tlle knife woulu save her life, and the chances 
were a~ 9 to 1 against recovery_ In four months' time she is perfectly well, and has not taken a dose o.r 
medicfn since putting on the applla nces. Consult us when your. physician tells you he can do nothing 
for you; it will pay you_ 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, ])ear Si>': About two years ago my health began to fail me; I became nervous, lost all de

!sire: or food, and, in fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stop[Jing, all of whom declared that I had an Ovu.-lan '' un>o•, 
and that tile only thing that would S!LVe my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse and had about made up my mind to take the only course thnt seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the f4~uJ·eka JU;.tc: ll" tic AJlpl1anc..-s.. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did 1 catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purclmsed a snit of 
your appliances. From the very first I felt invigorated, the tu
mor, wnich had extended entiJ;ely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was In my life_ Since putting on _the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medicin- My bowels, which 
before: were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as I hav, believing 
that they will do all and more than you claim for them_ I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MUS. MAltY J_ STEW AUT. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over. tbe mtder-garment, and, unlike all other appliances in the 
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, $ 6.oo; 
Gentlemen,~s Belts, - - -6.00 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, - 6.00 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5. 00 
Leg Belts, each, 4.00 ~ 
Knee Caps, each; 3.00, ~ 
Wristlets, each, 1.50, ~ 
Sleepin~ Caps, 4.00 .,,[ 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 ·i-
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 :f 
Superfine Insoles, 1.00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt or price, and we will return the money 
11 they are not as represented in every respect. H you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case, 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you_ While our 
appliances are offered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever o!Iered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs- Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
in the· market will attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a 
moment- All of our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public_ Every magnet IS arranged in the garments upon scientific 
principles, and not haphazard as In all the others. We o!Ier you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of tile so-called •magnetic garments Iiow o!Iered under that llead. At 
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to offer them at 
about 

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
so that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot-procure them, being but"' trifie higher 
than ordinary clothing_ 

R••llunb.,r that we are offering you·the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and l! 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will 

For the past five years in England and America 

this system has performed such cures In almost ev

erY form of disease as were until then unheard of. 

Step by step it has advanced since Its first in-

trod uctlon (first relieving and curing one man who 

bent fike an archer's bow for ten years, but was 

In two months able to walk erect)_ Then fol

lowed other cases equally marvelous In all known 
forms of disease; thus going on from day to <iay 

and month to month, until the method or cure 
introduced by Wm. Wilson, the originator of the 
magnetic clothing system of America, has saved 

tens of thousands f..ont the grave, and Is now recognized 
by our most eminent scientists and physlclaus, hun
dreds of whom p1·esrcibe it fol' thei1' 11ati<>nts afte~· med 

cin ha~ failed, until it has become a household word 

in case of sickness. Since its first introduction we 
hav continually im11roved, until to-day we o!Ier the 

Ughlest, best ventilated, most powerful contmunus currL'nl 

garment In the world, constructed on tlte latest scl
entll!e lJrinclples-in fact, we oirer the acme or ex
cellence i~ magnetic garments, and when worn as 
advisett by us, disease cannot exist. 

The following are clippings from testimonials or 

which we hav thousands. ,o:or-Note we glv full names 

and addresses, that intending purchasers mtty write 

and satisfy themselvs they are genuln_ 

J_ HNoRTH, M-D., Hammonton, N- J_, in writing 
for clothing, says: "My patient in Virginia Informs 
me he Is more comfortable since the application or 
your magnetic garments. 'l.'he goods sent wero util
Ized on the deformed limb, and are working satisfac
torily. 

ED. HOLLENBECK, organ-builder, 111 W. State st., 
Rockford, Ill. : "From a terribly sprained knee the 
doctor was arrald my leg must come orr_ I sent for 
a knee-cap, was able to walk In a few days, anu hav 
been all right since." 

J. T. LISLE, Lebanon, Ky., says: "My health has 
Improved, and they are exceedingly pleasant gar
ments to wear. I feel free to recommend them to 
all delicate people-'' 

MRS- c_ A. GOULD, Omaha, Neb_: "I wore the suit 
with splendid results, for paralysis, and I hav rec
ommended them constantly_ I loaned my girdle a 
week to a friend for dyspepsia, with excellent re
sults., 

MUS- A. BRYANT, U3 Conselyea st., Brooklyn, E. D., 
N- Y- : "I suffered for years from bleediug at 
the lungs. Your garments hav slopped the bleed
Ing, and I reel quite strong. I cheerfully recom
mend them." 

H- LANGE (care of D. Hausmann), Cor. Jay & Nas
sau sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.: "Your garments haven
tirely cured me or blood-poisoning of the worst form. 

cannot find words to express my gratltudo." 

CHAS- E. TltASK, 304 Ingham st., Jackson, i\Iich., 
says: "Garments arriver1, with letter or Instructions. 
Hav worn them- They are benefiting me more In 
the past week than all the mediclni havever tak.en." 

MRS- E_ P. PLEASANTS, Alderson's, Monroe Co., W
Va.: "I hav found the greatest relief from my ap
pliances, and would not be without them for all the 
world." 

All our magnetic garments are worn next the un

derclothing, therefore they do not Impart shocks or 
cause sores- They are also constructed under the 
special supervision of the Inventor. 

Continued success enables us to make the follow

Ing offer: Persons writing us an accurate description 

of their disease, and then sending for the garments 
advised by us, will hav their money refunded should 

the appliances fall to cure. Therefore it resolves 

itself into 

NO CURE, NO PAY. 

To assist the working cla.~s, we supply them on 
payment of half the amount, and take the balance 
by easy monthly instalments. 

Send for Illustrated pamphlet and information to 
the only office where the inventor can be consulted. 

refund your money. · 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Ge-ntlemen's Vests are made to Address all Communications to 
. order' and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES. LIBERAL COMMISSIONS ALLOWED-
Addresll tor rurther ln!onnati._n, Dr. L. Tenney, 

8114 Baee iR'ee$, oor, ot gta Street, etns!Iulati, Oble. 

DAVID J. "COTTER, 
80 COUBT BTBKRT, BBOOKLYN, N.Y. 

ANTI-MONOPOLY AND PROIZIBITION 
Hav become vl!al political Issues or the day, thBrC
fore, should be thoroughly understood by both 
friends and opponents. 'l'he best works extant on 
these issueg areofl'ered to you chea11. 'l'ruth seekers 
please order them now. Thoy are lUcbard's Crown; 
How He wore It, (Its plot Is to tile causo or the 
common pooplo what ''Uncle Tom's Cabin" was to 
the enslaved African), Sl.50--Prohibitlon and Self
Government; Their Irreconcilable Antagonism, 
Walker, 10 cents.-Dr. Kellogg's Cause and Cure or 
Inten1perance, etc., 50 cents. lt'ron1 the tlate of this 
paper until June 15th I will nHtil, to one address, 
these great works for Sl.GO. For 53.00 these books 
and a 10k badge. For $5.25 these books and an lSk 
badge. 

}-.eeethinker's !Jadge Pin. 
'l'h Is bnclgo lR ada.vted for the use 

of all classes of ]'roe thinkers, "Uni
versal1'lontn1 Llbert.y" being its lle
vlco. '.rue cut shows tllo design and 
size, but not its beauty, Solid 18lt 
goltl, rlouble thick, :!\!.00; solid gold 
lOk, Sl. 75. Pneltages registered.; re_ 

tnit by postoruee·ordororreglstcrotllcttcr, and. :tp.en . 
tion this paper. De::eriptiv eil'culal' wiLh terms to
Leagues, otc., free. Adrln•ss the originCttor and 
patentee, LUCY N. UllUHCHILL, 

2t23 West Itichl!e!d, Summit Co., Ohio-

SEND FOR 

The Crimes of Preachers 
From May, 1876 to May, 1882. 

TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL NEWS
PAPERS, 

And with previous Translations diligently compared and 
revised-

By Col. ~~. E. BILLINGS. 

SECOND lWITION-

J"rlce 'l'wenty·five Cents. 
Address THE TRUTII SERKJJ:R, 

21 Clinton Place, N. ¥. clty 

Tll£ GREAT AliiERIC&.N :BOOK. 

W AI'fE'S HISTORY OF 

The Christian Religion 
What the Pres(Say About It. 

What Scholars r.l'hink of It. 
The San Francisco C/t>'oJdcle says : "It is by rar the 

most Important eiTort of Arnerlea:n scholarship in 
this field or investigation_'' 

The Boston Herald says: '"1'he refutation of It will 
be fouud the most difficult jJl'uiJiom tlmt ever was 
vropouw.lo<l to the clergy hy a layman." rrhis vaver 
calls lt "A Scholar's Uhu.llougo to Uw Eecloslasties." 

rl'he New Orleuus 1'imcs says: II Judge 'WalLo is an 
accomplishetl auU scholarly mu,u, awl has 1nu.do all 
of his argumonts with forco and. clearness." 

rrhe Chicago 1'rilmnf'., the Chicago 7'imes, tho 1\'Iil
waukee Serttirwl, the 'l1roy (N. Y.) Press, the Detroit 
Uonwwrcial .Advertiser, tlle Uharleston (S. C.) iJ/ercUJ·y, 
and a large number of othor papers hav had similar 
not! cos. 

Single copies sent by mall at $2.25, cloth_ 
Address 'I.'HE '£1WTH SEEKER Office, 

LIFE-SIZE 

LITHOGRAPH 
OF 

D. M. BENNETT. 
Heavy Plate Paper, 

SUITABLE FOR FRAME OB 
WITHOUT .FRAME. 

§ent by Mall for Fifty cent~:~., 

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE. 

Interrogatories to Jehovah. 
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his 

Jewish Godship upon a great 
variety t>f subjects. 

BY D- M- BENNETT. 
per, 50 cents; clotb, 75 cents. 

Correspondence Solicitt:d. 
A la<ly wishes a gentleman cotTespondent. One of 

good address, good J>llysiquo, Uarlr complexion, a.nll 
Liberal. :Not unucr thirty years of age. 

Address "L-," Box 973., 
2t23 VIneland, N- J. 

$5 tO $20perday at home. Samples wo<th $5tree. 
Address STlNSON & co., .l'ortlan<i, Me. 

, 
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BuT is tllere 09 evil in exi.~tence? Is everything 
goo<l an<lluvely? Is there no wrong'! •.rhere surely 
is wrong; there are evils; ]Jut they are not person
ages nor beings, auy mote tllan death, sin, life, truth, 
hojJe, charity, love. and many oLher similar quail
tics, which in poetry uml figurativ language llav 
often been versonifiod. None of these arc personal
ities, uono bu.v a local, clrcunlscrlbcd existence. 
'.rlley are principles, and hav a 1.miL·ersal existonce.
-lJ. N. Bennett. 

SEIZE upon truth, where'er 'tls-foun<l, 
Anwng your frlends, among you.r foes, 

On Cht·i!:;tian or on heathen ground, 
'l'he flower's divine where'er it grows; 
Neglect tho prickles, and assume the rose. 

-Isaac Watts. 

INS'fEAD or a JHlro quesLion of trutil, Christianity 
has been Inade a question Of sentiment, and tho 
wishes of the heart hav mingled with the exercises 
or the understanding. Since, however, the inquiry 
is not about Its character, but lts truth, the philoso
pher will be careful to separate the exercises of the 
understanding from the tendencies of the fancy or 
tho heru·t. He should be prepared to follow the 
llght of evidence, though it may lcnrl hlm to conclu
sions the most painful and melancholy. He should 
train his mind to all the hardihood of abstract and 
unfeeling interrlgence.-Dr. 1'homas Chalmers. 

TIW'rH ought to be the object of every man; for 
without trutil thoro can be no real happiness to a 
thoughtful mlnd, nor any assurance of ilapplness 
hereafter. It ls the duty of man to obtain all the 
knowleuge he can, and then to make the best use of 
It.-Paino's Age of Reason, 

[I wonder if Archhisilop Lynch or the learned col
lector of tho customs at Toronto could extract any 
"L>laSJ)hemy" or "indecency" out of tllis deliver
ance of Paino. Tiley are so clever ami pious that 
they could" extract sunbeams out or cucumbers."-
0. W. G.J. 

I'l' Is"" natural to dle as to be horn; and to a little 
Infant, perhaps, the ono is as painful -as the. other. 
He that dies ln an earnest pursuit ls liJw one that is 
wounded in hot hlood, who, for the time, scarce feels 
the hurt, and therefore a mln<l fixecl aud bent upon 
somewhat that is goo<l cloth avert the dolors ur death; 
but above all, believe lt, the sweetest cantlcle ls 
".1Vu.nce tlemetiis" (now lettest thou thy servant de
part ln peace], when a man ilath obtaine<l. worthy 
ends and expectt:Ltlons.-Bacon's Essays. 

MEN must endure 
'l,llOlr going lleuco, even as their coming lliLher; 
Hlpenoss ls 1111. -S!wlcspere' s King Lear. 

'l'llltoW away all the miracles of tho New Testa
mont aml the good toachlngs of Cllrist romain-all 
that ls worth preserving will be there stU!. 'l'ake 
rrom what ls known as Christianity the doctrin or 
the atonement, tile fearful clog rna of eternal punish
mont, the absurd Ideo. that a certain bellef is neces
sary to sal vat ion, 11nt1 with most or the remainder 
the good awl intelligent. will rnost heartily agree. . 

. . Like other religions, ChrisUu.niLy is a Inix
ture of goocl and ovll. 'l'ile church has made more 
orphans than it h11s feel. It hus never built asylums 
enough to hold the insane of its own making. It has 
shed more bloo<l than llgil \.-JngeTsoll. 

IT is the province of reuson to judge of the moral
ity of the scl'ipture, i.e., not whether it contains 
thiugt; Uiffercnt frOin what we should hav expected 
from a wise, just, and good being, . . . but 
whether it contains things plainly contradictory to 
wis<.lon1, justice, and goodness.-Butler's .Analogy. 

TilE bishops [of the church uf England] must know 
the tono around tllein, and 1nay very well vorcei\re 
that what tho church needs now is encouragement, 
a promls from ilor loaders of ultimate victory. That 

... truth mu!:!t always prevail, UesiUes being true, is 
often in its plaec a valuable argument, but still we 
are not quite contented. Is the Eplscopal·optlmism 
well founded? 'l'hat It will be found truo at the 
long-last, as the Germans say, ·is our conviction as 
profuumlly as lt is theirs, for neltiler science, the 
moclern sou reo of skeptlclsm, nor human imvatlence 
of suffering, the ultimate root of seculal'ism, can 
alter or effect an ultimate truth; Jmt. organized 
churches must think of of nearer futures, and con
sillor such trilling periods of timo as centuries and 
wHilln time-as statesmen calculate time-both skep
ticism and seculariszn may bocome very sel'ious 
phenoruono..-1'he Speet«tOI' (London), Oct. 8, 1881. 

EITHER thoro is a God or there is not; to which 
side shall we Incline'/ 1\eo.son can glv us no assist
ance, yet we must take one side or the other; we 
must slake 011 tho qnestion. Heads, then, thaL there 
!sa God 1 If yo a gain, you gain everything; if you 
Jose, you lose noLhlng. And thus, since you _aro 
forcetl to stake, lt would be contrary to ali reason to 
cling to tills llfe, rathm· th<tn to stake lt for an infinit 
gain, of wilicil tilere ls an even chance; while the 
loss, even lf lt should happen, would after all be the 
loss of nothing.-1-"'ascal. 

lN a correspomlonce which took place between a 
J'vir. John Shevpard awl Lord Byron, the latter speaks 
thus: •·IndisputalJly the firm believers ln the gos
pels hav a great u.U vantugo over all others, for this 
simple reason, that, lf true, they will hav their re
warct hereafter; and, if there be no hereafter, they 
can be but wHh tile Inlldelln hls eternal sleep, hav
ing had the assistance of an exalted hope tilrough 
ure, without subsequent disappointment, since, at 
tho worst for them, 'out or nothing nothing can 
arise,' not even sorrow."-Moore's Llfe of Byron. 

I W.\S lender of the e:xpedltion, and all discoveries 
achieved by it naturally belonged to mo. I was on
titled to these remains, and I could hav enforced my 
right; bnt rather tilo.n hav bad blood about the 
matter I said wo would "toss up " for them. I 
throw heads and won, but it was a bal'l'en victory, 
for although we spent all tile next day searching, we 
never fount! a bone. I cannot lmagln what ever be
came of that fellow.- .. Mark 'l.~wain's Tram]J Abroad. 

TRUE temperance glvs us a hearty appetite that 
enjoys healthy food with a keen relish unknown to 
the glutton or the J.utempe~·ate.-Eimill!l D. Slmker. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JUNE 9. 1883. 

IN choosing a wife, always select one that will 
wash. 

HEAUD in New York: "Ma, why does everybody 
look so pleased, and what are all these !lags out !or, 
and wltat aro so many brass bands dojng out to-day? 
It Isn't the Fourth of July, Is it'!" "No, my child; 
tile legislature has adjourned." 

"BEG pardon, sir, but could-hie-you t6ll me 
which is the opposit side o! the street?" "Why, 
tilat sido, slr" (pointing across). "Mosh oblish. I 
was sover there l us' now, and asked 'nother gen'l'n 
which was opps' side, an' he said this was." 

"I DON'-T want no rubbish, no fine sentiment, if 
you please," said the widow who was asked what 
kind of an epitaph she desired !or her late hus
band's tombstone. "Let it be short and simple; 
something like this: • William Johnson, aged 75 
years. The good die young.'" 

VISITING BRITON- "Ya-as, Miss Wosalind-but 
your polltlclans-aw-are a lot of cads, y' knaw. 
You are-aw-wuled by a set of wiotous wascals 
whom you wouldn't dweamof-aw-lnviting to your 
house." Rosallnd-" True; but in England you are 
governed by persons who wouldn't dream of invit
Ing you to theirs.'' 

AT a recent Sunday-school picnic a thunder storm 
came up, and lightning struck very near. The good 
pastor called out assuringly: "Don't be frightened. 
Gocl will be with us in the storm as well as the calm.'' 
"I know that," remarked a young lady with chat
tering teeth and trembl!ng voice; "but I don't like 
to hav him come so sudden." 

GENERAL HAZEJ!i has telegraphed to the weather 
bureaus ln the West Indies to make no more reports 
on cyclones after the 30th inst., Congress having 
falled to make appropriations for the purpose. This 
is pretty rough. The motto of Congress appears to 
hav been: "Twenty-five thousand dollars !or im
proving Mud Creek, and not one cent !or cyclones.'' 

ACCORDING to the "voracious" Post-Express, a mel
ancholy affair has just taken place at Rochester. A 
printer who had been delayed in "throwing ln" his 
caso was left alone in the composing-room. At the 
conclusion of Ills task he approached the wash
stand, and, after washing hls face and hands, he 
reached for the towel and immediately fell back ln 
a fit. A clean white towel had been placed on the 
r!l.ck, and never having seen anything of the kind 
before, he took it !or a ghost. He 18 now a raving 
maniac! 

H NO'l' long since,'' writes a "drummer" to the 
Boston Herald, " I took a train on the Bennington 
and Rutland railway, leaving Rutland at 1 o'clock. 
I front of me sat a lady and boy. The eonductor 
came along, punched her ticket, and asked, • How 
old is the boy?' 'Ten years old to-day,' said she. 
' We collect half fare from all children tim years old 
or more,' salcl he. The lady hesitated, colored 
somewhat, and said,-' He -wH!cnot be-ten until eleven· 
o'clock to-night.' The conductor, accepting her 
statement as authorltativ, passed on. 

TilE ARKANSAW FARMER. 
A cattle dealer stopped at the house of an Arkan

saw small farmer, and called to a man who was 
drawing water with an old-fashioned windlass that 
cried ont with an alarming screak at every turn of 
the crank. 

"Light!" shouted the drawer of water. 
The man tlismonnted and approached the well. 
"I am a cattle buyer," said the man, Hand rd 

like to talk business to you." 
"Can't talk business till I giv these steers as much 

wa.ter as they want." 
"How long will It take you?" 
"Blamed if 1 know. They ain't had no water for 

two days, and the well's seventy-five feet deep, and 
the bucket leaks, Now make the calc'lation." 

"How long hav you been dmwing?" 
"Sence sun up; all.d they're jest as rampant now 

as they W""'!, when I commenced. I don't 'low to do 
nothin' else for several days yet, fer by the time one 
glts 'no ugh the other one is sp'llin' fer some.'' 

"Wily don't you drive them to the creek?" 
"Thar ain't no creek in the neighborhood.'' 
"Why don't you drive them to the river?" 
"Cos they'd rush in an' drown theirselvs." 
"Why don't yon drive them to the pond?" 
" They won't drink that sorter water." 
"Don't you want to sell them?" 
"1 would if I had the ole woman's consent, an' I 

think she's willln' .'' 
"Where is she?" 
"She's jes' gittin' ready to go over to see one of 

the neighbors.'' · 
"You'd better consult her before she leaves." 
"You don't know that woman like I do. It ain't 

safe to pester her when she's glttin' ready to go any
whar. We'll hafter wait till she glts thar.'' 

"How far is it?" 
"About nine miles." 
"I see you don't care to talk bUsiness." 
"No, I ain't so powerful keen." 
"If you'd pay more attention to business you'd 

liv better." 
"Don't wanter liv no better'n 1 am. Suits me." 
"Are you making any attempt to educate your 

children'!" 
"Yes, an' they're gittln' along fine. Jim hlt a 

nigger with a rock yisterday, Bob sassed a jestice 
of the peace, and Buck ain't afeerd of the deviL 
That's a mighty good showin', lot me tell you." And 
the windlass screaked and the steers walled their 
eyes. 

"Are all of your children boys?" 
"They might hav been ef it hadn't been for one 

thing." 
"What was that?" 
"One of them was a gal." 
"Where is she now·tu 
"l\Iarriod to tile trlfiin'est feller I ever seed." 
"Well, there's no use fooling with you; good-day." 
"Good-day.'' And he turned the crank mutter-

ing to himself : " Nosiu' 'round here tryiu'' to find 
out who's got whisky. A man haster be mighty 
smart theee days." 
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Jlotts and Qklippings. 
THE r~ports recently circulated regarding 

Sitting BuB's conversion to the Roman Cath
olic faith are now squarely contradicted. 
Bull declares that he never authorized them, 
and says that he cannot bear the idea of leav
ing the faith of his fathers, 

A JUDGMENT for $2,872.55 was recovered last 
week in the Brooklyn City Court, before Judge 
Woglem, by John Fitzsimmons against the 
Rev. Philip J. Kenny, of St. Paul's Church. 
The amount was alleged to hav been placed 
in the hands of the priest to be applied to 
certain trust for the plaintiff, 

Mn. FLINDERS PETRIE is about to pubhsh a 
work on measurements of the great pyramid 
of Egypt, in which he will show that the new 
measurements are irreconcilable with those 
on which Prof. Piazzi Smith, who saw a relig
ious significance in everything pertaining to 
that structure, has built. his hypotheses, 

CoMPLAINT is made that in the Old Fulton 
Street Prayer Meeting in this city some of the 
brethren pray too long. The limit is five 
minutes. When a praying brother exceeds 
thi!l limit there is worrying and fidgeting. 
Some of those who pray for more than five 
minutes are accused of a lack of spirituality. 

ONE of the most eminent religious weeklies, 
bearing date May 31st, publishes an account of 
how an old lady, aged 90, "went on the ice 
last week and coasted down a steep hill seve
ral times -on a double runner," Such inci
dents are refreshing in these hot times. If 
that religious weekly will, in its next issue, 
tell where the old lady found sufficient ice for 
her sport "last week," or where coasting may_ 
safely be done during the next few weeks, the 
result will be a spare attendance at the Sun
day-schools of any such frigid locality. 

IT is a Delaware clergyman who declares 
in the Observer that the negro church-mem
bers in his slate are almost unanimously 
vicious. Stealing, lying, and licentiousness 
are their besetting sins, and the last is the 
more genera~. Most of them marry, but it is 
in most instances a mere form. The marriage 
vow is disregarded. He could not with the 
least degree of confidence point out, a single 
virtuous couple. Such there may be, but he 
would not know where to find one. He 
asked one of the better sort of eolored men 
about this, and he acknowledged that he knew 
of only a single exception, and that was him
self and his wife. 

THE Louisville Courier-Journal has joined the 
ranks of the wicked, and makes fun of the 
holy Bible in this wise: "A wife at New Con
cord, Ohio, has asked for a divorce from her 
husband on entirely new grounds. The hus
band is extra pious, holding religious services 
at his home three times a day. She does not 
kick on the frequent religious services, but 
she says at every service he selects passages 
from tl;Le Bible that condemn certain sinful 
acts, applies them to her, and then goes to 
work to preach her a sermon full of reproach
es. The religious persecution has caused her 
great annoyance, she claims, endangered her 
health, and she asks for a divorce with ali
mony. If the divorce is granted and the ali
mony is large, it will be a lesson to husbands 
in regard to pointing a self-cocking Bible at a 
wife, and firing fixed ammunition at her under 
the guise of family religious exercises. 

SoME of the calamities resulting from strip
ping a country of its trees are now being ex
perienced in the French Alps, where the for· 
ests have been ruthlessly destroyed. The 
valley tillers find that good arable land is 
being inundated with sand and gravel. The 
torrents sweep down the slopes unhindered, 
carrying great quantities of detritus, and cut
ting gulleys and ravines into the softer 'lloil 
formations, The tendency of the streams is 
to deepen their channels, and thus carry ac
cumulating masses into the valleys. Serious 
damage is threatened to the farmers, who are 
forced to dam up the smaller streams in nu
merous places, in order to compel the waters 
to drop their sedi:plent in their channels

1 
in-

stead of upon the valuable soil. The unwis- the open court at the solemn moment. In 
dom of destroying forests is at last fully up- default of the decapitated fowl, the oath of 
preciated, and now the farmers are planting. Ah Chum was valueless. Were these pagans 
the bare hillsides with new trees. put in tlle box and told that if they gave false 

BoTH branches of the Pennsylvania legisla- witness they would be imprisoned with hard 
ture hav now passed the bill abolishing the labor for perjury, whether they killed a 
contract system in prisons and reformatory chicken, swallowed a Bible, or neither, there 
institutions. The Keystone state, which has would soon be an end of false swearing, after 
for many years been rioted for the attentiqn the jaunty manner of Ah Chum.~ Ottawa 
it pays to its penitentiary system, is in this lil-ee Press. 
matter taking an important step. Here in EVERY true Confucian, says the North China 
New York statistics are published from month Herald, is an Agnostic. He believes only in the 
to month showing that prison labor is pushed seen; the unseen he regards as unknown and 
to such extremes that not only are all the cur- unknowable, As an Agnostic the Confucianist 
rent expenses of the institutions covered, but is tolerant of other creeds. He goes even fur
a large annual surplus is earned. It is clear, ther, and will admit that for the ignorant 
however, that wherever the fruits of convict multitude, and especially for women, an up
labor come into direct competition with those paratus of gods and demons is necessary. He 
of the labor of honest people outside the jails does not care, therefore, to proclaim his skep
they will underbid the latter, since the state ticism, still less to activly propagate it. His 
takes care that the convict workmen are so creed is only for the wise; the masses are bet
fed and clothed a13 to make their labor effectiv, ter as they are. He will subscribe to the 
and the workshops are furnished to the con- temples and take part in idolatrous cere
tractor rent free, while he pays only a small monies. To the common people Confucian 
sum for the labor he buys. Agnosticism has never been very satisfactory. 

THE advocates of a "national divorce law," But the Agnostic philosophy has not been 
without its influence on the massess. There says the. Sunday MerrJU?y, knowing that the 

federal constitution expressly prohibits any is but little religious fervor, and scarcely any 
interference by the general government with deep faith, The people will ridicule their own 
the obligation of contracts, now wish a con- gods, laugh at their own worship, and freely 
stitutional amendment which shall make di- criticise all the creeds. Speak to any Chinese, 
vorce uniform in all the states. The consti- no matter what his rank, about the future 
tution has been doctored enough and more life, and his reply is almost certain to be, 
than enough by political tinkers. The Four- "Who knows anything about it?" and is likely 
teenth and Fifteenth amendments hav kept eno11gh to add, "Eating and drinking are re
the· country in commotion ever since they ali ties," implying that all else is doubtful. 

Refer to the subject of future rewards and were adopted, and the people want no more 
punishments, and his sarcastic remark will amendments. Maniage is a pure civil con-

tract and can be nothing else under our form probably be, "I hav seen the living suffer, but 
hav never seen the dead in cangues," of government. It is a contract over which 

each state must hav control, because it con- THE early stages of human development 
cerns exclusivly the citizens of each state. and the first beginnings, so to speak, of the 
To take that control from the several state individual frame present to the eye of science 
courts and giv it to the federal courts would certain very marvelous proofs of man's kin
be to destroy a prime right of local self-gov- ship with lower life. Away backward in the 
ernment. The people hav been for eighteen dim ancestral periods, when the lower types 
years engaged in decentralization, and they were evincing their special tendencies toward 
are not going to agree to an amendment which the evolution of the "paragon of animals," 
would be in the highest degree centralizing. the evidences of that lower life gradually be-

THE "Messaros" church squabble in Phil a- gan to pale and to disappear, at first the pre
delphia has at last come to an end. The Cen- human and then the human characters were 
tral Presbytery agrees to let the brethren of outlined. The projecting face-bones, still 
the Northwestern church take their church seen to-day as a lingering survival in lower 
and their pet preacher and go forth into a races of men, began to be. compressed and 
condition of independency or whatever else concentrated as the work of making the "hu
they please. To this end they bid the whole man face divine" with its overhanging brain 
concern depart in peace, As a Presbyterian proceeded apace. The massiv teeth and 
church the Northwestern no longer exists. muscles of lower life were gradually modified 
There was much gratification on the an- to form the more modest structures our race 
riouncement of the completion of this action. exhibits to-day, and the erect posture, sus
But there arose a wail from certain brethren, tained without an effort, likewise began to be 
who claim that the church owes them about assumed as a special feature of the develop
$3,200, and would like to know how to get it. ing tribes of humanity. This much we can 
Their inquiry has not been satisfactorily an- see by the lawful scientific use of the imagi
swered, and probably will not be. Brother nation in a backward glance along the lines of 
Messaros, having been baptized by immer- the past. It would appear to the eye of the 
sion and licensed by a Baptist association to biologist as though the human characters had 
preach, is now somewhat of an Independent been laid over the features of the lower-life 
Baptopresbygationalist of the go-as-you-please that preceded them-as if the picture of hu
order of ecclesiastical succes3ion. The fact manity's progress had been painted over and 
that he is as eloquent as he is odd is consid- upon the design which the cumulativ life of 
ered a compensation for all his eccentricities. the vertebrate had furnished as a foundation 
He draws a crowd, and that is what his fol- for the best and highest work of all. If such 
lowers say the ordinary old-fashioned Presby- a simile holds good we might expect, in ex
terian preachers of Philadelphia cannot do. amining closely the latest figures on the can-

vas, that here and there we should obtain a 
THE oath as a test of the value of evidence glimpse of the artist's first outlines, and of 

in the courts has been further discredited by the preliminary sketches which served for the 
the action of Chinese witnesses. Tom Lee, a realization of the more perfect ideal. As 
Chinese deputy sheriff of New York, charged from the erasures and blots of the finished 
with blackmailing gamblers and opium sellers manuscript we may gain a clue to the genesis 
of his own race, has been acquitted and dis- of the writer's thoughts, so we may read be
charged. The allegation against him was tween the lines of the warp and woof of life, 
brought by Ah Chum, who now declares that and may detect occasional ·glimpses of the 
he is willing to retract that charge. The fact fashioning of lower types into that of human
that Ah Chum swore solemnly to the affidavit ity itself. The glimpses we do obtain are 
against Tom Lee is of no matter, because, as often blurred and indistinct, and their very 
Ah Toy very forcibly remarked, the oath of nature is frequently obscure. But tilere is 
Ah Chum was taken on a Bible, which was no doubting the significance of the ancient 
not binding, as no pagan Chinaman considers finger-posts which, half buried in the mists 
that sacred book of any more account than a of antiquity or erased by the busy fingers of 
last year's almanac or a copy of the revised time, still point the pathway along which 
statutes. Ah Chum should hav been sworn man's race has fought and won its way t0 the 
on 11 white chicken, ita head being cut off in supremacy of the animal hoats.-Lon!Jman's, 

Jltws o/( tht §tth. 

Gov. BUTLER will attend the commencement 
exercises at Williams College, Mass., July 4th, 

T:ruoTHY KELLY, the last of the Phenix Park 
murderers, was hanged last Saturday in 
Dublin, 

THE ministerium of tile Lutheran church 
has decided that· there must be no more danc
ing at picnics. 

A TORNADO passed over Collaway county, 
Mo., last Sunday, doing considerable damage 
to farmers' houses. 

THE queen of England is said to be subject 
to "fits of depression," and considerable 
alarm is felt about her health. 

FouR men were lynehed in tile West last 
week-two in Iowa, one .in Missouri, and one 
in Mississippi. Lynching is a bad business. 

THE Hon, Chester W, Chapin, one of the 
richest men in New England, died at his resi
dence in Springfield, Mass., last Sunday, aged 
84 years. 

THE remains of John Howard Payne, au
thor of "Home, Sweet Home," were laid at 
rest in Washington, last Saturday, with ·fun
eral ceremonies. 

TRE latest pugilistic achievement of the 
pugilist Sullivan, of Boston, was to smash 
$500 worth of furniture, thrash his wife, and 
then skip the city. 

TnE house in Fordham, N. Y., where Edgar 
A. Poe lived and wrote his poem, "The 
Raven," was sold at auction last week. It 
brought somet.hing over $5,000. 

A CHINESE consulate has been established 
in New York. Au Yang Ming is the consul, 
and has his residence at 40 Clinton Place, a 
few doors from 1'RE TRuTH SEEKEII office. 

JAY Gour.n's new $250,000 yacht made her 
trial trip last Saturday, and is said to be the 
fastest vessel of the kind afloat. The ex
pense of running her is about $100 per day. 

Mr. CHARLES C. BuGBEE, of Hartford, Conn., 
was untrue to his wife, WIIB horsewhipped 
severely by tilat lady last week, and is in 
the insane asylum, Mrs. Bugbee now be· 
lieves she made a mess of it. 

SULIEMAN DAouD, one of Arabi Bey's officers, 
was hanged on the 9th for having set fire to 
Ale:x:andria, Egypb, during the recent bom
bardment of that city by the English. He,is 
said to hav died of fright before the drop fell. 

MANY people are coming forward, through 
the press and other channels, to the support 
of Dr. Potter in Ws assertion that the Young 
Men's Christian Association is a humbug. 
There seems to be great unanimity on tile sub
ject. 

THE committee to raise money to send a 
team of riflemen to Wimbledon, England, to 
compete in the international match, are not 
hopeful that a sufficient sum can be raised, 
and the maksmen may be obliged to say a-t 
home, 

TRAFFIC on the Brooklyn bridge is thought 
to hav reached its normal point. About $525 
per day is now taken as toll, which is more 
than a thousand dollars less tilan would be 
required to pay four per cent on the cost of 
the structure. 

'fHE committee of the statue of Liberty has 
made such progress that it is already calling 
for samples of stonA for the pedestal, The 
work of tearing down the buildings on Bed
loa's Island, in New York harbor, is almost 
accomplished, and excavations will soon be 
made. 

THERE is war in the Presbyterian church at 
Throgg's Head, N. Y. It is, as usual, between 
the pastor and an expelled member and their 
supporters. Charges and counter-charges are 
brought up and threats are hurled, Whatever 
else may be proved, it is certain that thell~t 
Christians love one another, 

, 
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tkomtnunicatioqs. 
does ~~ result . and -co~~s ;fie~- ~atter and not bifore I point. Is the outward unive~se or the mind of man 
it. First matter, then mind; this is 'the conclusion I the starting-poi~t? He says the. mind of man; I say 
of all scientific research. It is proud philosophy t?e outward umve~·se. He admits that this is so in 
which makes the ego of supreme importance, for proud time, as a fact of history, but not as fact of logic; but 

Sensation, Perception (or Intuition), and Rea- philosophy so far has been the offspring of the ego; I say that even as a ~a~t of ~o&"ic the universe comes 
soning. but humble-minded science with true wisdom does first. Mr. Andrews IS IdeahstiC; I am realistic. Mr. 

The issue brought forward by Stephen Pearl An- not admit this blinding egoism, but takes the' mind Andrews make~ th~ objectiv a mode of the subjectiv; 
. drews in his answer to my question, "What is Sci- just as it is to experience as· a process in the world, I m~e the sub~ectiv a mode of the objectiv. I sub
ence ?" is so fundamental and far-reaching that I feel and not the creati.v power of it-a resultant of force ordmate the mmd of man to the outward universe·· 
under the necessity of doing my level best to put on but not the original force itself. _ ' Mr. ~drews subordinates th~ outward universe t~ 
record my own thought in regard to the matter, Now comes my definition of sensation, not, as Mr. the mmd of man, and make.s It but a mental image. 
whether that thought is accepted by anybody else or Andrews givs it, from the subjectiv, but from the ob- The only way t? settle this question is by an ap
not. I hav no desire for any personal triumph. I jectiv standpoint. Let the reader pay careful atten- peal to each rna~ s c_ommon ~ense; let. every one be 
shall be gladly defeated if I am defeated by the sim- tion. fully persuaded m his own mmd on this matter. For 
ple presentation of the truth. The theories under Sensation is the impact if the outward universe upon my part, I don't a:t or think as if the nniverse were 
discussion are of supreme philosophic importance, the mind of mari. real; b~t I kno-y It to be real, abs~lutely; and this, I 
and I feel that much will be accomplished of perma- There is not a particle of activity in the mind of affirm, IS the attitude of mod~rn smenc~. It does net 
nent value by the expression of opposit opinions. man until this impact takes place. The mind of man posh~late the ego first, but umversal existence. 

The weight of authority, as quoted by Mr. An- is like a dead thing until this action of the material Smence, of course, ~s lVJ~r. Wake~an declares, rea-
draws is against me, but I refuse to hav this ques- universe intrudes upon it. In this impact lies the sons. beyon_d ~he physic~lmto the Ideal and spiritual, 
tion ~ettled by any authority whatsoever. It is a beginning of all knowledge whatsoever. It is the onJy but It~ l;>asis IS the P~YSI~al. We canno~ reason from 
question of common sense and is to be settled by basis upon which any possible knowledge can be ~he spmtual as a begmnmg to the physiCal, and thus 
the common sense of mankind. It requires no ex- achieved. Anything that passes for knowledge, which mterpret the lfl,t~er b:y the forme:;. we must always 
traordinary knowledge, no reading of books, nope- cannot be traced to this ultimate basis is not knowl- reason from physiCal mto the spintual, and under
culiar experience. It simply requires keenness to edge but imagination. ' stand the spiritual i~ and through our previous 
study one's own individual activity. Sensation, as I define, is entirely objectiv, and not knowledge of the physiCal. 

There is no distinction in" knowledge. All knowl- subjectiv. . M1· .. Andrews Wishes to know what I mean by met-
edge is the same. Scientific knowledge is classified The subjectiv and conjoint action, in this case, of aphy_siCs. . I ~ean_ a:ny system of .. thou~ht whose 
knowledge. But to classify knowledge is not to the mind of man, is perception, or intuition, which startmg-pomt ~s wdhm and not wuh;JUt, m an idea 
change its character. The knowledge of the most last, to my mind, is a better term; and in using this and ~ot a f~ct, Ill a m~ntal assumptiOn an~ not a 
ignorant and most ill-disciplined mind, so far as it is term I strike a point of profound difference between physi?al exis~ence. ~mence and metaphysics ~ay 
knowledge, is just as valuable as the knowledge of mysel.f and Mr. Andrews. Notice that I use the word meet m c~1~am dom~u;s and reason .together arnica
the greatest philosopher. All logic, as Huxley says, intuition in a new scientific sense and not in the old bly on spmtual reahties; but the difference is this: 
is simply elaborated common sense. It is not any- transcendental sense. ' metaphysics is wholly subjectiv, while science is :first 
thing different from common sense, only a more at- Mr. Andrews says that the minu infers the exist- o! _all objectiv and then s~bjectiv. The. metaphy
tentiv common sense. There is no royal road to ence of an outside world. This is the idealistic view. SICian reasons from the mmd to the mmd, while 
truth-one for the learned and one for the ignorant. I do not accept it. I affirm that the human mind does sc~ence reason~ from the . material universe to t?e 
All must take the same road. The most learned not infer the existence of an outer world; it knows mi~d and consid~rs ~he mmd a part o.f the matenal 
man at the start must take exactly the same road as it directly-that is. it intuits it sees it perceives it umverse. Thus 1t will be seen that· smence and met
the most ignorant; the onJy difference is that he goes without any act of r~asoning wh~tsoeve/ The reason~ apbysi?s are fundam~nta~ly opposed. No process of 
farther in the same way, and by the same process of ing does not begin until after this intellectual intu- reasonu;g can be ~mentific .that does not find its 
reasoning. He cannot at any time change the way ition. Immediately as the outward world impinges source m a mate;nal sensatiOn. . Any reasoning, ri.o 
or the nrocess. He onJy transcends the uncultivated upon the mind of man, the mind knows in "dynamic matte1: how b~autifu~ or .truth~l It may appear, that 
mind by more continued reasoning, but there is no unity" wjth sensation, as Mr. Andrews terms it, that finds Its ~tarbng-pomt Ill an Idea of the mind, is 
difference in the kind of reasoning. It is all common there is an outness. There is no inference, no reason- metaphysiCal, and can never be accepted by science 

ing no indirection. It is simple absolute first-hand as anything more than poetry and imagination. It 
kn~wledge. This is what I mea~ by perc~ption. It may. carry a truth to the feeling, but not a truth to 

sense. 
Before I proceed with the main discussion let me 

say that in my previous article I did not confound 
sensation with perception. I used them together 
because they are together in time, but in thought 
they are different things; and in writing that ru·ticle 
I had that distinction firmly in mind, though per
haps I did not sufficiently express it. To confound 
these two as one would show an intellectual blind
ness that should rule me out of this discussion 
altogether. 

I differ with Mr. Andrews at the very start; and 
here I want the careful attention of the reader. 
Those who agree with the definitions of Mr. Andrews 
must agree with him throughout. His logic is irref
utable. The battle-ground is in the stru·ting-point. 
I do not agree with Mr. Andrews's definitions either 
of sensation or perception. 

First as to sensation-let me define what I mean 
by that term, and what I think science must mean 
by that term. . 

·what is the fundamental, and, I might say, absolute 
and unquestionable, postulate of science, the unbe
ginning and the unending thing of it all? It is this: 
the reality if the outward universe. Let this be 
thoroughly understood. Science does not start, as 
many imagin, with the reality of the ego, that is, of 
the subjectiv, but with the reality of the objectiv 
world, that is, of the outside. Science does not pass 
from the ego to the outward world, but from the 
outwru·d world to the ego. Its original assumption 
is the objectivity of relations, and not their subjectivity. 
Science takes its stand on the firm ealih. It sets 
itself like a flint against idealism or any sort of 
reasoning that makes mind the starting-point. If 
one start with the mind he must end with the mind, 
and all phenomena become merely a transformation 
of mental imageries. Modern science revolts against 
this subjectivity, although I grant that modern 
philosophy seems to favor it; but this is the weakness 
of modern philosophy, and it never can come into 
harmony with science until it accepts the objectiv 
as the struiing-point of human cognition. To science 
the stars are real stru·s, the flowers are real flowers, 
the ground on which we tread is real ground, having 
a real, objectiv existence. These are not mere mental 
operations, or inferences. 

This outwru·d world I call rnaterial. I use the terms 
of matter, not of spirit, as the universal and most 
comprehensiv terms. This is what science is com
pelled to do, although it may not giv a precise defi
nition of matter; but, as Huxley says, it must use the 
terms of matter, and not the terms of spirit, in order 
to be nnderstandable. Matter, therefore, is the uni
versal thing, or quality, or attribute, or whatever you 
may call it, of the objectiv reality with which science 
deals, and mind is simply a process in the material 
universe-not the beginning or the soul of matter
but a process in it taking place under certain condi
tions. Science may not know how this process re
sults from . certain conditions1 but it knows that it 

is a direct seeing of things as outward. the mtellect. . . 
I object to Mr. Andrews's view because it results in I hav thus said my say .. Mr .. Andrews must find 

pure idealism, and in the end there is no such thing roo~ for me somewhere m Umversology, thm;tgh I 
as knowledge. All the universe becomes a dream. don~ know exactly where. ~ut ! hay given what I 
If you say the existence of the objectiv world is to consider to be t~e modern SCientific view of ~he uD;i
man an inference, then he can deny that inference, verse and t~e. mm~ of ;nan, a~d what I believe will 
and affirm, as Berkeley does, that there is only an ego; be the prevailing VIew m the times t? come. 
but the ego itself is not left, as Hume shows, for, by I know .t?at M~. Andrews ha~ admirably expressed 
the same process of reasoning, the ego becomes an the prevailing philos~phy of the d~y, and I am glad 
inference, and only bare thought is left; or, as Mill to ~av drawn from him such a lumd s~atement of its 
puts it, "a possibility of sensation;" and that lands b~sis a~ d. process of th~ught. _There IS not a flaw in 
one on the shores of an infinit phantasy. The only his logi~ If you ~rant h~s premiS .. I do_ not, ho.wever, 
possible escape from this is by affirming that the hu- grant his premis. I disagree with his very Idea of 
man mind knows the outward universe as directly sensat!on. I deny that we get at the outside uni
and intuitivly as it knows itself. verse Il;t any such way as he sa;y:s, an~ I a~rm th!l't 

I affirm that consciousness includes two prime ele- the philosophy of the futu~e will. reJect his premis, 
ments which must exist in order to produce conscious- and co~e mto ?armony _with science! by affirming 
ness, namely, the me, and the not-me. Take away the _reality _of umversa~ existence as ynor to. all rea
either of these and thexe is no consciousness. Con- sonmg, as m fact a pnme element m consCiousness 
sciousness is, ~s the word signifies, a knowing to- itself, without which there}.s no cons?ious~es~.. The 
gether, or with. It is the human mind comiBg to me and the _not-m~, both m dynamic umty, make 
knowledge by the conjunction of the outward world, man a knowmg bemg, an~ th_e me ~oes not reason 
and without this conjunction there is no conscious- to the not-me! but ~nows It directly m the very first 
ness. The not-me is as neoessru·y, as the me-for flash of consciOus existence. SAMUEL P. PeTNAM. 
how can man know even himself except by contrast Postscript.-Since writing the above I hav had the 
with what is not himself? So the very beginning of pleasure of reading Mr. Andrews's second article, and 
knowledge, of all consciousness, i"s the impact of the in reply I will offer a few words and then let the 
not-me with the me, and the not-me is no more an matter rest. The sense in which I regard pure 
inference than the me; both are directly intuitioned mathematics as poetry is this; poetry is something 
in the act of consciousness. There is no priority. that is made; it is essentially a mental creation. It 

I hav thus given the common-sense, popular view deals with imaginations and possibilities and not 
of the matter, to which Mr. Andrews and all philoso- with actual matter of fact. Pure mathematics does 
phers must come at last and practically accept. But the same thing. It is ideal. It reasons with possi
I maintain that this common-sense view is the pro- bilities. It is fonnded upon axioms of the mind, not 
foundest philosophic view of the matter. It is prac- upon facts. There is no such thing as a circle or a 
tically true, and it is theoretically true. Does not line, or a point as defined in mathemathics. There
every man believe in the a-ctual existence of the out- fore mathematics does not giv the real universe, onJy 
side world? Of course he does. Can he giv a rea- an ideal universe-a universe that might be if such 
son for his belief? No, because he has not reasoned and such things were so. Mathematics is true with 
himself into that belief. Its foundation is not a rea- an if, as all poetry is true with an if. If you take a 
son, but an intuition-that is, a direct perception, or circle, a line, a point, as mathematics defines them, 
insight, in the very act of consciousness, without then certain things must inevitably follow. But no 
which consciousness itself would be impossible. such things actually exist, and, th~refore, pure math

Let me now repeat the things necessary to human ematics deals onJy with an imaginary state of things. 
knowledge. First, the outside universe; secondly, When this ideal instrumentality is brought into 
the impact of the universe upon the mind of man; contact with the universe, as it is, then vast results 
thirdly, but instantaneously with this, "in dynamic follow. But the ideal must blend with the practical, 
unity," the perception or intuition by the mind of the in order to do this. Pure mathematics can giv no 
outward reality; and fourth, reasoning-that is, at- particle of real knowledge-there must be applied 
tention, observation, collection, and classification of mathematics. There must be a fact, and the fact is 
facts, inference, discovery, and nnfolding of relations, the source of all the truth we require. Pure mathe
and so all the accumulated knowledge; but every par- rna, tics, therefore, is nothing but poetry until it 
ticle of reasoning that has any scientific validity must hinges upon a fact; •then, of course, it swings open 
find its basis in a material sensation and a mental to boundless reahns. 
perception springing from that sensation, so that the Now let me come to the fundamental question, 
ultimate and sole beginning of all knowledge is the Can the human mind, by any action of its own, add 
material sensation. The radical, and, to the careless- to its store of knowledge? Mr. Andrews seems to 
thinking mind, the incomprehensible, difference be- think that it can, and that I make tremendous and 
tween Mr. Andrews and myself is in this startin~- -ventur~some assertions when I say: ''Nowhere along 
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the whole line does the human intellect, merely as 
intellect, furnish a particle of truth. Truth is in a 
well, and that well is the continuous contact of the 
mind of man With its environments. Reasoning in 
itself never provides man with truth." I still repeat 
these assertions. I affirm that by no process of pure 
mental activity can a particle of knowledge be added 
to what is given in sensation. The sensation fur
nishes the raw material always and wholly. The 
mind can only formulate, classify, co-ordinate, define, 
arrange, ,and re-arrange, but it cannot create. It 
cannot initiate an iota of truth. It can turn it over 
and reshape multitudinously, but it cannot make. 
The sensation givs the total stuff out of which is 
woven every particle of truth we possess. The hu
man inind is simply a weave1'--it weaves what is 
given to it gloriously and wonderfully, but it can do 
no more. 

This question Kant himself discussed, and, as I re
memli>er, decided this same way. He discussed it in 
a different form. He put it in- this way: Can the 
mind by any process of logic, of pure reasoning, 
come to a " synthetic judgment ?" What Kant 
meant was this: Given a certain amount of knowl
edge, can the mind by pure reasoning increase that 
knowledge? or must the reasoning, whatever shape 
it take, still keep within the bounds of that knowl
edge, unable by any process to transcend it? Kant 
affirmed that the mind by no logic whatever could 
leap beyond that knowledge. It could remold the 
knowledge, but it could not in the least thing ad
vance beyond. This is the same position that I take, 
and is the scientific position; but Mr. Andrews seems 
to think that logic has some transcendental power to 
increase human knowledge, while I affirm that it ex
hausts its power in defining humanknowledge. Den" 
nition, readjustment, is all that logic can do. 

Let us illustrate this-put it squarely, and see just 
where we differ. Supposing that from this time 

giv a keen relish and a desire to giv him the floor indefinitly. 
He ha:s a hobby, however, and that is Infidelity, and ever and 
anon 1t would crop out. We casually drifted into the subject 
of Ohio politics and the probable effect of the Scott law on 
the approaching campaign. lie could not see how the un
constitutionality of the law could be avoided in view of the 
fact that the law was a tax-and tax is a license or at least 
the consideration of a license. This naturally -b'rought up 
the subject of temperance, and the great apostle of Free
thought was rather vigorous in his condemnation of the many 
reformatory methods adopted by the temperance agitators, 
for, said he, 'If a man is on the road to the devil the best way 
to reform him is to assist him in that direction, rather than 
to giv him a slight relief with the ultimate result of his reach
ing the goal the moment he ceases to be an object of sympa
thetic consideration.' And said he, 'Take a confirmed toper 
for instance; if his family cannot reform llim, nobody els~ 
need try it. The reformers get hold of him, pull him out of 
the gutter, and place him on his feet, and just so long as he 
is the object of special attention he is straight. Well, it fol
lows, having presumably got him on the prohibition path, 
another old soak is picked out, and interest in the first ceases. 
Well, he notices that he has ceased to be an object of com
miseration, and, having abandoned his old convivial associa
tions, finds himself a little the loneliest mortal in the com
munity. His former habits hav ostracized him from highly 
respectable society, and his reforrnation excludes him from 
association with the 'boys.' What is the result? Simply, 
he passes the old haunts; the recollection of the fun he has 
enjoyed in former days in these places tempts him to drift 
into them again. There are Tom, Dick, Jim, and the rest, 
sitting around the stove, with periodical trips to the bar. On 
the stove is the familiar old copper kettle, with its compo
nent possibilities of punch and toddy, and he drifts in. A 
good-natured welcome, an invitation to take something, and 
human nature asserts itself and reformatory resolutions van
ish, .and your reformed bummer makes up for lost time-gets 
glonously drunk, and anathematizes temperance societies 
and prohibition principles to all time. Right here, then, lies 
the evil, or rather the fallacy, of the temperance subject as 
advocated by its partisans. Hold the victim responsible; let 
business men establish the rule, and not deviate from it, that 
a man who drinks is nat reliable, and refuse to giv him em
ployment because of his drinking habits, and when intem
perate men realize that their drmking habit is the insur
mountable bar to securing profitable, responsible, or remun
erativ employment, then is struck the blow that will abolish 
intemperance, and then only.' " 

henceforth all material sensation should cease; ,that The Rev. Mr. Nichols Speaks for Himself. 
is, the ovtward world should no more affect the mind 
of man. Up to this moment man has acquired a cer- To THE EDI'l'OR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I 
tain body of knowledge. His mental faculties re- see by THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 31st that you hav 
main just as they are. His logic is still unimpaired, inserted a challege purporting to be from me. I 
his mathematics as keen as ever. Now the 'question wrote a similar challenge and gave Mr. Clow, of For
I would ask Mr. Andrews is this: Is it possible for est Grove, Oregon, liberty to hav it inserted in any 
the human mind,out of its own activity, to increase this Liberal paper, or any other naper in the world. I 
body of knowledge after the material sensation has presume that this is how it came to be in your col
ceased? According to his philosophy, I understand, umns. But I did not say to Mr. Clow that R. luger
he would answer in the affirmativ. Yes, he would soli or Bennett was afraid to meet me. I simply 
say, the human mind could so readjust this knowl- stated that! had challenged Mr. R. Ingersoll through 
edge, so classify, so co-ordinate, so logically arrange the papers of Oregon. I also said (by letter) to Mr. 
~nd define, so mentally mold it, that it really would Clow's inquiries that I had offered :five hunch·ed dol
mcrease the body of knowledge. lars toward defraying the expenses of a discussion 

I would answer just the other way. No amount of with R. Ingersoll. I also stated plainly to him that 
mental action, the most stupendous processes of pure I wanted their best, also that I had plenty of chances 
reasoning, the most magnificent triumphs of logic, to discuss with men who (although Infidels) I do not 
could by one scintilla increase that body of knowl- consider able to do the subject justice; with men 
edge. Reshape and remold as the intellect might, whose self-esteem is highly developed. With such I 
making that knowledge protean in its many forms, had not the least inclination to discuss. In reply to 
it never could add the least glimmer of new knowl- Mr. Clow I plainly told him that I would make the 
edge; new knowledge could only cmne by a new sensation. following offer, not to everybody, but toR. Ingersoll: 
The sensation begins the knowledge, and the sensa- I would defray half of the expenses of the discussion, 
tion must accompany the knowledge all !tlong, or the and, as we hav a printing-press, would print the dis
knowledge cannot grow. Logic, I affirm, is simply cussion free of charge, meaning by half of the ex
definition; it is not, it cannot }Je, creation. Its sole penses simply half of the cost of the hall, or for :fit
material of knowledge comes forever and forever ting up some park; also for a shorthand reporter, 
from sensation. Let sensation cease, and knowledge never once thinking of giving one single dollar to de
stops, and not a spark of new truth will appear until fray R. Ingersoll's expenses from the East to Oregon; 
sensation renews. Again, therefore, do I say, " The no, not one dollar; neither do I offer to pay his personal 
well of truth is the continuous contact of the mind of expenses. I acknowledge it would be extremely ab
man with its environments." surd for Col. Ingersoll to come to Oregon to meet a 

I will now end my say. I rejoice that I hav called man he never heard of. I hav never asked him to 
· out so luminous an expression of the idealistic and do so; as the following challenge, or copy of the chal
Platonic philosophy from Mr. Andrews. It has a lenge, will show, which (challenge) was published in 
wondrous fascination, I admit, and Mr. Andrews has our COU!lty paper: 
the brilliant poetic faculty of making it seem as if it NoTICE TO ALL INFIDELs. 

must be true. His clear-cut and beautiful sentences As I hav been informed that Robert Ingersoll is coming to 
flow over us like the symphonies of Beethoven; but Oregon, and as some hav reported that I am afraid to meet an 

Infidel in public clebate, I now ask, and earnestly desire, you 
I hope my reader will not be led astray by this "light to get said R. Ingersoll to meet me in a public discussion 
that never was on sea or shore," except so far as he upon the following question: 
accepts it to be the "poet's dream," which is after all ''Resolved, That the Bible is the reliable record of God's 
th 1 f h l"f b t h" h revelation through men.'' e supreme gory 0 uman 1 e; u W lC in the Will some Freethinker (or Infidel) plettHe ascertain if R. 
realms of science cannot be adjudged valid. It is Ingersoll is coming, and if he will discuss or no? If he is not 
the glorious possibility of things, but not their act- coming, throw in your mites and get him, or some one else 
uality. Each man can judge this question for him- that is acknowledged by him or Underwood to be competent 
self, but he must go to the very root of things in to handle the subject, to meet me in a public discussion. If 

the Bible is true you want to know it, and if it is not trup, I 
order to do it. He must read his own consciousness desire to know it. It is facts we want to know. Therefore 
clearly. I differ from some great thinkers, but on this put your energy and efforts together, and secure the service 
point they are no authority. Let the reader judge of R. Ingersoll, and let us hav a trial to see what the facts 
b h" · d d t b h t tl h are. W6 believe without a doubt the Bible is true, and are 

Y IS own mm ' an no Y W a 0 lers say, ow- not at all afraid to meet Mr. R. Ingersoll or anyone else that 
ever eloquently. S. P. P. is acknowledged to be one of your best. Oregon and other 

papers please copy. L. 'f. NrcnoLs. 

Practical Temperance Talk. Acknowledging that it would be absurd for Col. 

self in reference to my ability. Because a challenge 
is given it is no evidence that it must be accepted 
without due investigation and self-satisfaction that 
the end or result will justify the undertaking. I 
would say in refere:n,ce to the challenge to Mr. Ben
nett I never once thought he would come to Oregon 
on purpose to discuss with me or any other man. 
At the time I gave the challenge to Mr. Bennett h~ 
was making (what was called) his trip around the 
world, and I was informed by Infidels that they 
thought he would come to Oregon. Although I gave 
the challenge (without any draw whatever upon my 
imagination), I could not say that Mr. Bennett ever 
received it, neither hav I ever said that he declined, 
for I never heard one word from him. I now renew 
the challenge o( 1880 to Col. Ingersoll (except the 
information of his coming to Oregon), with the fol
lowing addition: Although I am not in union with 
any of them, I will agree to send him 11 statement 
signed by many leading members of different church
es, and a host of others, besides a multitude of In
fidels, stating their desire for such a discussion, and 
also that I am fortified in the Bible, and competent 
to handle the matter in a public disussion with him, 
etc., etc. One leading Infidel told me he would take 
such a petition and go through the country with it, 
heading it with his own name with twenty dollars 
opposit of it. I am certain that ample funds can be 
raised by the Freethinkers to richly reward Mr. 
Ingersoll for his trip and trouble. I am certain of it, 
provided they will go to work in earnest. If Mr. 
Ingersoll does not see fit to accept of my challenge to 
an oral public discussion (which I would by far pre
fer), I will challenge him to a written discussion in 
the columns of Trm 'ruuTH SEEKER. In the mean 
while, if Mr. York, Jamieson, Bell, or Walker wants 
to discuss orally with me, they will :find me ready to 
accommodate them. Seeing that yon hav recom
mended them, I will meet one or all of them as ac
knowledged by the editor of THE TRUTII SEEKEH will
ing to risk the cause of Libemlism iu their hands. I 
hav no high sounding words to use either now or in 
a discussion. Truth alone is what I want, sought 
after in all candor and honesty. In the May 5th 
number of THE 'rrw'rH SEEKER I notice what is called, 
" Mr. Nichols's Challenge Accepted," and then sub
scribes certain conditions which I hav said nothing 
about in my challenge. In reply, I will say to Mr. 
Kelso, you hav plenty of well~to-do Liberals, and if 
you are aching so badly to dissect so rash a gentle
man as myself in a parliamentary manner, you can 
simply invite them to defray your expenses and hav 
your full jill at dissecting. 

Under this (professed) acceptance I see a heading, 
"Is It Nothing but Brag After All?" followed by tt 

communication from one representing himself as 
being my neighbor. If he uses neighbor to convey 
the idea that we both liv iu Oregon, all right. I hav 
never seen Mr. Sears (to my knowledge), neither hav 
I ever spoken to him. What he says.about accept
ing my challenge, and Mr. Martin accepting of it for 
me, I know nothing about, for certainly I never gave 
Mr. Martin any authority to accept of any challenge, 
or accept of any acceptance of any challenge for me. 
All the knowledge I hav of tlfe matter is Mr. 1\-Iartin 
came to me and said that a Mr. Soars wanted to dis
cuss with me; that he said that he would accept of 
my challenge, etc., and I tolcl Mr. Martin plainly that 
I was not after such men as Mr. Sears, and never 
challenged any such men; and hence he could not 
accept of my challenge, for it was not to that clasR. 
But a.s J. L. York has been recommended by 'l'rm 
TRUTH SEmmn as one that they are willing to abide 
the finale, I am (providing it is the same York, and 
hav no doubt but what it is) re:1cly at any time (when 
it can be suitably arranged by both parties) to enter 
the contest, and thus show that it is not brag nor 
high-sounding words, but the result of a full convic
tion that the Bible is authentic, and the desire to 
cause, if possible, to arrest in some degree the fear
ful tide of unbelief. My words are simply the expres
sion of what I am not only willing, but anxious to do. 

Hoping that you, as a person upholding freedom 
of speech, thoughts, and press, also reaJy to mete out 
justice, will giv this communication a place in your 
columns, I subscribe myself, Yours respectfully, 
awaiting the result, L. T. NrcnoLs. 

McMinnville, Oregon, 1\'Iay 18, 1883. 

Spe1Iing ltcform. 
To THE EDITOR OF Trm TRU'l'II SEEKER, Sir: 1\'Ir. 

A correspondent of the Columbus, 0., Saturday 
Gazette saw Col. Ingersoll the other day, and wrote 
home to his paper: 

"Mr. Ingersoll has grown quite gray, and is aging rapidly; 
at least the tell-tale crows'-feet and wrinkles anon creepina 
across his full, round, and clean-shaven face evidenced thi~ 
fact. His forehead extended clear back of the timber line 
and half-way up to the top of his fine, intelligent head was ~ 
~traggling growth _of close-~ropped i~on-gray hair. His pierc
mg gray eyes twmkled w1th gennm good nature, and in a 
moment we felt that we had been old fliends for life. As a 
conversa~ionalist M:. ~gerso~l h~s no living equal-versatil 
to the pomt of admnat10n, W1th JUSt facetiousness enough to 

Ingersoll to come to Oregon to meet a man in discus
sion he never: heard of, it would be equally, yea, more, 
absurd, to th1nk that I would go to the expense and 
trouble of getting the many (professed) Christian 
sects to unite and accept of me as a representativ 
man, and stand or fall by the results of the discus
sion. If it was possible to get every sect to agree to 
such a compact, .do we not know that they would not 
stand to their agreement? It is extremely absurd, 
therefore shall not attempt such a bootless under
taking. I hav never, neither do I now, ask Mr. Inger
soll to meet me in discussion without informing him-

Bennett was one of the first, if not the very first, Lib
eral publisher to recognize the claims of the spelling 
reform. He gave his aid to it by a systematic omis
sion of silent letters in many words, as is still clone iu 
the columns of TnE TRU'rH SEEKEH. His example has 
been followed by JYian aml m:1ny other Liberal pa
pers-a fact of which spelling reformers are becom
ing aware. The appended letter is taken from the 
Fonetic Educator, o.nd will, I tltink, be of interest to 
your readers. Yours truly, ELIZA B. BuRNS. 

':LIDERALISM AND 'rllE SPELLING REFORM. 

"EDITOR Enuca-ron: In a hasty survey of the list of spell
ing reform workerH and fricnclH of tho cause, I was struck 
with this peculiarity, or fact, viz: that Liberals and, Spilitual
ists largely predominate, so far as I understand their relig· 

, 
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ious belief; or, at least, if they are not openly avowed Lib
erals, they are several removes from the old-fashioned ortho
doxy. In this connection it may be observed that the organs 
of the people were the first to adopt reformed spellings. 
Now, what is the inference to be drawn if my observations 
are correct? What could be more natural than that the Free
thinker should exercise his reason, or that the Rationalist 
should persist in spelling rationally? But, brother Chris
tians, fellow-believers in the atoning blood of a crucified 
savior, shall we abandon reason and rationality in language 
representation? Shall we leave this grand theme to be pushed 
and monopolized by the enemies of our holy religion? While 
it may be said that every Atheist is a spelling reformer, let it 
not be true that all spelling reformers are Infidels. The 
lover of the beautiful, tho good, the true; the soul expanded 
by the teachings of Jesus, imbued with the spirit and aspira
tions of the age in which we liv, should form no part and 
parcel of the jeering crowd, hooting at every attempt to amend 
our wretched orthography. A. J. PIERcE." 

Bradlaugh Still Determined. 
London correspondence of the New York Sun. 

There is in the city, in a rather busy thoroughfare 
called Old Street, a place of meeting named the Hall 
of Science. It may comfortably seat 2,000 people. 
About six years ago I went there on a Sunday night 
for the first time. There were probably :fifty persons 
in the room. On the platform at one end of the 
hall were a lady and a gentleman. He had a massiv 
frame, the appearance of a priest, and the face of a 
bulldog. The lady was Mrs. Besant, the wife of a 
clergyman. Her partner was Mr. Charles Brad
laugh. They both told us bold things about religion, 
and tried hard to persuade us that there was no 
God. 

I went there again and again. Each time the 
room got fuller and the doctrins bolder. Now and 
then politics took the place of theological and bibical 
raids, and republican principles got ventilated. At 
:first the attendance was evidently mostly composed 
of people who had dropped in through curiosity, 
without any notion of what they were to hear, but 
gradually came a public attracted by sympathy for 
the principles that were preached. This public was 
composed of mechanics, clerks, and small shop
keepers, many of them accompanied by their wives 
or sisters. 

Last night I was there again. Expecting to find 
a large meeting, owing to the increasing popula1ity 
of Mr. Bradlaugh among the working classes, I 
arranged to arrive three-quarters of an hom before 
the beginning of the proceedings. Seats were to be 
had for a shilling and a sixpence. The room was 
already full. It was only by a combined effort of 
diplomacy and weight that I passed myself down 
between a middle-aged lady, fashionably dressed, 
and a young red republican. After that many other 
people came and were most unmercifully packed. 
There were as many outside as there were inside. 

I had gathered a few days ago from the general 
tone of conversation of an aristocratic circle that it 
was all over with Bradlaugh; that the fellow was 
completely cru~hed and would never be heard of 
again. Having had many opportunities of studying 
the representativ of Northampton, and knowing him 
to be a man of will, I dissented from the rose-color 
views, but was laughed at. 

At the appointed time 'Mr. Bradlaugh, amid vocif
erous cheerings, ascended the platform. The chair 
was taken by Miss Bradlaugh, a young, bright look
ing, and intelligent lady of about 25. Then Mr. 
Bradlaugh began to speak. His delivery, at first low, 
as though his lungs were weak, gradually grew 
stronger, till it vibrated like an incessant roll of 
thunder. His speech was eloquent and clever. It 
was enthusiastically received. His appeals from what 
the speaker called the treason of the Commons to 
the rights of the people, won a tempest of applause. 
It would hav fared badly indeed with certain mem
bers of the House, if they had been within the reach 
of some of my neighbors. The speaker very ably 
contended that the Commons had committed treason 
against the Constitution by preventing him from 
sening his constituents, although he had been law
fully elected by them, as admitted by the House it
self; for if he had not been legally qualified to sit, 
why was not a new writ issued for Northampton? 
No legal disqualifications could be urged against his 
return. He was the1·efore one of the Commoners of 
England, and business should not go on in Parlia
ment without his taking part in it, for it was not only 
his 1-ight, but his duty to do so. "If the House of 
Commons," urged the orator, amid a fresh volley of 
cheers, "would, by its mere resolution alone, override 
law, what reasonable security was there for the life, 
liberty, or property of any subject of the nation?" 
Then he went on to remark that he was afi·aid, as it 
has been said, that the House had gone too far to re
cede; yet one of them must recede, and he would 
not. The loud but unmistakably propitious tumult 
which greeted this fierce challenge, foretells that the 
burgess for Nort.hampton will be backed in his cam
paign by no half-hearted followers, and that we may 
soon hav to record something mpre conclusiv than 
mere "glove meetings." 

Tmning then against those who had assai).ed him 
the most in the Commons, the Radical orator swayed 
himself with bitter sarcasm, crushing under foot all 
consideration of rank or of past glory. He let out 
~specially with remarkable spirit against Lord Ran-

dolph Churchill, until he figurativly got him in chan
cery, as one of my neighbors had it. Having re
minded the meeting that Lord Randolph had said 
that he (Mr. Bradlaugh) had been elected by the 
dregs and scum of Northampton, he asked whether 
anything could be more insolent and at the same 
time more awkward than this definition of a most 
honorable body of citizens by the descendant of the 
man who was forever selling his country, and who 
enriched his family by robbing soldiers of their bread 
and starving them to death. 

The burgess of Northampton has therefore issued 
his challenge to the Commons. During the ensuing 
weeks he will hold meetings all over the co1.mtry, to 
be wound up by two monster ones in London, in 
July and August. After that, having satisfied him
self, as he said, and the country tkat the people are 
with him, he will take his seat. 

Rarely hav political assembles shown so little fore
sight and judgment as hav been displayed by the 
Commons in this affair. Mr. Bradlaugh was quite 
in the wrong at :first. They hav helped him out of 
his position and hav put themselvs in his place. He 
was disliked and ill-supported. They hav given him 
the prestige and power of a. martyr, and now should 
there be broken heads and ugly riots, the fault will 
lie with them. 

He Knows Him. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: "Does 

anybody know Von Schleumbach ?" Yes; three years 
ago Von Schleumbach lectured to the Young Men's 
Christian Association at Wilkes Barre, Pa. I was 
editing the Toiler's Pleader at the time. I called on 
Von and had a chat with him on different subjects, 
and I learned fi·om him that he was not "a learned 
man," which he boasted to be. He had edited a 
paper in Wilkes Barre, he said," about fourteen years 
ago." The Infidel clubs that he organized were the 
"turn-overs." He acknowledged to hav been a great 
drunkard, a man of vice, and claimed that his con
version came about in this way. Said he: " I vas at 
Malchunk vone day und stait mit ine Christian laty, 
und she inwited me to go mit her to Sunday-school. 
I vent, und heard a liddle shile say, ' The fool hath 
sait in his heart, Dere ish no Gott.' Dot touch me 
in mine heart, und from dat. I believed dere vos a 
Gott, und I gried until my heart almost proke, und 
den I got trunk, tried to trown the idea dat I vas 
converted. I then quit-" but his story was cut 
short. The name of the paper I did not leam. I 
believe it was a German paper. He had a brother at 
Wilkes BaiTe when I was there last. He spoke in 
German. Only one English lecture he gave at Wilkes 
Barre. Von and a German had a confab at the 
Young Men's Christian Association, but I did not 
understand the discussion. I learned that his brother 
is a Liberal, and Von a fraud of the first water. So 
said his countryman. WILLIAM MASON. 

Libfffal, Mo. (the only Liberal town in the world
no preacher, no policeman, no priest, no gocl, no 
heaven, no hell, no devil), June 6, 1883. 

Notes from the Lecture Field. 

place we sail to-morrow morning, and all the more 
gladly as I expect to meet the better half of the York 
family on our arrival in Vict01ia, as I thought the 
beauties of the Sound country too much for one to 
enjoy all alone. This is my seventh visit to this 
country, and yet new sights and natural beauties of 
climate and landscape appear on every hand. 

The opening up of the great Northwest by rail has 
created a wonderful boom in real estate, and Seattle 
aud Tacoma are growing like magic under the influx 
of rapidly increasing population. 

I will speak in Portland on July 1st, and on the 
4th of July giv the oration at Eagle Creek. From 
thence I go to Eastern Oregon, Walia Walia, Spo
kan Falls, Cheeny, Pendleton, Union, Baker .City, 
Prairie City, and other points. We shall be glad to 
get word from any of the above points-that is, if 
you can catch me on "the wing. 

By the way, lest I forget it, let me tell you that the 
man Nichols, at McMinnville, who blows such a big 
horn, is not worth the ammunition of Col. Kelso, 
Jamieson, or any other speaker, if he would maintain 
self-respect, He does not represent an orthodox 
sect, or anything else but himself and a handful of 
cranks; besides, I was informed that his standing is 
anything but moral, and quite unsavory among de
cent and orderly people, and that he has neither 
money nor sense. We gave a course of lectures with
in ten miles of him, and to our surprise the valiant 
champion of departed wm;th did not put in an ap
pearance, and the friends of Freethought in his 
neighborhood counseled us not to stir up this un
savory man, as no good would accrue to the cause of 
truth. DR. J. L. Yorur. 

A Freeth ought Camp· Meeting in Iowa. 
Yesterday (Suntl.ay) I attended the first Free

thought camp-meeting ever held, I am told, in north
western Iowa. The entire work of less than half a 
dozen earnest, indefatigable Liberals, and the chief 
glory for the admirable arrangements, are due Daniel 
Leonard and D. P. Kerns. A. M. Copp, the able and 
enthusiastic standard-bearer of Liberalism in Corn
ing had spread the news broadcast over the country, 
and drove us fi·om his beautiful residence to the 
place of meeting with much misgiving as to whether, 
on account of the incessant rains and almost impas
sable condition of the 1·oads, there would be any 
meeting at all. Much to our surprise and that of 
every one else, the meeting was in full blast when 
we arrived, and we listened with rapt attention to 
the stirring address being delivered by :M:r. J. L. 
Andrew, a young English ex-minister, who has re
cently bmst the bonds of mental servitude and is 
devoting his life t.o liberating his fellow-men. At the 
conclusion of the address an elegant repast was pro
vided by Mr. Copp and Mr. Leonard, to which every 
one was invited. Fortunately the clouds disappeared 
and old Sol seemed to smile with satisfaction and 
lend his welcome warmth to those who had met to· 
supplant the despotism of theology, which, for gene
rations, has labored to simply 'suppress truth .. Not
withstanding the terrible state of the roads-on ac
count of which it was pretty generally understood to 
hav been postponed-there was an attendance of 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Since of over two hundred persons, largely representing 
I wrote you last I hav lectured in Roseburg, Oakland, the worst form of orthodoxy. Not less than 600 
Eugene City, Forest Grove, North Yamhill, and As- persons would hav been present. 
toria, and hav been greeted everywhere with unusual ]l.fr. Leonard again called the meeting to order, 
success. and Mr. L. C. GoodJ:ich, of Bedford, who had trav-

Our hearty thanks are due John Cogswell and eled sixteen miles to attend, with roads in a condition 
others at Eugene City, and Brother Hudson and that would tax anyone's enthusiasm, delivered a well
others at Forest Grove. At North Yamhill R. R. timed speech on the prevailing Infidelity, even among 
Laughlin stood in the front and rendered us every the so-called orthodox, in reference to the Bible. 
assistance in doing our work. Brother Chance, as His points were pertinent, logical, and well received, 
usual, was found in his place at Astoria, with a ready although a number of ladies took occasion to show 
hand and a good word to help us along. their prejudice by retiring during its delivery. 

At this writing I am at Seattle, W. T., and hav just Mr. A. M. Copp was called to the chair, and took 
concluded a course of lectures under the auspices of that occasion to refer to the servil status of woman 
the Seattle Liberal League-the best League west of to which the Bible and all theology had assigned her. 
the Rocky liountains, numbering in membership Mr. Leonard briefly but pointedly suggested to the 
about one hundred. young people present that they ought to read the 

Our last lecture was made the ocqasion for an ex- Bible, examin it carefully, go to chmch, but just use 
cursion by steamer six miles, and a g1:and picnic and their own reason, and they would come out all right. 
clam-bake, at which time one thousand people list- He had been a Methodist class-leader nearly fourteen 
ened to the literary exercises and joined in a happy years, but always approached the Bible with a super
dance at the close. stitious awe and reverence never accorded any other 

D. M. Crane, an aa·dent fri61ld of THE TRUTH SEEKER, book, and thus was enslaved. 
and a true Liberal, is president of the League, by Though suffering from a hoaa·seness, I was called 
whom we were kindly cared for during our stay in upon and gave my own convictions as to what the 
Seattle. Our thanks are due to the many friends at constructiv side of Liberalism should interest itself 
Seattle, among whom I am glad to mention the name in, showing that grander possibilities, that a higher 
of W. H. White, one of the best lawyers in Seattle; morality, and nobler aspirations toward a better 
an outspoken Liberal, an eloquent speaker, and a social order, the realization of justice in society, were 
leading mind in the League, to whom much of its now, should continue to be, the aims of the truly 
success is due. Liberal. At the close of the lectm·e I explained the 

We lectured two nights at Tacoma, the terminal aims and objects ofthe National Liberal League, and 
point of the Northern Pacific railroad, to large and called upon all persons present who thought such an 
appreciativ audiences. Also two nights at Puyallup, organization worthy and necessary to giv in their 
the great hop-growing district of Puget Sound. Our names for the purpose of forming an organization. 
thanks aa·e due at Puyallup to CharLes Reed, A. S. The first volunteer was 1\irs. 1\'Iary Holgate who has 
Farquharson, Friend Meisner, and others; and at done much missionary work in this neighborhood, 
Tacoma to R. J. Weisbach, J. P. Chilberg, and and who had also traveled sixteen miles to be pres
others. ent. The list entire is as follows: A. M. Copp, T. D. 

We are to speak again in Seattle and also in Ta- Holgate, Mary Holgate, Mortimer Ballard, D. P. 
coma on om· return frorq Yictoria1 B. C., for which Kemo, Daniel Leonard1 and G. L. Andrews, so that it 
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can safely be predicted that a Liberal League is now 
a fact for Corning. E. A. STEVENS. 

Omaha, Neb., June 4, 1883. 

A Canadian Freethought Club. 
The following account of the opening of the Mon

treal Freethought Club we take from the Montreal 
Herald of June 4th: 

Yesterday afternoon, the new rooms of the Free
thought Club, situated on St. Catherine street, oppo
site the Cathedral, were opened under most favorable 
auspices. Mr. Feodore Boas occupied the chair, the 
attendance being large and influential. 

At the opening of the proceedings Mr. George 
Martin said: 

"Ladies and gentlemen: It affords me very much pleasure 
indeed, in common with every member of this club, to see so 
many of our friends here to-day on the occasion of opening 
our new hall. This pleasure is enhanced in view of what 
such an assembly broadly signifies. It is, I think I may safely 
say, an unmistakable indication of a rapid spread of Liberal 
thought in our midst, of an increase of that beneficent spirit 
of mutual toleration and respect which tends to harmonize 
communities, and renders intercourse among individual citi
zens a. pleasure and a joy. 

"We are passing through a period of intellectual unrest, a 
time of doubting whatever is doubtful, of questioning what
ever remains unsettled, and, above all, of a bold and fearless 
assertion of • the right of unlimited search ' into all matters 
pertaining to the welfare and enlightenment of mankind, the 
right to ignore and set aside all ecclesiastical proscriptions 
and decretals. 

"It is only within the present century that the heavy hand 
of ecclesiasticism has been forced to relinquish its grasp on 
human reason, and only in recent years that thoughts of the 
most Radical and startling character hav been permitted to 
fairly take wind, exulting in the freedom which they find to 
fl.y wheresoever the free air and sunshine of heaven may in

. vite them. 
"The priesthoods of the day of every complexion hav be

come more modest in their claims, in many cases apologetic, 
in some cases repentant, ready to confess to sins of omission 
and commission. Even 'Mother Church' herself, alarmed 
at the rising tide of unbelief, turns her latest fury only 
asainst Atheism or Agnosticism, and through one' of her 
highest dignitaries proposes a combination of all religious 
peoples, Jews, Mohammedans, and Buddhists, all Theists 
joining with Christians, Catholic and Protestant, to wage a 
war of extermination against this monster, born of his fears, 
that rises up everywhere and arrogantly refuses to worship 
or recognize the supernatural. 

"This same high dignitary, had he lived at a somewhat 
earlier period, would hav recommended a very different pro
cedure in connection with the heretics and heathen whose 
co-operation he now craves in a crusade of persecution; 
craves only from a depth of despair induced by his seeing 
the decay and ultimate overthrow of those colossal despot
isms that hav retarded the march of civilization, and hav 
proved so inimical to human happiness, chief among which 
his own church has acted the most inhuman and sanguinary 
part. 

''These re:fiections on the signs of the times I hav Bup
plementecl with some verses, which I respectfully off~r for 
your acceptance: 

ONWARD! 

Onward still; the fiends of terror 
Never more by force of error 

Can the thinker's thought subdue. 
Dear to us the hero-sages 
Of the pious, priestly ages 

Whom the fierce fanatics slew. 

Dead? They are not dead, their teaching 
Through the long, dark centuries reaching, 

Throbs in countless hearts to-day; 
Not one word for freedom spoken, 
Nor one limb for freedom broken 

Has been wholly cast away. 

See! in the enlightened nations, 
Shaken to their deep foundations, 

Venerable temples reel; 
Superstition, wounded, wailing, 
Angry-mouthed, but unavailing, 

Howls to heaven her last appeal. 

Forward, then! 'tis shameful treason 
In this glorious age of reason 

To disguise one's honest thought; 
None but dupes and cowards falter 
To disown each ghostly altar 

Where the ancient lie is taught. 
Ours the age of science; splendid 
Are her triumphs, with them blended · 

Truths that zone the world with light; 
Ours an age of·song more truthful 
Than the old-time muses youthful 

Poured from their Olympian bight. 

Long hav slept the gods they flattered, 
Long ago their altars scattered, 

Vanished from the midst of men; 
Other gods hav followed, follow, 
Prayer and praise grow faint and hollow. 

Can dead faiths come forth again? 

Ours the age of freedom, striding 
O'er the earth, no more abiding 

On bleak mountain-tops, seciuded; 
Where she passeth tyrants tremble, 
Priest and king their craft dissemble, 

Theirs the spoils of souls deluded. 

Onward! be our motto, ever 
Striving with a wise endeavor 

Higher, higher still to rise; 
Striving to uplift and gladden 
Hearts that grim beliefs but sadden, 

So shall spread the truths we prize." 

Only a Little Over One Hundred Years Ago. 
HOW BLASPHEMY WAS PUNISHE:Q IN CONNECTICUT. 

against the old-time custom of pastors holding aloof 
from their flocks!" 

From the Litchfield Enquirer. 

The execution in this case is dated 1779 and signed 
by Geo. Pitkin, clerk of the superior court. The 
prisoner was Samuel Tousley, of Salisbury. The 
statute of blasphemy reads as follows: 

"That if any person within this state shall presume wil
fully to blaspheme the name of God the Fatller, Son or Holy 
Ghost, either by denying, cursing, or reproaching the true 
God, or his government of the world; every person, so offend
ing, shall be punished by whipping on the naked body, not 
exceeding forty stripes, and sitting in the pillory one hour; 
and may also be bound to his good behavior, at the discretion 
of the superior court, who shall hav cognizance of the 
offense." 

And the managing editor took a fresh piece of 
paper and started on a. laborious editorial demon
strating that the doctrin of infant baptism would out
liv the attacks of science on the church, and that a 
perfect faith in Calvinism was the only way to earn 
bread. 

The Matrimonial Creed. 
From the London FreetJdnker. 

The nature of the punishment inflicted will con
cisely appear from the following return of the officer 
setting forth what he did in pursuance of the sen
tence of the court: 

Whosoever will be married, before all things it is 
necessary that he hold the conjugal faith, which is 
this, that there were two rational beings created, both 
equal, and yetpne superior to the other; and the in
ferior shall bear rule over the superior; which faith 
except everyone do keep whole and undefiled, with
out doubt he shall be scolded at everlastingly. 

"LITCHFIELD, 23d August, 1779. 
"Then by virtue of the within execution, I took the within 

named Samuel Tousley, from the common jail in Litchfield, 
to a gallos viz., erected for that purpose, and set him thereon 
with a rope round his neck for the space of one full hour, 
and then I branded him with the ~apital letter B with a hot 
iron on his forehead, and then tied him to the tail of a cart, 
and caused him to be whip'ed thirty-nine stripes on his naked 
body, in the whole-at four of the most public places in the 
town of Litchfield, and then returned him to the jail from 

The man is superior to the woman, and the woman 
is inferior to the man; yet both are equal, and the 
woman shall govern the man. 

The woman is commanded to obey the man, and 
the man ought to obey the woman. 

And yet they are not two obedients, but one obe
dient. 

whence he came. "Test, LYNDE LonD, Sheriff." 
Three days after execution of the sentence, Tous

ley paid the ccst in the case, amonting to £153, 8 
shillings and six pence, or $531.42. 

The execution does not set forth any particulars of 
the crime charged. Apparently a denial of the di
vinity of Christ would hav subjected anyone to the 
penalties of this statute. Some of the ablest civil 
leaders of the Revolution were Deists, or at least 
Unitarians-notably Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin 
Franklin, and John Adams-and any one of them, if 
he had been a resident of Connecticut, might by the 
mere statement of his religious views, hav subjected 
himself to the savage and degrading punishment in
flicted on Tousley. 

~------.-------

The Only Way to Earn Bread. 
F1·om the Brooklyn Eagw. 

"I am a minister of the gospel!" observed an im
portant gentleman, with a portentous frown, as he 
took a chair at the managing editor's table. "I am a 
minister of the gospel, and I want----" 

"Certainly," interrupted the managing editor. "We 
hav no objection to suppressing the facts. Do you 
know which reporter has them?" 

"I don't, sir!" thundered the clergyman. "I wish 
to remark, sir, that I hav come-" 

"Well, just leave the lady's name and I will look 
after the matter," the managing editor again inter
rupted, this time quailing slightly. 

"It is not a lady at all, sir!" proclaimed the visitor; 
"I came to tell you, sir, that I am a clergyman, and 
that----" 

"Yes, sir," murmured the managing editor. "It's 
about his son: What is he charged with?" 

"Do you understand me?" roared the divine, ris
ing in wrath. "I tell you, sir, I am a clergyman, and 
I hav come here for the purpose of-" 

"Pardon my error," put in the managing editor, 
apologetically. "How much of the missionary money 
do they claim is missing?" 

"Will you let me finish, sir?" demanded the pas
tor. "Did you catch the full import of my first re
mark? I am a clergyman, sir, and I am come-" 

"I beg your pardon," exclaimed the managing 
editor. "I misunderstood you. It's entirely my fault. 
When was it left on your doorstep?" 

"Never, sir; never!" roared the divine. "Do you 
hear me, sir? I am a minister of the gospel. I hav 
waited on you, sir, for the purpose-" 

"Why, certainly," smiled the managing editor, " I 
owe you a thousand apologies for my stupidity. I 
see it now. On what point are you a heretic?" 

"None!" yelled the clergyman. "I am come to tell 
you that I am a clergyman out of a pulpit, and that 
I hav accepted a situation in a bank, and-" 

~'God bless you," ejaculated the managing editor. 
"And your bondsmen are stuck for how much?" 

For there is one dominion nominal of the husband, 
and another dominion real of the wife. 

And yet there are not two dominions, but one do
minion. For like as we are compelled by the Chris
tian verity to acknowledge that wives m\].st · submit 
themselvs to their husbands, and be subject to them 
in all things; so are we forbidden by the conjugal 
faith to say that they should be at all influenced by 
their wills, or pay any regard to their commands. 

The man was not created for the woman; but the 
woman for the man. 

Yet the man shall be the slav-e of the woman, and 
the woman the tyrant of the man. 

So that in all things, as is aforesaid, the subjection 
of the superior to the inferior is to be believed. 

He therefore that will be married must thus think 
of the woman and the man. 

Furthermore, it is necessary to submissiv matri
mony that he also believe rightly the infallibility of 
the wife. 

For the right faith is that we believe and confess 
that the wife is fallible and infallible. 

Perfectly fallible and perfectly infallible; of an err
ing soul and unerring mind subsisting; fallible as 
touching her human nature, and infallible as touch
ing her female sex. 

Who although she be fallible and infallible, yet she 
is not two, but one woman; who submitted to lawful . 
marriage, to acquire unlawful dominion and promised 
religiously to obey, that she might rule in justice and 
folly. 

This is the conjugal faith which except a man be
lieve faithfully, he cannot enter into the comfortable 
state of matrimony. 

~-----..-------

Not A Success. 
To THE EmToR oF THE TnuTH SEEKER, Sir: ·win 

you please insert the following for the benefit of your 
readers? Not wishing to be responsible, directly or 
indirectly, for any loss readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
might suffer in consequence of the Prichard letter, 
published in THE TRu'rH SEEKER, May 12th, I will 
say to them that some of my neighbors hav returned 
from the stampede, and report the extensiv gold 
fields described by 1\tlr. Prichard in the Cceur d'Alene 
Mountains, a total failure. THos. DunK. 

Bozeman, Mon., June 2, 1883. 

Thanks, Brother Kates. 
Frmn the Atlanta, Ga., Light for Thinkers. 

"That's like you," observed the religious editor, 
strolling into the sanctum as the horrified guest tore 
out. 

THE TuuTH SEEKER comes to us everv week laden 
with an abundance of profitable mental influence. 
It seems to hav lost no editorial strength, but on the 
other hand, E. M. Macdonald has demonstrated him
self a worthy successor to the arisen D. M. Bennett. 
The sympathy and prompt support of Liber~ls in 
sustaining Mary W. Bennett, as the publisher, 
demonstrates that they are as earnest and generous 
as the most bigoted ch urcJlmen who fears" his satanic 
majesty," and tries continually to buy claims in the 
orthodox heaven. 

THE London Secular Review says: "Mr. S. P. 
Putnam's 'Golden Throne' is a work which without 
doubt entitles the author to the proud distinction of 
one of the foremost novelists of Freethought. Full 
of exciting incidents, the story throws _open the 
inmost recesses of ,the church. The dmlogs are 
brilliant, and it is by means of sparkling conversations 
that the author's best purposes are achieved. In 
plot it is worthy of the inventiv faculty of Jules 
Verne." 

"You hav a wonderful facility for making an ass 
of yourself whenever you come in contact with or
thodox theology. Do you know what that man 
wanted?" 

"Was it a game of poker?" asked the managing 
editor, dolefully. "It could not be that. They all 
know I don't play." 

Ho! Forward to the front! 
Ye "lords of creation," and giv ear to our petition. 

The president then delivered an admirable and exhaustiv 
address on the aims and objects of· the club. 

Mr. Withell sang a song, in which he was accompanied 
by Mr. C. C. Hampshire. 

"No. It wasn't a game of poker," sniffed the re
ligious editor. "That man is a consistent Christian. 
He has had hard luck and quit preaching. He is 
now a bank messenger, and I think he wanted the 
assistance of the paper in getting a call." 

"He'll never fetch it," muttered the managing 
editor. "I called him on every hand a successful 
clergyman can hold, and he never came to a show 
down! By the way, did you hear about that Presby
terian brother out in Montana, who bluffed out three 
jacks on a four :flush? Try and get some argument 
out of that in favor of practical Christianity as 

We summon ye from north and south, from east and west, 
We widows three-all differing in personnel. 
A counterpart we seek of temperamental adaptation. 
In nature, kindly molded must he be; 

Mr. R. ~- Ad~ms ,;nade an address on "the leading princi
. pl~s of Liberalism i Mr. G. Iles, on "a school system for the 

children of Freethmkers on a rational basis," and Mr. Alex
ander Murphy on "the social features of or!Janization." 

Dr. Fisher followed in a forcib.le speech, and after re
marks from several others the meetmg adjourned. 

In principle and creed, loyal, true, and free; 
In financial wealth, enough to share; 
In habits, gross-not dare! 
In years, upward of forty-three. . 
Description plain, with stamp and "photo," mail to me. 

ELLEN LECLAIR, 
New York City P. 0. ' 

, 
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flonu;uutit;tiio ns. 

A Curious Confession of Faith. 
[The following communication was written for publication 

in a western Pennsylvania daily paper, but circumstances, 
unnecessary to mention, defeated the purpose. It now finds 
utterance in the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER]. 

were reading a millionaire's last will and testament 
which made every one of them a legatee. 

It is generally said of this class of people, who, on 
the subject of religion, differ so diametrically from 
the churches, that they are good in pulling down, but 
not in building up; that, in the matter of faith, they 
send a man out to sea without compass or chart; and 
that they hav no coherency and no missionary zeal. 
But if the rest of the Infidels are like those at Auro-

Mn. EDITOR· Business of importance lately re- ra, this is not true. At the close of the speaker's ad
quiring me to make a visit to the state of Michigan, dress, the audience was again regaled with music, 
it became necessary for me to stay over the Sabbath. after which a silver-voiced, matronly-looking woman 
At the hotel where I stopped I met an Englishman of sixty-odd, who was one of the best readers I ever 
who had come to this country to see for himself, and heard, took the stand, and read their confession of 
decide, after doing so, whether he would not leave faith. It was a most remarkable document; and after 
England, invest in a cattle or sheep ranche, and be- the meeting broke up, I got my English friend to in
come an American citizen. Very judiciously, he traduce me to the lady who read it with such fine 
seemed not to be in a hurry, but had gone from state emphasis, and she permitted me to take a copy of it, 
to state, and from place to place, remaining for and I herewith send it to you, hoping you will pub
weeks, and sometimes months, at each, so as to study lish it, and allow your readers to see the thoughts 
its advantages and become acquainted with the peo- entertained by a large and respectable class of the 
ple and with the quality of the soil and climate. In western people. After I returned to the hotel, I in
certain parts of Michigan the wild raspberry quired of the landlord, who was a very intelligent 
abounds, and makes the very best of mutton and of Methodist, and he told me that the Aurora Infidels 
wool, and my English acquaintance was meditating were notorious for their intelligence, their public 
whether it would not pay well to purchase four or spirit, and their high moral character in every re
five thousand acres of land, inclose it with a wire spect. It would take up too much of your space, 
fence, and go into sheep raising. During the and yet it would pay, to giv in detail my English 
evenings at the hotel, when the business of the day hiend's side of the convemation which took place 
was over, we cultivated our mutual acquaintance, during our return trip fi·om the meeting. But a)
during which I discovered that, although a graduate though I am as orthodox as I was before I went west, 
of Oxford University, and a well-read man on gene- I must confess that I am staggered by the reason
raJ subjects, he was an ardent admirer of the new ableness of this Infidel creed, and by the intelligenee 
sehool of thinkers called Evolutionists, and consid- and earnestness of the people who hold it. I re
ered that Darwin, Huxley, and others of the same member reading, when at college, Hugh :Miller's pre
ilk, were not only-scientists, but had a deep religious diction in his "J!'ootprints of the Creator," that the 
faith in the truth of what they held. To me, controversy between the Bible and those who op
brought up in an orthodox church, it seemed a posed it as a revelation from heaven would be 
strange idea, and I hardly knew what to say in re- shifted from the ground it had formerly occupied, 
ply, for I hav always supposed that the Christian and become a question of science; and that all future 
docirins were the only subjects on which a person defenders of the faith, whether in the pulpit or the 
could properly be said to exercise faith. But he in- professor's chair, in order to be successful in the con
sisted on it that the Evolutionists, or, as rhad been flict, must be scientific men, able .to show that the 
in the habit of calling them, the Infidels, had a creed Bible's teachings were consistent with those of 
which they believed in, and would be willing to die for science. Little did I dream, at that time, that in 
if necessary, just as a Catholic or a Protestant would what was ·a wilderness when the great geologist 
die for the church belief in which he had been edu- uttered his warning, I myself would be present, and 
mtted. He told me that during his prospecting tour witness a battle between these two forces, and come 

· in Michigan he had become acquainted with a lead- away in doubt as to which side would be ultimately 
ing citizen in a town some miles off, who, finding victorious. 
that he had an untrammeled mind, imited him to But I here giv J'OU the confession of faith of the 
attend what he called a Colloquium, which was held Aurora Colloquium, as I took it down in pencil when 
weekly on the Sabbath at a settlement called Aurora. I heard it, hoping that, as a sign of the times, you will 
He did so, and was so surprised and pleased at what lay it before your readers: 
he saw and beard that he had attended every Sab- I:-As TO MATTER. 
bath since, rain or shine. And as it was now Satur- We believe in the eternity of matter; that, as its 
day, he proposed that I should take a seat with him existence never began, so it will never end; that 
the next morning in a buggy, and attend one of. the nothing exists outside of matter, but that all the in
sessions of the Colloquium. Being so far from home, tellectual phenomena we see in men and animals, 
and where the influence of my example would not called mind, are matter, subtilized .and etherealized 
be considered bad by my neighbors, I accepted his by its own inherent laws, and are among its infinit 
invitation, and after breakfast we started off to Au- possibilities. 
rora. !I.-AS TO THE ORIGIN OF 'rHE EARTH AND SOLAR SYSTEl\L 

The place of meeting was in a grove, and the We hold that while the substance of matter never 

there be a personal God at all who requires of his in
telligent creatures a belief concerning him, he would 
certainly hav revealed himself-not in a second or 
third handed way to a mere fraction of the human 
family, but to the race in general, and to each mem
ber of it in particular, and in such a plain and com
prehensible way that, htstead of long and bloody 
wars concerning it, as has been the case for centuries, 
there would be no misunderstandings, but a perfect 
agreement concerning the attributes which make up 
his character. 

VI.-AS TO HOLY DAYS. 
That while we agree with Paul and with Jesus 

that all days are alike holy, we consider it both wise 
and necessary to hav a weekly day of suspension 
hom labor, affording an opportunity to the toiler to 
rest and secure the comfort and healthfulness of ab
solute personal cleanliness; and, for all who choose, 
to assemble together for hearing and discussing sci
entific, literary, and moral topics interesting and prof
itable to mankind; and especially for the enjoyment 
of social httercourse. 

V!I.-AS TO POLITICAL liGHTS AND DUTIES,. 
We believe that, as all men are created equal in 

point of natural rights, the end of political govern
ment is to secure these rights to the individual citi
zen, by giving him the advantage of rudimental ed
ucation, so ordering his environment~ as to fit him 
to succeed in the great struggle of hfe. We hold, 
also, that the state, being a purely secular institution, 
should ignore the very existence of any religion, or 
religious institution, but should guarantee to each 
citizen the enjoyment of hiR religion, or non-religion, 
without any interference whatsoever. 

YIII.-AS 'rO A l!'UTURE LIFE. 
We believe, that, as the life history of the human 

being before birth is a synopsis, or abridged record, 
of the evolution of the species, passing through all 
the changes of development from an atom up to a 
man; and that as be underwent these wonderful 
antenatal -changes without his personal identity be
ing destroyed, so it is among the confessed promis 
and potencies of matter that the subtil and ethe
realized form of it in man which thinks, which recog
nizes the difference between 1·ight and wrong, and 
which feels responsibility, may continue its identity 
after the coarser parts of the organism are separated 
from it, and pass through the changes subsequent to 
the event called death. If we cherish any hope of 
immortality, it is based on the two facts that the soul 
is a material substance and indestructible; and that 
the possibilities of matter are infinit. And as the 
believing or disbelieving the proposition will not al
ter the fact, we leave the question open, while we 
primarily concern ourselvs in the business of improv
ing our own present condition, as well as that of the 
human family to which we belong. 

1\'Iessrs. Editors, if the western creed is the creed 
of madmen, I think you will agree with me that 
there is a good deal of method in the madness. 

LEx. 

More About Materialistic Immortality. 
house a plain one of wood, with comfortable seats, had any beginning, but is eternal, the earth and the 
that would accommodate five or six hundred people, rest of the planets which compose our solar system 
and a stand for speakers, with anteroom on either were originally a part of the sun itself, existing in a 
side. An organ stood on the platform, and in seats gaseous state; that they were thrown off into space 
on each side sat a· dozen or more of singers, who, by the revolution of the sun on its axis, after which, 
when the audience had assembled, conspired with during a process of change continuing for many mill
the organist in making music. After this was over, ions of years, they gradually cooled and hardened, 
and the lid of the instrument let down, a gentleman and ultimately assumed their present shape and con
stepped forwru:d with a manuscript in his hand, and clition; that as matter is indestructible, but under
commenced a discussion of what he called one of the goes a constant process of change hom one form to 
articles of their confession of faith. The topic was another, so the forces of nature, which are but the 
the different conceptions of the being called God. subtil and self-endowed forms of matter, are corel
He then proceeded to quote from the standards of lated and persist in their eternal round of change, 
faith as held first by the Catholics; then from the yesterday, to-day, and forever. 
Protestant confessions, chiefly that of the W estmins- m.-THE EVOLUTION oF MAN. 
ter confession; then from the Armenian, or Meth- 'V e believe .that as the oak lay hidden in the germ 
odist, creed; then the Unitarian; and, lastly, the of the acorn, and was evolved from it by light, heat, 
Mormon. I never before heard such a showing up and moisture, until it became a tree capable of pro
of the points of agreement and disagreement of the clueing others like itself, .so this law .of evolution pre
various churches concerning God; and, as he pro- vails in the animal world, at the head of which man 
ceeded, commenting on the conflict of opinion on stands; that man himself originated fi·om an infini
this one point, and reminded us that all who held tesima1 atom, passed through all the gradations of be
these antagonistic ideas claimed that the Bible took ing up to his present position in the scale of exist
the same view, I wondered what he would substitute ence, and that under the same grand law of prog
for them. He soon satisfied me by saying that this ress, which is still executing itself, we are encour
contrariety of view on the most fundamental subject aged to believe in the ultimate perfectibility of the 
in religion-God-proved the folly of speaking posi- human race, and labor to that end. 
tivly, either One Way Or the other; and that the most IV.-AS TO ETHICS, OR THE LAW OF MORALS. 
modest and truthful way of treating the matter We hold that as man is constantly seeking his own 
was to say that, as we had no established facts in the happiness in some way or other, nature teaches us 
case, we could neither believe nor disbelieve. that it is both right and a duty to do so, and that as 

The speaker, I should judge, was a Hollander by a consequence all pleasure, whethe1• of the intellect, 
birth, but he spoke the English language well, and in the attainment of knowledge; the body, in the 
the patois made it all the more interesting to me. moderate gratification of its natural appetites, and the 
He also seems to understand what he was about, and affections, which seek their appropriate objects of 
spoke with marked respect of the churches whose love, is the right of every person; and that the only 
conceptions of God he was bound to reject. I sat in limitation of a person's right to the enjoyment of this 
one of the side pews with my English friend, and pleasure is that he shall neither injure himself nor 
had a good opportunity to see the audience, and I any other human being. 

To THE Enrron OF THE TRUTH SEEKEn, Sir: After 
reading friend Kirt's article over on this subject, in 
the last number of THE TRUTH SEEKER., I turned back 
to the issue of April 28th and carefully reread friend 
Bradford's article on the same subject, and through
out I notice both writers carry this idea-that mind 
is an entity. Friend Kirt says, ''Mind is material; 
at least, it is a property of matter. AU matter, to
gether with the properties thereof, is indestructible; 
therefore mind is indestructible." Suppose, friend 
Kirt, that we would say that digestion is material; 
at least, it is a property of matter. All matter, to
gether with the properties thereof, is indestructible; 
therefore ·digestion is indestructible. How will that 
do? Again, with the beating of the heart, on the 
same principle, we would sf£y this is material; at 
least, it is a property of matter, and together with 
the properties thereof, is indestructible; therefore 
this beating of the heart is indestructible. And so 
we might go on, from the soles 0f our feet to the 
crown of our head, and we would find that every par
ticular organ, muscle, sinew, vein, artery, limb, etc., 
has its particular part of work to do to carry on 
this wonderful machinery called man. Still it is no 
more wonderful than we notice in many other ani
mals until we come to the brain. Here we find man 
occui)ying a higher development. And yet it is but 
a few years (apparently) sine~ science unf?lded to 
the world of thinkers the functiOn of the bram as the 
organ of thought. And now, having attained to this 
knowledge, we build on wh!l't we kno>y,_and :r;ot on a 
blind faith, or idle speculation of a spi:It entity, or a 
mind aside and separate from the bram; and so we 
say that the stomach digests, th~ he~rt beats, and t~e 
brain thinks each one performmg Its own work m 
its own way,' as Mother Natur~ a~·ranges it. . 

must say I never say a more intelligent-looking set v.-As m GOD. 
~f men a~d women. And as to a_t~ention, they As to the being which men in their ignorance call 
hstened mth as much eagerness as 1f the speaker l God, we hold PQ definit opinions-

1 
believing that if 

This brain that does the thmkmg can be tramed 
to do different kinds of thinking, and thus produce 
different qualities of mind, the same as the stomach 
can be trained to produce different kinds of chyle. 
This idea of a spirit entity or mind in us that runs 
this machine through this earth life, and at the death 
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of this body escapes and livs on, ready to do and act 
in a spirit form, separate and apart from matter, is a 
very old notion, and had its origin in the prehistoric 
period of the human race, when man was but little 
above the four-footed animal. The brain was known 
nothing of as the generator of thought. l\fen then 
knew there was matter in the skull, for in their fights 
they would break each other's heads with war clubs 
and could· see the matter scattered on the ground. 
Then when they retired to their caves to sleep they 
would dream of their fighting, and when they awoke 
they would -conclude that there had been a spirit 
with them during the night. _This of course was a 
war spirit; and hence arose the idea of a spirit in man. 
Then at other times, when they had their love feasts 
and their religious festivals, their dreams would be of 
a very. opposit character; and so the idea came to 
them of good and bad spirits, and of course these 
good spirits, when they left the body, had a good 
home in the spirit world, and the bad spirits had a 
bad place. Hence the origin of the idea of a heaven 
and a hell. Then, as they advanced in these mental 
attainments and began to meditate on their surround
ings, they observed on every side of them the mani
festation of life and motion. Whether they looked 
around or above them they could see this display of 
natural phenomena, and the more they meditated on 
these surroundings the more they became excited 
over their study; and here was born in man the fac
ulty of marvelousness, or wonder, and the more he 
ruminated on these natural phenomena the more he 
was inclined to the~e reveries. And here we can 
trace out the birth of marvelousness or spirituality. 
Now the thought comes to man that there must hav 
been a maker for all this grand display around and 
over him; and here was born in him the idea of a 
god, or gods, for in the earlier unfoldment of the 
brain they had many gods and goddesses. And now, 
as they were indebted to this god or gods for (lll 
their bounties, and even for life itself, they felt that 
they must devote,a portion of their time and labor 
to his or their service· and glorification, and hence 
was born the faculty of veneration. 

Following along on this line of individual and 
mental unfoldment comes the wish and desire for a 
future life beyond the grave, and here is born hope, 
which says let us pmy: "Lord, I believe; help thou 
mine unbelief" (Mark ix, 24). This fetches us do,wn 
near to the Salvation Army. 

And here we will leave these mere instincts and 
turn to our reasoning powers, and see what they will 
tell us on this subject (now in the evening of the 
nineteenth century) of mind, or spirit, and whether 

. or not it is an entity of itself, and survives the death 
of the body, or whether it is simply a function of the 
brain, like sight as a functiQn of the eye, or like hear
ing as a function of the ear. The reasoning powers 
now speak and say that mind, or spirit, is a property 
of matter, and is nothing in and of itself any more 
than light and hearing are some things in and of 
themselvs; but ·as they are wordfl we use to express 
the function of their separate organs, so with the 
word mind, it is a word we use to express the func
tion of the brain, and is nothing separate and apart 
f1~om the brain any more than seeing or hearing is 
separate and apart from their organs. 

But here comes my Christian and Spiritualistic 
friend and says, "Oh, this is terrible to think of
that when I die I will be dead all over! If this is 
nature's law, then I say that nature is cruel to run 
things on this line. Why, I would rather never hav 
been born. If this present earth life is all there is 
for me, then I must conclude that the whole plan of 

·creation is a failure, because I stand at the head of 
all creation, and if I am a failure all creation is a 
failure." Hold on, there, my dear Christian and 
Spiritualistic friend; are you not selfish here? Now, 
in regard to your life being a failure, that depends 
in a great measure on the use you make of it. If it 
was your good fortune. to hav a good parentage to 
start with, and your early training was correct, so 
that you were ready to start in on life's journey when 
you attained to full age with your brain well stored 
with useful knowledge, and you were wise in the use 
you made of this knowledge, life would not be a fail
ure. Now old age is coming to you and you are be
ginning to look toward the close of life; you hav now 
got your financial and domestic affairs all settled up 
in such a way as not to leave trouble behind you. If 
you ever had your brain befogged with those old 
superstitious notions about a personal God and a 
devil, and a local heaven and hell, and a future life 
beyond the grave, and all that, you hav now outgrown 
them, and in their place you hav planted the tree of 
knowledge that is now bearing its fruit. Your men
tal eyes hav become opened so as to enable you to 
see that you are a part of thGl natural universe; that 
parentage, birth, and growth had put you here on 
this planet with other men and women, and that when 
you had attained to maturity you had chosen to your
self a mate from the opposit sex to share with you in 
the struggles of life; and now from this relation has 
come another generation. And old age has now 
come to you, and· as a wise, intelligent Freethinker 
you know that it is only a matter of time until you 

- will pass away and the next generation. wH+ take yoqr 

place. And so we see that one by one we come into 
life and animation, and one by one we pass away, 
and our bodies are changed back into other forms of 
matter; and while our _individuality is blotted out, our 
character, whether good or bad, is left behind us fDl" 
weal or for woe, and that, although our individuality is 
gone, the race stilllivs on forever; and this is true 
materialistic immortality for the race. 

Adrian, May 30, E.M. 283. S. D. MooRE. 

Tobacco. 
The use of tobacco, which has now become so uni

versal, has a curious and interesting history-curious 
on account of the novel origin of the habit, and in
teresting from the illustration it affords of the ease 
with which people adopt habits and customs, either 
good or evil, if only helped along by a little perse
cution. 

History tells us that "in 1492, as Columbus lay 
with his ships beside the island of" Cuba, he sent two 
men to search the land and report what they might 
see. On their return, a,mong other things, they said 
they saw the naked savages tWist large leaves to
gether and smoke like devils." Since that time a 
large proportion of the men and boys (and, since the 
introduction of cigarets, we regret to say, some 
equivocal women too) of civilized nations hav been 
following the filthy example of those nasty naked 
savages. 

It was not, however, without meeting with vigorous 
opposition that tobacco obtained despotic tyranny 
over human beings. 

In' Russia its use was prohibited under penalty of 
the bastinado for the first offense, loss of nose for 
the second, and deprivation of life for the third. 

In Italy the pope fulminated a bull against the 
filthy weed, and excommunicated all who used it in 
chmch. 

In Switzerland tobacco users were treated as crim
inals. 

The shah of Persia made tobacco using a capital 
crime, and many of its devotees were executed. 

In Constantinople a Turk was. led through the 
streets with his nose slit . and transfixed by a pipe
stem, as a warning to smokers. 

King James I. of England expressed his opposition 
to .the weed in a powerful "counterblaste.'' 

Even in this country-the nativ home of tobacco 
-,-at a somewhat later period, it use was interdicted 
to all who had not previously acquired the habit, un
less prescribed by a physician as a medicin. 

But the devotees of the filthy, fascinating drug 
steadily increased in spite of all opposition, until its 
use has become as popular as religious revivals in 
winter. -' 

Of all the evil habits ever inflicted upon society
next to religious hypocrisy and fanaticism-smoking, 
chewing, and snuffing are the most detestable, dis
gusting, and demoralizing. 

Tobacco worms that profess Liberalism; Free
thinkers who all too freely indulge in quids; truth
seekers that are up to snuff; Agnostics tllat blow a 
cloud; Spiritualists and Materialist.s who spend so 
much time and energy in befogging each other in 
smoke; love forbids our stirring you up with the 
long pole of rancor, but duty demands we assail you 
with the enticing power of persuasion, although 
fearing but little good can be accomplished either 
way. 

Freethinkers claim to liv lives of love. Is there 
anything lovely or lovable in scenting up your 
clothing until you exude an odor compared to which 
a defunct mackerel, after ten days lying in mild 
sunshine, would be sweet perfume? Is there any
thing lovely in smoking or chewing tobacco, habits 
productiv of no possible good, and fraught with 
more evil than a trichinized hog, rendering your 
bodies as loathsome as turkey buzzards, staining 
your shirt bosoms and soiling your morals, causing 
an odoriferous, pestilential stench to exude from 
every pore and flow in a continuous volume of nan
seating breath from your lips? 

You profess as Liberals the promotion of the best 
happiness of all around you. For the sake of consist
ency, .. the cause you advocate, and your own self
respect, discard the noxious weed and not go puff
ing your impurities into the air and squirting your 
slimy saliva along the pathway of decency and good 
breeding. 

You may wear the neatest of patent leather shoes, 
the most artistic cut broadcloth, the whitest and 
glossiest linen, the most exquisit of neckties, but 
how can you hav the brazen audacity to look in the 
face of ordinary cleanliness and pl'Oclaim yourselvs 
gentlemen, while tobacco juice-that unclarified, 
compound, double distilled essence of filth-is oozing 
from the corner of your mouths and bedaubing your 
beards? 

As Liberals you claim to believe in the equality of 
the rights of men-and the equality of women to the 
same rights as men. Of all men else you most claim 
respect for the rights of the gentle gender. Why 
then deny your mothers, sisters, wives, and daughters 
right to t)le pure air? Why, if they take a moru
ing walk, must they be sic1:euecl, poi~oned by clouds 

of foul tobacco smoke from old pipes and bad cigars; 
why, on retreating to the sanctity of home should 
they find parlor, bed-room, closet, the whole house, 
reeking with the.fetid odor of stale tobacco smoke. 

Would that lovely woman, instead of learning to _ 
puff the poisonous cigaret (which she is driven tp 
do, on the same principle that if . one does all the 
family hav to eat raw onions, so as to be able to tol
erate the stench of each other's breath), would resist 
being spit upon, and no longer permit the fragrance 
and purity which should surround the flowers of 
love to be contaminated with the effluvia of plug 
and fine cut. 

Freethinkers, are you not a little too free in ap
plying your tobacco-befouled lips to those of virgin 
purity, and besmearing the cheek of beauty with 
your nasty smelling kisses? We expect nothing 
better of orthodox Christians, for they are taught to 
believe women were created inferior to man, to be 
held in subjection, the creatures of his will, whose 
only duty is to submit. But you who claim to prac
tice-instead of only making profession-to do as 
you would be done by-suppose yom wife or 
daughter, mother or sister, should respond to your 
fond embrace with a cud of tobacco in her mouth, 
or return your loving kisses with smoke-scented 
breath, more disgusting to sensitiv olfactories than a 
dead polecat. 

Ye masculine masticators of vegetable refuse
that none but biped hogs will taste-think the mat
ter over. You hav shaken off the shackles of super
stition; will you fail after all of attaining perfect 
freedom? Shall habit hold you still a slave? Act 
up to your profession; dare to do right; let nothing 
prevent you from performing what yon know to be 
duty. "'Where there is a consciousness of right there 
is a vast amount of might. Don't shrink from vir
tuous actions through fear of failure. The fever and 
ague off fear never need to shake the stamina of 
honest purpose. 

Snuffing is nearly as bad as chewing. It is 
claimed it clears the head; so it does, of ellery clean, 
pure, or bright idea. The less dust in your eyes the 
clearer you see; the less snuff you cram up your 
nasal protuberance the clearer your head to think, 
the better your health, and cleaner your person as 
well as your morals. 

Discard the weed, and expend the vast amount of 
money now wasted in such nasty indulgence in dif
fusing the light of scientific truth. 

"Oli !'' says the tobacco user, "what will you giv 
me in exchange? You tear down, but you do not 
build up; you rob me of my solace and comfort in 
life. What do you offer in its stead ?" 

Reader, we hav heard that very same reply before 
in some other connection, and we hav a vague idea 
it was by the utterer regarded as a clinching and 
unanswerable argument. \Vill some truth seeker, or, 
if they cannot, will they please inquire of some 
Christian friend, who was the original author of that 
reply, and publish it in '.rHE TRU'rH SEEKER? 

Rochester, N. Y. CHAS. B. REYNOLDS. 

Orthodoxy. 
Prvm the Independent Pulpit. 

A friend <seeks to know what a man has to believe 
to be orthodox, and whether membership in an ortho
dox church is a sufficient guarantee of one's real 
orthodoxy. 

When a person believes in special creation, the 
verbel divine inspiration of the Bible, the fall of man, 
the divinity of Jesus, vicarious atonement, a personal 
devil, eternal hell, and the sanctity of the priesthood, 
he is orthodox, no matter whether he is in the 
church or not. It is not necessary that he be even a 
good mm·al man, much less a church-member. If .he 
believes, or says he believes, these dogmas, he is . 
orthodox. There are thousands of chuxch-members, 
laymen, and a few preachers, who do not b~lieve 
them; they are very good men, but they are not 
orthodox. They hav outgrown orthodoxy, but they 
remain in the church as the surest way of enjoying 
quiet and peace. They don't want to be talked about 
and abused by their neighbors. Orthodoxy is no 
test of moral goodness or ba~is of character. . It is 
only a belief, and many very bad aJ?d irreligious 
men are orthodox. They are expectmg to repent 
and take advantage of the vicarious dodge just 
before shuflling off this mortal coil, It appears 
that a large majority, nearly all, of the men who 
are hung, being otthodox, go right iJ?to Abraham's 
bosom. There is nothing so convernent for a bad 
man as the orthodox doctrin of vicarious atonement. 
It will serve any sort of a man except an honest, pro
gressiv Freethinker. For such reprobates ·as _these. 
there is no escape from the unquenchable fire of 
hell. 

THE New Haven people are getting tired of the vulgar an
tics of the Salvation Army, and threaten to arrest the whole 
crowd for disturbing the peace. Which shows that the New 
Haven people are unregenerate <oinners without a proper fear 
of the Lord before their eyes · · 

SoME enthusiastic editor hp.s discovered that the Sunday 
newspaper will always "h~v th~ J?Ull" over the Sun~ay 
prea0her, because it clcesn t sp01l 1ts sermon by passlDg 
around the contribution box. 

, 
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Its True Character. 
We recently chronicled the charge made by Dr. 

Potter that the Young Men's Christian Association 
was the" grandest humbug" of New York. Of course 
this has been denied by the interested persons who 
get a fat living under the name of charity, but the 
ollarge is being amply sustained by parties who hav 
applied to that institution for help. One of these 
writers makes the serious assertion that young men 
are hired by it to get converted and relate their ex~ 
periences. These are his words, writing of one of 
the branches in this city: 

"The Bowery branch has a number of hangers-on, who do 
light work about the place, but at prayer-meetings they must 
applaud and relate experiences, telling how they were saved 
by prayer. When I attended their noon meetings I saw a 
young man get up day after day and giv his experience. He 
was hired for the purpose, and for that they procured him a 
place." ' 

The association was organized to help deserving 
young men to procure situations, but it is shown to 
be worse than useless for that purpose. Employment 
is procured only for favorits, and for not many of 
them. The public generally, the Sun says, "hav a 
prejudice against the young men who make themselvs 
conspicuous in the association. Some merchants will 
not employ clerks who hail from there. They are 
afraid of them. Young men whose piety takes the 
form cultivated there are distrusted as possible hypo
crits. The concern is a manufactory of cant, always 
odious, but especially obnoxious when it is dealt in 
by young men. Young men ot the better sort 
a1·e loath to be classed with the frequenters of the 
association." The Sun says Mr. Potter was right in 
denouncing the institution as a grand humbug, and 
thinks that he is not alone among the ministers in so 
regarding it. 

Thus is effectually exploded another one of the 
claims that Christians do much to ben~fit the world. 
One after another their charities are found to be self
ish and mercenary propagandizing societies or lux
urious humbugs, sustained to afford a few scheming 
secretaries a good living. 

The Timidity of Politicians. 
The subserviency to the church and clergy of our 

alleged statesmen is painfully plain in these latter 
days. The politicians seem to be actually afraid of 
the pious lobbyists who hang around the halls of 
legislation looking after the interests of religion. 
"My church will work against you if you don't vote 
this way," is the open threat of the religious agent, 
backed by the mutterings of the sectarian organ. It 
has been the boast of the Methodists that they 
elected Grant for the sec9nd term, and also put 
Hayes the backboneless into the White House. 
Another illustration of the.church's pcwer is seen in 
the neglected condition of the last resting-place of 
Thomas Jefferson. This has long been a matter of 
comment, and it was only recently that Congress 
could screw up its courage to the point of making 
an appropriation to erect a monument over the re
mains of the man who with Thomas Paine laid the 
foundation of our republic. At last the monument 
is built, and a few of the people of Virginia hav for 
months past been making elaborate preparations for 
the unveiling of the monument on the fourth of July 
next. It was supposed that thousands would come 
from all parts of the country, but, to the chagrin of 
the committee of arrangements, the whole affair 
promises to be a complete failure, and the indications 
are that the meeting will hardly exceed the dignity 
of an ordinary cross-roads gathering. Not a single 

conspicuous statesman of either party has agreed to 
be present. Ex-President Grant will not be present. 
Gen. Hancock, Senators Bayard and Thurman, Gov. 
Cleveland, Gov. Patison, and other expounders of 
Jeffersonian principles are" of the number who hav 
not agreed to lend interest to the occasion by their 
presence. The singular apathy that prevails within 
the borders of the state is also a disappointment. 

The reason for this is not far off nor difficult to 
find. Thomas Jefferson was an Infidel, and the great 
" statesmen " are all afraid of taking part in any cere
mony that brings prominently before the public the 
fact that it is to an Infidel we owe our splendid form 
of government. Had Jefferson been a Christian, 
the clerical Fourth-of-July orators would hav 
sounded his _praises in their loudest tones. As it is, 
they want the people to forget him, and they help 
the pious work on by their silence or by belittling his 
fame when he is mentioned. The politicians take 
their cues from the pulpit, and when asked to partici
pate in the unveiling of his statue are conveniently 
busy. Grant is pushing his railroad schemes in 
Mexico or- begging from our government; Hancock 
is wrapped in his three hundred pounds of flesh and 
dignity on Governor's Island in New York harbor; 
Bayard, who represents all Delaware, has sat at the 
feet of Judge Comegys; Thurman hopes presidential 
lightning may strike him, and would not offend the 
churches for the world; and Governors Patison, of 
Pennsylvania, and Cleveland, of this state, and others 
who talk glibly of Jeffersonian principles, but act 
with the Hamiltonian aristocracy, are all too busy to 
pay a word of tribute to a real statesman, This re
flects great discredit on them as men, although it 
may show their shrewdness as politicians. This 
country greatly needs a revival of honesty in legis
lators and executivs, and in no phase of affairs is this 
need more apparent than in the un-J effersonian 
unity of church and state, of priests and politicians. 

elected representativs, to make all-n~cessary laws not 
in opposition to the state constitution. They can 
say that one day in seven shall be a legal .holiday, 
but their right to enforce it as a religious festival or 
holy day has never been admitted by ~ther than 
Christian zealots. However, they do it, and there 
appears to be no remedy at law, for nearly all the 
judges are in sympathy with the church party. We 
advise Mr. Smith to educate his "city dads" by cir
culating among them some Liberal and anti-Sabba
tarian literature. Perhaps they can be enlightened 
sufficiently to repeal the unjust ordinance. 

Hav Gibbon's Works Outlived their Usefulness1 
The Rev. Joseph Henry Allen, of Massachusetts, 

has written a book on the early history of Chris
tianity. The literary reviewer of the New York Sun 
says this work can be recommended as a substitute 
for Gibbon's "History of Christianity," because Mr. 
Allen has studied the subject from its,ethical side, 
while Gibbon confined himself more particularly to 
a history of the facts. " The destructiv work of 
criticism," says the reviewer, "was performed so long 
ago, and has been so thoroughly accomplished, that 
a salutary change has taken place in the posture and 
temper of rationalistic students of Christian history. 
They hav no longer anything to fear from Christian
ity; they regard it as a venerable ruin, as, on the 
whole, a beneficent, though now obsolete, system of 
pious imposture, ·and they are able to examin its 
monuments and records appreciativly, sympathet
ically, in the true historical as distinguished from the 
polemical spirit. !t has become, indeed, a mark of 
semi-education and pueril ostentation to discuss 
Christianity in a disdainful or vindicativ way, and it 
is a blunder, therefore, to recommend Gibbon to the 
young seeker after truth, unless the information to 
be garnered from the caustic pages of the historian 
is supplemented and interpreted by the more benig
nant light reflected from the impartial scholarship 

Putting the Sunday Laws On. and liberal thought of later times." 
The following letter tells its own story: We cannot altogether coincide with this view of 

DuNDEE, ILL., June 6, 1883. the matter. The work of destructiv criticism, it is 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEE:KER, Sir: Will you kindly true, was performed long ago, but not all the world 

inform me through the column2 of THE TRUTH SEEKER if there 
is any existent law in the United States to compel a man: to yet, by any means, is aware of that fact. Nor will 
close his business on Sundays? The city "dads" here ha-v one out of one hundred Christians believe it, if told, 
just passed an ordinance to the effect that all places of business on the bare assertion. There is -still need for the 
in future must be closed on Sunday at 10 A.M. sharp; and as facts to be repeated again and again, and a consider
theeffectofsuchaprohibitionwillprotemostdisastroustomy ation of merely the ethioal side of the question will 
trade-Sunday being my harvest, and equal to any other 
three days of the week-I would like to ~ow if they hav any not do. The "higher criticisms " of Mr. Allen, Prof. 
legal right to make and enforce obedience. to any such arbi- Robertson Smith, the Rev. Mr. Chadwick, and others 
trary laws as these with impunity. are useful, but Gibbon's "History of Christianity," 

Dundee is a really pleasant little town, cosily nestled in Paine's "Age of Reason," Ingersoll's writings, and 
one of the prettiest spots in the Fox River valley the eye ever papers like THE TRUTH SEEKER are yet needed, and 
rested u.pon; but, like most other small country towns, is a 
regular hot-bed of religious fanaticism. I will venture to say will do good work where mere abstractions would 
that we hav as complete a selection of the real, genuin, fos- produce no effect whatever. So long as the Bible is 
silized specimens of. the old faith here afi any town of its believed to be the word of God and the Christian re
size in this or any other state in the Union-regular "old- ligion divine, so long will there be need for Gibbon 
timers"-who are so full of piety and godly zeal that to pile- ill 
on the fagots and apply the torch to such vile heretics as my- to be read, so long w Paine's and Ingersoll's works 
self, who are infamous enough to regard everyday alike, and be popular; and THE TRUTH SEEKER will continue to 
who believe in no religion but that of humanity, would be assault the foundation of Christianity so long as 
to them a joy unspeakable. But as they can't do that,_the there are those who believe that foundation to be 
next best thing in order, it seems, is to try and starve me anything more than the paganism and fraud which 
out by ruining my business and preventing me from getting Gibbon shows that it is. -
a living. And to win the favor and approbation of such a 
saintly herd as this, the Sunday Closing law was passed by 
the driveling idiots we call our "city fathers," who seem to 
recognize no law but such as cramp the sympathies and that 
yield only to the gratification of their own miserable self
ishness. 

Of course, if the law is against me I must submit; but if it 
is not, and I hav any rights and the law will sustain me, they 
will find it as hard to bulldoze me out of them as into the 
nonsensical notion that some day I am to be converted into 
kindling-wood to keep the Christians' hell in full blast, as my 
reward for refusing to take stock in their mythical doctrin of 
gods, ghosts, and go.blins._ Yours fraternally, WM .. SMITH. 

- We fail to see where the town authoriti~s of any 
place get their right to close places of business on 
Sunday, but Sunday laws are on the statute books of 
nearly every state in the Union, and municipalities, 
following this bad example, enact rules for the guid
ance of their citizens. The Constitution of the 
United States will not let Congress make laws re
specting the establishment of religion, but most 
state constitutions hav done what the United States 
cannot do, and that is, practically recognize Chris
tianity by recognizing Christianity's God. This is 
directly contrary to the spirit and intention of the 
Infidel founders of our government, but there never 
has been a country where Christians had control in 
which they did not enact laws directly oppressing a 
large portion of the people. 

Municipttlities hav a right, through their legally-

" A Doctrin Infernal." 
The great Brooklyn preacher is rapidly coming 

over to Rationalism. He has within the last year or 
two thrown away as dishonoring to God-to whom 
or which Mr. Beecher clings with great pertinacity
the basic principles of Christianity, and last Sunday 
he pitched the doctrin of vicarious atonement on to 
the heap of previously discarded rubbish. In this, 
says the World, he has "cut loose finally from every
thing that could be considered orthodox. He has 
approached so near to Ingersoll in his Liberality that 
we greatly fear the Infidel lecturer will find his busi
ness greatly interfered with next season." We pre
sume the colonel will not lament much that Beecher 
is coming up higher, and will rejoice that he 
has had the courage to voice his convictions of the 
"doctrin infernal," which he did in these words: 

"No view of God or of the atonement is the right view that 
does not present the hopeful side. Any view that represents 
God as an avenger is a false view. 

"The idea that God had determined to destroy the whole 
world, and that Jesus Christ said, 'I will go on earth and die 
in their stead,' is a doctrin as infernal as if it had come from 
the bottomless pit. 

"Any view that makes God first angry and then placated 
is blasphemous. 

"God's brooding love, not God's avenging law, is the doc
trin of the Bible, God-saving is the doctrin of the Bible, and 
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not God-destroying. Hundreds of young preachers swear to 
preach this blasphemous system, not knowing what they do, 
and when they wake up and find what they hav sworn to 
preach they are silent. 

"They say~of me that I hav beaten down a man of straw. 
I am not beating down a man of straw; I am beating down a 
mummy that ~tands in the creeds of the world to-day, and 
every generation of ministers by that. But the men who are 
to preach that say, 'We don't believe it '-and they don't be
lieve it. Very well; what kind of moral honesty is this? 
They say, 'The church does not believe it; we don't believe 
it; we don't preach it; come and see what we preach.' . Yes, 
they preach one way, but the confession of faith to which 
they hav subscribed is another way. 

"Men are asking, 'What is this new theology?' There 
isn't any; but men are finding their way back to the old the
ology-that is all. It is a march backward-not forward. 

" It is the renaissance of theology fighting against the By
zantian, and the Byzantian will go down and the new light 
will go up. I hav heard men say of me, 'He is preaching a 
mush of divine benevolence.' I was not. I was simply tak
ing away the barbaric notion of an avenging God. I hav been 
preaching the fatherhood and motherhood of God. 

"If we sin we shall in no way escape the penalty. How 
long it will last I do not know; that it will last forever I do 
not believe. · 

"That men are to be made to !!uffer forever, to hav an eter
nity of endless torment, I shall not believe outside of a luna
tic asylum. 

"I will not go to heaven if I must go through that infernal 
Confession of Faith to which I once subscribed-God forgiv 
my ignorance. I abhor it." · 

This repudiation of the Confession of Faith and the 
church creeds does honor to Mr. Beecher, and it is 
a great triumph for the Rationalists that the foremost 
preacher of the age comes so squarely over to their 
side, conceding what they all along hav affirmed
that the Christian idea of salvation is the most mon
strous perversion of justice ever conceived by any 
theology. It is a wonder to us how any man with a 
heart in his breast could ever believe such an infernal 
scheme to hav been originated by a God of love. 

It is needless to say that Mr. Beecher will not be 
burnt for this expression of his heresy. Times hav 
changed recently. 

~---~.-------

The Monument Fund. 
The amounts received t.he past week are as follows: 

Prev'sly acknowl'd, $803 42 T. P. Frank, $2 00 
Mrs. Letsie A. Allen, 100 00 J. N. Newman, 25 
A. L. Thompson, 1 00 James Oliver, 1 00 
Cha1·les Nelson, 1 00 Mrs. Florry Lake, 1 00 
J. Petty, 75 W. Ennor, 1 00 
W. "Hanson, 1 00 L. S. Burdick, 1 00 
Dr. J. H. Moore, 1 00 P. W. Darby, 50 

Total, $915 92 

Notes. 
GENERAL SHERIDAN is to describe in the July number of the 

North American Review the part that he took in compelling the 
surrender of General Lee. 

TALMAGE says everybody ought to sit still in times of ex
citement. That is certainly an orthodox sentiment; but how 
would it work if he should sit still in the pulpit? Probably 
his audience would diminish in direct ratio with his jumps. 

THE New York JVorld says Vanderbilt is no more fit to run 
a railroad than Anthony Comstock is to be president, which 
is pretty rough on Vanderbilt. If the comparison is just, he 
is not competent to navigate an empty wheelbarrow down
hill. 

THE first impression with many-possibly a majority-like 
ourseivs, on reading Mr. Putnam's article in this week's is
sue, will be, probably, that lie has totally demolished Mr. 
Andrews. "But wait for what the Pantarch has to say in re
ply," says a Universologist, who has had an opportunity of 
reading Mr. Putnam's paper. We wait. 

"WHAT is pastoral visitation?" inquires the Rev. James M. 
Whiton, D.D., in an article just published in a religious 
paper. Exactly what "pastoral visitation" is we hav never 
been there to observe, but for some of its general results we 
would refer Mr. Whiton to the works of the ecclesiastical 
historian, Billings. His "Crimes of Preachers" does not 
leave a very large field for doubt open on that subject. 

"A NATIONAL Prophetic and Holiness Convention of special 
interest," according to prospectus, "is to be held by able 
and devoted ministers of the various Christian denomina
tions, at Lake Walden, Concord, Mass., on the Fitchburg 
Railroad, sixteen miles from Boston, commencing Saturday, 
June 9th, and closing the 18th.'' . Poultry and servant girls 
in the vicinity of Lake Walden will please take notice and 
roost high. 

The Winsted Press says: "The Boston Hemld thinks Rev. 
Joe Cook had 'better take another tour and forget to come 
back.' The Chicago News calls him 'an intelligent tramp.' 
The Inter-Ocean says 'he is not unlike a dog, sniffing and 
growling about empty woodchuck holes and barking furious
ly at shadows.' The Times remarks that Cook 'goes round 
the world culling the ravishing dollar and elevating the hu
man family wherever it will consent to be elevated at Cook's 
prices.' A prominent New York daily speaks of him as a 
'somewhat reverend.' Another New York paper of wide cir
culation has called him a liar, with multitudinous variations 
in its conjoined adjectivs; and a popular home verdict is that 
he_is 'all mouth."' It is shrewdly surmised that the "New 

York paper of wide circulation" is THE TnuTH SEEKER, for, if 
there is any variety of liar we hav not called Cook, the omis
sion was unintentional, and will be rectified upon hearing of it. 
He is a liar in all the shades and meanings of the word. 

THE Home Secretary has refused to release Foote and Ram
say, the imprisoned editor and publisher of the Freethinker. 
Mr. Henry Kemp's sentence expired May 25th, and he is now 
a free man, but sorely broken down in health. The treat
ment of all the prisoners is shocking-solitary confinement 
in a six by nine cell for twenty-two of the twenty-four hours 
of the day, and the extra hour of recreation has only been 
granted for the past few weeks. The Christian prosecutors 
would undoubtedly be pleased if the imprisonment should 
prov~ fatal, but their hopes will be thwarted, for the con
demned men bear up bravely and are determined to liv long 
enough to force their enemies to regret the persecution. 

presen"t, therefore, no Sunday trains wiil be run further than 
North Canaan, Conn., near the Massachusetts line. And the 
Banner asks: "Now the question arises, will the people of 
this state tamely submit to hav their rights thus invaded by 
a few bigots? Ought such 'blue laws' to remain on our 
statute book? We believe the people hav just as much right 
to ride on Sunday as they hav to walk. If this edict is car
ried into effect in one county it can be in every county. Is 
Suffolk county ready for the issue? Will the railroad and 
steamboat companies here cease running Sundays because a 
few zealous churchmen desire them stopped? w·e hope not. 
The same spirit that hung innocent people and expelled the 
Quakers from the state nearly two hundred years ago, is still 
rampant in our mid&t. Will the people submit to these 
clerical bigots? is the question of ths moment." 

BETWEEN the Christian at Work and the Clwistian Advocate 
there is a discussion as to whether or not the cause of Chris~ 
is flourishing as it should be in Skowhegan, Maine. A cor
respondent of the first paper says it is not, and a correspond
ent of the second says it is. The eliitor of the Christian at 
Work thinks that, as the Congregationalist church at that 
place has only 213 members out of a population of 4,000 or 
5,000; as less than $2 per head was mised among the mem
bers in 1882, and no conver~ions made or baptizing done, the 
record for Skowhegan last year is not very inspiring. It 
may be cited as a fact that the true condition of religion in 
most localities is not generally half as inspiring as the re
ports sent from them to the religious papers. 

"WHEN the critics of religion shall do their share of the 
world's work, when the Girards shall be the rule, and the 
Greens, .and Morgans, and Coopers, and Lenoxes, and Sla
ters, and Peabodys, and Stuarts, and the great host of Chris
tian benefactors-when such as these shall prove the excep
tion, then, and not t.ill then, may Christianity hav occasion to 
pause and ask-itself if it has not survived its usefulness." 

The foregoing is from the Christian at Work. It would 
serve in a measure to extract!the point from this flight of rhet
oric to inform the writer of it that Cooper was not a profess
ing Christian, which is a fact. Pete:t; Cooper's greatest bene
faction was dedicated to science and art. The Ch1·istian at 
Work might hav defeated the object of its remarks still more 
thoroughly by mentioning James Lick, of California, who, 
though an Infidel, was as much a benefactor of mankind as 
any of those named. 

"WHEN a serious disaster occurs almost everybody looks 
around for a scapegoat on which to lay the blame. This is 
perhaps the reason why some of the newspapers are virtually 
charging the trustees of the East River Bridge with the re
sponsibilities for the disaster which happened last week. If 
they hail been omniscient they might hav prevented it; but 
omniscience does not happen to belong to our nature." 

We find this profound reflection in the orthodox Independent. 
While the subject of omniscience is up for discussion it may 
be in order to remark that if the lack of that attribute excul
pates the bridge officers, the possession of it would seem to 
inculpate whatever governing power is endowed with it. 
The bridge officers, according to Dr. Storrs, placed that 
structure in the hands of "Almighty God" that he might 
bless the enterprise. Can that being be excused from respon
sibility on the same plea· with which the Independent would 
clear the trustees? 

THE Rev. Mr. Buckley complains that when religion ap
pears upon the theatrical stage it is usuaily represented by a 
"sporting parson, or an Aminidab Sleek, or the hypocrit." 
This in the North American Review. We would remind Mr. 
Buckley that the drama seeks to represent upon the stage 
persons and things as they appear most promii~antly in the 
world at large. If there were fewer sporting parsons, Amin
idab Sleeks, and hypocrits off the stage, we should hav fewer 
of them on it. Christians, however, are chronic growlers. 
They are not content with the stage as it is, and when Mr. 
Salmi Morse attempted to "elevate" it by putting Christ and 
the apostles upon it in the Passion Play, they were not ap
parently any better satisfied and suppressed him iu the inter
ests of Christian morality. John Howson, the actor, made 
up as Talmage, was also denounced. What under the sun 
do the religious people want on the stage anyway? They 
ought to find some consolation in the fact that the defaulting 
deacon, the adulterous minister, and the missionary among 
the heathen with a half dozen dusky wives hav not yet been 
dramatized. 

Gov. CLEVELAND, of this state, had the courage to veto the 
legislature's appropriation to help support the Oatholic 
Protectory. His reasons are: "The name of this institution 
implies that only Roman Catholic children are there provided 
for. If this be so, that fact furnishes a good reason why 
public funds should not be contributed to its support. A 
violation of this principle in this case would tend to subject 
the state treasury to demands in behalf of all classes of sec
tarian institutions, which a due care for the money of this 
state and a just economy could not concede, and which would 
yet hav a justification in precedent. It will be seen, too, that 
the delinquents received at this institution are committed to 
its care by the authorities of the city of New York. Thus, it 
appears to be local in its purposes and operation, which af
fords, it seems to me, an additional reason why it should not 
be aided by the state. I am informed that the municipality 
of New York pays a stated and reasonable compensation for 
the support and maintenance of such juvenil delinquents 
as are committed to this protectory. If this be true, even 
the plea of want and necessity cannot be urged to justify this 
appropriation." 

TH:!! Banner of Light speaks right out when the liberty of 
the people is assailed by the church. Recently the clergy
men in Berkshire county, Massachusetts, presented petitions 
against running trains on Sunday; but the railroad company 
disregarded them, in consequence of which the Massachusetts 
authorities ordered the trains stopped last Sunday. For the 

IN answer to a correspondGmt who inquired who wrote the 
sentence, "These are the times that try men's souls," the 
Chicago Intm·-Ocean, after correctly naming Thomas Paine as 
the author, says he "professed to believe that men had no 
souls." We would like to ask the editor of the Inter-Ocean's 
" Curiosity Shop " where he gets the authority for this state
ment. Paine said he" hoped for happines beyond this life," 
and if he did not believe that ho had a soul, on what did he 
base his hope? The fact is, Paine was a Deist, believing in a 
God and immortality, but emphatically denying that the 
Bible was in any way God's word. His reasons for rejecting 
the Bible hav never been, and canuot be; refuted. His polit
ical pamphlets also breathe the true democratic-republicnn 
spirit. He and Jefferson were the men who fashionei! and 
formed this republic which the Christians are now trying to 
mold into a theocratic despotism. 'l'he editor of the Intm·
Ocean's "Curiosity Shop "will do well to inform himself on 
these subjects before speaking so oracularly as is his ho.hit. 
Once before he has had to eat his words of condemnation of 
Freethinkers, and unless he soon contracts the habit of speak
ing and writing the truth, the Inter- Ocean will do well to abol
ish his department. 

ALL the leading scientists and Liberals of England hav 
signed the petition for the release of the ·imprisoned Free
thinkers. Among the names on the scroll of honor are Pro
fessors Huxley, Tyndall, Ray Lankester, Macalister, Herbert 
Spencer, Leslie Stephen, and Frederic Harrison. The lead
ing physicio.ns, surgeons, artists, and men of letters hav also 
signed. Not a few clergymen hav joined in the "prayer" to 
the Home Secretary, one of them going so far as to thank the 
presenter of the "prayer" for the opportunity to place his 
name on record. In bitter contrast to these is the refusal of 
George Jacob Holyoake, the renegade to liberty. Although 
once imprisoned for heresy himself, and not now professing 
to be a Christian, he refuses to ask for this reparation he
cause, forsooth, he thinks the prisoners "committed an out-
rage on the feelings of Christians" in caricaturing their 
Christ. Tho poor, dear Christians' feelings must be respected 
though they thrust the knife through the heart of every In
fidel in England. It is no matter that not an hour passes 
that the feelings of Freethinkers are not outraged by the 
church and her whelps of bigotry. No one must strike back, 
says Mr. Holyoake. We wonder if receiving government 
pay has anything to do with his changed attitude. The role 
of Judas Iscariot fits him well. A few pieces of silver per an~ 
num seem more to him than the· lives of the martyrs or the 
cause of freedom. It will be well for Freethought when h~ 
follows the example of his patron saint and commits hari
kari or hangs himself. 

To the Editor of the "Advocate." 
" The editor sits in his easy chair, 

Scratching his head, for he had no hair 
To tear from his weary and aching pate, 
As he thinks of the horrible, horrible fate 
Of a man condemned to earn his meat 
By running a weakly Christian sheet," 
And to wait for a quarter, wherewith to dine, 
Till he hears from his Isabella mine. 
But such is life, and such is the rod 
They all pass under who worship-Fraud. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
Mn. CHABLEB WATTS writes us that he thinks of again visit

ing this country in September and lecturing for three months. 

W. S. BELL will be in Iowa through June, and will speak at 
any point in the state where lectures are desired. Mr. Bell 
reports that he is meeting with unusually good success. 

Mns. AMELIA H. CoLBY will answer calls for Sunday lec
tures in New York state and vicinity. Her address until 
September next will be 123 West Eagle street, Buffalo, N.Y. 

W. F. JAMIESON lectured in Janesville, Minn., week before 
last to full houses. On the 17th inst. he spoke in f !rna City, 
Minn., and for thA four days ending on the 17 .1m Waseca. 
His permanent address is Lake City, ML . . . 

Mns. H. S. LAKE began her c·'•,ond engagement with the 
Liberals of Salem and .Al;:.,.Ice, 0., Sunday, June 3d. She 
is to speak at the Michigan State Convention, which begins 
August 17th. Parties wishing lectures will write her at Sa
lem, Columbiana county, Ohio. 

Mn. LELAND, Secretary of the National Liberal League, 
leaves New York on Friday, June 15th, on his proposed trip 
to organize State Liberal conventions. He can be found in 
Philadelphia at 223 North Twelfth street, Saturday and Sun
day, the 16th and 17th; at Harrisburg on the 18th, Altoona 
the 11Jth, and Pittsburgh, at 99 Fifth avenue, on the 20th and 
21st. From there his program will be as announced last 
week. It is hoped as many Liberals as can will meet him at 
the proposed times and places, and plan for state conven_ 
tiona. 

"A TRuTH SEEKER ARomm THEW ORLD ;" ·4 volumes, 
cloth, $6.50; leather, $9.50; morocco, gilt edges, $10.50 
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g[ontmunications. 

Paul at Berea. 

This statement is probably based oh what Suetonius 
says of Claudius, to· wit, that " he drove the Jews out 
of Rome who were constantly rioting at the instiga
tion of Chrestus." Claudius was not the first to 

At Berea the Jews being more " liberal " than 
those of Thessalonica received the missionaries kindly, 
listened to them gladly in the synagog, and searched 
the scriptures to find whether what they said about 
Jesus was true! And here as in Thessalonica it is 
said that "of the Gi·eeks many men and women of 
note" believed-which we disbelieve. But Jewish 
emissaries from Thessalonica stirred up the people, 
and the result was that "the brethren sent away 
Paul, that he might go down to the sea. But Silas 
and Timothy abode in that city.'' 

banish Jews from Rome; Tiberius did it before him. 
But if there is any truth in what js said about 

Aquila and Priscilla in Acts, some early scribe has in
terpolated the clause about Claudius, for Paul knew 
no more of Claudius than the Rev. George White
field knew of General Andrew Jackson. 

Aquila and his wife, being tent makers, and Paul 
having learned the same trade, he took lodgings and 
worked with them. · 

This Sosthenes is supposed by some to hav been 
one of Paul's converts who was maltreated by his 
own countrymen. But the more rational view is that 
he was a bigoted Jew, and probably tHe successor of 
Crispus in the old synagog. The first epistle to the 
Corinthians is written in the name of Paul ''and Sos
thenes, a brother;" but if Sosthenes of Corinth be
came a believer, it was probably after Paul left that 
city (Smith's Bib. Die.). 

This is all the account we hav of Paul at Corinth, 
and much of it is no doubt fictitious. He probably 
preached in a private house or small public room, 
and supported himself in part by manual labor, as 
will appear more fully hereafter. "And he spoke in the synagog every Sabbath, and persuaded 

the Jews and the profane .("Greeks" in the Greek codices). 
And when Silas and Timothy had come from Macedonia, Moral Right and Civil Rights. 

There is no evidence that Paul ever wrote a letter 
to the Bereans, nor does he speak of them anywhere. 
The city is now called Veria or Kara Veria, and has 
15,000 to 20,000 inhabitants (Smith's Bib. Die.). 

PAUL AT ATHENS. 

Some brethren of Berea accompanied Paul to 
Athens. They probably went by land :16 miles to 
Dium, and thence by sea about 250 miles. Paul 
sent back by them a letter to Silas and Timothy, 
urging them to come to him at once. 

In Athens there was a synagog, and in it Paul 
spoke. It is also said .that he disputed with the 
Epicureans and Stoics in the market place daily. 

"And one and another of them said: What doth this word
monger mean? Others said: He announceth foreign deities; 
because he preached to them Jesus and his resurrection. 
And they took him and brought him to the place of judg
ments called Areopagus, and said to him: May we know 
what this new doctrin which thou preach est is? For thou 
scatterest in our ears strange words; anc1 we wish to know 
what they are. For all the Athenians and the foreigners 
residing there cared for nothing else but to tell or hear some
thing new. And as Paul stood in the Areopagus he said: 
Men, Athenians, I perceive that in all things ye are excessiv 
in the worship of demons. For as I was rambling about and 
viewing the temples of your worship, I met with an altar on 
which was inscribed, To the hidden God. Him therefore, 
whom ye worship while ye know him not, the same I announce 
to you" (xvii 18-23). · 

The rest of the speech we thus abridge: 
God dwelleth not in temples, is not ministered to 

b_v human hands, and has no wants. He is not afar 
off; for in him we liv, move, and exist, and as one of 
your own wise men has said, from him is our 
descent. Therefore the offspring of the deity ought 
not to carve his image in metal or stone. The times 
of this elTor God hath made to pass away, and now 
he command.eth all men to repent; because he hath 
appointed a day in which he ;will judge all the earth, 
by the man whom he hath designated, and whom he 
raised from the dead. 

"And when they heard of the resurrection from the dead, 
some of them ridiculed, and others of them said: At another 
time we will hear thee on this matter. And so Paul departed 
from among them. And some of them adhered to him and be
lieved; one of these was Dionysius from among the judges 
of the Areopagus, and a woman named Damaris, and others 
with them" (32-34). 

This judge, Dionysius, is claimed by the Catholic 
church to be the famous St. Denis who first converted 
France, and wrote certain divine works, alleging 
that be learned the use of the holy sacraments from 
the apostles. But the Protestants deny the authen
ticity of the said documents and assign them to a 
latter period; such being the only make-shift of the 
be1·etics when they see all antiquity against them l 
(Notes to Latin Vulgate, Acts xvii, 34). 

Paul's stay in Athens was short, and the only 
allusion he ever makes to it is this: 

"And because we could no longer endure it, we were willing 
to be left alone at Athens, and to send to you Timothy our 
brother" (1 Thes. iii, 1, 2). 

If therefore he expected Silas and Timothy to help 
him at Athens there was no use for them. Indeed 
there were probably but few Jews in that city, for 
no trace of a synagog has been found there, and 
the passages in the Talmud from which it has been 
inferred that the Jews were numerous in Athens, 
apply to a much latter period (Farrar's St. Paul, 
p. 302). 

The poet actually quoted in Paul's speech, says 
Fan-ar, is Aratus of Celicia, but the same sentiment 
is repeated in a Hymn to Jove by Kleanthes, and 
was probably common to other sacred poems (Ibid, 
p. 308). 

On the question whether Paul spoke Greek at 
Athens or anywhere else we take the negativ.' Canon 
Farrar, who believes he did, admits that "he knew 
little or nothing of Hellenic story," and that "the 
notion that he was a finished classical scholar is a 
delusion" (Ibid, p. 296-7). He went only to places 
where there were Jews; and those Jews doubtless 
retained the use of their nativ Aramaic tongue, and 
taught it to their children. 

Paul founded no church at Athens, and Chris
tianity was slow in getting a foothold there. 

PAUL AT CORINTH. 

From Athens Paul went to Corinth, about fifty 
miles distant. Here he met a Jew named Aquila, a 
nativ of Pontus, just arrived from Italy, with his 
wife Priscilla, " because Claudius Cresar had com
p:~.and.ed thfl,t all Jews should depart from Rome.'' 

Paul was impeded in discourse, because the Jews stood up 
against him and reviled, as he testified to them that Jesus is Says Mr. W. H. Gantz in his reply to me: "Man 
the Messiah. And he shook his garments and said to them, has the ' natural right ' to so ' control his person ' as 
Henceforth I am clean; I betake myself to the gentiles" to fulfil the useful, ennobling, and elevating condi-
(xviii, 

4
-B). , tions of life. But he has no right, either natural or 

The Greek codices hav, "Your blood be upon unnatural, to the 'control' of his person in an abuse 
your head henceforth," etc. of the conditions of life which prostitutes all the 

"And he went away and entered into the house Qf a certain nobler elements of his nature." 
man named Titus, one who feared God and whose house ad- This contains, in essence, about all that Mr. Gantz 
joined the synagog" (7). says. Let us briefly examin his position. 

The occulTence at this point of the name Titus is In the first place, it is selfwevident that whatever a 
a puzzle, In the Latin Vulgate it is Titus Justus, man does' which brings him in conflict with the su
but in all the early Greek codices it is only Justus, perior forces of nature will work injury to him, though 
who is never mentioned py Paul unless it be in Col. he may be utterly ignorant that he is in any way 
iv, 11, while Titus is oftener alluded to than even doing wrong. No one can dispute this plain propo
Timothy. Canon Farrar suspects that Titus was sition, or deny that is is immoral in the truest sense 
converted in Cyprus by Paul. It is necessary to be- of the word for any man to do that which may result 
lieve that he was converted during Paul's first mis- in injury to himself, or which he may hav good rea
sionary journey if we would harmonize the account son to think will work au injury to others through its 
in acts of th!=l meeting of the apostles at Jerusalem effects on himself. In this sense we all stand by the 
with Paul's own account of his second visit there, definition of "right" given by Mr. Gantz. No Lib
when he says he took Titus with him. That event eral, burdened with a sense of the responsibilities 
we hav already passed in the book of Acts, which Testing upon him as an apostle of the new faith, could 
never mentions Titus at all, unless it be at the point conscientiously do; or advise another to do, that which 
where we now are. We therefore believe that the would diminish the sum of human happiness. 
order of events has been changed by the writer or Now all this is within the sphere of morals, with 
compiler, and that Paul first met Titus, the Aramaean, which law should hav absolutely nothing to do. ·when 
at Curinth. :!pan is free only to do " right," he is not free at all; 

"And Crispus, the president of the synagog, believed on he does not do right. His a.ctions under such condi
our Lord; he and all the members of his house. And many tions are completely negativ. vVhen he has a" right'' 
Corinthians gave ear and believed in God and were baptized.'• only to go to the east, he has not one iota of freedom; 

Crispus is mentioned once by Paul (1 Cor. i, 14). his act in going east cannot by any possibility possess 
But why should he ignore Justus, alias Titus, whose a moral attribute. 
house afforded him a refuge when driven from the When Mr. Gantz is considering the subject of 
synagog ? We cannot believe that Paul was such· an right action he should never forget that· he does 
ingrate, and we suspect that the pious Justus was "right" only when he has the" right," so far as the 
the beloved Titus, who is named nine times in the legal or physical restraint of his fellows is concerned, 
s~cond epistle to the Corinthians. to choose the wrong way, and yet goes the right way. 
• The writer of Acts says that many Corinthians were In other words, man only can do "right" when he 

baptized. Paul says he baptized none but Crispus has the civil "right " to do wrong. Action under 
and Gaius and the household of Stephanas. Neither other circumstances is negativ merely. 
Silas nor Timothy was there; did Paul confer author- It would seem that all this explanation is unneces
ity on Crispus, or Gaius, or the uncircumcised Titus sary, for I all along hav insisted upon and made clear 
Justus to baptize all the rest? We suspect that most· the fact that there is a distinction and a difference
of the baptizin~ was done some time afterward by a difference wide as the seas-between righteousness 
Apollos, who 4ad. been a disciple of John the Baptist. and civil or natural right. It is a standing and un-

appeased complaint of ours that the prohibitionists 
"And the Lord said to Paul in a vision: Fear not, bnt speak accuse us of opposing temperance in effect, if not in 

and be not silent; for I am with thee, and no one is able to 
harm thee; and I hav much people in this city. And here- intent, because we oppose compulsiv methods in tern-
sided in· Corinth a year and six months, and taught them the perance work. , . 
word of God" (9-11). Mr. Gantz seems to be a gentleman, and I much 

Pa1.u's entire sojourn in Macedonia and Achaia was regret to hav to say that he has utterly failed 
probably less than two years, according to Acts. to grasp the question at issue, and is but striking 

"And when Gallio was proconsul of Achaia the Jews as- the air. Let me giv an illustration or two to make 
sembled together against Paul" (12). clear this distinction which, so far, he has failed to 

Marcus Aumeus N ovatus, after being adopted by apprehend. Suppose' that I work out in the field 
the rhetorician Lucius Junius Gallio, took the name on a cold, drizzly day, as I hav very often, knowing 
of Lucius Junius A.nmeus Gallio. that by so doing I am endangering my health and 

running the risk of leaving those dependent upon my 
"He is supposed by some persons to be the Gallio who 1 b 'th t th t f d. 1 th' 

was deputy or proconsul in Achaia, before whom St. Paul a or Wl ou e means o procure oo ' c o lug, 
was arraigned" (Lip. Biog. Die.). etc.; that certainly is not, I confess, in the highest 

''Whether he is the same Gallio who is mentioned in Acts sense a moral act, and yet will Mr. Gantz venture to 
as proconsul of Achaia is uncertain" (Smith's Die. of Gr. and ·claim that he has the right to appeal to the state to 
Rom. Biog. ). prevent me from so doing ? Or, I spend a portion 

"Junius Annreus Gallio, the Roman, was proconsul of f t' · a· th 1' ht t k' d f t :fi 
Achaia when St. Paul was at Corinth, A.D. 53" (Smith's Bib. o my 1me m rea mg e 1g es m o ligh c-
Dic. ). tion; that again is a censurable act, but is Mr. Gantz 

"He was proconsul under Claudius when Paul first visited or the state my guardian, with right to snatch from 
Corinth, · • · A.D. 49" (McCl. & Str. Cyc.). my hand .the offending publication? 

The time of Paul's arrival at Corinth is variously These instances might be multiplied by thousands, 
conjectured to be from A.D. 48 to 54, but most of the but two are sufficient to demonstrate that while the 
authorities say 52 or 53. Gallio was a senator in the individual is capable of committing innumerable acts 
reign of Tiberius, who is said to hav banished him which Ul'e in violation of right, it is only when he 
and afterward imprisonf?d. him at Rome. He was a crosses the boundary line which separates his from 
rhetorician, but probably not a great one, and his his neighbor's rights that the state has any office as 
work on rhetoric is lost. He is said to hav been a mediator or arbitrator. 
lovable and popular man, and to hav died by suicide Another almost universal misapprehension of the 
A.D. 65. But even if be was. proconsul of Achaia, of prohibitionists is expressed in this remark of Mr. 
which we find no evidence except in Acts, what proof Gantz's: "You [I] would defend C.'s 'right' to 'ex
is there that he ever knew Paul? None; nor hav we change ' such a glass-of physical, mental, and moral 
the slightest fear that any will ever be found. destruction-for ten cents; but you would blush to 
. "And they brought him before the judgment seat, saying: make such a nefarious' exchange' yourself." Would 
This man persuadeth the people to worship God contrary to Mr. Gantz suppress every business and profession in 
the law. And when P~ul r~quested that he might open his which his conscientious scruples wo1.ud. not permit 
mouth and speak, Galbo sa1d to the Jews: If your accusation, him to engage? Such is the logical deduction from 
0 Jews, related to any wrong done, or any fraud or base act h' d C t · 1 I h d 'd d b' t' t 
I would listen to you suitably. But if the contests are about IS wor s. er am y av em e o JeC wns o 
words and about names, and concerning your law ye must engaging in the business of the liquor dealer, just as 
see to it among yourselvs, for I am not disposed to be a I hav to becoming a priest. Both of these men and 
judge of such matters. And he repelled them from the judg- mind destroyers, both of them fail to giv an equiva-
ment seat. And all the profane ["Greeks" in the English 1 t f 1 · d. b t 1 th · d 
version, and in some Greek codices] laid hold of Sosthenes en or va ue receive , u so ong as eu· upes are 
an elder of the synagog, and smote him before the judgment unenlightened enough to pour their earnings into 
seat. And Gallio disregarded these things" (12-17). their tills and coffers they willliv and flourish. I am 
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expressing my. sober conviction when I say that I 
esteem the clenc the greater enemy of mankind, for 
~he single reason that his victims look to him in every 
JOY and in every affliction of lif(;); and in the hour of 
death they turn to him as .to the embassador of their 
God. Men trained in the school of the priest cannot 
reas?n clearly o.n.any subject. !he;n he destroys, if 
possrble; the spmt of doubt, which rs the hope of the 
world, 

".I su~posed, ere this, he would hav had 10,000 such names. 
Such a _hst of names, arranged alphabetically by states and 
ternto:1es, would be of inestimable value to Liberal publish
ers,. Liberal ~ect11rers, and Liberals who are tnivel}n~, and 
bes1des that, ~t would bind u11 all together in a sort of friendly 
league or soCiety, where each would feel an interest in all the 

bisb of calumny and malicious falsehood may be 
buried forever by the powerful weight of truth .and 
justice. SusAN H. WixON. 

But the saloon-keeper is a man like unto the men 
whq drink at his bar. If liberty, science, and hygien 
cannot compete with him unaided by the arm of the 
law, then is our peaceful warfare against the thrice
armed priest of God in vain. Every argument which 
can be brought forward to sustain the plea for the 
curtailment of man's physical liberties applies with 
even greater force in the domain of mental intoxica-
tion. E. C. WALKER. 

others. ·. 
"~r. Green only charges twenty-five cents for the first in

sertiOn of the name, and after that he publishes it free in 
every issue of the Directory. . 

'' Elmina would be proud and glad to receive names for this 
purpose, and hopes to be able _to forward to Mr. Green a nice 
respectabl~ list of them by the time an~ther copy is issued. 

"Who will respond first and place himself on the roll of 
honor? We nre called, and duty asks that we respond with 
pleasure and alacrity." 

MR. KINGSLEY'S POEl"vi, "TRUTH." 
"From perished seed, air, earth, sun, dew, !lnd ruin, 

The precious, golden harvest we obtain. 
Delightful music birds from eggs do bring, 
Sweet, withered flowers bloom again in spring. 
When dreadful storms of winter all are past 
Worms change to perfect butterflies at last-' 
Bees, flowers, birds, worms-all things that we see, 
Proclaim to man a future life may be." 

Thus sings the poet claiming to sing of truth. But 
will he prove where one "perished seed" ever pro-

The last hours of no one man who ever lived hav 
been so lied about as hav those of the great and good 
Thomas Paine. This is one of the best proofs we 
hav that no man did surer or better work for truth 
and against the church than he did. 'I'hat his strong 
vigorous, telling blows struck home we may well be~ 
lieve when we see the effect of them still manifest in 
the eagerness with which Christians seize upon the 
faintest hope of retaliation and revenge. In his last 
will and testament Mr. Paine tells us he has lived an 
honest and useful life, and c!ies in perfect composure 
and resignation; and yet here in this day of light and 
knowledge, and of culture and refinement, publishers 
hav been found base and vile enough to print a fab
ricated account of the deathbed scene of this great 
and good man, which no one of common sense who 
has ever read Paine's wxitings, or his life record, can 
possibly believe. 

New Books. 
OPINIONS PASSED UPON THEM BY "THE TRUTH SEEKER," d d "t h f h ld uce I s s are o " t e go en harvest ?" A mashed, 

MRS. BLENKER, AND MISS. WIXON. burnt, drowned, dead seed never yet came to life. 
ANciENT MAN IN AMEBICA. By Frederick Larkin, M.D. 29.0 Once dead, always dead. No flower that blooms ever 

pp. Illustrated. Price, $1.50. Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office. again unfolds its tender petals in any future spring; 
There is nothing of more fasciua,tiug interest to once dead, always dead. No worm that is killed, 

the student of American history than .the questions, either as worm, chrysalis, or butterfly, ever livs again; 
·who built the mounds of ·western New York and once dead, always dead. "Bees, flowers, birds, 
other states? \Vhat manner of people were they? worms," and all living identities, organic or inorganic, 
·when did they liv? and, What· was the object for hav but one life, and for each death ends all. 

. which ·they erected these vast heaps of earth and Beautiful dreams, lovely imaginings, sweet meet
stone? Dr. Larkin has spent considerable time ings where parting is no more, flow in verse along· 
among these ':'estiges of prehistoric enterprise, and in the pages of this book called " Truth," but the seekei· 
the book under consideration has endeavored to an. for real philosophy, for sound Materialistic fact, will 
swer, as far as human knowledge is capable of answer- find it sadly adulterated with fiction and fable. Like 
ing, the foregoing questions. He concludes that the the charming novel, whose interesting, overdrawn, 
mound builders did not belong to the same race of and highly-colored narrativ we reacl with an inward 
people as the present North .American Indians. The proviso t~at it is o~ly a story; just so does the matter
difference in the crani~ development of the two of-fact t~mker pemse. th_ese cantos before us. Well 
races precludes, in his Judgment, the possibility of .may om author exclarm. 
their being identical. From the fact that represent- "Truth is what all mankind desire to know; 
ations of the mastodon are found upon bones ex- To find the truth, alas l where shall we go?" 
burned in localities where the mound builders lived Not to his pages, assuredly, so far as proof be given 
and were buried, he draws the inference that those of immortality of identity. 
gigantic animals e<Cisted contemporaneously with the But he does knock many of the old Jew-hook 
people who erected the vast tumuli, traces of which superstitions in the head, and there he does good 
are still found. The theory is also advanced that the work He pleads for progress, freedom, love, and 
mastodons were made to serve tbe purposes of the union, and there he does good work. He kills gods 
mound builders as beasts of burden. Cuts descriptiv and devils, and pleads for the laws of nature as the 
of these mounds are given in Dr. Larkin's book, to- great creativ, moving power of the universe, ancl 
gether with maps of localities where they are found, there he does good work "'117 e shrtll say, Amen to the 
arrowheads, picture-writing, and other relics. The following lines: 
whole constitutes a valuable addition to the informa- " Great is the !ruth, and will at last prevail; 
tion on. the subjects treated of. To the description The laws of nature let us now obey-
of works found in the United States is added a chap- Liv in the sunshine of the present day." 
ter on ruins in Mexico and Central America, giving So we will each select from the three parts that 
the latest words of modern research concerning these which we approve, and pronounce the book on the 
vestiges of an extinct race of highly civilized men. whole a valuable addition to our stock or Liberal 

This book is written in language designed to be literature. ELl\HNA. 
popularly understood, and cannot prove other than 
interesting to student and casual reader alike. It is 
printed from large type and contains a likeness of 
the author. 

THE "FREE THOUGHT DIRECTORY." 
Mr. Green's Directory for May contains a number 

of good articles besides the list of Freethinkers. The 
:first is headed "Ingersoll at the Q-rave," and consists 
of the noted orator's speeches at the grave of his 
brother Eben and his more recent one over l\'Ir. 
Mills, the talented Positivist. These are followed by 
an able editorial on the Bible, wherein is set forth 
some of the inconsistent and false statements of that 
noted volume. Mr. Putnam has a critical and dissect
ing history of the .New York Liberal Club, the spicy 
reports of whose meetings in these columns by Mr. 
George E. Macdonald has excited considerable com
ment, not less for the matter discussed than for the 
manner of discussion. "Our Reading Club" by Mrs. 
Slenker is a very interesting account of a local 
woman's sewing circle transformed into a useful read
ing organization. Milton Wooley has an essay en
titled "The Bribe of Judas," and Messrs. E. W. 
Hewitt, of Michigan, and John S. Crosby, of Mis
aouri, quote the Sabbatarian laws of their respectiv 
states and show the progress made toward state secu
larization. T. L. Brown, the energetic president of 
the New York State Freethinkers' Association, dis
cusses the force of the assertion that "I believe I 
shall liv after death" and the admission that "I do 
not know that I shall liv again after death." Dr. 
Brown always brings some original thought to the 
surface when he puts his pen to paper, and this brief 
jotting is no exception. Mr. Green closes the read
ing matter with a few pages of "all sorts" of para
graphs, and the number closes with the list of names. 
This issue is no less valuable than its predecessors, 
and we can cheerfully indorse the following by Mrs. 
Slenker. 

"I fear Liberals do not fully realize the importance of the 
work. in yrhich H. L. Green is engaged, in trying to collect 
for his Duectory the name and post-o:ffice address of every 
out-spoken Freethinker in the United States and Canada. 

Truth, as told by Mr. Kingsley in smooth and flow
ing rhyme, is a very readable pamphlet of forty pages 
-amusing, instructiv, philosophical, and entertain
ing. Its.advice is good, its candor commendable, its 
deductions wise, and, if we are not able to under
stand all that is said in reference to another state of 
existence, it may be, possibly, because the book is 
"addressed to the people of a hundred years to 
come." However, it is good reading for the people 
of this time and this year. It· contains a class. meet
ing scene, which is about as ridiculous as such meet
ings probably are. ·It also has a dreadful looking 
picture of the Jewish Jehovah, with smoking nostrils 
and a mouth spitting fire and two-edged swords. He 
appear·s fierce and angry, as he clutches the lightning 
with one hand and seven stars with the other, and 
kicks over the candlestick with his very hot feet. 
The portrait is according to Bible description; how
ever, and, though it may frighten the religiously dis
posed, no Liberal will be disturbed by it, I am sure. 
The poem is one of the helps to Liberal literature, 
and tells many facts in a very pleasing manner. 

" A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD." 
It seems strange that, in this inte1ligent age, it 

should be necessary to refute the vile slandel·s and 
base fabrications that continue to be hurled at the 
name and memm'y of that brave patriot and world
renowned Liberal, Thomas Paine; but so it is. Non
appreciativ Christians, persistently and deliberately, 
in the face of the most positiv facts, still falsify and 
calumniate the noble dead. "A Roman Catholic 
Canard" is another of the vile and slanderous false
hoods that are sent out, from time to time, to vilify 
and traduce one of the noblest friends that humanity 
ever ~ad.. Upon the fa_ce of the letter of Bishop 
Fenwrck IS stamped deliberate falsehood, and possi
bly forgery, it being a question if Bishop Fenwick 
ever saw the letter that purports to hav come from 
him. The statements are proven to be false, and the 
author d~serves the thanks of a right minded peo
ple for hrs efforts to clear the name of Paine from 
the slanders his traducers would heap upon it. This 
little work should be sown broadcast, that the rub-

Those who hav read Cheetham's libelous account 
of Paine, in which he publishecl a letter from Dr. 
Manley (Paine's physician), written at his request (in 
1809), will see at once this fabricated letter or ca
nard of Bishop Fenwick there had its origin. 

I hope Liberals will buy this little five-cent book 
by the hundred, and scatter them wherever tbey will 
be rertd. It is the best expose of the whole batch of 
deathbed lies that hav been told concerning Paine 
that has yet been gotten up. l!'act. and fiction, truth 
and canard, are placed side by side in a marmer no 
one save the author of the book is_ capable of. W o 
hav now and then a write~: whose points are not. only 
soundly made, bnt are absolutely umu:;sailable be~ 
cause of the basic truths upon wbich they nre found
ed and the strong manner of their presentation, tmd 
the author of this book is of tbis class. 

If anyone em read it and doubt tbat every slander
ous epithet applied to Paine, as regarlls his life or 
death record, is a lie, I would like to know wl1at 
manner of man be is. ELMINA. 

Can True Religion Exist Avart from the Uil1le'! 
The professed belief among· Christians that tbe 

Bible is the only true and reliable guide to pure mo
rality, good living, and happiness, that within its 
srtcred covers are hidden the revelations and exhorla
tions of a sn hlime ancl adored deity tbrough Lis 
chosen propbeb<, is fast losing ground and can OIJly 
be sustained in this modem age by scriptural appli
cation, a close guar·d upon the heart, the lusts of the 
ilesh, and in earnest, persistent rebellion against the 
assrtults and crafts of Satan. Prayer and faith are 
fundrtmeiJtal to a rigid belief in things which they 
cannot comprehend or ever expect to, which is at va
riance with the asseveration that the most ignorant 
need not err therein, if so be they desire to under
stand for the benefit of the soul. If we were allowed 
to criticise from some of the edif:yir1g· subjects we 
sometimes meet from within the fold, I think there 
is ample ground for pronouncing this part of the 
doctrin illusory, as they do not seem very clear upon 
some points and yet perform their devotional exer
cises regularly. 
. R~ason doe~ not. seem to possess a very high posi

tron m the estimatiOn of the true believer, but rutber 
occupies a secondary place and yields perforce to tbe 
farther-reaching and more sublime quality, faitb. 
Reason possesses power only to carry us as far as our 
limited observation and knowledge extend; beyond 
that all is mere conjecture, but here faith takes up 
the thread of propounded theories and wafts the 
dreamer onward through seductiv vistas of imagina
tion. Thus hideous pictures of future punishment, 
e~dless pain and mise~y forth~ toriured victim, map
pmg out and portraymg regwns of fire and brim
stone and all the accompaniments necessary to as
sist Satan in his work of woe. All these brilliant 
prospects are faithfully promised to the people by a 
cunning and designing priesthood. Belief in a fu
ture existence originates in man's fear of dissolution, 
a .superstition of things unknowable, ignorance of 
pnmary forces, and all things which darken the .. 
clouded visage of unscientific humanity in its vain 
endeavors to penetr·ate the veil which shades the in
accessible temples of nature. The existence of such 
a religion shows that we are not yet freed from the 
barbarous teachings of our forefathers, and so long 
as our mental and physical freedom is hampered in 
these enslaving bonds, which hav held generations in 
thraldom for centuries, so long will our sacred rights 
as ;men, and free men, be held subservient to the prej
udiced charlatan, to the binding claims of popery 
and Calvinism, as felt in the Jaws of our couutry. 
The doctrin of total depravity stands prominently to 
the front, an insult to intellectualism, refinement and 
everything that is of worth in man's nature, asserts 
u~ as _being naturally and unconsciously born in evil, . 
With mherent bad qualities, ever ready to leap to tbe . 
surface, and all because of one stolen apple. 0 in
consistency! The great Jehovah's ways are too deep 
and mystical for man's conception, and too cruel and 
vindictiv to command his admiration. It remains an· 
unfathomable mystery how intelligent men and 
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woman can grasp and giv credence to these prepos
terous mythological traditions, with such earnestness 
and confidence, upon such unsatisfactory and contra
dictory evidence. Let us say with Mr. Ingersoll, it 
requires reason to guide us aright in the every-day 
affairs of business. So let us hav the full evidence 
of our senses, the extreme exercise of our grandest 
falculty, reason, before giving credence to a doctrin 
which ·has proved so disastrous to the human family, 
the civilized world, ruling with a rod of iron~ subvert
ing and suppressing freedom of speech, propagating 
ignorance and dark superstition as its very footstool, 
a crushing basis. 

Christ's character is pure and simple in the main, 
but not quite unimpejtchable. His apparent liking 
for out-of-the-way places, low, bad company sur
roundings, rude answers to his mother, all seem to 
whisper that the young Nazarene was afflicted with 
some of the weaknesses of the flesh. Our business 
men of to-day would not applaud the appearance of 
a savior of sueh unpretentious demeanor. To meet 
their approval, he would hav to improvise some of 
the brass used in his great father's terrible outfit. 
He would also require to make his ascension in a 
little better style, distributing a few posters, and a 
notice in THE TRUTH SEEKER, Investigator, and several 
of our popular papers. No doubt curiosity and excite
ment would wax intense, to a greater degree than 
ever was caused by the aerial flight of the most dar
ing aeronaut. It is rem~ka~le that _these miracu
lous scriptural events, whiCh If graphically narrated 
would be regarded as incomparable, are so penuri
ously dealt with by the author. Lazarus is made to 
phl.y the part of ~beep in the slaughter-house, and 
after being resuscitated at once becomes a character 
requiring too much ingeriuit;y o? the ~art of the author 
to wield advantageously, so Is Ignommously dropped. 
A few revelations from a man of his incredible ex
perience, who must hav had a glimps of the deep, 
hidden mysteries of the future, would hav saved, oh! 
what a world of crime, persecution, and suffering. 
But it is ever in such incredible recitals, where God 
is made to contradict the immutable laws of nature, 
that Christians seek to inspire awe and respect for 
their religion. Such a religion can never comma~d 
respect in a people whose eyes ar.e once opened to Its 
deformities. Instead of teachmg self-abasement, 
t.Lat all impulse within us is vile and wicked in
l)erently and to lean upon a phantasm to whom is 
ascribed' honor, praise, and glory, who is always ad
dressed in tones of reverence, fear, and servil sup
plication for centures past, and in all this lapse of 
time we hav no authentic record of a single request 
being answered, except through natural cause and 
effect. let us teach the elevating and ennobling be
lief that man is a perfect being in himself, possessing 
every property and element necessary to make life 
perfect. Let us trample out the antagonistic and 
bitter feeling lying dormant in the breast of the na
tion planted and rooted there by sects and creeds. 
Let 'us choose science as our worshipful deity, the 
grand and only true guide. Ever beneficial to man
kind she rears her lofty pinnacle skyward; ever on
ward, upward, she points man t~ a loftier and more 
elevated sphere, where persecution ceases and love, 
pure generous love, swells man's h~art, linking us in 
indestructible bonds of fru nc.;Ehip. Away up the 
steep bights, science stands beckoning us onward. 
Faith is of no avail here, but reason, the grandest of 
our faculties, struggles to the apex, where peace and 
happiness exist in knowledge, where the banner of 
truth flies unfurled. Enwm 0RMANDY. 

The New Calendar.-A Card from Its Author. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav 

one request to make of Brothers Wakeman, Palmer, 
and all the other Liberal friends who hav so nobly 
labored to help me establish my Bruno-Wakeman or 
Freethought Calendar, and it is, that in addition to 
the 283 and the use of the letters B.s. (meaning be
fore our modern science became a standard) in dat
ing events previous to 1600 (s.s.) they will also, when
ever for any reason or purpose the use of the Chris
tian figures is necessary or preferable, add to them 
the letters s.s. (meaning superstitious style of dating) 
just as I hav done in the dating and other reference 
of this card. This will be a great help both to the 
Calendar and to our cause in general, in my opinion, 
because it will induce thought on the part of Chris
tians and others, and be the means of leading man 
into the sunlight of reason and republic of common 
sense, and I therefore hope that all Liberals will 
speedily adopt it, as well as the Calendar, thus show
ing to the world that we can stand up for our Free
thought philosophy as firmly and fully as the devo
tees of the various superstitions do for theirs. 

GEo. N. HILL. 
Boston, Mass., May 21st, A.s. 283 (1883, s.s). 
[There are but few of the Paine Hall Calendars 

now left, and those who desire an ori8?-nal copy of 
the first Freeth ought Calendar ever published, should 
send to us for a copy. Price, only a three-cent stamp. 
-En. T. S.J 

" ANsWERS To CHRISTIAN QuESTIONs." By D. 1\'I. 
Bennett. Price, 25 cents. 

LEROY, June 4, 1883. 
MRS. M. W. BENNETT: Inclosed please find $5-$1 for 

the Monument Fund; and $4 for THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
which is a welcome visitor. W. HANSON. 

W ANSHIP, May 30, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $2 on Monument Fund. I 

hope you will erect a fine one, as I think it will do 
quite n. missionary work. WM. REYNOLDS. 

PouGHKEEPSIE, June 4, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $2.00 for THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

I am happy to state that it is gaining popularity all 
over the country, notwithstanding its former editor's 
death. I hope it will keep on till it is crowned with 
the victory it is seeking after-truth, a J. G. 0. HARE. 

ALLEGANY, June 2, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3, which is due 

you for subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. It is a 
grand paper in the cause of Liber!J.lism, and may it 
liv to see the day when the religion of Christianity 
is dead and the religion of humanity reigns instead. 

M. BRUNELL. 

DENVER, May 31, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed one dollar as my 

contribution to the memorial or monument of our 
Liberal friend, D. M. Bennett. 

Although his writings will outliv either marble or 
granit, I am glad to see, by last week's TRUTH 
SEEKER, that it is intended to put up a suitable 
statue to his memory. JoHN BERRY. 

GENEVA, May 29, 283. 
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Although I am not a sub

scriber to your valuable paper, I read it occasionally, 
and think very much of it. I think it should be in 
the hands of everyone to open their eyes to the truth 
as I see it, It is only a few years since I had my 
eyes open, and would like to see others open their 
eyes, I can see Freethought spreading in this far 
West, and there is need of it, as we hav some strong 
religionists here as elsewhere. It is, rather late to 
sympathize with you in your loss. I feel it was a sad 
blow to the whole country, and how much more so 
to you! 

Inclosed you will find fifty cents for a life-size lith-
ograph of D. M. Bennett. HATTIE H. RoBINSON. 

WEsT BRIGHTON, June 3, 1883, 
MRs. 1'1'[, W. BENNETT: Those books came to hand 

all right. Was pleased with them. They are a feast 
to me. I take great comfort reading them· and THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. I wish there could be a letter every 
week from Mrs. A. H. Colby, of Boston. She used to 
entertain us every week in Rochester, N. Y, She was 
the one that opened my superstitious eyes, but she 
never converted me to Spiritualism; I can't go that, 
but hav great charity for those who do believe in it. 
I think that anyone that is not sectarian ought to 
hav charity for those who don't believe just as they 
think. I like to hear the Spiritualist's arguments all 
through, though, as I said before, they fail so far of 
convincing me. 

Please send me t.he "Self-Contra<iictions of the 
Bible." Iliad one of these books destroyed, as super
stitious hands got hold of it. I thought a great deal 
of it. This person thought he was doing the Lord's 
work in destroying my property. 

Yours truly, S. E. SKINNER. 
GALENA, June 4, 1883. 

MRs. M. W. BENNETT: Please find inclosed $3.25, to · HousToN, June 2, 1883. 
be applieti as follows: $1.50 for the fourth volume of MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2.00 for my subscrip
" A Truth Seeker Around the World" (I hav the four tion for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am s0rry that I could 
volumes, and there is no history of travels that I not send it before, for I hato to be behindhand. I 
ever read that pleased me so well. I would not sell should like to see THE TRUTH SEEKER take up the 
them for $50 if I was not able to get a new set)· 50 "labor" or the social question more fully; and I 
cents for the paper to a trial subscriber; 25 c~nts think it would increase your subscription list a great 
for "Answers to Christian Questions " and $1,00- deal. But, however, you are doing indirectly what 
for the monument. 'W, ENNOR. you could do more directly. Just as soon as you 

RosEVILLE, May 27, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I send herewith $3 to hav THE TRUTH 

SEEKER continued to my address. Greenbacks are 
hard to get on this coast, and we often are obliged 
to send stamps. I am certain this inconvenience 
causes you considerable loss sometimes. As I expect 
to read THE TRUTH SEEKER as long as I liv, it doesn't 
matter whether I send much or little, so that I don't 
get behind-and I don't mean to do that, 

Y0urs with the kindest wishes, 
. T. B. STEPHENSON' 

P. S -For the extra dollar inclosed send me "Vol
taire in Exile." 

NANAINo, B. C., May 22,283. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find seven dollars, 

four dollars for the monument fund, contributed by 
the following persons: J. Herner, $1; Harry Mil
holland, $1; Richard Watkins, $1; P. B. Smith, $1; 
and $2.50 for a new yearly subscriber, all of this 
place. 

I sincerely hope that the Liberals of America will 
contribute enough in one dollar subscriptions alone 
to raise an enduring monument in marble to per
petuate the memory of our author-hero, D. M. Ben
nett, so that future gJuerations may know how 
highly he was appreciated by his contemporaries. 

P.R. SMITH. 

BAsco, May 29, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: As an expression of love and rever

ence to our lamented Mr. Bennett, I feel it my duty 
to contribute mv mite to the erection of a monu
ment over his resting-place. It is an honor to his 
friends, and I think it is better that the monument 
be erected with the small contributions of all his 
friends than by large contributions of a few rich 
ones. So here please find inclosed my promis-$1; 
and if a Bennett Hall and TRUTH SEEKER home is to 
be built I will also contribute $5 to it. Long liv 
THE TRUTH SEEKER and its editor and publisher! 
Please convey my kind regards to Mrs. Bennett. 

JOHN DIDIER, 

ALTON, June 4, 1883. 
MRs. MARY W. BENNETT: I see by the tab that I am 

two months behind hand, but I send $2.50 for the 
paper for one more year. I hav taken THE TRUTH 
SEEQR from the third volume, and hav not missed 
but one paper, and that was at Mr. Bennett's death. 
You cannot know my feelings when I heard of his 
death through the papers, and my wife felt as bad 
as I did. I hav no wife now to sympathize with me. 
She breathed her last on the 23d of last month, 
aged 61 years and 10 months. We had lived together 
41 years, and had lost two children. You can sym
pathize with me, since we hav both lost our com
panion. My wife suffered a great deal, but never 
complained. She wae. not afraid to die. She had no 
dread of the next world. She believed if there was 
a God, that he was good, and that he would not 
punish mortals for what they had not done. 

WM. A. GRAVES, 

make a large minority of the masses Infidels, you 
bring about the Social Revolution. 

Voltaire and other Infidels made the French Revo
luion possible, although they did not teach revolu· 
tion (political or social), for, if I am correct, Voltaire 
was an aristocrat, and an aristocrat is always ready 
to obey the powers that be. But such is the way 
that the world moves. Men work hard for a cause, 
but do not look at the final effect of it, or they 
would shrink back from it. They think that they 
can set a ball in motion and it will stop just where 
they want it to. I remain, 

Yours for truth and justice, 
THOS. T."KNIGHT. 

TROY, June 3, EM, 283. 
MR EDITOR: I hav been reading a note "f our 

friend D. Bruce in THE TRUTH SEEKER. I wish to 
ask a question, and wish some one to answer it 
through THE - TRUTH .SEEKER: What relation hav 
electricity and magnetism to matter or Materialism? 
I will giv you an idea of my belief. I think that 
electricity and magnetism are the life of matter, con
sequently the soul of man, and, as the elements of 
animation, I think must act as mind through the 
brain. I hav studied phrenology, psychology, and 
Spiritualism, but cannot accept anything snpernat
ural from them. I think the soul; when it leaves 
the body, returns to its aff:l,nity,.or the body at large, 
the same as matter returns to matter. I believe 
this soul while in our body to be separable while 
the electricity sustains or suspends life. Magnetism 
leaves our· body, enters the magnetism a,t large, and 
is everywhere, and givs us a knowledge of what is 
going on in a foreign country; and this I think will 
yet be understood and seem so simple that we will 
feel very foolish for having ever believed in a creat,or. 
Mr. Winter and Mr. Bruce will agree. 

Yours, S. G. ScoLLAY. 

CINCINNATI, June 1, 1883. 
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: Please giv a little of your 

space to an old subscriber. I wish to return, through 
your valuable paper, my sincere thanks to Brother 
A. W. Trevett, M.D., for his manly and able de
fense of Materialism, as set forth by the champion 
Materialist of the West, T. Winter. He has said 
considerable, and said it well. It covers the whole 
ground, and is unanswerable, and leaves me very 
little to say. But there is one remark I would make, 
which is this, that instead of Spiritualism doing good 
I believe it is doilag much harm, inasmuch as it is 
a strong prop to the old theological dogma of a fu
ture state of existence, whicb. brings into play all the 
priestcraft, church tyranny, and all mummeries pe· 
culiar to the numerous religions, which, from my 
standpoint, is the greatest of curses to the world. 
This world would be bright and beautiful if every 
one would concentrate their thoughts and deeds 
right here, instead of pestering their brain on that 
which is the most enigmatical and fanatic':Ll of 
imaginary delusions. I think the time will yet come 
when the Spiritualists will clearly see their errors and 
unite with the solid Materialist, and bravely fight all 
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- the dark and igi::wrant dogmas of the Christian and 
all other religions, which are founded on the un
natural and impossible axioms of two lives, when 
there is but one. 

Is it not time, friends, to hav done with ghosts, 
goblins, and specters, and all those absurd ideas 
which ruled the willions of benighted people in the 
darkness of the past? 

Ate we still to cling to those musty, old-wives' 
fables? Are we still to hav our .minds clouded by a 
deceptiv priesthood with. a new name? 

Surely it cannot be, when the highest order of 
science openly declares that all animal life can exist 
but once, man in common with the others; and this 
great and honest truth -must, in lapse of time, pre
vail over the whole earth, and the inventions of 
priestcraft must fade before the bright glow of sci
entific knowledge, which is rapidly stepping to the 
front to disperse the fogs of superstition, which hath 
hung upon the world as a black pall of gloom. 
Hasten on, ye bright beams of light, that miserable 
superstitions Il1ight vanish and every man be free. 

THOS. WINTER. 

PETROLIA, May 27,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I am in arrears for THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

and as I hav no hope of ever being forgiven by any 
God for doing injustice to any man, I conclude the 
best thing I can do is to pay all my debts, includ
ing what I owe for having the scales of superstition 
kept from my vision. 

Were orthodoxy true, I might do all manner of 
injustice, and commit all grades of crime, and send 
a multitude of people to everlasting torment in hell
fire, and yet receive a harp and wear a crown. 

Several years ago I aQcidentally picked up a paper 
which a Christian postmaster had confiscated for 
wrapping-paper, after refusing to deliver it to the 
subscriber whose name was printed on it. This pa
per was printed in my nativ town in Illinois, where 
an iron-clad superstition had control. 

It was called THE TRUTH SEEKER. I liked its man
ly, fearless sentiments, and hav been a happier man 
since I commenced to read it. I never saw Mr. Ben
nett, but sympathized with him constantly during 
his many persecutions, and rejoiced exceedingly 
when he triumphed over the murderous minions of 
Christian hate. Peace to his dust! His teachings 
shall make happier many yet unborn. 

J. N. DUDLEY. 

ANGOLA, June 5, 1883. 
-MR. EDITOR: I see by the tab on my paper that 
the time paid for expires this month; therefore 
please find inclosed $4.50-$3 to pay another year for 
the best Liberal paper I hav yet read, 50 cents for 
the lithograph picture of ane of the best men of the 
present century, $1 for the Monument Fund. Our 
brother, however, has left a monument much more 
lasting than granit or marble on the thousands of 
pages he has written in behalf of mentally enslaved 
humanity. Yes, when cathedrals and spires, priests 
and their dogmas, hav been buried in oblivion, his 
grand achievements in establishing mental liberty 
will shine with a halo of glory that cannot be 
eclipsed .. I had hoped that our mental hero-brother 
might liv yet for many years, but the voyage around 
the world, as I feared, proved too much for the phys
ical system of a man of his age. But he is not dead, 
as Bulwer Lytton says-

" There is no death; an angel form 
Walks o'er the earth with silent tread; 

He bears our best loved friends ·away, 
And then we call them dead. 

But ever near us, though unseen; 
Their dear, immortal spirits tread, 

For all the boundless umverse 
Is life-there are no dead." 

Myself and wife sympathize with Mrs. Bennett, and 
hope she may yet enjoy many days cf happiness. 
I congratulate you, Mr. Macdonald, on your ability 
in conducting THE TRUTH SEEKER. It has lost none of 
its attractivness by the demise of our lamented 
br~ther. DR. J. H. MOORE. 

ALTOONA, Pa., June 3, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Through the earnest work and self

sacrificing interests of Mr. D. B. Christian and Mr. 
John Kemp, two of oar most busy workers in the 
Liberal cause, we had the very great pleasure of 
having with us on '.Buesday evening, May 29th, that 
noble and eloquent pleader for the cause of mental 
liberty, Mrs. H. S. Lake, and also Prof. W. F. Peck, 
the inimitable Freethought musician. The subject 
of the lecture was "The Mission of Liberalism," and 
is the second Liberal lecture ever given in this city, 
the first being given by B. F. Underwood a few 
years ago. As but very few people outside of the 
Liberals of this place knew Mrs. Lake by reputation, 
and as there is such a fearful opposition to Free
thought in Altoona, she did not hav as large an au
dience as she deserved. There were present some 
of the most prominent orthodox Christians of the 
city, and, although the bold and truthful utterances 
of the brilliant speaker seemed to quiver their ten
der sensibilities, yet many of them claim that Mrs, 
Lake is the best reader and most eloquent lady 
ora,tor they ever heard, Prof, Peck sang some of 

his comic and sentimental songs, which were well 
received. We also had the pleasure of having with 
us Mr. Harry Hoover, secretary of the Pittsburgh 
Liberal League. Since the lecture all the daily pa
pers of this city treated it with silent contempt. So 
you see, Mr. Editor, we are somewhat like the state 
of Delaware in this portion of "God's Vinyard," 
and hav great room to progress. Why, only the 
other day a young man in Hollidaysburg was fined 
$16 .for breaking the third commandment. 

But I think that we should do all that we possibly 
can to encourage our Freethought lecturers and en
deavor to keep them busy in the good work. Mrs, 
Lake and the genial professor are doing a good 
work, and we hope ere long to hav them with us in 
Altoona again. 

Not only is Mrs. Lake engaged in pleading the 
cause of those who are persecuted by church oppres
sion, but she is also engaged in upholding the cause 
of the toiling millions. Therefore I ask that all 
Liberals stand by her and try and keep her in the 
lecture field, for she is one of the brightest and 
most brilliant stars in all the galaxy of Freethought 
writers in the United States. · W. J. BURNS. 

WOULD LIKE TO BE AN ANGEL, BUT HAS HIS MISGIVINGS. 
IRWIN, June 1, 1883, 

Prejudice and passion are two important factors 
in forming the popular opinions of even professed 
Liberals, both Spiritualist and Materialists, and the 
more ardent and sincere they are the more is this 
likely to be the case. Speculation is unscientific, 
dogmatism is disagreeable; but bigotry and intoler· 
ance are odious. Personalisms are not in good taste, 
but personalities are breaches of decorum. Sarcasms 
are not arguments, altho~gh if judiciously and 
pleasantly used they may serve to fasten an argu
ment in the mind. 

Even when my sense of parliamentary propriety, 
and my ideas of logical consistency and harmony, 
are violated, I say of these impetuous debaters that 
even their " failings lean to virtue's side," and I 
pluck some enjoyment from their earnestness and 
sincerity. 

Let us remember that the Secularism is the great, 
common, practical object of our united efforts as 
Liberals, whether we are Spiritualists, Universalists, 
Unitarians, Jews, Mohammedans, Buddhists, Agnos
tics, or Atheists. I do so much appreciate the earn. 
est and hearty co-operation of any one, in this great 
work, that I feel under great obligation to be very 
patient and kind to him even if he is a crank-for 
cranks are not all orthodox Christians, and a Liberal 
crank is generally not only a harmless but a useful 
member of society in spite of his idiosyncrasies. 
It seems to me that Hume's argument against 

miracles is valid: That it is more reasonable that 
the witnesses to them are either false or mistaken 
than that our uniform experience of natural causes 
producing all events should be broken. Why is this 
argument not just as available and conclusiv against 
"Spiritual manifestations" as against Christian mir
acles ? How can a Spiritualist use it against a Chris
tian and escape its logical conclusion against him
self? The "medium" claims a peculiar capacity
something like the gift of prophecy, and power to 
work miracles-and he is supported in his preten
sions by the great body of more honest or less 
cranky non-med~umistic Spiritualists. All of them 
take offense at the terms "crank," "humbug," or 
"delusion;" but they expect Materialists to midly 
submit to the disparaging conclusions of their own 
superiority, to the "gross, earth-bound Materialist." 
Let us giv and take whatever is necessary to the ar
gument, without ill temper. These personalisms and 
personalities are due not to Materialists, but Spirit
ualists. This inferential (and often rudely asserted) 
disparagement is not the disparagement that must 
necessarily attach itself to the party on the wrong 
side in every argument; but it is a personal or class 
disparagement, like a war of races on the color-line, 
or the personal pretensions of the priesthood. Still 
there are real disparagements in nature, and it be
comes us, as being more democratic and less egotis
tic, to repress our indignation and demean ourselvs 
as if we might be in error. We assert no superiority 
over them, in mental endowment or spiritual dis
cernment, or physical ability, and we can afford to 
humor their whims. I would be only too glad to 
hav a hope of immortality; but while affection, like 
a tender mother, takes it from the tomb of earthly 
hopes and fondly presses it to her heart; it still 
seems to me to lack the paternal recognition and 
support of reason, without which it can claim no 
legitimate kinship to our family circle of established 
facts. J. K. P. BAKER. 

GALESBURG, Jun~ 4, 1883, 
MR. EDITOR: The last time I wrote I spoke of an 

account of the religious condition of Woodhull, but 
to do so my communication would be too lengthy; 
suffice it to say that the Methodists built a fine 
church last summer, and a portion of the members 
claimed the style of the preacher did not correspond 
with the house. This was settled by having the old 
one sent back. Others took exception to the Free 
Masons, Odd Fellows, and poor sinners who had 
never supported the church holding funerals in it 
and disgracing it ; and then there was a big news
paper war, which was closed by the editor refusing 

to publish any more on the subject. The result was 
there were no converts during the protracted meet
ing through the winter. This spring a Mr. Patter
son from Chicago ran the machine some weeks, and 
a large number, it was claimed, appeared at the al
tar, and the next Sabbath after Patterson left the 
converts presented themselvs for membership. I at
tended. One yoqng man and a young woman came 
forward, at a very urgent call from the preacher. 
They were all I saw, though it is claimed that some 
hav joined since. I close on Woodhull. 

The "honorable" Joseph Cook gave the Galesburg 
people a history of the manners and customs of the 
different nations. It was said he had a fair house 
and that his hearers were interested. I was not 
present. Galesburg is a very superstitious city, with 
some Freethinkers, but few who dare to speak. 

You will now please permit me to return my re
spects to Brother G. W. Turrell, who replied to my 
comments on the liquor question now being so much 
agitated. He takes exception to LIY views and to 
others'. This proves he is a fault-finder, yet he te
naciously claims the right of free speech, free press, 
a.nd free drink. Under my creed no man has a right 
to do wrong, therefore: I justify him in finding fault 
with me. It is my friend that tells me my faults, 
yet he has failed to convince me. He says I argue 
that if drinking is injurious to the community it 
should be stopped. If he means c~·ffee, tea, or 
water, the injury (if there be any) in drinking such 
drinks is not sufficient to call up the question; but 
if he means whisky, and the injury arising from 
such a drink is sufficient to justify the pr0ceeding, 
then stop it. He also objects to a majority rule (not 
but that the majority may be wrong), yet that is 
the argument o! tyrants, kings, and potentates. It 
is neither Republican nor Democratic. He asks, 
"Where will this line of argument lead us?" I an
swer, to the rules and regulations of a republican 
form of a democratic government, where the people 
rule. He further says, ''If sruoking is injurious, if 
Infidel publications are injurious, if eating too much 
mince pie and sweetmeats is injurious to the com
munity, then they should be prohibited." Then he 
asks, "What becomes of our individual rights to life, 
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, for which gov
ernments are instituted?-the right to breathe, the 
right to think, the right to talk, and the right to 
select our food, drink, and pastime?" Here we ask, 
Is it possible a man can by his prejudice s0 abuse 
his reasoning powers as to justify the idea that a law 
that will prevent a man from drinking that which 
will make him drunk, and so worded as to apply to 
that and that only, will prohibit him from breath
ing, eating mince pies, thinking, talking, or pre
vent him from using coffee, tea, or any other drink 
he may choose, except that which will make him 
drunk, thereby endangering the peace, life, and the 
prosperity of the community which our government 
is bound to protect? 

He further says no law would be just to deprive 
a minority, however small, of these sacred rights, 
except they are so abused as to endanger the com
munity at large. In such case the drunkard be
comes amenable to law. Amen to this idea. 
It destro-ys all my friend's nonsensical arguments, 

justifying the foundatiqn and essence of a prohibi
tory liquor law. If the right and privilege of drink
ing intoxicating drinks were not abused so as to en
danger the community at large, such a law would 
be unjust. Giv us your hand, brother; we argee on 
the main point, yet I am aware such a law cannot 
be executed without infringing upon this one privi
lege, and there is but one simple question to settle: 
Shall we, or shall we not, surrender this privilege 
for the sake of relieving our nation of drunkenness 
and its dire effects? or shall we submit to the curse 
of drunkenness? I cannot believe the removal of a 
nuisance from sight and smell will prevent the 
breathing of pure air. Our opponents, instead of 
meeting the question upon its merits, bring in all 
other evils, big and little, real and imaginary, to 
drown and cover up the real issue, and then lay on 
the plaster. Oh, the sacred right and privilege our 
forefathers fought for to drink that which makes 
fools of judges, fools of governors, fools of presi
dents and their cabinets 1 What a privilege this to 
contend for I 

My friend says, " I claim temperate drinking has 
been practiced since tlle days of Noah." This is true; 
but what has it done toward a reform? To meet 
this failure he says, "tlo has prohibition." If he 
means liquor prohibition, he is grandly mistaken. 
I hav no knowledge of any nation of people adopt
ing such a law, excepting the Mohammedans, and 
history says it worked well for centuries. Christian
ity was routed from Palestine, its birthplace, but 
Catholic Christians hav of late mixed in there, and 
there is now some drunkenness. Yet it far sur
passes our Protestant Christian nations in regard to 
sober people. Mr. Bennett, on his trip around the 
world, saw and heard of moie drunkenness and de
bauchery during a four days' sojourn in the city of 
London than for months among what are called 
heathen nations. 

My friend speaks of the injustice of the Sunday 
prohibitory law, as though it destroyed the justice of 
all prohibitory laws-as foolish as such an idea is; 
yet for what other purpose does he offer it? 

Is..uo PADEN, 

, 
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Three Good Doctors. 

From Light for 'l'hinkers. 
The best of all the pill-box crew, 

Sinco evor timo began, 
Aro tho doctors who hav most to do 

With the health of a hearty man. 

And so I connt thoro np again, 
And praise them as I can : 

There"s Dr. Diet, and Dr. Quiet, 
And Dr. Merryman. 

There"s Dr. Diet, he tries my tongue; 
" I know you well," says he. 

"Your stomach is poot:, and your liver is sprung i 
· We mnst make yonr food agree."' 

And Dr. Qniet, he feels my wrist, 
Anll he gt·avely sllakes his lwad. 

"Now, now, dear sir, I must insist 
That you go at ten to bed.'' 

But Dr. Merryman for me, 
Of all the !>ill-box crew I 

For he smlles and says, as bo fobs his fee, 
"Laugh on, whatever you do." 

So now I eat what I ought to eat, 
And at ten I go to bed, 

And I laugh in the face· of cold or beat; 
For th ns ha v the <1octors sai<1. 

Aml so I count them up again, 
And praise thorn as I can : 

There's Dr. Diet, and Dr. Quiet, 
And Dr. Merryman. -S. IV. Du_Oield, D.IJ. 

Beset by the Devil. 
Mr. Mulkittle went into the country to ded

icate a church. The boy did not accompany 
the minister. He pleaded and begged; he 
employed his mother as counsel, who argued 
the case, but the verdict was against the 
youngster. "No," said the father, "I hav 
cut my eye-teeth in letting you go with me. 
You always get me into trouble, and the only 
safe plan is to leave you at home." 

Shortly after the good man left, to compen
sate the boy for his disappointment, his 
mother granted him the privilege of going 
down town alone. This was indeed a liberty. 
"I'll run away," he thought, "and hav some 
fun. I'll go way down the river and watch 
the men paddle around in the boats, and go 
to the livery stable and see 'em kill rats. No," 
after a moment of reflection, "that wouldn't 
be right. It would be treatin' ma wrong after 
she's let me go out." 

He went to a cott,on warehouse, and was 
much amused by a monkey that sat on a cot
ton bale. The monkey grinned, and the boy 
laughed, and the warehouse man came around 
and asked the boy if he wanted the monkey. 

"Yes, sir," he replied. "Giv him to me 
and I'll take him home and feed him till he 
gets fat." 

"Yon may take him," said the man. "He's 
in the way here. I've been trying to giv him 
away for a day or two. Here, lead him by 
this string. He won't bite you. Now you've 
got him," and the boy went a way with an alac
rity of motion, the natural outgrowth of en
thusiastic childhood. His mother was fright
ened when he reached home, and wanted him 
to turn loose the ugly thing, but the young
ster held on to his prize, and begged so 
earnestly that he might retain the animal that 
Mrs. Mulkittle finally acceded to his wishes. 
He played around the house, to the infinit 
delight of his little sister, and when he organ
ized a menagerie in the parlor, with chairs 
arranged for a cage, and went in and stroked 
the animal with that air of pride which boys 
think showmen hav an inherent right to ex
hibit, 1\frs. Mulkittle and the little girl ap
plaudecl with the enthusiasm of a pleased 
audience. After awhile, the monkey rebelled, 
broke the string, jumped over the chairs, und 
ran from the room. The showman and audi
ence _followed, but tho animal had disap
peared before they reached the door. He had 
scampered up the stairway, and had bounded 
into a room and taken refuge behind a trunk. 
The boy searched around the yard and called 
the animal by affectionate numes, but the 
monkey did not respond; and the poor show
man turned to his sympathetic audience and 
wept with that sorrow which at no time of 
life is more genuin than at the opening doors 
of existence when a chilcl, after every hope 
has been chased into nothing, bows his head 
ancl givs himself up to the bitterness of woe. 

Late in the evening the Rev. l\1r. l\1ulkittle 
returned from his sacred mission. He did 
not return ulone, for the Rev. Mr. Mailer uc
coml)anied him. Mr. Mailer lives in a very 
retired pnrt of the country, where the old log 
church, near the freestone spring, is still the 
community's sanctuary. For forty years the 
old brother has preached the gospel unto 
men-a gospel which, i1l. its beauty and purity, 
can be delivered by the-uneducated-a gospel 
which may not with strength combat the 
great foe of irort-clad science, but which, 
with gentle hand, smooths a pillow where the 
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dying man may rest his head, and look up to 
his sorrowing friends, quiet, and with a faith
born trust, so peaceful and so smiling. 

This was Mr. Mailer's first visit to the city. 
He had held back from such association, be
cause, as he affirmed, the devil delighted in 
the crowd and longed for the time when he 
could plunge the rural preacher into sin and 
deep-set iniquity. He had, however, heard 
so much of Mr. Mnlkittle's piety that, upon 
being urged, he agreed to enter the city of 
sin. 

"Pa," said the boy, after the ceremony of 
introduction had been enacted, "rna, let me 
go down-town to-day, and a man gave me a 
monkey," 

"Willie, I don't want any of your foolish
ness.'' 

"But I wanter tell yon that I brought the 
monkey-" 

"Hush, my son. There is an elder among 
us who would speak." 

"This is your oldest, I reckon," said Mr. 
Mailer. "Yes, I thought so. My son, you 
are, of course, an apt scholar at Sunday
school. I hav taught many a little boy like 
you-many a one. Who was thrown into the 
lion's den ?" 

"The circus man," the boy replied. 
"Willie!" shouted Mr. M ulkittle. 
"Don't scold him, brother. No, it was 

Daniel. Who was the wisest man?" 
"My pa." 
"Oh, no; Solomon." 
"Was it Samson what pull13d up the gate-

posts?" asked the boy. 
" Yes, Samson." 
"He was bad, wasn't he ?" 
"No, he wasn't bad." 
"Could he pull this house down?" 
"Oh, yes." 
"I'll bet he couldn't." 
"What do you mean," shouted Mr. Mul

kittle. Leave this room, sir. Brother Mailer, 
I'll show you up to bed." 

The "old timer" followed Mr. Mulkittle. 
He did not like such ceremony, preferring, 
even in a strange house, to find his own way, 
but he yielded. He was shown into the room 
where the monkey had taken refuge. "Good
night," said Mr. Mulkittle." "May your 
dreams to you be as pleasant as your com
pany to me." 

"Good-night," repeated Mr. Mailer, "and 
may your rest be undisturbed." 

Mr. Mulkittle went down-stairs and Mr. 
Mailer walked around the room looking at the 
pictures. "Vanity, vanity," he musecl, while 
he inspected the furniture. "Ah, Lord, what 
a change. Brother Mnlkittle is a good man, 
but here under his roof do I see the evidence 
of worldliness. I should not be surprised if 
the devil was lurking among these vain things. 
Ah, Lord," and he began to disrobe. When 
he had removed all of his clothing except that 
which a country gentleman deems necessary 
for bed purposes, he kneeled beside a trunk, 
near the bed, to pray. Just as he squatted 
the monkey, aroused from sleep, hopped out 
and jumped on the old man. 

"The devil !" he howled, and bolted for 
the door. 'l'he monkey sprang upon him and. 
seized hold of his night shirt. The old man 
rushed down the stairway. The monkey held 
to the seat of his drawers. "I'm beset by 
the devil!" the old man yelled when Mul
kittle rushed into the hall. "Get out of my 
way." He threw the door open, leaped the 
fence, and galloped down the street. The 
monkey, as much frighte:ned as the man, 
hugged him and bit the back of his neck. 
"Whoop !" exclaimed the old ·man as he 
turned the corner. Mulkittle followed, but 
could not persuade the old man to stop. The 
police seized the old gentleman, and despite 
protestations, took him to the station house, 
where he remained until the following morn
ing, when he left for ho~e, fully ~onvinced 
that the devil had appomted spec1al agents 
to catch every preacher who so far forgot him
self as to en_ter the wicked city.-ATlcansaw 
Tmveler. 

Agents f'or The Trath Seeker. 
JAMES AsHMAN, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
J. F. BuRR, 449 Main street, Hartford, Ct. 
W. B. CooKE, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto,Can. 
D. F. KEELER, Park City, Utah. 
FERDINAND PFISTER, Nashville, Tenn. 
W. F. REYBoULD, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Dr. J. H. RHODEs, 5051-2 No. 8th st., Phila., Pa. 
A. JYI. STEVENs, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny 

City, Pa. 
Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENKER, Snowville, Va. 
D. WooLF, G20 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo. 
J. S. MANSFIELD, Tucson, Arizona. 
A. BERENZ, 140 Montgomery st., San Fran

cisco, Cal. 
JosEPH MARSH, Northampton, Mass. 
CHAS. S. ConunN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence, 

Mass. 
M. V. THOMAS, 324 W:Lorimerst., Denver, Col. 
S. B. WRIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col. 

The Americun ancl New York News Com
panies will furnish the paper to news deal
ers Ul)On application. 

THE KERNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN. 

ONLY $1.50.-The Best Pen f'or the Least Money.-$1.50 ONLY. 
The Latest Improvements in StylogTaphic Pens. It holds more Ink, 

writes longer without refilling, writes better, nev~r blo_ts, n~ver fails. It is n,ot 
only the best pen, but the cheapest, and always givs satisfactiOn. . . 

Sent post-paid on receipt of price. Inclose ten cents for registratwn. 
Address GEORGE MACDONALD, 

21 Clinton Place, New York. 
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A WlFlE WANTED. 
An honorable, lntelllgent, middle-aged gentleman 

of fine personal appearance, high social standing, 
excellent habits, and affectionate disposition, but 
with little means, wisbes to marry a good woman of 
suitable age and dispos!UOn wbo has means, and wbo 
therefore desires only t,-ue manly wm·th In her hus-
band. Address EARNEST, tbis office. 

12t24 

Correspondence Solicited. 
A lady wlsbes a gentleman correspondent. One of 

good address, good physique, dark complexion, and 
Liberal. Not nuder thirty years of age. 

, Address "L.," Bo::r 973., 
2t23 Vineland, N.J. 

ANCIENT M~N IN AMERiCA, 
INCLUDING 

\Vorks in vV estern New York and 
other States, together with Struct

ures in Central America. 

B1• FREDERICK L'-RIUN, ~J.D. 
lllembe>" of the 

Ame,-ican Association fo1" the A<lvaneement of Science. 

Neatly Printed, with Numerous illustrations. 
290 Pages. 

Price, Cloth $1.50. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

21 Clinton Place, New York. 

"THE VOICES," 
-BY-

WARREN SUMNER BARLOW. 

TENTH EDITION. 
,JUST ISSUED. 

PRICE, $1.00. 

From pages of reviews we glv one brief extract 
fron:t Judge Baker, formerly ot New York city: 

"Considered in the light of a controversial or di
dactic poem, it is without an eqnal in contempo
raneous literature-the birth of an audacious mind, 
and is <lcstined to excite greater and more wide en
circling waves or sectarian agitation than any anti
credal work ever published.'' 

This work is nutritions food for Liberal thinkers, 
and the greatest eye-opener or blind bigotry and 
superstition that has yet apveared, while it presents 
the author of natut·e, and human nature, in a ra
tional and exalted light. 

The work is "divided into fonr parts viz.: "The 
Voice of Nature," "'!'be Voice of Superstition," "The 
Voice of Prayer," and "The Voice of a Pebble," 
which blend in their combination like a quartet in 
mnslc, and are replete with reason, philosophy, and 
sarcasm. . 

Tbe work contains 226 pages, printed on fine tinted 
paper, neatly bound in cloth, with heavy board and 
beveled edges, and bas a fine steel-plate engraved 
likeness of the-author from a photograph by Barony 
from life. 

If, 'l,llen, and When. By the same 
author. Price, 10 cents. 

Ortho<lox Hash,· With a Change of' 
Diet. By tM same author. Price, 10 
cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
(Sole Agency for New York), 

21 Clinton Place, New York City. 

$~6 a week in vour own town. Tel'ms and $5 ontfit
V tree. Address H. Hv c;;·r & Co., Pottland, Me. 

THE PERRY 

Piano and Organ Co 
No. 352 North Min Street, 

Wilkes ~arre, Pa. 
Specially Offer to Sell Direct on a Contract. 

Have the latest and best inventions, 
ancl want them fully tested 

before purchasing. 

WrJtc f.,r Calalognes and Terms. 

10teom14 J U. PERRY, Supt, 

LACY'S WORKS. 

NEW PUBLICATIONS. 

NATURE'S HARMONY. 

A Wonderful Production; more tully solving the 
Problem o! ~ife tban any other work 

ever before tbe public. 

It demonstrates the Future Existence from a Scien
tific standpoint, and sbows tbe dawning of a 

New Era, and the introduction of a; 
New Dispensation of Tbougbt. 

One Hundred and Sixty-five Pages. 

Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER office. Neatly 
bound in cloth. Price, $1.00. 

STAR LAKE ROMANCE. 
A poem of Love and Rivalry, and one of tbe most 

thrilling and bewitching tales ever 
written in verse. 

The characters for the colloquies are such as to ex-
cite interest ; consisting principally or a -

clergyman of bigll order, a young 
civll engineer, who is an Infidel, 

and an English heiress, 
wbo is a devoted 

Christian. 

In this romance Christianity vs. Infidelity is dis
cussed to its fnlness. 

A Work of' Two Hundre<l Pages. 
Bound in cloth, gl!t and embossed. -Price $1.50. 

Both of the above works contain the author's por
trait, and will be sent promptly by mail by ad
dressing 

ARTHUR J. LACY, 

Nirvana, Lake county, lVIich. 

FARADAY PAMPHLETS. 
No. I.-The Relation ot· the Spiritual to 

the Itlaterial Universe; tbe Law oC Uon
~rol: T-.to paners given in the interest ot Spiritual 
Scien"e, by Spirit FARADAY. of England. Price, 10 cents. 

No. 2.-0rill;'in ot" Lite; or, Where Man Comes 
From. The EvoTution of the Spirit from Mlltter through 
Organ!· ProcAsaes: or, How the S•!rit Body Grow·. By 
Spirit FARADAy. Price, 10 cents. 

No. 3--TJte Development oC the Spirit 
At"te•· Transit.ion,-1'ile Orlllln ot Religion•. By 
Spirit FARADAY. Price, 10 cents. 

No. 4.-The Process or Uental Acuon; or. 
How We Think. By Spirit FARADAY. Price, 1~ cents. 

Achsa W. SPra~ue•s and Mary ()lark'S 
Exl>eriences in the First Ten SJ>heres oC 
!olp rit LiCe. Medium, ATHALDINE SMITR, Oswego, N. 
Y Price, 20 centt, "" 

No. I.-Experiences oC SaJUnel Bowles 
(late editor or the Springfield. Mass , Republican) In 
Spirit-Lite; or, Life as He Now Sees It from " Spirftual 
Standpoint. Written through tbe M~diumahip of CARRIE 
E. S. TWING,ofWe•tfleld, N.-y. PriM 20 cents 

No. 2.-Contrasts in Spirit LUe; and Recer.t 
Experiences ot SAMUEL BoWLES, late editor of the Spring
field (M•as.) Republican. in the first five spheres Also a 
thrilling account of the late President Garfleid's recep
tion in the spirit world, Written through the hand of 
CARRil< E. S. TWlNG, Westfield, N Y. Price. 50 cents. 

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
OF THE 

W or I d as Now Cons tit u t e.d. 
.By Geo. T. Bondles. 

And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
STYLED FJF'I'Y "FEARS' SUCCESS. 

SHARER EYE AND EAR BALSAM. Exceptions to the Character qf Je~ms 
Christ Considered as a Gentleman. 

For all afflictions of tbe above organs. 
Dimness, Inflammation, Soft Cataract, and Roaring, 

etc., or tbe Ears. 
30 cents per box. 

Try us once, and fin<! entire relief. 
IylS G. A. LOMAS, Sbakers, N. Y. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
Price, Twenty-five Vents. 

Addrelil THE TRUTH SEEKEB. 
21 Clinton l'Jaoe, N. Y, 6m9 



J!'REETHOUGHT WORK§, 

For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Bible Balanced. The Infidel's Text 
Book; comparing some of the best teach
ings and sayings of the .Bible with those 
of Sages and Philosophers who lived pre
vious to the Authors of the Bible; also a 
Partial Exposition of its Errors. By GEo. 
C. DARLING. Price, 50 cents, 

The Figures of Hell; or, The Tem
ples of Bacchus. Dedicated to licensers 
of beer and whisky. By Mrs. ELIZAllE'l'R 
THoMPSON. A neat little volume of be
tween two and thr_ee hundred, pages. $1. 

Liberty and Morality. A capital full 
lecture on these important subjects. By 

' W. S. BELL. }. :r>amphlet qf thirty-six 
well-printed pages mailed for 15 cents. 

Snperstitioa. in All Ages. By JoHN 
MESLIEB, a Roman Catholic priest, who, 
after a pastorate of thirty years at Etre
pigny and But in Champagne, France 
wholly abjured religious dogmas, and left 
as his)ast willand testament to his par
ishioners, and to the world, the work en
titled "Common Sense," Price, cloth, 
$1.50; paper, $1. 

Marriage and Parentage and The 
- Sanitary and Physical Laws. For The 

Production of Children of Finer Health 
and Ability. By a Physician and Sanita
rian. "The virtues of men and women 
as well as their vices may descend to their 
children." Price, $1. 

The Bible-W,.hence and What ~ By 
RIOIIARD B. WEsTBROoK, D.D., LL.B. 
The questions, Where did the books of 
the Bible come from? What is their 
authority? and, What is ·the real source 
of dogmati{J theology'? are treated fear
lessly in the light of history, philosophy, 
and comparativ religions. It is impossi
ble to giv even a condensed statement of 
what is itself a marvelous condensation. 
Whole libraries are here concentrated 
into one little book. Printed in good 
type and bound in cloth. Price, $1. 

The Bible of the Religion of Science. 
By H. S. BROWN, M.D. "This volume is 
most respectfully dedicated to those per
sons who will cordially unite with others 
to est_ablish the religion of truth and a 
just government, by the scientific meth
ods of reason, experience, experiments, 
and observations. For this is the way to 
wisdom, and to the material, mental, 
moral, social, and spiritual sciences, that 
make peace on earth and good will among 
men." Price, $1.50. 

Socialism and Utilitarianism. By 
JoHN STuART MILL. Price, $L50. 

Specimen Days and Collect. By 
WALT WHITMAN. Including autobiogra
phy, hospital sketches, demo9ratic vistas, 
etc. Three hundred and seventy-four 
pages of hearty, wholesome prose and 
poetry, never before published. Price, $2. 

Ingersoll and Jesus. Conversation 
in verse between the two great reformers. 
By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. Price, 10 cents. 

'The Sabbath~ By M. FARRINGToN. ·A 
thorough examination and refutation of 
the claims of Sabbatarians who are trying 
to foist upon the country their holy day 
by unconstitutional legal enactmentA. 
The author shows by an appeal not only 
to the facts as they exist in the nature of 
things, but by reference to the Bible, and 
the writings of distinguished historians 
and theologians of past ages, that Sunday 
is no more a holy day than Saturday. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The Religion of Common Sense. By 
Prof. LIEBREOHT ULrcH, of Germany. 
Price, 25 cents. 

The Sunday guestion. A Historical 
and Critical Review. With replies to an 
objector. By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D. 
Price, 15 cents. 

Truth Seeker Tracts. Bound in vol
umes of 525 pages each-Vols. I., II., III., 
IV., and V. Each volume containing 525 
pages-thirty tracts or more. A Library 
withln themselves of most excellent Rad
ical reading matter at a low price. Paper, 
60 cents per volume; cloth, $1.00. If the 
whole set are taken-paper, 50 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents each. 

The Truth Seeker in bound volumes. 
Vol. I., 25 cents; vol. II., 50 ceo ts; vols. 
III. and IV., $2 each; vols. V., VI., VII., 
VIII., and IX., $3 each. The whole set 
by express for $15. 

Voltaire in Exile. Translated from 
the French of M. GASTINEAU by his son 
EDMOND GAsTINEAU. Being Memoirs of 
the life of the great writer never before 
published. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1._ 

Why Don't God Rill the Devill A 
Series of Essays dedicated to the St. 
Johns School Board. By M. BAllCOCK. 25 
cents. 

Which: Spiritualism or Christian
ity 1 A discussion between MosEs 
HuLL and REv. W. F. PARKER. Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JUNE 16. 1883. 
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l'REE'l'HOUGH'l' WORI{::J. 
For Sale at 'rHE TuuTH SEEKER Office. 

A Few Days in Athens. BY FR.1.NCEs 
WRrGH;'l'. Embellished with the portrait 
of Ep1curus, the Greek philosopher and 
the author. Price, 75 cents. ' 

A Legacy to the Friemls of }'ree 
Discussion. By BENJAMIN OFFEN, 
formerly Lecturer of the Society of 
Moral Philanthropists, at Tammany Hall,
New York; J?rice, $1. 

A Modern SymllOSium. Subjects : 
~he Soul and a FUture Life. By Freder
ick Harrison, R. H. Hutton, Prof. Huxley, 
Lord Blackford, Hon. Roden Noel, Lor<J 
Selborne, Canon Barry, Rev. Baldwin 
Brown, Dr. W. G. Ward. The In:fiuence 
upon Moral~ty of a Decline in Religious 
Belief. By Sir James Stephen, Lord Bel
borne, Frederick Harrison, The Dean of 
St. Paul's, The Duke of Argyle, Prof. 
Clifford, Dr. W. G. Ward, Prof. Hu~ey, 
R. H. Hutton. Utterances never sur
passed by writers and all important sub
jects. Noted for their terse originality. 
Price, $1.25. 

An Eye-Opener. " Citateur. Par Pig
ault." Le Brun, Doubts of Infidels. By 
ZEPA. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

Antig_uity and Duration of the 
world ~ By G. ToULl\fAN. 20 cents. 

Apocryphal New Testament. Being 
all the gospels, epistles, and other pieces 
now extant attributed in the first four 
centuries to Jesus Christ, his apostles, 
and their companions, and not included 
in the New Testament by its compilers. 
Price, $1.25. 

Apples of Gold. A story book for 
boys and girls. By Miss SusAN H. WrxoN. 
Price, $1. 25. 

A Short History of the Bible. Be
ing a Popular Account of the Formation 
and Development of the Canon. By 
BRONSON C: KEELER. This is a splendid 
work, showing how the Bible was manu
factured by the church and ecclesiastics. 
Limp cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

Astronomy and Worship of the 
Ancients. By GILBERT VALE. 20 cts. 

Astro-Theological Lectures. 
RoBT. TAYLoR, Price, cloth, $2. 

Rev. 

of Robert Cooper. Autobiography 
Price, 15 cents. 

LUCY L.CHURCHILI/S LIB• 
. ERAL OFFER. 

ANTI-JJfONOPOLY AND PROilLBITION 
1i:av become vital political issues of the day, thBre
fore, should be thoroughlY understood by both 
friends and opponents. The best works extant on 
these Issues are ol!ered to you cheap. Truth seekers 
please order them now. They are Richard's Crown; 
How He Wore It, (Its plot Is to the cause of the 
common ]leO]lle what "Uncle Tom's Cabin" was to 
the enslaved African), $1.50.-Prohlbltlon and Self
Government ; Their Irreconcilable Antagonism, 
Walker, 10 cents.-Dr. Kellogg's Cause and Cure of 
Intemperance, etc., 50 cents. From the date or this 
paper until June 15th I will mall, to one address, 
these great works for $1.60. For $3.00 these books 
and a 10k badge. For $5.25 these books and an 18k 
badge. 

.M. Freethinker's Badge Pin. 
This badge is adapted for the use 

ot all classes o! Freethinkers, "Uni
versal Mental Liberty" being Its de
vice. '1'he cut shows the design and 
size, but not its beauty. Solid 18k 
gold, double thick, $4.00; solid gold 
lOk, $1. 75. Packages registered; re 

mit by postoffice'order or registered letter, and men 
tion this paper. · Descrlptlv circular with terms to 
Leagues, etc., free. Address the originator and 
patentee, LUCY N. CHURCHILL, 

2t23 West Richfield, Summit Co., Ohio. 

Ingersoll's Works. 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 
Inclndlmr, ·'Liberty for Man, Woman, and Chlldi" 

11 The Declaration of Independence;' •'About Fa.rmtng 
in Illtno1s ;" 11 The, Great Banquet,"" The Rev. Alexan· 
der Clark,"" The Past Rises before Me Ltke a Dream," 
and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingerooll." 

Some Mistalres of Moses. 
cents; cloth, $L25. 

Paper, 50 

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, 
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa
per, 50 cents. 

Interviews on Talmage. Pape!:, $1,00; 
- cloth, $2. 00. 

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Pa-
per, 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
21 Clinton Place, New York. 

SEND FUR 

The Crimes of Preacllen 
From May, 1876 to May, 1882. 

Bhagavad-Gita; or, A Discourse on 
~:;!~~- M~~ersJ. be~:;:~UR~ri~~~P:~>f~ TRANSLATED OUT P~E'fi~~ ORIGINAl. NEWS 
Price, $1.75. ,~~~.~J~h prevlousTranolatlono diligently compared and 

Bible in India. Hindoo Origin of By Col, :M. E. BiLLINGS. 
Hebrew and Chl'istian Revelation. Trans
lated from "Le Bible dans -Inde." By 
Lours JAcoLLioT. Price, $2. 

Bible in the Balance. A text-book 
for investigators. By _;Rev_. J. G. FISH. 
Price, $1.50. 

Bible Inquirer· or, Key to Bible In
vestigation. bontaining one hundred 
and forty-eight propositions; with refer
ences to the most plain and striking self
contradictions of the so-callei Inspired 
Scriptures. Also one htmdred ancl fifty
two references to the most marvelous oc
currences. Each quotation has a short 
descripti_on of its contents. By A. JAcon
SOJ;!. Pr1ce, 15 cents. 

Bible :Myths,.and their Parallels in 
Other Religions : Being a com
parison of the Old and New Testament 
Myths and Miracles with those of Heath
en Nations of Antiquity, considering also 
their Origin and Meaning. With numer
ous illustrations. 1 vol. Royal Svo. 
567 pages. Cloth, $4.00. 

The object of this work is to point out the myths 
with which the Old and New Te,.aments abound; to 
show that they were neJd Ju common with other 
nations; and then to trace them to their evJtleut 
origin and explain theb· meamng. It contains quotationb 
from nearly all the sacred books of heathen nations, 
and from other rare and valuable works which aru 
not accessible to people in general. The chapter., 
are so arranged that it is a perfect cyclopedia of ref
erence. Years of research would be neccs:sarj' to 
discover all the information it contains. It Is a rno"t 
searching investigation into the origin of Uhristhtu
ity. Every fact is verii).ed by CO!Jlous notes and 
authorities, so that it 1nay l.Je trustml as a tlHJl'
oughly reliable work. It contains i1~(ormatErm which 
willlJe startling to rnany. 

Bible of Humanity. By JuLEs MrcH
ELET. Translated from the French by V. 
CALFA. Svo. cloth, $3. This is a large 
epic in prose. The artist historian sings 
the evolution of mankind. He throw" 
brilliant glimpses of light on the long 
course of events ancl works which he un
folds. 

Bible of Rational Mind and Relig
ion. Rational Religion and iHorn,ls. 
By THoMAS J. VADIEN, M.D., of St. Louis, 
Mo. Price, $3. 

Bible of To;Day. By JoHN W. 0HAD
wrcK. This is a condensed result of the 
scientific criticism~ of the separate book~ 
of the Bible. Price, S1.50. 

Biography of Satan; or, n, Historical 
Exposition of the Devil ancl his Fiery Do
mains, By KERSEY GRAVES. 35 cents. 

SEOONIJ EDITION. 

Price Tw.entY•flve Vents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

21 Clinton Place. 1!<. Y. c lty 

$5-tO $20 pertlay at home. Sampl.;;;-worth $5!ree:
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Me. 

'I'IIE GREAT AMER~VA.N BOOK. 

WAITE'S HISTORY OF 

The Christian Religion 
What the Pres(Say About It. 

Wl1at Scholars 'l'Ilinlf of It. 
The San Fl·anclsco Ch>·ouicle says : "It Is by far the 

most Important el!ort or American scholarship In 
this field of investigation." 

'£he Boston Ilemld says: "Tile refutation of It will 
be found the most difficult problem that ever was 
propounded to tho clergy by a layman." 'l'llls paper 
calls it "A Scholar's Challenge to the Ecclesiastics." 

The New Orleans Times says: "Judge Waite Is an 
accomplishod and scholarly man, and lias made all 
of his arguments with force and clearness." 

Tile Chicago Tribune, the Chicago Times, the Mli· 
waukee Ser<tinel, the Troy (N. Y.) Press, the Detroit 
Corn,mercial Adve1·tisa, the Charleston (8. C.) .Mercury, 
and a large number or other papers llav had similar 
notices. 

Single copies sent by mall at $2.25, cloth. 
Address ~'HE TRUTH SEEKER Office, 

LIFE-SIZE 

LITHOGRAPH 
OF 

D. M. BENNETT. 
Heavy Plate Paper, 

SUITABLE FOR FRAJIE OR 
WITHOUT_ FRAME. 

§ent by Mail f'or Flfiy ccntl., 

ADDRESS 'THIS OFFIOE. 

Interrogatories to Jehovah. 
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his 

Jewish Godship upon a great 
variety 11f subjects. 

BY D.M.BENNETT, 
per, tt cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

An important work by Gibbon, the historian. 

History+ Christianity: 
Comprising all that relates to the Progress of the Christian 

Religion in H THE HISTORY OF THE DECLINE AND FALL 
OF THE ROMAN El\IPIRE,

11 and 

~ VI~DIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
11ilman, ''an English Churchman," and other scholars. 

Handsome 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N. V, 

The Labanmt of 
Constantine. 

''By this sign. tlt~u 
shalt com;utr I" 

This volume contains Gibbon's Theological writings, sepa
rate from his Historical and I\1isCeltaneous works. It sho!Vs 
1.uhe1t wltere and how Christianity originated; who were 1ts 
found~rs :and wllatwas the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. . 

Gibbon's Viudi'catitm of the 15th and 16th chapters ?fhts 
History from the attacks of his Chri~t!an opp_one~ts, rs re· 
printed verbatz"m from the original edt~IOn ofh1s llfzscellmze· 
ous Works, edited by Lord Sheflie!d,nli796: lteffect_ually 
and forever silenced his detractors; who, bcmg vanquished 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infid~li.ty! 

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the Ongu~of 
Ch,·istlanity is reprinted from the valuable notes of lJnAN 
MILMAN WENCK GUIZOT, an .E.NGLISH CHuRCHMAN, (t_he 
learned ~ditor of rloHN's edition of Gz"hbo1z), and other emm~ 
ent Christian historians. . 

Among the Illustrations will be found representatiOns 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 

For Sale at Tt c 'l'rutb s,elit'r Otlit·e 
6m15 

Dl' ~ . ._1 A 1 A Psyco-Phlslologlcal essay on sexual 
I"< n 1'\ 1 relations. Original In thoory, Scien

tific in treatment and pure In tone. Price 25 cents. 
13URNZ & CO, 

3mol1 24 Clinton Place. 

D ~--. .-_f E L·l (] W.-S 
• • ' y -~ • ' ' 

A ~fr~~~fr;s~c~~~~~dt~~ ~~o~~~gu~~~~~~:t 
C~~:~c:ii1f~;~s()of PRI-
VATE, CHRONIC and 
SE:X:UAL DISEASES, 

Sperma.torrhma and Impotency, 
As tho result or ncir.nbnsc in youth, sexual excesses in mo.~ 
t.un:1· yuu.r:~ 1 or othor Of~uoco, nud p1oduuiD1§' oome ur tnc rut· 
lowing effects: Ncrvousue~:~s, Serulno.l EmisMlons, (ulgllt 
emissions by d~co.ms), Dimness of Sight, Defective Memory. 
Physical Decay, Pimples on Face, Aversion to Society or 
Fcmo.lcs, Confusion or Idco.s, Loss or Sexual Power, &c., 

~~~dcr~~~n~:~a;g~u;:dP~fO:n °EX~irliNAL tlol~J-~P: 
(JA liON in from 80 to 60 days. No Incdicioe taken. 
It bus neve•· been known to faiU 
r Middle-Aged and Old Men. (IIi 
There nro many nt the nge or thirty to sixty l 

who are troubled with too frequent evo.cuntious 
or the bladder, often nocompu.nied by o. slight ~ 
11mo.rting or burning sensation, o.nd o. weaken· 
lng or the system ln o. mo.uoer the po.tientcau· 

~~~o~~u:\~~~ o?0co0t~~:.~~~~gs~~fm~~~air ·~ 
~~~~t;:r1~\~~~~~ fb{~~~;e~l~'i:~bh~:.nn;~/~ ~~~~a~~:rt~h! 
~:~~:~~8~r~~~ ~~~~n~~~e~~i:~.ic~t p::~~~~ :~g;d ts~:~0tl~ 
Seminal \-{'cakuess, and causes wasting or the system and 

;g~~c!~~ ~~~;~~~r~~gpdel~r~~0t%i:9 dl~~~l~~ .~~~o:~n~11!i 
the cause. Dr. lreUows· External Remedy will bring o.bout a 
perfect cure in nil such eo.scs, und a hr.althy restoro.tion or 
the genito-urinary organs. 

o::rco,·sult.n.tlous by letter Cree o.nd invited. Charges 
reasonnbi.! und correspondence strictly confidential. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Bent to nny address, securely aco.led, Cor two tbrcc•eent 
.MtUDlJJ~"• treating on Spormntorrboou or Seminal Wco.kness, 
giving it.'! cnmw, symptoms, horrible cffect~J, and cure, fol-

~~~r~K~~~~\~~!!~~~~~8~~~~~\~\~~ ~c~~~t~ ~11.nO:?~i~~~!~.:1:~; 
B ru.dlenl cure IH certulu. Address, plainly, nn. n.. P. 
FELLOWM, Vlnelund, New Jersey, o.nd so.y in whut 
paper you so.w thi11 advcrti11ement. 

-----------------
MANHOOD! 

KNOW THYSELF. 
.A. Book for Every Mau. 

Young, Middle - aged, and Old. 
The untold mloerleo that reoult from lndlocretlon In 

3~~6t ~{,Ts ~~~rSgn aiL"oYJ~egur~~~~u;~g·reJ'l~t~ ~~~ 
r~~~"iiri"t":~Ifo~~~~i~t~le~h~hr::.~c:.~ !}ett~-:~ 
~td' ~:'J!cn:e~~J!':~!1~l!;,h~~J~ ~~u~~:itead c~TJirtt~ 
Nervous and Phyolcal Debility, Premature Decline fn 
ljlan, Errors of Youth, etc., but It contalnB one hundred 
and twenty-five preocrlptlons for acute and chronic dis· 
eases, each one ot which is invaluable, so 

~~g~~ blo~~gl a~~~. ti';,~g~: r:s~~~~ei~~~l~li~~y~· 
!clan. ft contalno SOO paqes, bound In beautiful emboooed 
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest steel en. 
gravtngs, guaranteed to be a finer work tn everh senae-
~:fl:~1f:¥til~e:-!~t~: f6"~i~~gJ~g~ltht~~o~[y 0~tftrb!~~~ 
~~~~~J~he;:~~~~tg~~'iie ~~~~g~f1lrlJi~·~ f.~~dct~t1~: 
Dlustrnted sample sent on receipt o! olx cents. Send now 

Addreos PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. 
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulfinch otreet, Boston, MlloSB. 
The author may be consulted on an dlselloSes requiring 
Bklll nnd experience. l,y98 

R U P T U RES C U REDby 
myflledicnl Compound nnd Improved 

Elastic Supporter Truss in from 30 to 
90 day.,, Uelinb!o references given. Send 

stamp !or circular, and sav in tvhat paper 
yo" saw mv adverl!Bement. Address Capt. 

w. A. Colllllss,SmltllvUle,:olfonoli.Co. N.r. 

, 
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THE belief In witchcraft long existed In the world. 
Aa long ago as Moses penned the laws to govern the 
descendants of Abraham he wrote very hard terms 
for those supposed to be witches. "Thou shalt not 
suJTer a witch to liv," was one of his enactments, and 
this cruel, merciless sentence for many centuries 
was accepted and acted upon as a decree from the 
throne of heaven, and many were put to death In 
that era for being unfortunate enough to be judged 
a wlteh. It prevailed also In many heathen coun
tries for hundreds of years, but It was reserved for 
Christianity to add the crowning touches of Infamy 
and wrong to this most unfortunate delusion, mania, 
or mental dlsease.-D. JJl. Bennett. 

WHEN people are punished here on earth, even by 
Imperfect men, they are punished for something, and 
their punishment has some relation to their otr"nse. 
We should think It scandalous to punish a child as 
we punish a man; we should think It monstrous to 
punish the thief who steals a loaf of bread as we 
punish the swindler who heaps up riches by forgery 
and lying. For a first oJiense we do not punish as we 
do for a second or a third. All kinds of considera
tions are Introduced to make the scales of justice 
true. Some young criminals are not even punished 
at all, but sent to a reformatory-a kind of compul· 
sory school-and when they learn to do wen they are 
gladly admitted to the open world, and hav free 
course among their !ellowa.-Hoppr's aloody's S~:rmon 
on Hell. 

AS to Immortality, tho Stoles precluded themselvs 
by holding the theory of absorption of the Individual 
soul at death Into the <llvJne essence; but, on the 
other hand, their doctrin of advance and aspiration 
Is what has, at all times, been the main natural ar
gument for the Immortality of the soul. For the 
most part, they keep themselvs undivided as to this 
great doctrln, giving It as an alternativ, reasoning as 
to our conduct on either supposition, and submit· 
tlng to the pleasure of God In this as In all other 
things.- Chambers's Encyclopedia. 

WHEN we try to combine the Idea of the continu
ance of conscious activity with the Idea of the entire 
cessation of material conditions, and thereby to 118· 
sert the existence of a purely spiritual world, we find 
that we hav made an unthinkable proposition. We 
may defend our hypothesis as passionately as we 
llke, but when we strive coolly to realize It In 
thought we find ourselvs balked at evory atep.
Fiske's Unseen lVoPld, 

IT Is not by wearing down Into uniformity all that 
Is Individual in themselvs, but by cultivating It and 
cnlllng It forth within the limits Imposed by the 
rlgbt8 11nd Interests of others, that human beings 
become a noble and beautiful object of contempla· 
tion; and as the works partake the character of those 
who do them, by the .same process human life also 
becomes rich, diversified, and animating, furnish· 
lug more abundant element to hlga thoughts and 
elevating feelings and strengthening the tie which 

_binds every Ju<llvldual to the race by makln~: the 
race lnfinltly better worth belonging to. In propor
tion to the development of Individuality each person 
becomes more valuable to himself, and Is therefore 
cavablo of being more valuable to others. 'fhere Is 
a greater fulnossof life about his own existence, and 
when there Is more l.lfe In the unl ts there Is more In 
the mass which Is co\nposed of the:tll-.-JJlil!'s Libe>·ty. 

IT does not make any di!Ierence whether you lie
lieve as the school-men of the Middle Ages did or 
not on some matter that Is purely speculatlv up In 
the air, except-and here Is a vital exception-If you 
do firmly believe that a multitude of things of no 
Importance Is of first Importance, then It makes a 
difference; because these pseudo .opinions stand In 
tile way of your discovering and acting upon the 
true. I say, then, It makes a great deal of difference 
what you think about God, what you think about 
human nature, what kind of a being man Is, what 
you thlnk about sin, about evil, about crime, about 
patriotism, about the social problems of the time. 
Tl10 minute you come Into practical aJialrs, to those 
tlllugs that, as I hav said, touch character, touch 
conduct, then opinion means life and death, and It 
Is not a slight aJialr at all.-JJl. J. Savage. 

WHE'rllER I was mistaken or not, h has b~en the 
plan of my life to follow my convictions, at whatever 
personal cost to myself. I hav represented for many 
years a district In Congress whose approbation I 
greatly desired; but though It may seem, perhaps, 
a· little egotistical to say It, I yot desired still more 
the approbation of one person, and his name Is Gar
field. He Ia the only man that I am compelled to 
sleep w!Lh, and eat with, and llv with, and die with; 
and If I could not hav his approbation I should hav 
bad companlonshlp.-James A. Garfcela. 

ONE bad appetite conquered loads us into new 
fields where each succeeding one Is easier controled 
titan the last, and where there Is a greater charm In 
winning the victory than In enjoying the present 
pleasure of gt·atified sensatlons.-EI-mina D. Slmker. 

THE llights by great men reached and kept 
Were not attained by sudden filgh t, 

But they, while thalr companions slept, 
Were tolling upward In the night. 

Standing on what too long we bore 
With shoulders "bent and downcast eyes, 

we may discern-unseen before-
A path to higher d estinles. 

Nor deem the Inevitable past, 
As wholly wasted, wholly vain, 

If, rising on Its wreck, at last 
To something nobler we attain. 

-Lonufellow 

A ~IAN that Is of judgment and understanding 
shall sometimes hear Ignorant men di!Ter, and know 
well within himself that these which so di!Ter mean 
one thing, and yet they themselvs would nevm· 
agree; and I! It so come to pass In that distance or 
judgment which Is between man and man, shall we 
not tlllnk that God above that knows the heart doth 
discern that frail men, In some of their contradlc. 
tiona, Intend the same thing and accept ot both,
llaccm' 3 :ewrvs, 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, . JUNE 16, 1883. 

THE 

WILS ONIA," 
INVENTED BY 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, LECTURER ON ELEC· 
TRICAL THERAPEUTICS, AUTHOR OF THE 

"TRIAL OF MEDICIN," THE "LAN· 
GUAGE OF DISEASE,"" MEDICAL 

FALLACIES," ETC., 

80 COURT ST., BROOKLYN, N.Y. 

For the past five years In England and America 
this system h118 performed such cures In almost ev

ery form of disease as were until then unheard of.· 
Step by step It has advanced since Its first In· 

troductlon (first relieving and curing one man who 

THE EUREKA 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
CURES EVERY l,URM OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT M.EDICIN. 

f.' HE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 

GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 
letter or in person free of charge. Send 

for Illustrated Pamphlet, 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
bent like an archer's bow for ten years, but was LADIES'. MAGNETIC JAUKET. Price, $18. 
In two months able to walk erect). Then fol- TESTIMONIALS: 
lowed other cases equally marvelous In all known 
forms of disease; thus going on from day to day 
and month to month, until the method of cure 
introduced by Wm. Wilson, the originator of the 
magnetic clothing system of America, has saved 

tens of thousands from tlce grave, and Is now recognized 
by our most eminent scientists and physicians, hun
dreds of whom presrcibe it for their patients after mea 

cin ltas failed, until It has become a household word 

In case of sickness. Since Its first Introduction we 
hav continually Improved, until to-day we oJier the 

ligltte:;t, best ventilated, most powerful continuous current 

garment In the world, constructed on the latest sci
entific principles-in fact, we oJier the acll).e of ex
cellence In magnetic garments, and when worn as 
ad vised by us, disease cannot exist, 

· 'fhe following are clippings from testimonials of 
wh-Ich we hav thousands. ~Note we glv full names 

and addresses, that Intending purchasers may write 
aDd satisfy themselvs they are genuln, 

J. H NORTH, M. D., Hammonton, N. J., In writing 
for clothing, says: "My patient In VIrginia Informs 
me he Is more comfortable since. the· application of 
your magnetic garments. The goods sent were util
Ized on the deformed limb, and are working satisfac
torily. 

ED. HOLLENBECK, organ-builder, 111 W. State st., 
Rockford, Ill.: "From a terribly apralned knee the 
doctor was afraid my leg must come oJI. I sent for 
a knee-cap, was able to walk In a few days, and hav 
been all right since." 

J. T. LISLE, Lebanon, Ky., says: "My health has 
Improved, and they are exceedingly pleasant gar
ments to wear. I feel free to recommend them to 
all delicate people." 

MRS. C. A. GOULD, Omaha, Neb.: "I wore the suit 
with splendid results, for paralysis, and I hav rec
ommended them constantly. I loaned my girdle a 
week to a friend for dyspepsia, with excellent re
sults." 

MRS. A. BRYANT, 93 Conselyea st., Brooklyn, E. D., 
N. Y.: "I suJiered for years from bleeding at 
the lungs. Your garments hav stopped the bleed
Ing, and I feel quite strong. I cheerfully recom
mend them." 

H. LANGE (care of D. Hausmann), Cor. Jay & Nas
sau sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.: "Your garments haven
tirely cured me of blood-poisoning of the worst form. 
I cannot find words to express my gratitude." 

CHAS. E. TRASK, 304 Ingham st., Jackson, Mich., 
says: "Garments arrived, with letter of Instructions. 
Hav worn them. They are benefiting me more In 
the past week than all the medlcln I havevertaken." 

MRS. E. P. PLEASANTS, Alderson's, Monroe Co., W. 
Va. : "I hav found the greatest relief from my ap
pliances, and would not be without them for all the 
world." 

All our magnetic garments are worn next the un
derclothing, therefore they do not Impart shocks or 
cause sores. They are also constructed under ·the 
special superVIsion of the Inventor. 

Continued success enables us to make the follow

Ing oJier: Persons writing us an accurate description 
of their disease, and then sending for the garments 
advised by us, will hav their money refunded should 

the appliances fall to cure. Therefore It resolves 
Itself Into 

NO CURE, NO PAY. 

To assist the working class, we supply them on 
payment of half the amount, and take the balance 
by easy monthly Instalments. 

Send for Illustrated pamphlet and Information to 
the only office where the Inventor can be consulted. 

Address all Communications to 

DAVID J. COTTER, 
SO COURT STREBT,BROOXLYN,N, Y. 

Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct In every particular, 
and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: . 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis 
One Week. 

in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 

CINOINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: AS I feel greatly In

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap
pllaDces, I can say without hesitation to those af
t11cted as I hav been that the eJiect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis In my right arm and could not use It at all, but 
after wearing a suit of your :11AGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number of .years, from which I hav suf
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since J;!Ut
tlng on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and If I improve as rapidly as I hav In the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those suJierlilg as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of eJiectlng 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 8Q Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
effect a cure In a case of Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change medlclns every day until, t>-fter dosing the 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (If he Is very skilful) that brings relief 
for the time being. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR, L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured of Neumlgla of the Heat·t and 
Side, which had been a source of misery to me for 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly, With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H, A, BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and It I Improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T·.lesday, will soon be well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entirely cured In less 
than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
although in bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In 
two days after the application. The lady's name 
can be had upon application at this office, by any-
one desiring to communicate with her. . 

LatHes, read the following testimony from a lady who had been sutrerlng for two yoa.rs with an-ovn.r• 
tan Tun~or; and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances 
were as 9 t<> 1 against recovery. In tour months' time she Is perfectly well, and has not taken a dose of 
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothing 
for you; It will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Si:r: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire tor food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several Ph:yslclans 
ot St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'l u:rno~, 
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the Eureka Magnetic Appliances. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit of 
your appliances. From the very first I felt invigorated, the tu
mor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose of med!cln. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as I hav, believing 
that they will doo~LU and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART, 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances in the 
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, 
Gentlemen's Belts, - • 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, • 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 
Leg Belts, each, 
Knee Caps, eac'h, 
Wristlets, each, 
Sleeping_ Caps, 
Ladies Jacket 

$ 6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
5.00 
4:.00 
3.00 
1.50 
4:.00 

18.00 
15.00 Gentlemen's jests, 

Superfine Insoles, 1.00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the money 
If they are not as represented in every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case, 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what wOuld be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are oJiered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold BUllerlor to any other appliance ever oJiered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
In the market will attractt)le smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon scientlfic 
principles, and not haphazard as in all the others. We o!Ier you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now oJiered under that head. At 
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to oJier them at 
about 

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trlll.e higher 
than ordinary clothing. 

Rnne:rnb .. r that we are offering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and If 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGJIINTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES, LIBERAL COMMISSIONS ALLOWED, 
Address tor turtaer l.nfOl'Dls.tlon, Dr. L. Tenney, 

Ui Baoe Streo$, OOJ.', II( 9ta litreet, "l.ne1Julat1, ObW. 
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-N'Ii:WPo'R'i.' Journal: "Talk of mesmerizers 
l1U.W'i:lg :people asleep! We know some 
pree.e'irets who can put more people asleep 
tih'an any pl"otessional mesmerizer, yet their 
:mesmeric powers go uncredited as such." 

HANs 9VEBBET, a gentleman who arrived in 
~U:nion county, Iowa, a few months ago direct 
~from Norway, grew insane from too hard study 
•of the English language and theology, and 
ihas been taken to the asylum at Yankton. 

CHICAGO seems to gain in population much 
mrore rapidly than in religion. In 1840 the 
!l"am of churches and missions to population 
iin ;that city was 1 to 74.-.7; in 1880 1 to 2,081, 
and ifnum 1880 to 1882 no relativ gain was 
malil.e. 

"RlllLIGtrous summer resorts " are adver
tised. A r-eligious summer resort is not a 
camp-meeting, for that. is generally the re
verse of religious. It is one of those places 
where they hav pie'G.ty of public prayer and 
~preaching, and all the fun on the sly. 

THE Buffalo Catholic Union says: "The Bap
f.tist Weekly solemnly obsenes that ' if Pope 
JLeo doesn't mind some New York Irishmen 
'\\\iill .turn Protestants.' Whim those 'some 
TNew'YQr:k J:rishmen' heard that they laughed 
IIIIID.d,Baid, ·'W-s'll·b_e damned if we do.'" 

At a recent Southern camp.IW!19ting the elo- MEJtE Sabbatarianism as such, says the Sat-
quent divine said: "The wheels,cof the right- urday Review, has but the slightest support 
eous shriek and groan as they toil ~iilie hill of from reason, and next to none from religion. 
salvation and over the ruts of temp.tatiion aQd Any member of the Anglican church who 
the bridge of damnation, and hav to sc:Nwdge chooses to hold Sabbatarianism to its strictest 
pretty lively to get up at all; but the .&inner, form, holds it as a private conceit_ which has 
with greased wheels and flying colorE~, lil!Ps not the least authority in ecclesiastical doc
down to tarnation like a dose of oil, w.ith_,a trins, and is contradicted by the best tradi
rip and a whizz, and raises no dust whatev.er:"t tiona of ecclesiastical practice. No Roman 
Now, who says oratory is a lost art? as'ks: Catholic holds the Sabbatarian creed at all. 
Life. ! Among l'rotestant Dissenters, even among the 

IT is historically true tllat the Puritans in i Frelthyterian bodies in England, and to a very 
England gave to a child the name "If- great,ment in the. K~rk of Scotland and its 
Christ-had-not-died-for-tllee-thou-hadst-been-, offshoot&, Sabbatariamsm has of late years 
damned Bare bones " He lived under the: sunk fortt.he most part to the level of a pious 
affiiction, and, we b~lieve, :became a member opinion, :if ,j;t)l;las m~inta~ned that level.. The 
of Parliament, and for •convenience all the man who •relll!,y ,thmks ~t wrong to Whistle a 
words of his Christian lllame were dropped tune or to look :At a picture on Sunday be
but the last, and he 'Was called "Damned comes rarer and.rm:ex;. 

Jltws off tht fltth. 

HENRY W ABD BEEOHEB will be 70 years. old 
on the 24th. 

THIBTY United States war vessels are to be 
sold at auction by order of Secretary Chand
ler. 

GEN. CRoon is back to Arizona from his 
successful campaign against the Indians, with 
many prisoners. 

FouB dynamite plottera, charged with tre• 
son-felony, hav been sentenced to impnson• 
ment for life at London, Eng. 

M'GEocH, EvERINGHAM & Co., lard mer• 
chants of Chicago, hav failed for $1,000,000. 
The failure created a panic, and eight other 
firms hav suspended in consequence. Barebones.'' The name '<if his father 'was 

"Praise God Barebones.'" The names may 
still be found. on the official lists in :England. 

THE king of the SandWich iislanas, having 
grown tired of seeing his kingdom .invaded 
by eveyY im"l!ina.bl~ OO.reign -coin, is .having a 
lot of s-iilver coins :mnnufootured .at tl?.biaadel
phia w]ljeh are strictly Hawaiian in name and 
character. In view of the fact thatbis dollar 
is a little short BE. weight, he has taken the pre
caution to hav 6tll4llped upon it the striking 
phrase, "Ua MAn :;Its Ea 0 Ka Alua I Ka 
Pono," which is abowi;libe equivalent for "In 
God We Trust." The ciWnple-minded nativs 
would probably rather'l1,avJfnll weight in their 
coins and less trustfuine11s. 

A BUTEEN-YEAB•.9.W gi.i'l •. one of the mem· 
hers of the :Salv~tion ~l'.IPF in an eastern. THE custom of lynching seems to be gain
town, married a negro t}l.e ,9,t·~r day. It ing undesirable popularity in the West and 
looks more and more as .thol!gh -tha Salva- South. A white man was lynched in Michi
tion Army business should :be .llupprE\SSed. gan and a negro in Alabama on the 14th. 
-An exchange announces that a .church of a. Lr HuNG CHANG, the Chinese commander, 
New York town recently received a le.dy ;near-; has informed the French minister that Chin 
ly one hundred years old into the fold on, has no .intention of declaring war against 
probation. If she happens to lii.v A _few\ FranQ~, 1\B had been previously rumored. 
months she may yet be a chureh-member. It i T 1 St t t · 1 d d th "ll b . · HE o;ng aa" rou e ria en e on e 14th 
WI e noticed that the churches are becom- "th a· t of. "tt 1 f th d f d 
ing more careful· every year.-A certain Mor-: WI aver IC . ac~m. a or e e en ants. 

1 d k f th 1 
, Col. Ingersoll, .counsel for the defense, re-

mon ea er spea s o e po ygamous prose- : . d t" Th 
1 t " 1 b . h . : ceive an .ova Ion. e costs of the trial will 
.Y ers as our a orers 1n t e vmyard." It: foot up nearly $1,200,000. 
IB stated by persons who hav seen members AOOf)IIJiliNG to the .!Jii,ssionary Re-view the Hin

doos "not only believ~ in probation in one 
state of existence after death, but they be

of the proselyter Mormons that they look ' THE Rev. :r. Lane Borden, president of the 
more like laborers in a. potato patch, and as Mansfield, La., Female College, was shot and 
though they had been plowing up the potatoes killed, last Saturday, by the Rev. Ben F. 
with their noses.-Religious Editor qf Texas Jenkins, Jr. The Rev. Mr. Borden had sa
Siftings. duced a young lady ta whom the Rev. Mr. 

lieve in 8,400,000 successiv periods of exist- "MY dear child," said ·a;.Pi-emJ-looking man 
ence, each beginning with birth and ending, to: a 'hoy on the bank of ,~ .-1\l~m one s~n
with death, and probation continued in each' shmy ,sunday morn, "wh,.t ,,a,r.e :fDU domg 
and all of them." there?" ·" Fishin', of coms~1"J1.'~-'e::VII'll blind?'' 

replied the boy. "Don't _youl,iknctw,,~ dear A VEBY thin woman had felt the power of 
Jenkins was engaged to be married. 

A NEw HAMPBHIBE paper says that while a 
Rev. Mr. Stocking was on his wedding jour
ney last summer he occupied one of the pul
pits in that state. He was a very little man, 
and when he gave out his te:x:t: "She hath 
done what she could,'' the ladies of the con-

' gregation smilingly accepted his apology, in 
: behalf of his wife, for not having paired her
' self better. 

~-,us the Churchman: " It is not every doctor 
~of~ivinity who is competent to teach child-
1 re~. It is reported that one of them, under
r taki~1to define catechism to a Sunday-school, 
, said: ~ catechism is a synopsis, a compen
' dium, a ~yllabus of Christian doctrin.'" If 
, a teacher .w!mld giv his scholars something 
·; that they can really understand, let him teach 
f'them the Athanasian creed. 

1Rlllv. DB. J. T. DUBYEA, who was once a 
hrigbt'·.and shining light among the clergy of 
Troy, now .of tlle Central Congregational 
church in Boston, declining a call to anotller 
pastorate, says: "Boston is the hardest place 
on the planet to do honest work in an evan
gelical church. Unitarianism has the intel
lectual lead here, and if a man is in a hurry 
for results he'd better stay away." 

child-" "Shut up; I've got-a:: bite·:" ,J'jBut, the spirit and had been converted, and she TEN suits hav been begun against the two 
my boy, don't you know it ;is -:very-.-W)iQke,iJ" appeared before the session to pass the pre- cities of New York and Brooklyn and the 
"There, dang it, that fish's ·got .. away,,~glin.'' 1 liminary examination. "HaT you experi- trustees of the Brooklyn Bridge to recover 
"Don't you know the devil w.ill catch y;ou,\ enced a change of heart?" asked the elder, damages for the consequences of the Decora
my boy?" "I know nuthin'.'bout it; • .but ifj g~tly. "Yes, sir, I believe I hav." "And tion Day panic. The total amount of dam
he ain't any luckier eat:chin'-me,than,I've binj yoJl .want to liv a new life?" "Yes, sir, I ages sued for aggregate upward of $200,000. 
catchin' that damned·sunfishiiguess.I:U.be on! hope;l..do.'' "Are you willing to renounce THE Rev. Peter O'Neil, of England, now in 
hand at Sunday-school next Sunday-;-,if it! the .wadd.., .the flesh, and the devil?" "Do I New York, wrote a letter to Mrs. Hawkes, uri
rains." · i hav ,to .dP ,t,.41\t?" "Certainly, if you would ing her ta meet him, as it is alleged, for im

WHI!Jil the first 'lllnniversary· of Garibaldi'~ be a con~iJ!tl!Jit ,Chris~ian." . " Can't I giv up proper purposes. Mrs. Hawkes gave the let-
death b · _..__ d "th · t two of th~m ~!i,· still go mto the church?" ter to her brother-in-law, who met the pri"est was . eing 'mnstlTVe wx appropna e " - · · · : · . , 
exercises a telegram !from Lendinara Venetia No, the ren~JW~~<}-!l must be complete. at the appointed place and gav him a thrash-
announc~d that -o>.ne -of the patri~t's most "Well, t~e~, yqu,m:u,st,IIJL<l_use me. I want to ing. 
trusted officers -kad !followed him into the be a Ch~"IBtian,_ .I w.a!lt.to g:t_v,up ~he world and THE Rev. Florence McCarthy, a Brooklyn 
Oth ld Al'----t M . b . 1827 the devil, but If a :woman,.l\8 .thxp. already as . t t d 1 t k h d er wor . .....:· o arw.was orn In , . · - ' · · · pries , was arres e as wee , c arge with 
the descen.~ ~-one of V~nftce's mollt noble I am, ha~ to giV up _any mQre ~Jies)l,;..sP;e might criminal assault on the person and virtue of 
families, and besides bis provvess as a soldier as w~ ?I:V up :r;nt~ng to l:>e a.C)l.ns~Ijln, and his servant girl. At the time of his arrest he 
he gained some renown as a man of letters. go an . J?m a BI e 8 ow as the great-AJ;n~r~.can! was under bonds for having committed the 
He • " Th R d Sh" t. 1.., 1 b . , only hvmg skeleton. Gentlemen, yqu will!· ff . t 1 d f hi wroo& e e rr In ..,a a na, an ac- . . · c sa!lle o. ense agams a young a y o s con-
count of the campaign of 1860; a Life of Gari- hav t~ excuse me. I wax;tt. to JO~n the church,: gre~~W!JP· 
bald" oll ti f l"t db" h" 1 but I m not prepared to JOin a Bide show this 

I; a e ec on o I erary an Iograp Jca " Th D MB_. MpTT,_a wember of the Salvation Army 
essays·, a series of political essays·, a series of summer. - e rummer. , at Syracuse, N. Y., is charged by Miss Louisa 
"Lives of Martyrs for Freeth aught," from THE Olivet Presbyterian church in Philadel- Hause~, a~so a ~e~b~r of the army, with se, 
Bruno downward; "Personal Reminiscences phia is in the thick of a bitter "choir fight." d t" d th · f · uc IOn un er " , e ,P.rOJl!IB o marriage. 
of Garibaldi" for Macmillan's Magwine; and a Some time ago the ehoir leader asked for an Mott admits tlw seduct,Jo~, put denies the 
series of biographies of noble ItaJiia.n women increase of $100 a year in his salary. Mr. Ir- promis. He says he w,atl c;lo.ing as Jesus did 
for The lJJnglishwoman's Magaz~ne. vine, the blind organist, in commenting upon and is free from siu. ' · -· 

M B M HERE and there a few extra-Jliberal reli<rion- the matter, said he knew a better man who BB. ANNIE EsANT, the althusian apostle. .,. YouNG Nutt of Uniontawn Pa son nf th~ 
ists hav undertaken to defend that aawmalous would lead the choir for $100 less than the ' · ' " ,.. ., ' ,. and editorial colleag of Charles Bradlaugh, murdered Captain Nutt, shot and )qlled N. S. 

says. the New York Star, is now about 30 years outcome of undisciplined fervor and :f.anati- present pay of· its director. The latter is a Dukes, the slayer of his (Nutt's) father, o~ the 
cism which calls itself the Salvati001 .Army. favorit of the pastor, the Rev. L. Y. Graham, old, and is of Irish birth. When young she 13th inst. It will be remembered that Dukes 
Its agents appear ta_ be continually .defving who, upon hearing of Mr. Irvine's remarks, was famed for her beauty. She is now a ., seduced Nutt's sister and shot her father some 
law and order, and hav J·ust produced•another promptly discharged him from his office. He · : large, well-proportioned woman, with dark- time ago. The jury acquitted Dukes of the 
scandal in Syracuse. These ra-ther disgraee- declared that his motiv was to rebuke Mr. Ir-·, brown hair and dark-gray eyes full of fire. charge of murder, and the son took the law 
ful incidents of the new movement .are wo vine for his expression. The organist refused :-Her face is leonine, energetic, restless in ex- in his own hands. Public sympathy is with 
frequent not to be in some way an outoome to accept his dismissal, and the pastor on Sun-}pression. She is finely educated and has a young Nutt, and it is thought that a jury can• 

t . 1 1 1 . 1 . d Sh . 1 . of the system itself, and even those advocates day, the lOth, endeavored to enforce it in the n-"- be found who wi"ll convi"ct hi"m. ]par ICU ar y og~ca mm . e IB p anmng to u• of mar_ tial methods of religion must sooner or manner of the hotel "bouncer." Matters 
'Oome to America soon on a lecturing tour. 

«PARSON" POMEBOY allows his paper to 
rspeak rather ·disrespectfully of his brethren 
bn.the coast. His Demo!YI'at of the 9th says: 
•• California, unfortunately, has within its 
borders a shad-bellied, blufl~nosed, old moss
back who pounds the dust' out of a pulpit
cushion. He was recently asked to read a 
notice of a temperance lecture by that noble 
and gifted woman, Miss Francis Willard, to 
Which he replied: 'I suppose if I do, the next 
thing you will bring me will be the announce
ment of a circus.' That preacher is too good 
for this world, and not good enough for 
beaven.'' 

later be convinced that any att.empt to con-
1 

culminated on Monday night at a distribution ONE hundred and eighty-six school-children, 
vert the world by such a guerilla pro.ceas is; of prizeil to Sunday-school children. The ranging in age from four years ·to fourteen 
hopeless. No doubt special measUJI"es must: pastor had secured a new organist, and had years, were killed in a crush at a conjurer's 
be taken by pious reformers who wish itoraach' stricken from the program the part most in- show in Sunderland, England, on Saturday 
and hold the attention of the ignorant and I teresting to Mr. Irvine, which was the pres- last. More than one thousand children were 
debased, but it is yet to be demonstrated that: .entation to him of $50 in gold by Mr. Pyfer. in the hall. The exit was but twenty inches 
these measures include tambourines clog-: Mr. ·Graham's plans were perfect in design, wide. The panic was started by some one 
dances, and all the hanky-panky of the 'aance-: but failed in execution. Mr. Irvine's were falling on the stairs. Soon the stairway was 
house and the circus, or that hysterical .and: l111id out well and carried out much better. filled with a mass of children, and 178 ot 
ignorant young women in monkey uniforms By his arrangement the choir in their seats them were knocked down and trampled to 
are the best agents ta bring men into the fold' refused to sing, and the organ boy at his bel- death or suffocated, their bodies lying senn 
of temperance and rightwusness. Indeed, lows refused ta pump, while Mr. Graham was or eight deep. A number of deaths hav oc• 
the latest reports from the Salvation Army further humiliated by the appearance of Mr. curred 11ince the first report, and the fatal list 
and its camp followers appellr to demonstrate Irvine and the presentation to him of the fifty is now placed at 188, and it is feared that the 
ju1t the other thing.~ World, dollars. number will yet be Jhown ta hav rei\Ched 200. 

, 
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f/Iommnnications. 
- . - . -. · - H d Qu~te =oth_erwise ~ust- I translate, . -. .. 

the race derived from contact with the world. _ere - If by the Spirit I am enlightened a:Igl_lt. . . , 
ity is. the factor formerly overlooked in. the .mter- Now it stands written, 'In the Begtnmng was the Thought. 
pretation of nature, w~ch under the gem us of mod- Bethink thee well over this first line, 
ern sci. ence, and .espemally of Herbert. Spencer, has That thy pen pass not too hastily on! . 

f h Is it the. Thought that works and forms The All? :Mr. S. P. Andrews vs. Mr. S. P. Putnam. proved the open~sesame to the mystenes 0 uman No! It should stand; 'In the Beginning was the Power.' 
· " nature and its knowledge of the world. Yet even as this I am writing down ' 

THE "r," AND THE "NOT r. The sensation by which all of the human race, and Something warns me that_ by it I can never stand. 
When one has been innocently the cause of a dif- even brute animals and even the plants, respond to The Spirit aids me: all at once I see the tr11th, . · · 

ference, if only of a wordy nature, between two friends,- -their environments' makes one grand race of beings, And confidently I write, 'In the Beg{miing was the A OT.'" 

the desire to step in and part the combatants and set all having a sirnilai: chemical or phJ:sical b!lsis of life, This unity of the subjectiv and objectiv in the mind 
matters right is certainly natural and commendable, the wondrous protoplasm, upon whiCh a kin? of sen- of man as the cardinal or hinge point of each of 
Let this desire be reason enough for a few words sation of the·exterilalworld is·produ<ied, as If upon a these ,;orlds, is beautifully implied in Emerson's ex
about the controversy between Mr. S. P. Andrews musical instrument. Out .of that sensation, ever in- quisit poem, "The Rhodora" (or Rhododendr~m). 
and Mr. S. P. Putnam, on the nature of science. The creasing in the upward scale fro~ protis~s to plants, Read the whole poem and remember the concluswn: 
dispute arose in the Col~o9.uium, ~ast _winte~, out of to animals and finally blossommg out m man, we " Rhodora! if the sages ask thee why 
an exposition of the Positiv or smentifi.c J?hilosop~y hav the m~terial out of which our capacities of per- Thy charm is wasted on earth and sky, 

d "nl b b t h th dis ute Will · h · 1 d At Tell them, dear, that if eyes were ma~e.for seeing, presente mai y y me; u w ere e :p . ceiving, combining, a~d r_easonmg - av ev~ ve : Then Beauty is its own excuse for bemg. 
end it would be impossible to speculate, for It has bottom this whole subJectiv world of man IS _the out- Why thou were there, o rival of the rose, 
turned upon the question of the ages, as to the rela- growth of the objectiv world and a part of It. T~e I never thought to ask, I never knew; 
tions of the subJ. ectiv and obiectiv-that is, the wordy 1 · th fl f th world but not the soil But in my simple ignorance, suppose 

J ogos IS e ower 
0 

e ' . . · ' Th' e self-same Power that brought me there brought you.'' war between the metaphysicians and the scientists. nor even the plant. But equally true IS It that the 
We were all launched into this vast sea of specula- fact of perception and of all of our knowledge ?f t~e The poet and the flower foun~ themselvs the ~om-

tion by a definition of science given by Mr. S. P. external order is ever but a mode of our sensation m mon children of the all-correlatmg processes of the 
Putnam, in which, singula~·ly enough, all were agreed, so far as our knowledge is concerned. Man can objectiv world. His fancy wove the wild flower into 
but for which the theologians, metaphysicians, and therefore only make a subjectiv-~hat is, a human- the life and heart of man. 
scientists present sought a different foundation. synthesis of the world around him. He. can onl_y Thus ever does Nature through the human intel-

Each sought to lay under the definition his solu- interpret it to himself and fellows !l'ccordmg to his lect turn upon herself and appropriate her processes 
tion of the world. . and their common mode of sensatwn and percep- and results to human uses and joys. The "Not I" 

To the question, What is science? Mr. Putnam tion. Wherever human sensations agree as to ~he becomes the foraging ground and finally the farm of 
said, Systematized knowledg~-or, J?erhaps better, external things, facts, and processes, and perceive the collectiv the dominant, Humanity of earth. 
knowledge sygtematized; that IS, puttmg knowledge them to be correlated together by constant rel~- As I writ~ this on the Stamford Hills, under the 
first and the system after it. At once the que~tions tions and laws then, and then only, a sure basis pines warding off the Sunday's sun, my eyes sweep a 
arose, What is the test of knowledge? and what IS the and test of cel:tainty and prevision arise~, and. we scene of the "Not I" formerly torn into vales by 
object of the system? hav knowledge, which can be systemat1zed mto glaciers and strewn with r?cks and stones. Over 

There are three fundamental solutions of the science. But the first step is knowledge only, and n~t this wild wreck of land and ICe and sea, protoplasm 
world and answer:S may be given from each solution science. That is attained when the knowledge 1s had thrown long ago its thin veil of plant .and ~hen 
to th~se questions. The question for this age is, classified, or systematized, so as to be !l'. solutio~ of of animal life. Then wild men gathered a precanous 
Which must be accepted as true? the world and a basis of human ·preVIsiOn, actwn, existence from its wilderness. Finally four genera~ 

The theologian says the ultimate test of knowledge and life~ . tions of civilized men hav labored to remove the for-
is the revealed will of God, the creator of the world, What, then, shall be the system and the obJect of ests gather the stones into fences, and drain the 
who knew all about it when he made it. this classification? The theologian says the glory of sw~ps. Now the eye is delighted by hills and 

The metaphysicians say that the logos ("TheW ?rd") God. The metaphysician says the manifestation ~f vales clad with meadows and orchards, and gladdened 
which was with God, and was God, and remameth the word-the logos, as in Universology. The Posi- by blossoms and birds. Beyond these the sight fol
ever the true logic of the universe, is the test. . . tiv scientist says the use and glory of man. Under lows sail after sail on the Sound, and traces the green 

The Scientist says the agreement of our subJectiv this impulse the Positiv classification of t~e special outline of the Long Island shore beyo_nd. . The pre
ideas with the external, or objectiv, order of the sciences or man's knowledge of the domams of na- vailino· effect of this whole landscape IS that of rest, 
world around us, is the test of truth and the sub- ture, re~ching from man out t~ the infinitude of comfo~t, and peace, as the result of the prevision and 
stance and foundation of what we are to rega~·d as astronomy, has been framed, and Is t~e most wond_er- labor of man resting upon natural laws. 
knowledge. fill and glorious monument of mans accumulatwn What the "I" has done with this little tract of the 

Mr. Andrews is the chiefest living incarnation of of power and knowledge by heredity. It is the sum- "Not I" will be done with the whole visible earth, 
the logos, or logic of the universe. mary of his victory throughout the ages over nature, and also with the whole invisible tract of human 

Mr. Putnam follows Bacon, and hopes only to be yet always by obeying he:·.. . . . . . philosophy. ·. 
"the minister and interpreter of Nature, and believes Here then in the PositJv obJeCtiv, and subJeCtiv But the basis and foundation of all the transfor
that man can only :understand and do as to the order philosophy, ~e hav the only ~olution of the world mations into a higher world will )Je the old, o~iginal, 
of Nature in so far as he may hav observed the same, worthy of our age or time. It Is at once wholly rela- glacier-swept earth, and the primary se;nsatwns _of 
whether in, or as to, the world itself, or in, or as to, the tiv and yet integral. Would we know how man and mankind. Out of these shall grow the highe~ logic, 
mind of man (1·e vel ?liente)." .· his subjectiv>fiorld came here, we must. ask t?e ob- and a ~ew ideal, spiritual world, transcendmg the 

As Mr. Putnam says, "the [to many] incomprehen- jectiv wol'ld-<Ullt of which man and his.logic hav conceptiOns of the pas~ and pr~sent as the pr~sent 
sible difference between .Mr. Andrews and myself is evolved. , . , .· . "\ >,landscape does th~ wild mor)lJnes of the glamer of 
in the starting-point. Is the outward universe or Would we know what this world is, we must-ask 'geelogy. , . c,,; . .', . .. 
the mind of man the starting-point? He says the science, or man's systematized knowledge of that Then the infimt will rema~)e~ond the knowable. 
mind of man; I say the outward universe. He ad- world. accumulated through the ages in the animal But no blasphemous theologian will dare to speak of 
mits that this is so in time, as a fact of history, but and human systems, as well as in social archeology it as a person. . . 
not as a fact of logic; but I say that even as a fact of and recorded human history. Then the logic, the logos, the word, Will remam. 
logic the universe comes first. Mr. Andrews is ideal- Both of these views of the world, objectiv and sub- But no metaphysician, _not 'even Mr . .Andrews, o~r 
istic· I am realistic. ·Mr. Andrews makes the ob- jectiv a~·e the only responses man can giv. Existence American Hegel, and Justly honored. as ~uch, will jecti~ a mode of t~e ~ubjectiv; I m_ake the su~jectiv is his' looking into the lake of the cosmos, and seeing dare to claim for it other than a relativ eXIs~ence as 
a mode of the obJechv. I subordmate the mmd of his own reflection as of the waters, placid or ruffied. the laws and truths which Man has s_ystematized ?ut 
man to the outward universe; 1\'Ir. Andrews subordi- He brings the picture he sees in the waters, but the lake of his contact with the· cosmos and his race and him-
nates the outward universe to the mind of man, and is there, and he and his reflection and thE) lake itself are self. · . . . . . 
makes it but a mental image." parts of one order of the world, however much he may Then the philosophy of sm~nce, ~ec?gmzmg them-

This admirable statement of the. question by Mr. wish to believe this shadow is not hisimage, but that finit and the cosmos, and their_log:lC m prop~r.pl~ce, 
Putnam will seem to scientists conclusiv of it. That of a God in whose image he was _created. T?e will find Hu~ANITY a~ the culmmatwn, reconmhatwn, 
the human race and all of its logic is the product of thought, mind, and art of man are in ultimate analysis, because the mtegratwn, of all ~~man knowle_dge, and 
the world about us, as the result of natural processes but a part of the world of natll!e which is our funda- upon that conce~tion a new spintual and somal world 
and laws, seems now too plain to dispute. If the mental conception and the basis of all. will assuredly anse. T. B. WAKEMAN. 
whole race of man should pass away with a comet's There are three passages from the immor~al poets June 10, E. M., 283. 
stroke, or other fatality, can' we avoid the _conclusion which seem to me to embody the ~eepest _Phi~osophy, A lK:__d_• __ Q_..a ... k_e_r_M_e_e_ting. 
that the world (the not I) would still eXIst? If so, and upon which a whole summers meditatiOn may llLO ei n n . 
where would be the word, mind, or logos? The ques- well replace the winter's Colloquium. . The Buening Telegram of June 1st contamed a no-
tion, as old as Lucretius, Can there be thought or From Shakspere's "Winter's Tale," the following tice that an Indian princess would speak at the 
mind without a brain or nervous system? has been lines are partly quoted "?Y Herbert Spen:e.r, and are Quaker church, opposit_ Stuyvesant park. I had no
answered by modern psychology in the negativ. the delight of Positiv philosophers, contammg as they ticed for the week prevwus some hundreds of people 
Without the world there could hav been no sensation do their deepest truth,_ and a st~tel?ent of the proper filing in and out of this _modest little chapel, most~y-
ever but without human sensation, or any conceiv- b" t d b t d d d t ld men and women evi 
able ,mi"nd, the world must be conceived as still exist- relation of the su JeC IV an o Jec Iv: middle-age an ecrepi o. . l a· b f 

" Yet Nature is made better by no m~an dently from the rural . dist?cts, me u I~g a. evy o 
ing. The "Not I" is therefore the eternal fact,founda- But Nature makes that mean: so,_o er that art, young maidens who, Judgmg from their rresh and 
ation and inexpugnable factor of the "I," upon which Which, you say, adds to Nature, IS an a~t . rosy appearance, seemed to know the value of a corn-
the "'I'' rests, and from which had and has its being. That Nature makes. You see, sweet maid, we mariy k a· t d ur sprin<i' water as a beverage, and 

M P t · th f t · b I. odern A gentler scion to the wildest stock, ca e Ie an P e o . b l ·n the 
r. u nam Is ere ore correc m as ng m And make conceive.a bark of baser kind also by their rollicking, frohcsome gam 0 s I. . 

science and philosophy upon our knowledge ofthisob- By bud of nobler race. _·This' is an a;t ark when let out of church, had a du~ apprematwn 
ectiv order of the eternal world ,about us. The test Which doeth mend Nature-change It rather; but Pf th · oys of liberty. With the exceptwn of now and 

if truth is the 1tgreement of our ideas with that or- The art itself is Nattwe." toh e J 
1 

_ tri"cken old gentleman with a turned-up 
t f h ht "th th" f G th ' en a pa sy s "t t· ld l d der; that is, the agreemen o t oug s WI . _mg·s, The next passage is from the first part o oe. ~ s coat collar, and some matronly and ~e~I a IV o ~ Y 

facts, and processes observed around and withm us. "Faust." In it the poet breaks through the _d:vtne in a dress resembling a hen on. stilts ·m the m~ltmg 
The aoTeement of ideas with ideas may make anaJo- word, or logos, of St. John, and of all metaphysiCians, season, you could not distingmsh the Quaker from 
gies o~ poetry, but not science or -:eri~ed truth. down to the hard fact,_ or. act, o! the contact of the the carnal-minded. , . . . 

But while the external and obJectiv world must subjectiv with the obJectiv whiCh Mr. Putnam calls The meeting opened at J:30 P.M. with an audience 
ever remain as the inexpugnable basis of man and the fundamental perception, or "intuition," of the of about one hundred and fifty persons, p~es~1mably 
his subjectiv interpretation of that world, it must be "Not I," and which !s the first step of all knowledge. mostly outside barbarians who from ;curiOsity had 
frankly admitted that the subjectiv interpretation is, Faust, musing·. in his study, opens the. New Tes~a- come to hear the princess. The meetmg see~ed to 
after all, the only interpretation of that order possi- ment at St. John's gospel, an~ thus dispos~s of ~ts hav been held for the winding up ~f a w~ek s pow
ble to man. In other words, we know of the exter- first verse, which is the foundatiOn of all metaphysics ow and the advertising of the Indian maiden a de-
nal world only as our senses reveal it to us. "The or Universology: . :oy to increase the droppings in the hat from the 
eye brings more than it se~s" is. as true of each ~f " It stands written, 'In the Beginning was the Word.' worldly-minded. . . 
our senses as it is of our sense of 13Ight. But what It Here at once I balk; who can ever help_ me on? A sort of dry-goods-looking man mth mutton-chop 
};>rings are the capacity and . treasured 13ensations of It js not possibl() to rate THE wonD flo h1gh: . 

' 
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whiskers commenced by reading letters from Quakers 
in various portions of the United States, who seemed 
to hav as many reasons for not attending the meeting 
as an ungrateful set once bid welcome to a marriage 
feast. The business transactions were· interlarded 
with denunciations against war and capital punish
ment, and in which General Grant was lauded as a 
peace man and almost a Quaker in accumulating 
money; that the late General Zachary Taylor was 
really a peace man, but the inhuman James K. Polk 
would make him go to war. 

They seemed to be very much exercised in their 
minds in regard to a tent which they had loaned to 
a party in Connecticut who were about unveiling a 
statue in memory of a defunct general. 

At this jtmcture a note was read, that T. B. Wake
man, a peace man, would speak if desired. This 
seemed satisfactory to all. Mr. Wakeman spoke 
feelingly in depreciation of war, but in the comse of 
his remarks incident!Jlly mentioned Voltaire. They 
seemed horrified, and commenced coughing and buzz
ing to each other, while an old lady in a oombazine 
gown began to count the money in the hat. It being 
past ten o'clock, the boss Quaker gave the young 
feminin Indian permission to speak. 

The queen of the Lava Beds bounded upon the 
platform, evidently vexed at having been held in re
straint. I giv her speech, as reported by your 
humble scribe: · 

"White folks, I come before you to plead the 
wrongs of my people. I know my forefathers once 
owned the ground I stand upon. I know with gun, 
powder, and ball, as Joshua did in Canaan, you drove 
us from New England. I know as the serpent be
guiled our common mother Eve, so did William Penn 
beguile my ancestors in Pennsylvania with soft, hon
ied words; both equally effectiv in robbing my peo
ple of their homes. You pretend to love us, but it is 
our land you covet. You giv us what is not yoms to 
giv; then you giv us farming implements, then you 
steal our tools, kill our buffaloes, and drive us again 
toward the setting sun. My people hav no resting
place. Their hunting-grounds are gone; their homes 
are desolate; their heart is in their mouth. You say 
we are cruel to children, but since I hav been in New 
York ·I hear white men kill five thousand little 
children every summer. You say we don't love the 
Great Spirit. My people hav but one god; white 
people hav a great many gods. Every morning my 
people watch the rising of the sun, and we bow om 
heads in mute silence. Our god is better than yoms; 
it shines. on all my people, while your god permits 
you to shut yom people up in ·shops, and the sun 
only shines on the rich-" 

She was breaking out anew, but the elders seemed 
to think they had had enough, and threw up the 
sponge. 

This young girl was eloquent, speaking good Eng
glish, in choice vocabulary. It is the boast of the 
Quakers that there was never a Democrat in their 
ranks. For double dealing, the Quaker can giv the 
Jew odds and beat him. The capital of New Bed
ford and Fall River, Mass., is in the hands of the 
Quaker fraternity, and in no two cities are the work
ing classes so besotted and degraded. Macaulay, the 
English historian, describes ·william Penn in no en
viable light, and for two hundred yE:lars hav the heirs 
of Penn drawn an annual pension of $20,000 from 
the toiling masses of Great Britain. Like almost 
every other sect, the Quakers are divided-the Hicks
ites and the Orthodox-and their love for each other 
is "love to hatred tmned." The state prison at Con
cord, Mass., contains a goodly representation of Fall 
River Quakers. PAXTON. 

Superstition a Contagious Mind Epidemic. 
No satisfactory estimate of the injury superstition 

has done in the world can be given us. What an 
awful shame and dishonor it is to the present age 
that so many well-developed brains, with such excel
lent faculties, are lying dormant, while, if they were 
stirred up into activity in the search of truthful 
knowledge, what wonderful results could they accom
plish! When nature and reason are locked up in 
dormancy, passion and humor govern the mind, .and 
vice and folly are the result, besides depriving pos
terity of their lawful legacy. 

Young people possess good sense, a good memory, 
well balanced mental faculties, and excellent physical 
constitutions, capable of pursuing almost any profes
sion. But this is not allowed them. They must de
grade themselvs by crawling with knees and face in 
the dust. Instead of attending a dissection, of fre
quenting the courts of justice, of studying the natural 
sciences and human morality, they are compelled to 
spend all their spare time by crawling in the dust, 
by soliloquizing the beads, and by foolishly worship
ing an unknown being. Thus they become down
right slaves, and remain an example of talents utterly 
destroyed. 

It is to this impertinent barbarity the world owes 
its whole race of slaves. Natme never made a slave. 
He is always made so, either by himself or by others. 
Were men at liberty to assist in nature's operations, 
what wonderful results might we expect! The names 
of the truly great, whose honors will li_v on in the 

memory of posterity, would not then be so few, nor children growing up unable to swallow the medicin 
stand so alone and far between. Many of our poet- administered by these theological quacks? They 
asters would then be ·poets, and our degraded pri- spare no pains in proclaiming what a gross sin it is 
vate worshipers be renowned public orators. to read the works of the so-called Infidels and Athe-

A shudder of disgust runs through our system ists, and in decrying them as being utterly false and 
when we reflect upon the conditions that surround absurd. Let us suppose for a moment that these 
us, and more so when we discover that yet, perhaps, arguments are false and groundless. Then what 
many generations must pass away before manhood need they fear that the reading of such works will 
can be thoroughly expurgated of this contagious lead us astray from truth? By such fears do they 
mind epidemic. not represent us: as being void of reason and common 

A contagious mind epidemic? Certainly. When sense? as being unable t0 discern truth from false
we inquire into the natme of contagious diseases, and. hood, and that they themselvs only are gifted with 
compare them with the rapid spreading of supersti- such talented endowments? Oh, how long will peo
tion, the deep root it takes in the mind, and its fatal ple allow themselvs to be told by the clergy (although 
effect on both mind and body, we cannot giv it a in a polite way) that they are fools f).nd void of under
more appropriate name. standing ? Falsehood cannot be clothed so as to es-

But why contagious? Because of the powerful cape detection. Nature will reveal and expose it, 
effect fear, sympathy, imitation, etc., hav upon peo- and "truth crushed to earth will rise again." 
ple, and especially when assembled together. In In my communication to A. B. Bradford, which 
such cases, if one becomes affected with a mental de- appeared in Trm TnuTH SEEKER of the 26th ult., you 
rangement, it is apt to run through the whole. Zim- spelled my name John K. Kirt, but, as I hav always 
merman's work on "Solitude," we are told, contains been told, it should be JoHN H. HIRT. 
an account of similar manifestations. He says: "I French Creek, Iowa. 
hav ·read in a good medical work that a nun in a ____ ,... ___ _ 
large convent in France began to mew like a cat. The Infamous Russell Law. 

From the TJTm·thington, Jltnn., .Advance. Shortly afterward other nuns also mewed. At last 
all the nuns mewed together every day at a certain 
time for several hours together. The whole surround
ing Christian neighborhood heard with equal chagrin 
and astonishment this daily cat concert, which did 
not cea$e until all the nuns were informed that a 
company of soldiers were placed before the entrance 
of the convent, and that they were provided with 
rods, and would continue whipping them until they 
promised not to mew any more." And again: ".A 
nun in a German nunnery fell to biting all her com
panions. In the course of a short time all the nuns 
of this convent began biting each other. The news 
of this infatuation soon spread, and it now passed 
fmm convent to convent throughout a great part of 
Germany, principally Saxony and Brandenburg. It 
afterward visited the nunneries of Holland, and at last 
the nuns had the biting mania even as far as Rome." 

Our Salem witchcraft, with the history of which 
every schoolboy is familiar, was a similar excitement. 
Many more accounts of parallel instances could be 
given. But who that has ever reflected upon the 
mental excitements created at some of our. religious 
revivals, or their so-called " getting religion," would 
not say that it is brought about in a like manner? 
By fraud and imposition the passions are being 
wurked upon. A would-be pious impost.or stands 
before them threatening, coaxing, crying, and pray
ing to induce them to come forward to receive their 
good Jesus. Then comes forward a physically weak 
and. mentally disordered one, then another, and 
another, until at last the whole assembly is in an up
roar, each maniac crying, praying, screaming, and 
tumbling in a most frantic manner. How strange 
that people who consider themselvs elevated above 
the lower animals seek such society and encourage 
such degrading feelings. But when one views the 
obstacles that surround them, how from their earliest 
childhood superstition is forced upon them, how they 
are frightened with the horrors of burning human 
souls with brimstone in hell forever and ever, our 
wondering is changed into pitying. The law of the 
United States allows each individual to worship God 
as he or she pleases. This law, however, is of little 
or no value, as long as ignorant and fraudulent im
postors are allowed to impose their particular belief 
upon innocent persons, and especially upon little 
children long before their reasoning faculties are suf
ficiently developed to understand or reason upon 
what they are told they must believe or be damned. 
Very few of the old people will ever outgrow their 
superstitions; but the young, growing-up generation 
must by all means be prevented from following the 
olcl and worn-out paths. 

But even on this point, too, the enemy is on its 
guard. Not long since I heard one of these impostors 
assert from the altar to a large audience that if the 
children did not grow up religious and good Chris
t.ians the parents must answer and suffer for it. 
And if parents could not persuade or compel them 
to believe in and adhere to the rites of religion, they 
should cast them from them, drive them from their 
door, and hav nothing more to do with them. Can 
this inhuman wretch possess one spark of parental 
love ? And had he ever a parent he loved ? Is he, in 
order to uphold his superstition, to prevent the forts 
of hell fmm prevailing against his tyrannical dogmas, 
really come to the necessity of commanding a father 
to cast from him his son, a mother to drive from her 
door her daughter, and perhaps compelling them to 
either beg, steal, or starve? Do these pious black
coats still thirst for the blood of those who cannot 
believe their absurdities? Are they yet willing to 
crucify, stone to death, and burn at the stake those 
who do not feign themselvs hypocrits, nor hesitate to 
express an honest thought? Are they still unwilling 
to admit that mankind can no more believe alike than 
they resemble each other in looks? Is it thus they 
disturb the quiet of an aged parent by stimulating 
his conscience into worrying until his gray hairs seek 
and find rest in the grave because h~ sees his 

Dr. James Cooper writes from Bellefontaine, Ohio, 
under date of May 6th, to the Banner o/ Light, as fol
lows concerning the infamous Russell law passed by 
the Ohio Legislature taxing mediums $300: 

"The 'Russell law' is creating quite a sensation in this 
state. Russell is a bigoted Methodist, I understand, and the 
whole measure is a Republican one. There are not less than 
twenty-five thousand Spiritualist voters in the state-four
fifths of them life-lon~ Republicans-and I find that corre
spondents and those w1th whom I hav conversed on the matter, 
without an exception, will refuse to vote the Republican 
ticket under such circumstances. while the larger numbe1· will 
vote directly against it. Without the Spiritualists in the reserve 
(northern part of the state), the large Hepublican majority 
in that section will dwindle down to nothing. 

"Besides, the course pursued by our Republican legislature 
in passing the law that puts our clairvoyants, mediums, and 
seers on a par with fortune-tellers and astrologers, of the 
fortune-teller type, and makes them out worse than the sellers 
of intoxicants by taxing them higher than the liquor sellers, 
will hav a corresponding effect politically among Spiritualists 
on tside the state. 

"Ohio, always considered one of the most Liberal of states, 
has been disgraced by her Hepublican legislature passing the 
most illiberal and bigoted law (so far as we Spiritualists are 
concerned) of the age." 

This letter certainly has the right ring. The Lib
erals everywhere must organize and stand together 
or their liberty will be gone and they will be bound 
hand and foot and chained to the chariot of bigotry. 

It is a burning shame and disgrace that the Re
publican paliy, once so progressiv, once the pa1iy of 
liberty, should hav become the party of bigotry, in
tolerance, and class legislation. A Republican ma
jority in the Ohio legislature passed this infamous 
Russell bill; a Republican majority in Congress 
passed the infamous Comstock law, under which a 
number of men hav been sent to prison for publish
ing Liberal views upon religious and social subjects; 
Republican majorities in a number of states hav 
passed the notorious "doctor'S' plot" laws discrimi
nating in favor of one system of practice and against 
another; a Republican judge, in Pennsylvania, de
cided that an Atheist, that is, one who does not be
lieve in a personal God, was incompetent to testify 
in court, and wherever we turn we see the party that 
we hav all loved and fought for so many years, strik
ing us right and left, hip and thigh, in the face and 
in the heart, and laughing us to scorn when we pro
test or ask relief. 

We speak as a Republican, as one who for more than 
twenty years bas supp01ied the Republican party, and 
we, for one at least, will put in an indignant protest. 

Almost in silence these outrages are burning and 
rankling in the hearts of Liberals, and it will not be 
long, at this rate, until some event will furnish the 
watchword and the rallying cry, and the Liberals will 
rise in every precinct in the country and will 
slaughter and bury the Republican party forever. 

'l1o Joseph Cook. 
" What is a ship without a sail? 

Adieu, my lover, adieu! 
What is a monkey without a tail? 

A dude, my lover, a dude." 
What is a grindstone deprived of grit? 

Loolr, Monday lecturer, look! 
What is a preacher bereft of wit? 

A Cook, poor sinner, a Cook! 

Two witty Chicago preachers were one day talking 
about getting new bells for their respectiv chmches. 
The Presbyterian said unto the Baptist clergy, "You 
ought to get a diving-bell." The Baptist replied, 
"True, and you ought to get a fire-bell," and they 
both laughed, and the dinner bell rang, and the belles 
of their congregations requested them to step out 
and eat their weight in yellow-legged chicken.-Cheelc. 

Two churches at Reading, Pa., were entered recently 
and the contents of the contribution boxes stolen. 
This. incident should teach us that it is wiser to 
invest your money in the savings bank than in the 
contribution box. However, perhaps it isn't. neces
sary to wa1·n people against putting their money i;q 
the latter,-Rochester Post-Express. 

, 
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Is "Mind-matter" Mind~ Or Is Miml Matter 1 it is by cultivating this sense, and "ringing the 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Much changes on it," that all the phenomena of sense, 

has been written on this subject of late, and, at the calle~ :perception, consciousness, thought, mind, soul, 
risk of increasing confusion, I venture upon "a-new or spint, are made manifest. And wherever there is 
departure," and offer a few thoughts for your con- a nerve ~hat feels, there is a corresponding thought 
sideration. We shall not follow friend Townsend or consc~ousness. And there appears to be no thought 
through all his speculations. He reasons well, and if or consCiousness anywhere else. We know of noth
his premises are true, he is all right. For the old ing which possesses sensation, save the living nervous 
immaterial God, he givs us "universal mind-matter" organism; while sensation is to every living creature 
and thinks it an improvement. Just how this "mincl- the "all in all," the ego, the I. 
matter" originated doth not appear. But it did not No:v, to ~eel is to perceive; to perceive is to be 
originate, for "it is primordial-infinit-eternal;" consCious; to be conscious is to think and to think 
"givs to matter, potentiality and law;" "shaping is to possess IJ?-ind; thinking is mentality; what, then, is 
and controling all;" "acts for a purpose; individ- thou_ght? Mn;td? Don't you see that sensation, per
ualizes itself in finite minds; originates matter and ceptwn, consCiousness, thought, and mind are one 
law; is an indispensable part of matter; has design and inseparable? different names for the same 
and will-force; is the intelligent author of nature. thing, or different phases of the same thing? Take 
and we are co~workers-immortal participants with away either and see how much you will hav left· and 
this great author in the bounteous disposition of mat- when ;you .see that nothing i~ ~eft, you will per~eive 
ter which constitutes creation," etc. And though "it t~at mmd IS no more a matena1 entity than is sensa
acts dynamically," I fail to see in dynamic force any twn, a~d that ev_e:y emotion, impression, perception, 
intelligence. It is all, however, very nice if true and or sentient conditiOn of the nervous syst~m is not 
many may ~n? comfort in the thought. of being im- "mind-matter," but mind-the synonym of se~sation 
mortal partiCipants and co-workers with this great consci_ousness, ?r though~. The nervous system is ~ 
''origin and source of all minds,'' this infinit in tel- maten~ orgarusm, but 1ts impressions, motions, or 
ligent author of nature; and in the faith that their perce;ptwns are not; and as thought is but an im
spirits or "mind-matter," being immortal, must take presswn, mode, or condition of consciousness, it is 
on at death a separate, independent, intelligent and ~ot matt~r, but a c?nditiou of matter; while if thought 
invisible existence, and so perpetuate individual' self- IS _menta:hty, and I_s al~o sensation, th~n to say we 
hood forever. But if this be true, it is a fact of na- thmk With our mmd Is to say we thmk with our 
ture, and we shall know in due time. And if there thought or consciousness; whereas we think with the 
be "invisible intelligence" that exist as material en- same ~gency wit~ which we feel; and if thought is 
tities, and if they, and all else, must be matter or material, so also Is feeling; all the sensations we feel, 
nothing, then does matter think, and matter is "all or all th~ thoughts we hav,_ and all we are mentally 
in all." And that's just what's the matter with mat- or cm;smously, all hav a bemg here as a grand whole 
ter. And that's matter enough. It will not do to or urut; and to take away one is to take awav all. 
say that there is a mind still back of this invisible All come to us by virtue of a living sentient material 
ghost or intelligence, which uses it as an instrument. organism, and all are conditions, ~odes of ~ction of 
For it is admitted that mind, spirit, and mind-matter that organism. And when we come to underst~nd 
are synonymous. And if it be a material entity then the nervous syste~ ~etter we will see fewer spirits, 
it must be subject to all the laws of matter, ch~nge an~ lo.o~ more Withm ourselvs for the explanation 
etc., and cannot forever maintain its identity. Whil~ of spmtual phenomena;" and instead of "the spirit
if "mind-matter" is not mind, then it does not solve ual idea being the only key' to unlock the whole 
the mind problem. And mind is left outside of and mental fabric," the mental fabric will be the rev
independent of matter, and is consequently nothing. elator of the "spiritual idea;" while the more attenu
N ow, it won't seem as difficult to conceive of a mind a ted the "mind-matter," the more difficult will it 
outside of and independent of a living material or- seem .to keep the indi_vidual minds from mixing, and 
ganism, as to set up a God outside of and independ- we will see too that trnmaterial rnind entities are the 
ent of nature. only "spirits" that are immortal. Conscious life 

These two propositions being correlativ, the one is is no_t ~ "primo~d_ial element of nature," nor an entity; 
the legitimate child of the other. Both are vague but It IS a conditwn, or mode of action, and, like a 
incomprehensible, ~:r;td eminently orthodox. They ar~ flame, must constantly be supported or go out. 
the great superstition-the great overshadowing We do not even think to-day with the thoughts of 
ghost. And after all, it would seem that nothing so ;resterd.ay; but our thoughts come and go like the 
well as no-thing can solve the ghost problem. Put light of the sun; we can duplicate or repeat them, 
nothing in the place of the ghost and you solve it but we hav no mental storehouse in which we can 
every time, even the trinity. Now, the great super- store up thoughts for future use as we do corn in a crib. 
stitions hav come from man's ignorance of nature The brain is prone to repeat its action; and its ability 
and his proneness to attribute all unexplained phenom~ to do ~o, so as to reproduce a former thought, is all 
ena to the agency of intelligent, invisible spirits. there IS of memory; and when we cannot so repeat 
And can we attribute "Spiritual phenomena'' to the we say we hav forgotten. Now, if all that is is matter, 
same agency and expect to escape the suspicion of let us say so and stick to it; and if it is matter or 
bein_g ~ li~tl~ sup~rstitious? Townsend says, "All po- nothing, hav we not been trying to make something 
tentiality mfused mto us, for art works, has its origin out of that nothing long enough? Many hav made a 
exclusivly ~n our minds:" But (a~IJ?-itting that) what good living out of it; now "let them look to their 
has t?-e mmd to _do with th~ ongm of gravitation, laurels." The gases or ghosts that arise from the 
co~es~on~ percept:on,_ conc~ption, .. growth, digestion, bodies of the dead are material, but dumb, and we 
assimilatiOn, respiratiOn, mrculatwn, secretion and don't care to live in _clos~ proximity to them; they are 
other functions of our living bodies, even decay and to be shunned a~ eVIl spmts; but,_ ta~e all the mind
death? These forces not only act independently of matter of the uruverse, and put with It all the matter 
mind and will, but often in spite of them. And all you. can get out of thought, and then you can put it 
that mind can do is to acquaint itself with nature's all m you; eye, the only place where that kind of 
laws, control them when it can, and yield to them matter ensts. F. N. ALBRIGHT. 
when it must. Again: The Spiritualists disclaim Somerset, N. Y., May, 31, 283. 

No Sunday Trains. 
From the Daily Joumal of June 5th. 

" Sunday trains on the Housatonic Railroad were 
stopped to-day by the Massachusetts authorities. 
The clergymen of Berkshire county, Massachusetts 
presented a petition against the running of trains o~ 
Sunday, but the railroad company disregarded them." 

" Our Father in Heaven." 
[The following poem, which originally appeared in 

THE T~UTH SEEKER, has been extensivly copied re
cently m the Freethought papers. We republish it 
by request.-En. T. S.J 

1 Kings, mviii, 27. 
" 0 God, have mercy!" a mother cried 
" As she humbly knelt at the cradle side. 

0 God, have mercy and hear my prayer 
And take my babe in thy tender care. ' 
The Angel of Death is in the room 
And is calling loud for my babe to'come. 
Thou, thou alone, hast power to save· 
0 God, have mercy! 'tis all I crave." ' 

A tiny grave, 'neath a wiliow's shade 
Telleth the answer the Merciful mad~. 

" 0 Father in. Heaven, protect my boy 
From the wiles of Folly, from Sin's decoy; 
From th~ Rnares of Temptation in Life's dark sea. 
Guard him and keep him pure for thee." 
So a mother prayed as her darling one 
Went forth to battle the WOi"ld alone-
Alont>, save the blessing his mother gave, 
Arid that prayer to God to keep and save. 

A murclerer's gibbet, high in air · · 
Answered the trusting mother•s'prayer. 

A father and mother knelt them down. 
Together, before the Eternal One 
And with trusting hearts implored that Heaven 
Would guard the :fiower its grace had given
Would keep their blossoming daughter pure 
And guard her aye from the Tempter's lure-' 
And fro~ every stain would keep her free ' 
As the lilies that bloom in eternity. 

A self-slain lost o~e, sed1~ced, b;trayed: 
Was the only answer Heaven made. 

A beauti~ul maiden knelt to pray 
For th.e hfe of a loved one far away
Away m the fields where life and death 
Hang poised in the scales that tip with a breath· 

" 0 Father of Mercies, protect the heart · 
Of him I love from the foeman's dart. 
When the death-bolts rain on the charging field 
Be thou his strength and guide and shield!" ' 

A mangled corpse .and a s.oldier'~ grave. 
Were the answer the Father of Mercies gave. 

The night was dark on the ocean's hreaP.t 
And the waves rolled high in wild unrest' 
Where a stately bark was dashing on ' 
Toward a breaker's crest, with the rudder gone. 
Around the capstan, in wild despair, 
The ~rew had gathered, and joined in prayer 
To Him who only had power to save 
To deliver them from a watery grave. 

0 0 0 

A crash and a gulping wave alone 
Were the answers of the Omnipotent One. 

At noon of night, in the city's heart 
When slumber reigned o'er home an'd mart 
The fire-fiend burst from his secret place ' 
And wrapped all things in his fierce emb;ace. 
Oh, then how many a frenzied prayer 
To heaven for safety rent the air-
For homes! for lives! for loves--and then 
The flames that crisped them sneered, "Amen." 

Homes, friends, a~d loved ones ~risped. and charred 
Told how Heaven the prayer h~d heard. ' 

From the earliest dawn of Nature's birth 
Since sorrow and sin first darkened the ~arth · 
From ~un to sun, from pole to pole, ' 
Where er the waves of Humanity roll 
'I'he br~ezy robe this planet wears ' 
Has qmvered and echoed with countless prayers 
Each hour a million knees are bent · 
A million pra-yers to Heaven are se~t· 
There's not a summer beam but sees ' 
Some humble suppliant on his knees· 
There's not a breeze that murmurs by 
But wafts some faithful prayer on high· 
There's not a woe aftl.icts our race ' 
But some one bears to the Throne of Grace; 
And for every temptation our souls may meet 
We ask for grace at the Mercy Seat. 

0 0 0 

The beams smile on, and Heaven serene 
Still bends, as though no prayers had been 
And the breezes moan, as still they wave. ' 

" "When man is powerless, Heaven cannot save." 
-Charles Stephenson. 

--------~.--------

IN the North Arnm•ican Review for July, President Julius H. 

supernaturalism. But when they say "the spirit of 
man is that refined essence of intelligence which had 
its birth in the spirit of God," it seems harder to un
derstand the definition than the thing defined. When 
a drop of the great spirit becomes the spirit of a 
man, "it can go out of him and back at will during 
life. And when it goes out to stay, he's dead." And 
tho~gh i_t be a m~te~~al or~ani~m, it is "~usceptible 
of mfimt expansiOn -whiCh Is "spreadmg it out 
pretty thin." If it be material, why strive to keep 
up a distinction betwixt "mind and matter," "soul 
and body?" Why say it has a material body? Is it 
because a real material spirit would not answer your 
purpose, as it would be subject to change and all the 
layvs _of .matt~r, and c~uld not by any possibility re
tam Its Identity or selfhood-could not be immortal? 
Is that it? If not, then why prate about "mind and 
m~tter, soul and body, the spirit of God, the deific 
~mdt .etc.? Why not say plainly that a living body 
IS a hvmg soul, and that all mind entities, or soul 
e_ntities, without a living sentient physical organiza
tion, are phantoms, myths? Just how this soul or 
mind-matter, which goes out of every living creature 
at death, may liv on forever without getting mixed, 
decomposed, or lost, like the drop in the ocean, or 
how it "tears itself away," doth not appear. Yet it 
must be done, or immortality is a failure. We shall 
n~t attempt to solv~ it, but, laying aside all vagaries, 
'Yill try and come nght down to our work, and in the 
light of science see if we can tell what mind is. Now 
it is said we hav :five senses, whereas we really ha~ 
but one, and that one is the sense of feeling. And 

The above dispatch shows with what tenacity the 
paid peddlers of idiotic inspiration see faults 
in the action of the creature which the creator 
constantly practices. Had the laws of nature been 
submitted to these narrow-minded zealots, gentle 
zephyrs woul? hav been _hushed, murmuring brooks 
sti?ed, groWing vegetatiOn checked, in fact, every
thmg from the great svstems of worlds above us to 
the life movement of the smallest insect whose ex
istence begins and ends in the sinale breath it draws 

d 0 ' woul hav had to assume a condition of inertia from 
Sat~rda~ night unti! Monday morning. The advance 
of mtelhgence agrunst the restraints of intolerant 
bigotry has had a continuous fight for centuries and 
it is by no means ended. The cowled monk has 
given way to the sleek, well-fed priest and parson 
but it is the same sanctimonious block before th~ 
wheels of progress that sacrificed a Galileo or issued 
a bull against the comet. 

THE large stone hand of an idol in a Chinese 
temple recently fell off, ~everely injuring a worshiper 
beneath. "Satan :finds some mischief still for idol 
hands to do."-Burlington Free Press. 

Seelye writes of "Dynamite as a Factor in Civilization," tak
ing of the subject the reassuring view thatdynamitism, being 
merely a sympton of present discontent, is necessarily a 
transie.nt ~oci~l phenomenon, which will quickly disappear 
as the mstitutiOns of government are brought more into har
mony with the interests and aspirations of the masses of the 
people. In "The Last Days of the Rebellion" Lieutenant
G:e':l~ral P. H. Sheri~an recounts the operations of the cavalry 
diVISions uncler his command duri';lg the week preceding 
the .surrender o~ Lee, and offers a highly important contri
butiOn to the hist'?ry of the. l_ate war. William S. Holman, 
M. C., makes a stnkmg exhibit of "The Increase of Public 
~x:penditures," and insists upon the necessity for unceasing 
VIgilance on the part of the people, lest the burdens of gov
ernmental administration become intolerable. "Democracy 
and Moral Progress," by 0. B. Frothingham, is a philosophic 
forecast of the probable outcome of "government by the 
people thellll.selvs." Z. R. Brockway, superintendent of the 
Reformatory at Elmira, N. Y., points .out some "Needed Re
forms in Prison Management;" Thomas Sergent Perry writes 
of "Science and the Imagination;" Geo. E. Waring, Jr., of 
"Sanitary Drainage;" Elbridge T. Gerry of "Cruelty to Chil
dren;" and finally there is a Symposium on "Church Attend
ance "-the question whether the churches are growing to be 
less of a power for good now than in former times-the sym
posiastR being "A Non-Church-Goer," T ··v. Dr. Wm. Hayes 
Ward, Rev. Dr. James M. Pullman, a ,d Rev. Dr. J. H. 
Rylance, 

'-, 
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Notes. 
IT diminishes Beecher's power when he utters truth.-Chris

tian Advocate. 
Is that the value the Methodist church places upon truth, 

"Dr.'' Buckley? 

A· BosTON religious professor is sedulously searching for 
the Garden of Eden, and thinks it -will be found somewhere 
in the Arctic circle. We never gamble for money, but in this 
case feel willing to wager a bushel of apples-and a snake or 
two-that he doesn't find it. 

THE editor of a religious paper is shocked at the idea ex
pressed by the Rev. Mr. Duryea, that Pelagianism is the 
«naturaL consequent" of Arminianism. This theory is cer
;tainly ·&trocious and fully as startling as would be a declara
tiou that, pushed, to its ultimate analysis, tweedle-dum might 
somt:time come to mean the same as tweedle-dee. 

11.' turns out that the super-religions people of Berkshire, 
::Mass., who stopped the passenger trains from running Snn
•day allowed the milk trains to continue, as they did not want 
'to waste a few dollars' worth of milk. When it comes to a con
test between piety and the pocket-book, the latter wins nine 
times out of ten. 'l'he Christian religion makes people act 
very queerly. 

DURING the festivities incident to the coronation of the 
czar of Dussia, the mayor of Moscow took ocm\sion to express 
the hope that the people of Russia would soon enjoy the ben
efits of a constitutional government. For this utterance he 
was doomed by the czar to a permanent exile. The subjects 
of the czar should look forward with cheerfulness and hope 
to the time when that despot shall go the way of his father 
with the aid of dynamite. Nihilism, anarchy, revolution, 
anything, is preferable to tyranny like this. 

THE committee of Plymouth church in Scranton, Pa., in
vestigating the recent conduct of the Rev. John Hudson, hav 
been at work for somo time, and hav reached a conclusion 
which for the present they decline to make public. Hudson's 
license to preach will be revokeu. The investigation brought 
:to light that the young preacher was guilty of immoral con
<duct, as first charged. It is always gratifying to see minis
;ters leaving the pulpit, but it would be more pleasing if they 
could manage to get out head first, instead of the other way 
as in this case. 

THE Mormons probably take the palm for making fools of 
themselvs. Seven men and women at Rutherford, N. C., 
having been converted by some missionaries, were baptized 
in the faith of Brigham Young on the 15th inst. The rite 
was very appropriately performed after dark. The converts 
took off their clothes in a small building adjacent to Duncan's 
Creek, and, in a naked condition, proceeded, in company with 
the missionaries, to the water. Many persons were present 
ancllooked on. After the ceremony a committee of citizens 
waited upon the Mormons, and gave them notice to quit the 
country at once, on pain of summary punishment. Several 
of the women in the party, it is said, are quite pretty, and 
hav borne good characters. The Mormons gave assurance 
that they would leave the next clay for Utah. 

TIIE beauty of Mrs. Langtry, the Jersey Lily, is not worthy 
'Of remark when we consider the personal attractions of the 
ancient Sarah, the wife of Abraham. In the Bereschith Rab
bath, according to an exchange, we are informed that when 
Abraham came to Egypt he shut up Sarah in a box; but at 
the custom-house the officers asked him to pay duty on his 
luggage. "What is it, wares?" asked they. "I will pay duty 
on them," answered Abraham. "Is it gold?" "Also on 
gold," said he. "Is it pearls, then?" "I will pay duty also 
.on pearls," answered Abraham. "'rhis will never do," said 
the officers. "Open thy trunk! " As Abraham opened it, the 
whole land of Egypt was lighted up with Sarah's brilliancy! 
It is no wonder that King Abimelech, the Freddy Gebhard of 
his day, went wrong when he saw her! Such beauty as hers 
must hav been rare even in those times. 

A CATHOLIO priest is suing the estate of Peter O'Hara for 
$20,000 in the Brooklyn courts. It is claimed that the widow 
O'Hara left $16,000 to a priest named Maguire to hav masses 
said for the repose of her husband's soul. Maguire died, and 
Priest Kenney said the masses. He charges more per mass 
than Maguire did, so that the $16,000 has been swelled to 
$20,000; and it is he who has brought suit. If it costs this 
large sum of money to save the soul of a Catholic, how many 
must, for the lack of it, go to hell and be damned? We 
trust that l'll:r. Kenney will not recover the amount sued 
for. He knows as well as we do that he has not given the 
value of it, even if it is believed that he has said the masses 
he claims to hav said, which is doubtful. Twenty thousand 
dollars ! The difference between the orthodox heaven and 
hell as places of residence does not represent half that sum! 

AFTER long and laborious thinking on the subject, the Ad
vocate, Methodist, concludes that "an excess of animal spirits 
in youth is not a portent of evil." Probably the euitor has 
read to surfeit the Sunday-school books in which all the good 
little boys hav prematurely put on wings, and has arrived at 
the conclusion that it is preferable to hav animal spirits and 
no wings to dying for lack of energy and be ornamented 
after the fashion of angels. A " change of heart " used to 
mean to the Methodists the elongation of the face, a solemn 
mien, mouth puckered and cmners drawn down, and a sanc
timonious, I-hav-thrown-myself-on-J esus expression. A smile 
was a misdemeanor, a laugh a crime, and the perpetration of 
a joke a capital offense. Religion meant the utter abnega
tion of selfhood, the abject renunciation of thought. To the 
pious, men were nothing, God everything. Abasement was 
their natural state. We are glad to see that even the Meth
odists can let a man k:1gh without incumng eternal damna
tion-in their minds. c(It is a sign of progress all the more 
gratifying because ul. .x:pected. 

"THE most dangerous enemies of the church," says the 
Ch1·istian World, "are not.Infidels and' worldlings,' but hypo
critical Christians. One backslidden minister stlikes a more 
thl'illing blow at the church than a. dozen of Ingersoll's most 
eloquent lectures." Whom does the Christian World mean when 
it talks of hypocrits? Certainly the charge cannot be brought 
against those eminently pious Christians now reposing in the 
various state prisons, for they one and all remain as good 
Christians as they were before they were detected and pun
ished. They believe the apple story, the overshadowing 
story, the resurrection myth, and these three constitute the 
chief glories of Christianity. The Christian World's language 
does not apply to these, and it must mean such men us New
ton. But did the Ch1·istian TV01·ld ever stop to consider that 
Ingersoll's lectures may hav been the cause of Newton's Rad
icalism? We agree with the Chl'islian World that "it is an 
ominous sign that so many ministers are departing from the 
old faith," but it is ominous only to the church. The truth 
is bound to be a gainer every time a minister plucks up cour
age to renounce the whole or part of his creed. But it is the 
outspoken Infidels who call the ministers' attention to the 
fact that the world has swept by them, and if they want to 
keep up with the procession they must dismount from their 
old hobbies and jump aboard the cars. 

IN the last decade, as is shown by the census returns, the 
population of the United States increased thirty-one per 
cent. The Congregationalist church, during that period, in
creased only twenty-three per cent-at leRst, so we are in
formed by the Rev. Charles F. Thwing. But both these 
percentages must not by any means be reckoned on the same 
number. The percentage of gain in population is thirtJ-one 
per cent of over 38,000,000, amounting to about 12,000,000. 
The twenty-three per cent which the Congregationalist 
church gained was figured. from a much smaller number. 
The Encyclopedia Brittanica givs the sittings in that church, 
1870, as 1,117,212. A" sitting" is the room occupied by one 
person. Therefore the Congregational churches in 1870 
could accommodate 1,117,212 persons. It wonlu be, we 
think, a fair estimate to say that churches generally can seat 
twice as many persons as they hav members. Hence we may 
reckon the membe1'ship of the Congregationalist church in 1870 
to hav been 553,540. Twenty-three per cent of this number 
is, 1ipproximately, 127,280, which figures represent the num
ber who hav joined this branch of the Protestant church 
within ten years. Thus we hav 127,280 persons who luw gono 
into this church, and 10,730,000 who hav stayed out of it. 
The mission of the Congregationalist denomination is to save 
the wo.dd by absorbing all the inhabitants of the earth. 
Does it feel encouraged by these statistics? And if only 
about one in every ninety persons is absorbed, how long a 
time does it expect must elapse before its object will hav 
been accomplished and all mankind are effectually saved? 

THE Sunday Closing law is bringing about its legitimate 
results. Patrick Reag>ln kept a saloon at 404 Madison street, 
in this city. On the evening of Sunday, the lOth, Policeman 
John '\V. Smith, dressed in citizen's clothes, entered the sa
loon, and saw the wife of Reagan draw three glasses of beer 
from a keg, and three men who wero playing cards in the 
room drank the beer. Smith put his finger under the tap of 
the keg, tasteu the liquid, pronounced it to be beer, and in
formed Reagan that he was under arrest. Reagan objected, 
and Smith shot him to death. Smith was arrested, and will 
be tried. The coroner's jury decided that the shooting was 
unjustifiable. In.his charge to the jury the coroner said: 

"When a man clothes himself in attire which disguises his 
position, and then watches to detect a tdvial offense like that 
imputed to the deceased, his conduct cannot be too harshly 
view~d. Such demeanor is cowardly, and those guilty of it 
are likely ~ecl~lessly to use dangerous weapons. The police 
force of this mty are a class of men of brave nature and chiv
alric bearing, and ought not to be disgraced by being put to 
ignominious duty." 

To these just strictures the jury added: 
"'\Ve also desire and wish to express our condemnation of 

the mode and spy system practiced by the police in de
tecting violations of the Excise or Sunday law, and if tho law 
warrants the same, it should be speedily changed." 

This Excise law is one of the Comstock variety that coun
tenances any sort of meanness. Nothing is more despicable 
than the spy system of detecting violations of law. Hero in 
this case a human life has been sacrificed to the bigotry of 
fanatics. The selling of a glass of beer on Sunday or any 
other day is not a crime, and cannot be made such by all the 
statute laws ever passed, and this fact will hav to be recog
nized before liberty can be considered safe. Dr. Dio Lewis 
was right when he called it a vice, but the act of selling 
liquor is no more a criminal one than that of selling spmce 
gum. The Sunday law is a curse and a disgi·ace, and should 
be repealed. Prohibitionists may hav a worthy object in 
view, but they lose sight of liberty when they endeavor to 
enforce temperance. When a man may be shot down in his 
own house for drawing a glass of beer on Sunday, it is time 
to ask where we are drifting to-whether toward the enjoy
ment of freedom or away from it. 

THE New York Mail and E.~press is a paper of no earthly 
human interest, and we rarely expend two cents for its pur
chase, so we missed the following choice morsel till it. had 
gone ·out through the country press and was sent in by a 
friend. We reprint it simply that the editor may be en
lightened: 

"The ~tate conven~ion of Freethinkers, which creates a 
b~d o.dor m some lo?ahty once a year, is to honor Rochester 
With Its presence this summer. Rochester is famous for the 
excellence and ab.undance of i~s ?eer. In order, if possible, 
to ereate a sensatwn, the associatiOn has issued a challenge 
to the 'orthodox church of the United States or either 
br.an?h of it,' 'to send one of their representati; men as a 
m1sswnary, to make an address defending or sustaining the 
claims of the Christian religion or against "Infidelity" or 
both, as he m~y chaos~.' The IJ:SSociation guarantees t~ re
turn the missionary ahve and m good physical condition. 

The secretary's name who issues this proclamation is Green. 
He evidently supposes that the orthodox church in the United 
States is composed of two branches. If not, why his use of 
the word 'either?' He also seems to suppose that it-the 
church-will be foolish enough to send their-the church's
representativs to a convention whose title to notoriety hi the 
past has been mainly in its indecency, and in the fact that it 
had one Bennett, for a parson-a person with whom 1\'[r. An
thony Comstock and his society waged a fierce and, we be
lieve, a successful war. The Freethinkers would do much 
better to engage a schoolmaster to giv them-or their secre
tary, at least-some practical instruction in the art of writing 
the English language correctly." 

In the first place the convention never emits a bad odor. 
Unlike the church camp-meetings, it does not produce an in
crease in the infant population nor a decrease in the number 
of chickens on the farms about. Its members do not wrangle 
so fiercely as the ministers at the late Baptist convention. Its 
challenge to the clergy is in good faith and dead earnest, and 
is to either the Protestant branch of the orthodox church or 
to the Catholic branch of the orthodox church. Very few well 
informed people will contend with much vigor that these two 
branches do not exist in this country. We admit thatitwould 
be better for the country if they did not exist, but they do, 
very much to the curtailment of our liberties. The Associa
tion will guarantee the physical well-being of t.he missionary, 
but mentally he will be a wreck. At one of the previous con
ventions a Catholic priest ventured to the plRtform, and while 
he acknowledged the courtesy of his treatment, he afterward 
came to the conclusion that it would hav ueen tts well for his 
church if he hau kept still. But when the .ll[ail and Exp1·ess 
charges the convention with indecency it descends to a low 
slander unworthy of any but a professional religious paper. 
It was genemlly known that the Mail ancl E.tpress was Wet~k, 
not to say bminless, but it has had credit for being honorable 
in its feeble way. This charge dissipates the illusion. Mr. 
Bennett spoke some in former years before the conven
tion, but never as a parson, for parsons usually talk about 
something of which they are entirely ignorttnt, which Mr. 
Bennett never did. And it is genemlly believed by those 
best ncquainted with the facts that Comstock's success was 
of a kind tht~t left him little consolation. A few more suc
cess0s like it would hav permanently retired Anthony Com
stock from his business of persecuting Infidels. Secretary 
Green's grammar, as quoted, is correct and cannot be shown 
to be otherwise. We hav to say the opposit, however, of that 
of the Jfail and Ea;press. A writer who uses the word 
"church" in both the singular number and the plural in one 
sentence is not qualified to criticise the English of another. 
The word may be properly usod as t\ collectiv noun in either 
number, but it is a direct Yiolation of one of the first rules of 
grammar to uso it in both numLers in the same sentence. 
'\Ve do not Lolong to that elaBH of verLalists who are sticklers 
for anything more thttn tm uclherence to the fundamental 
plineiples of composition, Lut we sllould consider oarselvs 
guilty of !I barbarism if \\'e were to let a thing of that kind go 
into print. If the editor of the Mail Wlcl JiJxp1'ess wishes to 
teach Brother Green how to write English, he is, of course, 
at liberty to Llo so for what he can make out of it; we giv him 
this lesson free. 

WE hav Charles Watts's paper, the Secular Review, on sale. 
Yearly subscriptions also received. Price, single number, 7 
cents; by the year, $2. 75. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
M. E. RosE, of East Rodman, N. Y., is making arrange

ments to get up 11 two or three days Freethinkers' meeting in 
that place the last of July. So soon as the arrangements are 
perfected they will bo announced in 'l'HE TuUTH SEEKER and 
other Liberal papers. 

THE Waterloo yearly meeting was well attended this year. 
Five or six hnn<ired people were present on Sunday. The 
speakers were J. H. Burnham, J. H. Harter, Cornelia Gard
ner, Myron W. Jenkins, ancl H. L. GrPen. This was the 
thirty-second annual meeting. 

W. S. Bm.L's line ef tmvel eastward will take him through 
Burlington, Iow11, Peoria, Ill., Indianapolis, Ind., Cleveland, 
Ohio, ancl Buffalo, New York. He hopes to make arrange
ments with the Liberals to tlelivor Sunday lectures in each of 
these pl11c6s. His address up to July 4th will be care of Mrs. 
Cornelia Boecklin, Burlington, Iowa. 

Obituary. 
DIED, on 'l'hursday. June 15th, of apoplexy, Hiram Hollen

bush, of l~euding, Pa. 

lVIr. Hollen bush was born on December 7, 1822, and 
was consequently in the sixty-seconu year of his age. 
He was a cabinet-maker by trade, but had not worked 
at the business for many years. He had I'esided in 
Heading during the last quarter of a century, devot
ing his time to the study of scientific subjects, and 
earning his livelihood by his profession as a chemist. 
Besides his devotion to chemical studies, he was a 
geologist and mineralogist, and was conversant with 
the sciences of astronomy and botany. He also paid 
considerable attention to microscopical investigations, 
and had a large collection of various ores, minerals, 
and specimens of the vegetable and animal kingdom. 
1\Ir. Hollenbush was a mechanical genius, and was 
the constructor of a large telescope of his own inven
tion, making every portion, and even grinding the 
glass for it himself. The deceased leaves a wife, but. 
no children. In early life he was a member of a 
church, but in later years he was a Freethinker. He 
expressed a desire that no clergyman should officiate 
at his funeral, and in deference to his wishes. no re
ligious services were held at the obsequies. The de
ceased was a modest and unassuming man, of a tem
perate disposition and exemplary habits. 

, 
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The Tomb of Fanaticism. 
[An ·examination of Lord Bolingbroke's doctrines. Written 

by Voltaire in 1767 and translated from the French by Avery 
Meriwether.l 

CHAPTER XXXVI. 
A SUMMARY OF PAPAL USURPATIONS.* 

The multitude of barbarians had reduced Europe 
to a deplorable state indeed; and amid all this dark
ness only the times of Theodoric and Charlemagne 
were noted for a few good laws. Still Charlemagne, 
who was one-half French and one-half German, per
formed barbaric acts, such as no sovereign of to-day 
would dare to soil his reputation with. Only the 
dull writers belonging to the Romish sects ventured 
to praise a prince who slew one-half of the Saxons in 
order to convert the other half. 

The bishops of Rome, during the decadence of 
Charlemagne's family, began to assume a sovereign's 
powe~·, resembling that of the califs .. They wished 
to umte the throne and altar. The Ignorance and 
dissensions of the masses of people favored, for a 
short time. this movement. The bishop of Rome, 
Gregory Vii., was the one who carried out these de
signs with the most insolence. Happily for us, 
William orNormandy, who had usurped our throne 
and had covered our country, more than himself, 
with glory, repressed the insolence of Gregory VII., 
and prevented us for some time from paying St. 
Peter's pence, which at first we had given as alms, 
and which finally the bishops of Rome had exacted 
as tribute. 

All our kings did not have the same firmness, and 
when the popes, who had so little power in their lim
ited territory, became masters of Europe by means 
of the Crusades and through the monastic orders, 
when they had deposed so many emperors and kings, 
after they had converted religion into a terrible in
strument which could overreach any sovereign, our 
island beheld that worthless King John declare on 
bended knees obedience to the pope and swear fidel
ity at the feet of the legate Pando1fe, and obligate 
himself and his successors to pay to the bishops of 
Home an annual tribute of one thousand marks,t 
which almost equaled the entire revenue of the crown. 
As one of my ancestors had the misfortune to sign 
that treaty-the most infamous of treaties-! feel 
compelled to speak of it with more regret than any 
other person. This is the arnende honorable I owe to 
the dignity of a disparaged human nature. 

CHAPTER XXXVI. 
THE INCREDIBLE EXCESSES OF CHRISTIAN PERSECUTIONS. 
It cannot be doubted that the new dogmas in

vented every day, contributed much to strengthen 
the papal usurpations. The hoctts pocus,! or tran
substantiation, the very name of which is ridiculous, 
little by little became established, although it had 
,been unknown during the first . centuries of Chris
tianity. We can imagine with what veneration a 
priest or a monk was looked upon, who made a god 
by four words, not only a single god, but as many 
gods as he wished. With what respect bordering 
upon adoration should we regard that one who made 
himself master of all god-manufacturers? He was 
the sovereign of the priests, he was the king, he was 
god himself. But at Rome, they still say, when the 
pope officiates: "The venerable one carries the host." 

But in the midst of that mire, into which the hu
man race in Europe was plunged, there arises to my 
recollection the men who protested against the new 
things; they knew very well that, during the first 
centuries of the church, no one ever pretended to 
change bread into God at the last supper; that the 
communion perforiD:ed by Jesus was with a tender 
piece of lamb baked with lettuce; that this did not 
resemble the communion of the mass; that the first 
Christians looked upon these forms with honor, and 
that the sam~ were prescribed by the famous council 
at Frankfort under Charlemagne. 

Many other poirits of belief were eqnally as revolt
ing. Some men dared to doubt that the pope, as 
much of a god as he was, had the right to depose a 
king for having married his god-mother or his rela
tion to the seventh degree. They secretly reject 
some of the points of the scheme of Christian crea
tion, and admit others, none the less absurd, like 
unto those animals some people think are formed 
from the slime of the Nile, which have life engrafted 

* My Lord Bolingbroke does not speak fully of the tyranny 
of the popes. Gregory, surnamed the Great, burnt all the 
Latin authors he could find. There still exists a letter of a 
bishop of Cagliari in which he says, ''I wish we had the 
force to compel all the pagans in Sardinia to be converted" 
(1771). 

t The legate stamped upo!l the money ~efore taking it. 
Our little island was at that time a very servile country. We 
were, in truth serfs of the pope. What infamous slavery! 
Great heaven~! we are not yet sufficiently avenged.· We 
have sent our war vessels to Gibraltar, but we have not yet 
sent them to the Tiber ! (1776.) 

j: This is called hocus pocus by a juggling of words. They 
are two Latin words abridged, or, rather, bungled together, 
from the Latin mass, hoc est corpus meum (1771). 

in one portion of their bodies while another pali is The Difficulties and Demerits of Spiritualism. 
still being engendered from the mud. To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Like 

·But when those who thus differed with the great many readers and correspondents of the THE TRUTH 
majority wished to speak, how were they treate~? SEEKER and perhaps unlike as many, I am a total dis
In the East the Manicheans were persecuted for SIX believer in Spiritualism, or t,t "future life" of any' 
centuries before they were exterminated. Under description. I hav read many-perhaps all-o~ the 
the regency of the Empress Theodora, a devotee and articles on this subject that hav appeared in THE 
a barbarian,* more than a hundred thousand people TRUTH SEEKER since early last November, and al
were killed though ingenuity, care, and, I regret to say, ill-na-

The western people, understanding this in a con- ture seem to hav been unsparingly used, I do not 
fused manner, were accustomed to call all those peo- think that the simple arguments of Mr. T. Winter 
ple Manicheans who denied any of the dogmas of hav been answered. 
the Roman church, and treated such in the same The friends of Spiritualism must remember that 
barbarous manner. Thus Robert of France burnt there is at the outset of the discussion at least one 
out the eyes of the confessor of his wife. Many disadvantage under which they labor that, of itself, 
other priests suffered as well. strongly tends to unfavorably impress those who are 
· When the Vaudois· and the Albigenses appeared as yet undecided in regard to :whe~~er Sp~rit?alis~ 

they were called Manicheans, in order to render is true or false. I refer to the mabihty or mdisposi
them all the more odious. . · tion of alleged spirits to manifest themselvs publicly, 

Who does not know of the frightful cruelty exer- in the light of day, and to any but the believers in 
cised in the southern provinces of France, upon their existence; as Thomas Paine_ said, "a thing which 
those unfortunate people whose only crime was de- everybody is required to believe requires that the 
nying that anyone could create a God by words? proof and evid~nce of _it ~hould be e9.~al to all, and 

And, finally, when the disciples of Wickliff, of universal." This peculiarity of the spmts has always 
John Huss, of Luther and Zuinglius, wished to shake been suggestiv to my mind of the dogmatic assertion 
off the papal yoke, it was known tha~ itll Europe w~s of many Christians who tell me that God will speak 
divided into two classes, the executioners and their to me through my heart, but that I must believe in 
victims. The early reformers made pos~ible the him first. \Vhat I say to the Christian, I say to the 
Christians of the fourth and fifth centunes; after Spiritualist: "No; I want the manifestation first; ~f 
having been persecuted, they in turn became the I am foolish enough to belie.ve before I hav the eVI
persecutors. The number of civil wars which have dence, I am foolish enough to believe without evi
been occasioned by Christianity amounts to more dence and my opinion or belief in either case would 
than a hundred. Great Britain, my country,t has be wo~thless, because it would be the opinion of a 
been sacked; the massacres in Ireland are equal to fool." Furthermore, as there hav been times in my 
the massacre of St. Bartholomew, for I am not as- (earlier) life when I really did think I felt a god 
sured that more horrible crimes have not been com- working in my mind and influencing my conduct, and 
mitted, or that more blood has been shed in Ireland now I know that I was mistaken-carried away by 
than in France. The wife of Sir Henry Spotswood,! my religious enthusiasm-in the same way I thin~ 
and sister of my great-grandfather, together with that Spiritualists are in very m~ch the sam~ c~nd~
two sons, was slain, so in this "important examina- tion · that they are, as a class, highly enthusiastiC Is 
tion" I have ever born in mind that I avenged my- pro;ed by the too frequent offensiv, even vindictiv, 
self as well as the human race. character of tlieir defenses of their belief. If it be 

What shall I say of the Iriquisition which still ex- asserted that occasionally a person is converted to a 
ists? The sacrifices of human blood, for which we belief in Spiritualism, who had theretofore b~en .un
hav reproached the people of ancient times, were less prejudiced in favor of the belief or even preJu~ICed 
numerous than the blood-lettings with which the against it, I liken him to the occasional Freet~mk~r 
Spaniards and Portuguese have stained their acts of who, strangely enough, is converted. to a belief m 
faith. the Christian religion; so that even If I had all the 

Is there anyone grown so weak as to compare that evidence that intelligent Spiritualist claim exists, I 
sickening record of destruction and carnage to the could still disbelieve in a future life, and in my jndg
martyrdom of Saint Potamienne, of ~aint Barbe, of ment for good reasons. 
Saint Pionius, and of Saint Eustachms? We have Probably the best a~gument agai~st the possibili~y 
weltered in blood, like hungry tigers, for ages, and of a future existence IS that of D Halbach, who, m 
now we dare to blacken the Trojans and the An- one of the most admirable anti-religious works ever 
tonines with the stain of persecutors! written, says in substance: "Everything proves to us 

The feeling comes upon me at timE)s to show the that we feel, think, acquire ideas, enjoy and suffer, 
priests the magnitude of all the persecutions to which OJJ.ly by means of the senses, or material organs of 
our ancestors were subjected, but when I do this I the body. Admitting even the existence of the soul, 
am told in a chilling manner that it was a good tree we cannot help acknowledging that it depends en
which produced bad fruit. Then I reply: "It is tirely upon the body, and undergoes, with it, all its 
blasphemy to pretend that a tree which has borne vicissitudes; and yet it is imagined that this soul can 
such poisonous fruits was planted by the hands of act and feel without the assistance of the body; that 
God himself." In truth, there is not a priest who this soul, freed from the body and disengaged from 
should not cast down his eyes and blush in the pres- its senses, can liv, enjoy, suffer, experience happiness, 
ence of an honest man. or feel excruciating torments. The human body after 
-· -- [To BE coNTINUED.] death is a mass incapable of producing those motions 

*Is it possible that this horriJ;>le persecution, wJ:ich an~ic~- of which the assemblage constituted life; we see, to 
pated St. Bartholomew, is so httle known? Is It true It IS . ul t" 
lost in a multitude of such. Though Fleury did not omit to a demonstration, that it has . no longer mrc a wn, . 
mention that occurrence in his forty-eighth book, treating of respiration, digestion, or speech; nothing is more 
the year 850, he only speaks of it as a very ordinary affair. natural or simple than to believe that the dead man 
Bayle, in his article called "Paulicians," thought sufficiently no longer livs ., nothing is more extravagant than to 
of it to give it mention. The Paulicians escaped that mas- . I "t 
sacre to join the JI.'Iussulmans, and assist in destroying that believe that the dead man is still alive. s I more 
hateful empire of the East, which knew so well how to per- ridiculous to. suppose that men will eat after death 
secute but did not know how to fight. But the capstone of (or even that they must eat) than to believe that they 
all Christian atrocity was declaring that she devil, Theodora, will experience pain or pleasure after the org. a.ns, 
a saint, and celebrating for a long time her fete day in the bl f 
Greek church (1771). through which alone they are capa e o receivmg 

t Another one of Voltaire's artful modes of diverting the any impressions whatever, are _di~solved and pass 
reader's attention from the real author of this work. He away in other forms? To say. thiS IS to say that ~en 
speaks of Great Britain, and then adds the words, "my will see without eyes, hear without ears, taste With
country," in order to lead us to believe that it is Bolingbroke out palates, smell without noses, and feel without 
who writes. 

nerves." j: Lord Bolingbroke has good reason for comparing the · T S f J 
massacres in Ireland to those of St. Bartholomew's day; for As· D. D. Lake says, In THE RUTH EEKER o une 
my part, I believe that the number of victories in Ireland 9th, jugglers e~st who cal?- and do :perform as _great 
surpasses the number of those assassinated in France. wonders as spints are srud to perform; the Simple 

It was judicially proven by Henry Sham part, James Shaw, trick of (apparently) taking, at one time, fro.m a hat 
and others that the Catholic confessors had threatened the uld bl 
pains of excommunication to those who did not kill all the many more things than the hat co possi Y con-
Protestants, including their wives, children, and their con· tain at one time is one of them; and when we know 
fessors, even enjoined them not to spare the cattle belonging to ~ certainty th~t man;r _Persons e~gage? in the 
to the English. This reminds me of those holy people, the business of causmg spintual mamfestatwns (so 
Jews, about the time God destroyed Jericho. d d" h t d d t 

There was found in the pockets of Lord l\!Iacguire, when called) aTe unscrupulous an IS ones , an o no 
be was captured, a bull of Pope Urban VIII., May 25th, 1643, know (for the. reason that we .cannot. see into his 
which promised to Irishmen a remission of all their crimes, mind) that a smgle one of them IS not dishonest, why 
a release from all their vows except that of chastity. should we trust any of them ? . . 

The Chevalier Clarendon and Chevalier Temple said that Apart from the question as to. t_he truth of S_pint-from the autumn of 1641 to the summer of 1643 there were 
one hundred and fifty thousand Protestants assassinated, and ualistic doctrins, I am uf the opmwn that a smcere 
that not a child or woman was spared. An Irishman named belief in Spiritualis~ has a _decided . tendency .to 
B11ooke, who zealously defended his country, pretended that prevent men from takmg the mterest m the affairs 
there were not more than forty thousand slain. Let us take · d · ht· th t th h ld 
the average and we will have eighty-five thousand victims in of this life that it is WISe an ng a ey s ou 
one and twenty months (1771). take· and there is no doubt but that it encourages 

THE Philadelphia papers_. pay over $600 for tele
graphing one of Spurgeon's sermons each week It 
doesn't speak flatteringly of the church-going habits 
of Philadelphians when a sermon is the most sensa
tional news that can be procured for their delectation. 
-Boston Tmnscript. 

the ~nscrupulous to take advantage of one of t_he 
holier elements of our nature-! refer to the desue 
to associate with those that we hav loved and lost. 

I do not say, and I do not b~lieve, that a belief in 
Spiritualism is as idiotic, or ~s disa.st~ou~, or as de~as
ing and depraving as a belief m Chnstiaruty; certru nly 
I hav never heard of Spiritualists going to the awful ex-
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treme of murder, robbery, and other crimes to which priest while begging for the bread did not in the 
Christianity has so frequently driven its dupes. But least affect his appetite. 
I do believe that when it \leases to be believed in the Being a man of diversified talents, David.appeared 
world will be the. better and happier for- it. Why at one time in the role of lunatic, and amused lookers 
should we feel sad at the knowledge that we ftre never on by ,carelessly scribbling on the doors, his spittle 
to exist again, any more than at the knowledge that in the mean time falling on his head. It is really hu
we hav never existed until now? We might (although miliating to think that the Lord's right-hand man 
personally I doubt it) hav enjoyed much more than should hav been reduced to the strait of playing off 
we would hav suffered if we had existed a few mill- fool. · 
ions of years in the past; shall we therefore devote It was very unfortunate for King David that he 
our energies to regretting that we hav not existed should hav been forced into bad company, for we are 
so, and ignore the beautiful present? Of course not; told that all those who were discontented and in debt 
and yet if we .did we would be as philosophical as to resorted to him fol·-I suppose, to hav their debts 
do the same because we cannot liv forever. If exist- ·canceled. From the character of these men and 
ence is a benefit; whatever of it we hav is so niuch their mode of life it must hav taxed the ingenuity of 
clear advantage; if existence is not a benefit, a longer their leader to keep down the suspicion that they 
or future life is not to be desired. In either case, were an organized band of highwaymen-concealed 
the Materialist, as a Materialist, has no cause for among rocks and in caves. These marauders, in one 
complaint. -- . of their plundering expeditions, happened to meet 

In my judgment, every man and brute should hav an inoffensiv but wealthy old gentleman named Nabal 
enough happiness in this world .to compensate him (1 Sam. xxv). From the best information we can 
for the afflictions and sufferings of life, and far more. gather, this Nabal was a man who stayed at home 
In order for a man to get this, a life of moral recti- and looked after his own affairs; but this worthy 
tude (which Christianity does not affect, except to course of conduct did not save him from- the depre
prevent it), wherein each one strives primarily to re- elations of David.· He was called on for an in
frain from injury; and, secondarily, to a:ffirmativly voluntary contribution for the support of brigand
benefit every sentient being (except a god, if one age, and very justly refused to respond. This refusal 
could exist, for he would be of no consequence to us), very much offended the king of tramps, and he 
should be sufficient. In a majority of cases, perhaps ordered his followers to put on war paint. To 
a vast majority, experience proves it to be sufficient. appease the fierce anger of the leader o:f these 
But we know that the battle for the right is not al- brigands, Abigail, the wife of Nabal, went out, laden 
ways Emccessful; that a virtuous and upright life does with the coveted -luxuries, to meet David. She was 
not always produce entire happiness, although, of kindly received by his highness, congratulated on 
course, it always is its own reward. This fact is the her good sense to clandestinly leave her husband 
saddest conclusion to which man has. ever been and come out to hiin., She was also assured that 
forced; this fact is what makes pessimists and misan- had she failed to comli to time, there would not hav 
thropes of men. Nevertheless, i:ti nearly all of these beEm left of her family "by the morning light any 
latter cases, there is good reason to believe that an that ---." This interesting interview ended by 
immoral life would increase the sufferings of the in- David "accepting her person" -as ·was his usual 
clividual, and it is certain that it worild increase the custom on such occasions. Ten days later David 
sufferings of others, for this would result from the "blessed" the Lord for removing Nabal, sent 
very definition of immorality; so that in every case messengers to commune with the widowed and 
the safest course is to- · . injured woman, and finally took her to wife. It may 

· " So liv that when thy summons comes to join not b_e amiss to state here that this was the first 
The innumerable caravan, that move's man's wife that David is charged with seducing. 
To t.hat mysterious realm wllere each shall take About this time the king further added to his 
His chambtr in the silent halls of death, h · h f ·1 
Thou go not like the quarry slave at night domestic appiness by bringing mto t e ami y 
Scourged to his dungeon; but sustained and soothed circle a:nothet wife in the person of Ahinoam (2 Sam. 
By an unfaltering trust, approach thy grave iii). After celebrating this, his second marriage, 
Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch David indulged his thirst for blood by slaying the 
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams." Amalekites. It may be he was driven to this nefari-

I wish to add, although it may not relate strictly ous work by the force of public opinion, for we learn 
to the subject, that I· am frilly in accord with the that just before the slaugnter "the people spake of 
spirit of the editorial, "The Discussion About Sci- stoning him" (1 Sam. xxx). This diversion ended, 
ence," in THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 9th. While King David again found himself in need of another 
these scientific discussions are interesting and im~ wife; whereupon, he sendeth and taketh by force 
portant, they are not indispensable, and should not Michal, Saul's daughter, whom he had bought for 
be allowed, on any account, to supersede or in any the round price of two hundred foreskins. Michal 
way take the place of our determined, systematic at- had been carelessly given away to another fellow, 
tack on -and; without God's help, ultimate victory but the fact of her being another man's wife was a 
over the Christian>religiqn·. PHILIP (}. l?EABODY. ·matter of . no concern to David (2 Sain. iii). The 

New Yorlc, June 11, 1883. . ··next _important step of this model king was to "take 
him inore concubines and wives" (1 Sam. v). His 

David, the Man After God's Own Heart. · 
thirst for blood was only equaled by his passion for 
women. His case of disease, as described in the thirty
eighth psalm, leaves the impression that he was very 
indiscriminate in his selection. 

same thing, or else it. proves that the words " Lord " · 
and " Satan " refer to the same person. I am in
clined to the former opinion, that both the Lord and 
the devil had a census taken of the people, because 
only on this theory can we explain the difference of 
270,000 soldiers given in the two reports as appears 
from the records (2 Sam. xxv; 1 Chro.n. xxi). David's 
"heart smote him after that he had numbered the 
people," and the Lord, to punish David, " smote" 
seventy thousand innocent people with death. Truly, 
"the ways of the Lord are past finding out." For 
the purpose of building an altar to his very accom
modating "Lord," David purchased a threshing floor, 
and, to his credit be it said, he paid for it, but whether 
the price paid was "fifty shekels of silver," or "six 
hundred shekels of gold," we are at a loss to deter
min, as there is Bible authority for believing it was 
either or both (2 Sam. xxiv; 1 Chron. xxi). 

'V e come now to an act in the life of David that 
nobody but the Lord has ever been willing to excuse. 
He had again set his affections on woman ! In this 
case the object of his lust was another man's wife, 
but our worthy king was not to be thwarted in his 
purpose. He was now securely established on the 
till·one, and took the liberty to do as his passions 
dictated. His first step in this fearful tragedy was 
to make Uriah helplessly drunk, send for and seduce 
his wife. At this point the old thirst for blood seized 
upon David, and not content with outraging a 
woman, humiliating her husband, and destroying the 
domestic happiness of both, he determined on mm
der as the shortest way to put clown a social scandal. 
Uriah, so far as we know, was a worthy citizan, good 
soldier, and faithful servant, but he stood in the way 
of his master's lust and had to go. The plan and 
consummation of this damnable crime are too well 
understood to need any explanation here. Suffice it 
to say, the fiendish schemes of this monste1· were car
ried out to a letter; he took the mmdered man's wife 
and by her begat the licentious Solomon, whom, we 
are told, "the Lord loved." \Ve are informed that 
the Lord was highly displeased at this thing, but his 
servant David being a man after his own heart, he 
was forced to pass it by. According to "the statutes 
of the Lord," this crime of David did not deserve the 
attention that was given to the case of the man who 
picked up kindling-wood on Sunday. 

David spent his early youth in the simple and 
healthy occupation of minding sheep. During this 
time he learned to perform on a harp, and there is 
no sort of doubt that it was a Jew's-harp. His 
skill in the use of the sling first brought him into 
public notice. Not satisfied with the fame that the 
killing of a giant had brought him, his ambition 
drove him on to other and bloodier fields. 

The friendly relations between our hero and King 
Saul were suddenly broken off by a small breach of 
decorum on the part of the latter, and we hav every 
reason to believe that this breach was never healed. 
The young shepherd's would-be father-in-law gave 
David's betrothed to another man, but offered him 
his next youngest daughter for the very snug sum of 
two hundred foreskins (1 Sam. xviii). He accepted 
the offer, sallied forth, and with the assistance of 
some underlings slew two hundred inoffensiv Philis
tines, carved off their foreskins, and returned in 

·triumph to claim his b1·ide. From the very perish
able nature of the article used in their manufactm·e, 
it is reasonable to suppose that these Philistine coins 
passed as "fiat money." It is enough to say that this 
romantic episodegave the subject of this sketch a 
reputation for killing, and this reputation he ever 
afterward sustained. Just· what these Philistines 
were doing while the killing was going on is a matter 
of conjecture. They seemed, however, to hav been 
neighbors and enemies of Israel, and, of course, 
deserved killing at any time Samson, David & Co. 
could find leisure for the business. 

In the twenty-first chapter of Second Samuel we 
are assured in the worus of David himself that 
women had been kept from him three whole days. 
This is a remarkable incident in the life of this holy 
man, when we consider his great weakness for women 
and his extraordinary strength in killing their hus
bands. As being kept from women was the condi
tion upon which a man was qualified to eat shew
bread, it is safe to infer that David never ate this 
bread but once. The fact of his having lied to the 

Like most men, David had his ups and downs in 
life, but these misfortunes were invariably relieved 
by the strong arm of his Lord, who never forgot the 
man after his own heart. For these favors David 
was not ungrateful, for on one occasion he was so 
overcome with joy that he entertained the Lord by 
dancing and leaping before him, "uncovered," much 
to the enjoyment of the maids also (2 Sam. vi). As 
this was a single-hand set, it is presumed t.hat his 
highness displayed all the gracefUl movements in the 
old-fashioned "back step and shuffle." These naked 
didos evidently pleased the Lord, but Michal, David's 
wife, reproved him for what she regarded as indecent 
conduct. Entirely destitute of self-respect, this de
bauchee turned in anger to his wife and assured her 
that he would be even "more vile and base," when 
the Lord and occasion required. While it is claimed 
that this performance was strictly for the pleasure of 
the Lord, it was a very unthoughtful thing on David's 
part not to hav selected a more retired place, as by 
so doing he would not hav outraged the feelings of a 
decent woman. For the timely rebuke given her 
naughty husband . this Michal was rewarded with 
barrenness, and " had no child unto the clay of her 
death." But further on, in 2 Sam. :x:xi, 8, we read 
about "the five sons of Michal, the daughter of Saul." 
This sounds like a contradiction, but no matter for 
that; the Bible says so, and we are not to consider 
this and divers other contradictions contained in the 
" word," lest om faith be shaken. If we pay the 
least attention to contradictions we will be wholly 
unable to understand the following passages: " And 
the anger of the Lord was kindled against Israel, and 
he moved David against . them to say, Go, number 
Israel and Judah" (Sam. xxv, i). "And Satan stoou 
up against Israel and provoked David to number 
Israel" (1 Chron. xxi, 1). These prove conclusivly 
one of two things; either David was tempted at the 
same time by both the Lord and the devil to do the 

Among a host of others, there was born unto David 
a son whom he named Absalom. This boy from 
early childhood gave promis of following in the foot
prints of his worthy sire. Upon reaching manhood's 
estate he adopted the family occupation of man
killer, and diverted himself with killing his father's 
slaves just to see them die. The only worthy act of 
this young man's life was the promptness with which 
he slew Amnon for having outraged his sister. (It 
should be borne in mind that this Amnon was also a 
chip off the old stump.) In various ways this haughty 
Absalom gave the old man a deal of trouble; but the 
most unkind cut of all was his intimacy with his fath
er's concubines while this belligerent old gentleman 
was out on th~ war path. Whereupon David (to 
punish Absalom, I suppose,) imprisoned these vio
lated concubines for life (2 Sam. xx). It will not, I 
hope, be accounted any digression from the main 
subject to add that this incorrigible son of David was 
suddenly checked in the killing business by an acci
dent that cost him his life. The records show that 
he attempted to run over a t.ree. 

The dying declarations of the red-handed David 
were in keeping with his life. His last thoughts 
were mingled with blood. He breathed out his life 
with imprecations upon the head of his faithfUl ser
vant, Joab, and to Solomon he gasped this last in
junction, "But his hoar head bring thou clown to the 
grave with blood " (1 Kings ii). 

Think of it, his last breath was stained with blood! 
How fitting these dying words, how appropriate 
these deathbed curses, to close the life of a man who 
bad been a telTor to friend and foe ! We are assm·ed 
in 1 Kings xi, '1, that the hen,rt of David was perfect 
with the Lord. If this be trne, we should trust that 
the world will never again be cursed with the pres
ence of such perfection. 

By the church David is held up as a bright exam
ple. Do you think his example a good one ? Could 
you hope to follow in the footsteps of such a man and 
be considered respectnble? Could you hope to imi
tate his example and escape the gallows? Rather 
than believe such a fiend the inspired instrument of 
God .to sing psrtlmR, I should regard him the very 
impersonation of all that is bad; his avarice extended 
to the plunder of nations; to his lust there was noth
ing too sacred to sacrifice; in cold, calculating crime, 
he stands almost without a rival. F. B. DoYLE. 

Bowersoille, Ga., May 2U, 1883. 

WHILE we hav the most profound respect and the 
very highest real regard for an honest, upright, 
intelligent and level-headed reverend, we do so 
despise, scorn and detest hollow-hearted hypocrisy 
and criminal cant that we will not for one moment 
hesitate to strip the paltry shreJs and patches of 
false pretense from any dizzy elude who may attempt 
to masquerade in the stolen garments of ministerial 
honesty.-Gouverneur Herald. 

, 
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THE· TRUTH SEEKER. Among the pleasant thing.s believed by the Presby-~find themselvs wonde · h t th . 
teria.ns is that G't>6 has appointed the elect unto author in writing it c::N :a a hil e purpose ~f the 

FouNDED s'y o'. M .. liE ltN E T T. glory and none but 11be elect are saved from hell the that "science" will I h 'a w e . the enemies of 
rest of mankind having been passed by and ord~ined At any rate the book aug t ~ say,~ Id told you so." 

E. M. MAcDONALD, -· -· Editor. to dishonor and wrath for their sin of being what account f'·h . ~t us e.regar e as a truthful 
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PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $2.50 PER ~; \G6d,. w~ere they, being "seduced by the subtlety an~ 

1 
he lar est and • . . . jteu~~pfat!~~ ai S~tan, sinned in eating the forbidden Hedging • 

. g . ~pest Rad'cal Journal published m EurQ]Je ;fi~ut,. . This therr sin God was pleased, according to S I 
or Amenca contatmng seven hundred square • hes eadi h · · d · . 0 

ong as ~he discus~ion of eschatology-the' dkoo-
matter than' any other journal of its kind 'nc more r ng . lS ~e~· .~'l!r .. ~oly counsel, to permit, hamng purposed tnn of the thmgs pertaming to death and th'El· staile 

---~-·- to orilet i:t to· kts- own glory. By this sin they fell from after ~eath-was. confin. ed to Joseph Cook very littl'm 
All Drafts, Checks, and· Postal ()rders slwuld be made payable to their origihai' righteousness" [original righteousness is attentwn was prod to It by sensible people. But nowr 

MARY W. BENNE1'1. good] "and' conim'llnion with God, and so became the .Ando:er pro~essors are at it-indeed, hav made ihl 
dead in sin and1 Wholly defiled in all the faculties and an Issue m electmg one of the professors of the co}..,. 

SATURDAY, JUNE 23, 1883. parts of soul and bony.. They being the root of all lege. It seems that a part of the New England the-. 
=================~=~ mankind, the guilt oftbis sin was ·imputed, and the ologians hav been affected by the advance made in. 

Some Ecclesiastical Questions. same death in sin and col'!ll:lpted nature conveyed to theological matters, and the consequence is what they.: 
RALEIGH, I=., June 13, 1883 all thei~ posterity, descendin:g: from them by ordinary call a "New Theology," which teaches that there is. 

To THJ: EniToR OF THE T:auTH SEEKER, Sir: You would c~n- ?eneratwn. Every sin, both ol'iginal and actual, be- ".probation" after death; that even believers are not 
fer a favor on a subscriber if you would giv in the columns mg a transgression of the righteems law of God, and sml?ss at th~ moment of death and must pass through 
of. THE TRUTH BEEKER the dates, as near as can be ascer contrary th?reunto, doth in its own: wure bring guilt an mtermediary state before entering into perfect 
tamed,, of t.he organizations of a few of the d1'fferent rel1·g~·ous- upon the smner whereby he 18. bo,..,.d· t th bl dn h 
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, ...... · over o e esse ess,·. t at.th~ wi'cked, who ,_...u not accepted 
enommatiOns; say Baptist Methodist Presb t . h u ... Yo~rs, ' y ;r~~F:: wrat of God and curse of the law, and so made sub- the go~pel. m t?Is hfe, will be granted a period of 

The organization of the Baptists is cloud"d I·n ob- jecdt tot deatJ;,, with all miseries spirituail~ temporal, probatw~ I~ whiCh they may accept it after death•:: 
. scurit Th . "' an e ernal. Unbelievers cannot appreciate the and th t t t 1 b ,. 

y. ey were :first called Anabaptists by their consolation to be found in this belief, but it is un- . .a I IS no c ear a out the punishment of theJ 
opp~nents. . Zwingle named them Catabaptists. This d b d rm~e~t~nt being unending, since the ultimate fate~ 
was m the Sixteenth century. The Protestant J o~ t~ ly great, or such a kind and loving mallil as of m?iVIduals is veiled in mystery, as well as the, 
cil of Zurich, which was itself in dread of conn- o T~ ~vi_n would never hav promulgated it. questwn whether all will attain . the blessed goal or· 
tion by the Romish church, passed a decree f~::eancuy- . e T~tarians are different from the Pres byte-- not. ~he "Old Theology" teaches that there is· llo• 

P 
l'S h h ld d nans. ey date back to Arius, who lived in the probatiOn after death,· that the r1'ghteous at death om.-

e on w o s ou a minister anabaptism should b th' d "''"r ~ d Th B . e Ir and fourth centuries. Servetus was a Unita- fre.ed fr.om all sin and enter I'mmedi'ately I'nto eterna'~'·i. 
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h d th' nan. There were quite a number of Unitarians scat- samtship; that the wicked enter at once upon severe· 
.. e .s. a .e on IS account for ma.ny years. t d th t' t · th · d ~~ ~ b th ere over e con men m e Sixteenth century. an eternal punishment. The "Naw" school eVI·-
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ey did not say much, as, like the Baptists, they de.ntly is trying to "hedge," but it seems to us they 
.L,Hel't .rre y~~ ..., f t . D t h b. s oo m considers. le bodily danger from their more might. as well. go back to Catholicism, for "ccordi'ng 
,, ··'!;.''· · ,.~.... 0 cer ain u c men count- o th d b th I 1550 U 't · · to th .. 
~t1_'!'' :·.J.-. --~ " ox re ates that "the recnsters t d · b 
doctrm.. n .!!QJ~la.... , r o ox re ren. n lll analllsm spread in . ei: own Ideas they will go to its purgatory for a 
0£ .Lonaori J;rili.'k~' &'enti:6~.o. <>n w;re put to death in England so fast that the churchmen becalll.& alarmed bnef time when they come to die. 
ad.' ior .AD.a~apti'sts, of wlhsY.tt ""· -~5 ; ~he other ten and "thought it ne~ssary to suppress its expression It see~s curious that gmve and learned men can 
~~n.dry Nace~ ~ t~e· J:ealtri;, ll#.ijli h... · "ur ~a;:;~ by rigid measures." -These rigid measures consisted in c~ly d1scuss such subjects without a sense of the 
~epented arid were saved:" in 1.5~ "

1
-.. tying a Unitarian toast~ -tke and kindling a fire around n~culousness of their position stealing over their 

ti'sts . thr~~ '~e~ a'fl.d. one w'orii.an. aTI IYt'tt~lJ. ., his feet. Cold feet were COl. >sidered unhealthy, and the ~mds. we :would suggest to them that before wast-
f~g'C?~~ ~t, fa~·~ Qf~ss:,a~cf .~bfea:' 4a:ts' ii.l/,ef.'~.ma~ ~'~byteria~s .and Episoopa..

1
ians and Catholics took mg further trme on this matter they de:finitly settle 

and w9ma:n pf thei:t; J?ect .w!'lr.~ )?l:init .l:fi Siiiitiilielci." Pr .. _ TTmtarians never sutre:r ... 'ld from them. :rf the the following questions: · 
During the who'e of,t,b,e, s\iteepth ati~.tne:~re~t~~.part \car'&ih~ ~ . ~.,cted and cried~" the kind church- . 1. Is -there a God to punish nu1n ?-
of the seventeenth centuries the Bapt:l~ts w~re _i>e1~se-. \ U il:iia!iians &b.t~ ' ~ir tongues, 2ro~l1'h... "~ ears of them- 2. Has man a soul to punish ? 
cuted to death in Englan'd .. Tb,e,l~st mal1 buint _for :men' p\rUetf otti· tn .. _ ~ might n(ilf!; b e shocked by 3. Is there a hell in which the soul can burn? 
heresy in England was Edward Wi'gp,t~a:p.,: aB,~ptist. isel~s; {M ~'eH'a'tti~, &f Ga~, .:O'ht of {b.,' _stake ap- 4. Is there a heaven of rewards? 
The execu.tion took place at Litchfield: ~pril111 16~2. ihea}'in~ ~~1r~; ,cfte,~; .. J~ .t1i~ --~~ · ,,.,. p1·:qst..'"~eri~ns When these questions are settled with de:finitne 

Methodism, another branch of Christian folly, was ;palle(Lth,~ ~Im~i[ y:r:n't~ria~,·fJ:i~rrel~lllr. fh , ~ Tlllta- and to the ~atisfaction of the world, it will be tir: 
started in England in 1729 by Messrs. Wesley and iand Episcopali'an~· ~p~'lied a: llot Ito~ to ~- e , : ~ enough to discuss the eschatological subtleties raisedi 
White~eld. Th~y were calle~ Methodists on account rian's eye's: , :£:p. , fa~t,_tb'ere ~~~ ~a'r?lt._ a:p~_ ~t~'~ao.... " the German theolcgians and dra ed aero 
of thmr regulanty at devotwn. There are several kindness these chu'rchni.'en· dtd' trot perfornrW the bJ ,. by Cook. The scientific lgdgh ss .th& 

d
. t' t · t' f M th d' t b t th · 1 U 't · -~,. wor as certanllyr IS ~nc vari.e 1es o e o ISs, u eir gener~ lll ~rians. . . .... ,, , . ": .·. . ~,- ,, .... '1, .• w.we.: ·d three of these questions in the ne . 

habitS are alike. The preachers .are noted for their Episcopaliamsm dates irom the r. eign _of n.'em'. "" illi~ \anfffie'.h.. And gabv. J over commencement exercises last 

industry in seducing servant girls and "sisters" o£ Eighth. Henry was originally a Cath'oHc: The· pbpie' ££ ~ 'wly installed pr f f " 
the church. This is probably the reason why the thought a great deal of him then. He shbwoo

1 
hi!> \weeft:, i~. :D... said that " t~:ss;:al 

0

d system-
preachers ?'re all?':ed to stay only .three years with piety by burni~g William Tyndal, one of the tran_g- ja~ic' .t~e·ol:O~~-.... -u-more dangerou: iha~f 

0

~ 
one flock, It requmng about that tm:e for the hus- l~tors of the Bible. But Henry and the pop~ finally ~inl:es: Ito· A.gn6S'iii!e~ "eaching hav thrown Inti 
bands to find out the nature of the animal. A longer disagi·eed and Henry set up a church establishment delity.· ])6feuliS' ~'Jil }!~ f"Jhristian b ]' f ; gla
acquaintance wo~d lead to ~rouble. The .fe.male of his own. By every good .catholic h? has since mour of ~ag~~:iie~ ,6ve'r '- .,d to beee~~~med the~ 
members work shppers and thmgs for the Dlllllster, been called Old Harry the Eighth. This was sub- ology whiCh Is·chlefly cb'l!lte'~ '1 th d con 
and pay a great regard to his welfare. The male stantially the same as the present Episcopal church sistent, to trace the'ped'igree) M .~~ ?r. 

0 0

: ~ucces
members are mostly old men. 'the deacons are the of England. He proclaimed himself the head of sion, is decaying with ary:roil,. ron~ n. IS ~r ~:n that 
biggest hypocrits out of jail, and will cheat worse in the church, and proceeded to make it warm for all men will cut it down and cast it·inil<Y tbt,' ~e. _J?st 
a horse trade than an ordinary sinner. lt is believed Protestants who would not recognize him and for what the lecturer meant by saying thMI Ag~'lo~ti.cUllll 
that the Methodists' love feasts and camp-meetings the Catholics. To spite Harry the pope sent John is more dangerous than Infidelity· it' is• htlll'd t.-'> s, ~e. 
bring more souls into the world than t.heir prayers Fisher a cardi:ilal's hat. To spite the pope Harry It is like saying Infidelity is more' d>i!.nger.oul3< ~h~ 
can save, unless the prayer works o-vertime.~ For "a took off John Fisher's head1 so he could not wear Infidelity, for Agnosticism is as comple~18/:'<!e?iM~~f' 
bill of particulars," such as Beecher's lawyers de- the hat. The amenities betwean distinguished theo- Christianity as ever the most eloquent Infidel made.· 
manded, see "Crimes of Preachers," and for further logians hav ever been very touching. To maintain Agnosticism says, I know nothing of your God-! 'a;rrd.l 
information about the sect ask the Rev. J. M. Buck- his religious supremacy I{enry roasted a great many who can say more? The non-existence of that wh:..ch \ 
ley, or read the Christian Advocate, a mining journal people alive. The historic fires of Smithfield had an never did exist does not need to be dis~roved, ani t 
published around the corner on Broadway. abundance of fuel during the reign of this church- the Agnostic is only an Atheist occupymg a more··) 

Presbyterianism has been a more or less activ evil man. Henry had six wives, two of whom he mur- logical position. When the Christians co~e down ~o 
for several hundred years. The bolder Presbyteri- dered. He was a very_pious man. plans and specifications of their deity, as IS dono m 
ans claim that Christ founded their church, but as There are about two hundred other sects scattered the Bible, it is the easiest thing in the- world to show 
the Catholics make the same claim, and as Christ did through Europe and this country. The Bible is like that such a deity is unreasonable and inr~sibl?, and 
~ot found two churches, the faithful are in doubt. a fiddle, capable of producing an infinit variety of that has been done over and over agmn, nl!.til but 
The W aldenses, of whom several thousands were tunes, according to the skill of the performer. Its few defend the Old Testament God. He is ~h a 
butchered by the Catholics, were Presbyterians, with- limit has not yet been reached.. monstrous absurdity that his existence has ken 
out, however, the addition since built on by Calvin If desirable, we can resume our history at some given up or modified in accordance with improved 
and Knox. Modern Presbyterianism dates from future time. theories, so that his best friends would not know him~ 
these twin infamies. One of the strictest Presby- With theologians now-a-days God is the un~nown: 
terian rites ever performed by Calvin was the burn- SoME people may regard Mr. Truesdell's book as a quantity. Whatever they do not understand IS God. 
ing of Servetus on the 27th of October, 1553. Strict big sneer at Spiritualism, but the author's long and The word hides their ignorance instead of expressing 
Presbyterianism may be said to date from that time. laborious term of mediumship would seem to contra- their· knowledge. This "glamour of vagueness" is 
Talmage is a Presbyterian. He would like to burn diet this impression, for if Spiritualistic phenomena general in the ch~cl;les. Even Beecher, who talks 
Col. Ingersoll since the latter published his book of do occur he ought to be by this time fully convinced so much about God, has never clearly defined what. 
"Interviews," but will not be able to until the Na- of the fact, and an honest medium would not ridicule he means by the expression, and it would seem rea· 
tiona! Reform Association gets an amendment to the the power which convinced him of the reality of im- sonable that until a preacher learns the meaning of a 
Constitution authorizing the carbonizing of heretiCB. mortality. But the friends of Spitit:o.ali8W. will often word he should cease using it. 
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With the Christian religion fast breaking to pieces ,. F . v , 1 
its foundations one by one being remo d f d ' 01 llLr. Bennett 8 Monument. 'whom he had never before seen, who offered to cash 
it· with the question of the da t ve rom un er To 'rHE E_DITOR oF TrrE TRUTH SEEKER, Si?·: Gladly I the_ paper in consideration of a modest discount, 

' , Y no so much as to do I contnbute my mite in memory of the noble whwh amounted to about fifteen per cent. 
what becomes of mans soul as whether he has a soul dead. Whatever else may be done hereafter of am- Delighted at the reduced amount he would there
~t ~· these_ Andover ~ro~essors appear to most peo- pler usefulness, this certainly must be done . now. by be enabled to place to hi_s credit .account in his 
ple ~ the hght of a digm:fied body of men solemnly Over the grave of him who has foug·ht so valiantly ledger, h~ l?roceeded upon his way :eJoicing. 
;tightmg the shadow of a windmill. for truth should be placed the record of his life, and Ere arnvmg at the pagoda of his forefathers, he 

the syn:bol of our undying remembrance. The mon- w~s met by a Parsee merchant from an adjoining 

Mr. Beecher's Bad Advice. 
ument. IS of supremest value, for every time we look Wigw!1m· . 
upon Its gleaming stillness it will stir "thoughts This holy father, learned m all the sacred books, 

Mr. Beecher came out again last Sunday with some that lie too deep for tears." How wonderful how informed the carpenter ·that his notes had been 
plain truths which will probably win for him the solid ?eautiful are the dead! They sit in awful sover~ignty shaved, and tha~ ~any of the ~ost noted families of 
hatred of the preachers who either do not know or m th_e :nnd~caying past. They touch our hearts as t~e Aryan, Sem_It~c, a:nd Turaman races, more espe
d the hvm?' never can. All that is highest, best, no- mally the S~mitiC, hved upon such food, which he 

o not dare to say what he does. "Christianity," he b~est, shme~ upon t_heir serene foreheads. They are termed shavmgs. 
. CllAPTER II. says, "is not to be tested by creeds, but by conduct, kmgs, and It IS :fittmg that the veneration which is 

and the reality of the gospel taught by schools and so deeply within us should come forth in the white 
churches is to be judged by its fruits, by its effect. radiance of enduring stone. We love to stand by 
Many churches to-day are guarding the bones of the graves of the departed, to make pilgrimages to 
their ancestors and doing almost nothing else. The their silent resting-place, to gather the flower that 

1
. , . may bloom over their lowly home, to hear the winds 
Ivmg mstitutions of Christianity hav been in the breathe music as they touch the sacred sod, to see 

first instance its power and in the second its damna- the light shimmer from the o'er-arching firmament, 
tion. I am bound to say that in the history of the and bathe with splendor the narrow couch, so that it 
world, while religious institutions are valuable and seems a jeweled bed indeed. We cannot forget the 
hav done a great deal of good, they hav, perhaps, done unseen ones, and in unison with nature we would 
more harm than they hav good. There are churches build over them the material tokens of our love. 

And it came to pass that the bondman of this car
penter, which in those days was called a journeyman, 
per.ambulated toward the attractiv boss carpenter, 
whwh in those days was called employer, making an 
inquisitiv inquiry of the party of the second part, 
concerning the reward for his toil, which in those 
days was called wages. 

. While earth brings its flowers, we would bring the 
where people get together because they are so good, lofty work of our own hands, that the spirit of the 
and they let the rest of the world go to damnation. dead may be flashed forth in beauteous symbol, and 
Unless they can hire some missionary to go and over the ver_y dust of their bodies may be witnessed 
preach to them such chrirches are of no use. A the greatness of their victory. In the marble we 
church needs the poor and the sinful among its mem- place our abiding faith; in it we put our most 

And the party of the second part, which was the 
master (boss), made answer to the party of the first 
part, which was the bondman, saying, "Verily I say 
unto you, I guess I owe you ten dollars; that's eight 
dollars; that's twenty per cent off; I guess that's all 
you'll get." 

And the bondman made answer and said: "Verily 
I say unto you, 'The laborer is worthy of his hire;' 
'ye shall not muzzle the ox that treadeth out the 
corn.'" 

be S A h h · t · th t ·t h precious belief. It is not stone merely-it is the visi-
r . c urc IS. s rong m a I as in it some-

th
. f yth ble center of a measureless universe of thought and 
mg o ever ing. I do not disown creeds-par- feeling. 

tic,ularly my own. (Laughter.) But I criticise them There is indeed a raising up of the dead in a most 
in that they are partial. The power of the creed is wonderful and noble sense. They do grow upon us 
relativly small; the power of the spirit of humanity clay by day and year by year with a vaster signi:fi
is relativly great. A good life cures a bad creed. cance. When they first pass away and the cold earth 
This principal of electiv affinity is one of the great is pressed upon their bosom it seems as if they were 

utterly gone. The grave· is like an iron prison that 
social dangers. I look with very great interest at the holds them with relentless grasp. But when the 
change going on in Great Britain-at the change storm of grief is past and the great life of the universe 
that will come when every man in Great Britain has rolls once more in its accustomed channels, something 
the suffrage. The tendency of the times is toward deep within the heart of man takes away the stone 
Infidelity among the laboring men; the first result of that is upon the tomb of our .dead, and they come 
intelligence is that they repudiate the churches. I forth, gracious and majestic, with a new effulgence, 

and liv in our lives with a sweetness and glory never 
notice that the workingmen from Great BI'l'tai·n are. d b f Th · f possesse e ore. eir aces are with us again, 
to a great extent Infidel. The laboring classes that their voices, their thought, their actions, their inner
think are tending to think themselvs away from the most spirit. In a most natural and beautiful way 
house of God, and are substituting other institutions there is a resurrection which the old myth but faint
of their own, and this, if not arrested, will be fatal ly expressed, but which the new truth will make in
to them. If they throw away the church, let them at finitly suggestiv and luminous. 

least save the BI'ble. The New Testament I·s the 
And thus our noble hero is more a life to us than 

ever before. The winter has passed by, and with it 
cradle of liberty. The hope of the poor arid the la- the gloom of death. The spring and the summer hav 
boring men is in that gospel which says: 'I was sent come, and with them the flaming forth of his nobler 
to preach to the poor."' Just why the workingman and dearer presence. Like the blooming of the 
should "save the Bible," or how the New Testament flower his memory takes to itself a new delight and 
is the cradle of liberty, Mr. Beecher forgot to say. glory. With the advancing wonder of the year, the 

blue of sky, the green of earth, the sheen of dancing 
The Bible is the great upholder of slavery. It waters, the melodies of trees and birds, the play of 
teaches servitude in almost every verse from Genesis winds and sweep of star-inwoven clouds, come great 
to Revelation-servitude to masters, submission to and shining thoughts of him who is dead. Dead, we 
rulers, a cringing to God. Christ's teachings were say, yes, because his body is moldering in.:the earth, 
the texts of slavery-sustaining preachers. The work- but living, ah, living! because his spil'it is' chainless 
ing men of Engla.:d hav for centuries been crushed with all forces of the universe, and every throb of 

his life is imperial in the universal movement of the 
by'' divinely appointed" kings and robbed by kingly race. 
appointed divines, until. they are sick at heart and Amid this exuberance of nature, clothing the world 
despairing of getting justice. It is the universal with new grace, let us put the white and marble 
teaching of the church that men should be "content blossom of our reverent love. Let it flow forth and 
in the positions in which God has placed them." It crystal from· a thousand hearts all over this broad 
is the teaching of Infidelity that _every man should land. Let it be representativ of the faith and hope 
improve his condition. Which of the two is the that is in us all, and of that joy of truth wherein we 

conquer death. The stone will not be a senseless 
more likely to better the fate of the working man? mass; it will be forever lighted with the glory of the 
It is poor comfort for the laborer to be told to go cause for which the martyr died. There shall be a 
back and hold on to that which for hundreds of years soul within it touching our soul to sublimest passion. 
has kept him miserable. How eloquent will the silence of that marble be! 

Year by year, amid the city of the dead, it shall be 

The Monument Fund. 
The amounts received last week are as follows: 

Prev'sly acknowl'd, $915 92 Thomas Paine Frank, 2 00 
.J •. N. Newman, 25 H. Willis, 1 00 
H. L. Fairchild, 5 00 Mrs. Hettie Sporl, 1 00 
Mrs. D. L. BuiTows, 75 L.A. Wolfe, 1 00 
J. BuiTows, 75 S. Graham, 1 00 
Charles Naumann, 1 50 S. 1'. Putnam, 5 00 

the illustrious champion of our cause. In summer's 
sunshine, in winter's storm, it shall vindicate the 
memory of the heroic dead. To many a pilgrim it 
shall be a radiant sign. Its steadfast finger shall be 
the emblem of man's immortal struggle. When the 
flowers of snmmer puss, it shall be a memorial still; 
and when spring's returning glory shall make the 
earth one blaze of beauty, with answering luster it 
shall crown afresh the grave of him who toiled to A. G. Phillips, 5 00 

Total, $940 17 make human life as beautiful as the reviving world. 

PRAYER meetings in Arkansas are not the humdrum 
affairs that they are in California, and every effort is 
put ~orth ~o m~ke them attractiv. At a prayer meet
mg m Gamesville a deacon and an elder, finding the 
fervor of the congregation waning, drew their six
shooters and popped away at each other. As the 
Holiness Band at Oroville complains that it is not 
greeted with proper enthusiasm, it might be well for 
some Or?villian to turn his six-shooter loose during 
the serv~ce. W ~ w~uld suggest that he point the 
weapon m the drrectwn of the Holiness Band.-San 
Francisco Post. 

SAli!UEL P. PUTNAM. 

A Tale from the Persian. 
From the San Fmncisco Truth. 

CHAPTER I. 

. Once on a time, in the early history of the Troglo
dites, a boss carpenter had finished a job for which, 
according to his contract, he was to receive cash upon 
completion. 

He received, however, a note at ninety days; un
able to wait for the maturity of the paper, he hired a 
pack mule and rowed across the ferry to Wall street. 

Here he met with an obliging old acquaintance1 

And the Centurion answered him and said:" Broth
er, you be damned; they s'kinned me out of fifteen 
per cent in Wall street, and if they shave me, I'll liv 
off shavings too." 

CllAPTER III. 

And it afterward came to pass that a great famin 
came upon the land, which was termed by the wise 
men of those days a panic. 

And among the bondmen there was weeping and 
wailing and gnashing of teeth. 

And floods overflowed the land, of waters, and of 
men who were called tramps. 

And behold, prisons grew and multiplied and be
came fruitful and replenished th~ earth. 
. And behold, there was great rejoicing among the 

nch and the elders of the land, which, being trans
lated, is .capitalists with us. 

~nd, lo and behold, the party of the first part, 
whwh was the bondman, was carried forth to Cal
vary, which, being translated, is pot.ter's field with us. 

And the mul~itude w_hich followed shouted a great 
shout of starvatiOn, saymg, " Of what hath this man 
died?" 

And the multitude answered itself, saying: "He 
died-he died-well, he died because he lived on 
shavings, too. Poor carpenter !" 

CllAPTER IV. 
And it came to pass that the money changers of 

the Temple of Wall were "clothed in purple and fine 
linen," and fared sumptuously every day, singing 
praises to Veuve Cliquot. 

And the parties of the second part, under their own 
vine and fig-tree, shouted hosannahs to Bourbon. 

And the parties of the first part, which were the 
bondmen, went forth on their bier. 

And the sirs and high priests of the tabernacle 
which, being translated, is political economist with 
us, who taught in the temples, raised their voices and 
said: "Behold how good and how pleasant it is for 
brethren to dwell together in unity! It is like pre
cious ointment upon the head, as the dew of Hermon. 
Behold how glorious is the 'identity of interests!' 
Hallelujah, to the Lord God of economies!" · 

And the people shouted with loud voices, "0 hell!', 
CHAPTER V. 

And lo, there came a great darkness over the land. 
And the people would fain take to shaving, too. 
And in the darkness rose a specter of portentous 

power. 
Having two long legs and a body which went up 

and down, shaped like a triangle (symbol of equality) 
and sharp as the sword of Damocles or that of Alex
ander which cut the Gordian Knot, standing firm and 
erect upon a platform which was movable. 

And the specter took to shaving; oh ! 'twas a vig
orcus barber, who knew all about barbarism. 

Anu beard<> were shaved, and HEADS down to the 
neck. 

And when the money changers of the Temple of 
Wall and the parties of the second part saw that they 
were being shaved, they regretted that they had ever 
begun the shaving process. · 

Mary had a little lamb, 
Away down south in Dixie. 

VICTOR DRURY. 

THE TRUTll SEEKER will be sent to new subscribere 
three months for fifty cents. There is no better way 
of serving the cause than by getting up clubs of 
trial subscribers to THE TRuTH SEEKER. 

I:!oLD faithfulness and sincerity as first principles. 
Hav no friends not equal to yourself. When you 
hav faults do not fear._to abandon them. 

, 
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New Books. 
THE BoTTOM FAoTs CoNCERNING THE SorENOE OF SPmiTUALisM: 

Derived from Carefulinvestigations Covering a Period of 
Twenty-five Years. By John W. Truesdell. With many 
Descriptiv illustrations. 

Here we hav it at last! The art of producing 
Spiritual pbenomenn has heretofore been considered 
a bidden one, but Mr. Truesdell has shown bow any 
person of ordinary intelligence and dexterity may 
acquire it. At the start be lays it down as a funda
mental proposition that no spirit can manifest itself 
except through a human organism. This bas always 
been admitted as a fact, but the extent to which it is 
necessary for the "influence" to make use of the 
medium's organs and faculties bas not until now 
been so fully set· forth. The author does not take 
the evidence of others upon which to build his ex
planations. He has spent twenty-five years, and 
probably twice as many dollars, in a minute exami
nation of the methods employed by the inhabitants 
of the next world in communicating with the deni
zens of this. He is also himself a developing me
dium of rare power, and has been aided in his re
search by the malevolent though necessary influence 
in a proper understanding of spiritual phenomena of 
the Diakka. The Diakka, it may be said, is defined 
by A. J. Davis as an evil form which wicked persons 
t~lre on after death, and which accounts for the con
flicting statements that sometimes come to mortals 
through the accredited mediums of departed worth. 
It is only through Mr. Truesdell's love for the truth, 
he declares, and by a partial smothering of his con
science for the time, that he allows himself to listen 
to the unholy utterances of this influence; but if by 
his sacrifice the cause of Spiritualism shall be finally 
benefited, he believes he will be amply compensated 
for his virtual self-immolation. The beneficence of 
the generally maleficent Diakka, however, is some
times apparent, as is shown in several instances, par
ticularly in the experience which is related of an im
pecunious medium, who through it was enabled to 
secure a sum of money which made it. possible for 
him to indulge in a protracted jubilation in honor of 
the triumph of the spiritual over gross matter. The 
case of Mr. Joe Cummings is the one alluded to. 
The Diakka gave it to the author in the following 
language, which, for lack of space, we abridge from 
the book in hand. 

"Allowing the spirit of Zoroaster to control Mr. Cum
mings," [says the Diakka] "!tnd having previously carefully 
folded a one-dollar bill in his left hand, I conducted my me
dium to the presence of a wealthy captain, a thorough-bred 
Spiritualist, and a great admirer of Zoroaster. Personating 
that ancient character, I saicl: 'Captain, hav you a one-dollar 
government note about you?' With some hesitancy the cap
tain produced the bill. I caused my medium to fold it ex
actly like the one in his left hand, and while the captain was 
recording the number he slyly exchanged them, and then 
tore the duplicate into a thousand pieces, which he burnt 
upon a plate before the astounded captain's eyes, and placed 
the ashes in one end of a magic box, into the other end of 
which the original bill was deftly placed without attracting 
the observer's notice. Joe then put the box on the center 
trtble, gyrated about it for a few secon~s, uttering incan~a
tions, and, suddenly stopping, took from It the borrowed bill. 
This marvelous proceeding increased the captain's confidence 
in Zoroaster. Promising still more wonderful manifestations, 
my medium next struck the captain for a fifty-dollar note, 
from the n,orncr of which he tore a fragment for the donor to 
keep until the original should be retured, and then concealed 
it unobserved about his person, rolling his hands meanwhile 
to create the impression that the bill was between them. 
When he opened his hands of course the bill had disappeared, 
and the captain was duly astonished. The medium then ad
dressed him: 'Captain, I am about to leave you for a short 
time. But these directions are absolutely indispensable to 
the return of the bill. Never menti0n this proceeding to 
anyone uncler any circumstances, otherwise the experimef!-t 
will fail. Hold on to the corner until the rest of the note IS 
restored.' My medium then went to Boston and spent his 
money freely among kinclred spirits in that Athens of Amer
ica, while tho captain remained at home holcling on to the 
little corner of the note, and anxiously waiting for the spirit 
of Zoroaster to return and materialize the balance. He still 
waits." 

These are not Mr. Truesdell's words, as given him 
by the evil spirit, but contain th~ substance of them. 
The kindness of the hated D1akka toward those 
whom it chooses to assist, will, we trust, hav been 
made plain to all by the foregoing narrativ, and all 
will say with the author, " Great is the Diakka of 
Davis!" 

l\1r. Truesdell bas also been favored with a sitting 
with the medium, Charles Foster, his experience at 
which he details. We lack the necessary space to 
quote the author's words, but it will be sufficient to 
say that such were his own mediumistic attainments 
that he wa,s enabled to discover the modus operandi 
by which the phenomena witnessed were brought 
about through Mr. ]'aster's mediumship, and at his 
own home he was afterward permitted to reproduce 
them for the benefit of his friends and to the glory 
of Spiritualism. He was acknowledged by Mr. 
Foster to be a developing medium of remarkable 
powers. He next invested the sum of five dollars 
each in a number of sittings with 1\'Ir. Henry Slade, 
of New York, an account of whose persecution at 
the hands of some unappreciativ Canadians will be 
found in 'l'HE TnuTH SEEKER of July 29, 1882. These 

sittings were so interesting, and go so far to confirJ? 
the impression of Mr. Foster, that Mr. Truesdell IS 
unusually en 1·apport with the spirit world, that we 
quote the account of them: 

"Upon entering his [Dr. Slade's] apartments, I was re
ceived by his assistant, who inquired my name and the na
ture of my business. I ga.ve him the required information, 
when he requested me to be seated until Mr. Slade should 
be disengaged. I was not obliged to wait long before the 
great medium made his uppearance, when we at once pro
ceeded to business. We seated ourselvs at a common, old
fashioned dining-table, with leaves extended. Mr. Slacle sat 
at my left, with the corner of the table projecting between 
us. I had hardly assumed the sitting posture, when a vacant 
chair, on the opposit sicle of the table, moved several inches 
toward me. A picture upon the side wall vibrated quite 
perceptibly, and without any visible cause. The doctor ap
peared very nervous, and, grasping my hands in his own, told 
me that he was afraid of the spirits-that I must hold on to 
him for protection, and must, in no circumstances, break the 
circle, or the spirits might injure us both. In a few moments 
I clistinctly felt something touching me and pulling at my 
clothing, as if there were some one under the table. Directly 
something came up into my lap, which Mr. Slade said was a 
materialized spirit-hand trying to reach my neck-tie. I was 
not in a good position to use my eyes, as the doctor held me 
very close to the table, although I did get a glimps of some
thing in my lap that looked not so much like a hand as a hu
man foot. Suspecting-in my ignorance of spiritual laws
that the doctor himself was the direct author of that partic
ular phase of phenomenon, I affecte¢1 to be alarmed, which 
appeared to please Slade excessivly. Watching my oppor
tunity, when the 'spirit-hand' was playing its most venture
some tricks, I suddenly recoiled from the table, apparently 
horror-stricken, just in time to detect the doctor in the act of 
withdrawing from my lap his left foot, which he quickly re
placed in his slipper. As my appearance did not indicate 
anything but terror, and an irresistible impulse to remove 
myself from the influence of the capricious spirits, the doc
tor little suspected that I had discovered the means by which 
they had produced the phenomenon. He then told me that 
I was a very mediumistic individual, and altogether too sen
sitiv, in my crude, undeveloped condition, to endure ma
terializing exhibitions of so high an order. After being as
sured by him that there was no danger to be apprehended 
from the spirits, through their efforts at slate-writing, I con
sented to sit with him once more. The doctor then took up 
a common slate, and, after carefully cleaning both sides, 
placed it under the leaf of the table, holding it with Jiis right 
hand, in such a manner that. the slate was wholly hidden 
from my view, while only the thumb of his right hand, with 
which he grasped the table leaf, was visible. At the me
dium's request I took hold of the opposit end of the slate 
with my left hand, and joined my right with the doc~or's left 
upon the center of the table. A crumb of pencil had 
been placed u.pon the upper side of the slate before it disap
pearea from our vision. In this position we waited several 
minutes, when the sound of writing was distinctly heard. I 
could plainly see the movements of the cords in the doctor's 
wrists, indicating to me that he was doing the writing, but I 
was not sure of this fact, at the time, as he appeared to be 
very nervous, making many strange and, apparently, unnec
essary movements. When the writings ceased, the slate was 
quickly jerked out of our hands, by some invisible agency, 
and, during the doctor's effort to regain it, I was quite sure 
that it was turned completely over. On withdrawing the 
slate, a short message of trivial import, which I cannot now re
call-except the closing words 'Come again. ALLIE'-appearecl 
on the upper surface. The doctor then cleaned the slate, pre
paratory to another experiment, when a loud rap sounded 
upon the door, which the medium answered in person, care
lessly taking the slate with him. While he engaged in a low 
conversation with some one at the door, the slate was hidden 
from my view only for a few seconds, but, during that brief 
period, I had a deep impression (which I hav since been told 
was a Diakka influence) that the interruption was pre-ar
ranged with his assistant in order to giv Slade an opportunity 
to exchange the clean slate for one that had been written 
upon. The doctor then returned to the table, and, laying the 
slate down upon it, a little beyond my reach, without exhibit
ing its under side, we resumed our former positwns at the 
table, he holding both my hands in such a manner that 
neither of us could be accused of being instrumental in pro
ducing the phenomenon. In a very few moments the scratch
ing of a slate-pencil, which I could not definitly locate, was 
distinctly heard. The noise continued· for several minutes, 
and, when it ceased, a long, well-written communication, ad
dressed to myself, signQd 'Henry Truesdell,' was found upon 
the under side of the slate. As the message contained no in
formation of special importance to me-the writer being a 
myth-! did not care to preserve it. I then frankly told Mr. 
Slade that the sitting had been quite unsatisfactory-the phys
ical part being very bunglingly executed, while the communi
cations purporting to be written by the spirits, since they act
ually proceeded from entire strangers, were to me vague and 
meaningless. The doctor expressed great surprise at my dis
satisfaction, saying that, from a physical point of view, the 
manifestations I had witnessed could not be excelled in a 
score of sittings. The communications, he admitted, were 
not quite so convincing as he had hoped for, a fact which he 
explained upon the hypothesis that I was too much alarmed 
to allow the safe appearance of my immediate spirit-friends, 
and that strangers had, therefore, been substituted to pre
pare the way. He assured me that the road was now clear, 
so that, at any future sitting, my spirit-friends would be able 
to identify themselvs, and to communicate with me more 
freely. I then promised to obey 'Allie's' injunction to come 
again. Parting with a five-dollar note, which I thought 
would fully compensate the doctor for an hour's sitting, I 
bade him good-bye, feeling a trifle poorer in filthy lucre but 
inestimably richer in spiritual knowledge. ' 

"A few months after my first interview with Dr. Slade, I 
had occasion to ·repeat my visit to New York, when I again 
called upon this noted medium. I was ushered into his 
spacious drawing-room by the same attendant who received 
me on the former occasion, who made the usual inquiries re
garding my name and the nature of my business. I told him 
~he obJ~ct of. my visit, but begged to be excused from divulg
mg my Ident1ty at present, saying that the manifestations, 
should any occur, would be much more satisfactory to me if 
I could be allowed to remain incoqnito for a time-at least 
until the spirits themselvs should disclose my name. Not 
wishing to assist the spirits in identifying me, in case the 
medium should not, I took the precaution, before my arrival, 
to remove my name from the lining of my hat, but inten
tionally left in my overcoat pocket an unsealed letter which 
would convey to the physical eye the erroneous impression 
that my name was Samuel Johnson, of Rome, N. Y. The at
tendant at once took charge of my outer ga=ent and left me 
alone in the spirit-room to await tile coming of the renowned 
doctor. Incited by curiosity, I began to look about me, ex.-

annnmg every part of the room in a thorough and critical 
manner. There was, in the apartment, a piece of furniture, 
resembling a large sideboard, which rested upon legs but a 
few inches in length. Under this article of furniture I dis
covered a common slate, upon the lower surface of which 
there appeared a communication in substance as follows: 

" 'We are happy to meet you in this atmosphere of spirit
ual research. You are now surrounded by many anxious 
friends in spirit-life who desire to communicate with you, 
but cannot, until you learn more of the laws which govern 
their actions. If you will come here often, your spirit
friends will soon be able to identify themselvs and to com
municate with you as in earth-life. ALLIE.' 

"Inspired by what I hav since be.come convinced. was a 
Diakka influence, I had a strong impression that this was 
one of the doctor's stereotyped messages, suitable for almost 
any occasion, and intended for the next gudgeon who might 
stray into his net. I therefore wrote under 'Allie's ' com-
munication, in a bold hand, as follows: . 

"'Henry! look out for this fellow-he is up to snuff ! 
ALOIND.A..' 

" ( Alcincla was the name of Dr. Slade's deceased wife, of 
which fact I was cognizant). 

"I immediately replaced the slate in its original position, 
and seated myself in another part of the room. A few mo
ments later the great connecting link oetween our world and 
the next-known to mortnls as Slade-entered the room. I 
saw at once that he did not remember having met me before; 
so I apologized for not giving my name, saying that I would 
prefer to hav the spirits ferret it out. The doctor was in 
good humor, and at once promised to do all in his power to 
aid me in the line of spirit investigation. We sat in the 
usual manner, at a table situated nearly in the center of the 
room, around which the doctor had previously placed several 
chairs. In these, he claimed, the spirits of deceased friends 
were accustomed to sit. We had scarcely joined hands when 
some of the empty chairs began to move, impelled, I con
cluded, by the spirits, through the agency of the medium's 
long, lithe legs and bare feE\t, which fact I seemed to detect 
in his countenance and in the contortions of his visible body. 
After these physical manifestations were concluded, the doc
tor brought in, from the adjoining room, a slate, which was 
the exact duplicate of the one I had seen lying beneath the 
sideboard, and, placing it under the leaf of the table, we 
both held it for spirits to write upon. Directly a scratching 
noice was heard, apparently emanating from the slate. After 
the sound had ceased, the slate was withdrawn and inspect
ed, whe!! the name 'Mary Johnson' appeared plainly written 
upon it. I pretended to be a little startled at this manifes
tation, and probably looked quite serious for the moment; 
but when the medium told me that Mary Johnson was my 
sister, I felt in duty bound to correct him, since no such per
son has any right to claim relationship with me. Not in the 
least disconcerted by this trivial error on the part of the 
spirits, the doctor, under the pretext of changing the light, 
drew the table very near to the sideboard, where the great 
slate-bate had been concealed by the Diakka. We were 
again settted at the table, in nearly the same positions al
ready described in the account of my first interview with the 
doctor. 'fhe magnetism was so strong, and the spirits were 
so activ, that we partially lost control of the slate, and it fell 
to the floor. Keeping our positions as well as we could, in 
the circumstances, the doctor reached down his right hand to 
regain possession of the slate, but the indomitable Diakka 
was too quick for him, and eaus_ed hi!ll, ip.stead _of grasping._ 
the slate that fell, to bring up the duplicate. Several inef
fectual attempts were then made to obtain writing under the 
table-leaf, when it was decided that the force was too strong, 
and the doctor placed the slate on the center of the table, 
with the clean side uppermost. He then put some. fragments 
of slate-pencil beneath it, and we again joined hands. A 
moment afterward the table began to tremble violently, and 
Slade appeared much agitated when we distinctly heard the 
spirits writing upon the slate. The sound was unmistakable; 
even the crossing of the t's and the dotting of the i's could 
be easily distinguished. This was the grandest victory of 
my life! Inaudibly I exclaimed, 'Eureka ! Eureka!' After 
years of fruitless search for proof of the immortality of 
man, at last I had found it. There we were, face to face, as 
it were, with our spirit-friends, communicating with them as 
in earth-life, with the unimpeachable testimony of our eyes 
and eMs to establish the fact! At the conclusion of the 
writing the doctor raised the slate and turned it over in a tri
umphant manner, when his eyes fell upon the two messages. 
He seemed appalled! Had a thunderbolt from heaven fallen 
at his feet he could not hav been more astounded. For seve
ral minutes he continued to gaze upon the slate in blank 
amazement-then, suddenly turning upon me, his counte
nance livid with rage and excitement, he exclaimed, 'What 
does this mean? Who has been meddling with this slate?' 
' Spir1ts,' I coolly replied. A moment later this great manip
ulator of unseen forces was as mellow as a ripe apple. 
Freely and fully we communed together for an hour or more, 
upon the all-important subject of my visit. If I had hereto
fore been suspicious of the doctor, now every shadow of 
doubt was dispelled. The science of Spiritualism was more 
thoroughly discussed between us than I had ever before 
heard it, the doctor taking especial pains to explain to me 
many of the mysterious methods adopted by the spirits in -
order to reach those who are yet in the physical form. I was 
thus highly favored, the doctor info=ed me, for the reason 
that the spirits desired more fully to develop my wonderful 
mediumistic powers. 'It is seldom,' he continued, 'that we 
can find a person fit to be trusted with the great secrets of 
our wonderful .and delicate spirit-manifestations, but, from 
you, we are ready to acknowledge we hav nothing more to 
conceal. Yon are now qualified to enjoy all the spiritua 
knowledge that is attainable by mortals. We cheerfully well 
come you to our royal ranks as a true and absolute medium
through whom we hope to make many converts to our glo, 
rious cause.'" 

[Here Mr. Truesdell informs us that he went home wi~h- a 
new light bursting upon him. He had learned that Spint
ualism was an art as well as a science, and subsequent ex
periments which he made confirmed that truth.] 

But why proceed? The book cannot receive its 
due at our hands without being fully quoted, and 
justice cannot be done it by the reader without th~r
oughly perusing it. Those who remember the dis
cussions which the author has held in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER with various parties on the subject of finance, 
will know what to expect as to the style in which 
" Bottom Facts " is written. There is a streak of 
inimitable humor running through the book that 
diverts the mind while it may improve the under
standing, and so keeps the reader happy. It may be 
safely predicted that the work will be as thoroughly 
enjoyed and as heartily denounced as anything that 
has been printed in this century. As a parting word 
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'Ye would say that if by a perusal of the foregoing 
remarks, the reader is enabled to gather exactly what 
sort of a work is under discussion, he will accom
plish more than the writer has by a study of the 
book itself. 

The Colloquium. 

SEEKER of June 2d, than was ever written about a 
science of Universology, advocating truth in all 
creeds and beliefs, no matter how adverse or contra-
dictory. FRANCIS M. BucK. 

Responsibility of Knowledge. 

am. In '69 or '70 he removed to Mauch Chunk, Pa., 
and edited a paper, but as he found it a poor paying' 
institution, he abandoned his principles to become a 
Methodist missionary, afterward gaining consider
able notoriety as a Methodist preacher, preaching 
several times in the German M. E. church, of this 
city. The Young Men's Christian Association was 
also materially assisted by this gentleman's efforts, 
ana, although he is accredited by his Christian 
friends with being sincere in his withdrawal from 
the principles of Infidelity, I hav every reason to be
lieve that he is as ardent an Infidel as 6lver, only that, 
finding that Christianity is among some communities 
more popular than a divergence from it, and, accord
ingly, pays better, he is as we find him. 

Advance is hedged by results of warped natures. 
I never had read, heard,-or thought of a science of Monopolies are legitimate fruits of master and slave 

of Universology until I subscribed for THE TRUTH parentage, and among the myriad small ones that 
SEEKER, some four months ago. Therefore I became beget and enlink the monstrous few, the fashion 
much interested in the articles that appeared on that monopoly, grown of late to lead and strengthen all 
subject, and hav tried to fathom the theory, or theo- that twine round sex-partiality, is largest and has 
ries, of its advocates. But I hav either failed to the most baleful influence. Rebellion in that will be 
grasp the principles embodied in such a science or it ceasing to supply the central arteries of the whole 
dwells only in the imagination of a few imaginativ tyranriic system from the life-blood of the whole pop
beings. I heartily approve of discussion without ulation. That sham is at once purse robber, health 
quarreling, disagreement without hatred. I love a vampire, woman enslaver, and man dementer. That 
man whose mind has expanded so as to hav respect rebellion will be the ethical, reasoning revolution, 
for all honest opinions; whose platform is broad obviating that of sanguinary force. Evolution has 
enough to giv standing-room for all persons of what- prepared thought and things to unite with human 
ever belief, on which they can discuss and consider effort in placing humanity in harmony with science, 
all subjects on friendly terms. But wheE, persons go through physical renewal. Defrauding institutions 
so far as to say there is truth in all sects, creeds, and await that renewal--national danger and common 
beliefs, that there is truth and philosophy in every suffering urge it pathetically. True social states and 
man's opinion, and that, therefore, on those grounds civil equity hang upon it; inasmuch as legal fairness 
there should be a reconciliation of differences--a would be mockery, merely nominal, without condi
consolidation of contradictions, a unity of opposits-- tions of physical equality. Erst the rib and apple 
they are believing in an absurdity and asking for story was devised to uphold sex-caste--how sustained 
what cannot an~ does not take place in all nature. before that epoch, nor Plato, nor Hesiod has informed 
'Ve see certain principles pervading all matter. By us. Modern Asia, key of the ancient, givs some clue. 
principles I mean rules of action inherent in every But when the serpent and flaming sword lost power; 
atom. When we hav discovered principles or rules ·Western artifice adopted reduction of energy. Per
of action pertaining to matter, we clothe our discov- sonal bodily bondage, consuming vigor of muscle, 
ery in words to convey our impressions to other per- nerve, mind, courage, all potencies of womanhood, 
sons. They are called our ideas or opinions. After has been effectual as force and fable. Now that 
these principles or rules of action are found to exist grows transparent, and knowledge is required. Ask
with a certainty, they are called truths. Therefore, ing intelligence, while dwarfing its source, reacts 
rules of action, principles, and truths are one and the inversely, and from the dilemma questions issue 
same. There is only one science then, and that is whose answers only need applying to evident demands 
the science of nature, which embodies all the I;ules to establish order. Yet, some women, writhing under 
of action pertaining to all matter in all forms. If a wrongs, ask what men hav to do_ with our ri~hts. I 
person presents an idea that resides only in the ask, What hav th~y not to do Wit~ them, while they 
imagination, and there is no principle in nature that ~one hold authont;y---wh~n. b;y- ~iles t~ey ha~ kept 
sustains his opinion, it is a falsehood. Truth and It, and now, concedmg therr mJustice, still hold It, and 
falsehood can never unite. Opposit theories and be.. raise no encouraging cry against the fashion scheme 
liefs never can unite as one must be false. There is that crushes us! "Untrammeled womanhood" has 
no such thing as harmony in contradictions, or as oft been pron~unced--it means UJ?-tram~~led ?odies 
life being composed of opposits. Nature never con- as first requsits, or means nothmg. TIS sa1d the 
tradicts herself. Contradictions only exist in the noblest men of to-day are ready to back our reforms. 
minds of the higher forms of organization. It is We are pleading for such backers; and as we watch, 
impossible for an atom of matter to contain two sigh how long, holders of scepters. shall only echo 
principles or rules of action anthithctical. If mat- answer. When a dozen of them smg out through 
ter contained principles ex~ctly opposit it would the p;rese, what?ver bef:J:ll o?I" little .m~nopol~', we'll 
make everything neutral, eYerything dead, and there sustam woman s emanmpatwn, begmnmg With her 
would be no life. release from death by fashion's sway, it will be the 

Let us, as Liberals, treat a man according to his 
principles. If he is a Christian, and sincere in his 
belief, he is entitled to our respect, although wa 
differ from him in matters of belief; but for the man 
who abandons his dearest principles for the sake of 
lucre, we can only feel scron and contempt. Since 
penning the above, I hav encountered another gen
tleman who knew the party and can verify what I 

How can a magnet attract and yet repe~ ?--so say best music that ever blest ear~h. Best informe~1 
some. But of late we are finding there 1S no such women are ready for untrammelmg, and only wmt 
thing as the law of repulsion. There is no such ~he favo~· of good men.. False sentiment and oppos
thing as positiv and negativ electricity. One would mg self-mterest mak~ 1t the duty and honm: of good 
neutralize the other and there would be no elec- men to encourage m advance, and pubhcly, that 
tricity. practical steps may be und~rstood, timid~ty dismis~ed, 

There may be seeming contradictions. We know an~ r~newal o! health _begm the world s. regulatwr;. 
there are to the uneducated. If I toss a stone in the This Is necessity, and 1s not over-presummg on mens 
ai1· it falls to the earth, and we say it was occasioned duties in a work they mu~t facilitate because t~y hav 
by the law of attraction or gravitation. Inflate a prevent~d. Many of the1r pen~ prove. they know our 
balloon with gas and it rises. That would seem to populah?n cann_ot becm;ne rehable till motherhood 
contradict the first phenomenon, yet the same law 1s ener~lZed, wh1~h reqmres natural and. full use of 
makes the balloon rise that made the stone fall. Dif- every limb and v1tal organ, and that th1s dem~tnds 
ferent conditions of matter produce different phe- change in the. form of attire. T_hat _it be radical, 
nomena but if we understood all the laws we would adapted to acbv labor and exerCise, 1s well-known 
find th~re were no contradictions. All nature pro- need, and not. a n_ew idea. . How reckless t? postpo?e 
duces nothing antagonistic. Where there is antago- a work tha~ will lift hu~amty from the m1re of dis
nistic opinions, or opposif beliefs, one must be false. ease and VICe, and rectify all troubles as nought else 
Then what is the Colloquium? What is the science ca~! ~ra-ye men and women, put yot~r thought ~n 
of integralism-of Universology? Is it to take every th1s top1c _mto. the papers and _elec~nfy the torJ?1d 
man by the hand, and say, Walk in brother; I am right and falterm~ till ~he p1tch of actiOn 1s re.ached. _ro 
and you are right, though we differ from each other? allow co~s1de~at10ns of tra~e _and gam to stifle 
That is the way I understand the believers in such a progress m th1s effort for smenbfic costume, under 
science. - present needs and knowledge, is yielding last hopes 

Yet all through their writings they contradict to greed and tyranny, when _in our power to wit~stand 
themselvs, but yet, according to their theory, their an~ conquer them . by th1s measure a?d pomt of 
contradictory statements must both be true, and, nee- :es1stance, at. once v1tal, central, and bas1_c. Jli~y zeal 
essary in their statements in order to produce har- m the cause mcreases as I learn what qmte f01ls the 
mony and life to their arguments and science. common weal and mena?es f~tm:e good .. Works 

Mr. Andrews says "the Colloquium is not a mis- ~ust. second. 'Yords. Ind1gnat10n 1s useless 1f lack
sionary institution, but a _conference to come to an mg 1? 9uahb~s that prompt deeds and change. 
understanding as to where we all stand." But what PractiCahzed smence of health would produce order 
is the use of a conference if all are right and none so peacefully as to create a tenth wonder. 
wrong? Samuel P. Putnam speaks of " different MARY E. TrLLO'l'SON. 
creeds coming forth brighter after a conflict on ac
count of error exposed and truth revealed." But if 
all creeds are true, if all beliefs are correct, how 
could there be any errors exposed ? 

The idea that life is made up of contradictions, 
that they are necessarily all true, is the most stultify
ing philosophy ever concocted by any individual. 
There is only one truth, and the only way there will 
ever be a reconciliation of differences, a unity of per
sons holding different creeds, will be to expose all 
the erroneous on~s, and make truth more brilliant, so 
all will hav to embrace the eternal principles peiiain
ing to all matter. 

There is more sound sense in the aiiicle written 
by Otto Wet~stein on the subject of "Materialism 
or Spiritualism," and J. R. Perry's article on " The 
Three Philosophies," which appeared in THE TRUTH 

The Renegade Von Schleumbach. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In your 

issue of June 2d appears (among "Notes,") an in
quiry concerning Mr. Frederick Von Schleumbach, 
who, having figured as an Infidel editor and organ
izer of Infidel clubs, is now doing evangelical work 
in Germany. It givs me pleasure to inform you that 
I hav been acquainted with the gentleman since 
1867, when he lived eighteen miles from here, at a 
place called Wilkes Barre. Previous to that time, 
perhaps '64-'65, he was a locomotiv engineer, after
ward proprietor of a grocery and provision store in 
the same place. In 1868 he organized a turn verein 
in Wilkes Barre, of which he was president(sprer;her), 
and on several occasions I heard him speak in pub
lic, finding him to be as pronounced an Infidel as I 

hav written. H. G. DILLEn. 
Scranton, Pa. 

--------~~---

An Exhibition of Superstition and Ignorance. 
Front the Hebrew Leader. 

Much interest is felt over the trial of ten Jews in 
a place called Nyreghhaza, Hungary, for murder, al
leged to hav been committed a long time since, and, 
although the accused hav been in prison over a year, 
there is little doubt they will all be acquitted. It 
appears that a large number of Russian fugitiv (Jews) 
emigrated to Hungary, with caused some ill-feeling 
against them, but the premier refused to take meas
ures to prevent their arrival. Two deputies to the 
Hungarian Parliament tried to spread alarm among 
the Assembly by relating horrors of all kinds com
mitted by the Jews in days gone by, and when they 
were called to order by the president, who declared 
that what they said would gain for the whole Assem
bly a reputation of barbarous ignorance, one of 
them, Herr Puody, declared that such things were not 
deeds of the past, but that they still happened every 
day. He then related the story of a girl who had 
been sent on an errand by her mother and had never 
returned. Seventy-nine days after her mysterious 
disappearance her body was found in the River Tisza, 
and its condition was such that it could be easily sup
posed she bad been thrown into the water nearly 
three months before. Tbe deputy declared that the 
mother had been refused a hearing by the authori
ties, had been sent from pillar to post, and that it 
was firmly believed in the town that the Jews had 
murdered the girl in the synagog and had afterward 
paid the authorities to hush up the whole affair. 
'rhe premier promised to investigate the matter, and 
reported on it afterward. It appears that the only 
witness to the deed was a boy five years old, who had 
been decoyed from his father's house by a priest, and 
had testified that he had looked on during the mur
der, unperceived by his father, by peering through 
the keyhole. Upon the testimony of this child the 
man was arrested and eight other persons whom the 
boy declared to hav been in the synagog while the 
deed was perpetrated. A tenth person was arrested 
bemiuse he declared the accused was with him at the 
hour designated by the boy, and, as it was firmly be
lieved the murder took place, it was concluded that 
he also must hav participated in it. 

The body of the girl found in the river was ex
humed, and the experts were of opinion that the age 
and size and also the color of the hair answered ex
actly to the description of the missing girl, but that 
too much time had elapsed since her death to admit 
of an absolute recognition. The accused not only 
deny having committed the crime· imputed to them, 
but also any knowledge of a murder of this kind. 
The rabbis say that it is au old superstition of the 
ignorant Christian folk in that country that the Jews 
require Christian blood to mix with their Passover 
bread at Easter, and, indeed there can be no doubt 
that the whole question was raised and put before 
the Hungarian government to rouse feelings of dis
trust and hatred against the Jews. The indictment 
accuses four Jews of having assisted in the murder. 
These four are Solomon Schwartz, orthodox butcher; 
Abraham Buxbaum, a schoolmaster; Leopold Braun, 
second orthodox butcher, and Hermann Vollman, 
Jewish laborer. Six more are accused of having 
aided the murderers. As above stated, these ten per
sons hav been in prison one year, during which the 
affair was being investigated by a comi clearly dis
posed to condemn them, wllile the imperial council
lor himself believes them to be innocent. :F'ive more 
person are accused of trying to screen the alleged 
murderers, but these are not in prison. A large 
number of witnesses hav been summoned to giv evi
dence; the case will probably last several weeks. 
But the whole indictment is based upon the evidence 
of the little boy of five, who may hav been tuld what 
he believes to hav seen, and whether the result of 
the trial may be the fact that these men hav been 
cor:.fined for so long a time on such evidence exhibits 
a case of superstition and ignorance unparalleled. 

, 
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1£etftr# !(rom Jlritqd~. 

BUFFALO, June 9, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2 for the Ben

nett Monument. I am not a believer in monuments, 
but will go against opinions this (the first) time be
cause it is for D. M. Bennett. 

THOMAS PAINE FRANK. 

FREDONIA, May 5, 1883. 
MR: EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 for my sabscription. 

Out of all the numerous interesting papers that press 
my time that I am anxious to read none as yet takes 
the place of THE •.rnuTH SEEKER among my instructors. 

PLINY SMITH. 

NEW BRUNSWICK, June 9, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find amount for one year's 

subscription; also please apply $5 to the Monument 
Fund, as a meager mark of my appreciation toward 
perpetuating the memory of a good ma,n. 

R3spectful!y, Ho.aAcE L. FAIRCHILD. 

CALVERT, June 4, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: One cannot well ~ do without THE 

TRUTH SEEKER after having once felt its beneficial in
fluef:lce. H3rewith please find $2.50, your favor for 
year's subscription, and please to number me among 
your regular subscribers, and oblig-e, 

L. A. BERGERON. 

CLINTON, May 12, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I had a little dispute with a friend 

about Col. Bob Ingersoll. He said he had been or Wa3 
a member of the United St.ates Senate or Rouse of 

R.lpresentatives, and I said no. Piease answer in your 
valuable paper. A SuBSCRIBER. 

[Col. Ingersoll does not occupy any offiJial position. 
As the leading Infidel of the country he enjoys a 
higher and better reputation among honest fvlks than 
the president himself.-ED. T. S.] 

ATTALLA., June 11, 1883. 
1\fR. EDITOR: I am proud to let you know that THE 

TRUTH SEEKER stock is looking up a little here. I 
hav got you one yearly subscriber, and one for a 
three months' trial. I will do my best to hav THE 
TRUTH SEEKER on every table in this community. I 
hav got my papers spread nearly aU ovex this 
county, and I am satisfied that they are going to do 
good here. Long may it liv to spread the truth 
througll this God-forsaken country. 

w. L. NELSON. 

LINCOLN CENTER, June 6, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: After my thanks to you for so great a 

salvation bestowed upon us through THE TRUTH SEEKER 
will you now accept my compliments in form of a 
five-dollar note, which you may place to my credit 
if you wish. You will never be tortured in a hell if 
you do not giv me credit for same, for in considera
tion of all things, the star of liberty, to wit, THE 
TRU1'H SEEKER, has sent salvation into the hearts of 
enough of others to amply gratify me. I rejoice 
much more in the Liberal salvation that Th8mas 
Paine rejoiced in. This world will do me to liv in, 
and if I do all the good I can I will surely die easy. 
Such thoughts begot our nation. Did Christ do as 
much? N. C. FANCHER, M.D. 

GmsoN CITY, June 10, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I chanced to get hold of a copy or 

two of your paper at the news office, and read them. 
I liked them, and I want to subscribe for three 
months anyhow. H the paper remains as good as it 
is now I want it as long as I can raise money to 
pay for it. I inclose $1, for which you will nlease 
send me the paper and " Crimes of Preachers " from 
May, 1876, to May, 1882; and please send "Excep
tions to the Character of Jesus Christ Considered as 
a Gentleman." I see a great many books in the 
Truth Seeker Library I would like to hav, but I am 
not able to get them now. I am poor and work for 
a living, but hope to be able to giv something to-
ward the monument. JoHN McWHIRT. 

SUTTON, June 11, 283. 
MY DEAR MRS. BENNETT: Please pardon my neglect 

in not writing to you ere this. Baing a constant 
reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I see you hav received 
many kind letters of consolation; but among them 
all none could relieve the sorrowing heart; time can 
never heal the wound; but they told you of the 
many friends far away that sympathized with you 
in you great loneliness. None can feel more deeply 
the loss of one I knew not than myself. I felt at 
the time our leader was gone, our ranks broken. 
We miss him; we miss his voice; but time has taught 
me there is no change in the worthy paper our hero 
founded. I know you and Mr. Macdonald must 
labor hard to make the p.'l>per what it is, and I trust 
succass will crown your efforts. 

In this you will find $3 50, to be applied as foliow: 
$1 50 for the fourth voiume· of ''A Truth Seeker 
A~ound the World," $1 for the Monument Fund, and 
$1 on my s..tbscripti:Jn to 'IRE 'J'RUTH SEEKER. Many 
thanks for your inJulgence so long. 

Wiahing you many years of health and prosperity, 
I remain, Yours respeccfully, MRs. RETTIE SI'ORL. 

MELROSE, May 22, 1883. 
Mn. EDIToR: It has been a long time since I wrote 

you; you will find inclosed herewFh $7:50: which 
pleaSR apply as follows: $3 on my subscnptwn for 
THE TRUTH SEEKER; $2.50 for one new subscriber for 
THE TRUTH SEEKER; 50 cents for one new subscriber 
for three months; $1.50 for the fourth volume of ''A 
Truth Saeker Around the World." You will make 
note that I bav not got a. copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
since last November. Nor do I know whether my 
third volume of" A Truth Seeker Around the World" 
c.tme to Moose Creek. I hav been distant fifty miles; 
the snow is very deep in the mountains. so I hav 
made no eff:)rt to reach my mail, and I expect to 
find it all stored away for~ me when I call for it, 
which will be soon, I hope. J. B. THOMSON. 

DECKERTOWN, June 10,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: We hav several outspoken Liberals 

in this village and vicinity, and a good many more 
who lean that way very sGrong, but are afraid of 
public opinion, hence dare not avow their sentiments. 
This fall I shall make an effort to institute a Liberal 
L3ague here. We hav three churches, and the heads 
thereof are kept in a starving condition from year 
to year. Somehow or other they don't seem to 
thrive, and several years hav elapsed since any souls 
were born into the kingdom. Spirituality is becom
ing a quality of the past. Priests are losing their in
fluence and Liberalism stalking abroad throughout 
tile land. I will write you sometime why I beca.me 
an Infidel. I was once Sucday-school superintendent 
an1 deacon in a Presbyterian church. 

Fraternally y0urs, L. H. DECKER. 

LANARK, June 7, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1.25 for six 

months. At the end of that time you will please 
stop the papar until you hear from me again, as I 
intend moving and don't know where as yet. But 
wherever it may be, there will THE TRUTH SEEKER be 
also. If it should turn out that I do not move, THE 
TRUTH SEEKER may come and liv at the old home. 
I consider it the best exponent of civil and religious 
liberty published. I am interested in the writings 
of your many contributors, and particularly in Mr. 
C. E. Townsend's about the inftnit mind. If he will 
stop making so many assertions about it, and tell us 
what he moans by his infiuit mind-define it so that 
when he gets done we can understand it and believe 
in his theory, so that there can be no question about 
it-if he will do this, it will be the biggest thing 
that has been done yet. Respectfully yours, 

T. H. MoNTGOMERY. 

HAMMONTON, June 10, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1 to bring your 

very valuable paper to us longer. I am sorry we 
cannot send more at this time, but must be content. 
Hope to be able to send more ere this runs out. 
You see we are under bondage to capital, and hav a 
hard struggle to keep the sheriff off our place. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER seems to grow better with every 
number. June 21 is full of good matter. Paxton, 
on monopoly, in a previous number, is excellent. I 
should ·think he sees somewhat as I hav in Massa
chusetts. I think D. Bruce good. I hav just opened 
the la3t number, and see by it that he we used to 
call Brother Georg a (Allen) has passed on, and so we 
go. Ha was four years younger than myself, and 
eleven than my partner, whom they used to know 
a3 Sally Smith. 

Lest I trespass too much on your time, I close 
with respects to all. D. R. WoLLISoN. 

MILTON, June 3, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: For now a number of years I hav been 

a reader of your paper, and consider it a necessity 
in my family. The Liberalizing influences that such 
periodicals hav upon neighborhuoda and commu
nities are to observera simply astonishing. Utah 
fifteen years ago was the very hot-bed of religious 
fa.naticism, bigotry, and superstition. To-day what a 
change! Hardly a town, village, or settlement with
out one or more Freethinkers; and where they are 
outspoken and adopt a wise course in conduct and 
conversation, the influence has been wonderful. For 
when Congress has been trying to solve the "Utah 
question" by passing their several "bills;" for ex
ample, the Cullom bilL the Poland bill, and at last 
the Edmunds bill, what is there accompli:3hed? 
Nothing at all. Indeed the spreading of good Free
thought literature has done and will do more good 
for Utah and the world than legislation or persecu
tion eVPr has or will accomplish. 

U<ah is getting flooded with ministers of all de
nominations, all lamenting the benighted Mormons, 
all trying to show up the superiority or theit· creed, 
and all accusing each o:her of not understanding 
the Bible corremly, but, as Thomas Paine said, all, 
Mormons included, uniting in snying that Frea
thinkers don't understand the book nt all. 

We hav felt deepiy the bereavement of our leader 
and standard l.Jearer, D. M. Bannett. Last summer 
on his return trip around 1he world, I traveled sixty 
miles tor r h•J vu~pose of seeing and taking by hand 
the man who had so bmvaly, so unflinchingly, and so 
victoriously fought so many l; ,. 'tes for freedom in 
this lanJ, which is called (should be) the land of 
the free. Yours, L. P. EDHOLM. 

GRENOLA, June 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: In your last edition I see a criticism 

on the writings of T. Winter, of Cincinnati, by Mr. 
Peck, in which he claims Mr. Winter to be bigoted 
and intolerant, and that there is nothing in them 
that can be called argument, Now, what I want to 
say is this, that facts are .stubborn things and need 
no argument; and, as to bigotry, large game needs 
strong ammunition. Let us look at the practical 
workings of Christianity and Spiritualism. Mr. Ben
nett, in his article on Materialism and Spiritualism, 
said that it was estimated that 90 per cent of spirit 
manifestations were fraudulent. Now, how would 
Bcother Peck like to drink, or advise a near and 
dear friend to drink, of a fountain whose waters 
were 90 per cent poison? n t is be true, is Mr; 
Winter wrong in telling the facts without advancing 
any argument? 

Inclosed :find $1 for the Bennett Monument Fund· 
L 'A, WoLFE. 

MELFORD, MINN., June 9, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of this date I notice 

your article in regard to the Methodist church un
dertaking to build an edifice some years ago, which 
finally collapsed for want of funds, necessitating the 
sale of the property under the hammer and the in
tended brimstone manufactory's final conversion into 
an ice-cooler. It may not be uninteresting to your
self and readers to learn to what uses Minnesotians 
put that class of bankrupt edifices. 

Some five or six years ago the Methodists erected 
a brimstone institution in the village of Dundas. 
Rice county, and, when completed, dedicated it with 
due solemnities to the service of the meek and low-
ly carpenter. Tithes coming in very slowly and the 
society becoming poorer and poorer, they could not 
meet their indebtedness, and, in consequence, last 
fall they were obiged to sell out. This once sacred 
edifice, where the good man of God was wont to 
deal out hell and damnation by the square yard to 
unrepenting sinners, is now used as a dance hall. 
where the young and lively meet on festiv occasions 
to "trip the light fantastic toe," and, as their faces 
flush with the excitement of the dance, and the 
sound of the cat-gut, they seem to say, "There is 
f!tr more pleasure in this innocent recreation than 
could hav been experienced by the followers of 
Wesley, who formerly bent over the now demol
ished altar and partook of the bread and wine which 
an inspired hypocrit told them was the 'blood and 
body' of the meek and lowly," which never had an 
existence except in a diseased imagination. The 
basement, where the -sanctimonious brothers- and ~-
sisters met for evening prayer and rehearsal over 
and over again, "what wicked mortals" they all 
were, and where the little children each "L:>rd's 
day" spoke their little piece and read, "Now when 
Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, then came 
wise men," etc., is now a first-class livery stable. 
"Verily the sun do move." Let others go and do 
likewise. W. D. CoLE, M. D. 

ELMIRA, May 28, 1883. 
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $3 for THE TRUTH 

SEEKER. It is a welcome visitor to our table. I am 
the only one that takes it at onr country office, and 
L, the "Age of Reason," and IngersJ!l's lectures 
hav caused several in the last two years, who were 
doubtful of the scriptures, to become outspoken In
fidels. When .we organiz3d into a League and be
gan to debate and denounce the Christian's God
book, we were very pugnacious; but we are getting 
them tamed so they can talk of the myths in the 
Bible without danger of becoming maniacs. We tell 
them we expect to shame them out of their dog
matical humbuggery, emanating from ignorance and 
heathenism. I ask them why they do not instruet 
their law-makers to make laws to cremate Liberals 
and all heretics who do not believe ghost and witch 
stories, if they think they should waste so much 
time in cuaxing a heathen God to do his will tliat 
they love so well (because he scares them so badly), 
who promises even to dig them up out of their 
graves after a few hundred thousand years, and 
burn some of them in a fire that will not be quenched. 
We would as soon preach one doctrin as the other. 

We· hav a variety of creeds here. The Baptists 
don't think anybody is safe but themselvs. The 
Latter-day Saints-or, as formerly called, Mormons 
-do not propose to risk any doct1·in other than 
their own. They say they know God will save them 
and heal their sick, and that he does not notice any
one else; but we notice that they get sick and die 
the same as unbelievers. I would hav to hav con
siderable of ''boot" to trade my devil for their God. 

S::>me time ago I noticed some one asked you if 
you had read Wilford Hall's "Problem of Human 
Life." I hav read it. A number of the clergy praise 
it as the greatest barrier to evolution since the 
prophets; that the gates of hell shall not prevail 
against it in these latter days. I would advise all to 
read it. He uses the Testament as proof of a per
sonal God; and the statement of J uhn the Revelator 
that he saw souls under the altar in heaven without 
heads, distinguishing those without heads as the 
ones beheaded for the cause of Jesus, is his evidenoa 
that people hav souls. Then he says he has no con
troversy with the Evolutionist on the age of the 
Bible or the book of Genesis. Ol what account ia 
the New Testament to resurrect man, if he did not 
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fall through the disobedience of Adam in the book 
of Genesis? 

We are having a struggle here for prohibition. I 
thin): it the duty of every reformer to work to re
strain drunkenness and thus elevate the human 
family. JoEL McCALLISTER. 

MERRICK, June 10, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav distributed those leaflets of 

"Our Father in Heaven," and I gave them to some 
of the most sincere Christians, and they acknowl
edge~ them to be about right. I want 2,000 more, 
and If every Liberal League and Liberal would get 
1,000 or more and send them broadcast among the 
women and children, they would soon set the world 
a-thinking (or at least the people). If you would 
put your "Sweet By and By" in leaflets I would 
take 1,000 of them, to let some of the people here 
see that eternal rest would be as pleasant as to be 
in company with all the murderers that go to that 
"beautiful land." 

. Here are some lines composed by the wickedest 
man on Long Island. If you think they will do for 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, put them in. Respectfully, 

. E. HYATT. 
The Christian says his God is square. 
He waters now our crops with care, 
And blessed the land so it increased 
A hundredfold, to say the least. 

Th?se ~nfidels he passes by-
It IS with them, "Root, hog, or die!" 
Their land's manured, their work done well· 
At harvest time good crops they sell, ' 

Whi~e many Christians do complain 
Their crops are poor, they hav no grain. 
Had they not prayed, but labored more, 
Much better crops had been in store. 

There never was a God on hand 
Either to bless or curse the land. 
It's man that must prepare the soil, 
Then a good crop repays the toil. 

Every hour that is spent in prayer 
Is lost to man; so then beware! 
Now let industry be your guide, 
Then all your wants will be supplied. 

So we will toil while we remain, 
And help humanity t'o gain 
Some useful knowledge of this life 
And to avoid all bitter strife. ' 

CENTERVILLE, June 4, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I see by the tab that my time is about 

up on the subscription list, so I inclose $1 t0 keep 
my name among the irrepressible ungodly host of 
truth seekers and truth speakers. I must say I like 

reading the letters of your correspondents and the 
various views they giv on the much agitated ques
tions, God and the great hereafter. Now, in plain 
English, what do any of us know of either? If there 
is a personal God, or a personality who has ever 
seen him or it, or beard of him or. it, and if God is 
a person and in human shape, he must of course 
hav limit and extension. And as the grand princi
ples of science hav demonstrated the fact, so that 
every little schoolboy who has learned his geogra
phy knows and understands, that this world in 
which we liv and move and hav our being, moves
yes, with wonderft.ll velocity of speed, turning once 
around every twenty-four hours, and performs its 
circuit of many millions of miles in its orbit around 
the sun once in twelve months; now if there is a 
God, as all the infernal Christian priests say there 
is; yes, and every beast Mormon, debauching, priestly 
scoundrel says so, too, I ask, Where is this old Jew 
God, and how does he keep up with that immense 
rate of speed that this world is going at to answer all 
the petitions and senseless mumbo jumbos, called 
prayers, that hav been offered up for so many hun
dreds of years? I cannot learn of the first prayer or 
petition being answered. Just think of the millions 
of prayers and petitions that were offered up by 
large numbers of good meaning people in these 
United States, and also other nations, for the recov
ery of our late president, Mr. Garfield, but not the 
first prayer was answered. He went to an untimely 
grave a murdered man, by a Jew-Bible religious fa
natical scoundrel (Guiteau). But Guiteau, like all 
other murderous scoundrels that hav met their fate 
at the end of a rope, said there was a God and 
he was going post haste to him and into the arms 
of that other fellow-Jesus. My God! what a society 
this Jesus fellow must hav to be boss over! 

Well, 1\fr. Editor, I must say I admire the letter 
of Mr. D. Bruce in THE TRuTH SEEKER, and what he 
says in regard to Brother Winter. Brother Winter 
will do well to keep c:>ol and calm, and reflect, for 
there are more things in the divinity of nature's im
mutable laws than are dreamed of in Brother Win
ter's philosophy. As for Spiritualism, I know but 
very little about it, but from what I hav investigated 
and read in regard to it, I must say I admire it, for 
Spiritualism is a stanch supporter of freedom of 
thought and expression; but to me, I perceive the 
univerf'e is governed by immutable laws-cause and 
effect. Cause and effect forevermore! And the true 
god of this world is the grand luminary of day, the 
Sun. It is the light and life of this worlil, and with
out its divine and powerftll rays of light and heat, 
not a head of wheat or a blade of grass would grow, 
or any kind of fruit ripen or come to perfection upon 
p,ny ot this earth's surface. And then just see how 

the sun is charging the atmosphere or this earth 
with electricity and other life-giving principles, too 
grand and sublime for the mind to comprehend. 
Talk &bout the Jew Bible with its vindictiv angry 
God! Oh, what folly, what folly, am! all your in
fernal theological Bible priests had better heed the 
warning that is being rung through the land and 
acknowledge the truths of nature as Freethinkers 
offer yon, or just step down and out, for your ser
vices hav long been a dead weight and a sore curse 
to the world. The past history of Christianity has 
been dark, cruel, and bloody, and soeiety must and 
will hav a change, for tbH time has come for it. 

Well, Mr. Editor, I must say that I am glad to see 
THE TRUTH SEEKER is losing none of its. fearless tone. 
Don't show theology any quarter. 

WILLIAM WILLIAMS. 

NAuvoo, June 9, 1883, 
MR. EDITOR: Everybody ought to pay for their 

paper, and that is what I am doing in this case, so 
you will please find inclosed $5.05-$2.55 due you 
and $2.50 for this coming year, July 1, 1884. 

Now, 1\fr. 1\facdonald, 11, few words fot THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, It is fortunate for us that in this great re
public we bav men whose mental spirit, whose body 
and soul, are devoted .and laboring to better the 
eondition of their fellow-men, and this is just what 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, founded by our regretted D. M. 
Bennett, is weekly promoting. But while this is the 
mission of Freethinkers, it is to be regretted that a 
great many people cannot or will not guide them
selva exclusivly by morality, honesty, love, and 
kindness, and it is striking to a sensible mind to 
see the fraud, the deceits, in other words, the great 
wrongs, that are inflicted on mankind in the name of 
God, in the name of law.· When one thinks of it, it 
is sad to contemplate. It reminds me that Thomas 
Paine said any system of religion that shocks the 
mind of a child cannot be a true system. It could 
be applied the same to some of our laws, for I hav 
already had some specimens of law or justice dealt to 
me by a respectable divine attorney. It was for a note 
I gave in charge for collection, the hard earnings of 
many days' work, amounting to $131, with interest 
at ten per cent after date until paid. The parties 
failing to pay me at the expiration of the. note due, 
moved away West. Beforehand I gave them ample 
time, waiting three years patiently, although I was 
in the greatest need of money to help me in my 
financial business. After requesting them very cour
teously to remit, but all in vain, I deemed it neces
sary to put the note in the hands of the law for col
lection. I consulted n certain gentleman of Nauvoo 
as to whether that note could be collected, and if 
he would take charge of the services; whatever the 
fee would be for collecting, he would be paid. He 
says, "Well, I'il see if it's collectable." Shortly after 
a certain agent saya to him, "The note is collectable." 
My lawyer S<J.ys to me one day: "I understand by my 
agent out there that the note can be collected, eo if 
you want it sent glv me the note and five dollars." 
"What for," says I. "Because you hav to advance the 
cost until paid for the execution of the note," I tak
ing his word in confidence as a lawye1·. I look in 
my light pocket-book. I happen to hav just exactly 
five dollars and my note, as I said, representing $131. 
But that was not enough for security. But one year 
from date elapses and no money collected. At'the ex
piration of several months, he didn't even hav a 
receipt for note and money I gave him to send. I 
waited patiently until a year rolled round and noth
ing done. The money that was so collectable had 
been uncollected, and the agent that was supposed 
to take charge was dead; hence it was a good ex
cuse for my responsible lawyer. I told him I could 
not afford to lose my note and five dollars. So when 
I felt this wrong done me I told him I wanted my 
note and money back. He says to me: ",I don't know 
when it can be returned. It's in the hand of admin
istrators of the deceased." "And my money," says I, 
"who is responsible ?" Here was the answer given 
me from a man who professes law and justice: "As to 
that $5, it will cost you $15 to get the $5." That 
satisfied me; we dismissed the case. In the mean
time these young gentlemen, who belong to the 
same religion, hav been living at the expense of a 
poor man, which I kindly trusted them for a year 
for a fine young horse eight years ago, and the 
money still unpaid. I hav been informed they are 
doing well at farming, are attending church, and 
their ladies are singing m the choir. There is a 
great favorit song often sung at church. It is some
thing like this: "Come up sinners, come to Jesus, 
he will wash your sins away." 0 religion! what a 
sham thou art! what a tyrannical spirit you advo
cate-that Jesus pays it all! Anybody of common 
sense and sound mind can see clearly that it is im
morality, and yet, in this last quarter of the nine
teenth century, we cannot enter an orthodox church 
but what we hear the same old refrain sound in our 
ears. I did not expect to make my letter so lengthy, 
but I hacl. to go through my little personal story, 
1\fr. Ejitor. But before I close I wish to Eay that for 
all good people, of every shade of belief, I hav the 
deepeRt respect and gratitude. I wish them not to 
misunderstand me, for there are just as good Chris
tian believers now-a-days, just as ready to help their 
fellow·men, just as bo;1est as any other class of 
veo1,le. In fact, I owa my sincere thanks and grati
tude for their respectiv favors very often rendered 

me by many in my vicinity. Let us not forget that 
honest industry, the dignity of labor, the true states
men and legislators, all these, if put to practice faith~ 
fully, will lead our nation to still grander prosper-
ity. Yours respectfully, 

ALPHONSE L!NGE. 

BATTLE CREEK, June 5, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: It was about fifty years ago that an 

effort was made by the Christian clergy to hav 
Congress stop the carrying of the mails on Sunday. 
At that time, mails were carried by stages, wagons, 
carts, and on horseback, and of course involved 
weeks of time to get letters throughout the country; 
petitions by hundreds were poured into.Congress, 
from the clergy and their devotees, to prohibit the 
transit of mails on Sunday. Elias Hicks at once 
saw that it was a stab at our freedom and liberty 
of conscience. He wrote that celebrated report, 
sent it to Edward Stabler, at Alexandria, to hand it 
to Richard 1\f. Johnson, chairman of committee, 
whom the petitions were referred to in Congress. 
That famous report put a quietus on the Sundayites. 
Then the Sunday-school was inaugurated in order 
the better to fasten on the tender minds of young 
children the Christian idolatry. Not content with 
this, the clergy hav left no stone unturned to fasten 
their dogmatic theory of religion on the action of 
the government. They hav now sprung a tirade on 
and against running railroad trains on Sunday, and 
hav actually got one railroad in 1\fassachusetts to 
stop Sunday trains, and are busy all over the 
country. The Railroad Age, published at 103 Adams 
street, Chicago, seems to lend its columns to the 
clergy in solieiLing the opinions of railroad officials; 
hence if they succeed in stopping all railroads from 
running, their next effort will no doubt be to pro
hibit all travel on Sunday. Look at the invaluable 
benefit street and other railroads are to millions of 
poor people, operativs of factories living in cities, 
where millions of people liv in cellars, garrets, and 
constantly inhaling the miasmas, and seldom get
ting a breath of pure air, only as the ride in cars, 
and having no time to spare except on Sunday, 
when, for a few P.ennies or shillings, parents can 
take their children. and ride out into the country 
and get pure air and view nature in vegetation and 
scenery. Such car rides are of more benefit to hu
manity than all the churches in Christendom; and 
yet these pampered, heartless wretches of the pul
pit would, if they could, deprive every soul of tha 
benefits of preserving health and comfort, by stop
in.z railroads, steamboats, etc. The action of the 
Christian bigots know no bounds to their tyranny in 
order to put a stop to freedom of Freethought and 
liberty of conscience. The Sunday trains on New 
Jersey railroads, carrying thousands to the sea 
shore at a mere nominal rate, are of more benefit to 
the people of Philadelphia and New York than all 
the churches and drug stores combined. We hav a 
community of advents in Battle Creek, who keep 
Saturday and work on Sunday, and I know of no 
one that is injured or molested by this socieiy. And 
there are Christians who despise the Jews and yet 
take the old musty Jewish Bible and call it the word 
of God. Such inconsistency to me is incomprehen
sible. Denounce the Jew and take the only Jewish 
history extant and come down on the Infidel because 
he asserts reason, Freethought, freedom, and the 
universal rights of man I This effort to stop railroads 
from their legitimate business is a part of priest
craft that should be met and denounced by every 
well-wisher of our country. I would not oppose a 
single right that all hav by nature inherited and 
should assert at all hazard. The clergy know that 
the bigger the flock the larger the fleece, and few 
of them but look to the fleece as of more impor
tance than the flock. Christianity must rule our 
country and all be made to bow to an imaginary God, 
for I assert that I hav no positiv evidence of a God, 
and if a Christian's God does exist, I cannot admire 
or adore a God of such vengeancea s is desrribed in 
what is termed the word of God. Every railroad 
company in our country should be on· its guard 
against this wily foe. The Railroad Age seems to 
be in deep sympathy with railroad employees, who 
run trains on Sunday, and all such employees are 
well paid for their work and no one is compelled to 
run trains. I hav employed scores of railroad men 
and never found one who refused to run on Sunday 
when requested to, knowing they would be paid for 
their work. This last move of the clergy is only a 
starter in their infamous Christian tyranny to bind all 
to worship their idol. 

One dollar for Bennett Monument. H. WILLIS 

A Grave Question Finally Settled. 
From the Advocate, ltlcthodist. 

QuEs;rroN FROM A CoRRESPONDENT: ''Is there heterodoxy in 
the behef that the father of the universe will, in his infinit 
mercy, finally bring all his children, even the prince of the 
fallen angels, to a state of reconciliation and happiness?" 

ANSWER BY THE Em:ToR: There is heterodoxy in that 
belief. 

A PITTSBURG pl'eacher asserted that Shakespeare 
was a greatly overrated man. Some body should 
present that clergyman with a copy of the ip1.mortal 
bard's works and spell out the hard words lor hiiu. 

, 
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Dan's Wife. 
From tlw Sunday ],fe:rr:ury. 

Up In early morning light, 
Sweeping, dusting, "setting right," 
Oiling all the household springs, 
Sewing buttons, tying strings, 
Telling Bridget what to do, 
Mending rips In Johnny's shoe, 
Going up and down the stair, 
Tying baby In his chair, 
Slicing meat and spreading bread, 
Dealing out so much per head, 
Thankful If she can by chance, 
Catch her husband's kindly glance, 
Tolling, working, busy life. 

Smart woman
Dan's wl!e. 

Man comes home at fall of night, 
Home so cheer!nl, neat, and bright, 
Children meet him at the door, 
Pull him In and look him o'er, 
Wife asks "how the work has gone!" 

"Busy times with us at home I" 
Supper done-Dan reads at ease, 
Nothing must the husband tease; 
Children must be put to bed-
All the little prayers are said; 
Little shoes are JJ!aced in rows, 
Bedclothes tucked o'er little toes, 
Busy, noisy, wearing life. 

Tired woman
Dan's wife. 

Dan reads on, and falls a.sleep, 
See the woman softly creep; 
Baby rests at last, poor dear, 
Not a word her heart to cheer; 
Mending basket full to top
Stockings, shirts, and little !rock
Tired eyes and weary brain, 
Side with darting, ugly paln-

''Never mind, 'twill pass away;'' 
Sho must work, but never play; 
Closed plano, unused books; 
Done the walks to cosy nooks, 
Brightness faded out of life. 

Saddened woman
Dan's wife. 

Upstairs, tossing to and fro
Fever holds the woman low; 
Chilclron wander, free to play 
When and where they will to-day; 
Bridget loiters-dinner's cold, 
Dan looks anxious, cross, and old; 
Householcl ecrews are out of place, 
Lacking one dear, patient !ace; 
Steady hands-so weak, but true
Hands that knew just what to do, 
Never knowing rest or play, 
Folded now-and laid away; 
Work o! six In one short life. 

Shattered woman-
Dan's wife. -Kate Tannant Woods. 

''History of Christianity." 
This book of Mr. Eckler's is one of the 

most valuable and interesting volumes that 
has ever been given to the public. The his
tory of the life of Gibbon is in itself worth 
the price of the book. To know the man per
Banally, as it were, and to feel as if you had 
even partially fathomed such a mind as his, 
is indeed a "feast of reason!" Years and 
years ago I longed to read Gibbon, and to 
kriow what terrible things his famous history 
contained against Christianity. At last I 
learned that the "Young Men's J;.ibrary" of 
Snowville possessed Gibbon's "Decline and 
Fall," and I persuaded one of the members to 
obtain it for me. I seized it eagerly and dove 
into its preface, and lo, what disappointment! 
I found it to be only a mutilation-only a 
"student's" Gibbon, a something I did not be
fore kriow existed. In disgust I threw it 
down without reading a single page, for how 
could I tell what was Gibbon and what was 
the pious mutilators? But I did learn one 
one more lesson of Christian fairness and 
Christian adaptation of means to a desired 
end. I had one more proof that the church 
scrupled at nothing so long as she could ap
propriate to ker own uses the best of every
thing the world can giv, even while pretend
ing to despise all save " Christ and him cru
cified." 

From the day of my disappointment in the 
student's Gibbon until this book of Mr. Eck
ler's came I had never been able to obtain 
the real sentiments and sayings of the great 
historian concerning the Christian religion. 
But this book tells the whole story just as 
Gibbon wrote it, plainly and graphically. It 
is also amplified and explained by innumer
able notes and references, and is illustrated 
by sixty-six beautiful engravings, each of 
which is in itself a perfect and complete story 
or incident of history. 

I think every Liberal as well as almost 
every reasonable Christian will ackriowledge 
after reading this book that Gibbon was not 
only an impartial historian as regards his nar
rativ of the rise and progress of Christianity, 
but that he was more than generous in giving 
to this sect due credit for the virtues and 
moralities they practiced, and allowing them 
the benefit -of every possible doubt concern
ing their errors 11nli shortcomings. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JUNE 23, 1883. 

No Liberal library is complete unless it 
contains this book. I consider it next to Tay
lor's "Diegesis" as a compendium of useful 
and valuable information ·concerning the ori
gin, rise, and progress of the Christian my
thology, and like Taylor's, it also embraces a 
history of most of the old Greek and Roman 
gods and goddesses, and shows how intimately 
all religions and all gods are connected, and 
how they are created and born. out of the ig
norance and superstitions of the people. 

The most pious of Christian historians con
fess that the Christian religion is only an out
growth of paganism-an offshoot of the old 
Greek and Roman mythologies, just as Prot
eRtantism is of Catholicism. 

Mosheim himself says: "When Gregory 
perceived that the simple and unskilled mul
titude persisted in their worship of images, 
on account of the pleasures and sensual 
gratifieations which they enjoyed at the 
pagan festivals, he granted them a permission 
to indulge themselvs in like pleasures in cel
ebrating the memory of the holy martyrs, 
hoping thus in process of time they would re
turn of their own accord to a more virtuous 
and regular course of life." He also says: 
"There is no sort of doubt that by this per
mission, Gregory allowed the Christians to 
dance, sport, and feast at the tombs of the 
martyrs upon their respectiv festivals, and to 
do everything which the pagans were accus
tomed to do in their temples during the feasts 
celebrated in honor of their gods." In his 
"Ecclesiastical History," Mosheim says: "In 

.the fifth century the impudence of impostors 
in contriving false miracles was artfully pro
portioned to the credulity of the vulgar, 
while the sagacious and the wise who per
ceived these cheats were overawed into si
lence by the dangers' that threatened their 
lives and fortunes if they should expose the 
artifice." 

Mr. Eckler has in this book of nea,rly 900 
pages compressed and condensed enough 
valuable and interesting information to hav 
filled two books equaling it in size, while in
stead of this he has given it to us all in one 
and for only two dollars. 

I hope Liberals will be as generous in pur
chasing as the author is in giving. They may 
be assured of receiving double the worth of 
their investmeil_t. ELMINA. 

The Arkansas Boy. 
"Pa," said the Rev. Mulkittle's son, "Sam

son was a very strong man, wasn't he?" 
"Yes; Samson was the strongest man that 

ever lived." 
"Tell me about him." 
"It was intended that Samson should be 

the strongest man, and before he was born-" 
The bewildered expression on the child's 

face arrested the minister in his narration. 
"Before he was born?" asked the boy. 
"Yes; before-that is, before he was found 

in a hollow stump-" 
"Just like little sister?" 
"Yes; just before he was born an angel ap

peared and foretold of his strength, saying 
that no razor must touch his head." 

"Was the angel afraid that the razor would 
cut him?" 

"No; the angel meant that his strength lay 
in his hair, and that his hair must not be cut 
off." 

''If I let my hair grow long, can I lift more 
than I can now?" 

"I don't kriow about that." 
"Are women stronger than men !" 
"No." 
"But they've got longer hair?" 
"Yes; they hav longer hair." 
"A woman couldn't whip you, could she?" 
"No; not easily." 
"Was Samson a Democrat?" 
"I don't kriow." 
"But why don't you know? I'd know if I 

was as old as yon. How many men was it 
that Samson killed?" 

•'One thousand." 
"He was bad, wasn't he?" 
"No.'' 
"But when a man kills another he's bad." 
"But the Lord was with Samson." 
"But the Lord says you musn't kill any-

body. Did Samson go to heaven?" 
"I suppose so." 
"He's the strongest angel there ain't he?" 
"You are getting foolish again." 
"But I want to know. Will you know Sam

son when you go to heaven?" 
"I suppose so." 
"But you won't fool around him, will you? 

If he was to hit you he'd break your wings, 
wouldn't he ?" 

"Go to your mother. The next time you 
attempt to question me about the Bible, I shall 
whip you." -------..-------

THE Rochester Post-Express says that the 
great trouble with the Reverend Joseph is he 
is Cooked too much. And paradoxical as it 
may appear, he is not very "well done" 
either. 

THE city of Houston, Tex., offered to pay 
Ingersoll more to lecture one night on Infidel
ity than it pays a single one of its ministers 
for a year's work, and it almost drove the 
ministers to going fishing Sunday. 

Agents for The Truth Seeker. 
JAMEs AsHMAN, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
J. F. BuRR, 449 Main street, Hartford, Ct. 
W. B. CooKE, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto,Can. 
D. F. KEJnLER, Park City, Utah. 
FERDINAND PFISTEB, Nashville, Tenn. 
W. F. REYBOULD, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Dr. J. R RHODEs, 5051-2 No. 8th st., Phila., Pa. 
A. M. STEVENs, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny 

City, Pa. 
Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va. 
D. WooLF, 620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo. 
J. S. MANsFIELD, Tucson, Arizona. 
A. BEBENZ, 140 Montgomery st., San Fran

cisco, Cal. 
JosEPH MARsH, Northampton, Mass. 
CIIAS. S. CoBURN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence, 

Mass. 
M. V. THOMAS, 324 W.Lorimer st., Denver, Col. 
S. B. WRIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col. 

The American and New York News Com
panies will furnish the paper to news deal
ers upon application. 

A WIFE WAN'I'ED. 
An honorable, intelllgent,.mlddle-aged gentleman 

of fine personal appearance, high social standing, 
excellent habits, and affectionate disposition, but 
with little means, wishes to marry a good woman 'Of 
suitable age and disposition who has means, and who 
therefore desires only true manly wo1·th In her hus-
band. Address EARNEST, this office. 
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"THE VOICES," 
-BY-

WARREN SUMNER BARLOW. 

TENTH EDITION. 
JUST ISSUED. 

PRICE, $1.00. 

From pages of reviews we glv one brief extract 
from Judge Baker, formerly or New York city: 

"Considered in the light of a controversial or di
dactic poem, it is without an equal ill contempo
raneous literature---the birth o! an audacious mind, 
and is destined to excite greater and more wide en
circling waves o! sectarian agitation than any anti
credal work ever published." 

This work is nutritious food !or Liberal thinkers, 
and the greatest eye-opener of blind bigotry and 
superstition that ha.s yet appeared, while it presents 
the a.uthor or nature, and -human nature; 1il ·a ra
tional and exalted light. 

The work is divided Into four parts, viz.: "The 
Voice of Nature," "The Voice of Superstition," "The 
Voice of Prayer," and "The Voice of a Pebble," 
which blend in their combination like a quartet in 
music, and are replete with reason, philosophy, and 
sarcasm. 

The work contains 226 pages, printed on fine tinted 
paper, neatly bound In cloth, with heavy board and 
beveled edges, and has a fine steel-plate engraved 
likeness of the author from a photograph by Sarony 
from life. 

If, Then, and When. By the same 
author. Price, 10 cents. 

Orthodox Hash, With a Change of 
Diet. By the same author. Price, 10 
ce:o.ts. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
(Sole Agency for New York), 

21 Clinton Place, New York City. 

ANCIENT MAN IN AMERICA, 
INCLUDING 

Works in Western New York and 
other States, together with Struct

ures in Central America. 

By FREDERICK Li\.RIUN, M.D. 
Membe:r of the 

American Association for the Advan~ent of Science. 

Neatly Printed, with Numerous illustrations. 
290 Pages. 

Price, Cloth -$1.50. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

_________ _:2::cl_.:C_:l:::ln:::to=n-=P=l=a()_e,_N_e_w_!_?!~ 

Ingersoll's Works. 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 

bJ~t,~~? ;teoc~~6~afz?~P~~8f:~Iv~~~~~ty';1?d:~~ ;: llci:~: 
tics and Heresies." 

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 
IncludiniZ', ··Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child;" 

''!'be Declaration of Independence,' "About Farming 
In Illlnots;"" The Great B!l.nquet," "The Rev. Alexan
der Clark," "The Past Rtses before Me Like a Dream," 
and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll." . 

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, $1.25. 

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, 
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa
per, 50 cents. 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00; 
cloth, $2.00. 

What ltlnst We Do to be Saved? Pa
per, 25 cents. 

Addreu THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
:IJ. Cllutou l'lace, New York, 

.An irnpo-rtant _work by Gibbon, the historian. 
----++--

History§ Christianity: 
Comprising all that relates to the Progress of the Christian 

Religion 1n "'THE HISTORY OF THE DECLINE AND FALL_ 
OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE, v and 

~ 1llflDIC~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
Milman, "an English Churchman," and other scholars. 

Handsome 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER; 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

The Labar~<m of 
Constantine. 

"By this sign thou 
shalt conq11tr ,, 

This volume contains Gibbon's T!teologz'ca! writings, sepa
rate from his Historical and M'iscellaneous works. It shows 
•when, where, and how Christianity originat.ed ; who were its 
founders : and what was the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. . 

Gibbon's VitJdicatiO!toftlle 15th and 16th chapters ofh1s 
History from theattacksof~i~ Chri:t!an opp,one~ts, is re
printed verbatim from the ongmal edition ofh1s Mzscellane
ous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796; It effectually 
and forever silenced his detractors; who, bemg vanqmshed 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infid~li.ty! 

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the Orzgznq/ 
C!t.:ristia?tity is reprinted from the valuable notes of DnAN 
M1LMAN, WnNCK, GuizOT, an ENGI:ISH CHURCHMAN, (~he 
learned editor of BoHN's edition of Gibbmt), and other emm
ent Christian historians. . -
~Among- the Illustrations will be found representations 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan m¥thology. 

For S~&le at Tbe 'rrnt.!l Seeker Oftiee. 
6m15 

A ~:~~~~:sfc~~~~~d~~~ ~no~i~~l~~~~t 
as his practice will prove, (j . 
CnreOLall forms of PRI• 
VAT.E CHRONIC and 
SEXUAL DISEASES, 

Spermatorrhma and Impotency, 
As the result of self-abuse in youth, sexual excesses in ma
turer years, or other causes, and producing some or the fol
lowing effects: Nervousness, Seminal Emissions, (night 
emissions by dreams), Dimness of Sight, Defective ~Memory, 
Physical Dooay, Pimples on Face, .Aversion to Society of 
Females, Confusion of Ideas, Loss of Sexual Power, &c., 

~~~der;~a~::[f;~ce~~Li~~~~AL tlo~pfl 
()AriiON in from 80 to 60 dn.J8:. No medicine taken. 
It has never been known to fall! 
I'" Middle• Aged and Old Men.~ 
There are many at the age of thirty to sixty 

who are troubled with too frequent evacuations 
or the bladder, often nccompu.nled by a slight 
smarting or burning sensation, iLnd a. weaken
ing or the system in a manner the patient can-

, ~~~o~~~u:tr~;~ o~~o~~~:e~f~~gs!~fm~~f.air =d 
sometimes small particles of nlbumen will appear, or the 
color Will be of a thin or milkish tine, again changing to a 
dark and torpid appearance, which plainly shows that the 
e:emen passes off w1th the urine. It- is the second stage o1. 
Seminal W'eakness, and causes wasting of the system and 
a d.ejected and haggard appearance, as you see here in cut. 
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant ot 
the cause. Dr. Fellows' External Reme4Yi Wil11.bring about a 
fh~r:~~~:~ri~a~~ ~~hn:.ases, ~nd ft. healthy restoration of 

(t}Corsultn.tions by letter free and invited. Chnrgell 
reasonab.t<! nnd correspondence strictly confidential. 

€D"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Sent to tiny address, securely sealed, for two three-cent 
etnmps, treating on Spermaton·hoon or Seminal Weakness, 
giving its cause, symptoms, horrible effects, and cure, fol-

!~!irdg~~~f~:~s~~s~~~~~~~~ ~ee:fb~!f1.n~~ni!~b~~ 
a ro.dlcnl cure Is certntn • .Address, plainly, DR. JL P. 
FELLOWS, Vineland, New Jersey, and say lu what. 
DaDer you snw this advertisement. -

MANHOOD! 

KNOW THYSELF 
A. Book for Every Man. 

Yonng, Middle· aged, and Old. 
The untold miseries that result from lndlscreti· n In 

~~~fit ¥fiTs :~~rt~gn "il,~V,:JJ:egur~~~.~U:£g·re:t'n~~ :~~ 
f.'i~'t;i;'t":~:lo~~b~~=~tRfe&h:b:"~:~c;.'!re :.,ett~-=~ 
or Self Preservation. It Is not only a complete 
and perfect treatise on Manhood, Exhausted Vitality, 
Nervous and Physical Deb!llty, Premature Decline In 
man, Errors of Youth, etc , but it contains one hundred 

~~~;:v:~~~v~f.~S~jJl~~'lJii i~u\~~~t'i!',i~l~,d~~ 
proved by the author, whose experience for 21 years Is 
such as _probably never before fell to the lot of any phys 
!clan. It contains SOO pages, bound In beautiful embossed 
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest steel en. 
gravtngs, guaranteed to be a finer work fn even;_ sense-
~~~fl:~1Jii'~J\~e[.;'~t~: f~~~~~~~~;'t;~~oa:ly 0~i~rb':'%k 
~~~~~J~b"ev~~6~~tg~~Tie :&i~~gn~Y'L:!Ji~i ~:cl~t~g~. 
Dlustrated sam pie sent on receipt or six cents. Send now 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. 
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston, Mass. 
The author may be consnlted on all diseases re"qulrlng 
skill nnd experience. b118 

RUPTURES CUR EDby 
myl'lledical Compound andlmforoved 

EJ08J!~s~Weli~tf:~eTe~~~~~e~n gi~:~~~~d 
stamp for circular1 and sav in what paper 

vou sawmv adverttsement. Address Co.pt. 
W. A. Collings,Smithvillo.3o!fer!On Co. N. '1 

FIFTY TEARS' SUCCESS. 

SHAKER EYE AND EAR BALSAM. 
For all aflllctlons o! the above organs. 

Dimness, Infiammatlon, Soft Cataract, and Roaring, 
etc., of the Ears. 

30 cents per box. 
Try us once, and find entire relief. 

lylB G, A· LOMAS, Sha.kerp, N. Y, 
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SPIRITUALISM UNDE:HE MICROSCOPE. 

G. W. CARLTON & Co., qf New York city, hav just published the great 
''!Jook of the season, entitled 

BOTTOM FACTS 
CONCERNING THE 

OF SP'IRITU l\LIS~I. I 

DERIVED FROM CAREFUL INVESTIGATIONS COVERING A. PERIOD 

OF TWENTY-FIVE YEARS. 

-BY-

JOHN W. TRUESDELL. 

A. book containing over 300 pages of carefully prepared, intensely interesting, 

and highly valuable matter, together with numerous illustrations 

which are indispensable to a thoroughly clear comprehen-

sion , of so - called spiritual mysteries. 

ELEGANTLY BOUND IN CLOTH. PRICE, $1.50. 

THE PUBLISHERS SAY: 
'Phe work is a bold and utter revelation of the 

whole inside history of Splrltnallsm; and, while it 
fully discusses the science, It does not hesitate to 
disclose the "art" of all Spiritual manifestations. 
Its pages giv to the world an infinlt varietY of facts 
relating to this Important subject which hav never 
before been presented by any author-some of them 
of the most startling and revolutionary character. 

The author has spent upward of a quarter of a 
centliry in the earnest study and practical investiga
tion of the subject so exhaustivly treated In this 
work. During this period he has acquired among 
skeptics the reputation of an expert in Spiritual 
science, while among the 11dvocates of the cause he 
is recognized as.one of the most gifted and success
ful mediums. 

His book not OJ>!y demonstrates beyond question 
. the reality of spirit power, but minutely explains 

and clearly illustrates the exact methods by which 
it may be utilized in any circle. 

~"BOTTOM FACTS" FULLY EXPLAINS 
TO THE READER 

HOW spirits prove their existence. 
HOW they communicate by means of the ballot

test. 
HOW they may be induced to perform slate-writing 

by sevim dlfrerent methods. ·. 
HOW they materialize and dematerialize forms in 

the cabinet. 
HOW they demonstrate the immortality of the soul 

in the dark circle. 

HOW they exhibit their power through the cotton
bandage tie. 

HOW they cause the names of the dead to appe11r 
upon a naked human arm. 

HOW they control trance speakers. 
HOW they construct paraffine molds from material

ized hands. 
HOW they make mistakes, and how they correct the 

same. 
HOW any fairly intelligent person may become a 

successful medium. 
With a thousand other things pertaining to Spirit

ualism and the practices of its recognized exponents. 
The book is written in an easy and unassuming, 

but direct and forcible, style; is logical and earnest, 
and hits out In all directions. Theantoblographlcal 
portions show the obstacles encountered by the au
thor at each step of his long and patient investiga
tion. until he was at last rewarded with a clear in
sight into the most occult things of Spiritualism, and 
furnished with the material for the remarkable vol
ume which he now glvs to the public. 

SPIRITUALISTS WANT THIS BOOK. 
'.rHE ENEMIES OF SPIRITUALISM WANT IT. 

SKEPTICS WAN'.r IT. 
• THE CLERGY WANT IT. 

AMATEUR MEDIUMS WANT IT. 
AND 

PROFESSIONAL 1\fEDIUMS MUST HA V IT. 
WOULD-BE MEDIUMS WANT IT. 

SCHOLARS WANT IT. 
STUDENTS WANT IT. 

THE WHOLE PUBLIC WANT IT. 

Copies of BOTTOM. F .ACTS will be sent by mail, POSTAGE FREE, to any 

address on receipt of $1.50. Address, 

JOHN W. TRUESDELL, 
Syracuse, N.Y. 

THE KERNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN. 

ONLY $1.50.-The Best Pen for the Least Money.-$1.50 ONLY. 
The superiority of the Stylographic Pen over the old steel or gold pen consists in the fact that (1) it may 

be filled with ink and will write for several days without refilling; (2) It can be carried in the pocket with
out an accompanying ink-bottle; it will last for an lndefinlt length of time; (<I) yon cannot make a blot with 
it and it will not scratch; (5) ·for ruling purposes it is unsurpassed, as It wlll draw a line of any length 
without a break· (6) no one can use it without lmprov!Ug the appearance of his handwriting. 

No traveling' man who finds it necessary to write when on the road can afford to be without one. 
The KERNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN is the best and the cheapest, and is the only good stylographlc 

pen that sells for $1.50. The corresponctents of THE TRUTH SEEKER who purchase a Kerner Sty!ographlc 
Pen and nse it will make the printers happy. 

Address GEORGE MACDONALD, 

21 Clinton Place, New York. 

[.lf any one pu1·chasing this pen is dissatisfied with his bargain the pen may be returned to this 
office and the price will be rqj"unded. .A sum of money has been deposited with the editor of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER to meet this exigency s/wuld it arise.] 

~72 A WEEK, $12 n. da,Y at. hrmw (~n:-;ily made. Costly 
'I' Outfit free. AUdre~~ 'ru.ug & Co., Augusta, Me. 

RELIGION THE GIBRA.LTA.H 

OF THE 

W o r I d as N ow Co n s tit u t e d. 
By Geo. T, Bondles, 

And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 

STYLED 

Exceptions to the Character if Jems 
Christ Considered as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
Price, '.l'wenty•five Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
6m9 21 Clinton Place, N. Y 

$5 to $2Qperday at home. Samplesworth$5free. 
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Me. 

I 

$66 a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit 
:lree. Address H. H.v CET & Co .. Portland, Me. 

THE PERRY 

and Organ Piano Co., 
No. 352 North Main Street, 

Wilkes Barre, Pa. 
Specially Offer to Sell Direct on a Contract. 

Have the latest and best inventions, 
and want them fully tested 

before purchasing. 
Write :for Catalogues and Terms. 

10teom14 J R. PERRY, Supt. 

SKETCH OF THE 

LIFE .AND CHARACTER OF 

CHARLES W .ATTS. 

BY ~ STEWART ROS& 
Price 10 cents, Address, 

THE T:RUTH BEEKER, 

"!'BE EUREKA 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
CURES EVERY .FURM OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT M.EDICIN. 

THE 

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 

Sent to any address ·upon receipt"' of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 
GUAI\AN'l'EED. Pamphlets and all information by 

letter or In person free of charge. Send 
for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
LADIES' MAGNETIC JACKET. Price, $18. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct in every particular, 

and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid of 1\IEDICIN. 'l'HESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in 

One Week. 

N em·algin of tho Heart of Six Years 

Standing Cured in Throe W eelrs. 
CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 

DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel gt·eatly in
debted to yon for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
flicted as I hav been that the effect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis in my right arm and could not use It at all, bnt 
after wearing a snit of your MAGNETIC CLO'l'HING 
for one week, can use it quite as well as over. I lmv 
ttlso been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number of. years, from which I hav suf

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was ontlrely cured of Neumlgla of the Hem·t and 
Sitle, which had been a source of misery to me for 
tho last six yoa.rs. I hacl tried numerous remedies 
before without bonofit, bnt as soon as I pnt on tho 
MAGNE'l'IC VEST I got relief instantly. With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours rcspoctfnlly, 
H. A. BROWN. 

fered lntonsoly, and, although doctoring all the Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
time, never. found but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
tlng on your appliances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration aml female woakness: 
benefit, and if I improve as rapluly as I hav In tile osnmtN, o., Dec. 15, 1882. 
past two weeks, wlll soon be well. I would, there- Dit. L. TENNEY: Your letter just recelvou; also 
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your tho Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of efroctlng FELT BETTEit YltOJII •rnE Fms·r HouR I HAD •.rHEM 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, ON. Am not jol<lng, and if I lmvrove 118 ravldly as 

WM. H. CLE~iMER, I h11v since '1'-~osuay, will soon be wall. Will report 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 11galn soon. Resvoctfnlly yours, E. J. K. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
efl:ect a cure in a case of Paralysis will at tho same 'l'hls lady reports herself ent.lroly cured In less 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in thosl1mo I thn.tL RIX waoks <Cfter putting on tho ga.rmenls, an<l, 
patient. We do not lll<e tho Old School Physician I although In bell, unable to got out, WJ.wa "-J>J>ilo•l, 
change medlclns e;ory day until, after dosing th~ she nevorthele?s wns able to rid~ twor;ty ?"iles (n 
jJatlent almost to deatlt, he may possibly strike two days after the applicatiOn. Tile lady s name 
something (if he !A VAl"Y Akllfnl) thn.t brlnso rollof nan !Je had upon appl!catlon at this olllco, by any-
for the time being. one closlrlng to communicate with hot·. 

La•l tes, read the following testimony from a lady who had been snfl:erlng for two years with an Ovar • 
ian Tu:mo•·, and who ha<l boon told that nothing but the knife would save her lifo, anrl tho chances 
were as ~ to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she Is perfectly well, and has not taken a dose of 
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult ns when your physlclltn tells yon he can rio nothing 
for yon; it will pay you. 

SllULLSBURG, WIS., Novom bor 10, 188'1.. 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago 1ny hcn.Hh began to fall nw; I became nervous, lost all de

sire for food, and 1 iu fact, began to fail rapidly, so that I IJeeamo alarinocl anrl cousultmlsovornl physicians 
of St. Louis, at which place I was tllon StOPlling, all of whom declared that I had. an Ov.ttda.u 'I utnn ·, 
and that the only thing thatwonld S!LVe my lire would bo the knife. About six months ago I grow mpidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to tal<e tho only com·so that seemed loft to me, anrl submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to tho &:i~ureka IU1t.~n,..f ic Apr•l 1 nnc~e. As n drowntug man 
will catch at a straw; so did 1 catch at this faint hope or a em·o. Four months ago I pnrcltasell a snit ot 
your appliances. From the very fll·st I felt lnvigoratou, the tu
mor, wnich had. extended entirely across my abdomen, lJcg-nn to 
decrease, my pains becatue less from day to day, until nnw I :tnl 
as well as I ever was in my life. Since putting on tho f1]>J!ll
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, wlJlc:h 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would thero!ore 
cheerfulJy recommend thorn to anyone suffering as I hav, ludlcvhtg 
that they will do allanfi more than yon claim for thom. l r••mnln, 

Gratefully yours, Mns. MAllY J. S·n;>L\ItT. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn noxt 1.110 skill, hut 
over the under-garmont, and, unliko all othor ft!J!Jiin.nee~; Jn tho 
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, 

Gentlemen's Belts, - -
Ladies' Abdomina] Belts, 

Sciatic Appliances, each, 

$ 6.00 

6.00 

6.00 
5 00 
4.00 

3.00 

1.50 

4:.00 

Leg Belts, each, 

Knee Cups, each, 

Wristlets, each, 

Sleeping_ Caps, 
Jjadies Jncl{et .._ 18.00 

Gentlemen's 'f ests, 15.00 

Snperfhie Insoles, • - - 1. 00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any a<lllress nr•on rocolpt of price, and wo will return tho monoy 
If they are not as represented In every respect. If yonaro uncortalnl18 to what woul<l best snit your cu.se, 
send ns word stating symptoms, and we wlll advise you what wonl<l bo best suited to treat yon. While our 
appliances are ofrered at less than one-third or what others aro selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality is a hundred foiu superior to any other appliance ever offered the 
public, and will outlast the garments thcmselvs. Every magnet Is put through a partlcnlar process, and 
hav raised llve times their own weight six months after being magnotlzeu, while not a single appliance 
in tho m<Crket will attract the smallest particle of iron, the majority of snch worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made or material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All of our garments are made rrom the very best malcrlal for the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the pnbllc. Every magnet is arrangerl in the garments upon scientij!c 
principles, and not haphazard as in all the others. We olier yon therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed •. 

And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now ofrered under that head. At 
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to ofl:er them at 
about 

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, Nono are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher 
than ordinary clothing. 
R•~n•rn.l,.,r that we aro offering yon the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and if 

upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' .Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 

order, and a fit guaranteed. 
AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOW:N IN THE UNITED STATES. LIBERAL COMMISSIONS ALLOWED, 
Addresa tor further 1Dto1l!lation, Dr, L. Tenney, 

826 Bace Street, oor. ot 9th swreet, Glllo1DnaU, Ohio, 

, 



UJtm§ ofl Ufhought. 
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MAN Is an Intricate organization, possessing many 
:lunctlone. He has In his mental organization noble 
sentiments, elevated incentlvs, comprehensiY judg
ment, and a masterly intellect; and he also pos
sesses lower propensities and passions. These aro 
ail good in their legitimate places aud In proper pro
portions. Every passion subserves a good purpose 
When In its appropriate use, ami when not misap
plied or indulged to excess. The evll with these 
qualities exists not in themselvs, but In the use and 
application that Is made of them. There are no per
sons so good but that they hav some imperfections, 
and none so bad but that they possess some good.
D. M. Bennett. 

WHERE pleasure tends to lead to Intemperance of 
any sort, we must control desire and be guldecl by 
xeason into the roads to -the right and the good.
Elmina D. Slrmlcer. 

AS freeclom of thought has aided the cause of 
truth, it has become the terror of all questionable 
systems. Creeds made up of human dogmas may 
well scout at the impertinent interrogatories of the 
present day, audslgll for the age when the decretals 

· of some council could sllence the Intellect. But the 
steady, Irresistible tread of thought, and the Icono
clastic spirit of the age, thunder through every nook 
and crevice of such a system, "Set thy house In 
order, for thou shalt die and not liv." Systems that 
depend for their success on the illiteracy of the 
masses and the ruin of our common schools, may 
look out from beneath flaps of their long robes and 
curse the day when a school-teacher was born into 
the world; or they may roll themselvs up like a 
scroll and sit in sackcloth and ashes, for no power 
short of omnipotence can keep the hungry Intellect 
of our race from a knowledge of its privileges.-.Dr. 
Burns. 

FOR me, it is hard to see the plan or design in 
earthquakes and pestilences. It is somewhat cliffi 
cult to discern the design or the benevolence in so 
making the world that billions of animals liv only on 
the agonies of others. The justic_e of God is not vis
ible to me in the history of this world. When I 
think of the suffering and cleath, of the poverty and 
crime, of the cruelty and malice, of the heartlessness 
in this" design" and "plan," when beak and claw 
and tooth tear and rend the quivering flesh of weak
ness and despair, I cannot convince myself that it 
is the result of infinit wisdom, benevolence, and jus
tice.-Ingersoll. 

NO man ever did a designed injury to another but 
at the same time did a much greater injury to him
self.-Bishop Butler. 

You hav no right to assert as certainly true, or to 
believe as certainly true, anything that is not veri
:fletl. But you n::Hty hold your opinions Ltnllu.Livly. 
You hav a right to say, I believe, with the facts and 
evidence I can find, that such and such things are 
so. You hav a right to spread abroad your opinions 
atter you hav been as careful as you possibly can, 
with this proviso always accompanying them. And 
it is your duty to hold these opinions always open to 
reconsideration-open for new light, for new evi
dence-not to settle down into a petty private throne 
of personal infallibility; that is as much more con· 
temptlble than the infallibility of the pope of Rome 
oas one individual is less than all Christendom. Hold 
your opinions then, tentativly, reacly for revision, 
ready for new light.-M. J. Savage. 

THAT education only can be considered as com
plete and generous which fits a man to perform 
justly, skilfully, and magnanimously all the offices, 
both private and public, of peace and of war.-lllil
ton. 

SCIENCE wlll not klll religion, but it may very pro
foundly modify not only its outward form and or
ganization, but for a time part of its very essence. 
AStronomy and geology hav very profoundly altered 
even the cllurch's conception of the origin and des
tiny of man-a conception very Important to any 
creed-and biology may do more than that. We 
should say that if science became diffused so far 
that all men, even the religious, believed the un
broken continuity of effect and cause to be proved, 
proved like the multiplication table, the effect of 
that conviction on the church would be tremendous. 
It would not destroy faith in God, but it would cer
tainly destroy faith in present Christian teaching as 
to the methods of his action.-Spectator (London), Oct. 
8, 1881. 

WORK on, 0 fainting hearts! through storm and 
drought, 

Somewhere your winged heart-seeds will be blown, 
And plant a living grave; from mouth to mouth, 

O'er oceans, into speech and lands unknown, 
Even till the long foreseen result be grown 
To ripeness, filled like fruit with other seed, 
Which Time shall sow anew, and reap when man 

shall need. -The Church, by C. P. Cranch. 

THE voice of Blaise Pascal was no echo of current 
opinions, but issued clear and sharp from the depths 
or his own being. What he had received from 
others he never gave back without having incorpo
rated it with himself, shaped it in his own mold, and 
stamped it with his own mark. Conventionalities 
and masks of all kinds were hateful to him; to tear 
them away with a vehement contempt and penetrate 
to the very core and naked reality of things was like 
a fierce joy to his soul. Nothing was too daring for 
him to utter if only it appeared to him to be true; of 
truth, whatever it was, he felt an imperious need, 
and to speak it forth without compromise and with
out reserve was his overmastering impulse.-QMr
ter!y Ret•iew. 

TO us probability is the very guide of llfe.-Bishop 

Butler. 
WHAT is the sum total of the worst that lies before 

thee? Death? Well, death, and say the pangs of 
Tophet, too, and all that the devil or man may, can, 
or will do against thee. Hast thou not a lleart? 
Can'st thou not suffer whatsoever it be, and as a 
child of freedom, though outcast, trample Tophet 
itself under thy feet while it consumes thee?-Ca•·
lyle's Sartor Resartus. 

A GBEAT athlete may be a brute or a coward, while 
a truly manly man can be neither,-Thomas Hughes, 

'·' 
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THERE Js no chance for a man arrestecl on the 

charge of stealing an umbrella. Every citizen on 
the jury will think it looks like one ho lost. 

"CAN you change a twenty-dollar gold-piece?" he 
asked, as he gently placecl the empty glass on the 
counter. "Yes, •• saiU the bartender. "Well, I'il 
go out and see if I can find one." 

IT is the easiest thing In the world for a father to 
glv his daughter a checl< tor $10,000 on her wedding 
day; but it is tlte hardest thing in the world for the 
bride or any other person to get it cashed. 

A CINCINNATI belle, in reply to the question wheth
er there was much cultivated and refined society In 
her nativ city, is reported as having replied: "You 
jist bet your boots that we're a cultivated crowd."
Lo~tin~!Ze Post. 

A YOUNG gentleman was passing his examination 
in physics. He was asked : "What planets were 
known to the ancients?" "Well, sir," he responded, 
"there were Venus and Jupiter, and (after a pause) 
I think the earth; but I'm not quite certain."-Nor
follc Recore!. 

A ScOTCH minister, very actlv in denouncing the 
use of artificial helps in public worship, was recent
ly "stumped" by the question whether he himself 
was not violating the rule he was contending for by 
using artificial teeth as a help in praying and 
preaching. 

A RONDOUT (N. Y.) gravestone man was directed to 
carve a monument with a hand pointing heavenward 
sculptured on the stone, but when the.job was fin
ishecl the finger was pointing the other way. You 
see, he knew the man, and was kind of absent
minded at his work. 

A BACKWOODS preacher once elucidated as follows 
in connection with the parable of the virgins : " In 
ancient times, my beloved hearers, it was the cusw 
tom, after a couple had been married, for ten virgins 
to go out with lighted lamps and meet 'em on the 
way home, five of these virgins being males and five 
females.'' 

AT one of tile churches of Danbury, Ct., on Sun
day, the opening piece on the organ was from the 
"Pirates," and the closing piece from "Pinafore/' 
and, according to the "little hatchet" scribe of the 
Boston Post, nobody found any fault except the dea
con who passed the plate to the music of "I Am a 
Pirate King." 

A SELF-ACTING sofa, just large enough for two, has 
been invented. If properly wound up, it will begin 
to ring a warning bell just before 10 o'clock. At 
10:01 it splits apart, and while one half carries the 
daughter of the house up-stairs the other half kicks 
her y<>ung man out of doors. They will come high, 
but people must hav them. 

TALMAGE repeats the old idea against a _qrutrtet 
choir by saying: "When I hear that four angels are 
doing all the singing for heaven, I'll permit four peo
ple to do the singing for my ·congregation." Tal
mage will hear that as soon as anybody hears that 
one preacher is dOing all the praying and shouting 
ror heaven, as Talmage is doing for his Tabernacle. 

"Vy did you voep so much in dot synagog lasht 
Saturday?" asked i\'Iose Scaumburg, the Austin 
avenue merchant prince, of Simon Wolff, another 
Austin avenue prince. Simon explained that when 
the rabbi preached so touchingly on the text, "Dust 
thou art and unto dust thou shalt return," he 
could not control his emotions. "You vas a tam 
fool, Simon," retorted ii'Iose, impatiently. " There 
vas noddings to veep apoud. If you vas made of 
gold and had to return to dust den you might veep, 
for den you lose hundred per shent, but veu you 
vas made of dust and returns to dot dust, den you 
makes nodings and loses nodings, so dere vas no oc
casions to veep to much." 

THE mule stood on his off fore leg, 
Whence all but him had fled, 

And kicked a fierce gun-cotton keg 
Right on its bottom head. , 

The keg it burst with grievous sound; 
The mule, oh I where was he? 

Go ask him, for he stood his ground, 
And still kicks mulefully. 

OLD SHOES. 
How much a man is like old shoes I 
For instance ; Both a soul may lose; 
Both hav been tanned; both are made tight 
By cobblers; both get left and right; 
Both need a mate to be complete, 
And both are made to go on feet. 
They both need heeling, oft are soled, 
And both in time turn all to mold. 
With shoes the last is first; with men 
The first shall be the last; anct when 
The shoes wear out'they're mended new; 
When men wear out they're men-dead, too. 
They both are trod upon, and both 
Will tread on others, nothing loth, 
Both hav their ties, and both incline, 
When polished, in the world to shine; 
And both peg out-and would you choose 
To be a man or be his shoes? -Chicago Tribune. 

DO THE MEEK INHERIT THE EARTH? 
The eagle plucks the raven, 

And the raven plucks the jay, 
To whose voracious craving 

The cricket falls a prey. 

The big fish dines at leisure 
Upon the smaller fry; 

And the minnow eats with pleasure 
The poor unconscious fly, 

The miser skins his neighbor; 
The neighbor skins the poor; 

And the poor man, doomed to labor, 
Spurns the beggar from his door. 

And thus the world is preying
The strong. upon the weak, 

Despite the precious saying: 
" The earth 1s for the meek." 

l!'.itJ1~IJ'l'l:HHJGH'r 1VORil~ 
For Sale at Trr.B TRU'l'H SEEKER Office. 

A Few Days in Athens. BY l!'RANcEs 
WniGHT. ::;;,Jbellisl.ted with the portrait 
of EpicnrnH, U10 Greek philosopher, and 
the an thor. Price, 75 cents. 

A Legacy to the Friends of Free 
Discussiou. Bv BENJAii'IIN OFFEN, 
formerly Lecture~ of the Society of 
Moral Philanthropists, at Tammany Hall, 
New York. Price, $1. 

A Modern Symposium. Subjects : 
The Soul and a Future Life. By Freder
ick Harrison, R. H. Hutton, Prof. Huxley, 
Lord Blackford, Hon. Roden Noel, Lord 
Selborne, Canon Barry, Rev. Baldwin 
Brown, Dr. W. G. Ward. The Influence 
upon Morality of a Decline in Religious 
Belief. By Sir James Stephen, Lord Sal
borne, Frederick Harrison, The Dean of 
St .. Paul's, The Duke of Argyle, Prof. 
Clifford, Dr. W. G. Ward, Prof. :)Iuxley, 
R. H. Hutton. Utterances never sur
passed by writers and all important sub
jects: Noted for their terse originality. 
Price, $1.25. 

An Eye-Opener. "Citateur. Par Pig
ault." LeBrun, Doubts of Infidels. By 
ZEPA. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

Antiquity and Duration of the 
world ? By G. TouLMAN. 20 cents. 

Apocryphal New Testament. Being 
all tlie gospels, epis ties, and other pieces 
now extant attributed in the first four 
centuries to Jesus Christ, his apostles, 
and their companions, and not included 
in the New Testament by its compilers. 
Price, $1.25. 

Apples of Gold. A story book for 
boys and girls. By Miss SusAN H. WIXON. 
Price, $1. 25. 

A Short History of the Bible. Be-
ing a Popular Account of the Formation 
and Development of the Canon. By 
BRONSON 0. KEELER. This is a splendid 
work, showing how the Bible was manu
factured by the church' and ecclesiastics. 
Limp cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

Astronomy and -worship of the 
Ancients. By GILBERT VALE. 20 cts. 

Astro-Theological Lectures. Rev. 
RoBT. TAYLOR. Price, cloth, $2. 

Autobiography of Robert Cooper. 
Price, 15 ~ent!;l. 

Bhagavad-Gita; or, A Discourse on 
Divine Matters between Krishna Q.nd 
Arjuna. By J. COCKllURN THOMPSON, 
Price, $1. 75. 

Bible iu India. Hindoo Origin of 
Hebr-ew and Christian Revelation. Trans
lated from "Le Bible dans Inde." By 
Lours JACOLLIOT. Price, $2. 

Bible in the Balance. A text-book 
for investigators. By Rev. J. G. FISH. 
Price, $1. 50. 

Bible Inquirer; or, Key to Bible In
vestigation. Containing one hundred 
and forty-eight propositions; with refer
ences to the most plain and striking self
contradictions of the so-co.lled Inspired 
Scriptures. Also one hundred and fifty
two references to the most marvelous oc
currences. Each quotation has a short 
description of its contents. By A. JACOB
soN. Price, 15 cents. 

Bible Myths, and their Parallels in 
Other Religions : Being a com
parison of the Old and New Testament 
Myths and Miracles with those of Heath
en Nations of Antiquity, considering al11o 
their Origin and Meaning. With numer
ous illustrations. 1 vol. Royal 8vo. 
567 pages. Cloth, $4,00. 

The object of this work is to point out the myths 
with which the Old and New Testaments abound; to 
show that they were neld in common with other 
nations; and then to trace them to their evident 
origin and explain their mean·z.ng. It containsqv.otations 
from nearly all the sacred books of heathen nations, 
and from other rare and valuable works Which are 
not accessible to people in general. The chapters 
are so arranged that it is a perfect cyclopedia of ref
erence. Years of research would be necessary to 
discover all the information it contains. It is a most 
searching investigation into the origin of Christian
ity. Every fact is verified by copious notes and 
authorities, so that it may be trusted as a thor
oughly reliable work. It contains information which 
will be startling to many. 

Bible of Humanity. By JuLEs MrcH
ELET. Translated from the French by V. 
0ALFA. 8vo. cloth, $3. This is a large 
epic in prose. The artist historian sings 
the evolution of mankind. He throws 
brilliant glimpses of light on the long 
course of events and works which he un
folds. 

Bible of Rational Mind and Relig
ion. Rational Religion and Morals. 
By THOMAS J. VADIEN, :M.D., of St. Louis, 
Mo. Price, $3. 

Bible of To-Day. By JoHN W. CHAD
WICK. This is a condensed result of the 
scientific criticisms of the separate books 
of the Bible. Price, $1.50. ' 

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical 
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Do. 
mains. By KEBSEY GBAVES. 35 cents. 

FREETHOUGHT WORKS, 

Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Advancement of Science. The In
augural Address of Prof. JOHN TYNDALL, 
delivered before· the British Association 
for the Advancement of Science. With 
Portrait and Biographical Sketch. Also 
containing opinions of Prof. H. HELM-· 
HOLTZ, and :u-t-icles of Prof. TYNDALL and
Sir HENRY 'l'rrOMPSON on· prayer. Price,
cloth, 50 cents. Inaugural Address alone,. 
in paper, 15 cents. 

.Amberley's Life of Jesus. His Char
acter and Doctrins. From the Analysis. 
of Religious Belief. By VIsCOUNT AMBER .. 
LEY. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents. 

Chronicles of Simon Christianus. 
Hifl :Manifold and Wonderful Adventures 
in the Land of Cosmos. A new scripture 
(evidently inspired) discovered by I. N. 
FIDEL. From the English. Very Rich. 
Price, 25 cents. 

Crimes of Preachers in the United 
States. By M. E. BILLINGS. Shows how 
thick and fast the godly hav fallen from 
grace. Price, 25 cents. 

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's De· 
fense. In Six Lectures by Col. 
JoHN R. KELso, A.M. These are among 
the ablest lectures ever delivered, and 
should be read by everybody .. $1.50. 

Last Will and Testament of Jean 
Meslier, a curate of a Roman church 
in France, containing the best of his writ
ings. 25 cents. 

Nathaniel Vaughan. A radical novel 
of marked ability. By FREDERIKA MAc-. 
DONALD. 404 pages. Plies reduced to. 
$1.25. 

Nature's Revelations of Character;: 
or Physiognomy Illustrated. The, 
science of individual traits portrayed by
the temperaments and features. Tilus
tmted by 260 wood cuts. By JosEPH: 
SIMMs, M.D. 650 pages, 8 vo. Cl_oth, 
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt 
edges, $4.50. 

New England and the People up 
There. A humorous lecture. By_ 
GEORGE E. MACDONALD. 10 cents. 

Pocket Theology. By VoLTAIRE. Com
prising terse, w1tty, and sarcastic defini
tions of the terms used in theology. The 
only edition in English. 25 cants. -- - _ . 

The Question Settled. A. Care~····-"·· 
Comparison of Biblical Modern Spiritual-
ism. By MosEs HuLL. Cloth, $1. 

The Roaring Lion on the Track. By 
M. BABcocK. Price, 15 cents. 

The Philosophy of Spiritualism, and 
the Philosophy and Treatment of Media
mania. By FREDERIC R. MARVIN, M.D. 
Cloth, 50 cents. · 

A Business Man's Social and Relig-. 
ious Views. Bold and trenchant; 
bl~ws against theology and inhumaniJ;:y,._ 
Pnce, $1. 

A.lamontada, the Galley-Slave. Trans
lated from the German of Zschokke by 
IRA <;J-. MosHER,_ L~.B. A de!'lply philo
sophical nauat1v, Intensely mteresting. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

Beyond the Veil. Claimed to be dic
tated by the Spirit of Paschal Beverly 
Randolph, aided by Emanuel Sweden
borg, through the mediumship of Mrs. 
FRANCES H. McDouGALL and Mrs. LuNA' 
HuTCHINsoN, with a steel engraving of 
Randolph. Price, $1.50. 

CaJ·eer of Religious Ideas; Their Ul
timate the Rehgion of Science. By Hun
soN TuTTLE. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 
cents. 

Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of 
Yahveh or Jehovah Shown to be 
the Worship of the Devil, with observa
tions on the horrible and cruel ordinance 
of Devil Worship, to wit, Bloody Sacri-. 
flees and Burnt Offerings. By the Very · 
Rev. EVAN DAviEs (Myfyr Morganwg), D.·. 
D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Great Britain •. 
Translated from the Welsh by MoBION, B •. 
C. Price, 25 cents. 

Eight Scientific Tracts. 20 cents.. P 

Gottlieb: His Life. A Romance of 
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Beautifully. 
written. By S. P. PuTNAM. 25 cents, 

Hereafter. A Scientific, Phenomenal, 
and Biblical Demonstration of a Future 
Life. By D. W. HuLL. Paper, 50 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents. 

Issues of the Age. Consequences In
volved in Modern Thought. A work 
showing much study and great familiar
ity with other writers and thinkers. By 
HENRY C. P::-;DDEB. Price, $1. 

Jesus Christ. His life, miracles, teach
ings, and imperfections. By W. S. BELL. 
25 cents. 

John's Way. 
Radical story. 
15 cents. 

A pleasipg domestic 
By MBS, E. D. S:t.lilNDB. 
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IJolts and Qklippings. 
CoNSIDERING the number of ministers there 

are in the world, it is not strange that truth 
is sometimes crushed to earth. The wonder 
is "that it should enr rise again. 

A RELIGious exchange tells a story of a cor
net-player employed by a Baptist church, who 
lost his position by playing the well-known 
melody, "Pull for the Shore," at the baptism 
of a number of con-verts. 

IT is curious to read to-day, in a Baltimore 
paper published early in the century, that 139 
slaves had been sold at auction for the benefit 
of the United States, and the proceeds, over 
$50,000, placed in the treasurx. 

A coNNECTICUT minister was approached re
cently at the close of his discourse by a man 
who thanked him for a sermon he had deliv
ered fifteen years before, because it had made 
such a "powerful impression " upon him. 
The man being plied with questions_ could 
not recall a word of the text or the subject, 
and the interested pastor gave up his in
quiries, when the man exclaimed, "I remem
ber how you wound up. You said, 'Theology 
ain't religion-not by a ---- sight." 

IT was a bleak wintry night; the air was full 
of sleet and the keen winds whistled round 
the corners of the deserted streets, when the 
door of an elegant mansion on Fifth avenue 
opened and a clerical gentleman, wrapped in 
a fur-lined onrcoat, hastily descended the 
steps. As he was about to enter his coupe, a 
shivering tramp accosted him and solicited 
the gift of a few pennies. "I should like to 
help all who appeal to me for alms, but the 
truth is that we are about putting a new spire 
on our church, and I can't afford it." Saying 
which he took his seat, slammed the door of 
the coupe, and the vehicle was driven off. 

last sta~es of consumption can be subdued by 
outdoor exercise. He condemns the night 
air superstitions, and recommends mountain 
. excursions, even to the extent of a three• 
months' tour under the disad\'antages of in
sufficient clothing and protracted fasts, as cer
tain to effect a cure in a majority of cases. 
He points out malnutrition of the lungs as 
one of the primary causes of consumption, 
and suggests fatty substances and sweet 
cream as the best lung food. A vocal effort, 
he says, does not injure the respiratory or
gans; on the contrary, it strengthens them, 
and thinks that consumptivs should envy 
cattle drivers, "whose business givs them a 
plausible pretext for yelling." Too many 
clothes he considers harmful, whereby the 
perspiration is forced back upon the body, 
and the lungs hav to do double work. 

CHAMP!ON lLI.NL.A.N won the Pullman, ill., 
regatta last Friday. 

CHARLES B.o~.cKus1 the famous minstrel, diea 
in this city last week. 

FouR train robbers were hanged at Clark• 
sonville, Ark, on the 21ld. 

BRADY, one of the Star route defendants, 
has been indicted on two new charges, and 
placed under $20,000 bail. 

LoUisE MICHEL, a Paris woman, has been 
sentenced to six years' penal servitude for 
publishing an incendiary pamphlet. 

THE rug that President Arthur stood upon 
in the Academy of Music, in Brooklyn, on the 
Bridge opening day, has been sold for $500. A TR.o\VELER says the English are more de

corous in church than Americans. "In Eng
land," he writes, "people are silent until 
they get out of church." That's all well 
enough, and if some of their preachers would 
keep silent all the time they are in the church, 
too, it would be still better.-Burlinglon Hawk
ey.,e. 

So:Mlil Sabbatarian fanatics recently pre
vented the landing of fish t.t Stanesferry, 
England, on a Sunday night, whereby eighty 
tons of good food were lost. "The fellows," 
says a London paper, "who deprived the 
Stanesferry fishermen of the fruit of their 
labor do not, of course, know what religiop 
means." 

A FAMOUS North Carolina clergyman, while 
preaching a few Sundays ago from the text, 
"He giveth his beloved sleep," stopped in the 
middle of his discourse, gazed upon his slum
bering congregation, and said? "Brethren, it 
is hard to realize tlie unbounded love which 
the Lord appears to hav for a large portion of 
my auditory." 

THE movement in favor of woman suffrage 
in England appears to be gaining strength. 
A memorial to the prime minister is signed 
by 108 Liberal ministers, including the "most 
cautious Whigs and most gushing Radicals," 
by a dozen members of the Administration, 
and by Sir Stafford Northcote and several 
Conservativs. · 

AT a meeting of the Academy of Medicin 
in Ireland, Dr. C. A. Cameron read a paper 
showing that a potent cause of deaf-mutism 
is the marriage of near blood relativs. It is 
indisputable that consanguineous marriages 
hav ever had a tendency to produce a degen
eracy of the race. Insanity is not unfre
quently the result of !narriages between 
cousins. 

WHA.T's the matter with the Baptists? At 
their recent convention at Saratoga they de
cided not to circulate the new version or 
"Baptist Bible," only on " demand." Hav 
the Baptists a Bible to suit the tastes of all 
classes and persons ? When you order your 
Bibles of the Baptist publication house please 
state whether you want to go into the bath or 
stand by and be sprinkled. This will help to 
facilitate matters.-Pomeroy's Democrat. 

·A LITTLE Brooklyn boy was told by his 
mother a day or two since to amuse his sister, 
a child of three. Accordingly he ·took her to 
one corner of the room, and telling her to sit 
down, proceeded to divert her with a story._ 
"Once there was a man named Jesus Christ," 
said he. "He was· a good man, but some bad 
men got him and ·said they meant to hang 
him, and I'm d-d if they didn't do it." The 
mother interrupted the story right there. 

FooLs and children tell the truth, it is said, 
and to illustrate we will giv you the story of 
Bishop Wurtzburg and the little shepherd 
boy of whom he asked, "What are you doing, 

·my little lad?" "Tending swine." "How 
much.· do you get?" " One florin a week." 
"I am also a shepherd," continued~the bishop, 
"but I hav a much better salary." "That 
may all be, but then I suppose you hav more 
swine under your care," innocently replied 
the boy.-Oheek. 

THE old-fashioned denominations hav diffi
culty in holding their own. Three of the 
four branches of Dunkards hav formed a new 
org~nization. This widens the breach be
tween them and the " Old Order brethren," 
who oppose Sunday-schools, education, news
papers, and books. One of this old order re
cently said that he thanked God that no book 
or newspaper had ever been allowed in his 
house. At the recent meeting of the QuakerR 
in Philadelphia, it was admitted that they 
were gradually diminishing in numbers, the 
young being less and less inclined to submit 
to the dral;) and broad brim. The young men 
cannot always find wiveR that suit them among 
the young sisters, and their walk and conver
sation are not as bibhcal as the young of 
fifty years ago. They often attend other 
churches, and occasionally adorn their houses 
with things of beauty. The United Presby
terian General Assembly has' voted that in 
churches where a respectable minority are 
opposed to instrumental music, the majority 
must giv way; but the anti-organ party insist 
that instruments shall not be used at all. 

A CITY missionary in the employ of the Al
bany Young Men's Christian Association is 
middle-aged, of solid port, and benevolent as
pect. The cut of his clothing is canonical, 
and altogether he denotes his calling at a 
glance. His special duty is to visit the hotels, 
make the acquaintance of young strangers, 
and invite them to the meetings of the asso
ciation. "Your name is Jarvis, I believe," he 
said, in his politely insinuating manner; to a 
guest. "You are right," was the reply~ "You 
are going to spend a few days in the city?" 
"Yes; I am." "And you will hav some leisure 
hours, I presume? "I presume so." Some 
other conversation was of the same import, 
evincing a desire for acquaintance on the one 
side and of o:ijishness on the other. "If you 
hav time to walk a couple of blocks with me," 
said the missionary, at length coming to the 
point where he meant to entice the strai!ger 
to the association building, "I will show you 
-" "Oh, I know what you will show me," 
Jarvis interrupted; "you will show me a place 
where you hav drawn a prize, and then you 
will try to rope me into a banco game. That's 
what you'll show me, if I'll let you, you infer
nal confidence swindler. But you've wasted 
your time on me, you scoundrel. Get out, or 
I will turn you over to a policeman." 

DR. FELix OswALD says that consumption is 
more easily cured than any other chronic dis
ease. The population living at an elevation 
of 4,000 feet above the sea level hav been 
shown to be quite free from consumption. 
What the doctor calls "indigestion of respira· 
tion" is bred by humid climates and stagnant 
aii. He believes in the theory of the German 
Dr. Kock·that parasites are a phase of the dis
ease, but maintains that their appearance 
does not amount to a death sentence. "Cease 
to feed the lungs with azotic gases," he says, 
"and Dr. Kook's animalcula will starve and 
disappear." He claims that all except the 

THE New West Education Commission ap
peals for help to fight Mormonism in Utah, 
which it declares is to be checked and over
thrown only by moral influences and educa
tion. It is declared that while the Mormon 
religion outlaws its votaries and debases the 
people, "it yet breaks public law in but one 
point-polygamy is its only offense.'' To 
abolish and prevent this sin, it declares, is a 
taRk of difficulty. The crime is well protected. 
Through its various and activ instrumental
ities, the central organization Rhields it at 
every exposed point. Not only that, but the 
country itself, by its peculiar physical· fea
tures, defends it. Utah is a mountainous and 
arid country. All the land must be irrigated; 
hence the people must liv alongRide the 
streams as they run through canons or across 
depressed plains. The Mormon church owns 
all the irrigating ditches, and hence can ad
mit or exclude whom it will. The Commiseion 
has four academies and fifteen other schools, 
with over sixteen hundred pupils, of whom 
seven hundred are children of parents who 
are or hav been Mormons. But no Joyal Mor
mon will for a moment think of allowing his 
children to go to a school established for the 
avowed purpose of overthrowing his religion. 
Brigham Young, Jr., emphasized his hatred of 
these proselyters by saying in the Tabernacle 
that he "would rather throw a child of his 
into hell than send him to one of these gen
tile schools." 

Two passenger steamers came in collieion 
off Portland, England, on the 22d. One of 
them sank and twenty.five persons were 
drowned. 

CooKIES for Cook: Shakspere revised by J. 
Cook: "Upon what meat does this our drum
mer feed ?"-Louisville Courier-Journal.-Jo
seph Cook says his secretary goes through 
the press and absorbs the trash, leaving to 
him "the gems and curious bits." It is a 
little short of an outrage for Mr. Cook to 
limit his secretary's reading to reports of his 
employer's lectures and sermons.-If anyone 
sees a man with one hand on the throat, an
other hand on the seat of the pants of jour
nalism, and jerking the filling out of the 
business, there should be no unnecessary 
alarm over the matter. It will only be the 
Rev. Joseph Cook "reforming" journalism, 
·as he says that is his intention.-Peck's Sun. 
-Rev. Joe Cook has got a whack from anoth
er direction. He slopped over recently and 
charged gross immoralities upon the theolog
ical students of the University of Leyden for 
the purpose of throwing discredit upon the 
work of Kuenen; but he gets a straight blow 
from Rev. Philip H. Wicksteed, an accepted 
authority on Dutch theology and theologians. 
The charge is denied in toto, ilnd Mr. Wick
steed goes so far as to say: "Mr. Cook's cal
umnies appear to me so senseless that the 
only escape from the supposition of wilful 
falsehood lies in the possibilit.y of some mere 
misunderst.anding on the part either of Mr. 
Cook or his informant. It occurs to me to 
ask in what language these startling revela
tions on the banks of the Rhine were made, 
and I am reminded of an eminent theologian 
who translated 'sinnreich ' sensual." In ref
erence to "the hall at the head of which 
Kuenen stands," where "morality is not in
dispensable to membership of a theological 
class," Mr. Wicksteed thinks it enough to say 
there is no such in existence. Kuenen pre
sides over no hall, and is not at the head of 
any theological faculty, 

THE Continental Guards of New Orleans 
are in New York. They express themselvs 
much pleased with their reception in the 
Eastern states. 

L.A.WYEB NoRms, of Brooklyn, was turned 
out of church for n~glect to pay covenant 
fees. Now he has mandamused the church 
to be reinstated. 

THE receiver of the bankrupt lard firm of 
McGeoch, Everingham & Co., of Chicago, de
clares that the liubilities of the firm will ex
ceed $5,000,000. 

WoNG CHING Foo, the editor of a Chinese 
newspaper in this city, has been arrested and 
pluced under bail, churged with libel by one 
of his countrymen. 

CoL. INGERSOLL is at Long Beach this sum• 
mer. A report that the colonel was dead pre• 
vailed at Wushington last Saturday, but is 
contradicted by the fact that he is alive and 
well. 

TEN more suits for damages, ranging from 
$\),000 to $20,000, hav been brought against 
New York and Brooklyn for the consequences 
resulting from the Decoration Day panic on 
the big bridge. 

ABouT the heaviest bribery sentence on 
record in England was that inflicted on Sir 
Manasseh Lopez, a Christianized Jew, for 
bribery at Grampound election-$50,000 and 
two years in jail. 

GooD Deacon Richardson, of Brooklyn, who 
was some time ago charged with doing servil 
work on the Sabbath, and expelled from the 
church, has been acquitted by the judge, who 
said it had not been shown that the work was 
unnecessary. 

Two newspaper editors in Virginia, having 
called each other liars, etc., after the regular 
fashion, are making arrangements to fight a 
bloody duel, and hav left home to avoid the 
authorities. One of them is editor of the 
Stale, the other of the Whig. 

Drs.A.STROUS floods prevail on the Mississippi 
River in Missouri. The water has been high• 
er than at any time since 1858. Three hun• 
dred and fifty thousand acres are inundated, 
and all the crops destroyed. The loss is esti
mated at over a million dollars. 

DR.lliTH.o\W.A.Y, an abortionist, has just been 
exposed in Philadelphia. The bones of a 
large number of babies were found in the 
cellar. of the house where he ·lived. It is 
charged that he also kept dogs in the cellar to 
eat the flesh of the murdered infants. Hath• 
away's wife testifies against him. 

A NUMBER of Jews are on trial at Nyre• 
ghhaza, in Hungary, charged With murdering 
a Christian girl to mix her blood with the 
feast of the Passover. The trial has the ap• 
pearance of a persecution. It was instigated 
by a Catholic priest, and the only witness 
against the accused is a boy who has ex·· 
pressed a determination to turn Chrietian, 
The details of the affair were given in an ar• 
ticle from the Hebrew Leader published in THlll 
TRurn SEEK:EB last week, 

, 
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Qkommunications. 

Science, Sensation, Perception, Reason, Etc. 
• THIRD PAPER IN REPLY TO MR. PUTNAM. 

My first impression on reading Mr. Putnam's sec
ond article was that be is incorrigible. I said to my
self, "I must leave him as hopeless. of any early cure, 
and dismiss the case with a few farewell notices. The 
disease has struck in, and must be left to hav its run, 
trusting merely to good nursing." But on a re-read
ing, my diagnosis was more favorable. The symp
toms are "irery mixed and contradictory; but on the 
whole I think that his case is not beyond the reach 
of sound medication. He has naturally a sound con
stitution, and there are favorable indications in the 
midst of the unfavorable ones. 

I must, however, abandon my use of infinitesimal 
doses. Minute and exact discriminat.ions seem out 
of place. Many that I bav made which seemed to me 
so true and clear as to be beyond the possibility of 
criticism I find disregarded, and the positions pre
viously assumed by Mr. Putnam reiterated precisely 
as if nothing had been said or proven. Experimenters 
know how useless it is to appeal to the microscope 
with those who lack, in any sense, tire trained eye for 
looking in that instrument. Let us, therefcre, aban
don the attempt at the closest of philosophical dis
quisition, touching the subtlest of the mental proc
esses, and see what can be done by a more popular, 
rough handling of the subject. 

Since all thinking is, from my point of view, a met
aphysical process, what can be expected of men who 
discard metaphysics? What is the use of discussion 
at all, if reason and reasoning never conduct to any 
truth? Mr. Putnam, without the slightest regar·d to 
my attempted correction, goes on still to talk about 
material Sensations, as if matter felt and thought. 
(Perhaps it does in a very attenuated and .metaphysi
cal sense, an idea such as he probably would not en
tertain, and which is certainly not what be alludes to 
here.) He is here talking in the gross and ordinary 
sense, and according to his own definitions of Sensa
tion and Perception. What he implies in this term, 
and what he says, openly, in other places, is, then, as 
if he were to say literally that if a man is hit on 
the head by a club and a Sensation ensues, the Sen
sation is in the club, and not at all in the mind of the 
man who is hit. "Sensation, as I define it," he says, 
"is entirely objectiv, and not subjectiv." The club is 
objectiv, the mind is subjectiv. This is precisely the 
meaning which these terms hav in philosophy. 

I don't like to be cruel, but really the grossness of 
this new heresy against reason-not with Mr. Put
nam alone, but with his school, including many, per
haps most, of the great scientists and Positivists of 
the day-is so patent, and, in my view, so scandalous, 
to occur in the light of this nineteenth century, that 
I must be excused for some severity-not, as I hav 
said, in the way of microscopic analysis, which men 
who are not Metaphysicians can neither understand 
nor appreciate, but in the outer arena of the popular 
understanding. 

To begin with, the assumption of a material Sensa
tion; "of consciousness" in the club, or block, or 
billet of wood that beats a man on the head, and none 
whatever in the head or mind beaten by the club, 
prompts one to inquire if it were not some old and 
childish idea of that sort which gave etymological 
origin to the expressiv old English word blockhead
the headiness or intelligence being transferred (by 
this theory) by those of the blockhead order of 
thought, from the subjectiv to the objectiv, that is to 
say, from the minds of reasoning beings to the clubs, 
and blocks, or billets of wood which assail them. 

If it were not too sadly serious, it would be funny. 
Mr. Putnam, after laboring through two articles, as
serting and re-asserting without the shadow or pos
sibility of proof or reason, that Reason is utterly un
reliable and can giv us no knowledge whatsoever, 
ends the discussion on his part by a virtual appeal 
to reason as the umpire in the matter; as it indeed is 
not only in this, but in every other discussion. It is 
startling, too, to hear this new outbreak of heresy 
against reason proclaimed and argued in THE TnuTH 
SEEKER, held, if I mistake not., to be among the 
stanchest of Rationalistic organs. It must. seem to 
your readers as though they remembered all this 
controversy as something very old; as though they 
had heard all this thunder against- the supremacy of 
reason; only, as it were, out of the opposit portion 
of the sky. The old conflict over this same subject 
was with the high religionists, the Catholics, and 
especially the Ultramontanes or extreme Catholic 
clericals, who put intuition, in their sense of the term, 
above reason, and installed Faith as the final umpire. 
Now it is " intuition'' in a new sense, and urged from 
a new and opposit quarter, enemies from within the 
camp; intuition still, the same old intellectual dodge, 
not even under a new name. It is startling, and if 
we were easily frightened, it would be terrifying, or 
if easily discouraged, disheariening, that the battle 
which we hav fought over so persistently and triumph
antly as against Rome and Religious Mysticism, 
and High Transcendental Metaphysics, should hav to 

be begun and fought over again against our own inference, this fundamental act of ~he reason~ yield!'! -iJA 
alJies, with men claiming to be, and honestly suppos- absolute knowledge or truth; of a higher grade even _ 
ing themselvs to be, the scientific world-the cream than the mere seeming of sensuous impress1ons; . 
of modern intellectual development. One party Unsay everything you hav said;_Mr .. Putn11m1-of trea;~ 
would switch us off at one end of the lever of mental son against the supremacy of the Human Reasoil;:a:tid 
balance, on to the basis of Faith; and the other would swear anew eternal alleg-utnce to this supreme auto:: 
switch us off at the other end of the same lever, onto crat of the mind, which after all is the consensus of 
the basis of Sensation-both alike denying the Su- all the intellectual faculties acting as one. Don't fear 
premacy of Reason, which is the true pivot of the that you will be landed in any unpleasant dreamland 
whole balance. The highest Theologians and the by recognizing fearlessly and loyally Reason and its 
cr-udest Materialists hav thus struck hands with each laws as the criteria of truth. If it looks that way' for 
other in a virtual conspiracy to dethrone the human a moment, apply a little more reason, and all your 
reason. fears will be dissipated. 

There is no essential difference whatever between But the real difficulty is that lVIr. Putnam does not, 
the two .ideas of intuition. Both mean the look-at~ just nowadays, quite understand himself; and it is no 
the first glimpse, the :first-blush impression, as con- fault o_f his, ~nd no wonder; _for the wJ:wle_ thinking 
trasted with the more deliberate revision of the world rs at thrs very moment m the throes of a great 
judgment, the intelligence, or the reason. They o Iy transition. It is in the trough between two seas. It 
differ as to the direction of_ the look, as tending in the has left one wave of thought, and it has not safely 
one case inwardly and the other outwardly. In both reached and landed on the other wave. It is swing
cases the first-blush, crude knowledge is made para- ing away :from the two old and standard forms of 
mount over reason and all the cautious and truly philosophy, called Idealism and Realism, to a- new 
scientific means and methods of correcting errors. form, Integralism, without having yet fully mastered 
Both these phases of doctrin reduce all knowledge and learned consistently to adhere to the new doc
to mere dogmatism-in one case to the dogmatism trin. Hence he and the thinking world surge and 
or dogmatic teaching of the mere observations of lurch uneasily between the old and the new. 
the internal sense, and in the other to that of the To illustrate, Mr. Putnam, in one-half of what he 
observation of the external senses. Both of these says in both his articles, especially in this last, is 
phases of doctrin are then an open, and, I want to enunciating as his own good sound Universological 
say, a shameless, abandonment of all the ground doctrin-tbat of the ever-presence or inexpugnable 
which secularism and rationalism hav gained in their unity of a real and an ideal element, in every 
long contest with dogmatism. ' act of thinking, or indeed in every form of men;-

Intuition, in the older use of the word, should tal activity; while in the remaining half of what he 
hav extuition as its antithet and then tuition says, he with an .unconscious and almost childlike 
(Latin tueor, to look at) comes rightly to mean simplicity denies all that he had previously been say
teaching of what is seen by the mere look-" I tell ing; or what is the same thing, makes other statements 
you it is so, therefore take it as true and believe," wholly incompatible with it. Let us quote: 
and to be exactly synonymous with dogma and dog- "I affirm that consciousness includes two prime elements 
matism, which mean the same-the teaching of which must exist in_ order to produce consciousness, namely, 
mere fact, as fact, without reason, reasoning, or the the me, and the not-me. Take away either of these, and 

t . f 1\tr d t" t •t· h th there is no consciousness. Consciousness is, as the word 
correc lOll o errors. .Lu.ere ogma IC Ul lOll, W e · - signifies, a knowing together, or with. It is the huma:qmind 
er in or out-looking, whether in the old meaning or coming to knowledge by the conjunction of the outward 
in the new meaning of the word, is the subtle and world, and without this conjunction there is no conscious
deadly enemy of rationalism; this last being the doc- ness. The_not-me is as necessary as the me-for how can 
trin of compound and ultimate truth derived from man know even himself except by contrast with what is not 

himself? So the very beginning of knowledge, of all con
all-· sources, compared, proportioned, and settled sciousness, is the impact of the not-me with the me, and the 
upon as final. This new dogma and dogmatism of a not-me is no more an inference than the me; both are di
faction of modern scientists and so-called Positivists rectly intuitioned in the act of consciousness. There is no 
is the old story, and the old folly over again, of first priority." 
a denial, by both the new and old style anti-reason- Now just this, and all this, is, in so many words, 
ers, of reason as knowing anything, or as being the what I am continuously saying; what I am engaged 
chief factor, or supreme umpire in the world of in teaching and promulgating, and what I mean by 
knowledge, and then an utterly inconsistent and the Universological (the begrippial) form of philoso
ridiculous appeal to reason as to whether they are phy-the close and dynamic embrace of two opposit 
right or not. " Time was,'' says Shak~pere, "that factors in the genitiv origin of every thought, feel
when the brains were out the man would die," but ing, and emotion-say, for instance, of sensation and 
here again the miracle reappears that men who begin reason in the higher forms of knowledge. This is a· 
by proclaiming themselvs blockheads, go on to talk, third and new form of philosophy, which in part dis
and argue, and reason just as though they believed in tinguishes, in part combines, and in part transcends 
brains, and ideas, and reason all the same. the older forms known as Idealism and Realism. 

And these men call tbemselvs scientists. We cannot This new and higher philosophy is just now some~ 
concede them this honorable name, nor is it appro- what blindly struggling into existence in many 
priate to them at all, if we are going to adhere to the quarters. Spencer and Lewes, especially, touch upon 
definition of science which we, in this discussion, hav its bon1ers. Distinctly and analytically elaborated, 
agreed upon-systematized knowledge-the system it is Universology; and upon the special point now 
being at lea,st as much a part of science and of considered, no better Universological statement could 
knowledge itself as the so-called knowledge. We be asked for than is contained in the paragraph just 
need a special name, therefore, for this bogus preten- quoted. , · 
sion to be science, with reason, classification, law, If, then, Mr. Putnam would simply adhere logi
and system left out. ·Suppose we call it scientosity, ically to this basis of ideas, which possibly he has 
and its professors scientosilists (pretended science unconsciously caught up from me, and not yet quite 
with a tinge of science; pretenders to science on the made his own; if he could and would stand consist~ 
half title, etc.)· ently on this narrow edge between opposits, reach-

But it is a matter of curioE)ity to inquire how so ing out and embracing them both, we two, he and I, 
sensible a man as Mr. Putnam could be drawn into would never disagree; this whole discussion would 
this intellectual man-trap, and be induced to re- be unnecessary; the controversy would be settled;, 
nounce allegiance to his own reason. I think the would hav been settled before it began. But see 
key to the riddle is here. He says, " The only possi- how soon and how sadly he apostatizes, and falls 
ble escape from pure idealism [which denies any n:om grace, and gets back into his old position of 
outer world] is by affirming that the hunian mind mind, such as it was before he became an unconscious 
knows the outward univetse as directly and intuitivly Universologist! Compare with the paragraph above 
as it knows itself." Now he supposes me to deny quoted the following extract: 
.this immediate knowledge. On the contrary, I af- "The radical, and, to the careless-thinking mind, the in
firm it precisely as he does, but the question remains, comprehensible, difference between Mr. Andrews and myself 
How does the mind know either? He supposes this is in this starting-point. Is the outward universe or the 
first intuitiv act to be something· essentially different mind of man the starting-point? He says the mind of man; 

,~ I say the outward universe. He admits that this is so in 
from our subsequent experiencefi, perceptions, and time, as a fact of history,.but not as fact of logic; but I say 
reasonings. It is on the contrary the same common that even as a fnct of logic the universe comes first. Mr. 
elements of knowledge, begripped into the vivid in- Andrews is idealistic; I am realistic. Mr. Andrews makes 
~;tant. 'Analyze it and the elements are all there the_ the objectiv a mode of the subjectiv; I make the subjectiv a 

mode of the objectiv. I subordinate the mind of man to the 
same. Light, heat, and actinism are all contained in outward universe; Mr. Andrews subordinates_ the outward 
the instantaneous lightning flash, the same as in the universe to the mind of man, and make-s it but a mental 
steady radiance of the sun at noonday. So in this image." 
sudden begrip of mental energy, this dyna;mic This is like a bad blotch on the face of a noble pic
unity, this supreme act of intuition, whether in the ture. All this has no place whatever within the scope 
old. religious sense or the new irreligious sense of of the new form of philosophy which Mr. Putnam 
the word, are found by close inspection all the ordi- had been engaged in so admirably stating. It be
nary mental processes, merely condensed and inten- longs entirely to the realm of the 9ld- ideas which 
sified, but not changed one whit i.n their real nature. were his before he was converted. Let me, as his 
The intuitiv theory helps us, therefore, in no manner spiritual eounselor in the new faith, awaken him a 
whatsoever out of the difficulty. We do not escape little to that fact. It is not true that there is any _ 
from pure idealism that way- How then? Very question between us as-to which is first, the outward 
simply and easily-by going just the opposit road to world or the mind, in the act of knowing. We hav 
that which Mr. Putnam has unfortunately taken. By both agreed that both are necessary and alike pres
affirming, while we know and can know the outer ent. He says himself, "there is no pn:ority." How, 
world only as_an.injerence (instantaneous at first), that then, can either be first (in any absolute sense)? Let 

I 
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himremembertheillustrationiusedinmyfirstarticle, which can be and often is most accurately known as land in actual cotton fabrics as the manufactured re
of the sire, the dam, and the generativ act. We can system, embodying truths of the most undeniable I sult fitted for being turned out from the factory and 
say that in the mal~ line the si~e is first, or in. ~e f~- character. The mental appreciation of system, ra- used. . -
male line the dam IS first, but m the true ongmat.Iv tionally devised, is, therefore, knowledge of another What Mr. Putnam means is nevertheless very aim
sense, it is neither parent, nor even bbth of them, but order, and, from the scientific point of view, of a far ple, and if cautiously and_ rightly guarded in defini
the act of their conjunction, and that sol'ely, which is higher rank than the primitiv knowledge got through tion, his statement would be true-that is, that the 
truly first; relativly to the product. True, this is so the senses; and Mr. Putnam's desperate attempt to process of manufacture has not made, and could 
subtle an idea that it is very easy to slide away from confine the meaning of the great words, knowledge never make, a single additional fiber of the original 
it, and Mr. Putnam is to be excu.sed; but still the and truth, to the mere mental appreciation of the cotton, all of which had to come into the factory from 
fact remains that he has slid completely away from Raw Materials of Knowledge will prove a philosophi- the plantation outside. This I frankly concede and 
the new and right view. What he now says is, that cal failure. affirm with him. But it is not by the analogy mere 
I hold that the father is the cause of the child, and Human knowledge is the whole of tha; stock of id.eas in cotton that we are called upon to consider. It is cot-

- that he holds that the mother is the cause of the the mind, of the truth of which we are certain. - This ton goods, cotton utilities, uses, values-cotton as pro
child; while neither of us holds to anything of the carries us back to the different kinds of truth de- duced, cotton as modified or transmuted, and so im
kind, if we go back to and abide by the Universolog- fined in one of my previous replies, and to the different me:asely augmented in value, and finally cotton fab
ical doctrin which we hav agreed upon._ It is not kinds of evidence which may and do bind the human rics as destined to their ultimate uses. 
true that I am an Idealist, or a Platonist, or anything mind in the chains of convincement. We know But observe that, on the other hand, the raw cot
of the kind, as it· is not true that he is a Realist as that chalk is white, because it habitually appears so ton does no more, and can no more, produce the cot
contrasted with Idealists. It is not true that I say to the sight-that is, to one of our senses which recog- ton machinery than can the machinery produce the 
that the-mind is first, or that he says that matter is nizes color. 'Ne know that lead is heavy, not raw cotton. The cotton factory with its formativ 
first-when we both say that both are equally first. through sight, but through the sense of .touch- processes is no more derived n·om the cotton as 
It is not true that I make the objectiv a mode of the quite another and different faculty. We know all grown on the plantation than is the cotton derived 
subjectiv, or that he makes the subjectiv a mode of the facts of sensation thus through some of our five from the factory machinery. The machinery is no 
the objectiv-when the peculiarity and. distinguish- senses or through all of them. more transmuted cotton than cotton is transmuted 
ing mark of the position· we mutually agree upon is Now here comes Mr. Putnam to say that this is all machinery. It is only true that the existence of cot. 
that each is equally a mode of the other; and that the that we ever do or ever can know; but I know that ton to be manufactured was ~he suggestiv occasion of 
real truth is the begrip of the two in their equality that is not true; and I don't know it through any one the uprising of the mill; but the mill is not deri-ved 
and equal title to originality. It is not true that I nor through all of my five senses. I hav, therefore, an- from the cotton, and the cotton is, therefore, not the 
subordinate the outward universe to the mind of other means of knowing than the senses, one or all cause of the mill. The mill machinery is derived 
man, and· that he subordinates the mind of man to the of them. All of us hav, whether we call it reason, from human ingenuity, and wood and iron, in a com
outward universe, but that we both do both, alternate- or intelligence, or the mind's eye, or common sense, bination peculiarly its own. It is a wholly different 
ly, according to the point of view from which we are or by any other name. There is another mental fac- thing from cotton, having nothing whatever to do 
considering the subject; and that we subordinate ulty than that which yields sensation, and which, not with cotton, except from its adaptation to grapple 
each to each in due apportionment, and thereby es- absolutely, but, from the scientific point qf view, is higher with, master, and mold cotton, as its material or sub
cape, for the first time, from that eternal gabble of in rank or in the kind of truth, certainty, knowledge, ject-matter to be worked upon, which is thereby 
sectarian differences which has been as much the and science which it furnishes. We are infinitly rai_sed into still a third new thing, which again is 
bane of the philosophical as it has been of the relig- more certain that two and two are four and can't be neither the cotton nor the machinery, but the com
ions world. Mr. Putnam is slandering me every anything else, or that a straight line is the shortest pound resultant of the coaction of the former two
time that he calls me an Idealist in any distinctiv distance between two points, than we are that which is, in a word, cotton goods. Just so Sensation, 
sense, as if being that were my style of philosophy; that is a piece of chalk before us which looks like as the first raw material of ideas and knowledge, com
and he ought to know it, if he senses, at all rightly, chalk. The senses are continuously deceiving us, as ing into the mind, is the suggestiv occasion of the 
the force of his own statements quoted above. I am when we see that the sun rises (a fact which doesn't setting up of a mental machinery-the reasoning 
a Universologist, and no more an Idealist than I am happen), and it is the special function of the reason power-whose special business it is to deal with, 
a Realist; and he is a Universologist while he abides to re-consider the testimony of the senses and to transmute, and recast the raw stuff so offered for its 
by these statements, and no more a Realist than he correct it; and this is pre-eminently the business of manipulation. But the reasoning process is no more 
is an Idealist. It is said that crows can only count science in the higher and dominating aspects of derived from the Sensation than the cotton-manufac
three. Philosophers heretofore hav only been able science. The mathematician affirms that the straight turing machinery is derived from the cotton. The 
to count two; and if a person were not one thing, line is the shortest distance between two points, and reasoning process is no more transmuted Sensation 
then they hav assumed that he must be the opposit. the w1:wle world agree with him the moment they than Sensation is transmuted Reason. It is a differ
! am trying to teach them to count three. Mr. Put- unuerstand the statement. Call it poetry, imagina- ent thing altogether, a higher and grander potency 
nam comes up to the task pretty well; but then he tion, what you will, it is an insight of the mind of the mind, opposit in kind and character and hav
falls back again, and we overhear him reciting to him- which is more convincing than observation; in ing an origin peculiarly distinct from Sensation. 
self: "One, two; one, two; one, two"-quite as he other ~ords! of the highest and mo~t c?mmand~ng . Se~sat~on, then, givs one kind of knowledge, dis
used to do before Universology came in. I am no order m smence, and the apprehensiOn m the mmd tmctivly Its own (cotton). Reason giYs another kind 
more an Idealist than I am a Realist; I happen to be and the absolute convinc_ement of the mind _in re- of kno:wledge_as disti~ctivly and peculiarly its own 
both, and that is a new style, and quite incompre- spect to that truth, are knowledge of the highest (the mill and Its machmery); the action of the Rea
hensible to the order of mind that is not able to count scientific order. son (the mill and machinery) upon the Sensation
three. I might very well here, on my part, submit the ar- furnished materials (the cotton) results in a third 

Well, in fine, Mr. Putnam has told us what he gument to the common sense of the reader; but the thing; a third kind of knowledge-Educated Ex
means by metaphysics, and his definition is merely subject under consideration is so importan~, and in perience (cotton good~;~ or fabrics, ready to be put 
that of Idealism; and I am; therefore, for the same some respects so new, that I think it will be well to upon the market and used). 
reason, no metaphysician under his definition. introduce an illustration. Human knowledge being I made a quotation of a long paragraph of Mr. 
'Twould be mere repetition to argue t4e matter over the whole of tge stock of ideas in the mind, of the Putnam's, to show how completely we agree so long 
agaip. under the new name. truth of which we are certain, and the mind being a as he abides by the Universological principle, which 

Mr. Putnam says I must find room for him some- laboratory or factory, we may readily liken it and its he has therein adopted. I now make another quota
where in Universology. I hav, as he will see, found stock of ideas to a great material factory-a cotton tion of a long paragraph, which I break into partie
room for him-or, rather, I hav found that he has factory, for example, with the totality of the stock ulars, and throw into parallel columns, with my own 
found room for himself, as a true Universologist, if which it contains, Raw Material, the Standing and counter-statements, to show how completely we dif
he will only adhere to his own fundamental state- Running Machinery, and the Manufactured Articles fer when he falls away from that fundamental prin
ment, and I am only providing a few little bulwarks on hand, and in all their stages of elaboration. (Mr. ciple: 
to guard him against slipping out of his place, from Putnam himself says: "The human mind is simply a Mr. Putnam's Consecutiv Stater My Own Counter-Statements: 
the old habit, strong upon him and his compeers, of weaver-it weaves what is· given to it gloriously and " . ments:. . . . 
counting two only. · wonderfully but it can do no more.") The entire There Is no distmctiOn m 

' · knowledge " 
But even apart from that danger, and in order stock in trade of the cotton mill stands, then, over · 

that he should become an~ intelligent past-graduate against the entire stock of Knowledge or Know ledges 
in Universology, he must permit me to giv him a in the human mind. What Mr. Putnam is affirming "All knowledge is the 
few lessons. And the first of them is this: he should is, on the contrary, that the raw cotton off the plan- same." 

"Scientific knowledge is 
classified knowledge." 

"But to classify knowledge 
is not to change its character." 

"The knowledge of the 
most ignorant and most ill
disciplined mind, so far as it 
is knowledge, is just as val
uable as the knowledge of 
the greatest philosopher." 

use the.term Knowledge in a more enlarged sense; tation, as it comes into the mill, is the whole stockof 
and he should then retain the phrase, the 'f Raw Ma- goods or· properties in the mill; that the machinery 
terials of Knowledge," which he bas once inadvert- can make TID more of it-cannot add one particle to 
ently,used, for those first contributions to our store- the stock, and that the cotton fabrics, no matter how 
house of mental possession which come through elegantly finished, hav not one particle more of value 
the senses. When he denies so gallantly that the than the original raw cotton. My statement is that 
reason furnishes any knowledge, what he means, or we. must giv a far bigger extension to the meaning of 
what he should mean is, "that the reason does not and the word knowledge. It must in the first place 
cannot furnish knowledge of that kind;" that is, can- cover the idea of the Raw Materials of Knowledge, 
not augment the store of "raw material" furnished which are analogous with the raw cotton from the 
through the senses. But he concedes and affirms plantation to be wrought up or manufacturad by the 
that the reason does furnish the system, the ad;just- machinery. • " 'All logic,' as Huxley 
ment, the arrangement, and the order of those rna- It must in the second place cover the capacities of says, 'is simply elaborated ·common sense "[reason]. 
terials; that, in a word, it recasts them into new "the human mind to so readjust this knowledge, so 
forms and makes of them something different. Now classify, so co-ordinate, so logically arrange and de
he will find that he will hav to admit that mental fine, so mentally mold it, that it really would increase 
certainty of right system is also knowledge, but the body of knowledge." All this is analogous with 
knowledge, it is true, of a different order or type. the machinery itself in its operation upon the Raw 

In my second article, in ·treating of the definition Material, and in its capacity to transform cotton into 
of science, as we had agreed on it, I conceded for the cotton fabrics. 
moment, altogether more than can be permanently In the third place, it (the term knowledge) must 
conceded, when I contrasted knowledge aJ;J.d system include the ultimate and settled conclusions and con-
as the two factors of science, or "systematized victions of the mind, resulting from the action of the 
knowledge." The deeper fact is that knowledge, as reason upon the crude materials of mentation, and 

''It is not anything different 
from common sense, only a 
more attentiv common sense." 

"There is no royal road to 
truth-one for the learned 
and one for the ignorant." 

excluding system, is by no means knowledge, entire the fitness of those conclusions and convictions to be 
or-all-inclusiv, but is, on the contrary, the raw rna- applied to the actual business of life. All this is "All must take the same 
terials of knowledge merely; as, on the other hand, analogous with the begrip or dynamic unity of the road." 
system, excluding such Raw Materials, is mere empty cotton machinery in action and the raw cotton, in 
frame-work without contents1 but still something, their conjunction as one in the act of manufacture; 

Knowledge is full of dis
tinctions which should be 
most carefully studied and 
apprehended. 

Knowledge is of infinit 
varieties. It is never simple, 
but always complex. 

The one thing agreed upon, or 
not counter-stated. 

To classify knowledge is 
precisely and very definitly 
to change its character. 

The knowledge of the ig
nOI·ant and ill-disciplined 
mind has not a millionth 
part the value of the knowl
edge of the greatest philoso
pher. Knowledge is of all 
degrees of value. 

Which elaboration givs it 
an immensely higher value, 
and makes it essentially dif
ferent. 

Which greater attentivness 
makes it completely a differ
ent thing-as bolted flour is 
different from raw corn. 

There is a royal road to all 
higher class of truth, of 
which the ignornnt hav no 
conception and no power to 
avail themselvs. · It is that 
of the systematic use of the 
reason, or, in a word, of crit
ical and scientific attentiv-
ness. 

On the contrary, the igno
rant travels mentally in no 
road whatsoever. · He wan
ders over the fields without 
the guidance of any road, 
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"The most learned man 
at the start must take the 
same road as the most igno
.'fant. The only difference is 
that he goes further in the 
same process of reasoning." 

"He cannot at any time 
change the way or the proc
ess.'' 

"He only transcends the 
uncultivated mind by more 
continued reasoning, but 
there is no difference in the 
kind of reasoning." 

" It is all common sense." 

Not at all. The ignorant 
man goes in no particular 
road, but ~tt random. Doing 
that a thousand years would 
not carry him where the sci
entific man gets in a few 
months. It is not going 
farther, but it is making ,or 
finding a way-a scientific 
method. 

On the contrary, he changes 
from the no-way or no-road 
to the nse of a road, wJ:iich is, 
then, a new kind of process. 

On the contrary, the contin
uation of illogical, unmethod
ical reasoning will only carry 
one fa1·ther and farther away 
from ever arriving at method
ical reasoning; and the two 
things are not only different 
but opposit in kind. 

On the contrary, exact 
thinking is the most uncom
mon sense. It is the new 
kind of sense; the true rea
son, the discovery and first 
use; of which is the initial 
step in the development of 
true science, as distinguished 
from mere naturismal or com
mon knowledge. 

unless we take time by the forelock and prevent it), Remarkable Achievements in Grammar. 
it may be years ere we can undo this great crime To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I was 
against reason, right, and justice. You all realize the pleased with the deserved lesson in grammar which 
bondage and oppression of our Christian Sunday you last week administered to the editor of the New 
laws, and find how ,.impossible it is to get them an- York Mail and t Expres.~. It will be useful to many 
nulled or even materially amended. You groan under others as well as to him, whose own faulty style 
the weight of taxes, and yet are compelled to shoulder shows that his critiCisms of the language employed 
six hundred millions of dollars' worth of :untaxed by Mr. Green were not founded upon his knowledge 
church property in addition to all the rest. 'You be- of grammar; they were inspired, rather, by his un
hold on every side the vast machinery of the church friendliness toward Freethinkers. Other inaccuracies 
working, working, working in every possible way- might be pointed out besides the one you noted, 
in the family, in the school, at marriages, deaths, and which was copied from a like error of Mr. Green's, 
burying, in all the lodges, asylums, jails, homes for but as it was not put in quotation marks by the 
the unfortunate, in law, in the army, navy, and every editor, you were justified in criticising it as his own. 
nook and corner where it can effect an entrance. It is more than probable that he did not observe the 
For the ten years we hav lived here in Snowville, the mistake. He is evidently capable, however, of doing 
Campbellite church has run the place, even to the worse, as witness this sentence: "The secretary's 
public school, which has a preacher for a teacher. name who issues this proclamation is Green." If that 
Probably, too, this is the most musical town in the means anything, it means that the secretary's name 
state, and ninety-nine-one-hundredths of all the issued the proclamation. It should read, to be cor-· 
music sung or played are Campbellite church songs. rect, "The name of the secretary who issues this 
Oh, it requires mountains of labor to work in opposi- proclamation is Green." The learned author of "A 
tion to all this. The enemy hav the field, which Roman Catholic Canard," published at THE TTUTH 
givs them nine-tenths of the battle, and they hold in SEEKER office, is guilty of a similar error, which will 
chains all the vast numbers who are not interested be found on page thirteen of that valuable "little work; 
enough to care which sid(;l is really right, and hence viz: "But that it was apoplexy appears from Dr. 

Mr. Putnam's whole ;uticle is thus a curious and outcount us by millions. Manley's letter, who says he found, the patient in a 
wonderful mosaic. of couect and profound philo- Still, as we hav truth and justice on our side, we fever," etc. Again, in the Mail and Express, we hav,· 
sophical statement, and of calamitous deviation from can win if we will to do so. "A person with [against J whom Mr. Anthony CoPl
the dictates of sound knowledge. He manife.sts the On November 5, 1872, Susan B. Anthony and six stock waged a fierce and, we believe; a •successful 
ability of rare genius with a certain obvious lack of other women of Rochester, N. Y., went to the polls war." Here the use of the article "a" before both· 
trained scientific attentivness, such as guards the and voted in the ward where Miss Anthony lived. the adjectivs "fierce" and " successful," according to 
student from incompatible and contradictory aver- Fourteen women of this ward had registered them- Quackenbos, would imply that two wars had been 
ments. He needs, in a word, a thorough course of selvs as voters, the inspectors being insured by Miss waged, one of which was fierce and the other sue
training in the Universological, mental training Anthony against costs growing out of any possible cessful. The statement of fact is likewise mixed. 
school. He is withal so generous, so loving, so sui~ of law from registering them. These fifteen cit- In one line we are informed that the association has 
genial, and so appreciativ' and deferential, that these izens were prosecuted, and so also were the three in- issued a challenge, and in another we are told the 
grand qualities even throw some obstacles in the way spectors. The jury found a true bill of indictment secretatv's name issues it. A man who will write 
of instructing or reforming him. It is hard to be against them. From November 28, 1872, to January thus carelessly is not justified in gratuitously pick
hard with the thoroughly good. But Mr. Putnam 21, 1873, Miss Anthony, in the eyes of the law, was ing another man up on the question of grammar. 
bas another noble quality, higher in rank than any I imprisoned, "but the marshal, though somewhat It is a fact greatly to be deplored that many pop
hav mentioned, and which demands of me that I uneasy, left her free to fill her lyceum engagements ular writers do not exhibit a high degree of gram
deal with him in utter fidelity. That supreme mental and attend woman suffrage conventions. Learning matical accuracy. Even some who make language 
quality is, that he is eminently a truth-lover and a that in case the jury returned a verdict of guilty, the a profession and the study of a lifetime, often, through 
truth-seeker. He will excuse me, therefore, for what judge must declare the costs o( the trial against the thoughtlessness or otherwise, lay themselvs open to 
may seem harsh and even contemptuous in some of defendants, she determined to canvass Monroe criticism. Hear a man who has the credit, justly, I 
my expressions. I am certain that he will not think ·county in order to make a verdict of guilty impossi- presume, among his admirers of knowing more about 
that there is either harshness or contempt in my soul ble. She held meetings in twenty-nine of the post- English than all the rest of the world: "Mr. Putnam 
wward him personally. but always and only toward office districts, speaking on the equal rights· of all propounded in the Colloquium, as his definition of 
sophistries, which cannot be readily forgiven for their citizens to the ballot. Hearing that District-Attor- science, the simple two words," etc. Why "simple 
satanic potency to beguile and betray into error so ney Crowley threatened to move her trial out of the two?" I had an impression that two was always 
clear a mind as his, and so devout a lover of truth as county, she sent him word she would then canvass simple. In the same article we are presented with 
he is. He will even excuse me, I know, if I add that the next with an army of speakers." Crowley did the phrase "two additional and very ruling words." " 
far ha;rsher and mo1·e terrible than anything that I move it to Canandaigua, and in the twenty-two days If when rain falls copiously we should say: "It is 
hav said, are the direct and legitimate implications of a before the convening of the court Miss Anthony very raining," we should hav another instance 'of the 
fundamental truth prppounded by him whom he made twenty-one speeches in Ontario county, and same kind of diction. The writer here referred to, 
probably i"egards as the founder of his own school- Matilda Joslyn Gage spoke in sixteen townships. however, is an authority unto himself in the matter 
Auguste Comte. Com~e says that the excess of Sub- Thus they canvassed that county. The trial was of grammar, and that which would appear to Lindlay 
jectivity [the faith-enJ. of the intuition doctrin] is long and very interesting. I wish I could giv you a Murray as a solecism may be but an inst.ance of 
insanity; and that the_ excess of objectivity [the sen- full account of it, and a verbatim report of Miss An- words standing in what is really their proper rela-· 
sation-end of the intuitiv doctrin J is idiocy. The thony's excellent canvassing speeches, but it would tion, discovered by the application of the science of · 
inevitable, tremendous,' and utterly sound and correct fill up the whole paper. Suffice it to say no jury Universology. 
inference from this pregnant statement of the great could be found who would agree upon the guilt of Further proofs that a man may be great without 
philosopher-which is. also my statement-is that these noble women; even the court directed them to being grammatical are found in Dr. McCosh's yearly 
REASON, the middle poi:k,t, the "mean propm·tional" be- find such a verdict. Judge Hunt nevertheless sen- academic report. Dr. McCosh is president of the 
tween the extreme of lubjectivity and the extreme of tenced Miss Anthony to pay a fine ofone hundred Princeton, N.J., College, and is, I believe,areverend 
objectivity, is the only true sanity of the human dollars and the costs of the pr:osecution. She de- also. He is detected by a New York morning paper 
mind; and, of course, that Rationalists are the only clared the sentence unjust, and refused to pay a cent in the following list of errors in grammar and in-
sane people. What a wail of woe would sound of the fine. Judge Seldon said, "Justice Hunt had stances of carelessness of style: , 
through the sympathizing hearts of the army of ad- as much right to order me hung to the nearest tree "We hav been able to do so without o~r being met." 
mirers of the genius of Samuel P. Putnam, most of as to take the case from the jury and render the de- "Treachery and deceit at testing examinations." 
them pre-eminently Rationalists, should they be forced cision he did." Now I think if Liberals would read "I trust we will be sustained." 
t b l . th t h h db b t d b these b. ooks, tlie "History of Woman's Suffrage," by '"The public press, as a whole, are telling the colleges very o e teve a e a een e raye y any process 1 · 1 th t th · t " Anthony, Stanton, and Gage, and work as these P am Y a ey are gomg o excess. of false reasoning, into a permanent renunciation of "I am seeking to jUl up this defect." 
his allegiance to the Supremacy of the Human Rea- women, and thousands of other women, worked, and "Denying guilt to the faculty in the idea there is no evil 
son! are still working, for equality and right, we could ere in it." · ' 

There are several remaining points in Mr. Putnam's many years roll around elect Col. R. G. Ingersoll as Is it possible that much philosophy destroys a 
remarkable papers, equally or nearly as important as president of these United States. Great victories man's respect for the rules of composition?. 
these I hav touched upon, which ought also to be require great workers. Many small workS count for Here is a case of nameless offense ·against the 
noticed; but I am constrained, by the limits on space, as much as one big work. So, friends, 1 hope each decencies of English, from the Advocate: 
to omit them. STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS. one of you will begin now and at once to work. Sub- "Blasphemy and vulgarity were indulged in by the counsel 

scribe for our papers, and read and scatter them far for the defense, one of whom can rely with implicit certainty 

We Need More Workers. 
FRIENDs: It is well to talk, but it is better to work. 

Talk of the right kind will help our cause, but work 
will do far more good. It is true we hav not the in
cen~iv of a burning hell to save our dear ones from, 
urgmg us to do our level best to defeat the machina
tions of an arch enemy, who in spite of all these efforts 
obtainS nine out of every ten of them; but we are 
laboring for happiness here, happiness for everything 
that has life and that is useful or pleasant to man
kind. We a~e laboring for goodness, mercy, charity, 
and truth; for love, peace, harmony, and temper
ance. All these blessings are obtainable only under 
freedom's regime, and freedom is ours if we work for 
it. But if we sit in the shade, recline on our sofas 
or swing lazily in our hammocks, trusting to other~ 
to. do ~e neces~ary_labor to bring about this grand 
m!llenmal age, It Will never come. vVhy, here in A.S. 
283 we find the "National Reform Association" work
ing tooth and nail to get the old Jew God, the em
bodiment of all the barbarisms of a savage and un
civilized people, into the Constitution of the United 
States. This once accomplished (and it can be done 

and wide. Purchase tracts and leaflets, and sow upon the laws of association to furnish him." , 
them in all the by-places of the land. In short, can- And here is another: 
vass your own county, and it is done. We cannot all "One man Christ turned away; one prayer of such reason
do this literally. as Miss Anthony did, but we can each ableness that we all should pray it he refused." 
one of us do what we are able to, and can help Both ar~ absolutely meaningless. How can we 
others who are competent to do more by sendin"" account for all these falls from the grace of good 
them the "sinews of war." We can donate to th~ English? What can induce a writer to sign his name 
cause ":bile living, a?d will, what tye can no longer to such swosh as some of these quotations contain? 
use, to 1t when we die. I am surpnsed, grieved, and Robinson Crusoe was in an unfortunate plight 
disappointed that so few dying Infidels ever think when he had built a boat so large that he was unable 
of willing anything to our cause. We read obituary to launch it; but his dilemma was as nothing compar~d 
notices of good, true workers in our papers, but not with that of some of these men who hav thoughts 
one of them says even five dollars were bequeathed to express, but are destitute of the faculty for put
by the dead Liberal as a legacy to the cause. Here ting them before the world in presentable English. 
is Paine Hall, burdened with an unpaid debt for a Sunbury, Pa. J. B. N. 
whole generation, and there is the Bennett Hall, not 
yet even begun, and neither of them is once re- THE last example of brotherly love is from Dallas, 
m~mbered by the most ~nthusiastic of our dying N.C. The Rev. Mr. Wetmore, an Episcopal clergy.:. 
fnends. How long, 0 LIberal . friends, how long man was on his way to hold service in a mission church, 
shall this be ? Wake up and work. ELMINA. but was stopped by a swollen creek. Thereupon a 

Baptist minister took Mr. Wetmore on his back and, 

WE hav Charles Watts's paper, ,the Secular Review, on sale. 
Yearly subscriptions also received. Price, single number, 7 
cents; by the ye111·, $2.75. 

ferried him over, thereby preventing him, it may be 
remarked, from becoming more wet. This may be 
accepted as an illustration of the readiness with 
which Baptists take water.-Richrrwnd State, 

. \ 
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The League Secretary Abroad. THE Newark, N. J., Liberal League will hold a Basket Pic-
To THE E!nTOR OF THB TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I am nic on the Fourth of July, at Woodside Park. The exercises 

succeeding in my mission. On the wing as I am, I begin at 10 A.M. Tickets, 25 cents. Children under twelve 
cannot write you full details; but I am receiving such years free. People from this ci.ty desiring to atte?'d can 
support from the Liberals of Pennsylvania and Ohio, re:ch Newark on an~ of the railroads and by takmg the 
so far that I am able to announce that conventions . Br ad street or BelleVIlle horse cars reach the ground. The 

c_onception of ~od. Ho~ should I say 
heved the hornble doctnn of Calvin?" 

our father, if I be-

This as far as it goes is good enough 
Freethinkers. 

Infidelity for most 

-will b~ held in these two states immediately follow- Gre~nwood Lake railway trains stop at Woodside Park, only 
ing the convention at Rochester, N. Y. I met our a mmute:s walk from the picnic grounds. T~e ~reenwood 
fri d in Alt d P'tt b h t · t Lake trams leave the ferrry at 23d street, th1s e1ty, at 5:45, 

L
.ben sl toon~ apn 1

1
s m;g •

1
.wdotphrominen 8:15,andll:45a.M.;at3:15,4:15,5:15,and6:15P.M.,andfrom 

LiBERALISM is about to be rescued. A Liberal Union Club, 
we understand, has just been organized in Boston, embracing 
in its membership ex-Rev. Francis E. Abbot, the Rev. John 
W. Chadwick, the Rev. Minot J. Savage, the Rev. David H. 
Clarke, and the Rev. James K. Applebee. This list of names 
is a good index to the objects of the new club. The con
spicuous abundance of the title '"Rev.," whatever it may 
mean, is a sufficient giv-away, even if the following alleged 
objects had not been set forth in its constitution: 

1 era cen ers m ennsy vama, a1 e _matter foot of Chamb t t th' 't t 6 8.30 d 12 d b f th d bt · d h · t f ers s ree 1s c1 y, e. , . A.M., an M., an 
~ore em an o arne t e appmn ment o com- 3:40, 4:40, 5:40, and 6:20P.M. The League would like to see 

m1ttees of arr!lngement to ~arry out the pl~ns. It as many of its New York friends, and also from the surround
was tho~ght difficul~ to assemble a g.oo? full m1d-week ing country, as can make it convenient to attend. Picnickers 
convent10~ accor~mg to my ;prehmmary progr.am; can take their own lunches, or purcha~e refreshments on the 
also that, for the first conventiOn, three days m1ght ground, as best suits themselvs. · 

"To vindicate the good name of Liberalism, or Free Re
ligion, now painfully tarnished by the complicity of many 
so-called Liberal societies and individuals in agitations for 
mischievous and demoralizing measures, and scarcely less 
tarnished by the silence and indifference of manv others re
specting these anti-social agitations-particularly ·such as aim 
to destroy the foundations of the marriage institution and 
the sacred ties of home, or totally to repeal the United States 
laws which protect the mails from criminal abuse by those 
who seek to defraud the ignorant or eorrupt the young." 

Notes. 
prove too expensiv and too long, so Saturday and 
Sunday, Sept. 8th and 9th, were fixed upon for the 
time and Pittsburgh for the place. So please an
nounce it to the ends of the earth, since happily THE 
TRUTH SEEKER circulates so far, that a state conven
tion of the Liberals of Pennsylvania will be held in 
Pittsburgh on those dates. Many of the best speak
_ers in the Liberal ranks will be there, and there is 
no doubt that the convention will be an eminent suc
cess. 

DuRING a cyclone in the West a copy of the New Testament 
was carried a distance of thirty miles. This is by long odds 
the biggest lift the gospel has had in the West ·for many a 
weary year. The obvious slur herein contained is aimed at the National 

Liberal League. Every one who knows anything about the 
League knows how completely it fails to apply to that body. 
We wish this new club all the success it deserves, and that is 
the worst thing we can think of to say about it. 

In Ohio I hav met only the Liberals of this city as 
yet. I found here a Liberal sociable, appointed by 
our indefatigable worker, Mrs. H. S. Lake. After 

GRAOE church in this city is to hav a new marble spire 219 
feet high, costing $60,000. A sixty-thousand-dollar spire, 
the Norristown Herald thinks, ought to relieve a great deal of 
distress among the poor and bring many souls to repent
ance. IT seems that the Christians of Australia are not eRsentially 

different f:!Om their European and American neighbors. The 
same streak of bigotry runs through them the world over. 
It comes from the nature of the religion. And they are the 
same in hypocrisy too. Everywhere they trample upon the 
rights of others. They are back-door people, doing out of 
sight what they publicly condemn. This from the l\felbourne 
Bulletin will illustrate: 

, music, readings, and other sociable exercises, I was 
invited to open the budget of my mission, which I 
did in a brief statement of its objects. It was well 
received and a committee was appointed to meet and 
confer further with me to-morrow morning (Sunday), 
before Mrs. Lake's lecture. In the afternoon I go 
with her to Salem; where she lectures in the even
ing, and there I am invited to lay my plans before 
the Liberals of that place. Salem and Alliance are 
well-known Liberal centers, only thirteen miles apart, 
and there are enough of the faithful in these two 
places alone to make a fu11 successful convention. 
But they will be reinforced by the whole W estem 
Reserve and by the entire state. In my next I hope 
to be able to announce the appointment of a state 
convention for Ohio. T. C. LELA."!D. 

Alliance, Ohio, June 23, 283. 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: The 
Liberals of Pittsburgh were recently the recipients 
of a visit from T. 0. Leland, the secretary of theN a
tional Liberal League. He is on a tour of observa
tion, paying pastoral visits and looking after the 
spiritual welfare of his flock-of Liberal Leagues. 
The Pittsburgh Liberal League has for some time 
been contemplating the formation of a state organi
zation, so the visit of the National secretary was 
hailed with delight. A special meeting of the board 
of directors was called and the matter thoroughly 
discussed, Mr. Leland being present and lending the 
benefit of his experience and judgment. 

The conference ended in arrangements being made 
_for a convention to be held in Pittsburgh September 
8t~ and 9th, 1883, Mr. Leland appointing the follow
ing provisional state committee to act until said state 

· ':lonvention is held: President, G. ·w. Baldwin, Lines
ville; First Vice-President, James E. Emerson, Beaver 
Falls; Second Vice-President, Hon. A. B. Bradford, 
Enon Valley; Secretary, Harry Hoove1·, Box 1027, 
Pittsburgh; Treasurer, Roman Staley, Pittsburgh; 
W. F. Porter, 2531 N. Front st., Philadelphia; D. W. 
Perry, Harrisburg; Hon. R. S. McCormick, Franklin; 
John R. Kemp and D. R. Christian, Altoona; S. F. 
De Jones and A. J. Harnack, Pittsburgh; G. C. Fink, 
Foxburg; Samuel Werner, Scranton; Eva A. H. 
Barnes, Potter county; William Ridinger, Irwin Sta
tion; Hugo Andriessen, ~eaver; John Shattuck, 
and Mrs. Jas. E. Emerson, "'Beaver Falls; W. F. 
Schade and Henry Juergens, Pittsburgh. 

THE Missionary Review says that the "Presbyterian Board 
of Foreign Missions," is covered with" an enormous growth 
of something worse than barnacles," and that it should be 
"hauled on the dry dock and scraped." The intimation is 
that there is needless expense somewhere, but as the money 
expended is wasted anyway, it makes little difference whether 
the heathen get it or the officers of the board. Foreign mis
sions are as big a humbug .as the Young Men's Christian As
sociation. 

THE WOl'king men of Sheffield, England, are going to make 
fools of themselvs by presenting to the archbishop of York 
a cabinet of cutlery, consisting of two-hund1·ed pieces elab
orately engraved. What the archbishop ever did to earn this 
the dispatch does not say. Indeed, it is hard to see what the 
archbishop does that he should be supported by the working 
men, many of whom hav hard work to provide food for their 
families. And sometime when in their deluded despair they 
appeaLto the church;. she will, through her archbishop, turn 
tbe cold shoulder upon them as Archbishop Purcell did to his 
starving creditors. Then they will wish they had given him 
some more knives in a different way. 

"'rhose godly Christians who are horror-stricken at the 
bare thought of opening the Public Library on the Sabbath 
are not so particular in other ways. It seems they a1·e pos
sessed of a conscience so elastic that it can be stretched to 
suit itse-lf to any circumstances when se!f..interest demands 
it. We ara told on the very best authority that carpenters 
and decorators had a hard day's work on Easter Sunday in 
the Melbourne Town Hall, preparing and fixing the wood
work of the stalls of the All Nations' Bazaar, which was to 
be opened the n~xt day in aid of a churc-h." 

And the Bulletin adds: 
"Couldn't the trustees of the Library charge a small ad

mission fee and giv it to the Sabbatarians, who, we hav no 
doubt, are like most reli~ious bodies, uncommonly fond of 
the mammon of all unrighteousness! This would probably 
satisfy their qualms of consci~nce." 

At Sydney they luw some more just like the Melbourne 
hypocrits, as the following from, the Sydney Liberal shows: 

"In the ·witness 'A Christian' writes an open letter to Mr. 
Stuart adjuring him as 'lt servant of God,' to stop all Sunday 
trains and trams, except those running to suit the churches. 
Sweet Christian! he would like to adjure Mr. Stu111·t to drive 
the people into the chnrches with whips as they used to in 
the olden times, only be is afraid. When will these Chris
tians learn that man's gre11.test happiness is God's greatest· 
happiness, or he is not God but devil?" , 

ON the occasion of Mr. Beecher's birthday ~>Xercises, the 
World quotes "an old sinner" in this wise: "I like Beecher. 
He has done more to cool off Hades than any man that ever 
lived. Why, when I was a boy the fires were blazing day 
and night down there, and no orthodox preacher ever thought 
of preaching a sermon without calling attention to the blaz
ing brimstone lake. Since Beecher has been at work he has 
cooled the place off so that even the red-hot Salvation Army 
preachers are slow to talk about hell-fire." And adds: "This LAsT Sunday being Mr. Beecher's birthday anniversary, the 
is in a measure true, but after Mr. Beecher extinguished the liemld obtained from him some recollections of his previous 
fires Bob Ingersoll came along and closed up the place en- struggles, political and theologic~l. Those regarding slavery 
tirely, so, in the nature of things, he must be as great a man must be interesting reading for tue churches of to-day. He 
as Beecher." The World appears to be adcling heresy to its; shows that nearly every minister in the land was for slavery, 
other good qualities. and proved it a divine institution by the Bible. The split in 

A nrsoussiON has been kept up for some time between Prof. 
Smith, of Andover, Mass., and that religious curiosity known 
as Joe Cook. A short time since these two theologians were 
taking a friendly hack at each other in oral debate. Cook 
accused Smith of bemg unsound on the creed. Smith re
plied: "I shall not allow any man on earth to dictate to me 
what that creed means." The edifying scene that followed is 
thus described by the Boston Hemld: 

From Pittsburgh Mr. Lela.:d went to Salem, Co
lumbi.ana county, Ohio, where a new League is in 
successsul operation. It is to be hoped that his 
visit to the various Leagues throughout the country 
may be productiv of much good. 

"It had been announced before Prof. Smith began to 
speak that he would be the last speaker of the day, but his 
last words were hardly uttered before Mr. Cook, looking like 
a maniac and acting like a savage, sprang from his seat, and, 
forgetting the courtesy due the presiding officer, assaulted 
Prof. Smith with the question, 'How do yon reconcile pro
bation after death with loyalty to the creed?' It was the 
brutal (that's what everybody called it) challenge to a personal 
fight then and there; but Mr. Alpheus Hardy in the chair 
commanded Mr. Cook to sit down, and the Goliath of ortho
doxy fell back into his seat as if a ton's weight was in Mr. 
Hardy's words. The last kick of a vanquished. man had 
been given, and, after the singing of the doxology, the com
pany was declared dissolved." 

the Presbyterian church, he says. was really on the slavery 
question, and not on matters theological, as is now given out 
by the interested parties. All of the Southern Christians 
were in favor of slavery, and the Northern churches were 
"only leavened" with antislavery sentiments. Mr. Beecher 
preached the first antislavery sel,'mons, and about the only 
oites ever preached, in IndiaDitpplis, Ind. The churches 
were all dead against him. After lie removed to Brooklyn he 
was engaged to write for the Indepcnclent, but his antislavery 
opinions were not sustained by the three other clergymen 
editors, Revs. Leonard Bacon,, R. S. Storrs, and Jo8eph 
Thompson. But he converted the publisher, Mr. Bowen, and 
"stuck right at it." In 1850, when the controversy came up 
about Clay's Olllnibus bill, including the Fugitiv Slave laws, 
Mr. Beecher was thoroughly roused, and in the pulpit and 
with his pen attackecl with the utmost earnestness the infa
mous Fugitiv Slave bill. And when Webster made his fatal 
apostasy on the '7th nf March, 1850, he joined with all North
ern men of r.ny freedom loving spirit in denouncing it and 
denouncing h1m. Forthwith, after a puralysis of a few weeks, 
his friends determined to save him by getting all the old 
clergymen-such men as Dr. Spring, Dr. Lord, of Dartmouth, 
and the Andover professors. The effort was to get every 
great and influential man in the North to stand up for Web
ster. Then it was that Mr. Beecher "flamed." The pro
slavery clmrch conspirators failed utterly. Mr. Beecher's 
memory is very tenacious-too tenn.cious for the good of the 
hypocritical churches of to-day who would hav the world 
think that they ulone wiped away the hideous blotch of 
slavery upon our civilization. It is a noteworthy fact that 
all the leaders of the antislavery movement either were or are 
now Liberals. The Quakers, too, are rapidly breaking 
through to the light. These must be galling facts for the 
church to consider. 

· Yours fraternally, HaRRY HoovER, 
Sec. Pittsburgh Liberal League. 

June 23, 283. -------
Lectures and Meetings. 

Mns. AMELIA. H. CoLBY will answer calls for Sunday lec
tures in New York and vicinity. Her address until Septem
ber ne:x:t will be 123 west Eagle street, Buffalo, N. Y. 

THE theological debate betwE!_en Liberalism's champion, 
Col. John R. Kelso, of Modesto, Cal., and superstition's de
fender, Elder Briggs, came off as announced, at Elliott, Cal., 
lasting four days. The question was: "Resolved, That the 
Bible is not the inspired word of God." The audiences av
eraged about four hundred. The debaters then adjourned 
to Acampo, and occupied another four days in discussing the 
question, "Resolved, That the religion taught by the Bible is 
of God." At this place the at,tendance averaged eight hun
dred. Concerning the result a correspondent writes that 
though Elder Briggs fought like a bulldog, and had the as
sistance of Elder Wilkes, of Stockton, and besides was on 
his own ground and in his own stronghold, Col. Kelso van
quished him at every point, "leaving him and his 'Gawd' 
in a sadly demoralized condition." The Liberals of the coast 
are jubilant over the debate. 

PLYMOUTH church was gorg~ous last Sunday with $500 worth 
of flowers, it being the occasion of Mr. Beecher's seventieth 
birthday. The pastor made no allusion to his having reached 
the allotted age of man. With the preliminary remark that 
"an honest God is the noblest work of man,'' he preached a 
sermon on "A Narrow God." Said he: 

"Your God, and to a large extent the God of the church; 
one who has been through the infirmities of the ages-the 
God that men hav conceived and hav prenched, has been nar
rowed until he represents the inferior sentiments of men, and 
only here and there glimpses of the larger and higher ones, 
till he is pictured like a long man, lean and narrow, with a 
diamond in his shirt front. So God is represented, long and 
lean and narrow, with here and there a virtue stuck on. The 
Roman Catholics hav a God wh:ch they own substantially, 
and are ready to let out to all men that will come under their 
dominion, and that great church to-day has a God as narrow 
and sectarian as tbe Protestant cliurch has. If yon were gO">. 
ing to belt the two Gods I don't know which would hiLV the 
largest diameter, the Protestant or the Catholic God. So the 
Protestants quarrel among. themselvs, and it is said that if 
you take away the fear of the church all the heathen 
will be damned, you will destroy the missions; that without 
the ability to uncover hell, unless we can picture the heathen 
pouring over into endless perdition-that doctrin of damna
tion-the missions must he discontinued. My God is the 
God of the whole earth. Everything that is just, everything 

1 that is pure, everything that loves holiness, enters into this 

Correspondence Wanted. 
Ho! Forward to the front! 
Ye "lords of creation," and giv ear to our petition. 
'We summon ye from north and south, from east and west, 
We widows three-all differing in personnel. 
A counterpart we seek of temperamental adaptation. 
In n!lture, kindly molded mnst be he; 
In principle and creed, loyal, true, and free; 
In financial wealth, enough to share; 
In habits, gross-not clare! 
In years upward of forty-three. 
Description plain, with stamp and "photo," mail to me. 

ELL:tJ;N LECLAIR, . 
New York ()ity P. 0. 

, 
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llr.l)mmttnt"c~Jt.l)n 12~ if there is no interpreter let the speaker be silent P.e is disappointed in not meeting Titus (ii, 12, 13). 
~· u- .,a. (xiv, 1-28). This is his second visit to Troas, both ofwhich were 

12. "Let your women be silent in the church; for transient. Passing over into Macedonia he met Titus 
it is not permitted them to speak, but to be in sub- somewhere and was comforted- (vii, 5-6, 13). Titus 

The Epistles of Paul to the Corinthians.- jection, as also saith the law. And if they wish to l>e was just from Corinth and made a favorable report 
Let us now consider in connection with the ac- informed on any subject, let them ask their husbands of things, having been sent. there by Paul to s(;le 

, count of Paul's mission at Corinth a few points in the at home; for it is imJilodest for women to speak in about this and other matters (xii, 18). Titus, like-
two epistles to the Corinthians. the church" (xiv, 34, 35). Timothy, appears to hav bec0me at once a traveling 

1. Only one visit is mentioned in Acts, and it is 13. Paul's account of the death and resurrection preacher, and companion_ of Paul. We therefore be-
difficult, if not impossible, to find a time where a sec- of the messiah, we hav fully considered in a former lieve that he was the Titus Justus, who lived next 
ond one can come in. But Paul repeatedly refers to article. door to the synagog in Corinth. 
a second one (1 Cor. xvi, 3-8; 2 Cor. ii, 1; xii, 14, 21; 14. "What shall they do who are baptized for the 30. Paul praises the churches of Macedonia for 
xiii, 1, 2). The two visits must hav preceded the dead, if the dead rise not?" (xv, 29). This passage ministering spontaneously and beyond their ability 
first epistle, and a third was contemplated. is a puzzle to commentators. Tertullian and Chrys- to the wants of the saints. And he recommends to 

2. He refers in the first epistle (v, 9) to a former ostom tell us that the Marcionites used to put a liv- the Corinthians the continuance of the work of benef
one. Two apocryphal letters exist, one from Paul ing person under the bed of one who died without icence which they began a year ago undm· the min
and the other from the Corinthians, which Dr. David- baptism; then they asked whether he desired to be istry of Titus. This good work begun in Achaia 
son says are manifest forgeries of the eleventh cen- baptized; the living man answering that he did, they Paul had gloried in before the Macedonians (viii, 1-
tury or later. baptized him in place of the departed. Epiphanius 16; ix, 2). 

3. We again call attention to the tampering with relates a similar custom among the Corinthians. Did 31. There was also sent to Corinth with Titus 
the original text by the Greek scribes. In every in-_ Paul allude to a custom of this kind which even in another brother whose praise was in all the churches, 
stance where the Syriac has Aramean the Greek has his days had begun to prevail among heretics? a minister expressly chosen by the. churches to ac., 
Hellen (1 Cor. i, 22, 23, 24; x, 32). And one of these (Smith's Bib. Die., art. Baptism). We mspect he did, company Paul with this beneficence (viii, 18, 19). 
corruptions (i, 23) was made since the fifth century; and that he favored the "heresy;" for the so-called This brother, says· Davidson, "is usually identified 
for the earlier codices hav ethnesi (gentiles) instead heretics were the first propagators of CbJ:istianity, with, Luke. Others suppose Silas or Silvanus, and 
of Helle.«d (Greeks). and they flourished before the Christian era, contem- De Wette proposes Trophimus. All is conjecture. 

Again, the Syriac has gentiles ( ommaA) but once porary with or prior to Paul. It is likely that he was unknown to the Corinthians 
(2 Cor. xi, 26), while in the two other instances where 15. "The seed which thou sowest is not quickened and subordinate to Titus, a circumstance which ex-
the Greek has gentiles (1 Cor. v, 1; x, 20) the Syriac unless it die" (xv, 36). Not so; if a seed dies it stays eludes Luke" (vol. i, p. 74). 
has the profane ( ahonbah). dead. 32. A little further on Paul says: "If Titus be in- • 

4. Paul deplores the contentions among the Corin- 16. Paul orders collections to be taken on each first quired about, he is my associate and assistant among 
thians reported to him by the house of Chloe (i.e., by day of the week, and when he comes to Corinth he you; or if our other_ brethren, they are the legates 
her servants); one saying, "I am of Paul;" another, will send the bounty by mess~gers to Jerusalem, [Gr. apostoloi] of the messiah's glory" (viii, 23). 
"I am of Apollos;" another, "I am of Kepha," and with a letter, or perhaps go in person (xvi, 1-4). The What other brethren? Timothy, Silvanus, Sosthenes, 
another, "I am of Messiah" (i, 11-13). Let no one saints at Jerusalem were always beggars, dependent Aquila, Apollos, Trophimus, Luke, Epaphroditus, et_ 
glory in men; all things are theirs, and they are Mes- on the bounty of foreign devotees. It is so now. alios? Which one of the- twelve apostles named in 
siah's, and Messiah is God's (iii, 21-23). Paul has 17. The apostle is expecting to go t'o Corinth via the gospels does Paul call an apostle? Possibly 
begotten them by preaching; therefore be like him. Macedonia; and perhaps he will winter there. At Kepha and John, but no more. James, the Lord's 
He has sent to them Timothy, his beloved son, to re- present he will continue at Ephesus until Pentecost; brother, is joined with Kepha and John; Epaphro
call them to his (Paul's) ways in Messiah (iv,_15-17). i. e., sometime between the 5th of May and the 16th ditus is styled an "apostle" in Phil. ii, 25, and Paul 

5. Paul did not preach to them in magnificent of June (xvi, 5-8). ' uses the term elsewhere with no restricted applica-
speech nor in wisdom (ii, 1). He could only talk to 18. He is expecting Timothy to cmne to him via tion to twelve chosen disciples. 
them as babes in Meesiah (iii, 1). Query: Did Paul, Corinth (10-11). 33. There is considerable boasting in the second 
a Jew, or Timothy, an Aramean of !conium, preach 19. He says he entreated Apollos to go to Corinth, epistle. Some envious or critical persons had said 
to the handful of Corinthian disciples in the Greek who was not inclined to go now, but might do so by that Paul's epistles were weighty and forcible, but his 
tongue? and by (xvi, 12). Apollos was at Corinth soon after bodily presence weak and his speech contemptible. 

6. He wished all men to be like him in purity (vii, Paul left the city. To this he answers, "Such as we are in our epistolary 
7). So reads the Syriac. And after a dissertation 20. The household of Stephanas, Paul says, were discourse when absent, such also are we in action 
on the marriage question, which we forbear to re- his first fruits of Achaia (xvi, 15). But according to when present. For we dare not value or' compare 
peat, he says: "Hav we not authority to carry about Acts, Dionysius, Damaris, and others appear to hav ourselvs with those who vaunt." But a little further 
with us a sister as a wife, just as the other legates been the first fruits (Acts. xvii, 34). on Paul does compare himself with his rivals or com
and the brothers of our Lord, and as Kepha ?" (ix, 5). 21. "All the churches that are in Asia salute you. petitors, saying, "For I suppose I came not short of 
The particle as is in the Syriac version. We leave Aquila and Priscilla, with the church in ·their house those-legates who most·e:x:cttlo·--Forthough-I-:berude·'----'---
the reader to interpret its meaning; also to judge salute you" (1 Cor. xvi, 19). Paul first met this in speech,yet not in knowledge. Did I indeed com- ' . -
whether Paul considered Kepha a legate; and if couple at Corinth, and when he left that city they mit an offense by humbling myself that ye might be 
neither Kepha nor James, the Lord's brother, was a went with him to Ephesus, where their dwelling has exalted? and by proclaiming the gospeL to you 
legate, what other persons were, in·Paul's estimation? now become converted into one of the churches of gratis? And I robbed other churches, and I took _ 

7. He says: "If one uncircumcised be called, let Asia. pay of them for ministering to you, and when I came · 
him not become circumcised. For circumcision is 22. "Whoever loveth not the Lord- Jesus, themes- among you and was needy I was burdensome to none 
nothing, neither is uncircumcision" (viii, 18, 19). And siah, let him be accursed: maran atha" (xvi, 22). 9f you; for the brethren who came from Macedonia 
yet the writer of Acts tells us that Paul circumcised "Maranatha is a Grecized form of -the Aramaic words supplied my wants; and in all things I kept myself, 
Timothy, an Aramean! maran atha, 'our Lord cometh'" (Smith's Bib. Die.). and I will keep !llyself from being burdensome to 

8. An idol, in Paul's estimation, is nothing, but he This is another evidence that Paul's epistles were you" (xi, 5-9). And with growing indignation at 
would hav the brethren abstain from eating in an written in Aramaic. the greater pretensions of some of his competitors in 
idol temple, lest by so doing they cause the weak to 23. The first epistle to the Corinthians is from the ministry, he says: "For they are false legates, 
stumble and perish, for whom the Messiah died (viii, Paul and Sosthenes; the second is from Paul and crafty workm"B, and feign themselvs to be legates of 
4, 10, 11). "What the profane (Gr. ethne, gentiles) Timothy. They are both generally believed to hav the messiah. And in this there is nothing strange. 
sacrifice, they sacrifice to demons, and not to God" been written in the same year, one in the spring and For if Satan feigneth himself an angel of light, it is 
(x, 20).. ~ the other before the end of the year. The first was no great thing if his ministers feign themselvs min-

9. Paul says that he and Barnabas hav a right to written at Ephesus, and the second probably from isters of righteousness, whose end shall be according 
forbear labor; that our Lord commanded that those some place or places in Macedonia. ,to their works. Again I say, let no ~me think of nie 
who proclaim his gospel should liv by his gospel; 24. The second epistle was evidently written or as being a fool; or, if otherwise, receive me as a fool, 
but nevertheless he himself preached without cost. ~ictated in haste and in agitation of mind. Its style that I may glory a little. . . If the;r .are He
He made himself a servant to every man that he IS harsher, obscurer, and looser than any other of brews, so I also. . . . If they ar~ mimster~ of 
might gain many. To the Jews he was a Jew that Paul's writings, says Davidson; and he adds that the Messiah (in defect of un~erstanding I say It). I 
he might gain the Jews; to those without the law he though Paul is capable of expressing his conceptions am superior to the~ in tmls more than they, m 
was as without the law, except the law of the Mes- in smooth and appropriate language, "he never writes stripes more than they, in bonds more than_ they, in 
siah. Inshort,hewasallthingsto all men that he goodHellenisticGreek.""Antichrist"seesnoevidence deaths many times." And the apostle enumerates 
might save all (ix, 6-22). _ that Paul ever wrote Greek; and such is the judg- five scourgings, three beatings with rods, one stoning, 

10. He describes the last supper in almost the ex- ment of Bolten, Bertholdt, the late President Stiles, three shipwrecks, a night and a day in the sea,-perils 
act words of Luke's gospel. But Luke't gospel is of Yale College, the lata Dr. Mmdoch, translator of from robbers, from his kindred, from the heathen, 
undoubtedly later, and has considerably more about the Peshito, and other eminent scholars. and from false brethren; perils in cities, in the des
it, some of which has been added since the time of 25. Paul refers to a sickness that brought him nigh ert, in the sea, and by rivers; in toil, in weariness, in 
Marcion, in the middle of the second century. Nor unto death in Asia (2 Co~ i, 8-11). The writer of anxiety; in hunger and thirst; in cold and nakedness. 
did Paul make the blunder which the synoptics hav Acts says nothing about any sickness. And he winds up with his escape from Damascus 
done, of identifying the last supper with the passover 26. In his journey to Macedonia, he seems to hav (xi, 13-33). . . . 
feast. "Our passover," sa;ys Paul, "is the Messiah, had a motiv for avoiding Corinth, to wit, grief at the 34. Proceeding in a like stram of foolish glorymg, 
who was slain for us" (1 Cor. v, 7). Paul's Messiah conduct of one of the Corinthian brethrep (i, 16, 23; he comes to visions, and relate~ how fourteen years 
was stoned and hanged on the day before the pass- ii, 1-11). He evidently refers to the case of the i~- ago he :was caught up to t~e t~Ir~ heaven wh~re he 
over, and thus became a substitute for the slain lamb. cestuons brother who had "taken the wife of his heard meffable words whiCh It IS not permitted a 
He appeared in the end of the world and was sacri- father." In the first epistle (v, 1-5) he recommended man to utter. But that he m~ght not be exal~ed 
ficed once for all remaining time, until the second that they "deliver him over to Satan for the destruc- above measure thereby a thorn m the flesh was ~m
coming of the glorified son of God. · tion of the flesh, that in spirit he may hav life in the parted to him as an angel o~ Satan to buffet him. 

11. Paul says: "God hath placed in his church, day of the Lord Jesus Messiah." But now since the This he besought the Lord thnce to remove, but the 
first, legates; after them, prophets; after them, teach- offender has been duly disciplined, Paul grows tender Lord answered, "My grace is sufficient for thee" 
ers; 11.fter them, workers of miracles; after them, the toward him and wants the brethren to forgiv and (xii, 1-9). . . . . 
gifts of healing, and helpers, and leaders, and various console the penitent. 35. Paul remmds the C.ormthians of the signs, 
kinds of tongues" (xii, 28). But the apostle does not 27. Having thus avoided Corinth, he nevertheless prodigies, wonders, and mt~hty deeds he wrought 
approve of speaking in tongues without interpreta- hopes to come to them from Macedonia, and to take among them. And he spemfies the first of these as 
tion by a prophet. And though he himself can speak some of the brethren with him to Judea (i, 16). "signs of the legates," wh~t~ver t~ose may be. It 
with tongues more than all of them, yet he would 28. He refers to the preaching of the gospel at would seem as if he exhibited himself as a test 
rather say five intelligible words than ten thousand Corinth by himself, Silvanus, and Timotheus (i, Hl). medium like some of our mode~ Spi~ituallecturers. 
in an unknown tongue. If all speak at once with The writer of Acts has Silas .and Timothy come to 36. Finally he speaks of the third t11~e that he had 
tongues, strangers coming in will say, "These people Corinth while Paul is there, but says nothing of any prepared to come to them, and remmds them of 
are crazy." Let not more than two or three speak, preaching by the two former. _ what he said when he was with them. the second 
and each one in turn, while some one interprets; but 29. Paul's journey to Macedonia is via Troas, where time (xiii, 1, 2). The interval between his departure 
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from Corinth. and the writing of the 'first epistle is 
~ enerally b~heved to ?e two or three yeru·s, and the 
time fl:om hiS ~onvers1on about twenty years, or less. 
:rhese calculatiOns, h.owever, are very uncertain, be
mg based almost entiTely on the book of Acts. Our 
o'Yn belief is that the epistles to the Corinthians 
were, wri_tten ~ome forty years, more or less, after 
:Pauls conversiOn. That would make him about 
fleventy Jea:s of age, and would allow say ten years 
more. for him to extend his mission to the city of 
Rome, .where he probably ended his life. The many 
scourgmgs, and the perils by land and sea which he 
refers to in the second· epistle, would, it seems to us, 
imply a much longer ministry than twenty years; nor 
do we conceive that so extensiv an ecclesiastical or
ganization as he describes could hav be<:3n established 
in two decades. 

this earth was but an elementary or half-being before 
coming into this life. We originate in human germs 
by the combination.of the male and female principles 
so fru· as physiology can aid us to discover. But if 
animal life germs are constantly developed into living 
animals by taking up theil: abode in the bodies of 
some other animals (as we know them to do), why 
may not the human germ, male and female, be at
tracted from the unseen world around us, by the 
laws ~f affinity and sex, which ultimately are devel
oped mto human beings by the process familiar to 
us all'? So that primarily every human being was 
originally two half-beings, or a male and female 
germ, or elementary. This would require that all 
germ life should_ originate, not in the human body, 
but outside. of it, and this would be so of ·all life, of 
every· variety. The human body would be the cell 
from which development proceeded after the germ 

The lrrepressible Discussion. had taken up its residence therein. Hence every 
Once again I am induced to put in a few words on being has come into physical life from a germ life, 

the ·• material and spiritual subjects. I hope the and from the spirit world, we might call it. 
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will not look upon me Without pursuing this inquiry any farther at this 

~- -as an intruder if I use a little dynamite to fracture point, I shall be content to let it go as a suggestion, 
the bed-rock of Materialism as advanced by some and proceed to inquire into the probable futurity of 
of the " hard-shell" advocates,. as I find, after all that this advancing tide of humanity. · 
is said and what is being done in the world, that the If the Materialist objects to the possibility of a 
fate of man, or his after condition, l;)eems to be the spirit on account of its intangibility, what has he to 
most important subject of thought, and when taken say to these myriads of animals that he cannot deny 

· ·in connection with the phenomena that are occurr~ng an existence, and which are equally intangible to his 
daily, it is evident that the agitation of this question senses? 
cannot stop until the world either receives fully or I propose now to prove the future existence of man 
rejects totally the. claims that are made in explana- by the best kind of. evidence, founded on the most 
tion of them. · indubitable test, and that test is the laws qf human 

To the Materialist I want to say that the subject intelligence. Paul speaks of the different kinds of 
of the atomic constitution of matter has been dis- flesh, birds, beasts, fishe13, etc., and as an apt illus
cussed since five hundJ:ed years before the Christian tration I will call attention to the various classes of 
era, and it is only in part settled to this day. While intelligence of animal life, but, above all, the power 
the molecular theory and experiments of Dalton and of human language exceeds all others, ·written or 
others hav added something to clear it up, it is by spoken. While man is able to imitate inferior ani
no means· certain, as an atom never was seen and mals, no such animal can approach to written human 
cannot be magnified into view, by any microscopic intelligence. A being higher than man might do so, 
experiments yet made, although the diameters but nothing less {lan. 
range in the twenty thousands; and while no atom of The Materialist admits that phenomena take place 
inorganic matter is revealed, millions of :animals are which he cannot account for, but on the law of 
brought to view, fully 0rganized, which seem to intelligence they are explainable. If I hold a slate 
possess all the motor qualities of the animal life we in my own hand, and out of view or reach of any 
are in daily contact with. · Then we find germs of human agency, and then get a writing thereon pur
animals, which in time open and expand into full porting to come from an ascended spirit, and if the 
life by taking up their abode in water and the bodies knowledge thus given coincides with my knowledge 
of other animals. They are taken in by breathing, so as to bring about a recognition as to facts stated 
and it is a strong point with some of our most ad- and as to handwriting, there is no better evidence 
vancen doctors of JllAdicin that the yellow fever and to a sane man under heaven than this law of intelli
various epidemics are caused by. imbibing animal gence. If it were possible to establish the properties 
germs from the infected atmosphere. Thus it will of matter by any such law and evidence, a man 
be seen that not only perfected animals, having or- would be called a fool to doubt it. If I take an 
gans of vision, locomotion, and, no doubt, feelings, ordinary accordion, and by examination :find it to be 
or a nervous structure, and which seem to exercise free from mechanical contJ:ivances, and mentally re
the usual functions of life in the animal world we quest a tune to be played upon it, and if such a tune 
can see, and which manifest a degree of int_elligence; is played, I claim this could not hav been done by 
exist in this unseen world, so diminutiv that a mag- any occult force, unaccompanied by the knowledge 
nifying glass of twenty thousand diameters is re- of music; and here again the law of intelligence 
quired to bring them ~o our vision. Now if these confirms my decision that it must be a spirit. If 
animalcules are composed of perhaps millions of . chairs and other material are caused to move around 
atoms, of various molecular combinations, the task the room in an intelligent way, when I know that no 
of ever being able to :find one atom is hopeless in- human agency can produce it, I am bound to say 
deed,. and the atomic theory must be put down it is due to the cause claimed for it, on the test of 
under the head of speculativ science. Animal and intelligence. No such motor, force, or thing has ever 
germ life is a demonstrated fact, while the compo- been seen or known in this life, as that ponderable 
sit.ion of inorganic matter is not known with cer- objects should move without human contact, and 
tainty, and when we say that " the potencies of mat- yet manifest human intelligence. The telegraph or 
ter are the cause of all life," it is an assumption from telephone must hav a mind at one or both ends of 
beginning to end so far as unorganized matter is con- it, else no intelligence will be given. It is the 
earned. , weakest nonsense to talk about. discovering some 

It should be observed in connection with these agent that is skylarking around this world to deceive 
facts that from a germ up through every stage of de- and befog men into thinking themselvs immortal 
velopment and change of condition, a portion of beings. There could be neither cause . nor motiv 
matter is rejected, while a decided advance in being in such an act unless the agent was intimately in
is made, so that as one form dies out a more perfect terested in the work. 
animal is the result, and this process is carried on The spirits claim to come in contact with us by 
even under our own eyes, as well as by microscopic means of affecting material things. 'l'hey can make 
observations. The order is, first the germ, then the raps, and o"ther noises, move materials about-books, 
grub, and ne~t the butterfly, and so on. All ]ower chairs, tables, and various ponderable o1jects-and 
forms are changing to higher forms of life, and the .thereby manifest intelligence, which no other thing 
higher the animal form, the more dmable, the more than a human intelligence can do. 
tenacious of life, is each, The Materialist may admit all this, but will object 

I wish in this connection to make a statement that because it requires the presence of a medium. They 
may excite opposition, but a careful study convinces say the phenomena require "conditions." If such 
me that it is correct. It is this: the unseen micro- will inform us of anything that ever did take place 
scopic world is the world of causes. It pushes every without conditions, their objection would be valid. 
particle of vegetable and animal life into this side of Everything that takes place anywhere must hav con
being, and always has done it, from the first time ditions, because this is a universe of law; therefore 
when the world was cool enough to sustain animal that is no argument whatever, and should be no 
or vegetable life. The first of any sort of motor objection to an honest inquiry. 

that when Nature is rightly and intelligently inter
preted, she points directly to a future state for man 
of at least a more durable character than any of his 
former states, even if an absolute individual immor
tality should not exist. That there is no certainty as 
to the theory of the atomic constitution of animal 
gerin life, thflre being no means ofverifying an atom, 
or the identity of inorganic matter and animal life; 
that the atoms of animal life seem to be higher in 
order than those of inorganic matter, and that both 
are indestructible; and that the evidence of intelli
gence in what purport to be messages and motions 
from the spirit world, are an insurmoui!table and in-
controvertible argument. • J: R. PERRY. 

Wilkes Bm·re, Pa., June 13, 1883. 

Joe Cool(, the " Dude." 
WHY DIDN'T HE THRASH THE DRUMMER? 

F1·ont the Ohieago Sentinel, 

"I could thrash five such men," says the reverend, 
quite reverend, Joe Cook, the Boston dude. 

Not Yery pious and charitable language for a 
preacher, to be sure,'_ but it will compare with Joe's 
other eccentricities. 

Joe is such a fighting cuss that we expect to 
see him giv up his preaching and enter the prize 
ring. 

Still just why Joe did11,'t "thrash" the other fellow 
(who happened to be a drummer) is not explained
though it is said that the "other fellow" invited Joe 
out to settle matters in good old-fashioned fisti
cuff style, whereupon, instead of "thrashing" him, 
Joe summoned the entire police force of the town 
to escort him to and from the opera house when he 
went to deliver a lecture. 

A HUMBUG AND FRAUD OF THE FIRST WATER. 
From the Galesburg, Ill., Press and People. 

From Joseph Cook's own account of his rumpus 
with the drummer, Gill, at Monmouth, Ill., last week, 
on his late tour, we are very certain that he ought 
to hav been slapped for his impertinence. The 
"scene" was begun and provoked, in the most un
called-for manner, by Cook. Gill had a right to call 
for what he pleased that was on the bill of fare, raw 
if he chose, and it was an ungentlemanly imperti
nence in Coo}{, a stranger, to remark upon it in any 
manner, and he should hav "shut up" when he 
found his remark was displeasing. The fact is, the 
Rev. Joseph Cook is a humbug and a fraud of 
the very :first water. His lectures are simply Te
hashes of what everybody has read Ol' can find 
in the newspaper. His "originality" is worse than 
Gough's celebrated "apostrophe to water," Wl'itten 
by a western Methodist preacher, printed forty years 
ago in all the Western papers, as the sermon of a 
Texas presiding elder at a camp-meeting. If the 
press would sit down hard on some of these pla
giarists and literary thieves, the public would· be 
saved a deal of money. 

The only side of the story that has got into the 
papers is Rev. Joe Cook's story. Mr. Gill has not 
been "interviewed," .squealed, or made a statement. 
He went about his business. ·But Cook has had the 
racket telegraphed to the ends of the earth in order 
to magnify Cook To justify himself he has Tepre
sented Gill as being in liquor and as raving round 
like a mad man. A man who will palm off upon a 
credulous audience the ideas and words of others 
as his own, will lie, and lie about a n:acas which he 
himself provoked. 

BOTH A LIAR AND A COWARD. 
F1·om Pomeroy's Democrat. 

Reverend Joe Cook, of Boston, is a windy cuss. 
Not long since he so far forgot manners as to insult 
a drummer for eating raw beef at a supper table, 
then for fear he would hav a pulpit built over his 
eye, secured a police escort to the h~ where he 
lectured. In a card he says he can whip :five such 
men as the drummer. Then why was he an·aid to 
go alone to the hall. Joe is a liar or a coward, and 
the indications are that he is both. He should 
engage to clean spittoons in the grog-shop of Sullivan, 
the Hittite, and keep away n·om drummers, who can 
easily beat wind vessels. ___ __. ___ _ 

To Talmage. 
Aloft there's a cherub that sweetly sings 

He'il waiting for you, for you; 
With a harp and a crown and a pair of wings, 
Rewards of merit and other .things-

A robe and a golden shoe. 

Oh hasten, brother, and claim the prize 
' That's waiting for you, for you; 

In tabernacles beyond the skies 
Go warble your songs of paradise, 

You clerical kangaroo. 

There's nothing to keep you among us below, 
A-waiting for you, for you. 

Since hell went over and heaven must go, 
And the circus is here with its monkey show, 

Adieu, Brother Talmage, adieu! 

beings came from the clouds and air. While the cool- It will be seen by the argument of human and 
ing process of t.he earth was in progress, its atmos- spiritual intelligence that the tables are completely 
phere in places, and at certain altitudes, was already turned upon the Materialist. He does not deny the 
producing animal and vegetable germ life. And it phenomena, and he cannot object to our argument 
will be found that the great stumbling-block in the unless he shows that there is a power in the universe 
way of evolution can be removed only by studying that can supply the demand. The clergy hav at
this starting-point of life. The "survival doctrin" tempted it by saying it is the devil, but as that as
will account for much pertaining to the changes in sertion only complicates the difficulty by necessi
animal development, but the real cause must be tating the proof of the existence of such a uniper
sought in the regions of germ life. There in where sonal, it becomes too weak for serious consideration. 
all the essential varieties came from. It \vould require a pretty smart devil to get around 

While this is true of all animals, including man, and do it all, to say the least. I do not in this include "A TRuTH SEEKER ARoUND THEW oRL? ;" 4 volumes, 
it is highly probable that every human being upon frauds, but the genuin. In conclusion I may say . cloth, $6.50; leather, $9.50 ;·morocco, gilt edges, $10~50 
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Honor to Whom Honor Is Dne. 
We find this mixture of truth and unfairness in 

last Monday's Sun: 

"There is an organization of Infidels, called the New York 
State Freethinkers' Association, which will hold its annual 
meeting at Rochester on the 29th of August. In anticipation 
of that convention, the secretary of the Infidel society hM 
issued a challenge to the 'Evangelical church of the United 
States.' 

"Of course no sensible man would .accept that offer and go 
to Rochester to defend his religious faith at that Infidel 
meeting. The arguments in favor of religion hav already 
been formulated a thou11and times, and the Rochester Free
thinkers know very well what they are if they are at all capa
ble of conducting a controversy like that they invite. Not 
having been convinced before, there is no chance that their 
minds would be changed by what any advocate of faith could 
say in R two hours' speech. They only want the f11n of a 
wordy battle. 

"Such Inftdel11 as those are worth very little attention 
from the church. They belong to the blatant cla,~s of unbe
lievers, and instead of drawing intelligent men away from 
religious fnith, they are more likely to make their Infidelity 
odious. If the church had no other skeptical opponents to 
deal with, it could well afford to feel secure. Men who call 
themselvs Freethinkers specifically in these d&ys, and bann 
themselvs together under that name, are pretty sure to be 
philosophicnl quacks. They are not any freer in their think
ing than other people, but are only readier than wise and 
learned men to express decided opinions about profound 
subjects, subjects yet unfnthomed by the human intellect, 
and which are perhaps unfathomable by it. 

"The Infidelity the church needs to fear, and which is 
really dangerous to it, is of a very qifferent sort. It is not 
blatant, but quiet and reasonable. It does not assail Chris
tianity. and delight itself by picking :flnws in Christian 
priPsts and believers, as the old skeptics did, but is persist
ently at work undermining the foundations of modern 
theology "'''·ith scientific dispassionateness. And the worst of 
it ill this nPRtructiV forCe is actiV in the Church itself. 

"The Biblical criticism it annthemntizes tends to the utter 
destruction of Christian theology, for it is directed against 
the foundation upon which theology rPsts, the inspiration of 
the Bible. If the Bible is not the word of God, the unill!
peachable revelation of the divine will, the church has lost 
its chnrt Pnd its compass. Yet we find Christian ministers 
and Christian scholars in these days treating the scriptures 
as if they were no more than human writings handed down 
to us from a remote age. 

"The Rochester Freethinkers are of small importance, 
but these biblical critics inside of the church are dangerous 
enemies.'' 

country for the Beechers and Newtons to stand upon. The man is not only a church-member, but is the 
Robert G. Ingersoll has done an immense work in largest individual publisher of religious works in 
bringing these facts before the general public. He this city. 
has reached thousands and thousands who never The Central Labor Union held a session last Sun
read the "Age of Reason," Beecher's sermons, or day night, and some of the members took occasion 
Heber Newton's recent gently heretical work. The to hit the clergy some hard raps. Beecher's well
destruction of Christianity will come only when the known dollar-a-day-on-bread-and-water-for-the-la
whole people see what a gigantic fraud they hav for borer sermon was :flung in his face· by Mr. J ablinos
centuries been supporting; and the man who gets the ky, while lHr. Haller said that he and his union (the 
facts before the greatest number is the one who ac- Cigar Maker's Progressiv Union) would never seek 
complishes the most and best work. He is the man the aid of priest or preacher to obtain the desired 
most feared by the church, but who will be most short hours. He told the audience some plain 
loved by the people when they come to their relig- truths about the clergymen, winding up with the 
ions senses. D. M. Bennett did a mighty work, and true statement that they hav always been the op
it was because of his work against the church that pressors of the poor and the laborers. Some others 
he was imprisoned. The church feared him; and her made remarks to the same effect, the recent mani
leprous agent spent months in inveigling him into festo of the pope against the Irish being cited. One . 
her toils. She sought to put the brand of convict of the members stigmatized the appeal to the clergy 
on his forehead, and to drive him to a felon's death. as the greatest blunder that could hav been made. 
She sought this that his influence might be destroyed. As well appeal to the tiger to spare the fawn. The 
She failed, and to-day every Christian minister and French Revolution was frantic resistance by the la
every pious paper is lamenting the labor he per- borer against two accursed despots-the church and 
formed against Christianity.. an aristocracy of blood and money. 

Why should the church seek to cast odium and The indifference of the clergy toward the laborers 
obloquy upon all these men if she does not fear them will hav the good effect of revealing to a few at least 
and their influence ? Why does not the Christian the heartlessness of Christianity. 
Home Secretary of England release the imprisoned 
editor? Simply because the church fears the work Are We Learning What Science Is 1 
he is doing. Conway is doing in England the work 
the Sun seemwto approve of; yet Conway may go on We publish this week a third article from the pen 
preaching till his hair is gray, and he will never hurt of Mr. Stephen Pearl Andrews on "A Definition of 

Science," in reply to the questions raised in previous 
the church one-hundredth part as much as Charles 
:Bradlaugh.has within the past three years. What is issues by Mr. S. P. Putnam. This article, we expect, 

will call forth the popular objection to the writings 
needed is more men of the stamp of Bradlaugh and of this eminently learned man. It will be said that 
Bennett, like Ingersoll and Paine. These four men the writer's meaning, if he hav one, is obscured by a 
hav reformed the clergy of the English-speaking superabundance of words-words, too, with which no 

:~r!~· re~::~ hi~~~~::. a ;~:~r~~;~~~::d t1::c: one but Mr. Andrews himself is familiar. Many will 
wonder, with Mr. John Storer Cobb, whether he has 

put out the fires of hell and to talk a good deal less attempted to throw light upon the subject and has 
confidently of the other place. Thirty years ago a failed, or has intended to envelop it in obscurity and 
Unitarian was imprisoned as a heretic. To-day Uni- has succeeded. We are ourselvs constrained to say 
tarianism is orthodox Christianity. Thirty years 
from now the church will be so reformed that the that this objection does not seem to us altogether 

groundless. We hav often questioned why a man 
preachers of to-day will not recognize their own the-

with SQ m~ch _knowledge as Mr. Andrews is every'----
ology. Hell will hav entirely disappeared; heaven where admitted to-:i)()sseSS:and hav1ng so much in,. 
will be only a "state of mind," and_all the angels will formation to impart of value to the world, should, 
be wearing earthly garments. 

We do not depreciate the work of the more liberal- through a seeming lack of insight, or wisdom, or 
something or other, expose himself continually and 

minded ministers. On the contrary, we welcome 
their thought. Only, all that they are saying has persistently to this sort of just criticism. Other 

scientific writers hav this fault to a greater or lesser 
been said before by better and braver men, and we 

extent, but the fact that their writings ar.e more 
want the pioneers to hav the credit due them in 

talked of than read ought to be a lesson to the advo
coming time, when it will be an honor to hav been 
a heretic. cates of new ideas. Mr. Andrews knows, perhaps, as 

much as any other man about the subject of science. 
The Clerks and the Clergy. He has the undoubted right to clothe his thoughts 

It is gratifying to see that a portion, and the most in whatever language suits him best. Any criticism 
intelligent portion, of the working men of this city which we or our readers might make upon that Ian
are awakening to the fact that the church not only guage would probably hav no weight whatever with 
cares nothing for their interests, but is one of their him in that regard, from the fact that his pre-eminent 
worst oppressors. A movement is on foot to get learning makes him the better judge. Nevertheless 
business men and manufacturers to allow their clerks ·the direction that straws take indicates which way 
and employees a half holiday on Saturday during the wind is blowing, and straws are useful to that 
the hot weather. It meets, of course, with opposi- extent. 

Concerning the Freethinkers who will assemble at tion, and the clerks complain that they cannot get Mr. Andrews believes in looking at every question 
Rcchester on the 29th of August the Sun knows bet- the indorsement of the clergy in their reasonable from all siues. If an objection is to be made, he de
ter than it says. request, as they (the ~inisters) are entirely in sym- sires to hear it at the outset. In his philosophy there 

If the mildly heretical preachers are doing more pathy with the money power. It is the clerks' own. are three terms-there are unism, duism, an~ tri~ism. 
e:ffectiv work than the outspoken Infidels, why does fault that they did not know this before, for their Unism, if we grasp the idea, refers to the thmg Itself 
not the church let the latter stay out of prison and appeal shows how little they understand the position standing alone; duism stands for the opposit thing, 
put the former in? Bishop Colenso destroyed the of the churches. Of course the ministers are not also standing alone; the trinism joins the two. To 
sanctity of the Pentateuch; yet remained a bishop in going to take sides against the men who pay their· apply the methods of Universology to the present 
the established church. Beecher rejects the doctrin salaries. The preachers' pretentious love of human- question, let the communication of Mr. Andrews, in 
of the atonement, has avowed there is no hell, yet he ity is. only love of self and power, and they would all its metaphysical length, breadth, and depth, rep
is a Congregational p1·eacher to-day. The editor of walk over the corpse of every working man in the resent the first. Mr. Petty's friendly letter of June 
the London Freethinker ridiculed the very basis of country to get that power. How much the Chris- 2d, in which he uses the homely but expressiv phrase, 
Christian Ruperstition, and he is now in an English tian ministers and laymen care for the laborers is "Preach cream and practice sour milk," shall exam
jail, with his publisher, while the man who sold the well shown by an incident that happened in Brook- plify the opposit. Now would not an application of 
paper has only been released a few days. lyn not long ago. One of the churches was deeply trinism to these articles, the dynamic unity of their 

These facts show who the church fears most, and in debt, and the pastor made a fervent appeal to his opposing characteristics, effect a gratifying result? 
who is the most destructiv to her claims. parishioners, who included so:tne very wealthy and Giv to the essay on the workingman's degraded con-

Thomas Paine, Robert G. Ingersoll, and D. M. shrewd business men. One of these responded to dition a modicum of Mr. Andrews's higher philoso
Bennett are three men who hav done more in this the pastor's call with a donation of $1,000. Meeting phy, and to the definition of science a moiety of ~
country to remove the effects of the teachings of the this man's bookkeeper a few days after, the preacher Petty's refreshing nearness to the ground on which 
old witch-hanging and Quaker-flogging Puritans said, "Your employer is a liberal man, isn't he?" we dwell, and the touch of nature in them both 
than any three preachers the Sun can name. They "How so?". inquired the bookkeeper, who had would make their authors kin. It is probable that 
did not timidly throw away here a verse and there a worked for the man a long time but had never neither of these gentlemen will pay the compliment 
chapter of the Bible, but boldly proclaimed its whole found him very liberal. "Why, he gave our church a to the other of reading his article. Both w~ be ~ead, 
fallibility and showed its man-made character. thousand dollars." "When was that?" ''Last however, with interest, though by people with Widely 
Thomas Paine's "Age of Reason" was the forerun- week." "Oh, yes !" and the light dawned upon the differing tastes. With the modification which w~ hav 
ner of all the heretical and destructiv books that hav bookkeeper. "That was the week he cut down all suggested the two would doubtless be equally enJoyed 
since been written. He laid the foundation in this the salaries in the store." by all. 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER feels that it owes to Mr. An- evidently a deacon in some rural church, voiced his 
drews the privilege of printing his reply to Mr. Put- stupidity in these lurid sentences: 
nam, since it h_as accorded to the latter gentleman "The people in the country are honest, God-fearing folks, 
space in which to set forth his own views and to in- and they never would support a man who has the least thing 
vite the Great Universal Preacher into the field of in common with Bob Ingersoll. ·I know that I would not hav 

H h ld h anything to do with such men. I think they are cranks, and 
controversy. e s ou remember, owever, that I would sooner vote for Garfield's assassin. Such men are 
life is short and that his communications are long. dangerous-dangerous to the nation, for if their belief, or an 
There ·may be no hereafter. ·Those who do not absence of belief, ever prevailed, order and society would 
believe there is will be loth to start in to read a seven- hav an end." 

column newspaper article on that which should be Another showed his pitiful ignorance by saying 
given the casual reader in small doses in order that "he'd be damned if he would ever vote for one of 
it may take effect properly. However high the those infernal agnosts." The political opinion of such 
source of anything, if continued long enough, there intelligent critics is very valuable. Their informa
is danger that it will ultimately run into the ground. tion upon the subject is so unlimited, their dispas
Nearly everybody knows what knowledge is without sionateness so marked, their courtesy so great, that 
being told. Knowledge is what we know. "Systema- the church must feel that in them she has powerful 
tized knowledge" is a definition of science that prob- jl]lies. A man who would rather hav Guiteau for 
ably would gain nothing by being added to. Tran- governor than an honest unbeliever, and another who 
scendentalism and metaphysics are not very clearly knows so little about Agnostics that he calls them 
distinguished from each other in the average mind. "agnosts," must certainly be capable of great dis
Some one has referred to them as two holes in a crimination in religious concerns. They show how 
sand-bank; a storm washes away the sand without fit they are to take part in making laws for a free 
disturbing the holes. Most people will be inclined . country by denying freedom of thought. 
to let that definition stand. Wliat, then, becomes of This carrying religion into politics is one of the 
this discussion about science? In our opinion it great evils that affiict this country. Two hundred 
merely furnishes the disputants an opportunity to years ago the church would hav burnt M:r. Hoadly. 
discuss the so-called science of Universology. We To-day it cannot do it. Its rage is impot6lnt to do 
trust that all will see the propriety of keeping to the him bodily harm. Slander is the weapon of de
subject and not transcending the bounds of reason- feated malice, and that weapon the church proposes 
able space. to use against him. Undoubtedly Christians would 

There is the widest field for thought in Universal- rather see a dishonest Christian elected than an 
ogy. Either Mr. Andrews has found the fount of honest Freethinker. If Mr. Hoadly was an Infidel 
truth or his universal science is an ingenious device, and at the saine time hypocritical enough to deny 
apparently the most gigantic ever attempted. Differ- that fact, the Leader would see nothing wrong in his 
ent people will take different views of it, but the ~a- being elected. It is his honesty of expression the 
jority will remain of the opinion that the whole of Leader objects to. To defeat him religious prejudices 
truth has not as yet been discovered. We feel con- are excited and passions aroused. The church is to 
vinced that close attention to Mr. Andrews's defini- rule the state and none but Christians put on guard. 
tion of science will show that he sees the point clearly This is living under a practical theocracy, a pious 
himself, however obscure it may at first appear to despotism as odious as Christianity is false. In 
others. If out of this discussion shall come a better placing the creed of a candidate above his reputation 
idea upon doubtful questions, part of the mission of for honesty imd ability, the church, as voiced by the 
THE TRUTH SEEKER will hav been accomplished. If Leader, shows just how much it loves the government 
we are instrumental in bringing before the world for which protects the utterance of these treasonable 
the first time·trnths hitherto unrecognized, and that sentiments. That this government was established 
exist in the Nature of Things, America will owe it to by the Infidels it never takes into consideration, or, 
THE TRUTH SEEKER that she is first upon the field in if it does, sedulously suppresses the facts. From all 
universal science as she is in universal mental liberty. we can learn, Mr. Hoadly is a broad-minded, honest, 

Religious Prejudices in Politics. 
The Cleveland Leader of June 16th has the follow

ing dose of wormwood and gall for the Index: 

"Unless a paper published in his own city has stated that 
which is false, and there is no reason to think it has, then 
the nomination of George Hoadly for governor of Ohio will 
be the deepest and most outrageous insult ever offered to the 
God-fearing people of the state. It is well known that 
Hoadly is an Infidel of the rankest sort, but few people will 
be prepared for the statement published at his own home that 
he is one of the vice-presidents of the notorious society 
which issues that vilest of religion-hating and society-de
grading sheets, the Index. Bob Ingersoll would scorn to dis
grace himself by having anything to do with the· disgusting 
doctrins of such a publication. Yet the Democratic party is 
shameless enough to ask the moral, Christian people of Ohio 
to smirch the fair fame of the commonwealth by electing 
George Hoadly to fill its highest office. It is needless to say 
that the impudent request will be treated with the contempt 
it deserves." 

The Index, many of our readers will doubtless re
member, is the organ of the Free Religious Society 
of Boston. vVe will leave the two religious papers 
to fight out their own battles. But to the Leader we 
would say that Judge Hoadly is an Infidel, that 
the Democratic party of Ohio has chosen him as 
its candidate for governor, and the prospects are 
that he will be elected unless the churches unite to 
defeat llim simply because he is an Infidel. He is, 
the New York Sun says, "an able man, a learned politi
cian, a forcible speaker, a judicious adherent of dem
ocratic principles, and he may be relied upon for an 
honest administration of his important office." And 
the Herald says he is "a man of principle who is de
termined to stand by his principles;" but, from the 
moment his name was put forward as a possible can
didate, the hounds of the church hav been slander
ing him. Circulars stating that he disbelieved in 
the Christian religion were issued and sent out all 
over the state of Ohio, and delegates were asked to 
reject him simply and solely because he is an Infidel. 

That this species of warfare, with religious prej
udices for weapons, had its effect is seen by the ut
terances of a few delegates. One Joseph Bolander, 

able statesman, and deserving the support of intelli
gent people, and if the Christians make a religious 
issue of the campaign, he ought to get the support 
of every Liberal regardless of previous political. affil
iations. It is not in keeping with our form of gov
ernment, neith-er is it right, to make religious be
lief a test of fitness for office, but when the church 
does it she should be beaten on her own ground. 
Suffocate her with her own brimstone. 

What Two Liberal Papers Should be Ashamed of. 
The Radical Review says: 
"The Freidenker, remarking on the Freethinkers' Conven

tion to be held in Rochester, doubts whether any good can 
come of it, considering that the invitation has been extended 
to Freethinkers, Liberals, Radicals, Materialists, Spiritual
ists, Unitarians, and even orthodox Christians. We confess 
to share our contemporary's misgivings. We hold to the 
opinion that ten thorough Materialists will accomplish more 
good than a society of ten thousand members in which the 
advocates of all shades of opinion are mixed hodge-podge 
together." 

The Freidenker is an exclusivly German periodical. 
The Radical Review is edited by a young man who 
has studied German authors till he has become 
thoroughly saturated with the German phase of So
cialistic Liberalism. He cannot see any good in 
anything not German. An exclusivly Materialistic 
convention would yield good fruit in making the 
basic principles of Materialism more widely known, 
but in this country there is what may be called a 
broad Amm·ican Liberalism, which has for its imme
diate object the winning of constitutional rights and 
liberties now denied us Infidels. These objects, 
which we hav often reiterated, are: total separation 
of church and state; secularization of the p_ublic 
schools; the abolition of Sunday laws; the abolition 
of chaplaincies, and the prohibition of public appro
priations for church purposes. To accomplish these 
it makes no difference whether the petitioner is a 
Spiritualist or Materialist. These are non-essential 
points. The Liberal wants his rights and is bound 
to hav them. A convention such as the Rochester 
convention will be is a grand moral protest against 
the usurpation of these rights by Christians. The 

larger the convention the more effectiv will be the 
protest. Those who throw cold water on the assem
blage evidently care more for their own sectarian 
triumph-something they loudly decry in the church 
-than for the grand objects which American Lib
eralism has in view. We regret exceedingly to 
see it. 

The Monument Fund. 
Since the acknowledgment last week the following 

sums hav been received: 
Prev'sly acknowl'd, $940 17 
Charles Moore, 1 00 
R. W. Barcroft, 2 50 
Charles Randall, 1 00 
Arthur Chapel, 1 00 
T. Gladstone, 50 
Joe Thompson, 1 00 
G. H. Fairbanks, 1 00 
Frederick Henke, 1 00 

J. T. Brown, 1 50 
Geo. B. Becker, 1 75 
Frank Ihringer, 1 00 
James H. Lindsey, 1 00 
Frank Smith, 1 00 
M. A. Roper, 1 00 
Mrs. Isabella Robinson, 1 00 
Mrs. Angie P. Percy, 10 00 

Total, $967 42 

Colored Preachers. 
The Richmond State has been investigating the 

morals of the colored clergy and people, and the tes
timony published exceeds, ifanything, the statistics 
collected by Mr. Billings of the white clergy's im
moralities. Dr. Tucker has done for the negroes 
what the author of "Crimes of Preachers" has 
done for the whites. His charges are corrobo
rated by the following testimony. The first is from a 
Presbyterian minister in Georgia, who would not 
'' tell tales out of school" about his brethren if he 
could avoid it. He says: 

,; It is true that the North is deceived as to the moral status 
of the negro. I hav shown your article te prominent men of 
both races, and they agree with Doctor Tucker in almost 
every statement. The questions asked touched their moral 
status alone. In the acquisition of property they are doing 
very well. No stranger can gain any true idea of the negro 
race. I hav come in contact with them every day for thirty
three years, and many things about them puzzle me still. 
To-day I said to one of the leading colored men of this vil
lage, 'Are the morals of your people any better now than 
they were in 1865 ?' 'No,' he said, 'I do not think they are.' 
Then, after a pause, 'I fear they are worse.' 'How about 
the morality of your young unmarried women?' Said he, 'I 
do not know that there is a single virtuous one in this place 
(colored population 400), but I am sure the great majority are 
living in licentiousness.' I submitted the same questions to 
the most prominent farmers, lawyers, and physicians in this 
county, and without exception they answered, 'Th~ir morals. 
are not better than in 1865.' Speaking for myself, I think 
that the fruitful source of so much of this immorality results 
from the licentious lives of so many of their miniRters. 
'Like priest, like people.' I am glad, however, to say that 
there nre some noble exceptions; but I fear licentiousness is 
the rule. The superintendent of the convict farm in this 
county told me that out of 200 convicts, forty of them were 
preachers or licensed exhorters." 

A New York man now living in Louisiana writes: 
"Having resided in Louisiana six years, I am prepared to 

say that Doctor Tucker's statements are literally and intensely 
true so far as my observation went, and according to the tes
timony of gentlemen from various surrounding states. It is 
a common saying, 'The preachers are the worst of all.'" 

A Virginian writes: 
"I hav known a negro preacher guilty of incest, another 

who was an habitual thief, a third with two wives, being mar
ried to neither, a fourth who was a constant and most au. 
dacious liar, and yet who were earnest and successful preach
ers. I can giv names, dates, and witnesses for these or 
twenty more similar cases; and the Southern men here can 
giv any required number more.'' 

A Boston woman, according to the State, bears this 
testimony: 

"I am a missionary to this ignorant, superstitious, de
graded, and beloved people, commissioned by fl Woman's 
Aasociation of Boston. I liv among the people, having no 
white associate or companion, my house side hy side with 
their little cmbins. I say unheBitatingly that Dr. Tucker's 
words as quoted by you are true, as far as I see from my 
standpoint. I hav not traveled extensivly in the South. I 
speak, be it understood, only of whnt my own eyes see, in 
the refugees from Kentucky, Tennessee. Mississippi, Louis
iana, and Texas, who hav settled in Kansas. There is a 
moral sentiment which tolerates the vilest crimes in eli urch
members and in preachers, and which upholds the doers of 
evil. To one congrcg11tion here ministers a man who is living 
in open adultery. To another-[but we cannot publish the 
details given by our correspondent. After stating an awful 
crime committed by a church-member going home from a 
prayer· meeting the writer says]: In the public prosecution 
which followed, the preacher and every man and woman of 
the church stood by this scoundrel and helped him by false 
te3timony to evade conviction, beenuse he belonged to their 
church, the pastor going bail for him. The religion of this 
people consists in following after preachers, ignorant, unen
lightened men, men of vile and lazy lives for the most part." 

There is no class of people in the world more re
ligious than the negros. Their fervent African tem
perament makes them peculiarly susceptible to re
ligious sentiment and at the san:e time leads them 
into licentious lives. The lesson learned from the 
above facts is that the possession of religion is per
fectly compatible with lives of the grossest immoral
ity, and that Christianit~ is not a moral force suffi
ciently strong to restram the devotees its easy 
scheme of salvation makes among the ignorant. · 

, 
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The Tomb of Fanaticism. 
[An examination of Lord Bolingbroke's doctrines. Written 

by Voltaire in 1767 and translated from the French by Avery 
Meriwether.] 

CHAPTER XXXVIII. 
THE EXCESSES OF THE ROMAN CHURCH. 

Does it not seem as if the Roman church had in
corporated the ferociousness of the descendants of 
the Huns, Goths, and Vandals, with a continued series 
of scandals and crimes unknown to the priests of the 
other religions of the world? 

The priests have been abused on all sides because 
they were men. It was the same, and is still the same, 
among the Brahmans, the knaves, ttnd the wicked, 
since that ancient sect is without gainsay the most 
honest of all the sects of the world because they had 
•riches and power. 

The church has encouraged and entered into ob
scene debaucheries since it forbade marriage, the 
greatest check to vulgar licentiousness and to sodo
my. This was done for the purpose of better govern
ing men. 

I shall only touch upon what I have seen with my 
own eyes and that which occurred a few years before 
my birth. There was never a brigand who respected 
less the public faith, human blood, or the honor of 
women, than Bernard Van Galen, the bishop of Mun
ster, who hired out his services as a soldier, some
times to the Hollanders, against his neighbors, and 
at other times to Louis XIV., against the people of 
the Netherlands. He intoxicated himself all his life 
with wine and blood. He spent his time either upon 
the bed with his concubines or upon the plains of 
murder, just as the beasts in rutting time and at car
nage. But the fooliRh people bent their knees before 
this man, and humbly received his benediction. 

I hav seen one of this man's bastards, who, in spite 
of his birth, found the means of making himself a 
canon of a college. He was more contemptible than 
l1is father and even more dissolute. I know that he 
assassinated one of his mistresses. 

Is it not very propbable, if a bishop were ma1Tied 
to a virtuous German housewife and a son is born in 
honest marriagfl, and is well brought up, that it would 
have the effect of making the life of both less miser
able? Is there anything in this world more apt to 
moderate our passions than the regard for a wife and 
respected mother? Have not tbe duties of a father 
stifled in the germ a thousand crimes? 

Let us see how many assassinations, .committed by 
the priests, I have noticed for the last forty years. I 
shall not exaggerate. A few days ago, I read that a 
Corsican priest, after saying his mass, hunted up his 
rival or enemy and shot him from behind a bush; and 
while the dying man still breathed, the priest offered 
to act as his confessor and absolve him from his sins. 
Pope Alexander the Sixth killed people in order to 
get possession of their property, and even these while 
dying asked the pope for unam indulgentiarn in artic
ttlo mortis. 

I was only reading to-day that which is reported 
of a certain bishop of Liege, during the time of 
Henry V. This bishop was called John-without-Pity. 
He had a priest who acted as his hangman, and after 
employing'him to hang, roast, and disembowel more 
than two thousand people, he himself hung his ser
vant. 

What have you to say of the Archbishop d'Upsal, 
named Troll, who, acting in league with Christian II., 
king of Denmark, put to death eighty-four senators 
and delivered the city of Stockholm to his soldiers to 
be pillaged, even while holding a bull of the pope in 
his hands? 

There is not a Christian state where the priests 
have not enacted scenes similar to this. 

It has been said that I only speak of the crimes of 
the priesthood and tbatl have passed over in silence 
the evil deeds of the men of the world. This is be
cause the abominable actions of the priests, and 
above all the actions of the papal priests, contrast 
very blackly with what they taught the people. It is 
because they added to their numberless transgres
sions a crime none the less fearful, if that were pos
sible-the crime of hypocrisy; it is because the more 
their lives and manners should have b~en pure, the 
moTe culpable were they. They insulted the human 
race. They persuaded the weak-minded to bury 
themselvs alive in monasteries. They preached the 
renunciation of the world; they admistered their 
oils, and then went therefrom to plunge into licen
tiousness or into carnage. This is the way the church 
was governed from the time of Athanasius and Arius, 
down to the pTesent time. 

Let me speak with the same good faith with which 
I have explained my opinions. Does any one think 
that there is a single one of those rascals who be
'Iieved the pointless dogmas which they preached? 
Has there been a single pope, possessing any com
mon-sense, who believed in the incarnation of God, 
the death of the deity, the resurrection of God, the 
trinity, and the transubstantiation of a piece of bread 
into God, and in all the other fanciful chi~erae which 

have placed the Christians below the level of brutes? 
It is certain they have not believed them. And be
cause a few have perceived the extreme absurdities 
of Christianity, they vainly imagine that there is no 
God. 

This belief is the origin of all the horrible deeds 
with which the Christians have soiled themselves. 
Take care! It is the absurdity of the Christian dog
ma which makes Atheists. 

[CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.] 

The Better Religion Coming. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: On 

my way home from Flint some time ago I made a 
little stop with my children at Ann Arbor, and on 
Sunday I made the Unitarian church a visit, as is 
my custom when I am there on that day. They hav 
a very nice new stone building to meet in, near the 
University grounds. T. A. Sunderland is their pas
tor. While I was there one of his sermons fell into 
my hands, with the above heading over it. I read it 
through with some interest, because as a friend of 
human progress I am always ready to hail all helpers 
in the work of trying to better the condition of the 
human race. As to the term ''Better Religion," I 
would amend it by saying "Higher Manhood," be
cause to me religion is a word almost without mean
ing. He speaks of progressiv Christianity which is 
to come. It seems to me, Mr. Editor, that it would 
be just as sensible to talk of a white blackbird. The 
moment the bird turns its color from black to white 
it is no longer a blackbird. And so with Christian
ity; the moment it changes its base from that of a 
belief in an anthropormorphic God, and in his ghost
begotten son, Jesus Christ, our Lord and Savior, to 
something else, it is not Christianity. He tells us that 
the religion that is coming will be broad, catholic, 
tolerant, appreciativ, to an extent that religion has not 
known in the past. This don't sound much like the 
Christian religion of" believe or be damned." From 
this we might conclude that Mr. Sunderland was ap
proaching. toward the religion of manhood, based on 
common sense. But when he tells us in the next 
breath about a better Christianity that is coming we 
are again discouraged with him, and hav to tell him 
again that there is no such thing as a better or a 
worse Christianity; that Christianity proper has but 
one language, and that is, as aforesaid; "believe or 
be damned." 

Now, it seems to us that Mr. Sunderland knows as 
well as we do that real, genuin Christi~nity is only a 
superstition, and that it had its birth and growth in 
former superstitions; and we would say to him that 
instead of trying to patch it up, to make it mean 
something else than its founders and expounders in
tended it to mean, he had better drop it. The sooner 
we drop the word as of any goodness belonging to 
it for us, the sooner we will mentally grow out of the 
superstition, and be ready to stand with Judge Waite 
and view it as the grandest system of fraud ever 
palmed off on the human race. 

Mr. Sunderland says, "Who of ns all is there that 
does· not believe in God?" If we knew just what he 
means by this word God, we might say yea or nay; 
but for the want of this information, we hav to re
main silent. And, "Who of us all," he asks, "does 
not believe in Jesus?" Here again we are at a loss 
to know what he means. If he means the Jesus that 
his Bible tells us about, who had his parentage from 
the "overshadowing business" by a holy ghost, some 
of us carnal-minded folks might be a little skeptical 
on that subject. 

Coming to the Bible, he says: " Do we not all be
lieve that to be a mine of gold which none of us can 
delve in too deeply?" As to this matter of delving 
into the Christian's Bible for light and knowledge to 
help us on our way through life, some of us who hav 
made this Bible a study for more than forty years 
hav concluded that this mine is about worked out, 
and that it is no longer a paying investment. What
ever percentage it may hav paid in a less enlight
ened age of the human race-before science unfolded 
to man the function of the brain-it does not now 
giv much return to the delvers. -

A few things about this old book we all know
that is, all the truly pure, virtuous, intelligent, and 
liberal minds that hav made the Bible much of a 
study. vVe know that it is unscientific; we know 
that there is a great portion of the book that is coarse, 
vulgar, and obscene; we know that it abounds in 
contradictions and incongruities throughout; we 
know that it has been made a leading-string to im
morality and crime-such as bigamy, prostitution, 
adultery, degradation, and enslavement of women, 
particularly the New Testament. It indorses slavery 
and the slave trade; it encourages ignorance and er
ror, ,also lying, falsehood, and hypocrisy; it recom
mends religious persecution-indeed, there is noth
ing that stands out more prominently throughout 
both the Old and New Testaments than this charac
teristic of the book. Then, it has ever been used by 
all Christian nations to incite their soldiers to deeds 
of butchery on the :field of battle, each party having 
this Bible for their religious text-book, and each 
Christian minister, on either side, asking his Bible
God to help his side in the human slaughter. 

Therefore, we would say to Mr. Sunderland and 
all inquirers after truth, Don't waste your time any 
longer over this old mythological,,vulgar, obscene, im
moral, and unscientific book; nor with the Christian 
church built upon it, for besides the vulgar, obscene, 
and immoral character of this book, it will admit of 
as many different interpretations as there are various 
interpreters, so that it establishes nothing but a re
ligious text-book for people to :fight and quarrel over. 
Build on that of a higher and nobler manhood, one 
based on intelligence, morality, and common sense, 
and don't allow your imagination to carry you off to 
the supernatural, and to the regions of the unknowa
ble. Keep within range of the natural universe of 
which you are a part, and deal with what you may 
know something about. By a diligent application of 
your mental powers in thought and study in this di,. 
rection, you will in time begin to hav an insight of 
this better religion that · is coming-now already 
come to a few of the more advanced thinkers. 

And here is my word, and here is my creed: 
Goodne,;s is manifested in the deed_ 

Adrian, Mich. S. D. MooRE. 

Social Science. 
Both science and religion recognize the fact as 

true to nature, that in order to make peace on earth 
and good will to all mankind, the hungrj' must be 
fed and naked clothed, not by degrading charity so 
much as by giving every nian and child old enough 
to work, and every woman who may seek it, a fair 
day's wages for a fair day's work. There is 
nothing in any maxim of the seven wise men of 
ancient Greece, or in Darwin, Huxley, Tyndall, or 
Spencer, to compare in practical philosophy with 
these humble words of honest workmen, "A fair day's 
wages for a fair day's work." 

But what working man is sufficiently instructed in 
political economy, or social science, to determin ac
curately what is really a fair day's wages for a fair 
day's work? It has not been determined even how 
many hours' labor constitutes a fair time for work, to 
make it a day's work. 

A cordwainer, as he chooses to be called on some 
occasions, may inform you that :five shoes for women's 
wear is a day's work, but I hav lately read that a pair 
of woman's shoes has been made complete by aid of 
machinery from the hides of leather, and the cloth 
for lining, in twenty ·minutes. But this fact strikes 
terror in the parent's heart while hammering on his 
lapstone. For he is forced to ask himself, What will 
now become- of-my poor-wi:re-Hantl---crrnurE:rn, u ltol1--

arms can do the work and the machinery requires 
only to be fed with coal, which may be dug all ready 
to the hand out of the bowels of the earth? 

The freetrader has replied by Malthus that when
ever the demand for hands to work falls off, the chil
dren in excess of the demand must die. No one has 
yet demonstrated that if one community can co-exist 
with ten thousand and not with eleven thousand 
hands, then to collect the odd thousand and set them 
to work in another section on some other mines or 
water power, they may not subsist together as the 
:first hav done. For even if the freetrade Malthusian 
doctrin is trulil, which I deny, for as I hav contended, 
as I think, conclusivly, it is a false appearance arising 
chiefly from a defect in the nature of the money of 
commerce which may be very easily corrected. But 
the want Qf education on this subject amongst not 
only workmen but the politicians of our country only 
emphasizes the demand for the establishment of an 
institution to supply the crying want. For it is want 
that goes abroad throughout the earth like a roaring 
lion seeking what or whom he may devour. The 
true name of the devil is want in whatever protean 
forms it may appear, whether in regimentals, or ca
nonicals. All the troubles in the world arise from 
want of something. But the greatest want of all is 
understanding of the ways and means of happiness 
by genius and industry at the right times and places. 
The ignorant in ways and means would fain hav all 
things in common. But experience has proved long 
ago that therl;lby industry and genius are alike dis
couraged. 

All the reasonable wants of man should be sup
plied by industry and genius, in that order in which 
wants arise in nature. 

The wants of man are all included in three orders 
of the social science. 

First, for the means of subsistence. 
Second, for the means of defense. 
Third, for the means of refinement to perfection. 
Under the :first order, for subsistence: 

1. Agriculture. 
2. Manufactures. 
3. Commerce. 

Under the second order, for defense: 
1. The military science. 
2. Juris prudence. 
3. Hygiene. 

Under the refining or perfecting order: 
1. Physics. 
2. Metaphysics. 
3. Politics. 

Politics, including all that man can reasonably de
sire on earth as useful or delightful to him. 
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Nothing less than this arrangement can be reason- Repentance and Faith in Jesus~ 
ably termed scientific as a social science. Nothing Christians assert the absolute necessity of faith in 
can be safely left to chance, for chance always in the Jesus as the prime essential to secure a home in 

-end destroys by accidents. Only a very few are heaven. They declare there can be no forgivness 
born capable of thinking for themselvs and ·others at of sin only through the intercession of Jesus; that, 
the same time. But in a social system it is absolute- had not Christ died on Calvary cross, forgiveness of 
ly necessary that the selfish and the social instincts sin by God were impossible. Yet they admit faith 
should be reconciled in the same acts, as with an in Christ alone will not avail, unless there is also 
army in- action, every blow the soldier strikes is as full, genuin, sincere repentance. 

meeting-house; the word is only found once in the 
Bible (Acts xvi, 3). To genuin repentance, the :final 
c is most essential. The wrong· doer must forsake, 
turn from, his vicious practice, cease doing Wl"ong, 
learn and persist in doing right. 

Real Christians agree this is the only repentance 
that will avail to insure salvation, but it must be ac
companied with faith in.the atoning blood of Jesus. · 

much to the advantage of the army and the country Freethinkers lay no claim to faith in Jesus or any 
he is hired to defense as to his own. But remember other mediator, savior, or redeemer~ But they :firmly 
he requires to be hired and be paid his daily wages believe in genuin repentance for sin, both of com
whether conquered or victorious against the common mission and omission. 
enemy. Human nature and the nature of things re- All mankind are n'ot equally possessed of the germs 
quire all this to insure success. Without action on of virtue. Some soils are uncongenial; even though 
this understanding the worst enemies of an associa- the seeds were carefully planted, they are apt to rot 
tion will arise in its own household. It has always for lack of nourishment. With some the weeds of 
been so. Only a very few hav been like the great vice overshadow and easily choke out what few seeds 
Washington, who demanded only repayment of his do try to sprout, while with others they spring up 
own expenses_ while risking life and fortune for his and flourish and bring forth a. bounteous crop of 
country. Indeed, necessity as higher law compels good and loving acts. Yet even under favorable 
even the most patriotic soldier to demand support conditions the naturally good, as well as the naturally 
for his dependent family while he :fights the battles evil, assailed in an unguarded hour, oft yield to 
of the commonwealth, and· what is needed now, as temptation. 

Now if a person does a wrong, and really and 
trully repents, could you refuse forgivness? Mark, 
there is no question of doubt. If you really knew 
for certain, beyond all possibility of doubt, the Wl"ong
doer sincerely repented, would you not be bound to 
fully and entirely forgiv him ? 

Let us see how it would be with the Bible be
lievers-the much-repeated Lord's Prayer, "Forgiv 
us our debts as we forgiv our debtors" (Matt. 
vi, 12). 

"So likewise shall my heavenly father do also 1m to 
you, if ye from your hearts forgiv not every one his 
brother their trespasses " (Matt. xviii, 35). 

" And when ye stand praying, forgiv, if ye hav 
aught against any; that your father which is in 
heaven may forgiv you your trespasses." 

the most pressing need, is the conversion to the arts The true Liberal will ever deal gently with the 
of peace that scientific system of co-operation now erring. We can never know how great the tempta
best known in war. By the division and subdivision tion, how long, how earnestly, they struggled against 
of labor no one ever need to lack the means of liv- it; how, in an unguarded moment of weakness, 
ing? if with skill e~oug~ to turn a grinding stone or they fell. They hav but fallen in the path we hav in 
pohs~ up .a ne~dle s pomt. For however far. apart weakness trod. Had we their temperament, or been 
the mdividual s labors ma:y be,_ or however mcom-- as strongly tempted, we, too, might hav fallen. Nay, 
pl_ete alo;ne, all may be ~m~ed m the end and each spite of our great strength, virtue, and confidence, 
wrll b~ discovered ess~ntialm the g~and result. By we yet may trip ere life's journey's done. 
analysis .and s:ynthesis. all g:ood thmgs are created. ViT e may not sanction wrong. But we do wrong if 
All·of SClence IS con~amed m thes~ two processes. we fail to liv out- our faith-" To love justice and 
To. se~arate and brmg t?get~er m new forms of mercy." If we do not manifest tender pity for the 
bemg IS the work of ~emus m all cases. But no wrong-doer, although bemired through falling into 
one man ca;n do ev~rythmg aloJ?-e.. . the slime of iniquity, we may not shun or turn from 

System. IS requ;red, and dismplm. Some may them in contempt and disgust. Washed in the 
rebe~ agai:rst all Irksom~ness! as the beast of prey, waters of repentance, wiped with the towel of ref
the hon,_ Will_ hun~ only mth his mate, and can tole;r- ormation, and gently brushed with affectionate ad
at~ n? r~val Ill his f?rest. So the ma;n of prey will monition, hope and strength would revive, aud they 
still msrst on standmg out alone until he shows no not alone complete with success the journey of life, 
line of _,diffe~ent~a1ism bet:veeen freebooter on the but be real help to many unfortunates on the way. 
~oasts o~ Afn_ca, m supplymg ~he demand for slaves But every wrong alike of omission and commis
m Cuba, and the. freeirad~r m the me ?f ccmmon sion must be repented of, not according to orthodox 
money, not for a fan· rate of mterest, but m order to usage-a mere mumbling of the slang and cant of 
reap that he does not sow, and gather that h~ does the meeting house; admit being a great sinner, 
not strew-a usurer. In government candidates plead ~orrow, but rejoice: "Jesus paid it all, all the 
should be ele_cted only to the lower grades and_ rise debt I owe," and make no reparation for the wrong 
therea~ter as m the army or the navy, and learn thulil done, but keep on in the same old way; like a good 
the SClence an~ the arts of gover~ment together, Methodist farmer of our acquaintance who runs a 
and, after passm_g thro:rgh t~e varwus grades, p_ass cider mill, and invariab~ makes mistakes in his tally; 
out to become a JUdge m a high court for the tnals counts a few bushels short when he receives the 
of impeachments and correction of errors. apples and a few gallons short when delivering the 

Taking .it for gran~ed that almost every individual cider, which, possibly, because he is a rabid temper
has by nature peculiar excellences and defects, and ance man he liberally waters. But althoucrh time 
f~ils i_n life ~rom having no f!l'c.ilities t? take the posi- and agaid caught, and his rascality exposeS, he al
tion m whwh he may exhi):nt all his excellence, a ways exhorts powerfully at the revival meetings as 
court of honor ought to be established whereby every soon as the cider season is over, telling how he is the 
individual may be enabled to prove undeniably he chief of sinners, how Jesus loves him, and has 
ought to rise in public·' estimation, or, if placed too washed all his sins away. Instead of making any 
high, his fellow-citizens may on proper charges prove compensation to those he had cheated, he shouts; 
he ought to yield up any oiiice in which he may be "Glory to God ! Blessed Jesus ! Jesus paid it all, 
unfit, and take some place better suited to his genius all the debt I owe! Bless God for religion ! Salva-
or accomplishments, whether in a university or a peni- tion's free ! . 
tentiary. Real, genuin, bona :fide repentance has :five essen-

In the fewest worgs I hav been enabled to com- tials-the :five c's-conviction, contrition, co:n.fession, 
maud I hav thus placed my purposes before you. I compensation, and conversion. 
claim that they are strictly scientific, and that no There can be no repentance without conviction of 
other can avail to render light the burdens of hu- having done wrong--violation of the law of love, 
manity. ~ am not in want of anything myself; that "Do you as you would be done by." Honest con
is to say, I am not anxious now for either fame or victiou leads to genuin contrition-sorrow for having 
fortune. I hope others will take hold of my propo· done wrong, not sorrow at being found out and hav
sitious and go on with them to perfection. I can ing to endure the penalty. The person who is only 
hardly hope to see the full fruition of a work like virtuous from fear of hell-fire would steal the bread 
this at my time of life. The present purpose is to and butter of a little child going to school, only for 
:find persons who by what they hav experienced of fear of the watching policeman. 
the world must see that unless we advance the gen- Contrition will induce full, free confession to the 
eral interests the most selfish instincts prevail, as parties wronged, not the slang of the meeting
formerly has been the case, aud we are told that even house, "I know I am a very great sinner; I feel I am 
in the country claiming for itself the highest civiliza- unworthy of .. a place among God's dearest chosen 
tion nineteen-twentieths of the people die prema- people;" and when some one by bitter experience, 
turely of diseases superinduced by excessiv labor and knowing the fact, whispers "That's so," savagely as
deficient nourishment, while they supply the world sail them, and claim not to be "half so bad as 
with merchandise and rob other starving peoples of they." 
employment; and in the Parliament it has been act- But conviction, contrition, and full, free, frank 
ually said they knew of no remedy for such a barba- confession is not repentance. A man steals our 
rous condition. Nor do I suppose the poor and ig- pocket-book. Convinced of the wrong, he declares 
norant can help themselvs. My purpose is in future he is sorry, and, fully confessing, asks our forgiv
to apply only to rich men to afford the means of ness. '\Ve should refuse. vVhy '? Because we could 
placing these ideas on a proper footing. I claim that hav little faith in that repentance so long as he re
they are strictly scientific, that they show no con- tained the pocket-book, the result of his wrong
fiict between science and religion. Both agree upon doing. Compensation is necessary; he inust make 
the point that to. make peace on earth and good will reparation so far as is in his power. The wrong-doer 
to mankind the hungry must be fed and the naked may not always be able to fully compensate, but if 
clothed. Extreme want knows no law of God or truly repenant, he will willingly make every possible 
man, and want must be overcome-not by misdi- reparation in his power. 
rected charity, but by finding work for all disposed But repentance is not yet perfect. The thief may 
to help themselvs by honest industry of head or hand, express conviction, contrition, make confession and 
or both together; for mere labor without thought is full compensation. Thus gaining our confidence, he 
of little value, and the :first thing to be done now is obtains opportunity and steals our trunk and all our 
to think. CLINTON RoosEVELT. valuables. 

"ANSWERS TO CHRISTIAN QUESTIONS." 
Bennett. Price, 25 cents. 

To complete repentance there must be conversion 
By D. M. (Greek, epistr.ophee-to turn about, turn back from). 

ViT e hear a great deal about " con version " in the 

"But if ye do not forgiv, neither will your father 
which is in heaven forgiv your trespasses" (Mark xi, 
25, 26). 

"Forgiv and ye shall be forgiven" (Luke vi, 37). 
"If thy brother .trespass against thee, rebuke him; 

and if he repent, forgiv him. 
"And if he trespass against thee seven times in a 

day, and seven times in a day turn again to thee say
ing, I repent, thou shalt forgiv him" (Luke xvii, 3, 4). 

Christ in this last text overdoes it. He accepts 
"say so" for reality, and leaves out compensation, 
and especially conversion. If repentance is genuin, 
instead of persisting seven times, or seventy times 
seven in wrong-doing, the repentant one wou'ld turn 
about, cease doing wrong, and do ri"ght. "If we · 
confess our sins, he is faithful to forgiv us our sins" 
(1 John i, 9). So much for Bible evidence to freelY. 
forgiv the sincerely repentant. Could God demand 
of his creatures virtues he himself failed to evince? 
Then what need of faith in Jesus? What need of a 
savior? The repentant is forgiven, and there is noth
ing to be save<l from. 'rhe Christian says, "Without 
repentance faith in Jesus is vain." True. We hav 
proved with repentance faith in Jesus is vain, forfor
givness results from repentance, and when forgiven 
there is no penalty to be saved from; hence no need 
of Jesus. 

What kind of justice, truth, mercy, or sense would 
it be to say to anyone who ht1d wronged you, "No I 
will not forgiv you, but if my son pays the penalty 
suffers in your stead, and pleads for you, I will?" ' 

Liberals and Freethinkers take little stock in the 
p_romised inheritance, i~ the transparent, gold-paved 
Clty of Jerusalem, that IS declared to be as high as 
it is bi:oad (Rev. xxi, 16). ·we will sell our share, 
clear title, warranty deed (Matt. xxv, 31, 40), at buy
er's own terms, for cash. We are short on faith but 
do earnestly advocate and believe in genuin repent
ance. 

Dear reader, let us sincerely repent our past ne
glect in failing to do all we might hav done to spread 
a knowledge of the truth. Repent of not having sent 
THE Tnu'rH SEEKER (paying at least fur three months) 
to uumh~rs of our friends. Repent our stinginess in 
not sendmg books, pamphlets, and tracts (furnished 
in such variety and at such very cheap rates at THE 
TnuTH SEEKEU oiiice) that would hav blessed some 
f~llow-creature by loose~ing the shackles of supersti
tiOn and error, and startmg them on the way to Lib
eralism and Freethought. H.epent that we hav not 
contributed liberally to keep able lecturers in the 
:field, and thus helped to remove prejudice and 
awaken honest inquiry in regard to science and reve
lation through the labors of the faithful living expo
nents of truth. Repent of our idleness, lukewarm
ness, and selfishness in ~esting down content, our
selvs r~leased _from the Iron fetters of superstition, 
and domg so Jittl~ ~o free othei:s· Repent of having 
been so doggish, Illiberal, and mtolerant, and using 
unkind expressions to those who differed with us. 

Let us henceforth so liv our every-day life shall 
testify to the beauty and holiness of the principles 
we profess. Let us do good, Jove justice and 
mercy, and endeavor to promote the happiness of our 
fellow-creatures by awakening them to think for 
themselvs and exercise their own reason. Let us 
cheerful~y make sacrifice to help them to knowledge, 
and do for them such acts of benevolence and love 
as shall insure their respect and affection, and so 
giv us an influence with them for good. 

Rochester, N Y. CrrAs. B. REYNOLDS. 

TrrE Hev. Spencer Tilman, a dusky son of Ham, 
after :filling all his appointments between Hillsboro 
and Cherokee, has returned to his old den in the jail 
at Moulton. He is charged with stealing meat from 
one of his deacons, and was the first prisoner that 
picked out of our new jail. The parson devotes 
most of his time in singing the "Sweet By and By " 
and, coupled with the female voices in au adjoinidg 
room, reminds us of a negro camp-meeting. , He 
seems to be very pious.-Montgomery .Advertiser. 

, 
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Texas friend who came to me has failed to find work f pain came over me, a- feeling that we hav lost a 
at his trade, and is going back. brave man. It seemed as though we could not spare 

DR. W. J. SToVER. him yet, but we will judge the length of his life by 

HoRNITOS, June 6, 1883. MAY VIEw, June, 1883. 
MRs. M. W. BENNETT: Inclosed please find $5.00- · 

$2.50 for the Monument Fund, and the balance use 
MR. EDITOR: 'IRE TRUTH SEEKER is my catechism and 

only hope of ever getting good, sound, solid, com
mon sense. Please excuse me for delaying you so 
long without sending you money for your most val
uable paper. Inclosed you will find $3 to apply on 
my subscription. Along during last winter, January 
and February, my' paper never reached me. I do 
not say that you are to blame; probably the fault 
is at my post-office. There is a sweet-scented, hell
fire lot of Christians in Jewell county. I am like 
Chapman, of Cawker City, Kan. I would like to see 
a good Liberal lecturer come here. Cawker City is 

the good works he did and was striving to do tg en- -
lighten his fellow-beings, which, when compared to 
many others, dwarf them into children, though 
their years be four score. I hope THE TRUTH BEEKER 
will liv. I hope those at the helm will continue to 
swing the club about the ears and crack the heads 
of the teachers of all religious dogmas. My friends, 
I do not mean a hickory club by any means but the 
club of good, hard sense, reason, facts; that' is what 
THE TRuTH SEEKER does. I hope those he· left behind 
will giv the old hulk (the church) some broadsides 
that will make the splinters fly. 

as rlirected. Yours truly, B. W. BARCROFT. 

CLEVELAND, June 18, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Find herewith $2.50 to pay for my 

TRUTH SEEKER another year. I feel as though I could 
not do without it, although I am on the go all the 
time, so that I experience a good deal of trouble in 
getting copies of it regularly. I start on a trip to Utah 
this afternoon. H. J. SwANK. 

ELMWOOD, June 16, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $3-$2.50 for my 

subscription, and 50 cents for a trial subscriber. 
Dear friends, I hav passed my three score and 

ten, and my sight and hearing and health are fail
ing me. I hav been in the ranks of the old pioneers 
for forty years, and am a lover of justice and truth, 
and hater of slavery and oppression in all its forms 
either in church or state. F. WaTKINS. 

DECATUR, June 18, 1883. 
MBs. M. W . .BENNETT: Inclosed I send $1.50-$1.25 

for my subscription, and 25 cents for "Crimes of 
Preachers." I hav been asked the question several 
times why there is such a dropping off in the church 
in our place. I answer the reason is because people 
hav no confidence in what preachers say. They say one 
thing and do another, and the people hav got,sick 
of hearing such stuff. S. F. PEARSON. 

DoDGEVILLE, June 15, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed $3.00. I like the paper well. 

It givs fair play in all controversies, even to Spirit
ualists. Of course I am a Spiritualist. And Mr. 
Jamieson, who is so ready to run at Spiritualists, 
professed to deliver trance lectures on Spiritualism, 
in Darlington, quite a number of years ago. How 
he has found out that it was a humbug, and that 
he humbuged so many in Darlington, he never once 
hints at it. SaMUEL CLEGG. 

BIG CREEK, June 12, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $1.00 for the 

Bennett Monument. As I was one to stand by THE 
TRUTH SEEKER while Mr. Bennett took the trip 
around the world, I giv $1.00, and wish it was $100. 
When I saw Mr. Bennett at Watkins and shook 
hands with him, I did not think that would be the 
last time I would ever see him. Am sorry he could 
not hav lived thirty years more to do battle against 
the enemies of progress. Hoping you and THE 
TRUTH SEEKER will prosper and liv to a good old age, 

I am, respectfully, CHA.s. MooRE. 

BRIER HILL, June 21, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Having received THE TRUTH SEEKER for 

the past three months, I wish to assure you I hav 
been highly pleased with it. 

I want to see the day when our standing in society 
will not be degraded, our business interests will not 
be injured, and our natural rights will not be vio
lated by community or the state, because we hav the 
moral courage to assert our rights, to gi v expres
sion to our honest convictions. 

Believing such to be the aim of THE TRUTH·SEEKER, 
and that its course is contributing t.o that end, I in
close $1.25 for six months' subscription. 

, A. s. CaRTER._ 

. SHAKOPEE, MINN., June 13, 283. 
l\fy DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Inclosed you will find $5.30 

which sum please apply on our debt. I intend get: 
ting as many names for $1 each for the Monument 
Fund as I can, and will send what I can collect 
soon. Tbis county is mostly Catholic, therefore can 
not expect to raise much. There are only about 
half a dozen Freethinkers in this place, but we are 
undaunted and are never afraid to meet sectarLtns 
of any kind in discussion. The fear is all on the 
other side, and they either get angry or shut up like 
clams. We are more and more pleased with the 
fearless, undaunted editing of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

MRs. L. H. HaWKINS. 

SALESVILLE, June 11, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1 to be used as di

rected. The trial subscriber whose name I send you 
is the father of a young man who has come into 
this western country to seek his fortune. We hire 
such men to work for us, and they see THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, read it, and soon conclude it would be good 
to send to the old folks. It may do no good to the 
old, but our main hope is to educate the young. It 
is wonderful how easily the young man who has been 
strictly educated to believe the falsehoods of Chria
tianity denounce it when they once see Liberal 
books and papers. On my center-table you will find 
THE TRUTH SEEKER and "Ingersoll on Talmag9," 
Even the preachers look at them when they come, 
and D. M. Bennett's picture, neatly framed, orna
ments the wall. Show your colors, friend; don't be 
afraid. My young mechanic of Montgomery, Ala., 
had better not come up here. The railroad has killed 
the country, and wages are fiat for mechanics es
pecially. Then it is too cold for southernexs. My 

seventeen miles west of here. A. W. RYAN. 

KIRKWOOD, June 8, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $2.00-$1 for the D. M. Ben

nett Monument, the ~other for the " Crimes of 
Preachers '' and "Answer to Christian Questions," 
the balance in Liberal pamphlets. I like THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. It seems what its name implies; givs everv 
one an ear. I like T. Winter's foundation the very 
best, although his and his opponents' discussions are 
so heated that I fear good feeling will cease be
tween them. They should be mild as D. M. Bennett 
was, unless rebuking an enemy. I promis to read 
THE TRUTH SEEKER while I liv if it doesn't change its 
tune-the tune I like, so many like-it is bound to 
keep a-singing. S. GRA.HA.M. 

GREAT VALLEY, June 18, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: The little monitor within admonishes 

me quite often of late that I am in arrears for the 
best paper printed in the United States or on this 
mundane sphere, all things considert:ld, and that you 
may think is saying a great deal for . a Spiritualist 
such as I am, who Lkes two papers of the genuin 
Spiritual stock, both good progressiv journals, and, 
in some respects, may be equal to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. But as a good pionet~r journal to supply 
the needs of the great masses, to strip the mythical 
gods and devils of their won ted sacredness, THE TRUTH 
SEEKER is par excellence, and has not deteriorated 
but rather added to its former glory and greatness 
of late. You will find within $2.50. 

A. F. ALBRIGHT, 

PITTSBURGH, June 15, '1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Excuse my tardiness in not remitting 

my subscription to THE TRUTH l::iEEKER at an earlier 
date. Inclosed find $5.00, as subscription to THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, which, I think; w'lll keep two of us 
in good standing for this present year. I hope to 
be able before long to send for the fourth vohune 
of "A Truth Seeker Around the World." The great 
trouble with the majority of us Liberals is that we 
are not rich. I sympathize with Mrs. Bennett in 
her loss of a good. husband. .I sympathize with the 
Liberal cause in the loss of one of its greatest 
champions. I am glad, however, to express my 
opinion by stating that the tone and spirit of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER are up to the standard, and I believe 
that the mantle of editorial ability worn by Mr. 
Bennett has fallen upon E. Macdonald. The contri
butions to THE TRUTH SEEKER are rich in ment&l 
knowledge, and worth twice the money invested by 
subscrib~rs. Long may it continue. Let the good 
work go on. Let us all do something to liberate 
the mental slaves of our time. H. B. MAXWELL. 

LouiSVILLE, KY., June 18, 1883. 
MR. EDrroR: Please find incloaed post-office-order 

for $4.00-2.50 for THE TRUTH SEEKER; fifty cents for 
the Monument Fund; and $1 from Mr. Joe Thomp
son, to the Monnment Fund, also a strong Liberal. 
I am sorry to say that I never had the pleasure of 
reading a single line in THE TRUTH SEEKER from any of 
the Libsrals from our city. It seems that they are 
afraid of their own shadow. They must neither 
speak no hear. If a merchant, he's bound to lose 
his trade; a mechanic, his job. The independent 
rather pay his pew rent to keep the wolf away from 
his door. He is not afraid of God nor his son, as 
long as he has money and plenty of fun. 

And so we may call ourselvs a dead or lifeless 
body, drowsy like the old gods, when our hero was 
in the penitentiary and they tried to hold a conven
tion about the book Brother Bennett was writing. 
It would take a strong Liberal to come here and 
awake us, like Mr. Ingersoll. He draws splendid 
hrmses, and so could Brother Cbainey. If he would 
come here, he would hav plenty of listeners. By 
readin~ the letters in THE TRUTH SEEKER, from North 
East and West. it looks as though the South were at 
a standstill yet, like the sun when ''our Lamb" 
was crucified. Z. GLADSTONE. 

MELRosE, May 22, 1882. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav been so unfortunate as not to 

be where I could read your paper the past winter. My 
paper has been carried to a post-office among the 
mountains, out of my reach. .I thought to hav the 
address changed, but neglected; "but time makes 
all things even." Alas, the loss I About mid-winter 
I picked up a copy of the N<-0w York Sun; in it was 
noted the death of D. M. Bennett. I could hardly 
believe it was so-l did not wish it so. A sense of 

J. B. THOMSON. 

KEOTA., June 14, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I sent you a letter December 2, 282, 

which arrived at your office in the days of your great 
trouble and sorrow, when the pillar of fire, that 
guided THE TRUTH SEEKER family out of the darkness 
of ignorance, was extinguished, My letter appeared 
in the number which every reader preserved, the 
n urn ber dressed in emblems cif mourning on December 
16, 282. I wish to possess Brother Bennett's last and 
grandest work complete, so please send me Volume 
IV. of "A Truth Seeker Around the World." Please 
accept also $1.50 as a grain to the tower of granit 
for the one who has bsen a tower of light for his 
readers. On the fourth of June the neighborhood 
.~f Harper and Garibaldi stood at the grave of a be
loved friend and brother, T. A. Goeldner, who died 
only forty-nine years old, a loving and beloved 
father, husband, friend, and neighbor, a clear-minded, 
outspoken Freethinkel'. Hen. B. A. Cleveland deliv
ered a very fitting and able address te the mixed 
assembly of Catholics, Lutherans, and Freethinkers, 
I l:lope that this sad event, the funeral of a friend, 
that draws hearts nearer, may result in a union, a 
league of the Freethinkers of this neighborhood, 

Aceording to Darwin's "survival of the fitte3t," 
THE TRUTH SEEKER will liv forever, as every number 
is "the best one yet." CHA.S. NAUMANN, 

WHEATLAND, June 4, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I inclose you $2.50 for another year, 

for I must hav THE TRUTH SEEKER. I received the 
picture of Mr. Bennett that you sent me some time 
ago, for which receive my thanks. Mr. Bennett sent 
me some seeds when he returned from his trip 
around the world, and I took great pains in plant· 
ing them. But, alas ! some evangelical chickens got 
into my garden and destroyed them, for which I 
was very sorry. A-geJitieman-tonrme-tlieother day---
that he heard a preacher openly proclaim that Col. 
Ingersoll had been converted, or, in other words, 
gone back on his doctrin. Will you please proclaim 
if in THE TRUTH SEEKER if SUClh is the case or not ? 
for I positivly denied the assertion. I understood 
he positivly said it was a fact. Since I hav learned 
that he made the assertion on the strength of what 
the colonel said at the funeral of some friend, and 
as near as I recollect it was: That he had a · 
hope of a future existenee; and on those grounds he 
says the colonel has confessed he was wrong and 
orthodoxy was right. Hoping to hear from you soon, 

I remain, as ever, a truth seeker, 
C. S. WILLIAMSON. 

[Our friend can tell the preacher that Col. Inger· 
soll is still an Infidel, .and that he (the preacher) is 
a falsifier that the glory of God may moxe abound 
through his lie. Of such is the kingdom of heaven, 
-ED. '.r. S.] 

BosTON, June 21, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Since reading the tract· entitled" The 

Ill& We Endure-Their Cause and Cure," I hav been 
irresistibly tempted to write you a few lines, asking 
why this co-operativ system, which is in vogue in 
Springfield, Vt., could not be practiced by Liberals, 
say in the West? 

What would there be to prevent the Liberals from 
forming a stock company, each member furnishing 
an equal amount of capital-say from $500 to $1,000 
each, and engage in cattle ranching, wheat growing, 
sheep raising, or any other lucrativ business? 
It appears to me that more good could be done 

for the cause of Liberalism in such ways than in 
any other; for in such schemes as these, Freethinkers 
could enrich themselvs and be better prepared to 
establish themselvs and giv support to their leaders. 

I sincerely wish that some such movement be set 
in operation, for I hav not the slightest doubt it 
would prove a success. There are many men who 
hav a small sum that they would gladly invest if 
they but had some such opportunity; an inexperienced 
man is afraid to launch out alone with his hard
earned savings, knowing that the ·chances against 
him are ten to one; but in unity he knows there is 
strength, and when led by honE>st and thoughtful 
men, whom he can trust, he is willing to follow and 
labor faithfully. 

I wish, dear sir, you would insert an article on 
this subject in the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
and see what fruit it will bring forth. I would like 
much to contribute an article on this subject, but I 
know my inability to do it justice. With best wishes 
for the succee;s of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

J. L, CLEMMER, 
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_FAIRFIELD, June 18, 1883, 
MR. EDITOR: 

Hell's not a myth, as by some reckoned, 
To frighten childhooc1, first and second,. 
But 'tis a truth most hotly true, 
And not. a priestly bugaboo, 
As he will find who now denies it 
When the fool comes to realize it.' 

That there's a hell I cannot doubt it· 
Pray, how, sir, could we do without' it? 
No hell! Absurd! 'twould never do. 
Where would we send our neighbors to-
Those who in faith and politics 
We differ from-but to Old Nick's ? 

Beware· of men like Ingersoll, 
Who say there is no hell at all. 
Of men like Darwin and Tyndall, 
Who don't believe in Adam's fall, 
But rather hold, contrariwise, 
That we've been always on the rise. 
Shun these apostles of all evil, 
Vile emissaries of .the devil, 
For they the unwary soul seduce 
And lead it straightway to the deuce. 

Religion some cuss defines to be 
"Conventional hypocrisy." 

Satan, with sorrow, I avow 
Is doing a brisk business now. 
Hell scores but little at this writing 
And heaven still seems uninviting. 

A. 0. ScoTT• 

here. Now, doctor, please remember our premises 
until next week at least. You ask ·me if I am not 
aware that all the burden of proof lies with me I 
No, sir, I am not. Materialists claim that death 
ends all, that life is the result of organization, that 
Materialism is true. Spiritualists claim life beyond 
the grave. Where is the difference? You affirm as 
well as we. It just as clearly devolves upon you to 
prove your ism as it does us to prove ours. You 
say I make assertions. When I assert Spiritualism 
to be true, I can giv the whys and wherefores. I 
say I know it by its being demonstrated to me 
through the senses of sight, hearing, and feeling. 
When Winter says Spiritaalism is all a fraud, that 
we are all deluded, that spirits never hav and never 
will communicate, he fails to giv any whys and 
wherefores. Do you see the difference doctor? His 
is an idle assertion without any backing, and when 
he is asked how he knows they never hav, and never 
can communicate, he is up a stump, and you know 
it, Very true, what are facts to me may not be facts 
to you. Demonstrations I hav had are no evidence 
to you. You insist upon evidence before you can 
believe, and that you should hav, but pr&y tell me 
why you believe Materialism to be true without evi
dence. We don't claim to hav knowledge of the fu
ture that you can't get. Here is the difference. 
Spiritualists are willing to investigate Spiritualism 
to ascertain whether it be true or not, while Mate
rialists are a set of negationists, who are wise 

BURTON, June 6, 1883. enough to know all about it without investigation. 
MR. EDITOR: Thanks for the three copies of THE TRUTH No, it is not necessary for you to believe in order to 

SEEKER; I read the Iconoclast, Investigator, and other ~et demonstration. All that is necessary is for you 
Liberal papers; but somehow THE TRUTH SEEKER sur- to investigate with an honest desire for the truth. 
passes them all, in my opinion, though they are all You say bring along the facts, if you hav them, and 
good, and may they all long wave and never waver demonstrate it to us. It 'is not my place to demon
in th~ good work before them in suppressing su- strate it to you. It is not my duty or desire to lay a 
perstition in all its forms, the greatest curse, 'in my sack of gold at your door. 

before there is any fetus, but just as it starts. Are 
you not aware, doctor, that it is a demonstrated fact 
that seminal fluid being ejected into warm water, by 
the aid of a microscope, living, moving entities can 
be seen? From this it is clear that the male alone 
furnishes the life, and that it exis1 s prior to the time 
the male and female unite, and that the female 
element you speak of has nothing to do with form· 
ing or commencir:g life, as you· hav it, it being her 
province to develop a physical house, or machine, if 
you please, for the life to liv in and manifest 
through. Certainly, life has always lived; 'it never 
began, and, I believe will never end. You ask, "Tqen 
is not all animal and vegetable life immortal?" I 
believe that everything possesses an immortal prin
ciple, from the atom to the" genus homo." I hav 
no line of distinction to draw. I believe that we hav 
always been independent entities, having traveled up 
through all the lower gradations. You think that 
"Spiritualism is a broad stepping-stone from the 
church to the natural aad open field of Materialism." 
Doctor, Materialism is not natural. Such an open 
field I Oh I how barren, how bleak, how cold I What 
a field I You hav not a shrub, not a flower, not even 
a Canada thistle therein. You hav no new fields of 
pastures green to invite ns to. You .ask: "What is 
there about eternal sleep that is repulsiv to us." 
Suppose, doctor, you sl,lould be taken dangerously ill, 
very suddenly, would you not like to recover to at
tend to some unsettled business? When are you 
going to be all ready to lie down and take that 
eternal nap? When will you get through bidding 
adieu to relations and friends? 

opinion, the world endures. I say to you, doctor, go out like a man in search 
I am going to try and organize a Freethinkers' as- of the facts. If they are not worth hunting for they 

sociation here, though orthodoxy has full sway, and are not worth having. I suppose the reason your 
such a course might probably subject one to many parents do not communicate with you is because you 
curses, and perhaps imprisonment, as in the case of do not giv them the opportunity, but shut the door 
the worthy founder of that stanch paper; and in the in their faces instead. Now, a few words in regard 
production of so much fine common-sense literature, ·to life. You ask if my questions are answered. Yes, 
as such, I think Mr. D. M. Bennett had no superiors, you hav answered them, but not satisfactorily to 
and few, if any, equals; and though it will be not in me. Now, see here, doctor, it seems to me you hav 
our time, I hav not a doubt but his name "some day got into trouble-and just as I expected. You say 
will be cherished as the great reformer, and founder life is the result of organiz1.tion, and when the or
of truth and honesty, to the suppression of crime, ganization is gone, good-bye to life. Life being the 
sup~rstition, and orthodoxy (they all meaning the result-the effect, the cause of course must exist 
same). prior to the effect; hence, there must be an organi-

Inclosed please find fifty cents, for which I wish zation before there is life, according to the Materi
Mr. Bennett's "Answers to Christian,Questions," and alistic view; but I see you hav life before there is 
"Crimes of Preachers." I hav never seen those. I physical, human organization for it to dwell in, In 
love to read anvthing from Mr. Bennett's able llnd spE>aking of the male and female elements, you say: 
inspired pen, and before the year closes you may "The moment these two elements are broug-ht to
look for an order from me for many of the works I gether,- conditions being natural, life commencrs." 
see advertised in THE TRUTH SEEKER; I will do what You say: "That is the time life enters the fetus." 
I can to procure you a list of subscribers here, and Again you say: ''By experiment we find that by 
think it the duty of every liberty-loving individual bringing together certain unorganized elements 
to do likewise. Hoping you deserved success, I re- which hav an affinity for each other, life is formed 
main, Truly, H. B. JoNES. and a new organization is started." Doctor, it seems 

to me you hav a mixed, compound, complex frac

REPLY TO DR, TREVITT, 
WEST FARMINGTON, June, 1883. 

Mn. EDITOR: Please allow me a column in the ever
welcome TRUTH SEEKER, for I desire to say a. few 
words to my kind Materialistic friend, who at
tempted to answer rriy article to T. Winter. I fully 
agree with you, doctor, that we should treat each 
other with respect in our discussions, and I assure 
you that I am in excellent humor, but I may get 
terribly in earnest ere I get through. Doctor, I 
wish to straighten you up a little, for you hav 
switched off the track in several places. If I suc
ceed in getting you on the track, please keep the 
headlight up, and ever after stay on the track. 
Spiritualists are to be blamed for the error being 
extant which Materialists hav fallen into. You 
say:" Now, Brother Noe, I would like you to point 
me to one instance where you find life without or
ganization." Bless your big soul, doctor, that is not 
our premises. There is not a Spiritualist of brains 
(and they most all hav) who claims there is life in
dependent of organization; It is true, Spiritualists 
speak of "disembodied spirits," disembodied man 
conveying the idea that we will be bodiless in the 
next sphere of life. I wish my Spiritualist brethren 
would say what they mean, for our Materialist 
friends are pretty good at grabbing at straws; hence, 
hav grabbed at this. Oh, no, doctor! no such thing 
as life without organization with me! I cannot con
ceive of such an idea. I am an Atheistic Spiritualist, 
as godless as the orthodox devil, and he has no god, 
for, if there was a god who created him, he would 
surely deny creating a devil who has beaten him at 
his own game, and I would not blallie the devil for 
denying that the cruel, blood-thirsty god of the 
Bible had anything to do with him. I could not be
lieve that God was in the form of a human being, a 
man on a large scale sitting astride the " White 
throne," neither could I believe there was an in tel
ligence independent of organization; hence, I am 
godless. Let me say once for all that Spiritualists 

·claim and teach that we will hav a body"; a fac-simile 
of the grosser one we hav here, a body just as tan
gible in the next sphere as our grosser bodies are 
here. We will know each other there as well as 

tion, and withal a simple one. Life is formed and a 
new organization is started. Now you hav life just 
as the organization is started. Started, mind you; 
no organization yet. Then pray tell me how life is 
the result of organization. Life enters the fetus the 
moment these two elements come together, you Ray. 
Bless your soul! there is no fetus there yet. Now, 
you see, doctor, you hav got life before there is any 
organization of the future being. I am sorry you 
got on my side of the question by accident; for I 
think you are needed on the other side. You mis
understand me badly when you charge me. with say
ing that life commences at four and a half months. 
I claim that life has no beginning, and will not end. 
"You believe life to be the manifestation of vital 
operations in certain of nature's compounds, and 
when this compound is destroyed life is no more." 
I see by your J.ogic that human beings are com
pounded into existence and dissolved out. You be
ing a doctor of medicin, your reasoning surprises me. 
You say: "When these two elements come together, 
life commences." Which implies that the female 
furnishes part of the life of the new being. Of course 
there is no life in the ovum until it reaches there 
from the male. The ovum contains no more of the 
life of the human being, than [the earth contains 
the life that is in the grain of corn. The female is 
the receptacle for the life deposited there by the 
male, just as the earth is the receptacle for the seed 
deposited. Now, doctor·, I shall hav to invite you to 
go a little farther back. It's true we are wading 
quite deep; but let us wade a little deeper. You hav 
life to begin the moment impregnation takes place. 
Doctor, you come so near getting life from nothing, 
I think you must hav been taking lessons from that 
distinguished old gent who made the world, and 
some stars also, out of nothing. 

I asked Brother Winter where life came from, at 
what stage of development it entered the fetus, and 
how it entered. If life is the result of organization, 
it occurs to me that the structure ought to be about 
completed before the life principle moves in to take 
possession. How hav you answered these questions? 
You hav life, as an Inherent property of matter, 
manifested through vital operations, in certain of 
nature's compounds. Yo1,1 hav life enter the !etus, 

Suppose yon had a loving daughter of fifteen from 
home, and she should be sent for when you were 
taken ill, would you not be anxious for her arrival, 
that you might take her hand and gaze once more 
into her lovely face? You ask what could bring us 
more joy than eternal rest and sleep. You can;t 
rest when you are not tired, you c'au't sleep when 
you are not sleepy, Talk about the joy of eternal 
sleep! Would you be there to enjoy it? Come, doc
tor, along with me to the :Q.ext sphere of life, where 
we can meet our loved ones, and there gather to
gether upon the mossy banks of the spiritual 
waters, and then journey on from sphere to sphere, 
ever finding new fields to survey, ever meeting dif
ferent flowers, ever meeting birds of different 
plumage. Compare this to your eternal sleep, and 
tell me not that the fo~mer will not bring more joy 
than the latter. A. ALLEN NoE. 

That Popish Fraud. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : The 

priests hav recently had the following adveliisment 
in the Liberal papers of this country, and " addressed 
to Jews and Christians of every denomination:" 

"A Catholic circular: 'Louise Latean; Her Stigmas and 
Ecstasy," by Dr. Augustus Bohling. Translated from the 
German for the Catholic Review by Rev. W. Walsh, D.D., Pro
fessor of Moral and Dogmatic Theology in St. Patrick's Col
lege, Maynooth, Ireland." 

And all this is done just as if popery itself were 
not a lie from the beginning, and no nun like Louise 
Latean had ever been detected, when entranced, in" 
making the scratches npon themselvs here called the 
"stigmata.'' Thns it is: one huge lie told for a 
while requires numerous small lies to support it and 
keep it afloat. 

Those who remember my article on Ideology in 
this paper last August, " The Trance Idea in History," 
may recollect that I gave a correct explanation as to 
how the trance always comes on (as to its immediate 
cause), and how it is the nuns, when bamboozled in 
a state of religious trance, make these scratches upon 
themselvs, called the "stigmata," to gratify and please 
their confessors and priests. And why not, when 
they see how much is made of these "marks" on their 
hands and feet and faces, when they hear the "holy 
priests'' pronounce them "miraculous" and pro
duced "by the almighty power of God?" 

Precisely so the priests said of that nun in France 
who had the stigmata when she declared "the priest 
had bewitched her," and she had him arrested for 
the liberties he had taken with her. And the en
tranced nun in California had the "miraculous stig
ma" until she had been detected in her process of 
scratching her own person, which she exhibited as 
the "true stigmata." 

And here it is in place to remark that these 
scratches in a state of trance are confined to the 
popish chmch. And we see how difficult it is to de
tect the cheat when it occms under any form of mys
ticism, ancient or modern. And hence, when from 
this consideration a liberal and independent mind 
refuses to invest in any form of mystical phenomena, 
he is, by some one victimized by mysticism, cen
sured and denounced as false to himself or a hard
hearted skeptic. Nor is it to be much wondered at 
that those once captured "by faith " in mystical 
phenomena are so seldom recovered to science and 
human reason. I hav, however, often thought I 
might perhaps, by and by, publish a platform formu~ 
lating a few ideas· of the past and of humanity's fu~ 
ture, upon which an truJy liberal people might cor~ 
dially unite. Certainly they should unite, so as not 
to be so liable to run against and jostle one another, 
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How the Women Went from Dover 
-1662. 

F>·om the Atlantic /Jlonthly. 

The tossing spray or Cocheco's !all 
Hardened to Ice on its rocky wall, 
As through Dover town, in the chill, gray dawn, 
Throe women passed, at the cart-tall drawn I 

By the meeting-house In Salisbury. town 
The su1Ierers stood, in the red sundown, 
"Bare !or the lash I 0 pitying night, 
Drop swlrt thy curtain ·and hide the sight I 

With shame In his eye and wrath on his lip, 
The Salisbury constable dropped his whip. 
'This warrant means murder foul and red; 

Cursed Is he who serves it," he said. 
Show me the order, ancl meanwhile strike 

A blow at your peril!" said Justice Pike. 
or all the rulers the land possessed, 
Wisest e.nd boldest was he, and best. 

He scoffed at witchcraft; the priest he met 
As man meets man; his reet he set 
Beyond his dark age, standing upright, 
Soul-free, with his race to the morning light. 

He read the warrant: "These convey 
From our precincts; at every town on the way 
G!v each ten lashes!" "God judge the brate! 
I tread his order under my root! 

Cut loose these poor ones and let them go; 
Come wl1at wlll of It, all men shall know 
No warrant Is good, though backed ])y the Crown, 
For whipping women In Salisbury town!" 

The hearts or the v!llagers, Ita!! released 
From cree.d or terror and rule or priest, 
By a primal instinct owned the right 
0! human pity In law's despite. 

For ruth and chivalry only slept, 
·His Saxon manhood the yeoman kept; 
Quicker or slower, the same blood ran 
:In the Cavalier and the Puritan. 
"The Quakers sank on their knees In praise 
And thanks. A last, low sunset blaze 
:Flashed out !rom under a cloud, and shed 
.A golden glory on each bowed head. 

The tale Is one or an evil time, 
When souls were fettered, and thought was crime, 
And heresy's whisper above Its breath 
:Meant shameful scourging and bonds and death I 
What marvel, that hunted and sorely tried, 
Even woman rebuked and prophesied, 
And sort words rarely answered back 
'l'he grim persuasion or whip and rack I 
H Iter cry froln the whipping-post and jail 
Pierced shu.rv a::; LlH;) K.enlte't::t driven nail, 
0 woman, at ease in these happier days, 
Forbear to judge or thy sister's ways I 
How much thy beautlrul lire may owe 
To her faith aud courage thou can'st not know, 
Nor how !rom the paths o! thy calm retreat 
i!he smoothed the thorns with her bleeding feet. 

JOHN G. WHITTIER 

The Bad Boy Has a Thouglltful Spell. 
Frmh. Peele's Sun. 

'What are you sitting there for half an 
hour for, staring at vacancy?" said the grocery 
man to the bacl boy, as he sat on a stool by 
the ;tove one of these foggy mornings, when 
everybody feels like quarreling, 'with his fin
gers clasped around his knee, looking as 
though he clid not know enough to last him 
to heel. "What are you thinking about any 
way.'' 

'I was wondering where you would hav 
been to-clay if Noah had run his ark into such 
a fog as this, ancl there hacl been no fog-horn 
on Mount Ararat, ancl he had passed by with 
his excursion and not macle a landing, and 
hacl floated around on the freshet until all the 
ammals starved, ancl the ark had struck a snag 
and burst a hole in her bottom. I tell you, 
we can all congratulate ourselvs that Noah 
happened to blunder on to that high ground. 
If that ark hacl been lost, either by being 
foundered or by beingblowed up by Fenians 
because Noah was an Englishman, it would 
hav been cold work trying to populate this 
world. In that case another Aclam ancl Eve 
would hav to be made out of clirt ancl water, 
ancl they might hav gone wrong again, ancl 
failed to raise a family, and where would we 
hav been. I tell you, when I think of the 
narrow escapes we hav hacl, it is a wonder to 
me that we hav got along as well as we hav. 

' The more I read, the more I think. I 
don't believe I can ever be goocl enough to go 
to heaven, anyway, and I guess I will go into 
the newspaper business, where they don't 
hav to be goocl, ancl where they hav passes 
everywhere. Do you know, I think when I 
was built they left out a cogwheel or some
thing in my head? I can't think like some 
boys. I get to thinking about Adam ancl Eve 
in the Garden of Eclen, ancl of the elude with 
the cloven hoof that flirted with Eve, ancl 
treated her and Aclam to the dried apples, ancl 
I don't think of them as some boys do, with a 
fig-leaf polonaise, and fig-leaf vests. I 
imagin them clressecl up in the latest style. I 
know it.is wrong, but that is what a poor boy 
has to suffer who has an imagination, ancl 
where dicl I get the_ imagination? This con-
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with a plug hat on, just like our minister took him home in a hack, ancl hacl a veal pot
wears, and a stand up collar, ancl tight pants, pie for dinngr, That's what I call sense. A 
and peak-toecl shoes, ancl Eve is pici ured to good many men nowadays would hav put the 
me with a crushed-a:Jgleworm-colored dress, police on the tramp and ordered him out of 
ancl brown striped stoc~ings, and newspapers town. What ! you going to close up the 
in her dress to make it set out, and a hut with store? Well, I will see you later. I want to 
dandelions on, amla reel parasol, ancl a lace talk with you about something that is weigh
handkerchief, which she put to her lips ancl ing on my mind," ancl the boy got out just in 
winks with her left eye to the masher who is time to save his coat-tail from being caught 
standing by the corner of the house, in an at- in the cloor, ancl when the grocery man came 
titude, while the tail with the dart on the encl back from breakfast he found a sign in front, 
is wound around the rain water barrel, so "This store is closed till further notice.
Eve won't see it and get scared. Say, don't SHERI]'F." 
you think it is better for a boy to think of our _____ .,.. ___ _ 

first parents with clothes on, than to think of Agents for The Truth Seeker. 
them almost naked, exposed to the inclem
ency of the weather, with nothing but fig 
leaves pinned on? I want to do right, aS" near 
as I can, but I hacl rather think of them 
dressed like our folks are to-clay, than to 
think of them in a cyclone with leaves for 
wearing apparel. Say, is it wrong to fight, 
but don't' you think if Adam hacl put on a 
pair of boxing gloves when he found the devil 
was getting too fresh about the place, and 
knocked him out in a couple of rounds, ancl 
pasted him in the nose, ancl fired him out of 
the summer garden, that it would hav been a 
big thing for the world? Now, honest? 

" Some boys can take things as they read 
them, ancl not think any for themselvs, but I 
am a thinker from Thinkerville, and my im
agination plays the dickens with me. There 
is nothing I read about olcl times but what I 
compare it with the same line of business at 
the present day. Now, when I think of the 
fishermen of Galilee drawing their seines, I 
wonder what they would hav done if there 
hacl been a law against hauling seines, as 
there is in Wisconsin to-clay, and I can see a 
constable with a warrant for the arrest of the 
Galilee fishermen, snatching the old apostles 
ancl taking them to the police station in a pa
trol wagon. I know it is wrong to think like 
that, but how can I help it? Say, suppose 
those fishermen hacl been out hauling their 
seines, ancl our minister should come along 
with his goocl clothes on, his jointed rod, his 
nickel-plated re,el, and his silk fish-line, ancl 
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A WIFE WANTED. 
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"THE VOICES,"_ 
-BY-

his patent fish-hook, ancl put a frog on the WARREN SUMNER BARLOW. 
hook, ancl cast his line near the Galilee fish-
ermen, ancl go to trolling for bass? What clo 
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Divine and Moral Works of Plato. 
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suppose the lone fishermen of Bible times 
would hav thought about the gall of the 
jointecl-rocl fisherman? Do you suppose they 
would hav thrown stones in the water where 
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he was trolling? or would they hav tolcl him 
there was good trolling around a point about 
half a mile up the shore, where they knew he 
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he wouldn't get a bite in a week-the way a From pages or reviews we glv one brier extract 
fellow at Muskego lake liecl to our minister 11 rrom Judge Baker, formerly or New York city: 
spell ago? I tell you, boss, it is a sacl thing "Considered in the llght or a controversial or di-
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dactic poem, It Is without an equal in contempo-
for a boy to hav an imagination," ancl the boy raneous l!terature-the birth or an audacious mind, 

t h · th k · th l' d b h and is destined to excite greater and more wide en-
pu IS 0 er nee In e s tng rna e Y t e circling waves of sectarian agitation than any ant!-
clenche.cl fingers of both hands, ancl waited credal work ever publ!shed." 
£or the grocery man to argue with him. 

"Oh, pa ancl the mini~ter can't make a first 
payment on me. Pa gets macl when I ask 
questions, ancl the minister- thinks I am past 
redemption. Pa saicl yesterday that baldness 
was caused, in every case, by men's wearing 
plug hats, and when I asked him where the 
goocl Elijah (whom the boys called, 'Go up, 
olcl bald-head,' ancl the bears hacl a free lunch 
on them,) got his pllig hat, pa said school was 
dismissed, ancl I could go. When the minis
ter was telling me about· the goocl Elijah go
ing up through the clouds in a chariot of fire, 
ancl I asked the minister what he thought 
Elijah would hav thought if he hacl met our 
Sunday-school superintendent coming clown 
through the clouds on a bicycle, he put his 
hand on my head ancl said my liver was all 
wrong. Now, I will leave it to you if there 
was anything wrong about that. Say, do you 
know what I think is the most beautiful thing 
in the Bible ? 

"Well, I think the finest thing is that story 
about the prodigal son, where the boy took 
all the· money he could scrape up and went 
out West to paint the towns red. He spent 
his money in riotous living, and saw every
thing that was going on, and got full of ben
zine, and struck all the gangs of toughs, l;>oth 
male ancl female, ancl his stomach went back 
on him, and he hacl malaria, ancl finally he 
got to be a cowboy, herding hogs, ancl hacl to 
eat husks that the hogs didn't want, ancl got 
pretty low clown. Then he thought it was a 
pretty good scheme to be getting around 
home where they hacl three meals a day and 
spring mattresses, and he started home, beat
ing his way on the trains, ancl he. clicln't know 
whether the olcl man would receive him with 
open arms or pointed boots; but the old man 
came clown to the depot to meet him, and 
right there before the passengers, and the 
conductor and brakemen, he wasn't ashamed 
of his boy, though he was ragged and looked 
as though he had been on the war-path, and 
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fjtm§ oJ Ufhought. 

IS not tJ;te devil entitled to a very large share of 
gratitude from the human !amlly for lhe indis
pensable part he performed In this grandest and 
sublimest scheme of salvation which God or man 
ever devised-If It,. of such a character? Is not the 
devil also most essential to God in other directions? 
In his divine and benevolent scheme of punishing 
-his poor, fallible creatures to the latest moments of 
eternity for misbehaving or mlsbel!eving, who could 
carry out" his kind Intentions so faithfully as the 
devil? Wha-t. other being could be Induced to the 
nether regions of fire and brimstone, remaining pa
tiently In that super-heated locality to pitch and 
punch Into the burning lake, for unknown millions 
of years, countless billions of poor human wre'tches 
who had no ·hand in bringing themselvs into exlst
ence?-D. M. Bennett. 

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S DAY (24th Aug., 1572) ought to 
be forever kept by humane and reasonable persons 
a.s one of humiliation and mourning.- Voltaire. 

A FASHION paper says: "Nothing but coral nec,k
laces can be seen upon society belles this season.'' 
Is there not some inlst!,;ke about this? Why, such a 
scanty costume would- 0 heavens I there must be 
an error In the report. 

THERE was a young man who said, " There.! 
I can steal in during this prayer!" 

But the shriek of his shoes 
SO pervaded the pews 

That he sankln his seat in despair. 

THE epitaph that went upon the tombstone of a 
man In Arizona who loved his neighbors' lioriles not 
wisely but too well, and who was vic.lous In a dozen 
other directions, reads as follows : " He was pretty 
mean in some respects-but then he was meaner In 
others." 

• • DoN'T you think Parson Brown is a man of con
siderable ardor?" Inquired a friend of Mr. Jollie, 
"No," was the reply; on the contrary, I interred 
from the exhibit made at dinner the last time he in-

INDUSTRY and temperance are twin virtues that vlted me to dine with him, that he was a man of 
always lead to happlness.-E!mina D. Slenker. very little larder." 

FROM cant of all kinds Cresar was totally free. He "WHAT are we going to switch here for?" asked a 
was a friend of the people, but he indulged in no tired passenger on an Arkansaw railway train. 
enthusiasm for liberty. He never dilated on the "Well, you see," replied a cynic who sat near," a 
beauties of virtue, or complimented, as Cicero did, drunken man with a wagon and yoke of steers has 
a Providence In which he did not believe. He was been driving up on the last car for some time, and 
too sincere to stoop to unreality. He held to the we hav switched to Jet him pass."-.Arkansaw Traveler. 

~:c~~~~h!~ ~~:a~:~~; ~!~;~~~o~:~~t~~':r~ a;! a: AF ~~~!little n;:~den nameddPlummer, 
life beyond the grave he did not ete d to e ect e ove w a grocery rummer, 

' pr n xp And the talfy he gave 
it. He re8pected the religion of the Roman state as She ccincluded to save, 
an l:stlt1u:~on est~bl~s~e~h by th~ law~ He e:cour~ So she canned it. (It lasted all summer.) 
age or e unmo es e e cree s an preac ere o _Cape .Ann .d.dvertis.r. 
the uncounted sects or tribes who were gathered 
under the eagles. But his own writings contain IT is supposed that the refusal of Harvard College 
nothing to Indicate that he himself had any rellg- to confer the title of LL.d. upon Gov. Butler was ow
ions belle! at all. He saw no evidence that the gods lng to a scarcity of that brand Of titles in the col
practically interfered In human alialrs. He never lege. The overseers looked over the, list of titles and 
pretended that Jupiter was on his side. He thanked only found one "LL.D." in good repair, and as that 
his soldiers after a victory, bu~ he did not order Te one was intended for John L. Sulllvan, of course 
Deums to be sung for it; and In the absence of these Butler had to be left. It Is always best to recognize 
conventlonalisms he perhaps showed more real rev- true genius, anyway.-Peck's Sun. 

erence than he could hav displayed by the freest AT a recent revival Jn one ot the eastern cities a 
use of the formulas of p!etlsm.-F>·oude's Omsar. number of repentant sinners had given their experi-

I HAV just said there was nothing but death and ence, and before each one the minister in charge 
desolation in these hideous Alpine places, but I for- had announced with afiourlsh oftrumpete that "Mr. 
got. In the most forlorn and arid and dismal one of So-and-so, a reformed drunkard, would now relate 
all, where the racked [sic] and splintered debris was his experience." In this- way a "reformed gam
thickest, where the ancient patches ot snow lay bler,'' a "reformed jockey," a ·''reformed organ
against the. very path, where winds blew bitterest grinder," and various other" reformed" agente of 
and the general aspect was mournfulest and drear- Satan had told how they were trying to be good. 
lest, and furthest from any suggestion of cheer or Finally" Jem" Lade, a noted sport from the town, 
hope, I found a solitary, wee forget-me-not fiourlsh- arose and made his war to the vestry-room. It was 
lng away, not a droop about It anywhere, but hold- characteristic of Lade's that even when he was the 
!ng its bright blue star up with the prettiest and fullest of the cup that cheers and likewise lnebri
gallantest air Jn the world, the only happy spirit, ates, he was to all outward appearances the most 
the only smiling thing, iu o.ll th~>t g,risly desert. sober and decorous Individual in _existence. This 
She seemed to say, "Cheer up I as long as we are .. hdded to a clerical cut of Coat which he alfected, re
here. let us make the best of it!" I judged she had moved all suspicion from the mind of the minister. 
earned a right to a more hospitable place; so I "Do you wish to giv-your experience?" he asked, as 
plucked her Up and_sent her to America, to a friend Lade shook him cordially by the hand. "Yes," 
who would respect her for-the fight she had made, said Lade, 'coughing to disguise his hiccoughs, 
all by her small self, to make a whole vast despond- "that's what I'm here for." "How shall I announce 
ant desolation stop breaking its heart over the un- you, my dear brother," patting him encouragingly 
alterable, and hold up Its head and look at the bright on the back. "Oh, just say I'm-hlc-well I'm a-a 
side of things for once.-Marlc T':'ain's Tramp .d.btoad. oh h-ll, say I'm-hlc-a reformed minister." He 

WEE, modest, crimson-tipped fiower, was not allowed to proclaim the glad tidings. 

Thou's met me In an evil hour; A MAN was walking along one road, and a woman 
For I mann crush amang the stoure along another. The roads finally united into one, 

Thy slender stem; and reaching the point of junction at the same time, 
To spare thee now is past my. power, they walked on together. The man was carrying a 

Thou bonnie gem. large iron kettle on his back; in one hand he held 
cauld blew the bitter-biting north the legs of a live chicken, In the other a cane, and 
Upon thy early, humble birth; he was leading a goat. They neared a dark ravine. 
Yet cheerfully thou glinted forth Said the woman: "I am afraid to go through this 

Amid the storm, ravine with you; it Is a lonely place, and you might 
Scarce reared above the parent earth overpower me and kiss me by force." Said the 

Thy tender form. man : "How can I possibly overpower and kiss you 
by force, when I hav this great iron kettle on my 

The fiauntlng fiowors our gardens yield, back, a cane in one hand; a live chicken in the other, 
High sheltering woods and wa's mann shield; and am leading this goat. I might 8.!1 well be tied 
But thou beneath the random bield hand and foot." "Yes," replied the woman, "but 

0' clod or stane, if you should stick your cane in the ground and tie 
Adorns the hlstie stlbble-field, your goat to it, and turn the kettle bottom-side up, 

Unseen, alane. -Burnt. and put the chleken under it, then you might wick-

:M:R. MoODY says of the lost: "If they would, they 
could not receive Christ and find mercy." Why? 
Who has ordered that? Who has given life to men 
under this horrible condition, that they shall hav 
no real chance here, and then be shut up to hope
Jess lnab1lity forever? Who has made lmprobablllty 
[lmproveablllty?] a fact of this life only? Who has 
ordered that the first few steps-the first experi
ments, of life shall determin its eternal character? 
Who Is it that has so ordered things that, anywhere, 
the wish to improve shall be eternally denied? There 
is only oJ!e reply; it is this: So God has ordered it. 
Then I say plainly: If such a God there be, he Is 
himself the arch;demon of the universe; his cruelty 
is unspeakable; his inj ustlce Is lmmeasureable; 
his rule is the, most detestable of tyrannies; his 
heaven is the scandal of the universe, and it is 
shameful to be saved.-Hopp• on Jloody'• Jlermon on 
Hell. 

ONCE, seeing the ineVItable way 
My feetmusttread through difficult places Jay, 
I cannot go alone, I cried, dismayed; 
I faint, I fall, I perish without ald. 
Yet, when I looked to see if help was nigh, 
A creature weaker, Wretcheder than l-
One on whose head life's fiercest storms had beat
Clung to my garments falling at my feet. 
I saw; I paused no more, my courage found; 
I stooped and raised her gently from the ground. 
Through every peril safe I passed at length, 
For she who leaned upon me gave me strength. 

-Phrebe Carey. 

OR1>INA:IlY people are so used to be· dazzled with 
rlchea that they pay as much de!ererme to the un
derstanding of a man of an estate as of a man of 
learning; and they are very hardly brought to re
gard any truth, how Important soever it may be, 
that is preached to them, when they know there are_ 
several men of five hundred a year who do not be· 
U~ve it.-Addilon't 8ir Biclw.rd De Ooverlq. ' 

edly kiss me in spite of my red!Stance." "Success 
to thy ingenuity, 0 woman I" Bald the rejoicing man 
to -himself. "I should never thought of this or sim
ilar expedient." And when they came to the ravine, 
he stuck his cane into the ground and tied the goat 
to It, gave the chicken to the woman, and said: "Hold 
it while I cut some grass for the goat;" and then
so runs the legend-lowering the kettle from hls 
shoulders, he put the fowl under It and wickedly 
kissed the woman, as she was afraid he would. 

AT a negro baptiZing the other day a slim preacher 
took a tat sister down into the murky waters of a 
bayou. Just as he dipped her head under the water 
she slipped from his grasp and glided under the 
root of a large cypress-tre&, from which sad entan
glement It was impossible to extricate her until life 
was extinct. The preacher, wlthou t the sllgh test 
show of embarrassment, raised his hands, and turn
ing to the crowd on the bank, exclaimed: "·De Lawd 
glbbeth an' de Lawd taketh away, an' blessed be de 
name ob de L_awd." "Dat's all right, so far as de 
Lawd is consarned," replied the drowned woman's 
husband; "but what's I gwlneter do? I ain't got 
no 'jectlon to de Lawd takin' her away, ef he 'vides 
me wid anuder wife 'boutdesameslze." "De Lawd · 
knows his own business," said the preacher. "But 
dat ain't de p'int," persisted the husband. "I wants 
a wife, an' I wants her right heah. Yerse'f tuk dat 
'oman Inter dat water, an' Ise gwlneter hold yerse'f 
'spo~sible. I'll gin yer ten minutes tar glt me a 
wife, an' ef at de e~nd ob dat time yer ain't done 
made de 'rangements, I'll maul yer till yer couldn'~ 
baptize a cat. Does yer heah ?" The preacher re
flected a moment, and, addressing a slater, said: 
"Sister Kate, ter keep down a. 'sturbance, won't yer
se'f marry de gen'leman ?" The sister agreed that 
Immediate matrimony was somewhat in her line, 
and then the grief-stricken husband, turning to the 
preacher, exclaimed: "De settlement· am satisfac
tory, b~a~-der. !3Quse de next la;:l:y,"-ArkllnfaW ;r",. 
eler, 

THE_ EUREKA 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
CURES EVERY .I!'URM OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT M.EDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INS()LE 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY P.U:R 

GUARANTEED. pamphlets and all Information by 
letter or in person free of charge. Send 

for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

LADIES' MAG:ijETIC JACKET. Price, $18. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct in .every particular; 

and that your aliments can be eradicated, without the aid of MEDIOIN. THESE. APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in 
One Week. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly in

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap-· 
pliances, I can say without_ hesitation to those af
filcted as I hav been that the elfect. was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis in my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
after wearing a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use it quite as well as ev<>r. I h?-T 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav suf
fered intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your a_ppllances I hav experleneed great 
benefit, and if I improve as rapidly as I hav in the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those sulferlng as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of elfectlng 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS.,-Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured of Nemmlgia <:>f the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source of misery to me for 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief instantly. With un
bounded gratitude, I remain . 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness : 

OSBORN, 0., Dec:"l5, 188.2. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly; 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and if I .improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T·.lesday, will soon be well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully. yours, . E. J. K. 

Remember that the same appliances which will · · 
elfect a cure in a case of Paralysis will at the same This lady reports herself entirely. cured: in 'ie~s 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the gl!rments, and, 
patient. we do not, like the Old School Physician, although in bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
change medicine every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles in 
patient almost to . .death •. he. -Dl&Y ....Dossibly__strike two days after the application. The .lady's name 
something (If he is very skilful) that brings relief· --oa.n·l>.,-h-a.d·upon--pli04ti<>n--..t-thie-offi~_....,.._. ____ _ 
for the time beint:. one desiring to co=nnlcate with her,. 

Ladles read the following testimony from a lady who had been sulferlng for two years with an Ovar• 
ian Tu~or, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she is perfectly well, and has not taken a dose of 
medlcln since putting on the appliances. ()onsult us when your physician tells you he can do nothing 
for you; it will pay you. 

• ' SHULLSBURG, WIS., November19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to !all me; I became nervous, lost all de~ 

sire for food, and, in fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovao·tan '1 un1or, 
and that the ortly thing that would B!LVe my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation when my attention was called to the Eureka. :311L~n .. t.ic Appl•a~tc .. s, As a drowning man 
wlll catch' at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit of 
your. appliances. From the very first I felt invigorated, the tu
mor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, -began to 
decrease, my pains became Jess from day to day, until· now I am 
as well as I ever was in my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medicln. My bowels, which 
before' were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sulfering as I hav, believing 
that they wlll do au and more than you. claim for them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances in the 
market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, 
Gentlemen's Belts - • 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 
Leg Belts, each, · 
Knee Caps, each, 
Wristlets, each, 
Sleeping Caps, 
Ladies Jacket 

$ 6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
5.00 
4:.00 
3~00 
1.50 
4:.00 

18.00 
15.00 Gentlemen's Vests, 

Su\)erfine Insoles, 1.00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we wlll return the moriey 
if they are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit y.our case, 
send us word stating symptoms, and we wlll advise you what would be best suited to treat. you. While our 
appliances are olfered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality is a hundred fold superior to any other appilance ever olfered the 
public, and will .outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
in the market will attract the smallest particle of iron, the majority of such worthlee.s appliances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-iron, and not capl).ble Of retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and wlll outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet is arranged in the garments upon Bcient\flcl 
principks, and not haphazard as in aJl the others. We olfer you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now olfered under that h~ad. At 
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to olfer them at 
about 

ONE·THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, . . 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher 
than ordinary clothing. . · 

R• m_ .. mb .. r that we are oJ'lerlng yoU the cheapest and best magnetic appllances ln the market, and lt 
upon l'eceiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will 
refund your money. · 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's ·Vests are m~de to 
order, and a :tlt guaranteed. 

' AGENTS WANTED Illf EVERY TOWN IN 1'Wil1NITBD BTATJilS. LIDERAt. OOMiltiSBIONS A.LtO'Wlro 
Addrea.t tor 111J1;her Jntormation, Or. L. 'l'enney,-

_llti lace •weet, CQI, oft8'h Street, Obloiilnat1, o~ 
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&olts and l£1ippings. 

ARTHUR SYEB, of England, recently poisoned 
his baby brother because he "wished him to 
go to heaven." 

PoPE LEo XIII. has an annual income of 
$1,800,000, but it is said that his expenses for 
food are but fifty cents a day. · 

DISRAELt, when taunted as to his being a 
Jew, replied: "One-half of the world wor• 
ships a J ewess; the other half worships her 
son." 

"HAnN''.C I better pray for rain to·day, dea
con?" said a Binghamton minister Sunday. 
"Not to-day, dominie, I think," was the reply, 
"the wind isn't right." 

"THE work that I am compelled to per
form," said a dissatisfied minister during a 
sermon, "would kill a mule, and I don't be· 
lieve that I can stand it.'' 

REv. DR. PRYOR, of Virginia, sets but slight 
value on church honors, if the report is true 
that in the late general assembly at Lexington 
he said he would take fifty cents for his D.D. 

REV. MR. PRoUT, editor of a Virginia City 
(Mon.) religious paper, says: "Editing this 
paper is like trying to swing a very large cat 
in a very small garret without hurting the 
garret." 

"NEVER engage in anything you would not 
open with prayer," said a very strict orthodox 
preacher. Whereupon an irreverent individ
ual arose and inquired, "What would you do 
with a dozen oysters ?" 

"IT is considered a disgrace for a Hindoo 
girl not to be ·married when she is eleven or 
twelve years old." All the ·difference there is 
in the customs of the Hindoos and the people 
of this country is that the American girl is 
given a little longer time, but at the age of 
25 or 30 she feels the disgrace just as keenly as 
a Hi~doo girl could. 

LoRD SHA.FTEBBURY wants to know if the 
''failure of the National Refuges for homeless 
;and destitute children, is consistent with the 
:great wealth of London. The London F'ree
lthinTcer thinks that a fa,r more pertinent, and 
'less impertinent, question than that of his 
ilordship would be, "Is the existence of home
iless and destitute children consistent with the 
<great goodness of God?" 

THE principal subject for discussion by the 
american 11.nd Foreign Bible Society, during 
;its anniversary at Saratoga, is the necessity 
:for an investigation of the charges preferred 
against the Baptist Missionary Union of Bos
ton, which accuse the officers of the union 
with retaining for their own use funds that 
should hav been sent to the missionaries of 
the union in Burmah, and of falsifying ac
counts so that these sums were not missed 
from the treasury of the union. 

THE Baltimore Methodist, in a sarcastic arti
cle on the circus which recently exhibited in 
that city, says: "Of course, no Jltiethodists 
were there. No Methodist preacher peeped 
in with one eye and around with the other to 
see if anybody knew him! No Methodist car
ried his children at 1 o'clock to see the ani
mals, and stayl')d till 2 to see the performance 
of the ring! Oh, no! All, of course, saved 
their money to make liberal contributions to 
the missionary cause and to build new 
churches." 

The Waverly, Iowa, Republican reports that 
"the citizens of Riverside, Washington Co., 
hav selected Col. M. E. Billings, of this city, 
to deliver an oration to them on the Fourth 
of July. Riverside is the town where the 
colonel discussed theological matters with a 
local preacher last winter, and it appears that 
his style cavtivated the popular fancy, his se
lection over other proposed speakers having 
been made unanimous by a meeting composed 
of representativs of all the churches as well 
as the more worldly portien of the commun
ity." 

A CmcAGO clergyman hatl a parrot which 
had picked up a good many evil sayings, and 
which had on that account become objection
able as a member of his family. As this 
clergyman was a few days ago making prep
arations to be married, he sold the bird, so 
as not to hav the creature for an annoyance 
to the coming bride. Two days afterward the 
purchaser brought the parrot back, and said 
that he would not hav such a profane noise 
maker in the house. The bird's offense con
sisted in the frequent screaming of a curse on 
the imaginary book agent who was presumed 
to be coming in when the door opened. As it 
had been in Presbyterian families from its 
infancy, nobody could tell where the poor 
parrot had learned such language. The pas
tor is now trying to giv the bird away. 

AT one of the religious summer resorts the 
Sunday regulations were, two or three year~ 
ago, enforced with such rigidity that an old 
committee man mounted guard along the 
beach at daybreak on the morning of the Day 
of Rest to make sure that nobody should 
break either the law or the day by going in to 
swim. One Sunday morning this severe com
mitteeman found three or four good brethren 
quietly enjoying an early bath. He ordered 
them to come out of the water, and threatened 
to take away their clothes, which they had 
left on the sand. Thereupon a couple of the 
brethren ran after the committee man and 
threathened to put him into the water, clothes 
and all. This frightened the committee man 
so greatly that he ran away as fast as his el
derly legs could carry him. The brethren 
finished their bath with all desired leisure, 
and took occasion to make fun of the com
mittee man and coadjutors, so that their work 
became both ridiculous and odious. The result 
of this and of what it led to was that Sunday 
rigidity became greatly relaxed, and finally 
was abolished. This religious resort now al
lows steamboats to land at its dotlks on Sun
day, and even encourages them to do so. 

THE National Riformer, of June 24th, says: 
"On Sunday a reception was given in Paris, at 
the Winter Circus, in commemoration of 
Garibaldi's death. General Canzio, Garibaldi's 
son-in-law, was the honored guest of the oc
casion. M. Delattre, deputy for Paris, occu
pied the chair, and ori · the platform were 
Signor Piancina, vice-president of the Italian 
Assembly, the deputies Comte de Douville 
Maillefeu, M.M. Lockroy, Tallandier, Clovis 
Hugues, Camille Pelletan, Vernhes, and 
MaureL M. Yves Guyot was also present. 
The Standard says: ' The affair was got up by 
an anti-Clerical society. In the center of the 
platform was a large plaster bust of Garibaldi, 
but the building generally was adorned with 
the flags and emblems of different Atheistic 
associations. In front of the platform was a 
banner, bearing in large letters the well
known motto, "Ecrasons l'Irifame." Girls and 
boys of Atheist schools took part in the 
demonstration, the boys playing trumpets at 
the close of the speeches, and the girls and 
infants presenting bouquets to the Italian 
guests. Several Italian deputies, and mem
bers from Freethinking societies from Italy 
and Spain, were present. The audience con
sisted chiefly of the lower middle class, and 
probably numbered two thousand.'" 

A MOTHERLY-LOOJUNG old colored woman, 
says the Cincinnati Enquir·er, came into the 
office yesterday and asked if she could not 
hav a notice "put in de paper 'bout a no
account dog dat's going about workin' ha'm 
under de cloak of 'ligion." "Who is he, 
auntie? What's he been doing?'' "Lewis 
Garvey. Goes around preachin' at Zions and 
other places; and, honey, he has a wife and 
chillun. He's scum, an' I got a rock in dis 
yer basket. If I meet him I'll blow his heart 
out. Me an' my husband-my name's Mary 
Cook-he and me had six children, an' durin' 
thli wah dey was all sold but me an' one 
child, 'Merica, an' we two been together ever 
sence. She's always been a good child until 
a few ebinins ago, when dis black debbil got 
hold of her." "What's her name?" "'Mer
ica-United States of America Cook. It's 

too long, an' we call her 'Merica. She's twen
ty-three. I'm sixty-eight. Heah 'tis," hal;ld:. 
ing the reporter a slip of paper. " I writ 
South for it. I wakened up de oder mawnin' 
an', reachin' over, Baby-! call her Baby 
'cause she's de only one-wasent dare. I 
gits up an' foun' de do' locked. I fo'oed it 'an 
hunted till I foun' her wid dis villin Garvey. 
He 'low'd de girl wouldn't deny him nothin', 
an' he stan's up in de church with all de in
surance an' sassy like an' preaches de goRpel. 
Dat girl, always so good to me, her ole moth
er, is like a wile cat. No, I took no cowhide, 
but I jolted her sum. Put it in de paper an' 
IU be obliged. It may make him g'way an' 
leave my child alone." 

ON the subject of baldness Herr Reclam, a 
German professor, has recently made some 
timely observations. He does not think, as 
is sometimes said, that loss of hair is the re
sult either of impaired" health or of much 
study. The strongest men are often bare
headed, and German professors, who are 
nothing if not studious, are distinguished 
above all men by the profusion of their looks. 
On the other hand, soldiers and postilions, 
who wear heavy helmets and leather caps, 
and wear them a good deal, are frequently as 
bald as billiard balls. From these faots Herr 
Reclam draws the conclusion that baldness 
comes chiefly of the artificial determination 
of blood to the head, and to the heu.t and per
spiration thence arising. The result is a re
laxed condition of the scalp and loss of hair. 
If the skin of the head be kept in a healthy 
state, contends the professor, the hair will 
not fall off. To keep it healthy, the head
covering should be light and porous, the head 
kept clean by washings with water, and the 
hair cut short. The nostrums vended as hair 
restorers, and on which a fabulous amount of 
money is wu.sted by the ignorant for the ben
efit of quacks, he denounced as worse than 
useless. In ninety-nine cases out of a hun
dred they are worse than useless. Cleanli
ness and cold water are the sole trustworthy 
specifics; but when once the hair roots are 
destroyed, not all the oil of Macassar, the 
bear's grease of Siberia, nor the cantharides 
of Spain, will woo back the vanished locks. 

THE following account of a church row is 
from the Chicago Daily News. As the relig
ious papers keep silence concerning the fra
cas, we must allow the account to be correct: 
"The Rev. Dr. Parker and the Rev. Mr. 
Everts, two light-weights of Hartford, Conn., 
fought with bare fists in the baptismal font of 
the South Baptist church on Sunday. The 
Marquis of Queensberry rules were not ob
served, but some blows were got in on either 
side which would hav done credit to Mr. Sul
livan or the late Mr. Elliott. The little diffi
culty grew out of an attempt on the part of 
Dr. Parker to introduce Congregationalism 
into the church, which Mr. Everts would not 
permit. We admire Parker rather more than 
Everts, because he was determined to baptize 
tJ:le children he had brought to church, and 
thus put them beyond the chance of being 
lost, before he took off his coat to fight Everts. 
His anxiety about the souls of those children 
marks him as a conscientious Christian, and 
it would hav been much better for Everts had 
he waited until the children were baptized 
before he gave Parker that left-handed 
'wiper' in the stomach. However, both of 
these brethren hav zeal-they hav shown it
and we can pardon much in view of the earn
estness with which they fought their Chris
tian battle. Brother Everts went from Chi
cago to take up his humble burden as a Bap
tist preacher, and Parker-well, we some way 
feel that Parker, too, must be a product of the 
wild and fetter less West. Both are godfear
ing men, but Parker doesn't like a Baptist, 
and Everts elevates his nose when he sees a 
Congregationalist. At least this has been the 
situation. How it will be, now that they hav 
tested each other's mettle and hav come so 
near going to glory together, remains to be 
seen. It's not improbable that they will be 
like David and Jonathan hereafter, for they 
are evidently the kind of men who respect 
good fighters." 

&ews o/( tlte fleeh. 

THE trade dollar no'Y passes at only eighty
five cents. 

THE health of Prince Bismarck, of Ger· 
many, is said to be improving. 

THE Ocean Grove, N.J., Camp-meeting was 
opened for the season last Sunday. ' 

THE decrease in the public debt during 
June will amount to about $17,500,000. 

A NEGRO who had committed rape was 
lynched at Bowling Green, Mo., last Saturday. 

CHOLEnA is raging in Egypt. One hundred 
and nine persons died in Damietta on the 
30th. 

AN llxcursion steamer upset on Tonawanda 
Creek, N. Y., on the 1st, drowning four per• 
sons. 

HAnvARD was victorious this year over 
Columbia and Yale in the annual college i'e• 
gattas. 

Six men were killed in a railroad accident; 
twenty-five miles from Bradford, Pa., on the 
5th inst. 

THE American rifle team are in England 
and are practicing at West Broomwich for the 
international matoh. 

SARTORIB, the husband of Gen. Grant's 
daughter Nellie, is implicated in a scandal 
with a certain Mrs. Bush. 

BisMARCK, Dakota, pays the government 
$100,000 for the privilege of having the capital 
of the territory located in that city. 

THE pope is endeavoring to effect a recon• 
ciliation between the Vatican and the French 
government. It is not yet known how suc
cessful he will be. 

THE subject of pauper emigration from 
Ireland to this country is receiving the atten. 
tion of the government. The evil is becom• 
ing a serious one. 

Su hundred and Eeventy-four Mormon 
converts were landed at this port last Sun• 
day. The majority of them were Scandinavi• 
ans; the rest English. 

A CATAMARAN beat a horse from New York to 
Stony Point, Conn., last Sunday, by five 
hours, making the distance, ninety miles, in 
ten hours thirty minutes. 

ARCHDIBHOP PURCELL, of Ohio, who gained 
notoriety by defrauding the poor people of 
Cincinnati out of sor:~ething like a million 
dollars, is reported to be in a dying condition: 

THE New Jersey legislature has passed a 
law that no boy under 12 and no girl under 
14 shall work in a factory or mine. It is said 
this law will take 3,000 juvenils out of the 
factories in Paterson alone. 

THE editors of the Richmond Whig and 
State fought a duel last Saturday. Elam, of 
the Whig, was wounded in the thigh at the 
second fire. Neither of the combatants had 
been arrested at last accounts. 

OvER $15,000,000 in United States fractional 
currency is still outstanding, although it is 
practically out of circulation. Most of it is 
supposed to be lost or destroyed. It is a clear 
gain of this amount to the government. 

A CATHOLIC priest among the Indians at· 
White Ertrth Indian reservation is charged 
with fraud in the administration of affairs. 
The priest was summoned to meet the in
spector last week to answer the complaint, 
but refused, and an expedition has started 
after him. Bloodshed is expected. 

PROF. BROOKS, of the Red House Observa
tory, Phelps, N.Y., reports a telescopic obser
vation July 1, of an enormous group of spots 
now central upon the sun's disk. The diam
eter of the group is 50,000 miles, and it is vis· 
ible to the naked eye. The spots exhibit vio
lent cyclonic action, and electrical storms and 
auroras accompany this solar outbrC'ak. 

, 
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Ufommunications. 

Covenanterism. 
The great founder of the Christian religion seems 

to hav been unique in his ideas concerning the tak
ing o~ oaths and legal obligations, believing that the 
custom was wrong in itself, and injurious in its con
sequences to society. To his disciples, who regarded 
his word as law, he. says, in Matt. v, 33: '' Again ye 
hav heard that it hath been said by them of old time, 
Thou shalt not forswear thyself, but shalt perform 
unto the lord thine oaths; but I say unto you, swear 
not at all; neither by heaven, for it is God's throne; 
nor by the earth, for it is his footstool. But 
let your communication be yea, yea; nay, nay; for 
whatsoever is more than these cometh of evil." The 
apostle James, imbued with the same spirit, vehe~ 
mently urges the observance of this rule in his gen
eral epistle to the Christians, in these words: " But 
above all things, my brethren, swear not; neither by 
heaven; neither by the earth, neither by any other 
oath; but let your yea be yea, and your nay, nay; 
lest ye fall into condemnation." 

It is wonderful to see how men who believe in the 
plenary inspiration of the New Testament, in the su
preme divinity and headship of Christ over the 

· church as lawgiver and king, and would fight, and 
hav fought, like devils in behalf of these doctrins, do, 
nevertheless, practically trample them under foot, and 
treat them as of no importance whatever when we 
come to the matter of oaths. Jesus says, and his 
apostle repeats it, "Swear not at all." The church 
says, Nay, but we will swear, and will teach the peo
ple to swear also. 

The only exception we can make to this general 
charge against Christendom of gross disobedience to 
the command of its acknowledged lawgiver, is in the 
case of the Quakers, who, in courts of justice as wit
nesses, and in official stations, simply testify and ob
ligate themselvs by yea and nay, as Christ directed~ 

Those people called Infidels, believing that oath
taking is a relic of superstition, as well as an insult
ing reflection upon the honor and truthfulness of 
those who swear, so far follow Christ and the Qua
kers; and when called on to giv testimony, simply 
affirm. All the political governments in Europe and 
America, with the single exception of ours, influenced 
by the antichristian teaching and example of the 
church, exact oaths of office from everyone employed 
in their service, till it has become an unmeaning cer
emony. I now proceed to show, from facts indubi
table, that oath-taking is an almost synonymous ex
pression with oath breaking, and has no effect what
ever in making men speak the truth or do what they 
promis. • 

The most illustrious and impressiv case of oath
taking in the history of the world occurred in the 
British Isles, in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen
turies, when t.he "National Covenant, or Confession 
of Faith," was sworn to on seven different occasions, 
between the yeats 1580 and 1651. The object of the 
" Covenant " was to enforce the theology and moral
ity embodied in the "Confession of Faith," by requir
ing kings and princes to maintain the true religion 
of Christ Jesus as therein taught, and " that they be 
careful to root out of their empire all heretics and 
enemies to the true worship of God, who shall be 
convicted by the true kirk of God of the aforesaid 
crimes." The Catholic church has claimed from time 
immemorial that in regard to the extirpation of the 
Protestant heresy, government, by the will of God, 
was simply her authorized agent to punish the men 
whom she condemned as heretics. Th~ Scotch Pres
byterians made identically the same claim in the 
words above quoted, and enforced the claim as long 
as they had power to do so. This "National Cove
nant " was sworn to and subscribed by all the peo
ple from the king down, in the most solemn manner 
conceivable, with hands uplifted to heaven, and im
precating upon their souls God's everlasting wrath if 
they violated their engagements. 

But instead of things growing better, they grew 
worse, until the year 1643, when, at tl1e instigation of 
the Scotch, and as a panacea for all evils, the three 
kingdoms of Scotland, England, and Ireland, with 
King Charles at their head, swore to and subscribed 
a new ordinance called "The Solemn League and 
Covenant." The document is too long and verbose 
to be quoted in full, but I will giv the passages which 
bear upon the points in question. The . Covenant 
runs thus: "We, noblemen, barons, knights, gentle
men, citizens, burgesses, ministers of the gospel, and 
commons of all sorts in the kingdoms of Scotland, 
England, and Ireland, after mature deliberation, re
solved and determined to enter into a mutual and 
solemn league and covenant, wherein we all sub
scribe, and each one of us for himself, with our 
hands lifted up to the most high God, do swear that 
we shall, without respect of persons, endeavor the 
extirpation of popery, prelacy, superstition, heresy, 
profaneness, and whatsoever shall be found to be con
trary to sound doctrin and the power . of godliness, 

and so that the Lord may delight to dwell 
in ·the midst of us, and that the Lord may be one, 
and his name one, in the three kingdoms."· After a 

long list of the things. they promi~ to do .to show I and according to our own vows and promises; but 
forth the power of godliness, they wmd up with these I hav gone away backward by a continued course of 
words: ".And this covenant we make in the presence backsliding, and hav broken all t1ie articles of that 
of Almighty God, the searcher of all hearts, with a solemn league and covenant which we swore before 
true intention to perform the same, as we shall an- God, angels, and men. We hav been so far from en
swer at th.at great ,?ay w:hen the secrets of all hearts ?-eavoring the exti:rpation of profaneness, and whBtt 
shall be disclosed. T,~Is was the famous ~' S?lemn IS contrary to the po~er of godliness, that profanity 
Le~gue and Covenant~ the oath and s~bscnpt10~ t.o hath been much wmked at, and profane persons 
whiCh, by the populatiOn of the three kmgdoms, It IS much countenanced and many times employed, until 
clainled, made the English, Scotch, and Irish people iniquity and ungodliness hath gone over the face of 
a~' Christian" nation, a peculiar people, in :covenant the land as a flood; nay, _sufficient care hath not 
with God, as the Jews were under the theocracy of been had to separate betwixt the precious and the 
~?ses. This is the Covena:nt whic~, it is maintained, vile, by debarring from the sacrament all ignorant 
IS m as full force upon their postenty, de jure, but not and scandalous persons according to the ordinances 
de facto, as it ~tts u.P~n the men who .act?ally swore of thi~ k~k. It were i:ropossible to reckon up all the 
to and subscnbed It m 1643. And this km"i.'l of rela- abommat10ns that are m the land; but the blasphem
tionship to God is what the organization called "N a- ing of the name of God, swearing by the creatures . 
tional Reformers," are now struggling to bring about profanation of the Lord's day, uncleanness, drunken~ 
in this country by an amendment of the Constitution ness, excess, and ripting, vanity of apparel, lying and 
declaring, deceit, railing and cursing, arbitrary and uncon-

I. "That Almighty God is the source of all author- troled oppression, and grinding of the faces of the 
ity and power in civil government. · poor by landlords and others in place and power, are 

II. "That the Lord Jesus Christ is the ruler among all become ordinary and common sins; and besides 
the nations. all these things, there be many other transgressions 

III. "That the Bible as the revealed will of God is whereof the lands wherein we liv are guilty." 
the supreme law of the land." Now, if this was an honest confession of the truth 

And, that this theological creed, when introduced in the case, it proves, beyond all question, that the 
into the Constitution, may not stand as a dead letter, repeated and fearful oaths which these Covenanters 
and of no account in the enterprise of making us a took, over and over again, resulted in no good what
Christian nation, these reformers ask, ever in the way of reformation, but proved them to 

IV. "That such changes be introduced into the be a nation of perjurers and hypocrits, addicted to 
body of the Constitution as may bE;~ necessary to giv all kinds of wickedness; and that there was nothing 
effect to these amendments in the preamble." at all in their so-called covenant relations with God 

This means that a religious congress shall make which was certain to make them loyal either to God, 
laws, and religious judges expound them, and a de- their king, or their most solemn obligations. Oath 
vout 'executiv enforce them, as was the case in Scot- taking was always a condition precedent to oath 
land. And when this is accomplished, and the prisons breaking and perjury! This must hav been the rea
are full of honest non-qonformists, who cannot take son why Jesus declared that in giving testimony 
the oath, these revolutionists hav the stupendous im- saying more than yea or nay "cometh of evil." This 
pudence to declare that" no injustice would be done must hav been the reason why the Apostle James 
to those few individuals who are enemies of the Chris- says that the oath-taker places himself "in condem
tian religion, and who claim the right to prohibit the nation." I will digress a moment by elaborating 
nation, as such, from all religious worship." To ad- this point. When you swear a man in a court of 
vance this backward movement toward the sixteenth justice, and make him call down the vengeance of 
century, an ably conducted paper has been estab- God upon his soul and body if he do not speak the 
lished in Philadelphia, conventions are frequently trath, you insult him and undermine his manhood 
held, and lecturers are sent out to influence the and self-respect, and treat him as a rogue. .An oath 
masses of the religious people. The sentiment of goes upon the presumption that every man in his 
loyalty to Christ as the captain of their salvation is every-day life is a habitual liar and a mean, unprin
played upon by the clergy, as it. was eight hundred cipled person. You appeal to the lowest and most 
years ago by Peter the Hermit, when he preached up 1mmanly passion of his nature-the fear of punish
the war of the Crusades to rescue Jerusalem and the ment. Treat a man as a cowardly knave by always 
holy places from the Saracens, in order to prepare suspecting that he is one, and you make him a knave. 
the way for the second coming of Christ in the clouds Reduce a man to the condition of a slave, and you 
of heaven, to take his seat upon the throne of uni- make him both a.liar and a thief. Giv him back his 
versal empire. But to return to the argument. stolen freedom, his manhood and self-respect, and 

There never was in this world a better chance to you place him under the most powerful motivs to 
test the truth of the Covenanter idea that "a nation act honorably and right. This is why so many re
is a moral person;" that it can hav a religious char- claimed drunkards go back to their cups, like the 
acter and a conscience, and that it can perform re- "sow that is washed to her wallowing in the mire." 
ligious worship, than was afforded at the time when You make him sign the pledge and swear that he will 
the "Solemn League and Covenant" was sworn to. abstain from all liquor, "with the help of God." 'You 
For the oath-takers were homogeneous in every push him off his own legs, on which all true men 
sense, the English being all English, and the Scotch stand when they are going to do an important thing, 
all Scotch, and Protestant, except in Ireland. Surely and he leans on the arm of an anthropomorphic and 
a nation whose God was the Lord by a solemn and therefore a mythical God. Then, when the tempta
deliberate act, and among whom a covenant-keeping tion to drink comes, he yields, secretly feeling that 
God made his dwelling-place, was now on the high- it was no great harm to do so, just this once, or the 
way to universal holiness. Surely it was, and would Lord would hav helped him to resist the temptation. 
forever continue to be, a model nation, after which I think you would meet with much better success in 
all other nations in future times could safely pattern the temperance cause if you would throw away your 
their affairs, when they saw the good results of being pledges and oaths of total abstinence "depending on 
in· covenant with God. Religion would become the God's help," and instead of setting the poor drunk
very business of the kingdom, and every day in the ard's feet upon such stilts, appeal to his manhood, 
week would be holy as a Sabbath. Thus, basking in and strengthen the joints and sinews of his legs, so 
the smiles of Jehovah, they would hav the strongest that he can stand upon them and fight against his 
incentivs to honor him in their daily walk and con- ignoble slavery to a bad habit. 
versation, aBd enjoy the consciousness of the spirit- In my war upon the whole system of oath taking, 
ualizing effects produced by this covenant relation. which treats the best of men as if they were imbe
But what was the fact? Why, in five years-not cils or rascals, I draw upon the great poet of nature, 
fifty, when an apostate generation might hav come whose distinction is that he probes and analyzes the 
upon the stage-while the men who had personally human heart, and exposes its secret springs of ac
taken the oath of the covenant were still living, the tion. He givs his views of the degrading effect of 
whole nation from center to circumference, and from oath taking, and the superior advantage of the sim
the king on the throne down to the laborer in his ple word· of honor in inducing men to speak the 
cottage, had degenerated to such a pitch that it be- truth and do as they promis. In his "Julius C::esar," 
came necessary to propitiate the wrath of the Al- where the conspirators assemble at the house of the 
mighty by getting up" A Solemn Acknowledgment noble Brutus, to plan the taking off of C::esar-"not 
of Public Sins and Breaches of the Covenant," and that they loved C::esar less, but that they loved Rome 
be all sworn over again! more"-in answer to the proposal of Cassius that 

But before giving a sample of the universal lapse "we swear our resolution," Brutus answers thus: 
of the three kingdoms into wickedness, allow me to 
remind the reader that what I am now going to 
quote is not taken from some inimical historian's ac
count of the matter, full of misrepresentation and 
exaggeration, but from the document drawn up and 
signed by the Covenanters themselvs. Here it is as 
follows: "'\Ve, noblemen, barons, gentlemen, bur
gesses, ministers of the gospel, and commons of all 
sorts, within this kingdom, . do humbly and 
sincerely, as in his sight who is the searcher of hearts, 
acknowledge the many sins and great transgressions 
of the land. We hav done wickedly, our kings, our 
princes, our nobles, our. judges, our officers, our 
teachers, and our people. We hav not remembered 
to render unto the Lord according to his goodness1 

"No, not an oath. If not the faith in men, 
The suffrance of our sou1s, the time's abuse
If these be motivs weak break off betimes, 
And every man hence to his idle bed; 
So let high-sighted tyranny rage on, 
Till each man drop by lottery. But if these, 
As I am sure they do, bear fire enough 
To kindle cowards, and to steel with valor 
The melting spirits of women; then, countrymen, 
What need we any spur but our own cause 
To prick us to redress? What other bond 
Than secret Romans that hav spoke the word 
And will not palter? and what other oath· 
Than honesty to honesty engaged, 
That this shall be, or we will fall for it? 
Swear priests, and cowards, and men cautelous, 
Old, feeble carrions, and such suffering sou1s 
That welcome wrongs; unto bad causes swear 
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Such creatures as men doubt; but do not stain 
The even virtues of our enterprise, 
Nor the insuppressiv mettle of our spirits, 
To think that, or our cause, or our performance 
Did need· an oath; when every drop of blood 
That every Roman bears, and nobly bears, 
Is guilty of a several bastardy, 
If he do break the smallest particle 
Of any promis that hath passed from him." 

This philosophy of Brutus coalesces exactly with 
that of Christ, and both agree that the simple yea or 
nay of a true man is more to be relied on for fulfil
ment than if he were chased into the path of duty by 
a thousand devils, all clamoring for his danmation in 
case he did not speak the truth. Nay, more than 
this; they seem to agree that appeals made to men's 
fears of hell, instead of to their manhood, cut the 
hamstrings of endeavor, so that they limp in the 
pathway of duty. 

But even in the department of love, where both 
parties, especially the man, are so voluble in their 
sacred vows, the great poet of nature speaks the lan
guage of wisdom and prudence. Like all good men, 
he·. wishes love to be a permanent cement between 
hearts, and therefore, in his "Romeo and Juliet," he 
makes Juliet say to Romeo: 

" Dost thou love me? I know thou wilt say, Aye, 
And I will take thy word; yet (for) if thou swearest, 
Thou mayest prove false; at lovers' perjuries 
They say Jove laughs. 0 gentle Romeo, 
If thou dost love, pronounce it faithfully." 

But Romeo, like most other lovers in the full flush 
of their admiration of their loved ones, bursts out 
into an oath of fidelity: 

"Lady! by yonder blessed moon I swear, 
That tips with silver all these fruit-tree tops." 

Juliet, however, being a woman with more sagacity, 
and with deeper interests at stake, intelTupts him 
and says: · 

" Oh, swear not by the moon, the inconstant moon, 
That nightly changes in her circled orb, · 
Lest that thy love prove likewise variable." 

Romeo then. asks, "What shall I swear by?" to 
which the wise and philosophic Juliet says, "Do not 
swear at all." 

Now, in the light of these teachings, so pTofound 
in their wisdom, let us return to the case of the 
oath-takers, to the Solemn League and Covenant. It 
is, however, observable that in the long catalog of 
sins and crimes which they had committed, there 
was one which they did not commit; and that was 
the capital crime of heresy. Leprous as they repre
sented themselvs to be, from head to foot, with moral 
and deadly disease; reeking with immoralities of all 
kinds, they, one and all, stuck to sound believing. 
In all their defection, their faith suffered no damage, 
but they continued to be as orthodox as the deviL 
Do not malign the devil by charging him with 
heterodoxy, for an "inspired" apostle declares that 
the devils all believe, and so sincerely that they 
"tremble" while they believe. And the history of 
all past ages, as well as the present, shows, in thou
sands o:f instances, that the most diabolical lives may 
consist with evangelical piety and orthodoxy. 

The Philadelphians hav recently been celebrating 
the 200th anniversary of William Penn's landing on 
the banks of the Delaware river, and his laying the 
foundations of the great state which bears his name 
in its corporate title. And the fact is worthy of 
mention in this discussion that the famous treaty of 
friendship which he and his fellow-Quakers made 
with the Delawares, Mingoes, and other Susquehanna 
tribes of Indians, was consummated without any 
oaths at all; and was, in the language of a distin
guished Frenchman, the only treaty known in his
tory that was never sworn to and never broken. 

If any one wish to put in a plea for our Covenant
ing forefathers, that all these teiTible and humiliat
ing confessions of sin were made in a kind of pa
lavering or Pickwickian sense, and that they did not 
mean what they said, like similar confessions which 
we hear in the pulpit every Sunday now, the advo
cate damages the cause of his clients by his apology. 
For what a degrading and blasphemous conception 
of the heart-searching and reins-trying God they 
must hav had, when they believed that he could be 
fooled and bamboozled by a lip confession of sin, 
while the heart was reeking with deceit and hypoc
risy! 

And now the descendants of these Covenanters in 
the United States, untaught by and unashamed of 
the stupendous failure of their ancestors of Scotland, 
are bent upon a repetition of the experiment, and 
that under the most unfavorable circumstances, of 
making this heterogeneous people of ours a " Chris
tian nation," by inserting into the preamble of the 
Constitution a confession of faith; altering the body 
of the Constitution so as to conform to it, and re
quiring Congress to carry out its provisions by law! 
These Covenanters do not recognize this government 
as lawful, because of the secularity of the Constitu
tion, and the absence of any recognition of God, or 
of religion of any kind, which marks its character. 
They will not vote at the polls; will not sit on a jury, 
or hold office of any kind; and only pay taxes as a 
quid pro quo for the protection which the government, 
by its army, its navy, and judiciary, givs their per-

sons and property, both at home and abroad. In 
the wake of these leaders are a motley number of 
half-breeds-Ep:t!mimites-" cakes not .turned," as 
the prophet calls them, and therefore baked only on 
one . side-consisting of ex-judges, ex-governors, 
presidents of colleges, doctors of divinity, and a 
multitude of others, who, on stated occasions, utter 
their inarticulate nonsense, some in favor of putting 
God into the Constitution, and others protesting 
against taking him out. 

But if you would take the five thousand one hun
dred and thirty-three (5133) theological dogmas, or 
phases of faith, which the Rev. Dr. Patterson, of 
Chicago, counted in the Westminster Confession of 
Faith, and with a hydraulic press stuff the whole of 
them into the Constitution of the United States, and 
then go round and swear all the people, from the 
president down, by the same fearful oaths and im
precations which the Covenanters took, it would not 
make us a Christian people. It would, however, 
make us, as it did our ancestors in the British Isles, 
a nation of liars, scoundrels, and hypocrits. It 
would put the clergy in power again, and they 
would establish courts of high commission in every 
state of the Union, and hand over to their agent, the 
civil magistrate, any man they would spot as a 
heretic and dangerous to the "covenanted" faith ! 
The famous test act, so long in force in England, re
quiring all to take the sacrament in the established 
church before th~y could hold office, was one of the 
sequelw of the Solemn League and Covenant. 
Atheists, Deists, and orthodox men of the most im
moral lives, before they could sit in Parliament, or 
hold any other office, would come to the " Lord's 
table," and go through the solemn mummery of par
taking of the body and blood of Christ, till the 
bishops themselvs, a class who never had very deli
cate stomachs, sickened at the hypocrisy, and most 
reluctantly agreed to a change! This is history. 
And what is the use of reading the history of past 
times if we learn no lessons of wisdom from it? 
The framers of our Constitution did read history. 
They saw, too, with their own eyes, the deadly effect 
of a union of the state with the church all over Eu
rope, and organized the new government as a purely 
secular institution, securing to every man his right 
of believing- and worshiping as he pleased, or not 
believing and worshiping at all. These Cove
nanters, however, are not pleased with this arrange
ment, which makes religion a matter between a man 
and his god, and makes all the citizens equal before 
the law. Although the state, by its leniency, actual
ly makes them a favored class, by exempting them 
from the duties of citizenship in the matter of vot· 
ing, holding ofl,ice, and serving on juries, they want 
the additional right, backed by the power of the 
government, to compel all people to conform to their 
religious opinions, or accept the alternativ of going 
to prison. The head men of this revolutionary 
movement, though not the tail, firmly believe the 
doctrin of the Scotch and English covenants; that 
the proper function of the civil magistrate under a 
"reformed " government, such as they seek to estab
lish in this country, would be to do· the behests of 
the church in enforcing the law against heretics and 
non-conformists, since the clergy are the "ambassa
dors of Christ," and say they know what is the will 
of God on these subjects. This, I am aware, is a 
heavy charge, but I will substantiate it by proof. In 
chapter xxiii, section 3, of the "Westminster Con
fession of Faith," to which the Covenanters hav 
sworn, and now maintain their allegiance, it is dis
tinctly affirmed that " the civil magistrate hath power 
to suppress all blasphemies and heresies, reform all 
abuses in worship, to settle all the ordinances of 
God, and cause them to be observed; and for the 
better effecting thereof, he hath power to call synods 
and to provide that whatever is transacted in them 
be according to the mind of God." 

But how is a civil magistrate, who concerns him
self with secular affairs, to know what is the mind of 
God in a given case ? Obviously, by asking the 
clergy, who alone are the commissioned expounders 
of his will, and who hold in their hands the keys of 
the kingdom of heaven, and can open or shut the 
gates as they see fit. But what clergy? Ah, there's 
the rub I The Catholic? No; they are Papists. 
The Episcopalian ? No; they are Prelatists. The 
General Assembly Presbyterians? No; they are 
mere half-breeds; for, when they organized as a sect, 
they struck out of the Confession the whole of this 
section, and so far became traitors to Christ, and 
cannot be trusted with anything that concerns his 
crown rights as king of nations. Shall the civil 
magistrate consult any of the many new sects that 
hav arisen in modern times-Methodists, Baptists, 
and others? No; for they are "Independents, Ar
minians, and heretics," condemned by the Solemn 
League and Covenant. The clergy then, who know 
the mind of God as to what is heresy, and who will 
constitute the court of high commission, and use the 
civil magistrate as a servant to enforce its decrees, 
will be the little squad of "witnesses for the truth," 
called Covenanters, assisted by pious ex-judges as 
assessors! And this will be the ruling precedent, 
taken from the National Covenant, "Whoever shall 

be convicted by the true kirk of God as a heretic, 
and enemy of the true worship of God as thus es
t.ablished by law," he is the man that the civil mag
istrate, bound by his official oath, is to "root out" of 
the land. 

If you wish to form some adequate idea of what 
would be the condition of things in this country in 
case the "national reformers" carry out their pl~s, 
read the Covenante_r documents themselvs, and especi
ally those chapters m the second volume of "Buckle's 
History of Civilization," in which he describes the 
proud arrogance of the clergy on the one hand and 
the ignominious subjection of the people o;_ the 
other, when the " Solemn League and Covenant " held 
sway, and made Scotland a "Christian" nation. The 
dominion of the ministers and church sessions was 
so cruel and inquisitorial, and .to this age so incredi
ble! that, for the truth of all his statements, the his
tonan quotes from the Covenanter records them
selva. "The kirk session which enforced the decis
ions ut_t~red in the pulpit, was so supported by the 
superstitious reverence of the people, that it was far 
more powerful than any civil tribunal. 

"By its aid, the minister became supreme. For 
whoever presumed to disobey him was excommuni
cated, was deprived of his property, and was be
li~':ed to hav incp.n:ed the pen~lty of eternal per
ditiOn. The cle~y mterfered With every man's pri
vate concerns; ordered how he should govern his 
family, and often took upon themselvs the personal 
control of his household. Their minions, their 
elders, were everywhere; for the parish was divided 
into several quarters, and to each quarter one of 
these officials was allotted, in order that he might 
take special notice of what was done in his own dis
trict.. Besides this, spies were appointed, so that 
nothmg could escape their supervision. Not only 
the streets, but even private houses,' were searched 
and ransacked to see if any one were absent from 
church while the minister was preaching. To him 
all must listen, and him all must obey. Without the 
conseni of his tribunal, no person might engage him
self either as a domestic servant or a field laborer. 
To speak disrespectfully of a preacher was a grievous 
offense; to differ from him was a heresy; even to 
pass him in the street without saluting him was 
punished as a crime." 

The lesson which history teaches us on a tl1ousancl 
pages is that no ecclesiastic can ever be trusted with 
the liberty of other persons. The moment he feels 
that he is an " embassador of Christ," and that he 
holds in his hands the keys of the kingdom of heav
en, and either frames, or accepts, a theological 
creed, and says he knows it is true, and that all 
others are false; and when he sincerely believes and 
feels that all men must either believe it as he does, 
or be eternally damned in a lake of fire and brim
stone, the very benevolence of his character will lead 
him to persecute. For what, he says, is imprison
ment in a dungeon, or bmning the body at the 
stake, if, by such disciplinary punishment the vic
tim's immoral soul can be saved? Paradoxical as it 
may be, and false as it may and does seem to some, 
it was the benevolence of Calvin's nature that led his 
agents, the Syndics of Geneva, to sentence Servetus 
to be burnt with slow, instead of quick, fire with the 
hope that at the eleventh hour and fifty-ninth minute, 
if not before, he would recant his heresy and go to 
heaven. And it is this sincerity and conscientious
ness of the persecutor which makes us so shudder at 
his bloody work. When a man inflicts injury upon 
another, from anger or malice, his anger may cool 
with time, and his malice be turned into pity. But 
when he weeps from sympathy for his victim, as 
Farel did at the execution of Servetus, and burns 
the heretic solely from a sense of duty to God and 
the church, and to save his soul from hell, persecu
tion becomes a matter of principle, and no man who 
has a spark of independent thought is safe. 

There are two classes of persons who are different
ly ail"ected when they contemplate these facts and 
this reasoning. The first indignantly laugh to scorn 
the idea that a handful of blatant conspirators can 
carry out their purposes against the people and gov
ernment of the United Strttes by a radical change of 
the Constitution such as they propose. They trust 
the intelligence of the people ancl their love of lib
erty to defeat the realization of any such scheme. 
They refer with triumph to the tide of affairs which 
is now setting in from, instead of to, the church, 
both in Europe and America. They sneer contemp
tuously at the long array of names-Episcopalians, 
Methodists, Universalists, Unitarians, and other half
way Christians who hav enlisted in this movement, 
and who would be among the first to be sent to 
prison under a " reformed " Presbyterian govern
ment. They quote the admissions made by the re
ligious press, based on statistics, that the church has 
lost its former power over the people; that they do 
not attend its ministrations as they once did; that 
the candidates for the Christian ministry in all Prot
estant sects are comparativly few, and generally 
men of third or fourth rate abilities, who, in their 
pulpit eiforts, cannot command the respect of intel
ligent people. They point to the census table, which 
shows that when compared with the whole popula-

, 
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tion of the country, the church is in a small minor
ity. The other class believe that under all these. sur
face appearances, they see signs of trouble. The;y 
argue that this is a popular goyernment, and that If 
law is the expression of the will of ~he people, the 
people, like the ocean, can be lashed mto exmtement 
by demagogs and fanatica, during which laws can be 
enacted and deeds done, the evil of which cannot be 
repaired. They point to t?e fact tha_t ~ handful of 
rebels in the South in 1861mduced milliOns of men 
to offer their lives and property to build up !1' slave
holding oligarchy in which they had no mterest 
whatever but the success of which would hav been 
to them 'a lasting injury. They p~int to the Ana
baptist movement in Germany, whiCh cost- tens of 
thousands of lives before it could be suppressed, as 
proof that the religious sentiment is so deep in hu
man nature that when manipulated by a fanatical 
priesthood, it stops at nothing short. of_ success ~n 
executing its plans, or death. They mte mstances m 
the legislation of this country to show that half a 
dozen sober, unscrupulous, and vigila_nt men, can, in 
the expiring hours of Congress, get bills passe~ an~ 
made into laws, in the name and by the authonty of 
the people, which never coul~ hav g?n.e t?rough the 
ordeal of discussion and whiCh are 1DJunous to the 
people. And when' an iniquity is surreptitiously 
framed into a law, especially if it enures to the ~ene
fit of the church, it is almost impossible to hav 1t re-

been, and still are. It has never yielded to the mere
tricious suggestions and advances of the harlo~ w?o 
bas led all other governments astray. The pec~Iarity 
of our government is that it ~s neither masculm nor 
feminin but stands isolated m the neuter gender. 
It is not "a moral person" at all, capa:bl~ of believ
ing a creed and worshiping Go_d. It IS mcapable of 
the sentiment of love, pure or Impure; and th_erefore 
cannot commit the crime of adultery to which the 
church invites it. It is simply a contrivance of the 
wisest men who ever lived, by which the people pro
tect their persons and property from foreign ana do
mestic invasion, and promote the gene:al good. . It 
enjoins the worship of no God; recogmzes no relig
ion whatever, prescribes the observ~.ce of no Sab
bath requires of its officials no religious oath, and 
kno~s of no other world but this. Totally different 
in these respects from all ot~er. governmen_ts on 
earth and attributing the peculianty to the Wisdom 
of o~r fathers, whose grand conception was that 
governments were made for the people, and not the 
people for governments, let us stan_d round our sec
ular Constitution, and say to the pnesthood of all re
ligions, who may wish to tamper :with it; and say it 
so loudly and firmly that ·they will hear and heed: 
Hands off! A. B. BRADFORD. 

The Real Enemies of the Church. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The 

above heads a long editorial in a recent issue of the 
Sun. The alarm was sounded on account of a chal
lenge issued by the New York State ~reethinkers' 
Association which holds its annual meetmg at Roch
ester on August 29th. It seems that the Libe~als 
want some able divine to giv an address defendmg 

But there is even a doubt in Dana's mind concern
ing the authority on which the orthodox religion 
rests, for he says, if the Bible is not the word of 
God, the church has lost its chart and compass. The 
Freethinker of the present day says that God had 
nothing to do with the composition of the Bible, He 
has a perfect right to examin the scriptures, for even 
Christian ministers and learned scholars are sifting 
it and tracing the authority on which it stands to i~s 
very foundation. But the strangest thing is that a 
man of Dana's caliber should hav a finger ih this 
quarrel among the religionists .. ~ ~oubt if he ever 
studied the elements even of ·divimty, or more than 
gave a cursory ~:dance at the works of Voltaire, Paine, 
and other Infidel writers. It will be better for him 
after this to turn his powerful mind to religious sub
jects, and study Freethought works, so that when he 
undertakes to write about men with brains he can do 
so without quoting so much trash from the columns 
of orthodox papers. JAY LEWEs. 

New York, June 26, 1883. 

Mr. Leland as a Missionary. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I am 

still following up my mission. My last report was 
from Alliance, Ohio. A large and in:fl.uential com
mittee there had the project of a state convention in 
charge. They met last Sunday morning, and dis
cussed the proposition for an hour. There was some 
opposition at first, but it nearly disappeared· as the 
discussion advanced, and the committee finally de- · 
cided by a vote of ten to three to hold the convention. 

pealed. . . 
It is true that the generalmtelhgence and freedom 

of the people are a safeguard against fanaticism. It 
is true that no one now believes, nor could be made 
to believe, what for long centuries was accepted as 
true, that the ki.ngs of England, by virtue of their 
sacred anointing, could, by a touch, cure the disease 
of scrofula, or king's evil. It is true that it would 
be impossible to revive the belief in witchcraft, al
though there are as many witches now as there ever 
were; and to get up a cl"Usade for their extermina
tion, although the Bible statute, "Thou shalt not suf
fer a witch to liv,'' has never yet been repealed. But 
it is not true that intelligence in every case is the 
death of superstition. To the Protesta_nt mind there 
is nothing more absurd than the doctrm that after a 
prayer by a priest, a wafer of bread is. t~·a~smuted by 
miracle into the body, blood, and divimty of Jesus 
Christ, and that the cummunicant can eat and digest 
his God. Yet two of the best men, and as well bred 
scholars as the Oxford University ever produced, left 
the ministry of the church of England, j~ined the 
Catholic church under a cloud of opprobrmm, and, 
like thousands more of the most cultivated minds in 
Europe and Anlerica, believe in transubstantiation 
as firmly as you disbelieve it. Is it folly, then, to 
suppose that men of intellect, under an "inspiration" 
ortb.e deity, might not consecrate their powers to the 
enterprise of bringing the people and_gover~ment of 
the United States into covenant relatiOns With God, 
as one of the conditions precedent to the second 
coming of Christ? The Salvation .AJ:my in England 
is made up of the most ignorant and uncultivated 
fanatics; yet they raise large sums of money to carry out 
their plans. And even bishops are inquiring whether 
a union of the Salvation Army with our Anlerican 
revivalists, Moody and Sankey, is not necessary to 
convert the masses in London to Christianity! We 
take too much for granted when we say that intel
ligent, and otherwise good men, c~nnot belie~e ab
surd dogmas, and engage in wild, revolutiOnary 
schemes. Faraday, as a chemist, and natural phi
losopher, outshone his illustrious preceptor, Sir H?m
phrey Davy, in his daring and successful_ investiga
tions in the field of science. In one of hiS lectures, 
he says: "In knowledge th~t rna~ only is to be co~
demned and despised, who IS not m a state of tra~si
tion ?'' And yet this great man Was a Sandemanian, 
and adopted a cast-iron creed, which, in the est~a
tion of most other people, was a mass of absurdities. 
These considerations, and others cognate to them, 
hav filled the hearts of many with apprehension that 
a fanatical religious revolution, or at leas~ B: ~~oody 
endeavor to get one up, is among the possibilities of 
the future. Our hope, too, is in the intelligence of 
the co=on people who vote. But they must be en
lightened on this particular subject, for at first blush 
the enterprise commends itself to the Christian sym
pathies of the peeple. It is only when th~y under
stand the principle which lies at the foundatiOn of the 
movement; and when they reflect upon the hetero
geneous character of o_ur p_eople, tha~ t~ey will be 
convinced that the proJect IS wrong m Itself, could 
not be carried out without bloodshed, and that, even 
if it could be accomplished peaceably, it would not 
improve the moral condition of our people, any more 
than the Solemn League and Covenant improved the 
moral condition of the Scotch and English nations. 
And this is the object I hav had in view in this essay. 

Then let us rally around the Constituti?n a~ our 
fathers made it, and declare our calm and mtelhgent 
purpose, which an oath could not strengthen, t.~at we 
will preserve it at all hazards and make the divorce 
between the state and the church perpetual. But I 
revoke the word divorce, for that implies a previous 
marriage. Our government was never maiTied to 
the church, as all the governments of Europe hav 

or sustaining the claims of the Christian religion, or 
against Infidelity, or both, as the case may be. 

"Of course,'' says the pious llllneas of the Sun, 
" no sensible man would go to Rochester to defend 
his religious faith in that Infidel meeting." Then he 
goes on to say that such Infidels are worth very little 
attention from the church, for they are pretty sure to 
be philosophical quacks. Now if there ever was a 
sheet published whose editor deserves the name of 
quack more than the New York Sun, I should like to 
find it. .A. quack is a person who palms off a nos
trum on a credulous public, of the nature of which he 
knows nothing. Look at the insane article& that ap
pear periodically about sun spots-not the New. York 
Sun, for that is immaculate-but the great lummary. 
Now the back that writes these articles is a veritable 
quack, and it can be proved in _a hundr_ed instanc~s 
that he knows nothing about smence, either pract~
cally or theoretically. It would not be. so bad. If 
the editor of the Sun only dabbled once m a while 
in science, but he must turn his attention every now 
and then to theology. He even goes so far as to tell 
the church the kind of Infidelity that is dangerous, 
as if all kinds were not weakening. He declares 
that there is a destructiv force undermining theology, 
and that the force is within the church itself. Th·e 
Infidels without are easily handled, says this wiseacre, 
but it is not so easy for the church to close its ears 
against the bleating of its own lambs. Still there 
has been quite a number of recreants among t~e 
clerical brethren that even the general assembly did 
not dare to meddle with. Ho I ho ! So the shep
herds within the fold hav been reading Tom Paine 
and other Infidel books, or hav the Freethinkers, of 
whom Dana makes so little account, really been 
whispering, like Satan in the garden of Eden, on the 
sly r It would seem that if they are incapable of 
conducting a controversy with learned theologians
save the mark!-they can at least get their ideas 
smuggled into the sanctuaries. This, however, was 
cleverly done, for there was the flaming sword to 
keep them out. 

There is a very fine society of Liberals at Alliance 
-an Independent Society-and they wish as yet t_o 
remain independent of any IJeague or other orgam:. 
zation. They began some years. ago as a Liberal
Christian church, but they soon dropped the word 
" Christian,'' and they hav been progressing in other 
ways since, till now they are as Liberal as any 
League can be. They comprise Spiritualists, Ma
terialists, and all the shades between, and are as har
monious as Liberals who agree to stand and work on 
a secular platform ever get to be. They hav had 
their trials and difficulties, and hav overcome them, 
and their experiences teach them: how to agree and 
fit them for harmony. They hav a fine hall of their 
own to meet in. It is rather churchy in appearance, 
owing doubtless to its semi-Christian origin, but it is 
well lighted, tastefully decorated, and every way 
pleasant and attractiv. The music, too, is delightful. 
Many a Christian strays in there and finds the heaven 
below which he was looking for above. They say, or 
sing, 

"This is the way I long hav sought, 
And mourned because I found it not." 

Mrs. Lake occupied the morning hour, and pointed 
her hearers very radically to the " Higher Life,'' and 
:M:r. W. F. Peck spoke in the evening. These kindred 
oratorical drops that hav mingled into one, cross 
each other at the Alliance railroad depot, with only 
chance for a glance and a shake. Well, we had to 
huny on board at 4 P.M. to fill our evening appoint
ment at Salem, where Mr. Peck lectured in the morn
ing. These two devoted Liberals continu? to grow 
in power and eloquence, and consequently m popular 
acceptance from year to year. Mrs. Lake never ap
peared to better adva c. tage than at these two lectures. 

At Salem we found a large and intelligent audi
ence. After Mrs. Lake's lecture I presented the plan 
for a state convention. This was a regular League 
meeting, well informed with regard to Leagu_e wor~. 
A committee was appointed to co-operate with Alli
ance and other committees, and after a few minutes 
of conference they decided unanimously to go in for 
the convention. These committees will communicate 
with other Leagues and Liberals in· Ohio, and the 
time and place for the convention will be announced 
hereafter. 

At Cleveland I met Thomas Lees, and spent a day 
with him calling on Liberals_. At Toledo, . M. o~ 
Waggoner took me all around town, introducmg me 
to Liberal and Christian alike, and at both places the 
call for a state convention met with general fav0r. 
There is a desire everywhere to hear Mr. Wakeman, 
and I prepared the way for special l~ctures ~y hiin 
in these places. I am chock full o~ mteres~mg d~
tails which if while I am on the wmg, a qmll of It 
would write, you should hav; as it is, they must 
wait. T. C. LELAND. 

Jackson, Mich., June 30, 283. 

Such men as Talmage, who only skim the surface 
in theology, hav made plenty of noise, but somehow 
such blatant divines do not scare the wolves away 
from the poor sheep. Neither can such feeble edi
torials as those that appear in the Sun do any good. 
The Freethinkers, under different names, are a body 
of workers extending from one end of the civilized 
world to the other. They are inside the political 
coteries, and even his holiness, the pope, is afraid of 
them, or why does he meddle with such a trifle as the 
Irish question to his own detriment? Ah, ·he hears 
the rumbling of the latent thunder, and like an anxious 
shepherd he sends out his encyclicals to warn his 
poor sheep of the approach of the cyclone. What are 
the warnings of om general assemblies but imitations 
of the pope's anathema? They little dream what 
they are doing, for they are actually hastening the 
destruction to their religions they are trying to avert. 
It is well known that simple air has a tremendous 
power when it is compressed. Why, they are even 
now boring a tunnel under the Hudson on this prin
ciple, and in spite of all they can do the air becomes 
unmanageable. Freethought is much of the same 
nature when it is hindered, for otherwise it breaks 
out in the most unexpected places. Yes, much as 
this power is despised by the Sun's penny-a-liners, 
this power will permeate· society, and in spite of all 
a tyrannical press can do it will cause tyrants in every 
part of the world to tremble. 

A DouGLASVILLE merchant bought a lot of cocoanuts, 
and after emptying the milk filled them up with 
liquor, fanning something of a cocoanut tod~y. The 
other day the minister of the town went mto the 
store and wanted to buy a cocoanut. The merchant 
was in despair but managed to tell the gent of the 
cloth that the' nuts were unsound. The minister 
seemed anxious to procure one and told the :.;nerchant 
that if they bad milk in them they were all nght, and 
shaking one was convinced of their soundnes~. The 
merchant could do nothing more and sold him one, 
hoping he would get out of the scrape in some way. 
In about half an hour after the minister left the 
merchant received a note from him, saying: " Send 
me six more cocoanuts exactly like the one I pur
chased of you."-Douglawille Star. 
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Notes. 
WJI.AT fools an implicit belief in the Bible make of men is 

shown hy the statement that an abbe of Europe advocates 
the formation of a joint-stock company, with the view of 
exploring the bottom of the Red Sea, in the hope of discover
ing some relics of the drowning of Pharaoh's host. 

the Mormons in Salt Lake City. Incidentally, as showing 
how the Mormon church is managed, it is stated that the 
financial reports at the convention were accepted by those 
present without bein.g read! 

.After the Coronation. 
From Oincinnati Saturday Night. 

At last the much dreaded by highly necessary ceremony is 
over. The soldiery hav discharged their musketry, the de
tectivs their duty, the czar has been safely crowned, and 
Moscow is at rest. The Nihilists hav packed up their dyna
mite and moved to St. Petersburg, and the czar and czarina, 
in the retirement of their royal iron-clad bed-chamber, hav 
been engaged in a delightfully peaceful discussion of the 
grand event i;n which they hav both been the central figures. · 

THE English Baptist xeturns of church membership show a 
decrease of something like 5,000 as compared with last year. 
It must be that water is becoming unpopular in England 
~ince the advent of the unwashed Salvation Army, or else the 
practice of bathing has been substituted for the rite of bap
tism. Either being the case, the Baptist church is in a bad 
w.ay. 

"How Missionaries Work in Turkey," is the title of an ar
'ticle just published in a religious paper. 1-bis does not refer 
to the Thanksgiving Day exercises of clergymen, although 
ministers are known to "work in "more turkey with the rest 
of their food than any other class of men. "How Colored 
Preachers Work in the Hennery," would be an appropriate 
sequel to the foregoing. 

OF the seven hundred and thirty ministers of the United 
. Presbyterian church, one hundred and ninety-two are with
out charge (commercially speaking, out of a job); and of the 
eight hundred and thirty-nine congregations, one hundred 
and ninety-eight are vacant. This is according"'to the official 
report. It looks as if Presbyterianism were not a growing 
;power in the land, and yet it would be safe to predict that 
these statistics are more favorable to that church than next 
year's will be. 

A WHILE ago the Advocate published one of Col. Ingersoll's 
funeral addresses, to show what in its eyes is criminal-that 
he did not believe in a God, or heaven, or hell. Now it says 
that it has reason to know that the publication I' led more 
than one to stand back from the brink of ruin." If this is 
the case, we hold that it is the bounden duty of the Advocate, 
if it is sincere in its desire to spread the gospel, to publish 
all of Col. Ingersoll's lectures. If his orations are the best 
missionary documents the Advocate can find, it certainly must 
print them or be open to the charge of lack of zeal "in the 
master's work." The saving of one soul from the eternal tor
ment so kindly prepared by the Methodist God, is worth 
reams of paper and miles of space. Hell is such a horrible, 
abominable, damnable place that the snatching of even one 
brand from its burning is a stupendous work, worthy of even 
the mighty genius of the Advocate. We feel sure none of 
Mr. Buckley's sermons ever really saved a soul, and if Inger
soll's orations hav saved "more than one," he ought to be 
willing to omit his own writing and substitute the colonel's. 
But the world must either doubt the Advocate's zeal or truth
fulness as to the number of converts the oration made, for 
further along we see that "with this man" Mr. Buckley "has 
done." He will print no more of his" sonless metaphors and 
words." Is thii'l decision arrived at in fear of the number of 
converts they will make? 

"And now, dear," said the czarina, yawning and kicking 
off a gold-mounted slipper, "don't you think you had better 
take off your things?" 

"'Na-a-w, I don't," and ·the czar tilted his crown a.li~tle 
further on to his ear and swaggered around the room, fi1rt~ng 
the tail of his coronation robe in a particularly aggravatmg 
manner. 

"Don't be a fool, Aleck," snapped the czarina. 
"I tell you I ain't going to take this crown off, nor I ain't 

going to take this robe off, neither, until I get ready. I'm 
the czar of all tl:e Russias, I am, and if I want to go to bed 
with them on I can do it, and don't you forget it." 

This outburst of independence completely dumbfo~nded 
the czarina, and she had not a word to say as she con~mued 
to divest herself of several millions dollars' wor"th of Jewels 
and expensiv and highly perfumed clothes, but there was an 
ominous glitter in her eye that betokened anything but sub
mission . 

"I want you to understand that. You, yes, yott !" con
tinued the czar, a little frightened at his own boldness ~nd 
dazed by his wife's unaccountable silence. Then observmg 
no signs of a revolt, he added "I've been so bothered about 
business here of late that I've'allowed you to do pretty much 
as you pleased, but now that I've got this crowning affair off 
my mind, I propose to run this establishment on a new and 
improved plan," and the czar wheeled around in fro;nt of a 
pier glass and viewed himself with a self-satisfied smuk .. 

"TAKE comfort, aftlicted Christian!'' says the National Bctp
tist. "When God is about to make pre-eminent use of a 
man he puts him in the fire." It looks to us as though a 
man would not be of pre-eminent use, after enjoying a short 
stay in the fire, to any one except cannibals, who hav often 
been known to put the Baptist's theory in practice upon the 
persons of missionaries. Very few Christians, we imagin, 
a.re panting for this ·sort of pre-eminence. 

'THE readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER this week will find on 
:another page a very long and interesting dissertation on 
~·covenanterism," by the Han; A. B. Bradford. This article 
we hav transferred from a rather poorly printed pamphlet 
just brought out in Pennsylvania to the broad and legible 
columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Just at the present time 
there is no greater danger threatening this government than 
the success of the Gad-in-the-Constitution party, represented 
by the National Reform Association. The association is a 
resurrection of an extinct species of religious mastodons, and 
is as much out of place in this century as is the astronomy 
of the Rev. John Jasper. 

THE recent census of India, according to an article in the 
London Daily News, shows the population of that great 
country to be 253,891,821 persons. This is far in excess of 
what was supposed to be the number of ·inhabitants, and 
presents a respectable appearance even by the side of China. 
The population is divided as follows: 187,937,450 Hindoos, 
50,121,585 Mohammedans, 6,426,511 Nature Worshipers, 
3,418,884 Buddhists, 1,862,334 Christians, 1,853,426 Sikhs, 
1,221,895 Jains. The "Nature Worshippers" referred to in 
1the foregoing represent the aborigin:al (Cushite) population 
10f India, the "hill-tribes," etc., found mostly in the forests 
'Of Arsam, Chota Nagpore, the Central Provinces, Berar, etc. 
The Christians are divided about equally between the Catholic 
:and Protestants churches. The number is a very poor show
ing for the amount of money and number of men engaged. 

THE first church congress of the Canada Episcopalians has 
just been held. The only paper read which created any stir 
was by the Rev. Mr. McKenzie, and which dealt mainly with 
the amusement question. Theaters, this speaker said, should 
be visited by Christians only "very occasionally." He could 
not condemn social dancing. Card playing in homes was not 
altogether immoral. Many will breathe easier to know that 
the few games of seven up they played in their childhood do 
not necessarily doom they to everlasting fire. Many burning 
questions, however, were left unsettled by these Canadian 
ministers. For instance, the matter of whether Paine's 
works ought to be held by the customs officers of Canada was 
not touched vpon; and how the spread of Freethought in the 
provinces was to be checked was left unsettled. These are 
questions of moment, a discussion of which would hav made 
this convention of the Episcopalian Kanucks interesting. 

THE Fifty-third Annual Conference of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints, otherwise Mormons, has recently 
1been held in Salt Lake City, Utah. A correspondent of a 
New York paper says no other religious body in the country 
.can muster so many adherents. The city was crowded with 
;attendan.ts from all parts of the West. The writer draws this 
picture,of the Mormon throng: 

"Of the adult portion the bulk are evidently foreign born, 
:and in features and utterance as evidently English or Scan
·dinavian. They were born into low plebeian estate and hav 
lived at the bottom of the social scale. Eyes are dull and 
faces are without expression. All signs are lacking of brain 
power, of independent thought, of daring in self-manage
ment. They hav had long and dire training in obedience, 
and no longer care, or are able, to choose or act for themselvs 
in matters high or low. It is only the intellectual dregs of 
the nations that Mormonism can gather, and these are read
ily shaped and manipulated at the will of the shrewd lead
ers." 

This is about what we might expect people to be who are 
as religious as the Latter-daY" Saints. Still, from the descrip
tion given, it would be hard to distinguish between them and 
the crowds of Irish and Italian Catholics who swarm to these 
~>hares. A trip to the Battery, at the lower end of New 
York city, would reveal to the visitor, in the adherents of the 
ltomish church of Italy and Ireland, the same sort of debased 
human beings that congregate at the annual conventions of 

MR. D. W. CnAIG, in our "Friendly " columns this week, 
comes to the relief of Mr. Andrews from the imputation made 
in THE TRUTH SEEKER a week ago, that the latter gentleman's 
writings lacked the perspicuity calculated to make them 
readily understood, and which the importance of the subject 
discussed demands. Mr. Craig has the faculty of understand
ing too much. He finds charges in the article referred to 
which were never made; and in our distinct avowal that we 
believed Mr. Andrews has clearly in sight the point at issue, 
Mr. Craig sees the insinuation that his writings are meaning
less. We do not, it is true, like our correspondent, accept the 
significance of anything on faith. A good deal that the other 
"philosopher" he alludes to said was set down long ago as 
incomprehensible, and many intelligent people hav not as yet 
seen any reason to reverse that decision. When Mr. An
drews speaks on popular subjects in popular language, his 
utterances are not exceeded in value by those of any other 
person. He is a scholar, a sage, a philosopher, a scientist, 
an orator. This we say out of ·pure admiration for his at
tainments, and because it is true. We do not think it is 
necessary to say over again what was said last week; neither 
do we wish to unsay anything. · We can only refer the reader 
to the series of articles from Mr. Andrews's pen publishing 
in THE TRUTH SEEKER. We hav the testimony of Mr. Craig 
himself that the sense is at times obscure. Furthermore, it 
is not certain that those whom Mr. Andrews "took in hand" 
as early in their lives as Tristram Shandy's troubles began in 
his, know any more about Universology, or anything else, 
than those who "caught on'' later. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
THE Freethinkers of Sydney, Australia, held an outdoor 

picnic on April 29th, which was attended by about fifteen 
hundred people. 

JoHN E. REMSBURG is coming East in August. 
siring his services should address him at once. 
nent address is Atchison, Kan. 

Liberals de
His perma-

MRs. AMELIA H. COLBY will answer calls for Sunday lec
tures in New York and vicinity. Her address until Septem
ber next will be 123 West Eagle street, Buffalo, N.Y. 

E. C. WALKER spoke at Miltonvale, Kan., June 17th, 18th, 
and 19th. He expects to be at Arrington, Kan., July 4th, and 
on July 6th he will start for a month's trip through Iowa. 
Those desiring lectures will please address him at Valley 
Falls, Kan. 

THE Spiritualists and Liberals of Western Michigan will 
hold a five-day camp-meeting at Four Mile Lake, near Paw 
Paw, commencing July 26th. Among the speakers engaged 
are Mrs. L. E. Drake, of Michigan, and A. B. French, of 
Ohio. Inspirational, vocal, and instrumental music by Mrs. 
O!ie Denslow, of Indiana, will be a feature of the program. 
Trains will be run at reduced rates to accommodate all who 
desire to attend. L. S. Burdick is president of the associa
tion, and C. M. Sheffer its secretary. 

By this time the czarina had got down to her fightmg 
clothes, and she suddenly confronted the czar with a look 
that Alexande1· had learnt to respect and which started him 
at such nn extent that his highly prized crown toppled off 
and rolled under the bed. 

"You've allowed me-you're going to run this establish
ment!" shrielwd the czarina. "Come out of that robe, do 
you hear?" 

The Cllar of all the Russias hastily disrobed. 
"Leave that crown alone!" she yelled as the trembling 

man attempted to crawl under the bed. 
"I was only going to get it for you," said the wretched 

monarch. 
"Never you mind about getting it fo1· me; yqu go to bed 

and I'll 'tend to the crown." 
Needless to say that Alexander the Third retired imme

diately, and before the 0zarina was through with him that 
night he would hav bartered his kingdom cheerfully for a 
quiet corner in one of his own Siberian mines, and terrors 
of dynamite were double discounted. 

The Mormon's Choice. 
Where Utah's soft zephyrs caress the blight flowers, 

Or ripple the lake's briny waves, 
Where temples point upward their glittering spires, 

Worn types of divinity's slaves; 
In a home fair to see, a man and his bride 

Sit, watching together the scene. 
With tremulous tone they whisper of fears 

The courage of pride cannot screen. 

For a season so brief that it seemed but a day, 
Enjoyment so cheats us of time, 

Lived they and loved they, the dream of all dreams, 
Sublimest of pleasures sublime. 

Now dread of some horrible doom, like a pall, 
Hangs over and darkens their lives, 

While adoring their faith, their loving hearts quail 
At a thought which faith's mandate revives. 

Stern authority teaches man's duty to God, 
Enjoins the polygamist's creed; 

Who ere would not forfeit salvation's rich crown 
Must seal his belief with the deed. 

He so handsome, so brave, so tender and true, 
How could she her peer thus resign? 

She, gentle and loving, and lovely to view, 
None but her could to him be divine. 

'fhe vigilant watchers record the delay, 
And mark the devotion with hate, 

For apostasy's crime a harsh penance prepare, 
As the canon's fulfilment they wait. 

More murky, more somber, the ominous clouds, 
'Till day wears the dusk hue of night; 

Each breast sighing sorrow, his brow sad and curved, 
Her beautiful face wan with fright. 

Grace, weary of waiting, the morrow appoints 
To hear the offender's defense; 

Assemblage august, vicegerents of God, 
Nicely skilled in the art of pretense. 

Presses closer the question, Why sever sweet ties? 
By obeying fanatical rule, 

Why crush the emotions, the best part of life, 
To bow at the shrine of this ghoul? 

Apprised when hi~> fate Heaven's court would decide, 
Knowing, too, his life hung on a thread, 

Abjuring and cursing the cruel behest 
With his bride in the darkness he fie d. 

Away through the distance, o'er ~lesert he speeds, 
'Till reaching the hoarse-moamng sea, 

Then beyond, by_ the sbore of another bright lake, 
Himself and h1s loved one are free. 

Though the morrow shine blightly, Sanhedrim will wait, 
Foiled jealous-eyed watchers and ward; 

The wall~ which late echoed to love's tender tones, 
· By the silence of absen~e. is marred. 
Religion divest of superst1t10n and myth, 

And what will be left save the shard? 
Concord, Ky. 283. VIRGINIA E. VANCE. 

THE fifth annual camp-meeting of the Michigan State As
sociation of Spiritualists and Liberalists will be held at Flint, 
Mich., August 17th to 27th. The executiv board of. the as
sociation announce that the arrangements for the meeting 
are in a satisfactory stage of progress. Among the speakers·. 
already engaged from outside the state are Hon. A. B. Brad
ford, of Pennsylvania, and Mrs. H. S. Lake. Mr. Bradford 
was formerly a Presbyterian minister, but has grown clear 
out of his creed and his clerical robes, and is now a repre
sentativ Spiritualist and Liberal. Mrs. Lake is one of the 
most gifted female speakers on the Spiritual and Liberal 
rostrum. Mrs. Margaret Fox Kane, the only survivor of the 
original Fox family, is engaged to attend the meeting, and in 
addition to her mediumship gifts, will tell the people the 
story of Hydesville in 1849, in which she was one of the prin- Not an Isolated Case. 

From the Radical Review. 
cipal actors. Mrs. O!ie Child Denslow is engaged to sing. A. reader of The Review writes to us that nothing 
The local feeling at Flint, we learn, is unanimous and earn- givs him more · pleasure than reading. our _pape:, 
est in favor of making the coming meeting a success beyond but that he cannot take it any longer as 1t rums his 
any of its predecessors, and the secretary states that his cor- business, and he cannot afford to move so often. He 
respondence shows a 'Bi:o:lilar feeling throughout the state. f t h th t " 
David Turbush, of Flint~ has been appointed financial secre- closes his epistle with the. erven ope . a supe!
tary for the meeq:pg, a:nd will hav responsible charge of all stition may flee from the mtellect as wild peasts I? 
iin~>ncial details. W, ;r. Cronk is president, an.il. R. !$. Me- front of civilization." If everybody would follow hH; 

. noble example, how s1.1peratition would tlee! 

, 
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f/kommunicatioqs. right to publish them; that is the issue, and we must 
not allow ourselvs to be shoved off from this issue 

=====================- because the leaflets are so disagreeable. We are not 

Human Rights, No Matter How Exercised. 
Liberalism is set :for the defense of human rights. 

This is its mission in the world. Under its banner 
a thousand differing opinions find expression, but it 
does not stand for any one of these opinions, but for 
the right of each and every opinion to hav a fair 
presentation before the bar of reason, not for to-day 
only, but for all time. No matter h_ow severely any 
opinion may be condemned by the JUdgment o_f ~he 
vast majority, it still has a right~ be. No opm~on 
is ever to be barred out by any dictum from bemg 
frankly expressed in every possible manner, so long 
as it can find a lodgment in the heart or brain of a 
single individual. 

The" question of human duties is not the paramount 
question of to-day, but the question of human rights. 
Duties are valueless except as rights precede them 
and find expression through them. No one can do 
his duty in a high, or honorable, or useful fashion 
unless he is a free man. Slavery destroys every par
ticle of virtue. There can be no virtue without free
dom and its responsibility. Make a man a slave and 
you make him a machine, and the worst machine in 
the universe for any valuable results. If we are to 
hav machines let us hav them of wood and iron, and 
not of brain and muscle. Humanity had better per
ish than be bound in shackles. 

Only in the air of liberty can duty become noble 
and exalting. Then, indeed. when crowned with 
freedom,it is effulgent, godlike, beautiful, and en
trancing, the fascination and the joy of living. We 
need not fear for virtue when liberty prevails, for 
with the sweep of liberty the fountains of moral im
puJse burst forth with resplendent power. Liberty 
is the creator of the highest and noblest virtues 
which humanity can possess. 

We must labor for liberty-supreme individual 
liberty; and wherever liberty is invaded we must be 
quick to resent the encroachment, for we must realize 
that the progress of humanity in all its sublimest 
achievements is endangered. 

No matter how disagreeable other things involved 
may be, if the main question is freedom, then we 
must leap to the defense. In no other way can we 
maintain what is beautiful and glorious in human 
welfare. 

We must learn to distinguish between liberty and 
the ea;erc?:se of liberty. Each individual is l"esponsi
ble for the manner in which his rights are exercised. 
That is not the business of any other, nor is one to 
be held responsible for what another says or does in 
the expression of his thought. It is for. universal 
liberty that we stand, but not for any particular ex
ercise of that liberty. Many a thought and many a 
word may be entirely opposed to our own; none the 
less must that thought and word be free, even as our 
own thought and word must be free, though the 
whole universe might be arrayed upon the other 
side. vVe guarantee each individual's liberty, but 
when that liberty is perfectly attained, then our 
skirts are forever clean. It is not for us to follow and 
see how that liberty is made use of; a watched lib
erty is but little better than slavery. To giv free
dom, and at the same tll:ne assert that if one does not 
make a good use of it we will not see to its preserva
tion, is but a form of despotism. It is inevitable in 
the wild dash and crash of human thought and 
struggle that a thousand things will be said of which 
we disapprove; none the less decisivly and clearly 
must we maintain the utmost freedom. To neglect 
one's liberty because one uses it with an ill grace is 
a crime against liberty, and indirectly a degradation 
of what is purest and most beautiful. If we wish to 
preserve the noblest virtues of man, his most refined 
and loftiest culture, his grandest ideals of truth and 
beauty, then must we stanchly defend the right even 
of the coarsest assertion of individuality, for in this 
there is a unity, namely, liberty itself, and if we al
low liberty to receive a blow in its lowest and crudest 
form of expression, then does that blow also pierce 
its highest life, and ·so the most exquisit blossoms of 
liberty lose something of their luster. We must de
fend liberty all around, in every form and manifesta
tion of it, for wherever liberty is there is a divine 
life, a hope and a struggle for somf:)thing better, and 
only by the preservation of liberty, even to its most 
ugly and defiant attitude, can its largest and serenest 
fruits be attained for the advancement of the world. 

I express these necessary and fundamental thoughts 
in view of the recent arrest of Mr. Heywood. Frankly 
we may condemn his method of writing. Those 
leaflets may grate on our sensibilities. I hav no 
doubt the vast majority of Liberals disapprove of 
them, and hav no wish to defend them simply as leaf
lets. We are not called upon to approve of these 
individual utterances. They are not our own, and 
therefore we are not responsible for them. The 
writer must take the whole and sole responsibility for 
this particular expression of his individual views. 
Liberalism has no more to do with these particular 
views than orthodoxy. \Vhat the leaflets say, or how 
they say it, is not the question at issue-but the 

to consider the character of the leaflets, but simply 
the freedom of publication, and of this there can be 
no question with every right-thinking Liberal. To 
put Mr. Heywood in prison for expressing his opin
ion in this particular way would be an outrageous 
tyranny. No government whatsoever, and no society 
and no community, has any right to so intrude_upon 
individual liberty. 

These leaflets are not obscene. They are honest, 
earnest discussions of a great question. They throb 
with passionate conviction. A man's heart and a 
woman's heart burn and quiver in every sentence. 
There is absolute sincerity. The very fury of the 
utterance only shows the intensity of the thought 
that thus leaps like a volcanic flame. Let such 
thought come forth clothed in what garment it will. 
It is a garment of fire that will surely cleanse itself in 
the pure thought of others. Words so tremendously 
freighted with human feeling cannot be obscene. 
They are true to the man's and the woman's nature, 
and :for them they are the loftiest and the holiest. 

Let that be as it may; and each judge as they will 
approve or disapprove-that is perfectly right-for 
every opinion and word must be sifted by the severest 
criticism. But the liberty to put forth these leaflets 
must be unflinchingly maintained, and the very fact 
that we do not like the form of expression must only 
make us more strenuous in the defense. It is not a 
question of our likes or dislikes, but a question of 
liberty. It is not for what the leaflets say that we 
stand and make a fight, but for that which is anterior 
to the very existence of the leaflets and infinitly 
transcends them in importance, the right to any and 
every expression of human thought. It is this that 
confronts us, and no mere question of literary taste. 
It is our bounden duty, whatever may be the expres
sion, to maintain human rights; for only by their 
maintenance in all circumstances can they become 
as they must become, the most potent factor in hu-
man progress. SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

Infidel Philosophy. 
It is matter of great wonder to the Christian that 

so many thousands visit the rivers in India every year 
to bathe in their sacred waters. Men and women 
are seen bending under heavy burdens of this pre
cious water, which is borne inland hundreds of miles 
because they believe God has given to it peculiar 
virtues. It is used for the healing of the people 
afflicted with various maladies; and then the people 
believe that they secure divine favor by coming in 
contact with anything as holy as these waters are 
considered to be. · 

The time spent and the suffering endured by the 
millions who visit these sacred waters every year can 
scarcely be computed. 

It must be conceded that if it were possible to 
show these poor deluded mortals that these waters 
hav no more efficacy than any other water, and that 
the belief in their virtues is wholly based upon su
perstition, a great blessing would be conferred. 

The Christians send missionaries to India at a cost 
of many thousands of dollars a year, in order to lift 
the mind of the poor heathen above his superstition. 

I see in the, Weekly Magnet, a Christian paper pub
lished at Chicago, a statement that eighteen dollars 
had been raised, in pennies, the savings of a whole 
year, from an infant class in Sunday-school, for mis
sionary purposes 

Now, I am inclined to think that a missionary from 
the "Thugs" of India would benefit these Christian 
robbers just about as much as a Christian missionary 
would benefit them. 

It is safe to say that not one dollar of the 
eighteen filched from those innocents will ever reach 
India or any other country, or be used for any other 
purpose than to pamper an already bloated priest
hood. These children were told all about the mothers 
who throw their babes to the crocodile; about the 
widows who are burnt on the funeral pile with their 
husbands, and about bowing down to wood and 
stone; and about many other things which the minister 
cared far less about than getting their pennies. I 
take it upon myself to say that getting the money 
from these children, through misrepresentation, is 
the meanest act of which I ever read. But meanness 
in a Christian is just as natural as the kick in a mule. 

How we ought to pity the peor Hindoo, says the 
minister, in his missionary sermon, who through ig
norance and superstition carries water from the river 
Ganges for hundreds of miles. The same minister 
plunges a feeble old woman, past eighty, through the 
ice, when the mercury is below zero, to wash away 
her sins. Pray where is the difference? 

He takes a piece of bread and by a certain hie
hoe-harem process turns it into God and then eats 
him. He takes a glass of wine and by the same proc
ess turns it into God's blood and drinks it. If there 
is anything in all heathendom which outranks this 
for superstition, it is unknown to me. 

The Christian turns with perfect disgust and loath
ing from the Fans of Africa, because the.y pav been 

making some square meals out of a fat missionary, 
but he leaves the cannibal in the shade. The can
nibal only eats his kind, while the Christian eats 
his God and then drinks his blood. In Asia, in 
Africa, in South America, in the islan;ds of the sea, 
the Chl·istian sees fields for missionary labor. But, 
could he be induced to turn only one eye inward, he 
would see that his own mind is a barren waste of 
superstition and ought to be reclaimed by the labors 
of the true missionary. · 

"0 wad some pow'r the giftie gie us 
To see oursels as ithers see us! 
It wad frae monie a blunder free us 

And foolish notion. 
What airs in dress an' gait wad lea'e us 

And ev'n devotion! 

· Napl'es, N. Y., June 24, 283. JoHN PEcK. 

Our London Letter. 
The constant and numerous petitions sent to the 

Home Secretary for a mitigation of the sentences on 
the victims of the infamous blasphemy laws hav hith
erto been of no effect, and as f&r as can be seen at 
present· will be of no more avail than those sent to 
the president in favor of D. M. Bennett. Bigotry is 
still too powerfully represented to admit of justice 
being done, and mercy is out of the question. He
ligion is still eminently respectable, and as the par
sons can control many votes in the agricultural dis~ 
tricts, it will not do for those now in authority to 
release the prisoners against such opposition, or the 
majority of the clergy will do their best to throw 
them out of office at the next election. Common 
sense, justice, or the lives of two or three men not 
belonging to the aristocracy, are nothing in the 
scales against the desire for political power and the 
enjoyment of large official salaries. · 

In our condemnation of clerical intolerance, how
ever, we must not forget to giv due honor to those 
clergymen who, scorning cheap popularity, dare to 
raise their voices in favor of our friends, and are 
working together with us to obtain the repeal of the 
acts relating to that bogus c:rime called blasphemy. 
On the other hand, it can scarcely be understood 
why G. J. Holyoake, who has been called the father 
of Freethought, should at this critical moment stand 
aloof and decline to render the assistance that would 
naturally be expected of him under the circumstances. 
He defends his position on the ground that neither 
he nor his friends petitioned for his own release, and 
that those now in prison should patiently submit to 
what he almost seems to consider a merited punish
ment. But he appears to forget the difference of the 
times. He lived a life of luxury compared to that of 
Messrs. Foote, Hamsay, and Kemp. These three are 
treated as felons, being placed upon exactly the same 
footing and under the same rules. 

Martyrdom may be a very glorious experience 
sometimes, but when it assumes the form of twenty
three hours' solitary confinement,,and one hour e:s:
ercise with thieves and other criminals, with just 
sufficient food to irritate the glands of the stomach, 
and not nearly sufficient to satisfy the cravings of 
hunger, no companionship, no books nor writing· 
materials, no visits from :friends, except once in three 
months, and then but for a few minutes, in the pres
ence of a warden, it is not quite so desirable. Doubt
less the wish and intention of the prosecutors is to 
physically ruin their victims, and unfortunately they 
may only be too successful. We already see the re
sult of their cruelty-the publisher, who is now re
leased, is too ill to attend to business, and is confined 
to his bed seriously ill; the two who are yet in dur
ance are suffering :from the effects of their treat
ment, and may acquire life-long disease in conse
quence. This may be satisfactory enough to the God 
of the Christians and his admirers, but smely not to 
any one worthy the name of man. We see clearly in 
the record of history that mankind never develops 
so much cruelty to its fellow as when religion is 
brought into the matter; and yet how often is it re
peated from the pulpit and platform that religion 
makes man more gentle and kind to others, and ex
tracts all the savagery :from his nature! Believers in 
God are strange perverters of the signification of 
words. Such lying utterances are so often made that 
the deceivers no doubt in time believe what they say, 
as their hearers hav done long before. 

Freethinkers must see more and more the absolute 
necessity of clearing from the world the noxious 
weed of religion or Qreed, before men will hav any 
proper brotherly feeling so much boasted _of and ~o 
little practiced by the religious commun_Ity. This 
state will never be brought about while creeds 
flourish; they must be uprooted and destroyed; a~d 
then and not till then, will the gospel of humamty 
hav ~n opportunity of raising its head and provi~g 
the blessing it assuredly m~s.t be. The day may still 
be far distant when the futility of supernatural wor
ship will be fully recognized; all myths die hard and 
lingeringly, but their decay will be hastene~ by the 
diffusion of secular knowledge, and the miserable, 
flickering rush-lfght of dogma will be extinguished 
by the pure, steady flame of reason a~d science. Let 
us hasten that day by all the means m our power. 

London, .J11-ne, 1883. J.D. 
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The "I" and "Not 1."-Which FirsU 

The Tomb of Fanaticism. 
[An examination of Lord Bolingbroke's doctrines. Written 

by Voltaire in 1767 and translated from the French by Avery 
Meriwether.] 

CONCLlJSION. 
I draw the conclusion, then, that all sensible men, 

all men of property, will ultimately look upon Chris
tian sectarianism with disgust. The great name Theist 
which we have not sufficiently honored is the only 
name which we should assume. The only evangelist 
we should read is the great book of nature, written 
by the hand of God and sealed with his seal. The 
only religion which we should profess is the religion 
of reverencing God and being an honest man. For 
it is impossible for such a religion, pure and eternal, 
to produce evil, just as it was impossible for the 
fanatical Christian not to commit evil. 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The 
idea that spirit made matter long since soured on my 
stomach. Two distinct problems culminated positivly 
in my mind over thirty years ago, and before I had 
even read a word about it or heard of the Darwinian 
plan. I became convinced from my own re
flections, first, th~tt man was not created, but that 
he evoluted from nature; second, that if Spiritualism 
is true, man's physical being evolutes the spirit, 
and that, like blasted fruits and seeds, some physical 
bodies fail to evolute a spirit; that in this the fact 
of the survival of the fittest also maintains. 

effect, of motion. The atom represents abstract exist
ence, considered together with force, varied or 
special existence. 

I should be pleased to hear the opinions of our 
learned editor and also those of Prof. Underwood, 
upon this complex subject. OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

Rochelle, Ill., June 11, 1883. 

A New League. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav the 

pleasure of announcing the establishment in Oakland 
of an auxiliary Liberal League. How the matter was 
accomplished can be easily enough told. A.s an old 
Freethinker of some twenty-five years' standing, I 
hav often thought it strange indeed that a city like 
this should be without a Liberal League, and more 
especially knowing that Oakland is often called the 
A.thens of the Pacific; so wherever there is learning, 
wherever there is intelligence, and we might say 
wherever there is much beauty of situation and sur
rounding, as we hav here, there ought to be a hall of 
science-some temple dedicated to humanity; and it 
also follows we ought to havplenty of Freethinkers
quite a host of Liberals, in a place like this. Well, 
on this hint we acted, and Messrs. Schow, Snyder, . 
Mills, and myself resolved ourselv.;; into a committee 
to hunt up the lost sheep of the house of Ingersoll 
and our late lamented Bennett. We succeeded much 
better than we anticipated. We are not a little 
flushed w.ith the excitement and enthusiasm attend
ant upon such a successful capture as we made-se
curing forty-two names to our petition to the National 
Liberal League for a charter, and I make bold to 
predict it won't be long before we hav a list of over 
a hundred activ members. I must go back, though, 
a little bit, as I find I am somewhat getting ahead of 
my story. A.s recently as the 29th of A.pril we 
had our first meeting at Mr. Schow's, 677 25th street, 
only four being present. On the Gth of May we just 
doubled ourselvs, as it were, and again, on the 20th, 
at Mr. Mill's house, we got to about the mystic ortho~ 
dox number of twelve. This result is very satisfac
tory from a New Testament standpoint, but as we 
cannpt hav too many apostles of Freethought, we 
propose multiplying and replenishing in this city 
till we become a power for the propagation of truth, 
justice, and righteousness. 

No one could ever learn from the religion of 
nature to say: "I came not to send peace but a 
sword" (Matt. x, 34). Whereas that is the first 
confession of faith we hear from the mouth of a Jew 
they hav called Christ. 

I hav been grandly entertained perusing in your 
columns the controversy between S. P. A.ndrews.and 
S. P. Putnam. I hav for years entertained a high 
admiration for my great-minded and Liberal-spirited 
namesake, Stephen Pearl Andrews. But, sir, I think 
in this contest Mr. Putnam has the advantage by rea
son of having a sure grasp upon the scientific facts 
of, first, matter, then mind; first, brain, then thought. 
A.nd now, that great, clear~sighted logician, T. B. 
Wakeman, has gone and put a clincher upon the ar
gument, that makes it as transparent and clear as 
crystal. Long may those noble minds wave! 

Men are indeed blind and evil-disposed, to prefer 
an absurd sect, sanguinary, assisted by hangmen, 
and surrounded by butchers; a sect which can only 
be approved of by those to whom it has given power 
and wealth; a sect which was only originated in a 
very small part of this world from a simple and 
universal religion, which even according to the con
fessions of the followers of Christ was the religion 
of the human race during the times of Seth, Enoch, 
and Noah. If the religion of the primitiv patriarchs 
is true, it certainly follows that the religion of the 
Jesus-sect is false. The rulers of countries sub
mitted at first to that sect, believing that they 
would endear themselves all the more to their people. 
They did not perceive that they made. themselves 
first the slaves of the priests, and now half of Europe 
is striving to render itself independent. 

A.nd what king, may I ask, what judge, what father 
of a family, would not infinitely prefer to be master 
of his own house, rather than be a slave of a priest? 

Why! the countless number of citizens molested, 
excommunicated, reduced to beggary, killed, led 
into the shambles; the number of princes dethroned 
and assassinated, has not yet opened the eyes of 
men! If they have been opened the people have 
not yet overturned tnat woeful idol. 

"What shall we put in its place ? " I am asked. 
If a ferocious beast is sucking the life-blood of my 
neighbor, and 1 requested you to dispatch it, would 
you ask me what was to replace it? You demand a 
thing a hundred times more hateful than the pagan 
pontiffs who were content to tranquilly perform their 
ceremonies and sacrifices, who did not enchain their 
mind by dogmas, who never contended with the 
magistrates, who never introduced discord among 
men. A.nd yet you have the effrontery to ask what 
is to replace that set of fables called Christian creeds. 
I answer, God, truth, virtue, and the laws of punish
ment and reward. Preach uprightness, not dogma. 
Be ye the priests of God, not of men. 
~er weighing Christianity in the balance of 

truth, it becomes necessary to consider it in the 
light of policy. Such is the depraved condition of 
the human race that what is true is not always the 
most advantageous. There would be much danger, 
and very little reason for wishing to overturn by one 
blow the Christianity of the papal states. I hold 
that in our island it is necessary to permit the 
hierarchy established by an act of Parliament to 
exist, and always hav such under the control of civil 
legislation, and thus prevent it from committing a 
crime. It is without doubt to be desired that the 
Cb:ristian idol should be overthrown, and that we 
should offer to God our homage all the more pure, 
but the people are not yet worthy of this. It is 
sufficient for the present that our church* be con
tinued within its present limits. The more the laity 
are enlightened, the less will the priests be able to 
do harm. Let the laity strive to enlighten them
selves and to blush at their mistakes, and bring 
themselves little by little to be citizens."f 

•Voltaire means, of course, the English church. 

tIt is not possible for any one, however depraved he may 
be, to reasonably answer all that my Lord Bolingbroke has 
said. I myself, with one of the greatest mathematician's of 
England, hav attempted to believe that the followers of Christ 
could allege plausible reasons for their creeds, but I found 
none. This book of Bolingbroke's is the thunderbolt which 
will destroy superstition. All that which our t1ivines ancl 
English theologians have to do is only to preach the laws of 
morality and to render papistry forever hateful to all people. 
By this they will be endeared to. us. Let them render de
testable that sect which is founded upon deceit, maintained 
by persecution, rapine, and bloodshed; a sect inimical to 
kings and the people, and above all an enemy to our consti
tution, the happiest cenception in the universe. It has been 
granted to Lord Bolingbroke to destroy this theological mad
ness, just as it has been granted to Newton to expose the 
errors of physical laws. May all Europe be soon illuminated 
by this light. Amen. [A note by Mallet, the posthumons 
editor of Eolingbroke's works, London March 18, 1767.] 

[THE END.l 

T. s. ANDREWS. 
South Roclcwood, Mich., June 24, E.M. 283. 

The Under Dog in the Fight. 
I know that the world, the great, big world, 

From the peasant up to the king, 
Has a different tale from the tale I tell, 

And a different song to sing. 

But for me-and I care not. a single fig 
If they say I am wrong or am right

! shall always go for the weaker dog, 
The under dog in the fight. 

I know that the world, the great, big world, 
Will never a moment stop 

To see which dog may be in the fault, 
But will shout for the dog on top. 

But for me, I shall never pause to ask 
Which dog may be in the right; 

For my heart will beat, while it beats at all, 
For the under dog in the fight. 

Perchance what I've said I had better not said
Or 'twere better I had said it incog., 

But with heart and with glass filled cnock to the brim, 
Here's health to the bottom dog. -David Barlcer. 

By the way, much praise is dueMr. Schow for his 
activ and energetic efforts in behalf of our Liberal 
movement, and I am also glad to say he is ably sec-

An Explanation Wanted. onded by Mrs. Schow, a lady just as enthusiastic for 
MR. OrTo WETTSTEIN: In your article, published the good cause as one could wish. Several of us Lib

June 2d, in THE TRUTH SEEKER, you speak of the erals are indebted to Mr. and Mrs. Schow for the 
atoms and force as if they were identical; do you kind hospitality dispensed on several occasions. 
mean that force and the atoms are one and the same On May 26th I made a proposition to the "St. 
thing? or do you mean that force is a property of the Andrew's Society" for the use of their room ~n Sun
atoms? If you will look over the third column of days at the ra:te of four dolJars per.month, whiCh was 
your essay, you will see that you hav not made this granted unanimous~y. This room IS a very comforta
point quite clear; at least it is not clear to me, and I ble one and well smted for our purpose at the pres
am quite anxious to get the exact meaning of your ent, but if we increase in numb~rs, as we are likely 
statements on this head. to do, we shall probably hav to hire a hall yet. We 

If you mean that force is a property of the atoms, hav had now four meeti~gs at the ~oom, 1?58 Broad
will you please state whether it is simply the inherent way, the last thre~ meetmgs espemally bemg wei~ at
motion of the atoms, or whether it is the cause of tended-about thirty members present each time. 
the motion or the result of motion, or whatever else There is great interest evinced at our meetings, and 
you may c~nceive it to be? Mns. E. HEDDON. the under-current of enthusiasm which wells up 

Dowagiac, Mich. every now and then for the ca?se of pro~ess and. re
form promises well to accomplish somethmg tangible 
in the future. Just so soon as we get matters into 
proper working order we shall hav our friends, Col. 
Kelso and Dr. J. L. York, to come and giv us a series 
of lectures each. The harvest here at present bids 
fair to be a plenteous one, and we hav an abiding 
faith that the laborers will be on hand and not found 

AN EXPLANATION SUPPLIED. 

wanting. A.. WALLACE HENGHAN, 
Sec. pro tem. Oakland A.ux'ly Liberal League. 

Oa1cland, Cal., June 20, 1883. 

Mns. E. HEDDON: In response to your request, per
mit me to say that I cannot giv an authoratativ an
swer, as my opinion-being a jeweler-is crude and 
superficial thought, rather than philosophical re
search. But the correctness or falsity of these mi
nor points does orwould not at all weaken the force 
of my principal argument, that whatever is tangible 
and real-all entities-must be composed of matter, 
and this matter-being external-therefore exists 
prior to all functions, attributes, capabilities-includ- The Freethinkers' Convention. 
ing intelligence and mind. The following announcement that appeared . in a 

Existence is a fact. The basis of all existence is late number. of the NBw York Herald explains itself: 
matter. To make it more clear: whatever is sub- RocnESTER, N.Y., June 10, 1883. 
stance, tanoible, real, visible, reducible into com- The New York State Freethinkers' Association has an-

a~ nounced that its annual meeting this year is to be held in 
ponent parts or elements; whatever we can see, feel, Rochester, beginning August 2\Jth n:nd continuing,_proba~ly, 
weigh, and analyze, comprising the sum-total of all one week. The prospects and promises are that thls meetmg 
existence, this has been termed matter and is matter. will be very mueh larger than the one held last year in Wat
A.ttributes, properties, functions, motion, quality, po- kins. Although the ~ssociat.ion is a New York stat_e org~niza-

"f tion, it has members m nearly every state and tern tory .m the 
tency, etc., cannot exist per se, be mam est, operate, Union and in the Canadas. Some of the ablest Freethmkers 
move, or functionate until the material-substance- in the country hav promised to be present, and the prospect 
alone making all these things (so to speak) possible- is that it will be a gathering of many hundreds of persons 
exist first. Therefore, when science postulates that called "Infidels" by the Christian church. 

H. L. Green, the secretary of the association, announces 
all matter is composed of atoms iR greater or lesser that he is authorized to make the following offer to the evan-
aggregation, and the ultimate invisible atom-though gelical church of the United States: 
beyond the grasp and conception of man-the only "The orthodox church of the United States, or either 
unit, it becomes self-evident that if force were one branch of it, is cordially and l'rgently invited to appoint 

some one of its rcpresentativ men as a missionary to attend 
thing, independent of matter, and the atom another the Rochester Convention, and the association will agree to 
thing independent of force, one-half of the universe, giv him two hours on its platform, without int~rruption, at 
or more or less, might at any time be a vast aggrega- any session of the first three days of the co~ventwn, to mn~e 
tion of absolute dead matter or inertia, and then, of an address defending or sustaining the claims of the Chris-

tian religion or against "Infidelity," or both, as he may 
course, remain in an condition of statu quo forever. choose. The association will also agree to pay the ac~ual ex-
Change in such a case would be the exception, eter- penses of such representativ to and fro.m the conyen~wn and 
nal standstill the order of the universe. But this be- while in attendance thereupon, and Will tr~at him m al~ re
ing contrary to observation and experience, and as spects in the most decorous manner .. It Is only reqmr_ed 

d a tt · t• h t t b d" d that any church making such an appomtment shall notify 
ea rna er or mer Ia as as ye no een Iscovere , the secretary of the association, H. L. Green, of Salamanca, 

I venture to al'er that force is a p1·operty of the atom, N. Y., of the same twenty days before the meeting of the 
and ~o?sequentl;r ~~§0 ever th~ C!).Use, but never the . convention. ll. L. GnEEN." 

, 
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Great Consolation. 
The Christian Advocate finds a great deal of fault 

"with unbelievers and unbelief. The last charge is 
that Infidelity has no consolation for the relativs and 
friends of the dead. It quotes the following address 
of Felix Adler over the remains of a lady of this city, 
whose body was cremated. The service took place 
at her residence, No. 7 Fifth avenue. Over the in
animate body Mr. Adler said: 

"Thoughts of the dead are painful, like the keen edge of a 
knife. Thoughts. of the dead are lonely, like the echoes of a 
desolate house. We gather around the body, dear friends, to 
count our loss and feel a certain sad solace. But it arouses 
the utter, utter depth of our bereavement. There is no griev

did mother. I cannot deny these facts - they 
stand out before all the world; but, alas! her good
ness without a belief in God was only a millstone 
about her neck. It was Christ himself, the great 
savior of the Methodists, who said: "Except ye be
lieve and are baptized, ye cannot be saved.'' And 
again: "He that believeth not shall be damned." 
As our dead friend did not believe, she is of course 
damned. She had not been baptized, and therefore 
she is damned for that. I know you think it hard 
to say this, but I must be honest with you. That is 
the Christian creed. The theory of the Andover 
New School of Theology, that the dead and damned 
hav a little time on probation wherein they may re
p~nt before being cast into hell, is all wrong. Joseph 
Cook has said there is no probation, and the Advo
cate agrees with him. Of course the Catholic idea "of 
purgatory is all wrong. The unbelieving dead step 
direct into hell. There is no escape. Do you know 
what the condition of our friend now is? I will 
quote for you opinions of eminent Christians as to 
the state of the dead. Baxter's "Saints' Rest'' is 
pre-eminently orthodox,_ Of the condition of sin
ners like your friend he says: 

"Your torments shall be universal. . • . The soul and 
the body shall each hav its torments. The guilt of their sins 
will be to damned souls like tinder to gunpowder, to make 
the flames of hell take hold of them with fury. . . . The 
eyes shall be tortured with sights of horror, and hosts of 
devils and damned souls. The ears shall be tortured with 
the howlings and curses of their· companions in torments. 
Their smell shall be tortured with the fumes of brimstone, 
and the liquid mass of eternal fire shall prey upon every 
part. . . . No drop of water shall be allowed to cool their 
tongues; no moment of respit permitted to relieve their 
agonies." 

Mr. Bunyan was a saint; of course he told the truth 
about the companionship of your friend. He tells us 
that 

ance for grieving so great as to deny the extent of grief. "All the· devils in hell will be with thee howling and roar
There is no jealousy like that with which the sorrowing' ing, sc~eeching and ~e}ling in such a hideous manner that 
watch their sorrow. And yet sometimes there comes a case tho~ w1lt be at tJ;ly w1t s end, and be ready to run stark mad 
· h" h ll t f . f . tifi d . agam from angmsh and torment. . . . Here thou must 
m w 1C a ex ravagance o grie seems JUS e ' and m lie and fry and scorch and broil and burn for evermore." 
which even rhetoric cannot exaggerate the cause of sorrow. ' . ' · ' 
Such a cause of grief is this. We chensh the name of Jonathan Edwards as one 

"In what words of comfort shall I speak to you? I can- of the pillars of the church. He knew the condition 
not speak to you concerning the meeting in another world. of the damned and the ecstatic bliss of the saved, as 
That problem is too much surrounded with difficulties. The well as any man. Had your friend believed and been 
mystery that envelops human existence is too dense and baptized, she would hav been a saint and, according 
deep for mortal eye to penetrate. Let those speak confi- to Mr. Edwards: 
dently on this subject whose reason warrants it or whose "The saints in glory will be far more sensible how dread
consciences will permit. I cannot say to you that it is better ful the wrath of God is, and will better understand how tar
that she is dead. I cannot, in any sense, make it appear that rible the sufferings of the damned are, yet this will be no 
your loss is less of a loss. And yet I can try and nerve you occasion of grief to them, but rejoicing. They will not be 

1 I 11 sorry for the damned; it will cause no uneasiness or dis-
to bear that oss. can te you that man is placed on earth satisfaction to them, but on the contrary, when they see this 
not only to be happy, but that we are here to perform the sight, it will occasion rejoicing, and excite them to joyful 
task of making the world better and ourselvs better. Though ·praises." 
your happiness has fled, the tasks of life remain, and in the Your friend is not now a saint, rejoicing in the 
performance of those tasks you will :find a strength and so- great and unfathomable love of God, but is among 
lace that the worldly and selfish little dream of. those of whom Mr. Benson, a great Methodist light 

"So the time has come when the last word must be spoken, of England, says: 
and in the name c•f all here present! now speak it-farewell, 
a long farewell. When thou art carried away from here thy 
body will not molder in any grave, nor be food for worms. 
The pure element of fire will quickly return thee to the ele
ments whence thou earnest; as clean as thy life was will be 
thy death. If thy body passes away, there is that which can
not pass of good that was in thee. Thy memory will remain 
embalmed in the hearts of those_ who knew thee, and cover 
thee forever with the .sweetest flowers of undying love." 

And the Advocate comments: 
"This is all that he could say. Hav we done him wrong 

in declaring that he has no God, no savior, no heaven ? Place 
beside his words, as cold as the lifeless body before which he 
stood, this from the lips of him who was touched with the 
feeling of our infirmities: 'Let not your. heart be troubled: 
ye believe in God, believe also in me. In my father's house 
are many mansions. I go to prepare a place for you. And 
if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again and re
ceive you unto myself; that where I am, there ye may be 
also.' 

"The logic of Profes11or Adler's teachings, in weariness of 
· life, in inconsolable grief and loneliness, is suicide. And 

many practically applying them are rushing 
'Mad from life's history, 

Glad to death's mystery 
Swift to be hurled

Anywhere, anywhere 
Out of the world.' 

"Let those who hav the jewel of faith hold it fast, and be 
ever ready to giv a reason for the hope that is within them 
to every one that asketh them." 

"Infinit justice arrests their guilty souls and confines them 
in the dark prisons of hell, till they hav satisfied all the de
mands by their personal sufferings, which, alas! they never 
can do. . . . God is present in hell in his infinit justice 
and almighty wrath, as an unquenchable sea of liquid fire, 
where the wicked must drink in everlasting torture. His 
fiery indignation kindles and his incensed fury feeds the 
flame of their torment, while .his powerful presence and 
operation maintain their being and render all their powers 
most acutely sensible, thus setting the keenest edge upon 
their pain, and making it cut most intolerably deep. He will 
exert all his divine attributes to make them as wretched as 
the capacity of their natures will admit. . . . Number 
"the stars in the firmament, the drops of rain, the sands on 
the sea shore, and when thou hast finished the calculation, 
sit down and number all the ages of woe. Let every star, 
every drop, every grain of sand, represent one million of tor
menting ages; and know that as many more millions still re
main behind, and yet as many more behind them, and so on 
without end.'' 

The place and details of your friend's punishment, 
righteous according to the Bible, is told us by 
that eminent divine, Rev. J. Furniss, C.S.R.R.. His 
description is a text-book for .the instruction of the 
young, and is authoritativ: 

gone down upon her knees upon the red-hot floor. Listen, 
she speaks. She says: 'I hav been standing with my bare 
feet on this red-hot floor for years. Day and night my only 
standing place has been this red-hot floor. Sleep never came 
on me for a moment, that I might forget this horrible burn
ing floor. Look at my burnt and bleeding feet. Let me go 
off this burning floor for one moment-only for a short mo
ment. Oh; th.at in this endless eternity of years, I might 
forget the pam only for one single moment.' The devil 
answers her question. 'Do you ask for a moment-for one 
moment to forget your pain? No, not for one single moment 
during the never-ending eternity of years, shall you ever 
leave this red-hot floor.' 

The condition of that young girl is the condition 
of your friend. Her worth and beauty and good 
deeds are now writhing snakes twisting about her 
form. Her drink is brimstone, and the Rev. Mr. 
Ambrose says that 

"When the damned hav drunken down whole draughts of 
brim~ tone one day, they must do the same another day. The 
eye shall be tormented with the sight of devils; the ears with 
the hideous yellings and outcries of the damned inflames; the 
nostrils shall be ..smothered, as it were, with brimstone; the 
tongue, the hand, the foot, and every part shall fry in flames.'' 

But, my friends, although you are already doomed 
and damned, you can repent and avoid this terrible 
fate. It is only necessary that you believe. If you 
cannot believe without evidence you can say you do, 
and I think, from the number of hypocrits in my 
church, that that is just as good. Recollect how many 
red-handed murderers go direct from the gallows to 
the gates of glory. Heresy, I know, is worse in the 
sight of God than murder, but as the Bible says there 
is one crime worse than being an Infidel, I am led 
through the latent grain of human love which I sup
pose must be ·in my heart to hope-mind you, I only 
hope, for I hav no Biblical evidence-that even some 
Infidels will be forgiven by God and taken to Abra
ham's bosom, which is -the most expansiv and capa
cious bosom in the universe. No heathen Chinaman 
can ever hope to iron a shirt large enough to cover 
that bosom. And if you do repent at the last mo
ment and go to the mansions which the Methodists 
and Presbyterians and other orthodox churches hav 
prepared for those who pay the preacher and support 
the church, you will be-perfectly happy although your 
wife and friend is in hell. The bliss of the elect ex
ceeds the power of my pen to portray. I will leave 
it to the eminent divines who hav written upon this 
subject, and who knew as much about it as I do, to 
describe it. While your friend is in hell where 

"Clattering of iron, and the clank of chains; 
The clang of lashing whips, shrill shrieks and groans, 
Loud, ceaseless howlings, cries and piercing moans," 

Fill the air, and where 
"Legions of devils bound themselvs in chains, 

Tormented and tormentors, o'er them shake 
Thongs and forked iron, in the burning lake, 
Belching eternal flames,,and wreathed with spires 
Of curling serpents rouse the brimstone fires, 
With whips of fiery scorpions, scourge their slaves, 
And in their faces dash the livid waves," 

You will be in heaven watching your friends below. 
And therein will consist your happiness, for the Rev. 
Mr. Emmons tells us that 

"The happiness of the elect in heaven will in part consist 
in watching the torments of the damned in hell. And among 
these it may be their own children, parents, husbands, wives, 
and friends on earth. One part of the business of the blest 
is to celebrate t.he doctrin of reprobation. While the decree 
of reprobation is eternally executing on the vessels of wrath, 
the smoke of their torment will be eternally ascending in 
view of the vessels of mercy, who, instead of taking the part 
of those miserable objects, will sil!g, 'Amen, hallelujah; 
praise the Lord.' " 

And he is re-inforced in his opinions by the Rev. 
Thomas Bolton, who pictures the pleasures of the 
righteous in these beautiful words: 

"The godly wife shall applaud the justice of the judge in 
the condemnation of her ungodly husband. The godly hus
band shall say, .Amen I to the damnation of her who lay in his 
bosom .. The godly parent shall say hallelujah ! at the pass
ing of the sentence upon the ungodly child. And the godly 
child shall, from his heart, approve the damnation of his 
wicked parents who begot him, and the mother who bore 
him." 

Upon hearing this you will not wonder that an
other eminent divine, the Rev. Thomas Vincent, was 
moved by the holy spi~it to say that 

"This will fill them (the saints) with astonishing admiration 
and wondering joy, when they see some of their near rela
tivs going to hell; their fathers, their mothers, their children, 
their husbands, their wives, their human friends and com
panions, while they themselvs are saved. . . . Those 
affections they now hav for relativs out of Christ will cease, 
and they will not hav the least trouble to see them sentenced 
to hell and thrust into the jiwy furnace." 

The editor of the Advocate is a minister. He is 
presumably honest in his belief. Suppose he had 
been called upon to speak a few words to the mourn
ing friends. What would he hav said, knowing that 
the lady died as the great majority die, not holding 
communion with any church? If he had been hon
est with himself, his creed, and the surviving friends, 
he would hav said something like this: 

MY FRIENDS (who, being all heretics, are already 
doomed and damned): I am called upon to perform 
a very sad duty-sad because our friend is now suf
fering the torments prepared by God for all unbe
lievers. I cannot deny that she whose body lies 
cold before you was a good woman. I can
not deny that she was benevolent in her deeds, 
honest in her dealings, a virt-uoul'! wife, a splen-

"We know how far it is to the middle of the earth; it is 
just four thousand miles; so if hell is in the middle of the 
earth, it is four thousand miles to the horrible prison of hell. 
Down in this place is a terrific noise. Listen to the tremen
dous, the horrible, uproar,of millions and millions and mill
ions of tormented creatures, mad with the fury of hell! Oh! 
the screams of fear, the groanings of horror, the yells of ragE', 
the cries of pain, the shouts of agony, the shrieks of despair, 
from millions on millions! There you hear them roaring like 
lions, hissing like serpents, howling like dogs and wailing 
like dragons. There you hear the gnashing of teeth, and the 
fearful blasphemies of the devils. Above all, you hear the 
roaring of the thunders of God's anger, which shakes hell to 
its foundations. But there is another gound. There is in 
hell a sound like that of many waters. It is as if all the 
rivers and oceans of the world were pouring themselvs with 
a great splash down on: the floor of hell. Is it, then, really 
the sound of waters? It is. Are the rivers and oceans of the 
earth pouring themselvs into hell? No. What is it, then? 
It is the sound of oceans of tears running down from count
less millions of eyes. They cry forever and ever. They cry 
because the sulphurous smoke torments their eyes. They 
.cry because they are in darkness. They cry because they 
hav lost the beautiful heaven. They cry because the sharp 
:lire burns them. . . . The roof is red-hot; the walls are 
red-hot; the floor is like a thick sheet of red-hot iron. See, 
on the middle of that red-hot iron floor stands a girl. She 
looks about sixteen years Qf age. She has neither shoes nor 
stockings on her feet. The door of this room has never been 
opened since she first set her feet on this red-hot floor. Now 
she sees the door opening. She rushes fo::wa::d~ She has 

And while we are upon this sad subject I would 
ask you to consider the words of the Rev. James 
Smith, as published by that· philanthropic and hu
manitaiian association, the American Tract Society. 
It is a heartrending picture of the forever, substan
tiated by Biblical references. Unless you hav 
chapter and verse you cannot conceive of the exist
ence of such a doctrin. But it is as true as the 
Bible: 

"The fire of hell is such that multitudes of tears will not 
quench it, and length of time will not burn it out. The 
wrath of God abideth on the rei ector of Christ (John iii, 36). 
0 eternity! eternity! who can- fathom it? Mariners hav 
their plummets to measure the depths of the sea; but what 
line or plummet shall we hav to measure the depth of eter
nit!? ' t'41l breath of the Lord kindles the :f!ame of the pit 
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(Isaiah xxx, 33). And w?ere shall we find waters to quench I from India, but nothing is known certainly about 
· :~s~h!a;::s~ereot;;:~~i% !saniJ, ~~dt~i1 ~hoed~P~!e t!; t~a~~~ I them till about 1417, when they appeared in Europe. 

thesa figures given, shows that he is undoubtedly ~n
titled to the belt as champion liar of the century. 
Thi~ title we hav long been willing to concede to 
him, and our opinion is indirectly strengthened by 
this editorial opinion from the same Chicago journal.
It is from the Inter-Ocean of June 23: 

starry heaven were nothing but sand, and if a little bird Korner called them oriental vagabonds. Another 
should come once every thousand years and take away in her •t ·a th · "b t" d h h . " V · 
bill but a smgle grain from off that heap of sand, what num- wri e: Sal ey were ap 1ze eat ens. anous 
berless ye~rs and ages mus~ be spent before.the:vhole of that mythical legends were attached to them. They were 
vast quaJ?-tity would be ca~ned away; yet, even if at the .end also supposed to be Egyptians which a s 
of that t1me the smner might come out of hell, there might . • ' n me wa soon 
be some hope; but that word forever breaks the heart. 'The corrupted to gypsy. Jt IS likely they came through 
smoke of their torment ascendetl! up forever and ever.'" Egypt :from India. Their dialect contains Greek, 

Such, my :friends, doomed unless you repent; are Slavonian, Magyar, and German words. Some mit
the consolations of Christianity. Their great com- ers assert that they were held as serfs ih Europe as 
pleteness cannot fail to strike you.. Their adequate- early as the eleventh century. When they first ap
ness you will not question. In them -is seen, as in peared in Germany they had letters :from princes 
no other religion, the justice of God, his in:finit 
love; for has it not been said, God is good? It is and dukes, which obtained them many favors. But 

"Borne of the Hindoos believe in 8,400,000 stages of e:J<
istence for every mortal. Boston papers fail to state which 
stage Mr. Joey Cook evoluted into when he was out in Cal
cutta. Perhaps, however, he took out exemption papers from 
their laws of life. Nothing higher ought to be expected from 
a man who feels a call to boss the Chicago papers at a 1,000-
mile range. Western admiration for the washing-day sage is 
at the boiling point. It might melt him with its nrdor if he 
should happen into town on the Fourth of July." 

hard to be reconciled to death, but when you know they early appear to hav been incorrigible thieves 
with exactness what the fate of the loved and lQst is and vagabonds, debased by superstition-some Chris
you will, I trust, be as cheerful as you can. The. pic- tian and some pagan-and living a wild and unset
ture I hav drawn you is the creed of the only true tied life, 

"Joey" Cook completed his catalog of wonders by 
saying the sixth was "the current fulfilment of Bible 
prophecy," and the seventh was the "establishment 
of scientific supernaturalizm." Now we ask Mr. Cook 
to point out the "fulfilment" of prophecy! Where 
is it ? What is it? When was it? The assertions 
of a man who usually lies when he opens his mouth,. 
count for little unless backed up by facts, and these 
Mr. Cook has forgotten to furnish. And his establish
men~ of "scientific supernaturalism" is equally in his 
mind's eye. The two words cannot go together. 
Anything that is scientifically demonstrated cannot 
hav a supernatural origin, and the reverse is just as 
true. A supernatural story never had a basis of 
scientific fact. Science is nature. Super-naturalism 
is not nature. The two can never go together, and 
he who talks about scientific supernaturalism only 

church of Christ-the Methodist. It is true the 
Presbyterian is a little more plainly and severely ex
pressed, but the Methodists do not like too much 
plainness. They hav always condemned the out
spoken manner in which Calvin pursued and burnt 
Servetus. All of the churches, however, hav sub
stantially the same creed except the heretical Quakers 
whom our forefathers so vigorously flogged at the 
cart's tail and ruthlessly banished to the wilderness, 
and the heretical and ever-hated Unitarians, Univer
salists, Beecherites, and others of that ilk Abner 
Kneeland was a Unitarian and we put him in prison 
and visited him not. To Beecher's assertion that 
there is no hell, it is quite enough to say that it is 
Beecher who says it, and his love of humanity is 
greater than his fear of God. He js not sustained 
in his assertion by the creeds of any of the ortho.dox 
churches. Our dead friend's memory may be em
balmed in the hearts of all who knew her, as Mr. 
Adler would say, but as she was not a Christian, her 
soul, according to all church tradition and authority, 

3. The word Druid designates a class of priests 
corresponding to the Magi, or wise men, of the an
cient Persians. The derivation from the Greek word 
signifying an oak, though as old as the days of the 
elder Pliny, is alleged by most writers to be fanciful. 
In Cresar (100 n.c.) is the first account of the Druids 
to be found in classical writers. He tells that in 
Gaul all the learned men were Druids or nobles. 
The Druids were the chief expounders of the law. 
They taught that the soul was immortal. Astrology, 
geology, physical science, and natural theology were 
their favorit studies. Just where they originated, or 
when, is of course not de:finitly known. It is proba
ble the order of .Druids existed several hundred 
years before the Christian era. The early Christian 
fathers speak of them, but in a manner which shows 
they knew nearly nothing about them. 

show his ignorance of science and his misunderstand
ing of its relations to the world. He is, in short, 
a fool. 

Cook's "criticisms of Col. Ingersoll and Mr. Ben-

is writhing in the flames of hell. 

Such would be the consolation Mr. Buckley would 
offer to the mourning friends of a heretic if he could 
be as cruel as his creed and as honest as cruel. His 
consolation is certainly not open to the charge of 
coldness. And he whose heart was not troubled by 
such a horrible doctrin must hav an organ of stone. 
There may be a million mansions ~n "my father's 
house," but not one in a million of the people 
can eve1· rest there. The rooms are empty and echo 
only with the wails from below. They are vacant from 
garret to cellar, and on every front door might be in
scribed the legend, "To Let." The conditions of the 
in:finit landlord are so hard that he can find few ten
ants. Only men like Calvin and Knox and Wesley Hv 
on heaven's Fifth avenue. The society is too exclu
siv and the rent too high. To be a disciple of 
his, Christ says, we must hate father, mother, 
brother, and sister. The terms are so dear that 
no decent man can afford to occupy a mansion. 
Only the extremely penurious can save enough 
grace of God to hire a house up there in heaven. 

We would like to compare statistics of the suicides 
among the Freethinkers like Adler and the Christians 
of Dr. Buckley's faith. Such insinuations as he in
dulges in are unwm·thy of even a ranting Methodist. 
He will either call the roll of those who hav "prac
tically applied" Prof. Adler's sentiments and com
mitted suicide, or rest under the imputation of dis
honesty. We "pass the hat for one little fact." 

Questions Answered. 
To THE EmTOR oF ·THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: (1.) Will you 

confer a favor by informing two of your readers whether or 
not the exact same portion of the surface of the moon is al
ways presented to the earth; that is, say for example, when 
the moon was full the last time a certain portion of its sur
face was presented to our view; now is that identical same 
portion of its surface alw11,ys the portion of its surface we see 
when the moon is full? 

(2.) What and where is the origin of Gypsy people? 
(3.) Where and when did the Druids originate? 
Titusville, Pa., GEORGE BRoWN. 

1. The moon is an opaque body with no light of its 

Cook's Statistics. 
Lecturing . in Chicago recently on the "Seven 

Modern Wonders of the World," Joe Cook put down 
as the :fiftn wonder " the triumph of Christianity in 
our century." He said that "in the last eighty-three 
years Christianity had gained more than in the pre
vious 1800 years. At the beginning of the century 
there was one of fifteen of the population in the 
evangelical churches. Now there was one in :five." 
This, as every one knows, or ought to know, is pure 
mathematical fabrication. Statistics covel"ing the 
whole country are very hard to get, but every time a 
growing city is canvassed the result is discouraging 
to the church. Tak~, for instance, Chicago. In an
swering a correspondent a paper published in that 
enterprising city gave these figures, based on the 
census and computed :from the best data at hand. 
The compiler is. a member of the Congregational 
Club of that city: 

Churches 
and Popula-

Year. Missions. Year. tlon. 
1840 - - - - 6 1840 - • - - 4,479 
1851 - - - - 28 1850 - - - - - 28,269 
1862 - - - - 84 1860 - - - - 109,260 
1870 - - - - 187 1870 - - - - - 298,977 
1880 - - - - 242 1880 - - - - 503,185 

Mr. Cragin, the gatherer, says: 

Ratio or 
Members 

to Pop, 
1 to 747 
1 to 1,009 
1 to 1,301 
1 to 1,599 
1 to 2,079 

nett," which he indulged in, in the same lecture, are 
not worth further notice from us. He may continue 
to abuse these men till he is unable to longer voice 
his venom, but they will be remembered with honor, 
long after the mound over his body has been leveled 
by the rains. ..... 

The "Sun's" Two Ilinds of Infidelity. 
THE KIND THA'r IS NO'l" "BLA'l'AN'l'." 

F1·om. the Sun of Jww 25th. 

The Infidelity the church needs to fear is not blat
ant. It does not assail Christianity, and delight it
self by picking flaws in Christian priests arid be
lievers. 

THE BLATANT KIND ILLUS'l"RATED. 
F1"o>n the Sun of June 26th. 

The clergy hav figured with unusual prominence 
in the criminal record of the past few weeks. Almost 
every morning has brought news of some misdeed 
by_ 3; minister. We find one clergyman attempting 
smCide because he has been 1:efused by a girl he pro
fesses to love; another shootmg a brother minister 
because oi some real or fancied insult to t.he slayer's 
sweetheart; and a third being carted off to jail in a 
prison van upon a charge of misconduct toward a 
member of his household. 

'J.1o the Freethinkers of Canada. 
THE ROCHESTER CONVENTION. 

To THE EDITOR OF THE Tnm·H SEEKER, Sir: I hav 
"These figures include Protestant and Roman Catholic been requested by some of my Liberal friends here 

churches, Jewish synagogs, two Mormon churches, several (a request I most willingly respond to) to extend 
Spiritualist societies, and, indeed, every society listed in the through THE Tnu•rH SEEKER and Investigator an invi
city directory as reli~ious organizations.. There are 188 of tation to all liberal-minded people within a reason
the 242. churches giVen for ~880, whwh ~re classed as able distance of the city of Rochester, N. Y., and in 
~vange~wal Protestants, of whwh 38 _hav servwes conducted particular to the Liberals of Canada, where I re>side, 
m foreign languages. The populatiOn between 6 and 21 an · •t t• t tt d th R h t F th" k. ' . . . . InVI a 10n o a en e oc es er ree m ers 
years iS giVen as 155,000, while the total membership of Co t• · A t 29th d t 
Sunday schools is but 81,289." . nven IOn, commenc~ng ugus . an . o con-

. . . . tmue five days. We Wish to make th1s gathermg, and 
By these figures 1t IS seen that while but a httle we hav reason to think it will be, the largest and best 

over forty years ago 1 in 747 was a communicant in Freethought convention ever before held. To all 
some church; in 1880 only 1 in 2,079 indulged in that l?vers of truth a~d to all desiring the best informa
folly. Now, in 1883, it is probable that not over 1 in twn upon ql~estwns of ~heology and refo~·m, _from 
2 500 · b f rth d b d Of the most enhghtened mmds of the day, th1s will be 

, IS a mem er 0 any 0 0. ox 0 Y· c?urse an opportunity such as is seldom to be met with. 
~ ~reat m_~Y who do not take mtere~t ~nough ~~ r~- Our :friends in Rochester, who are many, will do 
hgwn to JOm a church are really Chnst1ans. This IS what they can to make the entertainment agreeable, 
notably the case with those parties who figure promi- and we learn arrangements will be made with rail
nently and often in the police courts. The arrests in road~ to carry pas.sengers at reduced fare to the con
Chicago in 1882 were 1 in 18 of the population. This ventw~. N?w, fnends, let ~s all wh~ can, who hav 
· · t th · · th C th l" l t• got a httle hght upon the SCience of hfe, try to make 
IS owmg ~ e m~rease 1~ e a 0 IC popu a IOn. this one of the greatest demonstrations in favor of 
A~ou~ 1 Irishman m 10 e~ther gets drunk or_beats Freethought principles that has ever taken place. 
h1s Wife once a week and IS consequently pumshed. The world is composed of atoms. Conventions are 
Every week in New York city about thirteen or four- composed of individuals, and in unity there is 
teen hundred arrests are made, the most of them strength. 
being for comparativly trivial offenses. Of these F~om your sincere friend and the friend of hu-

mamty JoHN RAY. 
thirteen or fourteen hundred, nearly twelve hundred rrr lla' d r1 d J 18 283 

C th li 
, h k d b th . rre n , vana a, une , . 

answer " a o c w en as e y e pohce and 
court as to their religion. It is thus seen that not "ANswER8 TO CHRISTIAN QuESTIONs." By D. M. 
only is the better portion of the inhabitants of Chi- Bennett. Price, 25 cents. 

~------~~------cago nearly all indifferent to the church, but that in 

own, receiving and reflecting the light of the sun. 
Its surface is covered with black spots, visible to the 
naked ~ye, which cause refl.!lctions of light, varying 
according to the position of the moon in respect to 
the sun. Like our globe, the moon presents evident 
traces of successiv geological revolutions. The moon 
has an annual motion arol11Jld the sun. It also rotates 
upon its own axis. This motion is executed in some
thing over twenty-seven days. It takes precisely the 
same time to accomplish its third motion, which is a 
revolution round the earth. Hence we always see 
the same atmosphere, and the moon always presents 
very nearly the same face to the earth. 

2. It is probable that the gypsies came originally 
all large cities the criminal ranks are recruited from 
the Catholic church. Cook's statement, read with 

WE hav Charles Watts's paper, ~he Secular Review, on se,le 
Yearly subscriptions also received. Price, single number, 7 
cents; by the !ear, $2. 75. 

, 
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~elections. 
====~-==-==~--==~~=-========== 

Row People Die. 
From the Sun. 

A. veteran physician speaking on this subject re
cently, said: "Judging of the thoughts of men b_y 
their words just previous to death,_ I sho~ld. sa:y It 
often happens that a dying person giVs no mdiCatiO? 
of thought upon a subject that has ?een ~he favont 
topic of a life-time. I hav known activ busm~ss m~n, 
with important affairs unattended to, who die~ WI~h 
words upon their lips that indicated absorp~10n m 
some incident of the moment, generally relatmg to 
11ers(mal comfort. It was that sort of a death that 
vYashington Irving died, saying, 'Well,_I mu~t ru;
range my pillows for another weary mght; If th1s 
could oniv end.' Long suffering under the afflictions 
nf a painful disease will ser:e to divert the mind_ of 
the strongest. Even the phllosopher, Ben Franklin, 
was forced to say with his last breath, 'A dying man 
can do nothing easy.' It is a very common thing for 
dving persons to express sympathy with attendants 
~ho hav been fatigued in attending them. Among 
the last words of Sir Walter Scott were, 'Poor souls, 
I lmow you were up all night.' 

"And yet, where there has not been p1'otracted 
Anffering, and where the administration of narcotics 
has not produced a wandering mind, a dying person 
will manifest an interest in whatever has been the 
uppermost thought of his lif~. Lord ~hester~eld is 
reported to hav illustra:ted his :prover~Ial politeness 
by requesting that a fnend at his bedside sh?ul~ be 
given a chair. Very often the last words mdiCate 
thouthfulness for loved ones, such as the utterance of 
Charles II., 'Let not poor Neily starve,' or of Thomas 
Jefferson, who said, 'I resign my soul to God, and 
my daughter to my country.' It is but natural that 
whatever consciousness is left at the moment of 
death should be that of affection. I hav seen it ex
prrssed in a loving look, or a pressure of the hand, 
often long after the power of speech had gone." 

"How about the facial expression of dying per
sons?" 

"That is often spasmodic. The laughing or cry
ing muscles are often excited in th~ convu_lsions of 
death when there are no correspondmg feelmgs. In 
the s~me way there are often muscular contortions of 
the mouths of infants, who are believed to be smil
ing, when in fact they are troubled with stomach 
ache." 

"Hav you ever observed the visions and ecstatic 
delights that are often spolren of by religious 
writers?" 

"Certainly. They r::·e quite common, and not at 
all confined to religious-.,prrsons. Experienced phy
sicians testify that most rnrsons die in a state of 
trance. Although they are appai:ently conscious, 
they pass away in a state o~ dreammg. Often ~hey 
seem to be listening to musiCal sounds. Sometimes 
they seem to be beckoned to by angels." 

''And do you regard such exhibitions as purely 
physical?" 

Just as much so as any dream. They are con
troled by the ordinary t_houghts. and. fee~ings; the 
evr>ry-day life and education and ImagmatiOn o~ the 
subject in precisely the same ~ay as a dream. IS so 
controled. Generally a dream IS a reproduct.10n of 
a walring thought. The curious jumble of sul;>j~cts 
in a dream is the result of absence of volition. 
There is a suspension of the funct~ons of the ~edian 
tract of the brain. The same thmg occurs m the 
mesmeric trance. The suspension may be temporary, 
and then the person may not only retu:n to ?on
sciousness, but remember some of the cunous thmgs 
seen in the vision. Something of the same nature 
occurs in taking opium. In the earlier stages of 
opium eating, the subject appears to. hav two ~ental 
operations going on at once. One IS fantastic and 
odd the other normal and regular. In such a case, 
one' is able to keep up a running comment on the 
visions passing before his eyes. 

"The death of a healthy person is always a very 
different thing from the death of a diseased person. 
In cases of accident, where persons know that they 
must die in a very short time, unless the shock has 
been very great, they preser_ve th~ir cu~tomary trai~s 
of thought; they direct tJ;len affairs With comparativ 
composure." 

"Hav you ever known persons to die in a comical 
mood?" 

"There are historic cases. Douglass Jerrold is re
ported to hav said, 'Why torture a dying creature, 
doctor?' and everybody remembers the dying joke of 
Robert Burns-'Don't let the awkward squad fire 
over me.' 

"It must be remembered, however, that what are 
called the last words of great men may hav been 
uttered a considerable time before death-either 
hours or days. Some allowance must be made for 
the impossibility of procuring testimony. When the 
late Dr. Beard died, after having become widely 
known as an intelligent and educated skeptic, his 
RiRter proclaimed that he had recanted on his de~th
bed and had indicated his hope of heaven by pomt
ing 'upward, and saying, 'Higher, higher.' But the 

attendant, who was beside Dr. Beard, said the words, 
-,Higher, higher,' had no reference to a future state 
of existence, but were simply an indication that the 
doctor wished to be raised on his pillow." 

Hot Bed for Rowdies. 
Frmn Pomeroy's ·Demo!JT'at. 

A.t Hamilton, N. Y., is located the Madison Uni
versity, where Baptist preachers are hatched out and 
harnessed for hauling humanity heavenward. Ham
ilton is about twenty miles south from Syracuse. Six 
miles from Hamilton is the village of Earlville, a 
quiet, modest place. On the first of June the young 
religious whelps there studying for the ministry in 
order to be dedicated to the cause. of Christ, to the 
number of fifty, decided to haze two young men who 
would not join the card parties, drunken bouts, and 
raids upon prostitutes engaged in by the others. To 
this end a committee of the fifty select loafers here 
being educated for the ministry of Jesus went to 
Earlville and engaged Felt Hall for the night, saying 
it was for a society meeting of the students. The 
charges were paid and the keys given to them. 

During the day the majority of the gang reached 
Earlville. After the two decent students had retired 
for the night, their room was broken into by a por
tion of the gang. 

They were then ruthlessly compelled to dress, and 
were bound hand and foot and· gagged. A. closed 
carriage was in waiting, and into this they were 
thrust, and the horses' heads turned toward Earlville. 
The larger part of the participants had gone in ad
vance by carriages. 

They arrived at their destination about midnight, 
and immediately took charge of Felt Hall. Two 
large barrels had previously been prepared for the 
occasion. Sharpened nails had been driven into 
them from the outside, so that they protruded nearly 
an inch on the interior. The two victims were placed 
in these banels, after the gags had been removed 
from their mouths. The barrels were then headed 
up. The floor of the hall was wet down, and a small 
fire built in the center. The barrels were then rolled 
from one end of the hall to the other, and several 
times aro\md and over the fire. Revolvers were 
fired and firecrackers exploded. 

The terrible din had aroused several of the villag
ers, who assembled about the hall. The cries of the 
imprisoned yotmg men could be heard above all the 
confusion. A constable demanded admission to the 
hall, but was threatened with violence. He ungal
lantly retreated The barrels were finally rolled 
down the stairs and into the street. The heads were 
knocked in and the two students liberated. They 
were. more dead than alive, and presented a pitiable 
sight. When the citizens offered to lend aid and call 
for a physician, the firing of revolvers began a sec
ond time, and all were glad to retreat. The young 
men's clothing was nearly· torn from their bodies, 
and the. blood flowed from the wounds caused by 
their coming in contact with the sharpened nails. 
The hazers were indignant over the interference of 
the villagers, broke every street-lamp in the town, 
and destroyed other valuable property. 

They made night hideous with their racing in the 
streets, firing their revolvers, and drinking liquors, 
and at three o'clock in the morning, without eating 
or paying for the elaborate supper prepared ex
pressly for them, left Earlville for Hamilton and their 
college rooms. The two victims of their cowardice, 
brutality, and drunkenness were cared for by the 
people, and at last accounts were barely alive. 

Every one of the loafers thus engaged should be 
fined $5,000 and be imprisoned till the fine is paid, 
and the proceeds should go to the victims of such 
cowardly proceedings. If the faculty of Hamilton 
College cannot make full amends for this outrage, 
and protect their decent students in the future, the 
property should be confiscated by the state and con
verted into a prison, or burnt. 

A Western Opinion of Some of Our Books. 
From the San F1·ancisco Universe. 

"Deity Analyzed,'' by Col. John R. Kelso, is a 
searching investiga.tion of the myths worshiped by 
the Christians. The analysis of the god of the Bible 
is bold and rugged, and the godship of Jesus is 
riddled with stern facts. Col. Kelso tersely says that, 
"since the gods cannot possibly reflect anything 
higher than the conceptions of the ignorant and 
superAtitious primitiv men who invented them, they 
are necessarily inferior to the finer conceptions of the 
best minds of the day." This is the key-note of the 
work, and is fully sustained throughout. The author 
of "Deity Analyzed" was for a number of years a 
prominent Methodist minister, and thus his early 
h·aining has peculiarly equipped him for his incono
clastic work as a Freethinker. 

"The Devil's Defense," a brochure in rhyme, is an 
appendix to "Deity Analyzed." The defense of his 
satanic majesty bears a legal as well as poetic aspect. 
He pleads his cause in open court, and before the 
whole world. The devil in this instance is not. as 
polished and scholarly a creation as Milton's Satan; 
nor as subtle and profound as Goethe's "Mephis
topheles,'' nor as sublimely horrible as Dante's 

diavola. CoL Kelso's colored autocrat, however, 
makes a plain and strong statement of facts which 
will convince any unprejudiced jury that he has been 
more sinned against than sinning. The "Devil's 
Defense" in many passages follows closely the Bible 
text, and it naturally follows that some gross im
purities lower and degrade the devil's rythmical and 
forensic effort. These "intellectual outrages,'' as we 
term them, mar many Freethought literary works, and 
it is the duty of the Freethought press to expurgate 
them, employing, if need be, merciless criticism. 
The beauty, nobility, and grandeur of Freethought 
Philosophy must not be sullied by the libidinous 
and livid grossness of the Christian's Bible. "Deity 
Analyzed and the Devil's Defense,'' 4 71 pp. ' Price, 
$1.50. New York: TRUTH SEEE:ER Publishing House, 
21 Clinton Place. 

"Truth," a poem in Three Parts, by Mr. Edwin N. 
Kingsley, treats of the origin of the bible's god, his 
immaculate son, and that pleasant but mysterious 
theol()gical gentleman known as the Holy Ghost. 
This trinity of gods is assailed with poetic weapons 
which, if not polished and refined, hav the effect of 
completely impaling the myths. They stand before 
us as frauds sanctified in crime, baptized in blood, 
and gory in murders. The poetic garb of "Truth" 
in the cantos devoted to the gods of the "unco guid" 
(as noble Bobby Burns scathingly stigmatized them) 
is not a garb resplendent with chaste and beautiful 
adornments-how could it be with such an unhallowed 
trinity in the perspectiv? In contrast With this are 
the poetic passage-s descriptiv of the Hannonial 
Philosophy or Spiritualism, and notably in Canto 
Xill. The latter contains an outpouring of poetic 
warmth, fervor, and "inspiration" which for beautiful 
imagery, exalted ideals, and sublime longings has 
been seldom surpassed. If this be fiction it is a 
species of intellectual ecstasy which can only tran
quilize and ennoble the human race. "Truth,'' 40 pp. 
Price 25 cents. TRUTH SEEKER Publishing House. 

"A. Roman Catholic Canard " is a fabricated account 
of a scene at the bedside of Thomas Paine .in his ex
piring moments. Our venerable Palestinian friend, 
Paul, says something about a lie abounding unto the 
glory of God-in which case it may, from the Chris
tian standpoint, be considered a "white lie." The 
Roman Catholic Bishop Fenwick lied in abundance, 
if we may be pardoned the harsh and inelegant ex
pression, and the Canard is thoroughly exposed in 
the work before us. Paine, like Hume and Gibbon, 
passed away from earth with philosophic fortitude. 
The priests, Protestant and Catholic, hav, with char
acteristic Christian meekness, united in assailing the 
memory of Thomas Paine, and their infamous assaults 
are entirely worthy of their infamous deity. "A 
Roman Qatholic Canard,'' 19 pp. Price 5 cents. 
TRUTH SEEKER Publishing House. 

Happy as a Lo:rd.-A Change of Medicin. 
F>·om the Arkansaw Travel<r. 

While Rev. Mr. Mulkittle was electioneering for the office · 
of chaplain of the Arkansaw legislature, his son Willie, the 
inquisitiv, was amusing himselfby watching his Uncle Heriry, 
a young man in whom no guileless boy should in the least re
pose a moment's trust. Uncle Henry-telling truth which 
must not be concealed-revels with that class of men who 
shake the dice and tip the whisky bottle. While Uncle Henry 
loitered around the barn, Willie saw him, half suspicious 
that some one was near, elevate a long, lank bottle, and take 
a draft lingering and affectionate. 

"What is that?" the boy asked. 
"Medicin. The doctor told me to take it." And taking 

another loitering swig, he thrust the bottle under the hay. 
Shortly afterward, while the boy was standing on a chair in 
the sitting-room, searching the mantelpiece for any stray ar
ticles of interest that might be lying around, he overturned 
a bottle of bitters which smashed with a crash on the hearth. 
The thoughts of punishment frightened him into the extrem
ity of immediate action, and gathering up the fragments of 
glass, he threw them away and swept the hearth. Then he 
went out to the stable, found his Uncle Henry's medicin bot
tle hurried to the house, and placed it on the mantelpiece. 
The bottle was exactly like the one which had been broken, 
and as it contained medicin he did not think he was com
mitting a serious crime. 

When Mr. Mulkittle came home his wife met him and 
rushed forward for a congratulatory embrace, believing that 
his election was a fixed fact. "Go away," he said, in a sor
rowful voice; "leave me, for the devil has broken his chains 
and I am defeated. Men who promised to vote for me did 
not-that is, to use a parliamentary phrase, went back on me. 
I only got two votes, and one of these changed from me be-
fore the vote was announced." · 

"But you got one vote anyway," said Mrs. Mulkittle, in an 
attempt at consolation; "you ought to be glad that one man 
stands by you." 

"What does one vote amount to among ninety?" 
"But can't you get the position of assistant chaplain?" sug

gested the wife. 
"Assistant chaplain " repeated Mr. Mulkittle almost con

temptuously. "Who 'ever heard of an assistant chaplain? 
Go away, Emily, and sit do~n., Don't rna~~ any more sug-
gestions, for I've talked until I m wo:n out. . . 

Mrs. Mulkittle withdrew as a eand1date for the pos1t10n of 
premature consoler and the minister, remarking with a sigh 
that he would resu'me taking his bitters, having neglected 
his health during the canvass, he took down the bottle, took 
a kind of Uncle Henry "pull," said "ah-hah," and sat down 
to grieve over his defeat. Feeling a slight improvement, he 
devoted another moment's attention to the bottle, sat down 
again, and saying, "b~t it's all right, Emily," arose and 
"tapped" the bottle agam. 

"Pa" said the boy, encouraged by his father's sudden 
show ~f good humor, "who was it said 'damn the meat?'" 

"What do you mean?" asked the minister in astonishment. 
"Didn't somebody in the Bible curse a ham?'' 
"Oh, you mean N?ah when he cursed his son Ham." 
"Tell me about h1m." 
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The minister visited the bottle again and said: "Well, 
Noah was the man who built the ark. After the flood Noah 
planted a vinyard, a lot of grapevines, you know, made some 
wine, and got drunk. He laid down and went to sleep, and 
then his son :S:am found him; and seeing that he was naked, 
covered him up. When the old man learned that Ham had 
put the canvass on him-no, I take that back. I should not 
joke in regard to such sacred matters. When Noah found 
that Ham had seen him naked he cursed Ham." 

praying and shouting for mercy, but God paid no at
tention to thRm-he killed them all the same. I 
never asked God a favor in my life and I was saved. 
They tell me God knows best what we want, and 
then they turn round and tell God what to do. Im-

where the truth alone is taught, the good appre
ciated, and the beautiful admired and encouraged; 
a haven of safety for the pursued; a resort for per
secuted defenders of the truth. Liberal, Missouri, 
contains more versatility of talent, more sense and 
honor, more humanity, than any other place in this 
broad land ten times its size. It is a place without 
a government, a saloon, a preacher, or a pauper. 
Its climate 1s of the best, its water clear, cold, and 
sparkling, its location unimprovable. In short, it 
possesses, by nature, every element essential to the 
health and happiness of its people, among whom 
vice is a stranger, and virtue a cherisheGl possession. 
Here drug stores contain everything in their line 
excepting whisky. The observing stranger is scarce
ly off the train before he is struck with the uni
form manifestations of kindness, on all sides con
spicuously prominent, evidently prompted only by a 
love of right, There is no opportunity to suspect a 
mercenary or selfish motiv in these cordial recep
tions. Each individual inhabitant seems only a part 
of a complete circle. A common interest apparently 
pervades the atmosphere. Strangers are not hustled 
hither and yon by rival land sharks 11.nd speculators, 
as in the average Western town. They might re
main for weeks, and every hour would add to their 
assurance that no inquiries of a business or personal 
character would be made to jar their peace, mar 
their pleasure, or advertise anyone's bad manners. 
Any attention they might receive would be intended 
as a contribution to their comfort only. Their ques
tions would be intelligently, courteously, and truth
fully answered,· whether put to smiling youth or 
trembling age. 

pudence ! ADAM ARCHBOLD. 

PAYSON, June 25, 1883. "Did he say, 'Dad blame you,' like Jane" (meaning the 
cook) "said to the fire when it wouldn't burn?" 

"No, he pronounced a curse upon him." 
"Noah kicked the cover off, didn't he?" 
"I suppose so." 
"Did he plant the grapevines and get drunk the same day?" 
"No, for he made the wine first." 
"But you said he planted the vines and got drunk. Was 

Noah a good man?" 
"Yes, he was one of God's cho~en servants." 
"What made him curse, then? 
Mr. J\!Iulkittle lifted the bottle again, remarked that the 

bitters helped him, and said: "Noah cursed Ham because he 
was a bad boy." 

"Do you curse me when I'm bad?" 
"No, I wouldn't curse you for ten dollars." 
"Why wouldn't you?" · 
"Because I don't want to. Emily, this kid-or boy, I mean 

-is the smartest chap in town. Emily, you are getting bet
ter-looking every day. Never mind; bent 'em next time." 

MR. EDITOR: I want THE TRUTH BEEKER sent fight 
along, and if I forget the date don't stop the paper, 
for while I liv you may depend on my subscription. 
I should not know how to keep house without 
having it around to tell us some good wholesome 
truth every week. I am doing a little missionary 
work by handing around the paper. I find that the 
leaven is working, and I am in hopes that next 
winter we shall be able to start a Liberal League 
here. If we had a few good lectures this fall and 
winter, I know that we could start with _a goodly 
number of Freethinkers, as I find that the most of 
our hlisiness men are in favor of it. They are strong 
in their opinions, but they are waiting for some one 
to start the movement. lf we can get H. L. Green 
here I think we would be all right. 

"Who was it that danced?" asked the boy, 
"It was David who danced before the ark." 
"Was Noah in the ark?" 
"No, it was the ark of the covenant. Let me show you. 

Now you be the ark and I'll be David," and the reverend 
gentieman danced around the room. Mrs. Mulkittle, unable 
to solve the mystery of such levity, remonstrated, fearing 
that her husband might be delirious; but he assured her that 
he was all 1ight, and that it was a cold day when a man could 
beat him for office. He pranced around the room, and the 
boy, in perfect opulence of pleasure, watched the proceed
ings. Another visit to the bottle, and the minister .danced 
with increased grotesqueness, and the bov laughed m glee. 
Pretty soon JI.-Ir. Mulldttle sat on the :fioor -and laughed bois
terously; and then lyip.g down, he said: "Goin' t'sleep now. 
Curse any man puts blanket over me." 

ScoTT RIVER, June 15, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $7.50, to be used 

as herein directed: for my subscription to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER $2.50; for Monument Fund, from James H. 
Lindsey, $1: Frank Smith, $1; M. A. Roper, $1; and 
from myself $1, and $iL for life-size lithographs of 
D. M. Bennett and R. G. Ingersoll. 

- Mns, IsABELLA RoBINSON. 

MouNTAIN VIE.w, June 18, 1883. 
M~. EDITOR: I am glad to ·hear that the defend

ants beat the prosecution in the Star route case. 
Pl('ase send me " Answers to Christian Questions" 
by D. M. Bennett. I wil rub up some preaP-hers 
when I get a. chance. In conclusion I will say I 
like John Perk, Let us giv him full swing. THE 
TRUTH SEEKER is my rock and salvation. I could not 
get along witbout it. 

Yours for Freethought and reform, 
G. RICHARDSON, 

SAN FRANCISCO, June 15, 283, 
MR. EDITOR: ·when our absent and lamented 

friend, D. M. Bennett, visited this city I had the 
pleasure of introducing to him my distinguished 
friend, Col. Sam. Norris. The gentleman at the 
time subscribed for the first three volumes of "A 
Truth Seeker Around the World." Mr. Morris has 
perused these with avidity and thinks them invalu· 
able. He now desires to procure the fourth volume, 
and inclosed please find the order for it. 

Yours for the good Cause and the true Cause; 
BYRON ADONIS 

SCRANTON, June 25, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $2.50 for subscription to 

the noble TRUTH BEEKER, and $1 for the Monument 
Fund. I became personally acquainted with our be
loved friend, D. M. Bennett, at Glen Pa.rk Hotel, 
Watkins, N. Y. 

I add my mite to erect a monument for our dear 
friend but he erected himself a monument in life 
which' will stand for all time to come. I will giv 
$4 more if a Bennett Hall is built in which his works 
on the loom of humanity may be taught. Paine and 
Bennett memorial halls will be the greatest temples 
built in America for Freethought. I would like to 
see the day when every church of God will be re
dedicated to man, and we may drink freely of the 
milk which flows in the furrows of nature. 

. FREDERICK HENCKE. 

HUBBARD, June 25, 1883. 
MR EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2.50 to pay for 

one ;ear's subscription. I hope you will excuse me 
for not responding sooner. I am an old coal miner, 
and not blessed with much of this world's goods. 
But I would rather lose a meal a day than be with
out THE TRUTH BEEKER. My occupation has led me 
a little nearer the orthodox hell than men that 
make a living on the surface of the earth. In Eng
land I hav worked hundreds of feet tow11.rd the 
center of the earth and I hav been where it is 
pretty hot, but I never saw the devil, heard him, nor 
smelt him.· But some of my Christian friends told 
me God lived there. I hav been in contact with 
some terrible mining calamities, and heard men 

Yours truly, GEo. B. BECKER. 

DEL NoRTE, June 18, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4-$3 for my subscrip

tion, and $1 for the Monument Fund. I am a little 
behind time in paying up, but I hope you will ex
cuse delay. E C. Walker speaks my sentiments on 
the prohibition question, and Thomas Winter on the 
Spiritualistic. No man, no law, has any right to dic
tate to me or anybody else what to eat or drink, and 
if Mr. Peck says that we are sick and tired of Win
ter's talk and writings he· is making a great mis
take. I and a good inany TRUTH BEEKER friends 
think· more of his .writings than of all the Spiritual
istic squabble ever written on paper. It has given 
no proof to the world as yet, not any more than the 
orthodox Christian of fits monster Bible God. They 
hav thrown away G)d and Bible, made one step 
toward Liberalism, but hav to make another big 
step before they can call themselvs Liberals. It is 
a creed, a religious sect, as Winter says, and that 
is the best you can make of it. They cling to that 
future spirit land which nobody knows anything 
about. Does that pious desire of the Christian to liv 
forever make it so ? or does the hope of the 
Spiritualist to meet in the spirit land make it so? 
No, surely not. It is very common out here in tbe 
far West, as I witnessed a good many seances and 
t1·ances myself. I hav consulted and sat, as they 
say. A dead Indian chief came out of the spirit-land. 
Just think of it! to consult a dead, uneducated, bar
barons brute of an Indian! And is it not disgusting 
to any man of common sense? So, Brother Winter, 
keep on throwing your bombshells as well in the 
S11iritnalbtic as the orthodox camp. 

FRANK lHRINGER. 

DOWLIN, TEXAS, June 25, 283. 
ESTEEMED FRIENDS: I mentally bid you good

morning. This is June 25th. I hav seen no person in 
five years as old as I am. How large a per cent of 
all born reach that age (84)? I know no person that 
has. If it were not for the hope of a second or con
tinued life, I should consider my span very limited. 
I am in good health to-day, but I feel that my sun 
is sinking very fast. I am an Agnostic; cannot say 
that I know I shall hav another life. I reason in 
this manner: I know I ha v a life now; some good 
agent gave it at first. I did not procure it my· 
self; I regard it as the best gift I ever bad. I 
would not take a world for it. The giver must hav 
been a benevolent being, to hav bestowed as good a 
gift. He must hav wished me well. If my happi
ness were the motiv the bestower had in giving life 
for three score and ten, or, as in my case, four score 
and four years; if he be as powerful as benevolent, 
he might reasonably be expected to prolong my life 
to millions of millions of years, or to an eternity. 
If kindness moved him to bestow the first life as a 
blessing, the same motiv would impel him to per
petuate that life or giv a better, So my conctusion 
is that a better life may be expected. But, recollect, 
I think that if we find a heaven at first entrance 
into the next life, we must take a sufficiency of 
good deeds along with us to pay for the heaven. I 
don't deny that a heaven may be earned in the next 
life, but I think it would be a great gain to work it 
out in this life, inasmuch as heaven is better than 
here. To remember our good deeds is heaven; to 
remember our bad deeds is hell. The whole universe 
is doubtless progressiv. Man has always been 
capable of doing right and always capable of doing 
wrong, and always will be. Whenever he does right 
he has heaven in his own self. He remembers it 
with j•Jy that is heaven. It matters not where we 
are, heaven implies no more than a condition. If 
you were walking the golden streets with guilty con
science, you would hav hell plenty, I look for more 
happy conversions in the next life than hav been 
in this life. J, A. RUTHERFORD. 

EUREKA, 
CARTHAGE, Mo., June 21, 283. 

MR. EDITOR: Tho heading of my communication 
will prompt the question, What hav you found? I 
hav found a Utopia, a miniature paradise; a place 

Such, in brief, is a description of this justly cele
brated Infidel town of Missouri. It is a place that 
every Liberal in America can refer to with unstint
ed pride. It is, and evPr will be, a monument of 
glory to its generous and humane foundE>r, who is 
not satisfied with destructiv Liberalism alon~>, but 
believes in constructiv Liberalism as well. C:Jlonel 
Walser's highest ambition, as it seems to mfl, is to 
surround himself with that great, growing element 
that bas-for all practical purposes-solved the prob
lem of this, the only life of which we hav any posi
tiv knowledge, and prove to the world that happi
ness is the only good; that the time to be happy is 
now, and the way to be happy is to mnke otber3 so. 
The annals of history will be searched in vain for a 
more telling illustration of the superiority of exam
ple over precept than is found in the establishment 
and advancement of this Infidel town. Its progreas 
has been watched with envy by joalous rivals, al
ready doomed to inferiority in every feature admit.
t ing of a comparison. In these places, within a 
radius of fifty miles surrounding Liberal, the godly 
people manufacture lies and calumnies, calling its 
people a set of Freelovers, immoral, vicious. and de-
graded. These reports the writer has beard for the 
past two years, and, though familiar with the Chris
tian mode of warfare, must admit that it require.d 
some effort to shake off the fear that there might 
be some fire where smoke was so plenty. I am only 
too happy to be able to state that the above de
scription of Liberal, though limited, is true in every 
particular, and my only regret is the necessity of 
confining my article to reasonable space, which pre
cludes the possibility of doing the place justice. I 
will not venture to predict its future. It has grand 
p~ssibillties. With a constantly increasing popula
tion, and a corresponding increase of comfort and 
happiness to those already &ettled, its development 
must remain a matter of speculation, In the way of 
business, I know of no place in the West where 
small manufacturing could be carried on to greater 
advantage than here. Coal is plenty and easily ob
tained; the streams are skirted by timber, taxes 
low, railroad facilities good. The broad prairie sur
rounding the town is dotted with good farm-houses, 
and Liberal enjoys a good trade. So much for the 
town. 

The grove meeting was held just north of Liberal, 
and lasted three days, commencing Friday, June , 
15th. About five hundred people were in attendance, 
representing fifteen states out ot the thirty-eight. It 
was the first time in my life to mingle with any 
number of Liberals. Though unable to remember 
when I became an Infidel, it was so long ago, I can 
not dePcribe what I enjoyed. The fact that so many 
people would stop work at this busy season of the 
year, and travel hundreds of miles to attend a Free
thought meeting, made a lasting impression on my 
mind. It had such a peculiar significance I felt like 
praying, not forgetting the saviors deserving of 
thanks. I thought of the good Bennett, who labored 
so hard and suffered so much, and of how gratifying 
these evidences of appreciation for such labor would 
hav been to him, as they must be to all others still 
working in the same vinyard, couhl he bav been 
with us. It was a grand meeting. It did everybody 
lots of good, even those not there, and still wallow
ing in the old ruts, It was the happiest of all my 
experiences. The exercises consisted of lectures, es
says, readings, vocal and instrumental music, inter-
esting, entertaining, and instructiv throughout. 
Dancing was also indulged in to somo extent by the 
younger people in attendance, concluding with a 
dramatic performance in the hall Sunday night. I 
will not undertake to particularize. Each and every 
one did the part consigned to them in a creditable 

, 
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manner, both in the grove and at the hall. It was 
SO m11ch SUperior in every way to any church ar
rangement that I hope it may never be my misfor
tune to be absent when a like meeting is in prog
ress. I hope Liberals will attend these meetings, 
and encourage them everywhere, as I am certain no 
other instrumentality does more good. If I· may 
judge by the f'ffect this meeting had upon me, though 
always willing to defend my Infidel opinions, those 
who spare the time to attend Freethought meetings 
will go back to their homes full of hope and encour
agement, satisfied that they are among the foremost 
of our race and generation in point of belief and 
sound morality, more competent and better prepared 
to meet the haughty, arrogant advocates of a false 
theology than ever before. I want every Liberal in 
the country to know that besides all this there is 
one green spot on earth where the persecutors of 
men and women fear to tread, and that is Liberal, 
B.1rton coun.ty, Missouri. With kind regards to Mrs. 
Bennett, I am, Yours for humanity, 

CAP:r. FRANK GREENE. 

MR. S, p, ANDREWS AND THE PEOPLE WHO CANNOT UNDER
STAND HIM. 

NEw YoRK, July 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: With no intention of entering into 

the discussion going on between Mr. Andrews and 
Mr. Putnam, permit me to say a few words regard
ing Mr. Andrews's style of putting things, which 
seems to offend some people because of its alleged 
obscurity. I hav more than once heard persons, who 
had listened to Mr. Andrews in debate or read his 
books, speak in the highest terms of his vigor of 
thought, ripe scholarship, or oratorical ability, and 
conclude their eulogistic remarks with a "But I 
can't understand him." In the L\beml Club noth
ing is so sure to catch the ear of the groundlings 
and bring out a laugh as the customary allusion of 
the funny man of the club to the incomprehensibil
ity of l\fr. Andrews and his Universology; and now 
THE TRUTH SEEKER clinches the general complaint 
by intimating that the seven-column article which it 
publishes of this "eminently learned man " has no 
meaning, or that, if it has any, the .meaning is ob
scured by a superabundance of words. 

It is sad that the people cannot understand Mr. 
Andrews, but when they find fault with him on that 
account the situation begins· to be funny. He has 
been trying hard and for long to make certain peo
ple understaE.d him, but probably he did not take 
them in hand early enough. Like Tristram Shandy's 
misfortunes, the difficulty in their understanding be
gan at least nine months before they were born, and 
Mr. Andrews should not be held responsible for it, 
He can state a proposition with admirable clearness, 
but it is too much to ask him to giv understanding 
to his readers. It is true that he shoots a little high 
sometimes, but if those who hear the report, and get 
a hazy notion of some ponderous metaphysical ab
straction skurrying over their heads, will climb a 
tree, possibly they may get hit by an idea. Let 

• them get up to his level rather than waste so much 
breath in shouting to him to aim lower. Possibly he 
may not be shooting at them exclusivly. Giv the 
grand old philosopher, whom his ablest opponent 
acknowledges to be the foremost metaphysician of 
this country and "the chiefest living incarr:ation of 
the logic of the universe "-giv him the credit, at 
least, of knowing himself what he is talking about 
and of having a meaning. If that meaning is not 
seen, do not too hastily jump to the conclusion that 
it is obscured only by the words with which it is 
clothed, Being familiar with many languages, Mr. 
Andrews does sometimes coin words for the occasion, 
but, so far as I am able to jadge, the coinage is pure, 
worth a hundred cents to the dollar, and when his 
words seem far-fetched and his style obscure, the 
obscurity is probably local, and bounded by the ig
norance of those who fail to see clearly. 
It is written of another great teacher that the peo

ple to whom he spoke "understood him not," and, 
after 1800 years, Professor Adler adds, "Neither do 
we understand him." Nevertheless, as that other 
teacher's worda hav made more stir in the world 
for eighteen centuries than any words that hav been 
understood, it is presumable that there is some 
meaning in them after all. Some people claim to 
understand both of these philosophers, and perhaps 
the number may increase. 

In every field where I can follow him Mr. An
drews is, to my mind, one of the clearest of reason
ers, and when I fail to fully grasp his meaning, it. 
is because of my ignorance of his subject or termi
nology. I should never think of finding fault with 
him because I could not understand him. He does 
not belong to the class of men whose brains are in 
that mushy condition which is incompatible with 
clear thinking and lucid statement of thought, and 
when he chooses to write " with refreshing nearness 
to the ground," as he frequently does, he is under
stood there without difficulty. It seems to me that 
in the" article which has been the immediate cause 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER's criticism, or of voicing the 
criticism of others regarding Mr. Andrews's style, he 
has kept near enough to the ground for any fairly 
educated and intelligent man, or even a bright 
school-boy, to catch on. Mr. Wakeman's papers on 
the scientific gospels are tougher reading than any
thing that Mr. Andrews has written lately, and 

harder to digest, but I think it is a mistake. to sup
pose that on that account they are not relished by 
the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, or are less valu
able than the thinner mental pabulum that givs 
them less trouble to assimilate. Personally I should 
be better pleased if THE TRUTH SEEKER would giv 
more space to Mr. Wakellian, Mr. Andrews, and Mr. 
Putnam. If the people understand half of what 
these gentlemen say they will get more valuable 
ideas than they are likely to find in a much larger 
quantity of easier reading. D. W. CRAIG. 

CENTERVILLE, UTAH, June 23, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I must tell you I hav lateiy bad an

other letter from my sister in Sydney, New South 
Wales, with four numbers of the Liberal and the 
Harbinger of Light; and I tell you that ungodly her
etic, Mr. Charles Bright, is agitating the very pious 
clergy more than ever since his return from Amer
ica. I am afraicl you will hav to write to him· and 
tell him to bav a little mercy on the poor, pious, 
clerical humbugs. He should consider that their 
holy feelings are as fine and tender as other peo
ple's. 

I see that one Rev. Mr. Spicer was going to hav a 
discussion with Mr. Bright on "Genesis and Geolo
gy," and some of the Sydney folks felt as tickled as 
if they were going to a circus. I am afraid Mr. 
Bright has become as ungodly as the editor of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER and other American fearless thinkers. 
The editor of the Sydney Liberal mentions many 
Freethought papers lying on his table, and among 
them THE TRUTH SEEKER and the Boston Investigator. 
Judging from the contents of the Sydney papers, I 
should say it would be useless to send .Toe Cook to 
convert those irrepressible Sydney heretics, for they 
made a good deal of fun of him when he was there. 
And Mr. Bright is a great many too many for an
other very reverend divine-Archbishop Vaughan, of 
Sydney. I am afraid you let some of the mantle of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER fall on Mr. Bright last year whim 
he was in New York. 

I expect that in the coming discussion Rev. Spicer 
will make his side of the affair quite spicy, and 
then, of course, Mr. Bright will step in and show 
the Sydney people the bright side of the subject; 
and then all the flavor of the spice will vanish-and 
maybe Rev. Mr. Spicer himself. 

Well, Mr. Macdonald, I feel very sorry to hear of 
the conviction of Mr. Foote and others of the Free
thinkers of England, for the ''awful crime" of 
blasphemy-but I must correct that phrase and say 
"for the awfnl crime of publishing their ungodly 
paper, the Freethinker." I hope they will be able to 
bear up and liv to cqme out of the prison healthy 
men. But it's a disgrace and a reproach to the Brit
ish government for these men to be where they are. 

0 ye priestly scoundrels I do all you can-do your 
best to persecute and traduce us Freethinkers, But, 
you vain, shallow mortals, know this: the day of 
the end of your infamy, hypocrisy, and all of your 
theological humbug, has dawned; and you, with 
vour Jew God and Jew book (the Bible), must go 
down, and giv plaee to people who exercise their 
own reason and judgment-the better reason and 
judgment that kind Nature has endowed them with. 
So .the sooner you step down and out the better it 
will be for all concerned in the welfare of humanity, 

As ever, Yours for truth, WM. WILLIAMS, 

CINCINNATI, June 24, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Something or nothing, which, dear 

TRUTH SEEKER? The human mind hath got to be 
something .or nothing. Now I know of no half-way 
house between religious superstition and honest In
fidelity. The first, I know, is popular, because ig
norance most prevails. But were the great masses of 
people fully enlightened the many popular frauds, 
deceits, and falsehoods would very soon become ex
tinct and leave the human mind perfectly free to 
discard and reject every assumed imposture and 
every false assertion which is now so much indulged 
in by scheming knaves and crafty charlatans. ·The 
true and outspoken Infidel despises all this jumble 
of deceit, all this pious cunning for gain. He loves 
truth for truth's sake. He loves nature because it 
never lies. He asks no pay, or wants it; he seeks 
no praise. All he asks is fair play and candid, hon
est sentiment. And right here I boldly proclaim 
that uncultivated truth is only to be found in the 
genuin Infidel, who ignores all and every pretext or 
sophism favorable to supernaturalism, and as spirit
ualism is a part thereof I oppose it. 

There is no life beyond the grave, 
And none will preach it but a knave, 
He givs no proof beyond assertion, 
And every crank hath got his version. 

Materialism must triumph, It's the boss truth. 
THOMAS WINTER, 

. MILO, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4,0(}-$1.50 for the 

fourth volume of "A Truth Seeker Around the 
World," and $2.50 for my Bible-the grand old TRUTH 
SEEKER-which I shall take as long as I can get money 
to pay for it. My subscription has not quite ex
pired, neither do I want it to. Such truths as we 
get in THE TRUTH SEEKER are worth double the price 
you ask for it, and I hope no one will allow himself 
to receive the benefit of them until it is paid for. 

I cannot express the deep grief that I felt at our 
dear Brother Bennett's death. When I tore the 
wrapper from my paper and saw the broad, black 
lines, I said, My paper is draped in mourning; some 
one is dead! I did not think for one moment it was 
Mr. Bennett. I hastily turned the leaves to learn 
the cause, and my eyes met this: " The Death of D. 
M. Bennett," I was dumb; I could not speak. I 
read again, for I thought my eyes had deceived me, 
If such news had come while he was away it would 
not hav been so surprising; but now that he had 
reached home safely, we were not looking for it, 

It is very hard to lose our captain, just in the 
midst of the battle; therefore, every Liberal should 
buckle on the armor and fight With Ienewed vigor 
for liberty. I would offer my heartfelt sympathy to 
Mrs. Bennett in her great loss, and would say, while 
she has lost a dear husband and companion, I hav 
lost a brother and friend, and I mourn with her, 

May THE TRUTH SEEKER liv and carry out the great 
work which Brother Bennett had marked out for it. 
This is my sincere wish. 

Yours for truth and liberty, SARAH E. GouLD, 

OMAHA, June 25, 1883. 
MR EDITOR: I hav secured four new subscribers to 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, and herewith send you the names 
and the money. • 

We hav organized a Liberal League here, with 
over twenty members. We hope to inake it, during 
the course of time, a flourishing League, There· is 
a great number of Liberals and Freethinkers of 
every description here, and all we need is organiza
tion to concentrate our purposes and forces, I will 
let you know more particulars when I next write. 

Very truly, JosEPH L. ANDREW, 

INGALLS, June 23, 283, 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $10, to be used as di

rected. 
I like the paper as well as ever, and almost every

one I lend a copy 'to says it has improved. I don't· 
know whether there is a God in Israel or any other 
place; but I do know that the glorious old TRUTH 
SEEKER is making Freethinkers in Orange township. 
I can truthfully say that Infidelity has made life 
more enjoyable for me. No matter if I am poor, I 
can feel happy and take solid comfort in reading 
Paine's, Voltaire's, and Bennett's works. 

Oh, by the way, I must tell the patrons of your 
paper that we hav a little Thomas Paine here, He 
was born on the 29th of January-probably the oncy 
onfl in America. I think it was quite a singular co-
incidence. A. BuTTERFIELD, 

MoNTREAL, June 25, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please apply the inclosed $5 toward 

the Monument Fund, which I am pleased to notice 
is assuming respectable proportions. It is most be
fitting that the last resting-place should be specially 
marked of one whose. earnestness and indomitable 
pluck made him a hero in the struggle to maintain 
liberty of thought, to encourage investigation in the 
realms of science, and to establish the right of 
every individual to use their reason on all questions 
pertaining to life here and hereafter. 

With sincere salutations, believe me 
Yours faithfully, WM. T. CosTIGAN, 

OLYMPIA, .Tune 10, 1S83. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $2, for which 

please lengthen the time of my subscription for 
your paper, I like THE TRUTH SEEKER for its liberal
ity and outspoken manner, although we might not 
agree on Spiritualism, I being a Spiritualist. I think 
it is time all Liberals should work together upon 
points on which they do agree. 0. F. BouTWELL. 

SALT LAKE CITY, .Tune 22, 1883, 
MRs. M. W. BENNETT: Having noticed that a collec

tion is being taken in order to erect a monument to 
Mr. Bennett, I, one of the admirers of this eminent 
gentleman and benefactor to humanity, wish to offer 
also a gift to this cause, The gift is little, but so is 
my income. Therefore please accept the inclosed 
dollar with kindness. Wishing you all and every
thing I could and would wish to myself, I remain, 

Yours respectfully, En. FEHRE, 

ALTONA, June 25, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5, Apply 

$2 50 to my next year's subscription and $1 to the 
Monument Fund and the balance as per bill in-
closed. JoHN B. McCALMONT, 

THE Ohristiam at Worlc observes: "The present pope 
should realize that the situation has materially 
changed within fifty years, and that the nineteenth 
century spirit of intelligence and independence has 
found its way even into Italy. A little while ago the 
officials sent him a bill for taxes on certain lands in 
Rome. The notice bore the following remarkable 
descriptiv form: 'To citizen Joachim Pecci; by trade 
or profession, pope; conducting business at the Vati
can palace, Rome.' The taxes were duly paid, and 
the receipt made to 'citizen Joachim Pecc~.' Such 
a circumstance would naturally teach a fallible man 
of ordinary intelligence that the business of pope is 
at low ebb in these days, and that it became him to 
be excedingly modest in asserting authority." 
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The Last Shall be First. 
:Moille had a little ram, 

Fleece black as rubber shoe, 
And everywhere that :Moille went 

He emlgra"led to. 

He went with her to church one day
The folks hi-la-rious grew, 

To see him walk de-mure-ly Into 
Dea-con Al-len's pew. 

The worthy deacon quickly let 
HiS angry passions rise, 

And gave It an unchristian kick 
Between the sad brown eyes. 

This landed rammy In the aiSle; 
The deacon followed fast, 

And raised his foot again, 
But, ah? that first kick was hiS last! 

For Mr. Sheep walked slowly back 
About a rod, 'tis said, 

And ere the deacon could retreat, 
It stood him on his head. 

The congregation then arose 
A.nd went !or that ere sheep, 

But several well-directed butts 
Just piled them in a heap. 

Then rushed they straightway for the door, 
With curses long and loud, 

While rammy struck the hindmost man 
And shot him through the crowd. 

Agents for The Truth Seeker. 

.BOOKS SOLD BYD. :M.. BENNETT .. 
.i!IJ.SCELLANEOUS RADlCAL WORKS. 

Exeter Hall. A. theol~cal romance. "One of ths 
:'::t.;et{if:~~~ ~~~ts'?cea of e day." Price, paper, oo 

TheHeathensortheHeatb. ByWm.~ 
Dell, author of "Exeter Hall." Prtoe, $1.50. 

l<'am ily Creeds. By William McDonnell, author Oi' 
• Exeter Hall.'' Price, clotll, $1.25; paper, 75 oenta. 

Tine Da~ or Rest. By Wm. McDonnell, author ot 
ioEc~~t&~ Ha ," ·• The Heathena of the Heath," etc. Price. 

Hiistory or the Conned of Nice, A. D. ~ 
With a Life of Constantine the Great, and a general exht. 
bltlon of the Christian re]jg;ion In thu days of the ear)¥ 
Eathers. By Dean Dudley. l'rlce,,l. 

llleroines ot· Freetbon;:ht. contatnmg Bio
graphical Sketches of Freethougnt female writers. li:J 
Mrs. Sam A. Underwood. Price, 11.75. 

The Apocryphal 1i ew "l'estament. Bemg at. 
1Jlie gospelS, epistles, and other pieces now extant attrib· 
uted !n thelli·stfourcenturtes to Jesus Christ, his apos 
tics, aud their companions, and not Included 111 the :New 
Testament by Its compliers. Price, '1.25. 
.&pp~es ot Gotd. A story book for DoysandglrJa 

By Miss Susan Jl. Wixon. Price, '1.25. 
'.ll'J!te i."ropbet o~ Nazareth; or. A. CntleeJ !n· 

qulry lnto the Pr~etlcal, Intellectua~ and Mora! Charo 
r.~." 'i\rfc~~~ Ch · By Evan Powell Meredith, I!'. A. 

4Prigin and .ll1evelopment of Re.l1giOD!i 
Ideas and Be tiers, as manifested In hlstory and seen 
by l'eason. By Morris Emsteln. Price, tl. 

T fie Koraa. A new English ec:Jtion of the Koran or 
Mohammed, to which Is added" the l!fe of Mohammed 01 
aile history of that doctrtn which was hegun and carried 
on by him In Arabia. Price, $2. 

'I'he Bible in lndia-Hindoo Origin of Heorewand 
Lht1stian Revelation. Translated from "Le Bible duow! 
Inde." By Louis Jacolliot. Price, $2. -
~·ra.nce·DYnamtc Cure .By .La 1Wy Sunderland. 

JAMES ASHMAN, Salt Lake City, Utah. -rice of Trance. $1.50; Dynamic Cure. $1. 

J F BuRR 449 Ma" st t H tfo d Ct An .Eye-OPener. "Cltatenr. Par J:'lgault." I.e 
• · • Ill ree • ar r • · .Brun, Doubts orlnlldels. By Zepa. Price, cloth,75 centsi 

W. B. CooKE, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto,Can. paper,50cents. · 
D. F. KEELER, Park City, Utah. B1lo.i.e o1" Bibles; or, Twenty.Seven Divine Reve. 
FERDINAND PFISTER, Nashville, Tenn. ~;doi'g• ;~gJ~lfl~r:M f:~cnr~~':n~fb\)ii'J~f·:~;;r~ f~~~ 
W. F. REYBOULD, Salt Lake City, Utah. ence,h,~tory,roorals,rellglon,andgeneralevents. Alsoa 
Dr. J. H. RHODES, 5051-2 No. 8th st., Phila., Pa. ~~\1g.;a~\'i~~1,t'J'1J~gf!~~'iJ.rsa':f e~ll,.'inf~f~g~n~~~~~': · 
A. M. STEVENS, 222 Beaver ave,, Allegheny trlns. By Kersey Graves. Pr!ce '112.00. 

City, Pa. '".'.l!e Worll.lll's Sixteen Crucified Saviors t 
Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENKER, Snowville, Va. or, Christianity Before Chr!st. Cont•lnlng new and start. 

D W 620 N 5 th t St L 
· M Jiug revelations in religious history, wh1ch disclose the 

. OOLF, 0. S ., · OUlS, 0. orleutalorlginofalltlie doctrlns,prlnciples,precepts,and 
J. S. MANSFIELD, Tucson, Arizona. mil"cles of the Christian New Testament. ~nd fJirnlshlng 

A. B~RENz, 140 Montgomery st., San Fran- ~o~~;~~fn~nzg~~>~~:ton:;':?f~~xlt:e'ir'o'"r~~n'riis~~~~~~e~e~~dJ': 
CISCO, Cal. By Kersey Graves. Prtce, $2. 

JosEPH MARsH, Northampton, Mass. Bib~e in the Balance. A text-book for Invest!, 
CRAB. S. CoBURN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence, 1 c;aturs. By Rev. J. G. Fish. Price, $1.50. 

Mass. \ q1d ·r~eology Turned lJpside Down o .. 

M V T 324 W L 
. t D C l RI~:"ht SJ.de lJp. By Rev. T. B.'l'aylor, A.M. Cloth. 

. , HOMAS, . orrmers ., enver, o .. 

1 

:j\1.2f>; paper,$!,00. 
S. B. WRIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col. lllodern Thinkers: WhattheyThmk and Wh~. 
Tno's FoREMAN, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb ~ftX·.fr.~e~~gjy:vp~~f.cloli~;~l.~~. Introduction byRo • 

The American and New York News Com-! Superstition in All A~:es. By John Mesll~r. 
panies will furnish the paper to news deal-", A Roman Catholic priest. PrTce, cloth, $1.50; papu.', 

I fi.OO. 
ers upon application. AntiquitY of Christl<anity. By John AI· 

=======================I berger. 1~mo, 61 pp. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 
centt3. 

WE T T S T E IN 1 S I Ess~tys on li.Und.._l'llatter, Forces, Theol• 
ogy, etc. By Charles;,;. Townsend. Extra cloth, 12mo, 

I 
i01 pp. Price, $1.50. JEWELRY STORE, ce~ti.~uel to Essays, By same author, Price, n 

ROCHELLE, ILL. 1 t~~eti!lr,!nfr:atftf.~~~~':!~~?:;~m~~IJn~~. ~~a~~.~ 
! etc. By Halsey R. Stevens. Extr .. cloth, 12mo, 419 n">· 

Established. lSS7. Beats the Wcrld.. · i'rl~e,_$ 1 •50 · - .. 
I• al.tt,h and Reason; Heart, Sow, and Handwork 

ff.o~.alsey R. Stevens. Extra cloth. lllmo, 441 pp. Price '.rhere Is not another town three times the size of 
Rochelle that can show so large and beautiful a stock 
of fine gold and silver watches, fine gold and plated 
chains, charms, necklaces, and lockets, bracelets; 
pJaln gold, diamond, pearl, turquols, and fancy stone 
rings; sol!<'! sliver and plated ware; optical goods, 
gold pens, accordions, pocket and table cutlery, guns, 
revolvers, shears, etc., as WETTSTEIN'S. 

Squa.-e 'deal!ng, enterprise, adaptation, accurate 
judgment, best of taste in buying, steady application 
during twenty-five years, best of watch-work, and 
LOWEST PRICES AT ALL Tllll:ES, hav done !t. 

If you hav a watch that no one else can put In per
fect order, send it to me. If you hav no watch, send 
to me for prices, and I will save you money. I1: you 
want a chain, necklace, ring, solid silver or plated 
spoons, castor, spectacles, opera glass, etc., send to 
me for prices and description, and I will convlnee 
you. 

REFERENCES: :Mayor and City Council, officers of 
nochelle banks. 

GOODS SENT TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 
A WIFE WANTED. 

An honorable, Intelligent, middle-aged gentleman 
'Of fine personal appearance, high social standing, 
excellent habits, and atrectlonate disposition, but 
with little means, wishes to marry a good woman of 
suitable age and disposition who has means, and wb.o 
therefore desires only true manly worth In her b. us-
band. Address EARNEST, this office. 
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Ingersoll'~ Works. 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 

The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25 
Includinsz, ·'Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child;" 

• The Declaration of Independence,' •'About Farming 

~~lg}~~~~,;,':.·~'{~ep~:te~l~:n~:r~t;; ~!hlu~~e:·Cr~e;~;; 
and "A Trlhute to Ebon c. Ingersoll." 

Some Mistakes of Moses. 
cents; cloth, $1.25. 

Paper, 50 

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, 
and Prof. George P .. Fisher. Pa-
per, 50 cents. I 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00; 
cloth, $2.00. 

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Pa
pt ·1,25 cents. 

Addr6illl THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
21 Clinton Place, New York. 

THE :.EDITIC GODS AND THE 
. BIBLE. 

Treatln~ u n the gods of the Semitic nations, Including 

~~~be eb ,:, ~·~~~e t~~!~ =:t.;.;:~~~~~. ~~'J: 
lng that JO , to he a very Inferior production for & lllB!• 

~~,';" ., D. ~o~~~~tt. SS9 w-.e -·· l"apar 

'.i.'ne l'IIoclcrn Thinker. By various authm·s 
.i3c.btg the most ndvanced sPeculations in philosophy, sci· 
encc. theology, ~nd .sociology. Secoml number. Syo, 
100 pp. Price, $1.0\~. 

Positivist Primer. .Being a aeries of familiar 
conversations on the Religion of Humanity. .By C. G. 
.Uavid. Price, 75 cents. 

'i'he EthiCS ot" Positivisui. A critical study. 

ffce~1i>?.~'r.:'. l-\~~'i{~~~t 1ifx~~~e~~g[h~~~~~~1:\'2f~t: 'P\.fJ~~ 
$2.00. 

Jl'lilrongh Rome Ou. A memoir of ChriRtlan and 
autichristlan experience. By Nathaniel Ramsay Waters. 
Elil,ra cloth, 12mo, 352 pp. Price, $1.75. 

4.Jhrist of Paul. By George Reber. Extra cloth, 
l<ruo, 400 pp. Price, $2.00. 
Cnitiv~ttion ot"Art, And Its Relation to Religious 

fuu;,~:aul~~~~~ftt!Ygl~Y~foi~:iSf~cr~~/~·pa~~~a20Pce:~ts~2mo. 
'.l"ilte Jitstoi·ic~tl Jesus of Naz~treth. By M 

Si:lueslnger, l'H.U., Rabbi of the Con~rc~atlon Anshe 
~~l~!~1'fcli~rl.' New York. Extra clot 1,1 rna, us pages. 

'.l'he Case Ag~tiust t:ne Church. A summary 
of tlle arguments against Christianity. Price, 50 cents. 

JPet·sonal Immortality and Other Pa· 
pe•·s. By Josie Oppenheim. Extra cloth, 12mo, 08 
\W).ges. Ptice, 75 cents. 

Soul ..t•roblenis, With Papers on the Theological 
A10eudment aucl tile State Personality ldet>. By Joseph 
.E.l)cck. Paper, 12mo, 63 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

«Jont"esstons ot" an Inquirer. Why and What 
Am I 1 By James Jackson Jaryes. Price, $1.25. 

§ocialism and lJtilitarianism. By John 
St\lart Mill. Price, $1.50. 

N eniesis of Faith. By Anthony Froude. Price, 
$1.50. 

Christian and Deist. Price, $1.00. 
!Socialis1n. Reply to Rev. Roswell C. Hitchcock. 

B.f aBusluessMan. 
Modern Symposium. Price, $1.25. 
'J'dal ot" D. M. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 ccuts; 

pa~~r, ·:10 cents. 
illotne l'llistakea ofl'lloses. By Robert G. luger

soH. Price, $1.25. 
'lfhe Gods a~td Other Lectures. By Robert. 

G. ingersoll. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, iiO cents. 
'£he Ghosts and Other Lectures. By Rob· 

eri·H. Ingersoll. Price, cloth, $1.2S; paper, 50 cents. 
'['he Gods, etc., and 'I' he Ghosts, etc., In 

ono volume. Price, paper, $1.00. 
What l'IInst \Ve Do to Be Saved 'l Price, 20 

cents. 
\l'"as Cht•ist a Gorl 'l Conclusions drawn from 

aposcolic writings. By F. Menslnga. Price, $1.50. 
Abstract or Colenso on the Pentateuch. 

A complehensiv su~mary of Bishop Coleneo'a a~ument. 
~~~6~~~5 ~~~ls.the entateuch Ia not historical y true. 

Self-Contradictions of the Bible. One hun· 
dred and forty-four proposltlonsd without comment, em· 
~~~~[.i~f il:g~Met.h'i>fl~~.a~J~e"n~s. atrlk!nf' aelf·contrad!C· 

'.l'ltc Bllagvad Gita ; or. A Discourse on Divine 
Matters between Krishna and Arjuna. By J. Cockburn 
Thompson. Price, $1.75. 

The Clergy a Source of Dan~:er to the 
.,\.Incricarr:t ll.epublic. By W. F. Jamieson. .Price, 
$1.00. 

Yonlh'sLiberal Guide for their lloral Culture 
an(! Religio-us Enlightenment. By Prof. H.M. Kottlnge~ 
,<\.l'rl. I'rlce, $1. 

Orthedo.c Hash with a Change of Diet. 
.By Warren Sumner Barfow. PrJ.c..__. n-cents. · 

The Voices. A poe.n In four parts. By Warren 
Sumner Barlow. One or the mosttrenchantyctsenslble 
satires on the notions, superstitions. dogm_!!s, and iJWOir 
llstenC praotlee8 of eGCles!astlolam e:da!IS. .n~Ce.ll-

STANDARD SVIEN1'H'lC WO Rl{ .. 'l'RUTH SEEKER 'l'R:\.C'l'S. 
Sent by mail on receipt of p1•ice. 

Ef;ery Freethinlcer should read them. 

[Please Ordc~: by Xuniber.) 
No. Gents . 
l Discussion on Prayer. Bennett o.nd others...... 8 

~ :g: 3~'J'n~k~~'[~~~-u. llo!;nett:::::::::::::::::: ~ 
Sold by D. 1'11. BENNE'r'l', 21 Clinton 

Place, New York. 
9 The Story of the Flood. " . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. 5 

~~ I~~ .. t:a:B~~~~J,~fKJtA.bhai;;. Beiiu~ii:·::.:::.::: ~ 
12 Balaam and his Ass. " ......... ., 2 

WORKS OF CHARLES D.lRWIN. 

g~d~n~fo~~i1,~~· .. '."."."."."."."."".".".:::::::::::::::::::::::. ~ &i 
I~ ~fJ'1,~~~~~tL~ftf~'1Ji~t.cr~~phets . .'.' .... ::::::::::: g 
15 Come to Dinner. " . . . .. . ..... ....•.. 2 

Journal of Researches .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . ~ G'O 
Emotional Expression .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . .. s ;u 
Animals and Plants under Domestlcatlou. 2 vols.... 5 00 
Insectivorous Plant•. .. ... ... ...... .............. ... 2 oo 
Cltmblni< Ph11ts .......................... , . .. . . • . . . •• 1 25 
Orchids fertllzed hy IilsLct< .. .. .• . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. 1 75 
Fertil1zat1on in the Vcgetat>!C K1ngdom.... .. ..• . .• . . 2 OU 
Forms of Flowers...... .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . l 5U 
Power of Movement In Plants .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. 2 00 
Vegetable Mould, etc...... . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . ... . 1 50 

- WORKS OF PROF. THOMAS HUXLEY. '" 
Man's Place In Nature............... ................ 1 25 

~~;:e c~f~F~~~~ 8J;ci5~rwlu: · ·a~d · Aci.ii!Iiii8t"{ative 
1 00 

Nlhll!•m. :.. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . • . .. . . .• .. • 50 
A Manual of the Anatomy of Vertebr.Lted Aulma!s . 

Illustrated...... . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . 2 50 
A Manual a! the Anatomy of Iuvcrtcurateu Ani-

mals. Illustrated................................ 2 50 

~~fti~~~~~~~ tgg;;;:::~.~~~~~·v·l·~~~::::::::::::::: } ~ 
American Addresses................................... 1 25 
Physiography......................... .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . 2 50 
The Crayfish................................. .. . . . . . . . .. 1 75 
Science and Culture................ .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . 1 50 

Elem~~~~.:'i a~~W~!f.'1o~::;~,~: g·l·e·'~~." ... ~:' .. ~." .. ~." 1 50 
Introductory Primer................ . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ~5 

WORKS OF PROF. JOHN TYNDALL. 
Heat as a Mode cf :Motion .............................. 2 GO 

~~~e~ts:c.:r·i:l~."ience:::: ....... _:::::::::::::::::::::: a ;;l) 
L!~ht and Electrlc!t.y............... .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. 1 25 
Lessons In Electricity................................. 1 00 
Hours of Exerclss In the Alps..... .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . 2 00 
Faraday as a Dlacoverer... .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. 1 OU 

~~1~,nn:r~!t~-~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ~ 88 
Six Lectures on Light.................................. 1 ;,u 
The above 10 Vols., 12mo ......................... Cloth, lV 75 
Banquet at Delmonico's ........................ Pa.}Jer, 59 
Belf•at Addreso ................................. Paper, 50 

Essay:o0~~t~f~~t!~~~~~N~~g{;~~~ 1~:;fg, ~~b\~~h~ 1 50 
-, WORKS OF HERBERT SPENCER. ~ 

Prt I 200 ~~~~lole~';!r %s1ii1oiY: "2";.~·1~··:.:::::: :::::::::::::::: ·l uu 
Prlnclp>esof Psychology,2vols ....................... 4l0 
Principles of S ,c!ology Ports I..ll., ,u.d Ill....... 2 00 
Ceremonial Institutions: Being P~rt IV.lf •·PJiu-

cinles of Sociologv.'' ............................. 1 2:1 
Political Institutions: Being Part V. of •· Prluclples 

1 50 
nata g: 3~~fg~·;~e';ng· ·p~·l:~ i: ·or: th·~ ·,·; i>"r"i~~11;i~ a ·~r 

Moralitv.'' ...... .. . .. . . ... . ........ .. . . ..... .. ... 1 2."l 
Study o! Sociology (Intetnatlonal Scicutltlc Series), I ·o 
Education .. . .. . • . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . 1 2.; 

Paper, 5Ll 
Discussions In Science, Philosophy, ant! Morals..... 2 OU 
Universal Progress ............................. ·. ·. · ·. 2 O'J 
Es•ays: Morai,Polltl<al,aLd Esthetic ................ 2l>O 

s~~~-~~~~~si4 vois.: i2Uio:::::::::: ::::::.:::::::::::: 2; ~5 
Philosophy of Slyle 12mo ............ Flexlb1·' Cloth, 50 
Descriptive Sodology. Publlsbed In folio with 1'a. 

bles. Eight Parts now ready, namely: 
English. 
Ancient Americans. 
~~~~:~a I't~g.~•layo·Polyneslan Race•. 

Asiatic Races. 
North and South American Races. 
Hebrews and Phamlcl,ns. 

,g;fc~0~i the l!rst Seven Parts . .. . ........... Each ~ uo 
Parts................................................... 7 00 

WORKS OF DR. J. W. DRAPER. 
History of the Conlllct between Rel!glou and Sci· 1 75 
rnteu~~~~a! 1LW"~.;~;;Iiiit6Iii · .;!· ":EU.r~ii.;: · 2 ~~is::.:::: 8 oo 

WORKS OF H T. BUCKLE. 
History of Civilization In England. With a complete 

Index (not published lu the English edition). 
-"' 2 vols., svo ••..••................ ii~If' C~if; ~~~~~: § 88 

Essays; with a Biography of the Author. d~n~g; 1 00 
Half Calf extra. 2 50 

The Life nnd Writings of Henry ThOmas Buckle. 
By Alfred Henry Huth. 8vo... ... .. .... ........ 2 00 

WOI:KS 0~" PROF. ERNST HAECKEL. 
The History of Creation· or, the Dcvetojlment o~ 

the Earth and Its Inhabitants by the :Action o! 
Natural Causes. A. Popular ExiJos!tlou of the 
Doctrine of hvolution in generu.l, and of that 
of Darwin. Goethe, and Lamarck In part!culur. 
1'he translation revised by Professor E. llay 
Lankester. Illustrated with Llthogr•fchlc 
Plates. In 2 vols., 12mo .................. C otb, 5 00 

The Evolution of Man. A Popular l>xposltlon of 
the Principal Poluts of Human Omogeny and 
Phylogeny 2 voJs . 12m a ••.•••......•. ·. <CJlf,tll, 5 00 

Freedom in Science and Teachings. F'rom the Ger. 
man. With" Pretatory Note by T. H. Hu,xle~. 
1'. R. S. 12mo .............................. Clot , 1 U.J 

WOHII.S OF PROF. W. E. H. LECKY. 
History or the Rise and lnfiucnc_c of the Spirit of 

Rationalism in .Eurr•pe. '-' vola., small Bvo 
.Cl">tii. 4 00 

Half Calf, extru 8 CO 
Hl£tory of Eurooean Morals from Augustus to Char· 

lemagne. 2 vols., 12mo •..... ""iifilr"CU'if; ·~~t~~: ~ ~ 
The Leaders of Public Opinion In Ireland: SwlfL. 

Flood, G att ~n, O'CouLelL 12mo····~;····Uloth, 1 75 
History • f Engla"d In tho Kl~hteenth Century. 14 1 00 vols., swa,lSvo ••..•.....••..••. , .• , .... iir\itc~~l}: !Loo 

WORKS OF SIR JOHN LU.BJ30CK. 

Orlgl~fok~~~~~-~.z.~:i.~~-~~-~. ~~-~ -~~-~~~~~~·:. -~-~~~\~113~ 00 
Prehtaroric Times, as lllmnrated ~Y' Ancieut. Re

mains u.nd tillj Mannt~rt; and CuetA.;ws of Mod.· 
ern Savages. llluslratcd. Svo ........... Cloth. 00 

Ants, B~::es, und WaPps. A Recortl of Om erva:fnns 
en t e Hablr.s td tt·.e Social Hymenoptera Un
ternatim al S"lentl' c t;ertes). 12mo ..... Clotb, 2 00 

WORKS OF PROF. OSCAR SC11li1TDT · 
The Theory of Deocent, and Darwinism. With 26 
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,>rogreoslv Ideas and the poetry of the future. 
PRICE $1.00. ADDRESS THIS OFFICE 

THE 

BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES 
OF 

The Pilgrims in the Land of Yhweh. 
D. l!l. Bennett, Scribe. 

ALSO 

THE EPISTLE OF BENNE'fT THE APOSTLE TO THH 
TRUTH SEBKERS. 

FriYin Vo!u!lU 11. of".A 1RU1H SEJ!JKER .AROUNV 1/lE 
WORLV." 

Price 11.00 
D. M. BENNETT, 

21 Clinton Place, New York 

THE 

SECU1.4AR REVIEW, 
A JOUllNAL OF 

ENGLISH LIBERALISM. 
CHARLES WATTS, t 
W. STEWART Ross, f Editors. 

The representatlv EngUsh Freethought journal 
In Its columns are impartially discussed all Side" o 
Secular, Social, and Theological questions. 

Price, 7 cents single number; $2.75 per year, post 
paid. 

For sale at this office, where yearly su bscrlptlons 
may also be lett. tfl6 

TfiE IMMOHALITY 
-OF-

RELIGIOUS CAPiTALS 
BY JAMES P .ARTON. 

A lecture delivered in Paine Hall, Sunday evening 
Jan. 28, 1883. 

In this Mr. Parton "teaches the highest politlca 
wisdom by examples which are a terrible warning. 
He takes theology in Its sacred chosen hvmes, and 
shows what a curse it brings upon the people." 
l"rlce 10 ctl For aa.le at thl• oJftce 

History§ Christianity: 
Comprising all that relates to the Progress of the Christian 

Religion in H THE HISTORY OF THH DECLINE AND FALL 

OF 1"HB ROMAN EMPIRB1 " and 

~ 1fl~DIG~TIO~ . 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
~lilman, u an English Churchman,'· and other scholars. 

Handsome I::l mo, 864 pp. Cloth. \Vith Engravings. $2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

The Labamm of 
Constantine. 

''By thi's si'gn thotl 
slzalt co11quer I" 

This volume contains Gibbon's Tlleologi'cal writings, sepa
rate from his Historical and 1\'lisccl\aneous works. It sho~vs 
'lvhelt, 'where, and !LOW Christianity originat.ed; who were Its 
founders ·and what was the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers,' aud condition of the primitive Christians. . 

Gibbon's Vimlicrditmofthe 15th and 16th chapters ?fh1s 
HiStory from the attacks.of ~~i~ Chri~t~an opp_on:n.t~, IS re
printed verbatim from the anginal ed1~1on ofh1s !Jizsallane
ous IVorks, edited by Lord Sheffield, II11796: Iteffcct.t~ally 
and forever silenced his detractors; who, bemg v_anqm~he~ 
in argument; unhesitating]~ a~cus.ed Gibbon of tnfid~h.ty · 

All thatc:m be said by Chnst1ans m regard to the Ongwf!( 
Ckri'stz'anity is reprinted from the valuable notes of DllAN 
MILMAN, \VnNCK GutzoT, an ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, (t.hc 
learned editor of BonN's edition of Gibbon), and other emm-
cnt Chrblian historians. . 

Among the 1\ln:;trations will he found representatiOns 
of the prlm:il'al di\·iuitics of the 1\tganmythology. 

l"ot· Sale at ·rbt~ 'l'ru1_!l ~e<'"~-J.~~~· OHitH.l!, 
G·td5 

A ~~c~ ~~;A~:~~~~~~d~ft~ ~o~~~t~~~~is~~~t 
ns his practice will pro,·e, 0 
Cures all formb of PRI• 

SVEATUEA, LCHRSOENAISCE»nd x· DI rs, 
Spermatorrhwa and Impotency, 

AA tho result of scir-nbuac in youth, !lcxunl P.XCCA!ICII in mll
turcr yc!lrs, or other czulRCS, und producing Rome or tlJC rol-

~~;rl~~foncsn~~t~~c~~:):~~f,•.•lc;~~s ~f~~~~~~. ~~}!~~~~~8ile~~~~~ 
l~~~~f:r}, ~~~~~~i~~~nci}JciJ~~~'s,FI~~~~ ~;U~~~::~~ 1~~~~~~~t~t1~~ 
rendering IUI\ttlngc hnproper or llllhnpfY, nro thorou~¥. 

Vn1ii0Ni~:~Vfo~~~uhc8 ~g- t10 ~~.J~~~N~~~:lc~!?:kcn: 
It bu~ neve•· been ],nown to futlJ 

~ Middle•Aged and Old Men. 6 
There o.ro mo.ny nt the ngc or thirty to sixty a 

who nrc troubled wHit t<lo frequent evacuntloue · 
or the blnddcr, orten nccompnnicd by o. alight ; ... ,:"' 
smarting or burning aensn.tiou, o.ud n wcnkcn- · · ~ 

~~~ ~~~~~t'r~~~ to~ ~~1:~~~~{~~ tl~~~i~~t~~~; .. d' 
dPpnsitR o. ropy or cotton-like sediment, or -
1'1omctin1e~ small pnrticlca of nlbumcn will nppco.r, or the 
color will he of n thin or tullkisb hue, ngttln chnnglng to a 
dar!( and toa·pld nppeo.nmce, which plaiuly Hhowri thnt the 
Pemen p:tBIIl'il nlf with tbc urine. It I~ tho Recond sto.go o1 
Seminnl \Y(•Hlt!H'!IA 1 aud CUilfH'S wnstiug or the sp;tcm and 
a d{'jectcd ftnillmJ.~,II;artl appeal'nnce, na ynu ace llero In cut. 
'fhctfl ttrc mnuy men who die or thi~ diffieulty, Jgnomnt or 
the causo. Dr. Fellows' Extcrno.l Ht•mcdy will bring nbout o. 
perfect cure in tLil such Co.Rea, o.nd rt. hP.nlthy restoration of 
the genito-urinary orgnnfl . 

• c:rcorsnltl~tlnus by Jetter rrcc o.nd JnvltcL~. Chnrgc:s 
rra~;onab1~ nnd correspondence Rll'ir:lly confidclltllll. 

&"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Se11 t to nuy ud(lrcRR, scourcly sctJktl, for two t1Jrec-cent 
AtnJup~ !renting on Spcrmatorrliu•a or Rcmlual Wenkncas, 
giving it.'~ en.usc, symptoms, borrlh\c cffeetH, :tnd ctn·e, fol
lower\ by stroug tcKt.imoutalH, he:ulcd hy nil l!fllduvlt ns to 
their ~{'llllifiCile.~!L Should be read hy nil. o:,~ U.NnCJnbcr 
n radlcnl cur·~ ifol <'crtnln. Arldrcs.~, plnlnly, DU. U. P. 
FEI~I~O\V[ol, VIHelnnd, New JcrHcy, and Ht1Y in whn.t 
DULJCr von saw t.his o.dvcrt!sCiuout.. -

MANHOOD! 

KNOW THYSELF. 
A. "Book for Everv Man. 

Young, Middle- aged, and Old. 
The untold ml!:lerioa that rcrmlt, from indlacrethn in 

3~~\Yt ~~~is ~~~r~.?~n ~~~\~~il~te:nr~~~w~ 11~~~~· rc~~~:~ ri"e~ 
W.'i~~~tai,i"t"~~lo~~~~~~~tftrc~1~1I:';~~~~~~ !~c'1}.i:~ 
or Self Preservatiou. It Is not only a complete 
and' perfect treatise on Mnnllood, Exhausted VItality, 
Nervous and Physical Debility. Premature Decline In 
man, Errors of Youth, etc., but lt cor•W.ins one hundred. 

:~~e~~:\'.t~iZv:;r,~s~lJ'~.~~J~ 1~ui';.~,M!'~~~~~~"Q 
f~6~0a~ blo~~gi a~teh~:; ~g;g ~:,f~i~~~ei~f~l~J;~~y~8 
tchm. ft. conta.fus SOO patres, hound In beautiful embossed 
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest steel en
gravings, goarantPed to be a finer work ln eveib, senae-

!!6~~fl:d1f:~~~:e~~itt~: f~~,~~~?g~Itht:~:nn[y 0~tftrb!~rak 
funded In every Instance. Price only $1.25. Gold Meda 
awarded the author by the National Medical Association. 
Tllu•tratod sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. 
w. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bultlnch street, Boston, Mass. 
Tho authOr may be consulted on all dlseases requiring 
sk!ll nnd oxperlence. 1yll8 

H U PTU RES GU R EDIJy 
my:;lctli.cal Componnd an G. !Jn;n·o·f'cd 

Blu.stic fSnvp.orter '1'"Z"nrJ~iuJrom:JO to 
0 daJ/If. Rolla.blo rf'ferenet'B r:!ven. Send 
stamp for circulart aucl JiaJI m 'Wh·ll paper 

vou RaW my advert1semc1lt. Address Ca. pt. 
W. A. Colllnf!3,Smithvillo.Jo!for><>n Co. );.7. 

FIFTY YEARS' SUCCESS. 

SHAKER EYE AND EAU BALSAM. 
For an allllctlons or the above organs. 

Dimness, Inllammatlon, Soft Cataract, and Roaring, 
etc., of the Ears. 

30 ceots per box. 
Try us once, and find entire relief. 

l:y18 G-t A. LOliU.S, Bllakers, N. Y, 
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"Number One." 
Over the Western world echoes are blowing, 

And slogans are sounding o'er inland and sea, 
Where whiter the cheeks of opp1·ession are growing, 

For men that a1·e manacled pant to be free. 

Labor returns empty-handed ~rom toiling, 
Hunger is stayed with the outermost rind, 

And masters enchain sad slaves in their moiling, 
Nor heed the loud thunders that crash in the wind. 

Palaces tower above the small cottage, 
Where riches are fed by the hands of the poor, 

Their birtbright exchanged for the piti!ul potta,;e, 
While Liberty weeps by the hair-open door. 

'rile millionaire grinding the !ace of his fellows, 
'rheir skeleton forms pave the way to his golrl, 

No pitying cry of tenderness mellows 
'rile petrified heart to avarice so!rl. 

Let him !lee fl'Om the wrath that shall soon overtake 
him, 

And beware of the fires that are lighted to-day; 
Too late be the clarion call to awake him, 

He Is building a cairn on a desolate way. 

The traveler shall cast a stone on the others, 
llevealing the deecls of a crimson-stained hand, 

As one who trod on tho neck of his brothers, 
When tile spector of Sorrow was haunting the 

land. 

The sleuth-hounds of Justice loudly are baying, 
The World and Humanity leap from the dust; 

In tho "battle for bread" that yet is delaying, 
The full cruse shall bide with the tear-laden crust. 

The march of the planets with forces that labor, 
Infusing the souls or the millions In thrall, 

Who come to the contest with unequal saber, 
But flaming swords write a decree on the wall. 
Glearwate~·, Neb. MARY B. FINCH. 

Interviewing Mrs. Young. 
From the Dent'C1" 11ribune. 

Hearing that Brigham Young, Jr., and his 
family had arrived from Salt Lake and were 
quartered at the American House, ene of the 
Tribune reporters took a notion yesterday 

morning that he would run down and inter
view Mrs. Young. The scheme of interview
ing Brigham was an old one-there would be 
no enterprise in anything of that kind, but 
the idea of a chat with the wife seemed new 
and brilliant. 

"Can I see Mrs. Brigham Young in the par
lor for a few moments?" inquired the re
porter at the office counter of the American 
Honse. 

" Walk up to the parlor and I'll find out," 
said Mr. Smith. 

The parlor was the largest the reporter h!td 
ever seen. It was eighty feet one way and 
seventy the other, and the ceiling was so high 
that the reporter thought they must hav to 
use a telescope to determin when it needed 
whitewashing. He sat down in a chair in one 
corner. Pretty soon a tall, stout lady entered 
the room. 

"Mrs. Young, I suppose?" asked the re
porter. 

"Yes, sir," answered the lady. 
"I hav called, madam," said the reporter, 

"to ascertain your views on questions in
volved by polygamy and other institutions 
peculiar to Mormonism." 

"Ah, sir," said the lady pleasantly, as she 
took a seat. "I. fear I shall be unable to 
gratify your curiosity. My husband has gone 
off for a walk; when he returns he will doubt
less be glad to advise yon upon any topic 
concerning our faith of which it may be 
proper to say anything." 

"But I wish to .obtain your views," ex
plained the reporter. "Mr. Young has fre
quently been heard through the press, while 
his wife has never been interviewed. May I 
hope, madaml that you will accord the Tribune 
the honor of oeing the first to convey to the 
public your--" 

"Did you wish to see me?" inquired a small 
thin lady, who had entered the parlor quite 
noiselessly. 

"Excuse me," said the reporter, "but Mrs. 
Young was the lady I asked for." 

"Well, I am Mrs. Young," said the small, 
thin lady. 

"Yes," said the tall, stout lady, "this is 
Mrs. Young, and so am L This is Sophia, Mr. 
Young's fourth wife, while I am Margaret, his 
seventh wife-he calls me Birdie." 

Tho reporter was considerably embarrassed. 
He might hav been happy with either were 
t'other fair charmer away. 

"Be seated, madam," said he; "I hav called 
to ascertain your views on the questions in
volved by polygamy and other institutions 
peculiar to Mormonism." 

'' Oh, b:ut I've nothing to say," protested the 
small, thm la~y; "Bri~ham will be in shortly, 
and maybe hell talk w1th you." 

"But, madam," urged the reporter, "Mr. 
Young has frequently been heard from 
through the press, while his wife-beg pardon, 
I mean his wives hav never--" 

" Who was it wanted to see me in the par
lor?" asked a red-haired, freckled-faced lady 
coming into the room at this juncture. 

"Why, this gentleman is a reporter," ex
plained the tall, stout lady, "and he has come 
to interview us. Mr. Reporter, this io Mrs. 
Lucy Young, my Brigham's second wife." 

Mrs. Lucy Young bowed stiffiy and sat 
down on a hair-cloth sofa. 

"I'm not going to be interviewed," she said. 
"If there's any intervie.wing to be done, 
Briggy's got to do it." 

"Hello, girls, anybody down here want to 
see me?" 

The inquirer was a curly-headed, red-
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(lheeked young lady, who came bouncing into 
the room very unceremoniously. 

"It's a reporter come to interview us," said 
the freckle-faced lady. . 

"A reporter? Why, how funny!" exclaimed 
the curly-haired, red-cheeked young lady, 
laughing heartily. She sat down next to the 
reporter. 

"I'm one of the Mrs. Young," said she, 
"but I mustn't say a word that is liable to be 
printed. Brig would never forgiv me if I did. 
I'm his fourteenth wife, you know, and he's 
awful jealous. Oh, there you are, Emma. 
Come in, dear. Here's an editor who wants to 
interview us." 

Emma was another wife-the eighth. She 
was cross-eyed, but otherwise comely to view. 
She was followed by Rachel, the third wife, 
who was brown-haired and blue-eyed, and de
mu:re looking. They were duly introduced. 
The reporter felt himself called upon to com
mence all over again. 

"Mrs. Young," said he, addressing the 
group, "I hav called to ascertain your views 
on questions involved by polygamy and other 
institutions, peculiar to the Mormons." 

"Wouldn't it be better to call the rest of us 
before we attempt to be interv1ewed ?" sug
gested the eighth Mrs. Young. 

"Perhaps so," said the reporter. "But
but-but how many are ther.e af you?" 

"Oh, we're quite a family," said the fourth 
Mrs. Young; and going to the parlor door 
called out, "Maud, Jennie, Clara, Rebecca, 
Harriet, Mabel, Ruth, Julia, Frances; Mary, 
Caroline, Esther, come into the parlor, and 
bring the rest of us with you." 

The reporter pinched himself to discover 
whether he was awake. There was no doubt 
about it. 

Mrs. Young began to stream into the parlor. 
There was every variety of her. She was tall, 
short, fat, lean, red-faced, pale-cheeke<l, 
plump, scrawny, old, young, sour, pleasant, 
vivacious, stupid, graceful, and awkward. The 
parlor got crowded--why don't they hav big
ger parlors at the American House, anyway? 
The idea of expecting a reporter to interview 
Mrs. Young in a room not more than 6x8! 
'rhe air was stifling. The reporter felt as if 
he were going to faint. He began to regret 
he had ever undertaken the novel task of in
terviewin~ Mrs. Young. 

"Oh, gll'ls, girls, here comes Briggy!" cried 
one of the ladies who had been looking out of 
the window. 

"Where ?-where?" screamed , the rest, 
rushing pell-mell to the windows-there were 
seven of them-and craning their necks to 
get a look at their husband. Such a scram
bling and hustling never were seen before. 
Mrs. Young pushed, crowded, slapped, and 
scratched one another in their attempts to se
cure a view of her liege lord. 

"See, he threw a kiss· at me," exclaimed 
Mrs. Young. 

" He didn't, either ! It was for me !" cried 
Mrs. Young. 

And immediately the rest of Mrs. Young 
indignantly asserted the kiss was meant for 
her, and then ensued a war of words, in which 
such endearing epithets as "You saucy jade," 
"You pert minx," "You mean thing," and 
"You cross old hen •· figured conspicuously. 
The reporter crept wearily away from the 
scene. As he tottered through the hotel office 
Mr. Smith stopped him. 

"I hope you succeeded in getting the inter
view you wanted," said Mr. Smith. "I did 
the best I could under the circumstances, but 
the fact is, quite a number of Mrs. Young hav 
gone out shopping and others were feeling too 
much under the weather to receive callers." 

FARAilAY PAMPHLETS~ 
No. I.-The Relat-ion o:f the Spiritual to 

~~!1~arerial l.iniverse; tbe Law of t,;on· 

Two papers given In the interest of Spiritual Sci
ence, by Spirit FARADAY, of England. Price, 10 ots. 

No. 2--0l'igin ot' Ji it'e; 
Or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution of 

the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processes; 
or, How the Spirit Body Grows, By Spirit FARADAY. 
Price 10 cents. 

NoA.fier T.P:a~ft'i~I~.pment or the Spirit 
The Origin of Religions. By Spirit FARADAY. 

Price, 10 cents. 
No. 4.-'J'i>e Process ot· 1Ieu.tal /Action; 

Or, How We Think. By Spirit FARADAY. 15 cents. 

No- o.-,Je&us Cllrbt a Fiction. 
Founded on the Life of Apollonius of Tyana. Bow 

the Pagan Priests of Rome originated Christianity. 
Translated by the late lVI. FARADAY. 208 pages. Price, 
bo}lnd, 75 cents. Paper, 50 cents. Postage, 5 cents. 

Achsa ,V. Spra~ue's and ~Iary Clarl~'s 
Experiences in the First Ten Spheres 
ot' I'IJ>irit J,ife. 

Medium, A'riiALDINE Sl\IITII, Oswego, N.Y. Price, 
20 cents. 

No. 1.-Exi>erieu.,es of Satnuel Bowles, 
Late editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In 

Spirit Lifo; or, Life As He Now Sees It from a Spir
Itual Standpoint. Written through the medlumship 
of CARRIE E. S. TWING, of Westfield, N.Y. 50 cents. 

No. 2.-Cootra!lts in SJ>fl•it J,il'e: 
And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLES, late 

editor of the Sprlngfiold, 1\iass., Republican, in the 
first five spheres. Also a thrilling account of tbe 
late President Garfield's reception in the spirit 
world. Written through the hand of CARRIE E. S. 
TWING, Westflelrl, N. Y. Price, 50 cents. 

CENTENARY OF VOLTAIRE. 

VOLTAIRE IN EXILE: 
His .Life and W or.ks in France 

and Abroad. 
<England, Hollan:l, Belgium, Prussia, Swltzerl and), and 

unpublished letters of Voltaire and Mme. 
Du Chatelet. 

BY BENJA.MIN GASTINEAIJ. 
Price, Seventy-five cents. 

,Address THE TBUTH BEEKER, 
21 CliDLOn Place, New York.. 

THE EUREKA 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
CURES EVERY .IWR.M OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT M.EDICIN. 

THE 

EUREKA MACNETiC INSOLE . 
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 

Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 

letter or In person free of charge. Send 
for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Addreis all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
LADIES' MAGNETIC JAUKET. Price, $18. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct In every pal•ticular; 

and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: ' 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in 
One Week. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
Dn. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly in

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say wlthou~ hesitation to those af
flicted as I hav been that the etrect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis In my right arm and could not use It at all, but 
after wearing a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use it quite as well as evt>r. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav suf
fered intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and if I improve as rapidly as I hav in the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of effecting 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WJVI. H. CLEI\11\iER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Neuralgia of tile Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Tlu.'ee Weeks. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks I 
was entirely cured of Neuvalgia of the Heart a{.d 
Side, which had been a source of misery to me for 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly. With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladies, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and if I improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T:10sday, will soon be well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

· Remember that the same appliances which will 
effect a cure in a case of Paralysis will at the same This lady reports herself entirely cured in Jess 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same I than six ":eeks after putting on the garments, and, 
patient. we do not, like the Old School Physician, although m bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
change medicins every day until after dosing the 

1

. she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles in 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the appli?ation. The lady's name 
something (if he is very skilful) that brings relief can be had upon applicatiOn at this office, by any-
for the time being. one desiring to communicate with her. 

Lt..,He•, read the following testimony from a ladY who had been suffering for two years wltb an Ovar
ian Tu:moo·, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she is perfectly well, and has not taken a dose of 
medlcin since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothing. 
for you; it will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire for food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovao-lan '1 u~nor, 
and that the only thing that would s"'ve my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the ~lut·eka. Din.~ nMt.ic Ap vi n. u.c~s. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit of -
your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tu
mor, wnich had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was in my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcin. 1\iy bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as I hav, believing 
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the 
market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, 
Gentlemen's Belts, - -
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, 
Sciatic Appliances, eaclt, 

$ 6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
5 00 
4.00 
3.00 
1.50 
4.00 

Leg Belts, each, 
!{nee Caps, each, 
Wristlets, eaclt, 
Sleeping Caps, 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's tests, 15.00 
Superfine Insoles, · - - 1.00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the money 
if they are not as represented in every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case, 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be !Jest suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are offered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever offered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
in the market will attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged in the garments upon scientific 
principles, and not haphazard as in all the others. We offer you therefore 

The Only Scientific .Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge com11arlson with any of the so-called magnetic garments now offered under that head. At 
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to offer them at 
about 

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher 
than ordinary clothing, 
RenHJnb~•- that we are offering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and if 

upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we Will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED I!!TATES. LIBERAL COMMISSIONS ALLOWED 
Address fo~ further infermation, Dr. L. Tenney, 

824. Baee Street, oor. of ~til Street, Oinclnnatt, OlUo. 
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IF Jesus left his bright, happy home In heaven. to 
come down to this gloomy world of ours to make h u
man beings happy, why did he not with one blow 
klli the devil, the cause o! all the evil and trouble 
the world h8Jl ever known? This would hav been a 
work worthy of a God Indeed, and vastly more e!
!ectlv than simply dying on the cross. If, however, 
God wished to hav a devil in the first place, and saw 
fit to make him, he probably has his reasons !or pre
serving his ll!e.-D. M. Bennett. 

WE talk about living In accordance with nature's 
laws, but we forget that man may Improve on na
ture. By CDntroling our appetites and passions, and 
living for high alms and noble purposes we create 
In ourselvs a taste tor the pure, the good, and the 
true, and make these the natural conditions of our 
better ll!e.-Elmina D. Slenlcer. 

'Tis always Sunday wand'rlng down 
This way, forgetful of the town. 
I see through dim and somber peeps 
The dusk-brown lakelet's peopled deeps. 
The solemn oaks In garments brown 
Seem sandaled monks In leathern gown. 
The hidden fence on either hand 
With many a brier-bridge Is spanned. 
'l'he rock-browed hili above the town 
Sits mantled In a haze of bro1vn, 
And near and far all Is so stili 
I hear the summer on the hill. 

-Joaquin Miller's Old Count1·y Road. 

OPINIONS determln human welfare and happiness. 
And you hav no right to trlfie with these things any 
more than a druggist has a right io deal out arsenic 
over the counter because he Is of the opinion that It 
is something else. You hav no right to spread 
abroad your opinions until you hav done your ut
most to be sure that they are true, because these 
opinions determln the conduct, character, welfare, 
happiness of men.-M. J. Savage. 

THERE Is such a natural principle of attraction In 
man toward man, that having trod the same tract of 
laud, having. breathed In the same climate, barely 
having been born In the same artificial district or 
division, becomes· the occasion of contracting ac
quaintances and !amlllarltles many years after; and 
anything may serve the purpose. Thus relations 
merely nomlllal are sought and Invented, not by 
governors, but by the lowest of the people, which are 
found sufficient to hold mankind together In little 
fraternities and co-partnershlps.-Bishop Butler. 

RODlE was far better when pagan than when Cath
olic. It was better to allow gladiators and criminals 
to light than to burn honest men. The greatest of 
the ltomans denounced the cruelties of the arena. 
Seneca condemned the combat evon of wild beasts. 
He Wll>l tender enough to say that "we should hav a 
bond of sympathy with all sentient beings, knowing 
that only the depraved and base take pleasure In 
the sight of blood and s;;_!Ieririg." Aiuelius com
pelled the gladiators to fight with blunted swords. 
Roman lawyers declared that all men are by nature 
free and equal. Under pagan rule at Rome women 
became as free as men. Zeno, long before the birth 
of Christ, taught that virtue alone est!!blishes a dlf· 
!erenco betwe"n men.-bigersoll. 

IT Is the greatest of delusions to suppose that we 
came Into this world as sheets of white paper, on 
Which the age can write anything It likes, making us 
good or bad, noble or mean, as the age pleases. · The 
age can stunt, promote, or pervert pre-existing ca
pacities, but It cannot create them. The worthy 
Robert Owen, who saw In external circumstances the 
great molders of human character, was obliged to 
supplement his doctrin by making the man himself 
one of the circumstances. It Is as fatal as It Is cow
ardly to blink facts because they are not to our 
tastes. How many disorders, ghostly and bodily, are 
transmitted to us by Inheritance? In our courts· of 
law, whenever it Is a question whether a crime has 
been committed under the lnfiuence ot Insanity, tbe 
best guidance the judge and jury can hav Is derived 
from the parental antecedents of the accused. If 
among these Insanity has been exhibited In any 
marked degree, the presumption In the prisoner's 
favor Is enormously enhanced, because the experi
ence of ll!o has taught both judge and jury that in
sanity Is frequently transmitted from p-arent to 
child.-Tyndall on Man's Soul. 

IT Is very possible to speak of God magnificently, 
or to think of him meanly; to apply to his person 
high-sound lng ep!Lhets, and to his government prin
ciples which make him odious. The heathens called 
Jupiter "the greatest and the best," but his history 
was black with cruelty and lust. We cannot judge 
of men's real ideas of God by their general languages, 
for In all ages they hav hoped to soothe the Deity by 
adulation. We must Inquire Into their particular 
views of his purposes, of the principles of his ad
ministration, and of his disposition toward his crea
tures.-Dr. Channing. 

IN the world of science, a fact Is a legal tender. 
Assertions and miracles are spurious coins. We hav 
the right to rejudge e¥en the justice of a God. No 
one should throw away Ills reason, the fruit of all 
experience. It Is the only Intellectual capital o! the 
soul, the only light, the only guide, and without It 
the brain becomes the palace of an Idiot king, at
tended by a retinue of thieves and hypocrlts.-Inger
soll. 

WHATEVER the !u ture may hav In store, 
With a will there Is ever a way; 

And never need burden the soul with more 
Than the duties of to-day. 

Then up I with a sp1r1t brave and free, 
And put thy hand to the plow, 

Nor walt for the "good time" yet to be, 
But work In the good time now. 

' THE TRUTH SEEKER .. JULY 'i. 1888. 

THE man who IIJ!Serts that there was a place !or 
everything probably never WIIJ! Called on to locate a 
boll. 

THE new Western weather prophet is proud of his 

SPIRITUALISTIC WORKS. 

For Sale at T:Em TRUTH SEEKER O:ffice~-

Achsa W. Sprague's and Mary 
Clark's. Experienc~s in the Fh:st 
Ten Spheres of Spirit-Life. Paper, 20 
cents. 

name-Straw. He Is sure he can tell which way the .After Death; the Disembodiment of 
wind will blow. Man, The World of Spirit, Its Location, 

"w:iusKY did It, but I'll never touch another Extent, Appearance, Inhabitants, Gus-
drop," said the murderer on the gallows as the tom!!, Sex and its uses there. By P. B. 
sherili.pulled the trap. RANDOLPH. Price, $2.00. 

"A FLORIDA man has an alligator !ann," says an .After Dogmatic Theo,ogy, What 1 
exchange. By and by this item will read, "A !arm Materialism, or, a Spiritual Philosophy 
of alligators has a Florida man." and Natural Religion. By GILES B. STEB-

BEFOBE cutting a man's head oJI In China the au- - BINS. Cloth, -75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 
thorltles considerately make him drunk. This en- Agassiz and S,Piritualism: Involving 
abies a man to get full without having a head on him the Investigat10n- of Harvard College Pro-
the next day. fessors in 1857. By ALLEN PuTNAM, 

"I wAS so mad at George last night," said a girl of author of "Bible Marvel-Workers," 
her sweetheart. "Yes," said her ill-natured broth- "Spirit Works," "Natty a Spirit," etc. 
er, "I noticed when I looked In the parlor, tbat you This sterling work combines in itself the 
were In arms." .. characteristics of memoir, essay, and re-

THE id.,al newspaper, having nothing but good 
grammar and nice religious things In It, Is not pub
lished. The people who want to see such a paper are 
not willing to stand its losses. 

"YOUR sin wlli surely find you out!'' said a pastor 
sadly, to a drunken member,o! his fiock. "Well," 
was the thick reply, " hi guess-hie-she won't be 
very llkely-hlc-ter find me ln." 

AT a spiritual circle a man had his hair pulled so 
hard by a spirit that It gave him the headache. He 
went home In great anxiety, expecting to find that 
his wife had died suddenly during the night-the 
hair-pulling was so natural. 

THE New Orleans Presbyterian Synod has decided 
that marrying a deceased wife's sister is not an In
fraction of the divine law, but It Is nevertheless an 
attempt to dodge the responsibility o! two maJ.Tiages 
by having but one mother-In-law. 

"How does you little boy come on?" asked Whang
doodle Baxter of a member of his fiock. "He am de 
cutest little cuss you ebber seed. He can swear like 
a trooper, chews terbacker, ties tin pans to dogs' 
tails and-, "Does he 'tend school?"' ''Why, par
son, he ain't growed enough to larn n ufiln yet." 

view. The matter considered is of vital 
interest to the cause of Spiritualism, and 
readers cannot fail of being pleased with 
the treatment which Mr. PuTli!AN accords 
to it. Price, 25 cents. 

Angel of Horeb. By M. B. CRAvEN. 
A Critical Review of Biblical Inspiration 
and Divinity. Paper, 10 cents. 

Angel Voices from the Spirit-World. 
~ssays taken indiscriminately from a 
large amount written under angel influ
ence. By JAMEs LAWRENCE, Dial and 
Transcribing Medium, and Reputed 
Author. Cloth, pp. 400; $1.00. 

.An Hom· With the Angels; or, A 
Dream of the l,ilpirit Life. By A. BRIGHAM. 
Price, 50 cents. · 

.Answers to Charges in General Be
lief: • By JVIr. and Mrs A. E. NEWT-ON. 
Price, 15 cents. 

Armageddon ; or, the Overthrow of 
Romanism and Monarchy. By S. D. 
BALDWIN. Price, $1.50. 

A DIAN walked Into the Puck editorial rooms and Baptism of Fire. . An Autobiographi
wanted to know where he could find a market for 
first-class jokes. "Right here," said the joke editor. cal Sketch. By LuciFER. Price, 30 cents. 
.. Well, then, how will this do? There was another Battle-GroiDid of the Spiritual Re-
coronatlon last month besides that o! the czar, and formation. By S. B. BRIT'l'AN, M.D. 
Its still going on. I mean Turkey. It is a Koran The latest and best defense of Spiritual-
nation." The crematory services were attended by ism-at once a text-book and a vindica-
the Ron. Sackville West and the members of·St. tion. An armory from which Spiritualists 
George's Society, for the deceased was an English- will draw weapons for years. Price, $2. 
man, late of the Punch staJI. 

AN old lady whose husband had recently died was 
going on at a great rate, and was sure she would be 
left dependent upon the world. "Why, my dear 
sister," said the minister, "you shouldn't do so.. It 
Is wrong." "But I am left destitute," she sobbed. 
"No, you are not. The Lord will provide." "May 
be he will, may be he will; but If my old man hadn't 
let his life Insurance policy expire, I'd feel more cer
tain about it. He was the carelessest ·man that ever 
lived, and In spite of all my talking he let that policy 
expire only two days before he done the same thing." 

"ELOQUENT," said a Chicago lawyer of his partner
"He's able to reason the kick out of a mule. Why, 
here a while ago business' was dull, and he decided 
that Mrs. Dasher ought to hav a divorce, and he'd 
go Into court and get It for her, and tben charge her 
for it. Somehow she heard What was going on. She 
galloped down to the court house to stop him, as she 
didn't want a divorce. She got there just as he was 
making his plea for her. And mind you she was 
mad at him, but, by Jove, sir, she listened· to him 
five minutes and became so convinced that she ought 
to hav a divorce that she walked right up where the 
jury could see her and shed three pints of tears 
while he recited her wrongs. And when he won the 
case she embraced him and said he should conduct 
all her divorce cases. I call that eloquence." 

A TYPE OF BEAUTY. 
Here ha.ng 

my bangs, o'er 
eyes that dream, 

and nose and rose
bud lips for cream. 

And here's my 
chin, with dim

ples ln. 
This is 
my neck 
with out 
a speck. 

Wblch -does these snowy 
shoulderJ! deck; and here is 
see, ·oh, double T-0-N, 

whiclil <;Iris all wear like 
me; and here's a heart, 

from Cupid's dart, 
saf<> shielded by 

this -corset's art. 
This Is my 

waist, on 
which a 

bustle big Is 
p-la~ed. This Is 

my dress; It's cost 
I guess, did my poor 

papa much distress; because 

Better Views of Living; or, Life Ac
. cording to the Doctrin, "Whatever Is 

Is Right. By Dr. A. B. CHILD. Price, $1. 

Beyond the Breakers. A Story of 
the Present Day. By RoBERT DALE OwEN. 
Finely illustrated. This story of village 
life in the West is, in its narrow and in
terior meaning, a profoundly spiritual 
story, through and by whose numberless 
incidents, scenes, characters, and narra
tions is illustrated the great truth of 
spirit-life and communion. Cloth, $1.50. 

Beyond the ·veil. Dictated by the 
Spirit of P. B. RANDOLPH, through the 
mediumship of Mrs. E. H. M'Dougd and 
Mrs. Luna Hutchinson. Cloth, with 
steel-plate portrait of P. B. Randolph. 
Price, $1.50. 

By M. B. Biblical Chronology. 
CRAVEN. Contrasting the Chronological 
Computations of the Hebrew and Septua
gint Versions from Adam: to Christ; Crit
ical Essay on the Geographical Location 
of the Garden of Eden. Paper, 10 cents. 

Bible in the Balance. A Text Book 
for Investigators. The Bible weighed in 
the balance with history, chronology, 
science, literature, and itself. With illus
trations. By Rev. J. G. FrsH. Cloth, $1.50 

Bible Marvel-Workers, And the Pow
er which helped or made them perform 
:mighty works and utter inspired words; 
together with some personal traits and 
characteristics of prophets, apostles, and 
Jesus, or New Readings of "The Mira
cles." By ALLEN PUTNAM. Price, $1.25. 

Book on Mediums; or, Guide for Me
diums and Invocators. By ALLEN CARDEC. 
Price, $1. 50. 

Buddhism aml Christianity Face to 
Face. By J. J\f. PEEBLEs. A Dis
cussion between a Buddhist priest and an 
English clergyman. Paper, 25 cents. 

Chapters from the Bible of the Ages. 
Compiled by G. B. STEBBINS. Price, $1.50 

Christianity Before the Time of 
Christ. By 1\f. B. CRAVEN. With 
Quotations from the Ancient Sages and 
Fathers, showing the Historic Origin of 
Christian Worship. Paper, 25 cents. 

Christ aml the People. By A. B. 
CmLD. Price, $1.25. 

Christ, the Corner-stone of Spiritual
ism. By J. M. PEEBLES. 10 .cents. 

WHATSOEVER thy hand findeth to do, do it with 
thy might; for there Is no work, nor device, nor 
knowledge, nor wisdom In the grave, whither thou 
goest. . . . The words of Wise men are heard In 
quiet more than the cry of him that ruleth among 
fools. Wisdom Is better than weapons of war; but 
one sinner destroyeth much "ood.-.Ecc!. ire, 10, 17, 18. ~ 

he sighed when mama tried It on, 
and scolded so I cried; but mama said 
I soon would wed, and buy pa's 
~lothes ~tor him, Instead. It's 
trimmed with lace, just In tbis 
place, 'neath which two ankles show 
with grace, In silken hose to catch 

the beaus, who think they're lovely, 
I suppose. These are my 

feet In slippers 
neat, 
now, 

l!!hould chance 
JU;rt a little on thll 

and 
If we 
to meet, we'll 
street. How sweet I 

Civil and Religious Persecutions in 
the State of New York. By 

· THOMAS R. HAZARD. Paper, 10 cents. 

Claims of Spiritualism. By a Medi
cal Man. Price, 25 cents. 

SPIRITUALISTIC WORKS. 

For Sale at THE TRuTH. SEEKER Office. 

Clock Struck One, and · Christiim 
Spiritualist. _ Revised and cor_
rected.- Being a Synopsis of the Investi, 
gations of 'Spirit Intercourse by an Epis
copal Bishop, three Ministers, five· Doc
tors and. others, at Memphis, Tenn., in 
1855. Also, the opinion-of many eminent 
divines, living and dead, o:n the subject. 
Communications received from a number 
of persons recently. By the Rev. SAMUEL 
WATSONj of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church. Cloth, $1.00. 

Clock Struck Three; Being a Review 
of "Clock Struck One," and reply to_ it: 
an-d Part Second, showing the Harmony 
between Christianity, Science, and Spir
itualism. By Rev. SAMUEL WATSON; 
Cloth, $1.50. 

Criticism of the Apostle Paul in De-
fense of Woman's Rights. By M. B. 
CRAVEN .. Price, 25 cents. 

Curious Life of P. B. Randolph. 
By P. B. RANDOLPH. Paper, 6_0 cents. 

Danger Signals; An address on the 
Uses and Abuses of Modern Spiritualism. 
By MARY F. DAVIS. Paper, 15 cents. 

Death in the Light of Harmonial 
Philosophy. By MARY F, DAvrs. 
A whole volume of Philosophical truth is 

·condensed into this little pamphlet. 
Paper, 15 ·cents; cloth, 30 cents; cloth, 
gilt, 50 cents. 

Debatable Land Between this World 
anti the Next. By RoBER'r DALE 
OWEN. The main object of this book is 
to afford conclusiv proof, aside from his
torical evidence, of immortali~y~ Cloth, $2 

Diakkaism; or, Clairvoyant Travels in 
Hades. By A. GARDNER, of London, Eng. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Dialogues and Recitations, Adapted 
to the children's progressive lyceums, and 
other forms of useful and liberal"instruc
tion. By Mrs .. LoUISA SHEPARD. Paper, 
50 cents. 

Dissertation on the Evidences of Di
vine Inspiration. Price, 25 cents. 

Defense of Modern Spiritualism. By 
A. E. WALLACE, F.R.S., with American 
Preface by EPES SARGENT. Paper, 10 cts. 

Discussion. Between Mr. E. V. WIL-. 
soN, Spiritualist, and Elder T. M. HARRIS, 
Christian. Subject discussed-Resolved, 
That the Bible, :King James's version, 
sustains the teachings, the phases; ·1\nd · 
the phenomena of Modern Spiritualism. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Divine .Law of Cure. By W. F; 
EvANs~' This treatis is the result of the 
author's six years of careful research, 
study, and experience, and makes its ap
pearance at a time when the necessity of 
the age see-ms to demand tl work of this 
nature:- Cloth, $1. 50. · 

Empire of the Mother over the Char
acter and Destiny of the Race. By HEN
BY C. WRiu.dT. Price, 75 cents. 

ExJ!eriences of Judge J. w. Edmm:ids 
· m Spirit-Life. Paper, 30 cents. 

Experiences of Samu')l Bowles, Late 
Editor Springfield Republican, in Spirit
Life, or Life as he now sees it. Written 
through the mediumship of CARRIE E. S. 
TW!NG, Paper, 20 cents. _ 

Fabulous Tendency of Ancient Au· 
thors. By M. B. CRAVEN. 10 cents. 

Faiths, Facts, and Frauds of' Relig· 
ions History. By EMMA HAR-
Dr.'!.GE BRITTEN. Price, 75 cents. 

Flashes of Light from the Spil'it 
Land. Through the Mediumship 
of Mrs. J. H. CoNANT. Compileq and· 
arranged by ALLAN PuTNAM. Price, $1.50 

Ghost Land; or, Researches into the 
Mysteries of Occult Spiritism. illustrated 
in a series of autobiographical papers, 
with extracts from records of magical 
seances, etc. Translated by Mrs. EMMA 
H. BRITTEN. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50. 

Gospel of Nature. 
L"YuS, authors of 
Price, $2.00. 

By SHERMAN and 
''The Hollow Globe." 

Heaven and Hell; or, The ~ivine J?s
tice Vindicated in the Plurahty of EXIst
ences. By ALLEN CARDEC. Price, $2.00. 

Higher Aspects of Spiritualism. By 
""M. A. (OxoN), author of "Psychography" 
and "Spirit-Identity." English editiOI\. 
Blue cloth, in form with "Spirit-Identity" 
and "Psychography.•· Price, $1.25. 

Hollow Globe; or, The World's Agi
tator and Reconciler. A 'rreatis on the 
Physical Conformation of the Earth. 
Presented through the organism of M. L. 
SHERMAN, M.D., arid written by WM. F. 
LYON. Cloth, $2.00. 

How to Magnetize; or, Magnetism 
and Clairvoyance. Paper, 25 cents. 
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and ftlippings. Jltws of! the flltth. 

TwELVE per cent of the suicides in England, 
and twenty-five per cent of those in Germany> 
are due to intemperance. 

PROF. HUXLEY, in an address at the Inter
national Fisheries Exhibition, pointed out 
that an acre of good fishing ground will yield 
more food in a week than an acre of the best 
land will yield in a year. Still more striking 
was his picture of the moving "mountain of 
cod," 120 to 130 feet in hight, which for two 
months in every' year moves westward and 
southward past the Norwegian coast. Every 
square mile of this colossal column of fish 
contains 120,000,000, consuming every .week, 
when on short rations, no fewer than 840,000,-
000 of herrings. The whole catch of the Nor
wegian fisheries never exceeds in a year more 
than half a square mile of this "cod moun
tain " and one week's supply of the herrings 
needed to keep that area of cod from starving. 

has done more to civilize, enlighten, and in
crease the prosperity of the people than all 
the theological instruction they hav received 
from the time of Cortez to the present day; 
and the agents of our merchants and manu
facturers are more potent missionaries than 
those sent out by our many powerful evan
gelizing societies. Yankee plows preach a 
more effectiv gospel than that which has pre
vailed for nearly four centuries; and the low 
sweet music of a Yankee sewing machine will 
put more genuin religious:joy into the heart 
of a Mexican ·maiden than all the convent 
hymns that hav been sung in the last four 
hundred years." 

FoRTY-THREE persons died of yellow fever in 
Havana last week. 

·Tn:m 'Pilgrim's church chime of bells, in St. 
Louis; has been silenced in the nighttime, by 
order of the courts, the judge expre&sing the 
opinion that "the striking of the church 
clock at night is a useless noise and nuisance." 

CHOLERA still rages in Egypt. It is hoped 
that the epidemic may be confined to that 
country. 

THE Rev. Lewis Bundick, of Brooklyn, is 
under bail for the seduction of a young woman 
of his flock. 

A CRANK went .. into the Sunday-school at 
Unity church, Des Moines, on Sunday morn
ing, with his arm ornamented with a live gar
ter smike twined about it, and seated himsel.f 
in the l,lible class. 'l'he people were much 
p.u.t .. out 'at the ilitroduction of the primitiv foe 
ofmankind. . 

THE striking of some unpaid Vermont 
ruiners last week necessitated the calling out 
of the militia. 

THE Rev. Mr. Kramer is pastor of t.h,e 
"Church of the Blessed Hope," in Brooklyn. 
He is preaching a course of sermons to prove 
that the wicked are annihilated at death, just 
like dogs or horses; and that it is only for the 
believers in Christ that there is any hope of 
immortality. Some of his hearers beset him 
with written questions, asking, for instance, 
what will become of the Jews, who do not be
lieve in Christ. Some want to know the des
tiny of infants who die beforelreowing enough 
to hav an understanding of what it is to be
lieve in Christ. Others ask about those who 
hav been led astray by wicked companions, 
and are, to all human appearances, going to 
the bad. If Mr. Kramer answers these ques
tions successfully he will do better than any 
of his brethren hav ever done. 

THE practice of Dr. Bratenburg, of Bay City, 
Mich., is deemed irregular, and he is under 
arrest. He assured the mother of a sick child 
that she had been 'bewitched before its birth, 
and thatl the spell, descending to the little 
one, could not be removed for less than seven 
dollars. After getting the money he wrote on 
a sheet of paper, folded it triangularly, in
closed it in a bag, and hung it to the child's 
neck. Death ensued in consequence of med
ical neglect. The manuscript was found to 
be as follows: "William John Warner will 
regain his health in the name of the Lord, 
God Father, God Son, and God Holy Ghost. 
Amen. t t :j: I. N. t N. I. t Beelze
bub and all the bad spirits, I forbid you my 
bedstead, in the name of God, my house, and 
also my yard; I forbid you, in the name 
of the Holy Timothy, my blood and flesh, 
my body and soul, I forbid you as many 
times as we hav nailholes in my house, as 
many times as drops in the water, as many 
times as leaves on the trees, as many times as 
stars in the heavens, until the last day of 

THE House of Commons on the 6th rejected 
a motion in favor of woman suffrage by a vote 
of 130 to 114. 

• j 

STEVE HoL.ao:r.m, for many years a notorious 
Western gambler, has settled down as pastor 
of a mi.ssion church in Louisville. He draws 
f~oni his own experience for warning illustra· 
tions to use .in his sermons. Mr. Holcomb 
is not the first man who has devoted the best 
part .of his life to the ''devil" and given 
" God" the leavings. 

THE new Spiritualistic wonder in Washing
to:nis a concert company of famous deceased 
vocalists, together with some celebrities not 
heretofore known as singers; the Empress 
Josephine, for instance, who entertain audi
ences twice a week. But there are drawbacks 
to the amusement. Nobody not a firm be. 
llev~r i~ admitted, and the 11rtists, being com
pelled to sing through the throat of a medium, 
do not succeed as w.ell as they did when alive. 

THE· new French hiw on religious and civil 
funerals p.rovides that the last wishes of every 
individual as to ceremonies shall be .fully re
spected. If the intention is disputed, the 
decision rests with the courts. The last will 
or other written testimony is only admissible 
evidence, and the bench must decide within 
twenty-four hours. Any minister of religion 
who disobeys the order of a court is liable to 
a year's i,mprisonment for the first offense, 
and to five for the second. 

TnmRI!l is a very considerable effort at the 
present 'time to reconstruct the Rev. Henry 
Ward Beecher. It is largely based on the as
sumption that matters that hav gone out of 
mind hav gone out of memory, and that what 
has been forgotten may be· forgiven. The 
friends of Mr. Beecher, says the Philadel
phia Record, are not wise in thus stirring up 
the . embers of a shameful contention. The 
only mercy fo:r Mr. Beecher in this world is 
the cha1ity of silence. He might possibly 
spe~k for himself, but no other can speak for 
him. 

THE Century believes that these suggestions 
are the very essence of metaphysical wit, and 
suggests their consideration to the Concord 
j!ummer philosophers: Art is the joyful exter
nalizing of inwardness. Beauty is the joyful 
internalization of outwardness. Poetry is the 
hampered soul leaping at verity. Truth is 
the so-nEiss of the as it were. Right is the 
awful yes-ness of the over-soul meditating on 
the how-ness of the thing. Society is the 
heterogeneous buying peace with homoge
neity. A thing is simply an is-ness. Matter is 
is-ness possessed of somewhat-ness. Mind-is 
am~ness. Philosophy is the mind trying to 
ft.Ild out its own little game. 

NoRTH CAROLINA does not seem to be a par
ticularly arable field for Mormon missionaries. 
A North Carolina farmer is a man of but few 
extremely clear and positiv ideas, and it does 
not meet his views that his wife should be bap
tized into the church o£ the Latter Day Saints, 
or sealed to a Mormon tramp. A dispatch 
from Charlotte informs us that "the leading 
paper of the state" strongly recommends him 
to use a shotgun for the expression of his re
sentment, a recommendation which seems 
superfluous. Mark Twain has a story of the 
missionary who was boiled and eaten by sav
ages, who explained "to friends of his that 
went down there to fetch away his things " 
that they "had tried missionaries every way 
but biled, and never could get any good of 
them." As a deterrent to evangelical labors, 
however, the imminence of a North Carolinian 
with a shotgun promises to be more effectiv 
than the remote chance of a Fiji with a soup
kettle. 

THE Salvation Army in Paterson, N. J., has 
,fallen iil.to financial trouble. The warriors 
of the branch operating against Satan in that 
city were very happy because they thought 
they had wealthy friends. Some of these 
friends furnished money to buy and equip 
Salvation Barracks. But instead of giving the 
mone.y, they. only loaned it. The loan is now 
overdue, and the Salvationists are unable to 
meet · i.t. The wealthy friends are not so 
friendly as they were, and hav instituted a 
suit against the Army for the amount of the 
loan. They hav attached the property on 
which the money was expended. It is a sad 
blow to salvation in Paterson. 

A MAN who can sit in his pew in church 
when the collection plate is being passed, with 
his eyes riveted on the ceiling and seeming to 
be engaged in silent prayer, while his fingers 
are in his pockets squeezing a nickel till the 
finger nails are bloodshot, has mistaken his 
calling. Such a man should rope in suckers 
to play poker. The most successful poker 
player we ever knew was a truly good man 
who acted as usher in a church. He could 
disguise his feelings so you couldn't tell 
whether he had a "sequence" or a pair of 
deuces. He would draw to a pair of queens 
and get two more, and then he would throw 
his hand in disgust, but finally, as he thought 
it over, he would say that he guessed he would 
simply chip so he wouldn't lose his blind, and 
somebody w.mld bet $10 to raise him out, and 
he would see and raise and come back with a 
roll and scare the man out of his boots. He 
was very successful, but finally they brought 
charges against him for heresy, and he went 
West with his savings, and now owns abo
nanza farm in Dakota.-Burlington Ilawkeye. 

THE editor of the Sewing Machine Journal 
takes this religio-economic view of how prog
ress may be effected in Mexico: "The Mexican 
government is showing its wisdom as well as 
increasing its own stability by doing all in its 
power to push ahead the work of interior de
velopment. Rebellion and revolution can be 
best prevented by giving all the people plenty 
of profitable employment, and this is what is 
being done by the present movement in 
Mexico. One railroad through that country 

PURCELL, the defaulting archbishop, of Ohio, 
is dead. His debts remain unpaid, and the 
matter is still in the courts. 

ONE hundred and fifty persons were 
drowned at the launching of a steamer on the 
river Clyde, Scotland, last week. 

ARcHBISHOP LYNcH, of Toronto, has issued 
a pastoral demanding payment of Peter;s 
pence in the see under his control. 

THE duke of Marborough is dead. He was 
distinguished chiefly as a religious zealot, a 
wife beater, and a tyrannical landlord, 

judgment arrives, and Mary, the mother of 
God, givs birth to her second son. In the 
name of God Father, God Son, and God Holy 
Ghost. Amen. Thou arch fiend, thou hast 
taken hold of our William John. Go hence, I 
beseech yoti, for the sake of the five wounds 
of Jesus Christ, get out this very hour." 

SoME of the nice children on Common
wealth avenue recently proposed to surprise 
their parents with a dramatic performance, 
with the distinct understanding that no adult 
was to witness a rehearsal or to ask about the 
nature of the play, written by a young miss 
of ten years, who was to assume the role of 
heroin, assisted by a lad of the same age. 
On the night of the performance, the parents 
of the children assembled in the front draw
ing-room of one of the large residences and 
waited for the drawing aside of the portieres 
with commendable patience. The first scene 
represented the wedding of the hero and 
heroin and the departure of the former for 
the wilds of the West, where he was to reap 
his fortune in raising cattle and mining. This 
went off finely, and the portieres were closed 
with a loud burst of applause. A lapse of 
ten years was supposed to havpassed between 
the first and second acts, and when the act 
commenced the young husband had returned, 
and his wife, not looking a day older, greeted 
her spouse in a formal manner and even 
asked him to remain and dine with her, which 
he consented to do. While seated at the table 
eating ice-cream, the husband told how he 
had toiled for wealth and acquired millions, 
all for the sake of the dear wife he had left 
behind. This had such an effect on the 
matron that she finished the ice-cream, sighed 
to think there was no more on the table, and 
then addressed her husband, speaking 
earnestly and firmly: "You hav done well," 
she said, "but while you hav been at work I 
hav not been idle. You shall see what I hav 
accomplished." She touched a bell and n 
white-capped bonne entered the room, lead
ing a toddling infant a year old and followed 
by nine others of various ages, one for each 
year of married life. The actors to this day 
do not understand why the play was inter
rupted by shouts of laughter and applause 
from the fathers and mothers who were pres
ent. At any rate, they say the play was a 
success, but the parents think is a little 
Frenchy in construction and plot.-Boston 
Globe. 

THE glorious Fourth was observed after the 
usual noisy manner throughout the country. 
It wns one of the hottest Fourth's ever cele
brated. 

THE Rev. Father Kenny, a Catholic priest, 
is sued for $2,000, which it is alleged he ap
propriated to his own use, though it was given 
him to hold in trust for another purpose. 

A CORPS of cadets from the Military Insti
tute of Virginia, on the 4th, presented Mayor 
Edson, of New York, with a flag captured by 
the rebels from a northern regiment in 1863. 

TEN thousand iron workers in London put 
out their fires and struck for higher pay on 
the 5th. Since that time the workmen hav 
become violent and hav damaged the build
ings and machinery to a considerable extent. 

Nll:w YoRK was afflicted with uncomfortably 
hot weather last week. The deaths in the 
city on some days numbered over two hun
dred, mainly among children under five years 
of age. A cooler wave struck the city on Sun
day. 

EDITOR ELilM, of the Richmond, 'Va., Whig, 
who was shot in the thigh in a duel with Ed
itor Bierne, of the State, is recovering from his 
wound. Neither of the parties has been ar
rested, although dueling is a felony under 
the laws of Virginia. 

THE committee on emigration in New York 
are sending back to !~;eland the pauper emi
grants whom the British government has 
" assisted" to these shores. The House of 
Commons has voted not to send any more of 
this class to the United States. 

A ROMANTIC couple of Cleveland, 0., were 
married last week in a balloon 150 feet from 
the earth. After the ceremony, the justice 
was landed, and the balloon sailed away, reach
ing an altitude of a mile and a half, and then 
settling to the ground in safety. 

THE editor of a Texas funny paper last 
week created considerable excitement in New 
York, and got a good deal of free advertising, 
by allowing the report to spread that he had 
challenged and fought a duel with a sculptor 
of this city. The affair now turns out to be a 
hoax. 

A CURIOUS lawsuit has grown out of the 
Tewksbury Massachusetts almshouse investi
gation. A tanned human skin was introduced 
as evidence by Gov. Butler, which was the 
property of a boot and shoe firm. The 
governor has expressed a determination to 
bury the skin when he is through with it, and 
the leather merchants want it back again. 
They value it at about $3,000. Hence the 
suit, 

, 
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~ommunicatioqs. but what I am representing is, precisely, "the agree- and that all truth and knowledge are to be soU:ght 
ment of our sul{jectiv ideas 'With' the external, or ofdectiv, for, because they are solely contained, in -the ·other 
order of the vxirld around us, as the test cf truth and the and single remaining thing. 

Reply to :Mr. Wakeman. substance and foundai!ion of what we are to regard as Now the first part of the difference between tha.t: 
knowledge." But in order that we may arrive at a sort of Positivism and Universology is that the .Uni:.. 

LOGOs AND cosMos. knowledge of this "agreement of our subjectiv ideas versologists, having·in good faith planted themselTsi 
Tliadaeus B. Wakeman has seen fit to intervene in with the external, or objectiv, order of the world upon the first one of these two propositions, which is 

th.e ,discussion between Mr. Putnam and myself on around us," I insist on the study and discovery of peculiarly their own fundamental doctrin, refuse to 
the nature of science. He is welcome, if he will per- the whole rational system of "our subjectiv ideas," stultify themselvs by adopting the second and eon~ 
mit me to tell him some hard truths. First, then, as well as upon the study of "the objectiv order of tradictory one (except under the modification that 
his paper is hardly up to the demand. The main universe;" the study and discovery of the Logos as the two kinds of knowledge are entirely opposit). 
points in the discussion, as to which his authority, well as the study and discovery of the Cosmos;' in But the second and major part of the difference in 
or past utterances, hav been invoked, he has, per· order that we may hav before us in distinctness of question is that Universology, by rigorously adhering 
haps wisely, ignored or avoided; and has fallen back detail the two things which are to be compared, or to the first of these two propositions, has made an im
upon a restatement of fundamental truisms, from his the two terms of the problem to be solved-whereas, mense and astounding series of discoveries confirm
point of view, with which those of us who know Mr. my opponents insist upon throwing out one of them, ing and illustrating· the proposition, and exhibiting 
Wakeman are very familiar-but whic~, neverthe,. while they still talk of the ·comparison and "agree- the analogy or "agreement'' of the two spheres of 
less, need to be revised, and will receive my attention ment" of the two. knowledge, which discoveries it is struggling to get 
in due time. Mr. Wakeman knows, or should know, therefore, the opportunity to teach on the ·large and popular 

Iricidentally,inreplying to Mr. Putnam, I showed that if I ai:n, as he says, "the chiefest livinf? incarna- scale; which the grandeur of the new facts so re
Mr. Wakeman, in his recent definition of all abstract tion of the logos or logic of the universe,' that that vealed, and of the new views, demands. This oppor
science, mathematics included, as mere "poetry," had is only a third part of me; that I am a broad, sci en to- tunity, with an obstinate resistance worthy of the 
cut off the limb of science. upon which he himself philosophic investigator of the Cosmos, in the same the most conservativ times and places, the ordinary 
stands; or as to any connection he has with science. sense precisely as he is; and that, then, I am, beyond Positivists, headed by Mr. Wakeman, hav seemed de
Iii his present paper in this same discussion, where and above . all, an Integraliet, who compares, finds termined should not be given. For twelve years, 
this has been shown, he diplomatically ignores this the agreement between,. and begrips in dynamic· especially in the Liberal Club, and soinewhat else
little demonstration. Again, he was called on to de- unity, from the broadest generalizations to the ;r:ninut- where, Mr. Wakeman has been my devil in this be
fine metaphysics; he ignores and evades that demand est particulars (as to method), the Logos and the half, i. e., my adversary. His own really great abil
also". On the whole, then, his paper, such as it is, is mal Cosmos, in the supreme harmony of this rare and ity, his personal magnetism, his own services to 
a propos, and, for him, rather common-place. I shall higher philosophy-which is essentially and distinct- science in the field of classification, and other circum
hav to assume that he abides by his recent fantastic ivly new in the world. stances hav placed him rightly at the head of the ris
de:finition and extension of the term poetry, which Mr. Mr. Wakeman knows, or should know, to the con- ing, popular, and influential school of Positivists, so 
Putnam has unfortunately adopted, and that he ac- trary of his method of classifying me, that he, Mr. called, and, to an extent, rightly so called. His in
cords with Mr. Putnam's definition of metaphysics; Putnam, and myself are, all of us, scientists and Posi- fluence and sway over the minds of the younger and 
as by these assumptions only, when the deponent tivists, in the broad, inclusiv sense of these terms, less prominent members of that powerful and activ 
sayeth not, can we keep up the picturesqueness of the and under his own definitions; that the differences school of thinkers hav been deservedly great, if not 
tournament. I shall therefore lump my antagonists, between us three all lie within the scientific and pos- supreme. · He has done much to educate them, and 
Putnam and Wakeman, somewhat in one, and deal itiv domain; and that any effort to crowd me into the has naturally and properly commanded a large share 
with them in solidarity. category of a mere speculativ thinker is unfair and of their confidence and devotion. All of this is good 

Still they' are very different. Mr. Putnam rem:itds unauthorized by the facts. I venture to affirm that so far; but, of course, if he blunders, then the force 
us of a young and dashing cavalry officer, rushing, I hav done a hundred times more in the actual com- of that in:fl.uence is proportionately disastrous; and in 
and leading his squad on to the most dangerous po- parison, and in establishing the "agreement " in a this particular matter, in the presence of this new, 
sitions, reckless of consequences, and with break- strict sense, of" our subjectiv ideas with the external great, and overshadowing series of discoveries, di
neck audacity, as likely perhaps to be wrong as right; or objectiv order of the world ·around us," i: 9., in act- rectly on his own premises, he has bl·undered egre
but whether wrong or right, commanding our gen- ual scientific experiment and objectiv test, than Mr. giously. The last thing that men tolerate is an im
uin admiration for his splendid military bearing and Wakeman has ever attempted or accomplished. This provement on their own patents. The last men to 
dash. One givs orders instinctivly to capture him has been, in fact, the whole labor of my life, and is appreciate steam navigation were the captains of the 
alive at all hazards, and to save him for the fu- the exact point of differllnce between me and the sailing vessels. A new Positivism that was more 
ture service of the truth, instead of blowing up the authors of "the 500,000 volunies " written on meta- positiv than "Positivism " itself was something that 
ground he is standing upon, and sending him and physical or philosophical subjects, with which writers there was no place for in Mr. Wakeman's scheme of 
his to everlasting smash as one might, perhaps, or class of thinkers Mr. Wakeman always, either the universe. He denied the possibility of a uni
readily do. l;>lunderingly or disingenuously, strives to confound versal science. He denied that "universe " meant 

Mr. Wakeman, on the other hand, reminds us of me. It is true, nevertheless, that both he and my- the uniYerse, and tried to make "world" the more 
a cautious old elephant who fancies that he has self are compelled to take the great mass of the objec- comprehensiv term. He dubbed the whole thing at 
caught a slight sound of cracking in the bridge, and tiv facts which we classify from the more physical once by the, with him, opprobrious term, "Metaphys
who quietly turns away and refuses to trust his pon- labors of the direct investigators in that sphere. ics," and now, of late, "poetry" (cutting off his own 
derous, Jumbo-like body on any such premises. I stand, then, precisely on the ground defined by branch of the scientific tree, inadvertently), and has 
Here, also, we unconsciously yield a certain meed of Mr. Wakeman, and he will in the end :find himself resorted to everymeans to discredit the new and im
admiration to the shrewd, instinctiv sagacity of the unable to crowd me off from it. I simply stand there mense pretension. He ·knew all about me, a priori; 
huge "heavy-weight" in withdrawing from an ex- with more persistency and incisivness than he does. he labeled me, and stuck a pin through me, as a spe.
perience in which his mere stolid ponderosity might I accept and proclaim, along with him, the ultimate cies of bug with which he was entirely familiar, and 
prove a serious disadvantage. Mr. Wakeman is a scientific and practical test of knowledge _to be as fastened me upon the wall, to his own satisfaction and 
judicious temporizer and opportunist. Both he and given in his own words, and I am obliged to him for that of his large and truly noble troop of followers; a 
Jumbo feel it due to their acknowledged-greatness the clearness and precision of that definition. little too credulous, merely, on this occasion, of their 
to be careful of themselvs, when they sniff danger in What, then, again, is the crucial difference be- leader's infallibility. 
the surroundings. " Discretion is the better part of tween Mr. W akemaii and me at this point? or, be- I was drifted among these Positivists, as being the · 
valor." tween ordinary Positivism and the Universological nearest of kith and kin of any class of thinkers ·an.d 

But with. all my admiration for my two distin- school? It is just here: I ask the close attention of workers in the world, and was peremptorily rejected 
guished opponents, and with all my proverbial long- the reader to it, as this is the core of the whole mat- by them. I might quote scripture: "He came to his 
suffering and patience, I cannot afford to let them ter. Wakeman and Putnam and that school, laying own and his own received him not." Universology 
off scot-free. They hav done, not me chiefly, but the down the definition, are infinitly less faithful to it should hav been taken up at once as a new and mess
truth, a bad service by their false estimate of the than the Universologists, who are, in fact, the first to ureless expansion of Positivism. That it was not 
true relationship of "Positivism" and Universology; hav discovered that there is a precise agreement be- so was due mainly to the in:fl.uence of Mr. Wakeman. 
and it is incumbent on me to put them right, even at tween the two spheres, throughout an infinity of de- I came to that parish, which was rightly my parish, 
some risk of their getting hurt. tail, and with an immensity of exact system heretofore with the credentials of a schoolmaster in my pocket, 

) First, then, as to what Mr. Wakeman does say- entirely undreamed of. Analogy, not superficial, with something new to teach; but there was an in
keeping over, along with a word additional for Mr. poetic analogy, but exact scientific analogy-a new surrection among the big boys to keep the teacher 
Putnam, what he (Mr. Wakeman) fails to say here and radical discovery in science-is the guide to a out of the school-house; and Mr. Wakeman was the 
and now, but has said on other occasions and for comprehension of that agreement; and that analogy biggest of the big boys, who planted himself in the 
which I hold him mainly responsible when Mr. Put- is the field of Universology. doorway to keep the schoolmaster out. 
nam repeats his errors: My opponents define metaphysics to be the same But the times of that darkness are passing away. 

Mr. Wakeman now says: "There are three funda- as Idealism, and this the same as poetry, or the Better thoughts are coming; even to the mind of Mr. 
mental solutions of the world, and answers may be mind-made factor of mental conceptions, and this Wakeman. Universology is rapidly getting itself 
given from each solution to these questions. The again as the subjectiv half of our knowledge. They comprehended and accepted, in a small way first, in 
question for this age is, Which must be accepted as then proceed to say that metaphysics, idealism, etc., preparation for a rapid comprehension and accept
true? The theologian says the ultimate test of knowl- must be "ruled out· of science;" reducing all knowl- ance in the world at large. I allude to the "late un
edge is the revealed will of God, the creator of the edge to "objectiv" or "material sensation;" at least pleasantness" only to make clear the line Of differ
world, who knew all about it when he made it. The Mr. Putnam does so. I do not know that any one else ence between ordinary Positivism and the N eo-Posi
metaphysicians say that the logos ('The Word') which has pushed the absurdity quite so far. Now let us tivism of Universology. 
was with God, and was God, and remaineth ever the compare these two statements. The slightest reflection will show, if the problem 
true logic of the universe, is the test. The sci- 1. "The scientist says the agreement of our sul{j'ec- be to adjust the relationship between a physical and 
entist says the agreement of our subjectiv ideas with tiv ideas with the external or ol{j"ectiv order qf the world a metaphysical world, that the party which proposes 
the external, or objectiv, order of the world around around us is the test of truth and the substance and to or actually does reject all study of the metaphysical 
us, is the test of truth and the substance and founda- foundation of what we are to regard as knowledge" or mental world, must be wrong; and that the party 
tion of what we are to regard as knowledge." (Wakeman). which studies that world most thoroughly-n<;>t, as its 

To this he adds: "Mr. Andrews is the chiefest 2. The subjectiv half of this coupling of elements opponents would slanderously affirm, to remam there 
living incarnation of the logos or logic of the uni- must be ruled completely out of the realm of truth, and never get out-but for the very purpose of m~
verse." of knowledge, and of science, as it is merely man- ing that comparison, while at the same time studymg 

Mr. Wakeman knows, or should know, that this made stuff, poetry, unreliable folderol, having in it the objectiv world, with equal exhaustivness, and then 
statement is no fair or full representation of my po- no truth, being no part of knowledge (Wakeman plus which actually makes the comparison, must be right. 
sition, and the verbal compliment at the end will not Putnam). Mr. Wakeman, with a true instinct of going wrong, 
deter me in the least from unearthing its fallacy. That is to say, (1) That two things are to be which has consistently haunted him all along, on this 
First, then, nobody as yet in this discussion repre- compared and held in relation with each other, in subject has quoted approvingly from Mr. Putnam's 
sents what Mr. Wakeman calls the theological solu- order to get at truth, the substance and foundation last article just those parts in which, as I hav shown 
tion. Just as little is anybody representing the logos, of knowledge. (2) That one of these two things is in my reply to him, Mr. Putnam is fatally in error, 
the logic of the universe, as the sole scientific test; to be wholly rejected or discarded from the inquiry, and has omitted all mention of those splendid state· 
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menta of Mr. Putnam's, in which he is so eminently founder of this pseudo-Positivism, has, even if it were 
in the right, and by which he so fully redeems him- by mere blunder, or with no full apprehension of the 
self. What Mr. Wakeman calls "this admirable fact, still truly said, is allied with idiocy. It is the 
statementof the qu~stion b:f Mr. ~utnam," so far as most .fa;tal inversion of the true philosophic idea. 
it involves my doctnns or VIews, IS what I expressly Oomte Is also grandly right when he talks of the 
repudiate; and a man should hav the privilege of science of mathematics as Abstract Cosmology; and 
stating his own position. those of his followers are wholly wrong who sup-

Mr. Wakeman then adds: "Mr. Putnam is there- pose that great science to be purely subjectiv. 
fore correct in basing modei:n science and philosophy True, rational knowledge is knowledge with an if, 
upon our knowledge of this objectiv order of the as Mr. Putnam has said. Good that it is so. The 
world around us. The test of truth is the agreement salvation of the human intellect is in that fact. Prim
of our ideas with that order; that is, the agreement itiv, first-blush, intuitiv, supposed knowledge, ac
of thoughts with things, facts, and processes around cepted without an if, or a doubt, without skepticism 
and within us. The agreement of ideas with ideas may or re-investigation, is dogmatism and irrationality, 
make analogy or poetry, but not science or verified and the most dangerous of errors; which has cost 
truth." · the world thousands of years to begin to recover 

With all this I accord heartily; but two points from, by inaugurating the Supremacy of Skepticism, 
must be added which are all-important. The first is Reason, and that Higher Knowledge which survives 
that the discussion between Mr. Putnam and myself the intervention and test of the If, and all the if's and 
strikes deeper, and inquires how we obtain or an'ive buts which can be urged against it. 
at our knowledge of this objectiv order. I say, by Knowledge, claimed to be such, without the if, be
the dynamic unity of sense-impression and rational fore and apart from any if,_ not tested by being 
inference. He says so too at times, and that " there brought face to face with every possible if and but, 
is no priority;" and I simply try to hold him consist- is mere seeming, and this mere seeming is the unsci
ently to that statement. But further, I say that our entific (the naturismal) element in Science, while 
knowledge of this objectiv order, as well as of the reason, with its exhaustion of all the possible if's and 
subjectiv order, is, therefore, of two kinds, and that buts, is the Scientific (technically the Scientismal) ale
the kind not derived through the senses is the espe- ment. 
cially scientific element. Sensation as a factor of knowl- How then about the " poetry" idea which Mr. 
edge is of a still more limited range than. as I hav Wakeman has begotten and forgotten, but with which 
heretofore spoken of it. It is not true, as averred he has unfortunately inoculated Mr. Putnam? This 
by Mr. Wakeman, that "we know of the external is part of the same thing. The if is sub-position (a 
world only as the senses reveal it to us." In the very putting under), and sub-position is sup-position. The 
next sentence he sa:ys, "The-eye brings more than it human mind, dealing with its first crude sense-im
sees." What is this more of knowledge which the pressions, puts under them, infers (brings in) and 
physical sight not brings, but of which it is the occa- supposes (sub-poses, or puts under) something within, 
sion? This nwre is rational inference. We hav, there- back of, or beneath them, as their ground or support, 
fore, two kinds of knowledge, one Observational, by or for less serious purposes. 
the mere use of the senses, the other Inferential, by These sup-positions are of two directly opposit 
the use of the reason-Observational knowledge and kinds. First, they are playful or imaginativ, resort
Inferential knowledge. Now I am saying that mere ed to wantonly, or for the mere pleasure of indulg
observational knowledge is naturismal, and that in- ing in them-and this is Poetry. When the mind 
ferential knowledge is scientismal. Still further, imagins the connection of objects, as a man's head 
then, I hav now to say that mere observation, or andtrunk united with the body of a horse, as in the 
sense-impression, givs no knowledge of any world centaur, a relationship in nowise justified by anything 
permanent in time. Our senses testify to us purely and in nature, and merely as a kitten plays with its own 
simply if that which is impressing the senses at the pres- tail-that is Poetry; for it may rightly be said to be 
ent instant. We hav no knowledge whatsoever-not something made by the mind ( poiein, to make); it is 
the slightest-of any fact of yesterday, or of any fact the supposition of what might be; but it is not sup
of to-morrow, through the senses, merely. "If the whole posed even to refer to what is. It ceases to be poetry 
race of man should pass away with a comet's stroke the instant it is believed in as fact, or as comporting 
or other fatality," asks Mr. Wakeman, "can we with the truth of the external world. 
avoid the conclusion that the world (the not I) would The second sort of sup-positions, under-puttings, 
still exist?" So be it; but the "conclusion!" we do under-pinnings, or rational groundings, of our com
not " conclude" with our eyes and ears-not in any mon, first-blush seemings of knowledge are, on the 
way with our senses. Conclusion is a culmination other hand, serious and severe-the most earnest work
of a mental process, and is a term of logic, or the ings which the human mind ever has undertaken, or 
science of reasoning, and not a sensuous expression ever ca:u, undertake; the very most opposit pole of men
at all. Your external world, then, depends as much tal process from poetry or mere fancy. It is here 
for its existence-to us-on the logos as the logos on that lie, as the bottom nuggets of truth, and in the 
it; and, as having any continuance in time, wholly so. same "pocket," the axioms of mathematics, the syl
W e know absolutely nothing of this great material logistic convincingness of logic, and the ultra analyti
world as having existed yesterday, a thousand or ten cal analogies of Universology. To swoop these op~ 
million years ago'-through the senses alone. We sense posit extremes of mentation in under the one desig
the immediate instantaneous impression. We then re- nation of "poetry" is the wildest departure from 
member.and then reason. The compound resultant of rational thinking. 
all the'Se mental processes in a combined process is, In fine, however, despite all differences, the way is 
then, what we believej and if we hav eliminated all fairly opened for the reconciliation and co-operation 
possible sources of doubt, it becomes and remains of the Positivists and the Neo-Positivists, through 
what we know. · . the door of the remaining statement which I shall 

The other comment here is on the portion of Mr. take the space to quote from Mr. Wakeman. "It 
Wakeman's statement now under consideration in must," he says, "be frankly admitted that the sub
which he says, "The agreement of ideas with ideas jectiv interpretation [the predominance of the logos] 
may make analogies or poetry, but not verified truth." is, after all, the only interpretation of that order [the 
Well, but what shall we call the agreement of ideas external and objectiv world] possible to man." While 
in detail, not with other mere ideas, but with objec- Mr. Wakeman, doubtless, comes far short, as yet, of 
tiv facts in detail, as, for instance, arithmetical count understanding the full force of this concession as I 
(ideal) with the series of real objects counted. Are do, there is in it ample ground for beginning the 
not the two series analogous or repetitory, in all their joint occupation of the new fields of scientific re
items or steps? It is this sort of analogy which search, which the statement logically implies. 
Universology deals with, and in respect to which it STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS. 
reveals a new field of science. It is this kind of 
analogy of which Mr. Wakeman takes no heed, going 
off on superficial or false analogies or confounding the 
two kinds with each other. It is this true and funda
mental analogy, directly within the scope of Mr. W aka
man's own definition of science, and of what he says 
the scientist givs as his solution of the universe, 
which the Universologists ask Mr.Wakeman to begin 
to comprehend and b~lieve in. It is this true scien
tific verity of analogy which renders a science of 
mathematics-the discovery and demonstration of 
congruity between an ideal series and a real series 

A Good Poem. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:· I 

send herewith a "Truth Seeker's Dilemma." If 
worthy a place in your paper, please publish it. It 
was not written expressly for publication, but the 
author livs near me, and I will bear the responsibil-
ity, J. E. BECKLEY. 

Nunda, June 30, 1883. 
A TBUT!I SEEKER'S DILEMMA, 

Thou great unbounded infinit, thou great unl:lounded whole, 
Thy body is the universe, thy spirit is its soul. 

of objects-possible. It is this same kind of analogy If thou dost fill immensity, if thou art all in all, 
pushed further which reveals the new and wonderful If thou wast here before I was, then I'm not here at all. 
fact of the absolute unity of scientific law through- How could I liv outside of thee if thou fillest earth and air? 
out the universe. There surely is no place for me outside of everywhere. 

The axiomatic elements of mathematics, based on If thou art God, and thou dost fill immensity of space, 
the pure reason, are the most solid, secure, and injlex- Then I am God, think as you will, or else I hav no place. 
ible, the most truly positiv portion of human knowl- And if I am not part of God, and if I am not here, 
edge; while the deliverances to our consciousness of I surely could commit no sin, for then I'd be somewhere. 
the outer merefacts of existence, unconnected and at d h h So I must be a part of God, no matter if it's small, 
ran om, throng t e senses, are the fluctuating, And if I am not part of God, there is no God at all. S. A. 
evanescent, contradictory, and uncertain portion of 
knowledge-the least positiv portion-a reliance on "A TRUTH SEEKER ARoUND THE WoRLD;" 4 volumes, 
which, to the exclusion of reason, Comte himself, the cloth, $6.50; leather, $9.50; morocco, gilt edges, $10.50 

"Death Ends All." 
So says our leaTIIed, worthy, and much-esteemed 

Elmina. But why make this bold assertion? Does 
our dear sister perfectly understand all powers and 
possibilities of the universe? Is there no appeal 
from this important, infallible diction? Does this 
assertion prove immortality to be impossible? Is 
this question no longer an open one? Is Truth to 
be confronted, confuted, and silenced by a simple 
assertion? Many of the most learned and progressiv 
minds and profound thinkers hav quite a different 
opinion. 

Though death will end this transient life of pain, 
Who can be sure man may not liv again? 
Would g be wisdom in mankind to pause, 
Not understanding all Dame Nature's laws? 
If nature givs life, mind, and reason here, 
Why not suffice in ultramundane sphere? 

If you deny the existence of unfteshed spirits, how 
can you account for the facts (in all ages and all 
countries) of innumerable allegorical dreams, pre
sentiments, WaTIIings, double - dreaming trance, 
wraiths, apparitions, troubled spirits, haunted housQs, 
spectral lights, and apparitions attached to certain 
families, as recorded in all history? Ca.n all these be 
accounted for by spectral illusion ? Is not one case 
of a departed spirit absolutely communicating in~ 
formation more reliable authority than a thousand 
assertions to the contrary? 

I once asked a Materialist how he could account 
for the fulfilment of dreams, if there were no spirit 
beings to giv man waTIIing of impending danger. 
The following was his reply: "I had finished paint
ing a clock-face on three sides of a church steeple, 
and the same evening I made a scaffolding, so as to 
finish work on the following day. During the night 
I dreamt that when I stepped on the staging it gave 
way, and I fell on the rocks below. The dream made 
so strong an impression that in the morning I exam
ined the staging before venturing upon it, and, to my 
great surprise, I found that the large spike at the 
corner I would hav stepped on was broken off." 

Thusa the dream saved the Materialist painter's 
life. The following is a letter from St. Augustine to 
his friend Evadius (Epistola, 159, Antwerp edition): 

"I will relate to you a circumstance which will furnish you 
matter for reflection. Our brother Sennadius, well known to 
us all as an eminent physician, and whom we especially love, 
who is now at Carthage, after having distinguished himself 
at Rome, and with whose piety and activ benevolence you 
are well acquainted, could yet, nevertheless, as he has lately 
narrated to us, by no means bring himself to believe in a life 
after death. One night there appeared to him in a dream a 
radiant youth of noble aspect, who bade him follow him; 
and as Sennadius obeyed, they came to a city where, on the 
right side, he heard a chorus of the most heavenly voices . .AB 
he desired to know whence this divine harmony proceeded, 
the youth told him that what he heard were the songs of the 
blessed; whereupon he awoke and thonght no more of his 
dream than people usually do. On another night, however, 
behold! the youth appears to him again, and asks him if he 
knows him; and Sennadius related to him all the particulars 
of his former dream, which he well remembered. 'Then,' 
said the youth, 'was it while sleeping or waking that you 
saw these thin~s ?' 'I was sleeping,' anawered Sennadius. 
'You are right, returned the youth; 'it was in your sleep 
that you saw these things; and know, 0 Sennadius, that 
what you see now is also in your sleep. But if this be so, 
tell me where then is your body?' 'In my bed-chamber,' 
answered Sennadius. 'But know you not,' continued the 
stranger, 'that your eyes, which form a part of your body, 
are closed and inactiv ?' 'I know it,' answered he. 'Then,' 
said the youth, 'with what eyes see you these things?' And 
Sennadius could not answer him; and, as he hesitated, the 
youth spoke again, and explained to him the motiv of his 
questions. 'As the eyes of your body,' said he, 'which lies 
now on your bed and sleeps are inactiv and useless, and yet 
you hav eyes wherewith you see me and these things which I 
hav shown unto you, so, after death, when these bodily or· 
gans fail you, you will hav a vital power whereby you will 
liv, and a sensitiv faculty whereby you will perceive.' 'And 
thus,' said this excellent man, ' was I convinced, and all 
doubts removed.'" . 

In dreams and in the Spiritual philosophy there 
a.re deep and holy wells of truth to be discovered in 
these neglected by-paths of nature by those who seek 
them, from which they may draw the purest consola~ 
tiona for the present, the most ennobling hopes for 
the future, and valuable aid in penetrating through 
the latter into the spiritual parts of the scriptures. 

Truth is what all mankind desire to know 
To find the truth, alas I where shall we go? 

Not to Elmina, assuredly, so far as proof be given of 
non-immortality of non-identity. 

I confess it makes me sorrowful when I hear Jill.~ 
mina denying her birthright, immortality, and I can 
not but grieve to think how closely her clay must be 
wrapped about her, and how the external and sensu~ 
ous life must hav prevailed over the internal, when 
no gleam from within breaks through to show her 
that immortality is "truth." But she " does knock 
many of the old Jew-book superstions in the head," 
and there she "does good wol.'k." "We shall say 
Amen to the following lines:" 

The laws of nature never yet did fail. 
Great is this truth, and will at last prevail. 
The laws of nature let us now obey
While hastening to a sure immortal day. 

E. N. KINGSLEY. --------.-------
A PITTSBURGH minister on Sunday referred to daily 

papers ~s "sewer pipes," whereupon they all felt that 
in that capacity they were obliged to publish hif' 
sermon, and did so.-Boston Post 

, 
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Why People Do Not Go to Church. 
Fr11m the Nwth American Review. 

It is a generally admitted fact that in these da.ys 
only a small proportion, even of intelligent and emi
nently respectable people, are regular attendants 
upon religious services on Sunday. It is believed, 
and frequently deplored, that the proportion is di
minishing year by year. The increasing aversion of 
people who cannot be called bad or depraved to 
church attendance is generally ascribed to the spread 
of unbelief; but. this does not wholly account for it. 

The world has, indeed, been moving very rapidly 
during the last generation, and theology, which used 
to be in the van of human thought, and in some 
measure to lead in human progress, has fallen to the 
rear, and is in imminent danger of being left alto
gether. The results of scientific and philosophic in
quiry hav widely diffused an intelligent common 
sense, which will not accept teachings that were once 
potent over the human mind. People do not like to 
be fed on the dry leaves of an antiquated theology 
in which the sap of life has ceased to flow. Dogmas 
which uS"ed to keep the superstitious mind in sub
jection, ar:.d rule the lives of men through their 
hopes and fears, hav lost their power; because en
lightened thought declares that there can be no such 
terrific chances in another life as the world used to 
believe. 

It is useless to fight against the tendencies of the 
age, or to deplore them as evil, for they are in the 
line of human progress. Men are better and not 
worse than in the olden time, and yet they believe 
less in the supernatural and the unprovable. The 
majority of intelligent and well-meaning people, 
whose purposes are good, whose aspirations are 
high, whose conduct is upright, do not and cannot 
believe what the churches teach, and they are weary 
of its reiteration. In fact, the keener their appre
hension, the clearer their mental vision, the stronger 
their powers of thought, and the broader their intel
lectual culture, the less willing or able are they to 
stoop to the yoke of belief which the church im
poses. It is not the daring Atheist or the reckless 
evil-doer that is now chiefly found in the ranks of 
non-attendants at church, but the sober citizen and 
the father of a faJnily, who is loyal to his convictions 
and faithful to his duty. 

Why does he not go ? Why should he go ? It is 
for the church to attract, and it repels. It proscribes 
thought and free inquiry. It craJnps the brains of 
its ministers until it is· only the intellectual light
weights that seek its service. The mediocrities of 
the seminaries go to the pulpit. They offer nothing 
for the mental or moral digestion and nutrition of 
healthy men. They minister chiefly to the super
stitious, the narrow ·and the morbid, and the mas
culin sex is disappearing from among their followers. 

There is no doubt that people are repelled from 
the pews because the pulpit is behind the age. The 

is involved in debt, and they are asked to help it out 
of foolish bankruptcy. They are asked to subscribe 
for foreign missions, though doubting the benefit to 
distant savages of the five dollars' worth of teaching 
which it costs a hundred dollars to giv them. They 
are called upon to contribute to various charitable 
enterprises and entertainments-not called upon 
simply, put persistently urged, when they hav their 
own personal notions about chru:itable aid, in accord
ance with which they do in private what they can 
afford. or feel disposed to do. They find that in what 
claims to be the temple of the meek and lowly savior, 
who gave his special blessing to the poor, and was 
himself more slenderly provided for than the foxes 
and the birds of the air, they cannot feel at home 
unless they are comparativly rich. The chlll"ch to
day is a beggar, not humble and meek in its demands, 
but greedy, persistent, almost impudent. Our seeker 
for sustenance and inspiration for his better nature 
finds himself in a congregation of daughters of the 
horse-leech, ever crying, "Giv, giv !" and he flees in 
weariness and disgust from their importunities. 

And yet it is not his pocket ·alone that is sensitiv. 
His self-respect and pride are hurt. He thought, 
perchance, that aJnong the professed followers of 
the meek and lowly one, there might be a sort of 
equality of position, as among joint heirs to a com
mon inheritance compared with which earthly re
sources are said to be insignificant. But he finds 
that the continual calls for contribution and for aid 
in the entertainments and charitable side-shows of 
the church serve the purpose of gauging a man's 
worldly means, and he is relegated to his place in 
the social grade of the church according to his 
ability to pay for it. Perhaps his means are modest, 
and the private demands upon them all they will 
bear. In that case, he is nobody in the society of 
the church. He is made to feel that he and his 
family are measured and estimated according to the 
scale of worldly treasures, and he becomes discon
tented and unhappy. He concludes that if the 
modern Christian church is the guardian of the 
gateway to heaven, it is easier for a whole caravan of 
camels to thread the postern of a needle's · eye than 
for a poor man to make his way through the formid
able barrier. He givs up his search in that direction 
for elevating and encouraging influences in life's 
trials, and, with the conclusions of science and phil
osophy, makes a more comfortable, if not a better, 
sanctuary for himself and his in his own home. 
Churches, at least in· large cities, are for the rich, 
and serve rather a social than a genuin religious 
purpose; chapels and mission schools are for the 
poor, who are thereby made to feel their inferiority; 
but for the great class of reading, thinking, and 
activ men of the age there is no provision made for 
spiritual salvation. A NoN-CHuRCH-GoER. 

The Discussion About Science. 
notion can no longer be kept up that "unbelievers" I confess to an intense interest in this discussion. 
are bad. It has to be admitted that they are, as a I hav read all you hav published with close attention. 
rule, intelligent, earnest, and altogether . honest. The subject. is of the first importance. The con
They still cherish the hope, at least, of a future life, tributors, Mr. PutnaJD, Mr. Wakeman, and Mr. An
and they certainly hav no " enmity toward God." drews, are exceptionally able and cultured. The dis
They want to lead decent and well-ordered lives, and ciplined thinker will follow the arguments with great 
bring their children up with good principles and pleasure and profit, and the untrained mind, if will
high ideals. They recognize the needs of their ing, may benefit by the ripe thought, the sharp dis
higher nature, and hav no objection to its being criminations, the precise and accurate statements, of 
called a spiritual nature. They recognize the value . these trained intellects. While carefully reading the 
of appeals to the purer feelings and the loftier sen- discussion itself, I hav read the comments contained 
timents. They know that through the eye and ear in the two editorials, " The Discussion About 
the soul may be reached and benefited. They Science " and "Are We Learning What Science Is ?" 
would be glad on their weekly da;x of rest to subject I aJn moved to offer a thought or two on the last of 
themselvs to elevating influences, and bring their these editorials. It is chiefly devoted to a criticism 
faJnilies within them. Having this want, and recog- of Mr. Andrews and the science of Universology. 
nizing this need, they still keep away from the You say of Mr. Andrews's latest contribution, "This 
"sanctuary," partly because it so inadequately pro- article, we expect, will call forth the popular objec
vides for them. They do not find there satisfaction tion to the writing of this eminently learned man." 
for the soul, and modern society, dominated by an You accuse him of obscuring his meaning by too 
antiquated ecclesiasticism, is failing to provide for many words, "words, too, with which no one but Mr. 
the spiritual wants of man .. It is, therefore, failing Andrews himself is faJniliar." You quote an un
to arrest the working of those forces in human na- favorable comment on Mr. Andrews's style from John 
ture that tend to moral degeneracy. Science is to- Storer Cobb, evidently attracted by its wit rather 
day doing more for morals than the church. than 'its truthfulness. You say you "hav often ques-

But, as we stated at the outset, unbelief is but tioned why a man with so much knowledge as Mr. 
one cause of non-attendance at church. There are Andrews is everywhere admitted to possess, and, 
many who would put up with a good deal of decayed having so much information to impart of value to 
theology, and try for themselvs and their children to the world, should, through a seeming lack of in
obtain benefit and satisfaction from church-going for sight, or wisdom, or something or other, expose him
the sake of the sustenance of the better nature and self" to this sort of criticism. I feel obliged to 
the stimulus to the higher impulses, inadequate admit that "this article " has had quite the opposit 
though though they be, were they not actually re- effect upon me, and, in my judgment, will go far 
pelled from the church-door by the demands made toward removing "the popular objection to the writ
upon them if they enter. A common excuse for not ings of this eminently lea.r'ned man." 
going to church is the same as a common excuse for I am quite surprised at your expressions upon this 
not getting married. Men of modest means and a particular article. Mr. Andrews, at its commence
fair share of pride and self-respect " cannot afford ment, specifically said he would "abandon the at
it." They would willingly pay in the form of pew- tempt" at close "philosophical disquisition" and "see 
rent a reasonable compensation for such benefit as what can be done by a more popular rough handling 
they could get; but, having obtained their seat and of the subject." But when a special effort on his 
paid for it, they find themselvs subjected to constant part to satisfy popular requirements evokes an edi
solicitation for a hundred purposes that hav no con- torial judgment that he "lacks insight, or wisdom, or 
nection with their reasons for wishing to go to something or other," or "has intended" to "envelop 
church. Perhaps the church which they wish to at- his meaning in obscenity," he will not be encouraged 
tend, through a policy which they had no part in to continue the popular method of communicating 
making, and which they would never hav approved, his "information." It is believed by qualified judges 

that· Mr. Andrews knows more about language and 
how to use it than any other living man. Charles 
Sumner (about a year before his death), in introducing 
Mr. Andrews to Gov. Boutwell and a party of friends 
at Washington, said: "This is Mr. Stephen Pearl 
Andrews. Thirty years ago, in Boston, Mr. Andrews 
knew more about language than any of us, and we 
were his pupils." 

After reading the editorial criticism of Mr. An
drews's use o£ words, and "words, too, with which no 
one but Mr. Andrews himself is faJniliar," I carefully 
reread the entire seven columns, of between five and 
six thousand words, and could find but two which are 
not in common use, and one of these was coined to 
describe a new kind of scientific "blockhead" which 
has just been developed, and the other was a neces
sary technicality, for a . new idea, the meaning of 
which is patent upon its face. 

There is a spirit of deference to the ability, and re
spect for the wisdom, of Mr. Andrews to be found in 
the editorial, if one looks for it carefully, but the 
"Cobb" quotation at the commencement, the "Petty 
cream and som· milk" in the middle, and the meta
physical holes in the sand bank at the end, suggest 
that wit and humor dominate the writer's character 
at the expense of his nobler qualities. 

Cobb was a child in thought when he met Mr. An
drews; "he thought as a child, he understood as a 
child, he spoke as a child," but he afterward, to 
quote his own words, "sedulously cultivated an ac
quaintance with him and the work to which he has 
devoted his life," and eventually he "becaJne a man;" 
and when he had "put away childish things," we find 
him saying, "Mathematics is a department which I 
hav for many years been engaged in studying and 
teaching, and of which I may therefore, perhaps, be 
considered best able to giv an opinion as to methods 
of investigation; and of even this most fundamental, 
longest known, and best settled department of science, 
I find this new scientific discovery of Andrews ade
quate to recast the philosophy in: a profound and un-
erring manner." FRANKLIN BuRLINGAME. 

An Outing. 
'Tis Sun's Day, and we hav had such a fulness of 

the glad, sweet, pleasant out-of-doors all through its 
fleeting hours that a strong desire comes over me to 
share its joyeusness with all the world and the rest 
of mankind. In the cool, breezy, moist morning Mr. 
Slenker and I took a long, long walk up the river, 
enjoying every step of the way as we threaded the 
shady path among the great willows, buttonwoods, 
walnuts, cedars, oaks, etc., that spread their shelter
ing arms above us, while all around our feet were 
lovely grasses, blooming flowers, clinging vines, and 
tangled shrubbery, growing in that wild, unstudied 
gracefulness that Nature in her untraJnmeled freedom 
best loves and affects. Sweet songs of the birds 
from the tree-tops and coverts on every side fille4 
the summer air with melody, and all nature seemed 
to thrill and pulsate with joy and happiness. 

As we rambled on, culling now a handful of flow
ers and then a bunch of blooming gTasses, and anon 
the plump dewberry and clustering raspberry, our 
hearts were full ()f that sweet content that is never 
felt save in the glad, free out-of-doors, far from the 
busy haunts of men, alone with Nature in her gentle 
and loving moods. When I hear the pious ones 
croon over the old platitude, that the Infidel cannot 
enjoy and apprecil;tte the wonders and beauties of 
Nature, I long for the power to send into their igno
rant sensations just one hour of that higher, purer 
appreciativness of the glories, the sweetnesses, and 
the harmonies of dear old NatUl'e, that are felt only 
by those who are educated upon the plane of truth 
and actual science. 

The poor Esquimaux in his hovel can no more im
agin the luxuries of the home of a cultivated, intelli
gent, wealthy citizen of our enlightened, comfort
appreciating land, than can these creed-bound, su
perstitious, blinded God-believers appreciate or 
understand the higher and purer joys of the freed 
n,nd cultivated mind of the Infidel and Atheist. 

Not one of the thousands who on this Sabbath 
morning wended their way churchward, at the call 
of the silver-toned bells, felt in their hearts so sweet 
and holy a thrill of real, glad gratefulness that life 
held so much of joy, so much of beauty, so much of 
happiness, as did we two, alone in the silent fast
nesses of the wood-embowered river, rushing through 
its rock-bound walls, and rippling in broken cascades 
over its stony shallows. 

In the afternoon several boat-loads of us-young 
and old, fathers, mothers, and children, and young 
men and their sweethearts-took a pleasant ride far 
up the river, along its shady side, now and then 
brushed by the overarching limbs of the old trees as 
they bent lovingly above us. Glad, merry voices and " 
sweet, rippling laughter filled the air with melody as 
the boats darted here and there or floated lazily on 
the streaJD. We landed at a big mulberry-tree-the 
largest one I ever saw. The boys climbed into its 
great branches, and soon the ground was literally 
covered with the rich, ripe, luscious, purple fruit, and 
we all feasted to satiety. Then we once more em
barked, to land again at a great spring on the river 
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bank which from innumerable mouths gurgled its promotion of intellectual, scientific, and agricultural pleased God by their good works; cursed may he be 
cryst~ streams t~ou9h the soft sand, making it to Improvement. by the chorus of sacred virgins who depreciated the 
boil like a great giants caldron- Those seventy "humble petitioners" conclude riches of this world for their love to Jesus Christ; 

b there is sufficient law to exclude all sectarian books cursed may he be by all the saints who, from the be-" Up from its sacred depths elow, 
Clear as crystal and pure as snow, and ceremonies from the schools; and as an appeal is ginning of the world untilthe end of the centuries, 
Like a jewel the darker waters among, about to be made to the government to hav the laws hav pleased and will please God. In conclusion, 
Cometh the spring with a gush of song." enforced, the above statement is made that the public cursed may he be by the earth and all the holy things 

Back once again into the boats, and then home- may hav a clear understanding of the matter. All it contains; cursed be he wherever he may go, 
ward bound; one more red-letter day woven into men of note, whether in the church or not, concede whether he be at his house, in the field, in the road, 
life's calendar. that a public school is no place for sectarian books in a path, in the bush, in the water, or in the church; 

May you all, dear friends, hav many such, and may or worship. ~o long as our school board remains in cursed be he living, dying, eating, drinking, quench-
each year bring more and more of them to our world, the hands of "the Union" there will be no hope but ing hunger, or quenching the thirst; when he may 
is the wish and hope of yours happily, ELllfiNA.. an appeal to the law; and if the entire government fast, when he may induce sleep, when he may sleep, 

has not been taken in hand by "the Union" we con- when he may walk, when he may be standing, 

The Way the Christians Poison the Schools. 
From the Lowell, Mich., Journal. 

Two years ago the Lowell school board discovered 
that it was not only unjust, but illegal, to hav sec
tarian exercises in the schools, and resolved that the 
same, if held at all, be outside of regular hours. At 
the beginning of the present term, for the same 
reason, the board readopted the same resolution. 
Recently, the board rescinded said resolution, giv-

. ing the teachers permission to hold divine worship 
and impart sectarian ideas "at their option." Many 
protested against this strange action, claiming that it 
was a violation of law and the principle of equal 
rights, as guaranteed by the government. At once 
Christian theology was made a prominent feature of 
the schools. A petition signed by nearly seventy, very 
many of whom were the best citizens of Lowell, ask
ing equal rights according to law, was handed in to 
the board, and the same was coolly "laid on the 
table." Said "humble petitioners" now feel very 
much as the negro did under the slave code-no 
rights that the board feel bound to respect. Stunned 
and confounded, they search for an explanation, and 
find it in the "report of the proceedings of the W. 
C. T. U. State convention," just held at Adrian. We 
quote: 

"In Lowell, Bible reading in the schools had been 
prohibited and the Union took the matter in hand and 
the result was the Bible has been reinstated in the 
school" 

Quite likely the Lowell school board did not think, 
when they were disregarding the wishes, the rights, 
the protests of the people, and the laws of the gov
ernment, that the women of "the Union" would go 
over to Adrian and boast so publicly of the conquest, 
that under their seductiv wiles the Lowell school 
board represented "the Union" and not the people. 
As some deny that Bible reading, etc., is sectarian, I 
would ask attention to Webster's definition of sec
tarian and sect. 

"Sectarian.-Pertaining to sect." 
"Sect.-A body or number of persons united in 

tenets, chiefly in philosophy or religion, but constitut
ing a distinct party by holding sentiments different 
from those of other men. Most sects hav their 
origin in a particular person, who taught and prop
agated some particular notions in philosophy or 
religion, and who is considered to hav been its 
founder." 

According to the above, the Bible is a sectarian 
book, and all exercises founded on the same are 
sectarian. 

The Common School law says: "Sec. 7. The 
duty (of the board) to prescribe text books is im
perativ. Nor is the teacher at liberty to introduce 
any new text book without the action of the board." 

SEc. 121. "No school district shall apply any of 
the money's received by it from the primary school 
fund, or from any or all <;>ther sources, for the sup
port and maintenance of any school of a . sectarian 
character, whether the same be under control of any 
religious society, or made sectarian by the school 
district board." 

SEc. 4. "School District Libraries." "It shall be 
the duty of the state board of education to make a 
list of books which are unsectarian in character and 
suitable for District or Township Libraries.'' 

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE Ol!' MICHIGAN. 
ART. m. SEc. 39. The legislature shall pass no 

laws to prevent any person from worshiping Almighty 
God according to the dictates of his own conscience, 
or to compel any person to attend, erect, or support 
any place of religious worship, or to pay tithes, taxes, 
or other rates for the support of any minister or 
teacher of religion. 

SEc. 40. No money shall be appropriated or drawn 
from the treasury for the benefit of any religious 
sect, or society, theological or religious seminary, 
nor shall property belonging to the state be appro
priated for any such purpose. 

SEc. 41. The legislature shall not diminish or en
large the civil or political rights, privileges, and 
capacities of any person on account of his opinion or 
concerning matters of religion. 

SEc. 24. The legislature may authorize the em
ployment of a chaplain for the state "'prison, but no 
money shall be appropriated for the payment of any 
religious services in either house of the legislature. 

ART. xrn. SEc. 4. The legislature shall provide 
for a system of Primary schools. 

SEc. ll. The legislature sh!!JJ. !3ncourage th~ 

fidently expect that justiee will be done. when he may sit down, when he may lie down, 
E. A. CHAPMAN. when he may work, when he may rest, mingendo, ca-

-------- cando etjlebotomando. Cursed be all the strength of 
Notes from the Lecture Field. 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Since 
I wrote you I hav spent three weeks in British Co
lumbia, and hav invariably had good audiences at 
both Victoria and Nanaimo, where we were warmly 
received by Bros. Watkins, Brunton, and Dr. Smith, 
to whom especial thanks are due for a helping hand 
at Nanaimo. 

At Victoria, your friends, James Fell, S. Duck, and 
Capt. Walker, true friends of THE TRUTH SEEKER and 
its cause, made my stay pleasant and my work light. 
Many thanks to these kind friends. 

Next Sunday is my ninth and last lecture in Seattle 
for this time., The Liberal League here is a large 
and live one. Many thanks to them all, and Father 
Crane especially, for many kindnesses during our 
stay here. From here we go to Tacoma, and thence 
to Portland, where we speak on the 1st and 15th of 
July, and the interval at Eagle Creek, where we are 
to giv the oration on the 4th, to be followed by a 
short course of lectures, after which we turn our face 
toward eastern Oregon and Washington Territory, 
and for the benefit of the Liberals at Spokane, 
Cheney, Colfax, Dayton, Walia Walia, Pendleton, 
Baker City, Prairie City, and other points, let me say 
I am right side up and 9n the way to them, and to 
hav things ready for a good time this fall. The cause 
of mental freedom is looming up in this sunset land. 
Long may it wave over ignorance and superstition! 

In conclusion, permit me to express my great sor
row at the sad news of Brother C. C. Luther's death, 
and my sympathy for his bereaved family in their 
sorrow. Brother Luther was my warm friend, whom 
I had learned to love for his many sterling traits of 
character which marked him in an eminent degree; 
a true Liberal, honest, earnest, and a true friend to 
the cause of truth and to his fellow-man. We hav 
met him at our home, and at his home near Modesto, 
and hav always found him the same genial, generous, 
true man, and if there is a bright home beyond for 
any one, Brother Luther will be there. 

Yours for truth, DR J. L. YoRK. 

A Jovial Document. 
Christianity flourishes in Spain. A correspondent 

in that country sends the London Freethinker the 
following translation of an excommunication directed 
against the editor, publishers, and readers of a Free
thought paper in Seville, by the synod of that dis
trict: "In the name of the omnipotent God, of the 
father, of the son, of the holy canons, of the holy Vir
gin Mary, mother of God, and of all the celestial vir
tues; of the angels and archangels, of the thrones 
and the denominations, seraphim and cherubim, of 
the holy patriarchs and prophets, of all the apostles 
and evangelists, of the holy innocents, who only were 
declared worthy of singing the new psalm in the 
presence of the eternal, of the holy martyrs and holy 
confessors, of the holy virgins, and also of all the 
saints and elected of the Lord. We excommunicate 
and anathematize this heretic (or this impious), and 
we sequestrate him of the holy church of God, so 
that, condemned to the eternal penalty, he may fall 
into the abyss like Dathan and Abiram, and like all 
those who dared to say unto the Lord, 'Get away 
from us, for we don't want to know your way.' And 
as the fire is extinguished in water, so may his soul 
be extinguished in the eternity of the centuries, un
less he should reform and admit his fault. Amen. 
Cursed be he of God the father, creator of men; 
cursed be he of God the son, who suffered for men; 
cursed be he of the Holy Ghost, who descended upon 
him in the baptism; cursed may he be by the holy 
cross on which Jesus suffered, triumphant for our 
salvation; may he be cursed by the mother of God, 
most holy Mary, always virgin; cursed may he be by 
Saint Michael, guardian of the sacred souls; cursed 
may he be also by all the angels and archangels, the 
princes and potentates, with all the militia of the ce
lestial army; may he be cursed by the numerous 
patriarchs and prophets; cursed may he be by Saint 
John the precursor, who spilt the water of baptism 
over Jesus; may the malediction of Saint Peter, Saint 
Paul, Saint Andrew, and all the apostles, and of the 
rest of the disciples of Jesus Christ, and of the four 
evangelists, whose preaching converted the whole 
world, fall upon him; cursed may he be by the won
derful multitude of martyrs and professors who 

his body; cursed be he inside, outside, his hair, his 
brains; cursed be he in the head, in the temples, in 
the forehead, in the ears, in the eyebrows, in the eyes, 
in the cheeks, in the jaws, in the nose, in the incisors, 
in the molars, in the lips, in the throat, in the shoul
ders, in the arms, in the hands, in the fingers, in the 
chest, in the heart, in all the internal parts of the 
body, in the kidneys, in the groin, in the femur (sic 
original), in genitalibus, in the thighs, in the knees, in 
the legs, in the feet, in all the articulations, and in 
the nails; cursed be he in the juncture of all the 
parts of his members; may not a point of the body, 
from the top of the head to the soles of the feet re
main sane; cursed may he be by Jesus Christ, son of 
live God, with all the power of his majesty, and may 
there rise against him heaven, with all the virtues 
which it contains, so as to deliver him to the eternal 
punishment, if he does not repent and confess his 
fault. Amen. May it happen to him! may it hap
pen to him ! Amen." --------The Sunday Nuisance in Wisconsin. 

Sabbatarian bigotry comes to the front again. 
This time it is in Bloomington, Wis. The Record· of 
that place givs this account: 

"Much excitement was caused in town Wednesday morn
ing by the arrest of six members of our baseball club, who 
were taken to Lancaster by Deputy-Sheriff Richards, charged 
with violation of the Sabb~tth, by playing ball on that day half 
a mile northeast of the village. That these members did play 
ball last Sabbath they do not deny. Nor do a dozen other 
members of the club, not arrested, deny that they also played 
ball on that as well as on other Sabbaths. Why they were 
not also arrested on complaint of these self-constituted con
servators of law and order is as unanswerable a conundrum 
as is the reason for arresting the six. Under our statutes 
anyone is liable to a fine for such violation of the Sabbath; so 
is any man who opens his store, warehouse, office, market, or 
other place of business. Still, two-thirds of these establish
ments are open in this village every Sunday, and no prosecu
tion has ever followed. And this is the rule in almost every 
town in the Northwest. Tl1e six men arrested will average at 
least as well morally as many who make greater pretensions 
to being bright and shining lights for others to pattern after, 
for where there are no pretensions to superlativ godliness 
there can be no hypocrisy. Personally· we favor a due ob
servance of the Sabbath, but when it is known to all that the 
leading cities of America countenance beer gardens, street 
parades, dancing, bands of music, etc., on that day, it has 
the appearance of • straining at a gnat and swallowing a 
camel,' to arrest men whose lives are otherwise above re
proach solely for the reason that they will not conform to a 
moral standard that others lay down for them. We are not 
living in Puritanical Massachusetts, nor in a section where 
men will be taken by the ear and led into any orthodox or
ganization or code of morals against their own wills. In 
matters of morality Bloomington, while it is no pamdise, will 
compare favorably with other towns. For this reason among 
others the Record considers these arrests as uncalled for and 
contemptible as the spirit which dictated them is officious. 
They are also sure to result in more ill-feeling and factional 
strife than could hav been precipi' a ted in any other way. 
The six men who were submitted to this indignity are not 
vagrants or convicts or ja~l-birds, and neither they n?r their 
friends are pleased at seemg them placed on a level \Vlth that 
class." 

What They Think of Him~ 
From the Philadelphia Press. 

Joseph Cook calls himself "the product of twenty
five years of education, including foreign travel." 
.A.n examination of the work, which is bound in calf, 
with rough edges, shows that twenty-five years of 
education, including foreign travel, hav made a 
highly unsuccessful atte,mpt to perform the work of 
a century in just one-quarter of the time. 

From Texas Siftings. 
Rev. Joseph Cook is giving wings to his opinion of 

the press, which is anything but favorable. As a 
wind instrument, he has all the advantage on his 
side. Making due allowance, however, for Joe's ex
pansiv jaw, there will be sufficient of the press left 
when he gets through chewing, to enlighten and 
liberalize the American people. The press is not 
only able to take care of itself, but it can administer 
a spanking to Joseph, from time to time, as he seems 
to need it. 

AT a prayer-meeting the other night, the burden of 
the remarks was about those who had died recently. 
There was some smiling when the deacon in charge, 
then said: "We will close by singing 'Praise God 
from whom all blessings flow.' "-The PsalmiBt. 

"Wm:REVER I find a great deal of gratitude in a 
poor man, I take it for granted there would be as 
much generosity if he were a rich man.''-Pope, 

, 
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Qlommunications. 
From Corinth to Ephesus, Jerusalem, and .A.n· 

tioch. 
We return to the narra.tiv of Acts. The writ~r 

having told us that Paul preached in Corinth a year 
and a half, o.nd having related the trial before the 
proconsul Gallio, says: 

"And when Paul had been there many days he bid adieu 
to the brethren and departed by sea to gq to Syria (xviii, 18). 

The "many days" probably refer to the time after 
the trial, not to the year and a half spent at Corinth. 

" And with him went Priscilla and Aquila, when he had 
shaved his head at Chenchrea, because he vowed a vow." 

Did Paul, who regarded all Jewish rites abrogated 
by the messiah, take the vow of the Nazarite? Did 
he, in thanksgiving for some deliverance (perhaps 
from the Jewish riot), let his hair grow, abstain from 
wine, and, at the termination of the vow, hav his 
long hair cut off? The law required the shaving to 
be done at Jerusalem, but if a special dispensation 
allowed it to be done elsewhere, was Paul the kind 
of Jew to obtain it? 

But there is another difficulty which may not hav 
occurred to other critics. Tradition says that Paul 
was bald, and he was now about 55 years old, ac
cording to the accepted chronology, but, as we think, 
about 70. We, therefore, discredit the head shaving 
of the bald-pated apostle. 

"And they came to Ephesus, and Paul entered the snyagog 
and discoursed with the Jews. And they requested him to 
tarry with him; but he could not be persuaded. For he 
said: I must certainly krep the approaching feast at Jerusalem. 
But if it please God I will come again to you" (19-21). 

The above italicized words are not found in any 
codices prior to the sixth century. They are omitted 
in the Vulgate and in the revised New Testament. 
They are therefore an acknowledged interpolation. 

" And .Aquila and Priscilla he left at }j}phesus, and he himself 
proceeded by sea and came to Cesarea" (22). 

Here again is another interpolation; the italicized 
words are in the Syriac, but in no other version that 
we hav seen. The oldest Peshito codex is of the sixth 
century. It is true that Aquila and Priscilla re
mained at Ephesus, but what business had a Syriac 
scribe to interpolate it? 

But this is not all. Cesarea was begun to be 
built about 22 B.c., and was finished in tenyears. 
Before Herod built it the place was called Strata's 
Tower. The town was not large, but it was a land
ing-place on the route by sea to Jerusalem. Paul 
doubtless passed through Strata's Tower more than 
once, and it is possible that when he went to Rome 
the name had been changed to Cesarea, but Wi 

hardly think that could hav been its name when he 
went from Corinth to Jerusalem, as related by the 
writer by Acts. 

''And he went up [to Jerusalem] and saluted the members 
of the church, and went on to Antioch" (22). 

This fourth visit to Jerusalem, according to Acts, 
was very short1 and is presumed to hav been at Pen
tecost. The interpolation in verse 21 is based on 
that presumption. "There is too much reason to 
fear," says Canon Farrar, " that his reception was 
cold." Is there not too much reason to fear, say we, 
that the alleged visit is a fiction ? . The epistle to the 
Galatians is conceded to hav been written several 
years after this time, and in it Paul mentions only 
two visits to Jerusalem. 

"And when he had been there [at Antioch] some days he 
departed and traveled from place to place in the regions of 
Phrygia and Galatia, establi11hing all the disciples " (23). 

Paul has now begun his third missionary journey, 
according to Acts, and here we leave him while we 
consider the affairs at Ephesus and Corinth under 
the ministration of Aquila, Priscilla, and Apollos. 

APOLLOS AT EPHESUS AND CORINTH. \ 
Our apostle is now visiting for th·e third time the 

mountain regions of Galatia and Phrygia. 
"And a certain man named Apollos, a Jew, a nativ of Alex

andria, who was trained to eloquence, and well taught in the 
scriptures, came to Ephesus. He had been instructed in the 
ways of the Lord, and was fervent in spirit, and he dis
coursed and taught fully respecting Jesus, while yet he knew 
nothing except the baptism of John (xviii, 24--25). 

Some pious scribe of the middle ages, seeing the 
inconsistency of a man preaching fully about Jesus, 
of whose life, death, and resurrection he had not yet 
heard, substituted "the Lord" for "Jesus;" and the 
forgery was repeated in king James's version; but 
the revised New Testament restore• Jesus to the 
text; 

But what a striking proof is afforded in this pas
sage of the obscurity of Paul's Jesus! . He had been 
dead twenty-five years or more and Paul had been 
preaching him twenty years or mo;re (twice twenty, 
we suppose}, and yet the learned Jew of Alexandria 
hadn't yet heard that the messiah had come. All 
that Apollos knew about the messiah was what he 
had learned from the scriptures and from the dis
ciples of John the Baptist. 

"And he began to speak boldly in the synagog. And when 
Aquila and Priscilla heard him, they took him to their house 

and fully (Gr,, "more perfectly") showed him the way of line, that I claim that mind originates matter, which 
the Lord (Vulg., "our Lord;" Gr., "God"). is a gross error, as my writings claim that conscious 

What a coming down for the Alexandrian orator! and unconscious matter are the two primordial prin
He goes to the house of a tent maker to be taught by ciples of the universe, being co-eval and eternal, so 
him and his wife that Jesus had actually lived and neither by my doctrin can originate either .. 
died-Jesus, whose gospel Paul declared not long In my claim that mind acts dynamically, friend Al
afterward had been "preached in all creat.ion under bright superficially rejoins, "I fail to see in dynamic 
heaven" (Col. i, 23). Paul himself had just before force any intelligence." He surely cannot think 
been preaching Jesus and the resurrection in that from my papers that I claim that dynamic force is 
same synagog, but Apollos didn't know that such a intelligent. But what I do claim is that mind origi
person had lived until the fugitiv tent maker of Pon- nates dynamic force as its expression, and so origi
tus told him! nally and potentially compels dynamic action by 

"And when he was disposed to go to Achaia, the brethren which unconscious matter always has been and is 
anticipated him, and wrote to the disciples to receive him. forced into coherent, i. e., intelligent, ways for a pur
And by going, through grace, he greatly assisted all them pose, by its impelling mind, as are our unconscious 
that believed. For he reasoned powerfully against the Jews, bodies by our minds, acting dynamically, forced into 
before the congregation; and showed from the scriptures, intelligent ways. 
respecting Jesus, that he is the messiah (27-28). 

He says, "If mind is a material entity, then it must 
Just as would be expected! The learned Jew be subject to all the laws of matter, change, etc., and 

proved the messiah from scripture. Heretofore he cannot maintain its identity." While, as I claim that 
had probably preached an ideal messiah, or the kind mind is the first primordial principle, giving alllaws, 
of messiah that John the Baptist and his disciples changes, etc., to unconscious matter, it thence can 
foretold; but now, having been i:tlformed that a Jesus not follow or be deduced from such premises, that 
had been put to death and had risen from the dead, such originating force is subject to like changes. Its 
Apollos adduces proof from the scriptures that that volition producing · changes to unconscious matter 
person was the messiah heralded by John. All the only, as our minds in art works with unconscious 
external evidence he has is what the tent maker and matter, cause change in such materials, but their 
his wife told him that Paul told them; and Paul minds suffer no such changes. 
never claimed to hav seen that messiah until several Again he says, "While if mind-matter is not mind, 
years after his death, resurreQtion, and ascension! then it- does not solve the mind problem." This is a 

Twelve years ago the editor of the Index charac- curious mode of· reasoning-" If mind is not. mind, 
terized the doubts sometimes expressed concerning then," etc. In claiming the existence of mind-mat· 
the historical existence of the gospel Jesus as "skep- ter, I necessarily claim that mind-matter has all the 
ticism without argument;" o.nd said that the dis be- functions of mind, and so does, by such doctrin, ration
lief in the fact of the life and death of Jesus had ally and adequately solve the mind problem. Then he 
"nothing to show for itself except an uncritical goes on to name that "mind is left outside of and in
suspicion." The evidence of the gospels was of little dependent of matter, and is consequently nothing," 
weight in the editor's estimation, but that of Paul which reads as if he was using words only, with no 
and Tacitus was enough. Mr. Abbot was not then critical reasoning in such sophistry, to thwart my 
aware that the passage in the "Annals" of Tacitus doctrin of mind and matter, as my doctrin of con
concerning Christ had been proved spurious by scions and unconscious matter is that they are in
Robert Taylor. And it has since been demonstrated terdependently in necessary association for all time as 
by an astute English author that the whole of the cause and effects. 
"Annals" was forged in the fifteen century; while the Then Mr. Albright writes about ghosts irrelevant
testimony of Paul is completely set aside by our dis- ly, as certainly having no reference to my doctrins, 
covery that he died about the time Pontius Pilate as they deal with intelligent and unintelligent mat
was born. With this new light on the real messiah ter only; and so I discard all nothings, including 
who died before the Roman government conquered such attempts at criticism. Again, he asks, "What 
Judea, how significant is the statement of the writer has mind to do with the origin of gravitation, percep
of Acts, that twenty-five years or more after the death tion, growth, etc.?" If potential force originates 
of Paul's Jesus, the learned Apollos of Alexandria universally from mind and will-force, as in my doc
had not yet heard of such a person. trin of the only adequate cause of t4e ,doi11gs of 

After a diligent search of many years we hav know-nothing matter, then mind has to do, primarily 
found no historical proof of a Christ crucfied under and effectivly, with all phenomena. And his associ
Pontius Pilate, but much evidence of a Jesus stoned ate question, "What has mind to do with percep
and hanged a hundred years before. And now, with tion ?" I reply that as perception is exclusivly an 
entire confidence in our case, we thank the founder attribute of mind, as its cognition or comprehension 
of the Free Religious Association for the frank ad- of impressions transmitted by the sense-nenres, it 
mission in 1871 that Jesus was undoubtedly an ob- fully shows that the mind has all to do with the ori
scure person, and, "had it not been for Paul, he gin of perception. The body is the mere vehicle for 
might never hav been heard of." the mind's manifestations, as well as its mechanical 

Reply to F. N. Albright. 
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 23, 1883, Mr. Al

bright propounds the questions, "Is mind-matter 
mind, or is mind matter?" in criticising my doctrins 
of mind and matter. 

He remarks, "Just how mind-matter originated 
does not appear." Can he tell me how any con
scious thinking principle called mind originates un
less, as I suggest, as it certainly cannot come, as he 
surmises, from unconscious and unthinking matter, 
for here comes the irresolvable questions, Why 
should, and how does such matter think or become 
conscious? Neither can he surmise how any matter 
originated. Suffice it to know that matter and mind 
exist in the universe, and that the conscious is so in
finitly different and superior to the unconscious, that 
they cannot · be supposed to be convertible. The 
two we know exist in interdependent relations of 
co-operation for mental manifestations, and, which 
is the prime co-operator? The coherent acts of na
ture and art define intelligence to be the only cause, 
for a. purpose, with their adaptable establishments. 

As mind exists it must be ('lomething, and therefore 
is the function of some matter or element. Mr. Al
bright considers that "mind-matter, or the functions 
of mind, to originate in and are inseparable from or
ganisms, and so dying with them; and that apart 
from organisms there is no mind in the universe." 
As animal organisms are not self-complete or self
sustained because they are sustained wholly by solar 
light, heat, oxygen, food, liquids, etc., which are all 
foreign to their organisms; and as organisms are not 
complete or vivified without m,ind in co-operation
even when in the fetal uneducated state-so such 
mind, on scientific principles, j(far more rational to 
conclude to be a foreign conscious subtil-material, or 
element, than as the product or conversion of gross, 
unconscious matter of organisms, and as parts of the 
conscious primordial principle of the universe (as in 
my doctrin) alone accounts for the intelligent works 
of nature and art, by dynamical will-force acts as the 
only coherent powers or potential forces in the uni
verse. 

Mr. Albright names, ~ fu:!ilt :para~a:ph, foo,rtee:p.f4 

tool for desired work, so long as it is kept in habita-
ble condition for the mind's use; and its origin be
longs to the intelligently engendered potential laws 
of the universe, as one of its evolutional products
fitting bodies to associate with foreign mind-matter, 
as their lungs are fitted to associate with oxyget;t, and 
their bodies are fitted to utilize solar light, heat, food, 
liquids, etc., all being equally foreign to their organ
isms and essential to their completeness for vivifica-
tion and sustentation. -

Mr. Albright writes of "mind as a material organ
ism." Marvelous! The -body only is the organism, 
not the mind. Again he says, "If mind is material, 
why strive to keep up a distinction between mind 
and matter, soul and body?" Is there no difference 
in natural materials, or elements? none between oxy· 
gen, hydrogen, carbon, etc.? none between conscious 
and unconscious elements? no characteristics pecul
iar to any? And if there is, why not between the 
elements of mind and body, or soul and body-which 
seem so infinitly different, and the former so infinit-
ly superior? · 

Again he writes, "Why not say plainl:y that a.l~v
ing body is a living soul? and that all mmd-entitieS 
without our organisms are all phantoms, myths?" 
Why such bald dogma? Is his whole body his 
mind? or which part? Bodies admit of so much de
pletion, paralysis, and dismemberment, without im
pairing their minds, that it might. mo;re pr?p~rly and 
scientifically be concluded t?a~ mmd IS ~ di~tmct and 
peculiar element, or entity, m Itself, whiCh IS ca:pab~e 
of a separate existence when the whole organism IS 
rendered untenantable to mind, which alone gave it 
vitality, and such foreign attachment alone accounts 
for the origin of finite minds. 

Mr. Albright says, " There is but one sense, that 
of feeling, on which we ring the c~anges into. the 
other four senses, including the attnbutes of mmd; 
and wherever there is a nerve that feels, there is a 
corresponding thought or consciousness, and there 
appears to be no thought or consciou~ness anywhere 
else; and such sensation is the all m all, the ego, 
the 'I."' 

Then, according to this dogma, th~ fe~ling nerves 
of sep.se are the mind, though the mmd Is known to· 
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be activ when such sense-nerves are dormant in 
sleep or more or ·less useless in paralysis, and when 
partly severed from the body; yet the mind, in 
thought, memory, invention, and judgment, is all as 
clear. as ever.. It is very easy to say that "we hav 
only one sense, and that is feeling; and that nerve
sense · originates mind and produces perception, 
thought, invention, judgment, and will-force." Is 
·sensation, then, a body-material or a mind-material 
effect? I consider it to be the latter, as it is certain 
that perception, thought, fancy, invention, judgment, 
and will-force hav never been in the sense-nerves, 
and so arenot the product of the sense-nerves, though 
the latter conveys much material for the mind's use, 
but does not originate the mind any more than does 
the horse who Qrings the coals to warm us originate 
our senses. These facts of mind prove it to be a 
foreign entity, capable of life when separated from 
our present bodies, and so it is not dependent upon 
them for its origin or perpetuation, though our 
·minds use sense-nerves, as media, for necessary cog
nition of our environments. Therefore, Mr. Albright, 
I conclude that your reasoning and deductions hav 
reversed the order of nature and our mental charac
teristics by "putting the cart before the horse," in 
giving to the body the precedence and characteris-
tics of mind. ' 

Mr. Albright also says that "conscious life is not a 
primordial element of nature, nor an entity, but is a 
condition or mode of action, and, like a :flame, must 
be supported or go out." Action is certainly neces
sary when the mind desires to manifest itself upon 
anything; but the prior thought, without action, 
must also exist; therefore action does not constitute 
the mind, but mind causes action, and all motions of 
unconscious matter· are primordially the effects of 
mind actions, in giving impetus to know-nothing ma
terials, for all phenomenal effects, for a purpose; as 
our reasoning minds, in action, giv impetus to the 
same know-nothing materials for art works. Mind 
'is thus so distinct from and superior to unthinking 
matter that it is rightly scientifically considered to 
be an excilusiv element in itself, and so is rightly des
ignated as the first primordial principle of the uni-

consistent reason why our minds are not parts of 
that intelligent primordial principle or mind-element 
which thus animates all organisms, and so are neces
sarily conserved and made intelligent limited co-cre
ators here, which last we know to be the fact ·in all 
art works, and with such exalted facts of our mental 
usefulness, our assimilated position to such intelligent 
primordial principle renders our immortality an in
uuctiv necessity, which togeth"er givs to life its ap
propriate cheerful contentment and abiding convic
tion of perpetuity for all minds as being parts of na
ture's ·intelligent primordial principle. 

CHAS. ·E. ToWNSEND. 
Locust Valley, N. Y., June 30, 1883. · 

Is It Mr. Nichols1 
From the Nw Northwut of Portland Oregon. 

A blight has recently fallen upon several families 
in Yamhill county, and pne or two in Lafayette, 
through the preaching of a ~ertafu "Christadelphian," 
who induces his followers, chiefly women, to forsake 
all ea.rthly ties, and "separating themselvs from the 
world," become a "peculiar people," ready to induce 
and endure all sorts of martyrdom in this life ~hat 
they may be of the favored few who are to enjoy the 
"first resurrection" and so inherit "eternal life." 
Every clear-headed person can see ·through the 
veneering of this man's preaching. It is Mormon
ism, pure and simple, and will end by the avenging 
bullet of some outraged son or husband, unless the 
sanctimonious wolf in sheep's clothing can elude 
them till he gets hold of property enough to line his 
pockets in the name of .the "church," and then, of 
course, he can get away :with the swag, women and 
all. He is already coaxing his followers to go with 
him to the "holy land," which to the initiated means 
Utah, or some other place where the dupes of an 
unnatural religion ·may get their eyes open after it 
is too late to help themselvs. At present they are 
stark crazy through the in:fluence of his magnetism, 
and can no more be reasoned with than so many 
March hares. 

verse, anq so consistently and adequately to control IT IS MR. NICHOLS. 
all Unconscious matter and giv direction to its know- AND HE PROBABLY WILL NOT DEBATE WITH DR. YORK OR ANY 
nothing acts, for a purpose. Mr. Albright resorts to ONE ELSE FOR A WHILE. 
that most mystical of all anomalies, the ''conversion From the Yamhill JUporte.·. 

of unconscious matter, as a mode of its action, into Last Sunday, the lOth inst., about 11 o'clock A.J., 
thinking, loving, calculating, and inventing intelli- news was brought to town that Rev. L. T. Nichols, 
gence," to account for the existence and origin of Christadelphian preacher, was shot and fatally 
finite minds-being only a wild surmise and a de- wounded, while preaching to his congregation. Dr. 
structiv, annihilating dogma, which cannot convince Galbreath was called out and found the man wounded 
or please any right-minded intelligence, in thus be- by a pistol balL The shot had taken effect about two 
littling finite minds. His doctrin, "that. there is no 'inches to the left of the spine and just above the hip 
mind outside of organisms," is very gratuitous and joint; the ball glancing passed around among the 
wholly unaccounts for Nature's wondrous works, muscles of the left side and lodged within about two 
without a primordial mind co-operation and direc- inches of the navel Had it passed through the 
tion of its associate unconscious materials, for all cavity, it would probably hav been fatal; as it is, the 
phenomena; which would thus make unconscious, injury is but slight. Of course the shooting caused 
know-nothing matter superior, in its acts, to such some excitement, and the "Soul Sleepers" (Christa
ininds as we know to exist in their acts. delphians) and their creed was pretty thoroughly 

There is not a particle of evidence in support of canvassed. I picked up so much of their history as 
such mind-degrading assumptions, and certainly if you get here: 
minds are superficially considered by anyone to be About five or six years ago this man Nichols 
the product of the gross materials of our organisms, arrived here in this county from Salt Lake. He pro
they are more reasonably and scientifically conceiva- fessed to come with a revelation and a mission. By 
ble as parts of the cosmic su btil mind~material, or this revelation he was commanded to establish a new 
primordial element, which consistently and adequately church, with a set of tenets, new in some respects, 
is here claimed to control the universe of unthinking but smacking strongly of Mormonism in their general 
matter into all its phenomena, mechanisms, and adap- features. The principles of his doctrin required that 
tations for an intelligent purpose, which no other all members should be independent of the outside 
doctrin embraces or explains, and is amply confirmed world; that they must abandon all ornament, either 
by the acts of our minds in all art works with uncon- personal or otherwise; that education, except enough 
scions matter for our intelligent purposes. to read the Bible, was worldly and must be shunned; 
. In conclusion, it is to be regretted that our friend that members should indulge in the holy kiss; that 
Albright should not be imbued with and inculcate an all property owned by members belonged to the 
approbriate, all bright, scientific, consistent, and ade- Lord, and that he was the agent of the Lord; that 
quate conception of an intelligently devised nature, food must be of the simplest kind-no tea, no coffee, 
·and our cosmic mind-origin, as conserved partici- no sugar, no leaven in the bread, and no seasoning of 
pants amid all beautiful nature, through all time, than any kind; that all house ornaments and musical in
to be hampered with his now gloomy forecastings of struments must be thrown aside; that they must not 
mental annihilation. But we will hope for better giv testimony, vote, or take any part in the govern
thoughts and abiding conclusions with him, as he ment of the state, but to be governed by him as the 
·says "we do not think to-day with the thought~ of Lord's deputy; that a parent having a child not qe
yesterday, which come and go like the light of the longing to his church should be disowned and dis
sun," which makes it evident that his present doc- carded; that they should hold themselvs entirely 
trins are all diurnally ephemeral, and so admits that aloof from others and look on them as mere world
he has no abiding faith in his own views. and thus lings, whose society would be comtaminating; that 
really knows nothing of the truth of his conclusions, the only thing that could keep a believing wife tied 
or " thoughts of to-day, which come and go like sun- to a non-believing husband, or vice versa, is the force 
light," but which for to-day unfortunately, needlessly, of the law-a force that must be set aside as soon as 
and unscientifically degrade our minds by such doc- possible. · 
trins below that of unconscious matter in their po- With these tenets he went amongst the people and 
tentiality and conservation. succeeded in getting a number, mostly ignorant, soft-

Why advocate annihilation of mind when you can headed women, under his central A few men joined 
not possibly know that such is true? Why thus un- him, but the greater part dropped the business when 
necessarily try to deprive man of that cherished hope they saw the drift of his teachings. 

. ~-- ". 

Nichols was more potent at the family fireside than 
they were; food was cooked according to Nichols, 
wives and children were dressed by the same au
thority, and all family intercourses were conducted 
according to the letter of his law. ..· 

It was observed that in practicing the holy kiss, 
Brother Nichols was chaste enough with the old and 
ugly sisters, but the young, good looking ones always 
received a vigorous hug, and a lingering on the kiss 
that looked altogether too carnal, and in some cases, 
where the sister was buxom, smacked decidedly of 
the lascivious. Of course all this could haT but ·one 
result. Husbands objected to having everything 
about them a la Nichols; even in kissing- their wives 
they must conform to his rule. Husbands objected 
and wives persisted; family troubles followed where 
peace had reigned and ought to reign. There were 
separations because of it, and men were compelled 
to threaten Nichols's life if he came about their 
houses because of it. But the fellow persisted. He 
invaded the family privacy and advised the wife 
against her home interests, against everything that 
is considered lawful and sacred, and they believed in 
him. · · · 

One point always appeared plain in this man's 
labor, and that was, that he never bothered himself 
much about any only such as had property, or a good 
prospect of getting it. Among his victims, for we 
can call his adherents nothing else, is a lady of this 
town-Mrs. Martin, wife of the late Frank Martin. 
Mrs. Martin had considerable property in her own 
right, and her husband dying willed all his to her, 
but stipulated that the minor heirs should be properly 
educated. Soon after Mr. Martin's death, Nichols, 
who had an eye to business, managed to get the 
complete control of Mrs. Martin, and the result was 
soon apparent. She took her children from school, 
forbade their associating with the older members of 
the family and was about to send her daughter, about 
11 or 12 years old, to be instructed by Nichols, and 
declared that her property belonged to the Lord, 
which was readily understood to be equivalent to 
saying that it belonged to Nichols. About the same 
time rumor had it that all Christadelphians were 
ordered to turn their property into cash, and gather 
together in one community. Mrs. Martin's children 
and her mother, Mrs. Burnett., of McMinnville, all 
used their best efforts to change the lady's mind, but 
to no purpose. She remained fixed. Then her 
oldest son, William, returned and he and James 
stood guard over their mother's home and fairly 
drove Nichols and his dupes off by force and 
threats. · 

Last Sunday Mrs. Martin went to the church, a 
grove about one mile south of this place, and the 
boys followed to take her home. When Nichols saw 
them he valiantly took to his heels. Notwithstanding 
he had taught his people that he could not be hurt, 
he took himself off lively and, as his friends say, 
while he was running. James Martin pursued him on 
horseback and shot him in the back. He had taught 
his dupes that he could not be hurt. That was a part 
of his revelation. Now they know that he lied to 
them. 

Shooting a human being is deplorable in most 
cases, but the regret in this case is that the ball 
didn't take a more fatal course. We are told that 
there is no law to protect a household from such 
scoundrels as this fellow.;- that under the name of 
religion any man can force himself on the privacy of 
a family, regardless of all decency, and do such mis
chief as he pleases. If ibis is so, then every man 
must be a law unto himself and the revolver the ar
biter, and any man who attempts to destroy family 
relations must know that he takes his life in his hand 
when he does so. The better way would be, when 
such as Nichols appears in a community, to giv him 
notice to leave or be strung up to the first tree. Had 
Nichols been treated thus, several families now 
separated might be still living happily together. Al
lowing such men to ply their vocation is not religious 
liberty; it is but giving license to swindlers and tiber
tins, and the sooner people and governments take 
that view of it the better. Away with them, to prison 
or the gallows ! · 

While everybody regrets the necessity of using the 
pistol, yet the Martin boys hav the sympathy of 
nearly all the country, except it may be a few per
verse cranks, who always manage to be on the oppo
sit side of every question. But the general expres
sion is sorrow that the ball did not take a more fatal 
course, whoever fired it, which the Martin boys deny 
doing. . NAT. 

Lafayette, Or. ______ _.._ ____ __ 
THE sun should not set upon our anger, neither 

should he rise upon our confidence. We should 
freely forgiv but forget rarely. I will not be revenged, 
and this I owe to my enemy; but I will remember, 
and this I owe to myself.-Golton. 

CHICAGO has 500 churches and 5,24.2 liquor saloons. 

of perpetuation? Is there any good purpose gained For a while things went along smoothly, but in 
in the bald and drear pessimistic nightmare assump- time the man became bolder and demanded more 
tion that our lives end here? Though all the fabled sacrifices; for instance, that children should be turned 
gods of old· religions are truly myths, which I fully over to him, especially the girls, for religious train
accord, that does not deprive nature's unconscious ing. 
matter of its guiding_ intelligent first cause, its pri- Soon a discontented muttering was heard; there 
mordial principle to direct such matter into phenom- was altogether too much meddling in family matters. 
enallaws of action. Neither Cll>:Q. an1 one giv any B;usbands and sons began to see that Brother 

The proportionately large number of churches may 
be considered quite remarkable, unless it is accounted 
for by the saloon keepers being regular attendants 
on divine service.-Lowell Guizen. 

, 
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The Cowardly Dodgers. 
In his sermon on " Dodging as a Fine Art," last 

Sunday, the Rev. A. J. Canfield, of Brooklyn, said: 
"The third chapter of Genesis contains the history of the 

:first attempt to evade responsibility. Adam blamed the 
woman, who, in turn, dodged behind the serpent. Many 
Ohristians are consummate dodgers. First they try to shift 
the responsibility of their evil deeds upon Adam, and are 
glad to put the whole burden upon the shoulders of Christ. 
Intellectual dodging is a marked feature of the times. You 
are ignorant as to who writes the editorials in your daily pa
per-it may be a college graduate, a literary hack, or, per
haps, your next-door neighbor. The writer evades the con
sequences of his acts. Politicians are the most expert 
dodgers. When the Lord walks in his garden he sees no 
politicians- they are concealed behind the trees. Then 
there is pulpit dodging. Preachers do not teach what they 
think, but try to subscribe to a creed. The .American system 
of supporting the clergy by voluntary contributions is largely 
responsible for this. The preacher is not a free man. Fifty 
years ago a preacher's word had authority. No matter what 
his creed, his utterances always commanded respect by virtue 
of his cloth. The lack of courage to speak the truth on the 
part of its professors is more harmful to religion than Infi
delity, Wall street, or monopoly. Financial dodging is com
mon. Men cultivate their eyesight so that they can see the 
butoher and baker a long way off, and thus enable them to 
dodge around the corner. Fashionable women resort to so-

. cial dodging when they arrange the window-blinds to convey 
the idea that they hav gone into the country, or send the 
white lie w a caller, 'Not at home.' No amount of dodging 
can save the human race from the legitimate consequences of 
sin. You can't dodge God Almighty, conscience, or conse
quences." 

This arraignment of the dodgers is good and just, 
but the reverend gentleman did not be8.1' hard 
enough on one dodge, and that is the vicarious atone
ment dodge. Of all the unjust and immoral teach
ings of Christianity, that is the worst. The idea 
that a man who died eighteen hundred and fifty 
years ago can be responsible for a sin committed to
day is absurd on its face. Yet this dodge is the 
corner-stone . of the gigantic system of religious 
fraud known as Christianity. If the belief in this is 
shaken, the whole fabric falls. Adam's sin is the key
stone of the arch, as on that sin the church builds 
the vicarious atonement. The church is the great 
cowardly dodger of the age, and every time the Rev. 
Mr. Canfield begs his pious dupes to lean on Christ 
he is asking them to dodge the consequences of their 
acts. Every genuin Christian is a cowardly dodger. 
Every minister is an agent for the great fraudulent 
scheme of shirking responsibility. 

The idea is a pagan notion, and is only fit for bar
baric peoples. In primitiv times it was thought that 
the gods demanded a sacrifice to appease their wrath 
for some sin committed, or to induce them to with
hold some calamity. The early races, who lived 
mostly on vegetables and grain, offered fruits and 
flowers to the gods. When they began to eat meats 
and drinli wines they offered the same to their dei
ties. To the good gods they gave white animals; to 
the bad, black. Each god was supposed to be better 
pleased with a peculiar kind of animal. To Mars, 
tlley sacrificed a bull; to Venus, a dove; to MinerVa, 
a heifer. In the course of time it was imagined that 
the gods demanded something more sacred than 
plants or animals, and this led to the immolation of 
human beings upon the barbaric altars of supersti
tion. At first slaves were the victims, then children, 
even their most beloved "first-born." Soon the idea 
grew that the gcds would accept the life of one per
son as atonement for the sins of others. This idea 
prevailed in Greece and Rome, but there it mainly 
took the form of heroic self-sacrifice for the public 
good. In Egypt human sacrifices were general. This 
idea of atonement grew until it culminated in Chris-

tian theology .. At f4'st offering plants, then butchering there would be fewer preachers who ,concealed their 
animals, then murdering human beings, men finally real sentiments, and there would be fewer fashionable 
became so superstitious that they sacrificed their god sins for the Rev. Mr. Canfield to complain of. These 
himself. If Christ is God, as the Christians hold, sins are mostly the result of the immoral doctrin of 
this is the: crowning- infamy. With the adoption vicarious atonement. Lapses fr~m virtue are very 
of the brutal Jewish Jehovah the Christians adopted easy when the consequences can be put upon the 
the sacrificial idea. They asse1-t that divine justice shoulders of another. Grid himself, according to the 
requires blood. . It would seem to be righteous retri- Bible, provided this scheme for dodging. By it con
bution that if God demands a life, the life offe1·ed science is appeased and consequences evaded, and 
should be his own. But what . ba1·barism, what Mr. Canfield's vehement declaration to the contrary 
cruelity, what injustice there is in this notion! We is contradicted by all Christian tradition, creeds, and 
wonder if the Rev. Mr. Canfield ever thought that he biblical authority. To mend the world, he need,s 
is perpetuating an old p~gan belief that should be first to change his religion. 
discarded with the mythical deities that once peo-
pled the sky? Christ, the "Lamb of God," takes the The Charitable Works of Infidels. 
place of the sheep slaughtered by the Jews. Chris- -
t o 't 0 b t t't' b t't t d f RocKLAND, ONT., June 27, 1B8.l!. 
1an1 Y 1s u one supers 1 wn su s 1 u e or an To THall EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Will you kindly 

older superstition, and this dogma of redemption giv a list in the columns of THE TRuTH SEEKER, of the chant
from sin through the slaying of an innocent "lamb," able works of Infidels; such as colleges, asylums, schools, 
must fall with the other fallacies of the church. It orphans homes, etc., founded; and such either philanthropic 

is, of course, consoling to the Christian to believe work as redounds to their credit? · 
I would like as complete a list, with dates, mimes 6£ per-

that he will not suffer for his sin, and .he may regard sons and places, as it is possible to obtain. 
the legend as very sacred, but, after all, he can only GEo. G. MERKLE .. 

be a" cowardly dodger" who accepts heaven on these Among the first institutions endowed by unbe~ 
terms. lievers should be mentioned those which owe theit 

The Christian superstition differs from the earlier m·igin and existence to the generosity of Stephen 
myths, inasmuch as the church claims that all sin Girard, who stands .almost at the head of the world's 
came into the world through one man's mistake. public benefactors. Girard was born in France, i~ 
If it turns out that this one man never lived, and con- 1750, and died in America 1831. He g!J.ve to the 
sequently never made the mistake, then the sacrifice Pennsylvania Hospital, $30,000; to the Deaf and 
of Christ was a useless waste of life, and on what Dumb Asylum, $20,000; to the Orphan Asylum, 
ground can the church justify the teaching of this $20,000; to the Lancaster, Pa., Public Sshool; $10,000; 
immoral doctrin? The garden of Eden story has to the Society of Distressed Sea Captains, $10,000; 
been so thoroughly demolished that very few tell it to the Freemasons, $20,000; to the city of Philadel
now as a matter of fact. It has degenerated into a phia, $500,000; to the State of Pennsylvania, for her 
legend. Yet upon this depends the life of the church, canals, $300,000. During the war of 1812, he Wf.lS, 

for Eden and Calvary are inseparably connected. as Parton says, "the slieet anchor of the government," 
Without-the fall there is no redeemer; without the subscribing at one time $5,000,000, when the credit 
live man to sin there is no dead god to expiate the of the country was below par, and on another occa'
offense. If Adam was not the first man, then the fall sion $3,000,000. His greatest gift was one of $6,
and the atonement are equally absurd, and without 000,000 for the founding and maintenance of Girard 
~em what will the church do? Yet the fall of Adam College, in Philadelphia. How the terms upon which 
could not hav brought sin upon mankind if hosts of this magnificent endowment was made hav been 
men and women lived and died ages before he is broken is familiar to all. He stipulated that no 
said to hav existed. Nor could all men hav sinned priest or minister of the gospel should ever enter 
through Adam, if it be true that it is not to one that institution. To the Shame of the management,· 
center, but to many centers of origin, that we "trace the teaching of theology has been made part of the 
back the various races of mankind. The theologian educational work of Girard College. As Girard's 
who finds no evidence of death prior to the offense home was broken up by a Christian priest, so the 
shared by Adam and Eve is laughed to scorn by the college he founded has been prostituted to the incul
geologist, who pointso to the innumerable petrifactions cation of the Christian superstition. 
on the earth's bosom, which with a million tongues The schools and dwellings built by Robert Dale 
declare more potently than loudest speech that or- Owen, the English philanthropist, are among the in
ganic life in myriads of myriads was destroyed incal- stitutions which redound to the credit of In4idels. 
culable ages before man's era on our world." The Owen was founder of the political system called 
human race was thousands of years old before Eden Socialism. He was born in 1771 in a humble sphere 
was planted, and consequently the biblical account of life, and was architect of his own fortunes. He 
of the creation is false. The Latin saying, "False in became wealthy as a manufacturer. At one time, as 
one, false in all," applies pertinently to the Bible. co-partner in a firm near Glasgow, Scotland, he pre
Without tlle fall there is no atonement, without the sided with great benevolence over four thousand 
atonement Christianity is an empty dream. The operativs. He built school-houses and homes for 
cowardly dodgers will after all hav to depend -qpon them, and exercised a general patriarchal care over 
themselvs. their fortunes. After devoting his life, both in Eng-

It is these facts, which are now so widely land and in this country, to attempts at bettering the 
spreading, that hav made the preacher's word of so condition of the working classes, he died in his nativ 
little authority. Formerly it was believed that the land at the age of 87 years. Mr. Owen declared his 
priest held the keys of heaven and hell, and conse- invincible hostility to every existing and pre-existent 
quently he was a person to be feared. Upon him form of religious faith, and stigmatized every species 
depended, the credulous thought, an eternity of bliss of theology as a hindrance to human progress. His 
or misery for them. Their own fears invested him life was one of unstained purity, and his character 
with a supernatural power. He was above criticism. escaped the malice of even his enemies. 
He was holy. His wrath was to be dreaded above The Lick Observatory, on Mt. Hamilton, Cal., 
all things, and his smile was courted as the favor of must always be mentioned when the charitable works 
God. All this has changed within fifty years. He of Freethinkers are spoken of. When completed, 
has been found to be only a man after all, and from this will be one of the finest observatories in the 
the percentage of candidates for state prison fur- world. James Lick (1791'1-1876) gave $20,000 toward 
nished from the ministerial ranks, the people are building the Paine Memorial Hall in Boston, and 
justified in considering him a rather bad man. At ceded his immense property to seven trustees for the 
least, he averages bad. He has been found, also, to benefit of California. His minor bequests were 
know no more about the future than other people, numerous. 
The keys hav been wrenched from his hand, and The Familisterre, at Guise, in France, a co-opel'ativ 
they will never be given back. community founded and presided over by M. Godin, 

Christianity is directly responsible for the other· is pre-eminently a Liberal institution. Mr. Bennett 
sins mentioned by Mr. Canfield. Church peo- visited it when on his tour through Europe, and 
ple make a belief in their creed a condition of recog- speaks of the enterprise in commendatory terms. 
nition in society. Of course, there are thousands Here in New York we hav another instance of the 
and thousands who cannot believe them, yet they Liberality of an unbeliever in Christianity-Cooper 
must profess to or be ostracized. The church thus Union. This institution was endowed by Peter 
puts a direct premium upon hypocrisy. If she Cooper at an outlay of more than $2,000,000. Mr. 
paid her preachers to tell the truth and gi v the peo- Cooper is claimed by the church to hav been a Chris
pie honest thought, inate!lid of supportin~ a creed, tian, but hls v!ews on religion were enough like 
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those . of Thomas Paine to identify. both men 
·th~ same f~th. . 

The Smithsonia:il· lnstitute, a literary, scientific, 
·and philosoplqcal institution at Washington, D. C., 
rfohn.ded in'1846, is claimed to hav been the work of 
·li.n· Infidel-"'-Jatlles Smithson, of England, who died 
·at Geneva; in 1829, leaving over half a million of dol
lars tb ·be applied ·"to the increase and effusion of 
kn,owledge among men." 

as of you will find herewith inclosed. I suppose I am only 
one of a hundred who hav long been intending to 
send in their contributions, and I think it is time now 
for us to act upon our good intentions, lest the oppor
tunity be lost, and lest the committee feel compelled 
to be more economical than we want they should be 
in their plans and contracts. I trust the remaining 
ninety and nine who hav no better excuse than I
mere negligence-will see the necessity of respond-
ing now, if ever. E. B. FooTE, JR. 

:AnC:£:rilldel charitable work now under way is the 
·orphan asylum at Liberal, Mo. It is being built by 
popular subscription among the Infidels. One Infi
del, A. Minski, gave one thousand dollars in cash 
toward its erection, and G. H. Walser as much more 
in lands. It. has been under way only a short time, 
and work on it is being pushed as fast as funds are 
received. 

.fu.ong "generous donations to further good works 
may :be mentioned the gift of Jonathan Nichols to 
the town ofWakefield, Mass., of one thousand dollars 
to aid the temperance. cause by presenting to such 
young men of the town as hav not drank liquor nor 
smoked or chewed tobacco up to their twenty-first 
year with ten dollars; and after one hundred years 
the town may, if it sees fit, use the interest on this 
money to purchase school-books for orphan children, 
or for lectures or additions to the public library. 

We think the above a very good showing, consid
ering that it is but a shorl time since the last Infidel 
was imprisoned in this country, and that in England 
two. are now in prison for heresy. As we hav said 
before, let the _:&1:-eethinkers stay out of prison, giv 

··them the same liberty the Christians enjoy, and ina few 
years they will do more humanitarian work than a 
century of Christianity. It was a good many hun
dred years · after Christ before the church had a 
benevolent work to its credit, and even now the 
church has not insane asylums enough to hold the 
lunatics the Christian religion has made, nor orphan 
asylums enough to accommodate the hordes of or
phans created by religious wars. Her institutions of 
learning ha~ not given to the world as much knowl
edge as the Inquisition destroyed. On the other 
hand, the Infidels bav alw~ been in the vanguard 
of progress, and hav given to the world such light and 
information as they could. . To four Infidels-Dar
win, Tyndall, Huxley, Haeckel-the present genera

'·'tion is more indebted for advancement· in science 
and general knowledge of the world in which we liv 
than to any forty churchmen who can be named, 

II. Esdras. 
OGDEN CITY, UTAH, June 15, 1883. 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: In the fourth 
volume of "A Truth Seeker Around the World," p. 689, line 
3, stands "II. Esdras, chapter xiv," but in the Chris.tian (or 
Jewish) Bible is only one Ezra book, and that contains only 
ten chapters. How is that? Please giv me an answer how 
it is. Yours truly, B. C. SANDBERG. 

Second Esdras is in the Apocrypha to the Old 
Testament, and is regarded as canonical by the Cath
olic church, being in their edition of the Bible., The 

' Protestants reject the Apocrypha, but for a long time 
printed it between the Old and New Testaments in 
their King James version. It is in the Bible we 
peruse. Later editions, however, omit it. It is very 
unfortunate that God did not hand his word down in 
such a manner that there could .be no dispute over 
it, but such is not the case. Church councils hav 
often voted on the canon, and many of the books hav 
been voted in and voted out several times. The 
ridiculousness of subjecting the Bible to this treat
ment appears never to hav struck the churchmen 
who were manufacturing the inspired book. II. 
Esdras is as authentic as the rest of the work. 

The :Monument Fund. 
Since the acknowledgment of June 30th, the fol

lowing sums hav been received: 
Previously acknowl- Peter Metzger, 2 00 

edged . $967 42 J. B. McCalmont, 1 00 
Harrison Halbert 5 00 Jerome Dutton, 1 00 
Ed. Fehre, 1 00 Joshua Benest, 1 00 
Wm. T. Costigan, 5 00 Chas. E. Clark, 5 00 
Levi Chute, 2 15 J. R. Barry, 1 00 
A. G. Phillips, 5 00 Sam '1 Powell, 1 00 
A. F. Benedict, 1 00 S. D. Moore, 1 00 
Dr. A. B. l:leward, 1 00 E. B. Foote, Jr., M.D., 5 00 
Fr11nklin Price, 1 00 Chas. M. Dewey, 2 00 
Mrs. J. Benoit, 1 00 John Wilson, 1 00 
A. G. Church, 1 00 F. W. Sickler, 1 00 
A. S. Croxton, 1 00 Total, $1,013 57 

To ·THE EDITOR OF THE. TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Learn
ing that the committee in charge of the Bennett 
Monument Fund is now ready to report progTess and 
go activly to wo:rk1 I hasten to add my mite1 which 

New York:, July 6_, 1883. 

Notes. 
C. W. SToWE, of McPherson, Kansas, has begun the publi

cation of a local Liberal journal called the Thinke:r. It is 
sprightly and-spicy, and will do good. May it long continue 
to think and cause others to. 

"RECENT events," says the Ji)xamtner, "hav taught evan
gelical Christians to look anywhere except to the church for 
the defense of truth." It is gratifying to see that evangelical 
Christians are growing in knowledge. It is better than grace, 

WE hav received a long letter confirming the newspaper ac
counts we publish elsewhere concerning the Rev. Mr. Nich
ols, but as the writer forgot to sign his name we cannot use 
it. Besides, we hav, by the aid of our Oregon friends, so 
thoroughly shown this man up that further space devoted to 
him would be wasted. If there are any more belligerent 
Christians who think they can wipe out Col. Ingersoll and all 
the other Infidels with a breath, let them come on. We 
pledge them satisfaction. 

THE Advocate believes that the following bit of negro min
strelsy is "sublime enough for seraphs singing at the throne 
of God:" 

"0 love ! 0 love ! 'tis love dat moved de mighty God ; 
0 love ! . 0 love ! 'tis love dat died for me. -

0 love! 0 love! 'tis love dat drives my chariot wheels; 
0 love ! 0 love ! and death must yield to love. 

'Tis love dat died for me ! 
'Tis love dat sot me free?" 

Is heaven an Ethiopian camp-meeting? Giv us a little of 
hell occasionally for a change. 

CLERGYMEN of the church of England hold something of a 
sinecure. For instance, the vicar of Chart-Sutton let out the 
graveyard as a sheep pasture, then refused to allow a parish
ioner to beautify his family lot unless he would first pay a fee 
of about $8, and when the fee had been paid and nine shrubs 
set out, he demanded their removal on the ground that they 
were injurious to the sheep ! Not long afterward the vicar 
caused the shrubs to be removed. The archbishop of Canter
bury was appealed to, but refused to interfere, as the church
yard was the vicar's freehold, and he had acted within his 
legal rights. The sum realized by the vicar for his sheep 
pasture was about $3.75 for the season. 

MR. F. N. ALBmGHT writes us, by way of correction, that in 
his article printed in THE TRUTH_ SEEKER of June 23d, forty
fifth line, the word "won't" should hav been would. In jus
tice to the printer, it is but fair to say that when a writer 
who makes his n's and u's alike, undertakes to write the word 
"would "and leaves the dim perfectly formed and crosses the 
l, he is liable to be misunderstood, even by so intelligent a 
person as the average compositor. In Mr. Townsend's reply 
this week we. hav for obvious reasons omitted the writer's 
criticism on this part of Mr. Albright's article. Mr. T. Win
ter, of Cincinnati, whose circumgyratory handwriting has 
done much to encourage profanity in this office, wishes us to 
say that the word "uncultivated " in his "Friendly " letter 
last week should hav been unadulterated-" unadulterated 
truth," not "uncultivated truth," being what he boldly pro
claims. 

THE Jews at Nyreghhaza, in Hungary, who are accused of 
killing a girl to mix her blood with the feast of the Passover, 
are being treated with frightful inhumanity by the Christian 
authorities. One of them declared that he had been forced 
to drink large quantities of water, had been stripped, struck, 
and dragged by the hair. Another had been beaten and com
pelled to gaze at the sun. These barbarities were inflicted 
to extort a confession from the Jews; but as the Jews were 
innocent, the custom of mixing blood with the feast of the 
Passover having been abandoned, if it ever existed, of course 
no confession has been obtained. The people of the country 
where the trial is going on are taught by the priests that it is 
right to testify falsely against a Jew, the interests of Chris
tianity requiring their conviction. Innocent or guilty, a Jew 
or heretic in a Christian court has less hope for justice than 
if he had falle!l among thieves. 

DENVER, Colorado, has an Inter-Ocean that is bound to beat 
its Chicago namesake in lying about the Freethinkei"s. In a 
ecent issue we find this: 

"The New York 'Freethinkers,' about to asstlmble at 
Rochester, issue a ohallenge to any church to send a minister 
there to argue with them on the subject of Atheism. As these 
Freethinkers are the people who gained notoriety by distrib
uting literature in favor of child-murder, they ought to hav 
issued their challenge, not to the church, but to the Society 
for the Suppression of Vice. There is nothing like being ac-
curate in these matters." ' 

The man who wrote that paragraph is either an unpardon
ably ignorant numbskull, or a consummate knave. In either 
cas~ he is unfit to hold his position. Where and who was the 
Freethinker who advocated such doctrins? The Inte:r-Ocean 
must furnish names and places and dates, and thus substan
tiate its charges, or apologize for basely slandering a v6ry 
large body of honorable men and women. As there is noth
ing like being accurate in these matters, the editor will do 
this or stand convicted as a wilful falsifier. Again he says: 

"When the Freethinkers of America attracted most notice 

as an organized body, the president of the association was a. 
publisher of pamphlets> arid books that were afterward sup
pressed by the law. These publications advocated a system 
which looked toward the removal of the marriage relation. 
When Bennett's books were suppressed by the New York 
courts, Robert G. Ingersoll denounced the law as an interler
ence with freedom of thought. Ingersoll claims to hold wed
lock in high esteem.. Then why does he, in the company of 
these men, advocate the removal of the marriage relation?" 

The organization of the Freethinkers is the National Liberal 
League. As presidents it has had Franeis E. Abbot, Elizur 
Wright, T. B. Wakeman. None of these men ever published 
a pamphlet on any such subject. They never had a book 
suppressed by law. None of them advocates the removal of 
he marriage relation; and the fool who makes such charges 
against them ·and Col. Ingersoll ought to be sued for criminal 
libel and forced to expiate his offense in a jail. 

WE hav received from our friend, E. A. Stevens, of the 
.Radical Review, a copy of Prof. Richards's statuet of Thomas 
Paine. It is ajac simile of the design intended for the mon
ument of Paine to be erected in Lincoln Park, Chicago, wh.en 
sufficient funds are obtained. It represents Paine sitting at 
his table, with his head resting upon his left hand, in a 
thoughtful mood. On the table is a manuscript and in his 
right hand a pen, as though he were writing and had stopped 
for a moment to think. The whole is an exceedingly neat 
piece of workmanship. It is claimed by the sculptor, Mr. 
Richards, that the likeness is the only correct one extant, be
ing modeled from a death mask, which with his other effects 
was sent to France, where Mr. Richards discovered it some 
years ago and secured it for this purpose. The price of the 
statuet is $14. Orders for it should be addressed to E. A. 
SteV'6ns, 73 Randolph street, Chicago, Til. 

Lectures and :Meetings. 
Mns. H. S. LAKE, who has just closed her engagement with 

the Liberals of Salem and Alliance, Ohio, is to speak in 
Jefferson county, northern New York, the last of July. She 
then goes to Michigan for the state convention in August. 
Western Leagues, societies, or individuals wishing her services 
will write to her permanent address, Salem, Columbiana 
county, Ohio. 

MR. CHARLES WATTS has decided to revisit this country and 
Canada for three or four months, arriving in September. He 
wishes to immediately begin lecturing, and friends desiring 
his services can address him in care of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
We know that he will do a great deal of good in the field, and 
trust that he may be kept busy. We shall cordially welcome 
him back to renew an acquaintance that was very pleasant. 

THE Freethinkers of Northern and central New York will 
hold a three day's meeting at Carthage. N. Y., on Friday, 
Saturday, and Sunday, July 27th, 28th, and 29th. The 
speakers will be ex-Rev. J. H. Burnham, Mrs. H. S. Lake, 
H. L. Green, and others. Prof. W. F. Peck will furnish the 
vocal and instrumental music. This is the first meeting of 
the kind ever held in the vicinity, and it is very important 
that there be a general attendance of the Liberals of the 
northern part of the state. 

JoHN E. REMSBURG begins a four nights' debate with Rev. 
W. F. B. Treat, of Bloomington, at Carbon, Ind., August 7th. 
The following propositions will be discussed: "1. Resolved, 
That the teachings of the Bible do, when faithfully followed, 
make men better and happier than they would be without 
them." Treat affirms; Remsburg denies. "2. Resolved, That 
the teachings of Infidelity do, when followed, make men bet
ter and happier than they would be without them." Rems
burg affirms; Treat denies. 

E. C. WALKER writes: "The Grand Rally at Valley Falls, 
August 30th and 31st, and September 1st and 2d, promises 
to be the most largely attended and enthusiastic Liberal con
vention ever assembled in Kansas. The place of meeting is 
the Fair Grounds of Jefferson county, situated in a lovely 
natural grove, on the banks of the Delaware river. No more 
desirable place could hav been selected, even in this most de
lightful part of the state. Visitors will be conveyed from the 
Union depot to the grounds free of charge; while it is prob
able that the trains of the Kansas Central will also stop at 
the grounds. Among the speakers already engaged are Mrs. 
H. S. Lake, Ohairman Finance Committee, N. L. L.; W. F. 
Peck, of Chicago; Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel and Judge Krekel, 
of Kansas city; J. E. Remsburg, of Atchison; C. W. Stewart, 
of Indiana; Prof. D. C. Seymour, of Kansas, and Judge Haga
man, editor of the Kansas Blade. Ex-Governor Chas. Robin
son will also be with us. All of these ladies and gentlemen 
are well known to the Liberal public and need no indorse
ment of ours to secure for them a hearing wherever they may 
speak. Of course Prof. W. F. Peck will lead in the musical 
department, ably sustained by· fine talent; and we can assure 
our readers who hav not heard Prof. Peck that they cannot 
afford to fail to attend the Valley Falls Camp-Meeting, on 
this account alone. The facilities for camping are excellent, 
and we hav no doubt that hundreds will avail themselvs of 
this opportunity to pass a few pleasant days beside the 
murmuring streams in the forest glades. Arrangements will 
be made with the hotels and private families to accommodate 
the friends at the lowest possible rates. We hope and intend 
to organize a state League. Such an organization is much 
needed here in Kansas, and we are pleased to say that we 
hav received much encouragement on this point since we first 
proposed a rehabilatation of the state League. We are 
greatly gratified at the earnest help and ready co-operation 
which we are receiving from the Liberals of Valley Falls and 
vicinity. They all seem desirous of making the proposed 
meeting a complete succesA. At a later date we shall inform 
the readers of 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER concerning reduced rates 
on thb railroads and at the hotels, and giv them other items 
of interest in connection with the meeting." 

, 
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Ulommnnications. 

Duty of the Hour. 
The time has come when something more is neces

sary than the work of the Iconoclast. It is ~ot 
enough to demolish the old idols, and expose the ~n
iquity, inconsistencies, and absurdities ~f the Ch~s
tian religion. The world is outgrowmg the silly 
fables and monstrous doctrins begotten of the age of 
darkness, superstition, and ignorance, and is yearning 
for something more consistent, more reliable-some
thing purer, higher, holier. 

Our duty and our labor of to-day is to faithfully 
liv out and cultivate the needed back-bone, to 
modestly but fearlessly avow our convictions, re
form ou~ i:Qdividual bad habits, rectify wrongs, and 
rid ourselvs of the mistakes of the past with all pos
sible dispatch; earnestly cultivating under all cir
cumstances a spirit of tolerance, gentleness, and fra
ternity toward all; and while holding aloft the ban
ner of Freethought, so conduct, in every relation of 
life, that we can insure respectful consideration for 
the views and principles we advocate. Above all, by 
a spirit of genuin self-sacrifice and labor, giv evidence 
of the sincerity of our desire to increase the knowl
edge, prosperity, and happiness of all around us. 

The lamented Bennett said: "We hav reason to 
rejoice that the progress the world has made is gr~at 
as it is, considering the impediments and difficult~es 
it has had to encounter, and the great mass of Ig
norance, superstition, and wrong it has had to con
tend with. Light is breaking in-the myths of olden 
times are all one after another giving way, and in due 
time, if we steadily pursue our course, and keep our 
face toward the goal of truth, the full effulgence of 
the genial sun of reason, science, and devotion to hu
manity will ultimately illume our pathway." . 

To attain this desideratum, we must steadily pur
sue our coul'Se, be not alone progressiv but aggressiv. 
The advance of Liberalism would be wonderfully 
accelerated if all truth seekers were like the lamented 
Bennett, more zealo.us for the progress of truth, 
universal mental liberty, and the best good of hu
manity, than of any pet hobby or ism. We all should 
realize, as did that great model truth seeker, tJ;e ~e
cessity and duty to make real, earnest, self-sacnficmg 
effort to shed abroad the light of truth for the benefit 
of others. 

The time of submission to the dictates of church 
prelates, of slavish obedience to the whims ~nd de
crees of Mother Church and Mrs. Grundy, IS past .. 
The time for resistance, for commen~ing in earnest 
the aggressiv war for our rights a~d mental liberty, 
has arrived. We must awake, arise, and report for 
duty. The circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER and 
other Liberal papers should be doubled ere the year 
closes. The tracts and leaflets giving scientific facts 
and advocating the principles of Liberalism should 
be scattered like autumn leaves. Pamphlets and 
books. all the best Freethought literature, should be 
available for the use of Liberals, and to loan to inter
ested friends and neighbors. Those of moral worth 
and available talent, capable of becoming able ex
ponents of Liberal principles, should be sought out, 
induced to enter the lecture field, and be liberally 
sustained. . · · 

Every,lionest he~rt rejoices when others .are made 
·free. If we woUld· share the glory of the victory, let 
us bear part of the burden of the warfare. 

We need more energetic, systematic action, both 
individual and collectiv. 

The New York State Freethinkers' Convention is 
to be held at Corinthian Academy of Music, Roches
ter, commencing Wednesday, August 29th, and con
tinuing five days, ending Sept. 2d. 

There will be convened the most able and devoted 
exponents of Liberalism. Matters of momen~ous i~
terest to rationalistic progress and humamty will 
come before the convention. The earnest, hearty, 

.practical, actual co-operation of every honest-hearted 
truth seeker and Liberal of the state of New York 
and vicinity is required. . 

The convention will counsel, devise, and seek to 
perfect plans for more efficient. individual labor, and 
the united, triumphant, onward march of the whole 
army of Freethought and Reform. The .asse~bly 
will be one memorable in the cause of Liberalism, 
and will giv a mighty impetus to :the car ~f .rati.onal
istic progression. Remember this conventiOn Is for 
the individual benefit and encouragement of each 
and every one who favors liberty of conscience ~nd 
would defend their birthright from the crushmg 
power, the usurpations and intolerance, of fanaticism, 
bigotry, and superstition. . 

In union is strength; numbers giV confidence. It 
is a duty we owe to each other and the cause to be 
present. An opportunity is here afforded to test our 
devotion to the principles _we pr_ofess. ~hat thou~h 
attendance at the conventiOn will occasiOn some In

convenience, some loss, some outlay, ex:pens~ not 
easily to be afforded. N o~hing worth hH: vmg I~ at
tained without effort. Thmk of the heroiC sacnfices 
made by the pioneers of Liberalism, b?t for whose 
self-denial the holding of such a convention had been 

an impossibility; every advocate of Freethought so 
assembling would hav been liable to the dungeon, 
the torture, and the stake. 

kin to James Gilman, took out letters of administra
tion on his estate, and brought suit in the Superior 
Court against McA.rdie to hav the trust declared 
null and void and to compel the payment of the 
money. Judge Freedman decided on Monday, the 
2d, that the trust is void. After saying that it would 
be held void in the English courts as a superstitious 
use or on general principles of public policy, he con
tinues: 

Think, too, of the vast amount of time, money, and 
energy so freely expended by Christians in perpetu
ating darkness, bigotry, and superstition. Sh~ Lib
erals begrudge a tithing for the cause of sCience, 
truth, and freedom? Surely none but chronic hob
by-riders, confirmed one-idea cranks, and those in
congruent monstrosities, stingy Liberals, will remain 
away. 

"In the United States, where there is no established ~tate 
religion, where all religious opinions are free and the right to 
exercise them is secured to the people by constitutional guar
antees, there is no such statute and no such policy, and the 
doctrin of superstitious uses enforced by the courts of Eng
land is against the spirit of our institutions. It is .a funda
mental principle of our law that a man inay do with his own 
as he pleases, provided he does not violate the law or devote 
his property to an immoral purpose. It remains to be seen 
whether the trust is invalid for any reason known to law or 
equity as administered in this country. 

Ample time is afforded. Let us make our arrange
ments to attend now, and use every effort to induce 
our most fair-minded and intelligent friendlil and 
neighbors to accompany us. Our most indefatigable 
and.efficient secretary, Green, has secured reduced 
rates of railway fare and board. The simple an
nouncement that he has the matter in charge is most 
sufficient evidence that everything possible will be 
done to insure the greatest possible amount of in
struction, comfort, and enjoyment. His arduous 
duties are materially lightened by the proffered 
assistance and liberal contributions of the best busi
ness men of the city. 

Come up to the help of humanity against the 
mighty! Let the prophecy of our noble Bennett 
hav free course, run and be glorified. Come that 
you may be better enabled to keep pa~e with the ra
tionalistic progress of the age, " steadily pursue our 
course, and keep our face toward the goal of truth, 
so that the full effulgence of the sun of reason, 
science, and devotion to humanity shall illumin our 
pathway." .And let all the people say, Amen. 

Rochester, N. Y. CHAS. B. REYNoLDs. 

On with Thorough Reform. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I cheer 

you in your readiness to be the first in publishing 
new views; and second Mrs. Slenker's measure for 
woman suffrage. But I urge that universal suffrage 
for all should be exercised in voting direct for law 
and not for candidates, who seek offices as easy means 
for a living, with the power of increasing· their sal
aries, while they do nothing to aid others to liv easy 
as themselvs. As they are trained by the shape of 
surrounding institutions in ignorance of the true 
principles of rights, as well as those clamoring for 
the·erroneous practice of suffrage, au should stop and 
ascertain the truth before voting for it. . . 

.Any partial advance of a principle may be practiced, 
but the thorough measure. of reform should be kept 
in view to-promote its more rapid progress .toward 
the thorough establishment of the true system of so
ciety. But while we only operate upon ignorant 
office seekers, it will require longer ages to reach the 
reconstructed moral worldom. 

I suggest that a short cut should be taken to reach 
the goal of civilization and happiness, by instructing 
all in a neighborhood to make an agreement to sur
vey out their lands into townships six miles square, 
and subdivide them into forty-acre tracts-each one 
to an heir. .And then agree among themselvs to hold 
them in separate, equal, and entailed ownership, with 
the privilege of only exchanging them for each other. 

Then let all mark their boundaries by graded roads, 
with clumped forest trees next to them, fruit trees 
next, and then all the central portions should be cul
tivatxd in vegetables. With every forty-acre tract 
thus planted throughout, any region would giv vistas 
that would collect the wind and turn a wind and 
electric mill, with a barn combined, -and grind out all 
fruits and cereals, pump up water for culinary pur
poses and irrigation, and develop the electric light 
to all the houses around; and thus make a rural city 
of the whole earth of mingled houses and farms. 

Any owner of a piece of wooded land ne~ New 
York city might clear out the central portiOn and 
soon make a model farm on this plan, and thus start 
a specimen farm for a reconstructed world. 

Or any one, having the land cleared of all vegeta
tion, could rear specimens of all kinds of. !orest and 
fruit trees and shrubs, as the soil would smt, and ex
hibit a still more complete model farmstead. 

This laying off the whole country into\states, town
ships, and farmsteads, wou~d enable afl t~ vote in 
person directly for the la~, mstead of qandidates; ~o 
as to abolish office-holdmg governments and their 
officers, and establish the true system of the moral 
world, as Copernicus, Bruno, Galileo, Kepler, and 
Newton did the planetary worlds. 

LEWis MAsQUERIER. 

No Trust for a Departed Soul. 
Mrs. Margaret Gilman, a few days before her 

death, in August last, at the age of 85 years, gave 
$2,300 belonging to her to Henry McA.rdie, with the 
direction and upon the . condition that after her 
death and the death of her husband, who was then 
over 90 years of age, he should use the money, in 
the first place, to pay the funeral expenses and erect 
a suitable monument to their memories, and in the 
second place, to hav masses said by a Roman Catho-
lic priest for the repose of their souls. ·· · 

James Gilman survived his wife about two months, 
and both died intestate. Michael <3-ilman, as next of 

"It clearly cannot be upheld as a trust for a charitable 
use. A charity must be a gift for the promotion of science 
or .learning or useful knowledge or for the relief of the sick, 
lame, or infirm, or for the relief or redemption of prisoners 
or captivs, or for the ·building or repairing of bridges. In 
short, a charity is a gift for a general public use, extending 
to the poor as well as to the rich, which is free from any per
sonal, private, or selfish taint. The dispositiQn made by 
Mrs. Gilman of her money cannot be brought within this 
definition. 

"Nor can it be said that such disposition created a trust 
for a pious use. Such a trust consists of a gift for the dis
semination of moral or religious teaching, or for the promo
tion of public worship or morality. 

"The difficulty with the defendant's case is that the trust 
sought to be created. by Mrs. Gilman is no trust at all known 
to law or equity, because there is no beneficiary or cestui que 
trust in existence or capable of coming into existence under 
the trust. In general, any person who is capable in law of 
taking an interest in property may, to the extent of his legal 
capacity, and no further, become entitled to the benefits of 
the.trust. In this case the beneficiaries are both dead and 
beyond the reach of human law. Their souls are intended 
as the beneficiaries and the money is to be expended for 
masses for the repose of their souls. But the .soul of one 
wi;J.O has departed this ~fe is inc~p~ble of taking a;n interest 
in the property left behmd, and 1s m no sense subJe~t to the 
;urisdiction of any leg~l. tribunal. A court of ~qu~ty. p~o
tects the rights of the hYing. It cannot exte~d .1ts JUnsdic
tion to beings which cannot be apprehended mthm the boun
daries of the realm." 

In conclusion the judge says: 
"The plaintiff is entitled to judgment declaring the inva

lidity of the trust, and adjudging the defendant liable to 
account for all monies still in his hands. As to all payments 
made by the defendant in good faith he is entitled to claim 
protection. Upon the question of costs, counsel may be 
heard at the time of the settlement of the findings." 

A. Close Alliance Recommended. 
Fr<Jm tht Banner of Light. 

Nothing in this world is to be held stable and se-;, 
cure where the rule is that of ceaseless change. So 
we are not. to think our noble Constitution wholly 
safe from the invasions of those who fancy they were 
born to improve it by lessening its scope and fetter
ing its free operation. The Universe, of San Fran
cisco, reminds us that the Catholic churc~ openly 
assails our common schoel system and has Its hands 
on every state treasury; while the Protestant church, 
true to its origin, seeks to enforce sectarian Sunday 
laws and kindred sumptuary legislation. It labors 
to place the Bible in the public schools; and not con
tent with this, it openly attempts to so amend the 
Constitution of the United States as to recognize a 
sectarian God and acknowledge Jesus Christ as " the 
ruler of nations." .. The· National Reform Association 
was .organized expressly to carry out this scheme of 
bigotry, and it proved powerful enough to lack but 
two votes of carrying it through the United States 
Senate. It is well enough known that this Gad-in
the-Constitution party has activ agencies employed 
to push this measure through Congress at its earliest 
opportunity. 

Nor do its speakers and writers seem to doubt, if 
we are to trust the sincerity of their open announce
ments, that they will ultimately succeed in ,their ef- · 
forts. To meet and thwart the work of these deter
mined twin enemies of our free Constitution, the 
Universe calls for an immediate and close alliance of 
Spiritualists, Freethinkers, and Jews, who, however 
m~ch they may differ on some points, are in reality 
one in opposition to the rule of " infallibility " and a 
sectarian God. It makes the appeal: "Let us be 
united. Let us act sensibly, broadly, grandly, as be
comes rational men. The glorious result will be 
'liberty for inan, woman, and child,' and a free re
public as enduring. as humanitJ: itself." The appe~ 
is one worthy of mstant heedmg. The enemy Is 
sleepless in his efforts to undermine our chartered 
freedom. Professing to desire but larger rights on 
the one hand, and to demand a guarantee for a surer 
morality, with expressions of a highe;r ~e-yerence on 
the other the real purpose is to obtam Jomt control 
of the fu~damental law on which our civil and re
ligious freedom rests, and use it for the benefit of 
sects instead of defending it for the spread of the 
largest possible human liberty. 

THE Rev. Joseph Cook wants to reform American 
journalism, break its neck, and choke its sensational 
utterances. Example, Joseph, is better than precept. 
Break thy own neck first, and then perhaps the New 
York Tribune may follow snit.-Post. 
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THE SPIR: TUAL CRAZE, 

CINCINNATI, 0., June 30, 1883, 
MR. EDITOR: The wild raving of that Spiritualistic 

·sophist, A. Noe, is something shocking and amazing. 
Who but a crazed character could indulge in such a 
string of statements and unnatural impossibilities. 
The obscene phases peculiar to this system of Spir-

. itualism stamp it with slime, filth, and smut, No 
lady of decent or modest mind could demoralize 
herself by reading such indelicate slush. It's unfit 
for publication, and no genuin moralist would be 
.guilty of such an issue. 

I am truly thankful I am not a Spiritualist. I 
would hav to hide my face in shame. Giv me cold 
Materialism a thousand times in preference to heated 
lust. 

No more arguments for me with any obscenist, 
Spiritual or otherwise. I trust Dr, Trevitt will 
reply, T. WINTER, 

. KALAMAZOO, J liD e 28, 1883, 
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of June 23d th~>re ap

peared quotations from a book by John W. Trues
dell, claiming to be the bottom facts concerning the 
science of Spiritualism. The author, by his. base in
sinuations against the character of the well-known 
medium, Dr. Henry !Slade, places himself in a pesi
tion to be called a falsifier by those who hav known 
Dr. Slade for the last twenty-five years to be a 
truthful, honest man. To differ in opinion on any 
or all subjects is but human, but to malign the rep
utation and misrepresent· the acts of another for 
the sake of a few 'dollars that may be gained by the 
sale of the book is coming down to the level. of the 
Bible-God, or the other fellow of hoofs and horns. 
No amount of lies-even told by John W. Truesdell 
:_will convince those acquainted with Dr. Slade that 
he is a fraud and trickster. L. S. BURDICK, 

BURTON, June 26, 1883, 
MR. EDITOR: "Answers to Christian Questions" is 

a stunner surely, and should be read by all. I tried 
to persuade a parson to read it, but he declined, 
stating that he would " never read no such trash." 
I then told him I wanted him to read it to see how 
the Rev. Whitehead got B~nnett down, and how 
clearly he proved the "sacred truths." With a 
startled but satisfied .look, he exclaimed, " Let's hav 
it, then." He read it through, and handed it. to me 
to-day without comment. I asked him if Whitehead 
did not do his work well. A response was not given, 
but he passed on as if some urgent business was 
ahead. 

I think this is a good way to g-et their eves open, 
Not one in fifty can otherwise be induced to read 
the proofs against their pet theory; but, once start
ed in, curiosity leads them on, and thus their eyes 
are opened. I arri going to adopt this strategy ta 
get them in harness. H. B. JoNES. 

NEw YoRK, J'uly 5. 1883. 
MR. EDITOR:· I see in your editorial a statement 

that while Mr. Andrews is learned and profound, he 
is obscure and wordy in statement. I hav listened 
for years to Mr. Andrews's teaching, and hav al
ways found that when he talked about those things 
that I was trained in to the power of comprehending 
his language was pre-eminently clear; and In those 
things (and they were many) which seemed to be 
clothed in obscurity, it was a matter of undevelop
ment in myself that lent the obscurity; for when I 
had gone a little farther and knew more, the com
prehension came to me. I am led to think that oth
ers would find the same light by pursuing the same 
course. 

Then, too, a certain class of people hav been in 
the habit of saying that of him while in a blind 
state, and, becoming prejudiced, continue to utter 
the old complaint (parrot-like) after they hav really 
the capacity to understand. MRs. E. A, FREEMAN. 

GLEN HALL, June 27, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: '¥Y sense of right has upraided me 

for my neglect in payment for your exceptional 
paper, and I am willing to make amends by pay
ment of interest on it. Please find inclosed $5, which 
apply to my subscription as far as it will justly 
reach. Then shut down on me, as I think that 
would serve me about right. One rule of right for 
men, God, or devils alike is all I know or wish to 
practice, and, even under existing circumstances, is 
almost more than I can practice to my fullest con
victions; and knowing or believing we all are more 
the creatures of circumstances than "free agents" 
and forced by those circumstances to do what our 
sense of right disapproved ol-such as least seems 
to be my fix just now-because I am a farmer, one 
of the most abject callings in the world, full of· hard 
work and poor pay, by which we are robbed of the 
pleasures and enjoyments of life; a Liberal, and 
Greenbacker, which is unpopular and has its at
tached odium, I am led to believe life iR an an
tagonism of good and evils, right aild wrong, and, 
in short, that I am unfavorably circumstanced and 
hav my sense of right too often brought in conflict 
therewith, Please excuse my complaint, as I had 
not thought to hav thus written, but will eeDd it if 

there is nothing in it but the $5, which you will 
please use as directed, and serve me as I deserve. 
Truly yours in the fullest sense your many sub
scribers hav expressed themselvs. 

ROBT. B. LAMBORN. 

VINELAND, May 23, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav been waiting to see if some 

abler pen than mine would not answer what I con
sider the most illogical arguments that ever ap
peared in 'IHE TRUTH SEEKER. The grand fallacy of 
the Spiritualists is the assumption that life is a thing. 
Whereas, it they would look with clear eyes they 
would see that life is not a thing, but the action of 
a thing. Nor is thought a thing, but it is the action 
of the brain. And I brand the assertion of Mr. Noe 
as utterly false when he says, speaking of a dead 
man: "There is the body all intact. There is the 
brain, but it don't think; there are the limbs, but 
they don't move," Now, I say that the reverse is 
the truth; that the bbdy of a dead man is not in
tact. Was there nothing the matter with D. M. Ben
nett's body when he died? Mr. Noe talks nonsense 
or worse. And his assertion that there is life before 
there is an organization, is also untrue. There is 
not in all nature an example of life apart from or
ganized matter. 

And now I will tell Mr.~'Noe what it is that ani
mates this gross body. And to make it clear, we 
will take for illustration an egg, Put an egg in a 
cool place, and what will' become of it? In time it 
will decay. But place it under the body of a living 
hen, and in three weeks it will become a living 
thing. Now, what has done all this? Simply heat. 
It is heat that animates all living things. We know 
that living things are·produced from eggs, man in
clu~ed. I would ask Mr. Noe, Where is the egg de
posited that produces the spirit that he says leaves 
man at death ? How does this gross body produce 
so refined a thing. Does Mr. Noe say that all ani
mals liv and think without soul, but that man can 
neither llv nor think without one ? P. RoTHWELL. 

PITTSBURGH, PA., July 2, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I read with much interest t.be war of 

words between the rival philosophers, S. P. Putnam 
and S. P. Andrews. It is to be hoped that while the 
Titans are · hurling mountains of wisdom at each 
other, the small fry may be able to pick up a few 
stones with sermons in them, and after the smoke 
of the battle has cleared away, be better able to see 
tbe distinction between mysticism and knowledge. 

Ever since I worked my way out of the jungle of 
superstition called the church, I hav been endeavor
ing to get clear ideas of the points of the compass, 
my correct latitude and longitude, and hav been 
obliged to be very careful in selecting my instru
ments and choosing my guides. Dearly bought ex
perience warned me to be snspicious of all would-be 
professional guides doing business under the seduc
tiv titles of Inspiration, Intuition, Transcendentalism, 
and Idealism. 

I never could q•Iite b::mish from my mind the 
Scotch lavman's definition of metaphysics-" When 
the body ~ha hears dinna ken what the body wha 
spaks means, and the body wha speaks dinna ken 
what he means himsel, that's metaphyaics." And I 
am somehow haunted by the fear that the cannie 
Scot's definition may be a;pplicable to-dare I say 
it ?-Universology. In speaking of the origin of 
knowledge or genesis of consciousness, Mr. Andrews 
says: "It is not true that I say that mind is first, 
or that he says that matter is first, when we both 
say that both are equally first." 

This may be true of the product of the fact')rs
the me and the not-me-knowledge, but is it true of 
the factors themselvs? Will Mr. Andrews state defl
nitly which was first in point of time, the ego or the 
non-ego? Did not the outward universe exist before 
there was a human mind to cognize it? 

No doubt, like Mr. Putnam, I am a little inclined 
to "slide away from subtle ideas," but, like Boz, 
"what I want is facts," 

I am fully aware of the apparent officiousness of 
obtruding myself upon the attention of the learned 
disputantS,but, as THE TRUTH SEEKER kindly inti
mates that their articles are published for our bene
fit, I, for one, desire the subtle idea held still long 
enough for me to capture it. 

ApprMiativly yours, HARRY HoovER. 

JEFFERSON CITY, June 26, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: An article in relation to the notorious 

"Russell law" of Ohio, in your issue of the 23d 
inst., causes me to drop a few lines. I am a young 
man, 27 years old, and since my childhood thorough
ly imbued with the ideas and principles of the Re
publican party, and the "party of great moral ideas" 
has always received my support, though it has con
stantly encroached upon the mental and personal 
liberties of its best adherents (among them notably 
the German element),and thousands who would prefer, 
like myself, to join a party where we might enjoy 
these liberties, cannot go to the Democratic party t9 
find such relief; and why? because, although it is 
in some things very liberal (notably liquor traffic), 
yet it is essentially the party of the Romish church, 
as-is evidenced by its pre.ss, all of which upon close 
scrutiny clearly shows its worship of that monster. 

There are ominous mutterings from the turbulent 
Atlantic to the beryl w~~r~ ot the Paci~c po~t~g.d-

ing the overthrow of the Republican party, and if 
that occurs, the Democratic party, being so long 
famished, will lend a willing ear to the guiles of the 
churches throughout to increase its power. This is 
what we hav to fear, consequently we cannot join 
the latter, for to do so would be "jumping out of 
the frying-pan into the fire." The question arises, · 
What are we to do ? I am not competent to en
lighten my fellow-man on this important subject,_ 
but suggestions are sometimes fruitful of much good, 
We hav a goodly number of men in our ranks who 
can lead us with honor to themselvs and lasting 
benefits to mankind. Let them take hold of this 
vital question. We, as Liberals, must not keep out 
of politics, a thing we are too prone to do, h 3 

churches take unbounded interest therein, as is wit
nessed by such legislation as the "Russell law" 
and others ad infinitum. Indeed, therein lies their 
very existence. Now let us wake up to our necessity; 
let our greatest and best men, such as Col. Ingersoll 
and other Liberal potiticians and statesmen, pay at
tention to this matter and it will be but a short time 
until we can hav a minority party composed of all 
shades, Materialists, Spiritualists, etc., which can 
control legislation in so far as to keep out sect and 
class legislation of all kinds. Call the party "Lib
eral " or "Independent," but let us try to assert our 
rights, for I thing with the rapid increase in our 
ranks, it cannot be far in the future that it will come 
to a clash between the two elements, i. e., church 
and Liberal. 

Hoping my feeble effort may bring to the subject 
able pens who can sway the minds of the people 
and be productiv of much good, 

I am, A PROGRESSIST. 

"HARD WORDS " - TO WHOM ARE WE INDEBTED FOR 
THEIR USE? 

HELENA, June 25, 1883. 
'MR. EDITOR: Looking through the columns of the 

Christian Union my eyes rested on this heading, 
"The Hard Words." Glancing over the article, I 
noted down the following: "The prevalence of the 
vice of profanity in our country is really alarming. 
Ladies on public highways and in public convey
ances are subject to having their sensibilities shocked 
by it to an extent that is painful in the extreme, 
In like manner children and youths are made liable 
to having their souls scarred by oaths flying around 
them, which are literally darts of the devil. Dam
age may often thus be done to the jewels of tbe 
homes of our country, compared to which the lc.ss 
sustained by the parents of Charley Ross will one 
day be seen to hav bren slight. A contagion may 
thus take fffect which had far better hav been 
small-pox or scarlatina." 

Now, it seems to me that a man whose mentality 
had reached to such a point as to cause him to write 
such stuff, will soon be in a condition to giv us a 
tragedy equal to Frreman or Guiteau. Men like this 
writer never hav one condemnatory word to offer 
when some J ascal absconds with the fnnds intrusted 
to his keepin~ by ponr widows and factory girls. 
Neither are the crimes of the midni~ht marauder or 
of Jesse James to be compared (in his estimation) to 
those of the person who is in the habit of using 
"cuss-words." The writer seems to think that all 
that is profane consists of a few words found in the 
Bible, such as God, Christ, Jesus, hell, damn, devil, 
etc. They never think of adding to the list : By gin
ger! Judas priest! bycrackey! byJove! confound it! 
Sam Patch I by golly I holy Moses I stars alive I con
demn it! and a regiment of others equally as useless 
and profane as the few words that they would hav 
us believe stagnate their pious blood when they hear 
them used by, to them, the sinners. However un
gentlemenly or useless such words Dlay seem to be, 
they cannot in any sense be looked upon as being 
criminal. 

But why is it that these fellows are all so badly 
shocked when they here those few words used by 
some one outside the pulpit? I cannot understand, 
unless those few words are their exclusiv patent. 
Come to giv the subject a more due consideration, I 
think that is the only hypothesis by which it can 
be explained. When we take into account the fact 
that the Christian religion is the only religio'n in the 
world that damns mankind, the wonder is that every 
one don't swear; and when this lunatic talks about 
" souls scarred," let him bear in mind that it is him
self and his religion that brought all that kind of 
profanity of which he complains into the world, No 
one ever thought of being damned or sent to hell 
till his religion taught it to him. And instead of 
little children learning it in public places, they be
come as familiar with it as with their alphabet be
fore they leave the nursery. Mothers that are pious 
tell them before they can scarcely lisp a syllable 
that if they do so or so God will damn them and 
take them to hell. They hav not forgotten these 
lessons, and as soon a.s they go out to play with 
other children, and one of their little playmates o.f
fends, they do not stop to giv the full explanation 
of their pious teachings, but abbreviate and say, 
"God damn you to hell," etc.; and if it is such a 
crime, you Christians are responsible for it. Now, 
suppose you fellows giv us a rest on the profanity 
dodge for a while, and try to use your talent-such 
as you hav-in making honPst men among your 
numbers. Try to see, if you hav brains enough, that 
when Deacon Smith swindled poor Jones out of his 

, 
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last cow it was a little worse than cursing, and that 
when Parson Hughes perjured himself in a scandal 
case he should hav been ·censured a little more 
thaX: Jim Brown for damning his jackass. 

w. P. BROOKS, M.D. 

HARVAim, June 27, 1883, 
MRs. M. W . .BENNETT: Please find $6.50 inclosed, for 

which send me the four volumes of "A Truth Seeker 
Around the World." I wish to make a present of 
them to one of my friends, for I consider them very 
valuable books. There is more information to be ob
tained in those four books than any ten books that 
I ever read before. ABRAM CARMACK. 

WARRENTON, June 27, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3.00 for THE 

TRUTH SEEKER. I belong to the Presbyterian church, 
but hav lost all faith in the Christian religion. I 
hav read the Bible through, but always thought it 
conta.ined the most vulgarity and impossibilities of 
any book I ever read. I hav read a few numbers of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER that were handed me, and like the 
paper so well I thought I would subscribe. 

H()ping you success, I remain, 
A. L. BUTTS, P. M. 

GRASS VALLEY, CAL., June 24,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: ·I am more than obliged to you for 

continuing THE TRuTH SEEKER after my time had ex
pired. I intend to be a paying subscriber as long as 
Jiv, which· I can hardly expect to be very many 
years with poor health at the age of 62; but I de
rive more pleasure from THE TRUTH SEEKER than any 
other paper, and I take several. The print, too, 
suits me as well as its bold truths. 

I inclose $1.50 for si"i. months and 25 cents for "An
swers to Cbristian Questions," by D. M. Bennett, I 
shall send $1 for the Monument Fund, but cannot 
do it to-day. 

Yours, with best wishes for THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
A. s. KELLOGG, 

VINELAND, July 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I send $5 for my paper. Who would 

not hav a wife ten years his junior to help get him 
out of a scrape, not only, but after writing this let
ter, advancing the money to pay for a paper overdue 
most two years, and then read the paper to me 
when it comes (unless the print is large and clear) 
with eyes that hav done service for eigh~y-one ~ears, 
and full of blisineas to keep them workmg? F1rst, I 
am at work starting a steam manufactory of planes. 
Next I am trying to start an incinerating furnace 
here 'to purify· the human body immediately after its 
separation from the spirit, and I find many men, 
and almost as many women, who sympathize with 
me in this movement, and many more women phy
sicians according to their numbers ha v unqualifiedly 
spoken in its favor. 

Here I read what I hav written to said wife, Por
tia. "Well," she says, "you did not tell all you are 
doing." "What else?" says I. " You did not tell 
you are getting up a Gage Family Home." So I 
will add that we hav got such an institution, incor
porated under the laws of this state,. this past win
ter and we hope to be able to start an industrial 
echool under its auspices, where our children and 
our neighbors' children can be taught from birth 
until death to cultivate love, harmony, wisdom, and 
all uses and virtues, and to shun ignorance, super
stition, intolerance, ani! vice, and through our shop 
work furnish employment for many scholars, and 
start them with a valuable tnide for a livelihood. 

JoHN GAGE, 

. j 223 NoRTH 12TH STREET, 
1 PHILADELPHIA, July 3, 1883. 

MR. EDITOR: I notice, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 
30th, the letter of Mr. J. L. Clemmer, o~ Boston, 
asking "Why Liberals cannot form a company for 
stock-raising, etc." The suggestion is a good one 
and would pay the investors a large dividend. I hav 
been all over the state of Texas, and among the 
stock men, and thoroughly informed myself regard
ing the business, its risks, and profits. I _would pro
pose that the Liberals form a company, mco.rporate 
under the laws of the state of New York, with the 
general headquarters at THE TRUTH SEEKER office, as 
the most central point; the capital stock to be 
$50,000 in shares of $10.00 each, the original sub
scribers to hav their stock at $5.00. 

It sufficient capital can be obtained to make a 
proper start, I am confident that-with judicious 
management-insirle of three years the st?c~ would 
be at a premium and in five years pay a diVIdend of 
at least forty per cerit per annum. As a nucleus for 
such a company I can· uffer two parties, both stanch 
Liberals, who own 640 acres of land each, and ad
joining, making 1,280 acres personally selected, well 
watered and particularly adapted to sheep and goat 
raising,' in the healthiest portion of the ~tate of 
Texas where rheum'l.tism and lung complamts are 
unkn~wn-near post-office, market, etc. They will 
put in the land and take the stock of such a com
pany in full payment. I can also induce others to 
invest. I would be pleased to communicate with 
Mr. Clemmer and all who desire to go into s~lCh an 
enterprise I should propose that a certam per
centage of the profits be set aside to aid in the 
~ib~_r.a.l cause, Yours, etc. 0. H. REED, M.D. 

OPEN LETTER TOW. T. MINOHEN. 
SEATTLE, W. T., June 23, 283. 

DEAR SIR: Dr. J. L. York handed me a letter of in
quiry from you, requesting- me to answer, which I 
cheerfully do, as you seem to be on the Liberal 
platform. 

Your first question is for the disadvantages. 1st. 
The land in the western-our part of the territory
is covered with a vast growth of timbei; worth mill
ions, which is being cut off, sawed, and shipped to 
all parts of the world; but the land has to be cleared 
for agriculture. 

2d. It rains perhaps one-third of .the time in win
ter, causing the grass to keep green the year round. 

3d. Schools we hav one, centrally located, which 
cost $28,000; and four others which cost some $3,000 
each. Then we hav the Territorial University here 
in Seattle, with an average of 100 pupils. We hav 
just sold four lots in the central part of the city, 
too near the large house to be used for school pur
poses, for $30,000, to be applied toward building two 
other free school houses, one in the northern and 
one in the southern portion of the city, 

4th. Relating to Liberals. We hav a Liberal 
League with about 100 members, and hav had regu
lar Sunday evening meetings for the last six months. 

5th. Thunder and lightning? No; there is scarce
ly anything of the kind. · Once in a great while you 
may hear a distant growl. 

6th. I should put the temperature at from 22 to 
72. There are days when the mercury may run up 
to 90 · I understand it has been known to reach 100 
in th~ sun, but never ·below zero, and the extremes 
are only for a short time, The nights. are alwa.ys 
cool. One seldom sees a linen suit in Seattle. I 
will explain why it is not hot or cold at Seattle: 
There is a 20-foot tide coming up to our wharf 
every twenty-four hours. The water when leaving 
the gulf stream outside the strait of Fuca. is always 
at a temperature of 50 to 52, which in flowing up 
the soun<l at a depth of twenty feet does not heat 
or cool very much; so you see when it is cloudy we 
are like we were in a spring-house. It cannot freeze; 
we never see an icicle from rain. What are called 
the trade winds, coming from the south nearly all 
winter and from the north during the summer, make 
the winters warm and the summers cool-too cool 
to raise Indian corn. Other kinds of grain are pro
duced in abundance; wheat, forty bushels to the 
acre; barley, forty to sixty; oats, so to 100, the berry 
being as large again as in Iowa. Dr. York's lectures 
at Seattle hav been well attended, the large hall-
34x100-being filled every Sunday evening, The doc
tor lectured at Tacoma, and had a good audience. 
Tacoma may be the terminus, but Seattle will do 
the business, as the Canada branch will terminate 
here, arid we will connect with the Columbia river 
road in a few months, the roadbed being nearly 
ready for the rails. The freight and passenger rates 
are to be the same to each place. 

The majority of Seattle's citizens are Americans 
from all parts of the United States, and the popula
tion is about 10,000. An ocean steamer arrives every 
five days, and brings from 200 to 500 each trip. Ta
coma has a population of about 4,000, with a much 
smaller floating population than Seattle; in short, 
the passenger list to Seattle equals that to· all the 
ports of the sound, including Victoria, B.C. 

And now, as I am a citizen of Seattle, I will let 
the doctor say which is the better place. 

D. M. CRANE. 
MR. EDITOR: What Father Crane has said in reply 

to our friend Minchen, of Iowa, has my fullest in
dorsement for truth, ·so far as I am acquainted with 
this country. As to the relativ locations of Seattle 
and Tacoma, and their future prospects, I hav de
termined in favor of Seattle by the purchase of five 
city lots to-day in that place. I look upon the 
growth of this city during three years past .as mar
velous; in fact, the entire Northwest is receiving a 
great influx of population seeking new homes. 

Yours for truth, DR, J. L. YanK. 

PATERSON, July 2, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2.50 ~r contin-

ued subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. · 
As to the Liberal League of this place, they are 

joined to their church idols to such an extent that 
the League has had to succumb to orthodox intol
erance, and there is no hope or chance for its res
urrection un I ess its charter is transferred to the more 
Liberal element of the city, the Germans, as they 
are a class that will face the music, and are not 
given over to a fawning sycophancy to church power. 

Paterson can boast of its exclusiv orthodoxy, as 
there is not a Liberal church organization in the 
place. It can also boast of its being completely des
titute of philanthropic men. It has neither a public 
library nor park, and there is appare~tly no disposi
tion on the part of its moneyed class to elevate the 
condition of the laboring class, but more of a desire 
to subjugate it, and as this can be more easily ac
complished through the superstition and bigotry of 
the church, they are disposed to giv abundantly of 
their m'"ans to maintain its supremacy. 

We hav here a large class that would no more af
filiate with tbe absurd dogmas, creeds, and human 
contrivances of the so-called. Christian church than 
Huxley, DJ.rwin, Peter Cooper, or the many other 
great scientific lights and philanthropists of former 

_days. But unfortunately the golden calf, or money 
god, gets the better of their judgment, and causes 
them to become destitute of all manly principle by 
giving all their means to. feed and fatten these sec
tarian monsters of tyranny and oppression. 0 
Paterson, how often would 1 hav gathered you under 
the wing of religious liberty, but you would not! 
The great .orb of light is fast dep·arting from you, 
wbile others are gathering in its effulgent rays of 
universal humanitarianism. Go on in your mad career 
of idolatry and subserviency to church power till 
you are laid low in the mire of serfdom, and not till 
then will you be able to realize that it is the great 
work Of Liberalism, and that only, that can giv you 
a higher and more progressiv order of society. 

The excited discussions of the Material and Spirit
ual divisions of the Liberalists are uncalled for, and 
very uncharitable on the part of the Materialists, 
. I inclose the following article on this subject, 

which if you think worthy of publishing you are at 
liberty to do so. 

SPIRITUAL AND MATERIAL. 
Science is making rapid strides, and in nothing has 

it made greater progress than in what is denomi
nated Spiritualism. Science no longer disP.utes the 
reality of mesmeric and phychological force, Mate
rialists assert this spiritual force a fraud, visionary, 
etc. H<tv they ever proved it such? If they hav not, 
they should no longer pronounce it a fra1ild. Hereto
fore the church has been the great obstacle to the 
development of spirit power, but a glorious future is 
dawning upon us, and the infamous decrees of the 
church can no longer sway by putting. to death and 
banishing from society Spiritualists, under the garb 
of witchcraft, evil spirits, etc. Spiritualism has 
proved there is a force outside of the physical or 
material, which may govern or control both the ani
mate and inanimate. This force, the electric or spir
itual, exists in both the embodied and disembodied. 
Is it at all strange, then, that by a concentration Cllf 
this power, inanimate objects move in opposition to 
the law of gravitation? When I cease to be pos
sessed of this power I can no longer raise my hand, 
and the raising of the hand is not the physical, but 
the spiritual power. 'l'he physical is nothing of it
selfbut a mq.ss of matter. Invest it with the spir
itual, and it assumes life. Can a life-giving power 
die? It cannot; but the conditions may be such that 
it no longer exists in the body ·of matter. But can 
not that power act and exist in a more ethereal 
form? Materialists assert that as the matter be
comes divested of life power the life power dies with 
it. Chemistry proves matter may be extracted from 
the invisible. While I hav had no visible demon
strations of spirit power disembodied, I cannot de
termin that other!'! do not hav; every one may not be 
so constituted as to draw that power to them, The 
tiny bird soars high in the air, while the door-yard 
fowl hardly reaches the eaves of the housetop, Let 
not the Materialist that hardly reaches the hc.usetop 
envy the Spiritualists for soaring into realms to him 
unknown. 
~o argument can prove or establish the theory 

that a life-giving power dies with the matter which 
it givs life to, or in which it is embodied. But here 
will arise the more momentous question, viz., does 
the life after passing the embodied .state continue in 
a realization of its former existence? Ah I here's the 
rub, and there is no human solution of this mystery 
unless it is through the manifestations of departed 
spirit power, and with Spiritualism a reality, the mys
tery would be solved. 

Those 'that hav not received spirit manifestations 
cannot determin its fraudulency or reality. He that 
asserts it a fraud must prove it. A belief in Occult
ism is a belief .in Spiritualism, for Spiritualism is Oc
cultism in the disembodie<:t state. These evidences 
of spirit power are not clothed with any infamous 
absurdities of former ages, but are in accord with a 
more natural law, and are evidences of the living 
present, While we may repudiate all sayings of 
former ages that are in opposition to natural law, 
and termed miracles, we cannot cast aside and blind 
our eyes and senses to facts of the present day, 
which stand as yet uncontroverted. Spiritual philos
ophy rises to a higher conception of the unknown 
power. It sets up no personified gods of war, ma
licious and revengeful, even to the slaying the first
born of nations, They revere not the fabulous stories 
of ancient times as inspiration, but rely only on in
spiration of their own. They depend not upon 
another as a savior, but are as a savior to themselvs. 
They cast aside the idolatries of the. church and ac
knowledge spirit power as their only filol. Persecu- -
tion for OP.inion's sake is not favored a~ong them, for 
their god Is not a teacher of persecutwn. 

This god of the Spiritualists is the univer~a.l _god 
that all may worship. It is the god of the CIVIlized 
and the god of th.e ~ncivilized. ~ut the god of bar
.barism is the Chnstian God, causmg men.and ~omen 
to dye their hands in the blood of their neighbor. 
Oh, horror of horrors! True civilization cries aloud 
to stop this damnable career of human slaughter, 
and stands aghast at the civil strife, woe, misery, in
fanticide, persecution, and inquisition-a mof!.ster 
rising in its most hideous form to subvert t}?.e hper
ties of nations to its despotic sway and dommatwn, 
With Catholicislli it is to help its own and persecute 
all others· with. Protestantism, to help its own, and 
curse all 'others. There is no difference, and t~e 
Bible is their assumed infallible law to sustain their 
infamous decrees. You, the blasphemers of the great 
controling powers of the univflrse, bring along your 
inquisitions I J. J. HAVILAND, 



Life's West Windows. 
We sta.nd at lite's west windows, 

And think of the days that are gone; 
Remembering the coming sunset, 
'·We, too, must remember the morn. 
But the sun will set, the day w111 close, 
And an end will come to all our woes. 

AS we watch from the western casements, 
Reviewing our happy youth, 

We mourn for its vanished promls 
Of honor, ambition, and truth. 

But hopes will fade, and pride decay, 
When we think how soon we must pass away. 
We stand at life's west windows, 

And turn not sadly away, 
'To watch on our children's. faces 

The noontide of sparkling day, 
.But our sun must set, our lips grow ·dumb; 
And to look from our windows our children come. 

Bill Arp's Philosophy. 
Fr<m1 the Atlanta Constitution. 

It don't pay to get mad about anything, 
much less about politics. Getting mad cheats 
a man out of his time. He can lose a day or 
two days, or even a week, thinking about it, 
and fretting over it, and that interferes with 
his business and deranges his digestion, and 
makes his family unhappy. He had better go 
dead for a while and come to life again. 

Getting mad is the poorest way to get even 
with an enemy I ever tried. It don't pay 
worth a cent, and always makes a man lose 
his own self-respect. 

Now a man may get mad with himself for 
being a fool, arid it will do him no harm. In 
fact, it may do good, for it's a sign of repent
ance. 

I knew a young man to go to a church fair 
and the girls honey-fugled six dollars out of 
him, and he went home and undressed and 
tied one arm to the bed-post and whipped 
himself with the other, and as he cut himself 
round the legs he would say: "You go to 
another church fair! You let them girls fool 
you out of your money again ! You pay ten 
cents for every fool letter they stick at you ! 
You giv half a dollar for a little dab of ice 
cream-1'11 learn you some sense, I will," and 
as he talked to himself he kept the switch go
ing lively, and would dance up and down just 
like he was another fellow. Now that is a 
good idea. 

When a man makes a fool of himself and 
goes ripping .around· let him tie himself up 
and giv himself a good whipping, and then 
take a fresh start in the morning. 

If a man gets into a fight with another man 
he might accidently get whipped, and then 
everybody would hear of it, but if he whips 
himself all by himself it will do more good, 
and nobody would ever know anything about 
it. 
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The American and New York News Com
pames will furnish the paper to news deal
ers upon application. 

LACY'S Nt W PUBLICATIONS. 
"NATURE'S HARMONY," 

or evolutionary theory, solving the problem or 
lite, and advocating the perpetuation or spiritual 
identity, demonstrating from scientific standpoint. 

Neatly bound in muslin. Price, $1.00. 
"STAR LAKE ROMANCE." 

A poem of love and rivalry, written in view or dis
cussing Christianity vs. Infidelity. The arguments 
are rendered by the characters of the story, In their 
colloquies, and the reader Is left as umpire. 

200 pages, bound in muslin, gilt and embossed. 
Price. $1.50. 

Both of the above works contain the author's por-
trait Address ARTHUR J. LACY, 

28t! Nirvana, Lake Co., Mich. --

'r:H::E 'rRU'rii s:m:E:KER~ Jt1L Y 14, 1883. 

WETTSTEIN'S 
JEWELRY · STORE, 

ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Established lS57. Beats the World. 
There Is not another town three times the size or 

Rochelle that can show so large and beautl!ul a stock 
or fine gold and silver watches, fine gold and plated 
chains, charms, necklaces, and lockets bracelets· 
plain gold, diamond, pearl, turquols, and' rancy stone 
rings; soW! sll ver and plated ware; optical goods 
gold pens, accordions, pocket and table cutlery, guns' 
revolvers, shears, etc., as WETTSTEIN'S. ' 

Square dealing, enterprise, adaptation, accurate 
judgment, best of taste In buying, steady application 
during -twenty-five years, best or watch-work, and
LOWEST PRICES AT ALL TIMES, haV done it. 

If you hav a watch that no one else can put in per
fect order, send it to me. If you hav no watch, send 
to me for prices, and I wlll save you money. I! you 
want a chain, necklace, ring,· solid silver or plated 
spoons, castor, spectacles, opera glass, etc., send to 
me for prices and description, and I w111 convince 
you. 
~~~J!~~~-Mayor and City Council, officers or 

GOODS SENT TO AL;L PARTS OF THE WORLD. 
OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

A WIFE WANTED. 
An honorable, intelligent, middle-aged gentleman 

of fine personal appearance, high social standing, 
excellent habits, and affectionate disposition, but 
with little means, wishes to marry a good woman of 
suitable age and disposition who has means, and who 
therefore desires only true manly worth in her huB· 
band. Address EARNEST, this office. 
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TO MY FRIENDS! 
No G<ld, no heo.ven, no hell l · 
These books sound their dea.th·knell. 

"The Darwins," paper 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 
-John's Wa;y, 15 cents.-ffiergyman's 'Victims, 25 
cents. These three are Infidel romances.-Studying 
the Bible, 75 cents.-Speclmen copies o! Alpha and 
Herald of Heal$, 10 cents each.-Four tracts 6 cents. 
Health Hints, 25 cents.-Diaru>, A new Theory o! 
Sexual Relations. Sezual Satisfactif}n in Continence. 
This book should be read by an· married people and 
by all who contemplate marrlage.-Godly Women, 
showing how the Bible degrades and humiliates 
women, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.-Private 
Physiology for Girls, worth five dollars to any woman 
if she needs health, $1.-Photos: card, 15 cents, impe
rial, 20 cents. -Crimes or Preachers, 25 cents.
Leaves of Grass. a splendid poem, Shaksperlan in 
style, full or good ideas, $2.-Any other Liberal book 
you may want at publisher's prices. 

Please order them of Elmina as she makes no 
profits on any of her books save those sold by her-
self. Address, ELMINA D. SLENKER, 

6teowl8 Snowville, Puluskl Co., Va. 

Ingersoll's Works. 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 

In five lectures, comPristn~ _,The Gods," •• Hum-
~i~~d~;d·Je~~~::.'falne," 41 In vidnaltty," and .. ·Here-

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 
Inclndln", ·•Liberty for Mo.n, Womo.n, a.nd Child;" 

'The Declar&tion of Independence;• "'About Farming 
in Illtno1e ~,, " The Great B~~onquet," •• The Bev. Alexan~ 
der Clark,' "The P!ISt Rises before Me Like a. Dream," 
o.nd "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll." 

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, $1:25. 

The . Christian Religion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge Jere:n;1iah S. Black, 
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa
per, 50 cents. 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00; 
cloth, $2.00. 

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Pa
pt t,25 cents~ 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
21 Clinton Place, New York. 

F:A R A D. A Y .p A M PH L E T S. 
No. 1.-The Relation of the Spiritual to 

l~;1~aterial Universe; the Law ofCoa-
Two papers given in the interest of Spiritual Sci· 

ence, by Spirit FARADAY, or England. Price, 10 ots. 

Ngr ~b_~{ei'fl:. 0c~!!:"eF~m. The Evolution o! 
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processes; 
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. By Spirit FARADAY. 
Price 10 cantil. 
NoA.ft~ T-l::aJ!f:J.:i~pment of the Spirit 

The Origin of Religions. By Spirit FARADAY. 
Price, 10 cents. 
No.4 -Tbe Process of -Mental Action; 

Or, ·How We Think. By Spirit FARADAY. 15 cents. 
No. 5.-Jesu& (Jh1"i.t a Fiction. 

Founded on the Ll!e or Apollonlus ot Tyana. How 
the Pagan Priests ot Rome originated Christianity. 
TranslMed bythelateM.FARADAY. 208pages. Price, 
bO\lnd, 75 cents. Paper, 50 cents. Pos"tage, 5 cents. 
Achsa ,V. Spra~eue's and Mary Ulark's 

ExPeriencl'>s in the First Ten SJ•heres 
oc Spirit Life. 

Medium, ATRALDINE 81\IITH, Oswego, N. Y. Price, 
20 cents. 
No. I.-Experiences of Samuel Bowles. 

Late editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In 
Spirit Ll!e; or, Life AS He Now Sees It !rom a Spir
Itual Standpoint. Written through the medlumshlp 
of CARRIE E. S. TWING, o! Westfield, N.Y. 50 cents. 
No. 2.-(Jontrasts in Spirit Life: 

And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BOWLES, late 
editor o! the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In the 
first five spheres. Also a thrilling account o! the 
late President Garfield's reception In the spirit 
world. Written through the hand or CARRIE E. S. 
TWING, Westfield, N. Y. Price, 50 cents. 

SPIRITUALISTIC WORKS. 

For Sale at. THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Achsa W. Sprague's and Mary 
Clark's Experiences in the First 
Ten Spheres of Spirit-Life. Paper, 20 
cents. 

.After Death; the Disembodiment of 
Man, 'rhe World of Spirit, Its Location, 
Extent, Appearance, Irihabitants, Cus
toms, Sex and its uses there. By P. B. 
RANDOLPH. Price, $2.00. 

After Dogmatic Theology, What 1 
Materiahsm, or, a Spiritual Philosophy 
and Natural Religion. By GILEs B. STEB
BINS. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

Agassiz ·and Spiritualism: Involving 
the Investigation of Harvard College Pro
fessors in 1857. By. ALLEN PuTNAM, 
author of "Bible Marvel-Workers," 
"S;Pirit Works," "Natty a Spirit," etc. 
This sterling work combines in itself the 
characteristics of memoir, essay, and re
view. The matter considered is of vital 
interest to the cause of Spiritualism, and 
readers cannot fail of being pleased with 
the treatment which Mr. PuTMAN accords 
to it. Price, 25 cents. 

Angel of Horeb. By M. B. CRAVEN. 
A Critical Review of Biblical Inspiration 
and Divinity. Paper, 10 cents. 

Angel Voices from the Spirit-World. 
ll:ssays taken indiscriminately from a 
large amount written under angel influ
ence. By JAMEs LAWRENCE, Dial and 
Transcribing Medium, and Reputed 
Author. Cloth, pp. 400; $1.00. 

An Hour With the Angels· or, A 
Dream of the Spirit Life. By A. BRIGHAM. 
Price, 50 cents. 

Answers to Charges in General Be
lief. By Mr. and Mrs -A. E. NEWTON. 
Price, 15 cents. 

Armageddon ; or, the Overthrow of 
" Romanism a~d Monarchy. By S. D. 

BALDWIN. Pnce, $1.50. 

Baptism of Fire. An Autobiographi
cal Sketch. By LuciFER. Price, 30 cents. 

Battle-Ground of the Spiritual Re
formation. By S. B. BRIT'.rAN, M.D. 
The latest and best defense of Spiritual
ism-at once a text-book and a vindica
tion. An armory from which Spiritualists 
will draw weapons for years. Price, $2. 

Better Views of Living; or, Life Ac
cording to the Doctrin, "Whatever Is 
Is Right. By Dr. A. B. 0H.ILD. Price, $1. 

Beyond the Breakers. A Story of 
the Present Day. By RoBERT DALE OwEN. 
Finely illustrated. This story of village 
life in the West is, in its narrow and in
terior meaning, a profoundly spiritual 
story, through and by whose numberless 
incidents, scenes, characters, and narra
tions is illustrated the great truth of 
spirit-life and communion. Cloth, $1.50. 

Beyond the Veil. Dictated by the 
Spirit of P. B. RANDoLPH, through the 
mediumship of Mrs. E. H. M'DougLl and 
Mrs. Luna Hutchinson. Cloth, with 
steel-plate portrait of P. B. Randolph. 
Price, $1.50. 

Biblical Chronology. By M. B. 
CRAVEN. Contrasting the Chronological 
Computations of the Hebrew and Septua
gint Versions from Adam to Christ; Crit
ical Essay on the Geographical Location 
of the Garden of Eden. Paper, 10 cents. 

Bible in the Balance. A Text Book 
for Investigators. The Bible weighed in 
the balance with history, chronology, 
science, literature, and itself. With illus
trations. By Rev. J. G. FrsH. Cloth, $1.50 

Bible Marvel-Workers, And the Pow
er which helped or made them perform 
mighty works and utter inspired words; 
together with some personal traits and 
characteristics of prophets, apostles, and 
Jesus, or New Readings of "The Mira
cles." By ALLEN PUTNAM. Price, $1.25. 

Book on Mediums; or, Guide for Me
diums and lnvocators. By ALLEN CARDEO. 
Price, $1. 50. 

Buddhism and Christianity Face to 
Face. By J. M. PEEBLES. A Dis
cussion between a Buddhist priest and an 
English clergyman. Paper, 25 cents. 

Chapters from the Bible of the Ages. 
Compiled by G. B. STEBBINS. Price, $1.50 

Christianity Before the Time of 
Christ. By M. B. CRAVEN. ·with 
Quotations from the Ancient Sages nnd 
Fathers, showing the Historic Origin of 
Christian Worship. Paper, 25 cents. 

SVBSCRIBERS AND FRIEND~ A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD. 
OF THE "PHYSIOLOGIST." 

Christ and the People. By A. B. 
CHILD. Price, $1.25. 

Elmina would like copies of the following Nos. of 
the New York "Physiologist." June and July (double 
No.) 1878; Aprll and May (double No.) 1879; Nov. 
1878; Aug. and Sept. 1879; June 1879; Jan., Feb., 
March, April, 1881. If friends will send me these 
Nos. or either or them I will send copies of "Matri
monial Review," copy !or copy in exchange, and be 
greatly obliged also. Or will send, I! preferred, 
"The Alpha," or" Herald o! Industry." 

Address ELMINA D. BLENKER, 
3t28 Snowville, 'Va. 

A Fabricated Account of 

A Scene at the Death-bed of 
THOMAS PAINE. 

DID BISHOP FENWICK WRITE IT? 
18 pp. Handsomely printed and bound, 

Price, 5 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
2l Clinton Place, New York. 

Christ, the Corner-stone of Spiritual
ism. By J. M. PEEBLES. 10 cents. 

Civil and Religions Persecutions in 
the State of New York. By 
THOMAS R. HAZARD. Paper, 10 cents. 

Claims of Spiritualism. By a Medi
cal Man. :Price, 25 cents. 
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SPIRITUALISTIC WORKS. 

For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Clock Struck One, and Christian 
Spiritualist. Revised and cor
rected. Being a Synopsis of the Investi
gations of Sp1rit Intercourse by an Epis
copal Bishop, three Ministers, five Doc
tors and others, at Memphis, Tenn., in 
1855. Also, the opinion of many ~minent 
divines, living and dead, on the subject. 
Communications received from a number 
of persons recently. By the Rev. SAMUEL 
WATSON, of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church. Cloth, $1.00. 

Clock Strucli Three; Being a Review 
of "Clock Struck One," and reply to it: 
and Part Second, showing the Harmony 
between Christianity, Science, and Spir
itu,tlism. By Rev. SAMUEL WATSON. 
Cloth, $1.50. 

Criticism of the Apostle Paul in De
fense of Woman's Rights. By M. B. 
CRAVEN. Price, 25 cents. 

Curious Life of P. B. Randolph. 
By P. B. RANDOLPH. Paper, 60 cents. 

Danger Signals; An address on the 
Uses and Abuses of Modern Spiritualism. 
By MARY F. DAvrs. Paper, 15 cents. 

Death in the Light of Harmonial 
Philosophy. By MARY F. DAVIs. 
A whole volume of Philosophical truth is 
condensed into this little pamphlet. 
Paper, 15 cents; cloth, 30 cents; cloth, 
gilt, 50 cents. 

Debatable Land Between this Wodd 
and the Next. By RoBERT DALE 
OwEN. The main object of this book is 
to afforcl oonclusiv proof, aside from his
torical evidence, of immortality. Cloth, $2 

DiakkaiSmj or, Clairvoyant Travels in 
Hades. .l:ly A. GARDNER, of London, Eng. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Dialogues aud Recitations, Adapted 
to the children's progressive lyceums, and 
other forms of useful and liberal instruc
tion. By Mrs. LoUISA SH:V:PARD. Paper, 
50 cents. 

Dissertation on the Evidences of Di
vine Inspiration. Price, 25 cents. 

Defense of Modern Spiritmtlism. By 
A. E. WALLAcE, F.R.S., with American 
Preface by EPES SARGENT. I'aper, 10 cts. 

Discussion. Between Mr. E. V. WIL
soN, Spiritualist, and Elder T. M. HARRIS, 
Christian. Subject discussed-Resolved, 
That the Bible, King James's version, 
sustains the teachings, the phases, and 
the phenomena of Modern Spiritualism. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Divine Lnw of' Cure. By W. F. 
EVANs. This treatis is the result of the 
author's six years of careful research, 
study, and experience, and makes its ap
pearance at a time when the necessity of 
the age seems to demand a work of this 
nature. Cloth, $1. 50. 

Empire of the M:otl1er over the Char
acter rmd Destiny of the Race. By HEN
RY C. WRit..IT. Price, 75 cents. 

Experiences of Judge J. W. Edmonds 
in Spil'it-Life. Paper, 30 eents. 

Experiences of Samu3l Bowles, Late 
"Editor Springfield Republican, in Spirit
Life, or Life aH he now sees it. Written 
through the mediumship of CARRIE E. S. 
TWING. Paper, 20 emits. ~ 

Fabulous Tendency of Ancient Au
thors. By M. :B. CRAVEN. 10 cents. 

Faiths, Facts, and Frauds of Relig-
ious History. By EMMA HAR-
DINGE BRITTEN. Price, 75 cents. 

Flashes of Light from the Spirit 
Land. Through the Mediumship 
of Mrs. J. H. CoN.lNT. Compiled and 
arranged by ALLAN PuTNAM. Price, $1.50 

Ghost Land; or, Researches into the 
Mysteries of Occult Spiritism. lllustrated 
in 11 series of autobiographical papers, 
with extracts from records of magical 
seances, etc. Translated by Mrs. EMMA 
H. BRITTEN. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50. 

Gospel of Nature By SHERllrAN and 
LYvN, authors of "The Hollow Globe." 
Price, $2. 00. 

Heaven and Hell; or, The Divine Jus
tice Vindicated in the Plurality of Exist
ences. By ALLEN CARDEC. Price, $2.00. 

Higher Aspects of Spiritualism. By 
M. A. (OxoN), author of "Psychography" 
and "Spirit-Identity." English edition. 
Blue cloth, in form·with "Spirit-Identity" 
and "Psychography." Price, $1.25. 

Hollow Globe; or, The World's Agi
tator anc1 Reconciler. A Treatis on the 
Physical Conformation of the Earth. 
Presented through the organism of M. L. 
SaERliiAN, M.D., and written by WM. F. 
LYON. Cloth, $2.00. 

How to Magnetize • or, Magnetism 
and Clairvoyance. Paper, 25 cents. 

, 
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Moodyism.-" Revival Meetings in 
Boston." 

BY LABOY SUNDERLAND. 
Moody has a Sly, barbarian art, 

And these are the weapons he flings; 
His arrows for wounding humanity's heart 

Are gilt py the notes Sankey sings I 

With holiest anger this mountebank swells, 
Of his" devils" and hellish hot pain I 

He dooms the "sinners" to warmest of hells, 
And then Sankey adds his refrain. 

Mysticism, too, Is the only good soil 
In which all his Isms will grow, 

And hence humanity's beauties they spoil, 
And the selfhood of man overflow. 

And thus by drilling the human mind 
With the most b&rparlc Ideas, 

All ignorance human Is thereby Inclined 
By Its stupid and credulous fears. 

Ideas of what no one ever knew 
Are drillod and drilled Into the soul. 

This Is what all the revivalists do 
To gain over you their control. 

They talk to the rld&e-pole with eyes that are closed, 
They talk to these very Ideas, 

Till the l&norant crowd are thereby disposed, 
When excited by " faith " and their fe&rs. 

"The power " Is In what you believe In the most, 
And human from first to the last; 

You wm tlnd the 8&1Ile thine In any lamp-post 
If you should but rush '&alnst It fast. 

A continual drop pin& at last wears the stone, 
Thus the ha.rdestof lllnt wears away, 

And that mind that the preacher Is dwellln& upon 
Is deceived and Is thus led astray. 

"ExhortatloM," so otten repeated, 
And so drilling the maddening throng; 

And l&norant people are cheated, 
By his ~:roans, and by Sankey's sweet song. 

In this way the" people eo mad In crowds," 
When numbers are so much deceived. 

They soar In their " visions " above even the clouds, 
By the errors which they hav believed I 

In the " Crusades," two .ll.Undrede of years ago, 
This madness was reigning supreme I 

Popes, bishops, and churches deluded them so, 
All were mad to the greatest extreme. 

The "revival power," the "god·head,, you see, 
Is wholly within an Idea; 

No matter at all what that notion may be, 
It it only brings 11 talth," " hope," or" tear." 

And when these emotions are ruling and strong, 
They bind to your souls the unknown I 

"Saving faith," drives Christianity's wa~:on along, 
And brings out the tear and the groan I 

And, hence, should this "power " be more under
stood-

The multitudes It has made wild I 
And they hav combined in the sheddin& of blood, 

Like Freeman in killing his child. 

Our humanity's progress is hampered and checked; 
All Its best aspirations are chilled; 

The mind with the fetters of error Is decked, 
And by parents their children are killed I 

Christians imagln the "evidence" they want I 
And the best can lmalfln the most I 

With all of them this is a symbol of cant, 
"Saving faith in the great holy ghost I" 

And then, we a.re told, our eternal repose 
Upon this" faith" always depends; 

And this is the tale, as the gospel yarn goes, 
That's prea<;hed by this man and his friends! 

And what our ·llunianlty's alwa-y!! ignored; 
From the first .blush of time to this day, 

While all these deluslons.are ever deplored, 
And the good-they liav'thrown it away. 

Alas I how can· people thus become eulled, 
And unto such dogmatists cower? 

B"y Sankey's stale psalms into trances be lulled? 
In this "faith" we dlscoTer the power. 

This Is the sorriest sight of them all
Against selfhood so hideous a crime; 

That must our humanity's reMon appall, 
When at last its etrulgence sha.ll shine. 

Quincy, Na.s., July 4, N.E. 108. 

The Almighty Dollar. 
From tht Tor011to Globe. 

"Brother Smith, what does this mean ?" 
"What does what mean?" 
"Bringing a nigger to this church." 
"I took him into my own pew." 
"Your own? Is that any reason why you 

should insult the whole congregation?" 
"But he is intelligent and well educated." 
"Who cares for all that?" 
"But he is a friend of mine." 
"What of that? Must you, therefore, in

sult the whole congregation?" 
"But he is a Christian and belongs to the 

same denomination." 
"What do I care for that? Let him go and 

worship with his fellow-niggers." 
"But he is worth $5,000,000." 
"Worth what?" 
" Five million dollars." 
"Worth $5,000,000 l Brother Smith, intro

duce me." 

Correspondence Wanted 
I desire to correspond with a few earnest Liberal 

ladies under 30 years of age. Object, to flnd a true 
companion. Address, NATHAN L. VOLNEY, Wheel
j.D&, w. va. · !lt28 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JULY 14, 1888. 

THE EUREKA 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
CURES EVERY },URM OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT M.EDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 

Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 

letter or In person free or charge. Send 
for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all commun4Jations to 

PR. L. TENNEY, 
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
LADIES' MAGNETIO JAUKET. Price, $18. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct in every particular, 

and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in 

One Week. 
CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 

DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly in
debted to you tor the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use ot your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
flicted as I hav been that the ertect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis in my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
after wearing a suit or your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav suf
fered intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and if I improve as rapidly as I hav in the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those s.utrerlng as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of etrecting 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. SO Eastern avenue. 

Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 

Standing Cured in ',rh.l·ee Weeks. 

SHULLSBURG, Wis., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured of Neur-algia of the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source of misery to me tor 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief instantly. With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment tor eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FBOM THE FIBST HOUB I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and if I improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T:J.esday, will soon b9 well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
ertect a cure 1n a case of Paralysis will at the same This lady reports herself entirely cured in less 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
patient. we do not, like the Old School Physician, although In bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
change medlclns every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike .two days after the application. The lady's name 
something (if he 1s very skilful) that brings relief can bde hiadi uptoon applun1icatiotn atitthhhis ofllce, by any-
for the time being. one "s r ng comm ,ca e w er. 

Ladle•, read the following testimony from a lady who had been a uttering for two years with an Ovar• 
ian Tu:mor, and who had been told that nothing but the kni!e would save her life, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In tour months' time she is perfectly well, and has _p.ot taken a dose of 
medicln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your phvslcian tells you he can do nothing 
tor you; it will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fail me; I became nervous, lost all de· 

sire tor rood, and, in tact began to tail rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovarta .. 'l'u:mor, 
and that the only thing that would B!tVe my Ute would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operailon, when my attention was called to the ICureka 1\laJ~net.ie Appl •ances. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw so did I catch at this faint hope of a. cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit o! 
your appliances. From the vei:y flrst I felt invigorated, the tu- · 
mor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, unt!l now I am 
as well as I ever was In my Ute. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose <lf medicln. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sutrerlng as I hav, believing 
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MBS. MA:RY J. STEW AET. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the 
market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, 
Gentlemen's Belts, • • 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, • 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 

$ 6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
5.00 
4:.00 
3.00 
1.50 
4:.00 

18.00 

Leg Belts, each, 
Knee Caps, each, 
Wristlets, each, 
Sleeping_ Caps, 
Ladies Jacket, 
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 
Su:eerftne Insoles, • • • 1.00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the money 
if they are not as represented in every respect. It you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case, 
send us m:>rd stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are orrered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred told superior to any other appliance ever o:!Tered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised flve times their own weight six months after being magnetiZed, while not a single appliance 
In the market will attract the smallest particle of iron, the ma1ority of such worthleSII appliances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism tor a 
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet is arranged In the garments upon &cientifio 
principlts, and not haphazard as in all the others. We o!Cer you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now o!Cered under that head. At 
the same time the application or labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to o!Cer them at 
about 

ONE·THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we cansa.y with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle highet 
than ordinary clothing. 

R•:m•mber that we are o!Cering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and if 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
· order, and a :fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN TBB UNITED STATES. LIBERAL OOlltMII!I8IONS ALLOWED 
Addreu fOI' tunller IDJo&'matien, Dr. Lo Tenney, 

BM JIMe lltnet, GOio .alllill Bt;reet, Q11M1mialll, Ollio. 

l~REETHOUGHT WORKS. 

For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Bible Balanced. The Infidel's Text 
Book; comparing some of the best teach
ings and sayings of the Bible with those 
of Sages and Philosophers who lived pre
vious to the Authors of the Bible; also a 
Partial Exposition of its Errors, ]3y GEo. 
C. DA.:RLING. Price, 50 cents. 

The Figures of Hell; or, The Tem
ples of Bacchus. Dedicated to licensers 
of beer and whisky. By Mrs. ELIZABETH 
THOMPSON. A neat little volume of be
tween two and . three hundred pages. $1. 

Liberty and Morality. A capital full 
lecture on these important subjects. By 
W. S. BELL. }. pamphlet of thirty-six 
well-printed pages mailed for 15 cents. 

Superstitioll in All Ages. By JoHN 
MESLIEB, a Roman Catholic priest, who, 
after a pastorate of thirty years at Etre
pigny .and But in Champagne, France, 
wholly abjured religious dogmas, and left 
as his last will and testament to his par
ishioners, and to the world, the work en
titled "Common Sense." Price, cloth, 
$1.50; paper, $1. 

Marriage and Parentage and The 
Sanitary and Physical Laws. For The 
Production of Children of Finer Health 
and Ability. By a Physician and Sanita
rian. "The virtues of men and women 
as well as their vices may descend to their 
children." Price, $1. 

The Bible-Whence and What 1 By 
RIOHA.:RD B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B. 
The questions, Where did the books of 
the Bible come from? What is their 
authority? and, What is the real source 
of dogmatic theology? are tr.eated fear
lessly in the light of history, philosophy, 
and comparativ religions. It is impossi
ble to giv even a condensed statement of 
what is itself a marvelous condensation. 
Whole libraries are here' concentrated 
into one little book. Printed in good 
type and bound in cloth. Price, $1. 

The Bible of the Religion of Science. 
By H. S. BROWN, M.D. "This volume is 
most respectfully dedicated to those per
sons who will cordially unite with others 
to establish the religion of truth and a 
just government, by the scientific meth
ods of reason, experience, experiments, 
and observations. For this is the way to 
wisdom, and to the material, mental, 
moral, social, and spiritual sciences, that 
make peace on earth and good will among 
men." Price, $1.50. 

Socialism and Utilitarianism. By 
JoHN STUART M:u.L. Pric:e, $1.50. 

Specimen Days and Collect. By 
WALT WHITMAN. Including autobiogra
phy, hospital sketches, democratic vistas, 
etc. Three hundred and seventy-four 
pages· of hearty, wholesome prose and 
poetry, never before publishe(l. Price, $2. 

Ingersoll and Jesus. Conversation 
in verse between the two great reformers. 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. Price, 10 cents. 

'l'he Sabbath. By i\1. FARRINGToN. ·A 
thorough examination and refutation of 
the claims of Sabbatarians who are trying 
to foist upon the country their holy day 
by unconstitutional legal enactments. 
The. autho:i:. shows by an appeal not only 
to the facts as they exist in the nature of 
things, but by reference to the Bible, and 
the writings of distinguished historians 
and theologians of past ages, that Sunday 
is no more a holy day than Saturday. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Th~ Religion of Common Sense. By 
' l'r11t.. LIEBRECHT ULIOH, of Germany. 

l:'nce, 25 cents. 

The Sunday guestion. A Historical 
au.d Critical Review. With replies to an 
objector. By GEORGE W. BRoWN, M.D. 
Price, 15 cents. 

Truth Seeker Tracts. Bound in vol
umes of 525 pages each-Vola. I., II., III., 
IV., and V. Each volume containing 525 
pag as-thirty tracts or more. A Library 
within themselves of most excellent Rad
ical reading matter at a low price. Paper, 
60 cents per volume; cloth, $1.00. If the 
whole set are taken-paper, 50 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents each. · 

The Truth Seeker in bound volumes. 
Vol. I., 25 cents; vol. II., 50 cents; vols. 
III. and IV., $2 each; vols. V., VI., VII., 
Vill., and IX., $3 each. The whole set 
by express for $15. 

Voltaire in Exile. Translated :from 
the French of M. GASTINEAU by his son 
EDMOND GABTINEA.u. Being Memoirs of 
the life of the great writer never before 
published. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1. 

Why Don't God Kill the Devi11 A 
Series of Essays dedicated to the St. 
Johns School Board. By M. BABCOCK. 25 
cents. 

Which: Spiritualism or Christian· 
ity 1 A discussion between MosES 
HuLL and REV. W. F. PAEKEB. Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, 75 cents. 



FREETHOUGH'f WORK~. 
For Sale at THE TRuTH SEEKER Office. 

A. Few Days in Athens. BY FRaNcES 
WmGBT. Embellished with the portrait 
of Epicurus, the Greek philosopher, and 
the author. Prioe, 75 cents. 

A. Legacy to the Friends of Free 
Discussion. By BENJAMIN OFFEN, 
formerly Lecturer of the Society of 
:Moral Philanthropists, at Tammany Hall, 
New York. Price, $1. 

A. Modern Symposium. 
The Soul and a FUture Life. By Freder
ick Harrison, R. H. Hutton, Prof. Huxley, 
Lord Blackford, Hon. Roden Noel, Lord 
Selborne, Canon Barry, Rev. Baldwin 
Brown, Dr. W. G. Ward. The Iniluence 
upon Morality of a Decline in Religious 
Belief. By Sir James Stephen, Lord Sal
borne,_ Frederick Harrison, The Dean of 
St. Paul's, The Duke of Argyle, Prof. 
Clifford, Dr. W. G. Ward, Prof. Huxley, 
R. H. Hutton. Utterances never sur
passed by writers and all important sub
jects. _Noted for their terse originality. 
Price, $1.25. 

Subjects: 

A.n Eye-Opener. "Citateur. Par Pig
ault." LeBrun, Doubts of Infidels. By 
ZEPA. . Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

A.nt!g__uity and Duration of the 
World 1 By G. ToULMAN. 20 cents. 

.Apoccyphal New Testament. Being 
all the gospels, epistles, and other pieces 
now extant attributed in the first four 
centuries to Jesus Christ, his apostles, 
and their companions, and not included 
in the New Testament by its compilers. 
Price, $1.25. · 

Apples of Qold. A story book for 
ooys and gtrls. By Miss SuSAN H. Wrx.oN. 
Price, $1.25. 

A. Short History of the Bible. ~e-
ing a Popular Account of the Formation 
and Development of the Canon. By 
BnoNsoN C. KEELEn. This is a splendid 
work, showing how the Bible was manu
factured by the church and ecclesiastics. 
Limp cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

Astronomy and Worship of the 
Ancients. By GILBERT VALE. 20 cts. 

A.stro-Theological Lectures. 
RoBT. TAYLOR. Price, cloth, $2. 

Rev. 

Autobiography of Robert Cooper. 
Price, 15 cents. 

Bhagavad-Gita; or, A Discourse on 
Divine_ Matters. betw~en Krishna and 
.Arjuna. By J. CocKBURN THOMPSON. 
Price, $1. 75. 

Bible in India. Hindoo Origin of 
Hebrew and Christian Revelation. Trans
lated from "Le Bible dans Inde." By 
LoUIS JACOLLIOT. Price, $2. 

Bible in the Balance. A text-book 
for investigators. By Rev. J. G. FrsH. 
Price, $1.50. 

Bible Inq,nirer· or, Key to Bible In
vestigat:wn. Containin~ one hundred 
and forty-eight propositions; with refer
ences to the most pfain and striking ~elf
contradictions of the so-called Inspired 
Scriptures. Also one hundred and fifty
two references to the most marvelous oc
currences. Each quotation 'has a short 
description of its contents. By A. JACOB
soN. Price, 15 cents. 

Bible Myths, and their Parallels in 
Other Religions : Being a com
parison of the Old and New Testament 
Myths and Miracl~s 'Yith thos.e of. Heath
en Nations of AntiqUity, considenng al!!o 
their Origin and Meaning. With numer
ous illustrations. 1 vol. Royal 8vo. 
567 pages. Cloth, $4.00. 

The object of this work is to point out the myths 
with which the Old and New Testaments abound; to 
show that they were neld in common with other 
nations; and then to trace them to their evident 
origin and aplain their meantng. It contains quotations 
from nearly all the sacred books of heathen nations, 
and from other rare and valuable works which are 
not accessible to people in general. The chapters 
are so arranged that it is a perfect cyclopedia of ref· 
erence. Years of research would be necessary to 
discover all the information it contains. It is a most 
searching investigation into the origin of Christian· 
lty. Every tact is verified by copious notes and 
authorities so that it may be trusted as a thor
oughly reliable work. It contains iriformation which 
will be atartling to many. 

Bible of Humanity. By .JuLES MicH
ELET. Translated from the French by V. 
CA.LFA. Svo. cloth, $3. This is a large 
epic in prose. The artist historian sings 
the evolution of mankind. He throws 
brilliant glimpses of light on the long 
course of events· and works which he un
folds. 

Bible of Rational Mind and Relig
ion. Rational Religion and Morals. 
By THoMAs J, VADilllN, M.D., of St. Louis, 
Mo. Price, $3. 

Bible of To-Day. By .JoHN W. CHAD· 
wrcx. This is a condensed result of the 
scientific criticisms of the separate books 
of the Bible. Price, $1.50. 

Biography of Satan;_ or, a _Hi~torical 
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Do, 

. mains. By K:mliSBY GRAvES. 35 cents. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JULY 14, 1888. 

THE KElR~NwER ·sTYLOGR"APHIC PEN 

ONLY $1.50.-The Best Pen for the Least Money.-$1.50 ONLY. 

FROM ONE WHOM ALL KNOW. 
The Kerner Stylographlc Pen is the most convenient, handy, and ever-ready pen I have ever use 

I've tried innumerable fountain peiUI, gold pens, and all sorts, from the old qulll pen to the stylogra p 
and !or utlllty, aatistactlon, and general convenience this excels all the rest. 

My son Olear also pre!el'lllt for use in the woolen mlll to any other he has tried. 
It la pen, ink, and pencil all in one and e&n be carried in the vest pocket so as to be always ready. 

ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER. 
The KERNER STYLOGRA.PffiO PEN is the best and the cheapest, and is the only good stylographlc 

pen that selll! !or $1.60. The correspondents of TliE TRUTH SEEKER who purchase a Kerner Stylographlc 
Pen and U!!e lt wlll make the printer!! happy, 

Observe the address: GEORGE MACDONALD, 
21 Clinton Place, New York. 

[.ff any one purchasing this pen is diss~-ttisfied with his bargain the pen may be retumed to this 
office and the price will be rifunded. A sum qf money h<U! been deposited with the editor of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER to meet this ertigency should it arise.] 

$72A WEEK,$li!ad..,.athomeeasllymade. Costly 
Outfit free. .Address Tau.: &; Co., Augusta, :Me. 

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 

D • .M.BENNETT'S LAST WORK. 

A TRUTH SEEKER 

Worl~!~~!1~~~1!uted. Aroun~ tho Worl~. 
And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 

BTTUD 

Exceptions to the Character of Jesus 
Ohrist Oonmdered as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
P:rlee, Twenty-:llve Cents. 

Addreae THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
21 Clinton !'lace, N. Y 

$5 to $20 per day at home. Samples worth $5free. 
Address STINSON it Co., Portland, Me. 

THE PERRY 

Piano and Organ Co., 
No. 352 North Main Street, 

Wilkes 'Barre, Pa. 
Specially Offer to Sell Direct on a Contract_ 

Have the latest and best inventions, 
and want them fully tested 

before purchasing. 
Wrtte Co:r CataJo~rnes and Terml!l. 

10teom14 .Y R. PERKY, Supt. 

SKETCH OF THE ~ 
LIFE AND CHARACTER 0 -

CHARLES W .ATTS. 
BY W. STEWART ROSS. 

Price 10 cents. Arldrese, 
THE TlWTH SEEKER. 

$66 a week In your own town. Terms nnd $5 outfit 
free • .Address H. ILv <.ET it Co., Portlnnd. lf8, 

ANCIENT MAN IN AMERICA, 
INCLUDING 

Works in Western New York and 
other States, together with Struct

ures ·· in Central America. 

By FREDERICK L&RKIN, lti.D. 
' Jlnnber of tho 

.A.mertc,tpi .A.uociation for the Advancement of Scitn~. 

Neatly Printed, with Numerous illustrations. 
290 Pages. 

Price, Cloth $1.50. 
Add reM THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

21 Clinton Place, New York. 

THE 

Real Blasphemers. 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M. 

Showing that the Wrlten of and bell even In the Bible, 
and not the denten of ttl truth, are the one• who reallY do 
lnjllatlce to tbe ch81'8Cter of God, if a God exists. 

IN SIX LECTURES. 
Price, Fifty Cents. 

Addr&BI THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

"ANT I C H R IS T." 
l'rOVlng concllliiVIY that 

T.HB STORY OF JE.IIUS CHIDST' 
Hll birth, 11fe, trial, execution, etc.-11 a myth. 

TRUTH BEICXER 0111ce. 
Prloe. 12.00. 21 Clinton l'Jace, New York 

SING, BROTHERS. SING. 
USE THE 

Liberal Hymn-Book 
In your meetlnp, to make them lfvely and lntereatlng. 
The LmBIUL HYMN·BOOK contalna !01188 by the best poets 
adapted to well-kno'\VIl tunea. It Ia highly commended by 
:Meun. Wakeman, Parton, Wrljihth.Green, Underwood, 
:Mn. Blenker, and indeed by all w o hav examined It 
second edition. Price, half-boUIId, 211 oente. In Cloth, 
cenr.t. llold at th1l ollce. 

FOUR LARGE VOLUMES. 
With a steel plate elli1'8VIng of the author in Vol. 
and each VOlume llluatrated with forty.aeven cuts. 

B'l" D. l'tl. BENNETT, 
Late editor of TBll Taum Suua, author of" A Truth 
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Handl!lomely bound in red cloth, $6.50; 
In leather, retl ed~;el!l, $9.50; In 

010rocco, gilt edges, $10.50. 
Readers of TsB TRUTR SEIIKER know the circumstances 

under which this work was written. The last words 
penned by the great author were for the fourth volume 
which was nearly completed at t·ls death, and which will 
now contain an account of his world-lamented death and 
burial. :Mr. Bennett we.a a very patient and fa!thrut 
chronicler of the habits and customs of t>Ie dit!ercnt peo
ples of the many places he visited. The every.day 
H!e ot all nationals laid before the reader by one who has 
vlalted them anu beheld them with his own eyes. Par· 
t1cular attsntlon iB paid to the progress of Freethought In 
the various countrleo he visited, and the morality of ao. 
called pa~~:an natlona is contrasted with the morality of 
Christian countrlel, much to the detriment of the latter. 
The work is a 
Freethinker's History ofthe World. 

Thla work and ".A TRUTH BEEKER IN EUROPE" 
ehould be in every Liberal's library Besides its Intrinsic 
worth It Is a memento o! one of the greate•t Freethinkers 
the world has known-of one who ranks with Voltaire 
and Paine in the force and clearness of his wrltlni!B. 
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An impo'rtant work by Gibbon, the historia1e. 

History §Christianity: 
Comprising all that relates to the Progress of the Christian 

Religion in "THE HISTORY OP THB DBCLINB AND FALL 
OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE," and 

~ lJI~DIC~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWAQD GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor,- including variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
:Milman, '•an English Churchman,,. and other scholars. 

Handsome 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.00 
Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N. Y. 

The Labarunt of 
Constantine. 

•' By tkis sign tkou 
shalt conquer I'' 

This volume contains Gibbon's Theological writings, sepa
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. It sho':Ys 
wlte1t., 'lvliere, and how Christianity originat.ed; wkower_e tts 
founders : and what was the charac~er_. ~enttme~t~, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the prtmtttve Chnsttans. . 

Gibbon's Vi11dicatio1t of the 15th and 16th chapters ofh1s 
History from the attacks of~i~ Chri~t!an opp_onen.ts, is re .. 
printed verbatim from theongmaledttJOn ofhts Mzscellatu~ 
ous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796; lteffect.ually 
and forever silenced his detractors: who, bemg v.anqut~hed 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of mti.d~l~ty l 

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the Orr{;," of 
C/:ristimtity is reprinted from the valuable notes a£ HAN 
MILMAN .WENCK GUIZOT, an .ENGLlSH CHURCHMAN, (t_he 
learned ~ditor of BoHN'S edition of Gibbon.), and other emmw 
ent Christian historians. . 
.Amon~ the Illustrations will be found representatiOnS 

of the prmcipal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 

l!'or Sale at The Truth Seeker Office. 
6' 1!1 

A ~:c~~~;:c~~~~~eda~b~ ~o~~~gu~1~!~[~{; 
as his practice will prove, 
Cures all forms Q.f PRI• 
VATE CHRONIC and 
SEXUAL DISEASES, 

Spermatorrhma and Impotency, 
AB the result or self-abuse ln youth, sexual c:tcesaes fn ma• 
turor years, or other causes, aud producfug some or the fol
lowing cffoot!l: Nervousness, Seminal Etnisstona, (ulght 
emissions by dreams), Dimness or Sight, Defective Memory. 

~~~~f:;, 8~afu~~~!mfr1eid~~s,F~!~ !;S~!~~~ t~oS:~;~t~o~~ 
~~~dcr~~~n~:fl;g:u:~Pbf~n °EX¥iff{NAL tloppf£ 
OA riJON In from 80 to 60 days. No medicine t.aken. 
It hns never been known to fall I 

Middle•Aged and Old Men. 
There are mn.ny nt the ago or thfrty to aixty l 

who are troubled with too frequent CV"ncuattona 
or the bladder, onen accompu.nled by a slight ~ 
smarting or burning sensation, nnd a weaken-

~~~ ~~~~:rr~~~ io: ~::::.i~~t~: rh!1:t~~;; ~ 
deposits a ropy or cotton-like sediment, or 

~~~~t~~~~~~ b~~~~~ r:r~i~~e:Otl~t:~b~~:.0a;~:~ ~b~~a~~:r toth: 
~~·~:~~~~~rf!~ ~ft~n~~~c:~~~:.iol~t Pf:'~~~ :~~o~d ~~:~et~ 
ScrulnJLl \Vcnkneaa, nod causes wasting or the system and 

~~~~~c!~: ~~~~~g:r~~gpdcl~r~~ct~t:Sdl~~~~~;,hl~~c:~n~~i 
the cause. Dr. 1rc11ows' External Remedy will bring about a 
perfect cure tn all such cases, nnd a healthy restoration or 
the genito-urinary organs. 

{t)Corsulta.tions by letter free n.nd invited, Charge• 
reasonnbl.d and correspondence strictly confidential. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Seut to any address, securely settled, for two three-cent 
fltnmp,., treating on Spermatorrhron or Seminal Weakness, 
,giving its ca.use, symptoms, horrible effects, and cure, rol-

~~~j: ~~~~:~~~~3;~st~~Z,~fd~~ ~::~~ ~ft.nO::?,fe~!~be~ 
a rndlcnl cure IM eerto.ln. Address, plainly, Dlt. R. P. 
FELLOWS, VIneland, New Jersey, and aa.y in wha.t 
naoer you saw this advertisement. 

lVl AN S:O OD! 

RUPTURES CUREDb~, 
my1Icdical Compound and Im roved 

Elastic Su-pporter Trussinftom30 to 
90 dav•. Reliable references given. Seud 

sto.mp for circular 1 and sav in what pa,per 
vott saw mv adverttsement. Address OaP:t. 

W. A. Colllngs,Smithv!lle.3efferaon Co. l:l.t. 
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SHAKER EYE AND EAR BALSAM. 
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so cents per box. 
Trr us once, and find entire relief. 
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IT is not a little curious that, in all the mythologies 
of the world, the god and the devil hav been closely 
connected by the ties of consanguinity. In India 
the creating and destroying principles were united 
in the same personage. In Egypt the benefl.cent 
and destructiv gods were twin-brothers. In Persia, 
Ormuzd, the King of Light, and Ahrlman or Ahri· 
manes, the Prince of Darkness, both emanated from 
the Eternal One. In the Grecian and Roman myth
ologies, Pinto was the son of a god, as were also 
Vulcan and Pan. In the Christian mythology, the 
Devil, 1! not the olispring of God, was of his direct 
creation, an honorable member of his household, 
and was !or a long time on the most Intimate terms 
with him.-D. J£. Benn.tt. 

COULD we but know that our present lives are 
working together toward some good end, even an 
end in no way anthropomorphic, it would be of less 
consequence whether we were individ.ually to en
dure. To the dog under the knife of the experi
menter, the world Is a world of pure evil; yet could 
tl:ie poor. beast but understand the alleviation of hu
man autrering to which he Is contributing, he woul<l 
be proud to own that this is not quite true; and U 
he were also a heroic or Christian dog, the thought 
would perhaps take away from death Its sting. The 
analogy inay be a crude one; bUt the reasonableness 
of the universe is at least as far above our compre
hension as the purposes ot a man surpass the under
standing of the dog. Believing, however, though as 
a simple act of trust, that the end wiii crown the 
work, we may rise superior to the question which 
has here concerned us-(the question of human lm
mortallty)-and exclaim, in the supreme language of 
faith, "Though he slay me, yet will I trust In him." 
-Fiske'• Unseen World. (No. 9, Scientific &ries of Truth 
Seeker Tracu). 

As to Immortality, nothing Is revealed to me, 
though many analogies encourage hope in a future 
existence. If there Is no other life, we shall never 
know our loss in our dreamless sleep; and, If there 
is a future state, If we hav lived well for this life, 
we shall be best fitted for another. One world at a 
time 18 enough; and, when another comes, it will 
then be time to take an interest in lt.-R. ·a. Ailmns .• 

IT Is a contradiction In terms and Ideas to call any 
thing a revelation that comes to us at second-hand, 
either verbally or In writing. Revelation Is neces
sarily limited to the fl.rst comm unlcatlon-after this 
1t Is only an account of something which that person 
says was a revelation made to him; and though he 
may find himself obliged to believe It, It cannot be 
Incumbent on me to believe It In the same manner, 
for It was not a revelation made to me and I hav only 
h!B word !or It that it was made to hlm.-Paine' s 
Ag• of ReasUTI, 

AULD Orthodoxy lang did grapple, 
But now she's got an unco' ripple; 

llaste, glv her name up I' the chapel, 
" Nigh unto death I" 

see how she retches at the thrapple, 
An' gasps for breath 1 

Enthusiasm is past redemption, 
Gaen In a galloping consumption, 

Not a' the quacks, w' au their gumption, 
Will ever mend her: 

Her feeble pulse glvs strong presumption, 
Death soon will end her. 

-Burns, 

WilEN 1 proceed to inquire how Mr. Moody knows 
that all he says about hell is true, I find a reply. In 
biB sermon he says: "There was a time when I did 
not believe it, but God revealed it to me." He does 
not tell us how God "revealed " those horrors to him, 
but I presume he relies upon a few stale tenets which 
seem to threaten eternal torments, and of which he 
has made the most, with the help or an hysterical 
temperament, a morbid imagination, and a tricky 
style ot oratory. or these tenets I will say nothing, 
ror I cannot stay to dispute the meaning of a Greek 
adjectlv when the question is the· very honor and 
character. But God Is " revealing " himself In the 
human heart, in the human conscience, In the hu
man intellect, in the common charities, the common 
justice, and the common humanities of life; and all 
these revolt against Mr. Moody's barbaric theology, 
his savage deity, and biB brutal hell.-John P. Hopps 
(No. 84 Truth Seeker Tracts). 

NEITHER church nor state has any right to claim 
to be Infallible. They hav no ·right to determln 
whether a man shall think thiB way or that, speak 
thiB way or that, except so far as his utterances may 
touch the practical morality of the world, But be
cause neither church nor state has a right to inter· 
!ere, that does not giv a man, by any manner of 
means, the right to utter any thought that he 
pleases to hold. Because no ou tslde power should 
interfere with you, does that take away your own 
conscience, your own sense of responsibility? Does 
that take away the !act that on right opinions the 
welfare of the world ultimately turns, and that 
wrong opinions are and must be d!Bastrous ?-Savage's 
.Morals of Evolution. 

ACCORDING to Hob be, the only freedom which an 
individual, In biB Ideal s111fte, has a right to claim, Is 
that he calls "freedom of thought," and the free
dom of thought exists In our being able to think 
what we like, so long as we keep It to ourselvs. 
Surely, such freedom of thought existed even in the 
days o! the Inquisition, and we should never call 
thought tree if It had to be kept a prisoner In soli
tary and silent confinement. By treedom ot thought 
we mean freedom of speech, freedom or the press, 
freedom of action, whether Individual or associated, 
and of that freedom the present genero,tlon enjoys, 
there can be no doubt, a good measure, pressed 
down and shaken together and sometimes running 
over.-.Mao: .Muller. 

BUT the God o! love a.nd of hell together they cannot 
· be brought; 

If there be such a God, may the Great God curse hlm 
and bring him to nought I -1'ennyson. 

REASON is the only faculty by which we hav to 
judge of anything, even reyelatlon itself.-Bislwp 
Buller, 
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THE preachers who write and commit to memory 
their sermons are the only ones who practice what 
they preach. 

THE child who is honest may get to heaven, but on 
earth It is the little boy Who goes Into the pantry 
that takes the cake. 

Foun hundred Brlt!Bh scientists will meet at Mon
treal next year. The question with the Montreal 
boarding-house keepers Is whether the scientists 
will assemble to investigate the bugs or the bugs to 
Investigate the scientists. 

SCHOOL committee man (examining a scholar): 
"Where Is the North Pole?" "I don't know, eir." 
"Don't know? Are you not ashamed that you don't 
know where the North Pole Is?" "Why, sir, If Sir 
John Franklin, and Dr. Kane, and. Capt. De Long 
couldn't find It, how should I know where It 18?" 

"LET that fellow k!Bs fne !" exclaimed she lndlg· 
nantly to her brother, who was teasing her about one 
of her beaus; "I'd just like to see him try It 1 I'd 
glv him a smack that he wouldn't forget as long as 
he llvs." And sure enough she did, for that night 
her brother overheard the young fellow tell1ng his 
sister that the "memory of that sweet kiss will lin
ger while life "-and so on. 

I li!AI\1\mD my Wife for her beauty; 
She married me for my-wit. 

That I got the best of the bargain 
I'm candid enough to admit. 

Wit often subsides Into drivel; 
That "beauty soon fades" Is all bosh, 

My wife 1B to-day at the washtub, 
So I'm certain that beauty will wash. 

" YOUNG CAL YIN" wants to know If we "bell eve 
that angels hav wings, and why we think so." We 
think they hav, Calvin. We never saw their wings, 
but we know that whenever a young man becomes 
perfectly convinced that he has met an angel he 
spends about all his spare time holding her tight 
with both arms, as though he feared she would fly 
the minute he let go of her. And If they had no 
wings there would be no cause tor this widespread, 
almost universal, fear. 

A QUAKER'S epitaph: "I expect to pass through. 
this world but once. If, therefore, there be any 
kindness I can show, or any good thing I can do to 
any fellow human being, let me do It now. Let me 
not defer or neglect, for I shall not pass thiB way 
again. Let this be my epitaph: 

What I spent I had; 
What I saved I left behind; 
What I gave away I took with me." 

ONE of our city preachers, says the Dvansville Ar
gus, uses such big words in biB discourse that some· 
of his people are quite ill over the bight and depth 
and breadth of his sentences. Row he gets them 
out is a wonder; He wears a mustache; too, which 
makes It more remarkable. The other day he an
nounced that "the ladies will meet for the usual 
hebdomadal investigation and mutual ajd on Wed
nesday evening." He was absent at the weekly ser
vice, and his substitute, who was requested to make 
the announcement, was riot so well posted in big 
words as the pastor, bUt he had grit enough to 
wrestle with the biggest six-footers In the diction
ary. So he read In a clear tone, "The ladies will 
meet for the usual abdominal investigations and 
mutual aid on Wednesday evening." And then he 
couldn't think what made the congregation laugh so. 

liiiNE VAl\IlLY. 
Dlmbled scheeks, mit eyes of plue, 
Mont like id vas moist mit dew, 
Und leedle teeth shust peekin' droo-

Dot's der baby. 

Curley head, und full ot glee, 
Drousers all oud at der knee-
He vas peen blayln' horse, you see-

Dot's leedle OttO. 

Von hunderd-seexty in der shade, 
Der oder day ven she vas velghed
She beats me soon, I vas avrald-

Dot's mine GNtchen. 

Bare-footed head, und pooty stoudt, 
Mit grooked legs dot v111 bend oud, 
Fond of his bier and saner kraut-

Dot's me himself. 

Von Schmall young baby, full of tun,. 
Von Ieedle, prlght-eyed, roguish son,. 
Von frau to greet ven vork vas done-· 

Dot's mine vamily. 
-Ol!arler Follew.Adams. 

AT a .little vmago a few miles from Evaru;vme lived 
a farmer pretty well to do and bearing a good repu
tation. He is a widower, and has two pr<~tty daugh· 
ters who are the torments of his life, It Is well 
known that the young ladles will be hel:resses, and 
this tact, added to their natural attractions, draws 
all the young men from far and wide to tho Cross 
Roads farm. But Mr. Wilson's troubles hav )leen 
augmented of late. A revivalist has been dowu In 
his neighborhood and stirred up such a rellgl<l'US 
yeast in the farmer·~ bosom that he's taking to pray
Ing, and they've ended It by making a deacon ot 
him. Now, it was bad enough to hav to keep the 
village beaus from his daughters, but o! late so.me 
of our city young men hav taken to driving over 
there to church. Last sunday evening old WII!wn 
was especially annoyed by young men who, durlnA> 
the whole time of service, were 11.1rtlng with his 
youngest daughter. Their misbehavior was carried 
to a climax when the regenerated !ather was pray• 
lug tor the whole world, and that congregation in 
particulo,r. His religious fervor was interrupted by 
the glances he cast at the erring couple. Suddenly 
he felt that he could bear it no longer, and ra!Bing 
his voice to the highest pitch, he prayed : "An' now, 
0 Lord, hev marcy on the dum idiot with the store 
clothes on as Is a-wlnkln' at our Alice, an' keep lllm 
hangln' 'round the church door when sarvlce is 
over till I can git to him an' put a. head on him I 
Amen." The youn~ man picked up h1B het and 
went home. 

FREETHOUGllT WORKS. 
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Rume's Essays. Essays 'arid treatises 
on various 'subjects. By DAVID Hmrn, 
Esq, With a brief sketch of the author's 
life and writings, to which are added 
dialogues concerning natural religion. 
Price, $1.50.-

ldols and Ideals, with an Essays on 
Christianity. By MoNCUitE D. CONWAY, 
the brilliant Rationalistic preaeher of 
London, $1.50. 

If, Then, and When. From the doc
trins of the Church. By WARREN SUMNER 
BARLow. 10 cents. 

Image Breaker (the). By JoHN E. 
·REMSBURG. Six lectures bound together, 
25 cents. . Separatly, 5 cents .each. T. 

·The Decli~e of Faith; 2. Protestant In
tolerance; 3. Washington an Unbeliever; 
4. Jefferson an Unbeliever; 5. Paine and 
Wesley; 'l'he Christian Sabbath. 

Infidel's or Inquirers Text-book, be~ 
ing the substance of thirteen lectures on 
the Bible. By RoBERT CooPER. $1. 

Ingersoll in Canada.. A Reply to 
Wendling, · Archbishop Lynch, "By
stander," and others. By ALLEN I'mNGLE. 
15 cents. 

Is Life Worth .Living. By WILLIAM 
H. MA=oc:s:. .Contents: The New Im
port of the Question, Morality and the 
Prize of Life, Sociology as the Fountain 
of Morality, Goodness as its own Re
ward, Love as the test of Goodness, Life 
as its own Reward, The Superstition of 
Positivism, The Practical Prospect. The 
Logic of Scientific Negation, Morality, 
and Natural Theiflm, The Human Race 
and Revelation, Universal History and 
the claims of the Christian Church, Be-

.. lief a·nd Will. Paper $1.00; cloth, $1.50. 

Jehovah Unveiled; Ol')The Character 
of the Jewish Deity Delineated. A new 
and valuable book. 35 cents. 

Kneeland's National Hymns. 35 cts. 

Koran (the). A new English edition 
of the Koran of. Mohammed, to which is 
added the life of Mohammed, or the his
tory of that doctrin which was begun and 
carried on by him in Arabia. Price, $1.50 

Letters of Junius. Two volumes in 
one. From the latest London edition. 
.$1.50. 

Letters to Eugenia; or, . A Preserva-

,
. tiv A. gainst Religious Prejudices. By 

Baron D'HoLBACH, author of the " System 
of Nature," etc. Translated from the 
French by ANTHONY C. MIDDLETON, M.D. 
Price, $1. 00. 

Life of Paine. By J. E. REMSBURG. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Life of Thomas Paine, author of 
"Common Sense/' "Riglits of Man," 
"Age of Reason," etc., with critical and 
explanatory observations on his writings
By GILBERT VALE. $1.00. 

Love and Transition: A Plea in poetry 
for the practicalization of known truth. 
By MARY E. TILLOTSON. $1.00 .. 

Love "Ventures of Tom, Dick, and 
Harry. A Spicy Narrativ. "And they 
were. naked and not ashamed."· 50 cents. 

Man's Nature and Development. By 
HENRY GEORGE ATKINSON, F. G. S., and 
HAlmiET MA.P.TINEAU. $1.50 .. 

Modern Thinkers: What they Think 
and Why. (Principally on Social 
Science.) By VAN BEUREN DENs:Low, L.L. 
D., with an introduction by R. G. Inger
soll. With eight portraits: Comte, Swe
denborg, Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham, 
Thomas Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer, 
and Ernst Haeckel. 384 pages. $1.50. 

Moral Education: Its Laws and Meth
ods. By Prof. J. R. BucHANAN. A new 
method to conquer crime, disease, ·and 
misery, which churches, colleges, and 
governments have signally failed to do. 
$1.50. 

Moral Physiology; A Brief and Plain 
Treatis on the Population Question. By 
RoBI!lRT DALE OwEN. 60 cents. 

Mortality of the Soul and the Immor
tality of its Elements. By A. SNIDER DE 
PEL:LEGRINI. 10 cents. 

Myths and lll~th-lllakers: 0ld Tales 
and Superetitrons interpreted by compar
ative Mythology. By JoHN FISKE, M.A. 
LL.B., of Harvard College. $2. 
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Birth and Death . of. Religions. '. By 
J.oHN E. BuRTON.· Price; 10 cents; 

· Chiistian ·and Deist. ·A Busiii,ess 
Man's· Social and· ReligicrdsiViews, Bold 
and trenchant bl!JWB against · theology 
and inhumanity. ·Price, LOO. 

Christianity from a· SCientifte and 
Historical Standpoint. By WM. N. 
LAtr.REN, attorney at "Law;; Contents: In~ 
troduetion, · Unrevealed . Religion, ·Oid 
Testament Religion, Evidence in Support 

' of Christianity, Alleged FaiLure of Chris· 
· tianity, Proposed Substitute for Chris-

tianity, Conclusion. 50 cents. .. , 

Christ of Paul; or, the Enigmas o£ 
·Christianity. St .. John ne:ver. in Asia 
Minor: Ii:enreus the author of the Fourth 
Gospel; The Frauds of ~he Churchmen· 
of the Second Century ExpOBIJ.d. ByGEo. 
REBER. Extra cloth, 12mo, 400;pp ... $2. 

Clli.Ssi:fied Bible 'Extracts· ·or, the 
Holy Scriptures Analyzed. · By RoBERT 
CooP!m, Price, 25· cents. . . "' 

Confessions of an Inquirer. Why 
find What Am I? By JAMEs JACKSON JAR
VEB. Price, $1. 25. · 

Cooper's Lectures on the Soul. In 
which the aoctrin of immortality is, re .. 
ligiously and philosophicaliy consi'aeriid.· 
·Price, 75 cents. · 

Cradle of the Christ .. 
Primitiv Christianity: 
INGHAM. Price, $1. 75. 

A Study in 
By 0. B. FROTH-

Cultivation of Art, And Its Relatione 
to Religious Puritanism and Money-Get-· 
ting. By A. R. COOPER. 12mo, 48 pp. 
Price, flexible cloth, 35 cents; paper, 20. 

Divine and Moral Works of Plato. 
Translated from the original Greek. With 
introductory dissertations and notes. 
Price, $2. 50. 

Doctrin of Inspiration : being an 
Inquiry Concernmg the Infallibility, In
spiration, and Authority of Holy Writ. 
By the Rev. JoHN MACNAUGHT, M.A., In.: 
cumbent of St. Chry'sostom's church, 
Everton, Liverpool, Englan<}. Price, $1.50 

EleO'ant Extracts from the Bible. 
{Perhaps inelegant would be f!. more proper 
term.) Price, 10 cents. · · 

English Life of Jesus. · ·BY THOMAs 
ScoTT. Dedicated to those who seek 
mLher to kuuw the truth of facts than to 
look on unhistorical pictures. Price,,$1.50. 

Epidemic Delusions •. A Lecture by 
FREDERICK R. MARVIN, M,D. Price, 10 cts. 

Essays on Mind, Matter, Forces, The
ology, etc. By CHARLES E. TowN:
sEND. Extra cloth, 12mo, 404 pp. Price, 
$1.50. Sequel to Essays. By same au
thor. Price, 75 cents. · · 

WORKS OF PROF. DENTON. 
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Christianity rio Finality; or, Spirit
ualism Superior to Christianity. 10 cents. 

Common Sense Thoughts on the 
Bible. Price, 10 cents. 

Garrison in He·aven. A Dream. 10 cts. 

Geology; The Past and Future of our 
Planet. P1-ice, $1.50. 

Is Spiritualism True~ Price, 10 cts. 

Man's True Savior. Price, 10 cents. 

Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is 
True. Price, 10 cents. 

Radical Discourses on Religious Sub
jects. Price, $1. 25. 

Radical Rhymes. Price, $1.25. 
Sermon from Shakspere's Text. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Soul of Things • or, Psychometric Re
searches ana: Discoveries. In three vol
umes. Price, $1.50 per voh;tme. 

The Deluge in the Light of Modern 
Science. Price, 10 cents. 

The God Proposed for Our National 
Constitution. Price 10 cents; 

· t f R 1 · The Irreconcilable Records; or, Gene-
Origin and Developmen 0 e iglOUS sis and Geology Cloth, 40 cents; pa;pet, 

Ideas and Beliefs, as manifested 25 cents. · 
in history and seen by reason. By MoR- Th p t T d 10 cents. 
ms EINsTEIN. $1. e ocasse . rage y. 

Orthodox Hash, with a Change of Is Darwin Jl,ighU Price, $1.25. 
.Diet. By WARREN SuMNER BARLow. What Is Right~ Price, 10 cents. 
10 cents. . 

What Was He~ or, Jesus in the Light 
Paradise Lost; or, The Great Dragon of the Nineteenth Century. Price, cloth, 

Cast Out. 60 cents. $125; paper, $1. 

Personal Immortality and Other Who are Christians 1 Price, 10 cents. 
Papers. By JosiE OPPENHEIM. Ex- Wh K'll d v St d"' t 
tra cloth, 12mo, 96 pages~.. 75 cents. 0 I e li.Lary annar ~ 10 cen s. 
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Jlolts and g[lippings. 
HELEN TAYLOR, stepdaughter of Jqhn Stuart 

Mill, is the first woman elected to the presi· 
dency of a standing committee on the London 
School Board. 

A WiscoNSIN firm believer in a hell of actual 
fire for sinners has fitted up his cellar with 
painted flames, wooden demons, and other 
horrors. Here he takes his children for whip· 
ping. 

LoRD C. CAMPBELL, in the House of Com
mons, said that Boers were irredeemably bad, 
although great Bible readers. Lord Campbell 
probably meant because, but did not like to 
say so. 

THE Belgian chamber has abolished the 
privilege of exemption· from service in the 
militia hitherto enjoyed by pupils at religious 
seminaries and institutions for the education 
of teachers. 

THE grandfather of the dead minstrel, Chas. 
Backus, was in the early days of the country 
a clergyman of Litchfield. He was sent to 
jail for libeling Thomas Jefferson, then presi
dent of the United States. 

THE Sydney, Australia, Liberal says the 
.Anti-Slavery Reporter avers that the missiona
ries in Madagascar are encouraging slavery in 
th~>t country. The fact is not so new in the 
world .that the paper in question need make 
such an atrocious fuss about it. 

THERE is a prisoner in the jail at Caldwell, 
N. Y., who has devoted his spare time to fash
ioning a ~odel of a church, with the inside 
all complete-pews, aisles, pulpit; and all. It 
is true to life, for there are even collection 
baskets there, and they are empty. 

Two medical schools for women are to be 
established in the province of Ontario, one in 
Toronto and one in Kingston, and the Toronto 
Globe says that in this respect the women of 
the province will be better off than they are 
in the matter of higher education in general. 

JusTicE NoRTH, who sentenced Foote, of the 
F'reelhinker, has been removed from the Queen's 
Bench, or Common Law Court, to the Chan
cery, or mere legal and equity court. It ap
pears that he has given many absurd sen
tences, out of all proportion to the offenses. 
He ought to hav been removed a million miles 
away from any judicial bench. 

THE Rev. J.P. Lichtenberg has been hauled 
up before U. S. Commissioner Dennison, of 
Utica, charged with sending obscene matter 
through the mails. He is pastor of the Ger
man Lutheran Zion church of 1Jtica. His 
trial will take place in Buffalo in September. 
We commend him to the care of Dr. Buckley, 
of the .Advocate, and to the professional re
ligious press in general. 

THE pope has again complained to Presi
dent Grevy of the attacks made upon the 
church and religion in France. It is small 
wonder that the Catholic clergy pine for the 
good old times when it is shown that previous 
to the first revolution France paid to them in 
tithes, feudal first fruits, and extra tithes, 
eleven millions of pounds annually. And 
they paid no state contributions themselvs. 

THE editor of the Christian Register, writing 
on the "Doom of the Majority" of mankind, 
l!lends all the pagan world and a large portion 
of the Christian world pouring by millions 
over the Niagara of perdition. Of the twenty
seven millions who die annually, about twenty 
millions plunge into the regions of eternal 
torment to roast, and roast, and keep on 
roasting, without any "sweet by and by" or 
"beautiful shore" in the dim vistas of the 
eternal strand. This theory of human destiny 
"is very pitiful and of tender mercy," but we 
suppose we hav no right to think aloud, and 
must be satisfied blessing our stars that we 
are not pagans, and that we hav been born in 
sight of the narrow road. Would it not be 
human to slaughter all the pagans, and !O cut 
off a posterity with no higher inheritance 
than eternal ftre.-Grip. 

HENRY M. SETIJERT, who endowed the chair 
of Moral and Mental Philosophy in the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania, willed $1,000 to be 
expended by the trustees in investigating 
Spiritualism, in which he was a believer. A 
committee has been appointed to do the work, 
which will be in the nature of an attack, since 
the members are to attempt the exposure of 
frauds in mediums. Persons professing su
perb uman attributes will be scientifically ex
amined. 

THE brethren will please pray that the Lord 
will direct the ·steps of the young ministers 
that are being half-soled and turned out from 
the Baptist University at Hamilton, to some 
other country than this. Some of the gang 
of hazers think of coming West. Please don't. 
This country is suffering quite enough from 
the acts of other loafers here from the East. 
What the West wants is men, not Eastern 
college bummers whose foolish parents 
thought were foreordained for the ministry. 
-Pomeray's Democrat. 

GoVERNOR BUTLER, of Massachusetts, has 
appointed an engineer to fill a vacancy on the 
Massachusetts Railway Commission. This 
recognition of the dignity and rights of labor 
has of course delighted the class to whom the 
new commissioner belongs, and on business 
principles every shipper and merchant in the 
commonwealth is bound to support the ap
pointment. In this state our commissioners 
consist of two lawyers and an ex-tailor, neith
er of whom can be correctly described as a 
practical railway man. 

IT is a curious fact from which the student 
in statistics may draw any inference he 
pleases, that the Jews seem to be strongest in 
the more Catholic territories. Thus, the pop
ulation of Saxony is nearly double that of 
Elsass-Lothringen; yet the Jews of the king
dom number less than 7,000, arid those of thtl 
dominion some 40,000. In Wurtemburg 
there are, roughly speaking, two Protestants 
to one Catholic; in Baden, nearly two Catho
lics to one Protestant. In the former state 
there are less than 13,000 Jews, in the latter 
more than 26,000. 

Now that the Brooklyn bridge is completed, 
we are told that glass is rapidly taking the 
place of iron and wood in Europe as the best 
material for the construction of bridges. 
Blocks of glass are hardened by a special 
process, leaving nothing to be desired in re
spect to solidity. The cost is below that of 
wood or iron, and glass possesses the addi
tional advantage of not being liable to rust 
and of being impervious to insects. The ex
periments that hav been made in Great Brit
ain hav given astonh>hing results, and there 
is no longer any question as to the practical 
value of the discovery. 

IT is seldom that the outside world gets a 
glimpse of the real opinions of the great mid
dle classes of England, but it is now asserted 
by different observers that this mass of people 
are beginning to assert themselvs in politics, 
No Parliamentary leader can safely ignore 
their presence. It is hardly a dozen years 
since London took to educating her children, 
and in that time the growth of a general suf
frage sentiment is one of the features of his
tory. "Nothing exasperates an Englishman 
more than the idea of an English republic," 
says one writer, "but he does expect to get 
that which is the making of a republic-the 
ballot for every man of age." 

Gen. 0. 0. Howard, the eminent Christian 
of the Freedman's Bank swindle, is in charge 
of a military department in Nebraska. · Re
cently the officials who annually make the 
tour of inspection arrived at his place and 
were escorted to head-quarters by the valiant 
saint in person. Arriving there he was horri
fied to find all the staff officers and heads of 
departments at their desks writing letters, 
reading newspapers, etc. The matter was 
seemingly ignored for the time, but an order 
has since been issued directing the head· 
quarters building to be closed on Sunday, and 
warning the officers and clerks against con· 
gregating there for any purpose whatever 

except in cases of necessity. Mr. Howard 
does not appear to be essentially different from 
other well-known Christians. He can burst 
up a bank with no compunctions of conscience 
but cannot break the Sabbath nor let his clerks 
do it. Great is the mystery of godliness ! 

A STRAWBERRY festival was held last week by 
the citizens of Bloomington, Wis., to raise 
money to defray the expense caused the base 
ball boys of that place, who were arrested by 
a lot of Sabbatarian bigots for playing the 
national game on Sunday. The proceeds were 
sixty dollars, while the fines aggregated only 
forty dollars. It appears that the game was 
played at a considerable distance from the 
town, and the pious sneaks who caused the 
arrests were compelled to use spy-glasses to 
identify the players. This conduct has nat
urally aroused deep indignation, and the ac
tion of the church party is criticised by the 
respectable portion of the community with 
great harshness. 

A BLOW is to be struck by the railroad com
panies at the transportation of dressed meat, 
by increasing the freight rates for what is 
known as Chicago beef. The Board of Rail
way Agents hav made up their minds to ad
vance the rates of freight from Chicago to the 
seaboard from sixty-four cents per hundred 
pounds to seventy-seven cents. Live stock 
pays but forty cents per hundred, and this 
increase is at least ninety per cent over the 
live stock rate. Dealers in dressed beef de
clare that the advance will be ruinous to their 
business, and that they will be driven out of 
the market. If this should prove true, it will 
leave the business again in the hands of the 
live stock men, who can manipulate prices to 
suit themaelvs, as they did a year ago, when 
beef became almost a luxury to persons of 
moderate means. This will create another 
obligation on the part of the public toward 
the corporate monopolies, and those who hav 
votes should carry these favors in their mem
ories. 

THOUGH the system of plurality of wives is 
not, theoretically, an intrinsic part of Mor
monism, yet practically all the discourses, all 
the efforts of the elders, are devoted to this 
subject, and it forms one of their chief dog
mas. Their authority for polygamy is taken 
from the examples of the patriarchs and' from 
St. Paul's injunction, "A bishop, then, must 
be blameless, the husband of one wife," which 
they interpret as meaning that as St. Paul en
joined bishops to· hav "at least" one wife, it 
is fair to presume that they had several. The 
Mormons teach that a man's chances for sal
vation increase with the number of his wives, 
and per contra, that an unmarried man is to 
be eternally damned, for has he not disre
garded the command, "Increase and multi
ply?" Making this broad distinction in re
gard to the future, they carry it out in the 
present in political affairs-for a man's votes 
are in proportion to the number of his wives, 
and further, every married woman casts a 
vote. 

A FAVORABLE illustration of the working of 
high license is in the town of Mount Vernon, 
ill., with a population of 3,000. -For several 
years the town council refused to grant li
censes for saloons, preferring to adopt the 
principle of prohibition. There was not a li
censed saloon in the place, but the drug stores 
and groceries sold spirits by the pint, to be 
carried off the premises and drunk, and it be
came a practice at last to sell whisky by the 
glass, to be drunk behind a partition on the 
premises. About six months ago the council 
passed a license ordinance fixing the fee at 
$800 a year. One ealoori was opened, and in 
two months the proprietor had made enough 
money to pay for his license and keep up his 
establishment besides, and there was no great• 
er perceptible amount of drinking in the place 
than there had been before. Two other per
sons are preparing to open saloons, making 
three in the town, and this, it is thought, will 
be the limit for some time to come. The 
town treasury will be $2,400 a year hetter off 
than under prohibition, and no more liquor 
drunk under one system than under the other. 

Jltws o/( lht fl!ttlt. 

CHOLERA is spreading at a fearful rate in 
Egypt. 

THE Mormons hav sent out 360 missionaries 
this year. 

Two thousand weavers at Ashton-under
Lyne hav struck work. 

FIGHTING continues in Zululand. Cetewayo 
has been defeated lately. 

CAIRo, Ill., was somewhat shaken up by an 
earthquake on the morning of the 14th. 

EIGHT thousand nine hundred and sixty
three immigrants were landed at Castle Gar
den last week. 

HosPITAL chaplaincies are abolished in 
Paris, and the cardinal archbishop is therefore 
very indignant. 

AT the Fisheries Exhibition in London, the 
PrinceSB of Wales sold tea, last Wednesday, 
to the great scandal of good society. 

AN outbreak is imminent in Crete, owing to 
the resistance of the inhabitants to the collec
tion of taxes by the Porte. 

MRs. GRACE CoRTLAND, the "Witch of Wall 
8treet," cowhided William C. Jones at Mil
waukee, Wis., for betraying her daughter. 

THE Fenian Navy has left Pamrapo and is 
probably now at sea, bound either across the 
ocean or to some British port nearer at hand. 

THE explosion of 2,500 pounds of powder 
at Dupont's powder works on the morning of 
the 13th, killed two men and slightly injured 
another. 

LORD SHAFTSBURY is the president of a SO· 
ciety for colonizing Jews in the island Cyprus, 
whence, after a while, like Moses, he will lead 
them to the promised land of Canaan. 

ENGLAND and France are at present in a 
fever of excitement on account of the proposed 
construction of a second Suez Canal. Their 
friendly relations are somewhat strained. 

THREE thousand Chinese troops hav been 
ordered from Canton to Yam chan on tne Ton
quin frontier, who will giv the French the 
warmest possible reception a la mode militaire. 

P ABISIANS celebrated their national fete day 
last Saturday with much pomp. The great 
statue of the republic in the Place Chateau 
d'Eau was unveiled in the presence of sena
tors, me1pbers of the chambers of deputies, 
and a vast concourse of people. 

Gov. BUTLER has just concluded his ar
gument in the Tewksbury Almshouse case, in 
which he pours some very hot shot into the 
management and expresseH some very decided 
opinions on the subject of tanning human 
hides and furnishing Harvard'11 dissecting 
tables w1th subjects. 

A GJ:NERAL strike of the telegraph operators 
throughout the count.~y is impendmg. The 
Brotherhood of Telegraphers, whwh comprit1es 
more than two-thirds of all the operators in 
this country and the Canadas, presented cer· 
tain demands to the Western Union, and the 
operators are very much dissatisfied with the 
pretended concessions of the company, and 
are determined to quit work withm a few 
days if their demands are not granted. 

THE Italian settlement in the town of Rot· 
terdam, N. Y., is just now in a fever of ex· 
citement occasioned by the birth of a child 
with teeth. This prodigy is the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. France8CO Curticello, weighs fifteen 
pounds, is perfectly formed, and quite a 
handsome child. He has an entire upper set 
of teeth and an extra double tooth on each 
side of his jaw, and his wisdom teeth are 
piercing his gums already. His incisors are 
unusually large. This strange birth has tilled 
the minds of the parents with evil forbodings 
which were not to be dispelled even by con· 
sultation with a . clairvoyant, who assured 
them that the boy would grow up and spend 
th4ilir savings with which they intended soon 
to go to Italy and set themselvs up in the wotld 
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Ufommunications~ 

THE TRUTH _ S:mEKEB~ .:f"UL Y 21. 1883. 

This secularization of the states, and breaking up especially in the east, and by camp·meetings every· 
the union which practically exists betweerllthem and where, in weakening the power of the churches. 
the church, and making them, in their laws and con· The Catholic Review, of Jast May, says that while the 

The Common·Sense View of It. stitutions, conform to the requirements of the national Catholics themselvs number in this country ten mill-
To GEoRGE ScHuMM, EsQ., EDITOR oF TH:m CHICAGO constitution, is the political object the Radicals hav in ions of people, the Spiritualists number eleverfmjll

Radioal Review: I am sorry to see in your paper, which view in organizing themselvs into leagues. As all ions .. Throwing ?ff one-half, is it wise in )iou;to 
I carefUlly read every week, and in your neighbor, laws, whether good. or bad, are enacted in the name, repudiate as allies ill ~he great r,no):al_wa,r.' !:o. :w;.Jttch 
the Freidenlcer, of Milwaukee, a persistent opposition and by the authority, of the people, it is of the first we are engaged, five millions of good soldiers, and 
to the idea of uniting the forces of the Materialists importance to enlighten the minds of the people; and that because they differ with you in a single point? 
with those of the Spiritualists in accompliShing the this is to be accomplished by the press, by lectures, Is not this the rankest kind of bigotry under the 
objects of the National Liberal League. To me this and by conventions where the principles of the Rad- specious name of Liberalism? 
divisiv policy seems, not only irrational, but wrong ~cals _are discussed. . The. moment afte: honest and M~terialism, if I understand . it, is a mere philo
and injurious to the sacred cause of Freethought illtelligent men hav illVestigated the subJect they be- sophwal theory of a man's relatiOn to the universe. 
which we all so dearly love. If a fire broke out in a come converts to the cause, and henceforth help in It cannot be organized into a society de propaganda 
town, endangering life and property, what would you the work of enlightening others. fide, because it has Rot yet risen by the consensus of 
think of a Catholic if he refused his help to put it The second grand object the National League hav the competen_t in~o the dignity of a_ dogma, but is a 
out because heretical Protestants stepped forward in view is purely religious and missionary in its char- mere S'pe?ulatwn, lik~ the theory of a hollow globe, or 
and offered their services? Or, what estimate would acter. The masses of the American people are the glamal th~ory ill ~eol?gy. It can awaken no 
you put on the humanity of Presbyterians, Baptists, under the power of a religious superstition which popular enthusiasm :whiCh IS absolutely necessary in 
Methodists, and Quakers who could coolly look on rides them like a nightmare. Seventy thousand the work of r~movmg great evils. The evolution 
and see the flames spreading, and refuse to do any- clergymen are exclusivly devoted, twice on Sundays, theory of Darwill has so much truth to support it 
thing to quench them because each sectarian was too and often during other days of the week, in perpet- that it interests a large class of thinkers. But who 
busy in cherishing love to his own theology, and ha- uating and strengthening the grand swindle of the would dream of organizing it intb a popular move
tred to that of all the rest? We can do nothing in church as a soul-saving institution. Millions of dol- ment for reform? So we can discuss the merits of 
this world worth the while without organization and lars are raised every year for foreign and domestic Materialism on a free platform, but it would never 
co-operation. Even the scholar who livs a recluse missions, under the pretense that the souls and bodies do for it to subsidize the Liberal League,· and make 
among his books, if he hav a message to deliver to of men are destined to suffer in eternal hell-fire un- it a mere instrument for its propagation. If the 
his fellow~men, can do nothing without organizing a less rescued by the church. The Radicals hav kindled question between us and the church as· to our civil 
meeting with his printers and publisher, and co-op- their beacon fires here and there on the hilltops, and political liberties is to be decided by ballots in
erating with the post-office. but it is the pecuniary interests of thousands of sala- stead of bUllets, the work laid out by the League must 

Now, what is the object of the National League? ried men-preachers, agents, secretaries, and editors be done by a union of all the various classes who dis
It is twofold. First, it aims to preserve the .secular- -to put them out and continue the reign of darkness. believe in the church and are opposed to its ambi
ity of the United States constitution and government, Now, Radicalism is a gospel of glad tidings to the tious aims. 
and to bring up the various states of the union, in victims of superstition, if they only understood its But you persist in the assertion that Materialiam 
their constitutions and laws, to the same level. There import. Our mission is to bring these benighted is true, and that Spiritualism is false and a delusion, 
is a large and powerful organization in this country, millions out of the charnel-house of the church into notwithstanding good men, and men of eminence as · 
made up from the different Protestant sects, who the atmosphere of liberty and light; to teach them scientists and thinkers, a;ter years of investigation, 
honestly mourn over the godless and Christless char- that their ideas of God are false, childish, and de- declare your charge to hav no foundation. It will 
acter of the national constitution, and are determined grading; that their religion is a fraud practiced not do for you, Mr. Schumm, simply because you are 
to remedy it by inserting into that instrument an upon their credulity by men who are not only bigots convinced of the truth of your views, to take it for 
orthodox confession of faith, and having Congress en- but who are pecuniarily interested in the work of granted that they are correct. You are not, and do 
force its provisions by a suitable law. They tell you fleecing them annually, as a farmer does his sheep, not profess to be, an infallible pope. The sincerity 
so in their program published in their weekly organ, We wish to show them that they are igriorantly up- and zeal with which a man holds to and advocates an 
and it is announced at all their conventions. Besides holding an institution which has occasioned the shed- opinion are proof to others of its truth. They only 
this Protestant movement, th,!Jre is the steady policy ding of more innocent blood than any other organi- prove that he believes it to be true. The Catholics 
and purpose of the Catholic church, which has always zation of men upon the face of the whole earth; and who burnt Bruno at Rome were convinced they did 
claimed, as the vicegerent of the Almighty, and for a which for long centuries has hindered the progress right. The Syndics of Geneva who sentenced Serve
thousand years exercised, the right to dictate laws to of civilization more than any other cause. We can- tus to be burnt by slow fire felt it to be their duty to 
the civil government. If anyone sneer at the idea of not giv sight to our blind countrymen by spitting do so, and the execution of their victims was ap
such schemes being realized in a democratic repub- on the ground and making an ointment of clay to proved by all the Protestant reformers in Europe. 
lie like ours, let me remind him of the fact, illustrated rub upon their eyeballs. We cannot by force pry And the bloody doings of the Eniscopalians and 
in our own history, that minorities often practically open their eyelids so that they can see. But believ- Presbyterians against each otlier in Scotland, and t.hfl 
control majorities. We saw, in the centennial year, ing as we do in the force of truth, and that when cruelties practiced by the Puritans of Massachusetts 
how in a city of 800,000 people, 500,000 of whom honestly and perseveringly spoken, it is irresistible against the Quakers were deemed right .. All perse
never darkened the doors of a church, a little hand- in its war against error, we can, at comparativly cutors feel that they are right, and their victims 
ful of sabbatarian bigots were powerful enough to small expense, speak it, print it, and circulate it wrong, because they never candidly examined the 
shut the doors of the exhibition on Sunday against among the people. If any doubt the success of such case of their victims, but took their own for granted. 
the mechanics and masses of the people who could means, against so great odds, we point to thousands A man who utterly refases to study a theory opposed 
not attend on week-days, and who were willing to in our ranks, who, a few years ago, were enslaved to to his own is not an investigator after truth, but._ a 
pay for their tickets, while they opened them stealth- church superstitions-Jewish, Catholic, and Prates- bigot, who desires his ipse dixit to be regarded as a 
ily to the " dead-heads," who did not pay. We hav taut-but are now free and happy in their freedom. demonstration. This is exactly what the church does, 
seen three disgraceful pieces of legislation enacted When we, in our unorganized and helpless condition, and has always done, and is one of the many reasons 
during the expiring hours of different Congresses, raise annually a hundred dollars for this kind of mis- we hav for trying to destroy her power over the minds 
when there was neither time nor disposition to dis- sionary work, the church raises a million to hold the of men. This spirit is just as detestable, and indeed 
cuss their merits or demerits: 1. The demonetization fort of superstition which she has for so many cen- more so, when exhibited, as it sometimes is, by a man 
of the silver dollar; 2. The passage of the Comstock turies occupied. Yet such is the power of the truth who calls himself a Freethinker, but who has a pro
postal laws; and 3. The surreptitious act of stamping we utter through the press and by lectures on free crustean bed, with ax and pUlleys to stretch out the 
a religious motto on the national coin, as the entering platforms, that it has thinned the attendance of the victim, or chop off his extremities, to suit the regula
wedge and argument for putting a theological creed churches, and extorted from the best authority the tion length. Materialism and Spiritualism are side 
into the Constitution. The sanction of Congress was concession that men of ability, with all the tempta- issues in all radical conventions, and while people, 
secured to these measures, and the president signed tions of large salaries and high social positions and the docket of whose minds is always open for new 
the bills making them laws, because the men who influence, decline entering the gospel ministry, and evidence, hav no objection to hear them discussed at 
had them in hand never slumbered nor got drunk, prefer other vocations in life which do not stultify public meetings for advancing the general interests 
but watched their chances and executed their plans, their reason, and make them abject slaves to me- of Radicalism, it would be manifestly improper in 
to the (afterwards) surprise of Congressmen who had dieval creeds and ceremonies. either party to avail itself of the :D;eedori:J. of the 
no idea or recollection of having voted for them. In the presence of these facts, and many more like League platform, to ad~ocate its ~istinctiv belief, as 

To bring about a conformity on the part of the them, you are opposed to joining in the work of en- if this were the very obJect fo: whiCh that platf?rm 
states qf the union to the secular principles and policy lightenment and reform, under the auspices of the was erected. _The old ps~-sillg~rs, the_ hymn-si~g
of the national constitution is the most difficult part Liberal League, with the class of Radicals called ers, P~esb;rtenans, 1\-!ethodists, Episcopalia~s, leavmg 
of our political program, because it requires the al- Spiritualists, because you are a Materialist, and dis- all therr differences m abey~nce, ha~ ~rgamzed th_em
teration of state constitutions and the repeal of bad believe in their views concerning a future state of selvs for ~he _work of puttillg a rehgwus cree~ illto 
laws. In many ef our states a man whose testimony existence. The Materialist says that while the hu- the constitutiOn, to be enforced by law .. I_s It too 
is received in the United States courts is not per- man race livs forever the individual man is a much to ask and expect that the Matenalists and 
mitted to testify on account of his religious opinions. meteor, which glares fC:r a moment across the sky, Spir_itualists, keeping in r~aerve t~eir sing~e ground 
If you, by your testimony, could save the life, liberty, a_nd then g.oes out in eternal night. The Spiritualist of differenc~, should orgamze, too, m o:pposmg them? 
reputation, or property of an innocent man in these says that a man is a star which is fixed in the firma- I had written thus far when, I ~aw m THE TRUTH 
states, such testimony would not be received because ment of heaven, to remain there forever, increasing SEEKER the_ Cleveland Leade~ s bitte: attack upon 
you are not orthodox in religion. A drunken, worth- in brilliancy. Now, what hav these views to do with Judge Hoadly, the Democ:atic. c~nd1dat_e. for gov
less, lying curse, if he only believe in the supersti- the work of preserving the secular characteristics of ernor of Ohio, because of his rehgwus opimons. The 
tious fables of hell, the devil, and the Jewish Jehovah our national constitution and laws; and making the Leader calls the nomination. of. Judge Hoadly "the 
who exhibited his back parts to Moses, can be ac- various states conform thereto, thus putting such deepest and :nost outrageous msult ~ver offered to 
cepted as a credible witness; but you are discrim- men as you and me on an equal footing of credibil- the God~feannfi' .people of the. state, _and charges 

. ina ted against and treated as if you were a liar and ity with all other citizens? What hav they to do that the Judge 1s " o~e o_f the VICe-p~esidents ~f. the 
a rogue. with the missionary enterprise we are engaged in on notorious socie~y whwh IS~ues that vilest of rel~~on-

Now, in the Nine Demands of Liberalism, the Na- this planet, of opening the blind eyes of deluded hating and somety-degradmg sheets, the Index. 
tional League aims to do away with this obvious in- thousands in the church so that they may see the We will now see, as the ~an_vass pr?ceed_s, whether 
justice, and to hav enforced that provision of the truths we advocate, and feel their benign influence the Republican pru_;ty of C?hw IS so pnest-ndden as to 
constitution which ordains (Article 4, section 2) that on their hearts and lives as we do? In " the nine second the Leaders motiOn to get up an orthodox 
"The citizens of each state shall be entitled to all the demands of Liberalism," which is our program crusade agains_t Judge Hoadly. If_ it ?-o, a~ I fear it 
privileges and immunities of citizens in the several and order of battle, there is not the least mention, will, unless WISe~ counsels prevail, It ~ill afford 
states." We demand that the United States consti- either of Materialism or Spiritualism, as ideas to be another seen and felt reason why the Radicals should 
tution shall really be what (in Article 6, section 2) it advocated by the League. The Spiritualists are just every~ here league to_get?er and prese~t an ~~broken 
professes to be, "the supreme law of the land; and as much opposed to the superstitions of the church, front m behalf of then· nghts asAmencan mtiz~ns .. 
the judges in every state shall be bound thereby, and iust as ardently in favor of the measures of the Enon Valley, Pa., July 5, 1883. A. B. BRADFORD. 
anything in the constitution or laws ef any state to League as the Materialists are. They hav done won- · · 
the contrary notwithstanding." ders by their zeal in many sections of the country, SEND us names to whom we can ~ail sample copies, 
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"Responsibility of Unbelief." brothership of love and death, love, in its larger hundred years ago. He proved that the worms and 
. To the reading, thinking portion of mankind no fact sense, is the wizard who has evoked for us the fata insects developed from vegetable refuse, were de-
: is more patent than the rapid growth of unbelief in morgana of an after·life; it is love who has taught the veloped from eggs, deposited in those places by the 
··the creeds and dogmas of the Christian church; It 'Yorld that there is not an endless ocean beyond this parents. The greatest difficulty was found however 
~permeates all classes, and its spread is ~ell knoWn to hfe, an ocean without a shore, dark, silent, whose in the human parasites, which simply adhere to some 
:the priesthood by whom it is both feared and shared. water_s steam up in black vapors to the black heavens; part of a mucous tissue, or inhabit the cavities, and 
:Some are trying to stem the . tide of unbelief in one a rolling chaos of disintegrated thoughts and feelings seem to develop spontaneously; but recent investi
'way, and some in another, but all their efforts are as heaVing up and down in the shapeless, eternal flood. gations of Von Seibold; and others, hav removed the . 
:unavailing as were those of Mrs. Partington and her It_ is love whe has taught that what was begun here difficulty, so that to~day a large majority of physiolo~ 
>broom in staying the waves of the Atlantic. The tide mil not be forever interrupted, nor whatever has gists reject the doctrin; at all events, such a mode of 
:still rises. A few like Mr. Beecher see the danger been ill done forever remain unatoned; that the af- generation is not probable and has not been satis-
., their craft is in, and are trimming sail and throwing fection once kindled will never cease; that the sin factorily established. 
'overboard a large part of the moral rubbish with committed can be wiped out, and the good conceived; It will appear from these facts that the germ piin~ 
'Which she is freighted; a few wiser and more honest, can be achieved; that the seed sown in life will yet ciple for all animal life is the true one, and as it can 
Jnike Miln, Bell, and Chainey, hav deserted the old bloom and fructify in death; that all which is good, be shown that animal germs in quantities inconceiv
f ship altogether. Yes, the old craft, orthodoxy, with and happy, and forever struggling here, virtue, genius, able, exist in the air; it would seem that the true 
iitnp2.tched sails, rotten rigging, and barnacle-covered, will be free to act hereafter; that those thrust apart starting point of animal and vegetable life was in the 
,deoo.y.ing hulk is destined to go down with all on in this life will there unite forever. All this is the air, or whatever sphere of elements may hav existed 
1board. None know it better than the clergy, and the wonderful phantasmagoria which love has given to in the early stages of development. If this is so; it 
r"l!lry of, danger is heard alike from Catholic and Prot- mankind. What right hav we to sweep it away, we, follows that we hav not gone far enough into the past, 
testant. ({ilo-extensiv with the light of true_ educat4>n who perhaps, hav never loved, never felt the need of to account for life on this planet, and the case woulq 
rand .the· ";march of intellect" is this all-pervading such a belief?" require us to account for this most puzzling fact, viz: 
slkepti<Jism. jrhe world's best thinkers, writers, poets, And so, contrasting this beautiful fiction evoked by That every animal in this world is made up of two 
\lllltc!l. scientists,~pudiate the dogmas of Christianity. love, with his-" icy and arid Materialism," he refuses principles or germs, male and female, a~d hence 
Some .are outspQken, combatativ, and do not fear to to lead his wife and children into the truth as he every animal was a half germ first. 
let their :light shi~,e, but by far the greater number of sees it. Baldwin is as pronounced a Rationalist as To g.et back to a starting point, I will state what 
tl tose who hold Lib~ral or rationalistic views and hav his friends Vere, but he believes in the propagation we know from observation, that fo:~: instance, the sun, 
no faith in Christianity are quiet and undemonstrativ of truth, and thus replies: "We hav been speaking or any body in space, if hot, wm throw off a great 

. in respect to their b~lief. Why ? For several rea- upon the moral discomfort attendant upon a dis- sphere of rarefied matter, e~tending o:f'f into space so 
' '\S<)ns, among whi.eh ttr~, social ostracism, fear of belief in a future life. Ask yourself which is the far until it becomes cooled off and co:ndensed into 
i Joai;ng caste, or of losing trade and injuring their most conduciv to men who are striving to make the vapor and air. It will thus form various strata f~o~ 
\ bmiiilless, and of not .o-b.t.aining employment. In world ~etter t? others and to t~emselvs-to ~en the outer air, gas, etc., until the globe itself is reached. 
s sbollt, the unpopularity of :i;ufidelity and the tyranny wh? we1g~ therr thoughts and _wishes, who bndle And every element of the pli:tnet will by this means 
oof pu:We opinion are the things that put a pad- their pass~ons and put f?rth their strength for good be thus contained in thjs outer sphere. ;Lt may ex
l.lock qpoo. the lips of many. Others again do -the not1~m that there IS a place beyond t~e grave; tend for millions of miles away from and aro11nd ~he 
nnot. feel like disturbing the faith and religious be- where all IS perfect, where all sloth, a11:d unkmd?ess, · sun, or other planet according to size and other .con
U~f, .of :their friends, and partieuclarly those who .and rep~nted folly, and s~lfishness will be expiated ditions. Wherever there is matter, there is life and 
~ 1,near .and dear to them, and who seem to and retneved; or, the notwn that whatever excel- motion and chemical ~.tction we cannot conceive of 
'"tt~l~ .. u:uwh. comlfort and happiness in their.belief in lence there be, man must make with his own hands; any state of matter unaccom~anied by this chemical 
~ ·tiia~io,:iji~y. They permit their childrE!n to go to that wha~ever good may be done, whatever may be action. And this, in the finest states or condit.ions is 
Sun ~..oohool, and their wives and daughters to fel~, repaired, atoned _for, _must be, done, felt, re- developed into animal germ life. ';rhis is the world 
h ' ~;; lthfly .allow ,their homes to be flooded with paired, a?d _atoned for m this world! . of cause and for millions of years before tl;te soi~ ~itn<J. 

c. urc. ·~atw:e, and thus contribute in various ways . Baldwm Is not only an exponent of t~e wr1t~r's air was in a condition to develop and sustain li~e o:r;t 
rot~s L woJlt. of a religion in which they themselvs news, but. also of a large and constantly mcreasmg this planet, did this world of causes produce these 
ho e sk ~- ~Nay, more, they help to maintain and class of thinkers. C. A. BLEN. animal germs. As the atmosphere cooled off imme· 
p;~p~~ t' 'lt'lhtllt ;they believe to he a stupendous lie. v J R P , P •t• diately around the globe, so did these germs settle 
N tha e 1\!Stion ,is, Jiow,£!¥' should .those who re- lt~.l'. • • erry S · OSI IOn. down and fall l.lilOll it. As a farmer might take a 
p~~atee cb~i, 'lltii~ity -~e ;'(eticentj:p. respect :tG> their To TH_E EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In my handful of various seeds and cast them into a field, 
belief? Wh \ Rll th1f!LJ:.eflpect, does duty commence, . last article, I spoke of the wonders of the unseen some took root, and others were choked out for a 
and ~h ~rt. ' .Jd; ~md, 'ilhat we may escape frow. ! world around us, and offereP, several suggestions in time. If the history of geology teaches anything, it 
moral ere d ?e& '\lll.{ljhe one ha;r;~d, and not su£fe1· iori .relation to the production of 11nimal life upon this tells of these successive ages of development, and 
bread co~a~ ~~e c ''llfthe other? The church with its, planet. As I hav never met with p;~y such thoughts of certain fame of vegetable and animal life, in which 
wanin:faith i:: coal. 'it 11_and hypocr~sy, is still ~-pow- in my -readings upon the subject qf germ life, and as certain kinds came upon earth, lived out their time 
erful It . ' t 

1 
'\W;t to be somally ostramzed or your readers may put it down as Jl. ,:ro.e:t;e speculation, and departed forever; finally came man also, and 

consid Js. noli l?b~a& t 'l ,~ffice or positions of trust not supported by any reasonable dedllctio:o.s, I think was developed from germ life, male and female, and 
or res;re -~'fftt g~ e c '-'fl,~"'- are in -" _1nfidel." Yet it best to state at least the probabilities in. aupport from several distinct species at that, which accounts 
such is ~h:1 fact.y, ;~:~~L "~iii~ is coming v.~_l-le~_it will of s~ch a theory._ I wish also to correct _an idea, in: fo: ~I t~e variet! !1nd. no need to search for any 
be otherw· _ h th e i;p~erance of pub1;~ sen- relahon to the difference between the diameters of, m1ssmg links. 'lhis will account for the many early 
timent h 1~ b w en h Pr ~Jt'~Y &-gainst beliehn " microscopic measurements, and the difference in: races and would hav spared Darwin the admission 
s er ~ a al ~- ~verw em. · · a. b _ -11{, or relativ size. Magnifying lenses are made to\ and concession to the theological theory of creation, 
u~h:s~ ~ou~t~~1~~~ been su ~~~wil by an article r~ e 1~'1. power from 10 to _2,500 or more d~am.eters. · which he made as regards the original stock of ani-

in the nonte •mo ry R . f ~ ~~Q;V ,on the above So tgh t . '"der to get an Idea of the relativ s1ze of mals. 
v, mf ra evww or -~' a In v- " · 'fi d 2 500 a· t ·t · It ·u b b thi th t b d · subject. It is from tb ' f V tm.o;n;:t;:.;ee, and is in the ob' t h' 1s. n;tagm e , 1ame ers, 1 1s WI e seen . Y. s a every o y m space 

the for f di 
. e pent?. et '& iiP.'hV three Ra Jec tw ICL. "'s amount. Thus 2,500x2,500x first develops a sp1nt world, or world of causes, and 

m o a scusswn par 1c1pa & · ' ~ • - necessary o cube t bill' · h d d th t all th hi h t t · f tt th · tionalists t' th 1f1u:p.1>iflievers in 2 500 . ..... . '"'- wn s1x un re and a e g es po enmes o ma er are erem 
Christi '·{epre;h ~ng re~ types c '\liJU :Qpt~mist a t' t whiCh ~q~als fif~eb~ ·large as the actual size contained, every element of life and growth origin-
Volta·ram Y· hil ei~hardt IS a Gern 'isti.il.~ity with 7~ y-fiv:e m1lhon of t1mes as_ · ''1.8; so that instead ates in this original sphere of matter in its highest 

I 
't 1 ean P osop e_r, w_ho treats Ch1 . :..:~· · 0 e. obJect brought under the lb_ :'1. the twenty state and when all the germ elements or principles 

eVI y and does not thmk 1t worthy of se "l<ms<»)..SCus- of samng that th "eli t . ' · · · · sion H · . t h ... ·"'mfil ·aa -'the th J- d , I e ame ers range "- -.,e ranges are outwrought, the perfected ammals sp1nt, of every 
folldwin ~ gi~;~~~ressH~n ° sue ~~hon, of· lthose• in °~~an s, sho_ul_d hav said the relativ s1~ + has grade will re-enter this unseen world and become a 

bl 
g · . . ght I& the pnvilege . , - ..Lt.. , e twenty milhons, for that is about wha ·4: more or less permanent resident thereof This is 

capa e of th1nkmg." "Prouress ex·sts onl V Illil. >w.te: been accomplish d t th· t' " • · · : · · ·t d ll . o-· 1 • 'te . · l . 
1 

. e 0 Is Ime. If we see a perfee "llWll!iltrated by every mamfestatwn of sprr1t power 
miD:On,y,"an a l~pro~eme.nt COm~S fr~m. t, f: ru-~ !Wlma With such a power, of the size of a pin-head• ac ··-,i.ng made, which has led to SO much discussion, 
nont~; Protestantisn;t ~sa .modus vwernit_With. ~ se-1 ~d then_ reflect that it is from fifteen to twent bill~ no~ 1.><. "esty pro and cou. 
hoo?-.. I p~efer CatholiCism to P:mtestantism. (__'On-, lO:tla,of times smaller, We are completely lost .Y th d a· h -t.ea. that the m!l.tter thrown off from a 
fesswn celibacy trans b t t· • · L d "'at "'r 1 comr..n-..1· d 'f 1n e an 1s o..... · · . , ' ' . u san 1a;~:ton, our es " · • '· ·. :L"""" son, an 1 we then reflect that th's · fi ·t · It ill b -t.ezW. m.~ch further jnto space than 
samts ~ones! papal mfallibility, .ue too much for ih ~ mal speQk of life is made up of atoms ~ndn m. esi- h t d b de nt:. "+P.r 'too body has coo~ed oft: 
honest mtelhgent man who reads 'Voltaire and Ren,an. combina:tiions of molecules etc th · ' f varwus ea e 0 Y Will ell.. · · .-h (. · · t f 
With your Protestant the case is diff~'reut· theRefor- }s inconcei~able ' ., e size o an atom an atmosphere will a.. "'llW mlJ.c .. ;, essl IJ,lt e~TehJ,l 

f v ,. ""' • h t h · "'lR ~1+.,. p ~ne e 
:ma 10n removed the things which would stink too There are ve1·y many er 0 h ence our a mosp ere Is L . · ·i)Ji · f 
much in the nostrils of the German or En·crlishman miz•ers of nature but upn"'ost nsawt lo tahre. great ad- than originally, and so of every"'- ""l.ail~ m- .. OIJ.f;l ~~-

d h · · t b '" ' · ' 1 ' r un e Y e1r scope of sun ·s n d 1 · Vlillb.l'.S un"'iiJ-an e IS JUS a le to swallow the amount of llOnsense vision 1s so limited that they t k · 1 th . 1. ow eve opmg a sphere L.. - ~ • • •• ,h. 
necessru.:y, perhaps, to secure a good living or pro- things~ and intend to shut ou~ :Itt~n l the c~arses~ mi!es m _exta~t, and it will be billions o. . ~e-e, .. ·J 
fessorsl~.1p;_ meanwhile, he may nibble a.t Darwinism, see themselvs, and they build up the~ h~fosoo h~~s ammal J1f~_w11! be developed_ upon his sun .... 
m· PositiVIsm, and be quite a man .of advanced: in about the same proportions. To such): wou1J sa we nee IS hght and h~at, 1t wi~l follo'Y that ab 
thought. :S:e n;tay even declare that the world was hold! let u~ examin in. to and see what nature is mert b~comes more_ ca~able of producmg animal life, so 
not crea~ed m s_1x. days, or, that Buddha and Socrates every questiOn and all phenomena with d ·d. d Wll~h our capamty .for the same cease, and finally the 
were qUite as d1vme as Christ, yet he hdlds that the humble spirit of inquiq. a can 1 an ear could su~ta~n creatures only that were not de-
lower classes must not be too rudely di~urbed in 1\fost philosophers agree that what th . pendent on artlfimal heat. In time this earth must 
their belief of the story of the apple aud its fatal vegetable and animal life on the et1er ere ~ 0f become a solid and burnt out planet similiar to the 
consequenc~s. Ther~for~,. I say, giv me the counciJ by the development of inorganic e':.to ~;~~i~ Iifu m?on t~at a~comp~nies her, unfit to produce 01' sus
of Trent, the Bull Umgemt1s, Loyola Jesnitt'O,Lourdes a.nd they make the starting-point to b t g t· ' t7~ anima~ hfe whiCh depends on a certain amount 
water, pope's s~ippers, Capuchins, and Trappists, be- when the earth was in a condition to era d som.~ u::e o eat an light for existence. 
ca_use, by so. domg, you are giving me Voltlllir.e and having cooled off and developed soil ~~t uce .

1 
' t Y ~\~h~ ele~ents of matter remain forever distinct, 

Did~rot,. MIChelet and August Comte. Ver:e is a That vegetable life came first and then er,_ aJri ~-f' an eir na ure ca_nnot be changed or destroyed, it 
Ra??nalJst 'Yho does not believe in disturbing the followed. While this may be 'true in th am!lla I 1 e !allows that the varwus manifestations of animal be
religious beliefs and opinions of his wife and children. inclined to. think there is no evidence e of~~· ah mg are . mare up of molecular combinations, and 
He. has pulled down and carted off the lm.oral rubh.i.!llh change ever having taken place at any f ! sr;. some arli~.a' element, n?t yet understood or dis
whiCh was, probably, a part of his ea:dy educatio-Ll, world. That is, there is no 'roof tha~mi:;: ani~ covere ' ~1n;t1lar ~o ~ mmd element, or having its 
that _h~ may see truth in the light of ).'eason. Ri>J: matter has at any time so chan~ea into animaY lif cfaractel'lstiCs w:hiCh_Js the property or essential life 
co:t;tvic~Jons hav ~een painful to him; he finds conso-· here. The question of spontaneous generation is no~ ~a~~e~~c~hat pnm~l! ca11:ses t~ese combinations to 
latwn J~ the ~ehef t?at has been forced. upon him, p:r.oved. Anaximander and Empedocles attributed binel ' and mamfests mtelligence when so com
and VOices h1s feehngs in the following eloquent .to this form of generation all living be'ng h' h fi · It n;tay be compared to the relation of the 
manner:. "Poets hav said a great deal of love and ftr.st peopled this globe, and it was a doctr~n :c:.c~~ ve ~e~ses m rna~, which culminate in a sixth and 
death bemg brothers; of the desire of one coming in •questioned until after the middle ages It t J: Antiohng one, whiCh comprehends all the others. 
the pr~sence ~f the other; it may be so. But this by Pliny, and Virgil. The fii·st one .to :a~s~ufhe . s ~eg~rds t~e outer world, we· m~y begin with ob
llluch lS certam, that whatever may be fljrid of tht;l theory was the Italian naturalist Redi pp t Jectiy hf~ whiCh produces sensatwns upon us, by 

. • 1 some wo commg mto contact with the reason or real self 

, 
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Ingersoll, of Washington; Horace Seaver, of Boston; 
Charles Watts, of London, England; Prof. Felix 
Adler, of New York; Mrs. Annie Besant, of Lon
don, England; Mrs. Judge Mattie Krekle, of Kansas 
City; B. F. Underwood, of Boston; Prof. Van 
Buren Denslow, of Chicago. 

THE SINGING. 
The finest quartet of singers in Rochester has 

been engaged to furnish tbe vocal and instrumental 
music, and Prof. H. H. ·Hall, of Bradford, Pa., a dis
tinguished vocalist, will be with us to occasionally 
enliven the audience with his admirable songs, some 
of which hav been composed for the occasion. 

IMPERSONATIONS. 

lascivious songs about "lying on Jesus's breast" and 
''safe in the arms of Jesus," etc. 

They should be taught that everyone has a duty to 
do, now and here-to labor for the common good in 
this present world; that all must regulate their de
sires with a view of preserving the integrity and har
mony of all their powers, and that feebleness of body 
and imbecility of mind are in most cases disgraceful, 
because the result of persistent wrong and evil courses 
on the part of parents, continued by the offspring. 

through the various nerve channels. The difference 
between the reason and any of its senses, is this: 
that each one of the bodily senses can in the main, 
only act in its special department and by its peculiar 
functions, while the reason acts through all of the 
senses and is also acted upon from without, through 
the Eame channels. For instance, the eye sees 
through the optic nerves, or feels a picture cast upon 
the retina. The tung tastes by feeling the contact 
of food upon the nerves of taste. The hand or other 
part of the body, feels by contact with external ob
jects. The ear feels the vibration by means of the 
air or other vibrating body, and the olfactory nerves 
feel, or smell, the fine particles of matter which per
meate the air and come in contact with the nerves 
adapted to this use, while the essential thing, the 
reason or mind, sees, hears, tastes, feels, and smells, 
at the same time. :J:t might be illustrated also in 
various ways. Say an architect, who understands 
every branch of trade, employs masons, carpenters, 
plasterers, and the various tradesmen, to assist in 
constructing a mill. While each man or set of men, 
may. be expert in a branch of the work, the architect 
is presumed to understand the work of each and 
every department and by his efforts and his help, the 
result is the mill. So in the human combination the 
result is intelligence, which is manifested in the ani
mal world according to various combinations and 
with the rapidity of thought. 

Miss Ellen Wright, the daughter of Elizur Wright, 
will giv one of her popular impersonation entertain
ments one evening of the convention. The Woman's 
Journal says truly of Miss Wright: "The acting of 
Miss Wright is worthy of Charlotte Cushman." 

Perfectly developed bodies will giv perfect brain, 
susceptible of the highest culture, resulting in ?er
fect love, in finding greatest joy in promoting each 
others' happiness; thus in this present world can be 
attained the Eden of bliss, the only real heaven. 

Advancement in knowledge, of how to secure and 
perpetuate health and strength of the mind and body 
of man, is not at all commensurate with that in regard 
to horses, cattle, or even swine. Every ordinarily in-
telligent owner of stock takes pains to improve the 
breed. Any man having improved stock is very will
ing to spend time and money to still further improve, 
and will take all possible precautions to avoid or pre
vent anything likely to perpetuate or increase any 
undesirable trait or quality. 

As the original germs only consisted of half beings, 
and as it was necessary to bring the male and female 
principles together to produce a whole being, capable 
of successiv propagation, the essential result of 
earth life is the development of a whole being em
bracing in his or her state the qualities of both, so 
that every man is part woman and every woman is 
part man, and the future result will be a perfect con
Jugation of the two, in the beautiful life and world to 
which all humanity is tending. So it appears to, 

J. R. PERRY. 

The Freethinkers' Convention. 
The headquarters of the Rochester Freethinkers' 

Convention will be at the Clinton House, and the 
rates per day will be $1:50. Those wishing accom
modations there should engage rooms in advance. 
The charges at the other hotels will be as follows: 
Powers House, $3; Whitcom8 House, $2; National 
Hotel, $1.50; Waverly House, $1, $1.25, $1.50, and 
$2, according to rooms taken; Congress Hall, $1.25; 
Ayer's Hotel, $1. The boarding-houses generally 
will charge $1 per day, and there will be many pri
vate rooms to rent, and one can get meals out at 
restaurants very cheap. 

THE RAILROAD ARRANGEMENTS. 
The Rochester and Pittsburgh raih·oad will convey 

home free of charge all who attend the convention 
over that line from any station from Rochester to 
Pittsburgh. The Rome, Watertown and Ogdens
burg railroad will return all who attend over that 
road at one cent a mile. The Grand Trunk Railway 
of Canada will do the same thing. Those who come 
over from Canada on the steam boat Norseman will 
be returned to Point Hope, Canada, for sixty cents. 
The Cobourg, Peterboro & Marmora railroad, of Can
ada, will return free of charge from Point Hope. 
The Erie railway will sell excursion tickets at two 
cents a mile from any station on the following named 
branches of its road to Rochester: On the division 
between Hornellsville and Rochester; ori the division 
between Corning and Rochester; on the division be
tween Suspension Bridge and Rochester; on the di
vision between Buffalo and Rochester, and on the 
division between Jamestown and Buffalo. 

Persons residing west of Chatauqua Lake should 
purchase excursion tickets to Chatauqua Lake and 
from there go to Salamanca, and purchase a ticket 
at Salamanca over the Rochester and Pittsburgh 
Railroad to Rochester. As above stated, they will 
be returned free to Salamanca. Arrangements are 
not yet perfected for cheap rates of fare from Boston 
and New York city and from Detroit, which we hope 
to obtain soon. 

THE HALL. 
The Academy of Music, the finest hall in the city, 

in which the convention is to be held, as before 
stated, is to be beautifully decorated with flowers, 
evergreens, house plants, flags, and mottos. 

TO SECURE PLACES. 
Those who desire to secure places in advance can 

write to Dr. C. Fred. Farlin, secretary Local Com
mittee, 36 Sophia st., Rochester, N. Y. 

H. L. GREEN, Sec. N. Y. S. F. A. 
P. S . .All Liberal papers that wish for the success 

of the convention will confer a favor by publishing 
the above communication. 

P. S. No.2. The Freethinkers of Canada who desire 
to attend the convention over the Grand Trunk Rail
way should send to H. L. Green, Salamanca, N.Y., 
inclosing a three-cent stamp for a certificate allow
ing them excursion rates. 

P. S. No.3. Every reader is requested to get as 
much as possible of the above article into his or her 
local secular paper. 

~-----.~------

Science Schools on Sunday, Instead of Sunday
Schools. 

Immense fortunes hav been accumulated in the 
past few years by venders of quack nostrums. A 
well-known proprietor of a popular cure-all declares 
he would rather hav a lien on the credulity of the 
American people than a first mortgage on all their 
real estate. 

The credulity of the purchasers who thus waste 
needed means is of itself very pitiful, but how infi
nitly more pitiable the vast amount of sickness and 
suffering thus· proved to exist--the greater part of 
which is the result of physical excess, injurious hab
its, and the ignoring of nature's laws. 

Not alone the vicious and depraved, but the moral, 
the educated, the highly respectable, are uncon
sciously-in many cases recklessly-indulging in acts 
and habits that are undermining their constitutions, 
insuring early death or decrepit middle age, and a 
progeny mentally and physically imperfect, if not 
actually deformed. . 

If the present generation studied the laws of their 
being, they would attain purer, healthier, and conse
quently happier livs. As it is, jaded nature is forced 
beyond the bounds of its normal activity, resulting 
in an unnatural drain on their physical capital; soon 
the era of deficit sets in, credit givs out, and the re
sort is to quacks and healers, who supply stimulus 
which for a time keeps up the extra and unnatural 
strain-" keeping the word of promis to the ear, to 
break it to the hope," until the system breaks down, 
and lingering misery finds release in death. 

Obedience to nature's laws would insure health 
and strength, alike of mind and body, as surely as 
violation of her laws insures the dread penalty which 
no vicarious atonement, no pardoning power, how
ever high or mighty, can release or save from. 

While dashing furiously along the track of pleas
ure, mounted on the fiery steed, Desire, Reason calls 
"whoa!" in vain. · Desire, like the runaway colt, has 
learnt her power and will use it at her pleasure, re
gardless of consequences; each indulgence only mak-

SPEAKERS ENGAGED. ing her harder to restrain. 
The following persons hav agreed to be present The tenible effects of persistent violation of the 

Would not knowledge of and obedience to the same 
laws in procreation result in better, more perfect, 
and healthier human bodies and brains, hence hap
pier and more useful lives? 

It is not enough to point out and destrny error; 
we must build up truth in its place. Instead of Sun
day-schools with classes to learn faith in supernatur
alism, let us establish, in every neighborhood where 
ten or more Freethinkers can be brought together, 
science schools on Sunday, with classes in physiologv, 
phrenology, therapeutics, and hygiene. " 

Teach old and young to know themselvs, and how 
not alone to preserve health and strength of mind 
and body, but also how to abate or remedy disease, 
weakness, malformation, or evil tendencies inherited 
or acquired; how to best cultivate that which most 
needs development; how to cause to remain or be
come dormant that which is in excess. Make such 
schools and classes cheerful, gay, instructiv, and en
tertaining. Use every effort to induce attendance of 
the most intelligent friends, neighbors, and their 
children. 

At first it may seem up-hill work, but a little pa
tient perseverance, and classes will increase and mul
tiply. Remember, scientific knowledge is the only 
safe reliance to dispel the dark clouds of ignorance, 
superstition, and suffering. 

Having bid farewell to church of creeds, join the 
church of deeds. Instead of metaphysical questions, 
of idle rites and silly ceremonies, let us learn how to 
repair and preserve health and strength of mind and 
body. Inspire each other with love of right and 
truth, with a spirit of fidelity to duty, and an earnest 
desire to acquire and impart knowledge of what most 
nearly concerns ourselvs, our children, our life in this 
present world. 

We need science schools on Sundays in which all 
shall be deeply interested; where a spirit of genial 
love shall prevail; a love that shall practically en
deavor to "promote the happiness of the human race; 
a love that pities the suffering and points out the 
rational physiological means of relief; that will afford 
help and comfort to the afflicted, and prevent its en
tailment on their progeny; a love to make men and 
women more useful, educating them to be masters 
of themselvs, lords of their passions, and arbitrators 
of their own destinies. 

Such schools will lack the emotional slush, mush, 
and gush of the meeting-house; but instead will im
part truth, knowledge, strength of purpose, courage, 
and self-reliance. And from the facts of science and 
the study of the laws of nature and the true· brother
hood of humanity, shall be born a better, higher, and 
more reasonable hope of future happiness than was 
ever begotten of mesmeric, psychologic communion 
with God, the outpouring of the holy ghost (wind), 
or ecstatic visions of immortal glory, dwelling with 
swan-winged angels,· in a city high as it is broad, 
with jeweled walls and pearly gates, to keep close 
prisoners those who would escape the wearisome 
monotony of everlastingly singing, "Holy, holy, 
holy." 

Educate until the mental shall hold the animal in 
subjection; passion be curbed and overcome. Then 
shall procreation result in such well-developed be
ings-who in turn will be fully instructed how to 
continue the good work of progress. and improve
ment-that sickness and suffering shall be rare ex
ceptions, and cessation of life before a ripe old age 
only the result of accident. 

Rochester, N Y. CHARLES B. REYNOLDS. 

To the Freethinkers of Canada. 

and address the convention: Hon. Elizur ·wright, laws of our being are seldom at the time realized, 
of Boston; Hon. Thaddeus B. Wakeman, of New and because punishment is not instantaneous, the 
York city; Courtlandt Palmer, of New York city; suffering and misery that must follow-sometimes 
Hon. C. B. Waite, of Chicago; Mrs. Amelia Colby, slow, but not the less inevitable-is not feared until 
of Buffalo; Susan H. Wixon, of Fall River, Mass.; it comes. Instead of insisting on reformation, ab
Mrs. H. S. Lake, of Milwaukee, Wis.; C. Fannie staining from that which produced the evil, and by 
Allyn, of Stoneham, Mass.; Miss Ellen Wright, of strict obedience to the laws of physiology and hygiene 
Boston; J. E. Remsburg, of Atchinson, Kan.; Prof. endeavoring to repair the damage, Christianity 
John Stolz, of Chicago; William S. Bell, of Boston; teaches, "It is a mysterious dispensation of divine 
J. H. Burnham, of Saginaw City, Mich.; lVI. Bab• providence;" "Whom the Lord loveth he chasten
cock, St. Johns, Mich.; W. F. Jamieson, Lake City. eth ;" "Bear suil"ering with patience_.:. it was sent 
Minn.; T. C. Leland, New York city; Samuel P. Put- by the dear, loving savior for some wise purpose;" 
nam, of New York city; Allen Pringle, Selby, Can- "It is all for the best, if you only trust in the Lord," 
ada; E. A. Stevens, Chicago; C. Fred. Farlin, M. D., etc., etc. 
Rochester; Jay Chaapel, Brighton, N. Y.; Geo. N. The duty of Liberals is to inculcate a higher, holier, 
Hill, Boston; T. L. Brown, M. D., Binghamton, N.Y.; truer docti:in of the ends and use of human life. In
George Chainey, of Boston; J. A.. Seitz, North Con- stead of the worse than waste of time, money, and en
way, N. H. ergy in the Sunday-school, children should be in-

We are in correspondence with the following ad- structed that there is sopJ.ething more required to 
ditional distinguished Freethought speakers and 

1 

secure their future happiness than memorizing verses 
hope to procure their attendance: Col. Robert G.; from the Bible, gabbling the catechism, or singing 

Freethinkers of Canada, desiring to attend the 
Rochester Freethinkers' Convention by the way of 
Port Hope, over the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, 
should write to H. L. Green, inclosing postage stamp 
for a certificate that will entitle the holder to a low 
rate excursion ticket. There will be excursion rates 
across the lake at Port Hope. H. L. GREEN. 

Salamanca, N Y. 
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Notes. 
PROF. PHILIP ScHAFF, D. D., believes that King James's ver

l!ion of the Bible is " doomed to a peaceful death and honor
able burial,'' and that it will be superseded by the revision, 
which is better. By the way the new version remains unsold 
and the old one unread, it looks as though both were doomed 
t; die together. 

S. P. PUTNAM's "Golden Throne" has found its way across 
the Atlantic and is to shine in the pages of the the Ser:ular 
Rev:er.v and greet the eyes of English Liberals, who will no 
doubt revel in this Freethought romance of the New World, 
which is well worthy of the compliment thus paid to it by 
the London press. 

ORLANDO WHEAT, of Waco, writes that the Liberals of his 
town hav good prospects of early commencing and complet
ing the first Liberal hall in Texas. This is good news, and 
we hope no time will be lost in erecting the structure. Every 
city ought to possess a hall within whose walls speech is free 
and ideas welcomed, no matter how radical. A church is a 
prison-pen for the mind. 

THE old woman in London who quoted from the Bible the 
precept, "Ask and ye shall receive; seek and ye shall find," 
to prove that begging was "churchlike," was right, and if 
the magistrate before whom she was brought for begging was 
a sincere Christian he ought, logically, to hav dismissed her, 
which he did not. She could hav further quoted, as a bibli-· 
cal justification for her conduct, that command of Christ to 
" Take no thought for the morrow,'' for only beggars and 
tramps liv practically up to this. They are the Christlike 
people of to-day, and do in their small way what the church 
does colossally. 

EVEN the Calvinistic papers are weakening on hell, and 
poking fun at it. The Christian at Work publishes this: 

"The Christian Register :inakes fun of the declarations of 
the Andover creed upon the subject of everlasting punish
ment, by setting them to music. Our neighbor can find other 
material for fun in Matthew xxv, 31-40. And suppose those 
declarations of scripture do not furnish fun in eternity? Get 
your fun where you can, but remember he laughs best who 
laughs last." • 

If this thing continues, Buckley and his Advocate will be 
the only orthodox preacher and paper in the countt·y. There 
is no danger of their going back on the consoling doctrin, for 
Mr. Buckley too ardently desires a hell for his rivals. 

WE hav received from our friend, E. A. Stevens, of the 
Radical Review, a copy of Prof. Richards's statuet of Thomas 
Paine. It is afac simile of the design intended for the mon
ument of Paine to be erected in Lincoln Park, Chicago, when 
sufficient funds are obtained. It represents Paine sitting at 
his table, with his head resting upon his left hand, in a 
thoughtful mood. On the table is a manuscript and in his 
right hand a pen, as though he were writing and had stopped 
for a moment to think. The whole is an exceedingly neat 
piece of workmanship. It is claimed by the sculptor, Mr. 
Richards, that the likeness is the only correct one extant, being 
·modeled from a death mask, which with Paine's other effects 
was sent to France, where Mr. Richards discovered it some 
years ago and secured it for this purpose. The price of the 
statuet is $14. Orders for it should be addressed to E. A. 
Stevens, 73 Randolph street, Chicago, ill. 

THE recent death of Bishop Colenso brings to mind the 
fact that he once wrote a powerful book against the authen
ticity of the Pentateuch. He was of course dragged before 
the church authorities, but could not be deposeLl. The fol
lowing from London Truth shows of how little value the 
church now considers the alleged writings of Moses the 
Meek: 

"And now it is really difficult to understand what all the 
Colenso fuss was about. Any clergyman may get up in al
most any pulpit in England at the present time and say that 
the value of the Bible does not turn upon its historical or sci
entific accuracy; and no one will so much as lift his eye brows. 
Canon Farrar teaches very much what Professor Maurice 
taught about eternal punishment-with only this difference: 
that he repeated the doctrin after the master, and a few years 
later on. So Maurice-perhaps, next to Newman, the great
est living force the church of England has had this century
was turned out of King's College, while the amiable and 
wordy author of the 'Life of Christ' is supposed to be in the 
running for a bishopric!" 

THE Advocate recommends as a good book for young min
isters to read Gibbon's "Decline and Fall of the Roman Em
pire." In this choice we are happy to say we can commend 

· our pious contemporary. But we are. afraid the Advocate 
would choose the "edited" editions, as they giv a good ac
count of pagan nations, but fail to show that Christianity 
sprung from the loins of dying heathenism. As the history 
of the early Christians is an interesting study we would add 
this to the Advocate's advice: Let every theological student 
procure the book recently issued by Mr. Eckler, in which is 
found without abridgment or addition, Gibbon's history of 
Christianity. After a perusal of this book we think the 
would-be divine· will not feel so confident that he has been 
" called of God" to preach. To further this good work we 
shall continue to send the book by mail, postage paid, for $2, 
aud if any college cub applies, his order will be filled just the 
same as an intellectual man's order would. 

A WEsTERN journal givs the Rev. Dr. Patton, editor of the 
Baptist paper of this city a little lesson in the Bible. It will 
be remembered that at the last session of Congress Senator 
Ingalls, in paying tribute to a deceased colleag, used ·the 
quotation, "If a man die shall be liv again?" On this Dr. 
Patton flamed out in his paper, saying: "The Senate is not 
the forum wherefrom to preach sermons on Infidelity, nor 
should the occasion of memorial serviceR upon a deceased 
colleag be embraced to question, as did Mr. Ingalls, whether 
if a man die shall he liv again?' " To this the journal S>tys: 

We quote the 14th chapter, concluding with the line charged 
up against Ingalls: . 

1. Man that is born of a woman is of few days, and full of 
trouble. 

2. He Mmeth forth like a flower, and is cut down; he fleeth 
also as a shadow, and contiuueth not. 

7. For there is hope of a tree, if it be cut down, that it will 
sprout again, and that the tender branch thereof will not 
cease. 

8. Though the root thereof wax old in the earth, and the 
stock thereof die in the ground; 

9. Yet through the scent of water it will bud, and bring 
forth boughs like a plant. · 

10. But man dieth, and wasteth away; yea, man giveth up 
the ghost, and where is he? 

11. As the waters fail from the sea, and the flood decayeth 
and drieth up; 

12. So man lieth down, and l"iseth not; till the heavens be 
no more they shall not awake, nor be raised out of their 
sleep. 

14. If a man die, shall he liv again? 
Before we take leave of this subject we would inform Dr. 

Patton that neither of the following words are to be found in 
any part of the Old Testament: 'Immortal,' 'immortality,' or 
'immortality of the soul.' 

As the doctor. confounds Senator Ingalls with Job, he may 
be far astray on other matters. We should like to hear ~rom 
Dr. Patton on the above omissions." 

will be no exception. The New York State Freethinkers 
Association has a constitution but no creed; it has by-laws 
but no Bible. And neither constitution nor by-laws has a 
word to say about Spiritualism or M11.terialism. All that is 
required is that members may be in accord with the objeots 
of the association. These objects are identical with the ob
jects of the Leagu!3. Therefore, discouragement to this body 
is discouragement to the League, and the church will not be 
slow to question the honesty and sincerity of any professed 
Liberal who does not work with his friends. In comment
ing upon our remarks in THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 30th, 
Mr. Schumm charges us with endeavoring to "create a prej
udice against the Review, because German blood flows 
through the veins of its editors!" This is childish, and so 
far from the truth that we will not take space to say anything 
about it. Next to the English scientists and philosophers
Tyndall, Darwin, Huxley, Mill, and' f:;pencer-the Germans 
hav given us the best weapons against the church. Who 
that has read Haeckel does not revere the German institu
tions tha$ educated him? Buchner's " Force and Matter " 
is one of the most destructiv assaults ever made upon thll 
philosophy of the teleologists. England's Shakspere is 
rivaled by Germany's Goethe. To the scholarship of Ger
many the world owes much of the science of the present 
day, and not even Mr. Schumm himself can hav a higher re
gard for that country and that country's philosophers than 
ourselvs. But this is not a question of races. It is simply a 
consicleration of the best means of " gittin' thar ," as some of 
our Western friends put it. Whether there is a fnture life 
or not is not now under discussion. We know we liv here 
and we know that the mere fact that a man disbelieves in the 
Christian theology subjects him to serious disadvantages 
and disabilities. The Spiritualist and Materialist are in the 
same boat. in this, and should and will fight together to re
move them. A division of forces is, if not suicide, at least a 
much longer postponement of victory. 

THE Sun has discovered another ''Infidel preacher" in the 
person of the Rev. C. W. Park, of New Haven; but on exam
ination his heresy is found to be of an exceedingly mild type. 
Nevertheless the Sun is right in calling him an Infidel, for 
unless a man believes the church creeds in all their hideous 
and repulsiv entirety he is an Infidel of some species. We 
respect a man who acknowledges his errors when he sees 
them, and cannot expect one whose ancestors were all ex
treme churchmen to break away from his mental sen·itude 
all at once. Mr. Park is a Puritan by descent and a Calvin
ist by training. It is greatly to his credit that he has any 
heretical ideas at all. One portion of his heresy consists in 
rejecting the dogma of infant baptism, he holding that it is 
no baptism at all. When the child reached a mature age he 
would be required to be baptized again. For ourselvs, we 
fail to see much advance in this. If a washing, say at twenty
one, will last a man till death, we think the twenty-one add
ed years will not make him much dirtier. Besides, it is much 
less trouble to baptize an infant, it not requiring nearly so 
muscular a preacher to dip him. And with the limpsey di
vinity students now graduating this must be an object. Fu
ture punishment was another point on which Mr. Park was 
shaky. He believes there is a possibility for salvation for 
everybody. This proves that Mr. Park has a heart, and that 
is not, and never has been, any part ·of the equipment of a 
Calvinist preacher. In this his heresy is of a very grave na
ture. As the Sun says, and the Sun is a better al1thority in 
church creeds than the Independent, "take away the Calvinis
tic doctrin of future punishment, endless and inexorable, 
and the Puritan faith has lost one of its chief pillars." But 
Mr. Park's heresy does not end here. He acknowledged that 
his views regarding the Bible were about like those of the 
Rev. Heber Newton. The Bible was true so far, according to 
his notion, as it appealed to our conscience and experience. 
That is, he judged the Bible as he would any other book, 
and, of course, rejected the doctrin of its inspiration. These 
views therefore removed the last prop from orthodoxy, from 
all Christian theology. There is no divine standard of faith, 
according to him. A man must believe only what seems rea
sonable to him. There is no word of God, as theology has 
taught. All these facts concerning Mr. Park's real belief 
were elicited by a council of twenty-nine ministers who were 
examining him as to his fitness to preach to a Congregational 
congregation in New Haven. The council unanimously de
cided that he was unfit to be called a minister. A man who 
does not believe that ninety-nine people out of a hundred 
will go to hell cannot pound the pulpit in that town. But, 
asks the Sun, "are the chances of Mr. Park's obtaining a 
Congregational pulpit destroyed?" And answers its own 
question thus: "Not at all. More likely calls will now pour 
in upon him. He is just the sort of pastor to be popular. 
Infidelity is now so common in the church that there is an 
acti v demand for Infidel preachers. It is reported that the 
New Haven church is determined to hav him without regard 
to the council." All of which still further illustrates that In
fidelity is in the air, and that theology and theologians are 
evoluting fast. We trust the Sun may soon find another 
heretic to mourn over. Its lachrymoRe wails are interesting 
to the unbeliever if they do not afford unbounded consolation 
to our friend Buckley, of the Advocate. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
Mn. CHARLES WATTs has decided to revisit this country and 

Canada for three or four months, arriving in September. He 
wishes to immediately begin lecturing, and friends desiring 
his services can address him in care of THE TnUTH SEEKER. 
We know that he will do a great deal of good in the field, and 
trust that he may be kept busy. We shall cordially welcome 
him back to renew an acquaintance that was very pleasant. 

THE Freethinkers of northern and central New York will 
hold a three-days' meeting l'lt Carthage, N.Y., on Friday, Sat
urday, and Sunday, July 27th, 28th, and 29th. The speakers 
will be ex-Rev. J. H. Burnham, Mrs. H. S. Lake, H. L. Green, 
and others. Professor vV. F. Peck will furnish the vocal and 
instrumental music. This is the first meeting of the kind 
ever held in the vicinity, and it is very important that there 
be a general attendance of the Liberals of the northern part 
of the state. 

THE fourth congress of the International Federation of 
Freethought Societies will be held at Amsterdam, beginning 
Aug. 31st, and continuing to and including Sept. 2d. Dr. H. 
C. Muller, secretary of the General Council, writes us that 
the prospects for a full representation and attendance are 
very good. Already Mr. Bradlaugh, Mrs. Besant, Professor 
L. Buchner (Darmstadt), Dr. de Paepe, A. S. Morin, from 
Paris; Dr. E. Schlager, and others, hav promised to attend. 
Mr. C. V. Gerritsen (Amersfoort) and Dr. Y. M. Smit (Apel
doorn) will represent America in the General Council of the 
Federation. All bodies of Freethinkers in this country are 
in vi ted to send delegates, and the invitation to attend is gen
eral. Communications should be addressed to Dr. H. C. 
Muller, 122 Brouwersgracht, Amsterdam. 

"Dr. Patton actually thinks that the line referred to is 
original with the senator. Great blunder. It is as old as the 
Bible, and was uttered by Job over four thousand years ago. 

ON another page we print a very candid and just rebuke of 
the editor of the Radical Review, from the pen of Hon. A. B. 
Bradford. We also hav another, which will be printed next 
week, from the able Spiritualist, Geo. Lynn. The drift of Mr. 
Bradford's accords with the mild reproof administered 
by THE TRUTH SEEKER in a recent issue. Mr. Schumm's 
assumptions that Materialists and Spiritualists cannot work 
together for the attainment of the objects of the National 
Liberal League is absurd and essentially il-Liberal. We dis
like to criticize the actions of a neighbor, as it savors too 
much of the spirit of the sectarian journals which are eter
nally at war with each other over non-essentials, splitting 
theological hairs to a fineness indistinguishable to ordinary 
folks. But in this case it is a matter of vital importance to 
the success of Liberalism. A party divided against itself 
cannot accomplish anything. If the great body of Free
thinkers splits up into sects, Spiritualist, Materialist, Posi
tivist, and what not, then good-by to any practical work. 
The force they should expend upon the common enemy will 
be wasted in futil words. Concentration and organization 
should be our immediate objects. The Rochester Conven
tion, the throwing of cold water upon which by the Review 
called forth our remarks and Mr. Bradford's rebuke, is a step 
toward bringing about a more perfect union. Liberals will 
go away from that meeting cheered and strengthened lly the 
association with fellow Liberals. Every convention yet held 
has done good and spread the truth. The coming meeting 

Mns. S. J. LENONTwrites from Northfield, Minn., under date 
of Sunday, June 24th: "Seldom, if ever, hns this bigoted 
city, which boasts of its two sectarian colleges, been blessed 
with such a ' feast of reason and flow of soul ' as we enjoyed 
this afternoon at the Opera House in listening to a lecture 
delivered by Dr. W. D. Cole, of Medford, Minn. Subject: 
' The Origin of the Christian Religion.' The doctor deserves 
great credit from all those who were fortunate enough to be 
present to hear the scholarly discourse and the masterly 
manner in which it was delivered. It was plainly manifested 
throughout the delivery-which was about two hours-that 
the lecture was well received. The doctor is young in the 
lecture field of Freethought, but there are but few more 
earnest worke.-s. He not only drives every nail home, but 
clinches it, and he is not afraid to handle the hydra-headed 
monster-orthodoxy-' without gloves,' and expose its true 
character, from its own history, regardless of fear or favor 
from any one. Could we be blessed with such a discourse 
once each week, it would not be many months ere the scales 
of bigotry and superstition would fall from the eyes of many 
who are now groveling~ in 'Egyptian darkness.' However 
antagonistic it may be to their antiquated theories, yet noth
ing but the plain truth, the stubborn facts, will ever aliena.te 
the masses from priestly control and guide them to the 
sacred fount of reason. But in Minnesota we are under 
great disadvantages. We lack workers. ' '!'he harvest is 
ripe, but the laborers are few.' We also lack organization; 
while the enemies of our race are completely organized and 
perfectly equipped with all the sinews of war. Even the 
press is so completely under the control of the churches that 
it is almost impossible, to get a lecture advertised when we 
do get together. If every Liberal would commence work 
with the same earnestness that our enemies manifest we 
would soon hav an organization in every town and precinct 
throughout the United States, and if each member would giv 
according to his ability, then we could avail ourselvs of the 
best talent in the land aud 'fight the devil with fire.' As few 
as the laborers are, if they are only stanch and energetic they 
can accomplish much good. Come, Liberals, let us 'put 
our shoulders to the wheel and lift,' and we will be surprised 
t the result.'' 

, 
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gfommunicafiol(s. 

Mormon Wickedness. 
To ~HE EmToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sii: Will 

you allow me space in your valuable paper (which I 
think the most Liberal of all papers, as discussing both 
sides of every question worthy of discussion) to reply 
to" The Mormon Problem" as published by you on 
February 17, 1883. My only object in writing is that 
the Liberals of the world should know really what 
Mormonism is and what it proclaims itself to be, for 
evidently it is as littie understood to-day by the mass 
of Liberals outside of Utah as !l.ny question that has 
agitated the minds of men for the last fifty years. 

I will dividE! my subject into three parts. First, 
what is Mormonism, its aims and objects? second, 
a few words in reply to Judge Black's plea; third, 
that the Liberals and TRUTH SEEKER are mistaken 
about the under dog in Utah. 

What is Mormonism ? To answer this in the 
cause of truth and justice correctly is to let Mormon 
apostles speak for themselvs, which I will do without 
adding or diminishing from their divine works. As a 
matter of fact, I admit that Mormonism is a legiti
mate child of Christianity, for no person can liv up 
to the requirements of the Bible and be a good 
citizen of the United States. 

First you shall hear from Orson Pratt, one of the 
very few apostles who had enough brains to write 
anything (see remarkable visions of Joseph Smith, 
as published by the above apostle, from page 1 to 15, 
for all the following; all I may add I will place in 
brackets): Joseph Smith, Jr., was born in the town 
of Sharon, Windsor Co., Vermont, December 23, 
1805. When ten years old, he moved to Palmyra, N. 
Y., and lived in that vicinity until he was twenty
one. He could read without much . difficulty, 
but wrote a very imperfect hand. When somewhere 
about 14 or 15 years old he reflected upon the tenets 
of the hundreds of denominations and made up his 
mind they were all wrong. It also occurred to his mind 
that God was the author of but one doctrin. If any 
one of these denominations be the church of Christ, 
which is it? He could not rest till he became satis
fied in relation to this question. 

We next find him in a grove near his father's 
house, in the town of Manchester, kneeling down in 
prayer, asking God to tell him all about this ques
tion of his soul. At first the power of darkness 
came tempting him, endeavoring to overcome him, 
but he kept on, anxiously expecting to get an answer 
from God. He saw a very bright and glorious light 
in the heavens above. At first it seemed afar off. 
It gradually descended toward him, and as it came 
nearer it increased in brightness and magni
tude, so that by the time it reached the tops of the 
trees the whole wilderness was illuminated in a glor
ious manner, etc., and when it reached the earth he 
was in the midst of it. He was soon enwrapped 
in a heavenly vision, and saw two glorious per
sonages, who exactly resembled each other in fea
tures or likeness. [Mythical father and son. J He 
was informed his sins were forgiven him; also in
formed that God did not acknowledge anything 
that was then on the earth. The promis was given 
him that at some future time the true gospel should 
be made known to him, and the vision withdrew 
some time after. Being young, he was again entan
gled in the vanities of the world; but he repented. 

On September 21, 1823, an angel came again, 
forgave Joe his sins, saying God sent him to do so; 
took him and let him hav a look at the gold Bible; 
told him it was the only true gospel, that it had been 
hid there since the beginning of the fifth century, 
and that it was a divine history of America. The 
:first colony came over when God was scared at the 
dispersion of the tower of Babel. They were very 
enlightened and pious Jaredites. The second colony 
came direct from the city of Jerusalem, about six 
hundred years before Christ (if anyone knows when 
that was, let him speak). God killed off the first 
colony about the same time. These last emigrants 
were called Nephites--all pious and good. They 
subsequently became very wicked, and God got mad 
and made them kill each other, till there was only 
Mormon and a few men left. The American Indians 
are their descendants. They hav lost all their arts, 
science, civilization, and their skill in writing gold 
bibles. 

On September 22, 1827, the angel gave the gold 
plates into Joseph Smith's hands, size 8x7, and bound 
like a book, with rings six inches thick; weight 200 
pounds. As soon as he had the plates he started for 
home, but two villains were lying in wait to rob him 
of them. One struck him a powerful blow with a 
club before he perceived them; but being strong and 
large, he got loose and ran for home. They pursued 
him near home, then turned back for fear of pursuit. 
(Query: If there was only a myth-god, son, angel 
visits, and Joe in the plot, how did these two villains 
know Joe had these sacred golden records?) To in
telligently understand Mormonism, it should be 
known that Joseph Smith is not the originator at all. 
Sidney Rigdon, Oliver Cowdery, M11>rtin Harris, and 

quite a number of the old nabobs, concocted the 
whole scheme. Smith was the jumping-jack till he 
knew he had the biggest trump, then he held on till 
the plot was laid for his assassination. His death 
made way for the ambitious ones who had designed 
it from before the 6th day of April, 1830, when the 
church was organized with six members. 

It would take a book to tell all about what the an
gels and Joe told each other during their numerous 
interviews. In brief, Joe obtained the Melchisedec 
and Aaronic priesthood direct from heaven, from the 
same priests (angels) who held the keys, and was also 
ordained by an angel, as was also P. Cowdery. " The 
priesthood is in the place of God on earth, to bless, 
curse, giv, or take. The earth is the Lord's, and all 
therein, and we are his saints," etc. One quota
tion from the Book of Mormon alone will· satisfy all 
Freethinkers of its spuriousness. Bear in mind that 
these plates were hidden by the instruction of 
a holy angel direct from God to Moroni, son of Mor
mon. Then read this quotation as published in the 
work above referred to, by an inspired apostle of the 
Lord Jesus Christ, page 15. · The gospel in the Book 
of Mormon is the same as that in the New Testament, 
so help me D. M. Bennett. Is not that inspiration 
from a personal God-and the only true God, of 
course? 

The only man on earth to-day to whom this God 
speaks is John Taylor, who, in his mind, is God's 
vicegerent, prophet, priest, and king. This man's 
word, in all things temporal and spiritual, is the voice 
of God to every man, woman, and child baptized in 
the Mormon church; all others are damned. This is 
taught in all their theological works. In practice, it 
is carried out as far ·as the priesthood dare. If Utah 
were a state, the same reign of terror would be inau
gurated, in less than one year, that existed here from 
October 6, 1848, till the United States government 
placed General Connor and his company of troops 
at Camp Douglass, near Salt Lake City. The organ
ization known as the Danite band, wh·o commenced 
their hellish work in Missouri, continued in illinois 
until forbearance ceased to be a virtue and humanity 
arose en masse. I hav the information froin living 
Mormons (given when I was supposed to be sound 
in the faith) almost as old as their church, who worked 
on the Nauvoo temple from its foundation till they had 
to cease, that the church never killed its own stock 
for beef, mutton, or pork, from tl1e time the temple 
was commenced until it was completed. Every 
night after dark a band was driven to the saints' 
slaughter-house, the hides, heads, etc., fed to the 
fishes, and by sunrise the meat was ready for God's 
chosen saints. The prophet, apostles, high council
lors,· quorums of seventy, elders, high priests, priests, 
teachers, and deacons, were all teaching at this time 
that the earth was the Lord's, and the saints had the 
divine right to steal the cattle of gentiles. I wish to 
emphatically impress upon the minds of Liberals 
that Mormonism is a revealed religion, direct from a 
personal God, etc.-that is, it assumes to be; but of 
course it is like all other revealed religions-a base, 
infamous lie, concocted and conceived by evil-design
ing persons. 

Its objects are to boldly state a lie; then to stub
bornly stick to it as just as good as the truth. This 
is the strength of Mormonism and Christianity, with 
this difference: Mormonism to-day is what Chris
tianity was when the church of Christ burnt Bruno. 
The only reason the gentiles of Utah are not de
stroyed to-day as the heretics were in those godly 
times, when God and his holy priests reigned su
preme, is not because God or the priests hav changed, 
but because the Mormons hav not the power. 
Their spirit and intentions are the same to-day and 
forever. I could quote from many of the authorities 
of the church now living. As one of the very best ed
ucated and talented men ever in the Mormonchruch, 
now dead, said on a Fourth of July celebration, 
"The voice of the people is the voice of the devil." 
Their cry is that they are the most loyal people 
in the United States; still, all the loyalty they 
know or acknowledge is obedience to God and 
his holy priesthood, and cannot by any manner 
of means be otherwise; for proof, every man and 
woman and child eight years old at baptism cov
enants to obey God when they reach Utah from Great 
Britain, Germany, or Norway (there hav not been 
four hundred American converts in twenty-five years, 
excepting Utah's young crop). These foreign-born 
people, alien in heart and in fact to everything 
American, make a covenant, after being washed 
and greased from the crown of their heads to 
the soles of their feet, that they will obey God 
and his holy priesthood in all things, temporal 
and spiritual, and help to avenge the blood of 
Joseph Smith upon this nation, and help to estab
lish the kingdom of God upon the earth. This is not 
a spiritual kingdom in any sense. To divulge any of 
th~se mysteries is to sin against the Holy Ghost, 
which can never be forgiven by God or his servants, 
hence the doctrin. of blood atonement as preached 
and published by the divine thugs, &nd practiced 
even now. 

Do not think me tedious dwelling on this subject 
so long, as you may think Mo:r:rnonis:rn ~ Vf2fY small 

affair. 
earth. 

Small drops make the seas---'little grains the 

Mormonism governs Utah with a more despotic the
ocracy than Russia is governed by to-day. Mor
monism is the most perfect organization on the earth 
to suppress free thought, free press, free mails, n.nd 
the rights of man. Mormonism is an absolute the
ocracy, not in theory, but in fact. For instance, 
there is one God. There is never but one man on the 
earth at one time to whom he makes known his will. 
See John Taylor, Arson, Spencer, the Pratts, Frank
lin, D. Richards, Brigham Young, etc., on priesthood. 
This almighty octopus givs his orders to the apostles, 
they to high priests, seventy bishops, bishops to 
teachers and deacons. The teachers visit every mem
ber in the church in all the world, on an average of 
twice a month the year around. The counsel these 
men giv is the word of God, direct from him, through 
the only channel he ever recognized in ancient or 
modern times. If the member knows the teacher is 
a liar, thief, murderer, or libertin, it makes no dif
ference so long as God has appointed him and keeps 
him in office. These teacher's words are a savior of 
life or death. To disobey is to sin against the holy 
priesthood, the holy ghost, and God. Yet these 
priest-ridden slaves talk about the American Consti
tution being given by inspiration of God. JHany 
Mormon works will prove that God never by 
prophet, seer, vision, or even a dream, spoke to any 
person on the earth, from John to Joseph Smith. 
When John Taylor published a paper called the Mor
mon in New York, in 1854, or near that time, Ire
member on a scroll on the illustated page was this: 
"The Constitution of the United States, given by in
spiration of God. John Smith." My opinion is John 
Taylor is the originator of the lie, to blind public 
opinion to the real objects of the priesthood. This 
statement is in direct opposition to all Mormon 
prophecies by Smith, Young, Taylor, Cannon, Arson, 
Hyde, Book of Mormon, etc. There every breath is 
a curse on this republic and its people, except they 
become Mormons. I hav never seen such a state
ment in any church publication prior to J olm Taylor's 
illustration in New York, and do not believe Smith 
ever said such a thing. The Mormon church cannot 
produce the proof, for as early as 1833, in his history 
published by Brigham Young, Taylor, etc., he was 
accused of seeking after kingly power by a quorum 
of high priests. This constitutional question is only 
now raised because the priesthood want a state 
reaching from the Gulf of Mexico to the open 
sea beyond the Arctic regions, where God has got 
the ten lost tribes hidden. So the an;sel told J. 
Smith, else apostle Pratt is a liar! In f;tct, we are 
told very plainly when these ten lost tribes come 
forth, and the Mormon missionaries collect the In
dians together, and the Mormon host combined, 
being all of Israel, there is not to be loft; root or 
branch of the gentiles or this gentile nation. 

Your readers will perceive there is no chance for . 
American ideas, where such an absolute priesthood 
prevails; they claim now they are Democrats, in 
hopes that party will help them to become a state, 
but John Taylor, Cannon, and Caine, can make 
every Mormon a Republican, an Independent Green
backer, or anything they wish in two weeks, and 
every one will go into court and swear by the Chris
tian's god that they changed their political views of 
their own free will and choice. Such is ]}[ormon
ism. 

Remember that Utah is as large as four or five of 
your New England states. It controls southern Idaho; 
the west part of Wyoming; a portion of Arizona; north 
eastern Nevada; and soon we will hav railroads 
connecting all these places. Mormon recruits for 
God's army on their arrival, are transported to col
onies where there are no gentiles or apostates; .they 
only know what the teachers tell them; their votes 
count as much as Judge Black's or President Arthur's 
six months after their arrival here. Yes, let every 
Liberal in America remember, if Utah becomes a 
state while the Mormons are in such a vast majority, 
they will control politically all the surrounding terri
tories. You ask how. I will explain. On each side 
of all territorial lines, you will find the Mormons lo
cated; the word of the Lord comes, thoy are to go 
on a certajn day to register, the same to vote; the 
same Lord commands them to go one, two, or throe 
hundred miles, and perform the same thing in anothor 
county and territory. The railroads will furnish the 
way, the Lord the means. This opinion of mine of 
the future is formed by observation and facts of the 
past. To 'my own knowledge, Charles C. Rich, one 
of the twelve apostles, was appointed by God, Brig
ham Young, and the holy priesthood in 1863, to go 
from Davis county, Utah, to Bear Lake Valley, Idaho, 
It was first called Richland county, then Rich, now 
Oneida county. In two years there were some thirteen 
settlements averaging about fifty inhahitants to each; 
every foot of land was claimed in the valley in De
cember 1864, that was possible to be used. I went 
there i~ that month. I thought I was getting out of 
the clutches of a malicious god called Elohim, but it 
was the mistake of mY life. This Rich had one of 
the best farms in every settlement. All the corner 
1Qts
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of value, in every town, or center, belonged to 
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the Rich family; all the best hay lands on the island Peabody, is one of the greatest philosophers the 
and between river and outlet of Bear Lake, was world has yet seen. It should also be remembered 
reserved from settlement till this man's sons became tha~ D'Holbach wrote at a time when modern Spirit
old enough to gobble up the whole. Then Rich ualiSm was unknown. Had he ever witnessed its 
comity became· Bear Lake; there was a Rich for most ;startling phenomena, the conclusions reached 
county- surveyor, asses?r and collecto~; ~ Rich for by his sagacious mind might hav been very different 
county clerk, prosecuting attorney, t:ithmgs office from what they were concerni:q.g immortality. I be
clerks, stor:e keepers, etc., and Charles C. Rich, Sr., lieve Mr. Peabody to be an honest investigator, but 
apostle, etc., member of the Utah legislature, receiv- he is unpossessed of sufficient practical data to entitle 
ing ·his mileage and compensation from the tax his opinion to weight, except as a theory. For many 
payei'S of Utah for some ten years, not having ten years I was a fellow-student with Mr. Peabody in 
legal votes in Utah territory; his home was, and his the intellectual arcana, and I am sure he will take no 
is in Paris, fourteen miles beyond the Utah line. excer~:ion to my strictures, since he has frequently 

The aim and object of Mormonisim is this: stated to me that he never made a carefully conduct
An absolute aristocracy for the few; pauperism for ed course of examination into the claims of the va
the many; a theocratic government, in place of our rious noted materializing mediums; hence, ·his 
constitution and institutions. · If Mormonism is knowledge is purely theoretical, and, in my opinion, 
right, then American ideas are wrong. If it is re- incapable of controverting' the results claimed to hav 
ligion, for a community of Europeans to settle in the been arrived at by Prof. Carl Frederick Zollner, the 
heart ofA.merica, and set up another government, a great German thinker, in hislong continued experi
kingdoni in fact, with every officer to run it, from menta with Dr. Slade, the American medium. These 
constable to king, in direct opposition to America and investigations are published with illustrativ diagrams 
her laws; if this political organization is religion, then in this country, under the title of "Transcendental 
Judge Black, the New Ycrk World, and many others Physics." Personally I am neither a convert to nor 
are right. If there is no religion in this political an opponent of Spiritualism. I do believe Chris
kingdom, then they are wrong. I assert there is tianity a great injury to mankind, and look hopefully 
none. I fully realize they are as superstitious, and to the day, fast approaching, when it shall be rele
submissiv to their masters, as Christians or Mahome- gated to the realms of other exploded myths of the 
tans, but they are not religious in a true sense, or in past. I do not agree with Mr. Peabody that in this 
the sense as implied in the amendment to our con- world "virtue is its own reward." I believe, on the 
stitution. The only way I define the word religion, is contrary, in the melancholy fact that skilled evil al
to do good, and if my definition is correct, then there most universally triumphs. A. day may dawn when 
is no religion in Mormonism at all; in theology or virtue and happiness will be synonymous terms, but 
politics; for it is organized vice and crime, against that time is yet far distant .. I sincerely hope there 
liberty; truth, and virtue. is no future life, for who can safely trnst himself, 

I need not tell your readers that the same cause even for one moment, in tpe power of a force (intel
that made Judge Black the champion of-Mormonism ligent or otherwise), which rules such a cruel,fright
made the world their advocate. The extra assess- fully cruel world, as this one wherein we liv~ A.lso it 
ment of these godly saints tu pay the Judge's fees, is more rational for men to concern themselvs about 
made them whine loud enough for me to hear that a future to come than a past which nothing willre-
they thought God and the priesthood should retain call to being. ELLIOTT PRESTON. 
a Mormon lawyer in place of a gentile at such ex
tortionate fees as Judge Black charged. Had not 
Judge Black been retained in 1881 to oppose Col. 
Robert Ingersoll, I should, from his argument, set 
him down as a shyster and trickster. I will admit 
he is an able Christian lawyer, and gav.e full satisfac
tion to his Mormon clients, by never touching the 
Mormon problem at all. Both men of straw set up 
by him and then knocked down, did not touch Utah 
and its affairs any more than it did the man in the 
moon, who, Christian teachers used to tell· us long 
ago, was caught up for picking up sticks on the holy 
sabbath day. I admit Judge Black bulldozed the 
president, the-house and Congress by his sophistry, 
but not the people; oh, no ! of the great west espec-

, ially. I presume Judge Black will admit Congress 
had the right to grant Utah the privilege of organ
izing Utah Territory according to law and not in 
conflict with the constitution and the United States. 
If Judge Black will investigate the laws made in 
Utah for the first fourteen years he will find nine
tenths of them unconstitutional. Every law had but 
one object in view, to help the church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. He will find there was not, 
and is not now, any state or territory. It is all 
church, and most all Mormon church at that. Of 
course it was quite consistent in Judge Black to de
fend Mormonism when he defended Christianity 
and the Bible, upon which Mormonism alone stands. 

f CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK. J 

Mr. Peabody Criticised. 

FURTHER TAKEN TO TASK. 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I see 
byyour issue of June 23d, that Mr. Philip G. Pea
body thinks that ill nature has been unsparingly used 
in the articles which hav appeared in your columns 
in favor of Spiritualism-but that the "simple argu
ments" of Mr. T. Winter hav never been answered. 

It is very evident that we view things from different 
stand-points. 

I hav rarely, if ever, seen what looked to me like 
ill-nature in the writings of Spiritualists given in THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. But hav often observed replies to 
our hyperborean friend Winter sprinkled with mirth, 
ridicule, and sarcasm, which appeared appropriate. 

He puts in an appearance nearly every week simply 
to reiterate the same old "argument"(?) which our 
friend thinks has never been answered. Boiled down, 
it amounts to about this: Man is man solely by virtue 
of his flesh, blood, and bones; if anything survives 
the death of the body, it could be plainly seen 
emerging therefrom, like the butterfly from the cat
terpillar's ski;n. 

The great A.rago declared it to be dangerous to 
pronounce the word impossible outside of positiv 
science. But here is our friend Winter dogmatically 
affirming a negativ (which is said to be impossible of 
proof) with as much confidence as he can. feel in the 
multiplication-table. 

Had our friend lived at the time of the discovery, 
or invention of the magnetic needle, he would hav 
declared all fools or knaves who asserted that there 

To THE EDrr_oR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I was some invisible power which caused the needle 
desire t<l briefly criticise "The Difficulties and De- when properly constructed and placed in the right 
merits of Spiritualism," an article recently contribu- conditions, to point always in the same direction. 
ted to your journal by Philip G. Peabody, Esq., of The mighty cyclone is composed of invisible air, and 
New York city. the Inightier electricity is known only by its effects. 

1st. Jugglers do exist, as Ml'. Peabody claims, who I hav attended several hundred materializing 
can perform as great wonders as any medium, nota- seances and never saw less than three, and often 
bly the marvelous jugglers of India. So far I go eight or nine of those whom I well knew when in 
with him, but it is highly unreasonable to infer from their own earthly bodies. They often referred to in
this that the millions of illiterate and uncultured cidents in their mundane existences of which no one 
mediums throughout the world hav necessarily at- present had ever heard, and some of which I had 
tained this well-nigh superhuman skill acquired by long since forgotten. 
artists only after a life spent in the pursuit. This Dr. Carpenter, of London, accounts, to his own 
should be borne in mind, it being generally consid- apparent satisfaction, for such phenomena on the 
ered sufficient to make the statement of Mr. Pea- "dominant idea" theory. That is, we expect to see 
body, to consider the Spiritualist or investigator such and such ones, and we think we do, when. it is 
put absolutely hors de combat. Rather let such as simply optical illusion. But the old doctor's theory 
would really disprove the truth of Spiritualism deal don't work in my case. I hav for a long time expected 
not in "glittering generalities," but, with an earnest to see a favorit uncle, but who has never put in an 
determination to probe the matter to the bottom, if appearance, while otherP of whom I had not thought 
may be, devote time and attention to the personal hav suddenly appeared. 
and practical examination of the matter, through un- I hav seen two at the same time when I knew there 
tiring and long-continued investigation into the was no mortal but the medium in the cabinet. 
merits and demerits of not one, or none, or even Now I oppose this positiv knowledge to Mr. 
several of the most prominent of our materializing Winter's negativ, or no knowledge. 
mediums, but of the claims of nwny; then, only, is a Our spirit friends assure us that there are those in 
person's practical opinion of any value. l\Tr. Pea- spirit life, who, when here, so confirmed themselvs 
body offers us simply the philosophical or theoretical in the absurdities of "orthodox" theology, that they 
side, and not all of that even, as had he made a care- hav been searching for Jesus and the great white 
ful study of the works of America's great seer, A.n- throne for many decades, and although still unsuc
drew Jackson Davis he would hav there met with as cessful, their inmost natures are so distorted and 
perfect a philosophy, to say the least, as that of Baron twisted that they are deaf to all arguments a~~inst a 
D'Holbach1 who1 iP :many respe~t!il~ J. agree with Mr .. special and local heaven and hell, and after failing to 

find the former, expect every moment to be swallowed 
up by the "bottomless pit." 

And I hav often thought on reading the effusions 
of friend Wil).ter-he seems to so glory in the hope 
and belief that when his heart ceases to beat he will 
be defunct "intil·ely "-I hav often thought, I say, he 
is so confirmed in this idea-which seems to be his 
ruling passion-that when he goes "over there" and 
becomes conscious of the · fact that he is still 
"alive and kicking," he will swear that he is "as dead 
as a door nail," and that it will take a long time to 
make him own up that he was mistaken while here! 

If Messrs. Winter and Peabody will take the trouble 
to read the writings of Prof. Hare, Epes Sargent, and 
others of our country, A.. B. Wallace, F.R.S., Wm. 
Crookes, F.R.S., and others of England, and Prof. 
Zollner, one of the most profound scientists of Ger
many, all of whom were compelled, on investigating the 
phenomena; to givuppreconceived opinions and adopt 
the spiritual hypothesis, they will be the wiser for it. 

Why don't the spirits materialize in the light? is a 
very proper question; but, can they under any cir
cumstances? is no less so. The spirit world is 
governed by laws as exact and inexorable as the 
material universe-there is nothing supernatural. 
Some chemical effects are possible in darkness but 
not in the light-so the photographer will tell you. 

A.ll human knowledge has been gained by observa
tion and reflection. We know that there is uniformity 
in many operations of nature, and infer that it is so 
in all. But no one can comprehend from the very 
bottom any of nature's processes. We know that 
"grass grows" under some circumstances, and· we 
marvel not at the phenomenon, it is so common. But 
we cannot grasp the entire process. If it is sus
ceptible of demonstration may we not hope to see it 
in . some future blast of Winter? Our icy brother 
appears to regard himself as the embodiment of all 
the secrets of nature that are worth knowing. He 
speaks as" one having authority, and not as a scribe." 
He knows intuitivly-without investigation-that 
Hare, Edmonds, Crookes, Mapes, Wallace, Varley, 
Zollner, and many others of equal celebrity, are the 
veriest charlatans. 

It will be a mistake for friend Peabody, or anybody 
else, to consider these off-hand thoughts as dictated 
by ill will. Being an unconditional optimist-believ
ing the universe, both spiritual and material, to be 
run on fixed principles to the end that the ..gt·eatest 
amount of good shall accrue-! regard all human 
thought, will, and action, as necessary to the grand 
result. 

I consider evil and crime as necessary as their op
posits for the education and development of the 
race. A.s the luscious peach was once a green and 
sour knob, so mankind must pass through crime and 
suffering to reach a high state of intelligence, good
ness, and happiness. I therefore harbor no malice for 
even the murderer, much less for Brother Winter, 
whom I regard as an honest man. But in him I find 
a living proof of what I hav long suspected-that 
mankind are t.he most remarkable folks in the world. 

If this life is all, nature is a tyrant. Some pass a 
long life of ease and comfort, while others suffer a 
veritable hell on earth. While if we hav an eternity 
before us, and controled by the universal law of 
progressiv development-or evolution-a glorious 
destiny awaits all. 

Instead of a knowledge of a future life tending to 
make us neglect the duties of this, as Mr. Peabody 
supposes, the opposit is the fact. STEPHEN YouNG. 

The Antiquity of Man. 
From the London Lancet. 

A.n interesting discovery, of much importance for 
geological and arc1u:cological science, has recently 
been made in a coal mine at Bully-Grenay, in a 
French department of Pas-de-Calais. A. new gallery 
was being pierced, when a cavern was broken into, 
which discovered the fossil remains of five human 
beings in a fair state of preservation-a man, two 
women, and two children composed the group. The 
man measured about seven feet, the women six feet 
six, and six feet, the children four feet and rather 
less than this. In addition, some fragments of arms 
and utensils of petrified wood and of stone, with 
numerous remains of mammals and fish, were brought 
to light. A. second subterranean ch!!Jllber enclosed 
the remains of eleven human bodies of large size, 
several animals, and a large number of various ob
jects, with some precious stones, The walls of the 
cave exhibited drawings representing men fighting 
with gigantic animals. . Owing to the presence of 
carbonic anhydride a third and larger chamber, 
which appeared to be empty, was not searched. 
Five of the petrified human remains will be exhibited 
at the mayoralty of LenR. The remainder of the 
bodies which hav been brought to the surface are to 
be conveyed to Lille, there to await a thorough 
examination by the experts of the Faculte des 
Sciences. Information has been telegraphed to the 
representativs of the A.cademie des Sciences of Paris 
and to those of the British Museum. If the discovery 
be a real one, no doubt can be entertained of the 
value of the find, which would on the face of it seem 
to show that prehistoric map. is anything but a myth 

, 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. Monument erected many years ago in his town, and 
all who hav seen it since bear witness that it was 
skilfully done. FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT. 

The cost of this work, set upon a cement founda
- Editor. ·tion six feet deep and square-which is peremptorily E. M. MAonoNALD, 

M. w. BENNETT, - Publisher. required by the cemetery authorities--:-will be just 
21 Clinton Place. New York. 

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $2.50 PER YEAR. 

1 he largest and cheapest Radical Jaurnal published in l!lurope 

or .Americai' containing seven hundred square inches more reading 
matter than any other Journal of its kind. 

.All Drofts, Checks, and Postal Ordets sluYuld be made paycrole to 
MARY W. :BENNET7. 

SATURDAY, JULY 21, 1883. 

The Monument Fund. 
We hav received during the pa!!t week the 

ing sums from the persons named: 
follow-

one thousand dollars. It is to be of the best Quincy 
granit, and is a low figure for such a. massiv design 
as the committee selected. • 

The contract for the medallion has not yet been 
awarded, but the price has been ascertained. It will 
be modeled by one of the best sculptors in this city, 
and will cost $250. 

The cost of the lettering upon "the die will depend 
upon how much is selected by the committee from 
the writings of Mr. Bennett, but such paragraphs as 
hav been already chosen will bring the amount up to 
$150. It is probable that will be the cost within a 
few dollars. 

prohibitions of the old rabbinical laws were cited by 
a rabbi, among them being the following, which are 
just as sensible as many of the wants of the clergy 
now. In ancient times, the rabbi said, "it was sin
ful to carry a needle on the Sabbath, to carry any 
more ink than just. sufficient to make two Hebrew 
characters, to set a dislocated joint on the Sabbath, 
to bury the dead, to carry any more food than would 
cover the surface of a dried fig, and, worse than all, 
they forbade an egg to be eaten that was laid on the 
Sabbath day." 

Previously acknowl- Joseph Henry, 
edged, $1,013 57 0. P. Eldred, 

50 
1 00 

This brings the total asked for by the committee 
up to fourteen hundred dollars, instead of twelve, as 
previously announced, it having been found upon fur
ther investigation that this is the least sum which will 
erect a monument worthy of the man and lasting. 
Other and lighter designs could be selected, but they 
would crumble in a comparativly few years, and need 
an annual expenditure to keep in repair. We are 
assured that upon this monument one or two hun
dred years will leave no damaging trace. In Green
wood, too, no vandal hands can deface the structure, 
as Paine's has been in its publicity at New Rochelle. 
The whole park-like grounds are thoroughly policed, 
and if any vindictiv worshiper of mythological 
deities should dare lay sacrilegious hands upon it he 
will expiate his offense in the prison provided for 
miscreants. 

There is no perceptible difference in the folly of 
those rules and the Christian idea that it is sinful to 
buy, sell, or read Sunday papers, or to go on an ex
cursion, or visit the park, or library, or museum, or 
to play base ball. One St. Louis divine, after con
demning all these occupations, said it was admissible 
to visit a sweetheart on Sunday, if the lover "did not 
keep her from divine service." It is funny to see the 
way these ministers want everybody forced to attend 
"divine service." Even the most liberal put in that 
clause. It shows how afraid they are that they can
not compete with innocent amusements when the peo
ple are left absolutely free to choose. The young 
man who wouldn't go to see his girl in preference to 
going to church never deserves a wife. 

Enoch Wickersham, 1 00 J. B. Travers, 
C. B. Reynolds, 1 00 W. J. Skidmore, 
R. P. Harrington, 1 00 C. E. Trask, 
Hiram Wilbur, 1 00 Mr. T. G. Hogue, 
John Nimmo, 3 00 Mrs. A. J. Hogue, 
Henry Renard, 25 Geo. H. Peterson, 
W. S. Williams, 1 00 

Total, 

STATEMENT OF PROGRESS MADE. 

50 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 

1,028 82 

We had hoped ere this to be able to publish a 
complete account of the committee's work in the 
building of the Monument, but owing to various 
delays, such as the difficulty of getting the committee 
together in business hours and getting builders 
to estimate, etc., we hav not heretofore been able 
to do it. 

First, as to the plot in which Mr. Bennett lies. 
Supposing that he had at least twenty years more 
of usefulness in Freethought work before ·him, Mr. 
Bennett bad made no preparations concerning sepul
ture, and his death occurring so suddenly left his 
friends no time. Mrs. Bennett's brother, Mr. Loren 
J. Wicks, of Beverly N. J., owned a lot in Green
wood Cemetery, in which reposed his wife, and he 
offered that to receive his brother-in-law, which offer 
was gratefully received by Mrs. Bennett. Mr. Wicks 
proposes to rest by the side of his wife when nature 
calls him, and Mrs. Bennett wishes to lie by the side 
of her loved and honored husband. This made the 
purchase of extra ground imperativly necessary, and 
the lot adjoining has been purchased by Mrs. Bennett 
out of the scant resources of the office at a cost 
of $286. Mr. Wicks has put a railing around the two 
lots, making them one, of granit posts and iron 
tubing, such as is generally used in that cemetery. 
The cost was $270, half of which would naturally 
belong to Mrs. Bennett to pay. But Mr. Wicks has 
generously given this half-amounting to $135-as 
his donation to the Monument to Mr. Bennett. Thus 
the plot and railing are aU settled for, leaving only 
the monument itself to be erected by subscriptions 
from Mr. Bennett's friends. 

The design selected by the committee is a plain 
and massiv granit pile. The base consists of three 
stones, varying in dimensions from five feet six inches 
to three feet nine inches. The hight of all three 
bases is four feet six inches. Surmounting this is 
what the builders call the "die," a granit column 
six feet six inches high and three feet square where 
it rests on the base, tapering to two feet six inches. 
On top of this rests the cap, with plain lines and 
polished faces, two feet six inches high, making 
the total hight of monument thirteen feet six inches. 
The four sides of the die will be polished, and· near 
the top of the front face will be a bronze medallion 
portrait of 1\Ir. Bennett on a plate two feet wide by 
two feet six inches high. Under this will be the 
usual record of the deceased's p.ame, birth, and death, 
and under that an appropriate tribute to his worth. 
On the remaining three sides will be extracts from 
Mr. Bennett's works-glowing truths uttered by 
himself, and which are the best monument he could 
hav. They will tell to coming generations what 
manner of man he was, and long after the granit 
shaft shall hav crumbled they will liv in the mem
ories of those who learned them from its face. 

The contract for the granit work has been awarded 
to Mr. John Sheehan, of New Rochelle, N.Y., an old 
friend and warm supporter of Mr. Bennett and THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. It was he who repaired the Paine 

As seen by the exhibit above the sum on hand is 
$1,02R.82; the sum required is $1,400. The com
mittee asks that the deficiency be speedily made up, 
as the work must be paid for by September, the 
month in which the monument will be set and dedj-
cated. 

The case seems to be narrowed down to about 
this: It is the world of sensible folks against the 
church, and the ministers are just finding it out, and 
reluctantly owning up. In this city last Sunday, it 
is estimated by a daily newspaper, over a half-million 
of people left the city on excursions. If the church 
has any lingering hope that she can control this 
vast body, she might' as well giv it up now. 
Though nominally Christians, they utterly repudiate 
ecclesiastical interference with their Sunday pursuits. 
This is the way it seems likely to end in all large 
cities, and the sooner our ministerial censors ac
knowledge this fact the smoother will be their paths 
through this vale of tears. 

------~~-------
'•The Church Never Forgivs." 

The courts of Brooklyn hav had recently before 
The Sunday Question Again. . them the case of the Rev. "Father " McCarthy, who 

Progress is the order of the day; Notwithstand- was charged by his servant girl, Kate Dixon, with 
ing the strenuous efforts of the God-in-the-Constitu- having criminally assaulted her. The priest made 
tionists and a few other sectarian bigots, there is a the countercharge that she had robbed him. Both 
rapidly growing sentiment throughout the country cases were tried before Justice Naeher, that against 
against the observance of Sunday in any other man- the girl coming on first. This was dismissed. Then 
ner than that chosen by each individual for himself. came the charge against the priest, which was also 
An attempt has recently been made in Washington dismissed. One of the reasons why the counsel for 
to open the Museums, Libraries, and Art Galleries the priest asked for dismissal was that " the girl had 
on Sunday. That this effort received the indorse- not resisted enough." After the justice had dis
ment of most of the leaders of thought in that city missed the charge of stealing against the girl, but 
shows public sentiment to be growing in the right before he had acquitted the priest, he found the fol
direction. Colonel Ingersoll gave his opinion in the lowing letter in his hallway: 
following letter to the Washington Post: JunGE NA.ERER: Hono!"ed Sir-As a lawyer, I approve your 

25 LAFAYETTE AVENUE, L decision in the Kate Dixon case; as your friend, I am proud 
WASHINGTON, June 16, 1883. f of it, but I am sorry for you. There is no political future 

To THE EDITOll OF THE Post: I am in favor of all libraries, for you. When your term expires you will retire. If you 
parks, museums, and picture galleries being open on Sunday. ever seek another office you will find a mysterious and incom
Sunday should be a day of joy and recreation. The gloom prehensible but all-powerful barrier erected in your path 
of the Puritan Sabbath has darkened lives enough. Nothing which you can not overcome. Your public usefulness is at 
can be more perfectly hateful than the orthodox Sunday. It an end. You hav offended the church. Be sure of this-th·e 
is a prison-a kind of dungeon in which joy is chained and church never forgivs. 
shackled. 

The idea that we can make God happy by making ourselvs About fifteen years ago a judicial officer in New York city 
miserable is the extreme of folly. The fact is that ministers -learned like you, independent like you-made a decision 

which offended the church. He stood high in his party-he fear competition. They are afraid that people will keep away 
had once been talked of for governor. His term expired, he 

from the church if any other place is open. The ordinary 
k has never been heard of since. Probably you hav forgotten preacher cannot compete successfully against a par or "wax 

him, but he is living, and in absolute poverty. Be sure of wurx." I am in favor of being happy seven days in a week. this-the church never forgivs. MEPHISTOPHILES. 
I am the enemy of dyspeptic piety. I want to see the people 
enjoying themselvs. It is not recreation to go to church and Put into plain English the above means that the 
hear about total depravit-y and eternal fire. Catholic church rules the elections in Brooklyn, and 

There is nothing in the average sermon to cheer the aver- she sees to it that those who offend her are properly 
age man. punished. An old Freethinker of this city stated to 

I say that all libraries, parks, and galleries should be open 
on Sunday, and I would like to hear a grand opera every us last week that a Jesuit clerk was put into the 
Sunday. Ro:sEBT G. INGERsoLL. Democratic headquarters at the last presidential 

Most of the ministers, of course, opposed the campaign who suppressed documents that had been 
movement-sacrilege, they called it-but their opin- forwarded to Gen. Hancock because they told against 
ion is of comparativly little weight. Their course is the Catholics. There is no kind of doubt but that 
influenced no doubt by the fear that their congrega- this city is ruled by Cardinal McClosky through his 
tions would be made smaller with any competition. nephew, John Kelly, the chief of Tammany Hall. 
It remains for Congress to take action upon the Kelly controls 40,000 or more Catholic votes. He can 
matter. throw them with as much certainty as though he had 

St. Louis is also agitated over the question of a them all in his hand in a bunch. The cardinal con
Liberal Sunday versus a Puritanical Sabbath, and trois Kelly and the pope controls the cardinal. 
the Post-Dispaich prints nearly a page of opinions pro There may be a little ring like this in Brooklyn, and 
and con. They are largely from the ministers of the if so the judge who dismissed the case a priest had 
city, who appear to be more liberal in their views brought will be sure to feel its displeasure. As the 
than their Washington brethren. A few condemned pope loses his power in Europe he strengthens it in 
even the reading of Sunday papers, but the major- this country. He and his church are among the 
ity favored recreation-with the provision that peo- worst enemies our democratic republican institu
ple should first go to church, Some of thelidiculous tiona hav. 
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Help Spread the Light. The Salvation Army 
It is acknowledged by all that the best way to 

spread. Liberal principles is by papers, tracts, and 
books. Every issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER is a good 
missionary document, and every Freethought book 
sold is a silent pleader and propagator of the truth. 
There are thousands of Freethinkers all over the 
country whom we do not know and who do not know 
this paper. But our friends know them, and we ask 
such as are willing to spend a few moments for the 
good of Liberalism to send us their names and ad
dresses, that we may mail them copies of the paper. 
We are willing to furnish the copies necessary for 
this purpose and mail them, as we hope a few extra 
subscribers may thereby be obtained which will 
make the pecuniary outlay square. But the main ob
ject is to spread the knowledge of Liberalism, its 
aims and objects, what we think and why we think 
it. · We would like every one to know that the Chris
tian faith is a rope of sand, that the churches are 
taking the money of the people without giving any 
return. It is the duty of all Freethinkers to let their 
neighbors know that the :fires of hell hav been 
quenched. 

One of Christianity's many sins that must be an
swered for to the people is the erratic Salvation 
Army. This summer the motley bands hav come 
prominently and often before the public, and nearly 
every time it is in conflict with the police or a police 
justice. The leaders of every band appear to be 
not only dishonest but positivly immoral. The 
young girls who are induced to leave their homes to 
follow the fortunes of these pious adventurers are 
often going to their ruin. Indeed, it is doubtful if a 
single virtuous man or woman can be fouud in any 
of the bands. The following bit of inside history of 
one of the mobs is furnished by the Syracuse (N.Y.) 
Herald. It shows a state of morality which it is diffi
cult to believe can exist outside of the slums of large 
cities. Professional Christian soul-savers hav always 
been objects of suspicion to right-minded and decent 
people, but this " army" is sunk in a degradation 
lower if possible than the ministers cataloged in the 
"Crimes of Preachers:" 

thought of the morrow" they appear to take a great 
deal-at least the leaders do. The rank and :file 
only desire to appease their appetites and gratify 
their passions. The colored clergy are scarcely 
lower and more animal-like than they. 

The '' army" has driven a great many of their in
nocent dupes to the insane asylums. The leaders 
hav ruined numbers of young girls. They hav 
begged money for the "cause of Christ" and con
verted it to their use. They hav used religion as 
the church has used it in all times-to the detriment 
of the people. It is time the farce were stopped, by 
religious people ceasing to lend aid and encourage
ment to these mountebanks and tricksters. The 
"army" is a legitimate child of the church militant, 
and the respectable portion of the Christians must 
bear this obloquy till they distinctly disavow andre
pudiate it. 

Further Exhibition of Christian Tyranny. 
A dispatch from England, dated the 9th, says that 

Parliament has again resolved to keep Mr. Brad
laugh out of his seat at all hazards. The bigoted 
S. Northcote arose and said he had heard that the 
member for Northampton proposed to perform the 
Parliamentary duties imposed upon him by his con
stituents regardless of any orders from the House, 
and asked Mr. Gladstone whether· the report was 
true. The p0werless premier replied that it was. 
Mr. N orthcote then moved that Mr. Bradlaugh be 
excluded from the precincts of the House until he 
engaged not to disturb its proceedings. The motion 
was adopted by a vote of 232 to 65. Previous to 
the taking of the vote Mr. Gladstone and several 
other members of the Government withdrew from 
the House. The other members of the Ministry 
present voted with the minority. 

Many Liberals say they hav no time to devote to 
missionary work, and do not like to argue with their 
church acquaintances. Very well, send us the names 
and let THE TRUTH SEEKER argue the case. Where a 
man is Liberally inclined-and not dead to all sense 
and reason-we hope and think THE TRUTH SEEKER 
will bring him clear out of the fog. 

To stimulate our friends in this work we make the 
following offer, only asking that when the sender has 
read the pamphlets he shall hand them around that 
others may be benefited. 

To every one sending us the names and addresses 
of twenty-five independent men and women who do 
not take THE TRUTH SEEKER, and who do their own 
thinking, we will send one copy of either of the be
low-named twenty-five cent books: 

"Influence of Christianity upon Civilization," by B. F. Un
derwood. 

"Advancement of Science." The Inaugural Address of 
'Prof. John Tyndall delivered before the British Association 
for the Advancement of Science. 

"Chronicles of Simon Christian us." His manifold and 
wonderful adventures in the Land of Cosmos. A new scrip
ture (evidently inspired) discovered by I. N. Fidel. 

"Religion not History." An able examination of the 
Morals and Theology of the New Testament. By Prof. F.W. 
Newman, of the London University. 

"The Besant-Hatchard Debate." A two nights' debate 
between Mrs. Annie Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on 
''Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence 
of Christianity on the World." 

"The Clergyman's Victims." A Radical story vividly por
traying the wrongs committed by the professed men of God. 
By Mrs. J. E. Ball. ' 

"Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of Yahweh or Jehovah," 
shown to be the worship of the Devil. 

"Gottlieb: His Life." A Romance of Earth, Heaven, and 
Hell. Beautifully written by S. P. Putnam. 

"Jesus Christ." His Life, Miracles, Deity, Teachings, and 
Imperfections. By W. S. Bell. 

"Last Will and Testament of Jean Meslier," a curate of a 
Roip!l-n church in France, containing the best of his writings. 

"Sepher Toldoth Jeshu; or, The Book of the Generation 
of Jesus." First translation into English of a remarkable 
Hebrew document, giving the original from which the story 
of Jesus was made up. 

To those who do not know twenty-five persons 
whom a perusal of THE TRUTH SEEKER would be likely 
to benefit, but who can send a list of ten names, we 
will send either of the following by D. M. Bennett: 

"Matter, Motion, Life, and Mind." 
"The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle to the Truth 

Seekers." 
"The Gods of Superstition." 
"The Great Religions of the World." 
"Jesus Christ." Considered as an Infidel. 
"An Hour with the Devil." 
"Sinful Saints and Sensual Shepherds." 
"Honest Questions and Honest Answers." 

Or either of the following by Underwood: 

"What Liberalism Offers in Place of Christianity." 
"Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning and Tendency." 
"Spiritualism from a Materialistic Standpoint." 
"Paine the Political and Religious Reformer." 
"Woman: Her Past and Preflent: Her Rights and Wrongs." 
"Materialism and Crime." 
"Will the Coming Man Worship God?" 
"Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity." 

This is a chance to enlighten a large body of peo
ple, to help THE TRUTH SEEKER, and to get good books 
to circulate by only a few moments' work. We hope 
the responses will be many. 

"I joined the Salvation Army," said Miss "Sophy" Rich
ardson, ex-lieutenant of the Army, to a Herald representativ 
this afternoon, "because I didn't know anything about it ex
cept what was on the surface. I certainly knew that there 
was no money in it, for the subordinate officers at least. 
Girls are urged to join in spite of the opposition of their 
parents, and are told to leave all that to the Lord. I don't 
know what I hav been thinking of. Somebody told me after 
I got here that I had better go home. I thought the Army 
was all right and that Captain Hall was about p1;1rfect till she 
began carrying on with Will Moore, the major's son. He is 
seventeen years old and she is twenty-five. They used to 
correspond, and she is engaged to him now. The major 
says his son is going to the devil. He has taken Captain 
Hall to Toronto. She was crazy about him and used to think 
and talk about him all the time. The papers said that she 
used to hav fainting spells in the .meeting, but they were 
hysterics. Any girl would hav them that kicked around as 
she did. She was no more sincere than-than, well than you 
would be, getting up and talking that way. She would come 
home from meeting and take off some of the converts and 
talk about Will Moore. I was perfectly disgusted with the 
~rmy after that. 

"They say that they didn't want me to stay in the Army, 
but, about two minutes after Mr. Carter said that I couldn't 
stay, he wanted me to go to Canada. I was a lieutenant in 
the Army before the public, but was never treated as such 
by Captain Hall. Mr. Carter had my place, and Miss Hall 
told him lots of stuff she had no right to tell. 

"All the money was taken by Major Moore. They raised 
money for a barracks, but they were never built. I don't 
think they will ever build a barracks here. I think the major 
is sincere in some things, but I don't understand how, if he 
only gets a salary of ten dollars a week, as he says he does, 
he can liv in the first-class style he does in Brooklyn and can 
make trips to England. I got five dollars a week and had to 
pay for my board and clothes out of it. Captain Thompson 
and Captain Jolly are mad because the papers here hav taken 
my part. Captain Thompson said Saturday night that in two 
weeks people would be making fun of me. He said people 
were saying bad things about me. Captain Jolly said the 
papers had no right to take my part. They said I had no 
right to leave the Army. They talk against the churches and 
church fairs, but if they hav one of their banquets you will 
see worse things than at any church fair. 

"I hav done nothing wrong or that I am ashamed of. 
Major Moore will be here next week and I suppose I shall hav 
another free lecture, but I am a free citizen, if that's what 
you call it, and guess I can stand it." . 

The Army had an unrestful private meeting at Seager Hall 
last evening. There were three resignations, as stated in 
yesterday's Herald. Some of the members hav been disturbed 
by the conduct of Miss Stanger, a member of the Army, who 
is called the "Lily," and who sits with three or four boys in 
the rear of the hall and plays on the tambourine. Mr. Wil
dredge, the dyer, who is opposed to Miss Richardson, was 
allowed by Captain Jolly to speak at great length, while Mr. 
Root, who is a friend of Miss Richardson, was not allowed to 
speak at all. Miss Richardson was fervently prayed for, but 
was not allowed to speak. 

Mr. William H. Hall, who is said to be the Syracuse secre
tary of Major Moore, is reported to hav received a letter 
from the major remonstrating'with Mr. Hall for his intimacy 
with Mrs. Rogers, an activ female member of the Army. 
Mr. Hall is reported to hav said that he wrote the major that 
the affair was none of the major's business. 

Captain Hall is said to hav one night taken a male married 
convert ont of the hall for alleged religious communion. The 
convert's wife came and found Miss Hall alone with her hus
band and is said to hav given the captain quite a piece of her 
mind. 

Miss Captain Hall is also alleged to hav feigned fainting 
fits after the meeting had begun, for the object of being 
taken home by Mr. or "Colonel" Carter, at whose house she 
was staying. Mr. Carter, it is said, would leave the meeting 
and accompany Miss Hall home, when a lady member of the 
Army would hav answered all necessary purposes just as 
well. It is also said that Miss Captain Hall would go into 
Colonel Carter's bed-room when he was in bed, and talk with 
him about Will Moore. The colonel is married. 

If we may credit the New Testament account, 
Christ used to travel around the country much after 
the manner of these people, but while he "took no 

This is a very humiliating position for the premier 
of England to be placed in, but he deserves the dis
grace he brought upon himself by deferring to this 
session what he should hav done two years ago, when 
he had a majority at his back. Had he at that time 
championed the cause of freedom as vigorously as 
he has since, Mr. Bradlaugh would now hav his seat, 
and England hav been spared the ignominy of being 
ruled by a handful of religious bigots. Although 
boasting loudly of the freedom enjoyed by her sub
jects, England's treatment of Mr. Bradlaugh has 
proved her assertions to be shallow hypocrisy and 
hollow sham, and justify him in assuring the speaker 
of the House, as he has since done in reply to the 
speaker's letter ordering him to keep away, that as 
his enforced absence is illegal he shall take his seat, 
and if prevented by force will appeal to his consti
tuents. If there be broken heads before this matter 
is finally se.ttled the blame will not rest on the Free
thought party, and the verdict of the fair-minded 
portion of the world will not be adverse to the cham
pion of constitutional liberty. 

Leagues in Arkansas. 
ALEXANDER, ARK., July 6, 1883. 

EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER ; Will you please answer through 
THE TRUTH SEEKER: Are there any Liberal Leagues in this 
state, the names of the officers, etc.? I think this would be 
a good field for some able Liberal speaker to labor in. We 
are sadly in need of such, as the field is large and lahorers 
few. Yours truly, A. J. HALL. 

League No. 90 is at Little Rock, Arkansas. Its 
officers are W. F. Hill, President; Carl Jonitz, Sec
retary; W. J. Murphy, Treasurer. League No. 103 
is located in Forest City, Arkansas, and is officered 
by the following named persons: W. T. Wellborn, 
President; H. S. Wright, Secretary; S. C. Wilson, 
Treasurer. 

THE Newark Liberal League had quite an enjoyable picnic 
at Woodside Park on the glorious Fourth, which was so 
glorious this year that it seemed as if everything would melt 
in its fervid rays. However, beneath the pleasant shadow of 
the lofty trees and by the sparkling falls, the Liberals of our 
sister city deposited themselvs and passed a comfortable and 
quiet day, and really enjoyed a foretaste of the "good time 
coming" when all the world shall be akin, and there shall 
be no sectarian bars. S. P. Putnam read the Declaration of 
Independence, Mr. Wakeman gave a pithy oration, and Mrs. 
Neyman and Madame Michele made the occasion happy 
with their presence. There was plenty of music, laughter, 
talk, dancing when one felt like it, and a decidedly generous 
and genial feeling all round. It was a festival such as Lib
eral Leagues must multiply all over this land. We must use 
these national holidays for the advancement of liberty and 
science. The Newark League is a bright and shining light 
in this respect and the impulse of its noble work will un
doubtedly be felt far and wide. 

, 
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How a Clergyman Defrauded the Taxpayers. 
From the Rlade, of Concordia, Kansas. 

One of the boldest and most glaring outrages upon 
the taxpayers that has come to our knowledge lately, 
was perpetrated by a clergyman in Cawker City re
cently. His society had a church good enough for all 
purposes of worship, A. gentleman owned a house, a 
large, elegant dwelling-house, that cost to build 
over $8,000. Becoming involved he was com
pelled to sell, and sold to the aforesaid clergyman. 
Not relishing the idea of paying taxes on this costly 
luxury, the clergyman devised a plan which, if success
ful, would enable him to evade that onerous burden 
and throw it upon less sharp, shrewd, and unprinci
pled people. There were spacious parlors, drawing
rooms, library, etc., and one of these could be spared 
for worship, and he would hav plenty of room left for 
his family. He would hav worship there. This plan 
was carried out, and after a few meetings had been held 
and some" holy water " sprinkled upon the premises, 
he appeared before the board of commissioners pray
ing that the property be relieved from taxation on the 
ground that it was a place of "public worship," and 
his prayer was granted. There was eight thousand 
dollars, as much obligated bylaw to pay taxes as any 
other, released from taxation through the cunning of 
the priest and the ignorance of the Board of Com
missioners. The $350 that property should pay has 
to be paid by others; not alone making them con
tribute to the support of religion, but unjustly in
creasing their burden by exempting private property 
from bearing its proportionate share. The board at 
the instigation of this priest disregarded the law, 
which is that church property must be used exclu
sivly for religious purposes to be released from taxa
tion. But then, boards of commissioners always 
" come down" when priest or preacher bids them 
come. 

The Sun Gets "Blatant " Again. 
From the New York Sun of July 7th. 

In many, if not most of our colleges, what is 
called the baccalaureate sermon constitutes one of 
the chief features of the closing exercises of the col
lege year-the commencement, as it is called. It is 
preached to the graduating class, and usually by the 
president of the institution, he being a minister of 
the gospel most commonly. Of course the reverend 
president lays himself out to produce the very best 
sermon of which he is capable on that conspicuous 
occasion. 

During the last few weeks, this being the com
mencement season at our colleges, newspapers in 
different parts of the country hav contained reports 
of scores of these baccalaureate sermons. We hav 
gone through many of the reports with more or less 
care, with a view to discovering whether the preach
ers showed that they properly appreciated the pres
ent condition of thought and inquiry concerning re
ligion among intelligent men. For whoever is in a 
position to observe the drift of opinion and senti
ment is well aware that during the last ten years a 
-very remarkable, a very significant. a very porten
tous. change has come over men's minds even within 
that short space of time so far as regards religious 
faith. Fundamental theological doctrins formerly 
accepted without question, and doubt of whose truth 
gave a man a reputation for eccentricity, if not as a 
detestable scoffer, are now openly questioned, and 
even rejected by great numbers of the laity and by 
many of the clergy. 

Religious skepticism prevails throughout Europe 
and A.merica, and instead of the Infidel being the 
exception, as was once the case, implicit faith is 
rather the exception among men of education. W o
men's sentiment still clings about the cross, and they 
inculcate veneration for religion in their children. 
The mainstay for the church is the faith and devotion 
of mothers. Without feminin help the outlook 
would be dismal indeed for Christian theologians. 
:But even among women the seeds of doubt hav at 
last been sown, and unless the growth is checked 
ihey are sure to follow their brothers in revolt 
:against the church. 

The present skepticism, too, does not concern re
ligious forms and ceremonies merely, and particular 
doctrins of the theological system. It does not 
trouble itself with any such questions as those whose 
discussion brought about the Reformation. It goes 
much further and much deeper; for it doubts the 
reasonableness and the soundness of the whole theo
logical superstructure-of all supernaturalism, even. 
It does not oppose any given interpretation of the 
Bible or assail any doctrin or any church as unscrip
tural, but it rejects the revelation on which all 
churches ar ;.d. '3ll Christian theology are based. 

A. trerr .endous religious revolution is therefore now 
going r_.n· one beside which the reformation seems 
small .• Christianity, revealed religion, theology, and 
the ch11rch are now fighting for li~e. If th~ modern 
a· n.d fashionable philosop~y prevruls, they~ hav _to 
!jf43P out, like the pagamsJ? an~ polytheism Chns
f.ianity displaced. .And this phllosoph:y, so subve: 
.siv of theology, is proving to be espemally attract1v 
:to young men, and most of all to colleg!':l young men. 
t · Do we ~d in the b~~<cc;¥.~ure~tt'! §ermo;ns of this 

summer that the preachers rightly understand and 
appreciate the magnitude of this momentous con
flict? We hav looked in vain through the reports of 
these discourses, the product of so much thought 
and care, to discover evidences that their authors 
were aware of the gTavity of the situation and were 
prepared to meet its necessities. 

That is, we hav not found any fit champion of 
faith among the preachers of baccalaureate sermons, 
presumably among foremost theologians of the de~ 
nominations to which they belong. They seem to 
be at a loss what to say. But the issue must be 
met squarely and bravely. 

------~~------

Brutal Work by an Insane Christian. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In 

your issue for May 26th you copy an article from the 
New York World, headed;" Victims of Christianity," 
which calls to my mind a similar case which took 
place in Maine in the early part of the present cen
tury. I cannot giv you· the date, but think it must 
hav been more than seventy-five years ago. 

A. farmer named Purvington, living between 
A.ugusta and Waterville, became religiously insane, 
and if I mistake not, he read the Bible and prayed 
with his family in the evening before the murder. 
A.t any rate when the family retired they left him 
reading the Bible. After they had fallen asleep he 
entered the sleeping-room with an ax and killed his 
wife, and I hav forgotten whether it was three, four, 
or five children. His oldest was a son of seventeen 
in another room. He heard what his father was do
ing and arose to flee just as the father was entering 
the room to kill him. He had to leap by his father 
to save himself, and when doing so the ax descended 
with terrible force, but the boy was so near his father 
that the ax reached over him and i;he corner of it cut 
a dreadful gash in the back part of his shoulder, 
while the handle bruised the top of it. The lad es
caped and aroused the neighbors, who on reaching 
the house found the wife and children dead in their 
beds, and the father dead on the floor. A.fter killing 
the wife and children with the ax he had cut his own 
throat with a razor, and laid the bloody implement 
on the leaves of the open Bible. 

A.t that time Maine was a district belonging to and 
under the government of Puritanical Massachu
setts, and the law forbade burying murderers or sui
cides in any graveyard, and required that they be 
buried in a corner in the highway where two roads 
met, and that a stake be driven down through their 
bodies after they are buried. 

When a young man I spent sume weeks a few miles 
from this man's grave, and traveled the road where 
he was buried many times. A. farmer pointed out the 
spot in the crotch of the road where he was buried. 
The ground was lev.el and there was no indication 
whatever that anyone had ever been buried there. I 
conversed with many of the oldest people on the sub
ject, but could not learn that either his family or 
neighbors had ever received from him a hint of the 
sacrifice he was about to make. He probably kept 
his own counsel, as A.braham did, but sacrificed his 
family because he found no old ram tangled. in the 
thicket by his horns, the stink of whose burning flesh 
would hav been " a sweet smelling savor in the nos
trils" of an imaginary God, and induced him to spare 
the blood of his confiding wife and children. 

I asked the farmer if they fulfilled the law by driv
ing the stake through his body after he was buried. 
He replied that they drove a stake down in the 
grave, but he thought it did not go farther than to 
his coffin. 

It is well to keep these sacrifices befcv;e the people 
as warnings to the weak-minded till they, come to 
understand that the Bible is a human composition, 
having no more divine authority than "Gulliver's 
Travels." J. HACKER. 

Berlin, N. J. 

Shooting at People up a Tree. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I want 

to quote a few sentences from Cook's " N atnral His
tory of Society," for the -special benefit of Mr. D. W. 
Craig. 

"While Father Lafitau was residing among the 
Hurons of North A.merica, he had a servant who did 
not know one word of the language of the Indians, 
but had caught what may be caUed its accent very 
correctly, so that he could giv a good imitation of the 
general effect of it upon the eru·, and this man, 
merely to amuse himself, was wont to make long 
speeches to the savages in a jargon literally having 
no meaning at all, to which the savages used to listen 
with great attention, and never doubted were ad
dresses in their own language, only they said his 
style of oratory was so elevated they could not al
ways comprehend him." 

I hav little respect for that kind of learning which 
does not enable its possessor to express his thoughts 
in language that plain people can understand. 

" In every field where I can follow him Mr. A.n
drews is one of the clearest of reasoners." But half 
of the time he is in a field where neither Mr. Craig 
nor anyone else can follow him. Whom does he ben
efit then? 

" When he chooses to write with refreshing near
ness to the ground, as he frequently does, he is unde~:
stood then without difficulty." Would it not be 
"refreshing" to us if Mr. A.ndrews would always keep 
so near to the ground that we could all under stand 
him "without difficulty." If he soars so high that 
ordinary men cannot understand him, in whose inter
est is he soaring? His style reminds me of the style 
of the Irishman's flag. He said he was going to hav 
"0 K" marked upon ii, and then put it up so high 
that no man could see it. Men never fail to make 
themselvs understood when they are in dead earnest. 
A.mbiguity is not characteristic of the world's greatest 
thinkers. It is no great compliment to a man be
cause he cannot make himself understood by the 
Diasses. · 

Mr. Craig conveys the idea that we must climb a 
tree in order to get in range of Mr. A.ndrew's shot. 
Mr. A.ndrews will learn some day that if his shot only 
take effect upon those who climb trees, he is wasting 
much ammunition. If the people had been compelled 
to climb trees in order to get in range of Thomas 
Paine's shot, many of us who hav received the light 
would still be groping our way in the darkness of 
superstition. The truth is, Mr. Paine kept the people 
dodging to escape the effect of his shot whether they 
were in trees or on the ground. In fact this has been 
the case with nearly all great men who hav set the 
world to thinking-'-they shot so as to hit the masses. 

Here lies the secret of Mr. Bennett's power. He 
was armed with the truth, and the masses always un
derstood him.- The most tangled theological ques
tions he made to appear simple. For this the people 
honor him. 

Mr. Craig says that Mr. A.ndrews "has t:r:ied hard 
to make the people understand him." What a 
paragon of ingenuity he must be. I claim that any 
plain proposition the people can understand, and 
that the fault is more with Mr. A.ndrews than the 
people. 

Mr. Craig declares Mr. A.ndrews to be one of the 
clearest of reasoners, and in the same sentence, says, 
"when I fail to fully grasp his meaning, it is because 
of my ignorance of his subject, or terminology." But 
how can he know that Mr. A.ndrews is one of the 
clearest of reasoners, when he cannot "grasp his 
meaning." Where is the difference between Mr. 
Craig and the Hurons, who were so impressed with 
the profundity of the gibble-gabble of the servant of 
t.he missionru·y? JoHN PEcK. 

Naples, N. Y., July 8, 283. 

The "Perisprit" and Other Things. 
MRS. BENNETT: I think that there is no one of your 

subscribers who prized the reform work of your de
ceased husband, D. M. Bennett, more than I did, or 
who is better pleased with his successor in the con
duct of the good old TRUTH SEEKER. Its value is in
estimable as a vehicle for the promulgation of truth, 
and I hav asked (my lame arm has) to be one of its_ 
correspondents, in my plain way. I hav subjected 
myself to the following, which you will find on my 
business card inclosed: The doctor invites all peo
ple, all doctors, all lawyers, politicians, and ministers, 
who love truth, humanity, and good health, to call at 
his reception rooms, there to ask any question they 
wish, on any subject they please. Consultation free. 

Now, I would like to giv some of the questions 
asked, with my answers, viz.: "You are all the time 
telling about spirit and spirits-why don't you con
vey some idea to my mind so that I can understand 
what you mean by the term spirit?" My answer: 
"I should just as much expect to convey the princi
ples of algebra to a jackass and hav him comprehend 
it, as you spirit." 

A.gain, I was asked by a materialized form to giv 
the philosophy of the use of a medium in the act of 
materializing. A.nswer: I perceive that there is an 
emanation from all, and for want of a better word I 
will call it aroma. That serves the spirit as the quick
silver serves the mirror, to aggregate the particles 
together to form a substance or body. One more: 
"Will you giv me the philosophy of the origin of hu
man souls?" I replied, "I will answer it now if you 
are ready." He said, "Proceed." "I perceive that 
existence is made up of the two primates, spirit and 
matter-spirit, attenuated matter; matter, solidified 
spirit. The twain must be the one-the alpha, the 
omega; the beginning and the end; that was, that is, 
and that eternally will be." -

One word to Brother Winter-that he had better 
not be too positiv in his denunciations of what he 
condemns as a humbug-Spiritualism. For that 
person, be he whom he may, that condemns that which 
he knows nothing of, simply shuts himself up in the 
dru·k, in ignorance, and will be likely to remain so 
forever. It would be wise for all to do as I did forty 
years ago: pledge themselvs never to condemn any 
body or thing until they can positivly demonstrate 
the falsity thereof. 

Now for the question asked by our good friend 
Putnam, weeks ago, in THE TRUTH SEEKER: "What is 
Science?" which he attempted to answer himself, 
and later there was another attempt by our learned 
friend, S. P. A.ndrews. Now you hav my answer: 
" Science is the only positiv method of demonstrating 
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truth. Truth is the only means to p_rov:~. scienoo I heaping. abuse upon them. H"l relates instances[ ing fault with things that are the result of their 
mathematically, and as they both adm1ttea tlitat we where his prayers hav caused God to strike them own system." 
hav no absolute rule of knowledge which hall' as yet fro~ the earth, and in spite of the proof of his ras- Thus if there are wrongs in our system of govern
dawned upon this planet, hence we hav :no ~by .cahty and crooked ways, his creed believe in him the ment we hav no right to amend them, because they 
which we carry out David Crockett's injundion~ So stronger as being God's right-hand man, because I are the result of our system of government in the 
~e are left yet to grope in ignorance and darkmless, suppllse he approaches near the ways of David and wrong use made of it. If Mr. Hale's logic will apply 
with all of the world's best knowledge. ot_hers that was so noted for carrying out God's holy to Materialists the same logic will apply to himself, 

I would like to answer this grave question .and gii' ~111. God ! suppose has al~o answered. hi~ p~a yers and if Mr. Hale's God is true there is no sense in 
the rule by which those who want to giv their att:en-

1 
In a pe~umary way, for he Is. now flounshmg m the his gabble on Materialism, it being the result of his 

tion to it may know, and absolutely know, what they ,possesslO_n o! plen.ty, dema~dmg ~r?m $500 to $1,000 God. And again, "When Materialists attack Chris
are about. But all discoverers, of all past time, hn.v llb.efore Pitchmg his tent, with PriVIlege_ of the hat tianity as wrong they admit of other causes that 
had to suffer persecution before they could hav thei:r l&lld gate money, that usually trebles this sum. produce re~ults, contrar.~ to their own, and surren-
discoveries underst.ood. I am weak, but if any can-j H. B. JoNEs. dar to their opponent. Will M~~ Hale t~~at his 
did inquirer will ask and giv me space, I will giv the .' 0 ~o~ to the same dose when he . scuttles Mate-
information. Rest assured, good editor, you hav my MR. EDITOR: XENIA, ., July 3,1883:. rhi_ahsGm ?d Pootr mf atnhl I hope hTehwill try_and help 

b t 
. h N. H. DILLINGHAM M.D. , IS o ou o e vortex. e matenal world 

es WIS es. ' , "Thou shalt hav one God only; w~~ would be a small loss compared with this great pile 
Boston, July 5, 283. \ . Would be at the expense of two· of nothingness. I can't see where we poor "rats" 

===========::.========== , smgs .Arthur Hugh Clough. would get a foothold if it should sink. Is ramon-

TRoY, July 111, 1883. 
:MR. EDITOR: Please accept one dollar for the Ben

nett Monument Fund. I wish every dollar thus given 
could be multiplied to a thousand, for he deserves 
the grand~st monument ever· erected to the memory 
of man. And oh, I wish some of our wealthy Liber
als would build a Bennett Memorial Hall in New 
York, something like the Paine- Jffiall in Boston. But 
those who would cannot, and I fear those who can 
will not. So we hav to wait for another generation 
to do that work. Jll:mAM WlJL~UR. 

OKETO, June 27, 1$83. 
SisTER BENNETT: I am a reader of TH;<ll 'l':a;UTE! SnXER 

and will be as long as I liv. I claim to· be a Free
thinker of the most pronounced type. I am uot much 
of a writer, so I will not make this very lo~ There· 
are very few Infidels in this neighborhood. I am 
the only outspoken one here, and I haY so\Ble good 
arguments. I carry "Answers to Chri,;~tian Ques
tions" and "Bible Contradictions " in my pocket all 
the time. The Christians burnt two school-hOII'lll.16S 
in this district during the past year because tW\Ul .of 
the directors were Infidels. Yours truly, 

JAMES BIGHAN. 

ALEXANDRIA, July 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I inclose one dollar, for which you 

will please send THE TRUTH SEEKER three months to 
Richard Hc.dgins, of Hawksberry village, and to me, 
the "Besant-Hatchard Debate" and the "Clergyman's 
Victims." This is a lonely place for me. There are 

~---some good people here, but their social views and 
mine- don't agree; What would be innocent amuse
J tent to me is considered by them very wicked, and 
what they entertain themselvs with is for me, to 
say the least, anything but tasty, so I must remain 
by myself. Only for the weekly appearance of the 
esteemed TIWTH SEEKER life would be hard to bear 
here. My best wishes for yourself, for our beloved 
TRUTH SEEKER, and its able editor. 

Yours, CHAS. LAPERCHE. 

CEDAR SPRINGs, July 5, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find postal order Mr. 

E. H. Young sends, and wishes his paper to continue. 
I wish to thank the many Liberal friends who saw 
fit to drop me a card approving my suggestion of 
how to remove the evil of intemperance. My sug
gestion apparent in March 17th. I received hundreds 
of cards most flattering, and many letters quite 
lengthy, all approving ~the practicability of the 
suggestion. I hav been quite interested in reading 
what has been said concerning science, and would 
say that Mr. Andrews's Universology must be 'the 
key to science. It would seem so to read his argu
ments. Mr. Putnam makes his. arguments very 
plain. ram rather partial to common sense. How
ever that may account for it. I'll put one dollar in 
for the monument of our standard-bearer, D. M. 
Bennett. My heart would giv more, but circum
stances will not permit. I hav just received fifty 
cents for a trial trip for Dr. Rails, Cedar Springs. 

A. s. CROXTON. 

BURTON, July 4, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Perhaps no country is more cursed 

than this at present in the way of pestilence in hav
ing crime and dogmas proclaimed throughout the 
land by the most successful, perambulating king of 
tramps, "Major" Penn, the Baptist divine whose 
mammoth tent covering a full acre is now being 
spread at this place preparatory of bringing on a 
three weeks' fight with the devil, in which he is ex
pected to be cheated out of much material to keep 
his furnace ablast, but as a very small portion of 
Christendom has ever heard of the true way of sal
llation, the devil need not fear a searcity of kindling
wood. This evangelist boasts much of his powers in 
saving souls, and has really got many to believe 
that he is God's agent, whose prayers will be readily 
answered. This ex.attorney, wl:j.o was called from 
the mqst lucrativ practice (as l:j.e says) by God to 
preach his holy will, has really an art in making 
dupes of the masses. He is second to none-not even 
Moody and Sankey-in l:j.is humble calling. He 
claims to hav the power of removing Infidels who 
will beeq DOt from· the land, and spares no pains in 

Cheaper, surely, one than many, strating with supposed intelligent beings against the 
But still cheaper none than any. wrong use they make of materials which they coil-
Humanity, good Mr. Clough, trol to effect others surrendering and administering 
For you and me is quite enough. f th 0 
To aid weak, erring sisters, brothers, o o er causes? nee more, "If Materialism is not 
Is better for ourselvs and others the only cause, and if a cause at all may be no more 
Than wasting time in idle prayers, true than the other cause that produces other re-
Addressed to one who never hears- sults." And right at thiR point the bottom falls out 
Or, if he does hear, answers never; of Materialism. H Mr. Hale should swallow a few 
But good deeds liv and work forever. grains of arsenic he would soon think it a matel'ial 
The church is nought, 'tis clear to me, evil in that shape. And right at this point the bot-
But organized hypocrisy- tom would fall out of a material organism, but not 
A shrewd device of priestly knaves out of Materialism. Mr. Hale thinks we hav no 
To make and keep the people slaves. right to be fed on the s&me ourselvs because the ef· 
When rogue from gallows swings to bliss, facts are the results of Materialism. 
Justice and mercy surely kiss. Is Mr. Hale afraid to question his God, and does he 

-Romans, xi, ii. think we are afraid to study and question our sytem 
Yours, O. S. and also hav no right to question it? And he calls it· 

ONEIDA, July 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $2.50 for THE TRUTH 

SEEKER for another year. I cannot afford to do with
out the good old TRUTH SEEKER. I do not want to 
miss a single number. I like most of your corre
spondents well, but I do not approve of denouncing 
others because they do not agree with me in regard 
to immortality. I like to see Freethinkers of all 
kinds friendly. If the Materialist has had no evi
dence of a life beyond the grave, it does not prove 
that others hav not. I am confident that Mr. Win
ter will find but very few, even among Materialists, 
who relish his kind of talk. I do not know that 
there' is a life beyond the grave, and Mr. Winter 
does not know that there is not a life beyond the 
"dark valley," and certainly it is not pleasant to 
thrnk that we cease to exist at death. If immortal
ity is L'Ot a fact, then human life is a farce. 

When Mr. Winter says-
•• There is no life beyond the grave, 

And none will preach it but a knave," 
he desC".ends beneath the status of a gentleman and 
exhibits as much bigotry as the most. orthodox Chris
tian, and .his silence would be mom acceptable to 
nearly all Freethinkers. We would like to hear from 
John Peck jn every number of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
He is sound! .every time. Respectfully, 

G. BEEBE. 

SPRINGERTON, ILL., July 2, E.M., 283. 
MR. EDITOR~ You spoke in the card of the duty of 

Liberals in circulating Liberal papers and publica
tions. I am satisfied tha.t is right, but my will is 
greater than my ability. I inclose a "sandwich," 
which I use to sUr up some of them that are in
cased rn bigotry, and, with the aid of THE Tll.UTH 
BEEKER, theology trembles. In one place I was told 
that my talk in regard to sacred things had done a 
great damage to the cause of God(?) there. (I wish 
I could do more). "Why!" this person said, "you 
speak your sentiments without fe~"r or favor, and that, 
too, also befo-re the young. You hav no idea what a 
damage you are to the cause." But in expressing 
my sentiments I hav to run al; certain amount of 
risk-being called Infidel, blasphemer, etc. I care 
not. Repeatedly I ·am threatened with prosecution, 
but to those thus inclined I tell them to go ahead, 
as their "overgrown boss of the universe" needs 
some one now more than ever l';o bolster up his 
peuril pretensions. At one place, sitting on the 
hotel steps, a Methodist friend of mine assailed my 
sentiments, and I, of course, replied to that extent 
that another religious bigot sitting by was about to 
knock me off the porch, but his friends prevailed 
on him to desist. Yet with all this I am still bound 
to drill away at the rock of superstition till its" form" 
is " pied." I wish I had the means to purchase 
Freethought tracts for distribution, but I bide my 
time-this section of country is "dyed in the wool" 
of superstition. I hav repeatedly been asked by a few 
Liberal minds to express my views in public, and 
had I access to a Freethought library (and a better 
opinion of my ability) I think I should try it. . 

I wish you could see the expression on some faces 
when to them I present a TRUTH SEEKER. Some 
turn away with a look of holy horror, others drop it 
as they would a viper. Success to THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
I will aid it all ;r can. 

Yours for freedom, ARTHUR c. EVERETT. 

MAYO VILLE, July 5, 1883. 
MR, ED.ITOR: I see in a recent TRUTH SEEKER Mr. 

Hale says that ~· if Materialism is true there is no 
rea.eon or s~;n:~ae lq the ~aht\le of J'4ater~aU£?ts jn find-

Liberalism, Thingem·b0b, by all means so unique, so 
hard to define, so mysterious, would not hav so 
many base imitators, beside several other splendid ad
vantages. I notice as a rule persons who think 
their opinions raise a storm and produce a senseless 
tirade in persons that differ with them, are not al
ways free of the same tirades themselvs. They seem 
to hav pet corns, and seem to think what will not 
do for their corn is good enou~h for other's bun
ions. Another reader says, "The I>erusal of THE 
TRUTH :SEEKER to him is a source of irritation and 
must be to all Liberals of his class." Liberals! what 
tender, exquisit, divine ideas. 

Some enterprising Liberal will want to get a 
corner on air next. Liberals should not cry prohi
bition on thought yet a while. And the cob in the 
husk will say I am in the same husk myself. Would 
it not hav been more liberal to hav followed the ex
ample set and defined (metaphysics) before request
ing a definition ? Did Mr. Andrews attempt to de-
fine Science? ARTHUR CHAPEL. 

FRENCH CREEK, July 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I see some remarks on my theory 

hav been made by A. E. Ringer and S. D. Moore. 
I must, however, first inform them that I hav no 
selfishness or prejudice for any hypothetical theories, 
either my own or those of others. I am willing to 
embrace truth wherever found, and gladly abandon 
Arror when once discovered. 

Perhaps I did err in saying that mind is material. 
Mr. Ringer says," brain the cause, mind the effect." 
This undoubtedly is true, that is, to a certain extent 
only. Brain, we know, is material and therefore 
subject to the same laws that the' matter of any 
other part of our systems is subject to. But is it 
brain only that causes this effect? Can a pulp of 
gross matter, in itself, contain a power capable of 
performing such wonderful functions? I always 
thought not, which perhaps caused me to conclude, 
and that, perhaps, too hastily, that mind is material. 
But of this another time. 

I fear my friend B. D. Moore too has come to con
~lusions perhaps a little too hastily. He says: 

Whether they looked around or above them they 
could see this display of natural phenomena, and 
the more they meditated on these surroundings the 
more they become excited over their study· and here 
was born in man the faculty of marvel~usness or 
"wonder," and the more he ruminated on these 
natural phenomena, the more he was inclined to 
these reveries. And here we can trace out the birth 
of marvelousness or spirituality." "And now, as they 
were indebted to this god or gods for all their 
bounties, and even for life itself, they felt that they 
must devote a portion of their time and labor to his 
or their service and glorification. Following along 
this line of individual and mental unfoldment comes 
the wish and desire for a future life beyond the 
grave, and here is born hope, etc." Now, my friend, 
as I understand phrenology, there can be no func
tions prior to the faculties. There could hav been 
no excitement, no wonder, no surprise, before there 
existed a faculty, however small, to exercise such 
functions. Hence how could they cause the birth of 
the faculty of wonder? There could be no respect, 
no reverence, prior to the existence of a faculty of 
veneration, and no desire or longing for a future life 
beyond the grave preceding the faculty of hope. 

Friend Moore, why not say that in digestion we 
can trace out the birth of the stomach? or, to come 
back to our former subject, say that mind caused 
the birth of brain? I think rather both the facu 1-
tles and their functions came into exil!!tence simu 1· 

, 
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taneously, Dame Nature, perhaps, saw how much 
they are needed, and therefore created them. If we 
must admit that our faculties were born in some 
such way, as I understand you, then we must also 
admit that yet, perhaps, hundreds of others can be 
born us likewise; or if these functions existed prior 
to tbe faculties, then of what use or need are the 
latter? "Neither ever exists except in cJDjJlnction 
with the other, but both co-exist and act together, 
throughout all departments of nature." 

J. H. HmT. 

Sioux CITY, July 4, 1883. 
MRs. M. W. BENNETT: I see by tag on wrapper that 

my subscription to the best paper published has ex
pired. I inclose draft for $5, for my own subscrip
tion to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and hav the pleasure of 
handing you the cash and a new name for a year. 

Yours fraternally, N. N. E. WooD, M.D. 

LIMA, July 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I must say I still regard the old 

TRUTH SEEKER as the rock of my salvation, and long 
may it liv to battle against superstition and igno
rance. Please find inclosed money from three new 
subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I will try and 
send you some more names soon. 

Yours for prosperity, L. F. HEFLICK. 

CoRTLAND STATION, May 31, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: IncloEed you will find $1.25 for six 

months' subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER, hoping 
by that time, if not before, I can send you the bal
ance for the other six, providing you take that small 
a.mount at one time; if not, please inform me soon. 
I hav the specimen copy you sent me a short time 
ago. It is the best paper I hav seen yet. On with 
the good work! Let truth be unconfined. 

Yours truly, J.D. WHEELER. 

GREENE HILL, July 8, 283. 
MRS. M. W. BENNETT: Please find inclosed $3, to be 

applied as follows: $1.50 for fourth volume of "A 
Truth Seeker Around the World," fifty cents for pos
tage on the same, and $1 for Monument Fund. I 
would hav sent in sooner, but I cannot control 
things as I would like. I suppose I am not too late 
either for the book or monument. I am well pleased 
with the turn in THE TRUTH SEEKER articles from 
Materia.lism and Spiritualism to that which belong~ 
to this world and life. This, in my judgment, is as 
it should bA·, We want more of scientific and gov
ernmental knowledge. That which will make us bet
ter. I was well pleased with our friends Andrews's 
and Putnam's discussion on "What is Science?" 
Also an essay in the last issue on "Covenanterism" 
by A. B. Bradford, and several others that might be 
called side shots that I could mention. This is 
what I like. I can use it. But that which belongs 
to the sweet by-and-bye I cannot use in this life. It 
does not belong here. But there are many minds, 
and, of course, as many likes and dislikes. So 
we will hav t.o be charitable and let them all hav 
their turn. Why don't the Liberals and Spiritualists 
of Ohio put a ticket in the field this fall for state 
officers 0n our own platform? Ohio may as well lead 
off as any state. Some one has to be first. Let us 
see about what she can do. It would serve as a feeler 
for 284. Yours truly, ENOCH WICKERSHAM. 

NEWBERRY, July 4, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I am an Infidel and for that reason the 

Christian element of this little hamlet uses its in
fluence against me, preventing me from obtaining a 
position as teacher in our public schools here. They 
argue that as I am an. Infidel, I am not competent 
to teach the youths of America. 

The population of this town is not more than six 
hundred, yet there are four ministers here. The 
people are, for the most part, ignorant and illiterate; 
upon their plastic minds in infancy the dogmas of 
Christian theology bav been impressed. The min
isters, who are quarreling among themselvs for the 
spoils, lead the people. In fact, the different denomi
nations follow the four ministers like so many grey
hounds would follow their masters. 

Being the only outspoken Infidel, I hav indeed 
a hard time of it; being always ready to discuss the 
exploded dogmas of theology with them, they regard 
me as a fiend of the worse type. 

The ignorance of the people is the result of the 
teaching of the ministers. There are many here 
who regard Sunday as the seventh day of the week. 
I taught the school here four months, and during 
that time many lies were circulated about me by the 
Christian people, anc\ for. what? simply because on 
every occasion I expressed my honest thoughts and 
denounced the ministers of the gospel as being ene
mies to all mankind. 

I believe that I am the only one who takes your 
paper here. I offer it to many and the answer which 
I receive, is, "that they will not read such a paper, 
that if they had the power they would prevent it 
from passing through the mails." 

I am a young man but I intend to do what little 
I can to destroy forever the influence of Christianity 
and consign her to the limbo of oblivion. 

It matters not where I go, Christianity lies in every 
road, exerting herself to her utmost to trample me 
beneath her feet; but she shall not. My days shall 

I spend battling against her hell and heaven, God 
and devil. 

We need many papers like THE TRUTH HEEKER, to 
do the work that must be done. I trust that the 
day is not far distant when theology will be no 
more, when the ministers of the gospel will .hav 
passed away be remembered no more, Happy will 
the world be then. 
·You bav my best wishes for· the success of THE 

TRUTH SEEKER. JOHN C. CALHAINE. 

HAMPTONVILLE, July 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER from 

the first number, and probably will continue it until 
my death, if it still teaches truth. Some one said, 
that when the old lion D. M. Bennett died, there 
were some young whelps yelping around. That say
ing is true; for tbey are read 0f in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER weekly. I am so glad that THE TRUTH SEEKER 
still shines brightly and is true to the cause of right 
and against wrong. The four volumes of "A Truth 
Seeker Around the World," hav all been received. 
I bav said that I would not part with them for $100 
if I could not get more. I think there is more and 
better information in them, than in anything I bav 
ever seen, and I am more than eighty years old. 
May I ask a question of the believers in endlesR 
punishment? Do you hope that you, yourself, your 
mother, father, sisters, brothers, wife, husband, and 
neighbors will suffer endless Punishment, if they do 
not liv as the Bible says? Don't forget its clear 
annuneiation: "To offend in one point, is to be guilty 
in all. Accursed is every one that continues not in 
all things to do them. Believe not and be damned. 
Be ye perfect as your father in heaven is perfect. 
Without holiness, no one can see God. To be car
nally minded, is death." And many more such. 
"Answers to Christian Questions," received promptly. 
I bav read the pamphlet three times. It ought to be 
in every famHy. Can you afford to giv it to every 
new yearly subscriber for THE TRUTH SEEKER? If not, 
can you giv it for one half its price, if a fund was 
raised to pay the other half ? If so, I will giv $1 to 
such fund. I would like to bear that the monument 
could be built by $1 subscriptions and the fact stated 
on the monument. It ought to look grandly. 

GEORGE PADDINGTON. 
[A.t the present price of subscription we cannot 

afford to giv any premiums with THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
Indeed, unless our subscription list is considerably 
lengthened we shall bav to put the price back to $3 
next January. We should hate to do this, but fear 
we shall be compelled to in order to make both 
financial ends meet.-ED. T. S.] 

NORTH BENTON, July 9, 1883. 
MR. ·EDITOR: With the death of D. M. Bennett. we 

lost one of our best champions of universal mental 
liberty, a loss which we dearly felt, for we had fol
lowed him in all his meanderings around the world 
and back again. We felt a solemn foreboding when 
we saw the black lines in THE TRUTH SEEKER an
nouncing his death. But. such is fate. He was fully 
riDe and ready for the harvest. 

Within you will find $2 to apply on THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. I am glad to see the good old ship sailing 
triumphantly over all the brea.kers, and maintaining 
all her rigging. She seems to be sailing more tri
umphantly each week. Old superstitions are pass
ing away. The Democracy of Ohio has nominated a 
liberal-nlinded man for governor. The Republicans 
tried to make capital out of that, but they were soon 
glad to haul in like a snail in his shell. Hoadly 
will be elected by a large majority. 

The churches make a great effort to maintain their 
popularity. The slender attendance upon divine 
service bas come to be a fruitful source of disgust 
to ministers. It is a red-letter day when the churches 
are ·able to muster a corporal's guard, and ··over
flows" are only about as numerous as new comets. 
A glance over those they do get out shows a notabl~ 
preponderance of bonnets and bald heads, the vig
orous middle-aged element of the population who 
do the work of the world being conspicuous by their 
absence. That fact is a poser f0r the cloth. 

The Bible was written mainly to teach men how 
to do right, and nine-tenths of its contents are rules 
of life. Here again the preachers might find a text. 
It is pretty certain that if a man knows enough to 
liv right he is in a fair condition for dying right. 
It is the foundation of all preaching, but it's a queer 
ship that carries nothing but ballast, and it would 
be a curious building that bad only a foundation. 
Wben preachers learn to study humanity in its va
rious phases, and then preach from the standpoint 
of the counting-room, the kitchen, and the work
shop, instead of the parlor, pew upholstery will 
oftener need renewal. 

The Christians tell us that Liberals are a penuri
ous set of people; they giv nothing to philanthropy. 
Let them look at Girard College, Philadelphia, the 
grandest institution of the kind in the world-and 
the effort they bav made to ·capture it. And we 
would direct th.eir attention to a similar school in 
Youn~stown, Ohio, and to the Lick University in 
C<1lifornia, wuich is now well under way. It is on 
Mount Hamilton, thirteen miles from San Jose, a.nd 
nearly 4,500 feet above sea level, with an unobstruct
ed view of the heavens, excepting a small pcntion 
of the northeastern horizon. The observatory is of 

the most approved character, and will be completely 
equipped. It will be easily accessible from San Jose 
by a mountain road .constructed for this purpose 
and having a very easy grade. But the Christians 
say they are alpha and omega-the polar star. Af
ter preaching that slavery was a divine institution 
for centuries, and quoting D@uteronomy to show 
that if you wanted servants you must buy of the 
heathens around you, and they should be your ser
vants forever, at this late date they will hav the ef
frontery to say, "We did it. We emancipaterl the 
negro, we did." CHESTER BEDELL, 

WILLIAMSTOWN, OHIO, July 10, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: When reading the clipping •· Not an 

Isolated Case " in THE TRUTH SEEKER of 7th, it recalled 
to my mind my own case but with quite different re
sults. In 1872 I commenced the investigation of Spir
itualism. After becoming fully convinced in my own 
mind of its truthfulness I began to proclaim my con
viction aloud. At this time one of Colonel Inger
soll's books fell into my hands. At once new 
light began to dawn and I purchased all of his lec
tures, as well as Paine's, and all the Liberal and 
Spiritual works extant. By the side of these I placed 
a complete list of writers on and in favor of ortho
doxy, Clark and Benson's commentaries, and scores 
of other writers on the same subjects. When at it I 
went in earnest to investigate and compare. I now 
began to add knowledge to my new faith. I em
braced not only Spiritualism but Liberalism and the 
shackles of old theology and superstition began to 
vanish "like wild beasts before civiliz!l.tion." Having 
been engaged here for more than twenty years in an 
activ practice of medicin and surgerY and different 
lines of mercantile business, my friends came in with 
their advice. "If you believe this, be silent; it will hurt 
your business." My reply was, I will cry aloud and 
spare not. IwiU not sacrifice my sincere conviction of 
truth for fear nor favor. (I had been an activ member 
in the M. E. church.) And if my friends forsake me 
because I bold the truth, they will hav to go. I pro
cnred the services of Wella B. Anderson, the great 
spirit artist, to come and stay with me for several 
days, as well as oth~r good mediums. I threw my 
doors open, invited my neighbors, one and all, to 
come without money and without price. Every room 
of my residence would be crowded. I employed 
other mediums to hold materializing seances. Crowds 
would come. Just at this time the leading Metho
dist minister of our place concluded he would crush 
out necromancy, as he called it, and to set the iron 
heel of orthodox bigotry on it, be appointed a meet
ing on a beautiful Sunday. For that special crowds 
caine. He preached and prayed for the banishment 
of the devil and his works from our midst, and 
warned and forbid his members to go and hear me, 
as I was to speak in one week in defence of Spirit
ualism, Liberalism, etc. But the people for six miles 
round crowded the house. Doors and windows 
were full and many could not find admittance. 
The reverends of all denominations near came out. 
This devilish doctrin, as the preacher called it, was 
new to all. After the lecture I announced to my 
uearers that I had all the works e~tant on Spiritual
ism and Liberalism, and any one who desired to read 
should be accommodated with books. The result 
was a rush for books, aod from that time on my li
brary has been open to all to read, and they flock 
here for that purpose. But this enraged the clergy 
of all denominations. They called a special meet
ing to stop 1he onward march of this abominable 
enemy of old theology. This did not succeed any 
better than the first, only inspiring the hearers with 
a spirit of investigation. Next I bad to meet them 
in open discussion of the subiects. We discussed 
them for days, and, I am happy to say, I van
quished my opponents. Now all became quiet until 
I arranged and bad printed for distribution many 
hundred circulars. This raised their ire because it 
struck at the root of their cherished doctrine. But 
this did not satify me. I began to circulate through 
r.heir membership· the Banner of Light, Mind and 
Matter, psychometric circulars, and all the Spiritual
Istic tracts I could procure. I sent them broadcast. 
Next I procure.d tracts and leaflets at THE TRUTH 
SEEKER office-! re-enforced with them. They read 
them through. They were a little touched with In
fidelity, but with good sense I also distributed several 
numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and those whose 
bands all those fell into were thr~ clergy, cloctors, 
lawyers, and the thinking part of the laity, Now let 
me add right here that the ministers who preached 
against my views and with whom I held discussions 
are at this time among my warmest friends and sup
porters. They call me to attend them and their fam
ilies whenever needed, and say to me, ''You know 
we do not see alike, but you hav as good a right to 
your views as we hav to ours." My friends are nu
merous fl,nd my business is good and on the increase 
daily. No, sir, I will not yield my sincere conviction 
of truth for friend nor foe. Life, liberty, and pursuit 
of happiness is guaranteed to us in the constitution, 
and shall we be afraid to make known our religion? 
Take from us everything else but freedom of speech 
and the vindication of our own rights, and when 
others see us standing by our colors and support
ing them, though evil as well as good report, 
they will respect us and our c.ause. · I do not say 
what I hav said boastingly, but through the 
hope that I may inspire others to do likewise. It 
grieves me that I am not a good writer, as my heart 
and soul is interested in the welfare of my fellow
man. I only wish I could do something to help 
liberate him from the thralldom of church crAetl 
priestcraft, etc, B. D. EVANS, M.D. 
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St. Leon's Toast. 
The feast Is o'er! Now brimming wine 
In lordly cup Is seen to shine 

Before each eager guest; 
And silence fills the crowded hail 
As deep as when the herald's call 

Thrills In the loyal breast. 

Then up arose the noble host, 
And, smiling, cried, "A toast I a toast! 

To all our ladies fair 1 
Here, before ail, I pledge the name 
Of Staunton's proud and beauteous dame

The Lady Gundamere." 

Then to his feet each gallant sprung, 
And joyous was the shout that rung 

As Stanley gave the word : 
And every cup was raised on high, 
Nor ceased the loud and gladsome Cl'Y 

Till Stanley's voice was heard. 

''Enough, enough," he smiling said, 
And lowly bent his haughty head; 

"That all may hav their due, 
Now each in turn may play his part, 
And pledge the lady of his heart, 

Like gallant knight and true." 

Then one by one each guest sprung up, 
And drained in turn the brimming cup, 

And named the loved one's name; 
And each, as haud on high he raised, 
His lady's grace and beauty praised, 

Her constanCY. aud fame. 

'Tis now St. Leon's turn to rise; 
On him are fi.:ed those countless eyes

A gallant knight Is he; 
Envied by some, admired by all, 
Far-famed In lady's bower and hall

The !lower of chivalry. 

St. Leon raised his kindling eye, 
And lifts the sparkling cup on high. 

" 1 drink to one,'' he said, 
" Whose Image never may depart, 

Deep graven In this grateful heart, 
Till memory be dead. 

" To one wlwse love for me will last 
When lighter passions long hav past

So holy 'tis and true. 
To one whose love hath longer dwelt, 
More deeply fixed, more keenly felt, 

Than any pledged by you." 

Each guest upstarted at the word, 
And laid a hand upon his sword, 

With !ury-fiashlng eye; 
And Stanley said, "We crave the name, 
Proud knight, of this most peerless dame, 

Whose love you count so high." 

St. Leon paused, as 1f he would 
Not breathe her name, In careless mood, 

Thus Ugh tly to another; 
Then bent his noble head, as though 

~ --~!ro giv tha.t-.name the reverence due, 
And gently said, "My mother I" 
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vinities of the pagan mythology. In the pres- notes by DmEROT. Translated from the 
ent general discussion of the bases of the ~rench by H. D. RoBINSON. Two volumes 
Christian belief, such a work as this cannot m one. $2. 
fail to be of direct service, especially if the Talleyrand's Letter to Pope Pious 
inq~irer coi?-es to his tas~ with. a calm and Vll. Translated from the French 
un_bmsed mmd. _The pub~Isher IS largely the into Portuguese by D. J. MoNTEIRO, and 
editor, and has hims~lt written. many n?tes of from Portuguese into English by H. D. 
value. surchar~ed 'Yith cand?r and fairness. RoBINSON. With a memoir of the author. 
Certamly the hbrar1es of all hberal preachers, 25 cents 
as well as nil instructors of the people, should · 
possess this most suggestiv and quite india- Testimonials to Thomas Paine. 
pensable volume. Compiled by JosEPRN.MoRREATJ. 15 cents. 

Correspondence Wanted 
1 desire to correspond with a few earnest Liberal 

ladles under 30 years of age. Object; to find a true 
companl_on. Adress, NATHAN L. VOLNEY, Wheel-
ing, W. Va. 2t28 

SEND FOR 

The Crimes of Preachers 
From May, 1876 to May, 1882. 

The Bible: Is it of Divine Origin, 
Authority, and Influence? By S. J. PIN
NEY. Cloth, 60 cents; paper, 35 cents. 

The Case Against the Church. A 
summary of the arguments against Chris
tianity. Price, 50 cents. 

The Clergy a Source of Danger to 
the American Republic. By W. 
F. JAMIESON. $1. 

The Day of Rest. By WM. McDoNNELL. 
TRANSLATruJ OUT OF THE ORIGINAL NEWS. Author of "Exeter Hall,'' "The Heath-

And wtth previous Tran:::=s~Uigently compared and ens of the Heath," etc. 10 cents. 
revised. The Devil's Pulpit. By RoBERT TAY-

B}" Col. D. E. BILLINGS. LOR, with a sketch of the author's life. $2. 

lACY'S NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
"NATURE'S HARMONY," 

Of evolutionary theory, solving the problem ot 
life, and advocating the perpetuation of spiritual 
Identity, demonstrating from scientific standpoint. 

Neatly bound In muslin. Price, $1.00. 

"STAR LAKE ROMANCE." 
A poem of love and rivalry, written In view of diS· 
cussing Christianity vs. Infidelity. The arguments 
are rendered by the characters of the story, In theil' 
colloqnles, and the reader Is left as umpire. 

200 pages, bound In muslin, gllt and embossed. 
Price. $1.50. 

Both of the above works contain the author's por-
trait. Address ARTHUR J. LACY, 

28tf Nirvana, Lake Co., Mich. 

SUBSCRIBERS AND FRIEND,_ 
OF THE "PHYSIOLOGIST." 

Elmlna would !Ike copies of the following Nos. of 
the New York "Physiologist." June and July (double 
No.) 1878; April and May (double No.) 1879; Nov. 
1878; Aug. and Sept. 1879; June 1879; Jan., Feb., 
Mal'Ch, April, 1881. If friends will send me these 
Nos. or either ot them I will send copies or "Matrl· 
monlal Review," copy tor copy In exchange, and be 
greatly obliged also. Or will send, It preferred, 
"The Alpha," or "Herald of Industry." 

Address ELMINA D. BLENKER, 
St28 Snowville, Va. 

WETTSTEIN'S 

JEWELRY STORE, 
ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Established lS57, :Beats the World. 
'.rhere is not another town th1•ee times the size of 

Rochelle that can show so large and beautiful a stock 
or fine gold and silver watches, fine gold and plated 
chains, charms, necklaces, and lockets, bracelets; 
plain gold. diamond, pearl, turquols, and fancy stone 
rings; so!IG silver and plated ware; optical goods, 
gold pens, accordions, pocket and table cutlery, guns, 
revolvers, shears, etc., as WETTSTEIN'S, 

Square dealing, enterprise, adaptation, accurate 
judgment, best of taste In buying, steady application 
during twenty-five years, best of watch-work, and 
LOWEST PRICES AT ALL TIMES, haV done it. 

If you hav a watch that no one else can put In per
fect order, send It to me. If you ha v no watch, send 
to me tor prices, and I will save you money. If you 
want a chain, necklace, ring, solid sliver or plated 
spoons, castor, spectacles, opera glass, etc., send to 
me for prices and description, and I will convince 
you. 

REFERENCES: Mayor and City Council, officers or 
Rochelle banks. 

GOODS SENT TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

A \VlFE WANTED. 
An honorable, Intelligent, middle-aged gentleman 

of fine personal appearance, high social standing, 
excellent habits, and affectionate disposition, but 
with ll:ttle means, wishes to marry a good woman of 
suitable age and disposition who has means, and who 
therefore desires only t1·ue m,.nly wm·tlt In her h US' 
band. Address EARNEST, this office. 

12t24 

FREETHOUGHT WORKS, 
Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Advancement of Science. The In
augural Address of Prof. JoHN TYNDALL, 
delivered before the British Association 
for the Advancement of Science. With 
Portrait and Biographical Sketch. Also 
containing opinions of Prof. H. HEL~r
HOLTZ, and articles of Prof. TYNDALL and 
Sir HENRY 'l'nolllPSON on prayer. Pl'ice, 
cloth, 50 cents. Inaugural Address alone, 
in paper, 15 cents. 

Amberley's Life of Jesus. His Char
acter and Doctrins. From the Analysi' 
of Heligious Belief. By VrscoTJNT AMrlEn
LEY. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents. 

Chronicles of Simon Christianus. 
His Manifold and Wonderful Adventures 
in the Land of Cosmos. A new scriptur~ 
(evidently inspired) discovered by J. N. 
FmEL. From the English. Very 1\ich. 
Pr: ce, 25 cents. 

Crimes of Preachers m the Uniteu 
States. JJy l\i. E. BILLINGS. Shows how 
thick and fast the godly hav fallen from 
grace. Price, 25 cents. 

Deity Analyzed ami the Devil's De· 
feuse. In Six Lectures by Col. 
JoHN R KELSO, A.Jiii. These are among 
the ablest lectures ever delivered, and 
should be read by everybody. $1.50. 

r .. ast Will and Testament of Jean 
~leslier, a curate of a Roman church 
in France, containing the best of his writ
ings. 25 cents. 

Nathaniel Vauglmn. A radical novel 
of marked ability. By FREDERIKA MAc
DOXALD. 404 pages. Price rec1ucec1 to 
$1.25. 

Nature's Revelations of Character; 
or Physiognomy Illustrated. The 
science of individual traits portrayed by 
the temperaments nncl features. Illus
trated by 2GO wood cuts. By JosEPH 
SIMMs, M.D. 650 pages, 8 vo. Cloth, 
$3.00; leather, S4.0G; morocco, gilt 
edges, $4.50. 

New England and the People up 
There. A humorouf:l lecture. By 
GEORGE E. MACDONALD. 10 cents. 

The Diegesis; being a Discovery of 
the Origin, Eviclenet>, and Early History· Pocket Theology. By VoLTAIRE. Com-
of Christianity, never yet before or else- prising terse, witty, and sarcastic defini-

SEOOND EDITION. 

where so fully and faithfully set forth. tions of the terms used in theology. The 
By Rev. RoBERT TAYLOR. $2. only edition in English. 25 cents. 

Price Twenty•ftve Cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

21 CI!Dton Place, N.Y. city 
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STANDARD SlJIEN1'IFIC WORKS 
Sent by mail on receipt of price 

Every Freethinker sho·ul.d read them. 
Sold by D. lti. BENNETT, 21 Clinton 

Plo.ee, New York. 

WORKS OF CHARLES DARWIN. 

g~1fc'~n~fofP!j~he.~ . .'.".'.".". ·. ·.::··.:::::::·.::::·.::::::: :::::. ~ gJ 
Journal of ReseaTches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . 2 00 
Emotional ExPression 0 ••••• 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •• 0 00 0 0 0 0 ••• 0. 0 0 s eo 
Animals and Plants nnder Domestication. 2 vola .. ,. 5 00 
Insecttvorous Plant~.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00 
Cl1mlJing P!J•nts ........................................ 1 25 
Orchids ferlllzed b.l' Insect• ..... . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .... I 75 
FertUiz~tion In tb.e Vegetable Kmgdom ............. , 2 00 
Forms of Flowers...... .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . I 50 
Power of Movement In Plants . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . . 2 00 
Vegetable Mould, etc..... .. ... . . . ... . .... . .. .. . . .. . . . 1 50 

'"' WORKS OF PROF. THOMAS HUXLEY. tl' 
Man's Place In Nature... . . . . . .... .. .. . .. . . .. . .... .. 1 25 
g~;~ec~flfd~~~~ so";ct':rwl~;·;.nd ".Ad.illiii18triii1ve I 

00 
Nlh!ll•m ............................ ,. ..... ....... 50 

A Manual of the .Anatomy of Vertebrated Animals. 
Illustrated...... .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . 2 50 

A Manual of the Anatomy or lnvertebrated An!. 
mals. Illustrated.................. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . 2 50 

~~!t~~~~~~~~ ~gg~;::::.~~~~~~i.~:-:~::::::::::::::: ~ ~ 
American Addresses................................... ~ ~ 

i~~~~!~~;.~~:ti~;~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ 
Elements of Physiology and Hygiene. By T. H. 

Hu1<ley a.ud W. J. Youmans..................... 1 50 
Introductory Primer ........ , .................. ,........ 45 

WORKS OF PROF. JOHN TYNDALL. 
Heat as a Modo rf Motlcn.. ............. .......... ..... 2 00 
01~ound ............................................... i~ 
Lf;!1r'a"nnJ'Jf~~dtc~i;.:::: ...... ::::::::::::::::::::::: I 25 
Lessons In ElectricitY................................. I 00 
Hours of ExercisA In the Alps..... .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . 2 00 
Faraday as a Discoverer...................... . . . . . . . . 1 00 
On Forma of Water.................................... I 50 
Radiant Heat........................................... 5 00 
Six Lectures on Light ............. ,..................... I 50 
The above 10 vola., I2mo ......................... Cloth, I9 75 
Banquet at Delmonico's ........................ Paper, 50 
Belfast Addres• ................................. PaPer, 50 
Essays on th9 Floating Matter or the Air tn Relation 

to Pntrefactlon and Infeetlon. I2mo .... Vloth, 1 50 

"' WORKS OF HERBERT SPENCER. 
Firat Principles ........................................ ~ gg 
~~~~~~gl:g: I.I~~Y.tgogiJo~~iS::: :::::::::::::::::::: 4 00 
Prlncipld• of S ,c!ology l'•rtsl..U., and lli. ...... 2 00 
Ceremontal Institutions: Being Part IV. of "PJ!n. 

1 25 Pollti~:S1'i~~{i ~W~~~o:gn~i~g-Part · v: or':. ·Prtiicipiei. 
of Socloh.Jgy." ........................... , . . . . . . . . 1 50 

Data.ofEtnics: Helng Part!. ofthe 11 l>rinc1ph:sof 
Morality." ....................................... 123 

Stmly or Sociology (InteJDatlonal Scientific l:ierles), 1 fO 
Education ................................ , .... . .. .. . . . . I 25 

Paper, 50 
Discussions In Science, Philosophy, and Morals..... 2 00 Untversa.l Prngress.... ... .. . ... .. . . . ............. .. .. . 2 00 
Ks,ays: Moral, PoUtlr al. aod JJ:stbet!c...... ... . . . ... . 2 00 
Socia! S•atlrs . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . •. . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. 2 0~ 

The above 14 vola., 12mo ............................. 25 25 
Philosophy or Sryle. I2mo ............ Flexlble Cloth, 50 
Descriptive So,·iulogy. Published In folio with Ta. 

bles. Eight Parts now ready, namel.f: 

~~~V:~i Americans. 
~~~~t!o~~~'~alayo-Polyneaia.n Re.ces. 

Aslutlc Races. 
North and South American Races. 
Hebrews and Phreulci..:ns. 

~;fcn"c~fthefirstSeven Parts ................ Each 400 
Part 8...... ... .. .. .. .. ..... .... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .... 7 00 

WORKS OF DR. J. W. DRAPER. 
History of the Conflict between Religion and Scf. I 

75 
Inten~~~~~t 1fi'!'~eliiville~i-~r .. :E"tir~p·.;:·2v.rils·::.:::: s oo 

WORKS OF H T. BUCKLE. 
History of Civilization In England. With a complete 

lnde,;: (not published In the Rngllsh edition). 
z vols., svo ...................... il;{lt"l:i~ii; ~i~~~: t ~ 

Essays; with a Biography of the Author. 6~o'l'g; 1 00 
Half Calf, extra, 2 50 

The Life nnd Writings of Henry Thomas Buckle. 
By Alfred Henry Huth. Svo .................... 2 00 

WOHKS OF PROF. ERNST HAECKEL. 
The History of Creation: or. the Development of 

the Earth and Its Inhabitants by the Action of 
Natural Causes. A Popular Exposition of the 
Doctrine of Evolution in general, and of that 
or Darwin Goethe, and Lamarck In particular. 
The translation revised )Jy Professor E. Ray 
Lank ester. Illustrated. with Llthogf"phlc 
Plates. In 2 vola., I2mo .................. Cloth, 5 00 

The Evolution of Man. A Popular Exposition ot 
the l'rlnc!pal Points of Human Ontogeny and 
Phylogeny. 2 vols. 12mo ............... {)loth, 5 00 

Freedum in Science and Teachings. From the Ger .. 

1¥."~: s:"W:O~~~~~~~~~:.~~:~. ~!..~: .~:.~'lfl~~~: 1 o~ 
WORKS OF PROF. W. E. H. LECKY. 

History oftbe Rise and Influence of the Spirit of 
Rationalism In Kurope. ~ vola,, email Svo 

.Clotll, 4 00 
Half Cl\lf, e1tra 8 00 

Hl;tory of EuroPean Morals from Augustus to Char~ 
lemagne. 2 vola., 12mo ...... ""iiiii ·cair; -~!t~; ¥ ~ 

The Leaders of Public Opinion In Ireland: Swift. 
Flood, G att•n, O'ConLeli. I2mo ......... VIoth, 1 73 

History' f Engla"d In the Klahteenth Centurr,· 4 ~ 
00 vola., emu'! 8To ............. ·· ........ "iiaitcC':~; 1.S 00 

WORKS OF SIR JOHN LUBBOCK. 
Origin of Civilization and the l'rlmltlve Condition 

00 Prehl~r oi1~n-i,.lm"e6." ·,u; 'i iiusi ratiia. by. A iiciei.~JO~~: 
mains and thu Manners aud Customs of Mod-
ern Sava~es. Illustrated. Svo ........... Cloth. 00 

Ants,o~~:se aHabft:~~si~~ts:c~~yr:£y~e~~~~~~:t~J!:t~ 
ternat!oral Selent!" c Series). 12mo ..... Cloth, 2 00 

WORKS OF PROF. OSCAR SCHMIDT. 
The Theory of Descent, and Darwinism. With 26 

W .. odcuts. 12 mo . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 50 
""" WORKS OF PROF. E. L. YOUMANS. 

Claes-Book of Chemistry. Newedltton. 12 mo .... 1 50 
Hand-Book of Hous~hold Science 12 mo ........... 1 75 
The Culture Dea·anded by Modern Life: A series or 

Addresses and Arguments on the Claims or 
Sctent!tlc Edoca.t!on. Edited, with an Introdoc. 
tlon on Jllental !Jtsclpllne in Education bv Ed· 
ward L. Youm•n•, M.D. 12 mo, ....... Cloth, 2 00 

A Series or Expositions by Prof. Hdmboltz, Dr. 
Mayer, Dr. Faraday .Prof. Liebig, and Dr. Car. r 
penter Edited, with an Introduction and Brter 
lllographlca.l Notices of the Chief Promoters or 
of the New Views, by Edward L. Youmans, 
M.D. I2 mo ................................ Cloth. 2 00 
WORKS OF PROF ANDREW D. WHITE. 

Preoldentor Cornell University. 
The Warfare of Science. I2 mo .......... ····· 'i~~~~: 1 ~ 

HISTORY PRIMERS. 
Edited by J. R. Green. IS mo. Flexible cloth. 

Greece. By C A. Fyrre .............. · ... · ... · · ... ·· · 
~~~~e. Byn~E?1e.1~~~0e':ni{ri":: :· ·::::: ::::::::::::::: 
Old Greek Life By J.l'. M~har!y ............ ······•· 
~e~~~Pi>'ntt BJ!t?:.~r~?~~~: wiiJiina:.: ::: :·:.:: ::: 
J<'rance. By~- M. Yonge ............... ·· • •• •• .. • • .. · 

SCIENCE PRIMERS. 
18 mo. Flexible cloth. 

Introductory. By T. H. Huxley .................... . 
Chemistry. By H. JJ:. Roscoe ....................... . 
Physics. By Balfour St., wart ........... • ............ . 
Physical Grogr•phy. By Archibald Gelkle .......... . 
Geology. By Ar~hlo~tld Getk1e ........................ . 

~~lr~!~~;l~~~Wy}¥1 ~~~~~~n·i~·c~y~;.: :: ~: :::::::::::: 
Botany. Bv Dr. ,J.D. Hool<er ........................ . 
l..ugtc. By'\V. B.J \ODS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

})'G·;g;i~te~~Ya~l~;.trlJ;y ~~a~k.~· ~~;?o~~~::: · :·: ·: ::: 

45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 

45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 

~ 
45 Political Economy. By W. S. Jevons ................ . 

Natural Resourc BO! the Unit rl st,·es. By J. N. I 
Patton .................... ,, ......... , . .,.......... ~ 

, 
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Kick. 
Ne'er submit to any wrong 1 

Make a kick! 
Though your voice become a gong; 
Though the strife be sore and long; 
Though It leave you weak and sick, 

Make a kick! 
Right Is might for honest men I 

Make a kick! 
Never mind the where or when; 
Though the odds be one to ten, · 
Show yourself a plucky chick! 

Make a kick! 
Though It g!v the lawyers wealth, 

Make a kick I 
Poverty oft takes on health 1 
Fight the wrong by force, by stealth I 
Always to your motto stick I 

Make a kick! 
-Philadelphia Tim<S. 

The Best of Books. 
From the Dames County D•mocrat. 

FltEETli:()UGHT WORKS, 
Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Sepher Toldoth Jeshn; or, the Book 
of the Generation of Jesus. First trans
lation into English of a remarkable He
brew document, giving the original from 
which the story of Jesus was made up. 
20 cents. 

Sixteen Saviors of None. Bl KERSEY 
GRAVEs, author of the Woi'ld s Sixteen 
Crucified Saviors; The Bibles of Bibles, 
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents. 
cloth, $1. 

Six Lectures on Astronomy. 
PRoF. 3. A. PROCTOR. 20 cents. 

By 

Socialism : Reply to Prof. Roswell 
D. Hitchcock. The Professor's 
sophistries fully exposed. Paper, 25 
cents; cloth, 50 cents. 

Superstition; The Religion of Believe 
or be Damned, an Open Letter to the St. 
John's School Board. By M. BABCOCK. 
25 cents. 

TJ1e Adventures of Elder Triptole· 
mus Tub. Containing startling 
and interesting disclosures about hell, its 
locality, magnitude, climate, employ
ments, etc. By the Rev. GEo. RoGERS. 
15 cents. 

If the question, "What is the best book i 
published?" were made general throughout the 
world there would doubtless be hundreds of 
answers to it, while thousands of readers 
would be unable to make a definit reply. If. 
~owever, the question were modified, by add
mg the words, "for the young and those 
whose opportunities for extensiv study of all The Besant· Hatchard Debate. A 
subjects that all people ought to study, are two-nights' Debate between Mrs. ANNIE 
limited," we should say, as our answer, "The BEsANT and Rev. A. HATCHARD on The 
Liberal Guide," by Prof. H. M. Kottinger, of Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, 
San Jose, California. The name givs no in- and the Influence of Christianity on the 
dication of the contents of this valuable book, World. Held at the Hall of Science, 
and yet we could not suggest a better title. London, December, 1880. 25 cents. 
The Liberal Guide is a book of nearly 200 
large pages bound in cloth and sold at the ex- The Clergyman's Victims. A Rad-
tremely lo_w price of $1. It is in two parts. • ieal story vividly portraying the wrongs 
~he first 1s devoted to "Moral Culture" and : committed by the professed men of God. 
1s composed of short extracts of prose and By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents. 
:poetry from our best authors on appropriate 1 • • 
subjects, next the "Doctrin of Duties and ! The Contrast : Evangelicalism and 
Right~" }n quest.ions and _an~;vers, then Spiritualism Compared. By 
"EthlCs, "Doctrm of JustlCe, etc. Part · MosEs HULL. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 
Second is entitled "Religious Enlightenment," I • • • 
giving an outline of the principal religions of : The DarwinS. A domestic Radical 
the world before and since the beginning of story. By Mrs. ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER, 
the Christian Era, criticisms of biblical nara- author of John's Way, Studying the Bible, 
tivs and an important and elaborate chapter ' and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, 
on "Views of the Universe from the stand- 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 
point of the Modern Sciences." A dozen I Th Gh t f St J hn • By M. BAB-
columns of our paper would not suffice to e OS 0 • 0 · S. 
contain the notice we should be pleased to giv . cocK. 25 cents. 
this valuable work of a profound scholar, but The New Dispensation;_ or, The Heav-
whoever desires to get more information on enly Kingdom. By D. w. HULL. Price, 
the subjects it treats of than is contained in . 25 cents. 
other works costing ten times as much should ; 
send for it at once. It may be had at THE i Proceedings and Addresses at the 
TnuTH. SEEKER office, 21 Chnton Place, New : Watkins Convention. 400 pages 
York Clty. of excellent Sp·eeches and Essays. Price 

reduced to $1.00. 

Got Some, But Not All of the Bot- . Pyramid of Gizeh. The Relation of 
tom Facts. Ancient Egyptian Uivilization to the 

Reviewing John Truesdell's recent Hebrew Narrativ in Genesis and Exodus, 
book, "Bottom Facts," concerning Spir- and the Relativ Claims of Moses and the 
itualism, the Rochester De:rnocrat and Pyramid to Inspiration Considered. By 

VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. 25 cents. 
Chronicle says: 

"It is needless to say that Mr. Truesdell's Religion Not History. An able ex-
disclosures hav attracted a good deal of pub- amination of the l'llomls and Theology of 
lie attention. The subject, indeed, is a vital the New Testament. By Prof. F. W. 
one. Modern Spiritualism is, as one of Mr. Newman, of the London University. 25 
Truesdell's correspondents says, if it is a truth, cents. 
is the grandest truth that was ever brought to Outline of the French Revolution: 
the world. If it is a fraud, it is the fraud of Its Causes and Results. A clear 
the nineteenth century. We confess that the and comprehensiv portrayal of this inter-
book has made a powerful impression upon esting portion of human history. By W. 
us. We do not see how the disclosures can S. BELL. 25 cents. 
be met successfully except by proving that 
Mr. Truesdell deliberately lies, and, from 
many years acquaintance with him, we do not 
believe that he lies. The explanations that he 
givs of the phenomena he describes are in 
themselvs probable explanations, as is illus
trated in the Chase interview, and in the ma
terialized stone and the parafine mold. If re
sults can be explained by material causes, 
such explanation is prima facie more reasona-

Outlines of Phrenology. By F. E. 
AsPINWALL, M.D. Most acceptable to 
Liberals of anything of the kind pub
lished. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles. 
Price, 20 cents. 

PAINE'S WORKS. 
Paine's Theological Works, includ

ing The Age of Reason, Examination oj 
Prophecies, Letter to the Bishop of Llan. 
daff, Reply to Mr. Erskine, Letter to Ca
mille Jordan, etc., etc., with a life of 
Paine, and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo 
In paper covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50. 

Paine's Great Works (complete) 
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather, 
$4.00; morocco, $4.50. 

Paine's Political Worlrs, including 
Common Sense, The Cri,;is, un(l Rights of 
Man. Cloth, $1.50. 

The Age of Reason. An investiga
tion of true and fabulous th cology. 
Whhout a peer in the world. Pttpe::, 25 
cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents. 

FREETHOUGHT WORKS, 
PUBLISHED AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFIOE. 

Resurrection of Jesus. Showing the 
contradictions and doubts in which the 
subject is involved. By W. S. BELL. Re
vised edition. 25 cents. 

Revelations of Antichrist. An ex
haustiv work proving conclnsivly that no 
such person as Jesus Christ existed in the 
reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the 
son of Mary, was stoned and hanged 
about a century before, and that his dis
ciples, Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the 
apostle Paul, both lived and died before 
the Christian era. 446 pages and full in-
dex. Price, $2. · 

The Anonymous Hypothesis of Cre
ation. A Brief Review of the so
called Mosaic Account. By JAMES F. 
FURNISS. Cloth, 50 cents. 

The Brain and the Bible. By EDGAR 
C. BEALL. With a Preface by RoBERT G. 
INGERSoLL, who says of it· "This book, 
written by a brave and honest man, is 
filled with brave and honest thoughts. 
The arguments it presents cannot be an
swered by all the theologian~ in the 
world." Price reduced to $1. 

The Creed of Christendom. Its 
foundation contrasted with its super
structure. By W. RATHBONE GREG. One 
of the clearest ancl ablest works ever 
written. $1.50. 

The Essence of Religion. From the 
German of L. FEUERBACH. Author of th 
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth, 
reduced to 50 cents. 

The Godly Women of the Bible. A 
History of all the women who figure in the 
Bible. Sharp and telling in style. Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely 
written Radical romance. By WM. Mc
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family 
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages. 
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25. 

The Holy Bible Abridged. Contain-
ing the choice passages and lovely mor
ceaus particularly pleasing to CoMsTOCK. 
169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts. 

The .Jamieson-Ditzler Debate. A 
nine-days' debate on God, the Bibie 
Ohristiani ty, and Liberalism. Betweer:. 
W. F. JAMIESON and Rev. JAcoB DITZLER, 
D.D. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

The Legends of the Patriarchs. By 
S. BARING-GoULD. $1.50. The C'~ngrega
tionalist, in speaking of it, says: " There 
are few Bible readers who hav "not at some 
time wished for just such a volume. It is 
a thoroughly interesting book, and will 
be seized with avidity by all students oi: 
the Bible. 

The Martyrdom of Man. Embracing 
the four divisions of War, Religion, Lib
erty, and Intellect. A work of rare merit 
ancl written in a superior style. By wm: 
wooD READE. New edition. 544 pages. 
Price reduced from $3 to $1. 75. 

The Old Faith and the New. A Con-
fession. By DAVlD FRIEDERICH STRAUSS 
author of the "New Life of Jesus " etc: 
Authorized tmnslation from the' sixth 
German edition. By MATHILDE BLIND. 
Two volumes in one. The translation 
revised and partly rewritten, and pre
ceded by an American version of the au
~hors "Prefatory Postscript." Strauss 
1s too well known by the readers of Amer
ica to require a single word to be said in 
his praise. Price, $1.50. 

The O~tcast. A deep, finely-written 
Radwal story. From the London edition. 
By WINWoOD REmE, author of "Martyr
dom of Man." 30 cllnts. 

The Pro and Con of Supernatural 
Religion. Both sides fairly and 
ably presented. By E. E. GUILD, ex
Universalist clergyman. Paper, 30 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents. 

The Ra£lical Pulpit. Comprising dis
courses of advanced thought. By 0. B. 
FRoTHINGHAJ.1 and FELIX ADLER two of 
America's clearest thinkers. By 0. B. 
FROTHINGHAM: The New Song of Christ
mas, The Departed Years, Life as a Test 
of Creed, Apocryphal Books of the New 
Testament, The Sectarian Spirit The 
American Gentleman, The Langu~ge of 
the Old Testament, The Dogma of Hell 
The Value of the Higher Sentiments, Th~ 
American Lady, The Consolations of Ra
tionalism. By FELIX ADLER: The Ethics 
of the Social Question, Emancipation, 
Lecture at the Second Anniversary of the 
Society for Ethical Culture, Our Leaders 
Hav We Still a Religion? Conscience: 

ble than that of out~ide spiritual influences 
working in opposition to the order of nature. 
It is but fair to say that Mr.· Truesdell does 
not expose all the phenomena of modern 
Spiritualism, and that thousands of intelli
gent persons, with their minds well poised 
and their faculties alert, testify to many phe
nomena within their own knowledge, which 
they assert could not possibly hav been pro
duced by fraud or trickery, or collusion
phenomena which even so expert a detectiv 
as is Mr. Truesdell could not expose, and 
which he should, therefore, refer to spiritual 
agencies. His answer would be that if he de
tected a medium in one trick the inference 
would be justified that the remaining mani
festations were also tricks. This issue we do 
not assume to determin. This journal has 
always given the Spiritualistic manifestations 
and philosophy a fair hearing. The Spirit
ualists are a large and influential body of men 
and women. There are among them many 
men and women of great mental power, of ex
alted social position and of acknowledged 
:probity of life. We certainly hav no disposi
tion to make a point against them; but they 
as well aa non-believers, who with integrity 
-of thought and with the intense longing com
mon to all humanity to pierce the veil, want 
·most of all to know the truth. In seeking fqr 
'the truth, we honestly believe that Mr. Trues
dell's book will be of much assistance. If its 
statements can be refuted and its inferences 
nullified, well and good; but it is certainly 
entitled to a candid examination from those 

Price, in cloth, $1. 
The. Ag.e of Reason and AI! Exa:a_: . The Real Blasphemers. By Col. J. 

\natiOn of the ProphecieS. I R. KELSO, A.M. Price, 50 cents. 

who l!eek to know the truth." 

per, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents. T th S I C l . , . , ru ee mr ol ectiOn of Forms, 
Common Sense. Pame s first work. I ~y~nns, and Reeita~ions. Con-

15 cents. tamu;1g forms for orgamzing societies 
The Crisis. Containing numbers from, mamage, _funeral se!vices, n~ming of in: 

I. to XVI. inclusiv. Paper 40 cents; fants, ob1~uary notwes, ep1taphs, etc. 
cloth, 75 cents. ' r· Also 525_L1bera~ and Spiritualistic hymns 

• for pubhc meetmgs, funerals, social gath-
The Rights of 1\l!tn• For the op- erings, etc. To which are addecl beauti-

pressed of humawty. Paper, 40 cents; ful recitations for various public oeoa-
oloth, 75 cents. 1 llions. 550 pp. Oloth, 75 cents. 

-
D. M:. BINNETT'S WORKS. 

ADD:RESS 1'itE TBUTH SEEJillll. OFFICE. 

A. Truth Seeker Around the World. 
Four large -volumes. With a steel-plate 
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and 
each volume illustrated with forty-seven 
cuts. :aandsomely bound in red cloth, 
$6.50; m leather, red edges, $9.50; in mo
rocco, gilt edg•es, $10.50. 

The W odd's Sages, Thinkers, and 
Reformers. 1,075 pages, 8vo. Cloth, 
$3.00; leather, .$4.00; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

The Champions (of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edg·es, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Two Volumes. 
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per 
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in 
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges 
$8.00. .. ,. 

From Behind the Bars. A series of 
letters written in p:rison. Over 700 pages .. 
Price $1.50. 

A Truth Seeker in Europe. A series· 
of letters written during a visit of ten' 
weeks in Europe. Giving some account 
of the International Freethinkers' Con
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben
nett was a delegate, followed by a de-

. scription of what he saw in England 
France, Holland, and Italy. The letter~ 
from Rome alone are worth the price 
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait 
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50. 

The Se~nitic Gods and the Bible. 
Treatmg upon the gods of the Semitic 
nations, including Allah, Jehova,h, Satan, 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin 
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 
pages are devoted, showing that· book to 
be a very inferior production for a first
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov
ers, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

Judaism, Christianity, and Moham
meda~~sm exaJ:?ined historically 
and cnt1eally. It 1s though·t to be the 
most damaging exhibit of Christianity 
th~t has appeared. 500 large pages. 
Pr1ee, $1.50. 

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories, 
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages. 
Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1. 

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion 
A debate on Christianity and Infidelit_y: 
between D. M. BENN!!'rT and Rev. G . .1:1.. 
HUMPHREY. This book has had a very 
large sale, and is a splendid work for 
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh· 
bors. 550 pages. Price, $1. 

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between 
D. M. BENNETT and Crnus RoMULUs R. 
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator .of 
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents. 

What Objections to Christianity 1 
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and 
G. M. MAIR, divided into the following 
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor 
original, being borrowed or copied from 
much older systems of religion. 

2. Miracles and supernatural achieve
ments hav been as fully and truly ascribQd 
to other teachers and founders of religion 
as to Jesus. 
· 3. The story of Jesus and his mission 
in the world is unhistorical; it is not cor
roborated by contemporaneous history. 

BENNETT affirms; MAIR denies. This is 
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50. 

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United 
States Circuit Court upon the charge of 
d'epositing prohibited matter in the mail. 
This givs a full history of this celebrated 
case, and shows what monstrous injustice 
was perpetrated upon MR. BENNETT. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 
5 cents. 

InteiTogatories to Jehovah. Being 
3,000 questions propounded to his Jewish 
Godship upon a great variety of subjects. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First 
peacon of Zion ~ill.Baptist Church, giv-
1ng many church mCldents and his evolu
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa
per, 50 cents; aloth, 75 cents. 

The Book of Chronicles of the Pil
glims in the Land of Yahweh: 
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle to 
the Truth Seekers. Cloth, $1.00 

The First Epistle of Bennett the 
Apostle to the Truth Seekers. 
10 cents. 

The Great Religions of the World. 
10 cents. 

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. 
10 cents. 

Jesus Christ. Considered as an In:fi~ 
del. 10 cents. 

An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents. 

Sinful Saints and S"'mmal Shepherdli. 
lQ •e•is, . 



TRUTH SEEKER Ll BRARY. 
'""'be World's Sages, T~nkers, and 

Reformers. The Bwgraph1es of 
three hundred of the most distinguished 
teachers and philosophers (who were not 
Christians), from the time of Menu to the 
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages, 
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc
co, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Champions of the Ch~ch; Th~ir 
Crimes and PersecutiOns. Bw
graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians. A companion book to "The World's 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo., 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The· Gods and Religions of .Ancient 
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs 
a full account of all the gods the nations 
of the earth hav worshiped, including 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all 
the religious systems of the world, includ
ing Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Chris
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt e(lges, $8.00. 

Supernatural. Religi~n. An. inquiry 
into the reality of d1vme revelatiOn. De
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the claims of supernaturalism 
everwritten. ByF. W.NEWMAN,Emeritus 
Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine. 
Including The Age of Reason, Examina
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Ess,ay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common· Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the 
whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
gilt edges, $4. 50. 

An Analysis of Religious Beli~f. 
examination of the Creeds, R1tes, and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By Vrs
COUNT AMBERLEY, son of the late Lord 
John Russell twice Premier of England. 
Complete froi:n the London edition. 745 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
Jl10r()CC(),_gi1Ledges1 $4.50. · 

The foregoing volumes are called " The 
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to
gether and sent by express, one dollar will be 
deducted from the price of each. 

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
FOR SALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE, 

Essays and Lectures. Embracing In
fluence ·of Christianity on Civilization; 
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib
eralism offers in Place of Christianity; 
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual
ism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine 
the Political and Religious Reformer; Ma
terialism and Crime; Will the Coming 
]\![an Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties 
of Christianity; the Authority of the 

·Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits; 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 60 

· cents; cloth, $1. 

Influence of Christianity upon Civil
ization. 25 cents. 

Christianity and Materialism. 15 
cents. 

What Libe1·alism Offers in Place of 
Christianity. 10 cents. 

Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning· 
and Tendency. 10 cents. 

Spiritualism from a Materialistic 
Standpoint. 10 cents. 

Paine the Political and Religious 
Reformer. 10 cents. 

Woman: Her Past and Present: Her 
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents. 

.Materialism and Crime. 10 cents. 

·Will the Coming Man Worship God 1 
10 cents. 

Crimes and Cruelties of Cluistianity. 
10 cents. 

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo-
logical. 20 cents. 1 

Burgess~ Underwood Debate. A four 
days' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Prof. 0. A. BuRGEss, President of the 
Northwestern Christian University, In
dianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported. 
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. 

Underwood-Marples Debate. A four' 
nights' debate between B. F .. UNDERWOOD 
and Rev. JoHN MA.nPLEs.. Fully reported. 

· :l'aper, 3~_centsj cloth,__(~O_c~nts~ · 

~rttE TRUTH SEEKER.. .tUL Y 21. i883. 

THE KE_RNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN 

ONLY $1.50.-The Best Pen for the Least Money.-$1.50 ONLY. 
FROM ONE WHOM ALL KNOW. 

The Kerner Stylographlc Pen is the moat convenient, handy, and. ever-ready pen I have ever use 
I've tried Innumerable fountain pens, gold pens, and all sorts, from the old quill pen to the stylogra.p 
and !or utility, satisfaction, and general convenience this excels all the rest. 

My son Oscar also prefers it tor use in the woolen mill to any other he has tried. 
It Is pen, ink, and pencil all in one and can be CalTied In the vest pocket so as to be always ready. 

ELliUNA DRAKE BLENKER. 
The KERNER STYLOGRAPHIO PEN Is the best and the cheapest, and is the only go~d stylographlc 

pen that sells for $1.50. The correspondents or THE TRUTH SEEKER who purchase a Kerner Stylographic 
Pen and use it wm make the printers happy. 

Observe the address: GEORGE MACDONALD, 
21 Clinton Place, New York. 

[-if any one pu1·chasing this/en is dissatisfied with his bargain the pen may be returned to this 
qtfice and the price will be rifunde . A sum of mone;y has been deposited with the editor of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER to meet this exigency shoUld it arise.] 

D • .M.BENNETT'S LAST WORK· 

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
A TRUTH SEEKER 

w 0 r I ~:~~Xi.l~~~!1.~ u I e d. Aronn~ the Worl~. 
And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 

STYLED 

Exceptions to the Characte:r of Jesus 
Christ Conside:red as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print .. 
Price, Twenty•ftve (Jents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
6m9 21 Clinton Place, N. Y 

$5 tO $20 per day at borne. Samples worth $5!ree. 
Address STINSON & Co., Portland. Me. 

THE PERRY 

Piano and Organ Co. 
No. 352 North Main Street, 

Wilkes Barre, Pa. 
Specially Offer to Sell Direct on a Contract. 

Have the latest and best inventions, 
and want them fully tested 

before purchasing. 
Write Cor (Jafaiognes and Terms. 

10teom14 J R. PERRY, Supt. 

SKETCH OF THE 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
CHARLES W .ATTS. 

BY W. STEWART ROSS. 
Price 10 cents. Address, 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

$66 a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit 
free. Address H. HN' l.E'r & Co •• Portland, Me. 

ANCIENT MAN IN AMERICA, 
INCLUDING 

Works in Western New York and 
other States, together with Struct

ures in Central America. 

By FREDERICK Li\RIUN, M.D. 
Member of the 

American Association for the Advancement of Science. 

Neatly Printed, with Numerous Illustrations. 
290 Pages. 

Price, Cloth $1.50. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

21 Clinton Place, New York. 

THE 

Real Blasphemers. 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M. 

Showing that the writers o! and believers In the Bible, 
and not the deniers of Its truth, are the ones who really do 
tnluatlce to the character o! God, I! a God exists. 

IN SIX LECTURES. 
Price, Fifty Cents. 

Address '£HE TRUTH, SEEKER. 

"ANT I CHRIST." 
Proving concluslvly that 

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST! 
Hts birth, lite, trial, execution, etc.-Is a mJt;h. 

TRUTH BEEKER 011!ce. 
Prtce, 12.00. 21 Clinton Place, New York 

SING, BROTHERS, SING. 
USE THE 

Liberal Hymn-Book 
In your meetings, to make them lively and Interesting. 
The LIBERAL HYMN·BOOK contains songs by the best poets 
adapted to well-known tunes. It Is hl~hly commended I>[ 
~;:~r~ie'::~;~~~· ~'t:e'~·b~~~ho ':::·e~n~T~!rlt' 
Sacond edition. Price, half-bound, 25 cents. In clotb, 
cem;s. Sold at thts omce. 

FOUR LARGE VOLUMES. 
Wttb a steel plate engraving of tbe author In Vol. 
and each volume Illustrated With torty·seven cuts. 

BY D. M. BENNETT, 
Late editor O! Ta•· TIIUTB 8BJ:KIIII, author o! "A Truth 

Seeker In Europe," "Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modem Times," "TheWorld's Sages, Tlllnk· 

ers, and Reformers," "Champions of 
the Church," etc., etc. 

Handsomely bonud in red clotb, $6.1>0; 
in leather, red edges, $9.1>0; in 

morocce, gilt edges, $10.1)0. 
Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know tbe circumstances 

under wblch this work was written. The last words 
penned by the great author were tor the fourth volume 
which was nearly completed at his death, and which will 
now contain an account of his world-lamented death and 
burtal. Mr. Bennett was a very patient and faithful 
chronicler of the habits and customs o! tl<e dlfJ:erent peo
ples of the many places he visited, The every-day 
life of all nations Is laid before the reader by one who bas 
visited them ann beheld them with his own eyes. Par. 
tlcular attention Is paid to the progress of Freethougbt In 
the various countries he visited, and the morality o! BO· 
called pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality o! 
Christian countries, much to the detriment ot the latter. 
The work is a 

l!,reethinker's History of the World. 
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE " 

should be In every Liberal's l!brary Besides Its Intrinsic 
worth It Is a memento of one of the greateot Freethinkers 
the world bas known-of one who ranks with Voltaire 
and Paine In the force and clearness of his writings. 

!Address 1HE 1RU1H SEEKER, 
21 ()linton Place, 

New York city· 

THE 

GOLDEN THRONE 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, 

Author of 11 Prometheus," 11 Gottl1eb." and •• Ingersoll 
and Jesus." 

A Radical romance of pioneer lite,~delineatlng the vir· 
tues of natural humanity as opposed to tlle hypocrisy of a 
upernatuul religion; crowded with Incident and !ull 
vrogresslv Ideas and the poetry of the future. 

PRICE $1.00. ADDRESS THIS OFFICE 

THE 

BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES 
OJl' 

The Pilgrims in the Land of Yhweh. 
D. M. Bennett, Scribe. 

A. LBO 

THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO THE 
TRUTH SEliKERB. 

FrfYTTI Volunu 11. of" .A 1RU1H !Slffl!JKliJB .ABOUNJJ 7HB 
WORLJJ." 

Pr!ceJl.OO 
D. M. BENNETT, 

21 Clinton Place, New York 

THE 

SECULAR REVIEW, 
A JOURNAL OF 

ENGLISH LIBERALISM. 
CHARLES WATTS, t 
W. STEWART Ross, f Editors. 

The representatlv English Freethought journal. 
In Its columns are impartially discussed all sides of 
Secular, Social, and Theological questions. 

Prlce, 7 cents single number; $2.75 per year, post
paid. 

For sale at this office, where yearly subscriptions 
may also be left. tf16 

TI-IE I:M:NIORALITY 
-OF-

RELIGIOUS CAPITALS 
BY JAMES PARTON. 

A lecture delivered In Paine Hall, Sunday evening, 
Jan. 28, 1883. 

In this Mr. Parton "teaches the hlg1:test political 
wisdom by examples which are a terrible warning. 
He takes theology In Its sacred chosen homes, and 
shows what a curse it brings upon the peopie." 
;E'rlee 10 ctll For sale at tbl• oJJlce. 
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Ai~ impo1'tant w01'k by Gibbon, tlle hist01'iato. 

History§ Christianity: 
Comprising all that relates to the Progress. of the Christian 

Religion in "THE HISTORY oF THE DacLINll: AND FALL 
OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE/' and 

~ 1II~DIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

· By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
:Milman, ,. an English Churchman," and other scholars. 

Handsome 12 rna, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.00' 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N, Y, 

The Laban"" of 
Constantine. 

u By tlds sigte thou 
sltalt conq:ur I'' 

This volume contains Theological writings, sepa• 
rate from his Historical and ~Iiscellaneous works. It sho~s 
•zvlt~n, •where, and how Christianity originat.ed ; who were Its 
founders ·and wltatwas the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers: and condition of the primitive Christians. , 

Gibbon's Vindicati(ntoftb~ 15_th ~n~ 16th chapte~s ?fht~ 
HiStory from t.he attacks of~1s Chrt~t!an opp.one~ts, IS re .. 
printed verbatzm from theonglnal editiOn ofh1s Mzscella1tt 
oJts Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796. lteffect.ually 
and forever silenced his detractors; wh9, bc1ng v.anqm~he~ 
in argument unhesitatingly accused Gtbbon of 1nfid~h.ty · 

All that ca~ be said by Christians in regard to the Orzgzn o/ 
Cl:ristiauity is reprinted from the valuable notes of DuAN 
MILMAN, WENCK, GUIZOT, an ENGL~SH CHURCHMAN, (t.he 
learned editor of BoHN's edition of Gt'bbon), and other emm-
ent Christian historians. . 
... Among the Illustrations will be found representatiOns 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology .. 

:l'or Sale at 'I' be 'l'rutb Seeker Office. 
6·n15 

DB.··fELLOWS ' . 
A ~:c~~~;Jo1~~~~"d"t~~ ~o~!~~~~!is~t 

i,~~l{f0~ o.s his prncticc will prove, 
Cuyes all forms of PRI
VATE CHRONIC and 
SEXUAL DISEASES, 

Spermatorrhooa and Impotency, 
As the result ot sclt-abusc In youth, sexual cxccs11cs In mo.· 
turcr years or other causes, and producing some or the rot• 
lowing cffe~ts: Nervousness, Scmlnnl 1~mlaslons, (night 
emissions by drcnms), Dimness of Sight, Defective Memory, 
Physical Decay, Pimples on Fn.cc, Aversion to Society ot 
Females, Confusion of !dens, Loss or Scxunl Power, &c., 

~~nlcr~~!a~e11:[l;gcau;~P~j~u EX~!jlf/NAI tll~P~ 
VA lioN In from 80 to 60 tbys. No medicine taken. 
It has never been known to fall! 

Middle-Aged and Old Men. 
There o.ro many at the age ot thirty to sixty 

who are troubled with too. frequent cvo.ountlons 
or the bladder, often nccompu.nicd by a. slight 
smarting or burning sensation, and a weaken· 
log or the system in a manner the patient can· 
not account ror. On examli'ling the urinary 
deposits a. ropy or cotton-like sediment, or 
80metimeH email particles of albumen will nppcar, or the 
color will be or a thin or milklsh hue, agnin changing to q 
dark nut! torpid nppcamnee, whJch plainly show.R that thtl 
semen paRses off with the urine. It is the second stage ot 
Semlnnl \fcnknel!s, and causes wasting or the system and 

~g~~c!~~ :~~~~ ~~~~r~:~pd~~r~~0t0b1!8 df~~~~~; ,~~':o~:u~"!t 
the cause. Dr."Fcllows' Rxterual Remedy will bring about o. 
perfect cure in nil such cases, and n heulthy restoration or 

th~~~~·su:ll!~[fu:r~~n~~tter rrce o.nd invited. Chnrgcs 
recu!onab1a nntl correspondence strictly confidential. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Seut to any address, securely scnled, for two three-cent 
18tnm(Jiil, treating on Spermo.torrhooa or Scmlnnl Weakness, 
giving it~ cause, symptoms, horrible c!TcctA, o.nd cure, fol
lowed by strong tcstimonlnls, bcndecllly un offid1n-lt as to 
thelrp:enuineness. Should be rend byull. o::?Uemember 
a rndlcnl cure IM ecrtnln. Address, plainly, Dll. n. P. 
FEI.~I~OWS, VIneland, New Jersey, a.nd say in who.t 
paper you saw this advertisement. 

------------------
MANHOOD! 

KNOW THYSELF. 
A. Book for Everv Man. 

Young, Middle· aged, and Old. 
The untold miseries that result from Indiscretion In 

a~~6t l1~T. ~~~rt~~n ~~~iir.r:ur~~~~u~~~- re:fdh~t". :e~ 
f~~ttiri"i'~~ :lo~U1:?:~tPlte~hfb :-':~~':.~~ !}ct~i:~ 
or Self Preservation. It Is not only a complete 
and' per!ect treatise on Manhood, Exhausted Vitality, 
Nervous and Physical DebiJ1ty, Premature Decline tn 
man, Errors o! Youth, etc., but It contains one hundred 

~~~e~:V~~~~v~~~·~~p~~~~J~; iiul'h~:l~~~i~~~':; 
proved by the author, whose experience tor 21 years 1s 
such as probably never before fell to the lot of any phys. 
!clan. It contains 300 paqeo, bound In beautltul em boBBed 
covers, full gllt, embe!Ushed with the very finest steel en
gravings, guaranteed to be a. finer work In eve~ sense-

~:fi:~~;;;'~J\~e~~t~~ f~~~~~~~~1ti~':::o":ly0;,ifrrb'!':-'"ek 
~~a~~~J~ie"~~~~~tg~~t"e I;~~~~~f1li:Ji~l ~~c~t~g~, 
Illustrated sample sent on recelpto! six cents. Send now 

Address PEABODY :MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. 
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bultlnch street, Boston, Mass. 
The author may be consulted on all diseases requiring 
skill nnd experience. b118 

RUPTURES CUR EDby 
rnylUcdical Compound nnd Improved 

Elastic Supporter Truss in}rom 30 to 
90 daV8· Re1iable references given. Send 

stamp for circular, and sav in what paper 
vou saw mv advertuement. Address Ca. pt. 

W. A. Coll!ngu,Smlthvillu,Jef!'eraon Co. N. r. 

FIFTY 'I'EARS' SUtJCE§S. 

SHAKER EYE .AND EAR BALSAM. 
For all allllctlons or the above organs. 

Dimness, Inllammatlon, Soft Cataract, and Roaring, 
etc., or the Ears. . 

80 cents per box. 
Try us once, and find entire relief. 

J;vlB G. A. LOMAS, Shakers, N, I, 

, 
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fltm§ off U[hought. 
CLERGYME...'<, like other professionals and trades

men, are very anxious to please tl)eJr patrons, and 
are willing to furnish just suchlwiOmodltles as are 
In demand- They are getting to take' a very sensible 
view or the matter, and virtually they talk to their 
customers In this wise: "We wish to please you; 
you pay us your money, and we desire you to hav 
just what you want. I! you do not like so much 
sulphur, we can just as easily glv you less; In fact, 
we think we can soon dispense with It altogether. 
It you object to the Devil we w1ll keep him behind 
the curtain, and even not exhibit him at all, I! you 
say so. We are anxious to please our customers as 
nearly as we can; we are determined to study the 
tastes or those who patronize our establishment."
D. M. Bennett. 

WIVES are young men's mistresses, companions 
for middle age, and old men's nurses; so as a man 
may hav a quarrel [reason] to marry when he will; 
but yet he was reputed one of the wise men, that 
made answer to the question, when a man should 
marry: u A young man, not yet; an elder man, not 
at all."-Bacon.'s Essays. 

IT was a common maxim among the ancient He
brews that woman was made especially for man, as 
man was made especially for the glory or God, and 
consequently woman's position by the side or man 
should be one or Inferiority. A man could divorce 
his wl!e at pleasure, himself writing the bill or di
vorce; he could buy or sell his wl!e In the early 
periods or Jewish history or even dispose or his 
daughter, to become a slave or her master. This 
condition or things naturally kept women In a com
paratlvly degraded state, and It Is only with the ad
vance of Hebrew civilization and culture that woman 
took a place beside man and occupied anything like 
a respectable position.- Underwood's Loctures andEs
says. 

MR. BLACK Insists that we owe to the Bible the 
present elevation or woman. Where will we find In 
the Old Testament the rights or wire, and mother, 
and daughter defined? Even In the New Testament 
she Is told to "learn In silence with all subjection;" 
that she " Is not suffered to teach, nor to usurp any 
authority over the man, but to be In silence," etc., 
etc.-Ingersoll. 

WHEN a man hath taken a wl!e and marries her, 
and It come to pass that she find no favor In his eyes 
because he hath round uncleanness In her; then let 
him write her a bill or divorcement and glv It In her 
hand and send her out or his house.-Deuta·onomy, 
xxlv, 1. 

IT has been shown by Lorente that the men who 
rounded the Inquisition were men whose characters 
were free from the stains or vice, and who were act
uated In their cruel work or torturing and burning 
men by the most philanthropic motlvs. Many or the 
worst persecutors, Catholic and Protestant alike, as 
l\ir. Buckle has mentioned, hav l>uon among the 
most conscientious men and women. Their cruelty 
was the result or their faith. What they argued, 
are the fleeting pains or a few thousand men hi com_ 
parlson with the eternal agony or the thousands and 
tens of thousands that they will, unless checked, 
lead to hell.-Underwood's Crimes and Cruelties of Chris
tianity. (TRUTH SEEKER Tract No. 126). 

SELF-LOVE In Its due degree is as just and morally 
good as any a!Iectlon whatever. Benevolenc\) toward 
particular persons may be a degree or weakness, 
and so be blamable; and disinterestedness Is so far 
from being In itsel! commendable, that the utmost 
possible depravity, which we can In Imagination 
conceive, Is that or disinterested cruelty.-Bishop 
Butler. 

THE dally life or every one or us teems with occa
sions which will try the temper or our courage as 
searchingly, though not as terribly, as battle-field, 
or fire, or wreck. For we are born Into a state or 
war; with falsehood and disease and wrong and 
misery, In a thousand forms, lying all around us, 
and the voice within calling on us to take our stand 
as men In the. eternal battle against them. And In 
this life-long flgh t, to be waged by every one or us 
single-handed against a host of roes, the last requlslt 
for a good fight, the last proof and test or our cour
age and manfulness, must be loyalty to truth-the 
most rare and difficult or all human qualities. For 
such loyalty, as It grows In perfection, asks even 
more and more or us, and sets be!ore us a standard 
or manliness, always rising higher and hlgher.
Hughes' Manliness of Oh>'ist. 

THE truth or one age Is the superstition or the 
next. The order or thought that claims to be un
alterable Is a dead order or thought, yea, with the 
ll!e or thought, as with the life or body, comes 
change, evolution, advance to a higher level. Eter
nal no order or thought can be. As the thought 
grows old our affections cluster around It, as they 
always throng around old age. But It passes away 
and In tbe more beautl!ul lineaments or the younger, 
stronger child we trace, not unlovlngly, the purified 
features or the parent that has made Its existence 
possible. No order or thought Is final.-Dr. Aveling's 
Samon on the Mount. 

" WHO are you, where did you come from, and 
whither are you bound ?"-questions which, from 
Homer's day, hav been put to the wayfarer In strange 
lands-are like'Wise the all absorbing questions 
which man Is ever asking or the universe, or which 
he Is hlmsel! so tiny yet so wondrous a part. From 
the earliest times the ultimate purposes of all scien
tific research has been to elicit fragmentary or par
tial responses to their question, and philosophy has 
ever busied Itself In piecing together those several 
bits or Information, according to the best methods at 
Its own disposal, In order to make up something 
like a satisfactory answer.-Fiske' s Unseen World. 
No. 9, Scientific Series of TRUTH SEEKER Tracts). 

THAT man Is to be accounted poor, or whatever 
rank he be, and suffers the pains of poverty, where 
expenses exceed his resources; and no man Is, 
,Properly speaking, poor )lut he.-Palejl. 

THE TRt1TH SEEKER. JULY ~1. 1883. 

U/dd§ and flnd§. 

A FENCE rail was blown right through the body of 
a mule by the Mississippi cyclone, so the story goes. 
Even a cyclone has to approach a mule sideways to 
get the better or him. 

A NEW town In the West has eight saloons and one 
church. This seems greatly out or proportion, and 
the inhabitants appear to think so, too, for they are 
about building another saloon.-Norristown Herald. 

"Do you blieve In spirits ?" the young lady asked 
the new pasto):'. "No, my daughter," replied the old 
man, "I don't believe In anything this side or 
heaven. I preached In Washington twenty years." 

THE average young lady wants at least four feet or 
seat In a street car for a ride or six blocks, but she 
will ride half a day Sunday squeezed Into a buggy 
seat beside her young man and not find the least 
fault. 

It Is not safe to jump at conclusions. The choir 
which belched out the closing anthem, just as the 
minister paused to lend lmpresslvness to the last 
six pages or his discourse, was probably In a hurry 
to get home to dinner. 

"YOU must bathe regularly," said a Springfield 
physician gravely, as he looked at the patient's 
tongue and felt his pulse. "But, doctor, I do," re
turned the sick man: "I go In swimming regularly· 
every Fourth or July." 

"NO, sir," said the physician who had worked 
over the Texas man fished out or the water uncon
scious. "I never could hav brought him back to 
life. It that circus procession hadn't passed he 
never would hav regained consciousness." 

The Buffalo Express says that It bas long been of the 
opinion that It Is very, very wrong for a minister to 
laugh. But It seems to us that a minister ought to 
be permitted to chuckle moderately when he fishes 
up an old sermon that just fits the occasion. 

ST. PAUL claims the smartest preacher in the coun
try. He Is or the African persuasion, and last Sun
day be preached two sermons and whitewashed a 
butcher shop, for which he received $5-that Is, for 
the whitewashing. He Is said to be as handy at 
one as the other. 

THE LAST SUPREME MOMENT. 
LITTLE Johnny Parson was out bathing one day, 

when it entered Into his mischievous little head th<>t 
a ride on a log which came floating by would be fun. 
So he got astrid~ of it and floated down stream. 

Suddenly the log rolled over and Johnny let go his 
hold and waH nearly drowned; but just at the last 
minute, when he'd swallowed about as much water 
as his small carcass was graded to carry, a man In a 
skiff rescued him. 

The Sunday-school teacher on the following Sab
bath determined to fructify the occasion by drawing 
an awful lesson on the uncertainty or lif!>- out or 
Johnuy's disaster. When she had plied the agony 
three or four teet high, she turned to the boy and 
said: · 

"Now, Johnny, how did you reel at the last su
preme moment?" 

"Awful wet, marm," said Johnny, innocently, 
while a smile a yard long crawled over the whole 
class. 

THE PIOUS PREACHER. 

There was a pious preacher 
Well known and read or all, 

And ev'ry night he wandered out, 
Along the garden wall. 

'Twas thought quite strange, 
And he was asked why thus he had a call, 

Each night to wander out alone 
Along the gadren wall. 

He said that he was born In sin, 
And rulnea by the fall, 

And every night went there to pray, 
Down by the garden wall. 

The cobbler's wife was young and fair, 
Her beauty marked by all, 

And rumor said they ott did meet, 
Down by the garden wall. 

The cobbler some how smelt a mice
He too received a call-

With strap In hand, he started out 
Along the garden wall. 

And they were In devotion joined, 
AI; I declare to all, 

The preacher and the cobler's wife, 
Found kissing o'er the wall. 

He used his strap as a lasso, 
Said he, I'll make a haul, 

Then threw It o'er the preacher's bead 
And held him to the wall. 

'l'he preacher thought It was old Nick, 
And loudly he did bawl, 

The cobler tugged with all his might, 
And dragged him o'er the wall. 

The preacher thought or all his sins 
And did tor mercy call, 

'l'he cobler held with all his might, 
And pummeled him under the wall. 

That night the preacher had a dream, 
Old Gabriel blew his horn, 

Said he, "Old Gabe I'll go with you, 
'Tis r13surrection morn." 

And so they wondered on and on, 
Beyond this world or sin, 

They saw the New Jerusalem
Said Gabe, "We'll enter in.'' 

Said he, " Old Gabe I'm going back
You can't tool me at all; 

Your New Jerusalem to me 
Looks like a garden wall. 

"I know the cobbler will be there, 
His action I'll forestall, 

His strap no more shall lasso me 
And drag me o'er the wall," 

THE EUREKA. 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
CURES EVERY l!,URM OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT 1\I.EDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
Sent to any address upon receipt or $1.00. EVERY PAIR 

GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 
letter or In person free of charge. Send 

for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
LADIES' MA.GNETlU JA.IJ.KET. Price, $18. 

TESTIMONIALS:· 
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct In every particular, 

and that your aliments can be eradicated without the aid or MEDWIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: . 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in 
One Week. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir : Ae I feel greatly In

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
flicted as I hav been that the effect was simply mar
ve:ous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis in my right arm and could not use It at all, but 
after wearing a suit or your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint tor a number or years, from which I hav suf
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never round but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and If I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those su!Ierlng as I ha" your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means or effecting 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
effect a cure In a case or Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change medlclns every day until, after dosing the 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (I! he Is very skilful) that brings relief 
for the time being. 

N eutalgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about -three weeks, I 
was entirely cured or Neuralgia or the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source or misery to. me tor 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly, With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and If I Improve as rapidly as 
I haY since T·~esday, will soon be well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entirely cureu In less 
than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
although In bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In 
two days after the application. The lady's name 
can be had upon application at this office, by any
one desiring to communicate with her. 

La.d 1.-s, read the following testimony from a lady who had been·sufferlng for two years with an Ovar• 
ian Tninor, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would .ea.Vtl ller llfl:', uua Lho t::lltW.C~IS 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In tour months' time she Is Perfectly well, and has not taken a dose of 
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he. can do nothlnog 
for you ; It will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire tor rood, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
or St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all or whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'J u~no.-, 
and that the only thing that would S3Ve my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the l<}ureka. ll[u.l1;n.Ht.ic Ap pl• a.n.ces. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope or a cure. Four months ago I purchR.Sed a suit ot 
your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tu
mor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose or medlcln. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfuUy recommend them to anyone suffering as I hav, believing 
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the 
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, $ 6.00 
Gentlemen's Belts, • - 6.00 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, 6. 00 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5.00 
Leg Belts, each, 4.00 
Knee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 
Sleeping_ Caps, 4.00 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's l"ests, 15.00 
Su:eerfine Insoles, • • • 1.00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt ot price, and we wtll return the money 
1! they are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case, 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are offered at less than one-third or what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we w111 
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred told superior to any other appliance ever offered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process! and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appl ance 
In the market will attract the smallest particle or Iron, the majority or such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made or material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon scientifto 
principles, and not haphazard as In all the others. We offer you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any or the so-called magnetic garments now o!Iered under that head. At 
the same time the application or labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to o!Ier them at 
about 

ONE·THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher 
than ordinary clothing. 

R In Inb"r that we are o!Ierlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and It 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we w111 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES. LIDERAL COMMISSIONS ALLOWED 
Addzess tor tunher 1niormat1on, Dr. L, Tenney, 

m Bae9 Street, cor. ot U1ih B~eet, 01AclD,uatJ, Ohio. 
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iJlolts and Qklippings. 

TRE Rev. Mr. Chew, of Philadelphia, 
preaches as to Noah's intoxication that the 
scriptural evidence shows the old man to hav 
been ignorant of the effects of wine, and that 
when he once discovered them he abstained 
from its use. 

SuPERSmious residents at Newtown, Conn., 
believe that Sherman W. Pratt is possessed 
by a devil, because he lay several weeks in a 
coma-like stupor, and has since spoken in an 
unintelligible jargon, which to them is some 
unearthly language. 

CHARLES G. LELAND says that one of the 
bitterest curses which he heard in Egypt was, 
"May God make you wear a chimney pot 
hat." The Mohammedan sees in the brim of 
this article a hindrance to touching the fore
head to the ground in prayer. 

TRE Davenport brothers, says the New York 
Sun, were once noted as Spiritualist mediums. 
One died a few years ago, and the other re
tired from the business; but now the survivor 
has started out again. His feats show no 
variation from the familiar doings in cabinets, 
but he will travel in a gorgeously painted car, 
and thus possibly get a renewal of public at
tention. 

TRE story goes that the body of a Jew who 
died in Chicago recently was laid out in front 
of a window facing west. The center pane, 
which is now on exhibition between 7 and 8 
o'clock every evening, presents a perfect like
ness of the dead man. At no other time dur
ing the day is the strange appearance visible. 
Washing with chemicals has failed to obliter
ate the mysterious image. 

.A:N English clergyman, the Rev. Robert 
Topham, vicar of Etruria, was summoned be
fore the Hanley magistrates for having wil
fully destroyed trees and plants in a cemetery. 
He refused to obey, and was taken to the sta
tion in custody. The evidence showed that 
he pluqked the flowers to decorate his church. 
The magistrate observed that the accused had 
told several untruths, and fined him $25. 

TRE man who, more than anybody else, is 
responsible for the drunkenness that disgraces 
the army and navy of the United States, is R. 
B. Hayes, of Fremont, Ohio. He made con
viction and punishment for drunkenness a 
farce by reinstating the convicted officers as 
fast as they were dismissed from the service. 
This is the man who, while in the White 
House, ne-ver drank wine at his own expense. 
-New York Sun. 

"Now I lay me down to sleep, 
I pray the Lord my soul to keep," 

sleepily repeated a little Dracut girl after her 
mother one night not long ago. Then she 
stopped. "If-if-" her mother suggested. 
The little one hesitated a moment, half opened 
her heavy eyelids, and then continued, paus
ing long between the words: 

"If I had a-cow-that gave such-milk 
I'd dress her-in-the-finest silk." 

TRE Boston Post says there are over 151,000 
Catholic Indians in the United States, distrib
uted throughout the following states and ter
ritories: In the state of Maine, $1,400; in 
New York, 900; in Michigan, 4,000; in Wis
consin, 1,480; in Minnesota, 10,800; in Da
kota, 2,000; in Kansas, 2,800; in Montana, 
7,829; in the Indian Territory, nearly 100,000; 
in Arizona, 1,500; in Idaho, 700; in Washing
ton, more than 10,000; in Oregon, 1,600; in 
California, more than 6,000. The same au
thority states that more than 100,000 of the 
negroes of the United ~tates are Catholics. 

BELLJl RAruus is a heroin and martyr in the 
eyes of the Mormons. She is confined in the 
penitentiary, near Salt Lake city, where she is 
daily visited by men and women high in the 
church, who continually exhort her to hold 
firm, and not betray her savior into the hands 
of the. gentiles. In the Mormon belief, a 
woman's husband is her only savior, and she 
cannot be raised after death except through 

him. Belle's case is a test one under the Ed
munds law. Several years ago a saint named 
Clarence Merrill took her for his third wife. 
She has borne two children, whose paternity 
has never been questioned. Merrill is being 
prosecuted for polygamy. Belle Harris was 
summoned as a witness. Were you ·ever 
married? She refused to answer questions as 
to her marriage. Consequently she was ad
judged guilty of contempt of court; and sen
tenced to pay a fine of $25, also to be im
prisoned until she should become a tractable 
witness. . 

COLONEL INGERSOLL recently wrote these 
touching words to a friend whose mother had 
just died at a goodly age: "After all, there is 
something tenderly appropriate in the serene 
death of the old. Nothing is more touching 
than the death of the young, the strong. But 
when the duties of life hav all been nobly 
done, when the sun touches the horizon, 
when the purple twilight falls upon the pres
ent, the past, and the future, when memory 
with dim eyes can scarcely spell the records 
of the vai,J.i.shed days, then, surrounded by 
friends, death comes like a strain of music. 
The day has been long, the road weary, and 
we gladly stop at the inn." 

HE was an irreverent but truthful observer 
of the English bishops who wrote of them, as 
they appeared recently in the House of Lords: 
''There sat some seventeen elderly persons in 
episcopal robes, their puffed lawn sleeves sug
gesting in a rather curious way that a feminin 
element, not youthful either, had somehow 
found its way into the House. Look at their 
faces. The stamp of their profession is on 
them. Nobody would say that these are men 
of the world, or men of business, or men of 
affairs. The pinched lips, the eyes mostly too 
near together, the skin drawn firmly over 
cheek and chin, the sloping corners of bitter 
mouths, the air of sanctimony, of always pos
ing before the world-all this and much more 
the casual observer may see as he glances at 
this phalanx of spiritual legislators." 

A TE.A.ORER finding it difficult to obtain the 
prompt attendance of the boys in her class, 
resolved to adopt a plan which she felt sure 
would be successful. She said to the boys: 
"Now, I will giv a bright penny to each one 
who will be in their places every Sunday." 
The plan seemed to work well until one Sun
day not a boy appeared in his place. The 
teacher was surprised and somewhat discour· 
aged that her plan had not succeeded. But 
the next day, while walking down street and 
thinking what to do next, she met one of the 
boys and said to him: "Well, Johnnie, where 
were you yesterday?" "At home, mum." 
"But why did you and the other boys not 
come to Sunday-school and get your pennies?" 
"Oh, teacher, 'cause we've struck; we won't 
come for less than two cents now." We are 
not informed at! to how long the strikers held 
out or whether the advance was granted. 

OF all the queer and sensational announce
ments made by the Salvation Army, those re
cently issued in Port Adelaide, Australia, take 
the lead. The hall occupied by the South 
Australia staff of the army is spoken of as a 
Glory Shop. .A. "Monster Hosannah Meet
ing" held in this Glory Shop is addressed 
by Happy George, Zulu Jim, and the Boy 
With Hair Like Heaven. One of the attrao
tions is "The Struggle with Pies, Tarts, 
Cheesecakes, Ham and Tongue Sandwiches, 
Bread and Butter, Tea, Sugar, Milk, etc., of 
which you can hav a Full Supply by paying 
one shilling each." In the evening a "Merry
go-Round" is held at the Glory Shop, whsre 
''some hot bomb shells will be poured 
into Satan's Territories." .A. monster salva
tion meeting is harangued by "a host of Hal
lelujah Lasses in their Timbuctoo Bonnets." 
The announcement begins with the startling 
heading, "Ballo I Hsllo! J ackl What's up ? 
Look Here!" and winds up by saying, "Come, 
See, and Get Gloriously Saved! Amen!" The 
officer in command, who is responsible for 
this extraordinary invitation to religious priv
ilege, signs himself, "Captain Tom Gibbs, 
the Yorkshire Relish." 

STI\EET preaching is losing what little power 
it ever had in this city, and also, to a great .A:N old couple, man and wife, were along 

the wharves a day or two ago, hunting for an 
extent, elsewhere. The fact that so few h b t d th 
preachers who hav very good sense officiate up-s ore oa ' an e, woman explained to 
· th t t t d t a· .. h h . :fl a steamboat agent: "Its a very stormv sea-m e s ree s en s o 1m1ms t e m uence . • 
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bored in connection 'th t . f th a· sa1d: Captmg, you hav been recommended 
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pet1t10n, or expect th1s boat to carry a lot of 
VISIONS of heaven are common to the Rev. 

Charles W. Torry, a Congregational pastor in 
Cleveland, so he says. "I went," he relates, 
as to one of these experiences, "with two or 
three young girls, who held me by the hand, 
to meet the Lord. Many others, old and 
young, were going the same way. As soon as 
we caught a glimpse of his face we were rav
ished with his wonderful beauty. He had 
just put forth his hand to welcome a young 
maiden, hardly any older than those with me, 
and the smile that lit up his features was the 
most glorious vision I ever beheld. It seemed 
to lighten everything. It was the effulgence 
of lightning without its shbrpness. It sur
passed every conception of earth." But the 
two girls who accompanied Mr. Torry were 
rejected, because they had in Sunday-school 
refused to welcome a ragged child to their 
class. He describes these things apparently 
with the utmost sincerity, and much impress
es his hearers with them. It is evident that 
the Rev; Mr. Torry's head is not level, 

deadheads up the lake, I won't stand it. 
What do you want? Out with it, now, and 
no infernal chawing around. I'm blanked if 
I ain't bothered by more dashed lunatics than 
any other blanked man on the dashed lakes." 
Man and wife retired to consult, and after 
getting ten feet away the woman said: "Henry, 
he's not a religious man." "Well, I dunno." 
"But he swears like a pirate." "Yes, Maria, 
but you see this is out West. We don't 
swear and belong to the church, too, up in 
New Hampshire, but they may do differently 
out here. He swears, but he looks like a man 
to depend on in a storm." "Shan't we look 
for another?" "I guess not, Maria. I guess 
the religion out here in Michigan are kind o' 
stretchy, and they 'low swearing on steam
boats and around the depots. We'll go by 
this boat, and if he don't swear any harder 
than he did to us mebbe Providence will let 
him squeeze through on the up-trip and sink 
him when he comes down !"-Detroit .Free 
Pre$8. 

IJtws of tht lftth. 

GBJ:{. Tou TRltllll, the dwarf, is dead. 

TRlll senatorial contest in New Hampshire 
remains unsettled. 

TRB cigarmakers of this city are on strike, 
and 10,000 man and girls are looked out. 

llmOBALITY charged against Rabbi Schupl 
has divided the Hebrew congregation at Dal
las, Texas. 

A TORNADO in Wisconsin last Sunday nearly 
wrecked a train of cars, blew down houses 
and trees, and prostrated crops. 

TRI cholera continues its ravages in Cairo, 
Egypt. Six hundred and 11ixty-two deaths in 
one day were reported on ths 21st. 

AB.oUT two-thirds of the telegraph operators 
of this country hav 1truck for higher P"1• 
The prospeot is judged to be that they will 
win. 

Ex-GoVJ:RNOB HABRDUN, of New Hampshire, 
was recently prostrated by an attack of heart 
trouble, and at last accounts was in a precari
ous condition. 

TRE plot of ground south of Cooper Insti
tute, in thi1 city, is to be named Cooper park. 
A monument to Peter Cooper will be raised 
by popular subscription. 

H.uu.AN still holds the championship among 
oarsmen. He defeated Wallace Ross at Og
densburg, N. Y., on the 18th in a four-mile 
race, beating all previous records. 

.A. PBrmoN signed by one thousand persons 
has been presented to the pardon committee 
of Massachusetts for the release of George T. 
Hathaway, the Fall River embezzler. 

A SUBTBRRA.NE.A.N forest, seven feet below the 
surface of the ground, has been discovered in 
Chazy, Clinton county, N. Y. Many of the 
trees are in a good state of preservation. 

A HlllHBli:R of the commission of inquiry has 
been sent from St. Petersburg, Russia, to 
Germany, France, and England for the pur
pose of obtaining an exact report concerninl{ 
the civil rights of Jews in those countries. 

TRE international rifle match at Wimbledon, 
England, was won by the British marksmen. 
The Americans did better than last year, low
ering the number of points by which they 
were beaten from 170 in 1882 to 45 in 1883. 

WoRIWEN in the town of Manlius, N.Y., on 
the 18th, unearthed portions of the skeleton 
of a mammoth which, it is estimated, must 
hav been fourteen feet high. The animal 
lived in the post-pliocene period of the tertiary 
age. 

DENIS KEA.RNEY was refused permission to 
hold forth in one of the public parks of thit! 
city last week. He accuses the park commis
sioners of trying to smother free speech in 
New York. Kearne1 lectured at the Cooper 
Institute on the evening of the 20th. 

TRE Rev. Thos. Mitchell, of Brooklyn, in
dorsed by the Rev. Dr. Burchard (Presbyte· 
rian), of New York, and the Rev. Dr. Peck 
(Methodist), of Brooklyn, has accepted an in
vitation to represent evangelical Christianity 
at the Rochester Freethinkers' Convention. 

WoRSHIPERS in St. Barnard's church, Co· 
hoes, says the Troy Times, were amazed when 
John Rafferty, during the service, walked up 
to the priest, announced that he was Pope 
Pious IX., and ordered his reverence to stop 
the service. Police Sergeant Smith locked 
the pope up. 

TRlll court at Nyreghhaza, Hungary, which 
is trying a number of Jews charged with the 
murder of a Christian girl named Esther Sal· 
omossy, went to Tisza Ezlar, the scene of the 
alleged murder, on the 17th, when the boy 
witness, Moritz Scharf, was compelled to look 
through the keyhole in the door of the syna• 
gog through which he alleges that he saw the 
murder committed. It was conclusivly proven 
that he could by so doing only see one person 
in the interior at a time, and that it was itn• 
possible to see a group of persons, as h~ swore 
he did. 

, 
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~tltclions. 

Science and Prayer. 
From tk North American Review. 

Theology is the past tense; science is king. Such 
is the conviction of thousands who lead or hppe to 
lead the world. The reason is, that science has the 
only verifiable, and therefore the only reliable test of 
what is true, or good, or beautiful. The practical life 
of man, the arts, commerce, medicin, law, and even 
philosophy and ethics, hav become firmly established 
only as they hav been founded anew upon scientific 
methods and results. 

Will religion be the exception? Or will science 
banish theology from that, as it did astrology from 
astronomy? Will the ultimate, the religious, concep
tions of mankind be annexed to the scientific do
main? If so, this new solution of the world will 
evidently supplant the ancient one and become the 
creed of the intelligent of the race, the basis of its 
higher integration. The- rapid progress of science 
toward this result is the most astonishing phase of 
human history. This new solution of the universe
this idea of law, which is pushing will from the 
throne-dates not further back than three hundred 
years (A. D. 1600), when the Copernican astronomy, 
by the substitution of the heliocentric for the geo
centric theory, presented man with a new heaven and 
a new earth, a new cosmogony, which necessitates a 
scientific religion, and will leave none other possible. 

It may be replied that science cannot for ages 
reach the masses of the race who are still Fetichists, 
nor even the majority in civiiized countries who are 
little better. Granted; but knowledge is power. 
Those who hav this power will control the earth, al
though they may not hav the numbers to inherit it. 
In the rational and spiritual world there is not 
equality. The law of evolution assigns rank accord
ing to courage and capacity. When the vanguard 
waits for the rear all progress will stop. The rear 
will never move until drawn forward by the advance. 
The blind will never see without the light. The high
est duty is to tell the highest truth. 

What, then, is the verdict of science upon prayer? 
Prayer is the essence of religion; is, indeed, practical 
religion under theology. But will the coming scien
tific, intelligent man pray at all? If not, from whence 
can he derive the reliance, comfort, and disciplin that 
prayer has afforded to the past generations of men ? 
If prayer is not a means of grace under the new and 
higher integration, what will take its place? 

Evidently prayer is useless unless prayer is 
answered. Does not the scientific proof that prayer 
is answered wholly fail? 

A.t the very first step, the fundamental laws of 
modern science seem to render prayer-answer a priori 
inconceivable. Those laws are: the indestructibility 
of matter, the correlation and equivalence of forces, 
gravitation, and the law of evolution. This last law 
is now recognized as the backbone of the organic, the 
social, the mental, the moral, and the religious 
sciences. The old rudimentary beliefs about the 
uniformity of nature, and that like causes and condi
tions produced like effects, hav been summed up and 
verified invincibly in these laws. They are the 
greatest acquisition of the human race, and together 
form the new solution of the world. A.ll science is 
merely their repetition or extension; its literature is 
their illustration. They are not only drawn from the 
facts and events of the world inductivly, but Mr. 
Spencer shows ("First Principles," chaps. 4-9) that, 
at bottom, they rest upon the law of correlation, the 
contrary of which is from the very constitution of our 
minds inconceivable. Thus, the indestructibility of 
matter and the persistence of force are not only 
proved by every observation and experiment, but 
upon ultimate analysis are found to be the condition 
of thought itself. A.ll notions inconsistent with these 
laws are called by scientists pseudo-conceptions. 
They hav been inherited in vast masses from the un
scientific period prior to 1600, when accurate knowl
edge beyond simple mathematics was practically im
possible. 

Is prayer-answer, then, one of those pseudo-ideas? 
The answer is a:ffirmativ if prayer involves a break or 
variation of those laws. 

-The brirden of reconciling prayer with those laws 
rests upon its advocates. Can it be done? Science 
seems to answer decisivly, No! In the olden times, 
nothing was more easy than a belief in prayer-answer 
and miracles, for nothing was more "natural" under 
the will, or God, solution of the world. "Sacred " 
literatures are full of these events. The old world 
was plastic material for the working out of divine and 
human ends. In its will-science, matter and the laws 
and order of nature were violated, varied, adjusted, 
or changed for purposes personal or religious. For 
instance: water was made wine; or five fishes be
came a hundred; a storm was broken up; iron 
floated; or a sacrifice was set on fire in answer to 
Elijah's prayer. Every instance, and they might be 
collected by thousands, contains the same illusion; 
that is, that the matter, or forces, of the world may 
l:>e changed or increased in violation of, or beyond, 

the correlate order. In that supposition only con
sists the value of prayer or miracle. But for this no
tion of power, over or beyond nature, neither would 
be sought or used. From the slightest glance at the 
history of prayer-answer and miracle it is plain, 
therefore, that both were valued only as they were 
directly in the teeth of the order of nature, and of 
what are now known to be the fundamental laws of 
science. It follows that this venerable practice will 
cease in' direct proportion as those laws become 
known and people carrie to rely on them, instead of 
on petitions to alter them. 

But the pseudo-conceptions of this character, and 
their fundamental illusions, are, as we hav intimated, 
ancient, venerable, and hereditary. Immense capital 
-material, mental, social, and spiritual-is invested 
in them. The law of evolution, therefore, leads us to 
expect that instead of any sudden change there will 
necessarily arise an immense expenditure of ingenu
ity to make these pseudo-notions appear credible, and 
a very considerable amount of indignation will be 
visited upon those who may oppose them. 

Let us, then, next examin the most common mode 
of sustaining this belief. It is simply a part of the
ology, and is itself unscientific in nature and method. 
It assumes a God who is anthropomorphic, and yet 
perfect, infinit, eternal,- unchangeable, omniscient, 
with a will, capacit.ies, and feelings similar to, and 
yet infinitly beyond those of man. The assumption 
is that this God, in some way and at some time "in 
the beginning," created the world out of nothing, or 
out of his own potency, and has since governed it in 
a fixed order, according to the laws of his own enact
ment, now known to us, however, as the laws of cor
relation above described. These laws, therefore, 
under the theological interpretation, are always 
within the control of this supreme will, and he vn.ries, 
changes, adjusts, or in some way uses them so as to 
effect answers to prayer. 

But this hypothesis of a personal or anthropomor
phic God is invoked in vain. It has no weight with 
pure Theists, Agnostics, Pantheists, or A.theists. A.ll 
these classes of thinkers unite in showing that the 
anthropomorphic conception of God is a. false one, 
and without the slightest scientific warrant; that it 
is a dogma of theology which cannot be conceived, 
much less understood, but which must be "received 
by faith" as a "mystery," if it be received at all. 
When mysteries of this kind (as, for instance, the 
dogma of transubstantiation) meet the law of corre
lation, they pass at once beyond the domain of science 
into that limbo of vanity, or of poetry and fancy, 
known in science as fable and myth. 

But to those who still retain, or imagin that they 
retain, a belief in an anthropomorphic deity, will this 
hypothesis of a personal God remove or only increase 
the difficulty? Plainly the latter. It is as impossible 
to reconcile prayer-answer or miracle with God's 
necessary and admitted attributes, which are, his 
omnipotence,. omniscience, and perfection, as it is to 
reconcile them with the scientist's laws of nature. 
Nor, may we add, does such prayer-answer or miracle 
remain consistent with any reasonable veneration for 
a deity. For if the laws of nature be but the order 
of continuous manifestations of his power, they are 
invariable, because they must be perfect, for they are 
the action of a perfect being who omnisciently knew 
all. things for all time, and had infinit power to ex
ecute all that he knew or wished. Such a being is, 
therefore, commonly and properly described as un~ 
changeable, and "without a shadow of turning." To 
suppose such a being to alter the order of the world 
would be to admit that it was not perfectly conceived 
and ordered in the first place, and that its maker 
failed for want of knowledge or power to make it 
complete. A. perfect and invariable God cannot also 
be imperfect and variable. . Such a being is a bundle 
of absurd contradictions. 

But let us next suppose that prayer was foreknown 
and fore-ordained by this supreme being, as a thing 
to happen as a part of his government by which man 
would procure a benefit that God had fore-ordained 
thereupon to grant. · Then the prayer would be use
less; for, the event would happen as a part of the 
perfect world-order without prayer, or, if prayer were 
decreed to be inseparably connected with the event, 
then it would be simply a part of it, a superfluous 
concomitant of the event, and useless, since the event 
would happen without it. The maker of the prayer 
would be only an automaton worked for nothing. If 
this be the plan of the world, it is plain that God has 
fore-ordained to grant benefits to intelligent people 
without this needless addition, which they hav prac
tically dropped. He has wisely fore-ordained that 
people should drop it as they become enlightened. 

But suppose that God has fore-ordained some facts 
to be born as twins. For he may hav arranged 
"from all eternity," so that a certain event cannot 
happen without a prayer preceding, which prayer de
pends upon the volition of some man. Plainly this 
would be conditioning the order of events, and the 
order of a perfect world, upon the volition of an im
perfect being. This would contradict God's perfec
tion, omniscience, and goodness. The idea that a 
perfect being could let his world be run by imperfect 
and ignorant creatures through their prayers would 

be simply absurd. Leaving a child in charge of a· 
steam-engin would be nothing to it. 

But if the prayer did not thus change or determin 
the order of its twin event, it would evidently be use
less. If it does change that order, God, "from all 
eternity," knew it, or he did not. If he did not know 
it, he was not omniscient and perfect. If he did know 
it, he must hav ordered it, for all things must hav 
been fore-ordained by himself in order to be know
able by hiin. But if he knew and ordained the re~ 
suit, he must be morally responsible for it; and if he 
is also perfect, the result ordained by him must be 
perfect. But it could be perfect in one order only; 
for there cannot be two perfect orders. Therefore, 
the actual order must hav been eternally perfect and 
eternally ordained, and the prayer for any change 
must be useless and absurd. Prayer-answer could 
only lead to imperfections and the consequent infer
ence of an imperfect God. 

But, it is said, may not God, in some way, adjust 
his fixed laws so as to effect answers to prayer much 
as human beings do, or are supposed to do? The 
answer is, that scientific laws are unvariable, and 
therefore always unadjustable. They cannot be ad
justed by either God or man. They can only be 
obeyed or followed. A.s Bacon taught, man conquers 
nature only by obedience. Man may adjust matter, 
or phe11omena, or himself, and events, so that these 
laws may come in play, as is the case in all scientific 
experiments. But to speak of man adjusting the 
laws of nature is a total misapprehension of them 
and of man's relation to them. Man modifies phe
nomena by bringing them under laws, but he never 
varies, or changes, or bends, or adjusts laws in any 
way whatsoever. Nor can God do it without violat
ing his own attributes and committing logical suicide; 
for the law is the order which is the condition of his 
attributes and existence. But if any such thing 
could be done consistently with God's attributes, 
would it be less a violation of the law of correlation? 
Certainly not. If prayer be of any value, it must 
cause God to vary the order of his correlates in some 
degree, or direction, or time. It matters not whether 
this variation from the fixed law is made at the time 
of the prayer, or years before or after. Whether at 
once, or gradually, it is a variation of the order which 
otherwise would hav occurred if the prayer had not 
been offered. Laws, therefore, cannot be adjusted; 
but man and his affairs may be adjusted to them by 
his will and efforts. Thus he is said, by labor and 
prevision, to modify phenomena to his use, and to 
avoid the crushing weight of fatalism which the in
exorable laws of nature would otherwise bring upon 
him. But the very possibility on the part ofman of 
this power of modifying phenomena, and so of making 
his life tolerable, or glorious, depends upon the in
variability of unadjustable laws. Let it be supposed 
for a moment that these laws could be changed or 
adjusted by prayer, or in any other way, then science 
and the certainty of life would be gone, and modern 
civilization would disappear. 

But next, it may be said, why may not God, ~n a 
similar way to man, adjust and modify phenomena 
under these fixed laws, and so effect answers to 
prayer? If man can do this somewhat and bene
ficially for himself, why cannot God do it for him in
finitly more? The answer is, that God must be just 
as perfect, omniscient, and omnipotent as to phe
nomena as he is as to their laws. A.s such, he has 
settled the phenomena and their order, including 
man's will and works, as well as all possible laws, 
perfectly and forever, from all eternity. lVIan is weak, 
imperfect, and ignorant, and therefore he has to 
change and adjust himself according to his own will 
and imperfection. Man is thus subject to the 
"struggle for existence," and therefore has developed 
a will, and uses it to provide for his wants. But God 
is freed :from all strife; will and law are one with him, 
and cannot be otherwise. Man is a contestant; God 
is conceivable only and always as perfect. He exists 
only in perfect. order. To suppose that he does not, 
is to involve the absurdities referred to above as to 
God's attributes and law. 

Lastly, this anthropomorphic notion of God which 
we are considering makes him the reverse of wor
shipful. He becomes a limited, imperfect quasi hu
man agent, morally responsible for the evils that exist 
and for all of the sufferings of his creatures. These 
moral consequences are·too horrible to be more than 
referred to, nor is more than a reference necessary 
to any intelligent person. A.ll personal Theism, there
fore, in attempting to adjust or to escape the order 
of correlation falls into iniellectual contradictions, 
and ends in making God a moral monster. Such 
attempts to make prayer-answers credible are hope-
less. . 

But it is said, then let the appeal be to facts; if the 
case fails a priori, it may be proved a posteriori. Can 
it be possible that the almost numberless facts from 
sacred and profane records, detailing, even down to 
our own day, what hav appeared to the relators to be 
answers to prayer, can be wholly mistaken or fraud
ulent? 

To this the answer may seem rude or cruel; but to, 
science, "facts" of this kind, related after the events, 
even by the observers, are only second-hand facts 
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and, when repeated by others, hav no wei~ht _what
ever. They simply are not facts to any sCientific or 
intelligent person. Among the su:perstitious, or tho~e 
who wish to believe, the eye "brmgs more than It 
see." Such "facts" are illusions, common enou~h 
now in uncivilized countries and among the more Ig
norant Roman Catholic people. They merely prove 
the credulity of the people who assert th~m, an_d 
their incapacity to make and to cross-examm their 
observations. Anything desired may be proved to 
or by such individ~als. . .. 

But besides this, the ordmary conditiOns and 
"facts'" of prayer are commonly not of a verifiable 
nature, as Professor Tyndall has fully pointed out in 
his well-known letter on prayer-gauge. No facts on 
this subject, unscrutinized by science, are . of the 
slightest scientific value, and no such scrutmy has 
ever been applied. No advocate of prayer dares to 
imitate Elijah by an appeal to facts that ~ould be 
known to be real and scientific. And this one fact 
outweighs all alleged "prayer-facts," and is conclus~v 
evidence that the confidence of prayer advocates IS 
traditi6nal and sentimental and not real. 

The truth of this view was well illustrated in 1872, 
when Professor Tyndall and Sir Henry Thompson 
proposed, in the fairest and .most candid m~ner, a 
practical trial, or prayer-gauge, referred to m the 
above paragraph, so that something might be done 
to verify this .prayer-power, if it hav any existence. 
What was the result? Instead of co-operation, these 
distinguished scientists were vociferously accused, in 
the Professor's words, of "insolence, outrage, pro
fanity, and blasphemy;" to which he very appro
priately replies: "They obviously lack the sobriety 
of mind necessary to giv accuracy to their statements, 
or to render their charges worthy of serious refuta
tion." He had simply asked for one test under con
ditions that would enable prayer to be established. 
"A single experiment," he said, "is frequently de
vised by which a theory must stand or fall;" as, fol· 
instance, the lesser velocity of light through liquids, 
shown at once, was a crucial test against Newton's 
emission theory of light. 

But the crucial test which advocates of prayer in 
England would not furnish to the scientists was 
within ten years furnished to the world on the 
grandest scale (grander than that of Elijah) in 
America. In 1881, the prayers of :fifty millions of 
people, indeed we may say of the prayer-makers of 
almost the whole world, went up for months, day 
and night, but they could not cause the change of 
a single pus-cell in the languishing form of our 
dying President. "It was not the Divine will," we 
hear? Yes; but if the only prayer ever answered is 
"Thy will be done," why is it not a saving of time 
and dignity to let that will be done without the use
less prayer? 

Next, we are told that prayer has been a very gen
eral belief in all places and times, and among all re
ligions. Must not the belief and the supposed need 
of it hav some response. or counterpart of fact in the 
order of nature ? How else came it ever to exist? 
Science answers, No. The belief in a thing, and 
above all our feeling of a want of it, does not affect 
the external order of nature, nor prove in the slight
est what it is or will be. Science has, on the con
trary, reversed every important early belief of man
kind, beginning with astronomy and ending with the 
scientific theory of the ego or selfhood. The pre
sumption is, that all ancient beliefs are based upon 
imagination and illusions of the senses, and upon 
that ignorance of the meaning of facts which univer
sally prevailed during the childhood of the race. It 
is the very business of science to reverse these 
beliefs. That the general want of a thing proves its 
existence is, if possible, still more absurd. The want 
is simply a counterpart of the belief, and when that 
is removed the want and practice die with it. Prayer 
is not only not wanted, but is disagreeable to those 
who hav outgrown it. The existence of fairies, 
witches, angels, devils, demons, and ghosts can be 
readily proved by this method. Not solid facts, but 
illusions and delusions, are their creators. 

The custom of prayer is simply evidence of man's 
weakness and needs, and of the childish views he 
once entertained of the world and of God. As far 
as the needs remain, science will supply them under 
intelligent human effort. Thus, as the light of law 
advances, the illusions of the old spiritual world, and 
prayer among them, will vanish like ghosts at dawn. 
They will be simply outgrown. 

In this view, this prayer discussion is of great 
practical importance. This delusion, if it be one, 
needs to be removed from the popular mind with all 
convenient speed. For the sure founda-tion of prac
tical life is the general belief in the invariable order 
of nature. If this order can be varied, adjusted, or 
broken by God, or by the prayer of a man, then 
science and civilization are all at sea. We are re
manded back to the age and the methods of the rain
maker and the sorcerer. The foundation of the fu
ture welfare of our race rests on the public convic
tion of the impregnable immutability of laws, and of 
the almost infinit modifiability of phenomena under 
them through human will and effort. There is no 
reliable basis for individual character or for society 

if these scientific convictions are destroyed or weak
ened in the popular mind. 

To be deprived of pleasant illusions, or to deprive 
others of them, may be· painful, but all scientists 
should sustain the highest conceptions of nature, of 
law, and of God, knowing that they bring their com
pensations. Says Goethe: 

Painful truth! Yet I prefer her to pleasant error, 

vidson, and other recent authorities, fix A.D. 29 as 
the year of the crucifixion, thus conforming to the 
most ancient Christian authorities; for example, 
Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, and the recently 
discovered ancient Syriac documents (see Anti
Nicene Christian Library). Tertullian is of course 
mistaken in fixing the day March 25th, which, as we 
now know, was a whole week after the full moon. 

For truth will heal the pain. she may oft inflict. 3. But whatever the true results may be from lunar 
calculations, etc., it is certain that all such evidence 

What, then, are the remedies of truth for prayer? is aliunde. Every intelligent Jew knows that the first 
That they will all become apparent at once is not or great day of the Passover was never allowed to 
probable. We must outgrow the use of prayer as fall on Friday; and that the Jews never tried or exe
we do other limitations of childhood-gradually, and cuted anybody on that holy day (Rabbi Wise's Orig. 
by the aid of truer conceptions, ideals, and habits. ) 

Th h . h · t t" -11 t ·t of Chris., p. 30 . 
e Ig er m egra IOn WI presen I s com pen- What then ? Is the detailed account in the Synop-

sations. Space permits only an intimation of these. tic Gospels of the crucifixion on a Passover Friday 
Confid~nce in~ ~rm world of law, modifiable practi- false? Certainly; and it is likewise false that Jesus 
cally ~Ithout limit as to phenomena and eve;nts, by Christ was crucified under Pontius Pilate. There 
tbhe will anthd etffortbs of_ mafn fobr "lt~te bfenhefit oft his rTache, was, however, a Jesus stoned and hanged for sorcery 
. eco~es e rue aSIS 0 no I I Y 0 c arac er. e by the Jews a hundred years before; and that was 
mfu;nt, the cosmos, and man become the s_ources. of the Jesus of Paul, of Simon Kepha (falsely called 
feelmgs, though~s, p~r;poses, hop_es, and d~ties whwh Peter, which is only a Greek translation of the Ara
are found to .b~ ms:prrmg, co_nsohng, practical, ben~fi- maic word meaning "stone"), of James, of John, 
cent, and religwus m the hi~hest degr~e, and whwh and the rest of the so-called apostles, who all lived 
open up a new world. ~a~Itual physi~al res~, and and died before the Christian era. That earlier Jesus 
times d~voted to the cultivatiOn of our highest Id_eals is frequently alluded to in the Talmud, and there are 
and feelmgs, become a source. of sweetness and light various legends in regard to him; but neither the 
more. sure than prayer or sacnfice. To these results, Talmud nor the legends make the mistake of having 
th~ lives of Spmoza, Goethe,_ Hume, ~ant, Comte, him executed on the Passover day; it is always the 
~ll, Carlyle, Emerson, Barnet M~tme~u, George day before. And it is conceded that the Jesus de
Eh~t, and thousands who hav disco~tmue~ the scribed in the gospels is not noticed in the Talmud 
habit cf pra:yer! bear abundant and practw!tl witness. (see Lost and Hostile Gospels, by Rev. S. Baring-

Mother-wit _Is. the .c~re for false theology, says Gould). Nor is there any pretended ~isto~ical evi
Emerson, and It IS sme. The b_?tt?m o_f the ~orld, deuce of a Jesus crucified under Pontms Pilate that 
and of human effort and hope, IS I:nfimt. It IS be- is not a Christian forgery. ANTICHRIST. 
cause we grow to newer and truer Ideals, purposes, . . . "M f s· " 
and ho es that the older, like the leaves, fade and . P. S.-Smce wntmg the ab_?ve the an o m 
fall. /hose who do not see the new will proceed as IS happy_ to learn f~·om a reliable source that Judge 
of old for no desire will disturb their illusions. Thus ~radley IS a Freethmker; and further, t~at all the 
the la~ of evolution happily protects them from the Judges of the Supreme Court of the Umted States 
li ht which might injure or blind. But those who except Mr. Justice. Strong, ar~ . Infid~l~. In oth~r 

g t fearlessly advance As Professor Ernst words, on the questiOn of the divme ongm of Chns-
;:ec~~ls enjoins, i~pavidi progrediamur 1 tianity the court stands eight to one. ANTICHIST. 

THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN. 

Chdst Not Cmcified under Pontius Pilate. 
When Justice Joseph P. Bradley, in rendering his 

decision in favor of seating R. B. Hayes i'n the presi
dential chair, applied the word aliunde to certain evi
dence which he found it necessary to discard in or
der to make his decision plausible, the N. Y. Sun 
nicknamed him Aliunde Joe. The same judge has 
now been exercising his extra-judicial abilities in 
solving the difficult problem, In what year and on 
what day was our Lord crucified? From astron
omical data-that is to say, lunar calculations
he concludes that there was but one year be
tween A.D. 28 and 35 inclusiv, in which the cruci
fixion could hav happened, to wit, A.D. 30. The gist 
of his conclusions is given in the N. Y. Sun of June 
30th, under the heading "Sunbeams." . We sent to 
the Sun the substance of what follows, but the arti
cle has not appeared, and probably will not. The 
light which Infidels are able to shed on the dark 
problems of Christianity is seldom tolerated by the 
N. Y. Stm, which does not shine for all, but rather 
reflects feeble theological rays, and therefore ought 
to be called The Moon. 

Judge Brady makes what appears to be~ s~rong 
point, but we beg leave to show: 1. That It IS ~ot 
new or original; 2. That his data are not certam; 
and 3. That his evidence as to the fact of the cruci
fixion is aliunde. 

1. We hav before us a "Sunbeam," clipped from 
that luminary of March 8, 1882, containing twenty 
lines of an article written by a Mr. Linn to the Lon
don Standard, in which he reaches the same conclu
sions from lunar calculations that Judge Bradley 
does. He says that the paschal full moon in A.D. 29 
fell on Saturday, April 16th, which of course excludes 
that year. But he adds: "In A.D. 30 that full moon 
was on Thursday, April 6th, on which day the Pass
over meal was eaten, and our Lord suffered the next 
day (in our reckoning," [but] "the same day in the 
Jewish), on which other observances were still to be 
kept." The writer probably means that the Passover 
was eaten on Thursday evening, which was the be
ginning of the Jewish Friday; so that he and Judge 
Bradley do not seem to differ. 

2. McClintock & Strong's Cyclopedia of Biblical 
Literature says that the 14th of Nisan was the day of 
the passion according to Jewish usage, and that 
"strict lunar calculations indicate only one of the six 
years [from A.D. 28 to 33 inclusiv], viz.: A.D. 29, in 
which the 14th Nisan was the 18th of March, and 
Friday." But the same authority concedes that "if 
it is contended that the crucifixion took place the 
day after the Passover (!) the year may hav _been A.D. 
30, in which the 15th Nisan fell on Fnday, 7th 
April" (Art. Chronology). 

If therefore 1\'Ir. Linn and Judge Bradley mean 
that the Passover in A.D. 30 was kept on Friday, they 
differ from the cyclopedia, which puts the Passover 
in that year on Thursday, April 6th. Furthermore, 
McClintock & Strong's Cyclopedia, Dr. Samuel Da-

The Real Blasphemers. 
I want to call attention to Col. Kelso's latest work, 

"The Real Blasphemers." It is exceedingly interest
ing and valuable, sharp with logic and weighty w~th 
scripture learning. The author has eviden~ly st~died 
the Bible to good account, and no doubt Will enlight
en his Christian friends in regard to the character of 
the God they so blindly worship. The fact is that 
those who profess to believe in the Bible don't know 
what it really teaches, and it is a useful undertaking 
to expose in the bare light of modern scientific criti
cism the barbarities of this so-called deity. No one 
could do it in a better spirit than Col. Kelso has 
shown, for he has simply stuck to the letter of the 
record, and has not been led astray by any prejudices. 
He givs a searching and fearless analys~s of th~s 
"revelation," and demonstrates beyond cavil that If 
there is such a thing as blasphemy, then the "blas
phemy" heaped upon the ruler of the ?niverse ~y 
the Christian history is the most degradmg and Ill
famous. Surely the "God" revealed in the Old and 
New Testaments is the ideal of a savage mind, and 
to the sensitiv heart, that would find something in 
the infinit unknown of beauty and joy, is most revolt
ing and painful. The true worshiper ~s he w~o ad
mits his ignorance, and to whom the mighty umverse 
is an awful and glorious object of contemplation-an 
unsounded deep to which he dare not ascribe any
thing of his own personal frailty. We cannot define 
the force that makes and unmakes the star and dew. 
It sweeps on ami~ the manifold laws. o~ nature with 
an incomprehensible grandeur, and It IS blasphemy 
even to think that its dazzling immensity can be put 
into any of the shapes of man's limited e:x;perience. 
We cannot imagin even a good God; that IS beyond 
human grasp, and he who is profoundly reverent will 
not seek to do it. He will say, "I do not know." If 
it is irreverence to seek any definition of the boundless 
being of things, what blasphemy to ascribe to that 
being the qualities of the ancient Hebrew Jehovah, 
a God which every decent man and woman of to-day 
must reject with the utmost scorn I 

Col. kelso has done well to emphasize this tremen
dous fact and bring Christians to the book, face .to 
face with the hideous tyrant they profess to worsh1p, 
in order that, if truly honest with themselvs, they 
may reject the creed to which they hav so uncon
sciously submitted. 

As a destructiv criticism, "The Real Blasphemers" 
is a timely work, and the attention of every thi~king 
Christian should be called to it, in order that like a 
bath of cold water it may shake him to do him good, 
and giv him a realizing sense of what is rea:Ily t_rue. 
The trouble with the Christian is that he hvs m a 
dream-world· he has no solid foundation for belief. 
If we could ~ake him up and bring him to a matter
of-fact outlook, his "Christianity" would go by the 
board. Col. Kelso's book is a right good thunder-
clap in this direction. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

"A TRUTH SEEKER ARouND THEW ORLD ;" 4 volumes, 
cloth,$6.50; leather, $9.50; morocco, gilt edges, $10.50 
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!lfommunications~ But leaving the realms of an infinit un1verse and 
confining ourselvs now to the evolution of man on 
this little globe and to a solution of the interesting 

Which First: Mind or Matter 1 subject under discussion: "Which first: Mind or 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Some- Matter?" it seems to me the answer is at once self

thing exists. This sumething is material, and this evident and must be decided in favor of the a priori 
something fills all the realms of infinit space. What- existence of the latter. 
ever is, is of this material, and naught outside or in It is now, I believe, generally conceded by all 
addition to it is thinkable or possible. If we imagin thoughtful minds that the material composing our 
any thing, being, or form outside of or different from earth, in the beginning-when the independent for
it, it would, upon closer examination, be found either mation process commenced-was in a nebular con
like or of it, or-nothing. clition and our earth naught but a vast body of 

To deny Materialism is to deny matter, force, every- nebulre. No one will presume to assert that mind or 
thing, the basis of all existence. To deny material consciousness then existed upon our earth. It was 
existence as absolute and supreme is to deny ab- left alone in space, without directing force or power, 
stract existence. To deny that the potencies of mat- influenced and controled solely by the sun and its 
ter can produce certain results is to deny that any- own inherent properties, yet destined finally, of ne
thing can produce them. If not matter-substance cessity, to evolve to its present condition of perfec
-what? To think of anything immaterial is like tion. 
thinking of immaterial substance-it cannot be done During millions of years this nebulre existed as 
simply because there is no such thing. such, but in the course of time, through its own 

Man exists. He can see, think, reason. He be- physical and chemical attributes, a condensation pro
holds the world he inhabits and the innumerable cess took place, causing this nebulous matter to 
phenomena surrounding him, and this existence be- ignite and change into one vast sea of fire-also a 
comes tangible, real. Existence, then, is a fact. Now purely physical effect of purely physical causes. And 
man reasons .. All objects of knowledge are com- no one will presume that mind existed during this 
posed of matter-substance-which he can see, feel, period, or that a " g11iding intelligent force" was 
weigh, dissect, examin, analyze, and resolve into its needed for this. 
constituent elements or original parts. These parts Then follows a period of fire and flame when for 
he denominates atoms. He finds that all objects are millions of years the general aspect of our earth was 
but aggregations of these elements or atoms, and that similar to that of the sun at the present time-a vast, 
annihllation of these atoms is impossible. terrible, seething, belching, boiling mass of burning 

Abstract existence of illfinit matter, then, being a matter. Can we conceive of mind existing then and 
self-evident fact, logic and reaRon peremtorily postu- there? Is consciousness, and the organic life it ne
late that this existence is eternal, as its antithesis cessitates incident thereto, possible in such a literal 
implies creation from nothing and an eternity of hell? If not, where then at this period of our earth's 
time preceding the time of this supposed creation formation is the much-talked-of a priori mind or 
when it was not, which, if true, would of course hav consciousness? 
made any subsequent existence impossible. Finally a cooling process occurs. The fires hav 

Next, logic infers the inJinitude of space, as its consumed the vast store-house of fuel, and. the sur
antithesis also is impossible. Space being infinit, face of the earth begins to cool off. Was there in
and the space we occupy and can penetrate with our telligence needed for this, or did the fires cease to 
telescopes being filled ~ith matter, we logically pred- burn as the match does in our hand or the fuel in 
icate that all space is likewise filled with matter. our stoves, of sheer necessity, when the supply of 
Matter, then, is infinit in expanse and eternal in du- fuel is exhausted ? 
ration. During the period following we behold the remain-

Now all matter-each atom-seems to be endowed ing heat in the center of the earth and the condition 
with and to possess certain physical and chemical at- of the atmosphere without, producing moisture; this 
tributes, co-existent and inseparable from it. These moisture mingling with the debris and ashes during 
attributes manifest themselvs in motion, and this other millions of years finally brought on the car
motion causes a mingJ.ing, attraction, and adhesion of boniferous period and a wonderful prolific vegetation 
greater or lesser number of these atoms, and these producing in luxurious abundance the most magnifi
aggregatedatomspossess andevolve innumerablenew cent trees and shrubs of our tropical climes; but 
potencies and capabilities. Thus aggregated they, of alas! the atmosphere so charged with carbonic gas 
their own inherent qualities, assume forms, aerial, that conditions to animal life were impossible; and, 
fluid, organic, and inorganic. In this sense-as ever consequently, all this gorgeous vegetation, in its 
activ vital forces-all matter is ever alive and im- grand ~nd endless profusion, lost to the eyes of man. 
mortal. Spontaneously ever assuming new forms, No eye to see its glory, no mind to appreciate its 
spontaneously assimilating, growing, evolving other transcendent beauty ! 
and higher forms, they also spontaneously disinte- But, finally, after other myriads of years of prolific 
grate and annihilate their past and present form vegetation, during which vast period forest upon 
only to go back to chaos, but ever ready to unite forest was literary shelved away (for the benefit of 
with other affinities, and thus build up new forms the present race) we behold another change. The 
or beings. air is now freed from poisonous gases, and way down 

Matter being eternal, and it being a quality of in the bottom of the ocean or even among the "prim
matter ever to assume forms, it becomes self-evident it.iv ooze" (as Prof. Swing pleases to call it) on the 
that at no time in the past it first assumed form, but sea-shore, we discover small organic bodies-" or
that this process has been going on eternally in be- ganisms without organs"-but entirely different from 
ginningless time, as it will continue to go on forever vegetation, which float and move about seeking and 
in the future. Consequently we can logically infer assimilating food-the dawn of animal life, intelli
that there never was a first form, sun, system, star, gence, and consciousness. 
world, etc.; and long and many ages before our sun For millions of ages the earth has existed, evolved 
began to shed her light and heat upon our then life- finally to conditions where it produces minute organ
lifeless system, countless other suns and svstems- isms, and behold ! mind and consciousness are a real
containing many other worlds, and all swarrr';.ing with ity as a function of this minute organism. But which 
anxious men and women-exi"ted in the noon-day of was first ? Who will say, following the world's eva
their glory then even as we do now. lution from nebula to its state of perfection, so to 

A beginning of cosmic life, a beginning of the speak, that mind or consciousness existed prior to the 
universe, a beginning of motion, is absolutely un- formation or spontaneous involuntary generation 
thinkable, because it implies that all this vast aggrega- from the unconscious potencies of matter, of this pri
tion of matter, at one time-way back during the mary and crude animal, or that the latter itself was a 
vast eternity preceding any supposed beginning-ex- factor, designer, or pre-existing agent in causing its 
isted in absolute standstill, a vast mass of dead, inert own origin? 
substance, which, if a fact, would of course hav pre- If nebula, fire, carbon, or any other single force, 
vented it ever afterward from becoming activ energy or aggregated forces, can be a conscious entity; or 
or living matter, as what it did or could not accom- if heat, light, soil, moisture, etc., can plan and reason, 
plish durmg the eternity preceding this supposed then indeed the hypothesis may be true; but if this 
commencement, it, of course, could never accomplish proposition is absurd, it must be consigned to the 
at any subsequent time. realms of phantasm and folly. These agencies being 

It is entirely consistent, then, with humility and the sole factors in the formation of this primary germ, 
logic to predicate no first form or body, either or- it becomes self-evident that matter and force exist 
ganic or inorganic, but all such phenomena to be but prior, and alone and unaided are the sole agents pro
eternal repetitions of an infinit number of like phe- clueing mind, or rather organism possessing functions 
nomena ever preceding them. of thought. 

As a first minute or a commencement of time is ·whether or not an accurate and immediate solu-
unthinkable and impossible, so the creation or for- tiun of the intricate modus operandi of the transition 
mation of a .first world is likewise impossible. of unconscious matter to conscious organism be forth-

The evolution of physical forms having gone on in coming, the fact is patent that such a process does 
the universe forever and ever in the past, it becomes take place, and that matter-blind and unconscious 
evident that the evolution of minor forms, like man -does produce every natural phenomenon in the uni
and beast, has also gone on forever and ever in the verse. 
past, and that in this sen"e, and only in this senAe, it And this proposition has at least the advantage of 
is true tl1at matter and mind (the latter as a function the greatest probability yet advanced, as the propo
of orgt,lJized matter) are both alike eternal; and a sition that mind exists prior to organism is absolutely 
first man heing impossible, a first mind of course wild and purely speculativ. All knowledge and anal
would likewise be in~possible. I ogy are against such a theory, and besides it is ut-

terly unthinkable and therefore improbable. Mind 
divested of organism is like a shadow without sub
stance, a human body without flesh and blood, light 
without eyes, or sound without ears. It is equiva
lent to assuming that the animal germ of the rat, cat, 
or dog, as well as that of man, prior to conception, 
designs and superintends in in:frnit wisdom the for
mation and growth of its own body-even before 
conception as well as while yet in the womb or a 
suckling brute I 

This logic (?) divests eternal, infinit matter, per
meated with life and vitality, of all qualities to pro
duce of itself a single effect, but proceeds forthwith 
to invest an airy nothing with all-sufficient power to 
do all in its place I 

It is like the (ill) logic of the Theist, who, failing 
to explain natural phenomena, jumps from the realms 
of reality and the knowable into the realms of the 
unknowable, and there finds an imaginary and far 
more mysterious agent to create all which he in his 
ignorance fails to discover in nature. 

Let our friends, the champions of spirit, or of the 
a priori existence of mind, define the basis of their 
faith in plain English, and analyze and make clear to 
the world what stuff their spirits are made of; and 
unless they comply with this reasonable request, and 
define their component parts--original elements
they will find that in discarding matter and force and 
their glorious possibilities, they hav discarded all, and 
hav absolutely not a vestige of anything left to make 
a spirit or anything else out of, or anything to build 
a faith upon. 

A short time ago my brother Herman (by the way, 
the very first outside subscriber of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
on Brother Bennett's books, and also a jeweler six 
days in the week, and a professor of Finalogy-origi
nal-on the seventh), in a communication to the Ro
chelle Register, advanced the following ingenious idea 
in solution of this complex problem: 

"How about conscious life, a question which has puzzled 
the profoundest thinkers of all ages? To understand this we 
must imagin the minutest form of animate life. All matter 
has its property of polarity. It is dual in its nature, positiv 
or attractiv, negativ or repellent. It is attracted by what is 
congenial to its nature, and repelled by what is prejudicial. 
These properties or forces constantly assert themselvs in the 
lowest type of animal life. They are intensified therein. Its 
minute body is constantly swayed by these antagonistic 
forces. It is surrounded by the elements from which it 
sprang that are congenial to it, support its life; it is drawn 
toward them, attracted by them; other elements are destructiv 
to its life, menace it, and it shrinks back-is forced back, re
pelled. Can we conceive of such a constant struggle going 
on without its effect becoming apparent in a perception of 
what is going on around it? The tendency is there, at least 
to develop perception. Its life must be aware when a con
genial element comes within its reach, and when destructiv 
ones approach, a very indistinct pe:rception though it be, but 
yet it is aware of its condition. It is easier to conceive that 
such perception should assert itself under such opposing in
fluences constantly surrounding it than that it should remain 
devoid of them. This tendency to perceive is the starting
point of judgment, the germ of intelligence, as it has learned 
to discriminate good from evil. Furthermore our minute 
protozoa is aware that upon the exercise of its faculty of per
ception, of judgment, depends its tiny life. Here is the be
ginning of conscious life; the diversified laws of evolution 
will do the rest. The germ of life is an ever-moving, writh
ing atom. It seeks for its like, snuggles up in close embrace 
to it, and with others equally congenial forms partnerships 
until death (antagonistic elements) 'doth us part.' This is 
life in its lowest. form." 

Matter and iorce, solitary and alone, unaided and 
undirected, unconscious and dumb, are the sole causes 
and agencies of all existence, life, thought, and con
sciousness, including the transcendent genius of a 
Humboldt, Goethe, Shakspere, and Raphael, and 
might be traced, if we had the power, to the peculiar 
and inevitable condition of the fortuitous assimilation 
of a few paltry and invisible atoms. And mind thus 
but a function or process made possible solely by 
virtue of the harmonious involuntary operation of 
human organism, conditioned and dependent for its 
actiivty upon this organism, and as absoluteJy ceases 
to be manifest after death, or after the disintegration 
of the organism, as the indication of time ceases when 
t.he clock is destroyed, or as it was impossible to act 
before conception. 

The germs of unborn generations now lie dormant 
in the generation of the living. No one pretends to 
claim that their unborn minds now, a priori, are con
templating the policy of making their debut here 
upon our mundane sphere. They hav no voice in · 
the matter, no choice. Destined to be conceived in 
love or in sin, and forced to be either white or black, 
male or female, perfect or imperfect, regardless of 
choice or volition ; the unconscious infant, pro
duced by physical process purely, is born and no 
mind yet. Through the medium of its senses, and 
especially hunger and its subsequent gratification, 
mind is developed. It thinks, remembers the pleas
ure of drink from the pure fountain of its mother's 
breast, etc., and behold! after the body has been in 
existence nearly a year the mind is first born, or 
rather the function of its brain first begins to act, 
and through the medium of this and its other senses 
it soon evolves a conscious intelligent man or woman. 
Thus is the bo~y the cause of consciousness, of mind. 
The body dev~lops, and this alone makes mind con
tinuous and. possible. Yet Spiritists say that when 
the body-the cause-is removed, the effect-the 
mind-can still remain and does remain forever. 
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Mrs. Macdonald concedes evolution, but objects to 
the transformation of inorganic matter to " living 
creatures ever so simple," and insists that "it is im
possible." But, I think, I hav at least given a rea
sonable theory how the prolific and pregnant forces 
of eternal matter hav finally produced-evolved-a 
minute animal organism, and within this organism 
(resembling more an infinitesimal living stomach than 
an animal) located the seat or dawn of a primitiv 
mind. And, strange as it may appear, this tiny or
ganism or single cell, possessing naught of conscious
ness but the gratification incident to obtaining and 
the digestion of its food, this insignificant, invisible 
infusoria, in spite. of all protestations, is still the actual 
and only veritable progenitor of the human race, and 
the only true and first cause, "designer," "mind" 
and "spirit " preceding vain and conceited man. 

Rochelle, Ill., June 3, 1883. OTTo WETTSTEIN. 

A Goliath Accepts the Challenge. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Some 

time since, as secretary of the Freethinkers' Associa
tion, I invited, through the Herald, the orthodox 
church to send a representativ to speak, in behalf of 
orthodox Christianity, at the coming Freethinkers' 
Convention. I made the invitation in good faith and 

, felt confident that some honest, sincere, able exponent 
of orthodoxy would accept it. But immediately 
thereafter the Sun, the New York Mail and Express, 
and the Buffalo Express, were all terribly shocked at 
my audacity and greenness and declared that no ortho
dox representativ of any respectability would accept 
the invibation. The Sun said: "Of course no sen
sible man would accept .that offer, and go to Rochester 
to defend his religious faith at that Infidel meeting." 
The Mail and Express said: "The secretary's name 
who issues this proclamation is Green. He seems to 
suppose that the church will be foolish enough to 
send representativs to a convention whose title in the 
past has been indecency." The Buffalo Express said 
editorially: "If 'Secretary Green' has issued such an 
invitation, he has shown that he is well named; that, 
indeed, his front name should be 'Verdant.' Secre
tary Green knows that no such challenge will be ac
cepted." 

What .wonderful wiseacres these great (?) editors 
are; what prophets of what will and what will not 
take place! What would poor humanity do if de
prived of the light that constantly shines from these 
great luminaries? None of them is named Green, 
but that don't protect them from showing their ver-
dancy. · 

:A-s I anticipated, my invitation has been accepted. 
Rev. Thos. Mitchell, one of the ablest and inost 
scholarly orthodox divines in this country, and a 
leading orthodox author, has been appointed by two 
branches of the orthodox church as a delegate to 
our convention, in compliance with my request, and 
Mr. Mitchell has accepted the position. He writes 
to me under date of July 17th, inst: 

"I accept the invitation of the Freethinkers' Association of 
the state of New York, to make an address before their con
vention to assemble at Rochester, N. Y., August 29th, 1883, 
in defense of the Christian religion, as published in the New 
York Herald of June lOth. 

"Please find inclosed papers, which, as we suppose, meet 
the conditions of your invitation in recommending me to ap
pear and to make the proposed address. That yon may not 
be confused, permit me to say that I am not now a pastor of 
a church, though an ordained minister in the M. E. church, 
having devoted my time for a number of years almost exclu
sivly to the work of authorship. My church relation is in 
Hanson place M. E. church, having a membership of 1,400, 
and of which Rev. J. 0. Peck, B.D., one of the most promi
nent ministers in the denomination, is now pastor. Dr. Peck 
gave me the letter of recommendation inclosed the day be
fore he went on his su~mer vacation and after almost all the 
board of officers of the church had left the city for various 
country plnces, rendering it impossible to obtain a vote of 
the board concurring with the minister in making this ap
pointment. I may also say that in the government of the 
M. E. church, the memberships are never called to vote and 
in such matters as these the pastor is the church, and as'your 
invitation is. not such as to stick upon technicalities, we sup
pose that. th1s paper of . Dr. Peck meets all the requirements. 
But w1shmg to be unobJectionable, we hav availed ourselvs of 
the letter of the invitation which says: 'Or either branch of 
the orthodox church of the United States may send such 
representativ.' Hence we applied to the Presbyterian branch 
and send you the inclosed papers, signed by Samuel D. Bur
chard, D.D., late chancellor of 'Ingraham University,' New 
York, now prestdent. of Rutgers College, New York, and 
pastor of Murray Hill church, being also moderator or 
president of the 'Session,' the board of officers of his church. 
It is so signed, 'as you see. 

"Dear sir, I need not say to you that I wish to hav it de
cided as soon as possible whether I am to be the repr.esentativ 
to your convention, as the task of preparation imposed is so 
great and which suspense increases. I shall be relieved of 
the latter by hearing from you that I am to be accepted, and of 
the former by being rejected. Yours respectfully, 

" 248 Lafayette Ave., Broolclyn. THos. MITCHELL." 

To the above letter I immediately replied as fol
lows: 

SALA.M!.NC!., N. Y., July 18, 1883. 
~Ev. THos .. MrrcHELL, J,fy Dew· Si1·: Yours of yesterday re

C~lv':d. I thmk you hav substantially complied with the in
Vltatwn of the New York State Freethinkers' Association, as 
made through the New York He1·ald, and we. shall be very 
much p_le~se~ to welcome you as a representativ of evangeli
cal Chn~tmmty at Rochester. And if it meets your mind you 
may dehver your address at the Academy of Music in which 
our convention is to be held, on Thursday evening, Aug. 30th. 

The headquarters of our convention will be at the Clinton 
House, where my wife and I shall put, up and we should be 

I 

pleased to hav you stop where we do. Personaily, I shall do it into time with our series of state conventions. It 
all in my power to make your visit with us pleasant. will no doubt be a great and successful gathering. 

Truly YJ:C~~tary Freethinkers~As~~ci~~~~: The state convention of Dlinois will be held this 
The following are copies of the certificates pre- year at Chicago, Sept. 15th and 16th, in Union Park 

sen ted by Mr. Mitchell: Hall, 517 West Madison street. Mr. F. F. Follett is 
1 HANsoN PLA.CE M. E. CHURCH, secretary of the State League, and has the making 
1 BRooKLYN N.Y., July 9, 1883. of anangements in charge. His address is Joliet, 

This will certify that Rev. Thomas Mitchell, of this city, is Ill. I met him at Chicago, and was glad to greet the 
personally known to me, and that in the defense of Chris- battle-scarred veteran whom no obstacles seem to 
tianity as against Materialism and free religion and modern h k f d · h 
skepticism I consider him candid, able, and fearless. I ap- tire in t e wor o constructing an cementmg t e 
prove of his meeting the challenge of the Freethinkers' Asso- organization in his state, and repairing damage when 
ciation to meet in Rochester, N. Y. J. 0. PECK, D. D., anything breaks. Leaguers of Illinois, please see to 

Pastor Hanson Place 1\'I. E. church. it that your turn-out at your state convention is full 
MuRRY Hnw PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, July, 16 1883. and formidable. John E. Remsburg, of Kansas, is 

To THE PRESIDENT OF THE FREETHINKERS' AssOCI!.TION OF THE ak d th 
ST!.TE OF NEw YoRK, Dear Sir: Being acquainted with the engaged as one of the spe ers, an ere is plenty 
character and ability of the Rev. Thos. Mitchell, we feel pre- of oratorical talent in the city and state which will 
pared to recommend him to represent our individual church be brought out to make an interesting convention. 
and the cause of evangelical Christianity in your association The Chicago League is an activ and influential 
which is to meet in the city of Rochester, August 29, 1883. organization. If our whole 258 auxiliaries were after 

Very respectfully, L. D. BuncHA.aD, 
Pastor of Murry Hill Presbyterian church, New York city, that pattern and caliber we should hav a force far-

and Moderator of the Session. midable enough to take the field and stamp out the 
Thus we see that the Rev. Mr. Mitchell comes to church power to meddle with the state. If we ad

our convention representing the two principal here to our organization and grow as we hav grown, 
branches of the Protestant church, the Presbyterian we shall come to it yet. Persistence-no surrender 
and Methodist; that he is vouched for as a man of -never say die-these should be our watchwords, 
character and ability and standing in the church; and these are what will do the business. I met with 
precisely the kind of man that we are pleased to wel- the Chicago League one evening, and found myself 
come on our platform, and I know that he will meet at home in that crowd, it seemed so like our own 
with the most respectful treatment from our conven- Liberal Club here in New York. An Advent Chris
tiori; for Mr. Mitchell is evidently an honest, sincere tian spoke on "Immortality," and then the rest sailed 
adherent of the orthodox faith, and there is nothing into him and tore his little piece into still liWer 
that a true Freethinker respects more than honesty pieces. 
and sincerity, and nothing he so much abhors as Of one other thing, friend Macdonald, let me as-
hypocrisy. Truly yours, H. IJ. GREEN. sure you. I met THE TRUTH SEEUR everywhere and 

TRUTH SEEKER readers in plenty. I found them by 
an· odds the stanchest and most intelligent of Liber
als. It is wonderful what an educat.iv power that 
paper has been. I found a universal sympathy for 
Mr. Bennett, his persecutions, his severe labors, his 
calumniated character, and deep sorrow for his sud
den and untimely death. But for this bereavement 
I find the principal consolation to be that THE TRUTH 
SEEKER is still so ably conducted, so varied in its 
contents, and generaliy so interesting. That THE 
TRUTH SEEKER did not die with its founder is a sub-

Home Again. 
DEAR LEAGUES AND LIBERALS: It is no light task to 

swing around a circle a thousand miles in diameter, 
to meet face to face an average of a Liberal to a 
mile, and stir him up to his duty. But I hav accom
plished it safely, with profit and pleasure, and my 
mission has not been in vain. The Liberals I hav 
met are, in the main, intelligent on the situation and 
ready to do and dare all they can to oust the church, 
wholly and absolutely, from the state-for this, in 
brief, comprises our whole object, our entire program 
of work to be done. We demand that the church 
shall not swing one arm of th"e government to sus
tain her position, nor lift one little finger of the state 
to accomplish. her purpose as a church. When she 
stands alone, receiving only the voluntary devotion 
and support of her members, when she can no long
er compel observance of her holy days or dogmas by 
law, when she pays her own way without taxation or 
forcible levy of any kind upon those who are not her 
devotees, then the work of the Liberal League will 
be done. Our association is, only, organization of 
defense against organization for aggression upon our 
guaranteed rights as equal citizens, as well as upon 
our inherent rights as free men and women. Till 
the church calls off her dogs of war the conflict 
must go on. The intelligent brain of to-day will not 
submit to take holy orders from the ignorant brain 
of one thousand or two thousand years ago-no, nor 
even twenty-five years ago; nor will we much longer 
be taxed, fined, and mulcted to pay the expense of 
that ancient ignorance. Every religious tub must 
very soon stand on its own bottom dollar, or, if it 
hasn't any of its own, the bottom must fall out. 

Well, I find the Liberals everywhere alive to the 
situation-in some places though in the minority, 
yet strong and activ and giving the church, militant 
and malignant, a great deal of trouble. In other 
places I find only a few living in quiet, but sullen, 
uttering protests, not loud but deep, and willing to 
help any practical organization for deliverance. The 
woods are more full of Liberals in western Pennsyl
vania than in the east, though there has always been 
a st~nch and .irrepressible sprinkling of them in 
Philadelphia, the city of Penn and Girard. In 
and around Pittsburgh they are moving to hold a 
state convention in that city on September 8th and 
9th. I hope and believe the Liberals of the whole 
state will co-operate in the movement and secure a 
large attendance. Mr. T. B. Wal{eman, Courtl!n<lt 
Palmer, Charles Watts, of England; Dr. Juliet H. 
Severance, A. B. Bradford, and other speakers of 
Pennsylvania will be there to address the convention. 

In Ohio some committees are at work organizing 
a convention for that state. I hope they will soon 
announce their program. It was thought best when 
I was at Salem and Alliance to hold the convention 
at Canton, where there is a good hall owned by a 
Liberal. That convention, if held, will be appointed 
for September 15th and 16th. The same speakers 
will be in attendance. The Liberals of Ohio should 
take hold .and by their presence and financial aid 
make that convention a success. We know they will 
do it. 

The main Liberal meeting this year in Michigan 
will be a camp-meeting of Liberals and Spirituabsts, 
to be held at Flint in August. The Liberals whom 
I saw generally thought that meeting would be as 
much as it would be advisable to try to get up this 
year. It had been already appointed and ananged 
for befo1·e I reached the state, so I could not bring 

ject of universal congratulation. T. C. LELAND. 

The North American Review for August opens with 
a very spirited discussion of the subject of "Moral 
Instruction in the Public Schools, " by the Rev. Dr. 
R. Heber Newton, who offers a practical scheme for 
conveying ethical instruction without reference to 
religious tenets, and the Rev. Dr. Francis L. Patton, 
who maintains that the Bible must be made the basis 
of all moral teaching. Henry D. Lloyd exposes the 
tricks and frauds of speculation in grain, which ope
rate to make bread dear, and maintains that they 
should be repressed by law as being flagrantly in op
position to public policy. " Woman in Politics," by 
ex'-Surgeon-General Wm. A. Hammond, is a caustic 
discussion of certain facts of nervous organization 
which in his opinion render the female sex unfitted 
for participation in public affairs. Hon. Francis A. 
Walker reviews "Henry George's Social Fallacies," 
criticising in particular his doctrins regarding land
tenure and rent. The evils resulting from "Crude 
Methods of Legislation," both n!ttional and state, are 
pointed out by Simon Sterne, who advocates the 
adoption of certain rules of legislativ procedure 
which, in English practice, hav been found to serve 
as an effectual barrier, both against lobbying and 
against the mischiefs of ill-considered law-making. 
Charles F. Wingate writes of "The Unsanitary Homes 
of the Rich," and there is a joint discussion of "Sci
ence and Prayer," b_y President Galusha Anderson 
and Thaddeus B. Wakeman, the last of which (Mr. 
Wakeman's part) will be found in another column. 
Published at 30 Lafayette Place, New York, and for 
sale by booksellers generally. 

AN Dlinois woman has done no work since her con
version to shouting Methodism, and her husband has 
sued the revivalist who was instrumental in destroy
ing her household usefulness. 

AN argument used in England against the enfran
chisement of women is the power it would throw into 
the hands of the clergy. "The vast majority of the 
weaker sex," it is urged, "would undoubtedly hav 
recourse to their pastors, not only for ghostly coun
sel and advice, but also for political principles." 

W. H. H. Gn!.AM iz the laziest riter on rekord. He not only 
leavez out silent letterz and utherwize shortenz the speling 
ov awkwarli speld wurdz, but he refuzez tu rite capitalz, uzing 
insted a shaded curve, riten downward tu the left, bending 
over, hwich he atachez tu each small leter hware a kapital iz 
needed. He callz this kapitelizing the small leterz. H ware 
a number ov kapitalz ar needed tugether he rites smallleterz 
with waved line over them. His shortlmmingz in riting put 
us in mind ov Jon Hole, hoo in signing hiz name wud rite J 
for Jon, and punch a hole thrn the paper for Hole. 

"A TRUTH SEEKER AROUND THE WoRLD;" 4 voiumes, 
cloth, $6.50; leather, $9.50; morocco, gilt edges, $10.50 
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gfommunica.tioqs. 

Mormon Wickedness.-Concluded. 
I will notice a few points of Judge Black, as pub

lished by you from the World. No person except 
some Christian crank like the judge ever wished or 
attempted to deprive the Mormons of the right of 
marria,ge, divorce, or make their children suffer for 
the wrongs of their parents, or prevent the succession 
of property. Of course they hav that right-no one 
ever doubted it but Judge Black. When the judge 
talks about an organized band of slaves numbering 
_15,000 at their last exodus from Illinois to Utah, leav
ing their liberties behind them, it is folly. Who 
drove them from New York to Ohio? from there to 
Missouri, to Illinois, and to Utah? God's holy priest-
hood, for a purpose. · 

This same cry that is now raised against the non
Mormon of. Utah is th~ sam~ ?ld Mormon battle cry 
of persecutiOn for their religiOn. But the cry is a 
lie to-day, as it ever has been in the past. Search all 
the courts in New York of fifty years ago, and see if 
you can find two search warrants issued against J o
seph Smith to obtain the gold plates of the Book of 
Mormon. Two officers followed him and searched 
him and his wagon en his way to Ohio. He had hid
den them in a barrel of beans. This was done twice 
by the villains of New York, so Mormon history tells 
the world, during the last forty years. Still it is a 
self-evident lie, for no legislature was expecting such 
a godsend, and consequently made no law to capture 
gold Bibles. Yet that is just as true as the Mormons' 
late outcry. For instance, Judge Black states the 
Mormons are as 15 to 1. This large majority was a 
Mormon fraud, caused by the infamous election law 
of Utah. I admit they are in a large majority over 
the Americans; also, as all in this country know, or 
should know, that all Utah legislators, speakers, chap
lains, door-ke~pers, ~tc., are all appointed by God; 
all apostles, high pnests, and others holding dele
gated power from God and the Mormon people. 
Every county and territorial officer, from road super
visor to judge, everyone is a Mormon elder holding 
power from God through the priesthood to bless or 
curse in the name of Jesus Christ. How is it possi
ble for the American· element to persecute or 
wrong the Mormons? It would be impossible for 
them to carry out their desires. And I wish to state 
right here and now that all the Mormon church can
not prove one item of what they publish; and to hire 
Christian lawyers and editors to lie about the gen
tiles of Utah is exasperating in the extreme. Even 
the Jew in Utah is a gentile except he become Mor
mon. And what are these gentiles of Utah? Amer
ican citizens, in heart and in fact-Infidels, Spirit
ualists, Christians, Jews, etc., who think Utah is a 
part of the United States, and not belonging to any 
Asiatic God, or Utah king or priesthood. They pro
pose to liv here till Utah is free or becomes a state. 
Then some time-servers will hav to flee. The brave 
will stay to die. 

What made Benedict Arnold a traitor and tory in 
1776 now makes the vast majority of Utah tories in 
1883; and the very eminent Christian judge is no 
better than Anthony Comstock. Any person in 
America who aids superstition, God-ignorance, and 
priestcraft, with the object of making money and 
robbing humanity of the rights guaranteed every 
man, woman, and child on this continent, is a traitor 
and tory in fact. 

The question to be solved is this: Because the non
Mormons of Utah will not bow down to Mormon 
gods (money, lust, vice, and priesthood), is that a 
just cause, or cause at all, that the minority of Utah 
should be robbed of every right except taxation? If 
not, why in the name of common sense does the con
stitutional party defend it? Of course, Judge Black 
would defend any Christian who had stolen a golden 
Jesus off the cross, or copper cents off a dead nig
ger's eyes, for money. 

I admit there are a few Christian cranks here as 
elsewhere who hav more zeal than sense, who imagin 
polygamy the aU-in-all of Mormonism. I hav closely 
watched ~his terrible evil for twenty-two years, and 
can truly say it is without one redeeming feature. 
As Judge Black implied by silence that polygamy is 
a Bible doctrin, and as a matter of fact a virtue, he 
and the Christians can keep it. 

I will not go into the filthy Bible polygamy, except 
to state that there is not one living woman in Utah 
who ever went into polygamy of her own free will 
and choice. They are first coerced to believe that 
they can never be exalted as queens, to liv forever in 
the presence of God, without their paramours. It is 
true all Mormons may become hewers of wood and 
drawers of water in heaven-slaves forever; but 
polygamy alone, with the sealing ordinance, is all 
that can exalt them here. This is the only reason 
any women are coerced into it. This is why no Mor
mon women dare vote in opposition to their hus
bands-because their husband holds a portion of the 
Melchisedec priesthood. No person can pass through 
the endowment house (sink-hole of iniquity) without 
this priesthood being conferred upon him or her. No 
Mormon woman can vote any sealed ballot but that 

God knows her act; and that is the priestly chain 
that binds her. Make the· road to the Mormon 
heaven free; remove the toll-gate of polygamy from 
the highway of the female saints, and there would 
never be any more plural marriages. Every convert 
is made with King James's translation of fables. 

The Utah question will never be solved by false
hood or evasion, and that is all that Judge Black & 
Co. employed, and it is quite consistent from a Chris
tian standpoint, for Judge Black, Judge Benedict, 
Anthony Comstock, and his fellow-miscreants. These 
persons being the well-known friends of kingcraft 
and r its twin brother, priestcraft, of course are 
the foes of equality, humanity, and liberty. It 
seems to be quite proper for Mormonism to be shield
ed and protected by the champions of Christianity. 
This is as it should be, according to the theology of 
the Bible. The parent is hateful and hideous, and 
Judge Black is the hired champion of her more hate
ful child, Mormonism. 

Let it henceforth be fully understood that the aims 
and objects of the National Liberal League, and Lib
erals in general, are so high that no church, no God, 
nopriesthood, shall ever hav undisputed permission 
to plant in this glorious land the same darkness that 
enveloped all Europe for twelve hundred years, till 
1600 A.D. It is to the Liberals alone the world must 
look for the preservation of the rights of man and 
woman. There is no church in America to-day but 
that is seeking to obtain the same despotic rule of 
America as the Mormon priesthood hav had over this 
part of America for thirty-two years. 

When the Liberals of America know what Mor
monism is in fact, I am confident they will do what is 
right; that is, they will be just as willing as I am 
that every person in this land shall enjoy every right 
guaranteed by the Constitution, and every right not 
guaranteed but inherent in humanity. I will never 
concede that because men claim to hav an Almighty 
God for their head and a long-tailed devil for their 
companion (twin brother of God), thlily hav all the 
rights in America, and an unbeliever none. This is 
the situation in Utah, ever has been, and ever will be 
while the :Mormon God & Co. hold absolute sway. I 
can easily pardon the Infidels of the East for sup
posing that it was only a Christian movement in 
Utah against Mormonism. 

I am aware of the malicious Christian treatment 
of Kneelf.tnd, Garrison, Lante, Foote, Bennett, Hey
wood, etc. The persecution of these men was hor
rible, it is true, but they were as the· summer breeze 
to the cyclone, compared to hundreds, and I believe 
thousands, since God ruled- Utah. When there was 
only the priesthood organ, the Deseret News, in Utah, 
they did not chronicle the death of the apostates and 
gentiles. The law record does 110t show the crimes 
that were being committed here when Brigham 
Young had an alien flag planted and guarded three 
hundred and seventy miles east of Salt Lake City, 
when God and his vicegerent was running a mint 
and making five dollar pieces, with the Mormon 
coat of arms on one side and the endowment house 
grip on the other, with these words around the 
joined hands, "Holiness to the Lord," made from the 
gold dust of their victims. 

This, Mr. Editor, is Mormon history, and by it they 
must stand or fall (like Christianity); it culminated 
at Mountain Meadows. That was too large a mas
sacre for the holy priesthood to hide successfully, 
notwithstanding an apostle of the Lord Jesus was 
editor of the Deseret News, and for fourteen years 
they stuck to the same lie that it was the Indians. 
Subsequent facts, at the J.D. Lee trial, demonstrated 
that there were fifty-four Mprmon elders, every one 
holding a commission from God to baptize or cut a 
gentile's throat in the name of Jesus Christ. This 
organized band of ignorant fanatics are as much 
united now as they are full of the holy ghost and 
the spirit of the Lord. And the word of John Taylor 
to this peculiar people is all sufficient to-aay, as 
Brigham Young's was then. Yes, his word would 
cause every man to take his knife and pistol, and by 
to-moiTow night they would slay every man, his 
neighbor and their friends. This is not sensational 
writing but truth. I know an elder who has one 
hundred rounds of ammunition, and he has kept 
them for twenty-two years, expecting a call from 
the Lord daily to lay Zion's enemies low, and he has 
nothing he holds more sacred. I will put judge 
Black's closing paragraph here for Liberals to see, 
and then endorse if they choose-but I will never: 
"You are compelled to treat this offense as you treat 
others in the states and territories. That is, leave it 
to be dealt with by the powers that are ordained of 
God or by God himself, who will, in due time, be
come the minister of his justice." That sounds to me 
very much like Black's plea for the Christian slave 
owner of twenty-four years ago. If the Liberals 
and the constitutional party are willing to trust to 
Judge Black's God to right all the wrongs that are 
being introduced in America by aliens and enemies 
of liberty, then I am not a Liberal. Allow me a 
moment to explain the modus operandi of God and 
his Utah priesthood to create public opinion. 

Two years ago last March a pamphlet appeared all 
over Utah signed A. Mormon. It was a criminal and 

malicious libel against all the non-Mormons of 
Utah. Its authors, of course, were the Nabobs of 
God's kingdom; neither author nor publisher dared to 
attach their names. In a few weeks all the Mormon 
church papers were filled with extracts from this 
anonymous work. In April many Mormon mission
aries were sent to the states, and in a short time 
hundreds of silly editors were publishing these ex
tracts ~gainst all gentiles in Utah. In May, 1882, a 
good Sized pamphlet appeared from a New York 
publishing house signed by A. Gentile an ex-United 
States official. I hav it, but not at ha~d; do not now 
remember the name of publisher-62 Vesey street, 
New York. It pretended to be a fair unvarnished 
narration. of Utah and its people. But, in fact, it 
was and IS a church publication, containing all the 
lies published in March, 1881, by A. Mormon. Of 
course it might hav been an ex-United States official· 
for instance, ex-delegate Geo. Q. Cannon or J. H. Hart: 
ex-post~aster or justice of the peace. By the letters 
purportmg to be from Mormon women showing how 
they loved the twin relic, etc., the author proved too 
much. He said he was only here a short time-in 
1879-but relates a Mormon lie about a United States 
judge and a woman that was common gossip in 18'61, 
when I came to Utah; and it was said then to hav 
taken place five or six years earlier. And that has 
always been the kind of stuff God and his priesthood 
hav fed to the gullible. It is good for such persons as 
Judge Black, the friend of monopoly, and the foe of 
lil:Jerty. But the friends of liberty and equality 
must not be fed on falsehood and sophistry, even if 
proffered in the deceptiv, priestly style that Judge 
Black put it before Congress. If the constitution· is 
a revelation from Jehovah-god why did God select 
such pre-eminent Freethinkers as Franklin, Paine, 
and Jefferson to create all the woof and warp con
tained therein. If God made it, and all things being 
perfect, coming from the myth, why did fallible man 
hav to add fourteen amendments to God's perfect 
constitution. Every thinking man knows the consti
tution needs many more now, and every generation 
in the future will need to make amendments. The 
liberty of the present will be looked upon by our de
scendants as we look upon the horrid past. Not
withstanding Groate and Jerry Black are such stick
lers for fundam~ntallaw, of constitutional morality! 

I wish the time had arrived when all men would 
giv willingly to women every right man claims for 
himself, and still here in Utah the women, having 
the right to vote, are only a trap of the priests to 
fasten their chains. I do not personally object to 
any person on the earth worshiping or believing in 
Joss, Mumbo Jumbo, Jehovah, Comstock, or Brigham 
Young, or believing a black and white skunk is as 
good a god as any of them. I hav never heard any 
person in Utah object to the Mormons' right of re
ligious belief. I do not think there are twenty per
sons in Utah who wish to deprive Mormons of their 
religious belief, by act of Congress or any ·other 
means, except by reason; the priesthood and Judge 
Black know this. My firm conviction is, there is a 
barrier between belief and practice. For instance, 
if God's peculiar people murder, lie, and steal in the 
name of their God, seduce in the name of Jesus 
Christ, is the crime any the less for repeating such 
words? If the constitution, as Judge Black implies, 
givs every party, or persons who organize, the right 
to define criminal acts as religion and religious be
liefs, then I boldly state the constitution of the 
United States is an immoral document. But such is 
not the fact, in any senf!e, except in the addled pate 
of Black and the priesthood. Suppose I admit 
Judge Black, the world, and their endorsers are 
right-for a moment, to illustrate this point; sup
pose, again, six leading Christian prostitutes, from 
six principal cities, meet and organize a church or 
society: in a few years it comprises all the Christian 
magdalens of the Atlantic and Pacific states, forming 
a mighty ocean of vice, before which the Young 
Men's Christian Association would be as the morn
ing dew before the sun. This association of Chris
tian young ladies set up the pretext that it's their re
ligious belief to follow and liv up to the vicious life 
they hav acquired (often through very godly men). 
Still the fact remains that they hav the constitutional 
right, according to Judge Black's argument, and it 
would be persecution and unconstitutional to attempt 
to reason with them or make any law respecting 
them! 

There is one peculiar feature about this Utah 
Mormon dog, which I will mention. There were 
about fifty of them when they came to Utah thirty
five years ago; they were very poor and lean, with 
little hair and torn skins. Now they are rich and 
fat, thick-skinned, and hav a glossy coat, and these fifty 
hav absorbed and own more wealth than all the one 
hundred and twenty thousand Mormon community 
o£ dogs. You will see it is not a case of dog eat 
dog at all, but the big ones chawing up not only 
their own kind but everything in this country, both 
the land and water; and they want the little dogs, 
mineral and mines, and they will hav them if the 
Liberals and Judge Black will only help them to a 
state-then the Mormon problem will be solved at 
the mouth of the cannon, and every state will hav to 
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t. f d r f M · (that is, fifty millions of the Anglo-Saxon race in about as true as any portion of Munchausen's litera-furnish its propor ·IOU 
0 

ar mg sons, or ormomsm ture. The other assumption is (in his own words), is one of those strange monstrosities that history America) are traitors to Mormonism, and to the 
tells us of that will never listen to truth or reason; Mormon God. Your Feaders are quite familiar how "Mat~rialists so-called and Spiritualists regard ttis 
bv force and fraud, it will conquer or die. godly priests serve traitors to their cause when present life from v~ry different po~nts of ~ew-t .e 

• h th · ht t k" d opportunity offers. former class of thmkers necessarily attachmg to It 
Congress as e ng o suppress any mg om the utmost importance, and consequently straining 

established in any tenitory in America. In fact, I will just add that this Mormon publication .their every fiber toward the accomplish. men_t of life's 
h State Shall Seek to Suppress the United proves to the satisfaction of every priestridden. Mor.·-

w en any highest perfection, while the latter necessanly regard States, then Congress has the right to suppress any mon serf that all the officers appointed by .the Presi~ f . al b . d th 
church or kingdom that proclaims its intentions, as dent, the Postmaster-General, or in the army or navy, their present existenc~ as 0 passmg: ':' ~e esi e ~ 

h d d t th b a.•e all illegal,· that even President Arthur, the mayor transcendant importance of the spint-hfe to come. the Mormon hierarc y oes, to es roy e repu - = It I·s not difficult to see that the holding of such 
li "th th h l f G d S se thi"s ""'oung Ladies' of New York and every other city, even our Congress, 

c, WI e e P o o · uppo .L views must in the end vitiate and take the very point 
Christian Association, which believes it has the divine etc., are all corrupt institutions of human beings, from every reformatory ~ovement aiming a~ the 
right to govern all other persons on the earth, st~rts without divinity. ameli"orati"on of human somety and the perfectiOn of 

· t" fu d d d be s of th somety We hav numbers in our last legisla.ture of Mormon 
an emigra IOn n an sen s mem r e mankind. It is seldom, indeed, that we are refreshed ll th t · f Europe a d Ameri"co to convert priests who were appointed by Brigham Young 
to a e coun nes o n " wi"th so sch .. olarly a piece. of special pleading as this d decoy every virtu0us young over thirty years ago. All.civ.il offices _com.e by ap- d 
every young man an . . . ft is, and yet our friend George _will pardon. m_e for e-1 d "bl b fal h d and srepreseiJtatwn to pointment from God in Utah; the electiOn a er ap-
a y possi e, Y se oo. m~ ' claring it neither true nor logical. That It ~s :untrue 

embrace and obey them m all thmgs; that they had pointment is only a farce to blind the country. is found in the fact that nowhere are Matenalists, as 
a country in America God had given them, and they Hooper, Utah. EDWARD F. MuNN. a class, more ready or -willing to work for human 
had a government in America that was abcve the liberty and well-being in its broadest sense than are 
republic, above Congress, above all laws matle by Just Liberalism. Spiritualists. Nowhere as a class are homes more 
man; that they received their commands frol'J. a To THE EDrroR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I true, human nature more self-sacrificing, and equal 
higher power than any powers on the earth. Theu was much pleased with yo.ur comments. on the po_int rights of the sexes more r~SJ?ected, among the f?r~er 
suppose all the . Christian gamblers, cu~-~hroa:ts, taken by the Freiden1cer and Radical Remew regardmg than the latter. Neither IS It true that the convrctwn 
thieves, pickpockets, etc., amalgamate and JOin wrt? the call for the convention at Rochester, for they that earth-life is all of our conscious existence, and 
their sisters in vice upon the same pretext that It were eminently correct and just. When I read what that the ,, death-ends-all" theory acts as a greater 
was their religious belief to rob and plunder. Sup- Geo. Schumm had said in the Review of June 16th, stimulus to happiness (reform) and virtue than does 
pose this organization had been in existence for fifty the impulse of the moment was to write him a Spiritualism that teach~,s that this "is ~uta J?art ?f 
years and left its slimy trail in every place, and had 1 riendly private epistle, giving what I then th?ught, one stupendous whole. Vastly more hk~ly IS th~s 
acquired by fi:aud, dec~ption, and blood th~ heart. ~f and still think, were the opinions of many of his be~~ narrow conception of life to beget the feelmg that It 
America. Suppose thirty thousand Amencan mtr- friends regarding what we esteemed a bl_u?der, If matters but little whether we make little or no effort 
zens settled, supposing they were in America and nothing more. Day after day I delayed wntmg, and to right human wrongs, if what we see _of ~uman ex
under the American flag, among the godly commun~ what you penned was so pertinent to the matter in istence finds its commencement and extmctwn. The 
ity of prostitut~s, ~lack legs, etc., a~d fo~nd ev~r_y hand that procrastination on my part seemed profit- truth is that it ever has so impressed the great mass 
county and terntonal office filled With this peculi:tr able. Iu the last Review he again takes up ~he sub- of the dultured, as .well as ignorant, multitude, and 
class of human beings. That they had a form .of I e- ject and persists that their course (the Fretden1cer's not until this hopeful element in our nature is oblit
publicanism, but denied every right of man; t_llis and Review's) is the right one. F?r one~ was ~ost erated, can or will it be otherwise. 
small minority of Americans make the true situahon anxious for the success of th~ Radwa.l R_emew, behev- It is illogical from the fact that it supposes . an 
known at Washington, at least attempt to. N_ow ing it would fill a much desired need m the no~·th- architect to care little or nothing for his foundatiOn 
will be the time for Judge Black to immortalize btm- west. This, as well as personal reasons, make me if his str·ucture is to be a high and important one; 
·self as an idiot. For to be consistent he must de- desire that it be an exponent of "just Liberalism" whereas if it is one story, he will encourage an im
fend this mythical monstrosity of mine, for the prin- in its broadest and best sense. Its edito~s, Emm!l' _and mense a'mount of fiber-straining over the foundation. 
cipal involved is the same. Let him and the con upt George, are capable, earnest workers, With 3: spint ?f Those who believe that conscious life continues after 
set of men who hav been running this republiJ of self-sacrifice rarely found. To kr;to'Y the~ IS genum they pass the point called death, are eq~ally con
late years hav the glory. The people will awake satisfaction, for you feel assured, m mtentwn at lea:st, scions that the superstructure of the true hfe needs 
from their sleep and tramp this octopus of the west, they hav the ring of the true metal. ~Vhat can m- the most secure, permanent, and perfect foundation . 
. and the infamy of the east in the dust; and liberty duce George to talk as he often does IS a mystery, They also know that nought endures but truth and 
be exalted and America made a secular govern Ulent, and this about a matter he confesses to me ~e knows love. and to secure these no line of policy save that 
in fact, not in theory, as it is and has ever beeH. so little _about. This. ~ould be harmless ~I~ he not of jdstice will be successf_ul. These card~nal t~uths 

When Judge Black implies that this base, inf:Lmous speak with such positrv assurance that ~Is ISm and are inspiring; they fnrmsh a constant mcentiv to 
political, priestly kingdom is gran_ted. their damnable its believers conld work such wonders did they c~t earnest work for human redemption. I am aware 
claims· when he says they hav this nght by tl\e con- entirely loose from others who do not accept their that there are many grand souls who see otherwise, 
sent of the Federal government, he tells w: tat he "death-end-all" theory. Brother Ge~rge sho~ld not who are willing to toil day and night to make earth a 

·knows is a lie. be so sensitiv regarding the German Imput~ti~n, for veritable heaven by blotting out all the hells of ig-
Before I close allow me to giv you a few eKtracts there is much trut~ in the fact tha~ there s~l hngers norance, false pride, and vice in all their protean 

from the " Kingdom of God" by Orson Pratt, so that in the European mmd a small vestige of anmen~ bar- forms. These, however, are not of those that refuse 
Judge Black will know what he has championed be- barism not found in American Liberalism .. I Simply to mingle with othflrs who differ with them as to the 
fore the last Congress. It is just simply Comstock- affirm what I hav foun_d true from expenence. . It nature of life, its extent, and the best method of work
ism in full blast. Kingdom of God, Part IV., page will not be charged agamst me. that I echo the vmce ing out practical reforms. 
16: "The almighty has decreed to send and break of a class, for I am an Englishman. On general In conclusion Brother George says: "But we 
in pieces all earthly governments and break up the principles this I find to be the truth: That Ameri~a~ maintain that American Liberalism has something 
nations and send forth hi_s [Mormon J !fies~enJers Liberals are more willing: to accord to women pohtr- still higher in view than the secularizati~n of the 
to make way for the esta~lishment of his kmgdom cal, social, and sexual nghts _than ar~ Europeans, state-this being only a means: th~ solutiOn of ~o
to which all others must yield, or be pr?strated ne:er and I regret to state that while workmg _to secure ciological problems and the perfectiOn of huma~Ity 
more to rise. Awake then, 0 ye natwns, for wrth the election of a woman for county supermtendent here and now· and in these things the co-operatiOn 
you the Lord hat~ a contr?versy. His kingdom is of scho_ols, as a class the Germal?-s were our and her of Spiritualist~ would_ be altoge_ther ~u~ o_f the ques. 
now for the last ~Ime orgamzed up_o~ the earth: All most bitter opposers. After this lady had served a tion, Spiritualism bemg essential~! mm~Ical t~ the 
nations are invrted to become mtrzens. It IS t lte term of four years and was conceded on all hands to highest earthly interests of man. Venly, venly, a 
only governmer;t of sa_fety or refuge. upon all ~he hav been th~ best official worker _we ever had, and Daniel has come to judgm~nt! How oracular! What 
earth. It hath Its seat m the everlastmg mountams this concessiOn was made as readily by our Green- wisdom in one so young m years, and so far from 
[Utah.] Its dreadful majesty shall strike terror to back Germans as any others, they opposed her re- ripeness in experience! 'Tis best, perhaps, to let our 
the hearts of all in the day of its power. N?ue but nomination on no other ground but t~at of _sex. Go friend hav his own way, to cease co-operating w~th 
the children of the kingdom are to escape l ts ven- where we will, look where we may, this fact IS patent, him, to allow no taint of our weak mental or matenal 
gence." that the American thought as regards th~ t.reatment influence to mar the importance of his work and th~se 

Part ill., page 7: "We may not always discern the of the opposit sex, is more broad a~d JUSt. That of his kin that will hav no affiliation whatever with 
end or result of doing as we are conmandcd, but this which holds true in regard to women IS equally true such superstitious dupes as we are. 
is no excuse for disobedience," [this seems to be the as regards opinions. The grand wor~ of the noble I hav been simple enough to believe that those of 
only qualification of citizenship.] army of women in the Spirituali~t~c ranks, :W.ho dealt all honest mental shades of opinion that claim to be 

Part II., page 1: "To become a logal citizen in such heavy blows against the rehgwus, pohtrcal, and liberal and Liberalists, could work together for sec
the kingdom is of infinit importance; Jor salvation is social shams, should make any one hesitate ere he ulariz~tion and that measure of human liberty of the 
only to be obtained in the kingdom of God. All objects to working with them in any convention that press and speech that can tolerate the investigati~n 
other governments or kingdoms will be broken to seeks to compass the largest liberty of thou&"ht and of all subjects, habits, and customs that retard or aid 
pieces and destroyed." the best possible condition fo; human well bemg. It humanity. That in diversity of _hones_t thought we 

Part I., page 1, reads as follows: "The kingdom of may be that the class of thmkers and workers to could find practical and progressiv umty; an~ that, 
god is a theocr_a~y. It is _an orde~ l'f government which George imagins he belongs, hav a monopoly first and foremost, there would be no antagoms~ as 
established by divme authonty. It IS the only legal on all the logic, and hav made the disc?very as to the regards the perfect equalit,r ?f the se~es. In th1s, as 
government that can exist in any part 01 the universe. best and only exact method of correctmg abuses and in some other things pertammg to reform, I hav been 
All other governments are illegal and 1:nauthorized. placing the "gen?s homo" ~n the sure. fo_undation mistaken. In the place of this hoped-for bro~dness 
God has the supreme right to govern by oflicers of of present and ultimate happmess. Logic I~ not al- and generosity has been found the dogmatr~ and 
his own appointment. Any people at:empting to ways truth any more than correct gra_mmatrcal con- puritanic spirit of narrowness ~raf~ed on t~e Liberal 
govern themselvs by laws of t_heir own ma~ing,_ and struction is always good, §~nse. While we would, stem and their seeds planted m Ltberal sOil. These 
by officers of. their ow_n appomtmen!: are m drrect under no circumstances,'decry science, we are c.on- abno'rmal peculiarities thrive and prosper, ac~n~ as 
rebellion agamst the kmgdon of God. scions _that scientists are b;r~ men, and ve;y often potent disintegra~ors of that ~hich shou~?. as>nm_rlate 

From the time of Abraham and Lot the human under Its name utter absurdities on a par With theo- and become a umt for true liberty and JUSt Liber
race has been supporting and upholding illegal logical savans, that take others a_good de~l o~ time alism," making the friends of freedon: s~d and the 
governments, instead of revealed l~ws fr?m God. to explain away. The truth is Simply ~his, mental enemies of rational liberty merry and JUbilant. 
From that time to the present, empires, kmgdoms, arrogance is neither liberal or. ~enefimal, ~~d t~at GEORGE LYNN. 
PI.I·nci"palities, republics, and numerous o_the.r co.rrupt, phase of it that keeps the Matenahst and Spi~·Itnahst t 

1 
C 

l f d d t 1 A NoRWICH, Conn. church is pas or ess. au~e, illegal unauthorized powers hav multi pi ted m the apart in efforts for menta ree om an rna ena. p~·os- t h h f 
four q~arters of the globe, fr~m the year L ne A.D. til_l perity, though as logical as unJulterated ~alvmrsm, dancing. Pastor objected_to ?ar:cing a a c nrc ai~. 

d ·t f f 1 rt ly as the Ladies geting up the farr mdignant, Declared It 1848, When this was published. All hav 1 een destr- has passe Is era o use u ness. as ce am b 
1 

f th t 
G th l wouldn't raise a cent unless the owe s o . e ca tute Of any legal government. All the emperors, conclusion of the eneva eo ogran. f h h h 

1 
fl 

h t t M t · 1· t ld d1·ew out melody from the hair o t e orse, w 1. e y-kings, princes, presidents, lords, nobles, t nd rulers The assertion t at en earnes a ena IS s cou P d 
h f t th d h "t tha the ing feet kept time. Ladies won. astor resigne . during that long darkness hav acted withe at author- accomplis more or ru an uma_Ill Y . n. · h G t h 

R h t f d Loi;s of dancing. No preac er. rea · c ange, ity,· hence you will perceive that Americ ~ and h_ er whole convention at oc es er o mixe opmwns, t M th 
B b t F · " · · n d 1· though, from the Connecticut of Co ton a er. institutions that are in opposition to Mormomsm outdoes " om as es urioso m expressw , an s 
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REMOVAL. 
Owing to the disagreeableness and rapacity of our 

old landlord, we hav moved the office of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER a few doors down the street-to 33 Clinton 
Place, where we hav obtained quarters very similar 
to the ones previously occupied, but considerably 
better. The office is on the ground floor. We shall 
be glad to welcome our friends here at any time 
during the next four years, as we hav obtained a 
lease for that length of time. 

Labor and Capital. 
The business portion of the cities is at present con

sidering the strike on the part of the Western Union 
Telegraph employees for more wages. The case 
stands about like this: For years the Western Union 
company has been striving to establish a monopoly 
in the telegraph business, and it has virtually suc
ceeded. Several times it has absorbed smaller com
panies, and each time it has swallowed a rival it has 
watered its stock. The last "watering" was from 
forty millions of dollars to eighty millions. All these 
years the company has been increasing its business 
it has also been periodically lowering the wages of 
its operators, until a point has been reached where 
forbearance ceases to be a virtue, and organized re
sistance is the only remedy. 

The demands of the operators are reasonable. 
They hav been averaging only from $10 to $14 per 
week, and certainly no one can liv in a city on less, 
and should hav much more to liv comfortably. The 
strikers are orderly and quiet, ha.v taken a pledge to 
abstain from intoxicating drinko during the progress 
of the strike, and altogether behave like earnest, 
honest men. One of the demands of the Brother
hood of Telegraphers, by which name their organiza
tion is known, is that women shall hav equal pay for 
equal work. This position is generous and sound, 
and does great credit to them as men. Perfect equal
ity for the sexes is a sentiment oftener heard from 
Infidel lips than from trades unions. 

Public sentiment is almost wholly with the em
ployees, and this fact should be taken to heart, not 

. only by the Western' Union Telegraph company, but 
by the managers of all monopolies. There is a con
stantly strengthening opinion that monopolies are 
taking the place in this country of the landlords in 
England, and, like them, eating up everything the 
laborer can produce, leaving him the barest living. 
Take the Western Union Telegraph company as an 
instance. Its plant can be reproduced for forty mill
ions, and that is all the capital stock it should pay 
dividends upon. But the stock has been watered up 
to eighty millions, and seven per cent is paid upon 
that enormous amount. To pay this dishonest divi
dend the wage-workers of the company are ground 
down to the lowest possible salaries. The elevated 
railroad in this city is another monstrous fraud. Its 
cost was thirteen millions, yet it pays dividends on 
thirty-three millions. The difference between the 
thirteen and thirty-three millions is all "water"
that ia, stock issued to previous stockholders for al
most nothing. To pay dividends on this extra twenty 
millions the company is obliged to charge ten cents 
during most of the hours of the day, thus robbing 
the people of five cents every time they ride upon 
the road. For it has been shown that an honestly 
constructed rpad could be maintained, and good div
idends paid, upon five-cent fares. There is hardly a 
railroad in the country that has not been subjected 
to this watering process in its stock. Besides this, 

the public lands hav been grabbed for their benefit, 
and actual settlers, instead of finding free lands, are 
obliged to pay from two to ten dollars an acre for 
good land. 

Other corporations are no less grasping. The 
Standard Oil Company has been shown to be a vora
cious monopoly, ruining every competitor by under
selling, until now everyone who uses a spoonful of 
petroleum pays tribute to the company. Matches, 
the commonest article of household consumption, 
cost about three times what they should because one 
company controls the trade. All the way through 
the business of to-day we encounter nothing but 
monopolistic corporations. The producers of _the 
world get but a bare living, while the capitalists get 
everything. The farmers of the West are victims 
with the wage-workers of these insatiable corpora
tions. Corners in wheat, corn, oats, the staple prod
ucts of the country, are common. Prices are forced 
up and down to suit the gamblers of the Produce 
Exchange in Chicago and this city. 

This condition of things is very serious, and is 
emphasized to great prominence by the strike of 
several thousand telegraph operators, who are cer
tainly no fanatics. It simply indicates that the capi
talists and corporations, having ground ordinary un
skilled labor down to the lowest living point, are en
deavoring to do the sanie with skilled and intelligent 
labor. The tide has reached further up-that is all. 
The price of labor is regulated by the law of supply 
and demand. If there be enough telegraph opera
tors in this country or in Europe sufficiently hard up 
to accept the wages offered by the company, the strike 
will fail. If not, the workmen will temporarily suc
ceed. But the conditions that produced it will still 
remain, and the sore will be reopened whenever the 
company feel strong enough to succeed. 

There are (temporary and there are permanent 
remedies for this state of things. But the people do 
not know them, or are not wise enough to apply 
them. The first need is education, and the second 
is honest leaders. The church is directly responsible 
for much of the misery that exists, for she teaches 
obedience to the powers that be and discourages 
efforts to improve. "God made some to be poor and 
some to be rich; some to rule and the rest to be 
ruled," is her cry. "Thank God for what you hav and 
be content. If he had designed you for better 
things you would hav them." The Protestant church 
is largely supported by the wealthy individuals who 
compose these corporations, while the Catholic de
rives the most of its revenue from the poorer people, 
who hav been already robbed by their employers. 
The aim of both churches is naturally to keep the 
people ignorant of their low condition, to make them 
content as they are. Wealth and power are always 
conservativ. Poverty alone revolts. The working 
people are a mighty force, capable of wresting from 
the church and corporations all their wealth and 
power. Without intelligence and honest leaders, 
however, they can accomplish nothing. But unless 
their condition is changed within ten years this 
country will be ruled by corporations and the people 
will be practically slaves, or-the French Revolution 
will be repeated. 

rhe Ministerial Hegira. 

out of it. Surely if they open the gate for the wolf 
they ought to pay the damage he does. 

But if the world should wag along just as it does 
when they are here, may not the people conclude 
that they could dispense permanently with these pro
fessional soul-savers, as well as temporarily? It be
hooves the .preachers to look after their situations and 
see that they are secure before starting on their sum
mer vacations. Infidelity is rampant, backsliders are 
numerous, and the literature of science and Free
thought is circulating wider every day. Yet these 
men of God go calmly on to Europe as though the 
devil were not waiting to jump into the pulpit as 
soon as they are gone. Can it be possible they do 
not care if he does? It looks that way. Either they 
do not believe in him, or are willing his works should 
spread. If the first, they are not orthedox; if the 
second, they are not faithful shepherds, and should 
resign. 

More Charitie~. 
5ince compiling our list of Infidel charities we hav 

received from L. M. Hastings, of Osceola, Iowa, the 
two following clippings. If any of our Boston friends 
can furnish the details we shall be very happy to 
publish them: 

"John Redman, .of Boston, an Infidel, left $400,000 to the 
Massachusetts general hospital for free beds." 

"Peter H. Brigham, of Boston, an Infidel, gave $3,000,000 
to establish a hospital for the sick poor." 

There has also come to hand the following rather 
irate note: 

WAUMANDEE, Wxs., July 18, 283. · 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Dear Sir: In THE 

TRUTH SEEKER of July 14th, I see that Geo. Merkle wants to 
know about the charitable works of Infidels. 

You hav brought a long list of those Infidel philanthropic 
works, but, please, why hav you not mentioned the German
English Teachers' Seminary of Milwaukee, which has a 
capital of $50,000? Did you not know of it, or did you not 
want to know? 

It has been brought up entirely by Infidels of this country. 
If you hav a TRUTH SEEKER you ought to publish the truth. 

Yours truly, Wr.r. ULRio:s:. 

To Mr. Ulrick we would say we were not aware of 
the existence of the German-English Teachers' Sem
inary till we received his letter, and we hasten to 
thank him for adding to our knowledge. There are 
a great many German Freethought benevolent so
cieties in this country, we understand, but unfortu
nately detailed information regarding them is not at 
hand. Any of our Liberal German friends who are 
possessed of this knowledge will do the Liberals of 
the country a favor by letting us hear from them. · 

We should also like to hav every one who knows 
of donations to charitable and humane purposes on 
the part of outspoken Freethinkers, acquaint us 
with the facts in each case. We will thankfully pub
lish them. 

Help Spread the Light. 
It is acknowledged by all that . the best way to 

spread Liberal principles is by papers, tracts, and 
books. Every issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER is a good 
missionary document, and every Freethought book 
sold is a silent pleader and propagator of the truth.· 
There are thousands of Freethinkers all over the 
country whom we do not know and who do not know 
this paper. But our friends know them, and we ask 

Every outgoing;. ocean steamer carries to Europe such as are willing to spend a few moments for the 
an assorted lot of reverends, from the country parson good of Liberalism to send us their names and ad
to the noted city divine. We do not blame them for dresses, that we may mail them copies of the paper. 
seeking to escape the heat of this country, but it We are willing to furnish the copies necessary for 
seems to us if their professions of great solicitude this purpose and mail them, as we hope a few extra 
are genuin, they must do so at a great sacrifice of subscribers may thereby be obtained, which will 
souls to the devil. If they really believe that without make the pecuniary outlay square. But the main o b
the Christian scheme of salvation the whole world is ject is to spread the knowledge of Liberalism, its 
lost, it is their duty to stand the heat and labor with- aims and objects, what we think and why we think· 
out ceasing to prevent this dire catastrophe. it. We would like every one to know that the Chris-

The devil, we are informed by religious literature, tian faith is a rope of sand, that the churches are 
never slumbers. He is a wolf, and the pastors are taking the money of the people without giving any 
the shepherds that keep him at bay. If the shep- return. It is the duty of all Freethinkers to let,their 
herds desert their flocks, who is to blame for the havoc neighbors know that the fires of hell hav been 
made? Certainly not the wolf, for God created him quenched. 
especially to devour the lambs. Then the pastors Many Liberals say they hav no time to devote to 
must be at fault, or else God who created this state missionary work, and do not like to ·argue with their 
of affairs. church acquaintances. Very well, send us the names 

If the crop of heretics shall become larger because and let THE TRUTH SEEKER argue the case. Where a 
of the absence of these pastors, and the constant man is Liberally inclined-and not dead to all sense 
presence of Infidel ideas, will the preachers allow the and reason-we hope and think THE TRUTH SEEKER 
doctrin of vicarious atonement to be in force at the will bring him clear out of the fog. 
judgment seat, and will they take the consequence of To stimulate our friends in this work we make the 
the sin of heresy for these people1 or will they shirk following offer, only asking that when the sender has 
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read the pamphlets he shall hand them around that 
others may be benefited. 

To every one sending us the names and addresses 
of twenty-five independent men and women who do 
not take THE TRUTH SEEKER, and who do their own 
thinking, we will send one copy of either of the be
low-named twenty-five cent books: 

"Influence of Christianity upon Civilization,'' by B. F. Un
derwood. 

"Advancement of Science." The Inaugural Address ·of 
Prof. John Tyndall, delivered before the British Assoc~tion 
for the Advancement of Science. 

it was publicly known that he had been dissipated, and his 
family were consequently afraid of his being lost for eternity. 
'Let me alone with him,' said Dom Bosco, and, kneeling at 
the foot of the dead boy's bed, he prayed fervently for a few 
minutes; then, rising to his feet, exclaimed in a commanding 
tone: 'Wake up, Charles!' And Charles immediately sat up
right in his bed. The good priest heard his confession, gave 
him absolution, and, calling in the awe-stricken friends and 
family, administered to him the last sacraments of the church 
with much unction and solemnity. At the conclusion of the 
ceremonies the Benedictine kissed the young man and said: 
'Charles, now that you are in a state of grace, what will you 
do-remain here or go to heaven?' 'To heaven,' answered 
the one from the dead, and suddenly he fell back again to his 
winding sheet and returned to the unknown world. The day 
after he was buried." 

These ate but a few of the casualties. That they will grieve 
our religious contemporaries we hav no doubt. But we hope 
they will not fear to boldly grasp one or the other of the 
horns thus presented to them, and tell us whether the Lord 
is angry at his churches or is powerless before a Western cy
clone. 

WE conclude this week Mr. Munn's paper on "Mormon· 
Wickedness." It seems to hav been written partly to reply 
to an editorial last winter on the "Mormon Problem." It is 
but fair to him to say it has been on hand a long time. We 
do not see, however, that he controverts or overthrows any 
position taken by ourselvs, which was that the United States 
hav no right to disfranchise the :M:ormons because they are 
Mormons, or because they indulge in an unusual and repre
hensible number of wives. Their religion is their own pri
·vate business, as are their domestic relations, the latter sub
ject only to the laws governing the territory of Utah. The 
crimes they hav committed do, however, call, and hav for 
years called, loudly for some stringent government measure 
which shall punish equally and justly l'liormon and gentile 
who transgresses. That many Mormons hav been guilty 
hideous crimes and escaped punishment through the influ 
ence of the church is indisputable. That the Mormon hier
archy is a constant menace to our free form of government is 
equally indisputable. But so is the Catholic hierarchy, and 
so is the handful of Gad-in-the-Constitution bigots. But any 
one who would deprive the Ca.tholic traitors or the Protestant 
plotters of their votes would be committing a gross outrage 
on their natural and vested rights, and subverting our repub
lican form of government. If a Mormon or Catholic com
mits a murder, no church power should be allowed to shield 
him from retribution. If the :M:ormon or Catholic hierarchies 
perpetrate an overt act, or refuse to recognize or own allegi
ance to our government, they should be put down, though 
it took every dollar in the treasury and every soldier in the 
army. The federal courts hav jurisdiction in Utah, and their 
judges are not :M:ormons. Th<! Supreme Court of the United 
States is composed of Freethinkers. Surely justice can be 
done the wronged without recourse to a religious crusade, 
which is no more justifiable against them than against the 
Catholics who put their allegiance to the pope above that to 
the government which protects them in the free exercise of 
their religion. If Mr. :M:unn lived in a Jesuit community he 
would as vigorously denounce them as he now does the :M:or
mons. The two hierarchies are very similar, and what the 
:M:ormon elders do openly in the matter of wivea the Catholic 
priests are accused-and rightly-of practicing in secret. 
The Mormon elders support their "sealed" women, but the 
priests debauch other men's wives and liv in vicious concu
binage with the convent sisters. Do unto Mormons as you 

Such a story needs no comment. 
"Chronicles of Simon Christianus." His manifold and 

wonderful adventures in the Land of Cosmos. A new scrip
ture (evidently inspired) discovered by I. N. Fidel. 

THIS is the way the Sun writes of the cholera epidemic in 
Egypt: 

"Religion not History." An able examination of the 
Morals and Theology of the New Testament. By Prof. F.W. 
Newman, of the London University. 

"The Besant-Hatchard Debate." A two nights' debate 
between Mrs. Annie Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on 
'·'Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence 
of Christianity on the World." 

"The Clergyman's Victims." A Radical story vividly por
traying the wrongs committed by the professed men of God. 

. By Mrs. J. E. Ball. 
"Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of Yahweh or Jehovah," 

shown to be the worship of the Devil. 
"Gottlieb: His Life." A Romance of Earth, Heaven, and 

Hell. Beautifully written by S. P. Putnam. 
"Jesus Christ." His Life, Miracles, Deity, Teachings, and 

Imperfections. By W. S. Bell. 
"Last Will and Testament of Jean Mealier," a curate of a 

Roman church in France, containing the best of his writings. 
"Sepher Toldoth Jeshu; or, The Book of the Generation 

of Jesus." First translation into English of a remarkable 
Hebrew document, giving the original from which the story 
of Jesus was made up. 

To those who do not know twenty-five persons 
whom a perusal of THE TRUTH SEEKER would be likely 
to benefit, but who can send a list of ten names, we 
will send either of the following by D. M. Bennett: 

"Matter, Motion, Life, and Mind." 
"The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle to the Truth 

Seekers." 
"The Gods of Superstition." 
"The Great Religions of the World." 
"Jesus Christ." Considered as an Infidel. 
"An Hour with the Devil." 
"Sinful Saints and Sensual Shepherds." 
"Honest Questions and Honest Answers." 

Or either of the following by Underwood: 
"What Liberalism Offers in Place of Christianity." 
"Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning and Tendency." 
"Spiritualism from a Materialistic Standpoint." 
"Paine the Political and Religious Reformer." 
"Woman: Her Past and Present: Her Rights and Wrongs." 
"Materialism and Crime." 
"Will the Coming Man Worship God?" 
"Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity." 

This is a chance to enlighten a large body of peo
ple, to help THE TRUTH SEEKER, and to get good books 
to circulate by only a few moments' work. We hope 
the responses will be many. 

The Monument Fund. 
Previously acknowl-

edged, $1,028 82 
Robert Swail, 1 00 
Leroy Dutton, 1 00 
Flora Dutton, 1 00 
Annie L. Baldwin, 1 00 

Hattie Baldwin, 
H. C. Grece, 
0. Child, 
Wm. F. Barre, 
H. Merrick, 
H. G. Maltby, 

1 00 
50 

2 50 
1 00 

50 
2 50 

Total, $1,040.82. 

Notes. 
A LmERAL League has been formed at Dunkirk, N. Y., with 

Edwin Ring as president and J. J. Shearman, secretary and 
treasurer. The officers hope to enroll one hundred names 
as members by next December. 

THE Speaker of the House of Commons having notified Mr. 
Bradlaugh that he should use force to exclude him from the 
precincts of the house, Mr. Bradlaugh has in turn notified 
the speaker that he shall "endeavor to obtain an injunction 
from the High Court of Justice to restrain you" [the speaker] 
"from committing such a breach of the peace;" which is cer
tainly a mild way of thwarting the iniquitous Christian big
ots. But after the prostitution of justice we hav seen in the 
imprisonment of the F'reethinlcer editor, publisher, and seller, 
very little can be hoped for from English courts. Mr. Brad
laugh is doomed to be kept out of Parliament till a greater 
revolution in public sentiment is worked than now appears 
in England, or until he turns Christian. The first is but a 
matter of time; the latter is impossible. 

IF any evidence were wanting of the degradation which 
Christian superstition brings, it could be found in the fol
lowing story told of Dom Bosco, an Italian Benedictine, by 
his biographer in a pamphlet which has just appeared in 
Rome: 

"Who does not shudder at the simple statement of the 
fact that the number of deaths from cholera in the city of 
Cairo increased from one on Sunday to one hundred and 
forty on Thursday? Probably these figures do not reveal the 
whole truth. A few days ago it was announced that in case 
attempts to isolate the houses in which cholera had appeared 
failed, the disease would be permitted to run its course in 
Cairo. But already the disease is running its course, and the 
dreadful spectacle of a city of 350,000 souls lying at the 
mercy of a sweeping epidemic is before the eyes of the world. 
No wonder foreigners are tumbling out of Egypt in hot haste; 
no wonder scowling faces are turned toward England when 
the neglect of sanitary precautions by her agents in the Nile 
land is mentioned." 

If there is a good and omnipotent God ordering the affairs 
of this world, why does he not stay this horrible scourge? 
Is it because he is too busy watching sparrows and number
ing hairs, or does he let these wretched people die because 
they are not Christians? 

C. W. STowE, who has recently started the Thinlcer at 
:M:cPherson, Kan., has long beel! a friend of :M:r. Bennett's 
and T!IE TRUTH SEEKER. In his last issue he givs us these 
kind words: 

"T:e:E TRUTH SEEKER is on our exchange list, and is the 
Freethinkers' standby. T!IE TRUTH SEEKER is the leading 
Freethought paper of the world-the largest and best. It is 
to the Liberal element just what the Bible is to the Christian. 
We hav been a subscriber to THE TRuTH SEEKER many years, 
and always read it with ' solid comfort.' It contains more 
common sense to the square inch than all the church papers 
in the world. The subscription price has been lowered from 
$3.00 to $2.50 per annum. D. M. Bennett, the founder, has 
left a name that will adorn the pages of history through all 
time. Let us revere his name. THE TRUTH SEEKER still 
maintains its hold upon the hearts of its patrons under its 
new management. We know of no one who could hav filled 
the editorial chair of the dear old TRUTH SEEKER so well as 
Mr. Macdonald. Let's stand by him, boys." 

Mr. Stowe also takes occasion to correct our statement that 
the Thinker is a local paper. It is intended and :fittlild for cir
culation wherever there is a Liberal. 

THE Ind11[Jendent (Congregational) has been waiting a long 
time to get square with us for picking it up on the lie Cook 
told about the death of Dr. Beard, and it thinks it sees an op
portunity in a little slip in the Chicago statistics. But the 
error is the Chicago paper's, not ours, and we are obliged to 
the Ind11[Jendent for calling our attention to the same. The 
proportion should hav been of churches, not church-members. 
It makes but a little difference in the relativ piety of Chicago, 
and no difference whatever in the inference drawn therefrom, 
which is that Protestant Christianity is growing beautifully 
small in this country. We are willing the Ind11[Jendent should 
hav what consolation it can derive from this slip of the Chi
cago paper's, for with hardly a day passing that some promi
nent minister is not tried for heresy, with the very well
springs of orthodoxy breaking up, and the whole Christian 
host changing front and forswearing their most vital tenets; 
with a rebellion in the college hitherto the citadel of unadul
terated orthodoxy; with the laity of most of the churches in 
open revolt against the puritanism of the pulpit, we think 
THE TRUTH SEE:KER and the Freethinkers hav no cause of com
plaint at the progress made toward religious .freedom in the 
past five or ten years. If it shall go on for twenty-five years 
at the same rate, there will practically be but two parties to 
religion in this country--the Freethinkers and the Catholics. 
The mossbacks of Protestantism w-ill return to the maternal 
harlot and the progressivs will join our ranks. And then 
will c~me the "tug of war" to see whather our free institu
tions shall be maintained, or the United States be swamped 
by Romanism. At that time, we hav no doubt, the Ind11[Jend
ent will be found fighting squarely for Rationalism. 

"It is a well-known fact, which, as an eye-witness, I am 
able to state under oath, that a young man, formerly a boy in 
one of Dom Bosco's houses of refuge, being two years ago at 
the point of death in Rome, the family telegraphed at once 
for the thaumaturgus, then in Florence. The Benedictine 
hurried to Rome, but failed to arrive in time. Charles, the 
young man, had departed-not for a better life, though, for 

A QUESTION that is likely to occupy the· religious press for 
some time is whether God rides upon the storms and controls 
them and if so whether he is responsible for the damage 
done'to th~ chu~ches out West by the tornado of the 13th. 
There is biblical authority for the statement that God is im
mediately interested in all that occurs. This being the case, 
the query irresistibly arises why he allowed so much property 
devoted to his use to be destroyed. At Louisiana, Mo., not 
only the colored Methol1ists' church, but their white brethren's, 
were knocked completely out of time by the wind, and the 
devotees that knelt in them will know them no more as sanc
tuaries. At Brookfield the convent:school building had the 
roof blown off. At Trenton the Presbyterians suffered a to
tal loss of their joss-house, as did their equally unfortunate 
co-creedists at Benton and Stanberry. In the latter place 
the Catholics and Baptists were fellow-sufferers, having their 
altars demolished. In Oakdale, TIL, the roof of the Presby
terian church was lifted off, causing a damage of several hun
dreds of dollars. In Atchison, Kan., the Methodists again 
incurred the wrath, and their church was literally scattered 
in the wake of the tornado. At Valley Falls both Baptists 
and Methodists lost an edifice. A negro church in St. Louis, 
of the Methodist kind, was also sent whirling by the wind. 
The Christian college at Columbia, that state, was unroofed, 
and the Christian church had one wall blown down. In Alton 
the Catholic and Methodist buildings were totally destroyed. 

would do unto others. This is the right and common sense 
method. If they murder, hang them. If they intimidate 
voters and practice repeating at the polls, imprison them. If 
their priests shield the criminals, punish the priests. If 
their church defies the United States government, demolish 
the church. But do not put war measures in force against 
them until war has been declared ! 

THE :M:ethodist organs will be put in a considerable flutter, 
we expect, by the announcement Secretary Green makes in 
this issue of TrrE TRUTH SEEKER that a Methodist Episcopal 
clergyman has accepted the challenge given by the New York 
State Freethinkers' Association to present at the coming 
convention at Rochester some reasons why the church should 
longer continue to obstruct the pathway of the world to 
progress. And the Presbyterian papers will, if we are not 
mistaken, make the ears tingle of that JI!Iurray Hill pastor 
who has had the temerity to indorse a :M:ethodist. The 
papers of these two sects hav always suppressed, so far as 
they could, the fact that there is a solitary individual in the 
world who disbelieves in the Christian religion. By reading 
them one would naturally conclude that all the world wor
shiped a Jew and his mother; that the sun only shone on 
the Christians and a few wicked heathens who were fast 
being converted. If they ever mention a doubter of Chris
tian mysteries they hold their breath, and pray God to forgiv 
them for their sin, and proceed to describe the Infidel as a 
person on whom the horns are plainly discernible. This 
recognition of the Infidel convention will make as big a 
smoke and smudge in the :M:ethodist and Presbyterian ranks 
as would a pail of cold water thrown on the glowing coals of 
their hell. Poor :M:r. Buckley, of the Advocate, will hav a 
"conniption fit,'' as the old women of his church would say, 
and the minister who has had the courage to accept the chal
lenge will be soundly whipped, like a little child who had 
strayed too near the lion's den. However, the Freethinkers 
will welcome the venturesome stranger and listen respect
fully to whatever reason he may giv for the faith that is in 
him. His presence may perhaps attract some Christians who 
would not otherwise attend, and if they can be induced to 
remain to hear the other side, some new recruits to our ranks 
may be confidently looked for. We suggest that Charles 
Watts be appointed the David to this Goliath and that the 
convention be treated to at least one evening's debate. If 
this preacher should be found a foeman worthy of :M:r. Watts's 
steel we guarantee an entertainment hard to pass. 

P. S.-Since writing the above we hav received a copy of 
the Binghamton, N. Y., Daily R11[Jublican, containing the fol
lowing. Although not a professional religious paper, it 
comes to the rescue of the faithful much like one. We hav 
not the slightest doubt that Mr. :M:itchell will be "tripped up 
with conundrums,'' but we resent the imputation that he 
could be in better company. At any rate it affords us the 
opportunity of saying, We told you so! with unlooked-for 
promptness: "Rev. Thomas :M:itchell, of Brooklyn, has 'put 
his foot in it,' by consenting to represent Evangelical Chris
tianity at the Freethinking convention. It will be a very un
dignified place for his dignified cloth, and he will be t~ipped 
up with conundrums he cannot undertake to answer w1thout 
making a fool of himself. He c~n se:ve God: better b;v ~eep.~ 
ing in good company, and behavmg h1mself like a ChrJstJan. 

, 
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l'he New Missouri Liquor Law. J drink it as "wine," to think lightly of the motivs of heroin, when she avers this is a "beautiful world." 
From Grip, of St. Jo•eph. 

1 

their opponents. As Grip neither uses saloons, Speaking of death, she says: "Man feels he has lived 
Last Sunday was the first noticeable attempt to whisky, wine, beer, or churches, it is but fair to a happy and useful life, enjoyed his days in all the 

observe or enforce the law closing saloons in St. accord it the semblance of sincerity, and the place of fulness and completeness possible for him, and is 
Joseph on the Sabbath. For several days the pre- an impartialist. We don't think anybody ought to willing to step down and out when the great fiat 
vious week the saloon keepers of the city were drink, and in our meek way discourage it, but those comes and makes room for those to follow after and 
in consultation on the subject of closing Sundays, who think they can curse, drive or force sinners to succeed him. Our only future is the future of our 
and it was generally agreed to close. A few how- heaven are only wasting their time. Persaasion and race.'' 
ever paid no attention to the law, kept open just the education in the right way is the only cure for Now I can indorse all that the lady says, except 
same, and were consequently arrested at early candle- intemperance. There is no doubt but intemperance its being a beautiful world. 
light. in many things is practiced in and out of the . Yes, sir, I admit a "beautiful world" to these happy 

This whisky business and Sunday law is a knotty churches, the legislatures, and the courts, and the few who hav the fortune to be born with health, 
question, that is it has been pounded at for a long keynote to its safety-valve is yet lost. wealth, happy, harmonious organizations, and bar-
time, and while it may hav been cracked, and has monious surroundings, who hav never felt the acute 
returned the compliment in many instances where A.n Appeal to Intuition. pangs of parental mortuary separations, etc.; but to 
people hav monkied with it without gloves, the man one born to poverty, to disease, to every species of 
or woman is yet to appear on the surface, who has From the Buffalo Sunday News. physical and mental misery in its innumerable hideous 
discovered the true method of handling it as it Editor Sunday News : In Father Lam bert's notes aspects, viz, cancers, natal deformities, blindness, 
should be handled. he quotes Ingersoll as follows, in chapter 3d: "To palsies, deafness, and leprosies-of such unfortunate 

For the past two or three years, the country has put a God back of the universe compels us to admit wretches, I would ask, Is this life worth living? Is it 
been flooded with cranky lecturers, male and female, that there was a time when nothing existed but the not a place of torment? Is it not a veritable hell? 
some apparently intelligent, and others not so much God. · . That this God lived from eternity in In fact, to all but cowards and idiots, is not this world 
so. They hav battered away at the saloon, the drug- infinit vacuum and absolute idleness. . . The a hell of a place? 
store, the grocery and the inn, most of them knowing mind of every thoughtful man is forced to one of two For contention, it is nothing but "dog bite dog" 
about as much of what they were talkiag about conclusions, either that the universe is self-existent, from the cradle to the grave. It takes but little ob
as the average soldier does of Indian fighting. or that it was created by a self-existent being. To servation to notice these facts. · 

We hav always felt at home when we strike the my mind there is far more difficulty in the second The old maxim holds good, "eat, drink, and be 
whisky question, because we don't know a thing on hypothesis than the first." merry, for to-morrow we die." This being the positiv 
earth about it, and everybody else is in the same In reply to the comments on the above, the highest condition of our existences in spite of all theologic 
boat. Those things which nobody knows anything generalization by both inductiv and deductiv reason- financial scheming and dreaming, I ask, is it not a 
about are just meat for the newspapers, and its ing in science establishes the conservation and cor- shameful trenching on one's liberty, to deprive 
a sleek thing for us there are a few such subjects. relation or indestructibility of matter and force. agonized humanity of the right (if he so chooses) of 
Just imagin the perdicament so many Kansas news- This conclusion once reached, we hav no occasion, or rushing from this unbearable existence? 
paper men would be in now, while there isn't any- place for a God. Matter exists and is everywhere in Over two hundred yearly suicides in the precincts 
thing to write about but prohibition, if the subject motion. Gravity is· a force, coeval and coextensiv of New York city alone, is surely evidence sufficient 
was not one of this kind. Some very able arguments with matter. To admit the existence of a God is to of the vast inequality of pain and pleasure. The 
are offered by our Kansas brothers, hence we feel become a disciple of theology. Our reasoning must vast inequality of wealth and comfort, to the tens of 
like tackling the subject with impunity and a sharp be purely deductiv, which though logically correct thousands of poverty-stricken wretches, groaning 
pencil. proves nothing. We know we exist, and by intuition helplessly with every- species of suffering, physical 

It is perhaps a lamentable thought that among know that no being can be produced from nothing. and mental, is surely appalling; and then to deprive 
the few saloons kept open here last Sunday, were It is evident that from all eternity there has been the poor wretch the sacred privilege of an eternal 
those owned by two of our city councilmen. They something, since we exist and are actuated by a force sleep, is the basest of all tyranny. "A beautiful world" 
hav as much right to run saloons as anybody, but as called mind and we are surrounded by matter in indeed! 
the law forbids the sale of liquors on Sunday, it motion. So this eternal matter is all-powerful and Rascality seems rampant. If the priests had the 
would seem that officers should set an example which forceful. Soul, spirit, magnetism, electricity and insane honesty of fanaticism to back up their as
other people could follow without fear of punishment. mentality are mere modes of motion. Perception is sumptions, they were more excusable, but while they 

There are many different ideas as to what kind of a mode of force, but it cannot be existent apart from flaunt in "scarlet and fine linen and fare sumptu
laws shall best regulate this traffic. Grip is no matter. A soul can no more exist without a body ously every day," they not infrequently belie their 
fanatic, does not patronize saloons, but it is fair than a person can hav an appetite without a stomach. own teachings, when detected in their hypocrisy by 
enough to contend that while the sale of liquor Father Lambert looks on attempting to investigate committing self destruction-daring the torments of 
is made legitimate by the laws of the country, people Deity as something awful, while he claims to worship their imaginary hell. 
will violate the provisions of the whisky law the three infinit Gods and one omniscient devil. He We are sagely told by Mrs. Slenker that the world 
same as other statutes. There is a law, we believe, says God is pure act, the source of all activity and is improving in condition and that it behoves us to 
in every state forbidding people from laboring on life. If so, the tens of millions of sun systems in our set a good moral example to coming generations, and 
the Sabbath day. Yet the minister, who is always universe, all separated by billions of miles from each let this expectation of the world's future bliss be our 
first to denounce the saloon, performs all his public other, are so much at variance from what his inspired highest enjoyment. Now this is a species of logic 
work on the Sabbath day, some of them working prophets left on record that we are forced to believe which indicates that the lady has not shaken off the 
very bard too, w1th but little or no effect. The the inspiration was not genuin, and that Moses was prospectiv allurements of priestcraft. It is viewing 
church choirs perform their labors on the Sabbath, mistaken when he was two days with God, and only life in its easiest aspect, when we know from science 
from which they derive revenue to support them- got instructions how to cut a priest's coat and cook and the arguments of the before named gentlemen, 
selves during the week. The ordinary laboring man a kid. If a God exists he could convince all men of and her own contributions to your Liberal paper, that 
who toils all the week, looks forward to Sunday as the fact. Then unbelief would be impossible. Not man is only an advanced species of animal. 
his holiday and day of worship. There are so many doing so proves one of three things: Now I would ask, in the name of common sense, why 
kinds of worship in this day it would seem but fair First, that he is not good in not proving his should we care for the poor wretches who may be 
to allow every one the right to his own choice. existence and attributes; second, that he is not all doomed to follow us in the same tantalizing course of 
The minister and musician in the church pay no tax wise or all-powerful; third, that he cannot hav existence that we hav experienced? Man is an in
or license, and those who look upon the saloon memory, reason or perception. Memory is of the tensely selfish being-must be so. Livs for himself 
as their house of worship, think it a little one-sided. past; reason for the future, but to God immutable alone-for his own personal gratification-here and 
When we reach the ever-green shore the mystery there can be no past, no future. The words past, now. Hence, let me say, let future generations take 
may be solved, but who. can tell here who has present, and future imply change. Intelligence must care of themselvs, and the agonized wretch be thank
hold of the right string? Should it turn out that be accoUJ.panied by perception, memory, and reason. ful when his time comes. Let the fittest survive. 
the followers of the Bible are wrong and the other God can never perceive. The act of perception re- These remarks were called forth by an unsuccessful 
fellows are right, but hav been the persecuted suits in the obtaining .a new idea, but being omnis- attempt of one of my friends to commit suicide by 
christians on earth, the astonishment will be greater cient his ideas must be eternally the same. Percep- drowning who now has to suffer the above mentioned 
thaR any of we impartial plodders can imagine. tion and sensation are. one. Every fresh sensation penalty by languishment of one year's imprisonment 
There is a large percentage of the people on this involves a change in mental or physical condition. as a criminal. With respect to your contributor, he 
earth who believe it is no more sin to take a glass God, if immutable, cannot change ; if he be infinit also is suffering und,er the slow operation of a gnaw
of beer when they feel it is necessary than it is for there can be nothing external to him, and sensation ing throat cancer which must terminate fatally. In 
church members to pass the wine through a con- must be impossible, yet without perception where is conclusion, let him say that although your TRUTH 
gregation on the Sabbath. day. There is one thing intelligence? ALEX. CoLE. SEEKER may lose an interested reader of many years, 

apparent· Those who drink bee1· call it beer (except vet, in the language of scripture, "you may seek me, 
· A. Pessimistic WaH from the Fr1'end of a J perhaps in Kansas where it is termed for convenience but ye shall not find, and where I am ye cannot 

"sea-foam,") while the church members everywl;lere Would-be Suicide. come." C. 0. 
lie about their wine, calling it the "blood of Christ." 
If wine can be drank in church as the " blood 
of Christ," why not drink beer in Kansas as "sea
foam." The sea is nearer to many than Christ, and 
sea-foam can be transported at this day very reason
able, while the channels of commerce with the 
country to which " our savior" was transmitted years 
ago by the Jews, has not yet been opened. Should 
the authorities undertake to enforce the Sunday law 
against the ministers, such a howl would go up from 
among the church spires as was never heard from 
any other class. ·we do not doubt the sincerity of 
many professed Christians, neither do we undertake 
to say their theory is incorrect, but there is always 
more than one side to a question and at this day of 
Freethought and speech, it is well enough to be fair 
and consistent with each other. There is much said 
and done by the churches to break up the saloons 
and the use of whiskies, wines and beer, yet the 
church membership is not small which indulge the 
use of such fluids, and the quarterly introduction of 
wine in many congregations, though it is labeled 
"blood," has a strong tendency to cause those who 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The 
encroachments upon the individual rights and liber
ties of American citizens by this priestridden people 
is awfully despotic. A penalty of $250 is imposed 
upon the person of every unsuccessful attempt to 
get out of this rascally world by suicide ! What, sir, 
is it come to this, that a man cannot call his soul his 
own ? To deny him the right of calmly leaving a 
world replete with every species of contention, of 
elementary and physical trpuble, hypocrisy, knavery, 
overreaching priestcraft; and superstition ! I can 
look upon this enactment but as a barbarous out
rage. 

Now what is the animus of this inhuman barbari
ty? Why, sir, the prevailing tyranny and increas
ing superstition of immortality! An ignorant, ven
erable monkish dogma; a belief in a heaven of eter
nal bliss, and a hell of eternal torment! and this in 
the face of all t.he facts of science, and the profound 
researches of such astute philosophers and thinkers 
as F. N. Albright, T. Winter, Peter G. Peabody, Mrs. 
Slenker, and others. 

Permit me, however, to differ with the last named 

The Gradual Cooling of the Earth. 
In a "Treatise on Natural Philosophy," by Profes

sors Sir W. Thomson and P. G. Tait, Sir W. Thomson, 
speaking of an opinion advanced by Sir Charles Lyell, 
respecting the possible maintenance of the earth's 
heat without change throughout countless ages, used 
words which, says Knowledge, may be applied without 
change of a word to the stupendous theory advanced 
by Sir C. Siemens not so very long since--such an 
idea of a practically endless cycle "violates the prin
ciples of natural philosophy in exactly the same 
manner, and to the same degree, as to believe that a 
clock constructed with a self-winding movement may 
fulfil the expectations of its inventor by going for
ever." The earth is necessarily cooling from century 
to century; her volcanic energies are certainly 
diminishing, as certainly, to use an illustration of Sir 
W. Thomson's, as the quantity of gunpowder in a 
"monitor" is diminishing when hour after hour she 
is seen to discharge shot and shell, whether at a 
nearly equable rate or not, without receiving fresh 
supplies of ammunition. 
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~tier§ lfrom Jlritqd§. 

·PoTTSVILLE, July 19, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: A Christian boy in this borough was 

quarreling with a Jewish one. The mother of the 
former called in her son to prevent him from fight
ing. "Mother," he said, "if you do not want me to 
fight, let me go out and call him a Jew!" 

SHENANDOAA, July 16, 1883, 
MR. EDITOR: There is a great talk among these 

Spiritualists about which there is no proof. 1. 
What loss . would it be if I never was born ? 2. 
When I am dead and unconscious of all thought, what 
profit is it for to come again without the knowledge 
of what I hav been. They may as well say he had 
been from eternity as to say he is coming again. It 
is an easy way of trying to get up a new fraud when 
they see the old one losing its grip. You may make 
an article of this if you think it worth while. That's 
the substance of an unbeliever. BEES DAVIS. 

MERIDEN, July 12, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I want to refer Messrs. Andrews, Put

nam, Thomas Winter, and A. Noe to the third volume 
of "A Truth Seeker Around the World" for.~a correct 
definition of science as given by Coot Hoomi's letter 
to Mr. Sinnett on page 67 and Madam Blavatsky's 
on page 13, etc. My ideas are expressed on pages 72 
and 73. The era of blind faith has gone and we hav 
in its place fraud and hypocrisy. Education with us 
is used to rob the people in most cases. Now Brother 
Andrews proposes to teach us how to count three. 
Is it by Coot Hoomi's definition of science? If so, I 
want to learn how to count and multiply scientifi-
cally. Yours, S. D. GREER. 

. TROY, July17, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Many thanks for inserting my letter 

in THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 16th, page 380. I wish 
some one would answer my query. Hav read J, J". 
Haviland's "Spiritual and Material" on page 4!4 of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 14~h. He says science no 
longer disputes psychological force, but Materialists 
assert Spiritual force a fraud, etc. Now I think the 
Spiritualist and the Materialis thav both something to 
learn before they can define this force that animates 
matter. They may agree, I claim, to be a Materialist, 
and I think electricity and magnetism are I he forces 
which cause matter to think and act. Will some 
one giv his views? Yours, with my best wishes, 

SAMUEL G. 8COLLARY. 

HOMERWORTH, Jnly 17, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find enclosed $3- $2.50 for the 

renewal of THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year, and 
"Answers to Christian Questions," by D. M. Bennett, 
and "Religion the Gibraltar of the World as Now 
Constituted," I would like to say something about 
the delliise of our ever to be esteemed and fearless 
friend, D. M. Bennett. But theru has been so much 
said that I do not know how oi where to be~in. 
But I am glad to know that THE TRUTH SEEKER is 
willing and able to maintain the struggle. It just 
suits me, and I hope it m1.y increase in strength, 
popularity, and good worlrs. From a true and un
known friend, born October 10, 1808. 

Yours, P. E. EDWARDS, SR. 

ALUM CREEK, July 10, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosecl I send $5 to apply on sub· 

scription, except twenty-five cents for "Answers.to 
Christian Q·1estions," Please excuse delay. 

Elmina's article on the activ, energetic work for 
the advancement of Freethought meets my hearty 
approval. There are twenty-five Liberals in this im
mediate neighborhood, and but three of that num
ber who take any Freeth ought literature. of any 
kind. There should be something done to organize 
a L3ague, that some light and truth may be spread 
among the ignorant and superstitious of this. be
nighted land. My time is almost wholly occupied 
in procuring means for subsistence', but I am will
ing to do something for the good of humanity. 

Yours for truth, JAMES MoRRow. 

WHITEHALL, July 12, 283. 
MR. EDlTOR: Inclosed find post-office order for $2.50, 

which, I believe, pays up to the first of April, 1884. 
I expect to take it as long as I can pay for it, and 
when I become too poor to pay for it I shall either 
stop it or ask the publisher to donate. I hav been 
somewhat amused of late with the arguments pro 
and con on Materialism verses Spiritualism, and 
paradoxical as it may seem. think I am perhaps on 
both sides. I like friend Winter's pluck, but regard 
him as nther positiv. There is one thing, I think, 
he has nat learned yet, and that is that it is not best 
to be to 1 positiv of anything except what has been 
thorougl,ly demonstrated and placed beyond ~doubt. 
I am quite convinced, individually, that there IS noth· 
ing beycncl. or outside of matter in some form; but 
tll'e foro. s and modes of motion inherent in matter 
are so ,,xtremely subtle that the most learned and 
best info :med are as yet q 'lite in the darkness to the ex
tent of their capabilisies ani conditions. CJnsequent
ly it is lest not to be too positiv, get excited, call 
hard na:ne.a, and pronounce every one a fool or a 

crank that happens to differ with us in opinion. 
Tbis age is making gigantic strides in the right di
rection, and when we become far enough advanced 
to giv up the worship of myths, discard unsubstan
tiated dogmas, evolute out of the superstitious no
tions inculcated by the literature of a semi-barbarous 
age, and seek for It solution of our doubts in sci en
tific investigation, we shall be able to make far more 
rapid progress in solving the difficult problems which 
to. day are puzzling the brain of every one· who is 
disposed to allow himself the privilege of independ
ent thought. As to what is in store in the future 
we must of nAcessity hav but very crude conceptions. 
The past and the present are all we can hav any posi
tiv knowledge of except what must follow from the 
known and established laws of matter and motion. 
Any farther than this is in my estimation merely in
ferential. Yours for the advancement of truth, 

said, "Let us pray," pronounced the benediction, 
and left in a calmer mood. I don't think the lady 
was quite so old as I intimated, but the rest is the 
clean truth. NELS. KING. 

GosHEN, 7, 10, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: If consistent, I would like to giv my 

views of some points in the Christian religion which 
I consider weak. There is certainly a vast difference 
in the way different individuals look at the theory 
of the Christian religion. I cannot conceive how 
any person that lays claim to good sound judgment 
can entertain such ideas as some of our good brethren 
claim they d<ll. 

N. F. STRONG. 

WINCHESTER, July 9, 283. 
MR EDITOR: I find myself again on the delinquent 

list, and as I am well aware that Infidels CJ.nnot 
thrive on faith alone, and that all they ask for is 
that which is their own and the privilege of right 
and free action, I will send this mite to show that 
my faith in the grand herald of light-THE TRUTH 
SEEKER-iS still strong, 

The immortal D. M. Bennett stilllivs, and his im
age is enshrined within the heart of everv true man 
and woman who ever knew him and read his noble 
record. 

Long may our banner wave; 
Strong be our hearts, and brave; 
Earnest be our work to save 
Those now in bonds. 

J. B. TRAVERS. 

PHILADELPHIA., July 9, 1883. 
'MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5-l2 25 for 

the fnurth volume of "A Truth Seeker Around the 
World," in leather, and $2.50 for the universal Bible 
-THE TRUTH SEEKER--for another year. For the bal
ance, 25 cents, vou mav send "Answers to Christian 
Questions," by D. M. Bennett. I feel as though I 
can't very well do without THE TRUTH SEEKER, for I 
find it suits my way of thinkin~ on most questions. 

But I think our friend S. P. Andrews soars too 
lofty for the most of your readers. It seems like a 
waste of time, to my understanding, to foll0w him, 
although I hav through all he has had to say so 
far; but I don't think I h'LV learned much from the 
perusal of what he has said. 

My best wishes go with the editor an1 the propri
etor of the noble old TRUTH SEEKER, and I remain, 

Yours, CHAS. BoRrE. 

DALLAS, July 14, 1883. 
MRs. M. W. BENNETT: The books I wrote to you for 

a short time ago arrived to-day, and I am very well 
pleased with them. Be assurAd I will do all in mv 
power to advance the cause of Freethought, by lend
ing them and all other books and P'l.PeB rievotAd to 
the elevation and reformation of mankind, whenever 
my modest m.eam; enable me to purchase from time 
to time. I hold it to be a dutv which we owe to 
ourselvs and humanity to labor to free first our own 
intellects from ignl)rance anrl the degrading super
stitions that hav so long en'llaved U3, anrl then to 
spread the light in order to hasten that "good time 
coming," when faith sh~tll giv wav to knowledge, 
and error be displaced by truth. I shall Cflrtainlv 
do all I can to bring about this m11ch-to-be-desired 
state of things. 

Yours for right an~ truth, JOHN W. GRIGSBY. 

RosEBURG. July 2, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: You say vours if! a Li.beral paper, 

and I reckon you will not bar me out because I am 
a Christian I want to say to my brethren through 
your valuable paper that we h~tv h1.d a glorious re
vival out here in Oregon. Sinners were converted 
and the chnrch greatly revived. A'3 for me, I had 
my spiritual strength greatly renewed-praise the 
Lord! Yesterrl~tv I had the good fortune to hear 
our new prea"her. H'l told the wicked that unless 
they repented and believed the gospel they would 
be in hell before their toes were c.Jld. That is the 
kind of preachers we hav in the United Brethren 
churnh (for a church without hell is like pork with
out salt-no ~:mod). At the close of the sermon the 
minister notified the crowd that Brother Smith would 
meet the class; that all who wished to stay in could 
do so, and that it would be no intrusion for any to 
leave with all the crowd. But mvself, the minister, 
Brother Smith, and two women stayed. Brother 
Smith sung a verse, prayed, and turned and asked 
me if I did not want reli~ion. I told him I harl re
ligion fifty years old. He said he was glad to know 
it. He then turned to a young lady and· asked her 
what her prosnects wflre for heaven. She said tol
erably good. Taen with a few words of encourage. 
ment he passed to an old lady apparently a hundred 
years old (1. hran new convert). "Well," said he, 
''grandmother. how are you getting along in the 
divine life?" "Wall, I'm trying to make heaven 
my h:>me." "Well, did you ever hav: anv doubts 
that you had pure religion?" •· Wall, to tell you the 
truth, I hav. When this great change came over 
me I thought smre it was religion ; but since, I think 
perhaps it is nothing but worms," The minister 

Here are some of the many things that seem some
what incredible to me at least. That God, after mill
ions of years, should make this little eart.h and place 
man upon it. making a heaven and a hell and a 
devil (although Christians claim that he diri not create 
the devil, and still insist on saying that God created 
all things). When God made man he knew just what 
kind of a creature he was making, and knew just 
what he (man) would do. God knew that man would 
yield to his temptations and be punished forever. 
He certainly gave man the will-power and the emo
tions with which he is governed, and is, therefore, 
responsible for man's actions. Christians say God 
tempted man to try his faith, but, according to their 
own theory, he knew all about their faith before he 
tried it. 

When a person is born God knows just what kind 
of a life he intenrls to lead, and if he is a Frank 
James or a Cole Younger he certainly knows it, and 
allows him to grow up and be just such a desperado 
as the above, when he could with one turn of his 
hand make a pe>aceable and law-abiding citizen of 
him. It seems to me that a man who will stand by 
and allow man to suffer death when he could relieve 
him by the turn of a hand, should be judged worse 
than a criminal. 

Another thing that appears a little strange is that 
a just and merciful G Jd will punish a man that has 
lived an honest and virtuous life and has never been 
known to do anybody any harm, just the same 
as he will punish the vilest sinner ever known. The 
former may never commit a single sin until he is 
found on his death-bed, and then should be, commit 
some little sin and not ask forgivness, he will be 
roasted in a lake of fire and brimstone through all 
eternity, while the latter may ask forgiveness while 
on his death-bed and be received into the bright 
kingdom of heaven. Still they call the executor of 
such deeds a just God. 

H:>ping you will publish mv first, I remain 
A YouNG TRUTH SEEKER. 

HONOR TO WHOM HONOR IS DUE. 
CINCINNATI, July 14, 1883, 

MR. EDITOR: No name appears in pnblic print more 
worthy and honorable than that of Mrs. E!mina D. 
S!enker. She seems the embodimeut of sound sense. 
Her remarks strike deep, and must go ftr to impress 
and fasten great truths on the human mind. She 
might truly be called this world's angel, for she rec
ognizes no world w1th fabulous angels therein; and 
she is perfectly right, for this is the only world 
where angelic qualities can ever be manifested. 

But the trouble lies here: Instead of all ladies en
deavoring to become angels on earth, they seem to 
avoid this delightful experience, and think that some 
other world is the only proper place to be angelic. 
Now, ladies, this is a ladies' mistake. This life and 
this world is the most proper time and place to dis
play every lovely and angelic quality. Do not, la
dies, wait until you are dead cornRes; then your 
happy chances will be ever past. Now is the time. 
Begin at once, and like our noble, sensible, and 
kind-hearted Elmina, become armies of angels, wing. 
less for evil, but robed in nature's beauteous garb, 
with sweet and gentle smile, filled with love, chari
ty, and the purest chastity; and be no longer the 
slaves and puppets or clerical cajoleries. Withdraw 
rrom the false and tricky religionists, and play the 
part of grand and noble wom::tnhood, to enlighten, 
Improve, and increase the stock of sound and secu
lar thinkers, that our grand old planet may be the 
universal home of the brave, the free, and the moet 
intellectual. Then the silly dream of a paradise in 
the sky will vanish from the mind as mist before 
the sun. 

I feel grateful to this L1dy Elmina for her noble 
defense or Materialism, as so strongly advocated by 
the great Western Materialist, T. Winter, of Cincin
nati, Ohio, who never flinches from the utterance of 
truth, no matter where it strikes, or who kicks, 
Truth, struck to earth, will rise and triumph over 
every deceit, every sophistry, and every cunningly
devised fable, whether by prophet, priest, or knave. 

Truth, mighty Truth, shall stand, 
In spite of crank or priest; 

This is the solid land-
No froth, or cant, or yeast. 

All is material everywhere, 
And none can this gainsay; 

No spirits here, nor spirits there
White, black, or gray. 

Now, let no priest nor medium smart 
Beguile and rope you in. 

Their object is your pocketbook, 
And then they slyly grin. 

THOMAS WINTER, Materialist. 

, 
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A TRUTH SEEKER HAND TAKES A VACATION. 
WESTMORELAND, N. H., July 18, 1883. 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: As you 
hav probably missed me from my accustomed place 
in THE TRUTH SEEKER office, may be you Would like 
to know where I am. I am in Westmoreland, 
Cheshire county, New Hampshire, the town where 
two or three years of my youth were spent. It is a 
fine old town, and lies amid some of the prettiest 
country to be seen out of doors. Those who are in 
search of pleasant scenery will fare worse if they 
go further. But the greatest attraction for me in 
this place is the people. Better I hav never met. 
They are generous to the extent of their means, and 
hospitable to the outside limit of human nature. 
They do not look down upon a young man because 
he comes from New York. As I said, when a boy I 
lived here, working upon a farm as a day or month 
laborer. I made the acquaintance of a good many 
families then; and now, eight years later, I find their 
friendship still alive and warm. Man and beast are 
welcome, and the horse which I hav hired from a 
stable in the adjacent eity of Keene fares sump
tUOllSly and is getting fat. So you see I am well 
situated-scenery glorious, climate salubrious, people 
cordial; and the girls! stop the press while I write 
a column! No, you may go ahead. I am not com
petent to do them justice. The capacity of pen and 
ink is limited. 

hay and pitched off one. I had it in my mind to 
cover up the young man in the mow, but after I had 
struggled for twenty minutes to effect that object, 
he was still visible. How he kept himself in sight 
I am not able to explain. He had a method of ab
sorbing hay that I did not catch on to. When the 
load was off he came down and put on his coat, re
marking that it was rather cool up there standing 
around doing nothing. 

The " shire " city of this county is Keene, a rather 
enterprising plac~. It contains t.he offices of the 
Sentinel and Cheshire Republican newspapers, in 
which the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER learned his 
trade. The New England Observer is also published 
there, and because of its liberality and enterprise is 
reported to be more popular than its somewhat an
tiquated contemporaries. The mayor of Keene is the 
Hon. Horatio Kimball. I had the honor of meeting 
and dining with him. When not engaged in the 
duties of office Mr. Kimball finds pleasure in making 
it lively for the foxes in the outskirts of Keene and 
in the neighboring towns. The , tayor's son, E1ward 
P. Kimball, a boyhood companion, he informs me, 
of the present editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, is doing 
business in Keene as executor of fine job printing. 
His work shows that he understands his case. If 
any one has a job of printing to be done they can
not do better than to communicate with him and Jet 
him size it up. I hope this advertisment will do 
him good, because he is a worthy young man, and 
reads. THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

I shall be back among you in few days, though I 
shall leave this boyhood home of mine with regret. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER office, where I hav spent eight 
years, is dear to me; but these friends, these hills 
and valleys, these girls-they are dear to me also. 
I could be h 1ppy with either. Tell the boys in the 
office to be as good as they are beautiful. It is a 
good deal to ask, I know, and it will come hard for 
them, but I hav always tried to do that way and 
hav found it best. Good-bye. 

GEORGE MACDONALD. 

On the day I arrived here the town was in a stir 
over three events, happily of a somewhat unusual 
nature. There was a funeral, a fire, and a fight. 
The funeral was occasioned by the death of an aged 
and esteemed citizen, named Kennedy. When I lived 
here he was the champion checker-player. He had 
his own way, I believe, with the players who used 
to aEsemble evenings at the store; but it appears 
that Death cornered and jumped him. He is said to 
hav been an unbeliever. Well, he knows now all of 
life and death that it is given man to know. While 
his coffined remains were lying uninterred, and but 
an hour or two previous to the time set for the 
funeral ceremonies, the house and barn were struck 
by lightning; and that was the occasion of the fire. ADRIAN, July 16, 1883. 
The third in this alliterativ array of events-the MR. EDITOR: The Salvation Army are in a bad. way 
fight-was between one of those disreputable char- here. They hav got into a savage fight among them
acters with which most towns are afflicted, and a selvs. They hav thrown away their blood-stained 
negro vender of stove blacking. The colored troops banners, torn off their shoulder-straps, and clisbanded 
are said to hav fought nobly. An exercise of the as a religious military organization. It is as I ex
constitutional right to get drunk was the occasion · pected at the start. Like their great prototypes, 
of the fight. After the excitement ineident to the Peter, and Paul, and Barnabas, they cannot agree, 
foregoing occurrences was over, a prayer-meeting was and "so mote it be." Yours, P. B. REASONER. 
held at the house where I am beating my way; but 
as the services were to be of a Congregational char
acter, while I lean toward Hardshell Baptism, I did 
not attend it, although I was invited to do so. A 
"Freethinker," I judge, is looked upon as a rare bird 
here. Freethought, Freelove, and Spiritualism are 
all one to the majority. I hope I hav made the dis
tinction clear to those who hav inquired about it. 

Religious ardor is apparently on the wane in West
moreland. The church buildings look desolate. Per
haps the people are weary of the old story. It is 
certain that no preacher can be hired for $800 or 
$900 a year who can make it interesting to live men 
and women. I am of the opinion that Westmoreland 
people would pay respectful attention to a good 
Liberal lecturer, and be benefited by one. Some 
Second Advent or Seventh Day revivalists were here 
a few years ago, and the religious disorder which 
they inaugurated crops out occasionally still. A 
number were converted and practiced the observance 
of Saturday as the Sabbath. To some of these now 
all days, Sunday included, hav become alike, and 
Seventh Day Adventism is going. By those who do 
not believe in it it is regarded as a nuisance and a 
folly, so it may as well go as stay. One sort of re
ligion is more than can keep up an appearance of 
prosperity here. At the east part of the town there 
is talk of discharging the minister. No particular 
offense is alleged against him, but it is hinted that 
hiring a man to saw up his wood-pile every year, 
when he could just as well do it himself, smacks of 
extravagance. He also voted for Greeley, which was 
a kind of political heresy the Republicans of East West
moreland would not tolerate. The truth probably is 
that he has preached himself out and begun to re
peat, and that as all who heard his first sermons are 
not yet dead, he has been detected. A minister can 
not be too careful. 

Like other New England towns, Westmoreland is 
growing the wrong way. Its population diminishes. 
The boys do not love the soil well enough to culti
vate it. Anything but a farm for the young men, 
and anything but a farmer for the young women. I 
do not blame them. 'l'he East cannot compete with 
the West in raising crops. The soil is productiv but 
hard to work. The population drifts toward the 
rivers, and the old farms are turnrd to pastures. 
The hills are deserted; their turf remains unturned, 
and on their summits and sides the desolate cellars 
yawn like graves awaiting the corpse of New England 
agriculture. There mg,y be a return to the old-time 
industry, but it will be when the resources of the 
West are exhausted. 

Surry is a town adjoining Westmoreland, and there 
I hav spent a day or two among friends and rela
tive. The hospitality of the people there, as well as 
the grace and beauty of the girls, is a subject of 
comment. I found the people in the midst of hay
ing, I endeavored to assist, I loaded two loads of 

NEw YoRK, July 20, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1, which apply to 

the Monument Fund. 
I hope Freethi.akers will carry out the suggestion 

of entering politics which I see in your last number. 
I believe it would do the cause much good, for 
many who would not otherwise hear of Freethought 
would be reached. I also approve of it because the 
R9form Association is m 'lking great efforts to get 
its God into the Constitution, and we should make 
every effort to defeat it. I should like to see 
this question taken up by Mr. Putnam and others 
of our great writers. 

With sympathies to Mrs. Bennett, I remain, 
Respectfully, WM. F. BARRE. 

MILWAUKEE, July 18, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: What a charitable soul our friend 

Thomas Winter is to be sure! .By his philosophy 
Kingsley is a knave! Why ? Because Kingsley 
"preaches life beyond the grave." 

As dear Brother Winter can neither prove Kings
ley's teaching false or Winter;s assertion true, it ill 
becomes our kind brother to assert that mankind, 
who believe in future existence, are "scheming 
knaves and crafty characters." But such are the ar
guments by which "Materialism must triumph" and 
prove it to be "the boss tr_uth." 

There is a life beyond the grave, 
And who denies it is a "knave." 
He givs no proof beyond assertion, 
And every crank has got his version. 

What a profound and philosophical argument from 
the learned Thomas Winter, indeed! We advise our 
dear brother to " try again" or dry up and giv us 
peace-or giv us something better than his bold 
''assertion." See THE TRUTH SEEKER June 30, 1883, A. 
Allen Noe's article. E. N. KINGSLEY. 

NEw YoRK, July 20, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: It is not to be wondered at that any 

one who had " never read, heard, or thought" of a 
science of the universe "until four months ago," and 
then had seen or read during that time in regard to 
the subject nothing but the few "articles which hav 
appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER," should fail to com
prehend it. Sllppose Mr. Buck had never read, 
heard, or thought of the science of geology until 
four months ago, or of chemistry or botany, or of 
mathematics, even, and then had heard nothing of 
the principles or laws" embodied" by those sciences, 
or of the methocl, and should hear asserted sotne of 
the most far-reaching generalizations, would he con
sider himself capable of giving an opinion on them? 
In geology, for inst>tnce, without knowing any of the 
d"ta upon which the reasoning is based by which 
th.e geologist arrives at the conclusion that the earth 
must hav existed for millions of years, instead of the 
few thousands told in the Bible, would be be pre-

pared to assert that there is no truth in geology? or. 
without knowing the simple rules of arithmetic 
would he be prepared to criticise a solution of a 
problem in the rule of three or fractions? 

I would like to reply quite in detail to the various 
points in his communication, but as the limit of 
space forbids, I will content myself for the present 
by giving you the opinion of a gentleman who needs 
no introdaction to the scientific world. It is as fol
lows: 

"NEw YoRK, May 23, 1881. 
"About ten years ago, on the occasion of the publication Of 

the 'Basic Outline of Universology,' I furnished Mr. An
drews a statement of the impression which I derived from 
perusing the proof-sheets of that work.- My joint pursuits, 
in connection with thediseases of the throat, the physiology 
of the voice, ,and phonetics, brought the subject-especially 
the linguistic part of it-peculiarly within the range of my 
habitual studies, and enabled me to form a judgment in re
spect to his labors at an earlier day than could be expected 
from most scientific men. While at that time favorably af
fected by the extraordinary research and elaboration which 
Mr. Andrews presented, I was still guarded and cautious in 
respect to any indorsement of the immense and profound 
discoveries which he claimed to hav made. Since then he 
has kept me aware, from time to time, of the progress of his 
investigations, and I hav had opportunity to appreciate the 
increasing clearness of his views; objections resting in my 
mind hav been successivly removed, and confirmativ demon
strations established. The latest of his publications, enti
tled, •Idealogical Etymology and Elements of Universology, 
wlth Special Reference to the Science of Music,' one relating 
to language, the other to music, come again within the do
main of my specialty, and I hav taken :pains to arrive, in re
gard to them, at an objectiv il:;.telligent Judgment. Certainly 
there could be no severer test of the claim for the possession 
of a universal organon of'science than to apply it directly to 
the special sciences, as Mr. Andrews has done in. these works. 
I do not hesitate to express it as my opinion that Universol
ogy has successfully stood the test. There can no longer be 
any doubt, I think, that Mr. Andrews has substantially made 
the discovery which he claims; and that, if this be estab
lished, it will prove in the end the most important event in 
the joint evolution of science and philosophy. 

(Signed), Lours ELLSBEBG, M.D., 
"Professor of LaryngologY. and Diseases of the Throat-in the 

Medical Department of the University of New York, 
Editor of the 'Archives of Laryngology,' President of 
the New York Laryngological Society, etc." 

Let me also add the following extract from a 
notice which nnw lies before me, by J. Storer Cobb, 
LL.D., late of King's College, LJndon, England. He 
says (speaking of mathematics), "Even of this most 
fundamental, longest known, and best settled depart
ment of science" [vide Putnam's and Wakeman's 
"poetry"], "I find this new scientific discovery of 
Andrews's. adequate to recast the philosophy in an 
unerring manner." 

What, in the faee of such testimonials as these, are 
the opinions and assertions of one who never " read, 
heard, or thought of Universology till four months 
ago?" or what are they to the comparativly few iu 
number who hav been students for the last five, ten, 
or fifteen years, or even one year, or only a few 
months? A. C. M. 

WHEATLAND, July 24, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Your kind letter, pamphlet, and pho

tograph hav all been received. Was glad to get 
your picture and hav placed it with others of my 
friends. Inclosed please find money order for $6.25 
for subscriptio.n; fourth volume "Around the World;" 
and for the Monument. For common use, I do not 
believe in monuments, unless they can be so ar
ranged as to be useful as well as ornamental. If the 
friends would conclude to erect a nice building to the 
memory of Mr. Bennett, and make it a home for 
THE TRUTH SEEKER as well, it would suit me to a 
dot. Certainly, a monument over his grave would 
not be seen by nearly as many as the building in a 
business location. But his grave of course should be 
marked in some way that his living friends could 
visit the spot and recognize it. But I want some
thing for Christians to look upon; something that 
will remind them of the doings of Comstock, Bene
dict & Co., and be an eye-sore to all that kind of 
Christians as long as there is one in the land. I 
hope in the near future to hav a monument of my 
own to D. M. Bennett. It will be a book-case or 
circular table with circular shelvs running up from 
the center; top surmounted with the bust or a pic
ture of Mr. Bennett; and on this table I will place 
every word he ever wrote as near as I can get them, 
inelur'ling the bound volumes of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
from volume first up to the time of my exit, when 
I hope my boy or girl will continue to add to them as 
long as they liv. I hav the paper from the 
first issue to the present time, except a few missing 
copies which I am now engaged in hunting up, and 
if I do not succeed will soon hav to trouble you to 
find them for me. There are many Liberals all over 
the country, able to hav such a monument, and per
haps it would be well for you to set a price upon all 
his writings for those who would like that kind of a 
monument. When I hav completed mine, I will keep 
it in view, and any one who wishes may read, but 
they will not be allowed to take any books from the 
room. I will take great pride in such a monument 
to my dear friend who was so great, so unassuming, 
and so kind to all. and without any airs of superi" 
ority or culture. The Dutton's and their families all 
loved him. I hav just been laboring with a young 
man from Wyoming, to induce him to subscribe to 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. He fears that it will injure • his 
bu.;iness, though he likes the paper. Send him a 
copv of THE TRUTH SEEKER, or something that will 
stiffen hifl spinal column, and he will evPntually sub
scribe. Giv my kind regards to Mrs. Bennett, and 
the entire force of workmen in THE TRUTH SEEKER 
office, and believe me thine for the right, 

JEROME DuTToN. 



She Died of Mortgage. 
BY WILL M. CARLTON. 

We worked through spring and winter, through 
summer and ihrough fall, 

But the mortgage worked the hardest and the stead
iest of them all; 

t worked on nights and Sundays; it worked each 
holiday; 

It settled down among us, and it never went away. 
Whatever we kept from it seemed almost as bad as 

theft; 
It watched us every minute, and it ruled us right 

and left. 
The rust and blight w~re with us sometimes, and 

sometimes not; 
The dark-browed scowllng mortgage was forever on 

the spot. 
The weevil and the cut-worm, they went as well as 

came; 
The mortgage stayed forever, eating hearty all the 

same. 
It nailed up every window, stood guard ;1t every 

door. 
And happiness and sunshine made their home with 

us no more, 
Till with falling crops and sickness we got stalled 

upon the grade. 
And there came a dark day on us when the interest 

wasn't paid; 
And there came a sharp foreclosure and 1 kind o' 

lost my hold, 
And grew weary and discouraged, and the farm was 

cheaply sold. 
The children left and scattered, when they hardly 

yet were grown; 
My wife she pined and perished, an' 1 found myself 

alone. 
What she died of was "a mystery," an' the doctors 

never knew; 
But I knew she died of mortgage-just as well as I 

wanted to. 
f to trace "'hidden sorrow were within the doctor's 

art, 
They'd he.' found a m01;tgage lying on that woman's 

broken heart. 
Worm or beetle, drouth or. tempest, on a farmer's 

land may fall, 
But for first-class ruination trust a mortgage 'gainst 

them all. 

Baptized in Spite of Herself. 
In Georgia negro baptisms are a Sunday 

morning feature at this season oE the year, and 
each congregation, in succession, witnesses 
the immersion of the converts made during 
the winter. Hymns are sung, and every one 
appears animated by religious zeal. On one 
occasion, so the story goes, a worthy colo~ed 
woman, with culinary tastes, got so much m
terested that she unconsciously pushed up to 
the minister, and he, regarding her as one of 
his flock, seized her. She resisted, but t~?-e 
minister imagined that she was merely afra1d 
of the coldness of the water, so before she 
could explain the situation he soused her. 
She came up spluttering, and exclaimed: 
"Wliat·you-doin'-1>- Lemme go, I tell-you!" 
But he exerted his strength, and sent her 
"ker-chuck" below the surface again. She 
emerged, clawing the air wildly, and shouting: 
"G'way from here! Don't you chuck me 
under ag'in, you nigger!" But the clergyman 
was inexorable, and he plunged her under a 
third time, and held her there for a minute, 
so as to let it soak in and do her good. Then 
she came up and struck for the shore, and 
standing there, looking like a draggled mer
maid cut in ebony, she shook her fist at the 
astonished pastor, and shrieked: "Oh, I'll fix 
you! I'll bust the head offer you, you or'nary 
trash! sousin' me and nearly drowned me, 
when you know'd well 'nough all de tirp,e dat 
I'se a Methodist, and bin christened by dem 
dat's your betters, and knows more about re
ligion den all de Baptises dat ever shouted, 
you mis'able black scum! and me got the 
rheumatiz enough to set me crazy! Oh, I'll 
see what de law kin do for you! I'll hav you 
'rested dis very day, or my name's not Johanna 
Johnson, you wooly-headed herrin'! You hear 
me!" Then Johanna went home to redress, 
and the ceremony p:roceeded. It is asserted 
that Miss Johnson has since borne testimony 
that the Baptists are not any better than pa
gans.-At!anta Constitution. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
An honorable, intelligent man of 25, without 

means, wishes to correspond with a lady of suitable 
age with some means. The lady who wlsltes to 
hav a good husband and to be a good wife for life 
has a chance. Address, E. A. NYGREN, 

2t30 140 Montgomery st., San :Francisco, Cal. 

TRUTH: 
A Poem in Three Parts. 

BY E. N. KINGSLEY. 
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists, 

Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists, 
and Impracticable Christians. 

Containing a picture of the 
JEWISH JEHOVAH. 

As Described by the Bible. 
"There went up a smoke out of his nostrils, and 

fire out of his mouth devoured: coals were kindled 
with it" (Psalms xv!H, 8). 

•o pp, Handsomely executed. Priee, 25 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

21 Clinton Place, New York. 

TO TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS 

The Truth Seeker, 
With sixteen large pages, wm be sent 

ror THREE MONTHS, postaKe paid, 
FOB FIFTY <JENTS. 

Addl'e88 TllE TRUTH SEEKER, 
Ill. Ulill&on Place, New York. 

TRE TRUTH SEEKER. JULY ~8. 1888. 

Agents for The Truth Seeker. 
JAMEs AsHMAN, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
J. F. BuRR, 449 Main street, Hartford; Ct. 
W. B. Coon, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto Can. 
D. F. KEELER, Park City, Utah. ' 
FERDINAND PFISTER, Nashville, Tenn. 
W. F. REYBOULD, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Dr. J. H. RHODEs, 5051-2 No.8th st., Phila., Pa. 
A. M. STEVENs, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny 

City, Pa. 
Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va. 
D. WooLF, 620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo. 
J. S. MANsFIELD, Tucson, Arizona. 
A. BEBENz, 140 Montgomery st., San Fran

cisco, Cal. 
JosEPH MARsH, Northampton, Mass. 
CRAB. S. CoBURN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence, 

Mass. 
M. V. TnoMAs, 324 W.Lorimerst., Denver, Col. 
S. B. WRIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col. 
Tno's FoREMAN, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb 
S. D. MooRE, Adrian, Mich. Box 465. 
DB. J. L. YoRK, San Jose, Cal. 
C. S. RowLEY, Jackson, Mich. 
JosEPH L. ANDREws, Corning, Iowa. 

The American and New York News Com
panies will furnish the paper to news deal
ers upon application. 

LACY'S NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
"NATURE'S HARMONY," 

Of evolutionary theory, solvip.g the problem of 
life, and ad vocatlng the perpetuation of splrl tual 
identity, demonstrating from scientific standpoint. 

Neatly bound In muslin. Price, $1.00. 

"STAR LAKE ROMANCE." 
A poem of love and rivalry, wrlttel). In view of dis
cussing Christianity vs. Infidelity. The arguments 
are rendered by the characters of the story, in their· 
colloquies, and the reader is left as umpire. . 

200 pages, bound in muslin, gilt and embossed. 
Price, $1.50. 

Both of the above works contain the author's por-
trait. Address ARTHUR J. LACY, 

28tf Nirvana, Lake Co., Mich. 

SUBSCRIBERS AND FRIBNDS 
OF THE "PHYSIOLOGIST." 

Elmina would like copies of the following Nos. of 
the New York "Physiologist." June and July (double 
No.) 1878; April. and May (double No.) 1879; Nov. 
1878; Aug. and Sept. 1879; June 1879; Jan., Feb., 
March, April, 1881. If friends will send me these 
Nos. or either of them I will send copies of "Matri
monial Review," copy for copy in exchange, and be 
greatly obliged also. Or will send, if preferred, 
"The Alpha," or" Herald o:t Industry." 

Address ELMINA D. BLENKER, 
3t28 Snowville, V a. 

WETTSTEIN'S 

JEWELRY STORE, 
ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Established. 1857. Bea.ts the World.. 
There is not another town three times the size of 

Rochelle that can show so large and beautiful a stock 
of fine gold and silver watches, fine gold and plated 
chains, charms, necklaces, and lockets, bracelets; 
plain gold, diamond, pearl, turquols, and fancy stone 
rings; solid silver and plated ware; optical goods, 
gold pens, aocordions, pocket and table cutlery, guns, 
revolvers, shears, etc., as WETTSTEIN'S. 

Square dealing, enterprise, adaptation, accurate 
judgment, best of taste in buying, steady application 
during twenty-five years, best of watch-work, and 
LOWEST PRICES AT ALL TIMES, hav done it. 

If you hav a watch that no one else can put In per
fect order, send It to me. If you hav no watch, send 
to me for prices, and I will save you money. If you 
want a chain, necklace, ring, solid silver or plated 
spoons, castor, spectacles, opera glass, etc., send to 
me for prices and description, and I will conVInce 
you. 

REFERENCES: Mayor and City Council, officers of 
Rochelle banks. 

GOODS SENT TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

FARADAY PAMPHLETS. 
Noi.:;"if~~rf:lt~f:e::e: ~:iesl~~~'}~o!.~ 

t;rol. 
Two papers given In the interest of Spiritual Sci

ence, by Spirit FARADAY, or England. Price, 10 cts. 
No, 2.-0rigiu of I.it'e; 

Or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution of 
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processes; 
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. By Spirit FARADAY. 
Price 10 cents. 

NoA.f.t~ T.P:a~r~:;~pment ot· the Spirit 
The Origin o! Religions. By Spirit FARADAY. 

Price, 10 cents. 
No. 4.-Ttoe Process or III ental Action; 

Or, How We Think. By Spirit FARADAY. 15 cents. 
No. 5.-Jesus ()hri•t a Fiction. 

Founded on the Life of Apollonlus of Tyana. How 
the Pagan Priests of Rome originated Christianity. 
Translated by the late M. FARADAY. 208 pages. Price, 
bound, 75 cents. Paper, 50 cents. Postage, 5 cents. 
A.chsa ,V. Spra~~:ue•s and Mary ()lark's 

Experienc<'s in the First Ten Spheres 
of Npirit Life, 

Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N. Y. Price, 
20 cents. 
No. I.-Experiences of Satnuel Rowles, 

Late editor of the Sprlngfiel<l, Mass., Republican, in 
Spirit Life; or, Life As He Now Sees It from a Spir
itual Standpoint. Written through the medlumship 
of CARRIE E, S. TWING, of Westfield, N.Y. 50 cents. 
No. 2.-Contrasts in Sl)irit Life: 

And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLES, late 
editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, in the 
first five spheres. Also a thrilling account of the 
late President Garfield's reception in the spirit 
world. Written through the hand ot CARRIE E. S. 
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. Price, 50 cents. 

Interrogatories to Jehovah. 
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his 

Jewish Godship upon a great 
variety «~f subjects. 

:BY D. M. BKNNBTT. 
Paper,50 cents; cloth, 75cents. 

SPIRITUALISTIC WORKS. 
For Sale at TnE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Clock Struck One, and Christian 
Spiritualist. Revised and cor
rected. Being a Synopsis of the Investi
gations of Spirit Intercourse by an Epis
copal Bishop, three Ministers, five Doc
tors and others, at Memphis, Tenn., in 
1855. Also, the opinion of many eminent 
divines, living and dead, on the subject. 
Communications received from a number 
of persons recently. By the Rev. SAMUEL 
WATSON, of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church. Cloth, $1.00. 

Clock Struck Three; Being a Review 
of "Clock Struck One," and reply to it: 
and Part Second, showing the Harmony 
between Christianity, Science, and Spir
itualism. By Rev. SAMUEL WATSON. 
Cloth, $1.50. 

Criticism of the Apostle Paul in De-
fense of Woman's Hights. By lvL B. 
CRAVEN. Price, 25 cents. 

Curious Life of P. B. Randolph. 
By P. B. RANDOLPH. Pape1·, 60 cents. 

Danger Signals; An address on the 
Uses and Abuses of Modern Spiritualism. 
By MARY F. DAVIS. Paper, 15 cents. 

Death in the Light of Harmonial 
Philosophy. By MARY F. DAvis. 
A whole volume of Philosophical truth is 
condensed into this little pamphlet. 
Paper, 15 cents; cloth, 30 cents; cloth, 
gilt, 50 cents. 

Debatable Land Between this World 
and the Next. By RoBERT DALE 
OWEN. The main object of this book is 
to afford oonclusiv proof, aside from his
torical evidence, of immorto.lity. Cloth, $2 

Diakkaism; or, Clairvoyant Travels in 
Hades. By A. GARDNER, of London, Eng. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Dialogues and Recitations} Adapted 
to the children's progresBive lyceums, and 
other forms of useful and liberal instruc
tion. By Mrs. LouiSA Sm:PARD. Paper, 
50 cents. 

Dissertation on the Evidences of Di· 
vine Inspiration. Price, 25 cents. 

Defense of Modern Spiritualism. By 
A. 11. WALLACE, F.RB., with Amerioo.n 
Preface by EPES SARGENT. raper, 10 cts. 

Discussion. Between Mr. E. V. WIL
soN, Spiritualist, and _Elder T. l\'L HARRis, 
Christian. Subject d1scnssed-Resolved, 
That the Bible, King James's version, 
sustains the teachings, tltc phases, and 
the phenomena of Modern Spiritualism. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Divine Law of Cure. By W. F. 
EvANS. This treatis is the result of the 
author's six years of careful research, 
study, and experience, and makes its ap
pearance at a time when the necessity of 
the age seems to demand a work of this 
nature. Cloth, $1. 50. 

Empire of the ~lother over the Char
. acter and Destiny of the Race. By HEN

BY C. WRn,.dT. Price, 75 cents. 

Experiences of Judge .T. W. Edmonds 
in Spirit-Life. Paper, 30 cents. 

Experiences_ of Samu'.ll ~owl~s, ~a~e 
Editor Sprmgfield Rep,iblwr>.n, m Spmt
Life or Life as he now sees it. Written 
thro~gh the mediumsLip of CARRIE E. S. 
Twrna. Paper, 20 cents. _ 

Fabulous Tendency of Ancient Au
thors. By M. B. CRAVEN. 10 cents. 

. Faiths, Facts, and Frauds of Relig
ious History. By E:vurA HAR
DINGE BRITTEN. Price, 75 Cents. 

Flashes of Light from the Spirit 
Land. Through the Mediumship 
of Mrs. J. H. CoNANT. Compiled and 
arranged by ALLAN PUTNAl'>f. Price, $1.50 

Ghost Land; or, Researches into the 
Mysteries of Occult Sl?iritism .. Illustrated 
in a series of autob10graphwal papers, 
with extracts from records of magical 
seances, etc. Translated by Mrs. EMMA 
H. BRITTEN. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50. 

Gospel of Nature. By SHEmiAN and 
LYv!< authors of "The Hollow Globe." 
Price: $2.00. 

Heaven and Hell; or, The ~ivine JJ?-s
tice Vindicated in the Plurahty of Exist
ences. By ALLEN CABDEC. Price, $2.00. 

Higher Aspects of Spiritualism. By 
M. A. (OxoN), author of "Psy_chogrn:p_hy" 
and "Spirit-Identity." Enghsh ed1t10n. 
Blue cloth in form with "Sp1rit-Identity" 
and" Psy~hography." Price, Sl.25. 

Hollow Globe· or, The World's Agi
tator and Rec'onciler. A 'freatis on the 
Physical Conformation of the Earth. 
Presented through the organism of M. L. 
SHERMAN, M.D., and written by WM. F. 
LYoN. Cloth, $2.00. 

How to Magnetize · or, Magnetism 
and Clairvoyance. Faper, 25 cents. 
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FREETHOUGHT '"WORKS. 
For Sale at THE TnuTH SEEKER Office. 

Birth and Death of R~ligions. By 
JonN E. BuRTON. Price, 10 cents. 

Christian and Deist. A Business 
Man's Socirtl and Religious Views. Bold 
and trenchant blows against theology 
and inhumanity. Price, 1.00. 

Christianity from a Scientific and 
Historical Standpoint. By WM. N. 
LAUREN, attorney at Law. Contents: In 
troduetion, Unrevealed Religion, Old 
Testament Religion, Evidence in Support 
of Christianity, Alleged Failure of Chris 
tianity, Proposed Substitute for Chris 
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An Improved Inquisition. 
BY BERNARD BIGSBY. 

Ah, Deacon Smith was a pious man
! kind o' guess as you'd seldom find 

A leveler head o' the orthodox plan, 
Or a much more reg'lar turn o' mind. 

Scrlpter he'd quote by book an' verse, 
From Adam an' Eve to Revelation; 

An' as for the hymns ag he'd rehearse, 
When once set go in', t'ud beat creation. 

An' when the summer come reekin' hot, 
An' things In the city war kind o' b'llin', 

An' tile whirlin' wheels o' life hed got 
Rusty an' stiff an' wanted 'ilin'; 

Then board 'ud go up, an' nary a one 
0' all them homesteads In yonder vale 

As wasn't crowded an' overdone 
By folks as come from town by rail. 

No depot, you say? I ruther guess not; 
But twenty miles over Greylock hill, 

By Glen way creel<-you know the spot, 
Close to where Hurlbert owns the mill

Stood a tumbled-down shanty as ever I seen, 
An' the deacon staged over there last season 

In a kind o' ramshackle batting-machine 
As he called a coach-'thout rhyme or reason. 

Now the deacon druv a wall-eyed mare, 
A flea-bitten gray, a useful critter, 

As 'ud do twelve miles wl'out turn in' a hair 
In less nor a hour, If ye would. but hit 'er. 

But the deacon was slow an' methodical some, 
An' the beast got Inter the ways o' her master, 

Till you'd think to see her jogging to hum 
At a ten-forty galt as she couldn't go faster. 

Wall, one day last fall the down train brings 
A young city sport-a glorious bein', 

Fixed up wi' watch-chains, pins, an' rings, 
Like a jeweler's store gone out a-spreein', 

An' he orr wl' the deacon over the hill, 
An' they fell a-talkln' o' gettin' religion; 

An' this here young chap he argyed until 
The deacon eot ruff'd like a moultin' pigeon. 

He gev him Bob Ingersoll hot an' strong; 
He dosed him wi' Darwin's Evolution; 

An' prayers in the public schools was wrong; 
An' he'd hev no God In his Constitution. 

An' he talked o' advancement an' Reason's Age, 
An' his tung ran like a streak o' lightnin', 

An' the deacon was bilin' over wl' rage, 
An' his Ups grew white, an' his breath kept tight

nln'. 

Fur he hadn't the words to answer him back, 
Though his hair was llftln' his hat wi' horror, 

As the young un kep' the inside track, 
An' poured out his vials o' sin an' sorrer. 

Then the deacon thought he'd giv him away, 
An' put a stop to his high-falutin'; 

So he let the whip onto his flea-bitten gray, 
An' away down the hill went the critter scootin'. 

I guess 'twas a sight to see the old stage 
Rock like a ship In a stormy ocean, 

An' the gray mare's heels-wall, I'll engage 
She can kick like amulewhen she's got the notion. 

Then white as death grew that young man's face, 
An' he clung to the seat in desperatiOn, 

An' he prayed the deacon to slacken the pace, 
But the deacon was sot on his soul's salvation. 

";D•ye believe in Adam?" he screamed in his ears, 
" In Eve's temptation, an' Noah's story? 

In Methuselah livin' eight hundred years, 
An' Elijah a-rldln' to heaven In glory?" 
I don't!" yelled the youth. But there lay just 

there 
A corduroy road over which they flew, sir, 

Which shot the poor lad clean up In the air, 
An' when he lit down, says he, "I do, sir!" 

Now the deacon made him eat every word
Take all of it back as he'd dared to say, 

An' promls he'd ne'er again be so absurd 
As to sneer at religion In that sort o' way. 

Then the gray mare stopped, an' that child o' sin 
Started afoot to his distant goal, 

While the deacon druv on wi' a placid grin, 
Right pleased to hav saved an immortal soUl. 

-Me:rchant-Traveler. 

Natm·e's Harmony. 
For the last week or two I've been reading 

at intervals this book full of thought, "N a
ture's Harmony." It is a peculiar volume. In
teresting and fascinating in the extreme, yet 
you are all the time protesting at some start
ling expression of the writer. Some beautiful 
and harmonious development of organized or 
unorganized matter will be truthfully and sci
entifically described, and you agree perfectly 
with the author and feel that he is telling your 
own thoughts better than you could do it 
yourself, when all at once he utters some wild 
if not impossible assertion that causes you to 
wonder if he really means it, or is testing 
your credulity and judgment. He proves 
conclusivly that what we are depends entirely 
on circumstances, over which we hav no con
trol. That our every thought and action are 
the results of external influences-external to 
the mind. The spirit of consciousness, being 
a passiv principle, only acts as it is acted 
upon. And this we do not deny. But as a 
Materialist, believing that the mind is wholly 
an effect-wholly the consequence of organi
zation-it seems nonsensical in the extreme 
to hear a philosopher talk thuswise: "If the 
soul before being robed with mortality, as the 
conditions of thls sphere indicate, were con
scious of its existence, then it must hav been 
·a life-germ-" Now a life-germ is no more a 
" soul " or a mind than a blank sheet of paper 
is a letter, a deed, or a will. The very open
ing sentence of the book is an assertion, 
which as yet all the world has failed to prove. 
An assertion belonging to the old effete 
God idea. The idea. of a creation behind 
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which stands a giant, limitless in capacity, 
intellect, conception, and all manly attributes 
and qualities. The sentence is this : 
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"Since planets exist for the satisfaction of 
intellectuality, the inference is, that without 
mind, there would need be no such principle 
as matter." 

No. Cents. 
1 Discussion on Prayer. Bennct,t and others...... B 
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Religion of Inhumanity. F. IIarrlson. 20 cts. 

Materialism places matter before mind, 
since mind is the result of organized matter. 
Fuse the earth into a molten mass and where 
would be the mind that is now manifested in 
all its organized existe-'ce? Gone! Blotted 
forever from the universe. But the power to 
acrain produce mind would remain in the 
~atter of the earth, and when conditions be
come favorable it would once more be evolved. 
Not the same individual minds, not the iden
tities, he terms " souls," for no identity can 
exist more than once. As well say the dew 
drop of to-clay is the same dew drop that 
nestled in the rose of ten thousand years ago. 
As well say the snowballs 0£ one winter are 
the same identical snowballs as were those of 
all the winters past and gone. 

Our author says: "There is a reason why 
intellectual beings exist." True enough, and 
there are many reasons why this. is, and the 
fact that reason, as well as all that is, exists 
of necessity, exists because they cannot nor 
could not hav done otherwise, embodies them 
all. 

In speaking of the wonderful adaptation of 
the stomach and the offices it performs in the 
economy of the individual, he says: "Nature 
made one mistake in the office to which she 
applied the stomach." Thus seeming to take 
for granted that a perfect human stomach 
was completely developed and made ready 
for its office, all finished in its entirety, before 
it entered upon the discharge of its work, 
whereas he is well aware that the stomach, 
like the mind, is a growth. How many mill
ions of stomachs were begun and failed in 
doing perfect work-were abortiv of nature's 
harmony before a perfect one (and are we 
sure any one is yet the very best that might 
be?) was developed? Nature is just as full 
of unharmony as she is of harmony. She 
aborts as often as produces. She fails as 
often as succeeds. She destroys as often as 
creates. 

Life, death, and immortaliLy are all a part 
and portion of matter, inherent in it and in
divisible from it. Identities are but as drops 
of water-forming and forming again and 
again yet never the same twice over. 

But in spite of all criticism the book is very 
readable, and I think it well worth its price. 
May its talented author liv to produce many 
more thought-creativ volumes, is the wish of, 

Yours truly, ELMINA. 
July 12, 283. 
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TO MY FRIENDS! 
No God, no heaven, no hell! 
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Land (lucstion- Charles Bracllaugh. 5 cents. 
'Vere Ada1n an(l Eve On•· First Parents? 

Cltarles Bradlaugll. 5 cents. 

Why Do ~len §tarve? Charles Bradlaugh. s cts. 
I.~ogic of Lit·e~ Deduced from the Principle of Free .. 
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Christian Scllen•e of Redemption. Charles 
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Poverty; Its Ell:ccts on the Political Condition of the 
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A Few 'Vords About the Devil. Chas. Brad. 
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Specimen of the Bible. Esther A. Holyoalre. 
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Acts ot" tlte Apostles; A Farce. A. Bolyoake. 10 
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Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. IIol· 
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Who 'Vas Jesus Christ? Charles Bradlaugh. 
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What Dill Jesus -Teach? Charles BradL">gb. 
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New J.~it"e Of Abra..hn1U. cnus. JJradlaugh. D cts. 
New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh. scents 
A..Seen.!.n.r Praver .. A..Holvoake. Perdo7. .• 10ota. 

Ingersoll's Works. 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 
bo1~t,¥.~~ Theo~~~e~a~~P~!sf~Niv~~~~~ty?r?d~~~ ;: ~~~ 
tics and Heresies." 

The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25 
Including, ·'Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child;' 

'The Declaration of Independence,'' "About Farming 
~~r1gl~~~~,\'',;~'1~ep~:t6~1~~n~~totr~ ~~hi:u~~ee: ·Jr~ea~? 
and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll." 

Some .Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, $1.25. 

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black 
and Prof. George p_ Fisher. Pa
per, 50 cents. 

Interviews on Tabnage. Paper, $1,00· 
cloth, $2.00. 

What Must We Do to be Saved ~ Pa 
per, 25 cents. 
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"'1le World's Sages, Thinkers, and 

Reformers. The Biographies of 
three hundred of the most distinguished 
teachers and philosophers (who were not 
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present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages, 
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc
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The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio
graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians. A companion book to "The World's 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo., 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
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The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
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Supernatural Reli~ion. An inquiry 
into the reality of drvine revelation. De
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Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5.00; 
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The Great Works of Thomas Paine. 
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tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay 
·on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the 
whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and 
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Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
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Analysis of Religious Belief. An 
·examination of the Creeds, Rites, and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By Vrs
OOUNT AMBERLEY, son of the }ate Lord 
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fluence of Christianity on Civilization; 
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib
eralism offers in Place of Christianity; 
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual· 
ism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine 
the Political and Religious Reformer; Ma
terialism and Crime; Will the Coming 
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties 
of Christianity; the Authority of the 
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits; 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 60 
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Influence of Christianity upon Civil
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Christianity and Materialism. 15 
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What Liberalism Offers in Place of 
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Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning 
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Spiritualism from a Materialistic 
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ANCIENT MAN IN AMERICA, 
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290 Pages. 
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BY .JOHN R. KELSO, A.M. 

Showing that the writers of and believers In the Bible, 
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IN SIX LECTURES. 
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"ANT I CHRIST." 
Proving concluslvly that 

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST: 
His birth, life, trial, execution, etc.-Is a myth. 

TRUTH SEEKER Office. 
Price. $2.00, 21 Clinton Place, New York 

SING, BROTHERS, SING. 
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D. M.BENNETT'S LAST WORK· 

A TRUTH SEEKER 
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FOUR LARGE VOLUMES. 
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and each volume Illustrated with forty-seven cuts. 

BY D. 1!1. BENNET'S:, 
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paid. 
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RELIGIOUS CAPITALS 
BY JAMES PARTON. 
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An impo1'tant tD01'k by Gibbon, the historiaro. 

History§ Christianity: 
Comprising all that relates to the Progress of the Christian 

Religion in "THE HISTORY OFTHB DRCLINR AND FALL 
OP THe ROMAN EMPIRE,,. and 

~ 1fiNDIG~TIDN 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters, 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 
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Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N • Y. 

The Labarum of 
Constantine. 

".By this sz'gtl thou 
.shalt conquer I" 

This volume contaiOs Gibbon's Tlteologita! writings, sepa~ 
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. It sho:vs 
·whe11., 'lultere, and lw'W Christianity originat.ed; wi'toweretts 
founders ·and what was the character, sentiment!', manners, 
numbers,' and condition of the primitive Christians. • 

Gibbon's Vindi'cntitm oft he rsth and I 6th chapters c_:JfhiS 
Hi's lory from the attacks of ~i~ Chri~t!an opp_oner:ts, IS re
printed verbatim from theongmal ed!~Ion oflus Mzscella1ze .. 
ous Works, edited by Lord Sliefficld, m 1796. lteffect_ually 
and forevel" silenced his detractors ; who, being v.an~m~hed 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of mfi ~h.ty! 

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the Ortgt" o/ 
Cltrz'stimdty is reprinted from the valuable notes of DHA.N 
MILMAN. WnNcK, GUizOT, an ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, {t.he 
learned editor of BoHN' s edition of Gibbon), and other emm· 
ent Christian historians. . 

Among the Illustrations will be found representations 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 

For S"le at 'l'be 'l'ruth Seeker Olliee. 
G,tiHi 

A ~~~~~:s~c~~~~~C:~~~~o~i~'fr~~~~~~t 
as his prncticc will proYe, 
Cures all forms of PRI• 
VATE, CHRONIC »nd 
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Spermatorrhma and Impotency, 
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~~~~~ronesrr~;t~~e:n~>~o~f:!~s:~s :rs::~L ~~!~~~~~~~hre~~~~ 
Physico.! Decny, Phnplcs on FAee, A version to Society or 
Femn.lcs, Conruslon of IdeM, Loss or Sexunl Power, &o., 

~~dcr~~~t\~:~rl;gc~l;~lp~iJ~rn otX~~flNAL tiopp\';~ 
OArfiON In rrom 80 to 00 days. No medicine taken. 
It hn8 never been known to fo.IU 

Middle-Aged and Old Men. 
There are many at the age or thirty to sixty 

-who are troubled with too rrequent evo.cun.tions 
or the bladder, often nccompu.nicd by n slight 
smarting or bul"ning sensation, and n weaken-

~~~ ~~~~:rr~~~ 10: ~::~~~~-:: r::~~~~::; ~ 
deposits n ropy or ootton·like sediment, or 
sometimes small particles of albumen will appeal', or tbe 
oolor will be or n thin or milklsh hue, ognln chnnging to a 
dark and torpid appcnrnnce, whleh plainly shows that tba 
semen pMHes off with the urine. It is the eecond stage o1 
Seminal \{renkne!s, and causes wasting or the system and 

~g~~c!~~ ~~~;~::r~~~tPJi~r~~~t~i:8l3t~:l~;.~~r;:o;~n~0~f 
the cause. Dr. Pellows' External Remedy wm bring about a. 
perfect cure in all such cases, nod a hMlthy restoration of 

th~(f~~-aU:lt~~{fn~rt~n~~ttel' free nod invited. Charge• 
reasonab.1.:: and correspondence strictly contidentia.l. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Scut to any a.ddrefll'4, seourcly sealed, for two three-cent 

:f:\!~trl! ~~n~!~~ s~':n ~yg~~.at':~~~~~~ 0:rr~t~.10R~dwc~n.~~~~~~ 
!b~r: g~~:f~~~~a~~~~f:~,~~~~~ ~e~~~~ ~ft.nO:?\~~!~ b~~ 
R rudlcnl cure'" eertn\n. Address, p\n.iniy, DR.. It. P. 
FELLOWSt Vlnelnmlt New .Jcrecy, and sa.y in what 
paoer you saw this advertisement. -

MANHOOD! 

KNOW THYSELF. 
A Book for Everv Man. 

Young, Middle· aged, and Old. 
The untold miseries that result from illd!scretton 1n 

3~~16t r~rS ~~~rtr~n ~~~~i!~~te:ur~g~~U~~~· re~~~:A :-.~ 
r~~~ti:l~~ l~~~~~~tPJe~h~h:-"~~:-e<:.«!!e !~ci~i:~ 
or Self Preservation. It Is not only a complete 
sud' Perfect treatise on :Manhood, Exhausted VItality, 
Nervous and Physical Debility, Premature Decline In 
man, Errors of Youtll, etc., but tt contains one hundred 

:~~e~~~'J:~~.,!~~·;:~p~l~'lJ1i ii0i~~~~~~\~:~~ 
f~~i;~ biot~g~ .. ~~b~J~ ;;,~g;~ ~;&~rg~el:~~i~l;~'M~ 
!clan. ft conts1ns 800 pa~es. bound In beautiful embossed 
covers. toll gilt, embellished with the very ftnest steel en. 
gra.vlngs, guaranteed to be a finer work ln eve~ sense-

:?a~fi:~\c;:'~~l~e.,'6'~t~; fJ~i~~~~~~ltht~':::o'\:'ly0~fJrb':O:ek 
~W .. ~~~J'lh"ev~~~~~tg~~'iie ~~i~gn~n1::Ji:-1 .t':ct~t~~. 
Dlnstrated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. w. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bnlftnch street, Boston, Mass. 
The aathor may be consulted on all diseases requiring 
skl!l nnd exPerience. lYS8 
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.. stamp for circular, and sav in W at paper 

vou saw my advertisement. Address Oapt. 
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SHAKER EYE AND EAR BALSAM. 
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fltm§ oJ Ufhought. 

IF success Is the measure of power, the devil must 
be set down as far more powerful than his opponent, 
for In taking the whole world together he has twenty 
faithful followers where God has one; and any Chris
tian clergyman will tell you that nearly the whole 
world Is to-day led by his satanic majesty_ That he 
Is smart, powerful, and great, who can for a moment 
doubt?-D- l'tl- Bennett. 

tjdd§ and ~nd§. 

THE preachers who write and commit their ser
mons are the only ones who practice what they 
preach. 

THE duration of a kiss has been found from half 
a second to one and a quarter minutes, according to 
whether you are kissing your wife or the hired girl. 

IT Is proposed to change the name of Washington 
Territory to Tahoma, an Indian name signifying 

ORTHODOXY teaches that we come from the hands "Almost to Heaven." There Is not much difference 
or our maker with such a constitution, and are 
placed under such Inti uences and circumstances, as 
to render certain and Infallible the total depravity 
of every human being, from the first moment of his 
moral agency; and It also teaches that the otrense of 
the child, who brings Into life this ceaseless ten
dency to unmlnglerl crime, exposes him to the sen
tence of everlasting damnation. Now, according to 
the plainest principles of morality, we maintain, 
that a natural constitution of the mind, unfailingly 
disposing it to evil, and to evil alone, would absolve 
It from guilt; that to giv existence under this con
dition would argue unspeakable cruelty, and that to 
punish the sin of this unhappily constituted child 
with endless ruin would be a wrong unparalleled by 
the most merciless despotism.-Dr. Channing. 

TO thine ownself be true, 
And It must follow, as the night the day, 
Thou canst not then be false to any man. 

-Shakspere. 

I INSIST that, If there Is an lnflnitly good and wise 
God, he beholds with pity the misfortunes of his 
children. I Insist that such a God would know the 
mist, the clouds, the darkness enveloping the hu
man mind. He would know how few stars are visi
ble in the Intellectual sky. His pity, not his wrath, 
would be excited by the efforts of his blind children, 
groping in the night to find the cause of things, and 
endeavoring, through their tears, to see some dawn 
or hope. Filled with awe by their surroundings, 
by fear of the unknown, he would know that when, 
kneeling, they poured out their gratitude to some 
unseen power, even to a visible idol, it was, In fact, 
lnt~nded for him. An lnfinltly good being, had he 
power, would answer the reasonable prayer of an 
honest savage, even when addressed to wood and 
stone.-Inge1·soll. 

MOST of you hav been forced to listen to the criti
cisms and denunciations which rang discordant 
through the land for some years after the publica
tion of Mr. Darwin's "Origin of Species" (1859). Well, 
the world-even the clerical world-has for the most 
part settled down In the belief that Mr. Darwin's 
book simply reflects the truth of nature; that we 
who are now " foremost in the files of time" hav 
come to the front through almost endless stages of 
promotion from lower to higher forms of life. If to 
anyone of us were given the privilege of looking 
back through the eons [ages) across which life has 
crept toward its present outcome, his vision would 
ultimately reach a point where the progenitors of 
this assembly could not be called human. From 
that humble society, through the interaction of Its 
members and the stirring up of their best qualities, 
a better one emerged; from this again a better still, 
untll, at length, by the integration of inilnitesimals, 
through ages of amelioration, wa came to be what 
we are to-day.-Tyndall on .ulan's Soul-No. 127 Truth 
Seeker Tracts. 

IN the "Origin of Species" Darwin contends that 
the various species of plants and animals, Instead of 
being each specially created and Immutable, are 
continually suJTerlng change through a process of 
adaptation, by which those varieties of a species that 
are In any way better fitted for the conditions of their 
life survive and multiply at the expense of others. 
So potent and universal does this process of natural 
selection seem to be that Darwin considers it capa
ble, with other less Important causes, of explaining 
how all existing species may hav descended from 
one or a very few low forms of life. This theory has 
excited controversies which are not yet laid to rest; 
but it has been embraced by many of the ablest nat
uralists, and has already Induced [Introduced) great 
changes In the methods of biology and kindred sci
ences. • . . Darwin's knowledge Is not less re
markable than his caution in statement.- Chambers's 
.Encycwpedia. 

IF we do not exist after the dissolution of the body 
-and that we shall we think there is no proof-noth
Ing awaits us worse than an everlasting rest, an eter
nal sleep, In which no vicissitude of earth, no event 
of time, shall disturb the quiet of our repose. The 
lightnings may flash and the thunder roll above us; 
the tramp of armies and the roar of battle may shake 
our graves; nay, the earth may swallow us or the 
volcano lay us In ruins; the earth Itself may be dis
solved, and, countless ages hence, our bodies re
turned to their elements, to the great store-hou~e of 
matter, may enter Into the formation of other 
worlds, and help make the forms of other beings, 
who shall, like us, feel the consciousness of exist
ence, the vigor of manhood, the joys of hope, the 
thrill of love, the decrepitude of age, and the pang 
of death, and like us shall take their place In the 
great mausoleum of nature; yet to us all these 
things will be as though they were not.-Underwood's 
Christianity and .Materialism. 

FEAR no more the heat o' the sun, 
Nor furious winter's rages; 

Thou thy worldly task ha.st done, 
Home art gone and ta'en thy wages. 

Fear no m0re the lightning-flash, 
Nor the all·dreaded thunder-stone; 

Fear not slander, censure rash, 
Thou hast finished joy and moan. 

-Shalcspere. 

THERE are some opinions In which a man should 
stand neutral, without engaging his assent to one 
side or the other. Such a hovering faith as this, 
which refuses to settle upon any determination, Is 
absolutely necessary In a mind that Is careful to 
avoid errors and prepossessions. When the argu
ments press equally on both sides, In matters that 
are Indifferent to us, the safest method is to glv up 
ourselvs to neither.-.Aaaison'B Sir llici<ara de CuuerlJJ. 

between Washington and Tahoma; both are star 
routes. 

"MY dear," said a. fond wife, "when we were en
gaged I always slept with your last letter under my 
pillow.'' "And I,'' murmured her husband," often 
went to sleep over your ietters."-Elevated Railway 
Journal. 

"NO," said the high school girl to her dearest 
friend, "It Is not allowable In polite society to say, 
'He bit off more than he could chew.' The correct 
expression Is, • He severed with his Incisors more 
than he was able to masticate with his molars.'" 

FEDLER: "Where Is dot lady what llvs hi ere?" 
Friend at the wake: "Whist 1 be aisy; she died two 
days ago." Fedler: "So help me gracious, I am 
sorry I H I had come two days sooner I could hav 
sold dose two napkins she promised to buy last 
week.'' 

A ScOTCH boy had delivered a message to a lady, 
but did not seem in a hurry to go. Being asked if 
there was anything else his mother bade him say, he 
whimpered out:" She said I wasn't to seek anything 
for coming, but if you gave me anything I was to 
take it." 

A GALLANT schoolboy's toast: " The girls! May 
they add charity to beauty, subtract envy from 
friendship, multiply genial affections, divide time 
by Industry and recreation, reduce scandal to Its 
lowest denomination, and raise virtue to Its highest 
power!'' 

HOUSEMAID : " It does my heart good to see you 
and the baby together. It's a pretty picture. Sure 
and he's the Image of you." Fond mother: "But 
they all say he looks like his father, Mary." House
maid: "Bless. your soul, mum, he is not good-look
ing enough for that!" 

"MY son," said an Arkansaw colonel of the re
formed school, " in life always make it a point not 
to fight." "Suppose a man calls me a d-d liar, 
what must I do ?" "Find out whether he has told 
the truth or not. If he has, acknowledge the accusa
tion, and If he has not, move to another neighbor
hood." 

A MA:N" who probably hailed from Buffalo played a 
powerful mean trick on a Detroit bridal couple at 
Niagara Falls the other evening. They went to a 
hotel and registered, had supper, and then started 
out for a night view of the Mighty Roarer. They 
had not gone far when a man called to them and 
said: 

"Hav you just been married ?" 
"We hav," answered the groom. 
"Going to stay here a day or two!" 
"Yes.'' 
"Well, I want to say a word to you. I don't want 

any ducky-deary nonsense around my house. I 
want no popsy-wopsy business on the veranda. I 
want no squeezing hands on the balconies or feeding 
each other at the table." 

The groom Jet his arin fall from his bride's waist 
In a slow and painful manner, and the stranger con
tinued: 

"The first time you call her peaches and cream, or 
she calls you darling, out you go!" 

"Y-yes, sir." 
" She's no sweeter than ten thousand other girls, 

and you are no more of a darling than I am, and I 
won't stand love-sick nonsense." 

He walked away with that, and people at the falls 
who knew the bridal couple were amazed to hear 
them address each other as Mr. and Mrs., and to see 
what precautions they took to prevent touching 
hands or betraying any symptoms of love. They 
put in two wretched days, and it was only as they 
were upon the point of leaving that they discovered 
how a base villlan had duped them. 

MR. YAGER'S OPINION OF FASHIONABLE PREACHERS. 

"I see a great many of the preachers of the large 
cities are getting ready to go to the summer resorts 
for the summer," said Herr Hans Yager's good 
neighbor to him last evening. 

" Yea, dem tellers took it easy. Dem got a soft 
seat. In der vlnter dey put on dem pig galico night
gowns und sot in a soft chair mit der grade fire to 
deir feed, und in der summer dey on aer vater 
blaces ~rone and got soft seat dere, too." 

" Well, they say they are worn out with labor and 
must take a few months' rest.'' 

" Dey vas vorn oud, eh I Dem moost got easy vorn 
out. Dot vas a helium plzness." 

"Well, they say the Lord calls them to take a rest." 
"Dot don'd vas so. Der Lordt him don'd dalk to 

beoples down here for more as dwo dousand year." 
"That's so. Times hav changed greatly since 

then.'' 
"I gould schmile dey hav schanged In der breach• 

er plsness. Then der Lordt vos on dot gountry him 
vas a breacher dot vos a breacher. Him valk wid 
his reed on und breach efery day aroundt, und him 
don'd got him no vored out. Him don'd to dem 
highfalutin' pig Saratogy trunks vater blaces go for 
to get rest." 

"Tho.t is very true." 
"Him vas a scheep·vatcher Vat vas a scheep

vatcher. Him vas no humpugger scl:leep-vatcher. 
Him don't gone himself avay In der summer dime 
und let der scheep took gare ron demselefs, and let 
der volt gome (vot vas der telfelln breach dalk) uncl 
schdeal avay dem scheep. No-sir-e, Bop. Dot vater 
plsness him don'd vos rlghd; und I pet you dem 
kind breacher got der telfel vhen dey got examina
tion drlal mit der Lordt, und don'd it fongot you." 
-Kmtuclcy State Journal, 

THE EUREKA 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
CURES EVERY l!,UR.M OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT M.EDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 

GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all information by 
letter or in person free of charge. Send 

tor Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
LADIES' MAGNE'l'lU JAUKET. Price, $18. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following tQSt!monlals, and be convinced that our claims are correct in every particular, 

and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: ' 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis 
One Week. 

in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Tlll.'ee Weeks. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly in

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
fl Jcted as I hav been that the effect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis in my right arm and could not use It at all, but 
after wearing a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav suf
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and If I improve as rapidly as I hav In the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of effecting 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
effect a cure in a case of Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change medlcins every day until, after dosing the 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (if he is very skilful) that brings relief 
for the time being. 

SHULLSBUliG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one ot 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured of Neuralgia or the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source of misery to me for 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief instantly, With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORN, 0,, Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Olothlng on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and If I Improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T-.Iosday, will soon be well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entirely cured in less 
than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
although In bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles in 
two days after the application. The lady's name 
can be had upon application at this o:Cll.ce, by any. 
one deslring to communicate with her. 

Ladies, read the following testimony from a lady who had been suffering for two years with an Ovar• 
ian. Tumor, and who had been told that nothing. but the knife would save her life, and the chances 
were aa 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she iA p erfActly well, and h~_q not. h1lr,g,n a. d..-,.o.:. nt 
medlcin since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothino~ 
for you; It will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, JJear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire tor food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ova ria ... 'J"untor, 
and that the only thing that would S!I.Ve my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the .Eureka Magnetic Applfances. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit o! 
your appliances. From the very first I felt invigorated, the tu
mor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became Jess from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appli· 
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as I hav, believing 
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances in the 
market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, $ 6.00 
Gentlemen's Belts • - 6.00 
Ladies' Abdominai Belts, - 6.00 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5. 00 
Leg Belts, each, 4:.00 
Knee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 
Sleeping Caps, 4:.00 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 
Suv.erfi.ne Insoles, • • • 1.00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the money 
if they are not as represented In every respect. H you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case, 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what woUld be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are offered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever offered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight alx months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
In the market will attract the smallest particle of iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop· iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet is arranged in the garments upon Bcientijio 
principles, and not haphazard as in all the others. we oJTer you therefore 

The Only Scientific .Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now ofJ'ered under that head. At 
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to otrer them at 
about 

ONE·THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are ao poor that they cannot procure them, being but a tritle higher 
than ordinary clothing. 
R~ntunb .. r that we are offering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and 1! 

upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, retutn them at our e:lpense and "We Will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED I:N EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES. LIBERAL COMMISSIONS ALLOWED 
Addres& tor turther 1n!onnat1on, Dr. L. Tenney, 

Bti Baee Street, r;:or. ol Uth Street, Olllel.nnatl, Ohio, 
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Jlotts and g[Iippings. 

TEACHER-" What do we learn by the trans
lation of the prophet Elisha?" Boy~" That 
he· saved his funeral expenses." 

"No, sir," said the clergyman; "I don't 
pray for rain unless my special dispatch from 
the Weather Bureau says we're liable to get 
it." 

A BOY medium of Providence, R. I., with 
his bare finger, draws and colors. pictures of 
flowers on unprepared paper. At least, so it 
is claimed. 

IT is said that 1Yir. and Mrs. Tom Thumb 
were believers in Spiritualism, and would sit 
hours to receive communications from little 
Minnie Warren in the spirit land. 

THE youngest "boy preacher " in this coun
try is now about forty-one years old. The 
Burlington Hawkeye is led to inquire if it isn't 
about' time to set another batch before the 
present stock of boy evangelists mature. 

RECENT legislation in Kentucky is likely to 
hav a discouraging effect on church-going. 
A new law fixes the legal distance between a 
church and the nearest saloon at a mile. The 
effect of this will be to make a good many 
men late for church. 

CHICAGO declines to do without Sunday 
evening dramatic entertainment. McVicker, 
the father-in-law of Edwin Booth, set the 
example of keeping his theater closed on Sun
days, but has given up the effort on finding 
that publi'.l opinion was against him. 

BISHOP BoRGESS has forbidden the Roman 
Catholic. churches of Michigan to raise any 
money by rafil.es, fairs, excursions, or balls. 
The first consequence of this is the lessening 
of the incomes of several charitable institu
tions, and he has ordered an assessment on 
his diocese to make up a deficit of $1,300. 

"SHow me an actor and I'll show you a low
lived, godless whelp," said a member of the 
Salvation Army, preaching in the Grecian 
Theater, London. A pugilistic actor strode 
forward and announced himself, as he struck 
a boxing attitude. "Exactly so," said the re
vivalist, "I'll be as good as my word. Here 
is the actor shown to me. I am the low-lived 
and godless whelp." 

A CORRESPONDENT of Texas Siftings writes to 
that paper: "I am a regular reader of the pa
pers published in Germany, and am at a loss 
to understand why there is so little 'come 
out' in the average German editor. Can you 
solve the mystery?" Perhaps the following 
explains why there is so little come out in the 
German editor: "Berlin.-The editor of the 
Unabhaenige, a newspaper published in this 
city, has been sentenced to two years' impris
onment for slandering Prince Bismarck." 

ALL anecdotes, says the Herald, which make 
a good point against a clergyman seem to be 
doubly enjoyable to a wicked world. A cele
brated preacher in Newark has only about 
fifty sermons in his barrel, but he is in great 
demand from Sunday to Sunday, and once in 
a while preaches in a place wherein all his 
sermons hav beeu heard at least once. Wel
come as he always is, a wag once remarked, 
"Oh, yes, we hav heard Dr. Blank a great 
many times. He has preached for us every 
sermon he ever prepared, and quite a num
ber which he hadn't prepared." 

SUNDAY is a good day to spend well. How 
to spend it to the best advantage, like a new 
coin fresh from the mint, is a question every 
one must answer for himself. The Christian 
Intelligencer tells of a deacon who, being ac
companied by a young friend on an autumn 
morning, when the foliage was all ablaze with 
high-colored hues, had his attention called to 
a clump of trees which was specially attractiv, 
and solemnly replied, "I never look at trees 
on Sunday." There are such people. There 
was a preacher who thought it worth while 
even to "consider the lilies, how they grow." 
But it was a long time ago, and h11 lost his 
li!e.-Star, 

THE conviction of innocent men upon 
charges of crime has been of such frequent 
occurrence of late in Germany that the press 
is calling earnestly for the passage of a law to 
secure indemnification at the hands of the 
government in such cases. Innocent men 
thus unjustly convicted, and p6lrhaps utterly 
ruined thereby in fortune, hav no redress 
whatever upon the discovery of the error. 
The latest reported victim is a man who was 
adjudged guilty of arson last year by the crim
inal court at Thorn, and sentenced to three 
years' imprisonment, with hard labor. After 
aerving over seven months of his term, indis
putable evidence of his innocence is now dis
covered, and he ill released from prison a 
ruined man. 

THE recent ukase of the Russian czar, 
granting freedom of conscience and worship 
to the "Raskolnyks," schismatics of the Rus
sian established church, will bring over 
3,000,000 exiles back into the heart of Russia. 
The "Raskolnyks " were not banished in 
chains to Siberia, but, being dissenters from 
the Greek church, whenever they began to 
get strong in any particular section, the clergy 
of the es,ablisbed church complained of them 
and had their community removed to some 
remote province in the empire, which their 
intelligence and industry soon developed into 
productivness, and increased the imperial 
revenues. They hav always been noted as 
patriotic people, and the czars haT always 
been favorably disposed toward them on ac
count of their loyalty and thrift, and their 
good example wherever they went. 

A MANIA for the erection of statues of di
mensions such as the world has never seen 
before seems to hav seized on the two rival 
countries of the continent. The statue of the 
Republic in the Place du Chateau d'Eau was 
displayed to public view on Saturday amid 
the rejoicings of the citizens of Paris, and in 
a few weeks the enormous figure of Germania, 
which is being erected in honor of the victo
ries of 1870 and 1871, on the Niederwald, oTer
looking the Rhine, will be unveiled in the 
presence of the emperor. Both of them, 
however, will be dwarfed by the huge statue 
of Liberty, which, through the generous con
tributions of the French nation, will be pre
sented in a short time to the Americans. This 
will be at least 150 feet in bight, and it will 
stand upon a pedestal of the same bight at 
the entrance of the harbor of New York, to 
welcome emigrants to their new home.-Palt 
Mall Gazette. 

AN exchange says Beecher is color blind and 
cannot tell a red stocking from a blue one. 
That must be a very serious afil.iction for a 
man in his business.--Bradlaugh, the mem
ber of the English parliament, who has had 
so much trouble in the past few years to hold 
his seat in that body, now proposes to effect 
an entrance by an injunction. Brad. is a 
plucky fellow.--A Mormon bishop who or
ganized a divorce court of his own by placing 
dynamite under the bed occupied by three of 
his wives, is to hav his conduct inquired into 
by a church committee. Even in Utah the 
church attempts to control a man's amuee
ment.--The New Orleans Picayune says "it 
is a strange providence that blows down a 
church and lets a shot tower stand." The 
editor of the Picayune has evidently never at
tended a church fair and paid five dollars for 
a colored china doll. A shot tower never 
plays that kind of a game on its congregation. 
-Theologian of Peck's Sun. 

THE announcement made by Mr. Beecher 
that he does not believe in the fall of Adam, 
and in the inheritance of guilt, is less inter
esting in itself than as the prelude or intro
duction to the subsequent confession of dis
beJief which we may expect in logical se
quence. The rejection of the doctrin of the 
fall and of inherited guilt naturally dispenses 
with any necessity for an atonement or for 
a divine redeemer. If we reject the idea of 
vicarious sin we mu1t also reject the idea of 
vicarious atonement, and the whole divine 
element in the mission of Chri!lt disappear• 

at once. Such a form of unbelief is easy to 
understand, but it is not easy to understand 
why one who thus unceremoniously rejects 
the divine mission of Christ should take the 
trouble of 011lling himself "a Christian Evo
lutionist." There would be as much meaning 
in the· words if, under the same circum
stances, he should call himself a Christian 
pagan. It would be more seemly if those 
who wholly repudiate the authority of Christ 
would also repudiate the name of Christian 
altogether,-New York World. 

ON the popular habit of ridiculing sclence, 
among those whose religious belief conflicts 
with its conclusions, Professor Tyndall writes 
as follows in the Contemporary Review: "Shafts 
of sarcasm without number havbeen launched 
at the Royal Societ.yl It was perfectly nat
ural for persons who had little taste for scien
tific inquiry and less knowledge of the meth
eds of nature to feel amused, if not scandal
ized, by the apparently insignificant subjects 
which sometimes occupied the scientific 
mind. They were not aware that in science the 
most stupendous phenomena often find their 
suggestion and interpretation in the most mi
nute-that the smallest laboratory fact is con
nected by indissoluble ties with the grandest 
operations of nature. Thus the iridescences 
of the common soap-bubble, subjected to sci
entific analysis, hav emerged in the conclu
sion that stellar space .is a plenum, filled with 
a material substance capable of transmitting 
motion with a rapidity which would girdle the 
equatorial earth eight times in a second, while 
the tremors of this substance in one form 
constitute what we call light, and, in all 
forms, constitute what we call radiant heat. 
Not seeing this connection between great and 
small, not discerning that as regards the il
htstration of physical principles there is no 
great and no small, the wits, considering the 
small contemptible, permitted sarcasm to 
flow accordingly. But these things hav passed 
away, while the ridicule and intolerance from 
which she once suffered are now, I think un
fairly, 1ometime1 laid to the charge of 
science." 

C.!Sl!ls of intuition, it appears, do sometim€.s 
occur, or else human testimony isn't worth 
much. The following story is told in the 
Cincinnati News-Journal: "A gentleman who 
has given much thought and enthusiastic in
vestigation to psychological questions, speak
ing of intuitions, told me the truth of these 
mysterious promptings-usually supposed to 
be confined to women-had been continually 
forced upon him in various ways, and as an 
instance thereof he related the following in
cident: 'I recently began an article in which 
I wished to introduce an account of Dr. --'s 
experiments relating to the subject I was 
writing about, but could not remember the 
nature of his experiments with sufficient ac
curacy to warrant a description of them. 
Rather annoyed at my forgetfulness, I wan
dered aimlessly down stairs to a front room 
and sat there trying to recall the account 
which I had read some months previous. In 
this condition I suddenly saw, mentally, a 
large cabinet photograph of a friend, which I 
had lost for about a week. On looking casu
ally before me I noticed a large encyclopedia 
on the table, with one end of the same photo
graph, which was mounted on a large oval 
card, protruding from between the leaves. 
Opening the book my attention was called to 
an illustration on the page upon which lay the 
photograph. The illustration was that of the 
identical apparatus with which Dr. -- con
ducted his investigations. Appended was a 
full account of the aame. I had never seen 
the inside of that book before, but now re
member having slipped the photograph into 
it for safe keeping. I should call this simply 
a coincidence had I not had too many like ex
periences to think it a matter of chance. I 
believe intuition is a natural faculty, and 
capable of high cultivation. I suppose it 
might be called natural clainoyance, and 
think the innate power of intuition makes fre
quent attempts to attract our attention, and 
i1 often entirely neglected.' " 

Jltws off tltt §ftth. 

THE cholera has claimed nearly nine hun
dred victims in Egypt within one week. 

IT is reported in Rc,me that the pope is 
drafting an encyclical letter against divorce. 

AN explosion in a coal mine at Caltanisetta, 
Sicily, last week, killed thirty-five miners out 
of seventy. 

A LOT of factory girls in Trenton, N.J., last 
week hanged in effigy an editor who had tra
duced their character. 

CETYWAYO, king of the 'Zulus, was killed in 
a recent battle between his own forces and 
those of another African nation. 

MANY manufacturers in this city hav yielded 
to the terms of the striking cloak-makers, and 
hav signed the demands made by the em
ployees. 

SIXTY-FIVE persons are reported to hav lost 
their lives by falling through a rotten wharf 
at Tivoli Maryland, into the Chesapeake Bay, 
on the 24th inst. 

INFORMER CAREY, of the Irish Invincibles, 
implicated in· the Phenix Park, Dublin, mur
ders, has been shot and killed at Port Eliza
beth, South Africa. 

BETWEEN three and four thousand lives 
were lost in an earthquake shock on the isl
and of Ischia, near Naples, last Sunday. 
Many more were injured. 

THE Brotherhood of Telegraphers is still on 
strike, and the telegraph companies continue 
to hold out. Railroad operativs are to be 
ordered out by the fraternity. 

NINETEEN persons were killed and thirteen 
wounded in a railway accident at Carlyon, 
Orleans county, N. Y., during a thunder 
storm on the night of Friday, the 27th. 

Ex-STATE TREASURER PoLK, of Tennessee, 
has been sentenced to twenty years' impris
onment for embezzling public money, and to 
pay a fine of $366,000, the amount which he 
stole. 

CAPT. WEBB, the English swimmer, was 
killed last week in an attempt to swim the 
rapids and whirlpool at Niagara. His body 
was found six miles below the place where he 
disappeared. 

SENOR DoN FRANCisco BARCA, Spanish min
ister to the United States, shot and killed 
himself in his rooms in the Albemarle Hotel 
last Sunday morning. No cause for the act 
has as yet been discovered. 

THIRTY thousand persons from this vicinity 
visited Rockaway last Sunday. As many more 
went to Coney Island, and twelve thousand 
were at Glen Island. The shrine cannot 
compete with the brine in summer time. 

THE Catholic bishops in Germany hav be
gun to use the powers granted them under 
the provisions of the government's church 
bill recently passed. They hav ordered all 
vicars and candidates for the priesthood to 
return to Prussia. 

THE Rev. Mr. Tighe, of New York city, has 
been arrested at the instance of a member of 
his church. He is charged with conspiring 
with the member's wife to get him (the mem
ber) into prison. Ministers fool too much 
with family matters. 

A NEW weapon of warfare called the multi
charge gun has been invented. A portion of 
the powder lodged in chambers along the 
bore of the gun explodes after the passage of 
the shot. It is claimed that fifty per cent is 
added to the force of the charge. 

A DARING attempt at highway robbery was 
made last Saturday on the cashier of the 
Orange, N. J., National Bank. Three men 
entered the car with him, struck him on the 
head with a piece of lead pipe, and attempted 
to snatch from him a satchel containing $12,-
000. He succeeded in retaining his grip on 
the satchel, and the thieves were arrested. 
One of them is an ex-policeman who .was sus
pended from the force a few years since for 
complicity in the robbery of the Manhattan 
Bank of this city. 

, 
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Qiommunicatiorrs. 

Radicalism in England. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Many 

thousands of the readers of TH1!1 TRUTH SEEKER, al
though they are generally very intelligent people, are 
more or less ignorant of what is going on in England 
in the way of Freethought 'effort. The British Isles 
are the fatherland of most of our American citizens. 
It was in England where the great battle which truth 
is now waging against the falsehoods of the church 
began. Voltaire, in his struggle for the freedom of 
the human intellect against the cruel despotism of 
the crown and miter in France, got aid and comfort 
by his visit to England and his conference with the 
Freethinkers of that country. The church of Eng
land, which is supported at the public expense, and 
which is as much a part of the constitution and gov
ernment as the army and the judiciary, embraces in 
its priesthood thousands of men, more or less edu
cated, who resort to this calling merely for the sake 
of a living. The zeal of these men for the church, 
therefore, is prompted mainly by a love of bread and 
butter, and not because they hav any faith in the 
church's creed One-half the English people are dis
senters from the established church, and maintain 
their own clergy. These are more entitled to respect 
because of their sincerity. And both together; in
cluding also the Catholics, are the organized force 
with which the Radicals are now at war. Besides 
these there is a large class of politicians who are se
cretly Infidel to all the claims of the church, and 
spell the word "God " with a little g, but who, never
theless, do not feel called upon to identify themselvs 
with the Radicals, and think, upon the whole, that 
for restraining the turbulent masses there must be a 
religion supported by law, which has a hell in it, and 
a devil going about among wicked people as a roar
ing lion seeking whom he may devour. · This class is 
of no account whatever in the struggle now going on. 
They are, activly, neither for the Radicals nor agaimlt 
them, but for themselvs. Their indifferentism and 
selfishness are as hateful to the one belligerent as the 
other, for in a controversy between right and wrong, 
truth and falsehood, all neutrals, if they be sane, are 
contemptible. 

The Radicals in England are divided in sentiment, 
just as they are in this country, and on similar issues. 
Charles Bradlaugh, the editor-in-chief of the Nation
al Riformer, and three times elected to a seat in Par
liament, which the Tories and weak-kneed Liberals 
will not allow him to occupy, because of his relig
ious opinions, published an edition several years ago 
of a book called "Fruits of Philosophy," written by 
an American physician more than half a century 
since, in which he taught the doctrin that the num
ber of children in a family was a matter within the 
control of parents. The working classes of England 
swarm with population, who grow up in ignorance 
and vice, steadily increasing the poor and criminal 
rates of the country. Even so long ago as 1798 the 
Rev. Malthus, a Church of England minister, seeing 
that the increase of population was greater than the 
means of subsistence afforded by the soil, sounded 
the alarm and published a book on this branch of 
political economy, in which he suggested means for 
correcting the evil of our population, such as a delay 
of marriage or a total abstention therefrom, which, 
although great evils of themselvs, were not so great 
as those which result from an excess of population. 
An American author, Mr. George, has, I think, proved 
in his "Progress and Poverty,"which every one ought 
to read, that Malthus was mistaken in his facts, and 
that the earth never would refuse to sustain any 
population that might be born on it if it were occu
pied and cultivated as it ought to be. In the 
"Fruits of Philosophy," which, like Mal thus's book, 
is a work on the science of political economy, the 
author suggests methods by which population can be 
effectually controled, as it is in France, without 
injuring either the health or the morals of the par
ties concerned. This book was issued from the pub
lishing house of which Charles Bradlaugh and Annie 
Besant constitute the firm. 

Mrs. Besant is the wife of the Rev. Besant, who 
because she outgrew the musty old creed and popish 
mummeries of the Church of England, made her 
life so uncomfortable as to necessitate divorce. 
Availing himself of the barbarous laws which took the 
poet Shelley's child from him because his metaphysi
cal ideas of God did not conform to the pueril con
ceptions of the church, this bigoted clergyman, in
stead of being proud of such a wife and following 
her lead, took away her children and drove her to 
the necessity of supporting herself. This she is 
abundantly able to do; for there is no woman in 
England or in any other country who has a finer 
mind, a better education, and who can write and lec
ture in an abler manner than Mrs. Besant. When 
prosecuted jointly with Mr. Bradlaugh for publishing 
"Fruits of Philosophy," she defended herself in 
the courts, and, by her legal knowledge and acumen, 
secured the admiration of both the bench and the 
bar. Of course the church, which is a kennel for 

breeding the. meanest kinds of dogs, put her hounds 
upon her track. But her character is so lofty that 
she commands the respect of the British public and 
pursues the course she has marked out for herself 
regardless of all opposition. 

As "Fruits of Philosophy" was written half a 
century and more before the microscope in the hands 
of Haeckel and other eminent physiologists had ad
vanced the science of embryology to its present con-' 
dition, Mrs. Besant, availing herself of the new dis
coveries iriade in that line, published a hand-book on 
the subject of population for circulating among the 
class of people where knowledge was most needed. 
This pamphlet, while it serves the purposes of politi
cal economy on a large scale, is adapted by its wise 
simplicity and cheapness to reach the masses, where 
the evils to be remedied prevail, and has gone 
through several large editions. It teache~ that the 
limitation of the number of children in a family is 
entirely within control, and that the old idea that 
God, by a special creation, sends children into the 
world, and may be expected to send food also to feed 
them, is a false and mischievous superstition. Mul
titudes of English families, made wise by this book, 
bless Mrs. Besant as their greatest benefactor. But 
as the method or improving the human race by the 
process of evolution is slow, and as the English mind 
is essentially .stolid and stupid, Mrs. Besant's fame as 
a philanthropist and political economist will hav to 
be posthumous. When she shall hav moldered into 
dust, and when England shall hav felt the beneficent 
effect of her efforts, the descendants of the men who 
now malign her will perhaps build a monument to her 
memory. For it seems to hav been the fate of all 
reformers, hitherto, Garrison alone accepted, to be 
opposed and slandered while living and to be canon
ized after they are dead. 

There is a class of persons, men and women, who, 
to use a Scotch phrase, "hav taken a sconner" at the 
whole subject of sex. To see them raise thei.r upper 
lip and expose ·their canine teeth when anythi:sg of 
the kind is mentioned in their presence, you would 
suppose they were exceptions to the general rule, and 
had been miraculously conceived, like the child of 
the Virgin Mary; or had been born like Minerva, 
when s;h.e sprung forth, matured and panoplied, from 
the brain of Jupiter; or, if humble in their origin, 
had been found bv some doctor or nurse, in a radish 
bed in their mother's garden. The way in which the 
all-wise and holy God has ordained for perpetuating 
the races of men, animals, and plants on the earth 
these ladies and gentlemen consider to be impure 
and abominable, and any allusion to such a distaste
ful subject is deemed a sign of coarseness, if not of 
moral obliquity. A gentleman who belongs to this 
class of exceedingly proper men has published an 
edition of Shakspere's plays from which he has ex
purgated all" indelicate" passages. Even the beau
tiful allusion of Shylock, in "The Merchant of Ven
ice," to the Bible account of the way Jacob increased 
his share of his father-in-law's flock is eliminated; 
and the great "Poet of Nature" is throttled when he 
attempts to speak of one of Nature's most wonderful 
phenomena. The young persons for whose sake the 
sacred text of the poet is tampered with are sure, 
however, to find out the fact, and to go to the "Index 
Expurgatorius," and there read over the prohibited 
passages five times for once they' would hav read 
them had they not been expurgated. The moment 
you shamefacedly cover up a passage in an author 
alluding to natural phenomena you awaken the curi
osity of the reader, and he is never satisfied till he 
reads it a dozen times to see why it was expurgated. 

Sex is the most universal and wonderful fact in 
all-creating nature. It reigns in the animal and veg
etable kingdoms, and but for it the globe on which 
we dwell would soon become as lifeless as the moon 
is said to be. Even in the infinitesimal atoms of 
matter, a couple of able thinkers hav lately originated, 
or revived, the theory that sex prevails, and that life 
is generated and perpetuated by the constant recur
rence of love and marriage between them. If, then, 
procreation is the grand law and purpose of all liv
ing beings, how profane it is in those who taboo the 
subject as odious and abominable! I suspect that 
many-not all-who loathe it as a topic of discussion 
hav been guilty some time in their lives of a shame
ful indulgence of the amatory instinct, and are now 
haunted by a remembrance of the fact. Others, 
knowing that they liv in a world of shams and hy
pocrisies, where tinsel can be palmed off upon the 
ignorant and credulous as fine gold, are constantly 
breaking over their prqfessed code of morals, and 
cover up their transgressions by seeming to be ex
cessivly pure and holy. I know of such a one-a 
bachelor clergyman of an orthodox church, who, like 
his great exemplar, Anthony Comstock, gves into 
spasms and holy wrath against "obscenity" in his pul
pit on Sundays, but keeps in his trunk a choice se
lection of French pictures of the most lascivious kind, 
which he gloats over in private, and sometimes ex
hibits to those of his congregation who like to see 
such things. History tells us of others of this class, 
men and women, who, having exhausted the powers 
of their manhood and womanhood by illicit indul
gence in their youth, compound with the devil and 

their own consciences, by turning monks and nunS 
for the rest of their lives, and denouncing the whole 
subject of sex as impure. 

But there is another class of persons who think 
that everything which is natural is pure, and that it 
is mock, and not real, modesty which leads them to 
ignore the subject of sex. The women of this class 
tell no lies to their children about the way they are 
brought into existence; but, without allowing them 
to hear the subject coarsely alluded to by the vulgar, 
prepossess their minds with the truth by explaining 
to them, as they are able to comprehend, scientifically 
and physiologically, the whole process of generation 
among human beings, the lower animals, and plants, 
from beginning to end. They believe that the great 
preservativ of a young man's chastity in heart, speech, 
and behavior, is his mother's explanation to him of 
the mystery of sex and generation, so far as it is yet 
understood. When he brings home to his own con
sciousness that he was begotten of his parents by an 
act of holy love; that he lay in his mother's womb 
for months, drawing his very being from her blood, 
and that he was ushered into this breathing world 
at the risk of her life, you need not hide obscene 
books and pictures from him. He instinctivly loathes 
them because they are an insult to the sex of his 
mother. This class of people plant themselvs on the 
absolute holiness of sex. They would scatter scien
tific knowledge on the subject everywhere, because 
knowledge is the parent of all good, while ignorance 
is the prolific mother of all evil. The very fact that 
all-creating nature, whom we call God, has ordained 
sex, and made its functions the ollly means of perpet
uating all living beings, proves that it is holy. And 
it is one of the counts in the bill of indictment we 
bring against the church that she has blasphemed 
God, and injured mankind, by dishonoring sex, 
and love, and marriage; and inculcating upon her 
victims the abominable lie that chastity-by which 
they mean merely abstaining from marriage-is a 
more holy condition of life than husband, and wife, 
and children, all bound together by the holy ties of 
blood and affection, and making home the dearest 
spot on earth. 

Yet this subject was the rock on which the Radi
cals of this country split, weakening their power
small enough at. best-and subjecting themselvs to 
the taunts of their enemies, the Pharisees. That in
famous scoundrel, Comstock, aided by the equally 
infamous Cook, the spawn of a church whose fornica
tions and adulteries are constantly obtruding them
selva in all their odious details on the public atten
tion through the press, started the mad-dog cry 
against the Radicals, and charged them with circu
lating impure literature through the mails! There 
was ollly one way to meet this vile slander gotten up 
by these two agents of the church. It was the way 
the Abolitionists, ·fiftv years ago, met similar slanders 
which the church he-aped upon them-by trampling 
them into the dust, and treating them with scorn and 
contempt. But Mr. Abbot, who was our leader when 
Comstock sprung his trap upon us, tampered with 
the villain; and after rendering invaluable services to 
the cause as an editor, and as the founder of the Lib
eral League, turned against us, and afterward did his 
best to destroy the work of his own hands. He made 
charges against his old ~ssociates ~d co-workers 
which they hav never forgiven, and whiCh they never 
will, nor ought to, forgiv. 

In England the same dispute arose, and similar 
parties were formed, on the propriety of p~blishing 
a politico-economical ~o~k on the popul~twn ques
tion simply because It mvolved the subJect of sex, 
Mr.' George Holyoake representing the prudery and 
miss-nancyism of England on the one hand, and 
Charles Bradlaugh representing the sound philoso
phy and patriotism of that country on the other. I 
hav had in my archives for several years a piece of 
poetry on the immaculate conception of the Virgin 
Mary, which was written, set to music, and often sung 
by Mr. Holyoake in order to break down, by the 
legitimate weapon of ridicule, the colossal humbug 
which is a fundamental article of the Christian faith, 
that a woman could be the mother of a family of 
children and remain a virgin all her life. The poem 
is not equal to Lord Byron's poetry, but with Mr. 
Holyoake's permission and Mr. Abbot's consent, and 
not otherwise, I was willing to hav it published in 
the Index so that the American Radicals could see 
and unde~stand the true inwardness of this gentle
man's new-born zeal in behalf of clean speech. This 
is all the more in point now, since in the editorial 
notes in the last TRUTH SEEKER you say that Mr. 
Holyoake has refused to sign the petition to the gov
ernment asking for the release of Mr. Foote from 
prison, and giving as. a reaso:J?- that F~~te, in ;ridicul
ing certain passages m the Bible, has committed an 
outrage on the faith of Christians." Tyndall, Hux
ley, Spencer, and many others like them:-~en w.ho 
never saw their way clear to pollute their hps with 
ribald jokes about the immaculate conception-hav 
asked for the pardon of Foote, who was sent to prison 
by Judge North for doing precisely what George 
Holyoake did; but Mr. Holyoake votes that Foote 
shall remain in jail until he has paid the uttermost 
farthing! 
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I think, Mr. Editor, you are mistaken in your the
ory of accounting for this strange fact. It is not the 
miserable pay he receives from the government which 
has bribed Mr. Holyoake into treason to the cause of 
Freethought. You must go deeper, and further 
back for the cause which has produced this humili
ating effect. It is the jealousy and chagrin he has 
always felt at seeing the prominence given to Brad
laugh, who, a younger man than himself, and en
dowed with superior qualifications, has been forced 
by circumstances into a position which has given him 
not only national but world-wide renown as a leader 
of the Freeth ought forces in England. Mr. Holyoake 
is a strong man with his pen, and has done good 
work in battering down the walls of the church's 
superstition. He felt, therefore, that he ought to be 
looked up to as a leader. Envy and ambition are 
two of the cursedest and meanest passions of the hu
man soul, and hav often hindered the cause of prog
ress. Instead of rejoicing, as others do in England, 
that the sacred cause of Freethought has found such 
a powerful and accomplished advocate as it has in 
Bradlaugh, Mr. Holyoake has secretly rejoiced, as 
mucl;l as old Newdegate, at the success of the tories 
and the church in keeping him out of Parliament, 
because it would increase his power and prominence 
a hundredfold, and eclipse all other lesser lights 
The case is paralleled, as already hinted, in this· 
country. We all remember how our own Achilles, 
because the Liberal League· would not re-elect him 
and his four nominees as officers, went sulking to 
his tent, and actually joined Comstock and Joe Cook 
in charging the League with favoring the spread of 
obscene literature through the mails! Mr. Holyoake 
is only repeating· that treason and folly. VINDEx. 

The Supremacy of Reason. 
I do not purpose to prolong the controversy be

tween myself and Mr. Andrews, because it would be 
useless where such profound differences of opinion 
occur; and the question is not one of fact, but of 
fundamental assumptions concerning the foundation 
of belief. I do not wish to deter any one from 
accepting the philosophy of Mr. Andrews, if such 
philosophy appears to them the best. What I want 
is that they should distinctly understand to what 
they assent when they become the adherents of 
Universology. 

Mr. Andrews accuses me of misunderstanding 
him. Possibly I do. But it niay be that he also 
misunderstands me, for I notice that he accuses me 
of bringing in the old-time error of "Intuition," and 
yet when I state what I actually mean by " scientific 
intuition," he accepts it as an admirable statement of 
a Universological doctrin. So it seems that, after all, 
we agree on that point. It is very easy to misunder
stand on account of the vagueness of language; and 
it does not show a lack of judgment that one mis
interprets an opponent now and then; and if Mr. 
Andrews tumbles into a mistake concerning my ideas, 
assureGly I may be forgiven for the same offense in 
regard to his distinctions. 

I think Mr. Andrews has hardly kept to the point 
in this discussion, which is concerning the origin of 
knowledge and not concerning its subjectiv classifi
cation and distribution after the sensation has once 
been given. In regard to the mental activity of man 
upon the basis furnished by the material universe 
there is but little difference between Mr. Andrews 
and myself. When it comes to purely subjectiv 
synthesis Mr. Andrews is a master-mind indeed, and 
wht~t he has accomplished in this realm is of uni
versal importance, and I do not think that any one 
would giv a greater meed of gratitude than myself to 
this surpassing logician. Mr. Andrews has been and 
ever will be one of my chief teachers in the subjec
tiv interpretation of the universe, and I wish it to 
be thoroughly understood that when once the objec
tiv has passed into the subjectiv and the human 
mind begins to play its part and mold the chaotic 
material, the method of Mr. Andrews is infinitly 
helpful and suggestiv, and flings a flood of light 
upon our mental action even to its subtlest wave of 
reflection. 

The point of difference is not as to the subjectiv 
treatment of material sensation, but as to the funda
mental relation of mind and matter. Mr. Andrews 
claims that he is not a transcendentalist according to 
the old style. I will admit that, and will not call 
Universology transcendentalism, but let it stand by 
itself as a new method of dealing with the universe; 
but at the same time I affirm that it is not a scientific 
dealing with the universe. It may be more sensible 
than the olden philosophy, but it has not come down 
to the hard-pan of science. 

The old transcendental position is this, that mind 
comes first and makes matter. Matter is simply the 
shadow or manifestation of mind, and has no inde
pendent existence. It is an appearance and nothing 
more; the reality is the in:finit soul or reason. The 
material universe is but a garment with which the 
all-pervading mind clothes itself. 

can come; there is not the slightest evidence that 
mind has ever existed apart from matter. Giv cer
tain conditions of matter and you hav mind. Take 
away these conditions and the mind ceases. This is 
the universal testimony of human experience. Mat
ter exists in a thousand forms through infinit reaches 
of space, absolutely independent of mind. In itself 
it exists, but mind does not; before it can exist there 
must be matter. Therefore science is driven to the 
conclusion that mind is not an entity, but a process-a 
process beginning and ending with certain move
ments of matter. Destroy those movements and you 
destroy mind, while you cannot destroy a particle of 
matter. Matter, then, is eternal, and mind is but a 
part of its changes. 

Universology takes neither one nor the other of 
these radically opposit positions, but a "betwixt and 
a between" position, that is, it affirms the equal eter
nity of mind and matter. Matter does not produce 
mind and mind does not produce matter. The life 
of each is in itself; and they simply act together in 
time and space, commingling with an inscrutable and 
wondrous affinity. Both are entities, original causes 
in the infinit universe of life, and humaR conscious
ness is the "bright consummate flower" of their 
blending activity. 

I think that Mr. Andrews will accept this as a fair 
statement of the fundamental affirmation of Univer
sology concerning mind and matter. It is a beautiful 
doctrin, I admit, far better than the old transcenden
talism; and if one wishes to believe it I will not bid 
him nay. I will not argue the question, but I still 
say that this is not the affirmation of science, and 
therefore Universology is not science. I desire those 
who claim that Mr. Andrews has the best of the ar
gument, to know just what is the gist of that argu
ment and to what they commit themselvs when they 
accept Universology as the explanation of the uni
verse. They commit themselvs to a most tremen
dous assumption, namely, that mind is equally unbe
ginning and unending with matter. If one delights 
himself with this belief, all right; but science repu
diates it, equally with the old transcendentalism. 

And this brings me to a final word of explanation 
as to the "Supremacy of Reason." Mr. Andrews 
hints that I am not committed to the supremacy of 
reason and therefore am no true rationalist. Mr. 
Andrews's term, "the supremacy of reason," conveys 
again the deep point of difference between our re
spectiv views, for I do not believe in the supremacy 
of reason as Mr. Andrews understands" reason," and 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, the Investigator, and scientific 
rationalists, hav never affirmed any such supremacy. 
Reason is not supreme; it is the material universe 
that is supreme, and the human reason must submit 
itself every time to this universe exactly as it is, and 
no "supremacy of reason" can make it other than it 
is. The reason cannot go forth and construct this 
universe after some pet theory. This is the old tran
scendental method. The philosopher reasoned out 
some "perfect universe," and then, he said, "the real 
universe must be exactly like this." This was his 
"supremacy of reason," which is as essentially un
truthful as the "supremacy of revelation," and 
against such sorts of reasoning science sets itself as 
rigidly as against any so-called "revelation." 

However, Mr. Andrews's "supremacy" is not quite 
as bad as this. He believes in conforming to the out
ward to a certain extent at least. Still, however, he is 
not a scientific l'ationalist. 

How does science use reason? Not to bolster up any 
preconceived notions, but to discover the actual facts 
of nature and life. It uses reason as the humble in
terpreter of the universe. Reason must always de· 
pend on fact; therefore how can it be supreme? It is 
the fact that is supreme. The man of science most 
deeply recognizes this relation of human reason to 
what is. He does not reason out what he thinks 
ought to be; he observes and studies and reflects on 
nature itself, and however disagreeable the conclu
sion, he accepts it. Man's reason is the loyal servan~ 
of nature, and only by the most absolute submission 
to nature can reason achieve any triun1ph whatsoever; 
and in order to do this it must advance from fact to 
fact, and it cannot transcend the facts given to it in 
experience. 

"infinit ·reason," you can certainly know the ma
terial universe, not by experiment, as science declares, 
but by a transcendent logic; for, if the outward uni
verse is the analog of an in:finit mind, if you com
prehend the mind, then, by what Mr. Andrews calls 
the "Science of Analogy," you can comprehend its· 
analog. The method of Universology is this, to get 
at the "infinit reason" and through that to the ma
terial universe. Now science will not deal with the 
universe in any such way. It deals directly with the 
universe through the senses. It does not admit the 
existence of an infinit reason. It declares positivly 
that there is no higher reason, no greater intelligence, 
than man himself. Mr. Andrews assumes an " infinit 
reason," and that we can pierce to its depths, and, 
having done so, the material universe will be a map 
before us, for it is but a reflex of this mind from 
whose center we look forth. All this is very pretty. 
It sounds royal; it is fascinating, and it crowns our 
poor, struggling, and oftentimes mistaken reason 
with an astonishing potency; but it is a dream and , 
nothing more. There is no proof of this " infinit 
reason," and, therefore, we cannot commune with it, 
even though it master the "everlasting universe of 
things." Alas! 'tis true, and pity 'tis true, there's no 
such supremacy of reason. We must still struggle 
on. We are still liable to mistakes. We must learn 
and unlearn continually. We must keep on guessing 
half the time. Slowly and painfully must we acquire 
the certainty of truth. Many and many a time must 
reason submit to a most ugly and humiliating fact. 
We might like to hav an " in:finit reason " to help us 
on our way, but there is no such thing. There is no 
greater reason than our limited human faculties can 
furnish. Through this we must understand nature 
as best we can. Science can giv no such gorgeous 
promises as Universology. It cannot say, "I will 
enable you to pierce to the center of things and 
from that dazzling point unfold every secret of the 
universe." Science has no such "reason," no such 
"logic," at its command. Therefore it must advance 
by infinit experimentation and by constant submis
sion to the order of the material universe. 

I do not think I hav misstated the position of Mr. 
Andrews and his followers. Does he not affirm the 
equal eternity of mind and matter-that mind and 
matter are both infinit and analogs one of the other? 
and, therefore, if by any process of logic one can 
understand the mind, so far he can understand mat
ter, because it is the expression or " word" of that 
mind. 

Universology is a most magnificent dream of the 
" supremacy of reason," but I affirm that this is not 
science. Science studies matter directly. It denies 
that mind is equally eternal with matter. It denies 
that mind is an entity, but affirms that it is a process 
finite and temporary and dependent on matter. 

SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

Assumptions. 
Gen. Jackson had an adage printed at the head 

of his favorit journal, "The world is governed too 
much." May we not affirm with equal emphasis, the 
world believes to much? Credulity has done and is 
still doing a world of mischief. It is the inlet, as 
Shakspere expressed it, of a sea of troubles, far 
more dangerous and destructiv than Infidelity. This 
takes the wise precaution to bar out the applicant 
till he submits proof that he is worthy; that admits 
him without proof. The one element of the mind is 
cautious and safe; the other is careless, and passes 
propositions unproven and often absurd. The one, 
like the faithful sentinel, must hav the watchword, 
and thus keeps out all enemies; the other opens the 
flood-gates to deluge the precious interests it is his 
sworn duty to guard. 

Such an incautious, loose mind diseases itself, like 
the unhygienic glutton, gulping down adulterated 
food, and at times absolute poison. The mind, to be 
kept pure, healthful, and vigorous, must hav pure 
pabulum well masticated and digested. Hence its 
first duty is to reject spurious articles, select and 
wisely use the genuin. 

No longer than yesterday a lady of mind and 
education above the average remarked at our dinner 
table, "They say that raspberry tea is good for cancer 
in the stomach." When asked whom she meant by 
her pronoun "they," she perceived the careless 
assumption, and that she had allowed the idea to 
creep into her mind, not only without reason, but 
even destitute of authority, since "they" meant 
the mass of "ignoramuses." . 

Assumptions are of close kin to superstitions. 

The scientific position is the exact opposit of this, 
namely, that matter is the original substance and that 
mind is the result of certain conditions of this sub
stance. There is no other conclusion t9 which science 

Mr. Andrews's supremacy of reason is not this; it 
is something vastly different. As I hav said before, 
he assumes the equal eternity of mind and matter; 
that is, back of the material universe there is an 
"infinit reason." The material universe is the analog 
of this infinit reason, an outward picture of it, we 
might say, in time and space. That is, the Cosmos is 
the Logos or word of this unbeginning and. unend
ing mind. Between the two there is the most exact 
and wondrous unity. They play and interplay with 
each other in perfect melody of adaptation. Mind 
eternally echoes matter, and matter eternally echoes 
mind. Like the shell upon the sea-shore, matter 
breathes to the intent soul all the music of.tbe infinit 
ocean of mind, and mind is but the pre-existent har
mony of the beautiful shapes of matter. The ideal 
and the real, the spiritual and the material, two 
eternally independent existences thus blend together; 
and the logical outcome is what? Why, that if by 
any process of logic you can grasp the secret of the 

These lead to cruel, bloody persecutions, of which 
the Inquisition is a dreadful example. Then, if we 
would be Liberal and free from the intolerance con
verting, or rather perverting, our kind into fiends, we 
need to hold our minds in balance like just scales, 
never preponderating without evidence. Ignore as
sumptions; call for proof. To do so over a true prop
osition the delay may do no harm, while to receive 
false propositions must result in disaster. Especially 
will this rule work well in the extensiv domain of in
consistent notions. Since the laws of natffi.e are in
variable and in perfect harmony, all at variance with 
this grand code may be regarded as not only doubt-

, 
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fw, but false. To say the least, a reasonable pre~ 
sumption should at once confront such ideas, de~ 
manding proof. While too many of the unthought~ 
ful seem more ready to receive notions conflicting 
with experience and common sense, the thoughtful, 
honest truth seekers prove all things, and therefore 
hold fast to that which is good. W. PERKINS. 

Prohibition. 
In your issue of the 16th instant, Mr. Walker has 

written a reply to statements of mine contained in 
previous numbers of THE TRUTH SRERER. 

I am highly pleased with the effort made; and.the 
honorable adherence to the subject in controversy, 
coupled with the total absence of discursiv person
ality, is especially gratifyi11g. 

His reply to my definition of "right" is all that 
could be asked, even of a coUeag in discussion, and 
more than I was expecting from the chief opponent 
in this controversy. 

In support of the statement of an opponent in a 
discussion that bas not been remru:kable for the 
quantity of the "milk of human kindness" it con
tained, a man who can write, "No Liberal, burdened 
with a sense of the responsibility resting upon him 
as an apostle of· the new faith, could conscientiously 
do, or advise another to do, that which would dim
inish the sum of human happiness," must be a truth 
seeker in the fullest sense of the name. 

Immediately following the above, we hav this: 
"Now all this is within the sphere of morals, with 
which law should hav absolutely nothing to do." The 
last clause contains the premia of much of Mr. 
Walker's argument. We hav not at any time accepted 
this as true, and Mr. Walker must know that we will 
not accept it upon mere assertion. 

I shall not here discuss this assumption. Mr. 
Walker has given us the same affirmation in differ
ent forms, repeatedly, and in roy article of April 14th 
I negatived it with a mere assertion. 

As it is peculiarly his " chicken," I wait to giv him 
the first picking. 

A special use is made of the words "free" and 
"freedom," which I cannot pass unnoticed. 

"·when a man is free" (from the restraint of civil 
law)" only to do right" (according to the moral law) 
"he is not free" (under the moral law) "at all; he 
does not do right" (according to the moral law). Is 
this what is meant? If so, it is false upon its face, 
for it puts man in bondage to a law, the conditions 
of which he fulfils. If it means that, "When a man 
is free" (from the restraint of civil law) "only to do 
right " (according to the standard of civil law) "he is 
not free" (under the moral law) at all, he does not 
do right (under the moral law), it is true only when 
the civil standard of right is below the moral standard 
of right. If the civil Jaw be up to the standard of the 
moral law, the "man" is free and does do right. 

I presume objection will be made here to so much 
law, but after the protracted effort to square ourselvs 
on the word "right," which effort Mr. vV alker so gen
erously culminates in his last article, I wish to be 
careful about the introduction in this discussion of 
America's pets, "fr.ee " and "freedom." vV e must 
cut close to the "scratch" here, even though the 
grain is cross. 

" When be has a right only to go east, he has not 
one iota of freedom," contains implicitly the idea of 
duress. 

The same idea has been pushed into this discus
sion of prohibition by several parties. The idea is 
not pertinent to the question. The subject of con
troversy being the equity of a law, the individual 
under the law is not in duress, and has an "iota of 
freedom," because he can exercise his individuality 
in violating the law. That this is true one needs giv 
no special proof, as we hav but to open uur eyes to 
see this "iota of freedom " exercised every day and 
in every land, in the violation of every law, natural 
as well as civil. 

"He [I] does right only when he has the right 
(privilege, power) to choose the wrong way . . . 
and yet goes the right way." Argumento 1piss1:mo, 
then. He does wrong only when he has the privi
lege or power to choose the right way, and yet goes 
the wrong way. This is a beautiful abstraction, and 
I accept its truth freely. 

Man has the power or privilege to choose either 
the right or the wrong way. This privilege or power 
of choice belongs to or is his individuality in nature. 
Without it man cannot be, and is not, subject to civil 
law. Take from man this power or privilege (right), 
and he at once ceases to be accountable under the 
law for his acts, because he is not responsible for the 
character of those acts. Man chooses, and the law 
holds biro responsible for the character of his choice. 
Upon the verity of this postulate rests the entire 
structure of human jurisprudence. The object of 
law is to point out the "right way" for man to go, 
and the cha1·acter of a law depends wholly upon 
whether the "way" it points out is right, which 
"way •· is always that which adds to "the sum of hu
man happiness." 

]\fan's individual standard of morals may be higher 
or lower than the civil law. If his standard of right 
be higher, then the civil law that forces him to lower 

that standard forces him to lower his manhood, and 
is therefore pernicious; but if his individual stand
ard of right be lower than that of the civil law, the 
civil law will elevate his manhood, and is therefore 
salutary. 

To illustrate: Man's individual standard of moral
ity once sanctioned the right (?) of conquest, the right 
to enslave his fellow, the 1·ight to imprison mind in 
that man-trap of the gods-flatteringly called "creed" 
-and the right to "take" as many wives as he chose 
and use them as his property; and the standard of 
civil law was lowered to the plane of this individ
uality. 

Now there are in every country and among every 
people persons who assert their individual right (?) 
to these practices yet; but the standard of civil law 
has been and is being raised to a higher plane, occu
pied by a higher manhood, and is fast bringing the 
individuality of the lower plane into harmony with 
its elevated standard of right in these matters. 

I hav not a word to say in defense of the "might 
of majmities" in the legislation and execution of law. 
History furnishes us cumulativ proof that majorities 
are fallible in these matters. Right, individual and 
collectiv, has been trampled upon by majorities, but he 
who reads the history of man from the genesis of 
time to the present must learn, if he reads under
standingly, that minorities, even in governments like 
our own, can outrage every p1inciple of right in 
the enactment and execution of pernicious laws. 

A has the right-power, privilege--to choose to 
become an intelligent, pure, and honorable gentle
man, and he has the right to choose to become a 
filthy, drunken animal. This A, then, stands before 
us a model of "individual sovereignty." In the first 
case let us presume that he chooses to become a 
"righteous" man, yet has not, as often happens to 
man, owing to his social, physical, and mental en
vironments, the means or power to accomplish what 
he had the power to choose. His fellows now step 
forward and generously contribute the power which 
he individually lacks to gratify his choice, and make 
a man of him. This is fine, you will say. It adds 
to "the sum of human happiness," and· we call it 
human charity. 

In the second case let us presume that A chooses 
to become the opposit of a righteous man-a thing
and has, as very often happens to man, the power to 
accomplish the object of his choice. 

His " fellows " now again step forward and gener
ously take from him, Ol' restrain him in the exercise 
of his power, and make a man of him. 

Apropos de bottes, you may exclaim, for I hav nearly 
left the "individual A" out of the question entirely, 
and am, therefore, "but striking air " again. 

To show you that it contains something more sub
stantial than air, I will just here crack that little indi
vidual nut for you, by pointing to the fact that, in 
either case, the resultant product of this contact of 
the individual A with his " fellows" is a man in 
condition to add to "the sum of human happiness." 
He is not, perhaps, so fine a model of "individual 
sovereignty," as you would like, I admit, but he is 
quite the man human progress demands-a roan who 
ego is not floating-a remove only jrom the animal, 
but finds its highest expression and occupies a posi
tion in the ranks of men. 

Mr. Walker givs "an illustration or two to make 
clear" a distinction-a difference wide as the seas, 
which difference and distinction I apprehend. No 
one who has read my article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of 
April 14th can fail to see I fully "grasp." 

It is no uncommon thing, though, for men is dis
cussion to say, as Mr. Walker does, that the man who 
"grasps " the opposit side of a question in contro
versy has failed to apprehend the question in toto. 

Mr. Walker much regrets to hav to say this to me. 
He needs not to do so, for, being the man which to 
him I seem to be, it is taken in the same gentlemanly 
spirit in which it is said. I hav, in controversy, 
taken the small doses of rhetoric before, and am, 
Brother Walker, fully reconciled to any disagreeable 
flavor they may hav in appearance. 

It is my purpose in this discussion to maintain 
this distinction and difference. I hav objected from 
the very first to dignifying "personal right" at the 
expense of righteousness. It is like exchanging by 
weight jewels for sand. Man cannot afford it. 

The ''illustration or two," about which I am inter
rogated, are, in my judgment, far fetched. If work
ing "in the field on a cold drizzly day "is in the same 
moral category as the liquor traffic, and Mr. Walker 
will show it, I will answer the question in the affir
mativ. If the effect of his "reading the lightest kind 
of light literature " extends to "mental intoxication" 
and physical brutalization, I will affirm again. 

The horizon of Mr. Walker, on the " sphere of 
morals," is either extended beyond its legitimate 
limits, or I am not sufficiently near the end of my 
journey "from Jerusalem to DaJUascus." His "logi
cal deduction "from an expression of mine in a for
mer article is, I think, rather strained, but as this 
article is already too long, I shall pass it; and as our 
natures will not allow us to differ at every point, I 
will also pass his two incarnations of the devil
" the liquor dealer and the priest." 

Mr. Walker closes with the assertion: "Every ar~ 
gument brought forward to sustain the plea for the 
curtailment of man's physical libe1iies applies with 
even greater force in the domain of mental intoxica
tion." If by "mental intoxication "he means honest, 
sober thought and its expression, I deny it; and I 
hav given in support of this denial these two affir
mations: 

First, There can be no personal crime, the influence 
of which does not extend beyond the corporal limits 
of the personality committing the crime. 

Second, As la pure dh·ine naturm, there can be no 
mental crime, as thought or opinion cannot become 
criminal till crystallized by action, universal mental 
liberty is the personal right of all created intelli
gence. 

Mr. Walker should giv us something in support of 
his assertion, if it be nothing more than an attempt 
to "shore the ballast" contained in the above. 

In closing, I would call the attentipn of parties to 
this controversy, and of readers also, to the fact that 
in this and former articles I hav confined myself al
most entirely to to the primary effects and bearings 
of the liquor traffic. If I hav failed, in any particu
lar, to show that these furnish sufficient reason for 
the suppression of the traffic, you can easily make 
out the case by drawing on the "secondru·y effects," 
which Mr. w·alker and others are so careful to say 
little about, or would hav us believe do not legiti
mately belong to a discu~sion of prohibition. 

Oreana, Ill., June 20, 283. W. H. GA,NTz 

Hunting for People in the Grass. 
Probably 1\'Ir. Andrews will not thank roe for stir

ring up the gentlemen who do not like his style; 
however, I only wanted to indicate to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, which kindly opens its columns to its readers 
for the expression of their opinions, that some of us 
do not regard Mr. Andrews as incomprehensible, and 
object to his being choked off. Of course, THE TRUTH 
SEEKER is not published especially for the men up a 
tree, like Mr: Andrews, nor for the men in the grass, 
whom Mr. Peck speaks for, but aims to please the 
different classes of its readers; and when it givs an 
editorial hint to its learn eo contributors to fire lower, 
it undoubtedly does so with a knowledge of the posi
tion of the majority of its readers, which is all right, 
and I only ask for a fair minority representation. 

Mr. John Peck also indicates a preference for easy 
lessons, and quotes a little story from Captain Cook 
for my especial benefit; which is very kind of him. 
In his haste to turn my guns against myself he mis
quotes me, which is all right too. But when he says 
that Mr. Andrews is "half the time in a field where 
neither Mr. Craig nor anybody else can follow him," 
I must protest. Mr. Peck is mistaken by a large rna~ 
jority. Mr. Peck is at liberty to make such a state
ment as that regarding himself; I object to his mak
ing it for me, and I doubt whether he is authorize_d 
to make it for everybody else. 1\'Iy modesty of state
ment gave him some warrant for saying that I ad
mitted inability to understand Mr. Andrews myself. 
I did not mean to convey quite so much as Mr. Peck 
assumes; set that down to the ambiguity of my style, 
and let me say that so far as I hav read Mr. Andrews 
I do not remember to hav struck anything I could 
not understand without much trouble-perhaps the 
hunting up of an unusual word. Mr. Andrews is a 
master of the English language, and writes it with 
an accuracy and clearness that leave no excuse for 
his being misunderstood by those who know the 
meaning of words; and in debate his clean-cut pro
nunciation and intelligent accent often add a new 
meaning and beauty to the words he uses by point
ing out their derivation. He is obliged to use the 
language which belongs to the subjects he deals with. 
Perhaps Mr. Peck, who classes me with the H"Qrons 
because I did not claim to be familiar with all the 
special sciences and their nomenclature, will tell us 
how those sciences can be taught, discussed, classi~ 
tied, or systematized without using terms which "the 
plain people"-and that means forty-nine fiftieths of 
the population of this enlightened country-do not 
understand. 

The plain people, whose claims to easy reading Mr. 
Peck urges, do not like a problem in Euclid as 
well as they do a chapter in one of Sylvanus Cobb's 
novels. They do not understand it as easily, yet, 
with all due respect to Mr. Peck, I will venture the 
opinion that the great mathematician would not hav 
obtained, nor deserved, the gratitude of the world in 
any greater degree had he devoted his talents to 
writing love stories of the " once upon a time a lone 
horseman" order. 

I think the fact is that the people who do not un
derstand Mr. Andrews do not, as a rule, try to. It 
requires a little effort sometimes, and most people 
are lazy in their thinking. It needs all the whole
some fear of paternal anger, the dread of disgrace, 
and the stimulus of future reward to keep the col
lege boy at his studies, and as soon as he has finished 
the curriculum he proceeds to burn his books. 
Knowledge, like most useful thinks, is not easy to 
get, and the higher you climb the forbidden tree the 
harder it is to bang on. Mr. Andrews is, if not near 
the top, pretty well up in the higher branches, and 
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. it is neither easy to follow him nor fair to ask him to opened its distant portals in the yonder land to free 

. climb down within reach of the people in the grass. him. n~t onl.Y from ills of earth, but the worse despairs 
People will differ regarding the practical value of of his 1magmed hell. 

some of Mr. Andrews's philosophical speculations, That all such solace must pass away as we become 
. but that is not the point under discussion. incorporated into the new regime is undeniable. And 
. Mr. Peck cites Thomas Paine and D. M. Bennett t? those who still cling to the old shreds of supersti
. as perspicuous writers whose example Mr. Andrews bon, the substitute that Liberalism offers will doubt-
would do well to follow. The suggestion is not well less seem but giving stones for bread and thistles for 
considered. Thomas Paine and Mr. Bennett were grapes, but none the less hav these refreshments to 
levelers, not builders; they were revolutionists, not us proved themselvs both meet and ample. Hard 

. organizers. The business of Paine was to stir up would it be for a Catholic to comprehend the ecstatic 
rebellion, and the style he adopted, or that was nat- contentment of a Buddhist worshiper. Harder still 
ural to him, was admirably suited to his purpose. for either of these to know the peace that comes of 
Mr. Andrews is an inventor, a discoverer, a system- the new religion of science and humanity, 
izer, a builder, and the same method and tools which True it is that God for us has dissolved into the 
served the revolutionary purposes of Paine would be unknowable, but, as Goethe says, the heavens yet 
out of place in his work. arch above us, the earth is still firm beneath our feet. 

As to Mr. Bennett, I was not aware that he ever while through cosmic emotion we sense a feeling of 
discovered a new truth or made any material contri- support, of rest and trust in the boundless flow of 
bution to science, or that he claimed to hav done so. energy that ever persists through myriad correlations, 
He took up the questions of civil and religious liber- and manifests itself to human minds in terms of law. 
ty, which Voltaire, Paine, and others had ably dis- True it is that Christ has dwindled from his old 
cussed, restated them in plain language, and so divinity, to take his p)ace among the great ideals of 
reached a large class who probably never would hav mankind, but we do not therefore lose Christ in the 
drank at the fountain head. For that, and the hero- best of all his attributes, nay, rather, by his side we 
ism he displayed in maintaining his opinions against see arise for us as cheerers and exemplars, Moham
the persecutions of a differing majority, I honor him. med, Buddha, Socrates, Confucius, and every great 

Mr. Peck attributes Mr. Bennett's influence to his reformer of his respectiv time. And even had we no 
being armed with the truth and speaking m plain such saviors, still the race, the great collectiv roan, 
language. These are great advantages, but, better livs on, daily dying, daily rising for the sake of every 
than all, he was inspired by an honest heart. He one of us, and ever giving us an object of existence, 
offered the people wholesome truths in simple phrase, devotiCJn to which must make our lives worth living. 
but back of those truths was a sturdy personal in- So sickness may take hold of us, want may send its 
tegrity which added weight to them. In all the bitterness, death may strike our loved ones, but over 
splendid eulogies that hav been pronounced upon all of these misfortunes we can rise, and work, and 
his memory, none do him greater honor than the hope, while striving earnestly to aid the cause of roan 
simple statement that in his business relations his and make the earth a happier home for him. True 
word was as good as his bond. The roan who can it is that proof of personal immortality is to roost 
defy the devil and boldly maintain his rights with Freethinkers utterly without foundation, but that 
the other party, yet is full of human sympathy, and which is best and noblest in our natures cannot die 

· scorns to do a mean act, has in him the stuff of which except with the end of all humanity itself. John 
heroes are made, and of such is the kingdom of Brown's body may molder in the grave, but his soul 
heaven. Possibly the monument committee, who goes marching on. This conviction that we shallliv 
propose to cover the old roan's tomb with eulogies in our children, liv in our friends, liv in the general 
and quotations, could not do better than to confine influence of our career, is to those who hav experi
their inscriptions to his name and date and the sim- enced its alleviations reward sufficient. There is no 
ple legend: "He was an Honest Man." record of pre-natal life; why, then, post-mortem life? 

· I believe lHr. Andrews is animated by the same And even if an after existence could be demonstrated, 
sincerity of purpose and the same desire to benefit what is the proof of its superiority to this? Man 
his race that characterized Mr. Paine and Mr. Ben- under any faith is born unto trouble as the sparks 
nett, and I am willing to hear him and to let him fly upward. Why long to risk the repetition of these 
work out his problems in his own way. troubles in another sphere? 

Mr. Andrews's work-singularly enough in view of To be at one with the eternal flow of nature, to re-

husband, "My dear, I'll tell you some news. Old 
Mr. Booty is dead!" 

He directly answered, "We all saw him go into 
hell!" and told her what they had seen, as before re
lated, to her serious alarm. 

When !\>Irs. Burnaby had returned to London she . 
went to an acquaintance and related this serious 
event-that her husband had seen the soul of Mr. 
Booty go into hell on the 14th of :M:ay last. ·This 
gentlewoman then mentioned the same to Mrs. Booty, 
widow of the deceased, who immediately took a writ 
out of the King's Bench Court in the penal sum of 
£1.000 damages, and arrested Capt. Burnaby for 
defamation upon her late husband's soul. Capt. Bur
naby gave bond to stand trial; and he then took out 
of the Court of the King's Bench, in Westminister 
Hall, summonses for all the people that had attended 
the late 1\1]:. Booty in his last sickness aud at the 
time of his death; also the sexton of the parish who 
buried him, and the clothes he last wore before his 
sickness, be had taken care of, to be introduced in 
court on the day of trial. 

When the trial came on the different persons, with 
the black clothes, were brought into court, and were 
there met by Capt. Burnaby, the captains of the 
other three ships, and the men of the four boats, with 
Mr. Bell, who were all on the said island of Strom
boli and saw the two apparitions descend into the 
burning flames on the aforesaid 14th day of May last. 
Ten of the men of the boats made oath that the but
tons on. the coat which the apparition had on were 
like the one present, being molds covered with black 
cloth, the same sort that the coat was made of. The 
different persons who were with Mr. Booty at the 
time of his decease made oath that his death happened 
at three o'clock at after noon the 14th of May last, 
which was in the year 1686. The jury then asked 
the captain of the Sphinx if he knew Mr. Booty in 
his lifetime. He answered that be never saw him in 
his lifetime, but plainly observed the dress the appa
Iition had on, which Mr. Burnaby said was Mr. 
Booty, in company with another, unknown. 

The judge then spoke: ''The Lord grant that I 
may never see such a sight as that, for I think it im
possible for thirty men to be mistaken!" 

The jury then gave their verdict against the widow 
Booty, plaintiff to pay the costs of the court. The 
foregoin~ are facts, extracted from the iournal of the 
ship Sphinx's voyage up' the Straits in the year 1686. 

The above trial is now to be seen on the records 
of the Court of the King's Bench, in Westminster 
Hall-the Mrs. Booty, plaintiff, against Captain Bur
naby, defendant. 

These records are written on parchment in Latin, 
in the lawyer's old text-hand writing, and are kept in 
a glass case in the clerk's office, where, for the sum 
of one shilling, they may be seen by all whose doubt 
or curiosity may induce them to it. W . .A. M. 

A Letter from a Worker~ 

this charge of obscurity-is all in the direction of pose in the security of changeless law, to bow in rev
the simplification of. knowledge. In language, which erential awe before the infinit, to hav an object greater 
is the tool with which we dig, and in science and than and beyond ourselvs, to identify our life and 
philoflophy, which are the objects we seek, he aims fate with the past, the present, and the future of hu
to straighten the road and arrange the treasures so manity, to experience the sense of obligation to the 
as to lessen the labor and increase the acquisitions of centuries gone, the sense of duty to the now and to 
those who follow him; and for these labors he de- the centuries to come, to feel ourselvs protected in 
serves our gratitude, whether we understand him and by the race, to be freed from the awful conflict 
fully or not. betwixt the head and the heart, which Christianity 

Finally, I think the Hurons who listened respect- entails, to revel in the inspirations of human art, be
fully to a speech which they supposed had some cause all art is human-these are but some of the 
meaning, although they did not understand it, did consolations of the religion of science and humanity. 
themselvs more credit than the more civilized but They form the new enthusiasm of liberty, the modern 

MR. EDITOR: My bible (self-made, by the wav) says, 
"Blessed are they who pay as they go, for they shall 
teel that one duty is well done." Began to fulfil its 
dictates in a letter to you WI'Pks Af~O, but sicknPSS 
compelled ~ilence. There are 350,000 self-"upporting 
women in Ma~Aachusetts, the rnaj•Jrity of whom are 
suffering in different WIJ.Vs from the same cause as 
myself, viz., overwork. When the age of reason over
comes the age of f.;.itb, and we PXcbangA the religion 
of the filkies for earthly humanitarianism, thPre will 
be vastly more know!erlge, more justice, and less suf
fering in the labor dirAction. H I were in the habit 
ot worshiping men, I think I should canonize Felix 
Adler for his education or children to habits of 
thought and knnwledge of industry. Truly be i" a 
savior and is nrPacbing salvation. What a pity for 
the claims of Christianity that Jesus was not eq•1ally 
wise I If Adler's work is a sample of ·• f'Olrl M.'l.teri
a.lism," it is a good thing. It will cool the flames or 
sunerstitlon and ignor~nce. 

less civil gentlemen who proceed to insult the speak- salvation. CouRTLANDT PALMER. 
er and say he doesnotknowwhat he is talking about, 
because they don't know themselvs. D. vV. CRAIG. A Doubtful Matter Set at Rest. 

From the Sun. 

The Consolations of the New Faith. To those whose minds are troubled with doubt as 
From H. L. Green's Freetlwught Magazvu. to whether or not there is a hell, the following from 

The old theological faith of Christianity and the the British Naval Chronicle, 1807, may not be unin
new scientific integration of humanity aro now before teresting: 
the world to be tried upon their merits. The new An Abstractjromthe Journa! of the Ship Sphimc, in the Year 1686, 
religion may be fairly said to hav gained its foothold up the Straits: 
on the earth. Based upon the theory of law as May 12.-When we arrived at Manson we fennel three ships 

lying there from London, commanded by the Captains Bris
against the old hypothesis of overruling will, the in- tol, Brown, and Burnaby, all going to Lipari to load. 
ference is unavoidable that the incoming of the new May 13.-TheRe three ships sailed in company with the 
belie~ must mean the outgoing of the old. This Sphinx (wind N. W.) to Lipari, where they anchored in 

l · ·n b d d b ·n· twelve fathoms water (wind 1:>. S. W.) 
cone uswn Wl e conce e Y llll lOllS who, on the May 14.-The four captains and a Mr. Bell, a merchant, 
ground of pure reason and as a mere matter of loaic went on shore upon the island of Mount Stromboli to shoot 
will readily admit that they cannot place a good God rabbits. About three o'clock they callecl their men together 
back of a naughty world, nay, who will go further and to go on board their respectiv ships, when, to their inex
confess with Job that they cannot by searching find pressible astonishment, they saw the appearrmce of two men 

coming very swiftly through the air toward them; one of 
out God at all. Still those very millions will for de- them appeared to be dressed in black and the other in gray 
cades yet to come shrink instinctivly from what to clothes; they passed close by with the greatest rapidity, and, 
them must seem the coldness, baldness, and sterility to their extreme consternation, descencled, amid the burning 

f th d f M t . 1. flames, into the mouth of that dreadful volcano, Mt. Strom-
0 e cree o a ena ISm. And such semi-believers boli. At their entrance there issued tremendous noises; the 
will still stretch out their eager arms to hug the old flames rushed out most terribly, and Cnptain Burnaby cried 
and dear delusion of their waning faith. It is only out, "The Lord bless mel the foremost of the two, in black 
we Liberals who, having pastured our souls in th. e clothes, is old Mr. Booty, my next floor neighbor at Wapping; 

but I do not know the other." He then desired them all to 
green meadows and by the still waters of both in- write down in their pocketbooks or note it on something, what 
tegrations, can judge of the respectiv consolation they had then seen; which was immediately done by the three 
each one proffers. captains and Mr. Bell, and likewise entered in the different 

It is undeniable that for all mankind existence ships' journals at the same time. 
brings its corroding cares. Poverty pinches one, When these four ships had taken in their loadings 
pain eats ·out the patience of another, disappointed at Lipari, they sailed together for London. When 
love afflicts a third, while death stands ever by to they arrived in the Rive1· Thames, at Gravesend, 
point his arrows at the ones we hold roost dear. Captain Burnaby's wife came from London to him. 

Beneath the load of troubles, such as these, the He then sent for the other three captains to come on 
Christian in his trust could feel that under him were board his ship to congratulate him on his wife's arri
the everlasting arms of God, his father; that Christ, val. After they had thus met, a little conversation 
his elder brother, had suffered and died for ldm, and passed between them in the cabin, when Mrs. Burna-

1 \tas ready to sympathize ~tnd save1 whjle heaven ever by suddenl! started from her ch~tir and said to her 

Thanks, 1\fr. Macdonald, for your rebuke to illiberal 
Liberals. It was W')rthy the successor of B lnnett 
a.nd of a Liberal fltiitor. I am somP>tirnes told that 
it is past t.i me for ioonoclastic work. To snch I 
would say, I wish you could rear! a recent sermon I 
hav, deliv<>red by a B tptist rPverend, thirtv milPS 
so nth of B·Jston, on "~a tan's Personality." He Pays.: 
"We can determin the personality of this evil ad
ver;mry by thA same me;tn" and as surely as we can 
rlecide tbat Cregar and N·'ro were rPal bPinga." 
Again: "If the onposif.ion 'f this arch-fiend be too 
sLrong to be resisted now, what may we PXPI'Ct from 
it when cast into end l"ss fire, prPoared for the devil 
and his angels, with n0 hope of GJd's helping us to 
eS"Rpe his torments?'' 

I'll not. take your valus.ble columns with more ex
trants. Yet tho railroari ani! almanac are in daily 
sight or this 1783 revf'l'end. No time now to say the 
day or ignorance is past and the work of destruction 
u nC'alled for. 

I've di8COVPred a bible which I a.m going to write 
about and f'Xplain. It wouldn't be biblical ir it did 
not n!'ed explainint<', ~tnd bad common SPnse enough 
to recommend itself. Great are the mysteries ot god
li llPRS. 

Now, my first de!'d must be (on hP.ing allowed to sit 
up a fPW minuteR) to inclose you $2 for the ever wel
come TRUTH SEEKER. I will soon send $1 for tbA Mon
umPnt Fund, though I wish it bad takt>n the form of 
a Freethongbt home or ball. or circulating library, 
or home for THE TRUTH SEEKER. You 11re doing 
gloriously, and giving us a R'••od paper. May your 
life be long and happy; we know it is useful. 1\fay 
our dear, kind publisher be not weary in well-doing. 

With a "let-us-work" to the fraternity of LibP.rals 
I sign myself a truth seeker, 0. FANNIE ~L~. 

Stoneham, Mas3. 

, 
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Qlommunications. 

Paul Again at Ephesus. 
That Apollos preached at Corinth shortly after 

Paul was there we know from Paul's epistle to the 
Corinthians. The narrativ of Acts continues: 

"And while Apollos was at Corinth Paul traveled over the 
upper counties (i. e., Galatia and Phrygia) to Ephesus. And 
he inquired of the disciples whom he found there: Hav ye 
received the Holy Spirit since ye believed ? They answered 
and said to him: If there be a Holy Spirit it hath not come to 
our hearing. He said to them: Into what then were ye :t>ap
tized? They say: Into the baptism of John. Paul sard to 
them: John baptized the people with the baptism of repent
ance, while he told them to believe in him who was to come 
after him, that is, in Jesus the Messiah " (xix. 1-5). 

Paul had recently preached in the same synagog, 
and had left Aquila and Priscella there to propagate 
the faith, who in turn had instructed Apollos. And 
yet when the apostle returned to Ephesus he found 
the believers so benighted that they had not even 
heard of the Holy Ghost, the real father of the gospel 
Jesus, and knew nothing except the baptism of Joh~. 
And Paul had to set them right even as to John s 
doctrin, explaining to them, perhaps, the baptism of 
the Holy Ghost, which John foretold, and which de
scended upon Jesus in the likeness of a dove (Matt. 
iii, 11-16, Luke iii, 16-22); also the baptism of fire 
(Ibid). 

"And when they heard these things they were baptized in 
the name of the Lord Jesus Messiah." . 

That is, they were rebaptized. Apollos probably 
had converted and baptized them, but when they 
learned that the messiah had come and had been 
put to deatll shortly after John was beheaded (if in
deed he was beheaded) they must needs be baptized 
into the baptism of the messiah. And the writer of 
Acts would imply that Paul baptized them, while 
Paul tells the Corinthians that the messiah did not 
send him to baptize but to preach (1 Cor. i, 17). 

"And Paul laid his hand on them and the Holy Spirit came 
upon them, and they spoke in various tungs and prophesied." 

Quite possible, for it agrees with what Paul writes 
to the Corinthians very soon afterward about speak
ing in tungs. 

"And all the persons were twelve." 

This indicates the smallness of the congregation 
of believers; the speakers in unknown tungs were the 
lowest in official membership, and there were twelve 
of them in Ephesus. They were the least edifying 
talkers, and Paul had to put a check on them in 
Corinth, making them giv way to the prophets. 

"And Paul entered the synagog and spoke boldly three 
months persuading in regard to the kingdom of God. And 
some of them were hardened and disputatious and reviled 
the way of God before the assembly of the people. Then 
Paul withdrew himself and separated the disciples from 
them." 

In other words, the conservativ Jews and prose
lytes compelled him and his factions to leave the 
synagog. Three months of his preaching was all 
they could endure. 

"And he discoursed with them (the seceders) daily in the 
school (room ?) of a man named Tyrannus. And this con
tinued for two years, until all who resided in (Proconsular) 
Asia, both Jews and Arameans (Gr. Hellenes) heard the word 
of the Lord." 

It does not appear that Paul ever remained in any 
one place as a preacher longer than he did in 
Ephesus. And here, after the first three months, his 
little band of believers were all accommodated in a 
school-room, Tyrannus being willing to sublet it 
cheap, and perhaps glad enough to get whatever 
Paul's lowly followers could afford to pay for the use 
of it out of school hours. 

But who was this Tyrannus? "Some heathen 
sophist," says Canon Farrar, "of that not very uncom
mon name;" and in a note he refers to Suidas of the 
tenth century, to Josephus, and to two Maccabees. 
We turn to Josephus and :find a Tyrannus who was 
tortured and put to death by Herod the Great about 
7 B.a. He was at the time of his death one of the 
king's bodyguard and master of the horse, a tall 
and accomplished person, greatly esteemed by Herod 
until suspicion caused his arrest. This Tyranis was 
probably either a Jew or a proselyte, like Herod; and 
it is not impossible that he was the same person who 
opened his school-room to Paul some fifteen or 
twenty years before. (Ant. xvi. 10 §3, 6; War. i, 
26 §3). 

Sometime during this long stay at Ephesus Paul 
wrote the first epistle to the Corinthians. 

"And God wrought very great miracles by the hand of 
Paul; so that from the clothes on his body, napkins and rags 
were carried and laid upon the sick, and the diseases left 
them, and demons also went out." 

Modern preachers are not fond of quoting and de
fending such holy scripture as this, but Spiritualists 
like Moses Hull delight to adduce it just to plague 
the believers in plenary inspiration and disbelievers 
in Spiritual therapeutics. Canon Farrar treats this 
passage gingerly. He says it is clear that the writ
er's informant, whoever he was, abstained from say~ 
ing tbat this use of Paul's htm.dkerchiefs or aprons 

was authorized or sanctioned by him; but anyhow it 
served to prove the superiority of the Christian faith 
in the acropolis of paganism (St. Paul, p. 364). 

Exorcism was practiced by certain Jews at Ephesus, 
and among them by seven sons of the high priest 
Sceva. But the greater success of Paul induced them 
to try his new Jesuitic incantation. So they said to 
the unclean sphits: "We adjure you, in the name of 
that Jesus whom Paul announceth." But the evil 
demon answered: "Jesus I know, and Paul I know; 
but as for you, who are ye ?" And the man in whom 
was the demon leaped upon the seven Scevas, threw 
them down, and drove them out of the house naked 
and bruised. 

"And this became known to all the Jews and Arameans 
[Gr. Hellenes] who resided in Ephesus. And fear fell on them 
all and the name of our Lord Jesus Messiah was exalted . 
.An'd many of them that believed came and narrated their 
faults, and confessed what they had dene. And also many 
magicians collected their books, and brought and burnt them 
before everybody; and they computed the cost of them, and 
it amounted to 50,000 pieces of silver." 

If Attic drachma were meant, the aggregate would 
be $10,150; if Roman denarii, $8,850. This discom,
:fiture of the sons of Sceva, says Farrar, revealed the 
startling fact that some of the brethren in embracing 
Christianity had not abandoned magic (p. 365). 

Our apostle was now purposing to visit Macedonia 
again, and then go to Jerusalem, after which he de
sired to see Rome. So he sent into Macedonia Tim~ 
othy and Aristus (Gr. Erastus) to prepare his way. 
But before Paul was ready to start a great disturb
ance arose in Ephesus. Demetrius, a maker of silver 
shrines, finding his trade falling off, called a meeting 
of artisans and addressed them, saying that not only 
the citizens of Ephesus, but all Asia, had been per
suaded by Paul to believe that the graven images 
were not gods. It was slander and contempt of the 
g-.reat Diana, the goddess of all Asia, and whom all 
nations worshiped. The effect of this speech of 
Demetrius was electric; the artisans cried out, "Great 
is Diana of the Ephesians!" The contagion spread 
until the whole city was in an uproar. The people 
rushed to the theater, bearing along with them Gaius 
and Aristarchus, men of Macedonia and associates of 
Paul. Paul was disposed to go in also, but his dis
ciples and friends restrained him. Alexander, a Jew, 
was put forward by the Jews to defend the accused. 
But the mob refused to hear him, and shouted "Great 
is Diana of the Ephesians !" for about two hours. At 
length they were tranquilized by the appearance of 
the chief of the city (Gr. town clerk), who said in 
substance: "Men of Ephesus, everybody knows that 
you are devoted to the worship of the great Diana. 
So don't get excited about it. Havthesemen robbed 
your temples or reviled your goddess, whose image 
descended from heaven? No. But if Demetrius and 
his fellow-tradesmen hav cause of complaint let the 
case be brought before the proconsul or the regular 
courts of law. So far as now appears you are tumult
uous without cause, and liable to arrest for sedition." 

The Greek version has proconsuls in the plural; 
there was but one proconsul in Asia. 

This temperate speech quieted and dispersed the 
mob. Then Paul called the disciples to him, and 
having kissed and comforted them, departed for 
Macedonia. 

THE EPISTLE TO THE EPHESIANS. 
The epistle of Paul to the Ephesians is probably 

spurious. Marcion and his followers called it the 
epistle to the Laodiceans, and Tertullian, fifty years 
later, charged Marcion with altering the title. We 
maynever know whether the charge was true, but 
we do know that other accusa.tions against Marcion 
were false. Paul's epistles were transmitted to the 
Catholic fathers by the Gnostic "heretic" of Pontus. 
Justin, Marcion's contemporary (A.D. 140-165), ig
nored Paul altogether; but the later trio of Catholic 
fathers, Irenreus of Lyons, Clement of Alexandria, and 
Tertullian of Carthage, grafted Paul on to their the
ology in the lart quarter. of the second century. 

Some of the grounds for repudiating the authen
ticity of the epistle are these: 

1. It is addressed to gentiles, with no allusion to 
Jews. Indeed the word Jew does not occur in the 
epistle. 

2. It contains expressions that betray a post-apos
tolic age, e.g., "holy legates" (iii, 5), "descended to 
the inferior regions of the earth" (iv, 9). 

3. The sentiments and diction are borrowed from 
the epistle to the Colossians, but the style is inferior. 
Of the 155 verses in the epistle, 78 contain expres
sions identical with those in Colossians (Dav. Int. 
N. T.). 

4. The epistle throws no light on the state of the 
Ephesian church. It purports to be written by a 
prisoner, and to be sent by Tychicus, a brother min
ister, who will acquaint them with the writer's af
fairs (vi, 21). This parallels with Col. iv, 7, and is 
doubtless borrowed therefrom. 

5. Tychicus is the only person named in the epis
tle besides the writer. 

Another charge that Tertullian brings against Mar
cion is changing the particle in to from in Eph. iii, 9, 
making the passage read: 

But as it is now conceded that most of the indict
ments against Marcion were false, :we are bound to 
giv him the benefit of a doubt in this case. Nor can 
we ever know whether what was imputed to Marcion 
may not hav been chargeable to his followers or suc
cessors who had the opportunity to tamper with the 
text before the earliest Catholic fathers began to try 
their hand at it. 

Reply to A.. A.Ilen Noe. 
With your permission, Mr. Editor, I wish in your 

columns to answer a few questions, ask a few, and 
set aright our friend Noe, who, it seems, has wandered 
into paths he should hav shunned for want of proper 
knowledge. . 

First I wish to ask you, Brother N oe, why you did 
not an~wer three of the leading questions in my 
former article. Did you think by ignoring them they 
would be forgotten, or was it a feeling of inability on 
your part that prompted you to slightingly pass them 
by? Ill a controversy I think it proper and courteous 
that all questions should be noticed by an opponent, 
and answered if possible; and if not eapable of the 
task he should admit his inability. 

The three questions are the following: 
First, "If there are spirits, and our friends we 

think dead still liv in another world, they would be 
as likely to come back and visit with old associates, 
although Materialists, as would the friends of the 
Spiritualists; if not, why?" 

Second, "If you believe that liJ'e or spirit livs after 
death and is independent of matter, has it not always 
lived, and aro there not millions of people living in 
spirit-land whose bodies are not yet born, who can 
just as well talk and comerse with us as those who 
hav lived and died?" 

Third, "Why cannot the spirit of friends who hav 
died tell us what happened while in spirit-land be
fore birth, as well as after death?" 

Lucretius says, in regard to the future of the mind: 
"And were the soul immortal, would the mind 

Complain of death and not rejoice to find 
Herself let loose and leave this clay behind? 
Were souls immortal, and ne'er began, 
But crept into the limbs to make up man, 
Why can they not remember what was done 
In former times? Why all this memory gone?" 

In the first part of your article in THE TRUTH SEEKElt 
of June 30th, I see but very little to notice; however 
I must try and correct you on several points where it 
seems you hav fallen into error. 

You say Spiritualists "of brains"· do not believe 
that there is life independent of organization; they 
speak of" disembodied spirits," "disembodied man." 
Then you express the desire that they would say what 
they mean; but here, the very place, it seems, for you 
to explain the meaning of these terms, you also pass 
by, leaving us entirely in the dark. Why did you not 
tell us what Spiritualists meant when they spoke in 
those terms? You say, "No such thing as life with
out organization with me." Then you ?o a;dmit that 
of necessity there must be an orgamzation where 
there is life, and without an organization of some 
kind there could possibly be no life. Then if life 
exists only in an organization, I would ask you 
what organization you know anything about except 
physical ones, and where the:e is lif~ ~ndependen~ of 
this. You may say there IS a spmtual organiZa
tion which contains individual life and which always 
has existed and will continue through all eternity. 
You may think you know all this, but how I cannot 
conceive, for I am certain that by sight, hearing, feel
ing, tasting, and smelling, I hav never become cog
nizant of this spiritual organization, although I be
lieve the five senses I possess are as acute as those of 
my Spiritualistic friends. But even admitting this 
life organization independent of a physical body, I 
would ask, by what means of knowledge does it know 
there is being a physical body brought into existence 
for it, and are they capable of dwelling in n1ore than 
one physical organization? Has the life which is in us 
now lived, perhaps in any other human being, one 
of the lower animals, or even in a plant of some char
acter, or has it ever lived in quietude, waiting for this 
body of ours, and after staying with us a few short 
years, our body dies and ita mission is ended? 

If it has lived before, and that in a human being, 
or in an anima], why can it not converse and relate 
to us what happened while staying temporarily in that 
body? 

I still claim Materialism is negativ and the burden 
of .Proof lies alone with your side. You say we af
firm. Not, so, my friend; we simply say we don't know 
that we liv again or that we lived before; we never 
saw a spiritual organization go into a body at any 
time or leave it at death, and when any man or class 
of men asserts that such is the fact, they must bring 
proof, for the :five .senses we posses~ hav never. ~ade 
us cognizant of this knowledge whiCh our spmtual 
friends claim to hav. 

When our friends die, as far as we know, we bury 
every part and particle of them in the silent grave. 
We observe no separation, and when you !l's~ert . 
there is you must produce your proof. A cnmmal 
before a court of justice is considered innocent 

"The mystery whic4 tor ~'S•• wafi b!4 llp from God, the until proven guilty of the misdemeanor. 
creator of all thinse.'' W~~ a.~ 1\:!~~ot~~AAfilts, assert Jl.othlns-; .W~ Bay this 
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.universe always existed and always will exist, because mother." Hav you not noticed, friend Noe, what re
we never hav seen or cannot conceive how one atom semblance children hav for both parents having pe
of matter can be created or destroyed. We claim no culiarities of one and possessing idiosyncrasies of the 
individual life before the formation of a physical be- other, showing that they ·are in part derived from 
ing and that death ends all, for we hav never seen either parent? To prove my assertion that life is the 
life independent of a physical organization, either be- result of organization, and is dependent on matter, 
fore birth or after death. You think the Material- let me quote other authority than myself. Lamarck 
ists do not try to make discoveries, but you are gross- taught, " Life is only a physi.Jal phenomenon.'1 
ly mistaken; the Materialists hav with the spade of Haeckel teaches, "The vital activities of each cell for on 
investigati1'n dug deep, unearthing and exploding a sum of mechanical processes which depend rad:. 
false theories, accepting that only which is based on ically on movements of the smallest (life particles), 
substantial evidence, and not, like our friends, carried the molecules of the living substance." Herbert 
by imagination away beyond human knowledge. Are Spencer writes, "Life depends on or consists in the 
you not selfish when you say, " It is not my place to incessant action or re-action of various forces which 
demonstrate it to you?" If you hav the truth and your as throughout nature are always tending toward an 
belief is full of happy thoughts, would it not be an equilibrium." 
act of Liberalism, as well as charity, to demonstrate You assert life has always existed. Do you mean 
and make plain your belief to a poor unfortunate? to say that there has always been individual life inde
What do you mean by saying I hav shut the door.in pendent of a physical organization, and this body of 
the faces of my parents? I am sure I hav been ever ours, which is so tangible to our senses, nothing to 
listening and watching; but may be they do not wish do whatever with these manifestations? If so, you 
to talk directly to me and would rather convey their must bring forth evidence which we can become cog
wishes· to me through an entire strang!'lr (a me- nizant of by the senses we possess. I cannot con
dium). ceive of individual life without a physical organiza-

tenpenny nail, would he not bav been as much justi
fied in calling it a spirit warning, as in the case you 
relate ? That Spiritism is, what Truesdell calls it, an 
art, is proved by its radiating from centers. It 
spreads, grows, and increases just as any other kind 
of knowledge does, and it is art that produces 
the phenomena. It is only of late it has come into 
Dixie to any great extent, but a few here and there 
are now running the whole machinery pretty suc
cessfully as regards supporting periodicals, publishing 
books, and making a sensation as well as a living by 
it. Because there are a few things I do not under
stand and cannot tell the why and wherefore of, is 
no reason why I should place back of them still 
greater incomprehensibilities that are still harder nuts 
to crack. Because one dream, thought, desire, or 
hope is realized, is no proof that others will be. 

Brother Noe, you accuse me of getting off the track tion of some description, and he who so believes 
in my former article. Perhaps I did; but in the sec- must do so with only his imagination for proof. It 
ond part of your article in regard to life you hav en- appears you hav not delved very deeply into the late 
tirely left the road traveled by modern scientists and. scientific works, or you would not be holding to those 
students, and gone over on the preformationist one, old obsolete ideas which you champion in your laiit 
which has long since grown rusty from disuse. You article. You ask me if I should be taken sud
are upholding a theory that has been exploded by denly sick, if I would not like to recover to attend to 
later scientific discoveries. Men who hav thoroughly unsettled business. Certainly, but if I could not when 
investigated the theory in which you believe-the the eternal sleep of death came, I would be forever 
animalculistic theory-r nd also the opposing one, free, while if you should die in the same position in 
hav found them both false, and an entire revolution regard to earthly affairs, would you not feel badly? 
has been made in tlie science of biology since the Would not your conscience trouble you when you 
theory of epigenesis was first taught by wolff and looked back to this world, seeing the wrongs you had 
found true and adopted by modern scientists. done, but utterly unable to repair them ? I prefer 

Where millions and millions of these are hourly 
occurring, now and then one must of necessity hit. 
Because Spll.i.tism is an advance on the old theologies 
is no proof that it is true as a whole. Wherever it is 
a more moral, more elevating, and more truthful be
lief, it is better than the old religions. But where 
it is not true it must in time be revolutionized, and 
the false must go to the wall. 

It is strange that you should advance that old, dis- total annihilation to a life of regret and a feeling that 
carded belief established by Leeunenhock in 1690, I had done wrongs I could not right. 
that the seminal glands of the male contained the The latter part of your article I think more poet
activ or life principle, and all that it required was ical than real, and as my article is already quite long, 
fruitful soil or a receptacle possessed by the female, I will stop for the present, hoping you will receive 
when these germs would become developed. my criticism with a kindly feeling. 

Does not this theory of male encasement necessitate A. W. TREVITT, M.D. 
an Adam and Eve? Yet from your last article you 
would hav us believe you were an Evolutionist. How 
do you reconcile this ? If you believe in evolution 
you must certainly believe that the first microscopi
cal monad contained the germs for all future life, 
which I think would take a lively stretch for your 
imagination. No; the theory you advocate, as well 
as the doctrin of female encasement, has been found 
unreasonable and untrue. 

- I was aware that in the semen of the male, by aid 
of the microscope, moving bodies can be seen, and 
am also aware that they are not the "living, moving 
entities," which entirely make up future human be
ings, but are cells of the flagellate description, which 
by coalescing with certain cells in the female ovum 
forms a new compound cell, a new organization comes 
into existence, and individual life begins. This is 
when, as· I said before, individual life commences, 
and not, as it occurs to you, 'when the " structure is 
about complete." 

Haeckel says: "For individual existence does not 
begin at the moment of birth, but at the moment of 
fertilization." You say I hav life just as the organi

. zation is started. To be sure, the very moment the 
two dissimilar ancestral cells come together a new 
cell is formed, which is the parent cell of the coming 
new body. How can you conceive of growth in the 
embryo without life, other than that principle we see 
in all inert matter? 

Is it not the same life we see in the embryo that 
we observe in a being after birth ? 

It is a physiological fact that if death of the em
bryo takes place, even at a very early period of utero 
gestation, it acts as a foreign body and will soon be 
expelled. 

I still believe all matter contains a certain principle 
that is eternal with it, and which, by undergoing cer
tain changes, is capable of becoming a part of an or
ganization manifesting individual life, having the 
power of growth, development, reproduction, and in
creasing in number. 

You appear to think that the entire impetus given 
to the new being comes from tbe male. Let me 
quote to the contrary. Haeckel says: "For since we 
regard the sperm cell, as well as the egg cell, as true 
cells, and since fertilization essentially consists in the 
amalgamation of the former with the latter, the cell 
which results from this amalgamation must be re
garded as an entirely new and independent organiza
tion. It contains in the protoplasm of the sperm cell 
a portion of the paternal male body, and on the other 
hand in the protoplasm of the original egg cell a por
tion of the maternal female body. This is equally 
shown by the fact that the child inherits many quali
ties from both parents.'' 

Again, "The life of t.he parent cell ( cytula) is the 
product or resultant of the of the paternal activities 
transmittlild through the sperm cell together with the 
maternal activities transmitted through the egg cell." 
Darwin, speaking of crosses, says, "A hybrid partakes 
of only half of the n.11,tqr~ 11n.<l constit\l~~o~ of its 

Death Does Enil All. 
OPEN LETTER TO KINGSLEY. 

FRIEND KINGSLEY: I do not pretend to be at all 
learned, only claim to hav an average share of com
mon sense and the experience of some fifty odd years, 
during which I've always tried to glean truth, facts, 
and real knowledge from all sources within my reach. 

When I declare that the holy virgin bas never ap
peared to the thousands of Catholic devotees who 
firmly believe they hav not only seen her in various 
places, but hav been miraculously cured of disease 
and all manner of infirmities through bits of plaster 
taken from the walls where she was seen, I feel that 
I am only attesting to what is real fact, in opposition 
to imaginativ visions, dreams, and frauds. 

When I declru:e that Moses never saw any god on 
the mount, nor received from him any tables of 
stone containing the Ten Commandments, I feel that 
I am only asserting a real truth against tales of im
possible occurrences. 

When I declru:e that no person was ever changed 
into a tree or plant, and no tree ever had its Hama
dryad, I assert only what you all now acknowledge 
as true, though once it would hav been criminal to 
doubt it. When I say fairies, ghosts, gnomes, genii, 
dragons, furies, etc., are all myths, you will agree 
with me; but when I say man has no soul or spirit 
in him, when I say mind is only a result of organiza
tion and dies with the body it forms a part of, you 
think I am claiming too much "knowledge," and ask 
me to prove my assertion. But when I do prove the 
mind is, like the noise of a machine, nothing and no
where when the machine is gone, you refuse the 
proof. When I ask evidence of mind separate from 
matter, you claim it is a part of very ethereal mat
ter, undiscernible to the senses unless aided by a 
medium. You refuse to take authority as proof of 
the tales told in the old Jew book, yet you giv 
authority as reasons why I should believe in a future 
life and the communion with the dead. You refuse 
to believe in the old dreams of the Bible, and ask me 
to believe in dreams of to-day and dreams of St. 
Augustine. As to the dream of the insecurity of the 
staging, no doubt it was caused by that feeling of 
apprehension that always comes over one when work
ing on so dangerous a platform. I never pick win
ter apples but at night I dream of falling from the 
tree, and waken with a start, yet I never hav fallen. 
I know of a case that happened near where we lived 
of a man doing a whole job of work on a scaffold that 
was held in place by one tenpenny nail-a nail that 
was put in temporarily till the scaffold could be 
rightly nailed. The work was safely done, and not 
till the scaffold was being removed was the fact 
discovered that the safety of that workman hung on 
that one nail. Now suppose before· he had com
menced work he had felt uneasy about the scaffold, 
and gone to bed and dreamed of its falling with him, 
as would hav been very natural, and on examining it 
in the ~or11ing di~;JcoveftJq it W~ii_! !ill reF?ting ou one 

The whole that is called spirit, the whole that 
claims immortality for identities, must go with the 
gods and ghosts of antiquity. One life and one 
identity is the great law of nature. Once grant im
mortality to a single class of identities, let it be or
ganized forms or bare, barren, dead worlds, and all 
nature must in the long course of ages become dead, 
barren, and cold. One universal stagnation must 
pervade the universe. True, matter is endless and 
time is endless, but fancy for a moment the investing 
say of man as an immortal, never-dying being, and 
see the result! Not an atom of him could ever 
change or .pass away. He could not eat, for food 
would not be needed because there would be in him 
no death. No effete matter would pass from him. 
He would be a complete immortal existence, ever and 
always the same. Millions and millions, and endless 
eternal millions, of these immortals would be endless
ly using up materials arid keeping them, filling up 
the great vistas of eternal space full of themselvs. 
Why, man alive! no brain can conceive of the results 
of immortal existence of identities. It is contrary to 
every law of nature, every axiom of philosophy, every 
common-sense argument, and yet simply for not giv
ing credence to this "beautiful faith" I am accused 
of denying my birthright and being full cf sensuous, 
external life, of being wrapped closely in clay. So 
be it. I acknowledge the corn. I am of earth, and 
earth-like. I love the body and the enjoyment of the 
senses. All this morning I hav been digging and 
hoeing in the clay, stil'l'ing up the brown soil of dear, 
sweet l\'lother Earth, and inhaling her fresh, pure 
fragrance, while old Sol poured down his bright 
beams, making the perspiration drop from my clayey 
form. And I enjoyed the work, too, far better than 
I should that of being a dead and alive, stolid, ethe
real, unchangeable, unperl'!pirable, eternal identity. 

"The laws of nature never yet did fail. 
Great is this truth, and will at last prevail. 
The laws of nature let us now obey-" 
Till back we go once more to mortal clay. 

Snowville, Va., July 15, 283. ELMINA. 

St. Peter and St. Paul at Rome. 
THE OHAIR OF ST. PE'.rER A PAGAN RELIC. 

A correspondent of the New York Sun, writing 
from Rome, givs an account of the feast of St. Peter, 
which was celebrated this year with more than ordi
nary devotion and enthusiasm. Among other things 
the writer says: 

"The columns where Peter and Paul were whipped at
tracted many visitors. . . . . And many looked at the chains 
of St. Peter ..... and those of St. Paul." 

It would be pretty safe to say that not a single in
telligent employe of the Sun, who is not a bigoted 
or benighted Catholic, believes that Peter and Paul 
were whipped or even chained at Rome. But yet 
the Sun must pander to its Catholic patrons by 
giving them an occasional ration of such flapdoodle 
without comment. And if a Freethinker should sub
mit something historical about the alleged existence 
of St. Peter at Rome, his communication, however 
interesting and incontroveri:ible, wou~d be thrown 
into the b:tsket. A fact, for mstance, like the follow
ing would never do to print in the Sun: 

In the year 1662, at the annual celebration of the 
festival of St. Peter's chair, the said chair was got 
out and cleaned (for the first time perhaps since it 
was called St. Peter's, in the fourth century); when 
upon removing the dirt of ages, there appeared en
graved upon the chair the Twelve Lahors of Hercules. 

This fact is related by Giacomo Bartolini, who was 
present at the discovery. (Anthichiti Sacre di Roma, 
p. 32). But the Romish authorities, ever ready with 
subterfuges when closely cornered, explain the labors 
of Hercules in a mystical sense, as emblems repre
senting the future exploits of the popes ! 
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REMOVAL. 

sions of man haT pro-red to be too 1trong for his moral and 
spiritual nature. Paul's double man-the old man and the 
new man-is a grand exposition of the doctrin of sin. 

But enough of this. I am not in my preaching attacking 
orthodoxy. I belong to this wing of the Christian army; but 
l cannot get my own views out except by comparison of them 
to the disadvantage of the standard views. If to any I seem 
to bring wit and humor to an irreverent use, I can only say 
I do it because I cannot help it; these things come to me, so 
I must express them; but not as a sneer or scoff, though 
often with impetuous feeling and with open mirth. My life 
is drawing to an end; a few more working years only hav I 
left; no one can express the earnestness I feel, that in the 
advance of science, which will inevitably sweep away much 
rubbish in the beliefs of men, a place may be found for a 
higher spirituality-for a belief that shall hav its roots in 
science, and its top in the sunlight of faith and love. For 
that I am working, and shall work as long as I work at all. 

The discussion has begun. God is in it. It must go on. 
It is one of those great movements which come when God 
would litt men to a higher level. The root of the whole mat
ter with me is, in a word, this: Which is the central element 
of moral government-love or hatred? I say hatred, for in 
human hands that is what justice has largely amounted to. 
I hold that they are not co-equal. True justice's primitiv 
form is simply pain, and this suffering is simply auxiliary
pedagogic-the school-master, until we are enough developed 
to work by love. Love is not auxiliary, it is the one indi
vidual fOi'Oe of moral government to which God is bringing 
the unh·erse. I've gone my length. I should wish to liv in 
affection and confidence of my brethren in the Christian 
ministry. But I cannot, for the aake of earning it, yield one 
jot or tittle of loyalty to that kingdom of love which is com
ing, and of which I am but as one crying in the wilderness, 
"Prepare ye the way of the Lord." 

I am, affectionately yours, HENBY Wun BEECHER. 

will be the creed must be evident to anyone who 
reads the signs of the times. Such theologians as 
Joseph Cook seem at the present time to be out of 
place, and such as Beecher are hailed with acclama
tions as the coming men. 

--------~------
Dangerous Views. 

The strike of the telegraphers, which still contin
ues, is developing a very unhealthy and undemocratic 
sentiment on the part of the daily organs published 
by capitalists. It consists in asking that laws be en
acted making a combination of laborers illegal, that 
men in a body be prevented from quitting work in 
order to enforce their demands, and that those whom 
they term the "ringleaders" be punished by im
prisonment. 

Monopoly has grown very bold when it dares to ask 
for the passage of such iniquitous laws. They would 
be a. radical and entire perversion of our form of 
government, and would s~t this country back to 
where Russia is. The church monopoly is bad 
enough, and the Comstock laws are all the acts of 
that despotic kind the country can stand. Happily 
there is not much danger of these sentiments being 
embodied in laws on our statute books, but the fact 
that so powerful a force as the secular papers boldly 
advocate their adoption is a sign not to be disre
garded. 

Owing to the disagreeableness and rapacity of our 
old landlord, we hav moved the office of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER a few doors down the street-to 33 Clinton 
Place, where we hav obtained quarters very similar 
to the ones previously occupied, but considerably 
better. The office is on the ground floor. We shall 
be glad to welcome our friends here at any time 
during the next four years, as we hav obtained a. 
lease for that length of time. We ask a little indul
gence from our friends in the matter of filling orders 
and answering letters, on account of moving. We 
hav been very busy the past few days, but, having 
now got comfortably settled, hope to catch up with 
our coiTespondence soon. 

Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty. Religious 
liberty is threatened by the Gad-in-the-Constitution 
party, and physical freedom by the holders of such 

This letter places Mr. Beecher squarely among the views. 
nineteenth century heretics. It is true he clings to 
his ideal God, but this God is in no way the Jewish 
Jehovah worshiped by the great body of churchmen, 
and Beecher is as much an Agnostic as the men he 
names. On the question of deity he may truly be 
called a Paineite, for Thomas Paine held substan-

What Beecher's New Departure Signifies. tially the views adopted by the Brooklyn preacher. 
The position occupied by Mr. Henry Ward Beecher If Paine was a. heretic, so is Beecher. The other 

in the theological world is of much importance, from points of his heresy are: • 
the fact that he is the foremost preacher of his time. 1. An acceptance of evolution, and consequent re-
There are other theologians more skilled in splitting jection of the creation account as found in Genesis. 
hairs and refining creeds, but Mr. Beecher is the 2. The rejection of the atonement. 
popular mouthpiece of the great body of Congrega- 3. A total disbelief in hell. 
tional Christians. His pulpit utterances hav had These constitute the very bases of Christianity. 
great weight in reforming the religious opinions of Without them it has no vitality or excuse for being. 
thousands, and to him is in a great measure due the The fall of man has ever been the foundation dogma 
credit of the liberal movement in theology. Hereto- on which is built the scheme of salvation through 
fore it has been hard to pin him down to a statement Christ. If Genesis is a. legend, the gospels may as 
of his belief" He first renounced hell, then publicly well be myths, for all the good they are; and if men 
accepted evolution as the true theory of man's origin, cannot be saved through Christ, then what is the use 
then denounced the doctrin of vicarious atonement of supporting all the churches? Mr. Beecher's posi
as reflecting en the goodness of God; but, after all tion is a. very illogical one, and bilil remaining in the 
these exploits, there seemed to be a mental reserva- church can only be justified by the hope that as a 
tion on his part. Perhaps the careful reader can pastor and ostensible Christian he can lead more 
see this reservation in the following letter to a. Chicago people out of bondage than he could as a. Liberal 
clergyman, the Rev. J. S. Kennard, who, in one of lecturer. His associations, too, are all churchly. His 
his sermons, reviewed Mr. Beecher's theology, ex- method is that of a. preacher, and if he remains so 
pressing the opinion that his teaching had grown in form while denying all Christian substance, he 
lax, and that his definition of Christianity omitted must settle with his own conscience. If his congre
the cross: ga.tion are satisfied with the doctrins he teaches, it is 

CmoA.oo, July 2Sd. perhaps none of the rest of the world's business. 
REV. J. SPENCER K:a:NlUBD, Dear Sir: I hav read your report- They pay his salary. 

ed sermon, delivered yesterday, with great interest. I hav 
to thank you for your kindness of feeling manifested, and What Ingersoll calls the "great-man argument" is 
the absence of that rigor of orthodoxy which seems!to be but without any logic, but it is not without a. deal of 
a covert form of saying "damn you." But I am not saying force to those: who form their opinions second-hand, 
this as an expression of surprise; one would hav expected taking the word of a. preacher instead of reflecting 
this excellent spirit in you. But the point of my gratification and arriving at conclusions for themselvs. Upon this 
is that the time has come for an honest discus11ion of the 
views of the old and new theology. If conducted in a Chris- class this letter will ha.v a great effect-more perhaps 
tian spirit good cannot but come out of it. It is hardly to than the utterances of a. known Infidel-and for that 
be expected that either side will hav a whole victory, but an-. reason should be circulated as widely as possible. 
other generation will find itself upon a higher level. Allow They will think that if Beecher accepts evolution, it 
me to say of my own position, that I know that I am ortho- must be true; if he rejects,.hell, it cannot exist; if he 
dox and evangelical as to the facts and substance of the 

The Chinaman and the Chl'istians. 
When the Chinaman was a few thousand miles 

away the Christians of this country were very solici
tous about the welfare of his soul, and spent a good 
deal of money in the effort to "save" it. But now 
that he is at our own doors in quantities too large to 
be pleasant, the churches shirk the labor of" saving" 
him, and leave him to be dealt with, so far as inter
ference is required, almost entirely by the police. 
The majority of the church people favor letting him 
severely alone, while a few want him converted 
whether he desires to be or not. The first sort evi-
dently discredit the missionary enterprise, thinking, 
no doubt, that contact with civilization will do for 
him more than the preaching of the missionary. 
This view is undoubtedly correct. The Chinamen 
who come here do not need the Christian religion. 
They hav a better one of their own. What they need 
is to learn the western civilization, and this does not 
require any salvation scheme. The Chinaman is a 
sharp individual, and the few Christians who do take 
a little interest in his welfare soon find this out. He 
attends the religious school till he becomes slightly 
proficient in the English language, and then falls back 
on his pigeon English and his own religion, which 
he considers sufficient for his needs. And we really 
do not see the need of converting him, for he is more 
moral now than his white brethren of corresponding 
rank in life. He is rarely seen in court; does not get 
drunk; is as honest as the preachers, to say the least; 
and picks up civilized ways with eager quickness. 
The Catholic Italians, Germans, and Irish who dwell 
in the same quarter of the city, are more in need of 
civilization than the Chinamen. It is from these 
classes that our prisons are filled, and it is to them 
that the civilized missionaries should be sent in the 
shape of school teachers and temperance lecturers. 

Notes. 
"'Tis the love of Jesus that saves," says the Advocate. We 

knew a man who had plenty of the love of Jesus, and it never 
saved him a cent. 

Christian religion; but equally well I know that I am not discards the atonement, it cannot hav virtue for 
orthodox 88 to the philosophy which has hitherto been them. A DOCTOR of divinity, writing to the Independent concerning 
applied to those facts. I am a cordial Christian evolutionist, Bigotry is based on the Bible. Honest believers some statements, or misstatements, made by Joe Cook, says: 

I do not agree, by any means, with all of Spencer, his hav ever been the cruelest persecutors. All the legal "I am moved to ask: If Mr. Cook fails in the attempt to con-
Agnosticism, nor all of Huxley, Tyndall, and their school. t t f d vey the right impression respecting facts of his own conduct, 

I . 11 I yran s o to- ay, who imprison Freethinkers, belong can we be sure that he always succeeds in his statements of They are Agnostic- am not, emphatrca y, but am an evo-
lutionist. Evolution strikes at the root of all medil!9val and to the old-school orthodox church. Their eyes ha.v the intentions of others?" This is a hyperbolical way of say-
orthodox modern theology; the fall of man in Adam, and the never seen the light that Beecher's hav; their hearts ing that an habitual liar can't stuff his yarns down the prac
inheritance by his posterity of his guilt, and, by consequence, ha.v never been touched by the love of humanity that ticed throat of 8 doctor of divinity. 
any such view of atonement as has been constructed to meet he expresses. If they could only be made to see how Tnm Indert, published in Boston, is a professed Freethought 
the fabulous disaster. Men hav not fallen as a race-men false and cruel is the theology to which they cling- paper; yet we look through its columns in vain for something 
hav come up. No great disaster met the race at the start; how inadequate to the needs of the world-they in the line of Liberal news. There is nothing in its last num
the creation decree of God was fulfilled. A.JJ.y theory of ber about the National Liberal League. The coming Free
atonement must be one which shall meet the fact that man would do as Mr. Beecher has done-evolute out of thinkers' convention at Rochester is unmentioned. The im
was created at the lowest point, and, as I believe, is, a• to hi1 it. A hard nature is intensified by a hard creed; a prisonment of three Freethinkers in London is not denounced, 
physical being, evolved from the animal race below him; but, big heart is pained by the conflict between what is but, to the contrary, it contains an article quoted with com
as to his moral and spiritual nature, ia a. son of God, a new thwght te be religioul duty and the natural human pliments from that apostate to liberty, George Jacob Hoi
element having come up in the great movement of evolumon d . 1 t-' d . . bl yoake, and extends a hand redolent with taffy to the R.-P. 
at the point of man's appearance. el!!lree.d 4 cas Iron cree 18 mcompati e with a deep Journal, the most unscrupulous sheet published in the world. 

Man is univerally sinful, not by nature, but by voluntary love an sympathy for the poor and wretched of the Of what good to !.he oatlse of Freethought is 8 paper like the 
violation of known laws, In other words, the al'limal paa- worldj one or the other must be given up. Tb.~t ~t ln4~1 
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CANON LIDDON, of England, has bidden adieu to OJC.ford, and 
is said that he will also abandon the pulpit. Oxford has 

hecome too secular for him, and he says: "We may shortly 
liv to see what has been the home of the church of Christ for 
a thousand years become a place of purely secular education, 
which might hav been founded last week by a company of 
shareholders." So it seems that the institution has outgrown 
the preacher. It is usually the other way; but one alternativ 
may be considered as encouraging as the other. 

JoHN E. REMSBURG starts east on his lecturing tour August 

of tha great mass of Liberals on the other side of the waters. 
who hav the same exalted purpose that we hav; for the eman
cipation of man. Our convention will thus be an interna
tioi!al convention, and memorable for Jts achievements and 
influence. 

ON Wednesday, July 18th, a mass meeting was held in 
London to protest against the imprisonment of the editor of 
the Freethinker, and to ask for the repeal of the blasphemy 
laws. The following account of it is taken from the Free
thinker: 

4th. He has been engaged to deliver from one to five lee- "Long before the hour advertised for the commencement 
tures at each of the following places: Chicago (State League of the meeting summoned to protest sgninst the imprison
Convention); Decatur, Dana, Carlyle, snd Indianola, Ill.; ment of our two friends, St. James's Hall was crammed. 
C b I d K R , . d S . . 1 Hundreds, I think I may say thousands, were turned away 

ar on, n · i ent, epuullc, an almevll e, Obio; Patch from the doors.- Nor was the crowd remarkable alone for its 
Grove. Wis.; Erie, Scranton, New Holland, and Philadelphia, numbers. The quality of it was scarcely less noticeable than 
Pa.; Newa1·k, N.J.; Rochester, N.Y., (Freethinkers' Conven- its qua11tity. The great mass of the people were of the 
tion); and Weiland, Canada. Letters· addressed to him at upper classes, that is, they were people, men and women, 
Atchison, Kan., will be promptly forwarded to him. who worked for their living. It was no gathering of idlers. 

Grecian Theater, which cost him, or rather his g-ulls, 
£20,000, and he was severely censured by the j 11rl~e 
for committing an a~t of gross perjury, but the jndge 
must hav been very Ignorant of the wayR of" Chris
tians" not to know that the majority of them would 
not scruple to commit perjury or almost any other 
crime to gain their own ends. It has been proved 
that their midnight meetings hav caused gross im
morality in many towns where the army is estab
lished, and the population has been increased in 
rather an irregular manner, but this is the general 
result of all great religious revivals; and yet in the 
face of all these exposures, ignorance and credulity 
are still so rampant that the majority still cling to the 
various forms of supernatural religion which havbeen 
proved over and over again to hav done no good, but 
an incalculable deal of injury to humanity. 

Yet there were not wanting a considerable number of what 
THE Rev. W. H. H. Buckboard Adirondack Murray is about are commonly called 'well; to-do' folk. Apparently they get 

. their name from not thinking it well to do anything. A very 

London, July 16, 1883. J. D. 

Another Camp-Meeting. to open a law office m New York. As a preacher Mr. Murray large number of women were present-a helpflll and hopeful 
was a success; but his mornl and financial crookedness sign. The more thinking women, the more likelihood that 
worked against him outside the church, and finally ruined the children of the future will be free. 
his reputation inside it. The Methodist organ of this city "The faces of the vast crowd were a wonderful study. It 
ventures the opinion that "if he does not make better work seemed as if a bad one were not among them. The sight 

1 
from the platform of the thousands of upturned faces all 

with the aw than he did with the gospel, he will not achieve alive with indignation at the wicked wrong done and enthu-

The Nemoka Spiritualists Camp-Meeting Associa
tion, of Pine Lake, Mich., will hold their first annu'll 
meeting on their grounds, commencing August 9th, 
and continuing to August 27th. 

any brilliant success at the bar." If the Rev. Mr. Murray is siasm for the wronged, was forever memorable. 
more upright ass lawyer than he was as a minister, his case "The speaking was of a very high order. The Rev. W. 
will be a good criterion by which to judge the relativ morar Sharman was as vigorous and as brave as ever. The two 
influence of law and gospel. other clergymen, Messsrs. Geldert and Headlam, also spoke 

splendidly, the former moving the huge_ audience to hearty 
HoRRIBLE stories come to us of the torture and murder of laughter as well as just anger. Mr. Moncure D. Conway 

gave us a very finished, thoughtful speech, and Mrs. Besant 
Jews by the Christians of Russia. A dispatch to St. James's moved her auditors as no other woman in ·England could. 

This association had its origin in the attempts of a 
few gentlemen to find a place upon the shore of some 
lake, where camp-meetmgs could be annually heltl, 
also where there could be erected a sanitarium or 
medical institute, a hotel, an art gallery, also a Liber
al library,and a building for phenomenal Spiritualism. 

Gazette from St. Petersburg, dated July 13th, says: Mr. Symes delighted every one by his outspeaking, and Mr. 
"A painful sensation has been created by news which has Burrows also spoke. 

just reaclled this city from Ostrog. While the Jewish ceme- "The reception of Mr. Bradlaugh was, as usual, a tremen
tery at that place was being violated and the monuments be- dons burst of enthusiasm. In ~ruth, how the audience on 

-ing broken, the malefactors. were surprised by the custodians that midsummer evening kept up at the fever heat at whicl:l 
of tha place, whom they threatened with death if they gave they started is a marvel. But speakers and resolutions alike 
information. Probably fearing that they would be arrested were cheered to the echo. So loud were the voices of the 
and punished for the outrage, they a night or two afterward gigantic mass of living beings, that one might hav hoped 
went to the houses of the caretakers, entered them by force, their sound had pierced through the prison walls and reached 
and, after barbarously torturing the inmates, murdered them the ears of the two solitary men who were to e~ery one of us 
with blows of hammers. To some of their victims they ad- the most real presences in that hall, despite their absence 

Upon the shore of Pine Lake, the most delightful 
spot in Michigan, has been selected one hundred 
acres of choice land, eighteen acres of it being a grove 
of oak, hickorv, elm, and other timbers. The Chica<YO 
& Grand Trullk Railway runs through the land, m;k
it easy of access from all parts of the country, because 
it crosses all the lines running east and west across 
the state. 

ministered narcotics before dispatching them." from us. 
"The voting was very solid. Both resolutions were car-

There is something about Christinnity that makes its ad- ried by the whole assembly minus two gentlemen, who had 
herents more brutal and persecuting than those of any the courage to hold up their hand against each. In a word, 
other superstition known to the world. The Christian relig- the meeting was a grand one in all senses." 
ion ought to go. 

THERE is to be a great wave of aggressiv Liberalism going 
over the country, this coming year. Wakeman, Watts, and 
Chainey are to enter the lecture field, and from East to West 
we may expect a tremendous stirring up of the minds of 
people, with the most profound and inspiring ideas of the 
day. New Yorkers are to hav the first wave of the vast move
ment, in a lecture by our brilliant Freethought poet-speaker, 
George Chainey, who will set the ball a-rolling at German 
Masonic Hall, on the evening of Sunday, August 26th, pre
ceding the convention week at Rochester. The subject of 
the lecture is "Reform and Reformers," and from his well
known ability and sparkling thought, we may be sure that 
the Liberals of this vicinity will listen to one of the brightest 
and wittiest discourses of the day. Chainey has won rounds 
of applause wherever he has been, and it is the pleasure and 
the duty- of advanced thinkers to sustain him in his efforts to 
enoble humanity on the basis of nature and scienc'il. Let 
every one take hold, tell every friend he meets, advertise the 
lecture far and wide, and come himself and greet our friend 
with an overflowing house. We hope every one in th1s mat
ter will be generous. Admission to the lecture is 50 cents. 

H. L. GREEN's Freethinkers' Magazine and Freethought Direc
tory for July, enlarged from 48 to 64 pages, is at hand, possi
bly a little late, but good enough to pay for the waiting. Its 
contents embrace articles on "State Secularization: the New 
York Sunday Laws," and "The Bible" (article 2), editorial. 
Then we are presented with "A Modern Myth," by the Hon. 
Elizur Wright, always interesting, and in this case particu
larly so; "The Consolation of the New Faith," by Courtlandt 
Palmer; "Relics of Barbarism," by Prof. A. J. Oliver; "A 
Few Thoughts About the Next Freethinkers' Convention," by 
Jay Chaapel; "Christian Persecution: How to Avoid It," by 
Elmina (the remainder of the name it is unnecessary to men
tion-everybody knows it); "The Montreal Freeth ought 
Club" and the poem "Onward" (published a short time since 
in THE TRUTH SEEKER), by George Martin; "All Sorts," a 
useful department, by the editor; the FreethoughtDirectory, 
and a quantity of other matter of general interest. The price 
of this periodical to subscribers is $1.50 per year. Those 
who wish their names continued in the Directory are re
quested to remit ten cents in postage stamps. The Freethink
ers' Magazine is a useful pubhcation, and Mr. Green has a 
kind word for all. 

WE hav just received a cablegram from England, announc
ing that Charles Watts will be present at the great Rochester 
Convention. This is good news to all and will no doubt make 
the gathering clans more numerous than ever. Mr. Watt's 
is one of the representativ thinkers and speakers of the old 
world; and his presence will be an added impulse and en
thusiasm to the convention. All who hav heard Mr. Watts 
will rejoice to listen again to his fervid eloquence. He is to 
remain with us for three months. Let arrangements be made 
everywhere for lectures. Now is an opportunity seldom pre
sented for the advancement of 'Liberal thought, and for the 
putting forth of one's best labors for its success. We could 
:find no better speaker than Mr. Watts, who presents his ideas 
with masterly clearness and effect. He is a noble exponent 
of e.ggressiv Liberalism. Of course, every one who can will 
now come to the Rochester Convention, e.nd giv our English 
friend a cordial greeting. He comes to bring the thought, 
the sympathy, the inspiration, the prophecy, and the hope 

Our London Letter. 
Within the last few days bigotry has scored one or 

two temporary victories, and I am rather glad that 
such is the case; a few more such victories would be 
far more disastrous than small defeats. Partial con
cessions to liberty and right are too often accepted 
with thankfulness, and thus the total destruction of 
cant and oppression is put off from time to time. It 
is only when men are overwhelmed and crushed by 
the incubus bearing them down that they make a 
grand and successful effort to rid themselvs of the 
monster. The short-lived triumph gained by the 
bishops in throwing out the "Deceased Wife's Sis
ter's" bill has once more shown the public what use
less beings these fathers in God really are, and brings 
to mind the fact that these locusts hav always stood 
in the way of progress. No measure for the benefit 
of anyone but themselvs or their party can be brought 
forward but they immediately oppose it, and bring 
forward some passage from their holy book to prove 
they are right. Meetings are to be held through the 
country for the purpose of passing resolutions to the 
effect that these very unworthy individuals should 
be debarred from voting in the House of Lords, and 
when this object is attained it will probably be found 
expedient to withdraw from them all state pay, let
ting their cost fall upon their admirers, who will 
scarcely be inclined to keep them in the same luxury 
that they are now enjoying. 

With regard to the Bradlaugh question in the 
House of Commons, Gladstone has certainly not shone 
in very brilliant colors, and has as usual appeared 
weak-kneed and vacillating. Afraid of offending the 
church and court party, he dares not stand by his 
own conviction, and is consequently gaining the con
tempt of all parties. Had he boldly stood up for the 
right, even had he been defeated, he would at least 
gain some measure of' respect for showing the cour
age of his opinions; but as it is now, he has gone far 
to lose the esteem even of his own supporters. On 
the other hand, Mr. Bradlaugh has gained, and is 
gaining day by day, hosts of friends; even those who 
differ from him, but who hav a sense of decency and 
justice, are protesting against the illegality practiced 
to keep him from his just rights; and when he bas 
triumphed over his enemies he bids fair to be the 
most popular man in England. His power is fully 
recognized by the supporters of tyranny, both lay 
and clerical, and they are fighting their utmost, des
perately and madly, for they tremble for their exist
ence; and if he is the man I take him to be, when his 
opportunity comes, much of the despotism now ram
pant will crumble and dissolve before his might and 
just wrath. We can only fervently hope that he may 
hav health and many years of life yet before him to 
enable him to carry out his pledges to those for whom 
he is now fighting. 

The Salvtttion Army fraud has been pretty fairly 
exposed during the past week or two. The inventor, 
" General " Booth, h~s had to giv up his lease of the 

The grove is being put in attractiv shape. A 
speaker's stand has been built in cottage style, with 
shingle mof and seats placed for many thousand peo
ple. A dining hall has been erected that is eighty 
feet long, and a number of temporary buildings will 
be constructed for the accommodation of aU who may 
desire to come. One-half dozen cottages are now in 
the process of building. There is a fine hotel at the 
head of the lake. It is only two and one-half miles 
to Okemos, where there are two hotels and many 
private houses that will be opened for the public, and 
in addition there are twenty private houses in close 
proximity to the lake where the families would be 
only too glad to entertain at a nominal price. There 
will be omnibuses running in the several directions 
at low rates. 

Arrangements hav been made for one and one-third 
fare over the following roads: The Chicago & Grand 
Trunk from Port Huron to Chicago; the Detroit, 
Lansing & Northern from Detroit to Howard City; 
the Michigan Central from Bay City to Jackson, from 
Grand Rapids to Jackson, and as far west as Niles, 
and as far east as Ann Arbor on the main line. The 
Detroit & Milwaukee from Detroit to Grand Haven; 
the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern from Lansing 
to Jonesville, and as far west as Elkhart, and as far 
east as Toledo. Good from August 8th to August 
28th, 1883. Apply to the secretary for certificates to 
entitle you to excursion rates for round trip tickets; 
if not received, pay full fare one way, and receive 
from the secretary on the camp-grounds a certificate 
which will entitle you to one..third fare returning. 
The latter method will be adopted in all cases where 
it can be. 

To those who furnish their own tents, grouncls will 
be free. Those who desire tents and cots furnished, 
and are willing to pay for the same, should apply to 
the secretary at once. Persons intending to camp 
should bring their own blankets and pillows. Sup
plies can be furnished on the grounds. 

Among some of the speakers and mediums invited 
are the names of Hon. F. 0. Willey, of Madison, Wis
consin; Dr. P. T. Johnson, Coldwater; Mrs. L. A. 
Pearsall, Disco; Mrs. M. C. Knight, New York; J. W. 
Kenyon, Jackson; Mrs. E. C. Woodruff, South Haven; 
Rev. Cbas. A. Andrus, Flushing; J. P. Whiting, Mil
ford; J. H. Burnham, Saginaw; Miss Susie M. John
son, Wisconsin; Abram Smith, Sturgis. The com
mittee invite correspondence with other mediums and 
speakers. 

All are cordially invited to attend the first camp
meeting at N emoka. There will be an entertaining 
program for each day. J. M. Potter, of Lansing, 
Mich., is secretary. 

AN exchange says that a paper published in the 
east recently came out with the following "declara
tion of princi pies," printed in bold type: "Pay no 
interest, rent, profit, taxes, or other unjust demand; 
produce, exchange without restriction and without 
robbery. Marry not at all; but recreate, finding in 
reason religion, in love law." The editor of that 
paper has evidently mistaken his location. He prob
ably thought he was opening up in the newspaper 
business in heaven. The last part of the above 
rather givs the lie to the statement that the whole is 
a "declaration of principles," but rather an absence 
of principles.-Peck's Sun. 

.. 
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Further Objections to Spiritualism. years, and has caused me no feeling of unhappiness trained to either profession. The ordinary represe~t-
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I de- or regret. PHILIP G. PEABODY. ativ of the dissenting sects who comes out here dis-

. t . d t t . h . North Conway, N. H., July 22, 1883. gusts his logical Hindoo hearers by his dogmatisms, 
Sire o say, m or er o COITec any misappre enslf)n and they soon learn to pass him by without further 
about my position in regard to Spiritualism, as some notice than an amused smile. He comes out from 

· h · t · t · the minds of Good Work Being Done. m1sappre enswn appears o exis m the missionary manufactory stored with idiomatic 
some of those who hav honored, by perusal, a letter From the Daily Courier. and grammatical Urdu, culled from 'Dr. Forbes's 
from me in THE TRJ?TH S~EKER of June 23d, that I The Liberal League of Evansville, Ind., met last Manual,' or a similar work, and finds to his dismay 
do .n.ot cl!lim to hav mvestig~ted the phenom.ena of Sunday night at their hall on the corner of Main and that in very few parts of India is he understood; in
Spiritualism, or to hav read Its lore, although It hap- Seventh streets. The object of the meeting, as ex- deed, he may be sent to a district where they hav a 
pens that I hav seen a book c~ed " Transcendental plained by its president, Mr. Ernest Schor, was to patois of their own. For the languages of India are 
Physics," and r.ead the parts of 1t that hav been most take some steps in opposition to those already taken legion. 
proud~y. and. trmmphantly quoted and refened to me by the Pastoral Association of the city. The organi- "Well do I know the sight of the missionary with a 
by Spmtuahsts. zation was perfected by_ Mr. Carl Langner _who called small knot of nativs around him; the blind semi-idiot 

I think there is no doubt in the minds of leading upon Mr. Schor to preside, and the. app~mtroent of of the neighboring village who thinks Christianity 
scientists that Zoellner lost influence and standing by M~. Wm. Peters as secret_arY:. Th1s b_emg accom- consists in 'wearing European clothes same like 
his Spiritualistic beliefs. His writings were, many ph~hed, Mr. ~- I. Lowenstem, m presentmg the res?- 'sahib;' the poor sweeper, who sees elevation from 
of them, reviewed in the Popular Science Monthly, not lutwn by whiC~ the League should be governed. m his lowly caste, and a chance of repaying the cuffs 
long ago, !lnd his arguments in favor of SJ?iritualism the future, advised the members to leave the questwn and kicks he has received from his fellow-creatures 
were considered to be ably refuted. Neither am I of nationality entirely out of the subject, and treat it when he turns Christian and livs in the mission 
entirely ignorant of the works of Andrew Jackson as a_dopted American citizens. He then read the fol- church compound; the nativ policeman who loiters 
Davis, having read some of them. For the purpose lowmg: round (anything for a change); a few villagers at-
of argument merely, so far as my demonstration was RESOLUTIONs. t t d b th It h t · 
concerned, I was willing to admit that all" mediums" In view of the action recently had hy a certain class of our rae 6 Y 6 nove y, w 0 s 0P to rest on their 
and other Spiritualists were honest. people, calling themselvs "Law and Order Society," we, the dusty tramp homeward, and-a few pariah dogs. To 

I claim that I hav presented a proof (not original undersigned citizens of Evansville, irrespectiv of creed or vo- such an audience the ' padre sahib ' shouts and gas-
cation, hereby make the following declarations: ti"culates· then when h1"s t1"me 1"s up mounts h1"s dog 

with roe, of course,) that a future life is impossible, 1. We indorse every movement .tending to improve the t d'd · ' ff t h" 1 t b' al · h -
in the ordinary sense of the word; to speak more morality and welfare of the people. car an nves 0 0 IS P easan ung ow; w ere, 
clearly, I mean that it is as extremly improbable as 2. We are opposed to singling out any one day of the week cooled by the punkah swinging overhead, he forgets 
it is that a man should jump over the moon or per- to enforce morality and decorous behavior, but would hav all Ram Singh and Nobby Bux in the hot stifling hazar, 
form any Other feat that l·s consi"dered 1·mpossi"ble by days so observed. and longs for his month's leave to the cool hills, or 

3. We respect the teachings and tenets of all religious f th t" t h h "ll t k h" d 
ordinary rational men and women. I am willing to sects, and ask that our own views be respected. or 6 Ime 0 come w en e WI a e s lp an go 
make the sweeping admission (for purposes of argu- 4. We believe in upholding the inalienable rights vouch- home to enjoy his retiring allowance, there to enlarge 
roent only) that all the alleged phenomena of Spirit- safed us in the Declaration of Independence, viz.: "Life, to wondering non-travelers at May meetings upon 
ualism actually take place and that all Spiritualists libt\Vea~o~~~~~u:~~i~~~!~~fi\~~~~:rence with the observ- thetheat. andd dust off lidndia and the number of con
are honest, for the reason that even then the mani- ance of the Sabbath, or any other day, by any class of peo- ver s game to the 0 

• 
festations, although mysterious, and many of them ple, and demand as a matter of justice and reciprocity that " So much for the Dissenter. Beyond constituting 
not understood or accounted for, cannot be shown we be not interfered with. himself a nuisance in the bazars and streets he does 
beyond a reasonable doubt' Or even by a prepnnder- 6. We believe that intemperance, coercion, and persecution little or no mischi~f; but the Roman Catholics hav a 

"' are not promotiv of good, and that every person should hav btl · f k" t 
ance of evidence, to emanate from or hav any con- the right, quietly and peaceably, to enjoy life in his own su er way 0 rna mg conver s. 
nection with the spirit of a dead person. I do not way, as long as he does not interfere with the rights of "During the last famin (and preceding ones, for 
see that the question as to the truth of Spiritl1alism, others. aught I know to the contrary) the Catholic priests 

7. We are against imposing our beliefs and customs upon were constantly 1"n the bazars and villages· they 
fl·om the pos1"t1'on from which I attack it, is affected ' others, and ask that others refrain from forcing theirs upon ld t k b f h"ldr ( f ) t d t by this admission. us. won a e any num er o c 1 en na IV o e uca e 

I think that honest Spiritualists will be very highly 8. We believe that the day commonly called Sunday was and bring up, but the parents must allow them to 
entertained, to say the least, by the perusal of a book appointed by men as a day of rest and recuperation, and that become Christians. It is whispered some were taken 

those needing and seeking such rest and recreation, should w1"thoutthe parents' consent· certa1"nly many orphans 
Called "Bottom Facts Concerning the Sc1"ence of ' ' be permitted to do so in their own way, always respecting tak "th t f t m'h 
Spiritualism," by Mr. John W. Truesdell, recently similar rights to be enjoyed by others. were en WI on re erence o any one. .L • ese 
published. It contains much that will mystify and 9. We believe that at this age, it is impolitic and productiv children are shown in the returns as so many converts. 

P
erplex them, and probably act as a somewhat power- of no good to deny working people the peaceable and inno- Every year many are thus taken into their schools; 

f
,_, bomb I·n their camp. cent enjoyment of the only day allowed them for pleasure but the famin years are those of harvest for them. 
w and recuperation. "All th d It t d t" 

All that I claim here," or claimed in my last letter 10. We are earnestly opposed to intemperance, and we be- 6 a u conver s rna 6 among na IVS are 
to THE TRUTH SEEKER, is, I think, comprised in the lieve that sobriety is not furthered by proscriptiv and oppres- from the lowest 'and most ignorant classes, and all 
following propositions, which I hereby assert: siv laws, for compulsion destroys all moral worth, and we become converts with a view to something better in 

Fll, ·st, The burden of proof that there is a future also believe that moderation in the enjoyment of life is the this life. They develop into veritable pests, begging 
best factor to promote the ends sought. With this expression fr h t h th t th f b · Ch · 

life is with those maintaining the affirmation. of our general views on this subject, we ask that our repre- om ouse 0 ouse on 6 s reng 0 emg TIS-
Second, Inasmuch as it is, on its face, almost im- sentativs in council and elsewhere, enact such laws and or- tians. How is it that missionaries and chaplains 

lJossible for a dead man to be alive, or exist as a sen- dinances as will effect and protect all alike, and that thev re- never employ these converts· as their personal servants 
peal such as are oppressiv, obsolete, and repugnant to" the or in other capaci"ti· es? Beca se they know th 

tient being, conclusiv proof is required. declarations herein contained. · u ey are 
Third, Spiritualism proves nothing in regard to Evansville, July 20, 1883. the scum of nativ society, unworthy of trust and 

the matter. with no idea of honesty or integrity." 
After the unanimous adoption of the resolution, 

Fourth, Science tells us there is no future life, so Dr. Greener, of Louisville, made a short address, 
far as it tells us anything about the matter. claiming that the question of Sunday observance was 

Fifth, There is therefore every reason to believe entirely civil, and not a religious one. The further 
that man dies entirely and has no other conscious business transacted was the election of Hon. F. W. 
existence than what he has here, and there is abso- Cook, as vice-president, and the appointment of an 
lutely no reason to believe the contradictory propo- executiv committee, on motion of Mr. Langer, con
sition. sisting of the gentlemen named below. The executiv 

The teachings of religion being untrue and unim- committee was authorized to collect such moneys as 
portant, I do not degrade the theme by alluding to would be necessary to cover the expenses to which 
them. . . :the present state of affairs would naturally lead. A 

Of co~rse my wntten artiC~es sp~ak for themselvs, motion to hold a mass meeting one week from Mon
h~It _I WI~h here to deny ha~ng srud that an;y _of the day night next was defeated. The feeling is largely 
d1stmgmshed pe~so~s menti?ned by my critiC, Mr. prevailing that the work in hand could only-be done 
Stephen Young, m his letter m THE TRUTH SEE~ of effectually by being done quietly. Further addre3ses 
July 21st, were charlatans; I expressed no opmwn were made by Mr. J. C. Boden and others, and after 
about them, whatever my thoughts may be. I do passing a resolution of thanks to the League the 
say that, so far as. Mr. Young or anyone else knows, meeting adjourned. 
except th~ man himself, each on~ may be a charlatan, The executiv committee is cern posed of Messrs. C. 
or. more bkely_ each one may, h~e the_ rest of us, be Langner, J. C. Boden, Henry Rosenbergh, Isadore 
m1~taken, part1~ularly when dealing w1th and specu- Esslinger, and F. R. Caden. 
latmg about thmgs not capable of proof. The fre-
quent triumphant mention of these and other names 
by Spiritualists conesponds with what Mr. Robert 
Ingersoll has so aptly called "the great-man argu
ment" of Christianity, and is answered by saying, as 
I hav done, that the men are dishonest or mistaken; 
or it might be answered by mentioning a list of 
names of far greater men who utterly disbelieve in 
Spiritualism. 

So far as Mr. Young believes in the necessity of 
everything that happens I agree with him, and, like 
himself, hav no feeling but that of good will and 
kindness toward every human being, no matter how 
depraved. 

Mr. Young states dogmatically, in the last para
graph of his letter alluded to above, what I think 
must be contradicted by the daily observation and 
experience of nearly every tolerably sane man, and 
what it seems to roe is axiomatically untrue; namely, 
that a knowledge of a future life tends to make men 
pay more attention to this than they would if they 
knew there was no future life. 

I do not see that the belief that there is no God, 
and that there is no future life, and that when we 
die we die entirely and forever, is a painful or un
pleasant one. This belief has been mine for many 

Religious Frauds in India. 
Writing from Calcutta, India, a correspondent of 

the London Freethinker says: "Then, again, in Chris
tianity; there is a large cathedral in the city with a 
Roman Catholic bishop; a church in Cantonments 
with a High Church of England clergyman; and a 
"Little Bethel" or "Havelock" chapel for the Ran
ters and Baptists. The Baptist thinks the Roman 
Catholic is as sure of perdition as the Hindoo or 
Mussulman, and the Roman Catholic reciprocates the 
feeling very strongly. And as if these were not suf
ficient to confuse any one, out come the Mukhti 
Fanj (Salvation Army) who repudiate the whole lot, 
and declare that they alone possess the free pass to 
heaven and the divine recipe for earthly happinesE'. 
While all these doctors disagree, how is poor ( hmga 
Ram or Hidayet Ali to decide ? 

"Speaking of churches brings me to the subject 
of missionaries. Is it necessary to tell my Free
thinking friends that here, as all over the world, the 
missionary is a fraud? As teachers or doctors they 
sometimes do good, but such cases are extremely 
rare. And even when such cases occur, I consider 
their place would be better iilled by one properly 

The Human Body. 
While we know nothing of that which is termed, 

in common parlance, the soul, we do know some
thing of the human body, yet not so much that we 
may not learn a great deal more. 

And it is just this knowledge of the body and its 
various functions that is sometime to improve the 
race, to make the world better than we find it to-day. 

What is called sin, wrong, crime, disease, etc., are 
only other names for ignorance. People, generally, 
I think, do about as well as their limited knowledge 
will pennit, and it is to be wondered, sometimes, how, 
with the great burthen of ignorance and weakness 
that they carry, they can do as well as they do. 

Great mistakes are made, irreparable errors com
mitted, terrible blunders brought about, because hu
man beings lack the knowledge of themselvs and 
the common laws of right living, which, observed, 
would produce only happy and beautiful results, 
whereas, their non-observance leads to consequent 
inharmony, misery, and trouble. 

Ask the children in the schools if they understand 
the rules of good health, even, and they will stare at 
you in open-mouthed wonder-they don't know what 
you mean. 

Ask their teachers what they know of hygiene
the construction and mechanism of the human body, 
its uses and the perfection it may be brought to-and 
most of them are as ignorant as the children. Go to 
the homes, and inquire of the parents if they know 
and observe the health laws, and .too many will look 
at you in blank silence. At the same time, they can 
tell you all about the "City of the New J erusalero," 
the" Holy Ghost,'' and all the "invisibles;" all about 
the laws of sanctification, foreordination, purifica
tion, and perdition, as well as the condition of all the 
inhabitants of the earth after death, but are dumb 
upon the vital questions of health ~tnd happiness of 
mortals on this hither side of the grave. 

The schools of a new philosophy must arise and 
wipe out this lamentable ignorance. Honest inquiry, 
to begin with, among children must not be checked, 
but fostered, while trained and educated teachers 
must be able and willing to cheerfully instruct them 
in the knowledge· they hav a right to seek. Instead 
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~ of the old fals~hoods that f~d o.ur parents, a~d which c?mmit as many murders as he pleased with impu
hav resulte.d m untold nnschief and. angmsh, they mty. Later, a man who claimed it was branded on 
must be given new an~ comprehensiv try.ths-the the thumb, unless he was a ·peer or a clerkl n orders, 
truths that lead to salvatwn, to health, long life, peace, and was not allowed to claim his privilege a second 
and prosperit~. . time. The effect of such a clumsy system-barba-

Those openmg the doors of such schools ?f smence, rous severity on the one side, hand in hand with ca
teaching that the whole human body IS sacred, pricious exemption from all punishment whatever
" holier thaD: ~ny te~ple of wood ~n.d stone, conse,: was as bad as possible. Yet benefit of clergy was a 
crated by divmer nghts and for diVIner purposes, recognized privilege till1827. 

against. his strongest, honest sense? No, sir. I can
not. Your statement of seeing spirits on spooks is 
not proof sufficient to convert a man of independent 
thought. Your religion, like all others, demands im
plicit faith, and that faith, sir, I cannot hav in any 
kind of religiOus extant. My hard sense strikes back 
on every religious imposture. If, sir, there be any 
truth in your theory that man is immortal, I shall 
know the whole business on an equality with others. 
But, sir, my firm belief is that nature hath made no 
such provision. And, sir, if nature had not so pro
vided, your theory is false, and you and others 
are deludin<z yourselvs. Millions hav been deluded 
by various religions in the past, and many now, from 
a weak and frail mind, do still dream of distant 
charms and beauties bright which lend enchant
ment to the view. But, sir, your last breath will 
bring to you eternal sleep from which no man ever 

will rank with the greatest and noblest philosophers ==· ================== 
that hav ever lived on earth. SusAN H. WrxoN. 

Plagiarism. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I was 

much surprised to see, in No. 28 of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
that Mr. J. E. Beckley claims for his friend, "S. A.," 
the authorship of " A Truth Seeker's Dilemma." In
closed find a copy of the original. The transposing 
is but a bungling effort. The whole, or greater part 
thereof, is a plagiarism. R. R. HALL, :M.D. 

Roolcford, fll., July 18, 1883. 
THE ORIGINAL. 

Thou great, eternal Infinit, 
The great unbounded whole, 

Thy body is the universe, · 
Thy spirit is its soul! 

If thou dost fill immensity, 
If thou art " all in all," 

If thou wast here before I was, 
I am not here at all ! 

How could I liv outside of thee? 
Dost thou fill earth and air? 

There surely is no place for me 
Outside of everywhere/ 

If thou art God, and thou dost fill 
Immensity of space, 

Then I am God, think as you will, 
Or else I hav no place. 

And if I hav no place at all, 
Or, if I am not here, 

It must be I shall not be "damned," 
For then I'd be somewhere. 

So, I must be a part of God, 
No matter if I'm small; 

And if I'm not a part of him, 
There's no such God at all. 

The Death Penalty and :Benefit of Clergy. 
Fr<m> Blackwood's .Maga:zine. 

William the Conqueror, notwithstanding the ruth
less savage nature oftheman,disliked the punishment 
of death in cold blood, and substituted mutilation for 
it. :Mutilation is a punishment mentioned in the assizes 
of Clarendon and Northampton in the time of Henry 
IT. In the reigns of Richard L, Henry Ill., and Ed
ward I. death was the penalty inflicted. In the two 
last-mentioned reigns it was the common punishment 
for felony. It continued to be so, as to treason and 
nearly all felonies, down to the year 1827, tip. public 
opinion revolted and an era of mercy set m. But 
ages before public sentiment rose in rebellion against 
the system of barbarous severity, the English people 
had in their own practical, unsystematic way man
aged to a great extent to elude it. First of all, the 
clergy successfully asserted a claim to be ?:ee from 
the jurisdiction of secular co~s, to be subJe~t. to the 
ecclesiastical courts only, whiCh merely enJOined a 
clerk to purge himself of his offense, probably by 
some mode of penance and fasting. In early times a 
clerk was delivered up to the ordinary as soon as he 
was imprisoned on suspicion of any crime whatever. 
The Norman kings, especially Henry ll, might strug
gle against this claim as much as they pleased They 
failed and the clerk in holy orders possessed immu
nity h-om ?ivil pu;nishment. Late.r on, in Edward I.'s 
time this Immumty began to be disputed, and a clerk 
was ~ot allowed to claim his clergy until after he was 
convicted. The next step was that the court might 
deliver him up obseque purgatione, in which case he 
was to be imprisoned in the bishop's prison for life. 
But restriction on the privilege, which originally was 
confined to the tonsured clergy, was followed by a 
wide extension of its application. In 1350 it was en
acted that all manner of clerks, as well secular as re
ligious should thenceforth enjoy the privileges of 
holy church. In construing this statute, the courts, 
ever, except in the time of. the Stuarts, on the alert 
in favor of liberty and agamst tyranny, extended the 
privilege to everyone who could read, whether he had 
the clerical dress and tonsure or not. All women, 
however except professed nuns, were for centuries 
excluded from the benefit of clergy, as it was called. 
Another grotesque exception was that bigamus-not 
a bigamist in our sense of the word, but a man who 
"hath married two wives or one widow"-was also 
excluded. In 1547 a statute was passed which gave 
every peer of the realm, although he could not read, 
a privilege of a similar kind. It thus happened that, 
though all felonies were capital offenses, a large pro
portion of offenders escaped scot-free. They were 
entitled to benefit of clergy, and could not be pun
ished at all. At the beginning of the eighteenth 
century women and those who could not read were 
admitted to benefit of clergy, and then everyone 
charged with a clergyable felony became liable to a 
slight punishment in lieu of death. The benefit had 
always consisted in being excused from capital pun
iebment; ~ncl ~tone time ~Ill~ll wbo coulclro~ could 

NEw YoRK, July 24, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for my year's sub

scription; ami $1 for the Monument Fund. I find 
the paper more a necessity than ever before, and 
congratulate you on the successful handling of a pen 
mightier than the ministerial frauds can command. 
Long me to THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

R. H. CRESSINGHAM. 

TIMMONSVILLE, July 21, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I see in your last issue of THE TRUTH 

SEEKER, July 21st, an article headed "Help Spread 
the Light," asking for names of men who do their 
own thinking. I will send you the names of as 
many as I can think of just now. This section is 
very orthodox. We hav about 500 inhabitants, three 
churches, and hav had 101 prayer-meetings, 191 ser
mons, and a perfect failure on the part of the 
churches in capturing a single child. Methodist 
preachers and the ladies are holding the fort, but 
the men are generally free to speak about the church
es and their doings; Since t hav been taking THE 
TRUTH SEEKER I can't keep it; everybody wants to 
read it; in fact, most every man is an outspoken In-
fidel. R. J. ROLLINS. 

EAST OTTO, July 23, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Seeing in the last TRUTH SEEKER the 

progress of the Monument Fund, I hasten to and my 
mite with that of a friend, and may all tardy Liber
als and truth seekers do likewise. 

For four years I hav been an admiring reader of 
THE TRUTH BEEKER, to me the best paper I ever saw. 
I approve of the fairness with which all are treated 
that ask for a hearing. Many times my sympathies 
hav been strongly agitated in following the varying 
fortunes of its founder, and when the news came of 
his death I was for the time without hope. It was 
more than the loss of a friend. All seemed lost. 
But when THE TRUTH BEEKER came to me with its 
many expressions of sympathy for your loss, I felt 
there were some good and true souls left, and THE 
TRUTH SEEKER might be sustained, and again I took 
courage. 

I cannot close this without saying that I heard T. 
L. Brown, of Binghamton, say that of all the Liber
al papers he could find THE TRUTH SEEKER was the 
best, and as a Spiritualist I can say the same. 

Please find inclosed $2-one from Robert Dygert, 
Springville, N. Y., and one from, 

Yours respectfully, CLARK BURCHARD. 

INJUSTICE TO THOMAS PAINE. 
KANSAS CITY, July 20, 1883. 

MR. EDITOR: ,I would like to say a word through 
your valuable paper in defense of Thomas Paine .. 

I hav been listening to the orthodox denouncmg 
Thomas Paine as a base scoundrel, liar, and blas
phemer. No longer ago than last Sunday I heard 
a prominent presiding elder denounce him as such. 
Those sainted preachers make such denunciations 
as this when they hav no one to rebut these ma
licious attacks upon a man who stood by this coun
try in its infancy. Thomas Paine's ideas are used 
by our government and condemned by the church. 
My understanding from history is that Thomas 
Paine's ideas control the English government, and 
he is the man who wrote the Constitution of the 
United States, and was the first man who wrote the 
words "United States of America." 

But he is looked upon by priest and clergy as a 
demon. They stood by his dying bed and prayed 
fervently for him to recant. But he would not. 
They falsely say that he said all was dark and 
gloom. There are lots of ministers to-day who are 
ignorant enough to believe he did recant. But he 
died as he had lived-a firm believer in truth and 
liberty of thought. May his memory ever liv and 
be cherished by truth-loving people when orthodox 
lies cease to be, 

Giv the churches power and we are slaves. 
A. B. Fox. 

A FEW REMARKS TO MR. S. YOUNG. 
CINCINNATI, July 20,1883. 

Sm: You make quite free with my name in your 
charges that I assert without proof. My proofs, sir, 
are the strongest ever experienced. I hav investi
gated your so-called pheno~ena for a consider~ble 
time, fully expecting to discover some tangible 
grounds to convince me that some truth was at the 
bottom of so much statement. But alas 1 up to this 
present moment hav I realized nothing. My dead 
friends and many relations hav never, never uttered 
one eingle wotd. sit. 1\luet a. man believe your tbeory 

awaketh. THos. WINTER. 

ITHACA, July 23, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Taking Universology as a bl'tsis, which 

embraces the whole of nature's domain, we can but 
conclude that from the laws of her material king
dom there appears to our vision a great variety of 
vegetation, and each variety, though differing from 
other forms, is perfect in itself, and each fills the 
sphere of its own necessity. So also, in the progres
sion of nature, animal life appears in a correspond
ing variety, and each also fills its own sphere of 
action. And thus in the higher form called man 
(though it is evident he has not attained to manly 
eminence as yet, but is progressing). Animals will 
act out their nature in combating and beating each 
other, as in the Liberal ranks. But he is now upnn 
his dignity of thought, and supposes (animal-like) 
that his sphere of thought comprises all the ground 
there is to spare; and as yet has not attained to the 
capacity and correctness of man to behold the great 
city of nature, which compriiles all varieties and is 
called the city of the living God, and it lieth four
square; the length, breadth, and hight are eqnal. 
This city symbolizes pure, earnest, individual 
thought. Its walls (experience) of precious stones; 
its streets (wide and liberal) symbolized by pure 
gold ; and on either side of the city are three gates, 
so that when we arrive to the capacity of man, we 
shall enter the city of unity and charity through the 
gate that suits us best. 

I delight to follow the arguments of Mr. Putnam 
and Mr. Andrews, for they are developing the higher 
regions of animal life. Mr. Putnam places himself 
upon the fundamental principles of material nature, 
which produces the one pole, the objectiv, which is 
the male of nature: and Mr. Andrews places himself 
upon the progressiv and equally fundamental prin
ciple of the mental world-the opposit pole, the sub
jectiv, the female of nature. The two are united, 
and we hav the stature of man. 

I hav reconsidered the living monument Mr. Ben
nett made for himself, and concluded, for the love 
I bore toward him, to send you $1 toward a material 
one. Find amount inclosed. 

Yours with charity, ZENAS KENT. 

NEw YoRK, July 25, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I would be obliged to you if you 

would notice the death of John T. Jacobson, an old 
Philadelphian by birth, but a citizen of the city of 
New York for more than sixty years. 

I was summand to your city to attend the sick bed 
of this aged and noble monument of man, and the 
friend of humanity everywhere, who for more than 
fifty years has been an outspoken Freethinker, and 
who, no matter in what society, religious sects, or 
among those of whatsoever creed, was ever respected 
for his manly courage, gentlemanly deportment, his 
profound depth of knowledge, and fearless advocacy 
of the theory of Materialism. 

A few years ago, when boarding with his daughter 
-a Mrs. Cheshire, who kept house for him-he was 
a constant reader of THE TRUTH BEEKER, and an ad
mirer of our martyr, D. M. Bennett. I sat by his 
bed side for three days, conversing, reading, and 
talking to him on the great all-important question 
of a hereafter. His mind was at no time dimmed 
or clouded, bnt was well prepared for the coming 
change; and he was only afraid his lamp of life 
would flicker too long, thereby causing too much 
trouble to his children and friends; and wishing, 
but one hour before he died, for death to come, he 
fell asleep, to awake no more (forever?). Although 
but sick a few days, he died as he had lived, a 
noble, honored man and Infidel. 

His acquaintance was extensiv. He was for more 
than thirty years, a resident of east 25th street, be
tween second and third avenues. None knew him 
but to love him. He was a philosopher, and a phil
a.nthrophist. He lived a useful and activ life, no 
matter what the creed or religion of his neighbors. 
If any were in want, he and his daughter hunted 
them out, sympathized with them, spoke words of 
comfort to the dying, and with open hands and 
hearts and home, brought them in and relieved 
their wants and suffering. After a life of 82 years 
of unbroken activity, on Friday, the 20th instant, we 
closed his eyes in a sweet and gentle sleep ; and 0n 
Sunday we laid him away to rest in that beautiful 
and q-aiet city of the dead at Cypress Hills. · 

M. w. R{)WE, 
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WAPELLO, J nly 24. 1883 
MR EDITOR: I bav sadly neglected to send my mite 

for thA M )nument Fund, but now inclose $1 to ap
ply to that purpose. I wish to giv something to
ward erecting a monument to the memory of our 
dear friend, D. M. Bennett. MRs. MARY KREMER. 

EsKRIDGE, July 21, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 for our Sunday 

rending, which we find much better than the old Jew 
book or modern orthodox vreaehing. We hav but 
few outspoken Infidels here. Orthodoxy is popular, 
and to be noticed we mtlst go to church and chip in 
with the big crowd. Apply $2 50 for THE TRUTH 
l:iEEKER for the year and fifty cents for an extra copy 
of tbe same as long as It will pay for. I want to dis-
tribute them to my friends. M. JESTER. 

ELGIN, July 25, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $1.30, which please apply 

as follow<: $1 for the Monument Fund and the bal
ance for "The Holy Bible Abridt<ed." I had one but 
gave it away, and want one to show to my Christian 
friends-it is a good eye opener. I do think every 
Vberal in America (! should say the world) ought 
to hav our beloved Bt>nnett's last work, "A Trutb 
s~eker Around the World," which is one of the best 
eye.openers ever published. I hav lent the work to 
Ch•istian friends. One man, who is now reading it, 
said to me a few days ago, "Archibald, I believe by 
the time I hav finished that work I shall be an In
fidel." One grand reason why every ~nfidel should 
hav these books is because it was Bennett's last work, 
which I hope and trust will be as lasting as the 
granit monument. I. W. ARcHIBALD. 

OsaGE MisSION, July 23, 1883. 
Mns. M. W. BENNETT: Tbe inclosed money order is 

to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year. I am 
fully satisfied with the conduct of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
You and Macrlonald are acquitting yourselvs nobly. 
Tbey of any party who say they cannot affiliate with 
the other party in the work of the National Liberal 
League, disgust me beyond measure. I would rather 
they were in clerical robes and our fighting enemies. 
It is inexplicablf' I A Spiritualist or a Materialist 
opposing the grasp of the church upon the states is 
equally efficient. If he sets up the insane cry, "He 
don't believe as I do, therefore I will not work with 
bim to secure a purely secular government," he is 
more efficient to such government than the officers 
of the National Reform Association. I would not 
advise denial of access to your columns, but oh I 
how offensiv they make themselvsl 

H. L. R. JONES. 

INDEPENDENCE, July 23, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1-50 cents for 

THE TRUTH BEEKER for three months to a new sub
scriber; 25 cents for "Answers to C11ristian Qaes
tions," by D. M. Bennett; 15 cents for "Bible In
quirer," by Jacobson, and 10 cents for "Ingersoll 
and Jesus," by s~muel Putnam. 

I wish I was able at this time to send in a more 
liberal order, but, situated as I am, must take ad
vantage of such as I can. I, for one, want to train 
my children so that they , tay sail clear of the tem
pestuous sea of mythological source. I hav been 
yPars enslaved by my early lessons at my poor 
mother's knee, and hav since her death been an 
earnest, anxious inquirer at the doors of the church 
and in secret prayer for the real life as promised. by 
Cbrist and his preachers even now, but hav found 
more to satisfy me in a few copies of your paper 
and some Liberal works I hav been reading than I 
hav found in thirteen years of praver and study of 
the Bible and church experiences. I hope to be able 
to become a regular reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
and also to supply myself and family with a' goodly 
collPction of Liberal work. 

Truly yours, GEo. E. PENFIELD. 

ALMOND, July 23, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $1 for the monHment to D. 

M. Bennett. I hope enough will be immediately 
sent to swell the amount to the required sum, that 
the monument may be speedily erected. It seems 
to me to be the duty of every Liberal who can pos
sibly spare .a little to contribute something for this 
purpose. It is a debt we owe this noble man, and 
the amount, instead of being $1,400, should be ten 
times that sum. 

I see much is said in THE TRUTH SEEKER for and 
against Spiritualism, Materialism, etc. This is all 
right as f.u as honest truth seeking is concerned; 
but when I see words used tending to aronse ill 
feelings among Liberals in consequence of his or 
her peculiar views of life or no lire after death, I 
want to say, Stop this, friends; this is not true Lib
eralism. I am not a Spirituallbt, having thus far 
failed to obtain what would be to me satisfactory 
evidence of its truth. But, notwithstanding, good 
and honest Spiritualists are good enough Liberals 
for me, and I can giv them upon all occasions the 
right hand of fellowship. 

I inclose twenty-five names for you to send speci
men copies of THm TRUTH SEEKER to. I hope eome of 
them may be induced to subscribe for it. At all 
events, it wlll be good seed sown, and I hav selected 

as good soil for its reception as can be found in this 
community. 

Send me "Sc•pher Toldoth Jeshu, or the Book of 
the Generation of Jesus." I hav wanted to lend my 
neighbors THE TRUTH SEEKERS, but they would be 
soon spoiled if I did. I am keeping them clean to 
hav them bound when I get enough. I think I will 
hav the volume when boul:ld entitled "Holy Bible," 
with family register leaves inserted. 

I remain yours for truth and justice, 
0. D. WALLACE. 

GRAND IsLAND, July 24, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send my mite to the Mon

nment Fund, I do not believe much in monuments, 
but if one can be raised that will do some honor to 
our departed friend and scatter that monstrosity 
called the Christian religion at the same time, I 
would glv my last dollar. Who can believe in a God 
that didn't know enough to teach his people to 
dress themselvs, but left their instruction to devils 
and snakes? Oh, it takes the Bible to relate the 
boss snake story to be found in the pagPs of fiction, 
He made Adam and Eve, and turned them out naked 
without the knowledge of the fact till his snakeship 
came along, walking upon his tall, to inform . them 
tbat they were naked, and that they had better sew 
fig leaves together and make themselvs aprons 
(breeches in the old versions of the Bible). Funny 
God, this !-that trusted the teaching of his people 
to snakes and demons, and then damn them because 
they can't believe the yarn I 

He made David after his own heart, and David 
danced in his nudeness before the females of his 
harem, which brought the blush of shame to his 
queen; and because she blushed ann rebuked him 
for his unbecoming conduct he shut off all social 
intercourse with her, and bf'g'1t off8pring upon her 
maid-servant (thus putting his lawful wife below her 
own slave, because she dared be more refined than 
ber tyrannical husband). Wonder if David's God 
has a harem, too, where scores of beautiful goddesses 
promenade before him and administer to his pleas
ure; A.nd ir he, too, dances naked in their presence 
and cuts up other monkey-shines before them·:en
tirely unbecoming gentlemen among ladies; ·and if 
he ever gets rebuked and gets mad when a beauti
ful goddess undertakes to refine him. 

And we are told David danced before the Lord; 
but what object could the God of D&vid hav in re
questing him to dance in the preoence of his ladies 
in so unbecoming a manner? Would a divine being 
take pleasure at the sight of a naked brute cutting 
up antics to gratify the lowest animal passions in 
man? The whole story is preposterous nonsense. 

But David covers himself with the mantle of di
vine authority, and goes ahead, dancing uncovered 
befvre females, and committing rape and adultery 
upon other men's wives and daughters, butchering 
their fathers and husbands in cold blood after satis
fying his brutal lust upon them, like a demon with
out mercy. And we are told David was a man after 
God's own heart (in a horn). David's God was a 
myth that only existed in his own evil imagination 
of his heart. And this is all David or anyborly elPe 
e•·er knew about him, or ever will know. He is a 
GCJd without body, parts, or passions, and resides 
beyond the bounds of time and space-that is, he is 
nothing, and has no habitation. SPlah I Bah I 

WALTER Sn.WNDS. 

WEATHERFORD, TEX., July 21, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: As I hav never written to you except 

in a business sort of way, and as you are publishing 
letters everv week in THE TRUTH SEEKER from Lib
erals all over the country, I resolved to try my hand 
at a letter, in which I wish to make a. suggestion or 
two. It has been F<aid many times that "music hath 
charms to soothe the savage breast," and we all 
know from personal experience that nearly all of 
the human family are music-loving creatures. Music 
is one of the grand elements in all social gatherings; 
and as nearly all-or many, at least-c.f the music 
books of to-day are published by or in the interest 
of some Christian church, thus compelling Liberals 
to aid and abet Christianity in the purchase of mu
sic books, in order to get tunes for the songs they 
sing in their meetings and social gatherings, I sug
geat that some one prepare and publish a book con
t.aining words and music suitable to be used in 
L9ague meetings, social gatherings, funeral occa
sions, etc. I am a great lover of music, and hav 
taught vocal music a little, but I am so disgusted 
with the silly nonsense in Christian songs tha.t I 
cannot sing them. If I had a Liberal music book I 
could wield a mighty influence over the young peo
ple in my community. Cnristians are putting forth 
every effvrt in their power to secure the young, and 
we as Liberals must do the same thing if we expect 
to win. 

Another suggestion I wish to make is that of cir
culating Liberal literature. I think every Liberal 
should try to take at least one Liberal paper, and, 
after reading it, pass it around to his neighbors. 
And everyone who is able should purchase a good 
book and pass it around. Christian people are more 
afraid of Liberal literature than they are of "his 
satanic majesty." I hav purchased $20 or $25 worth 
of books and papers in the last two years, and hav 
circulated them freely. Many at first would not 

read thfm, but they now rPad them with a relish; 
and many good Christian people are getting to be 
q qite liberal in their views. There is a certain class 
of Christians who will not read; these, of course, 
will die hugging their idols. But those who will 
read soon begin to think, and when they once begin 
to think they soon trample their idols under their 
feet. 

Two years ago Liberals were "as scarce as hens' 
teeth" in this part of God's "immoral" Vinyard. 
Now we can count a score or more; and this result 
has been accomplished· without organizing. Chris
tians are already very much concerned about it. 
The preachers are all preaching to us; the brethren 
are all scolding at us, and the "dear sisters" are all 
praying for us; but, despite all this, Freethought 
moves along as if nothing was the ma.tter. We ex
pect soon to organize a League and go to work in 
earnest. 

Find inclosed $4.25-$1 25 to apply on my subscrip
tion to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and for the remaining $3 
send me "Champions of the Church." S. WHITE. 

TRUTH AND MYTH. 
HowE, CAL., July 21, 1883. 

Mn. EDITOR: Every reality in itself is an eternal 
truth; the smallest particle of matter is a truth, and 
the real universe is the aggregate of all trnth. In 
other words, every real truth is a material existence, 
and the totality of these Is the universal factor of 
all facts, and every fact is but an appearance. Fac
tor and fact are all we can know; the first physical
ly, and the last mentally-the first a --.reality, the 
second a myth; the first the real world, the B!:'Cond 
the apparent world (objPctiv and subjectiv). Factors 
are truths evidenced to physical sensations, and are 
classed as entitles; while facts are imagined entities 
and should be relegated to mythological mentation. 
We hav, then, in the physical real truths, in the 
mental apparent truths; so the apparent world is 
but a semblance of the real world, yet we too often 
mix them mentally. 

Whatever reasonings mny relate to acts, as thought, 
virtue, vice, God, devil, heaven, hell, soul, etc., must 
be classed with the mythical, as wholly devoid of 
being-mere ideas of fancy to complete a picture; 
nothing more; while every truth is a reality and an 
evidence of its own existence. In other words, the 
truthful test of truth is reality phJ'Sically demon
strated, and true physical science embraces such 
demonstration and relates to t.ruth as a subatratum. 
If we ask what the mind is we fall to satisfy our

selva, even metaph1 sically, and when we search for 
it physically it is yet. non est, and must ever remain 
so, because it is no part of truth; it does not possess 
substance, neither does it occupy place; it is a mere 
fact, as other acts, and must be classed with other 
myths-the mere ideal of mental romance, imagined 
in the previous childhood of r 1r race, but in the 
present mythical age nearly all stalk it forth an im
mortal entity. Mentally we cannot know the real 
universe, as it is but an appearance. Physically we 
may know it, because we are an integral part. ' 

Bish ')p Berkeley was correct, from his mental stand
point, when he said there was no such thing as mat
ter, because mind (so called) can never determin its 
existence. His followers, from the same ideal Ara
rat, declare mind the great factor of the universe, 
the primary ego de facto. All attributes are merely 
speculativ suppositions; and th!:'se, with all their 
supposed genera, are but the fancied children of 
idealism, super-imposed on organization; for, in the 
absence of this, there could be no ghostly chance 
for the imaginary. 

The ideal or mythical world can be formed and 
neopled to suit the fancy-free from bruised heads 
and brokPn bones. But when we come physically in 
contact with the substantial, we must look out for 
reality, If people differ widely ab'lut substantial or 
objectiv truths, we need not wonder at their multi
plied differences about apparent facts that no one 
cau really know. The Materialist, from his physical 
point of observation, is most evidently correct when 
he says the material universe is the totality of all 
truth-the all or all; fvr if there be no real truth, 
there could be no fancied truthfulness. We may 
sense a truth, but we cannot speak the truth. At 
best, we can only speak truthf11lly of the truth. 
Neither can we think the truth, but nf it, The dis
tinction I wish to show I trust is apparent. 

Roaming metaphysically is often a pleasant pas
time, and, as with the novel reader, makes life more 
bearable. Fa.ncy the images; "see the tear of inno
cence, and the lurid twinkle in a demon's envious 
eye." Now we see them-now we don't; there's am
ple room for all. 
It may be said that we hav grown ourselvs, aggre

gating thousands of truths to the embodiment we 
call I, all parts acting and reacting in all the va
ried evolutions called life; and when they cease to 
act vito-mechanically they will act chemico-mechan
ically, and this I is no more, but truth yet remains. 

Of which is of the more importance, the physical 
or the mythical, is ever left to the choice of all, as 
results of organization and education; but I plead 
for a distinction that shall sep<uate the real and the 
mythical. 
If I avow my better belief, that there never was 

anything made, I am called heterodox; yes, that is 
my doxy, at threescore and fifteen, and I love her 
still. ABRAM BRONSON, 
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Help Spread the Light. "Paine the Political and Religious Refor
mer." 

"Woman: Her Past and Present: Her 
Rights and Wrongs." 

"Materialism and Crime." 

It is acknowledged by all that the best 

way to spread Liberal principles is by 

papers, tracts, and books. Every issue 
"Will the Coming Man Worship God? 
"Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity." 

This is a chance to enlighten a large 
body of people, to help THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, and to get good books to circu
late by only a few moments' work. We 

hope the responses will be many. 

of THE TRUTH SEEKER is a good mission
ary document, and every Freethought 

book sold is a silent pleader and propa
gator of the truth. There are thou
sands of Freethinkers all over the coun

try whom we do not know and who do 

not know this paper. But our friends 
know them, and we ask such as are 

willing to spend a few moments for the .A 
good of Liberalism to send us their 

names and addresses, that we may mail 

them copies of the paper. We are will
ing to furnish the copies necessary for 

this purpose and mail them, as we hope 
a few extra subscribers may thereby be 

obtained, which will make the pecuniary 
outlay square. But the main object is 

ROMAN CATHOLIC C.AN.ARD. 
A Fabricated Account of 

A Scene at the Death-bed of 
THOMAS PAINE. 

DID BISHOP FENWICK WRITE 111 

to spread the knowledge of Liberalism, 

its aims and objects, what we think and 
why we think it. We would like every 
one to know that the Christian faith IS 

a rope of sand, that the churches are 

taking the money of the people with

out giving any return. It is the duty of 
all Freethinkers to let their neighQors 

know that the fires of hell hav been 

quenched. 
Many Liberals say they hav no time 

to devote to missionary work, and do 
not like to argue wl.tb their church ac
quaintances. Very well, send us the 
names and let THE TRUTH SEEKER argue 

the case. Where a man is Liberally in

clined-and not dead to all sense and 
reason-we hope and think THE TRUTH 

SEEKER will bring him clear out of the 

fog 
To stimulate our friends in this work 

we make the following offer, only asking 

that when the sender has read the pam

phlets he shall hand them around that 

others may be benefited. 
To eyery one sending us the names 

and addresses of twenty-five independ
ent men and women who do not take 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, and who do their 
own thinking, we will send one copy of 
either of the below-named twenty-five 

cent books: 

'Influence of Christianity upon Civiliza
tion," by B. F. Underwood. 

• Advo1ncement of ~·~ience." The Inaug
ural Address of Prof. J.,hn Tyndall, delivered 
before the British Association for the Advance
ment of Science. 

'Chronicles of Simon Christian us." His 
manifold and wonderful adventures in the 
Land of Cosmos. A new scripture (evidently 
inspired) discovered by I. N. Fidel. 

• Religion not History." An able ex
amination of the Morals and Theology of the 
New Test11.ment. By Prof. F. W. Newman, of 
the London University. 

'The Besant-Hatchard Debate." A two 
night._• debate betwPen J',!rs. Annie Bes•mt 
and Rev. A. Hatchard on "Jesus of N•tz
areth a Historical Chamcter, and the Influ
ence e>f Cllristianity on the World." 

'The Clergyman's Victims." A Radical 
story vividly portraying tb e wrongs committed 
by the professed men of God. By Mrs. J. E. 
Ball. 

'Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of Yah
weh or Jehovah," shown to be the worship of 
the Dev1l. 

• Gottlieb: His Life." A Romance of Earth, 
Heaven, and Hell. Beautifully written by S. 
P. Putnam. 

•Jesus Christ." His Life, Miracles, Deity, 
Teachings, 11.nd Imperfections. By W. S. Bell. 

• Last Will and Testament of Jean Mes
lier," a curate of a Roman church in France, 
contnining the best of his writings. 

'Sepher Toldoth J eshu; or, The Book of 
the Generation of Jesus." First translation 
into English of a remarkable Hebrew docu
ment, giving the original from which the 
story of Jesus was made up. 

To those who do not know twenty

five persons whom a perusal of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER would be likely to benefit, 
but who can send a list of ten names, 

we will send either of tlle following by 

D. M. Bennett: 

•Matter, Mot10n, Life, and Mind." 
;;· " The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle 
to the Truth Seekers." 

'The Gods of Superstition." 
'The Great Religions of the World." 

1:' "Jesus Christ." Considered as an Infidel. 
'An Hour with the Devil." 
•Sinful Saints and Sensual ShephE~rds." 
•Honest Questions and Honest Answers." 

Or either of the following by Under· 

wood: 

'What Liberalism Offers in Place of Chris
tianty." 

'Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning and 
Tendency." 

'Spiritualism fiom a Mat11rialiatio Stand
point." 

18 pp. Handsomely printed and bound, 

Price, 5 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
33 Clinton Place, New York. 

LIFE 
SKETCH OF THE. 

.AND CHARACTER OF 
S.AL.ADIN. 

(W. STEWART ROSS.) 

A very Interesting biography of a remarkable man. 
Price 10 cent». Address, 

THE TRUTH BEEKER. 
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Old Theology Torne(l Upside Down or Paper, 50 
Ri~ht §ide u-p. By Rev. T. B.'raylor, A.M. Cloth, Dlscnaslonsln Science, Phlloaophy, and Morals..... 2 00 
$1.:1.~; paper, $1,00. Unlvers•I Pr"gress ............................ · · · ·... 2 00 

Ha-ays: Morai,POIItl•ai,acd Estuetlc ................ 2 00 
l!IOflern Tbtnkers: WhattheyThlnk and Why. Social S•atlea ........................................ 2 OJ 

By V. B. Denslow, LL.D. With an Introduction by Robo The anove 14 vols., 1201o., ........................... 2J 25 
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, cloth, $1.50. Philosophy of S· yle. 12mo ............ Fl xlbl~ Cloth, 50 

Superstition in All Ages. Bh John Meal lor. Deacr~ri!~e:1~~t~~~ [o~V:~~. ~~~&,with Ta
ti.&J~m~n Catholic pries~ Price, clot , $1.50; papus, English. 

Ancl~nt Amf'ricana. 
Antiquity of Chrlstiianlty, By John AI- Neg lttoa dM layo-Polfii.OIIanBaaea 

C
beenrgtes.r, 1llmo, 61 pp, Price, cloth, &I canto; paper, a5 Afrl~ n R~cra. • . 

As!. tic I~ces. 
. Essays on ]!Iind Matter, Forces, Theol• North 11nd s,uth American Raoea. 
ogy, etc, By Charles k. 'J.'owllliend. Extra cloth,l.2mo, Heorews and Phmulcl.ns. 
'().J PP• l'rlce, $1.50. ~fc~c:ithe 1!rst Seven Ports ... .. ........... Each i 00 

Ce
sntesq. oel to Essays. By same author. Price, 75 Part 8 ............................... : ................... 7 00 

WORKS OF DR. J. W. DR.l.Pl!R. 
§('ril.~tore SpecoXatloos. With an lntroduo- Hlatory or tbe Contllct between Religion and Sci· 

P~ltr~l~ce0H,nj1.50lia.Y::;tl'l?•~;~~nt!U"t~~~m.f~ih:Ul~':n~,1~a~!s~: Intell~~~~al ~~~elo"pi{.;!nt. ot" •t:..r~p'e.". 2 va!S·::.:::: ~ ~ 
"' WORKS OF H T. BUCKLE. 

plr.so:.f:~ .lt-'1~!:':.~~~:~; .. ~~~~~~ ~::o~~~ ~;~dlr~~~- lllato~g!xc~~~~·;~tlrs~~~~~l~~~- ~~~.h ~Jl'J~.;>~ 
~ 2 volB., Bvo ••. --~ .••••••••••••••• B;;lf" C~ii: ~i~~~: ~ 83 

'i'ne Jllo(lern Thinker. By varlons authors Es y ltb ., Bl graphy or the Anthor U•no 
J3e!ng tbe most advanced sr,eculatlons In phllusopby, sci "" s; w 

0 
• Cloth; 1 00 

Tttcgp. t~j.~~~~~~·Lf):~d soclo ugy. Second number. Svo, The Lire ond Writings or Henry JfJi'~~~!l)3~~~f:: 2 5U 
Positivist Prhner. Being a serlca or ramlllar By Alfred Henry Huth. Bvu ............... ····· 2 00 

conversations on the Religion ot Humanity. By C. G. WOIU>:S OF PROF. ERNST H.AECKEL. 
David. Price, 75 cents. The Htblsetw·~tf,fa:dre1~tsl1~i.a%';t~~~s ~Yei~:,"i_tg~~~ ~~ 'rhe Ethics of Poslttvism. A critical study. ..,.. p 1 1 t h B[. Gl,•como Barze!lottl,j'rofessor of Philosophy at th& · Natural Causes. A opular Expos tun o t e 
J.: c~o D><nte, Florence. .llixtra cloth, l~mo, 827 pp. Price, ~~o~~~~~~fJZ,!~J.'!,~1~~d1Ea~~r":;1i:~~Ji~~~~~ 
~.OO. The translation revised by Professur !!:. ~ay 

·.iJ.'brOololih Rome On. A memoir at ChriRtlan and Lank-ester. lllustrated with Lllhogr pblc 
antlchrl•tlan experience. By Nathaniel Ramsay Waters. Plates. Jn 2 vols, 12mo .................. Cloth. 5 00 
hLru cloth, 12mo, 352 pp. Price, il.75. The Evulutlon of Man. A Popular .ll.xposltlou of 

t1hrist of Paul. By George Reber. Extra cloth. the Prmclpul Points or Human Onwgen~1 an: 5 00 
12mo, 4W pp. Price, $2.00. Freel!iJ'~~g~gfenc~ !~~ -ri!~h~~-g~: · ":F~;;m tho G~r: 

(luitlvation of Art, And Its Relation to Religious. man With a Premtory Note by T. H. Huxley, 
Purltunlsm and Money-Getting. By A. R. Cooper. J2mo F. R: S. 12mo ........... ········· · ··· ·····.Cloth, 1 OJ 
48pp. !'rice, tlexible cloth,S5cents; paper,2Ucents. WORK.S OF PROF. W. E. H. LECKY. 

~:~:~s?n!!~~\?J.L~~Jdb~T~~ 3f.; ~~n~~e~~~~i ~~sf;le Hlstolfa~{o~~~ls~'!ne.'k~!.,';,~~en~e .!'~Jst~~~~/{ 1i,~t 
E tl Alb N y E ll u B .ci,tlt, 4 00 .P~ge:hce~rl.• ew ork. xtra clot , · ma, 9 pages. Half Calf, e.•tro. 8 w 

History of Eu:oneun Mora.liJ from Augustus to Char-
'!' he Case Against tne Church. A summary lemugne. 2 vols., 12mo .................... CI til, s 00 

of the arguments ugainst Christianity. Price, 50 cents. Hu.Jr < ·u.lf, .. xtrtt, 7 00 
:Personal Immortality and Other Pa- The Leaders or Publlo Opinion ln Ireland: Swift, 

pers. By Josle Oppenheim. Extra cloth, 12mo, 98 Fwod, G att on, O"Concell. 12mo ......... t;ootb, 1 73 
~es. Price, 75 cents. Htstory f Engla(,d in the hhrh eet1th C~:nturv. 4 

Soul .t•roblems~ With Papers on the Theological vola., em .. .!Svo ........ ., ............... :ii~itc~~~~; J gj 
Amendment and the State PersonalitY Idea. By Jo.cph WORKS OF BIR JOHN LUBBOCK, 
.E.l•eck. Paper. 12mo, 63 pages. Price, 25 cents • 

CJonCcsstons oC an Inquirer. Why and What Orlg~r"k~~;~~~~-~~~-~~-~~-~.:~~ -~~.1~!~~:~ .. ~~~~~~.1,0h~ C 00 
Am I~ By Jume!!Jucksou Jarvus. Price, $1.:.!5. Preh1I!I"Oiic Ttmes, as lllus ratell by .Ancient Re-

Soc:lalfs a d "Utilit 1 1s n J h mains aud tho Mannt:rs t~.nrl CustA.liiS or Mod· 
S<nart Mill. ~lce:$1.50. ar an m. Y 0 n ern Savages. Illustrated. Svo ........... Clmh. 00 

Ants, B. es~ aut1 WaPps. A Recor'l of OJ· erva i.,ns 
~1N.5Ue. mcsts oC Faith. By Anthony Froude. Price, on t e Babh.• bi t>,e Socl•l Hymenoptera <In· 
., ternatloral S :lent! c Seres). 12mo ..... Cloth, 2 00 

Cha•lstian and Deist, Price, $1.00. WORKS OF PROF. OSCAR SCHMIDT. 
Socialism, Reply to Rev. Roswell o. Hitchcock. The Theory or Descent, and Darwlnlam. With 25 

B.r " B usluess Man. W, odcnts. 12 mo .. · • ............ · · · .... ·· · · .. · 1 50 
Modern Symposium. Price, $!.25. WORKS OF PROF. E. L. YOUMANS. 

Clal!l Book at Chemistry. New eclt.ton. 12 mo.... 1 50 
Trial ot" D. ]II, Bennett. Price, cloth,75 cents] Hand BoukotHousehold Bolence 12 mo ........... 175 

pa~or, 40 cents. The Culture Deu anded by Moo ern Life: A series of 
"' •11 t k Addresses and Argnmt:-nta on the CrttiiDti of 
.. onae" s a •• ofllloses. By Robert G.Inger. Sclentltlc Edacao.ton. Ed,ted. with an Introdnc-

so;;. Price,$1.25. tlonon llf•ntal DisciPline lnEducatlonb• Ed· 
'.trhe Gods and Other Lectures. By Robert ward L. Youm•n•, M.D. 12 wo, ....... Cl th, 2 00 

G lugersoll. Prlce,clotb,$1.25; paper.5Ucents. A 15erles or Exoosltlons by Prof. H.lmno1tz, Dr. 
' G Mayer, Dr. F.rndar .Prof.Liebli, and Dr. car. 
£he hosts and Other Lectures. By Rob. penter Edited, with anlntrouu• thn and Brief 
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'l'he Gods, etc., and 'rhe Ghosts, etc., In m 
Grul volume. l'rlce, paper, $1.00. M.D. 12 mo ................................ Cloth, 2 00 

Wh t M t W WORKS OF PROF ANDREW D. WHITE. 
cents. a. us e Do to Be Saveill 'l Price, 2' Fre•ldent at Cornell University. 

lVas Christ a God ? Conclusion• drawn tram The Warfare ot Science. 12 mo .......... """'"f~~~~: 1 ~ 
apostolic writings, By .1!', Mensing•. Price, $1.50. HISTORY PRIMERS. 

Ab!ltract of Colenso on the Pentateuch. Edited by J. R. Green. 18 mo. Flexible cloth. 
Acomprenenslvsummaryof Bishop Colenso's arfv'ment. Greece. By c A. Fylle ... , ........................ .. 
~~~~n~5 ~~~~s.the l'entateuch 's not. historical y true. jlg~~e. ByR~E~~e.l~~~e~an··.:: .. :::::::::::::::::::: 

Self-Contradictions of the Bible. One hun· Old Greek Life By J.P. M•hally ....... ····· ....... . 
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IJottrg. 
Charity. 

From the National Republican. 
'Tis a melancholy sight to see 

The poor or a great city; 
Their abject want and misery 

Excite our strongest pity. 
But those who view it every day, 

In all its strange variety, 
Wlll not the least attention pay 

To precepts or sweet charity. 

One morning I meandered out 
To sip the cooling breeze-

To walk the streets and look about, 
Serenely at my ease; 

When I saw around an oftlce door 
A crowd or· beggars pressing-

All ragged and hungry, hair a score
A picture most distressing. 

The reason I could not explain, 
Till, walking up quite near it, 

A sad-raced woman did exclaim: 
" Oh, say, is he not here yet?" 

A crippled negro answered, "No; 
But yonder he comes now l 

I eee tbose smiling features glow 
Beneath his noble brow." 

" God bless his soul!" the woman said, 
Her countenance lit with joy; 

" He'll giv me alms to purchase bread, 
And reed my darling boy!" 

Then I saw a portly figure, 
With gentle, manly grace, 

Grasp the.hand of a "poor old nigger," 
And look kindly in his race. 

He gave a hearty greeting 
To all that wretched band; 

You could see their sorrows fleeting, 
As he took each pauper's hand. 

He heard the old woman's story, 
With sympathizing nods, 

As though he car.ed not for glory, 
Nor to propitiate the gods. 

For when Lcr story ended, 
The J:.oisture In his eye 

Wi . .J. the woman's tears was blended, 
And sought the realms on high. 

Then bounteously giving alms to each, 
He bade them all good-day. 

"Where does that good man preach" 
(I said to a stranger), "pray?" 

"At the theater," said he, with a grin, 
Which I thought was rather sneaking. 

" I mean what church does he figure in?
He must certainly be a deacon." 

''No, no," said the stranger, f' no f 
He belongs to no church at all. 

He's only a lawyer from Chicago, 
And his name Is Ingersoll." 

A Close Call. 
It was an Ohio man, who, when a terrible 

storm began one night, rushed into the house 
of a neighbor and cried out: 

"Jones, this is the ending up of earth!" 
"I am afraid so," was the reply. 
"And what shall we do?" 
"Make our peace with heaven." 
The wind blew still stronger, the house 

began to shake, and the excited man ex
claimed: 

"Jones, you lost :five bushels of wheat last 
fall?" 

"Yes." 
"And you hav your suspicions?" 
"I hav. The man who took my wheat had 

better own up." 
" Can you forgiv him?" 
''1 can." 
"Well--" 
Here the wind suddenly dropped, and, after 

.!! look through the window, the conscience
stricken man turr.ed and :finished, "Yes, if 
ever I meet him, I'll tell him to call around." 

A Popular llodern Divine. 
The Rev. John Jasper, of "the sun do 

move" notoriety, is so popular in Richmond 
that when a stranger inquires the way to his 
church the directions are to take a car to a 
certain corner and then follow the crowd. 
Dr. Ludlow describes him as one of a very 
few of th!J old-time colored preachers left in 
the North. "As such he is an historical 
study. But he is of still greater interest as 
showing the capabilities of the negro mind. 
If such forceful oratory, such power to sway 
men of his caste, be compatible with utter 
ignorance, what might not Jasper havbecome 
had he been educated in the forms of truth 
and trained in the arts of expression?" These 
impressions were given by a sermon on Jas
per's favorit belief, that "de sun do move." 
A neighboring preacher had ridiculed his ar
guments on that subject, and the discourse 
closed with this challenge: "I dar' de Reber
end Wells to link arms with me, an' we'll go 
ur to de judgment seat of de Lor' an' say: 
'Lor'! you jus' 'cide 'twix us.' An' if l'se 
wrong de good Lor' he say:· 'John, you hab 
made a mistake.' An' if dat udder clergyman 
is wrong, de Lor' say to 'im: 'Dick Wells, you 
'bominable liar! go down thar to yar own 
J;>l~~tce I'" 
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WETTSTEIN'S 

JEWELRY STORE, 
ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Esta.blisb.ed. 1857. Bea.ts the World.. 
There Is not another town three times the size o! 

Rochelle that can show so large and beautirul a stock 
of fine gold and silver watches, fine gold and plated 
chains, charms, necklaces, and lockets, bracelets; 
plain gold, diamond, pearl, turquois, and rancy stone 
rings; solid silver and plated ware; optical goods, 
gold pens, accordions, pocket and table cutlery, guns, 
revolvers, shears, etc., as WETTSTEIN'S. 

Square dealing, enterprise, adaptation accurate 
judgment, best or taste in buying, steady application 
during twenty.five years, best or watch-work, and 
LOWEST PRICES AT ALL TiliiES, haV done it. 

If you hav a watch that no one else can put in per
fect order, send it to me. If you hav no watch, send 
to me ror prices, and I will save you money. I! you 
want a chain, necklace, ring, solid silver or plated 
spoons, castor, spectacles, opera glass, etc., send to 
me ror prices and description, and I will convince 
you. 
R~~~f1~E~~~t.Mayor and City Council, oftlcers of 

GOODS SENT TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

LACY'S NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
"NATURE'S HARMONY," 

0! evolutionary theory, SOlVIng the problem Of 
lire, and advocating the perpetuation or spiritual 
identity, demonstrating from scientific standpoint. 

Neatly bound In muslin .. Price, $1.00. 

"STAR LAKE ROMANCE." 
A poem o! love and rivalry, written in view o! dis
cussing Christianity vs. Infidelity. The arguments 
are rendered by the characters or the story in their 
colloquies, and the reader is lert as umpire: 

200 pages, bound in muslin, gilt and embossed. 
Price, $1.50. 

Both or the above works contain the author's por-
trait. Address ARTHUR J. LACY, 

28tf Nirvana, Lake Co., Mich. 

A REMARKABLE BOOK! 
JUST PUBLISHED. 

BOTTOM FACTS 
CONCERNING 

SPIRITUALISM! 
The result or care!ul investigations, covering a 

period or twenty-five years, by John W. Truesdell. 
A bold and utter revelation of the whole inside his
tory of Spiritualism; Intensely interesting, and most 
startling and revolutionary in its character. Full o! 
descriptiv illustrations; beautirully bound. 

Copies of "Bottom Facts" will be sent by mail, 
postage tree, to any address on receipt or $1.50. 

Address, 
JOHN W. TRUESDELL, 

l!Otf Syracuse, N.Y. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
An honorable, intelligent man of 25, without 

means, Wishes to correspond With a lady of suitable 
age with some means. The lady who wishes to 
hav a good husband and to be a good wire ror lire 
has a chance. Address, E. A. NYGREN, 

2t30 140 Montgomery st., San l!'rancisco, Cal. 

LOVE AND CONJUGALITY. 
Hints toward the true and felicitous in Love and 

Conjugality. SexuaUty viewed from a higher ideal . 
New thoughts thereon, clearly presented, yet in un
objectionable shape. All in, or contemplating the 
conjugal relation should hav this essay. Sent on re
ceipt or seven cents, postage, by S. G. LEWIS, 
GRASS VALLEY, CAL. 5t30 

A WIFE WANTED. 
An honorable, intelligent, middle-aged gentleman 

or fine personal appearance, high social standing, 
excellent habits, and affectionate disposition, but 
with little means, wishes to marry a good woman of 
suitable age and disposition who has means, and who 
therefore desires only true manly toortk in her hus-
band. Address EARNEST, this olllce. 
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TO MY FRIENDS! 
No God, no heaven, no hell! 
These books sound their death-knell. 

"The Darwins," paper 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 
-John's Way, 15 cents.-Olergyman's Victims, 25 
cents. These three are Infidel romances.-Studying 
the Bible, 75 cents.-Speclmen copies or Alpha and 
Herald of Health, 10 cents each.-Four tracts 6 cents. 
Health Hints, 25 cents.-Dian~t, A new Theory of 
Sexual Relations. Sexual Satisfaction in Continence. 
This book should be read by all married people and 
by all who contemplate marriage.-Godly Women, 
showing how the Bible degrades and humiliates 
women, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.-Private 
Physiology ror Girls, worth five dollars to any woman 
H she needs health, $1.-Photos: card, 15 cents, impe
rial, 20 cents. - Crimes of Preachers, 25 cents.
Leavea of Grass. a splendid poem, Shaksperlan in 
style, ruu or good ideas, $2.-Any other Liberal book 
you may want at publisher's prices. 

Please order them of Elmina as she makes no 
profits on any or her books save those sold by her-
self. Address, ELMINA D. SLENKER, 

6teowl8 Snowville, Puluski Oo., Va. 

Ingersoll's Works. 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 

rJdt~~':? T£~~~~6i!at'i?~P~!sfnnglv~~Th~w~'!:n'~ :; ll:r~: 
tics and Heresies.'' 

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 
Includlnl<, "Liberty for Man, Woman, and Cblld·" 

• Tbe Declaration ot Independence, ' "'About Farming 
in Illtno1s;"" The Great Banquet," •• The Rev. Alexan· 
der Clark." "Tbe Past Rises before Me Like a Dream," 
and "A Trlbute to Ebon C. Ingersoll." 

SUBSCRIBERS AND FRIENDS Some u-~st~ 1-es of u-oses. p 50 
OF THE "PHYSIOLOGIST." llLlts iLlil th "' liL5 aper, 

Elmina would like copies or the following Nos. of 
the New York "Physiologist." June and July (double 
No.) 1878; April and May (double No.) 1879; Nov. 
1878; Aug. and Sept. 1879; June 1879; Jan., Feb., 
March, April, 1881. H friends will send me these 
Nos. or either or them I will send copies or "Matri
monial Review," copy for copy in exchange, and be 
greatly obliged also. Or will send, H preferred 
"The Alpha," or'' Herald of Industry." ' 

Address ELMINA D. SLENKER, 
3t28 Snowville, Va. 

FARADAY PAMPHLETS. 
No. I.-The Relation oC the Spiritual to 

~~.~liareriallJniverse; the Law oCtJon-
Two papers given In the interest or Spiritual Sci

ence, by Spirit FARADAY, or England. Price, 10 11ts. 
No. 2.-0rigin of' I it"e; 

Or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution o! 
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processes; 
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. By Spirit FARADAY. 
Price 10 cents. 

NoAfi~ ~;;:a.:!1:i!~.pment ot· the Spil'it 
The Origin ot Religions. By Spirlt FARADAY. 

Price, 10 cents. 
No.4 -TI>e Process or Mental Act:ron; 

Or, How We Think. By Spirit FARADAY. 15 cents. 
No. 5.-Jesus Chrbt a Fiction. 

Founded on the Life of Apollonius of Tyana. How 
the Pagan Priests or Rome originated Christianity. 
Translated by the late M. FARADAY. 208 pages. Price 
bound, 75 cents. Paper, 50 cents. Postage, 5 cents: 
Ach,sa W,. Spra:::ue's and Mary Clark's 
:f~1~f:ft~t:e~n t,he First Ten spheres 

20:r.~~~t~m, ATHALDINE SlliiTH, Oswego, N.Y. Price, 

No. 1,-E,.perienees of Sa•nnel Bowles, 
Late editor or the Springfield, Mass., Republican in 

Spirit Lire; or, Life As He Now Sees It from a Spir
itual Standpoint. Written through the mediumship 
of CARRIE E. S. TWING, or Westfield, N.Y. 50 cents. 
No. 2.-Contrasts in SJ•trit Life; 

And Recent Experiences or SAMUEL BOWLES, late 
editor or the Springfield. Mass., Republican, In the 
first five spheres. Also a thrilling account or the 
late President Garfield's reception in the spirit 
world. Written through the hand or CARRIE E. s. 
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. Price, 50 cents. 

TO TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS 

The irJl""ruth Seeker, 
With 11txteen large pagel, will be •eat 

ror THREE MONTHS, posta~re paid, 
J!'OR FIFTY CENTS. 

&d•re•• THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
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cen ; c o , .p1.2 • 

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, 
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa
per, 50 cents. 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00; 
cloth, $2.00. 

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 :P~ 
per, 25 cents. 

Addresa THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
ss Clinton Place, New York. 

LIFE-SIZE 

LITHOGRAPH 
OF 

D. M. BENNETT. 
Heavy Plate Paper, 

SUITABLE FOB FRAME OB 
WITHOUT .FRAJIE. 

Sent bJ" Mall for FU'tJ" eents .. 

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE. 

TRUTH: 
A Poem in Three Parts. 

BY E. N. KINGSLEY. 
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists, 

Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists, 
and Impracticable Christians. 

Containing a picture o! the 
JEWISH JEHOVAH. 

As Described by the Bible. 
"There went up a smoke out o! his nostrils. and 

fire out of his mouth devoured: coals were kllldled 
with it " (Psalms :.:viii, 8). 

4.0 pp. Handsomely executed. Priee, 25 centl, 
Addreu TBE TRUTB SlllEltEB1 

FREETHOUGHT WORK~. 
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

A Few Days in Athens. BY FRANCES 
WRIGHT. Embellished with the portrait 
of Epicurus, the Greek philosopher, and 
the author. Price, 75 cents. 

A Legacy to the Friends of Free 
Discussion. By BENJAMIN OFFEN, 
formerly Lecturer of the Society of 
Moral Philanthropists, at Tammany Hall, 
New York. Price, $1. 

A Modern Symposium. Subjects 
The Soul and a Future Life. By Freder 
ick Harrison, R. H. Hutton, Prof. Huxley, 
Lord Blackford, Hon. Roden Noel, Lord 
Selborne, Canon Barry, Rev. Baldwin 
Brown Dr. W. G. Ward. The Infiuence 
upon Morality of a Decline in Religious 
Belief. By Sir James Stephen, Lord $el 
borne, Frederick Harrison, The Dean of 
St. Paul's, The Duke of Argyle, Prof. 
Clifford, Dr. W. G. Ward, Prof. Huxley, 
R. H. Hutton. Utterances never sur
l?assed by writers and all important sub
Jects. Noted for their terse originality 
Price, $1. 25. 

.An Eye-Opener. "Citateur. Par Pig 
ault." LeBrun, Doubts of Infidels. By 
ZEPA. Oloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents 

.Ant!q_uity and Duration of the 
World 1 By G. TouLMAN. 20 cents 

.Apocrfl)hal New Testament. Being 
all tlie gospels, epistles, and other pieces 
now extant attributed in the first four 
centuries to Jesus Christ, his apostles 
and their companions, and not included 
in the New Testament by its compilers 
Price, $1. 25. 

Apples of .Gold. A story book for 
"boys and girls. By Miss SuSAN H. WIXoN 
Price, $1.25. 

A Short History of the Bible. Be 
ing a Popular Account of the Formation 
and Development of the Canon. By 
BRONSON C. KEELER. This is a splendid 
work, showing how the Bible was manu 
factured by the church and ecclesiastics. 
Limp cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

Astronomy and Worship of the 
Ancients. By GILBERT VALE. 20 eta. 

Astro-Theological Lectures. Rev. 
RoBT. TAYLOR. Price, cloth, $2. 

Autobiography of Robert Cooper. 
Price, 15 cents. 

Bhagavad-Gita; or, A Discourse on 
Divine Matters between Krishna and 
Arjuna. By J. CocKBURN THoM:PsoN. 
Price, $1. 75. 

Bible in India. Hindoo Origin of 
Hebrew and Christian Revelation. Trans
lated from "Le Bible dans Inde." By 
Loms JACOLLIOT. Price, $2. 

Bible in the Balance. A text-book 
for investigators. By Rev. J. G. FisH. 
Price, $1.50. 

Bible Inquirer· or, Key to Bible In
vestigatron. Containing one hundred 
and forty-eight propositions; with refer
ences to the most plain and striking self
contradictions of the so-called Inspired 
Scriptures. Also one hundred and :fifty
two references to the most marvelous oc
currences. Each quotation has a short 
description of its contents. By A. JACOB
soN. Price, 15 cents. 

Bible Myths, and their Parallels in 
Other Religions : Being a com
parison of the Old and New Testament 
Myths and Miracles with those of Heath
en Nations of Antiquity, considering also 
tli\li~ Origin and Meaning. With numer-
01\H illustrations. 1 vol. Ro~ral 8vo. 
5(17 pages. Cloth, $4.00. 

The n\llfct or this work is to point out the.mythB 
with Wll\Qh the Old and New Testamentsaboupd; to 
show that they were neld in common with otl:ler 
nations; and then to trace them to .their eVIdent 
origin and explain their meantng. It conta1nsqut>tatioils 
rrom nearly all the sacred books.or heathen nations, 
and from other rare and valuable works ;which are 
not accessible to people in general .. The ·chapters 
are so arranged that it Is a perfect cyclopedia ot'ref· 
erence. Years of research would be necessacy- to 
discover all the information It contains. It ~s a t;QOst 
searching Investigation into the origin of '0hrisUan
ity. Every fact is verified by copious notes and 
authorities, so that it may be trusted as a. thor· 
oughly reliable work. It contains i'lformation ·wltwh 
will be startling to many. 

Bible of Humanity. By JULES !MicH~ 
ELET. Translated from the French by V. 
CALFA. Svo. cloth, $3. This is a large 
epic in prose. The artist historian sings 
tho evolution of mankind. He throws 
.brilliant glimpses of light on •the long 
course of events and works which he un
folds. 

Bible of Rational Mind and ReJig. 
ion. Rational Religion and Morals. 
By THOMAS J. VADIEN, M.D., of St. Louis, 
Mo. Price, $3. 

Bible of To-Day. By JoHN W. CHAD· 
WICK. This is a condensed result of the 
scientific criticisms of the separate book!! 
of the Bible. Price, $1.50. ' 

Biography of Satan; or, a Histories.'\ 
Exposition of the De'V'il and his ·Fiery'Do. 
me.ius, By K~U~B:ml:" GliA.VES. 35 ceut$, 
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TRUTH SEEKER u BRARY I THE KERNER STYLOGRAPHI:C PEN 
r"1b.e World's Sages, Thinkers~ and 

Reformers. The Biographies of 
three hundred of the most distinguished 
teachers and philosophers (who were not 
Christians), from the time of Menu to the 
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages, 
Svo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc
co, gilt edges, $4.50. 

II 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio
graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians .. A companion book to" The World's 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. Svo., 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs 
a full account of all the gods the nations 
of the earth hav worshiped, including 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 
pages, Svo. Vol. II. describes fully all 
the religious systems of the world, includ
ing Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Chris
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00. 

Supernatural Religion. A.n inquiry 
into the reality of divine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work. on the claims of supernaturalism 
everwritten. ByF. W.NEwMAN,Emeritus 
Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, Svo. In cloth;$4.00; leather, $5.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine. 
Including The Age _of Reason, Examina
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the 
whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, Svo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
gilt edges, $4.50. 

.Analysis of Religious Belief. A.n 
examination of the Creeds, Rites, and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By Vm
ooUNT AllmEBLEY, son of the late Lord 
John Russell, twice Premier of England. 
Complete from the London edition. 745 
pages, Svo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The foregoing volumes are called " The 
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to
gether and sent by express, one dollar will be 
deducted from the price of each. 

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
FOB SALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKEI\ OFFIOE, 

Essays and Lectures. Embracing In~ 
fluence of Christianity on Civilization; 
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib
eralism offers in Place of Christianity; 
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual
ism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine 
the Political and Religious Reformer; Ma
terialism and Crime; Will the Coming 
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties 
of Christianity; the Authority of the 
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits; 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 60 
cents; cloth, $1. 

Influence of Christianity upon Civil
Ization. 25 cents. 

Christianity and Materialism. 15 
cents. 

What Liberalism Offers in Place of 
Christianity. 10 cents. 

Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning 
and Tendency. 10 cents. 

Spiritualism from a Materialistic 
Standpoint. 10 cents. 

Paine the Political and Religious 
Reformer. 10 cents. 

Woman: HerPastandPresent: Her 
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents. 

Materialism and Crime. 10 cents. 

Will the Coming Man Worship God 1 
10 cents. 

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. 
10 cents. 

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo~J 
logical. 20 cents. 

Bnr~ess-Underwood Debate. A. iour 
days' debate between B. F. UNDERWoOD 
and Prof. 0. A. BURGEss, President of the 
Northwestern ChriStian University, In
dianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported. 
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. 

Underwood-Harpies Debate. A. four' 
nights' debate oetween B. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Rev. JoHNl:Luu>LES. Fully reported. 
:Paper, 3~o~l1~; ol~th,~<!_<l_!n~ · 

ONLY $1.50.-The Best Pen for the Least Money.-$1.50 ONLY. 
FROM ONE WHOM ALL KNOW. 

, The Kerner Stylographic Pen is the most convenient, handy, and ever-ready pen I have ever used. 
I ve tried Innumerable f{)untatn pens, gold pens, and all sorts, !rom the old qu111 pen to the stylograph, 
and for ut111ty, satisfaction, and general convenience this excels all the rest. 

My son Oscar also prefers it !or use 1n the woolen m111 to any other he has tried. 
It 1s pen, lnk, and pencil all 1n one and can be carried in the vest pocket so as to be always ready. 

ELliUNA DRAKE BLENKER. 
The KERNER STYLOGRAPEIO PEN is the beet and the cheapest, and Is the only good stylographic 

Pen that sellB for $1.50. The correspondents ot THE TRUTH SEEKER who purchase a Kerner Stylographic 
Pen and use it w111 make the printers happy. · 

Observe the address: GEORGE MACDONALD, 
33 Clinton Place, New York. 

[.lf any one purchasing this pen is dissatisfied with his bargain the pen may be returned to this 
office and the price will be refunded. A sum of money has been dEposited with the editor of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER to meet this exigency should it arise.] 

$72 A WEEK, $12 a dav at lwme easily made. Costly 
Outfit free. Address Tau~ & Uo., Augusta, Me. 

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
OF TEE 

W or I d as How Constituted, 
By Geo. T. Bon dies. 

A.nd a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
STYLED 

Exceptions to the Oharacl('fl' of Jewus 
Ghrist Oonlfidered as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
Price, Twenty-five Cents. 

Addreu THE TRUTH BEKKER. 
6m9 S3 Clinton Place, N. Y 

$5 fO $20 per qay at home. Samples worth 1!5!ree. 
Address STINSON & Uo., Portland, Me. 

THE PERRY 

Piano and Organ Co 
No. 352 North Main Street, 

Wilkes Barre, Pa. 
Specially Offer to Sell Direct on a Contract 

Have the latest and best inventions, 
and want them fully tested 

before purchasing. 
Write Cor Catalogues and Terms. 

10teom14 J R. PERRI', Supt. 

SKETCH OF TEE 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
CHARLES WATTS. 

BY W STEWART ROS& 
Price 10 cents. Address, 

TEE TRUTH SEEKER. 

$66 a week In your own town. Terms and $5 ont.lll 
tree. Address H. IIv <.ET & Co., Portland, Me. 

ANCIENT MAN IN -AMERICA, 
INCLUDING 

Works in Western New York and 
other States, together with Struct

ures in Central America. 

By FREDERICK LI\RKIN, M.D. 
Member of the 

American Association for the Advancement of Science, 

Neatly Printed, with Numerous Illustrations 
290 Pages. 

Price, Cloth $1.50. 
Address TEE TRUTH SEEKER, 

33 Clinton Place, New York. 

THE 

Roal Blasphomors. 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M. 

Showing that the writers or and believers in the Bible, 
and not the deniers or Its truth, are the ones who really do 
lnjWltlce to the character or God, 1f a God exlsts. 

IN SIX LECTURES, 
Price, Fifty Cents. 

Address TEE TRUTH SEEKER. 

"ANTICHRIST." 
l'rOvtng conciWllvl)' that 

TBB STOBY OF JESUS CEBIST1 
HIIJ birth, llte, trl81, execntlon, etc.-Ill a mnh. 

TRUTH BEKKER 011lce. 
Price, p.oo. as Clinton Pl8ce, New York 

SING, BROTHERS. SING. 
USK THK 

D. M.BENNETT'S LAST WORK· 

A TRUTH SEEKER 

Arnon~ tho Worl~. 
FOUR LARGE VOLUMES. 

With a steel plate eniii'BYing or the author In Vol. 
and each volume 111Wltrated with !orty.seven cuts. 

BY D. D. BENNETT. 
Late editor of To 'l':aUTR 15nK111t, author o! "A. Trntb 

!Seeker in Europe," "Gods and Religions o! Ancient 
and Modern Times," "The World's Ssges,Tilink· 

ers, and Betormers," 11Che.mp1ons of 
the Church," etc., etc. 

Handsomely bound in red cloth, $6.1i0; 
in leather, red edges, $9.50; in 

JDorocce, gilt edges, $10.50. 
Readers of THE TRUTH SuKI<E know the circumstances 

under which this work Wll8 written. The !sst words 
penned by the great author were tor the fourth volume 
which was nearly completed at ~is death, and which will 
now con tala an account o! his world-lamented death and 
burial. Mr. Bennett wll8 a very patient and faithful 
chronicler o! the hablt.s and customs a! tlte dUrerent peo
ples or the many pisces be visited, The every-day 
H!e o! all nations Ia laid before the reader by one who has 
vtalted them and beheld them with his own eyes. Par
tlculsr attention Is pB!d to the progress a! Freeth ought In 
the various countries be visited, and the morality a! so
called pagan nations Ia contrasted with the morality or 
Christian countries, much t<> the detriment o! the latter. 
Theworklsa 

Freethinker's History of the World. 
This work and " A TRUTH BEEKER IN EUROPE" 

should be In every Liberal's library Besides Its Intrinsic 
worth it Is a. memento or one a! the greate@t Freethinkers 
the world has known-or one who ranks with Voltaire 
and Paine in the force and clearness a! his writings. 

\Address 7HJ!l 7BU7H SJ!JJ!JKEB, 
33 Clinton Place, 

New York city· 

THE 

GOLDEN THRONE 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, 

Author of .. Prometheus," "Gottlleb," and "lngeuoll 
and Jesus." 

A Radical romance a! pioneer ltle;deHneating the vir
tues o! natural humanity as opposed to the bypocrlsy o! a 
upernatunl religion; crowded with Incident and full 
~rogresslv ideaa and the poetry of the future. 

PRICE $1.00. ADDRESS THIS OFFICE 

THB 

BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES 
OB' 

The Pilgrims in the Land of Yhweh. 
D. H. Bennett, Scribe. 

ALSO 

TEE EPISTLE OF BENNETT TBB APOSTLE TO TEE 
TB.UTH BEBKEB.S. 

From Volum<! 11. of" .A 7BU7H SEBJKJ!JB .ABOUND 7HB 
WORLD." 

Price e1.00 
D. M. BENNETT, 

S3 CHnton Place, New York 

THE 

SECULAR REVIEW, 
A JOURNAL OF 

ENGLISH LIBERALISM. 
CHAI!LES WATTS, } 
W. STEWART Ross, Editors. 

The representa.tiV English Freethought journal. 
In its columns are Impartially discussed all sides o! 
Secular, Social, and Theological questions. 

Price, 7 cents single number; $2.75 per year, post
paid. 

For sale at this ofllce, where yearly subscriptions 
may also be left. t!16 

TI-lE IMMORALITY 
-OF--

RELIGIOUS CAPITALS 
L'b l H B k BY JAMES PARTON. 1 era ymn • 00 A lecture delivered 1n Paine Hall, Sunday evening, 

Ia your meetings, to make them Hvely Jllld interestln~t Jan. 28• 1883• 
The LmKJUL Enn<-BooK contains songs by the best JIOetl! In thle Mr. Patton "teaches the highest political 
adapted to welJ.Jmown tunea. It lo highly commended by wisdom by examples which are a. terrible warning. 
Mes~rs. Wakeman, Parton, Wright Green, Underwood. He take• theology 1n its sacred chosen hom~· d 
Mra. Blenker, and indeed by all who bay examined it' D vD' IUl 
Sgcond edition. .Price, hal!·boWld, 25 .COnti. In cloth, ehow11 wha.t a curse it brings upon the people." 
.a cenu. lee 10 cu For aale a~ thla oJIIce, 
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An important work by Gibbon, the historiau. 

History §ChristianitY: 
Comprising all that relates to the Progress of the Christian 

Religion in u THE HrsTORY OF THE DECLINB AND FALL 
OP THE RoMAN EMPIRR, u and 

~ 11WDIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
Milman, ''an English Churchman," and other scholars. 

Handsome 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

The La6arum of 
Constantine. 

• • B)' t!tz".r .rz"gn thou 
shalt conquer I" 

This volume contains Gibbon's Theological writings, sepa
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. lt sho!Ys 
'lVlten, wltere, and how Christianity originat.ed ; whiJ were 1ts 
founders: and wltatwas the character, sentiments_, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. . 

Gibbon's Vittdicatiot: of th~ 15__th ~n~ 16th chapters ?fh1s 
HiStory from theattacksofhrs Chrl~t!an opp_one~ts, IS re .. 
printed verbatim from the original edt~ton oflus Mtscellane .. 
ous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, ID 1796. It effect.ual!y 
and forever silenced his detractors ; who, bc:mg vanquished 
in argument unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infid~li.ty! 

All that ca~ be said by Christians in regard to the Ongm <if 
Christianity is reprinted from the valuable notes of DuAN 
MILMAN, WRNCK, GurzoT, an ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, (t.he 
learned editor of BOHN's edition of Gibbo1t), and Other emm .. 
ent Christian historians. . . 

· Among the Illustrations will be found representations 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 

For Sale at Tl. e Truth Seek ell' Office. 
6:n15 

DB. FELLOWS 
' ' ' 

A ~:e~~~:s~c~~~~~O:~~~ ~o~!~~~~~is1~t 
as his pra.otice will prove, 
Cp,;res all forms of PRI• 
VATE CHRONIC and 
SEXUAL DISEASES, 

Spermatorrhma. and Impotency, 
As the result or selr·abuse In youth, sexual ex.cesaes in ma--
turer years, or other oauses, and producing eome or tbe rot. 
lowing ~ffeots: Nervousness, Seminal Etniesions, (night 
emissions by dreams), Dimness or Bight, Defective Memory. 

~~~~f:~. ~~~~~t!!mfl"id~:s,FL~:~ !;'S:~~nat t~o~~;~t~o~: 
~~der~~a::~[t~gceu~~pbi';n °EX¥ifltliAL tl_opoptf. 
VA rliON in rrom 80 to 60 days. No medicine Laken. 
It has never been known to fallJ 

Middle• Aged and Old Men. ·. ' 
There are many at the age or thirty to sixty ' 

who are troubled with too frequent evacuations 
or the bladder, often acoompunled by a slight 
smarting or burning sensation, and a weaken· 

~~~ ~~~::lsr~~~ 10: ~;::t;tt:: ~~!~~~~::; 4 
~:~~~~:e: s~Jl ~rar'fl!~::·~~k:l:~~~en;in°~ppeu, or the 
oolor will be or a thin or mllkish hue, again changing to a 
dark a.od torpid appearance, which plainly sbowR that th! 
1emen passes off" with the urine. It is the &econd stage ol 
Seminal \{reakness, and oauses wasting or the Rystem and 

Tg~:C!~ ~~~;~::~::P;i~r:fct~t:sdf~~;l~;.~~c::n~u!i 
the oanae. Dr. Fellows' External Remedy will bring about a 
perfect cure Jn a.ll such cues, and a hmllthy restoration of 

th~'}J!~·~~i!"lt~~fln~r~~n~~tter Cree and invited. Cbargel 
reaaonabia and correspondence strictly confidential. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Beut to any address, securely sealed, Cor two three .. cent 
ato.mpa, treating on Spermatorrhooa or Seminnl Weakness, 

fo~~gb;t:t~:~~et:lt~:~:~~' \oer:J~~e b~ff=~ts~.ftddn~~te~~oio 
their p;enotnene.f:ls. Should be read by all. 07 U.emember 
a radical cure 18 eertaln. Address, pla.lnly, DR. Jt. p, 
FELLOWS, VIneland, New Jeracy, and say In what 
pa.per J'OU saw thirJ advert111ement. 

MANHOOD! 

R U P T U RES CUR E Dby 
my!Uedical Compound and Improved 

Elastic Snvporter Truss in from 30 Ia 
90 dav•. Reliable references given. Send 

8 tamp for circular 1 and sav in what paper 
vou saw mv advertisement. Address Capt. 

W, A. Colllngs,SmlthvUle,Jel!eraou Co. N.t. 

FIFTY YEARS' SUt.:CESS. 

SHAKER EYE AND EAR BALSAM. 
For all a.mlctlons o! the above organs. 

Dlnlness, In:Oammatlon, Soft Cataract, a.nd Roaring, 
etc., o! the Ears. 

SO cents par box. 
'trt ue onoe, and find entire relief. 

1J'18 G. A. LOMAS. Sllakors, lll, t, 
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9Jttn§ oJ g[honglti. THE EUREKA 
IT should be the labor of our lives to Inform our

selva of the uses and abuses of everything that 
exists, and to Jearn to make a proper use or all we 
come In contact with. If the best use we can make 
of some things Is to avoid them and let them entirely 
alone, so be lt.-D. M. Bennett. 

A TAILOR was startled the other day by the return 
or a bill which he had sent to an editor, with a notice 
that the "manuscript was respectfully declined." 

ScOTCH Minister: "John, John, I'm afraid you are 
on the broad road." Inebriated Pc1orishioner: "Weel, 
minister, so far as I'm concerned the breadth is a' 
required.'' 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
CURES EVERY l'URM OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT M.EDICIN. 
THE,RE Is In man's nature a secret Inclination and 

motion toward love of others, which, If It be not 
spent upon some one or few, doth naturally spread 
Itself toward many and maketh men become humane 
and charitable, as It Is seen sometimes In friars. 
Nuptial love maketh mankind; friendly love perfect· 
eth it; and wanton love corrupteth and embaseth Jt. 
-Bacon's Essays. 

"MURDERS al'e plenty," said Mr. Fltznoodle, BoB he 
laid down the evening paper. "Yes," sighed Mrs. 
F., "people are being murdered now who were never 
murdered before." 

A NEW HAMPSHIRE editor, speaking Of the rellg
ious aspect or his neighbors, says they ruin the 
knees of their trousers getting religion in the winter 
and wear out the seats or them backsliding in the 
summer. 

THE 

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 

LoOK at the relations or man to the brute creation. 
One or us shall hav no cllfilculty In making friends of 
beasts aud birds, while another excites their dread 
and hate, so that even dogs will scarcely come near 
blm. There is uo need to go back to the tradition 
of the hermits In the The bald or St. Francis of As· 
saris!, for Instances or the former class. We all 
know the story of Cowper and his three hares, from 
his exqulslt letters and poems, and most or you must 
hav read or heard or the terms on which Waterton 
lived with the birds and beasts. In his Yorkshlr~ 
home, aud of Thoreau, unable to get rid of wild 
squirrels and birds who would come and llv with 
him, or ftom a boat taking up fish, which lay quietly 
In his hand t!ll he chose to put them back again Into 
the stream. But I suppose there Is scarcely one of 
us who has not himself seen such lustances again 
and again, persons or whom the old words seemed 
literally true, "At destruction and famln thou shalt 
laugh; neither shalt thou be afraid or the beasts or 
the earth. For thou shalt be In league with the 
stones or the field, and the beasts of the field shall be 
at peace With thee."-Huglws's lilanliness of Christ. 

IF a man hav any pur[Jose reaching beyond the 
hour anq the day, meant to be round extant next day, 
what good can It ever be to promulgate lies? The 
lies are found out; ruinous penalty Is exncted for 
them. No man wlll believe the liar next time, even 
Wliou he ~pAn.kR the truth, when it is of the last im
portance that he be believed. The old cry or" wolf!'' 
A lie Is no thing; you cannot or nothing make eomo
tnillg; you make nothing at last, and you lose your 
labor Into the barga!n.-Ca>"!y!e's Hero- Worship. 

THERE will always be crowds ready to fall In with 
the dapper, pliant ways which lead most readily to 
success in every community. Society has been said 
to be" always and everywhere in conspiracy against 
the true manhood ot every one or its members," and 
the saylug, though bitter, contains a sad truth. Su 
the falthfullcleallst will bav to Jearn, without arro
gance, and with pArfect good tempe~. to treat society 
as a child, anti never to allow It to dictate. So 
treated, society will surely come round to those who 
hav a high Ideal hefore them, and therefore firm 
ground under their teet.-Hughes's Manliness of Christ. 

Is there any Chrlotian to-day, save those who are 
constantly in collision with the law on account or 
obeying Implicitly the orders or Christ, who, If smit
ten on the one cheek woulcl prefer a disgraceful ten
dering or the other to either knocking rl own the 
smiter or giving him Into custody? Do the Christians 
take no thought for the morrow? Is It a matter or 
Indifference as to what they eat or drlnlr, or as to 
wherewith they are clothed? Let the aspect of the 
crowd, issuing from the fashionable churcheH, answer 
the latter part of the last query, and let the behavior 
at the luncheons, which happily conclude the morn
ing service, be reply to the former.-Dr. Aveling. 

VOLTAIRE and Paine still hav their readers. They 
hav continuators In the ftesh. But neither to their 
books nor to their imitators are we to look tor the 
best results or their original work. They roused 
men from their mental lethargy. They set men to 
thinking about tile Bible as they had never thou:;ht 
before, and from out the ferment Of thought which 
they created, and Which, since their day, has been 
steadily Increasing, has come the orderly array or 
knowlerlge, which Is now accessible to the humblest 
student of rellglon.-J. IV. Chadwick. 

I, TO here! with narrow foreheads, vacant of our 
glorious gains, 

Like a heast with lower pleasures, like a beast with 
lower pains! 

Mated with a squalid savage-what to me were sun 
or clime? 

I, the heir of all the ages, in the foremost files of 
time-

r that rather held It better men should perish one 
by one, 

Than that earth should stand at gaze, like Joshua's 
moon In Adjalon, 

Not in vain the distance beacous. Forward, forward 
let us range. 

Let the great world spin forever down the ringing 
grooves of change. 

Through the shadow or the globe we sweep Into the 
younger day; 

Better fifty years or Europe than a cycle of Cathay. 
-Tennyson. 

MEN are led strange ways. One should hav toler
ance for a man, hope of him; leave him to try yet 
what he wlll do. While lite lasts, hope lasts tor 
every man.- Carlyle. 

EDUCATE the children, and glv them fair wages tor 
fair work In their maturity, and crime will gradu
ally diminish, and ultlmat~ly disappear. Man Is 
God-made, says Theism; man is circumStance-made, 
says Atheism. Man Is the resultant of what his par
ents were, of .what his surroundings hav been and 
are, and or what they hav made him; himself the 
result or the past, and one or the causes or what Is 
to come. Make the circumstances good, and the re
sult will be good, for healthy bodies and healthy 
brains may be built up, and from a state composed 
of such tbe disease of crime will hav dlsappeared.
Mts. Be<ant'• Gospel of Atheism. 

HOW weary, stale, fiat, and unproft table 
Seem to me all the uses or this world l 
Fie on'tl 0 fie! 'tis ari unweeded garden 
That grows to seed; things rank and gross In natura 
l?oiSelli;I1G merelf. -Sha.ks;uere, 

A PENNSYLVANIA man has applied for a pension 
because· he lost one tooth during the war. The fact 
that he only lost one tooth would seem to indicate 
that he never got near enough to the front to chew 
hard tack. 

Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and au Information by 

letter or In person free of charge. Send 
for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
"DID that lady take umbrage?" said the proprie

tor of a Harlem store to his clerk, who had just had 
a wordy dispute with a customer. "Oh, no, she 
took ten yards or turkey red calico, and wanted but
tons to match. 

324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
A CELEBRATED manager Is on the hunt ror a new LADIES' MAtHI.I!LU.v .Jav.KET. Price, $18. 

curiosity for Ills show. He Is seeking toftndayoung TESTIMONIALS: 
married man whose wife can cook as well as his 
mother did. Twenty-six states hav been explored 
thus !ar lvithout success. 

HE slipped quietly In at the door; but, catching 
sight of an inquiring face over the stair rail, said: 
"Sorry so late, my dear. Couldn't get a car before." 
"So the cars were full, tool" said the lady. And 
further remarks were unnecessary. 

SHINGLES were·spllt by hailstones in Tennessee the 
other day, and women who are obliged to split kind
lings in the morning are thinking seriously or mov
ing to Tennessee, where the elements are more con .. 
s!derate than thoughtless husbands, 

THERE are some girls so awfully nice that they will 
not dance with a fellow In a ball-room H his hair 
sticks up on the back or his head. The same girl 
may be seen at the age of thirty-one looking in 
seven different directions for a husband. 

DOWN in Tama county, last week, a cat was born 
with two heads. It Is lively and healthy, and can 
yowl with one mouth and waul with the other. If 
tills breed or cats becomes cotnmon It wlll just set 
the millennium back about four thousand years. 

I HAY often noticed that gallant young men walk
Ing with their sweethearts offer the left arm, while 
devoted married men with their wives offer the rlgh t 
arm. Why Is this? Edith.-The left arm Is nearest 
the heart; the right arm is nearest the pocket~ook. 

" DON'T you want a phonograph?" "A what?" "A 
phonograph. One or those Lhlogs that talks back to 
you." "Oh, no; I hav had one of those things that 
talks back at me for the last fifteen years, and one's 
enough for any well regulated family." EXIt pho
nographic agent. 

IT Is well enough to say with the poet that truth, 
wherever round, wlll draw forth homage from the 
pure heart; but just go and tell a woman once that 
her little boy Is one of the dirtiest imps In town, and 
see how much homage you will clraw from her heart, 
no matter how pure It may be. 

IN one or his recent sermons Talmage says: " En
courage the newspaper men, for you know not with 
wliat annoyance they go through." That's a tact. 
One or the worst annoyances the newspaper has to 
contend with Is opening forty different country news
papers, each having one of Ta!ma,:e's sermons 
printed on the pat<mt outside. That Is one of the 
annoyances that drives journalists to profanity and 
beer. 

''IT is a very brlght paper," safd Mrs. Jones, "but 
my husband does not like me to read it. It Is so full 
of nauglity witticisms, be says." "That's just what 
my husband says," said Mrs. Smith; "but he brings 
home a copy every week, havlng merely cut out the 
improper paragraphs. or course I buy another 
copy," "Then he might as well spare himself the 
trouble of supplying a mutilated one." "Indeed, 
no; it Is very useful. One cannot read an entire 
newspaper" I lay his copy over mine and read 
through the holes." 

SCENE-A small lawn on Seneca street. Time noon. 
Personages-A parrot s unnlng itself on a porch be
side Its open cage door, and a strange dog wander
Ing upon the lawn. The parrot speaks ftrst. "Sick I 
Sick! Sick himi" The dog, with ears and tall erect, 
looks about for something on which to charge; he 
espies the parrot and an exciting scene ensues, 
From out or the confused mass of dog hair and 
parrot feathers comes the shrill cry, "Glt out, you 
son of a gun! G!t out!" Dog breaks for street. 
Parrot, after looking at herself from head to foot, 
gravely exclaims, "Polly, you talk too damn much." 

IN THE SHADE. 
The !at man, 
With a big fan, 

Lolls around on a rattan divan; 
Every spot 
Awful hot; 

Doesn't care whether he dies or not. 

The small boy 
Full or joy, 

Finds much fun wl thou t alloy; 
In the stream 
White limbs gleam; 

To him life seems no more than a dream. 

Boy sees man 
On divan; 

Wishes he could hav a !an 
And lie at ease on a cool rattan. 

Man sees boy 
Splash with joy, 

Wishes he could his tlme employ 
Bob 'binS IU'OUild W. tile etream 110 co7. 

Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct In every particular, 
a.nd that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid or MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANOES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in 
One Week. 

Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. I.. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly In· 

debted to you for the beneflt I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
fi icted as I hav been that the effect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis In my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
after wearing a suit or your :MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use It quite as well as evPr. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav suf

SHULLSllURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one ot 

your l\IAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured or Neuralgia or the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source or misery to me tor 
the last six years. I had tried nume1·ous remedies 

·before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNE'f!C VEST I got relief Instantly. With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
tlng on your appliances I haY experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness: 
benefit, and If I improve as rapidly as I hav in the OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there- DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter Just received; also 
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your the (Jlothlng on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
Magnetic appliances as the only means Of effecting FELT BEfTER FROJII THE FIRST HOUR I HAD 'fHEM 
a sure cure. Yours respeetfully, ON. Am not Joking, and If I Improve as rapidly as 

WM. H. CLEMMER, I hav since TJ.esday, will soon be well. Will report 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
etiect a cure In a case or Paralysis will at the same This lady reports herself entirely cured in Jess 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, although In bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
change medlclus every day until after dosing the I she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles in 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name 
something (If he Is very skilful) that brings relief ".an be had upon application at this office, by any. 
fer the tlmo being. one desiring to communicate with her. 

La.tlt .. s, read the following testimony from a lady who had been suffering for two years with an Ovar
ian TuiD.oo·, and who had been told tllat nothing but the klilfe would save !1er life, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In tour months' time she is Perfectly well, and has not taken a d•,se or 
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Cousult us when your phYsician tells you he can do nothlnog 
for you; it will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, W!S., November 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost ali de

sire for rood and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
or St. Louis: at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I ha<l an Ovao·lau ., umor, 
and that the only thing that would s"ve my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the w:un~ka .lUaL'i(H· tie Apul ane..-s. As a. drowufng man 
wlll catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I pnr<'hn.~ed a suit of 
your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tu
mor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medicln. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as I hav, believing 
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the 
market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, 
Gentlemen's Belts, • • 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, • 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 

$ 6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
5 00 
4:.00 
3.00 
1.50 
4:.00 

Leg Belts, each, 
Knee Caps, each, 
Wristlets, each, 
Sleeping_ Caps, 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 
Suverfine Insoles, - • - 1. 00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garmente sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the mone • 
If they are not as represented in every respect. If you are uncertain as to wh"t would best suit your case 
send us word stating symptoms, and we wlll advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are offered at less than one-third or what others are sell!ng worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred told superior to any other appliance ever offered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
in the market w!ll attract the smallest particle or Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made or material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism for a. 
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will outlaBt any 
and all other garments now before the publlo. Every magnet Is arranged in the garments upon acientijic 
principle1, and not haphazard BoB in all the others. We offer you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparleon with any of the so-called magnetic garmente now offered under that head. OAt 
the same time the application or labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to offer them at 
about 

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle h!ghe:r 
than ordinary clothing. , 

R- Dl• Dlb"r that we are offering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and I! 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your exPectation, return'them at our expense and we Will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES. LIBERAL OOMMISSIONS .A.LLOWlllD 
Addrell8 tor turther 11ltor1Dat1on, Oro L, Tenney, 

Street, cor. o.t lltl1 Bsreet, ®ldnnatl, 0~ 
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IJotts and fklippings. 
A COLLEGE exchange says that a vicious col

lege student being asked what he intended 
doing after graduating, replied, "Damfino; 
preach, I s'pose." 

IF the clergyman would sa.y amen when he 
got through with his ideas, sermons would be 
a good dea.l shorter than they are, but the 
trouble is that he keeps on talking.-Herald. 

THE Crow Indians hav been caught putting 
rocks in the bales of hay they sell to the gov
ernment. The day is not far distant when all 
Indians will be civilized enough to join the 
church. 

"HE that is accessible to auricular vibra
tion, let him not close the gates of his tym
pana," is the wa.y a doctor of divinity rings 
the changes on "He that hath ears to hear, 
let him hear." 

MoHAMMlllDANS are excited by a belief that 
Mohammed, appearing to the guardian of his 
tomb at Mecca, has foretold the end of the 
world within 140 years. Incidents of the final 
destruction are to be a pla.gue and a cyclone. 

THE Rev. Charles W. Park was rejected by 
the Congregational council on account of his 
heretical views, but the congregation of a 
New Haven church indorsed his heterodoxy 
and hav installed him as their pastor. 

A GREAT deal of religion runs in this way: 
"Bob, don't y.>u want to get some of those 
apples over the fence?" "No, I don't." "Why 
not?" "Well, first because it's wrong to steal 
apples, and second because there's a big dog 
in the yard." 

DUlliNG a heavy thunderstorm in Chicago a 
few Sundays ago a church congregation was 
thrown into a panic by the vivid flashes of 
lightning, but order was quickly restored 
when a cool-headed deacon went and stood at 
a window and waved the collection basket at 
the lightning. 

"HA. v you ever tried the faith cure?" asked 
a long-haired, sallow-faced stranger, address
ing a gentleman who sat behind him in a 
Brooklyn street car. "I hav," was the an
swer. "Do you believe in it?" "I do." 
"May I ask, then, of what were you cured?" 
"Certainly. I was cured of my faith." 

THE daily Truth makes this pertinent in
quiry: "Dr. Howard Crosby is severe on 
Sweden borg for his alleged immorality. But, 
pray, doctor, how many clericals all through 
Europe · were during the first half of the 
eighteenth century mistressless? How about 
Luther and Henry the Eighth, who founded 
the Protestant church?" 

MR. HANcoox, a popular scripture reader in 
St. John's parish, Cardiff, and formerly a local 
non-conformist· preacher, has caused some 
little sensation in South Wales by eloping with 
one of the young ladies of the choir. Mrs. 
Hancock is left in very destitute circum
stances, and encumbered with debts con
tracted by her pious husband. 

EIGHT colored persons, while attempting to 
swim the James River to attend a prayer
meeting, were drowned. Some of the neigh
bors of the deceased who went across the 
same river to steal watermelons got back safe
ly in time to attend the funerals. It was hard 
for the preacher who conducted the services 
to explain how the thing happened that way. 

A WILL of Archbishop Purcell, the Roman 
Catholic embezzler, has been found, dated 
Feb. 10, 1880. He bequeaths everything to 
his successor in the archbishopric. Probably 
the creditors of the deceased archbishop would 
be willing to let his successor hav all that he 
can lay hold of, if he would only pay the debts 
of the estate, which amount to about four 
millions of dollars. 

Tms is the New York Herald's definition of 
relii!on. It will be noticed that it differs 
widely from Christianity: "Real religion, 
however, is remarkable for its power of en
durance, not for its effervescing quality. A 
man has the gist of the whole matter in his 
)leart when be can tell the tnJ,th in a t;rade 

and not sand his sugar. Religion is not ex
citement, either in whole or in part, but a 
steady pull, a long pull, and an honest pull. 
A man is a pretty bad specimen of what re
ligion can produce if at the prayer-meeting he 
goes off like pop beer' all froth, and in his 
business the next day is as stale as ditch wa
ter. Unless a man can carry his religion be
hind the counter with him, he hasn't enough 
of it to do him any good." 

A cmmcH scl).ndal of a very strange kind 
has just disturbed the serenity of a parish in 
the diocese of Bath and Wells, in England. 
The living had been for many years in se
questration, and the vicar had long been ab
sent, his duties being performed by a curate 
in charge. It was lately discovered that the 
vicar had died in Wales last September. 
Neither the bishop nor any other official had 
been informed of the vicar's decease, and the 
latter had continued to receive the emolu
ments, a dividend having been paid to the 
creditors as late as midsummer. 

"RuTHERFORD," said Mrs. Hayes, as she 
finished the obituary column in the evening 
paper and glanced at a paragraph following 
the last death, "Rutherford, I see this paper 
says you were the nineteenth president of 
the United States." "So they say, ma'am:· 
"But you know you wasn't, Rutherford." 
"Yes, ma'am." "You know that I ran these 
United States the four years you got the 
credit of it, Rutherford." "Yes, ma'am." 
Then Rutherford asked for a drink of crab
apple cider, and, being refused, went sadly 
out to weed the onion-bed.-Middletown 1ran
script. 

THE Rev. Mr. Shields got into trouble 
through drunkenness in Detroit, and it came 
to light that he was once a prominent Baptist 
minister at Lima, N. Y., a fine scholar, and in 
every way a brilliant man. He graduated 
with distinction from the university and the
ological seminary at Rochester, and was so
cially a favorit, marrying into one of the most 
respected families of that city. But his re
ligion failed to keep him out of scandal, and 
he lost his position, reputation, wife, and 
happiness. There was a disgraceful legal 
struggle over a child, which died during the 
litigation, and he finally sank into the ob
scurity of his own immoralities only to come 
to the surface in association with a cook 
whom he called his wife, and a death cham
ber doubly darkened by the shadow of a sus
picion that he had slain her. 

" SAM, you are getting pretty well along in 
years," said an Austin lawyer to an aged 
dar key. "Don't you feel afraid you'll die 
some day?" "No, boss, I isn't a bit afraid of 
death. It's how to scrub along and git a hb
bin' in this worl' what's boderin' me, heah! 
heah !" "Don't you think you will kinder 
wince when old man Death knocks at the 
door, and says, 'Come along, Sam, we hav got 
use for you in the other world?'" "Not a 
bit, boss, not a bit. I'll tell yer about dat. 
Did you eber go to der cirkus ?" "Oh, yes." 
"Did, hay? Well, after de show was all ober 
an' yer was streamin' out of de front door of 
de canvas, didn't yer nebber feel sober like, 
an' as though yer'd spend yer fifty cents fer 
nuffin ?" "Well, Sam, that about illustrates 
it." "Yes; well, when de icy han' ob death 
is laid on yer pulse, dat's jes' about how .:yer 
will feel. Yer'll feel as if you wanted ter go 
hum an' see de ole folks an' de chums what's 
gone afore, an' yer'll jist feel tired, an' out of 
sorts, an' all yer'll want is ter rest, jist rest. 
Dat's my theology, boss, an' I done got 
through carin' what the preachers say."
Texas Siftings. 

THERE were only three dried-up, sunburnt, 
withered old parsons in the car when a com
mercial traveler came in. He slung his grip
sack on a seat, shoved up his window with a 
bang, pulled a flask from his pocket, held it 
for a moment in a perpendicular position 
over his mouth, then, replacing it, drew out a 
"long nine" and began puffing vigorously, 
muclt to his satisfiction, but greatly to the dis
gust cf ·the old fossils. "He don't know any 
better," growled one. "lt'l\l !'lasy to 11ee bow 

he's been brought up," sneered another. · The 
third dominie exclaimed in righteous indig
nation, "This isn't a smoking car, sir." With 
a surprised look the drummer suavely said, 
"Why, I'm sure I thought it was." "What 
reason had you for thinking so, sir?" angrily 
asked the homliest preacher. "Because I 
mistook you for a lot of old hams," said the 
worldly man; "but I apologize." Then he 
handed his flask to the nearest parson, who, 
after sampling its contents, passed it around. 
A peaceful spirit brooded over the scene, and 
before the train started the man with the 
bulging gripsack was initiating the brethren 
into the mysteries of railroad eucher.
Drake' s Magazine. 

THE latest slander on modern Spiritualism 
is the statement that the czar of Russia is a 
believer in that form of philosophy. His con
version is said to hav come about in this way: 
When the czar was in some perplexity re
specting the measures to be taken for the safe 
conduct of the coronation ceremonies, it was 
suggested to him that he should" ask counsel 
of the spirits," at the hands of a lady medium 
who has been practicing for some years in 
London. The lady (who is an American) was 
accordingly sent for to St. Petersburg, and 
gave a "sitting" to the czar. The result of 
the seance was so satisfactory that the prep
arations for the coronation were hurried for
ward with greater energy than before, haste 
being recommended with much emphasis. 
Everything having passed off extremely well 
in Moscow, the czar had to come to think that 
"there may be something in Spiritualism after 
all;" and the lady on her part is said to be ex
tremely well satisfied with the results of her 
visit to the Russian autocrat. The late czar, 
the father of the present one, was for the past 
ten years of his life a decided Spiritualist. 

Tms story of clerical ill manners is told by 
the Torch of Liberty, of Wausau, Wis.: "The 
Torch tries its best to be charitable and kind 
to the gentlemen of the cloth, the well-dressed 
managers of matters between men and the 
powers behind the clouds, but it also insists 
that they shall behave themselvs somewhere 
near as well as other people, otherwise it will 
be an unavoidable duty to show them up. On 
Saturday last a prominent lady of this city
but who, by the way, has been absent for sev
eral months, a fact which accounts for the 
preacher not knowing who she was-went to 
the match game of base ball at the fair 
grounds. She had taken the precaution to 
hire a hack to take her to the grounds and 
bring her back, paying therefor in advance. 
Before the game was concluded, her baby be
ing fretful, she concluded to return, and took 
a seat in the hack. Shortly after, a minister 
of the gospel came and looked in, but not say
ing a word to her, turned to the driver and 
requested that individual to "get down and 
order that lady out of the hack." The driver 
jumped to the ground, but upon seeing who 
was in his carriage, remarked that she had a 
perfect right there and could not be ejected. 
It is very probable that the preacher had hired 
the hack upon the same terms made by the 
lady, but we undertake to say that there was 
·not a business man, a saloon-keeper, or a gam
bler on those grounds who would hav so far 
forgotten his manners as to request that a 
lady and her little babe should be ordered out 
of that carriage. After a good many unpleas
ant words, his saintship concluded to accept 
the situation, and placing his ladies in the 
hack sought other conveyance for himself. 
On the road home the ladies seemed to think 
it their duty to impress the .first occupant 
with some idea of their importance, thus in a 
degree palliating the offense of the preacher. 
'Oh, what a beautiful sky,' said one. 'Yes, 
indeed; it is perfectly lovely-just the color 
of my best dress,' remarked another. 'No, 
dear,' said the first; 'your best dress is Ve
netian lace.' And of such are the men and 
women who pretend to teach men in the pre
cepts, and to be followers, of him who had 
not a Venetian lace or any other 'best dress,' 
nor did he hav a hack in which to ride. ~e· 
lf!hl" 

IJews off the JJI!eeh. 
THE King of Anam died on the 2d. 
LETTER postage after October 1st will be 

two cents. 
THE Brotherhood of Telegraphers called 

out the railroad operativs on strike last Mon
day. 

THE contest for United States senator in 
New Hampshire ended on the 2d by the elec
tion of Austin F. Pike, Republican. 

THE Rev. William L. Moore, of Jersey City, 
has just been mulcted in the sum of $100 for 
assault on a citizen of Katonah, N. J. 

THE number of lives lost by the earthquake 
at the island town of Casamicciola, near 
Naples, is now estimated to hav been 8,000. 

THE Rev. J. V. Given, of New Rochelle, was 
found guilty last week of charges of immoral
ity brought against him by a female convert. 
He was suspended. 

THERE were sixteen hundred deaths in 
Egypt from cholera last Saturday and Sun
day. The number of victims to this scourge 
is placed at 16,000. 

Two of the men who attempted highway 
robbery on the cashier of the Orange (N.J.) 
National Bank hav been sentenced to ten 
years' imprisonment at hard labor. 

STEPS are being taken by the police of 
Trenton, N. J., to suppress the Salvation 
Army nuisance in that city. "Captain" 
Mary Joice has been lodged in jail. 

THE son of a clergyman committed suicide 
at Fairview, N. J., on the 3d. If the fath0r was 
of the Joe Cook slamp, there is no need of 
looking further for the cause of the son's self
destruction. 

A MAN named Barker, living on Hurricane 
Creek, Arkansas, killed his daughter upon 
the announcement of her intention to marry 
a certain man against his wishes. The neigh
bors hanged Barker in his front door yard. 

A FA.li:IILY named Hick, residing in Charles
ton, ill., having experienced more religion 
than they could stand, the father and mother 
attempted to crucify one of the younger chil
dren. The neighbors interfered, and the 
fanatics were placed under lock and key. 

SIXTY-FIVE persons were seriously poisoned 
at Camden, S.C., on Friday night of last week 
from eating iced cream at a church festival. 
One young lady had died at last accounts and 
about :fifteen others are not expected to liv. 
The symptoms are said to be those of arsenic 
poisoning. 

THE Catholics of Lakeville, Conn., recently 
erected a seven-foot crucifix (representing 
Christ nailed to the cross) in front of their 
church. The Protestants of the town hal' 
issued a protest, and the Romanists reply 
with a manifesto. It is thought that the cru
cifix will hav to go. 

THERE is great excitement in Hungary over 
the result of the trial of the Jews accused of 
murdering Esther Solymosi. At Presburg a 
a mob of anti-Semitics gathered and became so 
hostil in their demonstrations against the 
Jews that the authorities were compelled to 
order out the military to disperse them. 

THE Rev. E. D. Taylor, of Autville, Ohio, 
procured the arrest of a liquor dealer, and 
when the parties met in court the publican 
hit the preacher a sharp blow on the head, 
breaking his spectacles. The minister re
turned the blow. A policeman restored order. 
Mr. Taylor was put out of court and the saloon 
keeper was fined ten dollars. 

A GREAT demonstration was made in Trafal
gar Square, London, on the 6th, the object of 
which was to protest against the exclusion of 
Charles Bradlaugh from the House of Com
mons. Thirty or forty thousand persons were 
present. The meeting passed a resolution 
favoring resistance of Mr. Bradlaugh to the 
mandate of the House of Commons. Copi·es 
of the resolution were sent to the queen, Mr. 
Gladstone, and to the speaker of the Hou-;e. 
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_Among these hotels Mr. and Mrs: Heywood are the. bookishness, while, with an admirable inconsist~ri6y, 
owners and proprietors, ~or, at all events, the· occu- she reads everything and keeps up-with the "times .•. • 
pants; under some embarrassments and encumbrance, This revolt against the literary. and "cultured·,$ 

The Heywood&, P:rlnceton, Worcester. County,· of one called the Mountain Home, which was in verj classes was inherited by Mrs. Heywood, and intensi"' 
and Massachusetts. · .· . · · successful and· prosperous operation, under their fied and extended to other wrongs by her experience 

management, until its success was much disturbed by as a shop-girl in Worcester. Also d~prived of the op-
.. I•came to this place on the 5th of July to attend a the scare of Mr. Heywood's repeated arrests. Since portunity of a literary education adequate to the 

three ·days' cotrvention of the Union Reform League, the first of these its fortunes hav been varied. Their classic expression of the thoughts with which her 
a meeting which I hav attended -for four consecutiv house has been confessedly a model institution. Mrs. observant and activ brain was teeming, she was 
summers. The idea of this. assemblage is· the union Heywood is the model housekeeper and manager, noted and marked as a distinctiv and representativ 
in such matters as can be agreed upon, and in pi:inci- even among a group of women distinguished in the girl, well known in the old antislavery ranks, and 
ple, of persons thinking diversely-a unity, therefore, same way. They are about the most industrious courted and sought for, for her bright, original, and 
in variety, such as characterizes the Evangelical Alii- couple I. ever knew, laborious and devoted to the last daring manifestations of genius, in certain aristo
ance, the Colloquium, the Pantarchy, the Higl::ter In- degree. Unfortunately, however, for their worldly cratic quarters, where, however, her whole soul re
tegration, etc., and which will more and· more ;charac- success, they hav ideas, convictions, and purposes out- volted against the superciliousness and pretension of 
terize the reformatory enterprises of the future. It side the ordinary routine. They were both reared in superiority by the rich and "cultured" over the 
is of the kind that you are illustrating. in your effort the outspoken and audacious school of the rad- skilled workers, who knew more, it might be, in a 
to drive your somewhat balky span, the Materialists ical Abolitionists, and when they grew to hav new day, of real, useful knowledge, than they would know 
and the Spiritualists. The convention was, as usual, views with regard to the sex question and the rearing in a life-time. Harassed, insulted, and worried, not 
small, but representativ and earnest. It is not my of children, they cruTied their .Abolitionistic boldness so much on her own account as on behalf of the 
present purpose, however, to giv any detail of its of speech into that subject. This frightened and re- class she represents, her whole life settled down into 
proceedings. I hav other matters to speak of, which pelled the conservativs on the one hand, and even the place of a devoted championship, first of the 
I think will be more interesting to your readers. more their own associates in the reformatory world, skilled labor class as a whole; secondly, of' the 

For the third time Ezra H. Heywood is arrested who were not ready to be committed to so much. women, especially of that class; and, finally, and 
and bound over to appear at court and take his trial But that "scare" is now beginning to be recovered most especially, of the working girl. 
for a pretended breach of the laws relating to obscen- from, and all parties are becoming more reasonable. Being herself of that class, and being not of the 
ity. This time it is under the state laws that he is Meantime they themselvs hav wholly refused to show grim order, but lively, jovial, and entertaining, she 
proceeded against, and his trial is to take place here the white feather, and hav stood bravely-nobody could venture on saying what she thought with the 
in his own county, and not at Boston as before. doubts that-to their colors, and bravery always com- most unconventional audacity; and her bold denun
There is consequently more of buzz and stir about mands admiration in the end. ciations of the snobbery around her only served to 
the matter right here, and the whole affair is just now Just now seems to be the turning-point in this bat- increase her attractivness and power within the two 
in a very interesting posture. Heretofore the public tie. Their own immediate public (that of the Hey- circles of life which she served, in a manner, to con
has been completely in the dark, and to a great ex- wood's) are in a strange state of doubt in respect to nect. But she always identified herself absolutely 
tent indifferent, as to the nature of these prosecutions. them. Knowing them in all ways as most reputable with the working girls, and refused to be accepted 
That fact is beginning to change, at least in this people, as model housekeepers, them and their chil- among the wealthy on any other terms. Under the 
neighborhood, and a generous disposition is begin- dren as a model family, come of a highly honorable circumstances of her life, with her quick observation, 
ning to manifest itself both among the religious peo- stock, and brought up among themselvs, and yet and the dead-in-earnestness of her character, not
pie and the Infidels to see fair play, and to stand by hopelessly given over to the habit of saying naughty withstanding the laugh on her lips, she could not fail 
Mr.· and Mrs. Heywood to the extent of seeing that words, and shocking the whole world by saying them, to see that society was composed of two worlds, in 
thev shall not be the victims of an unreasoning prej- it is a puzzle and a wonder. Nobody can understand another sense. She and others of her order were 
udice, or of a wicked conspiracy to persecute them. them, and yet withal the sympathies of their neigh- constantly approached and tempted or insulted by 
This reviving disposition toward fair play does not, bors are steadily growing toward them. The same men of the so-called superior classes, whose private 
except in a few instances, imply any approval of the riddle is also unsolved the world over, so far as the language and lives, as she came to know them, were 
distinctiv ideas, or of the startling and unusual meth- facts of this case are known in any degree. utterly corrupt, but who were delicate and refined 
ods of this original and peculiar brace of agitators I hav had much opportunity to know Mr. and Mrs. to the last degree in their public manifestations. 
and reformers, but purely and simply a demand for Heywood, and I hav thought that, under the circum- ·while the act or conduct was utterly unchaste with 
justice in behalf of persons for whom, as neighbors stances, it would be well enough that, through THE those men, the society word was delightfu1ly proper. 
and fellow-townsmen, they are compelled to hav re- TRUTH S~KER, I should make an attempt to inter- She found also that this organized hypocrisy was as 
spect in all other particulars, except in this matter of pret them, 'for around them the battle, if battle it is chru·acteristic of the women of society as of the men. 
their forms of utterance on the social question. It is still to be, for free speech is destined in a great Her natural and inherited revolt against a pretended 
therefore all the more honorable to the citizens of measure to center. They ru·e the extreme case, and sanctity, propriety, and culture on the part of pol
Princeton and Worcester county, inasmuch as they .if they can be endured, anybody can. ished hypocrits, men and women, thus urged to its 
are required to conquer their own prejudices in be- Mr. Heywood can soon be disposed of. Though a utmost, has culminated in her determination that 
half of justice. rare man, he is not of an unknown type. He is an folks shall hear openly talked about what in secret 

Being here for a few weeks simply as a guest at iconoclast-a hero of ideas, a pronounced, decided, they dwell on as the staple of their lives; that the 
this superb mountain rest, and having on my hands and very distinctiv character. He plants himself hypocrisy shall be exposed; that the inflated pre
some leisure, a rare thing for me, I also find that I radically on bottom principles; knows that the truth tense of a virtue which does not exist shall be 
am somewhat of a notable just in this neighborhood, will in the end prevail; can afford to wait; if need punctured and collapsed. This at least seems to be 
on a peculiar ground. My father was, irom eighty to be to suffer, and fights on. He i;~ the man to lead a part, but not the whole, of the rationale of Mrs. Hey
fifty years ago, the leading Baptist clergyman of this forlorn hope. He is the John Brown of the social wood's peculiar use of the English language. 
part of New England, distinguished for his learning, revolution. He is the nearest repetition and survival She was then married to Mr. Heywood. His in
his piety, his humor, his social attractivness, and of Garrison which Massachusetts has to show. He tense and continuous assault on social evils fell in 
other numerous excellences which hav caused him to is a man of extraordinru·y intellectual ability, of pro- with and doubtless still further tended to keep her in 
be remembered with a remarkable affection and ven- found convictions, of a defiant audacity in behalf of the same groove. Hence they are the peculiar and 
eration combined. This town of Princeton was one his ideas of right, of untiring industry and unflinch- remarkable couple of radical reformers which we 
of the centers of his operations and influence, espe- ing courage. The peroration to his defense in the find them. They being such, the Comstock legis
cially the easter» part of the town, which was prepared, last trial, before Judge Nelson and the jury, will pass lation, especially, outraged the ideas of Mrs. Hey
as I suspect, very much by his preaching-he was a into the English language as one of its classical and wood. "She is also equally outraged at the public, 
Liberal within the trammels of orthodoxy-to become model instances of earnest eloquence. and most of all with the women themselvs, for toler
as it subsequently did, a hot-bed of Garrisonian Abo- Mrs. Heywood is a far more difficult chru·acter to ating such legislation; and she is determined to 
litionism, and still later of Spiritualism, to the extinc- analyze. I hav, I think, some expertness, aided by rouse them to a sense of this enormity by soft words 
tion of the Baptist church itself as such. The center much experience, in judging of characters; but it has if they would do, but to arouse them by whatsoever 
of the town, where Mr. Heywood livs, has been al- cost me no little study, with considerable opportu- means. 
ways more conservativ, a stronghold of well-to-do re- nity, to understand Mrs. Heywood. To some extent Add to all this that Mrs. Heywood is in a very high 
spectability, orthodoxy, Whiggery, and Republican- I think I do understand her; and I will do what I degree mediumistic, inspirational, and prophetic; that 
ism, but even here my father is remembered with can, in a short sketch, to make her known to your much of what she says and does merely flows through 
great interest and respect. readers. her as an instrument of some power which seems de-

Worcester county is called the heart of the com- · To speak rightly of Mrs. Heywood, I must go back termined to break up the babyish and silly prudery 
monwealth. It is the eastern central part of the for a little to notice her mother, some of whose of the people, and so to lead the way to the free dis
state, and extends through the entire state, from the strongest traits Mrs. Heywood has inherited. Mrs. cussion of all physiological and sex questions; although 
New Hampshire to the Connecticut line; is rich, proud Lucy M. Tilton, the mother, now more than seventy still, she is herself in full harmony with her inspira
of its traditions, picturesque, and influential. The years of age, residing in Shawmut avenue, Boston, tions. She is again utterly destitute of the sense of 
county has two county seats-Worcester, a city of where I hav visited her, is a representativ character fear. She laughs and rollicks over what seems to 
seventy thousand people, at the center, and Fitchburg, of a pecu1iar kind, well worthy of notice. She is the on-looker the edge of a fearful precipice. She 
a city of far less pretensions, in the extreme northern the only person I hav ever met, except her daughter, would sooner see her beautiful home ruthlessly 
part of the county. Princeton is between them, a Mrs. Heywood, distinctly and strongly iml:iued with sacked, her children scattered, and be herself driven, 
town of rather small extent for actual population, in- the class of ideas I am about to mention, which she as a drudge, into somebody's else kitchen, than she 
eluding and being encroached upon tenitorially by holds in the deepest sincerity, and can state with a would back down an inch from her full claim to the 
the celebrated mountain, Wachusett, the compan- cogent conversational energy peculiarly her own. right to say her full thought in her own words. 
ion mountain of Mcnadnock, seen in the dis- She is, in a word, what the world would call a fanat- Louise Michel is no more heroic than she is. She is 
tance, away to the north, in New Hampshire. But ical opponent of books, literature, schools, intellect- vexed and annoyed to the last degree that it is Mr. 
Princeton is in another sense a sort of county seat or ual culture, and what the world deems the higher en- Heywood who is attacked, and not herself. Shere
small capital on its own account. Including the lightenment of education. She is the apostle, on the gards this as her fight, as the woman's fight for free
mountain, and being itself otherwise a magnificent other hand, of persistent, usefu1, skilled labor, and a dom; and that a:gy man should come between h1:1r 
jumble of elevated and fertil hills, topped with clus- model teacher of every part and parcel of female in- and her own respollsibility for her own acts is an itn
ters of white houses and elegant residences, from dustry in the family, which she has faithfully taught pertinence. He and she are far more com:ade_s in a. 
which romantic homes there is a splendid and varied to all her daughters. Born into .the consciousness common cause, where he annoys her by gettmg m the 
panorama, extending to and including at times a view of being a person of more than ordinary nativ pow- front than they are the ordinary husband and wife. 
of the shipping in Boston Harbor, forty or fifty miles ers, and being deprived by conditions from acquiring She threatens that if he gets in prison this time, she 
distant,Princeton has in addition; of late years, be- book-learning in any large way, the supercilious as- will never so much as visit him there, as she will not 
come the favorit summer residence of wealthy citi- sumption of superiority by the literary aristocracy hav it undel·stood that she is a mere wife, following 
zeus from every part of the country, and a group of burnt into her soul, until she came to hate the the fate of 11 husband, instead of a free individual 
large hotels of summer resort has sprung up to sup- learned class as a set of snobs and tyrants; to de- fighting her own battles. It is not at all, however, 
ply the demand. Princeton is, therefore, to Boston nounce and degrade whom, in the comparison with that she courts ~r e~e~ believes in martyrdom, but 
and Worcester, not wholly unlike· what Long Branch the workers, is her special mission. She fairly hates simply that she IS willing to take the consequenqes · 
is to New York and Brooklyn. the learned and their paraphernalia of books and· of her own acts. ·•'·· 
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· Folks must not mistake Mrs .. Raywood for any 
weakling. While womanly,~ladylike, prepossessing, 
and eminently domestic, she is hard as a flint when 
her rights, or the rights of those whom she repre
sents, are invaded. The state of Massachusetts will 
not hav done with the matter if they get Heywood 
in prison. The woman will then hav to be disposed 
of. As to her domesticity, she prides herself upon 
being "the drudge," the "Bridget," the mere house
wife, the working woman. She provides elegant 
parlor accommodations for her boarders, for the re
formers, for other lady visitors, and keeps herself se
cluded in the basement, doing more work than three 
ordinary women, and training her children in the 
most laborious, painstaking, and housewifely artistic 
way. At the same time, her children excel all the 
children in town in learning, in demeanor, and in a 
certain reserved and distinguished bearing. They 
are welcome guests at all the neighboring houses, 
but seldom go. Mrs. Heywood herself is far less 
excluded from the society of the ladies of Princeton, 
who are very courteous to her, than they are from 
hers. She is a riddle to them. They cite her beauti
ful household, her children at the head in the schools 
arid public exhibitions, their deportment, the chaste
ness and elegance of their dress, etc. And some of 
them hav the logic to quote the old book, that "we 
do not gather grapes from thorns nor figs from 
thistles," and to conclude that Mrs. Heywood can 
be no other, after all, than a very good woman. Still 
she says such awful thin,gs; and she is understood 
frankly and openly to teach her children all about 
those processes of nature which other parents con
ceal and religiously lie about. This belongs to a new 
and physiological order of education, which the pub
lic is not yet accustomed to; and on this score, the 
prejudice against Mrs. Heywood is intense among her 
neighbors, as it is elsewhere, though restrained and 
modified by all that they know of her personally. 
By the contrasts, Mr. Heywood is fairly popular; the 
people, especially the woman, strongly inclining to 
lay all the blame on Mrs. Heywood, against whom, 
notwithstanding the favorable points, there is as yet 
a strong current of condemnation. 

Spiritualism. 
WHO IS AT THE OTHER END OF THE WIRES? 

I inquired, " Any particular one of the company?' 
It was spelled out instantly, "All." 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: THE 
TRUTH SEEKER well sustains it name-one so carefully 
chosen by our lamented D. M. Bennett, and so ably 
conducted by yourself. It is an intellectual arena in 
whic~ an:y scientific, moral, or metaphysical thinker 
may m fr.1endship contend with his neighbor on the 
~en th.ousand perplexities of life, and your surround
mg Witnesses receive the benefit of their struggles 
for truth. 

"There," remarked the young lady, removing her 
hands from the table; "Aunt, I told you so," ad
dres:;ing the old lady, "we will hav nothing but such 
wicked communications all night if we set till mid
night; nothing but the lowest slang and ribaldry." 

My curiosity was fully aroused, the more so as it 
required the united persuasion of most of the pres
ent company to induce her to again place her hands 
on the table-which, however, she finally did, but 
with much reluctance. 

In this view I take great interest in the pro and con 
con~entions of many of its able contributors as the 
subJect appears to them with their various skepti
cisms and beliefs, for we are absolutely living, or be
ginning to hv, in the "age of reason," and what human 
can expect a higher or nobler exercise? 

The communications or replies were much in the 
same profane slang and vulgarity. Out of regard for 
the feelings of the young lady the company allowed 
her to remove her hands from the table, and then 
the rappings ceased, but recommenced on the floor 
and the back of her chair with redoubled loudness. 

Now it so happens I belong to the Spiritual wing 
of your subscribers, ynt I am far from finding fault 
with those who differ from me in convictions, nor do I 
wonder at their skepticism. For in truth the study 
of Spiritualism is a very unsatisfactory one to pursue, 
inasmuch as it is impossible to control its ever"chang
ing conditions. For instance, I might state a hun
dred events and bits of intelligence which might con
vey proof to me of an independent outside intelli
gence, but not being able to control condition would 
be unable to bav the phenomena repeated for the 
benefit of DIY inquiring friends. Every investigator 
must therefore bear and see for himself. Science, as 
brother T. B. Wakeman remarks truly, is knowledge 
systematized, and Spiritualism is fast becoming a 
science. 

Here the deacon broke silence, addressing the 
elderly aunt, "Sister W.," he said,' "it is either Satan 
or electricity, and I think we do wrong to pry into 
God's mysteries. At any rate, let us lay the sacred 
Bible on the table. If anything will bring a better 
influence, 'tis the inspired volume." And this was 
solemnly done. As before, the lady was induced to 
again place her hands upon the table top beside the 
Bible. The alphabet was again called, and the mes
sage received was, "To hell with the old book!" 

Miss E., the medium, withdrew her hands from 
the table. And here the deacon proposed pra.yer
looking around into the faces of the company and 
the old lady in particular, but getting no reciprocal 
responsiv look of indorsement, he took his hat and 
timidly withdrew from the room. 

I began the study of mind and its various proper
ties by witnessing and performing the astounding 
operations of mesmerism, under all its different titles, 
animal magnetism, biology, psychology, mind-read
ing, etc., and I must say its various phenomena in one 
sense ill prepared me for the still greater wonders 
of Spiritualism. 

"Gentlemen," the old lady remarked as we were 
parting, "I do not know what has drawn this strange 
influence around us to-night or lately; but devil, 
saint, or electricity, I'm determined to find out who's 
at the other end of the wires." The old lady was 
certainly a woman of spunk, and, profiting by her re
mark, I think I hav folmd out who is at the other 

I confess that had I, like many of my fellow-inves
tigators, stoppeJ short in my experiments in mesmer
ism, perhaps I should hav thought that its peculiar 
phenomena co' ered the whole domain claimed for 
Spiritualism, trance, inspiration, rapping, tippings, 
and all, leaving a large margin for honest delusion. 
But no. I did see something in mesmerism which I 
am sure has escaped the attention of my co-investi
gators. 

end of the wires. D. BRUCE. 

Finding things in this state, and Mr. Heywood 
again in imminent danger, if nothing were done, of 
being convicted and got behind bars, it occurred to 
me that the point at what to begin the· defense was 
here among his own neighbors. I consulted with 
some of the most prominent citizens, women and 
men, and the result W1tS that two documents were 
drawn up, one a petition and protest, to whom it may 
concern, against this renewal of the old spirit of per
secution in Massachusetts; and the other, nominally, 
a basis of a defense committee, of the citizens of 
Princeton, in the matter of Ezra H. Heywood. Find
ing, also, that my father's name was a powerful name 
to conjure with in this neighborhood, I took on my
self the incipient labor of visiting families and so
liciting the names of the citizens as subscribers to 
these documents. The result has been in three days 
about fifty names to en.ch paper. Not more than one 
to five of those applied to refused to sign; and I be
lieve that if the necessary labor were put into it, the 
citizens of the town at large would sign in that pro
portion. In every case I hav found Mr. Heywood, 
personally, spoken of in terms of high appreciation, 
apart from his "wrong-headed" views as an agitator. 

It must not be understood, however, that the de
fense committee of Princeton implies what is meant 
by the term defense committee in New York. vVhat
ever may grow out of the movement in the future, it 
is as yet merely a friendly and sympathetic expression 
of opinion in behalf of Mr. Heywood, and a protest 
against the present prosecution, as a manifestation 
of cruelty and persecution. 

In the mean time, there is an undercurrent of agi
tation on this subject reaching out to vVorcester, to 
Fitchburg, to Boston, and to the state of Massachu
setts at large, which begins, in certain quarters, to 
hav possible political connections and effects, of which 
more may be heard hereafter. 

STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS. 
Princeton, Mass., July 24, 1883. 

A Challenge to Slade. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: As 

the discussion of Spiritualism is taking up a good 
deal of your space Just now, I will not impose much 
upon you. Is it not strange that all of your corre
spondents, or nearly all, fall back upon Slade, and 
quote Zoellner as proof positiv that Slade's perform
ances are genuin? The fact that Slade has been 
thoroughly exposed several times does not seem to 
shake their faith a particle. As we challenged him 
last fall, and he failed to respond, we do not expect 
to see him this time, either; but would request Mr. 
Perry and some of his other disciples to persuade 
Slade to be present at the Rochester convention, 
where he will hav a chance to face some of his Cana
dian friends, and to clear his character by producing 
some of the genuin manifestations (like those J. R. 
Perry has witnessed), instead of the mediocre sleight
of-hand performances he imposed on us as the work 
of spirits. J os. TEMPLETON. 

Bell,{wille, Ontario. 

You will excuse my not stating facts in this line of 
wonderment, for what is the use of so doing, for here 
is our friend, T. vVinter (who knows all about Spirit
ualism), who with one thrust of an icicle would trans
form me into an iceberg? 

I cannot in heart censure the incredulity of think
ers, having in times past been a wool-dyed Material
ist myself, and in one sense am one still, yet I find I 
must yield to the conviction of proof, and I find my
self compelled to make a distinction. 

I had many invitations to attend rapping seances 
before I took sufficient interest in the subject to at
tend one, not conceiving them fraudulent, but thought 
some yet undiscovered law in electricity would ex
plain all. However, the year 1845 found me, with 
three friends equally skeptical, at a sea11ce. The 
young lady medium, a modest, unpretentious country 
girl, a visitor at the house of her aunt, had found the 
phenomena of detonating sounds occasionally attend
ing her person, and was told by others she was a 
spirit medium. After our entrance in the room and 
mixing with the company we were afraid we should 
be doomed to disappointment from the reluctance of 
the young lady to sit at the table. She remarked 
that for the space of three or four evenings past the 
responses and communications o l' the spirits, from 
being pious, religious, and evangelical, were of a very 
disorderly, wicked, and profane character; they would 
lie and abuse the company present. The reluctance 
of the young lady to sit at the table olily hightened 
my curiosity. Six composed the number of pJrsons 
in the company in a well-lighted room, including a 
Baptist deacon. We finally succeeded in overcoming 
her scruples. She placed her hands upon the top of 
the table, an ordinary mahogany tea-table. What 
was my surprise in its not olily giving forth several 
detonating sounds, but also to commence sliding 
around among the company. At length the table 
stopped, but the rapping continued. I should ex
plain that there had been a prior understanding be
tween the medium and the intelligence operating 
through the detonations of the table like the follow
ing: One rap signified no; two raps uncertain, or 
don't know. In getting a communication it was 
necessary to run down the alphabet, and the com
municating spirit would rap at the letter wanted to 
spell the word. To make short work, the spirit was 
asked to giv its name. It was spelled, " The devil.'' 

Now, I assure you this was indeed singular to me, 
inasmuch as I was no believer in such a personage. 
But what confounded me was the intellig,mce indi
cated low, as it evidently was. Myself and friends 
were alike equally confounded. But recovering we 
asked, ".Well, what do you want us to do?" "Go to 
hell," was thEi response. Here was more wond~r-
ment, to me at least. Recovering from our surpnse 

Sabbath Laws. 
I hav been waiting a long time to find in THE 

TRUTH SEEKER or Man some paper from an able pen 
elaborating the i1legality and unconstitutionality of 
Sabbath laws. But on reading the circular of the 
National Reform Association, the spirit of the Lord 
said unto me, Write, and say something that may 
wake up an abler pen. The authors of the Declara
tion of Independence said, "We hold these truths to 
be self-evident, that all men are equally endowed 
with an inalienable right to life, liberty, and the pur-
suit of happiness." · 

Mark the words-life, liberty, and the pursuit of hap
piness; and they said these rights are self-evidently 
inalienable, and for their protection governments are 
instituted among men, deriving their just powers from 
the consent 6f the governed. 

There is a line, then, beyond which government 
itself has no right to go. That line lies between na
tional and social rights. If law shall presume to go 
beyond protection and justice, it is right of the peo
ple to resist it, to alter or abolish it. Blackstone 
says: "This law of nations, being co-eval with man
kind, is of course superior in obligation to any ether. 
It is binding over all the globe, in all countries, and 
at all times; no human laws are of any validity if con
trary to this, and such of them as are valid derive all 
their force and all their authority mediately or im
mediately from this original." 

No man, no American, allows that government may 
take his life at will or pleasure. If not, will he con
sent that his liberty to cultivate his garden when and 
how he pleases can be wrested from him by law? 
Liberty and pursuit of happiness are as inalienable 
as life. and no law that would infringe is of any valid
ity or force. Liberty means being free to choose our 
own business, and to work when and where we please, 
so long as we do not infract the rights of others. 

The government can make no demand on us for 
one day in seven but for governmental purposes. 
The party that demands or asks for a day in seven is 
no part or party of the government. Jews might with 
equal propriety ask for the establishment of their 
Sabbath. The liberty to work, to recreate or amuse 
ourselvs on any day we please, is as much an inalien
able right as to liv, eat, or sleep. Let it be known 
and read by all persons in the United States that 
whoever would estop us from doing on a Christian 
Sabbath what we may lawfully do on any other would 
rob us of a right which the Declaration pronounces 
inalienable, for the security of which governments are 
instituted. What shall we think of an organized 
clique or cliques who are not satisfied with bei1•g pro
tected at our expense in person and property un
taxed, but are willing to take from us what nature 
alone has given us, to secure which the preamble to 
the Constitution says, "We, the people of the United 
States, establish this Constitution?'' If th~:~ Constitu
tion sustains the doctrins of the Declaration, then 
whatever contravenes the doctrins of the Declaration 
is unconstitutional, and the Sabbath laws are. evi-
dently that. A. B. PIKARD. 

Canyon Oity, Col. 
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Col. Ingersoll on the Situation. Organization of Liberals. 
The Brooklyn Union has interviewed Robert G. 

thoughts of the greatest and best. Every family of 
moderate means can comn1and the principal sources 
of information. There is no necessity for going to 
the church and hearing the same story forever. Let 
the minister write what he wishes to say. Let him 
publish it. If it is worth buying, people will read it. 
It is hardly fair to get them in a church in the name 
of duty, and then inflict upon them a sermon that 
under no circumstances they would read. 

From tlw Radical RevieW. 

The subject of the organization of Liberals has 
been repeatedly discussed in these columns. On such 
occasions we hav invariably expressed ourselvs as in 
favor of organization. We hav repeatedly urged that 
the isolated Liberals of every community unite in an 
association for the purpose of advancing their cause 
among their fellow-citizens at large by means of reg
ular and systematic lectures, and of rearing their 
children in the light of the new spirit that has 
dawned upon their minds. We hav insisted on this 
latter point with especial emphasis as one of the ut
most importance. Nowadays many Liberals allow 
their children to grow up under the baneful influ
ences of what they consider a fundamentally false re
ligion without any compunctions of conscience what
ever. Such delinquency on the part of parents to
ward their children is criminal. No intelligent 
parents who hav the welfare of their children at 
heart will so neglect them. In advocating the or
ganization of Liberals for the two-fold purpose of (1) 
advancing their ideal interests among the adults in 
every community, and of (2) teaching the young 
"what is true that they may do what is right,'' we 
hav frequently expressed the belief that there must 
not be too great a diversity of opinion among those 
who so unite in regard to fundamental questions. 
The term Liberal is a very vague one. There are 

Ingersoll, who criticises the Union's recent interviews 
with clergymen. He is at Long Beach, and having 
been shown back numbers of the Union containing 
articles by clergymen, who hav almost unanimously 
declared that the church is suffering very little from 
the skepticism of the day, and that the influence of 
the scientific writers, whose opinions are regarded as 
Atheistic or Infidel, is not great, and that the books 
of such writers are not read as much as some people 
think they are, was asked, "What is your opinion 
with regard to the subject?" Col. Ingersoll said: 

"It is natural for a man to defend his business, to 
stand by his class, his caste, his creed. And I sup
pose this accounts for the ministers all saying that 
Infidelity is not on the increase. Only a few years 
ago science was superstition's hired man. The sci
entific men apologized for every fact they happened 
to :find. With hat in hand they begged pardon of 
the parson for :finding a fossil, and asked the forgiv
ness of God for making any discovery in nature. 
Now religion is taking off its hat to science. Hum
boldt stands higher than all the apostles. Darwin 
has done more to change human thought than all the 
priests who hav existed. Where there was one Infi
del twenty-five years ago there are one hundred now." 

WORLDLINESS ON THE INCREASE. 

"The ministers say, I believe, colonel, that world
liness is the greatest foe to the church, and admit 
that it is on the increase." 

" I do not think the ministers of to-day more in
tellectual than they were a hundred years ago; that 
is, I do not think they hav greater brain capacity, but 
I think, on the average, the congregations hav a high 
amount. The amelioration of orthodox Christianity 
is not by the intelligence in the pulpit, but by the 
brain in tl.te pews. Another thing: One hundr6ld 
years ago the church had intellectual honors to be
stow. The pulpit opened a career. Not so now. 
There are too many avenues to distinc~ion and wealt.h 
-too much 'worldliness.' The best minds do not 
go into the pulpit. Martyrs had rather be burnt 
than laughed at. Most ministers of to-day are not 
naturally adapted to other professions promising 
eminence. There are some great exceptions, but 
these exceptions are the ministers nearest Infidels. 
Theodore Parker was a great man. Henry Ward 
Beecher is a great man-not the most consistent man 
in the world-but he is certainly a man of mark, a 
remarkable genius." 

"What is worldliness? I suppose worldliness con
sists in paying attention to the affairs of this world; 
getting enjoyment out of this life; gratifying the 
senses, giving the ears music, the eyes painting and 
sculpture, the palate good food; cultivating the im
agination; playing games of chance; adorning the 
person; developing the body; enriching the mind; 
investigating the facts by which we are surrounded; 
building homes; rocking cradles; thinking, working, 
inventing, buying, selling, hoping. All this, I sup
pose, is worldliness. These worldly people hav 
cleared the forests, plowed the land, built the cities, 
the steamships, the telegraphs, and hav produced all 
there is of worth and wonder in the world. Yet the 
preachers denounce them. Were it not for worldly 
people, how would the preachers get along? Who 
would build the churches ? Who would :fill the con
tribution boxes and plates, and who (most serious of 
all questions) would pay the salaries? I believe in 
the new :firm of Health & Heresy, rather than the old 
partnership of Disease & Divinity, doing business at 
the old sign of the skull and crossbones. Some of 
the ministers that you hav interviewed, or at least 
one of them, tells us the cure for worldliness. He 
says that God is sending fires, and cyclones, and 
things of that character, for the purpose of making 
people spiritual; of calling their attention to the fact 
that everything in this world is of a transitory na
ture. The clergy hav always had great faith in famin, 
in affiiction, in pestilence. They know that a man is 
a thousand times more apt to thank God for a crust 
or a crumb than, for a banquet. They know that 
prosperity has the same effect on the average Chris
tian that thick soup has, according to Bumble, on the 
English pauper-.' It makes 'em impudent.' The 
devil made a mistake in not doubling Job's property, 
instead of leaving him a pauper. In prosperity, the 
ministers think, we forget death and are too happy. 
In the arms of those we love, the dogma of eternal 
fire is, for the moment, forgotten. According to the 
ministers, God kills our children in order that we 
may not forget him. They imagin that the man who 
goes into Dakota, cultivates the soil, and rears for 
himself a little home, is getting too 'worldly;' and 
so God starts a cyclone to scatter his home and the 
limbs of his wife and children upon the desolate 
plains, and the ministers in Brooklyn say this is done 
because we are getting too 'worldly.' They think 
we should be more 'spiritual;' that is to say, willing 
to liv upon the labor of others; willing to ask alms, 
saying in the mean time, 'It is more blessed to giv 
than to receive.' If this is so, why not giv the money 
back? 'Spiritual' people are those who eat oatmeal 
and prunes, hav great confidence in dried apples, 
read Cowper's ' Task,' and Pollock's 'Course of Time,' 
laugh at the jokes in Harper's Monthly, wear clothes 
shiny at the knees and elbows, anLl call all that has 
elevated the world 'beggarly elements.'" 

SUBSTITUTES FOR CHURCHES. 

"You hav stated your objections to the churches
what would you hav to take their place?" 

"There was a time when men had to meet together 
for the purpose of being told the law. This was be
fore printing, and for hundreds and hundreds of 
yearffmost people depended for their information on 
what they heard. The ear was the avenue to the 
brain. There was a time, of course, when Free
masonry was necessary, so that a man could carry, 
not only all over his own country, but to another, a 
certificate that he was a gentleman; that he was an 
honest man. There was a time, and it was necessary, 
for the people to assemble. They had no books, no 
papers, no way of reaching each other. But now all 
that is changed. The daily press givs you the hap
penings of the world. The libraries giv you the 

MORAL INSTRUCTION. 

"How would you convey moral instruction from 
youth up, and what kind of instruction would you 
giv?" 

"I regard Christianity as a failure. Now, then, 
what is Christianity? I do not include in the word 
'Christianity' the average morality of the world, or 
the morality taught in all systems of religion-that 
is, as distinctiv Christianity. Christianity is this: A 
belief in the inspiration of the scriptures, the atone
ment, the life, death, and resurrection of Christ, an 
eternal reward for the believers in Christ and eternal 
punishment for the rest of us. Now, take from Chris
tianity its miracles, its absurdities of the atonement 
and fall of man, and the inspiration of the scriptures, 
and I hav no objection to it as I understand it. I 
believe, in the main, in the Christianity which I sup
pose Christ taught, that is, in kindness, gentleness, 
forgivness. I do not believe in loving enemies; I 
hav pretty hard work to love my friends. Neither clo 
I believe in revenge. No man can afford to keep the 
viper of revenge in his heart. But I believe in jus
tice, in self-defense. Christianity-that is, the mirac
ulous· part-must be abandoned. As to morality
morality is born of the instinct of self-preservation. 
If man co.uld not suffer, the word 'conscience' never 
would hav passed his lips. Self-preservation makes 
larceny a crime. Murder will be regarded as a bad 
thing as long as a majority object to being murdered. 
Morality does not come from the clouds; it is born 
of human want and human experience.'' 

THE CHIEF END OF MAN. 

"The shorter catechism, colonel, you may remem
ber, says that 'man's chief end is to glorify God and 
enjoy him forever.' What is your idea of the chief 
end of man?" 

"It has always seemed a little curious to me that 
joy should be held in such contempt here, and yet 
promised hereafter as an eternal reward. Why not 
be happy here, as well as in heaven? Why not hav 
joy here? Why not go to heaven now-that is, to
day? Why not enjoy the sunshine of this world, and 
all there is of good in it? It is bad enough; so bad 
that I do not believe it was ever created by a benefi
cent Deity; but what little good there is in it, why 
not hav it? Neither do I believe that it is the end 
of man to glorify God. How can the in:finit be 
glorified? Does he wish for reputation? He has no 
equals, no superiors. How can he hav what we call 
reputation? How can he achieve what we call glory? 
Why should he wish the flattery of the average 
Presbyterian? What good will it do him to know 
that his course has been approved of by the Metho
dist Episcopal church? What does he care, even, for 
the religious weeklies, or the presidents of religious 
colleges? I do not see how we can help God or hurt 
him If there be an in:finit being, certainly nothing 
we can do can in any way affect him. We can affect 
each other, and therefore man should be careful not 
to sin against man. For that reason I hav said, a 
hundred times, injustice is the only blasphemy. If 
there be a heaven, I want to associate there with the 
ones who had loved me here. I might not like the 
angels, and the angels might not like me. I want to 
:find old friends. I do not care to associate with the 
in:finit; there could be no freedom in such society. 
I suppose I am not ' spiritual' enough, and am some
what touched with 'worldliness.' It seems to me 
that everybody ought to be honest enough to say 
about the in:finit, 'I know nothing;' of eternal joy, 
'I hav no conception;' about another world, 'I know 
nothing.' At the same time I am not attacking any
body for believing in immortality. The more a man 
can hope, and the less he can fear, the better. I hav 
done what I could to drive from the human heart the 
shadow of eternal pain. I want to put out the fires 
of an ignorant and revengeful hell," 

Liberals and Liberals. There are Liberals known as 
Materialists; there are Liberals known as Spiritual
ists; and there are even Christians who profess to be 
Liberals. All of them possess some of the ingredi
ents of Liberalism; we cannot deny this. We hav 
known Unitarian ministers take upon themselvs the 
defense of Robert Ingersoll against orthodox Chris
tians, and it is not an uncommon spectacle to behold 
Spiritualists in the front ranks among the soldiers of 
liberty. We know these things to be facts, and need 
not be informed on them. And yet we would depre
cate the union of these various shades of Liberals. 
for the purpose of developing and perfecting con-
structiv Liberalism, and building it a home in the, 
blood and bone and tissue of the people. We would 
deprecate such union not from any lack of respect 
toward those who view fundamental questions dif
ferently than we do, but from the conviction that 
such difference of opinion will inevitably prove fatal 
to the high aims of the contemplated Liberal organi
zation. 

Our deprecatory remarks hav been construed as 
having special reference to the Liberal Leagues, and 
the consequence is that we are receiving letters from 
Spiritualistic readers full of bitter invectivs against 
our alleged bigotry. We cannot but ignore all mis
sivs conceived in such spirit. A notable exception 
is the communication by Mr. A. B. Bradford which 
we print in this issue. We publish it most cheerfully, 
:first, because the writer joins issue with us in a most 
courteous • manner, and second, because, aside from 
the point in controversy, it contains so much that is 
true anent the state of Liberalism in this country 
that it deserves to be widely circulated and read. 

We admit that there is nothing in the constitution 
of the National Liberal League, or the "Nine De
mands of Liberalism," to exclude Spiritualists, or to 
prevent their co-operation with Materialists so far as 
the secularization of the state is concerned. There 
is nothing to prevent a Catholic, or a member of some 
other Christian denomination, from co-operating with 
the Liberal Leaguers in the prosecution of their 
great aims. As a matter of fact, Materialists, Spirit
ualists, and Christians do co-operate in the work of 
secularizing the state, though the number of the lat
ter who do so openly is limited; still many Chris
tians, and some even of the orthodox stripe, hav de
clared themselvs in favor of a secular state. Of 
course, we doubt their consistency as Christians, just 
as we are not quite sure that Spiritualists, with their 
stultifying animistic superstition, would side with 
justice in state affairs if they were in the majority, 
instead of being in the minority, and exposed to the 
bitter antagonism of the churches for dissenting from 
some of the minor requirements of their outworn 
creeds. But be this as it may, it would be the great
est folly imaginable in the Liberal Leaguer.s to refuse 
or reject the aid of any class of people who sympa
thize, from whatever motivs, with their general aim
the secularization of the state. Whatever their dif
ferences of opinion in regard to metaphysical matters, 
it is plain that all persons may unite in the prosecu
tion of the political object of the National Liberal 
League who believe in that object. On this point we 
make no quarrel with anybody. 

The religious or missionary object of the National 
Liberal League, as Mr. Bradford terms it, is, unless 
we are greatly mistaken, entirely extra-constitutional. 
We are not certain whether the League has officially 
and directly shouldered it. Nevertheless, this object, 
as described by our critic, is a most important one, 
and one that ought to be pursued by the Liberals of 
the country in an organized capacity. It embraces 
much of the work that we would hav the Liberal or
ganization so often advocated in these columns, and 
to which special reference is made above, undertake. 
Almost every word that Mr. Bradford says on thiq 
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subject is true. But while he makes implacable war
fare on the Christian superstition he would put in its 

. place a superstition not less offensiv in the sight of all 
sane-minded men. Spiritualism is at best a delusion 
-as accepted by most people, it is downright super
stition. It is a most singular spectacle to behold 
Spiritualists warring against Christianity. They ap
pear to us in the light of persons who see the mote 
in their neighbor's eye, but not the beam in their 
own. We grant that Spiritualism is a step in ad. 
vance of Christianity, rejecting, as it does, some of 
the latter's grossly immoral doctrins. It is a step
ping-stone to a better order of things. As dissolv
ents of the old Christian faith, Spiritualists may 
accomplish some good; as architects of a new, of a 
nobler and a truer faith-of the faith in the self
sovereignty of human reason and the latent poten·
tiaiities of man to accomplish his salvation here and 
now-as architects of such a faith, Spiritualists must 
necessarily prove a lamentable failure. Animism is 
the intrinsic defect of Spiritualism, and we may rest 
assured that its extrinsic record will be accordingly. 
We cannot take up a Spiritualistic paper but it con
tains an account or a number of accounts of spirit 
communications from the summer-land. These com
munications are invariably of such a character that 
we should discredit their integrity under all circum
stances. They are an insult to the intelligence of 
our age. We hav little confidence in the reformatory 
capacity of men who publish, and of men who accept, 
these spirit communications in good faith. The best 
we can say of Spiritualists is that they are deluded. 
We know there are a number of men of science who 
hav espoused Spiritualism. But that is no proof of 
its truth. No less a man than Lord Bacon denounced 
the Copernican theory in his time, but that was no 
proof of the truth of the Ptolemaic theory which the 
broad-browed Verulam accepted. In the whole do
main of science there is not one fact to substantiate 
Spiritualism-to substantiate the theory that what 
we term mind survives the dissolutfon of the brain. 

Regarding Spiritualism as essentially false, we can 
not be blamed for refusing to co-operate with its ad
herents in the constructiv work of Liberalism. We 
do not pretend to hav penetrated the secrets of 
nature; but ignorant as we are of everything that 
lies beyond the reach of our senses and reasoning 
faculties, we must be permitted to reject Spiritualism 
in toto. We would not deny the reality of all the 
phenomena on which Spiritualism is built, but were
fuse assent to their Spiritualistic explanation. We 
who look upon the universe as one grand whole, self
existent, and governed by its own immutable, eternal 
laws, and upon ourselvs as a part of it; who hav 
never had any evidence of the existence of disem
bodied spirits frolicking in the summer-land beyond; 
whom the deductions of physiological psychology 
compel to the acc~ptance of the view that intelligence 
is manifested only through the brain of man and the 
lower animals; who gather from the established laws 
of heredity that this brain with its ever increasing 
potentialities is transmitted from generation to gen
eration in an ever improved condition, concentrating 
within itself the accumulated experiences and the 
real life of all who hav gone before; who know that 
if we are to liv after death it cannot be save in our 
children-we who accept no other immortality than 
that of the race and humanity must be pardoned for 
having little patience with the absolutely childish 
mockeries of modern Spiritualism. If this is bigotry, 
make the most of it. We would not deny Spiritual
ists a single right that we claim for ourselvs; we 
should even vindicate them the right to preach their 
peculiar doctrins against the whole world; but we 
must be allowed to dissent from their views of life, 
to e:x:press our dissent, and to deprecate any union 
of them with persons who hold views contradictory 
to their own. 

Freethinkers' Meeting at Carthage, N.Y. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A very 

interesting, and I think profitable, three-days' Free
thinkers' meeting closed here last evening. This is 
an old conservativ orthodox town, and I understand 
that this is the first time that an Infidel meeting of 
any kind was ever held here. But there are a few 
brave, outspoken Freethinkers in this section who 
are entitled to be called Liberals. They contributed 
the expenses, amounting to over $100, out of their 
own pockets, without making any appeals to the peo
ple who were in attendance at the meetings for con
tributions. The two most activ men in getting up 

. the meeting were M. E. Rose and David Andres. I 
wish we had two such energetic men in every town 
in the state. 

They hav a most beautiful grove here, in which 
the meetings were held when the weather permitted, 
but when too inclement they were held in the Opera 
House. The speakers were J. H. Burnham, of 1\fich
igan; Mrs. H. S. Lake and W. F. Peck, now of Sa
lem, Ohio; Dr. C. Fred. Farlin, of Rochester, N.Y.; 
Miss Annie Hinman, of Connecticut, and the writer. 
Prof. Peck provided the vocal and instrumental mu
sic, and also gave one of the best lectures delivered 
on the occasion. 

Ex-Eev. l3urnham. delivered two very able ~nd 

comprehensiv addresses, the only fault that could be 
found with them being that they were a little too pro
found for some of the audience. Mrs. Lake also lec
tured twice, and with such eloquence and effect that 
the orthodox people present were compelled to ad
mit that she was one of the best female speakers they 
ever heard. Dr. Farlin gave a very polished ad
dress with good effect, and Miss Hinman, who was 
accidentally present and a stranger to most persons 
in attendance, delighted all who listened to her short 
speech, Sunday aftemoon. 

The conferences held at every session added greatly 
to the interest of the meetings, and we feel sure this 
gathering will result in much good to the Freethought 
movement. Such conventions should be held in 
every county of the state. I think there will be a 
large delegation from this section of the state at the 
Rochester convention. H. L. GREEN. 

Carthage, N. Y., July 30th. 

Notes. 
MR. BAILEY's little Liberal, published at Nashville, Tenn., 

has been enla1·ged considerably at the beginning of the sec
ond volume. It is a bright and winning sheet, creditable 
alike to its editor and the cause of Liheralism, and its en
largement is its improvement. 

WE acknowledge the courtesy of A. Chavannes in publishing 
THE TRUTH SEEKER card in his Sociologist. Such spontaneous 
kindnesses are the best kind, and show that Mr. Chavannes 
is no mere theorist in devoting his journal "to the incr.ease 
of knowledge of the natural laws that control human hap
piness." 

MR. MENDUM, of the Investigator, is taking a vacation from 
his arduous labors away out in Colorado, and Brother Seaver 
is holding the fort in Boston, Mr. Mendum desires a good 
rest, and he is wise in taking it. Although his years sit 
lightly upon him, he is approaching the age when he needs 
to favor himself. 

IN the course of his sermon last Sunday, the Rev. G. W. 
Samson, of this city, said: "I spent five ye!¥s in investigat
ing this question, and I am satisfied that the wines of the 
Bible were not intoxicating." Mr. Samson may be right, but 
if so it would be interesting to know what it was that had 
such a paralyzing effect on. Noah during his post-dilnvian 
spree. 

SECRETARY FoLGER should be given the charge of a Sunday
school. When President Arthur had made arrangements to 
go on a vacation, beginning his journey on Sunday, Folger 
declined to accompany him. He would not travel on the 
Sabbath, and the president waited for Monday. It will be 
remembered that Folger ran for governor of New York in 
1882. The Democratic vote saved the state from the curse of 
a religious fanatic for its chief executiv. 

SENOR BARcA, rich, learned, eminent, extmvagant, with an 
accomplished wife and lovely daughter, minister plenipoten
tiary to this count1·y from Spain since 1881, takes his own 
life at the Albemarle Hotel! "There be many that say, Who 
will show us any good? Lord, lift thou up the light of thy 
countenance upon us."-Advocate. 

Exactly. But if the Lord had lifted up the light of his 
countenance upon Mr. Barca before the senor had committed 
suicide, it would hav been considerably more effeotiv than 
any subsequent lifting can possibly be. Mr. Barca was a 
Catholic. 

MR. LINCOLN, secretary of war, has denied the Catholics 
the privilege of erecting a chapel on the Presidio Reserva
tion, giving as one of his reasons that great trouble has been 
caused by the granting of such plivileges. "In one case," 
he says, "what appears to hav been originally a harmless li
cense has now been expanded into a claim for a whole mili
tary reservation and all the buildings that the government 
has put on it at an expense of more than $300,000." Can it 
be possible that the church of Christ is a thief that tried to 
steal $300,000 worth of property? Secretary Lincoln cer
tainly insinuates as much-and, come to think of it, it is in 
keeping with her record. 

A WEsTERN Roman Catholic bishop proposes to fit up a 
steamboat as a church for the use of the more inaccessible 
coast Indians, and to call it Christopher. Thus does the 
church honor the man who, when he made the discovery 
which made his name famous, she opposed with all her vast 
power. Columbus said the earth was round, and that by 
sailing due west he would discover a new continent. The 
church retorted that no new continent was mentioned in the 
Bible, therefo1·e it did not exist, and Columbus's efforts were 
heretical. The church would now steal this honor of disco'<· 
ery, and pass it to her credit. "It won't do," as Col. Inger
soll sometimes remarks. 

proach to France, and the present rulers of that country do 
not seem likely to soon forget it. 

IT is ludicrous to see the " state of mind" into which the 
publishing of Sunday papers has thrown the Methodists. 
Their organ denounces it as wicked and ungodly, and a cor
respondent wastes over a column in considering the great 
guilt of reading or buying them. Being fully convinced him
self that "Sunday papers are a great evil," he wants to know 
how he can avail himself of their benefits without commit
ting the sin of buying them. It troubles him to know whether 
if he has his newsman reserve them till Monday he is not as 
guilty as though he had them delivered Sunday. One gentle
man of his acquaintance held out for years against the awful 
desecration of Sunday papers, but now he buys them "to 
read on Monday." Is the man clear or is he a heinous sin
ner? Further along, however, he clears the matter up, and 
let the wicked note how he does it ! " I never buy a Sunday 
paper," he says, "on any day of the week, and I never read 
one on Sunday. I do not abstain from reading a Sunday 
paper occasionally handed to me by a friend during the week." 
That is, he bonows it, and lets the sin rest vicariously upon 
the friend who bought it ! Happy thought, and strictly in 
keeping with the Christian scheme of salvation ! 

ON Sunday, July 22d, a brakeman named Custer, on the 
New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio railroad, was run over 
and killed. His friends lived in Meadville, Pa., and his body. 
was taken for burial to that place, where his father owned a 
lot in the cemetery. The local priest, however, refused to 
officiate at the funeral ceremonies, and while the friends of 
the dead man were administering the last rites, the holy 
father appeared and announced that the interment could not 
lake place in the Catholic cemetery, giving as a reason the 
fact that the brakeman had not confessed during the last 
year. The burial was proceeded with, however, the grave 
being dug but three feet deep, and so near to the wall of the 
cemetery that one of the pall-bearers fell into it while lower
ing the body. These facts are furnished us by a correspond
ent, who vouches for their accuracy. It is a wrong state of 
affairs when the right of sepulture can be denied the dead by 
a priest, and when a man must be buried like a dog simply 
because he has neglected the absurd mummery of the con
fessional. Whether or not the body of poor Custer will be 
allowed to rest where his friends hav so inadequately buried 
it, remains to be seen. The Catholic ghouls hav the legal 
right, we believe, to unearth it. 

THE trial of the ten Jews at Nyreghhaza, Hungary, who 
were charged with murdering a Christian girl in order to pro" 
cure' her blood to mix in the passover feast, has been con
cluded, and a verdict of not guilty was returned. This trial 
goes to show, further than anything else in modern times, 
to what extremes persons duly filled with the love of God will 
go in the persecution of their fellow-men. The instigators 
and prosecutors in the case were Christians; the defendants, 
as before stated, were Jews. Extraordinary efforts and the 
most inhuman tortures were resorted to to extort confession 
from the accused. One prisoner was subjected to the basti
nado and thumbscrew. A second was assaulted in court by 
the examining judge, forced to drink excessiv quantities of 
cold water, and the constable was directed to beat him until 
a confession was procured. Others were bound, beaten, 
placed in solitary confinement, and otherwise maltreated by 
the Christians who, being commanded to love their enemies, 
:find pleasure in abusing those who hav never injured them. 
Popular feeling, we are told, was for a long time against the 
accused parties, and witnesses for the defense were openly 
threatened; but as the instigators of the prosecutiol! were 
one after another shown to be liars, public opinion changed 
to sympathy for the Jews. The prosecution suddenly relin
quished its zeal, and left the matter to the state, when an ac
quittal was speedily procured. This was a well-proven case 
of conspiracy by the members of one religious sect against 
those of another. It was not the first by any means, and, 
while Christianity can prevent, it will not be the last. 

THE practical results of the vote on the Concordat in the 
French Parliamentary Commission, according to the London 
Tablet's Paris COl'l'espondence, can be thus summed up: "The 
state is henceforth empowered to expel the great sPminaries 
from the houses and property granted by the state, and which 
they hav occupied from their foundation to the present day; 
to suppress the stipends of the clergy and abolish definitivly 
those of the canons; to expel bishops and archbishops from 
their residences; to suppress the scholarships of all the sem
inaries." France is making long strides toward a total dis
abling of the church, but. no nation more than she has felt 
the humiliating and disastrous consequences of a union of 
church and state, which always means the subordination of 
the latter to ecclesiastics who work only for the attainment 
their own iniquitous purposes. The church is responsible 
for those terrible days of blood and fire which are yet a re-

ON another page we giv the reply of the Radical Re
view to Mr. Bradford's criticism of the editor's fling at the 
Rochester Convention and his unwillingness to work with 
Spiritualists or to allow them to work with him on an equal
ity. He shows his generosity and great width of e:x:pelience 
in admitting that "it is not an uncommon spectacle to be
hold Spiritualists in the front ranks among the soldiers of 
liberty." This statement would imply that Spiritualists gen
erally are not working for further religious liberty, but that 
some of them occasionally do. This is exactly the reverse of 
the case. We believe that all except those who denominate 
themselvs " Christian Spilitualists" (a very small portion, by 
the way) are ardent and earnest advocates of reform in our 
laws relating to church matters. We do not care to follow Mr. 
Schumm further in his tergiversation; for the whole matter 
hinges here and he only occasionally gets nearer the truth as 
he proceeds. After all his excuses the bald fact remains that 
he does not want Spiritualists to work with him, and he cer
tainly will not work with them. This, in ot1r opinion, is a very 
narrow view, and, as we said before, we are sorry Mr. Schumm 
takes it, because it will hav a tendency to widen the breach a 
few misguided sectarian Spiritualists hav made. "Close up the 
ranks!" should be the order, instead of "Every man for him. 
self." The Review doubts, in the issue of the 28th ult., 
whether Haeckel and Buchner would work with Spiritualists, 
we having mentioned those two as rep1·esentativs of German 
scholarship whom we admired. We assure the Rsview that 
they do so work. They are both activ members of the Inter
national Federation of Freethinkers which is about to meet 
at Amsterdam, and unless that body has changed since Mr. 
Bennett was a delegate thereto, there will be no question as 
to the belief of the members in a future life. No Spiritualist 
who avows himself in sympathy with the association will be 
rejected, l\nd he will not be taunted with being a dev.otee of 
superstition. The speaking for these gentlemen br ~he 
Review is a gratuitous assumption, 
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Some Bible Criticisms. 
We hav seen partially the necessity of assailing 

this priestcraft now threatening to crush the nation 
in its anaconda folds, and poison to death the spirit 
of liberty with its baleful breath. It has attacked 
our institutions in their most vital parts. . We must 
destroy it or be destroyed. There is but one way to 
do this, and that is by convincing the people it is 
false; for so long as they believe it to be true they 
will rest their souls' salvation on it, careless of what 
happens to their temporal interests. Convince them 
it will destroy their liberties-" Never mind," they 
will think, "so it saves our souls." 

Fortunately, the adversary has given us a tremen
dous advantage, and exercised most admirable liber
ality in throwing out rope enough wherewith it may 
be hanged. Diplomatists say brevity is always safest, 
and politicians know that short platfonns are most 
successful. But the Christians hav most unwisely 
founded their whole system upon a volume of such 
monstrous proportions that it stands among books as 
G o1iath among men-as Himalaya among l!IOuntains
" the holy Bible, book divine; precious treasure, 
thou art mine!" And they hav made it certain, be
yond all peradventure, that no one shall ever com
plain of its scarcity or be doubtful of their meaning, 
for they hav literally, "for a fact," flooded the world 
with the books; and they hav assured us that every 
line and word in them is of God himself. Thus, to 
quote one out of millions of sayings, Burgan declares 
"every word and line is infallible" (see Colenso, vol. 
i, p. 46). Rat.her risky, is it not, of a book so volum
inous not one in a million of its believers is likely to 
be familiar with every verse, and so catholic that it 
treats or hints of every imaginable huinan condition 
and institution? 

Setting out with a history of creation, and pro
ceeding with that of a race of men, it ends with the 
origin, history, and nature of a new religion, with 
the sayings of its founder, prophets, and apostles. 
This new religion, as Paine says, begins with a dream 
and ends with a murder. The first thought that 
would strike a reflecting person on reading it is that 
if the writers are men, they will naturally show a 
lively faith in the science and learning of their times, 
and would not shock the prejudices of their age on 

" affairs foreign to their record; but that if the author 
is a God, or even a genuin human clairvoyant, he 
will either utter some shocking heresies, some truths 
that future ages must ascertain, or dark sayings, 
which, in the light of later experience, would strike 
the minds of men with an irresistibly convincing 
power. To illustrate my meaning, let me say that a 
genuin prophecy would use expressions no mortal 
could possibly comprehend at the time, but which, 
after fulfilment, must strike every brain with as
tounding conviction. For instance, there are certain 
verses ascribed to the famous Nostradamus, which, if 
uttered at the time alleged, no person then could 
hav understood; yet, after t}leir fulfilment, how 
plain ! how striking ! The most dark and senseless 
allusions glow the brightest with sense. There are 
some verses, pretended to hav been first published in 
1789, of a prophetic nature. Speaking of these 
times among several lines, take the following: 

"Men shall speak in brazen ears, 
That shall be tongues in after years. 
Words spoken shall be sent by post, 
And not a syllable be lost. 
Ghosts shall guide the plow; and rain 
And snow shall fall as men ordain. 
The commonest of stone or stick, 
Other shall be than long, broad, thick." 

Now, suppose that we had heard those words four 
years ago ? What sense would the lineS-

1 

understandings-a book he knew would be for a guide 
for them and their remotest descendants-on their 
belief in which depended their temporal and eternal 
welfare? Suppose, knowingly, he alluded to every fact 
in art, science, or nature, in such a way as to confirm 
them in their errors and to make it reasonably certain 
those Sioux or children must come in time to despise 
his ignorance or mistakes. What sort of an excuse 
would that of his apologists be if hereafter they 
said, "Oh, the book was not int.ended to instruct you 
in science." "True," might their descendants reply 
in scorn, "but was it intended to confirm us in our 
errors? to stand as a stumbling-block of authority 
for ages against the progress of learning ?" 

A few hints of the truth would not only; hav fur
thered the march of improvement for centuries, but 
must, even at this day, hav effected more toward 
confirming mankind in the true faith, as they call it, 
than all the prophecies and martyrdoms of the whole 
~lorious companies of the apostles, without except
mg even the sacrifice of Christ himself. The object 
of revelation must be to enlighten and convince, not 
darken and disgust. Positivly if science and pro
gress a.re benefits, then this Bible has been a curse 
to the race of man. As each science has in turn 
been developed and each discovery been announced, 
th 3Y hav been opposed by "Thus saith the Lord;" 
nay, morality, decency, and good government, as we 
understand them, hav all been opposed by it. 

"It seems that the world is round," says science. 
"Nay, 'tis flat, for the Bible speaks of the ends of 

the earth," says scripture. 
"Day and night proceed from the revolution of 

the sun." 
"Not so, for Joshua commanded the sun to stand." 
"The system of the universe is so orderly arranged 

that the slightest displacement of a planet would 
cause--" 

"A wicked heresy. The sun itself once moved 
backward and caused the shadow on Ahab's dial to 
move." 

" The whole. system is perfectly arranged, and the 
orbs are held m place by gravity." . 

"Pooh ! wretch! do you not know that he holdeth 
them in the hollow?" etc 

"The sun is the source of aU light and heat." 
"You are certainly wrong, for light existed before 

the sun, as we are told in Genesis. 
:: B_ut for the. sun there could be no vegetation." 

Sir, vegetation flourished ages before the sun was 
ma~e; at least an age, for the scriptures declare veg
etatiOn was created on the third day, and the sun on 
the fourth, and the more advanced Christian geolo
gists declare day to mean age." 
. "The study of antiquity is most deeply interest
mg," says the antiquarian. "Lower Egypt is the 
~g;rpt_ of Abraham's day, yet we find ruins of mighty 
Cities m Upper Egypt that must hav been ruins even 
in Abraham's time, while there are remains that show 
a greater antiquity than even those of Upper Egypt.'' 

"Beware!" says the Bible idolater. "Remember 
that 'twas but a few years after the flood when Abra
ham went to Egypt. How could there be ruins left 
in Upper Egypt of an older time ? It is very diffi
cult as it is to account for any people at all being in 
Egypt so soon after the flood, let alone your stuff 
about older cities." 

"Comparativ philology," says the student of lan
guage, :• throws wonderful light on the story of our 
race pnor to the historic period. It is certain that 
lan_guage is subject .to _the law of development or evo
lut.wn, a~d that varieties of language are due to iso
lation, climate, scenery, and other environments." 

"Never _bot~er your he_ad about that," says the 
learned s~Ientist of the Bible. "Holy Writ settles 

"Men shall speak in brazen ears, that questiOn. The diversity of language is due en-
That shall be tongues in after years." tirely to the confusion at Babel." 

convey to any one? Yet, since the phonograph and And thus every time we attempt to frame a rea-
telephone hav been invented, how wonderfully strik- sonable theory as to the early life of man we are met 
ing! What sense to us now hav those lines about by this flood story. No history, no ruin, no manu
the stone or stick? Yet it is possible that ere long ~ent can date back of forty-two hundred years, the 
they may strike us as a common truth. time of that deluge, for it was in fact a new creation 

Had these lines and the others been published with the Noah family as progenitors of the race of 
some ten years ago, they would settle the question of man. The honest, reasonable histories of ancient 
prophecy whether it is possible. In the whole scrip- peoples, the probably veracious records of ancient 
ture there is not one single prophecy that has in the religions that hav been kept unbrokenly bv priest
manner suggested the slightest force. Take that ho~ds, o: hav ~een discovered by our own researches 
most important one of all, that one which biblical amid rums or m depositories hidden by earthquakes 
scholars and some learned men lay so much stress for ages, are all treated as deliberate lies, because 
upon: the alleged prediction of Jesus Christ by they declare that nations existed before the flood 
Isaiah. Of this even the great, learned, and candid wh? had bibles from which the Jewish priests stol~ 
Sir W. Jones declared it was to him proof conclusiv theirs. As to the Old Testament Bible itself, it is an 
of the divine inspiration of scripture, so careless are honest, artles~ book for the most part, and affords the 
the most learned men when they investigate credu- strongest. testimony against the pretensions, and even 
lously. (See Mat. i, 23, and Isaiah vii, viii, and ix.) the doctnns, that modern Christianity is based on. 

Remember the age in which the 0. T. prophecies ~owhere does it claim that the book so lat.ely com
were delivered-an age of profound ignorance as to piled and name~ holy scriptures is the word of God. 
physical science, but one of dawning inquiry. Every Nowhere does It tell us Moses wrote the books as
allusion to the heavens and earth is made in the cribed to him, nor that Joshua wrote the book of 
spirit of most profound ignorance. The writers are Joshua, nor that David wrote the Psalms of David. 
as ignorant of geography, astronomy, geology, nat- It clearly tells us that those books were written cen
ural philosophy, chemistry, philology, anatomy (and turies after they were all returned to dust. It tells us 
plainly manifest their ignorance), as are the Sioux in Chronicles and Kings both that no such books had 
Indians to-da:y. Suppose a rna~ were to . write a e:ver been known to the Jews until King J<'siah's 
book for the Swux, or for some Ignorant children, a time. It there tells us that some one pretended th 
book for their moral improvement, adapted to their to hav found the book of the ln.w of the Lord, whi:h 

is a small portion af Deuteronomy only, to his great 
astonishment and that of all who heard of it-a book 
the existence of which was unsuspected by kings and 
priests (2 Ch. xxxiv). Moreover it tells us that the 
whole book was lost, burnt, when the temple was 
taken. Ezra, or Esdras, tells us that when, after the 
temple was rebuilt, he was asked by the Lord to read 
the law to the people, he could not do so, " for thy 
book is burnt," and that having fallen into a. trance 
he repeated it before certain scribes, who took his 
sayings down and then read them. What part of the 
Bible was that? What part of the great book of his
tory, fables, records, sayings, poetry, and dreams 
called the Bible, every syllable of which is the veriest 
word of God, was this ? Surely but a small portion 
-the Jewish law held in remembrance by the priests. 

Again was the temple burnt and everything de
stroyed. Not very long after this, when by com
munication with Greeks and Romans the barbaric, 
illiterate Jews of Judea had become accustomed to 
letters, and after the thousands of Jews of Alexan
diia, and scattered everywhere, began to communi
cate with those at home, the Jews began to show the 
effects of this intercourse. The very few books they 
ever had began to be written; the Talmucls were 
composed. What few records they had before were 
on stone, and the idea of their having composed a 
book like the Old Testament on stone is absurd. 
Clearly, then, about this time some persons wrote out 
the historic parts of the earliest periods, for all through 
the Pentateuch, Joshua, and Judges, we :find refer
ences to events commemorated in the earlier times 
by piles of stone, etc., the writer saying, "And they 
are there to this day." We also :find names given to 
places which they never had until centuries after 
Joshua and Judges. Suppose some one should hand 
you an old history of Ireland, claiming that it was 
written a thousand years ago, and you found in the 
midst of a chapter a statement that some event oc
curred "before the Dutch had founded New Amster
dam on Long Island, opposit where Brooklyn now 
is?" You would know that the book was not writ
ten a thousand years ago. Just like this are some 
statements in the Bible that were' claimed to hav 
been written ages before. And yet men who are 
scholars are so blinded by their religion they will 
not see it. 

And there is another wonderful prophecy by Isaiah 
wherein Isaiah is represented to hav said, a long 
time before the captivity of seventy years and the 
birth of Cyrus, that the captivity would occur, the 
temple be destroyed, and that Cyrus, the king of 
Persia, would rebuild it. "There!" they will ex
claim; "look at that! Why, man alive! can you 
doubt after that?" And yet there is nearly a whole 
chapter of Isaiah word for word the same as a chap
ter of Kings, being a historical narrativ-not very 
nice reading, either. Kings and Chronicles were 
both written long after the captivity. The prophecy 
was used to influence Cyrus, who is represented as 
boasting that the God of all the heavens had called 
him by name, Cyrus, long before he was born, to re
build the temple. Well! suppose we do grant it was 
a prophecy made so long before; was it fulfilled? 
No. Read Josephus; read the fourth chapter of 
Ezra and see. No sooner had they begun than they 
were stopped. The people of the land, to frustrate 
their purpose, hired counsellors against them all the 
days of Cyrus, even to the reign of Darius the Per-
sian, and made them to cease by force and 
power. . "So I ceased until the second year 
of Darius"-about 75 years later. So here was the 
prophecy not fulfilled. HoLT. 

An Uninformed Class. 
Where on earth can you :find a class of people 

more ignorant and stupid in relation to many of the 
most important concerns of life than the clergy are ? 
Turn them out of their coward castles, the pulpits, 
and not one in fifty would hav knowledge enough of 
anything useful to earn his bread. 

And even in religion, to which they pretend to giv 
all their attention, after having studied seven years 
to fit themselvs for preaching, their ignorance and 
stupidity are astonishing. The other day I had oc
casion to go through the butcher's yard, and there 
saw a large Newfoundland dog and a cat quietly 
taking their breakfast from the same bone. After 
they had finished their meal the clog laid himself 
clown in the sun and the cat lay down on top of the 
dog to keep warm. These animals, in their natural 
state, are deadly enemies to each other, but without 
any Bible, and without paying tithes to any pul
piteer, they hav learned to liv together in harmony, 
and hav really so strong an affection for each other 
that if a stranger should suddenly lay hands on the 
cat the dog would protect her. 

Clergymen often seeing such examples of peace 
and affection in the brutes, are too stupid to receive 
instruction from it, but go into their pulpits and 
preach that it is sometimes the duty of rational men 
and Christians to go into war and mangle and slay 
one another I I can learn more of what I call the 
true gospel or principles of peace in a menagerie of 
wild animals than I can in a church. There a clergy
man sees a lion P!:qd ~ tiger~ :qatural euemies, living 
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In peace and harmon;r, pent ~p in the same little c~g~, 
- and then goes· to his pulpit an.d preaches. that It IS 

sometimes the duty of two nations of ratwnal and 
Christian men, separated by a broad ocean, to meet 
and murder each other ! 

If we wait for the clergy and churches to abolish 
war, the millennium of peace wilf never come, an~ I 
want, before I die, to see the Liberal paper~, whiCh 
are making about all the improvement that IS made, 
take hold of war, the bloody remnant of barbarism 
and priestcraft, and put it asi~e. I w~nt to see them 
laboring in earnest for- an .mternati?nal congress, 
that shan settle all national disputes without a resort 
to arms. And why will not you, Mr. Editor, take 
hold of this matter in earnest? You could not be 
engaged in a better work for the good of your race. 

Berlin, N. J. J. HAcKER. 

Temperance.-Christianity. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Your 

publi,Jation of my former note encourages me to write 
further upon this subject. 

When the church, after all her past opposition to 
the temperance cause, seized the control of the re
form from the Washingtonians and other total-ab
stinent organizations, she proclaimed political or 
"legal suasion" as the rule. ".Moral suasion" was 
therefore virtually at an end. The old and true tem
perance reformers, who had most successfully ap
pealed to the reason and judgment, the manhood and 
the feelings, of inebriates and liquor dealers, for their 
families and society at large, and whose appeals were 
usuany irresistible, were either forced to fall in with 
the dominant party, or ,retire from labor in the good 
cause. What can men hope to accomplish with rea
son to the fallen, so long as others, or society at large, 
are swinging the club of "Prohibition," and threaten-

floor. Don't try to instruct, but call their ttttention 
to objects they can get, and command them not ~o 
touch them; and in nine cases out of ten they Will 
crawl directly and take the" forbidden" objects .. Is 
it because they are "totany depraved?" Not at an. 

Tell a man of any mental independence that he 
shan do this or that, and although he had thought 
strongly of doing so, you may expect the rough 
answer, he'll" see you in-- first." 

The harsh, severe, oppressiv enactments of Great 
Britain toward her "colonies in America," lost her 
those colonies. Her godly treatment of Charles 
Bradlaugh, though meant to crush out Liberitlism, 
will Liberalize all England. 'Her similar course to
ward Ireland has already lost her the respect of mill
ions, and will, if persisted in, dash her throne into 
the dust. 

The enactment of" Fugitiv Slave" laws a11d "Dred 
Scott" decisions; the mobbing of Wm. Lloyd Garri
son, and many others; the breaking up of the anni
versary meeting in the Tabernacle in New York, etc., 
was meant for nothing but the crushing out of abo
litionism; yet the shameful proceedings and enact
ments had just _the opposit effect. Human liberty, 
like Jim Crow in the old song: 

"De harder dat you knock him down, 
"De higher up·he bounce." 

To crush out D. M. Bennett, and Freethought and 
free speech, was the object of the Comstock enact
ment; and thirteen months of cruel imprisonment 
was the fate of that noble m,:tn. What was the re
stlit? Never before, as then, and since, did Liberal
is~ and Freethought "go marching on!" Hundreds 
of thousands speak Mr. Bennett's name with heart
felt praise, and millions yet shan repeat the story of 
his wrongs and his greatness. M. FARRINGTON. 

Denver, Iowa, April 23. 283. 

ing to knock out their brains by "force of law?" From a. New Standpoint. 
How can we reason with a man, and hope to show From the Brooklyn Eagle. 

him the error of his course, while enemies fill his "I rather like this church business,'' observed the 

A Young Inquirer. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I read 

very frequently of Mr. ~ulkittle's inquisitiv ~oy. He 
is very inquisitiv, but Jimmy McCurgy, of this place, 
can ask more questions in one day than young Mul
kittle can in a month. A few days ago, as he was 
about starting to school, he said: 

"Pa, Gen. Grant circuforted the world, didn't he?" 
"Gen: Grant did what? I guess you mean Gen. 

Grant circumnavigated the globe!' 
"Yes; I mean he went around it, didn't he?" 
"Yes!' 
"·But how could he go around. it?" 
"Because the earth is a round ball or sphere, and 

therefore it can be circumnavigated!' 
"Why is the earth a spear?" 
"Because the Lord made it a sphere for reasons 

best known to himself, I suppose." 
"Well, pa, when the Lord made it a spear did he 

want to spear anybody?" . . , 
"No; he didn't want to spear anybody. Hedidn t 

make it a ' spear,' but a sphere. That means a round 
ball or globe!' 

" Was Shakspere a round ball ?" 
" No; Shakspere was a poet, and Shakspere was 

his name." 
"Well, tell me how the Lord could spear anybody 

with a round ball.'' · 
Mr. McCurgy having lost his patience, said: 
" Go off to scnool in a hurry, or I'll knock hell out 

of you!" - . · 
Jimmy was silent for a moment, and then mterro

gated: 
"Pa isn't it bad to swear ?" 
"ol course it is, but you torment me so much that 

I can't help it. The Lord says, Swear not even by 
the earth, for it ishis foot-stool!' 

" But how could the Lord use a spear for a foot
stool ? Has a spear got a cushion on it l~e Mary's 
organ stool? Are an poets foot-stools like Shaks
pere?" 

Mr. McCurgy grabbed for him, but too late; he 
ears with denunciations and threats? The intelligent police reporter, tipping his hat back and laying down 
thinker, who understands human nature and the hi's pencil. "I never reported a sermon before, but 

b th was gone. workings of" law," will readily perceive w Y e true I think I could get into the racket with a little prac- w.s. 
reformers were compelled to retire. tice and make it work away up in G !" 

The Christian church has never adopted any reform "What church hav you been to?" asked the law 
except on compulsion, and then only to damn it; and reporter condescendingly. 
the drinking characteristics of the people of the "I don't know the name of it," mused the police 
United States to-day are much greater than when reporter. "I forgot to inquire. It's. the one ~here 
the church pretended to embrace the temperance re- the man has the good sense to wear his duster m hot 
form thirty-eight years ago. weather. Most of the fellows when I was a boy and 

When antislavery began to be quite popular at had to go to church used to wear the same coat all 
the North, the "M. E. church North" claimed under the year round, but this man came ou~ i~, his white 
some circumstances to be antislavery. The church linen and it made me cool to look at him. 
divided solely on account of the bishop holding "Do you know what he preached about?" asked 
slaves; but even up to the Proclamation of Eroanci- the law reporter, with a sardonic smile. . 
pation by Abraham Lincoln, Jan. 1, 1863, several "He didn't seem to preach about much of anythmg. 
conferences of the "M. E. church North" extended He'd start out all right, but as soon as he got under 
into slave states, and including slave-holders. Their way the choir woul~ clip in and. break him an up. 
clergy and laity vied wit_h. others ~f the cl.ot.h in de- And the congregatiOn kept talkmg to themselvs all 
nouncing and anathemahzm~ Garnson, Phillips, Fos- the time so vou couldn't hear what the man was get
ter, Pillsbury, Wright, Burleigh, Mrs. Rose, Mrs. ting at. ' In "my report I go for that congregation 
Foster, Mrs. Mott, and others tried and true. The now, you bet." . , . 
contemptible "laws" to m~e. sl~ve-hounds of no~en "How did you like the service as a whole? m-
roen · the mobbing of Abohtwmsts, and the breakicg quired the law reporter. , . . 
up ~f antislavery meetings, received the indorse- "I suppose it was well enough, rephed the pohce 
roent of the church almost universany. Since slaves reporter. " They passed something around and an 
_can no more be bought and sold upon Christian auc- hands took a snack but me. I don't believe in carry
tion blocks, the church claims, to those who know no ing things too far, and while I'm not much of ~ Chris
better, that it is. the "work of the gospel,'' although tian I don't go to church to eat. The service was 
some of their teachers, thirty-five years ago, asserted good but I didn't take any. What do you call that 
that "Jesus Christ would under certain circumstances thing where they pass around a box and an hands 
hold slaves." I mention this as a sample of Christian chip in?" , 
reform. Their history in one reform is their history "Did they sing while it was going on?' 
in all. The Christian religion has always claimed "Yes, a man got up in a sort of side chapel where 
perfection. Any other means to reform mankind, they've got a tan piano, a:r:d sang somet~nng about 
other than the church dictates from her blessed" gos- Naomi kissing her mother-m-law. Wnat IS the name 
pel " is rank heresy. Education and reason, as means, of that part of business ?" . . 
mu'st ever be scouted. Stuffed with Bible inspiration, "The Offertory. Did you put anythmg mto the 
whenever in power, she wields the club of "prohibi- plate?" - . , . 

TooLS UsED IN BUILDING THE PYRAMIDs.-During a 
residence of two winters in a tomb at Gizeh Mr. W. 
M. Flinders Petrie collected evidence showing that the 
tools used in working stone 4,000 years ago were con~ 
structed with a jewel as the c;ntting ed9'e. .He stated 
his reasons for coming to this conclusiOn m a paper 
read before the Anthropologicall?stitute, a re~ume_ of 
which is published in a recent ISS~e of En_gmeermg 
of ·London. Solid and tubular dnlls, straight a;nd 
circular disk saws, and lathe tools w~re made Wit? 
jewels set in metal. The lines of cuttmg on a gramt 
core made by a tubular drill fonn a continuous 
spiral, the grooves being of a uniform ~epth B.?d 
width throughout, showing that the cuttmg pomt 
was not worn as the work advanced. ~he regular 
taper of the core would indicat~ t~at Jewels w~re 
also set upon the outside and mside of the . dnll, 
thereby facilitating its removal. In som~ speCimens 
of granit the drills sank one-tenth of an mch at ea~h 
revolution, and the pressm·e necessary to do . thiS 
must hav been from one to two tons. The skill of 
the wotkmen and the capacity of the tool are illus
trated by the clean path. through both so~ and hard 
material-no difference m the groove bemg per~ep
tible, although it passes from a soft substan~e mto 
quartz, subjecting the tool to an. enormous stran1;. l? 
plane surfaces the depth and Width of the cuts mdi
cate the successiv stroke of a saw, and the use o~ the 
circular saw is proved by the regularly curved ~mes. 
The forms of the tools were the same that expenence 
has sanctioned at the present time. The scarcity of 
the diamond and the lack of strength in the sapphire 
and beryl lead to the consideration of corundum. 
Nothing has been found about the metal o~ which 
the tool was made or the method of settmg the 
jewel.-Sun. tion" and "force of law,'' shouting, "Thou shalt not "I didn't know the limit, and the man didn t wait 

suffer a witch to liv!" "If any man preach any other long enough for me to ask. I was willing to go ~nto Tim Union Jl'Iedicale of June 2d announces ~ di~
doctrin let him be accursed!" "He that believeth not the game but I want to know what the ante IS at covery of the highest scientific interest, an.d W~ICh, if 
shan be damned!" And millions in the past hav fal- least when they got through with. th~ de~ they it turns out to be real, will show that prehistonci?an 
len victims to her horrid persecutions. took all the boxes and dumped the wmmngs m to- is no longer a myth. On piercing a new ganery m a 

And these very means to crush and trample out gether and handed them up to the man that was boss- coal mine at Bully-Gre:J?-ay (Pas-de~Calais) a cav~rn 
heresy and Freethought, like an ot~er harsh, sever~, ing the thing; but I don't think it amounted to much, was broken into containmg SIX fossil huiii:an bodies 
and oppressiv enactments, hav had Just the opposit for he had to get down on his knees to see what he intact---a man, two women, and three. c~ildren-:-as 
effect, and· hav directly increased the number and had captured. But. I like it; I'm .going to study up well as the remains of arms and utensils m petrified 
boldness of so-caned heretics. Such has ever been, on the racket, and If I don t get mto tha,~ game be- wood andstone, and numerous fragments of roam
and ever will be, the effect of such enactments. fore I finish, you can call me a Dutchm~n.. . mals and fish. A second subterranean cave co:r:
Make penalties what you please, 'tis all the. same. And with this threat to embrace Chnstiamty from tained eleven bodies of large dimensions, several am
Let the overseer threaten Adam and Eve With the the Episcopal standpoint, the police. reporte~ went mals, and a great number qf various objects, toget~er 
"death penitlty" for touching that "ap~le-tree,'' and back to his account of the proceedmgs, whwh .he with precious stones. The walls were dec?rated wit~ 
as soon as his back is turned, that Simple young headed, "A Very Enjoyable Affair," and closed Wit? designs of combat~ between ~en and ammals of gi
couple-who had not before noticed the worthless the statement that "the exercises were kept up unti~ gantic size. A third and still larger cham~er ap-
crab, and perhaps never would, but. for this "~ro?i- nearly dinner time." peared to be empty, but could not be e~.tered I~ coi?--bi.ti'on" mandate calling their attentiOn and curiOsity f tl-. b 'c aci'd it contamed whiCh IS 
to I·~yes, as soon as the overseer had v;,alked o. ut How MARTIN LuTHER BECAME A 1\IoNK.-Returning sequence .0 -'+e car om . ' . 

v--- · 150r: f · 't t h's being· removed by ventilators. The fossil bodies h~v behi'nd the hedge, and set down "to res· t, i)lat silly to Erfurt, in the Summer of 0 • rom a VI_ SI 0 1 f d fi f them will 
· tak b t been brought ·up to the sur ace, an ve o pair lost no tione in gathering up clubs, brickbats, and family at Mansfeld, Luther was ovei· en .Y a s orm. be exhibited at the man·ie of Lens. The oth~rs ~e 

old boots, and even pulling pickets off the garden The lightning struck the ground before h.Is feet; he to be sent to Lille, in order to undergo ex~mmatwn 
fence'. and p_elti'ng off and hoggm· g down every crab fell from his horse. "Holy Anne," he .cr~ed, to the S · R t t of the 

h I 1 I ll b a by the Faculte des mences. _ epresen a Ivs . . o:P. that tree. Such is- prohibition. Oh, that there mother of the Virgin, "- e P :me· Wl . ecome - Academie des Sciences, of Paris, and of the Bntish 
had been two LI'bei·al prohi'bi'ti'oni'sts (?)there! Then, monk." Next day at Erfurt he repented of his .v~w, b t 1 h d f e p ted 

· t · th A st a Museum, hav_ ing een. e egrap e or, are x ec WI.th the overseer, they ha_ d_ "a maiority !" but sought and found adro1t ance m . _e _ ugu llli n u 
J t· E fu t · to be preserit.-.Lvature. Take'little children just able to creep upon the MonasterY a r r • · 
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A Minister's Errors. 
The following letter explains the subjoined extract: 

MoBERLY, Mo., July 28, 1883. 
MR. MACDONALD: A few days ago I had a little discussion 

with a clergyman in regard to the contradictions of the Bible. 
I published a few of them in one of our daily papers, and I 
inclose yon his last reply to me, and wish yon to answer it 
and publish it in yenr next issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and 
oblige, H. W. JoHNsoN. 

The minister's attempted defense of the Bible is: 

"EDITOR BEACON: Of date July 24th, I noticed that 'Lib
eral ' labors hard in his fntil attempt to make it appear he 
has discovered a Bible contradiction. Such verdancy is quite 
refreshing on account of being so seldom met with. He has 
the audacity to sign himself 'natural man,' which class of 
men I hav proved beyond successful contradiction by the 
Bible, cannot know or perceive spiritual things. (See 1 Cor. 
ii, 14.) To the unsound, spiritual things are hid (2d Cor. iv, 
3). The Bible is a spiritual book, and 'Liberal ' says he 
knows nothing about spiritual things. In that case wisdom 
would dictate he giv it up and engage in something he does 
know something about. He might as well try to ridicule the 
science of astronomy, because he cannot comprehend the 
mysteries of the solar system-this great timepiece of the 
skies, which never varies and first gave to man the idea of 
forming a clock to tick off the moments of time and keep 
march with the sun. Just as well ridicule the science of 
medicin because he can't understand all the mysterious 
effects the roots and herbs will hav on the human system. 
The savior says, 'I am the great physician of souls,' and that 
is what 'Liberal' needs most. He needs to be healed of his 
blunders. 

"This, in connection with the fact that the savior died to 
redeem us from all errors of life, is of vastly more importance 
than the number of angels and men that were seen at the 
savior's tomb and which Liberal harps so much about. 

"Of so great importance is the fact that he arose from the 
dead that it revolutionized time, because the day was con
sidered greater than the day the world was made. That 
wonderful event causes me to-day to date July 26, 1883, 
showing the number of years, months, and days since that 
eventful period. There was such great commotion, earth
quakes and darkness, that even his enemies said i~ their 
fright, 'Surely this is the son of God.' 

"This brings me to consider the supposed Bible contradic
tions that •Liberal' has selected. I will briefly reply, but 
do not expect 'Liberal' to see it any more than a blind cat 
would see its way out of a dark cellar on a stormy night. 

" The thing most needful for us to know is that there is 
power in Christianity to lift men up out of a low, carnal life, 
imbued with the principles of love and peace while here on 
earth and an assurance of life and peace everlasting. 

"'Liberal' says: 'Mark says one young man; Matthew, one 
angel; Luke two men; and John, two angels were seen at the 
tomb.' I deny any contradiction. Matthew tells what he 
saw, Mark what he saw, Luke what he saw, and John what 
he saw. Mark could hav seen one man while Matthew saw 
one angel without any contradiction. Luke might hav seen 
two men while John saw two angels, and no contradiction. 
Each statement might hav been correct without contradicting 
the other. Each tells what he saw and does not pretend that 
he saw everything in that vicinity. 

"John xx, 12: Mary sees two angels, one at the head and 
one at the feet of Jesus. Mark (xvi, 5) does not contradict 
this, for Mary saw the angels within the sepulcher and after 
the angels spoken of by John had fled. Another was seen 
on the stone after it was rolled away-two angels in the 
tomb, standing on the right. 

"All this simply proves that there were men and angels at 
the tomb. · 

"As for 'Liberal' being tormented with the devil because 
he can't comprehend, it is a mere subterfuge. It is not cer
tain that he is accountable. If he is he will be punished for 
his wickedness and nothing else. 

"'Liberal' must be of that class that strain at a gnat and 
swallow a camel. "OBSERVER." 

1 

affiicted because his human nature is naturally good. ulcher, on the right side," and John's angels were 
He is free from fear; looks on the bright side of also in the sepulcher, " one at the head and one at 
things, and makes of life a merry holiday. The "re- the foot of where the body had lain." They couldn't 
generated" man, on the contrary, is constantly hav missed each other, and we must conclude that 
troubled by the fear that he has been selected from the writers of the gospels did not compare notes. 
the beginning of all time to burn in hell. Try as And as there is no evidence that either gospel was in 
hard as he may, he cannot be c~rtain he will escape existence till over one hundred years after the event 
this fate. This fear renders him unhappy, and has is alleged to hav taken place, we can see how these 
driven thousands insane. The Christian religion little slips in memory occurred. 
makes men gloomy, morose, and fretful. Its devo- But if there is a "power in Christianity to lift men 
tees imagin that a laugh displeases God; that indul- up out of a low, carnal life, imbued with the princi
gence in pleasure is wrong and must be expiated by plea of love and peace while here on earth and an 
rigid self-denial, and in many cases physical torture. assurance of life and peace everlasting," why don't it 
The difference between a natural man and one do it? If Christianity can do all this, why is it that 
" born again," or " regenerated," is, the one sings of there are so many villainous Christians in the world, 
freedom· and joy, the other wails forth the fate of the and why is there so much misery and trouble ? 
damned. When the Christian finds there are no Christians lie and cheat and steal; Christians fight 
damned, he will consider his life wasted. and murder fellow-Christians by the thousand. One 

The Bible is no more a spiritual book than Shaks- Christian uses his brain to invent a gun to kill other 
pere. It purports to giv an account of how God ere- Christians by the hundred, and Christian rulers 
ated the earth; of how he made man to sin; of how honor him who makes the most terrible weapons, 
he proposes to rescue a few from the consequences Christian nations hav been more wal"like than other 
of that sin, and eternally torture all the rest. It re- nations, and the church of Christ has alone killed 
lates very circumstantially many material events, more heretics than there are people in the state of 
while its talk about spiritual things is very hazy. New York. Her ministers are the most immoral of 
About every material fact is found to be stated in- men. Her members fail the oftenest in business and 
correctly, and, so far as any one can know, the flpirit- compromise at ten cents on the dollar with the cred
ual matters are treated as carelessly. The laws of as- itors. And when tliey die they take advantage of 
tronomy can be demonstrated and shown to the in- the divine bankrupt law, hav their accounts all 
credulous. Will this minister demonstrate the exist- charged to Christ, and slip into heaven under cover 
ence of heaven and show the Lord to the incredu- of Peter's coattails. There is no love and peace on 
lous ? Medicin is not a science, and he does well earth among Christians, and before there is in heaven 
who doubts the efficacy of most drugs. And where- they will hav to change their natures very consider
about in the Bible does Jesus say, "I am the great ably. 
physician of souls?" It is of no earthly account, but Our gentle Christian givs an example of the "life 
the minister should giv us chapter and verse for it. and peace everlasting" of the future world in his 

He makes another stupid error in saying that our closing words. If 'Liberal' is accountable, he says, 
calendar begins with the resurrection of Jesus. Ac- "he will be punished for his wickedness." And what 
cording to the Bible, Jesus was crucified in the year is this wickedness ? Lying? cheating? stealing? 
33 A.D. The calendar is not based on any supernat- murder? No-worse than either of these! Not 
ural event except it begins in Christian countries believing the Bible to be the word of God! This 
about the time of Christ's birth. Yet there is a dis- shows at once that "Observer" is a Christian. Just 
crepancy of twelve days between the Roman Catholic think of it a moment. Here is a man who has com
and the Greek Catholic churches. If the minister mitted no crime, has wronged no one, yet he is going 
were in Turkey he would date from the hegira; if in to be burnt and baked and roasted on red-hot coals 
China, by dynasties; yet he would not consider Mo- forever, because he does not believe that a certain 
hammed a true prophet, nor Confucianism the true book, :filled with lies and absurdities, was written by 
religion. There was no earthquake and no darkness a good God. Is not this one fact sufficient to· cause 
when Christ was supposed to be crucified, and no good men and women to renounce a system of relig
other supernatural interposition, and the " enemies" ion which teaches and upholds such a doctrin? 
that said, " Surely this is the son of God," are myths. It must certainly appear so to all whose bread and 
The accounts of that event are 80 mixed that there butter does not depend upon its perpetuation. 
ate grave doubts of the crucifixion. Certainly the 
resurrection is a. falsehood. No dead man ever came 
to life. The records show that no convulsions of na-
ture occmTed at or near Jerusalem at that time. 
The story is not vouched for by any reputable his
torian. The four gospels alone tell the story, and 
they tell it in four different ways. The minister be
lieves them all. There were, according to him, three 
angels and three young men at the tomb-one angel 
belonging to Matthew, and two to John. One of the 
young men was Mark's, while Luke saw double. 
Probably he had not recovered from the effects of the 
last supper. But if we admit for the sake of the ar
gument that there was an assortment of young men 
and angels around the tomb-the number visible 
varying according to the condition of the observer
how shall we reconcile the conflicting statements as 
to the time the crucifixion took place ? Two alleged 
gospel writers: Matthew and Luke, assert that it was 
at the ninth hour, while John, equally reliable, says it 
was at the sixth, and Mark, whose character at that 
time was as good as the others, boldly maintains it to 
hav occurred at the third hour. Unless Christ was cru
cified three times some of the evangelists lied, and if 
they lied in this matter why not in all? Or if God in
spired them, and they were but penning history ac
cording to divine instruction, then the heterophemy 
must be attributed to the Lord. 

Thirty Thousand People Speak. 
The indignation of England's Liberals at Mr. 

Bradlaugh's unconstitutional exclusion from Parlia
ment was grandly shown at the monster meeting held 
in Trafalgar Square, London, on the 6th. Thirty 
thousand voices united in demanding for him and 
his constituents the rights belonging to freemen, and 
urged him to resist the action of the officers of the 
House of Commons. There are not lacking indica
tions that the people of England are tired of the 
reigning family, of the grasping penuriousness of 
the present occupant of the throne, and the lustful 
debaucheries of the prospectiv regent. It is believed 
that Mr. Bradlaugh's activ advocacy of a republican 
form of government for the three isles has not a 
little to do with keeping him from the position 
which Northampton elected him to fill. A disregard 
on the part of the queen, the premier, and the 
speaker, of the memorial adopted at the Trafalgar 
Square meeting and presented to them will inevit
ably hasten the coming of the republic. The killing 
of the Affirmation bill by the Hcuse did not settle 
the question raised by Mr. Bradlaugh's election. It 
only postponed the reckoning, which will be heavier 
the longer delayed. As the state church is at the 
bottom of the bigoted perversion of the law, and the 
illegal withholding of rights from liberty's champion, 

Then again, as to the sepulchral visitants, Matthew disestablishment of that institution will surely follow. 
says "Mary Magdalene and the other Mary" first It may be years before the Secularists win all their 
visited the sepulcher. Mark asserts that it was Mary points, but progress is the order of the day, and just 
the mother of James and Salome. Luke has it, "Jo- as certain as evolution has raised man from savagery 

The sneer at the natural man is not well. All anna, and Mary the mother of James, and the other to civilization is it that monarchical institutions and 
men are natural till their natures are perverted woman," and John, who always would differ with the monarchical churches will giv place to broader and 
by a perusal of some impracticable and impossible rest, says it was Mary Magdalene. infinitly better forms of government and modes of 
salvation scheme, by which their lives are rendered But to this preacher there is no discrepancy in all' worship. The present government of England, and 
unnatural and unhappy. A natural man is happy. these stories, neither in the angels. He simply says especially the House of Commons, will hav the bitter 
He takes pleasure in nature. He sees the beauties of John's angels must hav fled before Mark's young man satisfaction of knowing that it helped the movement 
e~stence; he laughs with the cheerful fiJld hel;ps the got there. But Mark's young man was "in the se;p- on wonderfully by this treatment of Mr. Bradlal.lgh. 
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And the church will then no doubt ask whether it 
pays to practically disfranchise Atheists. If there 
should be a violent struggle in the House as a result 
of this last meeting of freemen, the government can 
thank itself. As the Trihune says, the performance 
will not be nearly so disgraceful for Mr. Bradlaugh 
as for the House of Commons. 

Scaffold Slush. 
The church ought to be ashamed of itself for the 

ado it makes over murderers. On the 3d inst. a 
negro named Lee was hanged at Richmond, Va., for 
killing the husband of a woman with whom he was 
intimate. His was a double crime. Before his con
viction he was a common, brutal, lustful negro. After 
that he was good Christian. He was "converted " 
by three colored clergymen, who baptized him in a 
bathtub, the authorities not being willing to trust 
him to go to the river. His conversion was only of a 
week's duration. When he was under the minister's 
care, and after the latter's remarks, he shouted, ''I 
am free ! I am free ! I hav found my saviur !" 
After his baptism he cried, "Let me fly to heaven; 
don't hold me !" Just before he left his cell for the 
gallows he said, " I am going to be married to-day 
to Jesus," and sang: 

It is with no malicious feeling we call our contem
porary's attention to the fact that this is precisely 
what we predicted only two short weeks ago. We 
make no claim to prophecy in this. It is simply 
the logic of affairs. There is no restful halting-place 
between the abject subjection of the mind demanded 
by the Catholic church and the broad liberty of Ra
tionalism. ·When Protestants cease to protest against 
wrongs committed by the church they place them
selva in the position they assailed at the beginning. 
It remains for the Rationalists to take up the work of 
protesting and go on with it, which they are doing 
with good effect. Persecution, which the Independent 
says would do good, will not work. This is not the 
sixteenth century, and Materialists are not the sort 
of people to be burnt and imprisoned with impunity. 
They cannot be driven back to Protestantism in that 
way, and the charitable wish expressed is not likely 
to find realization even in the canton of Calvin. 

That the coroner's jury did not believe in the Adam 
style of whining is shown by their verdict that the 
couple came to their deaths at the hands of the man. 
Evidently they did not consider his religion any bar 
to his criminality. 

A short time ago the Methodist Adoocate said that 
only Infidels committed· suicide. This case is the 
second, in this <iity, in one week, of Christian self-de
struction, and in Englewood, Ill., on the 3d, a young 
Sunday-school teacher was found dead behind the 
altar of the Lutheran church. In his right hand was 
a revolver, and on the blackboard over his head the 
words, "The dead cry never." 

What is the .Adoocate's opinion now? 

Lectures and Meetings. 
THER!II will be a meeting of Spiritualists at Spiritual Hall, 

Omro, Wis., Beptember 14th, 15th, and 16th. Mrs. H. S. 
Lake, Dr. G. H. Green, and C. E. Watkins, the slate writer, 
will attend. Dr. J. C. Phillips is secretary of this associa
tion. 

" Oh, for an overcoming faith 
To cheer my dying hour!" 

He then prayed, asking a "divine blessing" on 
every one, including the man who was to pull the 
"props from under my feet." He regarded himself 
as a pilgrim going to heaven, and joined the minis
ters in singing, "Come, let us join our friends above." 
In the closing speech allowed him he said, "I think 
I am prepared to make my peace with God, and 
trust that I will be able to meet you all in heaven." 

The woman who participated in his crime is also 
to be hung. Her last words to him were, " rll try 
and meet you in heaven." 

This farce, and the numerous others of its kind 
which take place, ai'e disgraceful. If such people 
are the saved, what decent man will want to get re
ligion or go to heaven ? These two lustful murderers 
are to be of the elect, while the husband, struck down 
in the night, is presumably to be damned. He would 
probably thank his stars that such is the case. If 

··an orthodox heaven really existed, it is in no wise likely 
such wretches as these would get into it, while the 
fact that their ravings a1·e incited by ignorance, fos
tered by the church, makes the spectacle horribly dis
gusting. 

The Church Losing Ground in Geneva. 
The following picture of the condition of religious 

affairs in Geneva is given by the Independent. Geneva, 
it will be recollected, is the place where Calvin, the 
Presbyterian, burnt Servetus, the Unitarian, for his 
heresy in contending that a son could not possibly 
be as old as his father, and that the charge against 
God of illicit intercourse tended to belittle his char
acter. The account shows a very decided change in 
public 11entiment since those days of church pros
perity: 

"The utter and total collapse of the Protestant church of 
Geneva is one of the saddest of ecclesiastical events. A new 
Consistory was elected a few Sundays ago. Every Swiss citi
zen who claimed to be a Protestant had the liberty of voting, 
and the wildly Liberal ticket was elected for the third time 
since 1874. The conservativs charged that their opponents 
were Materialists, and the latter accepted the name readily. 
Their organ, the Genevois, said that now most people, happily, 
trouble themselvs very little about what is called the salvation 
of the soul; that men of well-balanced minds rather giv their 
thought to making the best of this world; that faith has had 
its time, and religious belief is fast disappearing. Indeed, 
it sounds like a leaf out of the essay of the North .American 
Review's 'A Non-Churchgoer.' Every minister elected in the 
church of Geneva since 1874 is either an avowed agnostic or 
a declared opponent of Christianity. A few old believing 
ministers remain, especially in the country parishes, but the 
church looks blacker than without them. They do not re
lieve but intensify the darkness, and can do no more than show 
a warfare of belief which leads the masses to call it all non
sense and superstition. A little healthy persecution like that 
which the Roman Catholic church received on the occasion 
of the establishment of old Catholicism and the expulsion of 
Mgr. Mermillod, would do good. lrigr. Mermillod is now 
back, with a bishop besides, something not known in Geneva 
since Calvin, and with an enthusiastic and growing follow
ing." 

From the concluding sentences of this we gather 
that the Catholic church is resuming the position in 
Geneva occupied by her before the advent of Calvin. 
All, or nearly all, of that worthy's followers are now 
Materialists or Catholics, and the struggle for su
p~emac! is to l;>~ between these two opposit bodies. 

Dog Days. 
VIENNA, July 29, 1883. 

MR. EDITOR: I have been a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
for a number of years, and hav not asked any questions. 
Now I would like to know why it is that about this time of 
the year we hear about dog days. When do they begin? 
when end? and why are they so-called? 

WE are requested to say that Mrs. Lake, who is advertised 
for the Rochester Convention, cannot be there, as she will 
speak at the Valley Falls, Kansas, State Convention at that 
time. The announcement occurred by mistake. Western 
societies will please address Mrs. Lake at Flint, Mich., until 
August 28th. 

Yours, C. S. TREMAINE. 

Dog days are so called from the heliacal rising of 
Sirius, the dog star. The "heliacal rising" of the 
star is when, after being in conjunction with the sun, 
and invisible, it emerges from the light so as to be 
visible in the morning before sunrise. The ancients 
reckoned their dog days to be forty-twenty before 
and twenty after the rising of the star. The time of 
the rising depends upon the latitude of the place. 
Dog days begin about the 20th of July and end the 
1st of September. The ancients thought that the 
rising of the dog star was the occasion of the ex
treme heat usually experienced at this period, and so 
named it dog days.. But the star rises later and 
later every year, and in time will rise in what is now 
our winter. Probably the period will continue to be 
called dogs days, though, all the same. 

"She Did It." 
"And the man said, the woman whom thou gavest to be 

with me, she gave me of the tree, and I did eat" (Gen. iii,12). 

A few days ago a man and woman were found ly
ing on a bed in their lodgings in this city, both shot 
through the head. The w0man was an adventuress 
of great personal charms, the man a son of a Say
brook clergyman. A letter was found on the table 
saying they had recently been secretly married, but 
being unhappy they had concluded to go to paradise 
together. It was apparent from their positions that 
the man had first shot his companion and then turned 
the revolver against himself. From the char
acter of the woman, the marriage story is doubted, 
and. the general opinion is that they were both 
equally to blame for their questionable relations. 

Before the coroner's jury the father of the man 
made a statement. His son, lie said, was a religious 
youth; he did not drink, smoke, or swear; he at
tended Sunday-school, and had the Bible lessons 
perfectly to heart. He further added that the letter 
could not be his son's, for it breathed "bold Infidel
ity," inasmuch as no Christian could hope to attain 
the Elysian fields who took his own life. From these 
facts he argued that the woman not only wrote the 
letter, but committed the rash act that removed two 
persons out of the world. 

Much can be forgiven a bereaved father who de
sires to clear the character of his son, but he should 
hav remembered that perhaps the woman had a 
father also. And his coupling the name of Infidel 
with a brothel suicide is the extreme of Christian 
meanness. That the doing so came from force of 
habit of lying about Infidels is undoubted. The im
puting the sin to the woman is not original with him. 
Adam did it, and for it he has always been regarded 
as a whining coward. The world has more respect 
for a man who stands up and takes the consequences 
of his acts than for one who hides behind the skirts 
of his partner, be she his wife or his paramour. 
Laying it to the woman is contemptible. The average 
woman is as moral as the best of men; nine times 
out of ten her fall is directly owing to the persua
sion of the man. It is essentially a Christian dodge 
to aver that " she did it." Shoving their sin on to 
other people is what the whole cl1Urch does. This 
clergyman waa true to bia teMhing. 

THE Mediums Medical Association of the state of Michigan 
will hold a meeting at Orion (at the Spiritualist camp-meeting) 
on the 14th, inst., at 10 A.M., for election of officers and 
general business. Business of importance is to be presented 
at the meeting, and a general attendance is desirable. C. A. 
Andrus is president of the association and W. Hicks secre
tary. 

MR. J. R. PERRY, of Wilkes Barre, Pa., a member of the 
New York State Freethinkers' Association, and manufacturer 
of "Perry's New Pianos," proposes to furnish one of his best 
pianos for the use of the Freethinkers' Convention. Mr. 
Perry's pianos are claimed to be "better than the best," and 
if a skilled performer gets hold of it the convention will hav 
good music. 

JoHN E. REMBllURG's appointments for August are as fol
lows: Carbon, Ind., 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, and lOth; Daleville, 
Ind., 11th; Kent, Ohio, 12th and 13th; Salineville, Ohio, 14th, 
15th, and 16th; Erie, Pa., 18th and 19th; New Holland, Pa., 
21st, 22d, and 23d; Philadelphia, Pa ., and Newark, N. J., 24th, 
25th, and 26th; Scranton, Pa., 27th; Rochester, N.Y. (Free
thinkers' Convention), August 29th to Sept. 2d. 

THE second quarterly meeting of the Lake Shore Confer
ence of Spiritualists will meet on Lily Dale Camp Grounds 
August 9th, lOth, and 11th. Good speakers will be in attend· 
ance, and music will be furnished by an excellent quartet. 
Business of importance will come before the meeting, and 
Mattie E. Hull, the corresponding secretary, hopes that every 
member of the conference will make an effort to be present. 

T. B. WAKEMAN and Courtlandt Palmer will attend the New 
York Freethinkers' Convention at Rochester closing Sept: 2d. 
From there they will continue on West, toward Milwaukee, 
attending other conventions, and filling lecture appointments 
as they go. Arrangements, partial in some places, and com
plete in others, hav been made for them to lecture-at Buffalo, 
Erie, Pittsburgh, Salem, Alliance, Cleveland, Toledo, Detroit, 
Kalamazoo, Dowagiac, Chicago. There are openings for a 
few more engagements, and if Liberals and Leaguers in 
western Pennsylvania, or in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, 
and Wisconsin wish to engage them for a day or evening lec
ture, they may make application to the League secretary in 
New York for time and terms. 

THE Seventh Annual Congress of the National Lilieral 
League will be held in Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 21st, 22d, and 
23d, at the Freir Gemeinde hall. The secretary asks that all 
"good Leaguers and Liberals be present to make it a mem
orable occasion, and resolve that they will hang together and 
meet in seven times seven more congresses, or until the 
church lets go her grip on our pockets, public schools, United 
States mails, and seventh days.'' Six new Leagues hav been 
organized during the last two months, which is a cheerful 
showing for an infant organization during hot weather, when 
people who hav no fear of further hot weather in hell are 
naturally disinclined to attend meetings. But Liberals should 
remember that the church encroachments on their liberties 
are going on without postponement, and act accordingly. 

The Convention Hotel Rates. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Will 

you allow me to make a special request through THE 
TRUTH SEEKER ? 

There will be many places where our friends can 
procure cheap and good board at Rochester during 
the convention, but hotel and boarding-house pro
prietors are like many other people, selfish, therefore 
I request our friends to make specific agreements for 
rates of board and lodgings in ad vance, so that they 
cannot be overcharged when the,r come to leave. 

______ .:._'_H. L. GREEN. 

Lo, thou art numbered with the things that were, 
Soon to be laid upon the dusty shelves 
Of antiquaries, once so strong and fair, 
Now classed with spells of magic, midnight elves, 
And all half-lies, that pass away themseln 
When once a people rises to the light . 

Of primal truths and comprehends its heaven-born right. 
-The Ohurch: C. P. Oranch. 
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Ufommunications. 

Funerals of Liberals. 

that will do.a good work for humanity in this life. 
Let us cease striving to find out God and his attri
butes, a future life and its conditions, and turn our 

I wish to present a few thoughts on the above sub
ject, because I believe the position of Liberals in 
that respect has a greater tendency to hinder the 
general advancement of their ideas among the people 
at large than anything else. In all ages of the world, 
and among every people, the ceremonies in connec· 
tion with the burial of the dead hav been considered 
of great importance, and they hav usually been of a 
religious character. 

attention more earnestly to matters pertaining to the 
duties of this life, which we know we possess. 

To-day we really know no more of the solution of 
these problems than when the inquiry began-which 
is simply nothing. Let us cease striving to appease 
the wrath of an imaginary deity by bowing in abject 
adoration to and craving pardon of a being of whose 
attributes, or existence even, we cannot know or un
derstand anything. 

The efforts of mankind to do this, and do it aright, 
hav been the great theme the world over, and the 
result has always been wide differences of opinion 
and misery, caused by war consequent upon the con
tention and strife resulting therefrom, and always 
ending in utter failure to advance one single step in 
finding out the great mystery. 

tized shall be saved, but. he that believeth not shall 
be damned." And Christians usually say, Believe on 
him and you will be saved. But all the Protestant 
sects, the Catholics, the Greek church, and even the .. 
despised Mormons, believe this, but each is not will-. 
ing to concede that the belief of the others will save. 
them. What, then, shall we believe? Cast beliefs 
and creeds away, and teach and practice that "the 
world is my country and to do good my religion." 

"0 friends of man! if you would"wm 
Our race from selfishness and sin, 

Look not too far away; 
You need not go to foreign climes, 
You need not wait for better times, 

Begin the work to-day. ~ We all, without regard to our opinions on matters 
of religion, at such times feel the need of consolation 
and kindly words of sympathy, not only from relativs 
and personal friends, but from the people at large in 
the community where we liv. 
;:: It is right that this should be so, and all, be their 
opinions what they may, should assist each other with 
kindly words and deeds. 

.At such times, our common humanity, if properly 
cultivated, will lead us to offer our assistance in such 
manner as those who are afflicted may desire. We 
should refraim from offering advice in regard to how 
afflicted neighbors should conduct such occasions, 
but seek to know their wishes and help them in the 
manner most congenial to their feelings. Our per
sonal opinions may more properly be advocated at 
other times. 

In this count1y, funeral services are generally held 
in churches, and cemeteries are mostly under church 
control. And ii:J. the nature of things this cannot all 
be changed at once. Be patient and work for union 
and harmony. 

The custom of having some kind of religious ex
ercises on such occasions has so strong a hold on our 
poeple that almost everybody, whether they hav any 
well-defined religions opinions or not, ieel that at 
such times they must con£01'm to the customs of the 
community in which they liv. 

This feeling has so strong hold on the minds of 
many who profess to be Liberals, that in most cases 
they hav not the moral courage necessary to induce 
them to act in accordance with their opinions as ex
pressed in every-day life. 

Without being aware of it, many people on such 
occasions act the part of hypocrits, which is a for
cible reason for organizations that will admit of a 
change. I know of families who hav never paid a 
dollar to build a cbmch or pay a preacher, and who 
hardly ever enter a church, except at funerals, will 
often allow themselvs to ridicule everything pertain
ing to church mat.ters, but when death comes to their 
families, they do not hesitate to conform to the usual 
religious customs, and employ a preacher to officiate; 
sometimes without paying him for the services ren
dered. The laborer is worthy of his hire, and those 
who employ should pay. 

All this seems inconsistent, but custom and priest
craft hav so strong a hold they dare not do otherwise. 
Men in business fear that to caiTy out their real sen
timents at such times would injure their financial 
affairs, and politicians, who. are always very sensitiv, 
might lose a few votes when much needed. 

All classes are more or less controled by the pre
vailing sentiment of the community in which they 
liv. 

It should not be expected that people will outgrow 
their prejudices or wean themselvs from old customs 
all at once; but it is time Liberals made more effort 
in this matter, for nothing else tends so strongly to 
incline the masses who do not believe in church 
creeds to giv them moral and pecuniary support. 
The time has arrived when very many who belong 
to orthodox churches-and nearly all who do not
discard the doctrin of eternal punishment. 

How inconsistent, then, for such persons in their 
seasons of affliction to employ preachers to giv them 
consolation, who, if they preach what their creeds 
say they believe, must tell the afflicted friends, in 
many cases, that the immortal spirit of their departed 
friend has just commenced an eternal existence of 
misery-" Where the worm dieth not, the fire is not 
quenched, and where the smoke of their torment as
cendeth for ever and ever." 

Many who do employ clergymen on such occasions 
w0uld be highly offended if he should tell them so, 
but how can he do his whole duty to his God and to 
those he believes to be traveling that broad road that 
leads to eternal death, if he neglects to impress it on 
the minds of all at such times? 

This matter, if true, is of more importance than 
any or everything else, and those who believe it true 
should cry and spare not, should be unceasing in 
their efforts to save humanity from such a fate. 

What, then, should we do ?-and when I say "we," 
I mean not only Liberals, but everybody who does 
not accept the revolting doctrin of eternal punish
ment. I would not be considered so egotistical as 
to think myself capable of formulating a plan:that 
will accomplish so very desirable an object. But I 
will take the liberty to make some little suggestions, 
hoping they may serve as an inducement to others 
more capable to giv the matter thought, which will 
cause all to act, and the result may develop a plan 

Commence at home, make heaven there, 
By every influence, art, and care, 

· That kindly natures know; 
Thence like the wave-mark on the tide, 
Extend that circle still more wide, 

In never-ceasing flow." 
Grattan, Mich. _______ .. ______ __ c. CLOSE. ·For these reasons let us lay these questions away, 

and with them also the kindred question of the di-
vine inspiration of the Bible. "A Cordial Christian Evolutionist." 

There are many good things in that book that I To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I am 
would not blot out nor cease to urge humanity to glad you found room for Henry Ward Beecher's let-' 
practice. The trouble is, we are required to take it ter to Mr. Kennard in your valuable paper, and 
all as good, when there is so much that is unreason- should be greatly pleased to see the talented writer 
able, contradictory, and bad, which cannot be bar- sufficiently evolutionized to be worthy of enrolment. 
monized, that has caused such a multitude of oppos- among the able contributors to your journal. 
ing sects, each knowing positivly its way to be the The Rev. Henry Ward Beecher seems to flatly an
only right one, because the information is derived tagonize modern orthodox theology. There was no 
from God's word, and the votaries of each are sure Garden of Eden, no forbidden fruit, no tempting 
they are right, for the reason that they are God's devil, no fall of man. "No great disaster met the 
people. race at the start." The eloquent preacher believes 

Now, friends, let us all endeavor to outgrow this "that man was evolved from the animal race below 
situation. People should be educated to do so, and him," and a savior and an atonement for Adam's sin 
Liberalism, in its broadest sense, must be relied on is therefore quite superfluous. It is unnecessary to 
to accomplish the work. Organization seems neces- preach repentance and forgivness of sins. "Othel-: 
sary to do it, but there is a tendency in all organi- lo's occupation's gone !" A fabulous atonement need 
zations to unconsciously drift into personal differ- not be invented to meet a "fabulous disaster." 
ences, by those who lead the work, and before they The Protestant clergy, however secure they may 
are aware of it, the intolerant spirit of sectarianism feel in their faith, should not fail to heed these im
often creeps in and destroys its usefulness. In order pressiv and significant words from the greatest and 
to make these reforms a success, Liberals should most eloquent· preacher in America: "No one can 
strive to liv and teach in such a manner as to gain express the earnestness with which I feel that in the 
the confidence and respect of all good people. advance of science, which will inevitably sweep away 

We may persuade mankind·to embrace the right, much rubbish from the belief of men, a place maybe 
but a spirit of imperious, coerciv intolel'ance is sure found for a higher spirituality, for a belief that shall 
to render nugatory the best efforts of those who re- hav its roots in science and its top in the sunlight of 
sort to that course. The religious customs in regard faith and love." 
to the burial of the dead seem to hav a stronger It has become a proverb that ,, rats desert a sink
hold on all people than anything else. Ve1·y many ing ship," while the brave captain and crew struggle 
seek a place in some organization mainly on that ac- till the last. But in the old ship called Orthodoxy 
count. And Liberals, therefore, should do more in the reverse of this is now taking place. The gallant 
this direction than they hav done, or they will fail to captain-or rather the commodore of the fleet-hauls 
gain the confidence of the masses. down his flag, spikes his guns, and leaves the sinking 

Our clergymen, our chnches and cemeteries, are ship to its fate. But the burrowing rodents, ·hiding 
proper persons and places for such occasions in in the darkness and gloom of their old retreats, still 
many cases, as society is now organized. Persons remain on board the fated craft, unable to perceive 
who are used to a~dressing public gatheri;ngs are their impending fate. PETER EcKLER. 
needed, and the Liberal element does not m many_ 
places at present furnish all that is wanted. 

Christianity is fast outgrowing the honible and 
unjust doctrin of eternal punishment, and all who do 
not believe it should giv the clergy to understand 
that in order to retain their confidence and support, 
thev must cease to believe and teach it. 

'they must turn their attention more to the duties 
of this life. Make funeral occasio:as a time and 
place not merely for eulogy of the dead, but an occa
sion to teach that which will benefit the living and 
prepare them for the duties of this life. Inculcate 
the necessity of practicing temperance, charity, in
dustry, economy, honesty-all the virtues that help 
to make up the sum total of happiness in this life. 
By so doing much will be gained that will be of 
practical benefit in a world that is not imaginary. 

All who do not believe in the unjust and unreason
able doctrin of future punishment should unite in 
conducting funerals in harmony with their principle. 
In the rural districts in particular there is need of 
reform and more indepe.ndent thought and action in 
this matter. " The Truth Seeker Collection of Forms, 
Hymns," etc., may and should be used in many cases 
where suitable speakers are net readily obtained. 
But most essential of all is a spirit of unanimity and 
manly independence among those who profess to be 
liberal in religious opinions, which shall cause them 
to exert a controling influence for the general good. 
They should be careful and not allow themselvs to 
drift into the same state of bigotry and intolerance 
that has so long controled religious organizations. 

The world is making progress in this respect, and 
we should be careful not to stop its advancement by 
differing over questions that ever hav been and still 
remain unknown and unknowable. When such men 
as H. W. Beecher repudiate the doctrin of eternal 
punishment and other similar heresies, and are sus
tained, as he has recently been, by a unanimous vote 
of confidence passed by the Congregational Associa
tion of New York and Brooklyn, we may take cour
age and strive to unite all such in one grand effort 
to eradieate the idea that mankind are to be eternally 
punished for belief. If we are to be punished for 
belief, who is wise enough to determin which, among 
the many, is the. right and saving one? Christ is 
represented as saying, " He that believes and is bap~ 

World Formation by Accretion. 
The hypothesis of the gradual cooling of the earth 

and other heavenly bodies from a gaseous or molten 
state, though generally accepted by scientists, will 
hav to be given up. The accretion theory of world 
formation answers to all the data of astronomy and 
geology. It is based on two incontrovertible facts, 
namely: 

1. Our solar system swarms with innumerable 
meteorites which are continuaUy faUing upon, the 
planets, and thus slowly adding to their bulk. 

2. It is a law of nature that pressure produces heat; 
it therefore follows that by the prodigious pressure 
of gravity the center of a planet becomes heated, and 
the thickness of the crust prevents the radiation of 
the heat into cold space. 

A priori the effect produced by this internal heat 
would be exactly what we see on the surface of 
planets. An expansion of the comparativly small 
melted core of the moon, caused by ages of accretion 
from meteorites, would cl'eate on the surface of that 
thick-crusted satellite deep fissures and sharp moun
tain peaks. Expansion of the earth's greater core 
and smaller proportionate ernst would make its sur
face far l~ss rugged than that of the moon. Jupiter, 
with a diameter nearly twelve times that of the earth, 
would doubtless hav a very thin crust, which would 
be red hot, and this is now believed to be the fact 
from telescopic observation. Our sun, with a diam
eter a hundred times that of the earth, would become 
just what it is--a vast ball of liquid and gaseous fire~ 
And may we not conceive of suns· so vast as to throw 
off into space in the form of fiery gases all they re~ 
ceive by accretion or perhaps even more? 

The rate of meteoric accretion we are as yet unable 
to determin even approximately. The astronomical 
editor of the New York Sun says that "no less than 
four hundred million meteors enter the atmosphere 
every twenty-four hours;" but he ful'ther says that 
" they can add no appreciable percentage to the bulk 
of the earth during the lapse of ages." That depends 
on the length of the lapse of ages. Earth life has 
probably existed at least a hundred million years, 
and allowing for the average weight of a meteor only 
seven grains; or one-thousandth of a pound, ·we hav 
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one hundred million pounds addition to every square 
mile of earth since animate existence began. This, 
though not " an appreciable percentage to the bulk 
of the earth," is certainly an appreciable quantity, 
and in my judgment it ought to be multiplied by 
millions, for I conceive no other origin of worlds than 
meteoric dust or debris. 

The Laplace hypothesis is furthermore disproved 
by the comparativ data of astronomy and geology. 
We hav allowed a hundred million years for the past 
peri?d of animate existence _on the earth. What ge
ologist would venture to assign a shorter period ? Is 
it not certain from the discoveries in the Devonshire 
caves, that man existed more than a million years 
ago? How, then, can you limit the period of evolu
tion from the lowest animal existence until the evo
lution of man to less than a hundl'ed million years? 
But the data of astronomy do not allow more than a 
tenth part of that time for the whole period of earth 
life until now. Indeed it only allows eighteen mill
ion years for the contraction of our planet from infinit 
space,' and announces that in five million years our 
sun will be reduced to half its present volume, when 
of course all life on this earth will hav ceased. 

" 0 star-eyed science, hast thou wandered there 
To waft us back the message of despair?" 

The cooling or contraction of the sun has never 
been proved inductivly, and never will be. But per
haps m the coUI'se of a hundred thousand years it 
will be known that the heat of the sun has sensibly 
increased. W. H. B. 

THE opinions of the heir to the thrones of Prussia 
and Germany, where the personal predilections of the 
sovereign are still of such vast importance, remain 
shrouded in so profound a mystery that the smallest 
indication with regard to them is sure to be eagerly 
caught up. A peculiar interest, therefore, r ttaches 
to the announcement that the crown prince and 
princess hav gone out of their way to express their 
respect fnr the memory of Schultze-Delitzsch and 
their sympathy with the work to which he devoted 
hislife. Schultze-Delitzsch was above all a philan
thropist and a social reformer, but he was also a pol
itician, and there was a very close connection be
tween his political views and the schemes which he 
favored and promoted for improving the condition of 
the working classes. . What these political views were 
nobody needs to be reminded. Schultze-Delitzsch 
was a peculiarly strong and consistent Liberal-nay, 
Radical of the old school, intensely jealous of indi
vidual freedom, detesting bureaucratic influence, be
lieving exclusivly in the principle of self-help. That 
is not the sort of man whom Prussian royalty-not 
even Fi'ederick William IV. in his must gushing mo
ments-has hitherto delighted to honor.-Pall Mall 
Gazette. 

THEOLOGICAL ITEM.-The following conversation be
tween two Irishmen actually occurred on an Austin 
street last Sunday morning, and was overheard by a 
gentleman sitting in his gallery, reading the morning 
paper: "I didn't obsarve yez in the choorch this 
mornin', Denis." "I don't wonder at it, for I was 
aslape in me bed at the toime." "Why do yez ne
glect your clerical duties, Denis?" "To tell yez the 
trooth, I'm bewildered entoirely by the number and 
divarsity of the choorches. There is the Hard Bap
tists, and Shell Baptists, and, be jabbers! the Camel 
Baptists. Then there's the Northern Methodicals, 
and the Southern Methodicals, and the Northern 
Presbyters, not countin' the Episcopates, and even 
the dom nagurs hav a new choorch on top av the 
hill." 

' BRADFORD, July 26, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Newton, in explaining the laws of 

gravitation, says a body once set in motion and act
ed on by no force will move forward in a straight 
line and with a uniform velocity forever. Mr. Editor, 
what are we to understand by the words ''once set 
in motion?" Is it that there once existed in our 
solar system a force great enough to set our earth 
going at the rate of one and one-half million miles 
in twenty-four hours, and then disappeared ghost
like (as no astronomer has found it since it set our 
planets going)? Or is it that Newton did not under
stand or knowtb.e force that moves the planets, and 
used this first-impulse idea merely to cover up what 
he could not explain? Or is it as a student of as
tronomy told me-who, by the way, is a member of 
the Presbyterian church-that it was the power of 
God; and where, he added, can you find better evi
dence of a living God than this? 

Which is it, or is it at all? If it is, bow is it? 
Can you, or anyone, explain? G. A. KoRNER, 

OREGON, Mo., July 20. 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: When a novel, strange, incredible phe

nomenon is to be investigated, shall we giv more 
credit to those who persist in denying, doubting, and 
discrediting it, or to those who affirm and accredit 
the same? I am aware that Hume's celebrated arg-u
ment against miracles is employed by skeptics, but a 
little clear thinking will show that it has no appli
cation. Miracles, such as raising the dead, are con
trary to all experience. For ages no eye-witness has 
come forward to attest a miracle. But one might 
almost as well say birth and death are contrary to 
experience as to say that Spiritual phenomena are 
so, for there are thousanrls, yes, millions, of people 
living who never saw a child born or a person die. 
But there are thousands of wimesses to spiritual 
phenomena of this kind; they are of ripe years, of 
good understanding, large·-experience, learned in arts, 
sciences, or trades r·equiring sharp powers of observa
tion. They were very skeptical when they began to 
observe-often hostil; they examined long and faith
fully, and often knowingly took upon themselvs 
shame and scorn for affirming their belief in the gen
uinness of the phenomena. To merely name them 
would occupy several of your columns. Now, ·either 
I am not qualified to weigh testimony, or else those 
who make light of their conclusions are writing of 
what they know very little. Take the " Report of 
the L:mdon Dialectical Snciety." That alone, under 
the circumstances, is enough to establish the facts 
alleged. Take the reports of Crookes, Wallace, Zoell
ner, Hare, DeMorgan, and others. Arld to these this 
:me fact so overlooked and so despis>d by the un
thinking-that all history is full of examples of 
these spiritual occurrences. What are we· to say? 
Surely it will not do to wave these statements aside 
after the manner of "Podsnap!" Those who write 
of these things after the ma.nner of Truesdell ought 
to reflect one moment in this way: Suppose the mass 
of mankind were to treat me and my statements as 
I am treating those of others? Lst me say this in 
conclusion: In all this world's experience there 
never was such a thing as this-th'lt even half a 
dozen ordinarily honest, disinterested persons con
spired to deceive the world and deliberatety lie about 
certain facts. It could not be. Show me the interest, 
anrl I will believe a lie has been told. 

CLARKE IRVINE. 

ADRIAN, July 23, E.M. 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I notice in the last number of THE 

TRUTH SEEKER a little criticism on my article of June 
AT a circus in Bismarck, D. T., the other day, ac- 16th, on the subject of "Materialistic Immortality," 

cording to the Bismarck Tribune, a colored man and ?Y J. H. Hi~t. Friend Hirt commences his article 
his wife occupied front seats, and when a terrific gale m a very friendly and respectful_ manner-a manner 
of wind began to rip the canvas the woman planted' ~orthy the n?tice o.f eve~y critw-an? then adds: 
her knees right down in the dust and began to call . Pe~?aps I d1d _err m saym~ that mmd w~s ;nate
upon the Lord to save her and spare her life. The nal; then a_d!,iits to Mr. Rmger th~t bram 1s the 
man threw his arms around a stake driven in the cause and :mmd the effect to a certam extent only. 
ground and cried out: "Look 'yah, ole woman, you Bra~n, he says, we know is material, and therefore 
bettah ease up on dat prayin' an' grab a centah pole subJect to the same laws t?at th;e matter of· any 
if yo' doan wanter leab dis country ahead ob de oth?r part of our system Is subJ~Ct to. But is 1t 

. H' , ll . . , bram only, he asks, that causes this effect? Can a 
:eg'lah pr_ecesswn. Its a . right to rassle m p~a ,r pulp of gross matter in itself contain a power capa-
m ~e ordmary pro~am ob life, but de Lawd am t ble of performing such wonderful functions? I al
gwme to he~d ,off diS tornader as a pussone! favor t~ ways thought not, which, perhaps, caused me to con
you. You Jes g1·ab a centah pole now, an shet yo elude-and that perhaps ton hastily-that mind is 

" ' ' eyes. material. But more of this at another time. 
All right, Friend Hirt, but be sure and keep with

in the range of common sense, so that we carnal
minded folks can get a glimpse, at least, of what 
you mean. This subject of-not mind and matter, 
but matter and mind, is a great subject indeed, and 
it is well for us all to keep within the range of com
mon sense, and not waste time and paper in garru
lous words without intelligent meaning. 

PROFESSOR PROCTOR reasons that the moon has 
grown old six times as fast as the earth, a compari
son of the masses and radiating surfaces of the two 
bodies making it evident that the earth's internal 
heat was originally sufficient to last six times as long 
as the moon's supply. On the very moderate as
sumption, therefore, that only twelve millions of 
years hav passed since the earth and the moon were 
at the same stage of planetary life, this astronomer 
shows us that sixty millions of yeai·s must elapse be
fore the earth will hav reached the stage through 
which the moon is now passing. 

CHARLES LAMB was once called upon to say grace. 
"Is there no minister present?" ''No." "Then let 
'Q.S th11>11~ God," replied the humorist. 

In reference to mind or spirit being anything else 
than a property of matter, science is silent. Win
wood Reade, in his book, "Martyrdom of Man," is 
intensely interesting. (And right here let me say to 
those of our friends who hav not seen this grand 
work of nearly 600 pages, written .bY this scientific, 
historical, and truly honest traveler, that they should 
send to THE TRUTH SEEKER office and get one; price, 
$1.75), Now turn to page 392, and read along forty 

pages, and you will hear what science has to say on 
this subject of man, matter, mind, etc. But for the 
present we will read but a few lines from page 411, 
where he speaks in this way: "The origin of miiid 
is an inscrutable mystery, but so is the origin of 
matter. If we go back to the beginning we find a 
world of gas, the atoms of which were kept asunder 
by excessiv heat. Where did these atoms come 
frol'l? How were they made? What were they made 
for? In reply to these questions theology is garru
lous, but science is dumb. . . . Mind is a prop
erty of matter. Matter is inhabited by mmd. There 
can be no mind without matter." 

And now, in reference to the balance of Friend 
Hirt's article, where he addressed himself to me, I 
think if he will read those forty pages over-in 
" Martyrdom of Man "-then take up THE TRUTH 
SEEKER of June 16th, and carefully readS. P. Put
nam's article on page 370, then reread my article, he 
will be able to understand that all there is of us 
comes to us froni the outside world-as Mr. Putnam 
has it, from the objectiv and not from the sensa
tional. In his own words, sen&ation is the impact of 
the outward universe on the mind of man (on the 
brain, I should say). 

And now, with saying this much, I am willing to 
leave this matter for the present with the readers of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and remain as ever, a friend of 
human progress, S.D. MooRE.· 

SCIENCE AND S. P. ANDREWS, 
COLUMBUS, July 18, 1883. 

MR EDITOR: PlAase let me, too, hav a few words 
about S. P. Andrews. 

First, I thank you much for publishing the plain, 
clear, and very able articles of Mr. Andrews and his 
opponents and critics. 

Ever since I saw Mr. Andrews's magnificent brain, 
thirty-fl ve years ago, and hav heard and read its 
products, I hav considered his to be the most com
prehensiv mind, embracing all atoms and all worlds, 
all matter and all space, that I ever knew. He re
minds me of Addison's ideal of God-" a being whose 
center is everywhere and circumference nowhere." 

Through and from his well-developed symmetrical 
brain he looks out upon the external great whole, 
and with the very long levers of his front and upper 
brain he radiates out and sweeps over an immense 
n,nd unmeasured scope, and sees all the relations 
and functions of the objectiv and subjectiv. 

A Unita,rian once saicl of the Universalists: "I wish 
they had less of the ist and more of the universal." 
So, I supposP, Mr. Andrews can say the same of his 
critics. 

Wakema.n and Putnam are very clear and able, and 
I feast on their ill11minated and penetrating minds. 

Andrews is all-sided, all-comprehensiv, and sees all 
that anybody else does, and generally much more, 
and much beyond, and often much more right under 
their nosos and eyes, right around and within them. 
His front-brain drawers are full of perceptiv objects 
or raw material below, and full of theological, infer
eniial, deductiv, di;;;estiv, classifying, elaborating, gen
eralizing, finishing faculties above. His Universology 
is the product, the necessary product, of his nne, 
activ, well~ balanced front and upper brain. There is 
a correspondence between and a nice adjustment of 
his Universology to his cerebral developments and 
activities. 

When all onr brains are as full, large, fine, and 
activ as S. P. Andrews's, then we shall all be clear
sighted UDiversologists, and be able to see the rela
tions of the objectiv or raw material (seen through 
the lower front brain) to the finished fabric of the 
upper front brain. 

The points I want to make are that "the agree
ment of our subj,octiv ideas with the objectiv order 
of the world" is the result of the combined and co
operativ action of all the organs or forces of the front 
brain; that U niversology requires for its full and 
clear understanding and comprehension every organ 
of the lower, observing and fact-gathering brain, and 
then and at once the action of the higher and log
ical brain to manipulate and elaborate these phe
nomena and facts into the finished form of knowl
edge or science. 

As the perceptiv organs of the intellectual are, as 
Mr. Andrews says, "begripped," organically, to the 
adjoining reasoning organs above, so the objectiv 
and subjectiv are eternally geared together, acting 
and reacting opon each other and producing exact 
scientific knowledge. 
It is no wonder that ordinary and fragmentary 

front brains do not understand and appre~ciate Mr. 
Andrews's all-comprehensiv philosophy. 

J. H. CooK, 

NEw RAvEN, July 27, 1883. 
MR, EDITOR: Reading through the last number of 

your paper I am induced to address to you a few 
lines. Of course all your readers are aware what 
this part of the country presents in the way of re
ligious liberty. Connecticut was the state which can 
lay claim, I believe, to the first capital punishment 
of a woman for witchcraft in the time of the colo
nies. Since then education and influx of such as 
are not PLuitan descendants hav done ·much to 
oreate a somewhat liberal spirit here, but the ma
jority of present inhabitants are still strongly. ad
dicted, outwardly at least, to that monster of ridicu-
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lous superstition, Christianity. Last mont,h I ad
dressed to the Morr.ing News, a bright young paper 
here, an article in which I attempted to show that 
Sunday, as enforced here, is contrary to all spirit of 
tolerance, liberty, and, above all, the vested rights 
guaranteed by our Oonstitution, advising- that the 
churches had better shut up shop if they found it 
necessary for their existence to hav laws created 
making all people conform to their ideas of Sunday 
observance, etc. The article was worded quite strong
ly, and I did not suppose the paper would dare pub
lish it. I know none of the others here would run 
the chances of thus injuring their subscription list 
by being so outspoken; but the Morning News did, to 
my intense surprise, bring the article in question, 
just as written, and, what is still more wonderful for 
this city, gave it a powerful indorsement in an edi
torial. Such straws certainly show which way the 
wind blows, and I shall stir up the subject again 
shortly. I expected that some fanatic Christian would 
take up the matter and attempt to justify the position 
of the .Jhurcb, but, to my regret, such did not happen. 
That would hav opened a chance for clearing up a 
few points in the eyes of good believers, and I was 
prepared to take advantage of it. 

eralists who hav assisted in disseminating such infor
mation, which is calculated to elevate and enlighten 
the minds of humanity, and especially to the departed 
D. M. Bem:ett, for the information and freedom of 
mind his publications hav given me. For such in
formation as is given in THE TRUTH SEEKER will remove 
this fabulous theology from among us, so in a few 
more generations they can start from a more perma
nent foundation. 

years, and I hav heard no such ideas as you hav set 
forth as his. 

He "believes in conforming to the outward, to a 
certain extent at least." You are complimentary! 

Your assertion that Mr. Andrews is not "a scientific 
rationalist" is an assumption that you know-are 
capable of judging better than he-whether he is or 
not. Well, if I liked to say unpleasant things I might, 
but I forbear. 

I hav been handing my papers, after they were 
read, to others, and think I shall get some subscrib
ers for you. You might send sample copies to the 
names inclosed. I think you could strike oil some
where. 

Please advise me through THE TRUTH SEEKER if 
there is a Liberal League in New Haven, and its offi-
cers' names. C. F. DEMMER. 

[League No. 15 is located in our correspondent's 
city, Lester Robinson, president; A. F. Hume, treas
urer, and Arthur S. Welch, secretary, 10 Hughes 
Place.-ED. T, S.] 

HELENA, July 23, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: W. S. Bell made us a short call on 

his way east. He lectured in Tecumseh the 17th ult. 
He is the same old Bell, and the Christians tremble 
when they listen to the ring. I hope the Bell will 
continue to ring as long as there is there is a Chris-
tian to be found. Truly, W. P. BROOKS, M.D. 

BUSHNELL, July 25, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav been reading THE TRUTH SEEKER 

for a long time on credit, for which I am very thank
ful, for I could not get along without it. I hav read 
every copy since it started in Paris, Ill., and I think 
I shaH continue to read it as long as I can see to 
read. It is more dear to me than the Christians' 
Bible is to them. S:> help me, dear TRUTH SEEKER. 

Find money order for $2 50 on subscription. 
0. P. TEITSWORTH. 

PICKENS COUNTY, TEXAS, July 27, ;1.883. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav a place about eighteen miles 

north of Gainesville, Texas, on Red river, in the 
Chickasaw Nation-about 1,000 acres in cultivation 

You may expect my support as far as my abilities 
will permit for books, papers, etc. 

LEANDER WooDY. 

CARSON CI'rY, NEV., July 26, 1883. 
MBs. M. W. BENNETT: Inclosed please find $5-$2.50 

to apply on the Monument Fund for D. M. Bennett; 
and $2,50 apply on the number of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
sent to me at this place. I am not, as a rule, mlich 
in favor of spending lllOney in building monuments 
in cemeteries. but I see by report in THE TRUTH SEEKER 
of the 21st inst. th1t the funds contributed are not 
quite sufficient to pay for the monument being built, 
so bav sent my mite. I would much prefer to hav 
seen a fine Bennett Hall built. I will pay $100 to
ward building such a hall, and if needed will double 
or treble the amrmnt. I am well pleased with THE 
TRUTH SEEXER. I take something over twenty differ
ent papers and periodicals; THE TRUTH SEEKER is 
usually the one f!'lad first. I take two numbers, one 
mailed to this place and one to Buffalo, N. Y. After 
rPading- them, I giv them to others to read. I think 
there is no other way that we can do so much in 
opposing churchcraft and priestcraft, as in a free 
distribution of Liberal litemture. I hav traveled 
over the road between here and Buffalo fiftf'en times, 
and every time hav distributed Liberal and Spiritual
iAtic tracts ann papers along the route, mostly of 
D. M. B•mnett's writings. I use every effort I can 
to induce young people to read them. I find they 
very soon change their views on religious matters 
after they commence reading Liberal works. I 
gave some reafling matter to the son of a Methodist 
r>lergyman who was member of his father's church; 
it very soon spoileri him for a Christian. I hav sup
olied him liberally with books and papers for the 
last three years, which he rervls and distributPs and 
has been the means of opening the eyes of scores of 
voung PPrsons to the absurditles of church doctrins. 
One instance was that of a young- m<tn 0f his acquaint
anr>e, who was to be baptized the next Sunday. While 
out R"'IDning wit.h him. he made it a noint to g'iv him a 
few Liberal ideas and contrast them with church 
nonsense, which so convinced the candidate for bap
tism that when the day came for his washing he 
failed to come to time, the church losing their game 
in this instance. I fear I am making my letter to 
long. It is my wish that you may liv long to con
tinue the work so nobly begun by our lamented 
friend D. M. Bennett. Truly yours, A. H. FRANK. 

and under fence. I would like to form a stock com- MR. PUTNAM RATHER SPITEFULLY OBJURGATED. 
pany with some Liberal party or parties for a term NEw YoRK, Aug-ust 6, 1883. 
of years, to run the place as a stock farm. I want MR. PUTNAM: In the face of vour own logic your ar
the men capable of running such a farm, and with gument anri appeal addressed to the reason of the 
money. I believe we hav as healthy a country as readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER is amusing. An appeal 
anywhere. If you know of any such person or per- t0 reason against reason! 
sons, please ask them to come down and see for You claim to think-and I admit your claim-that 
themselvs. Yours respectfully, R. H. LovE, you hav made "a fair statement of the fundamental 

affirmationR of U niversology concerning mind and 
DEERSVILLE, July 22, 283, matter." Your claim is a "fact," but the other 

MR. EDITOR: As my subscription to your valuable "fact" remains that you hav made no fair statement 
paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER, has expired, I inclose $1.25 at alL Which "fact" is "supreme" in this case? 
for six months more. I loaned a number containing Your statement is partially true and partially false, 
''Thfl Cb.ristian Revision Councils," and can't get it but so false that the falsitv vitiates the whnle. Be
again. Please send me another copy of it, as I val- sides, the question of which is first-mind or matter 
ued it very high. It is a sticker to Bible worshipers. -in being or existence, bas not been bronght up at 
It makes them squirm to bear of the very holy men all in this diRcussion. It has been considered onlv 
who canonized God's holy word, as they call it. I as to which was first in obtaining knowledge-and 
should like very much if some sharp man would you yourself hav said "there is no priority." And 
come here and giv some lectures on the subject you accuse Mr. Andrews of not sticking "to the point 
of Freeth ought. Our clergy here are still preach- uuder discussion." 
ing dead gods and live devils. It is very strange You claim to think that you hav made a fair state
indeed that persons claiming to be intelligent can ment of Mr. Andrews's position on-.the "Supremacy 
act the cannibal in an enlightened age of the nine- of Reason." Your claim is a" fact,"· but the "fact" 
teenth century, eating a dead god and drinking his remains that you misunderstand anri wholly and 
blood, who died eighteen hundred years ago. totally misrepresent him. And you hav only to read 

A. AuLD, his reply to you and Wakeman "in solidarity" to 
perceive this; and I venture to affirm that Mr. An-

GRAY, July 26, 1883. drews knows just as well as you do whether THE 
MR. EDITOR: My subscription as a trial subscriber TRUTH SEEKER and the Investigator and scientific ra. 

to THE TRUTH SEEKER expired some time ago, but I tionalists hold the same position that he does or wheth
hav not renewed till now; so plea"e find the inclosed er he holds the same position that they dr, or not. 
price-$1.25-for six months. I highly esteem the You claim to make a fair statement of his doctrin 
paper for its scientific teachings and its revelations of the "in fin it reason." Where did you get your 
of mythical theology. I liv in a Christian commu- quotation marks for that? Mr. Andrews holds no 
nity, where Christianity prevails, and where but little such doctrin. He does hold, as all "scientific ration
Freethought is exercised. Now, if I tell my tenets alists" do, to the supremacy of the human reason 
concerning futurity to a Christian, he is almos' struck in all matters of judgment; that that Is the final arbiter 
dumb, or as if he was shocked with a galvanic shock, in all matters of dispute, and he holds, also, that the 
if he don't fiy in a passion and become very angry. human reason is the highest reason known to man. 
I am of an inqulsitiv disposition, wanting to know He does not acknowledge, nay, he does not conceive 
further into such mysteries as biblical myths, but of, any "infinit reason " back of the material uni
had no source from which to start, till I recently ob- verse. 
tained a copy of the "Age of Reason" (though my Your representation of his doctrin or science of 
friends told me not to hav anything to do with the analogy is as slanderous as the rest. Where you get 
book, as. it would ruin me), but I sent and got the your understanding of Universology I cannot con
book, and it has led me to other sources of light, ceive, unless you" evolved it from the depths of your 
thought, and Liberalism, as my wish is to read all own consciousness." You certainly did not get it 
and hold fast that which is good and reject the evil. from the teachings of Mr. Andrews. I hav been his 
So I am truly glad and thankful to you and all Lib-. student more or less interruptedly for the last fifteen 

Universology not a science? Indeed I Read Dr. 
Ellsberg's testimonial. Compare that with your esti
mate. And he a man, too, who is not only a scient
ist in the special sense of the term, such as you do 
not claim to be, but a sciento-philosopher as well. 
Read the testimonials of Prof. Rice and of J. Storer 
Cobb and the others. They are no scientists and 
you are, and it is your special province to decide what 
is science and what is not! 

Before you again philanthropically make the at
tempt to enlighten the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
as to what are and what are not the doctrins of Uni
versology, I advise you to sit for a short time at the 
feet of the master with a little of that " humility" 
which you ascribe so exclusivly to " science,'' and 
learn what Universology is. Or you might learn some-
thing of the pupils. Very respectfully, 

A. c. MACDONALD. 

FoRSYTH, GA., August 3, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: In the slang of the regenerated, this 

part of the Lord's moral vinyard is just now being 
treated to the sight of a tremendous attempt by the 
preachers to bring about "an outpouring of the Holy 
Ghost." In other words, the annual whitewashin-g 
of the backsliding saints, and the scooping in of 
stiff-necked outsiders, is in progress day and night, 
the most vigorc;us assaHlts being made upon the 
battlements of his satanic majPsty's territory. As 
the buzzards congregate from afar around the de
funct bovine, so hav the "gospel sharps" gathered 
together here to enj JY a feast of souls and a flow of 
divine drivel. But, "parturiunt montes, nascetur ri
diculus mus." The celestial fishermen hav made a 
water-haul; the fish are too sharp to bite, and too 
strong to be scooped in with the nets. For which 
the Lord be praised! There is too much intelligence 
here, and too many reading and thinking men for 
so-called "revivals of religion" (God save the mark!) 
to make anv headway. The "shepherds" with one 
accord pronounced this the hardest place they ever 
saw, and after two weeks of ranting, shouting, sing
ing, praying, and weeping, they hav consigned For
syth to everlasting perdition. The kind of religion 
preached here by the Methodists and Baptists is too 
dead for a revival, and all that remains to be done 
is to giv it decent burial, and send· for "Bob" In
gersoll to deliver the funeral oration. As an evi
dence of the "style" of one of the "wrestling Ja
cobs" conspicuous among the clerical mountebanks 
who hav been " cutting their shines" for the amuse
ment of our people, I must cite you to the "Rev." 
Christian, an imported bulldozer of sinners. 

Our local secular paper, run by a sort of camp · 
sutler of the army of salvation, speaks of his efforts: 
". . . Rev. H. C. Christian conducted the meet
ings the remainder of the week. He did some of 
the most earnest and powerful preaching that we 
hav ever heard; but the effect was nothing like what 
might hav been expected. Only a few outside the 
chm;ch went to the altar for prayer. . , . Three 
persons, during the meeting, applied for member
ship." 

This deluded fanatic would proceed thus to entrap 
the sinners: "The whole congregation will please 
rise to their feet. Let all those who bav found Christ 
be seated." This trick would leave perhaps a score 
of persons standing, too honest to sneak down to 
avoid being conspicuous; upon whom the reverend 
gentleman would proceed to pour out the seven 
vials of wrath. One night he made the followilig 
statement: "I bav a brother and a sister-in-law 
about to die; I am summoned away to see them; 
but such is my interest in the salvation of this peo
ple that if you desire me to remain and preach 
longer I will do so. Let all who wish me to remain 
come forward and giv me their hand." There was a 
painful silence for at least five minutes. No one 
stirred. Tb.e sensible people seemed to think he had 
better go where duty called. But finally three or 
four little girls went forward and "squeezed his 
flipper." That was all. But, nothing abashed, he 
announced that he would pray over it that night 
and do as the Lord directed. As he stayed over, it 
is to be presumed that he did so under special di
vine instructions. 

At another time, in the midst of a great tumult of 
shouting, groaning, and singing, he yelled at the 
top of his voice1 like a Comanche on the warpath: 
"Come up to tnis altar, all of you, and the Lord 
will convert you before you could say • Jack Robin
son I'" 

Such is the style in which men who claim a divine 
mission are endeavoring to spread the gospel in a 
civilized community. It is hardly necessary to add 
that it don't spread. A few weak-minded women 
and their little children are nearly the only recruits 
gained by the onslaught of such men. 

"Let there be light," has been spoken here; and 
the light of truth 1s slowly but surely dispelling the 
darkness that has been thrown around religious 
subjects by the efforts of such men as this blatant 
ignoramus-even in Georgia, the worst priest-ridden 
state of the South. Yours for more light, . 

JOHNNIE REB; 



I! otley. 

Freethought Rhymes. 
In days gone by, the people thought 
That only what the clergy taught 

was worthy of belief; 
They held the keys of heaven's gate 
And knew the mysteries of fate

Eternal joy or grief. 

Now, men hav learned that all may pry, 
With open ear and eager eye, 

Throughout all nature's realm. 
There•s no monopoly of light, 
And he is safe who does the right; 

For law controls the helm. 
T'was said that God from naught made earth, 
And gave to varied life its birth, 

Within six solar days. 
He made things all at once complete, 
All very good to his conceit, 

So marvelous were his ways. 
But science says: Throughout the past 
The world has grown, in ages vast, 

By nature's forward plan; 
The whirling star-dust formed the world, 
And life by slow degrees unfurled 

From :Moneron to Man. 
T'was said that erring man eat fruit 
When tempted by a talking brute : 

God's wrath upon him fell! 
But mercy kept a chosen few, 
For whom Christ's death should sin undo, 

And save their souls from hell. 
But now we learn that man arose 
From savage natures, and his foes 

By knowledge will be slain. 
His path is ever up and on, 
And conquests, by his study won, 

Redeem from ill and pain. 

The railroad, telegraph, and press, 
Work mightily to render less 

Impunity of crime. 
Extension of the reign of law, 
From evil deeds will men withdraw, 

And haste the golden time. 
:Man need not fear eternal wrath, 
Nor vengeance lurking in his path, 

Should he presume to think. 
But nature givs her richest prize, 
To him who dares in search to rise, 

And at her fountains drink. 
Her works new revelations giv, 
A Bible that will ever liv 

And shed increasing light. 
Beyond the writings of the Jews, 
Her precepts blessedness diffuse, 

And teach the true and right. 
Ye earnest men I no longer shrink 
From speaking what you truly think 1 

Proclaim the truth you find I 
And let free search, free speech, tree t.is<D'li!g,'i'l't, 
By blood of ancient worthies bought, 

Advance the human mind! 
:R.- C. A. 

Music in Nature. 
From the Century. 

Far, far away, in fields of waving gold, 
I hear the tassels' rustling symphonies,. 

While myriad insect orchestras unfold 
Their rasping medleys in the apple-trees, 

In seas of creamy clover, white and pink, 
Hum tippling bees, all drowsy with perfume; 

And, in the orchard, one wild bobolink 
Breaks the repose of twilight's dreamy gloom. 

The wind wakes solos in the somber pine 
Upon the hillside, desolate and lone; 

And, in the wood, through labyrinths of vine, 
Is heard the brooklet's lisping monotone-

Which mossy caverns, echoing, repeat; 
While o'er my soul, in tender changes, flows

Murmurous, melodious, and strangely sweet
The subtle music no musician knows. 

Trouble in the Church. 
'' '.rhings is looking smoky down our way 

ll.gain," remarked the Jamaica farmer, as he 
paid the cash for advertising a lost cow. "It 
isn't what might be called pleasant times 
among the sistern." 

"Which church is in trouble this trip?" in
quired the cashier, receipting the bill. 

"The Baptists hav got into trouble among 
themselvs," replied the old man with a sigh. 
"You see, the Baptists fixed it up for a straw
berry and cream game, and on the sale of 
the tickets was doin' considerable ropin' in 
among outsiders. They had it all laid out for 
a big swell, when the first thing they knowed 
the pa'son slipped his wind, and a big ques
tion arose whether they should go on with the 
shin dig or lay it over until they'd hold the 
stiff. A good many was for goin' right ahead 
just as though nothin' had happened, but the 
rest was inclined to think the pa'son wouldn't 
like it, and wanted to postpone the tea fight 
until they had planted the old man, and then 
they could go on and hav a good time without 
exciting comment in other congregations. 
They came to me about it, bein' a deacon." 

"What did you advise?" asked the cashier. 
"I advised them to hav the funeral and the 

festival together, and charge the mourners so 
much a head to hear the service and heave in 
a plate of cream at the end. That would hav 
enabled all hands to get in on the last sad 
rites and caught the whole business for the 
festival." '" 
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"How did they seem to take that?" inquired 
the cashier. 

"They thought that was just the scheme," 
replied the old man, "and I lay right up to 
the masthead for the suggestion. But they 
didn't fetch it," and the old man heaved a 
heavy sigh. 

"What interfered?" demanded the cashier, 
with increasing interest. 

"When they came to examin the matter, 
they found they didn't hav ice enough to keep 
the corpse and the strawberries, and so they 
had to hav the funeral and the festival sepa
rate. That mistake busted the church for the 
summer. The mourners kicked because they 
didn't get any ice cream at the funeral, and 
the people raised a row because there was no 
corpse at the festival. And there's where the 
matter stands now." 

"How do you imagin it is coming out?" in
terrogated the cashier. 

"That's pretty hard to tell," muttered the 
old man. "You can't judge what church folks 
will do when they get started. I recommended 
that they hav a post mortem and admit all 
hands holdin' festival tickets, but they didn't 
seem to think that would work, and now they 
are figurin' on another festival to admit the 
mourners at half price and giv the people at 
the last festival a ride at the next funeral. 
It's a mighty hard thing to run a church in a 
country place, but we've got to hav some kind 
of a contrivance to hold the Christians to. 
gather, and I don't want to see our Baptist 
racket broken up." 

And the old man went off meditating on the 
possibilities, while the cashier informed a re
porter that salaries could not be anticipated, 
and took out his own for two weeks in ad
vance.-..Bbl. 

Help Spread the Light. 

areth a Historical Character, and the Influ
ence of Christianity on the World." 
· "The Clergyman's Victims." A Radical 
story vividly portraying the wrongs committed 
by the professed men of God. By Mrs. J. E. 
Ball. 

"Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of Yah
weh or Jehovah," shown to be the worship of 
the Devil. 

"Gottlieb: His Life." A Romance of Earth, 
Heaven, and Hell. Beautifully written by S. 
P. Putnam. 

"Jesus Christ." His Life, Miracles, Deity, 
Teachings, and Imperfections. By W. S. Bell. 

"Last Will and Testament of Jean Mes
lier," a curate of a Roman church in France, 
containing the best of his writings. 

"Sapher Toldoth J eshu; or, The Book of 
the Generation of Jesus." First translation 
into En~lish of a remarkable Hebrew docu
ment, gtving the original from which the 
story of Jesus was made up. 

To those who do not know twenty
five persons whom a perusal of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER would be likely to benefit, 
but who can send a list of ten names, 
we will send either of the following by 
D. M. Bennett: 

"Matter, Motion, Life, and Mind." 
" The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle 

to the Truth Seekers." 
"The Gods of Superstition." 
"The Great Religions of the World." 
"Jesus Christ." Considered as an Infidel. 
"An Hour with the Devil." 
"Sinful Saints and Sensual Shepherds." 
"Honest Questions and Honest Answers." 
Or either of the following by Under· 

wood: 
''What Liberalism Offers in Place of Chris

tianity." 
"Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning and 

Tendency." 
"Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand

point." 
"Paine the Political and Religious Refor

mer." 
"Woman: Her Past and Present: Her 

Rights and Wrongs." 
"Materialism and Crime." 
"Will the Coming Man Worship God? 
"Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity." 
This is a chance to· enlighten a large 

body of people, to help THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, and to get good books to circu
late by only a few moments' work. We 
hope the responses will be many. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
An honorable, intelligent man of 25, without 

means, wishes to correspond with a lady of suitable 
age with some means. The lady who wishes to 
hav a good husband and to be a good wife for life 
has a chance. Address, E. A. NYGREN, 

2t30 140 :Montgomery st., San Francisco, Cal. 

CHRISTIANITY VS. HUMANITY. 
GEORGE CHAINEY 

will lecture on this subject 
AT GERMAN MASONIC TEMPLE, 

220 EAST FIFTEENTH ST., 
(Rooms ot the Liberal Club), 

SUNDAY EVENING, AUGUST 26, 
AT EIGHT O'CLOCK. 
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FREETHOUGHT '\fORKS. 
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Birth and Death of Religions. By 
JoHN E. BuRTON. Price, 10 cents. 

Christian and Deist. A Business 
Man's Social an<l Religious Views. Bold 
and trenchant blows against theology 
and inhumanity. Price, 1.00. 

Christianity from a Scientific and' 
Historical Standpoint. By WM. N .. 
LAUREN, atto1·ney at 'Law. Contents: In-· 
troduetion, Unrevealed Religion, Old;. 
Testament Religion, Evidence in Support; 
of Christianity, Alleged Failure of Chris
tianity, Proposed Substitute for Chris
tianity, Conclusion. 50 cents. 

Christ of Paul; or, the Enigmas of 
Christianity; St. John never in Asia. 
Minor: Irenreus the author of the Fourth 
Gospel; The Frauds of the Churchmen. 
of the Second Century Exposed. By GEo. 
REBER. Extra cloth, 12mo, 400 pp. $2. 

Classified Bible Extracts· or, the 
Holy Scriptures Analyzed. By RoBERr 
CooPER. Price, 25 cents. 

Confessions of an . Inquirer. Why 
and What Am I? By JAMEs JACKSON JAR
YES. Price, $1. 25. 

Cooper's Lectures on the Soul. In 
which the doctrin of immortality is re
ligiously and philosophically considered. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Cradle of the Christ. 
Primitiv Ch1istianity. 
INGHAM. Price, $1. 75. 

A Study in 
By 0. B. FROTH· 

Cultivation of Art, And Its Relations 
to Religious Puritanism and Money-Get
ting. By A. R. CooPER. 12mo, 48 pp. 
Price, flexible cloth, 35 cents; paper, 20. 

Divine and Moral Works of Plato. 
Translated from the original Greek. With 
introductory dissertations and notes. 
Price, $2.50. 

Doctrin of Inspiration: being an 
Inquiry Concermng the Infallibility, In
spiration, and Authority of Holy Writ. 
By the Rev. JOHN MAcNAUGHT, M.A., In
cumbent of St. Chrysostom's church, 
Everton, Liverpool, England. Price, $1.50 

Elegant Extracts from the Bible. 
(Perhaps inelegant would be a more proper 
term.) Price, 10 cents. 

English IJife of Jesus. BY THoMAs 
J:lcorT. Dedicated to those who seek 
rather to know the truth of facts than to 
look on nnhistorical pictures. Price, $1.50. 

Epidemic DelusionR. A Lecture by 
FREDERICK R. MARVIN, NLD. Price, 10 cts. 

Essays on Mind, Matter, Forces, The
ology, etc. By CHARLEs E. TowN
sEND. Extra cloth, 12mo, 404pp. Price, 
$1.50. Sequel to Essays. By same au
thor. Price, 75 cents. 

WORKS OF PROF. DENTON. 

It is acknowledged by all that the best 
way to spread Liberal principles is by 
papers, tracts, and books. Every issue 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER is a good mission
ary document, and every Freethought 
book sold is a silent pleader and propa
gator of the truth. There are thou
sands of Freethinkers all over the coun
try whom we do not know and who do 
not know this paper. But our friends 
know them, and we ask such as are 
willing to spend a few moments for the 
good of Liberalism to send us their 
names and addresses, that we may mail 
them copies of the paper. We are will
ing to furnish the copies necessary for 
this purpose and mail them, as we hope 
a few extra subscribers may thereby be 
obtained, which will make the pecuniary 
outlay square. But the main object is 
to spread the knowledge of Liberalism, 
its aims and objects, what we think and 
why we think it. We would like every 
one to know that the Christian faith is 
a rope of sand, that the churches are 
taking the money of the people with
out giving any return. It is the duty of 
all Freethinkers to let their neighbors 
know that the fires of hell hav been 
quenched. 

TICKETS, FIFTY CENTS. Be Thyself. Price, 10 cents. 

Many Liberals say they hav no time 
to devote to missionary work, and do 
not like to argue with their church ac
quaintances. Very well, send us the 
names and let THE TRuTH SEEKER argue 
the case. Where a man is Liberally in
clined-and not dead to all sense and 
reason-we hope and think THE TRUTH 
SEEKER will bring him clear out of the 
fog. 

To stimulate our friends in this work 
we make the following offer, only asking 
that when the sender has read the pam
phlets he shall hand them around that 
others may be benefited. 

To every one sending us the names 
and addresses of twenty-five independ
ent men and women who do not take 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and who do their 
own thinking, we will send one copy of 
either of the below-named twenty-five 
cent books: 

"Influence of Christianity upon Civiliza
tion," by B. F. Underwood. 

"Advancement of Science." The Inaug
ural Address of Prof. John Tyndall, delivered 
before the British Association for the Advance
ment of Science. 

"Chronicles of Simon Christianus." His 
manifold and wonderful adventures in the 
Land of Cosmos. A new scripture (evidently 
inspired) discovered by I. N. Fidel. 

"Religion not History." An able ex-
amination of the Morals and Theology of the 
New Testament. By Prof. F.W. Newman, of 
the London University. 

"The Besant-Hatchard Debate." A two 
nights' debate between Mrs. Annie Besant 
and Rev. A. Hatchard QII. "Jellus of Naz-

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

CHANDOS CLASSICS. 

A aeries of stanf1~~~J~;:~ i~fn~et7n·d~~s:.'ry, and general 
Price Post 

Legond~rv Ballad; of England and Scotland. By 
Johns. Rouert•. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•• .65 .08 

German Ltteruture. Rl ~hter. Rlch1er, Zschokke. 
Tlec~.... ...... ....... .... ......... ........... .65 .0 

Complete Angler. Isaac Walton and Charles 
Colton............................... . . . . . . . . . .65 .08 

Ltves vf .Novelist• and Dramatists. By Slr Wal. 
ter Scott...................................... .65 .0 

PoetlcRl Works of Eliza Cook............ . . . . . .. . .65 .08 
Decline and Fall of tiJe Roman Empire. By Ed. 

ward G.bOtln, In four volumes ............. 2 60 .82 
Poetic ol Works of Charles _Jilack•G····· .. .. ..... .6~ .08 

r~~\:"1;rr~~ ~~~~·~~g· rf.li~~ ·~Uf,"o.:'Ste;: ~ · c·b.~~n·· .
6
, "

08 
lcle o' the C!d.. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .65 .08 

The ~omance of H!story. England. By Henry 
Neele. Illustrated........................... .65 .08 

The Romance of History. India. Hobart Ca.un. 
ter B D •••••••••••••.•• ;...................... .65 .08 

The RuJ:J.ld.nce ot Hlst.ory. Italy. C. Macfarlane. .65 .08 
u •• Spain. Don T. de 
Trueba.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .65 .08 

Doctor Syntax. His Three Tours in Search of 

\~ fr e .p~w~·g.,~~~ed0fnus~~:ti~1~;~?~·. 0 ?:. 0 0 ~ 
Homer"s Iliad ...................................... . 

•· Ody&sey.... .... .. ............ ... . .... . 
k!1~~t~gn~~~~~~~f{.~l~u~~··~Y W Man~~~-~~~ 
Ever .. •lay Book of Modern Literature. By C. H. 

Townsend ................................... . 
J Jhngon's Lives of the Poets ................... .. 
Mllton ............................................ . 
E~s<~.\'B un Chlva\ry. Romance, and the Drama. 

Jly Sir Wolt"r Scott ....................... . 

SHAHSPEBE'S WOBHS. 

• 65 .L8 
.65 08 
.65 .08 
.65 .08 
.65 .08 
.65 .08 
.65 .08 
.65 .08 

65 .08 

Prlca Post 
r·omplete. Fireside Edition. Crown octavo. 

~;,~~- tyW'ithM,:'?,:'tfan~11~o~~~~he~!i~':;" 
Life, Notes, Glossary. etc .................. .. 

~rown Octavo. 
The A von Edition. Sheep, marbled edges, 11. 

brary style .................................. . 

4 OJ .50 
s 75 .48 

s ()() .42 
In three volumes. Comedies. Histories. Trage. 

dies. Half Hussll>. ~lit top.................. S 00 .48 
The same. In c:otll . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 .48 
Dramatic a.nd Poetic 'Vorks, complete in one 

volume. llluotrate•l. with life by Alexan· 
scar1~tB~ld~er EcRt:·~~~~: 11 l'i~~~t~~~N~sc·~mpi~t~·, 2 50 .ss 

red and green. M Jrocco, gilt edges. . . .. . 1 50 .20 
Ha.ndy ·VoJlume. Slw.ks er..; complete. in 13 vola. 

Green cloth. red edges...................... 5 00 .85 
Arundel Edition . .fc'rom the text o:t Clark and 

Wright. Illustrated..... . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 1 50 .24 
In 8 vnla .. browu ctoth. edlr,ed by Clark and 

'"" Wrlgbt............... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 1 50 .21 
Complete from the L' xt of Johnson. Stevens, 

Largo"n~a~e~dtti o~r.a;gun"d · i;,·~fJ'~~'f,~f: 50 
'"
18 

Ianstrated . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . .. . . 1 oo .24 
,Arllnit(ID ;&d.lt!OIIo o o o o o o o o o • o o o o o """ o o o o o o o o o~ o o o ~ GO .J,i 

Christianity no Finality; or, Spirit
ualism Supe1·ior to Ch1·istianity. 10 cents. 

Common Sense Thou~hts on the 
Bible. Price, 10 cents. 

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10 cts. 

Geology; The Past and Future of our 
Planet. Price, $1.50. 

1 

Is Spiritualism True~ Price, 10 cts. 

Man's True Savior. Price, 10 cents. 

Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is 
True. Price, 10 cents. 

Radical Discourses on Religious Sub
jects. Price, $1. 25. 

Radical Rhymes. Price, $1.25. 

Sermon from Shakspere's Text • 
Price, 10 cents. 

Soul of Things ; or, Psychometric Re
searches ana Discoveries. In three vol
umes. Price, $1.50 per volume. 

The Deluge in the Light of Modern 
Science. Price, 10 cents. 

The God Proposed for Our National 
Constitution. Price 10 cents. 

The Irreconcilable Records; or, Gene
sis and Geology Cloth, 40 cents; paper, 
25 cents. 

The Pocasset Tragedy. 10 cents. 

Is Darwin Right1 Price, $1.25. 

What Is Right? Price, 10 cents. 

What Was He~ or, Jesus in the Light 
of the Nineteenth Century. Price, cloth, 
$125; paper, $1. 

Who are Christians 1 Price, 10 cents, 

Who Killed Mary Stannardl 10 cents, 
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ll!oetru. 
The Wanderer. 

Upon a mountain's h!ght, far from the sea, 
I round a shell; 

And to my curious ear this lonely thing 
Ever a song of ocean seemed to sing-

Ever a song or ocean seemed to tell. 
How came this shell upon the mountain hlght? 

Ah, who can say 
Whether there dropped by some too careless hand
Whether there cast when oceans swept the land 

Ere the eternal had ordained the day? 

Strange, was It not? far from Its natlv sea, 
One song It sang-

Sang of the mighty mysteries or the tide
Sang of the awful, vast profound and wlde

Sortly with echoes or the ocean rang. 

And, as the shell upon the mountain's hight 
Sings of the sea, 

So do I ever, leagues and leagues away
So do I ever, wandering where I may, 

Sing, 0 my home-sing, 0 my home, of thee! 

What Is the Use~ 
From the Times-Democrat. 

What Is the use of this impetuous haste? 
The end is certain. Let us take our time, 

And hoarcl the vital forces that we waste 
Before our day has reached its golclen prime. 

What Is the use of rushing with spent breath 
Arter the old age, its furrows, Its white hair? 

Why need we hurry so to welcome Death, 
Or go half-way with hands stretched out to Care? 

There ls no use. Dear heart, it we but walt, 
All things will find us. Let us pause, I say; 

We cannot go beyond the sllent gate 
That lies a short day's journey down the way. 

So let us take our time in youth's fair bowers, 
The summer season is so b1·ief at best. 

Let us look on the stars and pluck the flowers, 
And when our feet grow weary, let us rest. 

Let us take time for love and its clelight; 
It is the one sweet thing that pays for all

The bitterness of life, for sorrow's blight, 
For pain's despair, and death's funereal pall. 

In that lost era when the world was new, 
Love was men's first pursuit and life's excuse. 

Now has that time come back to me ancl you. 
Why should we seek for more? What is the use? 

The Sought-for Fouml. 
BoTTOM FACTS CoNCERNING THE SCIENCE oF 

SPIRITUALISM. Derived fl'Dm Careful In
vestigations covel'ing a period of Twenty
five years. By John W. Truesdell. A 
Book containing over 300 pages of care
fully prepared, intensely interesting, and 
highly valuable matter, together with nu
merous illustrations which are indispensa
ble to a thoroughly clear comprehension 
of so-called spiritual mysteries. Ele
gantly bound in cloth. Price S1. 50. 

"The very thing my soul hath panted for 
these twenty-five years," was my glad thought 
as I opened the book ancl read its title page; 
but when I went and perused the motto, "If 
I am deceived I pray that I may not know it," 
my enthusiasm sunk to zero, and I half deter
mined the book was not worth wasting time 
on. I had read so much for so long of spirits 
and spirit-sayings and cloings, that, like the 
old theologies, they grew to be a wearisome 
sameness of platitudes-full of myths, fables, 
errors, and superstition, with only here and 
there a grain of truth to keep them alive. I 
read nearly half through the book before I 
could determin whether the author was en
deavoring to establish more firmly a belief in 
he ism or to entirely overthrow it, so impar-
ially did he giv to both sides a full and 

patient hearing. At last it c1awnec1 upon me 
that Truesdell was one of the most perfect 
adepts in the art of clothing his facts with a 
veil of ironical, caustic sarcasm that would 
naturally deceive one into believing he meant 
precisely what he said. To very many of us, 
who hav followecl up every phase of Spiritism 
since the first appearance of the Rochester rap
pings, this exposure of the tl'ickm·y and fraud 
practiced by mediums is nothing new; but 
the old facts, when given by one who has 
been there, by one who has carefully inves-
igated the subject for twenty-five years, one 

who has tried, practiced, and accomplished 
the feats attributed to spirits, and one who 
bears an unimpeachable character as a banker, 
a neighbor, a friend, and a citizen-each reve
lation carries the weight of full conviction 
with it. Such an adept was Truesdell in pro
ducing phenomena, and so wonderful were 
he manifestations at his seances, that Spirit-

ualists had no doubt of his being a powerful 
medium, and they accepted and indorsed him 
as such. His contributions to the Banner of 
Light were always read with interest and ac
cepted by Spiritual believers as evidences of 
his desire for truth divested of fraud and 
charlatanism, but, alas! when the Banner 
found out that even its own darling pet frauds 
were classed along with the rest, it was the 
one black drop too much, and it thus turns 
upon its once cherished correspondent-giv
ing the book the best ·possible recommends.-
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tion to a Materialist who believes death ends 
all, for we feel sure where it condemns we 
shall be glad to accept. It says: 

"It has never been our lot, in the course of 
twenty-six years' experience, to meet with a 
book embodying more virulent stabs by innu
endo at personal reputation, more arrant self· 
conceit a:..td O>er-balanced bombast, 'full of 
sound and fury, signifying nothing,' than this 
collection of three hundred and thirty-one 
lm·ge-typed-small-mattered pages which hav 
th~s found their way to the public through 
the press of a ready publisher. . . • 

"Like his action regarding his alleged me
diumship or its opposit, his book is written in 
such a vein of double entente that when he 
makes what would be a direct statement in 
other men's vernacular, it is in his instance 
veiled either in stilted bathos or virulent sar
casm to such an extent that his meaning is 
not directly apparent." 

As I run over the pages of this collection 
of "Bottom Facts," and see the comic, 
unique, yet faithful-to-the-letter illustrations, 
I marvel that I did not see at once the author's 
full design. The long, solemn-faced, expect
ant visages of the sitters, as they are waiting 
for raps and other manifestations, are ridicu
lously comic, and they so nearly tally to the 
re11l that one is irresistibly drawn into smil
ing over them as of pictures of some long
gone superstitious, half-forgotten age. 

Friends, I just wish I was able to print 
twenty-five cent editions of this book, to scat
ter broadcast over the land. There is no sub
ject on which I now feel so deep an interest 
as this great and fast-spreading delusion-for 
delusion I feel it is, even though s<:> many 
clear and beloved friends and relativs assure 
me it is a reality. Long arrays of ponderous 
and powerful names are given as proof of its 
authenticity. But remember in the past just 
as many and just as great names could _hav 
been brought forward as believers in a flat 
earth, an endless hell, a universal deluge 
-walled up waters-animals that could talk, 
ghosts that could beget sons, gods that could 
plant wheat and reap potatoes, or any miracle 
yon can conceive of. · To these all-powerful 
deities nothing was impossible. The believ
ers would stake their all; aye, life itself, on 
the truth of their delusion. But now our 
Spiritual friends deny all these things, but 
their credulity accepts the materialization of 
fruits, flowers, diamonds, and even human 
beings out of a little pure air mixed with the 
aura of a medium. The old god-believers be
lieved 

"He took a pinch of nothing, 
And made the glorious earth; 

Another pinch of nothing, 
And oceans bad their birth. 

A little lump of nothing 
Produced the powerful sun; 

And so he worked on nothing 
Till sky and stars were done. 

And when the world was finished, 
Of dust he made a man, 

By mixing it with nothing, 
On some mysterious plan. 

Then took a rib from Adam, 
With nothing for a knife, 

And mixing it with nothing, 
He made a full-grown wife." 

And the new spirit believers believe a me
dium givs a nothing-i. e., a ghost or spirit, 
power to take a bit of common air, here in 
this chamber, and with a little invisible some
thing emanating from the medium, create or 
form a roomful of real, tangible persons, 
clothed in real, tangible clothes, all of which 
can be felt and handled, and bits of them 
clipped off and preserved as mementos. 

All I regret is the book is not four times as 
big. I hope you will all send for a copy and 
read and criticise it in our TRUTH SEEKER. I 
want bottom facts, and if you can knock the 
bottom out of Truesdell's facts I shall be very 
glad; yes, glad, even though it forces me to 
acknowledge I am on the wrong side, for, 
however certain we are that we hav the truth, 
we never regret it when we are once con
vinced we did not hav it. This is the beauty 
of a fact. It is always welcome-let it come 
from friend or foe. It is like a diamond. Its 
value is in itself. Yours, ELMINA. 
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it will hav a .certain circulation." 
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lowing cn·ects: NCi"VOusncss, Seminltl Emissions, (night 
emissions by dreams), Dimness of Sight, Defective :Memory, 

~~;.:~f:~. 2~~~fa~i~!n~r:d~~s.Fl~:~ !rS~!~~l t~oS:~~~tio~; 
~~~dcr~~!a::r~fl;gceu)dP~j~rn EX~:itTlNAL t~i~P2f. 
(JA,jiON in from 80 to 60 days. No medicine taken. 
It ho.8 never been known to f"o.tl! 

Middle-Aged and Old Men. 
There are runny nt the nge of thirty to sixty 

who are troubled with too frequent evacuatlona 
of the bludder, often nccompunied by a Hlight 
smarting Qr burning sensation, and a..weakcn· 

~~~ ~~~~~~lsr~~~ i~~ ~~:~~;i~; ib!1~~~~:; _ ~ 
depoRits a. ropy or cotton·like sediment, or 
sometimes small particles of albumen will appear, or the 
color will be of n thin or milkish hue, again changing to a 
dark and torpid appearance, which plainly Bhows that th!l 
11emen pn.sses off with the urine. It is the second stage ot 
Seminal \"eakncss, nnd causes wasting or the system and 
a. dejected and haggard appearance, as you see here in out. 
There nrc many men who die of this diiDculty, ignorant of 
the cn.use. Dr. l~ellows' External H.emedy will bring n~out a 
perfect cure in all such oases, and a healthy restorat10n of 
the genito.urinnry orgn.na. 

07Corsultn.tions by letter tree and Invited. Chnrgea 
reasonabi.~ and correspondence strictly confidential. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Seut to any address, securely sealed, for two three .. cent 
8 tnmpill, treating on Spermatorrh.ooa or Seminal Weakness, 
glving its cn.u11e, symptoms, horrtble effects, and cure, fol
lowed bv strong testimonials, headed by nn Bffi(]o.Yit llS to 
thelrge"uuineness. Should be read byull. o:::?U.emcmbcr 
n rniHenl cure l~~o certain. Address, pln.inly, nn.. R. P. 
J.i,ELLO\VS, VIneland, New Jersey, and say in what 
paver you saw this advertisement. 

MANHOOD! 

KNOW THYSELF. 
A. Book for Everv Man. 

Young, Middle- aged, and Old. 
The untold miseries that result from lndlscretl >n ln 

~~~~t rl~is ~~~rt.?~n ~~~~~iidtegur~h~s~u~~~- re~~~~~~ :e~ 
medical work pu!JIIshe~ bv the Pf'abody ~lccli eal 
Instftnte, Bost.on. entitled the SCieru•e of L1fe: 
or Sf' If !•reservation. It Is not only a complete 
and' perfect treatise on Manbood, Exhausted VItality, 
Nervous and Phvslcal Debility. Premature Oecllne In 
man, Errors of Youth, etc , but it co-tR.ins one hundred 

:~~e~~:~t~~v;,r.~s~~p~~~~JJ'i 1~ui~~~~~~~ob:~~~ 
proved by the author, whose exyerience for 21 years is 
such as probably never before fel to the lot of any pbys. 
lclan. It contains SOO pa.O"es. bound in beauttful embossed 
covers. full gilt. em belllsbod wltb the very llnest steel en. 
grav1ngs, guarantPed to be a finer work In everb sense-

~~;n:~it':t~~!e~~t~: fci~~~~~?~~1tht~~oannly0~iflrb':0r~k 
~~na~a~J~heev;~~~~t~~~'iie f.;~W~n~fl1!Ji~1 ls~~clr;{t~~~. 
Illu~ttrated sample sent on recetpt of six cents. Send now 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. 
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulllnch street, Boston, MIIBs. 
The antbor may be consulted on all dlseiiSeS requiring 
skill nnd experience. l.yS8 

RUPTURES GUREDby 
my:l!etlico.l Compound nntllmpro..-ed 
l~lnstic Supporter 'rruss inj_rom 30 to 
90 days. Reliable references g~ven. Send 

stamp for circular, (tud sav m 'What paper 
vou saw mv advertzscmcnt, Address Oa.P:t. 

W. A. Collings,Smithville.1e!l'er:on Co. N.'l!" 

FIFTY YEA.RS' SUtJCESS. 

SHAKER EYE AND EAR BALSAM. 
For all affilctlonsof the above organs. 

Dimness, InOammatlon, Soft O.•taract, and Roaring, 
etc., of the Ears. 

80 cents p~r box. 
Tl'f u.e once, lllld ftnd entire rel!et. 

·1Jl8 G; A. LOIIIAS, Shakere, 1{, J, 
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SCIENCE is thus teaching us the. great age of the 
earth, and the great antiquity of the human race 
upon it. These great facts are very damaging to 
current theological dogmas, and pointedly disagree 
with the teachings of a pseudo revelation. In mat
ters of this kind, however, science is the arbiter 
which the world will accept, and It is in vain for the 
adherents of obsolete theories to attempt to push 
her aslde.-D. M. Bennett. 

TRE TRUTH S:EEK::E!R, AU6-U~'t' 11, 1888. 

GOLIAH didn't liv long enough to accuse David of 
an ungenerous !ling. 

. WHAT'S the use of being good when the gamblers 
all belong to the " better world." 

THE cost ot stopping a train ot cars is said to be 
from 60 to 40 cents. When the train is stopped by 
another train these prices become somewhat intlated. 

YOUNG men having experience in paying attention 
to young ladles assert that It is easier to drive with 
one hand than it is to row with one hand. 

NEW JERSEY, it is claimed, 18 the only state where 
the farmers pick green blackberries, cover them 
with black varnish, and pass •em oft as perfectly 
ripe fruit. 

"PLEASE to glv me something, sir?" says an old 
woman. "I had a blind child; he was my only 
means of subsistence, and the poor boy has recov
ered his sight!" 

"I ALWAYS hav sense enough to know when to 
stop drinking," remarked Sandy. "I thought you 
generally stopped because you hadn't cents enough 
to keep on," said Zen us. 

AN ox team is singularly symbolic ot courtship 
and marriage, for it begins with a bow, continues 
with a ring and a yoke, progresses with a tongue, 
and ends by presenting to the world the picture ot a 
goaded pair. 

THE EUREKA· 

MAGNETIG CLOTHING 
" CURES EVERY FURM OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT MEDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

Sent 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
to any address upon receipt of $1,00. EVERY PAIR 
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 

letter or In person free of charge. Send 
for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
MAGNETIC JACKET. Price, $18. 

TESTIMONIALS: 

FOR my part, I long ago espoused the cause of re
ligious liberty, not because that cause was popular, 
but because 1 t was just; and I am not disposed to 
abandon the principles to which I hav been true 
through my whole life in deference to a passing 
clamor. The day may come, and may come soon, 
when those who are now loudest in raising that 
clamor may again be, as they hav formerly been, 
suppliants tor justice. · When that day comes I wlll 
try to prevent others from oppressing them, as I 
now try to prevent them from oppressing others. In 
the mean time I shall contend against their intoler
ance with the same spirit with which I may here
after hav to contend for their rlghts.-Macaulay's 
Speech on Dissenter's Chapel Bill, 1844. [One ot the 
noblest speeches of the many noble ones that Macau
lay !las left behind him. It is steeped In the philos
ophy of Locke, and penetrated· with the fire of Mil
ton's "Areopagltlca." The occasion of the speech 
was temporary, and in Itself of limited Importance; 
but the principles involved In the discussion are tor 
all times and for all seasons.- a. W. 0.] "WERE you in the late war?" asked a veteran or a 

which 18 badly demoralized citizen, who came hobbling down 
the street on a crutch. "I don't know how late you 

THERE is a virtue in passlv endurance 
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct in every partiCular, 

and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANOES ABE 
THE AOME OF PERFEOTION: often greater than the glory of success. It bears, it 

sufters, and still it hopes. It meets difficulties with 
a smile, and strives to stand erect beneath the heavi
est burdens. Sutrerlng, patiently and enduringly 
borne, Is one of the noblest attributes of man. There 
is something so noble In the quality as to lift it into 
a highest region of heroism. It was a saying of Mil
ton," Who best can suffer best can do."-Dr. Smiles's 
Duty. 

No endeavor is In vain; 
Its reward is In the doing, 
And the rapture or pursuing 

Is the prize the vanquished gain. 
-Longfellow. 

A MAN'S greatness lies not In wealth or station, as 
the vulgar believe, nor yet in his intellectual capac
ity, which Is often associated with the meanest moral 
character, the most abject servility to those In high 
places, and arrogance to the poor and lowly; but a 
man's true greatness lies In the consciousness of an 
honetit purpose in me, founded on aj ust estimate of 
himself and everything else, In frequent self-exam
ination, and a steady obedience to the rule which he 
knows to be right, without troubling himself, as the 
emperor [M. A. Antoninus] says he should not, about 
what others may think or say, or whether they do or 
do not do that which he thinks and says and does.
George Long. 

WHEN opinions are free, either in matters of gov
ernment or religion, truth will finally and powerfully 
prevall.-Tlwmas Paine. 

WHEN the question of religion came up for my de
cision, It was impossible for me to pin my faith upon 
the sleeve of any other person, or to be satisfied with 
anything less than the Intelligent approval or my 
own judgment and consclence.-1Y. R. Waters. 

How sick one Is ot all sermons such as they are I 
Why will men go on thrashing over and over again 
the old withered straw that was thrashed out cen
turies ago, when every field is waving with fresh, 
quite other crops craving for their hand.-.Froude's 
Nemesis. 

0 GOD, from whom all blessings descend, whom 
the storm and the thunder obey, preserve us from 
error; deign to Inform our minds; attach us to that 
eternal reason by which thou art guided and sup
ported in the government of the world.-Oleanthes 
the Stoic (300 B.C.). 

I SAY unto you that likewise joy shall be in heaven 
over one sinner that repenteth, more than over nine
ty and nine just persons which need no repentance. 
-Jesus. 0 God, be merciful to the wicked; for to 
the good thou hast done everything in making them 
good.- Cleanthes. 

THE popular religion Insists tbat we are not saved 
by character; that character has nothing to do with 
salvation; that we are saved by the blood of Jesus, 
and by that alone. And yet a great majority of the 
votaries of the popular religion manifest a clean and 
honorable behavior. It Is not In the bond. Salva
tion by character is our creed ot creeds.-J. W. Chad
wick. 

OF dlfterent systems of faith, tbat Is the best which 
is the truest.-Pale?J. 

'rHE sincere man speaks as he thinks, believes as 
he pretends to believe, acts as he professes to act, 
and performs as he promlses.-Dr. Sam. Smiles. 

WITHHOLD not good from them to whom it Is due, 
when It Is In the power of thine hand to dolt. Say 
not unto thy neighbor, " Go and come again, and to
morrow I will glv," when thou hast It by thee.
Proverbs iii, 27, 28. 

LIGHT Is the one thing wanted for the world. Put 
wisdom In the head of the world, and the world will 
fight Its battles victoriously and be the best world 
man can make it.-Carlyle. 

MANY Unitarians are Arlana, that Is, they believe 
that Jesus pre-existed. Other Unitarians, 
probably the larger part of them, believe that he 
was a man, supernaturally born of his mother only. 

But there are many [and the number Is 
constantly increasing] who believe, as I do, that 
Jesus was the son of Joseph and Mary; that the ac
counts prefixed to the gospels of Matthew ana Luke, 
inconsistent with each other, are not genuln, but 
were taken from the thousand marvelous stories 
which were invented In the second and third cen
turies of the Ohrlstlan era to magnify, In the eyes of 
the Ignorant and credulous, the founder of the new 
religion, and to do away the reproach of his crucl
llxlon.-Wh<ll Do Unitarianr .Believe? 1>:1 Rev. B. J. May. 

mean," was the sad reply. "She gave me this one 
last night before tea." 

A FRENCH lion tamer quarreled with his wlte, a 
powerful virago, and was chased by her all around 
the tent. On being sorely pressed he took refuge in 
the cage among the lions. "Oh, you contemptible 
coward I" she shouted, 11 come out it you da.re !" 

THE folloWing placard hangs up in a Tennessee 
store window : 

Peppermint Ile for 
Hed ake 
Bellle 11 

Toth 11 

THE coal man's cart broke down as he was going 
to weigh the coal. "You needn't fuss to weigh that 
coal," said the man that had purchased it. " If It's 
heavy enough to break down the cart, It weighs 
more than any ton of coal I ever got before. I'm 
satisfied." 

THE Princess Louise Is going to send a number of 
her paintings, both oil and water-color, to the Boston 
Exposition next October. There seems to be a set
tled determination on the part of some of the royal 
family to bring about war between the United States 
and England yet. 

IN discussing the mother-in-law question the Bos
ton Transcript calls attention to the tact that there 
was one married man who never had a mother-in
law. His name was Adam, and he had not been 
married twenty-four hours before he got into trou
ble. U he had had a mother-in-law, she would hav 
kept a close watch over the apples, and nel ther Eve 
nor Adam would hav got a chance at them. 

AT a recent Sunday-school picnic the superintend
ent, passing among the crowd just settling down to 
lunch in the grove, overheard an angry Teuton, in 
the midst of a group of children, unburdening his 
mind with vigorous profanity. Touching him on 
the shoulder, the superintendent said, "My friend, 
you must not swear here." "Not schwear! Und vy 
not?" "Why, these children must not hear such 
awful words." "Vel!, und vosn't dose jusht the 
children I vas schwearin at? He I" 

JOHN BUNYAN was a prisoner before Justice Walsh 
In Brooklyn recently. "Aren't you ashamed of your
sell?" said the court with a scowl. "Bunyan you 
were corned last night!" "Well, there's such a little 
dlfterence between bunions and corns, judge--" 
"Both are unnatural swellings of the feet, but yours 
Is an unnatural swelling ot the head," responded 
the court, "and I guess we'll hav to glv you a chance 
to sleep it oft." Then all watched the pilgrim's prog
ress toward the Black Maria.-World, 

"NOW I want to know," said a man whose veracity 
had been questioned by an angry acquaintance, 
"just why you call me a liar. Be frank, sir, tor 
frankness Is a golden trimmed virtue. Just as a 
friend, now tell me why you called me a liar?'' 
11 Called you a liar because you are a liar,'' the ac
quaintance replied. "That's what I call frankness· 
Why, sir, if this rule were adopted, over halt of the 
dUHcultles would be settled Without trouble, and in 
our case there would hav been trouble but tor our 
willingness to meet each other halt way. 

TOM BROWN was an Ignorant, queer boy, and was 
constantly doing things of an unaccountable nature. 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis 
One Week. 

in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Tln·ee Weeks. 

OINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly In

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use ot your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af. 
tlicted as I hav been that the eftect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis in my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
after wearing a suit of your :MAGNETIO OLOTHING 
tor one week, can use it quite as well as evE>r. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Oom
plalnt for a number of years, from which I hav suf
fered intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and It I improve as- rapidly as I hav in the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those a uttering as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means o t eftectlng 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern a venue. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
eftect a cure in a case of Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate OATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change medlclns every day until, after dosing the 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (it he is very skillul) that brings relief 
tor the time being. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one ot 

your MAGNE'riO VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured ot Neuralgia of the Heart and 
Side, Which had been a source of misery to me tor 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, blJ.t as soon as I put on the · 
MAGNETIO VEST I got relief instantly, With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfUlly, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment tor elgh t years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness : 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Olothlng on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and it I Improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T:J.esday, will soon be well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entirely cured in less 
than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
although In bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles in 
two days after the application. The lady's name 
can be had upon appllcatlon at this office, by any-
one desiring to communicate with her. , . 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady who had been sutrerlng for two years with an Ova.r• 
ian Tuinor, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her me, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In tour months' time she Is Perfectly well, and has not taken a dose ot 
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Oonsult us when your phYsician tells you he can do uothlnog 
for you; it will pay you. 

. SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire tor food, and, in fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
of St. Louis, a.t which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ova.-ia•• •a umor, 
and that the only thing that would B!l.Ve my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the !<)ureka nia~~;n•lic Appl•anc .. s. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchMed a suit ot 
your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tu
mor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was in my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medicln. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sutrerlng as I hav, believing 
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appllances In the 
market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, $ 6.00 
Gentlemen's Beltsi • • 6. og 
Ladies' .Abdomina Belts, • 6. Q 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5 00 
Leg Belts, each, 4.00 
Knee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 
Sleeping_ Caps, 4.00 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 
Su:eerfine Insoles, • • • 1. 00 
Children's garments upon application. 

One day a lady for whom he had been doing chores Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the mone, 
said to him: "Tom, you're an odd genius." if they are not as represented In every respect. It you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case 
"Yes'm," replied Tom, not knowing exactly what send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
she meant. "I don't quite comprehend you." appliances are oftered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
"What, mum?" "I mean I don't know how to take guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever oftered the 

public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and 
you." "Dad does." "How?" "He takes me by hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appllance 
the seat of the breeches, mum, and the nape of the In the market will attract the smallest particle of iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having 
heck, and shakes me like I was a rat." The lady so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism tor a 

moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material tor the purpose, and will outlast any 
didn't indulge In that sort of "comprehension." and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon acientiftc 

THE bathtub waste pipe had clogged up and the prineipl<s, and not haphazard as in all the others. We otter you therefore . 

ramny plumber was viewing the remains. "This is The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
terrible I" he exclaimed. "You didn't send for me And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now oftered under that head. At 
any too soon." Then he went away and ordered the the same time the application of labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to otter them at 
water turned oft. Next day he sent around two men, about 
a boy with a spirit lamp, and a wagon-load of tools. ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
The men dug up the hydrant, after which they were 
compelled to go to a neighboring saloon and play 
seven-up for the champagne, and the boy had to go 
to a base-ball match and hedge a few bets. When 
the small boy of the household came home from 
school in the evening he stuck a switch Into the 
waste pipe and the bathtub was soon cleared ot Its 
contents. By this happy chance the plumber's bill 
was cut down to $197. This 11tory teaches that the 
small ))oy 1fl mfihtler than the plumber, 

So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a tritle hlghe:t 
than ordinary clothing. 

R,.In,.ID.b.,r that we are ofterlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and it 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
· order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES. LIBERAL OOMMISSIONS ALLOWED 
Addl'etl for fulther 1n~~on, Dr. L. Teaney, 

B24 Race Street, cor. or 8th Street, C1ne1Jmatl, Obkl, 
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Jloits and f!llippings. 

THEBE is talk of providing an "assistant" 
for Bishop Potter, of New York. We are in 
favor of this measure. It is too much for the 
old fdlow to empty the spittoons for the 
whole diocese. 

A BosTON clergyman chose for his text last 
Sunday, "It is not good that man should be 
alone." At the close of the sermon every un
married female in the congregation touching
ly responded, "Ah, men!" 

THE Salvationists who hav been arrested in 
Syracuse for making a noise in the streets de
clare their willingness to go to the peniten
tiary. The Syracuse people are perfectly 
willing that they should go there, and stay as 
long as they want to. 

Tx11 Theosophists of India hav started a 
London Lodge, and gave a soiree a short time 
ago. The leading spirits are Mr. A. P. Sin
nett, the author of "The Occult World" and 
" Esoteric Buddhism," and Mrs. Kingsford, 
both friends of Colonel H. S. Olcott. 

SoME folks who always go to church 
Are just as mean as "pizen ;" . 

For, while the preacher leaves h1s perch, 
They keep their eagle eyes on 

The deacon who propels the plate 
To take up the collection; 

And as he comes down to their seat, 
They look the wrong direction. 

JoHN RILEY and Patrick Manley, while ('X

cavating on Edward G. McCleary's farm in 
Watervliet Center, N.Y., last week, unearthed 
a mastodon at a depth of about thirty feet. 
Some of the bones will be taken to the Geo
logical Museum in Albany. A. large smooth 
stone of reddish color, and shaped like 11 

heart, was found near the ribs. 

ONE of the Presbyterian church's Chinese 
converts of Paterson, N. J., has been sen
tanced to a year's imprisonment in the New 
Jersey penitentiary for an atrocious assault 
upon a countryman. He boasts that he at
tended Sunday-school every Sunday, and that 
his teacher got up a petition for. his pardon. 
Christianity appears to restrain from crime a 
good deal less than Confucianism. 

"AH, me!" sighed a South Side Christian the 
other day, while discussing heavenly affairs 
in the midst of his family, "Rev. Mr. Tuomp
son has gone off on Beecherism. ·He is a 
good preacher, too, and I am sorry for this." 
"Well, I've always thought he and Mrs. 
Jones were entirely too int1mate, and that it 
would end in something like that," said the 
dear wife, as she left the room to see about 
supper. 

THE French Radical quotes the following 
extract from Andre Berthet's lay catechism to 
prove that this catechism may be placed safely 
in the hands of children: "What is God? I 
don't know. Who created the world? I don't 
know. Whence comes humanity and where 
is it going? I don't know. When and how 
did man appear upon the earth ? I don't 
know. What becomes of us after death? I 
don't know. Has not religion taught us all 
these things? Every religion teaches them in 
a different way, and each one says, 'Believe 
me, I am the truth.'" We should pronounce 
this not only a safe catechism but a perfectly 
honest one. 

"THlll strength of the Mormon church," 
says the New York Times, is based, in the 
main, upon the ignorance of its members.'• 
We would be obliged to the Times if it would 
inform us what church is not so based, or how 
it w~uld be possible for a church to stand 
upon any other foundation than ignorance. 
The only remedy, of course, for this condition 
of the Mormons is education; but the question 
is how. much education. A little learning, a 
very little, which is said to be a dangerous 
thing, and the Mormons might be Catholics; 
a modicum more of sense and they would do 
for member!! of some Protestant denomina
tion. But giv them the knowledge they need 
and they wotild be neither, but Rationalists. 

Is the Times in favor of this last degree of that the present Parliament will admit the 
education for the Mormons? persistent applicant from Northampton. It 

will hav its effect, however, in due season. THE que en's family is said to be much ex-
asperated by her absurd conduct over the A METHODIST itinerant preacher, who was 
death of John Brown, a shrewd and :merce- obliged to leave his pastorate in Newark be
nary gillie, as events hav·proved, undeserving cause of some most unpleasant charges against 
the esteem in which she held him. She is de- his moral character, has sent a withering re
termined to be near his graTe, and to visit it buke to the presiding elder of the conference, 
daily, and the :royal family is beginning to which throws a strong light upon the spirit
feel that she is making ·herself ridiculous by ual condition of both pastor and people. He 
the display of so much feeling over such a charges the elder with uncharitable and un
loss.-Ohicago Times. John Brown seems to christian conduct in allowing the brethren in 
hav been the only male in the family, late his hearing to call their pastor a liar without 
years, whose character was above reproach, administering a rebuke, and says he was led 
and whom she could be proud of, and it is no to resign because his contempt for some of 
wonder she weeps for him.-.M"uwaukee Sun. the church officials was so strong that he 

"would hav fellowship with them no longer." 
THE Rev. Dr. McLane, of Steuben Tille, As to his future, .he says: "I shall not cease 

Ohio, was some months ago adjudged a here- to serve God. My disgust is not with relig
tic, and was suspended by his presbytery from: ion, but with some types of it." This is re
the exercise of ministerial functions. His assuring. The good man's fortitude in the 
case was taken to the General Assembly at presence of adversity recalls that of a pious 
Saratoga., where it came very near being tried. vestryman in a New England church, who, in 
But on the understanding that Dr. McLane a heated controversy at a meeting of the vas
would retire from the Presbyterian denomina- try, thanked God fervently that ha was "not 
tion, the trial was indefinitly postponed. Dr, such a liar as that other infernal old rascal 
McLane has now become a Congregationalist, over there." 
and notwithstanding the· alleged heretical "No, sir, a woman who throws a velocipede 
teachings of his book, "The Cross in the at a poor, homeless dog, and breaks its leg, 
Light of To-day," he has been received by a may carry a car load of prayer books, and she 
Congregational Association. A large number may attend all the sociables, but, according 
of his former church-members go with him to what I hav been told, if she goes sailing 
into the Congregational fold. Dr. McLane is up to the gate of the New Jerusalem as though 
a man of considerable power as a preacher, she owned the whole place, and expects to be 
and of much personal magnetism. ushered into a private box, she w11l get left. 

THE citizens of Trenton, N. J., hav taken a The man in the box office will tell her she is 
firm stand against the noise-making practices not on the list, and that there is a variety 
of the Salvation Army. The mayor has for- show down below, where the devil is a star, 
bidden the Army to parade the streets with and falling angels are dancing the cancan 
musical manifestations. In Brooklyn certain with sheet-iron tights, on brimstone lakes, 
invalid neighbors hav protested against the and she can probably crawl under the canvas, 
continued tambourine playing and other dis- but she can't get in among the angelic hosts 
tressful noises carried on as adjuncts to wor- until she can satisfactorily explain that dog 
ship at the "Barracks." Bridgeport, Conn., story that is told on her. Possibly I hav got 
has declared the noise of its salvationists a a raw way of expressing myself, but I had 
nuisance, and ordered it to stop. The Army rather take my chances, if I should apply for 
has certainly been unfortunate in the selec- admission up there, with this lame dog under 
tion of its musicians, for they are, with few my arm, than to take hers with a pug that 
exceptions, so lacking in skill as to be more· hain't got any legs broke. A lame dog and a 
objectionable than ordinary organ-grinders. clear conscience beats a pet dog when your 
If the noises made by these people had not conscience feels nervous."-lirom Peck's Bad 
been so abominable, the public might hav Boy's latest Interview with the Groceryman. 
endured their ranting and the issue of their A WESTERN paper says: "That is a sad story 
extraordinary war literature. that relates to the fall of the Rev. W. H. 

IN a Methodist congregation on Staten Isl- Shields, who about eight years ago was a 
rather noted character in ll.ochester, but is and, some years ago, a Dane was " converted." 

He had been a strictly honest man, but pro- now confined in jail at Detroit on the charge 
fane, and to some extent guilty of other un- of wife poisoning. l:>hields is a graduate ot 
christian conduct. The church took him in, Rochester Theological 8eminary, and was for 
and as he sat down a brother started a hymn several years pastor of the Baptist church at 
with these words: Lima, A passion for strong drink caused his 

ruin, in spite of brilliant attainments. He 
" The dying thief rejoiced to see had married a most estimable daughter of one 

'!'hat tountain in his day; 
And there may I, though vile as he, of the best families of ll.ochester, but his hab-

Wash ail my sins away." its made it impossible for. her to continue to 
To the surprise of all, the new convert, in a liv with him. After he left the ministry he 

served as an asSistant to the overseer of the towering rage, left the building. When asked 
to explain his behavior, he said that there poor in Rochester. His wife had procured a 
was one thing he never did-he never stole, divorce from him, and a litigation ensued 
and for all hands to sing of him as a "dying over the possssSion of their only child, a little 
thief" he regarded as a personal insult. He girl. Betore the case was tried the child died, 
was convinced that they were all a lying set, thus forever settling the question at issue. 
if not hypocrits. It took a good deal of wool- Afterward Shields went to Canada, where he 

met a woman with whom he fell in love. She pulling and a reconversion to get the brother 
into the fold again. had been deserted by her husband, and she 

removed to Detroit, where she entered a hotel 
MB. BBADLA.UGH has undoubtedly lived in as a domestic, meanwhile suing for a divorce. 

advance of his time. The day may, and un· Shields was in the same city engaged as a 
doubtedly will, come when he or his succes- drug clerk, and when the woman obtained 
sors will be admitted as honored members of the divorce he married her. Shields's habits 
the British legislativ councils; for the present do not seem to hav im.Proved in Detroit. A 
he is compelled to pose as a political martyr, short time since Mrs. Shields expired nry 
while the spirit of the House of Commons is suddenly, and h('r death was supposed to re• 
dead against him. The great demonstration suit from unnatural causes. Subsequently 
which took place in Trafalgar square afforded Shields's conduct excited suspicion, and he 
a certain proof that a large following of the was arrested, and a careful investigation has 
people of England were with the distinguished been entered upon. When taken mto custody 
Infidel in his struggle for his seat in the House the prisoner had the appearance of having 
of Commons. It is not, of course, the first been on a prolonged spree, and maintained 
demonstration of similar character wh1ch has that he was ignorant of the facts relating to 
been made in favor of Mr. Bradlaugh, nor his wife's death. Shields was educated by a 
will it likely be the last. Public opinion must wealthy and benevolent resident of Roundout, 
of course eventually break down the barriers and was in his better days a graceful and elo .. 
of caste or prejudice, but it is not probable quent young preacher." 

Jjltws of Jht flttlt. 

PRESIDENT ABTHDB is out in Wyoming. 

REPOBTB say that Celywayo, the Zulu king, 
is still alive, though reported dead. 

THE Nile, in Egypt, is rising, and great 
damage to crop& has resulted from the over· 
flow. 

THE Kimball House and other property at 
Atlanta, Ga., were burnt last Sunday. Loss, 
$1,000,000. 

A Cruo.&.Go gambler cut his professed wife's 
throat and then his own last Sunday. The 
man is dead, and the woman cannot liv. 

THEBE is no sign of an adjustment between 
the telegraph companies and their striking 
operativs. A. few men are going back to work. 

THEBE is scarcely any abatement in the 
cholera epidemic which has spread through
out Egypt. The list of dead up to the lOth s 
16,44.8. 

D. 0. MILLs has presented the state of Cal· 
ifornia with a piece of statuary representing 
Columbus at the court of Queen Ehzabeth. 
The work cost $35,000. 

MANY wires of the Western Union Tele
graph Company hav been cut during the past 
week. The strilung telegraphers deny all 
knowledge of the matter. 

OvER thirty dwellings and the entire busi
nass part of Vmeyard Haven, Martha's Vine
yard, were destroyed by fire on l:>aturday night 
last. .Many poor people are left homeless. 

THEB:a: is insurrection in Spain. Bands of 
insurgents hav been formed, and a collision 
between them and the l:>panish troops took 
place last8uv.day. Four rebel sergeants were 
kllled. 

HoP LEE, a Chinese laundryman of this 
city, went to church last Sunday. While en
gaged in his devotions, some one entered his 
laundry and earned off $350. Hop Lee does 
not feel encouraged to go to church again. 

Fo:aTY-TWO workmen who took part in an 
attempted demonstration at Vienna over the 
suppression of a workingman's newspaper, 
were arrested last l:>aturday. The police fired 
on the crowd, wounding fourteen persons. 

AN ambitious swimmer is to try to swim 
the Niagara whirlpool and rapids where Capt. 
Webb lost his lite. His object is to win the 
$50,000 pnze which the government has of
tared for the best life-preserving apparatus. 

A ST. PETEBBBUBG dispatch to the Loz;.don 
Times says the coronation decree granting 
liberty of worship to dissenters only affects 
a million of so-called registered dissenters. 
There are 14,000,000 still unrelieved of their 
religious disa billties. 

THE heavy-weights, Sullivan and Slade (not 
the medium), had a collision at .Madison 
Square Garden, in this city, one evening last 
week. Slada was knocked out in three rounds. 
Boston has now added to the glory of being 
the home of the Jndea: the still greater honor 
of producing the champion Jllugger of the 
world. Boston is indeed the Hub. 

THE clergy of the late Archbishop Purcell's" 
diocese are to meet and devise some method 
for paying that individual's debts. These are 
not to be paid in full or as the discharie of 11 

legal obligation, but as an act of benevolence. 
It was not enough to rob the archbishop's 
otherwise impecunious creditors; they now 
suffer the humiliation of being objects of 
charity. 

REMARlllllLE biblical discovery is the order 
of the day. A Jew in Egypt claims to haT 
discovered the original " copy" of the book of 
Deuteronomy (which he is willing to sell to 
the British Museum for the modest sum of 
$1,000,000), and some enterprising traveler 
has come across the ruins of Noah's ark on 
the summit of Mount Ararat. These alleged 
:finds hav not as yet been fully investigated, 
They will probably go down in history with 
the Cardiif giant. 
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flkommunications. 

The Sonnets of Shakspere. 
WHEN, TO WHOM, AND BY WHOM, WRITTEN. 

" The shepherd Corydon loved the beautiful Alexis." 
The :first published poem of Shakspere, so far as 

known, was " Venus and Adonis," in, 1593., It was 
dedicated to the Earl of Southampton, then about 
twenty years of age. Five editions were called for 
in nine years. Tbe "Sonnets" did not appear till 
1609. The latter poem has 154 stanzas of 14lines 
each; the :first 126 are addressed to a beautiful and 
ardently beloved youth; the remainder to the young 
man's betrothed. 

As to the merits of the composition, the American 
Cyclopedia says: 

"These ' Sonnets,' though deformed with occasional con
ceits, far surpass all other poems of their kind in our own 
language, or perhaps in any other." 

The dedication is in these words: 
"To the onlie begetter of I these insuing Sonnets I Mr. W. 

H. all happinesse I and that eternitie 1 promised by 1 our 
ever-living poet I wisheth I the well-wishing 1 adventurer in I 
setting forth I T. T." 

Some hav believed that "Mr. W. H." was William 
Herbert; and a German critic supposes the initials 
to signify "William Himself." But the American 
Cyclopedia says: 

"To whom they were written, and in whose person [T. T.], 
is among the most. difficult of unsolved literary problems. 
. . . Who this • onlie begetter ' was no man has yet been 
able satisfactorily to show." 

Iu regard to the hypothesis that "W. H." was Wil
liam Herbert, the same authority says there is almost 
as much ground for the notion that the person ad
dressed was Queen Elizabeth in doublet and hose. 

In 1872 we :first read Nathaniel Holmes's "Au
thorship of Shakspere;" since then we hav never en
tertained a reasonable doubt that Bacon was the 
author of the Plays. A year ago we reread them all 
in the light of that discovery; but until July 31,1883, 
we had never read a page of the " Sonnets," nor 
when we began to read them on that day did we 
know who "W. H." was suspected to be. But, com
ing to the twenty-fifth stanza, we suspected that the 
poem was addressed to the Earl of Essex, and subse
quent research confirmed that suspicion. 

Herbert was sixteen years younger than Shakspere, 
and nineteen years younger than Bacon. If, there
fore, the poem was written in 1590, which we pro
pose to show, it is impossible for Herbert to hav been 
the "onlie begetter of these Sonnets," for he was 
then only ten years old. 

Of course no one will date their composition as late 
as 1609, when Shakspere was forty-five and Bacon 
forty-eight. At that time the former had· retired 
from the stage, and Bacon had been for six years 
king's counsel and three years~ married man. And 
certainly one stanza (138) was composed as early as 
1599, for it is repeated at the beginning of "The 
Passionate Pilgrim," which was first published in 
that year. 
' All the internal and external evidence points to 

the year 1590 as the date, Francis Bacon as the 
writer, and the Earl of Essex as the person addressed. 

It is said that Bacon made the acquaintance of 
Essex about 1590, but it would be remarkable if he 
did not see him years before. In stanza 104 the poet 
says: 

"Three winter's cold 
Hav from the forests shook three summers' pride, 
Three beauteous springs to yellow autumn turned 
In process of the seasons hav I seen, 
Three April perfumes in three hot Junes burned, 
Since first I saw you fresh, which yet are green." 

~-Let us suppose that Bacon began to cultivate the 
earl's friendship in 1590. He was then twenty-two 
years old; three years earlier, when Bacon first saw 
him, the earl was " fresh;" now he is " yet green." 

Robert Devereux, the second earl of Essex, was 
born Nov. 10, 1567, and was beheaded for treason 
Feb. 25, 1601. He succeeded to the title at ten 
years of age. At twenty he was appointed master of 
the horse. At twenty-one the queen created him 
captain-general of the cavalry, and conferred on him 
the honor of the garter. At twenty-two, when an 
expedition was undertaken against Portugal, he se
cretly followed the armament. This was without the 
queen's permission, but he was quickly reconciled 
with her after his return, and at once assumed a su
periority over Sir Walter Raleigh and Sir Thomas 
Blount, the rival competitors for royal favor. He 
was ch~tllenged by Blount and wounded in the knee, 
and the queen is said to hav expressed her gratifica
tion that some one had taken him in hand, as other
wise there would be no ruling him. In 1590, at the 
age of twenty-two, he m!trried the widow of Sir 
Philip Sidney, and in the following year he com
manded a fruitless expedition in Britanny. He was 
an accomplished scholar and patron of literature. He 
erected a monument to Spenser and gave an estate 
to Bacon (Amer. Cy.) 

But we hav omitted one striking characteristic 
which has an important bearing on the question of 
his identity with "Mr. W. H." The young earl of 

Essex was a remarkably handsome man. Now the 
beauty of the person addressed in the "Sonnets" is 
a constantly recurring theme, and the burden of the 
poem is an appeal to the beloved and beautiful young 
man to marry. It begi:hs thus: 

" From fail-est creatures we desh-e increase, 
That thereby beauty's rose might never die." 

The next stanza begins: 
''When-forty winters shall besiege .thy browJ 

And dig d~aep trenches in thy beauty's fiela, 
Thy youth's proud livery, so gazed on now, 
Will be a tattered weed of small worth held." 

. Essex, as we hav said, was married in 1590. On 
the lOth of November in that year he would hav been 
twenty-three. 

Out of the many allusions to his beauty and grace, 
we select the following: 

" Look in thy glass, and tell the face thou viewest 
Now is the time that face should form another." 

"If I could write the beauty of your eyes, 
And in fresh numbers number all your graces, 
The age to come would say, 'This poet lies; 
Such heavenly touches ne'er touched earthly faces."' 

" Describe Adonis, and the counterfeit 
Is poorly imitated after you; 
On Helen's cheek all art of beauty set, 
And you in Grecian 'tires are painted new." 

Essex, having become the special fav0rit of the 
queen, of course became an object of envy and slan
der. He was challenged by Blount, and, as we hav 
already remarked, was wounded in the :fight. Mark 
now what the poet says: 

"Gentle thou art, and therefore to be won; 
Beauteous thou art, therefore to be assailed." 

" That thou art blamed shall not be thy defect, 
For slander's mark was ever yet the fair; 
The ornament of beauty is suspect, 
A crow that flies in heaven's sweetest air. 
So be thou good; slander doth but approve 
Thy worth the greater, being wooed of time." 

In 1590 Bacon had acquired a reputation _as an 
orator in the House of Commons, but was without 
available means of livelihood in keeping with his 
wants and station. Up to this time his efforts for 
promotion were thwarted by the qneen's minister, 
Lord Burleigh (Cecil), who regarded him as a dan
gerous rival for his son. With the rise of young Es
sex "into royal favor Bacon turned to him as a friend 
at court. From 1590 to 1594 the earl tried in vain 
to advance Bacon, and at last, when the vacant office 
of attorney general was :filled by another, Essex 
sought to soolhe his poor disconsolate friend by pre
senting him with an estate worth nearly £2,000 a 
year (Cham. Enc.). 

With these facts in mind, see how perfectly the 
following lines :fit the persons and the time, 1590: 

" Let those who are in favor with their stars, 
Of public honor and proud titles boast, 
Whilst I, whom fortune of such triumph bars, 
Unlooked for joy in that I honor most." 

" When in disgrace .with fortune and men's eyes, 
I all alone bewe(<p my outcast state, 
And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cries, 
And look upon myself and curse my fate, 
Wishing me like to one more rich in hope, 
Featured like him, like him with friends possessed, 
Desiring this man's art and that man's scope, 
With what I most enjoy contented least; 
Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising, 
Haply I think on thee, and then my state, 
Like to the lark at break of day arising, 
From sullen earth sings hymns at heaven's gate; 

For thy sweet love remembered such wealth brings 
That then I scorn to change my state with kings." 

" I may not evermore acknowledge thee, 
Lest my bewailed guilt should do thee shame, 
Nor thou with public kindness honor me, 
Unless thou take that honor from thy name; 

But do not so; I love thee in such sort 
As, thou being mine, mine is thy good report. 

" As a decrepit father takes delight 
To see his activ child do deeds of youth, 
So I, made lame by fortune's dearest spite, 
Take all my comfort of thy worth and truth. 
For whether beauty, birth, or wealth, or wit, 
Or any of these all, or all, or more, 
Entitled in thy parts do crowned sit, 
I make my love engrafted to this store. 
So then I am not lame, poor, nor despised, 
Whilst that this shadow doth such substance giv, 
That I in thy abundance am sufficed, 
And by a part of all thy glory liv." 

In 1590 "Shakspere " had already acquired fame 
as a poet, and success as owner, or at least part 
owner, of a theater. In 1590 Bacon obtained his 
:first show of favor from the court; he became queen's 
counsel extraordinary, but the office was without 
emolument. At this time plays for the theater were 
written and rewritten again and again to meet the 
demand. Young lawyers and poets produced them 
rapidly. Each theatrical company kept from one to 
four poets in its pay (Amer. Cyc.). Shakspere was 
ready to father anything that promised success, and 
there are at least six plays published under his name 
or initials of which he never wrote a line, nor hav 
they ever appeared in the genuin canon (Auth. of 
Shak., p. 50). In 1591 a poem by Spenser was pub-
lished containing these lines: . 

"And he, the man whom Nature's self has made 
To mock herself and truth to imitate, 
With kindly counter under mimic shade, 
Our pleasant Will;r, ah, is dead of late: 

With whom all JOY and jolly merriment 
Is also deaded, and in dolour drent." 

From 1590 until Shakspere retired from the stag13, 
how could it be said that he was " poor," bewailing 
his "outcast state" and "cursing his fate?" But is 
it not cert~n that Bacon's condition answered pre
cisely to that description up to 1594, when Essex gave 
him a valuable estate? 

Mark now the modesty of the poet at this time: 
"If thou survive my well contented day, 

When that churl Death my bones with dust shall cover, 
And shall by fortune once more resuTVey 
These poor rude lines of thy deceased lover, 
Compare them with the bettering of the time, 
And though they be outstripp'd by every pen, 
Reserve them for thy love, not for their rhyme, 
Exceeded by the hight of happier men." 

"My ~arne b~ buried wher~ my b~dy is, 
And liv no more to shame nor me nor you, 

For I am shamed by that which I bring forth, 
And so should you, to love things nothing worth." 

We hav already quoted a verse from Spenser in 
praise of "Willy," first published in 1591; we now 
adduce a passage from one of "Willy " Bacon's 
poems :first published in 1599 in praise of Spenser: 

''Dowland to thee is dear, whose heavenly touch 
Upon the lute doth ravish human sense; 
Spenser to me, whose deep conceit is such 
As, passing all conceit, needs no defense." 

This verse is in "The Passionate Pilgrim," the first 
stanza of which is slightly varied from stanza 138 of 
the "Sonnets." John Dowland, a musician, was born 
in 1562 and died 1625. Spenser was eight years 
younger than Bacon. 

But coupled with this modesty of the author of the 
"Sonnets," note how he praises his friend and how 
famous that friend appears at the time: 

"Oh, how I faint when I of you do write, 
Knowing a better spirit doth use your name, 
And in the praise thereof sounds all his might, 
To mak-e me tongue-tied, speaking of your tame. 
But since your worth, wide as the ocean is, 
The humble as the proudest sail doth bear, 
My saucy bark, inferior far to his, 
On your broad main doth wilfully appear; 
Your shallowest help will hold me on afloat, 
Whilst he upon your soundless deep doth ride; 
Or being wrecked, I am a worthless boat, 
He of tall building and of goodly pride; 

Then if he thrive and I be cast away, 
The worst was this: my love was my decay." 

The other superior (?) poet referred to is undoubt
edly Spenser, among whose "Sonnets, addressed by 
the author to his friends and patrons," is one "To the 
most honorable and excellent Lord the Earl of Essex, 
great master of the horse to her highness, and knight 
of the noble order of the garter, etc." Essex be
came malilter of the horse in 1587, and knight of the 
garter in 1588. 

We proceed with the quotations from the Shak
sperian sonnets: 
" Or if I liv your epitaph to make, 

Or you survive when I in earth am rotten, 
From hence your memory death cannot take, 
Although in me each part will be forgotten. 
Your name from hence immortal life shall hav, 
Though, I once gone, to all the world must die; 
The earth can yield me but a common grave, 
When you entombed in men's eyes shall lie. 
Your monument shall be my gentle verse, 
Which eyes not yet created shall o'er-read, 
And tongues to be your bein~ shall rehearse 
When all the breathers of thrs world are dead; 

You still shallliv-such vh-tue hath my pen-
Where breath most breathes, even in the mouths of men." 

From stanza 42 it appears thnt the young Earl had· 
won the heart of the widow Sidney: 

"That thou hast her, it is not all my grief, 
And yet it may be said I loved her dearly; 
That she hath thee, is of my wailing chief, 
A loss in love that touches me more nearly. 
Loving offenders! thus I will excuse ye: 
Thou dost love her, because thou know'st I love her, 
And for my sake even so doth she abuse me, 
Suffering my friend for my sake to approve her. 
If I lose thee, my loss is my love's gain, 
And losing her, my friend hath found that loss; 
Both find each other, and I lose both twain, 
And both for my sake lay me on this cross: 

But here's my joy: my friend and I are one; 
Sweet flattery! then she loves but me alone. 

·The second part of the "Sonnets," after stanza 126, • 
is addressed to the earl's bethrothed; we quote 
stanza 134: 

"So now I hav confessed that he is thine, 
And I myself am mortgaged to thy will, 
Myself I'll forfeit, so that other mine . 
Thou wilt restore, to be my comfort strll; 
But thou wilt not, nor he will not be free, 
For thou art covetous and he is kind; 
He learned but surety-like to write for me, 
Under that bond that him as fast doth bind. 
The statute of thy beauty thou wilt take, 
Thou usurer that put'st forth all to use, 
And sue a friend came debtor for my sake; 
So him I lose through my unkind abuse. 

Him hav I lost; thou hast both him and me, 
He pays the whole, and yet I am not free." 

The next stanza introduces the name of "Will," 
and puns upon it profusely: 

"Whoever hath her wish thou hast thy 'Will,' 
And 'Will ''to boot, imd 'Will' in overplus; 
More than enough am I that ve;,; thee still, 
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To thy sweet will making addition thus. 
Wilt thou whose will is large and spacious, 
Not once vouchsafe to hide my will in thine? 
Shall Will in others seem right gracious, 

Christ's divinity" (or any other) "is a fundamental 
point?" (and therefore true). 

" I know not." 

it better and happier. I think even" C. 0." might 
find a little balm of sweetness by giving joy to some 
sad heart, by feeding some hungry child, or smiling 
on some lonely waif. I do not ..leny that we are all 
selfish, that we seek our own happiness first, but it is 
not the purest of joys. I know you so often hav it 
in your power to lift the burden from another's 
shoulders. 

And in my will no fair acceptance shine ? 
The sea all water, yet receives rain still, 
And in ~bundance addeth to his store; 

" For all you know, then, it may not be a funda-
mental point?" 

So thou being rich in 'Will ' add to thy ' Will ' 
One will of mine, to make thy large 'Will ' more. 

Let no unkind, no fair beseeohers kill; 
Think all but one, and me in that one 'Will."' 

"Yes, it may be so." 
"And in such points it may err?" 
"Yes; I said so." 
"Then it may err in this?" 

How preposterous to believe that a common-place 
play actor, with a wife and children, addressed such 
sentiments to the bride of his dearest friend ! At no 
time after 1589 do the sentiments or circumstances 
of the poem fit the person of the actor, of whom the 
dying and dissipated player, Greene, wrote in 1592: 

"Yes, it may do so, so far as I can know.'' 
"Then what certainty hav you that it does not en 

in this?" 

If we were traveling a long road with some way
farer who was carrying a heavy load and was almost 
tired out, would we feel no thrill of satisfaction in re
lieving him for a while by carrying it for him? 

"None, save as I told you-on the supposition it 
is fundamental." 

We must not think because "200 suicides occur in 
one year in the precincts of New York city," that all 
are unhappy and miserable who throng that busy, 
cheerful place. Remember there are only a scatter
ing few picked out from the great swarming hoards 
who fill this immense and crowded capital of the 
northeast. And even these paltry 200 hav probably 
lived compamtivly happy lives, hav probably enjoyed 
the major part of the days, weeks, and years as they 
passed along; but at last, in an hour of sickness, de
spair, and recklessness, yielded to a " pessimistic 
wail" of the heart, and clipped life's silver thread. 
I'll engage to :find 100 who enjoy and nrize their 
lives to every one that "C. O."willJind who loaths and 
despises it. The healthy outnumber the sickly, the 
good outnumber the bad, the cheerful outnumber 
the sad, the peaceful outnumber the warring, and 
the benevolent outnumber the churlish. Let a tile of 
a thousand men and women pass a drowning or starv
ing child, and though no one was in sight to see the 
deed, to praise or condemn the act, or ever bring 
it to light, it is doubtful if one of all the number 
would go on and leave the child to die, if by a mo
ment's pause they could save it. Cruel, hard, selfish, 
and horrible deeds fill the land, but take any area of 
acreage and you will :find the good, the beautiful, and 
the true will overwhelm the evil, the ugly, and the 
false. 

"There is an upstart crow beautified with our feathers 
that with his Tygres heart, wrapt in player's hide, supposes 
hee is as well able to bombast out a blank verse as the best of 
you; and being an absolute Johannes factotum, is, in his 
owne conceyt, the only Shake-scene in a countrey." 

But, on the other hand, frequent evidence appears 
that Bacon, up to the time he was made attorney 
general' in 1613, was constantly engaged in secret 
literary work. But not so secret as to be unknown 
to a circle of friends and a few enemies; for, in 1599, 
when he interceded with the queen for his dear 
friend Essex, then under arrest on account of a 
treasonable pamphlet being dedicated to him, her 
majesty flung at Bacon" a matter which grew from 
him, but went after about in others' names," being in 
fact the play of "Richard II.," which, in that very 
year, had a great run on the stage, and had gone 
through two editions, but, for prudential reasons, 
with the scene containing the deposition of the king 
left out (Auth. of Shak., p. 96). 

"And of this supposition you are uncertain?" 
"So I told you before." 
•: And therefore you can hav no certainty of that 

w~w? depends on this uncertainty save a supposition 
-1f 1t be a fundamental point. In plain English, 
this is to say, you are sure it is true if it be true and 
necessary." 

Bacon having begun to produce plays for Shak
spere's theater before 1590, the authorship of which 
was assumed by the actor and proprietor, it became 
necessary also to avoid being publicly known as a 
writer of sonnets. Therefore, in view of the circula-. 
tion and ultimate publication of this poem, he fa
cetiously disguised the identity of the writer by call
ing himself "Will." Three yea1s later he dedicated 
a published poem to his young friend Southhampton 
under the name of "William Shakspere," and again 
another in 1594. But the "Sonnets" were not pub
lished till 1609, when Essex had been dead eight 
years, and his widow was doubtless married a third 
time. It would never do for the attorney general to 
be known as the author of such a poem; so when it 
came out in print it was dedicated to "Mr. W. H." 
by "T. T.," and no one until a few years ago ever seems 
to hav suspected that Bacon wrote the poem, nor, so 
far as we are aware, has any one ever suspected until 
July 31, 1883, that "W. H." waG the accomplished 
and famous Earl of Essex. 

"Self-love is the instrument of onr preRervation; it re
sembles the provi~ion for the perpetuation of mankind; it is 
necessary, it is dear to us; it givs us pleasure, and we must 
co.uceal it." 

Thus wrote the great Voltaire in exile. In a great 
part of his literary work he had to conceal his iden
tity or his meaning, while he wiped falsehood out of 
history and laughed superstition out of religion. If 
the wisest of Frenchmen, fortified by wealth, found 
it necessary to hide his identity, how much more 
necessary was it for "the greatest and wisest of man
kind," who lived a hundred and fifty years earlier 
and was struggling for promotion at court as a means 
of subsistence, to conceal himself from the publi.l as 
a writer of plays and sonnets ! ANTIQUARY. 

Reason and Religion. 
The case of Chillingworth is another proof of the 

assertion that those who use their reason must aban
don the Christian religion. He was about the sharp
est logi •ian, the most observant and closest reasoner, 
who ever had a controversy on the subject of theol
ogy. He was put forth as the leader in the great de
bates between Catholics and Protestants of his day, 
about 1640. The study of his "Religion of Protest
ants" is about the best exercise for the reasoning 
faculties that one can get hold of. It is delightful to 
see how he literally destroys his antagonist, after 
making him utter absurdities and self-contradictions. 
The Freethinker will wonder how such a one can be
lieve any "revealed religion." And the fact is, Chil
lingworth did really become , n unbeliever in spite 
of the influences of education. Let us examin how 
he disposes of the question of the church's infallibil
ity, his opponent being supposed to assert that the 
church is infallible only on points fundamental, but 
may err on other points (just as is claimed by Cath
olics for the pope, and by Protestants for their Bible). 

"Why do you believe the divinity of Christ?" 
Answer. "Because the church (or pope, or Bible), 

which is infallible, has taught it." 

Chillingworth was too logic!ll to accept the Bible 
as true in part and false in any one statement. He 
saw that if he were forced to admit one verse of it as 
false, its authority would be forever destroyecl; for 
that would put its credibility on the same level with 
that of other books. He says: Seeing they ground 
their belief that such and such things are true only 
because the scriptures say so, and go about to prove 
their assertion only by the scriptures, then they must 
suppose the scriptures true, absolutely, in all things, 
or else they could not be a sufficient warrant to them 
to believe anything; for who would not laugh at 
them if they argued thus: The scriptures are true in 
some things; the scriptures say these points only are 
fundamental; therefore this is true that these only 
are so. For every freshman in logic knows that from 
mere particulars nothing can be certainly concluded. 
Here is the true method. The scriptmes are abso
lutely true in all things. They say these points only 
are fundamentals; therefore it JS true these only are 
so. But behold the logic of our modern priestcraft. 
Here it is; read and wonder: 

I hav a witness who is true in some things and not 
true in others. · 

My witness testifies to some ordinary and credible 
matters which we know are not tme as stated. 

My witness also testifies to some roost amazing 
and incredible things, and also states things that are 
impos ible. 

Therefore these incredible things are true. 
Again: My witness declares that Jesus Christ, the 

only begotten son of God, was conceived by the 
Holy Ghost and born of the Virgin Mary, in the da}'S 
of Herod the king. My witness also declares he was 
born after one Cyrenius was governor of Syria, 
which was long after Herod, the king, had died, and 
after his son Archelaus had reigned and been ban
ished. My witness says Christ was the son of God, 
born of a virgin, because an old gentleman who had 
married his mother, the virgin, dreamt that such was 
the case. Therefore he was the son of God and sa
vior of the world. 

And on this foundation rests the faith of the 
Christian world ! C. I. 

Oregon, Mo. 

An Optimistic Cheer from the Friend of Hu· 
manity. 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 8i1· : I see 
in THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 28th " C. 0." seems to 
be looking on the dark side of things, and views all 
from his own standpoint. Of course it is from this 
point we are compelled to see and judge as a general 
thing. But we must take circumstances in consider
ation also. He coincides with Liberals in condemn
ing the hell-idea as well as a heaven of eternal bliss, 
but would he not soon see our own beautiful earth a 
hell if all lived as he advises? 

If man lived "for his own personal gratifications" 
and left "future generations to take care of them
selva," would he, as a father who had brought a fam
ily of children into the world, be justified in giving 
them no physical, moral, or intellectual training? 
Would he do right in letting them grow up as they 
might and thus become a tenor to society and a dis
grace to civilization? Does he believe in having no 
laws of protection? No moral inducement toward 
making men and women cultured, gentle, kind, pure 
and good? Shall we barely ca1·e that we liv, eat, and 
enjoy? Could he sit at a bountiful meal and eat it 
happily, knowing there was at his door a starving 
woman or a child pleading for bread? Could he 
even see a dog starve for want of a crust ? If he 
could do these things he is indeed :fitter to die than 
to liv. 

"What I Infallible in all things?" 
"No; only on fundamental points." 
"Then on other points it may err?" 
"It may." 
"And do you know which points are fundamental 

and which are not so ?" 

But I do not blame or condemn him for his opin
ions. "A gnawing throat-cancer" is enough to 
darken every picture of life's lovely panorama. Still 
we ought never, if we can avoid it, cast the shadows 
of our sorrows over others' paths. If life is all 
gloom to us, let us try and keep that gloom shut up 
in our own hearts. 

The world has so much of sadness and sorrow, 
want and woe, suffering and sin, that every one of us 
ought to try and dq a little to improve it, and make 

"No." (What need of an interpreter if he did?) 
1' l:Iow know you then whether this question of 

\Ve hav clouds, tempests, cyclones, floods, :fires, 
pestilence, and drouth, but the sunshine, the calm, 
the joy, and the sweetness predominate in over
whelming majority. 

The fittest will survive, and the good, the true, and 
the joyous is the fittef:\t. Will not "C. 0." try and find 
a little of the silver tlmt lines the cloud that encom
passes him ? Elmina would be more than glad if she 
could help him do this. She is well, happy, and 
joyous now, but her life has hacl its sorrows, its sick
nes::;es ttnd shadows, as well as other lives hav. Even 
death hu,s laid its cold, remorsele::;s hand on her near 
and dear ones. A loved fatller, dear si::;ter, and a 
darling babe ::;leep the long la::;t sleep, and each time 
the torn and lacerated heart-strings hav quivered 
with the su,ddest sorrow of life save one. 'l'hus far 
that one has been ::;pared her. 'l'Lis is the sorrow of 
crime committed Ly our cherished and beloved. 
But sllould m•er thi::; blow fall, its shadow would not 
be long permitted to darken life'::; pathway. To sub
mit to the inevitu,Lle is tile motto of the philosopher, 
and tile better substitute for the old formula, "Thy 
will be done." 

The true life is that which works for the highe5t 
and best, strives for elevation, improvement, and 
general happiness, accepting what must be of evil as 
calmly as possible, and while making the best of what 
is, by laying plans to render the future more produc
tiv of good than the past Las ever been. We hav all 
the experience and .knowledge of the by-gone to 
build upon, and, hence, the world must be always 
improving and increasing in it::; amount of the blesE
ings in store for future generations. 
"Oh! the wodcl it is bermtifnl, pleasant indeed; 

There are valleys so sweet wliere the violets grow, 
And mountain~ whose summits are crtppod with snow, 
And dales breathing fragrance wiclo-spreacling below; 
A snn whieh by d:ty giYti the world of its light, 
Ancl the moon whose soft beams aro cast gently by night." 

July 30, 283. ELMINA. 

Christianity in Arlmusas. 
PI'OI1t the 1Vew rorlc Sun. 

Sunday is a day of sensations in some parts of Ar
kansas. Recently a boJy of men forced a preacher 
to suspend his discourse and read a paper warning 
several of his congregation. 'l'he most suggestiv 
feature of this interruption of worship was that the 
intruders took the precaution to arm themselvs to 
the teeth before entering into the sanctuary. Recent 
developments of the fighting strength of Arkansas 
parsons probably caused them to prepare against the 
risk of his producing a six-shooter from the sacred 
desk, to say nothing of the chance that his flock 
would open fire with their W inchesters from the 
pews. 

A \VrscONSIN believer in hades bas attempted to giv 
his cellar a faint appearance of the rude original by 
painting its walls in representation of flames, snakes, 
etc., and furnishing it with wooden demons. Here 
be takes his children when he has made up his mind 
to whip them, and the latter cannot find language to 
describe how hot it sometimes is in that cellar. 
Should a tornado happen to steer that way, the re
ligious paterfamilias might be able to save Limself bv 
a descent into hell.-8iftings. • 
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Christian Lamentations. 
AN HONEST RESPONSE TO THE APPEAL OF HONEST-HEARTED 

CHRISTIANS. 

"Oh, how terrible !-to meet the judgment and suffer the 
dreadful penalty of sin, without a hope in Jesus! No loving 
savior to plead for, to intercede and save you!" 

Many honest hearts are really mourning and weep
ing sad tears over friends whom the light of truth 
having illumed hav shaken off the shackles of super
stition and become truth seekers. 

Instead of lamenting, why not candidly investigate 
and learn if there is any occasion for regret ? Be
yond the foul aspersions and wilful misrepresenta
tions heaped upon them by orthodox believers, 
what evil will befall men and women who dare to 
think for themselvs ? 

Dear Christian friends, what but good can possibly 
result to you from careful examination of the Bible, 
without bias or prejudice, with an honest desire to 
learn the truth, just as you would examin the Koran, 
Shaster, Book of Mormon, or any other claimed reve
lation ? vVhy not, as honest truth seekers, fairly and 
dispassionately weigh the evidence, reject. the errors 
and evil, and accept only what is true and good ? 

Why are you horrified at the theories of Freethink
ers ?' What is there so demoralizing and prejudicial 
to humanity in Liberals' belief? 

Freethinker's believe in the equality of man, and in 
the equality of woman with man. Their religion 
consists in " doing justice, loving mercy, and earnest
ly endeavoring to make their fellow-creatures happy." 
Their creed, "Put yourself in his place and do as you 
would others should do to you "-a golden rule 
taught by Confucius, Pittacus, Socrates, and Sextus 
centuries before the birth of Christ. 

Freethinkers desire to educate into knowledge of 
self; they regard inward character, not outward seem
ing; they believe a real basis of morality should be 
sought in the cultivation of mind and heart, which 
will render actual present returns for every effort 
made-not metaphysical, but practical questions; 
that we should laarn what is right, what is present 
duty, and do it. 

All that is good or of love in the Bible, Freethinkers 
heartily indorse and accept; all that is evil or of hate 
they denounce and reject. For instance, did God, the 
merciful, loving, heavenly father command Christians 
to drive out the Indians from their happy hunting
grounds, to wantonly butcher their wives, their inno
cent children, even to the infants in their mothers' 
arms ? Did God positivly command Christians should 
show them no mercy, nor allow their eyes to pity 
them, but exterminate them utterly and take pos
session of their land ? Did God giv as a good and 
sufficient reason for this that white men professed to 
be Christians, while Indians are heathen? You say 
the Bible says nothing of the kind; no person ever 
believed, much less taught, any such thing, least of 
all, Christians; but your Bible positivly declares he 
did. 

The children of Israel were commanded to exter
minate the peeple of Canaan. " Thine eye shall hav 
no pity upon them" (Deut. vii, 16), but smite them, 
destroy them, nor show mercy unto them. Get your 
Bible and read for yourself Deut. vii, 1, 2. 

"When the Lord thy God shall bring thee into the land 
whither thou goest to possess it, and hath cast out many na
tions before thee, the Hittites, and the Girgashites, and the 
Amorites, and the Canaanites, and the Perizzites, and the 
Hivites, and the Jebusites, seven nations greater and mightier 
than thou; and when the Lord thy God shall deliver them 
before thee thou shalt smite them and utterly destroy them; 
thou shalt make no covenant with them, nor show mercy 
unto them." 

Freethinkers do not believe any God ever gave 
such infamous commands, ever sanctioned such vil
lainous murder and robbery. Do you? 

The abolition of slavery was first advocated by 
Freethinkers, and was bitterly opposed by the 
churches, for slavery is taught, commanded, and ap
proved of in the Bible. You say, "Christians are op
posed to slavery, and labored zealously for abolition." 
Yes, for centuTies priests and ministers hav stood, 
Bible in hand, fighting back each wave of the nsing 
tide of liberty, science, and human progress. With 
weary toil, through suffering, torture, and death, hav 
the martyrs for the cause of humanity wrung from 
the reluctant hands of Bible worshipers every con
cession to truth and science, only to hav each victory 
gained claimed as a trophy of the church. Darwin was 
most bitterly opposed, ridiculed, denounced by all the 
churches. The stubborn, startling facts he presented 
could not be overthrown; the best and brightest 
minds gave credence to his teachings and indorsed 
his theories, and now the church steps up and claims 
"the Bible teaches evolution," and givs Mr. Darwin 
a tomb in Westminster Abbey among her saints, and 
tries to insinuate "he too was a Christian." 

So Christians of to-dav indorse and claim credit 
as the champions of abolftion, despite the fierce op
position they at first raised against it. But the Bible, 
alike Old and New Testaments, defends, teaches, and 
upholds slavery, in all its worst and most repulsiv 
features. 

The Bible, in so many words, declares the slave is 
his owner's money. And God's word tells the slave
holder he may beat his slave almost to death, if he 

only stops short of murdering him; if he only can 
manage so the slave shall liv a day or two after the 
whipping and torturing, the slave-owner shall not be 
punished. 

''And if a man smite his servant, or his maid, with a rod, 
and he die under his hand, he shall be surely punished. Not
withstanding, if he continue a day or two, he shall not be 
punished: for he is his money" (Exodus xxi, 21). 

Freethinkers do not believe God ever sanctioned, 
much less taught, men to strike and whip women
almost to kill them. Christian friend, why mourn 
over truth seekers because they reject that part of 
the Bible that teaches such infamous cruelty? 

But your minister and all the learned doctors of 
divinity say, "The New Testament did away with 
slavery and all that old law. Now we are under the 
new-the gospel, the ChTistian dispensation." 

Test them by your Bible. Read only a few of the 
many like texts in the New Testament on this sub
ject: 

"Servants, be obedient to them that are your masters ac
cording to the flesh, with fear and trembling, knowing that 
whatsoever good thing any man doeth, the same shall he re
ceive of the Lord, whether he be bond or free" (Ephesians 
vi, 5-8). 

"Let as many servants as are under the yoke count their 
own masters worthy of all honor" (.1 Tim. vi, 1). 

"Exhort servants to be obedient unto their own masters, 
and to please them well in all things, not answering again" 
(Titus ii, 9). 

And Paul, in accordance with his teachings, en
forced the return of the poor runaway slave Onesi
mus to his master. 

Peter, the special apostle to the gentiles, admon
ishes slaves, no matter how unreasonable, fierce, cruel, 
or despicable their master prove, although their 
master cruelly lash or maim them for no fault or 
wrong doing, yet they must honor him, and never 
resist or seek to oppose or release themselvs n·om 
such cruel tyranny; for to submit patiently is pleas
ing to God. 

" Servants, be subject to your masters with all fear; not 
only to the good and gentle, but also to the froward. 

"For this is thankworthy, if a man for conscience toward 
God endure grief, suffering wrongfully. 

"For what glory is it; if when ye be buffeted for your 
faults, ye shall take it patiently? but if when ye do well and 
suffer for it, ye take it patiently, this is acceptable with God" 
(1 Peter ii, 18-20). 

Honest hearts! Is it not more terrible to accept 
as a gospel institution such debasing servility than 
to reject a Bible that teaches slavery in its most re
volting phases "is acceptable to God?" 

Freethinkers are Liberals, and cannot accept or 
honor a God who is opposed to human freedom, nor 
a Bible that denounces man's endeavor to secure 
freedom and self-government, and insists on slavish 
homage and reverence to kings and tyrants. 

The Bible commands: 
"Honor the king" (1 Peter ii, 17). 
"Submit yourself to every ordinance of man for the Lord's 

sake; whether it be to the kings as supreme, or unto govern
ors, or unto them that are sent by him for the punishment of 
evil doers, and for the praise of them that do well" (1 Peter 
ii, 13, 14). 

Had Washington, Jefferson, Paine, Lafayette, and 
all the other noble heroes of the Revolution, really 
believed and obeyed the Bible, they would hav sub
mitted to the tyranny of King George, hav surren
dered and obeyed the governors he sent to the col
onies, and our present gloTious republic would hav 
never existed. 

Was it so fatal to human happiness that the lead
ers and founders of the republic dared to think for 
themselvs, and as a consequence of rejecting the plain 
teaching of the Bible, risk life, liberty, and honor in 
the battle for human rights? 

While it must be accepted as evidence of tender
ness of heart, does it not indicate softness of brain 
to mourn because truth seekers reject and refuse to 
accept as God's holy word that part of the Bible that 
records how a God of purity, love, justice, and mercy 
indorsed and approved of a father turning his two 
innocent virgin daughters out of his house into the 
midst of a wild, half-drunken rabble, and offering 
the mob full permission to ravish and abuse them at 
their pleasure? (read Genesis xix, 4). Nor is this 
the only instance of such practice recorded in the 
holy Bible (see Judges xix, 22-24). 

Again, Freethinkers denounce the publication as 
filthy and indecent, and disbelieve the record of this 
same Lot's drunkenness and incest (Gen. x,ix, 20-28). 
Mark I in all the Bible there is not one word of cen
sure or disapproval of this bestiality. 

Ybu claim this all as God's word. It is holy Bible. 
And you mourn and weep because truth seekers re
ject it. 

Your ministers and learned doctors of divinity say 
these things occurred in olden times, under the old 
dispensation; but the New Testament condemns 
them and teaches otherwise. It does not. The New 
Testament indorses Lot, and declares he was a just 
and righteous man. 

"And delivered just Lot, vexed with the 'filthy conversa
tion of the wicked. 

"For that righteous man dwelling among them in seeing 
and hearing vexed his righteous soul from day to day with 
their unlawful deeds" t2 Peter ii, 7, 8). 

Dear Christian friends, is there occasion for hor-

ror, sorrow, tears, and lamentations that ·Freethink
ers decline to pattern aftor such a just and righteous 
man? 

The pioneers of the temperance cause were Free
thinkers, and truth seekers, who dared to reject Bible 
teaching. The Bible plainly teaches the use o£ wine 
and strong drink; knowing this, the churches at first 
opposed the advocates of temperance, ridiculing and. 
denouncing them; although to-day Christians claim 
to be par excellence-the very apostles of temper
ance. 

The Bible positivly teaches and enjoins indulgence1 
in intoxicating liquors at seasons of rejoicing. BiblH 
says, God commanded the children of Israel every 
third year to repair to the place he had chosen and 
set his name, and to there bring their tithing of all 
their corn, wine, oil, flocks, and herds. But if the 
place was too far off, they were to turn their tithings 
into money, purchase what they pleased, and they 
and their household come and rejoice. 

"And thou shalt bestow that money for whatsoever thy 
soul lusteth after, for oxen, or for sheep, or for wine, or for 
strong drink, or for whatsoever thy soul desireth; and thou 
shalt eat there before the Lord thy God, and thou shalt re· 
joice, thou and thine household" (Deut. xiv, 26). 

But the New Testament? Well, Christ's first re
corded miracle was changing water into wine; that, 
too, at the close of a marriage feast, when it would 
appeal' already a full sufficiency had been imbibed. 
The silly twaddle that the wine· Christ made was not 
intoxicating, but simple unfermented grape juice, is 
on a par with all-the sophisms of modern D.D's., and 
as usual is flatly contradicted by the record (John, 
ii, 7, 10). 

Paul instructed Timothy to use wine for his 
stomach's sake. "Drink no longer water, but use a 
little wine for thy stomach's sake, and thine often in
firmities" (1 Tim., v, 23). 

This could hardly hav been sour grape juice, or it 
would hav given poor Timothy stomach ache instead 
of comfort. 
· But the plain declarations of Christ, the son of God, 

is that the redeemed saints, when they all get to 
heaven, shall sit on thrones and take a drink with· 
Jesus. 

"But I say unto you, I will not drink henceforth of this 
fruit of the vine, until that day when I drink it new with you 
in my father's kingdom" (Math. 26-29). "That ye may eat 
and drink at my table, in my kingdom, and sit on thrones 
judging the twelve tribes of Israel" (Luke, xxii, 30). 

If we accept the Bible as the word of God, we 
must believe heaven itself is opposed to temperance, 
or at least to prohibition, for Jesus says he will 
himself drink wine with his disciples in heaven. 

Space forbids further enumeration; we hav but 
glanced at few of the very many declarations of the 
Bible truth seekers cannot believe. Is it really ter
rible tq reject such Bible? Are not these teachings 
referred to repulsiv, opposed to right, reason, moral
ity, and the best interests o£ humanity? If such 
things were found in any other book, would they not 
be most severely denounced even by Christians? "But 
to lose eternal life, no hope of heaven through Christ." 
Truth is not made error, nor error truth, by our ac
ceptance or rejection. Truth is always truth; false
hood is always falsehood, whether round in the Bible 
or any other book. Freethinkers indorse all that is 
good, all that is of love in the Bible. Christ's so
called new commandment "To love one another" 
(John, xiii, 33). The great truth that all law is ful. 
filled by perfect love, "Therefore all things whatso· 
ever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even 
so to them, for this is the law and the prophets." 
(Math. vii, 12). The declaration of Paul, that any • 
amount of piety, spiritual gifts, performance of mir
acles, prophesying, or sanctity, or all combined, count 
less than nothing compared to living a life of love: 
"Though I speak with the tongue of men and angels, 
and hav not charity (Greek-Agapee-love) I am be
come as sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal-" (1 
Cor. viii, 1 ). And "Love worketh no ill to his neigh
bor, therefore love is the fulfilling of the law" (Rom. 
viii, 10). 

These truths, precepts, and admonitions are not 
original or first given in the Bible. Pagans and 
heathen philosophers both taught and practiced 
them centuries before the birth o£ Christ or Paul. 
The Zend-Avesta, Vedas, Shaster, Bhagavad-Gita, 
and Koran, inculcate these great truths fully as 
earnestly as either Old or New Testament, and some 
of them did so thousands of years before the Bible 
ever had existence. 

would not mankind be much happier if all were 
governed by these principles of love and integrity ? 
Doing good from love of humanity instead of pro· 
fessing goodness from fear of divinity; practicing 
benevolence because we realize this to be the object 
of our existence, and that promotion of others' hap• 
piness best promotes our own. If the Bible is true, 
if Christ's own declarations are reliable, then, dear 
Christian friends, you must turn your tears to laugh
ter and your lamentations to rejoicings, for the honest 
truth seeker and liberal Freethinkers shall die with 
the glad assurance of not having lived in vain, and, 
in addition, hav all the comfort attainable from the 
promis of Christ that they shall hav eternal life and a 
glad welcome into heaven. For mark I the test o£ 
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The Amsterdam Convention. rangements. Address all communications to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER office. The most liberal terms will be made, and no 
one need hesitate on account of funds. Send word what you 

:a right to eternal life. in heaven is not, Did you be
llie-ve the Bible ? Did you keep feast, saints, and fast 
-days? Did you eat ·meat on Friday? 'Did you 
•eschew pork on all days? Did you accept the doc
trin of the trinity ? Were you sprinkled, poured, or 
baptized ? Did you be~ieve _in total ~epravity ~nd 
the immaculate conceptwn? ill apostolic successwn 
and the six-day theory of creation? Did you believe 
in purgatory and eternal burning in hell-fire for all, 
however good, true, pure, and loving lives they led, 
who differed with you on any of these solemn points 
and doctrins? No. Strange, but true, Christ says 
Jllot one word of what did you believe, but "What 
.did you do ?" Did you feed the hungry? giv drink 
io the thirsty? help the needy? clothe the naked ? 
ruainister to the sick? visit the J?risoners? 

The General Council of the International Federa
tion of Freethought Societies announces that the 
Federation will hold its Fourth Annual Congress at can do and when a lecture is wanted. 
Amsterdam from August 31 to September 2, 1883 
(during the International Colonial Exhibition), in the 
Maison Trascati; entrance, 0. z. Voorburgival, No. 
304. Freethinkers of all nationalities are invited to 
attend. The General Council invites all Freethink
ers throughout the world to make this known. 

The questions to be dealt with at the Congress are 
as follows: 1. Religious mania in the founders of re
ligions. 2. Influence of Christianity on the world. 
3. The scientific and historical explanation of the ori
gin of Christianity. 4. The oath question in differ
ent countries.· 5. Separation of church and state. 

''When the son of man shall come in his glory, and all the 6. Religious wars, etc. 7. The best methods of prop-
'holy angels with him, then shall he sit upon the throne of agandism. 8. Causes of the persecution of the 
lhis glory. J · d"l!f! E 

"And before him shall be gathered all nations; and he ews In Iuerent countries of urope. 
.shalJ 'leparat.e them one from another, as a shepherd divideth The order of the day for. the congress is fixed as 
ihis ilheep from the goats. follows: Thursday, August 30, at 2:30 P.M., social 

«And he shall set the sheep on his right hand, but the gathering of the Netherland National Society of Free-

W. F. JaMIESON will commence his lecture season Sept. 1st, 
and will deliver week-evening and Sunday lectures the entire 
fall and winter. In his announcements he says that "while 
courtesy toward persons always distinguishes his utterances, 
he abates nothing from his uncompromising attitude in re. 
gard to the pious fictions of the past or present. He does not 
attack those of the dead past and preserve a polite silence 
about these of the living present. 'Let the truth be spoken, 
though every ism fall,' he believes ought to be the motto of 
every Freethought lecturer, and leave policy to priests. He 
cannot contract to please orthodox believers by saying noth. 
ing to offend their prejudices !" His terms are: Two lectures, 
$30; three, $45; fom, $60; five, $75. He also furnishes ad. 
vertising free of charge. He makes no engagements for less 
than two lectures. Mr. Jamieson is acknowledged to be very 
able in debate, and entertaining as a speaker, and should be 
kept busy. Address him, W. F. Jamieson, Lake City, Minn. 

goats on the left. th · k D D d 0 · dd b M 
"Then shall the king say unto them on his right hand, m ers, e ag-eraa · 1. pemng a ress Y · 

'.Come, ye blessed of my fathers, inherit the kingdom pre- A. S. Morin, of Paris, vice-president of the Demo
pared for you from the foundation of the world. cratic and Anti-Clerical Uni<;m, ex-Municipal Coun

" For I was hungered, and ye gave me meat; I was thirsty, cillor of Paris, etc. 2. Address by M. S. E. W. Re-
and ye gave me drink; I was a stranger, and ye took me in; d · f h h' t · 1 

"Naked, and ye clothed me; I was sick, and ye visited me; or o van EiJsinga, o Clarens, on t e IS onca con-
I was in prison, and ye came unto me. firmation of the thesis of Comte: " It is only a true 

"Then shall the righteous answer him, saying, Lord, doctrin which leads to true conduct." At 8 P.M.-1. 
when saw we thee a-hungered, and fed thee? or thirsty, and Address by Prof. Dr. L. Buchner, of Darmstadt, pres-
ga;:e~~~ d~~Z: ?we thee a stranger, and took thee in? or ident of the German Union of Freethinkers, etc.; ''On 
naked, and clothed thee? Progress According to the Darwinian Theory." 2. 

"Or when saw we thee sick, or in prison, and came unto Address by Mr. Charles Bradlaugh, of London, presi
tthee? And the king shall answer and say unto them, Verily dent of the National Secular Society, etc., on "The 
.TJ: say unto you, inasmuch as' ye hav done it unto one of the Right and Duty of Thought and Speech-How Strug
llell.st of these my brethren, ye hav done it unto me" (Math. 
:xxv, 31-40). gled For, How Far Won." 

The desire to inspire men with the love of right, Friday, August 31st. At 11 A.M. Official opening 
·t th d h th "th · ··t of fidertyto duty .of the congress, verification of delegations, etc.; an
, rhu l,danb ethac fio tedr, ":1 af spin fr" d 

0

1 f h ' nual report of the Federation; election of officers. 
:s on . e e rs es1re o every 1en uman- At 3 Add b D E S hl f B 1· 
;itv. Then weep no more, dear Christian friends, but . P.M .. d t refssth YG r. · Fe oathger, hot Uer. In, 
·1 't t ll al" d t t t d th v1ce-presi en o e erman ree oug mon, · e us mu ua y re IZe our u y o s u y ose ques- t " Th L"f d W ,_ f B B " At 
t . h' h t 1 1 e c., on e I e an orKs o runo auer. wns w 1c mos near y concern om·se vs, our race, 8 D" . th b' t d th 
this present world; let us make seoondary meta- Pd.M. fltshcusdswn on e su Jec s announce on e 

ATTENTION is called to the advertisment of George Chainey's 
lecture to be given on the evening of the 26th. It is hoped 
that as good an audience will listen as his great talents de. 
serve. He is in the lecture field for the winter, making this 
city his starting-point, whence he will go west. He would 
like to be kept busy. His terms are $35 for one lecture, and 
$50 for two, he to furnish advertising matter. The principal 
aim in his lectures, he says, will be to " emphaRize the ethi. 
cal, humanitarian, and constructiv side of our work. One of 
the principal benefits of such lectures is that they create a 
kindlier feeling between believers and unbelie'Vers by reveal. 
ing to them the more earliest and moral side of our cause. 
They also always 6tir the stagnant pools or thought and giv 
something fresh to think and talk about for weeks. They 
also bring the Liberals together, make them acquainted with 
each other, and so frequently open the way to sociability and 
co-operation. If you do not see your way clear just at pres
ent to open the way for a lecture will you not open a corre· 
spondence with me on the subject, in the hope that before 
long we may be able to achieve it?" Those wishing his ser. 
vices should address, George Chainey, 51 Fort Avenue, Ro:(· 
bury, Boston, Mass. 

h · 1 d" t t· · d t ·a al ld b or ers 0 e ay. p ys1ca 1spu a 1ons ill regar o an 1 e wor e- S t a S t 1 t At 10 M t' f del 
yond the realms of time and space; in which, per- a ur ay, ep · s · . . A..M. h ee _mg 0 . e-
h . 0 "bl d"ti li a d gates. At 9 P.M. Contmuatwn of t e diSCUSSIOn on aps, 1n some possi e con 1 on, we may v, an e- th b" t d th d f the day 

t b t · t lli t t" al t" . e su JeC s announce on e or ers o . vo e our es me gence o prac 1c ques 1ons peJ;- S d S t 2a At 10 M t· g f d 1 _ 
taining to this present world in which we do now un ay, ep · · . . A.M. ee ~n °. e e 
Jliv. Learn what is right and do it. Giv liberally of g-ates. ;\-t 8 P.M. Contmuatwn of the discussiOn on 

t d .ff th li ht f · d ·t· the subJects announced on the orders of the day. •our means o 1 use e g o smence an pos1 IV C 1 a· t· 
n_ l d d th h l a· l th d k 0 t f one u mg mee mg . 
. !Know ~ ge, an us e P I_s:pe Re al~r misds to The General Council announces that besides the 
error, 1gnorance, and superstltwn. e 1ze our u y · 1 k f · 
is here and now; all the time, to do all we can to person~ already named, many .wel - nown oreign 
make all around us gleesome and happy; to soothe Fre~thmkers hav expressed the;r syl?pathy for the 
the sorrows of the afflicted, help the needy, and com1ng congress, and the f?llowmg w1ll m?st proba-

1!1! a f 1 t f th b a d lt" bly be present at the meetmgs: Mt·s. Anm.e Besant, auor means o emp oymen or e o y an cu 1- f L Pr f Dr E t Ha k 1 f J D t" f th · d o ondon; o . . rns ec e, o ena; r. 
va 1?n? efmlin ·. t d f . f . • Aug. Specht, of GothR.; Dr. G. von Gizycki, of Ber-

LIV hves 0 ove, ms ea 0 makmg pro esswns o! r p f D F r D h f K 0 b M y t 
faith. Practice justice and mercy, in lieu of forms Smh; 

1
roh · r. f epix. a Dn, 0

0 
dompgs erg; M · Ale or 

d · 0 1 t tl a . t c oe c er, o al"ls; r. . e aepe, . . van 
an cetremthonihes. . urse vsd conlfs an yf tehn eavm do Cauberg, M. N. Goffin, of Brussels; M. Arthur Cor
promo e e appmess an we are o ose aroun tt f A D H b t B f Ch 1 · 
us, in preference to constantly praying to a God to ~e :· ~ ov~r~; t r. f G er . ~nsf ~ E a~ e~~~; 
do it for us. And so shall we remove all cause of £~· .r .. -:: pogF 0 tt~ne;~l .ro · . \r ·0 k ' 
1lamentations, attain to unity of purpose as honest 0

. urvBin, · d.MerrGe 1
• 

0 OiefnMc~l' ·,_ ' el\~-
t th k d b · · •t · d · t th mann oppe an ax rossman, o I wau.Kee; L ru see ers, an ecome 1n spm an 1n ru F S h t f C (M" t ) t 
l .b 1 F th" ,_ C B R i. c u z, o arver r 1nneso a , e c. l era ree illKerS. HAS. . EYNOLDS. C · t" f th h ld b d R h t N: y ommumca 1ons or e congress s ou e a -

oc es er, ; · dressed to Dr. H. C. Muller, Secretary, Brouwers-

Two Reverends Roiled. 
From the Mason O<ty (Iowa) Times. 

At a public meeting called at Bethany Tent last 
Monday by the officers of the Clear Lake Camp-Meet
ing Association, Mrs. Hartsoff, wife of one of the pre
siding elders, introduced a resolution to stop the 
traffic in the booth and huckster stands on the Sab
bath day on the camp-grounds. Rev. Lozier spoke 
in favor of the resolution, when Rev. Sherrin, in a 
violent and abusiv mamier, told him that the grounds 
were run in a great deal better manner than when he 
had charge of matters, that he had better go and pay 
his debts, that everybody held his notes, and that he 
was no good anyway; and also that he kept an inde
cent house on the grounds when he was president. 
The lie was frequently exchanged, and other filthy 
epithets which would put to the blush a couple of old 
fish women. All this in the presence of ladies. The 
affair would hav been a disgrace to a couple of cow
boys, and for a pair of Methodist clergymen was an 
ignominious and disreputable affair. 

The fact of the matter is that every management of 
.the ground so far has been for the benefit of their 
own pockets, and the present management is no ex
ception to the rule; in fact, it is the old way enlarged 
upon. Complaints come to. us every day of extor~ 
tionate c'1:targes made by the management, which we 
shall probably hav more to say about hereafter. 

In fact, things are becoming so notoriously dis
creditable that one presiding elder there and then 
threatened that his conference would withdraw if 
matters were not changed. If some way was arranged 
that the officers could not participate in profits, prices 
might become reasonable, and officers' and ministers' 
sons would not be round on the Sabbath day clerking 
in peanut and huckster stands, which would put to 
shame a circus lemonade stand for price& 

gr~cht 122, Amsterdam. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
MR. GREEN writes that Judge Krekel, of the U. S. Circuit 

Court, and his talented wife, will be present nt the Roehester 
Convention. 

T. B. W .A.:KEMAN will lecture at Merrick, Long Island, at 
Elisha Hyatt's grove, on Snnday, the 19th. Subject, "The 
New Salvation." The Liberals on Long Island will find them
selva well repaid for going a few miles to hear him. 

THE Lackawanna and Pittsburgh Railroad has put on sale 
round trip tickets to Rochester at the following named sta
tions at the prices mentioned: Westons, $4.70; Ceres, $4.40; 
Little Geneva, $4.20; Boliver, $4.10; Richburg, $4.00; Friend
ship, $3.60; Belvidere, $3.40; Angelica, $3.20; Birdsall, $3.00. 

THE debate between J. E. Remsburg and Rev. W. F. B. 
Treat closed at Carbon, August lOth. The attendance was 
very large, and the result is said to hav been a complete vic
tory for Freethought. At the close Mr. Remsburg received 
sev<ln magnificent bouquets, and was presented by the Lib
erals of Carbon with a handsome edition of Macaulay's works. 

THE Central New York Association of Spiritualists will hold 
their semi-annual, and the Georgetown annual, meetings in 
Timothy Brown's hall, Georgetown, N. Y., on Saturday and 
Sunday,. September 22d and 23d, commencing at 1 o'clock. 
Mrs. Amelia H. Colby and J. Frank Baxter are engaged to 
speak. A free platform and free speech is their motto. Ho
tel accommodations at reduced prices. All are invited to at
tend, and bring their baskets of lunch, and enjoy a social 
feast. Mrs. B. A. Hall, of Lee Center, N. Y., is secretary. 

CHARLES WaTTs will arrive in this country August 29th, and 
will be at the Rochester Convention. Mr. Watts will remain 
with us but four months, and it is desirable that Liberals 
make the best use of his invaluable abilities. Let his time 
be fully occupied at all possible points. Wherever there is a 
squad of Liberals let them send word at once and make ar-

THE call for the seventh annual congress of the National 
Liberal League is as follows: All citizens of the United States 
·who believe in the fundamental principles of our republic; 
separation of church and state, equality of all citizens before 
the law withottt distinction of creed, or race, or sex; justice 
for all and privileges and monopolies for none; the need of 
universal secular education, free speech, and a free press, as 
the basis of universal suffrage, are invited to join the National 
Liberal League, and to appear or to be represented in its 
seventh annual congress, to beheld in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 
on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, September 21st, 22d, and 
22d, 283 (1883). The League has for its objects, and has 
sought to carry o'ut the principles above stated by securing: 

1. The total separation of church and state; this is the first 
and chief object of the league, and includes, among other 
things, the taxation of church property and the suppression 
of sectarian appropriations; and, as necessa1•y to that general 
object, the League insists upon. 2. The protection of all 
citizens in their equal religious, civil, and political rights, 
without regard to religious belief or want of such belief. 3. 
The universal, secular, and scientific education of the people, 
so as to emancipate them from the prevalent superstitious 
''religions." 4. The impartial, secular administration and 
enforcement of the laws by secular authorities only, who 
shall be directly to the people. 5. The inviolability of the 
mails and their impartial administration for postal purposes 
only. 6. A free press and no censorship by chtaches through 
amateur societies under state laws, nor through postal offi
cials under United States laws. 

Year by year we find that the above principles and meas
ures are openly or covertly violated more and more in every 
state and by the general government, and chiefly through 
church influences. Any set, church, or "religion" that mili
tates against these principles, openly or covertly, directly or 
indirectly, is the enemy of American liberty and the Ameri
can people. The League is opposed to churches and "relig. 
ions" only us they are opposed to liberty and to the rights of 
man. All American citizens, therefore, to whom these prin. 
ciples and objects commend themselvs, should rally to the 
Nalional Liberal League, and make it the mu·se and defender 
of freedom in every town and state as well as in the nation. 
In no other way can "the blessings of liberty," the birth. 
right of American freemen, be so effectivly maintained. 
Hence, there is not a man or a woman on this continent 
whose worth, usefulness, an<l dignity would not be enhanced 
by giving attendance or aid to the congresses of the League, 
Never since the original League congress of 1876 bas an 
assembly met having more important principles and meas· 
ures before it than the present congress. It meets to accom. 
plish the fundamental purposes of the patriots of 1776. 
They will hav failed, unless the objects of the League are at
tained. To aid in this noble work it is only necessm·y to 
join, or to organize, an Auxiliary Liberal League in your 
·neighborhood. For terms and mode of organization address 
the secretary without delay. All charter and life members of 
the League, and all delegates from local auxiliary Leagues, 
will hav votes in the congress. Each auxiliary is entitled to 
send five delegates to the <:ongress. Annual members are 
entitled to seats and to votes by permission of the congress. 
Combine then, for the common defense, for general secular 
education, and for the firm support of the essentials of free 
institutions. Let it not be your fault if in the growth and 
prosperity of our people, their liberties and yours, are frit· 
tered away and lost! T. B. Wakeman, president, N. L. L.; 
Elizur Wright, first vice-president; T. C. Leland, secretary, 
744 Broadway, New York city, 
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m'ommul'tt·c';ltt·ons. stove she would kneel and pray and try to indued 
~· " u ., them to join with her in prayer. 

All are acquainted with the story of Guiteau and 
Freeman, and "poor little Bennie," whose deluded 

Infidel Philosophy. and inhuman father plunged a butcher knife to his 
The Christian will tell you that he has obtained heart. 

wisdom from on high, that he is guided by the holy These are only a tithe part of the outrages and ex
spirit, that he has received the light, while you are cesses and absurdities of those who hav been led by 
walking in darkness. the holy spirit and received their light from "on 

Only the other clay a pious snob said to me: "Oh, high;" only a few instances out of hundreds which 
you see things with the natural eye; but it won't al- might be given, of how men and women hav run 
ways be so-the scales will drop from your eyes some wild, and of the erratic courses they hav pursued, 
clay." guided by the heavenly jack-o'-lantern of inspiration. 

Such ideas hav been taught in the Sabbath-school My pious friend, you hav heard and read of 
to the young and plastic mind. "0 God, giv us wis- hundreds of Infidels, and you hav been taught to be
dam from on high," is heard in every prayer. "Trust lieve that they are very bari; but did you ever hear 
in God, and he will be a light to your pathway," is of one guilty of such enormities? And yet you be
heard in every exhortation. Many passages of scrip- lieve that all of these erratic Christians will go to 
ture inculcate the same idea; and I hav no doubt heaven and that all Infidels will be damned. 
that thousands become so filled with holy egotism Now, here is a connunclrum or two. Do you be
that they really believe they are possessed of certain lieve that God will take the knaves and fools to him
knowledge not bestowed upon ordinary mortals. self, and damn all men of common sense? Do you 
This leads them to believe that unregenerate wretches believe that God ever talks with one person more 
are enemies to God, and in order to be on God's side than another, or influences one person differently 
they turn enemies too. And they regard an Infidel from anotheT? Did God ever talk with you? He 
as a sort of mouth-piece of the devil, through which never said a word to me, and it would SQem as though 
he spews out all the curses which afflict mankind. be would as soon talk with decent men as anybody. 

This supposed inspiration or immediate light or Your minister will tell you that God called him to 
illumination of God's spirit has filled the world with preach. Don't you believe a word of it; God never 
bigots and tyrants. Whenever a man is led to be- called a man to preach any more then he called me 
lieve that ne has received a certain influence from to write this article. 
God, he is ready to persecute all who he thinks I never knew of but one instance in which there 
displease God, and is on the high road to tyranny. was ever a chance to believe that God talked with a 

Under this idea of immediate inspiration, Martin minister, and then he commanded the minister to 
Luther rants like a madman: "It is I, Martin Lu- castrate h1mself, and" straightway" he went and did 
ther, evangelist, who says it. Let no one therefore it. I don't know but I should hav more confidence in 
attempt to infringe it; neither the emperor of the this heavenly comunication business if God had said 
Romans, neither the pope, nor the king, nor all the to numerous other ministers, "Go thou and do like
devils in hell. If they attempt it may the infernal wise.'' I think it would hav saved many families a 
flames be their recompense. What I say here must deal of trouble. 
be taken for an inspiration of the Holy Ghost." This When I was a boy I used to attend protracted and 
inspiration from "on high" filled Martin Luther camp meetings. In those days it was common for 
with all the elements of a tyrant. No despot could men and women (especially the latter) to be " struck 
take a step beyond. with the power," as it was called. I hav seen them, 

From the time that Constantine saw the big cross one after another, tumble over like sick chickens from 
in the heavens until the present, the idea that God is the roost, until there would be a flooring of a dozen 
partial to a portion of mankind, and that they re- or more rolling in the dirt. The minister said it was 
ceive from him a certain spiritual influence, has run the work of God, and that God was in the midst. A 
them into all manner of excesses and caused them to few more conund!·ums. How did the minister know 
rob and roast each other. it was the work of God, and how did he know that 

The sect of Anabaptists professed to hold imme- God was there? God don't throw people down in 
diate communication with God. They said they were that way any more. Has he changed? Or were those 
commanded by him to" despoil and kill all the wicked enthusiasts deceived? or were they trying to deceive 
and establish a kingdom of the just." others? Perhaps it may be that God is like some of 

John Bockhold, a tailor of Leyden, proclaimed the rest of us, getting old and can't take the "crotch
himself king of Zion. He committed the greatest lock" in a wrestle as when young; and this may be 
imaginable excesses, marrying eleven wives and put- given as a reason why he don't fall the young can
ting them and numerous others to death, prompted, verts any more. 
as he said, "by an inwru·d spirit which came from Now, my pious friend, in view of all this, don't you 
God." He declared that God had made him a present think it would be just about as well to trust more to 
of Amsterdam and other cities, which he sent pru·ties reason and common sense and less to this supposed 
of his disciples to take possession of. These ran "influence from on high," which has deceived so 
naked through the streets, howling, "Woe to Baby- many and led them astray? And don't you think 
lon! woe to the wicked!" And when they were on that Infidels are about as acute and far-seeing as 
the scaffold for their seditions and murders, they Christians are who hav received so much "heavenly 
sang and danced, and exulted in the "light of the light?" Come out to the Rochester Convention. 
inner spirit." Compare your ministers with our speakers, and your 

A man by the name of Herman, an Anabaptist, Christian congregations with the Liberals who will 
was moved by the spirit to declare himself the mes- congregate there, and see if plain, uninspired men 
siah, and thus to evangelize all the people. "Kill all are not about equal to those who hav received the 
the priests," cried he; "kill all the magistrates in the "Holy Ghost" finish. 
world. Repent; your redemption is at hand." But the pious friend will say, "You must admit 

David George persuaded a numerous sect that the that the holy prophets and sacred writers were in
doctrins, both of the Old and the New Testament, spired." Not a bit of it. According to the definition 
were imperfect and that he was tue true son of God. of "prophet," there never was one in existence. He 
One of his followers went to England with a sup- is no prophet who foretells an eclipse, or when Venus 
posed commission from God. He taught the people or Mercury will transit the sun's disk, nor was Yong 
to "continue in sin that grace might abound." Gauss a prophet because he pointed out the place of 

One Racket, in the latter part of the sixteenth cen- the asteroid in the heavens after its place had been 
tury, became deeply impressed that the spirit of the lost. The discovery of the planet Neptune by Lever
messiah had decended upon him, and having made rier, based entirely upon scientific calculation (hope 
many proselytes known as the "family of love," be friend Craig won't think I'm "up a tree "), was a 
sent two of them, Artbington and Coppinger, to pro- grander triumph than was ever achieved by prophet, 
claim through the streets of London that" Christ was oracle, or seer; but he was no prophet. 
come thither with his fare in his band." Racket was It is said that the prophets died out at the birth 
executed in Cheapsicle, and, like Guiteau, he shouted of Christ, but it is known that they were in some 
on the scaffold, "Jehovah! Jehovah! Don't you see repute even in the fourth and fifth centuries. There 
the heavens open and .Jesus coming to deliver me?" were plenty of prophets as long as they were tole-

James Naylor fancied himself to be the messiah, rated by the people. They passed away only when 
and in this character rode into Bristol, his disciples their tricks were discovered. In other words, the 
spreading their garments before him shouting, "Holy! people outgrew them. There is reason to believe 
holy! holy! Hosannah in the highest." He was that some of the prophets were honest. They con
scourged by order of Parliament, and the fascinated sulted the entrails of animals, interpreted dreams, 
women kissed his feet and his wounds, and bailed studied the rising smoke and the clouds, and if cer
him the prince of peace, the rose of Shru·on, the fair- tain signs were so and so then certain events would 
est of ten thousand, etc. turn out so and so, and it was taught as a regular 

Years ago, a minister with an over-stock of wisdom theory by one to another. Josephus tells of schools 
from "on high," whipped his little boy to death in a wherein men were taught to prophesy. The rain 
cellar. makers and meclicin men among savages ply their 

Recently, in the state of Pennsylvania, a woman hocus-pocus charms very much after the fashion of 
has been trying to impress upon the minds of her the ancient prophets. But all this is not prophesy
two little boys the idea that a hot cooking stove is ing. To prophecy one must be able to look into the 
the throne of grace. At different times she held future and foretell the order of coming events-a 
their palms down on the hot stove to remind them of power which was never given to mortal man nor 
eternal torments which awaited them if they were ever will be. In ancient times the xank of a man 
I"ot good. While holding their hands on the hot could be dete1·mined by pis retinlle of f~ncy women, 

eunuchs, and prophets. Josephus tells of one who 
kept four hundred prophets. And it would seem as 
if there were different systems or methods of proph
esying, for the same author tells us that they not un
frequently met in· bands and fought terrible battles 
over the merits of their respectiv systems. Prophets 
were as plenty as blackberries in those days. As for 
the sacred writers, they were inspired just as much 
as Confucius and Mohammed or J o Smith were, and 
no more. No doubt they wrote the best they knew, 
and so did all the rest, but as for being inspired or 
receiving help from any supernatural source, it is a 
delusion and a snare. There are plenty of modern 
writers who beat them in style, beat them in thought, 
beat them in morality, beat them in everything. 
And the modern writers and thinkers hav only to 
take another advance step and the telephone business 
between earth and heaven will be entirely broken up, 
and the stock can't be sold on the market for a cent 
on the dollar. 

This belief in inspiration has done more to brutal
ize human kind than anything else. Under the 
hallucination of private " inspiration" or secret in
fluence from God, men hav inhumanly tormented and 
butchered each other. It has led to the very refine
ment of cruelty. In the days of the Inquisition there 
was an instrument of torture which consisted of a 
small iron rod about the size of a pipe stem, at the 
end of which was a small bulb or ball about the size 
of a robin's egg .. This was •nade hot and pressed 
up<'ri the eye of the heretic until it would fry and 
bubble in the socket. And the inspired fiend would 
tell the suffering victim that he had the secret evi
deuce that God would forgiv him and make his eye 
whole if he would repent. Think of a poor, helpless 
woman stretched upon the rack until her joints are 
dislocated, and all the while a pious old scapegrace 
praying that God would enlighten her mind and save 
her soul from hell. Servetus was roasted in a slow 
green-wood fire in order that he might be the longer 
dying, so that he would hav more time to repent, and 
all the time these .pious murderers had the fullest 
assurance from "on high" that they were doing the 
will of God. And yet there are hundreds of believ
ing Christians who would rather take the chances of 
these pious murderers in another world than those 
of decent Infidels. "V ell, der bays dare money and 
dakes der choice." 

When a man gets down like a spaniel in the dust, 
and prays to be filled with the Holy Ghost, he barters 
away his manhood for asshood. :Men will cease to 
pray when they outgrow the childhood of supersti
tion. The nearer they try to keep to God the less 
they will know about the real claims of humanity. 
The more they learn of the laws of nature the more 
they will see that their prayers cannot be answered. 
When men cease to pray they will lose this " inner 
influence " which has so long befooled and befuddled 
the minds of men. 

There was a man who fancied that he was filled 
with the holy spirit, and he began to pray. The 
more he prayed the more he felt the influence, and he 
continued to pray until he became completely pros
trated in mind and body. Praying for the "divine 
spirit" operated like the old Indian's tobacco and 
cider. He said the more tobacco he smoked the bet
ter he liked his cider, and the more cider he drank 
the better he liked his tobacco. So when they begin 
to pray to be filled with the holy spirit-the more 
they pray the fuller they get, and the fuller they get 
the more they pray, until reason givs place to cre
dulity, until they are ready to believe anything and 
become the dupes of designing men. 

When men so far lose sight of reason that they be
lieve they are filled with a certain heavenly influence, 
they are prepared to believe in charms and spells, 
and gulp down the sacred scriptures, Elijah, Sam
son, Jonah, and all, as easily as carrion slips down 
the throat of a crow. The fact that thousands of men 
who pride themselvs on their intelligence can believe 
that the bloody wars and immoralities recorded in the 
Bible could be perpetrated by men acceptable to 
God, and that the big stories and all the nastiness 
there recorded were written by inspired men, is in 
itself astounding, and shows how the minds of men 
can be warped and perverted. 

What inspiration glows in every line! 
"Aby got !key," isn't that divine? 

The Bible is the sublime in nastiness; it records 
the greatest cruelties I ever read of, and has no equal 
for absurdities. Is it any wonder that a man must 
get filled with the Holy Ghost (or ~olywind) to be
lieve it? · Giv me the man who reJects all of these 
holy influences, and applies the test of reaso;n to every 
statement before giving it credence. 

My pious Christian friend, did you ever think of 
that encounter which young David had with the 
lion? Wasn't it quite a feat for him to take a lion by 
the beard and trounce him on the ground as a boy 
would a kitten against a stone wall? But Josephus 
says that David took the lion by the tail. Now, my 
Christian friend, in matters of such awful moment 
you ought to be very particular as to statementlil. 
For if it should turn out that David did take the lion 
by thi t~ih l\Ud not by the beard-great gewhillikeu~tl 
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who would dare to become responsible for the con- of the be. atific. Call.we e_ver. so loudly, these enrap-
sequences? And you ought to remember that there tured s t f th h h 1 f ing industry, economy, self-reliance, and kindness. 
is the difference of a whole lion between the two am s 0 e Ig er 1 e will never join in our He has done all within his power to giv the working-

J h th t D struggle for something better here below. man a better h.om. e, better food, better wages, and 
statements. osep us says a avid also took a But, again, there are Sp.irituali'sts, noble-nn'nded 
b d d h' · th W ll 'f th better opportumt1es for the education of his children. ear an serve liD 1n e same way. e , 1 e men an.d women, broad-mmded men and women, H 
b · those days had h t t 'I th h t d thi e has demonstrated the success of co-operation-of ears 1n as s or ai s as ey av a . eep nkers and earnest scholars, who, wh1'le believ-
th t time yo g D 'd t h b AN 1 thr intelligent combination for the common good. As o e presen , un aVI mus av een o. 1n. g ough some tempermental fancy 1·n a future rul "" 

t il hold that's ll I' t t li-" e, his methods hav been perfectly legal. In some on a a ; a ve go 0 say. 1e, make that life entirely subs1'd1'ary to th1's. They · t h 
B t Chr. t' fri d tt if D · ms ances e has knowingly violated the law and did u , my IS 1an en , no ma er av1d did are flesh-.and-blood Sp1'r1'tual1'sts, and qu1'te -"!-""erent ' 
t th b h h h t Ulil' so with the intention to take the consequences. He 

ge e ear w ere e was s or, come out to the fro.m therr ghostly counterparts. They are philoso- uld 'th 
R h t C t' L t' shak d wo ne1 er ask nor accept a pardon, because to oc. es er onven 10n. e s e an get ac- phiCal and. n.ot."phenomenal.". They are sci'enti'fic · d · · · · · 

t d d t B t I t 't d' receive a par on carnes With 1t the Implied promis quam e , an compare no es. u wan 1 IS- and matenahshc and com;mon sense. The;~ Sp11• .;t- t k th 1 d 
t . tl d t d th t 't t t th ._.. .• o eep e aw, an an admission that you were in me y un ers oo a you can ge me o row up ualism is a dessert but not the ma1·n -"eas~ 1·t•s a th H uld t 

h t d h ah f G d th t t' ul ' 1' .,_ e wrong. e wo no agree to desist from doing 
my ~ an urr or your 0 on a. par IC ar little by-play and not the chief current of their what be believed ought to be done, neither would be 
occaswn. Not mucb. JoHN PECK. tbougbt. They are wholly of this world, nevertbe- stain his past to brighten his futlll'e, nor imprison his 

The Bond of Union. 
The bond of union among scientific Liberals is the 

supremacy of this world, its interests and its welfare. 
·We will bav nothing to do with "other worldliness." 
Against that we wage undying warfare. It is a bar
baric and selfish sentimentalism. It is utterly un
worthy of modern civilization. It is the deadly foe 
of· progress. Therefore tbe true Liberal will hate it 
with all his mind. He realizes tbe glory of this 
world and its wonderful possibilities. He sees hu
manity struggling against a thousand odds and win
ning resplendent triumphs. With this vision his 
heart and mind are enraptured. This is to biro tbe 
dawn and tbe advancing day. His thoughts may 
flash beyond the "flaming bounds of space and time," 
but still do they center here. Here is tbe fountain 
of all bis motiv. Here is the source of all his moral
ity and tbe compelling impulse of every obligation. 
This is the heart of tbe universe. The stars in their 
farthest courses minister to biro as a human being
as the inhabitant of this planet, wherein his career 
must begin and end. In the vast and deep relations 
of this life, in its hopes and aspirations, in its struggles 
and toils, in its intermingling forces of good and 
evil, he finds tbe grandest exercise of bis capacities. 

· He thinks of nothing beyond, nothing higher. Here 
must be bis heaven, bis romance, bis glory, and bis 
love. Beneath these blue skies bis mighty destiny 
is fixed; and on this green sod his heroic qualities 
appear. And what a world this is when we giv our
selva absolutely to its sway; bow beautiful, how mar
velous, bow manfold, bow munificent, and beneficent 
in all its action! 

Whoever consecrates himself to this world, who
ever admits its sovereign sway, and labors for it as 
for tbe mistress of bis heart, belongs to the Liberal 
ranks, no matter what other opinions be may bav. 
If to make this world better is bis master passion, 
because in this world's progress be witnesses tbe 
most splendid ideal, then be is of us and nothing can 
put biro from us; tbe bond of union is perfect. 

less. Tbey are supremely interested in its welfare soul to free bis body. He bas that happy mingling 
and they are bound that tbe spirits shall submit t~ of gentleness and firmness found only in tbe highest 
them .aJ?-d not they to tbe spirits. They will teach type of moral heroes. He is an absolutely just man 
tbe sprnts and set them to work for tbe realization and will never do an act that he would condemn i~ 
of human hopes, and not wait in dumb expectation another. He admits that tbe most bigoted church
to be translated to tbe "summer-land." Now this man has a perfect right to express bis opinions not 
kind of Spiritualists are worth having. They giv a only, but that be must be met with argument couched 
smack and glory to Liberalism that we constantly in kind and candid terms. ~fr. Holyoake is not only 
need. We caJ?-n?t do without their poetic and visi0n- the enemy of a theological hierarchy, but be is also 
ary characteristiCs so long as all their glowing dreams opposed to mental mobs. He will not use tbe bludg
flow into tbe channel of this world's advancement. eon of epithet. 
They belong to us and we to them-for to them as to Perfect fairness is regarded by many as weakness. 
us. this eartly life and struggle is tbe all-important Some people hav altogether more confidence in their 
tbmg. · beliefs than in their own arguments. They resort to 

We can draw no dividing lines on these minor assertion. If what they assert be denied, the "de
points of doctrin. Belief to a large extent is and bate " becomes a question of veracity. On both 
ever will be dependent on organization. As long as sides of most questions there are plenty of persons 
tbe world stands there will be Spiritualists, and wbo imagin tbat logic dwells only in adjectivs, and 
Transcendentalists, and Universologists and it's all that to speak kindly of an opponent is a virtual sm.:
right so long as back of these temper~ental phases render. 
of faith there is an overwhelming devotion to this Mr. Holyoake attacks the church because it bas 
world, and a determination to make its interests tbe been, is, and ever will be, the enemy of mental free
all-absorbing aim. . dom, but be does not wish to deprive tbe cburcb even 

Let a man think what he will-if he glorifies this of its freedom to express its opinion against freedom. 
world, puts himself heart and soul into its glowing He is true to his own creed, knowing that when we 
currents, if be worships its tremendous forces 1 nd ex- bav :freedom we can take care of all its enemies. 
ults in the power and splendor, with wbicb they clothe In one of the articles to which I hav refe1Ted, it is 
our living humanity, then I am with him-for be and charged that Mr. Holyoake i·efused to sign a petition 
I re~pond to tbe same magnificent impulse; but if for tbe pardon of persons convicted of blasphemy. If 
one IS constantly peering through the veil of this life this is true, he undoubtedly had a reason satisfactory 
into another; if be is hollow-eyed with looking for to himself. You will find tbat bis action, or bis re
the ghosts of tbe dead; if be turns a deaf ear to bu- fusal to act, rests upon a principle that he would not 
manity and cultivates tbe acquaintance of spirits; if violate in bis own behalf. 
be is anxious to sbuffie off this mortal coil, and even Why should we suspect the motivs of this man wbo 
without skin and bones sit in the cool shades of tbe bas given his life for tbe good of others? I know of 
summer-land; if be is forever submitting bis own no one who is bis mental or moral superior. He is 
brains to be flooded by tbe namby-pambyism of tbe the most disinterested of men. His name is a syno
invisible limbo, I must frankly say that I can't go any nym of candor. He is a natural logician-an in tel
such a man. I may admire biro, but "distance lends lectual marksman. Like an unerring arrow his 
enchantment to tbe view." The farther off we get, thought flies to tbe heart and center. He is governed 
tbe better satisfied we shall be with each other. We by principle, and makes no exception in his own 
are net laboring for tbe same end. He wants to be favor. He is intellectually honest. He shows you 
a spirit. I don't. I want to be just what I am, only tbe cracks and flaws in bis own wares. He calls at
mare so. I bavn't any faith in death. I want this tention to tbe open joints and to tbe weakest links. 
mortallife,with its quiver of flesh and blood. I want He does not want a victory for himself, but fortrutb. 
to revel in tbe bigbt'3 and depths and grandeurs of He wishes to expose and oppose, not men, but error. 
this earthly scene. I bav no higher aim. I bav not He is blessed with that cloudless mental vision that 
tbe slightest interest in tbe " spiritual " world. In appearances cannot deceive, that interest cannot 
tbe place of that I put the grand ideal world of our darken, and that even ingratitude cannot blur. 
advancing humanity. He who welcomes that as the Friends cannot induce, and enemies cannot drive this 
star of bis life strikes for me tbe deepest chords of man to do an act that bis heart and brain would not 
sympathy and devotion. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. applaud. That such a character was formed without 

But ii one regards himself as a pilgrim and a 
stranger here; if he is journeying to a far country; 
if be yearns to be on the other side of Jordan and 
play a golden harp; if tbe shadow is here and tbe 
reality somewhere else; if he is wrapt up in a" God" 
and " Christ " and can't take any interest in railroads, 
and electric telegraphs, and mowing machines; if he 
exhausts himself in prayer, and so becomes unfit for 
work, why, he may be a very nice sort of man-but 
he isn't a Liberal and that's tbe end of it. He's not 
going our way, nor we bis. His purpose and our 
plll'pose are entirely opposit. We can't strike hands Col. Ingersoll Defends Mr. Holyoake. 

tbe aid of the church, without tbe hope of harp or 
fear of flame, is a demonstration against the necessity 
of superstition. without pulling our arms out, for he is going to From the Bo•ton Investigatll1'. 

"God," while we, according to bis notion, are going MR. EDITOR: Two articles bav appeared lately in 
fast to tbe devil. There can be no union between us, the Investigcdor attacking tbe motivs of George Jacob 
and it's worse than useless to try to patch up any. Holyoake. He is spoken of as a man governed by a 
Tbe best way is to let each other severely alone and desire to please tbe rich and powerful, as one afraid 
do our work in our own way without any compromise. of public opinion, and wbo in tbe perilous bour de
If we stick to this world, tbE)n we must let tbe other nies or conceals bis convictions. 
world go by tbe board. We can't combine tbe two In these attacks there is not one word of truth. 
any more then we can combine heat and cold. They are based upon mistakes and misconceptions. 

Now there are Spiritualists and Spiritualists, and There is not in this world a nobler, braver man. 
some are Liberals, and some are not; some are of In England be has done as much for the great cause 
this world and make right good fellow-workers, with of intellectual liberty as any other man of this gener
plenty of virile brain and blood to help along; while ation. He has done as much for the poor, for the 
others are of tbe " life to come " and do no more children of toil, for the homeless and wretched, as 
service to tbe Liberal cause than so many flitting any other living man. He bas attacked all abuses, 
skeletons. all tyranny, and all forms of hypocrisy. His weapons 

There are Spiritualists wbo think only of tbe "sum- bav been reason, logic, facts, kindness, and, above all, 
mer-land," whose meat and whose drink is tbe tip- example. He has lived bis creed. He bas won tbe 
ping of tables, who are always on tbe lookout for admiration and respect of his bitterest antagonists. 
some startling phenomena, wbo are "immersed in He has tbe simplicity of childhood, tbe enthusiasm of 
"seances," and are continually seeing blue spirits, youth, and tbe wisdom of age. He is not abusiv, but 
and gray spirits, and every imaginable sort of ghost; be is clear and conclusiv. He is intense without via
who would giv more for a bit of "Materialization" lence-firm without anger. He has tbe strength of 
than for a square meal or a ride in a palace car; perfect kindness. He does not bate-be pities. He 
who delight in being humbugged by every passing does not attack men and women, but dogmas and 
" medium "-the faint suspicion of being humbugged creeds. And be does not attack them to get the bet
giving a keener zest to their spiritual enjoyment. ter of people, but to enable people to get tbe better 
Everlastingly they are looking into the shades of night of them. He givs the light be bas. He shares bis 
trying to disclose some marvelous appearance: intellectual wealth with tbe orthodox poor. He as-

Now, such Spiritualists _will never work w1th tbe sists without insulting, guides without anogance, and 
Liberals. They belong to tbe "lean kine," and can't enlightens without outrage. Besides, be is eminent 
go tbe "fat kine " of Materialism. Fling we the for tbe exercise of plain common sense. He knows 
gates ever so wide open, they won't com_e in. They that there are wrongs besides those born of supersti
don't want our "substantials," they waJ+t the "phe- tion-that people are not necessarily happy because 
nom.enal." They want tbe flitting and tbe !$hadowy, they hav renounced the Thirty-nine Articles-and 

, th(;) intangible and tbe invisible. We are too earthly that tbe priest is not tbe only enemy of mankind. 
· 3ltoge$.~r~ to.9 ffillC.b Qf tbl'll>Elef~te!lok, a,~d gQt e~ou~ll , ;a~ At:\13 fQ~ fgrf.y ;yellirt~ Df:lt~n yrea.chin~ 1\:p.d fi!l!vtic:r 

Whoever is opposed to mental bondage, to tbe 
shackles wrought by cruelty and worn by fear, should 
be tbe friend of this heroic and unselfish man. 

I know something of his life-something of what 
he bas suffered-of what he bas accomplished for his 
fellow-men. He bas been maligned, imprisoned, and 
impoverished. " He bore the beat and burden of the 
unregarded day," and "remembered the misery of 
tbe many." For years his only recompense was in
gratitude. At last be was understood. He was rec
ognized as an earnest, honest, gifted, generous, ster
ling man, loving bis country, sympathizing with tbe 
poor, honoring tbe useful, and holding in supreme 
abhorrence tyranny and falsehood in all their forms. 

Tbe idea that this man could for a moment be con
troled by any selfish motiv, by tbe hope of prefer
ment, by tbe fear of losing a supposed annuity, is 
simply absurd. The authors of these attacks are not 
acquainted with Mr. Holyoake. Whoever dislikes 
him does not know biro. 

Read bis " Trial of Theism "-his history of " Co
operation in England"-if you wish to know bis 
heart---to discover tbe motivs of bis life-the depth 
and tenderness of his sympathy-the nobleness ofbis 
nature-the subtlety of bis tbougbt---the beauty of 
bis spirit---the force and volume of bis brain-the 
extent of bis information--his candor, bis kindness, 
his genius, and the perfect integrity of bis stainless soul. 

There is no man for whom I hav greater respect, 
greater reverence, greater love, than George Jacob 
Holyoake. Truly yours, RoBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

THE day may come, and may come soon, when 
those wbo are now loudest in raising that clamor 
may again be, as they bav fonnerly been, supplicants 
for justice.-Macaulay's Speech on Dissenters' .IJiU. 
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sustained by thousands of the best men and women that it must be nursed and provided for? But why 
of the country, including Elizur Wright, James Par- not tackle the Catholics? we are asked. Yes, if the 
ton, Col. Ingersoll, 0. B. Frothingham, and others Jesuits were organizing a similar hostil political gov
equally eminent. Col. Ingersoll labored for several ernment in fact, they should be treated in the same 
weeks to procure the annulment of the sentence from way. Liberals must not confound measures of neces
Mr. Hayes, at that time president, which he would sary defense of our government and republicanism 
not hav done had the pamphlet been what the Chris- with religious or Christian persecution with which 
tians charged. Mr. Hayes himself said the work was we hav no lot nor part whatever." 
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not illegitimate, promised to grant the petition which Man lays down what Liberals should do with a 
was signed by over 200,000 people, and ordered great deal of assurance, but in this Man is sadly mis
Judge Gray, the pardon clerk, to prepare the pardon, taken. The whole matter is in a nutshell. The 
which was done. He then refused to sign it, as Mrs. United States government cannot constitutionally take 
Hayes interfered and exhorted him not to, because cognizance of the Mormon church until that church 
Mr. Bennett was an Infidel. She is a bigoted Chris- has committed an overt act against it. That it has yet 
tian and Mr. Bennett's enemies had addressed peti- done so, even Man is not prejudiced enough to claim . 
ons to her asking that the sentence be enforced, Because the church will do wrong when it gets strong 
which was done. It is well known now that she was enough is no reason why it should be interfered with. 
the real president. The gray mare was by far the The advocacy of restraining Mormon immigration is 
better horse. very little like Liberal logic. No discrimination 
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SATURDAY, - - AUGUST 18, 1883. 

A Rival of Joe Cook. 
For bold, unblushing falsehood, the New York 

correspondent of the Pittsburgh Daily Post wins the 
medal. As an ignoramus he is without a peer. His 
ability to glibly write about that of which he knows 
absolutely nothing is unquestionably immense. He 
is a great acquisition to any paper which cares noth
ing for facts. His reference library is his imagina
tion, and he draws on it without stint. This, from. the 
issue of the Post of August 4th, illustrates: 

INFIDELITY IN GREENWOOD CEMETERY. 
"I predict that the Infidels will soon hav a grievance, real or 

fancied, just as one chooses to regard it, but op.e which even 
the eloquent Ingersoll will think it worth while to talk about. 
D. M. Bennett called himself a Freethinker, while others 
deemed him a crank. He did not stop with plain disbelief of 
Christianity, but made wild hobbies of Socialism, even to the 
dirty lengths of Freelove. He edited a paper called THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, was a favorit speaker at wild people's meet
ings, and at length became in their eyes a martyr by serving 
a term in the penitentiary for publishing an obscene book. 
On his liberation he appeared on the platform of Cooper In
stitute Hall in the dress of a convict and was greeted by four 
thousand followers with tremendo~s enthusiasm. His jour
nal, which had been comparativly unknown, now gained cir
culation by means of this incidental advertising. Its editor 
came into demand as a lecturer, and his assaults upon religion 
seemed at last to hav struck renumeration when sudden 
death shut him off from thah reward. Bennett's followers 
were asked to contribute to a monument fund, and I learn 
from his widow that they hav given over a thousand dollars. 
She says that he is buried in Greenwood Cemetery in a lot 
owned by her brother. The ground all graded and railed has 
thus been provided, leaving only the monument to be erected 
by subscriptions, and she depends on these reaching a total 
of fourteen hundred dollars. She has made a contract with 
an old friend and warm supporter of Bennett's and who 
therefore has conceded a low price for the work, so that about 
a two thousand dollar granit pile is contemplated. The de
sign comprises a massiv base surmounted by a column, alto
gether reaching a bight of about fifteen feet. Near the top 
of the front face will be a bronze medallion portrait of Ben
nett two feet in circumference, and under it a record of his 
name, birth, and death. It is on the remainine- three sides, 
however, that the trouble which ·I ant.icipate will be lettered. 
'Here will be engraved,' says Mrs. Bennett, 'extracts 
from my husband's works-glowing truth's uttered by him
self, and which are the best monument he could hav. They 
will tell to coming generations what manner of man he was, 
and long after the shafh shall hav crumbled they will liv in 
the memories of those who learned them from its face.' 

"Such is the fond expectation of the widow, and it may pos
sibly be realized, but I think not in Greenwood Cemetery. 
The quotations selected to be inscribed are violently denun
ciatory of Christianity, and Greenwood is a Christian burial 
ground, whose authorities will not permit the diversion of 
sacred ground to such a use. Then the Infidels will make 
an uproar, see if they don't." 

The falsehoods begin with the first sentence. There 
is no prospect of any grievance in connection with 
the placing of the monument. The lot in which Mr. 
Bennett lies is owned by Mr. Wicks and Mrs. Bennett. 
The cemetery authorities cannot place any obstacles 
in the way of the erection of the stone. 

Mr. Bennett was a Freethinker, but no crank. We 
never knew of his ever even attend-ing a Socialistic 
meeting, although he was fully in sympathy with the 
laboring and downtrodden, but he did not regard the 
Socialism of such men as Justus Schwab as the true 
remedy for their ills. Saying he descended to the 
"dirty lengths of Freelove" is a polecat method of 
attacking an enemy unworthy of notice further than 
to brush the animal off. The few public meetings 
Mr. Bennett addressed were composed of people 
whom it is a gross insult to call wild. He was not 
a public speaker in any sense. . 

He was not charged with publishing an obscene 
book. He admitted selling a book which was pro
nounced by the attorney-general of the United States 
to be not obscene. In this the )ttorney-general was 

On his release Mr. Bennett did not stand on the against a man's religion can be permitted. To do so 
platform of Cooper Institute. To the everlasting would pull down every safeguard and barrier against 
shame of the trustees of that building, they refused persecution erected by the Infidel founders of our 
the use of the hall, although the regular payment was government. Shall the custom house officers stop 
tendered. Chickering hall was procured, but even ever;r immigrant that lands on our shore, and ask 
there Mr. Bennett donned no convict's garb. There him as to his religion, and when he is found to be 
were only about three thousand people in the hall- a Mormon hav him sent back? Such a procedure 
the other thousand and more were on the sidewalk, would be resisted to the utmost, and rightly. Man's 
unable to squeeze in. position is that the end justifies the means, a doctrin 

Mr. Bennett never "struck remuneration" in his renounced years ago by all liberty lovers, and now 
labors, except that which comes from a knowledge of only held by the Jesuits. Comstock contends that 
good work done. His de~th can ~ever shut h~m off the ends he has in view justify his infamous laws, 
fr.om that reward. He Is and ~11. be held m the under which a Freethought editor was imprisoned; 
h1ghest esteem by thousands while hfe lasts to them. but Man has always denied that. 

This correspondent never learned one word from 
Mr. Bennett's widow. She never saw him and never 
wants to. There is a man in the office, however, who 
would like to interview him for about five minutes, 
just to put a little knowledge into his addled Christian 
brain. The description of the monument, taken 
from a recent TRUTH SEEKER, approaches as near the 
truth as this fellow can probably get. The monument 
will be worth two thousand dollars, for Mr. Sheehan 
informs us he would not duplicate it for less than 
that sum. 

"The quotations selected to be inscribed are 
violently denunciatory of Christianity, and Green
wood is a Christian burial ground, whose authorities 
will not permit the diversion of sacred ground to 
such a use." 

What does this Christian know about the "quo
tations selected?" As a matter of fact, at the time he 
wrote this they were not selected, and certainly if they had 
been he would hav no access to them. There is noth
ing in any of Mr. Bennett's utterances that the Green
wood authorities need object to, unless they are very 
bigoted, which we trust is not the case. There is no 
interference to be apprehended from them. 

Had this fellow endeavored to see how many un
truths he could crowd into his letter to his paper, he 
would hav said exactly what he did. It could hardly 
be improved upon. We show him up not with any 
expectation that he will do justice to the man he has 
so maliciously libeled-he is sunk too deep in Chris
tian ethics for that-but because some people, igno
rant of the labors or life work of Mr. Bennett, seeing 
it go uncontradicted, might think it was founded on 
fact. But if the Pittsburgh Post has any regard for 
its reputation we shall expect to see ita disavowal of 
responsibility for this slander in an early issue. 

The Mormon Problem A.gain. 
The last Man delvs into the Mormon question again, 

quoting Mr. Munn's article tha.t appeared in THE 
TRUTH SEEKER in the latter part of July. This is well, 
but Man, in his comments on the Mormon hierarchy, 
has seen fit to question the soundness of the position 
taken by THE TRUTH SEEKER itself. Man says that 
"having heretofore failed to grasp the real political 
issue involved," we "now begin to see the light," 
quoting us, that "if their church defies the United 
States government, demolish the church. But do not 
put war measures in force against them until war has 
been declared!" Man says, "No one advocates war 
measures now, but only preventiv measures, as against 
the Chinese and slave trade. Why must we wait till 
war is necessary? Why not prevent the immigration 
and the gr.owth of this political evil by proper legisla
.t-ion now? The admission and nursing of these alien 
enemies as voters, citizens, and land-owners, means civil 
war hereafter, far more certainly than the admission 
of slavery meant the rebellion. Is war so desirable 

The arguments used by Mr. Wakeman against the 
constitutionality of these laws apply with even greater 
force against the constitutionality of asking every im
migrant as to his religion. With moral and religious 
questions the United States government has nothing 
whatever to do. The Constitution prohibits it from 
establishing a religion and from interfering with per
fect freedom of worship. Any cognizance of the peo
ple of Utah must be as citizens or criminals, and not 
as Mormons. It can enact laws for the protection of 
citizens of territories, and it can punish criminals. 
The Mormon is not a whit more an alien enemy than 
the Catholic. Both place their allegiance to their 
church above that to the government, with this in 
favor of the 1\'Iormon: his church head is here in 
America, while the Catholic's is in Italy. There is 
no argument on this question that applies to the 
Mormons that does not apply to the Catholics, and 
more forcibly because the latter are more numerous, 
better organized, and, from their past history, a 
thousand times more dangerous to a nation's political 
integrity and a people's liberty. The main offense 
charged against the Saints is that they band together 
and put none but Mormons in office. But that is 
what the Catholics do. This city is run by them, 
and a well-known antagonist of the Romish church 
stands no chance of election to office here. The 
polygamists of Utah hav been disfranchised by the 
Edmunds bill, yet at their election week before last 
every official elected was a Mormon. Persecution 
only causes them to band closer together. Persecu
tion has always been one of the chief infamies of the 
church. It is no less an infamy when used against 
the "Saints" of the nineteenth century than against 
the scientists of the sixteenth. The end to be at
tained does not by any means justify its use. The 
Mormons hav a right to become citizens, to vote, and 
to hold land. As well might the United States hav 
proceeded to root out the Oneida Community as the 
Mormons. The intentions of a religious body cannot 
be taken into account, but only their acts. If the 
Mormons hav committed an overt act, they can and 
should be punished. But if it is only surmised that 
they intend to, they must be let alone. From a close 
perusal of the history of the Catholic church, a good 
many surmise that she intends to at some time run 
this government as she has run those of nearly all the 
countries of Europe. Yet Man cannot see this huge 
body, while the Mormons loom up· befo:r,:e him bigger 
than the massacre of St. Bartholomew. 

The law against the Chinese is not a good illustra
tion for Man to use. That law is clearly in opposi
tion to the spirit of our institutions. It was a politi
cal expedient to tide over a temporary difficulty. 
That it was not regarded as a definit settlement of 
the question is admitted in its ten-year clause. Be
cause a man is not six feet high, or is yell.ow-skinn.ed, 
or works for fifty cents a day, is· no reason why he 
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should be debarred from coming to our shores. Ac
cording to that law we should keep out the Irish be
cause they work cheaper than Americans; and, ac· 
cording to Man, we should shut them out because 
they are Catholics and put their allegiance to the 
church above their oath of citizenship. 

in a grand movement against monopoly at the next mass 
meeting of the Liberals." 

A RELIGIOUS paper givs the case of a Christian brother who 
has left the church in disgust because she does nothing tore
form the world. About one-fourth of the voters of the coun
try, he says, being communicants-which statement, by the 
way, is not true-the church should unite to pass laws pro
hibiting liquor selling, Sabbath breaking, and kindred al
leged evils that vex his soul. That she does not do this he 
considers sufficient ground for withdrawing his membership, 
and in the going eases his mind with this bit of malicious 
verse: 

The true remedy for the evils of Mormonism is a 
prompt punishment of its criminals, then a weaning 
of the deluded slaves of churchcraft from the church. 
This can best be done by Liberals, and ought to be 
undertaken by them in the circulation of books and 
papers that show the falseness of all theology. Their 
immigration cannot constitutionally be prevented, 
neither can the government assume the intention of 
the church and proceed against it. 

What the United States courts should do is to af
ford protection to the victims of Mormonism, by pun
ishing the individuals as individuals, who rob igno
rant d~pes in the manner told in the following by 
the Salt Lake Daily Tribune of July 28th: 

The antimonopolists will find their best friends 
among the Liberals. W. H. Vanderbilt's sentim~nt, 
"the public be damned," finds an echo in the 
hearts of the monopolists of salvation as well as 
the monopolists of wealth. Liberals who under
stand our Constitution and are real patJ:iots 
grieve at the inroads made upon the popular and ig
norant masses by capitalists who keep the sentiment 
of society upon their side by feeing the clergy to 
preach "servants submit to your masters" and "ren
der to Cresar the things that are Cresar's." The 
question likely to be asked ere long is, "Who is Cresar?" 
If he should turn out to be the workingman, the 
disintegration of orthodox: society will be as marked 
and rapid as the decay of the orthodox: church. 

The Monument Fund. 
Since the last acknowledgment we hav received the 

following sums toward erecting the monument: 

"Poor slumbering church. How Pilate-like she stands! 
Her craven cry, 'Behold I wash my hands !' 
Her ministers are mammon-bound and dumb, 
Crouched low before the juggernaut of rnm; 
While widows mourn and hopeless drunkards die, 
And orphans starve and murders multiply; 
And still upon each holy Sabbath day 
You gather here and for the drunkard pray; 
While e'en the very fiends satanic gloat, 
To see you scorn the PROHIBITION VOTE. 
I hate the prayers of him who duty shirks; 
I loathe the faith which is not joined to works ! 
Faith is the one, and works the other oar; 
Both must we ply to reach the shining shore. 
Loud shouts in glee the demon Rum to-day; 

'I've naught to fear from men who only pray! 
My fires Ahall bri((htly burn, my stream shall swell 
In waves of angmsh, like a seething hell, 
While Christian's vote to make the laws to sell!' " "A number of years ago Mrs. Mary R. Defresne lived with 

her husband, James P. Defresne, in the Isle. of Jersey. She 
owned the property, and in an evil day some Mormon elders 
who were looking for just such as she, found her out, per
suaded her to be baptized into the Mormon church, and after
ward to sell her property at a great sacrifice to 'gather to the 
kingdom.' Besides plenty of household goods and an unusu
ally good supply of clothing, she had nine hundred sover
eigns in gold. This the elders borrowed from her in Brigham 
Young's name, promising to pay it at New Orleans. Her hus
band had been 'converted' in the meanwhile, and consented 
for her to go on to Utah, and he would follow the next sea
son. She started, and on getting toN ew Orleans applied for 
her money. It was not at hand, but would be paid at St. 
Louis. But when she got to St. Louis there was no money; 
she would get it at Salt Lake. On arriving here Brigham was 
found out of funds, and told her she would hav to take a 
piece of land on Cottonwood for her pay. She could d~ no 
better and took the deed. But she had· no money after get
ting settled on the farm, and needing some wood, a good 
brother in the Lord hauled her a cord, and finding she had 
not the cash to pay, took her yqke of oxen. Rendered des
perate, the woman waited on Brigham Young and told him 
that she could do nothing on the land; her children were not 
able to help her, and her oxen had been taken for a trifle. 
She begged him to take back the land and pay her some of 
the money. He turned on her in a fury, and told her to get 
out of his office or he would kick her out. She denounced 
him as a rascal and a robber, but had to go without her 
money. Soon after she was waited on by a good brother, 
who tqld her that she was in danger; that she had insulted 
the president, and there was a plot to take her life. Thorc 
oughly alarmed, she asked his advice as to what she ought to 
do. He advised her to leave the country at once, and she did 
so, passing her husband on the plains, she going back to Jer
sey, and he coming out here, neither knowing of the other's 
proximity. 

Premously acknow!- Robert Dygert, 
edged, $1,040 82 Clark Burchard, 

R. H. Cressingham, 1 00 John Gibson, 
Zenas Kent, 1 00 H. Wescott, 
Seth H. Leap, 1 00 C. J. Wescott, 
Martin Bare, 1 00 0. F. Clark, 
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The man is evidently a fanatic who would look with glee 
upon the revival of the Inquisition, and that the church has 
sat down upon him is another sign that evolution works upon 
even an inert mass of matter. The church cannot remain 
stationary any more than nations. 

Virginia E. Vance, 1 00 John T. Williams, 
I. W. Archibald, 1 00 Walter Simonds, 

50 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 35 
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THE depths of superstition are fathomed in the following 
document, which is alleged to hav been found in the grave of 
Christ so late as the year 1803. As Christ is presumably in 
heaven, it is difficult to see why his grave is mentioned in 
connection with the prayer, but it is, and the penalties at-

Mrs. Mary Kremer, 1 00 J. E. Laskey, 
Dr. J. A. Walters, 2 00 John D. Powers, 
John S. Pollock, 1 00 Hope C. Parsons, 
Mrs. J. G. Collins, 1 00 G. W, Smith, 
Joseph A. Perley, 1 00 E. H. Belcher, 
Thomas Beale, 1 00 C. D. Wallace, 
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tached prevent us from laughing at the absurdity of a dead 
man preparing a prayer. The following directions for taking 
it go with the prayer: "They who shall repeat it or hear it 
repeated, or keep it about them, shall never die a sudden 
death, nor be drowned in water, nor shall they fall into the 
hands of their enemies in battle; and it being read over by 
any woman in labor, she shall be delivered safe and be a glad 
mother; and when the child is born let this prayer be read 
over it, and he or she shall not be troubled with any misfor
tunes; and if you see any one in fits, read it over him or her, 
and he or she shall stand up and bless God; and they who 
shall repeat it in any house shall be blessed by the Lord, and 
he that will laugh at it will suffer. Believe this to be certain. 
It is as true, as the holy evangelist bad written it, and who
ever shall repeat it daily shall hav three days' warning before 
their death.'' This is the prayer: 

A. H. Frank, 2 50 Otis White, 

"One Elder Edward Stevenson loaned a small sum of 
money to James P. Defresne, the husband of the lady above 
referred to, helped him a little otherwise, and married one of 
the daughters of the James P. and Mary R. Defresne referred 
to. He afterward, through unexpected interest and rents 
claims, by means of a false translation of an agreement be
tween the two, set up a claim on the farm owned by the wife, 
in which the husband (who had gone into polygamy in the 
meantime) had no sort of title or interest, and Stephenson 
has been for some years in actual possession of the farm. He 
has recently actually undertaken to sell it, and convey title 
to another, though having no title to it himself. The deeds 
to the farm Mrs. Defresne took back to Jersey with her, and 
Mr. Wm. S. Goodbe brought them to Salt Lake some time ago 
for her heirs, she being now dead. Stephenson's wife is one 
of the heirs, but another daughter and a son claim equally, 
and hav set on foot measures to enforce their rights and pre
vent Stephenson from consummating his robbery of them. 

"This is the story told us by one of the heirs. It seems to 
be the same tale of brigandage of which the history of Utah 
furnishes so many, wherein good brethren of the church, 
from the president down, remorselessly hav robbed their vic
tinis whenever they were weak and unprotected, and had 
enough property to make it worth while.'' 

This is a legitimate cause for interference on the 
part of the government. The United· States prose
cuting attorney for the district in which this offense 
occurred should investigate this case, and if he :finds 
the story true, compel the heirs of Brigham Young 
to disgorge. Thorough, impartial, and honest pros
ecution for its offenses will do more to break down 
the power of Mormonism than any unconstitutional 
interference with immigration. 

Liberal Political Movements. 
· An Associated Press dispatch from Milwaukee 

dated the 11th, says: 

"The Liberals held a meeting last night, and appointed 
Alderman Fritz and City Comptroller Smith a Committee of 
Arrangements for the entertainment of the National IJiberal 
Congress delegates, who convene here September 21st, 22d, 
and 23d. The speakers claimed that the Milwaukee Liberals 
numb!')red 3,200, and that 1,800 were voters. It was announced 
that the Knights of Labor and the Turn Societies would join 
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'rotal, $1,091 81 

The contract for the medallion is in the hands of 
Wilson Macdonald, who has the reputation of. pro
ducing as fine sculpture work as any artist in the 
country. All the work on the monument is .well 
under way, and the committee hope the small de
ficiency now existing will be speedily made up. The 
monument will be put in position about October first. 

Notes. 
Mn. BucKLEY, editor of the Methodist organ, says that 

"perhaps the most dreadful calamity that can befall a church 
is to hav its pastor accused of crime under cir-cumstances 
that make it probable that he is guilty.'' Correct! Yet what 
dreadful calamities are constantly happening to the church. 
Nearly every day we read of "another minister fallen," and 
if there was not such a mass of them eating the bread of idle
ness in this country, the church would soon hav to look at 
the bottom of a muck heap to find its "beloved shepherds." 

"I Do·not want anyone to die for me," said Peter Cooper. 
"I know nothing about the atonement, and don't believe a 
word of it. It is not what a man believes, but what he does, 
that determins his future.'' "He that believeth not the son 
shall not see life; but the wrath of God abideth upon him," 
says God, th1·ough John the Baptist. ''He that believeth 
not is damned already," and so forth. Either the great phi
lanthropist was an Infidel or the word of God is wrong. And 
yet Peter Cooper is claimed by the advocates of Christianity 
to .hav lived and died a Christian! 

IN contradiction of the statement made by "Antichrist" in 
THE TBUTH SEEKEB (widely copied by the dailies) that only 
one of the U. S. Supreme Court judges is a Ch1·istian, the 
Christian at lVo1·k, says: 

"Chief Justice Waite is an Episcopolian, Justice Field is a 
true blue Presbyterian, Justice Bradley is an elder in the 
Reformed church, Justice Gray is a Channing Unitarian, and 
Justice Blatchford is a through-and-through Episcopalian. 
We are not advised as to the remaining five, but we believe 
there isn't an Infidel on the United States Supreme bench.'' 

"Antichrist" is a man unusually careful in his statements, 
and we do not now recall an instance where he has misstated 
a fact. He informed us that he made the claim on the best 
authority. It is in order for him to speak. 

IT appears that the debate between the "Champion of 
Christianity" and Liberalism will be the chief thing at the 
Rochester convention, and afford Liberals a chanee to place 
before the world the true meaning of their organization. This 
being the case, there is no one who can do this so adequately 
and eloquently as Mr. Wakeman, and we hav no doubt that 
he is the unanimous choice of Liberals throughout the whole 
country. On all the higher aspects of Liberalism, in its con
structiv and integral tendencies, and especially in its political 
significance as pointing to the ideal republic of mankind, Mr. 
Wakeman is one of our foremost thinkers, as well as actors, 
in the great struggle of humanity, and as we hav now an op
portunity to place our movement in contrast with Christianity 
and show all that it means, both morally and intellectually, 
we regard it as Mr. Wakeman's bounden duty to be our 
spokesman on this occasion and present our case, not only 
with the ability of the scholar, but with the insight of tile 
prophet. 

"0 adorable Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, dying on the 
Cross for our lives. 0 Holy C1·oss of Christ, ward off from 
me all weapons of ~anger. 0 Holy Cross of Christ, protect 
~e from. my enemies. 0 ~oly C1·oss of Christ, protect me 
m the right way of happmess. 0 Holy Cross of Christ, 
ward off from me all dangerous deaths and giv me life always. 
0 Crucified Jesus of Nazareth, hav mercy on me now and 
forever. In honor of.onr Lord Jesus Ch1·ist, and in honor of 
his sacred passion, and in honor of holy resurrection and 
God-like ascensions to which he lived to bring me to the right 
way to Heaven, true as Jesns Christ was born on Christmas 
day in a stable, tme as Jesus Christ W!.S crucified on Good 
Friday, true as three wise Kip.gs brought their offering to 
Jesus on the Thirteenth Day, true as he ascended into 
Heaven, so the honor of Jesus will shield me from my ene
mies, visible and invisible, now and forever. 0 Lord Jesus 
C~rist, hav mercy on me. l\'Iary and .Joseph save me through 
N1codemus and Joseph, who took our Lord down from the 
Cross and buried him. Oh, Lord Jesus, through Thy suffer
ings on the cross, for truly your soul was fitting out of this 
world, giv me grace that I may carry my Cross patiently, with 
dread of fear when I suffer, and that without complaint, and 
through Thy sufferings may be saved. AMEN.'' 

The Rochester Convention-Its Proceedings. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TnuTH SEEKER, Sir: There 

are many persons throughout the country who can 
not attend our convention who would like to get the 
daily report of its proceedings. To such the follow
ing letter will be interesting : 

OFFICE OF THE Democrat and Chronicle, t 
RocHESTER, N. Y .• August 10, 1883. r 

H. L. GREEN, EsQ., Dear Si1·: In reply to yours of yester
day, we hav to say that it is our intention to publish pretty 
full reports of the Freethinkers' Convention to be held in 
this city, and that the p1·ice of the Democrat and Chronicle will 
be two cents per copy. Respectfully, 

RocHESTER PRINTING COMPANY, 
N. P. POND, Secretary. 

[Mr. Green also informs us that the New York 
Herald has made arrangements to fully report the 
congress. Last year this paper gave us the best re
ports of any of the daily papers. It is unnecessary 
to say that THE TRUTH SEEKER will giv the report, as 
we shall be on the grounds and make it ourselvs. 
We shall also hav the usual supply of books on hand, 
and hope to dispose of a goodly number.-En. T. S. J 

To Canada Freethinkers. 
There has been some error in previous announce

ments. The only arrangements for our Canada 
friends are the following: The steamer Norseman will 
bring over and return passengers attending the Free
thinkers' Convention for $3.50. The Cobourg, Peter
boro and Marmora Railroad will return over their 
road to Coburg all who hav cards from me for sixty 
cents. The Grand Trunk Hail way will sell excursion 
tickets for one and one-third first-class fare to those 
presenting a certificate from me, to Port Hope. The 
card can be obtained at the convention; the certifi
cate must be ordered before pmchasing tickets. . 

H. L. GREEN. 
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is, to show that the whole range of the alleged phe
nomena of which it treats is fraudulent." 

which it is enjoyed. But there are objections to 
a dance at a public gathering. It draws around it a 
rabble, and partakes of nothing that is genteel. So 
you see there are some strong arguments against it, 
and no very strong ones that I know of in favor of it. 
The local sentiment ,among our friends is adverse to 
it for the reasons given, and hence it will be left out 
in making out the program." 

1' What will be the effect of this work on the public 
mind?" · 

".A certain class of Spiritualists will declare that 
WHAT THEY THINK, WHAT THEY BELIEVE, WHAT THEY the WOrk itself is a fraud and a lie, and refuse to giv 

TEACH, AND WHAT THEY ARE UP TO GENERALLY. it any credence whatever. Others will say that 

Spiritualists and Liberalists. 

JJ'rom o..e Ge:nuee, Mich., Dl!flMerat. whether the conclusions of the book are true or not 
.Announcement has been made of the annual camp- it cannot affect the essential fact. The less informed 

meeting of the State .Association of Spiritualists and among the church people will hail it as a godsend 
Liberalists, to be held on the fair ground in this city, for thei: side. Many candid inquirers will accept its 
.August 17th to 27th. S. B. McCracken, the secre- conclusiOns as final. But the trouble with 'Bottom 
tary of the association, is giving his special attention Facts' i~, it does not touch bottom facts. Though it 
to the arrangements for the meeting, and being in may clrum to prove that the whole range of physical 
the Democrat office a day or two ago, our man of the phenomena, slate-writings, etc., as l"epresented by 
ready pencil thought it a good opportunity to gain Slade and others, is fraudulent, and though it may 
some information, and assuming the role of the in- show how frauds may be concocted under the name 
terviewer, proceeded to business. of clairvoyance, it does not and cannot disprove the 

"There is a good deal of inquiry, Mr. McCracken," gift or quality known by that term. That clairvoy
said the scribe, ''about your kind of folks-what they ance and the associate mental phases of the phenom
think, what they believe, what they teach, and what ena exist and are proven absolutely to the compre
they are up to generally. Tell us something about hension of men of all classes-scientific men, doctors, 
it .. will you-about the Spiritualists especially?" clergymen, and representativ men of all professions-

"Do you look for a large gathering?" 
"If the weather is good-yes." 
"What will be the order of exercises generally?" 
" The program will be announced before long." 

Illinois State Leag1,1e Convention. 
The second annual convention of the State League 

of lllinois will be held in the Union Park Hall, for~ 
marly the Grand Opera House, No. 517 West Madi~ 
son street, Chicago, lllinois, on Saturday and Sunday, 
September 15th and 16th, 1883. The Madison street 
horse cars pass and repass every five minutes and 
will land passengers at the entrance to the hall. 
.Ample accommodation at reasonable rates can be 
had at the Pru·k Hotel and Sheldon House, in the 
same block with the hall. Rooms without board at 
from 50 cents to $1; with board at from $1.25 to 
$1.50 per day. John E. Remsburg, of .Atchison, Kas., 

" The Spiritualists," said the gentleman interro- is indisputable. These phases of the phenomena 
gated, "are greatly misunderstood by the world at furnish the strongest evidences of Spiritaulism that 
large, although it must be confessed," said he, "that I hav seen. .And while I do affirm most positivly 
this misunderstanding is due in no small degree to that these phases of the phenomena are observed as 
the acts and declarations of some of the Spiritualists certainly !1-s any fact in science, I do not say that they 
themselvs. Now, a Spiritualist may be described in of necessity prove the further fact of Spiritualism, 
brief as one who believes that there is a spiritual life but that they furnish evidences tending to prove it. 
existing after the death of the body, and that the Whether they do prove it or not must be judged by 
pers~n.s or spi~ts thus existing can, unde: c~rtain eve~·y person for himself. With me they make a p1·irna 
conditiOns, manifest themselvs to persons st1llm the ]aC'w case. However, I hav never been an enthusiast 
body. .A person believing these two facts is a Spirit- on that subject. My work in that connection has 
ualist, and so far any good Catholic may be a Spirit- been rather on the Liberal line with which SpiTitual
ualist, because I understand that most Catholics be- ism is so intimately associated." 
lieve these two facts. But at this point the two classes "Right there, now-hold on; enlighten us a little 
of Spiritualists-! mean the Christian Spiritualists on this Liberal line, if you please." . 
on the one hand, and the adherents of what is called "That's just what I was getting at. Liberalism, 
modern Spiritualism on the other-will divide. The in the first place, joins issue with theology, and con
latter will deny, at once and for all, the whole theo- tradicts it at every turn. Next, it demands the slim
logical system of the church. On this head most of ination of all Teligious practices from the civil 
them are as thoroughly 'Infidel,' as that term is un- government and the withdrawal of all state support 
derstood, as Ingersoll, for instance. They believe of religion, as religious exercises in schools, legisla
that the condition of persons in the spiritual world tures, congress, and the exemption of church property 
will, as here. be determined very much by their en- from taxation. .And, preposterous as it may seem, 
vironment and their own desires and efforts, and not they hav of late years come to open political conven
by any act of special grace. I presume that their tions with prayers-it's all wrong." 
theories or their philosophy in this particular are "Well, what hru·m does it do, any hew?" 
well understood in a general way-of course, I can- ".Anything does harm that is mal-joined or mal-
not enlarge upon them now." formed. .A social monstrosity is akin to a physical 

"But there seems to be a prevalent opinion that monstrosity. .Admit that religious exercises may be 
the Spiritualists are a peculiar people with peculiar good for those who desire them, in civil affairs they 
notions; how about that?" are entirely out of place. Now, in theory, our 

".Anything is peculiar that differs from what we government has no connection with religion-in 
regard as accepted or settled, either conventionally practice, it has; and this practice is being added to, 
or in matters of opinion. But as I said before, the until in time it may come to be claimed as a practical 
Spiritualists as a class hav been misunderstood quite establishment of a state religion. Besides, probably 
largely from the acts and sayings of some of their not' one-half of the people of the country believe in 
own number. For instance, in the early days of or practice any religion at all, and it is wrong and 
Spiritualism, many looked upon it as a kind of new unjust to thrust upon them in civil proceedings, in 
religion-a sort of second growth on Christianity- which both religious and non-religious people are 
an ultra manifestation of what had been but imper- equal co-partners, that which is special with a portion 
fectly manifested before. Some were inclined to go of the people only." 
back eighteen hundred years or so, and look for a "Your orgallization is called Spiritualists and Lib-
model for their imitation. They sought to be meek, eralists?" 
and lowly, and non-combatant, but they soon found "Yes. While all Spiritualists are supposed to be 
that in this modern world of thought and action Liberalists, there are those working with us on the 
they made but poor headway in being (as they had Liberal line who are not Spiritualists-hence the two 
often heard the preachers urge their hearers to be) terms bring the two classes together." 
"Jike Christ," or "like the early ChristiaRs." Some, "What are the special objects to be gained by your 
instead of locusts and wild honey, took to a diet of camp-meetings?'' 
bran bread, acorns, or raw potatoes, and some, I be- "On the part of the Spiritualists, observation and 
lieve, reached the point of living upon spiritual food experiment in and discussion of the spiritual phs
entirely; but these generally met with the fate of the nomena and philosophy. On the part of all, social 
man's horse that was taught to liv on sawdust-as interchange and Tecreation, and agitation on the lines 
soon as he got him learned the critter up and died. in which we agree in common." 
.Another class took the opposit extreme. .As Spirit- "Well, now, why do you folks try to disturb the 
ualism contradicted the old theology- as it was the established order of things?" 
antithesis of one religious system-so many of its " There was never a step in progress yet that did 
adherents seemed to think that it involved an inver- not distUl"b some established order. The owls and 
sion of everything they had been accustomed to liv bats would very likely prefer that the established 
by. Hence it raised up a pretty large crop of long- order of things be not disturbed by the ax of the 
haired men and short-haired women, and a good woodman. The mole has his grievance when his 
mn.ny took it into their heads that under the new burrow is opened by the plow, as it disturbs the as
dispensation there should be no marrying or giving tablished order. Burns's mousie was entitled to 
in marriage, though it would hardly be safe to affirm damages for having its established order disturbed, 
that they were in all cases like the angels in heaven. but it got no recompense, though mankind is bet
But these irregular and fantastic excrescences hav tared by reason of the sweet pathos of the bard 
largely disappeared as the lesson has come to be im- poured out in verse on the occasion." . 
pressed that the conventionalities of life are deter- "Do you collect a gate fee at your meetingf! ?" 
mined mainly by convenience and by the necessities "That has been the custom. Our speakers, most 
of social order, and that they do not depend upon of them, hav to be paid, as we are not like the 
any system of religious belief or non-belief. I think, churches, that hav a local clergy who can afford to 
in fact, that most of the Spiritualists of this day will giv a few days oftime. .Altogether it involves an ex
say that Spiritualism is not a religion at all, but is pense of $400 to $500 to get up and carry on one of 
simply a fact, if it be a fact. With much that has these meetings, and those who attend are quite will
been justly said to the discredit of Spiritualism, and ing to pay ten cents. In fact, the small fee is 
muc~ more . that has be~~ unjustly ~aid to its dis- generally preferred, as it has a tendency to keep away 
credit, I behave that Spmtualists will generally be many who would come from mere idle curiosity, and 
found to be about as level-headed, square-toed, up- who would be a disturbing element without any 
and-dressed a class as you will find most anywhere." benefit to themselvs." . ' 

the Freethought orator of the northwest, of whom 
the Boston Investigator says: "We hav many speakers 
and writers who are brilliant but not logical; and 
some who are logical but not brilliant; but Rems~ 
burg is both brilliant and logical," has promised to 
be on hand to address us on this occasion, and many 
may now enjoy the pleasure of hearing this noted 
orator at this convention for the first time. We hav 
several excellent speakers who are members of the 
State League, whom we shall expect to be present to 
address the meetings. It is desirable that all of the 
members of the League who can do so will attend 
this convention. .And a cordial invitation is extended 
to all classes of Freethinkers and Christians also to 
attend this meeting. We seek to learn and know the 
truth, for we are told that the truth shall make us 
free. Those who may be on their way to the National 
Liberal League Congress in Milwaukee, September 
21st, 22d, and 23d, will find this a good opportunity 
to see Chicago and attend the exposition, which will 
most likely be open at the time. .And those coming 
to the convention will do well by taking advantage 
of excursion rates, which are usually offered at this 
season of year to persons wishing to come to Chicago 
to see the exposition. .An earnest effort is being 
made by the officers of the National Liberal League 
this season to bring together and unite the Liberal 
elements of this country, and we need the earnest 
co-operation of every lover of mental liberty in this 
effol"t. 

If there be a:ny who cannot come to the state con
vention, who, at the same time, wish to see the work 
go on in this state, I shall be glad to hear from them. 
One dollar makes any man or woman a life member 
of the State Liberal League of Illinois. Send me 
your names and I will send you a certificate of mem
bership. I hav exhausted my own resources and 
given my entire time and services to the cause in this 
state for the past three years. .And if I continue in 
the work I shall need a little help from the friends of 
the Liberal cause in this state. My post-office ad
dress until further notice will be, as heretofore, at 
Bloomington, TIL F. F. FoLLET, 

Secretary of the State Liberal League of Illinois. 
Pratt, Ill., July 28, 283. 
P. S.-Since my last report in THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

of .April 14th, at Decatur, I hav visited a large portion 
of central and eastern lllinois. I hav had to keep 
busy in order to keep up hotel and railroad expenses, 
and hav had little or no time to write for the press . 
Now if the Liberal friends will only extend me a 
little aid so as to enable me to pay the expenses for 
printing a.nd postage, I will get out a pamphlet con
taining a list of the names and post- office addresses 
of all the members of the State League of lllinois. 
.Also a synopsis of its organization and of the three 
state League conventions I hav held during my three 
years' travels, including the coming convention at 
Chicago. .Also a condensed account of my work and 
its results to the Liberal League. I wish to send 
such a pamphlet to every life member of the State 
Liberal League of lllinois. My object in doing this 
is to make the activ Liberal workers in this state ac
quainted with each other and bring them closer 
together for activ work in the Liberal cause. .Also 
to place the State League in a position that others 
who hav the prosperity of our cause at heart may be 
able to take hold and carry on the work when I am 
gone. I begin to feel that my sixty years of life are 
hastening me toward a close of my toil here. The 
constant mental and physical exertion I am com
pelled to undergo is making itself felt, and I am 
anxious to feel assured that the work I hav been 
doing in this state will go on whether I am at the 
helm or not. Now, friends, please to let me hear 

"Hav you read the work entitled 'Bottom Facts,' "Do you hav dancing at yeur meetings?" ~om you. F. F. FoLLET. 
by John W. Truesdell?" "We hav had sometimes. Our people believe in 
. "I hav :ead some notices o! it and extr~cts fr?m whatever cont~ibutes le.gitimately to human happi- THE TntrT:a SEEKER will be sent three months to 
lt1 and tbillk I comprehend 1ta geuer!U dnft, wh~ch llel'!a1 apd dancJng ce:rt~t1nly does ao :from the w~ty in trial subscribers for 50 cepts. G~t 'llJ? clubs I · 
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CEDAR Rums, July 30, 283. 
MBs. M. W. BENNETT: I had the pleasure of a good 

hearty shake of the hand with your husband on his 
return trip. and stayed with him until he left at 12 
o'clock the next day. He looked somewhat tired, 
though hale and hearty for the trip he had taken. 
When I bade him farewell I did not think it was the 
last time in this life; but it has so happened. His 
works will liv when most of us hav passed away and 
will be remembered no more. All honor to the brave 
dead. 

I herewith send you $5, and will send you another 
yet this fall. Can't keep house without THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, so don't fail to send it along. I had a square 
shake of hands with friend Bell. I told him how I 
was fixed. I am very outspoken in my belief, and 
hav converted a dozen or two to the true faith. 

E. c. BARKLEY. 

CANTON, Aug. 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2.50 to pay for THE 

TRUTH SEEKER another year. I hav taken your paper 
for two years, and find that I cannot possibly do 
without lt. I was pleased to see that the Liberals 
of Ohio are about to hold a state convention, and, as 
Mr. Leland says, Canton would certainly be a favor
able place at which to hold said convention, as it not 
only contains a large hall owned by a prominent 
Vberal, but many of its best citizens are Liberals. I 

·am confident that if the convention is held at Can
ton it will not only be largely attended, but much 
good work could be accomplished. I hope that you 
will continue your crusade against the National Re
form Association, for of all organizations that are to 
be dreaded it is certainly the most conspicuous, and 
the public should be on its guard in order to ward 
cff its encroachments. M. E. AuGuST. 

BENTON CITY, August 5, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: In response to your call for names of 

Liberal-minded persons, I herewith hand you anum
ber. I remember well how I came to be one of your 
subscribers. It is thus: I found a number among 
old papers and rags brought to me while in the mer
cantil business. In looking over it I found an ar
ticle by our beloved D. M. Bennett, entitled "An
cient Gods." I read it, and forthwith subscribed for 
the paper. I hav been a reader of it ever since, and 
am glad to say it has freed my mind from old and 
unreasonable superstitious ideas. I hope some or all 
of ... the persons whose names I send you herewith 
will read the copies sent to them and at least become 
trial subscribers. I regret that my time while a youth 
was not devoted to studying useful lessons instead of 
committing whole chapters of the Bible lessons and 
hymns for the sake of a blue ticket or some other 
trifling reward. I now look upon that time as worse 
than lost. I hope the Rochester Convent.ion will be 
a success. J. R. ROEBUCK. 

YOUNGSTOWN, August 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: My somewhat uncertain letter of in

quiry must hav reached you, for the first copy of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER has just come to hand, In look
ing over its columns one is struck with the evidence 
there met with of the widespread discontent with 
the Christian view of human destiny which we hav 
inherited from our immediate forefathers. n thE> 
tone of its utterances _is a fair guide to the f~elings 
of the non-professing public, it would seem that the 
whole scheme of Christian doctrin is being searched 
to its beginnings, and that the regenerated instead 
of the natural man is being put on the defensiv. 

'£here are several pamphlets mentioned in the 
book advertisments which I would like to hav, viz.: 
'' St>pher Toldoth Jeshu," "Pvramid of Gizeh," and 
"Old Greek Life," by J. P. Mahaffey. Inclosed 
please find $2 to pay for the three pamphlets (which 
please send at once), and the remainder to pay for 
THE TRUTH ISEEKER as long as that amount will suf
fl~>e. There are many other books in your list which 
I shall undoubtedly want soon. G. D. HERSEY. 

DRESDEN, July 30, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Your much valued pAper, which I sub

scribed for a few days ago, is to hand, and will be 
used as a missionary. It will, I trust, be instrumental 
in cooling the enthusiasm of some of my Christian 
friends, In fact, I hav been acting the part of a mis
sionary in my way for the last tweo1ty years, in up
holding the principles of Deism as taught by Thomas 
Paine, a name which is fast being exhumed from the 
slough of Christian spite, and will be placed as a 
beacon-light for the intellectual mariner upon the sea 
ot time. Being born and raised in the hot-beds of 
Christianity, I naturally became, as I grew to man
hood. one of its nominal believers. I. like nine hun
dred and ninety-nine out of a thousand, knew noth
ing of the name of Thomas Paine with the excep
tion of hearing it maligned from the pulpits of Chris
tians, whose knowledge of him was as limite'd as my 
own. But about twenty years ago I chanced to hav 
his "Age of R9as'ln " placed in my hands for peru
sal, and if I had only kept an account of the day I 
should ever feel like keeping it as a day of thanks
sivlnf{. Tlla.t book; wa.e to my miud Wll&t a.n ~utidote 

. I ·.:.. ' ' .... · ~. . . . . . • . 

is to a 1uan bitten by a !:'erpent. Since then I hav 
purchased several copies of it, which hav either got 
lost or worn out by lending. And the rPsult has 
been, I am happv to say, the changing of a Christian 
bigot to a reasonable being. I shall continue my 
subscripthn for your paper, and will do all I can to 

il~>nt; John R Kemp, Secretary; and D. R. Christian, 
Treasurer. 

help enlarge its circulation. J. W. GREOE. 

HAMBURG. July 30, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 for THE TRUTH 

SEEKER, "CrimPs of PreaC'hers," and "Self-Contradic
tions of thA Bible." I should ha v written sooner, but 
was so busy that I put it off, too long, I know, but 
hAtter late than nevPr. I am amused at T. Winter. 
He is the most obstinate compound I ever saw. In 
his estimation nearly everybody but himself is a fool, 
and every Spiritualist is either a fraud, knave, swin
dler, or humbug. The thousands of Soiritu~J.lif•ts who 
like myself, subscribe for and read THE TRUTH SEEKER 
are certainly a charitable and forbearing people, if 
not so, they would long since hav sat down on him. 
It is folly to attempt to reach him with arguments; 
he is utterly incapable of reasoning in a comprehensiv 
manner. If his obtuse brain could be reached at all, 
Mr. Erlitor, just and proper rebuke and reminder of 
the grand possibilities in the vast domain of nature 
would hav eettled him. But he keeps on flonndPring 
abot;tt in his intensely egotistical and self-lauding 
style as if he was the cosmos of all the knowledge 
in the universe. Well, I suppose we will still endurA 
the infliction from Wll~>k to week, though I think the 
valuable space of THE TRUTH SEEKER, with his constant 
rehash of assertions, without a single attempt of 
proving them by sound logic and solid argument, 
might be better utilized. You will hear from me 
soon again by way of an order. CHAS. YEAKEL. 

ST. THOMAS, July 27, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Having learned that the management 

of the good old TRUTH SEEKER paper had fallen into 
your hands, I drop you this to say that I hav gone 
out to Dakota, and wish to hav my paper sent to me. 
I hav not seen the dear old paper since I came to 
Dakota, and I can't stand it any longer without it. 
We hav a village here of about 700 inhabitants. Of 
that number there are but six of us that dare avow 
our Freethought principles, and I want THE TRUTH 
SEEKER to do some missionary work with in this lo
cality. I am a blacksmith by trade, hav started 
business in the village, and am doing very well, not
withstanding I prepared a lecture upon the Bible 
and delivered to t.he people in our schoolhouse the 
third Sunday in June. We had forty-six people out 
to listen. I intend to follow up with a few lectures, 
and try and get a League organized if I can. As an 
ancient writer once said, "My soul is vexed every 
day" because of the lukewarmness of a great num
ber of Freethought people who are afraid of the 
church; but let me say to such, Speak out! The 
sting of that old arch-enemy, the church, is taken 
from her; she is powerless to-day so far as doing you 
any injury, and the majority of people in the church 
to-day will honor you as an honest man. I would 
like to say that if there are any pf'lrsons taking THE 
TRUTH SEEKER in this county or Walsh county who 
are good hearty Freethinkers, I would like to hear 
from them. Address me at St. Thomas post-office, 
Dakota. S. E. HAIGHT. 

CHESANING, MrcH, July 25, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $3 to help you to liv and 

pay your way. I am very glad you don't stop the 
paper. I am more than glad that you trust to provi
dence a little sometimes. In this town or village of 
Chesaning there are many Liberal minded People, 
and we ought to hav a lecturer sometimes. I think 
I can send you q•1ite a list of n~tmes of those who 
will gladly read THE TRUTH SEEKER and may be may 
add some few subscribers. I wish we had a placP 
here to meet in, and hav a lecturer, for our minds 
are hungry and we need some good truthful food
something that we could drink in, as it were, soul 
stirring, mingled with beautiful singing. We hav a 
Methodist and Baptist church here (they are build
ing a Congregational one) and two German churches. 
A paper is before me printed at Bay city, by Brother 
Smart, you know, called the Lamp of Light. The 
piece of which I wish to speak is headPd "Christian 
Love Sweetens All the Relations of Life." It goes 
on to say that there is much that the world calls 
love that is scarc'llY worthy of the name. There is 
love of an animal nature, which in itself is not 
unholy but which must be carefully kept under law 
and is otherwise very dangerous; and adds, "Almost 
all fal~e religions giv reign to this passion, such 
aS Spiritualism and others." The above is a specimen 
of the lignt this lamp sheds. Poor light that, 
Brother Smart. Try it again. I will try it by send
ing some names for THE TRuTH SEEKER to send us 
some of its lamps out fiere. JoHN SHEPHERD. 

ALTOONA, PA. 
MR. EDITOR: Being a subscriber for your valuable 

paper in cc.njunction with a friend, I take the liberty 
to say to the friends of the cause (if you BPS fit to 
allow me space) that we hav organized a Liberal 
League here, and hav had just one meeting. We are 
about to try to do something in the way of starting 
people to think a little for themselvs. Our officers 
are; lfouie fl"'c"', J?'~"l<.\eut; J'«>col,} l\ulln, Yice-J;lrelJi· 

Ignorance prevails, superstition is. rampant, and 
hypocrisy carries the sway and runs 20 or 22 chur(lhes 
in this city of 25 000 inhabitants. The leaven of Free
thought is working its way, however, and some im
pression is being made on the minds of those who 
are disposed to think; but preachers cannot affl)rd 
to giv up large salaries, and so they "stick." It is a 
fact worthy of consideration that the so-called divines 
cannot satisfactorily answer questions propounded to 
them on religion, for the old methed of "bPlieve or 
be damned" is now at a fearful discount. "Laymen 
discuss theology with ministPrs and smiiA." 

I procurPd a copy of Miss Susan H. Wixon's 
"Apples of Gold" and presented it to my daughter. 
Sbe is much pleased, and the book is eagerly perused 
by all who hav an opportunity to look into it, the 
stories for the young contained in it being interest
ing and instructiv as well as spicy; and, best of all, 
there are some good hits at the superstitions ideas 
that still pervade the minds of so many, evPn in this 
age of enli~~:htenment. It is a book that should be 
read and re-read, not by the young only. but bv ev~>ry· 
body. A. H. MAHAFFY. 

NEw YoRK, Aug 2 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: In speaking to a friend to-day respflct

ing the character of Jesus Christ, I tole;} him that 
Jesus was a good man for his dav, but very ignorant 
when classed with the ordinary man of the present; 
he believed in devils, ghosts, etc. When he spoke of 
having given another commandment to his disciPles 
-that they should love one another-he said some
thing that even Liberals would do well to copy. 
Selfishness is the great curse of the day. Are the 
Freethinkers going to R1cbest.er to ventilate their 
ideas ·as Materialists, Spiritualists, etc., split fine 
hairs, discover the constitution of a beflbug, dispute 
about table rappings, etc., or will their businAsB be 
to remember that Foote, Ramsay, and others are in 
an English prison becaU!=!A they c>laimAd the right of 
private judgment; that Bennett was thirteen months 
in jnil; that Bradlaugh has been three times elected 
for Northampton and escaped prison by the skin of 
his teflth; Mrs. B'lsant treated worse than a harlot: 
the God-in-the-Constitution party activ, and their 
plans likely to succeed. thus disfranchising myself 
and thousands of others? L'lt the prominent men 
who shall be at the convention blow a blast that 
shall not be mistaken by the dullest man or woman 
in the land. Let's hav plain !11.nguage- no soft soap. 
Oil and water can't mix; the Jew Gor1 must go, and 
make room for the young, sprightly god, Humanity, 
Tha.t's the matPrial we want-not ghosts. 

What is Col. Ingersoll going to do? Will he and 
Felix Adler allow the noble English Freethinker, 
Charles Watts. to go to R1chester without their sup
port there? But Mr. Watts will giv no uncertain 
sonnd on his instrument. 

Mr. Editor, it an.uses to hear some of the kid-glove, 
aristocratic gentry talk about destruct.iv and con· 
structiv Liberalism. Giv me the destructiv kind. I 
claim that when theology is destroyed, human na
ture has sufficient common sense left to conRt.r•ICt it-
self. A READER. 

WALTON. Jnly 30,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I am a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

and hav been ever since it had an existence, and I 
see no reason why I should desert it. It is up to 
t.be standard, notwithstanding Mr. Winter's dictum. 
Upon the whole, havn't we had about enough of hiA 
ipse dixit? His phrases, I am sure, are not so very 
instructiv; "it's" not argument. His language is 
more like that of a bigot, rather than a gentleman. 
When he comes to speak of Mr NoA's article on 
Spiritualism and its publication in THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
hear what he says, "No lady of decent or modt>Bt 
mind could demoralize herself by rea.rJing such in
delicate slush. It's unfit for pub ication, and no 
genuin moralist would be guilty of such an issue." 
Don't he seem wonderfully and remarkably refined? 
H~d he not better join thf'l consensus of the com
petent-the "cultured?" There are two classes of 
people, I find, that need watching. First, the re
markably honest man who can find nobody in his 
neighborhood honest but himself, and cries, Thief, 
thief I And second, the WPary-faced virtuous homo, 
who is so sensitiv that it almost throws him into 
spasms so much as to hear the name C::lmstoclr. It 
makes him wince even to think of some certain laws 
of nature, "it's" so obscene, so full of "slush." 

I am not quite so old a man as Mr. Winter; but 
that is no reason that he should not receive a spank
ing. Older ones sometimes stand in need of such 
things, as well as the younger. I am a Materialist, 
so far as I know myself. But I do not wish to be 
so dogmatic that I could not call a j 1ckass any
thing else but a mule. Some people get so smart 
that they know everything but one, old ones in
cluded, It is right that the aged should be respected, 
But the aged should also respect the youth. Now 
and then there has been a smart one of large " cali
ber" that has called on Mr. Winter for some more 
of his dogmatism. As a general thing, the readers 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, in my opinion, hav had about 
enough of his articles and don't want to hear any 
more from him. 

May THE TRUT!i Sl!lEl\Ell increaee in subscription 
~Ud Uf:l6!IJ1Geef3, E. Y AN BUSlURll;. 
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HATBORO, July 30, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2.50 for a yearly 

ticket on your fast line against Christian bigots. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER gets better. While we lost a great 
leader in the death of Mr. Bennett, it is a consolation 
to know THE TRUTH SEEKER livs and prospers. 

I am glad to see there was one reverend gentleman 
of the orthodox church who had sand enough in 
him to acc>ept Mr. Green's invitation to meet the 
Freethinkers at Rochester. He will not be likely to 
make as many converts as Paul did at one blow, but 
he will likely find game worth shooting at all the 
same. A. J. READING. 

MERIDIAN, August 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I believe in natural law. Matter and 

force, cause and effect, and everything spiritual or 
supernatural thus far seems to be nothing. Having 
been taught the Christian dogmas in childhood, I 
was thirty years in outgrowing their creeds in full. 
Many Christians dare not talk or read on the ques
tion whether there is or is not a god. At first it 
scares them, so handle the subject in mild, firm 
language. I am glad you giv us Beecher's new de
partures from the ·confession he once subscribed to. 
Please giv us more Beecher lectures in the future 
and more of Ingersoll. Giv them in full, if you hav 
to leave out some Spiritualism and some Universol
ogy and Andrewsism. Spirits Christian and spirits 
unchristian are not yet demonstrated. 

Your truly, A.M. T. 

FISHERVILLE, August 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I send inclosed $3.00-$2.50 for THE 

TRUTH SEEKER and 50 cents for a life-size picture of 
our dear departed and much esteemed friend and 
brother, D. M. Bennett. I hav his photograph, 
small size, but I want something that can be framed 
and hung up in my room and be kept in daily re
membrance of the dear olfl hero who was the means 
of freeing my mind from superstitious darkness which 
was a source of continual torture to me, as I presume 
it is to any one who really believes in that hellish 
doctrin of a future world of fire and brimstone. 
Now, Brother Macdonald in compliance with your re
quest in a recent issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I send 
you a few n11mes of persons of my acquaintance who, 
I think, will read THE TRUTH SEEKER, and am in hopes 
there will be a few out of the list who will subscribe 
for the same. I do this small favor, Mr. Editor, if 
you consider it a favor, as a duty I owe to the cause, 
consequently without money and without price. But 
if you think it proper you can forward me a few 
Truth Seeker tracts or leaflets and I will distribute 
them where I think they will do the most good to 
advance the cause of mental liberty. 

In conclusion, Mr. Editor, allow me to express my 
entire satisfaction for the able manner in which you 
discharge the duties of the office of editor of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER· T. M. GuNN. 

MEDFORD, Aug. 1, 293. 
THOUGHTS. 

Thoughts for the millions, the millions that be, 
Also for the trillions that ever may be ! 

MR. EDITOR: Permit, if you please, the follow
ing thoughts a placo in your valuable paper. First, 
then, there is no going back of power, the alpha and 
omega of all that is-of all there is in space and 
time. A trinity th~t is sublime; hence all visible 
matter is only congealed atomic power as manifested 
by steam, powder, etc. This fact constitutes much 
in little, or truth in a nutshell, to solve the mystery 
of the ages, of what, where, and how is God, as well 
as the origin of matter. 

How plain and simple, understood, 
The mystery of the ages. 

The puzzle of the greatest minds, 
Among the ancient sages ! 

MYSTERY. 
There is no mystery in nature; 

It dwells in finite mind, 
As may be plainly ever seen 

By reference to the blind 
Of undeveloped mind. 

And now in regard to the Jesus Christ testified of 
in the New Testament. I believe if such a person 
ever existed he was as much, and no more, the son 
of God (God meaning the good, atomic power of the 
universe) as any other individual being, as 

All things are one thing, the universal whole, 
Controlecl by science-law, the great immort8.l soul. 
All things are one thing, the universe broad, 
Composed of atom-power, the bocly of our God. 

In and whereof all things liv, move, and hav their 
being according to. unchangeable sequence law, in·. 
herent in all that is. As said the noble Humboldt, 
"The universe is governed by law." 

ELIHU W. ALLEN. 

GENOA, MINN., Aug. 2, 283. 
MRs. M. W. BENNETT: Inclosed herewith you will 

find fifty cents in stamps, for which please send THE 
TRUTH SEEKER to the trial subscriber named. My 
business takes me through several counties of this 
state, and whenever I am in a place over Sunday I 
invariably deliver a lecture, and believing THE TRUTH 
SEEKER one of the very best mediums for the dissemi
nation of knowledge, I improve any and every oppor
tunity to talk TRUTH SEEKER. Perhaps you will re-

member that about six weeks ago I ordered your 
paper sent to W. W. Button, of this place. Well, 
Mrs. Button takes particular pains that all of their 
neighbors shall get the benefit of the paper. This 
subscription is one of the results. I trust the seed 
thus scattered may fall in good soil, and in time 
bear good fruit. I hav lectured here several times. 
The first time my hearers were scarcely a baker's 
doz'ln. The last time, four weeks ago, the school
house would not hold the audience. I speak here 
again next Sunday, As a result of four lectures in 
this school distiict, at the present time there are not 
to exceed four Christian families. I shall lose no 
opportunity to speak a good word for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. I see by your issue of July 21st that Mrs. S. 
J. Lenont, of Northfield, mentions my lecture at that 
place. Mrs. Lenont is one of nature's noble women. 
There are but few like her in this land of bigotry 
and superstition-a soul overflowing with charity and 
benevolence. Her whole heart is in the noble work. 

I trust that every one who has any interest in the 
education of the masses will leave no stone unturned 
which will assist in circulating THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

w. D. COLE, M.D. 

FABIUS, August 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Although I reside in the township or 

Pompey, N. Y., my address is Fabius, N. Y., a village 
of some four or five hundred inhabitants. Said vil
lage contains four God houses, with steeples pointing 
skywards, showing that Christianity has a strong, 
strong hold on the minds of a majority of the in
habitants. 

Methodists, Bap.tists, Universalists, and Roman 
Catholics meet at their accustomed houses of wor
ship and inform their unknown and imaginary divine 
being of their desires, also telling the impertinent 
sinner and ungodly Infidel what they must do in 
order to escape Pluto's dominion and gain an en
trance to the cubic city of the New Jerusalem; to 
take lesBons ia the harp business, adapted to the 
songs of Moses, etc., forgetting, of course, that the 
former was an a.dulterer and the latter a murderer 
-"for of such is the kingdom of heaven." 

Lovely picture! No obscenity the·re; no Infidel 
there; no honest doubter there; all is peace and joy. 
The wicked cease from troubling, although there was 
once war in heaven. 

"Who would not be an angel, 
If things are thus and so? 

Better discard all common sense, 
Than to perdition go." 

Rev. Alonzo Shurtleff, of the M. E. church at 
Fabius, N. Y., is more than an average speaker in 
his denomination. I hav conversed with him and 
listened to his remarks. He is courteous, genial, and 
sociable, and, I must say, I rather like the man for 
his apparent good qualities. But Brother Shurtleff 
is in trouble. First, his wife is an invalid, and has 
been so for months, with no prospect of recovery 
Secondly, Miss .Oolla Clark, a young lady in her 
teens, acted as nurse and waiter to the pastor's wife 
for several weeks last winter and during a revival in 
the M. E. church. Miss Clark is rather a prepossess
ing young lady, and, withal, a beautiful singer, and 
has heretofore borne a good character, so far as I 
hav heard. Thirdly, an action is now pending in the 
Supreme Court on charge that Brother Shurtleff has 
been attempting improper familiarities with Miss 
Clark. Where rests the blame the deponent saith 
not. That, as yet, remaineth a secret with Rev. A. 
Shurtleff and Miss Della Clark. In M. E. Billings' 
"Crimes of Preachers " is the case of Rev. Lewis vs. 
Rev. Shurtleff slander case in 1881. I intend going 
West soon on a visiting trip, and may call on many 
of the Liberals in other states, and, if so, will write 
you " as the spirit moveth." HOMER A, BILLINGS, 

PIOUS CLERGYMAN'S CHILDREN. 
WooDHULL, August 8,1883. 

MR. EDITOR: The character and disposition of each 
child born are more or less shaped and governed un
der the power and influence of circumstances arising 
under the law of heredity as well as the surround
ing circumstances of each day during life. 

Thus each generation is more or less responsible 
for the moral and civil condition of the next. A 
child born of Hinfloo parents has the disposition 1 •f 
a Hindoo, molded and stamped in its nature, as can 
be seen in an Indian; though raised from an infant 
by a Christian family, the Indian nature w1ll re
main. This can also l e seen in children born of 
pArents of different religious beliefs. There is no 
better recommendation for n man or woman as to 
th. ir moral standing in society than to be bJrn of 
Quaker parents; all such are, as a general thing, 
nc ted for their honest integrity and moral deport
ment. I will name Mrs. Slenker; notwithstanding her 
surroundings hav led her out of the idea of a future 
life, yet her moral and honest disposition, stamped 
in her nature by her parents, remains; while being 
born of orthodox parents is no recommendation as 
to morality or honesty, especiaily the children of a 
strictly orthodox clergyman, when he and his wife 
a1e strong believers in total depravity. Children J,orn 
of such parents, as a general thing, are noted for 
their depraved dispositions, and it is not to be won-
dered at under the laws of reproduction. · 

In this can been seen the evil produced and 
stamped by one generation into another. A firm 

belief in total depravity and its sister-mate, that 
mankind cannot merit anything by doing that 
which is right that will benefit them in the next 
life, but he has to depend wholly upon the merits 
of Christ. Under the idea mankind comes into the 
world a depraved being; and cannot do anything 
meritorious. "What has he to encourage him to do 
right under such teaching?" No wonder we are so 
slow in the developing of moral goodness. 

TJ•e orthodox teaching of total depravity, man 
merits nothing by doing morally right, and that the 
merits of Christ will save him on the gallows
should he abandon it it is hurtful to society and a. 
great cause of wickedness. And it's a wonder that 
more do not reach the gallows than do, as it is un
der Christian orthodox teaching a sure and safer
ro td to eternal bliss than the gospel, as about nine, 
out of ten swing into Christ's open arms. This speaks 
well for tho gallows. 

The question has been often asked, Why are the 
children of pious clergymen so apt to be lawless, 
rene.gadea? It arises from the fact a depraved dis-. 
position is drawn from the firm belief of their 
parents and stamped in their nature under the law 
of reproduction. 

Why should this be denied by our Christian friends, 
w' en they themselvs believe this depraved condition 
of man is drawn from grandfather Adam? Yet on 
this they are blind in claiming it had its origin in 
the first man God made, which would implicate their 
God as the original nuthor of depravity. Here we 
leave the question; yet we deny the truth of the doc
trin of total depravity, but are obliged to acknowl
edge the ruinous and mischievous results arising 
from a belief in it as well as from all other false 
ideas. IsAAC PADEN. 

RICHFORD, July 28 283. 
MR. EDITOR: We see in our beloved TRUTH SEEKER 

very many learned discussions of points on which we 
differ, and they are very amusing; some are very in
structiv. Oh, happy day, when mankind generally 
will entertain sober thought and willing minds, and 
admit that every one has a sacred right to do his 
own thinking, and tell his thoughts to impart or 
obtain information. What we say and do is mainly 
the means by which we make known our thoughts, 
and every one who is unwilling that all shall form 
their own honest opinion, and express it, is a curse 
to mankind. As a foundation of this gigantic evil is 
the assumption that we hav knowledge and con
sciousness after we are dead. The falsehood is old 
and widespread as history, and villainous, lying 
priests call the people out every returning Sunday 
to retail the human damning lie for a salary of $20,-
000 a year, and not one solitary item of proof on 
earth to show it to be anything but assumption. 
Our natural desire for continued life is all we hav to 
rely upon. The living will die, as surely as they liv. 
Spiritualists think so, and are trying to demonstrate 
it as a fact that we liv and hav individual form, 
knowledge, and consciousness after we are dead. 
The story is that Jesus taught so, that we go to hell 
or heaven, just as we are here. We don't see what 
he wanted of his body at the right hand of God. 
We doubt that God knows his right hand from his 
left, according to the Bible. What an idiotic affai'r 
that Jesus gave the keys of the kingdom to Peter! 
He was Satan (Matt. xvi, 23), and every pope and 
Christian priest has been a satan ever since. Origen 
was a very pious satan: he castrated himself because 
he thought God· did not know how to make a man. 
Then Constantine got the keys-a murderous curse 
as ever had superstition! They made a thing at the 
Council of Nice, that grew into our Bible, and forced 
it on to the ignorant world by endless hell and dam
nation scare, to call it the word of God, made by 
three hundred and eighteen quarreling, lying, 
drunken, murderous bishops-hypocritical satans. 
See Dr. Mosheim's •· Ecclesiastical History." See 
Amberley's "Analysis of Religious Belief," that the 
whole thing stands upon assumption-nothing else 
(p. 646). See his introduction (p. 27). It has always 
seemed that Christians think that when a man dies 
only his body dies. So ministers hav constantly 
taught-that man leaves his body as a worn-out 
house, or as a chicken leaves its shell and goes into 
another place. Now if that place is not a real one 
it must be a priest fabrication, as the whole Bible· 
proves itself to be. Heaven is beyond the bounds of 
time and space, says one. Hell is the grave, the 
heretic's place, says another. Bishop Marsh, Dr. A. 
Clarke, A. Barnes, and other .learned men do not 
not know what the Bible means, but all say it is not 
to be understood as written. So pay the salary, $20,-
000 each, to millions of disputing, differing mystl!.
gogs, and hav it expounded scientifically. Accord
ing to all the systems and .sects, separately (except 
Universalists), all men will go to hell unless God 
gets the keys back. We think Judaism and Chris
tia.nity are a fabrication of priest£;1, and the fal!'lest of 
all falsities. When we are dead individually we know 
nothing, says twenty texts of our bible. Trutb 
wanted. 

Our 'town generally is so under the influence of 
orthodox Christianity-six different sects-that .move 
than twenty professed Freethinkers won't take our 
TRUTH SEEKER. I traveled all day, and got one three 
months' subscriber. JosEPH NoYES.· 



A. Dude's Conversion. 
From tlw Elgin, fll., Morning Frank. 

The Bloomington Bulletin tells the story of 
the conversion of Tc·.umy Harrison, the dude 
preacher, who tried to rend Elgin from center 
.to circumference by the power of his burning 
-eloquence and signally failed owing to the 
good sense of a majority of his audiences. We 
reproduce the article. It will be found enter
taining, especially to those who are acquainted 
with the young man and his " eccentric;, man
:ner of making converts: 

Mr. Harrison, the ;, boy preacher," had a 
narrow escape. He came within an instant of 
ibeing lost at the time he was saved. He told 
the story of his narrow escape at the Jackson
ville camp-meeting last Thursday, and a great 
many people believed him-believed every 
word he -said. 

One cold December night-year not men
tioned-Mr. Harrison determined to attend 
services at a church, which was five minutes' 
Walk'from where he was when he arrived at 
this determination. He started, and when he 
had reached a lamp-post which was imme
diattly opp.:>Sit the church house to which he 
was going, he heard a voice saying: 

"Son, giv me thy heart." 
"He did not immediately comply with the 

demand. He hesitated; not because he be
lieved any injury was to be done him. He 
was undoubtedly aware of the fact, that if a 
human being had made a demand of him in 
the street in the night time, the demand would 
hav been for his purse, not for his heart. But 
he hesitated; and while he was doing so, the 
"Voice said to him: · 

"Now, or never." 
Just at that moment the village clock com

menced striking the last hour of the old year. 
.Mr. Harrison makes this statement with much 
emphasis, and we hav no inclination to dis
pute his word. But he must permit us to re
mark that the last hour of the old year is 
twelve o'clock, and that is a late church hour. 
Few men go to church services at twelve 
o'clock at night, even on "watch night." 

But this is neither here nor there; and we 
Will therefore proceed with Mr. Harrison's 
story. 

The village clock commenced to strike 
twelve. At the sixth stroke Mr. Harrison 
heard the voice that had addressed him be
fore, say: 

"Before the tongue of that bell shall cease 
to strike, you must-~ be lost or saved forever." 

This announcement, as the reader may sur
mise, somewhat startled Mr. Harrison, and he 
cried: 

"What! before that clock ceases striking. 
must I he saved or lost forever? My God! 
what shall I do? Can't I giv thee my heart 
to-morrow or the next week, or after I go 
home? 

The voice had been explicit, and it was 
e-vidently irritated by these unnecessary ques
tions, because, louder than before, as it seemed 
to Mr. Harrison, that warning came from
in the language of Mr. Harrison-the depths 
of the infinit, resounded through every avenue 
of Mr. Harrison's deathless spirit, saying: 

"Now or never." 
At that instant, which was, according to 

Mr. Harrison, "just about the tenth stroke of 
the bell," God himself-we quote Mr. Harrison 
exactly-" from the depths of his unspeak
able mercy stretched forth his almighty arm 
and interposed, and said: 

"I will hold back the stroke of the bell 
while for one moment you look to me." 

It seemed to Mr. Harrison a long time be
tween the tenth and the eleventh stroke of 
that midnight bell, but before the eleventh 
stroke rang out on the air-as Mr. Harrison 
puts it-,the pent-up feelings of what he calls 
his poor heart, broke out in a strong utterance, 
and he shouted: 

"Now!" 
There were two "nows," because as he cried 

"Now" God's spirit-this Mr. Harrison sol
emnly asserts-answered to his spirit and also 
cried: 

"Now!" 
Mr. Harrison says that in that instant he 

was saved-redeemed. "It was," he adds, 
"all done in the twinkling of an eye." 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. AUGUST 18. 1883. 

not mistaken when he says he cried, "Now!" 
before he heard the last stroke of the village 
clock at the time he had that fateful midnight 
conversation with his savior. 

"Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning and 
Tendency." 

''Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand
point." 

"Paine the Political and Religious Refor
mer." 

Help Spread tl1e Light. "Woman: Her Past and Present: Her 

I k 
Rights and Wrongs." 

tis ac nowledged by all that the best "Materialism and Crime." 
way to spread Liberal principles is by "Will the Coming Man Worship God? 
papers, tracts, and books. Every issue "Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity." 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER is a good mission- This is a chance to enlighten a large 
ary document, and every Freethought body of people, to help THE TRuTH 
book sold is a silent pleader and propa- SEEKER, and to get good books to circu
gator of the truth. There are thou- late by only a few moments' work. We 
sands of Freethinkers all over the coun- hope the responses will be many. 
try whom we do not know and who do 
not know this paper. But our friends 
know them, and we ask such as are 
willing to spend a few moments for the 
good of Liberalism to send us their 
names and addresses, that we may mail 
them copies of the paper. We are will-

BIBLE SERVICE. 
For Earnest Inquirers Only: "A Peculiar People 

Zealous of Good Works," "Communion or Saints." 
Notice. Sent by mall. Address, REWARD, 

6t33 710 Broadway, New York city. 

ing to furnish the copies necessary ror CHRISTIANITY VS. HUMANITY. 
this purpose and mail them, as we hope 
a few extra subscribers may thereby be 
obtained, which will make the pecuniary 
outlay square. But the main object is 
to spread -the knowledge of Liberalism, 
its aims and objects, what we think and 
why we think it. We would like every 
one to know that the Christian faith is 
a rope of sand, that the churches are 
taking the money of the people with
out giving any return. It is the duty of 
all Freethinkers to let their neighbors 
know that the fires of hell hav been 
quenched.-

Many Liberals say they hav no time 
to devote to missionary work, and do 
not like to argue with their church ac
quaintances. Very well, send us the 
names and let THE TRUTH SEEKER argue 
the case. Where a roan is Liberally in
clined-and not dead to all sense and 
reason-we hope and think THE TRUTH 
SEEKER will bring him clear out of the 
fog. 

To stimulate our friends in this work 
we make the following offer, only asking 
that when the sender has read the pam
phlets he shall hand them around that 
others may be benefited. 

To every one sending us the names 
and addresses of twenty-five independ
ent men and women who do not take 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and who do their 
own thinking, we will send one copy of 
either of the below-named twenty-five 
cent books: 

"Influence of Christianity upon Civiliza
tion," by B. F. Underwood. 

"Advancement of Science." The Inaug
ural Address of Prof. John Tyndall, delivered 
before the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science. · 

"Chronicles of Simon Christianus." His 
manifold and wonderful adventures in the 
Land of Cosmos. A new scrip_ture (evidently 
inspired) discovered by I. N. Fidel. 

"Religion not History." An able ex-
amination of the Morals and Theology of the 
New Testament. By Prof. F. W. Newman, of 
the London University. 

"The Besant-Hatchard Debate." A two 
nights' debate betwl"en Mrs. Annie Besant 
and Rev. A. Hatchard on "Jesus of Naz
areth a Historical Character, and the Influ
ence of Christianity on the World." 

"The Clergyman's Victims." A Radical 
story vividly portraying the wrongs committed 
by the professed men of God. By Mrs. J. E. 
Ball. 

"Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of Yah
weh or Jehovah," shown to be the worship of 
the Devil. 

''Gottlieb: His Life." A Romance of Earth, 
Heaven; and Hell. Beautifully written by S. 
P. Putnam. 

"Jesus Christ." His Life, Miracles, Deity, 
Teachings, and Imperfections. By W. S. Bell. 

"Last Will and Testament of Jean Mea
lier," a curate of a Roman church in France, 
containing the best of his writings. 

GEORGE CHAINEY 
wlll lecture on this subject 

AT GERMAN MASONIC TEMPLE, 
220 EAST FIFTEENTH ST., 

(Rooms of the Liberal Club), 
SUNDAY EVENING, AUGmH 26, 

AT EIGHT O'CLOCK. 
TICKETS, FIFTY CENTS 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

STANDARD BOOKS. 
Sold by n. ~1. Bennett, 21 Clinton PJ.,N. Y. 

IN'EEi!:NATIOX.-\.1, SCH"NTIFIC SERIES. 

No·. I. Fnrms of Water, in Clouds, Ruin, Rivers, Ice, 
and Glaciers. By Prof. John Tyndall. 12mo. 

Cloth, $1 50 
II. PhyFlcs and Pollt!cs; or, Thoughts on the Appli

cation of the Prlnctp1eR of H Natural Selec
t,fon," and'' Inheritance" to Political Society. 
llj'WalterBagehot,Esq. 12m" .......... Cloth, 150 

IlL Fo•do. By Edward Smith .................. Cloth, 175 
lV. Mi •I and Body. The Theories of their Rela-

tione. By Alex. Bain. 12mo ............. Cloth; 1 50 
V. The Study of Sociology. By Herbert Spencer. 

12mo _ ................ -............ . ........ Cloth, 1 50 
Vl. The Few Chemistry, By Prof. Josiah C. Cooke, 

Jr. of Harvard University. 12mo ........ Cloth, 2 00 
VII. The Cc•nseivation of Energy. By Prof. Balfour 

Stewart,. 12mo ............................ Cloth, 1 50 
Vlll. Animal Lccomotion; or. Walking, Swimming, 

,._, d l''lv1ng with a Dissertation oa Aeronautics. 
By J_ Bell Pettigrew. 12mo. Fully illusLrat.cd. 

Cloth, 1 75 
IX. HesponsihiFty in 'Mental Disease. By Henry 

M ,udsley, M.D. 12mo .................... Cloth, 1 50 
X. '.ill•~ Science of Law. By Prof. Sheldon .Amos. 

l'lmo ........ , .............................. Cloth, 1 75 
XI Anlrral Mechanhm. A Treatise 011 Terrestrial 

andAeriaJLocom~,tfon. DyE.J Marcy. With 
117 llln:.trutlon:~. 12mo .................... Cloth, 1 75 

xn. The I-H~tory nr t,he ConiHct. between Eeltg1on 
) »nd Science. By John William Draper. dr6ft 

1 75 
XliL The Theory of De•cent and Darwinism. By 

Pruf. Oscu.1' bclnLlclt. 12mo ......... _. ••• Cloth, 1 50 

XIV. J;·_pr~~,:~b·~f.Y i1m~.i~~~~- ~~~. -~~~~~:~.r~r.!i&; 2 oo 
XV. F'ung1: tllPir Nuturc ~~nd U~es. By M. C. Cooke. 

Etllted by tlF Bev.M. J.llerkeley. 12mo. 
· Cloth, 1 50 

XYI. (_:~hLt~kfuis~rcds~r~:ct~. ofk;~f~3-~k?~l~~41A~t~ 
uey. 12mu ................................ Cloth. 150 

XV I. ~l,·ney nn•l the :M chan ism of Exchange. By 
\V. St.<n:ley .Jev ns. 12mo ................ Cloth, 1 75 

XVII~. ~·~~~tc o~a l~h;sriflfi5~~\c:.itl~~ r;~~e~~gtn<; 
L\HillllCl. 'Vith 138Illustrat'or.s, and a Plate of 
"I•Cctra in Oll<Olllul!thog aphy. 12mo .... Cioth, 2 00 

XIX. Anln a! Pnrasltts and Messmates. By P. J. 
V •n lleneden. With 83 Hnst•ations. !'~mo. 

Cloth, 1 50 
XX. On F rmcnttJtfon. By P. Schu~zenberger. 

\Vtth 2R !Uustratlonf.l. 12mo ............... l:Iivth, 1 50 
XXI. TlH! Flve S..:nsesof Ma'~. By Prof. BPrns'cln, 

uf the U niver ity of Halle. 12mo ........ Ciotll, 1 75 
XXII Tn+~ Tlt1~0ry of Sound its Relation to Mudc. 

By 11 1\ t .1-' .etro Blase rna. 12mo .......... Cloth, 1 50 
XXIII. s.udies In Spectrum Analy<le. By J_ Nor-

nun Lockyer. Illuetrated. 12mo ........ Cloth, 2 50 
XXlV. A H'sto' y of t!Jc Growth of the S;eam-En. 

glrte. By R ·bert IL Thurston. With 193 I!IUB· 
tratlors. 12mo ............................ Cloth, 2 50 

XXV 12~do~:~~:~~ ~.s .. ~.~~.~~-~~~." .. ~~.~~.~:~.~~:.rc~oa(,~; 1 i5 
XXVI. ~1ode n Chromat'cs, wtth Appllc~tlons to 

) ,~b\u~~t~~~~~~Y-,2~~ ~~-~~~ .. ~ --~-L-~: .cVoi~: 2 oo 
XXVII. The buman Species. By A. de Quatrcfaoee. 

Pmfl'fS'Jr t.f Ant.hropology tn the !1.1Uscum of 
Nn.turalHistory,Paris. 12mo ............. CJ...tb, 2 00 

XXVIII. The rrayfish: an Intrrductton to tbc Studr, 
'ifi~~~~tFJns. Bl2li"o".f:. ?':.-~I..~: .~x~~:: .. ~Jrb't~: 1 75 

XXIX. Tbe Atomic Theory. By Ad. Wmtz, llfembrc 
de ]' wstttut, etc. TranslateU by B. Clemin-
shaw. 12mc ............................... Cloth, 150 

XXX. Animal Life as All'ccted bv the Natural Con· 
dltfons of l:txistence. By Karl Semper, Pro
fesa')r of the TTuiv~~rsfty of 'Vurz!Jurg. WJth 
2 Maps and 106 WoodCJt•. 12mo .......... Cloth, 2 00 

xxxh:~~~~iarA~J'x:J'I~~:~~r 0\,~~gn:rlfiiSJ~~;~~ 
Le Cl>nte, author of'· .11Iements of Geol•gy," 
etc. Wtth Illu.:tratlous. 12mo ........... Clotb, l 50 

xxx}ly g~~~~aifo~~~~~~F,YP{o~~:;;e~tV4l~f<~~·~i 
at the U nlverslty nf Erlangcn. W :th 75 'V ot:· 

THE 

INVENTED B~ 

WILLIA.M WILSON, 

MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, LECTURER ON ELECTlU. 
CAL THERAPEUTlCS. AUTHOR OF THE 

"TRIAL OJ!' MEniCIN," THE "LAN· 
GUAGE OF DISEaSE," "MED-

ICAL FALLACIES,'' ETO. 

80 COURT ST., BROOKLYN, N.Y. 
63 Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

For the past fl ve years in England and America 
this system has performed such cures in almost ev
ery form o! disease as were until then unheard or. 
Step by step it has advanced since its first in
trod action (first relieving and curing one man who 
bent like an archer's bow for ten years, but was 
in two months able to walk erect). Then fol
lowed other cases equally marvelous in all known 
!orms or disease; thus going on from day to ciay 
and month to month, until the method o! cure 
introduced by Wm. Wilson, the originator of the 
magnetic clothing system of America, has saved 

tens of thousands from the gl'(tve, and is now recognized 
by our most eminent scientists and physicians, hun
dreds of whom presrcibe it for thei1· patients after medi 

cin has failed, until it has become a household word 
in case of sickness. Since its first introduction we 
hav continually improved, until to·day we o1Ier the 
lightest, best ucn .. tilated, most poweJ:fu.l conttnuous current 

garment in the world, constructed on the latest sci-
entiflc principles-in fact, we o1Ier the acme o! ex-
cellence in magnetic garments, and when worn as 
advised by us, disease cannot exist. 

The following are clippings from testimonials ot 
which we hav tlwusands. a-Note we giv full names 
and addresses, that intending purchasers may write 
and satisfy themselvs they are genuln. 

J. HNORTII, M.D., Hammonton, N. J., in writing 
for clothing, says: "My patient in VIrginia in!orms 
me he is more comfortable since the ILP!Jllcatlon or 
your magnetic garments. The goods sent were utll
ized on the deformed limb, and aro working satisfac
torilY. 

ED. HOLLEl':BECK, organ-builder, 111 W. State st., 
Rockford, Ill. : "From a tmTlbly sprained knee the 
doctor WILS afraid my leg must come o1I. I sent for 
knee-cap, was able to walk in a few days, and have 

been all right since." 

J. T. LISLE, Lebanon, Ky., says: "My health has 
improved, and they are exceedingly pleasant gar
ments to wear. I feel free to recommend them to 
all dellcate people." , 

Mns. C. A. GOULD, Omaha, Neb. : "I wore the suit 
with splendid results, for paralysis, and I hav rec
ommended them constantly. I loaned my girdle a 
week to a friend for dyspepsia, with excellent re
sults.'' 

ll'fRs. A. BRYANT, 93 Consolyea st., Brooklyn, E. D., 
N. Y. : "I su1Iered for years from bleeding at 
the lungs. Your garments hav stopped the bleed
ing, and I feel quite strong. I cheerfully recom
mend them." 

H. LANGE (care of D. Hausmann), Cor. Jay & Nas
sau sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.: "Your garments haven
tirely cured meot blood-poisoning of theworstrorm. 
I cannot find words to express my gratitude." 

MR. WILSON, Dear Sir: Please send me a !ew circu. 
Iars in regard to your curativ garments. I hav been 
telling several parties about them. I hav some 
friends who hav used them with great and pleasing 
results, and I would like to pro mote their use. 

Yours, 'rHOMAS W. BREWER, 
Manasquan, N. J. 

MRS. E. P. PLEASANTS, Alderson's, Monroe Co., W, 
Va.: "I hav !ound tho greatest rellef trom my ap
pllances, and would not be without them for all the 
world." "Sepher Toldoth J eshu; or, 'rhe Book of 

the Generation of Jesus." First translation 
into Englisll. of a remarkable Hebrew docu
ment, giving the original from which the 
story of Jesus was made up. 

cuts. l2mo ................................ Cloth, 1 50 
XXXIII. Illus~ons. A Psyoholog'cal study. Rv All our magnetic garments are worn next the un-

J•meal:lully. 12mo ......... -- · ··· · ..... · .. Ciuth, 1 r,o derclothing, therefore they do not impart shocks or 
XXXIV. The Sun. By C. A. Young, Ph D., LL D., 

To those who do not know twenty
five persons whom a perusal of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER would be likely to benefit, 
but who can send a list of ten names, 
we will send either of the following by 
D. M. Bennett: 

"Matter, Motion, Life, and Mind." 
"The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle 

to the Truth Seekers." 
"The Gods of Superstition." 
"The Great Religions of the World." 
"Jesus Christ." Considered as an Infidel. 
"An Hour with the Devil." 
"Sinful Saints and Sensual Shepherds." 
"Honest Questions and Honest Answers." 
Or either of the following by Unde1·· 

wood: 

Profess~)r of Astronomy In the Collett:c ut Ne'-\· cause sores. They a.re also constructed under the 
Jersey. With numerous lllustratlons. 1~'f~th, 2 oo special supervision of ;he l!lventor. 

Continued success enables us to make the folloW· XXXV. Volcanoe<: What thcv Arc and wlwt th· y 
Tcaclt. By J. ,y. Judd, Professor of Geology in 
the Hoy'! School or Mines. With 96 Jllu;tra-
tions. 12mo ................................ Cloth. 

XXXVL Suicide: An Essay in Comp,,ratlve Morol 
Statlotlcs. By Hen, y 1\!orsell!, M JJ. 12mo. 

. Clotll, 1 75 

2 
Ol> ing o1Ier: Persons writing us an accurate description 

or their disease, ancl then sencllng for tho garments 
advised by us, wlll hav their moneY refunded should 

XXXV!!. The Fvrmatton of Vegctahle Mould, 
thrt ugh the At>.Llon of \Vorms. With Ohscrv.~· 
tJonR ou their Habits. By t harlcs DarwJn, 
LL.D., F.RS. With Illustration•. 12mo. 

Cloth, 1 !'.0 
XXXVIII. The Concepts and Theories of M->C!ern 

Phystcs. By J. B. Stallo. 12mo ........ Cl11tll, 1 'i5 
XXXIX. The Brain and its Functfonfl. By .1. Lur , 

Pnsslcla.n to the Ho~p1ce <lc Ja S.d,~~::t. h-rc. 
12mo ....................................... Uot· , 1 50 

XL. MytbandScience: AnEsg_,l·- Br T'ln \' gn-1!. 
1tmo ...................................... Cll·t , 1 -{· 

XLI. ~~~~a~~s ~t0t1~e Y~r'fr/rt ~ ~~ T:~~.J; ,1 :ll~:l~i:);· ~f 
"Heredfty.'' *rom the French, by \\•J1L.an 
Huntington Smith. 12mo ......... -.· .... __ CI.,b, 1 "0 

the appliances !all to cure. Therefore it resolves 
losu1 n1to 

No CURE, NO PAY. 
To assist the working class, we snpply them on 

payment of half the amount, and take the balance 
by easy monthly instalments. 

Send for lllustrar ~d pamphlet and information to 
the onlY office wl:i".<e the inventor can be consulted, 

Address all communications to 

This story we may not dispute· because this 
great soul-saver tells it over and over again, 
and in its recital seems to gain " converting 
power," but we must say that Mr. Harrison 
had a very narrow escape. If that village 
~lock had not been a very slow striker, he 
would hav been lost-would hav been at this 
moment in the service of the devil-might hav 
been telling lies from the pulpit, charging an 
admission fee to the sanctuary, and, with pi
ous words on his lips, might hav been making 
merchandise of the seamless garment of the 
Lordi "What Liberalism Offers in Place of Chris

We rejoice that Mr. Harrison is sure he is tianity." 
XLIIv~fJ~s ~~eih~n~a~~~P~i tte ~~~1~1JJ~U:o~: 

tera. lly Sir John Lubbock, Bare .. F.R.S., 
D.C.L •. LL.n .. ctc 12mo .................. cJ th. 'l (l{) 

DAVID J. COTTEP, 
80 COURT STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
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The A wakening. 
From the Smtry. 

The day comes sweeping onward, 
Shaking out banners of light, 

Her feet are upon the mountains, 
The darkness and chill of night 

Fly from her royal presence 
From the light of her roseate face

From the truth in her blue eyes shining, 
Her genuln form of grace. 

Her arms are bared to the morning, 
They arA full of wonders sweet, 

She will scatter along her path way 
A waking world to greet. 

The fil'e of wasting fever 
Grows paler and paler now, 

As her cool truth presses lightly 
Upon the sick world's brow. 

But unto this age of sleepers 
She cries" Up, up, and put on 

The garments befitting labor, 
:My weapons and armor don; 

'Tis no time to Jag or Idle, 
For each has his bread to win, 

Whoso reaps another's labor 
Eateth the bread of sin. 

I come the earth to lighten 
Of her weariness and care, 

To smite and seal with lightning 
The lips that falsely swear. 

I will find the key of knowledge 
That selfishness hid away, 

And open the courts of wisdom 
To the radiant light of day. 

I come to destroy ill us ton, 
The painted harlot of night 

Shall Jose by the day her glamour, 
And shrink from the searching llgh t. 

so all garnished and hollow systems, 
Built up for the thrall of man, 

Shall show in glaring falseness 
When by my light you scan 

Their ugly and vast proportions 
That hav grown the darkness through, 

Ah, the day like chaff ehall scatter, 
:Make way for the fabric new I 

Nature and art their treasures, 
And all things of beauty and worth, 

I will bring from the hall and palace 
or the high-born ones or earth. 

With themes of noble doing, 
Shall the minds of men be fed, 

For they of life know nothing 
Who must always dig for bread. 

They must Jearn the grander Jesson, 
That to dare, and do, and plan, 

Not just for one, but many, 
Is the best estate for man; 

That every wave of Influence 
He stirs on the ocean wide, 

Shall bring him a vessel freighted 
__ on =incoming tide." _ 

- :MRS. S.JY. J3INGHAM. 

KERSEY GRA YES'S WORKS. 
Sixteen Saviors or None. By KER

sEY GRAvEs author of the World's Sixteen 
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles, 
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents; 
cloth, $1. 

Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven 
Divine Revelations, containing a descrip
tion of twenty-seven bibles and an expo
sition of two thousand biblical errors in 
science history, morals, religion, and 
general' events. Also a delineation of the 
characters of the principal personages of 
the Christian Bible and an examination 
of their doctrines. Price, $2. 

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical 
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Do
mains. Price, 35 cents. 

The World's Sixteen Crucified Sav
iors· or, Christianity Before Christ. 
Contkning new and startling revelations 
in religious history, which d~sclose. th.e 
oriental origin of all the doctrms, pnncl
ples, precepts, and miracles of t~e <?hris
tian New Testament, and furmshmg a 
key for unlo~king man;r . of its s.acred 
mysteries, lJeSides compnsmg the history 
of sixteen oriental crucified gods. $2.00. 

SKETCH OF THE. 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
SALAD IN. 

(W. STEWART ROSS.) 

A very Interesting biography of a remarkable man. 
Price 10 cents. Address, 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

THE RADIOAL PULPIT. 
Oomprlollig dlocouraeo of a.dvaueed thought by 

0. B. FROTHINGHAM and FELIX ..t.DLEB 
two of America's eleareot thlnkero. 

Price. In cloth, •1 
ANOTHER GREAT WORK I 

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION 
Founded upon the Life of 

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA. 

How the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated 
Christianity. 

Transcribed bY SPIRlT FARADAY, late Electrician 
and Chemist of the Royal Institution, 

London, England. 
Price, boards, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

A<1drelll!: THll: TRUTH BEEKER, 
4.8 Ollnton Place, New York 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. AUGU~T 18, 1888. 
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J. S. MANsFIELD, Tucson, Arizona. 
A. BERENz, 140 Montgomery st., San Fran
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JosEPH MARsH, Northampton, Mass. 
CHAs. S. ConunN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence, 

Mass. 
M. V. THOMAS, 324 W.Lorimer st., Denver, Col. 
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The American and New York News Com
panies will furnish the paper to news deal
ers upon application. 

TO TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS 

The Truth Seeker, 
WUh sixteen large pa~res, wtll be •eat 

ro:r T.HBEE MONTHS, posta&"e paid, 

FOB FIFTY CENTS. 
..t.ddre•• THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

33 CUnt.eo Place. New ll'"o .. k. 

A WIFE WANTED. 
An honorable, Intelligent, middle-aged gentleman 

of fine personal appearance, high social standing, 
excellent habits, and aliectionate disposition, but 
with little means, wishes to marry a good woman or 
suitable age and disposition who has means, and who 
therefore desires only true mnnly worth in her hus-
band. Address EARNEST, this ofiice. 

12t24 

LOVE AND CON.TUGALITY. 
Hints toward the true and felicitous In Love and 

Conjugality. Sexuality viewed from a higher Ideal. 
New thoughts thereon, clearly presented, yet In un. 
objectionable shape. All In, or contemplating the 
wnjugal relation should hav this essay. Sent on re
ceipt of seven cents, postage, by S. G. LEWIS, 
GRASS VALLEY, CAL. 5t30 

A REMARKABLE BOOK! 
JUST PUBLISHED. 

BOTTOM FACTS 
CONCERNING 

SPIRITUALISM! 
The. result. of ==.ful---lnvesttgatlo_ns, covering a 

period of twenty-five years, by John w-:- Truesdell. 
A bold and utter revelation of the whole Inside his
tory of Spiritualism; Intensely interesting, and most 
startling and revolutionary in its character. Full or 
descrlptlv illustrations; beau tlfully bound. 

Copies or "Bottom Facts" will be sent by mail, 
postage free, to any address on receipt of $1.50. 

Address, 
JOHN W. TRUESDELL, 

SOti SyraCm<e, N.Y. 

LACY'S Nt W PUBLICATIONS. 
"NATURE'S HARMONY," 

Of evolutionary theory, solving the problem or 
life, and advocating the perpetuation of spiritual 
Identity, demonstrating from scientific standpoint. 

Neatly bound In muslin. Price, $1.00. 

"STAR LAKE ROMANCE." 
A poem of love and rivalry, written in view of dis
cussing Christianity vs. Infidelity. The arguments 
are rendered by the characters of the story, in their 
colloquies, and the reader Is left as umpire. 

200 pages, bound In muslin, gilt and embossed. 
Price, $1.50. 

Both of the above works contain the author's por-
trait. Address ARTHUR J. LACY, 

28tf Nirvana, Lake Co., :Mich. 

Ingersoll's Works. 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 

bo1dt,n':? Th~~~e~a?zi~P~!sf~Nivi~~~~~ty~9d:i~ ::if:~: 
tiCB and Heresies.'' 

WETTSTEIN'S 

JEWELRY STORE, 
ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Established 1857. Bea.ts the World. 
There Is not another town three times the size of 

Rochelle that can show so large and beautiful a stock 
of fine gold and silver watches, fine gold and plated 
chains, charUJ,s, necklaces, and lockets, bracelets; 
plaln gold, dtamond, pearl, turquols, and fancy stone 
rings; soliG silver and plated ware; optical goods, 
gold pens, accordions, pocket and table cutlery, guns, 
revolvers, shears, etc., as WETTSTEIN'S. 

Square dealing, enterprise, adaptation, accurate 
judgment, best of taste In buying, steady application 
during twenty-five years, best of watch-work, and 
LOWEST PRIOES AT ALL TIMES, hav done lt. 

If you hav a watch that no one else can put In per
fect order, send It to me. If you hav no watch, send 
to me for prices, and I will save you money. If you 
want a chain, necklace, ring, solid silver or plated 
spoons, castor, spectacles, opera glass, etc., send to 
me for prices and description, and I will convince 
you. 

REFERENOES: :Mayor and City Council, olllcers or 
Rochelle banks. 

GOODS SENT TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

LIFE-SIZE 

LITHOGRAPH 
OF 

D. 1\1. BENNETT. 
HeaV}' Plate Paper, 

SUITABLE FOR FRAME OB 
WITHOUT .FRAME. 

Sent by Mall for Fifty cents 

ADDRESS THIS OFFIOE 

TRUTH: 
A Poem in Three Parts. 

BY E. N. KiltGSLEY. 
Dedicated to' Truth Seekers, Spiritualists, 

Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists, 
and Impracticable Christians. 

Containing a picture of the 

JEWISH JEHOVAH. 
As Described by the Bible. 

"There went up a smoke out of his nostrils, and 
fire out of h!s mouth devoured: coals were kindled 
with it" (Psalms xvlll, 8). 

40 pp. Handsomely executed. Price, 25 cents, 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

FAR A 0 A-Y PAMPHLETS. 
No. 1.-The Relation o:f lhe Spiritual to 

•hf' :Ua•erial ._.ntverse; the Law o:fuou-
1:rol. 

Two papers given In the Interest or Spiritual Sci
ence, by Spirit FARADAY, or England. Price, 10 cts. 
Nn. 2.-0rigi .. of" t Ue· 

Or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution of 
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processes; 
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. By Spirit FARADAY. 
Price 10 cents. 
No. 3.- T~e Development of" the Spirit 

After Transition. 
The Origin of Religions. By Spirit FARADAY. 

Price, 10 cents. 
No.4 -·r .. e Process of Mental 4CtJon; 

Or, How We Think. By Spirit FARADAY. 15 cents. 
No IJ.-J e~n" Chri· t ,. Ftction. 

Founded on the Life of Apollonlus of Tyana. How 
the Pagan Priests of Rome originated Christianity. 
Transl~tted by the Jate:M.FARADAY. 208pages. PrlcA, 
bound, 75 cents. Paper, 50 cents. Postage, 5 cents. 
..t.chHa W. Spra~tnf''s and MBry ()lark's 

Experienc .. " in the First 'ren Spheres 
o:f spirit l.i:fe. 

Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N.Y. Price, 
20 cents. 
No- 1.-Expe .. ieuces o:f Satnnel Rowles, 

Late edt tor of the Springfield, :Mass., Republican, In 
Spirit Life; or, Life As He Now Sees It from a Spir
itual Standpoint. Written through the medl umshlp 
of CARRIE E. S. TWING, of Westfield, N.Y. 50 cents. 
No. 2.-Cootrasts in Spt .. u I.He: 

And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BOWLES, late 
editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In the 
first five spheres. Also a thrilling account or the 
late President Garfield's reception In the spirit 
world. Written through the hand of CARRIE E. S. 
TWING, Westfield, N. Y. Price, 50 cents. 

The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25 A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD. 
Ineludtnfl, 'Liberty for Ma.nt Woman, and Child;" 

'The Decla.ra.tion of Independence,' uAbout Farming 
in Illtnofs;" u The Great Bt~-nquet," u The Rev. A.Jexan. 
der Clark," " The Past Rtses before Me Like a Drea.mt'' 
and" A Tribute to Ebon C. IngersolL" 

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, $1.25. 

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, 
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa
per, 50 cents. 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00; 
cloth, $2.00. 

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Pa
per, 25 cents. 

Addreso THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
83 Clinton Place. New York 

Interrogatories to J e.hovah. 
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his 

Jewish Godship upon a great 
variety «~f subjects. 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
P&p~r.~O ceuta; Oloth, 7~centll. 

as Olin ton Place, New tork, 

A Fabricated AccJUnt of 

A Scene at the Death-bed of 
THOMAS PAINE. 

DID BISHOP FENWICK WRITE I1.? 
18 pp. Handsomely printed and bound, 

Price, 5 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
33 Clinton Place, New York. 

LOUIS :MASQUERIER'S 

SOCIOLOGY; 
OR, 

The Scientific and Liberty-giving Reconstruction 
·of Society, Morality, Government, and 

Property into states, 7 ownskips, 
and lihrmsteads. 

ILLUSTRATED. 

Together with his Phonology, developing the Eng 
!Ish language, spelled according to the sound of the 
twelve vowels and modifying power of the twenty. 
two consonants, or the first time, so far as known, In 
literature. For sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER office, 
21 Clinton Place, New York city. Price, $1; Postage, 
three cent stamps. 

Also, an English School Phonetic Spell!ng and Pro
nouncing Dictionary with definitions, In course of 
publication. Price, same as above one. 

Also a new Science ot Music in prepe.ratlon. 
;v'or ea.le a,t this omc 

D. :M. BENNETT'S WO.RKS. 
ADDRESS THE TRUTH BEEKER OFFICE. 

A Truth Seeker Around the World. 
Four large volumes. With a steel-plate 
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and 
each volume illustrated with forty-seven 
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth, 
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $10.50. 

The World's Sages Thinkers, and 
Reformers. 1,075' pages,Svo. Cloth, 
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Svo. 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods ami Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Two Volumes. 
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per 
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in 
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, 
$8.00. 

From Behind the Bars. A series of 
letters written in prison. Over 700 pages. 
Price $1.50. 

A Truth Seeker in Europe. A. series 
of letters written during a visit of ten 
weeks in Europe. Giving some account 
of the International Freethinkers' Con
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben
nett was a delegate, followed by a· de
scription of what he saw in England, 
France, Holland, and Italy. The letters 
from Rome alone are worth the price 
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait 
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50. 

The Semitic Gods and the Bible. 
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic 
nations, including All~th, Jehovah, Satan, 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin 
Marv, and the Bible. To the latter 230 
pages ar€1 devoted, showing that book to 
be a very inferior production for a first
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov
ers, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

Judaism, Christianity, and Moham
medanism examined historically 
and critically. It is thought to be the 
most damaging exhibit of Christianity 
that has appeared. 500 large pages. 
Price, $1.50. 

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories, 
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages. 
Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1. 

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. 
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Ujtm§ oJ Ufhought. THE EUREKA 
THAT was indeed a villainous but cunning old A TRAMP calls his shoes "corporations," because 

snake to thus completely thwart the king or heaven, they hav no souls. MAGNETIC CLOTHING the eternal God, of all knowledge and power, and IT sounds very fishy to allude to a pair of freckled 
the maker and ruler or heaven and earth; and it sisters as a brace or speckled beauties. 

was a most pernicious and cleadly kind or fruit that "WHY should we celebrate Washington's birthday 
could, by simply being masticated by our grand- more than mine?" asked a teacher. "Because he 
mother, thus inexorably damn to llopeless, perpet- never told a lie!" shouted a little boy. 
ual, and excruciating torture countless quintillions 
or her offspring. Why did God e\'er make such a A WESTERN journal heads an article, "A lunatic 
snake? Why did he ever make such an apple? Why escapes and marries a widow." Escaped, eh 1 We 
did he ever make such a woman! Why should he should say he got caught.-Binghamton Republican. 
hav created the possibilities for such a terrible 
catastrophe? How could he hav made such an egre- NOTHING so takes the conceit out of the average 
gious blunder? Who is able to answer these mo- man as to order his paper discontinued and then see 
mentous questions? It is a painful subject to dwell the editor going along and ~;etting rich without him. 

upon, and let us leave it at once.-D. M. Bennett. A..."! editor who has discontinued his paper because 
THE old argument that if Christianity is a human it was losing money too rapidly, is now prepared to 

fabrication, its authors must hav been either good deliver his able lecture entitled "Success in Jour
men or bad men, takes it for grante<l that there are nalism." 
but two classes or persons-the good and the bad. WHEN somebody told Mr. Whistler that a friend or 
There is at least one other class-the mistaken, and his h<1d received a legacy or £10,000. "By Jove I" 
both of the other classes ma.y belong to this. Thou- cried the Witty spendthrift," that's £20,000 a year for 
sands or the most excellent people hav been de- six months." 
ceived, and the history or the world is filled with in-
stances where men hav honestly supposed that they "IF Jones undertakes to pull my ears," said a 
bad received communications rromangelsand gods. loud-mout-hed fellow on a street corner, "he'll just 
Ingersoll. hav his hands full." The crowd looked at the man's 

IT has been thought by SODjle persons that if the ears and smiled. 
evidence or revelation appears doubtful, this itself IT was terribly confusing to the small Chicago boy, 
turns into a positiv argument against it, because it during the Knights Templars' conclave, to see sixty 
cannot be supposed that if it were true, it would be brass bands going in ditrerent .directions and hav to 
left to subsist upon doubtful evidence. And the objec- decide instantly which one to follow. 
tion against revelation from its not being universal "How old 18 that dog?" was asked or a colored 
iso!ten insiste<l upon as or great weight.-Butler's man. "If he livs to see the fifth or next June, sah, 
.Analogy. he will be de oldest dog on de plantation." "And i! 

REVELATION when applied to religion means some- he don't liv till then--" "He'll be dead, sah." 
thing communicated immediately from God to man. 
No man will ueny or dispute the power or the a!- A coLORED girl in Atlanta, Ga., was knocked over 
mighty to make such a communication, if he pleases. by an engin, and in a few minutes got up as if noth
But admitting, ror the sake or a case [i. e., for argu- ing unusual hail happened, and, looking after the 
ment's sake], that something lias been revealed to a engin, said, "Yon's got a heap ob politeness to 
certain person, and not revealed to any other per·- serve a lady dat way." 
son, it is a revelation to that person only. When he A WESTERN coroner's jury sat on a body or a horse 
tells it to a second person, a secon<l to a third, a third thief found hanging to a tree, and brought in aver
to a fourth, and so on, it ceases to be a revelation to diet of "Hanged by parties unknown to the public." 
all these persoll8. It is revelation to the first person It will be observed that the usual wording, "un
only, and hew· say to every other; an<! consequently known to the jury," was not used on this occasion. 
they are not oblige<l to believe it.-Paine. A FISHERMAN fished in the lake, 

DoES the song or the herald-angels, "Glory to Gou Who tried a big sucker to take; 
in the highest, and on earth peace, good will toward But just as he got 'm 
men," exvress the exha!tation and the yearning or a Was yanked to the bottom-
human soul, or <lues it describe an OjJtlcal an<l And there's where the fish took the cake. 
acoustic fact-a visible host and an au<lible soug? 
rr the former, the exhaltation and the yearning are POSSIBLY love laughs at locksmiths, and yet when 
man's imperishable possession-a ferment [sic] long the young man gets home from a courting-set-to 
conlined to individuals, but whic.h may by an<l by about three o'clock in the morning, and can't work 
become the leaven or the race. rr the latter, then the night-latch, his remarks about the lock and the 
belief in the entire transaction is wrecked by non- locksmith are not accompanied by any considerable 
fultilment. Look to the East, at the present ruo- hilarity. 
ment [1877], as a comment ori the promisor peace on THE Prince o! Wales wants the waters or England 
~t.h._ .... ~.._._o.,..,..d:uU_u .t.o.:uu:u·Li .Ynrul. ThAL I .. ~ ...... a'"' ioo a.- -otvcKeu- wltli fiS.fi-.-after--the- amerrca.n pian. II he 
dream <li.Ssol veu by the exver·ience or eighteen cen
turies. But though the mechanicaltheoryota vocal 
heavenly muitiLude pruve:s untenable, the immortal 
song anci the feeliugs it exvressess are still ours, to 
be incorporated, let us hope, in purer and less 
shadowy form~ in the poetry, philosovhY, and prac
tice or the future.-Tyndall on Man's Soul. 

WHEN such music sweet 
Their heart and ears did greet, 

As never was· by mortal finger struck; 
Dlvlnely-warbled voice 
Answering the stringed noise, 

As ali their souls in blissful rapture took; 
The air, such pleasure loth to lose, 
With thousand echoes still prolongs each heavenly 

close. -.Milton's Hymn to the Nativity. 

A MAN'S first care should be to avoid the reproach
es of his. own heart; his next, to escape the censures 
or the wbrid. lf the last interferes with the former, 
it ought to be entirely neglected; but otherwise 
there cannot be a greater satisfaction to an honest 
mind than to see those approbations which it givs 
itself, seconded by the applauses of the public. A 
man is more sure or his conduct when the verdict 
which he passes upon his own behavior is warranted 
and confirmed by the opinion or all that know him, 
-Addison'lJ· Sir Ricltard lJe Coverley. 

Hi place [i. e., high station or office] there is license 
to do good or evil, whereor the latter is a curse, ror 
in evil the best condition is not to will; the second, 
not to can. But power to do good is the true and 
lawful end of aspiring, for good thoughts (though 
God accevt them), yet toward men· are little better 
than good dreams, except they be put in act; and 
that cannot be without power and place, as the van
tage and commanding ground.-Bacon's Essays. 

IT is the current belief that Adam was made out 
or the eal'th somewhere in Asia, about six thousand 
years ago, that Eve was molded from one of Adam's 
ribs, and that the progeny of these two, having been 
reduced to eight persons, were landed on the sum
mit or Mount Ararat, after a universal deluge. All 
the nations of the earth hav proceeded from these 
last, hav migrated to their present localities, and 
hav become neg1·oes, Australians, Mongolians, etc., 
within that time. Five-sixths of the public are 
taught the Adamic doctrln, as if it were an estab
lished truth, and they belleve it. I do not, and I am 
not acquainted with any man or science, or duly in
structed person, who does.-Huxley. 

WE think that religious warmth is only to be val• 
ued when it springs naturally from an improved 
character, when it comes unforced, when it is the 
recompense or obedience, when it is the warmth or a 
mind which understands God by being like him, and 
when, instead or disordering, it exalts the eye of un
derstanding; invigorates conscience, givs a pleasure 
to common unties, and is seen to exist hr connection 
with cheerfulness, l udiclousness, and a reasonable 
frame or mind. When we observe a fervor, called 
religion, in men whose general character expresses 
little refinement and elevation, and whose piety 
seems at war with reason,. we pay it little respect. 
We honor religion too much to giv its sacred name 
to a feverish, forced, fluctuating zeal whicll has lit
tle power over this !Ue.-Dr. Ohanning. 

succeeds, the chm·ch congregations will be very 
small on Sundays. It is the lack or an opportunity 
to catch fish on Sundays that makes the average 
church attendance so large in England. 

"MY son graduated at a theological college with 
honors," proudly said an Arkansaw ,;entleman. 
"He took the gold medal, and the professors all de· 
clared that he would make his mark." "What is 
he doing now?" asked an acquaintance. "He's in 
the penitentiary at present; but, sir, he graduated 
with honors." 

AMElliCAN JOURNALISM: The following is a sample 
or the headliness with which the Cincinnati limes 
and Star enlivened its telegraphic columns during 
the Egyptian campaign. Each cavitalized word rep_ 
resents the beginning of a separate line: " Woeful 
war. It lifts aloft its horrid front in Egypt's desert 
land, And Wolseley's soldiers groan and grunt Across 
the scorching sand. The turbaned Turk and gory 
Greek In enmity Jock horns, And all the Powers, so 
to speak, Tread on each other's corns."-St. James 
Gazette. 

LITTLE Sammy Peter by went to church last Sun
day and did not behave himself as decorously as he 
he should hav done. His rather, who is an Austin 
editor, rebuked him for his levity, but the little fel
low insisted that he listened to everything the 
preacher said. "Then, ~ammy, I suppose you re
member the text." "or course I remember the 
text. I don't remember the words, pa, but I know 
pretty near what it was." "What was it then?" 
"If a man smites you on the right cheek, smite him 
on the left, and or such is the kingdom or heaven." 

AT a Thursday evening prayer-meeting held in an 
interior town a week or two since, a brother arose 
and said he had a confession to make. Much against 
his will he had been beguiled into buying railroad 
stocks as a speculation. "Poor sinner I Lost man!" 
gr·oaned the circle. "Yes, I put up ror stocks. I 
was tempted by Satan, and I yielded," continued the 
repentant. "How much?" asked a cautious brother. 
"Well, I had about $2,000 invested." "And you lost 
it all, and there's no hope for you ?'1 "Lost! No, 
Brother Smith; I cleared fifteen hundred dollars." 
"Ah I you did? That somewhat alters the case. I 
believe if Brother Jones bought a $400 bell for our 
church and paid the expense or revarnishing the 
pews, the Lord would let him orr this time on sus· 
pended ·sentence I" 

ALTHOUGH he was only five years old, Dickey was 
rather spoiled. Some children are spoiled at a very 
early age. He objected to eating the fatty portions 
ol his meat, but his lather encouraged him to eat 
the meat by promising him a nice warm whipping 
with a strap, and also by telling him that his broth· 
ers eat the rat. "Do they like it?" asked Dickey. 
"Do you mean the strap? .. "No; the fat." "Yes; 
they like the rat." "Then giv them mine." With 
regard to the negroes and the Indians, the people of 
Texas, and or the west generally, are very much like 
Dickey and his antipathy to rat. Some ol the cranky 
philanthropists say they really love the dar key and 
the Indian. We do not like them, but it the distant 
cranks really do, then we magnanimously allow 
them to hav our share, too.-.&. 

CURES EVERY JWR.M OF DISEASE 
WITHOUT MEDICIN. 

THE 

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 
CURES COLD OR. MOIST FEET. 

Sent to any address upon receipt o! $1.00. EVERY PAIR 
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all information by 

Jetter or in person free or charge. Send 
for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
LADIES' MA.GNETIO JAIJKET. Price, $18. 

TESTIMONIALS : 
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct in every particular, 

and that your ailments can be eradicated Without the aid o! MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in 
One Week. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dea.r Sir: All I !eel greatly in

debted to you for the beneflt I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use o! your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those a!
fl Jcted as I hav been that the effect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis in my right arm and could not use it at .all, but 
after wearing a suit or your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use it quite as well as ever_ I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number o! years, from which I hav suf
fered intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never round but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
beneflt, and if I improve as rapidly as I hav in the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means o! effecting 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
effect a cure in a case or Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the same 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change medicins every day until, after dosing the 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (if he is very skilful) that brings relief 

. ror th<!>_tirne being. 

Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After .wearing one o! 

your MAGNETIC VESTS ror about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured or Neuralgia o! the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source of misery to. me tor 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without beneflt; but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC yEST !.got relief instantly. With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladies, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and if I improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T"J.esday, will soon be well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entirely cured in Jess 
than six wee.ks after putting on the garments, and, 
although in bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles in 
two days after the application. The lady's name 
can be had upon application at this office, by any-
one desiring to communicate with her. · 

La•H.,o, read the following testimony from a lady who had been sutrering for two yeR.rs with an Ovar
ian Tunto•·, and who had been told. that uvLhlug but tho knifo wouhl 1::m.v~ lJer life, and the chn.nues. 
were ag 9 to 1 against recovery. In rour months' time she is P errectly well, and has not taken a dnse o! 
medicin since putting on the appliances. Consult us When your physician tells you he can do uothinog 
for you; it wm pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fail me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire ror rood, and, in fact, began to rail rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted seve:al physicians 
or St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all or whom declared that I had an Ovana.n 't ulllor, 
and that the only thing that would S!tve my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the I<Jureka. lUa~~;n~t.ic Appl <ances. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope or a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit of 
your appliances. From the very flrst I felt invigorated, the tu
mor, wnich had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was in my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose or medicin. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sutrering as I hav, believing 
hat they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances in the 
market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, 
Gentlemen's Belts, - • 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, -
Sciatic Appliances, each, 
Leg Belts, each, 
Knee Caps, each, 
Wristlets, each, 

$ 6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
5.00 
4:.00 
3.00 
1.50 
4:.00 Sleeping Caps, 

Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 
Su:eerfine Insoles, • • • 1.00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt o! price, and we w111 return the mone, 
if they are not as represented in every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are offered at Jess than one-third or what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we w111 
guarantee that the magnetic quality is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever offered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
in the market Will attract the smallest particle or iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made or material no better than hoop-iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material ror the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet is arranged in the garments upon 1cientijla 
principles, and not haphazard as in all the others. We offer you therefore 

The On1y Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now offered under that head. At 
the same time the application or labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to offer them at 
about 

ONE·THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that We can say with truth, None are mo poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher 
than ordinary clothing. 

R·Jn•Dlb .. r that we are offering you the cheapest and beet magnetic appliances in the market,. and if 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we wlll 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
· . order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES. LIBERAL COMMISSIONS ALLOWED 
AddteSB for further Information, Dr. L• Tenney, 

824. Race S$reet, oor. of lith litlleet, Glnelnnatt, Ohio. 
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Jlolts and g[lippings. 
THE Parnell testimonial fund has reached 

the total sum of £20,054. The money had 
better been spent in relieving the chronic dis
tress of Ireland. 

DETROIT JJlree Press: People whose conscien
tious scruples wouldn't allow them to go to 
the circus can now go to camp-meeting and 
hav just as much fun. 

A COLORED preacher in Alabama offers to 
take a call at $8 per year. A Western edi
tor asserts that all he seems to care for is 
to hav his dog comfortably fixed. 

UNDEB the head of " Sunday Services," a 
St. Louis paper recently had the following no
tice: "The Immaculate Conception Sodality 
nine will cross bats with the Christian Broth
ers' second nine, Sunday, at 2 P;M." 

IT is said that in a northern town in Litch
field county, Conn., the Sunday morning 
church service is postponed until 12:30 
o'clock, to enable the deacon and other mem
bers of the church to take their milk to the 
depot. 

Tl'IEDORE PARKER, the Liberal theologian, is 
to hav a statue in Boston. The late Nathaniel 
Nash left $5,000 for that purpose, and a like 
sum will be raised by the Parker· Memorial 
Association, a committe of which is now ex
amining models. 

A LITTLE girl at Palmer, Mass., who had 
been naughty and was punished by her 
mother, made the following prayer when she 
went to bed at night: "0 God, please make 
me good; not real good, but just good enough 
so I won't hav to be whipped." 

· THE Rev. Dr. Muldahon, of Boston, says the 
Garden of Eden is now under the waters of 
the Indian ocean, while the Rev. Dr. Warren, 
of the Boston University, stoutly maintains 
that it is anchored to theN orth Pole. Wouldn't 
it be well to offer a reward for it? 

A PREA.OHI!lRB' convention was recently held 
at Creston, Iowa, at which each attendant was 
presented with a brood of five chickens. This 
shows foresight on the part of the donors. 
When every minister keeps hens their neigh
bors' roosts will show more indications of 
thrift. 

REGARDING the reported finding of an ancient 
copy of a portion of Deuteronomy, the Inde
pendent says: "Let our readers put no trust 
whatever in a reported very ancient copy of 
the Ten Commandments, and part of Deu
teronomy, differing from the Hebrew text, 
found in Arabia. It is exploited by a well
known dealer in frauds, and is on the face of 
it a forgery." 

A Boi!ITON dispatch says that as the Essey Sav
ings Bank has foreclosed 11 mortgage of $70,-
000 on St. Mary's Church, Lawrence, on ac
count of the inability of the priests to raise 
l!lufficient funds to pay the interest, the prop
erty will be sold at auction on Sep. 6th. This 
is a portion of the property owned by the Au
gustinian Society. The structure originally 
cost over $200,000. 

AT the annual convention at Pittsburgh, Pa., 
of the anti-organ faction of the Presbyterian 
church, the Rev. Dr. Wm. Wishart, of Hayes
ville, 0., said he was conscientiously opposed 
to instrumental music, and rather than giv up 
his views of duty would giv up affiliation with 
brethren in the church and go where organs 
are not used. Said he: "The organs will put 
us out of the church, or we will put them 
out." 

AN interesting religiou!l item comes from 
Texas. On the 14th, Lawrence Denman met 
the Rev. R. G. Sewell on the street, and, draw
ing a 44•caliber navy revolver, fired at the 
clergyman four times, and he died a short 
time afterward. The causes leading to the 
shooting are of a domestic nature, and can 
only be published on the trial of the case. No 
one blames Denman; and yet the Rev. Mr. 
Sewell is regarded as the victim of a con
llpiracy1 as he asserted in an ante-mortem 

statement. Both parties were highly con· 
nected. Mr. Sewell was a Methodist clergy· 
man and the local agent of the American 
Bible Society. 

AN evangelist mounted the platform in a 
Kentucky meeting-house, and, looking about 
the room for a moment, he suddenly ex
claimed, "Are you prepared to die?" It was 
well that he was a very spry man, and it was 
well also that the pulpit was double thickness. 
The evangelist says a Kentucky congregation 
is very responsiv, put you must be very care
ful what kind of language you use when in 
its presence. 

DAN McNEILL, of the Chico Record, is the 
same man of whom the story is told that he 
died, went to heaven and became an angel, 
and on being greeted by an old phum on earth, 
who said, "Well, Dan, we've struck it at last," 
replied: "Yes, the music is fair, the wings 
may work better when they get oiled up a 
little, the harp is in fair shape, the seraphim 
and cherubim may improve on acquaintance, 
but this d-d halo don't fit." 

A PEDLER tried to coax a Michigan farmer's 
wife into buying some of his wares by patting 
her under the chin and saying that she was a 
nice little woman. Her husband soon re
turned, and she told him. With a friend he 
overtook the pedler, whipped him, threw his 
pack over a fence, took him back to the house, 
whipped him again, then tried him before a 
mock court, and fined him three dollars, which 
he paid. His retaliation is a suit for damages. 

THE bishop of Monaco harangued his flock 
the other day upon the doings at Monte Carlo 
and delivered himself of this pregnant re
mark: "We liv in a pagan locality which it is 
frightful to contemplate; our pontiffs are 
croupiers, our gods gold and silver, our vesta.! 
virgins the cocottes from all the slums of 
Europe, our visitors the scrapings of the 
world's tripots." The bishop of Monaco has 
his opinions, and is not afraid to ezpress them. 

THE Sabbatarians of Pennsylvania, on un
dertaking to stop work and recreation on 
Sundays in several towns, are met by a threat 
to enforce the Sunday law to the uttermost, 
in order to make it odious. The statute was 
passed nearly a century ago, and has never 
been revised. Nor has it for a longtime been 
regarded. It forbids almost everything on 
Sunday ezcept going to church. Travel for 
any other than a religious or necessitous pur
pose is punishable. All efforts to make 
amendments hav failed on account of the di
vergent views of legislators. 

A VINEYARD HA.Vl!lN man furnishes a New 
Hampshire paper with the following copy of 
a curious old bill, which for detail is a model, 
found in the ruins of Wentworth Abbey. It 
bears date, Nov. 1st, 1605, and was copied 
from the original: 
Earl F!tzw!ll!&m and Rev. J. Maguire 

To John Jones. 
For repairs to Roman Catholic Ohurch •· d. 

To soldering and repairing St. Joseph o 4 
To cleaning and ornamenting the Holy Ghost o 6 
To repairing the Virgin Mary, and making 

ing them all face downward, he makes a 
prayer and then draws a card; if blank, no 
victim is called for; if marked, a sacrifice has 
to be made. He will probably be taken to the 
asylum this enning." 

J. H. HunsoN, pastor of the Baptist ehurch 
in Holton, Kan., against whom the Joseph 
Herald, recently, charged that he had been on 
a carousal in that city, visiting a house of ill 
fame, and drunkenness, was to-day arraigned 
before a tribunal on these charges, based on 
the publication mentioned, and other conduct 
since he has been in that place. The accused 
pleaded guilty to part of the charges. His prop
osition to the church to resign as pastor, pro
vided the matter was dropped, waa accepted, 
and the engagement between them was can
celled. Public opinion, outside the church, 
is against Hudson. He will probably hie 
away.to new pastures. 

A BRITISH newspaper prints a letter from an 
ezceptionally innocent correspondent, who, 
having read the latest yarn about Noah's ark, 
goes on to say: "In these days of 1kepticism 
and rank Infidelity, when men scoff at the 
truthfulness of the word of God, yea, there 
are those among us even professing Chris
tianity who doubt the authenticity of the Pen
tateuch. Many there are also who disbelieve 
in the Old Testament altogether and look upon 
it as an obsolete book. In these days, there
fore, it is refreshing to hear from what may 
be considered a reliable source that Noah's 
ark has been discovered." This excellent 
gentleman, remarks the Times, has been very 
badly taken in. He should be put into the 
ark. 

WILLIAM Hzcxs, his wife, and five children 
became wildly insane at Charleston, ill., and 
were committed to an asylum. The oldest 
daughter had gone home sick. Her mother 
refused any medicin, claiming that she had a 
revelation from heaven that she could wash 
all sins and ills away with salt and water. 
Hicks got the idea that the family were a band 
of angels under the especial care of God. The 
children took to repeating passages of scrip
ture and speaking of themselvs as angels. 
Mrs. Hicks had been losing sleep while wait
ing upon her sick daughter, and during all 
this time she was laboring under such intense 
religious excitement that her nervous system 
became overstrained, and as she had a power
ful influence over the other members of the 
family they also became insane. 

SEVERAL serious charges are made by his 
parishioners against the Rev. Florence Mc
Carthy, Catholic priest of Williams burgh, L. I. 
He has just been acquitted by the courts of 
charges of gross immorality, made by two 
women, but still a portion apparently of his 
flock do not regard him innocent. In addi
tion, a committee has been formed from the 
members of his church to ask the archbishop 
to appoint another shepherd. At the meet
ing held for this purpose one of the speakers 
said that he, the speaker, "defied any one 
either to show him just how a dollar of their 
money had been expended, tell him how much 

her a new Child 5 6 tne church wall now in debt, or what disposi-
To making a new nose for the dev!J, putting 

a horn on hls head, and glUing a place on 
h!B tall 6 

112 dlO. 

tion had been made of the money Father 

6 
McCarthy had collected in the parish." After
ward others said: "During the ten years that 
Father McCarthy has been in charge of the 
parish he has been treasurer, and apparently 
he has been responsible to no one. Thou
sands of dollars hav been gathered to build 
him a house. There are no signs that he ever 
will build one. The church is comparativly 
new, and requires little money for !repairs. 
There are no schools nor any institution to 
require our money. Two or. three times 
statements haT been asked from Father Mc
Carthy, but the man who asked once did not 
ask again." This shows a rather bad 1tate of 
things in that particular corner of the Lord's 
Yinyard, and the faithful are perhaps justi
fied in asking for another keeper. The mul
tiplicity of these church scandals is leading a 
great many to think that the world would be 
as well off without any of these unfaithful 
priests. In the language of the Sun, slightl:y 
changed, the church must go, 

THE following item illustrates the beneficent 
effects of holy writ. If Freethought were re
sponsible for such deeds, what a cry would 
go up from the churches to down with Free
thought I The observation has been made 
that it is a poor rule that won't work both 
ways I It is from the Muscatine, Iowa, 
Evening Journal of the 6th: "Mr. Carl Busch 
was before the commissioners of insanity to
day, who reported in favor of sending him to 
Mt. Pleasant. Mr. Busch is a mason, and has 
been a resident of Muscatine for over thirty 
years. He laid the foundation stone of the 
court house. He labors under a religious hal
lucination, claiming that he is called upon by 
a divine voice to sacrifice his wife. He arrives 
at his conviction or judgments in a peculiar 
way. He has several little paper cards, some 
of which are blank, others are marked. Turn-

ANTI-JEWISH outbreaks are still frequent in 
Russia. 

THE deaths from cholera in Egypt last Sat
urday numbered 310. 

A NUMBER of heavy leather dealers in Boston 
haT failed and suspended.t 

GEOl!GL!.. is to hav a new capitol at a cost of 
$1,000,000 and six years' work. 

GoT. BuTLER, of Massachusetts, has gone 
off on a vacation in his yacht America. 

T1111: British Parliament has set apart $250,-
000 for the building of horse-car lines or 
tramways in Ireland. 

THE strike of the telegraphers is ended, and 
the men are now looking for work. The dem
onstration is pronounced a failure. 

A BANX in Warren, Ohio, has bien obliged 
to close its doors on account of the pecula
tions of its cashier, which amount to some 
$80,000. 

Tw:mNTY-TWO young men who were students 
in the university at St. Petersburg, and who 
were connected with a Nihilist journal, haT 
been 11ent to Siberia. 

THJ: remarkably cool and comfortable sum
mer has produced an exceedingly dull season 
for the hotels and restaurants at the watering 
places about New York. 

MILLioNAIBE FLOOD, of San Francisco, is to 
erect in that city a residence, at a cost of 
$3,500,000, which he intends shall be the 
finest private building in the country. 

TRE abolition of the internal revenue tax 
on matches has encouraged the manufacture 
in foreign countries, and tons of matches are 
being brought to America from Sweden. 

CANoN BERNARD of Brussels, recently charged 
with breach of trust, purloining money, etc., 
was acquitted. The public prosecutor still 
believes him guilty, and has appealed the 
case. 

THE government of Egypt intends to sup
press a newspaper published in Cairo, be
cause it has printed satirical articles on the 
public ministers. Four other papers hav been 
warned. 

TRE thirty-second annual meeting of the 
Association for the Advancement of Science 
met in Minneapolis on the 15th inst. The 
deliberations were rather anomalously opened 
with prayer. 

A BITE has been selected for a monument to 
Washington in Westmoreland county, Va., 
near the site of the old homestead. An act of 
Congress has authorized the erection of such 
a monument. 

QmT has been restored throughout Spain. 
The rebellion is quelled and the various bodies 
of police hav returned to their former sta
tions. Activ inquiries are now being made as 
to the cause of the revolt. 

THE town of Ischia, on the island of Cassa
micciola, near Naples, recently destroyed by 
earthquake, is being rebuilt. Emperor Wil
liam of Germany has contributed 50,000 
marks (about $15,000) in aid of the sufferers. 
The Prince of Wale11 givs $500. 

JunGE JEBEMUH S. BLAcK, the eminent jurist 
and old-time politician, died at his home in 
Brockie, Pa., on the 19th, aged 73 years. He 
will be remembered by readers of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER as one of the parties to the Ingersoll
Black discussion published last year in the 
North .American Review. 

A BRITISH Jew, representing a business firm 
of London, and who arrived in St. Petersburg, 
Russia, on the 15th, provided with the proper 
British passport and credentials to banking 
firms, has been expelled from Russia by order 
of the authorities. The Jewish World of Lon
don says that the Russian minister of the In
terior has ordered the enforcement of the 
decree forbidding Jewish manufacturers from 
employing Christian workmen. 
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~elections. nothing reformatory in fear. Kindness, guided by 
intelligence, is the only reforming force. An appeal 
to brute force is an abandonment of love and reason, 

S and puts father and child upon a savage equality. 
Fm·ther Views of Col. Ingersoll on the ituation. The savageness in the heart of the father prompting 

From the Brooklyn Union. the use of the rod or club produces a like savageness 
In response to the reporter's query as to the prog- in the victim. The old idea that a child's spirit must 

ress made in theology, Col. Ingersoll said : be broken is infamous. All this is passing away, 
":By comparing long periods of time, it is very however, with orthodox Christianity. That children 

easy to see the progress that has been made. Only are treated better than formerly shows conclusivly 
a few years ago men who are now considered quite the increase of what is called Infidelity. Infidelity 
orthodox would hav been imprisoned, or at least has always been a protest against tyranny in the 
mobbed, for heresy. Only a few years ago men like state, against intolerance in the church, against bar
Huxley and Tyndall and Spencer and Darwin and barism in the family. It has always been an appeal 
Humboldt would hav been considered as the most for light, for justice, for universal kindness and ten
infamous of monsters. At that time every scientific derness." 
discovery was something to be pardoned. Moses "The ministers say, I believe, colonel, that worldli
was authority in geology, and Joshua was considered ness is the greatest foe to the church, and admit that 
the first astronomer of the world. Now, everything it is on the increase?" 
has changed, and everybody knows it except the "It ifil the habit of the ministers to belittle the men 
clergy. Religion is finding out new meanings for who support them-to slander the spirit by which 
old texts. We are told that God spoke in the Ian- they liv. 'It is as though the mouth should tear the 
guage of the common people; that he was not teach- hand that feeds it.' The nobility of the Old World 
ing any science; that he allowed his children not hold the honest workingman in contempt, and yet 
only to remain in error, but kept them there. It is are so contemptible themselvs that they are willing 
now admitted that the Bible is no authority on any to liv upon his labor. And so the minister, pretend
question of natural fact; it is inspired only in mor- ing to be spiritual-pretending to be a spiritual 
ality, in a spiritual way. All, except the Brooklyn guide-looks with contempt upon the men who make 
ministers, see that the Bible has ceased to be re- it possible for him to liv. It may be said by 'world
garded as authority. Nobody appeals to a passage liness' they only mean enjoyment-that is, hearing 
to settle a dispute of fact. The most intellectual men music, going to the theater and the opera, taking a 
of the world laugh at the idea of inspiration. Men Sunday excurSion to the silvery margin of the sea. 
of the greatest reputations hold all supernaturalism Of course, ministers look upon theaters as rival at
in contempt. Millions of people are reading the tractions, and most of their hatred is born of business 
opinions of men who combat and deny the founda- views. They think people ought to be driven to 
tion of orthodox Christianity. I can remember when church by having all other places closed. In my 
I would be the only Infidel in the town~ Now I meet· judgment, the theater has done good, while the 
them thick as autumn leaves; they are everywhere. church has done harm. The drama never has insisted 
In all the professions, trades, and employments the upon burning anybody. Persecution is not born of 
orthodox creeds are despised. They are not simply the stage. On the contrary, upon the stage has for
disbelieved; they are execrated. They are regarded, ever been found impersonations of patriotism, hero
not with indifference, but with passionate hatred. ism, courage, fortitude, and justice, and these imper
Thousands and hundreds of thousands of mechanics sonations hav always been applauded, and hav been 
in this country abhor orthodox Christianity. Mill- represented that they might be applauded. In the 
ions of educated men hold in immeasureable con- pulpit hypocrits hav been worshiped; upon 'llhe stage 
tempt the doctrin of eternal punishment. The they hav been held up to derision and execration. 
doctrin of atonement is regarded as absurd by Shakspere has done far more for the world than the 
millions. So with the dogma of imputed guilt, Bible. The ministers keep talking about spirituality 
vicarious virtue, and vicarious vice. I see that the as opposed to worldliness. Nothing can be more ab
Rev. Dr. Eddy advises ministers not to answer the surd than this talk of spirituality. As though read
arguments of Infidels; in the pulpit, and givs this ers of the Bible, repeaters of texts, and sayers of pray
wonderful reason : That the hearers will get more ers were engaged in a higher work than honest 
doubts :from the answer than :from rQading the orig- industry. Is there anything higher than human 
inal arguments. So the Rev. Dr. Hawkins admits love? A man is in love with a girl, and he has deter
that he cannot defend Christianity from Infidel at- mined to work for her and to giv his life that she 
tacks without creating more Infidelity. So the Rev. may hav a life of joy. Is there anything more spirit
Dr. Haynes admits that he cannot answer the ual than that-anything higher? They marry. He 
theories of Robertson Smith in popular addresses. clears some land. He fences a field. He builds a 
The only minister who feels absolutely safe on this cabin; and she, of this hovel, makes a happy home. 
subject, so far as his congregation is concerned, She plants flowers, puts a few simple thmgs of beauty 
seems to be the Rev. Joseph Pullman. He declares upon the walls. This is what the preacherfil call 
that the young people in his church don't know 'worldliness.' Is there anything more spiritual? In a 
enough to hav intelligent doubts, and that the old little while, in this cabin, in this home, is heard the 
people are substantially in the same condition. Mr. drowsy rhythm of the cradle's rock, while softly floats 
Pullman feels that he is behind a breastwork so the lullaby upon the twilight air. Is there anything 
strong that other defense is unnecessary. So the more spiritual, is there anything more infinitly ten
Rev. Mr. Foote thinks that Infidelity should never be der, than to see husband and wife bending with 
refuted in the pulpit. I admit that it never has been clasped hands over a cradle, gazing upon the dimpled 
successfully done, but I did not suppose so many miracle of love? I say that it is spiritual to work for 
ministers admitted the impossibility. Mr. Foote is those you love. Spiritual to improve the physical 
opposed to all public discussion. Dr. Wells tells us condition of mankind-for he who improves the 
that scientific Atheism should be ignored; that it physical condition improves the mental. I believe 
should not be spoken of in the pulpit. The Rev. in the plowers instead of the prayers. 
Dr. Van Dyke has the same feeling of security en- "Some of the clergymen who hav been interviewed 
joyed by Dr. Pullman, and he declares that the great admit that the rich and the poor no longer meet to
majority of the Christian people of to-day know gether, and deprecate the establishment of mission 
nothing about current Infidel theories. His idea is chapels in connection with the large and fashionable 
to let them remain in ignorance; that it would be churches." 
dangerous for the Christian minister even to state the "The early Christians supposed that the end of 
position of the Infidel; that after stating it, he might the world was at hand. They were all sitting on the 
not even with the help of God successfully combat the dock waiting for the ship. In the presence of such 
theory. These ministers do not agree. Dr. Carpenter a belief, what are known as class distinctions could 
accounts for Infidelity by nicotine in the blood. It is not easily exist. Most of them were exceedingly 
all smoke. He thinks the blood of the human fami- poor, and poverty is a bond of union. As a rule, 
ly has deteriorated. He thinks that the church is people are hospitable in the proportion that they lack 
safe because the Christians read. He differs with wealth. In old times, in the West, a stranger was 
his brothers Pullman and Van Dyke. So the Rev. always welcome. He took, in part, the place of the 
George E. Reed believes that Infidelity should be newspaper. He was a messenger from the older 
discussed in the pulpit. He has more confidence in his parts of the country. Life was monotonous. The 
general and in the weapons of his warfare than some appearance of the traveler gave variety. As people 
of his brethren. His confidence may arise from the grow wealthy they grow exclusiv. As they become 
fact that he has never had a discussion. The Rev. educated there is a tendency to pick their society. It 
Dr. McClelland thinks the remedy is to stick by the is the same in the church. The church no longer 
catechism ; that there is not now enough of author- li>elieves the creed, no longer acts as though the creed 
ity; not enough of the brute force; thinks that the were true. If the rich man regarded the sermon as 
family, the church, and the state, ought to use the a means of grace, as a kind of rope thrown by the 
rod; that the rod is the salvation of the world; that minister to a man just above the falls; if he regarded 
the rod is a divine institution; that fathers ought to it as a life-boat, or as a light-house, he would not al
hav it for their children; that mothers ought to use low his coachman to remain outside. If he really 
it. This is a part of the religion of universal love. believed that the coachman had an immortal soul, 
The man who cannot raise children without whip- capable of eternal joy, liable to everlasting pain, he 
ping them ought not to hav them. The man who would do his utmost to make the calling and election 
would mar the flesh of a boy or girl is unfit to hav of the said coachman sure. As a matter of fact, the 
the control of a human being. The father who keeps rich man now cares but little for servants. They are 
a rod in his bouse keeps a relic of barbarism in his not included in the scheme of salvation, except as a 
heart. There is nothing reformatory in punishment; kind of job lot. The church has become a club. It 

is a social affair, and the rich don't care to associate 
in the week days with the poor they may happen to 
meet at church. As they expect to be in heaven to
gether forever, they can afford to be separated here. 
There will certainly be time enough there to get ac
quainted. Another thing is the magnificence of the 
churches. The church depends absolutely upon the 
rich. Poor people feel out of place in such magnifi
cent buildings. They drop into the nearest seat; like 
poor relations, they sit on the extreme edge of the 
chair. At the table of Christ they are below the salt. 
They are constantly humiliated. When subscriptions 
are asked for they feel ashamed to hav their mite 
compared with the thousands given by the millionaire. 
Their pennies feel ashamed to mingle with the silver 
in the contribution plate. The result is that most of 
them avoid the church. It, costs too much to worship 
God in public. Good clothes are necessary, fashion
ably cut. The poor come in contact with too much 
silk, too many jewels, too many evidences of what is 
generally assumed to be superiority." 

"Would this state of affairs be remedied if, instead 
of churches, we had societies· of ethical culture? 
Would not the rich there predominate and the poor 
be just as much out of place?" 

"I think the effect would' be precisely the same, no 
matter what the society is, what object it has, if com
posed of rich and poor. Class distinctions, to a 
greater or less extent, will creep in-in fact they do 
not hav to creep in. They are there at the commence
ment, and they are born of the different conditions 
of the members." -

" These class distinctions are not always made by 
men of wealth. For instance, some men obtain 
money, and are what we call snobs. Others obtain 
it and retain their democratic principles, and meet 
men according to the law of affinity, or general intel
ligence, on intellectual grounds, for instance." 

"There is not only," remarked Colonel Ingersoll, 
"the distin,•tion produced by wealth and power, but 
there are the distinctions born of intelligence, of cul
ture, of character, of end, object, aim in life. No one 
can blame an honest mechanic for holding a wealthy 
snob in utter contempt. Neither can any one blame 
respectable poverty for declining to associate with 
arrogant wealth. The right to make the distinction is 
with all classes, and with the individuals of all classes. 
It is impossible to hav any society for any purpose
that is, where they meet together-without certain 
embarrassments being produced by these distinctions. 
Now, for instance, suppose there should be a society 
simply of intelligent and cultured people. There 
wealth, to a great degree, would be disregarded. 
But, after all, the distinction that intelligence draws 
between talent and genius is as marked and cruel as 
was ever drawn between poverty and wealth. Wher
ever the accomplishment of some object is deemed 
oi such vast importance that, for the moment, all 
minor distinctions are forgotten, then it is possible 
for the rich and poor, the ignorant and intelligent, 
to act in concert. This happens in political parties, 
in time of war, and it has also happened whenever a 
new religion has been founded. Whenever the rich 
wish the assistance of the poor, distinctions are for
gotten. It is upon the same principle that we gave 
liberty to the slave during the civil war, and clad him 
in the uniform of the nation; we wanted him, we 
needed him; and, for the time, we were perfectly 
willing to forget the distinction of color. Common 
peril produces pure democracy. It is with societies 
as with individuals. A poor young man coming to 
New Yotk, bent upon making his fortune, begins to 
talk about the old fogies; holds in contempt many of 
the rules and regulations of the trade; is loud in his 
denunciation of monopoly; wants competition; shouts 
for fair play, and is a real democrat. But let him 
succeed; let him hav a palace upon Fifth avenue, 
with his monogram on spoons and coaches; then, in
stead of shouting for liberty, he will call for more 
police. He will then say, 'We want protection; the 
rabble must be put down.' We hav an aristocracy 
of wealth; in some parts of our country an aristoc
racy of literature-men and women who iroagin 
theroselvs writers and who hold in contempt allpeo
ple who cannot express commonplaces in the roost 
elegant diction; people who look upon a mistake in 
grammar as far worse than a crime. So, in some 
communities, we hav an aristocracy of muscle. The 
only true aristocracy, probably, is that of kindness. 
Intellect without heart is infinitly cruel; as cruel as 
wealth without a sense of justice; as cruel as muscle 
without mercy. So that, after all, the real aristocracy 
must be that of goodness where the intellect is di
rected by the heart. 

"You say that the aristocracy of intellect is quite 
as cruel as the aristocracy of wealth-what do you 
mean by that?" 

"By intellect, I mean simply intellect; that is to 
say, the aristocracy of education-of simple brain
expressed in innumerable ways-in invention, paint
ing, sculpture, literature. And I meant to say that 
that aristocracy was as cruel as that of simple arro
gant wealth. After all, why should a man be proud 
of something given him by nature; something that 
he did not earn, did not produce; something that he 
could not help. Is it not more reasonable to be 
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proud of wealth, which you hav accumulated, than of 
brain which nature gave you ? And, to carry this 
idea clear out, why shoulJ we be proud of anything? 
Is there any proper occasion on which to crow? If 
you succeed, your success. crows for you; if you fail, 
certainly crowing is not m the best of taste. And 
why should man be proud of brain ? Why should he 
be proud of disposition or of good acts?" 

"You speak of the cruelty of the intellect, and yet, 
of course, you must recognize the right of everyone 
to select his own companions. Would it be arrogant 
for the intellectual man to prefer the companionship 
of people of his own class in preference to common
place and unintelligent persons?" 

church. That church has lost the power to anathe
matize. It can no longer burn. It must now depend 
upon other forces-upon persuasion, sophistry, igno
rance, fear, and heredity/' 

"You hav stated your objections to the churches
what would you hav to take their place ?" 
. " Of course, there will always be meetings, occa

siOns when people come together to exchange ideas, 
to hear what a man has to say upon some question, 
but the idea of going fifty-two days in a year to hear 
anybody on the same subject is absurd." 

seeks the sight of the sea, and this has become so 
universal that the preacher is following his example. 
The flock has ceased to be afraid of the wolf, and the 
shepherd deserts the sheep. In a little while all the 
libraries will be open~all the museums. There will 
be music in the public parks; the opera, the theater. 
And what will the churches do then? The cardinal 
points will be demonstrated to empty pews, unless 
the church is wise Qnough to meet the intellectual 
demands of the present." 

" All men should hav the same rights, and o'he 
right that every man should hav is to associate with 
congenial people. There are thousands of good men 
whose society I do not covet. They may be stupid, 
or they may be stupid only in the direction in which 

"Would you include a man like Henry Ward 
Beecher in that statement?" 

"You speak as if the influences working against 
Christianity to-day will tend to crush it out of ex
istence. Do you think that Christianity is any worse 
off now than it was during the French Revolution, 
when the priests were banished from the cotmtry 
and Reason was worshiped; or, in England, a hun
dred years ago, when Hume, Bolingbroke, and 
others made their attacks upon it?" 

" Beecher is interesting just in proportion that he 
is not orthodox, and he is altogether more interesting 
when talking against his creed. He delivered a ser
mon the other day in Chicago, in which he takes the 
ground that Christianity is kindness, and that, con
sequently, no one could be an Infidel. Everyone be
lieves in kindness, at least theoretically. In that ser
mon he throws away all creed and comes to the con
clusion that Christianity is a life, not an agB'regation 
of intellectual convictions upon certain subJects. The 
more sermons like that are preached, probably the 
better. What I intended was the eternal repetition 
of the old story-that God made the world and a 
man, and then allowed the devil to tempt him, and 
then thought of a scheme of salvation, of vicarious 
atonement, fifteen hundred years afterward; drowned 
everybody except Noah and his family, and, after
ward, when he failed to civilize the Jewish people, 
came in person and suffered death, and announced 
the doctrin that all who believed on him would be 
saved, and those who did not, eternally lost. Now 
this story, with occasional references to the patri
archs and the New Jerusalem, and the exceeding heat 
of perdition, and the wonderful joys of paradise, is 
the average sermon, and this story is told again, 
again, and again, by the same man, listened to by the 
same people without any effect except to tire the 
speaker and the hearer. If all the ministers would 
take their texts from Shakspere, if they would read 
every Sunday a selection from some of the great 
plays, the result would be infinitly better. They 
would all learn something; the mind would be en
larged, and the sermon would appear short. Nothing 
has shown more clearly the intellectual barrenness of 
the pulpit than the baccalaureate sermons lately de
livered. The dignified dullness, the solemn stupidity 
of these addresses has never been excelled. No 
question was met. The poor candidates for the min
istry were given no new weapons. Al·med with the 
theological flint-lock of a century ago, they were 
ordered to do battle for doctrins older than their 
weapons. They were told to rely on prayer, to an
swer all arguments by keeping out of discussions, 
and to overwhelm the skeptic by ignoring the facts. 
There was a time when the Protestant clergy were in 
favor of education; that is to say, education enough 
to make a Catholic a Protestant, but not enough to 
make a Protestant a philosopher. The Catholics are 
also in favor of education enough to make a savage a 
Catholic, and there they stop. The Christian should 

I am interested, and may be exceedingly intelligent 
as to matters about which I care nothing. In either 
case they are not congenial. They hav the right to 
select congep.ial company; so hav I. And while dis
tinctions are thus made, they are not cruel; they are 
not heartless. They are for the good of all con
cerned, spring naturally from the circumstances, and 
are consistent with the highest philanthropy. Why 
we notice these distinctions in the church more than 
we do in the club is that the church talks one way 
and acts another; because the church insists that a 
certain line of conduct is essential to salvation, and 
that every human being is in danger of eternal pain. 
If the creed were true, then, in the presence of such 
an infinit verity, all earthly distinctions should in
stantly vanish. Every Christian should exert him
self for the salvation of the soul of a beggar with the 
same degree of earnestness that he would show to 
save a king. The accidents of wealth, education, so
cial position, should be esteemed as naught, and the 
richest should gladly work side by side with the poor
est. The· churches will never reach the poor as long 
as they sell pews; as long as the rich members wear 
their best clothes on Sunday. As long as the fash
ions of the drawing-room are taken to the table of 
the Last Supper, the poor will remain in the high
ways and hedges. Present fashion is more powerful 
than faith. So long as the ministers shut up their 
churches, and allow the poor to go to hell in summer; 
as long as they leave the devil without a competitor 
for three months in the year, the churches will not 
materially impede the march of human progress. 
People, often unconsciously and without any malice, 
say something or do something that throws an unex
pected light upon a question. The other day, in one 
of the New York comic papers, there was a picture 
representing the foremost preachers of the country 
at the seaside together. It was regarded as a joke 
that they could enjoy each other's society. These 
ministers are supposed to be the apostles of the re
ligion of kindness. They tell us to love even our ene
mies, and yet the idea that they could associate hap
pily together is regarded as a joke ! After all, 
churches are like other institutions-they hav to be 
managed, and they now rely upon music and upon 
elocution rather than upon the gospel. They are be
coming social affairs. They are giving up the doc
trin of eternal punishment, and hav consequently lost 
their hold. The orthodox churches used to tell us 
there was to be a fire, and they offered to insure; 
and as long as the fire was expected the premiums 
were paid and the policies were issued. Then came 
the Universalist church, saying that there would be 
no fire, and yet asking the people to insure. For 
such a church there is no basis. It undoubtedly did 
good by its in.1luence upon other churches. So with 
the Unitarian. That church has no basis for organi
zation; no reason, because no hell is threatened, and 
heaven is but faintly promised. Just as the churches 
hav lost their b_elief in eternal fire, they hav lost their 
influence, and the reason they hav lost their belief is 
on accotmt of the diffusion of knowledge. That doc
trin is becoming absurd and infamous. Intelligent 
people are ashamed to broach it. Intelligent people 
can no longer believe it. It is regarded with horror, 
and the churches must finally abandon it, and when 
they do that is the end of the church militant." 

" What do you say to the progress of the Roman 
Catholic church, in view of the fact that they hav not 
changed their belief, in any particular, in regard to 
future punishment ?" 

"Neither Catholicism nor Protestantism will ever 
win another battle. The last victory of Protestantism 
was won in Holland. Nations hav not been converted 
since then. The time has passed to preach with 
sword and gun, and for that reason Catholicism can 
win no more victories. That chmch increases in this 
country mostly from immigration. Catholicism does 
not belong to the New World. It is at war with the 
idea of our government, antagonistic to true repub
licanism, and is in every sense anti-American. The 
Catholic church does not control its members. That 
church prevents no crime. It is not in favor of edu
cation. It is not the friend of liberty. In Europe it 
is now used as a political power, but here it dare not 
assert itself. There are thousands of good Catholics. 
As a rule, they probably believe the creed of the 

''You must remember that the French Revolution 
was produced by Catholicism; that it was a reaction; 
that it went to infinit extremes; that it was a revolu
tion seeking revenge. It is not hard to understand 
those times, provided you know the historv of the 
Catholic church. The seeds of ths French.Revolu
lution were sown by priests and kings. The people 
had suffered the mise1ies of slavery for a thousand 
years, and the French Revolution came because hu
man nature could bear the wrongs no longer. It 
was something not reasoned-it was felt. Only a 
few acted from intellectual convictions. The most 
were stung to madness, and were carried away with 
the desire to destroy. They wanted to shed blood, 
to tear down palaces, to cut throats, and in some way 
avenge the wrongs of all the centuries. Catholicism 
has never recovered-it never will. The dagger of 
Voltaire struck the heart; the wound was mortal. 
Catholicism has staggered from that day to this. It 
has been losing power every moment. At the death 
of Voltaire there were twenty millions less Catholics 
than when he was born. In the French Revolution 
muscle outran mind-revenge anticipated reason. 
There was destruction without the genius of con· 
struction. They had to use materials that had been 
rendered worthless by ages of Catholicism. The 
French Revolution was a failure, because the French 
people were a failure, and the French people were a 
failure because Catholicism had made them so. The 
ministers attack Voltairewithout reading him. Prob
ably there are not a dozen orthodox ministers in the 

never unsettle his belief. If he studies, if he reads, 
he is in danger. A new idea is a doubt; a doubt is 
the threshold of Infidelity. The young ministers are 
warned against inquiry. They are educated like 
robins; they swallow whatever is thrown in the 
mouth-worms or shingle-nails, it makes no differ
ence-and they are expected to get their revenge by 
treating theu· flock precisely as the professors treated 
them. The creeds of the churches are being laughed 
at. Thousands of young men say nothing, because 
they do not wish to hurt the feelings of mothers and 
maiden aunts. Thousands of business men say noth
ing, for fear it may interfere with trade. Politicians 
keep silent for fear of losing influence. But when 
you get at the real opinions of the people, a vast 
majority hav outgrown the doctrins of orthodox 
Christianity. Some people think these things good 
for women and children, and use the Lord as an im
mense policeman to keep order. Every day minis
ters are uttering a declaration of independence. 
They are being examined by synods and committees 
of ministers, and they are beginning everywhere to 
say that they do· not regard this life as a probation
ary stage; that the doctrin of eternal punishment is 
too bad; that the Bible is, in many things, foolish, 
absurd, and infamous; that it must hav been written 
by men. And the people at large are beginning to 
find that the ministers hav kept back the facts; hav 
not told the history of the Bible; hav not given to 
their congregations the latest advices, and so the 
feeling is becoming almost general that orthodox 
Christianity has almost outlived its usefulness. The 
chirrch has a great deal to contend with. The 
scientific men are not religious. Geology laughs at 
Genesis, and astronomy has concluded that Joshua 
knew but very little of the motions of the heavenly 
bodies. Statesmen do not approve of the laws of 
Moses; the intellect of the world has got on the 
other side. There is something besides preaching 
on Sunday. The newspaper is the rival of the pulpit. 
Nearly all the cars are running on that blessed day. 
Steamers take hundreds of thousands of excUI'sion
ists. The roan who has been at work all the week 

world who hav read the works of Voltaire. I know 
of no one who has. Only a little while ago a minis
ter told me he had read Voltaire. I offered him one 
hundred dollars to repeat a paragraph, or to giv the 
title, even, of one of Voltaire's volumes. Most min
isters think he was an Atheist. The trouble with the 
Infidels in England a hundred years ago was that 
they did not go far enough. It may be that they 
could not hav gone further and been allowed to liv. 
Most of them took the ground that there was an in
finit, all-wise, beneficent God, creator of the universe, 
and that this all-wise, beneficent God certainly was 
too good to be the author of the Bible. They, how
ever, insisted that this good God was the author of 
Nature, and the theologians completely turned the 
tables by showing that this God of nature was as bad 
as the God of the Bible; that this God of nature 
was in the pestilence and plaguA business, manufac
tured earthquakes, overwhelmned towns and cities, 
and was, of necessity, the author of all pain and 
agony. In my judgment the Deists were all success
fully answered. The God of Nature is certainly as 
bad as the God of the Old Testament. It is only 
when we discard the idea of a deity, the idea of cru
elty or goodness in nature, that we are able even to 
bear with patience the ills of life. I feel that I am 
neither a favorit nor a victim. Nature neither loves 
nor hates me. I do not believe in the existence of 
any personal God. I regard the universe as the one 
fact, as the one existence<-that is, as the absolute 
thing. I am a part of this. I do not say that there 
is no God; I simply say that I do not believe there 
is. There may be millions of them. Neither do I 
say that man is not immortal. Upon that point I 
I admit that I do not know, and the declara
tions of all the priests in the world upon that subject 
giv me no light, and do not even tend to add to my 
information on the subject, because I know that they 
know that they don't know. The Infidelity of a hun
dred years ago knew nothing, comparativly speak
ing, of geology; nothing of astronomy, nothing of 
the ideas of Lamarck and Darwin, nothing of evo
lution, nothing, comparativly speaking, of other re
ligions, nothing of India, that womb of metaphysics; 
in other words, the Infidels of a hundred years ago 
knew the creed of orthodox Christianity to be false, 
but had not the facts to demonstrate it. The Infidels 
of to-day hav the facts, that is the difference. A 
hundred years ago it was a guessing prophecy-to
day it is the fact and fulfilment. Everything in na
ture is working against superstition to-day. Super
stition is like a thorn in the flesh, and everything, 
from dust to stars, is working together to destroy 
the false. The smallest pebble answers the greatest 
parson. One blade of grass, rightly understood, de
stroys the orthordox creed." 

"You say the pews will be empty in the future un~ 
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til the church meets the intellectual demands of the 
present. Are not the ministers of to-day, generally 
speaking; much more intellectual than those of a 
hundred years ago, and are not the 'Liberal' views 
in regard to the inspiration of the Bible, the atone
ment, future punishment, the fall of man;and the 
personal divinity of Christ which openly prevail in 
many churches, an indication that the church is 
meeting the demands of many people who do not 
care to be classed as out-and-out disbelievers in 
Christianity, but who hav advanced views on those 
and other questions?" 

"The views of the church are changing, the clergy 
of Brooklyn to the {lontrary notwithstanding. Or
thodox religion is a kind of boa-constrictor; any
thing it can't dodge it will swallow. The church is 
bound to hav something for sale that somebody 
wants to buy. According to the pew demand will 
be the pulpit supply. In old times the pulpit dic
tated to the pews. 'fhings hav changed. Theology 
is now run on business principles. The gentleman 
who pays for the theories insists on having them 
suit him. Ministers are intellectual gardeners, and 
they must supply the market with such religions 
vegetables as the congTegations desire. Thousands 
hav given up belief in the inspiration of the Bible, 
the d1vinity of Christ, the atonement idea, and orig
inal sin. Millions believe now that this is not a 
state of probation; that a man, provided he is well 
off, and has given liberally to the church, or whose 
wife has been a regular attendant, will, in the next 
world, hav another chance; that he will be per
mitted to file a motion for a new trial. Others think 
that hell is not as warm as it used to be supposed; 
that, while it is very hot in the middle of the day, 
the nights are cool; and that, after all, there isn't so 
much to fear from the future. .They regard the 
old religion as very good for the poor, and they giv 
them the old ideas on the same principle that they 
giv them their old clothes. These ideas, out at the 
elbows, out at the knees, buttons off, somewhat 
raveled, will, after all, do very well for paupers. 
There is a great trade of this .kind going on now
selling old theological clothes to the colored people 
m the South. All I hav said applies to all churches. 
The Catholic church changes every day. It does 
not change its ceremonies; but the spirit that begot 
the ceremonies, the spirit that clothed the skeleton 
of ceremony with the white flesh and blood and 
throb of hfe and love, is gone. '.rhe spirit that 
built the cathedrals, the spirit that emptied the 
wealth of the world into the lap of Rome, has turned 
in another direction. Of course the churches are 
all going to endeavor to meet the demands of the 
hour. 'l'hey will find new readings for old texts. 
They will re-punctuate and re-parse the Old Testa
ment. 'fhey will find that •flat' meant 'a little round
ing'; that 'six days' meant 'six long times'; that the 
word •flood' should huv been translated 'dampness,' 
'dew,' or 'threatened rain'; that Daniel in the lion's 
den was an historical myth; fuat Samson and hiB 
foxes had nothing to do with this world. All these 
things will be gradually explained and made to har
momze with the facts of modern science. They will 
not change the words of the creed; they will simply 
giv new meanings; and the highest criticism to-day 
is that which confuses and avoids. In other words, 
the churches will change as the people change. They 
will keep for sale that which can be sold. Already 
the old goods are being 'marked down.' If, how
ever, the church should fall, why then it must go. I 
see no reason, myself, for its existence. It apparently 
does no good; it devours without producing; it eats 
without planting, and is a perpetual burden. It 
teaches nothing of value. It misleads, mystifies, and 
misrepresents. It threatens without knowledge and 
promises without power. In my judgment, the 
quicker it goes the better for all mankind. But if it 
does not go in name, it must go in fact, because it 
must change; and therefore it is only a question of 
time when it ceases to divert from useful channels 
the blood and muscle of the world.'' 

"You say that in the baccalaureate sermons deliv
ered lately the theological students were told to 
answer arguments by keeping out of discussion. Is 
it not the fact that ministers hav, of late years, 
preached very largely on scientific disbelief, Agnos
ticism, and Infidelity, so much so as to lead to their 
being reprimanded by some of their more conserva
tiv brethren ?" 

" Of course, there are hundreds of thousands of 
ministers perpetually endeavoring to answer Infidel
ity. Their answers hav done so much harm that 
the more conservativ among the clergy hav advised 
them to stop. Thousands hav answered me, and 
their answers, for the most part, are like this: Paine 
was a blackguard, therefore the geology of Genesis 
is on a scientific basis. We know the doctrin of the 
atonement is true, because in the French Hevolution 
they worshiped Reason. And we know, too, all 
about the fall of man and the Garden of Eden, be
cause Voltaire was nearly frightened to death when 
he came to die. These are the usual ar,{uments, 
supplemented by a few words concerning myself. 
And, in my view, they are the best that can be made. 
Failing to answer a man's argument, the next thing 

is to attack his character. 'You have no case,' said 
an attorney to the plaintiff. 'No matter,' said the 
plaintiff, ' I want you to giv the defendant the 
devil.'" 

"What hav you to say to the Rev. Dr. Baker's 
statement that he generally buys five or six tickets 
for your lectures and givs them to young men, who 
are shocked at the flippant way in which you are 
said to speak of the Bible?" 

"Well, as to that, I have always wondered why I 
had such immense audiences in Brooklyn and New 
York. This tends to clear away the mystery. If all 
the clergy follow the example of Dr. Baker, that ac
counts for the number seeking admission. Of course, 
Dr. Baker would not misrepresent a thing like that, 
and I shall always feel greatly indebted to him, shall 
hereafter regard him as one of my agents, and take 
this occasion to return my thanks. He is certainly 
welcome to all the converts to Christianity, made by 
hearing me. Still, I hardly think it honest in the 
young men to play a game like that on the doctor." 

"You speak of the eternal repetition of the old 
story of Christianity, and say that the more sermons 
like the one lYir. Beecher preached lately the better. 
It is not the fact that ministers, at the present time, 
do preach very largely on questions of purely moral, 
social, and humanitarian interest, so much so, in
deed, as to provoke criticism on the part of the sec
uliar newspaper press?" 

" I admit that there is a general tendency in the 
pulpit to preach about things happening in this 
world; in other words, that the preachers them
selva are beginning to be touched by 'worldliness.' 
They find that the New Jerusalem has no particular 
interest for persons dealing in real estate in this 
world. And thousands of people are losing interest 
in Abraham, David, Haggai, and take more interest 
in gentlemen who hav the cheerful habit of living. 
They also find that their readers do not wish to be 
reminded perpetually of death and coffins, and 
worms, and dust, and grave-stones, and shrouds, and 
epitaphs, and hearses, biers, and cheerful subjects of 
that character. That they prefer to hear the minis
ter speak about a topic in which they hav a present 
interest, and about which something cheerful can be 
said. In fact, it is a relief to hear about politics, a 
little about art, something about stocks or the crops, 
and most ministers find it necessary to advertise 
that they are going to speak on something that has 
happened within the last eighteen hundred years, and 
that, for the time being, Shadrach, Meshech, and 
Abednego will be left in the furnace. Of course I 
think that most ministers are reasonably honest. 
lHaybe they don't tell all their doubts, but undoubt
edly they are endeavoring to make the world better 
and most of the church-members think that they are 
doing the best that can be done. I am not criticis
ing their motivs, but their methods. I am. not at
tacking the character or reputation of ministers, but 
simply giving my ideas, avoiding anything personal. 
I do not pretend to be very good, nor very bad-just 
fair to middling." 

"You say that Christians will not read forfear that 
they will unsettle their beliefs. Father Fransiola 
(Roman Catholic) said in the interview I had with 
him: ' If you do not allow man to reason you crush 
his manhood. Therefore, he has to reason upon the 
credibility of his faith, and through reason, guided 
by faith, he discoverli! the truth, and so satisfies his 
wants.'" 

"Without calling in question the perfect sincerity 
of Father Fransiola, I thing his statement is exactly 
the wrong end to. I do not think that reason should 
be guided by faith; I think that faith should be 
guided by reason. After all, the highest possible 
conception of faith would be the science of pro ba
bilities, and the probable must not be based on what 
has not happened, but upon what has; not upon 
something we know nothing about, but the nature of 
the things with which we are acquainted. The foun
dation we must know something about, and when
ever we reason, we must hav something as a basis, 
something secular, something that we think we know. 
About these facts we reason, sometimes by analogy, 
and we say thus and so has happened, therefore thus 
and so may happen. We don't say thus and so may 
happen, therefore something else has happened. We 
must reason from the known to the unknown, not 
from the unknown to the known. This father admits 
that if you don't allow a man to reason you crush his 
manhood. At the same time he says faith must 
govern reason. vVho makes the faith ? The church. 
And the church tells the man that he must take the 
faith, reason or no reason, and that he may afterward 
reason, taking the faith as a fact. This makes him 
an intellectual slave and the poor devil mistakes for 
liberty the right to examin his own chains. These 
gentlemen endeavor to satisfv their prisoners by in
sisting that there is nothing beyond the walls." 

"You criticise the church for not encouraging the 
poor to mingle with the rich, and yet you defend the 
right of a man to choose his own company. Are not 
Lhese same distinctions made by non-professing 
Christians in real life, and will there always be 
' some greater, richer, wiser than the rest ?' " 

" I do not blame the church because there are 

these distinctions based on wealth, intelligence, and 
culture. W,hat I blame the church for is, pretending 
to do away with these distinctions. These distinc
tions in men are inherent; differences in brain, in 
race, in blood, in education, and they are differences 
that will eternally exist-that is, as long as the hu
man race exists. Some will be fortunate, some un
fortunate, some generoul!l, some stingy, some rich, 
some poor. What I wish to do away with is the con
tempt, and scom, and hatred existing between rich 
and poor. I want the democracy of kindness-what 
you might call the republicanism of justice. I do 
not hav to associate with a man to keep from robbing 
him. I can giv him his rights without enjoying his 
company, and he can giv me my rights without in
viting me to dinner. Why should not poverty hav 
rights? And has not honest poverty the right to 
hold dishonest wealth in contempt, and will it not do 
it, whether it belongs to the same church or not ? 
We cannot judge men by their wealth, nor by the 
position they hold in society. I like every kind man; 
I hate every cruel one. I like the generous, whether 
they are poor or ri.~h, ignorant or cultivated. I like 
men that love their families, that are kind to their 
wives, gentle with their children, no matter whether 
they are millionaires or mendicants. And to me the 
blossom of benevolence, of charity, is the fairest 
flower, no matter whether it blooms by the side of a 
hovel or bursts n:om a vine climbing the marble 
pillar of a palace. I respect no man beca~se he is 
rich; I hold in contempt no man because he is poor." 

" Some of the clergymen say that the spread of In
fidelity is greatly exaggerated; that it makes more 
noise and creates more notice than conservativ 
Christianity simply on account of its being outside 
of the accepted line of thought." 

"There was a time when an unbeliever, open and 
pronounced, was a wonder. At that time the church 
had great power; it could retaliate; it could destroy. 
The church abandoned the stake only when too 
many men objected to being burnt. At that time 
Infidelity was clad not simply in novelty, but often 
in fire. Of late years the thoughts of men hav been 
turned, by virtue of modern discoveries, as the re
sult of countless influences, to an investigation of the 
foundation of orthodox religion. Other religions 
were put in the crucible of criticism, and nothing 
was found but dross. At last it occurred to the in
telligent to examin our own religion, and this ex
amination has excited great interest and great com
ment. People want to hear, and they want to hear 
because they hav already about concluded them
selva that the creeds are founded in error. Thou
sands come to hear me because they are interested 
in the question, because they want to hear a man 
say what they think. They want to hear their own 
ideas from the lips of another. The tide has turned, 
and the spirit of investigation, the intelligence, the 
intellectual courage of the world is on the other side. 
A real good old-fashioned orthodox minister who 
believes the Thirty-nine Articles with all his might 
is regarded to-day as a theological mummy, a kind 
of corpse acted upon by the galvanic battery of faith, 
making strange motions, almost like those of life-
not quite.'' 

"We need no inspiration, no inspired work. The 
industrious man knows that the idle has no right to 
rob him of the product of his labor, and the idle man 
knows that he has no right to do it. It is not wrong 
because we find it in the Bible, but I presume it was 
put in the Bible because it is wrong. Then, you 
find in the Bible other things upheld that are in-
famous. Any why? Because the writers of the 
Bible were barbarians, in many things, and because 
that book is a mixture of good and evil. I see no 
trouble in teaching morality without miracle. I see 
no use of miracle. What can men do with it ? 
Credulity is not a virtue. The credulous are not 
necessarily charitable. Wonder is not the mother of 
wisdom. I believe children should be taught to in
vestigate and to reason for themselves, and that there 
are facts enough to furnish a foundation for all hu
man virtue. We will take two families; in the one, 
the father and mother are both Christians, and they 
teach their children the creed; teach them that they 
are natmally totally depraved; that they can only 
hope for happiness in a future life by pleading the 
virtues of another, and that a certain belief is neces
sary to salvation; that God punishes his children 
forever. Such a home has a certain atmosphere. 
Take another family: the father and mother teach 
their children that they should be kind to each other 
because kindness pro·duces happines~; that they 
should be gentle; that they should be Just, because 
justice is the mother of joy. And suppose this 
father and mother say to their children, if you are 
happy, it must be as a result of your own actions; if 
you do wrong, you must suffer t~e consequences. 
No Christ can redeem you; no savwr can suffer for 
you. You must suffer the consequences of your own 
misdeeds. If yon plant, you must reap; and you 
must reap what you plant. And suppose these par
ents also to say: 'You must find out the conditions 
of happiness. You must investigate the circum
stances by which you are surrounded. You must 
ascertain the nature and relation of things so that 
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you can act in accordance with known facts, to the 
end that you may hav health and peace.' In such a 
family there would be a certain atmosphere, in my 
judgment, a thousand times better, and purer, and 
sweeter than in the other. The church generally 
teaches that rascality pays in this world, but not in 
the next; that here virtue is a losing game, but the 
dividends will be large in another world. They tell 
the people that they must serve God on a credit, but 
the devil pays cash here. That is not my doctrin. 
My doctrin is that a thing is right because it pays, 
in the highest sense. That is the reason it is right. 
The reason a thing is wrong is because it is the 
mother of misery. Virtue has its reward here and 
now. It means health; it means intelligence, con
tentment, success. Vice means exactly the opposit. 
Most of us hav more passion than judgment, carry 
more sail than ballast, and by the tempest of passion 
we are blown from port, we are wrecked and lost. 
We cannot be saved by faith, nor by belief. It is a 
slower process: We must be saved by knowledge, by 
intelligence-the only lever capable of raising man
kind." 

Notes. 
A METHODIST minister of the New Jersey Conference told 

a writer on the Tribune that many Methodists were leaving 
that church and joining the Episcopal. That is jumping 
from the frying-pan into the :fire. 

CHARLES WATTS writes that he left England on the 18th, 
and expected to be with us on or about the 27th. He will 
proceed to Rochester at once, after which he will go wherever 
engagements may be made for him. Liberals wishing his 
able services may address him in care of this office. 

PENNSYLVANIA. Liberals, says Man, are determined to begin 
a state League organization. They hold their :first state con
vention at Pittsburgh on September 8th and 9th. Messrs. 
Wakeman, Palmer, Leland, and other speakers will go there 
from Rochester, and all Pennsylvania ought to be there to 
hear them. Pittsburgh is a great center and depot ·of ortho
doxy. There is where the God-in-the-co.nstitution movement 
took its rise, and its president resides there. The Pittsburgh 
League has heretofore given them a good shaking up. This 
convention will continue the good work and possibly :finish 
them. 

THE Jews know what religious persecution means. They 
hav suffered terribly at the hands of infuriate Christians, 
from the middle ages to the present day. Their afil.ictions 
hav made them wise in the matter of government, as appears 
from the following from their organ in this city, the Heb1·ew 
Leade:r: 

"The trouble in dealing with the Mormon question lies al
together in the fact that the government. ~as no authority to 
establish or to discover any sort of rehg10n, true or false. 
The authority to break up a false religion involves the au
thority to destroy a true belief. There are some things which 
it is better to leave to the attack of moral agencies. When 
we undertake to regulate men's belief, or their eating and 
drinking, or their going and coming, by statutes, we are at 
once involved in a maze of perplexities." 

"PROBABLY no city in the United States," says the Oent1·al 
Christian Advocu.te, " has so little reverence for Sunday as a 
religious institution as St. Louis. We hav on our statute 
books about the same 'Sunday laws' that other states and 
cities hav but no person appears to pay the least attention to 
them as a' restraint on any one from doing just as he pleases; 
and the police authorities evidently consider themselvs re
lieved from all obligation to enforce them. Visitors to the 
city freely express their astonishment at this condition of 
things and count it a disgraceful surre.nder of Am~rican tra
ditions of moral culture to the exactwns of foreigners and 
the low class of politicians who bid for the support of the 
people who do not believe in religion. This is not an unfair 
statement of the situation." 

How sad it is that the churches cannot drive everyone into 
their musty houses on Sunday! If Christianity could only be 
made a state religion and the army used to gather in the un
believers, the pietists of the stamp of the Advocate would be 
happy! 

AVERY MERIWETHER, translator of Voltaire's" Tomb of Fa
naticism" which has appeared in these columns, died at Wau
kesha, Wis., whence he had gone for his health, on the 22d 
of July, of brain fever. He was a brilliant scholar and 
estimable man, the leading spirit of Meriwether's Weekly, a 
free trade journal published at Memphis, Tenn., which is now 
for sale. Before the issuance of his paper he was a stanch 
friend of Mr. Bennett and THE TRUTH SEEKER, and remained 
so up to his death. He did a great deal of good work for 
Freethought in the South. His loss is deeply regretted by 
a circle of friends numbering thousands, and by fellow-jour
nalists who had the pleasure to know him. His family are 
all but prostrated by the suddenness of their deprivation. It 
is a great loss, indeed, to the South. 

MR. W. H. HABRIS, in a recent deliverance before the Con
cord School of Philosophy, presented the matter discussed 
in the following words: 

"If man were not immortal there would be a break in the 
chain of beings that reaches from the pure external passiv 
up to the pure activ, and hence the external elevation of the 
second person into equality with the :first person would be 
imposlilible, and, therefore, the :first person would not k.n?w 
himself in the second, hence there would be no self-activity 
at all, and consequently also, no derivativ or :finite being. 
But this is impossible!" 

This should be preserved and 'read occasionally to those 
persons who are in the habit of saying that a future life can
not be demonstrated. 

THE Elmira Sunday Telegram is more or less troubled that 
a Christian should be found rash enough to venture into de
bate with the Freethinkers' at Rochester. It is also not a 
little surprised that the convention should invite an opponent 

to its platform, a proceeding utterly foreign to theological 
circles. Mr. Mitchell is likened to Paul preaching to t-he 
Athenians, while the effect- anticipated is not at all favorable 
to the church. We quote: 

"Indeed, it is probable that many Christians will condemn 
the action of Rev. Thomas R. Mitchell as imprudent, to say 
the least; for he will encounter there all the phases of modern 
Infidelity upon a battle-ground of their selection, where they 
are strong in numbers and in the moral support which they 
giv to each other. Many of them hav already passed over 
the ground that Dr. Mitchell must occupy, and so are able to 
di3count in advance what he will say. Moreover, it is not 
possible for any man in the space of two hours-which will 
probably be the extreme limit of the time allowed on this oc
casion-to meet half of the forms in which modern disbelief 
utters itself. The old skepticism of Hume, Paine, ancl Vol
taire exists still, and :finds such daring disciples as Robert 
Ingersoll and others. Then there is the skepticism of scien
tific Materialism, which has grown enormously during the 
present half century, numbering among its exponents Hux
ley, Tyndall, and the whole school of recent physiologistR, the 
zoologists anil botanists, the geologists, and the evolutionists 
generally. It is not meant that all these classes of scientists 
are Athesists, but that they nearly all reject the supernatural, 
and believe that religion, like all other human things, is a de
velopment, and arose like- governments, laws, morals, arts 
and sciences, out of the needs of human nature. To answer 
this phase of skepticism alone would require Dr. Mitohell to 
speak for more than two hours. Then there is the skepticism 
of historic and documentary criticism. The recent studies 
of the sacred writings hav gone searchingly into the au~hen
ticity and genuinness of the scriptures, and thEl'authonty of 
many writings that our fathers venerated has been s~a~en or 
overthrown. This branch of skepticism is found mside of 
the church as much as out of it. The utterances of Heber 
Newton, Henry Ward Beecher, and prominent ministers _of 
the Richmond Episcopal congress, and the actions and wnt
ings of the revisers of the New Testament, hav al~ shaken the 
authority of the sacred writings. Whether Dr. Mitchell holds 
by the "infallible book," as the "word o~ G~d" ~n the ol~
fashioned way, or adopts the new view of mspuatwn, he will 
hav great difficulty in overcoming the doubts _of the Free
thinkers upon the inspiration of the scriptures m the course 
of a two-hours' speech. Besides these, there are other ~orms 
of skepticism to be met; for example, the utilitar~an philoso
phy and Positivism of Comte, John Stuart li1Ill, Herbert 
Spencer, and others. There is another class that Dr. Mitc?ell 
will meet which will be hard for him to persuade-the retired 
clergymen. There are several ministers of the gospel during 
the past few years who hav found that they could no longer 
conscientiously hold the doctrins that they held 'Yhen t~ey 
began their ministries, and they gave up large salanes andi_n
:fluential positions and abjured their religi?n: :S:owev~r mis
taken we may think such men may be, It IS Impossible to 
doubt their sincerity. Some ministers like Henry Ward 
Beecher may abandon the atonement, the inspiration of t~e 
Bible and the doctrin of eternal punishment, and carry thmr 
congregations with them. Others ma;y feel ~hos~ ;lou.bts and 
stifle and conceal them, and go on with therr mmistrws; but 
there are others-of which Ralph Waldo Emerson. was a t:l_'pe 
-who prefer withdrawing from the ministry and malnng 
frank avowal of their change of belief. Several of these ex
ministers will be at the Freethinkers' convention, and one of 
the most difficult things that Dr. Mitchell will hav to do _will 
be to convince them of their errors and lead them back mto 
the fold. If, however, he should fail in two homs to allay 
the questionings which, operating on their minds f~r years, 
:finally induced them to abandon their creeds, thei'r lifework, 
their incomes and their social positions, he ought not to feel 
disheartened. The task is, indeed, clifil.cult, and two hours 
is a short time in which to accomplish.it. Yet we hope that 
Rev. Thomas B. Mitchell. now that he has drawn the sword, 
will throw away the scabbard ancl go into the :fight with zeal 
and power. It is a grand occasion. He stands :first as _the 
champion of faith, and goes to meet doubt and rationalism 
and Freethought in their stronghold. Ha must confront 
Freethinking by showin!i that Freethought is error, and per
haps sin; and he must do this not standing on his own 
ground, but upon theirs. It will, of course, be useless to ad
dress Freethinkers upon the assumption that thought is not 
free; for in that case there would be no common ground be
tween speaker and· audience. He cannot assume the truth 
of any of the doctrins that they reject for the same reason. 
He must take his stand on their ground, and by fair reason
ing show them that their position is untenable. Should he 
succeed in doing this, he will not only accomplish an im
mense victory for his faith, but will show himself to be the 
master mind of the century. 

dieth, so dieth he, but would like to be convinced to the con
trary. He had a debate on the subject two winters ago with 
Moses Hull, which was very able on both sides, but now 
Moses refuses to meet him, and he would like another cham-
pion to come forward. 

THE series of lectures by Messrs. Wakeman and Palmer 
through New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Michigan, is 
pretty nearly :tr!ade up. As far as arranged now they will be 
at the Freethinkers' Convention in Rochester, N. Y., from 
August 29th to September 2d. After that they willleeture in 
Buffalo, R Y., on the evening of September 5th; at Dunkirk, 
Sept. 6th; at Erie, Pa., Sept. 7th; at the Pennsylvania State 
Convention held in Pittsburgh, Sept. 8th and 9th; at Salem, 
Ohio, Sept. lOth; at Alliance, Ohio, Sept. 11th; at Cleveland, 
Ohio, Sept. 12th; at Toledo, Ohio, Sept. 13th; at Adrian, 
Mich., Sept., 14th; at Jackson, Mich., Sept. 15th; at Kala
mazoo, Mich., Sept. 16th; at Dowagiac, Mich., Sept. 17th. 
After that there are three evenings op(m for engagement, the 
18th, 19th, and 20th, before the congress at Milwaukee and 
on the road there. Messrs. Palmer and Wakeman will lec
ture the same evening at these places, dividing the evening 
between them. There will be no better opportunity for our 
Liberal friends in the above-named places and vicinity to 
hear these leading thinkers and speakers. They hav some
thing to say and will say it well. Leland will be along as 
business agent, and perhaps they may hear a spurt from him 

If Mr. Mitchell can lead all the reformed ministers back to 
their sins; if he can prove the inspiration of the scriptures, or 
show when, by whom, and how they were written;. if he can 
overthrow the doctrin of evolHtion and substantiate the Bible 
account of creation; if he can locate heaven and stake out 
hell; if he can show the justice of punishing the innocent for 
the guilty; or of damning a man to infinit torture for a :finite 
sin; if he can explain how total depravity is consistent with 
good actions; or how particular redemption can affect a man 
who died a few thousand years before or after the particular 
redeemer lived and died; or how a man who is " effectually 
called" can be distinguished from the ordinary sinner; or 
what is really meant by the "perseverance of the saints;" if he 
can induce St. Peter to rattle his keys so all can know for 
sure that he has them in his possession; if he can convince 
the convention that a mere belief is going to change the :final 
destiny of men, sending some to paradise, and others to 
eternal :fire and pain; if he can physiologically el:pl'<in the 
annunciation and the resurrection-the beginning and the 
end of divinity; if he can do all these and clear up a few more 
thousand Chl'istian mysteries that are inconsistent with com
mon sense and solid facts, he is indeed the "master-mind of 
the century," and one whom the churches long hav sought, 
and mourned because they found him not. Fame and for
tune await him here on earth, and a whole house up above 
among the mansions. -

Lectures and Meetings. 
THE annual meeting of the Iowa Liberal League will be 

held at Tama City from September 15th to 23d. Mr. C. W. 
Dibble, the secretary, writes that he expects a large attend
ance, and urges all who can to attend. His address is 
Osceola, Iowa. 

Beginning the Fall Campaign in Newark. 
To THE EnrTOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The 

Liberal League has been taking a vacation since 
June. The council has had a meeting once in two 
weeks. At the meeting July 31st, it was decided to 
re-open Sept. 2d. At our laz.t meeting, Aug. 14th, 
we decided to hav Mr. John E. Remsburg lecture 
for us Sunday, Aug. 26th, at 3 o'clock P.M., at our 
hall, 177 Halsey st1'eet, corner of Market street. Mr. 
Remsburg could not be with us on Sept. 2d, there
fore we hav a special meeting for him. Personally 
we do not know him, but we feel assured of a good 
lecture, from the reports of him in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. We hope to make our League felt during 
the coming season. Hoping that the readers of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER outside of Newark, as well as those in 
the city, will be on hand to hear Mr. Remsburg, I 
remain, Yours truly, Gus. 

Ne:warlc, N. J., Aug. 19, 1883. 

The Kansas Cam}l-Meeting. 
This promises to be the largest and best Free

thought meeting ever held west of the Missouri. 
Opening Aug. 30th, and closing Sept. 2d, it comes in 
a most delightful season of the Kansas year, just as 
the first breath of autumn now and then fans the 
cheek of the forest wanderer, and the fair grounds at 
Valley Falls will be crowded with pleasme and truth 
seekers. 

Mrs. H. S. Lake has chosen as two of her lectures 
on this occasion, "What Shall We Do to be Saved?" 
and "Individualism." Ex-Governor Charles Robin
son will discourse upon "The Philosophy of Prohibi
tion," and Prof. W. F. Peck's subjects are "Evolu
tion vs. Creation," and " ·what is Truth ?" The other 
speakers hav not yet sent us the titles of their lec
tures. Among these speakers are C. W. Stewart, 
LL.B., of Indiana; Judge Hagaman, of the Kansas 
Blade, Prof. D. C. Seymour, Prof. Welch, 0. Olney, 
Esq., and other Kansas speakers. 

There is an abundance of good water on the 
grounds, and tenters will find fuel, straw, feed for 
their teams, provisions, etc., for sale at reasonable 
rates. Bring your tents and come prepared to stay 
until the close of the meeting. Three good hotels in 
town. Visitors arriving by train will find free trans
port:ttion from depot to Fair Grounds. Trains over 
the A. T. and S. F. arrive from the North at 11:20 
A.M., and 11:35 P.M.; from the South, at 3:46A.M., and 
4:20 P.M. Over the Kansas Central trains come in at 
11:15 A.M., from the West, and at 1:03 P.M. from the 
East. 

Prof. W. F. Peck will hav charge of the musical 
department. That we shall hav first-class music this 
announcement is a sufficient assurance. 

Three sessions daily. Conference hour at morning 
and afternoon sessions. A free platform upon which 
the Freethinker and Christian can meet and amicably 
discuss the questions upon which they hold divergent 
views. 

Remember the time-Aug. 30th and 31st, and 
Sept. 1st and 2d. Come every one, and help or
ganize a state League. By order of the committee, 
E. C. Walker, secretary, Valley FaUs; John Ernst. 
chairman, A1Tington; Mrs. S. Reicherter, treasurer, 
Valley Falls. 

Elmina Disappointed. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I supposed 

that at least a few of the copies of those Physiologists I adver
ised for in THE TRUTH SEEKER would be sent me, but thus 
far not a single one has eome. I want them very much. 
Will friends who can spare them please send them at once? 

Anxiously, ELMINA. 

W. F. JAlll!ESON has issued a challenge to the Clinton, Iowa, 
camp-meeting of Spiritualists to debate the question of a 
future life. He is satisfied that as the beasts of the field 

[The numbers of the Physiologist which Mrs. Slenker ad
vertised for, it will be remembered, were as follows: June 
and July (double number), 1878; April and May (double 
number), 1879; November, 1878; August and September, 
1879; June, 1879; January, February, March, ancl April, 1881. 
To those who will send the numbers called· for Mrs. Slenker 
will send in return the lJfatrimonial Review, copy for copy; or 
will send the Alpha or Herald of Industry.] 
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Qlommunicatioqs. 

The Epistle to the Colossians. 
This epistle is probably genuin. Timothy is 

coupled with Paul in the writing of it. 
We do not know who founded the church at 

Colo sse, in Phrygia, but we learn from Acts that Paul 
traveled twice through that country, and it is proba
ble that he visited Colosse, though he does not say 
so categorically. Dr. Davidson thinks the church at 
Colo sse was planted by Epaphras, a nativ of the place, 
who is twice named in the epistle, and that he is not 
identical with Epaphroditus, one of the pastors at 
Philippi. 

Paul speaks of Epaphras as "our beloved fellow
servant who is for you a faithful minister of the mes
siah" (i, 7). Again he says, "I wish you to know 
what a struggle (Syr., hagonaj Gr., agona) I hav for 
you, and for them of Laodicea, and for the others 
who hav not seen my face in the flesh" (ii, 1). Evi
dently the record of Acts is very meager, taking lit
tle or no notice of Paul's experience in Phrygia. 

The following passage deserves especial notice in 
its bearing upon the manner of the death of the mes
siah: 

"And by his mandates he blotted out the handwriting of 
our debts, . . . and affixed it to, his cross" (ii, 14). 

King James's version reads, "Nailing it to his 
cross;" and the word nailing is retained in the revi
sion. The Greek word is proselosas, from proseloo, 
which Donegan's lexicon renders " to nail to," and 
which Screvelius defines clavis affigio, "to fasten with 
nails." But we dispute the fastening with nails for 
the following cogent reasons: 

1. The Syriac version has no nails; the word is 
" affixed," and this agrees with the Latin translation 
of Martin Trost, 1621, which has "affixit ipsum cruci 
SlUE. " 

2. The Vulgate has "affiigens illud cruci," which 
agrees with the Syriac-no nails in either. 

3. Now here else in Paul's epistles is there a word 
which even in the Greek version implies nailing. 

4. Neither the word nailing nor nail occurs else
where in the New Testament, except in the following 
passage: 

"Unless I see in his hands the places of the nails, and put 
my finger into them, and extend my hand to his side, I will 
not believe" (John xx, 25). 

5. There is nothing in the description of the cruci
fixion given by the evangelists which implies the use 
of nails. 

6. "Neither the Jews nor any other people," says 
Voltaire, " ever thought of fixing persons to the cross 
by nails; there is not a single instance of it; it is a 
fiction of some painter, built upon a notion com
pletely erroneous " (Art. Executioner, in Phil. Die.). 

The following passages in the epistle to the Colos
sians are peculiarly Pauline : 

"Let no one therefore disquiet you about food and drink, 
or about the distinctions of festivals, and new moons and 
Sabbaths, which were shadows of the things then future, but 
the body is the messiah. And let no one wish, by abasing 
the mind, to bring you under bonds, that ye subject yourselvs 
to the worship of angels" (ii, 16-18). 

Another passage we transcribe for the purpose of 
showing the variation in the Syriac and Greek 
codices: 

Syria c. 
"Where there is neither 

Jew nor Aramean, neither 
circumcision nor uncircum
cision, neither Greelc nor bar
barian, neither bond norfree, 
but the messiah is all and in 
all" (iii, 11 ). 

(heelc. 
"Where there is neither 

Greek nor Jew, circumcision 
nor uncircumcision, barbari
an, Saythian, bond nor free, 
but Christ is all and in all " 
(Ibid). 

The Greek text is here undoubtedly corrupt, and 
lling James's translators hav falsely rendered kai 
" nor " twice. The revision has " and " both times, 
and the third " nor " is omitted. 

In another passage the Greek codices omit three 
words, which we italicize n·om the Syriac: 

"And let your speech at all times be with grace as it were 
seasoned with salt" (iv, 6). 

Paul speaks of himself as in bonds with Aristar
chus, a fellow-captiv (iv, 10). Aristarchus, according 
to Acts, was a citizen of Thessalonica; was mobbed 
at Ephesus; went with Paul from Asia to Macedonia, 
and embarked with him on his voyage to Rome 
(Acts xix, 29; xx, 4; xxvii, 2). The traditions of the 
Greek church represent Aristarchus as bishop of 
Apamea in Phrygia, and allege that he was beheaded 
with Paul at Rome. The Roman Martyrologies 
make him bishop of Thessalonica (McCl. and Str. Cy. ). 

The bearer of the epistle appears to be Tychicus, a 
brother minister, who is accompanied by Onesimus, 
a faithful brother of Colosse, elsewhere spoken of by 
Paul as "my son, whom I hav begotten in my bonds" 
(Philem. 10). 

Salutations are sent from Aristarchus, Paul's fel
low-captiv; from Marcus "an uncle's [Gr. sister's J 
son to Barnabas" (i.e., John Mark); and from Jesus 
(Syr. Yshua) who is called Justus. "These," say,.; 
Paul, " are of the circumaision, and they only hav aided 
me in the kingdom of God" (iv, 11). What a humil
iating confession for the octogenarian apostle! 

Further salutations are sent from Epaphras, a 
Colossian minister, from Luke, the beloved physician, 
and from Demas. Epaphras is highly commended 
for his zeal not only for the Colossians, but for the 
Laodiceans and Hierapo1itans. 

Paul wishes the Colossians to salute the Laodiceans, 
and the church in the house of Nymphas. Nymphas 
is presumably a male in roost codices, but some read 
"her house." 

Paul wants this epistle read to the church o~ the 
Laodiceans (in the house of Nympha?) and wishes 
the Colossians to read his Laodicean epistle. He 
charges Arcippus to be attentiv to the ministry, and 
says in conclusion, "Remember roy bonds." 

PAUL IN MACEDONIA AND GREECE AGAIN. 

Our apostle has now departed from Ephesus to 
visit Macedonia a second time, after an interval of 
from five to seven years, according to the data of 
Acts. 

"And when he had traveled over those regions, and had 
comforted them with many discourses, he proceeded to the 
country of Greece. And he was there three months. And 
the Jews formed a plot against him, when he was about to go 
to Syria; and he contemplated returning to Macedonia" (xx, 
2-4). 

The Greek text is here a little clearer, which makes 
Paul return to Syria through Macedonia in order to 
escape the plot of the Jews. 

"And there departed with him, as far as Asia, Sopater of 
the city of Berea, and A:ristarchus and Secundus, who were of 
Thessalonica, and Gains, who was of the city of Derbe, and 
Timothy of Lystra, and of Asia, Tychicus and Trophimus." 

The oldest Greek codices hav " Sopater [the son] 
of Pyrrhus," and the Vulgate has "Sosipater of Pyr
rhus." The Peshito alone has "of Lystra" after Tim
othy; otherwise it would seem uncertain whether he 
resided at Lystra or Derbe (xvi, 1). 

"These" (seven brethren, says the writer of Acts, 
who resumes the "we" which he dropped at :s:vii, 1) 
" proceeded on before us and waited for us at Troas " 
(xx, 5). . . 

What cities in Greece and Macedonia Paul VISited 
this second time we are not told, except Philippi. 

Secundus is mentioned nowhere else in the New 
Testament. In a former article we suggested a pos
sible identity of Tyrannus, the school-teachm· at 
Ephesus, with Tyrannus, one of the body guard of 
Herod the Great. And now we note the further sin
gular fact that Josephus couples Jucundus with 
Tyrannus three times (Ant. xvi, 10 § 3, 6; War i, 26 
§ 3). These two esteemed officers of Herod were put 
to death about 7 B.c. If one of them was a friend of 
Paul at Ephesus, may not the other hav become a 
disciple at the same place or at Thessalonica? How 
easy to write Secundus for Jucundus! 

PAUL AT 'rROAS. 

The narrativ proceeds: 
"And we departed from Philippi, a city of the l\!Iacedoni

ans, after the days of unleavened bread, and proceeded by 
water, and arrived at Troas in five days, and remained there 
seven days. And on the first day of the week, when we as
sembled to break the eucharist, Paul discoursed with them, 
because he was to depart the next day; and he cor:tinued his 
discourse till midnight" (xx, 6, 7). 

How happens it that the Greek codices hav artos, 
"bread," while the Syriac has eukristia, a word ap
parently borrowed from the Greek eucharistia, com
pounded of eu, "well," and charis, " favor." Euchar
istia, translated " thankfulness," occurs in the Greek 
version of Acts once only, to wit, in the speech of 
Tertulius against Paul before Felix (xxiv, 4), but 
the Syriac omits it. The same word translated 
thanksgiving, " giving of thanks," and "thanks" is of 
frequent occurrence in Paul's epistles; and the verb 
eucharisteo, "to giv thanks," is still more frequent. 
But " breaking the eucharist" seems to be first men
tioned in the Pesbito. 

dawned it ran far into the second. day according to 
the Roman reckoning. But, on the other hand, if 
the meeting began on the evening before the first 
day, that is, at the beginning of the day according to 
Jewish reckoning, then St. Paul traveled on Sunday. 

Some Puzzles of Chronology. 
It is almost impossible to rid ourselvs of influences 

of education. Hearing and reading Bible stories all 
through childhood, as though they were truths, it re
quires the use of calm reason to convince us they are 
false. And we all hav such dim, mysterious ideas of 
antiquity, that, if a story is put back far enough, we 
are ready to swallow it. Tell a man that God talked 
to another man last year from a burning bush, out 
in Colorado, and he will laugh in your face, though 
you and a hundred others assure him ;you were eye
witnesses. Put the story away back fourteen hun
dred years "before Christ," and read it to him out 
of some so-called holy book, and really the thing 
does not seem so absurd. Unless mankind change 
very much, just think what advantages a thousa:nd 
years will giv to the Mormon story l I do not think 
any roan who has passed fifty years, and can think 
back half century, realizing what a little time it is, 
can hav quite so much respect for antiquity. Fifty 
years! Thirty-six times longer is not so much! Cer
tainly, a citizen of the United States has seen greater 
changes than has an inhabitant of any ot?er part of 
the world in that time. And yet nothmg super
natural has occmTed. No gods hav talked with men, 
nor begotten sons b-y women. Yet going back only 
a few spaces more of fifty years each and we ~et into 
the time when the gods had much to do With men 
and women. A very short time indeed to the man 
who knows what fifty years are from personal experi
ence. Short as that time of fifty years multiplied by 
thirth-six in reality is, you hav only to multiply the 
product by two, and you are back into the day_s so~m 
after the flood. If we would get rid of our dim, m
definit ideas of past time, we might get clearer ideas 
of history. Many of us can remember back fifty 
years, and how short the time! Yet go back o:Uy 
twelve times longer in thought and you are at a penod 
when England, and nearly all northern Europe, w~s 
a savage wilderness. That time includes all there IS 
of modern history worth recording. 

A proper realization of the shortness of a century 
will prevent our being troubled by the chronology of 
the Bible. Yet the majority of writers are governed 
more or less by its influence. How exceedingly ab
surd it is in view of some facts is readly shown. The 
veriest Bible idolater admits that a very high degree 
of civilization existed among nations around the 
Mediterranean Sea as early as a thousand years B.c. 
or 1,300 years after the flood. Now the flood is a 
new creation, o;n a more limited scale than the _first 
one as to all animals save roan. It is also admitted 
by ~ that such countries as China and India ~~re, 
not long after, densely inhabited. Herodotus, wntmg 
of matters before his time, says, " India and Thrace 
are the most densely populated regions of the globe:" 
Alexander the Great invaded India and found It 
densely peopled by a highly civilized race. ~ ot ~~ng 
after his day we hav descriptions of some of Its Cities, 
anc1 of the occupations and manners of its peoJ?le, 
that show us the condition of civilization was as high 
as any ever attained by Europeans, at least prior to 
our present railway and telegraph era. So abundant 
was its literature that, as Sir Wm. Jones, says, "Wher
ever we direct our attention to Hindoo literature the 
notion of infinity presents itself, and the longest life 
would not suffice for the perusal of near five hundred 
thousand stanzas in the Puranas, with a million more 
in the other works before mentioned." It was written 

"And there were many lamps burning in the chamber in a language, says the same great authority, " of a 
where we were assembled. And a young man named Euty- wonderful structure; more perfect than the 
chus was aitting in a window and listening. And while Paul Greek, more copious than the Latin, and. m. ore ex-
prolonged his discourse he sunk into a deep sleep, and in his M th 1 t t 
sleep he fell from the third loft, and was taken up as dead" quisitly refined than either." oreover, IS I era ure 
(8, 9). contains almost every science and art k~o.wn to man. 

The omission of " as " in the Greek makes the And this language was, in all pro bab1hty, a dead 
story contradictory as the next sentence shows. language 800 B.c. Here let me quote, for the benefit 

of readers who hav not access to the book, an extract 
from a poem of Dionysius, who flol!rished. about ~.D. 
140. It is descriptiv of India and IS very mterestmg 
on one or two points: 

"And Paul went down and bent over him and embraced 
him, and said: Be not agitated, for his soul is in him " (10). 

The Syriac version is consistent; the fall was not 
fatal; nor did Paul restore the young man to life, as 
the Greek version would hav us infer. 

"And when he [Paul] had gone up he broke bread and 
tasted it, and cliscoursed until the morning dawned. And 
then he departed to go by land. And they brought the young 
man alive, and rejoiced over him greatly" (11, 12). 

Heretofore Paul's preaching has been on Sabbath 
days, but sometimes daily. Now it is' on the first 
day of the week, but no significance need be attached 
to this, because he was to depart the next day. 

There is nothing in this passage to support a 
change of Sabbath to the first day of the week. The 
Jewish day began at sunset, and the writer probably 
did not intend to say that Paul began preaching on 
the evening before the first day. But if he enter
tained the idea that Paul w,as preaching and break
ing bread on a Christian Sabbath, he betrayed him
self. Jtor if the meeting was on the evening of the 
first day it was, according to Jewish reckoning, not 
on the first day, and being prolonged till morning 

"To the East a lovely country wide extends, 
India whose borders the wide ocean bounds; 
On this the sun, new rising from the main, 
Smiles pleased and sheds his ea;ly or~ent beams. 
The inhabitants are swart, and lll theu locks 
Betray the tint of the dark hyacinth. 
Various their functions; some the rock explore, 
And from the mine extract the latent gold; 
Some labor at the wool with cunning skill 
And manufacture linen; others shape 
And polish ivory with the nicest care; 
Many retire to rivers a~d p_lung~ 
To seek the beryl or gllttermg d1amond; 
Some the jasper find, the topaz too, or 
Last of all the lovely amethyst. . 
The rich soil, washed by a thousand nvers, 
Pours its wealth without control. 
Its nativs first essayed the deep 
And wafted merchandise to coasts unknown. 
Those who first digested the starry choir, . , 
Their motions marked and called them by theu names. 

What we do not know of antiquity iii a vast deal. 
We a,re most profoundly ignorant of what they knew. 

~ 
I 
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Out of perhaps a hundred writers who flourished at been spoken as early as that " confusion and fright 
one time-one year-perhaps we hav a fragmentary of Babel," made by our Lord Jehovah to prevent our 
work which tells what he knew. No doubt in his heaven-defying forefathers from climbing up to him 
df~:Y• as in Columbus's. ~ay, t~ere were thousands of and t~ing the new Jerusalem by a kind of aerial 
~ailors who were far~nhar With coast~ not set d?~ stormmg, we find a word descriptiv of his highness, 
m geography of the time. No doubt It was fam1har the elephant. Even the eminently pious, Bible-fear
knowledge among Greeks of Homer's day, that the ing Rollin tells us Semiramis invaded India with an 
swart Hindoos first essayed the deep and "first innumerable multitude of men and " as the strength 
name_d the st~ry choir." Undoubtedly t~ere wa~ a of the Indians consisted chiefly in their great num
vast m~ern~twnal commerce b~t~een Indm, Arabia, her of elephants, this artful queen had a multitude of 
and Chma m those days, and It IS probable that an camels accoutered in the form of elephants; in hope 
average Grecian would hav been as much sm-prised of deceiving the enemy." He admits that he "is 
at it as were those world rangers, the Venetians and puzzled at the idea of such multitudes of men with 
English and Dutch, in 1250 to learn the reports . of chariots, scythes, gold and silver, so soon aft~r the 
Marco Polo. For these latter, as well as the Greeks, deluge," and hopes the Greek historians were mis
imagined they had all the civilization extant. When taken. 
i~ or. abo:ut 1720 the Eng_lishman Bell entered China, But what puzzles me most are the elephants-how 
VIa Sib~na and Lake. Baikal, he was ~mazed beyo~d in two hundred and fifty years after Father Noah 
expression at the high state of enlightenment m took them out of the ark, one pair, we find these ani
China. He had never seen anything in Europe to mals scattered over the earth from Mount Ararat all 
equal it; nor, since the days of Rome's empire, had over Africa and Asia. As the elephant carries its 
there been. It has always seemed to me that some- young almost two years during gestation, the race 
where from a central source civilization flowed East will not increase more rapidly than by doubling the 
as well as West, and that Chinese civilization is later number every forty years. Bearing one at a time, 
than that of Southern Europe, because there are no and not conceiving till it arrives at a great age as 
ruins in China comparable with those of Rome and compared with other animals, even were this original 
Greece. Yet in India we find remains whose vast- pair so lucky as to produce a female several times in 
ness and grandeur strike us speechless and make us succession at first, it is not probable that by two hun
feel as several spectators hav expressed themselvs, dred and fifty years after the :flood over one hundred 
"These works were never done by mortal men." It and twenty-eight elephants were in existence. The 
is lamentable that for some mysterious reason those idea, as Father Rollin admits, is a puzzler as to men, 
researches that began as e~ly as 1750 in Hindostan and scythes, and chariots, but when it comes to ele
and to-day are prosecuted m Egypt, hav ceased com- phants it is utterly incredible, unless we permit, as 
parativly. Nothing of importance has been dis- other matters the word " antiquity" to mystify us 
covered since 1800. Thousands visit the pyramids, into admitting some miracul6us power of procreating 
nobody the rock-cut temples of Ellora, each one of and conceiving on the part of that old elephantine 
which, if correctly . described, cost more labor than pair, that after all were only elephants, no matter 
the largest pyramid and causes more wonde:t; than when they lived. HoLT. 
do they all. The spirit of inquiry that had been for Oregon, Mo. 
years growing around these wonders was suddenly 
stamped out by priestcraft, which, fearing they 
might disclose some fact hostil to the deluge story, 
gave out, "These things are no wonders after all
nothing but ornamental holem in the ground, made 
by the Mohammedans!" Yet a careful view of the 
work begins to giv ground for the opinion that had 
the Moslem invaders employed all the men, money, 
and art in their l)OWer on these works the last year 
of the last century of their rule would hav found 
them unfinished. For many centuries workmen hav 
been engaged on the temple of Milan and St. Peter's 
Cathedral, and yet they are unfinished. These rock
cut subterrenes, ,of hardest granit, where access is 
very limited, where one small lot of workmen must 
labor for years to make room for a few others, and 
yet every square inch of whose vast walls is carved 
in the most admirable style with ornamentation sm·
passing conception-'-what shall be said? 'Tis use
less to attempt description. Let me recall once 
more, however, the attention to one fact. 

At the door of one of these temples is a stairway 
carved out of the same granit leading to a reservoir 
for water. Evidently the steps led originally to the 
reservoir, but the semi· annual falling of a small 
stream of water from above upon this rock-cut reser
voir has so worn it away that over sixty steps are 
now required to complete the stairway. 

A small stream falling during the rainy season 
about one hundred feet upon "clay porphyry so hard 
no ordinary steel can work it." How long will it 
take to wear one foot away ? The Christians and 
Moslems say the work was done about one thousand 
years ago. The Brahmans declare the work was 
completed just seven thousand eight hundred and 
ninety-four years ago. This declaration was made 
in the year A.D. 1794, which makes it almost eight 
thousand years ago. To use their own language, 
"just three thousand years before the completion of 
the Dwai-pa Yoag the work was done. This is now 
the four thousand eight hundred and ninety-fourth 
year of this Yoag, or the Kal Yoag, making seven 
thousand eight hundred and ninety-four years ago!" 
As we cannot. easily calculate how long it must hav 
taken to finish this excavation of three thousand 
seven hundred and twenty-nine feet in length, bight 
averaging about twenty-five feet, breadth from sixty 
to one hundred and twenty feet, with the innumera
ble stairways, verandahs, pillars, domes, reliefs, walls, 
ceilings, statues, etc., on which work, with rarest ex
ceptions, every trace is carved with utmost delicacy 
and finish, from the tiara on the head of Indra to the 
daintiest feather on the peafowls of his consort, In
drance, it is best to leave the further consideration of 
the subject to readers. 

When, therefore, we measure these works and the 
remains of others, and consider how short a century 
in reality is, we see the absurdity of allowing our
selva to be imposed upon by this everlasting obstruc
tion to learning, namely, biblical chronology. 

There is, however, one little point, among many 
others, that may serve to further illustrate the mis
takes of Moses, or Bishop Usher, and which neither 
Bishop Colenso nor Hon. Robert Ingersoll has noted 
so far as I hav observed. On all these Hindoo ruins 
somewhere we find the elephant's gigantic form. 
Even amid thQ ruins of dead languages that must hav 

Goods for Religious Purposes. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In

closed I forward you the following printed price-list, 
issued by a New York firm dealing in merchandise 
used by Christians in their devotional services: 

J. TURGIS & COMPANY. 
41 Barclay Ht., and 46 Park Plaee. 

CHEAP INCENSE, 25 CENTS PER POUND, OR 25 POUNDS FOR $5. 
French Prepared Incense, 50 cts. per. lb. 

Jerusalem Incense, 'f5 cts. per lb. 
Large Pictures, Rosaries, Medals, etc., and the finest assort

ment of Large Religious Pictures in the United 
States. Framing in all its branches. 

BEST WAX CANDLES. 

Plain white, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, or 8 to lb. 
Richly ornamented, 2, 4, or 6 to lb. 
Wax tapers, 
Gas lighters, 
Plain Paschal candles, 2 to 10 lbs each, 
Ornamented Paschal candles, 3 to 12 lbs, each, 

Per lb. $0 50 
" 0 so 
" 0 70 
" 0 50 
" 0 50 
" 0 80 

Wax candles 14 ounces to the pound. 
BEST STEARIC ACID OR HYDRAULIC PRESSED CANDLES. 

4 to lb. of 16 oz., per lb., $0 22 I 6 to lb. of 14 oz., per lb.,$ 22 
By taking 30 lb, box, 4 to a lb., per box, $6 25 

" " 40 " 6 to alb., " ·s 40 
N. B.-When orde1·ing candles please state p1·ic6, so no error will be 

rna de. 
THIS CANDLE IS THE BEST MADE AND AJ,\VAYS GIVS SATISFACTION. 

FRENCH CHAIWOAL FOR CENSERS, 
50 cts. per box of 50 tublets. 

You will observe that the compound called" cheap 
incense" is quoted very cheap indeed, viz.," 25 cents 
per pound, or 25 lbs. for $5.00." Good "French 
prepared incense " is affixed at the tempting price of 
50 cents per pound, and genuin "Jerusalem incense," 
undoubtedly the best in the market, can be had in 
any quantity at the reasonable rate of 75 cents per 
pound. 

The price is also given for plain white and for 
richly ornamental candles; plain and ornamental 
Paschal candles, wax candles, French charcoal for 
censers, lace pictures, religious pictures, rosaries, 
medals, and other pious bric-a-bra:c. 

The people who buy and use these goods for re
ligious observances are not pagans living at the com
mencement of the Christian era, nor in the "Dark 
Ages" of Christian domination, but they exist now, 
in the broad sunlight and boasted intelligence of the 
nineteenth century. They are surrounded with the 
blessings of liberty and civilization. Education and 
knowledge are within their reach; but the worship 
to which they fondly cling is an inheritance from 
former centuries of barbarism, and a legacy from the 
credulity of ages that hav passed. 

Holy incense, holy water, holy candle3, holy oil, 
and holy worship, formerly offered to Cybele, the 
mother of the gods, to Jupiter, Apollo, Bacchus, and 
all the Olympian host, are now offered to Mary, the 
mother of God, to the holy evangelists, the blessed 
martyrs, and the long calendar of Christian saints. 
The immaculate virgin, the mother of Christ, now 
usurps the vacant pedestal of Cybele, the deposed 
pagan goddess. Instead of the statue of Ze~s wit_h 
his lightning and his thunder, or Mercury With his 
wand and winged cap and sandals, or Neptune with 
his trident, or Hercules with his club and lion skin, 
we behold in the sacred niche behind the altar the 

figure of St. Peter with his keys, St. Phillip with his 
cross, St. Thomas with his square, St. Thaddeus with 
his battle-ax, St. Matthew with his tablets, St. James 
with his staff, or St. John, the apostle, whom Jesus 
loved. The names of the gods hav indeed been 
changed, but the worship is essentially pagan in its 
origin, in its prootice, and in its results. 

On those fortunate mortals who hav " climbetl the 
bights, and left all superstitions far below," devolve 
the duty and the honor of enlightening these devout 
but misguided beings, and teaching to them in the 
spirit of charity, kindness, and forbearance the 
sublime truth that religious duties consist not in 
burning incense to appease the supposed anger of 
imaginary beings, but "in doing justice, loving 
mercy, and endeavoring to make our fellow-creatures 
happy." PETER EcKLER. 

A Strange Case all Around. 
Fton• the New Yo!"k Sun. 

We hav more facts regarding the case of the Rev. 
Mr. Park, the Congregational minister, against whose 
installation as pastor of a New Haven church an 
ecclesiastical council lately reported. They show 
anew how loath such councils are to acknowledge 
the existence of religious skepticism among their 
clergy, how disinclined they are to denounce such 
Infidelity with boldness and without reservation. 

Mr. Park, a graduate of the great divinity school 
of the Congregationalists at Andover, was called to 
a church at New Haven, and all the preparations for 
his installation as pastor had been made. The con
gregation had even assembled in the meeting-house 
to take part in the ceremonies. But after the people 
had waited for a long time, they were dismissed with 
the announcement that a council, just adjourned, had 
refused to install the new pastor. 

The decision reached by the council and the 
reasons for it were thus recorded in the minutes of 
the body: 

''Voted, that, while recognizing the ability and spirit of 
the candidate, yet, in view of the fact that he holds views in 
regard to infant baptism not acceptable in our churches, and 
on other doctrins, we do not see our way clear to proceed to 
the installation." 

Of course the inference from this is that the chief 
trouble with Mr. Park was his unsoundness regard
ing infant baptism. 

The Rev. Dr. Dennen, of New Haven, in a letter to 
the Christian Union, shows, however, that the council 
sought to deceive the public by the wording of their 
resolution. "The main question," says Dr. Dennen, 
"was not as to his views on baptism. Had this been 
all, he would hav been installed." That is what we 
said at the time. His doctrinal offenses must hav 
been glaring to insure his rejection by a Congrega
tional council of this day, and in New England. "It 
was his theological opinions that led the council to 
the results they reached," says Dr. Dennen, who thus 
summarizes the views of Mr. Park: 

"On the question of inspiration he is a Unitarian rationalist, 
holding the views of Arnold: That only of revelation is true 
which is verifiable by human consciousness and spiritual 
elevation and insight. The inspiration of Paul differed only 
in degree from that of any other man. The prophets were 
not inspired, only 'elevated in chamcter by a righteous life.' 

" On the question of probation he is a Universalist, and 
holds to the finul restomtion of all men. In answer to the 
direct question: 'Do you believe in any form of final res
toration of all men?' he replied, 'I do; this is the trend of 
my mind; it is my hope.' When the creed of. the church 
wus read ancl he wus usked, 'Do you accept th1s stutement 
in regard to future penalty, and will you preach it?' his 
reply was, 'No, not in those ter!lls; I should stute it 
differently.' The question of bupt1sm, und the fact of a 
church divided in his call, hud, no doubt, their influence. 
But, with these alone, his installation would hav become an 
accomplished fact." 

It is plain, therefore, that the council equivocated 
in the resolution in which they pretended to giv the 
reasons for their rejection of Mr. Park. Why did 
they do that? Were they afraid to acknowledge 
that opinions so rationalistic could be held by a 
Congregational minister in good standing, and did 
they dread to express themselvs decidedly with re
gard to them? 

Whatever their excuse, it could not be creditable 
to them. If they were honest men of sincere con
viction, they would hav met the issue squarely. But 
they evaded it. More than that, they gave a false 
reason for their action. They declared in their 
resolution what was not true, what was deceitful, 
and what was intended to convey a false impression. 
They pretended to reject Mr. Park for a reason 
which they would not hav counted against him. 
They hid the real grounds. 

The fact is, Mr. Park is not an orthodox Christian 
at all. He is a rationalist; and if his opinions are 
sound, Christian theology has lost its utility. Yet 
Mr. Park's views so far suit the New Haven church 
which called him that, in spite of the council, they 
hav as~ed him to preach to them as a "stated 
supply,' without installation. 

AMoNG religious news, we find the following in the 
Fall River Advance: 

"A church lawn party in Amsterdum, N. Y., ended in a row 
and free fight. An ice-cream sylph got mixed up in the 
crowd and had all her false hair torn off, and two deacons 
cmwledunder the church and got wedged in so that they 
had to be greased with lard before they could be pulled out." 
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Mils. MA.RY W. BENNETT, 

CONDUCTED BY 
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chapters ix and xiv, themselvs made up of two parts (ix-xi; 
xii-xiv) belonging to different times and authors prior to the 
destruction of the Jewish state by the Babylonians. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER OOMPANY. 

think I can safely promis. That it shall be the most 
widely circulated Liberal paper in the world a little 
effort on the part of each of you will soon make a 
certain fact. I shall be pleased to hear from you, 
and ask you to address all letters to me as usual, or 
to THE TRUTH SEEKER Company, 33 Clinton Place, 
New York. Sincerely yours, MARY W. BENNETT, 
Acting Executor and President of THE TRUTH SEEKER 

"The soferim, as the successors of the prophets, must hav 
corrected and revised the sacred books to some extent. We 
need not hesitate to allow that they sometimes arranged parts 
and even added matter of their own. In the time of the canon's 
entire preparation they and the other priests, with writers 
and scholars generally, redacted the national literature, ex
cluding or sanctioning such portions of it as they saw fit. 83 Cltnton Plaee, New Yo:rk. 

PUELISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $2.50 PER YEAR. Company. 
"From Ezra's treatment of the oldest law books we infer 

that he did not look upon them as inviolate. Venerable they 
were, and so far sacred; but neither perfect nor complete for 
all time. . . . The redaction to which he submitted them 

The largest and chtapest Radical Journal published in l!lurope 
or America, containing seven hundred square inches more reading 

matter than any other journal of its kind. 

What Kind of Education is This ! shows no superstitious reverence. With him canonical and 
Above all things else, educational journals should holy were not identical. Nor does the idea of an immediate 

be accurate in their statements. Without accuracy divine authority appear to hav dominated the mind of Nehe-
miah and his scholars in the selection of books. 

..4.ddrest~ aU Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER OOM
p ANY. Make all Drafts, Checks, and Postal Orders payable to 
MARY W: BENNETT. 

they are valueless. The editors hav a greatresponsi- "The scribes who followed Ezra, 'Seeing what he did, 
bility upon them. Their utterances are regarded by would naturally follow his example, and would not scruple, if it 
students as a final settlement of a mooted question. seemed best, to revise the terut in substance as well as form. They 
When th!iy use their positions to teach falsehood did not rifminfrom changing what had been written, or inserting 
they deserve the severest condemnation. If their fresh matte;r.' SATURDAY, ~ ~ AUGUST 25, 1883. 

The Truth Seeker Company. 
To THE SUBsCRIBERS AND FRIENDs oF THE TRUTJI SEEK

ER: You will, of course, notice the change that has 
been made at the head of our paper, and I wish to 
tell you in a few words why it has been made. My 
husband in his will provided for it in these words: 

mistakes arise from i orance they are culpable and "~he diff~rences between them (the Pales~inian and Alex
. . gn. ' . andnan versiOns of the prophets.and the Hag10grapha), often 
mcapable mstructors; if, from a desrre to uphold a remarkable, prove that those who had most to do with the books 
favorit system of theology, they teach untruth, there did not guard them as they would hav done had they thought them 
is no adequate condemnation short of displacement. infallt'bly inspired. 

But here is the Western Normal Advocate, "a In addition to the Pentateuch the following books, 
monthly journal of education," devoted to the "free according to Davidson, Westbrook, Westcott, and 
and unbiased discussion of all subjects tending to the others equally learned, are without known author
advancement of the teacher and student," published ship: Joshua,· Judges, Ruth, First and Second 
at Bushnell, Til., of which two persons named respec- Kings, First and Second Chronicles, First and 
tivly C. L. Gregory and C. F. Holcomb, are the re- Second Samuel, Esther, Job, Proverbs, Ecclesias
sponsible conductors, in which we find the following tes, Song of Solomon, Lamentations, Ezekiel, 
statement concerning the seven bibles of the world: Daniel, Obadiah, Jonah, Habakkuk, Haggai, mak-

"My wish is that my wife may place THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, a paper owned and published by me and the 
property connected therewith, including the plates 
of books and pamphlets published by myself, in the 
hands and control of trustees of an incorporated 
company, so that the same may be a permanent pub
lication and business." 

"The seven bibles of the world are the Koran of the Mo- ing, with the five books of Pentateuch, twenty
hammedans, the Tri Pitikes of the Buddhists, the Five Kings six from thirty-nine books. "The time was, of 
of the Chinese, the three Vedas of the Hindoos, the Zend course," says Keeler, "when the Pentateuch was 
Avesta, and the scriptures of the Christians. Now that his estate has been practically settled, it 

seemed the proper time to carry out this expressed 
wish of Mr. Bennett. The wisdom of his wish, too, 
has become more apparent to me of late than 
ever before, for the constant attention required from 
me to the businGss is a burden beyond my health 
and strength, especially at this season of the year. 
I hav, therefore, hft.d a company organized consisting 
of the friends whom I knew he had selected for the 
purpose of strengthening my hands and THE TRuTH 
SEEKER. These friends are his executors with me, 
Messrs. Daniel E. Ryan and T. B. Wakeman, my 
faithful brother, Mr. Loren J. Wicks, and the faith
ful editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, ·Mr. Eugene M. 
Macdonald, and the no less faithful, but not so well 
known, office worker, Mr. John V. Wingate. These 
gentlemen, five in all, with me form the company. 
The property remains mine, and the general control 

and management also. Mr. Macdonald will continue 

as the editor, but Mr. Wingate and my brother will 
relieve him and me of much business and office work 
that should not be imposed upon the editor 
of the paper, nor upon me personally. Thus 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, as its founder intended, is placed 
upon a firm and permanent basis, and is not to de
pend upon any one life, nor any accident of owner
ship, for its continuance and success. Let no one 
suppose that this company is or will be a monopoly 
or money-making concern for the benefit of the 
trustees. Messrs. Macdonald and Wingate, who will 
giv their steady daily labor to the paper, hav only 
moderate salaries. The other trustees receive noth
ing and hav only a nominal interest to enable them 
to be my advisers as my husband intended. The 
proceeds of the business shall go, as they always 
hav, to build up the business and to improve THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, and when my health no longer per
mits me to use the ownership of the business for that 
purpose, I shall find othm's who can. 

"The Koran is the most recent of these, dating about the thought to hav been written by Moses; but no thea-
seventh century after Christ. It is a compound of quota- logian whose opinion is entitled for a moment to any 
tions from the Old and New Testaments, the_ Talmud, and respect, now says so." Bishop Colenso, recently de
the gospel of St. Barnabas. ceased, wrote a work disproving the claims made for 

"The Eddas of the Scandinavians were firat published in Moses, and he remained to the day of his death a 
the fourteenth century. The Pitikes of the Buddhists con-
tain sublime morals, and pure aspirations, and their author bishop in the church. Further proof can be had by 
lived and died in the sixth century before Christ. There is consulting Dr. Smith's " Dictionary of the Bible," or 
nothing of excellence in these sacred books not found in the McClintock and Strong's "Cyclopedia of Biblical, 
Bible. Theological, and Ecclesiastical Literature." These 

"The sacred writings of the Chinese are called the Five are orthodox works, and it is inexcusable that the 
Kings, the word 'kings ' meaning web of cloth. They con-
tain the best sayings of the best sages on the duties of life. editors of an educational journal are not familiar 
These sayings cannot be traced farther back than eleven hun- with them, but instead publish falsehood where it is 
dred years before Christ. easy to know the truth. By consulting the standard 

"The three Vedas are the most ancient books of the Hin- works upon this subject it is easy to learn, says 
doos; and they are believed to date not beyond eleven hun- Keeler, that most of the books of the Old Testament 
dr&d years before Christ. The Zend Avesta of the Persians 
is the greatest of the sacre.d books next to our Bible. Zoro- were not written by the authors assigne~ to them; 
aster, whose sayings it contains, was born in the twelfth cen- that when their authenticity is assumed by tradition, 
tury before Christ. Moses lived and wrote the Pentateuch fifteen generally nothing is known of the personal history 
hundred years bifore Christ; therifore that portion of our Bible is at of the author; that most of them are not original 
least three hundred years older than the most ancient of other sacred works, but are, on the other hand, compilations from 
writings." 

It is to the italicized statement in the last para
graph that we call particular attention and take par
ticular exception. There are minor errors in the pre
vious paragraphs, but as many of the ancient bibles 
are in as deep obscurity as to their origin and author
ship as are most of the books of the Christian scrip
tures, we pass them by, and glance at the la~t state
ment-outrageous as coming from an educational 
journal. 

The connection of Moses with the Pentateuch is 
pure assumption. No scholar of note to-day claims 
that he penned it. On the contrary, his authorship 
has been most clearly disproved. We will look at 
the statement that Moses wrote the Pentateuch. 

First, .we ask for proof. The books themselvs do 
not claim Moses as their author. But they do con
tain positiv proof that he did not write them, for they 
refer to events that occurred after his death-for in
stance, of the city of Dan and the kings of Judah. 
Besides the impossibility of his writing of post
mortem events, it is equally impossible that he could 
hav penned the account of the creation which oc
curred many hundreds of years before his birth. 
Plenary inspiration is an idea as dead as Moses him
self, and that is the only way out of this dilemma. 
Inspiration is not claimed by the -book itself, and cer
tainly no one has any authority to claim it for it. 

pre-existing records; that no one knows who wrote 
these pre-existing records, or when they were writ
ten; no one knows who compiled them into books, or 
when; in short, no one knows anything about their 
origin, except it can be very easily shown that they 
were not composed by Moses, Joshua, Samuel, David, 
and the authors usually named. 

Ezra is first known in 458 B.a. Previous to him 
and his scribes and clerks the Bible was in chaos. it 
practically did not exist. Whether he wrote the 
books or found them is of no account. There were 
more in existence than he got hold of, and there are 
some in the Bible certainly not so old as his time. 
Isaiah was not known till two hundred and fifty 
years after that worthy had ceased to breathe-if he 
ever did breathe; the wonderful prophecies attribu
ted to Daniel were entirely unknown to that gentle
man, being composed about 165 B.a., four hundred 
years after he was dust and ashes, and consequently 
long after the events had transpired. 

Now, m-y friends, I must rely upon you, as my 
husband was wont to do, to sustain me in 'IJ).y efforts 
to build up a great Liberal newspaper and make it 
his best monument. Since my husband's death 
many debts hav had to be paid. The price of the 
subscription, when reduced from $3 to $2.50, was put 
too low for a sixteen-page paper. The result is that 
I must ask you to rally around me and THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, as my friends above named hav done, with 
renewed spirit and efforts to extend its circulation. 
That it shall be a better paper than ever before I 

To Ezra is given by all the biblical scholars the 
credit for compiling the Pentateuch. Who wrote 
it nobody knows. The probable manner of its exist
ence is thus stated by Prof. Samuel Davidson, one of 
the best biblical scholars of th61 age : 

It is expected that the clergy will suppress these 
facts, but when an educational journal does so in the 
interests of Christianity it loses all claim to respect, 
and should be shown up wherever found. The 
proneness to conceal the truth on the part of the or
thodox is one of the main existing reasons for the 
hostility of intelligent men toward the church. Rea
son despises the faith that must be kept alive by 
secrecy and misleading statements. 

"ANTICHRIST" this week makes a strong point against the 
nailing of Jesus to the cross; he shows that the only scrip
tural support for it is a passage in the fourth gos,pel; and he 
quotes the learned Voltaire, who says that nails were never 
used, and that nailing to the cross is "a fiction of some 
painter." Perhaps Voltaire, when he wrote that, forgot about 
the "print of the nails "in John. xx, 25, or he might not hav 
dared to deny the nailing. 

"Men of prophetic gifts wrote in the name of distinguished 
prophets, and put their productions with those of the latter, 
or adapted and -wrote them over after their own fashion. 
The fiftieth and fifty-first chapters of Jeremiah show such 
overwriting. To Zechariah's authentic oracles were attached 
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"The Limitations of Freethinking." 
An article in the last North American Review under 

the above caption is noticeable, not so much for the 
name attached as for the character of the magazine 
in which Mr. D. S. Phelan thus airs his essentially 
Catholic opinions. It seems almost impossible that 
anyone in these times can deliberately assert that a 
roan has not always a right to his opinions. But Mr. 
Phelan does this boldly, and worse. He says that a 
man "has a right to his opinion if his opinion is 
right." 

But who is right ? There is the point. Opinions 
cannot be settled by majorities, neither by any "con
census of the competent;" for in all times the ma
jority ha.s been wrong, and the competent of one age 
hav been the fools of the next. Human tribunals 
constantly err, and the human race has committed 
horrible atrocities in its barbaric childhood. The 
Catholic church arrogates to horself all knowledge in 
religion, all power in ethics. Her Procrustean bed is 
the couch upon which all morality, all thought, all 
works, must be measured. Yet upon an appeal to 
facts the Catholic church is found to be monetrously 
in error. With her the length to which Freethink
ing may go is measured by a grave. 

But the Protestant church, which, too, pompously 
announces itself as the ethical yardstick, is, in the 
opinion of millions, no nearer right. She and her 
God punish thought. With her a man's morality is 
nothing if his ideas are wrong. The injustice of this 
is recognized by all. 

Clearly neither of these two pretended teachers 
can be right. Our right to this opinion Mr. Phelan 
himself cannot deny. The prime object of civiliza
tion is happiness. To insure this the individual must 
be left the greatest amount of freedom compatible 
with the happiness and security of the community in 
which he livs. Thought does not injure. Ideas do 
not spill blood. Reflection never starved a family. 
The advocacy of even Communism does no harm. 
The idea that a wrong thought is as pernicious as a 
wrong act is possible only where the standard of 
right and wrong is inflexible-made by some super
human power. As at present there is no such stand
ard-as right and wrong are relativ terms, with mean
ings changing with the passing years-one set of 
men cannot pass upon the opinions of another and 
condemn them as immoral. There can be no possi
ble limitation to Freethinking. 

Man, says Mr. Phelan, "could not be a rational 
being without a free will." To him, evidently, ra
tionality is a bundle of thought put into man by some 
divine creator. Free will is a side-dish on the table 
of being. It is the theologic idea, we know, but as 
false as all theology. Man is a rational being, but 
his rationality is the proceeds of the aggregated ex
perience of all the racA, not a gift from God. The 
early savage was not even a rational animal. He 
learned by degrees, and every additional particle of 
knowledge was an addition to his reason. Free will 
never did and never can exist. Man is governed by 
his environment. The soil on which he livs, the cli
mate, society, friends, all hav their influence upon 
him. Could a man elect to be or do only what he 
likes, how long would we see laborers and employers, 
rich and poor, wise and ignorant? In matters of 
ethics, of thought, no more than in acts, is man free. 
No man can believe without evidence, and no man 
can resist the influence of evidence upon his mind. 
One roan can lead a horse to water, but a hundred 
cannot make him drink. So it is with belief. Evi
dence must be presented which acts upon the mind 
independent of the will, and the thundering tones of 
thousands of priests fall still before the evidence of 
one small fact. Man cannot will to know, neither can 
he will not to know. 

Some of Mr. Phelan's statements of Freethought 
philosophy and polity, as he understands them, 
are worth reproducing as curiosities. They evi
dence a state of mental chaos, of wild, madman
like opposition, truly pitiable in one who aims to 
set a limitation to thought. He raves: 

"As all property is robbery to the Communist, even so is 
all principle usurpation to the Freethinker. It is not strange, 
therefore, that we find Communism and Freethought indige
nous to the same social soil and thriving under similar at: 
mospheric conditions. The intellectual barbarian sees chains 
in social customs and tyranny in social order. The vast ram
ifications of human interests claim no consideration from 
him: although the grandest and best institutions of society 
should be buried in the fall, he boldly lays his ax to the root 
of the tree, nor reeks the cost. What to him the truth, so 
patent to other people, tllat principles underlie morality, and 

morality is the basis of society? What cares he- for the ab
stract proposition, that without morality even civil govern
ment is impossible? He answers you with the hoarse shout: 
'Fiat libertas ; ruat imperium;" and he straightway lays his in
tellectual dynamite at the foot of the social arch. He swoops 
down like a literary Attila on the fair provinces of conserva
tiv knowledge, his feverish activity stimulated by feelings 
akin to those ascribed to Blucher when that burly soldier 
first entered London. A book by a Freethinker is a store
house of booty, collected during a lifetime of literary out
lawry. 

"The literary savage, too, loves to inflict pain. The holiest 
relations of life, the fondest conceptions of duty, the dearest 
creations of philanthropie fancy, are the objects of his ma
lignant destructivness. In common with all savages, he re
quires a vast territory to roam over. A Freethinker dabbles 
in theology, philosophy, political economy, history, physics 
-in any and every study that can be reached by a bullet of 
blatant negation. He is a slave to a master. No savage In
dian ever obeyed his chief with half the alacrity that literary 
braves show in follewing their chosen leaders. They are the 
veriest slaves of certain literary dictators. The Tecumseh of 
the theological tribe is :Voltaire. The Sitting Bull of the po
litical tribe is Paine. The Logan of the scientific tribe is 
electiv, the beads and feathers being generally awarded to 
the latest God-killer." 

As a matter of fact, the Freethinker is the only 
person whose basic principles of life are not a usur
pation of the rights of others. Catholicism, Prot
estantism, Mohammedanism, all religions built on 
similar supernaturalism, usurp the right of roan to 
believe as he finds the evidence convincing, and en
force their usurpations by penalties here and here
after. They are the true intellectual barbarians, not 
the Freethinkers, whose intellects hav been trained 
and disciplined and civilized. Communism and Free
thought are growths from the same root of doubt, 
and restlessness, and dissatisfaction with a condition 
of civilization that givs one roan all meat and an
other all bone, one heaven and another hell, but 
they hav nothing else in common. As another 
matter of fact, very few Communists are Free
thinkers, and very few Freethinkers are Com
munists. The only ones who might use the motto 
he has put into the mouths of all Infidels, Fiat liher
tasj ruat imperium (freely translated, Let liberty liv 
though governments fall) are the Arnarchists, and as 
a still further matter of fact, they are not a Free
thinking class. 

The Freethinker insists that principles and not 
divine persons underlie morality; and that morality 
and not religion is the basis of a true government. 
It is because the church does not in any way uphold 
morality that he asks for a permanent injunction re
straining her from interfering with civil government. 
" A book by a Freethinker is a storehouse of booty, 
collected during a life-time of literary outlawry," is 
a well-rounded enough sentence, but it lacks one 
element necessary to carry conviction-namely, truth. 

The concluding paragraph is bombastic nonsense, 
worth as a rhetorical lie what Mr. Phelan got for it
about $3.47-but as a statement of a position entirely 
erroneous. If, as he says in a previous paragraph, 
"thoughts hav their ethics as well as deeds," to what 
moral hell must he be assigned as punishment for 
his illegal and immoral thought and act! Happily 
for him there is no limbo for liars, or his freedom of 
thought and action would be materially curtailed. 
It is to the Freethinkers of the past he is indebted 
for his liberty to abuse those of the present. Let him 
ponder upon this. ______ _.._ ____ __ 

Poison and Its Antidote. 
The following is the amendment to our Constitu

tion proposed by the " National Reform Association " 
of religious bigots: 
To the Honorable, the members of the Senate and House of Repre

sentativs of the United States in Congress assembled: 
We, citizens of the United States, petition your honorable 

bodies for such an amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States as shall suitably express our national acknowl
edgment of Almighty God as the source of all authority in 
civil government; of the Lord Jesus Christ as the Ruler of 
nations, and of his revealed will as of su;preme authority; 
and thus indicate that this is a Ch1istian nat1on, and place all 
the Christian laws, institutions, and usages of the government 
on an undeniable legal basis in the fundamental law of the 
land. 

In supporting this amendment Dr. Sproull said: 
The question demanding consideration is, should those 

parts of the Constitution be so amended as to secur!l the ap
pointment of religious men to office, and giv the Christian 
church the benefit of national support? We tak11 the affirm
ativ. . . • We do not wish an amendment to come as a 
kind of patch work-a piece of new cloth on an old garment. 
We want the whole made new; the government put squarely 
uhder Christ, and none but Christ's friends to be suffered to 
meddle with its administration. 

The Rev. George Hill, D.D., gave utterance to this 
truly Christian sentiment: 

If any cannot conscientiously liv under a Christian govern
ment, they can conscientiously go elsewhere. 

As an antidote to this treacherous sentiment we 
may quote the words of some eminent men who hav 
given it their attention. The first is Washington: 

The government of the United States is not in any sense 
founded on the Christian religion.-Treaty with Tripoli. 

Franklin took this view: 
When a religion is good, I conceive it will support itself; 

and when it does not suppport itself, and God does not take 
care to support it, so that its professors are obliged to eall 
for help of the civil power, 'iis a sign, I apprehend, of its 
being a bad on e.-Letter to Dr. Price. 

Jefferson's opinion of Christianity was expressed 
thus: 

I hav recently been examining all the known superstitions 
of the world, and do not find in our particular superstition 
(Christianity) one redeeming feature. They are all alike, 
founded upon fables and mythologies.-Letter to Dr. Woods. 

And Paine said: 
All national institutions of churches. . . • appea;r to 

me no other than human inventions set up to terrify and 
enslave mankind and monopolize power and profit.-Age of 
Reason. 

Even Grant, attendant of a Methodist church, in 
his well-known Des Moines speech, advised the people 
to "keep the church and state forever apart." 

Let the American people· keep these words of wis
dom ever in their minds, and resist to the uttermost 
the efforts of the Christian reactionists to drag the 
nation backward. 

The Monument Fund. 
Since our last acknowledgment we hav received the 

following sums: 
Previously acknowl-

edged, $1,091 81 
S. F. Shepard, (1 00 
T. :V. Nichols, 1 00 
J. R. Garrett, 1 30 
E. B. Shafer, 1 00 
Wm. R. :VanCampen, 1 00 
D. D. Ryers, 1 00 
D. Bruce, 1 oo 
Wm. S. Logan, 50 
James Beveride, 50 
J. A. Broadbeck, 1 00 

Euphemia M. Beveridge, 50 
Andrew Beveridge, 50 
Isabella Bennett Bever-

idge, 
H. S. Borrette, 
Sol. Benson, 
Judge L. R. Hawkins, 
Judge L. M. Brown, 
Judge L. H. Hawkins, 
S. H. Ellingwood, 
John Mollinger, 

50 
50 

1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
5 00 

Total, $1,113 11 

Joe Bradley's Religion. 
The Christian at Work controverts the statement of 

the "Man of Sin " that all but one of the judges of 
the United States Supreme Court are Infidels. It 
alleges that five of the said Judges, namely, Waite, 
Field, Bradley, Gray, and Blatchford, are professed 
Christians, and does not believe that one of the nine 
is an Infidel. Church membership nowadays is poor 
p1·imajacie evidence of a man's belief in Christianity. 
See what a correspondent writes to the New York 
Sun about one of the above named members of the 
church: 

ALIUNDE JOE'S RELIGION. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE Sun, Sir: I read in your paper of 

Tuesday an article giving the religious status of the judges 
of the United States Supreme Court. I presume the article 
is correct-at least it should be, coming from the aource it 
does. Aliunde Joe is put down as an elder in the Reformed 
church. Great Scot! you ought to hear him cuss once when 
in a passion. The individual who carted a load of apples up 
a steep hill wasn't a marker to Joe. I like to see every man 
placed where he belongs. HISTORIAN. 

Newarlc, N. J., August 14. 

With such a stunning confirmation of the original 
statement, the editor of the TRUTH SEEKER will see 
that he was too previous in saying that it was now 
in order for " Antichrist " to speak. ANTIC. 

We fail to see the previousness of our remarks. 
We agree with "Antichrist" that belonging to a 
church is no criterion of a man's real religious belief, 
as late developments show the churches to be honey
combed with Freethought, neither is a man's pro
fanity any proof that superstition has no hold on 
him. We once worked on a country journal whose 
editor was most proficient in cursing, yet subscribed 
to the Thirty-nine Articles of the Episcopal church 
and really believed that his soul's salvation hinged 
on his belief. We do not wish to convey a doubt of 
the correctness of "Antichrist's" statement; only, 
more light would be acceptable. 

Amen and Amen ! 
J. P. Mendum in The Boston Investigator. 

I hope when the Congress meets it will confine 
itself to practical business-stick to the Nine De
mands of Liberalism-and act in unity for the pro
motion of those principles. Let all other outside 
objects be set aside, and work for the building up of 
our cause, and leave "Freelove," "Free Religion," and 
"New Calendars" to be nursed by those who see any 
good in them, but which like old superstitions and a 
future state of existence can never be explained, but 
only result in separation and disintegration. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent three months to 
trial subscribers for 50 cents. 
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The Romish Church and Its Priesthoo{l. 
The Roman Catholic Church claims to be the 

mother church. In many ways we think it is. It is 
a church whose clergy, ever since the time of Con
stantine (its real founder) hav set the example for al
most every sin. There is no crime in the catalog of 
crimes but what they hav at one time or another 
committed. Roman Catholic bishops' and priests' 
vices hav reached even to heaven. We hav but to 
refer to the crimes of some of the Catholic clergy in 
the past, in order that we may acquaint ourselvs of 
the extent of the crimes that many of the same class 
of men are guilty of at the present day. 

could make us believe that they were friendly, they should out in agony to be taken from the fatal machine. The in
hav a better opportunity, in the confusion of the moment, to quisitor-general was brought befo1·e the infernal machine 
escape. Their artifice was too shallow, and did not succeed. called 'The Virgin.' He begs to be excused. 'No,' said 
I caused them to be placed under guard, and all the soldiers they, 'you caused othel'B to kiss her, and now you must do 
of the Inquisition to be secured as prisoners. We then pro- it.' They interlocked their bayonets so as to form large 
ceeded to examin all the rooms of the stately edifice. We forks, and with these pushed him over the deadly circle. 
passed through room after room; found all perfectly in order, The beautiful image instantly prepared for the embrace, 
richly furnished, with altars, and crucifixes, and wax candles clasped him in its arms, and he was cut into innumerable 
in abundance, but could discover no evidences of iniquity be- pieces. Col. L. said that he witnessed the torture of four of 
ing practiced there, nothing of those peculiar features which them-his heart sickened at the awful scene-and he left 
we expected to find in an Inquisition. We found splendid the soldiers to wreak their vengeance on the last guilty in
paintings, and a rich and extensiv library. Here was beauty .. mate of that prison house of hell! 
and splendor, and the most perfect order on which my eye "In the mean time it was reported through Madrid that the 
had ever rested. The architecture, the proportions, were per- prisons ofthe Inquisition were broken open, and multitudes 
feet. The ceiling and floors were scoured and highly pol- hastened to the fatal spot. And oh, what a meeting was 
ished. The ma1·ble floors were arranged with a strict regard there I It was)ike a resurrection! About a hundred who had 
to order. There was everything to please the eye and grati- been buried for many years were now restored to life. There 
fy a cultivated taste; but where were those horrid instruments were fathers who found theh· long-lost daughters; wives were 
of torture of which we had been told, and where those dun- restored to their husbands, sisters to their brothers, and par
geons in which human beings were said to be bm·ied alive? ents to their children; and there were some who could recog
We searched in vain. The holy father assured us that they nize no friend among the multitude. The scene was such as 
had been belied; that we had seen all; and I was prepared to no tongue could describe. 

In the Catholic Breviary are to be found these 
words: " Qui dicit ecclisiarn Catholicam Romanmn non 
esse infalhbilurn, anatherna sit." "Whoever says that 
the Roman Catholic church is not infallible, let him 
be accursed." That is to-day the belief of all Cath
olics. But still a large number of Roman priests, 
men who are the very body and soul of the Catholic 
church, are now, and hav ever been, reveling in crime 
and debauchery. Charlemagne was obliged to issue 
the following edict: 

"We bav been informed, to our great honor, that many 
monks are addicted to debauchery and all sorts of vile abomi
nations, even to unnatural sins. We forbid all such practices 
in the most solemn manner, and hereby make known that all 
monks who indulge in the gratification of such lusts will be 
punished by us so severely that no Christian will ever care 
to commit such sins again. We command our monks to cease 
swarming about the country, and we forbid our nuns to prac
tice fornication and intoxication. We shall not allow them 
any longer to be --s, thieves, murderers and so forth, to 
spend their time in debauchery, and singing improper songs. 
Priests are herewith forbidden to haunt the taverns and 
market places for the purpose of seducing mothers and 
daughters, etc.'' 

We are told the Catholic church never changes. If 
it does not, why should its priesthood ever change? 
If its clergy hav ever been guilty of heinous crimes 
in the past, why should they not be guilty of the 
same kind of crime at the present time? The Cath
olic church established the Inquisition, that damnable 
court of human torture. Let us now hear what a 
well-known writer has to say concerning a prison es
tablished near the city of lVIadrid, by the Romish In
quisition, and what was found within its walls, and 
how it came to be destroyed. He says: 

"In 1809, Col. Lehmanowsky was attached to the part of 
Napoleon's army which was stationed in Madrid. And while 
in that city, said Col. Lehmanowsky, I used to speak freely 
among the people what I thought of the priests and Jesuits, 
and of the Inquisition. It had been decreed by the Emperor 
Napoleon that the Inquisition and monasteries should be 
suppressed, but the decree, he said, like some of the laws 
enacted in this country, was not executed. Months had 
passed away, and the prisons of the Inquisition had not been 
opened. One night, about ten or eleven o'clock, as he was 
walking one of the streets of Madrid, two armed men sprang 
upon him from an alley, and made a furious attack. He in
stantly drew his sword, put himself in a posture of defense, 
and while struggling with them, he saw at a distance, the 
lights of the patrols-French soldiers mounted, who carried 
lanterns, and who rode through the streets of the city at all 
hours of the night, to preserve order. He called to them in 
French, and, as they hastened to his assistance, the assailants 
took to their heels and escaped, not however before he saw 
by their dress that they belonged to the guards of the Inqui
sition. 

"He went immediately to Marshal Soult, then governor of 
Madrid, told him what had taken place, and reminded him 
of the decree to suppress this institution. Marshal Soult 
replied that he might go and destroy it. Col. Lehmanowsky 
told him that his regiment (the 9th of the Polish Lancers) 
was not sufficient for such a service, but if he would giv them 
two additional regiments-the 117th, and another, which he 
named, he would undertake the work. The 117th regiment 
was under the command of Col. De Lile, who is now, like 
Col. Lehmanowsky, a minister of the gospel, and pastor of 
an evangelical church in Marseilles, France. The troops re
quired were granted, and I p1·oceeded (said Col. Lehmanows
ky) to the Inquisition, which was situated about five miles 
from the city. It was surrounded with a wall of g1·eat 
strength, and defended by a company of soldiers. When we 
arrived at the walls, I addressed one of the sentinels, and 
summoned the holy fathers to surrender to the imperial army, 
and open the gates of the Inquisition. The sentinel, who 
was standing on the wall, appeared to enter into conversation 
for a moment with some one within, at the close of which he 
presented his musket, and shot one of my men. This was 
the signal of attack, and I ordered my troops to fire upon 
those who appeared on the walls. 

It was soon obvious that it was an unequal warfare. The 
walls of the Inquisition were covered with the soldiers of the 
holy office; there was also a breast-work upon the wall, be
hind which they partially exposed themselvs as they dis
charged their muskets. Our troops were in the open plain, 
and exposed to a destructiv fire. We had no cannon, nor 
could we scale the walls, and the gates successfully resisted 
all attempts at forcing them. I could not retire and send for 
cannon to break through the walls without giving them time 
to lay a train for blowing us up. I saw it was necessary to 
change the mode of attack, and directed some trees to be cut 
down and trimmed, to be used as battering-rams. Two of 
these were taken up by detachments of men, as numerous as 
could work to advantage, and brought to bear upon the walls 
with all the power which they could exert, while the troops 
kept up a fire to protect them from the fire poured upon them 
from the walls. Presently the walls began to tremble, a 
breach was made, and the imperial troops rushed into the 
Inquisition. Here we met with an incident which nothing 
but jesuitical effrontery is equal to. The inquisitor-general, 
followed by the father confessors in their priestly robes, all 
came out of their rooms, as we were making our way into the 
interior of the Inquisition, and with long faces, and theil
arms crossed over their breasts, their fingers resting on their 
shoulders, as though they had been deaf to all the noise of 
the attack and defense, and had just learned what was going 
on, they addressed themselvs in the language of rebuke to 
their own soldiers, saying, "lYhy do you fight our.f1·iends, the 
French?" 

"Their intention, no doubt, was to make us think that this 
defense was wholly unauthorized by them, hoping, if they 

giv up the search, convinced that this inquisition was. differ- "When the multitude had retired, Col. Lehmanowsky 
ent from others of which I had heard. caused the library, paintings, furniture, etc., to be removed, 

"But Col. De Lile was not so ready as myself to giv up the and having sent to the city for a wagon-load of pewder, he 
search, and said to me, 'Colonel, you are commander to-day, deposited a large quantity in the vaults beneath the building, 
and as you say, so it must be; but if you will be advised by and placed a slow match in connection with it. All had 
me, let this marble floor be examined. Let water be brought Wlthitrawn at a distance, and in a few moments there was a 
and poured upon it, and we will watch and see if there is any most joyful sight to thousands. The walls and turrets of the 
place through which it passes more freely than others.' Ire- massiv structme rose majestically toward the heavens, im
plied to him, 'Do as you please, colonel,' and ordered water pelled by the tremendous explosion, and fell back to the earth 
to be brought accordingly. The slabs of marble were large an immense heap of ruins. The Inquisition was no more."
and beautifully polished. When the water had been pomed Phil. Chris. Obs. 
over the floor, much to the dissatisfaction of the inquisitors, Now, we would ask, who can. read the above ac-
a careful examination was made of every seam in the floor, to 
see if the water passed through. Presently Col. De Lile ex- count of that miserable prison, and the sufferings of 
claimed that he had found it. By the side of one of these those who were .incarcerated in it, without a shudder? 
marble slabs the water passed through fast, as though there The same church which built that priso~ still exists, 
was an opening beneath. All hands were now at work for · f · b d b f 
further discovery; the officers with their swords and the sol- and milhons o 1ts mem ers are to- ay inha itants o 
diers with their bayonets, seeking to clear out the seam and what we are pleased to call free America. We would 
pry up the slab; others with the butts of their muskets strik- again inquire, Are our liberties in no danger in the 
ing the slab with all their might to break it, while the priests face of such a foe ? The pope, claiming as he does 
remonstrated against our desecrating their holy and beautiful to be God's vicar on earth, is now planning a move
house. While thus engaged, a soldier, who was striking with 
the butt of his musket, struck a spring, and the ma1·ble slab ment, which is intended to comprise the whole world, 
flew up. Then the faces of the inquisitors grew pale as Bel- and he desires Rome to be the sole representativ and 
shazzar when the handwriting appeared on the wall; they center of it. His powers hav been circumvented at 
trembled all over. Beneath the marble slab, now partly up, times, and hav received several severe shocks. His 
there was a staircase. I stepped to the altar, and took from 
the candle-stick one of the candles four feet in length, which forces hav been many times broken, and his legions 
was burning, that I might explore the room below. As I was of Jesuits, Friars, Dominicans, Franciscans, and 
doing this, I was anested by one of the inquisitors, who laid Capuchins often scattered, but he has always armed 
his hand gently on my arm, and with a very demure and holy · f d th' ld d 
look said, 'My son, you must not take those lights with your himsel afresh, an now IS new wor ' this "Ian 
bloody hands; they are holy.' 'Well,' I said, 'I will take a of the free and home of the brave," appears to him as 
holy thing to shed light on iniquity; I will bear the responsi- the safest ground on which to reunite his forces in 
bility !' I took the can cUe, and proceeded down the staircase. order that he may again renew the conflict for power. 
As we reached the foot of the stairs we entered a large square This he well knows can never be done unless he 
room, which was called the Hall of Judgment. In the center 
of it was a large block, and a chain fastened to it. On this throws some fire-brand of discord among our people, 
they had been accustomed to place the accused, chained to which even now he is vigorously trying to do, and 
his seat. On one side of the room was one elevated seat nothing but strong resistance by every true Amen-
called the Throne of Judgment. This the inquisitor-general · h' fr .1'1! 
occupied, and on either side were seats less elevated, for the lCan will ever keep 1m om euecting it. 
holy fathers when engaged in the solemn business of the holy AMEmuAN JEw. 
Inquisition. 

"From this roo:m we proceeded to the right, and obtained 
access to small cells, extending the entire length of the edi
fice; and here such sights were presented as we hoped never 
to see again. 

"These cells were places of solitary confinement, where 
the wretched objects of Inquisitorial hate were confined year 
after year, till death released them from their sufferings, and 
there their bodies were suffered to remain until they were 
entirely decayed, and the rooms had become fit for others to 
occupy. To prevent this being offensiv to those who occu
pied the Inquisition, there were flues or tubes extending to 
the open air, sufficiently capacious to carry off the odor. In 
these cells we found the remains of some who had paid the 
debt of nature; some of them had been dead apparently but 
a short time, while of others nothing remained but their 
bones, still chained to the floor of their dungeon. 

"In other cells we found living sufferers of both sexes and 
of every age, from three score years and ten down to four
teen or fifteen years-all naked as when born into the world! 
and all in chains! Here were old men and aged women, who 
had been shut up for many years. Here,. too, were the 
middle aged, and the young man and the maiden of fourteen 
years old. The soldiers immediately went to work to release 
these captivs from their chains, and took ~rom their knap
sacks their overcoats and other clothing, which they gave to 
cover their nakedness. They were exceedingly anxious to 
bring .them out to the light of day, but Col. Lehmanowsky, 
aware of the danger, had food given them, and then brought 
them gradually to the light, as they were able to bear it. 

"We then proceeded, said Col. Lehmanowsky, to explore 
another room on the left. Here we found the instruments of 
torture, of every kind which the ingenuity of men or devils 
could invent. Col. Lehmanowsky here described four of 
these horrid instruments. The first was a machine by which 
the victim was confined, and then, beginning with the 
fingers, every joint in the hands, arms, and body, was bro
ken or drawn one after the other until the victim died. The 
second was a box, in which the head and neck of the victim 
were so closely confined by a screw that he could not move 
in any way. Over the box was a vessel, from which one drop 
of water a second fell upon the head of the victim-every 
successiv drop falling upon precisely the same place on the 
head, suspended the circulation in a few moments, and put 
the sufferer in the most excruciating agony. The third was 
an infern:.l machine, laid horizontally, to which the victim 
was bound; the machine then being placed between two 
beams, in which were scores of knives so fixed that, by turn
ing the machine with a crank, the flesh of the sufferer was 
torn from his limbs all in small pieces. The fourth sur
passed the others in fiendish ingenuity. Its exterior was a 
beautiful woman, or large doll, richly dressed, with arms ex
tended, ready to embrace its victim. Around her feet a 
semi-circle was drawn. The victim was passed over this 
fatal mark, touched a spring, which caused the diabolical en
gine to open; its arms clasped him, and a thousand knives 
cut him into as many pieces in the deadly embrace. 

"Col. Lehmanowsky said that the sight of these engins 
of infernal cruelty kindled the rage of the soldiers to fury. 
They declared that every inquisitor and soldier of the inqui
sition should be put to the torture. Their rage was ungovern
able. Col. Lehmanowsky did .not oppose them; they might hav 
turned their arms against him if he had attemi)ted to anest 
their work. They began with the holy fr1thers. The first 
they put to death in the machine for breaking joints. The 
torture of the inquisitor put to death by the dropping of wa
ter on his head was most excruciating. The poor man cried 

Clerical Insolence. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: No one 

who reads much of religious controversy can hav 
failed to notice the habitual insolence of the clergy 
in their treatment of those who do not agree with 
them. These "meekest of men" are so accustomed 
to the use of insolent language that they seem not to 
be aware that they use language wholly unbecoming 
their stilted pretensions to candor and exact truth
fulness. Witness the following: " God Out and lVIan 
In" is the title of a late book, by Rev. W. H. Platt, 
D.D., LL.D., rector of St. Paul's church, Rochester, 
N. Y. In this work he attempts what, by a loose use 
of language, is called "a reply" to lVIr, Ingersoll. In 
his introduction he quotes from the latter as follows: 

"Whoever attacks the prevailing religious opinions of his 
time must, in turn, expect to be attacked. We havn't yet 
outgrown the barba1·ism that argument can be answered by 
personal abuse.'' 

To which he replies: 
"Personal abuse is unnecessary where so many successful 

replies are at hand. Conceding to Mr. Ingersoll the same 
right of opinion that I claim for myself, I can only regret 
that he sees fit to exercise it so recklessly and to insult so 
rudely. He asserts where he thinks he reasons, and he de
fies from temper where he is least fortified by facts. He 
claims a victory when he has only provoked a laugh. Where 
he intends offense I intend none. Let each be fully per
suaded in his own mind, and each assume for himself the 
responsibility of his own opinions. To the sacredness of 
truth each stands or falls. He seems to seek applause rather 
than truth, and to denounce rather than to disprove. If 
Christianity cannot stand the test of a fair investigation, let 
it go clown; but we cannot test feelings and persuasions as 
we test matter. The more light we hav the more we shall 
believe Christianity, or, if that were possible, something bet
ter; but in the inquiry let there be candor and cour·tesy.'' 

The italics are mine. 
Leaving out the cheekiness of the unwarranted as

sumption contained in the doctor's first sentence, 
that " so many successful replies are at hand," and 
the lofty promis implied in that sentence, that he will 
therefore be-well, tolerant of lVIr. Ingersoll's exist
ence and altogether decent and not a blackguard, and 
his still loftier scorn implied in the next sentence of 
his concession to lVIr. Ingersoll of the same right of 
opinion which he claims for himself, is it not amusing 
to see how he can charge him with recklessness of 
insult and rudeness? Here we hav the reverend doc
tor of divinity and doctor of laws, rector, etc., etc., 
while avoiding personal abuse, mind you, charging 
lVIr. Ingersoll with speaking recklessly-meaning re
gardless of truth, in fact, lying-and insulting some
body or something not specified. 

One might, considering that he had once been 
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some sort of a lawyer before he became a rector, sup
pose that the reverend gentleman had learned better 
manners than to assail an antagonist with such lan
guage while he was endeavoring to advocate a cause 
which could be far better commended by decency in 
the language and deportment of its defenders and 
followers. He should hav remained at the bar, where, 
if he had business ability, his bad manners would 
hav fitted him for successful advocacy of law causes. 

"Let there be candor and courtesy;" and yet he 
says of Mr. Ingersoll, "He seems to seek applause 
rather than truth, and to denounce rather than to 
disprove." What an arraignment is this against a 
man whom he probably never saw, and whom, the 
foregoing paragraph shows, he would rather de
nounce than to treat as a gentleman. 

But "evil associations corrupt good manners." 
This was shown by Judge Black in his so-called re
ply to Mr. Ingersoll last year. If I remember rightly, 
he used language expressiv of scorn toward the 

·colonel, and for his article in the North .American Re
view, no less than thirty-five times, and he thereby 
illustrated the debasing influence of modern theology 
upon the speech of even so great a man as Jeremiah 
Black. LEVI NoRTH. 

Kewanee, Ill., August 8, 1883. 

New Books. 
Is RELIGION THE CAUSE OF CIVILIZATION? The Claims of its 

Advocates Refuted. By C. W. Stewart, LL.B. Blade 
Publishing House, Concor.clia, Kan. Price 15 cents. 

Mr. Stewart is a logical and forceful speaker and 
writer, and always fortifies himself well with facts. 
In this pamphlet of thirty-eight pages he has con
clusivly shown that not only has Christianity not 
aided the advancement of the world, but has been 
the most terrible incubus and obstacle in its way. 
The authorities he has consulted-Gibbon, Buckle, 
Draper, Lecky, Hallam, and Winwood Reade-are 
the very best of the standard historians, and the 
facts gathered from them are to be relied upon. It 
is a strong indictment he has drawn, sufficient to 
convince the most ardent Christian of the failure of 
his religion as a moral force, and the falseness of its 
claims as a civilizer. The book should be widely cir
culated. It will do good. 

EssAYS ON DEATH AND FuNERALS. By Joseph Henry, an old 
. workingman. A collection of facts and ideas, original 

and selected, referring to death and funerals. Price 25 
cents. Address Joseph Henry, Salina, Kan. 

"If there were no death," says Mr. Henry, "there 
_________ _ .would be no superstition in the world. The church 

has taken great pains to show that the.last moments 
of all Infidels hav been wretched; and priests and 
preachers are no longer men; they become hyenas, 
they dog upon graves, they devour the dead. They 
make trade of things that people revere the most. 
Orthodoxy is cruel in life, but in death it is a very 
fiend, says Chainey. It casts a shadow upon the 
brightest day, but from the cloud of grief it bursts 
like a thunderbolt, to blast and destroy the noblest 
minds with insanity. Some say that science has no 
comfort to ask at the grave, but better eternal silence 
in the. presence of death than to speak such words as 
the church alone can offer. It is superstition and 
the false teachings of theologians that hav clothed 
death with all the terrors and dread with which it is 
usually contemplated." In fulfilling what he regards 
as the "duty of every Freethinker, in this day of 
reason and dawn of intellectual light, to put his 
thoughts in a tangible form, to publish his views and 
ideas concerning the needed reforms of the day, and 
especially of those whose ideas are in opposition to 
the great majority," Mr. Henry has published this 
pamphlet. He has added to his remarks some essays 
showing the nature of death and really how little it 
should be feared. The dying, says Dr. Griswold, do 
not fear death but rather desire it. All physicians 
agree that the dying think of the past and not of the 
futm·e. There is often terrible suffering from dis
ease, but death is always a relief. It is idle as well 
as wicked to make death seem terrible or painful. In 
the popular religion of Buddhism the ultimate fate 
of the dead is nirvana, or absolute rest and uncon
sciousness. It is Christianity which has, by its lurid 
pictures of a burning hell, aroused an almost uni
versal fear of this repose. The spirit in which man 
should await the approach of the inevitable, is given 
by Mr. Henry in verse: 

But yet I'm troubled by no Christian fears: 
No lurid glow of hell lights up my path; 

I shed no craven, penitential tears, 
Nor cry for succor from almighty wrath. 

Away false fears, ye specters of the mind, 
Creations of the artful priests of yore. 

Religious quicksands I hav left behind, 
To plant my footstep's on Truth's rocky shore. 

And as I stand upon the brink of Life, 
And see Death's valley far below me lie, 

I feel assured I lea-ve the worldly strife, 
To rest in peace beneath the changing sky. 

The good I wrought perchance may not bring forth 
Till 'mongst the living I've long ceased to be: 

Then let all mankind judge my humble worth, 
And o'er my failings pass in charity. 

And you, my faithful friends, I leave behind 
To perfect all that I hav tried to do; 

Raise up the weak, instruct the darkened mind, 
Make gladness· for the many, not the faw. 

Thus will I pass away content, in peace, 
Knowing my trust is placed in worthy hands; 

In patient labor you must never cease, 
To shed your light abroad to distant lands. 

Now let me slumber! I am old and gray; 
And fain would leave the scene of woe; 

My one regret that when I'm passed away, 
Still struggling multitudes must come and go. 

Strange darkness falls upon my feeble eyes, 
And faint and rapid comes and goes my breath; 

And now do fade from view the azure skies
Good-bye to all !-1 yield myself to death. 

Behold, he sleeps I Raise up his hoary head! 
How grave and calm his last departing hours. 

Ere many days we'll lay him with the dead, 
And say farewell! and strew his grave with fiow'rs. 

Notwithstanding the disagreeableness of the sub
ject, the book is pleasant reading, and the Liberals 
who are often called on to preside at the last rites of 
some deceased Freethought brother will find in it 
many valuable passages and ideas. 

THE INSTITUTE OF HEREDITY, and its Third Annual Conven
tion, held in Wesleyan Hall, Boston, May 29, 1883. Re
ported and edited by J. H. W. Toohey. Published by 
the Institute. Acldress Mr. Toohey, 153 Cherry street, 
Chelsea, Mass. 

The publication and sending of this report is for 
the benefit of friends of the institute living at a dis
tance who are unable to attend the various meetings 
held to propagate its principles, which can perhaps 
be best set forth by giving a paragraph from its forth
coming constitution: 

"Whereas the progress of the intellect and the verifications 
of science hav demonstrated that the inheritance and trans
mission of life in and through the human organization is the 
great mission work of parentage: the physical characteristics 
of which are health of function, beauty of form, and strength 
of constitution in the natural order of biologic development; 
and whereas ignorance, poverty, bad education, and general 
misdirection of mind and body hav culminated in such de
rangement of this biologic order as to afflict humanity, and 
transmit inherited diseases to the third and fourth genera
tions with new and complicated forms of vice, crime, and in
sanity. Therefore it is proposed to publish and otherwise 
make known the fundamental facts of parentage, including 
the character-forming influence of the wife and mother on 
the embryonic and growing child, and utilize a neglected de
partment of knowledge which will bring physical and mental 
health to the sons and daughters of progress-loving fathers 
and mothers, whom it is hoped will join this associativ effort." 

Mr. S. P. Putnam is the president of the branch 
of this society in this city, and Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr., 
is the secretary. The meetings at the latter's parlors 
last winter were well attended, and the interest man
ifested in the objects of the society large. As a 
practical step toward learning how to physically and 
mentally improve the human race the Institute of 
Heredity promises to be of the first importance. 

GENESIS: The Miracles and Predictions According to Spirit
ualism. By Allen Kardec. Translated by the "spirit
guides" of W. J. Colville. Colby & Rich publishers. 
Price $1.50. 

The object of this book, it is announced, is the 
study of three subjects-Genesis, Miracles, and 
Prophecies. Mr. Colville, the translator, is a Chris
tian, plus Spiritualism, and he has seized upon Kar
dec's works to sustain him in that betwixt-heaven
and-earth position. Kardec appears to hav a great 
desire to reconcile modern Spiritualism with ancient 
miracles. He was a believer in "God," and the qual
ities and characteristics he attributes to him sound 
very like an orthodox sermon-with hell left out. 
He quotes scriptures as though it possessed authori
tativ character, and he makes his genesis of the ma
terial and spiritual rest upon the pure assumption 
that " God " is the " first cause of all things, the 
starting-point of all, the pivot upon which the edifice 
of creation reposes." Upon this insecure foundation 
he builds his equally unstable structure of meta
physics. Although he is not certain that the relig
ions now accepted by men are revelations from God, 
he is pretty sure that Spiritualism is, and that " its 
coming is providential." 

His reasoning is very theological. " Before time 
was born, immeasurable eternity received the divine 
word, and impregnated space itself." That sentence 
about equals Talmages assertion that God created 
the universe out of his own omnipotence. Any one 
who asserts that there was a time before time was 
shows but too plainly the impress of a theologic edu
cation to be trusted and implicitly followed in his 
reasoning. 

The biblical deluge, according to this author, was 
an actual fact, only it was local in its extent, "for, 
however abundant and continuous rain had been for 
sixty days, the calculation proves the quantity of 
fallen water could not possibly hav been sufficient to 
cover all the earth even to the tops of the highest 
mountains." It is surprising that the acumen that 
discovered this did not discover that the Bible says 
the whole earth was covered, and, therefore, a " local 
option," explanation cannot be stretched to cover the 
case. Holy writ has been twisted around a good 
deal already by ambitious theologians to meet the 
requirements of modern science, and now if it must 
be still further distorted to fit the exigencies of mod
ern Spiritualism, neither can stand the strain. For 

this is what the book in question does in its consid
eration of miracles and pro;phecies. They are attrib
uted to the influence of spirits, being as ingeniously 
defended as by any liberal theologian who conceives 
he has a call to uphold " God's word " by reconciling 
it with the p1·esent known facts of science. · 

But, in our opinion, the status of Spiritualism is 
not raised by this book, and certainly the Bible has 
been much better defended by professional theo
logians. When a certain portion of the Spiritualists 
learn that that old book is no authority, their cause 
-with which ws hav no dispute-will make better 
progress. 

The Origin of the White Man. 
From Nature. 

There may be remains of stone age whites, but 
there are no certain remains of white savages of the 
low order. We may well doubt if there ever were 
any white savages; it is more likely that the white 
men were developed late in the race history of the 
world from ancestors far on in civilization, with its 
impr·oved supply of food, its better housing and cloth
ing, its higher intellectuality, was one main factor in 
the development of the white type. Here, however, 
it must be remembered that there is not a white 
race in the sense in which there is a Carib race, or 
an Andaman race. It includes several race types, 
and even the same languages, such as English or 
German, may be spoken by men as blonde as Danes 
or as dark as Sicilians. The fair-haired Scandinavian 
type has something of the definitness of a true race; 
but as one travels south there appear, not well de
fined sub races, but darkening gradations of bewil
dering complexity. The most reasonable attempt to 
solve this intricate problem is Professor Huxley's view 
that the white race is made up of fair whites of the 
Northern or Scandinavian type and dark whites who 
are the result of ages of mixture between the fair 
whites and the darker nations, though it is perhaps 
hardly prudent to limit these dark ancestors to one 
variety, as he does. 

If now we cannot trace the white man down to the 
low level of primitiv savagery, neither can we assign 
to him the great upward movement by which the bar
barian passed into civilization. It is not to the Aryan 
of Persia nor to the Semite of Syria that the art of 
writing belongs which brought on the new era of 
culture. The Egyptian, whose hieroglyphics may be 
traced passing from picture into alphabet, had his 
race allies in the people of North Africa, especially 
the Berbers of the north coast-people of whom no 
elasticity of ethnological system would brino- into the 
white race. Of the race type of the old Babylonians, 
who shaped likewise rude pictures into wedge pho
netic signs, we know but little as yet; at any rate, 
their speech was not Ar,yan, and the comparisons of 
Lenormant and Sayee hav given some ground for 
connecting it with the Turanian language, belonging 
to a group of nations of whom one, the Chinese, had 
in remote antiquity, worked out a civilization of which 
the development of an imperfect phonetic writing 
formed part. If the great middle move in culture 
was made, not by any breach of the white race, but 
by races now represented by the Egyptian and Chi
nese, it is not less clear that these nations came to 
the limit of their developing power. The white race, 
in remote antiquity, risen high in barbaric culture 
when their contact with the darker nations who in
vented writing opened to them new intellectual paths. 
The Greeks found in ancient Egyptian theology the 
gods of the four elements, but they transferred this 
thought from theology to philosophy, and developed 
from it the theory of elements and atoms, which is 
the basis of modern chemistry. They found the 
Babylonians building terraced temples to the eleven 
planets in the order of their periods, and this con
ception again they transferred from religion to 
science, founding on it the doctrin of planet spheres, 
which grew into mathematical astronomy. It may 
moderate our somewhat overweening estimate of our 
power to remember that the white races cannot claim 
to be original creators of literature and science, but 
from remote antiquity they began to show the com
bined power of acquiring them and developing cul
ture which has made them dominant among mankind. 

Appreciativ. 
From the Gayoso, Mo., Democrat. 

We hav received a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
a "journal of Freethought and Reform," published 
by M. W. Bennett of New York. The subject of 
theology is liberally discussed. A great many good 
things can be gleaned from the columns of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. It can be had for $2.50 per year by 
addressing the publisher at No. 33 Clinton Place, 
near Broadway, N. Y. 

Among other things in THE TRUTH SEEKER we 
notice the dropping of final letters that hav no sound, 
of several words, as follows: "hav" for have; "relativ" 
for relative; "develop" for develope; "doctrin" for 
doctrine; "liv" for live. The fi11al "e" is dropped 
in all these and many other words. It is time we 
were dropping these and many useless letters in 
words, where they hav no other office to perform but 
to perplex students, and often the man of business. 
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CINCINNATI, August 5, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $1 for the Monument 

Fund. You can draw on me for more if needed. 
c. D. WALLACE 

MINNEAPOLIS. August 6, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2.50 for THE 

TRUTH SEEKER; for the THE TRuTH SEEKER is a grand 
success. The man or woman who cannot find food 
for thought, and gather information from its col
umns, is too far advanced to remain on earth. 

' J. F. MACOMBER. 

ToRONTO, CANADA, Aug. 5, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is a dollar bill, being my con

tribution toward the fund for raising a monument 
over tbe remains of our departed friend, D. M. Ben
nett. Would hav sent it earlier if I could hav done 
so. I will not let the , >pportunity pass away with
out sending my mite for so worthy a cause. 

Yours truly, JAMES BoDY. 

ZoLLA.RSVILLE, Aug. 7, -1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I must speak to let you know at 

least that I am living, as it has been so long siuce 
you hav heard from me; and herewith inclose $1 ta 
insure the continued visits of your most excellent 
paper. I expeet to be a reader of THE TRUTH I::;EE:KER 
while I liv-or at least, as long as it livs-and I hope 
it may liv as long as there is a seeker for truth in 
existence, as it is a most fitting monument to it's 
immortal founder. G. W. GARRETT, 

ALBION, MICH., Aug. 7, 1883. 
MY DEAR MRs. BENNETT: I come at last, though 

I hope not least, in sympathy for you in your be
reavement, for I hav been a widow twenty-seven 
years and know well all of the lonely way. I met 
D. M. Bennett at the Watkins Convention five years 
ago, and hav been deeply interested in his history 
and travels since; and felt deeply his transition from 
earth life to that higher realm. 

Inclosed find $1 for the Bennett . Monument; and 
believe me ever in sympathy with you. 

Mns. M. D. CoLT. 

NoRTH WoLCOTT, Aug. 3, 1883. 
MR. EDIToR: I am a subscriber for THE TRUTH 

SEEKER, and I believe it to be the best Liberal paper 
published in America. I am pleased to see your 
method of introducing it to the public, and I hope 
that you may get many new subscribers, for it is 
such information as THE T£UTH SEEKER contains that 
the world is in need of. I inclose the names of ten 
persons who are unbelievers in the dogmas of Chris
tianity, and hope their names may be added to your 
subscription list. C. H. BETTS. 

MILLGROVE, August 6, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $2-$1.50 for THE TRUTH 

S:m:mKEE. the balance of the year; 25 cents for'' Answers 
to Christian Questions;" 25 cents for "Crin..es of 
Preachers," and also inclosed find names to whom 
you may send THE TRUTH SEEKER. I would be very 
loath to do without the food I get from THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. However, I am first indebted to R. G. Inger
soll for some of the fruit from the tree of knowledge. 
Last, but not least, I am having a weekly feast from 
reading THE TRUTH SEEKER. JAC0B McDoNAL. 

CANTON, OHIO, A1lg. 10, 1883. 
MR. EDIToR: Please send me several "Underwood's 

Prayer" and a few other tracts, such as you deem 
fit for missionary work, and a few numbers of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER for the inclosed postage stamps. 

I am traveling some, and want to hav something 
tangible to read, as I am sick of hearing of "Christ 
and him crucified." I reside at Clare, Mich., and, 
with Charles Bradway, was instrumental in getting 
H. L. Green to lecture there on March 23, 1882, which 
proved a powerful bomb in the stronghold of super
stition, and it had its effect, causing some to think 
for themselvs. JosEPH BucHER. 

A GOOD SUGGESTION. 
NEw YoRK CITY, August 16, 1883. 

MR. EDITOR: Your insertion of my letter of August 
2d emboldens me to suggest to the Convention at 
Rochester to take some action respecting the theo
lol!("ical Sunday-schools. 

Every Sunday hundreds of thousands of little chil
dren are taught to believe, as facts, the fables of the 
creation, redemption, ressurrection, etc., thus in
fluencing for evil part, and in most instances the 
whole, of their after lives. Prof. F. Adler would be the 
right man on this subject, and I uo hope he will 
put in an appearance there. 

Capture the Sunday-schools, and our work, as far 
as theology is concerned, will soon triumph. 

READER, 

HELD GUILTLESS. 
NuNDA, August 12, 283. 

MR. EDITOR: I see by THE TRUTH ::IEEKER of August 
ith that I am accused of plagiarism by one R. R 
Hall, M.D., of Rockford, Ill., by having "A Truth 
Seeker's Dilemma " pUblished in your paper, and 

credited to my friend, ''S. A." Now I clisclaim all in
tention of wronging the doctor, as I had never seen 
it either in manuscript or print until "S. A." wrote 
it and left it on the desk; but probably had I con
sulted him the mistake would hav been avoided; 
hence, I hav only to apologize to the doctor for the 
wrong I hav innocently done, and sincerely hope he 
may continue to contribute his productioni! and hav 
them spread before the Liberal public on the pages 
of THE TB:UTR SEEUK. J. E. BECKLEY. 

CHESTERFIELD, IND., Aug. 13, 1883. 
MR. EDIToR: My subscription as a trial subscriber 

expired some time since. Please find inclosed $2.85, 
to be used as follows: $1.25 for the continuance of the 
paper for six months, and the balance in tracts for 
distribution among my neighbors. I want to atone 
for some eighteen years of my time I worked in the 
interests of priestcraft, and I don't know of any bet
ter way than to use my efforts in circulating THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, as it was through the reading of a 
copy handed me by a friend that I was brought to a 
knowledge of the truth. I send you a list of names 
whom I think after reading a copy will become sub
scribers to your paper. I will spend a good portion 
of my surplus time in spreading the light. 

Yours for truth, WM. JoHN. 

SYRACUSE, N. Y., Aug. 1, 1883. 
MR. EDIToR: Seeing your offer in THE TRUTH SEEKER 

of a good twenty-five cent book for twenty-five names, 
I concluded to send you a list, as I had a good op
portunity of getting them without mueh trouble. 
On the 27th, 28th, and 29th ult. there was a rousing 
convention of Freethinkers at Cd.rthage, N. Y. where 
the speaking was splendid and the enthusiasm un
bounded, A~ Ca.rthage is my nativ town, I took the 
opportunity of visiting my boyhood home, and never 
enjoyed myself better. I am goin~ there again dur
ing the month of August, and if you will giv me 
permission I will get you a g Jodly number of sub
scribers while there. The convention did a wonder
ful amount of good, and in the short time I was 
there I learned of quite f> number who would take 
THE TRUTH SEEKER if there was only some one to pre
sent them with a copy and talk it into them. 

I hav selected thirty-five names of people who are 
either Liberals or half Liberals, and. with a very lit
tle reading on their part would soon become good, 
solid Freethinkers. Some are good Liberals, but do 
not take a Liberal paper, but would, I think, if urged 
to. I am going on a vac Ltion to Ca.1thage the latter 
part of this month, and will get you all the sub
scribers I can, and will be glad to do it, too. 

DR. E. A. WooD. 

NoRTH BEND, Wis., August 7, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: The letter to the Pittsburgh Post, 

which was also published in the Pioneer and Press, 
St. Paul, Minn., under date of Aug. 2, 1883, betrays 
the animus of Christian bigotry. Out here in the 
wilds of Western Wisconsin, it has, I opine, not here
tofore been generally understood that "Greenwood 
was a Christian burial ground." If it be, why did 
the authorities allow the poor Bennett to be buried 
in the "sacred" grounds. The readers of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER will doubtless remember a case which oc
curred in England, not m'1ny years ago, when a 
curate of the established church ordered the removal 
of a stone from the church yard, whereupon a 
daughter had placed the title "Rev." to her father's 
name, who had been a Methodist minister; the 
curate holding that none but regularly ordained 
ministers of the established church were entitled to 
the title " Rev." The daughter appealed to the 
bishop, who sustained the curate. An appeal was 
taken to the courts. The courts sustained the bishop. 
The case eventually came before the court of last re
sort, which not only reversed the judgments of the 
inferior courts, the bishop and the curate, but had 
the honesty to read them a severe reprimand for 
their bigotry. This corredpondent thinks the "fond 
expectations !ilf the widow" in having engraved upon 
the monument extracts from his writings, " may pos
sibly be realized-but not in Greenwood cemetery." 
We will see! Find inclosed $1 for the Monument 
Fund. FAIR PLAY. 

ELGIN, ILL., August 5, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I notice you hav been soliciting names 

to whom you can send sample copies of your spicy 
and valuable paper. It is not improbable that 
some of the names I send you are already regular 
subscribers-hope they may be, and that all may 
ultimately conclude to share with us the immense 
quantity of valuable intelligence to be gleaned from 
the column>~ of the invincible TRUTH SEEKER from 
week to week and year to year. The dauntless sheet 
is looked for in our house at the terminus of each 
week with a zeal that thoroughly convinces me that 
it is now an indispensable article in our house. I 
feel that it is the duty of every man and woman 
who entertains an iota of regard for liberty, mental 
or physical, to support at least one and as many 
other secular and Freethought journals as their 
means can possibly admit of. As to the Liberal 
Ldague, I am sorry to say the interest that Mr. Bell, 
of Boston, and later, the gr;md impetus given the 
cause by that indefatigable little lady, Mrs. S. H. 
La.ke, is on the wane. We hold no meetings at pres-

ent. The big majority of the members are like my
self, compelled to work every day in order to obtain 
a subsistence, and, after ten hours of daily labor 
within the monotonous walls of the Elgin National 
Watch factory, it requires not a little fidelity and 
enthusiasm to induce oneself into a warm Rultry room 
to discuss the merits of preparing for a hotter habi
tation beyond the "mystic vale." I believe a deal 
more good can be accomplished by a liberal distri
bution of secular reading matter, tracts, pamphlets, 
etc., and a better selection than THE TRUTH SEEKER 
office affords would be hard to find. In religious 
circles we hav been calumniated and abused consid
erably, and this had a tendency to throw weak-kneed 
converts off the track and discouragement into the 
ranks of the faithful few who were carrying the 
burden of expense and the lasting odium of their 
superstitious assailants. But we hav to come to
gether soon to prepare for the lecture campaign and 
in a measure offset the strenuous efforts of the 
shouting "believers" and the Young Men's Christian 
Association, who are doing their best to suppress the 
inevitable, but, lo! we liv to fight another day, 

Yours for liberty, JAB, METCALF, 

FORCE.-TO OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
DowAGIAC, MICH., Aug.10, 1883. 

If force is an attribute of matter it must hav a, 
method of action which Is alike in every atom. It 
must be simply ex:pansiv, or rotary or attractiv. 
There cannot possibly be any conceivable method or 
manner by which force could act other than one of 
these three. If it acts expansivly only, there never 
could be any aggregation of the atoms at all. If its 
motion is rotary there would be no result whatever. 
lf it is attractiv simply, then all matter would come 
together in a solid mass. It is obvious, I think, that 
matter and force alone will not account for the won
derful results of nature's evolutions. You will prob
ably say that matter has other properties besides 
force, that each atom contains within itself poten
tially all the essences and elements which compose 
this universe; that force develops and manifests them 
(I believe this is the theory of Materialism); but 
granting that each infinitesimal atom is pregnant 
with all the elements of life, form, thought, and all 
that constitutes the material and mental world, the 
question arises, How does the aggregation of myriads 
of atoms &ll alike in quality, and moved by one force, 
produce this wonderful phenomenon which we call na
ture? All the transformations of matter which we 
know anything about are wrought out by chemical 
processes which require the contact of substances 
wholly unlike, but what unlikeness can there be 
among the ultimate atoms? And if not there, where 
did the diversity begin, and what caused it? Reason 
feels that something is wanting here, which the Ma
teria istic theory does not supply, and if it cannot 
find the true solution of the mystery it will not ac
cept an absurd hypothesis in its stead. 

When myriads of atoms grawn together by attrac
tion hav aggregated in sufficient quantities to make 
a world, there would still be nothing but an ocean 
nf formless substances, until some energy of which 
we hav no conception, unfolds the panorama of form, 
color, life, and intelligence. Force, acting by attrac
tion, expansion, or revolution, could effect no chem·
ical change upon the atoms; how then could it cle
velop this glorious universe? Oh, the barrenness of 
Materialism I You hav something which you call 
force, which is blind, senseless, aimless, and uncon
scious of itself, and you make this mysterious noth
ing account for all the processes of nature. If you 
ask the scientist what force is, he will answer, "A 
tendency of the atoms to move." Is it not surpris
ing that this "tendency to move," without any pur
pose in moving or any consciousness of moving, 
should result in trees, flowers, oceans, clouds, stars, 
and above all, in living, thinking, joyous, suffering 
human beings? Unconscious atoms and unconscious 
force producing conscious, intelligent entities, that 
looking backward can trace their own hietory through 
the primeval ages, and looking forward dream of 
immortality! And this glorious thing, the human 
mind, fraught with hopes, fears, and aspirations 
worthy of a god, glittering for a brief hour and then 
extinglilished in eternal night. This is Materialism, 

Thomas Paine said that any theory of religion 
which shocked the mind of a child was self-evidently 
false, and it must be equally true that any theory of 
the destiny of man which shocks every fiber of his 
being must also be false. But aside from its gloom
iness and barrenness, Materialism strikes me as ex:. 
tremely unphilosophica.l, and out of harmJny with 
all the analogies of nature. Yc.u speak of matter as 
the " all in all," and as existing prior to the exist
ence of its attributes. Of course you did not mean 
that, for what would matter be divested of its prop
erties? Would there be anything left? I agree with 
you that matter is everything that is real, visible or 
invisible, and that it is moved by a force, but it is 
the same kind of force which moves your arm when 
you write or work-it proceeds from a will, and as 
your hand never could hav moved had you not 
willed it, neither could an atom in the universe hav 
stirred without the presence of deity, I am aware 
that this position involves many mysterious prob
lems which no human intellect can solve, yet to me 
it is most in harmony with the revelations of nature 
and science; and I hav as yet failed to meet a.n 
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Atheistic argument that did not present a darker this fine object, which will more than repay them for 
problem to roy understanding than any which is pre- the dollars they gh:, anrl. also make his wife happy. 
sented in 'l'heism. MRs. E. HEDDON. Surely we can do this. WM. DALEY. 

would be pleased to know how much Mr. Truesdell 
would like to venture that this slate writing phe
nomena cannot be done as I represent it, and to his 
satisfaction, and beyond the ability of any mortal to 
gainsay, or his power to explain outs1de of spiritual 
manifestation? 

DEXAL STATION (BOMBAY PRESIDENCY), INDIA, 
MR. MACDONALD: You . will observe by the heading 

that I am in the land of the " mild Hindoo." I left 
America for India on Wednesday, Dc1cember 13, 1882, 
in the steamship Servia, of the Cunard line, for 
Liverpool. In London I staid just one night, and off 
next morning for Paris, via Calais; from Paris to 
Rome (Italy), from Rome to Naples, arriving in the 
last mentioned place on Christmas night at 11:15 
A,M. I was only three hours in Rome-from 1:15 P.M. 
to 4:15 P.M. Christmas day everything had a holiday 
appearance. Even the statues of the saints (in one 
of the churches close to the railway station that I 
visited) seemed to enjoy the holiday as well as the 
rest. I could not help wondering whether Bennett 
while in Rome ever visited the al ove church. I 
could not find out the name of it, for the only reply 
I could get from the benighted Italians that I spoke 
to was· "cee, ceo, cee, cee." Yes, I said at last, I 
can see as well as any of you, but tell me the name 
of that church. "Cee, cee," said the fellow. You 
may be sure I did not ask many more questions; it 
was no use. I learnt on the steamship Singapore, of 
the Florio Rubattino line, that" cee, cee," meant yes; 
yes, for one of the Italians on board was robbing me 
of my soap and towel. · "Here, here," said I, "just 
fetch those things back." "Cee, cee," said he. "Yes," 
said I, "I do see, for I am not asleep," and in tell
ing this to one of the passengers he explained to me 
with a hearty laugh that "cee, cee," meant yes, yes. 
So you can cee, cee how a poor fellow gets along in 
a foreign country. I left Naples on Wednesday, Dec. 
27, 1882, for Bombay, and arrived in Bombay on Jan. 
17, 1883, at 7:30 P.M. in the evening. Next year I 
intend visiting the United States again, to stay a few 
months there, or for good; I cannot tell which as 
yet. 

But what I hav written this mostly for is to ask 
you to send me your catalog of Freethought works, 
including all of Col. Ingersoll's works; also all in
formation concerning the monument for poor Ben
nett, and what you can send the ever favorit TRUTH 
SEEKER for to us in India. I hav already three sub
scribers, and will hav a few more for you by the time 
you reply to this. It is a great comfort to associate 
with those that think as we do, and to hav their 
friendship and sympathy in all we undertake from 
time to time. I hav had at least fifty arguments 
with different persons since my arrival in India, on 
the old subjects, religion and holy ghosts, and those 
ghosts that are not wholly ghosts, neither are they 
all spirit, but a mixture of medium and musketo 
netting. I am in the land of religion now-the birth
place of all religions, if we can judge by similarity, 
and I think we can; don't you? The other day I wit. 
nessed a Hindoo priest being worshiped (one might 
say so). There were the women and the young girls 
going round and round two trees (the fig and neem 
entwined together), while the priest was chanting 
and murmuring a lot of nonsense. The women and 
girls then knelt down each in turn before the priest, 
and kissed his foot (the right one) ala popery. They 
then gave the priest money (dmall copper coins) and 
fruit. When that, the chief part of the ceremony, 
was over. the women and the little girls departed, 
leaving the priest to count his money. I went up to 
him then, and asked him to exchange positions (sit
uations with me), telling him at the same time that 
he was to be envied. The fellow laughed and said 
that it was only on one day in each year that this 
ceremony takes place. I asked him then if he wasn't 
sorry for that, but he only laughed as a reply. Well, 
well, I could not help thinking of Thomas Paine's 
words, "What a fool has religion made of roan," and 
by Jove it has mad., confounded asses of the women. 

Hav you an agent in India for the sale of F rae
thought and reformatory works? If so, please giv 
me his address. The other day I read a piece in the 
Tirnes, of India, that the Reverend some fellow (I 
forget his name now) told his congregation in Bom
bay that a great amount of Freethought literature 
was in circulation in India-all Ingersoll's, Brad
laugh's, Annie Besant's, Foote's (the man now in 
prison for blasphemy, he said), and others, and that 
to counteract this fiocd of Infidelity Christian tracts 
were being printed as fast as possible, and of course 
the hat had to be passed around then to help the 
printers of the tracts anyhow. A good tale is told 
about a Bombay minister of the God's-pill, that in 
the absence of the collection-plate he sent around 
his new hat among the congregation, and all that 
was put into the hat was 2 pice (about two cents). 
"Well," he remarked, "thank God I got my hat 
back, anyhow." I can tell you the Bombayites are 
no fools. 

I'll now wish you and THE TRUTH SEEKER every 
success, and to Mrs. Bennett success in all she un
dertakes. If all the Liberals in America will do their 
part I am sure THE TRUTH SEEKER will flourish. I 
shall do my part for its continuance, for it deserves 
to liv, nnd now that its founder has gone to his rest
ing-place, we cannot perpetuate his name better, and 
giv peace and joy to his wife, more than by placing 
a fine monument over her husband and building a 
Bennett Memorial Hall to his memory, and a few 
dollars from each Liberal will more than accomplish 

OPEN LETTER TO ELliHNA, 
NIRvANA, MICH., Aug. 15, 1883. 

I thank you, Elmina, for your kind and able criti
cism on "Nature's Harmony," and am prompted to 
reply more through a feeling of congeniality than in 
justification of my book. Each has as good a right 
to their own opinion, as I to mine, and I am glad 
we do not all agree, else how could I expect others 
to help correct. my errors, and whenf'e would arise 
the mental agitation which hastens us onward to a 
higher intellectual development? We cannot finn 
fault with any one's honest convictions, and as yon 
are doubtless just in your conclusions, I greet you 
as a friend as heartily as though you accorded ex
actly with my views. 

For the Calise of truth alone I suggest this demon
stration, and know that what I state is true, and dur
ing the rest of my life time I intend to promulgate 
this truth. Fraternally yours, 

AUTHOR OF" NATURE'S HARMONY." 

NoRDHOFF, CAL., August 5, 283. 

On general principles, there are but few p0ints 
wherein we differ, but in dealing with these occult 
questions where tangible demonstrations are not had, 
we are liable constantly to bfl at variance. The clown 
would remark, the reason why we differ is because 
we are discussing something that neither knows any
thing about, hence both as liable to be wrong as 
right. So it is with this all-ipmortant question, "to 
be or not to be," and the reason why we cannot agree 
upon it is because one or both, or neither, know 
anything about it; but while this is so, let us canvass 
the field and see which stands on the best footing: 

E. M. MACDONALD, EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: I 
think the old TRUTH SEEKER is improving from week 
to week, and that you are the champion editor for 
a Liberal paper. I like the discussion between the 
Spiritualists and Materialists; and I greatly enjoy 
the articles from the heavy-brained fellows, such as 
Andrews, Wakeman, & Co. Of course you under
stand that they occupy a large amount of space in 
ventilating very simple truths. If Andrews should 
say, in so many words, that matter and all it's powers 
and potenC'ies are co-eternal and indivisible, his 
opponents would agree with him, and the argument 
would close; but men who liv by their wits must 
exert themselvs to obscure their ideas by the greatest 
possible amount of words. By the way, what has 
become of tbe sleepy philosophy," C. E. T. ?" I even 
enjoy wading through his metaphysical inanities. 

First, is there anything in nature which proves to 
you for a certainty that there can be no such thing 
as a future existence? We think you will hav to 
answer no! Then you hav no evidence by which you 
can deny another sphere. Now, on the other hand, 
if I hav no evidence by which I know for a certainty 
that there is a future state, then I am like you, 
wholly ignorant of the fMt either pro or con; and 
while I guess there is, you guess there is not, and 
our judgments just equal to two school children's. 
But I am not willing to concede to this proposition. 
While I fail to see the evidences for your premises, 
after having held the same ground for thirty years, 
proofs positiv are presented to su~tain my position. 
I endeavor to show in "Nature's Harmony" that all 
things attending life here, when rightly viewed, are 
evidence of a life beyond wherein each is consciouR 
of his being; and I cannot understand whv that every 
body cannot see it in the light I present it. But in 
addition to all that, we hav phenomena that none 
witnessing can ignore, testifying to the same fact. 
I mean to say that we hav conditions by which we 
can communicate with our departed or deceased 
friends as intelligibly as with those on earth, or 
rather in this sphere (for all we claim are allied to 
earth). 
It seems from your statements that you hav not 

yet investigated this matter, and I am at a loss to 
know why you hav not done so. Do not intelligent 
and honest people keep telling you that it is not a 
farce ? And will you still think they are either dis
honest or foolish ? I would hav you know that I 
bear witness of these facts, and that you may not 
think that I am the novice of deception, will here 
state, that I hav been an illusionist by profession, 
for twenty years, and would be very ignorant not to 
be able to judge as to the d@ception or reality of 
these demonst,·ations. 

Now I propose to giv you an opportunity of wit
nessing these phenomena, and test the reality of the 
communi~'ations for yourself. I will dirf\ct you to 
where you can get the "independent slate writing" 
done between two slates, with or without pencil, with 
communication addressed to you from some friend 
who has "passed over," in their own handwriting, 
in answer to some question you may ask, known to 
no other mortal except yourself, and done while you 
are holding the slate in your own hands. Would 
such a test be satisfactory to you? If so, it will not 
be l0ng before you will look upon this matter as I 
do. This test is very common out here, and if you 
would like it I can cite you to a score of slate writ
ing mediums, where you can witness it, and some 
not far from where you are. 

The phenomenon of materialization is not so com
mon, yet very easy to be reached. I hav witnessed 
some of these demonstrations a hundred times over 
at my own houee, until they are no longer a matter 
of curiosity, and the laws by which they are governed 
are as familiar to me a.s the analysis of the simplest 
chnmicals, and when I hear people talk as to 
whether these things are true, or read controversies 
pro and con as to the matter, I am sorry for their 
ignorance. 

That you may be assured of what I state, I will 
say, should you fail to get the demostrations as I 
hav stated them (which you shall not fail in) then 
charge me up for your time and the expense of your 
trip, and with it I will sacrifice $500 for the good of 
any institution of charit.y you may name. 

By the way, I think Mr. Truesdell's book will look 
differently to you when you hav investigated the 
matter for yourself. He never could hav been a gen
uin medium, otherwise, now he would be an impos
tor; and if he never was a medium, then his inves
tigations are not reliable, or he would bav seen the 
facts as I herein state them. Now, notwithstanding 
his Slade exposition, of which he boasts, as a seeker 
for truth and an advocate of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I 

Suppose some of the heavy-brain fellows be asked 
to write an opinion as to whether the turning lose 
of the immense quantity of.stored up energy, in the 
consumption of coal and wood and other material in 
generating steam and electricity, may not be the 
prime cause of the floods and cyclones which are 
making such havoc all over " God's footstool." You 
cannot too often call the attention of God's agents to 
the utter recklessness of their principal in destroying 
property dedicated to his sole use and benefit. It's 
inconceviable how any observer of the phenomena. 
of nature can believe there is a being all wise, 
powerful, and good, C)ntroling and directing the 
action of the elements. And it is only necessary for 
people to divest themselvs of their -theological 
spectacles and read the record of his prime favorite, 
and they must regard the God of Abraham, Moses, 
David & CJ., with absolute contempt. 

But I did not propose to glv my views on ques
tions you are so well handling in THE TRUTH SEEKER 
yourself, but simply to request you to send me 
"Answers to Christian Questions." I want it for 
missionary work. Your article in July 28th number 
on labor and capital has the right ring. In this state 
we are completely swallowed by monopoly, and I SP.e 
no hope short of revolution. No party can elect men 
strong enough to resist the power of the great trans
portation monopoly; it virtually owns t.he state. 
Since writing the above I hav read Otto Wettstein's 
article. I think the Spiritualists will find him a pretty 
able opponent. Yours truly, FRED. RoBINSON. 

LoNG LAKE, August 5, 283. 
lVIn. EDITon: Please accept $1.00 for the monument. 

The four volumes entitled "A Truth S9eker Around 
the World," came duly to hand, and are highly ap
preciated. These books, with the ''Gods and Religions" 
and other works of Mr. Bennett, occupy, together 
with Mr. Bennett's picture, the best place in our best 
room. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER grows more entertaining each 
week; the controversy between Spiritualists and Ma
terialists is good. Let it go on; discussion elicits 
truth. W. ARCHIBALD. 

The Love of Money. 
Published by req!USt. 

Money, 0 money ! thy praises I sing, 
Thou art my savior, my god, and my king; 
Tis for thee that I preach, and for thee that I pray, 
And make a collection twice each Sabbath day. 

I hav candles and all sorts of dresses to buy, 
For I wish you to know that my church is called high; 
I don't mean the structure of steeple or wall, 
But so high that the Lord cannot reach it at all. 

I've poor in my parish who need some relief-
! preach to their poverty, and pray for their grief; 
I send my box round to them morning and night, 
And hope they'll remember the poor widow'e mite. 

I gather my knowledge from wisdom's great tree, 
And the whole of my trinity's £, s., and d.; J 
Pounds, shillings, and pence are all that I crave 
From my first step on earth to the brink of the grave. 

And when I'm laid low, and my body at rest, 
Place a box on my grave, 'tis my latest request; 
That friends may all see who come for reflection, 
I can't rest in peace without a. collection. 

Money's my creed and I'll not pray without it, 
My heaven is closed 'gainst all those who doubt it; 
For this is the essence of parson's religion: 
Come regular to church, and be plucked like a pigeon. 

My pay may be hundreds or thousands a year
Double it, treble it, still I am here 
With my box or my bags collecting your brass; 
I can't do as Jesus did, ride on an ass. 

I'll hav carriages and horses and servants and all, 
I'm not going to foot it, like and Peter and Paul; 
Neither, like John, liv on locust and honey I 
So out with your purses, and down with your money. 

Fools sometimes ask what I do with this money I 
They might just as well ask what bees do with honey ! 
I answer them all with a wink or a nod, 
I keep three-thirds myself and giv praises to God. 

In the cold, silent earth I may soon be laid low, 
To sleep with the blest that went long ago; 
I shall slumber in peace till the great resurrection, 
Then be first on my legs to make a collection, 
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The Reformer. 
All grim and soiled and brown with tan, 

I saw a strong one in his wrath 
Smiting the godless shrines of man 

Along the path. 

The church, beneath her trembl!ng dome, 
Essayed in vain her ghostly charm; 

Wealth shook within his gilded home 
With pale alarm. 

Fraud from his secret chambers fled 
Before the sunl!ght bursting in; 

Sloth drew her pillow o'er her head 
To drown the din. 

"Spare,, Art implored, "yon holy pile, 
That grand old time-worn turret spare!" 

Meek Reverence, kneeling in tho aisle, 
Cried out "Forbear!" 

Gray-bearded Use, who, cleaf and bl!nd, 
Groped from his o!d,-accustomed stone, 

Leaned on his staff, and wept to flnd 
His seat o'erthrown. 

Young Romance raised his dreamy eyes, 
O'erh un g with paley locks of gold; 

"Why smite?" he asked in sad surprise, 
"The fair, the old 1" 

Yet louder rang the strong one's stroke, 
Yet nearer flashed his ax's gleam; 

Shuddering an<! sick at heart I woke 
As from a dream. 

I looked I Aside the dust-cloud rolled; 
The Waster seemed the Builder, too; 

Up-springing from the ruined Old, 
I saw the rising New. 

'Twas but the ruin of the bad, 
The wasting of the wrong and lli; 

Whate'er of good the old-time had 
Was l!ving still. 

Calm grew the brows of him I feared, 
The frown that awed me passed away 

And left behind a smile, Which cheered 
Like breaking day. 

Green grew the grain on battle plains; 
O'er swarded war-mounds grazed the eow; 

The slave stood forging from his chains, 
The spade and plow. 

Where frowned the fort, pavll!ons gay, 
And eottage windows, flower-entwined, 

Looked out upon the peaceful bay, 
And hllls behind. 

On vine-wreathed cups with wine once red, 
The Ugh t on brimming crystal fell, 

Drawn sparkllng from the rivulet head 
And mossy well. 

Through prison walls, llke heaven-sent hope, 
Fresh berries blew and sunshine strayed 

And with the idle gallows rope 
The young ch!Jd played. 

Where the doomed capt!v in his cell 
Had counted o'er the weary hours, 

Glad school girls, answering to the bell, 
Came crowned with flowers. 

Grown wiser for the lesson given, 
I fear no longer; for I know 

That where the sha.re is deepest d>·iven 
The bestfruils grow. 

The out-worn l'lte, the old abuse, 
The piotlS fraud transparent grown, 

Tho good held captiv in the use 
Of wrong alone. 

These walt their doom from that great law 
Which makes the past time seem to-day, 

And :tresher life the world shall draw 
From their decay. 

0 backward looking son of time I 
The new is old, the old is new; 

The cycle of a change sublime 
Still sweeping through. 

So wisely taught the Indian seer, 
Destroying Siva, forming Brahm, 

Who wake by turns earth's love and fear 
Are one the same. 

As idly as in that old day 
• Thou mournest, did thy sires repine; 

So, in his turn, the child grown gray 
Shall sigh for thine. 

But llfe shall on and upward go, 
The eternal step of progress beats 

To that great anthem, calm and slow, 
Which God repeats. 

Take heart I the Waster builds again, 
A charmed Ilfe Old Goodness hath; 

The tares may perish, but the grain 
Is not for death. 

God works in au things, all obey 
His first propulsion from the night; 

HoI wake and watch I the world is gray 
With morning l!ght I WHITTIER. 

THE RADICAL PULPIT. 
Comprising discourses of advanced thought by 

O, B, FBOTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLEB 
two of Amerlcs.'s clearest thinkers. 

Price, In cloth, 51 

ANOTHER GREAT WORK! 

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION 
Founded upon the Life of 

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA. 

How the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated 
Christianity. 

Transcribed by SPIRIT FARADAY, late Electrician 
and Chemist or the Royal Institution, 

London, England. 
Price, boards, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 
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KERSEY GRA YES'S WORKS. 
Sixteen Saviors or None. By KER

sEY GRAVES, author of the World's Sixteen 
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles, 
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents; 
cloth, $1. 

Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven 
Divine Revelations, containing a descrip
tion of twenty-seven bibles and an expo
sition of two thousand biblical errors in 
science, history, morals, religion, and 
general events. Also a delineation of the 
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the Christian Bible and an examination 
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Biography of Satan; or, a Historical 
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The World's Sixteen Crucified Sav
iors; or, Christianity Before Christ. 
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LOVE AND CONJUG!\.LITY. 
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Spirit Life; or, Life As He Now Sees It from a Spir
itual Standpoint. Written through the mediltmshlp 
of CARRill E. S. TWING, of Westfield, N.Y. 50 cents. 
No. 2.-Contrasts in SJ•irit Life: 

And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BowLES, late 
editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, in the 
first five spheres. Also a thrilling account of the 
late President Garfield's reception in the spirit 
world. Written through the hand of CARRIE E. S. 
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. Pl'ice, 50 cents. 

WETTSTEIN'S 

JEWELRY STORE, 
ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Established 1857. Bea.ts the World. 
There is not another town three times the size of 

Rochelle that can show so large and beautiful a stock 
of fine gold and silver watches, fine gold and plated 
chains, charms, necklaces, and lockets, bracelets; 
plain gold, diamond, pearl, turquois, and fancy stone 
rings; solic! sliver and plated ware; optical goods, 
gold pens, accordions, pocket and table cutlery, guns, 
revolvers, shears, etc., as WETTSTEIN'S. 

Square dealing, enterprise, adaptation, accurate 
judgment, best of taJlte in buying, steady application 
during twenty-five years, best of watch-work, and 
LOWEST PRICES AT ALL Til!IES, hav done it. 

If you hav a watch that no one else can put in per
fect order, send it to me. If you hav no watch, send 
to me for prices, and I will save you money. If you 
want a chain, necklace, ring, sollcl sliver or plated 
spoons, castor, spectacles, opera glass, etc., send to 
me for prices and description, and I will convince 
you. 

R-EFERENCES : Mayor and City Council, officers of 
Rochelle banks. 

GOODS SENT TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

LACY'S NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
"NATURE'S HARMONY," 

Of evolutionary theory, solving the problem of 
life, and advocating the perpetuation of spiritual 
identity, demonstrating from scientific standpoint. 

Neatly bound in muslin. Price, $1.00. 

"STAR LAKE ROMANCE." 
A poem of love and rivalry, written in view of ells
cussing Christianity vs. Infidelity. The arguments 
are rendered by the characters of the story, in their 
colloquies, and the reader iS left as umpire. 

200 pages, bound in muslin, gllt and embossed. 
Price, $1.50. 

Both of the above works contain the author's por-
trait. Address ARTHUR J. LACY, 

28tf Nirvana, Lake Co., Mich. 

Ingersoll's Works. 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 

bo~t,~':? T~~~~~6~arg~p~~~~Niv~,d~~l,ty~d:i~ :; ~~ 
tics and Heresies." 

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 
IncludlnR, ·'Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child;" 

• The Declaration of Independence,'' "About Farming 
ln Ill1no1s ;" " The Great Banquet," u The Rev. Alexan-
~~~ s~~~;~~I:~ ~~~n ~-·~~g~;~grN>fe Like a Dream," 

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, $1.25. 

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, 
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa
per, 50 cents. 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00; 
cloth, $2.00. 

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Pa
per, 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
33 Cllnton Place, New York. 

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD. 
A Fabricated Account of 

A Scene at the Death-bed of 
THOMAS PAINE. 

DID BISHOP FENWICK WRITE 17. !' 
18 pp. Handsomely printed and bound, 

Price, 5 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
33 Cl!nton Place, New York. 

SKETCH OF THE. 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
SALADIN. 

(W. STEWART ROSS.) 
A very interesting biography of a remar)l:able man. 
l'rioo 10 cents. Address, 

'.CHE TRUTH ~Ullt:im, 

FREETHOUGHT WORKS, 
Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

.A<lvancement of Science. The In 
augural Address of Prof. J01rn TYNDALL, 
delivered before the British Association 
for the Advancement of Science. With 
Portrait and Biographical Sketch. Also 
containing opinions of Prof. H. HELM
HOLTZ, and articles of Prof. TYNDALL and 
Sir HENRY 'l'HOl\rPsoN on prayer. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents. Inaugural Address alone, 
in paper, 15 cents. 

Amberley's Life of Jesus. His Char 
acter and Doctrins. From the Analysis 
of Religious Belief. By VIsCOUNT AMBER· 
LEY. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents. 

Chronicles of Simon Christianus 
His Manifold and W onclerful Adventures 
in the Land of Cosmos. A new scripture 
(evidently inspired) discovered by I. N. 
FIDEL. l<'rom the English. Very Rich. 
Prtce, 25 cents. 

Crimes of Preachers in the United 
States. By M. E. BILLINGS. Shows how 
thick and fast the godly hav fallen from 
grace. Price, 25 cents. 

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's De 
tense. In Six Lectures by Col. 
JoHN R KELSO, A.M. These are among 
the ablest lectures ever delivered, and 
should be read by everybody. $1.50. 

Last Will and Testament of Jean 
1\leslier, a curate of a Roman church 
in France, containing the best of his writ
ings. 25 oents. 

Nathaniel Vaughan. A radical nove 
of nmrked ability. By FnEDERIKA :M:Ac 
DONALD. 404 pages. Price reduced to 
$1.25. 

Nature's Uevelations of Character; 
or Physiognomy Illustrated. The 
science of individual traits portrayed by 
the temperaments and features. Illus 
tr~ted by 260 wood cuts. By JosEPH 
SrMMs, M.D. 650 pages, 8 'Vo. Cloth 
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gil 
edges, $4.50. 

New England and the People up 
There. A humorous lecture. By 
GEORGE E. MACDONALD. 10 cents. 

Pocket Theology. By VoLTAIRE. Com 
prising terse, w1tty, and sarcastic defini 
tions of the terms used in theology. The 
ocly edition in English. 25 cents. 

Proceedings and Addresses at the 
Watkins Convention. 400 pages 
of excellent Speeches and Essays. Price 
reduced to $1.00. 

Pyramid of Gizeh. The Relation of 
' Ancient Egyptian Uivilization to the 

Hebrew Narrativ in Genesis and Exodus, 
and the Relativ Claims of Moses and the 
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered. By 
VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. 25 cents. 

Religion Not History. An able ex 
amination of the Morals and Theology of 
the New Testament. By Prof. F. W 
Newman, of the London University. 25 
cents. 

Outline of the French Revolution 
Its Causes and Results. A clear 
and comprehensiv portrayal of this inter 
eating portion of human history. By W 
S. BELL- 25 cents. 

Outlines of Phrenology. By F. E 
AsPINWALL, M.D. Most acceptable to 
Liberals of anything of the kind pub 
lished. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents 

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles 
Price, 20 cents. 

PAINE'S WORKS. 
Paine's Theological Works, i~clud 

ing The Age of Reason, Exammatwn o 
Prophecies Letter to the Bishop of Llan 
daff, Reply to Mr. Erskine,. Letter ~o Ca 
mille Jordan, etc., etc., w1th. a hfe of 
Paine, ancl a steel-plate portrmt. 12mo 
In paper covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50. 

Paine's Great Works (complete) 
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather 
$4.00; morocco, $4.50. 

Paine's Political Works, including 
Common Sense, The Crisis, ancl Rights o.f 
Man. Cloth, $1.50. 

The .Age of Reason. An investiga
tion of true and fabulous theology 
Whhout a peer in the world. Paper, 25 
cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents. 

The Age of Reason and Au Exam 
ination of the Prophecies. Pa 
per, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Common Sense. Paine's first work. 
15 cents. 

The Crisis. Containing numbers from 
I. to XVI. inclusiv. "'Paper, 40 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents. 

The Rights of Man. 
pressed of humanity. 
oloth, 75 cents. 

For the op 
Paper, 40 cents; 



TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY. 
,.,he W 01·ld's Sages, T-'!inkers, and 

Reformers. The Biographies of 
throe hundred of the most distinguished 
teachers and philosophers (who were not 
Christians), from the time of Menu to the 
present. By D. M. BEID<ETT. 1, 075 pages, 
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc
co, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Champions of the Chmch; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio
graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians. A companion book to "The World's 
Sages," etc. By. D. M. BEID<ETT. 8vo., 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs 
a full account of all the gods the nations 
of the earth hav worshiped, including 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all 
the religious systems of the world, includ
ingJudaism, Mohammedanism, and Chris
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry 
into the reality of divine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the claims of supernaturalism 
ever written. By F. W. NEwMAN, Emeritus 
Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine. 
Including The Age of Reason, Examina
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the 
whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
gilt edges, $4.50. 

Analysis of Religious Belief. An 
examination of the Creeds, Rites, and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By VIs
COUNT AMllERLEY, son of the late Lord 
John Russell, twice Premier of England. 
Complete from the London edition. 745 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The foregoing volumes are called " The 
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to
gether and sent by express, one dollar will be 
deducted from the price of each. 

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
FOR SALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE, 

Essays and Lectmes. · Embracing In
fluence of Christianity on Civilization; 
Christianity and Materialism; ·What Lib
eralism offers in Place of Christianity; 
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual
ism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine 
the Political and Religious Reformer; Ma
terialism and Crime; Will the Coming 
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties 
of Christianity; the Authority of the 
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits; 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 60 
cents; cloth, $1. 

Influence of Christianity upon Civil
ization. 25 cents. 

Christianity and Materialism. 15 
cents. 

What Liberalism Offers in Place of 
Christianity. 10 cents. 

Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning 
and Tendency. 10 cents. 

Spiritualism from a Materialistic 
Standpoint. 10 cents. 

Paine the Political and Religious 
Reformer. 10 cents. 

'"roman: Her Past and Present: Her 
ll.ights and Wrongs. 10 cents. 

.Materialism and Crime. 10 cents. 

Will the Coming Man Worship God1 
10 cents. 

Crimes and Cruelties of Clnistianity. 
10 cents. 

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo- · 
logical. 20 cents. 

Bmgess-Underwood Debate. A four 
days' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Prof. 0. A. BuRGEss, President of the 
Northwestern Christian University, In
dianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported. 
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. 

Underwood-Marples Debate. A four' 
nights' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Rev. JoHN MARPLES. Fully reported. 

}'aper, 85~o_ents; oloth,jO oell.t~,_. · 

THE TRUTR SEEKER, AUGUST 25. 1883. 

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
OF THE 

W o r I d as N o w C o n s tit u t e d. 
.By Geo, T. Bondies. 

And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
STYLED 

Exceptions to the Character of Jesus 
Ghrist Considered as a Ge:ntleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
Price, Twenty-five (Jents. 

6m9 
Addresa THE TRUTH SEEKER .. 

S3 Clinton Place, N. Y 

$5 fO $20 per day at home. Samples worth $5free. 
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Me. 

THE PERRY 

Piano and Organ Co 
No. 352 North Main Street, 

Wilkes Barre, Pa. 
Specially Offer to Sell Direct on a Contract. 

Have the latest and best inventions, 
and want them fully tested 

before purchasing. 
Write Cor (Jara!o;:;nes and Terms. 

10teom14 J R. PERRY, Snpt. 

SKETCH OF THE 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
CHARLES WATTS. 

BY W. STEWART ROSS. 
Price IO cents. Address, 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

$66 a week !n your own town. Terms and $5 outfit 
free, Address H. Hv <JOT & Co .• Portland, Me. 

ANCIENT MAN IN AMERICA, 
INCLUDING 

Works in Western New York and 
other States, together with Struct

ures in Central America. 

By FREDERICK LA.RKIN, M.D. 
Member of the 

.American .Association for the .Advancement of Science. 

Neatly Printed, with Numerous lilustrations. 
290 Pages. 

Price, Cloth $1.50. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

33 Clinton Place, New York. 

THE 

Real Blasphemers. 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M. 

Showing that the writers of and believers In the Bible, 
and not the deniers of Ita truth, are the ones who really do 
Injustice to the character of God, If a God exists. 

IN SIX LECTURES. 
Price, Fifty Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

"ANT I CHRIST." 
Proving concluslvlY that 

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST' 
His birth, ll!e, trial, execution, etc.-Is a myth. 

TRUTH SEEKER Oll!ce. 
Price, $2.00. S3 Clinton Place, New Yorl! 

TRUTH: 
A Poem in Three Parts. 

BY E. N. KINGSLEY. 
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists, 

Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists, 
and Impracticable Christians. 

Containing a picture of the 

JEWISH JEHOVAH. 
AB Described by the Bible. 

SING. BROTHERS. SING. 
US:i!: THE 

Liberal Hymn-Book 
In your meetings, to make them lively and Interesting. 
The LIBERAL HYMN-BooK contains songs by the beat poets 
adapted to well-known tunes. It Ia highly commended bY 
Messrs. Wakeman, Parton, WrtghthGreen, Underwood, 
Mrs. Blenker, and Indeed by all w o hav examined It 
Sacond edition. Price, half-bound, 25 cents. In cloth, 
otcenta. 

D. M.BENNETT'S LAST WORK. 

A TRUTH SEEKER 

Aroun~ ~e Worl~. 
FOUR LARGE VOLUMES. 

With a steel plate engraving of the author In Vol. 
and each volnme Illustrated with forty.aeven cute. 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
Late editor of Tau TRUTH I!!BBKBR, author of "A Truth 

lleel!er In Europe," "Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modem Times," "The World's Sages, Think· 

ers, and Reformers," "Champions or 
the Church," etc., etc. 

Handsomely bound in red cloth, $6.1'i0; 
in leather, red edges, $9.50; in 

morocco, gilt edges, $10.50· 
Readers of Taa TRUTR SEEKER know the circumstances 

under which this work was written. The last words 
penned bY the great author were for the fonrth volume 
whlch was nearly completed at Ills death, and which wlll 
now contain an account of hie world-lamented death and 
burial. Mr. Bennett was a very patient and faithful 
chronicler of the habits and customs of t!<e different peo
ples of the many places he visited. The every-day 
life of all nations Ia laid before the reader by one who has 
visited them and beheld them with hie own eyes. Par. 
tlcnlar attention Ia paid to the progress of Free thought In 
the various countries he visited, and the morality of BO· 

called pagan nations Ia contrasted with the morality of 
Christian countries, much to the detriment of the latter. 
The work Ia a 

Freethinker's History ofthe World. 
This work and " A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE" 

should be In every Liberal's library Besides Ita Intrinsic 
worth It Ia a memento of one of the greate•t Freethinkers 
the world has known-of one who ranks with Voltaire 
and Paine In the force and clearness of hie writings. 

!Address 7HB 7RU7H SBBKBR, 
33 ()linton Place, 

New York city· 

THE 

GOLDEN THRONE 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, 

Anthor of u Prometheus," u Gottlieb," and .. Ingersoll 
and Jesus." 

A Radical romance of pioneer llfe.~dellneatlng the vir. 
tuea of natural humanity as opposed to the hypocrisy of a 
upernatural religion; crowded with Incident and full 
vrogreaslv Ideas and the poetry of the future. 

PRICE $1.00. ADDRESS THIS OFFICE 

THE 

BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES 
OF 

The Pilgrims in the Land of Yhweh. 
D. M. Bennett, Scribe. 

ALSO 

THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO THE 
TRUTH SEEKERS. 

Fr<ml Vo!unu 11. o(".A 7RU7H SBBKBR .AROUNJJ 7HB 
WORLJJ." 

Prlce$1.00 
D. M. BENNETT 

S3 Clinton Place, .New York 

THE 

SECULAR REVIEW, 
A JOURNAL OF 

ENGLISH LIBERALISM. 

CHARLES WATTS, } 
W. STEWART Ross, 

Editors. 

The representatlv English Freethought journal. 
In Its columna are Impartially discussed all sides of 
Secular, Social, and Theological questions. 

Price, 7 cents single number; $2.75 per year, post
paid. 

For sale at this ofllce, where yearly aubacrlptlona 
"There went up a smoke out of his nostrlla, and may also be left. tf16 

fire out of his mouth devoured : coals were kindled 
with It" (Psalms xvlll, 8). 

4.0 pp. HandSomely executed. Price, 25 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

LIFE-SIZE 

LITHOGRAPH 
OF 

D. M. BENNETT. 
Heavy Plate Paper, 

SUITABLE FOR FRAME OR 
WITHOUT .FRAME. 

Sent by Mall for Fifty cents., 

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE 

TI-IE IMMORALITY 
--QF-

RELIGIOUS CAPITALS 
BY JAMES PARTON. 

A lecture delivered in Paine Hall, Sunday evening, 
Jan. 28, 1883. 

In this Mr. Parton "teaches the highest political 
wisdom by examples which e.re a terrible warning. 
He takes theology In Ita sacred chosen homes, and 
shows what a curse it brings upon the people." 
Price 10 eu For &ale at thb ome~. 

Interrogatories to Jehovah. 
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his 

Jewish Godship upon a great 
variety flf subjects. 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
Paper ,50 cents; cloth, '/licente. 

II Ollnwn l'laee, New York.. 
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·.An imp01·tant work by Gibbon, the historiar •. 

History §Christianity: 
Comprising all that relates to the Progress of the Christian 

Religion in ~'THE HisTORY OF THE: DECLINE AND FALL 

Ol.l THE RoMAN EMPma,'' and 

~ VI~DID~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Esu. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
Milman, iol an English Churchman,'• and other scholars. 

Handsome 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

The Labarum of 
CGnstantine. 

''By this st"gtt tlzo11 
slznlt conq11erl" 

This volume contatns Gibbon's Theological writings, sepa· 
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. lt sho'Ys 
'when, 'where, and how Christianity originat.ed ; wl~o were 1ts 
founders ; and wltatwas the charac~er_, ~entlme?ts,,.manners, 
numbers, and condition of the pnm1t1ve Chnsttans. . 

Gibbon's Viudicatiou.ofthe rsth and 16th chapters ?fh1s 
Ht"story from the attacks of ~i~ Chri~t~an opp_on<:n.ts, Js re
printed verbatim from theongmal edi~Ion ofh1s llitscellane
ous !Yorks, edited by Lord Sheffield, Ill 1796. lteffect.ually 
and forever silenced his detractors; wl!?~ bemg vanqUI~he~ 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infid~.h.ty • 

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the Ortgmof 
C/z.ristianity is reprinted from the valuable notes of DKAN 
MILMAN, WENCK, GUIZOT, an ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, (t.he 
learned editor of BoHN's edition of Gibbon), and other emm• 
ent Christian historians. . 
. .,. Among the Illustrations will be found representatiOns 
of the principal divinities of the ragan mythology. 

For ~~Je at ·I';' e •rrutl• S"eker Ofli•,e. 
6n!l5 

A ~~e~~fry\~c~~~da~~n~~~ ~o~iesg:Cl~~~~~t 
a.s his practice will pro\'e1 

Cures all forms of PRI• 
VATE, CHRONIC »nd 
SEXUAL DISEASE:s, 

Sperm.atorrhrea and Impotency, 
As the result or selr-abuse in youth, sexun.l excesses in mn• 
turer years, or other causes1 and producin~ Bome of Lhc fol
Jowing effects: Nct-vousncss, Semfnnl F.ml8slona, (night 
emissions by drenma), Dimness or Sight, Dcrectl\'e Memory, 

~~~s~fcas1, ~~~~~~i~t~mtrid::s,F~:~ !tS:~0u~I t~oS:~;~~Io~~ 
~~lc~;~~n~:~~;~g:u:!~P~j~u 0:£X¥if:f{NAL tlol~optj_i: 
VArfiON In from 80 to 60 days. No medicine taken. 
It hns never been lmowu to fnlll 

• Middle•Aged and Old Men. -
There nrc mnny nt the ago of thirty to sixty ' 

who are troubled with toe ft-equent e\'a.cuatlon!l 
of the bladder, often nccomp~tnied by a slight .-· 
smarting or burning sensation, and n weaken• 

~~~ ~~~~:l8io~~ 10: ~;:!~~i~~ r~:~~~~~:; ~ 
deposits a ropy or cotton-like sediment, or 
sometimes amnii particles of albumen wlll appear, or the 
color wlll be or a thin or milkish hue, again changing to a 

~:~~:~~s~e~P~~ ~R~a~~~c~~i:~.ic~tPf:ir~~ ::~~d ~~:~etl~ 
Seminal \'f'enkncss, and causes wasting of the system and 

~g=~~!~ !~~~~~~r~:EPJi~r~~ctehi:sd1;1~~~~;.~~r~o:~n~u~f 
the causa. Dr. Fellows' External Remedy w!U bring about a. 
perrect cure in all such cases, and a healthy restoration or 

th~(;~~·sU~N!~[[u~rt~n~~tter Cree and invited. Charge• 
rea.sonabi.G and correspondence strictly confidential. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Sent to any address, securely sealed, for two three .. cent 
atnmps, treating on Spermatorrhoon. or Seminal Weakness, 
givfng It11 cause1 symptoms, horrible elfecttt, and cure, fol
lowed by strong testimonials, headed by an niDdn.vlt ns to 
theirp;enninencsa. Should be read by all. o:::rnemember 
n rndlenl cure h. eertnln. Address, plainly, Dlt. U.I~. 
FELLOWS, VIneland, New Jerac;r, a.nd say in what. 
paper you sa.w this advertisement.. ,.. 

lVlANHOO D: 

RUPTURES CUR EDby 
myiUedicnl Componnd nndlmproved 

ElRstic Supporter Truss in}rom 30 to 
!tO daylf. Reliable references given. Send 

stamp for circular 1 aml saJJ in what paper 
vou saw mv advertisement. Address Ca. pt. 

W. A. Coll!ngs,Smlthv!lle,Jefl'mon Co. N.Y" 

FIFTY YEA.RS' SUUCESS. 
SHAKER EYE AND EAR BALSAM. 

For all affilctlons of the above organa. 
Dimness, Inllammatlon, Soft Cataract, and Roaring, 

etc., of the Ears. 
80 cents per box. 

'try us once, and tlnd entire relief. 
1Jl8 G, A. UlMAR. Rhakem, N, J, 
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UJtmfl ofl Ufhonght. 

HONOR not the falsifier, the backbiter, the con
spirator who, by the dark arts of the brigand and 
the assassin, combines with evil-minded men to 
work Injury upon an unsuspecting brother who 
knows not ot the machinations and plottlngs-agalnst 
him-D. ill. Be:nnett. 

MISS OOBBE considers that virtue and happiness 
are antithetic, and that they clash when virtue " bids 
us sulier hunger and cold that we may feed and 
clothe others," oblivious ot the truth that generous 
self-sacrifice aliords a keener and a fuller pleasure 
than sensual gratification. Although a virtuous man 
may renounce some material enjoyment In order to 
do right, or to aid others, yet In that very renuncia
tion he wins a moral happiness greater than there
signed material one. Thus It Is perfectly consonant 
with utility to resign a physical enjoyment for a 
mental exertion, or to glv up a personal gratification 
for the keener and nobler pleasure or doing kindness 
to another. To do a virtuous action at the cost of 
material sulierlng, Is really to aim at a purer pleas
ure than the pleasure resigned; It Is to climb higher 
up on the mountain of happiness, to an elevation 
where the air Is brighter and more exhllaratlng.
llliss Annie Besant. 

THERE are some promotions In life Which, Inde
pendent or the mere substantial. rewards they oiTer, 
acquire peculiar value and dignity from the coats 
and waist-coats connected with them. A field-mar
shal has his uniform; a bishop has his sllk apron; 
a counsellor has his silk gown; a beadle has his 
cocked hat. Strip the bishop of his apron, or the 
beadle of his hat and lace, what are they? Men. 
Mere men. Dignity, and even holiness too, some
times are more questions of coat and waist-coat than 
some people lmagln.-Dicke:ns's Oliver TWist. 

WHAT though on homely fare we dine, 
Wear hodden gray and a' that; 

Gle fools their silks and knaves their wine, 
A man's a man for a' that. 

For a' that and a' that, 
Their tinsel show and a' that 

The honest man, though e'er sae poor, 
Is king o' men for a' that. -Burns. 

THAT was once new to "them of old " which any 
one now receives with veneration for Its antiquity; 
nor was It the worse for appearing as a novelty; ana 
that which Is now embraced for Its newness will to 
posterity be old, but not thereby be less true or Jess 
genuln. There Is no occasion on this account to op
pose the ancients and the moderns to one another or 
to be squeamish on either side. He that wisely con
ducts his mind in the pursuit of knowledge will 
gather what lights and get what lights he can, from 
either of them, from whom they are best to be had, 
without adoring the errors or rejecting the truths 
which he may find mingled In them.-Loclce's Con
duct of tlu Un<Urstanding. 

THE fear from which rational religion delivers 
most eiTectually Is the fear of reason, the fear of 
knowledge, the fear of rational investigation. True 
to Itself, the myth of popular religion opens with a 
curse on the desire tor knowledge. It was the tree 
of knowledge, for fear or eating which (Gen. lli, 22) 
the mythical Adam and Eve were expelled from 
Eden and condemned to die. The popular religion
Ist does not fear hell Itself so much as he fears 
reason, so much as he fears science, so much as he 
fears knowledge. And with good reason. For whlle 
the fires of hell are gradually dying down, the light 
of knowledge Is continually brightening more and 
more. Once let Its full-orbed radiance shine abroad 
and men are asking themselvs what will become of 
their god, their church, their book, their super
natural Christ. Why, they will vanish utterly,-J. 
W. Ohadwiclc. 

SUPPOSE that, fifteen or twenty centuries hence 
there should be remaining some two or three au: 
thentlc biographies of Napoleon Bonaparte. Suppose 
that In one of them, written by an admiring French
man, It should be said of him: "He was a very God 
among his soldiers-adoring millions prostrated 
themselvs before him-he took In the nations of the 
earth at a glance. His wlli was omnipotent." Sup
pose that In another of these biographies, written by 
a bigoted English Tory, It should be said or him : 
"He was a very fiend Incarnate-the prince of dark
ness never let loose upon earth a more tearful 
angel of destruction." Suppose that, though, else
where throughout these books Napoleon was perpet
ually talked of as a man, and the books, taken as a 
whole, make utter nonsense upon the supposition 
that he was not a man, there yet should arise a set 
of critics who maintained that Napoleon was a divine 
being, and another set who maintained that he was 
a demon. These two classes of critics would aptly 
represent the generosity of modern theologians and 
blblicallnterpreters.-Dr. N. P. Peabody. 

A l\!Al'I''S charity to those who dllier from him upon 
great and difficult questions will be In the ratio of 
his own knowledge of them-the more knowledge 
the more charity. 

BIBLE SERVICE : For Earnest Inquirers Only: 
Aiding poor sinners everywhere to confess the hell
Ish torments that must enforce human progress In 
the near future; Also to vindicate the Supremacy of 
Gospel Truth~" King ot Kings, and Lord of Lords;" 
and lastly to Illustrate the joyous rescue and "glo
rious liberty" of God's people In the Holy War 
now Impending, apparently between Capital and 
Labor, lint Infallibly between Christ and Antichrist. 
Send stamp for return papers. 

Address, " REWARD," 710 Broadway, New York. 

CHRISTIANITY VS. HUMANITY. 
GEORGE CHAINEY 

will lecture on this subject 
A.T GERMAN MASONIC TEMP .uE, 

220 EAST FIFTEENTH ST., 
Rooms of the Liberal Olub), 

SUNDAY EVENING, AUGUST 26, 
AT EIGHT O'CLOCK. 

'l'ICKETS, FIFTY CENTS 
FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, AUGUST 25. 1888. 

THE 

WI L S 0 N I A," 
INVENTED BY 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

80 COURTS r., BROOKLYN, N.Y. 
63 Broadway, Broolilyn, E. D. 

For the past five years In England and America 

this system has performed such cures In almost ev

ery form or disease as were until then unheard of. 
Step by step It has advanced since Its first ln
tr0ductlon (first relieving and cnring one man who 

bent like an archer's bow for ten years, but was 

THE EUREKA 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
CURES EVERY l!,UR.M OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT ll:LEDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

OURES OOLD OR MOIST FEET. 
Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 

GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 
letter or In person free of charge. Send 

for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
In two months able to walk erect). Then to!- LADIES' MAGNETIC JAOKET. Price, $18. 
lowed other cases equally marvelous In all known 
forms or disease; thus going on from day to day 
and month to month, until the method of cure 
Introduced by Wm. Wilson, the originator or the 
magnetic clothing system of America, has saved 

te:ns qf thousands from the grave, and Is now recognized 
bY our most eminent scientists and physicians, hun
dreds of whom presrl:ibe it for their patients after msdi 

!:in has failed, until It has become a household word 

In case of sickness. Since Its first introduction we 
hav continually improved, until to-day we olier the 

lightest, best ventilated, most powe>:ful continuous current 

garment In the world, constructed on the latest sci
entific principles-In fact, we offer the acme ot ex
cellence In magnetic garments, and when worn as 
advised by us, disease cannot e:dst. 

The following are clippings from testimonials of 

which we hav thousands. ~Note we glv full names 
and addresses, that Intending purchasers may write 
and satisfy themselvs they are genu ln. 

J. H NORTH, M. D., Hammonton, N. J., In writing 
for clothing, says: "My patient in Virginia Informs 
me he Is more comfortable since the application of 
your magnetic garments. The goods sent were util
Ized on the deformed limb, and are working satisfac
torily. 

ED. HOLLENBECK, organ-builder, 111 W. State st., 
Rockford, Ill. : "From a terribly sprained knee the 
doctor was afraid my leg must come on:. I sent for 
knee-cap, was able to walk in a few days, and have 

been all r!gh t since." 

J. T. LISLE, Lebanon, Ky., says: "My health has 
Improved, and they are exceedingly pleasant gar
ments to wear. I reel free to recommend them to 
all delicate people." l 

MRS. a. A. GOULD, Omaha, Neb. : "I wore the suit 
with splendid results, for paralysis, and I hav rec
ommended them constantly. I loaned my girdle a 
week: to a friend for dyspepsia, with excellent re
sults." 

MRS. A. BRYANT, 93 Oonselyea st., Brooklyn, E. D., 
N. Y. : "I suffered for years from bleeding at 
the lungs. Your garments hav stopped the bleed
Ing, and I feel quite strong. I cheerfully recom
mend them.." 

II. LANGE (care of D. Hausmann), Cor. Jay & Nas
sau sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.: "Your garments haven
tirely cured me or blood-poisoning of the worst form. 
I cannot find words to express my gratitude." 

MR. WILSON, Dear Sir: Please send me a few circu
lars In regard to your curatlv garments. I hav been 
telling several parties about them. I hav some 
friends who hav used them with great and pleasing 
results, and I would like to promote their use. 

Yours, THOMAS W. BREWER, 
Manasquan, N. J. 

MRS. E. P. PLEASANTS, Alderson's, Monroe Oo., W. 
Va. : "I hav found the greatest relief from my ap
pliances, and would not be without them for all the 
world." 

All our magnetic garments are worn next the un
derclothing, therefore they do not impart shocks or 
cause sores. They are also constructed under the 
special supervision of "he Inventor. 

Continued success enables us to make the follow
Ing offer: Persons writing us an accurate description 
of th elr disease, and then sending for the garments 
advised by us, will hav their money refunded should 

the appliances fall to cure. Therefore It resolves 
IBS')JI UltO 

No (JURE, NO PAY. 
To assist the working elass, we supply them on 

payment or half the amount, and take the balance 
by easy monthly Instalments. 

Send for illustrat ad pamphlet and Information to 
the only Office wh.,re the Inventor can be consulted. 

Address all communications to 

DAVID J. COTTER, 
80 OOlTRT STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct In every particular, 

and that your ailments can be eradicated Without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis 
One Weelr. 

in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 

OINCINN ATI, Dec. 19, 1e82. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Slr: As I feel greatly In

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use or your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
nlcted as I hav been that the en:ect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis In my right arm and conld not use It at all, but 
after wearing a suit of your :l:l:AGNETIO CLOTHING 
for one week, can use It quite as well as ev.,r. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number or years, from which I hav suf
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary rellet. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and It I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of eiTectlng 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
en:ect a cure In a case o t Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same 
patient. we do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change medlclns every day until, after dosing the 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (If he Is very skilful) that brings rellet 
for the time being. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one ot 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured or Neuralgia of the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source of misery to me for 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got reliet Instantly. With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony trom a lady 
who had been under drug treatment tor elgh t years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORl'l', 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Olothlng on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HoUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and If I Improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T:lesday, will soon be well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entirely cured in less 
than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
although In bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty mlles In 
two days atter the application. The lady's name 
can be had upon application at this office, by any
one desiring to communicate with her. 

La<ll.,s, read the following testimony trom a lady who had been sun:erlng for two years with an Ovar• 
ian Tumor, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she !a perfectly well, and bas not tal<eu ,. nose or 
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothlnog 
for you; It will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear s;,-: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire for food, and, In fact, began to .. fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'J·uJnor, 
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the Eureka Magnetic Appltanees. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this taint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit ot 
your appliances. From the very first I telt Invigorated, the tu
mor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suliering as I hav, believing 
hat they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain; 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the 
'market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, $ 6.00 
Gentlemen's Belts, - - 6.00 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, - 6.00 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5.00 
Leg Belts, each, 4:.00 
Knee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 
Sleeping Caps, 4:.00 
Ladies J ack.et 18.00 
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 
Superfine Insoles, • • • 1.00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the mone 
If they are not as represented In every respect. H you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are ofrered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever oliered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process! and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appl ance 
In the market will attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All of oul' garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments npon scitntifto 
principles, and not haphazard as In all the others. We offer you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now otrered under that head. At 
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to olier them at 
about 

ONE·THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trltte higher 
than ordinary clothing. · 

R- m· mb«r that we are olierlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances ill the market, and If 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN I:t{ THE UNITED STATES. LlB:ERAL OOlllllliSSIONS ALLOWED 
Addrelll tor turther 1DtormaUon\ Dr. L. Tenney, 

8~ :Race 11\reet, 1m, ot 8tk ~ttreet, Olnt1mlatl, Olllo, 
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Jlotts and 9Jlippings. 
EvANGELIST WEBER preached at the Lakeside 

Ohio, camp-meeting one day recently. While 
expounding the gospel a wicked fly, supposed 
to be in the secret service of Satanfi&lked 
down Weber's throat and nearly choif~him 
to death. 

How much help the Church of England 
Temperance Society gets from some of the 
church papers may be gathered from the 
reeling remark of the Church Times, that "the 
physiology[hic], economics [hie], ethics [hie], 
and theology [hie] of the orators [hie] of to
tal abstinence" [hie] is "clotted nonsense" 
[hie]. 

WHEN William Black, who wrote the social
istic novel "Sunrise," was asked if there 
were any Internationalists in London, he re
plied that he really did not know, but he 
thought not. A Boston Herald correspondent 
says there are many of them, and by Interna
tionalists he does not mean the ordinary 
members of the conventional English work
ingmen's Socialistic organizations, but the 
more picturesque refugees from France, Italy, 
Germany, and Russia. 

THE Rev. A. Stewart Walsh, of this city, 
last Sunday evening gave an opinion of a nice 
girl. She was religious, the minister said; 
she had a mission in city, hospital, or church; 
she had common sense; she concentrated her 
powers on the moral advancement of human
ity; she was not above work; she did not get 
her schooling from the novel of to-day; she 
was not a reader of George Eliot's productions. 
Mr. Walsh will wait a long time before he 
finds this sort of combination. 

DIBOBDEB was caused in a Maine temperance 
camp-meeting by the assertion that, after be
ing a sot for many years, and making numer
ous vain efforts to abstain from drink, a man 
succeeded, through the help of tobacco. The 
presiding elder advised the man to stop using 
the weed, too, and the response was the light
ing of a pipe. Smoking was against the rule, 
and the smoker was ordered off the grounds; 
but he was a chief promoter of the meeting, 
and his defiance" was supported by a majority. 

THE Summer School of Christian philoso
phers held a meeting one day last week in the 
Presbyterian church at Richfield Springs, N. 
Y. During the services lightning struck the 
Universalist church in- the same town. The 
philosophers had advertised to meet in the 
latter building, but consider it a dispensation 
of providence that they altered their designs 
in favor of the Presbyterian church. The 
Universalists believe that the bolt was in
tended for the Summer School, but was mis
led by the advertisment. 

Jjftws of( tht lfttk. all their processional appurtenances of flags, 
banners, drums, mock figures of giants, etc., 
were totally demolished in the very face of the 
police who were ordered to accompany the 
demonstration. 

THE authorities of Geneva hav forbid the 
sale of the Salvation Army's books on the 
street, and a:t Au bonne, canton of Vaud, two 
members of the "army" hav been fined forty 
dollars each for selling the Salvation hymns. 
As to who is responsible for this petty perse
cution our esteemed contemporary, the Inde
pendent, from whose columns we learn the 
above facts, is considerably mixed. In one 
paragraph it lays it to the Protestants; in an
other it attributes it to the result of the wide
spread unbelief of the Swiss people. We can 
settle it. The act is Christian, and must come 
from one of the branches of the Christian 
church. The first case of Freethinkers per
secuting for opinions' sake has yet to be re
corded. 

the Mexicans are well known to be sunk very 
deep in the slough of Catholicism. Protest
antism could be no worse. But these relig
ious amenities are instructiv reading for the 
Freethinking onlooker. 

ANoTHER case of insanity for which the 
church is responsible has come to light in 
Greenpoint, Long Island. Edward B. Mcin
tosh, for years a zealous member of the First 
M. E. church of that place, is at present em
ployed in making designs for houses to be oc
cupied by the workmen on the Panama Canal. 
On Sunday last, during a session of the Sun
day-school in which Mr. Mcintosh is a teacher, 
he suddenly jumped up and made a deter
mined effort to strike Mr. B. E. Talmage, the 
superintendent. In answ to interrogations 
as to what caused him to attempt to injure 
Mr. Talmage, he said it was a commission 
given him by God. There were 144,000 of the 
chosen people who were to be marked with a 
cross of blood, and he was deputized by the 
Almighty to discriminate the elect and mark 
them for their future reward. He talked ra
tionally enough on all other subjects, but 
when he was touched on the Bible and the 
work he was destined to perform he would act 
and talk strangely again. It was deemed 
prudent to hav him watched closely for fear 
he would do himself and others bodily harm. 
A few months ago he attracted attention by 
getting up in a:prayer-meeting and making a 
tirade on masonry. 

LORD CHIEF JUSTICE COLERIDGE, of England, 
is visiting America. 

AMONG the passengers of a crowded steam
boat was a man with delirium tremens; In 
the midst of his frightful visions and cries 
for help he turned to his attendants and 
begged piteously for a Bible. One was carried 
to the stateroom of the frantic sufferer, and 
eagerly seized by him. Then, laying it on 
the bed above his breast, with a wild laugh, he 
exclaimed, "There, devils, you are beaten 
now! yo)l can't get over that book." A 
strange calm came over him as he lay with 
his wild eye fixed intently on the book. It 
might be expected that a religious paper 
would hav the brazen hardihood to tell this 
for a true story, and the Congregationalist there
fore surprises but few in relating it as an in
cident of Sound travel. 

MANY of our readers may not know that God 
has a dislike for sealing wax, plaster of Paris, 
and cement. We believe he prefers lead. The 
Archbishop of Cambray has discovered that 
five hundred portable altars in his diocese hav 
had the "sepulchers," which hold the relics, 
sealed with the ungodly substances above 
mentioned, and that God is therefore dissatis

·fied with their consecration. But reconse
crating all these altars would be a severe task 
for him, and he has petitioned the pope to let 
him, or a simple priest, as his proxy, recon
secrate them with some abridged rite. To 
which, through the congregation of rites, the 
pope has given gracious consent. The relics 
are to be replaced in a proper way; and it will 
be sufficent to touch the stone with holy oil, 
and repeat the prayer "Consecretur," then three 
grains of incense shall be burnt and the 
cover fastened on with another prayer, "Dm.tS 
qui ea: omnium,"" and nothing more," adds the 
gracious edict.-Independent. 

PBEBIDEN'r ARTHUR and party are strolling 
through the wild West on horseback. 

A TORNADO in Minnesota last week is know:tl. 
to hav destroyed thirty or forty lives. 

FRANK J..ums, brother of Jesse James, the 
Missouri outlaw, is on trial for his various 
misdeeds. 

THE play of Oscar Wilde, the esthete, just 
brought out in New York, is pronounced a 
failure by the critics. 

THE New York J!Jvening Telegmm of last Sat
urday contains the following notice of Brother 
Watts: "The noted English Freethinker, ed
itor, and author, Mr. Charles Watts, is now 
on his way to this country, on board of the 
steamship Wisconsin, which sailed from Liv
erpool on Saturday and is expected here on 
Tuesday next. It was the intention of the 
members of the Liberal League of this city to 
giv Mr. Watts a grand reception upon his ar
rival, but his engagement to speak at the com
ing convention of Freethinkers at Rochester 
on Wednesday will prevent the demonstra-
tion. He will be the guest of Mr. Macdonald, 
editor of THE TRUTH SEEJCEB, No. 33 Clinton 
place. He will remain in America about four 
months, and will lecture in all the principal 
cities on questions of Freethought. Mr. 
Watts was born at Bristol, February 27, 1836, 
of very religious parents. He was brought up 
in the Methodist church, of which his father 
was a pastor. At the age of fourteen years 
he made his debut upon the platform as alec
turer on temperance. At the age of fifteen 
years he severed his connection with all or
thodox associations. The following year he 
went to London, and there met many leaders 
of Freethought. In 1864 he joined his brother, 
John Watts, in the printing business, and be
came sub-editor of the National Reformer, a 
weekly journal. The first public address on 
Freethought was made on the birthday of 
Thomas Paine in 1864. Two years later, on 
the death of his brother, Charles was left pro

THE county treasurer of Roscommon county, 
Mich., has disappeared. An absence of $18,-
000 of county funds is simultaneously noted. 

FRANCE is at war with A.llnam, a small coun
try in the south of Asia. In a battle last Sat
urday seven hundred A.llnamites were killed. 

A COLLISION occurred between two steamers, 
the Woodburn and St. Germain, m the Eng
lish channel last Sunday. Twenty-three lives 
were lost. 

CoUNT DE CHAMBORD, the French Bourbon, 
died on the 24th ult. If France had remained 
a monarchy he would hav been king by " di
vine right." 

DB. GrNSBURG, in a report to the managers 
of the British Museum, declares that the 
Shapira manuscript of the book of Deuteron
omy is a forgery. 

Two men entered the house of Mrs. Ferrill, 
near Wellesville, Ohio, one day last week, 
forced her into a chair with a drawn revolver, 
cut off her luxuriant hair, and fled. 

Ex-GoVERNOR HoLLY and many others of 
LakeTille, Conn., hav petitioned the Catholic 
priest of that town to remove a. wooden cruci
fix from in front of his church. The priest 
refused the petition. 

CAPT. RHODEs, who had promised to swim 
the Niagara whirlpool and rapids where Capt. 
Webb-lost his life, has so far failed to attempt 
that achievement. He now sets the lOth of 
September as the day on which the experi
ment will be made. 

A HUGE timber tow in the form of a raft has 
just arrived in New York from New Bruns
wick. The tow is 800 feet long and 35 feet 
wide. It is made up of about 6,000 65-foot 
logs, and left St. Johns, N. B., August 7th, 
being towed by two steamers. 

Two foreign bruisers, Mitchell of England 
and Slade of Australia, are training for a prize
fight in Kansas. The governor of Kansas de
clares that the fight shall not take place in 
that state, and will hav the pugilists arrested 
if they make any preparations for the meeting 
there. 

THE Rev. J. B. Bonar, of the Congregational 
church in New Milford, Conn., resigned on 
Sunday, the 19th ult. Mr. Bonar has been 
preaching, it is said, very powerful and schol
arly sermons, but it has been ascertained that 
they were not his own, but selected entirely 
from printed books of sermons. A member 
of the congregation discovered the plagiarism, 
and on Sunday, the 13th, he brought the 
printed book and followed the preacher word 
for word. Mr. Bonar offered as an explana
tion and apology that his wife was in poor 
health, and he was so pressed for time that he 
could not write. If he had told them in ad
vance that the sermons were not his own he 
says he feared it would create dissatisfaction. 
His resignation was accepted. 

THE Mexican press does not love Protestant 
miSSionaries. The El Ltt~s prints, with cor
dial editorial approval, the following open let
ter to the inspector-general of the city of 
Mexico: "Prominent among the adventurers 
who hav drifted into Mexico are the religious 
evangelizers in a mission to deceive the ig
norant masses with the bribe of a crust of 
bread, whom, having been enlisted in their 
service, they propose to use in general rob
bery. Keep a good watch on the Protestant 
church of Jesus, and be convinced of the truth 
of my statements. Inquire into the antece
dents of some of the propagandists of this 
sect, and you will surely find more than one 
of their names registered in the records of 
your police. Post yvurself on the quality of 
the education, and what it leads to, with 
which these ministers are saturating the 
minds of the young orphans, of whose con
version they make display. It is the female 
portion of the community that the Protestants 
corrupt, leading them by vice and crime to 
become their slaves. Do you wish to free 
them from their yoke? If you do, bear in 
mind that article 33 of our code, which guards 
against pernicious foreigners, meets the case." 
A.llother journal of two days previous invites 
the attention of the same official "to the 
Protestant church known as the church of 
Jesus, and to Bishop Riley of that church." 
This is probably only sectarian jealo~sy, as 

prietor and editor of the National Riformer. LAST Sunday was one of the best days of the 
Charles Bradlaugh, however, became editor season at the summer resorts in this vicinity. 
at the request of Mr. Watts, who remained The slight attendance at these places this 
sub-editor. In 1877 a dispute arose between summer, caused by the cool weather, hae 
the two men, and Watts withdrew from the been attributed by the clergy to a reviving re
paper. He was elected special lecturer to the spect for the Sabbath. One warm Sunday, 
National Secular Society in 1869. At the death however, w~s sufficient to dispel this d!llu
of Austin Holyoake, the printing house at No. sion. 
17 Johnson court, Fleet street, then the depot 
of Freethought literature, fell into his hands. 
Three years later he started the Secular Review 
at No. 84 Fleet street, which he still publishes. 
In company with others, Charles Watts, in 
1878, established the British Secular Union, 
of which the Marquis nf Queensberry, Pro. 
feasor Pasteur, and Ernest Renan are vice 
presidents. In politics he is a Liberal. When 

THE Catholics of Ceylon hav the genuin 
Ohristian spirit. Last Easter Sunday had 
been selected by the Buddhists of Colombo 
for a big procession, and permission .was 
granted by the police authorities. The report 
got abroad that they were about to parody the 
Ohristian religion by carrying along the street 
in front of the Catholic cathedral a cross with 
a monkey impaled upon it. This was more 
than sufficient to rouse the fury of the Cath
olic populace, and in a few moments alarm 
bells were rung, the Christians gathered by 
thousands, the Buddhists were dispersed, and 

THE people of New York are getting weary 
of the Sunday-morning rattle and clangor of 
church bells, and Mr. JacksonS. Schultz has 
appeared before the health board as spokes
man for the complainants. He will lay before 
the board affidavits and letters setting forth 
the injurious effects of the noise upon sick 
people. 

it was supposed that a Member of Parliament THE English Parliament was prorogued on 
from Hull would retire as representativ a few Saturday last. The quean's speech, so-called, 
years since, Watts was invited to stand as a was read as usual. The document closed 
candidate from that town. The member, how- with a remark to the effect that the writer 
ever, changed his mind and remained in Par- trusted the favor of providence might uni
liament. He has written a large number of formly guide the lords and gentlemen to pro
books. Last year he made a trip through this mote the object of her "constant solicitude" 
country and was warmly received everywhAre, -the welfare and happiness of her people. 
but could not fulfil all the engagements to The people of Ireland will regard this expres• 
lecture, hence his coming Tisit." , ~ion of sentiment as something like a joke. 
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!l[om1nnnicatioqs. 

Science, Knowledge, Reason, Again. 
I rise to explain. I hope not to be prolix, but Mr. 

Putnam falls into a few errors in his- last paper, in 
stating my views, which I think he himself will be 
glad to hav col'rected. He has, I think, made a very 
sincere effort to state the Universological position 
fairly and correctly, and for much that he has said I 
hav to thank him; but he has, very naturally, in
curred some misapprehensions. 

Our point of departure in this discussion was not 
the origin of knowledge, nor yet the fundamental relation 
of matter arid-m"ind. Those· subjects hav come in in
cidentally. The point was the true nature and difim'tion 
of science. We shall see presently· how important it 
is that we should " stick to the point" in this primi
tiv sense, as simply that will save us from supposing 
unnecessary difficulties in coming to a mutual under
standing. Mr. Putnam speaks of profound differ
ences of opinion between him and me. He is mis
taken. It is only with one part of Mr. Putnam, put 
for the whole, that there is any disagreement on my 
part. When the whole of Mr. Putnam is present he 
and I agree perfectly. In other words, he agrees 
with me when he agrees with himself; and it is his 
misfortune, and mine, when he fails to do that. 

All this supposed difference between us (on the 
points he is now arguing) comes from the single fact 
that he has two di1ferent definitions of science, and 
that he adheres to neither, but passes unconsciously 
from the one to the other. The first of these defini
tions, propounded by himself, was promptly agreed 
to by me, by Mr. Wakeman, and, curiously enough, 
by everybody else in the Colloquium, and by every
body in this discussion. That is the two simple 
words, Systematized Knowledge. But throughout this 
last article of his, Mr. Putnam has lapsed and fallen 
back upon an idea and an implied definition of science 
which I hav been fighting from the first, and which 
he logically abandoned when he propounded his 
new, simple, and wholly acceptable definition. Mr. 
Putnam now says: "The old transcendental position 
is this-that mind comes first, and makes matter. 
The scientific position is the exact opposit of this, 
namely, that matter is the original substance, and 
that mind is the result of certain conditions of this 
substance. There is no other conclusion to which 
science can come. Therefore science is driven to the 
conclusion that mind is not an entity." Having 
stated the Universological "betweenity," he adds, 
" But I still say that this is not the affirmation of 
science," etc. Again, "However, lYir. Andrews's 
'Supremacy' [of the Reason J is not quite so bad as 
this. He believes in conforming to the outward, to 
a certain extent, at least. Still, however, he is not a 
scientific rationalist. Science studies matter directly. 
It denies that mind is equally eternal with matter. 
It denies that mind is an entity," etc. 

Now in every one of these uses of the terms science 
and scientific, and in all the other and numerous uses 
of these words in Mr. Putnam's last a1ticle, he has 
gone completely away from the simple and satisfac
tory meaning and definition of Science agreed upon 
by us all, viz., Systematized Knou:ledge, and has used 
the word in another and very different sense, which is 
a simple begging of the question in re:>pect to all the issues 
in dzspute. 

By Science he now and here means Systematized
Knowledge-of-a-certain-sort, and got-at-in-a-certain
way, which he and those who happen to believe with 
him suppose, in this year of the world, to be the right 
sort and the xight way. If it has been discovered, or 
shall be discovered next year, that that sort of knowl
edge is only one .of several sorts, just as absolute, as 
knouledge, as itself, and that that way of getting at it 
is only one of several ways of getting at knowledge 
equaily good; and if the new sorts and ways should be 
ever so well systematized, they would be Systematized 
Knowledge, without still being Science-under this 
purely dogmatic conception and definition. Science, 
instead of Systematized Knowledge at large, a cdh
olic and magnificent conception, which includes 
knowledge of whatsoever sort, and got at in whatsoever 
way-provided simply that it be knowledge, and 
properly systematized-is here narrowed down to a 
mere sectarian, local, and temporary theory, the 
fashion of the hour, in a world full of changes, and 
in no respect more changeable than in this matter of 
philosophic theories. Suppose that a chemist six 
months hence should find that mind, instea<l of being 
a mere function, as supposed by this theory, is a sub
stance as real as oxygen; this fact, hardly more sur
prising if it were so, than the telephone, would be
come at once a portion of Systematized Knowledge, 
and so enter into and take its right place in the do
main of science, under l\Jr. Putnam's first definition; 
but b;y his second definition, as fixed by his state
ments, it could never, to the end of time, be science, 
because "Science " has decided that mind is a mere 
function. 

Now, if l\1r. Putnam will forever abandon andre
nounce his narrow sectarian and false definition, and 
cease to try to limit science to a particular class of 
facts, got at by a particular method, and adhere to 

his own just, beautiful, and every way admirable defi
nition-Systematized Knowledge-all those "pro
found differences of opinion" which he seems to see 
looming up between him and me will hav forever dis
appeared. 

It is a mistake, altogether, this attempt to put 
Science into antithesis with Transcendentalism, or 
into antithesis with- Metaphysics or Philosophy, or 
with any otbe1· thing, except with ignorance (ne
science), or with unsystematized knowledge. Who 
is wise enough to pretend to know and dictate what 
treasures of knowledge are yet to come out of Tran
scendentalism or Metaphysics, or any other field of 
thought occupying the human mind, even though 
they may hav _temporarily fallen into disrepute as not 
the best highway to be traveled? Agnostics are new 
tc their own Agnosticism, and hav hardly got the 
hang of that perpetual modesty which their name 
inculcates. A retrograde and dogmatic ban on any 
order of intellectual pursuits which commands the 
high intelligences of mankind, is hardly becoming in 
men who begin by confessing themselvs intellectual 
ignoramuses. Pray don't mistake me; it is not their 
confession of ignorance which I dissent from, but 
their subsequent assumptions of knowledge, where 
such assumptions are dangerous. I mean no dis
respect to Agnostics. I am an Agnostic myself, in 
many things; but I strive, then, to keep myself true 
to the character. 

" There is not the slightest evidence," says Mr. 
Putnam, " that mind has ever existed apart from 
matter." On the other hand, it is just as true: That 
there is not the slightest evidence that matter has 
ever existed apart from mind-except an infe:rence 
made by and through the mind itself. Now if the mind 
has happened to hav made a mistake on the subject, 
then we know that mind exists, and hav no knowl
edge whatever that matter exists. This is the posi
tion of the pure idealists (l\fr. John Fiske, I believe, 
included), who insist that just this mistake has been 
committed; and that while we hav evidence of the 
existence of mind, we hav none whatever (only a 
mistaken inference) of the existence of matter. Mr. 
Putnam begs the question and decides in favor of the 
Materialists, and goes farther, and ignores his own 
definition of science, and assumes a new and defectiv 
one, and pronounces aU that is held by one party to 
that metaphysical controversy to be science, and all 
that is held on the other side, or by anybody else, on 
any other side, he dogmatically decides to be not
science (ne-science, ignorance); i. e, " we and our 
side know it all and you are ignorant." Universol
ogy comes ill-, unfortunately, as the third party, and 
falls under the same ban, as pure ignorance, for no 
other reason than because it is not the same as Ma
terialism. Universology has in a great sense noth
ing whatever to trouble itself about in this contro
versy between Materialists and Mentalists; but 
would, if they would stop their metaphysical din and 
clatter long enough to attend to and understand it, 
explain them to each other, justify both in a measure, 
and settle their dispute. lYlr. Putnam says rightly it 
is a "betweenity;'' which it is, precisely as a judge 
on the bench is a betweenity as respects the clamor
ous lawyers and their clients on either side. 

" Giv certain conditions of ·matter and you hav 
mind;" so say Mr. Putnam and the Materialists. Giv 
certain conditions of mind and you hav matter; so 
say the idealists or mentalists. Mr. Putnam, having 
rightly said that whatsoever we really come to know 
on either side (or any side) is science, then turns 
round, and now says that only whatsoever we come 
to know on or in favor of one of the two sides is 
science; and that whatsoever we come to know on or 
in favor of the other side (or any third side) is igno
rance or ne-science (a reductio ad absurdum). Uni
versology holds the third or middle position, and 
despite the dogmatic a priori metaphysical dictum of 
our anti-metaphysical critic, we, as Universologists, 
shall continue to assert it not only as science but as the 
higher and governing science in the world. 

But let us understand what Universology really 
has to say of and what it really has to do with this 
controversy between Objectiv Materialists and Sub
jectiv Mentalists. Let us take our departure from 
l\1r. Putnam's next statement. " Matter, then, is 
eternal, and mind is but part of its changes," or mat
ter first and mind sequential; to which the idealist 
replies, Mind is eternal and matter is but a part of 
its changes; or mind first and matter secondary or 
sequential. Mr. Putnam adds: "Universology takes 
neither one nor the other of these radically opposit 
positions, but 'a betwixt and a between' position; 
that is, it affirms the equal eternity of mi1•.d and 
matter. Matter does not produce mind and mind 
does not produce matter. The li~e of each is in it
self, and tlley simply act together in time and space, 
commingling with an inscrutable and wondrous af
finity. Both are entities, original causes in the in
finit universe of life, and human consciousness is 
'the bright consummate flower' of their blending 
activity. I think Mr. Andrews will accept this as a 
fail" statement of the fundamental affirmation of 
U niversology concerning mind and matter. It is a 
beautiful doctrin, I admit; far better than the old 
transcendentalism,'' etc. 

I do admit the general and proximate coiTect
ness of this terse and lucid statement; and I am 
grateful for its candor and concessivness. But its 
correctness is still only proximate. It is at this point 
that I am sure that Mr. Putnam will be, in turn, 
grateful to me. for giving additional information on 
the subject. If drivon to the necessity of taking an 
affirmativ position in respect to the eternity of any 
thing, that which is thus summarized by Mr. Putnam 
would, it is true, be the position upon which the 
Universolagist would certainly fall back as alone 
tenable; and he often propounds it as his position, 
where the opportunity does not exist to explain 
farther. He assumes it because it seems that equally 
good reasons can be urged by Materialist and Men
talist, and that neither can prove his assertion on 
either side; and because the Universologist called 
on, on the spur of the occasion, prefers to cut the 
kno~ to attemp~ to untie it. But, given the oppor
tumty to explam, he would state himself thus: 

The important point, the core and center of Uni
versolo~ical inter.~~"'~_.' c_,?.,p.cerning mind and matter, is 
an entirely new~,,:wholly apart from the older 
controversy, and relates to the relation'! between the 
two in a wondrous net-work of pa1iiculars-just now 
for the first time discovered, and constituting the 
new and the higher science-and not at all invoiving 
the question of which is first, matter or mind; or 
whether one, either, or both of them is eternal or not 
eternal. We Univereologists say, "A curse on both 
your houses r' in such a controversy, and only want 
to be rid of it, in order to get to our work, and be 
permitted to show what we hav discovered and hav 
to teach. If left to our own courses, therefore, we 
should never raise one of those (objectionably meta
ph;ysical) questions. But, coming forward and try
ing to teach this net-work of related phenomena between 
the two spheres, we find, to our vexation and dismay, 
that the minds of the people, and especially of the 
thinkers, are all "chock-full" of ideas relating to 
these old and nearly senseless controversies, and that 
we can't open our mouths before they suppose that 
they know all about us; that they can "put " us in 
our place; and that the first thing to do, before they 
can go a single step with us in learning the new sci- , 
ence, is to fight out certain old battles which hav 
been waged for at least four t.housand years, and 
which it will take more than that time to settle. So 
terribly inveterate is this vicious habit of mind, that 
I find myself almost compelled to resort only to 
children ancl the common people, who never read 
philosophy nor know anything of science. Tliey 
don't begin by thinking that they know all about me. 
In a word, our ablest and best-informed men are the 
biggestjools that exist anywhere, in respect to a doc
trin really new and profound; and I almost never un
deiiake to communicate anything to them of these 
new discoveries but I retire from the effort with 
something too much bordering on disgust and con
tempt. About the best I hav met with, of this . sort, 
is Mr. Putnam, and you see for yourselvs how badly 
he behaves. I will say for him, however, that he is 
nearly the only one of the controversialists over Uni
versology who has ever shown the slightest desire to 
understand me or it and to restate its position with 
any fairness. Even he professes to know beforehand 
that it isn't science. Excuse this_ fling in the midst 
of a grave statement. 

To resume. While, as I hav said, if forced to do 
what we hav no desire to do-to decide, beforehand, 
the whole mind-and-matter question, as to origins, 
priority, etc., dogmatically or as a theory-we Uni
versologists should fall back upon nearly the state
ment made for us by Mr. Putnam, though state
ment is in no way essential to our general scientific 
purposes, we can just as well, and should by prefer
ence, for the nonce, assume the Agnostic position, 
and say that we neither know nor care which is first 
or last, what is eternal or what isn't, etc. It doesn't 
matter one fig, for our main purpose, whether it be 
assumed that matter is before mind or mind before 
matter, or whether one, or either, or both, is (or are) 
eternal or not; whether the one is the function of the 
other, or the other of the one; or whether each is in 
turn the function of the other. It is enough that 
they both exist, in some sense, and that we hav dis
covered a wondrous net-work of detailed relationship 
between them (the same which we find between all 
the departments of each). 

Universology has come to stay, and it can adapt 
itself equally well to any one of the older theories 
with regard to the ultimate constitution of the uni
verse- precisely because it is science, and science 
holds good, no matter what the general hypothesis 
may be in respect to the group of particulars which 
it classifies. We U niversologists are in the fix of the 
inventor of a new machine, who has tested its work 
and who is desirous of explaining and introducing it, 
but who is met at the threshold by an old dispute 
which has been occupying the world for ages as to 
whether a perpetual motion is possible, or as to 
whether water power or wind or animal muscle is the 
right power to run machines by, or as to whether a 
machine must stand on the solid earth, or whether it 
may float on a raft, or even exist aloft in a balloon; 
those whom he addresses insisting that one or all of 
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these preliminary questions must be settled by ab
stract argument before they will even look at the 
actual working of the new machine-which works, 
and will work, equally well whether a perpetual mo
tion is possible or not, whatever the power applied, 
and whether the platform of the machine be the land, 
the earth, or the air. It is especially provoking to 
be met and balked by these preliminary, speculativ, 
and metaphysical questions, objected and urged by a 
set of men calling themselvs "Positivists" and the 
scientists par excellence, and who refuse for a dozen 
or twenty years to even look at the new science, be
cause they know beforehand that it is all wrong, 
unless the preliminary questions hav all been argued 
out to the bitter end, and settled in favor of the side 
of each of them which these anti-metaphysical meta
physicians suppose at the present time to be the right 
one. In another decade they th9mselvs may be over 
on the other side. Meantime all that we want is to 
escape from the hulla-baloo, and be permitted to go 
on and demonstrate the latest and most important of 
all scientific discoveries. Still, we can't shake these 
bothering preliminary objectors off altogether, and 
hav to giv some time to the work of silencing their 
batteries, which in another sense is time utterly 
wasted. If they would simply consent to be sensible, 
we need hav no further discussion upon these imper
tinent if not absurd preliminaries; and they would 
spend their time, instead, in studying Universology, 
and criticising it, if they then could criticise it, from 
the inside vantage ground of knowledge, instead of 
standing outside and barking at it from the point of 
view of prior ignorance and prejudice. 

So, on this high ground of a priori assumption, Mr. 
Putnam decides ex cathedra-not modestly, as befits 
his present view of the subject, uninformed as he is, but 
dictatorially- that, 1 am "not a scientific rationalist." 
What does he mean? He means, if I understand 
him, first, that I hav no true comprehensioii of 
Science; in other words, am not a scientist at all, 
under his present narrowed and crampy meaning of 
science. This is, namely, Objectiv or Outer-world or 
Material Science, conducted by the Observational 
Method-which we will call, for short, Objectiv 
Science. What this must mean, therefore, is that I 
am not a competent judge of my own work, for want 
of being versed in the Objectiv or Ordinary Sciences; 
while it is assumed that my critics are competent in 
that particular way. Now these personal comparisons 
are not to my taste; but when one is forced to them, 
one must not shrink from them. My own conviction 
is, and I believe it the unanimous opinion of my 
pupils, that I am pre-eminently competent on pre
cisely the ground which Mr. Putnam and his school 
profess to occupy, and in a good degree do occupy; 
that I shall, for many years be my own . severest 
critic-from the objectiv field of Science; and that 
he and his could not be doing better for themselvs 
than by coming assiduously into my school to hav 
their education completed, on their own ground. It 
is the same mistake on his part that I hav previously 
pointed out, if he would only take heed; that of sup
posing that a person cannot be this or that, because 
he is something else; whereas, he may be this or 
that, and also something else. 

But to the advanced Universologist this whole as
sumption and objection is ridiculous and absurd. 
For him there is first andforemost (historically) Ob
jectiv Science, the whole of what Mr. Putnum now 
means by "Science," taken bodily. Secondly, there 
is Subjectiv (Mental, Ideological) Science, which these 
Scientosilists tell us must be ruled out of "Science;" 
then there is Interjectiv Science, the new special 
Universological contribution, which givs the hereto
fore unknown marvelous detailed net-work of minute 
relationship between the Subjectiv and the Objectiv 
(between mind and matter); and in fine the Conjec
tiv, or Universology itself, as embracing all these. Of 
course, therefore, it is simply impossible for anybody 
to be a Universologist, except in proportion as he is 
first and foremost a rational Scientist in precisely Mr. 
Putnam's present narrow use of the term-i. e., an 
Objectiv Scientist. But what is the use of my re
peating all this, what I hav said before and again? 
There would be no use, for those who do not wish to 
understand it-their minds being, it sometimes 
seems, fatally preoccupied; but some of the readers 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER will gain a new idea from "each 
new statement. The same answer holds good in 
respect to another half-concession and half-objec
tion, originating with Wakeman and copied by others. 
Oh, yes I it is said, Mr. Andrews is the great lan
guage man. He wields the English language like a 
great master, none, perhaps, his equal; ev<:ln his new 
language, Alwato, is probably all right, because we 
know that he is so competent in that sphere; but 
then in the Philosophy of Science, which is our 
domain, Mr. Andrews is always, and forever, and 
radically, wrong. What a pity he won't confine him
self to the language business I ·whereas, every ad
vanced Universologist knows that the language and 
the philosophy fit each other precisely as the hand 
and the glove fit; that they inevitably stand or fall 
together; and that it is impossible to hav the one 
wit.hout the other-~ So, within the ring, this objec
tion is the laug1~ stock of pupil and :professor, as 

I 

being_ an ope~ confession of ignorance, and as a cover the actual facts cf nature and life." True. "It 
standmg warnmg to· themselvs against criticising uses reason as the humble interpreter of the uni
what they know nothing about. verse." True. "Reason must always depend on 

I cannot consume your space by a full answer to fact; therefore how can it be supreme? It is the fact 
Mr. Putnam's later utterances on the SuprGmacy of that is supreme." Here I stop my admission, and 
thd Reason; but allow me a few words. What he rise again to explain. Of fact., of nature, of the uni
says of the incapacity of the human reason "to con- verse itself, we know absolutely nothing, except as 
struct the universe," or even to construe the uni- they are interpreted to us through our several facul
verse, if acting alone, or when too much withdrawn ties of investigation. These faculties are mainly, 1. 
~rom Observation of outer phenomena, is all true, and Observation by the Senses; 2. Reason, critically re
IS ver"f we_ll said. The fact that I am continuously investigating Observation. The mistake of Mr. Put
affirmmg IS that they are both indispensable. But that nam-a very natural one, but a mistake still-is in 
fact conceded, the question recurs, Which ranks the assuming that our Observation of Nature is Nature, 
other in any given scale of comparison? To which I which is not the case. It needs the joint action of 
rep!y t?at while, i~ the. scale of Nature's hierarchy, all (or both) our faculties to tell us what Nature is. 
Ob~ectiv ObservatiOn-the Fact-outranks the other, Observation givs us only a first crude report. Rea
or IS paramount, and so even from the point of view son says: "Your report can't be conect, because its 
of ~he ~ atural S_ciences; per contra that in the scale of details are contradictory. Go back and look again, 
Smence s own hi~rarchy-as counter-posited to mere and make another and more cautious report. Be
Nature, Refl.ectiv Reason-the idea-outranks its have yourself this time, and see that you make less 
?ther, and is paramount. Then as to the still remain- blunders." The obedient Observation goes back to 
mg question, Which of these two scales or hierarchies his work like a servant sent on an errand, or put to 
?utranks the other in the Universal Hierarchy? that his task by a master, and does his work over again 
IS a q:uestion for Universologists alone; and it is and reports and submits, and re-reports and re-sub
really JUSt as much a folly to broach or argue it with mits his work to his superior, until the superior or 
non-Universologists as it would be to broach and ar- supreme umpire in the whole process announces him
gue a chemical question with non-chemists. self satisfied. Then, and not till then, the servant is 

"However," adds :Mr. Putnam, Mr. Andrews's allowed to rest. This is the true scientific use and 
~' Suprema~y is not quite so bad as this. He b.elieves office of this reason, the reason being absolutely para
Ill conformmg to the outward, to a certain extent at mount, Suprerne over the other and assistant faculty 
least." Yes, he believes in conforming to the out- of the mind. "He sayeth to one, Go, aud he goeth, 
ward to the utmost extent-to the extent of a minute and to another, Come, and he cometh," and so is So
examination of all the details of the outer world or preme; not over "fact," but over Crude Observation, 
cosmos, to a degree never heretofore thought of, even and all mere Observation in the survey of facts, 
by Mr: Putnam, or those he calls "Scientists," or which is a very different matter. 
scientific rationalists - this being the fact which But now, it is true-and this again is what has de
makes Universologists and Alwatoists so superior to ceived Mr. Putnam-that Reason, as the monarch of 
them, upon their own ground. He believes-that is, the mind, has faults of its own, such as pertain to 
I believe, or rather know, still further-(and herein monarchy, with its natural self-sufficiency and arro
is the core of the Universological discovery), that in gance, and that it is apt to get impatient of the slow
this most minute, as well as in the broadest, con- going and short-coming service of Observation, and 
formity to, and prior acquaintance with, outer phe- to cast itself loose from its necessary supportby ob
nomena (in order to conform), we are at the same servation, and set up a supposed authority indepen
time conforming to the inward law of reason (in the dent of such service; to strike out, in a word, "on its 
same minute and the same general way)-by virtue own hook," without waiting for the indispensable re
of a newly perceived, subtle, and all-permeating anal- ports of the senses. It is then that the reason un
ogy, which unites them. This is what we want to dertakes to make the world after its own pattern, 
get the opportunity to show, and can never get it, without correction from observation; and to this 
because our critics, who should be our pupils, are in usurpation of the reason Mr. Putnam is right to ob
part full of preliminary questions which must be dis- ject with all his argument and eloquence. But he 
cussed, and in part know all about it beforehand. confounds the usurpation with the normal nmction 

"The method of Universology," says 1\'Ir. Putnam, of the Reason; which normal function is one, still, of 
is this: to get at the 'infinit reason,' and through supremacy, within the proper domain of science, over 
that to the material universe." This is true only in crude Observation and the action of the senses. 
half-part (or third), and shows only a partial com pre- Quite rightly, therefore, Mr. Putnam sa;ys: "The man 
hension of the method of the new Scientific Organon of science most deeply recognizes this relation of hu
by the critic. The Universological method is equally, man reason to what is," or rather, in this case, to what 
or just as much, the reverse of this, to get at the rna- seems, to sense and observation, to be. "He does not 
terial universe by the closest observation, and through reason out what he thinks ought to be; he observes 
that to the ("infinit") reason. It is the duplex meth- and studies and reflects" (that is, uses his reason) 
od which is the distinctiv feature of Universology; "on nature" (or rather on his first crude impression 
and the turning from the one to the other for tests of nature) itself, and however disagreeable the con
and confirmations comes under our formula of TER- elusion he accepts it (by and through his reason). 
MINAL CoNVERSION INTO OrrosrTs and makes the method " Man's reason," he adds, "is the loyal servant of 
really triplex. By reversing the poles in every case, nature [but not of our first crude conception of na
we do for every problem in science precisely what ture, here put carel~ssl_y for nature]; and only by the 
the boy does when he "proves'' his sum in arith- most absolute submiSSIOn to nature [not to our first 
metic. unreasoned view of nature J can reason achieve any 

True, that as all the facts of the one world are the triumph whatsoever; and to do this it must advance 
analogs in detail of all the facts of the other world, from fact to fact [from one sense-report o~ fact ~o 
the human mind might, if it had infinit competency, another], and it cannot transcend the facts given to It 
get at all the details of each world by studying those in experience;" but it can and does constantly tra~
of the other world; and this (or one-half of -this) is scend our first crude impressions of the facts; and It 
what Mr. Putnam supposes we claim to be able to is this which makes it the higher experience, and givs 
do. But we claim no such thing. We know and it its Supremacy. The "~act," I repeat, must not _be 
proclaim just the opposit. We know the weaknesses confounded with the testimony of the senses; whiCh 
and limitations of the human mind as well as we is that which, only as corrected by the reason, will 
know its godlike capacities. And because of those yield us the fact. The Univers~ must ~ot be taken 
limitations it is indispensable to work our double- to be what the senses represent It as bemg-; but that 
acting mental machinery both ways. Mr. Putnam representation as revised and pronounced upon by 
will, I think, understand this statement, and correct this reason; which is thus the judge in the last re
his first crude impression of the matter. sort, and so para~ou~t and supreme--:-among ~he 

Mr. Putnam repeats and harps on the phrase" in- processes of mvestigatwn, the field of sme.llce, whiCh 
finit reason," and quotes it as if from me. I hav, to is the matter in contention. . . 
the best of my recollection and belief, used no such In a transcendent and ulterwr meamng of the 
phrase. Does Mr. Putnam use that phrase, doubt- terms, I hav, then, no difficulty in adruitt.ing that 
less unconsciously, to foist on me a theological impu- Fact, Nature, Universe, are paramount over Rea~on 
tation, and so to invoke the odium theologicum? I alone-because we then mean Fact, etc., as embracmg 
hav not said a word of, nor implied any, infinit rea- both Observation and _Reason-and it is the~ merely 
son outside of "man himself," except as we find that saying that the whole IS greater than any of Its parts. 
same reason crystallized, as it were, in the outer cos- There is still another sense in which my critics are 
mos. As a something which then permeates the two, right in asserting t~e supremacy of o?servation and 
making them like two halves of a mountain reft the senses; a~d this may seem t? giv t?em much 
asunder by a convulsion, each giving a complete im- comfort; but If they will also admit IDJ: view (as af
press of the other he may if he chooses call it "in- firmed on this occasion, for I affirm then·s also), and 
finit" reason, but I hav e~pressly avoided the lug- reconcile the two, they may make the most _of it. 
ging in of this idea of infinity; and he, not I, must It is true, then, that even among the m~ans of mves
take the responsibility of it. Of course it was a mere tigation, Observation (with t~e Senses) IS paramou~t 
mistake quoting it from me. It rested so in his over the reason, in the same mverse s_ense as t~at m 
memory. I do not for a moment suppose that Mr. which in republican countries (Amenca p~cuharly) 
Putnam would unfairly and purposely attribute to the people are said to be sovereign, as agamst mon
me what I had not said. archy or their own elected rulers. AU that I mean 

One further notice of Mr. Putnam on the special to affirm, then, is that the Reason _is paran;wunt. or 
subject of his last paper-The Supremacy of Reason. suprEme in the sense analogous :VIth that m whiCh 

"How," he says," does Science use reason? Not the monarch or the elected ruler IS param~un~, sov
to bolster up any preconceived notions, but to dis- ereign, or supreme over the people. This lS the 
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more cosmopolitan sense in which the term Supreme 
is used. Perhaps my readers and critics will begin 
to perceive that the question of The Supremacy of 
Reason is a more complex question than at first blush 
it seems to be, and that it needs the guidance of a 
higher and the supreme science to enable us to 
thread all its intricacies. 

I am under great obligations, sincerely so, to Mr. 
Burlingame, Mr. Craig, Mrs. Macdonald, and perhaps 
some others, who hav taken the trouble to defend my 
"intelligibility." Mr. Craig has, it seems to me, hit 
upon the precise core of the whole difficulty. Peo
ple at large are intellectually lazy. They do not 
want to be troubled by anything which will cost 
them any effort. Hence they call for easy lessons. I 
am, I believe, never accused of being unintelligible 
when I am discussing subjects with which other peo
ple are familiar. When engaged in expounding new 
and difficult subjects I do not expect to be under
stood by those who do not care to know, or who, car
ing somewhat, are still of that pulpy intellectual con
sistency themselvs, that they must hav their intel
lectual food "mummed " for them, i. e., chewed by 
some toothless old grandmother, who will benevo
lently fit it in her mouth to be put in theirs. 

STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS. 

Proposed .Amendments to the League Constitu
tion, 

From Man. 

There is a call from all sides to make the National 
Liberal League more social, more mutually helpful, 
and more educativ than it now is. It is claimed that 
Liberals should stand by one another in times of 
sickness, trial, and lack of employment, and that the 
local Auxiliaries might be the natural and appropriate 
agency to secure this result. Christians employ 
Christians. They patronize their own church breth
ren; and, as far as they can, boycott all who -are not 
of their faith and order. This is why so many Lib
erals are silent about Liberalism or openly noisy on 
the other side, and support churches in whose doc
trins they don't believe one word. Now, one remedy 
for this is to organize the Liberals so thoroughly, so 
numerously, and so cordially that they will entirely 
neutralize these church cliques and clans, and take 
care of each other efficiently and comfortably. We 
hav published articles in Man, and the general Lib
eral papers hav published many others, which point 
out this necessity. Indeed, it has been a complaint 
against the National Liberal League that it doesn't 
do just these things-that it comes short in just these 
important respects. 

The managers of the League are perfectly willing 
to make trial of any plans that are feasible to import 
more humanity into the League, more providential 
foresight, more care for its members. To that end 
they hav framed and codified, out of all the sugges
tions that hav been made to them, all the articles they 
hav seen published, and all the demands of social, 
educativ, and co-operativ Liberalism, a series of pro
posed amendments to the constitution of the National 
Liberal League, which will be submitted to the com
ing congress at Milwaukee. In their rough shape, 
subject to amendment, tbey are as follows: 

·First, Social.-Every Auxiliary League is recommended to 
hold picnics, excursions, parties, dances, fairs_. bazars, so
ciables, etc., as often as they can make them pleasant and 
profitable. These social gatherings should be held on f:iunday 
whenever practicable. 

Second, Educativ.-1. Every auxiliary shall commence the 
formation of a library and reading-room, either at its organi
zation or as soon after as it can command the means to secure 
a few books, tracts, pamphlets, and copies of the Liberal 
journals. 

2. Every auxiliary shall hold a few stated League meetings 
on Sunday during the year-not necessarily every Sunday, 
but as often as speakers can be procured, or interest in the 
attendance kept up. 

3. Every auxiliary, where ten or more children can be got 
• together, should establish a. Liberal Sunday-school, and take 

every means to instruct, amuse, and interest the children. 
4. Every auxiliary shall develop, instruct, and utilize what

ever musical talent may be found in its members, and avail 
themselvs of music as far as possible, to make their meetings 
interesting and their Sunday-schools attractiv. 

Third, Provident.-1. Every auxiliary shall make every 
effort, by standing committees or otherwise, to keep all its 
members employed-see to it that every member bas work 
and pay enough for it to giv him a comfortable support. To 
this end, those out of employment should giv notice to the 
officers of his auxiliary and hav his wants stated at its meet
ings and posted on bulletins in its halls. If these are not 
effectiv, then to advertise them in the League organs, and 
Liberal papers. On the other hand, those wishing to employ 
labor should first giv notice in the same way at the local 
League meetings or in the papers, before employing else
where. And generally Leaguers should see to it and take 
special pains to keep League men and women employed, par
ticularly those who hav been discharged for their Liberal sen
timents. 

2. Every auxiliary, when the number of members is suffi
cient, shall require payment of each member on joining, and 
periodically afterward, enough to make a benefit fund in 
which each member shall share by weekly appropriations 
whenever he or she is sick, out of employment or otherwise 
disabled from work. 

Fourth, Co-operativ.-Every auxiliary is recommended to take 
subscriptions from its members to form a co·operativ fund 
with which to buy clothing, provisions, tools, and general 
merchandise at wholesale on the lowest terms; and then at 
its stated meetings, or oftener at special meetings, divide or 
dispose of its goods so purchased to its members at cost, or 
at the least advance per cent, beyond cost that will cover loss 
or incidental expenses in addition to the original cost of pur-
c"Aase, · 

Fifth, Support of the National League.-In order to provide an 
adequate revenue to the treasury of the National League, to 
enable it to carry out the requirements of sections 4, 5 and 6 
of Article III. of this constitution, and to do other legitimate 
work of the League, every auxiliary is requested to contribute 
a certain sum monthly, not less than five cents per month 
from each one of its members, for the use of the National 
League. The amount thus collected shall be remitted quar
terly on the 1st day of January, April, July, and October, by 
the secretary of the auxiliary to the secretary of the National 
League. 

More Like the Truth. 
From the New York Ne:ws. 

The Pittsburgh Daily Post, the New Orleans Times
De:mocrat, and several other Western and Southern 
journals, recently published what purported to be a 
letter fmm New York, in which it was said that the 
widow of D. M. Bennett, founder of the Freethink
ers' organ, THE TRUTH SEEKER, intended to erect a 
monument to her husband's memory in Greenwood 
Cemetery, on which were to be inscribed quotations 
n·om Mr. Bennett's writings, "violently denunciatory 
of Christianity." 

A News reporter to-day intended to interview Mrs. 
Bennett upon the subject, but she is out of town_ 
Mr. E. M. Macdonald, who is the present editor of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, said to the reporter that he had 
seen the letter in question in several newspapers, and 
that as to the extent it purported to describe Mrs. 
Bennett's intentions as to the inscriptions to be 
placed a:n her husband's monument, it was a gross 
exaggeration. 

Mr. Macdonald said that Mrs. Bennett had not yet 
selected the inscriptions to be placed on the monu
ment over her husband's grave. A number of ex
tracts had been collected from Mr. Bennett's writ
ings, and the best of them would be inscribed on the 
monument. Mr. Macdomi.ld said that in collecting 
extracts from Mr. Bennett's writings, Christian senti
ment was not at all considered, as the principal aim 
was to select utterances of Mr. Bennett that would 
perpetuate his memory. Notwithstanding the fact 
that Christian sentiment in the matter was not 
thought of, the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER reasserted 
that he felt confident the cemetery authorities would 
offer no objection to the erection of the monument. 

One of the officials of Greenwood Cemetery said 
to the News reporter that he had heard nothing about 
the proposed monument before, but that he would 
investigate the matter and see that there was no in
fraction· of the· rules governing the cemetery. The 
trustees hav the priviledge of forbidding the erection 
of any monument in the cemetery that they might 
consider in any way improper. 

Mr. Holyoake Defends Himself. 
From the Boston Investigator. 

To THE EDITOR OF THE INVESTIGATOR, Sir: In early 
days, when I was first a student of social life, the 
name that attracted my attention most in the New 
Moral World was that of Lewis Masquerier. Little 
did I think that I should ever come to know the in
teresting American writer. When in later years he 
dedicated to me and my friend Dr. Hollick his re
markable volume on Homestead Reforms, it gave me 
great satisfaction, and when I came to America, I 
made a special visit to Brooklyn to see him; and 
afterward we went to Chautauqua Lake Convention 
together. I valued his friendship much. His courage, 
his zeal, and wondrous enthusiasm at his age, al
though he had suffered from blindness, filled me with 
respect and admiration of him. 

When I wrote of American things and persons in 
the nineteenth century, I omitted some of which I 
ought to hav 'taken notice in order to mention his 
book on Homesteads. It would be well for the world 
if his Homestead plan was better acted upon. My 
friend, I was told, was not pleased with what I said. 
I was sorry for that, for I should hav been very glad 
had any writer in America, in a review of equally high 
standing among you, mentioned any book of mine, 
and caused the attention to be given to it that I caused 
to be given to Mr. Masquerier's book. 

I see since that he has made strange charges 
against me, and that my valued, life-long friend, Dr. 
Frederic Hollick, has, with his usual, generous 
promptitude, written to you in my vindication. No 
human being who knows me will believe what Mr. 
JYiasquerier says of me. He is quite mistaken in what 
he says. He must hav been misinformed. He is too 
generous to invent things which are not true. I 
never received a pension from the government. My 
views-concerning which I do not keep silence-hav 
always made that impossible. The annuity given to 
me when I was ill, and, like Mr. Masquerier, was 
some time ago blind, was subscribed by the most ad
vanced thinkers in England. Prof. Tyndall, Prof. 
Huxley, George Eliot, Mr. Jacob Bright, Mr. Darwin 
and two of his sons, Sir Charles Dilke, the Rt. Ron. 
Joseph Chamberlain, Harriet Martineau, Lord Am· 
berley, the Rev. J. R. Green, the historian, were 
among them. Mr. Charles Bracllaugh, M. P., also 
rendered generous aid. 

Are these the persons to giv tribute and honor and 
se:r;vi~e to on~ w~10 was capable of abandoning- the 
pnnmples of his hfe? As I had been to America once, 
and engaged to visit it again, in the interest alone of 

working-class emigrants, at my own expense, Mr. 
Gladstone directed that a portion of my expenses the 
second time be paid from the Public Service F:und; 
nnd Mrs. Elizabeth Thompson, of New York, aided 
me as generously. Had Iselfish objects-had I been 
the servant of any company, the agent of any capital
ists-would the eminent persons I hav named hav 
done this? Altogether I never received half the ex
penses I incurred. 

As to Mr. Foote and others imprisoned, I never 
refused to sign a petition on their behalf. What I 
did was to refuse to insult them by signing a petition 
for "mercy"-but I offered at the same time to sign 
any other. When I was imprisoned, I never asked 
for "mercy," nor suffered any one to ask it for me. I 
remained in prison five weeks longer tban my sen
tence, rather than take an oath on behalf of my own 
recognizances. I belong to no apostate or coward 
school of Freethinkers. I gave advice to Mr. Foote's 
friends, which would hav procured his liberation be
fore this, had it been acted upon. I alone hav stood 
up for his honor and his freedom. All I hav further 
to say is, that I respect Mr. Masquerier for the cou;rage 
and Liberalism of his long life, and regret that he 
should think me capable of what he has imputed to 
me. GEo. JACOB HoLYOAKE. 

.A Christian Humbug. 
Of the recent reported finding of ancient biblical 

manuscripts by a converted Jew named Shapira, the 
Independent sarcastically says: 

Not all converted Jews carry a character above 
contumely. Ben Wade once described Judah P. 
:Benjamin as a Jew with Egyptian principles. It has 
been asserted that Benjamin Disraeli was descended 
from the impenitent thief. There is strong pre
sumptiv evidence that Shapira· is a lineal descendant 
of Sapphira, and that he has retained her name. His 
first name we do not know. Probably it is Ananias. 
Like his ancestors he is a converted Jew. He resides 
in Jerusalem, the ancestral home of the family, whose 
reputation he maintains with singular conscientious
ness. 

Mr. Shapira has a shop in Jerusalem much fre
quented by travelers, to whom he sells " antiques." 
Some of them are probably genuin. Others are man
ufactured for him by a Jewish rascal named Selim, 
and we do not know how many other of his confed
erates. But this Shapira differs from other dealers 
in forged antiquities by his enterprise and ambition. 
He has had one great success, which makes the Ber
lin Museum the laughing stock of Europe. He sold 
to it, for a very handsome sum, on the recommenda
tion of a thick-witted committee of Orientalists, a 
collection of forged "Moabite" antiquities, inscrip
tions, jars, images, and obscenities, which had been 
rejected as palpable frauds, even here in poor, igno
rant America. Since then he has been casting about 
from some greater catch; and now he presents his 
eighth century B.C. Moabite Deuteronomy (!), and 
asks the British Museum to giv him a million for it. 

We hav no patience to read or print the account of 
his "great discovery." It is as bad as "vVilford 
Hall," and as preposterous. That Dr. Ginsburg has 
the least bit of faith in the genuinness of the parch
ment leaves we do not for a moment believe. It 
would be dignifying a contemptible fraud too much 
to publish the specimens which hav been given to 
the press. 

Let a few things be noticed. It was easy to recog
nize the other "Moabite" forgeries, because the in
scriptions lacked congruity. The letters were good 
Phenician, but they belonged to the styles of differ
ent centuries. The forger had the alphabets, but he 
had them mixed. Now Mr. Shapira has learned bet
ter, and his manuscript agrees by the happy accident 
of its being of just the date of the Moabite stone, 
which is the only specimen of old Moabite extant. 
Happening to be of just that one date of all dates, it 
escapes detection by this pal::eographic test. But it 
is on parchment, and was found in the possession of 
the Arabs of the Moab region. Why did thoE:e wild, 
wandering Arabs keep it? They knew nothing 
about what it was. They could not read a word of 
the writing concealed even from scholars' eyes under 
black dirt. Where hav they kept it all these centu
ries? They hav no boxes to keep such a treasure in. 
Those Arabs are perfectly well known, and their 
habits. Such a useless bundle they would hav burnt 
with their camel chips for fuel. Then what an ab
surd text is this travesty on the Commandments? It 
is only the production of some rascal of a young 
German university scholar, Christian or Jew, who 
has abused Geiger or W ellhausen, and put into He
brew, for the joke of it, an imaginary text. Then 
Mr. Shapira has hired some impecunious Jew to write 
it all off in the Mesha Moabite text on parchment; 
and then he has rubbed it, and scrubbed it, and torn 
it, and worn it, and dried it, and fried it, and soaked 
it, and smoked it, until it looks older and blacker 
than the clouted shoes of the Gibeonites. Those 
clouted shoes took in Joshua; but we do not believe 
that the British Museum will be deceived easily into 
believing that a dozen pages of parchment could hav 
?een carried around ~afely for ~wen~::~W--five ce~_tu;'i~s ' 
m the tents of wandermg Bedoumsf · -
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If we could hav the ear of Mr. Shapira for a mo
ment we would not crop it, as it was an earlier cus
tom to treat those of his avocation-for he is an 
amusing fellow-but we would suggest to him that 
he has made an error of judgment this time. No
body wants his Moabite commandments. They are 
not marketable. But there are some very desirable 
things just in his line which nobody could find so 
well as he. We don't refer to the lost books of Livy, 
for they are Latin, and he is not-much on Latin; nor 
would we hav him seek the Greek desiderata, for 
Simonides has anticipated him there. But there is a 
fine field for him in Hebrew relics if he would only 
put his mind to it wisely. Why will he not seek and 
find---:no one else could find it so easily-the Hebrew 
original of Matthew ? It would be worth a million 
pounds to giv us the Ebionite gospel. Or what a dis
covery it would be to find for us in the bottom of 
Jacob's Well a parchment copy of the book ofJashar. 
We would go wild over it. Or, best of all, he might 
set his Bedouin to work about the talus of Mount 
Sinai and get the fragments of the tables of the law 
which Moses broke; or find somewhere about Jeru
salem those duplicate tables that were lost in the 
ruins when ark and temple were overthrown. Really 
the field is large, and, what is more to the point, may 
be profitable. We hav no question that Mr. Sap
phira would find ways to make these discoveries if 
he should set out. 

The Greatest of :Modern Discoveries. 
When Tischendorf got hold of the manuscript of 

his version of the New Testament, he thought he had 
made a find that would not soon be equaled. The 
following facts show how easy it was for him to be 
mistaken. We take the account from the New York 
World, which is ahead of the rest of the papers in 
getting the facts in the case before the public : . 

Considerable competition has recently "been shown 
by the discoverers of ancient manuscripts and the 
finders of ancient relics. The latter hav suddenly 
come to the front by the discovery of Noah's Ark 
in that part of the Armenian plateau still known as 
Mount Ararat. 

The find was made by a party of Russian engineers 
who were surveying a glacier. An extraordinary 
spell of hot weather had melted away a great portion 
of the Araxes glacier, and they were surprised to see 
sticking out of the ice what at first appeared to be 
the rude facade of an ancient dwelling. On closer 
examination it was found to be composed of longi
tudinal layers of gopher wood, supported by im
mense frames, still in a remarkable state of preser
vation. 

Assistance having been summoned from Nakh
chewan, the work of uncovering the find was com
menced under the most extraordinary difficulties, 
and in a week's time the indefatigable explorers had 
uncovered a section of what they claimed to be 
Noah's Ark, as it bore indisputable evidence of hav
ing been used as a boat. 

At this point archreology could afford to l'est at 
any ordinary period of the world and we should ex
pect the luckiest finders to form a syndicate and 
open a bazar for the sale of relics. 

But in our day antiquarian industry takes another 
turn. It isn't looking for merchandise so much as 
for testimony. We must not forget that the plant
ing of the Cardiff Giant was not so much to make 
money as to establish the missing link. 

The Noah's Ark Syndicate are only following the 
tactics of t.he antiquary who recently offered to sell 
an original manuscript of the Mosaic law signed by 
Moses to the British Museum. 

They are trying to correct the record with facts. 
With these principles in view, the I'eader must not 

be surprised to leal'n by the latest dispatches from 
our representativ, Mr. Benjamin, who is not going 
to Persia for nothing, that the engineers hav broken 
through the third compartment of the ark, and in the 
true spirit of the age hav discovered the original log 
kept by Noah and his sons. 

Startling as this announcement is, it is backed up 
by the documents, which must stand for what they 
are worth without any comment of ours. Philology, 
ethnology, and archreology must fight it out for them
selva. A newspaper can only narrate the occurrence. 

This document, which is written on the hide of 
what appeal'S to hav been an ichthyosaurus, is in 
characters that make the cuneiform inscriptions look 
sick. The translations are hastily done, and, as we 
might expect, betray the Chaldean origin of tlle 
whole thing. 

EXTRACT FROM THE LOG. 

"November 11, 837 B.c.-All got in to-day. No signs of a 
shower. If it don't rain to-morrow I might as well giv up 
business. The women hav had a fight over their staterooms, 
as I expected. Mrs. Shem is in the bow. She couldn't stand 
the smell of the mastodons. What airs! 

"November 17th.-Clouding up. The aquarium tanks in the 
steerage httv caused me more trouble than ttnything else. 
Yesterday a unicorn busted two of them with his horns. I 
suspect I've lost six or eight species of lizards, and posterity 
will never forgiv me. . 

"The crowd continues to groan at us all day, and want to 
know where the water is coming from to float this boat. 
That's a conundrum, It is not pleasant to be called an old 

crank by the population. Ham has been sampling my wines. 
He thinks I don't know it. 

"November 18th.-Raining like [untranscribable]. The 
crowds are not so perfectly dead certain about the water. 
Six spotted megatherium stampeded to-day, and got over
board. 

"November 19th.-Got off to-day. Took in gang-planks at 
6:30. Rain coming down lively. Old boat goes round like a 
tub. Crowd very riotous on shore. Contractors wanted theil· 
pay. Gave 'em all forty-day paper. Some of 'em stoned us 
as we were shoving off. Herders who had driven in the ele
phant and rhinoceri were very abusiv. Ham foolishly struck 
one of them with his umbrella. Coming down lively now. 
Looks as if it would be considerable of a shower after all." 

[Here a hiatus occurs, and it is the opinion of the translator 
that, when he got out of sight of land; Noah, who was a 
heavy drinker, went below and stayed there, leaving the log 
to Shem.] 

SHEM TAKES COMMAND. 
"November 20th.-Wet weather. Old man cranky as a 

[untranscribable-supposed to mean bedbug]. Drinks too 
much for a navigator. Keeps his best liquo1· in the snake 
department. 

"Had a fight in the Ornithological Bureau to-day. Shem 
and Japhet struck; swore they wouldn't shovel guano any 
longer, rain or ·no rain. Boat leaks like a sieve. Had to 
plug it with Spitz dogs. Think the gnawers are all working 
through. 

"November 25th.-All hands on sick list. Stock of liquors 
running low. Fine view from the cabin window. Collided 
with a megatherium at 4. Stove in the port bow. According 
to the weather-guage three feet of water fell yesterday. In 
the matter of fluids the water is altogether disproportionate. 
Old man is arranging the dove trick with an educated pigeon. 
It keeps him quiet." 

Here the translation breaks off. Further pages 
will be given to the public as the Royal Persian Col
lege of Philology make them out. 

Mr. Benjamin has been made Master of Arts and 
member of the Royal Academy by his highness, the 
shah. 

Calvin and Ingersoll. 
Frcnn the Independent Pulpit. 

The clergy hav been seeking to weaken the force 
of our labors by calling us an Ingersollite. Some 
who do this call themselvs Calvinists. 

The fame of John Calvin is due to the murder of 
Servetus, for his religious opinions, and the promul
gation of that ~·dark and dismal" creed, called Gal
vanism. 

The fame of Robt. G. Ingersoll is due to his su
perior genius and ability as an orator, and his fear
less opposition to all forms of mental slavery and 
superstition. 

We put in contrast the creeds of those two men, 
and leave the reader to decide which one of them is 
most rational in its construction, and which is least 
repugnant to reason, common sense, morality and re
ligion. Calvin's creed consists of the following 
points: 

1. "Predestinmion," which is, that God has chosen 
a certain number of the fallen race of Adam in Christ, 
before the foundation of the world, unto eternal 
glory, according to his immutable purpose, and of his 
free grace and love, without the foresight of faith, 
good wm·ks, or any conditions performed by the 
creature, as the cause of his election; and that the 
rest of mankiiid he was pleased to pass by, and or
dain them to hishonor and wrath for their sins, to the 
praise of his glorious justice. 

2. "Particular Redemption," which is, that Jesus 
Christ, by his death and sufferings, made an atone
ment for the sins of the elect only. 

3. "Total Depravity," which is, that mankind are 
totally depraved, in consequence of the fall of the 
first man, who, being their public head, his sin in
volved the corruption of all his posterity; and this 
corruption extends over the whole soul, and renders 
it unable of itself to turn to God, or to do anything 
truly good; and exposes it to his just displeasure, 
both in this world and that which is to come. 

4. "Effectual Calling," which is, that all whom God 
hath predestinated unto life, he is pleased in his ap
pointed time effectually to call by his word and spirit, 
out of that state of sin and death in which they are 
by nature, to grace and salvation by Jesus Christ. 

5. "The Certain Perseverance o/ the Saints," which 
is, that those whom God has effectually called and 
sanctified by his spirit shall never finally fall from a 
state of grace. 

The following is Ingersoll's creed: 
1. Happiness is the only good. 
2. The way to be happy is to make others happy. 

Other things being equal, that man is happiest who 
is nearest just-who is truthful, merciful, and intelli
gent-in other words, the one who livs in accordance 
with the conditions of life. 

3. The time to be happy is now, and the place to 
be happy is here. 

We had rather be called an Ingersollite than a Cal
vinist, though we hav made no formal avowal of any 
creed whatever, feeling it to be our duty to accept 
the good in all of them, and to reject the evil. 

Lectures and :Meetings. 
THE first fall meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club will 

be held F1·iday evening, Sept. 7th, at the German Masonic 
Temple, 220 East Fifteenth street. Col. Andrew H. H. Daw
son, of Kentucky, will be the speaker of the evening. He 
will talk about the Liberal Club itself. 

THE lecture tour of Messrs. Wakeman, Palmer, and Le
land is changed somewhat from the announcement last week. 
After Rochester they will be at Buffalo Sept. 3d and 4th; Dun
kirk, 6th; Erie, 7th; Pittsburgh, 8th and 9th; Salem, 0., 11th; 
Cleveland, 12th; Toledo, 13th; Adrian, Mich., 14th; Jackson, 
Mich., 15th. We hear from Jackson that the Liberals there 
will continue the meeting the next day, Sunday, and one or 
more of the Wakeman party may remain ove1·; but the others 
will go on, Saturday night, to attend the Illinois State Con~ 
vention at Chicago on Sunday. From there the whole party 
may go on, on Monday, to attend the Iowa State Convention 
at Tama, for two days, Sept. 17th and 18th. Then to the 
:League Congress, on the 21st, 22d, and 23d. 

A PHILADELPHIA correspondent ·writes of the opening of the 
League in that town: "The 25th of August our League 
opened the season of lectures, readings, and musicales by se
eming the services of Miss El De Louie, lecturer and elocu
tionist, and J. E. Remsburg, whose subj~ct, "Liberty's Apos
tle, Thomas Paine," was one of the grandest we ever listened 
to. His summing up, pro and con, and logical force, could 
not fail in convincing the most skeptical who listened of its 
truth and consistency. Mr. Remsburg's manner is particu
larly pleasing-quiet, earnest, intense, and fluent in speech. 
Miss Louie's poem was delivered with eloquence and feeling, 
and great richness of voice. The audito1·s were more than 
pleased, and anticipate a settson of enjoyable reunions. 

THE Newark Liberal League opened its meetings on Sun
day, August 26th, with a lecture by John E. Remsburg, of 
Kansas. There was a-full house. The audience keenly ap
preciated the telling points of the speaker, as he showed the 
futility of the claims of the church. He demonstrated that 
in every respect the chmch was a bar to human prog1·ess. Its 
terrible creed is based upon the most immoral conceptione. 
It is the foe of knowledge, for only by ignorance can its dog
mas be believed. It is the foe of liberty, because only by 
limitations of the mind of man can its authOl'ity be main
tained. All the great and magnificent achievements of hu
manity hav been done outside the pale of the church. The 
vast majority of criminals come fl'Om the bosom of the church, 
and only by the 1·emoval of this institution based upon im
morality and superstition can the greatest perfection be ac
complished. Mr. Remsburg's address was a logical and 
masterly effort. It was well delivered, and held the closest 
attention of his hearers. It was packed with good sense, and 
should be given before every Liberal League and society in 
the country. Mr. Remsburg is doing a noble and needed 
work by his faithful and eloquent services upon the platform, 
and he should be sustained and kept in the field by all those 
interested 'n our cause. Prof. Alexander Wilder was pres
ent at the lecture. He will speak for the Newark League 
next Sunday. Mr. Henry Hill, also present, is expected to 
lecture a week or two later. 

GEORGE CRAINEY lectured before the New York Liberal 
Club on Sunday evening, August 26th. Though early in the 
season, the hall was well filled, and the repeated applause of 
the audience testified their enthusiastic indorsement of 
everything that the speaker said. His theme was, "Chris
tianity vs. Humanity." He arraigned the former at the bar 
of human reason and hllpe, and showed that in its essential 
qualities of dogma and impulse it is a tremendous failure. 
It does not meet the manifold wanta of humanity; it does not 
make us better or more joyful; its doctrins are harsh and 
cruel. It obliterates the glory of the present, and in the 
hereafter points only to a small body of the saved amid mill
ions who are suffering the tortures of hell. Only in human
ity do we find the providence that will save. Only when we 
quit God do we come to our real manhood. In that alone 
can we trust. Through that the future of the race will be 
made glorious. All that is best and noblest in men and 
women will assuredly tliumph. The storm and clouds of 
superstition are passing, and the clear light of the coming 
day is seen, and the light that is now upon the mountain tops 
will penetrate and m11ke fruitful the lowliest valleys of the 
world. Chainey's address was a brilliant and powerful ef
fort, rich with poetry, and full of the most advanced thought. 
It was delivered in a most impressiv and eloquent manner. 
His oratory is ~ull of dramatic force, and he is one of the 
ablest exponents of our cause. He now purposes to devote 
himself entirely to the Liberal pl11.tform, and we hope that 
his ringing words will be heard in every community. He 
presents the noblest phases of our movement, and kindles 
the heart as well as the head with the choicest hopes of the 
age. 4. Reason is the lamp of the mind-the only torch 

of progress-and instead of blowing thal; ou~ and 
depending on darkness and dogma, it is far better to 
increase that sacred light. 

5. Every man should be the intellectu~ proprietor 
of himself-honest with himself, and mtellectually 
hospitable-and upon every brain reason should be 
enthroned a king. · 

THIS anecdote is told of Thad. Stevens: "While 
in Congress Mr. Stevens had ~ young ~an named 
Camp from Franklin county m a p~sitwn. . One 
evening Camp was taken suddenly vwlently Ill of 
chole1·a morbus and died before morning. To an 
i:tquiry whether Mr. Stevens :vas present when Camp 
died, he replied that he left him about half_ an hour 
before, and tllat he tllen appeared easier. The 
doctor then asked whether when he left Camp was 
rational. The~reply was: 'No, When I left him he 
was_trying.to pray."' 

6. That every man must bea_r the conse~uences, ~t 
least of his own actions; that If he puts h1s hands m 
the fire, his hands must smart, and not the hands of 
another. In other words, that each man must eat the 
fruit of the tree he plants. 
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!Jiommunications. 

From Troas to Miletus. 
Young Eutycbus having recovered from his fall, 

and Paul having deprtrted from Troas by land, the 
writer of Acts proceeds: 

"And we went on board the ship and saileil to the port of 
Thesos; because there we were to take in Paul; for so he had 
bidrlen us, when he proceeded on by land. Aml when we 
had received him at Thesos we took him on board ship and 
proceeded to Mitylene (xx, 13-14)." 

For Thesos the Greek codices hav Assos, and the 
Vulgate Asson. This is one of many curious varia
tions in proper names that we hav to notice in the 
different MSS., showing how corrupt the text is. 

The distance by land from Troas to Thesos, or As
sos, or Assus, or Asson, is about twenty miles on the 
map; but by sea it would be twice twenty. The 
aged Paul is supposed to hav footed it, while his 
seven younger associates sailed around the cape. 

"And from there the next day we sailed over against the 
island Chios; and again the next day we arrived at Samos, 
and stopperl at Trogyllinm; and on the following day we 
arrivecl at Miletus. For Paul had determined with himself 
to pass by Ephesus, lest he should be delayed there; because 
he hasted on, if possible, to keep the day of Pentecost in 
Jerusalem (15-16)." 

"0 ye Galatians! deficient in understanding," says 
Paul, "who ,hath fascinated you? Ye 
observe days, 'and moons, and set times and years. 
I am afraid lest I hav labored among you in vain." 
(Gal. iii, 1; iv, 10-11 ). Is it likely that the writer of 
these words was so anxious to keep the feast of Pen
tecost at Jerusalem, that he avoided stopping at 
Ephesus. 

Miletus was thirty or forty miles distant n·om 
Ephesus; Trogyllium only half as many; but perhaps 
the road was rough from Trogyllium. " The site of 
Niletus," says Smith's "Bible Dictionary," "has now 
receded ten miles from the co.ast, and even in the 
Apostle's time it must hav lost its strictly maritime 
position." Perhaps so; but Paul was there eighty 
years or more earlier than any biblical critic has 
heretofore suspected. 

If the second epistle to Timothy is genuin, Paul sent 
Tychicus to Ephesus, and left Trophimus sick at 
Mi1etus. And he was anxious about a "book case," 
with contents, which be left with Carpus at Troas; 
these he wanted Timothy to bring to him to Rome, 
and "especially the roll of parchments" (iv, 12-13, 
20). 

When the elilers of Ephesus arrived, Paul made an 
affecting E<peech to them, which the writer of Acts re
ports as follows: 

"Ye yonrselvs know how at all times, since the first day 
that I entPred ARia, I hav been with you, laboring for God in 
great humility, and with tears, amid the trials which beset me 
from the plottings of the Jews. And I shunned not that 
which wrrs advantageous to your souls, that I might preach to 
yon, and terrch in the streets ani\ houses, while I testified to 
Jews anrl to Ammeans (Gr. Hellene,), as to repentance to
ward God and faith in our Lord Jesus Messiah. And now I 
am bonni\ in spirit and I go to Jerusalem; and I know not 
what will bpfall me there, except that the Holy Spirit in every 
city testifietb to me and saith: Bonds and affiictions await 
thee. But my life is accounted by me as nothing, so that I 
may hnt finish my course ["with joy" interpolated in the 
later MSS. ], and tbe ministration which I hav received from 
our Lord J esns to bear testimony to the gospel of the grace 
of God. And now I know that ye will see my face no more, 
all of you among whom I hav traveled and preached the 
kingdom of God. I therefore protest to you this day that I 
am pure from the blood of you all [Gr. "blood of all"]. For 
I hav not shunned to acquaint you with all the will of God. 
Take heed therefore to yourselvs and to all the flock over 
which the Holy Spirit hath established you bishops (epi.q/cu
pah); that ye feed the church of God [NeBtorian MSS., "Mes
siah''] which he hath acquired by his blood. For I know 
that after I am gone fierce wolves will come in among you, 
and will hflv no mercy on the flock. And also from among 
yourselvs there will rise up men speaking perverse things, 
that they may turn away the disciples to go after them. 
Therefore, be ye vigilant, and remember that for three years 
I ceased not to admonish each one of you, by day and by 
night, with tears. And now I commend you to God, and to 
the word of his grace, which is able to build you up and to 
giv you an inheritance among all the saints. Silver, or gold, 
or garments I hav not coveted. And ye yourselvs know that 
these hands ministered to my wants, and to them that were 
with me. And I hav showed you all things; that thus it is a 
duty to labor and to cnre for the infirm, and to remember the 
words of our Lord Jesns; for he hath said that he is more 
blessed who giveth than he who receiveth (xx, 18-35). 

The reporter of Paul's speeches i~ generally be
lieved to be Luke, but so far as appears from the 
book of Acts, Luke was not along with the party. 
How much of this particular speech is truly reported 
we cannot know; but we do know that most of the 
reports are very false. 

The expression "free from the blood of you all" we 
suppose to hav a figurativ meaning of some kind. 

In regard to the word "bishops" the translator of 
the Peshito says: "This is the only place in this ver
sion of the New Testament in which the word bishop 
occms." And Dr. Murdock must also hav noticed 
that the Syriac version makes no distinction anywhere 
between an elder ( presb1lteros) and a bishop ( episTco
pos ), and seems to place a female elder ( presb1ltis; plu
ral, presbutera) almost on a level with the male elder 
or bishop. The same word in Syriac (kishishuta) 
answers for elder or bishop in the Greek (Phil. i, 1; 
1 Tim. iii, 1-2; iv, 14; v, 1-2; vi, 17-19; Tit. i, 6-7; 

ii, 3). Episcopacy finds an unstable foundation in 
the Syriac codex. Not until the close of the second 
century did bishops begin to loom up above elders. 

"The church of God which he hath acquired by 
his blood," or as the Greek version reads, "purchased 
with his own blood," is so objectionable a passage 
that the commentators are glad to find that the Nes
torian lVISS., hav " Messiah " instead of "God," and 
some of the Greek codices hav "the Lord." 

The words of the Lord Jesus: " He is more blessed 
who giveth than he who receiveth," or, as in the 
Greek, "It is more blessed to giv than to receive," 
are not recorded elsewhere. Paul of course never 
heard Jesus say that, nor can we rely upon the re
porter's notes that Paul said that Jesus said it. 

When the apostle had ended his speech he knelt 
and prayed with the people. And they all wept while 
they embraced and kissed him, especially because he 
had told them they would see his face no more. And 
they aC'Companied him to the ship, which was prob
ably nothing like so far from the town as it would be 
now. 

FROM MILETUS TO TYRE. 
From Miletns Paul and his companions sailed to 

the island of Coos (or Cos), thence to Rhodes, and 
thence to Patara on the coast of Lycia. Here they 
entered another ship bound for Tyre. Heretofore 
the stoppages from Troas to Patara hav been fre
quent; the rest of the voyage to Tyre appears to be 
made without stopping, passing to the right of the 
island of Cyprus. 

At Tyre they found disciples with whom they 
tarried seven days. These brethren warned Paul by 
the spirit not to go to Jerusalem; but he heeded not 
the warning. So with their wives and children they 
escorted him and his companions out of the city, and 
at the seashore they all knelt and prayed and kissed 
one another (xxi, 6). 

Infidel Philosoplty. 
DEAR READERS OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: These are my 

busy days. I hav little time for reflection, and less 
time to write; hence this fragmentary article. 

In a former article I showed that the prophets 
knew no more about coming events than men do 
now; not as much, for with the increase of knowl
edge and the light of experience men are enabled to 
judge (though not unerringly) of the future by what 
has transpired in the past. 

Return the people to their former state of igno
rance, and prophets could again impose upon them 
as in days of old. Only in an age of ignorance and 
superstition can prophecies and immaculate concep
tit'ns obtain currency. The days of ghosts and 
witches hav passed by, and all supernaturalism will 
cease when science bears sway. Let the people be
lieve in ghosts, and they will haunt us every dark 
night. If the people could be led to believe that an 
old woman could sell her soul to the devil, we 
should begin to hang witches. If it were possible 
for the people to believe that the gods could come 
down and hav intercourse with women, holy bas
tardy would be as common as in ancient time. 

The truth is, there is not one out of a thousand 
who knows how many of these young gods hav been 
born, nor how much attention celestial visitors hav 
paid to beautiful young virgins. Gods can never be 
born, nor miracles wrought, only where the people 
are ignorant enough to believe such things possible. 
It is a strange fact that ghosts and devils and witches 
never appear to or trouble an Infidel. 

The following is an abridged statement taken from 
t~e writings of Josephus, which is to the point, and 
g1vs one a peep back into the dark ages when it was 
believed that the gods could come down and cohabit 
with women. Those who would like to read the full 
statement will find the account in "Antiquities of 
the Jews." Book xviii, c. iii, v. iv. 

" There was at Rome a woman whose name was 
Paulina, one of a virtuous life, beautiful countenance, 
and great modesty. Decius Mundus fell in love with 
h~r and offered her 200,000 Attic drachmre to sleep 
w1th her. Her refusal only inflamed him the more, 
and he resolved to starve himself to death. 

"A freed woman told him that she would entrap 
Paulina for 50,000 drachmre, which money was given 
to her. The freed woman knew that Paulina was a 
w~rshiper of the g?ddess Isis, so she went to a 
pnest and offered h1m the money to forward her 
~lans. The priest accepted the money and told Pau
lma, secretly, that the god Annubis had fallen in love 
with her, and enjoined her to come to him. So she 
told her husband that she had a meesage from and 
was to sup and lie. with the god Annubis. Accord
ingly she went to the temple, and when the hour fo1· 
sleep had come the lights were put out, and the 
priest shut the temple-when Mundus leaped out 
from the most holy part of it, Paulina supposing he 
was the god. And when he was gone away the next 
morning she came early to her husband and told him 
how the god had appeared to her. She also told her 
friends. Her husband did. not doubt her chastity, 
neither her friends, because they believed it to be an 
act of God; and she was a woman of so great dignity 
and modesty." 

My Christian friend, this is the way young gods 
are made, and the only way that gods ever were . 
made. It is just as much impossible for a woman to 
become impregnated by a god or ghost (either holy 
or unholy) as it is for a she elephant. But let the 
people be ignorant enough to believe in such :flap
doodle hash, and they can hav gods born of elephants 
just as well as women. 

Now there are a number of inferences to be drawn 
from the above statement. 

1st. The priests of that day did not differ widely 
from the priests of the present day. Then as now 
they were willing to get money any way they could 
besides squarely earning it. 

2d. The. wonder is that after having received the 
money he did not cheat Mundus and hav the "nest
hidings" all to himself. 

3d. If the belief that .the gods could come down 
and hav intercourse with women had not been gen
eral, the freed woman could hav carried no such plan 
into execution. Such a plan wouldn't work worth a 
cent to-day, simply because the people do not believe 
such ~hings possible. The whole story shows the 
widespread belief that gods could come down and 
toy around pretty women the same as men. More
over, Paulina did not sink in the estimation of her 
friends or her husband. On the other hand, they 
were all proud to think Paulina· had received such 
mark of distinction. Neither did she sink in her own 
estimation, because she really believed that the god 
had condescended to lie with her. Ignorance makes 
all things possible. Bibles and divine revelations are 
the natural outcome of such mental darkness. Gods 
are born only to fools. 

Josephus givs numerous instances of angels ap~ 
pearing to women. In one instance an angel ap
peared to a woman in the form of a bewitching 
young man, and appeared so often that somehow her 
husband came to think there was a strange familiarity 
between the heavenly messenger and his wife. Many 
were begotten by these divine visitors and believed 
to be of divine origin. 

These heavenly hybrids are no new invention. The 
belief in their existence was common long before the 
great grand paps of Mary and Joseph were born. It 
would save a great deal of scandal to the church and 
the clergy if the belief in these masculin messengers 
could be revived. But I will agree to sign over my 
claim to the territory which I hav pre-empted in the 
New Jerusalem, if any ugly, wrinkled old woman 
ever received a call from one. 

Latterly these winged messengers are represented 
with very mild countenances, and clad in female at
tire. These hav behaved well, and as far as heard 
from hav done no damage. Formerly they were all 
beautiful young men, and appeared to pretty women. 
For the good of humanity it is hoped that they will 
never change sex again, for who could vouch nowa
days for the conduct of he angels? 

When we reflect on the ignorance of past ages, it · 
does not seem so wonderful that the people should 
believe that gods could hav intercourse with women, 
nor that they should believe in angels, devils, and 
miracles, but the wonder is that thousands, in the full 
blaze of the light of the nineteenth century, should 
believe in these absurdities still. 

Think of the thousands of innocent children, hear 
the ring of their merry voices, listen to the ripple of 
laughter; then tell me that a just God will damn these 
innocents! And yet there are those who claim to be 
intelligent who believe that God has set apart a por
tion of these unoffending children to be damned, and 
that a small minority were chosen before the founda
tion of the world to be saved, that nothing the 
elect can do will damn them, and that the others can 
do nothing which will save them. Assuming that 
God is just, a more unreasonable belief could not be 
conceived. A man naturally bad who is led to be
lieve such a doctrin must be.Jome actually dangerous. 

Just hear the ranting of one of these pious blather
skites, Richard Hill, Esq., who believed that he had 
been chosen to be saved before the foundation of the 
world: "Even adultery and murder do not hurt the 
pleasant children, but rather work for their good. 
God sees no sin in believers, whatever sin they com
mit. My sins might displease God; my person is 
always acceptable to him. Though I should outsin 
Manassus, I should not be less a pleasant child, be
cause God always views me in Christ. Hence in the 
midst of adulteries, incest, and murder he can address 
me with, 'Thou art all fair, my love, my undefiled, 
there is no spot in thee.' It is a most pernicious 
error of the schoolmen to distinguish sins according 
to the fact, and not according to the person. Adul
tery, incest, and murder shall up?n the wh?,le make 
me holier on earth and merrier m heaven. Such 
was Calvinism fifty years ago. I hav heard such doc
trin preached when I was a boy. Many pious cranks 
believe it still, although it is not preached as in for
mer times. The people hav outgrown it. I had my 
hand on an old church book a year or two ago, in 
which this whole doctrin was written out. Think of 
all the good, the tender, the pure and virtuous, being 
damned because God so decided millions of years 
before they were born. The tendency of such belief 
is to transform men into monsters. And the ten-
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Rochester Convention and hear some of the grandest 
speakers on the continent. Get your spiritual 
strength renewed, and go home wiser and better 
men. I want to make your acquaintance. And 
when you see a man who does not look like anybody 
else, come right up and shake. That's me. 

JoHN PEcK. 

-dency of a belief that God will damn a portion (and 
a very great portion, too) of the human family, how
ever good they may be, is to destroy all sense of jus
tice. But such has been the teaching of thousands 
of pious nincompoops. Oh, when will the world be 
rid of the blisters raised by the Christian religion? 
It has turned men into fools, and bigots, and tyrants: 
<fh, the deep-rooted superstition, even of the modern 
hghts of Christianity, still eating their God and drink~ 
ing his blood, and still washing away the sins of th~ The Irrepressible Conflict. 
wicked by plunging them under the water! Such To THE EDITOR OF THE TRu'.rH SEEKER, Sir: The 

differentiating them to the building up and maintain
ing of an organism of the most complicated struc
tures and of the highest intelligence. 

All organisms are positiv, otherwise they could not 
grow and develop. Being positiv, they must. neces
sarily repel each other, and for this reason cannot 
destroy the organic integrity of each other; 11nd as 
the conservation of matter is an assured fact, only 
single atoms are left from which nutrition must come 
to every organism, and among which they must for
ever exist, and to which they must always remain 
positiv, and so must, also, remain imperishable. 

Cm·dova, Ill. J. HoKE, M.D. 

~uperstition in the afternoon of the nineteenth century co~troversy betwee~ 1\'Iaterialists and Spiritualists, 
IS enough to shame a Hottentot, and sicken a man- whwh has been gomg on in the columns of THE 
eater. But the sorriest thought of all is that there TRU":H SEEKER for some time, is decidedly interesting, 
are seventy thousand men in this country who are but It d_oes not seem to hav.led to any very definit 
willing to deal in the holy slush of such balderdash conclusiOn as yet. It is possible that this is caused AS s·rATED BY A CATHOLIC. 
rather than work for a living. ?Y a want of a proper understanding of the matter From ~Manning's "Shortest Way to Settle Disputes About Religion." 

The Inconsistencies of Protestantism. 

. My piou~ friend, these men tell you that they are Ill controversy. I do not believe that there is an in- The only difference between the modern Free-
mterested m your welfare. Don't you believe them .. telligent Spiritualist anywhere who claims that there thinkers, as they make a separate sect, and the other 
They are not to be trusted with human affairs at alL is anything in the universe besides matter and its forementioned reformers (Nestorius, Eutyches, Pela
They_ talk for soft couches and roast turkey; for ex~ properties or attributes; we certainly know of noth- gius, Donatus, Luther, Calvin, Zuinglius, and the 

. emptwn ~rom _work and taxation, and for your surf ing else. The question in controversy, then, is this, whole college of reforming apostles) is_ that Free
plus earnmgs. They do not believe what they preach! Do organisms remain imperishable, or do individuals thinkers are for a thorough reformation all at once, 
or they would not be so alarmed when any one trie~ hav an imperishable organic existence? I say yes; without giving quarter even to fundamentals, and so 
to get the people to think for themselvs, nor manifest for the reasons following: If we study the constitu- reform by wholesale what others hav only reformed 
such hatred toward him. tion of mat~e:: in a common sense way, by leaving by retail. So that I really see not how a member of 
. If you say a word again~t these superstitious no- out all mystiCism, we may come to conclusions that any of the reformed churches can fairly undertake 

tions you put the preachers pipe out, and one word all can understa~d alike, whether they accept them to confute a Freethinker, upon reformation principles, 
from the pious old ram will set the whole flock but- or not. There IS no controversy as to the existence or without exposing his own weak side. 
ting against you. Ministers, like the angels of old, of matter-all acknowledge this fact. We ha.v then Suppose a member of the church of England 
never forget their visits to the sisters. Most of them only to study what matter does; It is no longer a should tell a Freethinker that he is bound to submit 
ought to ram-shackled the year round. mere theory that matter is in an atomic state; it was his private judgment to that church. He would cer- . 

Why should the Christian religion hav exemption a theory when Lencippus first broached it, and when tainly answer him that, by the same rule, Luther and 
from investigation more than any other system of re- Democritus further perfected it by announcing that Calvin ought to hav submitted to the church of Rome, 
ligion? The minister does no~ get mad when you the atoms were ultimate; and· it still remained a and then the great work of the Reformation would 
apply the test of reason to the Koran, or because you theory when the intuition of Epicurus discovered never hav been heartily carried on. 
express a doubt in regard to the genuinness of the that these ultimate atoms were self-moving entities. If he should tell him, again, that there is a great 
revelation of Joseph Smith, but he gets mad when- But when Dalton, Davy, and others developed the difference between the virgin church of England and 

_ ever he thinks of hard work. And he knows that in- science of chemistry, and by it demonstrated that the corrupt church of Rome, the Freethinker would 
vestigation leads to doubt, and doubt to open denial compounds are formed by a definit arrangement be apt to put this puzzling question to him, viz., 
and independence, and he knows when the people of the atoms of the various substances in nature, it whether, in the beginning of the Reformation, there 
are freed from the trammels of superstition he will became an all harmonizing truth. I will here quote was anything to make good this charge against the 
be compelled to sing the doleful song of " Root hog a few sentences from a late work on biology. The church of Rome but the private judgment of the 
or die." author says: "We hav ceased to abstract the activ Freethinking Martin Luther. For Luther for along 

I hav said that the Christian religion has made qualities of material substances from the substance time stood alone, as Bishop Tillotson assures us, and 
fools and bigots and tyrants of men. .Take the case itself. We no longer figure the world to ourselvs as as we shall see more at large hereafter. 
of Pascal, one of the most intellectual men that constituted by an extended substance, but in itself Lastly. If the Protestant should tell him that a 
France ever produced. He was for years committing perfectly inert, ceaselessly incited and put in motion man by himself is more likely to err, and go astray, 
suicide, believing that his torture on earth would in- by an impalpable agent called force. The ancient than a :whole church--because thousands can see 
sure him of heaven. For years he starved himself, divorce no longer exists; force is espoused anew more than one-and that, therefore, he ought in rea
refusing to take any food which was pleasing to the to matter, from which, moreover, it was never sepa- son to submit to the church established by law, the 
palate. He wore a leather belt around him with rate, except in the brain of the metaphysician; there Freethinker would readily answer him that this is 
spikes-turned inward until his body was girdled with is no longer inertia in the universe. Behind all these establishing a very dangerous popish principle, and 
ulcerated sores. And thus, amid his tortures and phenomena is concealed an extended substance, building the authority of a particular reformed 

. ~ortifications, died one of the greatest men of his ~t~e~f~~nms~~~~t~fd f~~i:: f: i~t~r~:npu:o~:~it ~- ~-~ ~~~~:~c~!~~gt~~ t~~n;ri~ci~:, ~~~~~~~~f:;t~:d 
time, murdered and befogged and befooled by the 
Christian religion. Wonder if God was any more pure artifice of language. In final analysis the idea. the other refcrmers, were wholly in the wrong in 
comfot"table in his heavenly quarters on account of of force rriay always be brought back to movements trusting to their own private judgment preferably to 
his suffering? The case of Pascal is not a singular of an activ material substance." that of the whole church then in being. 
one. Thousands who hav believed that this world is We certainly know nothing of force except as we If the Protestant replies that their private judg
all a fleeting show " hav made it only a wilderness of see matter in motion exhibiting force, because in ment was grounded on the word of God, the Free
woe" by starving and tormenting themselvs until motion; and as matter is its own mover, there can be thinker will readily answer that he desires no more, 
they died, believing that the more they suffered on no dead matter in the universe, for all self-motion is provided he be but allowed to be himself (as Luther 
earth "the merrier they would be in heaven." living motion; hence motion and life in the true con- and Calvin were) the interpreter of God's word. 

ception of nature are synonymous terms. The mo- For, in reality, whoever appeals from the church to 
There was the Christian hyena Cortez, whose teeth tion of the worlds in space is but the transferred the written word of God appeals effectually to his 

and claws and appetite for human prey were un- motion of the atoms of which they are composed. own private judgment; because he makes that the 
doubteclly sharpened by the Christian religion. He Youmans very aptly names these worlcls the atoms of sole interpreter of it. 
was one of the most religious men whom I ever read space. He will also answer him that numbers in religion, 
of. Whichever way he turned his murderous col- Sensation, intelligence, and every other phenomenon unless there be something else to support it, is no 
umns they were headed by the cross. He overturned of nature center in and are developed out of matter, conclusiv argument for the truth. For, if it were, be 
an empire, he murdered a great ruler, he plundered or, in other words, are properties or attributes of ought to turn Papist rather than Protestant; since, if 
the people and reduced them to slavery. But he matter. Matter is the all in all, and of all that is, I the matter were to be decided by polling, the Papists 
found the emblems of paganism, which he trampled will here state a fact which admits of a demonstra- would carry it against all the Protestants in Europe, 
under his murderous feet, and left in their stead the tion, viz.: that matter changes its properties con tin- much more against the church of England taken 
bloody flag of his religion. God must hav fairly ually but its elements never, in other words, that sirigly. 
squealed with delight over his doings in Mexico. matter is developed and differentiated by its own Thus will the Freethinker stand his ground 
Spain, Portugal, and Russia are three of the most movement out of a state of organization as well as against any reformed church, and, upon Reformation 
Christian nations on the globe. And for brutality, in it. The anatomy or histology of the nervous sys- principles, maintain the doctrin of Freethinking. 
cruelty, ignorance, and low-lived treachery they stand tern shows it to be made up of cells and fibers; the But, surely, none of the reformed churches can h:w 
without a rival among all the nations which claim to brain and gang lions are composed of cells in which the confidence to write seriously against Freethinking, 
be civilized. This shows the elevating, refining, and thoughts are formed, and through the fibers put us or be hearty enemies to it, since they all owe to it their 
softening influence of the Christian religion. in communication with ourselvs and other subjects very birth and being. 

Now compare such men as Spencer and Darwin and objects of nature. Any other conception of na- Was not Freethinking the very mother and nurse 
and Huxley and Paine and Jefferson and Franklin ture requires an unknown something as cause, which of the Reformation? For, if Luther, and Calvin, and 
with these Christian fanatics and pirates and mur- necessarily leaves it incomplete. others, who reformed their reformation, had not been 
derers, and strike a balance in favor of Christian in- Organism once formed must necessary be perma- stanch Freethinkers, they would certaillly hav sub-
fluence if you can. nent, as I shall endeavor to show. The process of mitted to the church whereof they were all members 

My Liberal friends, think of these things, and when generation in the vegetable and animal divisions of for many years; and then reforming would never hav 
a pious, sniveling, whining sycophant tells you that organic nature are the same in principle, whatever come into fashion. But they thought their mother 
all the great and good men hav been Christians, and the concomitants of either may be. It is a blending church was grown old and blind, and therefore would 
that we are indebted to Christianity for our high of two atoms of different polarities; that is, of posi- not trust her any further than they could see with 
state of civilization, giv it to him "sled-length." tiv and negativ, or male and female. This blending their own eyes. So they all set themselvs to think 
Ask him if Confucius and Solon and Socrates-the of two atoms makes an individualized working force, freely. One thought one way, another thought 
statesmen, the orators, the philosophers, and all the which attracts other atoms suited to its purpose of another way. For they all differed in their way of 
great and good men of ancient times, were also in- development, whether it is an animalcule or a human thinking, and each one thought himself as able a 
debted to the teaching of the Christian religion. being. In the process of generation there is no new Freethinker, and as capable of modeling a church, 

'And if, as the Christians say, there is no way to reach life created, nor life does not enter the new being; it as any of the rest; which, at length, produced the 
heaven only through the blood of Christ, what is to simply individualizes existing life. The perfecting different reformed churches of Lutherans, Calvinists, 
become of the millions on millions whom God of the individual from hence is accomplished by Independents, Brownists, Arminians, Anabaptists, 
brought into the world before there was a savior, nutrition n.lone. There may be. no manifestation of Quakers, and the like. And is it then a wonder that 
and of other millions who hav never heard of the intelligence in the two atoms thus blended, but with churches which hav received their beginning from, 
cross since the reputed birth of Christ? Better a the addition of atoms through nutrition and growth, and owe their whole creation and existence to, Free
thousand times that the earth had remained a blank intelligence soon becomes manifest. Thus shapeless thinking, should at all times produce some members 
than that these untold millions should be writhing or amorphous matter, by the blending of two atoms who, being men of wit and learning, should claim the 
in eternal torment. in generation, establishes a force capable of aggre- first privilege to themselvs, and think as freely as 

Now, my Liberal friends, be sure and attend the gating to itself other atoms, and of developing and their forefathers? 
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The Character of Constantine. 
A good deal has been written about this :first Chris

tian emperor, but it takes line upon line and precept 
upon precept to enlighten the Christian world, and 
it seems necessary to comply with the following re
quest: 

CruTTANOOGA., TENN., August 10, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Will you please to giv us through your valua

ble paper an authentic account of the reign and cussedness 
of Constantine previous to or about the time of the compila
tion and establishment of the Christian Bible? The Chris
tians here dispute the character we giv him. If you will do 
us the favor we will hav it inserted in the Spiritual Light, pub
lished here, for the benefit of the unenlightened Christians. 

An old subscriber, JoHN GBIFFITH. 

Conotantine's character and life form a huge blot 
upon the Christian religion. As the :first rule1· attracted 
to the new theology, we should expect if that theology 
was good he would 0 be the same. Like attracts like. 
Scheming, ambitious men grasp a new movement 
only as it shows principles suitable for their purposes. 
We do not illogically assert that because Constantine 
was a thoroughly wicked man Christianity must 
necessarily be false, but we do contend that its at
traction of such men, and the great proportion of 
criminals then and now found in its ranks, prove it 
to be utterly worthless as a moral force. Constan
tine was :first drawn toward it on account of its easy 
scheme of salvation, and the facilities offered of es
caping in the next world the penalties of crime com
mitted in this. He had stained his hands deep in 
the blood of enemies, and even relativs, and the pagan 
priests had refused to assure him immunity. In 
their religion there could be no atonement for such 
sins as his. The Christian scheme, however, afforded 
the opportunity. He was promised complete abso
lution through the blood of Christ. 

A glance at his career will be instructiv. We con
dense the facts from Truth Seeker Tract, No. 117, 
which we recommend Mr. Griffith to circulate among 
the scoffing Christians of his place. 

"Constantine, son of Constantius Chlorus, emperor of 
Rome, was born in the year 272. When he was eigh
teen years of age his father, elevated to the rank of Cresar, 
followed that fortunate event by the divorce of his wife. 
Constantine shared the humiliation of his mother. En
tering the service of Diocletian, he soon, signalized his 
valor in the wars of Persia and Egypt, and ere long rose to 
the rank of a tribune of the first order. Although early dis
tinguished by the profession of arms, he showed but little in
clination for study and the improvement of his mind. His 
talents, courage, and martial services rendered him a favorit of 
the army, and an object of jealousy to Galerius, the emperor 
who shared with Constantina the administration of Rome. 
Apprehending the sure and secret revenge of his imperial 
foe, young Constantine left the palace of Nicodemia in the 
night, and traveled with such diligence through Bithynia, 
Thrace, Dacia, Pannonia, Italy, and Gaul, as to frustrate any 
attempt of Galerius to overtake him. Amidst the acclama
tions of the people he reached the port of Boulogne, and 
joined his father at the moment he was preparing to embark 
for Britain. The result of the expedition was a victory over 
the barbarians of Caledonia. This closed the military career 
of Constantius. Fifteen years after he had received the title 
of Augustus, and fourteen years after he had been promoted 
to the rank of Cresar, he ended his life in the imperial palace 
of York. The soldiers who had followed Constantius into 
Britain showed their esteem for their emperor by immediate
ly saluting his son with the titles with which he had been in
vested. The throne had eveT been the object of Constantine's 
ambition; and now it was his only means of safety. Receiv
ing the acclamations of the western armies which had fol
lowed his father to Britain, he justified himself in usurping 
the imperial purple without soliciting it in the regular and 
constitutional manner. 

"By his second wife, Theodora,Constantius had six children, 
three of either aex. These children claimed a preference 
OTer the son of the divorced Helena to the succession of their 

father. At this time Constantine was in the thirty-second "Out of fifty gospels submitted, only four, viz., Matthew, 
year of his age, in the full vigor of both body and mind, Mark, Luke, and John, were admitted, and those by varying 
while the eldest of his broth(lrs was not more than thirteen votes. Luke passed by only one majority vote. Had one 
years old. more voter been,kicked out of the council the Christian world 

"Soon after the death of Constantius, Rome became di- would hav been minus an inspired book. 
vided into hostil powers, and became the theater of revolt "Subsequent councils received as canonical books rejected 
and war. Constantine formed an alliance with Maximian, at Nice. One council would restore a book thrown out in a 
one of the most powerful contestants fo:r the throne, by the previous one. 'Thus,' says a writer, 'were the "sacred 
marriage of his daughter Fausta. After abdicating the im- writings," the "word of God," tossed like a battledoor from 
perial purple the second time, Maximian sought refuge in the sect to sect, and altered as the spirit of faction might dictate.' 
court of Con stan tine; but when an incursion of the Franks As illustrating the spirit that actuated the 'ordained heads' 
had summoned the latter with a part of his army to the banks at these councils, the following is quoted from Tindal, the 
of the Rhine, the crafty Maximian spread a report of the great Christian writer: 'Indeed, the confusion and disorder 
death of his son-in-law, seized the treasure, and ascended the were so great amongst them (the bishops), especially in their 
throne. Upon the first news of the perfidy of his father-in- synods, that it sometimes came to blows; as, for instance, 
law, Constantine returned by rapid marches to the gates of Dioscorus, bishop of Alexandria, cu,tfed and lciclced Flavianus, 
Aries, and left Maximian no time for the establishment of his patriarch of Constantinople, with that fury that within three 
authority, or even for resistance. He was obliged to with- days after he died.' And speaking of their doctrinal consist
draw to the neighboring city of Marseilles. Without delay ency, he says: 'For though they were most obstinate as to 
Constantine immediately assaulted the city. The garrison power, they were most flexible in regard to faith; and in their 
purchased their pardon by delivering up the city and the per- council complimented the emperor with whatsoever creeds 
son of Maximian, against whom sentence of death was pro- they had a mind to, and never scrupled to recant what they 
nounced, and who was allowed the favor of strangling him- had before enacted, or re-enact what they had before re-
self with his own hands. . canted.' 

"At length, the deaths of Maximian and Galerius reduced From the fact that from the Council of Nice (325) to the end 
the number of emperors to four. of that century there were thirty-eight councils called to set-

" It was while marching to Rome to fight Maxentius, one of tie the matter of controversy between Arius and Athanasius, 
the surviving rival emperors, that, according to Eusebius, and that nineteen of said councils decided in favor of the 
Constantine was converted to Christianity by a miraculous doctrins of the former, and nineteen-precisely the same 
vision. This was the appearance in the clouds of the grand number-that declared in favor of the doctrins of the latter, 
imperial standard surmounted by a large Greek R, with a the inference is that the authority of the fathers, after all, 
cross, and certain Greek words which signified, 'By this sign was not final in the establishment of the true faith. 
thou shalt conquer.' This is said to hav happened in the "The Nicene council ratified the creed of Athanasius, and 
year 312. It would hav been more consistent had this vision condemned that of Arius. Constantine gave his imperial 
appeared appeared in Italy upon a day of battle, with the sanction to this decision, and set the seal of the empire upon 
inscription in Latin instead of Greek. Maxentius was de- the books there declared by ballot to be the ' word of God.' 
feated and killed near Rome. "He also issued an e1ict declaring that those who resisted 

•· At length only one rival remained, his brother-in-law, the divine judgment of the synod must prepare themselvs for 
Licinus, emperor of the East; but gaining a complete victory an immediate exile. Eusebius of Nicodemia, for his wavering 
over him at Adrianople, and having treacherously caused him assent, was disgraced and exiled. Al.·ius was banished into 
to be put to death in violation of his imperia!" pledge of one of the remote provinces of lllyricum; his person and dis
safety, Constantine was left the sole master of the Roman ciples were branded by law with odious names; his writings 
world. By the most treacherous, bloody, unscrupulous, and were condemned to the flames, and capital punishment was 
cruel course of conduct he had triumphed onr all the rival denounced against those in whose possession they should be 
claimants to the throne, and had at last attained· the object found, 
of his ambition. Murder, assassination, and wholesale "The emperor had now imbibed the genuin Christian spirit, 
slaughter had marked his career. He had attained undis- which has been ever one of persecution and intolerance; and 
puted supremacy over the great empire of Rome, both in the and the angry, sarcastic style of his edicts was designed to 
East and West. And now he wished to offer an expiation for inspire his subjects with the hatred which he had c.onceived 
his climes. He applied to pagan priests and pontiffs. They against the enemies of Jesus Christ. But notwithstanding 
told him that in their religion there was no atonement for such his zeal for the propagation of the new religion, it does not 
guilt as his; but they referred him to the then obscure sect appear that he attempted any penance or expiation for his 
of Christians who undertook to guarantee complete absolu- unparalleled crimes and cruelties, It was at Rome that he 
tion for the greatest enormities through the merits of the had exercised his most savage enormities. 
blood of an innocent victim. And so Constantine made an "In the jurisprudence of Rome the person of a citizen had 
open profession of Christianity-but without becoming always been considered sacred from the application of the 
strictly a Christian himself, for at that time baptism was es- torture. Through all the annals of tyranny, from the reign 
sential to any person's becoming one; and Constantine, prob- of Tiberius to that of the first Christian emperor, the last 
ably with the hope that he might continue committing every hours of a Roman citizen were secured from the danger of 
act with impunity, delayed the act of immersion till near the ignominious torture. But during the reign of Constantine 
point of death. there was no privileged exemption from the torments of the 

"The first legal enactment for the observance of the first dreaded rack. Slaves and citizens, plebeians and prince~, 
day of the week, commonly called Snnday, was made by him. the dignity of age and the tenderness of youth, were alike 
The edict was given A.D. 321, and was worded as follows: exposed to the most cruel tortures; and the terrors of a ma
' Let all judges and people of the towns (or cities) rest, and licious information, which might select them as the accom
all the various trades be suspended on the venerable day of plices, or even as the witnesses, perhaps of an imaginary 
the sun (venerabile die Solis). Those who liv in the country, crime, perpetually hung over the heads of the principal citi
however, may freely and without fault attend to the cultiva- zens of Rome. He put to death so many individuals of rank, 
tion of their fields {since it often happens that no other day in addition to the assassination of so many of his friends and 
be so suitable for sowing grain and planting the vine), lest, relativs that Rome at last cried out against him; he was 
with the loss of favorable opportunity, the commodities openly insulted by the populace in the streets; placards were 
offered by divine providence should be destroyed.' put upon the palace gates denouncing him as the sec~nd 

"And as he must be master in everything, so he must be Nero; his residence at Rome ere long became hateful to h1m, 
master in the church. Accordingly in 325 he convoked and and he quit it forever. He proceeded to the East to lay the 
opened the celebrated Council of Nice, the first general coun- foundations of Constantinople. 
cil in ecclesiastical history. He had murdered his father-in- "And so he commenced the building of Constantinople in 
law, had cut the throat of his twelve-year-old nephew; and 327-" by the command of God," he says in one of his re
the very year that he convened the first great Christian coun- scripts. But it is probable if any God ever gave him a com_ 
cil he beheaded his eldest son, Crispus, and suffocated in a mand, it would hav been not to assassinate his wife and son. 
oath of boiling water his wife, Fausta. In the words of an "A few years before his death the Christian emperor as
old Gallic author, 'He loved to make a clean house.' And poused the cause of the Arians; in fact, he became an Arian 
after having caused seven members of his family to be put to himself recalled the banished bishops, rebuilt their churches, 
death in cold blood, after having steeped his soul in the and fav~red the sect that had hitherto been the object of his 
guilt of every crime, from private assassination to wholesale bitterest persecution. At the mature age of sixty-four, after 
massacre, he called together the Christian world at Nicea, and a short illness, Constantine ended his memorable career in 
with the diadem upon his brow, covered with jewels, seated 337, at the palace Aquyrion, in the suburbs of Nicodemia, 
on high in a golden chair, proceeded to settle the orthodox whither he had retired for the benefit of the air and the warm 
creed and determin the will of God for the centuries to come. baths. He had celebrated the thirtieth year of his reign. 
In answer to the call of Constantine, two thousand and forty- None of his predecessors since Augustus had ruled Rome for 
eight bishops, all of different sentiments and opinions, met 80 long a period. His corpse was cm·ried to the city which 
at the town of Nicea in Bithynia. The main object of this was destined to preserve his name and memory as its founder. 
council was to decide the dispute between Athanasius, deacon His body was adorned with the vain symbols of greatness, 
of Alexandria, and Arius, an Eastern schismatic, viz., whether the purple and the diadem, and was deposited on a golden 
Jesus Christ was God or creature, and to settle the canon of bed in one of the apartments of the palace, which had been 
scripture. Of course this meeting of two thousand bishops, splendidly furnished and illuminated for that purpose. The 
each intensely interested in having his own peculiar opinions demonstrations of mourning surpassed those practiced on 
prevail, resulted in a general quarrel; and to restore har- any previous occasion. The empi_re was divided bet:een his 
mony, Constantine, as moderator, expelled seventeen hun- three sons, Constantine, Constantina, and Constans. 
dred and thirty of the delegates, thus leaving only three hun-
dred and eighteen to settle the vexed questions of whether Constantine's life and work are thus shown to be in
God the son was the same as God the father, and what writ- timate1y associated with the growth of Ch1·istianity. 
ings were the word of God. 'This was done,' says one That it should be indebted to a wholesale murderer, 
authority, 'by placing all the books under a communion a man to whom the commission of fratricide, theft, 
table and upon the prayers of the council, the inspired books to t b t d f · t 
jum;ed upon the table, while the false ones remained under.' and rapine was a mere pas lme, 0 e rep~n e 0 ~us 
But this method seems to hav proved a failure; the majority before death in order to get to heaven, lS certainly 
began to mock, and the wrangling was fiercer than before. an evidence that its springs are not pure. The river 
They were then submitted to vote, each manuscript being of blood that has flowed on down through the ages 
subjected to two ballots, 1st, Whether genuin, or written by . h sits rise among these mountains of Constan-
the person whose name it bore; 2d. Whether authentic-that I ~nc~ a. H t 

1
· that h f.! been 

is, whether its subject matter was true. tme f.! crunes. e se an examp e a 
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closely followed. His method of determing what is 
"holy writ" commended itself to the ecclesiastics, 
notwithstanding the insurmountable objection that 
a vote taken subsequent to the fact cannot change it. 
A vote can only determin what may be done, not 
what has been done. Yet this council called by Con
stantine has been a pattern for all subsequent ones, 
and the council of revision even in our time hav 
gravely proceeded to vote on whether a certain book 
is inspired of God, as though their affirmation could 
change the fact. 

In establishing the Christian religion Constantine 
nursed a viper that has proved poisonous to all gov
ernments cherishing it. In the middle ages govern
ments were made and destroyed by the pope, and 
to-day the weakest nations are those most closely al
lied by statute to the church. Christ's declaration 
that he came to bring not peace but a sword, and 
Peter's ready recourse to that weapon, aie typical 
utterances and acts of the church. Had Constantine, 
says Alberger, though frenzied with ambition and 
crimsoned with guilt, beheld the boundless ocean of 
gore which was destined to flow from an incorpora
tion of Christianity with the civil power, and to roll 
its heavy surge over all future time, he would hav 
been more obdurate than a :fiend had he not cowled 
his head in honor at the frightful vision, and dropped 
in mercy the pen already inked to inaugurate the 
tremendous catastrophe. 

The present dmws lessons from the past, and it is 
important that the truth be known regarding the 
past. Can any believe that the man who killed in 
one day forty-five hundred people who refused the 
rite of baptism, and paid twenty pieces of gold for 
every convert, is a man to be worshiped! It's a queer 
thing, this Christianity. Its savior was sold by a 
trusted friend for thirty pieces of silver, and in less 
than four hundred years a renegade pagan was pay
ing twenty pieces of gold to all who believed the 
story. And in this again do the churches follow 
Constantine. They offer positions of honor and 
trust to her followers, and the heathen are converted 
with shiJ.·ts and rum. 

Considering all the work for Christianity done by 
this monarch, his life and career are of the utmost 
importance to the world, and it is equally important 
that his crimes should be known. He, instead of 
Peter, is the rock upon which the church is built. 

Of Interest to Mr. Lacy. 
In our last issue Mr. F. D. Lacy made the follow

ing offer to Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker in an "open let
ter." This lady is well known as a stanch Material
ist, a cool-headed, big-hearted, clear spoken friend of 
mental liberty, residing at Snowville, Pulaski county, 
Va., and it was in reply to her criticism of Mr. Lacy's 
new book, "Nature's Harmony," in which he sets 
forth his Spiritualistic views, that he made this offer. 
Mr. Lacy is a believer in the philosophy and phe
nomena of Spiritualism, and a man of unquestioned 
ability and responsibility. He said to l\'Irs. Slenker: 

"Now I propose to giv you an opportunity of witnessing 
these phenomena, and test the reality of the communications 
for yourself. I will direct you to where you can_ get the 'in
dependent slate writing' done between two slates, with or with
out pencil, with communication addressed to you from some 
friend who has 'passed over,' in their own handwriting, in 
answer to some question you may ask, known to no other 
mortal except yourself, and done while you are holding the 
slate in your own hands. Would such a test be satisfactory 
to you? If so, it will not be long before you will look upon 
this matter as I do. This test is very common out here, and 
if you would like it I can cite you to a score of slate writing 
mediums, where you can witness it, and some not far from 
where you are. 

"That you may be assured of what I state, I will say 
should you fail to get the demonstrations as I hav stated 
them (which you shall not fail in) then charge me up for your 
time and the expense of your trip, and with it I will sacrifice 
five hundred dollars for the good of any institution of charity 
you may name." 

A friend of Elmina's has taken the offer up for her, 
and sent us one hundred dollars to defrayElmina's ex
penses in case the spirits succeed, providing Mr. Lacy 
will deposit a like sum to pay the same in case the 
spirits fail. We are to hold the money for sixty days. 

Mr. Lacy made a very square and plain offer to 
get communications from departed friends under 

·conditions in which fraud or sleight-of-hand work on 
the part of the medium would seem to be impossible 
Mrs. Slenker's friend denies that this can be done 

.and to experiment is willing to pay one hundred 
, dollars. If Mr. Lacy is willing to do the same, he is 
to forward a like sum, and Mrs. Slenker is to proceed 

with her investigations. If she gets the communica
tions under the conditions promised by Mr. Lacy, she, 
by her friend, pays the cost. If she fails, Mr. Lacy 
foots the bill to the amount of one hundred dollars. 

cures are not discharged with any approach to faithfulness. 
In other words, they are swindlers. Mr. Baxter, who is a 
Scotch Presbyterian and consequently a hater of the estab
lished church, concludes his religious observations in this 
wise: 

If Mr. Lacy accepts the offer (his own, in fact) 
some interesting developments may be looked for. 

Peculiar Morality. 
The successor to Archbishop Purcell, of Cincinnati, 

has called a meeting of the clergy of his diocese to 
consider what action should be taken toward raising 
" at least some little percentage " on the debts of the 
late Archbishop Purcell, his predecessor. He says 
he does not yet see grounds for " pronouncing it an 
obligation of justice that the diocese should pay these 
debts, except for such loans as were made for pur
poses of religion, and such sums as were expended 
for works of the diocese." 

This is a dishonest statement of the facts. It has 
never been claimed by the church that Mr. Purcell 
and his brother spent the millions stolen from the 
poor on their own account, or on account of secular 
work. They was used to build churches and prosecute 
church work. This is commonly supposed to be re
ligious work, and under the archbishop's own con
struction of his duty should be paid. If Purcell and 
his brother appropriated a portion of the immense 
funds in their handJ3 to their own use, they ought to 
hav been arrested.. The failure to do this proves 
that the money was all spent for " purposes of re
ligion" (and therefore should be paid back by the 
church), or that the church shielded a couple of 
rogues. The refusal to pay all the debts of these 
ecclesiastical dignitaries will place the " holy mother 
church" in a peculiar predicament when questioned 
as to the honesty of her record in this country. But it 
will be entirely in keeping with her tradition to swin
dle her poor dupes out of every cent of the debt, and 
and then anathematize all who complain. The threat 
of excommunication will keep shut the mouths of 
most of her children who suffer from her confidence 
operations. 

Old institutions are crumbling, and the Catholic 
church cannot long escape the general religious col
lapse. As a matter of policy, therefore, it behooves 
her to pay this debt. The time will shortly appear 
when a few million dollars will seem cheap to save 
her reputation and authority. To an honest man's 
eye the church building erected by misappropriated 
savings of the poor cannot by any clerical thauma
turgy be made sacred. 

Notes. 
E. P. PowELL, of Clinton, this state, writes to a New York 

journal that "religious newspapers are not acceptable " to 
farm hands "unless they include a good deal of variety." 
That means, unless they leave out their religious, and put in 
matter of contemporaneous human interest. The time was 
when a farmer's library was comprised of the "Pilgrim's 
Progress," Pollock's "Course of Time," the Bible, and some 
weekly religious sheet which never by any possible oversight 
printed anything less than eighteen hundred years old. Now, 
and in the West especially, may be found in the farmers' 
homes the latest scientific works, good secular papers, and, 
in a growing number of families, Freethought journals. The 
last fifty years hav witnessed a vast change in this country 
in this regard. 

MR. HEYwooD's trial has been postponed to the October 
term of court. The case was called at Fitchburg on the 21st 
ult., Mr. Heywood arguing his own motion for continuance. 
The presiding judge, Mr. L. Barker, treated him civilly, and 
District Attorney Gaskell rather favored than opposed the 
adjournment. Mr. Heywood writes us that a decided change 
of public sentiment in his favor has taken place in that part 
of Massachusetts since last May. Mr. Andrews's statement 
in THE TnuTH SEEKER, of which we circulated several hun
dred copies where Mr. Heywood thought they would do the 
most gopd, appears to hav had a good effect. The malig
nant persecution to which he has been subjected is repug
nant to the better sense of the American people, and will ul
timately redound more to the credit and glory of the victim 
than to his persecutors. Giv Comstock's society l"Ope enough 
and it will hang itself. 

''Here let me say that nothing so much impedes the prog
ress of Christianity in that country as the proceedings of 
ce1·tain high chmch dignitaries, who so thoroughly mistake 
the doctrins of our most holy faith, and misrepresent the 
teachings of their divine master, as to treat clergymen of other 
denominations as beyond the pale, and ve1·y much on a level 
with the heathen. Hindoo inquirers ask if it is not true that 
a certain bishop says that the difference between Presbyterians 
and Episcopalians is fundamental, and that another bishop 
withdrew the licenses of twenty-three clergymen because 
they would not conform to his ritualistic practices. Every 
one I meet deplores the mischief done by bigots of this kinds 
It cannot be for a moment doubted that, although the con
verts of the missionaries in Hindostan are few and far be
tween, their teaching is shaking to its very center the whole 
fabric of heathen mythology. The upper and educated classes 
hav no belief in the gods of their fathers." 

There is not much doubt that the Eastern peoples are 
shaking off their belief in mythological deities, but they ap
pear very unlikely to make the error of substituting for many 
harmless gods one huge god who is the enbodiment of ty
ranny and fury-the tutelary deity of the Jews. Scientific 
Materialism and occultism sp1·ead much faster in India than 
does Christianity. At least, that was Mr. Bennett's experi
ence. 

JusT before the Rochester Convention the Christian .Advo
cate woke up to excla1m: 

"The Freethinkers propose to hav rare sport in their next 
convention. They advertise that a 'champion of orthodoxy, 
a clergyman, one of the best theologians of the Methodist 
church,' the Rev. Thomas Mitchell, of Brooklyn, 'will speak 
in defense of Christianity;' on which we observe, L That 
Thomas Mitchell is not a regular minister of our church, but 
a local preacher. 2. That for many years he has had little 
connection with our church, having been running an inde
pendent conventicle of his own. 3. That he holds some 
queer and unorthodox notions, for preaching which, if he 
had been a member of an annual conference, he would hav 
been submitted to investigation. 4. He represents no one 
but Thomas Mitchell. 5. We hope that no Christian will be 
drawn into the den by a device of this kind. A Christian go
ing into a crowd of that sort to advocate the gospel violates 
every teaching of Christ, especially this: 'Giv not that which 
is holy unto the dogs, neither cast your pearls before swine, 
lest they trample them under their feet, and turn again and 
rend yon.'" 

So much the worse for the church if none but an un-ortho
dox champion dare stand up for orthodoxy. But as Mr. 
Mitchell was indorsed by two orthodom churches the .Advocate's 
disavowal counts little. This desertion reminds us of that 
little incident in Jesus's life where 

"The devil lea veth him, and, behold, angels came and 
ministered unto him." 

If Mitchell didn't find the convention angelic, he at least 
found men and women too well bred to call their opponents 
swine. The Bible has many texts, and we would call Mr. 
Buckley's attention to this one on the propriety of calling 
names. For his information we will say it may be found in 
Matthew v, 22: 

"But I [Jesus] say unto you that whosoever is angry with 
his brother without a cause shall be in danger of the judg
ment, and whosoever shall say to his brother, Raca [an ex
pression of contempt] shall be in danger of the council; but 
whosoever shall say, thou fool, shall be in danger of hell
fire.'' 

A. Forecast of the Convention. 
As we go to press we note the following among 

the Associated Press dispatches: 
"Rochester, Aug. 27th.-Delegates from various parts of 

the country are already arriving for the Freethinkers' Con
vention that begins here on Wednesday forenoon. The pros
pects are that it will be much larger than any convention of 
the kind ever held in the United States. Lectures will be 
given by T. L. Brown, of Binghamton, Wednesday forenoon, 
on "What Constitutes a F1·eethinker;" by ex-Rev. Samuel P. 
Putnam, of New York, on' Humanity in American Poetry; 
and by ex-Rev. George Chainey, of Boston, in the evening, on 
'The Clergy.' " 

IN a book recently published in this city entitled "Winter 
In India," the author, Right Hon. W. E. Baxter, member of 
Parliament, tells some truths regarding the work of the mis
sionaries in that country which must be rather unpalatable 
reading for the pious who hav invested heavily in Eastern 
heathen. "There are," he says, "very few converts to Chns
tia:.~ity in this part of Hindostan. 'Very, very slowly,' said 
a missionary of the London Society to me the other day, 'does 
the work go on.' . . . The attitude of the higher class 
of nativs who hav abandoned their belief in Hindooism is not' 
hopeful as far as Christianity is concerned." He particularly 
attacks the established church in India, where there are four 
bishops and many clergymen supported by taxation of the 
heathen, and asserts that even the light duties of their sine-

THE Narth American Review for September is at hand. Its 
list of contributions are: "State Regulation of Corporate 
Profits," by Chief Justice T. M. Cooley, of Michigan, showing 
how far, by wise legislation and by applying in the spirit of 
enlightened jurisprudence the principles of the common law, 
the harrowing exactions of corporate companies and monop
olies in general may be restrained, and the interests of the 
people effectually conserved. John A. Kasson, M.C., writes 
on "Municipal Reform," and offers suggestions for the abate
ment of the evils of misgovernment in our great municipali
ties that will command the earnest interest of . all good citi
zens, without respect to party. Richard Grant White treats 
of "Class Distinctions in the United States," a subject that 
is destined to occupy more and more the attention of the 
American people as great fortunes increase. "Shooting at 
Sight" is the subject of some pertinent reflections by James 
Jackson, Chief Justice of the State of Georgia. In "Facts 
About thG Caucus and the Primary," George Walton Green 
unveils the tricks practiced by political managers in large 
cities. The well-known English essayist, W. H. Mallock, 
contributes "Conversations with a Solitary," in which he 
sets forth with much ingenuity the arguments adverse to 
popular government. The Rev. Dr. D. S. Phelan contributes 
an article filled with absurd ideas and dogmatic statements, 
on the "Limitations of Freethinking.'' Finally, Grant Allen, 
the most charming of all living writers on natural history, 
discourses on "An American Wild Flower." Published at 30 
Lafayette Place, New York, and for sale by booksellers gen
erally. 
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Dfommunications. . 

Notes from the Lecture Field. 

sponsibility and his social duty. It is not _fo~ our
selvs that this glowing thought of freedom IS m our 
hearts and minds. It is for the world-for all the 
millions of the human race. The truth we hold is 
not too good for the humblest, the most ignorant man 

That the friends of Freethought along the line of upon this planet. It can make him happier and bet
my appointments may know where I am and what I ter. It cg,n make his toil more rich and beautiful, 
am doing, I send these hastily written notes. At, I and this earth more dear and sweet to his burdened 
the present writing I am in East Portland, where I life. It can remove all horror from his path, and un
lectured last night on the " Definition and Defense of fold, even for his lonely way, the most beneficent 
Liberalism," showing as well as I was able that the powers of nature. It is for joy, and peace, and com
term Liberalism, as applied to the religious thought fort, and wealth, and growth, to every man and 
and Freethought element inside and outsi~e _of woman and child, that we now labor. It is for the 
churches, is simply a sugar-co.ated word, and _m Its consecration of humanity to its noblest effort that we 
true significance means Infid~hty. To ~alk of LI~eral would send forth the rallying cry and bring all our 
Christians is about like speakmg of white blackbirds, hosts into council. 
and Liberal Christianity is to my mind, as a term, in- I think this is to be a most eventful convention. 
correct, anom~lo~1s, ~nd conf~sing. . . In the first place there is to be a pitched battle ?e-

To be a Chnstian IS to be~Ieve the Chnsban creed, tween Christianity and Freethought. The champiOn 
and to disbelieve the creed IS to be an Infidel. of Christianity is to appear armed cap-a-pie. No 

Unitarians are no more Christians than Jews are doubt he will make a valiant display, and strike some 
Christians. . . . savage blows, whether they hit the mark or not. He 

Henry \o/ard Beecher IS no more a Chnstian than comes attested by the magnates of the church. He 
Robert G. Ingersoll is a Christia~. They a~e both is a bold warrior, I guess, and it c~rtainly will ?e 
good men, but moral goodness IS not Jewish nor worth one's while to hear and see this doughty dis
Christiau, but human, and belongs to the race. putant who dares to beard the lion in his den. Of 

Infidelity, to my mind. is the proper word to des- course he will come off with a whole skin; we shall 
ignate all unbelievers in sacred lies, and w~ shall not bu'rn him at the stake; instead of that, we shall 
fight it out on that line although the w~n·d Liberal, furnish him with a good square meal and a comfort
denoting a larger freedom of thought, IS more easy able bed. If he fails, it will not be for lack of care
of digestion to weak stomachs who are just emerg- ful and neighborly attentions on our part. We shall 
ing from the shell of orthodoxy. do all we can to make him achieve his level best. 

Since I wrote you from Seattle I hav spoken at But the main interest of the convention will center 
"Flagle Creek, giving the Fourth of July oration and in the reply, for the man and the opportunity will 
three lectures, remaining over Sunday: Our t?anks meet in fortunate conjunction. Of course, no other 
for myself and wife are due to our friends Wilbern man is to be thought of than T. B. Wakeman, who 
McElsander and others for cordial reception and by years of toil and study has made himself master 
substantial support in our work. . of this many-sided Liberal movement, and revealed 

Onr next ~tppointment at Corvallis found B. F. its "burning core" with the illuminations of his 
Hyland, a stanch friend ?f THE TRUTH S~KER, at genius and learning. It will be worth one's pilgrim
the depot with four ca~nages well filled. Wit? Infi- age for many a mile to listen to his noble presenta
dels to meet us, and a nght royal reception It was, tion of our cause. That cause is not by any means 
and for audiences and generous support we note a to be learned in a day. All history contributes to its 
marked improvement since our last visit. meaning. Every discovery of science is a part of its 

And the town, although almost eaten up by revealing beauty. Music, art., poetry, from the song 
religious supers~ition, givs many signs of_ men- of Homer to the greater song that is to come in the 
tal freedom; and If God or that other fellow will only new and vaster struggles of the race, make known 
spare our friends Hyland and Wheeler a few more the areatness of the clay that is coming. On the ad
years, something good will yet grow up in Corvallis. vancing forehead of our chosen orator this light has 
Our hearty thanks are due to all who helped us to dis- flashed, and we may be sure that every falsehood of 
pense the gospel of Nature in Corvallis. our adversary will be made plain, and the tr:uth t~at 

Our thanks are due at. Albany to ~udge Mansfie~d he may speak will be turned back upon hn~ with 
and family for much kmdness durmg our stay m crushing effect. We shall not win a barren victory, 
their beautiful city. . merely for applause and self-satisfaction; but we 

Our next appointment found us at Salem, the cap1- shall hav a statement of our hopes and aims, of the 
tal of the state. Here we met Prof. Chaney, the old truth we hold and the impulse we feel, that will be 
astrologer and war-horse of Freethought, also Den- of permanent value in the literature of humanity. 
ton Cridge, nephew of William Denton, a brilliant It will be a memorable occasion, for in 1\fr. Wake
young man who bids fair to rival his uncle Denton man, more perhaps than in any other, the broad and 
for backbone and scientific attainment. deep things of Liberalism hav found a most skilful 

Many thanks are due at Salem to Col. Reed for the interpreter. 
free use of his fine opera house for our lectures, and Then on Sunday, the Lord's day, we are to hav 
to friend Hawkins and others for kindness received, Mr. Watts-and a lord's clay we will hav of it with 
and especially to Brother and Sister Cline for true t.he valor of our British cousin. How he will chas
sympathy and cordial welcome. tise the "Philistines" of the church! We know what 

At East Portland we had a large and most atten- his metal is, and the service that he can perform. In 
tive audience, notwithstanding a large tent was in him we shall find one of the best representativs of 
full blast showing up the prophecies and the beast the Old World Liberalism. It is well for us to be 
with numerous heads and horns, and th_e great im- thus reminded of the great movement that is go
por tance of getting ready_ t~ meet Chnst when he ing on across the water, to realize the hope, the 
shall come to make up his Jewels .. Well, .I looked energy, the boundless enthusiasm and courage that 
over the tent audience and thought If the Jew~ls of are in it. Mr. Watts has a grand story to tell us, 
heaven are to be made up of such a mass of Igno- and thousands of Liberals should perform a "Sab
rance and superstition, I am still willing to take all bath day's journey"-and several of them-to lis-
the chances on hell. . . ten to his eloquent words. 

Our thanks are due here to our fnends Cntes, Then there will be Chainey, and Leland, and Burn-
Hendee, S.M. Keenan, and others. ham, and Babcock, and others-a noble company; 

From here I go to eastern Oregon to speak at Pen- and thus all our brother Green's most glowing proph
dleton, Island City, Somerville, Union, Baker, and ecies will be fulfilled, and the convention will be a 
Prairie City. most notable event. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

Please send as indicated in my private letter THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. J. L. YoRK. 

Ho for Rochester, Mitchell and 
Watts of England, Etc.! 

Wakeman, 

It is evident that a large and enthusiastic gather
ing of Liberals will take place at Rochester on the 
29th and thereafter. The signs are multiplying that 
H. L. Green is doing his usual masterly work, and 
all the lines are laid for a successful advance and cap
ture of the enemy's guns. Let it not for a moment 
be imagined that this convention is merely for dis
play. It is for thougut and for action. Never be
fore has the Liberal movement assumed such wide 
significance, and struck so many chords in human 
hope and aspiration. It does hold the golden prom is 
of the future. More and more is this evident to all 
deeply thinking minds. The past must be remolded. 
The old ideals are being fast swept away; and with 
nQw coB.ceptions of history come new conceptions of 
man's progress and destiny. As Mr. Wakeman nobly 
says, science is king; and it is as messengers of _this 
new kingdom-the kingdom of man, the republic of 
the race-that we stand to-day. It is no empty word 
that we speak-it is the freighted gospel of human
ity. Would that each Liberal might realize his re-

Resolutions for the Convention's Consideration. 
Mr. Lewis l\'Iasquerier has handed us a copy of the 

resolutions he forwarded to Mr. Green to be pre
sented to the Rochester Convention. They read as 
follows: 

WHEREAs, The institutions of all nations are founded upon 
creeds and laws that -produce a parasitically religious and 
political priesthood, who, with the usurped power of rack
taxage, rentage, and percenbge, a1·e monopolizing more than 
each pers.on's individual, equal, and pe1·petual or entailed 
1ight to a share of the soil, and who, also, are usurping more 
than each person's inalienable right to a share of sovereignty 
or the right to vote directly for the law and I;.Ot for candi
dates, erroneously supposed to represent them; thus pro
ducing a landless and non-self-ruling people, while demoraliz
ing ariel debasing them into pauperism, crime and misery, 
under an earnest or hypocritical delusion of an original de
pravity of man's nature. 

Therefore, be it resolved, By ~he present. F.reethinkers' qon
vention of New York, that L1beral assoCiatiOns be orgamzecl 
in every township in New York, and that they also should be 
established in other states and nations. 

Resolved, That the meetings should be held in the dwellings, 
shops, barns, sheds, etc., of the central places in the town
ships, during the afternoons of every ~u~day; an~ that all 
earnEst Liberals should welcome the missiOnary fnends free 
of charge for entertainment and room for meetings. 

Resolved, That a fund be established to enable lecturers 
without the means, to 1?:0 around through each township or 
county in New York, with printed constitutions to aid in or-

ganizing societies, and with blank spaces to write in their 
names. I hereby tender the association one hundred dollars 
now in bank to aid the movement. 

Resolved, That the object in organizing these Freethin~in_g 
associations is to instruct mankind in the thorough prmcl
ples and system upon which society should be founded, while 
the present partially civilized n_ations, wi~h thei.r errone~us 
office-holding governments, are mcorporatmg, w1th the stim
ulus of large gifts of land, railroading companies, who, 
aided by canaling and shipping ones, are distributing by emi
gration a supel"ior enterprising and labo~ing_people upon the 
uncultivated lands of savage ones, resultmg m the better cul
ture and manufacture of their products; thus advancing 
civilization in art only, while producing such a monopoly of 
p1·operty and powt'lr that they are unwittingly preparing man
kind for the last phase or form that the moral world can. at
tain in the institution of inalienable and moral democraCies, 
consisting of every human being's ownership and use of 
separate, equal, and entailed fa1·msteads, secured from all 
liability to become alienated by any tax, rent, mortgage, debt 
of any kind, wills, etc., forever. LEWIS MAsQUERIER. 

Mr. Lewis Masquerier has published an appendix 
to his "Sociology; or, the Scientific Reconstruction 
of Society," of which the Brooklyn Daily .Advertiser 
says: 

"This pamphlet throws an electrical, mental light upon the 
thorough principles of rights and wrongs, and is tha most 
Radical treatis issued since Paine's "Common Sense." 
Paine's age was only ripe for our separation, and ~or ~he writ
ing down of monarchies to the so-called constitutional re
publics which this age now shows are only moderated forms 
of mon~rchy and humbug oligarchies, falsely called represent
ativ governments. For the voting of candidat.es, even by 
universal suffrage, only confirms the already alienated sov
ereignty or power of government by the people. 

He originates rights in the inseparable connectio~ of ~an's 
organs with the surrounding elements, ~nd classifies ~1ghts 
and wrongs like other great classes of thmgs far supenor to 
the partial one of Blackstone. He has developed, for ~he.first 
time in the history of social science, the three great prmCiples 
that must co-operate in the production of a perfect right. 
The author, Lewis Masquerier, has ~lazGd out wit~ a ;mental 
light upon the moral world along w1th the electnc light of 
Brush and Edison in the physical." 

One of these appendixes will be sent by l!.S to every 
purchaser of his "Sociology" (price, $1), or it may be 
ordered separate for ten cents. 

The N. L. L. Cong1·ess. 
THE call for the seventh annual congress of the National 

Liberal League is as follows: AU citizens of the United States 
who believe in the fundamental principles of our republic; 
separation of church and state, equality of aU citizens before 
the law without distinction of creed, or race, or sex; justice 
for all and privileges and monopolies for none; the need of 
universal secular education, free speech, and a free press, as 
the basis of universal suffrage, are invited to join the National 
Liberal League, and to appear or to be represented in its 
seventh annual congress, to be held in Freie Gemeinde Hall, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, 
September 21st, 22d, and 23d, 283 (1883). The League has 
for its objects, and has sought to carry out the principles 
above stated by securing: 

1. The total separation of church and state; this is the first 
and chief object of the League, and includes, among ot~er 
things, the taxation of church property and the suppression 
of sectarian appropriations; and, as neCfiSSary to th!lt general 
object, the League insists _u:pon. ?·.The prot~c~10n ?f all 
citizens in their equal religious, CIVIl, and political. nghts, 
without regard to religious belief or want of such belief. 3. 
The universal, secular, and scientific education of the p~o_Ple, 
so as to emancipate them from the prevalent superstitious 
"religions." 4. The impartial, secular administration and 
enforcement of the laws by secular authorities onl;r, :who 
shall be directly responsible to the people. 5. The mV!ola
bility of the mails and their impartial administration for 
postal purposes only. 6. A free press and no censorship by 
churches through amateur societies under state laws, nor 
through postal officials under United States laws. 

Year by year we find that the above principles and meas
ures are openly or covertly violated more and more in every 
state and by the general government, and chiefly through 
church influences. .A:ny sect, church, or "religion" that mili
tates against these principles, openly or covertly, directly or 
indirectly, is the enemy of American liberty and of the Ameri
can people. The League is opposed to churches and " relig
ions" only as they are opposed to liberty and to the rights of 
man. All American citizens, therefore, to whom these prin
ciples and objects commend themselvs, should rally to the 
National Liberal League, and make it the nurse and defender 
of freedom in every town and state as well as in the nation, 
In no other way can "the blessings of liberty," the birth
right of American freemen, be so effectivly maintained. 
Hence, there is not a man or a woman on this continent 
whose worth, usefulness, and dignity would not be enhanced 
by giving attendance or aid to the congresses of the League. 
Never since the original League congress of 1876 has an 
assembly met having m:ore important principles and meas
ures before it than the coming congress. It meets to accom
plish the fundamental purposes of the patriots of 1776. 
They will hav failed, unless the objects of the League are at
tained. To aid in this noble work it is only necessary to 
join, or to organize, an Auxiliary Liberal L_eag~e in your 
neighborhood. For terms and mode of orgamzat10n address 
the secretary without delay. All charter and life members of 
the League, and all delegates from local auxiliary Leagues, 
will hav votes in the congress. Each auxiliary is entitled to 
send five delegates its president, secretary, and three other 
members, to the congress. Annual members are entitled to 
seats in the congress, and to votes by permission of the con
gress. Combine, then, for the common defense, for gener.al sec
ular education, and for the firm support of the essentmls of 
free institutions. Let it not be your fault if in the growth and 
prosperity of our people, their liberties and yours are fritM 
tered away and lost! T. B. Wakeman, president, N. L. L.; 
Elizur Wright, first vice-president; T. C. Leland, secretary, 
744: Broadway, New York city, 
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LA. VETA, HUERFANO Co., August 1, 1883. 
M11s. M. W. BENNETT: Inclosed please find $3 cur

rency. My absence in the mountains must excu;;e 
my being so delinquent. The_ extra fifty cents you 
can, if you choose, apply to the Monument Fund; it 
is a sorry satisfaction to apply it to such a pqrpose, 
but regrets are late, now, and useless. I am glad 
THE TRUTH SEEKER still seems to flourish under its 
present able management., and was pleased to find 
it well known and gladly read in out-of-the-way 
mining camps in this stf'tte; a few back numbers I 
bad with me being eagerly sought after. I wish you 
continued prosperity. Yours, E. H. BELCHER. 

BRENTWOOD, August 7, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I like THE TRUTH SEEKER, and am one 

of those wbo highly appreciate the discussion that 
bas been going on between Andrews, Putnam, and 
Wakeman. I not only read but study anything tbat 
either of these gentlemen write. Please don't haul 
them up too bard with your check-rein. 

There is more truth in it than there appears, and 
I am glad to see THE TRUTH SEEKER giv a little head 
to this matter. 

Wishing THE TRUTH SEEKER abundant success, I 
remain, Yours for the truth as it is in science, 

WM. u. DAME. 

CENTERVILLE, UTAH, August 5, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: The inclosed I send you to ask you to 

please send me the pamphlet, "Jehovah Unveiled; 
or, The Character of the Jewish Deity Delineated;" 
also the tract, "Sinful Saints and Sensual Shepherds," 
for I lent the last-named to a lady the day I re
ceived it, and she has lost it or something, and I 
had not read it; so please send me another one. 

mortal part of man. They forget, or else do not 
know, that matter is just as immortal as the soul, 
never having had a beginning and will never hav an 
end. Now, the question ariees, are they honest to 
take from the people their living, and never render 
any equivalent? They cannot even enlighten their 
dupes, and the more ignorant they keep thf'm the 
longer they can fleece them. We often hear them 
prate about the spirit and the sonl, and at the same 
time they are too ignorant to define either. The Ma
terialists tell us that matter produced intelligence 
under laws; but if matter constitutes everything, 
there is no laws. The ministers tell us that intelli
gence produced matter out of nothing, and one po
sition is just as foolish as the other. There is no 
evidenl'e in the universe apnlicable to man's senses 
to prove either position. Should we view matter 
from an objectiv standpoint we must come to the 
conclusion that it was produced, but who or what 
produced them? It is a fact not to be denied, that 
no object ever produced itself; hence, as an object, 
it must hav had a producer. One man says that 
matter is endowed with the oroperties of life; grant 
it, but who or what is the -endower? That is the 
question for the Materialist to answer. We hav no 
evidence that all things in nature are self-productiv. 
What givs to matter the power to reproduce? I sav 
matter never had any such power. There is no man 
smart enough to prove that mattter produces mem
ory, and there is no man smart enough to prove 
that something came from nothing. So we see that 
the Materialist and the Christian are both straining 
at a gnat and swallowing a camel. Let us look at 
another idea. Matter always existed and could never 
undergo a single chanJZ"e, were it not for some power 
back of or independent of it. I call that power ir
telligence, and that always existed. The physical 

yeast to work while we slept, until in the course of 
human events it was necessary for tbe doctor to 
proclaim salvation in the name of the most high to 
this be-christianed community. Therefore, the ar
rangements being perfected, I wrote to the doctor 
to come and I would meet bim at the depot with a 
tertm, and that tbe other stables would send at least 
one team each to escort him and wife to their lodg
ings and welcome them to our priest-ridden town. 
He read it and looked up to bis wire, saying, "Hy
land is joking;" but it was no joke as they rolled into 
the depot. Here stood the teams plenty, and the 
finest lot of smiling ladies our town can afford
eleven in number-who greeted them with a hearty 
welcome. They were then assisted into the finest car
riage our town affords, and escorted to one of our 
finest residences, that owned and occupied by Captain 
William Stevens. Thus we made a Il.urry, which wa,; 
a more sure token of redeeming grace than heavy 
thunder is of refreshing showers, and surely the 
glory of God was made manifest with such mighty 
power that it shook Old Orthodoxy from center to 
circumference, so that its votaries, tbe egotistic 
bigots, congregated on the street corners and did 
nothing but curse and call tbe doctor and his sup
porters fancy names, such as Comstock hunts for but 
can't find among Infidels. Yet not a man of them 
dared say that he made one misstatement either on 
or off the rostrum, and be said plainly that tbe 
Christians' god was a myth, their Jesus Christ never 
lived, their holy ghost was only common wind, and 
as sure as the world was round there was no heaven 
above it or fiery hell below it. And he dared the en
tire clergy of our town to bring their congregations 
to the City Hall and attempt to prove a syllable to 
the contrary, and he would make the truth so plain 
that the most ignorant would cease to believe, and 
every place of worship would soon be placarded for 
sale or rent. 

I see many books in your catalog I would like, 
but I hav not tbe means to send for them, for liv
ing here among the infernal Mormon, law-breaking, 
lecherous crew I get a mighty poor chance to earn 
money or anything else. 

I am glad Mr. Munn has written what he has in 
THE TRUTH SEEKER about them ; but he has not told 
all, by a long way. The5e Mormons, as a sect, are a 
nasty, sneering, evasiv, make-game class of beings, 
and it is seldom you can get an answer from any of 
them to a question that is of any importance. And 
the leaders brag, and often hav said, that the United 
States government-nor all tbe powers of earth and 
hell combined-cannot put down polygamy. Oh, 
what a disgrace and reproach it is to the goverment 

We raised the money to pay for our course of lec
_tures from those wbo wanted to giv, discarding ut
terly the Christian practice cf begging and passing 
the hat, and among those who wanted to giv were 
no preachers, no lawyers. Yes, Dr. Heslop prefers 
knowledge to belief, and in this violently Christian 
community knowledge is called on only after the 
multitude of believers hav failed. So, in addition to 
medical practice, our friend takes photos, and as Dr. 

_ to permit these Mormon scalawags to defy the law 
the way they are doing, and to fill the country with 
their legions of illegitimate children, and instill in 
them a hatred and animosity toward the govern
ment and all who do not believe in tbe infernal 
Mormon fraud! Here in this territory are many 
thousands more of males than females, and the 
nasty, lechProus scoundrels tell tbe poor, ignorant 
females there is no salvation for them outside tbe 
Mormon church. And tbe scoundrels make their 
ignorant dupes believe in the myth of a Jew Bible 
God, arid that old Taylor bas revelations from him; 

_ and that it is for them to do as they are told by the 
Mormon priesthood, and ask no questions-thus fet
tering the -~people from the exercise of their own 
reason. 

I was here when the Mountain Meadows massacre 
took place, and I saw these people, and remember 
the diabolical and infamous teaching of Brigham 
Young, and others of his class, at that time. Truly 
those were times of terror here, and a man hardly 
dared to speak, or say his soul was his own. There 
was a "reformation" started here in 1856, and oh, 
what bloody, cutthroat doct:i:in was taught in those 
days !-and tbe infamous covenants made in that in
fernal Endowment House (I call it the sink-hole of 
iniquity), where they took their secret oaths! It 
would take a volume to write this vile Mormon rec
ord, and I am glad Mr. Munn has said what he has 
in regard to it, and I hope if there a1·e any more of 
your subscribers in Utah who were here in 1856, and 
for years after, they will write about it, and let the 
world know the true inward workings of this vile 
institution. They would now, if they oould, drive 
every gentile out of the territory, and cut the throats 
of all of us ungodly apostates. But I am glad those 
days are gone, and that the scoundrels dare not say 

'and do as they once sat'-i and did here. We hav 
Uncle Sam's troops too handy for service if required. 
I bope the principles of Freethought will gradually 
bav such an influence on the minds of the people of 
this priestridden country that they may see the 
necessity of cultivating and exercising their own 
reason and better judgment, and let the myth of the 
Bible go. Yours for the truth, 

WILLIAM WILLIAMS. 

York and wife had never seen their photos on one 
card, Dr. HE>slop had tbe pleasure of first prorlucing 
them also. Dr. York contributed $6 worth of his own 
to the cause, and I send one of each herewith, the 
two on a card especially to Mrs. Bennett, as she mnst 
appreciate those who contributed E>O much to Mr. 
Bennett's happiness on his return trip round the 
world. If others wnnt them they can get them at 
50 cents each of Dr. Heslop, Corvallis, Oregon.· 

Our speaker was paid ~Y your corresr>ondf'n ~ and 
Hama Lewis, giving $10 each, and John Moore, Thos. 
Eglin, Capt. Wm. Stephens, and Mr. Wheeler, $5 
each, with a large number of smaller sums. Then, 
to save expense, we had arranged for the court-house, 
but a new set of subscribers came forward and pairl 
f"r the City Hall, so that salvation might be pro
claimed in good style, and when the last Christian 
gun was spiked and the doctor must leave to pro
claim far and wide that the good fraternity of man 
is at hand and fast superseding and replacing tbe 
kingdom of God that for thou3ands of years bas de
graded and benighted poor downtrodden humanity, 
Mr. Eglin, of tbe City Stables, said bis horses were free, 
so we took a carri 1ge and drove down tbe valley to Al
bany, the next county seat, and left.our guests among 
friends. As we were enjoying our ride tbe doctor re
marked, "Well, we hav had really a good time, but 
you don't know bow the cold chills crawled up my 
back when thinking of delivering a course of Liberal 
lectures in your religion-cursed town !" 

B. F. HYLAND. 

XENIA, July 10, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: For thousands of years mankind hav 

racked their brains i11 order to find out how every
thing thH.t is applied to their sengea c3.me into ex
istence. The Bible theory of creation has at all 
times deprived man of the real cause of existence, 
providing there is a cause. Man would judge from 
what he can see, hear, and feel, that there was a 
cause, and that all he sees, hears, and feels is but 
the effect of some cause; reasoning from analogy, 
tbis theory would be correct; then, again, if there 
was a cause, that would not exist without another 
cause to produce it-and so on indefinitly. If mat
ter ever had a beginning, there must bav been 
something to make it out of, also a maker. We see 
that matter undergoes changes; how does it force 
itself to undergo those changes? or is there some
thing not yet understood that compels matter to 
change its condition and location? As far as man 
has any knowledge of nature (which includes matter) 
there is no change, except as that change is forced 
upon it by intelligence. Now the question arises, 
What is this intelligence? 

man could not exist without the spiritual, neither 
could matter exist without intelligence, and at the 
same time intelligence doefl not create matter. as it 
has nothing to create it out of, but it controls mat
ter. Matter does not create intelligence, neither does 
intelligence craate matter; both always existed and 
always will exist. Intelligence can comprehend it
self. Is it matter that instructs the object to repro
duce, or is it spirit? One says that spirit is a result. 
I say it is not a result, but the direct cause of all 
the different manifeRtations in and through matter, 
Is it matter that makPs clay into bricks and then 
puts them into a building? I say no; it is spirit or 
intelligence. Tbe Materialist says it is law, and at 
the same time there is nothing in existence but mat
ter, hence no space for law, a'! law is matter, if their 
theory is true. The ministers say it is God through 
law; if God is omnipotent and omnipresent, then be 
embraces all. Hence there is no law. One theory 
is just as silly to me as the other. I say that matter 
and spirit (or intelligence) always existed, and ever 
will. Neither has a distinct, separate existence, and 
it is by the action of intelligence upon and through 
matter that we hav all the millions of different man
ifestations in nature we see, bE>ar, feel, taste, and 
smell. Should I feel like nf.ling my pen again upon 
this subject, I will show bow spirit uses matter in 
order to pr0duce what is called evolution in matter 
from the l'Jwer to the higher. I. D. SEELY. 

NEWPORT, 1\iE., August 15, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: There is no person living that has 

tried harder to school themselvs to be charitable to 
those who differ from them than I hav, and I think 
I would contend as earnestly for the rights of Chris
tians or Infidels as for Spiritualists; but whether I 
am charitable or uncharitable, I tell you that I am 
sick and disgusted with the senseless clatter and 
nonsense of those who are determined to die; and 
I say with many others of my friends that I almost 
wish that the doctrin that "death ends all" might 
be true with them. 

While my spirit is richly fed by the cheerful words 
of such writers as A. B. Bradford and others, I hav 
not an infinitesimal particle of love or sympathy with 
the advocates of eternal sleep. 

Through all the long discussion on this subject in 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, I hav carefully read both sides, 
but I hav read the last article I ever will read on 
this coldest, and most cheerlE'SS of all beliefs that 
ever was advocated by man or woman. 

If this life is all there is for mankind, then there 
is nothing whatsoever to liv for. If this life is all, 
stop the wheels of time, blot the sun out of the 
heavens, and wind up everything as soon as possible, 
for life here is a most miserable failure. 

But if Spiritualism is false, if this life is all there 
is for man, even then it is the grandest, most elevat
ing, most cheerful of all the teachings that ever has 
been promulgated for five thousand years. 

Why? Because it cheers millions of otherwise de
sponding souls at every step they take, and if, when 
the time comes to depart, they die, they are never 
to know it, but hav been made happy all their days 
in this only belief that teaches the true way of life. 

WANTED, HONEST MEN TO JOIN AN AUXILIARY LIBERAL 
LEAGUE. 

CORVALLIS, August 1, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Friends of THE TRUTH SEEKER. rejoice! 

The s"led sown two years ago by Dr. J. L. York has 
produce& fruit. When his last lecture closed there 
was only one lady in the congregation, and he left 
here quietly, only tbe small voice remaining like 

It costs tbe people of the United States not less 
then 250,000,000 dollars a year to support a set of 
priests and ministers; and for what purpose? They 
tell us it is for the purpose of saving souls. And at 
the same time there is not one of the gang that can 
giv to any one an intelligent idea what the soul is. 
The only answer they can giv is this, It is tbe lm-

But I know that there is no death, that we shall 
liv on in a grand and beautiful spiritual world, where 
compensation for all will be the reward of all noble 
souls. 

But is this all that can be said in favor of Spirit-
ualism? Very far from it. -

Go back thirty-five years previous to the advent 
of modern Spiritualism, and where do we find woman ? 

-



-
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A slave, made so by the Christian ·church. But where 
, is she to-day? Made free by this grandest philosopy 

the world has ever seen. Thousands of lectures bav 
been given by spirits through woman-and men too 
-without the least study or previous preparation, 
which hav thrilled the hearts and fed the people as 
no others hav done. 

Spiritualism has done more to revolutionize the 
world than anything that ever came to our earth. 
Would any one pretend that L era! lecturers like 
Robert G. Ingersoll would get the grand audiences 
they do if th people had not been Liberalized by 
Spiritual lecturers? 

Read the notices, and attend the Spiritual ~ll.mp
meetings, and you will soon be convinced that Spirit
ualism is doing a grand work for the elevation of 
humanity. And yet Spiritualism is only in its infancy. 
It has hardly coll1 menced its elevating work yet. 

A word about spirit paintings and healing mediums 
and I close. I hav seen pictures painted while the 
medium was blindfolded, with twelve thicknesses 
ovor her eyes, and the medium who. painted them 
was controled by two spirits at the same time; one 
controling the hand to paint, and the other spirit 
holding conversation with those standing near by. 

There are thousands of healing mediums who are 
doing a grand work; one, among others, is Dr. HJrace 
Field. of Dexter, Me., and the story he related to me 
last Saturday in his own office, and the confirmation 
by the girl herself the same day, filled me with more 
pleasure than I can ever express in words. A woman, 
a Mrs. Drake, of Athens, Me., was more than a half 
hour in telling me of the wonderful cure performed 
on her by Dr. Field, not long ago. And this Dr. 
Field was a farmer's son, never having studied 
medicin at all. But I am not the one to do justice 
to this greatest wonder of the nineteenth century. 
Spiritualism will yet redeem this world, and make 
it a paradise. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER was never hPtter than now, 
especially the editorials, SEWARD MITCHELL. 

PINAL, ARIZ., August 11, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: In response to your call to help spread 

the light, I inclose a list of twenty-five names; which 
I take the liberty to send without the knowledge or 
consent of the individuals concerned. SJme are pro
fessed ChriRtians. Some are indifferent, with scarcely 
any opinion pro or con, but from mere habit, and a 
desire to be on the popular side, lean toward the 
church. Others are Freethinkers, but timid about 
expressing their sentiments in public. I sincerely 
hope that all of these (and m,,ny others) may be
come reguhr subscribers to your noble gospel of 
light and truth, and thereby develop iilto true, up
right, and self-reliant men and woman, casting off 
forever the cringing, superstitious fear of a "dread 
majesty in the skies." I make no pretensions to 
literary culture or scientific lorf', hence I seldom 
write anything for publication. But I do a great deal 
of reading and thinking, that is, when I can snatch 
the time from mechanical labor to do so. 

H you will allow me a little space, I would like to 
giv expression, in my imperfect style, to a few 
thoughts that imPress my mind. Some of your cor
respondents ask, Should Liberals take part in politics? 
But why ask such a question? When we are con
fronted with the indisputable fact that the minions 
of the churc;h, backed by capital, aided and en
couraged by corruptible courts, and championed in 
the halls of legislation by truckling politicd.l huck
sters, calling themselvs Republicans and Democrats 
(for some of whmm the penitentiaty would be the 
proper place); when we see this motley crew work
ing together in dead earnest., like beavers, with in
tent and pnrpose to undermine the foundation of our 
republic, by engrafting in to our Constitution the 
name and principles of an imaginary being they call 
God, originated in the brain of crude and ignorant 
man; when we consider the underhand, persistent, 
and stealthy methods by which these parties work 
to accomplish their ends; and when we further cJn
template the great mass of indifferentism which in 
politics and religion has no mind of its own, but is 
swept along with the strongest popular current-now, 
with all the above, and other symptoms visible, is 
there no cause of alarm that their efforts may be 
eventually crowned with success? And if so, what 
then? The death of liberty. Yes, this is their aim, 
and it it~ their only hope. lf they cannot invoke the 
power of the law to uphold their declining god and 
his tottering throne, they know that he is doomed 
to fall, and their traffic in gawdology will vanish 
forever (may the day speedily come). While the great 
mass of the people sleep in fancied security, seem
ingly unconscious of transpiring events; and worse 
than all, even L:berals, able, talented, noble, high· 
minded men and women, capable with their elo
quence (as it were) to raise the dead from their 
quiet slumbers (:J.lmost), how grevious, how sad 
the prospect, to behold this grand array of tal
ent, thia mountain of towering intellect, dividing it
self into factions and devoGing their time, their 
energy, and the valuable columns of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, to virulent discussion of an immaterial, un
definable, unprovable nonentity, an immortal soul 
(in short), a myth; while, at the same time, the 
allied enemy of Freethought, free speech, free press, 
and free government, is steadily advancing, step by 

step, already stretching forth his hand to grasp the 
outposts of liberty; first, the schools. next the press, 
and finally the government itself. Having be.en for 
ye~rs a silent but close observer of public affairs, I 
thmk I am fully warranted in saying that no true 
American patriot, no lover of libert.y, of justice and 
equal rights to all, no one who wishes to see labor 
dignified, and the laborer respected, comfortable, pros
perous, and happy, should any longer giv countenance 
or support to the Republican party (so called). As 
now organized, I am convinced beyond a doubt in 
my mind that the leadero of the party are in league 
with the money power and with the church to en
slave the 1 a boring and producing classes of this 
country, and establish in place of this republic, a 
moneyed and semi-theocratic gr'vernment. To prove 
this, if I had time and space, I could show an array 
of acts and facts that point to such a result as surely 
as effact follows cause. But your columns will not 
admit of it in this article. In conclusion, let me say 
to Liberals of every shade of opinion: Cease your Ir
rational warfare about mere opinions; let the soul 
and the future provide for itself when the proper 
times arrives (if it ever does). Turn about and face 
tbe real material enemy of liberty and progress. 
Giv your attention and your talent to this life, where 
they are so much needed, a-nd learn to realize the 
fact that the great battle of human freedom has yet 
to be fought, either by the ballot or the bullet. 
Unite your forces, unfurl your banner to the breeza, 
inscribed with the nine demands or Liberalism and 
in the language of the immortal Jackson, swe~r by 
the eternal, These must and shall be preserved l 

I. A. BROADBEOK. 

POSTSMOUTH, August 10, 283 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2.00 for THE 

TRUTH SEEKER for as long as it will pay for it. 
I am in dead earnest a confirmed Infidel, and one 

of many long years standing, and hav many good 
reasons for being an unbeliever. I am proud of it. 
All that is needed for the advancement of the cause 
of truth and freedom of the mind here in this city 
0 f 17,000 inhabitants is a press and an editor, or at 
least a traveling lecturer. I could promis one free 
board say for one week, in case a hall could be pro
vided gratis, which I fear could not be done, though 
there are a great many Infidels, Liberals, Spiritual
ists, and Freethinkers in our city. The clergy hav 
a recent secret organization here, the object of which 
is to injure, ostracize, and as much as possible per
secute and discourage the Infidel element in oppo
sition to their teachings, which they (the most of 
them) know to be false. It is this inquisitorial sort. 
of persecution on their part that I am most anxious 
now in the decline of life to expose and break up, 
because I hav been,. and still am, a marked victim 
of their hate, because, though not rich, I hav exer
cised the moral courage to dare to do, and, as far 
as I am able, to expose their selfish cupidity. Could 
not you influence some Infidel lecturer to visit our 
town, if only to see what could or might be done to 
further the good cause here? I could afford one 
comfortable lodgings for a few days while he is feel
ing round, and could introduce him to our leading 
advocates-A. McFarlin, local editor of the Ports
mouth Tribune and Republican, now past middle age, 
and a gentleman in every respect.; also our leadinl!' 
apostle of Spiritualism, Mr. C. W. Cotton, foreman 
and stockholder in a large hub and spoke factory 
here; old Mr. Jesse Appler, by the way, one of our 
noted readers and historians, and a chemist-; Dr. J. 
M. Wright, physician and dentist; Ron, H. C. Towne, 
lawyer; H. W. Farnham, and, lastly, by name, occu
pation, etc., the worthy mayor of our city, John Mc
Farland, known for many years as tne "infant 
blacksmith," and weighing 208 lbs., and many other 
lesser lights, such as you humble servant. Will giv 
you a sample how persecuting and intolerant one 
of our old Presbyterian preachers here is-E. C. Pratt 
by name. One day, near the post-office, we met, 
himself opening the ball, and, as is common, one 
word breeding another. Among other things edify
ing and amusing and instructing to me, he told me 
that I was "in danger of hell-fire." I ironically re
plied that I knew it; would he be so kind as to tell 
me something that I did not know? Then he asserted 
that "I did not know how wicked I was." I replied 
that I admitted that fact also, for, being a farmer, 
I could not be expected to know much, but thought 
that if I kept on much longer in the hell-fire road, 
I would soon be as wicked as he was, and that 
I had always noticed that the habit of going on from 
bad to worse generally fetched up in the pulpit. 
Please do not infer from this that I am either bad 
or wicked. On the contrary, let me assure you, my 
dear sir and co-worker in this cause of mental lib
erty and Freethought, that it is my well-known 
probity, moral courage, high standing, and an opposer 
of all wrong, believing priesturaft to be the worst 
and most fruitful source of evil and degrading in Hs 
object and results, that caused me to be for many long 
years the center of their malicious treatment and 
most holy hatred. If they dared, they would send me 
to hell bareheaded and barefooted, and without the 
benefit of clergy, and in the love, name, and mercy 
of their orthodox god, pray for the power to do it. 
Although Infidel that I am, I believe the soul to be 
immortal, and that we in a future state oc condition 

will take cognizance of and remember the "deeds 
done in the body, whether good or evil;" and in this 
and this only, constitutes the source of rewards 0~ 
punishments hereafter, if there be such; and any 
opportunity or omission to expose priestcraft would 
cause any honest or decent man to blush for shame 
that he did not fight and expose those sycophants 
and parasites who liv like vermin on the crests of 
lions and dogs, I am getting old now-66 years-and 
the older I get, the stronger and more convinced 
I am that reason, truth, science, and knowledge are 
all-powerful, and in the end will over priestcraft and 
error prevail, and their present progress givs me com
fort in my declining years. Send THE TRUTH SEEKER 
to my address. JAs. H. FEURT. 

P. s.-May you and THE TRUTH SEEKER liv forever. 

BROOKLYN, E. D., August 29, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: With me it is almost sun-down, and 

at my octogenarian age I hav little more to expect 
of this world's ever changeful allurements to a bet
ter state of things, and, consequently, rest measur
ably contented with the prospect before me. I think 
you hav an equal portion of readers and subscribers 
to your valuable paper, Spiritualists and skeptics, 
and you honestly and wisely giv both parties a 
proper use of your columns. Permit me to address 
myself more particularly to the Spiritual portion of 
your readers, as it is only that class who can, 
from actual knowledge, fully comprehend or fully 
understand what I may say. 

I wonder much that Spiritualists waste time and 
energy in argumentativ replies in attempting to con· 
vince the obtuse intellects of some of your "eternal 
snoozgrs" that there is something yet to learn. 
There are actually people so self-satisfied with the 
stormy condition of this world 

"That they would not serve God 
If the devil bid them." 

Spiritualists hav latel:v bad let loose upon them 
another "rxpose" by a J. W. Trues iell, of Syracus!B, 
price $1.50. Spiritualism is bound to go under this 
time sure. In regard to spirHual exposures, so far, 
in this mysterious philosophy, my faith has survived 
quite a number. With regard to the acquisition of 
truth, in the early days of Spiritualism I purchased 
and read almost everything in that line that was in· 
vented and published. First there was the Rev. Toe
snapping Burrs; then came the R.JV. H. Mattison, 
A.M., Methodist pastor in John street, New York 
city; then came Prof. Page, of Washington; then the 
Rev. Dr. Dodd, the mesmerist. However, in justice 
to this gentleman, I must state be afterward pub· 
lished a book retracting his former opinions and 
statements. Next came Commissioner Thomas Ewe· 
banks, of Washington. Ol the fifiing round of such 
eccentricities as J. F. Coles-sometimes talking one 
way and sometimes another, I hav seen and heard 
much. In truth, I hav quite a library of spiritual 
exposures, but the singular feature of all this was; 
each new exposure either neutralized or contradicted 
the statements of all its predecessors. 

I alw •. ys wished to be right, but, tired out with 
chasing after these so-called rascally Spiritualists 
through outside channels, I found in my own dwell
ing I could ol tain all the knowledge ,necessary to 
found a faith, 

Now there is one peculiarity in the l:;piritual phil
osophy which renders it different from all others, 
and that is. the wider, the more generous, the more 
humanitarian, the more unselfishly philanthropic em
bracing the grand unit principle, "love they neigh
bor as thyself," is entertained and practiced, the 
higher will be the companionship with the world's 
former benefactors. Hence "not every one who saith 
Lord, Lord, shall enter the kingdom." 

Yes, here comes in the great soothing beauty of 
Spiritualism. According to old Christian orthodoxy 
there would be no salvation for Elmina, Tom. Winter, 
Putnam, Albright, T. B. Wakeman, BJb. Inge,·soll, 
and hosts of good, righteous workers among your 
subscribers; Infidels who will not hypocritically 
avow their belief in "Jesus and him crucified." To 
hell this immense crowd of unbelievers must slide 
because they do not or will not believe in God's di
vine plan of salvation. 

Now-here looms up the great beauty of Spiritual
ism. It is a philosophy whose vitality does not rest 
on belief save in moral. excellence of the highest 
humanitarian, philanthropic class, and embraces the 
whole brotherhood of man and in works practically 
carried out. 

I sometimes allow my imagination to ramble into 
the depths of the future, and smile at the agreeable 
surprises our disbelieving "sophs" hav to undergo 
as they are ushered into this-to them-new and 
luminous domain. Perhaps tapping Ingersoll famil· 
iarly on the arm, Peter Cooper or our friend D. M. 
Bennett might exclaim, "Well, Bob, how is this for 
high?" D. BRUOE. 

N. B.-Mrs. M. W. Bennett: Please accept the with
in $1.00 for the Monument Fund. Although as a 
prinCiple I am opposed to the erecting of mortuary 
monuments, yet as it is, I do not like to be suspected 
of coldness. The labors of our old friend will in ef
fect far outlast the purest marble or the hardest 
granit. D. B. 



John o' the Smithy. 
From McMillan's Magazine. 

Down in the vale where the mavis sings 
And the brook is turning an old-time wheel, 

From morning tiJl night the anvil rings 
Where John o' the smithy is forging steel. 

My lord rides out at the castle gate, 
My lady is grand in bower and hall, 

With men and maidens to cringe and wait, 
And John o' the smithy must pay for all. 

The bishop rides in a coach and four, 
His grooms and horses are fat and sleek; 

He has lackeys behind and lackeys before, 
He rides at a hundred guineas a week. 

The a,nvn Is singing Its "ten pounds ten," 
The mavis sings from a blrken spray, 

And this is tbe song that fills the glen: 
"John o' the smithy bas· an to pay." 

John has a daughter, rosy and sweet; 
My lord has a son with a wicked eye; 

When she hears the sound of his horse's feet 
Her heart beats quicker-she knows not why. 

She will know very well before the end : 
She w1Jllearn to detest their rank and pride 

When she has the young lord's babe to tend, 
While the bishop's daughter becomes his bride. 

There wm be the old, old story to tell 
Of tyrannous wrong in places high; 

A bishop glazing the deecls of hell, 
The priest and the Levlte passing by. 

And the father may bow his frosted head 
When he sees the young bride up at the hall, 

And say 'twere better his child were dead; 
But John a' the smithy must bear it all. 

The smith and his daughter wm pass away, 
And another shall make the anvil ring 

For the dally bread and the hod den gray; 
But the profits shall go to the priest and the king. 

And over the wide world, day by day, 
The smiths shall waken at early morn, 

Each to his task, In the old dull way, 
To tread a measure of priestly corn. 

And the smiths shallliv on the coarsest rare, 
With Uttle that they may call their own, 

Wh1le the idler is free from work and care, 
For the best of all shall go to the drone. 

And the smith complains of the anvil's song
Complains of the years he has wrought and pined, 

For the priests and rulers are swift to wrong, 
And the m1lls of God are slow to grind. 

But a clear, strong voice from over the sea 
Is piercing the murk of the moral night. 

Time is, time was, and the time shall be 
That John o' the smithy shall hav his right; 

'A.nd those who hav worn the miter and crown, 
Who hav pressed him sore in body and soul, 

Shall perish from earth when the grist is ground 
And the mighty m1ller claims his toll. 

· -1relC6y the Wayside. 
F'rom the Arkansaw Traveler. 

Mr. Mulkittle sat on the front steps, softly 
humming a religious tune. The air came in 
cooling breath, and the birds twittered in the 
shrubbery. He had preached a successful 
sermon at his church, and a railroad capital
ist who happened to be there congratulated 
the preacher when the services were over. 
This the good man coil.sidered a great compli
ment, and in pleasant linger his thoughts 
would turn the compliment over and over, 
that, with the flattered mind's eye, it might 
be viewed from all sides. 

The boy sat on the hall floor scooping the 
"pink slush" from half a watermelon. Pres
ently he arose, left his melon, and joined his 
father. 

"What is a duel?" he asked. 
"It is a fight between two men." 
The youngster reflected for a moment and 

said: "Tell me about it." 
"Well, when two men become involved in 

a quarrel, one sometimes challenges the other 
-that is, invites him out to fight. Then they 
take pistols, or whatever weapons hav been 
selected by their friends, and try to kill each 
other." 

"An' if one man kills the other, what do 
they do with him?" 

"As a rule, they let him go." 
"Ain't it wrong?" 
" Yes, it is very wicked." 
"Did David and Goliah fight a duel?" 
"Well, yes, a kind of one." 
"·Was that wrong?" 
" No, for the Lord was with David." 
"But if the Lord waster be with a man 

what does fight a duel, it wouldn't be wicked, 
would it?" 

... Such a thing is impossible now." 
"Why is it ?'' 
"Because the Lord, in the olden days, had 

a chosen people, and was with them when 
they fought." 

"Who was his chosen people?" 
" The Jews." 
"Did he like 'em better than he did the 

other people?" 
"Yes.'' 
"Does he now?" 
"No, not now." 
"Why?" 
"Because-that is, they disobeyed him, or 

rather they wo;tldn't acce;Pt the savior," 
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"But if the Lord had wanted 'em to believe 
on him he coulder made 'em do it, couldn't 
he?" 

''Yes." 
"Then why didn't he?" 
" Hush, sir. You talk as though you didn't 

hav an ounce of sense." 
"I've got sense enough to wanter know, an' 

you ain't got-" He hesitated. 
"Do you mean to say that I havn't got 

sense enough to tell you, eh? I'll whip you 
for your impudence, you little rascal. Come 
on here." And Mr. Mulkittle arose. He had 
taken but a few steps when he put his foot 
into the half of watermelon left on the floor 
by the boy. There was a sliding noise, and 
then there came an awful thump, as though 
a log had fallen. Then a groan arose. 

" What's the matter out there?" called Mrs. 
Mulkittle. 

"I'm dead!" replied the minister. "What 
the deuce do you suppose?" and in struggling 
to arise he stepped on a fragment of the rind, 
and struck the floor with his nose. Further 
restraint was impossible, and he howled, and 
when his wife came with the light he smeared 
blood across his cheek in an attempt to wipe 
his nose, and swore. that the whole infernal 
neighborhood had conspired to destroy him. 
As he hobbled away, the boy remarked: "He 
didn't go by the straight road, and he fell by 
the wayside." 
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Hebrew and Christian Revelation. Trans
lated from "Le Bible dans In de." By 
Lours JAco=roT. Price, $2. -) 

Bible in the Balance. A text-book 
for investigators. By Rev. J. G. FrsH. 
Price, $1.50. 

Bible Inquirer; or, Key to Bible In
vestigation. Containing one hnndrec1 
and forty-eight propositions; with refer
ences to the most plain and striking self
contradictions of the so-called Inspired 
Scriptures. Also one hundred and fifty
two references to the most marvelous oc
currences. Each quotation has a short 
description of its contents. By A. JACOB
soN. Price, 15 cents. 

Bible Myths, all(l their Parallels in 
Other Religions : Being a com
parison of the Old and New Testament 
Myths and Miracles with those of Heath
en Nations of Antiquity, considering also 
their Origin and Meaning. With numer
ous illustrations. 1 vol. Royal Svo. 
5fl7 pages. Cloth, $4.00. r, 

Tllo object of this work Is to point out the myths 
with which tho Old ancl New •restamentsabound: to 
show t,hat they were neld In common with other 
natlonR; an(l then to trace them to their evident 
origin and r:cpla·in their meamng. It contains quotations 
from n0arly all the sacred books of heathen nations, 
and frmn other rare and valuable works whiell are 
not nccossibJe to people in general. 'The chapter~ 
arc so arrangorl that; It Is a perfect cyclope<lla of ref
Prf'nee. Years of research would be necessary to 
rl i'eovcr all tho Information it contains. It !sa most 
search lng lnvesL!gatlonlnto the origin of Christian
tty. Every fact is veri!lecl by copious notes and 
authorities, so that It may be trustecl as a thor
oughly reliable work. It contains information which 
will fJe startling to many. 

Bible of Humanity. By JuLEs MrcH
ELET. Translated from the French by V. 
CALFA. Svo. cloth, $3. This is a large: 
epic in prose. The artist historian sings 
ti::te evolution of mankind. He throwA 
brilliant glimpses of light on the long 
course of events anrl works which he un
folds. 

Bible of Rational Mind and Relig
ion. Rational Religion and Morals. 
By TrroMAS J. VADIEl'l, M.D., of St. Louis, 
l\'Io. Price, $3. 

Bible of To-Day. By JorrN W. CHAD
wrcx. This is a condensed result of the 
scientific criticisms of the separate bookq 
of the Bible. Price, $1. 50. · ' 

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical 
ExJ?osition of the Devil and his Fiery Do, 
llU1,JllS, By KllliSE'lr GRA.vEB. 35 cents, . 
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1ft / Agents for The Truth Seeker. 
(BOtfrg. /JAMEs AsHMAN, Salt Lake City, Utah. 

=::=:-================ J. F. BuRR, 449 Main street, Hartford, Ct. ·w. B. CooKE, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto,Can. 
An Appeal for the Freedom of the D. F. KEELER, Park City, l!tah. 

Press FERDINAND PFISTER, NashVIlle, Tenn. 
· • W. F. REYllOULD, Salt Lake City, Utah. 

'Here shall the press the people's rights maintain, Dr. J. H. RHODES, 5051-2 No. 8th st., Phila., Pa. 
Una wed by Influence and unbribed by gain! A. M. STEVENS, 222 Beaver ave., .Allegheny 
Here patriot Truth her holy precepts draw, C"t p 
Pledged to the higher-the etetnallaw." 1 y, a. 

0 ye who trust In earthly law, 
Or gleaming bayonets In the flght, 

Know ye the deeper powers that draw 
Each nation on through slumb'rous night? 

First from its nucleus, pale and dim, 
The tribal star ascendant rolls, 

Outburnlng toward creation's rim, 
The cynosure of pulsing souls. 

But wrong and Ill !Ike fire-mists play 
Around Its zenith's glorious bight; 

t stoops, o'ermastered In Time's !ray 
It swerves Its path to folly light; 

r Power and Luxury and Crime, 
Wltb ribald jest and mocking scorn, 

Drag down to vaults or centurled slime 
The lowly Truth In manger born; 

Shall this our glorious nation set 
Where darkling Chaos heaves his wave? 

Shall Wrong, In her entangling net, 
The freeman's soaring mind enslave? 

Shall Freedom doli her cap or snow 
To own the Sinal Thunderer's sway?* 

Shall Justice quail to whisp'rlngs low? 
And all the pampered few obey? 

Come I speed Loch Katrine's fiery sign 
Columbia's hills and plains along, 

Till Northern oak and Western pine 
Shall trembling swell the slogan song 1 

Up 1 Though no trumpet's blast arise
Though silent sleeps the rattling drum, 

Clothed In another specious guise 
The oppressor's close-ranked helots come 1 

Rise for FREE SPEECH I The hour is past 
When Logic's hairs may safe be rent; 

Discussion's right Is downward cast 
Along the eocial firmament. 

Let Sin the charmed shlbb'leth speak 
or titled arrogance and pride, 

And meek(?) Religion turns to seek 
Its voice from Reason's holler side! 

Rise for FREE PRESS. Shall power outrank 
The honest thought that printed files? 

Shall legal form and gold-plied bank 
Be round for aye the shield or lies? 

Let loose the printer's Inky hand-
The cloud whence swift-winged lightnings leap

No power or Ill can light withstand, 
No !alsehood bide Its cleaving sweep. 

0 brothers of the press and pen, 
The cause Is yours as well as theirs 

Who braved embattled Error's den, 
And quailed not 'neath their weight of cares 1 

Not to applaud the views they hold 
We bid ye race the Ol'garch's frown; 

Cleave for yourselv• this serpent's fold, 
Slow strangling Freedom's old renown I 

Ye rich, who trust In arms or law 
And bayonets In the coming fight, 

Know ye a suffe>"ing people draw 
Darlc Its sons from their blinded nigllt? 

Hold I ere ye call their Samson-arm 
Phlllsta'a Dagon sports to crown, 

Lest, stung to rage, they burst your charm, 
And hurl your domes In vengeance down! 

JOHN WILLIAJ\I DAY. 

* In allusion to the movement or the Protestant 
rathers looking toward the marriage or church and 
st!Lte by the rormallntroduction or Jehovah Into the 
United States Constitution. The two estates-polit
Ical and theological-are of dllierent species; and 
the union of their representativs could be productiv 
or nothing but monstrous births, worthless In 
themselvs, but whose throes or parturition would 
shake !rom Its foundation the fabric of our free gov
ernment. 

Words and Deeds. 
F1·om the Independent. 

They do the least 
Who talk the most; 

Whose good designs 
Are all their boast; 

For words are dew. 

They do the most 
Whose lives possess 

The sterlln5 stamp 
Of righteousness; 

For deeds are true. 

And If the heart 
Be pure and good 

The life will be 
Just what It should

Not dew but true. 
JAMES H. HOADLEY. 

THE RADICAL PULPIT. 
Comprlslng discourse• ot advanced thought by 

O. B. FBOTHJNGHAM and FELIX ADLER 
two ot America's clearest thinkers. 

Price. in cloth, •1 
ANOTHER GREAT WORK I 

JESUS CHRIS f A FICTION 
Founded upon the Life or 

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA. 

How the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated 
Christianity. 

Trallilcrlbed by SPIBI'.r FARADAY, late Electrician 
and Chemist or the Royal Instltu tlon, 

London, England. 
Price, boards, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

Addr0118; THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
~ OUnton l'l&lle, Now York 

Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va. 
D. WooLF, 620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo. 
J. S. MANSFIELD; Tucson, Arizona. 
A. BERENz, 140 Montgomery st., San Fran

cisco, Cal. 
JosEPH MARSH, Northampton, Mass. 
CHAs. S. CoBURN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence, 

Mass. 
M. V. THOMAS, 324 W.Lorimerst., Denver, Col. 
S. B. WRIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col. 
THo's FoREMAN, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb 
S. D. MooRE, Adrian, Mich. Box 465. 
DR. J. L. YoBK, San Jose, Cal. 
C. S. RoWLEY, Jackson, Mich. 
JoSEPH L. ANDREWS, Corning, Iowa. 

The American and New York News Com
panies will furnish the paper to news deal
ers upon application. 

TO TRIAL §UB§CIUBERS 

The Truth Seeker, 
Wtt.n sixteen large pages, Will be seut 

for THREE MONTHS, postage paid, 

fl'OK FJ:F'I'Y CENTS. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

33 CUnt•n Place, New York:. 

KERSEY GRA YES'S WORKS. 

Sixteen Saviors or None. By KER
sEY GRAVES, author of the World's Sixteen 
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles, 
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents; 
cloth, $1. 

Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven 
Divine Revelations, containing a descrip
tion of twenty-seven bibles and an expo
sition of two thousand biblical eiTors in 
science, history, morals, religion, and 
general events. Also a delineation of the 
characters of the principal personages of 
the Christian Bible and an examination 
of their doctrines. Price, $2. 

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical 
Expositton of the Devil and his Fiery Do
mains. Plice, 35 cents. 

The W m·ld's Sixteen Crucified Sav
iors; m·, Christianity Before Christ. 
Containing new and startling revelations 
in religious history, which disclose the 
oriental origin of all the doctrins, princi
ples, precepts, and miracles of the Chris
tian New Testament, and furnishing a 
key for unlocking many of its sacred 
mysteries, besides comprising the history 
of sixteen oriental crucified gods. $2.00. 

A WIFE WANTED. 
An honorable, Intelligent, middle-aged gentleman 

or fine personal appearance, high social standing, 
excellent habits, and aliectionate disposition, but 
with little means, wishes to marry a good woman or 
suitable age and disposition who has means, and who 
therefore desires only tl'ue manly worth In her hus-
band. Address EARNEST, this office. 

12t24 

LOVE AND <:!ON.JUG . .\LITY. 
Hints toward the true and fel!cltous In Love and 

Conjugality. Sexuality viewed from a higher Ideal. 
New thoughts thereon, clearly presented, yet In un
objectionable shape. All In, or contemplating the 
conjugal relation should hav this essay. Sent on re
ceipt or seven cents, postage, by B. G. LEWIS, 
GRASS VALLEY, CAL. 5t30 

A REMARKABLE BOOK! 
JUST PUBLISHED. 

BOTTOM FACTS 
CONCERNING 

SPIRITUALISM! 
The result or careful Investigations, covering a 

period of twenty-five years, by John W. Truesdell. 
A bold and utter revelation of the whole Inside his
tory of Spiritualism; Intensely Interesting, and most 
startling and revolutionary In Its character. Full or 
descrlptiv Illustrations; beautifully bound. 

Copies of "Bottom Facts" will be sent by mall, 
postage free, to any address on receipt or $1.50. 

Address, 
JOUN ,V, TRUESDELL, 

SOtf Syracuse, N. Y, 

LOUIS MASQUERIER'S 

SOCIOLOGY; 
OR, 

The Scientific and Liberty-giving Reconstruction 
of Society, Morality, Uovernment, and 

Property into States, '1 owns hips, 
and Farmste>tas. 

WITH AN APPENDIX 

ILLUSTRATED. 

Together with his Phonology, developing the Eng 
!Ish language, spelled accorlllng to the sound or the 
twelve vowels and modifying vower or the twenty
two consonants, or the first time, so far as known, in 
literature. For sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office, 
33 Clinton Place, New York city. Price, $1. 

Also, an English School Phonetic Svelllng and Pro
nouncing Dictionary with definitions, In course or 
publication. Price, same ItS above one. 

Also a new Science ot lll usic ln preparation, 
Prl.oo, 25 een1ill, J'or &ale a• thJeemeo 

FARADAY PAMPHLETS. 
No. I.-The Relation oC the Sl,iritual to 

1!!-;llateriallintverse; the aw oCuon· 

Two papers given In the Interest or Spiritual Sci
ence, by Spirit FARADAY, or England. Price, 10 cts. 
No. 2.-0rigin ot' l!.ite: 

Or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution of 
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processes; 
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. By Spirit FARADAY. 
Price 10 cents. 

NoA.1i~ ~P:a~f.'i:tJ:,pment ot· the Spirit 
The Origin of Religions. By Spirit FARADAY. 

Price, 10 cents. 
No. 4--"l'ne Process ot· ~Iental &ctJ.on; 

Or, How We Think. By Spirit FARADAY. 15 cents. 
No. 5.-Jesns Chrbt a Fiction. 

Founded on the LUe of Apollonlus or Tyana. How 
the Pagan Priests or Rome originated Christianity. 
Translated by the late M. FARADAY. 208 pages. Price, 
bound, 75 cents. Paper, 50 cents. Postage, 5 cents. 
Achsa ,V, Sprar.nie's and Mary Clark's 

Experiences in the First Ten Spheres 
oC spirit Lif'e. 

Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N.Y. Price, 
20 cents. 
No. 1.-Ex)>eriences oC Satnnel Rowles, 

Late editor or the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In 
Spirit LUe; or, LUe As He Now Sees It from a Spir
Itual Standpoint. Written through the medlumshlp 
of CARRIE E. S. TWING, or Westfield, N.Y. 50 cents. 
No. 2.-Contrasts in S)>trit LiCe: 

And Recent Experiences Of SAMUEL BOWLES, late 
editor or the Springfield, Mass., RqJUblican, In the 
first five spheres. Also a thrilling account or the 
late President Garfield's reception In the spirit 
world. Written through the hand or CABBIE E. B. 
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. Price, 50 cents. 

WETTSTEIN'S 

JEWELRY STORE, 
ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Established. 1857. :Seats the World.. 
There Is not another town three times the size or 

Rochelle that can show so large and beautiful a stock 
or fine gold and sliver watches, fine gold and plated 
chains, charms, necklaces, and lockets, bracelets; 
plain gold, dIamond, pearl, turquois, and fancy stone 
rings; soli<! silver and plated ware; optical goods, 
gold pens, accordions, pocket and table cutlery, guns, 
revolvers, shears, etc., as WETTSTEIN'S. 

Square dealing, enterprise, adaptation, accurate 
judgment, best or taste In buying, steady application 
during twenty-five years, best or watch-work, and 
LOWEST PRICES AT ALL TIMES, haV done it. 

If you hav a watch that no one else can put In per
fect order, send it to me. U you hav no watch, send 
to me for prices, and I will save you money. H you 
want a chain, necklace, ring, solid sliver or plated 
spoons, castor, spectacles, opera glass, etc., send to 
me for prices and description, and I will convince 
you. 

REFERENCES: Mayor and Cl ty Council, officers or 
Rochelle banks. 

GOODS SENT TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

LACY'S NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
"NATURE'S HARMONY," 

or evolutionary theory, solving the problem of 
life, and advocating the perpetuation or spiritual 
Identity, demonstrating from scientific standpoint. 

Neatly bound In muslin. Price, $1.00. 

"STAR LAKE ROMANCE." 
A poem or love and rivalry, written In view of dis
cussing Christianity vs. Infidelity. The arguments 
are rendered by the characters or the story, In their 
colloquies, and the reader Is left as umpire. 

200 pages, bound In muslin, gilt and embossed. 
Price, $1.50. 

Both or the above works contain the author's por-
trait. Address ARTJIUR J. LACY, 

28tf Nirvana, Lake Co., Mich. 

Ingersoll's Works. 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 

bo1~t.~':~T&~~~~e~a~~P~!sf~Niv~~~~l,ty~d:r:~ :: ji~~: 
tics and Heresies.'' 

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 
Includimr, ·•Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child;" 

• The Declaration of Independence, ' .. About Farming 
in Ill1no1s;"" The Great Banquet,"" The Rev. Alexan. 
der Clark," "The Past Rtses before Me Like a Dream," 
and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll." 

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, $1.25. 

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge J"eremiah S. Black, 
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa
per, 50 cents. 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00; 
cloth, $2.00. 

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Pa
per, 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
SS Clinton Place, New York. 

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD. 

A Fabricated Account of 

A Scene at the Death-bed of 
THOMAS PAINE. 

DID BISHOP FENWICK WRITE I'l ! 
18 pp. Handsomely printed and bound, 

Price, 5 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
33 Clinton Place, New York. 

SKETCH OF THE. 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 

SALADIN. 
(W. STEWART ROSS.) 

A very Interesting blo~~:raphy or a remarkable man. 
Price 10 cents, Address, 

T;lllll T:BUT;Il SD:S.:BB. 

....... 

Ji'REETHOUGHT WORii:S. 

For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Birth and Death of Religions. By 
JoHN E. BURTON. Price, 10 cents. 

Christian and Deist. A Business 
Man's Social and Religious Views. Bold 
and trenchant blows against theology 
and inhumani!.y. Price, 1.00. 

Christia;nity from a Scientific and 
Historical Standpoint. By WM. N 
LAUREN, attorney at Law. Contents: In 
troduetion, Unrevealed Religion, Old 
Testament Religion, Evidence in Support 
of Christianity, Alleged Failure of Chris 
tianity, Proposed Substitute for Chris 
tianity, Conclusion. 50 cents. 

Christ of Paul; or, the Enigmas of 
Christianity. St. John never in Asia 
Minor: Irenrnus the author of the Fourth 
Gospel; The Frauds of the Churchmen 
of the Second Century Exposed. By GEo 
REBER. Extra cloth, 12mo, 400 pp. $2. 

Classified Bible Extracts· or, the 
Holy Scriptures Analyzed. i3y RoBERT 
CooPER. Price, 25 cents. 

Confessions of an Inquirer. Why 
and What Am I? By JAMES JACKSON JAB 
VES. Price, $1.25. 

Cooper's Lectures on the Soul. In 
which the doctrin of immortality is re 
ligiously and philosophically considered 
Plica, 75 cents. 

Cradle of the Clnist. 
Primitiv Christianity. 
INGHAJ\I. Price, $1. 75. 

A Study in 
By 0. B. FROTH 

Cultivation of Art, And Its Relations 
to Religious Puritanism and Money-Get
ting. By A. R. Cool"EB. 12mo, 48 pp 
Price, flexible cloth, 35 cents; paper, 20. 

Divine and Moral Works of Plato. 
Translated from the original Greek. With 
introductory dissertations and notes 
Price, $2.50. 

Doctrin of Inspiration: being an 
Inquiry Concernmg the Infallibility, In 
spiration, and Authority of Holy Writ 
By the Rev. JoHN MAONAUGHT, M.A., In 
cumbent of St. Chrysostom's church, 
Everton, Liverpool, England. Price, $1.50 

Elegant Extracts from the Bible 
(Perhaps inelegant would be a more proper 
term.) Price, 10 cents. 

English Life of Jesus. BY THoMAs 
ScoTT. Dedicated to thoRe who Rsel 
rather to know the truth of facts than to 
look on unbistorical pictures. Price, $1.50. 

Epidemic Delusions. A Lecture by 
FREDERICK R. MABVIN, M.D. Price, 10 cts. 

Essays on .Mind, Matter, Forces, The 
ology, etc. By CHARLEs E. 'l'oWN.: 
SEND. Extra cloth, 12mo, 404pp. Price, 
$1.50. Sequel to Essays. By same au 
thor. Price, 75 cents. 

WORKS OF PROF. DENTON. 

Be Thyself. Price, 10 cents. 

Christianity no Finality; or, Spirit 
ualism Superior to Christianity. 10 cents 

Common Sense Thoue;hts on the 
Bible. Price, 10 cents. 

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10 cts 

Geology; The Past and Future of our 
Planet. Price, $1.50. ) 

Is Spiritualism True~ Price, 10 cts 

Man's True Savior. Price, 10 cents 

Orthodoxy ~alse, since Spiritualism is 
True. Price, 10 cents. 

Radical Discourses on Religious Sub 
j ects. Price, $1. 25. 

Radical Rhymes. Price, $1.25. 

Sermon from Shakspere's Text 
Price, 10 cents. 

Soul of Things; or, Psychometric Re 
searches ana Discoveries. In three vol 
umes. Price, $1.50 per volume. 

The Deluge iu the Light of Modern 
Science. Price, 10 cents. 

The God Proposed for Our National 
Constitution. Price 10 cents. 

The Irreconcilable Records; or, Gene 
sis and Geology Cloth, 40 cents; paper 
25 cents. 

The Pocasset Tragedy. 10 cents. 

Is Darwin RighU Price, $1.25. 

What Is Right~ Price, 10 cents. 

What Was He 1 or, Jesus in the Light 
of the Nineteenth Century. Price, cloth 
$125; paper, $1. 

Who are Christians~ Price, 10 cents 

Who Killed Mary Stannard110 cents, 



RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
OF THE 

World as Now Constitute d. 
By Geo. T. Bondies. 

And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
STYLED 

Exceptions to the Oharacte:r of Jesus 
Ghrist Considered as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
Price, Twenty•five Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
6m9 88 Clinton Place, N. Y 

$5 to $20perday at home. Samples worth $5free. 
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Me. 

THE PERRY 

Piano and Organ Co 
No. 352 North Main Street, 

Wilkes Barre, Pa. 
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THE EUREKA An important work by Gibbon, tlte historiart. 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING !~~!~.~1~!~:~£!~~~1~~~:[ 
CURES EYERY :FoRM OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT 1\lEDICIN. 

THE 

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLf. 

Sent 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 

letter or In person free of charge. Send 
!or Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all comm unlcatlons to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 

OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE,u and 

~ VI~DIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, incJuding variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
Milman, '• an English Churchman," and other scholars. 

Handsome 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. 'Vith Engravings. $2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

The Labarnm of 
Constantine. 

u By this st."g!t thou 
shalt co11q11er I" 

Specially Offer to Sell Direct on a Contract. 
Have the latest and best inventions, 

and want them fully tested 
before purchasing. 

LADIES' MAGNETIC JAUKET. Price, $18. This velum~ contains Gibbon• s Tl:eological writings, sepa .. 
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. lt shows 
·when, ·where, and !row Christianity originat.ed; who were its 
founders ; and 'lu!zatwas the character, senttments, manners, 
numbers and condition of the primitive Christians. 

Write for Catalo~oes and Terms. 

10teom14 .T R. PERRY, Supt. 

SKETCH OF THE 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
CHARLES_W ATTS. 

BY W. STEWART ROSS. 
Price 10 cents. Address, 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

$66 a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit 
free. Address H. HAl" '-ET & Co .• Portland, Me. 

ANCIENT MAN IN AMERICA, 
INCLUDING 

Works in Western New York and 
other States, together with Struct

ures in Central America. 

By FREDERICK L!\.RKIN, M.D. 
Member of the 

American Association for the Advancement of Science. 

Neatly Printed, with Numerous Illustrations. 
290 Pages. 

Price, Cloth $1.50. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

- . .33 Clinton :Place~ New York. 

THE 

Real Blasphemers. 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M. 

Showing that the writers of and believers In the Bible, 
and not the deniers of Its trnth, are the ones who really do 
lnlnstlce to the character of God, If a God exists. 

IN SIX LECTURES. 
Price, Fifty Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

"ANT I CHRIST." 
Proving conclnslvly that 

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST' 
His birth, U!e, trial, execution, etc.-lo a myth. 

TRU'fH BEEKER Office. 
Price. 12.00. -88 Clinton Place, New York 

TRUTH: 
A Poem in Three Parts. 

BY E. N. KINGSLEY. 
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists, 

Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists, 
and Impracticable Christians. 

Containing a picture of the 

JEWISH JEHOVAH. 
As Described by the Bible. 

"There went up a smoke· out of his nostrils, and 
llre out or his mouth devoured : coals were kindled 
With it" (Psalms xvlil, 8). 

40 pp. Handsomely executed. Price, 25 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

LIFE-SIZE 

LITHOGRAPH 
OF 

D. lVI. BENNET'l!. 
Heavy Plate Paper, 

SUITABLE FOR FRAME OB 
WITHOUT .FRAJIE. 

Sent by Mall for Fifty eents. 1 

ADPRESS THIS OFFIOE 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct In every particular, 

and that your aliments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis 
One Week. 

in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly In

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
ftlcted as I hav been that the errect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis in my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
after wearing a suit of your ::VIAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for an umber o! years, from which I hav suf
fered intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your appliances I. hav experienced great 
benefit, and If I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those surrerlng as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of eliectlng 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of 

your MAGNE'riC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured of Neuralgia of tile Heart and 
Side, which had been a source of misery to me for 
the last six years. I bad tried numerous remedies 
before without lJenefit, but as soon as I put on tile 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly. With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE Fll\S'r HOUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and if I Improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T·~esday, wlll soon be well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
eliect a cure In a case ot Paralysis will at the same This lady reports herself entirely cured In less 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
patient. we do not, like the Old School Physician, although In bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
change medlclns every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. 'rhe lady's name 
something (if he Is very sk!Jrul) that brings relief can bde hlad upon applicatiotn at! hthlls otnce, by any-
for the time being. one es rmg to commun!ca e w t 1er. 

La.dles, read the following testimony from a lady who had been surrering for two years with an Ovar
ian Tu:rnor, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In tour months' time she is P er!ectly well, aud has not taken a dnse ot 
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothlnog 
for you; It will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November19, I882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire ror food, and, In fact, began to fail rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several pllyslclans 
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I bad an Ovat'ian 'J umor, 
and that the only thing that would sg,ve my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seeme<lleft to me, an<l submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the !'Jurek•• llla~ne·t.ic ApJ>l•anc .. s. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit of 
your appliances. From tile very first I !elt Invigorated, the tu
mor, wnich had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose or medlcln. My bowels, which 
be!ore were constipated, are now regular. I would thererore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone surrerlng as I hav, believing 
hat they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the 
market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, $ 6.00 
Gentlemen's Belts, • . 6.00 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, - 6.00 
Sciatic Appliances,each, 5.00 
Leg Belts, each, 4:.00 
Knee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 
Sleeping_ Caps, 4:.00 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 
Superfine Insoles, • • · 1.00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt or price, and we will return tile m one 
If they are not as .represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are orrered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever oliered tile 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, willie not a single appllance 
In the market will attract tile smallest particle of Iron, tile maJority of such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon scientific 
principles, and not haphazard as in all the others. We orrer you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Evsr Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now o1Iered under that head. At 
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to orrer them at 
about 

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trllle higher 
than ordinary clothing. 

R 1n mb.,•· that we are orrerlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and I! 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's 'Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES. LIBERAL COMMISSIONS .U.LOWED 
Adllrees tor turther 1li!Ol'lllll.tion1 Dr. L, Tenney, 

324. Race !ltreet, cor. of 8th litreet, 0111o1%1D&t1, Ohio 

Gibbo~'s Vzitdicationofthe zsth and 16th ch::~pters of his 
Hi's lory from the attacks of his Chri~t!an opp_onen.ts, is re
printed vtrbatim from the original edt~ton ofh1s il1zscellane
ous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, m 1796. Iteffect_ually 
and forever silenced his detractors; who, bemg vanqmshed 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infid~l~ty! 

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the Ort{f/to_f 
Clu-istiauity is reprinted from the valuable notes of HAN 
MILMAN, WRNCK, GmzoT, an ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, (t_he 
learned editor of BOHN's edition of Gibbon), and other emm-
ent Christian historians. . 

.Among the Illustrations will be found representatiOns 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 

l'•n· :\l•d<> at. ·n. e 'i'nlf.h Seeker Office. 
6.nt5 

A ~~e~~~~sfc~::~~~~fl~~ ~o~i~tncl~~~~~t 
as his practice will pro\'c, 
Cures all forms of PRI• 
VATE, CHRONIC and 
SEXUAL DISEASES, 

Spermatorrhwa and Impotency, 
As the result or self-nbuse in youth, scxunl exceA~cs in ma
turer years, or other cnm;es, and producing some of the fol• 
lowing effects: NCf'\·ousncss, Seminal Emisslon11, (night 
emissions by dreams). Dimness of Sight, Defective Memory, 

~~~s~f:s1, ~~~~~~i~!n~te;d~~s.~~~~~~ !;-'~~~~~ll t~~~~;~t~o~~ 
~~~der~:~~n~:~[l;gceu;~~Pbf~lrn EX'*JllfNAL tio{~op~p: 
CA rJ1oN ill from 80 to 60 dnJs- No medJcJna taken. 
It Ju1s never been known to fall! 

' Middle-Aged and Old Men.·~ 
There nrc many at the age of thirty to sixty ' 

who nrc troubled with too ffeqnont evacuations -
or the bladder, orten nccompu.nied by a slight ":.-
smarting or burning sensation, and a weaken-
ing or tho eystem in a manner the patient can· 

~~~o~~:u:tr~':Y o~ncoet~~:.~il!~gs!~fm~~~n~ - :;:{ 
sometimes small particles of albumen will appear, or tht 
color will be or a thin or milkish hue, again changing to a 
dark and torpid appenrance, wblcb pln.inly shows that thll 
semen pnssc.~ off wHb the urlnc. It is tbc second stage at 
Seminal \Veakne~s, and oauses wasting or tho system and 
& dejected and haggard appearance, as you see hero in cut. 
There are many men who die or this diiDculty, ignorant or 
the cause. Dr. Feilows' External Hemedy will bring about a 
perfect cure in all such cMes, and a healthy restoration of 
the genito-urinary organa. 

o::f"Corault.ations by letter free and invited. ChargeJ 
reasonab·l~ and correspondence strictly confidential. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Seut to any address, securely sealed, for two three•eent 
8tnmp8, treating on Spcrmatorrbooa or Seminal Weakness, 
giving its cause, symptoms, horrible effeetg, and cure, fol
lowed by strong testimonials, hcnded by nn nilldnvlt as to 

~h;~s;::~u:.~;~iM S~~:l!1':. rr:d~l~!~l~f.~~w~R.bV. 
}~ELLOWS, Vineland, New Jcreey, and say in what 
Dauer you saw this advertisement. 

MANHOOD 

KNOW THYSELF. 
A. Book f•'r Everv Man. 

Young, Middle • aged, and Old. 
The untold miseries that result from lndlscretl·'n In 

~~~fit ~~~s :~~rt~;n ~~~~';}{dte~r~~l~gu~~~- re~P 0t~e" :e~ 
medlcRl work publlsbe~ bv the P<'aho<ly lllcdi ~a I 
lnMtitnte, Boston. entitled the Sc.en.-e Of' ),Jfe: 
ord' Sf' If Preservation. It Is not only a romplete 
~Pervg~~~~~td t~1~J!Triai0~etfli~~~0~Te~~~~=te~e~~~a~ttfti 
man, Errors of Youth, etc, but ft co· t:~.fns one hundred 

:~~e~~~r;:~~v!f.~s~~p~~~~JW~ ·~u~;~~~Jii1~b1~~~~ 
r~gi;~~ h~o~~~l a~t~~:f ~1}6~~ l:IfV:1~g~ei~i~l1aJ';~~y~8 
fc1an. ft contains SOO pa.,.es, hound tn beautiful embossed 
covers, full gilt, embellished wltb the very finest steel en
gravtngs, guarantPed to he a. finer work tn everb sense-
~~fi:a1f:~~}~e~~~t~ fci~~~~~A~~~1tht:~oa.:ly0;t~rb':0:ek 
~'!,U,.~~~J~il"e"~~~~~t~~~'i;e 1'~~1~n~?'M:Ji~l ft1~ct~t~~~-
lllu•trated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr 
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston, M81ls. 
The author may be consulted on all diseases req ulrlr g 
skill nnd experience. lySS 

RUPTURES CUR EDby 
mm~~~~~[~J.~~~~~c~",i:!!~! ~~~t-~~3~~0 

~)0 daytJ. ncliablo rrferences gh·en. Send 
stamp for circular, and sau in whnt paper 

u mw my advertisement_ Address Clpt. 
W. A. Cclling3,Smithvillo.Jetrorson Co, N, 'I'. 

FIFTY YE .\RS' SUUCESS. 
SHA.J{ER EYE AND EAR BALSAM.. 

For all affilctlons of the above organs, 
Dimness, Inflammation, Soft Cataract, and Roaring, 

etc., or the Ears. 
80 cents per box. 

Tey us once, and find entire reller. 
1J18 G, A.. LOMAS. Shakers, Jl, '11 
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As every principal 8ystem or rellglon has found a 
necessity for a devil, as an adversary and an antago
nist to the all-ruling power of good, so Christianity 
must needs follow suit, and it was, perhaps, fortunate 
for the founders of the system, lnasm uch as tnelr 
original inventlv powers seemed not to be of the 
highest order, that they were able to find plenty of 
models of devils already at hand, as well as all the 
other pagan dogmas of which the Christian system 
Is composed, and which they so freely appropriated. 
-D . .M. Bennett. 

FBUGALITY Itself is a pleasure. It is an exercise 
of attention and contrivance, which, whenever it is 
successful, produces satisfaction. The very care and 
forecast· that are necessary to keep ~xpenses and 
earnings upon a level, form, when not embarrassed 
by two great difficulties, an agreeable engagement 
of the thoughts. This is lost amidst abundance.
Paley's Reasons for Contentment. 

TOILING, rejoicing, sorrowing, 
Onward through life he goes; 

Each morning sees some task begun, 
Each evening sees it close; 

Something attempted, something done, 
Has earned a night's repose. 

-Longfellow's Village Blacksm1th. 

THERE Is on all hands a growing repugnance to In· 
voke the supernatural in accounting for the phe· 
nomena of human life, and the thoughtful minds 
just referred 10, finding no train of evidence in favor 
of any other origin, are driven to seek In the Inter· 
action or social forces the genesis and development 
of man's moral nature. If they succeed in their 
search-and I think they are sure to succeed-social 
duty would be raised to a higher level of significance 
and the deepening sense of social duty, would, it is 
to be hoped, lessen, if not obliterate, the strife and 
heart-burnings which now beset and disguise our 
sociallife.-l'yndal! on .Man's Soul. 

THE variety of systems which men hav formed to 
themselvs on the subjects of morality and religion 
has often excited the ridicule of the skeptic and 
the libertin; but if, on the one hand, this variety 
shows the folly of bigotry and the reasonableness of 
mutual indulgence, the curiosity to which It has led 
them, in every situation to such speculations, how
ever absurd, hav had on their character and their 
happiness, prove, no less clearly, on the other, that 
there must be some principles from which they all 
derive their origin, and Invite the philosopher to as
certain what are these original and Immutable laws 
of the human mlnd.-D~tgald Stewart. 

INFINIT punishment Is lnfinlt cruelty, endless in
justice, immortal meanness. To worship an eternal 
jailer, hardens, debases, and pollutes the soul. 
While there Is one sad and breaking heart in the 
univet·se; no perfectly good being can be perfectly 
happy. Against the heartlessness of the doctrin of 
an everlasting hell, every grand and generous soul 
should enter its solemn protest. I want no part in 
a.ny heaven where the saved, the ransomed, and re
deemed drown with mercy shouts the cries and sobs 
of hell; ln which happiness forgets misery, and 
where the tears of the lost increase laughter and 
deepen the dimples of joy. The Idea of hell was 
born of Ignorance, brutality, fear, cowardice, and re
venge. The idea. tends to show that our remote an
cestors were the lowest beasts. Only from dens, 
lairs, and caves-only from mouths filled with cruel 
fangs-only from hearts of fear and hatred-only 
from the conscience of hunger and lust-only from 
the lowest and most debased, could come this most 
cruel, heartless, and absurd of all dogmas.-Inger
soll. 

ONE man's afl'ectlon Is to honor as his end; In order 
to obtain which he thinks no pains too great. Sup
pose another with such a singularity of mind as to 
hav the same afl'ection to public good as his end, 
which he endeavors with the same labor to attain. 
In case of suce.ess, surely the man of benevolence 
hath as great enjoyment as the man of ambition
they both equally having the end that their afl'ec
tion, in the some degree, tended to; but, in case of 
disappointment, the benevolent man has clearly the 
advantage; since endeavoring to do good, consid
ered as a virtuous pursuit, is gratified by Its own 
consciousness, i. e., is in a degree its own reward.
Bishop Butler. 

I VENTURE to assert that th0 exercise of private 
judgment, faithfully gone about, does by no means 
necessarily end in selfish independence, isolation; 
but rather ends necessarily In the opposlt of that. 
It is not honest inquiry that makes anarchy; but It 
Is error, insincerity, half belief and halt untruth, 
that make it. A man protesting against error is on 
the way toward uniting himself with all men that 
believe In truth. There Is no communion possible 
among men who believe only in hearsays. 
Only in a world of sincere men is unity possible; and 
then, in the long run, Is It as good as certain.- Cm·
lyle's Hero- Worship. 

IT may be said that some dogmas still remain in 
politics, In nlliglon, and In morality, but those who 
defend them claim no longer any infallibility, and 
those who attack them, however small their minor
ity, need fear no violence, nay, may reckon on an 
impartial and even sympathetic hearing, as soon as 
people discover in their pleadings the true ring of 
honest conviction and the warmth inspired by an 
unselfish love of truth.-.Max Mull•r. 

THE monster Superstition dies hard, and not one 
of us now living will see his death agonies. But we 
can hasten them. The superstitious belief In kings 
is dying. The superstitious belief In religious 
teachers is dying. The belief in omens and ghosts 
Is fading away, and the disbelief in ghosts has for 
inevitable corollary disbelief in [the Christian and 
still more In the Jewish] God. The old belief as to 
the Bible is weakened and held in truth, as afore
time, only by salvation armies and Wesleyans. The 
belief In heaven and hell has of late undergone 
much modification. Where is it all to end? We hav 
grounds for strong, Inspiring hope that the old order 
of things is passing away, and that the truer faith In 
earth and man, that has gladdened the lives of a 
noble few, Is to make peace and happiness In the 
lives of many.-Dr. Aveling on Superstition. 

~ 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

THE old expression, "Shall you attend service?" is 
obsolete, and in Its stead Is substituted "Expect to 
'take in' church to-day?n 

A PENNSYLVANIA clergyman is a pitcher In a base
ball nine. His gestures sometimes make the con
gregation duck their heads. 

MINISTERS may forget their texts, forget their dis
course, forget their hearers, and forget themselvs, 
but they never forget the collection. 

THE Florida Herald says chickens are scarce In 
Gainesville. Well, that Is all right, the Methodist 
conference didn't want to go there nohow. 

NOTHING Inspires a person with true religious· 
sentiment during church service ao quickly as the 
contribution box man with screechy shoes on. 

IT is just noticed that the girl with. the dainty foot 
likes to climb mountains, while the girl with the 
graceful form may be found In the ocean's surf. 

THE debating society of a rural village has decided 
that It doesn't look consistent for a girl to be a mem
ber of church and wear powder on her hair to catch 
the young men. 

SEPTEMBER 1. 1888. 

THE 

WI L S 0 N I A," 
INVENTED BY 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, LECTURER ON ELECTRI
CAL THERAPEUTICS, AUTHOR OF THE 

"TRIAL 01<' MEt:JCIN," THE" LAN-
GUAGE OF DISEASE," "MED· 

!CAL FALLACIES," ETC. 

80 COURT ST., BROOKLYN, N.Y. 
63 B'l"oadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

For the past five years In England and America 

this system has performed such cures ln almost ev 
ery form of dlseaese as were until then unheard of. 

Step by step it has advanced since its first in

trod uctlon (first relieving and curing one man who 

A YOUNG woman in an Ohio town has married her bent like an archer's bow for ten years, but was 
brother's wife's father. When last seen she was In two months able to walk erect). Then fol· 
busy with a compass and a dictionary trying to study owed other cases equally marvelous In all known 
out what relation she was to herself. forms of disease; thus going on from day to day 

THERE is something very solemn In the sound of 
the Sunday church bells. It reminds hundreds of 
men that, although it Is the usual time, the beer 
saloons set no free lunch on that day. 

and month to month, until the method of cure 
introduced by Wm. Wilson, the originator of .the 
magnetic clothing system of America, has saved 

tens of tho11sands from the grave, and Is now recognized 
DR. CROSBY says "those who are engaged in by our most eminent scientists and physicians, hun. 

amassing colossal fortunes belong to the dangerous dreds of whom prw·cibe it for their patients after medi
claes." We do not care to be referred to in that cin has failed, until it has become a household word 
pointed way, and the doctor had better stop ft.-
Texas Siftings. In case or sickness. Since its first introduction we 

A BOSTON religious weekly feelingly asks : "Why 
do fiies bite so much worse In churc.h than anywhere 
else?" This Is a difficult conundrum, but it may be 
that a man is harder to keep awake In church than 
anywhere else. 

hav continually Improved, until to-day we of!er the 

lightest, best ventilated, most powerful contin1Ulus current 

garment In the world, constructed on the latest sci
entific principles-In fact, we of!er the acme of ex-

cellence in magnetic garments, and when worn as 
A YOUNG lady up In Spruce street refused to allow advised by us, disease cannot exist. 

her sister to borrow the former's beau as an escort The following are clippings from testimonials of 
to a party, saying: "It is not good that the man 
should be a loan." She has not been a member of a which wehav thousands. ~Notewegivfull names 
Bible class for nothing. and addresses, that intending purchasers may write 

A TRAMP reached into the pantry window of an 
out-of-town house, the other night, and tried to steal 
a pound of butter, but it was so strong it drew him 
in and whistled for the dog. The tramp vows he 
Will never tackle any more country butter. 

WREN a young man tries for three minutes in 
church to brush a sunbeam of his coat, under the 
impression that it Is a streak of dust, and then looks 
up and sees a pretty girl laughing at him, he kind 
of loses the thread of the sermon, temporarily, as it 
were. 

"IF the public only knew how much work I put 
on my articles and how hard It. is to write them," 
said a political editor, "I think they would read 
them with more consideration." "Yes," replied a 
bystander, " and if you knew how hard It Is for the 
public to read your articles, blamed If you would 
write them." 

"MAMMA," asked a five-year old Whitehaller, as 
he returned from church on Sunday morning, "was 
Paul a doctor?" "No, my son," she replied. "Why 
do you ask?" "'Cause the minister said he told a 
man to take a little wine for his stomach's ache, and 
that's what pa says his doctor tells him to take 
whisky for." 

THE average salary of a Methodist minister In New 
England Is $560, while Slugger Sullivan, of Boston, 
pockets several thousand dollars In less than an hour 
by knocking another slugger out In three rounds. 
The monetary Inducement to become a· pounder in a 
prize ring is much greater than it is to become an 
expounder in the pulpit. 

LAKE Moosehlcmaguntiejobknahmakmajus, in 
Maine, is pronounced a popular summer resort. 
And we shonld think this was about the only way it 
could be pronounced. Another resort in that state is 
'1\iattaloonkpatapziscooskkeagjlbbowacktogusbosser
lngaggwam unk, but very few people resort t<1> the 
task of spelling ft.-Norristown Herald. 

"CAN you put up a prescription?" asked a leading 
light of the Good Templars of a druggist's appren
tice. "No, sir; I ain't got that far yet, and the boss 
has gone to lunch." "I'm in a hurry, and would 
like to hav this filled," said the customer, laying a 
prescription on the counter. "Oh, I know what that 
is," said the boy, brightening up; "the deacons of 
the church arom:>d the corner come here every Sun
day and get It for the colic." Ancl the boy handed 
down a bottle of spiritus f1·umenti and set a tumbler 
before the customer. 

and satisfy themselvs they are genuln. 

J. H NORTH, M.D., Hammonton, N. J., in writing 
for clothing, says: "My patient in Virginia informs 
me he is more comfortable since the application of 
your magnetic garments. The goods sent were util
ized on the deformed limb, and are working satisfac
torily. 

ED. HOLLEl{l3ECK, organ-builder, 111 W. State st., 
Rockford, Ill. : " From a terribly sprained knee the 
doctor was afraid my leg must come of!. I sent for 
knee-cap, was able to walk in a few days, and have 

been all right since." 

J. T. LISLE, Lebanon, Ky., says: "My health has 
improved, and they are exceedingly pleasant gar
ments to wear. I feel free to recommend them to 
all delicate people." 1 

MRS. C. A. GouLD, Omaha, Neb.: "I wore the suit 
with splendid results, for paralysis, and I hav rec
ommended them constantly. I loaned my girdle a 
week to a friend for dyspepsia, wl th excellent re
sults." 

MRS. A. BRYANT, 93 Conselyea st., Brooklyn, E. D., 
N. Y. : " I suf!ered for years from bleeding at 
the lungs. Your garments hav stopped the bleed
Ing, and I feel quite strong. I cheerfully recom
mend them." 

H. LANGE (care of D. Hausmann), Cor. Jay & Nas
sau sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.: "Your garments haven~ 
tirely cured me of blood-poisoning of the worst form, 
I cannot find words to express my gratitude." 

MR. WILSON, Dear Sir: Please send me a few circu
lars In regard to your curatlv garments. I hav been 
telling several parties about them. I hav some 
friends who hav used them with great and pleasing 
results, and I would like to promote their use. 

Yours, THOMAS W. BREWER, 
Manasquan, N.J. 

MBS. E. P. PLEASANTS, Alderson's, Monroe Co., W. 
Va.; "I hav found the greatest relief from my ap
pliances, and would not be without them for all the 
world." 

All our magnetic garments are worn next the un-
A GENTLEMAN was reproached by a prudish Chris- derclothlng, therefore they do not impart shocks or 

tian dame for claiming to be a descendant of a celeb- cause sores. They are also constructed und.er the 
rlty of the Middle Ages. " The claim Is preposter

speclal supervision of the inventor. 

BIBLE SERVICE. ForEarnestinqulrersOnly: 
Aiding poor sinners everywhere to confess the hell
Ish torments that must enforce human progress In 
the near future; Also to vindicate the Supremacy of 
Gospel Truth-" King of Kings, and Lord of Lords;" 
and lastly to Illustrate the joyous rescue and "glo
rious liberty" of God's people In the Holy War 
now impending, apparently between Capital and 
Labor, but Infallibly b~ween Christ and Antichrist. 
Send stamp for return papers. 

Address, "REWARD," 710 Broadway, New York. 
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Liberal Hymn-Book 
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The LIBBRA.L HYMN-BOOK contains songs by the best poets 
adapted to well-known tnnes. It Is hl~IY commended bl 
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BY. D. M. BENNETT, 
Late edttor of Tn• TllUTH SIIJIKD, anthor of " A Trnth 

8eeitar In Enrope," "Gods and Religions of Ancient 
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Handso~neiY bound in red cloth, $6.50; 
in leather, red edges, $9.50; in 

~norocco, gilt edges, $10.50. 
Readers of TBE TRUTH SEIIKER know the clrcnmstsnces 

nnder which this work was written. The last words 
penned by the great an thor were for the fonrth volnme 
whlch was nearly completed at his death, and which will 
now contsln an acconnt of his world-lamented death and 
bnrlal. Mr. Bennett was a very patient and faithful 
chronicler of the habits and customs of t!te dlll:erent peo
ples of the many places he visited. The every-day 
life of all nations Is laid before the reader by one who has 
visited them and beheld them With his own eyes. Par· 
tlcnlar attention Is paid to the progress of Freethonght In 
the varlons conn tries he visited, and the morality of so· 
called pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality of 
Christian conn tries, mnch te the detriment of the latter. 
Theworkls a 

Freethinker's History of the World. 
This work and " A TRUTH BEEKER IN EUROPE" 

should be In every Liberal's library Besides Its Intrinsic 
worth It Is a memento of one of the greate•t Freethinkers 
the world has known-of one who ranks with Voltaire 
and Paine In the force and clearness of his writings. 
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The representatlv English Freethought journal 
In its columns are Impartially discussed ail sides o 
Secular, Social, and Theological questions. one," she said, "the Prince of C-- was never mar

ried." He was "stumped" for a moment, but, re
covering his wit, asked, "You are descended from 
the posterity of Adam and Eve, are you not?" " Cer~ 
talnly," she replied, without the least hesitation. 
"Tell me, then, who was Cain's wife." The lady re
tired, muttering that the spread of Infidelity was 
threatening the country with ruin. 

Continued success enables us to make the follow- Price, 7 cents single number; $2.75 per year, post 
lng ofl'er: Persons writing us an accurate description paid. 

"GOD created everything for some wise purpose, 
didn't he?" asked a Bost{)n Sunday-school boy of his 
teacher. "The creator did nothing without a de
sign," solemnly responded the Instructor. "Well, 
then, what did he create Sullivan for?" "I'm glad 
you asked me that question, Miles, for I had been 
thinking the subject over a good deal myself." 
"Hav you settled it In your mind?" continued the 
lad. "Not exactly," was the reply, "but I'm in• 
clined to think God made Sullivan in order to glv 
Boston folks something to talk about after Ralph 
Waldo Emerson was dead." 

of their disease, and then sending for the garments For sale at this office, where yearly subscriptions 
advised by us, will hav their money refunded should may also be left. t06 

the appliances fall to cure. Therefore it 
lg91Jl u)to 

No (JURE, NO PAY. 

resolves 

To assist the working class, we supply them on 
payment of half the amount, and take the balance 
by easy monthly Instalments. 

Send for lliustrat ad pamphlet and Information to 
the only office where the inventor can be consulted. 
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DAVID J. COTTER, 
80 OOURT STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y, 
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A lecture delivered in Paine Hall, Sunday evening 
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In this Mr. Parton "teaches the highest political 
wisdom by examples Which are a terrible warning. 
He takes theology in its sacred chosen homes; an~ 
shows what a cume it brings upon the people." 
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IT has been stated that an oyster can be 
crossed in love. And we don't doubt that it 
can be more easily crossed in that way than 
in a plate of soup at a church festival. 

A NEw BEDFORD lawyer promises to close 
every illegal grogery in that city in six months 
and begins by causing the arrest of an activ 
church-member for renting a building to an 
unlicensed dealer. 

THE attempt to stop the running of Sunday 
street cars in St. Louis on Sunday has failed, 
the court holding that until it could be 
proved that the running of the cars was un
necessary there was no case. 

THEBE are now upon the Notice Pape~ of 
the House of Commons for next season three 
motions for Church Disestablishment-one 
for England, one for Scotland, and a third 
for Wales. Let them be carried! 

LEADVILLE clergymen are becoming very 
particular. One of 'em got mad at a funeral 
where he was to officiate, because the master 
of ceremonies notified him to begin by re
marking, "Now, old hoss, it's your play.'' 

A 'WICKED young man in Georgia refused a 
Bible at a revival, and scornfully went home 
to his farm. There he was struck by light
ning twice in five minutes. He at once went 
back to the meeting, accepted a Bible, and 
"got religion " by electricity. 

THE Deseret News, a Mormon journal, says 
that in hades wateris not plenty, and baptism 
cannot be administered-least of all, baptism 
by immersion. But no one can be saved who 
is not baptized. Therefore, "the living may 
stand in the place of the dead, and receive 
tli:e oidiii.iince vicariously.'' This is "bap
tism for the dead.'' 

FANS hav existed for at least 3,000 years, as 
representatioas of these wind persuaders hav 
been discovered on the tombs at Thebes. 
The friends of the deceased evidently knew 
in which direction the departed were going, 
and put on their tombstones pictures of the 
articles they most needed in the other world. 
It is su.pected that the fan itself was interred 
with the remains.-Norristown Herald. 

AN Episcopal paper says that the. difference 
between the Unitarians and Universalists is 
that " the Universalist believes that God 
is too good to punish man eternally,.while 
the Unitarian believes that man is too good 
to be so punished." This was Thomas Starr 
King's bon mot, which he made before he left 
the Universalists for a San Francisco Unita
rian pastorate-only he put it better: " The 
Universalist believes God is too good to damn 
him, while the Unitarian believes he is too 
good to be damned." 

A oooD story is told of a gentleman who did 
not belong to church, but occasionally went 
and usually contributed to the box. On one 
occasion seeing a miserly deacon approach, 
he inquired, "What do you propothe to do 
with the money?" " Giv it to the Lord," 
unctuously responded the deacon. "Well, 
thir," said the gentleman, "ath I think my 
chantheth of theeing the Lord are about ath 
good ath yourth, I prefer to wait and hand it 
to him in perthon," and he put his half dollar 
back in his pocket. 

if yer spokes to me agin on de streets, Ise 
gwine ter :flop you on de groun' and stomp on 
yer, you --"-Texas Siftings. 

AT the Adirondack camp-meeting the only 
items of interest to religious people are the 
knocking down of a young woman by a too 
earnest brother in the heat of debate; the af
fliction of 1\nother young woman with paraly
sis, and the congenial absence of musketoes. 
The belligerent theologian was promptly sat 
upon, the young woman with paralysis will 
die-a clear warning against going to camp
meetings-and the absence of the musical in
sect is not regretted. No conversions are re
ported thus far. 

THE following is almost too neat to be true, 
but it is printed in the Hull Gazette. Mr. W. 
Dawson, a cattle dealer and a local preacher, 
of Winterton, Lincolnshire, lately absconded, 
leaving large liabilities behind him, and forg
ing, it is said, two gentlemen's names to the 
amount of £7,000. "The text of his last ser
mon, preached the day before he left the dis
trict, was Acts xl:, 38-' Sorrowing most of all 
for the words which he spake, that they should 
see his face no more. And they accompanied 
him unto the ship.' "-NatiorwJ. Riformer. 

Puck's recipe for an orthodox .sermon: 
Take fifty-five minutes of nasal tenderness 
of tone, one thought from the "First Princi
ples" of Mr. Spencer and two from his '' Psy
chology" and three allusions to the survival 
of the fittest. Stir gently till the whole be
gins to simmer. Then add rapidly the ortho
dox conception of good, seasoned beforehand 
with savage raillery, and two sliced compli
ments to the newspapers. Then cook up a 
tablespoonful of evolution until smooth, not 
brown, and strain into a Unitarian saucepan. 
Garnish the whole with prayers to the un
knowable, and serve. 

THE amount of sexual immorality caused in 
this country [England] by hysterical revival
ism, "class meetings," "all•night meetings," 
and other arrangements for saTing girls, 
and ruining their bodies, is perfectly appall
ing. The last case which has appeared is that 
of a man named So bey, and witness was given 
that "after attending Messrs. Moody and 
Sankey's services at Plymouth, he behaved 
immorally with" the girl who summoned him. 
He was a married man with five children. 
Ultimately the chairman said " the defend
ant's conduct was disgusting and horrible," 
and an order to pay 5 s. weekly until the child 
attained the age of sixteen was made. De
bauchery seems inseparable from revivalist 
piety.-.Annie Besant. 

THE· Salvation .A:rmy came as advertised. 

individual above mentioned "took x:mch 
stock" in their efforts. Let us hope that ere 
long they may see to what extent they hav 
gone and abandon their present distinguished 
mode of gaining notoriety, and return to a 
more decent if not so devoted a manner of 
life.-FayettevUle, N. Y., Recorder. 

IN the national museum in Tokio hav been 
placed some old paintings of the Virgin Mary 
and the infant Christ, after the style of the 
orthodox conception of the old masters who 
painted for the Roman Catholic church. 
These were probably brought from Spain or 
Portugal by the Jesuit priests who penetrated 
Japan. They are now used, however, to glo
rify one of the gods of Japan, who was not 
only miraculously conceived, but was born in 
a manger, according to Japanese belief. It is 
related that he suffered all the pains and pen
alties meted out to the reprobate wicked in 
the deepest dungeon in the prison hou11e of 
King Y emmas, in Iigoko, or the hell of the 
Buddhists. The name of this self-sacrificing 
god is Yata-No-Iizo. How many centuries he 
has been in torture is a matter of conjecture 
only, as the period of his incarceration is not 
stated. It seems that in the olden times vis
itors were allowed to enter hell and view its 
system of torment. 

Jltws off tht ff/tth. 

PRESIDENT AllTHUR and party are on their 
way home from their Western trip. 

SLADE and Mitchell, the pugilists, hav de
clared off their proposed fight in Kansas, for 
fear of the law. 

IT is stated that the prospects are in favor 
of Ben Butler running this fall for re-election 
as governor of Massachusetts. 

SEVENTY-FIVE\ thousand deaths were Cl~used 
by earthquake shocks and volcanic eruptions 
on the island of Java last week. 

PERSONS by the name of Smith held a re
union in the village of Peapack, N.J., last 
week. There were 2,360 of them. 

NINE men were arrested in Glasgow last 
Sunday, charged with having attempted to 
destroy property in that city with dynamite. 

THE blowing up of a·steamboat on the Hud
son river at this city caused the death of some 
fifteen persons, a clergyman among the num
ber. 

THE new postal notes were put in circula
tion on the 3d inst. These notes are supplied 
by the post-office department in sums less 
than $5 for three cents. 

JUDoE HoADLY, Democratic nominee for 
governor of Ohio, is seriously ill, and has 
gone to Philadelphia to place himself under 
the treatment of a physician. 

AN inventor induced the congregation of 
Trinity church, S. I., to assemble one day last 
week and witness an exhibition of a patent 
fire escape for people attending church. A 
deacon asked the patentee if he was not in
truding slightly on the functionR of the pas 
tor. 

REPORTS from 115 special correspondents 
of the Boston Globe, at as many places in New 
England, show that the losses by the two 
months' severe drought will reach fully $1,-
000,000. Farmers, fruit growers, and manu
facturers are the principal sufferers. 

THE New York Sun says that a number of 
the admirers of the writings of Thomas Paine 
in New Rochelle propose to organize an as
sociation that will for the future take charge 
of and guard from vandalism the monument 
on North street that marks the spot where 
the remains of the author of the "Age of 
Reason " were first interred. 

GOVEBNOB CRITTENDEN, of Missouri, is re
ported to be seriously considering .the ques
tion of calling an extra session of the legisla
ture, either to amend the Downing Sunday 
law so as to make it apply to St. Louis, or to 
submit a prohibitory amendment to the con
stitution at the next general election. The 
governor says: •II am an anti-prohibitionist, 
but I feel that 1f the law is to be defied in St. 
Louis, and I hav to choose between lawless
ness and prohibition, I am a Prohibitionist. 
Under such a provocation prohibition will 
carry the state by 50,000 majority.'' 

BoB GIMBLE is a colored man, and coach• 
man to a certain Austin family. He is of 
Episcopalian proclivities, and among the 
other numerous things which he keeps is 
Lent. When the solemn season was raging 
last year, Bob carefully abstained from eating 
meat on Friday, and indulged in other ascetic 
frivolities. One day he unfortunately met 
Sam Pender, a colored Methodist, and gave 
him the cut direct. Sam wa& indignant at 
this treatment, and at once demanded an in
vestigation. "Ise ·no explanation to gib,'; 
replied Bob. "Wiff my own eyes I seen you 
grease your boots wiff beef's tallow on a Fri~ 
day. Youse no 'ligious principles distilled 
inter- yer., Youse a Bob In~er!!QU-Jilolte1 an• 

Army I Forsooth an awkward squad would 
be a far more appropriate appellation. They 
paraded our streets, sang, played, spoke their 
pieces, thumped their tambourines, and de
parted. The only one of their audience, con
sisting of about forty men and boys, who 
seemed to take any interest in them and their 
doings, save that of mere idle curiosity, was 
one slightly inebriated individual who asked 
one of the women how long she had been 
crazy. This question elicited shouts of ap
plause and laughter from the boys, and a 
harang more violent than eloquent from the 
woman addressed. Had they seen themselvs 
as others saw them, and known what a dis
gusting spectacle they presented, methinks 
they would hav stayed at their homes had 
they any such. To one unaccustomed to 
their antics it is hard to find anything of a re
ligious nature in their doings. Scarcely a 
word of commendation can be said of their 
sad, misdirected zeal. The whole perform~ 
ance seemed like a burlesque on religion, and 
a traTesty of the holiest of themes. Balco
nies, doors, and windows soon filled with 
spectators, curious to see and hear their 
wretched performances. No opposition was 
offered to the Army in any of their proceed
ings save to keep them off the sidewalks that 
pedestrians need not be impeded in their 
progress. A few copies of the War Ory were 
sold to some of our curious or dharitably in
clined citizenl$1 but non~ save tb,e j.n~briate4 

IF the black schoolmarm of the following 
account had never heard of John Jasper, the 
black biblical scholar, and the Bible, she would 
not li.av acted in the brutal manner reported. 
It is a dangerous thinfi: to put into the hands 
of . ignorant, passionate, superstitious people 
like the negroes a volume which they believe 
to be the word of God. They hav not always 
t'he sense to discover its grossness, and the 
more religious they are the harder will be 
their course toward the exposers of their 
errors. If this teacher could hav flogged the 
author of the book as well as the poor devil of 
a scholar, it would undoubtedly hav given 
her even greater satisfaction. The dispatch 
is dated Athens, Ga., Auc. 19th; "Miss Julia 
Baxter, a colored schoolmarm at the log high 
school in Harmony Grove, yesterday flogged 
James Buchanan White, a coal-black picks
ninny, nine years old, half a day, and then 
sent him home with a note to his parents re
questing that they whip him. While the in
fant class in geography was reciting in that 
part of the book which treats of planetary 
motions and the boundaries of the milky way, 
it came the White boy's turn to answer a 
question about tbe motion of the earth, which 
he did by repeating an error of the book that 
it moved round the sun. Miss,J:>ersimmons, 
who is a graduate of a very select seminary 
for colored young ladies, under the auspices 
of the Rev. Mr. Jasper's church, in Richmond, 
Va., laughed immoderately at this blunder of 
the youth, and then hastily corrected it. 
When the lad described the rotation of the 
ea:Dth the teacher replied, ' The sun do move.' 
She would hav pardoned the absurd proposi
tion about the earth's course if he had not 
further added that the earth was round. 
" Chile, if you keep on in dis way you'll 
nevah know nuffin, no more'n poah white 
trash. You'll nevah hav any culled culcha at 
all. Yoah too much like white children. I'll 
hav to whip you to make you learn." Miss 
Persimmons dismissed school and took the 
lad out into the achool-yard, where she tied 
him to a hickory-tree with a cow r6pe. Tak
ing a long, lithe whip about sixteen feet in 
length, technically called a black snake, she 
stood off a distance of eight feet, raised her 
glasses to her forehead, took off her petticoat, 
and swinging her long whip oTer her head 
laid two hundred lashes on the boy's back. 
The lad had been used to receiving about one 
hundred lashes eTery day regularly, so that 
he did not mind it very much till it got to the 
hundred and fiftieth lash. He was carried 
home on one of the school•house shutters. 
The affair created the greatest excitement. 
There was an indignation meeting in the Sbi
loh Baptist church. The matter was laid be
fore the school commissioners of Harmony 
township, the trustees of the Peabody Educa
tional Fund1 and the iovernor of the 1tate," 

ONE of the most horrible cases of religious 
lunacy of modern times is at present exciting 
the people of the eastern part of Erie county, 
Pa. Some time ago a well-to-do farmer 
named Knott, living on the shore of Lake 
Erie, attended a meeting of the Salvation 
Army at Franklin. He soon afterward be
came extremely religious. Last Sunday he 
planted a large wooden cross in the woods, 
and was proceeding to nail his eight-year-old 
son to it, having already driven a nail through 
the boy's hand, when he was interrupted and 
fled. At night he returned, knocked his wife 
insensible, took his daughter, 17 years of age, 
out of bed, bore her to the woods, tied her to 
a tree, and lit a fire at her feet, praying mean· 
while that God would accept his sacrifice as 
an atonement for his sinful deeds. But help 
again arrived, and the fanatic was secured 
and the girl released. She was considerably 
burnt about the legs, arms, and sides. The 
experience drove her insane, it is feared per
manently, and she will probably accompany 
her father·to the madhouse, 



Qlommnnications. 

Illiberal Liberalism. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, SEPTEMBER 8. i88ft 

trying "to know the true in order to do the good;" full account otthe life of Herod the king, and of his 
as a body, their object, if I understand it, is the secu- sons and successors. One who reads it carefully will 
larization of the state, the complete disestablishment not be confused by reading in the testament about 
of the church, and the protection of personal rights Herod the teti·arch. He is no more likely to con-

One of THE TRUTH SEEKER's facile &nd entertaining from the encroachments of either the state or the found them and other characters than he is to con
writers, after affirming the "bond of union" among church. I see no reason why the wildest Spiritualist found Charles I. with Charles.II., or Napoleon Bona
Liberals to be the supremacy of this world and its may not join the densest Materialist in working for parte with Louis Napoleon. The only difficulty 
affairs, takes occasion to add, "We will hav nothing to these good ends. Even Positivism denies nothing about Josephus is the one common to ancient his
do with other-worldliness; against that we wage un- regarding other worlds; it simply contents itself with torians-he fails to giv dates; events be givs in their 
dying warfare; it is a barbaric sentimentalism utterly the business of this, which alone is capable of demon- due succession, but dates he neglects. He takes us 
unworthy of modern civilization, and the true Lib- stration. Devotion to the practical affairs of this right into the daily life and household of King Herod; 
eral will hate it with all his mind." world is not incompatible with belief in the existence we see how politic and cautious he was, how for long 

This is rather strong language to use in condem- of another. Some of the noblest work-many would years he hated his sons with a deadly hatred, desiring 
nation of a sentiment, or barbaric sentimentalism, if say most ofthe noblest work-that has been done for to hav them slain-studying how he might bring 
you please, that is almost universal among mankind; humanity has been done by men .and women who charges against some of them, yet ever afraid of the 
and the gentleman asks a great deal when he de- were animated by a lively sense of a world to come. people. At last, when he knew he had no longer to 
mands that, in order to become a member of the It is true thab people sometimes become so absorbed liv, suffering under a loathsome disease, eaten up with 
noble company of Liberals, we must giv up one of in the contemplation of a future existenceas to neg- worms, at last he lets loose and murders one of his 
the most cherished of human aspirations, and recon- lect or periert- the duties of this life, but. tbey are sons, and then dies. On a night or two before his 
cile ourselvs to a theory of existence that is con- only exceptional cases. It is the constant complaint death there was an eclipse of the moon, says Jose
tracted and repulsiv, and which has not been proved of the clergy that their flocks are too "worldly;" and, phus. This fixes accurately the date of his death 
to be any truer than the one he so scornfully lashes. on the other hand, one of the principal charges of within a day or two. This eclipse has been calcu
He does admit that a "Spiritualist" may possibly be Liberals against the clergy is that they devote more lated back by astronomers innumerable times. It 
so slightly imbued with other-worldliness, and suf- attention to the good things of this world than· their was on the thirteenth day of March, four years be
ficently interested in the affairs of this footstool, as creeds warrant, or than is consistent with the interests fore Christ. Although this Herod held the govern
to entitle him to fellowship with Liberals, but the of the people. The priests who sound the tocsin of ment of Syria under the Roman Emperor Augustus 
general tenoi· of his argument is shown in the words hell, and point us to the other side of Jordan to play by the decree of the Roman senate, yet he was per
I hav quoted. on a golden harp, seldom neglect to pass the hat when haps the greatest monarch the Jews ever had, all 

I quarrel with no man's opinions. It is probable they hav finished the warning and exhortation; and things considered. He built the temple that is so 
that I do not differ greatly from Mr. Putnam in re- it has been remarked as a singular coincidence that much talked of, although it is supposed that it was 
gard to a future or continued life, and I write· this, an ·offer of the church in the next town to go a thou- built much earlier. He fought many battles; had 
not for the sake of controversy, but simply to point sand better on a preacher's salary is invariably fol- been the intimate friend of Antony, and A'ugustus 
out, in the interests of constructiv Liberalism, the lowed by a call from the Lord to accept it And if afterward received him as his friend. The events of 
impolicy of so ruthlessly and unnecessarilY kicking Mr. Putnam thinks there are any "Spiritualists" who his life are clearly exposed by Josephus. With great 
out of the Liberal army-which is small enough when are indifferent to a square mea], cr whose Materializ- difficulty and by permission of Augustus after a trial, 
all are mustered in-everything but the Materialistic ing penchants interfere with their eye to the main Herod procured two of his sons to be executed. 
element; or of trying to kill with ridicUle the natural chance, let him reduce his theory to knowledge by After sentence was carried out their bodies were "by 
and accustomed hope of continued existence which a inviting some of them to dinner, and then trying a night" conveyed away. After reading these accounts 
large class of Liberals entertain, when you confess~ post-prandial dicker with the most hungry looking of it sounds strange to read in one of the g,1spels that 
edly do not know whether that supposed existence is his ghost-seeing guests. After such an experiment Jesus Christ was born in the days of Herod the 
a creation of imagination and desire, or a reality. ·Mr. Putnam will revise his opinion as to other-world- king, and that Herod out of some fear" sent forth 
While it remains as impossible to prove that the dis- liness dulling the carnal appetite and destroying in- and slew all the children that were in. Bethlehem," 
solution of the body is the termination of personal terest in mundane railroads and mowing machines etc. In all the history of the Roman empire such an 
existence as it is to prove the continuance of life in and things. At least my experience is· that"the 'lean event never was heard of. Brutal emperors might 
another world, it seems superfluous and unwise to kine' of Spiritualism" are not often left, to use the tyrannize over great citizens, but they let the com
attack with. the shafts of sarcasm and repel from the language of the unregenerate, to any great extent by mon people alone. It sounds like the crude idea of 
Liberal ranks those who are not ready to giv up the "the 'fat kine' of l\faterialism." ignorant persons who think kings go about cutting 
hope of a future world. It seems to me that the exclusivness, almost intol- off heads. However, Herod is dead, and Archelaus 

"One world at a time," is a nice sounding phrase; erance, that has been manifested on the part of the reigns in his stead. After ten years he is banished. 
but what is meant is, one world only, then annihila- Positivists or Materialists toward the Spiritualists, We will remember that Matthew says that when Jo
tion. That does not sound so pretty, and· givs us notably in a late aiticle in the Radical Review, is not seph ''hestrd that .Al:chelaus did reign in Judea in 
pause. Mr. Putnam says he has no higher aim than only illiberal, but impolitic and destructiv of the room of his father Herod (who was dead), he was 
"to revel in the bights and depths and grandeurs of practical objects of Liberalism. As we demand the afraid to go thither" (ch: ii, 19). Josephus tells us 
this earthly scene." If he means that he has no largest mental liberty, let 1 s also hav the largesb to]- why Archelaus was banished and then says (book 18, 
desire for any other revel, or to continue his revel erance of religious opinion. When a man puts his ch. i, Antiquities), "Now Cyr~nius, a Roman senator, 
beyond the_ few years that he can expect in this shoulder to your wheel, do not rudely decline his as- etc., etc., being sent to judge that nation, and take 
world, then he is peculiarly constituted. If he were sistance because he is "hollow-eyed with looking for an account of their substance. Moreover he came him
fifty years older than he is, and the period had the ghosts of the dead," or because "he wants to be self into Judea which was now added to the province 
arrived when the appetite for life is dulled, I could a spirit," and you don't. It is such inconsistencies of Syria, to take an account of their substance, and 
understand it; but he is now in the bight of his and intolerance that giv point to the Christian criti- dispose of Archelaus's property. But the Jews at first 
jocund revel, as any one can see in the article I refer cism that Materialists are molecular mad, and that took the report of this taxation heinously." 
to as well as in his activ form, and -to such the idea Freethought is the "war-whoop of the intellectual So when we read in the second chapter of Luke 
of extinction is not usu8lly pleasant. Ever since savage." D. W. CRAIG. that Joseph and Mary went up to be taxed, and this 
man was man he has felt a "secret dread and inward taxing was first made when Cyrenius·was governor, 
horror of falling into nought." Many hav arrived at Some Mistakes of Matthew, Luke, and- Others. and that Jesus Christ was born on the way, it sounds 
the conclusion that there is no continuity of existence, Josephus used to be more popular with Christians like a discrepancy in the testimony-one of those 
that death ends all, but that conclusion is generally than he is to-day. That celebrated reference to Jesus blunders that would discredit the oath of man, but 
reached with sadness, seldom with indifference, less Christ was much harped upon, and old-fashioned be- becomes an unfathomable mystery in the -word of 
frequently with hilarious joy. Mr. Frederic Harri- lievers regarded the "excellent Josephus" as a kind God telling us ofthe miracle of his son's birth. Luke 
son, for instance, surrenders his belief in immortality of patriarch, little lower than an Abraham or Jacob. says ( ch. iii) that in the fifteenth year of Tiberi us 
with pathetic words of unconcealed regret; Professor The Bible and Josephus used to be vended in coup- Christ began to be about thirty years of age. If so, 
Huxley speaks of breaking away. from it "not with- les. The pious editors, commentators, and transla- he must hav been born fifteen years before Tiberius 
out pain and grief;" and I recall no instance to-the tors of Josephus praised him to the highest echo, began to reign, or fifteen years after Augustus 
contrary of any thoughtful man, excepting Mr. Put- never tiring of asserting his piety, learning, accuracy, died. This only adds to the confusion. Let readers 
nam. Says Socrates, "It would be wrong for me not and love of -truth. Now the truth is that he is a very try to settle it for themselvs. Bibles and J osephuses 
to be grieved to die, if I did not think I should go conscientious and truthful recorder of events. The are in every house, and the exercise will impress the 
to wise and good deities." When the final summons learned and godly theologians hav committed them- facts on their minds. A very little reading, criticis
comes, how shall we wrap our cloaks about us and selvs too far to go back on him, but a more profound ing, and comparing will show to readers discrepan
lie down to pleasant dreams when we entertain the acquaintance with Josephus makes him a very em bar- cies perhaps never before noticed. I write this 
belief that there will be neither dreams nor awaken- rassing friend for Christians to lean upon. The fa- merely to call attention to a few. 
ing? The idea of posthumous activity, or a corporate mous DeQuincey ·ascertained this, and broke out I am aware that, to those who are not familiar with 
immortality in the race, as Mr. Wakeman puts it, is the into expressions of wrath, even going so far as to call literature, questions of chronology are as mysterious 
best substitute that can be offered fox the posthumous him "that infernal liar and scoundrel, Josephus," as those about a horse's age are to those who are not 
existence in which personal consciousness is the_ "old Joe," "Joe the liar," etc., using attempts at versed in horse affairs. Yet almo'st any man can 
centi·al element, and it is a grand idea, but it fails heavy wit as astounding as the gambols of the donkey satisfy- himself as to the time of Washington's life, 
to satisfy the average mind; it failed to satisfy the when, in imitation of the little dog, it jumped into its and by tracing events backward he may be able in 
mind that first built it up to take the place of a hope master's lap.· DeQuincey's rage grew out of Jose- time to assure himself as to the true year 1 of the 
abandoned. How many of the men and women who phus's account _of the Essenes. "Why," says De Christian era; at least sufficiently to enable him to 
rise this beautiful summer morning and engage in Quincey, "if this account be true, these Essenes were judge~ Priests hav tried to confuse the question of 
their several tasks or recreations with more or less Christians, and we would hav Christianity in the Christ's existence with that of Napoleon and Wash
satisfaction and contentment, would go about those world before Christ and without Christ." He alleges ington, and hav embarrassed many unlettered per
occupations with the same lightness of heart if they that the whole story was invented by Josephus, the sons. Nor is it very far to go back. Eighteen hun
believed that their life and consciousness would end liar, for the vory purpose of overthrowing Christian- dred years is but a short time if we duly consider the 
forever with the setting sun; and who that reluctantly ity, and he admits if such a story could possibly be matter. Our nation has existed but a century, and 
relinquishes a dear friend when relentless death true it must overthrow it. But it was a shallow in- many of us can easily remember back half the time. 
claims him, would not feel a keener pang and a more vention of that scoundrel, old Joe, a pure fiction got- By getting a clear idea of the time A.D. 1, and remem
incurable grief if there were no hope of reunion? I ten up by him. Strange indeed that DeQuincey for., bering when Augustus died, which is as easy to know 
know this is looked upon as a selfish and barbaric got to say that Philo, the Jew, who wrote before Jo- as is any part of history, we may see the absurdity of 
sentimentalism, but I -am not ashamed to own it as sephus, and about the year 1, givs a long, detailed, many expressions in the New Testament. Christ was 
still lingering in-my debased, or insufficiently elevated minute. account of the same people or sect. So per- fifteen- years old when Augustus died, as per Luke. 
soul, or mind, or gray brain·matter, or whatever you haps Philo invented it in anticipation of Christianity, Yet take notice that Paul makes appeal to Augustus 
please to call the me. to destroy ·it. - .(Acts xxvii; 1, and xxv, 21-25). It is remarkable 

It is not, I take it, the special business of Liberals But there are s~weral important- facts mentioned what is said about Herod the king, in chapter twelve. 
to establish Materialism as the orthodox- Liberal by ·Josephus throwing light upon Jewish events and By reading the chapter it is evident the king of 
philosophy, nor to upset any form of spiritual phi- history which are very ,e)llbarrassing ifwe read them Judea is meant. Yet although tlria was .. long after 
losophy. As individuals, they are supposed to be with the gospels, Acts, epistles, etc. He givs a very Christ's death, here we hav old Herod, who died 
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" eaten by worms " four years bef?re Christ, a fact of 
which Josephus could not be mistaken. And. Y:et 
this is the word of God. Colenso and other miniS
ters of the gospel reject the Pentateuch because of 
the " mistakes of Moses," How about the mistakes 
of Matthew and Luke ? HoLT. 

Ideology. 
TJ;[E WITCHCRAFT IDEA IN HISTORY. 

Witchcraft is practical mysticism. The idea is a 
suspicion as to an imaginary attempt to pick the 
lock for which nature's order and laws hav provided 
no key. In the Bible it is "commerce with God, or 
the invisible world." It is only ideas of the unknown 
God, devils, or ghosts, that culminate in witchcraft. 
The light of science is from things known, and, like 
·.the central sun, it shines for all; while theories built 
·upon phenomena believed to be mystical cast their 
-dark shadows on the "few that are saved." All are 
:fascinated by music, oratory, poetry, art, and beauty; 
·but under the control of false ideas in· Christianity 
·we hav witchcraft, and millions put to death under 
·this suspicion. False ideas, crystallized into an ism, 
-culminate in bigotry, cruelty, proscription, persecu
·.tion, slavery, witchcraft, suicide, and mmder. 

And how terrible Christianity has been in this re
:gard will be apparent when we consider the millions 
it has put to death of its own victims, who were its 
•own "kith and kin." It has actually slain millions 
·of those whom Christianity itself had made witches 
:and wizards. Mr. Bennett and other well-informed 
·writers hav estimated the number of men, women, 
:and children at nine millions who hav been by Chris
·.tianity put to death on the gallows and at the stake. 
.And Christianity, the witchcraft that perpetrated 
·these bloody deeds, is in full blast among us to this 
-clay! The theory of two hundred, or three thousand, 
years ago is preached to-day, in spite of science, in 
:spite of the ten thousand facilities that are every
·-where ·accessible for better views of manhood and 
jhumanity. None but a mind bewitched with mys
·ticism could read THE TRUTH SEEKER, or any Liberal 
jpaper, for a month without being convinced that 
•Christianity is a fraud. Any one of the Freethought 
·volumes advertised in THE TRUTH SEEKER from week 
·to week contains moral dynamite enough to blow that 
:mystical balloon to atoms in the sky. No one not 
:bewitched by some phase of mysticism could ever 
·imagin himself invested "by faith" with a capacity 
Jor seeing a personage big enough to fill illimitable 
~pace. 

And it was in full view of this condition of things 
that our humanity stretched forth its right arm of 
justice and wiped out chattel slavery from all the 
.churches and this nation, only a few years ago. This 
:is what humanity did, at an immense cost of its treas-
11ll'e and blood-and, moreover, despite of Christian
ity and its God. Had this God and his own chosen 
people been allowed control in these United States, 
this nation would hav to-day been engaged in slave
breeding and slave-holding, with its auction-blocks 
for the sale of human flesh. And in Washington the 
chains of the slave would now be heard, with the or
ator's eloquence for liberty and equal· rights in our 
Christian republic. 

" Treme:ndo·usly True," or False.-" If Christianity 
be true," says the priest, "it is tremendously true." 
Ah, indeed! And if it be untrue, what then? Why, 
it is a tremendous lie. A lie six thousand years long; 
a lie repeated in so many pulpits, and for so long a 
time, that no rule nor scale known to geometry or 
the scientific world can measureit. But thoughtful 
and scientific people began to hav some idea of a 
huge lie when all the prayers of Christendom failed 
in the death of Garfield. That hideous lie was sig
nificant. That was an experiment that the praying 
priests and chmches had never anticipated. They 
scouted the idea of such an experiment when, a few 
years ago, it was proposed by Prof. Tyndall. But it 
is the scientific method, and it has proved how that 
old myth in the sky has always lied and failed. The 
Christian devil is the father of lies. Is there among 
all the nations of this planet any idea of a devil or 
hell-fire like that of Christianity? Any idea like the 
three gods in one, and each of them big enough to 

/ :fill unbounded space ? Is there elsewhere any idea 
of anger and wrath like that of the Christian God? 

"Commerce with God."-As we shall see, this is 
Christianity and witchcraft; and it is an encouraging 
consideration that so vast a majority of the human 
race hav always and forever been opposed to Chi·is
tianity. Humanity is a success. It is no fail me, and 
never has been in need of any form of mysticism. 
The number victimized by theoretical and practical 
witchcraft may be said to be few, when compared 
with the entire race, and still they are becoming less 
and less. Or, it you say that the "suspicion" of 
witchcraft upon which the victims were put to death 
was well founded, I now invite you to the proof from 
the Bible that Christianity is itself witchcraft-noth-

.. ing rriore nor less. Do not all Christians hav " com-
. mer.ce with God?" Do not all Mormons and modern 
Spiritualists "hav commerce with the invisible 
world?" This is witchcraft, and so cleterntined by 
Ch.Xistianity itself. It has no proof outside of its own 

self-created faith (Reb. xi, 1)-no proof of its dog- there was, or was not, something like "commerce 
mas, no proof of its creed, and done of any crime in with God" in that case of "overshadowing" narrated 
those hung for witchctaft. Hence its dogmatism in Luke i, 26-30; and as to whether we should ever 
and drilling human ignorance and credulity, as that hav had any Jesus or Christianity without that be
mountebank, Moody, is now doing in Boston. Has witching process in that commerce with the third 
it any evidence of the sexhood of its God? any of his person in the godhead. The Bible speaks of four in
personal identity with which it holds an imaginary visible personages-three in the godhead, and the 
commerce ? It is a conglomeration of lies that has old boss devil. And I call on any Christian who will 
put its own victims to death upon the gallows and at do so to giv me his rule by which he can· distinguish 
the stake. It renders its victims sick with the fear between these personages. How does he determin 
of hell, and then puts them to death to get rid of the sexhood and the personal identity of an indivisi
them. bility? and how does he prove as to what kind of in-

The proof I now present against Christianity is tercourse anyone may hav had with the invisible 
stronger and more conclusiv than anything in the world? How does he determin the number of in
Bible in its favor. Christianity is the thEory of which visibles, or as to whether there is one? and if more, 
witchcraft is the practical And here I refer you to how many? How can he make it to appear, if he is 
that old barbarian book, Deuteronomy xiii, 10; 1 a Christian, that his commerce with God differs from 
Sam. xv, 23; 2 Chron. xxxiii, 6; 2 Kings ix, 22; Mich. that of a wizard? 
v, 12; Nah. iii, 4; Gal. v, 20. Now all commentators "Inflated with Frenzy."-Dr. Clarke, in his notes on 
on the Bible are agreed that the witchcraft here Lev. xix, 31, says: "A wizard is one who in his com· 
threatened with death by the Christian God is noth- merce with the invisible world becomes inflated with 
ing more nor less than "commerce with God and j1·enzy." 
with the invisible world," in order to "reveal its And, as an illustration, he quotes and emphasizes 
mysteries." And it will be sufficient if I quote from Virgil as follows: 
Dr. Adam Clarke, the most learned and popular of " . . . . . . . . Invoke the skies, 
all that hav attempted to interpret that old bar bar- I feel the rushing God! she cries. 
izing book, for our benefit. His huge commentary, While yet she spake, enlarged her features grewi 

Her colo): changed, her locks disheveled flew. 
in six large volumes, now lies before me, for which I The heavenly tumult reigns in every part-
paid thirty dollars when I was myself a revival Meth- Pants in her breast, and swells her rising heart. 
odist preacher. Dr. Clarke, in his notes on Exodus Still swelling to the sight, the priestess glowed, 
xxii, 18, says: "The term rendered 'witch' is from And heaved impatient of the incumbent God." 
h H h 

. . -.lEneid, l. vi, v. 4tl. 
t e ebrew casap -to reveal, uncover; and It sigm-
fies commerce with God; a person who professes to During my twenty years in the Methodist Episco~ 
reveal hidden mysteries by commerce with God or pal chmch I attended many a Methodist picnic, or 
the invisible world." · · camp-meeting, where I always saw more or less of 

Now, it is easy to see how this definition covers what is described in the foregoing from VirgiL 
Tho ere I·s not so much of thi"s "frenzy" mani"fested in the entire ground of mysticism, including all Chris-

tians, all Mormons, and all modern mediums and revivals, or at the picnics, as there was fifty years 
Spiritualists. Each of these classes certainly pro- ago. And yet they tell us that the ism is like "the 
fess to hav commerce with the invisible world. Mod- word of the Lord "-it never changes. And if so, 

how are we to account for it that there hav been no 
ern mediums offer their services to humanity as an victims hung for witchcraft lately? If any of my 
"open door to the condition man enters at death." 
And Theodore Parker, who while he lived had no readers desire to witness the Methodist process of 
faith in any such revelation, said, as an off-set to bewitching the people with their own ideas of mys~ 
Christianity: "Why, the modern Spiritualists hav ticism, go to one of their picnics, where for a week 
been to the Christian hell, and they tell us upon their they keep up the drilling with sermon, prayer, and 
return that there are no devils there." song; or attend one of Moody's harangs. 

Moreover, notice how this definition of witchcraft I hope I may not be the only one left, now living, 
interdicts the gospel of the New Testament. It for- who attended the preaching of the "far-famed" John 
bids commerce with God and the invisible world, for N. Moffit. He was an Irishman, and believed him~ 
revealing hidden mysteries-the identical thing that self eloquent, as his manner of drilling was quite sue· 
was done by Jesus and by all his apostles. The New cessful. I remember his meetings in Boston, and his 
Testament is replete with these declarations: " We suit for libel against 1\fr. Buckingham, editor of the 
speak the wisdom of God in a mystery." "Accord- Boston Courier, in 1824. His suit was a failure. 
ing to the revelation of the mystery." "Made known "Thou Shalt Not Svifer a Witch to Liv."-There it 

stands in that old Christian book-a collection of to us the mystery of his will." "My knowledge in 
the mystery of Christ." " Great is the mystery of books on mysticism so old that nobody knows, or 
godliness." "As stewards of the mysteries of God." ever can know, by whom they were written, or when. 

And a column might be filled with similar quota- And two hundred years ago what a terrible command 
tions, showing that when Dr. Clarke's clefixdtion of was that to be uttered from the pulpit every Sunday! 
witchcraft forbids commerce with God and the in vis- " · · · · · · It is all one-

To be a witch, or suspected one." 
ible world, for revealing hidden mysteries, it forbids A , 

nd what a "suspicion' was that to become a 
the praying of Christians and interdicts the preach- panic in a church, a neighborhood, a country, and 
ing of all the priests. Thus does Christianity use it- throughout Christendom ! And this is Christianity's 
self up. Its faith is self-created, and thus it is self- death warrant-the keystone to the Christian arch 
destroyed. Hence the identity of Christianity and 
witchcraft. In defining one you describe the other. that supports the gallows it executes its victims on. 

And now, adopting the theological definition of 
What stultification ! What monstrous inconsistency! witchcraft as correct, it follows that every Christian, 
And thus obfuscated by faith in mysticism, it has every priest, every Mormon, every modern medium 
been for Christians, unlike all other classes, to put and Spiritualist, should forthwith be hung or burnt 
their victims to death for doing what they themselvs at the stake. LARoY SuNDERLAND. 
do. Those suspected of witchcraft protested that 
th t ·t h · d d"d th Quincy, Mai:is., July 27, N.E. 108. ey were no WI c es nor wizar s; nor I ey 
know what witchcraft was-a delusion founded on 
the trances of Abraham, Daniel, Peter, and Paul, each 
of whom was obfuscated in a dreamy state of trance 
when they had "visions and revelations from the 
Lord." And Christianity-this same witchcraft 
founded upon a state of self-induced trance-metes 
out supreme contempt on mediums of the present 
day. How inconsistent and cruel this persecution is 
I can see because I know that the pathology and the 
psychology of the trance is always the same, as it is 
in dreams and fits, and in mental derangement. 
Hence it is monstrously inconsistent for any Chris
tian or theologian to ridicule a modern medium in 
this regard. 

These mediums I hav known from the beginning, 
and Christianity I hav myself preached, and I hav 
known what it is for sixty years. And it is my opin
ion that I hav seen many modern medium" far more 
"inspired" than St. Paul was when he is said to hav 
had "visions and revelations from the Lord." And 
I hav heard as good advice given by them as any 
found in the Bible, or ever heard from the pulpit. 
On account of these persecutions I can also see an 
inconsistency when Spiritualists take upon themselvs 
the name of Christians. 

And now, while I say nothing more than merely to 
refer to the two cases that hav occuned under the 
auspices of Spiritualism of spirit babes reported 
born, as I refer to that " overshadowing" narrated of 
Mary. [Inquire of Mr. A. E. Newton and John M . 
Spear. J And I now call on any Christian layman or 
minister, excepting one named Jcseph Cook, to tell 
me, through this paper, his opinion as to whether 

Something the Matter with the Mails. 
To THE EmroR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: About 

th ... ee weeks ago (I cannot recall the date), noticing 
Elmina's request for copies of the Physiologi~;t, and 
remembering that I had been a subscriber to that 
paper during a portion of its brief and checkered ex
istence, I instituted a search. among my effects and 
found three of the numbers desired. These I mailed 
to her address, together with a note stating that I had 
done so, and mentioning the papers which I desired 
in retm.n. Not having received any papers or heard 
anything in regard to them, I was somewhat puzzled 
as to the cause of the delay. I had just decided to 
communicate with Elmina to ascertain if she had re
ceived my papers, when the postman came in and 
handed me my Tnu'rH SEEKER. Imagin my astonish
ment, upon glancing over its columns, to find a state
ment from Elmina to the effect that she had not re
ceived a single paper in response to her advertis
ment. It was evident from this that she had not re
ceived either the papers or the letter which I had sent 
her. Now, if only the papers had failed to reach her, 
I should at once hav come to the conclusion that 
Tony had confiscated them; but, with all his brazen 
audacity, I could hardly believe him capable of con• 
£seating a sealed letter. 

The letter and papers were properly stamped, and 
addressed to, "Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville, V a.;" 
and the question now arises, What has become of 
them? Who can tell? Anxiously yours, 

THOMAS JOHNSTON. 
Yonkers, N. Y., August 25, 1883. 
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THE ROCHESTER CONVENTION. It is the wisest policy to liv for this world until we know of 
another. To be knowing and just is to be able to care for 
this world until we know of another. To be knowing and 

livered an address upon "The Spirit of Humanity in 
American Poetry." Following is an abstract of his 
remarks: 

Three Times as Large as Any Other Gathering 
of Freethinkers Ever Held. 

just is to be able to care for one's self as never God or priest 
has done. Such a. person is the Freethinker-the Infidel of 
this present age. 

He is worth more to humanity than all the preachers and 
priests combined. All we really receive from the preachers 
and their zealous believers is an exhortation to believe in 
Jesus and in their creed liB better than the practice of knowl
edge and reason. We can show that a scientific education 
will do more toward improving the deeds of mankind than 
the ignorant declaration, "I believe in Jesus." We will giv 
$25 for each crime committed by Freethought teachers of sci
ence, if the clergy will giv us $1 for each crime committed by 
the preachers and priests, rating each class according to its 
relativ numbers. We can show by the best of evidence that 
the more orthodox a man is the more liable he is to be a crim
inal. No one of sense will deny the criminality of John Cal
vin. When we find the Christian guidPs to holiness more 
criminal in proportion to their number than any class of per
sons whom they condemn, why need we be asked by them 
"What substitute will ye giv in place of religion?" Whe~ 
the clergy and their zealous followers will depend upon the 
practical and demonstrable sciences, their crimes will be less 
and their morals will increase. To know and teach the truths 
of science improves any immoral person. 

What is poetry? None can answer this c;tuestion fully, for 
in poetry lies the supreme mystery of eXIstence. It is the 
deepest and highest of all things. In humanity itself as the 
highest na.ture do we find the grandest poetry because there
in do we find the grandest and most varied life. That poetry 
has ever been the grandest which has been most touched 
with the spirit of humanity. The poetry' of theology has no 
permanent value only as it has expressed in symbols the 
mighty passions of the natural heart. The conception of 
humanity as a va1:1t organism with a life beginning in the far 
ages and growing with each successiv generation-this is a 
D?-Od~rn conception, .and has found but little definit expres- _ 
s10n m poetry. While all of our great poets hav been liberal 
and rational respecting the creeds of the past, they hav not 
been possessed by the spirit of science. America has not 
yet produced an all-comprehensiv and philosophic bard, al
though in the wise and lofty Emerson we hav one almost on 
the verge of becoming such a new Sbakspere. The most orig
inal of our poets are Bryant, Poe, Walt Whitman, and Bret 
Harte. The poet must. recognize the demands of science. 
Nothing that poetry has conceived can equal the truth that 
science has discovered. The infinit constellations hav be
come our laurels, and the flowers at our feet are most beau
tiful when we trace their living beauty with the multiplied 
eyes of science. The progress of science would be a most 
poetic theme if we had the power to translate into music the 
magnificence of its achievements. The poet must also rec
ognize the infinit in man. The greatest poets are those who 
hav recognized the all-pervading unknowable. The poet 
must also recognize the moral element. He must perceive 
the duality of existence. He must see that in our human 
earthly relations there are two eternally battling forces
good and evil. The greatest of poets hav not been altogether 
optimistic; they hav felt the still sad music of humanity. 

THE CONVENTION OPENED BY PRESIDENT BROWN.
CHAINEY ON "THE CLERGY."-D. M. BENNE'IT 
HONORED.-THE REV. MR. MITCHELL ANSWERED 
BY MR. W AREMAN.- WOMAN REPRESENTED BY 
MRS. COLMAN, SUSAN WIXON, AND MRS. LAKE. 

The convention opened on Wednesday morning, 
August 29th, at the Corinthian Academy of Music; 
one of the finest halls in the state, and which was 
made more beautiful with the decorations provided 
by the local committee. The stage was set with a. 
large number of houseplants, and flowers covered the 
tables and tlie organ. At the rear of the stage were 
portraits of Thomas Paine, D. M. Bennett, and Robert 
G. Ingersoll, with the following sentences respectivly 
surmounting them: "The world is my country; to 
do good, my religion;" "Oh, for a revival of reason, 
truth, and common sense;" "Infidelity is liberty; all 
religion is slavery," each sentence being the utterance 
of him over whose portrait it was placed. · 

The morality and goodness of a Christian or an Infidel de
pend upon his deeds, not upon his dreams of the future. It 
is what we do, not what we preach, which makes us really 
good or evil. Labor is the basis of all good demonstration 
~~:nd ~s far better tha~ belief. 'Fhe re!il e~hics of Freethought 
lies m the perfect liberty of mvest1gatwn, operation inde
pendent action, and the fearless expression of all ;adical 
thought. Freethinkers grant others the same rights and 
privileges they claim for themselvs. The rights of individual 
thought are often denied by the ignorant vote of the selfish 
majority. "Believe or be damned" is the Bible phrase by 
which we can know a thinker from those who hav a substi
tute to think for them. A Freethinker would rather know 
and be damned than know and be saved a believer. "I 
would be damned if I do believe" is the Freethinker's idea of 
an honest salvation. Educate the people, and prayers will 
not be needed for the good of the preachers. They are the 
honest thinkers who grant every possible opportunity to oth
ers to investigate and know for themselvs. The doubters and 
Infidels hav, after working nearly three hunilred years, pre
vented the believing Christians from continuing to murder 
each other for daring to differ on religious doctrins. A brave 
thinker or an advanced talker subjects himself to the creed
bound criticism of such guides to holiness as Joseph Cook 
and T. DeWitt Talmage. Those pleaders of the Calvin faith 
are now gathering in the last rotten folds of the Presbyterian 
predestination net. How much of the Golden Rule do you 
recognize in their Bible phrase, " Believe or be damned ?' 
Priests and preachers invite damnation as their ·Christian 
method of getting an easy living without sweating their brows. 
The time has now come for the sinners to giv them an intel
lectual sweat as to their moral relations to society. In the 
village of Owego, in this state, not long since, an intimate 
friend of the Baptist minister there asked him why the peo
ple did not attend church as much as usual. He replied in a 
lower tone of voice, "They now know more than they did." 
That minister told the truth. Preachers are now about the 
only persons who wholly disobey the command, "Six days 
only shalt thou labor;" they work the most on the seventh 
day-unless away on their summer vacation. We hold that 
in proportion as we increase our knowledge of the forms and 
motions of matter, we make it equally possible to improve 
our moral and secular worth. Selfishness and ignorance ha-v 
been, and are still, the principal causes of crime and cruelty. 
The history of the Christian religion is but the record of in
famous murders committed by the ignorant zealots of super
stition. Our great duty is to do for the believing Christians 
and their ignorant followers what God and his preachers hav 
failed to do_ By knowledge and example we will make it 
sinless and popular, as well as profitable, to be an activ Free
thinker and laboring unbeliever. For eighteen hundred 
years the world has been cursed, damned, and robbed by 
priests and preachers; and what harm is there in now trying 
to improve their Christian conduct toward poor worldly sin
ners. Will you help us to educate the people to do without 
religious myths, dam~ing_creeds, ~nd non-producing priests 
and preachers? I think, If there lB a God, he can save us if 
necessary, without careworn and expensiv help. I hav fou'nd 
it wise and good for me to let them wholly care for them
selva. 

Two large American flags draped the back of the 
stage, and two additional mottoes decorated the walls, 
one an expression of Thomas Jefferson, "I hav sworn 
eternal hostility to every form of mental slavery over 
the human mind;" the other by Washington: "The 
government of the United States is not in any sense 
founded on the Christian religion." Music for the 
convention was provided by the "Plymouth Quartet" 
-Mrs. E. M. Deckusson, sop1·ano; Mrs. S. G. Hollis
ter, contralto; W. F. Brace, basso, and Philip Fried, 
tenor. Mrs. Brace presided at the piano. 

Most of those in attendance from a distance arrived 
on Tuesday, and many far-away places were repre
sented. People came from Colorado, Kansas, Arkan
sas, Missouri, and Louisiana, and came for no other 
purpose than to attend the convention. The open
ing day gave promis of what the week was to be
one of interest and importance in the history of Lib
eralism. 

Upon the invitation of H. L. Green, secretary of 
the association, the little book entitled, "Notes on 
Ingersoll," which wa.s written l>y Father Lambert, a 
Catholic priest, and which is designed to refute the 
great orator's arguments, was sold at the entrance to 
the hall during the convention. The Caiholic Union 
used the following language in accepting the invita
tion: 

"We b.elieve we sha~ be an hu~bl~ instrument in leading 
to the obJect of our desire by placmg m the hands of all sin
cere and earnest searchers for truth a little book that com
pletely annihilates the man, who, by pen and tongue, has 
done more to lead men from the truth than other man in these 
our days." 

Mr. Green jokingly suggested that "hereafter in 
return, Freethinking books and pamphlets will' be 
distributed and for sale in Catholic assemblages." 
Ex-Rev. J. H. Burnham, of Michigan, following up 
the idea, suggl:\sted that in return perhaps the Cath
olic hierarchy of Rochester would permit the Free
thinkers to occupy their pulpits in that city next 
Sunday. 

The convention was called to order by Dr. T. L. 
Brown, of Binghamton, N. Y., who appointed the fol
lowing committees: Business, H. L. Green, of New 
York; W. S. Bell, Massachusetts; J. H. Burnham 
Mich.; G. W. Baldwin, Pennsylvania, and John Ray' 
Canada; Resolutions, Courtlandt Palmer, Samuel p: 
Putnam, and B. Flinn, of New York; Mattie Krekel 
Missouri; George Chainey and Susan H. Wixon: 
Massachusetts; Allen Pringle, Canada; C. B. Waite 
illinois; John E. Remsburg, Kansas; A. B. BradfQrd' 
Pennsylvania, and Charles Watts, England. ' 

President T. L. Brown then delivered his opening 
address to the convention. His subject was, "Who 
Are Freethinkers ?" a:p.d his text the following lines: 

"The time has come to stand erect 
In noble, manly self-respect, 
To see the bright sun overhead, 
To feel the ground beneath our tread 
Unruled by priests, uncursed by creeds, 
Our manhood proving by our deeds." 

The following is a. synopsis of the address: 
To think and act as we are impelled is to be just and hon

~st. in both thought and deed. '.then we represent thinking 
m Its most honorable and acceptable existence. In all our 
thinking we hav no certain choice of what we shall think. 
Each and every thought is the inevitable result of some form 
or motion of matter producing it. Withdraw the blood from 
the I;>rai!1 and thought will cease. Thought, like digestion or 
respi~atwn, w~olly ~epends upon certain organs and their 
functiOns for Its e::ustence. When the blood is withdrawn 
~om the lungs, stomach, and brain, then respiration, diges
tiOn, and thought cease. Thus does every motion as a func
tion of each organ of the body end when the form is de
stroyed. Freethinkers, who hav analyzed the forms and 
co~binatio!1s of the nearest objects, and plainly pointed out 
then relatwns and rational uses, not only save Christians 
from real evil, but make it necessary for them to more fully 
and correctly understand the material and immediate causes 
of disease and death. To free ourselvs from the actual evils 
of life is a better work than to pay priests and preachers for 
trying to save us from damnation, which, they say, awaits us 
in an imaginary existence if we do not believe. Health is 
holiness; tho physical and mental health of the body will as 
usual, control the moral worth of the individual and ~e r~ce. 

The address was enthusiastically received, and the 
speaker was frequently interrupted by applause. The 
quartet. gave excellent music, and H. H. Hall, of Brad
ford, sang "In the Sunny Long Ago." The conven
tion then adjourned until two o'clock. 

At the afternoon session, after the singing of 
"America" by the quartet, Jay Chaapel, of Brighton 
delivered an address on the "Trio of Reforms." Th~ 
speaker ~~d that the prof~ssions of theology, Jaw, 
and mediCm were all sadly m need of reform. Min
isters, and indeed the whole fabric of Christianity, 
are shams. Lawyers and doctors are the legitimate 
offspring of Christianity, and bid fair to outdo the 
church in their evil effects upon society. Freedom 
of thought and freedom of action are as necessary in 
one sphere of action as another. Advocates of free
dom hav been the grandest men and women that ever 
lived, and yet for centuries they hav been objects of 
scorn on the part of the enemies of true liberty. The 
present age was distinguished for the triumph of 
mind over physical evils. The history of the church 
is a record of ignorance, devastation, and bloodshed. 
The church has opposed with the bitterest contempt 
scientific efforts which tend to advance and ennoble 
humanity. The churches still continue to keep up 
the semblan?e of the persecution of the past. One 
must be entrrely free from any belief in religion be
fore he can stand out in the broad sunshine of n·ee
dom and reas~n. L~wyers did not deal out justice, 
but often connived with each other to cheat their 
clients. He advised all who desired justice never to 
become clients of a lawyer. The speaker illustrated 
his points with many instances in his own experience, 
and the address was greeted with enthusiastic ap-
plause. . 

After singin~ by the quartet, Mr. S. P. Putnam de-

They hav realized that all was not .brightness and beauty; 
that in the joy and glory of being there was evermore a trag
edy. We giv ourselvs to the good, not because we know it 
will triumph, but be<'ause it is the dearest part of ourselvs. 
The poet of the future must also be the poet of lalJor, for 
labor in the hereafter will become musical, and the poet must 
voice its music. Labor shall hav its armies as gay, as glit
tering, and as beautiful as the old-time chivalric hosts. '.rhe 
greatest bard is he who can understand-not the soul, of an 
archangel, but the thoughts of him who digs and delves in the 
street. The noblest singer is he who with deft fingers touches 
the harp of our homeliest joys, who awakes the music of the 
humblest tasks, who roams not amid palaces to gather the 
jewels of his deathless crown, but amid the cottages, the 
dai;ljes, and the sweet fields, where grow and glisten the har
vests of our common work. 

There was a larger audience present in the even:
ing than at either of the previous sessions of the con
vention. A recitation entitled, "Our Father in 
Heaven," was read by Miss C. Fannie Allyn. George 
Cbainey followed with his lecture on "The Clergy." 
The speaker said: 

There are about 75,000 men and a few women who come 
under the head of my lecture. Their business is to help the 
omnipotent. Whether there is a God or not he does not need 
their assistance. There are always more needy ones than we 
are able to assist. If there is a God it is his bounden .duty tQ 
help us, and not our duty to se.rve him. It is from this posi-· 
tion that I propose to view the subject. It is not against the 
minister as an individual that I speak, but the ministry as a 
profession. Our savage ancestors feared two kinds of foes
the seen and the unseen. The pre-eminent man was selected 
as chief or king. But they imagined that the caves and 
caverns were all infested by these unseen foes. The people 
were ready to be the abject slaves if the spirits would be pro
pitious. Those who mediated between these unseen foes 
and the common people were rewarded with the greatest 
wealth. Thus was the priesthood born. These priests es- · 
tablished many trivial ceremonies. They delivered to the 
:people the offspring of their excited imagination. Their priv-. 
ileges made them corrupt, and they became hypocrits. In 
this country we depend upon the power of the people, yet 
we are most grievously priestriddeh. We despise the name 
of "king," still our property is taxed to support the spectral 
offspring of fear. Christianity in meaning is the offering of 
humanity to appease a villainous and bloodthirsty god. Every 
prayer-meeting is a nursery of hypocrisy and cant. All wor. 
ship is the stammering of the blanched lips of fear. The 
fairest blossoms of piety conceal the .deathly bloom of fear. 
These 75,000 ministers are employed to keep alive a slimy, 
serpentlike superstition. Every priest is a salaried servant 
in the carnival of death to teach men to be ignorant.of the 
revelations of science that they may be wise. I would take 
from the clergy their priestly functions. I would withdraw 
them from the service of ghosts. I would admonish them to 
keep men from real hell. Many still believe in heaven, hell, 
and the devil, and I do not deny'their right to do so. Many 
a slave has hugged his bondage as a divine blessing. The 
consolation of religion is self-deception. Think of men 
thanking God for sending their mothers and fathers to hell. 
It is like gathering nettles for roses, to expect to gain comfort 
from the Christian religion. The real intellectual leaders of 
the world now no longer consider the church worthy of 11 
thought. 

Two powers are destroying the force of the church. The 
first is the onward march of science; the second is humanity 
-the natural instinct of mankind and the revolt against the 
teaching that a curse is a blessing. For the present I am 
willing to confess that the clergy are a necessary evil. Thou- , 
sands clamor for their services. But that should not prevent 
us from striving to make their services unnecessary. The 
world distrusts the ministers and regards them as spies. The 
men who succeed in the ministry, in the popular sense, do so 
by the sacrifice of truth and by dishonor. They must smile 
on saint and sinner alike until they become morally color 
blind. It is hard for a minister to leave a church, even when 
he knows that such is the call of duty. Those who sit in the 
pews are in part to blame. They should employ their minis. 
ters as teachers, and not as attorneys to plead their causf 
with the Almighty, thus putting a premium on insincerit•. 
and hypocrisy. The ministers would be happier and better 
and manlier men if they would engage in some other busi
ness. To accomplish this result we must substitute science 
for theologv. What we want in the place of the church is 
the school-house sustained by all the devotion that has been 
sacrificed to the church. When we. respect ourselvs we will 
cease to pray. Museums, free parks, telegraphs, telephones, 
gas, railroad, and labor, progress and development-these 
are the apostles in which we believe. Let all these be access" 
ible to the people, not in the misty future, but. in the li.Ung 
present. To.do this we unlearn all that the church teacb~>s 
The ministry stands as e. hindrance to improvement. Agniri. 
we do Jlot want ministe~ to keep . UJ,l tllo l)'tfltom Q~. o~lli.: 
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How many domestic troubles hav been caused by the inter
meddling of the clergy. We do not need them to officiate at 
weddings. The idea is preposterouS' that the blessing of a 
priest is superior to love .. The New Testa~ent rega;ds mar
riage as merely a convemence, and admomshes bellevers to 
subject their love to God while it prates to them about-saving 
their souls. A wise marriage is in obedience to all of na
ture's laws. It is nonsense to speak of marriages being made 
in heaven. All laws in referenct7. to marriages should be 
m:ade as if there were no such thing as a minister in the uni
verse. By associating marriage with the law the law is de
graded. Again, the ordinary funeral service<is a mockery of 
grief. It demands a resignation we cannot feel. The priest 
in this relation is a relic of that barbarism which hired 
mourners to walk the streets and howl. To him who has 
rightly lived, loved, and thought, it makes no difference 
whether death is an endless sleep or a new birth. Why 
should we fear to die? From our standpoint, death has no 
terrors. To us it is merely eternal rest. To crumble into 
dust, or to reappear as the grass, is far better than to wail in 
hell or to fold o~r hands in any orthodox heaven. Most city 
churches nowadays are merely places of amusement. In 
this capacity they are doing a good work. There will soon 
be a place for the legitimate Sunday theaters. When we be
come thoroughly educated we will recognize that there is 
more good in Hamlet than in an orthodox sermon. The 
church· depresses while the theater inspires. When the the
ater is entirely developed we will discover that we hav solved 
the question, ''What will you giv us in place of the church?" 
It ia. also said that the clergy stand in direct relation with the 
sentiment and fine feeling of mankind. But we will content 
ourselvs with nature, whose beauty and majesty may well 
satisfy us. 

When asked in regard to the infinit we will reverently an
swer, ''I do not know." The last objection to what I hav 
said is that' morality is centered in th&-clergy. Nothing is 
farther from the truth than this. There are two kinds of 
morality, artificial .and natural. The former only is the 
product of religion. This may keep a man from blacking his 
boots on Sunday, though he be ready at any time to blacken 
his neighbor's character. But natural morality is our indi
vidual inheritance; it is the love of right because it is right. 
Christianity takes sides against morality when it requires a 
man in his prayer to defame his own character. A creed 
which demands that a belief in the unknowable is necessary 
to morality is in itself inimical to morality. 

of Valuation," introducing his remarks by referring 
to the constant changes of values of articles of traffic 
or exchange: 

So long as fictitious values are attached to these articles, so 
long is there danger of financial panic. These facts illustrate 
the points on which I wish to speak. That force which con
trolls 300,000,000 people is a matter of interest. He who oc
cupies the pontifical chair of Rome is a phenomenon that 
demands some explanation. It is desirable to get at the law 
of valuation that moves so many people. This excites the 
discussion of the value of the Christian. Everybody speaks 
nf three terms: fact, law, and principle. Facts are objects 
of thought possessing qualitativ and·quantitativ value. Is it 
possible to hav a fact withoutrthese principles attached to it? 
This is putting things on a basis of human relation and nar
rowing down the broad field of speculation, -only . .consider
ing objects about which we can think. Without quantity and 
quality, I cannot conceive of a basis thought. Yet, by doing 
this, you are throwing down a vast amount of imagery,- oc
casioned by attempting to arrive at something that\lies be
yond quality and quantity. Facts are related, and it. is law 
that connects them and makes them what they are. Taking 
the facts and the law, we are on fum ground. In the third 
place is the astounding word principle. I cannot understand 
what people mean when they speak of the principle of things. 
The very moment when you use quality and quantity with 
law this explains all things clearly, and their condition.<. the 
principle, is that which makes things what they are. l'tow, 
fact, law and principle, lying back of the fact, undiscovered, 
you may reasonably call the subject into question. Christian 
facts are depending upon an infinit spirit without body and 
without parts for its principle behind the facts and the law. 
Take this away and you hav nothing unless we can vouch for 
the unvouchable and swear that the uneternal is eternal. 
Nothing can be presented to consciousness if quantity and 
quality be wanting. If such a being does exist back of the 
Christian religion it is impossible for humanity, on account 
of its limitations, to find him out. But conceiving all this to 
be so this would not explain. the scheme of the Christian re
ligion followed through 1800 years. In dealing with the vari
ous articles of commerce the intrinsic value is ascertained, 
and then you are dealing with certainties. In the light of the 
scheme of the Christian religion has it ever been placed upon 
its intrinsic merits. Can you conceive of such a scheme 
placed on its real value becoming popular. The interest of 
poor people was at first appealed to. From a mansion in the 

Judge Arnold Krekel, of the United States court skies, promised the poor people of Palestine, a change was 
of Missouri, spoke of the necessity of education as a made to something wholly outside of this. Divine interven
preventativ -of crime, as prisons were but hotbeds tions are only tht7 methods of fraud. The scheme being 

H .n. t without merits an 'effort to create.merits outside of and above 
and nurseries of crime. . H. Hall Luen sang "Le it is created. Christianity is the emptiness of a shadow with 
To-morrow Take Care of To-morrow." nothing real in it. Ministers do not now talk of the doctrins 

"Natural Principle-The Supernatural Faiths; of the church. The onlyJine of argument for a Christian to
Which?" was the subject of the address of Professor day is the assumed basis of civilization. The Christian 
Pope, of Ohio. The professor said: scheme is divine, but in placing it before humanity its advo

cates take all of divinity out of it. The popular pulpits are 
It is said that "the mills of God grind slow," consequently only those where you find the Infidel behind it. We do not 

only after ages of free and positiv thought comes the reign hope to win except on the ground that we are human and 
of positiv speech and action. It seems as though the cur- that our fathers and children are human and we are confident 
tain was about to drop on the first act of the tragedy of life; of bringing out a higher standard, a higher cod~, than any
the second we inaugurate to-day. I dedicate the thoughts thing divine this will be formed from the experrence of the 
and sentiments I am about to enunciate to the world; be- past. The world is gi·owing better every day, and that _is 
cause my Liberalism is bounded only by the whole world; all . what we are getting at. We are all human, and the code Will 
things and beings in which there is life. Is it not written be found in the eternal principles of human justice. 
that when the creator, God of the Bible, that huge stumbling- Mr. Burnham was frequently interrupted with ap-
block in the universal highway of Freethought, had com-
pleted his six days' work, and after his review of the same, plause. 
he pronounced all things very good? And who would not? The morning session closed with the singing of 
Had a part of these works been the product of a competitor, John Hay's" Little Breeches." 
it is somewhat questionable if the same verdict would hav The afternoon session was opened at 2 o'clock by 
been rendered even by a God. Notwithstanding, ye Sam-
son annihilator's of the gods in the ranks of Liberalism and the singing of the quartet, consisting of Messrs. 
everywhere, spare, oh spare this one, for as an example of lib- Fried and Brace and Mrs. Dickinson and Mrs. Hol
erality based in seJfishness of liberality and illiberality com- lister. President Brown delivered an extempore ad
mingled, where can you find his superioi·? Seriously do we A 1 · " Taki h · d 
as Liberalists practically accept all things, all men with their dress on " na ysis. ng man; e lS compose 
various idosyncrasies, because the mind makes the man and of oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, lime, sulphur, 
the brain reports the mental status of each human and ani- chlorine, etc., principally made up of gases and 
mal. Is this our absolutism of ethics, politics, and Liberal- ghosts, so that man is principally made up of ghosts. 
ism? As the sands in my hour glass are numbered with the h li ht d h t f th d 
earth I grow more and more Liberal, seeing that causation If t e g an ea 0 e sun were remove • man 
rules supreme, being only a part of the infinit whole. I 'vould decompose. Correct habits hav more to do 
must accept all things as very good. Human policy, the with health than the best prayer of any Christian. 
secret spring of all human action, the antagonizer of prin- We are working that our children may not liv on 
ciple, g~vs evidence of a sickly virtue to-day. Theological stimulants and then say God hav mercy on our sins. 
faith leads yo~ away from the natural light. Bring it to the h . 
light and what is it? But there is a subject behind this that God is said to be a spirit-breath-you breat. e m u 
pays large dividends, larger than human policy. Of what breath, a spirit; a gas, a ghost, and_ if you apply the 
'\'alue to suffering humanity is this devoid•of moral principle word holy to ghost, you breathe m the h?lY ghost. 
-Christianity is supernatural or it is not almighty to save. Is there anything about oxygen to call 1t holy or 
Christ so far has proved a Clll·se rather than a blessing, be- about cn··bon to calll"t devil? . Shall we neglect these 
cause of the darkness behind the sacerdotal robes. No atone- = . . 
mentis necessary, for God through his prophets said: "I, things of which we are composed and say God help 
God, create the evil." Why demand an atonement for his us? Of all our work the greatest is that which pre
own blunders? Denying, as a philosopher, that Christ and vents crime and disease. That's our work as Free
Christianity are supernatural, I ask what is Christ and what thi"nkers. There is nothing in the universe that can
is Christianity? The unseen is the superior. In searching 
after internal characters, we find that there is both protection not be brought down to the two terms, form and 
and profit. Jesus only announced the natuml law when he motion. 
said: "I and my father are one." Everything in nature has Mr. C. B. Reynolds, of Rochester, whose contri-
its character. Jesus had his, and has been held up as a self- S h tt t d 
sacrificing individual-going about doing good, without re- butions to THE TRUTH EEKER av a rae e no 
gard to character. Jesus is the man; Christ is the angel of little attention followed with a memorial addl"ess on 
light within. I hav nothing to- say for Jesus, but I would say the late D. M. Bennett. vVe print the address 
a word or two for Christ. That which draws me to the man f ll 
of sorrows is Jesus weeping over Jerusalem. The simple nearly in u : 
natural story of the gospels is not of Jesus. It is the mani- JYIB. PRESIDENT, LADrns, AND GENTL~MEN: Th~s gra~d as
testation of a higher good in the flesh. not only through the sembly of intelligent men a~d :women_givs cheen~g evidence 
medmm of Jesus, but of a hundred others also. The wor- that must inspire the most timid of famthear_ts With. the con
ship of the. outward through the creeds exist as the antipodes viction that the cause of universal mental llberty IS march
of Christ. Christianity is described as simply goodness and ing on to glorious victory. 
love. If God is goodness, goodness is God; if God is love, We are assembled to do honor, not to some creature of ac
love is God. But these are natural qualities of the human cident called general, whose soldiers' courage gained grand 
being. This is not the character of the theological god or victories of which he claimed all the honor and glory; not to 
the god of Moses, but of him who expired on the cross. May some cunning political trickster, ~~me glib ~tump speake~, 
we expect to exchange the present personal for the past im- whose scheming gained him polltiCal prommence, and his 
personal God? We.are educated to worship a personal god. party rewarded with positions of hon~r and emol~ment; not 
I do insist as the practical worship of principle mus~ be the to some clerical mountebank who, while denouncmg actors, 
worship of gods personal and,many. The golden rule, the resorts to all the antics of a clown and the ranting exaggera
highest principle of. nature, comes to us teaching .good, not tions of eire us side-showman, in endeavors to draw the crowd 
from Jesus, but because constitutional in nature, a crystal to witness his Sunday buffoonery. But this occas.ion is sol
from the pure waters of life. What ministers hav explained emnly devoted to doing honor to the memory of a simple, un
the supernatural? We must go tO<science to do it. The re- assuming citizen, a pure, loving, gentle, noble heart,~ brave 
ligious teacher knows that conversion is only the control of and thoughtful mind; one who dare~ not. alone ~0 _thmk for 
the higher faculties over the lower. Given the conditions, himself, but had the courage to publlsh his conviCtiOn~; one 
and any individual may be compelled to renounce his higher whose life was self-sacrificingly devoted to the promotwn of 
and return to his lower nature. Friends, Liberalists, may the best happiness of his fellow-creatures. We are assam
we not hope that there shall come to us master-builders erect. bled to express our veneration of the memory of_ that honest 
ing the new temple of truth? man and model truth seeker, D. M. Bennett; and m the name 

of liberty, justice, and truth, to protest against an~ ~en ounce 
A song entitled "Life " was then sung by :Mr. Hall. the unscrupulous usurpation of power and mallmou_s and 

ir. H. Burnham
1 

of Michigan, spoke on " The Law vindictiv persecutto~ o~ the !'~rt of tlle church, of wh1ch he 

was the victim. And let us be mindful that but for such 
brave, fearless souls, our meeting of to-day had been impos
sible. 

Macaulay says: "The authors of great reforms are always 
unpopular in their own age, an:d pass life amidst abuse, cal
umny, misrepresentation, persecution, and danger. It is 
therefore for the interest of the human race that the memory 
of such men should be held in reverence. To go on the for
lorn hope for the truth is a service of peril. It is easy enough 
after the ramparts are carried to find men to plant the flag 
on the highest tower. The difficulty is to find men ready to 
go first into the breach." 

That peerless and illustrious champion of liberty and Free
thought, Thomas Paine, for the expression of his convictions 
of truth, through that grand and most efficient eye-opener 
and thought-awakener, '' The Age of Reason," had let loose 
upon him all the fury, malice, hate, and slander of the church. 
His great services in behalf of libei·ty and the republic were 
forgotten, and to-day the very name of Thomas Paine will 
send into spasms of terror the leamed doctors of divinity, 
and all the other narrow, little-minded "old women" of both 
sexes in the church, alike in Europe and America. 

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, with the inspiring eloquence born 
of a grand and noble soul devoted to the cause of universal 
mental liberty, has stirred the hearts and awoke to thought 
the masses of intelligent people. He has shattered the iron 
chains that bound honest souls in a purgatory of fear; pluck
ing them as brands fi·om the burning fires of hell, and re
storing them to hope, to self-reliance, and to love of reason, 
truth, and justice. Panoplied in the invulnerable armor of 
his pure and nobly useful life, the hissing venom of hate and 
the fiery darts of malice assail him in vain. The church has 
utterly failed to answer any of his ai·guments, but they do 
not fail in impotent rage to rail upon and denounce him. 

And so with our model truth seeker, D. M. Bennett. He 
was by the machinations of Christians cast into a dungeon, 
because in his search for truth he dared to question one of 
their trinity of gods-asking plain, simple questions that 
neither gods, priests, nor ministers could answer. 

By his suffel"ings the pathway of other truth seekers is • 
made easier and less dangerous. With a courage, persist
ency, and patience equaled only by the heroic sages and In
fidels of old, he has excavated a broad road through the flinty 
rocks of superstition, and by the fire of his indomitable cour
age and the power of his pen has friglltened away the giants 
and hobgoblins that lurked in the dark and treacherous 
passes; so that to-day we can pass through in peace and 
safety. 

All hail the trinity of fi·eethought-Paine, Bennett, Inger
soll-a trinity not of imaginary gods, but true :mel noule men. 
A trinity of able exponents of Freethought, torch-bearers of 
the light transmitted from the Infidels of the p;u;t. But for 
this true and glorious trinity of men, to hav a,;sembled to de
nounce the wrong-doing of the chul"Ch, to honoi· the memory 
of one of her victims, to hold a convention in behalf of uni
versal mental liberty, would hav insured us the loving minis
trations of old Mother Chmch, who would hav consigned 
each one of us to the tender embrace of the dungeon, the tor
ture, the gibbet, or the stake. 

All honor to the noble and heroic trinity of Freeth ought! 
Thanks to them, we dare assemble for the openly avowed 
purpose of doing honor to an Infidel. 

Many faint hearts are afraid and ashamed to be classed 
among Infidels, but this is because of lack of knowledge of 
what Infidelity really is and the great service it has rendered 
to the cause of human liberty and the promotion of human 
happiness. 

When acquainted with the principles of Infidels; when these 
poor, timid, faint hearts learn of the lives and the pure teach
ings of the grand array of noble souls, whose names must be 
ever dear to every honest lover of science, liberty, and hu
manity, just pride will take the place of cow,u-d shame. 

Infidel is a term of contemptuous reproach applied to all 
who venture to step aside from the popular current of belief 
and dare to think for themselvs. 

Who are Infidels? Honest truth seekers who fairly and 
dispassionately weigh the evidence, reject the error and evil, 
and gladly accept and cherish all t!Jat is true and good. 

Freethinkers believe in the equallty of men-and the equal
ity of women with men. Their I·elig~on consists in doing 
justly, loving mercy, and earnestly endea~om:;~g to promote 
the happiness of their fellow-creatures. rheu only creed: 
"Put yourself in his place," "Do as you would others should 
do to you"-a golden rule taught b~ Christna, Conf.ncius, 
Pittacus, Socrates, and l::iextus centurieS before the buth of 
Christ. . . . 

They believe Infidelity is liberty, all rellgwn IS slavery, and 
long for a revival of reason, truth, an~ common sense. 

All that is good or of love-in the Bible or any o~her bo?k
Infidels heartily indorse and accept, and all that IS of evil or 
hate they denounce and reject. 

The devotees of every system of religion the world has ever 
known hav looked upon all others as Infid?ls wh? do not em
brace the faith they embrace, and worship theu god, after 
the same fashion as themselvs. . 

Brahmans regard all as Infidels who do not embrace theu 
creed. . . 

Chinese think all Infidels who do not worship theu god. 
Mohammedans pronounce Infidels all who do not bow t~wa~d 

Mecca and say, "There is but one god and Mohamme~ I~ his 
prophet." Jews regard Christians as Infidels. Chi"IStians 
regard Jews as Infidels. . 

Roman Catholics despise Protestants as heretics, and pro
nounce all Infidels who dare to differ with holy Mother 
Church or refuse to acknowledge the infallibility of the pope 
and th~ immaculate conception. . . 

Protestants rail at and accuse of bemg bemghted Infidels 
all who do not denounce the pope, believe in the resurrection 
of the dead and that one and two make one. 

Each and' every denomination are quite sure they alone are 
God's own especial chosen people, who alone hav all the 
truth, and they lament, and tell their god in their pr_ayer !1ll 
1tbout the perverse blindness, wi~ked errors, and WI!f~l Ig
noring of the plainest Bible tenchmgby all ~ther Chnstmns. 

Infidelity is simply a struggle for liberty; m the language 
of the greatest of Iconoclasts, "Infidelity is liberty, all re
ligion is slavery." 

In every period of the world's history, there hav been a few 
brave souls who hav dared to speak out their honest convic
tions· and for the destruction of all such, the church has always 
used ~ll the power she possessed. She has planted the seeds. of 
discord everywhere; and the sacred_fires of famil;y _and ~n
ship hav given way before the floodtld!l of superstitiOn. Fue 
and sword hav consumed millions of mnocent people whose 
only crime was honestly expressing their thought. 

D. M. Bennett refused to believe that whiCh was contrary 
to reason truth and common sense. He could not accept as 
true or of divin~ inspiration all he read in the Bible; and for 
darin{l to express his opinions he was persecuted by the 
church, cast into prison, and is still defamed and villil.ed even 
in his grave, 

(Continued on page 572.) 
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gionmuutications. 

Off-Hand Talk. 
There are before me several copies of THE TRUTH 

SEEKER of recent issue, for which in part I am 
indebted to yom courtesy and generosity. Well, 
I thank you for your good will, but being like most 
people, selfish, why, I am best pleased with that which 
does me most good, viz., t.he light you send. 

Now please giv me credit for being frank with 
you, and I know you will when I tell you I was once 
a-was once orthodox, and the above-named virtue 
is of recent possession, which, by the way, I find a 
rare jewel indeed, far above price. And I know that 
had I possessed and used it in all things years ago I 
should not so long hav groped my way in darkness. 

Is it not strange, Mr. Editor, that one can become 
accustomed to almost anything-can be taught to 
like, or at least tolerate, the most glaring frauds and 
monstrosities? Byron's prisoner of Chilon, who 

learned to love the very chains and shackles which 
enslaved him, was not a myth, a fabrication, but a 
character true to life. For there hav been, and 
there are, thousands of men and women who hug 
and pet the clanging chains of superstition which so 
surely and so securely bind them. Yes, bind them 
in a dungeon where light and liberty are never 
allowed to enter. 

Now, my former associate orthodox friends would 
curl a lip at this kind of talk, and I will tell you why. 
We were from our childhood taught that religion is 
light, is love, is truth, is a foretaste of the pleasure, 
peace, and happiness to be forever enjoyed in the 
"sweet subsequently" (as a friend in the "Rockies" 
puts it). But experience and investigation show me 
that these claims are without foundation, every one 
of them. 

The civilization of the world is indebted, not to 
Christianity, to religious men and their teachings, 
but to science, to philosophers and scientific men, 
and their writings and teachings. To say that the 
clergy hav been these scientific men would be too 
huge a joke for us to stand all at once. So religion 
must haul in her banner so far as the claim of light 
is concerned. 

Is it love? No. It is a kind of a "fellowship one 
with another" of the same kind or class. 

"I've been there myself," and I know about how 
much truth there is in the assertion that religion is 
love. I'll tell you what it is; it's the most selfish, 
egotistical thing imaginable. And, if you please, it 
is also a jealous, green-eyed monster. 

I am on the stand now, ancl I make oath that my 
observations and experiences in the church, during a 
connection with it of six years, fully bear me out in 
the above assertions. There is no class of persons 
so quarrelsome as Christians. At least, such has been 
the case in neighborhoods where I've lived. 

And they can hate-oh, myl They must get this 
quality "from on high" instead of the other (love). 
But, they tell us, "man is very sinful, prone to err," 
etc., and that the bad will crop out occasionally. 
Well, my Christian friends, I must say that in the 
aggregate these croppings are simply enormous, and 
one is always" in luck" if he happens to "strike you" 
right. 

But, in the next place, religion is not a fact. It is 
not a thing of reality. It is a fraud and a humbug. 
That on which it is founded-its backing-its foun
tain head, "givs it dead away." 

I reach the above conclusion thus: Casting aside 
the veil of reverence, which from childhood has been 
before my eyes, obscuring the truth and light, and 
using just a grain or two of common sense in con
nection with a little "good book" reading and 
those six years experience. 

I'm still under oath, Mr. Editor; I call attention to 
this fact, not for your satisfaction, but for the good of 
some who may read these lines. 

The "good book" tells me that its author-the 
Christian's God-has existed from all eternity; that 
he is the very essence of truth, mercy, love, goodness, 
etc.; that he is ever the same (don't ever get old and 
blind and lame), and that he oversees and superin
tends all the affairs of this world, and particularly 
the Christian's affairs. Formerly he aided and abetted 
the Christian in nearly all his enterprises, "gave him 
much slack line." But he has "gone back" on that 
a little late years, and so we hear even the Christian 
use expressions like the following: "Legitimate en
terprises." Yes, there is a limit to what the Christian 
may do now. But what I wish to call especial at
tention to is the superintending business above re
ferred to-" interposition of divine providence"
"prayer-answering God," etc. Said "good book" 
tells the Christian that he is not only watched over, 
both day and night, by this god, but even all the 
hairs of his head are numbered (think of an inven
tory of all the so-called Christian hairs, from Adam 
to the present! What a nice little volume it must bel); 
that this great being knows all our trc;>'q:ble, our 
sorrows and our wants, and that he is graciously 
waiting to help us in each and every thing wherein 
we need help, if we will but look to him for assistance. 

"Ask what ye will in my name,"" Seek and ye shall 
find," "Knock, and it shall be opened unto you," etc. 

Now, the Christian, like his sinful brother-man, is 
not above want, and never has been, and for thou
sands of years he has gone to this god for supplies. 

In the years long agone (if we are to believe this 
good book) the Christian usually got what he asked 
for. And from all accounts, we should judge he 
usually lumped off his petition thus: "0 Lord, giv 
all other people into my sacred hands, together with 
their possessions and household effects. I wish to 
plant the men and amuse myself for a time beating 
brains out of little children; after which I'll see what 
I can do toward fit,ting up quarters for the women; 
see how many I can lodge under one roof, and the 
more the greater glory will I giv unto thee." 

Now, I know the Christian of to-day offers no such 
petition; but his wants are numerous, and his pray
ers are without number. He is continually asking
asking for this, that, and the other thing, and he says 
he gets what he asks for, when he asks in faith, just 
as did his ancestors. (How glad I am that his wants 
are different from those of "ye olden " time cranks!) 
But I beg pardon. It's all a lie from beginning to 
end. I used to believe all that rubbish, and I was 
as sincere as it is possible for a man to be. I can 
produce by the score men of unquestionable veracity 
who saw me taken into the chm·ch, watched over me 
dm-i.ng my connection with it, who will tell you they 
never in the least doubted my sincerity or piety. 
And I used to pray, too. lVIy father was poor, and I 
had to work hard every day; but that mattered not; 
when prayer-meeting evening came round I went to 
church, through snow, rain, and mud (we lived in the 
country two and a half miles from chmch); nothj.ng 
in that line kept me at home. On several occasions 
I well remember I was the only one out, and held 
meeting alone. Yes, while the storm dashed on the 
roof and against the window-panes, there, all alone, I 
besought this God for such things as I-felt I most 
needed. And I hav often buried myself in the deep 
woods to say my devotions; and what did it all 
amount to ? I'm still on the stand, 1\'Ir. Editor, and 
I here make oath that I never got anything I asked 
for, so far as I know, and my trouble was all for 
naught. Furthermore, I never knew of any other 
petitioner meeting with any better success, and I've 
been intimately associated with as good Christians 
as there are in the land. To say that God answers 
prayer in this enlightened age, surely requires all 
that commodity usually denominated " cheek" pos
sessed by a full-fledged crank. 

Why say a thing is so and so when all experience 
and reason say it is not so? Why all this ado and 
fuss about invisibles-invisible God, his invisible 
answers to prayer, etc.? We're no longer a whole 
drove of idiots and fools l Giv us something tangi
ble-something within the bounds of reason and 
sense, my Christian friend, if you expect us to gulp 
it down and ask no annoying questions about it. 

McDonough, Del., Aug. 20, 1883. B. S. E. 

The Cowar£lice aml Intolerance of Professing 
Christians. 

It will be conceded by all worthy to be called 
men and women, that moral cowardice is mean. 
Further, that all who skulk from criticism and refuse 
to reason with those opposing their opinions are 
cowards. The clerk who sneaks his books from 
those having a right to examin them, or in any 
manner baflles investigation, betrays a combination 
of cowardice and dishonesty. He shuns the light 
from his conciousness of evil deeds. 

This true principle has an extensiv application. 
Persons holding to unreasonable opinions-to un
just p1inciples and absurd dogmas-will seldom 
consent to reason concerning them. If they should, 
they are strongly tempted to conduct the process 
1mfairly, or refuse to acknowledge when fairly beaten 
and receive the truth. Failing to start out with a 
radical desire to know the truth, the whole truth, and 
nothing but the truth, they fail to accept the true 
means of obtaining it. He who begins aright is half 
done, while he who begins wrong is never well done 
but by rubbing out and beginning anew. This 
truth should be well considered by all of us, and 
especially by professing Christians. Instead of re
jecting or shunning criticism, they should invite it; 
not only is it their duty to be tolerant, but to solicit 
the reason of such as maintain opinions at variance 
with theirs. To prove, however, that this is just 
what they will not do, one or two of many instances 
may be cited. 

Some years since I repaired to a Quaker meeting 
held in Cincinnati. As these peculiar people do mean 
morality and kindness by their religion, one of like 
principles may conscientiously spend a quiet hour 
once a week in their worship. On that occasion a 
stranger spoke in favor of reforming a few, at least, 
of our fashionable wrongs. As the meeting broke I 
gave him my 4and and invited him to dine with me. 
I learned that, after the manner of Bunyan's Pilgrim, 
he had left his home to try and make the churches 
and the world better, arid at the same time earnestly 
seek for eternal life. . Renting him !L little room 
wherein to eat his bread and rest of nights, h~ 

would work faithfully through each day to induce his 
fellows to cease doing wrong and learn to do right. 
A month previous to this he was passing in front of 
a large Methodist church in which a congregation 
was assembled, listening to and more than a ·few 
joining in what they call altar services. Being a 
member and a preacher of that body, Mr. Snyder
the name of my new friend-went in, proceeded to 
the altar, and knelt in prayer. Repeating it to me, 
I can giv it nearly verbatim: 

"0 Lord, thou knowest t,hat these mourners are 
oppressed with a sense of their sins and hav come 
hither to get their load off and to se~ how to, be 
s~tved. Some hav probably been swearmg, cheating, 
gambling, and breaking thy holy Sabbaths; others hav 
been striving for filthy lucre, living in vain style, 
lording it over their fellows, oppressing the poor, 
dressing in the most silly and unhealthful styles, 
gormandizing on the most unhealthful food, chew
ing and smoking poisonous tobacco, and dosing with 
the filthiest drugs-regular and patent; drinking 
the most abominable liquors, and thus on the broad 
road to ruin. Then, 0 Lord, thou know est that .these 
ministers, stewarts, and leaders, here to instruct therri, 
do many of the vile things disgracing these sinners. 
They gormandize, swill down strong teas and coffees, 
chew and smoke the filthy weed, drink their adulter
ated wines, ale, and beer." By this time the cry of 
"Take him out l" drowned Snyder's voice, and two 
stout men siezed him, and bearing him to the door, 
gave him into the hands of a burly policeman, who 
cast him into prison, and the next morning, for dis
turbing a religious congregation, he was doomed to 
thirty days' hard labor, to pay a fine of so many 
dollars. If it be said that Snyder was wrong in that 
he intruded upon a religious service, it may be 
replied that being a Methodist he surely had the 
right to pray, and they the right, not to put him out 
vi et armis, but to answer his prayer by an appeal to 
facts and reason, or by a counter prayer. 

Besides there is at hand another yet stronger 
instance of intolerance enacted in the same denomi
nation and occurring near where I now write. 

Twenty years ago, a Liberal man and his wife 
were visited by a minister and leading member and 
persuaded to attend their meeting in progress and 
take part. The sermon was preached from the text, 
"Behold I stand at the door and knock." Then 
followed exhortations and solicitations for persons to 
speak. At last the lady, thus mged to attend and 
take part, rose and said she believed there was a 
spark of light in every one's heart which if cherished 
and cultured would grow in virtue and wisdom. At 
once the preacher called her to order for saying 
aught at variance with his sermon and the church's 
creed. Remarking that she thought she was in a 
land of freedom and a comm1mity willing to hear, f!,t 
least one invited and urged to speak, she sat clown. 
Her husband then rose and at once the minister 
commanded them to sing him down. That not' 
succeeding, two or three strong men siezed him and 
then her, and dragged them out, tearing off her 
shawl costing thirty-five dollars. The man thus 
abused had donated some two hundred dollars to 
build the church and sheds for the attendants' horses. 

Failing to love knowledge we liv in ignorance, fail
ing to love truth we liv in error. This leads to an 
unhappy life, and, should the religious dogmas be 
true, to an unhappy death and miserable eternity. 

How much better to liv for knowledge, to be 
truthful, to court investigation, honest and brave, at 
all times. This will soon displace discord and strife, 
putting instead harmony, union, and all the enjoy-
ments of life. W. PERKINS. 

A Day at the Flint, Mich., Spiritualist and 
Liberal Camp-meeting. 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: We 
looked in upon, and partook of the good spirit of the 
Flint camp-meeting one day, Tuesday, Aug. 21st, and 
as S. B. McCracken, secretary of the association, re
marked, it " seemed good for one to be there." The 
atmosphere was generally harmonious and pleasant. 
But, after all, the Spiritualists of Michigan seem to be 
wedded to their idols, and almost oblivious to the 
great fight that must be fought against the legion of 
orthodox theology-and won-to save even them the 
continued right of life, liberty, and the pursuit of 
their happy reveries with the spirit world; for, as Mr. 
Burnham, the Liberal lion of the Saginaw Valley, in 
his grand speech on that day, which we had the great 
satisfaction of hearing him utter, truthfully remarked, 
the monster of religious bigotry is to-day more thor
oughly and better organized than were the armies of 
Napoleon. And the fight must come-yea, it is now 
upon us, and there must be no surrender if it takes, 
as he said, a hundred years to completely subdue the 
monster; it must and shall be done ! that the spirit 
of the Declaration of Independence our fathers 
penned anclleft for us to work out is to be saved, and 
manhood and true humanitarianism secured.. The 
serpent of theology is as y~t on~y· scotched, _and is 
still fearfully powerful arid hvely m most sectwns ()f 
his great slimy body. Oh, that all would ~ork as cl€! 
Mr. McCracken, Mr. Burnham, and the g~ftE)_4 ~of. 
:Peck, and Mrs. Lake, his wife. Th~ pro~essor js .q. 
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- host in hims~lf, both. in ~ong and speech, and 0 never ·t~ins -1~,000 of them; Singapcil;e, the great coinriier~. morality.- Liberals were ·not destrlictivs; but con
fails to g~t his wor~ m With grand effec~. While.the ma:t capital of Malaya, has 80,000 out of a total popu- structors. They did not honor their fathers and 
Spiritualists of this state are star-gazmg and m a lation of 95,000. Java has 160,000; while the Straits mothers that their days might be long in the land, 
great sense indiff~rent to the anxi?us_work and ~e- S_ettlements, _according to a recent traveler, "are now but for the love they·found in their parents; if they 
sire of the _true .Liberals for or&"amzatwn an~ umon virtually Chmese colonies under the British flag." were unlovely human nature revolted at honoring 
of the factwns to meet the armies of oppressiOn, the They are not merely numerous in the Malay Archi- them. 
sordid legislators pass, to their particular detriment, pelago,' they are also influential, the commerce of The speaker referred to the awakening of the work
laws like that alluded to in the following: those regions being almost entirely in their hands. ingmen to their rights. They produced the luxuries 

"The law enacted by the legislature and approved June 6, In Australia they hav obtained a footing, and can and beauties of life of which they hav so little enjoy-
1883, makes it unlawful for any person to practice medicinor mitke fortunes at the gold diggings by working over ment. He prophesied the triumph of reason, justice, 
surgery, or any branch of the same (except dentistry), in again the refuse heaps of the European digger. That and right over superstition, prejudices, and creeds. 
Michigan without compliance with certain requirements. they are no mean compet1"to. rs 1"n th·e 1"ndustn"al race H ll h d b t k fr th N T Those who hav practiced in the state five years, and ate act- e a een a en om e ew estament and 
ually practicing when the law takes effect (three months af- is seen in the resti·ictions put on their entrance into hades substituted. It took away the idea of fire-or· 
ter approval), and any graduate of any legally authorized the Australian colonies. They hav made their way only enough for comfort. Hell had been taken out 
medical college in this or other country shall be authorized to all the chief groups of islands in the Pacific Ocean, bf the Testament by .the people who would no longer 
to practice after compliance with certain requirements of and hav now become an influenti"al element in the d "t . h . b"bl Th h h b . registration. These requirements demand the filing of a en ure 1 Ill t e1r 1 es. e c urc was emg . 
sworn statement with the county clerk (on or before ~eptem- population of the. Sandwich Islands, where they are saved by the forethought of the people. They rejected 
ber 6, 1883), setting forth the length of time the applicant fast supersedin~ the indolent nativs. They hav the most fiendish idea that ever tortured the brain of 
has been in practice, the name and location of the medical crossed to the New World, and are gradunlly spread- man or racked the heart of woman or child. It.was 
college (if any) whence he graduated, the length of time he ing eastward from Cal1"forn1·a and the Pac1"fic slope. t Gu" t ·a th t th h h al d studied, and the school of medicin to which he belongs. rue, as lZO sa1 , a e c ur,~ ways range . 

"The ~tct does not prohibit any student or undergraduate Here they hav shown themselvs able, and, to judge itself on the side of despotism. The speaker de~ 
from practicing with and under the instruction of any person from the persecution they hav been subjected to, nounced the Comstock law and similar repressiv leg
legally qttalified to practice medicin or surgery according to more than able to hold their own against the islatiC'n. He deplored the evils of rum drinking, but 
the provisions of the act; but such student must file a state- Americans in the labOI' market. The United States d th t ld t b f d t b t t ment with the county clerk as in the case of a regular prac- urge a men cou no e orce o e empera e 
titioner. The student's statement must include the length of owes to them the construction of the Californian sec- by means of Jaws. There had been prohibitory laws 
time he has studied, with whom and where, whether the tion of the great Pacific railway; and if M. deLes- in fifteen states, and in ten of them they had been 
study has been done with some physician or at a medical col- ·seps should ever succeed in cutting his canal through repealed, and in most of the others they were prac
lege, and a1so the name and residence of the physician under Central America, it will most probably be by the aid tically de. ad letters. There should be equal rights for whom he is practicing or intends to practice. These state-
ments are all to be recorded by the county clerk in a book to of Chinese muscle. Chinamen are now also found all. The speaker continued in this strain to the close. 
be provided for that purpose, and he is to receive fifty cents in the West Indies and British Guiana; while it must He is a pleasant speaker and a good many of his tell-
for recording each statement. not be forgotten that they are spreading westward ing points were applauded. 

"It is made the duty of the supervisor, at the time of fr Ch" · t Th"b t M 1" d A · t" R · making the annual assessment in each year, to prepare a .list om Ina m o 1 e ' ongo Ia, an Sla IC ussia. 
of all physicians and students within his jurisdiction, to- Many of the Chinese return to their own land to Good Works Brought to Light. 
gather with all the particulars indicated, and return it to the spend the evening of their days, where, no doubt, 
township, village, or city clerk, and by him recorded in the the sight of their wealth forms a stimulant to further 
book in which are kept the records of the local board of · t" hil th · f W t · T 
health. No physician or surgeon (except dentist), or mid- em1gra wn, w e e1r accounts o es ern CIVIIza-

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER Sir: I see you 
solicit information in regard to contributions of 
Liberals for charitable purposes. I accordingly send 
the following, which I titke from Vol. I. of "History 
of Woman Suffrage." In 1859 Charles Hovey, of 
Boston, at his death, left by will a large investment, 
the annual income of which, about $8,000, was to be 
expended for the promotion of various reforms, 
according to the judgment of the committee which 
he named in his will. The following is Article 22 
of the will: "I particularly request that no prayers 
be solicited from any person; and that no priest be 
invited to perform any ceremony whatever over or 
after my body. The priesthood are an order of men, 
as I believe, falsely assuming to be reverend and 
divine, pretending to be called of God. The great 
body of them hav in all countries been on the side 
of power and oppression; the sooner they are un
masked the better for humanity. As I hav hitherto 
borne my testimony against slavery, intemperance, 
war, tariffs, and all indirect taxation, banks and 
monopolies, I desire to leave on record my abhor-

wife, who fails to comply with the provisions of the law can tion, with its telegraphs, telephones, and locomotivs, 
collect in court for services rendered after the law goes into must gradually prepare their counti·ymen for the in
effect. traduction into China of those improvements in com-

"Whoever advertises or holds himself out as authorized to munication. It is as a·great colonizing_ power that 
practice medicin or surgery after the law has taken effect, 
without having first complied with its provisions, shall be China has a very special interest for this country, the 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and liable to a fine of not reason being, as was recently stated by Sir Rutherford 
less than $5 or more than $50 for each offense." Alcock, that, "taking their numbers and our own, it 

So. Rockwood, Mi.ch. T. S. ANDREWS. did not require to carry one's views very far into fu

Progress in China. 
F1·om the Scotsman. 

Like snakes in Ireland, progress in China is 
generally supposed to be non-existent, immobility 
in the Celestial being considered egually ineradi
cable with the leopard's spots and the Ethiopian's 
skin. This, however, is not the opinion of those 
best acquainted with the past history and present 
doings of the Chinese. Their rate of progress is 
not ours, they move more slowly; but then the vast
ness of the body to be moved must be taken into 
account. China is nearly as large as Europe, and 
contains a much larger population, every third man 
in the world being, it is calculated, a Chinaman. 
Their progress in the past has been most marked; 
thus the Chinese appear to hav been among the 
earliest, if not the very earliest, of the human race 
to emerge from barbarism. They hav a literature 
older than the days of Moses, and astronomical 
observations that go back at least to the days of 
Abraham. Comparing their early progress with that 
of European nations, they were clothed in silk robes 
when our savage ancestors still painted their naked 
bodies. They invented printing, and had printed 
books about the middle of the tenth century, 500 
years before the time of Caxton .. Gunpowder and 
the mariner's compass were Chinese inventions long 
before they were known to Europeans. Lieut. H. 
N. Shore pointed out in a recent paper read before 
the Society of Arts, that in the matter of canals, the 
utilization of carrier pigeons, the artificial culture of 
oysters, fish, and poultry, and . in the satisfactory 
solution of the great sewage question, the Chinese 
hav been before us in time, and, in some of, these at 
least, are still ahead of us in results. Their progress 
in the past cannot be gainsaid; it may, however, be 
contended that they hav now reached the limit of 
their capacity, and that no further progress need be 
p,nticipated. This, to say the least of it, is exceed
ingly unlikely in a people acknowledged by anthro
pologists to be the biggest brained race in the world, 
while facts are against it, for signs of progress are 
not wanting among the Celestials of the present day. 

The most striking and significant of these is their 
progress over the globe. · Until comparativly recent 
times, China was a world within a world. It was as 
nearly as possible self-contained, its Buddhistic relig
ion being the only thing it is known to hav boiTowed 
from abroad. The Chinese knew almost as little 
about, and cared about as little to visit, the outer 
world as they would had it been a different planet. 
This is totally changed now. From the chief ports 
along the Chinese coasts a constant stream of emi
gration flows, and has flowed for many years, with 
the result that, next to ourselvs, they are now the 
greatest colonists in the world. The cljmate of fur
ther India, Siam, Malaya, and the vast chain of 
islands, great and small, extending from Sumatr!t to 
Australia, suits th.e Chinaman admirably, and these 

· are being gradually peopled by this oblique-eyed 
Mongolian race. Rangoon, in Briti..sh Burm,ith, eon-

turity to see that there would be eventually two races 
which would occupy the. greater part of the world
ami was the English-speaking race, which had already 
filled North America and stretched into the Australian 
continent and the surrounding islands, and would 
very soon count up to 200,000,000, and the other was 
the 400,000,000 of Chinese." 

A Freethought Lecture in Buffalo. 
·From the Buffalo, N. Y., Express of August 27th. 

A notnumerous but highly intelligent assemblage 
of ladies and gentlemen at Kehr's Hall yesterday 
listened with interest to an hour's lecture upon "Re
ligion and Morality and the Sunday Laws," by W. S. 
Bell, of Boston, 1\'Iass. Liberty and morality, he said, 
were fundamental questions not fully understood by 
the people at large. Very few could giv an intelligent 
definition of either. Ask what is a fanatic and the 
reply would be, "Why, a fanatic is a fanatic." MQ
rality is morality. We are advised to conform to 
moral law; but there is no moral law to be formulated. 
It might be said there is no musical law, but music 
would still remain to please the soul and senses. We 
hav a moral nature upon which we must rest as indi
viduals. Each man usually is a law unto himself. In 
aU things which relate to morality he must be a fl'ee 
agent. It will not do to legislate in the matter of 
morality. Law will not make men moral. Arbitrary 
Sunday laws did not mitke men better. The Free
thinker had as much right to his method of observing 
Sunday as the chapel-goers next door. The stern 
common sense of the people decrees that one day is 
as good as another. It used to be bad for a man if 
he did not belong to the church. Now the world is 
suspicious of a man who proclaims too loudly his 
claims to Christianity. So-called morals were public 
opinion, and public opinion was generally wrorig. It 
has ruled and kept men down. It was against Jesus, 
Socrates, and Galileo. It was never· the true standard. 
People did not dare to think and act for themselvs. 
Men followed their leaders, and, like sheep, leaped 
over imaginary baiTiers. Every man who had made 
his mark stood out alone in his individuality. The 
time was when woman was the mere property of man. 
The marriage fee was the purchase money. But 
women were beginning to kick at the injustice, and 
refuse to acknowledge the word "obey" in the 
marriage service. Those who .did swallow the word 
ignored it in fact. 

The speaker made a strong plea for the equal rights 
of women. He also denounced the tyranny of the 
caucus system. Both parties bought and sold: the 
loaves and fishes were the object of both. He urged 
independence in politics, which sentiment was ap
plauded. Every man should possess himself and do 
his own thinking; and the disposition to do that was 
growing. It was better, perhaps, to be conscientiously 
wrong than right by formulated rules. Liberals were 
for the right for its own sake. They needed no in
centiv to do right. No man· needed to be rewarded 
for appreciating the true and -the beautiful. Incen
tive of reward for w.ell-doing-.were the destruction of 

rence of them all." EvA A. H. BARNES. 
Clara, Pa. 

Pennsylvania State Liberal Convention. 
This convention will be held at Lafayette Hall, 

Pittsburgh, Pa., on Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 8th 
and 9th, E.M. 283 (A.D. 1883). 

The object of the meeting is to effect an organiza
tion, not only of all the Leagues, but itll the Liberals 
in the state of Pennsylvania. · 

Able speakers hav been engaged for the occasion, 
amongst them T. B. Witkemam, president, and T. C. 
Leland, secretary, of the National Liberal League; 
Mr. Courtlandt Palmer, of New York; Mrs. Dr. J. H. 
Severance, of Milwaukee, Wis, and others. 

The preliminary meeting will be held at the League 
rooms, Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth Avenue, at 10 A.M. Sept. 
8th, and adjourn to Lafayette Hall, corner Wood 
street and Fourth avenue, in the evening. 

Music, and aU the accessories necessary to comfort 
and convenience will be provided. Liberals! "rally 
round the flag." G. W. BALDWIN, Pres., 

HARRY HoovER, Sec., 
Provisional Committee. 

Help tbe Needy. 
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS: I've made no report of funds 

received for Mrs. Tuttle since the death of our friend 
Daniel, simply because none hav been received worth 
while reporting. But cold weather will soon be here 
and I hope you will then remember the widow. The 
aged ones who are beyond work must be cared for by 
those who can do it. Mr. Tuttle left a book called 
" Truth " as a legacy to the world. I am asked to sell 
it for his widow's benefit. Of all publishers to whom 
I've sent a copy not one has yet reported in favor of 
the book. It is vituperativ, pessimistic, harsh, and 
rebellious to our government. But as a curious 
specimen of mingled truth and error, some of you 
may desire to read it. Price thirty cents, and the 
proceeds to go to the widow. 

Hacker is receiving very little now. He writes 
that he needs pants, hat, and boots, and also money 
to pay store bills. To-day I send him three yards of 
our best dollar cassim.ere, and wish I could do more. 
so as not to be compelled to ask your aid. It is un
pleasant for me and for Eugene, and for Hacker him
self, but can we hav the old couple starve? Funds 
sent me for Hacker and Tuttle will be promptly ac-
knowledged and forwarded. ELMINA D. SLENKER. 

· Snowville, Va., .Aug. 25, 283. 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. true, he will get a fair idea of the facts attempted to Perry arrived on the second day of the convention, 
be set forth. and under the deft fingers of Mrs. W. F. Brace gave 

FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT. A counter-statement might be begun by saying forth sweet sounds to aid the "Plymouth" singers. 
that the prediction spoken of was not made by any The preliminary labors of Mr. Green are well known 

_ Proprietor. Freethinker; it is the prophecy of some imagina.tiv to our readers, as THE TRUTH SEEKER was his best MBa. MARY w. BENNETT, 
scribbler who writes New York letters to country friend. The Executiv Committee of Rochester, and 
papers. No Christians hav as yet found fault with the Business Committee of the convention, are also 

OONDUOTED BY 

THE T R U T H SEEKER 0 0 M pAN Y. the selections (which hav not been made public) to entitled to great credit. 
33 (liiDton Place, New York. d h · · 

be placed on the monument; consequently such Mr. Green was ma e t e reCipient of a purse of 

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $2.50 PER 'YEAR. 

1 he largest and cheapest Radical Journal. published in JW.rope 
M America, containing seven hundred square inohss more reading 
matter than any other journal of it6 kind. 

.Addr~ all chmmunications to THE TRUTH SEEKER GOM
p .ANY. Make aU Drafts, Checks, and Postal Orders payable to 
MARY W. BENNET1. 

Christians hav not been denounced,· and the matter nearly $150, and the speakers were all generously re-
of contesting the right of inscription in the courts munerated for their labors, the convention contrib-

SATURDAY, -

has not been contemplated. Mr. Bennett never ex- uting on the last evening enough to cover the deft
pressed a belief that man is destitute of a soul, and ciency of the door money. Season tickets for one 
he believed in immortality. These facts go to show dollar were sold to regular attendants, and the nom
that the Times had no knowledge of what it pretended inal charges of ten cents during day sessions and 
to state. If the matter contained elsewhere in its twenty-five cents for the evening sessions were made . 
issue of the 29th is equally unreliable as that we hav By this means, which ":as thought better than the 
quoted, the four cents we applied to the purchase of church cust?m of collectiOns, some five hundred dol
it hav been squandered. lars w_ere rru.sed. The three hundred a~d fifty. ~ol-

SEPTEMBER 8, 1883. We bear the Times no especial ill-will. It is dry lars giVe:n by the Roche~ter people was.m additiOn. 
===================== and stupid and dull and snobbish, and has nothing The audience also contnbuted. about fifty dollars to 

Brutal Journalism. but its malignancy to makE! it occasionally lively-yet defr~y the cost of a st~nographic report of Mr. Wake-
The London Times, published in New York, is its orthography is~ the main correct. It is stilted, mans reply to Mr. Mitchell. . . 

among the journals which hav relegated fact to the stuffy, slushy, and slanderous-and yet grammatical . ~rom _first to last the speaking was splendid. In
limbo of their ~·ndex expurgatorius, and which exclude inaccuracy cannot be charged against it. It has sev- diVlduality of thought an~ utter~nce marked all. 
all allusion to Freethinkers except when it is desirable eral snits for criminal libel now pending against it in Power, ~orce, eloquen?e, logic, learnmg-each and all 
to slander them. On Wednesday the aristocratic in- this state-nevertheless its orthodoxy has not been had thei~ re:J?resent.at~vs on a platform that welcomed 
dividuals who buy the Times got the ensuing for their questioned. It defends monopoly, corporate powers, them mth Impartiality. . Mrs. Colby, Mrs. Krekel, 
money: 

"It is predicted by certain Freethinkers that a new confiict 
between Freethought and Christianity is close at hand, the 
immediate cause of this conflict being the monument which 
it is proposed to erect in Greenwood to the memory of the 
late D. M. Bennett. Mr. Bennett during his life-time was the 
editor of an Infidel paper. wherein the orthodox rules of 
grammar and spelling were treated with almost as much con
tempt as the editor expre1sed for the Christian religion. Mr. 
Bennett was also addicted to obscenity as well as Infidelity 
and served a term in prison for the offense of circulating ob
scene literature. 

"If the surviving admirers of Mr. Bennett choose to erect 
an ordinary gravestone over his remains in Greenwood no one 
will make any objection. They intend, however, to make his 
proposed monument an enduring expression of his peculiar 
views by decorating it with sentences taken from his works. 
The managers of the eemetery could not reasonsbly object to 
a tombatone bearing the name of Mr. Bennett, the dates of 
hil birth and death, and perhaps the date of his commitment 
o jail; but they Will certainly object to a tombstone bearing 

such sentences as, 'There ain't no God;' 'My works ain't 
no more obscene than Moses's,' or' D-n Anthony Comstock.' 
Mr. Bennett's admirers are already denouncing the bigotry of 
Christians who may find fault with such tombstone inscrip
tions, and avow their determination to test in the courts the 
right of any man to put blasphemy and bad grammar ·on a 
tombstone. 

"We may admit, for the sake of argument, the inalienable 
right of Mr. Bennett's friends to record on Mr. Bennett's 
tombstone his peculiar views, but even then it does not fol
low that such a course would be either wise or kind. The 

and political thieves-yet the atrocity of unbelief in an~ .Mrs. Severance occup1ed one afterno.on, and the 
the teachings of the Christian superstition cannot be opmwn was freely expressed- t.hat we had m them the 
laid at its door. three smartest women speakers in America. They 

Then what· are the faults of the Times when we fonned a trinity that had hosts of worshipers. Mrs. 
consider its virtues ? What is slander as a failing when Colby represents eloquent power and iconoclastic 
compared with Infidelity as a crime? Lying may force; Mrs. Krekel, logic and beauty of diction, and 
become a beatitude when grammatically accom- Mrs. Severance, though laboring under the disadvan
plished, and libel is justifiable, if not commendable, tage of following two such speakers, impressed every 
when the printed untruth contains no error in spell- one with her ability as an exponent of radical 
· thought. C. Fannie Allyn, another woman upon mg. 

The Times has slandered the dead and belied the whose mind has broken the light of the newer 
living; has made its contribution of calumny and day, is in no sense inferior to the best. We can 
ridicule toward the monument to one of the bravest scarcely hope to do justice to all. Almost every 
and best of men; that does not alter the fact that if speech is worthy of 1·eproduction; but, big as is 
it hav the merit of conservatism to rely upon, it has THE TRUTH SEEKER, we can on;y print abstracts of 
no spot. Its lack of principle is fully atoned for by most of them. Of Mr. Reynol~s s eulogy and defen~e 
its typographical accuracy>and a close adherence to of our dead hero ;re feel particularly proud. He Is 
the grammatical vagaries of Richard Grant White o~e ?f Mr. Bennetts converts-a thoroughly reformed 
will compensate the world for its want of interest. mmister. Not man~ months ago he was a Second 

We hav heretofore considered the Times well- ~dvent preacher, WI~ the shackles of that c~eed 
meaning in its stupidity. It now appears that its ~veted fin~.ly upon him. To-day. he stands strru.ght 
sordidness is that of the brute. m the sunhght of freedom, and giVB eloquent thanks 

Notes of the Convention. 

to his benefactor. Mr. Remsburg's speech we shall 
also print in full, so unanimously was it demamded · 
by the audience. It is crowded with facts, brimful 

Never before in the history of Freethought in this of wit, and will make an unrivaled document to cir
country has there been such a brilliant and com- culate. We shall print an edition of next week large presumed object of a monument is to do honor to the person 

in memory of whom it is erected. It should therefore be a manding gathering as assembled at Rochester last enough to supply the demand. 
monument which the ghost of the departed one could con- week. We giv a good report of a portion of the The other speakers are most of them well known. 
template with pleasure. Now, either Mr. Bennett was right proceedings. The length o{ the meeting and the The genial and hard working author of "Golden 
in' the belief that he had no soul and was not immortal-in multitude of speakers renders impossible the pub- Throne" gave a most poetic address. Sometime we 
which case no monument could giv him any satisfaction-or . 
else he is at present a greatly astonished ghost. In the latter lishing of all in one ISSUe. shall get it from him and print it. Chainey has lost 
case, would he take any eomfort in knowing that extracts The citizens and business men of Rochester re- none of his dramatic eloquence. His words 'stir men 
from his writings were displayed on a conspicuous tomb- sponded freely to calls for contributions to the pre- like a trumpet. Courtlandt Palmer's finished essay 
stone? He must know in his ghostly condition that he made liminary expenses of the convention, and when the was well calculated to set the people thinking about 
a terrible mistake in regarding himself as one of the beasts members arrived they found the beautiful Academy substituting the religion of humanity for the relig
that pariah, and he must bitterly regret the blasphemous and 
indecent rubbish that he wrote in his life-time, If he is at of Music all prepared for them, decorated in the ion of inhumanity now flourishing under the 
present in circumstances which prevent him from personally most artistic manner, and a quartet of singers en- pseudonym of Christianity. No one can do more 
visiting Greenwood, more recent ghosta who may see the gaged who would do credit to any opera. Their ren- than justice to Mr. Charles Watts, however highly 
monument will describe it to him and tauntingly ask if he dering of the song, "Cover Him Over with Beautiful they speak of him. Every dogma of the church 
still believes that 'there ain't no God?' Beyond any doubt Flowers," at the conclusion of Mr. Reynolds's eulogy finds . in him its destroyer. Overflowing with 
people in the other world speak and write grammatically-
else it is a mistake to call our existence hereafter a higher ex- of Mr; Bennett, was exceptionally fine and pathetic. geniality and sunny mirth, when he speaks upon 
istence. Youthful and ill-bred demons will derisivly shout The elegance and comfort and general arrangements the infamous doctrins fostered by superstition 
at Mr. Bennett his frank but lawless sentences, and he will -in short, the success of the convention-were he becomes a personification of iconoclastic force. 
be cut by all the educated and decent people in purgatory, due to that whole-souled Liberal of Liberals, Elias His friends love him, his enemies fear him. J. H. 

"It would, of course, be delightful in the estimation of the d fi f k H. Gault, one of Rochester's best citizens. His gen- BUl'Ilham, too, should hav a wi er eld o wor than professional Freethinkers to inscribe Infidel sentiments on a 
Greenwood tombstone, but if it is to be done there should be iality and urbanity, backed by shrewd business tact heretofore. He is a logician, a philosopher, a builder 
no pretense of honoring Mr. Bennett. If Mr. Bennett is still and extensiv acquaintance, enabled him to secure of the new and destroyer of the old, at one and the 
permitted to swear, he will certainly shock the ghosts about contributions that would hav been refused if solic- same time. Political as well as religious shams meet 
him when he learns of his admirers' intentions. Since the ited by any other. Some $350 was raised for hall, with no favor at his hands. The "tintinnabulations 
friends of Mr. Bennett can relieve their minds in a compara-

singers, etc., by him and his friends before the con- of the Bell" were also heard in sweet and pleasing tivly inoffensiv way by writing with a piece of charcoal on the 
back fences of their respectiv yards extracts from Bennett's venilion assembled. He was aided in his labors by sounds, and W. S. (the handle by which he is 
works, why should they insist upon exasperating his ghost that brave and respected Freethinker, Clement Austin, tolled, if we may be allowed so to express ourselvs) 
by giving to his folly the publicity of a tombstone ?" a veteran in the cause. To the artistic skill and taste made a gracious doorkeeper in the house of the 

The foregoing is thought to hav been produced by of C .. B. Reynolds was the convention indebted for Freethinkers. Mr. Bell has just returned from a 
the editorial writer on the Times who takes upon the beautiful mottoes that adorned the walls of the very successful lecture trip in the West, and will stop 
himself each day the responsibility of saying some- hall, and the decorations and drapery. The floral awhile at Boston. Perhaps T. L. Brown, the effi~ 
thing funny. He is Alden, the humorist. In this display was due to the liberality of John Keller, cient president, ought to hav been mentioned earlier 
case he has mistaken falsehood for wit. His state- Hiram Sibley, Nelson Powell, and the artistic labors in these notes, for his speech came first. Mr. Brown 
menta, taken categorically, are at variance with fact. of Mrs. Gault and Mrs. Austin. The splendid bouquet pins his faith on the exact sciences, and what cannot 
The first sentence contains the :first misstatement, with which Mrs. Gault decorated THE TRuTH SEEKER make itself manifest to his five senses he regards as 
the ne-tt one the second, the following the third, and book stand was much admired, and the kindness worth little thought. If he should ever wake up and 

. so on:; but if the reader ~derstands at the outset prompting the aotgrfl.te!ully appreciated by the editor. find himself an angel he would be the most surprised 
tb3t tl!lCb ~tp.te:me~t. m&de ~fl ~J..actly tbe revere~ of The ma~~~~t Ft~nQ frgm tb~ mtmm~ctQry of J, :a. moo iu tbe otber world. 
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T. B. Wakeman's reply to the Rev. Thomas Mitch
ell deserves more than a passing note, but as it is 
to be published in pamphlet form, everyone can 
see it for himself. Mr. Mitchell is a shrewd de
bater, an able minister, and as good a defender as a 
falsehood can hav. His speech was an attack on evo
lution at all its vulnerable points, and he seemed to 
forget that though there might not be a word of 
truth in Darwinism, it could not hav the slightest 
effect upon our criticism of Christianity. Whether 
the hypothesis of evolution is true or not, Genesis is 
certainly false and the atonement fallacious. Mr. 
Wakeman's answer left him not a peg to hang upon, 
and was a most masterly exposition of the science of 
evolution. 

One of the entertaining features of the meeting was 
the minstrelsy of H. H. Hall, who was ever ready to 
favor the audience with song and recitation. On 
Saturday evening Miss Jessie Bonestee] gave in 
an inimitable manner two or three recitations. She 
is a little miss of promis. Mr. Chainey and Miss 
Helen Wright also rendered selections from Shak
spere in a manner that entertained the assemblage. 

Liberal people that " the doctrin of men suffering in 
hell was a fraud and. all bosh !" which sentiment 
was heartily applauded by those who heard him. 
Asked what he thought of Joe Cook, he replied that 
that fellow "was not honest; he was a charlatan, and 
did everything from a dishonest motiv." It is un
necessary to say that this expression was likewise 
feelingly indorsed. Mr. Mitchell goes to Buffalo with 
Mr. Wakeman and will continue the discussion of 
evolution before the people of that place. Our hopes 
that he will see the error of his ways and reform are 
high. He is too able a man to stay in the church. 
He expressed himself as much pleased with his 
treatment at the convention. He expected a den of 
lions; and their claws did rend his opinions, but 
touched his person only with velvet. 

An amusing scene was witnessed in front of the 
Academy Sunday night. An old lady, whom another 
revival or two will place in the insane asylum, was 
passing the door, around which were congregated 
some of the young men of the town, when one of 
them asked her what she thought of the Freethink
ers. Turning she muttered, "They are antichrist; 
it says so in this book," and producing a Bible she 
began to read. She did not sustain her position 
very well; the irreverent young men laughed, and 
the crowd increased. The prospect was good for a 
street scene, when a policeman, evidently with not 
much grace of God in his heart, appeared and re
moved her. She lived clQse by and the last heard of 
her as she went upstairs was, " They are all anti christ." 

Daniel Drew's money built a Methodist theological 
seminary, but no Methodist asked how Mr. Drew ob
tained his money. Yet, if money voluntarily con
tributed at a 'sociable' can be contaminated by 
dancing, the money unwillingly contributed to Mr. 
Drew by men in Wall street, who afterward danced 
with rage in the seclusion of their back offices, must 
hav been singularly sinfuL Of course the Bridge
ville minister has made up his mind to accept no 
more salary. He cannot trace the history of ev"lry 
dollar offered to him from its origin in the mint or 
the treasury printing-office to its appearance in the 
pocket of one of his parishioners. He will be liable, 
if he accepts a salary, to receive money that has been 
terribly contaminated, and as a conscientious man he 
must feel that money which is unfit to be used to 
furnish a meeting-house with a bell is still more 
clearly unfit to furnish it with a preacher. The only 
thing for this too conscientious man to do is to retire 
to the wilderness, and trust that a pair of exception
ally honest ravens will supply him with game as to the 
ownership of which no question can arise." 

On Sunday morning the Nestor of Liberalism, 
Elizur Wright, addressed the Convention in his own 
forceful style. He is vigorous and activ, and many 
were the congratulations he received on his appear
ance among us. 

Canada sent a good delegation to the meeting, 
among them the venerable Wm. Sisson, John Ray, 
Joseph Templeton, and George Meikle. Allen Pringle 
was expected, but was kept away by some unforeseen The convention closed with one of ·Mr. Watts's 
circumstance. Mr. Meikle made a neat speech. masterly addresses on "Secularism: Its Aims and 
He is an able young man, thoroughly in earnest, and Objects," which was alike an arraignment of the 
has done efficiant work in propagating the princi- church and a plain statement of what, according to 
ples of Freethought. Edward W. Chamberlain did secularism, should take its place. The attendance 
much good in a quiet way in interesting the local all through was large, and everybody went away 
press and circulating papers. Among those from looking hopefully to the next meeting. Hardly a 
whom we had the pleasure of a handshake and a speech was made that some one did not consider 
pleasant word were Wm. Edmundson, of Renova, Pa.; worth all the time and expense of attending the 
our valued contributor, John Peck; John Truesdell, whole meeting. One instance illustrates the general 
author of "Bottom Facts," a book on Spiritualism; fe~ling; after Remsburg's oration Elizur Wright 
F. Larkin, author of "Ancient Man in America;". grasped his hand and said, "If you ever get hard up 
Dr. H. J. Purdy, of Seneca Falls, N.Y .. who visited us draw on me for a hundred dollars." That was the 
on the sad occasion of Mr. Bennett's funeral, and. sentiment generally prevalent. Good cheer, kind 
was the second man to giv a cont1ibution to the wo~ds of encouragement; and a feeling of brotherly 
monument; Ralph Helm, of Syracuse; Robert Wade, love pervaded the whole assembly. It will be a year 
of Troy, N. Y.; Hiram Wilbur, of Green Island, N. Y.; at least before such another grand convention is 
A. E. Ringer, of Rochester; F. N. Albright, of Hud- held. 
snn, Mich.; Mrs. E. S. Read, of Rochester; D. R. 
Christian, of Altoona, Pa.; G. H. Look, of Pratts burg, Contaminated Cash. 
N. Y.; J as. Seeba, of Titusville, Pa.; John Hammond, There are some people too good for this world by 
of Randolph; B. F. Kirshner, of Danville, N. Y.; a large majority. Everything in it to them is sinful. 
Luman Peck, of Wiscoy, N.Y.; D. S. Woodworth, of The white of their eyes is constantly visible, and be
Oak Grove, Wis., and a host of loyal friends of Mr. forB they can see the ground their vision must go up
Bennett and THE TRUTH SEEKER whose names we ward at an angle and be reflected from the great 
cannot now recall. One of the sights good for the white throne. Of this class is the Methodist minister 
eyes was the warm-hearted old. veteran, Amy .Post, at Bridgevllle, this state. His chirrch needed a bell 
and that true friend of liberty, Lucy N. Colman. Th~ to arouse the sleepy deacons on Sunday mornings, 
f1·iendship of such women is an honQr. to our cause. and warn unrepentant sinners to make their peace 

At :fi..rst some of the outsiders of the town were dis· with the minister without delay. The young people 
posed to closely examin every Freethinker they met ,,f his society also thought a bell an important ·ad
to see if the horns were visible, but at the close . of .i lmct to a;. healthy worship, and· held weekly sociables 
the meeting more were hunting for the embryonic at which collections were taken up, and when they 
wings they felt sure must be possessed by the several bad obtained a sufficient amount to buy a bell they 
hundred people who spent a week together without tl1ok it to the pastor. To their astonishment he re
an unkind word. The Catholic young man who sold fused to accept the offering, alleging that it was" un
the "Notes on Ingersoll" privately assured us that for dean," as " dancing" had been permitted at the " so
good fellowship he never saw the convention's equal. eiables." He hinted that, at some of them, even 
He sold a quantity of books, but not a sufficient kissing on the part of the young persons of opposit 
number to induce him to stay the entire week. We sexes had been indulged in. Consequently the money 
exchanged Mr. Bennett's "Answers to Christian coming from the sociables was contaminated and 
Questions" and Paine's "Age of Reason" with him could not be used to purchase a church bell. The 
for one of his books, assuring him that if he read steeple would .fall if thus desecrated. 
them both, he would know considerably more about "The Bridgeville minister," says the paper from 
Christianity than he appeared to; for in a little which we take this veracious account, " can hardly 
argument we held he denied that the church con- expect that the majority of Methodists will share his 
signed all unbelievers to hell. Upon quoting to him peculiar views. They certainly are not supported by 
the Anthanasian Creed, that "this is the Catholic scripture. When the Hebrews, on the eve of the ex
faith, except which a man believes faithfully he can- odus, accepted from the Egyptians [while the Egyp· 
not be saved," he denied the fact that that statement tians were asleep J testimonials of the willingness of 
is to be found in the Athanasian Creed. As he was . the Egyptians to be rid of them, neither Moses nor 
the business manager of the Catholic Union and Aaron suggested that Egyptian money was contimri
Times, of Buffalo, which is activly engaged in sending nated by pagan practices. So, too, when Elijah was 
people to hell, we gently insinuated that he -was fed by ravens, he did not refuse to eat on the ground 
hardJy well enough posted to answer Ingersoll, and that the ravens had brought him stolen meat, al
unless the Rev. Mr. Lambert was better versed than though, in view of the notoriously depraved character 
he we could not blame Ingersoll much if he took no of ravens, there can be little doubt that Elijah's 
notice of the book. However, we arranged the ex- feathered friends fed him on meat for which they had 
change of books, and hav hopes for him. omitted to pay. The Methodist denomination, like 

The Rev. Mr. Mitchell; too, is a little shaky, we most other sects, has never in~uired too closely into 
found. In couverea,tion a.t the hotel he a.eeured the the cha.ra.cter of the money given ·to it. The late 

Our advice to this minister is to take the money. 
To be sure it is not as pure as it would be had it been 
drawn out of the community's pocket by the religious 
brace game known as the church ra:ffie, or by means 
of the theological aquarium called by courtesy an 
oyster stew. Nevertheless it will pay for a bell; and 
if there is anything calculated to thrill the Almighty 
with joy and keep the devil at a distance it must be 
the rattle of sounding brass; and we see no reason 
why brass should not be as acceptable in the belfry 
as in the pulpit and editorial rooms of religious 
papers, where so much of it is to be found. 

The Newark League. 
Again our League had a very pleasant and inter

esting meeting. Professor Wilder wa!'l called sud
denly away to Boston, and instead we had the "rad
ical " Professor George Vaughan, and we were well 
pleased. He was in good mood and struck out grand
ly for Liberalism. Mr. Flagg, from New York, is an
nounced for next Sunday, at the regular hour, three 
o'clock P.M. I hoped to hav time to say more about 
ourcity, but I hav not the time this evening to say 
much, excepting that most of the pastors that hav 
returned are pouring wine and breaking bread· for 
their flock. Many hav not yet returned. The vaca
tions are growing longer; probably it will be October 
before the churches get a good start. Some of our 
papers hav had considerable to say on church going, 
etc. The Daily Advertiser said the people do not go 
to church because they do not want to go, etc. . 

Hastily yours for justice, Gus. 
Newark, N J., Sept. 2, 1883. 

JOHN E. REMSBURG speaks in Scio, Ohio, Sept. 6th; 
at Mastersville, Ohio, on the 7th; givs two lectures 
at Alliance, Ohio, on the 9th; goes to Ashley, Ohio, 
for the lOth, 11th, and 12th; speaks at Republic, 
Ohio, on the 13th, and at Chicago, Til., on the 15th 
and 16th. Extra copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER con
taining his great speech at Rochester will be mailed 
at prices as follows: One copy, 8 cents; four copies 
for 25 cents; ten copies and over, at 5 cents each. 
Send in the orders early. 

------~ .. ~-----
MR: CHARLES WATTS left R~chester for Canada for 

a short time. After the 17th inst. he goes to Chicago, 
and thence to Milwaukee. Friends in the West de
siring his lectures will please address him in care of 
the Radical Review, 73 Randolph street, Chicago, ill. 
We hope he will be kept extremely busy during his 
four months' stay with us. We feel sure that all so
cieties or individuals engaging him will be repaid a 
hundredfold for their labors by the good work he 
will do. 

THE Wisconsin State Association of Spiritualists will hold 
its first meeting under the new organization at Omro, Wis., 
Sept. 14, 15, and 16, 1883. Mrs. H. S. Lake and Dr. G. H. 
Geer are engaged to speak. Miss Cora B. Phillips will fur
nish the vocal music. Charles E. Watkins, the independent 
slate test medium, and Fred. H. Pierce, the describer of 
spirits, will be present. The managers would be pleased to 
see every Freethinker of the state present, and as many 
others as wish to attend, as everyone will hav an opportunity 
to express themselvs on a free platform. Officers for the en
suing year will be elected. Usual courtesies by Omro friends. 
Reduced rates will be giTen at the hotel. 

W. F. JAmESON will deliver lectures in Rook Elm, Wis., 
Sept. 14th, 15th, and 16th. Also a second course in Merrillan, 
Wis., and Neillsville, Wis.; a second course in Janesville, 
Minn., and Pipe .Stone, Minn. His address is, as usual, 
Lake City, Minn. 

___ _, ___ _ 
Dancers May Yet Hope. 

From a Metht>di&t Paptf1'. 

Our disciplin does not put dancing down .among 
the crimes which are sufficient to e~clude from the 
kingdom of gra.ce a.nd glory. 
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ST. JosEPH, August 27, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will please find $1 to be 

applied to Mr. Bennett's monument. With my best 
wi::>bes for your success. MRs. E. B. DILLON. 

FoRT WoRTH, Aug. 27,1883. 
MRs M. W. BENNETT: Inclosed please find $1 for 

Monument Fund. I am only a poor man, but my 
repect for D. M. Bennett's memory is none the less 
sincere on that account. D. T. Ross. 

MINNEAPOLIS, August 14, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5 for THE TRUTH SEEKER 

one year; the balance for monument. I will pay $10 
or more toward a "Bennett Hall " if Liberals will 
build one. E. N. KINGSLEY. 

PETERBORO, N.H., Aug, 27, 1883. 
MRs 1\I. W. BENNETT: Please find my mite toward 

the monument of our lamented D. M. Bennett. I 
meant to hav sent it long before this, but hav been 
OV<'rwhelmed with trouble, and hav neglected it. 

GEORGE GEER. 

HEBER CITY, UTAH., Aug. 19, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I see by tab on my paper it is time 

to renew my subscription to the dear old TRUTH 
SEEKER, finder, and teller. Inclosed find $5-$2.50 for 
THE 1'RUTH SEEKER, $1 for the Monument Fund, 
fifty cents for a lithograph of our noble, brave, and 
true D. M. Bennett; also send me "Answers to 
Christian Questions," and C.)oper's "Lectures on the 
S.) Ul." JAMES LINDSAY. 

I 

OMAHA, Neb., Aug. 26, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: A few lines from Omaha may be of 

interest to you. We hav organized a Liberal L3ague 
here, and hav now twenty-four members, and good 
pr . .)spects for a large L3ague in the near future. We 
ha.v had some debates on the question of the day
Christianity. The most of us are subscribers to 
your paper, and we deem it good for the occasion. 

JAMES GRIFFITH. 

LoMPOC, CAL., Aug. 12, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1.25, sub3cription 

for THE TRUTH SEEKER. Having tried it for three 
months, I find that I can't get along without it, 
This is a pretty strong church locality, but there are, 
nevertheless, a great many who do their own think
ing. Business interests deter me from making a 
more open fight in the cause of liberty. I hav, how
ever, given THE TRUTH SEEKER a chance to strike in 
my stead, W, W. CHAMBERLAIN, 

EARLVILLE, ILL., Aug. 15, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav just been reading the last TRUTH 

SEEKER, and can say it has been a feast to me to 
read the reply to "Observer," and Mr. Andrews's 
letter, and so many good repo:rts from correspond
ents. It would be very gratifying to me if every 
writer would giv the name of his state, as there are 
so many towns by the same name in different states 
I hardly know where to place them all. I hope light 
and truth will continue to spread. S. C. HILTON, 

LAURA, 0Hro, Aug. 14, 1883. 
MR EDITOR: In compliance with your request, I 

send you some forty names. I am taking the Boston 
Investigator, and my brother take3 THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
and we exchange, and then send them out to do 
missionary work. l hav the four volumes of "A 
Truth Seeker Around the World," and consider them 
the best books on travel I hav ever read. I hav read 
Millard's "Travels in the Holy L1nd," and they 
dwindle into utter insignificance when compared with 
Mr. Bannett's. R. W. BRANDON. 

CHESHIRE, CoNN., August 20, 1883. 
MRs. MARY W. BENNETT: Please find inclosed $2.50 

to pay for the paper for another year. I like the 
way it is conducted by the editor. I think more 
highly of it than any or all of the other papers I 
ever took, and am satisfied it is doing more good. 
I wish you may hav one million or more subscrib
era soon. I am one of Mr. Bennett's late converts. 
After believing the Bible to be the word of God for 
more than i-hirty years, and trying to liv in accord
ance with its teachings, a friend induced me to 
hear Mr. Ingersoll lecture, and it opened my eyes. 
Then I commenced reading Mr. Bennett's writings
books and tracts-which opened my eyes wider, and 
I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER now two years, which 
has nearly completed my faith in the good cause of 
Liberalism; and I can truly say I enjoy mv present 
belief much more than my previous one. Long may 
you and the good editor liv to carry on the good 
work. Yours truly, L. P. ANTHONY. 

.LAKE CITY, IowA, Aug. 22,1883 

hornets all a-buzz. That is right. Let them buzz. 
Some are wanting him choked off; not much. Mr. 
Editor, if I understand, your paper is for giving all 
sides of all questions. Thomas Paine once gave his 
honest convictions to the world, and he has been 
cursed ever since by a set of bigots and fools. But 
his truths still stand, and will throughout time. No, 
Mr. Editor, choke off no man; let all hav their say, 
and truly your paper will be what it is called-L\b
eral. With best regards for THE TRUTH SEEKER fam-
ily, I remain, Truly yours, J, L. ToMPKINS. 

NoRDHOFF, CAL., August 14, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: The iliclination to congratulate you 

on your editorial success is quite irresistible; but it 
appears to me you hav, in the paper of the 4~h inst., 
allowed the heavy-weights on the Materialistic side 
of the question to completely overwhelm the Spirit
ualists-at least, I do not see how they can meet the 
objections raised by the half-dozen cold-hearted, god
less Materialists. I will hav to re-read Mr. Andrews's 
articles. I certainly did not understand that he 
claimed that mind is an entity separate and distinct 
from matter. However, I am glad Mr. Putnam de
fines his own views, and also what he conceives to 
be his opponent's, so clearly. If we can persuade 
the big-l>rain fellows to u~e language that we can 
comprehend, there will be a show for us to evolute 
out of the ignorance and superstition which hav so 
long damned the human race. 

You can put me on your list for life. What do 
spirits liv on after leaving the body? 

FRED. ROBINSON. 

PERRYSVILLE, August 12, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: We four old Freethinkers met as we 

always do to read THE TRUTH SEEKER, when it came 
to hand on July 21, 1883, and read your article about 
the Monument Fund, and was surprised to know that 
money was comiug in so slowly for that noble object. 
We consider it a noble object to raise a monument 
to mark the re3ting place of our own Bennett. We 
discussed the question a little, when one of our num
ber proposed to giv another fifty cents each. We 
previously contributed $1 each. We would suggest 
to those who believe in a monument to do likewise, 
and put that other four hundred dollars, which is 
short, in the hands of the committee. We subscribe 
this second time not because we are rich; we are the 
reverse, poor ; and some of us three-score and ten 
and work for our own living, often working two 
days for fifty cents. We cheerfully do that much, 
and would do more yet, if it was required, to respect 
the memory of that great good man, D. M. Bennett. 

J AlliES BEVERIDGE. 
EuPHEMIA Mum BEVERIDGE. 
ANDREW BEVERIDGE. 
!SABELLA BENNETT BEVERIDGE. 

GRAHAM, TEXAS, Aug. 21, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Seeing that you are so kind as to pub

lish letters from sub3cribers, I am encouraged to let 
you and your readers hear from this portion of the 
moral Vinyard. There are but few of our " peculiar 
people" in this part of the country, consequently 
only a very few numbers of your paper ever reach 
here; but let me as3ure you that your efforts are 
appreciated. The Liberals of this county would not 
number a dozen, at furthest, and at times we feel 
very isolated and remote; but we know that the light 
is spreading rapidly, and we do all we can to help it 
along. 

I see in one of our leading Texas journals of re
cent issue an account of the late discovery of man
uscripts which are part of the book of Deuteronomy, 
which was left out of the Bible, and dated back 900 
years before Christ. The paper adds that "if gen
uin, the interest and importance of the discovery 
cannot be overrated, and, so far as variation in the 
sacred text is concerned, there is promis of one of 
the greatest controversies that scholars hav ever 
entered upon." The manuscript is, no doubt, genuin 
scripture of the old sort, for a part of that quoted 
says, "For I visit the iniquity of the fathers upon 
the children," etc. It is .to be hoped, by the ortho
dox world at least, that this supplement to "the 
scriptures of eternal truth " will shed some light, if 
only a faint ray, on some of the miracles, fables, and 
atrocities to be found in the Old Testament. 

CHARLES L. GIBSON. 

FARLINVILLE, August 24, 283. 
"Any religion that shocks the mind of a child cannot be 

true."-Paine. 

boy says to me, "P a., was it blood that the man gave 
these people to drink at the church? and where did 
he get it f" I said," No, my son; it was wine." He 
replied, "But, pa, the man said it was blood, and 
he kept on telling them it was blood." I again as
sured him was wine, and he is of the opinion that 
the preacher lied. 

In speaking of this to a neighbor who is a L\beral, 
I learned from him that two of his children, who 
witnessed the same thing, were so affected with nau
sea at the thought of those people eating flesh and 
drinking blood, that they could not eat any dinner. 

I hav witnessed that ceremony at different times 
all of my life, and for years hav looked upon it as 
a silly but harmless ceremony.· But these children 
hav made me look on it as barbarous and indecent. 
Think of people professing to be civilized, playing 
they are cannibals, and thus shocking the sensibilities 
of innocent children. 

The ever welcome TRUTH !::lEEKER reaches me 
promptly every Saturday. Inclosed you will find $3; 
send me "S3lf-Cantradictions of the Bible;" and the 
balance apply on my subscription to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. Fraternally yours, H. E. DEWEY. 

AYER, MAss., August 25, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Monopoly is the juggernaut which 

crushes everything beneath it. Gold is power-the 
despot of America. Willing or not willing, all must 
bow before it, either as sycophants or serfs. Honest 
toil may memorialize, petition, and pray in vain, 
The golden car, whose wheels are never lubricated 
with the oil of human kindness, screams, gold I gold I 
and the gates of heaven fly wide open, if they fee 
the priests, who can't see despots, Infidels, or here
tics through gold eagles. 

All heresies in the arts and sciences, discoveries, 
and inventions, hav been pardoned and hav faded 
from the memory when it was found that they ad
ministered to pleasure and avarice, and coined gold. 
Heretics and Infidels are acknowledged to be the 
world's benefactors; are encouraged and protected 
by letters patent, because they are contributers to 
the monopolists-the juggernaut. Strikers, however 
just their claims, are crushed beneath this mighty 
power, and become forced converts from their heret
ical notions. Thus fl.aurishes heresy when mounted 
on golden wheels. It has ceased to be. 

The only recognized heresy, or Infidelity, extant 
(according to Webster) obtains in a doubt or disbe
lief in that which passes for the Christian religion, 
its forms, dogmas, and professions of faith. 

When this heresy, this Infidelity, walks erect with 
manly step among men, expo3es frauds, and calls 
things by their right names, and diverts the spoils 
of the priests and revenue of the church from cor
rupt ends-supporting beggars in ruffles instead of 
helping those in rags-the needy, the poor, whom 
the recognized teacher said the gospel should be 
preached to, then the old war cry of "Infidel! here
tic!" Is raised. The dollars roll the wrong way. But 
if these Infidels set the stream of gold toward the 
church coffers, every Infidel, heretic, skeptic, in the 
land would dematerialize like the spirits at a seance. 

The money paid for the support of the church has 
become the test, instead of "works." R'>ll the dol
lar the right way, bow to the church domination, and 
work at starvation prices, and you are a church 
saint, and the monopolist's pliant tool. R:>ll the 
doll&r the wrong way, and you are an Infidel, here
tic and blasphemer, liable to be betrayed with a de
coy letter by a modern Judas. 

When palaces and churches shall stand on the 
solid rock of justice and equality, instead of having 
for their foundation the huts of the poor and op
pressed, then, and not till then, can we truthfully 
say America has no juggernaut. ELIJAH MYRICK, 

BERLIN, N. J., Aug. 30, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: My heart is pained every day, and has 

been for years, whenever I think of the remissness 
of most Liberals in their duty to their children. Not 
one Liberal paper do I know that has a department 
for the young, and of all the numerous common 
school and Sabbath-school JJOoks in the country, that 
amount to thousands, I do not believe there are five 
that are free from sectarianism and fit to be put into 
the hands of children; and the poor neglected things, 
in their mental hunger, are not only forced to read 
and learn trash that they must unlearn when older, 
but many of them, for want of other and better in
struction and amusement, go to sectarian Sr.bbath
schools to hav error burnt into their souls by the 
fear of an angry God, death, hell, and the devil. 

MR. EDITOR: I sent you in the name of a man as a 
six months' subscriber. His time expired some time 
ago, and he now sendayou $3-$2.50 for 'rHE TRUTH 
SEEKER, and fifty cents for two small books-the 
''Crimes of Preachers," and Mr. Bennett's "Answers 
to Christian Questions," all to be sent to this place. 

A short time ago, on Sunday morning, I thought I 
would go to church for a change, so I took my little 
five-year-old boy by the hand and together we 
wended our way to the house of "God." When we 
arrived at the church, the congregation-a large pro
portion of which were women-were singing with 
great animation, "I will arise and go to Jesus, he 
will embrace me," etc. We entered and found that 
it wa3 communion day. My boy always takes note 
of everything that is going on, and he seemed to be 
very much interested in the ceremony, and I was 
glad for his sake thrtt I had come; but when the 
distribution of the bread and wine took place the 
little fellow's countenance changed, for the preachers 
told each one that it was the body and blood of our 
Lord J"esus Christ. As soon as we arrived home n.y 

The Boston Investigator, as good a paper as the 
world ever had, has been published over fifty years, 
and I firmly believe that if it had always had more 
than half a column devoted to the children, it would 
by this time hav had ten times its present number 
of subscribers. But there was little in it suited to 
the capacity of children, and they strayed away to 
other pastures for mental food. THE TRUTH SEEKER 
is now in its tenth volume, and if it had always had 
a department for children I doubt not its subscrip
tion list would hav been very much enlarged. H 
Liberals want a rich harvest they must propare the 
virgin soil that is free from weeds, and plant and cul
tivate the seed. It is easier to teach ten children the 
truth than it is to get Jonah's whale out of one old 
bigot, and prepare him for truthful instruction, I see our dear- old friend Winter is still keeping the 
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I am not writing this withont the authority of ex
perience, I published the Portland Pleasure Boat 
about seventeen years, and always had a "Ca,bin " 
or "Saloon" in it for the childrer:, and hav now on 
hand scores of old letters from parents telling me 
how much their children liked the Boat. Some told 
me that when the day of its arrival came their chil
dren would run to the office to see which would get 
hold of it first. Some told me their children could 
not plaY nor eat until they had been through their 
"Cabin," and some said when one child was read
ing it the others climbed up on their chairs to look 
over their shoulders, for they all wanted to see as 
well as hear the paper. Our Elmina received her 
first Liberal ideas from the Boat when a girl, and if 
it had not been for that paper who knows that she 
would not hav become the wife of a priest, and be 
helping him to cram the wonderful whale and its 
Bib!e trimmings and fixings down the throats of the 
people instead of opening their mental eyes? I could 
mention a number now among reformers who re
ceived their first ideas of reform from that paper 
when boys and girls. One of them sixteen years ago 
founded the society called "The Universal Peace 
Union," whose aim is to put an end to all wars. He 
holds peace meetings in various towns and cities, 
visits presidents and other high officials of our own 
country, corresponds with rulers and reformers of 
other nations on the subject of universal peace, and 
is laboring to establish an international congress by 
which all disputes between nations may be settled 
without resort to arms; and if he livs a few years 
longer he will undoubtedly succeed; and how glori
ous will be the result I No more wholesale human 
slaughter, no more pensioned cripples, no more 
widows and orphans made by public murder, no more 
waste of time and money in maiming and mangling 
our brothers! · 

Every civilized nation now on earth is bankrupt 
by the expense of war, and all because children 
hav been taught to believe in a revengeful, dis
graceful, and bloodthirsty God, instead of being
taught the principles of humanity, honesty, justice, 
and peace; and must the barbarous practice of war 
continue to curse the world through another genera
tion just because Liberals neglect their solemn duty 
to their children? 

J. HACKER. 

BURLINGTON, KAN., Aug. 5, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I will add my opinion in regard to the 

discussion published in THE TRUTH SEEKER between 
Spiritualists and Materialists by aflking the question, 
What difference is it what persons believe when 
they are working for the elevation of their fellow
man aJild for the cause of humanity? 

The Spiritualists hav done a noble work in eman
cipating the public mind from the horrid nightmare 
of superstition, where Christianity h~d chained them 
down for centuries; and they are domg a good work 
now and it should not be overlooked nor ignored by 
thos~ who call themselvs Materialists. For, accord
ing to the signs of the times in the political and re
ligious heavens, the struggle betweee.n Christianity 
and skepticism, as 0. B. Frothingham predicted 
about ten or twelve years ago, is in the near future. 
And any one conversant with the history of the 
French Revolution of 1794, can interpret the writing 
on the wall-that our country will be the battle-field 
between church and state, and the monopolies and 
laboring classes of the country. The churches nre 
losing confidence in their bankrupt plan of ealvation 
by J. Christ, and are clamoring for a constitutional 
amendment to our federal government to establish 
their Sunday as a national day, and their Bible as 
the text-book of our public schools, and J. Christ as 
the ruler of nations; and when we reflect on the 
censorship of the post-office department with the 
Comstock law, they are justified in anticipating that 
their ilemands will be granted, They are also de
manding prohibitory amendments to state constitu
tions and it is on trial here in Kansas, but proves 
to b~ a failure and a curse to our state. Monopolies 
are demanding the enactment of severe laws to op
press labor with, and they are dictating le~islatio;n 
and judicial decisions to govern and accomplish their 
greed for the labor and wealth of the country. The 
labor strikes which hav taken place for the [last 
twelve months are encouraging symptoms that the 
body politic may hav sufficient reason, common 
sense and manhood to put the giant monsters, old 
Christianity and monopolies, at bay until the people 
become educated to their danger, and we can settle 
those questions with the ballot without resorting to 
the bullet. 

ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, and 
that eternal vigilance is the price of liberty. 

CHRIS, BROWN. 

MIND AND MATTER, 
RUSSELLVILLE, Aug. 9. 1883. 

believe that justice can be thus dethroned, and wrong 
and injustice triumphant forever. To benefit the race 
a thousand or a million of years hence is not motiv 
sufficient to satisfy the toiling millions, or induce 
them to labor and suffer on without hope, and they 
will look tl) the future for justice. 

MR. EDITOR: We bear said, and see written, of late 
much about mind and matter-minrl put first as in 
the heading, and treated as an entity; yea, more, as 
the entity of entities; the great immaterial, spirit
ual, causational entity, the creator and produce.r of 
all material entities. What nonsense! It does seem 
that any fool could see that if mind is an entity at 
all, it must of neceseity be material; that when all 
matter is subtracted, nought remains but empty 
space, which in itself is utterly impotent; that the 
words immateriality, spirituality, and their verbs and 
adjectivs as generally used are as meaningless as 
words can be to mean anything at all, that when put 
into the crucible of reason to be simmered down, 
nothing evaporates and nl)thing is left. But still I 
don't doubt in the least that minll exists as an entity, 
but don't forget that it is a material entity, which 
most probably has its being in the highest and most 
subtil forms of matter, and it is the thinking princi
ple in man and the intelligence of the universe. 

Yes, Materialism or "death ends all" may do for 
those who enjoy the comforts and luxuries of life, 
but it will not do for or satisfy those to whom this 
world imparts no hope. And as this world has al
ways been a vale of tears to the many, they will in 
all probability continue to look for justice in the 
hereafter, notwithstanding the smooth and indirect 
or obscure sneers of friend Putnam. 

Our thoughts, our memories, our will are nothing 
more than the temporary results, the fruits, of the 
temporary organic action of this eternal mind-mat
ter in harmony with the coarser matter of our nature 
all acting in concert. All matter is eternal. the 
highest grades no more so than the lowest. That 
which cannot be annihilate.d could not hav been cre
ated. 

Mr. Putnam, in his communication in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER of Aug. 4th, says that the scientific position 
is that matter is the original eubstance, and that 
mind is the result of certain conditions of substance. 
I doubt that this is the scientific po~ition. U it is, I 
am constrained to say that I think it is off the track. 
A scientific error is just as bad in my eyes as any 
other. Mind, instead of being a result of nonditions 
of matter, is conditioned matter, acting by and con
ditioned by laws of necessity, and likewise eternal, 
as are the laws they govern. Plea~e be careful to 
understand me correctly. This is a nic11 point. Let 
me illustrate. Man can imitate the brute in so far 
as his organization, or condition, if you please, for I 
use these words synonymc,usly, re2embles theirs, and 
they him in so far as their condition resembles him, 
and no farther. The common plebeian C3Jlnot act the 
great philosopher and statesman, but the philosopher 
and statesman may act the plebeian, 'because he has 
in his constitution the same conditions, and thus 
these laws of necessity make the condition, and act 
in accordance with them. And the corresponding 
mental outcome of these actions and conditions in 
man are will, thought, memory. love, hatred, and 
every other fruit of the mind. We may just as rea
sonably say that the mine is i'One when the gold is 
taken out, as to say that a man has lost his mind 
when the fruits are non est, or that he has lost a 
part of it when he is non compo.s mentis. It is all 
very true that the fruit of a tree may well be con
sidered a part of the tree while it is on, but when 
taken off, the tree remains as much a tree as before, 
but not so perfect, interesting, and beautiful. So you 
see the points I hav endeavored to make are that 
what in common parlance are the mind, really are 
nothing more than the fruits of the mind, and th~t 
the mind itself is strictly material and eternal m 
essence, but not in organiz<ttion; thfLt the fruits are 
strictly temporary, and disappear with the organiza
tion. 

Friendly reader, these are my honest convic'ions. 
Do you see anything wrong in them? If so, please 
point it out. W11r. L. WoRLEY. 

LoWELLVILLE, 0Hro, Aug. 25, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: On reading the article ot S. P. Put

nam on "The Bond of Union," in THE TRUTH SEEKER 
of August 18th, the following thoughts occurred to 
me, to which I hope you will giv a place in your 
valuable paper. 

He S'l.ys, "I hav not the slightest interest in the 
spritual world." To many, however, the subject of the 
spiritual world is one of very deep interest. To those 
who hav been taught that many of their friends and 
loved ones were, no doubt, suffering the torments of 
the rtamner'l in hell, the least ray of light from the. 
spirit world is exceedingly interesting and is received 
with joy unspeakable. 

The question," If a man die shall he liv again?" is 
one which in all the ages has been asked, and al
ways answered in the affirmativ, while some, to be 
sure, hav doubted. To most of those who investigate 
and witness some of the phenomena of Spiritualism, 
the question is settled in the affirmativ for the reason 
that the most reasonable and sensible conclusion of 
the whole matter is that the phenomena come from 
the spirits of the departed. In the manifestations or 
phenomena there is evidently intelligence and force. 
And all the forces which hav been relie.d on by ex
posers hav failed to produce intelligence, and are 
consequently no explanation or exposure at all. And 
all the arguments against supernaturalism prove 
nothing, for all intelligent Spiritualists believe that 
spirit is matter, and do not believe in anything 
supernatural whatever. And why is it that this man 
of straw-supernaturalism-is so often set up to be 
demolished by experts, when no Spiritualist believes 
in supernaturalism at all? And then the ridicule, 
and sneers, and assertions 0f those who hav never 
invE-stigated, bnt assume to know it all, or, having 
investigated, were blinded by prejudice, amounts to 
nothing in the estimation of those who hav received 
communications fwm departed friends. Spiritualism 
is si, tply a qllestion of fact. Do spirits liv and com
municate or make themselvs known to their friends 
here? This is the question, and there are thousands 
and thousands of witnesses to prove the affirmativ. 
And what, do the negativ assertions of those who 
hav not seen, or hearrl, or obtained the evidence, 
amount to? Answer, simply nothing, 

I am glad that Brother Putnam has not thrown all 
the Spiritualists overboard, as unworthy of a place 
among Llberals; and I hope to be counted in as one 
within ''The Bond of Union," for I too am a great 
admirer of this world, its grandeur, its beauty, and 
"wonderful poesibilities." And I believe, too, that 
in this beautiful world there may be heaven, ro
mance, glory, and love. But this can only be by. 
living in harmony with the laws of nature. Happi. 
nE'ss-" the chief end of man "-can be attained in 
no other way, and it is just as important to be happy 
to-day, and now as at any other time in the long 
hereafter. And to liv in harmony with nature, and 
thus secure happiness here, is the best possible prep
aration for the future, either in this life or the life 
to come. Friend Putnam says: "I want to revel in 
the bights and depths and grandeurs of this earthly 
seen e. I hav no higher aims." I, too, want to revel 
in the grandeurs and beauties of this earthly scene, 
but at the close of life, ''I want to revel in the bights 
and depths and grandeurs "and glories of the spirit 
world too. One thing is certain however, "we will 
all be in the same boat," and I wonder if friend 
Putnam has not some secre.t, longing desire to con-
tinue the revelry that he loves so well, that, when 
we close our career here., we may be permitted still 
to enjoy the munificence and grandeur of this beau
tiful world, and the spirit world too! 

WJ>L WATSON .. 

Hear{l from in Texas. 
From the Dennison, 'J'exas, Sunday Gazetteer. 

Then let us cease the agitation of these side issues, 
as to whether death ends all and as to whether we 
shall hav a future existence after our vital force 
is exhausted here; and my opinion is that I do 
not know but I hope we shall continue to llv 
after this iife, and hav a chance. to improve on this. 
I believe it will be for the best interest of our coun
try for all the different grades of Liberalism and 
labor organizations to unite and prepare for our 
common enemy, old Christianity, who will form a 
coalition with the monopolies, and cause such a 
scene of blood and carnage that the French Revolu
.tion would 1\0t be a parallel, and- such _a destruction 
. of life and property as lias· not been known in the 
his~ory of the world. Then let_ us remember that an 

On account of ignorance, injustice, and wrong, this 
beautiful world is a "vale of tears" to many of its 
inhabitants. To liv is a struggle, a battle for life, 
which many would not care to pass through a S"cond 
time. To such broken-hearted ones it is but cold 
comfort to be told either directly or indirectly that 
"death ends all." When doomed to labor and toil, 
and no hope, what then? That justice is baffled for
ever and injustice and wrong triumphant, but few 
can believe. The sentiment or principle of justice is 
deeoly implanted in human nature ; the person who 
raises some heads of cabbage knows that he has a 
better right to the cabbage than the other fellow 
who did not help, and the other fellow knows it 
too· and right here this sense of justice in hnman 
nat~re is the foundation of all morality-even Chris
tian m )rality-and the toiling millions look to the 
future for justice not, to them, attainable here, and 
cannot believe that "death ends all;" and this is one 
of the reasons why Materialism never has in the 
past, and is not likely in the future, to prevail to an_Y 
great extent among the inhabitants of eart.h. It IS 
but cold comfort, indeed, if comfort at all, for the 
miserable to be told that after a few or many years 
of care and toil and suffering d!'lath will end all . 
Why thus doomed to no hope? they ask, and cannot 

THE TnuTH SEEKER, of New York, is pushing out 
into the West for patronage, and the managers avail 
themse.lvs of the Gazetteer to make their paper known 
to a liberal and progressiv people. vVe warn our 
Christian friends, however, not to send for a speci
men copy unless they are fortified against tempta
tion. The mental pabulum served up from week to 
week is of the red-hot, anti-religious sort, and the 
editor has a cunning way of backing up his opinions 
and logic with statistics and historical data that beat 
the devil-that argued with Martin Luthe.r. 

HENRY WARD BEECHER, who has proved himself a 
bull in a crockery shop at smashing up human idols, 
comes to the front with the announcement 'that 
George Washington was a most accomplished 
swearer. This is hard on the father of his country, 
but the great majority of the American people who 
know of the part he took in giving them . a Iiati~n 
will continue to revere his memory a$' much ~s. if 
Mr. Beecher had selected a .less.worthy man . .for an 
awful example.-Siftings. 



THE TRUTH SEEKER. SEPTEMBER 8. 1888. 

THE ROCHESTER CONVENTION. 
(Continued from page 565.) 

He made no war on individuals, but on the creeds, bigotry, 
and superstition that incited to hate and evil. 

Some of my Christian friends say, "He refused to believe 
God's holy Bible; he was an outspoken Infidel and deserved 
all the sufferings he endured." 

"But Mr. Bennett believed parts of the Bible, all that was 
of good, or of love." Yes, but we are not to believe just 
what part we choose and reject the rest. The Bible is God's 
holy word, and if we do not believe all its teaching-every 
word of it-we are Infidels. accursed of God. The gentle, 
loving savior declared, "He that believeth not shall be 
damned." 

Now, my Christian brother and sister, I entreat your patient 
attention and study of a few passages of this Bible. Let us 
see how much of infamy and iniquity Mr. Bennett was really 
guilty of. Let us make sure there is not a beam in our own 
eye. You may be Infidels and know it not. 

Solomon the wisest man, especially inspired of God, de
clares (Ec~l. vii, 9), "Anger resteth in the bosom of fools." 
That is self-evident truth; uttered by the wisest man or 
greatest fool, it is ever and always true. Jesus says, 
"Search the scriptures." We do so and turn to Numbers xxv, 4. 
"The Lord said unto Moses, take all the heads of the people 
and hang them up before the Lord against the sun, that the 
fierce anger of the Lord may be turned away from Israel," 
(Ezk. viii, 8-18). Therefore will I also deal injury; mine eye 
shall not spare, neither will I hav pity, and though they cry 
in mine ears with a loud voice, yet will I not hear them" 
(Jer. vii, 20). Therefore thus saith the Lord God, Behold 
mine anger and my fury shall be poured out upon this place, 
upon man and beast. and upon the trees of the field, and 
upon the fruit of the ground, and it shall burn and shall not 
be quenched." 

We hav seen men stumble over a chair, and in their mad 
rage (mad, insane,) smash the chair. We do not respect or 
highly reverence men guilty of such silly display of wrath 
and fury. But it seems we ought to respect and admire them 
for so closely following the example of their heavenly father. 
Flp)o you believe all these texts-that God in mad anger and 
fury took his spite out on the unoffending cattle and the 
trees? that he nursed hiR anger, and yet inspired Solomon to 
write, " Anger resteth only in the bosom of fools." 
~The Bible says, "God is love" (1 John iv, 8). Let us see 
what kind of love. 

Ezekiel ix, 5, 6: "Go ye after him through the city and 
smite; let not your eye spare, neither hav ye pity. Slay ut
terly old and young, both maids, and little children, and 
women.'' 

Isaiah xiii, 16: "Their children also shall be dashed to 
pieces before their eyes; their homes shall be spoiled and 
their wives ravished." 

Hosea, xiii, 16: "Samaria shall become desolate, for she 
hath rebelled against her God; they shall fall by the sword, 
their infants shall be dashed to pieces, and their women with 
child shall be ripped up." 

"God is love." We are to be like this heavenly father. 
We are to hav just such mercy as this. You wonder at the 
cruel horrors of the Inquisition. You dare denounce those 
who doomed men and women to horrible torture. But your 
God, your heavenly father, inflicts torture and death on 
babes and sucklings, and the gentle, loving, pitying Jesus 
commands us to imitate this mercy: 

Luke vi, 36: "Be ye therefore merciful, as your father also 
is merciful." 

You are to be like God. Does God's example tend to make 
men loving, gentle, kind, and merciful? If you do not be
lieve God delights in savage butchery of sweet little innocent 
children, that he is full of malice and vindictiv hate, you do 
not believe your Bible. 

You say, "Oh, but these texts of cruelty were from the Old 
Testament. Christ taught us the better way. We are now 
under the gospel. We care nothing for those Old Testament 
teachings." Why, then you, too, are Infidels-worst kind
for you repudiate the teaching of Jesus. 

John v, 39: "Search the scriptures, for in them ye think 
ye hav eternal life, and they are they which testify of me." 

Paul says (2 Tim. iii, 16): "All scripture is given by in
spiration of God, and is profitable for doctrin, for reproof, 
for correction, for instruction in righteousness." 

The texts we hav read, then, the New Testament declares, 
are of divine inspiration, and to instruct us in righteousness. 

Do you believe in such right-doing? No? Beware how 
you let it be known, or you, too, like the noble martyr, D. 
M. Bennett, may under some equally false pretext be con
signed to a felon's cell, and your name made infamous by 
falsehood and calumny. The only crime of D. M. Bennett 
was that he could not, would not, accept and honor a God 
of such bloodthirsty cruelty. 

If you doubt the truth of a single one of these, and many 
worse texts, your loving, merciful, heavenly father will con
sign you to everlastinB brimstone. But lest you charge me 
with exaggeration, w1th over-coloring, let us hav standard 
orthodox authority. Let us really learn what it is to be 
damned. 

I hav here a tract from the headquarters of the Presbyteri
ans, issued by Presbyterian Board of Publishers-Tract No. 
24. I received some twenty copies of this tract about a year 
ago in answer to my application for tracts giving the evidence 
from the Bible in regard to the punishment of the wicked. 
This is entitled, "Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God." 
They fail to quote Eccl. vii, 9-" Anger rests only in the 
bosom of fools." Time forbids giving but one or two brief 
extracts. Page 9: "The God that holds you over the pit of 
hell, much in the same way as one holds a spider or some 
loathsome insect over the fire, abhors you. and is dreadfully 
provoked; his wrath toward you burns like fire." Page 11: 
"OonRider this, you that remain in an unregenerate state, 
that God will execute the fierceness of his anger, implies that 
he will inflict wrath without anv pity. When God beholds 
the ineffable extremity of your case, and sees your torment 
to be so disproportioned to your strength, and sees how your 
poor soul is crushed and sinks down, as it were, into an in
:finit gloom, he will hav no compassion upon you; he will not 
forbear the expression of his wrath, or in the least lighten his 
hand; there shall be no moderation or mercy, nor will God 
then at all stay his rough wind; he will hav no regard to your 
welfare, nor be at all careful lest you should suffer too much." 
Page 12: "How awful are these words of the great God, 'I 
will tread them in mine anger, and will trample them in my 
fury, and their blood shall be sprinkled upon my garments, 
and I will stain all my raiment' (Isa. lxiii, 3)." 

It is perhaps impossible to conceive of words that carry in 
them greater manifestations of these three things, namely, 
contempt hatred, and fierceness of indignation. If you cry 
to God to' pity you he will be so far from pitying you in your 
doleful case, or showing you the least regard or favor, that 
in11tead of that he will tread you under foot, and though he 
will know that you cannot'. bear the weight of omnipoten?e 
treading upon you, yet he . will not regard that, but he Will 
crush you under his feet Without me~cy; he will crush out 

your blood and make it fly, and it shall be sprinkled on his Hir writings fairly glitter with simple, plain, logical state· 
garments so as to stain all his raiment. He will not only hate ments that carry conviction alike to the dullest and most prej
vou but he will hold you in the utmost contempt; no place udiced. He had the happiest, simplest possible way of put
shall be thought fit for you but under his feet, to be trodden ting the case, and stating his premises so clearly that the de
down as the mire of the streets. For repudiating these hor- duction could not be avoided. He invariably clothed his 
rors, for denouncing these vile teachings that make God· thoughts in language so clear and simple that any one able 
worse than a hyena, D. M. Bennett was imprisoned, and even to read could not fail to understand him, while the most 
in his gravois still pursued with vile calumny and vindictiv erudite read his writings with pleasure, interest, and 
hate by believers in God's holy Bible, who by their menda- profit. 
cious cruelty think to become more pleasing to their God. The church realized that THE TRUTH SEEKER was becoming 

No longer wonder that human beings, becoming Christifm a mighty power. The "Open Letter to Jesus Christ," al
priests, could stand by and witness, nay command, the in- though it consisted of plain questions, clothed in most proper 
fiiction of the horrible tortures of the Inquisition; could look language, gave bitter offense, because it furnished questions 
on and see fair, innocent, helpless women endure tortures to Sunday-school and Bible class scholars priests and minis
that make the heart sick and the blood curdle to even think ters could not answer. 
of. Did not the God of the Bible command these Christians THE TRUTH SEEltER articles were winning over from the 
to destroy that their eyes should not pity. They should show churches the best, most intelligent, honest, and wealthy 
no mercy. members. Little wonder that D. M. Bennett became the 

Who are the enemies of humanity, those who denounce central object of the church's fear and hate. 
or those who teach such atrocities? That self-elected champion of orthodoxy, Rev. Joe Cook, 

D. M. Bennett, in his search for truth, verified the fact that sought counsel with the New York soapman, the frothy 
there hav been few original systems of religion in the world. fanatic Colgate, who was at the head of the society for the 
Christianity's only claim to originality is in its horrible tor- ~uppression of vice, an offshoot of the Young Men's Chris
ture of its victims. Outside its blood-curdling cruelty it has tian Association, filled with bigotry and spleen. They decried 
not a dogma, a rite, a sacrament that is not found in tho 1hose destroyers of the sweet peace of Zion. D. M. Bennett 
older systems centuries before its own existence. :md his TRUTH SmEKER must be silenced at all hazards. 

Its best moral lessons were taught long before its own in- In all ages the evil conceived by black-hearted bigotry has 
traduction. Confucius, five hundred years before him oE found degraded wretches ready to become willing tools in 
Bethlehem, taught tho grand sentiment known as the golden ·loing its vile work. 
rule: "Do not with others what you would not hav others They hired the miserable informer, Comstock, compared 
do with you." . with whom the Irish informal: Cary was a paragon of honor; 

India was the birthplace and mother of all the religions. rmd he at once assumed espionage over the innocent and un
morals, literature, and language of the world, and our best suspecting Bennett. 
oriental scholars agree that their early religions inspired By subterfuge, lies, and forgery, this worthy Christian trio, 
Egypthn, Hebrew, Greek, and Roman civilization. t'lis trinity of malignant hate-creatures only permitted by 

The principal gods of the Hindoos are Brahm, the creator: nature to exist to show the lowest depths of vileness and in
Christna, the preserver; and Siva, the destroyer. This wa·1 famy to which things in semblance of human form can pos
a trinity, thousands of years before the trinity of Christian~ sibly descend-succeeded in insnaring Bennett in the meshes 
was ever conceived. The Christian trinity, by the way, was of the law. 
not introduced into the church till the second century. A decoy letter, ordering a little pamphlet advocating reform 

According to Hindoo legends the birth of Christna was in sexual relations, was sent to Mr. Bennett, who, of course, 
foretold-the mother of Ohristna was a virgin, overshadowed ~ent the book by mail as ordered. Carey Comstock, the in
by the most high god. While mother and babe lay in a sheep- former, received it, and at once pounced upon his victim, ar
cot shepherds came to worship the child. Christna was resting him on the charge of sending obscene literature 
called Jezeus. through the mails. And the quaking bigots .ceased to tram-

The tryant of Madura, being impressed that Christna was ble and began to crow and screech their vile calumny that 
to supplant him, decreed that all the male children within his D. M. Bennett was a corrupter of youth, a publisher of 
state should be put to death. Cilristna escaped, quits his obscenity, a panderer to vice. 
mother, commences his mission, performs miracles, raising They knew the charge was as infamously false as their own 
the dead, healing the sick, restoring the deaf and blind, de- black hearts, for the informer Carey Comstock, instigated by 
claring himself the second person in the trinity-that he Colgate and the Rev. Mendacious Cook, had some weeks be
was god come upon the earth to redeem man from original fore made verJ thorough examination of all the publications 
sin. The people cried, This is indeed the redeemer promised books. pamphlets, and tracts in Mr. Bennett's store, and car
of the Father. Christna gathered a small band of disciples ried off a copy of the "Open Letter to Jesus Christ," and two 
and with them led a wandering life. His favorit style of or three other tracts, in the hope of getting him indicted for 
preaching was by parable. blasphemy. There was nothing in the tracts to warrant this. 

He was recognized as the divine word and called the Mes- hence the resort to the decoy letter ordering the litttle reform 
siah. To show his humility he washed the feet of hio; pamphlet through the mail. 
disciples. Two poor women on one occasion poured on his! Remember Mr. Bennett was not its author or publisher. 
head a costly box of perfume, and worshiped him. Christna. 1 No line that could possibly be construed into obscenity was 
appeared to his disciples in all the eclat of his divine majesty. I ever published by D. M._Bennett. 
His disciplei>, unable to endure the brilliancy, threw them- No man more earnestly opposed aught that would pollute 
selvs upon their faces in the dust. In other words, Christna or demoralize. He believed and taught Liberalism was doing 
was transfigured in presence of his disciples. He foretold .as well as doubting-repudiating errors of life a!iJ well as 
his death and return to the house of his father. After death 'errors of faith. He regarded Liberalism as a means to an 
his body was suspended on a tree. end, and that end a more useful, better, purer, and, conse-

We ·may learn much of Bennett from the declaration he quently, a happier life. 
made on his retm·n home, "I return with renewed faith in At the trial the counsel of Mr. Bennett offered the entire 
the eternal power and principles of nature-in the superiority pamphlet in evidence, claiming that the book was not ob
of good lives-in acts of kindness toward our fellow-beings scene, but a simple treatis on a scientific question, and per· 
and in efforts to spread the light of truth over the dark spots febtly legitimate for the mails. 
of earth." That we may more fully do justice to the memory But the reverend professor of mendacity, Joe Cook, sat by 
of this noble and fearless champion of Freethought, let us the bench and exerted all the interest and power of the 
glance briefly at his life. church, and I know not how much of Colgate's soap, to in-

D. M. Bennett was born in Springville, N. Y., on the fiuence Benedict, the judge, to rule it out. 
northern shore of Otsego Lake, December 23, 1818. His Every scheme that diabolical ingenuity-spurred on by 
father, an honest, hard working farm laborer, when the child malignant hate, fear, and fanaticism-could devise was re-
was ten years old, moved to the village of Cooperstown. sorted to, to secure the conviction of their innocent victim. 

At the age of fourteen he traveled one hundred miles to Not all the soap ever made or sold by Colgate would ever 
his uncle, a Dr. Baker, of Berkshire county, Mass., who had cleanse the foul slime from the slanderous mouth of the Rev. 
promised to make a docter of him; on his arrival his uncle, Mendacious Braggart Cook, or wash clean the black putrid 
disappointed at his dimmutiv stature, bade him return infamy from the heart of the infamous reformer, Carey Com
home until his beard WitS grown, or a least until he could stock. 
scale more than seventy pounds. D. M. Bennett was sentenced to thirteen months in the 

About to return on his long lonely journey, he fell in with Albany penitentiary - not for sending obscene literature 
two Shakers, who with characteristic kindness offered to through the mails, not for violation of any law of the land, 
carry him with them some twenty miles on his journey. but for publishing Infidel literature, for doing valiant battle 
September 12, 1833, he first entered the home of the Shakers for the cause of reason, truth, and common sense, against 
at Lebannon, N. Y., and remained with them thirteen years. bigotry and superstition. 

In September, 1846, he married Mary Wicks, the ever true Thus it has been through every age of. the Christian era: 
and loyal, loving and devoted companion and partner of his the mailed and. bloody hand of superstition has. sought to 
every joy and sorrow. crush genius, llberty, and science in its merciless grasp. 

It was during 1873 Bennett got into a discussion with two Every thinker and discoverer has been denounced as an 
clergyman, on the subject of prayer, which discussion was innovator, a disturber, an Infidel, and a wretch. 
carried on through the local papers of Paris, Ill., where he The miserables who caused this humiliating disgrace to 
was then conducting a seed farm. The editor of one of the American jurisprudence by their infamous persecution of an 
papers acted. unfairly, refusing to publish Bennett's replies; innocent and honorable man, would hav us let the matter 
this resulted in his determination to hav a paper of his own. rest; they desire it should be buried in oblivion. But it will 
This was the origin of THE TRUTH SEEltER. The first number not down. 
appeared September 1, 1873; twelve thousand copies were The arrest and imprisonment of D. M. Bennett was a blow 
issued and sent broadcast over the land. JJ.t the rights of every citizen who dares to express his honest 

Taking advantage of his unpopularity as an Infidel editor, convictions, who has the manhood to refuse to fawn and 
his pious Christian partners forced a dissolution of partner- cringe to the power of the priesthood. 
ship and robbed him of $2,500. It is inscribed on the records of our country's history with 

Finding there was no longer necessity of his remaining at the iron pen of truth that during the corrupt and imbecil ad
Paris, he determined to devote his entire energies to THE ministration of Fraud President Hayes, an arrogant and per
TRUTH SEEKER, and decided to locate the office in New York secuting church, in order to gratify its hatred of Freethought 
city. Number four of the little monthly was issued at Paris, -under a constitution which ignores all religion-was per
TIL, and number five-with sixteen pages in place of eight- mitted to use the government of the United States as a tool 
was issued at New York city. to drag a citizen from his home and incarcerate him in a 

At the commencement of Vol. II. it was issued semi- dungeon, for no other offense than publishing his religious 
monthly; and at the beginning of Vol. III., January, 1876, it convictions. 
became a weekly. Let it ever be remembered that the attorney general, over 

From the first issue to the last there cannot be found one his own signature, declared the little reform pamphlet sent 
sentence by Mr. Bennett that, by the most rigid prude, could through the mail by D. M. Bennett, on which the charge was 
be construed into obscenity. made, was not obscene, and therefore Mr. Bennett could not 

It has been the lot of few men to be so maligned, mis- hav been guilty of the offense charged. No; the prosecution 
represented and caluminated. Although he was a man of was not for sending obscene literature through the mails, 
genial disposition, kindly actions, moral incentive, and noble but for publishing a successful Freethought newspaper. 
purposes, he has been painted by his Christian enemies as a On the trial Dr. Winterburn testified that he had known 
monster of depravity, a panderer to obscenity, an enemy of D. M. Bennett nineteen years, and that his general character 
God and men. This hatred and misrepresentation was be- in the community during that time was that of a kind, sober, 
cause he possessed moral integrity, courage, and ability to honest, intelligent, loving, and lovable man, truthful and 
publish his honest convictions, in plain, simple, unmistak- benevolent. And when Dr. Winterburn affirmed this he 
able language, and scatter broadcast the seeds of truth. voiced the sentiment of thousands of Mr. Bennett's friends; 

The church has persecuted D. M. Bennett, and continues for to know him most thoroughly was most thoroughly to 
to vilify him even in his grave, in the hope to deter others esteem and love him. Those who knew him best loved him 
from daring to giv utterance to truth that is destructiv to the the most dearly. 
influence of the church, and the power and profit of the All honor to the noble heroes of ancient times, who bav 
priesthood. counted as nought honor, reputation, and life, who un:dinch-

There are more learned, more cultured truth seekers, but ingly drained the poisoned cup, braved the tortures of the 
none who more happily presented the arguments, so as to Inquisition, and the fagot; and all honor to those who hav 
reach the understanding ana bring conviction to the :ma,saes, eP.dured the living m~yrdo:m of thQ :modern Christian vem~ 
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tentiary, that priestcraft, ignorance, and superstition might 
be banished from the land. 

Justice is oft tardy, but not the less sure; sooner or later, 
hand in hand with truth, she will avenge the wronged and 
vindicate the slandered and maligned. 

D. M. Bennett was the first and only prisoner whose par
don was petitioned for by over 200,000 of his fellow-citizens; 
12,000 personal letters were written requesting remittance of 
his unjust sentence. 

For a time bigotry, fanaticism, intolerance, and priestcraft 
triumphed. On the 28th of July, 1879, that brave and noble 
soul, D. M. Bennett, suffered the cruel ignominy of the con
vict"s garb und the pnsoner's cell. He was released April 
28, 1880, two months and five days being deducted on ac
count of biH good l:Jehavior in prison. 

On his release he was tendered a reception at Chickering 
Hall, New York city, which was a grand ovation. Between 
two and three thousand of his fellow-citizens were present, 
anxious to honor one whom the power of the church had 
sought m vuin to crush to silence and disgrace. 

In August, 1880, the Freethinkers held an international 
congress at Brussels, and D. M. Bennett was chosen by the 
Liberals of the United States as their delegate. His letters 
to THE T~TH SEEKER while on this trip to Europe were so 
highly prized it led to his making his memorable journey 
around the world as a truth seeker. 

Starting on July 30, 1881, he made the tour of the world 
and on reaching California on his return, his journey hom~ 
to New- York was one continued series of ovations. At every 
place he could be induced to stay liberal hearts delighted to 
do him honor. He reached his home in New York July 30 
1882, jnst one year from the time of starting. ' 

On Friday, December 1st, he visited the office of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, bringing with him the last three pages of 
manuscript of volume four of "A Truth Seeker Around the 
World." This was the last he ever wrote. He retluned to 
his home quite sick, grew rapidly worse. On Tuesday night 
he suffered a shock and sunk into an unconscious state from 
which he never rallied. With the morning hope of recovery 
was over. Peacefully as a child he fell asleep. 

When the sad news was :flashed over the electric wires 
across the ocean, from every quarter of the world was wafted 
back the sigh of.sorrow, tender words of sympathy, respect, 
and love. All hearts echoed the sentiment of his funeral 
hymn: 

Cover hlm over with beautiful flowers, 
Deck hlm with garlands, this brother or ours, 
Sleeping so silent, by night and day, 
Sleeping the years of hls manhood away. 
Deck hlm with garland, thle brother of ours, 
Cover hlm over with beautiful flowers. 

G!V hlm the meed he has won In the past; 
G!v hlm the honors the future forecast; 
Glv hlm the chaplet he won In the strife; 
G!V blm the laurels he lost with hls life. 
Deck hlm with garlands, this brother or ours, 
Cover hlm over with beautifUl flowers. 

Cover him over, yea cover him o'er, 
Husband and brother he greets us nG more; 
Crown In our hearts this dead hero of ours, 
Cover h!m over with beaUtlml flowers. 
Deck hlm with garlands, this brother or ours, 
Cover hlm over with beaUtiful flowers. 

This memorial service vividly recalls the great ambition of 
his life, the one desire of his soul above all others, which he 
thus expressed: 

"Keep alive THE TRUTH SEEKER, that it may vindicate the 
J?OSition I hav taken in behalf of intellectual and political 
liberty and the emancipation of mankind from the slavery of 
auperstition and priestcraft." 
Wi~h pride and gra~ification we can hope soon to be able 

to·pomt to the beautiful marble monument, the memorial 
erected by loving hands to mark the resting place of our hon
ored dead_. But THE TRUTH SEEKER is his living monument, 
perpetuatmg his memory by continuing his lifework doing 
battle for the cause of liberty and humanity-each week each 
month, each year, doing more and more grand and efficient 
work in the cause of universal mental liberty. 

all_ things changed. I deny that everything that ~oman has 
gamed is due to the Christian religion. It is a palpable false
hood. Were it not for Christianity women would be ten 
thousand times better off. Woman, among barbarians in the 
Mrddle Ages, was far better off than among Christians. 
Christianity denies to women the right of free speech. But 
the Spiritualists and Freethinkers tell her to praach her 
gospel of goodness and truth. The grand women in science 
and literature are women who hav thought for themselvs. It 
is often the case that women are surrounded with all the lux
uries and their power to think crushed. Religion and the 
Bible hav been made by man. If woman had had a part in 
it the work would hav been far better done. Doubtless the 
devout Catholic counts her beads for many year3 to come, but 
the intelligent woman will not be bowed down by mediooval 
creeds. The church will attempt to prevent woman's de
parture, as by it Christianity would lose its best and truest 
support. The emancipation of woman is bound to come. 
Forty years ago there were only seven occupations for 
women, now there are over three hundred trades or profes
sions by whrch she can support herself. The chmch has 
been woman's deceiver and enemy. It has stigmatized her 
and cast dishonor upon her. When she learns this she will 
assert her individuality. We shall then hear no more of 
praying women, but of thinking women-a consummation 
greatly to be desired. Then no excuse will be made for a 
man. that is not allowable for a woman. In man evil is 
merely called "sowing wild oats," but the slightest deviation 
in a woman's line of duty means social ruin. No, the coming 
woman will not attend church, and for a grand, good reason. 
There will be no church for her to attend. I am sometimes 
told that a woman's brain is smaller than a man's. But don't 
forget that quality can more than make up for quantity. 
Mind has no sex. As woman has .lvHcome many obstacles, 
so will she go on until she has overcome these prejudices 
In the future she will preach humanity, and it deified. With 
the departure of woman from the church will come the ele
vation of man, and a grander and nobler race will be the 
result. 

Mrs. Wixon's address, which was enthusiastically 
received, closed the Thursday afternoon session. 

(Concluded next weelc.) 

Notes. 
THE poet has somewhere said that "heaven lies about us 

in our infancy." We may add to this the remark that a por
tion of the secular and religious press in this city lies about 
us all the time. 

THE Freethinkers at Rochester permitted the Catholics of 
that city to giv away and sell religious tracts and books at 
their convention. It would be drawing the long bow a good 
way to predict that the Catholics will ever allow Freethinkers 
the same privilege. There are some good rules that won't 
work both ways, and this is one of them. 

A TEXAI< elder who is holding a protracted meeting, calls 
for hearers after this fashion: 

"Come one, come all, 
Come great and small, 
And hear the man 
Who talks like Paul." 

He must be worth going a long way to see. 

THE Rutland, Vt., Herald suggests that perhaps these facts 
may hav something to do with the dearth of young men en
tering the ministry: "The Methodist ministers of New Eng
land receive an average salary of $500 a year, the Baptists a 
trifle more, the Presbyterians $740, and the Episcopalians 
$900." There are also other "facts," particularly those of 
Freethought and science, which probably influence the rna 
jority of sensible young men to abjure preaching. Shall his work go on? Shall the one most earnest desire of 

his soul be gratified? This consummation so devoutly to be 
wished can only be accomplished by each and every one of 
his admirers making earnest practical efforts to increase the GENERAL JACOB SHARPE, deputy governor of the National 
circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Every new subscriber Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, at Milwaukee, Wis., 
gained helps to perpetuate and honor the memory of its has forbidden the librarian of that institution to place THE 
f?under, confers a real benefit on the subscriber, brings the TRUTH SEEKER upon file in its reading room. General Sharpe, 
light of tr.uth to the home not alone of its proper recipient, we are informed by a correspondent, has probably never 
but to all the friends and neighbors to whom he lends his read THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the influence which induced him 
paper to· read. 

_Under the -faithful labors of its talented young editor, to issue this order is undoubtedly from the outside. We hav 
Eugene Macdonald, THE TRUTH SEEKER continues to increase· heretofore been sending the paper free to the National Home, 
in usefulness; It is the great mental emancipator of our for, though "Uncle Sam is rich enough to giv us all a farm," 
state, and must be sustained. and to furnish chaplains for Congress and national institu-

In the language of that eloquent champion of truth, T. B. tions, we hav never yet heard of his supplying his servants 
Wakeman-the devoted friend of D. M. Bennett and THE 
TltuTH SEEKER-" THE TRUTH SEEKER shall liv. It shall tri- and beneficiaries with a Liberal newspaper or other Free-
tl!nph. It shall carry the name of our departed brother thought reading matter. The National Home has two chap
down through the depths of ages until the last enthralled lains, one Catholic and one Protestant, but hereafter no 
soul is emancipated. Such lives, such souls, cannot die. If TRUTH SEEKER, unless its inmates subscribe for it personally. 
they could, the world would sink back to barbarism and 
slavery. We are here to continue that life with all our ener- The physical portion of General Sharpe is paralyzed. His 
gy, until the whole world shall feel its blessing and turn to it latest order would seem to indicate that his mental economy 
in gratitude and thankfulness." had suffered a similar shock. 

In the future the great duty of our lives must be the reali
zation of the highest thoughts and motivs for which he lived 
and struggled. Let us be inspired by his memory to conse
crate our all to the struggle for universal mental liberty. 

The disenthralled generation of coming time will honor no 
man mo.re than those who sacrificed bodily comfort for 
mental liberty. Foremost among such men will ever be re
vered our model truth seeker, D. M. Bennett. 

Giv him the meed he has won in the past, 
Giv hlm the honors the future forecast, 
·Giv him the chaplets he won In the strife, 
G!v him the laUrels he lost with h!B ure. 

A PORTION of the Shapira forgery of the book of Deuteron
omy has reached America. The Independent gives the Ten 
Commandments as therein contained in the original Moabite 
characters, which present the appearance of a lot of deranged 
and damaged brackets out on parade, having been knocked 
around with a club, "pied," and set up again out of a bag. 
The document bears intrinsic evidence, based upon unity of 
style, of having done service as a Chinese laundry ticket. 
Here is the Independent's translation: 

"6. Thou shalt not steal the property of thy brother. I 
am God, thy God. 

"7. Thou shalt not swear by my name to a falsehood; for 
I will be jealous of the sin of the fathers unto the third and 
fourth generation, to him who taketh my name to a falsehood. 
I am God, thy God. 

"8. Thou shalt not bear false testimony against thy brother. 
I am God, thy God. 

"9. Thou shalt not covet the wife of • . . his man ser
vant, or his maid-servant, or anything which is his. I am 
God, thy God. 

"10. Thou shalt not hate thy brother in thy heart. I am 
God, thy God. 

" These ten words God spake. " 
The essay is evidently a plagiarism. We hav seen sub

stantially the same sentiments expressed elsewhere. 

BROTHER G.A.:RDNEB may be illiterate, but he has an occasional 
streak of horse sense. In his latest address, he epitomizes 
the works of science with distinctness if not completeness. 
We take his words from the Detroit Free Press: 

"Science has had a hard struggle, said Brother Gardner, at 
the Lime-Kiln Club, but she am now top ob de heap, an' kin 
reward her frens an' forgiv her enemies. How do we know 
dat de airth revolves on its axletrees, same as de wheels ob a 
wagon? Science has told us. How do we know how to cross 
de oshun? Science pints de way. How do we know dat de 
great desert of Sa-hary was once an oshun? Science has dug 
way down an' foun' clam shells an' sharks' jaw-bones. Wid
out science we should be a world widout overcoats in winter 
or sodywater in summer. We should fall from harvest apple 
trees an' pick ourselvs up widout knowin' wheder grabitashun 
or agitashun made us come down instead ob goin' up. We 
should see de moon, same as now, but some would say it was 
inhabited by monkeys, and oders would hav an ideah dat it 
was a splendiferous locality for a persimmon grove. De sun 
would rise an' set an' warp de shingles on de roofs, but 
men would go roun' bluffin' for bets dat she was&'t fifty miles 
away, an' was held in place by wires." 

JAVA, the island which Michelet described as the land 
"dowered with fire," has been recently; and at last accounts 
still continues to be, the scene of the most destructiv vol
canic eruptions known to history. The number of lives lost 
may reach seventy-five thousand, and the damage to prop. 
erty is almost beyond computation. Whole towns in the in· 
terior are submerged by the overflow of ashes and lava, and 
the accompanying commotion of the waters along the coast 
in the form of tidal waves has drowned thousands. The stu
dent of nature will find reason for these immense upheavals 
and eruptions in the disturbed conditions of the earth's mol
ten interior. He will recognize the cause and study the ef
fects. But how will the theologian regard these same phe· 
nomena? How will he account for this disaster in which 
scores of thousands of human lives are sacrificed? Will he 
hav the assurance to come forward with the assertion that it 
is a judgment of God upon the "worldliness" of the Java
nese, as it was claimed that the recent cyclones were upon 
that of the people in the United States, particularly in the 
West? Who controls the earthquake and the volcano? 
"God!"' Who is responsible for the slaughter of seventy-five 
thousand human beings on the island of Java? "God 1" 
When the Brooklyn bridge accident occurred, in which lesl!l 
than a dozen lives were lost, the trustees were held to be to 
blame, and a most condign penalty was proposed. The Inde-
pendent excused the trustees on the ground that they were 
not omniscient, and therefore could not foresee the calamity 
which was so soon to follow the opening of the bridge. Can 
it b1ing the same apology to bear upon the case of the infinit 
assassin who has carried death and slaughter unparalleled 
into one of the most favored lands on his footstool? The 
believers in the existence of a God are guilty of blasphemy 
when they attribute to him the power to avert the afflictions 
and disasters with which the inhabitants of the earth are from 
time to time visited, and in the way of which he has never 
been known to place the slightest obstacle. If they wish to 
defend his claim to omniscience at the expense of his repu
tation for goodness, they are at liberty to do so; they may 
also continue to worship him; but in the name of humanity 
we urge· them not to ask us to do the same. Such a being 
has no claim to the respect, much less the worship, of any 
one. 

Michigan Liberalists and Spiritualists. 

Deck hlm with garlands, this brother of ours, 
Cover him over with beautiful flowers. 

SECRETARY S. B. McCRACKEN, of Detroit, has kindly fur
nished us with the following report of the Michigan Spiritual
ists' and Liberalists' Fifth Annual Camp-meeting: "The 
fifth annual camp-meeting of the Michigan State Association 
of Spiritualists and Liberalists was held at Flint, according 
to appointment, August 17th to 27th. The meeting was pre
sided over by the president, W. J. Cronk, who, however, al· 
ternated the duties of the chair with the late president, Mr. 
L. S. Burdick. The exercises were of that decided and 
marked character that might be looked for from the principal 
speakers in attendance, such as J. H. Burnham, Charles A. 
Andrus, M. Babcock, Mrs. H. S. Lake, and Mrs. J. H. Sever
ance. Mr. H. F. Peck entertained the meeting with music 
and song, and also gave two or three lectures. The local so
ciety at Flint extended a most cordial and earnest welcome 

l 
"di afmEGod,t thf y Gotdh, whho madfesthee at freeman out of the to the meeting, the speakers' stand being elegantly decorated 

an o gyp , rom e ouse o ervan s. . fl . 
"1. Ye shall hav no other gods. Thou shalt not make for wrth owers and fes~ooned wrth evergreens, the whole being Mrs. Susan H. Wixon, of Boston, followed with an 

extempore address on "The Relations of Woman to 
the Cl!m·ch." The speaker said: 
.·It is mental dyspepsia that takes women to church. It is a 

form of di~;ea11e that is hard to cure. Women often go to 
church to obt11in rest and study the fashions. Music is also 
a magnet which attracts them to the sanctuary. They attend 
church to obtain recreation. They cannot find the amuse
ments which men enjoy. It is thought to be respectable to 
attend worship. Strong-minded women are disliked by many 
men. T?is is wrong. A cool, clear-headed, strong-minded 
woman rs far preferable to a silly, nonsensical girl. Many 
women go to church to lay up treasures in heaven, as they 
~d it impossible to lay up treasures on earth. In early 
times women were regarded as the children of the devil, and 
the origin of all human ills. This was due to the popular 
ll'llpers~tion ~ regard to the origin of evil. But in later times 

yourselvs [a possible Hebrew construction, in which the na- _overhung by the natrona! flag as a canopy. This feature was 
tion is c'!nsidered both cop.ectivly ~~:n~ distributivly] an image, the work of the enterprising and spirited ladies of the society. 
or a~y.llkeness of anythmg that rs1~ the heavens above, or Owing to causes that need not be enumerated, the meeting 
that rs rn the earth beneath, or that rs m the waters under the was not so large as some former ones hav b Th tt d· 
earth. Thou shalt not bow down to them, and thou shalt , een. e a en 
not serve them. I am God, thy God. _ ance the first Sunday w~s abo~t 1,000, and on the last Sunday 

"2. Sanctify. • • . Six days I made the heavens and 1,200 to 1,500. The deliberatrons, however, were most har• 
the earth and all which is in them, and rested on the seventh monious and satisfactory, and in a business sense the dis· 
day. :Th~refo:e thou also shalt rest; thou and thy cattle, and cussions served to giv a clear understanding of the position 
all whrch rs thrne. I am God, thy God. . the association and of the state work of which it f th 

"3. Honor thy father and thy mother, m order that thy . . . orms e 
days may be long. I am God, thy God. nu~leus, and ~emonstrated that rt rs rn a .. better position for 

"4. Thou shalt not kill the lives of thy brother [a strange actrv and efficrent work than ever before. 
construction and a strange order of the Hebrew words]. I 
am God, thy God. 

"5. Thou shalt not commit adultery with the wife of thy 
neighbor, I am God, thy God, 

CoL. A. H. DAwsoN speaks at the Liberal Club the 
7th. German Masonic Temple, 220 ~~ .lG~ litt 
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llfoetr!l. 

An Agnostic View. 
l!'J'01n the New York Star. 

At the end or every road there stands a wall 
Not built by hands, Impenetrable, bare; 

Behind It lies an unknown land, and all 
The paths men-plod lead to It and end there. 

Each man, according to his humor, paints 

died the milk, for I hadn't been in bed more thanr 
halt an hour before I had tho worst colic a boy eve 
hacl, and I thought I should die all ~>lone up In that 
garret, on the floor, With nothing to make my last 
hours pleasant but some rats playing With ears of 
seed corn on the floor, and mice running through 
some dry pea pods. Well, I got through the colic 
and was just getting to sleep when the deacon yelled 
for me to get up and hustle down-stairs. I thought 
maybe the house was on fire, 'cause I smelt smoke, 
and I got into my trousers aJ>.d came down-stairs on 
a jump, yelling' fire,' when the deacon grabbed me 
and told me to get down on my knees, and before I 

On that bare wall strange landscapes dark 
bright, 

Peopled. with forms of friends or forms or saints, 
Hells or despair or Edens of delight. 

Then to his fellows, " Tremble!" or "Rejoice!" 
The llmner cries, "For lo I the land beyond.!" 

And eve1· acquiescent to his voice 
Faint echoes from that painted wall respond. 

But now and then with sacrilegious hand 
Some one wipes otr those painted landscapes all, 

Muttering," 0 roots and slow to understand, 
Behold your bourne-the impenetrable wall!"' 

or knew It he was into the morning devotloDs; and 
then he said 'amen,' and jumped up and said for 
us to fire breakfast Into us quick and get to work 
doing the chores. I looked at the clock, and it was 
just three o'clock In the morning-just the time pa 
comes home and goes to bed in town when he Is run
ning a political campaign. Well, sir, I had to jump 
from one thing to another from three o'clock In the 
morning till nine at night, pitching hay, driving 
reaper, raking and binding, shocking wheat, hoeing 
corn, and everything, and I never got a kind word. 
I spoiled my clothes, and I think another week 
would make a pirate of me. But during It all I had 

Whereat an eager, angered crowd exclaims: 
'Bettel· than yon dead wall, though pale and faint, 

Our faded Edens. Better fiends and fiames 
By Fancy painted In her coarsest paint 

''On the blind, bald, unquestionable face 
Of that obstruction, than Its cold, unclad, 

Uncalous emptiness, without a trace 
or any prospect either good or bad!"' 

And straightway the old work begins again 
Of picture painting. And men shout, and call 

For response to their pleasure or their pain, 
Getting back echoes from that painted wall. 

Why His Soul was Not at Peace. 
' Parson, I"se somehow not right In my min •; 

But, sarchln' myselr, I 'clar I can't fin' 
De ca u$e what ut present am tru blin' me so, 
An' dogged if I knows why my operlts is low. 
You told me dat when I come Inter de church 
My soul it would shine like de gold on a perch, 
An' dat ueber no more I"d be heavy an' dark, 
But gay an' as free as de bluebird an' lark. 

'I'se tried hard ter lib ter de gospel yer preach, 
An' has hung ter my Bible wid de suck ob a leach; 

has sold all my cotton an' gin ter de po' 
As much as my neighbors and mebby so mo'; 
At church -I'se been drop pin' de dimes in de box, 
An' fur de whole cause I has worked like a ox, 

,An' 'clar I doan' know why my heart it am sad 
When de La wd hlssef knows I'se done no thin' bad." 

'My frien'," said the preacher, "I knows ye air 
good 

An' would gin' ter de church much mo' if ye could; 
But ginnin' ter church ain't all ob de iight-
Yer should gin ter de preacher-dat strikes me as 

right. 
It lightens de heart and oils up de soul-
Come, gin me a hair ob dat hog what yer stole." 

My gracious alive!" the member replied; 
Does yer tlnk, Bruder Jeems, dat ter yer I"se lied? 

As de Lawd is my jedge, as I kneels at dis log, 
'llswar by de trone datI ueber eats hog. 

As true as de gospel what St. Peter· wrote, 
De meat what I tuck, good parson, was shoat. 
He's fat as a bear, jes rollin' in grease 1 
Come down ter de house an' 1'11 gin yer a piece!" 

OPIE P. READ. 

The Bad Boy Turns Agriculturist. 
The bad boy has been induced to become a 

granger, and in an interview with the grocery 
man he thus relates his experience; 

"I tell you there's a heap of difference between a 
deacon In a Sunday-school, telling about sowing 
wheat and tares, and a deacon out on a farm in a 
hurrying season, when there is hay to get in and 
wheat to harvest all at the same time. I went out 
to the farm Sunday evening With the deacon and his 
wife, and they couldn't talk too much about the 
nice time we would hav, and the run; but the dea
con changed more than forty degrees in five minutes 
after we got out to the farm. He jumped out of the 
wagon and pulled off his coat, and let his wife climb 
out over the wheel, and yelled to the hired girl· to 
bring out the milk pall, and told rue to fly around 
and unharness the horse, and throw down a lot of 
hay for all the work animals, and then told me to 
run down to the pasture and drive up a lot of cows. 
The pasture was half a mile away, and the cows 
were scattered around in the woods, and the m us
ketoes were thick, and I got all covered wlth mud 
and burrs, and stung with thistles, and when I got 
tho cattle near to the house the old deacon yelled to 
me that I was slower than molasses In the winter; 
ancl then I took a club and tried to h uny the cows, 
and he yelled at me to stOlJ'hurrying, 'cause I would 
retard the flow of milk. By gosh! I was mad. I 
asked for a musketo-bar to put over me next time I 
went after the cows, and the people all laughed at 
me, and when I sat down on the renee to scrape the 
mud off my Sunday pants, the deacon yelled like he 
does in the revival, only he said, 'Come, come; pro
cra.stlnatlon Is the thief of time. You get up and 
hump yourself and go and feed the pigs.' Well, I 
ugged swill until I was homesick to my stomach, 

and then I had to clean off horses and go to the 
neighbors, about a mile away, to borrow a lot of 
rakes to use the next day. I was so tired I almost 
cried, and then I had to draw two barrels of water 
with a well bucket for washing the next day, and by 
that time I wanted to die. It was most nine o'clock, 
and I began to think about supper, when the dea
con said all they had was bread and milk for supper 
Sunday night, and I rasseled with a tin basin of 
skimmed milk and some old back number bread, 
and wanted to go to bed, but the deacon wanted to 
know if I wa.s heathen enough to want to go to bed 
without evening prayers. There was no one thing 
I was less mashed on than evening prayers about 
th!lt minute, but I had to take a prayer half an hour 
loug on top of that skimmed milk, and I guess U cur-

the advantage of a pious example. I tell you, you 
think more of such a man as the deacon if you dcm't 
work for him, but only see him when he comes to 
town and you hear him sing 'Heaven is My Home' 
through his nose. Heaven Is farther from his home 
than any place I ever heard of. He would be a good 
mate on a Mississippi river steamboat if he could 
swear, and I guess he could soon learn. The only 
way I got a chance to come to town was to tell the 
farmer I could sell cabbages to you for a shilling 
apiece. I knew you sold them for fifteen cents, and 
I thought you would giv a shilling. So the f.-rmer 
said he would pay me my wages In cabbages at a 
shilling apiece and only charge me a dollar for the 
horse and wagon to bring them ln. So you only pay 
three cents. Here are thirty cabbages, which will 
come to ninety cents. I pay a dollar for the horse, 
and when I get back to the farm I owe the farmer 
ten cents, besides working a week for nothing. Oh, 
it is all right. I don't kick, but this ends farming 
for H ennery; he knows when he has enough of an 
easy life on a farm. He prefers a hard lite, break
ing stones on the streets, to an easy, dreamy life on 
a farm. 

"Now, you take the cabbages and glv me ninety 
cents, and I will go home and borrow ten cents to 
make up the dollar, and send my chum back with 
the horse and wagon and my resignation. I was not 
cut out for a farmer.'' And while the grocery man 
was unloading the cabbages the boy went off to look 
for his churn, and later the two boys were seen driv
Ing off toward the farm with two fishpoles sticking 
out of the hind end of the wagon. 
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OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE," and 
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CURES EVERY I!~URM OF DISEASE 
WITHOUT M.EDICIN. 

'l~HE 

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

Sent 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 

letter or In person free of charge. Send 
for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
LADIES' MAGNETIC JACKEl'. Price, $18. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read thfr following testimonials, an!l be convlncecl that our claims are correct In every particular, 

and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDIOIN. THESE AP:t:'LIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis 
One Week. 

in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly In

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af· 
ll.icted as I hav been that the e1Iect was simply mat· 
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paralY· 
sis In my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
after wearing a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com· 
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav suf
fered intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and If I Improve as rapidly as I hav in the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there· 
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of eJiecting 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one ol 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, l 
was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source of misery to me for 
the last six years; I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIO VEST I got relief instantly. With un· 
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight year< 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and if I Improve as rapidly a• 
I hav since T·~esday, will soon be well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
e1Iect a cure In a case of Paralysis will at the same This lady reports herself entirely cured in les' 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, although in bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
change medicins every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name 
something (If he Is very skilful) that brings relief can bde hlald upon application at ththls office, by any· 
for the time being. one es r ng to communicate wi her. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady who had been su1Ierlng for two years with an Ova•· 
ian Tumoo·, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she Is Perfectly well, and has not taken a dnse ol 
medicin since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothlnog 
for you; It will pay you. 

-- · SHULLBBUll.G, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de· 

sire for food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physlclanE 
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'J umor, 
and that the only thing that would S!tVe my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the Eureka .lllt<gnetiC Appl•ances. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit of 
your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tu
mor, wnich had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone su1Ierlng as Ihav, believing 
hat they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Gratefully your~, MRS. MAltY J. STEW All.T. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the 
market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, $ 6.00 
Gentlemen's Belts • • 6.00 
Ladies' AMomin;J Belts, • 6. 00 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5, 00 
Leg Belts, each, 4.00 
Knee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 
Sleeping Caps, 4.00 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 
Superfine Insoles, • • 1.00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the mon e 
if they are not as represented In every respect. H you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are oftered at Jess than one· third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever o1Iered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
in the market will attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having 
so~called magnets made of material no better than hoop· Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All of our garments aremadetrom the very best material for the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon scientific 
principles, and not haphazard as In all the others. We o1Ier you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of the so·called magnetic garments now o1Iered under that head. At 
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery In our manufactu~e enables us to ofter them at 
about 

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher 
than ordinary clothing. 
R~m~mber that we are o1Iering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and if 

upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we wm 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES. LIBERAL COMMISSIONS ALLOWED 
,\d\lreSII tor turther Information, Dr, L. Tenney, 

a:u Race street, oor, .oS 8tl1 Street, C1na1 nnatJ, OhiO. 

~ VI~DIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
Milman, "an Eng1ish Churchman,"' and other scholars. 

Handsome I2 mo, 864 PP· Cloth. With Engravings. $2.00 

Published· by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

The Labart"lt of 
Constantine. 

•' By tlds sigtt tkoU 
shalt coJtq1ter I'' 

This volume contains Gibbon's T!teo!ogicai1.Vritings, sepa
rate from his Historical and lvliscellaneous works. lt shows 
'lplze,., ·zvhere, and how Christianity originat.ed; wlzowere its 
founders ; and what was the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. . 

Gibbon's Vindication of the 15th and 16th chapters ofh1s 
Hi's lory from the attacks of his Christian opp_one11:ts, is re
printed verbatim from the original edition oflus Mzscellane
ous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796: lteffect.ually 
and forever silenced his detractors; who, bemg vanqUished 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infid~li.ty I 

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the Ongzno/ 
Clzristi'anity is reprinted from the valuable notes of DHAN 
MILMAN, \VENCK, GutzoT, an ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, (t.he 
learned editor of BoHN's edition of Gibbon), and other emm-
ent Christian historians. . 
~Among the Illustrations \Viii be found representatiOns 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology •. 

Fot• Sale at Tl e 'l'rnth Seeker Office. 
6'r,l5 

A ~:e~~~;B~c~~~~~C:t~~~o~!es~~~~~~~t-
as his practice will prove, 
Cures all forms of PRI• 
VATE, CHRONIC and 
SEXUAL DISEASES, 

Spermo.torrhooa and Impotency, 
As the result or selr-nbuse in youth, sexunl excesses fn m"" 
turer years, or other causes, and producing some or the foi. 

~~~~fo:str~;t~~e~C:):0~~~~:~s ~iSl~~~. ~~~!~~l~~8hre~~~~! 
Physical Decay, Pimples on Fnce, A version to Society of 
Females, Oonfusion of Idens, I ... oss or Scxunl Power, &o., 

~~~der;~!n::~[J~g:u;~~P~f~n EX~Jffl~AL t~oplu»~l: 
()A rfiON in from 80 to UO days. No medicine taken. 
It hns never been known to fntll 

.< Middle• Aged and Old Men,~ 
There arc many nt the nge of thirty to sixty l 

who are troubled with too frcqueDt evacnntioD!J 
of the blndder, orten accompanied by n slight f.. . 
smarting or burning sensation, nod a weaken~ 

~~~ ~~~~:rr~~~ io~ ~;~~I~i~: f:!'~~~~:~ ~ 
depoaits a ropy or cotton·like sediment, or 
sometimes smnll particles or nlbumen wi11 nppear, or tht 
aolor will be oC a thin or milk ish hue, again changing to • 
dark and torpid appcnrance, which plainly shows that tbl! 
semen passes off with the urine. It is tho second stage o1 
Seminal \\7enkncss, nod onuses wnsting or the system and 

T:~!~ ~~~:~::~:~pd~~r~fct~i;8dl~~~~~;~~~n°o:~n~0~i 
the cause. Dr. lo'ellows' External Remedy will bring about a 
perfect cure in all such cnses, and a. healthy restoration or 
the genito·urinary organs. 

o::::JOorsultations by letter free and invited. Obarge1 
rea.sonnbia and correspondence strictly confidential. 

- "PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Sent to any address, securely sealed, for two threc•eent 

:f~:rrtstrc~~!~ s;~~f~~~~~:r~~~~ O:tr~gtn;,ina~d~~a~~~~i! 
ih~f: ~~!~~~~~s~~t~~~~ld~~ ~::3~~ ~fl.n~i~ni!~~~~ 
a raJical cure Is ccrtnln. Address, plninly,DR. R. P. 
FELLOWS, Vlnelnnd, New Jerse;r, nud say ln what 
pe.per you saw this advertisement. 

MANHOOD! 

KNOW THYSELF. 
A Book for Everv Man. 

Young, Middle • aged, and Old. 
The nntold miseries that result from Indiscretion In 

~~~Gt ~~fs ~:~rt~~n ~~~if~~tepdur~h~s~~~~· re~fotsti', :.~ 
r.mc:i:t"~~lo~~:~:~tPJe~hrh:'s::!,'!.<lle !-}ct1Ji·:~ 
ord' Self Preservation. It Is not only a complete 
~rervg~~f';.';;d t~":i!T~aJ0'betW~~~0~re~~~~~:tege~\~"~1t/;: 
man, Errors of Youth, etc., but tt co,...tains one hundred 
and twenty-five prescriptions for acute and chronic dis
eases, each one ot which is Invaluable, so 
pro-ved by the author, whose exrerlence for 21 years is 
snch as probably never before fel to the Jot of any phys. 
!clan. It contains 800 pa~es, bound In beautiful embossed 
covers, fnll gilt, embellished w!th the very finest steel en• 
gravtngs, guaranteed to be a. finer work In eveib senae-
~:ft:81f:~~l!6ci"ciu~t~; f~~,~~~~g~1t£:~oann[y o;i~rb'X0r~k 
fnnded In every Instance. Price only ll.25. Gold Meds 
swarded the author by the National Medical Association. 
Dlnstrsted sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. 
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston, Mass. 
The author may be consulted on all dlsesses requiring 
skill nnd experience. 1YS8 

R U P T U RES C U REDby 
mYlUedical Compound nnd Improved 

Elnstic Supporter Truss inJrom 30 to 
90 dav&~ Reliabie references given. Send 

stamp for circular~ and sav in 1ohat paper 
vou saw mv adverttsement. Address Capj. 

W. A. Coll!ngs,Sm!thvUle,1elferlllll Co. N.l'" 

FIFTY l:'EARS' SUt!CESS, 

SHAKER EYE AND EAR BALSAM. 
For all aflilctlonsof the above organs. 

Dimness, Intlsmmatlon, Sort Cataract, and Roaring, 
ete., ot the Ears. 

80 cents per b()x. 
Tey us once, and find entire relief. 

1J18 6, A. LOIUS, Shake,rs, II, 1, 



THE TRUTH SEEKER, SEPTEMBER 8. 1883. 

9Jtm§ oJ g[honght. 
OUR race Is as susceptible of Improvements as the 

races of any of the animals below us. Ir It Is round 
profitable to spend time, care, and expen~e in Im
proving the breeds or horses, cattle, sheep, and 'swine, 
Is Is not vastly more Important to hav a care for se
curing a Vigorous, healthful, long-lived human 
progeny?-D . .M. Benn<tt. 

WORMS are up In the market, and they hav to 
hank Charles Darwin, the immortal author or the 
heoryof evolution, tor their new position; but from 

days of old they were not without patrons and 
protectors, as witness the following extracts : 

THE poultry farmer aud the carriage maker know 
how to make a coop pay. 

".BE labers I" exclaimed an Irishman, "I've slept 
sixteen hours. I went to bed at eight and got up at 
eight." 

MATRIMONY Is said to be a lottery, but up to the 
hour of going to press no law has been enacted pro
hibiting the use of the males. 

"IN what condition was the patriarch Job at the 
end of his life?" asked the Sunday-school teacher. 
"Dead," calmly responded tlle American boy. 

CRUSH not that helpless worm! Turn thy hasty 
aglde. 

toot "MOTHER, why are angel~ always little boys and 
never little girls?" The mother, after long refi<;c
tion-" To avoid scandals in paradise, my child." Do not lightly take the life thou canst not glv. 

-Gisborn<. 

OF comfort no man speak; 
Let's talk of graves and worms and epitaphs: 
Make dust our paper, and with rainy eyes 
Write sorrow on the bosom of the earth. 

-Hhakspl!l·e. 

I WOULD not enter on my list of friends, 
Though grand with polished mannel'!! and fine 

sense, 
The man who needlesslY sets toot upon a worm. 
An Inadvertent step may crush the snail 
That crawls at evening In the public path, 
But he that has humanity, forewarned, 
Will step aside and let the reptllliv, 
For they are as tree to liv, and to enJoy that lite, 
Ae God was free to make them at the first, 
Who, in his sovereign wisdom, made them all. 

-Co1Dpel'. 

1:!! the darkest hour through which a human soul 
can pass, whatever else is. doubtful, this, at least, is 
certain 1 If there b6 no God and no future state, yet 
even then it is better to be generous than selfish, 
better to be brave than a coward.-Rev. F. W. Robert-
on. 

THE more readily we admit the possibility of our 
own cherished conVictions being mixed with error, 
the more Vital and helpful Whatever Is right In them 
Will become 1 and no error is eo conclus!Vly fatal as 
the idea that God will not allow us to err, though hP 
has allowed all other men to do eo.-Ruskin. 

CONBEQUENCE'il determln the quality ot an action. 
H consequel\lleS are good, eo Is the action. If 
actions had no consequences, they would be neither 

AFTER a silence of twelve years a man wrote his 
folks that he had the leading position In the largest 
livery establishment in the West. He led the horses 
to water. 

THE early apple cometh, and the undertaker hum
math, and his face Ia lighted up with joys; and he 
calculates that colic, with its twinges diabolic, will 
•lOUble Up and spitlicate the boys. 

IT Is a question If a summer vacation is of any 
~ ractical benefit to a clergyman. ln three months 
u congregation lose an amount of piety that a hard 
·.rinter's work will scarcely recover. 

LoNGFELLOW said : " ln this worl!l a. :man mu~t be 
, ither anvil or hammer." Longfellow was wrong, 
however. Lots of men are neither the activ ham
mer nor the eturdy anvil. They are nothing but 
bellows. 

"You must bathe regularly," said a Springfield 
physician gravely, as he looked at the patient's 
•.ongue and felt his pulse. "But, doctor, I do," re
turned the sick man; "I go in swimmin& regularly 
-3Very Fourth of July." 

A lliiNIBTEB, hearing a boy say, "Bother these 
musketoeal" reproved him, saying that, like au 
uther creatures, they were doubtless made tor some 
good end. "That may be," said the boy, "but I 
don't like the end that I feel, at any rate." 

"YES," said the deacon, "the organist certainly 
did play opera-bourre airs and the can-can In his 
voluntary yesterday; but, dear me, I can't kick up 
n. row about It without giving myself away by show
ing that I recognize the muslc."-Boston Post. 

good nor bad. Man did not get his knowledge of the " I WILL and bequeath," said Pat, "to my beloved 
consequences of actions !rom God, but rrom expert- wife Bridget all my property without reserve; to 
ence and reason; Ir man can, by actual experiment, )my oldest son Patrick one-half of the remainder; 
discover the right and wrong of actions Is It not and to Dennis, my youngest son, tbe rest. If any
utterly illoglca.l to declare that they who do not be- thing is left, it may go to Terence O'Carty in Mel
Jieve in God can hav no standard of right and wrong? bourne I" 
Consequences are the standard by Which actions are A LITTLE daughter of severely orthodox parents 
judged. They are the children that testify to the had an idea that heaven was a pretty strait-laced 
real character of their parents. God or no God, Jar- sort or a place, and the other day accosted her 
ceny Ia· the enemy of Industry-industry is the mother as follows: "Mama, when I die and go to 
mother of prosperity-prosperity !sa good, and there- heaven, don't you suppose they'll let me go down to 
fore larceny is an evil. God or no God, murder is a) the bad place on Saturday afternoons to play?" 
crime. There has always been a law against larceny, 
because the laborer wishes to enjoy the frul t of his 
oil. As long 'as men object to being killed, murder 

Will be Illegal.-Ingersoll. 

THEY or the old Norse belief understood In their 
heart that It was Indispensable to be brave; thaJi,, 
Odin would hav no favor for them, but despise 8ill!tl 
hrust them out If they ware not brave. Consider,> 
oo, whether there Is not something in this 1 It Is an 

everlasting duty, valid in our dny as In that-the. 
duty of being brave. Valor Is still value. The first 
duty of a man Is still that of subduing fear. Wo 
mu~t get rid or fear; we cannot act at all till then. 
A man's acts are slavish, not true but spurious; hH 
very thoughts are false; he thinks, too, as a si>J.V•l 
and coward till he has got fear under his !Pet .. O•lln',l 
creed, if we disentangle the real kernel of it, is tru·~ 
to this hour. A man shall and must be '"llnnt; h·~ 
must march forward and quit himself like a man,. 
trusting imperturbably In the appointment and 
choice or the upper powers; and, on the whole, not 
fear at all. Now and always, the completeness or 
his victory over tear will determln how much of a 
man he Is.-Carlyle' a He:ro- Worship. 

I FREELY admit that there is no recorded end of a 
life that I know of more entirely brave and manly 
than that or Ca_ptaln John Brown, of which we know 
every minutest detail, as it happened In the full 
glare or our modern life not twenty years ago. About 
that, I think, there would scarcely be disagreement 
anywhere. The very men who allowed him to lie lm 
his bloody clothes till the day of his execution, and 
then hanged him, recognized this. "You are a 
game man, Captain Brown," the sheriff said in the 
wagon. "Yes," he answered, "I was so brought up. 
It was one of my mother's lessons. From Infancy I 
hav not suffered from physical fear. I hav suffered 
a thousand times more from bashfulness;" and then 
he kissed a negro child in its mother's arms, and 
walked cheerfully on to the scafrold thankful that he 
was "allowed to die for a cause, and not merely to 
pay the debt of nature, as all must."-Hughes's Man
linoss nf Christ. 

To the very young In their enthusiasm the ob!ect 
of their worship is perfect, Is divine. It is well for 
them thus to regard those that are above them, for 
looking upward toward those who hav attained a 
loftier level than our own leads also to movement 
upward. With the attainment comes the altogether 
Inevitable shock of disappointment as the perfect Is 
recognized as Imperfect, the divine as human. '.rhe 
riper mind, still retaining the reverence for that 
which Is stronger, gentler, In any fashion better than 
Itself, ceases to gift the objects of Its worship with 
attributes or origin other than natural. So also with 
the world's hero-worship. When the world Is young 
Its heroes are gods or the oasprlng of gods. They 
also are divine In their nature. As the world grows 
In years the heroes come to be regarded as very re
markable men, with !Ike passions, weaknesses, sins, 
to our own. Jesus In the past was worshiped as di
vine. Jesus to-day is largely regarded, and In the 
future will be universally regarded, as a great and 
100d man.-Dr • ..tvelmg, 

"MY son)" asked a Sunday-school teacher, "what 
do you know or the proverb regarding people who 
reside in glass houses?" "I don't know nothin'/' 
was the response, "about the proverb, but I know 
that people wot liv In glass houses ortent to lay abed 
late In the morning unless they pull down the 
blinds." 

IN a suburban city, a few days ago, a widowed 
groom of seventy led to the matrimonial altar a 
blushing widow of fifty-two. At the conclusion or 
the ceremonies some one proposed to enllven the 
occasion by singing. But tlle feelings of the happy 
couple may be Imagined when the company struck 
up and sung with hearty enthusiasm, "What shall 
the harvest be?" 

" NOTHING is wasted on our road," said a raiJ road 
oiDclal who was under examination the other day as 
to tile cnudltion of his line. "There Is not a road 
In lho world that utilizes everything as we do." "Do 
you put everything to some use?" asked a lawyer. 
u AlW)t.ye:," replied the official. "You can't name a 
thing that we do not derive some benefit from." 
"Ever had a wash-out1" asked the lawyer, sarcas
tically. "We bnv." "To what use did you put 
that?" "We watered the stock witll it." The wit
ness was allowed to depart In triumpll. 

WHEN younger <lays h:w flown, 
And we are older gro'.t:"n, 

We sit and muse-
We've got the blue". 

Morning and night we fret, 
And cold, or dry, or wet, 

In petulance pout
We've got the gout. 

We hav accomplished naught, 
Our fight was poorly fought

Gee whiz-
The rheumatlzl 

BETWEEN his pearly teeth a pick, 
In his hand a little stick, 
Pointed toes, yard of collar, 
In his pocket half a dollar. 

Splke-0 pants, color light; 
Can't sit down-awful tight. 
very tired-standing breeches; 

"' J<'rald to squat-hurst the stitches." 

Little "Dudlne" passes by-
" Langtry bang "-heaves a sigh; 

Smiles a smote, bobs her sash: 
:Mr. H Duden gets a mash. 

Dudine u thirsty"-Delmonico's, 
Sugared water-lemon squoze; 
Eyes be witching, smile intense; 
He don't smile-sixty cents. 

Tries to borrow from the mash; 
She turns red-nary cash. 
Noise Is heard of bursting stitches, 
Awful sounds of rendlna breeches. 

Girl-ee faints, Dude-ee Jlope; 
:No more maehe.-curta.tn drops, 

THE 

WI L S 0 N I A," 
INVENTED B'Y 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

80 COURT ST., BROOKLYN, N.Y. 
63 Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

For the past five years In England and America 

SING~ BROTHERS. SING. 
USE THE 

Liberal Hym"!J.-Book 
In your meetings, to make them lively and 1ntereatlng. 
The LIBERAL HYMN-BooK contains songs by the best poets 
adapted to welJ.known tunes. It Is hl~hly commended bl 

tl~:~r~ie';i;::,~~'i!· ii~';~K·b;";,w~\w r;;::· e~~r~:£01t' 
Sacond edition. Price, half-bound, 25 cents. In cloth, 
o~cents. 

D. M.BENNETT'S LAST WORK. 

A TRUTH SEEKER 

Aroun~ the Worl~. 
FOUR LARGE VOLUMES. 

this system has performed such cures in almost ev With a steel plate 6Dll'l'!lVIng of the author In Vol. 
ery form of diseaese as were until then unheard of. and each volume Illustrated with forty-seven cuts. 

Step by step It has advanced since its first in- nY D. M. BEN.l'\lETT. 
traduction (first relieVing and curing one man who 

bent like an archer's bow tor ten years, but was 

In two months able to walk erect). Then tot-

Late editor of TRw TRUTH l!lunu, author Of " A Truth 
8aeY.8r In Europe," "Gods and Religions of Ancient 

and Modern Times," "The World's Bagea,Think· 
ers, and Reformers," "Champions of 

the Church," etc., etc. 
owed other caees equally marvelous In all known JV'nndsomely bonnd• in red elotb, $&.I>O; 
forms of di~ease; thus going on from day to <iay ju leather, red edlol'es, $9.1>0; in 
and month to month, until the method of cure lllOI'Oceo, gilt edges, $10.1>0. 

Introduced by Wm. Wilson, the originator of the 
magnetic clothing system of America, has saved 

tens of thomands from th< grave, and Is now recognized 
by our most eminent scientists and physicians, hun. 
dreds of Whom prosrcibe it fm- their patients a,tte:r medi

cin hasfaikd, until it has become a household word 

In case of sickness. Since its first introduction we 
hav continually Improved, until to-day we orrer the 

lightest, bost ventilated, most powerful continuoUs current 

garment In the world, constructed on the latest sci
entific principles-in tact, we orrer the acme of ex

cellence in magnetic garments, and when worn as 
advised by us, disease cannot exist. 

The following are clippings from testimonials of 

which we hav thousands. -"'Note we glv full names 

and addr6sses, that intending purchasers may write 

and satisfy themselvs they are genuin. 

J. HNORTH, M.D., Hammonton, N. J., in writing 
for clothing, says: "My patient In VIrginia Informs 
me he is more comfortable since the application of 
your magnetic garments. The goods sent were util
ized on the deformed limb, and are working satisfac
torily. 

ED. HOLLEJ!::BECK, organ-builder, 111 W. State st., 
Rockford, Ill. ; " From a terribly sprained knee the 
doctor was afraid my leg must come orr. I sent for 
knee·ca.p, was able to walk in a few d1-1.ys, and have 

been all right since." 

J. T. LISLE, Lebanon, Ky., says: "My health has 
improved, and they are exceedingly pleasant gar
ments to wear. I !eel free to recommend them to 
all delicate people." l 

MRS. C. A. GOULD, Omaha, Neb. : "I wore the suit 
with splendid results, for paralysis, and I hav rec
ommended them constantly. I loaned my girdle a 
week to a friend for dyspepsia, with excellent re
sults.u 

MRS. A. BRYANT, 93 Conselyea st., Brooklyn, E. D., 
N. Y.: "I suf!ered tor years from bleeding at 
the lungs. Your garments hav stopped the bleed
Ing, and I feel quite strong. I cheerfully recom
mend them.,, 

H.,LANGE (care of D. Hansmann), Cor. Jay & Nas
sau sts .. ,·Brooklyn, N. Y.: "Your garments haven
tirely cur6d m6of blood-poisoning of the worst form. 
I cannot find words to express my '!ratltude." 

MR. WILBON, Dear Sir: Please eend me a few circu
lars in regard to your curativ garments. I hav been 
telling several parties about them. I hav some 
friends who hav used them with great and pleasing 
results, and I would like to promote their use. 

Yours, THOMAS W. BREWER, 
Manasquan, N. J. 

MRS. E. P. PLEASANTS, Alderson's, Monroe Co., W. 
Va. : "I hav found the greatest rellef from my ap
pliances, and would not be without them for all the 
world." 

All our magnetic garments are worn next the un
derclothing, therefore they do not Impart shocks or 

cause sores. TheY are also constructed nnder the 
special supervision of uhe Inventor. 

Continued success enables us to make the follow

ing orrer: Persons writing us an accurate description 
of their disease, and then sending for the garments 
advised by us, will hav their money refunded should 

the appliances ran to cure. Therefore it resolves 
lts11lf Into 

No CUKE, NO PAY. 
To Mslst the working clase, we supply them on 

payment of half the amount, and take the balance 
by easy monthly instalments. 

Send tor illustrated pamphlet and information to 
the only office Wh"re the inventor can be consnlted. 

Address all communications to 

DAViD J. COTTER, 
10 COU:U.T liTREJI)T, :BROOKLYN, :N. Y, 

Readers of TEE TRUTH BEEKER know the circumstance• 
under which tb.ls work was written. The last words 
penned oy the great author were for the fourth volume 
w!Jich was nearly completed at tis death, and which will 
now contain au account of his world-lamented death and 
burial, Mr. Bonnett was a very patient and falt.hful 
chronicler of the habits and customs of tloe dilrercnt peo
ples of the many places he visited. The every-day 
life of all nations Is laid before the reader by one who has 
visited them ann beheld them with his own eyes. Par
ticular attention Is paid to the progress of Freeth ought In 
the various countries he visited, and the morality of eo
caned pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality of 
Christian countries, much to the detriment of the latter. 
Theworklsa 

Freethinker's History of the World. 
This work and " A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE" 

should be In every Liberal's library Besldesltslntrlnslc 
worth It Is a memento Of one of the greate•t Freethinkers 
the world has known-of one who ranks with Voltaire 
and Paine In t!Je force and clearness of his writings. 

!Address 7HE 7RU7H SEEKER, 
33 Clinton Place, 

New York city• 

THE 

GOLDEN THRONE 
By SAlY1UFili P. PUTNAM, 

Author of u Prometheus;·-·· Oot.tliA.b." and ' 1_lnRo:rao.u 
and Jesus.'~ ·---

A Ra·'lc J romance of pioneer llfe. d~Hneat1ng the vtr
tnea of natura~ humao!ty as oppooed to tue hypocrisy of a 
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i/Jolts and flippings. 

THEBE are ministers who will never be able 
to hold a large congregation until they become 
chaplains to the penitentiary. 

what they do themselvs. We would like to 
hav the Independent point out the difference 
between burning books in Spain that are 
heretical to the Catholic church and confiscat
ing and destroying by fire or otherwise books 
in Canada that are heretical to Protestantism. 

Jltws of( tht flttk. 

TYPHOID fever is raging in this city. 

YELLOw fever is spreading at Pensacola, Fla, 

CoL. INGEBBOLL has returned to Washing• 
THE anti-Jewish riots hav been renewed in 

Hungary, and one Israelite was killed and four 
wounded. Their surviving relativs will not 
be likely to "come to Jesus" right away. 

THE Mercury says: "If the churches would 
emulate the example set by the ex-Union aJ!d 
ex-Confederate soldiers, and pull together, 
what a happy brotherhood we would hav." 
To which the· Texas Sunday Gasetteer replies: 

takes with it a spiritual body, and that men 
can be saved by obedience to the moral law 
or Ten Commandments. During the trial the 
Rev. J. C. Wilhelm, pastor at Petersburg, 
Huntingdon county, created surprise and ex
citement by stating that he agreed with Mr. 
White in everyone of the views he expressed, 
and asked that his connection with the min
istry be dissolved. 

ton. 

No church makes up its annual statistics 
more carefully than the Presbyterian. The 
figures showing the condition of affairs for 
this year, and comparing with previous years, 
are now issued. The official organs of the de
nomination speak in terms of mild satisfac
tion concerning the progress indicated by the 
figures. Yet these figures show that in com
parison with the advances made by the powers 
of Satan, the Presbyterian church is hardly 
holding its own. The whole number of 
church-members is given at 600,726, which is 
8,600 more than the number reported last 
year. The whole number of additions by 
conversion from the outside world is 29,389. 
As there are 6,860 churches, this is about five 
converts for each church. To keep these 
5,680 churches going has required an expen
diture of $7,140,000. This covers pastors' 
salaries and the running expenses; such as 
fuel, sextons' wages, and mortgage interest, 
and averages about $1,250 for each church. 
While it may be true that those who are 
already members of the Presbyterian church 
hav been sufficiently edified and built up in 
the faith to warrant this expenditure, it does 
not appear that the church is making many 
conquests from the world. As compared with 
the alleged triumphs of some of the evan
gelists, the results seem exceedingly meager. 
For instance, the report of an evangelist's 
labors last week in one church foots up fifty 
conversions. Another evangelist is said to 
hav been the means of converting 1,200 in an 
Illinois town. Possibly evangelistic arithme
tic is flavored with exaggeration. But even 
allowing much for exaggeration and mistake, 
it would seem that the well-appointed eccle
siastical. machinery of the Presbyterian 
church, worked by men of zeal, energy, and 
education, ought to bring forth larger results 
than an average of five converts for each 
church.-Sun. 

EA11THQUA.Kll: shocks hav again been felt at 
Ischia. 

THE Norristown Herald relates that when a 
church committee called upon a merchant for 
a subscription towards the oyster supper, he 
liberally offered to contribute the oyster-and 
yet they were not satisfied. 

THE church reporter of the Boston Post 
states that just before the sermon the parson 
called on Deacon Bloodgood for a prayer, and 
felt the force of the slur ·when the deacon 
gave 'em, "Now I lay me down to sleep." . 

A W ABHINGTON preacher, who is suing for 
divorce from his wife on the ground of ill
treatment, says that she knocked him down 
with a chair, pounded him with a hickory 
cane, and hit him with a heavy water pitcher. 

"We sincerely hope that time will never 
come. · The churches were a 'happy brother
hood' for about a thousand years, and they 
made it red·hot (literally, not figurativly) for 
those who did not agree with them. The 
Reformation meant division, and the churches 
hav kept on dividing ever since, and the more 
they divide the faster knowledge increases, 
the more liberal we become, and the more 
rapidly the world advances intellectually and 
morally." 

AoooBDING to the law of the Catholic church, 
no book written by a Catholic, no matter 
what subject it treats of, history, geography, 
or even agriculture, may be printed without 
its formal approbation or imprimatui• of the 
bishop in whose diocese the printing is done. 
Any bishop may invoke this law at his pleas
ure. 

TmmE is a refreshing frankness about Prof. 
Christian D. Ginsburg's manner of dealing 
with humbugs. His long report to Librarian 
Bond, of the British Museum, on Mr. Sha· 
pira's dirty rolls of leather, begins as follows, 
without any beating around the bush: "Dear 
Mr. Bond: The manuscript of Deuteronomy 
which Mr. Shapira submitted to us for exam
ination is a forgery." 

SAYs the Christian Obslll-ver: "During the 
drought of 1881 many a man, no doubt, won
dered why rain did not speedily come in an
swer to the numberless petitions &ffered. Yet 
the answer did come, unseen to us. What 
we really needed was fertility for our fields. 
And the Lord, in answer to our prayers, made 
the drought enrich the soil and add to its fer
tility for future years more than immediate 
rain would hav done." How fertil the desert 
of Sahara must be by this time! 

THE Rev. Mr. Leper, of Trenton, Iowa, fell 
in with a stranger who persuaded him to draw 
$750 from the bank to engage in a money
making scheme which the stranger had un
folded. When the clergyman carried his 
money to a place of meeting he found the 
other man shuflling three cards. He was 
drawn gently into a monte speculation and 
permittlld to win. Thinking that he saw an 
opportunity to double his original $750 and 
his winnings, he risked all his money on a 
card. The amount obtained from him is 
among the largest ever taken from a clerical 
dupe. 

IT is funny to think of the Atdo·da1e as be
ing repeated at this late day in Spain; but 
such is the fact. A few weeks ago 1,300 cop
ies of an introduction to reading and arith
metic for the use of Protestant children were 
sent to Spain. The reading portion consisted 
simply of selections from the gospels without 
note or comment. They were, however, seized 
by the custom•house authorities at Barcelona, 
and solemnly burnt as heretical literature.
Independent. The love of the Catholics for the 
Protestants and their Bible is plainly evi
denced in .the above conflagration act, but 
how these kind ofllces must endear the mother 
church to the Protestants! In old times these 
two sects b-urnt each others" bodies as well as 
books. At present the Catholic customs offi
cers are burning Protestant books al! hereti
cal, and Protestant officerll are confiscating 
Ingersoll, Paine, and Volney as heretical. 
One occurs in Spain, the other in Canada. 
The Protestants are not Very logical or con
flistent in denounoms the Catholic church for 

Two Morm,on elders began a meeting a few 
nights ago in Cometa county, Ga. The meet
ing was well attended. After singing and 
prayer, one of the elders began a sermon on 
the beauties of Mormonism. He had not 
spoken long before a gruff voice came from 
the audience, saying, "Put him out." This 
was followed by a Tolley of eggs that were not 
strictly fresh. The missionaries took up their 
gripsacks and made off, chased by the crowd. 
They proved to be able runners, and when 
they were last seen by their pursuers they 
were headed toward the west. Public senti
ment is in favor of substituting buckshot for 
eggs in the event of further attempts to make 
converts in that region to Mormonism. 

SLA.VJCBY in Cupa is described by Mattie 
Young in the Kansas City Times. She was 
born in Nashville, Tenn., and, at the age of 3, 
was stolen by Robinson's circus. They made 
a dancing girl of her, and took her to Cuba. 
There, seven years later, she was auctioned 
to a planter whose place is eight miles out of 
Havana. She goes on to say: "I was branded 
on the back with eighteen names, and as often 
as the scars dimmed I was branded again. I 
was made to plough like a horse. They 
hitched three women in harness, and made us 
drag the plow, one of us carrying a bit in the 
mouth. We were ;sometimes whipped three 
times a day, and we never knew what Sunday 
was." The girl at length escaped to a ship 
and landed in Galveston. 

PoLYGJ.MY is, according to Col. Godfrey of 
the Government Utah Commission, to be 
squelched by creating a division in the Mor
mon church. There are, at most, only 16,000 
polygamists in the church; but the 120,000 
monogamists hav winked at polygamy, and 
hence the polygamists hav ruled. Now 
that every polygamist is disfranchised, the 
monogamists see that their only hope of hold
ing office lies in declaring against polygamy
and there are as ambitious politicians in Utah 
as anywhere. The Commission, Col. Godfrey 
says, hav prepared for recommendation to 
Congress a marriage law providing that all 
marriages shall be solemnized in certain pub
lic places before witnesses, and that the per
sons performing the ceremony, and the wit
nesses as well, shall make affidavit that they 
are not polygamists. The Commission will 
meet again in October next to investigate some 
contested election cases. 

THE Rev. J, W. White, pastor of the Pres
byterian church at Milroy, Pa., was last week 
deposed from the ministry by the Presbytery 
of Huntingdon, for heresy. The charges 
against Mr. White were that he holds and 
teaches that the sufferings of Christ were in 
no sense a satisfaction for violated law, nor a 
satisfaction to divine justice, and that the 
effect of the atonement is simply moral in
fluence; that he denies the personality of the 
holy spirit, and the distinct and real person• 
ality af the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost; that 
he holds that sin consists in acts only; that he 
holds that sin consists in Adam's sin; that he 
teaches and holds that the material body can 
not be raised again; that after death the soul 

LIMA felt a severe shock of earthquake on 
the lOth. 

FBANX JAMEs, the noted murderer, has been 
acquitted. 

VIOTOB HuGO has been tendered a banquet 
at Geneva. 

A ooBBEIPONDENT sends us a copy of an
other bill for repairs of the machinery of sal
vation to go with that published a few weeks 
since. It seems that a painter had been em
ployed to restore the faded divinities of a 
Swiss chapel, charging therefor the modest 
sum of fifty-nine francs and eleven centimes, 
which the stingy curate refused to pay, say
ing the church committee would require a 
bill of particulars. This he produced as fol
lows, the copy being taken from a watch 
crystal in the Swiss department of the Vienna 
Exposition: " Corrected and revised the Ten 
Commandments; 5 francs and 12 centimes; 
embellished and renewed Pontius Pilate, and 
put a new ribbon in his bonnet, 3 francs 6 
centimes; put a new tail on the rooster of St. 
Pete:J,", and mended his comb, 9 francs 20 cen-
times; replumed and gilded the left wing of 
the Guardian Angel, 4 francs 17 centimes; 
washed the servant of the High Priest, and 
put carmine on his cheeks, 5 francs 12 cen
times; renewed Heaven, adjusted two stars, 
gilded the Sun, and renewed the Moon, 7 
francs H centimes; reanimated the Flames of 
Purgatory, and restored some souls, 6 francs 
6 centimes; revived the Flames of Hell, put a 
new tail on the Devil, mended his left hoof, 
and did several jobs for the Damned, 4 francs 
10 centimes; put nev. spatter dishes on the 
Son of Tobias, and dressing on his back, 2 
francs; cleaned the ears of Balaam's Ass, and 
shod him, 3 francs 7 centimes; put ear-rings 
in the ears of Sarah, 2 francs 4, centimes; re
bordered the robe of Herod, and readjusted 
his wig, 4 francs 4 centimes; put a new stone 
in David's Sling, enlarged the head of Goliath, 
and extended his legs, 3 francs 2 centimes; 
decorated Noah's Ark, 3 francs; mended the 
shirt of the Prodigal Son, and clean'ld the 
pigs, 4 francs 9 centimes. Total, 59 francs 
11 celltimes." 

THE first telegraph line ever operated in 
Siam was opened this week. 

THE lord chancellor of Ireland, Right Hon. 
Hugh Law, Q. C., died on the lOth. 

A FBENOH aeronaut succeeded in crossing 
from France to England in his balloon on 
the lOth. 

MR. BLAINE says he is out of politics and 
will not be a candidate for the presidency 
next year. 

THE Italians in this city are beginning to 
take an interest in politics and hav formed a 
Democratic club. 

THE will of the late Comte de Chambord 
shows that the dead Bourbon was worth 
about $20,000,000. 

A BAG-PIOKEB was killed by a railroad train 
at Reading, Pa., the other day, who was the 
father of forty-two children. 

THE belief is generally prevalent in Europe 
that France and China will fight over the 
question of who shall hav the protectorate of 
Ann am. 

A MoBMON elder and two women members 
of' the church of the Latter Day Saints, are in 
jail at Dedham, Mass., for their immoral 
practices. 

Ex-SKNATOB SHAliON has been arrested on a 
charge of adultery preferred by a Miss Aggie 
Hill, of San Francisco. The affair is looked 
upon as a blackmailing operation. 

THE daily papers record the fact that S. J. 
Randall, M. C., has served on a petit jury 
in Philadelphia. That a politician should be 
useful like other men appears to surprise the 
"great editors." 

THE Rev. Thomas H. Oakley, general deliv
ery clerk in the post-office at Cleveland, Ohio, 
charged with stealing from prepaid parcels 
he stamps, selling them and pocketing the 
proceeds, was taken in charge by the police 
recently. 

THE Northern Pacific railroad was formally 
completed on the 8th by the driving of a gold 
spike at Gold Spike, Mon. Many prominent 
men witnessed the ceremony, and the occa
sion was made one of general rejoicing. It is 
expected the stock will now go up. 

A lii.KMBEB of the Evansville, Ind., Trinity 
church choir winked at another member's 
wife, and when shortly after they met in the 
pastor's study there was a fight, The man 
whose wife had been insulted knocked the 
other fellow down. A suit for $5,000 damage 
is the result. 

THE editor of the Leadville, Col., Herald 
was recently assaulted and nearly killed by 
an alderman of the town, who took exception 
to a remark which he (the editor) made in 
the alderman's presence. The editor is 
spoken of as young man of brilliant attain
ments and the alderman as a notorious bully. 

CoNNEOTIOUT has furnished another myste
rious murder case. On the night of Septem
ber 2d Rose Ambler, of Stratford, was on her 
way home from a visit at the house of her 
affianced husband. The next morning her 
dead body was found beside the road. No 
clue to the murderer or murderers has _as yet 
been traced. The town has offered $1,000 
reward for the man who killed her. 
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False Claims. 
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED BEFORE THE NEW YORK FREETHINK

ERS' ASSOCIATION, SEPTEMBER 1, 1883, BY JOHN E. 

REMSBURG. 

Among the intelligent classes of Europe and Amer
ica Christian theology is practically dead. Yet, not
withstanding this, Christian priestcraft flourishes and 
the Christian church is upheld. There are in Chris
tendom 500,000 priests and $5,000,000,000 worth of 
ecclesiastical property. To these priests are accorded 
privileges accorded to no other men, while this vast 
accumulation of wealth is exempt from the burden 
of taxation. And why? Because, aside from the 
truth or falsity of her dogmas, it is claimed that the 
church has done, and is doing, a beneficent work for 
mankind I propose to-day to meet these supporters 
of the ·church upon their own ground, and discuss 
this subject from a utilitarian rather than from a rad
ical standpoint. 

THE CHURCH AND MORALITY. 

It is claimed that the church is the conservator of 
public morals-the great moralizing agent of the 
world. This claim is false. The church is not a pro
moter of morality. Christianity is a system of relig
ion, and religion and morality are not synonymous 
terms. A religion is a system of faith and worship 
pertaining to an imaginary being called God; moral
ity pertains to the conduct of men as social beings 
in relation to each other. Religion is supposed to 
relate to the welfare of man in a future life and in 
another world; morality relates to the welfare of man 
now and here. Christianity ignores morality. Many 
of its dogmas are utterly demoralizing in their na
ture. 

Take the doctrin of total depravity, or moral de
pravity, if you please. What effect has a belief in 
this dogma upon morality? To believe this doctrin 
you must feel that you are a living example of its 
truthfulness; you must be depraved. Take a little 
child; tell it that it is a poor, depraved wretch; in
still this into its mind from day to day, and what is 
the result? This child becomes a low, immoral be
ing-a Christian, so far as the doctrin of moral de
pravity is concerned. 

Take the doctrin of vicarious atonement. Has the 
human brain ever conceived a more infamous idea 
than this? The idea that the wnth of a merciful 
God can only be appeased by the sacrifice of his in
nocent son! Here is a father with a family of chil
dren; all of them are depraved villains save one, a 
bright and noble boy. The father has become so 
enraged at the conduct of his vicious children that 
the only way he can become reconciled to them is by 
having them murder this innocent child. This mur
der atones for all their crimes. Washed in the blood 
of their murdered brother, they become pure and 
holy. By this act they merit and obtain the renewed 
affection of their parent. Such a doctrin is shocking 
to every sense of justice, is antagonistic to every prin
ciple of morality. 

Take the doctrin of forgivness for sin. What effect 
has this upon public morals? Teaching that the ef
fect of a cause can be arrested-that the penalties of 
violated law can be evaded-is a license for crime. 
Suppose that Governor Cleveland were to issue a 
proclamation proclaiming that all convicts now con
:tined in the prisons of Auburn, Albany, and Sing 
Sing would be released by simply making applica
tion for pardon and expressing regret for the various 
crimes committed; suppose that he should go further 
and proclaim that in the future all persons commit
ting crime would be granted a full and free pardon 
by complying with the same provision. What effect 
would this hav upon the morals of your state? Now, 
this is just what the church teaches respecting her 
moral governor of the universe. This doctrin of the 
forgivness for sin has done more to foster vice, to fill 
our jails with criminals, and furnish candidates for 
the gallows than all other causes combined. 

Take the doctrin of future rewards and punish
ments. The church teaches that beyond this life and 
beyond this world are two conditions or localities, 
called heaven and hell. This heaven is a reward. 
But a reward for what? Good conduct? No I A 
reward for believing doctrins which no rational hu
man being can believe. This hell is a punishment. 
A punishment for what? For crimes committed? 
No. For a failure to believe what idiots and demons 
only can believe. 

It has been claimed that the good will be reward
ed and the wicked punished. None but heretics 
claims this. What taught the church's founder, 
Christ? 

"He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved; 
but he that believeth not shall be damned" (Mark 
xvi, 16). 

What taught the great exponent of Christian doc
trins, Paul? 

"A man is not justified by the works of the law, 
but by the faith of Jesus Christ, . • • for by the 
works of the law shall no flesh be justified" (Gal. ii, 
16). 

" To him that worketh not, but believeth O!!.:bim efficacy of prayer, and mistake human charity for 
that justifieth ·the ungodly, his faith is counted for divine mercy, it· is not strange. that society. shoUld be 
righteousness" (Rom. iv, 5). · 'cursed with tramps and :preachers. · 

"Therefore we conclude that a man is justified by .· That the claims made m behalf of Christianity as a 
faith without the dee<:{s of the law" (Rom. iii, 28). moralizing force are false is clearly shown by the 

What taught the founder of Protestantism, Luther? effect of its teachings upon those who hav received 
"Every doer of the law and every moral worker it. History records that in almost every instance its 

is accursed, for he walketh in the presumption of his acceptance by a nation or community has been fol-
own righteousness" (Table Talk). lowed by a dissolution of morals. 

"If men only believe enough in Christ they can The primitiv Christians hav been represented as 
commit adultery and murder a thousand times a day models of virtue. That a sense of their weakness 
without perilling their salvation" (Ibid). and the persecutions to which they were exposed 

"He that says the gospel requires works for salva- would hav a tendency to counteract in some degree 
tion, I say flat and plain he is a liar" (Ibid). the demoralizing influence oftheir religious dogmas 

What taught the founder of Methodism, Wesley? is fair to suppose. But were they free from vice ? 
Referring to certain clergymen of England, he says: Let their great evangelist answer. Writing to one 

"They are well pleased that their parishioners of his churches, Paul says: 
grow more diligent and honest. . . ~ Nay, they "It is reported commonly that there is fornication 
are glad that they are brought to practice both just- among you, and such fornication as is not so much as 
ice and mercy; in a word, to be moral men. But the named among the gentiles" (1 Cor. v, 1). 
truth is, the Methodists know and teach that all "Ye do wrong and defraud, and that your brethren" 
this is nothing before God" (Wesley's Mis. Works, (Ibid vi, 8). 
vol. iii, p. 99). " Brother goeth to law with brother, and that be-

According to the teachings of the church, a man fore the unbeliever " (Ibid vi, 6). . 
may liv a pUre and noble life, and yet, if he does not What was the character of the Christians of the 
believe her senseless dogllJ.as, he is damned. A man third century? Let the ecclesiastical historian an
may lead a life of vice and crime, and yet, if he be- swer. Says Mosheim: 
lieves, he is saved. "Many were. sunk in lu:J;:ury and voluptuousness, 

You are many of you familiar 'Yith the Merrick puffed up with vanity, arrogance, and ambition; 
tragedy which oc.}urred in Indianapolis some years possessed with a spirit of contention and discord, and 
ago-one of the most heartless murders ever com- addicted to many .other vices" (Eccl. Hist. p. 73). 
mitted. A brutal wretch strikes down in cold blood Come down a little further. Christianity has be
his faithful wife. The Rev. Dr. Baylis, the leading come the .state religion of the Roman empire. Pagan
Methodist divine of Indianapolis, was Merrick's spir- ism has been almost entirely eradicated within her 
itual adviser. At his first visit the following collo- borders. But what is the moral condition of her 
quy took place, as reported in the Indianapolis Senti- people? Let Salvian, a Christian clergyman of the 
nel: fifth century, say: 

Baylis.-" I suppose you want me to giv you spirit- "The very church of God, which ought in all things 
ual advice. Were you raised religiously?" · to please God, what does it but provoke him to 

MerriCk.-" My parents were Methodists. I was anger? With the exception of a very few who flee 
baptized in my infancy, and when I came to Indian- from vice, what is almost every Christian congrega
apolis I joined Trinity church, attending as well as I tion but a sink of vices ? For you will find in the 
could." church scarcely one who is not either a drunkard, or 

"Do you believe in the Bible?" a glutton, or an adulterer, . . . or a robber, or 
"Yes, I believe in the Bible." a man-slayer, and, what is worse than all, almost all 
"Do you believe that every word that is in the Old these without limit " (Miall's Memorials of Early 

and New Testaments is true?" Christianity, p. 366). 
"Yes." What of the middle centuries? Let Hallam 
"Do you believe in future rewards and punish- speak: 

ments, in a heaven and hell that are endless in dura- '.'France reached her lowest point at the begin-
tion ?" · ning of the. eighth century, but England was, at that 

"I do." , .time, more respectable, and did not fall into com-
" Hav you any hope that if you are executed next plete degradation until the middle of the ninth. 

Friday your soul will be saved ?" There could be nothing more deplorable than the 
"Yes." state of Italy during the succeeding centuries" (Mid. 
"Do you think that all your sins are forgiven?" Age, p. 460). 
"I do." The Byzantine empire arises, and exists for a thou-
This was enough. Merrick believed that he would sand years. In this empire the power of Christian-

be saved; his spiritual adviser believed that he would ity is supreme. Never in any other nation has eccle
be saved, and if Christianity be true he was saved. siastical authority exercised _such absolute control as 
The fatal Friday came, and Merrick was led forth for here. If what the church affirms be true, then what 
execution. Upon the scaffold he made a speech, and a virtuous people must this be? Here vice must be 
in that speech he said that he was prepared to die, unknown. But what is the real character of this 
that his sins were all forgiven, that it was but a step model Christian government ? Let the historian of 
from the scafft,ld to glory; and all that he regretted European morals tell. Says Lecky: 
was that his wife had been sent into eternity unpre- "The universal verdict of history is that it consti-
pared, and that he should not meet her in heaven. tutes, with scarcely an exception, the most thoroughly 

Think of it! That fiendish butcher going up to base and despicable form that civilization has yet as
heaven, that murdered woman down in hell! Yet so sumed/' 
it was. She was lost-an honest, virtuous life; years "The history of the empire is a monotonous story 
of patient toil, and suffering, and unrequited love, of the intrigues of priests, eunuchs, and women, of 
counted for nought against her want of faith, and poisonings, of conspiracies, of uniform ingratitude, 
she must perish; while this inhuman monster, his of perpetual fratricides" (Hist. Mor., vol. ii, p. 13). 
hands dripping with the life-blood of his victim, was Then comes the Protestant Reformation, but with 
saved because "his faith had made him whole." it comes no reformation of Christian morals. The 
When that cruel blow was struck, and death came to Roman Catholic and Eastern churches hav wrought 
this poor woman, heaven's portals were closed· to her. the degradation of the rest of Europe, but it remains 
But when the trap-door was sprung beneath her for the Protestant church to complete the demorali
murderer, there was a great bustle in heaven then- zation of Germany. To the truth of this, Luther 
a faithful servant was about to enter into the joy of himself thus testifies: 
his Lord. I fancy I hear Jesus saying to the old "Under the papacy we were bad, but under the 
man with the capacious bosom, "Abraham, hav that gospel we are seven- yea, more than seven times 
idiot, that dirty vagrant, Lazarus, and that thief I worse." 
sent up nestle a little closer together and inake room · The church of England is established, but what 
for Merrick." does it do for the morals of her people? Let one of 

The church has filled the world with artificial vices England's great historians answer. Says Macaulay: 
and with artificial virtues. The noblest deeds she "It is an unquestionable and a most instructiv fact 
places in the catalog of . crime; the most degrading that the years during which the political power of 
acts are passports to her heaven. So long as her th~ Anglican hierarchy were in the zenith were pre
teachings are followed, so long will moral anarchy cisely the years during which national virtue was at 
prevail. When reaso:e. is dethroned, and a man's the lowest point" (Hist. Eng., vol. i, p. 141). 
mind becomes confused and corrupted by the recep- Thus ·this slimy serpent of superstition drags its 
tion of irrational religious dogmas, his sense of moral sluggish length down through the centuries, leaving 
duty must, as a. natural consequence, become de- nought but pollution in its trail. 
praved. When your grocer is prepared to accept the At the present time vice is most prevalent in those 
doctrin of the trinity-to believe that three are and nations m'ost loyal to the church-in Russia and Ire
one is three-he is certainly prepared to believe that l!ind,''in Spain and Italy, in Mexico and Abyssinia. 
fifteen ounces is a pound. When your milkman be- Protestant Gerinany was notorious for its ignorance 
comes a Baptist and believes that a sinner plunged and immorality. Compulsory education was adopted, 
in water makes a good saint, he is ready to believe and 'vhat is the result ?-Infidel Ge:t:many presenting 
that a pound of chalk immersed in water will make .a the higheet standard of morals in Europe to-day. 
can of good milk. When your butcher partakes of The most thoroughly religious city in England is the 
the Eucharist and believes that a bite of stale bread cathedral city of Canterbury. In this ecclesiastical 
is a piece of God, you must not be surprised, to learn capital religion has given birth to twins-ignorance 
of his selling a tierce of beef tallow for prime lard. and licentiousness. Of the various.Cbristian denomi· 
When ~en believe in Bfecial ;vrovidenqes and the . Iiations of tb-~ V¢:tE1d ~~tE}s, tA\l stron~est n'IUQ.~li9~" 
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ly, the lowest intellectually, and the most devout re
ligiously are ~he ~oman Catholic and the Methodist. 
These denomma~wns com~rise one-fifth of our popu
lation, and. furnish one-third of all our criminals. 
The most Ignorant, the most immoral, and at the 

. same time the most religious race in this country is 
t~e colored ra:ce. Its m?st distinguished representa
tiv, however, IS a Freethmker. And while a hundred 
colored clergymen are now languishing in prison for 
theft a.nd adultery, Frederick Douglass has never 
been charged with either. Of the four men whose 
deaths excited the widest comment here last year 
Longfellow and Emerson were unbelievers· Guitea~ 
an~ Jesse James were Christians. The for:Uer were 
gmded by t~~ laws of. natural morality; the latter 
were the legitimate ·frmts of " Christian morality." 
. The most debased cr?-mi~al pleads " not guilty," 
but attempts to fasten his cnme upon the innocent. 
The church, covered with crime, her robes stained 
with the blood of murdered babes and women her 
coffers :tip.ed ~ith the stolen wages of the. servant girl 
and the I~hen.tanc~ of the helpless orphan, her devo
tees r~velmg m vice and relying upon a bankrupt 
salvation .scheme to save them from its penalties, pro
tests her mnocence and charges all our crime to Infi
dels-to men and women too intelligent to believe 
her musty creeds, too. honest to participate in her im
morala:cts, t_oo brave to let them pass by unrebuked. 

If cnme IS caused by unbelief, why is it that our 
jails and penitentiaries all are orthodox? that Chris
tian necks so often wear the hangman's rope? 

In 1873, Sir John Trelawney, a member of Parlia
ment, moved that an examination of all theprisons 
of England and Wales be made with a view of ascer
tainin~ the religious belief of those confined in them. 
Here H! the result: Roman Catholics, 38,581; Church 
of England, 96,097; Protestant Dissenters 10 705· 
Jew~, 256; Non Religionists, 279; total; 145:918: · ' 

Five hundred Christians to one Infidel! 
Next, France. I quote from DeBow's "Review of 

the Census:" Roman Catholics, 18,939; Protestants, 
598; Jews, 130; Mohammedans, 53; Atheists 0. 

Not one Atheist in the prisons of France.' Yet a 
single Atheistical. society of Paris numbers twenty 
thousand. 

. Canada. In the. prisons ?f Ontario, a few years 
smce, were: Roman Catholics, 918; Episcopalians 
765; Presb~e~ians, 152; Methodists, 64; Baptists: 
3; total, Chnstians, 1,902; Freethinkers, 8. 

Pennslvania. I take the following from the last 
bi.!)nnial report of Western Penitentiary, of Penn-
sylvania. · 

Religious belief of prisoners received for 1881 and 
1882: Ca~holics, 142; .Metho~ists, 144; Presbyterians, 
63; Baptists, 41; Episcopalians, 15: Lutherans 42· 
other Christian denominations, 17; · Jews 2 · n~ re~ 
ligious belief, 45. · ' ' 

Ohio. I quote from the chaplain's report for 1879. 
"T~e whole number of males registered at my office 
durmg the year was 601. Parental church relations 
as ~ollows: Catholi.cs, 133; Methodists, 172; Presby
tex:ans, 5.9; Baptists, 66; Congregationalists, 11; 
Episcopalians, 33; Lutherans, 25; Christians 18 · 
United Brethren, 14; other denominations 26· 'non~ 
b~~m~K ' ' 

Kansas. In his official report for 1880, Chaplain 
McCleery states that of the 605 convicts confined in 
the Kansas penitentiary, 489, or nearly five-sixths, 
were the sons and daughters of church-members. Of 
these convicts 219 had been actual members of vari
ous orthodox churches. The total population of 
Kansas is 1,000,000. The church population accord
ing to church statistics is 160,000. Thus the church 
population, comprising but one-sixth of the whole 
population, furnishes more than one-third of our 
Kansas criminals. According to this report 386 con
victs had ~ot been members of any church. Were 
they unbeh~vers? Not necessarily so. The ignorant 
masses outside the church are nominally-Christians. 
A gentleman of Kansas wrote to Chaplain McCleery 
propounding this question: "How many Infidels ar~ 
confined in the Kansas penitentiary?" Chaplain 
McCleery is reported to hav replied in these words: 
"The~e is but ?ne. Infidel c?nfined in the penitentiary 
and his Infidelity IS of a mild form." Toe mild, you 
see, to keep him out of the penitentiary! 

While Christians claim that it is churchEs ,:nd re
ligion that prevent crime, we claim that it is schools 
and intelligence thatwill free the world from vice. 
In proof of this I present some figures derived from 
the report of the United States commissioner of ed
ucation for 1871. Under the head of Bavaria are 
given what are termed "some curious statistics." The 
kingdom of Bavaria comprises eight provinces. In 
four of these provinces the churches exceed in num
ber the school-houses; in the remaining four there 
are more schools than churches. The following table 
shows the number of churches the number of schools 
and the number of criminals to each 10,000 inhabit~ 
ants: 

Churches. Schools. Oriminals. 
Upper Bavaria, 55 20 67 
Lower Bavaria, 44 20 87 
Upper Palatinate, 47 26 69 
Suabial 42 23 61 

,4.verage1 47 ' 22 71 

Palatinate, 
U~per Franconia, 
Middle Franconia 
Lower Franconia,' 

16 
17 
28 
18 

43 
24 
32 
37 

43 
44 
46 
38 

its own inherent truth that theory becomes an estab
lished fact, then the church accepts it, affirms that it 
is in perfect harmony with the Bible, and coolly in
forms the world that it is indebted to her for the dis-

Average, 20 34 43 · covery . 
Curious statistics! Curious to the Christians no Take the Copernican theory. The Bible tells us 

doub~. Bl!t not to us. Schools produce intellige~ce; that the earth is flat and angular, the center and 
~nd mtelligence promotes virtue. Churches foster chief part of the universe. For accepting and teach
Ignorance; and ignorance is the parent of vice. ing the heliocentric doctrin, several scientists are 
Transfo:m your temples of superstition into temples burnt to death; Galileo saves his life by recanting, 
of le~m~g, let teachers take the place of priests, and and Copernicus himself escapes martyrdom by dying 
the cnmmal problem will soon be solved. before a funeral pyre can be erected. Nor is it 

THE CHURCH ·AND CIVILIZATION. Catholics alone who oppose the truth. Protestants 
. ~ith. a triumphant air the church points to the are not less violent in their opposition to it. Phillip 

CIVIhz!l'~?n ~f our age and claims it as her product. Melancthon declares that "it is a want of honesty 
~h~ CIVIhzatwn of our age is grand, but grand as it and decency to assert such doctrins publicly." Mar
Is, 1t hardly surpasses in many respects the culture tin Luther thus writes: "People gave ear to an up
and refinement that once adorned Egypt, Greece, and start astrologer, who strove to show that the earth 
Rome. What a magnificent civilization was that of revolves, not the hea-vens or the firmament. . • , 
Greece I Two thousand years hav not effaced her in- The fool wishes to reverse the entire science of as
tellectual splendors. Her palaces and monuments tronomy. But sacred scripture tells us that Joshua 
hav ?rumbled. to decay; her sons and daughters slum- commanded the sun to stand still, and not the earth." 
berm pathetic dust; but her heroic deeds and noble That is what the Rev. John Jasper, of Richmond, 
thoughts, enshrined by genius in immortal words liv affirms to-day. Yet the entire church is ridiculing 
on.. Did C~istianity hav aught to do with the ci;ili- Jasper for knowing as much as Luther-for being 
zation of this people? Certainly not; and were it orthodox in science. 
not . fo.r the cloud of prejudice before his eyes, the Patient explorers in the field of geology throw a 
Chns~~~~ w?uld clearly see that it did not produce flood of light upon the morning of the world, reveal
our mvilization. He would see that instead of the ing the falseness and absurdity of the Mosaic cos
church having civilized the world the Rationalis- mogony. With frantic efforts the church endeavors 
tic world has for centuries been 'slowly civilizing to destroy the young science, but in vain. Then she 
the church. . . attempts to reconcile the facts of geology with the 

T?e.very nature of Christianity-! mean orthodox fables of Genesis, and fails again. Now she is ready 
Christia:mty-precl~de~ the possibility of progression to admit that the story of creation, as told in Genesis, 
as an mherent pnnmple of itself; and whatever is only an allegorical fiction. 
progress has been made, either in the church or out- The evolution theory is promulgated. A million 
side of it, must be attributed to. causes over which priests array themselvs against it. From nearly 
she has bad no control. The church claims to hav every pulpit comes the cry of "Darwin" and 
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. "monkey," accompanied by an idiotic sneer that 
Every propo~ed change, every new discovery, is to more than half reveals the "missing link." But eva
her a perversiOn of truth, and, hence, she opposes it. lution triumphs. To-day the theory is accepted by 
Were the church to sweep to universal empire, all every eminent scholar and scientist throughout the 
progress would at once cease. Our Huxleys and world. The church has again been vanquished, and 
Haec~els would be summarily disposed of, the eyes now her representativs are coming forward and de
of science would be put out, and the eye of faith claring that henceforth Christianity and evolution 
would become our only guide. Of the truth of this can dwell lovingly together. With what ease this 
she has herself given conclusiv evidence. For cen- theological baby swallows an unpalatable truth when 
turi~s. her power in Europe was supreme, and even powerless in the nurse's arms unable to thrust the 
Chnstian writers denominate these centuries the spoon from her hand I In less that twenty years the 
Dark Ages. ' church will be claiming Darwin, Spencer, Huxley, 

Not until Rationalism was bcirn, not until FJcience Haeckel, and Wallace as Christians, and pointing to 
commenced her career and Christianity began to de- their work as a monument of Christian civilization. 
cay, did our modern civilization dawn. "For more THE CHURCH AND LEARNING. 
than three centuries," says Lecky, "the decadence of Christians boast of our schools and learning. 
theological influence has been one of the most in- Yes, but don't forget that "learning was thrust into 
variable signs and measures of our progress." Says Europe at the point of a Moorish lance"-that it was 
C~lyle, ".J?stin ,~he ratio that knowledge increases, the I?fidel followers o_f M?hamm~d that gav~, the 
f~~h dim1mshes. " The middle ages were more re- first n~pulse to learn~ng. m Chnstendom. The 
hgi?u~ than ours," says Strauss, in proportion to pagan literat~e of ~nbqmty and th,~ Mohammed!l'n 
the!-~' Ignorance and barbarism. Religion and civili- school.s o~ sc1ence~ ~ays Lecky, were the. chief 
zatwn acc~r~ingly occupy, not an equal, but an in- age:r;mes m ;,esusmtating the. dorma:r;t energ~~,s of 
verted pos1twn regarding each other, so that with Chnstendom. . Even Moshe~m admits that the 
the progress of civilization, religion retreats. Sara~ens. may Justlt, be considered the restorers of 

Look at Europe to-day I Where Infidelity most learnmg m Europe. . 
abounds there is to be found the highest develop- The cbu.rch plunged Europe mto mental d~kness, 
ment, and where the church still retains its power and h.~ld 1~ there for a thou~and years. Dunn~ all 
there the greatest ignorance prevails. Under the that time 1gnoranc~ was a VIrtue and ~he pursmt of 
snow-white banner of science march the intellectual knowledge was a cnme. 'l'he noblest literary manu
hosts of England, France, and Germany; around the ments of Greece and Rome were ~iven to the wi_nds 
cross still throng the ignorant hordes of Russia or to the flames. That vast repository of learnmg, 
Italy, and Spain. ' t~e Alexandrian ~brary, 'Yas destroJ:ed, and qh~s-

Not merely our civilization in general, but each hano :vere re~p?ns1ble for. Its .destruction .. Chnstian 
particular element in this civilization is claimed to be councils proh1b1ted ecclesiastics from reading secular 
the product of the church. ' books. Everywhere education was under the ban of 

THE CHURCH AND SCIENCE. the church. "In almost every council," says Hallam, 
The church claims to be the friend and patron of "the ignorance of the clergy forms a subject for re

science. And yet there has never been a scientific proach. It is asserted by one held in 992 that 
truth discovered that she has not tried to crush. scarcely a single person was to be found in Rome it
Upon the brow of every distinguished scientist she self who knew the first elements of letters. Not 
has placed the brand of "Infidel." With sublime one priest of a thousand in Spain, about the time of 
enthusiasm Bruno consecrated his life to the cause Charlemagne, could address a common letter of salu
of science and, philosophy. This friend of science tation to another." 
burnt him at the stake. Not until he felt the touch When printing was invented, the church denomi
of death upon him, and he had nothing to hope or nated it the black art; she denounced Faust as 
fear from a cruel church, did: Copernicus publish his an emissary of the devil, and sought to take his life. 
discoveries. Catholics promptly suppressed his work, When Caxton introduced the art into England, 
and Protestant Luther cast upon his grave the epithet clerical dignitaries opposed it because it would 
of "fool." Galileo, in the face of popular theology, prove "detrimental to religion." Sir William Berks
had the temerity to assert that the world moved. A ley, colonial governor of Virginia, thanked God that 
dungeon's gloom was the penalty. Kepler gave to in his day there was not a printing-press nor a school 
the world the fundamental laws of astronomical in all Virginia to breed heresy. 
science; and because these laws failed to harmonize Unable to suppress the growing desire for knowl
with the crude notions of Jewish barbarians, his edge, the clergy seek to control it in the interests of 
Protestant friends drove him from the university .he the church. They cannot keep the people in absolute 
had so long and so highly honored. Upon the de- ignorance, and, next to ignorance, the best thing is a 
voted heads of Bacon and Newton, Descartes and Christian education. The church is in favor of 
Laplace, Leibnitz and Humboldt-all the grand schools only as long as she is permitted to manage 
heroes of science-hav the shafts of Christian malice them. Catholics and Protestants are alike the 
and ridicule been hurled. "Who shall number," enemies of secular education. In this country, 
says Prof. Huxley, "the patient and earnest seekers Catholics oppose our public schools because unable 
after truth, from the days of Galileo until now, whose to control them, and Protestants support them only 
lives hav been , embittered and their good name because they hope to make them the instruments of 
blasted by the mistaken zeal of Bibliolaters ?" Protestant propagandism. 

When a new scientific theory is advanced, the THE CHURCH AND CHARITY. 

church opposes it because it conflicts with the teach- Hospitals, asylums, almshouses, and other chari
ings of the Bible. But when through the force of table inatitutions1 it is claimed, are of Obristian origin. 



Every student of history knows this claim to be false. THE CHURCH AND REFORMS. 

Charity is not a virtue peculiar to Christianity. In The church claims to be the great reformer of the 
every age and in every country, when famin and age. But what orthodox Christian ever originated 
diseasehavstalked abroad,humanhearts havthrobbed a reform? Every reformer has been denounced by 
with sympathy, and human suffering has been re- the church as a heretic. Witness the reforms of our 
lieved. own century and country. During the present cen-

Rome always supplied the wants of her poor, and tury three great reforms hav been inaugurated: 
the corn laws of Caius Gracchus provided as gener- the antislavery reform, the woman's rights move
ously for the support of this class as the laws of any ment, and the temperance reform. 
Christian nation do. Greece had her homes for the The first of these reforms encountered the most 
poor, her refuges for the stranger, and her hospitals violont opposition from the church. Slavery was 
for the sick. Seven hundred years before the Chris- held to be a divine institution authorized and 
tian era, an emperor of India established hospitals sanctioned by the Bible. Slavery was planted and 
in every city and town throughout his empire, and perpetuated on this continent because the Bible 
these flourished for centuries. In Mexico and Peru, taught that it was right. 
institutions of charity were everywhere maintained. Who were the pioneers in this crusade against 
In no country are the aged and infirm more tenderly slavery? Conspicuous among them stood ,three In
cared for than in heathen China. The first asylum fidels: William Lloyd Garrison, Gerritt Smith, and 
for the l,nsane of which we hav any record was Wendell Phillips. Their supporters, too, were mostly 
formded by the Mohammedans in the seventh century. Infidels. Look at them 1 Henry C. Wright, Parker 
The first Christian institution of the kind was built Pillsbury, Elizur Wright, Stephen Foster, Abby 
in Spain seven hundred years later; and the historian Kelly, Frances Wright, and Lucretia Mott-In:fidels 
states that the kind-hearted monk who established every one. Their stoutest opposition came from the 
it did it to protect these unfortunate people from church. It was Christians who dragged Garrison 
the insults of their Christian neighbors. through the streets of Boston with a rope around his 

Tauntingly the church inquires," What hav Infidels body; it was Christians who threatened the life of 
ever done for charity?" What hav Infidels done for Gerritt Smith, and it was Christians who greeted with 
charity?-Stephen Girard, an Infidel, left a fortune hisses the heroic eloquence of Phillips. Yes, it was 
of several millions to found an orphans' college in Infidels and not the church that led the van in this 
Philadelphia; James Lick, an Infidel, gave more than fierce contest with slavery. And in the closing pages 
a million for scientific and benevolent purposes; of this movement's histm-y stand out in bold relief 
Peter Brigham, an Infidel, gave four millions for the the names of Charles Sumner and Abraham Lincoln 
purpose of establishing hospitals for the sick poor of -both Infidels. 
Boston; John Redmon, an Infidel, gave four hun- That some valuable aid was given by the pulpit in 
dred thousand dollars to support free beds in the this struggle cannot be denied. But the aid came 
hospitals of Boston; William Maclure, an Infidel, principally from such men as William Ellery Chan
gave half a million dollars to aid the workingmen ning, Theodore Parker, and Henry Ward. Beecher, 
of Indiana; Robert Owen, an Infidel, devoted fifty men whom the church has a thousand times de
years of his life and expended five hundred thousand nounced as Infidels and heretics. Let it never be 
dollars in promoting the interests of the poor and forgotten that the entire church South fought for 
laboring classes; Robert Ingersoll, an Infidel, al- slavery 'to the bitter end; let it never be forgotten 
though not a man of wealth, has given more to that nearly the entire church North indorsed it until 
charity than any clergyman of this country has done; public sentiment became so strong as to compel her 
Peter Cooper, the greatest philanthrophist of our to take a stand against it. When slavery was power
age, was a disbeliever in evangelical Christianity. ful and popular the church upheld it, because it pai~. 

What hav Infidels done for charity? Nothing When it became weak and unpopular she left it to its 
that the church has not claimed the honor of doing. fate. Fifty years ago there was not a church in the 
Stephen Girard had scarcely been placed in his North would open its doors to an opponent of slavery. 
grave before she attemptep. to steal his legacy and To-day the church delights to tell how we abolished 
place it to her C!'edit. Erect a charitable institution, slavery. 
and in less than twenty-four hours some emissary of The woman's rights movement is in its infancy as 
the church will come along with a piece of chalk and yet, particutarly the question of her political rights. 
write the word "Christian" above the door. Were The church has been persistent in her opposition to 
Freethinkers to build a hospital to-day, the church this reform. Its supporters hav for the most part 
would climb on top of it to-night, erect a cross, and come from the Rationalistic ranks. The first states
in the morning ask you what Infidels had ever done men of modern times to advocate equal political 
for charity. rights for women were the French Infidels, Sieyes 

There are, scattered over our land, a lot of so- and Condorcet. The women who hav led in this 
called charitable institutions, labeled "Catholic" or movement, Mary Wolstonecraft, Frances Wright, 
"Protestant," supported almost wholly by contribu- Ernestine L. Rose, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan 
tiona from the secular public, and appropriations B. Anthony, Amy Post, and others, are women who 
lobbied through our legislativ assemblies. But hav held no allegiance to the church. 
Christians handle the funds, and so they are Chris- Throughout the Bible woman is regarded as a soul
tian institutions. Paying institutions, too. "Shep- less slave. The sacred names of wife and mother are 
erds' Folds,"furnishingmuttonforthe church's wolves. but idle words. Marriage-is discouraged and mother-

THE CHURCH AND LIBERTY. hood esteemed a sin. Both Christ and Moses au-
The church claims to be the guardian of civil and thorize a husband to divorce his wife, but giv a wife 

religious liberty. Yet human liberty has never had no redress against a brutal and licentious husband. 
a deadlier foe. If a Christian minority has pleaded Moses legalized the sale of daughters. Christ 
for religious liberty, a Christian majority never spurned a mother's love and shared that of a Magda
failed to deny it. len. Paul's treatment of woman was most contempt-

Ten thousand eulogies hav been bestowed upon ible: "Let your women learn in silence with all sub
the Puritan Fathers of New England for having, as jection." "I suffer not a woman to teach." "As 
it is claimed, established religious liberty in this the church is subject unto Christ, so let the wives be 
country. But what was the Puritan conception of to their own husbands in everything. And if they will 
religious liberty? What liberty did they advocate? learn anything, let them ask their husbands at home, 
The liberty to be a Puritan! Simply this and noth- for it is a shame for a woman to speak in the church." 
ing more. So, too, did the Spanish inquisitors Accepting the teachings of Moses, Christ, and Paul 
advocate rellgious liberty: the liberty to be a good as authoritativ, the church degraded woman. For 
Catholic. I see an old man in th6l dead of winter, centuries she was regarded as a vile, unholy thing. 
an exile, wandering through the snows and forests In the sixth century, a church council passed a de
of Rhode Island, exposed to savage beasts and cree forbidding woman to receive the eucharist with 
savage men. Were Roger Williams yet alive, he ungloved hands, because her naked hand would con
could tell us how the Puritan Fathers established taminate the sacred symbol. A pious monk having 
religious liberty. I see before me a scaffold, and ·occasion to carry his mother across a stream covered 
from it dangles the lifeless form of a woman-a his hands that he mi~ht not be polluted by her touch. 
simple, inoffensiv Quakeress. Could Mary Dyer And when she died, 1t is said, he held aloof from her 
speak, she, too, could tell us about religious liberty bedside, lest he should be defiled. Think of woman's 
in New England. state when the pressure of a dying mother's hand 

The fact is that wherever you :find a fragment of and a dying mother's kiss was deemed pollution! 
the Christian church, I care not what name it bears It is only by keeping woman in bondage that the 
-Catholic or Protestant, Lutheran or Episcopal, church survives. From the labors of this slave her 
Presbyterian of Methodist-you find an enemy to support is chiefly drawn. She is sent forth into the 
liberty. Every apostle of liberty the church has world as a beggar or a gambler, and with her illgot
murdered or maligned. Our earth is covered with ten gains the church's brutal, ignorant, and sensual 
the dust of murdered millions, murdered by the priests are fed and clothed. 
church, and for no other crime than having dared to Let some liberty-loving woman utter a cry of an-
entertain opinions that were not ortllodox. guish for her sex's fate, and her cry is drowned be-

" But the church does not kill now," methinks I neath a flood of Christian taunts and jeers. "Let 
hear the Christian apologist exclaim. No, a tiger your women keep silence, for it is not permitted unto 
weakened by the pangs of death grows less and less them to speak." Aye, but they do sometimes speak. 

.ferocious. The church does not kill now because it Look down from heaven, old Paul, and see these 
does not hav the power to kill. The fagot and the rebels here to-day. They speak, and a thousand sisters 
sword hav been wrested from her bloody hands, and scattered over the world 111re ·beginning to speak, and 
hatred and slander are the only weapons left her they will one day voice a ·funeral homily above the 
JJ,ow, grave of your dead mistress1 the ch~ch. 

'l'he temperance reform· has become sufficiently 
popular to secure to a certain extent the co-operation 
of the church. Two important elements in this re
form to-day are woman and the Protestant clergy. 
There is a reason why woman should be so thor
oughly enlisted in this cause. None has so keenly 
felt the evils of intemperance as the wife and mother. 
There is a reason, too, why the clergy should be in
terested in this reform. Upon woman the retention 
of their power depends. Now priestcraft is a game, 
and by aiding woman in this work she holds so dear 
at heart, they play a winning card. 

But these priests cannot be Christians without 
being irrational. They advocate temperance, not for 
humanity's sake, but for Chlist's sake, and with that 
beautiful consistency so characteristic of them, 
preach prohibition from a Bible platform. My cle.r
ical friend, the Bible instructs you to spend your 
money for wine and strong drink. If you prohibit 
the sale of liquor, how can you ? "Wine maketh 
glad the heart of man." Then why don't you let 
him hav it? "Let him drink and forget his poverty 
and remember his misery no more." Yes, but they 
did not expect him to do this with water. " They 
shall drink in the courts of my holiness." " Ho ye 
that thirst, come buy wine without money and with
out price." It must be some consolation to a poor 
drunkard to know that saloons set free lunches in 
this world; it must be a greater. consolation to him 
to think of free whisky in the next. 

If the Bible teach temperance and total abstinence, 
as the clergy now contend, why has it taken the 
church so long to find it out? When but a few gen
erations ago every clergyman who could afford it 
kept his sideboard well :filled with . the choicest 
liquors, when ministerial conferences expended more 
for brandy than for fuel, light, and stationery all 
combined, they read their Bibles as carefully and in
terpreted them as honestly, I doubt not, as their 
brethren do to-day. 

Here is a transcript from the church records of the 
South Society of Hartford, Conn. At the ordination of 
a pastor in 1784 the following items are from the bill 
of expenses incurred. The bill was presented by the 
landlord at whose house the clerical party was enter
tained. I hav taken it from the Rev. W. H. Daniel's 
history of "The Temperance Reform," where it is 
given upon the authority of the Rev. Dr. J. B. Dunn 
and the Rev. Dr. Lyman Beecher: 

TO KEEPING MlNISTJIRS, ETO. 
May 4th 

d. £. s. 
To 2 mugs tody, 0 2 4 
" 5 segars, 0 5 10 
" 1 pint wine, 0 3 0 
" 3 lodgings, 0 9 0 

M~5th. 
o 3 bitters, 0 0 9 

" 3 breakfasts, 0 3 6 
" 15 boles punch, 1 10 0 
" 24 dinners, 1 16 0 
" 11 bottles wine, 3 6 0 
" 5 mugs flip, 0 5 10 
" 3 boles punch, 0 6 0 
" 3 boles tody. 0 3 6 

8 3 11 

That is where the church stood on the temperance 
question ninety-nine years ago! . 

It is true that Solomon once pronounced wine a 
mocker and strong drink raging. But this was evi
dently at the end of a week's debauch. Every toper 
says the same thing at the end of his spree. Solo
mon an advocate of temperance I Why, did he not 
say that "wine maketh merry?" Did he not pre
scribe to those "heavy of heart?" Did he not want 
to giv his sweetheart wine ? Nonsense I The Bible 
recognizes wine as necessary an article of consump
tion as bread itself. From Genesis to Revelation it 
is wine, wine, wine. Christ himself evidently con
sidered wine of more importance than bread. For 
while he refuses to make bread out of stone for a 
hungry devil, he has no conscientious scruples about 
converting water into wine for a lot of drunken wed
ding guests. From all my Bible reading I can at 
this moment recall but one instance where an indi
vidual ordering a drink called for water-and he was 
in hell! 

For eighteen hundred years the Bible and the 
church hav been the bulwarks of intemperance. The 
Christian may dispute this fact; but he cannot deny 
that some of his greatest saints were drunkards; he 
cannot deny that when his God drowned the world 
he saved only a drunkard and his family to perpetu
ate the race--that when he doomed a great city to 
destruction he saved only a drunkard and his family; 
he cannot deny that his greatest preacher, Paul, ad
vised taking a little wine for the stomach's sake; he 
cannot deny that Christ himself bore the reputation 
of a" wine-bibber," that he was a manufacturer of 
wine, that he furnished wedding feasts with wine, 
that he gave it to his disciples to drink, and expected 
to drink it himself in heaven; he cannot deny that 
Christ blessed the wine cup, and passed it on through 
the Christian generations; he cannot deny that 
whe:r:ever Christianity has gained a foothold there 
intemperance has made her home. An army 
of missionaries wen~ to India, and what is the re .. 
sult? Says the archdeacon of Bombay: "For eve;r11 
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truly converted Christian the drinking practices of -how frail the temple of American liberty without 
English Christians hav made a. thousand drunkards." these ten grand pillars:! These are the land-marks 
They went to Siberia, and soon transformed a happy, that mark the successiv stages in the founding and 
industrious people into a race of drunken vagabonds. development of our republic--the great central figures 
They traversed the forests of America, the Bible in aro~d which cluster the most that is grand and 
one hand, the bottle in the other, and under the glonous in our country's history-the brightest stars 
combined influence of faith and firewater the last that glitter in the broad field of our political firma
poor red wretch must soon· reach the happy hunting- ment. And yet, not one of these great names ap-
grounds. peared upon the class-roll of a Christian church. 

That many Christians are now zealous workers in When will our people learn that priestcraft is a 
the cause of temperance I am glad to acknowledge. curse, that Christianity is but a gilded fraud, that all 
All honor to them ! But they should remember that the church's claims are false? To disabuse the 
they are simply following in the wake of an Infidel public mind of this great error is no easy and no 
movement, that Infidels and not the church inaugu- thailkful task. And yet it must be done, and we 
rated the temperance reform. The first temperance must do our part. 
paper published in Europe was published by an In- When I survey the dark, sad centuries of the past 
fidel-Joseph Lindsay. The first temperance paper -when I dwell upon the bloody deeds and frightful 
published in this country was published by an oppo- wrongs committed by this cruel church-when I see 
nent of the church-William Lloyd Garrison; and liberty in chains, justice a stranger in every court, 
the first book in favor of total abstinence was written and science wearing the brand of infamy upon her 
by an Atheist-Judge Herttell. brow-when I witness the unrequited toils and 

THE CHURCH AND. THE REPUBLIC. sufferings of those who hav lived and died for the 
Not only must we ascribe to these so-called Infidels right--when I see the beautiful and learned Hypatia 

the credit of inaugurating every true reform, but the dragged naked through the streets of Alexandria and 
establishment and perpetuation of our republican foully murdered by Christian priests-when I behold 
form of government itself we owe not to the church, the merciless flames enveloping the manly body of 
but to those outside of it, and wholly or in a measure Giordano Bruno- when I look upon gray-haired 
free from enslaving dogmas. The Declaration of In- Galileo crouched upon a dungeon's floor-when I 
dependence and the Constitution of the United listen to the piteous groans of burning Servetus, 
States are both Infide documents, the former Deistic, and hear the fiendish laughter of the priest who 
th 1 tt A t" h · holds aloft V anini's bleeding tongue-when I see 

e a er gnos IC; t e former recogmzing the ex- the bones of Voltaire dragged from their rest
istence of a supreme being, but making no recogni-
tion of Christ or Christianity; the latter ignoring ing-place, and calumnies piled mountain high 
even the existence of a God. upon the grave of Thomas Paine-when I see an 

It was the aim of our forefathers to establish a insolent and crafty priesthood preying upon the 
government broad as humanity itself, a purely seen- human hopes and fears, holding in bondage the 
lar government; a government guaranteeing to Jew brains of my fellow-men, and filling the land with 
and Mohammedan, Christian and Infidel, the same superstition, misery, and crime-when all this rises 
rights. But there are a s.et of narrow-minded fanat- up before the vision of my mind, I feel an honest 
ics in our land who are endeavoring to compress this aspiration to contribute something toward hastening 
grand work by having their religion recognized as the time when freedom, justice, and intelligence shall 
the religion; who denominate this the "Christian re- fill the world, and priestcraft with its churches be no 
public," and who are at this moment plotting to hav more. 
the Constitution recognize it as such. But this is Elmina Accepts Mr. Lacy's Offer. 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In 
your issue of August 25th, page 541, appears "An 
Open Letter to Elmina," by Francis D. Lacy, from 
which I <luote the following fair and liberal offer: 

sults of this challenge, hoping not to be disappointed 
in either of my friends. 

Judging from letters already received by mere
lating to the challenge, hundreds are waiting almost 
as anxiously as, Yours truly, ELMINA. 

Snowville, Va., Sept. 5, 1883. 

But Mr. Lacy Declines to Proceed at Present. 
To THE EniToR oF THB TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In 

answer to the proposition of Elmina's friend, made 
in last T.auTH SEEKER, would say that as I reserve 
the conditions under which this phenomenon is to be 
accomplished, I should beg to hav whatever time will 
best answer my convenience. Nor would I be willing 
to submit such a test to one trial, nor be confined to 
any specified time. I do not propose to submit her 
to any expense whereby for me to sacrifice, until con
ditions are favorable for accomplishing the desired 
end. As my business is such that I cannot leave 
home at present, and would necessarily hav to be 
present at so grand a test, I beg leave to say, in ac- . 
cordance with what I wrote to Elmina, by private 
letter, that it is my intention to come East on a lecture 
tour, with a medium of my own selection, and visit 
parts where she can attend, in view of offering these 
phenomena free to prominent literary characters for 
the establishment of their truth. 

Take notice that in her postal to me, of Aug. 27th, 
she writes: "I am anxious to see the slate writing, but 
I can't leave home. Can't it be done on a slate here? 
I don't see why father, for instance, can't come here 
and write as well as where a medium is! Can't thee 
get his writing for me, or my sister's? If the writ
ing is my father's or Isaac's father, it will be proof as 
much as if I saw it done. If the dead liv, it is just as 
easy for them. I see thee is dead in earnest and 
fully sure, and that is proof to me that there is much 
in the phenomena," etc. 

Regarding this as declining my proposition, I wrote 
her of my prospected lecture tour to the East, as al
ready stated, and would make it a point to render to 
her the phenome11a, but no longer feel subject to any 
sacrifice. But the statement is true in regard to the 
phenomena, being fully assured of the fact from the 
frequent tests I hav received; and I know, if I can 
believe my senses, that they come from an intelli
gence from which they purport to come, and it is our 
intention to fully demonstrate this truth to the world. 

But not offering the proposition in the form of a 

not· a Christian republic, and it never will be. It is 
the great republic of humanity, and the American 
heart is large enough and brave enough to preserve 
it as such. There are many Christian names associ
ated with its history which we delight to honor, but 
who were the great men that most contributed to 
make it glorious? 

Whose magic pen first wrote "The Free and Inde
pendent States of America?" Who was the inspiring 
genius that thrilled the American heart with the 
first glad notes of liberty-that first implanted in the 
patriot's Inind a fixed resolve to do or die ? A Chris
tian? No! 

"Now I propose to giv you an opportunity of witnessing bet, or intending it as a challenge, I advise that El
these phenomena, and test the reality of the communications mina's friend receive back his $100 for the present, 
for yourself. I will direct you to where you can get the 'in- and if I cannot offer this demonstration :!nore con
dependent slate writing' done between two slates, with or with- veniently for Elmina's observation, and better to my 
out pencil, with communication addressed to you from some ti f t" th t d t hi h ll I 
friend who has 'passed over,' in their own handwriting, in own sa sac IOn, an ° conce e o s c a enge, 
answer to some question you may ask, known to no other will giv him word. The interest I take in this.highly 
mortal except yourself, and done while you are holding the intelligent and prominent writer, Mrs. Slenker, is 
state in your own hands. Would such a test be satisfactory manifested in view that she may hav the opportunity 
to you? If so, it will not be long before you will look upon f · ti ti th" b" t th I h h d 
this matter as I do. This test is very common out here, and 0 Inves ga ng lS su Jec e same as av a ' Who wrote that immortal instrument that first 

proclaimed our nation's birth-the Declaration of 
American Independence? A Christian? No! 

Who was the colossus of the Continental Congress 
-the master spirit of that ever-memorable debate
the man whose rugged eloquence bore down all op
position and secured the unanimous adoption of this 
instrument? A church-member? No l 

Who, through sunshine and shadow, through 
bloody reverses and brilliant successes, led the patriot 
army to final triumph? A Christian? No! 

When the sun of hope was fast sinking beneath 
the dark horizon of despair, who, with untiring zeal 
and rare diplomatic skill, secured the intervention of 
a foreign power and thus made certain what till then 
seemed doubtful? A Christian? No! 

When victory had perched upon our banner, and 
that banner floated over a free land, yet, alas ! a land 
without a government capable of perpetuating that 
freedom, who headed the movement that was success
ful in securing for us that second and better Magna 
Charter, the American Constitution? A church-mem
ber? No! 

When that instrument was submitted to the several 
states for their approval or rejection, who was its 
ablest champion-who was the leading instrumental
ity in securing its adoption ? A church-member ? 
No! 

if you would like it I can cite you to a score of slate-writing and when she has seen the facts as presented to me, 
mediums, where you can witness it, and some not far from and is made to realize them in that light, her word 
where you are. will go far in establishing this fact to the world. 

"That you may be assured of what I state, I will say A f lf "f I h t kn yth" I 
should you fail to get the demonstrations as I hav stated s or myse • 1 av reason ° ow an 1ng, 
them (which you shall not fail in) then charge me up for am surely right in this fact of a future life, and what 
your time and the expense of your trip, and with it I wi,ll to me could be demonstrated can certainly be dem
sacriftce five hundred dollars for the good of any institution onstrated to others. Let all who oppose us be calm 
of charity you may name." for· a season, for the time is not far distant when the 

I most willingly accept the above proposition, and facts they shall know. 
I hereby appoint you, Mr. Editor, as treasurer for AuTHOR OF "NATURE's HARMONY." 
the occasion. A kind friend has already placed $100 Nirvana, Mich., Sept. 2, 1883. 
in your hands to defray my necessary expenses in at-
tending the experiment in case the spirit writing does [As will be seen by Mr. Lacy's letter, the opportu-
take place according to the conditions proposed. nity is lost for the present. We hav accordingly re-

Now if Mr. Lacy will deposit an equal amount with turned the money, and the controversy, in its prac
you, to be used for the same purpose-together with tical shape, is finished in one, two, three order. The 
the sum he proposes to forfeit in case the spirits fail subject, however, is likely to be continued, and what
-I will be ready to proceed with the triftl whenever ever inferences may be drawn from this fiasco, the 
he points out the medium and designates the time faith of the Spiritualists will not be shaken. And 
and place where the slate writing is to occur. I am 
more and more anxious to hav the privilege of seeing certainly the Materialists will not be less positiv that 
for myself some of the phenomena. Whenever I the spirit-land is a beautiful delusion. However, if 
write on the subject it is flung at me that if I would Mr. Lacy comes East this winter we hope to be pre
once see for myself and hav a chance to investigate sented with something tangible. Like Elmina, we 
I would believe. . are on the anxious seat.-En. T. S.J 

Now that I am offered the chance I gladly avail 
myself of it, and hope to be able to go this fall ere 
cold weather sets in. I see on page 179 of " Bottom 
Facts," these words: 

The Newark League. 
When an offended member of our federal family 

threatened to withdraw from the Union, who so 
promptly demonstrated the power of the central 
government to enforce obedience to its laws-estab- "I hold myself in readiness at any moment within the next 

twelve months, to enter into a contract with any honorable 
lishing a precedent that we trust insures the per- and responsible party, to pay any slate-writing medium in 
petuity of our republic? A church-member? No l the world the sum of $500 if he will induce a spirit to write, 

All men had been declared free and equal, while a in my presence, a message con~aining thre!l or more intel-

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The 
Liberal League had a rousing meeting to-day; the 
hall was full and remained so for over two and a half 
hours. After an organ prelude and the singing of 
the hymn to "Nature," to the tune "America," 
Madam Michels, of New York, gave a reading 
which was heartily received by the audience. Mr. 
Jared Flagg, also of New York, gave a good radical 
talk on "Hypocrisy," which was received with ap
plause throughout. After the singing of "Take the 
Fort," Madam Michels gave another recitation. 
The subject of the lecture of Mr. Flagg walil then 
thrown open for discussion, and a lively time was had 
by members of the League and others that were 
present. Prof. Geo. Vaughan, who lectured last 
Sunday, was present, and made some excellent re
marks. Probably a dozen people took part in its de
bate. After the debate the League had a business 

part still toiled in bondage. The blighting curse of ligible words, upon any slate, without the aid of some exter
nal or physical force." 

slavery hung like a death-pall over the fairest portion 
of the continent, waiting for some strong hand to Now when two intelligent authors of noted works 
tear its folds away. And one arose, but who? A offer, each of them, to forfeit $500, one if the writing 
Christian? No! is done and the other if it is not done, I think it is 

When treason raised her giant form and sought well to make a test of the thing, and I am glad and 
through fratricidal strife the Union's dismember- proud to be the one selected to hav the honor of 
ment, who clutched· the monster in his iron grasp helping in the work. 
and hurled her crushed and lifeless to the earth? A I hope my unknown friend, who has deposited his 
church-member? No ! ~oney for my traveling expenses, and Mr. Lacy, will 

Paine, Jefferson, Adams, Washington, Franklin, both stand by me and see the thing through. If I 
Madison, Hamilton, Jackson, Lincoln, Grant--haw had means of my own I would depend . on ~o one, 
light would be the volume of American history with- but would go at once to. t~e best medin;n m New 
out the names and deeds of these illustrious :men York or Boston; but, as 1t 1s, I must wru.t the re~ 

session, which lasted until half-past six. Gus. 
Newark, N. J., Sept. 9, 1883. 
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THE ROCHESTER CONVENTION. 

MITOHEJ:.L AND WAKEMAN.-DR. STOLZ, MRS. OOLBY, 
MRS. KREKEL, AND MRS. SEVERANOE.-J. H. 
BURNHAM- OOURTLANDT PALrlfER.- RESOLU
TIONS PASSED.-OHAS. WATTS, ELIZUR WRIGHT, 
AND W. S. BELL. 

The principal feature of the Thursday evening 
exercises was the address of the Rev. Thomas Mitch
ell, of Brooklyn, in a labored defense of the Christian 
religion, which endured for some two hours. Printed 
in full it would fill two or three pages of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. The Brooklyn Eagle of the 30th ult. givs it 
entire. His argument may be summarized as fol
follows: 

The Bible sets up the claim that the words clothing the 
ideas describing the Christian religion are of divine inspira
tion, and ·which are not to be changed or modified to the end 
of the world. Its language is: "All scripture is given by in
spiration of God" (2 Tim. ii, 16). "For I testify unto 
every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this 
book, if any man llhall add unto these things, God shall add 
unto him the plagues that are written in this book; and if 
any man shall take away from the words of the book of this 
prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the book of 
life, and out of the holy city," etc. (Rev. xxii, 18-19.) It is 
equally unquestionable that the Bible claims that God created 
the world according to the account given in Genesis, which 
is quoted throughout the scriptures as the plain statement of 
the facts as they occurred-the two most prominent of which 
are that the wl:J,ole work was done in six days of twenty-four 
hours each, and that the work in all its parts was as perfect 
as it has ever been. The hypothesis of evolution is the exact 
opposit of this; hence there is an irreconcilable conflict be
tween the two. We acknowledge the fact of the spread of 
Infidel sentiments in our day a.s never before in the history 
of the world, but this has not been by the discovery of new 
defects in Christianity, nor by really new truths in science, 
much less in philosophy; but what is called modern science 
-which we shall show is not science-has been the chief 
cause of the evil. 

It is admitted by the four principal authorities on evolu
tion-Darwin, Huxley, Tyndall, and Haeckel-that if it does 
not account for the origin of organic beings and thinJS, the 
only alternativ is the biblical account of creation. Another 
admission granted by all these leaders of modern science is 
that their claim that the primordial originated by inherent 
forces in nature without supernatural interference is a pure 
hypothesis; and a hypothesis means something not proved, 
but imagined, or assumed for the sake of argument. Darwin 
begins his evolution with the assumed enstence of a single 
living form. The biblical account also begins with the exist
ence of a single living form. The primordial of Darwin is 
claimed to be the simplest living thing, while the primordial 
of scripture is the grandest and most perfect living being. 
·rhat the biblical account of the world's primordial is the 
most consistent with philosophy and the facts of science is 
demonstrated by the necessities of that which preceded the 
evolution, or the unfolding, namely, the work of unfolding
putting the things in which afterward come out, or were 
evolved. It is absurd to put evolution before involution; it 
~upposes that living things can come out from whence even 
their embryons had not been put in. 

[Mr. Mitchell quoted copiously at his part of the address 
from the writings and scientific investigations of Prof. Tyn
,lall, Prof. Huxley, Laplace, Humboldt, Sir Charles Lyell, 
Henry De Varigny, .Albert Gandry, and Prof. Proctor to show 
that their theories were inconsistent with reason and the laws 
of nature.] 

These correlativ principles comprehend the whole solar 
system, and present us with the following fundamental facts 
of the science of vegetable life: First. No plant or seed would 
grow unless it was first organized according to the law of 
plant life. Second. Not the simplest plant could liv in any 
nascent or half-formed condition of the globe, or in one less 
perfect than that which now exists; and without vegetable 
food animals could not hav existed. Third. That the laws of 
nature are not abstractions, susceptible of having an exist
ence prior to nature itself, and which brought her into exist
ence; but they chemically and electrically inhere, giving all 
bodies their peculiarities, and were incorporated at the forma
tion of the bodies themselvs. Thus does nature, or the solar 
system-the law of vegetation-exhaust herself in sustaining 
the temporary life of man, demonstrating him to be the great 
object for which it was made. One of the commonest objec
tions skepticism makes to the Bible is that it regards man as 
the great object for which the world was made, delegating to 
him supreme dominion, and of course making all animals and 
all other living things subservient and dependent upon him. 
Man's desire to survive deeth-to liv again-and his hope of 
eternal being are attributed to his pride; "for," say they, 
"he has really no more grounds for indulging this hope than 
hav the lower animals. As with these, so with him, death 
ends all." Indeed modern science completely reverses this 
order, and makes man dependent upon a long line of ances
tral weeds, shell fish, and monkeys for his existence, through 
which he has crawled into being, so that in his devotions he 
can sing, 

".All hail the mighty monkey! all hail the ancient clam! 
From which, through evolution, I came to be a man !" 

Our answer is that the sustenance and continued existence 
of the lower animals and of fish and fowl depends upon the 
shaultaneous existence and labor of man. 

[Mr. Mitchell here presented a series of thirty-eight sta~e
ments which he denominated aphorisms and syllogisms. A 
few specimens will show the nature of all of them.] 

Persons exist; impersonality cannot create persons; there
fore the creator is a person, 

.A person has locality; space has no locality; therefore 
space is not God. 

A thing has locality; God is something; therefore God has 
a locality. 

All thmgs in nature are effects; effects are less than their 
causes; therefore the ultimate cause was supernatural. 

The cause could not hav begun; this would hav made it an 
effect; therefore the cause was uncaused. 

Created minds cannot create the simplest thing of nature; 
therefore all nature had a great creator. 

Whatever makes things of which nature is incapable (a lo
comotiv engin, for example), is a creator. Man makes such 
things; therefore man is a creator. 

The mechanical power of each mind is limited to what it 
can comprehend. Man cannot comprehend the mechanism 
involved in his own nature-what he knows is that it exists; 
therefore man acknowledges the existence of that which he 
cannot comprehend, 

Everything is a miracle of which nature is incapable; na
ture is incapable of making a living animal or plant; there
fore the origin of living animals or plants was miraculous. 

There was a time before nature existed; a thing cannot act 
until it exists; therefore nature did not cause her own exist
ence. 

Inorganic things move by necessity; that which moves by 
necessity had no power to commence its motion; therefore 
this power was supernatural. 

Organic things are greater than inorganic [lifeless] things; 
th.e lesser cannot make the greatE>r; therefore the organic was 
muaculous work. 

The process of bringing the first living thing into existence 
must hav been so short that the part first made would not 
decompose before the last part was finished; therefore it 
must hav been made according to Genesis. 

Each species has naturr~l -parents; the first pair of" each 
s;pecies had no natural parents; therefore the :firsL were crea
tions. 

Each species preserves its own identity; no new species 
has ever come into existence; therefore the first pair of each 
species were created at the beginning of the world. 

The solar system was once a. fiery molten mass. Fire de
stroys that upon which it preys; therefore the world did not 
come into existence upon the fiery hypothesis. 

Nebula vapor cannot burn; the nebula was before the fire· 
therefore the fiery world never existed. ' 

Evolutionists say original matter was homogeneous. Homo
geneous matter has no chemical compounds to dissolve· 
therefore it could never ha.v burnt, as burr.ing is dissolu~ 
tiou. 

Fossils are found in rocks; liquid fires leaves no fossils· 
therefore the rocks were uever liquid fire. ' 

If left to cool, fire leaves nothing but ashes and cinders. 
The crust of the earth is not composed of ashes and cinders· 
therefore it was never a fiery, nebulous mass. ' 

Gravity was essential to the formation of the solar system· 
a world of fire has no gravity; therefore the world neve; 
commenced upon the nebula theory. 

An article in the "Encyclopedia Britannica," headed "Con
fucius," mentions it as a distinguishinging mark of the great
ness of the Chinese philosopher, that he cleduced the golden 
rule from the needs of human society. A9 this fact is used 
by skeptics to degrade Christ to the level of a mere philoso
pher, we call attention to the subject to show that he bor
rowed nothing from the Chinaman, and that Confucius had 
no conception of the Golden Rule of Christ. Confucius lived 
350 years and Moses 1,500 years before Christ, and Christ de
clares the "Golden Rule" which he taught was condensed 
from the laws of Moses and the prophets; so that if either 
borrowed it, it was the Chinaman. The rule of Confucius 
was only negativ. His language is, "What you would not 
like to be done to do, do not do to others." It is obvious that 
a perfectly selfish miser may keep the rule of Con·fucius 
which simply requires us to do no evil to others; while th~ 
rule of Jesus requires this, and, in addition, to do every good 
to others which lies within .our power-everything we would 
hav others do to us, were we in their circumstances. The 
Christian religion, therefore, consists in doing those unselfish 
works which wer6l exemplified in the life as well as taught in 
the injunctions of its author; and its best defense is to show 
what laws its founder enjoins on his followers. 

Is it not marvelous that in this late age of boasting progress 
any one should be called on to defend such a system? and 
should not its pride feel rebuked at its utter inability to add 
the least shade of improvement to the greatness and grand
eur of its standard? If unbelievers are too self-willed and 
proud to respect and obey their maker, how can they act 
.otherwise toward their fellow-men ? 

In continuing his address Mr. Mitchell claimed that the 
two fundamental principles of the Christian religion are love 
and sacrifice ; maintained that the redeemer, savior, and 
destined king of the coming world is the only living God as 
taught in the scriptures; declared that it was possible for the 
creator to make himself manifest in the flesh, and resolved 
his arg~ments into the following aphoristic and syllogistic 
conclusiOns: 

1. To suppose that there are no other objects in bringing 
the world into existence than those which her present re
sources manifest argues that the creator acted without a rea
sonable purpose; but, as everything in nature shows an ade
quate purpose, it forbids such a reflection; therefore, the 
purpose must be written and revealed, and is that contained 
in the Bible. , ·=--

2. The world and its inhabitants were created suddenly 
and perfectly. The same being has the power to recreate it 
-this is his sworn purpose: ".As truly as I liv all the earth 
shall be filled with the glory of the Lord." (Num. xiv, 21.) 

3. If God ever caused a book to be writen, its account of 
the origin of the world and its living inhabitnntR must be 
true science and philosophy. We hav found the ouripture 
statements of thRt origin to hav been philosophic and ocien
ti:fic necessities; therefore the author of scripture was the 
creator of nature. 

4. The scriptures contain the prehistoric record of the 
civil, moral, and religious march of the family of man down 
to the present day. Man could not hav written this history 
in advance; therefore he only who saw the end from the 
beginning could hav been its author. 

5. Man is a being of mercy; a merciless being could not 
hav made one of mercy, because Le would hav been better 
and greater than himself; therefore God is merciful. . 

6. God made man with power to obey him; this carries 
with it the power to disobey; therefore, man can only be
come a loyal subject of God's government by inducements 
offered to his understanding. If he persistently refuses to 
obey, his maker may destroy him; but destruction is not 
government, and the man still t1iumphs, though ending in 
his own ruin. · 

7. The proprietor of man must desire his obedience; the 
disobedience of his creatures must mar his happiness; there
fore, if he would be supremely happy, there must come a 
time when every created being has become reconciled to the 
will of its maker or has perished. 

8. The interest manifested by the creator in the details of 
organic and inorganic nature forbids the idea of indifference 
to the smallest acts or motivs of his intelligent creatures; 
yet those who are his most loyal subjects suffer the greatest 
hardships in the present world. This demonstrates the ne
cessity of another world, in which all this will be reversed, 
and Lazarus shall hav his good things and the rich man his 
evil things. 

In conclusion he thanked the convention for its 
patient and respectful attention. 

The convention assembled at 10 o'clock Friday 
morning with a very good attendance. President 
Brown exhibited a copy of the Meteor if Light, con
taining the proceedings of the Infidel convention held 
in New York illl\1ay, 1845, and which waa presented 

to him by a delegate who attended that convention. 
"The Waiting Time" was sung by H. H. Hall, who 
accompanied the words with .music on a guitar. 
President Brown then introduced Dr. Stolz, of Chi
cago, as the first speaker, who was to consider the 
s~bject of "T~e . Origin of Evil," and who prefaced 
h1s a?dress w1th an explanation of a large canvas 
hangmg at the east of the stage, representing "Vol
ney in the Ruins." Mr. Stolz said: 

We are in a world of mysteries, and life is a problem not 
yet fully_und_erstood. 'Future gen~rations may bring to light 
thn:t which IS now not very plam to our understanding. 
Philos<?phers and men of letters hav searched diligently for 
a solutwn of the problem of life, but with imperfect success. 
Man by nature is a p.trilosophic and social being, in whom 
conscience is awakened by reason and a moral action takes 
form. What is evil-! mean a crime, the wrong actions of 
men? Is it an injury to our fellow-men, or is it a remorse of 
conscience? The orthodox churches teach that some time 
in the eternal past a difficulty arose between one of the most 
popular angels and God, resulting in war and the banishment 
of the angel. They tell us that he became wholly depraved 
and set up a kingdom of his own, a realm of utter darkness. 
The seduction of the pair in Eden, they say, followed, as did 
the total depravity of them and their offspring. The war be
gun in heaven was transferred to earth, where these two 
powers are contending for the souls of ru en. This story is 
too absurb to merit even a denial. Many teach that God 
permits evil.that he may display his power by sending men 
mto everlastmg torment. Others, that God places stumbling
blocks in our way to tempt us. The majority, however, 
preach that evil comes from the fiend of darkness, commonly 
denominated the devil. Man being the object of contention, 
can do little besides grin and bear it. All a Christian has to 
do when he goes astray is to charge it to God or the devil, 
and he is released. Scarcely an idea embodied in the old 
creeds of the chm:ch is traceable to any scientific or philo
sophic research. Philosophical reasoning upon the subject will 
dispel these mystical monsters from our minds. . .Among the 
ancient philosophers the Greeks were amo:rag the first to look 
in the right direction for a solution of the problem of the out
growth of evil. There was a period of 300 years, ending 100 
years before Christ, that might be called the age of philoso
phy. An attempt was made then to establish a religion based 
upon philosophy, in which humanity was to be the highest 
idea of God. It proved a failure, but did not die. There 
followed a period of darkness until about the year 1600, when 
light again began to dawn and the age of philosophy was re
vived. 

The philosophies of Goethe, Schelling, Kant, and oth
ers, held that good and evil are conceptious of the mind, 
expressed by deeds or actions. Those who are in harmony 
with their environments and the records of their lives will 
hav no remorse of conscience. Pain following a fractured 
limb is not punishment; it is a messenger of mercy calling 
upon us to giv the limb proper attention. If a moral law is 
violated, conscience calls us to judgment. ·we suffer because 
we are not in harmony with our record, and we must giv the 
matter attention. We find, therefore, fixed laws surround
ing us, which, if we disobey, either morally or physically, 
hold us to account. Some call this punishment, but nature 
never punishes; it is rather a means of correction. As we 
study ourselvs and our powers, we will find a true guide, 
which, if followed, will never lead us wrong. Every child 
born into the world, all things being equal, is on the straight 
road to happiness. It is only by perversion of normal ten
dencies that we are made to go astray. In many instances 
the education of our children is worse than no education. 
The child in its own mind often hesitates to do a wrong act 
until urged by companions. By culture or education we do 
not put into the child goodness; it is only set in motion by . 
inherent powers. Instinctivly we aim to do right, and it is 
only by the perversion of natural sense that we do wrong. 
The axis of right is constantly changing, so that what is right 
to-day is not to-morrow, and what is considered wrong in 
this country may not be so in another. Still a common 
standard exists somewhere. It is within the domain of the 
philosophical faculties. The power of the mental faculties 
to conceive ideas of right and wrong human action is a mat
ter of evolution or growth of every individual or race. As 
years roll on, generations will grapple with the question with 
added power. Happy indeed will be those who can keep the 
record of their years clear and well balanced, even to the last 
final accounting, and until Mother Nature wraps us close in 
an embrace as that she givs the lily or the rose as they gently 
fade on the summer's breeze, and as she lays us down to 
slumber our rest will be free from care or sorrow. 

Professor W. S. Bell then briefly addressed the 
convention and referred to the work that had been 
done by H. L. Green, secretary of the association, in 
behalf of the cause of Freethinkers. He suggested 
taking up a subscription in his behalf. Courtlandt 
Palmer seconded the suggestion and started the sub
scription with $25. President Brown and others fol
lowed with $5 each. It was stated that it was de
su·able to raise the Sl:m of $200. Nearly $150 was 
realized. 

The convention was called to order at 2 o'clock in 
the afternoon by President Brown, after which Sec
retary Green made some brief remarks relativ to the 
success of the convention. "Vogel's Waltz" was 
then rendered by ihe quartet with excellent effect. 
Mrs. 0. K. Smith, of St. Louis, then rendered the 
song, entitled, "The People's Advent," after which 
Mrs. Amelia Colby, of Buffalo, was introduced to 
the audience, and commenced her remarks as:follows: 

I hope I shall not impose on your generosity, and shall 
therefore come directly to the point, "What are we here for?" 
My purpose here is to exchange thoughts with you. Every 
act of life has its significance. Our coming together here is 
sign!ficant of human liberty. The representativ. of. Chris
tiamty says that all shall go to hell who are not disciples of 
Christ. He not only hates his enemies but also his friends. 
He is the author of all things, if he had in himself all that is 
in nature, if everything came from God, if he is supernatural, 
then everything is supernatural. I am suprised that our 
ministers should go to heaven and allow millions of men and 
women to be lost. Every one of the 75,000 ministers are bet
ter than the god they worship. I hav studied the Bible. I 
:find that Dr. Harvey must hav known years ago more than 
God, who you and I hav been taught crea.ted. h_eaven and 
earth. I am satisfied that the unfolded law life ISm embryo. 
We o.re told we are finite. How can I be finite if I came from 
an in:fi.Dit? If he is a personal God, who knows that he is not 
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subject to law? I:f I cannot believe all my brothers sa.id l~st -who hav been system&.tically robb~d ever since by th~se of land, a dr;op of w'ater, or a breath of air. But the few de
night it is because I cannot realize it. The.ignorance of man- twin thieves, society and the church, the one taking tribute prive the many of their use by the right of might; still the 
kind of science has summoned and protected all religions. from honest labor to swell still more the thievish accumula- right to their us exists inalienable, though trampled under 
We hav a right to study science. Science is that element that tions of monopolists-commercial bandits; the other exacting footi and no less to the land than to the air and water. What 
says this is so and that is so. · tributes on the ecclesiastical pretense of a soul, the author wou d the holders of the land say to him who should bottle 

A belief in God supports 70,000 ministers and $700,000,000 and creator of which will damn him for being made in such up the a.ir and water and assume to deal them out to others 
worth of untaxed property. There is no class of Christians an imperfect and devilish fashion if he does not comply with for a consideration? Would they submit as tamely as do the 
that I ever knew but that was better than their gods. When the rates. of toll and pass over the theological bridge of salva- many to the few in the instance of the land? No. There 
God damns and burns it is not for a day,. but eternally, we tion .. Gentleman and ladies, I submit to you this afternoon would be rebellion at once at the attempt of such a thing; 
are taught by our Christian brethren. If God created me to the'question, Are not the levers of progress resting here un- and yet this mi6ht be done with air and water as justly as 
be different than I am, which is the larger or more powerful? der this load of ignorance, crime, social, religious; and mental what they do With land. The air, the water, the land exist; 
I hav outwitted him, for I belong to the universe, and God slavery? Are not these levers the clearer and more just views man had no hand in making them; they are the first factors 
does not. Do you ask me if I believe in a God? I answer to all intelligent people-inside organization and out-be- in the problem of maintaining life; but, unused, are value
most emphatically that I do not, and hope I never shall. I lievers and unbelievers of the theological creeds, are coming less. Labor is the second factor in this problem, and wealth 
don't care how many gods there are outside the universe, to hold concerning man's duty and destiny in this world? If -being whatever can contribute to the maintenance of life, 
when we can get the ministers outside we can be free and so, then every labor organization that protests against slavery increase its comforts or luxuries-is the result. Before labor 
free thinkers. We may be conscientious, but wrong; but yoi:t to capital, and insists upon the dignity and royalty of honest there was no wealth. All wealth comes from labor, hence it 
can't turn to any book to convince you that we are.· God labor, asks and merits our help; if so every association of belongs to it. If there were none but equitable exchanges 
cannot prove a fact by a book any more than yo11 or I can. men and women protesting against the tyranny and narrow- made, all evidence of labor would remain with its producers. 
A fact may prove a book. God failed to tell us anything ness or environments born out of ignorance and superstitions! But the surplus wealth is held by those who had no hand in 
about the printing-press in his wonderful Bible. ' He was not, of the past is worthy of our thoughtful censideratiori and co-. its production, while the producer sees his fruits added to 
therefore, a success. I don't want anything that is not sue- operation. . i their aggregations year after year, and his own allowance, in 
cessf:nl. What do people mean by heaven and hell? Heaven, . ', the best of times, reduced constantlj' nearer the starvation 
a place; where is it? Above. It is· outside of nature; out- In conclusiOn, Mrs. Krekel pleaded earnestly that point, and, in the worst, cut off altogether. If every individ-
side of law is the place God inhabits. If it·is inside of na- the Freethinkers would from this date "resolute" less ual had an unrestricted right to use the elements under equal 
ture, he is governed by law. The earth is his :fo.:.tstool and and organize more thoroughly for practical work or- regulations, and should put that right in practice, everybody 
it revoives 25,000 miles a day. -Think of it· and what a posi- · · h 1 d" t · t · t" d t 't would be supplied with at least the necessaries of life. 
tion God occupies who uses this footstool. What iS hell and gamze .1n s~ 00 IS nc s,_ m ~oun Ies a~ s a es, The use of money made the opportunity for the modern 
where is it? We learn about it in the Bible, but what did found libranes, encourage mtelligence and mdepend-· merchant. His legitimate functions are the distribution of 
Jesus Christ want a hell for? If you ·follow his teachings ence in industries, and closed with the following the fruits of labor, in the interest of laborers and consumers, 
you must hate your friends and love your enemieli!. If you quotation· and as their .agent. But from this he degenerates to a specu-
were to follow his practical life you would till be bachelors, " · . lator on their needs. Prostituting his functions and those of 
nnd then think, in such an event, what a fine world this No t~uth shall fa~; but, wea~y of their load, money to selfish purposes, he buys from one at the lowest 
would be to liv in. The Christian people tell-us that .God Fe~r 8 hagg~rd pillars s~all ~Ie down; and the owl, price (a price leaving him no profit), and sells to the other at 
livs in heaven and controls it as well as its opposi1!, which the Hootmg the pil_grim. <?n his ru_med road, the highest price (a price that exhausts his earnings), the 
Bible designates as bell. I leave it to any one 'in the audi- Shall m<?ck his twilight ,stones of the soul. difference between the two remaining in his purse-a profit-
ence whether this is true or not. If so, who ruled heaven 1 see far VIStas to be man 8 abode, making system in which many industrial evils hav originated. 
during Christ's nine months' gestation, or did he appoint Where bell funereal ~ever more. shall toll, These middlemen were the first abnormal class. Had they 
some one to take his place in authority during his absence? Nor c:ypress qmver; . exercised their normal functions only, they would hav been 
Is it true that Christ lived? No. I defy the 70,000 ministers· I see the flashmg of the splendid wave the allies of laborers, acting as their agents in exchanging 
to prove it. In speaking of a divinity I mean a Christ of im- That makes the ~os,es ?row, on Error's grave, commodities, and with them shared in the surplusses. But 
·maculate conception. But 1 want to find out where heaven Along Life 8 nver. in the greed for gain, the desire to dominate, the passion to 
and hell are, for we hav l)een taught that . we hav a heaven The last speaker of the afternoon session was Mrs. possess, they waived their ~eat advantage and became op-
for our God and a hell for our devil. But aince God wrote J r s f w· . h d r d pressors. But, look at the Ills of labor as we may, there 
his work wonderful things hav been learned, and if the .local- u Iet everance, 0 ISconsm, ~ 0 e lV~re ~n seems to be a single system only by which immunity from 
ities of heaven and hell are fixed you must look out, or you elaborate address on " The Industnal and Fmanmal these may be secured, and this is in organizing it upon the 
will get into. hell when you wish to go to heaven, for the Problem" of which the following is a brief abstract: plan of mutual interests or co-operation principles. In a 
world moves around on its axis once in twenty-four hour~. ' competitiv system there will always be few or many who 
The more we believe the less we know, and the more we know FELLow LA:BOBEBs, BBOTREBB AND SrsTEBB OF THE GREAT cannot obtain employment, and there will always be illus-
the less we believe. Therefore, what good does it do to pray Hm.u.N FAMILY: I appear before you, not as a silver-tongued trations of the possibility of our getting possession of what 
to an omnipotent God if he has got everything fixed? Would speaker to tickle your fancies, please your conceits, or call thousands hav produced. When financial crises come, as 
he make any changes for my whims? No. Now, then, to forth your applause by lofty flights of oratory; but as one come they will in such a system, the thousands will suffer, 

. . h ? 1 . who for years has studied to find out what the matter is in and the one will make no sacrifice, unless compelled, to mit-return to our origmal question, what are we ere for t IS d 1 d h 1 h 1 
for the purpose of liberating and elevating men, women, and this favore an ' t at possesses al t e e aments of prosper- igate their sufferings. Though this right to acquire and hold 
children. Woman is the great soul of life, for from her life ity of all other countries in the world; that there can be at possession in the face of suffering is le~ally unquestioned, if 
is ebbing and flowing. Woman therefore demands a hearing t.he same time creaking warehouses, burdened with the sur- it be examined in the light of justice, It will not stand a mo
to-day. The Freethinkers of the state of New York should plus products, and also millions starving-mothers agonizing ment. It is the power by which a Crosar ruled the world; by 
see that women should hav the same rights as men; and you, for their children, who cry for bread they hav not to giv: which kings hav kept their sway; the South its slaves. Some 
Mr. Green; you, Mr. President, are here, but where are your fathers desperate and ready for almost anything that prom- of these subjections were more despotically ma.inta.ined than 

? M G ises redress. is the dominance of wealth over the laboring masses. The wives ( r. reen: My wife is in the audience.) More of fi 
you would let your wives come if they had taken in washing The first step that should be taken, the rst question to be liberty the workingman enjoys is more in name than fact. 
to pay their expenses. Mary was forced to giv birth to a understood by those who would intelligently right a wrong, How can he be free whose labor in prosperous times barely 
child.in a manger. There is hardly a man in this state, the is to learn from what the wrong has come; in what it had its feeds and clothes himself and family, leaving him penniless 
most wicked one in the Union, who would not take into his origin; since if the cause be known a remedy may then be to encounter adversity when turned adrift from work? Or 
house a woman who is about to giv birth to a child. But. found. If we who deal in industrial remedies think only of how can he be free whose right to labor for what he needs to 
still the in:finit one, the merciful one, allowed Mary to· giv the effects we see; if we simply take the pains and aches we eat and drink is in the unrestricted hands of an employer? 
birth to Christ in a manger. What is the Freethinker here suffer, and try and alleviate them by palliative without in- It is through the ignorance and selfishness of the rich that 
for to-day? 1 ask you to come to the rescue of the slave, and quiring why they come, we may even aggravate the real millions are hungry, homeless, naked, starving, in this land 
if there is a sanctuary let it be our home, and not that center malady, as they do who deal in pills and powders. If, how- of plenty. 
of superstition, the church. Let the babe be impregnated ever, we can get back to the fountain and dry that up, then Laborers hav no cause to charge the tardy movement to 
with virtue, and not crime. We are here to exchange thoughts, the streams of suffering that flow from it will cease. the rich, since they hav the law-making power in their own 
to protect childhood and womanhood. Never mind to-mor- The evil from which our sufferings come is not that there hands and hav refused to use it. Until they shaH send men 
row, but let us take care of to-day. There are hundreds is not enough by which the needs of all might be supplied; to Congress to no longer misrepresent them and their inter
within prison walls who demand our attention, and the high- but that while there is more than could be consumed, the ests, they should rather admit their own responsibility, and 
est laws of life demand our investigation. We should not daily labor~rs and their families are houseless, naked, and make haste to change their previous conduct in political 

h hungry; is not under-production of what is required, but un- affairs and wage their war against the law, and customs that 
rely upon w at was written ten thousand years ago. There equal distribution of what we hav. And why is this l Be- hav brought on the distress and not against individuals. 
are few things I know, but one thing I do know, that there h h h · · h ll is a grand law of life, and it has impregnated my life as well cause t e strong av t e unquestiOned ng t, !ega v, to op- Beyond the possibility of a doubt the rich do not pay a dol-
as yours. Mothers hold you responsible for the incarceration press the weak from whatever cause. The few who hav the lar of taxes, but equally beyond a doubt productiv labor pays 
of their boys even if they hav committed a crime. peculiar talent to aggregate the results of labor secure pos- them the last farthing, no matter in what form levy may be 

session of the net products of the industrial many, and made; and not only this, but also all the bills of expense of 
The address was greeted with loud applause. The restrain them from their use. Had competition in govern- the vast establishments of these same rich, their wine, 

quartet then sang the well-known piece, entitled ment been confined to the individual plane as it has been in brandy, and cigars; their fast horses and other fast things; 
"Sweet and Low," after which Mrs. Judge Krekel, of industry, there could hav been no government of the people their corruption funds with which they buy and sell the leg-

in any country. Industrially each person competes with islativ power against the laborer, and every other thino- in 
Missouri, was introduced, and spoke extemporane- every other for superiority, the frequent result of which is which they now indulge, from which he is shut out. 

0

ffis 
ously on the subject, "The Levers of Progress." A the compulsory idleness of starving millions. As a nation earnings, his hard wrought products, are seized upon by 
brief summary of the address is as follows: w.e are politica11y enlightened, hav a high order of govern- them and turned against him, as an army seizes upon the 

ment, but industrially we are savage still-each family or in- cannon of its conquered foe and with their shot and shell an-
tThere has probably never been a time in the history of dividual contends with every other for superiority as they nihilates what is lelt that can resist them. Let the mask 

civilized man-certainly not in the history of modern civili- did politically in the infancy of the race; and these opposing with which capital has hoodwinked labor fall forever, and 
zation-when the whole lump of humanity was so thoroughly interests clash and keep the political and industrial tides al- let a money be adopted based on the products of the toilers 
leavened by the spirit of growth and progress as at the pres- ternately on the ebb and flood of the present suffering. The hands, the redeemability of which rests on their willingness 
ent time. From center to circumference, from the simplest general business of a country is governed by the ·same prin- and capacity to add to that basis year after year forever. Is 
kind of industry to the loftiest regions of speculativ thought ciples as that of the individual. If a person does business it strange that laborers hav not long since had this all ar
and philosophy, every hand of labor represents an interroga- on a borrowed capital and pays interest to double the amount ranged? No, it is not. They hav employed the nonpro
tion point., and every tongue voices a question in the interest of his net profits, giving ndtes secured by liens upon his ductiv classes to think for them politically and industri
of the race. As Prof. Clifford has said, "The signs of the capital, he will eventually consume his capital. Now this is ally, just as some hav employed ministers to think for them 
times foretell that the kingdom of man is at hand." just what we as a nation are doing. W.e pay six hundred religiously. Until quite recently most people hav swallowed 

To the elocutionist, who recognizes the fact that in mental millions in cash or bonds, more than the net profits of the whatever either of these classes has given them without 
as well as in physical growth, the simple underlies the com-. country's industry annually, as interest and dividends to questioning; but the questioning has begun in earnest, and 
plex and it is by following the facts of differentiation that we non-producers. ISo long as this goes on, so long will the dis- the curta.in will soon rise on a new scene in the drama of the 
reach the excellent. It does not seem strange that special in- tress increase. There may be temporary alleviations as at industries, as well as that of religion, and reveal the grand 
terests absorb general good, nor the selfish views obstruct the present time, but they will not last. A radical cure is de- spectacle, a whole nation, 50,000,000 people doing its own 
that clearer vision which is at all time necessary to a just es- manded; and the demand is being made in piteous tones thinking and guid1ng its action by its thought in every de
timate of the immortal. I suppose that most Freethinkers from every hut and hovel of the country, from every dive and partment of life. When this shall come, when the curtain 
are evolutionists; it even transpires that othodox defenders garret of the city, but these will soon be changed to tones shall be rung up to show this scene, the star of hope for 
of special tenets are evolutionists, after they hav bridged over that will not brook delay. Let those to whom the appeal is downtrodden labor will rise even to the zenith, shedding its 
the unanswerable (as yet) questions concerning the origin of made beware. The cause of industrial evils, then, lies in the benignant rays upon an emancipated prosperous, happy, 
life; for on last evening our good brother,.of the "Lord God" conftict inaugurated by engrafting a highly developed politi- people. 
theory of creation, after he had secured the Almighty's ser- cal system upon an industrial system not yet advanced be- l f th ddr th 
vices long enough to make the first pair, remanded all the yond the rudimental plane, and the cure must be to raise the At the c ose 0 e a ess e quartet sang 
rest to the process of evolution. We hav heard about steal- industries to the plane upon which we stand politica11y, that "The Star Spangled Banner." An adjournment was 
ing the livery of heaven to serve the devil in-this would there may be harmony instead of constant conflict between was then taken until 7: 30 o'clock. 
seem to be stealing the livery of the devil to serve God in. political and industrial interests-indeed, politics should be The Academy of Music was comfortably filled at 
But to come back to our subject: if Freethinkers are evolu- abolished or merged into industry. f th · · · h · d 
tionists-are advocates and defenders of that growing gospel The basis of all wealth is in the elements-the land, the the session o e assomatwn In t e evenmg, an 
of humanity which makes the race a unit-which insists that air, the water. Everything that contributes to the necepsities, many occupied seats in the galle:ry. Secretary Green 
wrong and justice toward the one is wrong arid injustice to- the comforts, the luxuries of life comes from them. They entertained the audience with a few remarks while 
ward the whole-which declares that whenever in the social are what man found when he made his advent on the earth. the people were assembling. "See the Pale Moon," 
kinship a human being is despoiled of the right and oppor-· Every person has an inalienable right in them, a right to use was then sung by Mr. Hollister and Mr. Fried, to 
tunity to be a good citizen, then may I ask this afternoon re- them to support himself. The right to life carries with it 
spectfully, aye, reverently, why are we. not organizing as the right to that by which it can be mainta.ined. Without the evident entert.ainment of the audience, which in 
thoroughly as we are disorganizing? Why are we not build- this the other is a sham. The "privileged classes" make it vain called for a second selection. The president 
ing as rapidly as we are demolishing? Is it not true that op- a sham, since, while they say to the toilers in the Declaration then introduced T. B. Wakeman, of New York, who 
portunities are neglected-that capital is squandered-that of Independence, "You hav a right to life," they nullify it had been announced as the speaker of the evening, 
~he mightiest levers of human progress are left to-day in the when they say, by practice, "You shall hav no right to that 
overburdened, nerveless hands of that very element in so- by which you maintain it, save as we elect, and at such cost and who would answer the arguments of Rev. Mr. 
'Ciety whose existence we deplore ·and whose condition it is as we may set upon it." These classes hav obtained posses- Mitchell, the speaker of the previous evening. 
,the business of Freethinkers to better, I mean that portion sion of the free gifts of nature and usurped the power to do 
of the race with nothing precious or sweet to liv for, be- with them as their interests decide, without reference to what 
cause they were robbed before birth of their natural heritage, is tight. If tbe elements belong to universal man, instead 
a clean.and pure life, by the twin vices .of. ignorance and lust of to a class, no person can acquire· an ownership to an inch 

Mr. Wakeman commenced by saying that the Christian 
who reasons is lost. "Believe or be damned," Suoh were 

(Continued on,'page 586.) 
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The Convention and the Clergy. 

ing. You see your salaries. going. You see your 
easy times of idleness slipping away. You see the 
hour approaching when a minister's word will be no 
better than an honest man's, when hypocrisy is not 
clothed in purple and honesty garbed in rags. As 
an intercessor with heaven, your occupation is going, 
going, going. Better save an easy~chair and a pair 
of slippers while yet .you may, for woman is fast gain
ing her senses and will not long be a toy and play
thing for the Lord's self-styled mouth-pieces. Every 
meeting the Freethinkers hold is a nail in your cof
fin. The Rochester convention was a whirlwind 
sweeping you all out to sea. That meeting had a 
tremendous effect upon the country, and if you wish 
to remove it we will giv a little advice for your own 
good, and that is, explain the facts there set forth, 
and do away with denunciation. Otherwise the out
side public will conclude you cannot do it. 

The· Resolutions. 
The resolutions passed by the late convention 

must commend themselvs to all interested in procur
ing a really secular goveinment and in removing 

The Rochester Convention, it seems, has stirred up from Freethinkers the legal disabilities now imposed 
the churches all around While professing to believe upon them by reason of their disbelief in the Chris
that the convention had no effect, and did no dam- tian religion. As the League platform is an epitome 
age to Christianity, the clergy all over the country of what the Liberals ask for, its simple reaffirmation 
are "answering" the speeches made there. Their was perhaps sufficient, but, it seems to us, the asso
arguments are of the usual style-denunciation and ciation, as a state organization, might with propriety 
dirt-throwing. Their mud-balls are aimed especially and pertinence hav addressed a memorial to our 
at the founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER. But these mis- next legislature asking that the hundred and more 
ails hav been in the air so long they are dried out, millions now invested in church buildings in this 
and, crumbling to pieces, only scatter over the state may be forced to bear their share of the burden 
throwers. of taxation; that the state support of Protestant and 

Most of the preachers severely condemn the secu- Catholic institutions be withdrawn and forever with
lar press for spreading the proceedings of the con- held; that all especial Sunday legislation be re
vention, although if the assembly was so harmless in pealed; that the absurd custom of chaplains at state 
its attacks upon the church, we see no good reason prisons and penitentiaries and all public assemblies 
for this censure. Another point (and somewhat qual- whose members are paid by the state be done away 
ifying their general statement of the harmlessness of with; a request, in short, that all religious bodies 
the affair) is, that no real Christian can be affected. and societies, for whatever purpose, be left to sup
Just what a real Christian is the reverend idlers for- port themselvs, and sink and swim according to the 
get to add. According to the New Testament, the demand in open market for the commodities they 
real Christians are they who can handle deadly ser- hav to peddle out. Such a demand would havre
pents and imbibe deadly poisons "in my name" with- ceived some attention from the legislature, because 
out fear of evil consequences. If the clergy mean the politicians of that body could readily see there 
that the teachings of the convention will not affect were votes behind it, and if there is anything in this 
such people, they are right-for that kind of folks world a politician worships and respects it is votes. 
are all dead. If they mean the average church- We must make some concrete beginning in this mat
member who pays his pew rent as sacredly and reg- ter soon. Generalities are all right in their place, 
ularly as he sands his sugar or files off the end of his but there are enough Freethinkers in the state now 
yard-stick, who looks with horror upon a Freethinker, to do more than talk. Of the five million inhabi
and never reads a word outside of the Tribune and tants of New York, probably half a million would 
his weekly Church Scavenger, they are also right. favor the above-mentioned reforms, and some conces
" To reason with such people is like giving medicin sions can certainly be wrung from fearful politicians 
to the dead." We do not expect either of the above (many of whom secretly favor them and much more) 
classes will hav their ideas changed. Physical and within the next year or two. 
mental corpses are poor material out of which to The bold avowment of sympathy with the cause 
make Freethinkers .. But there is another class that of woman is a strong plank. No man who loves and 
will be benefited if the published proceedings can be respects his wife and daughter can object to giving 
laid before them. We mean the thirty-five millions them the ballot, a weapon freely placed in the cor
of people in this country who are neither coffi.ned rupt hands of ignorant and besotted Catholics and 
nor confined in churches. They are the great pub- plantation negroes. To withhold it is to place women 
lie who, though leaning yet a little toward the tra- below these people in intelligence. We were glad to 
ditional church-warped in their young days-hav see that every reference to woman suffrage in the 
yet to decide whether the secular government so convention was heartily applauded by the audience. 
fairly, justly, vehemently, asked for by the Freethink- It proves that Liberals stand miles and miles ahead 
ers shall be had, or whether the reactionary bigots, of the churches in. advocating reforms beneficial to 
headed by the Methodist and Catholic churches, shall the human race. 
carry the day. To them we appeal, and to them the Labor, too, receives its just recognition. If the 
speakers at the convention spoke. The press of workingman could only be made to see it, he would 
Rochester alone gave the lecturers an audience reach- find that his true friends are outside the churches, 
ing far up into the thousands besides those assem- which degrade him to slavery, because God con
bled in the Academy of Music. The Herald of this damned Adam to get his bread by the sweat of his 
city carried the number up to the hundreds of thou- brow. Labor produces all the world has and should 
sands. To say that the proceedings had no effect demand and receive its rightful share. Under our 
upon this vast body of people is to talk much non- present Christian system of corrupting legislatures 
sense-and none knows it better than the clergy and buying laws, he gets almost nothing. In a large 
themselvs. They but talk for effect; to deceive the measure it is his own fault. In another way it is 
trusting people of their parishes. They themselvs not, for he is governed by his surroundings, and fif-

ly is also an admirable one, and should be heeded 
immediately. The compacter and more thorough 
the organization, the quicker can the objects of the 
National Liberal League ·be attained. By all means 
let us organize. Naturally the hand of fellowship 
would be extended to all similar bodies. Our Euro
pean brethren are working vigorously, and if Mr. 
Bradlaugh has not succeeded in obtaining his rights 
in England, the French hav recorded some splendid 
victories over the church. Their text-book for schools 
are being gradually secularized, the Jesuits, the most 
dangerous enemies France had, are deprived of 
power, and the vast hoarded wealth of the church is 
made to pay its due proportion of taxation. The Lib
erals of this country can study the work performed 
by French Freethinkers with profit to themselvs. 

The resolution of sympathy to Mrs. Bennett is a 
graceful tribute to her as a woman anu to the mem
ory of her dead husband, who, though sleeping, is 
still a powerful living force for good For being 
true to this man the convention can well afford to 
bear the flings and taunts of the pulpiteers. In the 
years to come his "crime " will be a halo of glory to 
even those who now malign him because they do not 
understand him. 

The Charitable View of a Methodist Gentleman. 
To a correspondent who after reading the accounts 

of the Rochester Convention anxiously inquires, 
" Will the Freethinkers get the ascendancy?" the 
Methodist Advocate says: 

"He would do well to read the second psalm and consider 
that from the beginning till now the enemies of God hav 
been 'gnashing their teeth and melting away.'" 

This opinion is at variance with the admission of 
the Rev. Mr. Mitchell who addressed the convention. 
He did not believe in the melting theory, for he said 
that he " admitted the fact of the spread of Infidel 
sentiments in our day as never before in the history 
of the world." It is evident that either the psalmist 
or Mr. Mitchell is mistaken, and in our opinion-and 
we add the opinion of every one whose knowledge 
exceeds his faith and whose opinion is worth having 
-it is not the Rev. Mr. Mitchell. The same paper . 
further says: 

"The attitude of the gospel toward honest minds tortured 
with doubt is 'Him that is weak 41 the faith receive ye;' but 
of these blatant and boastful haters of God it says with St. 
Peter, 'For when they speak great swelling words of vanity, 
they allure through the lusts of the flesh, through much 
wantonness, those that were clean escaped from them who 
liv in error. While they promis them liberty, they themselvs 
are the servants of corruption." 

This is a very bold charge to make, that all the 
speakers who occupied the Rochester platform are 
"servants of corruption." It would be well, perhaps, 
to hav a few suits for libel commenced against the 
Advocate just to teach the reverend editor to bridle 
his tongue and pen, for truly can the speakers say 
with John, "We hav not sinned; we make him a 
liar." 

The Monument Fund. 
During the past three weeks the subscriptions re

ceived for this purpose are as followa: 
Previously acknowl- C. A. Jones, 50 

edged, $1,113 11 James McGinnis, 50 
Benj. Griffin 1 00 F. H. Nicolas, 50 
J. H. Jamison, 1 35 E. N. Kingsley, 2 50 
L.A. Fuller, 10 00 George Chamberlain, 1 00 
Mrs. M. Repp, 1 00 H. W. Pinney, 1 00 
Geo. Geer, 5 00 D. T. Ross, 1 00 
E. D. B. and H. M. James Lindsay, 1 00 

Blakeman, 1 00 Mrs. E. B. Dallon; 1 00 
G. L. Parsons, M. D., 1 00 Wm. M. Elan, 1 00 
M. E. Atwood, 1 00 A. W. Beery, 1 00 
N. Munroe, 1 00 John H. Hirt, 50 
Robert Bruce, 1 00 Mrs. Luman Peck, 1 00 
John Hammond, 1 00 D. R. Christian, 1 00 
Tyler Adams, 50 C. Fannie Allyn, 1 00 
N. E. Knox, 1 00 Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Gault, 5 00 
Ralph Helm, 5 00 H. J. Purdy, 1 00 
T. B. Evans, · 1 00 H. B. Jones, 1 00 
Missouri Friend (J. J. E. J. Wellman, 1 00 

T.), 5 00 W. W. Fraser, 1 00 
M. R. Cheney, 1 00 

Total, $1,174 46 

are not deceived. teen hundred years of dinning in his ears, "Servants, THE raising of the monument to Mr. Bennett, has 
If there was no danger to be apprehended to the obey your masters," has made him a moral coward. aroused the ire of a whole pack of journalistic jackals, 

elect, why was there an "anti-Freethinkers' meeting" To the Liberals must he look for initiativ measures who vent their rage in impotent howls. We hav 
held on the Rochester court-house steps on the 4th? of relief. It behooves our leaders to pay more atten- been the recipient of a number of papers containing 
Why do the ministers eonsume so much time and tion to the struggle now going on between labor and more or less scurrilous editorials, and we hav for
paper in " answering" the speakers? If the conven- capital. The resolution passed is a step in the right warded documents to the writers from which they 
tion was like a summer's breath that came and went direction. Let it be closely followed up by some can, if they please, learn the truth. We cannot do 
and left no impress, why should the thunder from praeticOJ. measures looking to concessions on the one more than this, for these charges hav been so oft re
half a hundred pulpits be necessary to remove that side and improvement of self on the other. Abo"e futed that further reply is wasted on their pachyder
impress? No, shepherds, you. are scared, and you all else, should some honest,.intelligent men be elected matous consciences. If all the state prisons of the 
know it. All you are now trying to do is to keep the to office to lead in the necessary legislativ reforms. country were raked with a finetooth comb no more
sheep from a stampede. You e~e your infiuence go~ The suggestion to Liberals to organize JUore close~ miserable wretches than these could be found. The 
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English language lacks words to :fitly ~haracterize 
their meanness, and express the indignation that all 
decent men must feel at their baseness. 

proved to hav habitually plagiarized. " Don't trust 
men with chickens who will steal eggs," says the prov
erb, and a sermon-thief is a conscious impostor. 
Yet not every immoral minister stole his sermons. 
Nor has every sermon-thief committed other overt 
acts of immorality, but none need be surprised when 
such a man does. Out of the pulpit with them-the 
sooner the better ! 

do a great deal of harm to religion in the communi
ties in which they liv, and in the long run they will 
find that the Republican party will not gain votes by 
means of their advocacy. 

To the Liberals of the United· States and Canada. 
In these days of religious revivals, when Free

thought is so persistently being misrepresented from 
the various pulpits, it has been deemed necessary to 
inaugurate a counteracting propagandism. 

It is a grave question which is the more disgusting, 
the dishonesty or the hypocrisy of certain Repub
licans. 

With this view George Chainey, of Boston, Mass., 
and Charles Watts, of London, England, hav under
taken to make an extended tour throughout the 
United States and Canada for the purpose of giving 
a correct exposition of Freethought principles and 
their real obJects. 

By these means the public will be put in possession 
of the correct nature of our views, and the clergy 
will at the same time be given an opportunity of sub~ 
stantiating their erroneous charges against the 
teaching of Liberalism, as Mr. Watts is prepared to 
meet any representativ clergymen in public discus
sion upon the relativ value of the two systems. 

To help us in this desirable and all-important 
work we invite the Liberals in their respectiv towns 
and cities to co-operate with us in the following 
manner: First, send us word what halls can be se
cured with open dates and terms, on the basis of a 
percentage of receipt. Second, state the most favor
able time for your locality. Third, giv us names and 
addresses of all known Liberals in your town or city. 

Wherever we :find a disposition to aid in this en
terprise we shall make the visit at our own risk. All 
communications to be addressed Messrs. Watts and 
Chainey, 41 Fort Avj:mue, Roxbury, Boston, Mass. 

P. S.-In this endeavor to extend a true knowl
edge of Liberalism Messrs. Chainey and Watts wish 
it to be distinctly understood that their object is not 
to represent any one particular section of the great 
Freethought party, their sole aim being to exroimd 
those broad and fundamental principles only upon 
which the entire body of Freethinkers are in unison. 

Infidel Judges. 
To THE EnrroR OF THE TRuTH S:EEKER, Si1·: The 

fact that "an elder in the. Reformed church" is a 
proficient in cursing, you deem insufficient evidence 
of his disbelief in soul-saving Christianity. Quite 
true; but when a profane elder expresses to an 
avowed Freethinker his disbelief, and when a judge 
of the Supreme Court of the United States says that 
all but one on the bench are Freethinkers, is not that 
sufficient evidence to justify the statement that on the 
question of the divine origin of Christianity the 
court stands adversely eight to one? 

The Christian at Work, Dr. Talmage's paper, in con
troverting the allegation, names five nominal Chris-

. tians on the bench, two Episcopalians, a Presby
terian, a Reformed churchman, and a Channing Uni
tarian; and is "not advised as to the remaining five." 
There are only nine judges; take five from nine leaves 
only four. The Christian editor did not intend to 
make an error against his own cause, any more than 
"Antichrist" meant to mislead the public when he 
said he was credibly informed that the only Christian 
on the bench was Judge Strong. The fact is, Judge 
Strong retired nearly two years ago, but the writer 
did not remember it until after the statement was 
published. He now, therefore, corrects the same by 
saying that the information was imparted to his in
formant between two and four years ago by one of 
the judges. Since that time at least four changes 
hav occurred, and two of the five so-called Christian 
judges, namely, Blatchford and Gray, are new incum
bents. 

It may be, as the Christian at Work alleges, that 
three of the older judges are church-members; but 
what of that? The undersigned is still a member of 
a Calvinistic church, and so is his informant, unless 
both hav been dismissed without their knowledge. 
One was sprinkled and the other ducked; but neither 
of us cares to inform against himself lest he incur the 
penalty of excommunication. ANTic. 

Amen! :Mr. Buckley. 

A Campaign Document. 
Every Liberal and every Christian that we can pos

sibly persuade to do so should read Mr. Wakeman's 
reply to the Rev. Thomas Mitchell. The whole argu
ment of the latter was for the dogma of creation, 
upon which the Christian religion is ultimately 
founded. Mr. Wakeman's reply is a magnificent 
presentation of the doctrin of evolution and the mul
titude of facts that support it. There is hardly a 
scholar in the world so thoroughly equipped for this 
task as Mr. Wakeman. All that science has accom
plished seems to be at his finger's end. He has 
mastered not the generalities only, but the details of 
this most wonderful triumph of human thought. The 
material universe, the organic life of the globe, the 
history of man through t.he immense sweep of ages, 
his social groupings and advancements to higher 
forms of intelligence and power, with the brilliant 
promis of the future-these aspects of the scientific 
outlook are depicted with noble eloquence and learn
ing. The great principles of our movement are de
clared with admirable precision and comprehensiv
ness. Here, therefore, is a campaign document which 
should find a million readers inside and outside the 
ranks of Liberalism. It .is a tremendous cannonade 
that we should keep a-going right against the errors 
of the past. Arrangements are made for the immedi
ate publications of this address. Subscriptions are 
solicited for this purpose. Every Liberal who has a 
dollar to spare is asked to send it at once to the 
Committee of Publication. In return for his dollar 
he will receive :five copies of this address packed full 
of the latest arguments and demonstrations of science. 
Let there be an instant reply to this appeal. At 
least one hundred one-dollar subscriptions are need
ed for this enterprise. No one can fail to see the 
good that can thus be accomplished for the dissemi
nation of the truth so necessary to human progress. 

Address, SAMUEL P. Pu·rNAM, 
Chairman Com. of Pub., care TRUTH SEEKER office. 

The Church Meddling with Politics. 
Fr!Ym the New York Sun. 

The Iowa Republicans are trying to carry the state 
on the issue of prohibition. They are doing a good 
deal of dirty work in the attempt. But the end al
ways justifies the means to faithful Republicans. 

The Republican managers in Iowa are working the 
church with unexampled thoroughness. The minis
ters hav been called upon to come out in defense of 
the grand old party, and they hav responded nobly. 
It is said that more than five hundred sermons were 
preached from Iowa pulpits last Sunday in behalf of 
the Republican canvass. After the services collec
tions were taken up. The proceeds will be sent to 
the Republican State Committee, and will be used in 
saving the state by foul means or fair from the sin 
and shame of Democratic rule. 

Mr. Jay Hubbell was an unschooled boy compared 
with the managers of the Republican campaign in 
Iowa. It was a pretty piece of business assessing 
charwomen, but the Iowa conception of raising a 
campaign fund is more sublimel:v impudent. It is 
reported that a circular has been s~nt to the churches, 
"assessing them $10 each for campaign purposes." 

The Methodist churches seem to hav been 
especially zealous. Unfortunately, some Iowa Dem
ocrats, exceptions, no doubt, to the general depravity 
of their party, are members of Methodist churches. 
At Des Moines, for instance, a Democratic candidate 
for the legislature belongs to a church, the pastor of 
which delivered a fierce Republican sermon last Sun
day, and then called upon his people to make up a 
contribution of $100 to the Republican campaign 
fund. This kind of thing is not pleasant for the 
Democratic church-members, and many of them hav 
about made up their minds to leave churches in 

Fr<nn the .Ad~ocate of Septem.btr 6• 1883· which they cannot worship without being abused and 
The Connecticut minister who has been detected insulted. 

in plagiarism, and resigned his pastorate in disgrace, There must be Republicans in Iowa who cannot 
pleaded in mitigation that his wife was sick, and he see without indignation, any more than these Demo
had no time to prepare new sermons. That was crats can, the foolish and wicked attempts of minis
flimsy. If he could leave to go to the pulpit, he ters of the gospel to leave the direction of con
could prepare while with her. Hundreds of minis- sciences and assume that of political opinions. 
ters hav prepared heart-moving sermons while sitting Things hav come to a pretty pass when the services 
by the bed-side of a sick wife or child through the of the church are turned into stump speeches, and 
long days and longer nights. If he could not pre- preachers with the name of God fresh on their lips 
pare well, the time to throw himself on the sym- importune their congregations for money to help 
pathy of his people was when he gave them the best men like James F. Wilson keep their grip on the 
he could, not when he was detected in stealing. state. No, this attempt to work the churches is 
Probably he concocted the excuse to cover his fall. likely to do the Republicans more harm than good. 
A man who will steal sermons will hav little con- We advise the Iowa ministers who hav been 
science about lying if he can save "the cause "-that collecting assessments and making· Republican ha
is, in his eyes, himself -from disgrace. There is a rangues in church to be very careful. They mean well, 
close connection between this and other kinds of im- but their judgment is not good. Otherwise they 
morality. Of eleven ministers convicted of intern- would see that their intrusion of bitter partisanship 
perance, licentious:Q.ess1 or dil\lhonesEy, ei94t were .into a~cred pl~ces is a dangerous thW.g. They can 

Notes. 
ALEXANDER WEBBER, a young German, living at 184 W. lOth 

street, this city, took a dose of prussic acid last Friday, and 
then knelt down by his bedside and prayed till death over
took him. What does the Christian Advocate think now about 
Christians committing suicide? 

To the correspondent who asked if the recent reported 
finding of remains of Noah's ark is true we would say, No. 
The whole thing is a humbug. No churchman, even, claims 
its truth, and what they will not claim is not worth claiming. 
The yarn is a more palpable fraud, if possible, than Shapira's 
ancient manuscript. It is only a matter to joke about. 

THE Liberals of Kansas organized under the name of the 
"Kansas Liberal League," at their camp-meeting held at 
Valley Falls on the 2d inst. The officers are J. M. Hagaman, 
Concordia, president; E. C. Walker, Valley Falls, secretary 
and chairman of executiv committee; Dr. R. C. Raymond, 
Oskaloosa, treasurer. Delegates to the National Liberal 
League Congress were also appointed. 

Tmc First Spiritual and Liberal Hocietv of Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, will hold a grove-meeting near the city, commenc
ing on the 13th, and closing the 28th day of October, 1883. 
This is an epoch in the South, a grand rally of Spiritualists, 
the first on the south side of Mason and Dixon·s line. Some 
of the most noted speakers and mediums in the country will 
be present, giving an opportunity for full and thorough in
vestigation of Spiritualism. Everybody invited. 

THE few missionaries in India evidently combine business 
and religion, as is evidenced by the following advertisment: 

"The Wonderful Python.-These reptiles are made of horn. 
and can be lengthened up to sixty inches. They are made 
expressly to teach children what hell is, and what it contains 
-as even an old man would be frightened at its sight. They 
are put up in boxes measuring about one and a quarter inches. 
We would recommend parents to buy one for each of their 
children, as they are not only a toy, but a toy from which 
benefit may be derived." 

WE are very glad to learn that Mr. Watts is meeting with 
success and appreciation in Oanada, where he is at present 
lectming. He will do an immense amount of good in the 
next four months if kept busy. The Hamilton, Ont., 7i·ibune 
says of his appearance in that town: 

"There was not standing room in Central Hall lust evening 
for those (among them at least one clergyman) who crowded 
to hear the lecture by Mr. Charles Watts, editor of the Eng
lish Secular Review. The audience was compoRed of socially 
respectable and, as the world goes, moral people. A number 
of ladies and several children even were present. Mr. Watts 
is an advanced Freethinker, and came at the request of those 
in the same cause here to propound, and, if challenged, to de
fend the doctrins of what he calls "The secular party." Mr . 
James Holland occupied the chair. Mr. Watts was received 
with applause on rising to speak. He is a fine man, with a 
grand head, and is an eloquent speaker. He said he came to 
represent principles frequently condemned from the general 
pulpit by those who never cared to investigate what they were 
so willing to deprecate. He came as a student, not as a dog
matizer, and if, when he was through, any one could show him 
his error, he would gladly sit at a teacher's feet. Mr. Geo. 
Maddock explained that the funds for the lecture came from 
contributions by friends of the cause. Mr. Thos. Littlehales 
moved a vote of thanks to the lecturer, which was indorsed 
by the audience. The lecturer was frequently and warmly 
applauded during the evening." 

One Touch of Nature. 
From the Arkansaw Travelor. 

A boy met a youthful acquaintance in the street, 
and exclaimed: "Didn't I tell you, Jack Busby, that 
I was a goin' to whip you when I caught you out?" 
"Go away, Bill, I don't want to fight." "Maybe you 
don't think I can whip you?" "It don't make any 
difference whether you can whip we or not. I don't 
want to fight. My mother-" "Yes, your mother 
knows I can whale you." "My mother's dead. She 
died this morning." "I didn't known it, Jack, and 
you mustn't think hard of me. I ain't got nothing 
against you. I wouldn't hit you, and if another boy 
was ter come up and hit you now, I'd knock him 
down. There, don't cry. What yer got in that 
bundle?" "A black dress." "Come on, and let me 
carry it for you." 

THE platform of the American Non-Conformist con
tains some sound planks. Among them we note: 

" Equal and exact justice for all. 
"No sect, no creed, no denomination, orthodox or 

heterodox, shall hav any precedence whatever in the 
distribution of the wealth and privileges of the na
tion. 

"All church property shall be assessed and taxed 
like any other property. 

"All property shall bear its exact proportion of 
taxation. 

"Not a dollar shall be paid out of the public money 
for chaplains. Congressmen and senators ought to 
keep posted sufficiently to take turns in informing 
heaven what they havn't done, and those who tarry 
too long at the wine, or with 'Delilah ' so as to gPt 
behind, shall pay a proxy out of their own pockr' s. 
Carried," 
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the sentiments, although not the exact words with which our 
religious friends met us at the last convention. Here we 
hav a scholar, who has met us on the ground of reason, and 
we are delighted, for, for the first time, we are recognized as 
belligerents. Though meeting as belligerents, it is in noun
friendly spirit, but as gentlemen to reason together. Our 
reverend friend has presented the issue fairly-which will 
you hav for your salvation, science or religion? Upon that 
issue the Freethinkers of the world are on the side of science, 
regarding that as the only voice of revelation to which we 
should listen. The word science has come to mean, practi
cally, evolution. This term we apply to the heavens, the 
earth, and to all living things, and to the social world as well; 
and by following the line out, we are able to giv a solution of 
all the phenomena of the world and predict the future of 
the race and tell what the future state is to be; in fact, doing 
everything that religion claims to do, but with the difference 
that we account for all these things by reason and by known 
laws, in which lies the radical difference between us and our 
opponents. 

Mr. Wakeman then defined some technical terms by read
ing extracts from Spencer, Lyell, and others, and, continu
ing, said that no man could controvert the. facts of scie~ce 
and be listened to. Numerous facts found m the geologtcal 
formation of the earth were cited as proofs of the extreme 
antiquity of the earth. Said he, if men would become fa
miliar with the facts of science and geology the utterances 
of the speaker the previous evening would appear as the 
merest trash. It is not proved that the nebula theory is a 
ridiculous hypothesis. It is a theory that more nearly 
accounts for the facts of nature and the solar system than 
any other theory which has yet been advanced. Our astron
omy works almost perfectly, and our geology, se far as we 
hav been able to demonstrate it, is alike perfect. If this be 
true, it is a complete answer to their arguments. And I defy 
the gentleman, or any one else, to show that a single thing 
was ever created. Does he show that God ever made it or 
touched it? No. Does he show where God is? He acknowl
edges he does not know. If this world is limitless where is 
there room for God to get outside of it to make it? If there 
is a God outside of the world, who is self-existent, then where 
did he come from? On the contrary, the world, as we know 
it, had no beginning and had no limit. 

Compared to these solar questions the animals and plants 
upon this earth are very trifling matters. Protoplasm, said 
he, is a most wonderful substance, far exceeding the dia
mond, for it hns the principle of life. It is made up of six 
substances. Extracts were read from Ward's n Dynamic 
Sociology" to define protoplasm and to show its component 
parts, the discovery of which he said was the most astonish
ing discovery of the age. If one could only understand this 
"little fellow" he could fathom the whole theory of life, 
which, as ·ward says, is only a property of matter. In reach
ing protoplasm we hav not only reached the properties of 
life, but everything essential to life itself. The first begin
nings of life undoubtedly first took place in the midst of the 
SPa, where now there are millions of inorganic protoplastic 
matter. Following the discovery of protoplasm was the 
theory, shown by Darwin to be true, although first advanced 
by Laplace, the theory of evolution. It is not necessary to 
demonstrate the correctness of this philosophy. to show all 
the links in the chain, and no one ever expected to show 
them all. It is enough, if some of the links are shown, to 
prove that evolution accounts for the txistence of all the 
plants and animals on this earth. 

" The battle has been fought and won." So says Professor 
Marsh, of Yale College, at the dinner given to Herbert Spencer 
in New York, although a few stragglers may still linger in 
the rear. The genealogy of some animals now living has 
been made out perfectly and others are to follow, and evolu
tion is now a demonstrated truth accepted by naturalists the 
world over. Let my opponent produ(le a single fact_against 
it. If he asked for the facts of evolution, I reply to him that 
he is one of the facts and that he got here in some way. Re
ferring to the story of the egg, the speaker said that it was 
first laid by a worm, and that was a natural process. The 
first protoplasm was the egg from which all life came, and it 
was always in the world, and if not in the seed, was in the 
air, which is full of it, and it has always been in the world. 
Not a particle of matter can be exposed anywhere but this 
matter will spring to life. The time will come when pro
toplasm will yield to the power of the chemist and be pro
duced the same as the diamond is now produced, hence we 
see that there is no need of a God. If it be true, as the 
speaker said, that we came from a clam, let us make the best 
of it, for a clam is a very useful thing, and as between some 
monkeys and Adam there is not much choice. As for Adam, 
I hope he is not the father of us all, although he may be of 
all the monkeys. For myself I willingly accept the clam, as 
my progenitor, and so we end with biology, by which we find 
that science is triumphant and creation is nowhere. 

Adam, it is said, fell, and it was necessary that there should 
be a second Adam. But, first, nobody was ever created per
fect and nobody ever fell; but man has been gradually work
ing his way up to his present condition of progress. This 
simple fact does away with all the so-called scheme of salva
tion of the reverend gentleman. Having got hold of the line 
of progress of human history, we hav got hold of the line of 
solution of sociology, and hav found the law of historical 
progress. According to this line, our lives and our future 
state can be clearly determined. In the first place, our an
cestors were savages, and were held together by their relig
ious beliefs. They peopled the world and everything in it 
with spirits, and as a relief against the ills of these the medi
cin man arose and gradually took the lead of tribes. By de
grees the lower tribes were absorbed by th(' stronger, and as 
transitions were made they began to asCiibe spirits to the 
heavenly bodies. The natural outgrowth of this progress was 
the priesthood by whom the people were held as slaves, the 
rite of polytheism, and finally free thought. When the fall 
of the Roman empire came this gradual disintegration was 
broken up and followed by the integration of Christ, and a 
new stage of life and power took the arena, and the human 
soul in its agony made a leap and built a realm in the skies 
and a realm in hell. In a short time this so took hold upon 
the people as to absorb the temporal power, giving to the 
world the papal power. Under the law of evolution we can 
trace the steps by which the great empire of Rome passed 
into the empire of the pope, and from that the great so-called 
spiritual empire was not a revelation at all. We are. no 
longer compelled to grope in the dark as to the origin of 
Christianity. We admit that the incarnation of Christ was a 
reality in the minds of the people, but never a reality in fact. 
l:lt. Paul was an important personage by which this incarna
tion was brought about. He thought that he saw the evi
dences of this incarnation while in a trance. Paul was the 
real founder of Christianity, and wrote l:is so-called revela
tions long before the gospels were written. He wrote purely 
from hallucination, and the story of Christ, written long after
ward, was made up from this hallucinhtiou. So were many 
o £ the other facts connected with the Israelites, where the 

events of history were perverted and thrown back, as many 
other facts in history hav been done. 

The Bible is not a revelation, but has come about as a nat
ural result of evolution as an abundance of other histary has 
been made. After the new sect were first called Christians 
at Antioch, they gradually drifted to Rome, and a bitter 
struggle ensued between the new spiritual power and the 
Roman power. But this does not prove the truth of the rev
elation. Later, about the year 1600, there came a new disin
tegration, and the pope began to tremble. This disintegra
tion has gone on until it has brought us here. The church 
has sought to strangle modern astronomy because it interferes 
with their "heaven above." The Mosaic account of creation 
is not consistent with modern astronomy. Man began to see 
that it was idle to talk about being the children of one father 
when there was no father up there. Theology had to fight 
or die; and it fought and still fights. It tried to put down 
the other gods, as evidence the crusades, but the gods check
mated each other and they made a perfect pudding of it. 
The corruption of the priesthood was followed with the Prot
estant reform, which was an effort to readjust the matter. 
This reformation was the great bridge that brought us over 
from the slough of slavery, and we will ever giv thanks to 
Luther and his cohorts. To make this readjustment they had 
to step down in superstition, but this stepping down opened 
the path to reason. We are a new rebellion, throwing out 
the idea of individual liberty, and we are clear that we are 
one humanity in continuity, and that the old God has van
ished, and in his stead is the universe. Ths ideal Chrilit has 
turned into man growing better and better through the ages. 
This givs us a new idea of the future and grander ideas of 
life and of the heaven that ·is to l:le. Those who are to take 
the charge of the world and its affairs are those who hav 
grasped this new idea. As a man, my opponent is a gentle
man, and is as good as his religion will let him be, but as a 
Christian h.e is a tiger. If his theory is true, we ought to go 
to hell. If the old story is true, we are done for sure. 

The key of the future is in our hands, and upon us rests 
the responsibility; with want staring us in the face, and with 
persecution following us we are bound to succeed. The most 
pitiable man in the world is the one that goes about trying to 
save his own soul, eternally selfish. Our hell is the fear that 
we shan't be able to get our work don·e while we liv. 

Mr. Wakeman's address was listened to with close 
attention and when he closed it was ten minutes past 
10 o'clock. The quartet sang" The Tyrolian Ducks" 
with such pleasure to the audience as to elicit a 
hearty encore, which they acknowledged with a bow. 

Rev. Mr. Mitchell arose to giv a twenty minutes' 
reply. He expressed his gratification at having Mr. 
Wakeman to answer his arguments. He was a cap
able man in his line. He was surprised at being 
taken to account for questioning certain scientific 
statements. If this questioning was Freeth ought, he 
was happy to say that he did not hav any of it. It had 
been constantly enunciated from this platform that it 
was right to question the opinions of others and it 
had not even been thought out of place to call God 
Almighty in question. But he said he could not be 
crowded down in that manner, for he was a FI·ee
thinker. That would not go down. He said he 
traced his pedigree to Adam, and not to a monkey. 
He had not sought to teach, but to reason and to 
come to conclusions. He had a right to expect that 
these arguments and conclusions would be analyzed 
and shown reasonably false, if possible. Not one of 
the forty syllogisms given had been called in ques
tion, and not an argument had been given to show 
that one argument adduced was false, and if any one 
would show that a single one was thus overthrown 
he would defend it. His speech was on record and 
let the gentleman's be placed side by side with it and 
published to the world as given. In response to the 
invitation of the speaker a number of gentlemen 
in the audience sought to question him, but he ob
jected to answering all at once. Continuing, he said 
he dared to differ with Spencer, and continued at 
some length to refute the arguments of evolutionists. 
Having exhausted his time, the audience, at 10:45 
o'clock, generously voted him all the time he wanted, 
with the right for Mr. Wakeman to hav five minutes 
to close. Mr. Mitchell then continued for some time 
paying his respects to spontaneous generation, and 
other theories of ·evolution. He said that if these 
theories were true it didn't make any difference 
whether a potato had an eye or not, it would grow, 
and a man would be born whether he had a mother 
or not, and life, he said, was a combination of all the 
vital organs, the removal of any one of which was 
fatal to life. 

Mr. Wakeman replied briefly, saying that he had 
supplied facts, leaving it to the audience to supply 
the reasons, and closed by remarking that the audi
ence was an intelligent one and needed no further 
light. 

A vote of thanks was then given to Rev. Mr. 
Mitchell for coming to the convention to speak. Mr. 
Hall then gave a recitation, following it with a song, 
which he accompanied with music upon the guitar, 
after which the convention adjourned. Most of the 
audience remained until the close, notwithstanding 
it was past 11 o'clock, and both speakers were heartily 
applauded. 

J. H. Burnham presided over the convention Sat
urday morning in the absence of President Brown; 
Officers for the ensuing year were elected as follows, 

President-T. L. Brown, of Binghamton. 
Treasurer-W. S. Bell, of Boston, Mass. 
Recording Secretary-A. B. Stebbins, Canisteo. 
Corresponding Secretary-H. L. _Green, Salamanca. 
Vice-Presidents-Albany county, H. Wilbur, Green Island, 

Allegany county, William R. Mills, Hume; Browne county; 
George Sims, Binghamton; Cattaraugus county, Clark Burch
ard, East Otto; Cayuga county, L. DeWitt Griswold, Auburn; 
Chemung county, M. Herty, Elmira; Clinton county, G. P. 
Lappelle, More; Columbia county, Oliver Prentiss, Mt. Leb-

anon; Cortland county, Wm. C. Hunt, Scott; Delaware 
county, Benjamin Green, Bartonsville; Erie county, E. M. 
Seikman, Hamburg; Essex county, Dr. F. L. Lyon, Bloom
ingdale; Franklin county, J. C. Reynolds, Bombay; Ful
ton county, Lawrence Fay, Gloversville; Genessee county, 
Dr. Charles Holton, Batavia; Green county, John Carrie, 
Leeds; Herkimer county, C. W. S. Lewis, Ilion; Jefferson 
county, L. D. Olney, Waterson; Kings county, W. R. Cam
eron, Brooklyn; Lewis county, Thomas Bacon, Leydon; Liv
ingston county, H. B. McNair, Dansville; Madison county, 
H. Hannibal; H. Cady, Peterborough; Monroe county, Moses 
Hayes, Rochester; Montgomery county, Henry Clapman, Ful
ton; New York county, E. W. Chamberlain, New York city; 
Niagara county, J. M. Harwood, Hess Road; Oneida county, 
0. H. White, Utica; Onondaga county, Isaac Van Schoeck; 
Orleans county, Peter Yanner, Albion; Ontario county, John 
Peck, Naples; Orange county, Henry W. Mier, Middleton; 
Oswego county, W. J. Bredt, N. Hannibal; Otsego county, A. 
E. Can, Collinsville; Queens county, Charles E. Townsend, 
Locust Valley: Rensselaer county, M. ·A. Morrison; Rich
mond county, J. E. Haynes, East Brighton; St. Lawrence 
county, 0. C. Gleson, Hennellon; Rockland county, J. Brooks, 
Sloatsburg; Saratoga county, J. J. Dunlap, Waterford; Sche
nectady county, Jonathan Baker, Schenectady; Seneca coun
ty, Dr. J. H. Purdy, Seneca Falls; Schuyler county, George 
G. Mosher, Watkins; Steuben county, D. F. Sweetland, Hor
nellsville; Suffolk county, C. M. Bennett,.Narrowsburg; Ti
oga county, Gilbert Newell, Owego; Tompkins county, Ste
phen Brown, Ithaca; Ulster county, A. Hm~dley, Ellenville; 
Washington county, R. J. Hurbert, Whitehall; Wayne county, 
Conrad Wolcott; Westchester county, W. E. Sutton, Mt. 
Kisco; Wyoming county, W .. S. Graves, Castile; Yates coun-
ty, S, Sail, Penn Yan. . 

Executiv Committee-S. P. Putnam, New York city; 0. H. 
P. Kinney, Waverly; Dr. A. Robinson, McLean; Sigismond 
Block, Cape Vincent; John Peck, Naples; Mrs. Asenath C. 
Macdonald, New York city; Clement Austin, Rochester; C. 
Houghton, Batavia; Amy Post, of Rochester. 

Courtlandt Palmer, of New York, from the com
mittee on resolutions, presented the following, which 
were adopted: 

We, Freethinkers of the state of New York, in convention 
assembled, agree to and adopt the following statement as ex-
pressiv of our aims and objects: · 

1. Believing with J;l.alph Waldo Emerson that "thoughts 
rule the world," we feel that this Freethinkers' Association, 
in common with all stster organizations, has as its mission 
the two grandest objects that can animate the mind and 
stimulate the effort of mankind; first, the disproof, destruc
tion and removal of all the errors of theological dogmas, to
gether with the attendant evils which such errors hav fas
tened and niust fasten upon the race, and second, the demon
stration, construction, and establishment of a new order 
based on liberty, science, and humanity, thus to constitute a 
real providence and inspiration in regard to the entire direc
tion of this world in all its departments of life, whether of 
thought, art, industry, politics, or morals. 

2. We reaffirm the general principles of the National Lib
eral League in its advocacy of the total separation of church 
and state; of the protection of all citizens in their equal re
ligious, civil, and political rights; of universal secular, scien
tific, and compulsory education; of the impartial secular 
administration and enforcement of the laws by secular 
authorities only; of free speech, free press, and free mail, 
and we recommend the formation everywhere of auxiliary 
Leagues. 

3. We advocate the removal of all the disabilities of 
woman to the end that, being man:·s equal, she may pos
sess with him equality of opportunity in regard to all rights 
and privileges, be they political, industrial, marital, .educa
tional, or religious. 

4. We sympathize with the cause of struggling labor-· 
throughout the world. We believe in the rights of the many 
as against the privileges of the few. As labor produces all 
it should be better paid, less taxed, and hav accorded to it 
more leisure. To this end all the monopoli!)s which result 
from the fierce stress of our present competitiv system should 
gradually be replaced by co-operativ methods, whether un
der state or private control, which, through the wholesome 
amelioration of rent, interest, and profit, shall result in a 
fairer distribution into toil of the wealth that produces. 

5. In order to carry into effect the objects of this associa
tion, we recommend, after first secured state orflanization, 
that the Liberals band themselvs together by avatling them
selva of the existing school district system, thus unifying 
and strengthening our forces for practical work. 

6. We cordially extend the right hand of fellowship to all 
Liberal organizations throughout the world, which are as one 
of us in our general purposes, especially to those now con
vened in England, France, and Holland. 

The following resolution was offered by S. P. Put
nam and adopted: 

Resolved, That the convention express its sympathy with 
Mrs. Mary W. Bennett in the loss of her husband, whose 
noble services in behalf of mental emancipation hav linked 
his name with the undying history of Freethought, and 
whose unflinching heroism places him among the pioneers 
of human progress. 

George G. Meikle, of Canada, spoke briefly of the 
progress of Freethought in the Dominion. H. H. 
Hall sang "Live for Something," after which C. Fan
nie Allyn, of Boston, discussed science and religion. 
She quoted largely from King James's version of thCJ 
Bible, applying the teachings of science, as she 
claimed them, to an explanation of the extracts. In 
the future light she thought we should understand 
our children better, and a girl would not be ashamed 
to acknowledge to her mother that she had a lover. 
Freeth ought was to redeem the world, and she hailed 
the public press as one of the mighty educators. 

John E. Remsburg, of Kansas, spoke upon the 
subject "False Claims." His adchess will be found 
complete on another page. 

The convention re-assemblfld at two o'clock in the 
afternoon, the first speaker of the session being Wil
·liam Foley, of New Orleans, who delivered an ad
dress on " Philosophy and Reason." He character
ized Christianity as protean, and said that it had 
falsified history. That power, assisted by the super
stition of the church, has always been too much for 
the people, and that for 1,000 years we had heard 
nothing but the 'divine rights of kings. At the close 
of the~ address the quartet sang "'If thou art sleep-
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ing." Prof. W. S. Bell, of Boston, was next intro- of the Christian times of the Inquisition the star chamber 
duced to the audience .and spoke substantially as fol- and the Smit~field fites. ~othe~ ~lass ~f proofs adduced 
lows on the subject of "Liberty and Morality:" by Mr. _Watts m defense of his position was the vain endea-

v~r which was now made to harmonize Christian teachings 
These are among the commonest words in daily use, and Wit~ IJ?-Od_ern. thought. Instead, as of old, maintaining that 

yet perhaps, there are but few words in our language less 9hnstmmty IS the fixed,_ unchanging .revelation from God, 
understood, or more greatly misused. It is surprising how Its. advo~ates urge that, like other systems, it is progressiv. 
few even among those who are " educated," hav anything t~s. clmm, however, destroys the supposition of its divine 
mo;e than a vague notion of the meaning of these terms. ongm. 
When such persons are asked to define morality, some will If eighteen hundred years ago the Christian faith emanated 
giv you to understand that piety is its principal element; from a perfect God it must hav been perfect; in that case it 
others will lay all stress upon right opinions, which means <Joul~ n~t hav~rogressed; for where perfection obtains, prog
orthodox opinions; and still others will insist that sexual ress IS Illl:possible. In these days when it has been shown 
purity is the basis of morality. We soon discover that there that the B~ble and science are not in harmony, it is contended 
is no definition of the term which finds general acceptation. that th~ ~Ible does not l?rofe~s to teach science. Upon the 
And the fact is no definition of morality can be given in pre- supposition that the Bible IS the word of God surely it 
cise terms, as we shall soon see. When we come right down ought to teach that which is acknowledged to h~v been of 
to it, the pivotal point of the question is, How far may the the greates.t ser~ce to m~n~ind. Prayer in those days is re
individual act according to his own choice, and at what limit gar.ded by mtell~ge~t Chnstians only as an emotional gratifi
may society restrict his actions? Where is the boundary line cation. But ~his IS no! New Testament Christianity, mas
between the sovereignty of the individual and the authority much a:s therem prayer ~s ta~ght as a means of supplicating 
of society? We find, when we come to grapple with the sub- the deity for the gratification of certain human wants 
ject, that morality invests the individual with the fullest lib- Another instance given of the decline of Christianity was th~ 
erty compatible with the same liberty to others. All Sunday unwillingness of the ablest men in the church to debate the 
laws are a violation of equal rights. Individual liberty is the relativ value of their system with that of secularism. Such 
right of every one to act as he chooses on Sunday as well as m~n know too much t~ be induced to attempt to defend their 
on an;y other day, provided he does not interfere with the f~Ith at the. b~r o~ cultn:ate~ r_eason.. In spite of the profes
equalliberty of others. It is his right to go a fishing, a hunt- s10n of Chrisi;iam~y, which ISm :ea.llty a. national hypocrisy, 
ing, or a sailing, or indulge in amusements. Freethought IS trmmphant. This IS eVIdent from the fact 

To earnest men and women the cause of liberty means that "Infid~li!Y " _is incr!!asin~ on ev~ry hand. The princi~ 
positiv work for the improvement of society. We hav been pie of eclecticism IS applied ahke to fmths and literature. It 
tearing down and destroying old superstitions and customs, is .P:e-em_inently_an age of critic~! examination, not of im
not simply because they were superstitions, but because they pliCit belief; of mtellectual doulit, not blind acceptance of 
barred man's way. As long as these lay across his pathway, priestly begotten dogmas. To-day faith has to conform to 
man's progress was impossible. We aim to inspire man with reason in opposition to the habit of Christian times, of com
a love of truth, liberty, and morality. pelling reason to yield to faith. Having illustrated these 

But how can this grand work be best promoted? It can- variou~ points! Mr. Watts concluded as follows: Our duty as 
not be done by praying or fasting. It is not a new Jerusalem Freethmkers IS to earnestly and honestly assail whatever in
to be let down from heaven, but it is to be the kingdom of terferes with mental worth and moral development. Never 
man, the work of his own head, hands, and heart. And the let it be said that we hesitate to work to destroy a faith that 
first step toward setting up this new condition of things is has been an enemy to progress in all ages. To do so would 
man's struggle for greater individuality. He must acquire be utter subjugation of freedom and a melancholy prostra
and exercise greater liberty at every step he takes in advance. tion of manly independence. The -brave pioneers of the 

The doctrins of the f.all of man, total depravity, atone- past faced the enemy with all the courage and ability at 
ment, rewards and punishments, are immoral. More than their command. As faithful sons of such self-denying sires, 
this, the people were immoral who invented them, and, what should we do less? A grateful posterity will justify us in 
is still more fundamental, the God they worshiped was im- resisting the encroachme;uts of a mind-degrading theology. 
moral. It was he who ordained evil. What for? To show Too long hav men submitted their reason and stifled their 
his mercy. He created the universe for his own glory. He judgments with the teachings of the Biblical records; too 
created hell, and foreordained nine-tenths of the human l~ng hav t~e intellects of scientists been paralyzed by the 
race to suffer its endless tortures, all for his own glory. In dictates of a persecuting church. For centuries their asp ira
fact, we find that he has failed in all that he has ever under- tions were crushed by the threats of a state-protected relig
taking. He created Adam and Eve, but they proved an utter ion-a religion that has held their minds with magic charm. 
failure. Then he drowned the world, all except eight per- Be it our duty to dispel this charm; to impress upon man
sons. From these he hoped to start a new and perfect race; kind the necessity of accepting as a guide of life a system 
but in a short time the world was as wicked as ever; and as based not upon the fears, but upon the requirements of hu
this proved another failure, he turned himself into his own man nature. We would test the value of principles not by 
son, and died to save the world; but here, again, he has sig- the weakness of the past, but the utility of the present. 
nally failed. His own people are now deserting him by de- Let every man exercise his reasoning powers, and inspired 
nying the story about creation, and refusing to accept total by the traditions of past achievements; by that heroism and 
depravity, election and reprobation, and many other heavenly virtue with which progress in all ages has been associated; 
decress, and last of all their audacity has waxed so wanton, by the efforts of those men whose noble efforts will be em
they hav dared to close the doors of hell in the face of blazoned on the banners of posterity; by the remembrance 
heaven. But a new age is dawning upon the world. The of the sufferings and tortures of the mighty dead. I say by 
despotisms of superstition and barbarism are challenged all that is noble in the past, useful in the present, and hope
every hour; the old myths and miracles are fading away, to ful in the future, let us dedicate our lives to the destruction 
giv place to the moral teachings of common sense and of the shams and errors of our time, and also to establish 
science. The Liberals are carrying forward the great work the reign of thought and the power of intellectual grandeur. 
of destroying error and of enfranchising man with liberty Th S d · 
and morality. e atur ay.evenmg session appointed for was 7 

o'clock, and the members of the convention had 
At the close of the address, "Who Knows What promised President Brown in the afternoon to be 

the Bells are Saying?" was rendered by the quartet. present promptly. But 7 o'clock came and went, 
Samuel P. Putnam then read the following resolu- and the audience failed to put in an appearance. 
tion, which was adopted by a rising vote. The quartet entertained those arriving with •' My 

RPsolved, That this convention extends a cordial welcome Love is Like a Red, Red Rose." S. P. Putnam then 
lo Charles Watts, the president of the British Secular Union, said that it had been the feature of the convention to 
nnd through him extends the right hand of fel.Jowship to listen to the most remarkable address-that of Mr. 
English Liberals. We heartly co-operate with the purpose 
11nd methods of the secular movement and recognize the im- Wakeman-ever delivered. It was the science of 
portance of Mr. Watts's visit to our country in the added im- Liheralism. He said it was proposed to hav it pub
pulse which we shall receive for our own work, and we hope lished, so that all might hav it and read it. Court
that every Liberal community will make an effort to secure the landt Palmer had already subscribed $20, and Mr. 
services of this noble and eloquent exponent of our cause, 
and thus help to establish the new integration wherein the Putnam and Secretary Green proceeded to interview 
progress of the race shall be based forever upon liberty, the audience for subscriptions of $1 each. About 
science, and humanity. $50 were raised. At Mr. Palmer's request the quar-

Mr. Watts was then introduced and spoke briefly tet sang, "Lead Kindly, Light." Mr. Palmer was 
as follows on "The Decline of Christianity and the then introduced, and addressed the convention. He 
Triumph of Freethought." said, quoting from Emerson: 

There has been and there is no continuity in the doctrins "Our life is an apprenticeship to the truth that around 
and general teachings of Christianity. The only continuous every circle another circle can be drawn; that there is no end 
feature in connection with it is its name; but what that name in nature, but every end is a beginning; that there is always 
represented has depended upon the condition of the nation another dawn risen on midnoon, and under every deep a 
and the intellectual status of the people where and by lower deep opens. 
whom it was professed. There are certain features allied "We know that all spiritual being is in man." 
with Christianity that will probably never decline. For in- Some day, Mr. Palmer said, there will appear the 
stance, the practical ethical teachings of the New Testament 
show no signs of decay; but then it should be remembered coming bard of man's beliefs, who will pen the 
that they form no necessary part of the Christian system; greatest poem of earth-the poem of time, the epic 
they were in the world long before this faith was heard of, of religion-whose strains will ring the symphony of 
and doubtless they will survive the various theologies now man's advance _from savagery to civilization. The 
extant. The human recognitions of Christianity are also ac. 
tiv, while it may be admitted that its professors are as nu-· future bard would doubtless relate how along the 
merous as ever. These features, however, do not constitute centuries religious progress has occurred through 
Christianity. To be a Christian, as understood by the many ever-increasing enlargements of the successiv kirks 
churches bearing that name, a person is required to accept or circles of the religious experience of the race. He 
and believe such cardinal teachings as Bible theism, the fall . lik 
of man, the salvation of the world through the death of would trace rehgions, · e all other thought, back to 
Christ, mankind's impotency for self-reformation, the divine its primal source in the irritability, the action and re
inspiration of the scriptures, and the efficacy of prayer. action, of a globulous speck of protoplasm. In the 
These are teachings that hav been demented by time and rude minds of men,. when they had reached only a 
hallowed by a false education, but to-day in the world of in- hi 
tellect they are not accepted as rites any more than precepts grade or two above the c "mpanzee, the bard would 
ascribed to Christ are practiced in every-day life. The neg- find the faint· beginnings of the spirit life. In their 
lect of this world, non-existence of evil, humility, regarding attempts to solve the deeper J:.'LOblems of thei-.: exist
poverty as a virtue, and the ignoring of physical wanta, as ence he would discover the establishment of the first 
prO)?OUnded by Jesus, hav become practically dead in modern · l kirk h h f · H uld d 
soCiety. As proofs that Christianity is declining, Mr. Watts Cll"C e, ' or C uro o somal man. e wo e-
cited ist failure in inspiring its adherents to respect the prin- scribe how the phenomena of organic nature, and of 
ciple of liberty and justice toward those who differed from dreams, impressed upon our savage ancestors the no
them. The speaker dwelt at some length upon the bigotry· tion of double existence, and how their vague con-
manifested in England in excluding a duly elected member · f lin · ul · bin th 1 
of Parliament from taking his seat in the British House of- smousness o a contra g unp se Wit emse vs, 
Commons on account of his heresy; in imprisoning three which we now know as the will, led them to a belief 
men during the present year for alleged blasphemy, and in in spirits or ghosts directing the universe. So the 
the disgr~tceful persecution of the late D. M. Bennett in this imaginary bard, singing his epic, which might well 
country. If Christianity possesses a "transcendent power" be called the Humanitad, would rise from one ex
for good, it should rely upon that power instead of upon the 
enfp!-"cement .of cruel, UnJUst1 aud bisoted l~~ows, worthy only panding kirk or circle to another, until, in the .flow 

of the great story, he arrived at the kirk or circle 
which most immediately concerns our own civiliza
tion; that is, the Christian, and which is the last one 
previous to that in which we are beginning to stand 
to-day. 

After sketching upon the same plan the rise of 
Christianity, Mr. Palmer added: 

"But the poem would not stop here, for even as 
individuals must die, and just as Jupiter and Apollo 
and all the Grecian gods hav sunk into the limbo of 
mere legend, so seems it fated that Christianity itself 
must likewise disappear as being the last great act 
in the wondrous drama of mythology. God, the 
greatest of the ghosts, must go the way of all his pre
vious ancestry, from whom his lineage is traceable in 
direct descent. :Bidding farewell to our 
conjectural bard. I, myself, in the first person, pro
ceed to affirm, without hesitation, that the signs of 
the times are emphatically pronouncing that the 
kingdom of Christ must pass away, and that in its 
stead the republic of man is at hand. This new kirk 
or circle has already entered in." 

Quoting from Swinburne's "Hymn of Man," and 
ending with the line: 
" Glory to man in the highest! For man is the master of 

things." 

Mr. Palmer said this line, and the second text from 
Emerson, suggested another, wider, what should be 
a more acceptable, and to him was, if possible, a 
truer, view of this stupendous subject. By this path
waywe were enabled to approach toward a construc
tiv and affirmativ, instead of a negativ and iconoclas
tic position. In the literal sense, the old ideas of a 
separate spirit life, and a separate spirit land, had all 
vanished, but in a larger, better, and truer sense, in 
the sense of George Eliot when she aspired to "join 
the choir invisible of those immortal dead who liv 
again in minds made better by their presence," he 
would affirm that God, the spirit-land, the angels, 
heaven and hell, the soul, the atonement, salvation, 
immortality, and so on, are still our part and portion, 
and, after a manner, more grandly real than ever be
fore. 

Art, he declared, will in the future renovate and 
adorn not merely buildings or localities, but the 
whole earth itself. The fields, under the artists' 
wands, will become gardens, and the cities will sur
pass Jerusalem the golden. With such creators will 
be associated those whose subjects will be human 
souls, and whose beauteous productions will be nobler 
men and fairer woman, blessed with traits that shall 
make life a joy. Under the new affiatus industry 
must be changed from competition to some form of 
co-operation. Individualism must giv way to social
ism. The new spiritual life, he said, sets the seal of 
its approval on the vast tread of republicanism now 
so triumphant throughout the world. 

1\ir. Palmers's address occupied one hour and 
thirty-five minutes in its delivery, and it was ranked 
as one of the best delivered before the association. 
He was frequently applauded by the audience. The 
quartet then sang, by requeRt of Mr. Palmer, the 
sacred song, "Jerusalem the Golden." 

Miss Ellen Wright and George Chainey, of Boston, 
then gave Shaksperean selections, and Jessie Bone
steel, well-known in Rochester, gave several recita
tions. The program was as follows: Closet scene 
from "Hamlet," Ellen Wright and George Chainey; 
recitation, Jessie Bonesteel; death scene of Queen 
Katharine, Ellen Wright; recitation, Jessie Bone
steel; German kitchen maid, Ellen Wright; recita
tion, Jessie Bonesteel; murder scene, "Macbeth," 
Ellen Wright and George Chainey. This closed the 
exercises for Saturday. 

Sunday was the closing day of the convention, and 
the attendance was larger than on any previous day. 
The morning session opened at ten o'clock. While 
the audience was assembling the Rev. Mr. Mitchell, 
by request, continued his exposition of evolution. 
He was replied to by President Brown, after which 
the convention was called to order and Hon. Elizur 
Wright introduced. He delivered an elaborate ad
dress on the subject of "Miracles," of which the fol
lowing is a brief abstract: 

Not an eye of fish, bird, beast, or man ever opened on this 
planet without beholding a miracle. Everything within the 
scope of vision, or any other sense, is wonderful. The 
senses teach that what is, will be. This is more wonderful. 
The senses teach that what is, will be. This is more wonder
ful than if they taught otherwise. The sharper the senses 
and the more carefully they are exercised the less of chaos 
do they find. Chaos, disorder, self-contradiction in nature, 
exists nowhere but in the faculty of imagination. Outside of 
intelligent mind, apparently an attribute of finit personal or
ganization, there is probably nothing but self-existed, self
executing law, so far as we know, or ever can know. 

A personal god, as first cause, Ca!l exist only in a person's 
imagination, and in moral character cannot rise, and never 
has risen, above the person conceiving such God. A just 
person can never be reconciled to an unjust God, whether 
Imaginary or real. It is as easy for the mind to conceive of 
uncaused matter as if uncaused mind-of mind as an attri
bute of neither, as the recourse. 

The word miracle in its usual narrow sense, implies that a 
personality, distinct from the boundless universe outside cf 
himself, or, according to the absurd monotheistic conception, 
an infinit part of the infinit whole, can and does, or once did, 
at his pleasure introduce now and then little bits of chaos 
into the order of the universe for the purpose of proving to 
certain inferior intelligences that he exists! How futil"! I r 
we saw a willow· grow from an acorn, or a man born of a vu-
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gin, would that tend to prove anything but the non-existence 
of any god worthy of respect? If the best men that ever ex
isted was born of a virgin, why did God create any human 
being other than a virgin? Why did he create anybody ex
cept his own mother ? 

No reversal of natural laws which history, either sacred or 
profane, records, can possibly or ever did inspire in any 
mind such wholesome reverence as comes from an under· 
standing of the natural laws themselvs, and the abstract, 
eternal verities on which they rest, the grand, unceasing 
miracle always present in contact with every living organism. 
Imagination may giv pleasure or may giv pain, but truth is 
probably the greatest, if not the only, savior. It is a mistake 
to suppose that a miracles, in the narrow sense of the word, 
hav been the cause of faith. · On the contrary, faith has been 
the cause of miracles. 

All theological theori6s, whether polytheistic or monothe
istic, hav produced miracles. They hav been believed and 
expected, and that is why we find such multitudes of them 
on record. Those who believe in the existence of an omnip
otent, personal author of nature, creator of all men and 
things, hav never yet been able to bring a single instance of 
a plain and unequivocal reversal of natural law, resting on 
testimony that would be received in an ordinary court of 
justice to establish an individual's right of property. The 
recorded miracles as often tend to prove the existence of a 
bad God as a good one, and though they may hav been satis
factory to the witnesses, it is the very hight of absurdity and 
arrogance for such witnesses to think they can be so to oth
ers. And especially is this so if the miracles hav been un
worthy of any person who could be conceived to be the cre
ator of all things. The recorded and canonized miracles, 
taken ns a whole, so far from proving the existence of a 
spiritual creator and moral governor of the universe, go to
ward disproving the existence of any such person. Even if 
admitted to be facts, they would only show powers not only 
finite but often malign. According to the miracle records 
themselvs, the natural laws hav always prevailed over mo
mentary or brief reversals of them. Among the last words 
of the greatest worker of miracles, before his alleged miracu
lous ascension off from this planet, was that his faithful dis
ciples should hav the miraculous power to preserve them
selva unharmed from poisons and serpents. Either this as
surance was false, or the faithful since hav been very few. 
If the Christian gospels prove anything, they prove that Jesus 
was disappointed, and found himself utterly mistaken as to 
the purpose of his imaginary God in sending him into this 
world. No doubt there lived at some time within the two 
centuries before Titus besieged Jerusalem a man of remark
able genius and character, an enthusiastic and unsophisti
cated Jew, whose theological ideas rose considerably above 
those of his nation, who, in earnest sympathy with the op
pressed, deluded, and down-trodden class in which he was 
born, really believed the national God, according to his 
prophets, was soon to appear to deliver them from both the 
hypocritical scribes and pharisees and Romans to whom the 
above mercenary upper class had sold God's own nation. 
History by no means makes us certain that any such man 
suffered death under Pontius Pilate, but that he did suffer a 
tragical death at the end of his earthly career, whenever that 
happened, is as certain as that he lived, and really about as 
certain as anything in ancient history, for myths are gener
ally founded on facts. Even in the orthodox churches phys
ical miracles are now very little believed. They are rather 
apologized for. But these churches stick with great tenacity 
to the spiritual miracle of regeneration. Everyone, to get 
into such a church, has to profess to hav been born again by 
the direct influence of the third person in the trinity, though 
he may not profess to hav seen, like St. Paul, " the light 
from heaven above the brightness of the sun, shining round 
about" him, or, like St. Augustine, to hav heard a loud voice 
out of the air repeating the words "toUe, lege; toUe, lege--take, 

.read; take, read." It is to be ,observed that in both these 
cases of miraculous regeneration, without denying that there 
was a considerable change in the course of the life for the 
better, it can be accounted for on perfectly natural princi
ples of self-reformation. And what is more, the subsequent 
life in both cases showed that if the regeneration was the 
work of the Holy Spirit, he did the work in the most bung
ling and imperfect manner. 

The next speaker to address the convention was 
Georg-e Chainey, of Boston, who discussed the sub
ject of "Christianity versus Humanity,'' substantially 
as follows: 

on a spree, and cuts up in the shape of a tornado, or earth
quake, or sets a city on fire, leaving thousands homeless and 
unprotected from cruelest want, the preachers all tell us that 
it is on account of the wickedness of man. But if men and 
women feed the hungry, visit the poor, and clothe the naked, 
it is all owing to the goodness of God. The beginning of 
true humanity is the denial of God. The highest dignity 
that man can attain to is to feel that he belongs to himself 
and extend that supreme right of the individual to any one 
else. However much good desire there may be in the heart 
of the religious devotees, the giving up the right to think for 
himself, the loss of his own self-respect, makes him a criminal 
against humanity. He deepens the cloud of our ignorance, 
ca~ts a stain upon our honor, and drags us deeper, by all the 
weight of his character, into the mire of degradation. To 
reason, there is nothing greater than to be a man. We gladly 
cast aside the livery of divine servitude and clothe ourselvs 
anew in the beautiful garments of humanity. Reason's 
brightening lamp leads up to ever higher and nobler paths. 
No longer quenching wonder in a name, or darkening truth 
with remorseless omnipotence, natm;e feeds us silently our 
full, to liv beneath the sun by day, and the moon and stars 
by night; to tread this green earth, so thickly strewn with 
wonders; to stand related to our fellow-men in all the un
speakable joys and sorrows of life. How dull and stupid 
must be the mind that needs a voice from the skies to in
struct him to walk worthy of so high a calling. The great 
and noble of earth are not those who are feasted, trusted, 
and run after by the crowd, but the patient pioneers, who, 
with giant blows, are making a clearing in the forests of 
superstition, causing the wilderness to blossom as a rose, 
and for the sickening, deadly malaria of piety that saps away 
our manhood, bringing th•e health of self-reliance and the 
true joy of self-respect. They are those who through the 
long night watches of the world's ignorance keep brightly 
flaming the torch of thought and so are constantly widening 
the skirts of light and making the struggle with darkness 
narrower. When man comes to his own; when each child 
born into the world finds all the avenues of truth open to his 
exploring mind; when art gladdens every eye with its cheer
ing ray; when right and justice between man and man are 
the only gods; when tl;!e state, in its devotion to the happi
ness of all, is but the outward expression of the best instincts 
of humanity; when the heaven men strive to win is on 
the earth, and the highest honor known is to be a man, all 
belief in God will hav departed from the earth. 

Secretary Green opened the afternoon exercises 
by presenting a resolution, expressing the thanks of 
the association to the newspapers of Rochester for 
the very full and very accurate reports of the pro
ceedings of the convention. The resolution was 
unanimously adopted, and Mr. Green followed with 
a few timely remarks upon Liberalism, as it was gen
erally understood. The quartet then sang " The 
Mariner" in a charming manner, and President 
Brown introduced the first speaker of the afternoon, 
the ex-Rev. J. H. Burnham, of Michigan, who chose 
for the subject of his discourse, "The Republic of 
Thought,'' of which the following is a synopsis; 

The point which we occupy and that of our savage ances
try are separated by almost an impassible gulf. Yet as wide 
apart as we are, we can trace in the genesis of history a re
lationship. And thus it is true, also, that our savage 
ancestry and the first l:orm of aboriginal thought are 
widely asunder ; yet they shake hands across the wide 
gulf in the blood of relationship. And also is it true that the 
lowest forms of aboriginal thought shake hands in the line of 
blood relationship with the lowest forms of protoplasmic life. 
So we are inclined to think that these facts inspire in us the 
hope that something higher and better is waiting for us, and 
perchance giv birth to the idea of a coming republic of 
thought. But since the birth of historic time, with the 
strength of all these ages, man has not arisen to that hight 
from whence he could proclaim the emancipation of thought. 
It has been the slave of dynasties of woe. It has been forced 
to dwell in prisons and breathe the foul air of damp cells. 
It has been nursed and cradled in the lap of superstition and 
fed at the breast of bigotry. It has been forced to slum
ber in the brain of the sycophant, and lies a condemned 
criminal in the dust at the feet of kingly and imperial au
thority. 

Mo.dern society is divided into two opposing factions. Un- But what is thought? This is hardly the place nor hav we 
der the banner of Christianity are gathered various compa- the time to enter upon any extended discussion of this most 
nies-Catl10lics, Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Methodists, profound question. Yet, suffice it to say, as far as our pur
Baptists, and many smaller divisions. Under the flag of Hu- pose is concerned, that thought implies an order of sequence, 
manity we find arrayed Materialists, Spiritualists, Atheists, a relation in this order of sequence of something that thinks. 
Infidels, Secularists, Positivists, and Agnostics. It is my That something that thinks is when individualized an ego. 
purpose to leave unnoticed these smaller parties and look at Here is seemingly a duality, ~et in that seeming duality, as 
the two great divisions that comprehend all lesser ones. I real as you please, there is a unity. Conscience reaches for 
wish to present them both to your attention without preju- that unity. Thought is the basis of the ego. Ego is a differ
dice. I once was a sincere and devout Christian, and I know ~ntiation which has taken place in the order of sequence, as 
that many of the truest and best of people are earnest be- m a system of things. The point now which we aim at is 
lievers in the Christian religion. But the position they oc- this-that the ego, thus differentiated, shall hav its egoistic 
cupy is to me one that stands in the way of the highest inter- liberty, as against all aggrefiated egoists. A republic of 
ests of the human race; and so, while saying no word against thought is therefore a possibility hoped for, and this hope is 
any individual, I am compelled by my devotion to mankind rendered possible through the genesis of evolution. That is, 
to point out the falsity and evil of the system. we are taught in this evolution that we hav passed through 

To be a Christian, you must believe in God Almighty as every phase seemingly embracing all of the antecedents to 
the creator of all things; that man started in this world as a th~s for whi.ch we now hope. The first th~n~ we hope for in 
child of God, made in his (God's) image; that he fell from this repubhc of thought IB the full recogwtion of that which 
this estate through disobedience, became totally depraved, is fundamental in human nature. This, granted, will be the 
and was righteously condemned to suffer in eternal hell; that distinction of caste, and hence the unity of the race, not trag
this God came into the world in the manhood of Jesus of mental through different creator's acts-a unity in homogene
Nazareth, suffered .and died, so that whoever should believe ity and heterogeneity, when the lowest and the highest types 
in him might not perish but hav eternal life. In order that are one in their fundamental relation, and thus we will hav 
we might know first that we are fallen and afterward how to diversity in unity co-ordinated-and denies insidious distinc
be saved, the book called the Bible was written by divine in- tion which makes anyone the slave of the gods. The second 
spiration; hence in order to be Christians we must believe in thing we hope for in this republic of thought is that every one 
the inspiration and infallibity of this book. Many books shall hav the right to think. No barricades shall be thrown 
and millions of sermons hav been written to make all this in the way of _that. thought, each one having the right of their 
plain. Still this is the alpha and omega, the first and last thought. It IB his or her property. No one has a right to 
and all that goes between of Christianity. If this system of imprison it or stop. its pro~ucti~ns. It has a lien upon the 
religion is true, the most brutal wretch in human shape is uwverse, through Its relatiOnship to every part of that uni
more worthy of our worship than such a God. A being who verse. The third thing we hope for in this republic of 
could cast a single man or woman into hell to be tortured by thought is n?t only the right to think our thoughts, to put 
devils through eternity would be guilty of a greater crime that thought m speech, or to act that thought, or liv it out in 
than the faults of mankind all put together, and the nearest the complex relations of life. This is hoping for much. How 
crime to it would be to knowingly worship such a deity. But much w~ do not nor can we see in all of its fulness. Hope 
I do not believe that this God was ever truly worshiped. for the trme to come when our thoughts burning within us 
Man has knelt, prayed, and cowered before him, impelled by can be spoken without fea.r of harm to ourself or friends; to 
fear and calling it love because he fancied such impossible speak that thought and suffer·not, nor lose the respect of 
affection could alone secure him from being tormented for- those whom we love; when we can speak our thoughts with

. ever. Some people imagin it a great misfortune to lose out jeopardy to our business or our social standing, and when 
one's faith in God. But I hold it about the best fortune that all will respect us for this honest expression. I confess that 
can befall any one. this is hoping for much. But .it is destine.d to come in this 

The only advanta~e of believing in God is. that yo:u bear republ~c of thought. . It is only a question of time. In this 
the blame of all the sms of your deity and a,;cnbe to him the republic of thought we will find incentivs to the highest 
credit of all your virtues. ll ohis god sends a cyclone, goes . deeds of IUercy, herqism, bravery, and greatness, without a 

god or a devil, heaven or a hell-incentivs which this republic 
of thought alone can create-the relief of human needs. The 
·fact that there are needs is an incentiv to help to aid im
measurably higher than those that can be drawn from man
sions in the skies, the gift of the sacrifice of the innocent. 
This moral value of all action will be in vieing with el\ch 
other in meeting human needs. The next thing in this re
public of thought is this: Man may be the hero of a hundred 
well-fought battles where no blood is shed. We will find 
here that antagonism counsels no weapons, but that conflict 
in opinions will only highten our mental respect for each 
other. Conflict of opinion will not engender hate. We will 
not hate the man or woman who differs with us in opinion. 
We will love them still as being with us in this co-ordination, 
and difference of opinion will not dig a gulf as it does now, 
which consigns one to heaven and the other to hell. We will 
hav no use for such a thought, and our gods will be human. 
In this new republic wealth will not be supreme. It will not 
be the synonym of power. Money and power will be the 
servants of the people. The world will not be owned by a 
few. No one will dare to say, "I own 500 acres of land" 
while there is one on the continent that has not a house to 
shelter him from the weather. In this new republic woman 
has ceased to be a slave. No invidious distinction will be 
made which will deny to her the right to be man's competitor 
for any position to which she is eligible. And finally, in this 
re;public of thought the universe will be the property of all 
alike, and the property of none. All lands of thought will 
be open equally for all. There will be no intellectual giant 
standing at the door bidding you away. There will be no 
superstitious wand m the hands of an ignorant priesthood to 
turn you out of your chosen Eden. 

Samuel P. Putnam, of New York, the chairman of 
the executiv committee of the association, introduced 
the following resolutions at the conclusion of Mr. 
Burnham's address, and they were adopted unani
mously, with comment: 

Resolved, That this convention expresses its sympathy with 
those who, in the excercise of their individual rightR, hav 
suffered from the tyranny of the state, united with eolesias
tical bigotry; namely: Messrs. Foote ~tnd Ramsay in England, 
Prince Krapotkine and others in France, and Heywood in 
America. 

Resolved, That we affirm the right of private judgment, for 
which Luther stood, and that the best morality of the race is 
maintained and advanced by the greatest liberty. Govern
ment is for the administration of justice, and it is the highest 
injustice to imprison men for holding opinions and for the 
honest expres~ion of those opinions according to their own 
conscience. Truth and virtue do not need to be defended by 
the sword. They are strong only in liberty and reason. 

The chairman then introduced Mrs. A. H. Colby, 
who, stepping to the front of the rostrum, was 
greeted with applause. Her subject was "The Neces
sity for a Union of the Radical Liberalists of the 
Present, as a Voice to Mankind." Mrs. Colby is a 
Spiritualist, and therefore took a positiv position 
against the Materialists' idea of death. She presented 
her arguments with great force and decision of char
acter. 

She claimed that cause, effects, and results are of 
little use, if it has taken the universe untold ages, 
through natural law, to involve and evolve matter 
from which a human body might be perfected, that 
man might hav the power of unfolding to his present 
intellectual status, and then be destroyed by the 
power of death, ere he could possibly attain to that 
summit of wisdom necessary to meet his intellectual 
demand; that if death meant nonentity of individ
uality, nature was a blank everywhere; it were better 
to hav let life's highest forms stop in the animal 
who roamed wildly over mountains, through the 
forests, across the plains, and required no time for 
philosophy or art, than to hav brought into existence 
myriads of human beings, demanding a much greater 
amount of knowledge than can possibly be obtained 
in ea.rth life. Her eulogy on women was exceedingly 
beautiful. In referring to a resolution that had been 
previously passed by the convention, conferring upon 
woman and man equal rights and privileges, socially, 
religiously and politically, she asked that the Free
thinkers' Association see that the great state of New 
York, on its next national representativ election, 
should elect men, that, should woman sue at their feet 
for what the resolutions declare to be just, they may 
not be spurned with contempt, as in the past. At the 
present, your government declares that woman is 
neither a person, citizen, nor member of a race of 
people. Though she is the mother of all the nations 
of the earth, yet society treats her as a mere toy, a 
plaything, something beautiful to look upon, adorned 
and decorated with ribbons, flowers, plumes, feathers, 
and styles of every class and kind, until her body is 
deformed and her intellect in a state of nudity. How 
unsafe this condition of human society, when we know 
that maternity stamps all life with its future destinies. 
Every mother loves every other mother's child, be
cause of the love she bears her own, whether it be 
dressed in purple and fine linen or in rags and tat
ters. No mother but that knows that every baby has 
been baptized in the sacred fountain of a mother's 
love. 

The lecturer then gave a eulogy upon death, which, 
to the Spiritualistic mind, conveyed a pretty, beauti
ful idea of life's changes, from the low to high form 
of intellectual and spiritual growth, and not of de
composition and destruction. She asked the sires of 
our nation to bless their people, and thanked the 
audience for the present occasion. " For," said she, 
"the great thinking population of the globe hav 
sought the presence of a God, for whom, through 
prayer and supplication, they might obtain knowl
edge so necessary for life and happiness; but all in 
vain, and the heretic and Christian alike, with man
acled hands uplifted toward the heavenli, begging in 



prayer and solell).n chant in song for an especial favor; 
but silence reigned and God refused to speak. Hence 
I offer to these, the children of human life, my 
prayer." The lecture was closed with the saying, 
" I would prefer the sunshine of human life rather 
than the dazzling brilliancy from the throne of a God." 
The most radical points were applauded with much 
feeling, showing that the audience was in sympathy 
with the present radical movement. 

The last and evening session of the convention was 
called to order at 8 o'clock, a large audience being 
in attendance. After a selection by H. H. Hall, the 
president introduced Mrs. Krekel, of Missouri, as the 
first speaker of the evening. Before commencing 
her address, the speaker offered the following reso
lution, which was unanimously adopted: 

Resolved, That we, Freethinkers of America, in convention 
assembled, extend our sympathy to Annie Besant, of Eng
land, the wronged mother whose own flesh and blood hav 
been torn from her arms by ecclesiastical power, the brave 
woman who has stood nearest to and most ably defended 
Charles Bradlaugh in his unequal struggle to obtain the seat 
to which a responsible constituency elected him, who now 
:linds herself excluded from finishing a course of study in an 
institute of science purely on the ground of prejudice against 
a noble and heroic woman; and that we now express our ad
miration and love for her, with full confidence that such 
brave courage and unselfish devotion to a cause must suc
ceed. 

The speaker then discussed the subject, "Mental 
Evolution," which she claimed was the legitimate and 
necessary sequence of physical evolution. . She said 
she did not propose to discuss the primal causes of 
things. Regarding them, she thought one man 
knows just as much as another, and that is absolute
ly nothing. The line at which evolut~on begins, the 
speaker said, is the line between organic and inor
ganic life. She traced man's mental development at 
length, from the improved tools and machinery in
vented by his rapidly growing mind, and said that 
anyone who has ever given the world a thought for 
which society has been made the better by his living 
in it, has established a religion of his own, the influ
ence of which will be felt in all succeeding ages. 
The speaker characterized the church as a sort of 
social insurance company, but said she did not wish 
to carry the impression that she considered all Chris
tians dishonest in their beliefs, but on the other 
hand, had many acquaintances who she knew were 
honest in their convictions. The address was lis
tened to with the greatest of interest by the audi
ence from its beginning to its close. Messrs. W. F. 
Brace and Philip Fried then sang a piece entitled 
"Love and War," which elicited loud applause. 

The president then introduced Charles Watts, of 
London, who chose as the subject of his elaborate 
address, "Secularism: its Principles and Objects." 
The following is a brief abstract of the address: 

At the present time, when secularism is so frequently men
tioned, it is necessary that we should hav a clear exposition 
of its principles. Secularism is the safest gospel for man
kind, inasmuch as it contains all that is sufficient to satisfy 
its legitimate needs. It is necessary to discriminate between 
wants and needs. Persons frequently want things from habit 
which is not a natural need at all. This explains to a large 
extent the support given to the different superstitions of the 
world. In the morning of life persons are induced to habitu
ate themselvs to a certain worship until they imagin that it is 
a need, whereas it is merely a want, the result of want. The 
real needs of mankind are physical, intellectual, social, do
mestic, emotion!ll, an~ moral. Seculari.sm ratifies them. by 
teaching that sCience IS the truest proVIder of the physical 
needs of man. Intellectually it urges that the reason should 
be cultivated in order that it may guide us aright in life. So
ciP.lly, secularism maintains that no difference of opinion 
should interfere with mutunl co-operation in the domestic 
circle. Secularism urges that there should be no superiority 
between man and wife, but that the happiness of the one 
should be regarded as the happiness of the other. Emotion 
ife do cultivate, but we urge the necessity of its being 
{i!trverned by reason and judment; if not, in pleasure it would 
degenerate into licentiousness, and in religion, to fanaticism. 
There are three standards of morality extant at the present 
day first the will of God, which we cannot accept because we 
hav' no clear indication of what it is. Even the Bible on this 
point is thoroughly contra~?tory. Second, intentio~ ~s not 
satisfactory to us because It IS the result of the condition of 
the mind, which varies with time and place. Third, con
science is no standard. Its function is not to tell you why to 
do that being the duty of reason and judgment. When they 
ha~ decided .the course to take, conscience tells you to be 
faithful to their dictates. Our standard is the result of ac
tions, or the doctrin of utility, not that this is perfect, but 
that it is superior to any other standard we now hav. Our 
ethical obligation is the welfare of society and that we are 
better for being moral. Our incentiv is individual and 
general happiness, which consists in the knowledge that our 
actions to others hav no injurious effects upon ourselvs. The 
requisits to this morality are the love and practice of truth, 
justice to all, and fidelity .to our c?nvictions. Our moral 
guides, therefore, are expenence, which tells us what to do; 
reason, how to do it; utility, which tests the value of what is 
done. 

Secularism teaches the inherent goodness of human nature 
in opposition to the theological dogma of human depravity. 
The cradle is not the husk of new depravity, but rather the 
receptacle of human goodness awaiting development and cul
tivation. The relation of Secularism to the religion of the 
Bible is as follows: It selects what is practical and good from 
each, relying upon the value of what is written, rather than on 
its supposed authority. Its mode of conversion is to reach 
the heart through the head, instead of the theological mode 
of reaching the head through the heart. Secularism does 
not profess to giv anything for the loss of Christianity, inas
much as no man should giv up his faith if he considers it to 
be a loss. We seek not to make hypocrits but honest con· 
Yerts, and when a man is once convinced that· Secularism is 
superior to Christianity, to giv up the latter is no loss but a 
gain. Secularism is the safest belief at death because it urg~s 
~at the highest credential ~or another life is the wisest 11nd 

most intellectual use of this. A just God could not possibly 
condemn an honest skeptio. As for the hope of a reunion 
hereafter, the Secularists are as safe as to a realization of it, 
if it is a relility, as the Christian. Secular. immortality con· 
sists in the perpetuation of the gooiJ and true. The legacy 
of thought left by the great dead is handed down to us in the 
brain power preserved in ink. Our duty is to strive to make 
our brain power worthy of such a preservation. Let us so 
liv that after death the world shall reproach us not; that those 
dear ones bound to us by ties of nature shall venerate our 
memories, and that societr shall be the better for our having 
lived in it. Mr. Watts pomted out as the destructiv features 
of Secularism, the right of dissent from any attention to this 
life and the reliance UJ;>On science instead of faith. The ne
cessity for Secularism IS found to be in the failure of theolog
ical systems in regenerating the world, the impossibility of 
uniformity in belief, and that modern thought requires a 
higher and more intellectual faith than that offered by ortho
dox Christianity. The object of Secularism was shown to be 
the endeavor to destroy the errors, shams, a.nd priestcraft of 
our time; to do good purely from natural inspiration. 

The quartet sang the "Star Spangled Banner," and 
T. B. Wakeman made a few closing remarks-or, as 
the president put it, pronounced the benediction
and the convention was finally adjourned. 

The Death of Robert Shoemaker. 
The subject of this notice, Robert S. Shoemaker, 

was born fifty-one years ago and died at Camptown 
in his own nativ county of Bradford, Pa., July 29, 
1883. 

For several years he was a great sufferer from con
sumption and yet bearing pain patiently and heroic
ally. 

He was a man of decided views in all questions af
fecting humanity. By a life of unswerving integrity 
he secured the respect of his fellow-men. Yet owing 
to his Liberal ideas on religious and moral questions, 
he oftentimes gave offense to some by his masterly 
defense of his opinions. His worst enemies could 
bring no graver charge against him than that he was 
an "Infidel," "Freethinker," "Atheist." These names 
had no terrors for him. Conscious in the rectitude of 
his intentions, he "kept the even tenor of his way," 
unmoved by the jeers of bigots or the denunciation 
ofpriests. · 

He had no reverence for idols, no patience with 
superstition, and no dread of religious intolerance 
and bigotry. 

For twenty-five years he subscribed for and read the 
Boston Investigaior. An omnivorous reader, he was 
acquainted with Freethought literature and that of 
its enemies. He gave liberally of his means for the 
support and propagation of Freethought. 

Socially, to his friends he was tried, true, and hos
pitable; to the poor, humane and generous; to the 
brute creation, kind and merciful; to his family, lov
ing and self-sacrificing; to all men, just. 

A wife and three daughters, an aged father and 
mother, and four brothers, feel and bewail their sad 
loss. His remains were laid to rest in the Snyder 
burial ground, near the home of his parents in Rush 
township, Susquehanna county, Pa. 

The reading by a friend of a few well-chosen words 
of Col. Ingersoll was all the simple service at the 
grave, eloquent words containing a just summary of 
the virtues of the dead, closing with these beautiful 
expressions: "With morn, with noon, with night, with 
changing clouds and changeless stars, with graBS, 
with trees and birds, with leaf and bud, with ilower 
and blossoming vine, with all the sweet influences of 
nature we leave our dead. Again, farewell." 

Rush, Pa., August 26, 1883. J. B. 0VJ:RTON. 

What Mr. Bradlangh Proposes to Do. 
Fr<>m tht. Natimw.! Rifrmner of Sept. 2d, 

The Saiurday Rwiew is good enough to suggest 
that, backed by "a straggling and harmless little 
mob," I hav in this last session of Parliament levied 
my" accustomed toll on the time of the nation." If 
the Saturday Review would prefer that the "mob'' 
should be harmful instead of harmless, its preference 
may possibly be gratified before the struggle finishes. 
I hav nearly exhausted every fashion of obtaining 
justice, and the people are not quite disposed to be 
insulted because they hav been law-abiding. 

The Dazly Telegraph says that it is not to be sup
posed that "Mr. Bradlaugh will stop th~ way" in 
Parliament next year. Unless the House giVS me my 
seat, or my constituents ask me to resign, I shall stop 
the way next year far more vigorously than ever. 
Patient waiting has little effect on the House of Com-
mons. 

Giv the Devil a Chance. 
"It might hav been wise to hav kept the churches open 

these cool summer Sundays, and shut them instead when the 
bitter winds of January are blowing, but it wouldn't hav been 
fa8hionable. Comfort rarely is. "-Boston Ohriatian Stateaman. 

No, you better keep on in the good old way and 
giv the alleged devil a chance to get in his work ~n 
the beautiful summer days, so he can stay at home m 
the winter and toast his shins by the fire, while the 
truly good are wading in snow a foot deep and sit· 
ting in cold pews, listening to an icicle sermon. The 
way we fool away our opportunities to do good, the 
devil has the softest kind of a snap.-Peck's Sun. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent three months to 
trial subacribers for 50 cents. 
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FitENOH GREEK, IowA, Aug. 28, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: The trial subscriptirm has satisfied 

me of the value or your paper. Oh, how much the 
world could be benefited if your paper, or one like 
it, oould enter every home! But the time will come 
and that too ere long, when at least a majority of 
our civilized part of the world will be liberally in
clined; and I, ere the remaining two-thirda of my 
life which I expect to liv are spent, hope to enjoy 
that time. Much and hard labor is required before 
this can be accomplished. The world must be de
prived of its ignorance first, and then superstition 
must inevitably follow; for it is ignorar.ce that 
causes all superstition. Inclosed find $12; fifty cents 
for Monument Fund, the rest use as directed. 
· JoHN H. HrnT. 

BuRTON, Aug. 24, 1883. 
MR. EniToR: Inclosed please find $1 to be added 

to Monument Fund. I wish I were able to donate 
a thousand more in the same way, that it might be 
increased in size to contain much more inscription 
of his sensible productions, which all sensible people 
will like to read, and anly such cranks as the Pitts· 
burgh Post corresponrlent will object to. Mr. Bennett 
was as much above his sort in every sense of the 
word as this lying article is below the level of truth 
and deceny. It is the purpose of such dupes to pile 
their filth upon the graves of those whose shoes, 
even, they are unworth to clean, and the good Mr. 
Bennett has done will liv after him, whilst such as 
this foul-mouthed defamer will be forgotten before 
he dies, and go the way of his slang. 

I remain your friend, H. B. JoNES, 

EATON RAPIDS, MICH., Sept. 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $2.50 for THE TRUTH 

SEEKER. I hav read it for the last three years, and 
I would not do without it should you treble the 
price of it. I would do with one meal per day in 
preference to doing without THE TRUTH SEEKER. I 
feared it would not be as well conducted after the 
death of that great and good man, D. M. Bennett, 
but I see no difference; in fact, it was and is filled 
with that which will satisfy the soul of any reason
able person. There are a number of Liberals here, 
but the most of them stand in fear of Mrs. Grundy. 
However I think with one of the champions of our 
cause, that if God never made a man that dare think 
for himself and stand straight up and express his 
thoughts, he better keep on making men until he 
has. There is a vast amount of priestcraft in this 
place and there is one little imp or a priest who 
says Liberals are no better than dogd, a.nd he tries 
to make his church believe it. Parhaps some of 
them do, E. CowLES. 

PARSONS, KAN., Aug. 28, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I am a subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER 

for six years and shall be as long as I liv. I must 
giv our departed friends D. M. Bennett and Thomas 
Paine credit that the good book is not inspired. 
They hav convinced me of the fact that it is manu
factured for the benefit to the preacher. When a 
boy I learned to translate the Hebrew Bible in Ger
man, and of course I was made to believe to eat 
pork was a great crime aud sin, but strange to say 
I can eat all the pork I want and fear no more 
their devils; and for refusing to play the harp ta 
their Jehovah, my Christian friend in the F. A. M. 
lodge preferred charges against me, and suspended 
me, to giv me a chance to get converted; but that 
day will never come. . Those charges were made by 
a deacon ol the Baptist church here, and I hav 
proof of two living witnesses that he, out of spite, 
poisoned a dog of mine. And I tell them now they 
hav a Infidel out and a dog poisoner in. Inclosed 
please find $3.50; place $1 of the sum to Monument 
Fund· and the balance for your valuable paper. 
Hopin'g and wishing you well, I remain, 

Very truly yours, W. M. BLAU. 

HANNIBAL, Mo., Sept. 3, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: My brother F. H. Sherwood, who has 

been a subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER for some 
four or five years, passed from this life to mother 
earth the 17th of August in the city of Quincy, Ill. 
He had been sick for fourteen weeks, and at the 
time ol his death was merely a shadow of his for
mer self. Nature's laws see •. I hard, to cut down those 
who hav not lived out their usefulneBB. He was a 
firm believer in the doctrins of the Freethinkers 
and always lent a helping hand and opened his 
purse to help the cause when able to do so. He 
passed from this life to the unknown at the age of 
27 years, and I can truthfully say, and which would 
be vouched for by many, that he was known for his 
honesty a.nd morals, loved and respected by all 
whom he came in contact with. His religious views 
were not acceptable to many, but all seemed to re
speet his honesty upon that question. Mother loses 
a loving son, I lose ·~n only brother, and the Li.ber
als of America lose a warm supporter to the cause 
for one so young in years. He died without a 
struggle or a gasp, was conscious within five min· 
utes of his death, and passed away as if going to 
sleep: no scenes, no regrets, no doubts, only accept. 
inr the Inevitable. ;B;QMQK E. S:a:uwopv, 
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The American and New York News Com
panies will furnish the paper to news deal
ers upon application. 

TO TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS 

The Truth Seeker, 
With sixteen large pages, wlll be sent 

Cor THREE MONTHS, postaare patd. 

.FOR FIFTY CENTS. 
&d41'f'88 THE TRlJTH SEEKER, 

3& Clintftn Ph•e .... Nf'w '!J"nr«. 

KERSEY GRA YES'S WORKS. 
Sixteen Saviors or None. By KER

sEY GRAvEs, author of the World's Sixteen 
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles, 
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents; 
cloth, $1. 

Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven 
Divine Revelations, containing a descrip
tion of twenty-seven bibles and an expo
sition of two thousand biblical errors in 
science, history, morals, religion, and 
general events. Also a delineation of the 
characters of the principal personages of 
the Christian Bible and an examination 
of their doctrines. Price, $2. 

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical 
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Do
mains. Price, 35 cents. 

The World's Sixteen Crucified Sav
iors; or, Christianity Before Christ. 
Containing new and startling revelations 
in religious history, which disclose the 
oriental origin of all the doctrins, princi
ples, precepts, and miracles of the Chris
tian New Testament, and furnishing a 
key for unlocking many of its sacred 
mysteries, besides comprising the history 
of sixteen 01iental crucified gods. $2.00. 

A REMARKABLE BOOK! 
JUST PUBLISHED. 

BOTTOM FACTS 
CONCERNING 

SPIRITUALISM! 
The result or careful Investigations, covering a 

period or twenty-five years, by John W. Truesdell. 
A bold and utter revelation or the whole Inside hiS· 
tory or Spiritualism; Intensely Interesting, and most 
startling and revolutionary In Its character. Full of 
descrlptlv Illustrations; beautifully bound. 

Copies or " Bottom Facts " will be sent by mall, 
postage tree, to any address on receipt or $1.50. 

Address, 
JOHN ,V, TRUESDELL, 

SOt.! Syracnse, N.Y. 

LOUIS lUASQUERIER'S 

SOCIOLOGY; 
OR, 

The Scientific and Liberty-giving Reconstruction 
of Society, Morality, Uovernment, and 

Property into States, '1 owns hips, 
and Farmsteads. 

WITH AN APPENDIX 

ILLUSTRATED. 

Together with his Phonology, developing the Eng 
llsh language, spelled according to the sound or the 
twelve vowels and modifying power or the twenty
two consonants, or the first time, so tar as known, In 
literature. For sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER office, 
33 Clinton Place, New York city. Price, $1. 

Also, an English School Phonetic Spelling and Pro
nouncing Dictionary with definitions, in course of 
publication. Price, same aa above one. 

Also a new Science of Music In preparation. 
Price, 25 cents. For sale at this omee 

ANOTHER GREAT WORK! 

JESUS CHRIS r A FICTION 
Founded upon the Life of 

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA. 

How the Pagan Priests or Rome Originated 
Christianity. 

Transcribed by SPIRIT FARADAY, late Electrician 
and Chemist or the Royal Institution, 

London, England. 
Price, boards, 75 cents; paper, 50 centll. 

.\44&'elle; THE T.BUTH BEEKER, 
.a Oliuton l'laoe !lew tor~ 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, SEP'rEMl3ER. 15, 18S8. 

FARADAY PAMPHLETS. 
No. I.-The Relat.Ion oC the Spiritual to 

thf' Marerial Universe; tbe Law oC4.Jon• 
troJ. 

Two papers given In the Interest ot Spiritual Sci
ence, by Spirit FARADAY, or England. Price, lO cts. 
No. 2.-0rigin oC I.Ue; 

Or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution of 
the Spirit !rom Matter through Organic Processes; 
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. By Spirit FARADAY. 
Price 10 cents. 

No.Afi.;., Tf':a.:!ft'i:~piDent or the Spirit 
The Origin of Religions. By Spirit FARADAY. 

Price, 10 cents. 
No.4 -Tt>e Process of' Mental &cUon; 

Or, How We Think. By Spirit FARADAY. 15 cents. 
Nn. ri.-Jesus Cbrltlt a Fiction. 

Founded on the Life or Apollonlus or Tyana. How 
the Pagan Priests of Rome originated Christianity. 
Translated by the lateM.FABADAY. 208pages. Price, 
bound, 75 cents. Paper, 50 cents. Postage, 5 cents. 
Ach"a W. SpraiOie's and Mary Clark's 

•;xt•eriencf'" in the First Ten Spheres 
of NJ)irit J.ice. 

Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N. Y. Price, 
20 cents. 
No. ].-Experiences oC Sa10nel Bowles, 

J,ate editor or the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In 
Spirit Life; or, Life As He Now Sees It !rom a Splr
lttHtl Standpoint. Written through the medlumshlp 
of CARRIE E. S. TWING, of Westfield, N. Y. 50 cents. 
No. 2.-Confrasfs in Spirit LICe: 

And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLES, late 
editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In the 
first five spheres. Also a thrilling account of the 
late President Garfield's reception In the spirit 
world. Written through the hand of CABBIE E. S. 
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. Price, 50 cents. 

WETTSTEIN'S 

JEWELRY STORE, 
ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Established 1857. Bea.ts the World. 
There Is not another town three times the size or 

Rochelle that can show so large and beautl!ul a stock 
of fine gold and silver watches, fine gold and plated 
chains, charms, necklaces, and lockets, bracelets; 
plain gold, diamond, pearl, turquols, and fancy stone 
rings; soliG silver and plated ware; optical goods, 
gold pens, accordions, pocket and table cutlery, guns, 
revolvers, shears, etc., as WETTSTEIN'S. 

Square dealing, enterprise, adaptation, accurate 
judgment, best or taste In buying, steady application 
during twenty-five years, best or watch-work, and 
LOWEST PRICES AT ALL Tll!!ES, hav done lt. 

If you hav a watch that no·one else can put In per
fect order, send It to me. If you hav no watch, send 
to me tor prices, and I will save you money. If you 
want a chain, necklace, ring, solid sliver or plated 
spoons, castor, spectacles, opera glass, etc., sond to 
me tor prices and description, and I will convince 
you. 

REFERENCES : Mayor and City Council, omcers of 
Rochelle banks. 

GOODS SENT TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

LACY'S NEW . PUBLICATIONS. 
"NATURE'S .. HARMONY," 

or evolutionary theory, solving the problem of 
lite, and advocating the perpetuation or spiritual 
Identity, demonstrating !rom scientific standpoint. 

Neatly bound In muslin. Price, $1.00. 
"STAR LAKE ROMANCE." 

A poem or love and rivalry, written In view of dis
cussing Christianity vs. Infidelity. The arguments 
are rendered by the characters or the story, in their 
colloquies, and the reader Is left as umpire. 

200 pages, bound in muslin, gilt and embossed. 
Price, $1.50. 

Both or the above works contain the author's por-
trait. Address ARTHUR J. LACY, 

28t! Nirvana, Lake Co., Mich. 

Ingersoll's Works. 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 

In five lectures, comoriaing, "The Gods," "Hnm· 
boldt,"-' Thom1os Paine,'; "Individuality," and "Here
tics and Heresies." 

The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25 
Inclndimr, ·• Liberty for ·Man, Woman, and Child;" 

• The Declaration of Independence;• "About Farming 
in Illtno1s;"" The Great B>1.nqnet,'' '• The Rev. Alexan· 
der Clark," " The Past Rises before Me Like a Dream,"· 
and "A 'Irlbute to Ebon C. IngersolL" • 

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, $1.25. 

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, 
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa
per, 50 cents. 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00; 
cloth, $2.00. 

---
What Must We Do to be Saved~ Pa

per, 25 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

83 Cltnton Place, New York 

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD. 
A Fabricated AccJunt of 

A Scene at the Death-bed of 
THOMAS PAINE. 

DID BISHOP FENWICK WRITE I7 1 
18 pp. Handsomely printed and bound, 

Price, 5 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
33 Clinton Place, New York. 

SKETCH OF THE. 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
SALADIN. 

(W. STEWART ROSS.) 
A very interesting biography of a remarkable man 
l'rloe 10 oeute. Address, 

'l'JU; 'l'B\TT!l IJQJ::q, 

FREETHOUGHT WORKS. 
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Hume's Essays. Essays and treatises 
on various subjects. By DAVID Hmrn, 
Esq. With a brief sketch of the author's 
life and writings, to which are added 
dialogues concerning natural religion. 
Price, $1.50. 

Idols and Ideals, with an Essays on 
Christianity.· By MoNcunE D. CoNWAY, 
the brilliant Rationalistic preacher of 
London. $1.50. 

If, Then, and When. From the doc
trins of the .Church. By W ABBEN SUMNEn 
BARLow. 10 cents. 

Image Breaker (the). By JoHN E. 
REMSBURG. Six lectures bound together, 
25 cents. Separately, 5 cents each. 1. 
The Decline of Faith; 2. Protestant In
tolerance; 3. Washington an Unbeliever; 
4. Jefferson an Unbeliever; 5. Paine and 
Wesley; The Christian Sabbath. 

Infidel's or Inquirer's Text-book, be
ing the substa.nce of thirteen lectures on 
the Bible. By RoBERT CooPER. $1. 

Ingersoll in ·Canada. A Reply to 
Wendling, Archbishop Lynch, "By
stander," and others. By ALLEN PRINGLE. 
15 cents.' 

Is Life Worth Living. By WILLIAM 
H. MALLooK. Contents: The New Im
port of the Question, Morality and the 
Prize of Life, Sociology as the Fountain 
of Morality, Goodnes!l as its own Re
ward, Love as the test of Goodness, Life 
as its own Reward, The Superstition of 
Positivism, The Practical Prospect. The 
Logic of Scientific Negation, Morality, 
and Natural Theism, The Human Race 
and Revelation, Universal History and 
the claims of the Christian Church, Be
lief and Will. _Paper $1.00; cloth, $1.50. 

Jehovah Unveiled; or, The Character 
of the Jewish Deity Delineated. A new 
and :valuable book. 35 cents. 

Kneeland's National Hymns. 35 cts. · 

Koran (the). A new English edition 
of the Koran of Mohammed, to which is 
aO.ded the life of Mohammed, or the his
tory of that doctrin which was begun and 
carried on by him in;Arabia. Price, $1.50 

Letters of Junius~ Two volumes in 
one. From the latest London edition. 
$1.50; 

Letters to Eugenia; or, A Preserva
tiv Against Religious Prejndices. By 
Baron D'Ho!"BAOH, author of the "System 
of Nature," etc. Translated from the 
French by ANTHONY C. MIDDLETON, M.D. 
Price, $1.00. 

. Life of Paine. By J. E. REMSBURG. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Life of Thomas Paine, author of 
"Common Sense," "Rights of Man," 
"Age of Reason," etc., with critical and 
explanatory observations on his writings. 
By GILBERT VALE. $1.00. 

Love and Transition: A Plea in poetry 
for the practicalization of known truth. 
By MARY E. TILLOTSON. $1.00. 

Love Ventures of Tom, Dick, and 
Harry. A Spicy Narrativ. "And they 
were naked and not ashamed." 50 cents. 

Man's Nature and Development. By 
HENRY GEORGE ATKINSON, 1!'. G. S., and 
HA:aBIET MARTINEAU. $1.50. 

Modern Thinkers: What they Think 
and Why. (Principally on Social 
Science.) By VAN BEUREN DENSLOW, LL. 
D., with an introduction by R. G. Inger
soll. With eight portraits: Comte, Swe
denborg, Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham, 
Thomas Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer, 
and Ernst Haeckel. 384 pages. $1.50. 

Moral Education: Its Laws and Meth
ods. By Prof. J. R. BuoHANAN. A new 
method to conquer crime, disease, and 
misery, which churches, colleges, and 
governments have signally failed to do. 
$1.50. 

Moral Physiolog-y; A Brief and Plain 
Treatis on the Population Question. By 
RoBERT DALE OwEN. 60 cents. 

Mortality of the Soul and the Immor
tality of its Elements. By A. SNIDER DE 
PELLEGRINI. 10 cents. 

Myths and Myth-Makers: Old Tales 
and Superstitions interpreted by compar
ative Mythology. By JoHN FISKE, M.A. 
LL.B., of Harvard College. $2. 

Origin and Development of Religions 
Ideas and Beliefs, as manifested 
in history and seen by reason. By Mon
RIB EINSTEIN. $1. 

Orthodox Hash, with a Change of 
Diet. By WARREN SuMNER BARLow. 
10 cents. 

Paradise Lost; or, The Great Dragon 
· Cast Out,:: 60 cents. 

Personal Immortality and Other 
Papers. By JosiE 0PP:BNHEIM. EJ;· 
tra. cloth, 12mo1 98 ;pa.se11, 75 oelltll • 

FREETHOUGHT WORKS. 
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Essays on the Sacred' Languagee, 
Writings!... and Religion of th 
Parsis. J:Sy MARTEN HA.uG, Ph. D., 
Late Professor of Sanskrit and compara
tive philology at the University of Mu
nich. An account of the ancient Zoroas
trian religion and literature. Price, $4.50 

Essence of Christianity. By LuDwiG 
FEUEBBAOH. Translated from the Ger
man by GEoRGE ELioT. Price, $3. 75. 

Exeter Hall. A Theological Romance. 
"One of the most exciting romances of 
the day." Price, paper, 60 cents; cloth, 
80 cents. 

Faith and Reason. A Co,ncise Ac
count of the Christian Religion, and of 
all the Prominent Religions before ap.d 
since Christianity. With elaborate Index, 
17 pp. By HALsEY R. STEVENS, Extra 
cloth, 12mo. 441 pp. Price, $1.50. 

Family Creeds. By W M. McDoNNELL, 
Author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth, 
$1.25; paper, 75 cents. 

Festival of Ashtaroth. A tale of 
Palestine, founded on the destruction of 
the Moabites by the Jews. By A. C. 
MiDDLETON. Price, 10 cents. 

Figures of Hell; or, the Temples of 
Bacchus. Dedicated to the licensers and 
manufacturers of beer and whisky. By 
Mrs. ELIZABETH THOMPSON. A book full 
of facts and figures in regard to the 
liquor traffic. Price, $1. 

'Genesis I-II: An Essay on the Bible 
Narrative of Creation. By A. R. GROTE, 
A.M. Price, 50 cents. 

Golden Mean on Temperance and 
Reli~don; or, Common Sense in 
Eating, Drmking, Thinking, and Living. 
By JoHN E. BunToN., Price, 10 cents. 

Golden Throne. By SAMUEL P. PUT
NAM, Author of "Prometheus" "Gott
lieb," "Ingersoll and Jesus." A Radical 
Romance of pioneer life, delineating the 
virtues of natural humanity as opposed 
to the hypocrisy of a supernatural relig
ion crowded with incident and full of 
progressive ideas and the poetry of the 
future. Price, $1.00. 

Good Sense, or Natural Ideas opposed 
to Supernatural. Translated from the 
French of BARoN D'HoLBAOH, author of 
the "System of Nature." Plice, $1.00 

Gospel of the Kingdom, Accor(J.ing to 
the Holy Men of Old. By the author of 
" Samson, a Myth-story of the Sun." 
Two volumes of poetry. Price, 50 cents. 

Government. An Essay by CHARLES 
MoRAN. Pr_ice, 20 cents. 

Half Hours with Some Ancient and 
Modern Celebrated Freethinkers: 
Thorruts Hobbes, Lord Bolingbroke, Con
dorcet, Spinoza, Anthony Collins, Des
cartes, M. de Voltaire, John Toland, 
Compte de Volney, Charles Blount, 
Percy Bysshe Shelley, Claude Arian 
Helvetius, Francis Wright Darusmont, 
Zeno, Epicurus, Matthew Tindall, David 
Hume, Dr. Thomas Burnet, Thomas 
Paine, Baptiste de Mirabaud, Baron de 
Holbach, Robert Taylor, Joseph Barker. 
By "Iconoclast," COLLINS and WATTS. 
Price, 75 c )nts. 

Heathens of the Heath (the). By 
W ..~:. McDONNELL, Author of "Exeter 
F..J.ll." Price, $1.25, 

Helvetius; or, The 'l'rue Meaning of 
the System of Nature. Translated from 
the French. Price, 20 cents. 

Heroines of Freethonght. Contain
ing Biographical Sketches of Freethought 
female writers. By Mrs. SARA A. UNDER· 
WOOD. Price, $1.75 

HistOiical Jesus of Nazareth. By 
M. SoHLESINGEB, Ph. D., Rabbi of the 
Congregation Anshe Emeth, Albany, 
New York. Extra cloth, 12mo, 68 pages. 
Price, 75 cents. 

History of Moses, Aaron, Joshua, 
and others, deduced from a review of 
the' Bible. Also remarks on the morals 
of the Old and' New Testaments, and 
some of the ancient philosophers. By 
J. M. DoRSEY. Price, 75 cents. 

History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200. An exhl~.uf!tive ex
amination of the proofs of the authentic
ity of the books of the New Testament, 
showing conclusivly that the canonical 
gospels were unknown up to A.D. 170. By 
Judge CHAB. B. WAITE. 450 pages, Svo. 
Cloth, $2.25; sheep, $3.50; half morocco, 
$4.00. 

History of the Council of Nice,_ A.D. 
325 with a Life of Constantine the UreD.t, 
and a general exhibition of the Christian 
religion in the days of the early fathers. 
By DEAN DUDLEY. $1. 

Humanity and the PJ.·ogress of In
ternational Law. By EDwAIW W, 
l;l~:•mNg, lQ oe!l t~ • 



RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
OF THE 

World as Now Const-ituted~ 
By Geo. T. Bon dies. 

.And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
STYLED 

.Exceptions to the Charactfrf' of Jesus 
Christ Considered as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
Price, Twenty-five Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
6m9 83 Clinton Place, N. Y 

$5 to $20 per day at home. Samples worth $5free. 
Address STINSON· & Co., Portland, Me. 

THE PERRY 

Piano and Organ Co , 
No. 352 North Main Street, 

Wilkes 'Barre, Pa. 
Specially Offer to Sell Direct on a Contract. 

Have the latest and best inventions, 
and want them fully tested 

before purchasing. 

Write C~tr Catalogues and Terms. 

10teom14 .T R. PERRY,~upt. 

SKETCH OF THE 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
CHARLES WATTS. 

BY ~ STEWART ROS& 
Price 10 cents. Address, 

THE TR1JTH SEEKER. 

$66 a week in your. own town. Terms and $5. outfit 
free. Address H. !LV t.ET & Co •• Portland. Me. 

ANCIENT MAN IN AMERICA, 
moLUDmG 

Works in Western New York and 
other States, together with Struct

ures in Central America.. 

By FREDERICK L'-RKIN, M.D. 
Member of the 

.American .Association for the .Advancement of Science. 

Neatly Printed, with Numerous illustrations. 
290 Pages. 

Price, Cloth $1.50. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

33 Clinton Place, New York. 

THE 

Real Blasphemers. 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M. 

Showing that the writers of and believers In the Bible, 
and not the deniers of Its trnth, are the ones who really do 
injustice to the character of God, if a God exists. 

IN SIX LECTURES. 
Price, Fifty Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

"ANTIC H R !ST." 
:Proving conclnslvly that 

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRlST< 
Hill birth, life, trial, execution, etc.-la a myth. 

TRUTH SEEKER Office. 
Pl'ice, •2.00. 83 Cllnton Place, New York 

TRUTH: 
A Poem in Three Parts. 

BY E. N. KINGSLEY. 
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists, 

Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists, 
and Impracticable Christians. 

Containing a picture of the 

JEWiSH JEHOVAH. 
As Described by the :Bible. 

"There went up a smoke out o! his nostrils, and 
fire out o! his mouth devoured: coa.l.B were kindled 
With it" (Psalms xvlll, 8). 

.W pp. Handsomely executed. Price, 25 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

LIFE-SIZE 

LITHOGRAPH 
OF 

D. 1\1. BENNETT. 
Heavy Plate Paper, 

SUITABLE FOR FBA.D OB 
WITHOUT FBA.D. 

Sent by Mall for Fifty eent1. 1 

T.HE TRUTH SEEKER. SEPTEMBER H>. 1883. 591 

THE EUREKA An imp01·tant work by Gibbon, the historiau. 

MAGNETIC . CLOTHING ~~.!~.~~~,~!~!~~~lrr: 
RehgJOn 10 "THE HISTORY oF THE DECLINE AND FALL 

CUBES EVERY l-;OR.M OF DISEASE 
WITHOUT M.EDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 

GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and allintormatlon by 
letter or in person free of charge. Send 

for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

LADms• MAGNETIC JACKET. Price, $18. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonla.l.B and be convinced that our claims are correct in every particular, 

and that your ailments can be eradicated Without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Core of Paralysis in 
One Week. 

CINOINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly in· 

debted to you for the benefit I hav received !rom 
your treatment, and the use or your Magnetic ap· 
pllances, I can say without hesitation to those af· 
fi!cted as I hav been that the eaect was simply mar· 
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly· 
sis in my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
a!ter wearing a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
!or one week, Ca.n use it quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint !or a number or years, from which I hav suf
!ered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never round but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and 1! I improve as rapidly M I hav in the 
past two weeks, Will soon be well. I would, there· 
!ore, recommend to those suaering as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of eaectlng 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
eaect a cure in a case or Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same 
patient. we do not, like the Old School Physiclen, 
change med!clns every day until, after dosing the 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (I! he is very skilful) that brings relle! 
!or the time being. 

N enralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cored in Tlu·ee Weeks. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11,1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source· of misery to me for 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
be!ore without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief instantly. With un· 
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness : 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15,1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted per!ectly. 
FELT BETTER FBOM THE FIBBT HOUB I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and if I improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T:J.esday, will soon be wen. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entirely cured In less 
than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
although In bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In 
two days after the appllcatlon. The lady's name 
can be had upon application at this office, by· any. 
one desiring to communicate with her. 

Ladio>s, read the following testimony from a lady who had been suaerlng for two years with an Ovar• 
ian Tunwr, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her lite, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she is perfectly well, and has not taken a dose of 
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your phvslclan tells you he can do nothinog 
!or you; it will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November19, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to !all me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire for rood, and, in fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarme.d and consulted several physicians 
or St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'I unwr, 
and that the only thing that would B!tVe my ll!e would be the knl!e. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the Eureka Magnetic Appl1ances. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit of 
your e,ppllances. From the very first I felt invigorated, the tu. 
mor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was in my lite. Since putting on the appli· 
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medicin. My bowels, which 
be!ore were constipated, are now regular. I would there!ore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suaerlng as I hav, believing 
hat they will do all and more than you claim for them .. I remain, 

Grate!ully yours, MBS. MABY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unllke all other appllences in the 
market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, 
Gentlemen's Belts - -
Ladies' Abdominai Belts, 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 
Leg Belts, each, 
Knee Caps, each, 
Wristlets, each, 

$ 6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
5.00 
4:.00 
3.00 
1.50 
4:.00 Sleeping_ Caps, -

Lad1es Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 
Su:eerflne Insoles, • • - 1. 00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the mo ne 
1! they are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are oaered at less than one·third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever oaered the 
public, and.will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
In the market Will attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made or material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a 
moment .. All or our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now be!ore the public. Every magnet is arranged in the garments upon 1cimtijlc 
principlts, and not haphazard as in an the others. We oaer you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison With any of the so-called magnetic garments now oaered under that head. At 
the sa.me time the application of labor-sa.vlng machinery in our manufacture enables us to oaer them at 
about 

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are 80 poor thet they cannot procure them, being but a trill.e higher 
than ordinary clothing. 

R<'llleJU'ber that we are oaering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and If 
upon receiving the garmentll they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expenee and we w1ll 
re!und your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit gnaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWM IN THB UNITED 8TATEI!I. LIBERAL OOMMI8BION8 ALLOWED 

oP THE Ror.tAN EMPIRR, 
11 and 

~ 1li~DIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, \Venck, 
Milman, ,. an English Churchman/' and other scholars. 

Handsome 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

The Laoarum of 
Constantine. 

"By this sign tlUJu 
slzalt conqtttr !" 

This volume contains Theological writings, sepa· 
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. lt shows 
•when, where 1 and how Christianity originat.ed ; who were its 
founders :and wlzatwas the character, sentiment.~, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. . 

Gibbon's Vindicati(ntOfthe 15th and 16th chapters of1us 
HiStory from the attacks of his Chri~t!an opp_onen.ts, is re
printed verbatim from the original edition of1us 111zscellant• 
ous Works edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796. It effectually 
and foreve; silenced his detractors ; who, being vanquished 
in argument, unhesitatiJ!gly accused Gibbon of infid~li.ty! 

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the On&nof 
Chn'stianity is reprinted from the valuable notes of HAN 
MILMAN, WRNCK, GUIZOT~ an ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, (t_he 
learned editor of BoHN1 S edition of Gibbo1t) 1 and other emm· 
ent Christian historians. • 
.. ; Among the Illustrations will be found representations 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 

For Sale at The Troth Seeker Office. 
6'1<15 

A ~:e~~~;e~o~~~~o:~~~ ~o~i~~~~~~~t 
c!'i~:;;·:itf.~~;;;_pof PRI· 
VATE, CHRONIC and 
SEXUAL DISEASES, 

Spermatorrhma and Impotency, 
Ae the reault or selr·abuse in youth, sexual exee11eea in ma· 
turer years, or other oau11ee, and producing eome of the fol• 
lowing effects: NCf"VOusness, Seminal F.mlesloue, (night 
eruhsions by dreams), Dimness of Sight, Dereotive Memory. 

i~~~~f:s1, g~~~~~~!n!:}le;d::s,F~!;. !lS:!~~~ tpo~:::t~o~~ 
~~':tder~~a~:~"[l~~eu::Pbj~~ EX¥gf{NfL tiopp~ 
OAr:iioN In from 80 to 60 days. No medicine taken.. 
It has never been known to f"atll 

,.. Middle• Aged and Old Men.~ 
There are many at the age or thirty to Blxty ' 

who are troubled with too frequent evacuations 
or the bladder, often accompanied by a slight .-
smarting or burning sensation, and a weaken· 

~~~ ~rc~~:~l~~~~ io~ r:::~t~i~: r:!i~~~::; :.ri 
~:l:t~~t!e: s~~11 ;rar~f~f::·~~k~~~~~~nen!Jn°~ppear, or thl 
color wtll be of & thiu or milkleh hue, again changing to • 

::~~:~~s~~P!~ ~ftba~~~o:r,::.lo~t Pf:~~~~ :~g:.~ ~~:~u~ 
Seminal \t'eakneea, and causee wasting or the L!lyetem and 

Tg~~ ~!~;~g:~:gl:fi~r:~ct~i;sdf3J~:l~;,~~~o;~n~u!i 
the cause. Dr. Fellowa' External Remedy will bring about a 
perfect cure in all such co.aea, and a hP.althy restoration of 
the genito·nrlnary orga.ne. 

Q:JOorsnltationa by letter tree and invited. Oharge1 
reasonab'ta and correspondence strictly confidential. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Bent to any address, aeourely sealed, for two tbree•cent 
atamps, treating on Spermatorrhrea. or Seminal Weakneu, 
pvtng ite'cau11e, symptome, horrible efl"ecta, and cure, fol-

~~~f: ~~::~~~~~~~~~~t~:~~~~~~ ~::~~ ~{l.a~fe~!~b~: 
a rnJical cure h1 certain. Addrees, plainly, nn.. R. P. 
FELLOWS, VIneland, New ..Jersey, and aay in wbat 
D&Der you eaw thle advertJaement. 

lVlAN HOOD! 

RUPTURES CUR EDby 
myllledieal Compound and ImproTed 

Elastic Supporter Trussin}rom30 to 
90 dav•. Reliable references given. Send 

stamp for circular, and sav in what paper 
vou saw mv adverttsement. Address C&pt. 

W. A. Col!lngs,Smlthvllle,:effem~ Co. lU'. 

FIFTY YEARS' SUCCESS. 
SHAKER EYE AND EAR BA.LSA.M. 

For all afllictions of the above organs. 
Dimness, Infiammation, Soft Cataract, and Roaring, 

etc., of the Ears. . 
80 e~~ntll per box. 

ADDB.~SS T~IS O:F:Jf~O~ 
Addreelllor turther lnformat;loa, Dr. L. T•-•J"• 

t36 ~ llil1roet, lm• oC Ia .'"'t, OllloUa~N, Obloo 
!l'rp u OllOO, aDd 11nd entire reuer. 

am (t, .. JRIWJ, liiiMtn, lloll't 



{1) IF any opinion Is compelled to alienee, that 
opinion may, for aught we can certainly know, be 
true, To deny this Is to assume our own lnfall1bll
lty. {2) Though the sllenced opinion be an error, it 
may, and very commonly does, contain a portion of 
truth, and since the general or prevaliing opinion 
on any subject Is rarely or never the whole truth, it 
Is only by the collision of adverse oplnlontl that the 
remainder of the truth has any chance of being sup
piled. {3) Even If the received opinion be not only 
true, but the whole truth; unlese it iB surrered to be 
and actually Is vigorously aud earnestly contested, 
It will, by most Of those who receive It, be held in the 
manner of a prejudice, with little comprehension or 
feeling of Its rational grounds. And not only this, 
but (4) the meaning of the doctrln Itself will be In 
danger of being lost, or enfeebled and deprived of its 
vital errect on the character and conduct, the dogma 
becoming a mere formal profession, Inefficacious 
for good, but cumbering the ground and preventing 
the growth of any real and heartfelt conviction, 
from re3.5on or personal experlence.-Mill's Liberty. 

WE must all learn to depend upon our errorts for 
the amount of virtue and happiness we secure and 
are able to Impart to others, and not look to an Im
aginary being somewhere In the sky, or to the merits 
of the blood of an Individual who died nearly two 
thousand years ago. Each person must be respon
sible for the good or III he does, and each man is, to 
a great extent, the creator and arbiter of his own 
happiness or his own misery. We, of course, greatly 
lnftuence and arrect each other. We can largely in
crease or lessen the happiness of those around us. 
Here Is our duty, here iB our allegiance, and not in 
the sky above us. We must make our heaven on 
the earth and not In the alr.-D. M. Bennett. [Such 
Is the concluding paragraph of No. 64 of the Truth 
Seeker Tracts entitled "The Ills We Endure; Their 
Cause and Cure." It is surely unnecessary, after 
the many extracts that I hav, during the last few 
weeks, given from this Tract to say much in its 
favor. To those who know It and appreciate it, as I 
do, I would merely say, "Spread it then, and let its 
power be known I" To such of my young readers as 
hav not yet seen It, I would say send for it at once 
and rest not satisfied till you hav not merely read, 
but "chewed and thoroughly digested it." No. 64ls 
one of the best of a series of excellent Tracts, calcu
lated to open the eyes of the blind and to unstop the 
ears of the deaf, unless they prefer darkness to light 
and dull,dead alienee to the voice of reason.- C. W. C.] 

LYING is not only dishonest, but cowardly. "Dare 
to be true," said George Herbert, "nothing can 
ever need a lie." The most mischievous liars are 
those who keep on the verge of truth. They hav not 
the courage to speak out the fact, but go round 
about It and tell what Is really untrue. A lie which 
is half the truth Is the worst of lies.-Dr. Sam Smiles. 

AND the parson made It his text next week, 'and he 
said likewise, 

That a lie which is half a truth is ever the blackest 
of lies, 

That a lie which 19 all a lie may be met with out-
right, .. 

llut aIle which Is part a truth is a harder matter to 
fight. · -T.mnyson's Grandmother. 

THE pride which Is proud of its want of pride Is the 
most Intolerable of ali.-Antoninus. 

A MAN must conform himself to nature's laws, be 
verily In communion with nature and the truth Of 
things, or nature will answer him, No, not at all! 
Speciosities are speclous-ah .me I a Cagllostro, many 
Cagllostros, prominent world-leaders, do prosper by 
their quackery for a day. It Is like a forged bank
note; they get it passed out of their worthless hands; 
others, not they, hav to smart for it. Nature bursts 
up In fire-fiames, French revolutions, and the like, 
proclaiming with terrible veracity that forged notes 
are forged.- Carlyle's Hero- WorshiP. 

MUCH as it has been disputed wherein virtue con
sists, or whatever ground for doubt there may be 
about particulars, yet, in general, there iB in reality 
a universally acknowledged standard of it. It iB 
that which all ages and all countries hav made pro
fession of In public; It Is that which every man you 
meet puts on the show of; it Is that which the pri
mary and fundamental laws of all civil constitutions 
over the face of the earth make it their business and 
endeavor to enforce the practice of upon mankind
namely, justice, veracity, and regard to common 
good.-Butler' s Analogy. 

A VERY curious thing about the Ten Command· 
menta Is that their supposed author violated nearly 
every one. From Sinal, according to the account, 
God said, "Thou shalt not kill," and yet he ordered 
the murder of millions; "Thou shalt not commit 
adultery," yet he gave captured maidens to gratify 
the lust of the captors; "Thou shalt not steal," and 
yet he gave to Jewish marauders the !locks and 
herds of others; "Thou shalt not covet thy neigh
bor's house, nor his wife," and yet he allowed his 
chosen people to destroy the homes of neighbors 
and steal their wives; " Honor thy father and thy 
mother," and yet this same God had thousands of 
fathers butchered, and with the sword of war k1lled 
chlldren yet unborn; "Thou shalt not bear false 
witness against thy neighbor," and yet he s~nt 

abroad "lying spirits" to deceive his own prophets 
and in a hundred ways paid tribute to deceit. So 
far as we know, Jehovah kept only one of these com
mandments-he worshiped no other God.-Ingersoll. 

THAT man, I think, has had a liberal education 
who has been so trained in youth that his body Is the 
ready servant of his will and does with ease and 
pleasure all the work that, as a mechanism, it Is ca
pable of; whose intellect Is a clear, cold, logical 
engln, with all its parts of equal strength, and In 
smooth working order-ready, like a steam engln, 
to be turned to any kind of work, and spin gossa
mers as well as forge the anchors of the mind; 
whose mind Is stored with knowledge of the great 
and fundamental truths of nature, and of the laws 
of her operations; one who, no stunted ascetic, Is full 
of life and fire, and whose passions are trained from 
crown to heel by a rigorous will, the servant of a 
tender conscience; who has learned to love all 
):Jeauty, whether of nature or art, to hate all vile· 
Jl(ll!llr anc;l to respect others as hlmself,-HW~:Iev. 

THE TltUTH SEEKElt, SEP'rEMBER I~. I9StJ. 

A GmL In Alabama has three tongues, but there Is 
no particular advantage in the posseeslon, She can 
aot do more than talk all the time, and a woman 
with one tongue can do that. 

A SCOTCH minister was asked if he was not very 
much exhausted after preaching three hours. "Oh, 
no," he replied; "but It would hav done you good 
to see how worried the people were." 

CHRisT'S coat was without a seam. Our irreverent 
young man says this Is a proof of the prescience of 
Christ. He anticipated Longfellow's line and could 
say, "My things are not what theY, seam." 

" WHERE'S youse gwlne, Blll Simpson, wid dat 
banjo?" inquired Mose Furrer one evening last week. 
"Me? Ise gwlne down de ribber to play fur a 
darnse," "Play fur a darnse, eh? I say, Brudder 
Simpson, I tho't yo use all got religion at de camp
meetln' las' Sunday." "Yaas, I got religion, Brud
der Furrer, an' me an' de ole woman ain't nebber 
gwlne ter darnse eny mo', but yer see ef I doa.n' 
play fur de darnse sonie odder nlggah will imperii 
his Immortal soul, an' we're mos' out ob side meat, 
the chllluns am hungry, an' besides dat, Brudder 
Furrer, doan' de Bible say dat dey dat darnse mus' 
pay fur de music? G'way from me, nlggah, Ise fol. 
lerln' de scriptar." 

A NEW prison chaplain was recently appointed in 
a certain town In Scotland. He was a man who 
greatly magnified his office, and entering one of the 
cells on his first round of inspection, he, with much 
pomposity, thus addressed the prisoner who occu
pied it: "Well, sir, do you know who I am?" 11 NO, 
nor I dlnna care," was the nonchalant reply. "Well, 
I'm your new chaplain." "Oh, ye are? Wee!, I has 
heard o' ye before." "And what did you hear?" re
turned the chaplain, his curiosity getting the better 
of his dignity, "Wee!, I heerd that the last twa 
kirks ye war in ye preached them balth empty; but 
I'll be hanged if ye'll find it such an easy matter to 
do the same with this ane I" 

"WHAT about that fuss at the social at the dea
con's night before last?" asked the grocery man, as 
he picked the fty-specks orr from a lot of maple 
sugar he was putting away for" new maple sugar" 
next spring. "I heard the whole church was mad 
at each other over a grab-bag, and the presiding 
elder had all he could do to quiet things down." 
"That don't amount to much," replied the boy. 
"There's always somethln~: turns up when the soci
able season first starts ln. You see, ma was ap
pointed a committee to ftx.up a grab-bag. Me and 
my chum were digging bait that morning to go fish
Ing, when pa came out and said, "Hennery, I be
lieve you put up that chicken job on me, and I don't 
believe anything but hard work will reform you. I 
want you to spade up the ground under the currant 
bushes.' I asked him. if he wanted a hump-backed, 
disfigured boy, made so by hard work. Pa said he 
would risk the hump, and told me to pitch in, and 
then went down town. Mychum said he would help 
me, and me and him got the job done before two 
o'clock. When we got done I come in and found ma 
had finished the grab-bag, and had it all loaded, 
with the top fastened with a puckering string, and 
hung on the back of a chair. Ma was up stairs get
ting her Sunday clothes on, to go to the sociable, so 
it didn't take me and my chum long to empty the 
bag and get first choice. Then I got our mouse-trap 
and took it to the barn, and caught two nice big fat 
mice, and put 'em in a collar-box with holes cut in 
it to glv 'em air, and dropped that in the bag. Then 
my chum remembered a big snapping-turtle he had 
in the swill-barrel, and me and him got that and 
wiped it as dry as we could, and tied it all up but its 
head, and put that in just as the deacon's hired man 
came to take the bag over to the sociable. Me and 
my chum went down to hie house, and waited till 
the people got over to the sociable, and then we went 
over and got up in a tree where we could see through 
the open window and hear all that was going on. Pa 
he stood over by the bag and &hou ted, ' Ten cents a 
grab; don't let anybody be backward in a good 
cause.' Three or four had put up their ten cents 
and made a grab, when an old maid from Oshkosh, 
who had been to the springs for hysterics, got In her 
work on the collar-box. When she got the cover orr, 
one of the mice, that knew his business, jumped on 
her shoulder and crawled down her neck, and the 
other dropped down on the ftoor and started round 
to meet the other one. You'd a dlde to seen her ftop 
and show her stockings and scream. The deacon's 
folks thought it was another attack of hysterics, and 
pa and the deacon got her on the sofa and held her 
while they poured paregoric and cayenne pepper 
down her. When she got loose she screamed all the 
harder. Then one of the other women seen the 
mouse and got up in a chair and shook her skirts 
and asked the young mlnleter to help her catch the 
mouse. The poor fellow Io0ked as though he would 
Ilke to, but he failed. Just then the bottom of the 
chair broke and let her fall over on ma, and tore her 
bangs all down. Ma called her a • hateful thing,' 
and told her she ought to be ashamed of herself. 
Finally they got things in order, but no one wanted 
to tackle the bag, and a.s here was where the profits 
came in, pa braced up and said he'd like to know 
why everybody acted so 'splclous. He'd Ilke to see 
a grab-bag that would glv him the hysterics, and 
said 'women are always get tin' scared at nothln' ,' 
He then put down ten cents and jammed his hand 
way down in the bottom of the bag, but he didn't 
keep It there long. He gave a jump and yanked his 
hand out, yellln' 'thunder I' Then he swung it over 
his head to shake it orr, and brought it down on the 
deacon's head, and smashed his specs. Then he 
swung it the other way, and struck the woman pres·· 
!dent of the sewing society In the stomach and 
knocked her down in the deacon's lap, After pa had 
hollered himself hoarse, the turtle let go, and pa 
said he 'could lick the man that put that steel trap 
In the grab-bag.' Then pa and ma got mad, and 
everybody began to jaw, and they all went home. 
There's been a sort of coldness among the members 
ever since. I guess pa won't hav a hump-backed 
boy, but I'll get even with him, you just see if I 
don't." And the boy went out and took a sign, 
"Warranted Fresh," from the fruit etand, and 
hung it on a blind horse that was hitched to a 
iltrb&f" wasonlu ft'Ont Of the •tore,-PeQk'¥ .s'un, 

BIBLE SCIENCE,-To organiZe and restore 
the Holy Communion pract\ced by Christ and hie 
apostles. Also to maintain'· the "Perfect Law of 
Liberty " by showing the dllterence between God's 
Righteousness and all otb,er notions of right and 
wrong. This Is Masonic Christianity, and Intended 
only for zealous persons tired of talk and Te&dy for 
business. Return papers, 10 cents,. ·. +. 

Address, 11 REW AJl.D,, 
3t37 710 Broadway, New· York. 

SING. BROTHERS. SING. 
USB THE 

Liberal Hymn-Book 
In your meetings, to make them llvely and Interesting. 
The LIB'RRAL HYII!N-Booo: contains songs by tbe best 110ets 
adapted to well-known tunes. It Is hlghiy commended by 
Me8111'8, Wakeman, Parton, Wright Green, Underwood, 
Mrs. Blenker, and Indeed by all who hav examined It 
Bacond edition. Price, half-bound, 25 cents, In cloth. 
()!iCents. 
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With a steel plate ell8l'&Ting of the author in Vol. 
and each volUme illustrated with forty-seven cuts. 

BY D. M. BENNETT, 
Late editor of To TRUTH BnKD, author of "A Trutn 

ISeeker In Europe," "Gods and Bel1glons of Ancient 
IUld Modem Times," "The World's BBI!es,Tkl.nll:-

ers, and Beformers," "Champions of 
the Church," etc .• etc. 

Handsotnely bound in red cloth, ,8.1>0; 
in leather, red edges, ,9.1>0; in 

morocce, gilt edges, UO.!iO. 
Readem of THE TBUTH SEBKBB know the ctroumstancea 

under which this work was written. The last words 
penned bY the great author were for the fourth volume 
which was nearly completed at 11 Is death, and which Will 
now contain an account of his world-lamented death and 
burial. Mr. Bennett was a very patient and faithful 
chrOnicler of the habits and customs of tl<e dlrrerent peo
ples of the many places he visited, The every-daJ 
Hfe of all nations Is laid before the reader by one who has 
visited them and beheld them with his own eyes. Par· 
tlcular attention Is paid to the progress of Free thought In 
the various countries he visited. and the morality of so
called pagan nations is contrasted with the morality of 
Christian countries, much to the detriment of the latter. 
Thewomlsa · 

Freethinker's History of the World. 
This work and "A TRUTH BEEKER IN EUROPE,. 

should be In every Ltberars llbrary Besides ltllntrlnslc 
worth It Is a memento of one of the greate•t Freethinkers 
the wortd has known-of one who ranks with Voltaire 
and Paine In the foroe and cleameBB of his writings, 

;Addi-ess 1.HE 1.RU1.H BEEKER, 
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'' W I L S 0 N I A," 
INVENTED BY 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, LECTURER ON ELECTUI
CAL THERAPEUTICS. AUTHOB OF THE 

. "TBIAL OF MEniCIN," THE" LAN-
GUAGE OF DISEASE," "MED-

ICAL FALLACIES,"ETC. 

80 COURT ST., BROOKLYN, N.Y. 
63 Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

For the past five years In England and America 

this system has performed such cures in almost ev 
ery form of dlseaese as were until then unheard of. 

Step by step it has advanced since Its first In 

troduction (first reilevlng and curing one man who 

bent like an archer's bow for ten years, but was 

In two months able to walk erect). Then fol 

owed other cases equally marvelous in all known 
forms of disease; thus going on from day to day 
and month to month, until the method of cure 
Introduced by Wm. Wilson, the originator of the 
magnetic clothing system of America, has saved 

tens of thousands from the gPave, and iB now recognized 
by our most eminent scientists and physicians, hun.. 
dreds of whom pres'l'cibt it for their pal;ients after medi

cin has/ailed, until it has become a household word 

in case of sickness. Since its first introduction we 
hav continually improved, until to-day we orrer the 

lightest, be.t ventilated, most powerful continllOUS curren 
garment in the world, constructed on the latest sci 
entitle principles-in fact, we orrer the acme of ex 

ceUence in magnetic garments, and when worn as 
advised by us, disease cannot <Jlist, 

The following are clippings from testimonials o 

which we hav thousands, .o:;rNote weglv full name 

and addresses, that intending purchasers may write 

and satisfy themselvs they are genuin, 

J, H NORTH, M. D., Hammonton, N. J., in writing 
for clothing, says: "My patient in Virginia Informs 
me he is more comfortable since the application of 
your magnetic garments. The goods sent were util 
!zed on the deformed 11mb, and are working satlsfac
torlly, 

ED. HOLLElUIEOK, organ-builder, 111 W. State st. 
Rockford, Ill. : " From a terribly sprained knee the 
doctor was afraid my leg must come orr. I sent for 
knee-cap, was able to walk in a few days, and have 
been all rlgh t since." 

J. T, LisLE, Lebanon, Ky., says: "My health has 
improved, and they are exceedingly pleasant gar 
menta to wear. I feel free to recommend them to 
all delicate people." 1 

MRS. C. A. GOULD, Omaha, Neb.: "I wore the sui 
with splendid results, for paralysis, and I hav rec
ommended them constantly, I loaned my girdle a 
week to a friend for dyspepsia, with excellent re 
suits." 

MRS. A. BRYANT, 98 Conselyea st., Brooklyn, E. D. 
N. Y. : "I surrered for years from bleeding a 
the lungs. Your garments hav stopped the bleed 
lng, and I feel quite strong. I cheerfully recom 
mend them." 

H. LANGE {care of D. Hausmann), Cor. Jay & Nas 
sau sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.: "YoU:!' garments haven 
tirely cured me of blood-polsonitl&:of the worst form 
I cannot find words to express: ntf Jih.,titude," 

MR. WILSON, Dear Sir: Pleas"lli!nd:ttifl:a few clrcu 
Iars in regard to your curatlv garm611t&. I hav been 
telllilg several parties about them. I hav some 
friends who hav used them with great and pleasing 
results, and I would like to promote their use. 

Yours, THOMAS W. BREWER, 
Manasquan, N. J. 

MRS. E. P. PLEASANTS, Alderson's, Monroe Co., W, 
Va. : "I hav found the greatest relief from my ap· 
pliances, and would not be without them for all the 
world ... 

CHARLES W ATTB, l 
W. STEWART Ross, f 

All our magnetic garments are worn next the un
derclothing, therefore they do not impart shocks or 

The representatlv Englieh Freethought journal. cause sores. They are also constructed under the 

Editors. 

In its columns are impartially discussed all sides of special supervision of the inventor. 
Secular, Social, and Theological questions. 

Price, 7 cents single number; $2.75 per year, post
paid. 

For sale at this office, where yearly sub!crlption! 
may also be left, tf16 

TI1E IMMORALITY 
-OF-

RELIGIOUS CAPITALS 
BY JAMES PARTON. 

A lecture delivered in Paine Hall, Sunday evenlns, 
· Jan. 28, 1888, 
In thle Mr. Parton "teaches the h!gheet political 

wisdom by examples which are a terrible wat'nlng. 
He takes theology in its sacred chosen homes, and 
shows what a curse 1t bring! upon the people." 

Pff.folfl 10 otll Fo:a- 1~1• •t ~-- oat••· 

Continued success enables us to make the folloW• 

lng orrer: Persons writing us an accurate description 
of their disease, and then sending lor the garments 
advised by us, will haV their money refunded should 

the applianceu' tall to cure. Therefore it resolves 

ltsalf into 

No CJURE, NO PAY. 
To asslet the working claBII, we supply them on 

payment of half the amount, and take the balance 
by easy monthly instalment!. 

Send for lllustrat ed pamphlet and information to 
the only olllce where the inventor can be colll!ulted, 

Address all communications to 

DAVID J. COTTER, 
80 QOVBT "TBJilET1 BROOltL~, :N, 1', 
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Jjlotts and Qklippings. 

A NEw YoRK wine firm sends a circ~lar to 
clergymen offering to send them wine, with 
each case plainly marked "Canned Peaches." 
That is a compliment to ministerial integrity 
which will be appreciated. 

T~E Catholic priesthood in Atlanta, Ga., 
findmg that they could not use the public 
schools of that city for sectarian purposes, 
hav taken the ground that the children of 
Catholics shall not attend those schools. 

CoNSIDERABLE activity is noticeable just now 
about churches that hav been closed during 
the summer. Conttibution boxes are being 
polished up, and other matters attended 
to preparatory to the rush of ministers from 
abroad. 

"YEs," said the Vermont deacon, "I al
ways go down to camp-meeting and always 
come back feeling good. Do you see that 
magnificent horse there in the field? Well, 
you ought to hav seen the old plug I took 
down there." 

REv. GEORGE WAS:amGTON MANLY, a Baptist 
clergyman of Aiken, S. C., who is studying in 
Germany, writes home for credentials, he be
ing under surveillance of the police as a sus
pected dynamite conspirator. Mr. Manly had 
not been preaching in Germany. 

EvoLUTIONISTS will read with interest that 
a white monkey recently brought to this coun
·try from Siam bears a strong physical resem
blance to the Albinos of the _human family. 
His eyesight is dim, and when he looks closely 
at some object he covers one eye with one of 
his hands. 

SoME w~rkmen digging a ditch near Muncie, 
Ind., a few days ago, found at a shallow 
depth the skeleton of a huge mastodon, the 
thigh bone measuring over four feet in length 
and 18 inches in diameter and the ribs over 4 
feet in length. The bones are in a good state 
of preservation. 

AMoNG five prisoners who hav just been 
committed to the Kansas penitentiary, is Rev. 
John Harris, on a :five years' sentence. He 
will be recognized as the Olathe banker, ar
rested for receiving deposits while his bank 
was in a failing condition, he knowing it to be 
so. His defalcation was $54,000. 

THE National Reformer is pleased to record 
that a witness who claimed to affirm as a Free
thinker, at Stratford police court, was ri.ot 
only courteously treated in the administra
tion of the affirmation, but was afterward pub
licly complimented by the magistrate on the 
manner in which he gave evidence. 

T:aE politicians of Iowa, who some time ago 
addressed circulars to the Methodist ministers 
of that state asking prayers for the success of 
prohibition, and for $10 toward campaign ex
penses, hav now replaced that circular with a 
second omitting the call for money, but re
questing that the prayers be continued. By 
thus putting the Almighty upon the stump, so 
to speak, it is hoped to giv the cause an un
exampled boom, 

Jjlws of( tht 1/ttlt. crystallized on the edges of the crevices. you will hav to go out." "I will?" inquired 
There is no smoke; the air quivers with the the stranger. "Yes." "Well, that's blamed 
heat. The burning area is from ten to fifteen kind of you. I don't know what I'm here for, 
rods square, and has been on fire since the anyway."--Mr. Talmage, it is said, while in 
first visit by white men, and no one knows Kentucky, drew more decidedly than any cir
how many centuries before. It is only one of cus. It is not stated whether he drew to 
a number of :fires that are known on the Bad three queens or a bob-tailed flush.--An ex
Lands." The writer goes on to say that the change speaks of him as Rev. Joseph Cook. 
Bad Lands are probably the ashes of extinct Who is he? We hav often heard of Jo Cook. 

DELMONico, the famous restaurant man, is 
dead. 

WILLIA:M: S. HoLMAN, of Indiana, is consider 
ably talked of as Democratic candidate for. 
president in 1884. 

coal fires. -Religious Editor of Texas Siftings. 

CoL. INGERSOLL says that the only minister A DISPATCH from St. Petersburg to the Lon· 
who feels absolutely safe regarding the ortho- don Times says: "Another blow has just been 
doxy of his congregation "seems to be the dealt against Russian Jews; not by any new 
Rev. Joseph Pullman. He declares that the law, but by the enforcement of a special de
young people in his church don't know enough cree issued as far back as 1835. The senate 
to hav intelligent doubts, and that the old has decided, in reply to representations made 
people are in substantially the same condition. through the governor of Eastern Siberia, Gen. 
Mr. Pullman feels that he is behind a breast- Anoutchine, that, according to the decree 
work so strong that other defense is unneces- mentioned, Jews are distinctly forbidden to 
sary." Mr. Pullman is the man who used to keep distilleries or retail spirituous liquors. 
feed the Methodist flock at Winsted, Conn.· All Hebrew distillers and retail venders of 
He opened a controversy in the Winsted Press vodka in that part of the empire must liqui
columns on religious matters with one of its date their affairs within a prescribed period or 
contributors, but never found time to con- giv their business over into Christian hands." 
tinue it. It is very appropriate that the liquor busi-

IT is reported that China and France may 
submit the differences between them to the 
joint mediation of England and the United 
States. 

ness should be in the hands of Christians, A 
AT the sitting of the International Congress liquor saloon is usually a good sample of their 

of Freethinkers at Amsterdam Sept. 2d, Dr. hell. 
Ludwig Buchner and Mr. Charles Bradlaugh 
made earnest speeches on behalf of the recog- Tms yarn comes from Arizona: A religious 
nition of the political and social equality of miner, W~ite by name, had labored long and 
men and women. A motion was adopted ex- was poor. He was reading the Bible on Sun
pressing the indignation of the congress at day, as always, when he fell asleep (as al
tha persecution of the Jews, and inviting all ways?) and the book fell over a precipice fifty 
Freethinkers to unite in opposition to perse- feet high. White climbed down the canyon, 
cution for matters of belief. It was decided and found it open, with a piece of quartz 
to contribute to the fund for the erection of a lying on the verse: "Ask, and it shall be given 
memorial to Giordano Bruno. The next you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it 
congress is to be held at Brussels. The pro- shall be opened unto you." Accepting this as 
ceedings closed in the afternoon. a good omen, Mr. White searched, and in but 

a few moments succeeded in locating the 
A DISTBAmT for rent took place on Monday ledge, which was over two feet in width, and 

at St. Joseph's Catholic church, Hartlepool. assays $235, on an average, to the ton. Won
Of the goods put up for auction several sacred der how it would hav worked if he'd been 
lots were sold, though they scarcely fetched reading a copy of "Hoyle " at a point where 
the price of salt. A large brass crucifix from it says a flush beats two pairs. Probably in 
the center of the altar went for 8s.; some holy that case he wouldn't hav gone to sleep.
water, vat, and a gong were knocked down Boston Post. 
for 2s. 2d.; an oaken lectern went for 1s. 2d.; A f th St L · Gl b CORRESPONDENT 0 e , OUlB 0 e 
and fourteen paintings representing the sta-
tions of the cross fetched 2s. each. The cha- Democrat sends these " mournful tidings " 

concerning the missionaries in Alaska. He 
lice, etc., were seized by the auctioneer's men 
and about to be removed, but the priest dared weeps copiously over the "disgrace to the 

cause of religion," but worldly people see 
them to take these very sacred things away. 
They were allowed to remain. This sale must nothing to be surprised at in the account. 

Ministerial falls are too common: ''At Sitka 
be a knock-down blow to the heavenly host, 
particularly to Peter.-London Freethinker. and along shore the missionaries and the In

dians hav had great times together, and, 
T:aE case brought by Miss Elizabeth K. Mil- through unfortunate choice in its agents, the 

ler against the Rev. Alexander S. Keiser, of Presbyterian board has not accomplished 
Pottsville, Pa., for breach of promis of mar- all the good that it might among these peace
riage, was called on the 11th. A verdict for ful, happy-go-lucky nativs. The Rev. Sheldon 
damages was awarded to Miss Miller. While Jackson came up and organized a mission, 
Keiser was a:ttending a theological seminary and then went East to work up the interest of 
he was intimate with Miss Miller, and a child good people. Boxes of clothing and books 
was born. Keiser promised to marry her af- came up on every steamer, sent by pious old 
ter he became a minister, but married anoth· ladies and good Sunday-school children in the 
er lady of Pottsville a short time ago, where- East, and the Indians believed that verily a 
upon Miss Miller brought suit, claiming Providence cared for them. The mission 
$10,000 damages. Some time ago she decided buildings burned, and before a new home 
to settle and withdraw the suit, but could not could be erected the missionary took up his 
come to satisfactory terms. The court now talents and ink bottle and joined partnership 
givs her a verdict of $1,000. She had pre- with a trader. He has prospered beyond all 
viously received $500 from the Rev. Mr. Kei- measure in his commercial venture; and, 
ser for maintenance of the child. though others hav taken his place in the soul-

DisASTROUs floods are prevailing in the dis
trict of Taranto, Italy. Many lives hav been 
lost, and a large number of cattle hav been 
swept away. 

T:aE Martin Luther festival in Germany has 
awakened the Catholics of that country, and 
they are holding rival religious meetings pray
ing for Catholic unification. 

THE post-office department last Saturday 
began the distribution of the new two-cent 
postage stamps, which are to supersede three 
cent stamps as the price of letter postage. 

NoTHmG new of especial interest has been 
brought out in the Rose Ambler murder case 
in Stratford, Conn. The murdered woman's 
lover, William Lewis, is the latest object of 
suspicion. 

A :aoRBE called Jay-Eye-See trotted a mile in 
two minutes ten and three-fourths seconds at 
Providence, R.I., on the 15th. This time has 
never been beaten but once, and that was by 
Maud S., who made the mile in 2:101-4. 

T:aE Bleecker street branch of the Salvation 
Army of this city is much complained of by 
persons in the neighborhood of its headquar
ters. Legal proceedings hav been resorted to 
with a view to an abatement of the nuisance. 

BARBARA MILLER, a colored murderess of 
Richmond, Va., hanged on Friday, the 14th, 
went to the gallows in a white robe, ready to 
be taken up among the angels; and without 
shoes, expecting to be immediately presented 
with a pair of golden slippers. 

PROFEssoR WARNER, the aeronaut, made an 
ascension from Pittsburgh, Pa., one day last 
week. At a hight of 7,000 feet the balloon 
collapsed. The professor fell to the ground 
with his balloon, sustaining no other serious 
injury than partial suffocation by gas. 

T:aEBE hav been fresh anti-Jewish disorders 
in the Zala district, Hungary. Kemiz, a well
known agitator, is among the persons arrested 
in connection with the disturbance. A con
flict between the military and the people has 
taken place at Kostainicza, in Croatia, many 
persons being killed and wounded. 

A SPECIAL to the Galveston, Tex., News, 
from Lovelady, dated Sept. 12th, says: "Last 
night, five miles west of here, Thomas Smith 
went into a church meeting slightly intoxi
cated, and stepped on the toes of one Brown, 
the clergyman's son. A few words passed, 
but the quarrel was dropped until after ser
vice, when it was renewed. Smith was 
stabbed and killed. Brown's brother was 
also killed. The Rev. B. D. Brown, who is 
supposed to be implicated, will be arrested. 

MR. AsToR, of this city, is said to hav deeded 
the whole of his vast estate to his son, reserv
ing to himself an annuity of one hundred 
thousand dollars a year during his lifetime. 
The theory of this action is to keep the whole 
of the estate together in a solid lump, which 
is contrary to the policy of this country, and 
equally so to the best interests of society. 
Cornelius Vanderbilt acted on the same theory 
in giving nearly all his property to his son 
William. 

A MAN in North Stonington, Conn., now 84 
years of age, deposited $100 in a savings bank 
on his twenty-first birthday, and has never 
withdrawn a dollar of the principal or interest 
aince.-Memphis Appeal. Perhaps there was 
a Sunday-school superintendent connected 
with the bank as cashier, and fixed things so 
the man couldn't draw anything out.~-Dur· 
ing the Sunday morning services recently at 
a certain popular church, the preacher waxed 
very impressiv and earnest in his discourse. 
The congregation hung breathless upon his 
words of burning eloquence. Suddenly a 
tall, athletic stranger in the audience was 
seen to throw his long arms over his head, 
stretch, yawn, and :finally he said: "Well, I 
believe I'll go hollle." A buzz of surprise ran 
through the congregation, and a zealous dea
con rushed up to the man, shook him excited
ly, and said: "If you can't keep still, sir 

s'aving work, the Indians hav now a grain of 
skepticism among them, and fully believe that 
the boxes of goods and all the articles in his 
store are things that hav been sent for them 
from the missionary societies of the East. 
Unfortunately the missionaries will not liv at 
peace with their white neighbors, and the 
stories of missionary greed and worldliness 
that one hears are appalling. The reverend 
gentleman in chargJ of one of these stations 
on this coast calmly said, in my presence, that 
there was a great temptation for the mission
aries to relapse into traders or exercise the 
land functions, and that without doubt many 
had come to the Alaska field in order that 
they make or save money. Although most of 
the white residents are guarded in their state· 
menta concerning mission affairs, enough is 
heard on all sides to put some of these teach
ers of Christianity in a aad and doubtflll 
li~ht." 

A cASE for Historian Billings's next edition 
of "Crimes of Preachers" has just been un
earthed in Albany, N. Y. Alfred F. Vedder is 
the minister's name. He has had charge of a 
Methodist church at West Milton, this state, 
for some time. He is about 30 years old, and 
has a wife and one child. Anna Walter, 25 
years of age, and good looking, has been in 
the habit of frequenting Mr. Vedder's church. 
An improper intimacy has for a long time ex
isted between these two, and they hav per
formed several short journeys in each other's 
company. The latest developments in the 
case show that the girl has been nearly killed 
by a successful attempt at abortion. The 
minister, who was arrested as he was a Lout 
to enter church last Sunday morning, is in 
jail, as is also his medical accomplice, one 
Dr. Patterson. The girl has made an affida
vit setting forth the facts as above stat~d,. 

A CORRESPONDENT of the Indianapolis Jour• 
nal, traveling from Bismarck to the Little 
Missouri, saw a burning mine. He says: "It 
givs off so sulphurous an odor that I at first 
thought the heat due to the decomposition of 
sulpeides. But the gloW is red; little sul
phurous acid is formed; you can stand over 
the crevasse without fear of either burning or 
11uffoo~tion. Sulphur is volatillled and re· 
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Qiommunicatioqs. 

Infidel Philosophy. 
Was a miracle ever wrought? In other words, 

can God or man make an impossibility possible? Af
ter all that has been said and written about miracles, 
the question still arises, Is a miracle possible? 

Many who hav believed in miracles hav never 
stopped to inquire what a miracle really is. A mira
cle is a phenomenon outside of and contrary to the 
laws of nature. Many of the reported miracles are 
no miracles at all. It would be a miracle for a dead 
man to be brought to life, and yet the stories about 
raising the dead are mere fabrications. 

I hav seen a man who was pronounced dead by 
his physician, and believed to be dead by his friends, 
and yet he called from his coffin for water. A finer 
chance for a first-class miracle was never offered, if 
it had been properly managed. 

Now, suppose such a case of resuscitation had oc
curred to Jemima Wilkinson, she having prophesied 
that she would arise after her death. The religion 

·which she attempted to promulgate, based on a mira
cle, would hav been firmly established, and two hun
dred years later, as in the case of the Christian re
ligion, her followers would hav been boasting that 
"the gates of hell should not prevail against it." 

An old physician told me that a child once died in 
his arms; and he said that he was ready to swear, 
from all that was laid down in the books, and from 
anything which he was able to determin, that the 
child was dead; and yet, said he: "I don't know of 
a more healthy woman to-day than that child grew 
to be." 

Now, suppose at precisely the right time some re
ligious enthusiast had prayed and crossed himself, 
and sprinkled holy water on the child, and performed 
certain hifalutin tricks over the body, and then com
manded it to arise-it would hav been as good a 
miracle as was ever attested, and all the parts could 
hav been successfully played. I don't take stock in 
raising the dead. 

Three things are necessary to the success of a 
miracle-a plot, a lie, and a pack of fools. 

If I could be led to believe that a miracle had ever 
been performed, what assurance could I hav that the 
relation of numbers might not be changed, or the 
law of gravitation reversed, or that the universe itself 
might not be blotted out in a moment. 

Cases of miracles where the dumb are made to 
speak, the deaf to hear, the lame to walk, and where 
the sick are healed and devils cast out, are only 
commonplace. All that is required in such cases 
are an ignorant people and some designing person 
willing to impose upon them. 

We hav a man i:a. our village who had not walked a 
step nor stood upon his feet for a length of time. On 
a day when there was a public parade the old man 
was carried to the street on a litter. The martial 
band was playing (of which music the old man was 
very fond), and he jumped from the litter and marched 
up and down the streets, and played the fife all day. 
In an age of ignorance, with expert manipulators, all 
such cases could be turned into first-class miracles. 

I think it would be a miracle to get a devil into a 
man, and then it would be a devil of a miracle to get 
him out again. Now, my Christian friend, although 
you may hav read the fifth chapter of Mark a hun
dred times, I ask you to read it again carefully, and 
then ask yourself how you ever came to believe such 
Munchausenisms as are therein related. 

Webster says a legion is from three to five thou
sand, and yet there were that many devils all crammed 
into one man-as many as two thousand hogs could 
hold. Here was a man who could not be bolmd with 
the strongest chains, because it had been tried and 
he burst them asunder. To such a man the big chain 
which was stretched across the North River in the 
time of the Revolution wouldn't amount to a curl of 
smoke. 

Let the Christian tax himself to the utmost, and 
he cannot even imagin a greater absurdity. Can the 
Christian giv any reason for believing such nonsense? 
Only this: Father believes it, and mother knows it is 
true; it is written down in a book which the minis
ter says is the word of God, and the minister is a good 
man. But the Christian never seems to realize that 
early impressions are the most lasting and hardest to 
be eradicated. 

I hav but one way of disposing of the miraculous. 
Ever since I can remember men hav lied while old 
nature has ever been true. Consequently whenever 
I hear any narration of the marvelous, I hav only to 
ask one question: Is a violation of any known law of 
nature involved in the statement? If so, it is reject
ed at once, for I should discredit all human testi
mony sooner than believe that a law of nature has 
been varied one jot or tittle. Nature remains true 
though every man may lie. 

Being taught from early youth to regard the Bible 
as the word of God, prepares the mind to receive as 
truth that which would be regarded with derision if 
written in any other book. ;If you call the attention 
of a Christian to a palpable contradiction1 he will tell 

you that there may be a "mystery," but there can be 
no contradiction in the word of God. And so he be
lieves everything recorded in the Bible, even to the 
talking of asses, without the exercise of sense or rea
son. The more impossible the statement the greater 
and more powerful his God appears to him. 

I hav seen magicians perform some wonderful feats 
in my day, and hav read of many others. I hav seen 
a man put his hand under his cloak and take out a 
large goblet filled with pure water, in which were 
living fish; take off his cloak, shake it, and replace it, 
and then take from under it another goblet filled with 
water containing living fish; and this I saw repeated 
five or six times. John B. Gough said it was the 
nearest approach to a miracle of anything he ever 
witnessed. I hav seen a man cut up into quarters 
and restored to life again; and from the old world 
comes the report that individuals are disemboweled 
and buried for a longer period than Dr. Tanner fast
ed, and taken out of the grave alive and "ready to 
be tried again." 

Now, suppose all the magicianS, and sorcerers, and 
enchanters, and necromancers in the world had com
bined together and the report should be promulgated 
that on a certain time all the rivers (including the 
great father of waters); ~nd lakes, and streams, and 
springs, and ponds should be turned into blood, 
would any 'Christian be alarmed? Not at all; be
cause he knows such a thing would be impossible. 
And yet the magicians up in Egypt did so with their 
enchantments (Ex. vii, 19-22), and the Christian be
lieves the statement. 

Now, let him satisfy himself if he can why he be
lieves the waters in Egypt were all turned to blood, 
and still believes it impossible at the present time. 
Why can't he be reasonable enough to see that if 
such a thing is impossible to-day it was always im
possible? The laws of nature are immutable. There 
is only one way that the belief in these holy absurdi
ties can be accounted for, and that is that the reason 
of riper years is often powerless to eradicate errone
ous doctrin taught us in our youth. 

It may be asked if there were no great and wise 
men in days wli'en miracles were said to hav been 
wrought. I answer that the great and the wise be
lieve only in the natural, and the more men believe 
in the unnatural the farther they are removed from 
the great and the wise. The miracle game could 
only be successfully played in a very ignorant age. 

Miracles were in some repute in the days of Jo
sephus, for he says that he was present at the work
ing of one. The whole account will be found in the 
"Antiquities of the Jews," book viii, c. ii, sec. v. 

Now, it will be remembered that Josephus was 
born about the time Christ is said to hav been cruci
fied, and his statements often lift the curtain and in
troduce us directly to the character of the people 
upon the stage in his day. 

In speaking of Solomon he says that he "composed 
such incantations also by which distempers are alle
viated, and he left behind him the manner of using 
exorcisms by which they drive away demons, so that 
they never return, and this method of cure is in great 
force unto this day." 

Now, if so great and learned a man as Josephus 
is acknowledged to hav been, believed in incantations 
and exorcisms and demons, what must hav been the 
condition of the masses? Then he goes on to tell 
about being present when a devil was cast out of a 
man. He says that one Eleazar drew the devil out 
of the man's nostrils, and that he used a ring and a 
root, and in order to let the people know that it was 
a real devil, and that he had power over him, he set 
a vessel of water a little way off, and commanded the 
devil to tip over the water as he left the man. Now 
this is related with all the candor of a great historian. 
Moreover he says that the devil was cast out in the 
presence of V espasian, and his family and his officers 
and his army, showing that the whole people were 
steeped in superstition. Doesn't this look a little too 
much like the tricks played by these traveling sleight
of-hand performers? Doesn't it betray a hocus pocus 
plot to deceive the people? and does the Christian 
believe that there is any God in such tricks? But 
the people believed and the historian recorded it as 
fact, and that is all that can be said of any miracle. 

If all the people who were ever born were still 
upon the face of the earth, and the Christian had the 
privilege of talking with living witnesses, as to past 
events, he never could find one who heard a jackass 
talk, or saw all the waters of Egypt turned to blood, 
or saw the children of Israel pass through the Red 
Sea, or saw the sun and moon appear to stop in the 
heavens, or who saw the ark, or who witnessed the 
great feats of Samson, for the good reason that none 
of those events ever occurred. In every age there 
hav been those who were interested in deceiving the 
people, and it is no wonder that such stories obtained 
currency in an age when the people were held down 
in ignorance, and nearly all power lodged in the 
hands of the priesthood. 

Did you know, my Christian friend, that the pagan 
world was full of miracles, and did you know that 
much has been written to disprove pagan miracles, 
and to establish those recorded in the old Jew book? 
You certainly cannot think that God had anything to 

do with pagan miracles, and yet they are as :fine 
specimens of sleight-of-hand as God ever helped a 
Christian to perform. 

And do you know that the Right Rev. John Milner, 
D.D., admitted that" a vast number of incredible and 
false miracles had been forged in every age of the 
church, including that of the· apostles?" 

And do you know, my Protestant friend, that the 
Roman Catholic church still claims the power to work 
miracles? And do you know that at inter~ls she is 
still reporting some of the most astounding miracles 
which hav ever been recorded? 

At Saragossa, one Michael Pellicer lost his leg, and 
through God's instrumentality a new leg was grown 
from the old stump. In Africa the tongues of some 
pious Catholics were " cut out to the roots," and still 
they exhorted and prayed as well as ever. And I 
might cite a hundred other miracles equally wonder
ful, and all good enough miracles for Catholics. How 
can it happen that they believe these impossibilities 
to be true? Because the church has declared them 
to be true, and the Catholic believes his church to be 
infallible. The Protestant rejects these, but givs 
credence to the others which I hav mentioned because 
they are written down in a book which he believes is 
infallible. · 

I don't believe there is one man out of a thousand 
(unless he be a Catholic) who believes in these Cath
olic miracles, and yet every one of them was sworn 
to in the most solemn manner by witnesses who were 
considered competent. I want my Christian friends 
to know how easy it is to perform miracles. 

Man has always sought for distinction, and in an 
age of superstition and ignorance nothing gave a man 
such power among the masses as to make them be
lieve that he was favored by and derived power from 
heaven. Hence the grip of the Catholic church upon 
her deluded and superstitiously insane devotees is 
still retained by the performance . of miracles. But 
the mystery is that the Protestant will laugh at the 
credulity of the Catholic, and never realize that he is 
imposed upon in precisely the same way. 

There is nothing which rests upon a more solid 
foundation, as far as human testimony is concerned, 
than the truth of witchcraft. Hundreds of the most 
substantial and reliable men and women hav sworn 
in the most solemn manner to its reality. And yet 
to-day if a man should declare his belief in witch
craft he would expose himself to the ridicule of sen
sible people. 

The miracles said to hav been performed at the 
grave of Deacon Paris ought to satisfy every Chris
tian how easy it is for the superstitious to be imposed 
upon and deceived. All manner of diseases which 
human flesh is heir to were said to hav been cured at 
his grave. Acts the most wonderful and incredible 
were performed. Women were crucified, having 
their hands and feet nailed to the cross with large 
square iron spikes six inches long. The wounds 
being rubbed with a small cross which had ~een 
sanctified immediately healed. Swords were thrust 
through the bodies of individuals without leaving a 
wound. One woman received two thousand blows, 
"each one of which would hav felled an ox." Another 
woman received, without harm, thirty thousand 
blows of the fist from relays of strong men; and still 
another was beaten for fifty-five minutes with a 
" huge oaken club " at the rate of thirty blows per 
minute without receiving hurt or injury. 

Now, the Christians claim to believe that the three 
Hebrew children passed through a superheated fur
nace without harm; that Samson burnt the corn 
with the fiery foxes, and sucked sufficient water from 
the dry jawbone of an ass to quench his thirst; but 
not one in a thousand will believe the statements 
which I hav made concerning the miracles performed 
at the grave of Deacon Paris. And yet James Par
ton says that the evidence taken in each one of these 
cases would hang a man in any of our courts. Even 
Rollin, the great historian, believed them to be true. 
Not one Christian in a hundred will believe these 
Paris miracles, and yet the names of the men and 
women who swore to the ti·uth of these statements 
are obtainable, for their depositions are on record. 
So far as human testimony is concerned, nothing rests 
upon a firmer basis than the truth of these miracles. 
Yet none believe them except perhaps a few ignorant 
Catholics. Let the Christian satisfy himself, if he 
can, why he rejects the Paris miracles and yet be
lieves the stm·y of Jonah and the whale. My Chris
tian friend, do you know the name of the vessel in 
which he took passage? Do you know the names of 
the men who threw him overboard and saw the whale 
gulp him down ? Do you know anything . about the 
veracity of the men who saw him when the conductor 
took up his ticket and left him at the depot? How 
hot was the furnace in which the three Hebrew chil
dren were cast? Do you know who testified in the 
case? What reason hav you to believe that they 
could stand the fire any more than the woman cculd 
stand the blows from a heavy club at the grave of 
Deacon Paris? 

You believe these miracles because they ·are re
corded in an old book which you hav been taught to 
reverence. Do you know anything about the author
ship of the book-when it was written or by whozq. ~ 
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When forced clown to bottom facts will it not appear 
that positivly you know nothing about it? Then 
where is the chance to found a rational belief? 

I might go on and tell you about the miracles 
wrought in the old pagan world, and about the won
derful miracles wrought in the time of Mohammed, and 
then it might be pertinent to ask the Christian on 
what grounds he rejects all these, but vindicates the 
Bible miracles. 

In my own county the plates were found from 
which the " Book of Mormon" was translated. This 
was certainly a very miraculous find. Does any 
Christian believe that John Smith found any en
graved plates, and was helped to interpret them in a 
miraculous manner? Yet if human testimony is to 
be taken it is all true. Joseph Smith says: "I would 
inform you that I translated by the gift and power 
of God, and caused the same to be written," etc. 
"Wherefore to be obedient to the commandments of 
God I hav, through his grace and mercy, accomplished 
that which he commanded me respecting this thing. 
I also inform you that the plates of which hath been 
spok·e~ were found in the township of Manchester, 
Ontano county, state of New York." 

others, after which it was adopted as read. The re- personal liberty. Priestcraft is the craft that estab
port of the Committe on Permanent Organization lishes institutions with society creeds as conditions 
was then read by the secretary and adopted. of fellowship. Whoever works for the establishment 

The permanent organization of the State League of a society creed of any kind-moral, social, philo
was ~ffected by the election of the following officers: svphical, religious or non-religious, superstitious or 
President, J as. E. Emerson, Beaver Falls, Pa.; Vice- scientific-aiming to make it the test of fellowship, 
Presidents, Ron. A. B. Bradford, Enon Valley, Pa.; is a priest; is working, under the influence of the 
John E. Kemp, Altoona, and Prof. Wm. Seymour, priestly spirit, at priestcraft-at organizing priestly 
Philadelphia; Secretary, Harry Hoover, Pittsburgh; governments, of some name, and fencing out all who 
Treas~rer, S. F. De Jones, Pittsburgh; Executiv do not accept their authority. Such persons are 
Comm~tt~e, Messrs. W. F. Porter, Philadelphia; D. priests at priestly work as really if their creeds are 
R. C?ristian, Altoona; Roman Staley, Pittsburgh; Pu- true as if they are erroneous. And as Liberals we 
Iaski Carter, Scranton; Finance Committee, Louis must oppose them in this; while as Liberals we are 
Plock, Altoona; Wm. Crookston, Irwin Station, Pa. to fellowship superstitions even, if they are of a kind 
The following resolution was unanimously adopted. that work for rather than against individual freedom. 

Jlesolved, Tha~this convention appreciates the loss sus· Don't misunderstand me-fellowshiping them as Lib
tamed by the Liberal world by the recent death of the in- erals has nothing to do with indorsing their opin
d~fatigable worker, true and tried Liberal, Kersey Graves, of ions. This will soon answer the question whether 
Richmond, Ind., the well-known author of "The Bible of 
Bib~es," the "World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors," and other Spiritualism or Materialism-other-worldism or this-
radical works. The sympathy of this convention is hereby worldism-is Liberalism. Neither is. They are 
extended to his bereaved family. philosophies, whose disciples are working with some 

Eleven witnesses, viz., Oliver Cowclry, David Whit
mer, Martin Harris, Christian Whitmer, Peter Whit
mer, John Whitmer, Hiram Page, Joseph Smith, Sr., 
Hyrum Smith, and Samuel H. Smith testify to the 
truth of the following statements: "We testify that 
we hav seen the engravings which are upon the 
plates, and they hav been shown to us by the power 
of God and not of man. And we declare with words 
of soberness that an angel of God came down from 
heaven, and he brought and laid before our eyes; 
that we beheld and saw the plates and the engravings 
thereon, which hav the appearance of gold, all of 
which has the appearance of ancient work and curious 
workmanship, for we hav seen and hefted and know 
of a surety that the said Smith has got the plates of 
which we hav spoken, and we know that it is by the 
grace of God the father and our Lord Jesus Christ 
that we beheld and bear record that these things are 
true, and it is marvelous in our eyes. Nevertheless 
the voice of the Lord commanded us that we should 
bear record of it. Wherefore to be obedient to the com
mandments of God we bear testimony of these things." 

My Christian friend, these things hav occurred in 
my day; these witnesses lived in my own county, and 
yet you do not believe that Joseph Smith found the 
golden plates. But the truth of these statements is 
established by testimony inconceivably stronger than 
that of any Bible miracle. 

The pagans believe in their miracles, the Moham
medans in theirs, the Catholics in theirs, and the 
Mormons in theirs. The Protestant Christian rejects 
all except those recorded in the Bible. There is just 
about as good ground for believing one as the other. 
Wisdom would teach that all are false, 

It is wonderful to observe how one svstem of re
ligion has grown out of another all aloilg the ages. 
We a.re now on the heel of another revolution. The 
marvelous is soon to giv place to the real. Every
thing which cannot be made to harmonize with the 
laws of nature must be cast out among the myths 
and lies and impossibilities. Soon science will wave 
her magic wand over the civilized nations of the 
globe, and their gods and ghosts and the unnatural 
must giv way to the real, the true, and the natural. 

Naples, N. Y., Sept. 9, 283. JoHN PECK. 

Pennsylvania Organizes a State League. 
On Saturday, the 9th inst., the first session of the 

first state Liberal convention that has ever been held 
in Pennsylvania was opened in Maltby Hall, Pitts
burgh. Mr. Harry Hoover, of the Provincial Com
mittee appointed by the National Liberal League, 
called the meeting to order, and Mrs. Juliette H. 
Severance, of Milwaukee, was elected chairman. That 
lady upon assuming the duties, which she acceptably 
discharged during the entire convention, made a 
brief address upon the aims and objects of Liberal
ism. The main purpose of the convention was to 
unite the Liberals of Pennsylvania in a state League 
auxiliary to the National League. 

Twenty-two new members were enrolled and after success to discover enough of the facts of nature to 
stirring addresses from Messrs. Leland, Gr'undy, Me- enable humanity to build a perfected system of 
Carl, Douthett, Hoover, Heathcothe, and Dr. Sever- thm~ght, a philosophy which may properly be called 
ance, the convention adjourned until 2 P. M. At scientific. It is of course important, for this pur• 
the hour appointed for the afternoon session quite a pose, to ascertain which of these bas most truth, and 
large audience had assembled in Lafayette Hall to truth most freed from distortions. I work at that 
hear the addresses which had been previously an- question, but work then as one of a sect in philoso~ 
nounced for that occasion. A violin and organ fur- phy. For, testing Liberalism, I waive it as not to 
nished some enlivening music, after which Prof. Wm. the point. But whether Spiritualists or Materialists 
Seymour, was introduced to the audience. are the best philosophers, the most correct in ex-

At the conclusion of his remarks, Mrs. Juliette H. plaining nature's facts, is a different question from 
Severance, M. D., of Milwaukee, was introduced and those which inquire if they are Liberals, and, if so, 
made an eloquent address on "Evolution or Growth" which are most Liberalized. To learn about the 
with pleasing and telling effect upon her hearers. first, we must watch the disciples of each, and see 
The speaker strongly condemned the use of both which most readily and with least prejudice investigate 
liquor and tobacco, but more especially denounced the other's facts, and all systems of thought. To an
the tobacco habit. She held that people paid far swer the latter question, we must see which most 
more attention to the successful raising of fine horses, heartily fellowship all workers for mental liberty, 
cattle, sheep, swine, etc., than to the improvement of whether they agree or differ with them in philosophy 
the human race. Moral, mental, and physical educa- or theology, and which hav most of those who try to 
tion should be adapted to each individual. Let the make their own opinions a society creed and test of 
love of liberty and fraternity prevail until the whole fellowship. 
world became united in the bonds of fellowship and Of the Materialists and Spiritualists, one of them 
love, and then will all the human race become gods has for more than a quarter of a century maintained 
morally, ment~tlly, and physically, and will thus find in New York a weekly meeting for discussion, to 
their heaven to be upon this earlh here and now. which opponents are invited to a free platform, and, 
Freethinkers are the most moral of people or else are with or without becoming members, are equal in 
too smart to be found out and punished by confine- rights there-are invited thus, not as a privilege ac
ment in penal institutions. The statistics as pro- corded by courtesy, but as a right established in the 
duced by t.he speaker were as follows: Of the entire organization of t~e m~eting. I will _not here say 
number of convicts in penal institutions in this which branch of Liberalism has done this. Let those 
country 13 1-2 per cent were represented by clergy- who do not know look into the fact and study the 
men, while of the entire population of this country matter, and also observe gener~lly which has the 
only 2 1-2 per cent were criminals in confinement. largest proportion of those who, hke churchists, must 
She closed by charging the Christian religion with be differed with gingerly, if at all, if we would avoid 
having caused the degradation and inferiority of offending them and incu;ring their prejudice. Both 
women in all countries and all times. The conven- hav enough of such; whiCh has most? I will not at
tion then adjourned until eight o'clock in the evening. tempt to decide this. Perhaps I hav net observed 

At the evening session the assembly was addressed sufficiently to tell correctly. I oppose this authori
by Ron. T. B. Wakeman, president of the National tativ creed-building work in wh?ever I find at it. If 
Liberal League. The subject of the address was it happens to be. the ones who m general are near
" Evolution," and was substantially that delivered at est correct in philosophy, they can all the better af
the Rochester convention. Mr. Hoover, the chair- ford to stand such efforts; and they will stand it best. 
man of the Commitee on Organization, reported that Just at present, and for a few weeks past, I hav 
over one hundred new or charter members had been noticed more "this-worldists" than "other-world
enrolled since the convention had assembled. After ists" at that work in THE TRuTH SEEKER. The most 
arranging for the appointment of delegates to the zealous and bitter of these "Liberalistic" sectarians 
National Liberal Convention at Milwaukee on the -m·eecl establishers-seems to be our friend, T. 
21st, the convention adjourned to reassemble at the Winter. He has the impetuous ardor which would 
call of the president of the State Liberal League. make a good official to carry out a pope's orders; 

but if he could convert all Liberals to his creed, and 
then they should decide to hav a pope, they would 
not elect him, for he has not deliberation enough 
to be politic. He would drive off ~he a~ies needed 
while his church was weak, and whiCh WISe manage
ment would make useful, and, perhaps, in time con
vert. Popes need sagacity. . I need not say more 
of him. He is a representativ man. 

The Liberalistic Bond of Union. 
What is it? An important question, surely, for 

Liberals. I find it often "answered" by our oracu
lar brethren-" scientific"-and am much amused by 
some of their answers. 

But another class is represented by Mr. Putnam. 

The following committees were appointed by the 
chair: Credentials-Messrs. Hoover, Seymour, and 
Mahaffey. Permanent Organizations- S. F. De 
Jones, John R. Kemp, and Roman Staley. Resolutions 
-H. Hoover, Thomas Grundy, and Prof. Seymour. 

While rusticating on my summer vacation, among 
country churches, and noting the rapid dying out of 
the chmchy spirit among members and preachers of 
the old institutions, and the growing power of nat
ural, liberal, fraternal fellowship over society creeds, 
I hav nevertheless found their provender rather thin 
and weak for my appetite, and hav read THE TRUTH 
SEEKER for more hearty mental food. I hav found 
much of it there; and not that only, for while it serves 
up the strengthening meat, it givs us a fair allowance 
of the desserts to excite the livelier gustatory taste; 
and among the richest of these are the frequent ex
communication bulls from some of our " Liberal" 
popes, casting heretics out of the fold. Why, the 
longest, gloomiest face which the prosiest, try-to-be
orthodox sermon puts on me is completely transfig
ured into mirth by a five minutes' reading of some of 
these. One, especially, is uncommonly funny-"The 
Bond of Union," by Mr. Putnam. 

He would be a worse failure as pope than the other. 
Or a better failure. He would not burst the ma
chine but would take everybody in, and let them 
run it as they pleased. He thin~s some of the other
worldishl should be excommumcated, but he con
structs his anti-creedal creed so broad as to keep in 
pretty much all modern Spiritualists-all except a 
few crazy ones; and I think a little political inge
nuity would interpret it s? a~ to hold t~em t~o. _His 
broad Liberal, humamtanan, poetiCally-mspn·ecl 
spirit' after constructing a Liberal society creed so 
broad that the real excommunicators would spurn it 
as no good, then marches t~rough _it ~ith_a double
quick step, patting e:'ery anti-ecclesi~stiC kmdly, and 
bidding him come m and make himself at home. 
Pshaw I he wouldn't do for a pope at all, and as a 
creed-builder he is an intolerable botch. His priest
craft is too flimsy. "It won't do." It's not fit to be or
dained. He needs the Winter wind to cool his warm 
humanitarian heart and conquer his poetic muse, be
fore he can succeed at this. He is chiefly a Liberal. 
Unitarianism could not hold him, and the tinge it 
leaves on him is very thin; and this-worldism, while 
he professes it don't hold him. He don't sectarianize 

Eighteen delegates were reported as present at the 
opening of the first session. The report of the Pro
visional Committee was read and adopted. The 
committee appointed to draft a constititution for the 
state convention reported, and the constitution was 
read. On motion action upon it was deferred until 
the meeting of the convention Sunday. The con
vention then adjourned until evening. 

At eight o'clock in the evening the League assem
bled in Lafayette Hall. The stage was attractivly 
ornamented with floral emblems, and Staley's band 
furnished some lively airs. The mooting was ad
dressed by Mrs. Dr. Severance. 

The second day's session was resumed at ten 
o'clock Sunday morning at Lafayette Hall. The new 
constitution was then taken up and its provisions 
discuaaed by Meaars, Leland, Luse1 De Jonea1 and 

What is the bond of union among Liberals? 
Clearly, if they are chiefly Liberals-more Liberals 
than anything else-it is devotion to individual lib
erty. Our worship is defending this against what
ever or whoever attacks it; against priestcraft chiefly, 
because that is the chief foe-priests' craft, not the 
individual opinions of men who preach. In so far as 
their opinions are individual opinions, we as Lib
erals hav nothing to do with opposing or indorsing 
them1 whether errors Qr truths1 unless they oppose 

' w ' wortb. a cent. Brother inter, cant you do . some-
thing for him? CALEB S. WEEKS, 

/ 
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The Liberal Club. 
The three hundred and fifth regular meeting of 

the Manhattan Liberal Club was held on the evening 
of Friday, the 14th. Lawyer Chamberlain was in 
the chair. Mrs. Macdonald, the secretary, read the 
minutes of the previous meeting from a large book, 
in which it was set forth that on the occasion cif the 
previous meeting aforesaid Col. A. H. H. Dawson 
had been introduced and had proceeded to the de
livery of his lecture, as previously announced, en
titled " The Liberal Club Itself;" that the lecture was 
followed by the usual discussion, in which Messrs. 
Chamberlain, Andrews, Weeks, Putnam, and King 
participated; that the same was closed by the speaker, 
and, furthermore, that at the usual hour the club ad
journed. No personal violence following the reading 
of the minutes, the chairman intimated that they 
might be considered as accepted. He then alluded 
in graceful and complimentary terms to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER on sale in the hal). and containing the report 
of the Rochester Convention and Mr. Remsburg's 
oration. A number of intelligent persons thereupon 
purchased THE TRUTH SEEKER. The lecturer of the 
evening was Mr. Channing Burnz, who would oblige in 
the absence of Professor Fairfield, who had not turned 
up or otherwise made himself visible. Mr. Burnz is 
a well built young man with an intellectual head. 
The subject of his lecture, which he denominated a 
sermon, and which was in fact an essay, was, " If a 
Man Die, Shall He Liv Again?" This inteiTogatory 
thesis he had extracted fTOm the book of Job, chap
ter xiv and verse xiv. Mr. Bm·nz would answer the 
question in the negativ. He saw no evidence of a 
future state of existence for mankind. The grub and 
butterfly argmnent was practically played out, and 
there was nothing else for the dogma of immortality 
to rest upon. The essay was a mildly philosophical 
discussion of the question, and was not of an excit
ing nature. Much of it seemed to hav been written 
in the form of an epic poem. At the end of about 
forty minutes, while the audience were waiting for 
the demonstration, Mr. Burnz said that he trusted he 
had made his position impregnable, and sat down. 
It cannot be denied that the essay was a scholarly 
production. . 

',rhe chairman remarked that the subject was open 
to discussion by members of the club. There was no 
immediate rush for the platform. Mrs. Leonard was 
the first to respond. She did not regard the ques
tion of a future life as of so much moment as the 
question of the present life. It was important that 
we should be born 1ight. The laws of propagation 
and reproduction needed attention. Woman in all 
time had been the slave of man, and down through 
the last quarter-stretch of the nineteenth centurv 
the villian still pmsued her. The speaker did nO't 
know whether there was a futme life or not, and did 
not believe any one else knew. Those who had the 
least information on the subject were inclined to talk 
the most about it. Mrs. Leonard was energetically 
applauded by Mr. S. P. Putnam. 

Mr. Henry Stone then ascended to the platform. 
He was not a Spi1itualist, but he could not deny the 
existence of facts that could be accounted for only 
upon the hypothesis of a future life. He Tecounted 
several incidents that bore on the question, showing 
there was some sort of an existence following this. 
Whether it was immortal he knew not, and, as he ex
pressed it, he cared less. 

Samuel Leavitt said he was a Spiritualist. He had 
pigeon-holed Spiritualism years ago as·one of the ex
act sciences. The lectmer of the evening, he said, 
had set forth in mellifluous language the stock plati
tudes of Materialism. He regretted that they had 
not been accompanied by the stained-glass attitudes 
that usually went along with them. Mr. Leavitt then 
with some hesitancy and with an appropriate apology 
repeated the Latin phrase, Ccesar, moriturus te saluto, 
OT words to that effect, which evoked enthusiasm. 

Mr. Edward King was called for by the audience. 
He came forward bringing with him his mackinaw 
hat, which he utilized as a tamborine, and upon 
which with a lead pencil he beat a rhythmic accom
paniment to his subsequent remarks. The lecture 
had produced a soporific influence upon him. It was 
not adequately pervaded with the tomahawk and 
scalping-knife. He also regarded the lecture as fu
nereal. This impression had been strengthened by 
finding the advertisment of an undertaker in his seat. 
The literary excellence of Mr. Burnz's sermon was 
worthy of remark, but it wasn't appropriate to the 
audience. 

Dr. Caleb S. Weeks, generally voluble and always 
interesting, made a consecutiv argument in favor of 
the Spiritualistic philosophy, during which the audi
ence entertained themselvs by conversing pleasantly 
with one another, many going outside for that pur
pose and to avoid annoyance to the speaker, who, 
however, omitted to' express his gratitude for the 
consideration shown in this act of courtesy. 

Mr. Chamberlain announced that Professor Lawson 
of the Boston Liberal Club was present, and was in
vited to speak. The professor was readily induced 
to accept. He is an astronomer, and this fact may 
account for the meteoric method of his oratory, 
which was indeed most unexpected, and start-

ling in the extreme. He called attention to the stars, those who dared to think for themselvs-these were the tri-

h l"tt · b"t " th t 1 d th h t umphs of Christianity. ~ ?S~ "g I enng o.r I s a revo ve . roug ~u That Christianity was dying was shown in the vain en-
Illimitable profundity, the least of whiCh was mill- deavor to harmonize Christianity with modern thought. The 
ions of times the size of the whole solar system. He defenders of Christianity had shifted their ground. Now 
thought that man who was only a bifmcated bit of they contended that Christianity was progressiv. If it had 

· ] ul 1! d th · t f · j progressed, then there was a time when it was not perfect, 
amma c ffi craw mg ~oun over ISm? e 0 . cosmiC and if so, it could not be of divine origin. If it was divine, 
dust, must hav considerable gall to Imagm they why had God left two-thirds of mankind ignorant of the 
were all made for his especial benefit. Pro- name of Christ. The belief in the special act of creation had 
fessor Lawson thought it more heroic to die for been given up. ["No!" from one of the audience.] The 

thi~ world than for the next. .~he idea of the theo- ih~t~:~~-e~i~ ~ee~i~l~~e~~io~e~~~~a~e;e~od ~:~nnt~e~~:~;o~ 
logical heaven was a superstitiOn unworthy of any at the close of the debate. 
intelligent person, and following upon its heels came . 'l~h~ marh;ed improvement. in the condition of society and 
the worse and more accursed infamy of Spiritualism. mdividualllfe was dl?-e to sCience. There was !I ~reat change 

When the professor left the stand t~e ~udience were ~! f;~n!~~tt~:ar~~~:~ific~fi~~~Y~~t ~:Yc~~i~It~~~n;r~;=~~~ 
at a loss to know whether the bmldmg had been supplication was gone out of the field. Another proof of the 
struck by lightning or whether a keg of beer had decline of Christianity was tJ;a~ th;ey had no debaters among 
exploded in the saloon under the hall. The explana- them who would defeD:d Christmmt~ ?n tJ;e platform. There 
f · th t p f L · t · d · . were men of scholarship, men of abillty, m the church. Why 
IOn IS ~ ro essor awson IS a come Ill _Isgmse. would they not come forward· to meet those who assailed 

Dr. Atkmson alluded to the subdermal tissue of their belief? They knew too much. It was only those who 
worms. He believed that subject demanded atten- 1.-new a little ~ho were .msh enough to defe?-d or~hodoxy: 
tion If the audience would call at his house 41 Gladstone, m speakmg on the AffirmatiOn bill, admitted 
E t N" th t t h ld h th 'ilk that Agnosticism is everywhere on the increase. Critical ex-

as m s ree ' e . wo~ s ?W em some s - amination, instead of implicit belief, was the rule. Goethe 
worms that were gettmg m their work on an olean- spoketruthwhenhesttid, ''Withknowledgedoubtincreases." 
thus tree. These worms exhibited an intelligence Reason takes the place occupied by faith. So far as s_ociety 
that was supe1ior to instinct. Some of the doctor's was to-day redeemed from the wrongs of the past, It was 

· d l" d 1 ft hi h · t d b done bv human means. The lecturer referred to several re-
sesqmpe a. Ian :wor s ~ . s earers m grea ou t cent instances in which secular ideas had prevailE,d in public 
as to the directiOn of h1s hne of thought. matters. He closed by appealing to the audience to exercise 

Mr. Burnz closed the exercises by replying to those their I:easoning faculties, and work for _the establishment of 
who had criticised the subject matter of his sermon. the reign o~ thought .anf the powe: of mtellectual grandeur, 
He was too much of a poet, or artist, or something and took his seat amid oud and prolonged applause. 

or other to deny anything. He had merely exam
ined the argUll!ent, if such the dogma of a future life 
might be called, and he did not consider it good. He 
hoped his treatment of the subject had had the effect 
intended. 

As the audience left the hall the reporter looked in 
vain for the person of Mr. Shook. He was not there. 
Neither was the Great Universal Preacher, Mr. An
drews. Mr. Wakeman is carrying his Higher Inte
gration through the wild, wild West. 1\ir. Le
land, of Man--which cometh forth as a flower and is 
cut down, and fleeth also as a shadow and continueth 
not--was also abroad. THE TRUTH SEEKER was the 
only literature that adorned the table. Man may 
come and Man may go: THE TRUTH SEEKER is stiil 
continued under the able management, etc. 

On Friday night next Professor Vaughan, of Vir
ginia, will speak on "The American Hell." It is 
thought that the American hell will be shown to be 
much superior to the article found in the effete dy
nasties of the Old W oTld. 

No one can justify the self-sacrifice of staying away 
from the meetings of the Manhattan Liberal Club. 

.A. Glorious Lecture. 
The Toronto Globe of the lOth has this extended 

report of Mr. Watts's lecture at that place: 
Albert Hall was full to overflowing yesterday afternoon on 

the occasion of the delivery of a lecture by J\!Ir. Charles Watts, 
an English secular lecturer, on the subject of "The Decline 
of Christianity the Triumph of Freethought." The lecture 
was given under the auspices of the Secular Society, the 
chair being occupied by Mr. A. Fiddington. 

Mr. Watts, who is a clear reader, incisiv speaker, of fine 
elocutionary abilities, commenced his address by referring 
to the continuity claimed for Christianity. He denied that 
such continuity existed except in name. Christianity had 
passed through several different phases. The Christianity of 
Paul differed from that of Christ. That of the reformation 
was the very antithesis of the faith of Rome. There was no 
comparison between the creeds of to-day and that of the 
early church. Many Christians admitted that the Bible 
should be tried by the standard of reason. Christianity in 
Rome and Spain was a miserable superstition, in Scotland a 
gloomy nightmare, in England an emotional pastime, and in 
America a commercial commodity. (Applause and laughter.) 
The human recognition of Christianity would always remain. 
The public profession of Christianity wall not falling off-it 
was too profitable a game. No system ever entirely perished. 
In accordance with evolution the truth embraced in various 
systems survived tbe errors with which they were bound up. 
The religion of the future would be based upon a cultured 
humanity, not on creeds or dogmas. The cardinal doctrins 
of supernatural religion were dying out. Many people 
prayed to God, but it was not to the God of the Bible. When 
God placed man in the garden of Eden did he know that he 
would fall? ("Yes" from several voices). Then, if he did, 
he laid a miserable trap to catch his weak children in. (Ap
plause.) He acted as no father in this audience would act. 
The church had given up the devil. It was base ingratitude, 
for the devil had done more for the church than any other 
power. Were Christ to come on earth to-day, he would be 
more at home in this hall than in any church. Christ com
manded giving up other things of this world. He taught hu
mility and non-resistance. Why, even a member of the Sal
vation Army, if anyone smote him on the one cheek, would 
not offer the other to be operated upon. Christ said, "Swear 
not at all." Christians said, "You must swear, or we will 
deprive you of your civil rights." · 

Christianity had failed to inspire within its adherents a 
love for justice, truth, and manly conduct toward opponents. 
The lecturer referred to the Bradlaugh case and the impris
onment of the editors of the London Ji1ree1hinlcer as instances 
in point. Christians treated other religions with ridicule. 
They should not be surprised if their O_Pponents ridiculed 
theirs. Religion was divorced from politics in the eighteenth 
century, but some bigots in the British House of Commons 
wished to remarry them. It was alleged that Atheists should 
be excluded from power because they acknowledged no re
sponsibility. This was false; they all admitted that they 
were responsible to society for their actions. The greatest 
political crimes had been committed by Theists, such as the 
Stuarts, the four Georges, the late emperor of Russia-all 
good Christians, and greater scoundrels never lived. All the 
political corruption and rascality in the United States and 
Canada was the work of Christians. The Inquisition, the 
Star Chamber, the flames of Smithfield, the persecution of 

Death of Rersey Graves. 
This well-known writer, we sincerely regret to learn, 

passed away on the 4th, at his home in Richmond, 
Ind. Though suffering from ill-health for several 
months, he did not regard his malady as likely to 
terminate fatally, and it was even considered unneces
sary for his sons to return home. His wife and two 
daughters were with him at the end, which was 
peaceful and happy. A few hours before his death he 
said to his wife, "A wave of comfort passes over me." 
An ho ill" before the end he said, "It is right." 

Mr. Graves was born in Brownsville, Pa., in the 
year Ul13, in the orthodox Quaker church, so to 
speak. His father went with the Hicksites in the 
split that divided the Quaker church, but his mother 
remained with the orthodox branch. With this 
bTanch Kersey Graves continued until "disowned" 
by his church for making his abolition sentiments 
public. His church approved of abolitionism, but 
its approval did not go to the extent of making it 
public by any of its members. Non-compliance with 
this part of the church disciplin was the cause of 
Kersey Graves's "disownment." His voice and pen 
did good work for the cause of abolitionism when it 
required courage to sound the one or to wield the 
other. And this has been the attitude of Kersey 
Graves in all great public crises. He was the friend 
of the poor slave, and the friend of the workingman. 
In a word, he was a loyalist to what was right; but 
not a loyalist to party simply as a party. · 

Kersey Graves's life-work was for the improvement 
of the race and the destruction of superstition. As 
teacher, as author, as speaker, as farm-er, he strove to 
improve himself and to improve others. And he al
ways felt that there was some way or other for the 
accomplishment of this end. As teacher he would 
hold for the highest culture; as author he essayed to 
found his belief upon the solid, indubitable facts of 
history and of nature. Upon this basic principle he 
wrought his works entitled, "Bible of Bibles," "Six
teen Crucified Saviors," and "Sixteen Saviors or 
None," the last of which was written in reply to Mr. 
Perry's" Sixteen Saviors or One." These works are 
unanswerable protests against Christianity, and a 
thorough revelation of its worthlessness as a system 
of ethics. As a collector of facts, and as a deducer 
of reasons therefrom, Kersey Graves has won distinc
tion. His works show the possession of the historical 
faculty in a high degree. It is recorded that a study 
of the science of phrenology shook his faith in the 
doctrins of the orthodox church. 

He married Lydia Michener, a first cousin to Ed
win l\'1:. Stanton, secretary of war un<;ler Abraham 
Lincoln, who still survives him. He was married in 
the Smyrna meeting-house, in Wayne Co., Ind. It 
was this church that disowned him for his public 
avowal of his antislavery sentiments. He lived for 
about twenty years in Harveysburg, Ohio, a noted 
stronghold of abolitionism, where he wrote his "Bi
ography of Satan," the copyright of which he sold to 
his publisher. 

He is the author of five works, some of which hav 
sold largely, extending in the aggregate to about 
twenty thousand copies. Besides, he contributed to 
a nUillber of newspapers. He served as an associate 
editor on the Indianapolis Sun and also on the Globe. 
He published his views as to financial and other 
questions in a pamphlet entitled "Robbery by Law," 
and left unfinished a work he was getting ready for 
the press on the tariff question. 

The Sun thus introduces to the public the loved 
ones of the deceased: "The family consists of four 
children-two sons and two daughters. The elder 
son, Benjamin, was graduated at Cornell University, 
and is engaged in business in New York. The 
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younger son, .Alonzo? is a telegraph operator at 
Ridgevill~, Ind. He IS a man of culture, ~nd has,_ we 
believe, given two or three years to teachmg. Eliza
beth the elder daughter, is at home. She attended 
college, and afterward engaged in. teaching, as did 
also Elma, who has been teaching for the last two or 
three years. She will teach at Sevastopol, Wayne 
Co., Ind., the coming school term." 

The remains of Mr. Graves were interred at Old 
Gosh em Cemetery, near Middleboro', Wayne Co., 
Ind., at 2 o'clock P.M., on Thursday, the 6th inst. 

Mr. Graves was a Spiritualist, but his life-work 
consisted not so much in demonstrating a continued 
existence as in helping the oppressed in this sphere, 
and in removing the mental shackles that bind so 
manv of his fellow-men. He was more of an icm:J.O
clast" than a builder, yet he destroyed without acri
mony. He hated systems, not persons. In his death 
humanitarians hav lost an untiring worker, the labor
ing man an able friend, and Freethought a powerful 
ally. The sympathy of all who knew him will be ex
tended to his bereaved family. 

Silly Syllogisms. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The 

Rev. Thomas Mitchell has hatched out a brood of 
what he calls aphorisms and syllogisms. They are 
silly enough. See: 

Persons exist; impersonal- Persons exist; a person 
ity cannot create persons; cannot create impersonality; 
therefore the Creator is a per- therefore God is impersonal. 
son. 

A person has a locality; 
space has no locality; there
fore space is not God. 

A person has a locality; God 
has no locality; therefore 
God is nowhere. 

A thing has a locality; God A thing has a locality; God 
is something; therefore God is no thing; therefore God 
has a locality. has no locality. 

All things in nature are ef
fects; effects are less than 
their causes; therefore the 
ultimate cause was supernat
ural. 

The cause could not hav 
begun; this would hav made 
it an effect; therefore the 
cause was uncaused. 

All things in nature are ef
fects; effects are equal to 
their causes; therefore the 
first cause was equal to the 
effect. 

The cause must hav begun; 
otherwise there could .hav 
been no effect; therefore God 
had a beginning. 

Created minds cannot create Created minds cannot create 
the simplest thing in nature; the simplest thing; therefore 
therefore the cause was un- the first cause created itself. 
caused. 

Everything is a miracle of 
which nature is incapable; 
nature is incapable of making 
a living plant or animal; there
fore the origin of living ani
mals or plants was miraculous. 

There was a time before 
nature existed; a thing can
not act until it exists; there
fore nature did not cause her 
own existence. 

Inorganic things move by 
necessity; that which moves 
by necessity had no power to 
commence its motion; there
fore this power was super
natural. 

Each species has natural 
parents; the first pair of each 
species had no natural par
ents; therefore the first were 
creations. 

Everything is a miracle of 
which nature is capable; na
ture is capable of making a 
living plant or animal; there
fore the origin of living ani
mals or plants was natural. 

There was a time before 
time existed; a thing cannot 
act until it exists; therefore 
time did not cause its own ex
istence. 

Organic things move by ne
cessity; that which moves by 
necessity had no power to 
commense its motion; there
fore this power was necessity. 

Each jackass has natural 
parents; the first mule was 
the product of an unnatural 
parent; therefore the first 
mule was a recreation. 

Each species of early geo
logical time has lost its iden
tity; it no longer exists; there
fore each later species did not 
begin in the beginning. 

1 
between the two classes of Infidels called Material- up a new apostolic church of saints in its place 
ists and Spiritualists. . I am a Spiritualist, but I am They were not reformers, but were revolutionists. 
oppos11d to excluding my brother Materialist from They differed in methods of bringing about the de
any platform upon which he will stand with us, for sired result. 
the purpose of making the world better. The great majority of the Anabaptists of the six-

I know the Radical Review takes the position that teenth century were for immediate results by fire and 
Materialists and Spiritualists cannot possible unite sword. The movement in Saxony under Storck and 
for work. But I am not satisfied that such is the Munzer was fanatical and bloodthirsty. Hans Hut 
case, when I find such Materialists as E. C. Walker, in Southern Germany, taught that believers were to 
and such Spiritualists as Dr. Juliet Severance, and destroy the wicked and the magistrates with the 
others whom I might name, fraternizing in the great sword. John of Leiden made Munster the Zion" of 
League movement. the Anabaptist, and cruelly put to death all but "the 

Your radical readers will be glad to learn that the saints." The more moderate men, such as Blaurock, 
Kansas State Convention avowed itself in favor of a Hubmaier, and Denck, could not restrain the radicals. 
perfectly free platform, for the presentation of any They were comp~·omised by them and suffered with 
subject which the speaker desired to express himself them. The tragedy of Munster made a decided 
upon; that, under this arrangement, a Christian break in the Anabaptist ranks; and Menno Simons 
minister held a debate, during one evening of the founded the sect of the Mennonites. But the radi
session, with C. W. Stewart, and was courteously cal element continued in David Joris; and in Henry 
listened to by the large audience assembled. Mr. Nicholas and others passed over into England. 
Stewart replied to the gentleman very bravely and It is an historic-- fact that the vast majority of the 
ably, a;nd a~l fe~t that Liberalism. had a very c~p-able Anabaptists of the sixteenth century were persecu
champwn m him. The conventiOn resulted m the tors, and had not the slightest conception of religious 
organization of a state League, well officered, which liberty. The other part held the doctrin of non-re
will be represented in the coming congress at 1\'Iil- sistance to civil authority; but were no less intoler-
waukee. . . ant in spirit and language than the others. 

I am now on my way to speak at the state Spint- Turning our attention to England in the seven-
ualist convention to be held at Omro, Wisconsin. teenth century, we find the same diverse elements of 
This meeting, also, proposes to hav a free platform, Ana baptism as we hav found in the sixteenth century 
and, though devoted to the elucidation of the Spirit- on the continent. The Radical party seems to hav 
ual philosophy, I think I can safely say that no prevailed among the Baptists of England during the 
question will be ruled out. At the close of that commonwealth timeb. It is not sufficient for the 
meeting I shall go to the League congress, and Eramine1· to quote from the "Tracts on Liberty of 
parties wishing to arrange for lectures will please Conscience and Persecution," selected and published 
address me at once at Milwaukee, Wis. by the Hanserd Knollys Society. These are only a 

Sept. 11, 283. ,MRs. H. S. LAKE. few of a vast number of others that tell a different 
story. John Canne was the author of the "Necessity 
of Separation," published by that society; but he was 
also the author of " The Time of the End," which 
that society neglected to publish. No one will deny 
that John Canne was a leading Baptist preacher. 
But he was also a leader of the Fifth Monarch men 
who were constantly plotting to overthrow Cromwell, 
and introduce the kingdom of heaven on earth
that is, the rule of the church, as they understood it, 
over the state-and introduce the reign of the mes
siah by the sword. He was twice arrested by Crom
well's orders, once at Hull, and subsequently at the 
Fifth Monarchy headquarters in London. This book 
of Canne is introduced by Feake and Rogers, two 
other Fifth Monarchy men, and is full of abus~ of 
Cromwell, and reference to armed rebellion against 
him. 

Persecutions by Baptists. 
When our religious contemporaries fall out they 

usually " giv away " some damaging facts about each 
other. The Baptist organ, the Examine:r, recently 
asserted in behalf of that sect, that they never per
secuted. To this astonishing claim the Independent 
retorts: 

The Examtner insists upon harping on the strings 
of its theory that" (1) The Baptists never persecuted; 
(2) Baptists never advocated persecution nor de
fended persecution; (3) Baptists were the earliest and 
hav been the most consistent champions of complete 
religious liberty;" and upon charging our Puritan 
sires with intolerance. Professor .Albert H. Newman 
has come to the rescue of the Examine:r, and insists 
"that advocacy and practice of absolute freedom of 
conscience has been from the beginning not simply a 
constant characteristic of the Baptists, but a fundamental 
principle, without which the identity of the body 
could not be maintained." It is far from our thought 
to antagonize Baptist principles, or to rob our Bap
tist brethren of the honor that is due them; but we 
cannot permit the E:x:aminer and Professor Newman, 
or any one else to heap reproaches upon our Puritan 
sires and the chiefs of the Reformation and their de
fenders, in order to glorify certain obscure men who 
were in more or less accord with the Baptist churches 
of our day. 

Each species preserves its 
own identity; no new species 
has ever come into existence; 
therefore the first pair of 
each species were created at 
the beginning of the world. 

Man is a being of mercy; a 
merciless being could not hav 
made one of mercy, because 
he would hav been better 
than himself; therefore God 

It should be noted that the Examiner calls upon 
us to disprove the three points given above. The 
question is not whether all Baptists in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries persecuted, but whether 
any euer persecuted? It is not whether some Baptists 
advocated "soul liberty," but whether this has been 
a constant characteristic of the Baptists as such, and 
whether they were the earliest champions of religious 
liberty? We are astonished at the way _in ~h!ch the 
Examiner has made up its case. Its simphmty and 
boldness are charming; and the method of its advo
cacy by Prof. Newman is magnificent. "I assert," 
says the professor, "therefore, with the utmost .c~~fi-

. . dence that Baptists could never by any possibility 
Ma_n IS a ~emg of cruelty; a hav p~rsecuted · for any party that persecutes is, ipso 

It will hardly be denied that Major General Har
rison, the chief of the Fifth Monarchy men, and 
Quarter-master General Courtney and Col. Overton, 
and other leaders, were prominent Baptists of the 
time. The Fifth Monarchy men held essentially the 
same position in England as the radical Anabaptists 
of the continent. Their favorit motto was, "Let the 
saints be joyful with glory, let them rejoice in their 
beds; let the praises of God be in their mouth, and 
a two-edged sword in their hands, to be avenged of 
the heathen, and to rebuke the people; to bind their 
kings in chains, and their nobles with links of iron, 
that they may be avenged of them, as it is written, 
Such honor hav all his saints" (Ps. cxlix, v, 9). It 
is impossible to disprove the close connection of the 
British Baptists with the Fifth Monarchy men. We 
do not deny that a few Baptists opposed these dis
orders, but it should not be questioned that the drift 
of Baptist feeling was against the Protector Cromwell 
and in favor of revolution and bloodshed, and that 
for a religious and not a political purpose. If our 
contemporary will read Ivimey's "History of English 
Baptists," and Hanbury's "Historical Memorials," 
and other trustworthy historical documents, it will 
find abundant evidence that the "Baptists inter
meddled with the civil affairs of the country." It 
will read: 

merciful bemg could not hav ! . • . , 
made one of cruelty. because facto, non-Baptist, anti-Baptist. . 

· is merciful. 

he would hav been worse We understand the significance of thus beggmg 
~han himself; therefore God the question in debate by this ingenious circle of rea
IS cruel. soning. We ventured in our last issue to call the at

tention of the Examiner to John of Lei den and the 
astrocities committed by the Anabaptists at Munster. 
We are met by the objection: These perlilecuted, and 
therefore they were not Baptists. Baptists never 

My advise to everybody who is inclined to make 
syllogisms is to repeat the last part of the Lord's 
Prayer, "Lead us not into temptation, but deliver us 
from the evil one." W. H. B. 

Washington, D. 0., Sept. 14th. 

Work All Together. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The 

conventions are about to culminate in the congress 
at Milwaukee. I hav participated in two of these, 
and am about to attend the third. The Michigan 
Convention of "Liberalists and Spiritualists "-so 
called-has had a short l"eport in your columns, from 
the pen of the able secretary, Mr. McCracken. I, 
however, wish to add that while I greatly enjoyed 
certain phases of the .meeting, there were certain 
other phases which annoyed me. For instance: I 
disliked the clinging to the old term "Spiritualists and 
Liberalists." It seems to me that the real, progres
sive organizations should classify thf)mselvs as Lib
e:ral organizations, and not foster this antagonism 

persecute. . 
All historians recognize them as Anabaptists; but 

the Examiner reserves the right of picking out from 
the Anabaptists of the sixteenth century such men as 
suit its purpose, and building on them the t~eory of 
the denomination. But our friends are cuttmg the 
ground from beneath their own feet. They ~·educe 
the earlier Baptists to a mere handful; and With ref
erence to these it may questioned whether they were 
not the forerunners of the Quakers rather than the 
Baptists; for if John Denck and t~e _Menn_onites 
were the representativs of Baptist prmCIJ?les m the 
sixteenth century, then our modern Bapt~sts hav so 
erred from their faith as to become children that 
their parents would not recognize. '!'he Anabaptists 
of the sixteenth century embraced diverse elements; 
but they were all actuated. by a cm;nm~n ~mpulse to 
.abandon the historic church as antiChnstian and set 

"The Baptists who were in opposition to Cr~mwell mu~t 
haY been very uncomfortable during the remmnder of his 
government, as he never suffered them to act up to the full 
extent of their principles. But those who acted peaceably 
and who were denominated the sober party, were much es
teemed and universally protected." 

Will our contemporary modify its st~tement so as 
to say the sober party "among the Baptists nev_er per
secuted " or will it now affirm that all Baptists are 
sober? ' A Baptist not sober is a non-Baptist; an 
anti-Baptist. Therefore, sobriety is a distingu.ishing 
characteristic of the Baptists. But the sobnety of 
our contemporary may well be questioned when it 
encourages even so scholarly a man as Prof. Newman 
to slander the Reformers in this fashion: 

'' To pass from the controversial writ~ng_s of Lu~her and 
Zwingli, to those of Hubmaier or D:n?k, IS llke passmg from 
Billingsgate into the parlor of a Chnstlan g~ntleman. T~ere 
is here an absolute absence of the coarse nbaldry and disre
gard of truth and decromcy by which nearly every page of the 
former is disfigured." 

Let the E.xaminer stop its railing if it wishes the 
public to believe that it i~ ~n advocat~ of "soul lib
erty," and giv us a defin:twn of ~ SIXtee~th ~nd _a 
seventeenth century Bapt1st, that mll sustam· histori
cal criticism . 
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Ukommunications. 

From Tyre to Cesarea 
In the next verse of Acts we find a discrepancy in a 

proper name. 
"And we sailed from Tyre, and arrived at the city of Acco; 

and we saluted the brethren there and stopped with them one 
day" (xxi, 7). 

Accho was the original name of the place, and 
Akka or Acre is its name now. But during the 
Macedonian and Roman periods it was called Ptole
mais, and so it is named in the Greek codices. The 
Syrian scribe seems to hav preferred the ancient 
name. 

"And the next day we departed and came to Cesarea." 

Strata's Tower, a decayed city, was rebuilt by Herod 
the Great 22-12 B.c., and called Cesarea. It is pos
sible that Paul passed through the place between 
those years, but rather doubtful whether he knew it 
as Cesarea; but a later writer would be likely to use 
the new name. • 

"And we went and put up at the house of Philip, the evan
gelist, who was one of the seven." 

That is, one of the seven deacons mentioned in 
Acts vi, 5, namely, Stephen, Philip, Procherus, 
Nicanor, Timon, Parmenas, and Nicolas. 'l'he last 
named is called an Antiochian proselyte; all the rest 
of course were Jews; and they were all elected dea
cons before the gospel began to be preached to the 
Arameans or gentiles. 

But just here there is a muddle about the identity 
of this Philip which we are unable to clear up. The 
writer of Acts says: 

"He had four virgin daughters who were prophetesses." 

Now Eusebius tells us that Polycritus, who was 
bishop of the church of Ephesus, wrote to Victor, 
bishop of Rome (A.D. 190-202), concerning John and 
Philip, saying: 

"For in Asia, also, mighty luminaries hav fallen asleep, 
. . . Philip, one of the twelve apostles, who sleeps at 
Hieropolis [in Phrygia], and his two aged virgin daughters. 
Another of his daughters, who lived in the Holy Spirit, rests 
at Ephesus" (Eccl. Hist. iii, 31 ). 

Again, in a disputation between C!'.ius, bishop of 
Rome (A.D. 283-296), and Proclus, the former is 
quoted by Eusebius as saying: 

"After this there were four prophetesses, the daughters of 
Philip of Hieropolis in .Asia, whose tomb, and that of their 
father, are to be seen there" (Ibid). 

And Eusebius adds: 
"Such is his (Cains's) statement. But Luke, in the Acts 

of the Apostles, mentions the daughters of Philip tarrying at 
Cesarea of Judea, and as endued with the gift of prophecy" 
(Ibid). 

Now let us parallel the three testimonies about 
Philip, the deacon, evangelist, or apostle. 

The writer of 
Acts says that 
Philip, the evan
gelist and deacon, 
was living at Cesa
rea with four vir
gin daughters who 
were prophetesses. 

Polycrates says 
that Philip, one of 
the twelve apos
tles, with two aged 
virgin daughters, 
sleeps at Hierapo
lis, and another 
daughter rests at 
Ephesus. 

Caius says that 
the tombs of Philip 
and his four 
d au g h t e r s, who 
were prophetesses, 
are to be seen at 
Hieropolis in Asia. 

The questions that need to be settled are: 
1. Was Philip of Cesarea an evangelist and deacon, 

or was he one of the twelve apostles? 
2. Was he buried at Hieropolis with two or four 

aged virgin daughters ? 
3. Was another daughter buried at Ephesus? 
4. If only two daughters were buried at Hieropolis, 

and one at Ephesus, where was the fourth one buried? 
5. Was this the same evangelist (not the apostle) 

who baptized Simon Magus in Samaria, and the Ethi
opian in Judea? (Acts viii, 13, 38). 

6. Is it true that all or any of his daughters were 
old maids ? Clement of Alexandria, citing the exam
ple of the apostles, says, "Peter and Philip begat 
children; and Philip gave his daughters to men in 
marriage" (Misc. iii, 6; Eus. Eccl. Hi st. iii, 30). 

And now to aggravate these uncertainties Eusebius 
further says: 

"That the apostle Philip continued at Hierapolis, with his 
daughters, has been already stated above. But we must now 
show how Papias, coming to them, received a wonderful ac
count from the daughters of Philip. For he writes that in 
his time there was one raised from the dead " (iii, 39). 

Papias of Hierapolis is believed to hav died about 
A.D. 165, at an advanced age. He was therefore 
probably born in the first century. Now mark it is 
Eusebius who says that Papias received a wonderful 
account from the daughters of the apostle Philip, 
which wonderful account was that in Papias's time 
"there was one [daughter?] raised from the dead." 
Surely if Philip lived till A.D. 60, or later, Papias must 
hav known his aged 'daughters; but it does not so 
appear, though Eusebius may hav thought so. The 
most plausible inference is that one of Philip's 
daughters appeared to Papias just as Jesus appeared 
to Paul, and that they were all dead before Papias 
was born. 

daughters unsettled, we come to what occurred at 
Cesare a. 

"And as we were there many days, a certain prophet came 
down from Judea whose name was Agabus·" (xxi, 10). 

This same Agabus, the prophet of Jerusalem, who 
foretold a famin some sixteen years before, according 
to the marginal chronology of Acts, is now intro
duced as if for the first time. Did the compiler of the 
book forget about Agabus's first appearance, or was 
that an interpolation by a later scribe ? 

"And he came in to us, and took the girdle of Paul's loins, 
and bound his own feet and hands, and said: Thus saith the 
Holy Spirit, So will the Jews in Jerusalem bind the man who 
owns this girdle, and they will deliver him into the hands of 
the gentiles. And when we heard these words, we and the 
residents of the place begged of him that he would not go to 
Jerusalem. Then Paul answered and said: What do ye, 
weeping and crushing my heart? For I am prepared, not 
only to be bound, but also to die at Jerusalem, for the name 
of our Lord Jesus Messiah. And as he was not to be per
suaded by us, we desisted; and we said, Let the pleasure of 
our Lord take place" (11-14). 

Paul seemed as determined to die at Jerusalem as 
Ignatius (A.D. 115) was to die at Rome. But neither 
of them was gratified as to the place of martyrdom. 

FROM CE>AREA TO JERUSALEM. 
In spite of the repeated warnings by the Holy 

Spirit not to go to Jerusalem-first through the 
mediumship of the disciples at Tyre, and again 
through the prophet Agabus at Cesarea, seconded not 
only by the evangelist Philip and his daughters, but 
by Paul's own companions-he continued his journey 
up to the holy city. 

"And some disciples of Cesarea went along with us, taking 
with them a brother from among the earlier disciples, whose 
name was Mnason, and who was from Cyprus, that he might 
entertain us at his house" (xxi, 16). 

The Vulgate has Jason, and it is quite possible that 
that was his other name, just as Barnabas's original 
name was Joseph (iv, 36); and as they were both 
Cyprians it is probable that Joseph Barnabas knew 
Jason M.N ason. 

Information Picked Up .Afoot. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Since 

last writing you, I hav been taking a pedestrian tour 
through the Eastern counties, Essex, Suffolk, and 
Norfolk, walking fifteen to twenty miles a day, avoid
ing the large towns and keeping more amongst the 
villages, stopping here and there for rest and refresh
ment, and picking up at each place sundry scraps of 
information that I could hav obtained in no other 
way. I generally made it a point to look into the 
churches, and ask questions about the spiritual wel
fare of each place. As a rule, I found the clergy are 
not held in much honor; the rectors being a lazy lot, 
pocketing the tithes and living like fighting-cocks, 
paying curates about £100 per annum to do the work, 
if work it can be called. In many cases, however, 
these latter individuals are spoken of very well, as 
being conscientious men, going about their parishes, 
occasionally some miles in extent, visiting the sick, 
and helping the poorer members of the flock as far 
as their small means will allow. 

Many of these village churches are large enough 
to contain within their walls double or treble the 
population of the place, though what the object was 
in building such large places the inhabitants were 
unable to say. In some instances, no doubt, at the 
date the edifice was reared the population was larger, 
but through the action of those high and mighty in
dividuals, the lords of the manor, much land, formerly 
tilled and applied to a useful purpose, has been 
thrown out of cultivation and turned into parks and 
game preserves, thereby throwing many of the in
habitants out of the means of gaining a livelihood, 
and compelling them to migrate to the towns. All 
such cases of depredation were backed up by the 
parsons, and the rustics are waking up to the fact of 
how they hav been despoiled by the drones of society, 
and when the time comes will not hesitate to pay 
back the long-incurred debt. The rectors think so 
little of their churches and flocks that in many places 
the former are literally tumbling to pieces. I saw 
one large church where the tiles constituting the 
floor were all broken up, making it dangerous to walk 
along the aisles, and the wooden pews were all mil
dewed and rotting away in consequence of the rain 
on a wet day dripping from the roof, so that the wor
shipers who went there on such occasions would hav 
to sit with their umbrellas over them or suffer the 
consequences. The parson's income was pretty con
siderable, but he did not see the force of fooling any 
of it away in repairs, and so he got his deputy to 
whip round the county to solicit subscriptions to put 
the concern right again. 

The Dissenters are not held in much greater esteem 
than the church party. In one of the chapels I was told 
of two worthy members, both of them preachers, one of 
whom was a horse dealer, and at one time had to 
make a composition with his creditors, which, with 
the assistance of his friend, he. managed very well, 
and was enabled to start in life again, doubtless as
sisted pecuniarily "from on high." A scoffer once 
asked him if, being a Christian, he was an exception 
to the rule that horse-dealers always swear? His re

J3ut leaving these questio:oa IJ,bout Philip and hUI ply was that swearing was q~itEI 1lecell13ary in his 

business, and the Lord would look upon it in that 
light, as he did not, as a rule, use profane language 
on Sundays. One shining light was pointed out to 
me who never missed going to church on Sunday, 
but got regularly drunk every other night in the 
week. 

I witnessed the performance of a branch of the 
Salvation Army at a small town in Suffolk, led by a 
female lieutenant, a well favored, but sly looking 
young woman, who, I was told, was pretty well known 
there, and did not err too much on the side of chas
tity. She spoke to the audience in a sanctimonious 
manner with her eyes modestly cast down to suit the 
occasion, conversing pleasantly about the devil and 
hell and such like matters, as is the custom with this 
very peculiar people. I saw the wife of one of the 
male speakers trying to induce him to come home 
with her, but he refuslld in a brutish manner, ex
pressing his fixed intention of going with the other 
saved souls to a night meeting at their hall; perhaps 
he was sweet on the lieutenant. 

A woman who kept a little way-side inn was very 
indignant with her parson, because he wanted her to 
pay a fee for being churched. She said she had un
dergone the operation t.en times free of cost, and she 
did not intend establishing a bad precedent with the 
eleventh child; and as the parson wouldn't giv in the 
good woman went without the churching. I asked 
her if the omission of this most important ceremony 
had in any way affected her health, and she laughed 
and said as far as she knew she felt just as well with
out it as with it, and in the event of another addition 
to her family she wouldn't hav it done, even for noth
ing. 

I rathel' regret I did not make a note of all I heard, 
but trusted to my memory, and having heard so much 
hav got it a good deal mixed in my mind, but shall 
remember a few of the tales by and by, when they 
hav settled down a bit. The first day or two I did 
jot a few down, but as I did it while walking along, 
could not make head or tail of the words when .I 
came to look at them at night; so concluded to do it 
at the end of each day, but was generally too sleepy, 
and put it off till to-morrow, which did not happen to 
arrive. 

Being away during the Bradlaugh demonstration, 
I was unable to attend the meeting, which, from what 
I hear, was a grand success as far as numbers and 
voting went, but whether the desired effect will be 
secured remains to be seen. The governing powers, 
as a rule, do not take much notice of a peaceable 
gathering; they seem to think people are not in earn~ 
est unless there is a riot--and windows and heads get 
broken-then, and only then, are they willing to come 
to terms. 

Booth, it appears, has compromised matters and has 
opened the "Eagle" as a public-house. I presume 
he will sell his liquors at about the same prices as 
other publicans, and adulterate them in the same 
manner. He hasn't said yet what he intends doing 
with the profits; perhaps he will swear there are none 
-just as likely as not. Yours fraternally, 

London, Aug. 20, 1883. J.D. 

Three Falsehoods Charged on the " Index." 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : The fol

lowing appears in the Index of August 30th: 
"Indeed, the junior editor of the Inde.v has, during the 

past few weeks, received a number of letters from the secre
tary of the New York Freethinkers' Association, urging him 
to address the Rochester Convention this month, once at 
least, offering him a choice of sessions, and requesting him to 
reply to a Christian minister who had consented to speak at 
the convention in defense of his faith, and who, it is now an. 
nounced, is to be answered by the president of the National 
Liberal League." 

Further on in the same editorial article we read: 
"Our objection to the New York Freethinkers' Association, 

as we before stated, is that it permitted itself, by the sharp 
practice and adroit management of a few individuals, to be. 
come an auxiliary organization which has excluded from 
membership good men like Judge Hurlburt, George William 
Curtis, F. E. Abbot, R. G. Ingersoll, and R. C. Spencer." 

The above quotations contain at least three false~ 
hoods. 

1. The secretary of the Freethinkers' Association 
never invited the junior editor of the Index to reply 
to a Christian minister who had consented to speak 
at the Freethinkers' convention. 

2. No "few individuals," or any one else, "by 
sharp practice or otherwise," since its first organi· 
zation, hav changed the Freethinkers' Association to 
an auxiliary Liberal League. 

3. George William Curtis never was excluded 
from the National Liberal League or from the Free
thinkers' Association, and tlte Index has no right to 
use his name in any such manner. 

Now for a few facts. In the last number of the 
Freethinkers' Magazine I published a page advertis· 
ment for the Index for which the Index paid me $7.00 
cash.· 

There were a number of letters passed between 
Mr. B. F. Underwood and the writer in relation to 
that advertisment. In one of my first letters I in
vited Mr. Underwood to attend and speak before the 
association, to which he replied under date of June 
13th: "In regard to other matters mentioned in your 
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letter I cannot find time to write now, but may in a 
day or two." In that or one of my following letters 
I said to him that ·I would set him down to speak on 
some day that would accommodate him. In a 
letter I wrote him about the advertisment I said 
that Mr. Mitchell had consented to speak before our 
convention, and that I was in hopes I could get Mr. 
Wakeman or himself to reply to Mr. Mitchell. But 
this was written after I had requested Mr. Wakeman 
to reply and before I had heard from Mr. Wakeman. 
But I did not directly or indirectly invite Mr. Under
wood to reply to Mr. Mitchell, and only compliment
ed Mr. Underwood in this way to influence him to 
attend at Rochester. If any letter I wrote Mr. Un
derwood is not in accord with this statement, Mr. 
Underwood is at liberty to publish it, and I request 
that he do so. Mr. Underwood finally replied to my 
invitation to speak at Rochester in these words 
that left me in doubt whether he would attend o; 
not: " I do not think I shall attend the Rochester 
Convention. As you may know, I am troubled every 
year, from middle of August till November, with hay 
fever,_ an~, some. yeai:s it quite unfits me for public 
speakmg. But m this nor any other letter which he 
wrote me did he mention a word in relation to Mr. 
Mitchell or his replying to him. That was all there 
was of that matter. 

Now as to the Freethinkers' convention being 
turned into an auxiliary Liberal League. 

The " articles of association " of this association 
were drawn up by me before theW olcott Convention, 
the place where the association was organized. Be
fore the convention met I mailed these " articles" to 
Franci~ E. Abbot and requested him to make such 
alteratwns as he thought best. And he inserted the 
following words: · 

"2d. To act as an auxiliary to the National Liberal League 
in its efforts to accomplish the total separation of the church 
and state, an~ to organize local Liberal Leagues in the state 
of New York m accordance with the provision of the Consti
tution of the National Liberal League.'' · 

I then and there changed the other portions 
of the articles so that they would accord with the 
change Mr. Abbot had made, and they were thus 
adopted. Since then no change has been made in 
these articles excepting that the as,;ociation has been 
changed from" The Central and Western New York 
Association" to "The New York State Association." 
So that the person who is responsible more than any 
one else for making the association an auxiliary Lib
eral League is F. E. Abbot, one of the persons 
whom the Index says is excluded by reason of the 
association being an auxiliary Liberal League. 

·As to excluding Mr. Curtis, there is no evidence 
that he was ever favorable to the Liberal League or
ganization, and his name was evidently dragged into 
the Index for effect. 

For myself, I must say that I hav always been very 
desirous to see all branches of the Liberal party 
working together for the cause of Freethought, and 
I hav been in favor of sacrificing most everything to 
bring about so desirable a result. What a work we 
could do if the Free Religionists, the Spiritualists, 
the Materialists, could all stand shoulder to shoulder 
in this great conflict ! And in my zeal I hav often 
been more conciliatory than many of my friends hav 
thought was right, and for this I hav been often 
blamed. I attack no one, and will hav no unfriendly 
controversy with Freethinkers, and I never would 
hav noticed this article if it had not stated so many 
falsehocds, one of which placed me in a very un
favorable position. 

· Mr. Underwood is an able advocate of Freethought, 
and it is greatly to be regretted that his disposition 
is such that he is inclined so often to attack his own 
friends in place of the common enemy. He took 
especial pains last week to strike a blow at the Free
thinkers' Association, by stating these three false
hoods and sending the paper to the Rochester jour
nals, where they would be published to the detri
ment of the convention. I am now convinced that he 
is beneath the notice of any respectable person, and 
that for myself I shall never again invite him to any 
convention nor ever again communicate with him in 
any manner or hav anything more to do with him. 
And no falsehood or statement he can make relating 
to myself will influence me to refer to him through 
the press again. I hav always treated him with the 
greatest respect, but he seems to be destitute of 
those qualifications necessary to appreciate good 
treatment. So I bid him an everlasting good-bye. 

H. L. GREEN. 

Predictions. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A writer 

in your pages, signing " Holt," has given us some 
quaint lines from some source, dating possibly back 
to 1789. He quotes two lines as singularly verified 
in the discovery of the phonograph and telephone, 
and he quotes other two lines as having no sense to 
us. These latter are: 

" The commonest of stone or stick 
Other shall be than long; broad, thick." 

Now, these lines hav a direct ref~rence to the "space 
of four dimensions" theory, receiving to-day the high
est scientific attention. The lines may be a fraud; 
but " Holt" would do us a great service if he would 

send to you all the lines, and tell us all he knows cannot sleep or work for fear of hell; anoth~r will sharpen 
about them. A TRUTH SEEKER. the sacrificial knife that he may 'gi-v his first born for his 

transgression, the fruit of his body for the sin of his soul.' " 

Another Crime Laid at Christianity's Door. 
In ~espatches from Buffalo, N. Y., of the 2d inst., 

a hornble outrage is made public which must shake 
the confidence of many in the prevailing religion of 
the country. It is by no means an isolated case. 
Such occurrences are but too frequent: It will not 
do to say the man was crazy, and dismiss the subject. 
~he. church cannot thus easily escape. It is Chris
tramty that made the man crazy. And, as in some 
s~ate~ t~e rumseller is held responsible for the damage 
his viCtims may do, so will intelligent public opinion 
hold the cause of this man's insanity responsible for 
his crime. This is the sad story: 

"Buffalo!~-~-· Sept. 2, 188?.-Sylvester Knott, a well-to
do farmer lr~ng m a comparativly isolated spot on the banks 
of La;ke Ene, near the city of Erie, has become a religious 
fan!-ltic. Some months_ago he attended a meeting of the Sal
vatiOn Army at Frankhn, where the first seeds of insanity 
were sown. f:lince then his brain has by degrees grown more 
and more inflamed, and now his frenzy knows no check. For 
two ~ee_ks past he has wandered up and down the lake shore 
?eclaimmg on salvation schemes, picturing the horrors of 
JUdgment day, and calling upon sinners to worship God or be 
~ternally lost. Yesterday morning he planted a large cross 
I~ t_he woods, upon which to nail his eight-year-old son, be
llevmg the boy would be tormented in hell fire forever unless 
he died the death of mankind's redeemer. With strength 
well nigh superhuman, Knott hell the lad firmly while driv
ing a large nail through the little fellow's hand, unheeding 
his piteous pleas for mercy. The dreadful work was inter
rupted by some wood cutters, who chanced to be passing. 
Leaving his son hanging, the maniac fled, first striking down 
one of the rescuers with a hammer, then leaping into the 
lake. A search for his hiding-place proved fruitless, and it 
was thought he had been drowned, but such was not the case. 
Before midnight the crazy fiend ·returned, smashed the door 
of his house, and knocked Mrs. Knott insensible at a single 
blow. Entering a chamber in which his only daughter, 
Minnie, a beautiful girl of seventeen, lay sleeping, he bound 
her hand and foot and carried her to a lonely place in the forest, 
where hundreds of cords of wood were piled. An altar was 
quickly buHt, and upon it the madman secured his child. 
'Even as Abraham did with Isaac, will I offer you as a burnt 
offering unto the Lord,' chanted the maniac, setting the 
funeral pyre on fire. The climbing flames soon licked the 
exposed limbs of the girl, whose shrieks of agony and prayers 
for a more merciful death were music to the madman's ears. 
He implored the Almighty to accept the sacrifice as atone
ment for the sinful deeds committed by him in years long 
gone, and added fresh fuel to the altar. But help arrived in 
time to prevent the consummation of the fearful design. 
Two young men crossing the woods, on their way home from 
a party, saw a bright light and heard the young lady's screams. 
One felled the demented sire, while his companion scattered 
the blazing fagots and lifted the almost nude maiden from 
her fiery bed. Miss Knott is painfully burnt about the 
lower extremities, and there are large blisters on her shoulders, 
arms, and sides. So awful was her experience that the doors 
of an asylum may open to admit the daughter as well as the 
father. She raves night and day, and it is feared her reason 
is permanently dethroned." 

The Brooklyn Eagle, though scarcely bold enough 
to place the guilt where it belongs, talks very strongly 
upon the subject. In its issue of the 4th, it says: 

"Since the 2d of May, 1879, when Charles F. Freeman, who 
has been recently discharged as cured from an insane asylum, 
murdered his five-year-old daughter, Edith, at Pocasset, in 
alleged obedience to a divine command, we do not remember 
to hav read anything so horrible in the shape of religious in
telligence as the attempt of Sylvester KnoU, a well-to-do 
farmer and a recent convert of the Salvation Army, to crucify 
his son and burn his daughter alive. 

"Charles Freeman, of Pocasset, was a Second Adventist. 
He saw visions and dreamed 'dreams' of the judge de
scending through the riven skies, and, moreover, heard a 
voice, real as his insane fanaticiam, bidding him slay his in
nocent child of five in the presence of her mother, who con
sented to the sacrifice. She was to rise again :i.n three days, 
'according to the scriptures,' as he assured his wife when he 
plunged a butcher's knife into the side of the sleeping inno
cent and spread her body on the table, which he called the 
altar of sacrifice. 'Without shedding of blood is no remis
sion of sins,' argued this 'Christian,' or Second Adventist, 
and that blood must be the dearest upon earth, as Christ the 
Lamb's blood was to the angry Father. 

"It may be answered that we are very unjust in attributing 
the fanaticism and insane crimes of Sylvester Knott and 
Charles Freeman to these harmless lunatics who only march 
and sing and shout to the disturbance of the public peace, 
the annoyance of private citizens, and the ruin of the neigh
borhoods which they depopulate by their nuisances. But 
the simple question is: What drove these murderers mad but 
the horrible dogmas of the Salvation Army and the Second 
Adventists? It is no answer to say there must hav been a 
predisposition to insanity, so long as it is this superstition 
which called it into action. But if there were no such pre
disposition any human being who can so far lose his reaRon 
as to believe this hell and sacrifice delusion is not safe from 
paroxysms of insanity dangerous to the lives of others. 

Freethought in Sydney, New South Wales. 
Robert White, in National Reformer. 

Freethinkers hav been very activ in Sydney during 
the last twelve months, and there has been a great in
crease in their number during that time. This in
crease is largely due to the work of William Denton, 
the eminent scientific and Freethought lecturer. He 
visited us twice in a short space of time, and on each 
occasion the largest hall in Sydney was crowded for 
his lecture. He delivered four or five lectures a week 
on geology and kindred sciences, and the last time 
he was with us he gave Freeth ought lectures each 
Sunday evening. Mr. Denton is certainly the best 
speaker that has yet appeared in Sydney. He had 
no chairman. He always commenced his lectures 
without any introductory remarks. He dove right 
into the heart of his subject at once, and with his 
piled up facts, beauty of illustration, convincing 
theories, broad generalizations, and his powerful elo
quence, fairly took the audience by storm. He will 
long be admiringly and affectionately remembered in 
Sydney. At present he is making a tour of Northern 
Queensland. 

Mrs. Watson, an American Spiritualist lecturer, has 
lectured in Victoria Hall to large audiences each Sun
day evening during her stay. Spiritualism was the 
theme of her discourses, and she caused a great in
terest to be taken in its principles and phenomena. 

Mr. Charles Bright returned, his health completely 
restored by his tour through America, where his lec
tures hav been very successful, and where he had the 
pleasure of meeting Ingersoll, and many other Free
thought worthies. Since his return his lectures hav 
been so successful that the clergy are afraid 1ve shall 
soon become a Freethought colony if something is 
not done. So, after divers consultations, it was re
solved to utterly confute the Infidel in argument, as 
it would be unwise in the present time and place to 
burn his body. 

The Rev. Mr. Spicer eagerly volunteered to do this 
agreeable work. He met Mr. Bright on the platform 
of the Protestant Hall, in a set debate, which occu
pied two nights. The champion of Christianity rushed 
into the arena with science as his sword, the Bible as 
his shield, and public opinion as his helmet. The 
first night his sword was broke> ',his shield abandoned, 
and his helmet became so he.tvy it almost crushed 
him to earth. On the second night he refused to 
fight at all, having neither weapons of offense nor 
defense. He persisted in taking the audience, Mr. 
Bright, and the chairman to Egypt to behold how 
the truth of the Bible was demonstrated in that an
cient land. But, strange to say, all that the audience, 
Mr. Bright, and the chairman could see was bornh
shells and cannon balls crashing into the houses and 
public buildings of Alexandria. 

l\'fr. Spicer began the debate by attacking the 
character of Professor Denton, and ended it by slan
dering Annie Besant and Charles Bradlaugh, but the 
audience in each instance resented it by drowning 
the voice of Mr. Spicer with cries of shame and 
groans. Mr. Bright conducted his part of the debate 
in a very able and judicious manner. His speeches 
were courteous, clear, forcible, and to the point. 
The subject was, "Science and Genesis do not 
Agree." The Hon. Mr. J. Reid, minister for public 
instruction, was chairman. After all the expenses 
were met, Mr. Bright received a little over £80 as 
his share of the contest. He intends to giv it to the 
Liberal Association of New South Wales as the nu
cleus of a fund to provide for the better accommoda
tion of Liberals. 

The annual meeting of the Liberal Association was 
held in the City Hall, on May 30th. There was a 
good attendance of members, who number between 
three and four hundred. At this meeting a president, 
six vice-presidents, twelve members of committee, and 
a correSl'Onding secretary w~re elected, three la~ies 
being elected on the committee, and one to a vice
presidency, who, I believe, will attend and be use~ul. 

The friends of the late Mr. Tyerman are makmg 
an effort to erect some kind of monument to him. 
If anyone ever deserved an outward mark of remem
brance for able, disinterested, and conscientious work, 
certainly John Tyerman did. It is to be hoped this 
effort will be successful. 

We are now having a beautiful winter. We had a 
splendid season last summer, there being plenty of 
rain, abundance of fruit, and produce of all kind. 

" This is a negativ and comparativly harmless stage of the 
disease, such as was produced b;y Mr. Moody, _who fill.e~ the 
lunatic asylums of England and Scotland on his first ~~It, so 
that the magistrates and keepers used to say, despmrmgly, 
'Here is another Moody and Sankey case!' Hysteria _and 
nervous apprehension rather than violence characterized 
most of these cases. The sect in England which has been 
partially suppressed by the conviction of one of. t_hem f~r 
manslaughter, in refusing to giv food an~ mediCm. to J:Is 
child for fear of thwarting the Lord's Will concernmg It, 
may be classed also among the negativ religion~ lunati_cs. 

"But there is no limit to the mental perversiOn whtch .the 
theology in question is capable of producing. It :Will make 
one victim despondent and another violent. It ~Ill set one 
woman to weeping and another to tearing. her ha!r. It :ntll 
transform one man into an ass and another mto a tiger thust
ing for blood. One convert will keep the neighborhood 
awake by singing and praying all night on the strength of 
such a text as 'Watch therefore for ye know not the hour 
when the Son of Man ~bmeth,' a;d another will s~o'Y hi~ love 
to God by murdering a he~ov~d s~n in supp~sed Imitab?n. of 
the sacrifice of Christ and In Imagmary obedience to a divme 
command. It will put in one man's eyes the vacant stare of 
imbecility, in anothe(s the :fiery lig~t of homi~id~l ma~ness. 
One vict~l)l will quietly ;rp!J.ke his extt from a life m whtch he 

TALii:IAGE has returned from his lecturing trip, and 
this is one of the tales he brings: "Wonders of self
sacrifice! A clergyman told me in the Northwest 
a few weeks ago that for six years he was a mission
ary at the extreme North, living 400 miles from. a 
post-office, and sometimes he slept out of doors m 
winter, the thermometer 60 and 65 degrees below 
zero, wrapped in rabbit-skins woven together. I 
said: "Is it possible? You do not mean 60 and 65 
degrees below zero?" He said: "I do, and I was 
happy. All for Christ." A man who can tell a lie 
like that deserves a front seat in the kingdom of 
liars. Giv him a crawn ! · 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. terial sins in this country alone are sufficient to form 
a volume. Robbery, murder-all the crimes in the 

hav nothing in common with Freethought as they are at this 
time. , 

"THE TRUTH SEEKER continues: 'As another matter of fact, 
very few Communists are Freethinkers, and very few Free
thinkers are Communists. The only ones who might use the 
motto he (Mr. Phelan) has put into the mouths of all Infidels, 
F'iat libertas, ruat imperium (freely translated, Let liberty liv 
though governments fall) are the Anarchists, and as a still 
further matter of fact, they are not a Freethinking class.' 
As a matter of fact, a very large proportion of Communists, 
outside of a few semi-religious societies, are Freethinkers; 
and as another matter of fact, a still larger proportion of 
Anarchists are the most pronounced type of Freethinkers. 
We certainly can say Amen to the sentiment that it is better 
that all governments should perish than that they should liv 
and strangle liberty in their deadly folds. Or does friend 
Macdonald prefer to hav a government in place of liberty?" 

FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT. long calendar of misdeeds-hav been perpetrated 
and defended by the church as a body and by Chris-

MRs. MARY W. BENNETT, - Proprietor. tians as individuals. There can be no possible doubt 
aoNDUOTED BY of the correctness of the conclusion that religion 

THE T R U T H SEE K E R 0 0 M pAN Y. fails to stem the destructiv tides of vice and crime 
which engulf our Christian cities. 33 (lUutou Plaee, New To:rk. 

What then will do it? We answer, Secularism, as 
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $2.50 PER YEAR. taught by the Utilitarian Freethinkers of the old and 

1 he largest and cheapest Radical JournaJ, pUblished in :Jilurope 
or America, containing seven hundred square inches more reading 
matter than any other journaJ, of its kind. 

Address aU Cbmmunications to THE TRUTH SEEKER COM
pANY. Make al Drafts, (Jhe~ks, and Postal Orders payalJle to 
MARY W. BENNET1. 

new worlds. The church's failure is apparent to all. 
Catholicism is notorious for the stupid ignorance and 
malicious rascality of its followers. Protestantism is 
more intelligent, but no more enlightened, and blun
ders as badly as Catholicism in dealing with so
cial problems such as the Advocate confesses its in
ability to master. So far as ethics are involved, 
Buddhism is infi.nitly superior to Christianity. What 
Christian countries are there where dwellers may 

SATURDAY, - SEPTEMBER 22, 1883. leave their dwellings unlocked and their stores unat-
====================== tended? Japan, with its "heathenish"Taoism,isun-

A Fatal Admission. able to embrace Christianity because of Christian 
Bewailing the loose morals and tendency to indulge licentiousness and dishonesty. Mohammedanism, with 

in vicious leasures 80 common among the youth of all its cruel similarity to Christianity, restrains from 
our large ~ities, the official organ of the Methodist drunkenness--:-the sins~ vigo~ousl;r condemned by the 
church cites several cases of premature wickedness Advocate-while the Bible gtvs _rud ~nd comfort by 
that has c t •t n t" and says· precept and example to the wme-bibber and con-ome o I s o ICe, . . All . . . . 

sumer of strong drmk. rehgtous mcentivs to a 
"The conclusion is painfully forced upon us that both law 

and religion are failing to stem the destructiv tides of vice 
and crime which threate:Q. to engulf our cities." 

good life fail because of changing base and arbitrary 
dicta. Religions are like statute law-what is legal 
and "right" in one age is regarded as illegal and 

It has been contended by the advocates of Chris- wrong in another. Sinai's thunder against stealing 
tianity that, if for no other reason, the churches and otherwise disregarding our neighbor's inherent 
should be sustah~ed for the beneficent moral in- and natural rights was but an echo. Morality did 
fl.ue;nce th~y exermse. They _h~v be~n alluded to as not begin with Moses any more than with Menu. 
somal policemen,_ and t~e rmruster IS quoted as the Forced goodness is of no lasting avail. Moral phi
cl:Ub held ov~r evi! doers heads. G~eat stress has been losophy must hav a secure and stable starting point. 
laid upon this pomt, and when driven from one po- This is found in Utilitarianism the doctrin of m s _ 

· · h Ch · t• h fall ' ea ur s1twn to ~not er ns Ians av en back u~on th~s ing by its utility every act performed. Utility is use-
~s a dernwr ~esort. In . fact, at the present time this fulness. If an act is useful for our own and others' 
IS about then sole argument-their only remaining 
fortress. That this ·fortress has been used prin
cipally to protect the persons propagating the 
most immoral dogmas, and slandering their oppo
nents in a most immoral manner, does not detract, in 
the opinion of good church-members, from the force 
of the argument. 

happiness it must be right, since pleasure and pain, 
in their broadest sense, are the real standards by 
which the world unconsciously measures actions. 
This philosophy forbids persecution, since that in
jures others. It forbids abuse of self, in any map.
ner, since that injures self. Religion, on the other 
hand, invites its adherents to persecute, for if a man's 
eternal pain or pleasure depends on a mere belief, it 
is a small matter that he should be tortured for a 
brief period in order to secure the eternal pleasure. 
Indeed it would be the duty of a sincere Christian to 
force conviction where it did not exist. It also in· 
vites abuse of self, for the flesh, being supposed to be 
rebellious and corrupt, must be subdued. It is not 
only the individual but the general happiness which 
the Utilitarian must keep in mind, and the rendering 
of happiness to others is the surest way of gaining it 
individually. This is the motiv which should be the 
mainspring of all moral philosophies, not the selfish 
seeking of heaven, with a faint hope that others 
may get it by believing in a narrow little scheme. 

We did not intend to cast even the shadow of a 
slur upon either the Communists or Anarchists, but 
simply stated as a matter of fact that came under our 
personal observation. We hav attended a large num
ber of Socialistic meetings, and found that, with the 
exception of about half a dozen, bohh audience and 
speakers were more or less Christian. They certainly 
believe in the divinity of Christ, whose Communistic 
sentiments, and Paul's idea of all things in common, 
were quoted as final authority. In fact, the Com
munism of most was based on early Christianity. 

As to the Anarchists, their only representativ in 
this country is Tucker's Liherty-one of the sharpest, 
brightest little papers published in this country
but while the editor is himself a Freethinker, we hav 
failed to see much evidence of Freethought among 
his contributors. 

On the other hand, we hav the pleasure of know
ing a great many sterling Infidels, and if they believe 
in Communism or anarchy they hav kept their senti
ments very closely veiled. 

As to the-choice between liberty and government, 
the two cannot be put in opposition, for no true 
liberty can exist that has not government. Mr. 
Walker should not confound liberty and anarchy. 
The words are not by any means synonymous, neither 
are the states of society they indicate. Liberty is 
well-ordered service to humanity; anarchy is a con
fused service of self. 

Petty but Malignant Persecution. 
It is well known that the government of Russia is 

a Christian barbarism, but few thought it would de
scend to so spiteful a piece of persecution as the cir
cular just issued by Count Tolstoi orders. This de
cision, which goes into effect at once, is that no Chris
tian shall work for a Jew. The circular has already 
been sent to the governors of provinces and to police 
authorities, with instructions to enforce its provisions 
and punish any evasion or infraction. The spirit 
actuating the passage of the iniquitous law is seen in 
this statement: 

"The employment of Christians by Jews is proved on the 
one hand to be opposed to the national spirit of the Russians; 
and, on the other hand, a lengthy intercourse between Chris
tian employees and Jewish employers is found to be subver
siv of the religious feelings of the workmen, who become in
different to religious ceremonials, and are even found to ab- · 
sent themselvs from church on saints' days and festivals." 

But now we hav the admission of the official organ 
of the largest Protestant sec.t in this country, that re
ligion has failed as a policeman; that the churches 
cannot make good their claim to be considered a 
breakwater against which the tides of vice impotent
ly dash; that the ministerial club is no longer feared 
-indeed the ministers themselvs hav been the first 
and most numerous party to laugh at its threatenings. 
What excuse, therefore, can the church giv for its con
tinued existence? Hell is not believed in to any 
large extent by the majority of the world's people, 
and its commercial value to the churches is almost 
nothing; heaven's rewards are too unsubstantial to 
attract the attention and money of the masses, and 
they will now ask why they should continue to sup
port the church if it is of no benefit to society. 
Alas for the preachers ! there is no reason, and the 
church must go ! 

What the people want is a common-sense system of 
ethics- a system with rewards and punishments 
adequate to their virtues and crimes, and not one 

·in which an inconsequential act is recompensed with 
infi.nit joy or chastised with infinit woe. Statute law 
cannot properly take cognizance of immorality that 
does not show itself to be acting against the interests 
of society. It cannot restrain corrupt thoughts, for
bid associations that easily degenerate into calamity, 
norperfonn the thousand and one functions necessary 
to make honest men and virtuous women. Law, in 
short, is only the brutal constable, not the winning 
teacher. 

What, then, is there to guide the youth? Probably 
nine-tenths of the pious people will shout all at once, 
Religion ! But here we hav the positiv conclusion 
of the Methodist church that religion has failed in 
this work. And this conclusion was fonned long ago 
by impartial statisticians, and has been proclaimed 
time and again by the Liberal journals. Not only 
has religion failed to prevent crime, but it has been a 
positiv incentiv to commit it. Who can read of the 
crucifixion of sons and the burnt offerings of daugh
ters without feeling an intense hatred of the religion 
that inspired infuriate fanatics in their cruel work? 
The accounts of the lapse from virtue of the most 
religious people a.re thick as falling lea,ves. Minis-

We would commend the study of this philosophy 
to the official organ of the Methodist church, and ask 
that paper to use its influence to get it taught in Sunday 
school, with a view to its practical application t0 
the lives of young men and women whom religion 
has failed to lead in the strait path. The training 
of youth is a very important matter. Christianity 
has confessedly failed. Some other system must be 
tried, and what so sure as that which has the sanction 
of science and takes for its base the happiness of all, 
to be gained by education in right modes of thinking 
and acting? 

Freethought and Socialism. 
Over the initial "W." (E. C. Walker) in Lucifer we 

notice the following gentle criticism of a portion of 
our remarks on the "Limitations of Freethinking:" 

"THE TRUTH SEEKER, in the course of an otherwise fair and 
very able editorial in reply to an article in the North American 
Revie:w on 'The Limitations of Freethought,' makes this 
partly true and partly incorrect statement: 'Communism and 
Freethought are growths from the same root of doubt, and 
restlessness, and dissatisfaction with a condition of civiliza
tion that givs one man all meat and another all bone, one 
heaven and another hell, but they hav nothing else in com
mon.' If Freethought has 'nothing else in common ' with 
Communism, then Freethought has no fellowship with our 
common school and postal systems, for these are as Commun
istic as it is possible for them to be in a country where all 
property is not held in common. We believe that a logical 
application of the principles ·of Freethought will supplant 
them with something much better, but we are not yet pre
pared to go so far as TBE Tnum SEEKER and say that they 

It is amazing that Christian intolerance can go so 
far as to seek to ruin not only religious opponents, 
but the poor of its own sect. This edict means the 
closing of hundreds of large shops whose owners are 
Jews, and throwing out of employment thousan<!s 
of artisans who are Christians. The czar, who is the 
head of the church, ought to at least provide for these 
men if it takes the bread from their mouths, or he but 
adds a large force to the dangerous classes now rend
ing his distracted empire iu twain. It is not to be 
supposed that any feeling of humanity rests in his 
breast, but common political sagacity would hav dic
tated a different ·course. As for Jewish capitalists, 
they can without doubt taka care of themselvs, though 
the edict is in effect a legal stealing of their shops 
and manufactories. For this, the Jewish World says, 
" the Russian people will hav to pay some millions of 
roubles to the foreign creditors, to say nothing of the 
actual loss incurred in the country itself." 

Nothing more ridiculous and tyrannical than. this 
edict has been given to the world since the church 
arrested the early printers for being in league with 
the devil. Not only is Russia disgracing Europe by 
her acts of cruelty, but she is making herself a laugh
ing-stock among nations. The nineteenth century is 
not the time to persecute in this wholesale manner 
and commit highway robbery upon a whole people. 
Each act of this kind sets back the civilization of the 
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world, and the voice of all peoples should be heard sham raid; the pool-sellers, who are one kind of gamblers, 
in ringing tones protesting against the outrage. may be minus a few hundred dollars of hush money, and 

then Comstock will subside until it becomes necessary to 

Christian Treachery. 
Had Stephen Girard supposed that his wishes in 

respect to ministers entering the college which he 
endowed would be totally disregarded, it is extremely 
probable that he would not only hav made the pro
hibitory clause in his will much more stringent, but 
would h11v prohibited teaching by Christians alto
gether. The provision is now practically inoperativ 
by reason of the introduction of unordained ministers 
into Girard College. A man cannot legally be called 
a minister until he is ordained. But practically he 
is one upon the completion of his alleged studies. 
These fledglings are now surreptitiously insinuated 
.iuto the college, to the great pain of the orphans 
.who are compelled to listen to them, and their 
admissions are an unscrupulous violation of the pro
visions of the will. Regarding the torture of the 
helpless orphans the Philadelphia Times says: 
_ "The provision in Stephen Girard's will excluding ordained 
ministers from Girard College has had an effect that proba
bly was-not anticipated by the testator. It has put the un
fortunate boys at the mercy of amateur preachers, who usu
ally hav the faults of amateurs in other professions in an ex
ag~erated degree. These well-meaning but prosy persons-go 
out on Sundays and discourse at great length in pious plati
tudes that are seldom edifying or productiv of reverence. It 
is a good idea, suggested by Mr. Lex, to put a time limit on 
the chapel exercises, for the diminution of twaddle and the 
·r;;li;,f of the hopeless orphans." 

That is the humorous side of the_ case. The seri
ous one is the unprincipled manner in which the 
Christians hav cheated the dead Freethinker. . The 
institution was intended to be secular; they hav made 
it Christian by erecting a chapel on ground adjoin
illg the Girard estate, and compelling the orphans 
beuefiting by Girard's munificence to attend every 
Sunday. This miserable subterfuge is a violation of 
honor and a tacit acknowledgment that integrity is a 
stranger to the church. 

-------..-------
Notes. 

JAY GouLD is a pious man, and contracted the habit of 
pmying while young. The inclination to make a pun on his 
early habits and later practices is almost irresistible. 

WE are indebted to. "Fall River's good angel," as the poor 
people of that town call Miss Susan H. Wixon, for a pleasant 
un1l fbttering personal notice in the columns of the Investiga
tor. Our modesty will not allow us to transfer it. 

MEssRs. HA.RMAN & WALKER hav changed the name of their 
pRper from Kansas Liberal to Lucifer in order to avoid the lo
C<tli;~,.tion inevitable in the former name, and also because so 
n'"''~· Liuerals are now found among the younger Freethought 
j•nll'llltls. Ltwifer is indeed a light-bearer, although his light 
sometimes flames one-sidedly, and we wish for him an ex
tentii v dominion. 

TuE Rav. J\Ir. Talmage preached last Sunday on the "Ser
mon of the Future." He said that Jonathan Edwards was a 
good man in his day, but at the present time his sermons 
would divide his audience into two classes-" those who 
wanted to go to sleep and those who wanted to go home." 
This was applauded as a very good joke on Mr. Edwards; but 
Talmage may not know that his own audiences are divided 
into two classes also-those who go to hear him as a religious 
duty and those who visit the Tabernacle because there is no 
other circus open on Sunday. 

THE religious news of this week is unusually prolific. The 
Rev. Mr. Vedder, of Albany, N. Y., is in jail for complicity in 
a case of malpractice. The Rev. Mr. Keiser, of Pottsville, 
Pa., is mulcted in the sum of $1,000 for bastardy and breach of 
promis. The Rev. John Harris, of .Olathe, Kan., goes to the 
penitentiary for five years for a defalcation of $54,000. The 
Rev. B. D. Brown, of Lovelady, Texas, is reported as impli
cated in a murderous brawl. Barbara Miller, saint and mur
deress, has been hanged. The Salvation Army is before the 
courts as a nuisance, etc., etc., etc. At this rate how long 
will it be before the millennium is brought about through the 
influence of "Christian morality?" 

"THill Christian church has been on the defensiv for the 
last ten years, and is now coming out victorious after a mag
nificent fight against Infidelity," said the Rev. Dr. Newman, 
the preacher who traveled around the world at the public ex
pense. Yet the champion of orthodoxy at the Rochester 
Convention said Infidelity was never so prevalent as now. 
And an orthodox writer in the orthodox Sunday Tribune in
stanced six prominent ministers who hav recently been pro
nounced heretics, and concluded his paper by saying that 
the churches could not" resist the current, which is gathering 
strength every day." Will Parson Newman please giv us the 
facts on the strength of which he made his assertion ? 

ANTHONY CoMsTOCK has come to the front again. This time 
he declares war on the pool-sellers at the Sheepshead, N. Y., 
driving park. He has given notice of the raid he is to make, 
has interviewed the district attorney of Kings county, and 
probably that is the last we shall hear of the affair. Com
_stock has almost sunk out of public notice, and he would like 
to get his name in the papers once more. T~ere may be a 

again raise the wind. The only effect Comstock's tactics hav 
on the gambling fraternity is to make them more rapacious 
and dishonest by making their business too expensiv to be 
honestly conducted. 

THE agitation against church bells has recently been 
revived in this city. Mr. Jackson Schultz, from his 
German name presumably a Freethinker, is the head and 
front of the opposition to these noisy accompaniments of 
superstition. The Tribune declares that once in a public con
ference this gentleman advanced the opinion that churches 
ought to be taxed to support the police because they were the 
cause of riots. Mr. Schultz is conducting the present con
troversy in the courts, and as he is a man of wealth and prom
inence he will effect good results if any one can. If every 
one in the city wished to be woke up to go to church there 
would be some excuse for bell ringing, but as nine-tenths of 
the people-outside of the Catholics -never visit the church 
at all, their present use is a nuisance that should be abated at 
once. 

MB. S. P. PuTNAM closed his address at the Rochester Con
vention on "The Spirit of Humanity in American Poetry" 
with the following glowing periods: 

"The poet of the future must also be the poet of labor, for 
labor in the hereafter will become musical, and the poet must 
voice its music. Labor shall hav its armies as gay, as glitter
ing, and as beautiful as the old-time chivalric hosts. The 
greatest bard is he who can understand, not the soul of an 
archangel, but. the thoughts of him who digs and delves in 
the street. The noblest singer is he who with deft fingers 
touches the harp of our homeliest joys, who awakes the music 
of the humblest tasks, who roams not •m1d palaces to gather 
th~ j_ewels of his deathless crown, but amid the cottages, the 
da1s1es, and the sweet fields, where grow and glisten the har
vests of our common work." 

Mr. Putnam has the faculty of putting words and ideas into 
congenial relations as handily as any writer we know of. 

BABBARA Ml:LLEB-the exit of whose companion in crime 
from this bustling sphere we noticed a few weeks since-was 
hanged last Friday. Her paramour went direct to heaven 
from the gallows, and she has joined him. At least, she said 
she should. The night before her demise she had a dream, 
in which, she says, three white angels appeared on the scaf
fold and carried her up to her eternal home in heaven before 
the sentence could be executed. The story of this vision 
spread among the negroes like wildfire. So great is the be
lief of the negroes in the miraculous -that many of that race 
among the spectators fully expected to see the woman's 
dream realized, and the angels to appear and snatch the 
murderess from the hands of the sheriff before he could carry 
out the sentence of the law. The night before the execution 
a prayer-meeting was held in Barbara's cell, the exercises be
ing prolonged until two o'clock in the morning. Barbara 
was then left with her mother, sister, and other colored 
women, and she and her companions slept soundly for sev
eral hours. At about nine o'clock she ate a hearty breakfast, 
and later the Rev. George Boswell, colored, the woman's 
spiritual adviser, with several members of his congregation, 
entered her cell and conducted religious services. Prayer 
after prayer, followed in each instance by the singing of a 
hymn, was. offered in rapid succession. The excitement pro
duced by the hymns was intense. The doomed woman stood 
in the midst of the sable throng, with her arms uplifted, 
swaying her body to and fro as the crowd chanted, "Barbara 
is nearing her home," and" Nearer, My God, to Thee." The 
services opened by singing the hymn, "Amazing Grace." 
Rev. Mr. Boswell lined out the hymn: 

I ouce was lost, and now I am found. 
Barbara-Yes, I is. 

Was blind, but now I see. 
Barbara-Yes. 

'Twas grace that taught my heart to feel; 
Barbara-Ever was. 

And grace my fears relieve. 
Barbara-Ever was. 

How precious did that grace appear. 
Barbara-Yes, Lord. 
These exercises were kept up until the hour for the han.g

ing arrived. Such words and actions as these carry their 
own lesson, and it certainly will not be a favorable one to 
that religion that holds out the promis of a bright heaven to 
cold-blooded, premeditating murderers. 

SoME valuable suggestions to preachers and listeners are 
thrown out in the following remarks of a contemporary which 
is by no means esteemed: 

"A purchaser at a recent sale of unclaimed baggage who 
came into the possession of a box filled with manuscript ser
mons must hav had his disappointment tempered by reading 
the marginal notes affixed to the sermons by their author. 
These notes were of the nature of stage directions, and their 
purpose was to aid the preacher in the effectiv delivery of the 
sermons. Such notes as 'Here pause and count twenty
five;' 'Here slam the pages of the Bible together;' 'Here 
let the voice tremble and use handkerchief;' and, 'Yell the 
first sentence of this and whisper the last,' must hav been of 
great use to their author. Had he preached his sermons in a 
quiet, clerical monotone they would doubtless hav been called 
dull and tedious, but accompanied at precisely the right mo
ment by slamming together the covers of the Bible and mop
ping the eyes with the handkerchief, they must hav seemed 
wonderfully eloquent to the class of people who admire Tal
mage. In fact, it was at first supposed that the sermons in 
question were written by Talmage, but as directions such as 
'Here throw right leg over pulpit,' and 'Here throw back 
somersault,' were wanting, it was evident that they were not 
meant to be preached in the Brooklyn Tabernacle. The idea 
of adding marginal notes of expression to sermons is un
doubtedly an admirable one, If followed, they must add va
riety and, to a certain extent, interest to the sermon. At the 
same time, such notes can only partially assist in relieving 
the tedium of listening to sermons, and it is strange that 
among those ingenious people who are endeavoring to invent 
liturgies for the usa of non-liturgical sects no one has thought 
of the plan of responsiv sermons, There would be little dif-

ficulty in framing a system of verbal and mental responses 
for the use of a congregation while listening to a sermon 
which would be extremely edifying. Every minister, before 
preaching a sermon, should be required to prepare a series 
of directions for listeners, informing them in what spirit they 
should receive different parts of his sermon. For example, 
these directions might read somewhat as follows: 'Here be
come enthusiastic and shout" glory;"' 'Here be deeply im
pressed, and exclaim, "That's so, brother,"' and 'Here be 
overcome with the speaker's pathos, and cry "Amen" in 
broken accents.' Of course, ' cues,' to use a worldly expres
sion, would hav to be given with these directions, so that the 
audience would know to precisely what parts of the sermon 
the directions were intended to apply. It would, of course, 
be easy to arrange this matter, and by printing the directions 
on cards to be distributed to every member of the audience, 
the pulpit and the people could be brought close together. 
This system of responsiv sermons would add greatly to the 
interest of sermon preaching and sermon hearing. It would 
giv the audience an activ share, so to speak, in the exercise of 
preaching, and remove to a great extent the temptation to 
sleep. It would make the delivery of sermons far more suc
cessful than it is now, since it would enable an audience to 
know what to admire and when to be moved to enthusiasm 
or to tears. Finally, it is a perfectly feasible scheme, and 
could the unknown author of the annotated sermons above 
referred to be found he would be precisely the man to elab
orate and perfect it." 

MoNcURE CoNwAY, who is on a visit to this country, has 
been interviewed by the San Francisco Ghl'onicle. As a very 
liberal theologian his views command wide attention. In 
reply to the reporter's query whether he was acquainted with 
Mr. Bradlaugh he said: 

"Yes. But I hav no desire to criticise him or his methods. 
He works in entirely different mental, moral, and social re
gions from myself. It is a mistake to suppose that he has 
loose principles on the question of marriage, when the fact 
is he is a stickler for old-time ideas on that subject. He was 
formerly married, but his wife is dead. His relations with 
Mrs. Annie Besant, his present business associate, hav never 
been otherwise than honorable, and no other opinion is en
tertained in London by those who are familiar with his affairs. 
She was driven out of her husband's house because she was 
too liberal in religion for him, not because she was too free 
in morals. But, as I hav said, he works in entirely different 
lines. My own radical views lead me to a somewhat bold re
publicanism. I look upon a president as a monarch, and 
think the Swiss republic without any president the best. I am 
also in favor of a parliament, assembly, congress, or whatever 
you choose to call it, of only one house. I regard Mrs. Besant 
as the most refined and highly educated woman in London since 
the death of George Eliot. She is a mistress of all the mod
ern European languages. She is also a shrewd business 
woman, who attends to the great publishing firm in which 
she is a partner. She knows how to make and take care of 
money, and is, therefore, prosperous.'' 

Of Emerson and the state of religion in England he said: 
"The feeling in regard to Emerson is extremely profound. 

The proposition of Prof. Tyndall to erect a monument to the 
American philosopher near that of Carlyle, at Chelsea, has 
brought to him and to me many letters from Englishmen, 
many of them workingmen, who would be glad to contribute 
to such an object. The English sculptor, George Simonds, 
who married a Miss Prescott, of Boston, one of the most 
beautiful ladies in London, is now engaged upon a bust of 
Emerson, of which I hav just seen the first casting. It 
promises to be fine. If he succeeds it is quite possible the 
piau of the monument to Emerson may be carried out." 
"Does it not seem a little strange that there should be such 
a bond of sympathy between Emerson, the ideal idealist, and 
Tyndall, who, if he is not a Materialist, scarcely believes that 
man's nature has a spiritual side?" "There is a copula that 
binds these two widely differing natures together. Tyndall 
was always a great admirer of Emerson. It is a remarkable 
proof of the fact that the religious or spirital life is very deep 
in such men, and that they are by no means particular re
garding naturalistic limitations or religious formulas. They 
merely wish to keep things flowing. They are constantly 
looking forward to a larger light and they like to keep the 
door open on the side of all those religious or idealistic 
writers whose views are not for formality in a metaphysical 
or dogmatic way. What they value in Emerson is the spirit 
and the tendency of his writings and their freedom from 
exact and precise metaphysics and all theological form." 
" ·what progress is making in rellgious thought in England?" 
"I may say that everything in England at the present time 
seems to me to be tentativ and experimental, and that there 
is a great dislike to any hard and fast negations or any hard 
and dry affirmations. The state of mind in England to-day 
is skeptical, taking skepticism in the old sense, but united 
with a large and with a very great interest indeed in universal 
religious history. No man is more sure of a hearing in Eng
and than a man who can giv a new and deeper idea of the 
life of Christ or his time, or the life of Buddha, and particu
larly is there visible in England a growth of cosmopolitan 
ideas on religion; that is, a growth of feeling and interest in 
the points of contact between the great religions of the world. 
This feeling has been illustrated by the appearance of a large 
number of young scholars, whose discussions and investiga
tions into comparativ religion and discoveries in the fields of 
religion nnd mythology in. the far east hav been of the most 
remarkable kind. Among these I might name Rhys Davids, 
Karl Pearson and Edwin Arnold, author of 'The Light of 
Asia,' and all' those scholars who hav been associated with 
Muller in the translation of the great books of the east, per
haps the noblest work that has been done in religious thought 
in our century." 

Lectures and Meetings. 
JoHN E. RE~IsnuRG spoke in Chicago last Sunday. He will 

speak in 1\filwaukee next Sunday. 

THE Sixth Annual Convention of the New England Anti 
Death League meets in Hampshire Hall, 712 Washington st., 
Boston, Sunday and Monday, Sept. 23d and 24th. Three 
sessions daily; B. Franklin Clarke, pres.; E. H. Heywood, 
sec; J. H. Swain, E. B. G. Horren, J. W. Stillman, Lyman 
A. Wiley, Joseph P. Sheafe, Prof. A. P. Barnes, and other 
speakers expected. 

THE program of the Manhattan Liberal Club for there
mainder of the month is: September 21st, "The American 
Hell," by Professor George Vaughan, of Virginia; 28th, "A 
Federal Republic, the only Basis of a Real Democracy," by 
Clinton Furbish. The meetings of this club are held every 
Friday evening at 8 o'clock at the German Masonic Temple, 
220 East_ 15th street, between 2d and 3d avenues. · 
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The Problem of the Atoms. 
I am much delighted in reading the article by 

Otto Wettstein of July 28th on the question, "Which 
first: Mind or Matter?" in which he enters into a 
long statement to show that mind is the result of 
organization, and must cease to exist as soon as the 
disorganization or disintegration of the physical 
organs takes place. 

The dissertation on matter would be edifying if he 
did not make the mistake to suppose that the ulti
mate atoms are all alike. He speaks of matter and 
force, but forgets that the essential reason of the 
force of matter is owing to the difference of its 
elementary character. No two elements of matter 
are alike, and hence the manifestations of force and 
motions. He bas himself admitted to a question 
of Mrs. Heddon, in July 7th, that "force is a property 
of the atom," and, he consequently also avers, the 
cause, but never the effect of motion. Now it follows 
that if force is the the cause of motion it must be 
superior to the atom, and hence the force or life of 
matter is its organizer, and is its developer, and 
must be the quality that evolves what he is pleased 
to term consciousness, and when he admits this he as 
a Materialist is conceding the whole argument as 
opposed to the spiritual theory of matter. And I 
will say that his statement of the nature of the atom 
is not the "dead matter" idea of Huxley & Co., and 
will swamp his material boat in the sea of scientific 
abstractions if he does not change his base of sup
plies and operations. 

The old idea of the transmutation of metals (alchemy) 
implicitly contains the assumption that all kinds of 
matters are ultimately one. This is a very simple 
and concise way to treat a perplexing subject; it is 
the easiest conception we can hav of matter; but 
unfortunately it leaves so much in relation thereto that. 
by it is utterly inexplicable, that later researches 
hav convinced advanced scientists that such an as
sumption is inadequate and insufficient, as one simple 
experiment will prove. If we take equal pieces of 
gold, lead, silver, zinc, etc., and form them into a 
plate of equal thickness by adding square to square 
and submit them to a uniform heat, by placing them 
in an oven or chamber, on withdrawing them we 
find great difference in the amount of heat that each 
will contain. The zinc will be comparativly cold, 
and in like manner will each metal differ, and again, 
some metals will expand by cold, while most others 
will contract. We find that each element or primate 
has its peculiar force, and is known by its peculiar 
force. On this fact rests the whole science of chemis
try in distinction as opposed to alchemy. 

Alchemy has been discarded these hundreds of 
years, and friend Otto ought to know it. 

Why do atoms exert a force at all? 
To answer this question it will be necezsary to in

quire into their formation according to the latest theo
ries, and I may start out by saying that no body of mat
ter is absolutely solid; between each atom there is 
a space in which the atom is enveloped, in the same 
way the cell envelops the nucleus; or in other words, 
every atom of matter is surrounded by a sphere just 
as this earth as a mass is surrounded by its atmos
phere, and as the atmosphere contains all the life 
that pertains to its surface, so does the atmosphere 
of the atom contain its life. It is polarized, hav
ing a positiv and a negativ end. If an iron 
magnet is broken into a thousand billions of 
parts, each part in it becomes a magnet, and this 
property or force cannot be destroyed, but a bar of 
iron may be demagnetized and neutralized so as to 
act in a state of positiv or negativ relation to any 
passing current, as it is usually termed, of electricity, 
and this is done by the effect which is produced on 
the combined spheres of the atoms composing the 
bar. That is to say, each atom has its surrounding 
envelope, or aura, or emanation, and when a great 
many are united together into a body, they form a 
mass by the union of their spheres and forces, 
and the mass will be solid in proportion to the 
attractiv quality of the atoms. The mass then 
in turn will send out an aura or sphere, and glow 
with the light (magnetic) peculiar to itself. The 
truth then is that up to this time it has not been 
established that any two atoms of matter or sub
stance hav ever touched each other, and hence the 
penetrability and the dissolution of matter in mass 
is the law. This fact has also led our most emi
nently successful investigators to conclude that for 
all practical purposes, as we can know nothing of 
matter as an ultimate except by the force it exerts, 
it is obvious that the supposition of mere geometric 
points, or sphere envelopes, capable of exerting 
force, called centers of force, will as satisfactorily 
account for all observed phenomena as any other 
idea of the ultimate nature of matter. The question 
is, however, confessedly beyond the reach of ex
periment, and must be relegated to the domain 
of metaphysics, in which neither the Materialist 
nor· Spiritualist can claim to solve any mystery con
nected by life or death, except to dogmatically assert 
that which is not susceptible of any proof; and 
so far as the Spiritualist and his future existence is 
concerned, he must depend on such other evidences 
as will convey to his mind a conviction of the fact, if 

a fact, and the "death-ends-all" theorist has no 
remedy by any known laws of science to help him in 
his denial of the spiritual phenomena. He must 
upset the manifestations, and defeat their manifestly 
spiritual intelligence, or remain dumb by the myste
nes that from day to day are coming into view. 

The doctrin of the conservation of force is fast 
supplanting the Materialistic notion of things and is 
introducing something to take note of which is 
infinitly beyond the substance idea of matter- and 
if friend Otto admits a force superior to his ~tom 
which. J?OV~s it, and manipulates it., alas ! hi~ 
~ateriahsJ? Is doomed to vanish into an airy noth~ 
mg, of whiCh he so much complains. 

The theory of the ultimate sameness of matter 
will not answer, as such a state would be most 
likely to result in utter inertia, which he so much 
deplores. It is most obvious that in a mass of 
matter each atom must be capable of acting upon all 
others, and this can be accounted for only on the 
above theory that their envelopes or spheres are 
combined and united. It is this difficulty that has 
led some philosophers to conclude and state that 
there could be no actio in distans, but we are sure 
there can be, as, by the law of conduction and of 
force, a property may be changed from one body to 
another, as heat itself is a form of kinetic energy. 
If thei'e be no difference in kinds of matter, there 
could be no cause of motion, and as elements never 
change, there must continue one eternal commotion 
of this elemental force and life. 
. N? theory of matter or its nature can be complete 

till It accounts fo: the mu.tual action of separate 
atoms, and for this the existence of a continuous 
material med.ium i~ space is absolutely necessary, as 
Mr. W ettstem affirms; and this in turn, would, if 
accepted, do away with the atomic constitution 
altogether. Sir William Thompson has shown that 
mere heterogeneity, which I am sure exists in matter 
t?gether with. gravitation, or magnetic life, is suffi
Cient to explam all the apparently discordant laws of 
•nolecular action, matter being continuous but of 
varying density from one point or place to an-
other. · 

To assume that organic life is the result of inor
~anic matter in motion, etc., and to attempt to prove 
It by reference to the lowest forms of cell life, is too 
flimsy to be seriously entertained, because the point 
at which inorganic matter becomes conscious life can 
not be defined, and it has been demonstrated that 
even cell life is the result of a germ of life which 
simply feeds and grows into bodily form from the 
material upon which it feeds by endosmosis· but how 
did the germ come about ? How was the germ de
posited in the protoplasm? Otto says: "Whether 
or not an accurate and immediate solution of the in
tricate modu.s operandi of the transition of uncon
scious matter to conscious organism be forthcoming 
the fact is patent t~at such a process does take place: 
and that matter, blmd and unconscious, does produce 
every natural phenomenon in the universe." 

In the above it will be seen that the whole argu
ment upon his part is an assumption, and his patent 
inference is no patent at all. To assert that every 
atom contains life or force, and assume that it must 
be blind and unintelligent, from the fact that all the 
results of its operations are intelligent and produce 
organization and mind, is the most illogical inference 
ever deduced from facts. And to state that such a 
proposition "has the advantage of the greatest prob
ability'' is to set common sense and reason at defi
ance. It is the argumentum ad ab.~urdum. 

It seems much more reasonable to infer that be
cause the result is intelligent and invariable, not by 
mere chance, that there must be a law of intelligence 
that directs their various motions and combinations. 
I deny that the forces and laws of nature are blind or 
dead; every atom is related to every other atom. 
They are united by the universal diffusion of atomic 
spheres, and their union produces one universal co
relation of force and life, which is the cause, by the 
laws of their heterogeneities or atomic constitution of 
all change, motion, and the development of organic 
life and human intelligence and mind. But of that 
universal intelligence and life of the atoms we hav 
the most superficial notions. We know, however, 
that if every atom possesses life and force, and is re
lated to all other atoms, and if all space is made up 
of such atoms, there must of necessity be a universal 
union and co-relation of all matter and all force 
and it is but reasonable from the results of life around 
us to infer that, being the cause of all intelligence it 
must be intelligent also. ' 

If in the production of man his finest sense organs 
are composed of a body which permeates his natural 
body, and upon which all the sensatory impressions of 
life are recorded and retained, and if his spirit, com
posed of this universal life element, should absorb 
this spirit body at the dissolution of his earthly body, 
and retain it, there is no reason why these could not 
remain united for an indefinit period of time, and 
exist in a state removed from the densest matter, or 
in a state of the finest and highest conditioned mat
ter-a spirit world. The difficulty with most persons 
in relation to spirit vs. matter is that they do not 
understand each other's premises. 

1 

In the question above-" Which first: mind or mat
ter?"-this is manifest. Otto says "mind is there
sult of organization." Well, suppose it is? So far 
as an outside view is had, this might appear so; but 
in fact it is much more an appearance than the rising 
sun. The spirit of man is transmitted from parent 
to child, and all the mental•fabric with it; but what 
we call mind is usually simply our experience and 
use of the mental faculties we hav inherited; but the 
inner propelling force and life is ours by inheritance, 
and the properties of the germ were simply matured 
by the mother and provided for until the germ could 
take care of itself. From whatever source the orig
inal life and first parents came, we are certain that 
all subsequent life has been the result of transmis
sion, and our friend Wettstein will never be able to 
solve the problem as to which was first, mind or mat
ter, and he certainly will be unable to giv the world 
a single instance of any inorganic matter turning 
into conscious, organic life. I defy the whole Mate
rialistic, "death-ends-all" fraternity to produce a sol
itary instance of it. 

It is a demonstrated fact that one substance may 
contain many other substances, and yet by adding 
another the external bulk of the first is not increased 
a particle. This shows the interpenetrability of mat
ter and the conservation of force. 

Let me suggest to Otto, and to all investigating 
and honest thinkers: If you want to solve the ques
tion of a spirit life, lay aside all your preconceived 
notions about the absurdity of "spooks," and go to 
work patiently and honestly, and humbly witness 
what you can of the phenomena; then compare it 
with what you know of the laws of intelligence, and, 
by using your wits, endeavor to account for the intel
ligent movements of physical objects, and the facts 
they establish, and-my word for it-you will con
clude there is much yet to learn in relation to mind 
and ,matter not down in the books, nor dreamed of 
by any philosophy. 

I always hav admired the disinterested labor of 
the blank Materialist, who without any incentiv or 
inducement from the other side of Jordon, will work 
for the good of mankind. But I can assure such that 
with the additional prospect that such a life will not 
be in vain, and that the same self-sacrificing and 
happiness-promoting privileges will be enjoyed there, 
a knowledge of such life will greatly encourage the 
one you now enjoy; and as life is short, the sooner 
you commence this the better. J. R. PERRY. 

Mr. Bradlaugh and His Home. 
From the Home Journal. 

The type of the British radical of the present day 
is clearly Bradlaugh. He is the great bug-a-boo of 
the parliamentary nursery. But on near view he is 
a very mild monster. He livs in a modest little 
house at 20 Circus Road, St. John's Wood, on the 
outskirts of London. A music store occupies the 
ground floor of the building, which is on the corner 
of the street. The bdll-knob is of iron, and the 
plain door is opened by a maid servant. Sh6l takes 
your card and you await her return in a narrow hall
way, covered with an oilcloth from which the figures 
hav long ago been effaced by wear. The steps of the 
stairway are hidden under the same well-worn oil
cloth. You enter Mr. Bradlaugh's study, which is 
large and cheerful and has four big windows looking 
out on the street. Book-shelves reaching from floor 
to ceiling surround the room. Mr. Bradlaugh him
self is perched on the top of a step-ladder busily 
rummaging a large volume of parliamentary debates, 
doubtless looking for precedents with which to fortify 
still more strongly his already impregnable position. 
He givs you a hearty shake of the hand and begs to 
be excused a moment until he finds what he is look
ing for. This affords you time to complete the survey 
of his busy study. Two large desks stand in the 
middle of the room, at one of which a secretary is 
hard work. Packages of Mr. Bradlaugh's speeches 
and pamphlets, all relating to his conflict with the 
"bigots in the House of Commons," are scattered 
about. A photograph of Charles Sumner and an
other of Mr. Brand, speaker of the House of Com
mons, hang together on the wall. But Mr. Brad
laugh has come down from the ladder, and is seated 
at his desk. His large, open face, without a whisker, 
reminds one strongly of Col. Robert Ingersoll. His 
hair, very thin on the crown, is fast turning gray. 
He has a hearty laugh and converses with great 
volubility, clearness, and caution. It is evident that 
you hav to do with a trained lawyer and a man who 
knows what he says, but does not always say what 
he knows. And just here is his strength in the pres
ent struggle. The sharpest men in all England, the 
longest heads in Parliament, hav been trying for 
three years to corner Bradlaugh; to worm out of 
him what he thought but would not say, and they hav 
seldom (if ever) been successful. Whatever we may 
think of the man, his principles, and his aims, nobody 
can help admiring the firm, circumspect, legal, honest 
course which he has been pursuing for the past three 
or four years in this up-hill effort to force .the Eng
lish House of Commons to respect entire freedom of 
conscience. 
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CLEVELAND, OHIO, Sept. 2, 1883. 
MR. EDIToR: You will please find inclosed $2 to 

apply on my subscription. 
I see by the papers that Mr. Leland and Mr. 

Wakeman will be in our city soon, and are going to 
speak in the same hall that our lyceum occupies. 
Our lyceum opens its meetings on the 9th of Septem
ber, and I hav been thinking that it would be a good 
idea to hav some sample copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
to distribute on that occasion. I believe that I am 
the only subscriber for your paper in the lyceum. 
Although a Spiritualist for the past fifteen years, I 
hav been a subscriber to your paper for seven years 
and over. I think it is the grandest old warrior for 
truth in the world, and I trust that it will be for
ever. As I am c:>nductor of the Children's Progres
eiv Lyceum, I shall endeavor to speak a good word 
for the paper, and also for the meeting to be held 
by Mr. Wakeman and c others on the 12th, If you 
feel as though you could send any sample copies I 
will try and giv them out where they will do the 
most good. I would like to subscribe t:> the Monu
ment Fund, but I would rather subscribe to a fund 
for the support of the grand old TRUTH SEEKER, for 
I think Mr. Bennett would rather see that sustained 
as it was his heart's cause to perpetuate his paper: 
and I hope some one will start a fund for the sup
port of the paper. I will guarantee to giv $2 toward 
the cause, and perhaps more if circumstances will 
~ermit, CHARLEs L. WATSON. 

HARWICH, MAss, Sept., 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Every time I read THE TRUTH SEEKER 

I get an inspiration, and just now, this Sunday 
morning, I feel like returning thanks to the pub
lisher, editor, printers, and all the operativs of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER office, even to the " devil," and all 
the contributors to its columns, for the handsome 
way in which everything is done. 

Now and then, rarely however, there appears an 
article bordering upon impatience of contradiction· 
but, considering the nature of the subjects discussed: 
and the tendency of people to be tenacious of their 
pet theories, I must say we hav reason to congratu
late ourselvs in the fact of our agreement to dis
agree, if need be, without feeling under a serious 
obligation to persecute, as do Christians, to save our 
theories or get our revenge. Besides, those varieties 
serve to make the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER in
teresting and instructiv beyond any other paper of 
my acquaintance. 

This is saying not a little, since we are having, 
thanks to the great spirit, a host of excellent Lib
eral papers that are fast molding the sentiment of 

· tbe country for good. The situation of an editor, I 
sometimes think, must be a trying one, such a con
trariety of characters abound in society; and those 
editors that can please everybody, I presume, are 
about as plenty as white blackbirds. And "us fel
lows " should not be fastidious and exacting, but 
make large concessions as to privilege, for, as Paddy 
sairl, "One man is as good as another and a damn 
sight better." Some like the discussion between 
Prohibitionists and non-Prohibitionists. I like it. 
Some the discussion between Putnam and Andrews. 
I like that. Others like the discussion upon the 
origin of the human species. So do I. Some like 
the controversy between the Spiritualists and Mate
rialists. Surely that is interesting. Some like arti
cles on the different scientific subjects-chemistry, 
geology, astronomy, etc. I take an interest in them. 
Physiology and hygiene cannot but be relished by 
many. Heredity is the theme of some-a great and 
good cause in which we should all take a part. 

But not the least among all, it seems to me, is 
the secularizing of our government, making it what 
it was intended to be by the immortal Paine, a gov
ernment free from all deadhead religions, and im
partial in securing the right of all to elect their own 
religions and pay their own expenses. 

But while to me this appears to be the paramount 
object, we should not complain if a large variety of 
other matter is served up to meet the appetites of 
the many and varied patrons of a paper so potent 
for good as is our TRUTH HEEKER. Indeed it is well 
spiced, and leaves no room for complaint from any 
quarter. 

That communication from "American Jew" in 
THE TRUTH SEEKER of August 25th, relating to the 
Spanish Inquisition, ought to stimulate us with re
newed zeal in the great work of sweeping from the 
earth such a scourge as the Christian religion has 
proved itself to be. The fruit of such an institution 
is the legitimate fruit of Christianity and its devotees. 
who, should they get control, would repeat the horrid 
tragedies of former times. Indeed, if such a man as 
our beloved Bennett, in the broad daylight of sci
entitle enlightenment, and in the latter half of the 
nineteenth century, could be condemned to thirteen 
months' imprisonment for his faithful discharge of 
duty in this " land of the free and home of the 
brave" by "Protestants," what might we not expect 
from the more bigoted Catholics ? 

And it Comstock, whose soul, if he has any, is as 
black as hell, can prowl about in quest of oppor
tunities to gratify his thirst for blood, and can con
travene the legitimate force p.nd purpose of the Con-

stitution of the United States to carry out his ne
farious designs, it would ill become us to "ground 
our arms " just yet, for -the enemy would not fail to 
take advantage of every weak point, and would 
gather strength just in proportion to the relaxation 
of our efforts. The Protestant branch of the Chris
tian church may die out in fifty years, but that old 
hoary concentration of disgusting superstition, the 
church of Rome, the devotees of which hav given 
up their f!ouls to the keeping of the old hag will 
die hard. But die she must (it's only a questi~n of 
time), and then let the earth rejoice in the riddance 
and profit by its experience. B. F. RoBBINS. 

EAST CHATHAM, Sept. 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Your weekly journal of good tidings of 

great joy (although unattended by angels or the 
heavenly host) is from week to week duly received, 
and how refreshing to a. sensitiv mind of advanced 
years, who has been surrounded from childhood with 
orthodoxy gone to seed, and standt'~g in their midst 
almost single-handed, to exchange the senseless 
twaddle of the once popular journals of orthodoxy, 
with which our land has so long been flooded, filled 
with the supernatural in all its sensele>s shapes, 
from the advocacy of treating incurable diseases by 
the simple vocal prayers of superstitious ignorance, 
and the old infamous theory of original sin, subject 
to which we were all born, with no other way to es
cape the awful, indescribable anguish of endless 
punishment, but through faith in a vicarious atone
ment, coupled with the old dogma of "he that be
lieveth not shall be damned," that has been crowded 
upon the minds of humanity, from the infant Sab
bath-school scholar to the last breath of expiring 
age, resulting thus far (according to the most Lib
eral construction of teachings of the hireling host 
who hav staked their all, bread and butter included, 
to keep the old sinking hull afloat) in damning at 
least nine-tenths of our race-! say, how refreshing 
to exchange all this for the scientific common sense, 
contributions from your able correspondents. Yes, 
let truth seeking and Freethought pursue its high 
mission. Every year's effort of ours makes a marked 
change. I well remember some forty or fifty years 
ago when I occasionally attended a Methodist meet
ing in our neighborhood, when I had been reported 
as advocating in the presence of some of the mem· 
bers of the church that the Bible was not the infal
lible word of God. The circuit minister on this oc
casion, Without properly connecting with his discouree, 
branched off on an extravagant tirade against the 
man who, being a little stronger-minded than some 
of his neighbors, should attempt to disp>1te the 
sacredness and authority of the holy book. His in· 
fluence in society, he said, is worse than the thief, 
the highway robber, or the murderer. Arter this I 
learned that the church approved his mmrse and 
sayings .. But I escaped the rack, the stake, and 
fagot, and even tlte thumbscrew, and am still per
mitted to breathe the pure, free, fresh air that sur
rounds me, thanks to Paine, Jefferson, and all the 
influential Liberals of their day whv sowed the seeds 
of liberty and freedom we now enjoy. Thomas 
Paine said, "Take from the Bible the belief that it 
is the word of God, and it sinks to a level with Jack 
the Giant-killer, without the merit of being enter
taining." And this with us to-day I believe to be 
the main question. While I make no high preten
sions as an agitator and reformer, I will glv you a 
few specimen cases cf later date in contact with the 
one alluded to. While on a visit to Judge Lyons, at 
Madison, Wisconsin, he gave me an introduction to 
an intelligent old gentleman who had retired from 
activ life as a minister of the gospel and professor 
in the university at that place, to enjoy apparently 
the remnant of a well-spent life. It was a cool, 
moonlight July evening, and the judge left us seated 
on a summit before his dwelling, overlooking one of 
those beautiful lakes. Everything se~med prosperous 
for social enjoyment, and my new friend struck off 
in his fine style as an instructor, and gave me some 
fine specimens of his conversational powers, to which 
I could but listen with interest and satisfaction, 
merely indorsing his well selected subjects and con
clusions. 

At length, after correcting me in reply to his in
quiry as to the number of inhabitants of Blooming
ing, Ill., where I had lately been stopping, he gave 
a long list of the footings of the census that had 
then just been completed, showing that he had 
made a specialty of this subject, and we both con
gratulated ourselvs on the thorough system of enu
meration we had adopted and the proud record we 
had made before the world as tc, our national im· 
portance. Here a new thought struck me that per· 
haps I had found the man who could giv me some 
Bible instruction. I had lately read 2 Samuel, 
chapter xxiv, giving an account where Ki;:~g David 
was moved by the anger of the Lord to number the 
people, which was accordingly done, and in conse
quence of which the Lord, as a punishment, slew 
seventy thousand of the people. After relating this 
holy Bible account, I inquired of my new acquaint
ance if he could explain to me wherein this great 
sin lay. Also the justice of God in destroying sev
enty thousand of the common people for the act of 
their king. Here a silent meditation ensued, and 
out of respect to my new acquaintance, notwith
standing this favorable opportunity, I dropped the 

inquiry, not even alluding to the discrepancy in the 
sa~e account as recorded in 1 Chronicles, chapter 
xxn, where the writer says that it was Satan that 
stood up against Israel and provoked David to num
ber them, instead of the Lord, that cost them seventy 
thousand precious lives to satisfy the merciful Lord 
for this numbering criminality. Now I hav but one 
theory to account for and reconcile the apparent 
coBtradiction in this infallible, indisputable voice of 
God, and that is, this angel that acted as assistant 
and executioner in this cruel drama might also hav 
acted as informer to the writers of Samuel and 
Chronicles, he being often in the presence of the 
great ruler of the universe, and, seeing Satan there 
also on apparent friendly social terms as related in 
Job, "when the sons of God came to 'present them
selves before the Lord, Satan came also." And God 
in a little n:..isunderstanding between them on the 
merits, patience, and integrity of Job to satisfy 
Satan that he, God, had not misrepresented Job's 
case, surrendered him subject to the power of this 
Satan, restricting him only to save his life· and in 
exercising this satanic power it seems he had the 
elements at his control, even fire came down from 
heaven and roasted alive Job's servants as well as 
sheep, and in this wholesale destruction of human 
life it seems thE.t Job's children shared the same 
fate. I say this angel, having been detailed to carry 
out these direful plans, might hav been a little con
fused in transmitting for record the account at dif
ferent times, and thus the contradiction between 
Samuel and Chronicles. Be this as it may my new 
friend and myself soon resumed other t~pics and 
finally parted with reciprocal good feeling, with• this 
decided merit on his part., that silence is far better 
than a poor, lame, ridiculous explanation-a virtue 
not possessed by all of our evangelical teachers 
For instance, the writer, while attending a Methodist 
camp-meeting at Lebanon Springs in 1881 listened 
to a discourse from a prominent minister' then lo
cated at Troy, N. Y., where usually the better talent 
is selected, and for the first time in· his life heard 
an attempt to reconcile and justify the apparent in
justice of man's accountability for· entertaining an 
honest belief contrary to the spirit of the text, "He 
that beli.ev~th not shall ?e da~ned," etc. The speak
er here msisted that this behef as a religious duty 
was perfectly easy and natural, and all we had to 
do was to hav faith and belief would necessarily fol
low. This logical distinction between faith and be
lief was nearly new to me, having never heard but 
one person before who entertained the same idea 
and that was the Irishman who, in a spirited strif~ 
with his neighbor in fattening the pigs, after being 
o?td?ne, ?onsoled himself by saying, "Well, my pig 
d1dn t weigh as much as I was sure it would and I 
didn't believe it would." ' 

Another notable case of priestly arrogance I no· 
ticed in the Christian Messenger, dated January 12, 
1882, from the pen of a D.D.-A. B. Hide-describing 
the importance of Solomon's Song. He says, "Never 
was the ennobling passion of love more beautifullv 
portrayed than in the matchless song of songs.;, 
Reader, if you desire to investigate these ennobling 
pa~sages, please turn to the book of the Song of 
Solomon, chapter vii, under the heading of "a furth
er description of the church's graces," purporting by 
the heading to be set forth by Christ (as I dare not 
make verbatim quotations for fear of involving you 
in trouble for publishing and circulating obscene 
literature); please read (but not in the presence of 
your children or the youth or our land) and think 
of the effort that has been made by priests to retain 
this book to be read in public schools. 

No wonder that so many clergymen fall victims to 
amorous desires after reading and eulogizing such 
writings. And I hope the time will come when, if 
we are to hav a written standard of faith and prac
tice, there will be another revision rejecting super
stition, human butchery, and the supernatural, and 
substitute something to meet the wants and intelli-
gence of our day. J. M. BARNES. 

FROM WHAT SOURCE DOES THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH DERIVE 
HER POWER. 

NEWPORT, ME., Sept. 2, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Because THE TRUTH SEEKER is the lead

ing Freethought journal in the world, and a grand 
educator, and because I hav long seen the " Nine 
Demands of Liberalism " do not lay the ax at the 
root of the tree, and that the Boston Investigator, 
in the following quotation, has given me a new in
spiration, I will put on paper what has long been 
in my mind. Mr. J. P. Mendum says: "I hope 
when the congress meets it will confine itself to 
practical business-stick to the Nine Demands of Lib
eralism, and act in unity for the promotion of those 
principles. Let all other outside objects be set aside, 
and work for the building up of our cause, and leave 
Freelove, free religion, and new calendars to be 
nursed by those who see any good in them, but 
which, like old superstitions and a future state of 
existence, can never be explained, but only result 
in separation and disintegration." 

And that is all that the proprietor of " the oldest 
Freethought journal in the world" has grown to in 
an experience of forty years, is it? 

Long ago I wa3 surprised that wise men-so called 
-co1Ild not see the Nine Demands of Liberalism dirt 
not lay the ax at the root of the tree, and would 
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never free the people from the terrible evils from 
which they had long suffered. 

"Church and state" were never separated, nor 
will they ever be. They were united all through the 
dark ages and are now, all over Europe, and even in 
America. 

The cruel persecutions in the days of Puritanism, 
and since the enactment of the Comstock laws, prove 
the correctness of my statement. All this discussion 
about separating church and state will do no good 
only so far as it helps to educate the people. Why 
not lay the ax at the root of the tree? 

Let me illustrate. A farmer has a flock of sheep 

Now let us Liberals show them tl•at he was loved by 
thousands, and that his name will not be forgotten. 
Oh, do giv a notice and your views; let the money 
of those that giv more than one dollar go to pay for 
the lot it is built on or for something belonging to 
it. 

I think ail that is needed is a statement of the case 
and why it should be built. The Christians will see 
that his memory is still in the hearts of his friends, 
and let it read on the monument as long as granit 
will last. I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER from the 
first number. GEORGE P.iDDINGTON. 

which hav been constantly preyed upon by raven- RoCHESTER, N. Y., Sept. 10, 1883. 
ous wolves. He is constantly complaining of the de- MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Sept. 1st I 
struction of his sheep by the wolves. What does he read with unusual interest the letter of Wm. L. 
do? Destroy the wolves, and thus protect the sheep Worley, in which he endeavors to giv by a peculiar 
from continual destruction? Certainly it would seem process of reasoning a satisfactory solution of mind 
that a wise farmer would do that. But does he? an<} matter, and says in conclusion that if the reader 
No. indeed; he not only lets them alone, but he sees anything w:.rong in his statements" please point 
feeds them on the richest of food. What would you it out." I gladly accept the Invitation. The first 
think of such a farmer? And is not this exactly position that appears to me to be wrong is in his 
what you are doing in supporting this murderous endeavoring to ride two horses at the same time 
concern, the state? What is the history of the while they are moving in opposit directions. Mind 
state? Every conceivable outrage on humanity-a is matter, therefore material, or it is not; and the 
million times greater than words can express. Its position in reference to this question so ably sus
history .is one of bl?od and carnage. tained by Mr. Putnam, to me seems the more sensi-

Your mfamous pnsons, the murderous gallows, the ble, and one that will stand the test of scientific in
bloody battlefield, are all the work of "Church and 'vestigativn, when others hav passed into forgetful
State." And every time you vote, no matter who ness. 
the candidates or what the party may be, you are Mr. Worley says, "It does seem that any fool 
supporting .the very power from which the Christian could see that if mind is an entity at all it must of 
church denves her power. Do you not create the necessity be material· that when all matter is sub
state by your votes? and is it not from the state tracted naught rem~ins but empty space." Does 
tha.t th~ Christian church has .al~ays got her license such a statement prove anything? The world has 
to Impnso~ and murder her .viCtims? already beE"n fed upon ijs too long. All matter is 

Where d~d Comstock get his warrants to arrest the material. This does not say that mind is or is not 
men he did?. There can be but one answer-t~e material. Is mind matter? is the question. I hold 
state. What If the people refuse to support, by their that mind is the effect produced by a combination of 
vo~es, this wholesal.e ':llurderer, the state-then what? particles of matter which we call brain, and is gov
WIII not the Chnstian church be powerless for erned entirely by conditions, which I am frank to 
harm? admit makes the brain "conditional matter" but 

Do not the peopl~, ~very time they vote, delegate never the mind. I think Brother Worley will ~eadily 
the power to _unprm~Ip~ed men to. enact the very understand this. A belief in the materiality of mind 
laws from whw_h Chnstians g~t th~Ir warrants to ar- is too flimsy a rope to cling to in this advanced age 
rest, try, convict, sentence, Impnson, and murder of scientific demonstration. That a sound mind is 
:heir victims? If an individual commits murder he the result of conditions of the brain and body needs 
JS hung on the gallows; but when the state murders no argument. It is a fact long since demonstrated. 
by thousands the people pay all the costs and ap- Thia being true, how can mind be matter? It would 
plau.d the bloody deed. . . then be subject to its own conditions-a philosoph-

Will the people never open their eyes to see what ical and scientific impossibility. 
they are doing in supporting this wholesale mur- If mind is matter, as Mr. Worley would hav us 
derer, the state? Do they not see that while they understand, he does not locate it. Surely it cannot 
support by their votes, and by the countless mill- exist in the brain as matter. If it does will Brother 
ions of money they pay in the shape of taxes, they Worley tell us how we may know ho~ much and 
are giving life and vitality to the very power of what part of the brain is brains and how much 
which they complain? Is not the history of the mind? Would not such a condition ~f affairs be some
state, for hundreds of years, in. its countless mur- what mixed? The scientific position as given by Mr. 
ders, enough to _ma~e the b~am reel and almost Putnam rests upon a sure foundation, and in my 
make one lose _faith m huma~It~? . . judgment the. argument advanced by Mr. Worley 

Expose by voiCe and pen this gigantic fraud, Chns- shows conclusivly that he and not Mr. Putnam is 
tianity; but, by all that mak~s life dear, do not sup- "off the track;'' and think if he (Mr. Worley) ~ill 
port the very power from which the church draws examin this matter more closely he will see that as I 
her life, and then co':llplain of her persecutions. hav stated, mind is not matter-only the effect pro
Just as long as you g1v ·her the power, as you do duced by conditions· and that when these conditions 
when you create and support the state, just so long no longer are favor~ble to produce the effect (mind) 
will she continue her bloody work. mind will cease to exist. A change in the condition~ 

All ~istory shows it is ~ot safe to giv man power of the brain which will produce a correspondiog 
over his fellow-man. It IS not that men are natur- change in the mind, may be from various causes, 
ally bad, or that they really want to torture those both directly and indirectly. A shock to the nervouo 
in their power; but it is the dangerous power they system (as many of the victims of the Salvation 
are intrusted with that makes them ~n~uman mon- Army .prove) often changes the conditions governing 
sters. T~e savage. cruelty of that ~hnstian monster, the brain, so that the mind that once was activ and 
Constantme, so faithfully exposed m the last TRUTH fruitful becomes apparently dead. 
SEEKER, is only one among thousands of cases show- Friend reader these are my honest convictions 
~ng what men ~i~l do when entrusted with unlim- and if you see ~nything scientifically wrong, pleas~ 
Ited power. Millions of eyes hav been opened to see point it out. A. E. RINGER. 
the corruptions of the church. When will the peo
ple open their eyes to the villainy of her partner in 
crime, the state, and that the two are one? 

The crimes of this monster, the state, wlll soon 
open the eyes of the people to see that its destruc
tion is their only salvation. 

Who can read the savage cruelties of England for 
hundreds of years, to say nothing of other nations, 
without being alarmed for the safety of the rights 
of the people. Ruthlessly, savagely, and murderous
ly hav all governments, in all ages, trampled on 
the rights of the people and the Christian church 
always sustains her in her bloody work. 

Let every free man and every free woman all over 
the civilized world exert their influence to expose 
and dethrone this bloody monster, the state, and 
in time we will hav order where we now hav savage 
despotism. 

And it is not to be done by the ballot-box, alias 
the tyrant's weapon, the cartridge-box, but by let
ting the ballot alone, enlightening the people until 
the time comes for the people-men and women-to 
bring order out of the present political and religious 
chaos. SEWARD MITCHELL, 

HAMPTONVILLE, August 28, 1883, 
MR. EDITOR: In a letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER of 

.Jtily 21st, I said build the monument for D. M. Ben
nett with one dollar subscriptions. Let me ask again 
t lat it might be built with one dollar subscriptions. 
l'i[y reason for urging it is that I seA in the Noncon
formist account from the Christian Advocate that the 
Christians cannot let our friend, D. M. Bennett, rest. 

LoUDONVILLE, N.Y., Sept. 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I think brother Jeremiah Hacker's 

letter of August 30th was deserving of the most prom
inent place in your paper. It is a shame and a 
blindness not to be readily excused, that our Free
thought papers hav not one column for the young. 
We receive many papers in our house, and almost 
all, with the exceptions of our Freethought and 
Spiritual papers, hav a department for the young. 

I hav a daughter, now four years old, and I hav 
fretted a great deal that I hav no Freethought lit
erature for her suitable to her age. Alrearly she 
wants to go to Sunday-school with the other chil
dren, and talks about and plays "church" with 
them. So far, she knows nothing of God, Jesus, or 
the Bible; but in a very few years she will be able 
to read, and what shall I place before her to coun
teract the effects of the silly "Jesus stories" about 
good little boys and girls that are to be found on 
every hand? 

In our ranks are many gifted men and women 
who would readily contribute to a literary and chil
dren's department. We want something also to in
terest youths and maidens: poems in which are 
woven beautiful thoughts without any reference to 
God and all that twaddle; stories of (love and ad
venture that will draw their attention to these pa
pers we are so deeply interested in. We are out of 
the Slough of Despond (church slush), and we stand 
on firm ground with our· children, who hav never 
been in the dark and mire as we hav, and we now 
want a. literature of refinement and grace, written 

for a generation born with eyes not bandaged with 
superstition. We h<lv passed through the rudiments, 
and our children must g1 higher. 

Oh, that our Freethought editors would giv one 
page to our children, both big and little, to help us 
keep them on the firm rock of rea'lon upon which 
we hav placed them. WINEFORD V. ASPINWALL. 

DIANA, TEx., Aug. 20, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I became a subscriber to your much 

valued paper just one year ago, and I think it the 
paper of all papers. Every number has been care
fully read and portions of them re-read. I always 
find them exceedingly interesting. There could not 
hav been' found a better name for the paper than 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am a truth seeker, and like 
to follow where she leads. I am the only one who 
takes your paper at this offil!e, but I am going to 
make an effort to obtain other subscribers. I think 
it the duty of every Liberal to do all he can to 
spread Freethought. The people here are very or
thodox, and, not only that, but very ignorant, Pro
tracted meetings hav been the order of the day here 
for several weeks, and are likely to continue through 
the season. The so-called expounders of the gospel, 
who claim to be endowed with wisdom from on high, 
and who think they know it all, hav succeeded in 
duping some of their more ignorant hearers. I am 
sorry to see that this is so, but, perhaps, they will 
learn better by and by, as they are all young, with 
great room for improvement. 

I am beginning to realize the great fact that, "no 
pflople are so blind as those who will not see." 
Christians actually do not known the truth when it 
stares them in the face. 

Sometime since I supplied myself with sorne Free
thought works, which I esteem very highly. I of
fered to lend them to some of my neighbors, in order 
that they might, through them, discover the error 
of their way, but being moral cowards they refused 
to read. "Christian fanatics these." I am acquainted 
with a few individuals who are in some respects Lib
eral minded. I giv you their names in order that 
you may forward them samples copies, and thereby 
increase the number of your subscribers. 

Yours respectfully, J. M. WooDs. 

NEw BLOOi\IFlELD, PA., Sept. 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $1 75, for which continue to 

send THE TRUTH SEEKER as long as this sum will pay 
for it. It is a most excellent paper, and one of which 
every Freethinker can well be proud. You can count 
on me as a lifetime subscriber. Vmg may it flour-
ish. CHAS. L. HARLING. 

CHICAGO, ILL., Sept. 7, 1883. 
DEAR Mns. BENNETT: Herewith I inclose $2 to apply 

on my subscription. Had I no other incentiv I would 
help keep THE TRUTH SEEKER afloat for the pioneer 
work it has done, and from the highest regard for 
its founder. Mns. P. LILLIBRIDGE. 

AN instance of good-natured :firmness comes from 
St. Paul, where a railroad man, by a remark at the 
right moment, cut off an argument that might hav 
lasted till doomsday. Walt Alexander, general traffic 
manager of the Manitoba road, was in his office one 
day when a Monnon elder came in and wanted a 
clergyman's half-rate ticket. He argued that the 
Mormon church was the only one recognized by the 
ruler of the universe, and that aU other churches 
were side issues, counterfeits, well calculated to 
deceive. Walt did not like the looks of the Mor
mon, and was not particularly taken with his lan
guage, and he never was much mashed on the 
Mormon business anyway, so he told the elder, 
in a few well chosen remarks, that he could not grant 
the request. The elder looked hurt, and pleaded 
the cause of his church, and the good it was doing, 
and spoke of his desire to do missionary work in the 
northwest, and induce female lambs who were starv
ing in Manitoba, to leave the country of snow and 
flee to the valley of the Jordon, where all was lovely 
and the goose hung high, or words to that effect. 
Walt did not want to see any women on his line of 
road packing up to go to Salt Lake, as there were 
none too many there, so he told the elder he could not 
hav a half-fare ticket. The elder became wroth, and 
said, "I suppose, sir, you refuse my request, on 
account of my religious views," and he put on a look 
such as Brother Beezum has in the play of the "Hun
dred Wives," when he is about to cause the murder of 
the husband of the woman he wants to add to his list 
of wives. Walt said that was about the size of it. 
"Then," said the elder, raising his bony finger and 
pointing it tremblingly at the modest railroad man, 
"Young man, I will meet you at the Throne of 
God!" He stopped as though his remark was going 
to hav about the same effect as the "launching of the 
curse of Rome," in the play of Richelieu. Walt 
looked up at him in contempt, said, "That will be all 
right. I will be there, elder," and turned to figure on 
the price of a car load of beer from Milwaukee to 
Winnepeg, for a brewer who had just come in. The 
elder went out, and it is said he walked to Manitoba, 
cursing the railroad all the way.-Peck's Sun. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent three months to 
trial subscribers for 50 cents. 
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Working a Problem. 
"Well sir, what can I do for you?" asked 

the man~ging editor, a little impatiently, as a 
ministerial gentleman with an anxious ex
pression entered the sanctum and took off his 
hat with a polite bow: 

"I merely dropped in to say that we are 
progressing satisfactorily in our vinyard; that 
the means of grace are abundant, that the 
harvest is ripe and the gleaners many, and 
that, taking it all in all, we hav a very prec
ious and refreshing season." 

"You're in great luck," replied the manag
ing editor, turning back ,to his work. "Is 
there anything else I can say for you?" 

"I suppose I ought to add that through 
providence we hav been enabled to spread the 
word in stony places, and that we now see 
our way clear to the redemption of many souls 
that we feared were in the hands of the ad
versary," continued the dominie, regarding 
the managing editor with a perplexed look. 

"I'm glad to hear that," rejoined the man
aging editor. "That is very encouraging." 

"Ye-yes," stammered the clergyman, still 
contemplating the managing editor with a 
wistful expression. 

"I say," chipped in the religious editor, who 
had dropped in quietly and recognized the 
dominie with a slap on the back. "I say, 
what is it anyway? What's the trouble?" 

"The hand of omnipotence bas been every
where manifest in our efforts for the salva
tion of the unregenerate," murmured the cler
gyman, nervously. "The manifestations of 
the carnal heart are not-" and here he 
stopped short and looked appealingly at the 
religious editor. 

"Who is it?" asked the religious editor, 
kindly. "Is it a recent convert or an old 
stager?" 

"He has l;>een among us for a number of 
years," replied the dominie, moving uneasily 
in his chair. "He has been, under divine 
guidance, the means of much precious work, 

And the dominie whispered the lady's name 
and left with many protestations of gratitude 
to the religious editor for softening the unre" 
generate spirit of the managing editor. 

"Worked that pretty well," laughed the 
religious editor, tapping gently at the closet 
door, and winking respectfully at the manag
ing editor. "If it hadn't been for you we 
would never found out who that woman was 
in the world. By the way, where did you 
catch the lingo? If I had it as pat as that I'd 
preach." The religious editor smiled pleas
antly and tapped again on the closet door. 

;, You made a bungle of the whole thing," 
growled the managing editor, affecting not to 
see the closet-door act. "What good's the 
woman's name without the man's? If you'd 
let me worked it, I'd hav had them both." 

"Why, confound it!" exclaimed the relig
ious editor, "he is the man! Didn't yau hear 
him say that he ·didn't believe the man was 
guilty, and if you knew those folks as well as 
I do, you'd understand that if it had been 
anybody else that man would hav given up 
the whole business at the send off. Where's 
the key to this door?" 

"So, so, I see," grinned the managing ed
itor. "In that way we catch 'em both. Yes, 
yes. By Jove! I wish I had your sense. If I 
knew as much as you do; if I was half as d
smart as you are, I'd buy my own rum, just 
as you are going to do from now out!" 

And the irate managing editor went back to 
his work, while the religious editor set up a 
job of "Honest Quaker" with the law re
porter and the city editor for the much-needed 
spiritual refreshment.-Brooklyn Eagle. 
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and many will testify that grace has made -------------------
him largely instrumental in bringing sinners THE RADICAL PULPIT. 
o see their lives aright." 

"Money?" asked the religious editor with 
a quiet wink. 

"I think not," responded the dominie. "So 
ar as I hav heard, money has not been men
ioned." 

"Hav you learned her name?" asked the 
religious editor, assuming a grave expression. 

" She is one of the best of our sisters," con
ceded the clergyman, with every manifesta
tion of deep emotion. " I am not at liberty 
o giv her name." 

"What's his name?" demanded the manag
ng editor, who hadn't the remotest notion of 

what was going on. 
~'It isn't a he at all," snapped the religious 

editor, savagely. "You just let the thing 
alone, will you? I say, dominie, do you be
lieve the brother is guilty?" 

"I do not," replied the clergyman, fer
vently. 

"Oh, hoi" muttered the religious editor. 
"That's it. A man unjustly accused. I see; 
and you want this paper to omit all mention 
of the circumstances until after the hearing. 
Yes, yes; I suppose we can accommodate you 
-can't we?" and he turned to the managing 
editor and winked slyly. 

"Don't see how," grunted the managing ed
'tor. "We must hav the facts." 

"You see how I am handicapped by this 
son of Belial," said the religious editor, in 
great disgust. "If it were I, there wouldn't 
ever be a word; but this vassal hasn't a no
tion on earth beyond getting out his paper. 
Look here, won't anything induce you to let 
up on this poor man's church?" and the relig
ious editor again winked at the helpless man
aging editor. 

"I don't call anything to mind now," sighed 
the managing editor. 

"Not if he gave up the name of the 
woman?" roared the religious editor, his con
tempt for his chief plainly written on his 
face. 

"In that event we should hav to take the 
matter into consideration," chirped the man
aging editor. "If we could only be made to 
know, through the refreshing guidance of a 
precious providence, the name of this fair 
Balaamite, who has thrown down the temple 
and brought reproach on the means of grace 
that whooped the sinners out of the stony 
places, we might, under the pressure of great 
redemption, let up a little on the craving of 
the carnal heart, and do the square thing by 
all hands." And the managing editor looked 
at the religious editor for approval, and got it 
in the shape of a prolonged stare. 

"That's the best you can expect," said the 
religious editor to the quaking dominie. 
"You'd better take him at his word before he 
ohan~es his mind." 
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A. Truth Seeker Around the World. 
Four large volumes. With a steel-plate 
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each volume illustrated with forty-seven 
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth, 
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The World's Sages Thinkers, and 
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.A Truth Seeker in Europe. A series_ 
of letters written during a visit of ten 
weeks in Europe. Giving some account 
of the International Freethinkers' Con
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben
nett was a delegate, followed by a de
scription of what he saw in England, 
France, Holland, and Italy. The letters 
from Rome alone are worth the price 
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait 
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50. 
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For the past five years In England and America 
this system has performed such cures In almost ev 
ery rorm of dlseaese as were until then unheard of 
Step by step It has advanced_ since Its first In 
troductlon (first relieving and curing one man who 
bent like an archer's bow !or ten years, but was 
In two months able to· walk erect). Then fol 
owecl other cases equally man·c!ous In all known 
rorms or lllsease; thus going on from day to day 
and month to month, until the method or cure 
introduced by Wm. Wilson, the originator or the 
Inagnetic clothing systen1 o! America, has saved 

tens of thousands from lite g1·ave, and is now recognized 
by our most eminent scientists and physicians, hun. 
drells or whom presrcibe it for their patients a,[ter medi-

the Church," etc., etc. 
cin ltas failed, until It has become a household word 

Handso01ely bound in red cloth, $6.50; 
1n leather, red edges, $9.50; iu In case or sickness. Since Its first Introduction we 

D10rocco, gllt edges, $10.50. ho.v continually Improved, until to-llay we orter th 
Readers of TBE TRUTH SEEKER know the circumstances 

nuder which this work was written. The last words 
penned by the great an thor were tor the rourth volume 
which was nearly completed at biB death, and which will 
now contain an account of hie world-lamented death and 
burial. Mr. Bennett was a very patient and talthtul 
chronicler of the habits and customs ot t~1e d!Jferent peo
ples of the ·many places he visited, The every.day 
life ot all nations lolald before the reader by one who has 
visited them ana beheld them with hie own eyes. Par. 
tlcular attention Is paid to the progress of Freethought in 
the various countries he v!Bited, and the morality of he

called pagan nations IB contrasted with the morality of 
Chr!Btlan countries, much t<> the detriment of the latter. 
Theworklsa. 
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worth It Ia a memento of one of tbe greatest Freethinkers 
the world has known-of one who ranks with Voltaire 
and Paine In the force and clearness of hie writings. 
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lightest, best ventilated, most powerful conttnuous cu11ent 
garment In the world, constructed on the latest sci· 
entlfic principles-In ract, we offer the acme of ex
cellence In magnetic garments, and when worn a 
advised by us, disease cannot exist. 

The following are clippings rrom testimonials of 
which we hav thousands. .Q!jf"Note we giv full names 
and addresses, that Intending purchasers may write 
and satisfy themselvs they are genuln. 

J. H NORTH, M. D., Hammonton, N. J., In Writing 
!or clothing, says: "My patient In VIrginia Informs 
me ho is more comfortable since the appllcatlun or 
your magnetic garments. The goods sent were uti!· 
izell on the de!ormelllimb, anll are working satls!ac· 
torJiy, 

ED. HOLLE!\ BECK, organ-builder, 111 W. State st., 
Rockforll, IlL: "From a terribly sprained knee the 
doctor was afraid my leg must come orr. I sent tor 
knee-cap, was able to walk In a rew days, and lmve 
been all right since." 

J, T. LISLE, Lebanon, Ky., says: "My health has 
Improved, Llllll they are exceelllngly pleasant gar· 
ments to wear. I feel rree to recommend them to 
all dellcate people." j 

MRS. C. A. GOULD, Omaha, Neb.: "I wore the suit 
with splendid results, for paralysis, and I hav rec• 
ommended them constantly. I loaned my girdle a 
week to a friend ror dyspepsia, With excellent re• 
suits." 

MRS. A. BltYANT, 93 Conselyea st., Brooklyn, E. lJ., 
N. Y,: "I suffered ror years rrom bleeding at 
the lungs, Your garments hav stopped the bleed
Ing, and I reel quite strong. I cheerfully recom• 
mend them.'' 

H. LANGE (care of D. Hausmann), Cor. Jay & Nas· 
sau sts., Brooklyn, N. Y. : "Your garments hav en
tirely cured me or blood-poisoning of the worst rorm. 
I cannot Jlnd words to express my gratitude," 

MR. WILSON, Dear Sir: Please send me a few clrcU• 
Iars In regard to your curatlv garments. I hav been 
telling several parties about them. I hav soma 
friends who hav used them With great and pleasing 
results, and I would like to promote their use. 

Yours, THOMAS W. BREWER, 
Manasquan, N. J, 

MRS. E. P. PLEASANTS, Alderson's, Monroe Co., W. 
Va. : "I hav found the greatest relief from my ap· 
pllances, and would not be without them ror all the 
world." 

All our magnetic garments are worn ne:ltt the un. 
derclothlng, therefore they do not Impart shocks or 

The representatlv English Freeth ought journal. cause sores. They are also constructed under the 
In Its columns are Impartially discussed all sides or special supervision of ohe Inventor. 
Secular, Social, and Theological questions. continued success enables us to make the follow· 

Prloe, 7 cents single number; $2.75 per year, post- lng offer: Persons writing us an accurate description paid. 
For sale at this of!l.ce, where yearly subscriptions ot their disease, and then sending tor the garments 

may also be lert. tf16 ad vised by us, will hav their money refunded should 

TI-IE IMMORALITY 
-OF-

RELIGIOUS CAPITALS 
BY JAMES PARTON. 

A lecture delivered In Paine Hall, Sunday evening, 
Jan. 28, 1888. 

In this Mr. Parton "teaches the highest political 
wisdom by exa.T.Ilples which are a terrible warning. 
He takes theology In Its sacred Chosen homes, aDd 
shows what a curse lt brings upon the people." 
l":rloe 10 otll For 1ale at. t.hlll oJilce. 

the appliances !all to cure. Therefore It resolves 
Itself Into 

No CURE, NO PAY. 
To assist the working class, we supply them on 

payment or ha.Ir the amount, and take the balance 
by easy monthly Instalments. 

Send tor Illustrated pamphlet and Information to 
the only office where the inventor can be consulted. 

Aclclress all communications to 

DAVID J. COTTER, 
SO OOURT STRUT, BROOltLY~, ~. Y 
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A Tale of Revenge. 
F1·om the Freethinker. 

Revenge Is sweet; a blow ror a blow 
Is a salve ror wounded reeling; 

The working of vengeance Is sometimes slow 
But Is always soothing and healing.· 

And It wrong was done long years ago, 
And the Injury has but one manner or curing, 
'Tis consoling to reel In our silent enduring 
That vengeance gets sweeter by proper maturing. 

The tale or revenge I now relate, 
Goes back to a fairly ancient date-

About three thousand years or so, 
When Israel's sons and dark-eyecl daughters 

l!'lrst went to dwell where-seaward !lows 
The Nile's exceedingly turbid waters. 

One sou-called Joseph-most moral it seems, 
Was wooed by a Mrs. Potiphar, 

Who round he wouldn't tall in with her schemes, 
(Dr the kind with which the Bible teems). 

Fvr this rigid youth 
Adhered to the truth, 

And swore that In his most amorous dreams 
He had never so much as thought or her. 

Such virtue was all the talk, of course, 
(The seventh commandment was not yet in rorce) 

And laxity was not uncommon; 
But virtue sometimes is rewarded on earth, 
And Joseph the Jew got a government berth, 

And the public sco!Ied at the woman. 

A ramln came on, yet the Jews grew rich
For even then Jew palms would itch, 

But the means or their riches were sinister; 
For though corn went up to a ramin price 
They bought it ror nothing ('twas very nice) 
From the virtuous Joseph, who In a trice 

Had become Pharaoh's own prime minister. 

At last the Egyptian blood grew hot 
At what they considered Semitic tricks; 

So to labor hard they condemned the lot, 
And set them working at making bricks, 

And drawing water and hewing wood 
Af, the best sort or thing ror the Jewish brood. 

The bondage was stili and somewhat cruel, 
For the work was hard and so was the rare, 
A choice or rood was extremely rare; 

The staple diet was water-gruel-
So the Jewish people grunted and groaned, 
And swore the wrong could be never condoned. 

Then Moses, who knew a "fake " or two, 
Arose and tried what he could do; 
Showed by a number or conjuring tricks
Developing serpents out or sticks 
Which gobbled up snakes in a brace of shakes
That Jews knew more than just making bricks. 

Many other wonderful things he did, 
Till Pharaoh thought he'd better get rid 

or the J ew~sh crew, 
Who were raising a stew 
As no decent people would ever do. 

So Pharaoh kindly agreed to allow 
The Jews to depart to avoid more row. 

Now Moses was" fly," as most Moses's are, 
And Intended to roam through the desert afar; 
He was" up" in finance-as Joseph had been-
His wants were immense and Egyptians were green. 
So he thought that he'd fioat the first Jewish loan 
In a rashlon that might, perhaps, serve to atone 
For the slavery that his race had known. 

He Issued his orders with crart and with skill, 
And the good honest " children" gave ear with a 

will. 
Each one was to borrow-or course, from Egyptians
Whatever he couid by way or "subscriptions"
"Jewels or silver and jewels or gold, 
And raimimt "-the items need not be told. 

The order was .. borrow," but we all must feel 
Such borrowing meant "to beg" and "to steal;u 
However that be, It Is certain they got 
More Egyptian valuables than they ought; 
It also Is certain they "sloped" with the lot. 

And ever since then 
These Semitic men 

Are known by the rings and jewels they wear; 
And over the earth, where'er they repair, 
They keep on horrowlng sliver and gold 

At a rate now high, now low; 
They are buyers or raiment-the sellers are sold. 

And Moses is known as "Old Clo." 

Though starting rrom Egypt on capital borrowed 
They won In the struggle ror lire; 

The Egyptian was soft-tor his sortness he sorrowed, 
But the Jew Is as keen as a knlre. 

And recently he's lent Egypt again 
A part of the wealth that he stole; 

For each shekel he lent he's extracted ten, 
But still keeps her down In the hole; 

And makes old John Bull 
A convenient tool 
To roam o'er the land 
With a gun In his hand 

To punish the evils or Pharaoh's rule. 

The tables are turn0d and Israel Is tree, 
'Tis the Egyptians who surrer from "bonds;" 

And In bonds that people Is like to be 
For they can't make snakes out or wands! 

The Jews make the most or heaven's decree 
To spoil the Egyptians-the Egyptians are spoiled; 
But where one would like the Jews to be rolled 
Iti In reading the phase as a wider description, 
And treating us all as If we were Egyptian. 

TEUTON. 

THE most important newspaper of the Dis
senters in England, the GhriBiian World of 
London, recently contained a significant lead
ing article acknowledging that the prayer
meeting had fallen into decadence there, and 
that there was little probability of the revival 
of interelit in it, The Christmn Union of this 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, SEPTEMBER ~2, 1888. 

city, representing religious denominations in 
the United States of a like faith, says that the 
decadence of the prayer-meeting is as marked 
here as in England. 

Popular Science Catechism. 
F>·om Life. 

"What is this?" "This, darling, is a sweet 
and holy Sabbath bell." 

"It seems to be large." "Yes, dear, it 
weighs about six tons." 

" My ! then it must be capable of some 
noise?" "Some little noise-yes, dear." 

"But who is the solemn old gentleman 
working the rope in that perfunctory way?" 
"He is the pastor of the church that owns the 
bell, darling." 

"But I never knew that pastors rang bells?" 
"Well, he has dyspepsia, and he is trying by 
exercise to work it off." 

"And who is that poor gentleman in bed ?" 
"He is a quiet and orderly citizen who now 
livs near the church." 

"He seems to be excited?" "Yes, for a 
week he has been under treatment for insom
nia, hyperresthesia, neuralgia, and a few other 
diseases, and is threatened with angina pee-· 
to ria and locomotor ataxia." 

"Well ?" "Well, his doctor told him his 
only hope was in 'absolute quiet.'" 

"Well?" "Well, to secure 'absolute 
quiet' he moved next door to the parson's 
house." 

" Gracious ! And got under the big bell?" 
"Apparently so, my precious." 

"But does the poor, benevolent, humane, 
and Christian pastor know what suffering his 
bell is causing?" "He does." 

"Then why does he ring it?'' "Because 
bell ringing is ' a good old custom.' " 

"But burning witches, racking heretics, 
traveling by ox-team, and treating smallpox 
with sulphur and onions were good old cus~ 
toms, too?" "Yes, dear. But several cen
turies ago bells were used to call people to 
church." 

"But people nowadays hav watches?" 
"Yes." 

"And clocks?" "Certainly." 
"And church advertisments and pious time

tables in the wicked morning papers?'' "Of 
course, darling." 

"Then everybody who wants to go to 
church knows just when to go, without all 
that metallic fuss?" "Certainly." 

"Then why the pendulous uproar?" "To 
punish those lazy sinners who criminally 
overwork themselvs during the week, and 
are hardened· enough to want to sleep Sun
days." 

"Oh! then it is a penal institution ?" 
"Slightly." 

"But that poor nervous invalid who is 
catching the devil-will he not die?" "Un
less he has 'absolute quiet' he will." 

"Cannot his friends find a quieter place 
for him than between the parson's house and 
the church?" "Ob, yes." 

"Where?" "Between a summer garden 
and a boiler factory." 

Agents for The Truth Seeker. 
JAMES AsHMAN, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
J. F. BURR, 449 Main street, Hartford, Ct. 
W. B. CooKE, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto,Can. 
D. F. KEELER, Park City, Utah. 
FERDINAND PFISTER, Nashville, Tenn. 
W. F. REYBOULD, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Dr. J. H. RHODEs, 5051-2 No. 8th st., Phila., Pa. 
A. M. STEVENS, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny 

City, Pa. 
Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va. 
D. WooLF, 620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo. 
J. S. MANSFIELD, Tucson, Arizona. 
A. BERENz, 140 Montgomery st., San Fran

cisco, Cal. 
JosEPH MARsH, Northampton, Mass. 
CHAS. S. CoBURN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence, 

Mass. , 
M. V. THOMAS, 324 W.Lorimerst., Denver, Col. 
S. B. WRIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col. 
THo's FoREMAN, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb 
S. D. MooRE, Adrian, Mich. Box 465. 
DR. J. L. YoRK, San Jose, Cal. 
C. S. RoWLEY, Jackson, Mich. 
JosEPH L. ANDREWs, Corning, Iowa. 

The American and New York News Com
panies will furnish the paper to news deal
ers upon application. 

ANOTHER GREAT WORK I 

JESUS CHRIS r A FICTION 
Founded upon the Lire of 

APOLLONIUB OF TYANA. 

How the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated 
Christianity. 

Transcribed by SPIRIT FARADAY, late Electrician 
and Chemist or the Royal Instltu tlon, 

London, England. 
Price, boards, 75 cents; paper, 50 cente, 

Addreeo I THJ; TRUTH BEEKER, 
t.8 C).intog, l'la.Qe, l'!ew Jerk 

FA R A D A Y P A M PH LETS. 
No. I.-The Relation of' the Sli:ritual to 

l~;1:U:aterial Universe; the awof'Uon• 
Two papers given In the Interest or Spiritual Sci

ence, by Splrl t FARADAY, ot England. Price, 15 cts. 
No. 2.-0rigiu of' Iit'e; 

Or, Where 1\Ian Comes From. The Evolution or 
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processes; 
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. By Spirit FARADAY. 
Price 10 cents. 

NoAr.t~ ~:aJ!f~:i~J)Dlent ot' the SJ,irit 
The Origin or Religions. By Spirit FARADAY. 

Price, 10 cents. · 
No.<l.-The Process ot· Mental Action; 

Or, How We Think. By Spirit FARADAY. 15 cents. 
No. 5.-Jesus Christ a Fiction. 

Founded on the Lite or Apollonl us or Tyana. How 
the Pagan Priests or Rome originated Christianity. 
Translated by the late M. FARADAY. 208 pages. Price, 
bound, 75 cents. Paper, 50 cents. Postage, 5 cents. 
Achsa W. Spra~ne's and ltlary ()lark's 

Experiences in the First 1.'en Spheres 
of' S l}irit I,if'e. 

Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N. Y. Price, 
20 cents. 
No. I.-Experiences of' Satnnel Rowles. 

Late editor or the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In 
Spirit Lite; or, Lite As He Now Sees It !rom a Splr· 
itual Standpoint. Written through the medlumshlp 
of CARRIE E. S. TWING, or Westfield, N.Y. 20 cent;. 
No. 2.-Contrasts in Spirit LiCe: 

And Recent Experiences or SAMUEL BoWLES, late 
editor or the Springfield, J\'Iass., Republican, In the 
first five spheres. Also a th1·illlng account or the 
late President Garfield's reception In the spirit 
world. Written through the hand or CARRIE E. s. 
TWING, Westfield, N. Y. Price, 50 cents. 

WETTSTEIN'S 

JEWELRY STORE, 
ROCHELLE, ILL. 

Established. 1857. Beats the World.. 
'rhere Is not another town three times the size or 

Rochelle that can show so large and beautiful a stock 
ot fine gold and sliver wat<lhes, fine gold and plated 
chains, charms, necklaces, and lockets, bracelets; 
plain gold, diamond, pearl, turquols, and rancy stone 
rings; sollC: silver and plated ware; optical goods, 
gold pens, accordions, pocket and table cutlery, guns, 
revolvers, shears, etc., as WETTSTEIN'S. 

Square dealing, enterprise, adaptation, accurate 
judgment, best or taste In buying, steady application 
during twenty-five yea~s, best or watch-wo~k, and 
LOWEST PRICES AT ALL TllllES, hav done it. 

If you hav a watch that no one else can put In per
teet order, send It to me. H you hav no watch, send 
to me ror prices, and I will save you money. If you 
want a chain, necklace, ring, solid sliver or plated 
spoons, castor, spectacles, opera glass, etc., send to 
me ror prices and description, and I will convince 
you. 

REFERENCES: Mayor and City Council, officers or 
Rochelle banks. 

GOODS SENT TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

LACY'S NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
"NATURE'S HARMONY," 

or evolutionary theory, solving the problem or 
life, and advocating the perpetuation or spiritual 
Identity, demonstrating rrom scientific standpoint. 

Neatly bound in muslin. Price, $1.00. 

"STAR LAKE ROMANCE." 
A poem or love and rivalry, written In view or dis
cussing Christianity vs. Infidelity. The arguments 
are rendered by the characters or the story, In their 
colloquies, and the reader Is lett as umpire. 

200 pages, bound In m uslln, gilt and em bossed. 
Price, $1.50. 

Both or the above works contain the author's por-
trait. Address ARTHUR J. LACY, 

28tr Nirvana, Lake Co., Mich. 

Ingersoll's Works. 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 

bo\~t.~':~ T&~~~~6~a~~p~~8f~Niv~~~~~ty?-?~£~ ;; lf~~: 
tics and Heresies." 

The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25 
Inclndinll, ·• Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child;" 

• The Declaration of Independence;' "About Farming 
1n Illinots;"" The Great Banquet," u The Rev. Alexan. 
der Clark," "The Past Rises before Me Ltk:e a Dream," 
and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll." 

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, $1.25. 

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge J'eremiah S. Black, 
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa
per, 50 cents. 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00; 
cloth, $2.00. 

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Pa
per, 25 cents. 

Address 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER, 
88 Clinton Place, New York 

.A. RO.MAN CATHOLIC CANARD. 
A Fabricated Account of 

A Scene at the Death-bed of 
THOMAS PAINE. 

DID BISHOP FENWICK WRITE I1. ? 
18 pp. Handsomely printed and bound, 

PrJce, 6 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
33 Olinton Place, New York. 

SKETCH OF THE. 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
SALADIN. 

(Wo STEWART ROBS,) 
A very interastini biography or a remarkable man 
l'tioe 10 cent~. Address, 
. 'rill!l TB"DTU IIBlllJ:Q, 

FREETHOUGilT WORKS. 
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office 

Essays on the Sacred Languagee, 
Writings~ and Religion of th 
Parsis. J:Sy MARTEN IL.uG, Ph. D., 
Late Professor of Sanskrit and compara
tive philology at the University of Mu
nich. An account of the ancient Zoroas
trian religion and literature. Price, $4.50 

Essence of Christianity. By LuDWIG 
FEUERBACH. Translated from the Ger
man by GEORGE ELIOT. Price, $3. 75. 

Exeter Hall. A Theological Romance. 
"One of the most exciting romances of 
the day." Price, paper, 60 cents; cloth, 
80 cents. 

Faith and Reason. A Concise Ac
count of the Christian Religion, and of 
all the Prominent Religions before and 
since Christianity. With elaborate Index, 
17 pp. By HALSEY R. STEVENs, Extra 
cloth, 12mo. 441 pp. Price, $1.50. 

Family Creeds. By WM. McDoNNELL, 
Author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth, 
$1.25; paper, 75 cents. 

Festival of Ashtaroth. A tale of 
Palestine, founded on the destruction of 
the Moabites by the Jews. By A. C. 
MIDDLETON. Price, 10 cents. 

Figures of Hell; or, the Temples of 
Bacchus. Dedicated to the licensers and 
manufacturers of beer and whisky. By 
Mrs. ELIZ.A.BETH THOMPSON. A book full 
of facts and figures in regard to the 
liquor traffic. Price, $1. 

Genesis I ·II: An Essay on the Bible 
Narrative of Creation. By A. R. GR<;>TE, 
A.M. Price, 50 cents. 

Golden Mean on Temperance and 
Religion; or, Common Sense in 
Eating, Drmking, Thinking, and Living. 
By JoHN E. BURTON. Price, 10 cents. 

Golden Throne. By SAMUEL P. PUT
NAM, Author of "Prometheus" "Gott
lieb," "Ingersoll and Jesus." A Radical 
Romance of pioneer life, delineating the 
virtues of natural humanity as opposed 
to the hypocrisy of a supernatural relig
ion crowded with incident and full of 
progressive ideas and the poetry of the 
future. Price, $1.00. 

Good Sense, or Natural Ideas opposed 
to Supernatural. Translated from the 
French of BARON D'HoLBACH, author of 
the "System of Nature." Price, $1.00. 

Gospel of the Kingdom, According to 
the Holy Men of Uld. By the author of 
"Samson, a Myth-story. of the Sun " 
Two volumes of poetry. Price, 50 cents. 

Government. An Essay by CHARLES 
MoRAN. Price, 20 cents. 

Half Hours with Some Ancient and 
Motleru Celebrated Freethinkers: 
Thomas Hobbes, Lord Bolingbroke, Con
dorcet, Spinoza, Anthony Collins, Des
cartes, M. de Voltaire, John Toland, 
Compte de Volney, Charles Blount, 
Percy Bysshe Shelley, Claude Arian 
Helvetius, Francis Wl'ight Darusmont, 
Zeno, Epicurus, Matthew Tindall, David 
Hume, Dr. 'fhomas Burnet, Thomas 
Paine, Baptiste de Mirabaud, Baron de 
Holbach, Robert Taylor, Joseph Barker. 
By "Iconoclast," COLLINS and W ATTB. 
Price, 75 CJnts. 

Heathens of the Heath (the). By 
W ..r. McDoNNELL, Author of " Exeter 
n.lll." Price, $1.25. 

Helvetius; or, The True Meaning of 
the System of Nature. Translated from 
the French. Price, 20 cents. 

Heroines of Freethought. Contain
ing Biographical Sketches of Freethought 
female writers. By Mrs. SARA A. UNDER
wooD, P1·ice, $1. 75 

Historical Jesus of Nazareth. By 
M. ScHLESINGER, Ph. D., Rabbi of the 
Congregation Anshe Emeth, Albany, 
New York. Extra cloth, 12mo, 68 pages. 
Price, 75 cents. 

History of Moses, Aaron, Joshua, 
and others, deduced from a review of 
the Bible. Also remarks on the morals 
of the Olcl and New Testaments, and 
some of the ancient philosophers. By 
J. M. DoRSEY. P1·ice, 75 cents. 

History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200. An exhaustive ex
amination of the proofs of the authentic
ity of the books of the New Testament, 
showing conclusivly that the canonical 
gospels were unknown up to A.D. 170. By 
Judge CHAs. B. WAITE. 450 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $2.25; sheep, $3.50; half morocco, 
$4.00. 

History of the Council of Nice,_ A.D. 
325 with a Life of Constantine the Ureat, 
and a general exhibition of the Christian 
religion in the days of the early fathers. 
By DEAN DUDLEY. $1. 

Humanity and the Progress of In
ternational Law. By Evw.um W, 
l:!EAroNG, 15 cen ta. 



RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
OF THE 

W o r I d as N o w C o n s t i t u t e d. 
By Geo. T. Bondies. 

And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
STYLED 

Exceptions to the Gharacle:r of Jesus 
Ghrist Considered as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
Price, 'l'wenty-nve Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
6m9 SS Clinton Place, N. Y 

$5 to $20 per day at horne. Samples worth $5!ree. 
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Me. 

THE PERRY 

Piano and Organ Co 
No. 352 North Main Street, 

Wilkes Barre, Pa. 
f:lpecially Offer to Sell Direct on a Contract. 

Have the latest and best inventions, 
and want them fully tested 

before purchasing. 

Write Cor Catalognes and Terms. 

10teom14 J. R. PERRY, Supt. 

SKETCH OF THE 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
CHARLES WATTS. 

BY ~ STEWART ROS& 
Price 10 cents. Address, 

THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

$66 a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfl& 
free. Address H. Hv cET & Co .• Portland, Me. 

ANCIENT MAN IN AMERICA, 
INCLUDING 

Works in Western New York and 
other States, together with Struct

ures in Central America. 

By FREDERICK LI\RKIN, M.D. 
Mt:mber of the 

American Association for the Advancement of Science. 

Neatly Printed, with Numerous Illustrations. 
290 Pages. 

Price, Cloth $1.50. 
Address THE '£RUTH SEEKER, 

33 Clinton Place, New York. 

THE 

Real Blasphemers. 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M. 

Showing that the writers of and believers In the Bible, 
and not the deniers of Its truth, are the ones who really do 
Injustice to the character of God, If a God exists. 

IN SIX LECTURES. 
Price, Fifty Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

"ANTIC H R !ST." 
Proving concluslvly that 

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST> 
His birth,llfe, trial, execution, etc.-III a myth. 

TRUTH SEEKER Otllce. 
Prtce, 12.00. SS Clinton Place, New Yorll: 

TRUTH: 
A Poem in Three Parts. 

BY E. N. KINGSLEY. 
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists, 

Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists, 
and Impracticable Christians. 

Containing a picture of the 

JEWISH JEHOVAH. 
As Described by the Bible. 

"There went up a smoke out of his nostrils, and 
fire out of his mouth devoured: coals were kindled 
with lt" (Psalms xvill, 8). 

·.w pp. Handsomely executed. Price, 25 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

LIFE-SIZE 

LITHOGRAPH 
OF 

D. 1\1. BENNETT. 
Heavy Plate Paper, 

SUITABLE FOB FRAME OR 
WITHOUT .FRAME. 

Sent bJ". Mall for FU"ty cents., 

ADDRESS THIS OFFIOE 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. SEPTEMBER 22, 1883. 

EUREKA 

CURES EVERY .FoRM OF DISEASE 
WITHOUT M.EDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
·sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 

GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all information bY 
letter or In person free of charge. Send 

for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

LADIES' MAGNETIO JACKET. Price, $18. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct ln every particular, 

and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDWIN. THESE APPLIAl'!OES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in 
One Week. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly In

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
fi1cted as I hav been that the effect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis in my right arm and could not use It at all, but 
after wearing a suit of your ::\IAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been tJ:Oubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav suf
fered intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and if I improve as rapidly as I hav in the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav yonr 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of effecting 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
effect a cure in a case of Paralysis will at the same 
tlroe eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change medicine every day until, after dosing the 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (If he Is very skilful) that brings relief 
for the time being. 

Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 

SRULLBBUliG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and 
Bide, which had been a source of misery to me for 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief instantly, With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfulllJ 
li. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TI!.'NNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FliOM THE FIRS~ HOUR I HAD TREM 
ON. Am not Joking, and If I improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T-~esday, will soon be well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entirely cured In less 
than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
although In bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In 
two days after the application. The lady's name 
can be had upon application at this office, by any
one desiring to communicate with her. 

La<Ues, read the following testimony from a lady who had been suffering for two years with an Ovar
ian Tum.or, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery_ In four months' time she Is Perfectly well, and has not taken a d0se of 
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult us When your physician tells you he can do nothinog 
for you; it will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Novembe1"19, 1882. 
DR. L- TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire for food, and, in fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'J·uinor, 
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submlt to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the Eureka lliagn<"tic Appliances. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit of 
your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tu
mor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
deGrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was in my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medicln. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as I hav, believing 
hat they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEW ART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the 
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, $ 6.00 
Gentlemen's Belts • • 6.00 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, 6.00 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5.00 
Leg Belts, each, 4:.00 
J(nee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 
Sleeping_ Caps, 4:.00 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 
Superfine Insoles, • • • 1. 00 
Chlldren's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the moneY 
if they are not as represented in every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are oJiered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever offered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
in the market will attract the smallest particle ot Iron, the maJorlty of such worthless appliances havlng 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material fo)." the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon scientific 
principles, and not haphazard as in all the others. We offer you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now offered under that head. At 
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to offer them at 
about 

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifie higher 
than ordinary clothing. 

RelllPm.ber that we are offering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and if 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expei18e and we Will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES. LIBERAL OOlltMI8810N8 ALLOWED 
Addl'M tor turtller mtormation, Dr. L. Tenney, 

lat. Baot Btreet1 aor, o~ WI. li"'ee~ Cl.DClDDa\1, O!Uo. 

An impQI'tant wo1·k by Gibbon, tlte historiatt. 

The Labarum of 
Constantine. 

''By this sign thou 
shalt conq11er I" 

This volume contains Tlteologz"ca! writings, sepa-
rate from his Historical" and Miscellaneous works. lt shows 
when, wltere, and !tow Christianity originat.ed: who were its 
founders :and what was the character, senUments, manners, 
numbers, aud condition of the primitive Christians. . 

Gibbon's VindicatiOn of the zsth and 16th chapters ofh1s 
Hi's tory from the attacks of his Christian opp.onen.ts, is re
printed verbatim fron1 the original edition of ius Mzscellane
ous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796. lteffect."a!ly 
and forever silenced his detractors; who, bemg v.anqUis.hed 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of mfid~ll.ty! 

AU that can be said by Christians in regard to the Ongm <if 
Clr.ristiattity is reprinted from the valuable notes of DEAN 
MILMAN, WENCK, GUIZOT, an ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, (t.he 
learned editor of BoHN's edition of Gibbon), and other emm
ent Christian historians. 
Cil- Among the lllustrations will be found representations 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 

I'" r §ale at The T1:uth SeeLer Offiee_ 
6lJ 15 

D.B .. fE.llOWS 
'• , . . . 

A ~:e~~~;s~c~~~~~C:~~~ ~o~~~~~!~(~}; 
as his practice will prove, 
Cures all forms g_f PRI
VATE CHRON.LC .!Wd 
SEXUAL DISEASE:s, 

Spermatorrhma. and Impotency, 
As the result or self-abuse ln youth, sexual excesses in ma
turer years, or other causes, and producing some or the rot· 

~~~~fonesff~td~ea~~):0~f!~:~a ~fSl:hL ~~!~~~~~sMe~~~! 
~~~s~f:a1, ~:~afu~t~~mlleid::.,F~~~ !;S:!~~~ t~o~~:~tic~~ 
~~de~:!a:::~j;~eu~~P~j~~ £X¥Jff'NAL tl_opptt 
fJArliON in from 80 to 60 d1~ys. No medicine taken. 
It hn8 never been known to fall! 

Middle•Aged and Old Men. 
There are many at the age of thirty to tdxty a 

who are troubled with too frequent evacuations 
or the bladder, orten aocompu.nled by a alight ~ 
amartlng or burning sensation, and a weaken• 

~~~ ~~~::r8to~~ 10: r:::~i~tt:: r:!~~~~~=~ ~ 
deposits a ropy or cotton-like sediment, or 
sometimes small particles or albumen wlll appear, or tht 
color wUl be or a thin or milkish hue, again changing to • 
dark and t4rpld appearance, which plainly shows that tha 
aemen passes off with the urine. It is the second stage o1 
Seminal \'Veakness, and causes wasting or the system and 

~;~c!~ :.~~;~::r:~gpdi~r~~ct%t!8l~~:~~;.~~r:o::n~u~( 
the cause. Dr. Fellows' Externalllemedy will bring about a 
perfect cure in all such caaes, and a. hf.althy restoration of 
the genito-urinary organa. 

o:rcoraultatlons by letter tree and invited. Chargel 
reaaonabl.a and correspondence strictly confidential. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Sent to any address, securely sealed, for two three-cent 
11tamps, treating on Spcrmatorrhooa or Seminal Weakness. 
pvtng lt!l cause, symptoms, horrible effects, and cure, rot
lowed by strong testlmoniala, headed by an amdavtt as to 
theiu:enuineness. Should be read by all. Q::?llemembe:r 
a radical cure ts certain. Addresa,plalnly,DR. R. P. 
FELLOWS, VIneland, New Jeraey, and say in wha.i 
t~aper you saw this advertJ.sement. 

MANHOOD! 

RUPTURES CUR EDby 
m;\'lUedical C<lmponnd and Improved 

Elastic Snvporter T.-uss inf_rom 30 to 
90 dav$. Reliable references g!ven. Send 

stamp for circular, and sa11 •n what paper 
vou saw mv adverttsement. Address Ca.pt. 

w. A. Colllngs,Sm!thvWe,3elfemn Co. lf.f. 

FIFTY YEARS' SUVCESS. 

SHAKER EYE AND EAR BALS.ill. 
For all af!lictlonB of the above organs. 

Dimness, Infiammatlon, Soft Cataract, and Boar!ng 
etc., or the Ears. 

80 cents per bo:a:. 
'ley ua oDCe, ana lllld enure rol!et. 

M8 a, .t.. LOJU.», 1i11.Utr1a •• 11 
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SoM:ErHING which befalls you may seem a great 
misfortune; you meditate over ·its ertecte on you 
personally, and begin to think that It is a chastis
ment or a warning, or a this or that or the other of 
profound significance, and that the angels In heaven 
hav left their business for a little while that they 
may watch Its effect on your mind- But glv up this 
egotistic indulgence or your fancy, examln a little 
what misfortunes greater a thousandfold are hap
pening every second to twenty times worthier per
sons, and your self-consclousneBs will change Into 
pity and h umlllty, and you will know yourself so 
far as to understand that "there hath nothing over
taken thee but what is common to man."-John 
Ruskin. 

THEN let us cheerfu' acquiesce; 
Nor make our scanty pleasures less, 

By pining at our state, 
And, even should misfortunes come, 
I here who sit hae met wi' some, 

An's thankfu' for them yet. 
They gie the wit of age to youth; 

They let us ken oursel'; 
They make us see the naked truth, 

The real good and ill. 
Though losses and crosses 

Be lessons rlgh t severe, 
There's wit there ye'll get there 

Ye'll find nae ither where. -Burns. 

WE cannot serve God in the manner we serve them 
who cannot do without such service; and, therefore, 
the only idea we can hav of serving God Is that of 
contributing to the happiness of the living creation 
that God has made. This cannot be done by retir
ing ourselvs from the society of the world and spend• 
lng a recluse life in selfish devotlon.-Paine. 

OUR mothers can recollect when, if the butter did 
not come in the churn, it was because the cream had 
been bewitched. The day has not wholly passed 
away when, in some localities, an appalling catas
trophe Is a judgment from heaven. One reads of, If 
he does not remember, the time when It took a man 
of courage to pass a church-yard at night, because 
voices mlgh t be heard, lights seen, and other strange 
things might happen, which no physical cause was 
for a moment supposed to explain. From this stage 
of superstition and credullty, the first step gained 
was for a few bold thinkers to convince themselvs by 
slow degrees that for every physical event there is a 
physical explanation if you look for lt.-Rev. S. G. 
Beach. 

WE knew it would be said. We were perfectly sure 
of it. We wanted to see which paper would say it 
first. It is the Presbyterian: "And what a place the 
Ring theater of Vienna was from which to go into 
the opening eternity I" Please tell us why, Friend 
P., Lincoln was shot iu a thea tel·, Garfield in a rail
road station. Did it make any di:trerence in the des
tiny of either?- Christian Register. 

MEN, I think, havbeen much the same for natural 
endowments in all times. Fashion, disciplin, and 
education hav put eminent differences in the ages of 
several countries, and made one generation much 
different from another in arts and sciences. But 
truth is always the same; time alters it not, nor is it 
the better or worse for being ot ancient or modern 
tradition. Many were eminent In former ages or 
the world for their discovery and delivery of it; but 
though the knowledge they left us be worth our 
study, yet they exhausted not all its treasure; they 
left a great deal for the industry and sagacity of af
ter ages, and so shall we.-Locke's Conduct of the Un
<le>·standing. 

GREAT men are not always wise; neither do the 
aged understand judgment. Therefore I said, 
Hearken to me; I also will show mine opinion.-Job 
xxxii, 9, 10. 

THE popes, when they assumed the power of the 
apostles, laid claim also to their infallibility; and In 
this they were consistent. Protestant churches re
nounce with all their might this infallibility, whilst 
they apply to themselvs every expression that de
scribes it, and will not part with a jot of the author
ity which is built upon it.-Paley's Subscription to Ar· 
ticles of Faith. 

THE right of private judgment may in a Protest
ant country be reduced to a nullity. It is true that 
men are sent to the scriptures; but they are told be· 
fore they go that they will be driven from the church 
on earth and in heaven, unless they find in the 3Crip
tures the doctrlns which are embodied in the popu• 
Jar creed. They are told, indeed, to inquire for 
themselvs; but tlwy are told at what points inquiry 
must arrive; and the sentence of exclusion hangs 
over them if they happen to stray, with some of thll 
best and wisest men, into forbidden paths. Now, 
this Protestant liberty Is, in one respect, more irri
tating than papal bondage. It mocks as well as en
slaves us; it talks to us courteously as friends and 
brethren, Willie it rivets our chains. It invites and 
even charges us to look with our own eyes, but with 
the same breath warns us against seeing anything 
which orthodox eyes hav not seen before us.-Dr, 
Channing. 

As regards the extent to which the improvement 
of natural knowledge has remodeled and altered 
what may be termed the intellectual ethics of men
what are among the moral convictions most fondly 
held by barbarous and semi-barbarous people? 
'J'ltey are the convictlous that "authority" is the 
soundest basis of belief; that merit attaches to the 
readiness to bel!eve; that the doubting disposition 
Is a bad one, and skepticism a sin; that when good 
authority has pronounced what is to be believed, 
and falth accepted it, reason has no further duty, 
There are many excellent persons who yet hold by 
those principles, and it is not my present business, 
nor intention, to discuss their views. All I wish to 
bring clearly before your minds Is the unquestiona
ble fact that the improvement or natural knowledge 
Is el!ected by methods which directly glv the lie to 
ail these convictions ami assume the exact reverse 
of each to be true.-Huxky's Lay Sermons. 

"£IS not the many oaths that make the truth, 
;But the plain single vow that Is vowed true. 

-S!takspere. 

"TALK about my war record," said an Arkansaw 
orator at a political meeting_ "My war record is a 
part or the state's history_ Why, gentlemen, I car
ried the last confederate !lag through this town." 
"Yes," replied a bystander, "for I was here at the 
time.'' " Thank you for your fortunate recollec
tion," gratefully exclaimed the orator. "It is pleas
ant to know that there stillliv some men who move 
aside envy and testify to the courage of their fellow
beings. As I say, gentlemen, my war record Is a part 
or the state's history, for the gentleman here will 
tell you that I carried the last confederate flag 
through this town.'' "That's a fact," said the man 
who had Witnessed the performance. "He carried 
the last confederate flag through this town, and he 
carried It so blamed fast you couldn't hav told 
whether it was a Union jack or a small-pox warning." 

IN front of a Detroit butcher shop yesterday a 
butcher sat cleaning a revolver. It was a rusty old 
"Colt," which had not been In use for years, and 
was to be put in order and traded off. A shoemaker 
came along directly and observed: "Of course 
there~u be an accident." "y,e-s, I presume so." 
"It isn't loaded, is it ?" "Oh, no." ":But will it go 
otT?" "It Will." "I never see a revolver without 
wanting to handle it. Let me look at that weapon. 
Ah I I'm satisfied now that It doesn't contain any 
stray bullets. Do you suppose you could hit my foot 
at that distance?" "Certainly I could. Now.!f she 
Wa-S loaded I'd take a dead sight like that and pull 
the trigger, and-" The shoemaker jumped two 
feet high and yelled like an Indian, and when he 
came down he danced, and kicked, and galloped 
around until people thought him crazy. It was only 
after a crowd had collected and cornered him 'up In 
the shop that a_ny one found out the trouble. The 
butcher had put a bullet along the sole of his foot 
close enough to draw blood. "I told you she'd go 
oft," howled the shoemaker, as he sat with his boot 
In his hand. "And didn't I agree with you?" inno
cently responded the butcher. 

THE OTHER FELLOW'S. 
The sun had retired through the golden gates 

To his bed in the gilded west. 
And the moon was tilting her silver horn, 

When the girl that I love best 
Was slowly swinging around with me 

In the waltz's passionate whirl; 
And my heart kept time to the fairy tread 

or my girl, my beautiful girl. 

The stars shone out on the dusky night 
Like the pin near her milk-white throat, 

And her voice was tender, and sweet, and low, 
And her hands-but how could I note 

Every charming turn of form and face, 
When one most bewildering curl 

Fell over her brow, and kissed the White !Ids 
Of roy girl, my very best girl? 

She breathed her love on my tender soul 
Like a sigh from the land of the blest, 

And I looked in her eyes with a right that was mine; 
And then-shall I tell you the rest? 

We return'd to the room·, and the music swelled out, 
And again she assayed the mad whirl; 

But another man had her-the son-of-a-gun I 
Oh I my girl, my beautiful girl! 

And he kept her. -Texas Siftings. 

RELIGIOUS REFLECTION. 
Come er long an' put on d6 crown 

An' put on de flowin' robe, 
Yer kin praise de Lawd in sich a gown 

An' laugh at de biles ob Job. 

I fell from grace, but now I'se back
Dun gone in de fold wid de lam', 

An' I cuts a caper wid a mighty fine knack 
As I eats de rellgious ham. 

Ebery manoughter b'long ter de church 
Ter keep outen de way ob sin, 

Fur den he'll not be lef' In de lurch, 
But will shine like a new breas'pln. 

My ole mars' was a mighty bad man, 
An'.he nebber would sing an' pray, 

An' whar' he's gone he needs a fan 
Fur wid him it's a mighty hot day. 

But marster's wife was a good ole soul 
An' she prayed ter de Lawd on high, 

An' now she's got de crown ob gol', 
An' libs on de heabenly pie. 

I'se so good now dat'll steal no mo' 
While I stan's on de gospel boat, 

But once in a while I'll step on de sho' 
When I sees a nice fat shoat. 

"GEMLEN," said the .president, as the meeting 
came to order with 230 members present and Elder 
Toots ready for a two hours' nap, " let your conver
sashun be plain an' to de pint. Say what you mean, 
and mean what you say. I has noticed a tendency 
on de part part of sartln members of dis club to affect 
de Shaksperean style. I want it stopped. It doan' 
sound right in a man applyin' whitewash or stove
blackln'. How many members of dls club know de 
meanln' of de term 'prognosticate toward the indi
viduality,' an' yet I h'ar it uttered a dozen times a 
day, What's de use of a cull'd man airnin' ten shil
lings a day remarkln' dat he expects to condescend 
to de Irresponsible endeavor, when he kin just as 
well observe that blackberries am down to 15 cents 
per quart? If any of you has an ideah dat de use of 
such words as bombastic, delirium tremens, Cicero, 
or inconsistency, elevates you in de mind of your 
naybor, you Is greatly mistaken. When a man 
comes to me an' wants to borry two tablespoonfuls of 
e!ghty•cent green tea, kase de preacher am gwlne to 
be at his house to supper, let him spit it right out in 
plain English language, instead of beatin' around 
the woods an' I uggin' in such words as abdicate, re
action, Cresarlsm, and cahoots. If I had a son twenty 
y'ars ole, an' he should come home with his white
wash brush on his shoulder, an' inform me dat de 
gratificashun ob the incontestible syntax had with
drawn its bombardment or de planetary desider· 
ash un, I should rlz up an' put my No, 12 agln him l 
with ,such auxiliary reprehensibility dat he would 
reel lame fur six weeks. Let us now pUrceed to 
blzness.-Detroit Free Press. 

FREETHOUGHT WORii:S. 
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Hume's Essays. Essays and treatises 
on various subjects. By DAVID .HuME, 
Esq. With a brief sketch of the author's 
life and writings, to which are added 
dialogues concerning natural religion. 
Price, $1.50. 

Idols and Ideals, with an Essays on 
Christianity. By MoNCURE D. CoNWAY, 
the brilliant Rationalistic preacher of 
London. $1.50. 

If, Then, and When. From the doc
trins of the Church_ By W.AllllEN SUMNER 
BARLow. 10 cents. 

Image Breaker (the). By JoHN E
REMSBURG. Six lectures bound together, 
25 cents. Separately, 5 cents each_ 1, 
The Decline of Faith; 2. Protestant In
tolerance; 3. Washington an Unbeliever; 
4. Jefferson an Unbeliever; 5. Paine and 
Wesley; The Christian Sabbath. 

Infidel's or Inquirer's Text-book, be
ing the substance of thirteen lectures on 
the Bible. By RoBERT CooPER. $1. 

Ingersoll in Canada. A Reply to 
Wendling, Archbishop Lynch, "By
stander," and others, By .ALLEN PRINGLE. 
15 cents_ 

Is Life Worth Living. By WILLIAM 
H. MALLoOK. Contents: The New Im· 
port of the Question, Morality and the 
Prize of Life, Sociology as the Fountain 
of Morality, Goodness as its own Re
ward, Love as the test of Goodness, Life 
as its own Reward, The Superstition of 
Positivism, The Practical Prospect. The 
Logic of Scientific Negation, l\Iomlily, 
and Nat.ural Theism, The Human Race 
and Revelation, Universal History and 
the claims of the Christian Church, Be
lief and Will. Paper $1.00; cloth, $1.50. 

Jehovah Unveiled; or, The Character 
of the Jewish Deity Delineated. A new 
and valuable book. 35 cents. 

Kneeland's National Hymns. 35 cts. 

Koran (the). A new English edition 
of the .Koran of Mohammed, to which is 
added the life of Mohammed, or the his
tory of that doctrin which was begun and 
carried on by him in Arabia. Price, $1.50 

Letters of Junius. Two volumes in 
one. From the latest London erlition. 
$1.50_ 

Letters to Eugenia; or, A Preserva
tiv Against Religious Prejudices. By 
Baron D'HoLBAOH, author of the "System 
of Nature," etc. Translated from the 
French by ANTHONY C. 111iDDLETON, M.D. 
Price, $LOO_ 

Life of Paine. By J_ E- RE~IsBuRG. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Life of Thomas Paine, author of 
"Common Sense," "Rights of Man," 
"Age of Reason," etc., with critical and 
explanatory observations on his writings. 
By GILBERT v .ALE. $1. 00. 

Love and Transition: A Plea in poetry 
for the practicalization of known truth. 
By MARY E. TILLOTSON. $1.00. 

Love Ventures of Tom, Dick, and 
Harry. A Spicy Narrativ. "And they 
were naked and not ashamed." 50 cents. 

Man's Nature and Development. By 
HENRY GEoRGE ATKINSON, F. G. S., and 
flARIUET MARTINEAU. $1.50. 

Modern Thinkers: What they Think 
and Why. (Principally on Social 
Science.) By VAN BEUREN DENSLOW, LL· 
D., withf!.n introduction by R. G. Inger
soll. With eight portraits: Comte, Swe
denbotg, Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham, 
Thomas Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer, 
and Ernst Haeckel. 384 pages_ $1.50. 

Moral Education: Its Laws and Meth
ods_ By Prof. J. R. BucHANAN. A new 
method to conquer crime, disease, and 
misery, which churches, colleges, and 
governments have signally failed to do. 
$1.50. 

Moral Physiology; A Brief and Plain 
Treatis on the Population Question. By 
RoBERT DALE OwEN. 60 cents. 

Mortality of the Soul and the Immor
tality of its Elements. By A. SNIDER DE 
PEL;tEGRINI. 10 cents. 

Myths and Myth-Makers: Old Tales 
and Superstitions interpreted by compar
ative Mythology. By JoHN FisKE, M.A. 
LL.B., of Harvard College. $2. 

Origin and Development of Religious 
Ideas and Beliefs, as manifested 
in history and seen by reason. By Mon
ms F.INSTEIN. $1. 

Orthodox Hash, with a Change of 
Diet. By WARREN SuMNER BARLOw. 
10 cents. 

Paradise Lost; or, The Great Dragon 
Cast Out. 60 cents. 

Personal llnmortality and Other 
Papers. By JosiE OPPENHEIM- Ex
tra cloth, 12mo, 98 }?agefl. 75 cents, 

I SPlRI'rUALIS'NC WORKS. 
J For S::tle at THE TmJTH SEEKER Office. 

' Achsa 1V. Sprague~s and Mary 
i Clark's EXj)ei'lences in the First 

1

1 •ren l.lpuer~d u£ :3pirit-Life. _ Paper, 20 
cents. 

' After Death ; the Disembodiment of 
Man, 'l'ho World of Spirit, Its Location, 
Extent, Appearance, Inhabitants, Cus
toms, Bex and its uses there. By P. B. 
RANDOLPH. Price, $2.00. 

After Dogmatic Theology, What~ 
Materialism, or, a Spiritual Philosophy 
and Natural Religion. By GILES B. STEB
ll!NS. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

Agassiz and Spiritualism: Involving 
the Investigation of Harvard College Pro
fessors in 1857. By ALLEN PUTNAM, 
author of "Bible Marvel-Workers," 
"Spirit· Works," "Natty a Spirit," etc. 
This sterling work combines in itself the 
characteristics of memoir, essay, and re
view. The matte1· considered is of vital 
interest to the cause of Spiritualism, and 
readers cannot fail of being pleased with 
the treatment which Mr. Pu:r~ accords 
to it. Price, 25 cents. 

Angel of Horeb. By M. B. CRAVEN. 
A Critical Review of Biblical Inspiration 
and Divinity. Paper, 10 cents_ 

A.n"'el Voices from the Spirit-World. 
~ssays taken indiscriminately from a 
large amount written under angel influ
en·ce. By JAMES LAWRENCE, Dial and 
Transcribing Medium, and Reputed 
Author. Cloth, pp. 400; $1.00. 

An Hour With the Angels· or, A 
Dre>lm of the Spuit Life. By A. tRIGHAM, 
Price, 50 cents_ 

Answers to Charges in General Be
lief: By Mr. and lVIrs A- E. NEWTON. 
PricA, 15 cents. 

Armaged<lon ; or, the Overthrow of 
Romanism and Monarchy. By s_ D. 
BALDWIN. Price, $1.50. 

Baptism of Fire. An Autobiographi
cal Sketch. By LuciFER. Price, 30 cents. 

Battle-Gromul of the Spiritual Re
formation. By S. B. BmT'rAN, M.D. 
The latest ttnd best clefense of Spiritual
ism-at once a text-book and a vindica
tion. An armory from which Spiritualists 
will draw weapons for ye<ll'S. Price, $2-

Better Views of' Living; or, Life Ac
cording to the Doctrin, "Whatever Is 
Is Right. By Dr. A. B. CHILD. Price, $1. 

lhyond the Breakm·s. A Story of 
the Present Day. By ltOBERT DALE OwEN. 
Finely illustrated. 'rhis story of village 
life in the \Vest is, in its narrow and in
terior mc,ming, a profonndly spiritual 
story, through and by whose numberless 
incidents, scenes, characters, and narra· 
tions i~ illu:;tmt.oll the gre11i truth of 
spirit-lifo and communion. Cloth, $1.50. 

l~;oyoml the Veil. Dit:tated by the 
Spirit cf P. B. 1-tA.Co;DOLPl!, through the 
mediumship of ::VIrs. E. H. ilTDougd and 
Mrs. Lunn Hutcllinson. Cloth, with 
steel-plate portrait of P. B. Randolph. 
Price, $1.50. W 

Biblical Chronology. By lVI. B. 
CRAVEN. Contn1sting the Chronological 
Computationo of the Hebrew and Septua
gint Versions from Adam to Christ; Crit
ical Essay on the Geographical Location 
of the Garden of Eden. Paper, 10 cents. 

Bible in the Balance. A Text Book 
for Investigators. The Bible weighed in 
the balance with history, chronology, 
science, literature, and itself. With illus
trations. By ltev. J. G. FisH. Cloth, $1.50 

Bible 1\larvel-Workers, And the Pow
er which helped or made them perform 
mighty works and utter inspired words; 
together with some personal traits and 
characteristics of prophets, apostles, and 
Jesus, or New Readings of "The Mira. 
cles." By ALLEN PuTNAM. Price, $1.25. 

Book on Me<liums; or, Guide for Me
diums and Invocators. By ALLEN CARDEO. 
Price, $1.50. 

Buddhism am1 Cl1ristianity Face to 
Face. By J. 1\'I. PEEBLEs. A Dis
cussion between a Buddhist priestand.an 
English clergyman. Paper, 25 cents. 

Chapters from the Bible of the Ages. 
Compiled by G. B. STEBBINS. Price, $1.50 

Christianity Before the Time of 
Christ. By 1\'I. B. CRAVEN- With 
Quotations from the Ancient Sages and 
Fathers, showing the Historic Origin of 
Christian Worsh1p. Paper, 25 eents_ 

Christ and the People. By A. B. 
CHILD. Price, $1. 25. 

Christ, the Corner-stone of Spiritual· 
ism. By J. l\I. PEEBLEs. 10 cents. 

Civil and Religious Persecutions in 
the State of New Yod:. By 
THOII1AB R. HAZARD. Paper, 10 centB. 

-claims of Spiritualism. By a Med~~ 
cal Man. Price, 25 oeutr~, · 
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IJolts and f!11ippings. 

THE Rev. Mr. Hennis a minister in Georgia. 
Probably a lay preacher, suggests a Rochester 
punster. 

IT is well that they do not burn heretics 
now. There would be demand for considera
ble fueL-Sun. 

JUDGING from the throngs at the beaches on 
Sunday during the season, the Sabbath would 
seem to be not so much the Lord's day as the 
landlord's day, says the editor of the Commer
cial Advertiser, who has been there. 

IN Pere Hyacinth's church the deacons who 
pass the plate say "Thank you" to those who 
contribute. Good idea. In this country a 
man has more opportunity to say "Thank 
you" to the deacons for leaving him anything 
at all. 

THE Methodists of Kentucky hav passed 
severe resolutions against the camp-meetings 
which encourage Sunday trains on the rail
roads. But without Sunday trains some of 
the camps would perpetually close their gates 
from lack of sufficient patronage. 

A MOTHER who has a very bashful son, but 
for whom she says all the ladies express the 
greatest admiration, asks an editor how she 
can cure him of his aversion to the female 
sex. "Make a minister of him," replies a 
man who has used his eyes to some advan
tage. 

AN exchange says that a clergyman in west· 
ern Massachusetts recently gave a notice on 
Sunday that, owing to the severe illness of 
his brother, who was rapidly nearing his end, 
the evening services would be omitted. The 
choir immediately followed with the hymn 
commencing, " What cheering words are 
these?" 

THE fact, says the Merchant Traveler, that 
John Slugger Sullivan is making thousands of 
dollars every week while the Y. M. C. A. of 
Philadelphia barely saved its building from 
the clutches of the sheriff, is a much stronger 
argument in favor of the Y. M. C. A. going 
into the slugging business than of John going 
into the Y. M. C. A. 

PREACHER-" Why do you cry, my good 
woman?'' Lady-" Because my husband who 
went away to Germany about five years ago 
treats me very badly." Preacher-" How's 
that?" Lady-" He writes me to come to him 
at once and bring the 'two ' children along. 
Just think of it, the 'two,' and between you 
and me I've got four now." 

THE Rochester Post:-Express says it behooves 
the clergyman who is returning from Europe 
to remember just what ailment he was suffer
ing from when his congregation sent him 
abroad to be cured. Nothing is so apt to ex
cite suspicion as to hav the D.D., who went 
across to cure his consumption, return rejoic
ing in the removal of his neuralgic head-
aches. • 

A WICKED story from the Merchant Traveler: 
"Hav you made your peace with the world?" 
asked a minister of a dying man. " There's 
only one thing, sir, I'd like to do, and I could 
die happy,'' was the faint reply. "What is 
it, my friend? Speak quick, for you hav but 
a few moments left of earth." "Well, I'd 
like to kick f.he stuffin' out of Zeke Brown for 
beatin' me in that last hoss trade. I-I-" 

ScENE: A Boston Sunday-school class. 
Teacher: "Johnny, who was the strongest 
man?" J ohiJlly: "Sullivan.'' Teacher: "Why, 
Johnny, Samson was the strongest man." 
Johnny: "Noheain't." Teacher: "Whyyes. 
He was so strong he slew ten thousand men 
in the Philistine's army with the jawbone of 
an ass." Johnny: "He may hav been the 
strongest man onst. Sullivan has slew every
thing that's ever stood up before him, an' I'll 
bet yer a nickle. he'd not let a Philistine git 
away if he'd had the jawbone of an ass to 
sling around. Sullivan can clean out the 
whole United States army with his bare fists." 
The teacher finally admitted that Johnny was 

right and wondered why the revision commit
tee hadn't substituted Sullivan's name for 
Samson. 

THE preacher was a good man, an honest 
man, a zealous man, and a consistent man. 
That's why, according to the Kentucky State 
Journal, after he preached an hour and a half 
against "the great demon, money," he said: 
"We will now take up a collection for the 
benefit of your pastor; and I trust that not 
one in this congregation will disgrace him or 
himself so much as to not contribute liberally." 

THE Boston Post in commenting on the dea
cons of theN ew Hampshire legislature amend
ing the woodchuck law so that no bounty will 
be paid for a woodchuck killed on Sunday 
thinks "this will giv the boys Sunday to go 
fishing." The Post may be correct in so far. 
as fishing is concerned, but confining our
selva to the woodchuck question this new law 
is a premium on expert lying as to time of 
killing woodchucks. Well, fishing and lying 
go hand in )land anyway. 

"MEBOY !" exclaimed Deacon Jones, "see 
here ! .. They say that the oyster supply is 
rapidly diminishing ! What are we going to 
do at our festivals this winter? We shan't 
make enough to pay for lights and fuel, let 
alone the parson's salary." "Oh, don't be 
ahirmed,'' replied Mrs. Smithson, the most 
prudent soul in the society; "don't be 
alarmed, deacon; I took the precaution to 
save an oyster over from last year. I guess it 
will carry us through, if we are careful with 
it." 

IcE cream at a Methodist festival seems to 
be a very dangerous compound. Recently 
a lot of people We!i§ poisoned by eating ice 
cream at a Methodist festival at Union Springs, 
N. Y. This is the sixth case of poisoning by 
ice cream on record this summer and, strange 
as it may seem, they all occurred under the 
auspices of the Methodist church. It looks 
as though ice cream had a grudge against that 
denomination. If it has, the church festival 
will hav to con:!ine itself to red lemonade of 
the circus brand-one lemon to a barrel of 
water kept cool by a big lnmp of glass. 

THE Primitiv Baptists are holding a camp
meeting at Silver Creek, Georgia. News just 
comes of a peculiar interruption of services. 
Feeling had been wrought up to a high pitch 
by appeals of the preacher, when suddenly a 
Mrs. Nichols began a violent scene, denounc
ing every one around her. It waa some min
utes before it was discovered that she was 
quarreling instead of praying. So violent be
came her actions that the preacher stopped 
the services and hundreds of people assem
bled pressed around the excited woman for 
explanation, which she gave by pointing to 
her daughter, who was clinging to the arm of 
a well-known young gentleman of the neigh
borhood, whose attentions to the -daughter 
were forbidden by the mother. Having in his 
possession a license and procuring the ser
vices of a friendly preacher, they crowded up 
to where the young lady and mother were, 
and, in an undertone, words of marriage were 
spoken before the old lady realized what was 
going on. The mother was taken out to one 
of the tents by friends and services were re
sumed. 

THE Arkansaw Traveler relates this story: 
The other day the new minister, while mak
ing calls in the suburbs of the city, visited 
the house of Colonel Alfred Coledon, a well
known citizen. Colonel Ooledon was at work 
in the garden a short distance from the house. 
He was dressed very plainly, of course-in 
fact, he looked very much like a day laborer. 
The minister passed him without speaking 
and entered the house. The colonel turned 
and watched the divine, while an expression 
closely resembling one of contempt settled on 
his face, and seemed to hang in dark folds 
from his bulging brow. Shortly after the 
minister entered, Mrs. Coledon, who is de
voted to the church, came out and said: "Col
onel, Brother Rinze is in the house and is go
ing to pray with us." "I'll be blamed if he 

prays with me,'' the colonel replied. "He 
passed me just now in his high-headed way 
without even noticing me. Now he wants to 
pray with me, eh? Confound him, if he fools 
with me I'll wrap a hoop-pole around him. 
Fine preacher of the gospel! Takes me for a 
tramp, no doubt. You can go on and pray all 
day with him if you want to, but just count 
me out, if you please." The good woman was 
grieved, but knowing that argument would be 
useless, she went back into the house and 
was soon kneeling in devout prayer. Just 
about this time a cow jumped into the garden, 
and the colonel, calling his dog, hissed the 
animal on the invader. The dog barked fu
riously and chased the cow around the house. 
Her bell rang like a fire alarm, and, infuriated, 
she rushed on to the porch. The colonel 
seized a squash from which all healthfulness 
had departed, and threw it at the cow. The 
squash went through the window and struck 
the minister on the left temple, mashing all 
over him, and giving to his evangelical head 
a coloring that would hav driven him, had he 
appeared in such a plight, from any well
organized body of religionists. He sprang to 
his feet just in time to meet the cow, who, 
followed by the dog, rushed into the room. 
The cow knocked him down and tramped on 
him. He arose with great difficulty just as 
the animal, finding an outlet in any other way 
impossible, turned to go out. She knocked 
him down again, and pounded him in the back 
with her sharp hoofs. The colonel rushed to 
the rescue and apologized, and washed the 
minister's head; but the good man could not 
be induced to continue his prayer. 

THE tissue of falsehoods in the following 
paragraph appeared in the Watchman (the 
Baptist paper of this city) on the 13th inst.: 
"The Paine memorial was and is not. A 
building for some years past known by that 
name, in honor of Thomas Paine, the apostle 
of what was formerly styled French Infidelity, 
is now named Appleton Chapel, and opened 
for Christian worship-as an extension of the 
work so long carried ou at the Warren street 
chapel. It is stated that the necessary funds 
hav been. raised for the continuance of the 
work here, and there was a formal opening 
last week. If the original purpose of the 
building has come to an end, the end is 
reached sooner than was to hav been ex
pected." What misrepresentations abound in 
the above article! The facts are, that the 
managers of Paine Memorial, ever true to 
their professions, are, and always hav been, 
wilhng to let a portion of the building to any 
good, responsible tenant; and the Warren 
street chapel, having had a division in its 
ranks, and turned off ;a. faithful servant of 
many years' standing, he and his adherents 
came to Paine Memorial as to a house of ref
uge. We received them, not as their Chris
tian brethren did, but bid them enter our 
premises with the hope that if they stopped 
long with us, they might see the difference 
between Liberal and Christian practices. We 
had a similar experience some years ago, when 
we leased a part of Paine Memorial as a 
chapel to the Day Star Baptist church-some 
of the Watchman's friends, probably, who af
ter being treated like gentlemen for three or 
four years, failed to pay their rent, and we 
had to notify them to vacate, which they did, 
owing some three hundred dollars, which 
they hav not yet paid. The Appleton Chapel 
being more of a Liberal sect than the Day 
Star Baptist church, will no doubt prove bet
ter tenants and pay their rent. Paine Memo
rial still stands an honor to the Liberal cause 
and a testimony to the ,worth of Thomas 
Paine. Our liberality is evinced by the fact 
that Jews, Christians, Sphitualists, and Athe
ists occupy the premises together in harmony 
-each bearing with the other, and hearing 
the reason given by each for the faith or no 
faith that is within them. The object of the 
Watchman's bigoted attack upon the Paine 
Memorial is no doubt to injure it in the pub
lic estimation, and therefore, as its article 
may be extensivly published, we sht1ll be 
obliged to any paper that will publish our re
ply or the substance of it.-Boston Investigator. 

1/Jtws o/( tht flttk. 

Gov. BuTLER will run for re-election as gov. 
ernor of Massachusetts. 

RusSIA is making preparations for war alon 
the Austrian and German frontiers. 

A COMET of considerable size and brilliancy 
is reported to be rapidly approaching the 
earth and sun. 

A COLORED convention was held at Louis• 
ville, Ky., on the 24th. Fred. Douglass left 
Washington to attend. 

THIRTY-EIGHT officers in the Russian army 
hav recently been arrested for connection 
with the Nihilist agitation. 

THE large stables attached to the exposition 
at Pittsburgh, Pa., were destroyed by :lire last 
Sunday. Several valuable horses and a stable 
boy were burnt. 

THE wife of the Rev. A. W. Green, pastor 
of a Methodist church at Ithaca, N. Y., com· 
mitted suicide last week by hanging. The 
act is attributed to ill-health. 

MEMBERS of St. Stanislaus's church in Buf· 
falo, N.Y., attempted to lynch their priest, 
the Rev. Father Pi tass, one evening last week. 
Stolen funds caused the trouble. 

FATHER KEARNEY, of Freeport, L. I., is under 
arrest for assault and battery on a hotel keep• 
er. There is also a suit against Kearney for 
$10,000 damages for an immoral offense. 

ONE hundred convicts in the Connecticut 
state prison were poisoned one day last week 
by eating some corned lamb. Some of them 
are in a precarious condition. The origin of 
the poison has not been traced. 

JuDGE HoADLY, Democratic candidate for 
governor of Ohio, and who has been under 
medical treatment in Philadelphia, has recov· 
ered his health, and will soon return to Ohio 
to take an activ part in the canvass. 

THE Germans of Brooklyn held on W ednes. 
day evening a meeting which was announced 
in the posters as an "anti-fanatic" meeting. 
It grew out of the alleged persecution of Ger· 
mans for violation of the Sunday law. 

Two young men of Milwaukee recently de· 
termined to fight a bloody duel, but failing to 
get satisfaction with swords as weapons, they 
fell upon each other with bare fists, and 
fought until one of them had to be carried 
home. 

IN Richmond county, Va., on Friday morn• 
ing, the 21st., a negro named Archie Johnson 
was hanged by lynchers for attempting to 
outrage a white girl only six years of age, the 
daughter of a highly respected planter of that 
county. 

THE gubernatorial campaign in Iowa il! 
being conducted with unusual vigor this fall, 
The issues outlined are prohibition and a 
protectiv tariff on the Republican side, and 
license and tariff for revenue on the side of 
the Democrats. 

A GREAT deal of the evidence in the Rose 
Ambler murder at Stratford, Conn., goes to 
show that the dead girl's lover was instrumen· 
tal in causing her death. Blood stains hav 
been found on his clothing and upon the ftoor 
and lap-robe of his carriage. 

THE ceremonies preceding the opening of 
the Council of the Roman Catholic Province 
of New York were held in St. Patrick's Cathe· 
dral in this city last Sunday. There was a 
good deal of attendant pomp and splendor. 
One lunatic was developed, but the ushers 
ejected her as soon as the symptoms of in· 
sanity manifested themselvs. r 

A MAN having a sufficient amount of religion 
to be denominated a crank, appeared at the 
White House in Washington, one day last 
week, and asked for an audience with the 
president. He said that he had come all the 
way from Colorado to crown the president 
king of America, which duty he said had been 
committed to his charge by the Lord Jesus 
Christ. The man gave his name as Portroit, 
and said he was a nativ of Germany. A 
policeman took him in charge. 
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~tltdions. to living species as they approach nearer to the pres- barren district of mountain, to find an old site of a 
ent time. · mine, with a shaft two hundred and ten feet deep, at 

It will be seen from the examination of the above the bottom of which were a human skeleton an 
Early Man in America. periods that the inquiry into the antiquity of man is 'altar,' and other remains of an ancient people, p~ob-

Fram the North American Review. limited to the last four. The most highly specialized ably Indian." In other ancient mines in theW estern 
-Who were the earliest inhabitants of America, form in the animal kingdom cannot be looked for un- states, as Dr. Southall has recently pointed out, hu

and when did they liv? are questions which hav til the lower animals by which he is now surrounded man skeletons hav been met with which prove that 
generally been approached solely from the point of made their appearance. We cannot imagin him to gold mining was extensivly carried on long before 
view offered by discoveries in the United States, and, hav been living in the Eocene age, when animal life the discovery of gold in the present century. The 
until within the last three or four years, hav been 'YB:s not sufficiently differentiated to present us with whole group of human remains, therefore, in the 
discussed only on the slender basis of the Calaveras hvmg genera of placental mammals. Nor is there auriferous deposits, instead of proving the existence 
skull and the implements found in gold-mining in any probability of his having appeared on the earth of Red Indi~tns in California in the Pliocene age, be
California. In the following essay I propose to deal in the Miocene, because of the absence of placental long to a comparativly modern period. Some are 
with them as portions of one great problem common mammals belonging to living species. It is most un- probably ~he resul~s of inter;ments which took place 
to the Old and New Worlds, and to show that the likely that man should appear in a fauna in which m deep mmes, or m superfiCial deposits, while others 
first traces of man, as yet discovered, prove him to there was no other living mammal. He belongs to a hav found their way by accident into the auriferous 
hav lived in the same low stage of culture on both more advanced stage of evolution than that presented gravels from the surface at various times. The fa
sides of the Atlantic, at a time when the hands of the by the mid-Miocene of Thenay, in which flint mous ode of Bret Harte, in which he humorously 
geological clock pointed to the same hour ove:r the splinters fashioned by man are said to hav occurred. puts down the Calaveras skull to a miner from Mis
greater part of the world. The story of earlv man Up to this time, the evolution of the animal kingdom souri-" But I'd take it kindly if you'd send the 
in America is a part of the greater story of the first had advanced no farther than the Sirniadw in the di- pieces home to old Missouri"-is true so far as the 
appearance of man on the earth, so far as he has yet rection of man, and the apes th~m haunting the mining is concerned, and M. Simonin was not so 
been revealed by modern discovery. forests of Italy, France, and Germany, were the most wi~e of the mark as appears at first sight when he 

Before we enter into these questions, we must de- highly organized types. We may also look at the seriOusly followed Mr. Bret Harte in ascribing, in the 
fine clearly what is meant by the geological clock. question from another point of view. If man were Revue des Deux Mondes, the "Pliocene skull" to "un 
In dealing with events recorded in documents, we upon the earth in the Miocene age, it is incredible mineur Missourien." The remains, looked at purely 
not only know the relation of one event to another, that he should not hav become something else while from the archroological point of view, are Neolithic 
and how long an event was in coming to pass, but we those changes were going on in the conditions of life and identical with those which unmistakably belong 
can accurately measure the intervals in terms of by which all the Miocene land mammalia hav been to the ancient Indian tribes of North America. We 
years. This obviously cannot be done without chron- so profoundly affected that they hav either assumed cannot seriously entertain the idea that mankind 
icles of some sort or another. In the great geological new forms or been exterminated. It is impossible to first appeared on the earth in the Neolithic stage of 
past outside history, we hav no such evidence of the believe that man should hav been an exception to the culture, identical, so far as we know, in every respect 
flow of the years, and we can only arrange our law of change. Nor in the succeeding Pliocene age with the ancestors of the present Red Indians, at a 
events in due relation to each other, without knowl- can we expect to find traces of man upon the earth. time when there were but few living species of the 
edge either of the length of time necessary for The living placental mammals had only then begun higher mammalia, and that he lived in California be
each, or of the length of any of the intervals. to appear, and seeing that the higher animals hav in- fore canyons from two to three thousand feet had 
Consequently we cannot fix a date, in the historical variably appeared in the rocks according to their been cut by the existing streams out of the solid 
sense, for events which happened outside history, and place. in the zoological scales, Fishes, Amphibians, rock. Neither in the New nor in the Old W 01·ld is 
cannot measure the antiquity of man in terms of Reptlls, Placental Ma~mals, it is hardly reasonable there any trace of Pliocene man revealed by modern 
years. The present rate of the retrocession of the to suppose that the highest of all should then hav discovery. 
Falls of Niagara, or of the deposit of Nile mud, or be~n upon the earth. The few scored bones in the We come now in our inquiry to the succeeding 
of stalagmite in caverns, or of the accumulation of Phocene strata of Italy, referred by Professor Capelini period, when the higher Mammalia, now con tempo
the rocks themselvs, or of the movement of glaciers the work of Pliocene man, are considered by Evans rary w_ith man, appeared in force on the earth, and 
hav been vainly used as natural chronometers, on th~ and Mortillet to hav been marked by the teeth of the man himself may be reasonably looked for. We will 
assumption that they hav been going on at tile same large sharks abundant iu those seas. And if they be take the point of view, first of all, offered by Europe. 
rate through all the past, and hav been warranted artificial it is. not, in my opinion, proved that they The Pleistocene, or Quaternary, period in Europe is 
never to stop, or to want winding up or to go faster were marked m the Pliocene age. "The fossil man characterized by the arrival of numerous living spe
or slower than at the moment the ob~erver was look- of Denise" is of uncertain age, and other alleged cies, _which are. divisible into four natural groups, ac
ing at them. Such attempts are so obviously futil cases of Pliocene man in Europe hav now been given cordmg to ~h~Ir ~resent habitats. To the first belong 
that it is not a little strange to find them seriously up. . those now hvmg m the temperate zone in the north
made by men like Wallace and Mortillet. The an- ~he questwn has, however, been revived in the ern hemisphere, such as the mole, musk-shrew, 

. tiquity of man is to be measured simply by an ap- Um~ed States by Professo~ Wb~tney, in his work on the beaver, lynx, wild-cat, wolf, fox, martin, ermine, stoat, 
peal to the succession of events in the geological Aun~erous _Gra':els. of Calif~rnm, and the existence of otter, brown and grizzly bear, horse, bison, urus 
record, by the changes in the face of nature in eli- man m Cahforma, m the Phocene age, has been. ac- saiga antelope, stag, roe, fallow-deer, and wild boar: 
mate, in geography, and in the forms of life. ' cepted by such high authorities as Marsh, Le Conte, They emigrated from Asia, and some pushed their 

The change in life has been so regular, definit, and and others. It becom~s, therefore, necessary for us way as far south as northern Africa. The second 
orderly in the geological past, that it enables us to to see how the facts will stand the test of criticism. consists of arctic animals, such as the arctic hare 
classify the rocks over the whole world into primary, In the ~rst pla~e, it is a~sumed that the auriferous and lemming, musk-sheep, reindeer, and wolverine. 
secondary, and tertiary groups. In the last of these, ~ravels m the Sierr;ts, With traces of man, which are These animals also came from Asia, and found their 
the higher types of Mammalia become more and ~~ some places three hundred feet thick, and some- way as far to the south as the Alps and Pyre
more specialized as we draw nearer to the frontiers times covered with ancient lava streams, are of Plio- nees, and as far to the west as Ireland. The third 
of history; and their pedigrees, when traced from c~ne. age .. They are, ho~ever, proved by their fos- group is composed of those animals now enjoying 
one period to another, assume the shape of genealog- s1ls, Identified by Dr. Leidy, to hav been deposited the cold climate of high altitudes in Europe, such as 
ical trees, such as that which Professor Marsh has by the streams from the Miocene ( Elotheriurn) age the chamois, ibex, and Alpine marmot. The fourth 
discovered for the horse. The living orders first ap- down to the present time. Among the animals we is represented by animals now only found in warm 
pear in the Eocene, the living genera in the Miocene may note the skull of a mustang, identical with that countries, such as the lion, panther, African lynx, 
a fe~ l_iving species in the Pliocene, while nearly ali of ~exi?o and California, w~ich could not hav been spotted and striped hyena, hippopotamus, and African 
the livmg species come in in the Pleistocene division. ~uried m the gravels of Sierra county before the elephant and porcupine. The remains of these ani
Again, in. the interval dividing the last from the His- time of the _Spanish conquest, when the living race of mals lie scattered over southern Europe, and as far 
toric perwd, the domestic animals appear and the horses was mtr?du_ced. Con~equently the discovery to the north as Yorkshire, and to the west as Ireland. 
cultiva~ed fruits, an~ this-the Prehistoric-gradually of human remams m th~ aun_ferous gra_vels does not With these certain extinct species appear, hitherto 
passes mto the perwd embraced by the written rec- prove tha~ ~an was an mhabitant of Pliocene Amer- unknown, such as the straight-tusked elephant, mam
ords. The succession of events may be used as the wa, even If It be allowed that they are of the same moth, pigmy elephant, woolly and small· nosed 
figures on our dial-plate, marking the lapse of geo- age as the ~trata in which they lie. There is, how- rhinoceroses, the Irish elk, pigmy hippopotamus, and 
logical time in. the. Tertiary period, as follows: (1.) ev~r, no eVIdence of _this in a~y one insta~ce. The the cave bear. The distribution of these animals 
The Eocene penod, m which the placental mammals O~Jects themselvs pomt to a directly opposit conclu- throws a flood of light on the geography and climate 
now on the earth were represented by extinct allied swn. The stone mortars, pestles, polished stone axes, of Pleistocene Europe. The British Isles, at the 
forms belonging to existing families and orders. The b~ads, etc., found at various depths, are identical time of their migration, must hav formed part of the 
order Primates,_to which man belongs, is represented Wit~ thos~ scattered_over. the sur~ace and used by t~e continent, and the evidence is tolerably clear that the 
by creatures allied to the lemurs both in the Old and Indian tnbes of Cahforma, descnbed by Bancroft m hundred fathom line off the west coast of Ireland 
New Worlds. (2.) The Miocene, in which the alli- his "Nativ R~ces of the Pacific States," and more re- was then the Atlantic coast line. The area of the 
ance between living and extinct mammals is more cently .?Y vanous writers in the seventh volume of North Sea W/lS a broad, open valley, gashed by a deep 
close, and living genera appear. The Primates are the :Umt~d Stn.t~s Geographical Survey under the di- fjord extending close to Norway and as far as Den
represented by a higher division, the family of apes, r~c~on o~ Cap tam Wheeler. The human bones are in- mark. The Mediterranea.n occupied a much smaller 
in Europe and in the United States. (3.) The Plio- d1stmgmshable from those of the Red Indians. The area than it does now, and was isolated from the 
cene, in which, for the first time, living mammalian famo~s Calaveras skull, according to Professor Wy- Atlantic by a land barrier, extending in the direction 
s~ecies appear; but they are few in number compared ~an,_Is related t_o the ~ndian typ~,with a doubtful affin- of the Straits of Gibraltar, along which the animals 
w1th the extinct specie;;. (4.) The Pleistocene, in 1tyw1th theEskimos; Itwasobtamedfromashaftsunk could migrate freely between Spain and northern 
which the living species are more abundant than the through three alternate layers of gravel and basalt, Africa. It was also cut into two deep basins by a 
extinct among the Mammalia, and the Primates are at a depth of one hundred and thirty-two feet from neck of land extending northward from Cape Bon, 
represented by their highest development, the family ~he_s~rface, was associated with the remains of other by way of Malta and Sicily, along which the animals 
of man. (5.) The Prehistoric, characterized by the mdividuals, all:d had been buried along with shell now found in the bone caves and river deposits of 
present fauna and flora, being in possession of the beads of the kmd usually met with in Indian inter- those regions could freely pass. To account, indeed, 
regions in which they hav been known historically. ments. Had thesa remains been found near the sur- for the distribution of animals in the jslands, we 
Man has increased and multiplied on the earth and face, they would hav been undoubtedly classified with must believe that, in those days, the Mediterranean 
is possessed of domesticated animals and culti;ated the ordinary traces of Indians, and their occurrence area was elevated about 2,400 feet above its present 
fruits, and has acquired the arts of spinning weaving at so great a derth is the sole cause of their being level, a change which would unite Corsica and Sar
mining, and pottery making in the Old World, and the object of special interest. dinia to France, turn the Adriatic into a broad val
gradually passed through the Neolithic, Bronze, and Nor hav we to go far to account for their presence ley, and elevate the islands of the Greek Archipelago 
Iron stages of civilization. (6.) The Historic, or at great depths. It is very strange that Professor into mountain peaks. 
period covered by written records, which varies in Whitney should hav ignored the fact that mining The climate of Europe at this time differed con
~ach cou_ntry, going ~ack to 40~0 n.c in Egypt, and operations had been carried on in those very districts siderably from that of the present day. To allow of 
Ill Amenca to the time of Chnstopher Columbus. long before the time of "the forties." "In 1849 " the northern animals penetrating as far south as the 
Were the extinct species take_n into account, it would writes Schoolcraft (" Archrnology," vol. i, p. lOS), Alps and Pyrenees, the temperature in middle Eu
~e. seen that they fill up the mterval separating one "the gold-diggers at one of the mountain diggings, rope must hav been low, while it must hav been high 

1Ivmg form from another, and that they approximate called Murphy's, were surprised, in examining a high, for animals of warm habits, such as the hippopot~r-



mus to hav. lived as far north as the ~ritish Isles. breccia, out of which are hewn the tombs of the 
The' remains of both these groups are so inter- Egyptian kings. In Palestine they hav been obtained 
mingled in the river deposits and caves throughout by the Abbe Richard between l\iount Tabor and the 
middle Europe-hippopotamus with reindeer and Sea of Tiberias, and by Mr. Stopes between J~rusa
the like-that it is impossible to refer them tope- lem and Bethlehem. Throughout this wide area the 
riods separated from each other by long intervals. implements are of the same rude type, and generally 
In most of the caves the gnawed remains prove that of the same materials, flint or quartzite, those of 
the reindeer formed a large part of the prey of the Luxor and Palestine being identical with those in the 
spotted hyena. The solution of this difficulty lies in river valleys of Britain and of France. Throughout 
the fact that Europe was then a large tract of land, this area, too, the river-drift man hunted some or 
reaching from northern Africa far into the Atlantic, other of those animals which we hav mentioned above. 
and, therefore, enjoyed a continental climate, with Nor is our survey yet ended. He is proved by 
the summer heat greater than now, and the winter many discoveries to hav ranged over the Indian 
cold more severe. But this only disposes of one peninsula, from the valley of the Nerbudda in the 
part of the difficulty, for it is not likely that the ani- north as far as Madras. Here we find him forming 
mals would swing to and fro over such a wide area part of a fauna in which are to be numbered species 
as that reaching from the Pyrenees to the Baltic in now living in India, such as the Indian rhinoceros 
one season. There must, therefore, hav been some and the arnee, as well as extinct types of oxen and 
other cause at work, and that cause is distinctly elephants. There were two extinct hippopotami in 
shown, by the ice marks scattered far and wide over the rivers, as well as living gavials, turtles, and tor
the flanks of the mountains of central and southern toises. It is plain, therefore, that at this time the 
Europe and over the low-lying districts in the north, higher mammals of India stood in the same relation 
to hav been a secular and gradual lowering of tern- to the present Indian animals as the European fauna 
perature, until it reached· its minimum, probably of the Pleistocene does to that now living in Europe. 
with long pauses and possibly with the return of In both there was a similar association of living with 
warmer conditious. Owing to these climatal changes extinct forms, and in both the central figure is the 
every inch of ground, in middle and western Europe, river-drift hunter. 
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Asia, and America. It is not reasonable to suppose 
that the Straits of Behring could hav offered a free 
passage either to the river-drift man migrating from 
Asia to America, or to the American animals from 
America to Europe, while there was a great barrier 
of ice, or of sea, or of both, in the high northern 
latitudes. 

It will naturally be asked who and what was the 
river-drift hunter. The question can only be partially 
answered in the present stage of the inquiry. The 
few fragments of human bones, beyond doubt asso
ciated with the implements, are too imperfect to offer 
any evidence as to race. They, however, point out 
unmistakably that he was a man, and not "a missing 
link," and that he was without traces of Simian an
cestry, such as hav been ascribed to him by l\iortillet 
and others. On this important point I entirely agree 
with Dr. Virchow. The river-drift man has vanished 
from the face of the earth without leaving any clew 
to his identification with any living race. After him 
the race of cave-men appeared in Europe, now rep
resented by the Eskimos. 

We may realize before the rock-hewn tombs at 
Luxor the impossibility of measuring the date of the 
river-drift hunter in terms of years. In the interval 
between the time of his encampment on the site or 
ancient Thebes and the rise of the splendor of 
Egypt, the conditions of life· described in the pre
ceeding pages passed away, and man had progressed 
from the hunter stage of civilization into that of the 
Neolithic, of the Bronze, and of the Iron ages. He 
stands on the other side of an abyss of past time, 
the depth of which has not been, and which in my 
opinion cannot be, fathomed. W. BoYD DAWKINii. 

would successivly form a frontier between the north- We are led from the region of tropical India to 
ern and southern animals, and their remains would the banks of the Delaware in New Jersey, by there
be mingled together as we find them to be. During cent discoveries of Dr. Abbott, in the neighborhood 
the extreme cold, the arctic animals would arrive at of Trenton, which I hav had the opportunity of ex
their southern limit. Closely following on this low- amining with that gentleman and Professors Haynes 
ering of the temperature to its minimum, geograph- and Lewis. The implements are of the same type, 
ical changes of great magnitude took place in the and occur under exactly the same conditions, as the 
north of Europe. The area to the north of the line river-drift implements of Europe. They are found 
passing from the lower valley of the Severn eastward in a terrace of river gravel and loam overlooking the How the Hindoos Worship.-Their Faith Weak-
into Russia was depressed beneath the waves of a river, and are composed of materials derived from ening. 
berg-laden sea, and again lifted up so that the British the old terminal moraine which strikes across the Frmn Dio Lewis's .Monthly. 

Isles, then an archipelago, again formed part of the states of New Jersey and Pennsylvania in the direc- About eight o'clock in the morning a Brahman 
main-land. As the land emerged from the water, tion of Lake Erie. The large blocks of stone which 

priest comes in to conduct morning worship. the Pleistocene forests crept over it, and the animals it contains indicate that during the time of its accu- He has already visited the river, or some other 
found their way over the southern and midland mulation there were ice rafts floating down the Dela- · b h h' h t b 

body of water, for his mornmg at , w IC mus e 
counties. ware in the spring, as in the Thames, the Seine, and finished before the sun rises. He has gathered a 

Such as this was the scene on which man first ap- the Somme in those days. According to PTofessor basket of flowers, which he brings with him. Pass-
pears in Europe. Rude splinters of stone, and Lewis, it was formed either during the time when . hr h th h h t h "Bl 

( L mg t oug e ouse, e says o eac one, ess-roughly-chippedpebblesofflintandchert,attheirvery the glacier of the Delaware was retreating " ate . b , 
Th mgs e upon you. 

best trimmed to an almond shape, and mostly in- Glacial") or a later period ("Post-Glacial"). 6 In the worship room there is a small sacred stool. 
tended for use in the hand, occur abundantly in the physical evidence is clear that it belongs to the same If the family be rich, it is of pure gold or silver. 
river deposits of England and France, in association age as the deposits with similiar remains in Europe. Among the poor it is copper, but always metallic. 
Wl'th the remain"' of the above animals. They are the The fossil animalS-the reindeer, bisen, mastodon- b 1. d h · 't f G d t k h' t t " Here, it is e 1eve , t e sp1n o o a es IS sea o implements of savages living by the chase, and prob- found in it also point to the same conclusion. These listen to our worship. 
ably also by fishing and fowling. Not only hav the animals belong to a fauna occurring in fluviatile de- Many families, longing for some visible object 
implements been discovered, but the very spots on posits in North America, composed of the same ele- to represent the deity, bring from the riverside a 
the river-bank where the hunter sat and made them ments, and even some cf the same species (as may small black stone, and lay it on the sacn!d stool. 
hav been identified, as at Crayford and other places be seen in Dr. Leidy's list) as that of the Pleistocenes The weight of this stone expresses to them strength 
in the valley of the Thames. Could we hav pene- of Europe. In it living and extinct forms, and those and solidity. It helps them to think of the substan
trated to the banks of the Thames, or of the Seine, now fou-nd in warm and cold regions, were mingled tial force and power of the Infinite. This may stand 
in those times, guided by a thin column of smoke together. To the temperate division belong the Vir- for what, among the white races, is known as an 
rising over the trees till we reached the camp of the ginian deer, the bison, raccoon, and the stag, the Indian idol. Every Hindoo knows that the various 
river-drift hunter, we might hav seen the men se- beaver and the elk; to the northern, the reindeer and images we use to represent the supernatural are not 
lecting blocks of flint and chipping their implements musk-sheep; to the southern, the tapir and pecc_ary. God, but each thing represents some quality of the 
out of them, the women preparing the half-raw meal Among the exti11ct species we may note the Amen can Supreme Being. 
of flesh-it may be of reindeer, mammoth, or rhi- variety of the mammoth, the mastodon, and the great Christians treat with reverence their Bible, though 
noceros, while the children broke the silence of the sloths-Megatheriunt, Megalonyx, and Mylodon, as well they know it is made of paper which was rags. Just 
evening with their shouts on those very spots where as a species of capybara and of musk-sh~e~. ~he so a Hindoo treats with reverence one of his idols. 
are now to be heard, day and night, the voices of Felis atrox of Dr. Leidy I am unable to distm~msh He knows it is clay, or stone, or wood, and no more 
London and Paris. from the cave-lion of Europe. All these ammals God than paper rags; but, like the Bible, his piece of 

Nor can there be much doubt as to the relation of were probably familiar to the river-drift hunter. as clay or stone helps him to thank God. 
the river-drift hunter to the above-mentioned changes he passed northward to the edge of the great glac~er, The Brahman, having saluted each of us with a 
in climate and geography which are usually summed or southward into the tropics of Central Amenca. blessing as he passes through the house into the 
up under the term Glacial. The balance of evidence He was encamped at Trenton either while New York worship-room, now sits down upon a square rug in 
is in favor of the view that the hunter at Crayford lay buried under the ice-which has left its unmis- front of the golden or silver stool. He there repeats 
was in the valley of the Thames before the submerg- takable marks iR the smoothed rocks of the Central an invocation to the Supreme Being. 
ence, and before the temperature had reached its Park-or while that ice was melting away. Thus, in This occupies a few minutes, and is spoken in San
minimum, or, in other words, in Preglacial times. our survey of the conditions of life when ma_n first scrit. ·It is a prayer to the invisible God to come 
The river-drift hunter whose implements are left at appeared in Europe, India, and North Amenca, we and sit upon our family seat. At the close of 
Abbeville traversed the shore of a berg-laden sea, see that the animal life was in the same stage of evo- this invocation, the priest turns, and facing the 
and possibly may hav inherited a tradition from his lution, and that "the old order" was yielding place family, kneels. They likewise fall upon their knees, 
ancestors of the famous hunting-grounds then lying "unto the new" in these three regions so widely r~- and repeat after him each phrase of a prayer. At 
at the bottom of the British Channel and the great moved from each other. The river-drift hunter IS the end of each sentence he throws a flower from his 

• Northern Ocean. The hunter who followed the hip- proved b~ his surroundings to belong to the Pleisto- basket upon the sacred stool. The flowers remain 
popotamus and the reindeer in the valley of the Ouse, cene age m all three. there and are only removed in the early morning 
near Bedford, was there after the re-elevation of the It remains for us to weave the scattered threads of befo;e the priest comes again. All the members of 
land and the cutting of the valley through the man- the inquiry into general conclusions. The identity of the family ·bow to the Brahman as .~e leaves, ~nd 
tle of bowlder-clay which had been dropped from the implements proves that t~e .r~ver_-dri~ h_unter was he responds with a "God bless you. Each pnest 
the melting bergs. He probably went far enough in the same rude state of mvil1zatwn, If It can be attends five or six families. 
northward to see the glaciers then crowning the Pen- called civilization, in the Old and New Worlds, while My people are as~onished when t~ey _are tolll that 
nine chain and the mountainous regions of Wales. the hand of the geological clock point~d to the sa~e in Christian countries only one fam1ly m five or ten 

Southward the river-drift man wandered far and hour. It is not a little strange that his mode .of hfe has morning and evening prayers. I do not believe 
wide over France, hunting. the same animals in the should hav been the same in the lands bordenng on that a single family in Goriva has omitted these 
valleys of the Rhone, Loire, and Garonne as in the the Mediterranean, in the tropical forests of India, prayers in a century; if so, the circumstances must 
valley of the Thames. In the Iberian peninsula he an_d on b?th sides of the Atlantic. The hunter of the hav been of a most extraordinary and overwhelming 
was a contemporary of the African elephant, the rem deer m the valley of the Delaware. was the same sort. I ought to say that our contact with the vy est 
mammoth and the straight-tusked elephant, and he kind of savage as the hunter o_f the remdeer on the is beginning to weaken the force of our anment 
camped i~ the neighborhood of both Lisbon and banks of the Thame~ o: the _Seme.. It does n~t, ho:w- faith and that the number of Indians with "no 
Madrid, showing here, as in France and Britain, sin- ever, follow that th1s Identity of Implem~nts Imphes religion" and no form of worship is increasing every 

ular facility in choosing places, which became, in tha~ the ~arne race of men ranged ove: thi~ vast t~act. day. At the evening wors~ip, the priest's. presence 
fhe long ages which were to follow, the sites of great ~h~le th1s may_ be left an OJ?~n questwn, It certamly is not necessary, though he IS frequently w1th us. 
capitals. He also ranged over Italy, leaving his im- mdiCates a pnmeval cond1ti~n of savagery, from 
plements behind in the Abruzzo; and in Greece, in which m~nkmd has emerg~d m the long :yes !at THE TRUTH SEEKER appears on our table this week 
the neighborhood of Corinth he was familiar with separate 1t from our own t1me .. We ~ay so er 
the extinct pigmy hippopota~us. We can also track fron: his wide rang~ that the nver-dnft hunter (~s= for the first time. It is an ably edited paper, and 
him south of the Mediterranean, by the implements summg that mankmd sprang . from one cente_r) 1_n shows preachers' deviltries in a fearless manner. We 
found in Oran and near Kolea in Algeria, in the Sa- habited the earth for a long ti~e, and that h1s d1s- a~ vise those of our reade:s who. care ~o ~ear both 
h d · al 1 · E t At Luxor they persal took place before the glamal submergence and s1des of the story, to subscnbe for 1t.-Mwhu:;an Trade ara, an m sever p aces m gyp . · · th E J( l 
hav been discovered by General Pitt Rivers in the the lowering of the temperature m nor ern urope, ourna. 
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Editorial Notes. 
THE Portland, Or., lVeelcly Standard showers its editorial 

abuse upon Ingersoll, Bennett, and Beecher ve1·y impartially. 
They can all stand it, and their rest lose none of its sweet
ness. 

the efforts of a Martin Luther would be of no avail. While 
he may hav been an important assistant at the birth of Prot
estantism, there is no reason to believe that he would hav 
the slightest success in revitalizing its COl'pse. 

A RELIGIOUS paper says that "a sister requests that some 
one upon whom the Lord shall lay it, write an a1-ticle on 
Christians marrying unbelievers. She does not wish any 
empty theory, but that some one whom the holy spilit has 
shown the deadly consequences of such a step will write his 
or her mind about it. A little experience accompanying the 
light of the spirit might help the writer in replying." We do 
not know what effect it has upon the Christian, but from the 
expe1·iences told us by a few P1·eethinkers, we imagin that 
marrying a. shouting Christian is about the shOl"test way of 
getting into hell known to men. The zealous Christians 
appem· wholly unable to accord to others the 1·ights in litera
ture and worship they claim for themselvs. 

arbitrary and,nnconstitutional orders as General Gresham is 
giving. Who constituted him dictator ancl censor of public 
mails and morals? Ce1·tainly not the people. 

'l'he Liberal Club. 
The meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club, on the 

evening of the 21st, opened with Mr. Andrews in the 
chair. This gave it an air of dignity at the start. 
Professor Vaughan, of Virginia, was the lecturer of 
the evening. "The American Hell" was the subject 
with which he proposed to deal. The lecture was 
preceded by a recitation, which related in very 
beautiful language how a priest acquired a pair of 
golden candlesticks by giving his silver ones away in 
charity. The American hell, Professor Vaughan said, 
was of several sorts; for instance, there are political, 
religious, industrial, and social hells. The world, too, 
was full of cranks, bigots, and windy people. Every
body wanted to be a leader. There was not unity 
enough among Liberals. The lecture was sold to the 
audience in printed form after it had been delivered. 

A WRITER in the Christian Advocate urges the increased study 
of Greek, and givs as one of his reasons that it was the tongue 
Christ spoke. This discovery should hav been made by Mr. 
Shapira. 

THE Catholic Union and Times ang1·ily inquires why some 
Freethinker does not take up Father Lambert's "Notes on 
Ingersoll " and answer them. If the Union and Times really 
wants to know we will tell it: The book is not worth noticing. 

Truth went to hear Justin D. Fulton preach last Sunday in 
Brooklyn, and over the report of his sermon puts the picture 
of a donkey. This is evidently a mistake, caused by the 
printers getting the reports of Fulton and Talmage mixed, 
or perhaps they thought Joe Cook was in town. 

THE London Freethinker prints this anent itself. It is an 
extract from a prayer offered on August 26th, at the Gospel 
Temperance Hall, Holloway Road: "0 Lord, a man put into 
my hands a paper ealled the Freethinlcm·, but, thank 'Gord,' I 
am past Freethinking into free grace. Do thou, 0 Lord, de
stroy these men." 

AT a meeting of the Derbyshire miners last week the stew
ard of the duke of Rutland-upon whose ground the miners 
met-refused to allow any speaking on the subject of the ex
tension of the county franchise or the redistribution of seats 
in Parliament. Free speech is not exactly an accomplished 
fact in some portions of England. 

WE hope that Mr. Jeremiah Hacker, of Berlin, N. J., will 
not be forgotten by his Libeml friends. A cold winter is 
coming on; he and his wife are very old and poor, and are in 
need of all the aid they will 1·eceive. He does not like to be 
an object of charity, and has written and printed some 
"Racing I'thymes to Suit the Times," which embody sound 
Infidel thoughts. and he would like to sell them. He will 
send them for five cents singly; in dozens or over at three 
cents each. They are handy to inclose in letters to friends 
to amuse o1· set to thinking. j~ast winter his Liberal friends 
sent enough to keep him comfortable, but during the sum
mer ve1·y little has been received by him. He now hopes to 
sell enough of these rhymes to keep the fires burning on his 
hearth and something to eat on the table. 

Profess.:>r Vaughan is one of the unexplained 
manifestations of nature. He is a sort of electric 
light. At one moment he dazzles an audience by his 
oratorical effulgence, and at the next moment his 
hearers may be left in the dark and feel like going 
home. 

Mr. Andrews ensued. He arose in defense of big
ots and cranks. A bigot was a man who loved the 
truth, and thought so much of whatever truth he 
knew that he was afraid to loose his grip on it in 
favor of a new truth. The bigot was one of those 
who took to heart the lesson of the dog that dropped 
the meat he bad in his mouth under the impression 
that he saw a larger piece, but which turned out to 
be only a shadow. Cranks also were useful in their 
way. In fact, the Liberal Club, Mr. Andrews said, 
was a congress of cranks. That was the beauty of it. 
It was the first organization that had ever given 
cranks any kind of a show. A crank was simply a 
person who pushed an idea to its extreme. On his 
own particular hobby a crank knew more than all the 
rest of the world. Consequently in a council of 
cranks there was a good deal of wisdom. 

THE Boston Congregationalist denies the right of members of 
that sect to fellowship with other Christians who hope that 
somehow the people who never hear of the salvation scheme 
will finally be saved. It says such fellowship, for which Mr. 
Addison P. Foster pleads in its columns, won't do; it is not 
safe. What a kind and loving religion is Christianity! 

MR. BRADLAUGH expresses himself as anxious to see the ac
count of cash disbursed· by Roman Catholic organizations, 
under the direction of Cardinal Manning, to defeat the Affirma
tion bill in Parliament. This anxiety is hightenecl by a view 
he recenUy obtained of the balance sheet of the City of Edin
burgh Conservativ Association, by which it appears that about 
$85 were paid for the signatures to the Edinburgh petition 
alone. 

THE old story so thoroughly exploded by Col. Ingersoll in 
his controversy with the New York Observer has been resur
rected by the Chicago Standard and Free lrfethodist, and is again 
doing .duty among the faithful. It seems to us this venerable 
lie ought to be allowed to rest awhile. Once a year is often 
enough to trot it out, and the usual time is when Paine's 
birthday is being commemorated. Don't rush the season, 
brethren! 

WE are pleased to report that Mr. ·watts is thoroughly suc
cessful in his second visit to America. His lectures in Can
ada hav caused great excitement in the press and among the 
public. In each place he has spoken he has been engaged 
to return for additional lectures. This looks well. Mr. Watts 
has signed an agreement for a public debate to take place in 
November, in Toronto, with one of the leading reverend 
gentlemen of that city. In the mean: time, Mr. Watts is mak
ing an extensiv tour throughout the West with Mr. George 
Chainey. 

THE Rev. 0. P. Gifford opened the Massachusetts Repub
lican State Convention last week with prayer. The next clay 
in a speech he said he believed his prayer did no good. It 
was true that he prayed for Republican success, but he was 
ready to pray for anybody. He would go to Springfield and 
pray for the Democratic convention if they wanted him to. 
An accommodating person like this ought to be kept con
stantly in the field e>pening conventions with prayer. When 
conventions are out of season he might exercise his special 
gift of prayer by opening oysters with it. 

FULLY 3,000 men and 150 women assembled at Chesterfield 
last week to hear Mr. Bracllaugh speak, and notwithstanding 
a pouring rain they waited patiently on the wet grass for him 
to arrive. Many of them walked e1ght miles to the meeting, 
and had the same distance to traverse at its close. Both 
speaker and audience were drenched to the skin. The dead
in-earnestness of both parties to this meeting may well be 
considered by the English government. Mr. Bradlaugh 
means to enter Parliament so0ner or later, and if he needs a 
crowd at his back this audience would be good material to 
draw from. 

Acco.RDING to the Rev. Dr. Crosby, of this city, Prote~tant 
Christianity is in a bad way. He says in a recently published 
lecture that "the great bulk of the Protestant church is 
identified ·with the world. It has a name to liv while it is 
dead. It has turned its doctrin into naturalism or rational
ism, and its life into selfishness. The old landmarks are 
gone. Family prayer is given up. Sunday newspapers are 
read, prayer-meetings are igno1·ed, worldly partnerships are 
formed, social sins are connived at, and even excused, the 
pulpit is made a stage on which to strut and pose befo1·e a 
gaping world, and 1·eligion is made one of the instruments of 
fashion. We may not cure this dreadful evil, but we may 
ourselvs avoid it and its doom. -..ve may look to ourselvs and 
to our own families, that we go not with the multitude of 
Christians to evil and to perish in the honr when Christ shall 
come as a thief to their dismay." If this picture of religious 
declension is accurate in its portrayal of facts, remarks the 
New York Sun, the reformatory efforts of another Martin 
Luther are urgently needed. To which it may be added that 

IT was evidently through no fault of the New Orleans Chris
tian Advocate that the slaves were liberated. It regrets that 
event even to this day. Hear the good, pious pape1·: 

"If slavery was profitable to the whites it was perhaps 
more so to the blacks. They were fed, and clothed, and 
taught the things most necessary for them to know. 'rhey 
were subjected to such government and disciplin as is per
haps best suited to all people in their condition. If they 
hav made any progress since their emancipation it is no doubt 
due almost solely to the disciplin of slavery." 

What a warm reception Parker Pillsbury, Elizur Wright, 
Amy Post, A. B. Bradford, Lucy Colman, and other anti
slavery leaders, would meet down there in the Christian fold 
even now! Abolitionist and Infidel-lord! what a bonfire 
their bones would make for the Christians to dance around! 

THE Catholic Review favors the knocking of Protestants on 
the head when they are not sufficiently respectful to Catholic 
symbols. It says: 

"They call the Catholics idolaters; thev abuse their faith 
and its practice; they insult the blessed ill other of God, and 
if now one of them gets knocked on the head for his open in
sults to all that a Catholic holds clear, he has himself to 
thank." 

To which the Independent says: 
"Many a Protestant in Catholic countries has been knocked 

on the head fo1· 1·efusing to perform an act o{ idolatry to 
bread and wine carried in procession through the streets as 
the body and blood of Christ. This the Gatlwlic Review seems 
to think no infringement of personal rights." 

And many a Catholic in Ireland was knocked on the head 
for refusing to turn Protestant, or for sending his child to a 
Catholic teacher, or for being that teacher. This the Inde
pendent doesn't think of sufficient importance to mention. 

IT appears from latest reports that the Rev. R. Hebe1· 
Newton is not to be tried for heresy. The Rev. Dr. Samuel 
Buel, one of the clergymen who presented Mr. Newton for 
heresy, says: 

"I hav nothing more to do with the presentation of Mr. 
Newton. Bishop Potter has not acted in the matter, and I 
do not believe that he will do so. The canons of the church 
allow him to drop the _whole affair. I· think he has dropped 
1t, and that nothmg w1ll ever be done about it." 

It will be remembered that Mr. Newton is author of the 
work on "The Wrong Uses of the Bible,'' which was thought 
to be so Liberal in its treatment of the subject as to demand 
a trial for heresy. The book is indorsed by so many promi
nent religious people that to convict its author of heresy 
would be to impeach the religious soundness of a larger num
ber of influential persons than the church feels that it can 
afford to lose. It is by condoning just such heretical sins as 
these that the church preserves her numerical integrity and 
enables preachers like Parson Newman to shout that she is 
going ahead. If all the heretical ministers and laymen were 
dismissed, a corporal's guard would scarcely remain. 

A HIGH-HaNDED proceeding in a republic with a written con
stitution is the recent act of Postmaster-General Gresham in 
ordering the postmaster at New Orleans to withhold not only 
all letters directed to the Louisiana Lottery Company but 
those directed to a bank of that place, on the ground that the 
bank was a c~ver for the lottery company and the lottery 
?o~pany a swmdle. Granted that the lottery, per se, is evil, 
1t 1s none the less an illegal step for the postmaster-general 
to take. In directing this withholding of properly directed 
letters Mr. Gresham has gone a long way toward that inte1·
ference with private correspondence which years ago drove 
an English postmaster-genel·al into political disgrace. The 
English people reasoned that if the post-office officials could 
open sealed correspondence which they thought contained 
treason they could open it for any other purpose, political or 
personal. Just so will the American people reason to-clay. 
If Mr. Gresham ~an detain letters addresseu to a bank be
cause he suBpects they are really intended for a lottery com
pany, there is no safety for any one against whom the post
ma,ter may hav a suspicion. The alleged power to do this is 
derived from the so-called Comstock laws. These laws 
should be repealed for the safety of the country against such 

Mr. Putnam took exception to the previous speak
er's estimate of a bigot; he (the bigot) wasn't the 
good fellow Mr. Andrews had defined him to be. 
The bigot was not a lover of truth; he was a person 
who thought he had the whole truth, and who was 
determined to make others accept his ideas of truth 
and no more. Mr. Putnam said his "bond of union" 
as set forth in THE TRUTH SEEKER had been criticised, 
and he was accused of making a creed and setting 
limits. He had done nothing of the kind. It was 
the exclusiv people who set the limits and barred 
themselvs out. He had no desire to fraternize with 
a person who did not enjoy his society, but he would 
work with any man who would work with him. Ex
tending his hand toward the chairman, Mr. Putnam 
further said that he would shake hands with the 
devil if the devil wasn't afraid of him. Mr. Andrews, 
misconstruing this overture, cautioned the speaker· 
good-naturedly not to gesticulate so pointedly in his 
direction while talking about the devil. Mr:Putnam, 
with profuse apology, and amid great merriment on 
the part of the audience, dioclaimed any intention of 
being personal. It may be said that, while Mr. Put
nam is not physically a large man, when upon his 
favorit subject of liberty he tips the beam at about a 
~n. . 

Following Mr. Putnam came Mr. Caleb Pink, who 
announced that he had sufficient self-conceit to be
lieve that he was the only consistently honest person 
in the house. This announcement was received with 
shouts of derisiv laughter. Mr. Pink then reminded 
those present of some disagreeable facts concerning 
the general lack of personal honesty. The chairman 
did not call him to order at the end of ten minutes, 
but kept an eye on his watch to see which would run 
down first, the speaker or the timepiece. It was Rot 
perhaps a fair trial, as the latter had evidently been 
recently wound. It must go upon record that Mr. 
Pink was the first to peter out. 

During the contest between the speaker and the 
chairman's watch, many persons, who had laid their 
money on neither, but who evidently had great con
fidence in the staying powers of Mr. Pink, arose and 
left the hall. Those who remained, however, were 
treated by Dr. Caleb S. Weeks to one of the most 
thoughtful speeches of the evening. He said that it 
was the political and religious systems under which 
people suffered that needed reforming more than the 
people themselvs. It was not necessary to formulate 
a new system of things until the people had been 
aroused to the fact that they needed one. The new 
.svstem would then come in the natural course of 
e~ents. He alluded to Mr. Putnam's" Gottlieb" as 
a valuable work, wherein it was detailed that one 
man had reformed all hell and transformed it into so 
de~:>irable a place of residence that people went there 
by choice in preference to the less congenial atmos
phere of the orthodox heaven. In the course of his 
remarks Dr. Weeks made the altogether original ob
servation that Calvinism came at the world hell-end 
foremost. 

For some reason which the importance of his sub
sequent remarks by no means sufficed to explain, Mr, 
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Edward King was called upon by the audience. Mr. 
King said that he disagreed with all that had been 
said by the other speakers. He got along for some 
time without sa;ring anything of an interesting nature, 
apparently hopmg for an inspiration, which he did 
not exhibit any evidence of having received, until the 
expiration of his allotted ten minutes made it neces
sary for him to desist. A peculiarity of Mr. King's 
speech was that most of the enthusiasm it was de
stined to arouse preceded its delivery. This speaker 
might score a strong point and create a favorable im
pressi_on sometime by declining to speak when a well
meamng but misguided audience ill-advisedly call 
upon him to address them. 

"Ah! that is what we don't know. \Ve believe it Even after the lecture the audience were averse to 
was grad~ally developed. The subject is a very deep being dispersed, and brilliant speeches were made by 
and puzzling one." Messrs. \V. J. Gorsuch, Prof. Baumgras, President 

"·what is the strength of the League?" Hinckley, \Vm. Paterson, and other members of the 
"We hav 260 branches from Maine to California Chicago League, on the political question, until a late 

and they represent a membership o( perhaps te~ hour, when it was was decided to renew this all-ah
thousand. Probably we shall attempt to establish a sorbing and interesting topic in the morning. 
branch here." Sunday morning the weather looked unpropitious 

"How do you propose to wage your war?" and the attendance was light. In the absence of the 

Professor Vaughan replied to his critics, and read 
further extracts from his printed lecture. The meet
ing then adjourned. Mr. Shook was not present. 

."Politically. We advise our members to go first president of the State League, President Hinckley, of 
~nth one and then another of the great parties, ally- Chicago, was called to the chair, and made a good 
mg themselvs with whichever one will adopt one or speech in behalf of holding this political question in 
more of our planks in its platform. We shall not abeyance, but wa.s ably replied to by Messrs. Peter
undertake to start an independent party; that costs a son and Gorsuch. 
grea~ deal of mon~y, and we prefer that the great During this debate, T. B. Wakeman, Secretary 
parties now orgamzed shall pay those expenses for Leland, and Mrs. Dr. Juliet H. Severance dropped 
us." into the hall and were invited on the platform. 

"You mean to work, then, to hold the balance of Mr. Wakeman was called to giv his opinion, and 
lllr. Leland at Work. power?" said he had no wish to influence the vote whatever, 

HE STATES THE OBJEC'l'S OF THE LEAGUE TO A CLEVELAND 

REPORTER. 

From llu Plain Pealer of the 12th. 

An elderly gentleman of clerical demeanor and 
dress entered the Plain Dealer sanctum this noon and 
asked to hav an announcement made that Mr. T. B. 
Wakeman, a New York lawyer, and president of the 
National Liberal League, will deliver an address this 
evening in Weisgerber's Hall. 

"Yes, that's it. We see John Kelly with his forty but thought the delegates should be left unhampered 
thousand votes dictating and carrying his points in by instructions, leaving them capable of obtaining 
New York, and with one half million votes in this more light and wisdom on the subject, and acting in 
country we ought to be able to do something." accord~nce with that wisdom, and their highest con-

" Do you mean that half a million voters in the ceptions of right. Th3 vote was then taken and 
United States believe-or disbelieve-as you do?'' passed in favor of independent political action, with 

"Yes, I think half a million is not an overesti- but one vote recorded in opposition. 
mate." · Officers of the State League were then elected as 

"It is a singular thing," Mr. Leland added, "that follows: president, Ferris Burr, Braidwood; vice
both Mr. Wakeman and myself were educated for president, T. V. Lawson, Gurnee; Secretaay, F. F. 
the ministry. He was educated at Princeton College Follett, Bloomington; treasurer, \Vm. Black, Car
-that's Presbyterian, isn't it ?-and I was educated rollton. Delegates to National Congress, F. F. Fol-

"Are you Mr. \Vakeman ?" asked the reporter of 
whom the request was made. 

The visitor replied, "No, sir, I am Mr. T. C. Leland, 
secretary of the League. We are lecturing our way 
to the national convention to be held in Milwaukee 
September 21st, 22d, and 23d. We shall lecture to
morrow night in Toledo." 

at Lima, N.Y., in the strictest Methodism. I calcu- 1 tt F n W Bl k d T V L e , . urr, m. ac , an . . awson. 

" What is this Liberal League?" 
"~n th~ory our government demands absolute sep

aration of church and state. In practice we hav not 
worked up to that yet. The Constitution of the 
United States is all right, but the constitutions and 
laws of some of the states conflict with our views. 
For instance, in Pennsylvania an Atheist cannot take 
an oath. In the Western states people can go to the 
theater on Sunday but in the East they cannot." 

late that in my minority I spent over one year. o~ my A subscription was then taken as a slight recom
knees. 111:y parents were both devoted Ch_nsban~, pense for the unceasing labors for the past three 
and my mother could pray. as well as my father, If years throughout the len,~th and breadth of the state 
not better. So between their p~·ayers and Sunday- in behalf of the League work by that tireless Free
school, church, and prayer-meetmgs, I spent at least thought missionary, F. F. Follett, but of the amount 
one year, ~ltogether, on my knees before I reached realized we are not informed. 
manhood. The audience refused to rtJtire until Mrs. Dr. Sev-

" And you mourn over that as lost time?" erance should be heard from. She outlined the state 
"Yes. I regret it as time lo~~ which might hav work, giving valuable suggestions for the future, and 

been put to much better purpose. urging Liberals to carry forward the prominent re
forms by political action. Her speech was raptur
ously applauded. Illinois State League Convention. 

"You wish, then, to be able to attend the theater on The third annual gathering of the Illinois State 
Sunday in the east?" Liberal League convened in Union Park Hall (for-

" Yes, if we want to. We want to be able to do merly Grow·s Opera House), 517 West Madison street, 
as we please, whether we are in the East or the ·west. Chicago, Sept. 15th. This hall has a radical record. 
We oppose religion ·in our laws. We object to the Here the memorable morning session of the National 
Bible and devotional services in the public schools. League was held in 1880, when the faint-hearted, 
Many worthy people do not believe in the Bible and weak-kneed element "wilted" under the unconditional 
do not wish their children taught to worship it. We demand for repealing the Comstock laws, and from 
would suppress no conscience. We are willing that this platform more Freeth ought lecturers hav pro
the Bible should be used in the schools like any text claimed the gospel of common sense than from all 
book, as a study in history, but we oppose any sort other halls of the city combined. 
of fetichism. But the principal thing we are work- Friday, the 15th, about 2 P.M., Mr. F. F. Follett, 
ing for at present is the taxation of church property secretary of the State League, called the delegates to 
the same as any other property-and in this many order, and John E. Remsbmg assumed the tempo-
Christians are with us." rary chairmanship with appropriate remarks. Mr. 

"Who compose this League?" T. V. Lawson felt imp1·essed to open the meeting by 
"Infidels, Atheists, Agnostics, and those Spiritual- delivering a dollar for membership in the State 

ists who do not believe in Christianity. Some Spir- League, which he had obtained from a friend, and 
itualists believe in Christ and religion and also that thought that was the best example he could giv the 
spirits return to earth after death. Others do not rest to go and do likewise. 
believe in God or Christ. I think that at no distant E. A. Stevens was introduced, and, on behalf of 
day a distinct church will be formed by Christian the local League, bade the delegates welcome to 
Spiritualists." Chicago, regretting that the city's chief distinction 

"You are the irreligious people, then, the heathen was the overwhelming number of her wealth-wor-
of the country?" shipers. Old orthodox gods held little sway among 

"Yes, we are the scientific heathen, the pagans of men of to-day, but they had set up a new god as 
the United States. We worship nothing but science, false as the former-like the Ephesians, who cried 
we must hav proof of things before we believe. vYe before the glittering image, Great is Diana! Here, 
object also to chaplains in the navy and army. We on the Board of Trade, the business office, "bucket" 
object to prayers in Congress and the legislatures. shop, or gambler's alley, a shrine to Moloch was 
Every prayer at Albany costs $3 and takes perhaps erected and surrounded by earnest devotees. But, 
two or three mills out of my pocket; I object to that on behalf of the faithful of Freethinkers, who in this 
on principle." city of 600,000 keep up a constant agitation for free-

" Do you believe in an overruling power?" dom and humanity, he bade them thrice welcome. 
'·None but nature." There being no press of business on the program, 
"What is nature?" Mr. Stevens was requested to read the circular and 
"\Yell, that is hard to define. Taking the solar platform adopted by the Committee of the National 

system, say, we go no further back than the nebula. League on Political Action. After the reading, Mr. 
Everything springs from nebuhe." Follett said he had given this matter of political ac-

" Where did the nebuh:e come from?" tion much consideration, but could not determin 
"That we don't know. It is a profound subject. what was the best course to pursue under the cir-

0£ course we believe that light, heat, and electricity camstances. It was a question which would come up 
are the underlying principles of nature and we know for action at the Nati011al Congress, and, to bring the 
that they come from the sun, so perhaps the sun is matter up for discussion, he moved, "That the dele
as near the first cause, the overruling power, as any- gates of the State League of Illinois advise the N a-
thing." tional Liberal League to take independent political 

"You are sun worshipers?" action." 
"No, we are worshipers of nothing. \Ve are sci- An interesting discussion followed, participated in 

entists." by Messrs. T.V. Lawson, Wm. Blstck, T. W. Lem-
" Then you are iconoclasts?" max, F. F. Follett, Blair, and Stevens, and Mrs. Ames, 
"We are iconoclasts so far as concerns destroying at the conclusion of which an informal vote was taken 

fetichism. But come up and hear Mr. Wakeman. of the sentiment of the League, and the motion 
Some people claim that the world was created in six was passed with but two dissenting votes. 
days of twenty-four hours each, that men, animals, The session closed by the announcement that John 
and so on were made suddenly, all at once. Mr. E. Remsburg would lecture in the evening on " The 
Wakeman believes in evolution. Come up and hear Church anll Its Claims.'' 
him on the subject of whether the hen or the egg The evening session proved a profitable one, as :M:r. 
was made first. He is perhaps not eloquent, but he Remsburg's lecture was the clearest and most irref-
is interesting and clear." utable argument, disproving the claims of the church 

"Which was made first, the hen or the egg?" as the conservator of morality, and its poetical die-
" We think the egg." tion ranks him among our best platform orators. His 
" Who laid the egg?" lecture was received with rounds of applause. 

As the hall could not be secured for the afternoon 
the session closed until evening, when Mr. John E. 
Remsburg gave an eloquent vindication and eulogy 
on the heroic patriot, statesman, and philosopher, 
Thomas Paine. It was a fine effort, which to be re
alized must be heard, and if applause is any criterion 
of appreciation the audience were delighted. 

T. B. vVakeman then roused the audience to the 
highest pitch by a graphic disquisition on the Mo
saic cosmogony, the Augustinian conception of the 
universe, and the total annihilation by science of 
these flimsy foundations of orthodoxy, urging the 
necessity of educating the race to a clearer under
standing of science, so that a new world will be 
opened to their vision, their hearts, and their aspira
tions, and that world will be the here and now. Noth
ing ,JOuld be accomplished by the many reforms 
agitated until a more general aspiration prevailed 
among the people to make this life, in this world, 
correspond to what they hav been taught to look for
ward to in the "city of God." That will be brought 
about by education, and consecration to this cause 
by those who wish to develop the soul-life of man. 

Mrs. Dr. Severance, a universal favorit among Chi
cago radicals, was called for. She said the aim of so
ciety was to develop men and women; to do that 
they must hav the best possible conditions, and tore
move the conditions that hampered and restricted 
this development was the work of the League. A 
great trouble with the League movement was that a 
large element of the Spiritualists would not work 
with them for state secularization. These people 
were properly called Christian Spiritualists. They 
had only become convinced of spirit communion, but 
held on to the rest of their old absurdities and ap
peared incapable of growth. Many Materialists re
fused to join in League work because of the presence 
of Spiritualists. They could consistently be classed 
in the same category as Christian Spiritualists, for 
thouah they had got over the superstition they clung 
to th~ narrow, persecuting, and illiberal spirit of the 
Christians. The doctor demanded the greatest per
sonal liberty consistent with a respect to the rights of 
others, and denounced those who, while demanding 
reforms, were by their personal habits infringing on 
the rights of others by polluting the atmosphere with 
tobacco. She also treated of the labor question, and 
woman's enfranchisment, in her usual trenchant 
style. 

Mr. Leland brought Man to the notice of the au
dience and invited membership in the National 
Leagu~, after which the third annual session of the 
Illinois State League was brought to. a close, the 
general feeling_ among the meml;>ers bemg on~ o~ r~
newed aspiratiOn to carry on 1ts work Dlmms Is 
destined to be the pivotal state of radical thought 
and action, and it is hoped Mr. Follett will receive 
such aid before the next annual meeting as will make 
it fittingly comport with the dignity and destiny of 
our state and the determination of her Freethinkers. 

E. A. STEVENS, 

Sec., pro tern. 
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g[ommunicntioqs. outrage. Thus surrounded with misery and sorrow, 
the brutal Benedict has sat in that court for fifteen 
years without holding up a finger to change a state 

Let No Innocent Man Suffer. of affairs which is a disgrace to our humanity. In 
this court Ed:ward Lange and the grand old humani-

It is an old familiar trick of political leaders, in tarian, Dr. E. B. Foote, were convicted of offenses, 
times of enthusiasm or excitement, to formulate some trivial in themselvs, but which were made the pre
terse, epigrammatic phrase as a kind of catchword to texts for the infliction of the most hellish punish
be constantly repeated and dinned i'lto the great ments. The desolation of families, the ruin of repu
public ear, and whether there be reason in it or not, tations, the anguish of the innocent, are nothing to 
so long as it sounds well and serves the temporary Benedict, and many a noble, honest, innocent victim 
purpose of a party motto to influence the" dumb has been crushed beneath this judgment. 
driven cattle" who vote and pay taxes, it is always Before such a judge, in such a court, was the 
found to repay abundantly the ingenuity of contriv- noble truth seeker, brought to answer to the charge 
ing it. Thus phrases become historic and follow each of mailing a book. He who bad no thought but to 
other like a series of milestones to mark the senti- benefit his fellow-men by giving them what he csn
ment or prejudice, the earnestness or folly, the devo- ceived to be the truth; he who had no wish but the 
tion or caprice, of parties and nations from time to good of his fellow-men was the object of it, must 
time. stand trial in the nineteenth century of the Christian 

Such a phrase, fraught with mischievous teaching, era in such a court in "the land of the free and the 
was promulgated ten or more years ago and h s since home of the brave " before Judge Benedict for send
served as a war-cry for the violent to inoite judicial ing a book by mail. It was pretended that the book 
onslaught. When General Grant said, "Let no was "obscene," but of this the subservient jury 
guilty man escape," he formulated an aphorism that could know nothing, for the book was not given 
served well his purpose for the time, but he thrust them; only a few passages separated from the context 
forward with undue prominence the least worthy part were read, and the sense of these passages perverted 
of a great principle and turned loose asentiment that so as to make it appear that they were unclean. In 
has thrown courts, juries, and public officers off their this way an entirely different matter was given in 
guard, and perverted their functions to the working evidence from what was charged in the indictment. 
of incalculable wrong. His maxim is so dangerous The truth seeker mailed that book; he did not 
!tnd misleading, so false yet so capti' ating to those mail the detached passages which were selected 
who think only superficially, that it should never be to convict him on. James Parton said· of this: 
stated alone. It should never b<~ separated from its "The act for which he suffered was as innocent as 
more important antithesis, Let no innocent man be selling a loaf of bread to a hungry person. He 
convicted. violated no law and he injured no creature." But 

The object and Purpose of all law, and the only Benedict's associate, Comstock, had boasted that in 
reason or justification for the existence of law, is the that court he never failed to get a conviction, and the 
protection of the innocent; and when hue and cry is truth seeker must not be allowed to make an excep
raised for the punishment of the guilty, and modera- tion to so good and profitable a rule. So Benedict, 
tion and reason are unheard in their call for protec- more cunning than the infamous Ward Hunt, who, 
tion of the innocent, the law is dethroned and be- when he wanted to get Susan B. Anthony convicted, 
comes merely an object of contempt. "When the in- boldly directed the jury to bring in a verdict of 
nocent is convicted, the judge and the law are con- guilty, chose rather to go to work artfully and subtly, 
demned." and by a persuasiv charge actually succeeded in mak-

Blackstone's idea that it is better that ten guilty ing the jury think that there was something obscene, 
men should escape than that one innocent man whatever that may mean, in the book; and to make 
should suffer, seems to be lost sight of in these days sure that no guilty man should escape, a noble, un
of ours, and the purposes of justice are perv~nied, · selfish soul went down to the anguish of a prison. 
judicial integrity is at a discount, and the law Is be Of this ''trial " Col. R. G. Ingersoll wrote as fol-

conduct of Judge Neilson, in Boston, before whom 
Mr. E. H. Heywood, the author of the book, was ar
raigned upon the identical charge which was made 
against the truth seeker-that is, the frivolous and 
silly charge that this same book was "obsce~e.'' 

Judge Neilson promptly overruled all dishonest 
attempts to garble or distort the sense of the book by 
selecting out of it certain paragraphs, and held that 
the book must be taken as a whole; and on the pros
ecutor's trying to insist that there was obscenity in 
the book, dismissed the nonsensical prosecution with 
the remark that "the court was robust enough to 
stand that;" thus throwing around the intended vic
tim of the obscenists the protection for which he had 
a right to rely upon the court, and performing the 
noblest duty of a judge in preventing the conviction 
of an innocent man. 

The two cases of Bennett and Heywood were pre4 

cisely the same throughout; the book was the same, 
the law was the same, the pretended offense under 
the law exactly the same. There was no difference 
whatever, except in the conduct of the two judges; 
but here was a strong contrast. The course of Judge 
Neilson cannot fail to commend itself to the con
science of every fair-minded person; but as time 
rolls on, and as other cases present themselvs for de
cision under the vile Comstock laws, the conduct of 
Benedict will appear blacker and more heinous. 

It may be the order of nature that no good can 
come without evil. That D. M. Bennett's usefulness 
was increased a thousand times by his persecution 
there can be no doubt; but the fact that he speaks 
louder from his grave than he ever did from his desk 
is not a reason why we should thank Benedict.. Ben
edict's crime rem"ains the same. If the life of the 
good old Bennett was abridged one day by the in
jury done him, then Benedict's crime was no less 
'than murder. Taine says, "There is nothing hke a 
wrong to quicken the sentiment of justice;" but it 
seems a terrible price to pay even for a lofty sense of 
justice, that such a good old man as D. M. Bennett 
should be given over to the power of a Benedict. 

Mrs. Ferrin, a well-known reformer, in an address 
to the judiciary committee of the Massachusetts ~eg
islature in 1850, made use of language so appropnate 
to our present purpose that we cannot refrain from 
borrowing it. She says: 

"In regard to unjust imprisonment we are told, 'It is of 
too rare occurrence to require legal enactments.' How many 
a devoted wife, mother, and child can tell a fur different come a snare and a delusion, a net to entrap and en- lows: 

tangle the unwary rather than a safeguard for the 
protection of virtue. And we believe that General 
Grant's cry, "'Let no guilty man escape," has had as 

"'" D c A 20 1879 Rtory! Who of us or our chrldren is secur_e fro~ ~ulse accu-,,ASRINGTON, . ., ug. , . d · · t h de th 
"D. M. BENNETT, My Dear Friend: I hav just read your letter sation an rmprrsonmen , or per aps an rgnomrmous a 

much to do in driving moderation and reason. from 
the bench and the jury box as any other one influ
ence that can be indicated. 

These reflections force themselvs upon us as we 
meditate upon the events of the past year. At the 
annual meeting of the New York Freethinkers in 1882 
the return of the beloved D. M. Bennett from his 
tour around the world was a matter of rejoicing and 
congratulation. The last ~eetin~ tha~ we held 
was without him. We missed his kmdly and 
genial countenance, his _cheerful influenc~, and his 
wise counsel. His suffermgs are over, but It may be 
ours to share his triumph if we rightly improve the 
lesson which his life taught. 

No more inhuman outrage was ever perpetrated in 
this country, in the name of justice, than that of 
which D. M. Bennett was the victim. Although he 
was clearly innocent., there was no escape for him. 
He was to be convicted at all events. Brutal clamor 
was his accuser Fanaticism his prosecutor, Malev
olence the wit~ess, Inhumanity the jury, Corrup
tion the tribunal, Obstinacy the judge, and a mis
taken estimate of popular sentiment the law. And 
so convicted he was. It is written, "Let no guilty 
man escape." . 

Just at this time it may not be mopportune to re
view this outrage, and if displaying it in the light of 
thought, only a little advanced from the thought of 
the time when General Grant said, "Let no guilty 
man escape," shall hav the effect ~f directing the ~t
tention of our politicians and maxim mongers to evils 
that should be remedied, and of exciting them to ef
forts to prevent the recurrence of such crimes as 
caused Mr. Bennett's sufferings, then the triumph of 
his spirit will be assured, and his suffering and our 
labor not in vain. 

A gentleman who has acted for eight years as 
prosecuting attorney in Judge Benedict's court, tes
tified upon a certain examination not long ago as 
follows: 

"Q. Don't you think that your services in that case were 
just as valuable as those of the defendant's counsel? 

"A. No; nor in any government ca~e, becans~ we don't put 
a man on trial until we hav two-thuds or mne-tenths the 
best of the case before we start, and the lawyer on the other 
side has harder work. It is easier for the district attorney. 
Youhav all the power of the government of the United States 
behind you, and yon hav all the detectivs you want who will 
awear almost anything you want them to swear to, and you 
hav all the jurors, because they are paid by ~he. Uni~ed States 
and they don't pay the jurors as they are pard m. th~s court
there they are paid so much a day and the verdrct rs for the 
government every time." 

No more real or truthful descrirtion of Judge 
Benedict's court could be given. This short para
graph tells the whole story of fraud, corruption, and 

in THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav thought of you every bonr that upon the gallows, to screen some mi~erable villian fron; jus
! Jiav been awake since your impnsonment. Every man on tice? Witnesses, lawvers, judgeE", JUrors, and executiOners 
the jury that convicted· you committed a crime. Benedict are paid for depriving-innocent persons of their time, libe~ty, 
committed a cr 1me when he refused a new trial, and Hnyes health, and reputation, which to many ~s dearer than hfe, 
committed a crime when he listened to the hypocrits andre- while the guilty one escapes. And s_ocrety, when too late, 
ligious zealots and refused a pardon. Well, we will get even l~m~nts the sad catastroi?he.. The hfe-bl?od of many. a 
with them all some day. Superstition cannot rule the world vrctrm _deman~~ not only Jnshce for the gmlty but prolectwn 
forever, and tl:e quicker the decisiv 6truggle comes the bet- for the mnocent. 
ter. I hope the keepers of your prison will hav sense enon_gh This paragraph has the true ring of good old 
to_tr~at you as you des~rve, and not put you. on a level wrth J B th It · lesson which cannot be too 
crrmmals. You hav vrolitted no law, cummrtted no wrong, eremy en am. IS a 
and made no being unhappy. You hav Jived nn honorable, often repeated: 
useful life, aml in any country not governed by Christians "It is a mistaken idea that the same law that oppresses 
you would be free and respected. Well, bear up as well as the individual can promote the highest good of society. The 
you can. Time goes on, and in a little while liberty will un- best interests of a community never can require the sacrifice 
lock your cell and giv yon back to your home and friends. of one innocent being-of one sacred right.'' 

"Yours truly, R. G. INGERSOLL.'' 

Mr. T. B. Wakeman said of it, in his eloquent ora
tion at the funeral of the truth seeker: 

"The judge was swift to rule against him, swift to do him 
injustice, as it seemed to us, and to all fair-minded men, as 
I believe. He was tried with apparent kindness, but the vel
vet paw scarcely concealed the claws of ecclesiastical perse
cution. Back of the prosecutor sat the agent of this ecclesi
astical society, and back of him sat the leading representativ 
of ecclesiastical fanaticism in this country [Joseph Cook]. 
In front of those two sat the public prosecutor, one specially 
employed for this purpose, who did not represent either his 
principal in office or the power that directed the public pros
ecutions at Washington, for both of those officials had said 
that this book was not within the meaning of the law 
under which the prosecution was attempted. Thus in line 
sat those three, and the spirit of religious bigotry and intol
erance passed from this fanatic through the agent and the 
public prosecutor up to the judge, who ruled invariably 
against the accused. Those were the influences which under
lay and controled that whole prosecution. I am sorry for the 
honor of American jurisprudence, but the stigma of that and 
similar trials in our United States courts will in time be only 
second to that of the trials held by Judge Jeffries in England. 
Time and liberty will place them where they belong. The 
record of the American Inquisition will· be written yet. Let 
its minions remember that the immortality of infamy that 
awaits them is assured by the very laws of progress. 

"I was not Mr. Bennett's lawyer; I was his friend and bail 
on that trial; but I believe that his counsel did everything 
that could hav been clone, and I believe that it was a prede
termined fact that that conviction had to be had, and that 
everything was conducted to that end with such unsparing 
disregard of the ordinary rules of justice, law, and fair deal
ing that no other result than that arrived at could hav been 
expected." 

The conviction of D. M. Bennett was revolting to 
the moral sense of even the most obtuse. The whole 
world rose in indignation at it.. It was a conviction 
which could not hav been procured before an honest 
judge. It was a conviction which a.n holiest judge 
would not hav tolerated nor allowed to stand for a 
moment, much less hav connived at. How many 
other men, as good, as noble, as true as D. M. Ben
nett, hav gone down in this maelstrom of corruption 
it is appalling to think. 

But the heinousness of Benedict's crime is shown 
in bolder relief when contrasted with the virtuous 

The law is not an exact science, and in its applica
tion to the affairs of life mistakes will occur, but we 
should carefully guard against the mistakes being 
made on that side where the consequences of mistake 
are so serious. We should see to it that beyond a 
certain point mistake shall be impossible. · We 
should see to it that even though legislatures may 
be so far overcome as to enact laws favorable to 
blackmail, our judiciary should still be pure, and 
that no human being should ever again in this coun
try be left absolutely at the mercy of one single 
judge, and that judge, as in the case of D. M. Bennett, 
a Benedict. 

The administration of justice in our criminal courts 
imperativly demands humanity in the judge. A 
brutal or unfeeling judge has no proper place on the 
bench. A judge who is not impressed with the ne
cessity and duty of protectin~ t~,e in~ocent. will .be 
sure to commit "inadvertenCies whrch will brmg 
the whole machinery of justice into deserved con
tempt. When the honor an? ~af?,ty ?f ever! ci~izen 
is at the mercy of ''vice soCieties With their licen
tious and irresponsible agents; when no one, whose 
expressions are at all radical, is safe from accusation 
under the'' obscenity" laws; when accusation means 
what it meant in France at the time Beaumarchais 
said "If I were accused of stealing the bells of 
Not;e Dame I would escape first and discuss after
ward;" when the cry of obscenity is as senseless, 
as remorseless and as terrible as was the cry of 
witchcraft in the New England colonies; when ac
cusation and trial under the Comstock laws call 
upon a defendant to combat "the whole 'power of the 
United States," coupled with the command of detec
tivs ready to " swear almost anything you want them 
to swear to," and augmented by the in~uence over 
juries so well described in the quotatwn we hav 
made then we maintain it is time to efface the old 
mott~ " L~t no guilty m~n escape," and to write in 

' 

0 l d" its place, "Let no innocent man be convw e . 
En. w. CHAMBERLAIN. 
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Science Sunday-Schools. Paul. Then without any trial, merely by the order 
My Liberal brother Reynolds, of ~ochester, has of the czar, he was sent to be imprisoned at the man

written a much needed practical article on this sub- a6lt~ry of ~oozdall. There are in Russia two monas
ject. As its importance cannot be overestimated, the t~nes whwh hav prisons for political or religious 
attention of readers may be once more solicited, .Zzbr~s-pense~rs-the monastery called Solovetzkee, on 
to the matter. For lack of knowledge our race, an Island m the ~bite Sea, and the monastery of 
probably from its origin, has been in a " sea of Soozdall. . The chiefs of these prisons are the holy 
trouble." Knowledge is power and likewise pleasure; fathers-t~e abbots themselvs. The young man was 
ignorance, imb~cility and misery. Hen.ce the hap- !oc~ed_ up m a small roolll:. Once he committed ~orne 
piness of our kmd in all ages has been m the ratio msigmficant offense agamst the rules of the pnson. 
of their knowledge, and, of course, their sufferings ~hen the abbot ~u?;mitted the prisoner to such a pun
in the ratio of their ignorance and errors. This was Ishm~nt as the mv1hzed world has not heard of since 
so well learned by the old Roman and Grecian that the time~ of th~ Inquisition. It is to make the world 
they stereotyped it into the maxim, " Vita sine literis know this pumshment that I decided to write this 
nwrs est-life without literature is death." So must letter. 
one without letters and destitute of science be dead "The abbot ordered a box to be brought into the 
to all the enjoyments and, may we not add? to all the ro?m of th~ prisoner, just as high and wide as the 
decencies of life. pnsoner himself. On the inside of the box there 

Still worse such a one is tormented with errors, were ~xed on every point strong, largo iron nails. 
and living only to torment those who are striving to The pnsoner was put into this box and locked up. 
escape them. Possessed with seven devils, they tor- He could not turn himself, he could not move at all, 
ture, as in the horrible Inquisition, all who cannot because everywhere he would meet the iron nails. 
devilishly clan with them. As the uncultivated gar- He remained in the box two days. Finally he could 
den will pollute with weeds, so will the untaught not bear any longer this torture, and said to the 
mind. Leave the young mind without facts, with- g:)lard he wanted to see the abbot. The latter came. 
out a knowledge of nature's laws systematized into 'Do you wish,' said the prisoner, 'to kill me? I 
science, and it goes into credulity, self-conceit, cann?t bear a:ny longer this torture. I swear to yon 
and wretched persecutions. Especially is this so tha~ If :you WI~ not release me instantly from this h,ox 
in the midst of the priestcraft about us. They I Will k1ll you. Only then the abbot released h1m. 
liv and move and hav their being in ignorance, errors, But no sooner had the prisoner left the box than he 
bigotry, and persecutions. Busy are they day and fell and fainted on the floor. His feet were so 
night in polluting the minds of the young with all swollen they could not bear him. 
this filth, this dreadful crop of thorns and thistles. "The holy fathers of the monastery use also sev
It is, therefore, high time that their abominable work eral other kinds of torture. For instance, they put 
should be antidoted-that pure, healthful nourish- upon a pris~mer iron fe!ters of 120 pounds weight, 
ment should t.lke the place of the foul, sickly poison and kept him thus durmg some days. Only a man 
so long fed to the youth of our land. of great physical power can, with these fetters on 

For centuries the priests of superstition and per- his fe~t, rise o! at all c~ange t~e position of his body 
secution hav monopolized the day they call Sabbath. as while sleepmg he might desire. 
If it be reasonable that we pause for rest one-seventh "Such are these monastery prisons in which they 
of our time, it is not reasonable that we should stand keep for many long years, without any legal trial, in
idle while they demoralize the children of our coun- nocent people who dare hav their own opinions 
try into a religious slavery more intolerable than about religion different from those of the state's 
that of George the third. Let the cry of Patrick church .. I remember ple~ty of ot_her facts of the 
Henry be repeated, "Giv me liberty or giv me same kmd. Where, for mstance, IS now the well
death." know revolutionist, Naitshaeff, sentenced in 1871 to 

No more is needed than the energy of the rude twenty years' imprisonment at hard labor? Nobody 
Tennessee congressman, Crocket. Being sure that kn~ws exa?tly, but there are persist~nt rumors that 
we are right, let us go ahead. Well do the various he IS kept m one of the fortresses chamed to the wall 
religious clans dread science. Ignorant as they are and fettered with irons of 120 pounds weight. 
of its power and grandeur, they are not blind to the "Wh~re is the political c~iminal Tom~en, . sen
certainty of its superseding the monstrous absurdi- tenced m. 1879 by the martial court to Impriso~
ties of their Bible. Hence they shun it and madden ment for hfe? Nobody knows, but they say, and It 
over it as the wretched animals scourged with hydro- i~ prob!l'bly true, that h€l is kept in one of the Sibs
phobia do at the purest water. nan pnso;ns-namely, at Tobolsk--;-and that the::e are 

Let us be manly and faithful to teach science in two spemal guards to watch him, who rece1ve a 
season and out of season, by day and by night, at greater payment for this honor. 
home and abroad, especially in the quiet rest of our . "~by were. the three newly c,mdemn~d revolu
Sundays, and the religious hydrophobia of our land twmsts, Sheena~ff, ~eech?noff, and Gessi Gelfman, 
will disappear. As an ounce of prevention is better not sent to t~e Sibenan pnsons ~s the l~w comm_a~ds, 
than a pound of cure, let us forestall the disease that but are kept m Slusselbourg, this Russian Bashhca? 
we may need no quarantine against it-no patent Because in the Siberian prisons they would not die 
nostrums to quack at its symptoms. The only well- so soon. 
founded. hope of success in such dosing is to cure "What right has the government, in spite of the 
the disease by killing the patient. Well has our laws it created itself, to keep as it does, since more 
good brother Reynolds written, " If the present than ten years, in a pitiful small village, Vilnisk, 500 
generation studied the laws of their being they miles from Yakoutsk, the celebrated Russian writer 
would attain purer, healthier, and, consequently, Tscherneesheffski, author of 'Remarks Upon John 
happier lives." . "Obedience to nature's laws Stuart Mill's Political Economy,' as well as many 
would insure health and strength, alike of mind and other excellent books? By the Russian law Tscher
body, as surely as violation of her laws insures the neesheffski has long since the right of going 
dread penalty which no vicarious atonement, no par- throughout all Siberia, but the government keeps 
doning power, however high or mighty, can release him forcibly at Vilnisk. Eight gendarmes and Cos
or save from." sacks, sent from Yakoutsk for this special purpose, 

Then let us one and all be up and at this grand are always watching him. He must liv and sleep in 
work of using truth freely to combat error-of all the prison; only in the daytime he has the right to go 
hanging together that we may not, in the Comstock into the village. But to him the most terrible 
Inquisition of the nineteenth century, hav to hang punishment is that it is forbidden to him forever to 
apart. W. PERKINS. write anything for publication. But the man is 

Sonyea, N. Y. full of life and energy; he cannot help writing; he 
must write and he does. He writes leaves upon 
leaves, he covers piles of paper and thfln-he puts 

THE STATE ARRESTS AND THE CHURCH TORTURES PRISON- them into the fire) Can you imagin this? Is it not 
Russian Inquisitions. 

ERS. 
From th< New York Herald. 

The following letter from a political prisoner in 
Siberia will be found interesting. not only as coming 
from such a source, but as containing facts not gen
erally known. The writer studied the English lan
guage from books while in exile, and without any op
portunity for practice acquired such proficiency that 
his letter loses none of its interest from being pre
sented exactly as he wrote it: 

"Foreigners hav such vague notions about Russia 
that they are as yet unable to understand the very 
reasons and character of the revolutionary tendencies 
which prevail to such an extent in that vast country. 
I will tell here one fact which will show you clearly 
the character of the Russian government. In 1866, 
soon after the execution of Karaxozoff, a young work· 
ingman, sitting in an inn where two or three persons 
were present, was foolish enough to say of the czar, 
'You see he hanged now 2 man who was perhaps 
much better than he himself.' Immediateiy he was 
arrested and brought to St. Petersburg, where they 
put him in the well-known prison of Sts. Peter and 

like the tortures of Tantalus? 
"And, after all, these facts giv to the reader only a 

too insufficient notion of what is in fact the present 
government in Russia. .And with such a governmen1 
will the European statesmen make treaties to giv up 
those noble Russians who hav courage and self
sacrifice enough to protest against such barb11rities?" 

As the writer is still a prisoner in the hands 
of the Russian authorities he does not wish his 
name published, and so also the name of the young 
workman first mentioned in this letter, who was 
imprisoned in the monastery of Soozdall for three 
years and exiled to one of the northern provinces of 
Russia in Europe for fourteen years. He W\J.S re
leased in 1881, and all this punishment inflicted 
without trial. 

A RRIZE-FIGHTER died in Brooklyn the other day, 
aged eighty, having fought many fights, but never 
having attended a single church in that city. Per
haps his long life and the before-mentioned non
attendance may haY bE)en only a coincidence,-Bos-
ton Transcript. · 

Camp-meeting Intelligence. 
From the B1·ook!yn Eagle. 

"Look herel" exclaimed the managing editor, 
glancing up at the religious editor; "what is this 
item on your bill of camp-meeting expenses, forty 
dollars for extras? You've put in grub and rum and 
billiards; now what was that forty for?" 

"Don't you want to allow it?" growled the religious 
editor. 

"Not till I know what it's for," replied the manag
ing editor, firmly. " I don't mind a little leeway for 
extras, but I want to see the items before the audit 
goes in." 

"Well, part of it was three sevens against three 
jacks," grunted the religious editor. "Can't I raise 
a jack pot open on threes without being subject to 
suspicion when I get home?" and the religious editor 
threw himself back and regarded his chief with 
withering scorn. "Am I to understand that when I 
sacrifice myself at a camp-meeting in the interests of 
this paper, I am to let a golden chance slip by and 
fail to rescue my ante, just because a managing editor 
doesn't underst·and the rudimentary rules of the 
American stepping-stones to salvation?" 

"Hold 'em cold?" inquired the managing editor 
eagerly. 

"Well, I should stutter]" retorted the religious 
editor. "It was my open and I passed on three 
sevens. It went around to the presiding elder and 
he dropped her for half the limit. They all came in 
and I raised it. Wasn't I right?" 

"Well, I should gasp!" returned the managing 
editor. "How much?" 

"I just giv him the limit until I could see what he 
draws," replied the religious editor warming up to 
his subject. "He took three cards, and then I k,new 
he was drawing to a pair. A supernumerary out of 
a job took one, but as he had passed on the open, I 
knew he was drawing to a short flush or straight, and I 
took my chances on him. Another exhorter took 
four, and I was sure I had him beat from the start." 

"Right your were," commenced the managing 
editor, approvingly. . 

"The elder whacked the limit at me and I shot It 
back. Then in comes the four card man and tops 
the gang. Out went the elder on his opening pair of 
queens and the supernumerary fled at sight. Wouldn't 
you hav slapped it at that exhorter who drew four? 

"Four dollars to doughnuts," conceded the manag
ing editor, every drop of blood in his veins boiling. 

"And so I did. The draw hadn't helped me any, 
but I let him hav it and back he come." 

"Sock it to him!" roared the managing editor. 
"Did you let him hav it back ?" 

"That shows how much you hav played poker at 
the camp-meeting," snarled the religious editor, with 
contempt. "You bet I didn't. I called him, and 
when he laid down three jacks I never winked, but I 
jumped that game quick." 

"Think it was put up on you?" asked the managing 
editor. 

"I can't swear to it, but I think the heathen stood 
to win on the deal," replied the religious editor 
solemnly. · 

" Shouldn't wonder," ruminated the managing 
editor, "I'll allow that much of the forty. What did 
it amount to?" 

"Thirty," returned the religious editor, with a 
scowl. " Why can't you let the other ten go?" 

"Can't," replied the managing editor laconically. 
" What was it for ?" 

"Contribution box t" growled the religious editor. 
"Oh, come offt" sneered the managing editor. 

"What was it for ?" 
"That's straight," replied the religious editor, sul

kily. "I played it for winners and I got knifed." 
"Out with it," warned the man!lging editor. "If 

you want the account allowed you must tell me the 
facts.'' 

"That's where they socked me again, but I think 
that was a straight game. I was guessing for a tenner 
whether the receipts of a certain collection were odd 
or even in coin and I took odd. They were even and 
I was left. N~w, are you going to allow that bill 
without any more chin or not?" 

"I suppose I must allow it," said the mana~ng 
editor, with a sigh. "I sa.r, didn't you win anythmg 
while you were there!" 

"Ad--d sight of expPrience !"retorted the re
ligious editor. "On expprience I quit way ahead. 
Look here, is the gho~;t iu the closet?" 

"No," murmured the managing editor, solemnly. 
"There's no ghost for a man who gets plucked as 
badly as you did at that camp-meeting. You can go 
dry until the next one, and if you catch up then I'll 
lend you the corkscrew." 

"That's a.ll right," muttered the religous editor, as 
he departed in high dudgeon; "I learned to deal the 
cards at the camp-meeting, and at the next session 
he holds, if I don't stand to win on every shuffie, I'll 
buy my own rum from date!" And the religious 
editor hied him forth to lay eighty dollars he had won 
matching pennies, and about which he had said noth
ing, on the races, out of which he came strapped,_ as 
he exclaimed to the sporting reporter on borrowmg 
his fare home. 
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The church has won a victory over the Liberals in 
Australia, but it is one of which the more advanced 
churchmen are alrea.dy ashamed. The triumph, 
moreover, will be only temporary, for evidence is 
not wanting that the decision will soon be reversed. 

people meet no mercy at his hands. His contempt 
for them is supreme. He describes them accurately 
as people who abandon to criticism all the special 
absurdities of religion, turn up their noses at all the 
miracles, but "cling desperately to the principal ab
surdity, the source of all the others, to the miracle 
that explains and justifies all the other miracles, the 
existence of God. Their God is not the vigorous and 
powerful being, the wholly positiv God of theology. 
It is a nebulous, diaphanous, illusory being that 
vanishes into nothing at the first attempt to grasp it; 
it is a mirage, an ignis fatuus that neither warms nor 
illuminates." It is impossible not to think of Beecher 
and the Universalists when reading that they are the 
"uncertain, sickly souls, who hav lost their reckoning 
in the present civilization, belonging to neither the 
present nor the future-pale phantoms eternally sus
pended between heaven and earth." 

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY. The trouble arose from the action of the trustees 
33 ()linton Place, New York. 

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $2.50 PER YEAR. 

of the public library, museum, and picture gallery in 
opening those places of instruction and innocent 
pleasure on Sunday. This policy was adopted on 
delibel'ation, and after public opinion had been con
sulted in all legitimate ways. '1 he largest and cheapest Radical Journal, published in J!Jurope 

or .America, containing seven hundred square inches more reading 

matter than any other journal, of its kind. 
This exasperated the Presbyterians and Methodists, 

and particularly their ministers, who called a series 
of public meetings to protest. Meetings were also 
called by the friends of freedom, which were larger 
and more influential than the former. So the pious 
people appealed to the Victoria Assembly. They did 
not dare to put the question on its merits, but claimed 
that the trustees of the institutions had exceeded 
their authority. Vainly did the Liberals endeavor, 
in the debate which ensued, to get the question be
fore the assembly on the real issue. The Sabbatari
ans were tricky, and stuck to the technical point, upon 
which they won by a good majority. The action of 
the trustees was disapproved as "a slight upon the 
government and an infringement of th-e rights of 
Parliament," and they were directed to " close the 
institutions under their charge on Sundays until Par
liament shall otherwise determin." 

.Address all Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER COM
p .ANY. Make· al Drafts, Checks, and Postal Orders payable to 
M.ARY W. BENNET'!. 

SATURDAY, - SEPTEMBER 29,1883. 

p--WE hav quite a number of subscribers whose tab indi
cates that they hav not paid for their TRuTH SEEKER for the 
past year. To them ·we would respectfully say that the 
amount of their arrearages is needed, and we hope will be 
forthcoming soon. 

An Outrageous Sermon. 
It is pretty generally conceded by Liberals that 

ministers do not earn the bread they eat, but there 
is one man in Connecticut, William Lewis, who will 
be likely to think that one, at least, of the cloth has 
earned something more than bread. 

The daily papers hav made the Rose Ambler trag
edy generally known to the public. A young woman 
by that name was found murdered, and, so far, the 
deed can be traced to no one, although a host of de
tectivs are at work upon it. The theories of the 
affair are almost as numerous as the persons convers
ing upon it. The latest is that she was murdered by 
her lover, William Lewis, with whom she spent the 
evening previous to her death. This is as yet but a 
suspicion, and among the more intelligent people of 
that state is thought to hav been invented by the de
tectivs to conceal their real ignorance of all impor
tant matters connected with the case. Right here 
comes the insolent and unsolicited interference of a 
minister residing in the town. His name is Hough
ton, pastor of the Church of the Messiah. Last Sun
day he preached a sensational sermon on the mur
der, in which he denounced Lewis as a man whom 
he believed capable of committing the deed. 

"Lewis's actionR," said the preacher, "show him to be a 
man of low animal instincts, and just the type of individual 
to execute such a horrible deed. From testimony given, the 
motiv of whoever killed her was not lust. It is almost cer
tainly known that she did not hav any enemies. Had lust 
entered into the case, then, in my estimation, would the 
whole aspect of the affair hav been changed. But she was 
simply killed; that was all. Let us look into the facts of the 
courtship of those two persons. He did not visit her as an 
honorable man would hav done. She went to his home, and 
he allowed her night after night to return alone and unpro
tected. It is easy to see how he tired of her because he neg
lected her, and, seeing the marriage day staring him in the 
face, concluded to put her out of the way. My theory is that 
Lewis killed the girl in his barn, and under cover of the dark
ness carried her to the place where she was found. I may be 
wrong, but I believe that this will be the solution of the mys
tery." 

Whether Lewis is guilty or not, the conduct of this 
minister is infamous. He has no call to interfere. 
He is not an officer of the law. He was not on the 
coroner's jury, and has no better means of judging 
the case than anyone else. He is not even a detectiv 
or a constable. The murder is no more his particu
lar business than it is any other citizen's. The min
ister in a small town occupies a very prominent po
sition, and among unthinking people his word goes a 
long way. His flock believe him to be a supernat
urally wise man. Yet this fellow is found using his 
position to fasten the guilt of a heinous crime upon a 
man whom even the law must regard as innocent until 
proved guilty. He has joined with a pack of hired 
liars to imprison, perhaps hang, a man who, in the 
natural course of events, would hav been the last to 
injure the girl. To giv color to his cry he has con
structed a theory for which, according to the pub
lished evidence, there is no basis. But if there were, 
his interference would be no less an unwarranted 
abuse of his priestly positi0n. 

Connecticut ere now has tried ministers for just 
such crimes as this pulpiteer is trying to fasten upon 
William Lewis; but it seems unlikely in this case that 
the cry of stop thief is raised for. a. purpose. It is 
probably due to the insolence of a privileged clas~. 

So, for the present, the inhabitants of Victoria are 
again driven to resort for amusement to the dram
shops or the churches. For the ruin of those who 
go to the former, the Presbyterians and Methodists 
will not like to be held responsible, but they will be; 
while of those who attend the latter we advise the 
dominies-we had almost written donkeys-to make 
the most they can, for Liberal sentiments are fast 
spreading in Australia, and an intellectual diet a good 
deal fresher than manna. and blood of sacrificial 
lambs will soon be demanded. 

In a country where there is neither state church 
nor a state religion, says the Australasian, and where 
the institutions are based on civil and religious lib
erty,it isintolerable that any number of men,_whether 
they constitute the majority or the minority, should 
attempt to tyrannize over their neighbors by dic
tating to them how they shall or shall not observe 
the day of rest, and should forbid them from having 
access on that day to sources of innocent instruction 
and refined enjoyment, paid for by the whole com
munity, on the ground that by so doing they will 
wound the consciences of the dictators. These sen
timents will undoubtedly meet a hearty response in 
the land where Charles Bright and Willian Denton 
lecture continuously to audiences numbering thou
sands, and which supports a Freethought journal and 
a strong Freethought society. It is impossible for 
the triumph of the bigots to be other than short
lived. A new Parliament will be elected and the 
trustees sustained in their progressiv work. 

God and the State. 
Michael Bakounine was the founder of Nihilism 

and the apostle of anarchy. He belonged to what is 
called the nobility of Russia, and he had a thousand 
times more right to the title than any Alexander 
who ever occupied the throne. One extreme en
genders another, and the despotic government of 
Russia, the infamous tyranny over the politically 
common people of that country, drove him to 
anarchy. During his life he was an indefatigable 
worker for liberty- mental and physical. His 
correspondence was most extensiv; he passed entire 
nights in preparing letters to his friends in the revo
lutionary world. His originality of ideas, his vehe
mence and eloquence, made him a power felt and 
feared in political circles. But he was also no less a 
hater of priestly power, and in one of the manuscripts 
he left we find an attack upon the Theistic idea full 
of tremendous consequences. This pamphlet, which 
has just been translated from the French by Ben
jamin R. Tucker, editor of Liberty, is a splendid plea 
for liberty and a scathing assault upon the God idea. 

With his anarchical prejudices we hav not space to 
deal at present. Perhaps he is right, and anarchy is 
the logical outcome of liberty, but if so it must be a 
very different system from what we in America recog
nize as anarchy. Be that as it may, no Freethinker 
can feel else than admiration for his magnificient ar-
7=aignment of a despotic church. Milk-and-water 

Bakounine's statement of the creation and develop
ment of religions is singularly clear, and shows an 
analytical mind of great powe:.;. " All religions," he 
says, "with their gods, their demigods, and their 
prophets, their messiahs and their saints, were cre
ated by the credulous fancy of men who had not at
tained the full development and full possession of 
their intellectual faculties. Consequently, the relig
ious heaven is nothing but a mirage in which man, 
exalted by ignorance and faith, discovers his own 
image, but enlarged and reversed-that is, divinized. 
The history of religions, of the birth, grandeur, and 
decline of the gods who hav succeeded one another 
in human belief, is nothing, therefore, but the devel
opment of the collectiv intelligence and conscience 
of mankind. As fast as they discovered, in the course 
of their historically progressiv advance, either in 
themselvs or in external nature, a power, a quality, 
or even any great defect whatever, they attributed 
them to their gods, after having exaggerated and 
enlarged them beyond measure, after the manner of 
children, by an act of their religious fancy. Thanks 
to this modesty and pious generosity of believing and 
credulous men, heaven has grown rich with the spoils 
of the earth, and, by a necessary consequence, the 
richer heaven became, the more wretched became 
humanity and the earth. God once installed, he was 
naturally proclaimed the cause, reason, arbiter, and 
absolute disposer of all things. The world thence
forth was nothing, God was all; and man, his real 
creator, after having extracted him from the void, 
bowed down before him, worshiped him, and avowed 
himself his creature and his slave. Christianity is 
precisely the religion par excellence, because it ex
hibits and manifests, to the fullest extent, the very . 
nature and essence of. every religious system, which 
is the unpoverishment, ensla·vem.ent, and annihilation of 
humanity for the benefit of divinity." ~ 

The real basis of Christianity, the bottom principle, 
is that God is everything, humanity nothing-God 
the master, man the slave. Whoever cries, Revela
tion! postulates revealers, messiahs, prophets, priests, 
and legislators; and these, if recognized as God's rep
resentativs, must necessarily exercise absolute power. 
"Slaves of God, men must be also slaves of church 
and state, in so far as the state is consecrated by ·the 
church." It is this principle that makes the despot
ism of Russia so cruel, so unbearably insolent. In 
America, the state not being (theoretically, at least) 
consecrated by the church, the invectivs against 
government are misapplied. But none the less is the 
following true, that "unless we desire the enslave
ment and degradation of mankind, as the Jesuits de
sire it, as the Protestant Methodists desire it, we may 
not, must not, make the slightest concession either to 
the God of theology or to the God of metaphysics. 
He who, in this mystical alphabet, begins with God 
will inevitably end with God; he who desires to wor
ship God must harbor no childish illusions about the 
matter, but bravely renounce his liberty and human
ity. If God is, man is a slave; now, man can and 
must be free; then, God does not exist." 

There is no question but that this humiliation of 
man to God has been a great obstacle to humanity's 
progress. " There can be but little liberty on earj;h 
while men worship a tyrant in heaven," said Col. In
gersoll, and it is true. This feeling of self-abasement 
and degradation has also been taken advantage of 
by popes and kings. Once convince a people 
that their rulers are divinely appointed, and it be
comes as much disrespect to God to disobey them as 
to defy one of his own commands. Looking at him 
in that light, a king is a double personage. With all 
the vices common to man, he has all the attributes of 
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divinity, and no line can be distinctly drawn between even on this point we do not care to quarrel with 
the two. His divinity is a mantle that covers his him just now. Admiration for his genius, his logic, 
finite shortcomings, and this mantle is put on at his his unanswerable arguments agninst the church, will 
pleasure. This is constantly seen in Russia and let us overlook this vehement error, justifiable under 
other" divinely-ruled" countries. No wonder Bakou- the governmental conditions by which he was sur
nine hated the God idea as ferociously as be hated a rounded. It is with the church w d are dealing. 
government that is the impersonation of brutality. Admitting that among all the Christians who hav 
Were the Bible account of creation true he, and we, lived there hav been "great men, holy men, who hav 
could offer no excuse for not hating divinity and all really practised, or who, at least, hav passionately 
connected with it. But a solace and a hope is found tlied to practiee all that they preached, and whose 
in evolution. That explains a constant historical hearts, overflowing with love, were full of contempt 
phenomenon-the persecution of those who first pro- for the pleasures nnd goods of this world, he sees that 
claim a truth, and the final adoption of the truth by theimmensemajorityofCatholicandProtestantpriests 
the same masses who tortured its propounders. who, by trade, hav preached' and still preach the doc
" This law," says the author of "God and the State," ti·ins of chastity, abstinence, and renunciation belie 
"is a logical, inevitable consequence of the am:mal their teachings by their example. It is, therefore, not 
origin of human society; and in face of all the scien- without reason, but because of several centuries' ex
tific, physiological, psychological, and historical proofs perience, that among the people of all countries these 
accumulated at the present day, as well as in fa.ce of phrases hav become by-words: 'As licentious as a 
the· exploits of the Germans conquering France, priest; as gluttonous as a priest; as ambitious as a priest; 
which now furnish so striking a demonstration there- as greedy, se?fish, and grazping as a priest.' It is, then, 
of, it is no longer possible to really doubt it. But established that the professors of the Christian vir
from the moment that this animal origin of man is tuee, consecrated by the church, the priests, in the 
accepted, all is explained. History then appears to immense majority of cases, hav practiced quite the con
us as the revolutionary negation, now slow, apathetic, trary of what they hav preached. This very majority, 
sluggish, how passionate and powerful, of the past. the universality of this fact, show that the fault is not 
It consists precisely in the progressiv negation of the to be attributed to them as individuals, but to the 
primitiv animality of man by the development of his social position, jmpossible and contradic.tory in itself, 
humanity. Man, a wild beast, cousin of the gorilla, in which these individuals are placed. 

Reason " and " Rights of Man " consolidated and im
proved. It stirs the pulse like a trumpet call. If we 
cannot go so far as the author in the criticism of gov
ernment, we can nevertheless fully sympathize with 
him. Had fate cast our lot in a despotic country, we 
might hav gone farther than he without so good rea
sons. But his ringing sentences cannot be too often 
read or widely circulated. If all the anarchists were 
like him, we would start a fund to bring them to this 
country. 

has emerged from the profound darkness of animal "It is not at all difficult to prove, history 
instinct into the light of the mind, which explains in in hand, that the church, that all the churches, Chris
a wholly natUI"al way all his past mistakes and par- tian and non-Christian, by the side of their spiritual
tially consoles us for his present errors. He has gone istic propagandism and probably to accelerate and 
out from animal slavery, and, passing through divine consolidate the success thereof, hav never neglected 
slavery, a temporary condition between his animality to organize themselvs into great corporations for the 
and his humanity, he is now marching ori to the con- economic exploitation of the masses under the pro
quest and realization of human liberty. Whence it tection and with the direct and special blessing of 
results that the antiquity of a belief, of an idea, far some divinity or other; that all the states, which 
from proving anything in its. favor, ought, on the originally, as we know, with all their political and ju
contrary, to lead us to suspect it. For behind us is dicial institutions and their dominant and ,privileged 
our aniinality and before u& our humanity; human classes, hav been only temporal branches of these 
light, the only thing that can warm and enlighten us, various chlll"ches, hav likewise had principally in 
the only thing that can emancipate us, giv us dignity, view this same exploitation for the benefit of lay 
freedom, and happiness, and realize fraternity among minorities indirectly sanctioned by the church; finally 
us, is never at the beginning, but, relativly to the and in general, that the action of the good God and 
epoch in which we liv, always at the end of history. of all the divine idealities on earth has ended at last, 
Let us, then, never look back, let l!s look ever for- ·always and everywhere, in founding the prosperous 
ward; for forward is our sunlight, forward our salva- materialism of the few over the fanatical and con
tion; if it is justifiable, and even useful and necessary, stantly famishing idealism of the masses. 
to turn back to study our past, it is only in order to "We hav a new proof of this in what we see to-day. 
establish what we hav been and what we must no With the exception of the great hearts and great 
longer be, what we hav believed and thought and minds whom I hav before referred to as misled, who 
what we must no longer believe or think, what we are to-day the most obstinate defenders of idealism? 
hav done. and what we must do nevermore." In the first place, all the sovereign courts. In France, 

The universality of this belief in a God is no until lately, Napoleon III. and his wife, Madam 
proof of his existence. "Until the days of Galileo Eugenie; all their former ministers, courtiers, and 
and Copernicus everybody believed that the sun re- ex-marshals, from Rouher and Bazaine to Fleury and 
volved about the earth. Was not everybody mis- Pietri · the men and women of the imperial official 
taken? ·what is more ancient and more universal world,' who hav so completely idealized and saved 
than slavery? Cannibalism, perhaps. From the France; their journalists and their savants-the Cas
origin of historic society down to the present day sagnac3, the Girardins, the Dnvernois, the Veuillots, 
there has been always and everywhere exploitation of the Leverriers, the Dumas; the black phalanx of 
the compulsory labor of the masses-slaves, serfs, or Jesuits and Jesuitesses 'in every garb; the whole 
employees-by some dominant minority; oppression upper and middle bourgeoisie of France; the doc
of the people by the church and by the state. Must trinaire Liberals, and the Liberals without doctrin
it be concluded that this exploitation and this op- the Guizots, the Thiers, the Jules Favres, the Pella
pression are necessities absolutely inherent in the tans, and the Jules Simons, all obstinate defenders of 
very existence of human society? These are ex- the bourgeoisie exploitation. In Prussia, in Germany, 
amples which show that the argument of the cham- William I., the present royal demonstrator of the good 
pions of the good God proves nothing. Nothing, in God on earth; all his generals, all his officers, Pomer
fact, is as universal or as ancient as the iniquitous anian and other, all his army, which, strong in its 
and absurd; truth and justice, on the contrary, are the religious faith, has just conquered France in that 
least universal, the youngest features in the develop- ideal way we know so well. In Russia, the czar and 
ment of human society." all his court; the Mouravieffs and the Bergs, all the 

Under this state of society, when the people are butchers and nious proselyters of Poland. Every
reduced intellectually and morally, as well as materi- where, in short: religious or philosophical idealism, 
ally, to the minimum of human existence, there are, the one being but the more or less free translation of 
according to Bakounine, but three methods of escape the other, serves to-day as the flag of material, bloody, 
-the first two the dram-shop and the church-de- and brutal force, of shameless material exploitation; 
bauchery of the body) or debasement of the ~ind-:- while, on the contrary, the flag of theoretical Material
the third is social revolution. If we had hved m ism, the red flag of economic equality and social jus
Russia we might think so too; but as it is, we can tice, is raised by the practical idealism of the op
hardly see in Nihilism and anarchy so potent a pressed and famishing masses, tending to realize the 
remedy as the diffusion of Freethought. Bakounine greatest liberty and the human right of each in the 
himself acknowledges that cruelty of earthly govern- fraternity of all men on earth. 
ments proceeds from the divinity idea, and that the "Who are the real idealists-the idealists not of 

t "t t abstraction, but of life; not of heaven, but of earth-way to correct an evil is to lay the axe a 1 s roo s. 
He proposes to first chop the tree off half way fro~ and who are the Materialists?" 
the ground by destroying government. But he 1s We hav quoted thus at length from the book, be
attacking what is in itself a necessary adjunct of civ- cause, taken all ill all, it is one of the most eloquent 
ilization-biting his nose off to spite his face. But pleas for liberty ever written. It is Paine's "Age of 

The National Congress. 
Pursuant to the call, the National Liberal Con

gress was held at Milwaukee on Friday, Saturday, 
and Sunday, September 21st, 22d, and 23d. The 
hall in which it met was tastefully decorated. A 
bust of Humboldt on the wall at the back of the 
stage was wreathed with evergreens. In front of the 
stage was a portrait of Thomas Paine, also sur
rounded by a wreath of green. The pillars support
ing the gallery and the gallery itself were tastefully 
decorated with trees, flags, and shields. At 11 o'clock 
the president called tbe delegate,;, numbering be
tween one and two hundred, to order, and delivered 
an address setting forth the purpose of the League. 
Among the points he made were that theologians 
must cease their control of secular affairs. They 
must ceaf'e to control our politics, cease to make, as 
they do in many states, a distinction between the 
legal standing of a Christian and a Liberal, cease to 
compromise our government by getting it to employ 
chaplains and to parcel out the different Indian tribes 
among the different religious sects, and cease to take 
public money for the support of sectarian churches 
and schools. The Liberal League holds that there 
must be freedom of spefch, freedom of the press, and 
freedom of the mails, which at present there are not 
in many parts of the Union. Even in Wisconsin 
greater freedom is needed. Here the church can no 
longer punish independence of thought by imprison
ment, but she can and does punish it by social ostra
cism. Liberals can in one way only "overcome the 
adverse influences which are arrayed against them
that is by orgamzing." 

Among the prominent Liberals in attendance be
sides the officers of the League were Charles Watts, 
George Chainey, 1\/L Babcock, John E. Remsburg, 
and H. L. Green. 

A platform was adopted by which the League 
pledged itself to undertake thA introduction of po
litical and social reforms, which are summarized as 
follows: No state rights conflicting with the insepar
able totality of the Union; uniformity of the civil 
and criminal courts throughout the United States; 
equality of citizens without regard to sex or creed; 
a constitutional changA to be enacted in a certain 
time after being decided upon by a majorit;y of the 
people; abolition of one-man power in the presidency 
of the United States and the substitution of an 
executiv council; so-called temperance (not prohi
bilion) laws not to bb tolerated; the designation of 
Sunday as the legal day for elections; the abolition 
of all monopolies; public control of the railroads 
and telegraph; national legislation in regard to the 
industrial classes, covering among other things the 
hours of labor, the right of association and organi
zation among laborers, and the responsibility of em
ployers for accidents to employees not caused by the 
fauit of the latter; the discontinuance of sales and 
grants of public lands which shall hereafter be con
sidered the entailable property of the nation. to be 
intrusted only to actual settlers under precautiOnary 
conditions and in consideration of reasonable rental 
tax. 

Very incomplete reports hav thus far reached us, 
and the officers elected are not given. By next week, 
however, we expect to be able to publish the import
ant work accomplished. 

An Inquiry About Atoms. 
To TilE EDrrou OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I am 

interested in the discussion between Mr. Wettstein 
and Mrs. Hedclon. I wish to inquire of the lady: 

1. In what branch of science she discovers, "Ag
gregation of m;yriads of atoms all alike in quality, 
and moved by one force, produce this wonderful phe
nomenon which we call nature?" 

2. Is force a "mysterious nothing," as she alleges? 
3. Is the force of attraction of gravitation a "mys-

terious nothing?" 
4. Is elastic force'? 
5. Is the force of cohesion ? 
G. Is chemical affinity? 
7. In what field of science can we find the prqof 

that force is a "m;ysterious nothing?" 
8. ·what scientist teaches it ? 
9. What Jl.faterialist teaches it? 
Lake City, Minn. W. F. JA:t.nEsoN. 
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Loving Kindness. 
When I told a man who is always talking about the 

loving care of the heavenly father that the rose-bugs 
last spring ate up enough of my blossoms to make 
four thousand pounds of grapes, and I got only four 
hundred and eleven pounds, and in consequence was 
left destitute of means for the coming winter, and 
asked him what loving kindness he could see in that, 
he replied: " The loving father did not send the rose
bugs to destroy your crops; they came in accordance 
with the Jaws of natlU'e." Said I, " Who established 
the laws of nature ?" "Why, the heavenly father, the 
creator of all things, of course." ""\Yell," said I, "if 
the heavenly father established laws that brought 
bugs to destroy my grapes, was it not just the same 
to him and me as though he had come and done the 
same thing with his own hands? If I send an 
assassin to cut your throat and burn your house, am 
I not as guilty as though I did the bloody deed with 
my own hands ?" He could make no reply to this, 
and I write it for the purpose of asking the clergy to 
explain tbe mystery, as they profess to know all about 
such things. 

If God, the loving father, as they call some unseen 
or imaginary power, had all knowledge and power to 
do as he pleased, and established laws of nature that 
bring forth bugs to destroy my crops, rats and hawks 
to steal my chickens, tornadoes to ruin eighteen thou
sand dwellings in ten minutes, leaving eight thousand 
mangled and dead human beings in the ruins, and 
earthquakes and volcanoes to sink cities and destroy 
seventy-three thousand lives in a day, and lions, 
tigers, and serpents to destroy six thousand lives in a 
year-if he established laws that produce all this 
misery, knowing beforehand that these laws would 
do all this, is he not just as guilty of cn·elty and 
murder as though he came in person and did all 
this with his own hands ? 

I want the doctors of divinity to come out openly 
and bcldly, candidly and honestly, and answer these 
questions, and make them plain and clear to the 
understanding of common people, or else honestly 
confess that, all their talk about the tender care of 
the loving father is at best but imaginary, and then 
giv up their trade of deceiving and swindling people 
with preaching that has no foundation in truth and 
reality. It is said that there are seventy-one thou
sand clergymen in this nation, and probably they 
average four prayers offered each Sunday, which 
make three hundred thousand prayers every week on 
one day, to say nothing of the other six days, and in 
these prayers they ask the loving father for all sorts 
of blessings, and if only one of all these prayers 
should be answered it would be such a strange, won
derful thing that it would be blazed all over this na
tion and over Europe by telegraph in less than twenty
four hours. But as no such news is ever sent abroad 
it shows how much, or rather how little, loving care 
the loving father has for us. I am now in my eighty
third year, and hav been looking for this loving father 
all 1ny life; and as I hav not as yet discovered so 
much as his footprints on this earth, and must soon 
pass away, I ask all the clergy to aid me in finding 
him; and if they are honest they will either do so or 
confess that they know no more about it than I do. 

Berlin, N. J., Sept. 10, 283. J. HACKER. 

Pleasure and Pain. 
To THE EDrroR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: I hav 

read with much interest Mrs. Slenker's reply to the 
despairing wail of your late contributor, "C. 0.," on 
the great inequality of pain and pleasure suffered 
and enjoyed in the world; and permit me to remark 
that the agitation of this subject set me seriously re
flecting. 

Of your late contributor," C. 0.," I suppose we hav 
heard the last. Most probably his remains (if ever 
found) will be accidentally raked from the bed of 
some river or mill pond. 

I had never seriously reflected on the results of the 
ills and miseries of life before I read his sad wail in 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. It is true I hav often heard suf
ferers, in my time, wish they "had never been born." 
I was, therefo.re, glad when the philosophic and phil
anthropic Mrs. Slenker thought the subject worthy of 
her pen. 

I like the spirit of her reply to "0. 0."-her coun
sel to labor for the general good and advancement 
of humanity, and for the whole brotherhood of man
kind-even under the crudest, rudest, and most un
promising circumstances. But, unfortunately, preach 
as we will, I am seriously afraid, man, without hope 
of immediate reward to himself-even in the matter 
of so-called salvation--is too selfish. He will not ex
ert himself without an object. 

I agree with Elmina, this may be considered a 
beautiful world, in an elementary sense, even with its 
frequent interruptions of tranquillity by cyclones, 
earthquakes, floods, fires, pestilences, and drouths, 
but does this really comprehend all that is under
stood bv the "world?" I fear, in her tinted es
timate, "she leaves poor, forlorn, sentient, short
sighted, selfish, fractious humanity altogether out in 
the cold. I am afraid she overlooks the extreme 
sensitivness of human nature, as distinguishing it 

from the brute-as brutes seldom commit suicide. 
Man is an anomaly. He is ever haunted with aspira
tions to excellence which prompt him to vain exer
tions which too often end in shattered hopes sinking 
him into the depths of dispair. 

Yes, indeed, this is a beautiful world, viewed from 
a Robinson Crusoe point of sight. Robinson found 
his island contained within itself every capability, 
climate included, to make mere existence bearable. 
It was beautiful. But was Robinson happy? Read 
his journal. The only thing which sustained him in 
his solitude was that fallacious ignisyatuus known as 
hope; a hope to again mingle with the bedlamitish 
world. 

I cannot disbelieve in nature and the inflexibility 
of her laws, but the more I reflect upon the intellect
ual department of the world, the more enigmatical 
existence seems. ' 

I cannot reject the truths of evolution. It carries 
me back to that remote period when man existed, 
howbeit insensible to himself, in the molecular or 
atomic state, from whence his history can only be 
conjectured as the outgrowth of rocks, and the coarse 
grasses of past ages evoluting through countless con
tentious conditions up to his present forlorn status. 
Science, with me, I must confess, acts as a cooling 
process to my enthusiasm,- and is too often apt to de
stroy that "silvery lining" of the darkened clouds of 
adversity which too often o'ershadow our mental at
mosphere, of which Elmina so feelingly speaks. 

"A beautiful world!" Alas! I sometimes envy the 
condition of mind of those simple-minded hallelujah 
Christ.ians~weaknesses and all; even the still more 
misguided Spiritualists, who really believe in a con
tinuation of life after the death of the body. But we 
must bear with them. 

In conclusion, the philosopher should rise superior 
to all ignorant fantasies, and, with "C. 0.," when life 
to sufferers through family bereavements, hopeless, 
painful sickness, and poverty, becomes unbearable, 
it is a duty he owes to himself to shuffle off this 
mortal coilin the least offensiv way; eschew all aspi
ration for posthumous greatness, and let futm·e gen
erations take care of themselvs. The philosopher 
should cease jigging and dancing his brief existence 
through life to the grand tantalizing fiddle of hope. 

c. BRADY. 

Education Better than Religion as a Preventa
tiv of Crime. 

Dextl!l" A. Hawkins in the Independent. 

The statistics of every country where education is 
compulsory and universal demonstrate that juvenil 
crime may be nearly if not quite exterminated by a 
wise enforcement of juvenil education. · 

The training of a child, from eight to fourteen 
years, generally determins whether or not he is to be 
a criminal. 

The Grand Duchy of Baden, by a rigorous enforce
ment of such a law for seven years, according to their 
carefully prepared statistics, reduced crime in that 
Duchy fifty-one per cent and pauperism twenty-five 
per cent. 

Our Board of Education has not pretended to a 
rigorous enforcement of the Compulsory Education 
law, but yet they hav given some enforcement to it, 
employing twelve agents of truancy to look after the 
truants in over one hundred and fifty thousand chil
dren. Their labors, imperfect as they hav been, hav 
had a most remarkable effect. in reducing juvenil 
crime in this city. A copy of their report on this 
subject for the last year I subjoin. 

For the five years immeqiately preceding the en
actment of the Compulsory Education law, there were 
6,105 arrests of juvenil delinquents in this city, being 
an average of 1,221 per year. 

The total arrests of juvenil delinquents for the last 
five years under the enforcement of this law hav been 
4,341, or an average of 868 per year, and last year 
only 717. This, considering the larger population of 
the city now than then, is a decrease in juvenil crime 
of thirty-six per cent, and is an annual saving to the 
city, in future criminal expenses, of many times the 
entire cost of enforcing this law. A single agent has 
in the last year, by direct arrest of the Italian tru
ants, and by his moral influence in inducing others 
of them to go to school, without arrest added eleven 
hundred to the attendance of that class of children 
alone. 

The labors of this single agent hav relieved the 
taxpayers of this city of more expense for pauperism 
and crime, springing from this class of our popula
tion, than the entire expense of the whole truancy 
department. 

If the Board of Education will strictly enforce this 
law, according to its letter and spirit, and provide a 
school for the delinquents that are too incorrigible to 
be put into the present schools, and yet not bad 
enough to be sent to the House of Refuge, it is en
tirely feasible to reduce in this city this class of crim
inals, not thirty-six per cent, but ninety per cent, and 
so quite close up the recruiting dens for the bands of 
young thieves and cut-throats that now infest the 
city. 

For the relief of taxpayers, and ior the reform of 
society, the truancy department of the Board of Ed-

ucation, imperfectly administered as it is, is yet, ac
cording to its cost, by far the most valuable branch 
of the entire public educational system of the city. 

NEw YoRK, January 22, 1883. 
JoHN JAsPER, EsQ., CITY SuPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION, Sir: 

In compliance with ypur instructions, I hav examined the 
police records of this city, and obtained the number of ar
rests of children between the ages of 8 and 14 years who were 
held or committed for crime, and the cauaes for which they 
were arrested. 

Following is the record. For the year last past (1882) 
there were arrested and held for examination or committed, 
seven hundred and seventeen (717). 

The column of ages of those arrested indicated that the 
cl"iminals were much older than in former years. 

The records were examined on this point for eight years 
last past for those arrested under twelve years of age. Fol
lowing is the record: 

UNDER TWENTY YEARS OF AGE. 
1875. 1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. 1880. 1881. 1882. 

15,620 14,734 18,229 19,373 11,738 13,697 10,882 10,366 
BETWEEN THE AGES OF EIGBT AND FOURTEEN. 

1875. 1876. - 1877. 1878. 1879. 1880. 1881. 1882. 
1,034 814 967 931 957 989 700 717 

There appeared to be a much less number of children be
tween the ages of 8 and 14 years arrested for the higher 
grades of crime than in former years; and for comparison 
the records from 1870 to 1875 inclusiv, and from 1878 to the 
close of 1882 inclusiv, were examined. These periods cover 
the five years immediately preceding the enactment of the 
law securing to children the benefits of elementary educa
tion, and the last five years of its enforcement in this city. 
The following tab1es show how the record stands: 

AGE, EIGHT TO FOURTEEN YEARS. 
Cause of Arrest. 1870. 1871. 1872. 1873. 1874. Tot' I. 

Truancy, 103 71 99 139 81 493 
Vag1·ancy, 212 257 193 141 191 999 
Disorderly conduct, 309 167 216 181 194 1,067 
Violating city ordinance, 17 12 16 3 66 114 
Assault and battery,_ • 23 12 22 20 15 92 
Malicious mischief, 11 4 10 2 13 40 
Intoxication, 32 21 15 24 11 103 
Felonious assault, . 1 6 3 4 14 
Petty larceny, 216 226 283 252 218 1,195 
Larceny from the person, 5 14 23 26 12 ~0 
Grand larceny, 28 23 25 35 22 133 
Burglary, 17 12 26 33 19 107 
Robbery, 1 3 7 5 5 21 
Suspicious persona, 28 14 17 21 29 109 
Held for further exam-

!nation, 117 354 268 351 334 1,424 
All other causes, 25 3 22 33 31 114 

Total, - 1,144 1,194 1,253 1,269 1,245 6,105 

The law compelling children between these ages to attend 
school went into operation January 1, 1875. 

AGE, EIGHT TO FOURTEEN YEARS. 
Cause of Arrest. 1878. 1879. 1880. 1881. 1882. Tot' I. 

Truancy, 128 94 94 66 41 423 
Vagrancy, 124 165 52 81 so 502 
Disorderly cond net, . 128 166 192 111 143 740 
Violating city ordinance, 71 40 92 52 100 355 
Assault and battery, - 29 21 24 14 8 96 
Malicious mischief, 18 14 1 8 5 46 
Intoxication, 19 14 13 5 7 58 
Felonious assault, - 5 4 11 3 3 26 
Petty larceny, 244 178 203 130 91 846 
Larceny from the per-

son, 39 9 26 14 14 102 
Grand larceny, 14 6 18 9 5 52 
Burglary, 53 29 36 14 23 155 
Robbery, 15 6 28 9 58 
Suspicious persons, - 32 18 22 24 104 
Held ror further exam!-

nation, 63 175 162 143 163 706 
All other causes, 14 15 18 26 72 

Total, 982 953 989 700 717 4,341 
Decreaee In the five years compared of 1, 764 

This is an absolute decrease of 29 per cent, while the popu
lation had meanwhile actually increased 28 per cent. In other 
words, according to the population, the causes for arrest hav 
decreased 36 per cent. 

A large proportion of those arrested for petty larceny 
could neither read nor write. 

The Children's Aid and Female Guardian Societies hav 
been doing a noble and highly commendable work among the 
poor and destitute children of this city for years, and still 
there seems to hav been a large number of children those 
agencies could not reach; for the number of arrests steadily 
increased from 1870 to 1875. At this date the law compelling 
children between the ages of 8 and 14 years to attend school 
went into effect; and in March, 1875, the Board of Education 
appointed agents to see that the law was enforced in this 
city. From that date the average attendance of all the 
schools under the care of the "board " had increased, and 
the number of arrests as steadily decreased. The decrease 
for the five years lftst past, in arrests, in pt:oportion. to the 
increase in population is fully 36 per cent. 

The conclusion seems irresistible that some pow~rful agent 
must hav been added to those in operation previous to 1875, 
to produce this result. 

As the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children is 
the only additional agent dealing directly with children, the 
law "Securing to Children the Benefits of an Elementary 
Education," must hav been an important factor in increasrng 
the average attendance of the schools, and in decreasing the 
number of arrests. Respectfully yours, 

JNO. s. KETOILI.M, 
Agt. for 7th School Dist. 

--------~---------

George Jacob Holyoake's Case. 
Friend Holyoake, come, sign that petition and lib

erate our friends, Foote and Ramsay. Our friend 
Seaver, of the Investigator, has now advised you twice 
to do so. To decline it because the petition requests 
it to be done in "mercy" or in clemency is only quib
bling. If the church government is willing, now 
they hav punished them some for shocking its feel
ings, they will connive at your\lil.oing it. They know 
that the story of a baby-god, 'fts mother Mary and 
its father the Holy Ghost, is an absurdly blasphe
mous fiction. They want to fight Atheism with the 
Deism of a halo-headed God, because it figurativly 
givs a model by which crowned kings, popes, anJ 
queens can sit enthroned upon nations. They want 
to hold on to the monopoly of each one's share of the 
soil and sovereignty; but wfl.ich they do not know 
will result, in the near future, in two great parties 
-those contending for the monopoly and usurpation 
of all property a.nd power, and those establishing 
their right to an entailed share of farmstead arid 
government. LEWIS MAsQUERIER. 
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0RANGEPORT, August 29, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I herewith inclose $1.00 for the Mon

ument Fund. Yours ever for truth, 
M. E. ATWOOD. 

MoHTOWN, MINN., Sept. 13, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find one dollar for the Mon-

ument Fund if not too late, J. H. CoLLINS. 
[It is not too late by any means for contributions 

to the Monument Fund to be applied to the purpose 
for which they are intended. Something. .. more than 
$200 yet remains to be raised before the amount 
($1,400) to be paid for the monument will hav been 
realized, Any moneys received within the next 
month from date will be applied to that object. 
Thanking most fervently those who hav contributed 
to this noble enterprise, we would express a hope 
tnat ·the needed sum may be donated within the time 
specifl.ed.-ED. T. S.] 

MoNTEZUMA, IowA, Sept, 11,283. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2.50, which sum 

place to my account on THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav 
been a subscriber for over four years, and think the 
paper is improving very much. Every number ap
pears better than the former. There is quite a little 
excitement over the coming election; the prohibitory 
amendment of the constitution of the state is mak
ing things lively. A great many of the Liberal Re
publicans will vote the Democratic ticket. They 
will not vote with the Methodist church and Repub-
licans. M. BONE· 

WILLrAMSTOWN, Omo., Aug. 29, 1883. 
MR. EDIToR: When reading the accounts of so many 

terrible destructiv cyclones, the following lines of 
Oowper came flitting across my mind: 

"God moves in a mysterious way 
His wonders to perform; 

He plants his footsteps in the sea, 
And rides upon the storm." 

Is this the God the orthodox tell us so much about? 
The great and merciful God riding on a cyclone, see
ing death, destruction, and devastation following in 
its track? Will some holy divine tell us is this the 
great being you sing so much about? Oh, please 
show us the mercy in the deatructiv cyclone while 
God is riding upon it, Or is this the God we read 
in Proverbs i, 26, who says, "I also will laugh at 
your calamities and mock when your fear cometh ?" 
Please tell us is this the being you ask an intelli
gent people to worship and adore? A being accord
ing to your belief can control the storms or still the 
ocean's waves,-will ride upon storm and not check 
its terrible destruction of life and property! Can you 
say that all those in the track of the furious cyclone 
hav flinned away their day of grace, and this God is 
wreaking his vengeance upon them? If so, please 
tell us how you know. But perhaps you will add: 

"Deep in unfathomable mines 
Of never-failing skill, 

He treasures up his bright designs 
And works his sovereign will. 

"Blind unbelief is sure to err, 
And scan his works in vain; 

God is his own interpreter, 
And he will make it plain." 

Well, this may all be true, but these things hav 
been going on for thousands of years, and God has 
not stopped at any time to explain, as we hav heard 
of. B. D. EvANS, M.D. 

LESLIE, MICH., Sept. 16, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1 for D. M. Bennett's 

monument. I hope I shall see that monument at 
some future time and where the hero sleeps-a hero 
of liberty; but we hav not got liberty yet. We soor 
will, however, if all Liberals, Spiritualists, Material
iete, and Liberal orthodox put their shoulder to the 
wheel and cry aloud the world over, "Down, down 
with that great burden that we are carrying on our 
backs-untaxed church property." 

I must say I like the spirit of T. Winter. I hav a 
great many of his lectures in my scrap book. But 
I think, Brother Winter, that it would do more good 
to fight for our liberty and not be ourdened any longer 
with that great load of millions of dollars of un
taxed church property. Hav you ever thought, 
Brother Winter, that one's body cannot be destroyed, 
and eo it must be the intelligence cannot be de
stroyed? But that it comes back in the shape of 
spooks and hob-goblins I cannot believe. 

Let the Spiritualists work on. I think they hav 
done a great good; but, brother and sister Spiritual
ist, don't work too hard at the spook business. rhav 
been told by mediums that they had to let it alone 
or go crazy. They work their nervous system up 
to boiling heat, thinking that a lot of spirits hav 
hold of them. I hav seen some get themselvs in 
such a state that their eyes looked like balls of fire. 
I must say that is very foolish, liked the old-fashioned 
Methodist that felt the power and fell flat on the 
floor, while the pe0ple that retain their senses must 
laugh in their sleeves. I hope all Leagues of Spirit
ualists and Materialists will work together for that 
one object-untaxed church property. We will be 
sure to win. 'l'aink of the little ant that carried a 

grain of sand to the top of the hill ninety-nine 
times, falling back each time, but at last it gained 
the day. Let us hear from all good workers. 

MRs. SARAH A. HAYNES. 

HAMILTON, ONT., Sept. 11, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I am prctmpted to let you know the 

grand success of Mr. Watts's first visit to this vAry 
orthodox city. It is now three years since Mr. Un
derwood visited Hamilton. He failf'ld to draw, and we 
who had to meet the expense were somewhat dis
couraged; but having our ears assailed at every cor
ner by zealous bigots in the interest of the faith 
once delivered to the saints, we concluded, we, that 
is, a few of us who hav discarded the old hulk of 
theology, would chip in our mite, and as Mr. Watts 
was to pass through our city, on his tour West, 
we would invite him to giv one ojf his orations on 
Secularism. Your humble servant wrote to yonr ad
dress and in a few days got word from R0chester, he 
being then at the convention, that he would pass 
here and would be pleased to giv two lectures. We 
only had five days to prepare, so we ~ot 2,000 dodgers 
printed, and 100 larger bllls to paste on boards and 
hang on the street cars, as advertisinll, we thought, 
would be too dear. We had no sooner got a few of 
our dodgers posted than the evening papers came 
out with a fierce tirade of abuse about Infidels, A't
nostics, Freethinkers-no social standing, no brains, 
etc., and daring us to unmask ourselvs, and even 
calling on the chief of police and mayor to prevent 
the lecture being given. We never took any notice 
of these El\Jullitions of feeling; the lectures were ad
vertised a.s being free, we having amongst the :friends 
collected sufficient to cover all expenses. The even
ing came and found Mr. Watts in a hall crammed 
with eight hundred persons, all grown people, some 
having come twelve miles to hear the second lecture 
ever given in Hamilton on Freethought. Many came 
to see if our orator had horns and tail, and found 
themselvs electrified by his eloquence, and at the 
close of his first lecture came forward and purchased 
all his books. The second lecture, although a wet 
night, was, if possible, more crowded still, and hun
dreds went away from the door, and at the close 
again, a great call wal!l made for books and all 
eagerly bought up. Such lectures were never heard 
in Canada before; all creeds heard him and cheered 
and applauded, and at the close we invited him to 
call again on his rAtUrn from Montreal, which will 
be next Mondav, 17th, 1883, when he will lecture on 
the Bible a.nd Freethought. It will well repay a few 
to engage him; as he is a perfect "eye-opener," and 
will surely cause the dry bones to shake. 

Yours for the truth, GEo. MADDOCKS. 

Has Mr. Remsburg given us. his candid view of 
the result of a belief in the doctrin of total de
pravity? What seems better calculated to bring about 
the reformation of a drunkard, or the salvation of 
his off:'!pring, than the method which necessitates a 
plain statement of the terrible condition of each ? 
Should a father, who has passed through the horri
ble ordeal of a drunkard's career and been fortunate 
enough to realize the sweet fruits of his altered 
ways, advise his son to do as he has done, with the 
possibility that the latter may not be able to arrest 
himself until it is too late? No l The father's duty 
is plainly to so impress his child with the evil con· 
sequences of a repetition of his own experience that 
even· the thought of entering such a pathway will 
chill the fledgling's blood. The Cllristian's concep
tion of the effect of this much-mooted doctrin is cer
tainly not what may be inferred from Mr. Rems
burg's words. 

The speaker next assailed the doctrin of vicarious 
atonement, and his illustration-a large family of 
children, all of whom are bad with the exception of 
one, who is made to suffer in order that the others 
may be saved-when reduced to its pith, is simply 
an objection to the sacrifice of the few for the good 
of the many, and herein his views are in unfortunate 
(for him) opposition to those held on this subject by 
the majority of mankind. 

In attacking the doctrin of forgivness for sin, he 
compares divine law (the Christian's interpretation 
of it) with state law, and while treating this classifl.· 
cation of his subject, evinces a more pitiable spirit 
of prejudice, lack of reason, and disposition to mis
represent, than in any other part of his address. 
He assumes one of the Christian's offices to be 
"teaching th>tt the effect of a cause can be arrested 
-that the penalties of violated law can be evaded." 
Garbling and contorting words and sentences into 
premises of argument may be considered in harmony 
with the style of a certain class of lawyers· but how 
in the name of candor this speaker could ~tand be
fore a mass of such intelligence, as Freethinkers 
boast, and present the simile given in the fifth para
graph of his printed speech, is the very quintessence of 
all conundrums. " Suppose that Governor Cleveland 
were to issue a proclamation proclaiming that all 
convicts now confined in the state prisons would be 
released by simply making application for pardon 
and expressing regret for the various crimes com
mitted; suppose he should go further, and proclaim 
that in the future all persons committing crime 
would be granted a full and free pardon by comply. 
ing with the same provision." There is no part of 
the. divine law as written by Moses, taught by 
Chnst, or preached by Christian ministers, which 
can be construed to compare with the above illus-
tration. The transgressor of God's law is discov-

A CHRISTIAN INTRUDJ!R IN THE HAPPY FAMILY. b · ered y the Christian teacher in the figurativ prison 
NEW YoRK, September 15• l883, of sin. An understanding and recognition of the 

MR. EDITOR: I hav been a reader of THE TRUTH Jaw form the superstructure un<ilerlying the con
SEEKER long enough to feel warranted in sending you ditions of his release. A comprehension of the law 
this communication. Each week your journal oon- is followed by explanation and acknowledgment of 
tains a great variety of views of a great variety of its tenets. The prisoner is then informed that evi
subjects, and the subjoined .expressions of individual dence of his acceptance of the law in spirit as well 
opinion, although in contrast to the usual tenor of as by word of mouth will be educed from his con
your correspondence, mav help to correct some duct thenceforth, and that at the completion of a 
wrong impressions and thus further the laudable satisfactory term of probation he will be pardoned 
cause of truth seeking and expounding. and recognized as a Christian subject, with full rights 

The Freethinker, having assumed his point by and immunities. He abides by his agreement, and 
denying the divine origin of the Bible and the law is finally installed in Christian society. The ultimate 
therein set forth, generally" tracPs out the line in a salvation of his soul is guaranteed as a reward 
very reasonable way. Sometimes, however, his logic 
is faulty_ • and now and then he misrepresents the for the faithful observance of all the provisions of 

the law. 
Christians' position by what seem to me very biased Governor Cleveland, by representativ, says to the 
comparisons. The latter practice looks like an at- prisoner (who very often needs the same explanation 
tempt to intensify the prejudice of his auditors at of the law, and is invariably required to recognize it): 
the expense of truth, and is not apt to receive the 
commendation of fair minds. You hav disregarded the statutes and are paying the 

Before the Rochester Convention of Freethinkers- penalty; but good conduct will secure a commuta
at which I am willing to concede were aggregated tion of sentence for you. At the completion of a 
most of the potent atoms of the Infidel world-Mr. probationary term, the conditions of which hav been 
John E. Remsburg made a speech, entitled "False made clear to you, you will be pardoned and be re
O! ~ims," which was published in THE TRUTH SEEKER stored to full citizenship. The prisoner by compli
of the 15th inst. There is evidence that Mr. Berns- ance with certain rules agrees to these conditions, and 
burg is an exhJJustiv searcher of records, and if hf'l is rewarded with a pardon, ultimately being rein
has overlooked any historical items that would tend stated as a member of secular society. 
to impress his hearers, he ought to be excused on If there is sufficient difference between these two 
the ground that those he has presented are abund- operations of law to warrant the opprobrmm cast 
ant. But, notwithstanding the elaborateness and upon the advocate of the one for his "silly belief," 
length of his paper, there are portions, I think, that I would like to hav it pointed out to me. 
may be adverselv criticised. And this is another instance where the Christian's 

"Take the doctrin of total depravity," he said. In position does not seem to be what Mr. Remsburg 
reply to the questions he puts after his beginning, evidently wishes to hav granted. 
I would submit: The effect of this "dogma " upon The speaker ilext attacked that section of the Chris
morality ought to be elevating. Recognizing heredity, tian codtl whlc~ prescribes damnation as the penalty 
one of the p'lpular current studies, as an important for persistent unbelief. Let us see if this provision 
fact, I hold that a parent who, beinll aware of his cannot by analogy be made to appear more reason
evil physiclll and moral bequeathments, indicates to able than the gentleman would hav it, 'Jhe very 
his child the flangers which beset it, warns it primordial essentiality of all law is a recognition of 
against the indulgence of certain natural proclivities, it-a belief in it; and if this all-important statute of 
and shows it, as only a loving parent can, how it God's law is defied by man, why should he escape 
may avoid the obstacles to ann finally arrive at the the penalty? 
goal of respected manhood, does his bounden duty. Mr. Remsburg- said (and these are the premises 
And the child, if it has been properly instructed, if taken by all who reject the particular section): "A 
the awful consequences..,-moral and physical-of con- man may liv a pure and noUe life, and yet., if he 
tinuing the habits of the prosrenitor, and the happi- does not believe this senseless dogma, he Is damned." 
ness that is within its easy reach as the sure result Certainly. Did anyone ever hear a sane pPrson 
of a different course, hav been made clear to its com- suggest that a man who refrains from the infraction 
prehension, what is its duty? Is it necessary-is it l of iverv provision or state law, exceptin,g one-no 
probable-that the child under such conditions matter which one; his offense may be simply the 
become "a. low, immoral being-a Ohrlstian," etc.? denunciation or defiance of the authority of the 
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code, or it may be "false pretenses"-should escape 
the penalty prescribed for a violation of that one, 
for the reason that he never ,·obbed, or murdered, 
or committed adultery, or wa3 guilty of bigamy or 
arson? The individual who kills his fellow cannot 
escape the gallows through the plea that he has 
commendably kept all other of the law's command
ments. Why is God's law so reviled because it metes 
out the SAverest penalty for the greatest offense? 

Is not this, also, a more appropriate view of the Chris
tian's standpoint in regard to rewards and punish
ments than that pictured for him by the orator in 
RJchester. Let there be fair criticism of all sides. 

Yours gratefully, J. N. B. 

ST. Lours, Mo., Sapt. 20, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: The Rev. Duncan, Baptist minister of 

Montgomery City, Mo., was in the ladies' car of a 
train going to ·st. Louis a few days ago, when he no
ticed three gentlemen playing a social game of cards. 
This terrible crime so infuriated the divine that he 
askEd the conductor to put them off the train; and 
when told by the conductor that he could not do it, 
as it was only a social game-that the men were not 
gambling-he insisted that they should be made to 
ride in a second-class car, if allowed to ride at all. 
It is said the same reverend gentleman got awfully 
insulted by a young lady laughing as she and her 
friend were walking in front of his house on Sunday. 
P Jor old Missouri churches! It seems they hav to put 
up with men for preachers that hav not sense enough 
to do anything else. FREETHINKER. 

AsHLEY, 0., Sept. 10, 1883. 
MR EDITOR: Tile Fceethinkers of Ashley and vi

cicicy hav had the pl asnre of listening to three of 
the best Freethought lectures ever delivered in this 
town, by the well-known able and scholarly gentle
men, Mr. John E. Remsburg. He is a Galiah, yet a 
DcJ.vid; a lion, yet a lamb. In Ashley he was a Da-niel 
in a lion's den of superstition, ignorance, and big
otry. But their mouths were closed by his bur
uished masterpiece of elcqlJence, so much so that 
not the wag of the monster's tail is visible. U oder 
the auspices of our friend R~msburg we hav formed 
an Independent Libet:al Loague, although we are not 
permanently organiz~d yet, no offi~ers having been 
appointed. 

1\fr. Remsburg's subjects were "The Sabbath," 
"Thomas PcLine," and "The CtJ.urch." In the first 
he showed the absurdities of our sacred or God-ap
pointed day; in the secJnd he set forth, as few are 
able, the noble life and the direful persecution of 
the should-be-honored and esteemed patriarch of 
liberty, Thomas FeLine. In the third he showed the 
church in all of its deformitiEs. We hope ere long 
we may be blest with Mr. Remsburg's presence again 
and hear the roar of the mighty bombshell and 
solid shot of truth hurled into the ranks of the 
enemy of mental liberty and thA fortress of crime 
and cruelty that· hav marked the pages of history 
with blood and carnage from eighteen hundred years 
ago down to the present time. Remsburg for ever! 

Yours, T. S. DAVIS. 

A GOOD LEAGUE IN PHILADELPHIA, 
PHILADELPHIA, S~pt. 16, 283 

MR. EDITOR: Allow me to inform you that our 
League was duly instituted on the 2d of this month, 
when our permanent officers were duly elected for 
the preaent year. The fJllowing are the officers 
elected: President, Francis M. Fish; Vice-Presidents, 
William F. Porter and William Bechtel; Secretary, 
George Longford; Treasurer, John Simmons; and 
five trustees. We bav also form\llated and adopted 
a constitution and by-laws, a copy of which I here
with inclose. A<> yoi1 will see by our by-lawEI, we 
hav two Sundays in each month devoted to lectures 
by our local celebrities or some of our noted lec
turers. The other two Sunda}s of each month are 
d13voted to debates on tbe questions of the hour, 
Sunday afternoon being on secular subjects and 
eveuing:O to religious subjects, and lively times we 
often hav. Our subjects at present are, afternoons, 
"Are Trades Unions a Benetit to Workingmen?" 
which causes some lively discussion on both sides. 
Evening subject, "Materialism, What Does it Teach?" 

I am happy to say that, cJnsidering the conservativ 
indifference of the Liberals of this staid old Quaker 
city, we hav a fair attendance, our present number 
of regular paying members being thirty.five, which 
are gradually increasing as the cool weather sets in. 
Thanks to Brother Leland for his tiri:H~ly visit to our 
city and asi:listing to rouse some of our folks from 
their lethargy and indifference. · ' 

Our first lecture this season was given by that ef
ficient and logical reasoner, J. E. Remsburg, who 
kindly offered to deliver a lecture before our League 
free. He came, we heard, and were more than sat
isfied. 

He is all that can be desirej; calm, grand, and 
convincing. His lecture on "Paine, the Freethought 
Apostle," is the best I hav ever listened to, especial
ly that portion of the lecture on Paine and the Ten 
Commandments. Liberals, it you want a lecturer 
worthy of his hire, don't miss J. E. R3msliurg. 

We shall endeavor to hav some of our other noted 
lecturers to visit us during the winter. Our bock 
stand is supplied 'with a great variety of Liberal 

books, tracts, and papers, ann we look forward to 
and anticipate an enjoyable feast of reason and good 
sense the coming winter months. 

Yours, "PoRTER." 

BuRTON, Sept. 12, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I heard of a case recently (but don't 

remember where it occurred) where the testimony of 
a good mtizen was excluded on the grounds that he 
didn't believe in holy writ, and that he doubted in
spiration, or that God had any hand in making the 
Bible, the book that is looked upon as sacred, which 
witnesses are sworn by, Now this may be in accord
ance with our statutes, and sure to be taken advan
tage of by Christians to keep down opposition to 
their hobby. I think it high time, since Liberals 
are so fast increasing in numbers, that our laws 
were amended to\Dleet this objectionable and foolish 
point, suitable enough in days of old, when super
stition was rife and our grandmothers were burnt 
for witches. If a man was clearly posted, I should 
doubt the reliability of his oath if he believed in· the 
religious dogmas, or professed to, because there is 
much direct, and a great deal indirect, proof of its 
falseness, and no proof at all of its truthfulness ex
cept hearsay. I would just as soon accept proof that 
some one said he heard that some one else said some
body dreamt so and so, and knew the parties WE're 
truthful ; for the old Christian fathers surely main
tained a poor character for veracity; hence a man 
would perjure himself when acknowledging belief 
therein. Truly _yours, H. ~ .. JoNES. 

[Mr. Jones has hit the right chord. 'Amending 
these unjust laws is the work the Laague should im
mediately take in hand. THE TRUTH SEEKER has been 
advocating it for years, and there is no doubt of its 
being accomplished in time. It can be hastened by 
increasing tbe number of Freethinkers in the coun
try, which can best be done by increasing the num
ber of readers of Freethought j0urnals. Circulate 
Liberai papers in every community. It would do 
much good to get up a club of trial subscribers for 
THE TRUTH SEEKER in every town.-ED. T. S.] 

PoRTLAND, OREGON, Sept. 4, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Beecher has been among us, and bas 

said some sensible things. To the old fanatics of 
religion and dogma he bas said many shocking 
things. Our Portland ministers are "answering him" 
from the pulpit and in the p~ess about as unsuccess
fully as your Eastern ministers answer Colonel In
gersoll. No two of them agree, but all argue that 
Mr. Beecher is fast demolishing theology. Few here 
bad heard him before, and none was prepared to 
hear his candid opinions of Christianity. 

Since I heard him a year ago he has changed for 
the better, and has even become more frank in as
serting the ridiculous phases of the cb urch and its 
teaching. I must not, however, omit to say that 
Beecher's good points are simply those already fa
miliar to Eastern audiences from Colonel Ingersoll's 
lectures. Beecher is, perhaps unconsciously, becom
ing Ingersollian in his theology, but has not the 
genius to wield the lance of ridicule as does the 
great orator, Ingersoll. 

In Liberalism and advanced thought the people of 
0:-egon are forty years behind Beecher's Brooklyn 
congregation, and their puny preachers are laboring 
diligent.ly to keep them there. I do not find a man 
of ability, or even of ordinary capacity, behind the 
pulpit. Their mediocrity, however, does not prevent 
them from the usual petty quarrels and disgraceful 
scandals. In Forest Grove, a suburban village, one 
minister has accused another of adultery. It now 
appears that the deacon of the same church, a man 
worthy of the Inquisition and the father of some 
d< zen children, is charged with the ~arne crime. 
The woman in the case is also foremost in the good 
little church, and a red-headed, rattle-headed teacher 
of the Sunday-school is a pro'minent Christian figure 
in the mess. A lawsuit ensues with charges of adul· 
tery and scandal marshaled on either side. And two 
ministe;:s of good standing, but of the usual circum
scribed caliber, are the stars in this holy war. 

Besides the ubiquitous minister and the dangerous 
deacon, we hav still living in this country a dying 
army of missionaries. These itinerant beggArs came 
across the plains in an early day, and, unwilling to 
do anything that might improve tbe country and 
themselve, tbey hav lived on the people, and now 
claim the respect and consideration of the state for 
baving '; .civiliz::d the peopl~." The poor Indian is 
well acquainted with these "civilizers," and the old 
pioneer has no encomiums to offer on their Chris
tianizing influence and on their general utility. 
They are as useless as they are harmless. They had 
no object in corning here, and tbey accomplished no 
end. They will die as they hav lived, "unwept, un
honored, and unknown." 

THE TRUTH SEEKER has readers here and will hav 
more. The youth desire the truth. The fallacy of 
Christianity and the hypocrisy of the pulpit are too 
evident too escape the young American. Many old 
purilans will die in the illusion, but no man of brains 
who will trust himself to reason can be held by tbe 
faith and ignorance of the church. · H. H. 

ANOTHER LIBERAL GONE, 
MR. EDITOR: Nathan Beard, the subject of thio im

perfectly and hastily written sketch, was born in 

Guilford county, N. C , on the first ilay of April, 
1810, and died at his adopted home in Henry county, 
Ind., on Thur,;day evening, Sept. 13th, just as the 
last lingering rays of golden sunlight were fading 
from the distant hills. He calmly and peacefully en
tered the valley of the shadow with full conscious
ness of eternal rest. 

He was brougbt up by Q'Jaker parents, and was 
taught in early life all tenets of their peculiar faith; 
but he was ever a doubter of some of the most prom
inE>nt features of their doctrin, and was always a full 
believer in the universal salvation of the whole hu
man race. He first accepted Universalism, which em
bodied the idea of a granrler and better life, but as 
he contim;ed his investigations over more extended 
fields of thought he became fully stereotyped to Ma
terialistic views, and remained firm in that faith up 
to his last expiring moments. 

He read Paine, Hume, Voltaire, Comte, and all the 
works of the most prominent Liberals of a past age, 
and always contended that from their inexhaustible 
fountain of wisdom he learned the religion of hu!' 
manity, and to believe in the universal brotherhood 
of man. He was conversant with every system of 
moral philosophy that modern srientists hav given 
to the world, and was led to conclude that to their 
valued teachings alone humanity is indebted for its 
liberation from the yoke of mental slavery, and that 
there was nothing for man but what was obtainable 
in this life. He worshiped no god outside of nature, 
believed in no creativ power, and fully accepted the 
theory that the innumerable worlds that whirl through· 
space wi~h ever enchanting beauty, are governed by 
immutable laws. 

He loved the touching and pathetic eloquence of 
Int{ersoll, the stern and resistless logic of Bennett, 
and the kind, motherly teachings of Mrs. Slenl,er. It 
may truly be said he lived an unselfish life. But he 
lived chiefly to promote the happiness and general 
welfare of his fellow-man. He was ever found on 
the side of truth, justice, and right, his heart ever 
open to pity, and his generoul:l band ever willing to 
giv. The pour and destitutA always found in his 
hospitable home an asylum of comfort and rest. The 
afflicted and unfortunate never appealed to him in 
vain. He has gone to his grave; but from his heroic, 
trusting, and manly life we hav learned a lesson im
perishable. He has left a monument more lasting 
than carved granit; he has lef~ a name that will 
glitter in letters of gold on the wdJls of memory, 
and, like the diamond stars, continue to increase in 
b. ightness with the CJming years. It may truly anl 
justly be said: 

"Thus to relieve the wretched was his pride, 
And e'en his failings leaned to virtue's side; 
But in his duty, prompt at every call, 
He watched and wept, he hoped and felt for all; 
And, as a bird each fond endearment tries 
To tempt its new fledged offspring to the skies, 
He tried each art, reproved each dull delay, 
Allured to brighter lives, and led the way." 

w. H. BEARD. 

Iniquitous Doctrin. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I want 

to call your attention to an important scrap from the 
Christian Advocate of Sept. 6, 1883, as expressing the 
great comforts of a belief in the dogmas of the Chris
tian religion. It will be interesting to readers of 
THE TRUTH SE.EKER in that they are not tormented 
with any such foreboding nonsense. Here it is: 

" COMFORT FOB US AS WELL AS FOR THE WRITER." 

"EDITOR CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE: Your article in the last Ad
vocate about the "Sin Agttinst the Holy Ghost" I read with 
fear and trembling. I hav been sorely troubled these thirty 
years about that sin. The logic expressed in your article ap
pears probably correct, and the reading of it has greatly re
vived my sad hea?"t and spirit. Heaven above knows that, with 
the absolute certainty of your article being correct, and if I 
were the possessor of one million dollars in bank deposits I 
would with gratitude send it to you as a thank offering in be
half of the good cause. I will make no promises hastily, but 
heaven knows my heart. Yours, with spirit humbled to the 
dust, A SunscRmER. 

"Aug. 17th." 

A religicn that can throw so dark a pall over the 
spirit of one of its honest believers about something 
which the wisest theologian knows nothing about, 
and which can torment a man for thirty years in 
"fear and trembling," is certainly not a very desira
ble thing to be cursed with, especially if to be re
lieved from its obligations a million of dollars would 
be cheerfully paid. The prospects are that the Rev. 
Dr. Buckley may be the recipient oi. some hard cash 
for the writing of that article, which seems to hav 
touched the man in a tender place. Oh, for the en
joyment of such a consoling faith ! Well might this 
man. exclaim in the touching language of Dr. Young: 

"Father of mercies, why from silent earth 
Didst thou awake and curse me into birth? 
Tear me from quiet, ravish me from night, 
To make a thankless present of t.hy light? 
Push into being a reverse of thee, 
And animate a clod with misery?" 

The man's mental state is but a reflection of hun
dreds and thousands within the iron grasp of dogma
tism. It is a great pity that his address is not given 
so that THE TRUTH SEEKER might be mailed to him 
to help knock the scales from his blinded vision. 

Willcesbarre, Pa. J. R. PERRY. 



A. Bad Churchman. 
From tlte Arkansaw Travele,·. 

"Yes, I has giben up my bench in de 
church," said a colored brother. "I kaint 
'ford ter b'long ter a congregation dat employs 
sich a thief ob a preacher. Ise done wid 
him, an' I doan' 'low him ter speak ter none 
ob my fam"ly." 

"Your preacher is a bad man, I suppose?" 
"Wall, I reckon he is. Dat man ain't 

bones'." 
"Hav you proof of his dishonesty?" 
"Wall, I reckon I has. Trither night I 

went down ter de hen-house, habin' hearn a 
mighty flutterin' 'mong de chickens, an' who 
should I fin' dar but der preacher a he'ppin 
hisse'f ter de chickens. Dat's why I says he 
ain' hones'. In fack, sah, Ise almos' 'vinced 
dat dar's suthin' wrong wi.d de man." 

"About what time was it when you went to 
the hen-house?" 

"'Bout three o'clock in de mornin' sah.'' 
"And you found the minister there?" 
"Ye·s, sah; foun' him liftin' down de 

chickens, an' dat's why I'se foun' fault wid de 
church." 

"Does the hen-house belong to you?" 
"No, sah; it b'longs ter Mr. Jackson." 
"Well, wha! were you doing there?" 
"Huh?" 
"I say what business did you hav at the 

hen-house at that early hour?" 
"What business I had? Why, sah, I-why, 

sah, I heard de chickens scufflin' an' went 
dar. I didn't want none ob de chickens, sah. 
I'se got all de chickens I wants. I happened 
ter be outen bed at de time." 

"What work are you engaged in?" 
"Huh?" 
" I say what's your business?". 
"I hab been a preacher." 
"Why did you happen to be out of bed at 

3 o'clock?" 
"I got up ter 'gage in arly pra'r, sah. De 

pra'r ob dearly riser is de soones' answered." 
"If you wanted to pray what made you go 

to the hen-house?" 
"Huh?" 
"You heard what I said." 
"Well, I went dar ter see dat de chickens 

wuz all right." 
"And you found the preacher there?" 
"Yes, sah." . 
"What did you say to him ?" 
"Huh?" 
"You know very well what I asked." 
"What did I say ter him? Why, sah, I 

tole him ter turn loose de dominecker hen. 
Dat's what I said." 

"Why did you want him to turn loose the 
hen?" 

"Huh?" 
"You know what I said." 
"I wanted the hen myse'f, sah." 
"Then you are as much a thief as he is." 
"No, I ain't, case he don't b'long to de same 

church. Ise a Mefrodist, I is. Dat man is a 
Baptist. Anyhow it gin me sich a disgust dat 
I quit de church. Dat's surficient. Ise a 
gwine ter try some udder religion, 'case all 
datI has tried is dish ones'. Wheneber I fin's 
a church dat'll keep me from stealin', dat's 
mine. Up ter dis time I ain't foun' it. I 
ain't got no confidence in a nigger, nohow." 

Two Authors Exchange Books, and 
One Grows Poetic. 

From the Modesto, Gai., vauy l:)')tra1obuck. 

[Some time ago Col. John R. Kelso, or this place, 
sent copies of his book to Mr. Francis D. Lacy, of 
Nirvana, Michigan, 41nd on the 30th inst. received 
the following letter: 

BROTHER KELSO : 
Your books or keen, sarcastic wit, 

I scan with pure delight, 
And note how well the garments fit 

Salvation's armor bright. 
The theme is old, yet newly hurled, 

And with terrfl.c force; 
With colors bright and flag unfurled, 

Goes rorth the brave war-horse. 

The enemy is vanquished now, 
The field of battle won; 

As weeds before the sickle bow 
The foe is leveled down. 

The canvas which concealed the hell 
In tatters has been flung, 

And 0'er the ground mild zephyrs dwell, 
And joyful songs are sung. 

Go on, good brother, freedom's cause 
Is worthy of our steel. 

We'll firmly ~tand by nature's laws, 
But never blindly kneel. 

Gladly thy bold heroic hand 
I zealously would grasp, 

And stren~:then this fraternal band, 
As with an iron clasp. 

In exchange for your works I send 
The traces of my mind-

My willing haud·l freely lend, 
To cure and lead the blind. 

And may the world in wisdom grow, 
And sages all unite, 

To banish superstition's woe, 
And battle for the right. 

FRANCIS D. LACY. 
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TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY 
r"1he World's Sages, Thinkers? and 

Reformers. The Biographies· of 
thrC)e hundred of the most distinguished 
teachers and philosophers (who were not 
Christians), from the time of Menu to the 
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages, 
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc
co, gilt edges, $4. 50. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Climes and Persecutions. Bio
graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians. A companion book to "The ·world's 
Sages," etc. By D. JYI. BENNETT. 8vo., 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of .Ancient 
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs 
a full account of all the gods the nations 
of the earth hav worshiped, including 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. clescribes fully all 
the religious systems of the world, includ
ing Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Chris
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two. volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00. 

Supematural Religion. An inquiry 
into the reality of divine revelation. De-. 
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the claims of supernaturalism 
ever written. By F. W. NEWMAN, Emeritus 
Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine. 
Including The Age of Reason, Examina
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llanclaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essav 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jorclu;, 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the 
whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
gilt edges, $4.50; 

.Analysis of Religious Belief. An 
examination of the Creeds, Rites,· and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By VIs
cOUNT AMBERLEY, son of the late Lord 
John Russell, twice Premier of England. 
Complete from the London edition. 745 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. · 

The foregoing volumes are called " The 
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to
gether and sent by express, one dollar will be 
deducted from the price of each. 

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
]'OR SALE A.T THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE, 

Essays and Lectures. Embracing In
fluence of Christianity on Civilization; 
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib
eralism offers in Place of Christianity; 
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual
ism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine 
the Political and Religious Reformer; Ma
terialism and Crime; Will the Coming 
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties 
of Christianity; the Authority of the 
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits; 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 60 
cents; cloth, $1. 

Influence of Cln·istianity upon Civil
ization. 25 cents. 

Christianity and lliaterialism. 15 
cents. 

What Libe1·alism Offers in Place of 
Christianity. 10 cents. 

Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning 
and Tendency. 10 cents. 

Spiritualism from a lllaterialistic 
Standpoint. 10 cents. 

Paine the Political and Religious 
Reformer. 10 cents. 

Woman: Her Past and Present: Her 
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents. 

Materialism ami Crime. 10 cents. 

Will the Coming 1\'Ian Worship God~ 
10 cents. 

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. 
10 cents. 

Twelve Tracts. Scientific ancl Theo
logical. 20 cents. 

Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four 
days' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Prof. 0. A. BuRGEss, President of the 
Northwestern Christian University, In
dianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported. 
188pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. 

Underwood-Marples Debate. A fom 
nights' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Rev. JoHN MARPLES. Fully reported. 
Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents. 

l<'.IU~E'NWUGHT WOIUCi. 
For Sale 'd; THE TnuTH SEEF::En Office. 

Birth a111l Death of Itr~ligious. By 
Jon:; E. BunToN. r,·ice, 10 cents. 

Christian and DPist. A BusinesR 
Man's Social and Religious Views. Bold 
and trenchant blows against theology 
and inhumanil~·. Price, 1.00. · 

Christianity from a Scientific and 
Historical Standpoint. By W11r. N. 
LaUREX, attorney at Law. Contents: In
trodudion, Unrevealecl Religion, Olrl 
Testament Religion, Evidence in Support 
of Christianity, Alleged Failure of Chris
tianity, Proposed Su bstitnte for Chris
tianity, Conclusion. 50 cents. 

Christ of Paul; or, the Enigmas of 
Christianily. St. John never in Asia 
Minor: Irrmcns the author of the Fourth 
Gospel; 'l'he Fmuds of the Churchmen 
of the Seconrl Century Exposed. By GEo. 
REBER. Extm cloth, 12mo, 400 pp. $2. 

Classified Bible Extracts· or, the 
Holy Scriptures Analyzed. hy RoBERT 
CooPER. Price,. 25 cents. 

Confessions of an Inquirer. Why 
and What Am I? By JAl\IES JacKsox JAR
YES. Price, $1. 2ii. 

Cooper's Lectures ou the Soul. In 
which the doctrin of immortality is re
ligiously and philosophically considered. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Cradle of the Christ. 
Primitiv Christianity. 
INGHAM. Price, $1. 75. 

A Study in 
By 0. B. FROTH· 

. Cultivation of A.rt, And Its Relations 
to Religious Puritanism and Money-Get
ting. By A. R. CooPER. 12mo, 48 pp. 
Price, flexible cloth, 35 cents; paper, 20. 

Divine and ~loral Works of Plato. 
Translated from the original Greek. With 
introductory dissertations and 11otes. 
Price, $2.50. 

Doctrin of Inspiration: being an 
Inquiry Concernmg the IHLillihility, In
spiration, and Authority of Holy Writ. 
By the Rev. JoHN MAcNAUGHT, M.A., In
cumbent ?f St. Chrysostom's church, 
Everton, Liverpool, England. Price, $1.50 

Elegant Extracts from the Bible. 
(Perhaps inelegant would be a more proper 
term.) Price, 10 cents. 

English Life of Jesus. BY THollrA::
scoTT. Dedicated to those who seei 
ruther to know the truth of facts than to 
look on unhistorical pictures. Price, $1.50. 

Epidemic Delusions. A Lecture by 
FREDERICK R. MARVIN, M.D. Price, 10 cts. 

Essays onlllind, ~latter, Forces, The
ology, etc. By CHARLES E. TowN
sEND. Extra cloth, 12mo, 404 pp. Price, 
$1.50. Sequel to Essays. By same au
thor. Price, 75 cents. 

WORKS OF PROF. DENTON. 
Be Thyself. Price, 10 cents. 

Christianity no Finality; or, Spirit
ualism Superior to Christianity. 10 cents. 

Common Sense Thoug-hts on the 
Bible. Price, 10 cents. 

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10 cts. 
Geology; The Past and Future of our 

Planet. Price, $1. 50. 

Is Spiritualism True~ Price, 10 cts. 

Man's True Savior. Price, 10 cents. 
Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is 

True. Price, 10 cents. 

Radical Discourses on Religious Sub
jects. Price, $1. 25. 

Radical Rhymes. Price, $1.25. 
Sermon from Shakspere's Text. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Soul of Things· or, Psychometric Re
searches and Discoveries. In three vol
umes. PricA, $1.50 per volume. 

The Deluge in the Light of Modern 
Science. Price, 10 cents. 

The God Proposed for Our National 
Constitution. Price 10 cer ts. 

The Irreconcilable Records; or, Gene
sis and Geology Cloth, 40 cents; pa.~er, 
25 cents. · 

The Pocasset Tragedy. 10 cents. 
Is Darwin RighU Price, $1.25. 
What Is Right? Price, 10 cents. 
What Was He~ or, Jesus in the Light 

of the Nineteenth Century. Price, cloth, 
$125; paper, $1. 

Who are Christians? Price, 10 cents. 
Who J{illed Mary Stannard~ 10 cf'nts. 

FREETHOUGHT WORKS. 
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Essays on the Sacred Language, 
Writings, and Religion of the 
Parsis. By MARTEN fuuG, Ph. D., 
Late Professor of Sanskrit and compara
tive philology at the University of Mu
nich. An account of the ancient Zoroas
trian religion and literature. Price, $4.50 

Essence of Christianity. By LunwiG 
FEUERBACH. Translated" from the Ger
man by GEORGE ELIOT. Price, $3. 75. 

Exeter Hall. A Theological Romance. 
"One of the most exciting romances of 
the day.'· Price, paper, 60 cents; cloth, 
80 cents. 

Faith and Reason. A Concise Ac
count of the Ch1istian Religion, and of 
all the Prominent Religions before and 
since Christianity. With elaborate Index, 
17 pp. By HALSEY R. STEVENS, Extra 
cloth, 12mo. 441 pp. Price, $1.50. 

Family Creeds. By WM. McDoNNELL, 
Author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth, 
$1.25; paper, 75 cents. 

Festival of A.shtaroth. A tale of 
Palestine, founded on the destruction of 
the Moabites by the Jews. By A. C. 
MIDDLETON. Price, 10 cents. 

Figures of Hell; or, the Temples of 
Bacchus. Dedicated to the licensers and 
manufacturers of beer and whisky. By 
Mrs. ELIZAJJETH THoMPsoN. A book full 
of facts and figures in regard to the 
liquor traffic. Price, $1. 

Genesis I-II: An Essay on the Bible 
Narrative of Creation. By A. R. GROTE, 
A.M. Price, 50 cents. 

Golden }lean on Temperance and 
Religion; or, Common Sense in 
Eating, Drinking, Thinking, and Living. 
By JoHN E. BuRTON. Price, 10 cents. 

Golden Throne. By SAMUEL P. PuT
NAM, Author of "Prometheus" "Gott
lieb," "Ingersoll and Jesus." A Radical 
Romance of pioneer life, delineating the 
virtues of nat11ral humanity as opposed 
to the hypocrisy of a supernatural relig
ion crowded with incident and full of 
progressive ideas and the poetry of the 
future. Price, $1.00. 

Good Sense, or Natural Ideas opposed 
to Supernatural. Translated from the 
French of BARON D'HoLBACH, author of 
the "System of Nature." Price, $1.00. 

Gosuel of the Inn
8
0'dom, According to 

ihe Holy Men of ld. By the author of 
" Samson, a Myth-story of the Sun." 
Two volumes of poetry. Price, 50 cents. 

Government. An Essay by CHARLEs 
MoRAN. Price, 20 cents. 

Half Hours with Some Ancient and 
Modern Celebrated Freethinke1·s: 
Thomas Hobbes, Lord Bolingbroke, Con
dorcet, Spinoza, Anthony Collins, Des
cartes, M. de Voltaire, John Toland, 
Compte de Volney, Charles Blount, 
Percy Bysshe Shelley, Claude Arian 
Helvetius, Francis Wright Darusmont, 
Zeno, Epicnrus, Matthew Tindall, David 
Hume, Dr. Thomas Burnet, Thomas 
Paine, Baptiste de Mirabaud, Baron de 
Holbach, Robert Taylor, Joseph Barker. 
By "Iconoclast," CoLLINS and WATTS. 
Price, 75 cJnts. 

Heathens of the Heath (the). By 
Will. McDoNNELL, Author of "Exeter 
E:all." Price, $1. 25. 

Helvetius; or, The True Meaning of 
the System of Nature. Translated from 
the French. Price, 20 cents. 

Heroines of Freethought. Contain
ing Biographical Sketches of Freeth ought 
female writers. By Mrs. SARA A. UNDER
wooD. Price, $1.75 

Historical Jesus of Nazareth. By 
M. ScHLESINGER, Ph. D., Rabbi of the 
Congregation Anshe Emeth, Albany, 
New York. Extra cloth, 12mo, 68 pages. 
Price, 75 cents. 

History of Moses, A.aron, Joshua, 
and others, cleducecl from a review of 
the Bible. Also remarks on the morals 
of the Old and New Testaments, and 
some of the ancient philosophers. By 
J. M. DoRSEY. Price, 75 cents. 

History: of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200. An exhaustive ex
amination of the proofs of the authentic
ity of the books of the New Testament, 
showing conclusivly that the canonical 
gospels were unknown up to A.D. 170. By 
Judge CHAS. B. WAITE. 450 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $2.25; sheep, S3.50; half morocco, 
$4.00. 

History of the Council of Nice A.D. 
325 with a Life of Constantine the Great, 
and a general exhibition of the Christian 
religion in the days of the early fathers. 
By DEAN DuDLEY. $1. 

Humanity and the Progress of In
ternational Law. By EDwARD W, 
SEARING. 15 cents. , 



To Rev. Dr.--, Portland, Maine. 
IN RESPONSE TO ONE OF HIS SERMONS. 

0 learned and gifted Dr. Blank, 
Don't hide your meaning-please be trank; 

Say plainly what you mean: 
That guilt Is ours for what was done 
Six thousand years ere we were born, 
Or e'er tor us had shone the sun, 

Or we the llght had seen. 

You on this false foundation place 
The doctrln that the human race 

Are lost and tuinPd, all; 
'!'hat God In wrath the race has doomed 
Forevermore to be consumeU, 
In anguish, In Ills hell entombed, 

Because <;f Adam ·s fall. 

He who believes this tloctrln must 
In truth believe his God unjust, 

The guiltless to chastise. 
or all the fiends our race hav cur8ed, 
This doctrln makes our God the worst; 
In cruelty It ranks him first, 

Unlovely and unwise. 

This great, this horrible untruth 
ln your fine speech· sounds less uncouth 

Than told In meaner phrase. 
Its nature ever Is the same, 
Alike blasphemes our maker's name, 
And to vroclaim It Is a shame, 

In these enlightened days. 

You say we may be saved by grace; 
'!'hat one has suffered In our place; 

That we on him must trust. 
Could we on this rely, 'Lis plain 
The first great wrong wonl<l still remain, 
And he who heaven !ailed to gain, 
While su!Ierlng In that hell or pain, 
Could truly of his God complain, 

As cruel and unjust. 

Those who the gospel never heard, 
Or ever read the sacred word, 

This truth how could they know? 
How could two-thirds the human race, 
Whom providence has delgne<l to place 
Jn heathen lands, receive this grace, 

A.nd shun that hell of woe? 

Say you that these will be excused, 
Because to them has been refused 

The knowledge ot this grace? 
It only those who hav this light 
May suffer In that hellish night, 
we well could wish God's wisdom might 
Hav left us all in darkness quite, 
So few will shun that awful blight 

That menaces our race. 

But, doctor, Is this doctrln sound? 
Does It not right and wrong confound? 

Is this our maker's will? 
Though one another's debt may share, 
Another's guilt one cannot bear. 
Chastise the just, the guilty spare, 

Are they not guilty still1 

This doctrln Is of heathen birth, 
And had been long believed on earth 

Ere Jesus tl"Od this path. 
The sacrlfi.e of one or more, 
Who thus tli.e sins o! others bore, 
Was practiced In the world before 
By heathen nations, to Implore 
The Irate gods they did adore 

To spare them In their wrath. 

Can we who think such doctrln true, 
Condemn the Carthaglnlans, who 

To Saturn burnt their sons? 
Behold their sacred llamas arise, 
In midst of which the victim dies; 
And babes are made a sacrifice, 
By mothers brought with tearless eyes, 
While drums are beat to drown the cries 

Of these poor1ittle ones. 

Could God forglv one erring brother 
More easily, because another 

Had suffered In his place ? 
Could you this shameful doctrln read, 
Only within some heathen creed, 
You'd think It horrible Indeed, 
And that It plainly showed the need, 
or sending messengers with speed 

To teach them gospel grace. 

Now, doctor, view this world or man, 
And note the working of this plan, 

How few are In the right; 
Of all the Inhabitants of earth, 
Two-thirds we find of pagan birth; 
Are their souls of too little worth, 

For God to glv them light 1 

One-eighth the race Allah obey, 
In lands where Christians once held sway, 

Although that sway was brief;* 
Of those called Christians, as we speak, 
Three- fourths are Catholic or Greek, 
On whom God will his vengeance wreak 

For errors or belle!. 

Ot Protestants not one In ten 
Is :r:ound to hav been "born again," 

And" justified by grace;" 
And can this be the plan divine, 
The best God's wisdom could design, 
To save from punishment condign, 
That to perdition can consign 

* Christianity, which had receiVed a tremendous 
Impulse by the slow conversion of the Roman Em· 
peror Constantlne, between 306 and 337, A.D., sprea<l 
rapidly, until at the commencement ot the seventh 
century, It was l>'ery nearly coe:xtenslv with the 
Roman empire, with the five great centers of eccle
sla.stlcal authority-Constantinople, Antioch, Alex
andria, Carthage, and Rome. Antioch and Alexan
dria were subdued by the Mohammedans about 638, 
A.D.; Carthage near the beginning of the seventh 
century, and Constantinople about the middle ot the 
ntteenth by the same power. 
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Of every hundred ninety-nine 
Of om· poor human race? 

No, doctor, no! 'tis nnt God's plrul, 
Thus to destroy his creature man, 

The child of his creation. 
Man dwells not In such state forlorn; 
Such doctrlu merits only scorn, 
Of human supers~ition born, 

A great hallucination. 

Our maker's wisdom we Impeach, 
Whenever we the doctrln teach 

That man Is wholly vile. 
Our qualiti3S ot heart and mind, 
Are what our God himself designed, 
And such a.s he can bear to find, 

And on his children smile. 

Farewell the darkness ot the past, 
The light has dawned on earth at last, 

The l!ght of Nature's day. 
Come from that superstitious night, 
Where you hav only candle light, 
And let the sun of Nature bright, 

Illuminate your way. W. R. DYER. 

I 
House Wanted. 

Wanted, a well-bu!lt, comfortable country house, 
ancl a f<>W acres of laud in New York State, In elevated, 
d)·y, and htalthy district, free from malaria. The house mu.st 
be in exaellent sanitary condition, with Southern aspect; 
water pure aud abundant-own spring preferred; 
convenient to station and post-office. Wanted to hire 
for one year with privilege of purchasing. In an· 
swerlng please state full particulars. Addres "W. 
K. D.," care of this office. 2\39 

FARADAY PAMPHLETS. 
No. 1.-Tbe Relation oC the Spiritual to 

f.b.- ~late rial toutve .. se; the Law oC con· 
tl"ol. 

Two papers given In the Interest ot Spiritual Sci
ence, by Spirit FARADAY, of England. Price, 15 cts. 
Nn. 2.-0rJo-J,.. ~~· 1 ite: 

Or, Where 'iran C<,mes From. The Evolution of 
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Procesees; 
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. By Spirit FARADAY. 
Price 10 cents. 
No. 3.- T '•e Development or the Spirit 

After Transition. 
The Origin of Religions. By Spirit FARADAY. 

Price, 10 cents. 
No. 4.-'f'""e J•roccss ot· JtlentaJ AI ctlon; 

Or, How We Think. By Spirit FARADAY. 15 cents. 
No. o.-Je"u" Christ a Fiction. 

Founded on the Life of Apolloni us of Tyana. How 
Tnl.:e A. way the Cross of Christ. the Pagan Priests of ~ome orlglnatecl Christianity. 

Translated by the late M. FARADAY. 208 pages. Prlc6, 
From the New l"ork T>·uth. bound, 75 cents. Paper, 50 cents. Postage, 5 cents. 

The winter is coming, the cold and cruel Rome, Not Berblt"hem, the Birthplace ot· 

winter. In a few short weeks in 10,000 E:::~~"irom Faraday No. 5. Price 10 cents. 
wretched homes in this very city, men women, Who 'Vrote the New Testan•ent? 
and little children will shiver and weep be-· Extract !rom Faraday No. 5. Price 10 cente. 

cause coal is dear and wages are low. 
Within three days' sail of New York lie mill

ions of tons of Nova Scotia coal, worth at the 
mines $1.25. This coal could be landed and 
sold in New York at a profit at $2 50. It is a 
coal that throws out a great and an immediate 
heat, requiring little kindling. Why are the 
people deprived of this boon of nature so 
lavishly placed at their fP.et? 

Next Sabbath the church bells will ring out 
on the startled morning air. Thousands decked 
in their best will wend their way to the chapels 
erected to the one, the living God. In the 
pulpits will stand the anointed, the elect of 
Israel. "God is good, Amen and amen." 

BOWLES J>AJill>HLJI.'I'&. 
No. 1.-Exp.-rience!l or SaruneJ Rowles. 

Late editor of the Springfield, Mass., R<publican, In 
Splrlt Life; or, Life As He Now Sees It !rom a Spir
Itual Standpoint. Written through the medl umshlp 
of CARRIE E S. TWING, of Westfield, N. Y. 20 cents. 
I\'o, 2.-Contra!lts in SJ>trit Life: 

And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLES, late 
editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In the 
first fil>'e svheres. Also a thrilling account of the 
late President Garfield's reception In the spirit 
worl<l. Written through the hand of CARRIE E. S. 
TWING, Westfield, N. Y. Price, 50 cents. 
Acb!la W. Spra!OIP's and Mary ()lark's 

Experiences 10 the First Ten Spheres 
of spirit t.Ue. 

l\1edlum, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N. Y. Price, 
20 cents. 

A.NOTHER GREAT WORK! 

THE 

W I L S 0 N I A," 
INVENTED BY 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, LEC1'URFR ON ELJWTHI
CAL 1'HERAPEUT1CS, AUTHOR OF THE 

"TRIAL OJ<' MEliJCIN," THE "LAN-
GUAGE OF DISEaSE,'· "MED-

ICAL F ALLAClES, '' ETC. 

80 COURT STREET, and 

286 FULTON STREET, 

BROOKLYN, N.Y. 

For the past five years In England and America 
this system has performed such cures In almost ev 
ery form of dlseaese as were until then unheard of. 
Step by step It has advanced since Its first In
troduction (first relieving and curing one man who 
bent like an archer·~ bow for ten years, but was 
In two months able to walk erect). Then fol· 
owed other cases equally marvelous In all known 
forms of dlsea.ee; thus going on from day to day 
and month to month, until the metho<l or cure 
Introduced by Wm. Wilson, the originator of the 
magnetic clothing system or America, ha.s saved 
t<-ns of,thousandsf,·= the grave, and Is now recognized 
by our most eminent scientists and physicians, hun
dreds of whompresrcibe it for their patients after meW:· 
cin hasfaiUd, until It has become a household word 
In case of sickness. Since Its first In trod uctlon we 
hav continually Improved, until to-day we offer the 
lightest, best ventilated, most powerful contmuotLS current 
garment In the world, constructed on the latest sci
entific principles-in fact, we o1Ier the acme of ex
cellence In magnetic garments, and when wor.n as 
advised by us, cli<ea•e cannot exist. 

We are a Christian people; our rulers are 
Christian and devout; it is going to cost $50,-
000 to raise the steeple on one Broadway 
church; some of our preachers are paid $25,-
000 a year; but ten days ago I went to chnrch 
at San Rafael (a fashionable watering place 
near San Francisco), and the contribution box 
for the " benighted heathen " could not be 
passed round because, actually, there was not 
a man in the church besides the minister and 
myself. 

JEsus CHRIS r A FICTION wiLLIAM wiLsoN·s ELECTRo-

Drive in your carriages through the streets 
of New York, capitalists and monopolists! 
Dine and wine, ye. who make men shiver and 
women weep ! ·wax fat and sleek and pros
per, while the cheek of innocent childhood 
:and helpless babyhood pales and plaintiv 
voices cry for bread; but take away from the 
sight of desperate men the cross of the Christ 
you profess to worship. Let there be no more 
mocking of their woe. Gold is God, who re
quires no temple, no incense, no paid pre
lates, no altars of marble, no church-bell 
pealing-for the great, the good, the ruler and 
ruled worship without persuasion, and the 
altar fires are fed with human hearts and 
woman's honor and all that is noble in man. 

F. H. B. 

Agents for The Truth Seeker. 
'JAMES AsHMAN, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
J. F. BuRR, 449 Main street, Hartford, Ct. 
W. B. CooKE, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto,Can. 
tD. F. KEELER, Park City, Utah. 
lFERDINAND PFisTER, Nashville, Tenn. 
W. F. REYBOULD, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Dr. J. H. RHODEs, 5051-2 No.Sth st., Phila., Pa. 
A. M. STEVENs, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny 

City, Pa. 
Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va. 
D. WooLF, 620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo. 
J. S. MANSFIELD, Tucson, Arizona. 
A. BERENZ, 140 Montgomery st., San Fran

cisco, Cal. 
JosEPH MARsH, Northampton, Mass. 
CHAS. S. CoBURN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence, 

Mass. 
M. V. THOMAS, 324 W.Lorimerst., Denver, Col. 
S. B. WRIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col. 
THo's FoREMAN, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb 
S. D. MooRE, Adrian, Mich. Box 465. 
DR. J. L. YoRK, San Jose, Cal. 
C. S. RoWLEY, Jackson, Mich. 
JosEPH L. ANDREws, Corning, Iowa. 

The American and New York News Com
panies will furnish the paper to news deal
ers upon application. 

LACY'S NtW PUBLICA nONS. 
"NATURE'S HARMONY," 

Of evolutionary theory, solving the problem of 
Ute, and advocating the perpetuation of spiritual 
Identity, demonstrating from scientific standpoint. 

Neatly bound In muslin. Price, $1.00. 

"STAR LAKE ROMANCE." 
A poem of love and rivalry, written in view ot dis
cussing Christianity vs. Infidelity. The arguments 
are ren<lered by the characters of the story, In their 
colloquies, and the reader Is left as umpire. 

200 pages, bound In m uslln, gilt and embossed. 
Price, $1.50. · 

Both of the above works contain the author's por-
trait. Address ARTHUR J. LACY, 

28tt Nirvana, Lake Co., Mich. 

Founded upon the Life of 

A.l'OLLONIUS OF TYANA. 

How the Pagan Priests o! Rome Originated 
Cltrlstlanlty. 

Transcribed by SPIRIT FARADAY, late Electrician 
and Chemist of the Royal Institution, 

London, England. 
Price, boards, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

\•l•lress: THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
•a Ollnton PI"""'· New York 

WETTSTEIN'S 
JEWELRY STORE, 

ROCHELLE, ILL. 
Established. 1857. Beats the World.. 

'!'here is not another town three times the size of 
Rochelle that can show so large and beautiful a stock 
of fine gold and silver watches, fine gold and plated 
chains, charms, necklaces, and lockets, bracelets; 
plain go!<!, diamond, pearl, turquols, and fancy stone 
rings; soli<! silver and plated ware; optical goods, 
gold pens, accordions, pocket and table cutlery, guns, 
revolvers, shears, etc., as WETTSTEIN'S. 

Square dealing, enterprise, adaptation, accurate 
judgment, best ot taste In bUying, steady application 
during twenty-five years, best of watch-work, and 
LOWEST PRICES AT ALL TIMES, hav done it. 

If you hav a watch that no one else can put In per
fect order, send it to me. If you ha.v no watch, send 
to me for prices, and I will save you money. If you 
want a chain, necklace, ring, solid sliver or plated 
spoons, castor, spectacles, opera glass, etc., send to 
me for prices and description, and I will oonvlnce 
you. 

REFERENCES: Mayor and City Council, officers of 
Rochelle banks. 

GOODS SENT TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

Ingersoll's Works. 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 
bo1~t.~':?T~~~~~e~ai~~P~!¥~Niv~~~~lity~?d:r:~ :: ll~~: 
tics and Heresies." 

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 
Includlnl<, ·'LibertY for Man, Woman, and Child;' 

'• The Declaration of Independence,'' ·•.About Fartn.Ing 
in Ill1note;"" The Great Banquet.,''" The Rev. Alexan· 
der Clark.'' " The Past Rtaea before Me Like a. Dream," 
and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll." 

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, $1.25. 

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, 
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa
per, 50 cents. 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00; 
cloth, $2.00. 

CHEMICO V A.PORIZER. 
THE CULMINATION OF OPTICAL PHYSICS DEM

ONSTRATED IN ..,:• ACTINA." 

' ' ACTirt1\ '' 
' TilE GREAT EYE-RESTORER. 

"Actina bas an Instantaneous action on the vari
ous and mysteriously complicated organs ot vision, 
the nerves, the blood vessels, the muscular coats 
and complex membranes which make up that mar
velous mechanism of nature, the eye. Whether In 
the human being, the Insect, or brute, all diseases 
of the eye result from an Irregularity of the secre
tions. This may be brought about In a variety of 
ways-overwork, anxiety, breathing Impure atmos
phere, straining the eyes over Intricate mechanism, 
etc., etc.; while hundreds ot thousands hav rullled 
their sight by the use of powerful drugs taken with 
a view of curing other forms ot disease. But all 
these cases can be met successfully by the regular 
use of "Actina." 

"Actina" Will relieve colds In the head, lnfiam
mation In the eyes, headache, catarrh, neuralgia, 
sore eyelids, and humors or au kinds. 

.Ql:irNOTE.-" Actina" Is not a medlcin or lotion, 
but a selt-generating vapor, easily applied at all 
hours, times, and places, can be carried in the 
pocket, and used by any member ot the family with 
perfect safety, trom Infancy to old age. 

TRIAL FREE OF CHARGE. 
By calling at our several stores you ·may try the 

remedy, free of charge; but be particular not to use 
any vaporizer unless It bears the signature of Wil
liam Wilson, who will state posltivly If relief and 
cure be possible. 

All our magnetic garments are worn next the un· 
derclothlng, therefore they do not Impart shocks or 
cause sores. ThflY are also constructed under the 
special supervision ot ohe Inventor. 

Continued success enables us to make the folloW· 
lng offer: Persons writing us an accurate description 
of their disease, and then sending for the garments 
advised by us, will hav their money refunded should 
the appliances tall to cure. Therefore it resolves 
itself Into 

No CURE, NO PAY. 
To assist the working class, we supply them on 

payment of half the amount, and take the balance 
by easy monthly Instalments. 

Send for mustrat ad pamphlet and information to 
the only office where the inventor can be consulted. 

Address all communications to 

What Must We Do to be Saved~ 
per, 25 cents. 

Pa- THE ANGLO-A.MERIC.AN 
ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION, 

Addrfll!8 THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
SS Clinton Place, New York. 

A. RO.MA.N CATHOLIC CANARD. 
A Fabricated Account of 

A Scene at the Death-bed of 
THOMAS PAINE. 

DID BISHOP FENWICK WRITE I'l t 
18 pp. Handsomely printed and bound, 

Price, o cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
88 Clinton l'la.ce, New York. 

80 COURT STREET, BROOKLYN. 
W. WILSON, President. 

D. J. CoTTER, Secretary. 

[All checks, post-office order, and drafts payable 
to the Anglo-American Electric Association.] 

CAUTION: 
Beware of cheap imitatiOns of our goode. 

Read your back copies of THE TRUTH SEEKEll 
for the past four years, and. note our thou• 
sands of testimonials, 



RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
OF THE 

World as Now Constitute d. 
By Geo. T. Bondies. 

And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
STYLED 

Exceptions to the Character of Jesw; 
Chll'ist Conmdered as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
Price, Twenty-five Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH liEEKRR. 
6m9 33 Cllnton Place, N. Y 

$5 to $2Qperday at borne. Samples worth $5free. 
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Me. 

THE PERRY 

Plano and Organ Co 
No. 352 North Main Street, 

Wilkes 'Barre, Pa. 
8pecially Offer to Sell Direct on a Contract. 

Have the latest and best inventions, 
and want them fully tested 

before purchasing. 
Write Cor Catalogues and Terms. 

10teom14 .T B.. PERRY, Supt. 

SKETCH OF THE 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
CHARLES W .A.TTS. 

BY ~ STEWART ROS& 
Price 10 cents. Address, 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

$66 a week In your own town. Terms and $5 outfit 
tree. Address H. ILv t.ET & Co .• Portland, Mao 

ANCIENT MAN IN AMERICA, 
INCLUDING 

Works in Western New York and 
other States, together with Struct

ures in Central America. 

ByFR.EDER.UlK LI\.RKIN, M.D. 
Member of the 

.American .Associal:ion for the .Advancement of Scient'. 

Neatly Printed, with Numerous illustrations. 
290 Pages .. 

Price, Cloth $1.50. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

33 Clinton Place, New York. 

THE 

Real Blasphemers. 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M. 

Showing that the writers of and believers In the Bible, 
6lld not the deniers of Its troth, are the ones who really do 
!njnatlce to the character of God, if a God exists. 

IN SIX LECTURES. 
Price, Fifty Cents. 

Address '.rHE TRUTH SEEKER. 

"ANTICHRIST." 
Proving conc!nalvly that 

TBB STORY OF JESUS CHRIST! 
Hill birth, IJ!e, trial, execution, etc.-Ill a myth. 

TRUTH SEEKER Olllce. 
Pr1ce.l2.oo. 33 Clinton Place, New York 

TRUTH: 
A Poem in Three Parts. 

BY E. N. KINGSLEY. 
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists, 

Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists, 
and Impracticable Christians. 

Containing a picture of the 

JEWISH JEHOVAH. 
AJJ Described by the Bible. 

"There went up a smoke out of his nostrlls, and 
fire out or his mouth devoured: coals were kindled 
with it" (Psalms xvlll, 8). 

4.0 pp. Handsomely executed. Price, 25 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

LIFE-SIZE 

LITHOGRAPH 
OF 

D. 1\1. BENNETT. 
Heavy Plate Paper, 

SUITABLE FOR FRAME OR 
WITHOUT FRAME. 

Sen& b;r lllall for Fifty cen&1.1 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. SEPTEMBER 29, 1883,. 

THE EUREKA An important work by Gibbon, the historia7e. 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING ~~~!.~.ri~~~!l~-~!.~~1!!: 
Rehg10n tn u THE HISTORY OF THE DECLINE AND FALL 

CURES EVERY .FoRM OF DISEASE 
WITHOUT MEDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 

GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 
Jetter or In person free of charge. Send 

for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
LADIES' MAGNETIC JACKET. Price, $18. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonials, aml be convinced that our claims are correct In every !)articular, 

and that your aliments can be eradicated Without tho aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION : 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis 
One Week. 

in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir : AJJ I feel greatly In· 

deb ted to you for the benefit I hav received from. 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
fiicted as I hav been that the etrect was simply mar· 
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraJy. 
sis in my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
after wearing a suit of your :IIAGNETlC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav suf· 
rered intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put· 
tlng on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and If I improve as rapidly as I hav in the 
paat two weeks, will. soon be well. I would, there· 
fore, recommend to those surrerlng as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of errectlng 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
efrect a cure In a case of Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the same 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change medlcins every day until, after dosing the 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (If he Is very skilful) tb.at brings relief 
for the time being. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, 1 
was entirely cureu ot Neuralgia of the Heart and 
Side, which had bee11 a source of misery to me for 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly. With un. 
bounded gratituue, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment ror eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness : 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY : Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FEI,T BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and If I Improve as rapidly ae 
I hav since T·~esday, will soon be well. Wlll report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entirely cured In less 
than six weeks arter putting on the garments, and, 
although In bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In 
two days after the application. The lady's name 
can be had upon application at this office, by any· 
one desiring to communicate with her. 

Ladies, read the following testimony from a lady who had been surrerlng for two years with an Ovu.r 
tan Tumor·, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances 
were aa 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she Is Perfectly well, and has not taken a dflse ol 
medicin since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothlnog 
for you; It will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire for food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
of St. Louis at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ova•·iu.n 't nino•·, 
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rap!Uly 
worse and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemeu left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention waacalled to the !<;ureka lUa~ndic Apr•1tanc<>s. As a drowning man 
wlll catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint ho!)e of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit ol 
you~ appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tu
mor, wnich had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well aa I ever was in my life. Since putting on the appll
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone.sufrering as I hav, believing 
hat they wlll do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unllke all other appliances In the 
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, 
Gentlemen's Belts, • · 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, • 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 
Leg Belts, each, 
J{nee Caps, each, 
Wristlets, each, 

$ 6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
5.00 
4:.00 
3.00 
1.50 
4:.00 Sleeping_ Caps, 

Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's 'tests, 15.00 
Superfine Insoles, • • • 1. 00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt ot prJce, and we will return the money 
if they are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are ofrered at Jess than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetlcquallty Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever ofrered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single a!)pllance 
In the market w111 attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism !or a 
moment. All of our garmenta are made frOm the very best material for the purpose, and will outlaat any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon sci<ntiii< 
principks, and not haphazard as in all the others. We ofrer you therefore 

The On1y Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now ofrered under that head. At 
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to otrer them at 
about 

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifie higher 
than ordinary clothing. 
R~m~mb"r that we are o:trerlng you the cheapest and best magnetic app!lances In the market, and 1f 

upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we wlll 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES. LIBEBAL OOMMISSIONS ALLOWED 

OF THR ROMAN EMPIRE," and 

~ 1II~DIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
l\1ilman, ~·an English Churchman," and other scholars. 

Handsome I2 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

Tbe Labarum of 
Constantine. 

•' By this si"gte t!tou 
shalt conqtur /'' 

This volume contains Gibbon's Theological writings, sepa
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. lt shows 
·when 'where and lzow Christianity originated; who were its 
found~rs ·and wltatwas the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers 'and condition of the primitive Christians. 

Gibbo~'s Vindication of the 15th and 16th chapters of his 
Hr'slory from t.he attacks of ~i? Chri~t}an opp_one~ts, is re
printed verbatzm from theor1gmal ed1t10n ofhts Mzscellaue

.f'US Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796: It effectually 
and forever silenced his detractors; who, bemg van~mshed 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infi ~li.ty! 

All that can b~ said by Christians in regard to. the Orzpnqf 
Christianity is reprinted from the valuable notes of DuAN 
MILMAN, WnNCK, GUIZOT, an .E.NGLISH CHURCHMAN, (~he 
learned editor of BOHN's edition of Gibbon), and other emm-
ent Christian historians. . 
.4: Among the Illustrations will be found representations 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 

For Sale at Tbe Truth Seeker Office. 
6m15 

A ~~e~~~;s~c~~~~~c:!~~ ~o~!es~a~~~is~~t 
as his practice will prove, 
{l.JJ,res all forms of PRI• 
V ATE CHRONIC and 
SEXUAL DISEASES, 

Spermatorrhma and Impotency, 
As the result or setr•abuse in youth, sexual exces11es in ma• 
turer years, or other causes, and producing some or the rot~ 
lowing effects: Nervousness, Seminal F.millslona, (night 
emissions by dreams), Dimness or Sight, Defective Memory, 

~~~~feas1, ~~~~;~~!mtr:d~:a,F~~~S !r~:~~~l t~o~~~~tto~: 
~~~dcr~~!a~~[l~goeu:~P~j~n °EX¥FfflNAL tiopp~ 
vAIIoN in from 80 to 60 days. No medicine taken. 
It bas never been known to falll 

Middle•Aged and Old Men.· 
There are many o.t the age or thirty 00 afxty ' who are troubled with too frequent evacuations 

of the bladder, often ncoompll.nied by a slight ~ 
smarting or burning sensation, and e. weaken· 

~~~ ~!~~~ir~~~ ~~: rr:::~t~1~: r:!i~~t~::a; .:.:~, 
deposits a ropy or cotton•like sediment, or 

~~~;t~itis b:~~l~ fh[~~~~e:ni~~i:~b~~:.na:~f~ ~b~~~~~r t!~ 
::~~~~~s~i~~ ~ft~a~~e~~i::.fc~t Pli1~1[ :~:o~d ~~::e~ 
Seminal \'C7enknella, and causes wasting of the system a.nd 

;g~c!: ~~~;~~:r!::Pdfer:~ctebt:S df~~~~~; ~~~r:o;~n~u~f 
the cause. Dr. Fellows' External Remedy will bring about" 
perfect core in all sucb cases, and a. healthy restoration of 
the genito-urinary organs. 

o:J"Corsult.atlons by letter tree and invited. Charge• 
reasonabi., and correspondence strJctly contidentJal. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Bent to any address, securely sealed, for two three-cent 
8 tamp-St treating on Spermatorrhooa or Seminal Weakne11s, 
giving its cause, symptoms, horrible effects, and cure, fol-

~t~f:~~~~{~~~~s;~s~~:~li;~~ ~::1-~~ !1t.n~~~!~b~ 
a radical cure Is certn.ln. Address, plainly, DR. R. P. 
FELLOWS, VIneland, New Jei"Jey, and aay in wb» 
Da.:tter you saw this a.dverUsement. 

MANHOOD! 

KNOW THYSELF 
!.Book forEverv Man. 

Young, Middle- aged, and Old. 
The untold miseries that result from iudlscretlon In 

~~~fit ~~fs ~:~rt?~n ~~6~~~~tegur~~~s~u.~~~· re~f~'l:. i:"e~ 
medical work publlshe~ by the Peabody Mcdi ~al 
Institute, Boston. entitled the SCienee of' Ld·e: 
o';r Self Preservation. It Is not only a complete 

~ervg~~~~td t~'\:'i!~~l0'be~l~ft~?0~re~~~~~=tege~\~~1tfn 
man Rrrora of Youth, etc.t but 1t contains one hundred 

:~~e;;w:~u;v~r,~·~~P~~i~~ iiui'i.~n~~~~~l~.d~.; 
f~~?;e,:; blo~~~l a~t~~~r ;;,~g~: ~:~r~t~g~el~~~flal:~~y~ 
!clan. ft contafns SOO pages. bound In beautlfnl embossed 
covers. full gilt, embellished with the very ftnest steel en· 
gravtngs, guarantf' ed to be a. finer work in eve~ aenae-

~~~ft~~~/':~~~~e~~t~; f~~~~~~A~~~1t;~~t:ly0~tfirb':0!ek 
funded In every Instance. Price only $1.25. Gold Meda 
awarded the author by the National Medical Association. 
llluotrated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. w. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulftnch street, Boston, Mass. 
The author may be consulted on all diseases requlrl1111 
skill nnd experience. lySS 

RUPTURES CUR EDby 
my!Uedieal Compound and ImproTed 

Elastic Snvporter Truss in from 30 to 
90 day&. Reliable references given. Send 

stamp for circular, and sav in what paper 
vou saw my adverttsement. Address Capt. 

W. A. Coll!ngs,Smithville,le!fer=ol! Co. U.f. 

.FIFTY 'I'EAR.S' SUCJCESS. 

SHAKER EYE AND EAR BALSAM. 
For an affilctions o! the above organa. 

DimneBB, Infiammation, Soft Cataract, and Roaring 
etc., o! the Ears. 

so cents per box. 

ADDRESS THIS OFFIOE AddreiiB tor turther lntonnatton, Dr. L. Tenney, 
B:U R!W' Street, c:or. nf 9tb ilil"eet, QJ,ucl~att, Oblo. 

Try us once. and llDd enttre relief. 
lJlll G, A. WYMI, 8b.qm, !1, J. 
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gjtm§ ofi, U[ltoughf. 

THE gods do not speak; they are n.s dumb as the 
rocks, they are as speechless as the grave. With na
ture it is not so; her language is always clear, hf"r 
representations are always true; she never pretends 
to what !s false, she never misleads. To know her !s 
to know the truth, and to study her !s to be w!se.
D. M. Be:nneU. 

THERE !s not an accepted leader of our present or
thodoxy whom Calvin would not burn, !f he were 
here, much qulckor than he burnt Servetus, and 
with far greater rel!sh. Only If C>tlw!n were now 
alive, and as much in advance of this time as lle was 
!n advance of h!s own, as a cr!t!c H not n.s a theo
logian, he would be a radical of the radicals. The 
same movement of thought which bas produced ra
tional rel!g!on as Its ultimate rru!t has, at the same 
time, made the preva!l!ng creeds of Christendom a 
hundred times nwre rational, genial, human, than 
they were a hundred years ago.- Cltadwiclc's Rational 
Religion. 

IF di!!erent rel!glons be professed In the same 
country, and the minds of men remain unfettered 
and unawed by Intimidation of law, that rel!gion 
which Is rounded In maxims of reason and credlb!llty 
will gradually gain over the other to it. I do not 
mean that men will formally renounce their ancient 
rel!glon, but that they will adopt Into It the more ra
tional doctrlns, the Improvements and discoveries of 
the neighboring sects, by which means the worse re
l!glon, wlthou t the ceremony of a reformation, will 
!nBenslbly assimilate Itself to the better. If popery, 
for Instance, and Protestantism were permitted to 
dwell quietly together, papists might not become 
Protestants (for the name Is commonly the last thing 
that is changed), but they would become more en
lightened and Informed; they would, by I!ttle and 
little, Incorporate Into the creed many of the tenets of 
Protestantism, as well as Imbibe a portion of Its 
spirit and moderation.-Paley. 

EPICURUS says, In my sickness my conversation 
was not about my bod!ly suJierlngs, nor, says he, did 
I talk on such subjects to those who visited me; but 
I continued to discourse on the nature or things as 
before, keevlng to this main point, how the mind, 
while participating In such movements as go on In 
the poor flesh, shall be free from perturbations and 
maintain Its proper good. Nor did I, he says, glv 
the phyelclans an opportunity of putting on solemn 
looks, as If they were doing something great, but my 
life went on well and happ!ly. Do thou, then, the 
same that he did both In sickness, If thou art sick, 
and In any other circumstances; for never to desert 
philosophy In any events that may befall us, nor to 
hold tr!filng talk with an Ignorant man or with one 
unacquainted with nature, Is a principle of all 
schools of philosophy; but to be Intent only on that 
which thou art now doing, and on the instrument by 
which thou doest it.-.M. A. Antaninus. 

MOST schools of thought agree that the existence 
of God Is not demonstrable; many of our deepest 
thinkers reject altogether the orthodox and semi
orthodox Idea of God. Men and women who hav 
mental and moral courage enough to face this 
gravest or all questions, find themselvs compelled to 
renounce, one by one, all the notions of a del ty which 
they ever b.eld. They see that the attributes as
cribed to him by Christian and devout Theist are but 
magnified human attributes, the gigantic mist and 
shadow formed by the human figure. They are 
forced to allow the will, personality, intelligence 
consclouimess are nothing but human Imperfections 
and limitations, which, projected Into boundless 
space and dignified by the title of lnfinlt, are bound 
up together Into one Ideal heroic figure, and bap
tized with the name of God.-Annie Besant's True 
Basis af Marality. 

PRAY God all day long-add fasting to your prayer, 
If you like, and let all your fellow-Christians add 
their prayers and fasting to yours-in order that an 
eclipse shall come a week earlier: do you suppo"e 
you w111 be heard? Yet the precise date of an eclipse 
is not more peremptorily fixed by the laws of nature 
tlian Is the precise Issue of your daughter's fever. 
You do not venture to doubt speculatlvly this funda
mental doctrln of science; In our various scientific 
conversations, my friend, you hav always admitted 
it. But, like a true Englishman, you take refuge In 
an 1lloglcal compromise. You assume one doctrln 
when you study science, and another, its direct con
tradictory, when your chlld falls Ill. And yet I am 
paying you too high a compliment, for you do not 
profess that your prayer to God Is reasanabls, or can 
possibly be efficaciaus; your only defense Is that your 
reason Is mastered and overborne by the combined 
etrect of your religious and your parental emotion. 
As though you could please God-If, indeed, there 
be a personal God at all-by acting in a manner 
which your reason condemns.-.DJ·. Wa1·d's Science, 
Prayer, Free Will, and Mira cks. 

As to the account of Christ being seen by more than 
five hundred at once, It Is Paul only who says It, and 
not the five hundred who say it for themselvs. It Is, 
therefore, the testimony of but one man, who did 
not, according to the same account, believe a word 
of the matter himself, at the time It Is said to hav 
happened. His evidence (1 Corinthians xv) Is like 
that of a man who comes Into a court of justice to 
swear that which he had sworn before Is false. A 
man may often see reason to change, and he has, too, 
always the right to change his opinions, but this lib
erty does not extend to matters of fact.-Paine's Age 
af Reasan. 

"LAY me quietly In the earth, place a sun-dial over 
my grave, and let me be forgotten." Such were the 
last words or the noble Howard, but he will not be 
forgotten ae long as the memory of man lasts. He 
was the benefactor of the most miserable of men. 
He thought nothing of himself, but only of those who 
without him would hav been friendless and un
helped. In his own time he achieved a remarkable 
degree of success. But his Influence did not die 
with him, for It has continued to influence not only 
the legislation of England, but of all civilized na
tions, down to the present tlme.-Dr. Sam Smiks's 
Dnty. 

HE who IS the most slow In making a promls Is the 
JD.OBt faithful in the performance o!it.-Rausseau. 

THE TRUTit SEEKER. SEPTEMBER ~9. 1883. 

~dd§ and find§. 

"WE havn't forefathers In this fam!ly," said a 
Utah urchin, "but we've more'n four mothers." 

A YOUNG lady, on being asked what business her 
lover was In, and not liking to say he bottled soda 
answered: "He's a practicing fizzician." · ' 

"Is that gentleman a friend of yours?" asked a 
newly In trod need lady or another at a reception. 
"Oh, no; he's my husband.," wn.s the reply. 

DOCTORS now agree that balled cow's mllk Is not 
good !or babies, It Is better raw. The doctors m·e 
right; a raw cow glvs better mllk than a balled one. 

"WHAT is conscience?" asked a schoolmaster of 
his class. "Au Inward monitor," replied a bright 
little fellow. " And what's a monitor?" "One of 
the ironclads." 

A COUNTRY boy drank a pint of whisky, went ln 
swimming, ate a lot of green apples, drank some Ice 
water, went to bed, and wn.s round dead In the morn
Ing. Too much Ice water. 

A YANKEE from Maine, on paying his _bill at a 
London restaurant, was told that the sum put down 
didn't include the waiter. "W'aal," he roared," I 
didn't eat any walter, did I?" 

A CORUESPONDENT tells of a Jersey scarecrow 
which not only scares of! every crow that sees It, but 
oue crow wn.s so frightened that he brought back the 
corn he had stolen two days before. 

A COUNTRY girl wrote to her lover: 11 Now, 
George, don't you !ale to be at the singing-school to
night." George wrote back that In the bright lexicon 
ot youth there's no such word as" fale." 

"A REYEUEND IDOL" Is the title Of a new novel. 
We suppose the hero, a young clergyman, was so 
Idolized by the congregation that they raised his 
salary from $350 to $375 without waiting for him to 
ask it. Fiction Is stranger than truth. 

WE know a lady who wouldn't fib for the world, 
but when anybody asks her about her shoes, what 
number she wears, she always replies, "Two." As 
she has two feet, she of course speaks the truth; but 
this shows the dltierence between lying and diplo
macy. 

Two lovers In Milwaukee agreed to commit suicide 
at the same hour the other night. Next morning 
both were up an hour earlier than usual to look over 
the paper, and their disttppolntment and disgust 
at snell condu~t on the part of the other was too deep 
for utterance. 

A NEW YORK church Is greatly agitated over the 
question as to whether It Is proper to receive money 
collected through the means or a social dance. And 
yet the same congregation would accept, without 
even as much as a blush, money willed to It by a 
lawyer or the grocer who got rich by sanding his 
sugar.-Troy T<mes. 

A NORRISTOWN married man can heavily discount 
Vennor as a prognosticator. When the former starts 
for home at 1 o"clock In the morning he always 
predicts a" storm" within an hour, and never made 
a miss but once, and then he round his wife sound 
asleep when he reached home. Next morning she 
declared that she had been drugged. 

ETHEL's mother, writes Ell Perkins, was reading 
her Sabbath-school Jesson to her when she came to 
the verse: "But when they next saw Joseph they 
round him In a position of great authority, power, 
and--,'' ''Joseph was king, wasn't he mama?'' in
terrupted Ethel. "No, dear, he was not king, but 
he was very high-next to the king." "Oh, I know, 
mama, he was jack-jack high!" Alas, Ethel had 
seen too much card-playing. 

GREAT Jove, we read, made everything 
From cold and sticky, lifeless clay, 

And so he must, to get the earth, 
HaV waded In the mud all day. 

'Twas thus that, when his work was done, 
He rested and his boots did scan, 

And, noticing the mud thereon, 
He scooped It ofi and made a-man. 

BIBLE SCIENCE,-To organize and restore 
the Holy Communion practiced by Christ and his 
apostles. Also to maintain the "Perfect Law of 
Liberty" by showing the dl!!erence between God's 
Righteousness and nil _other notions of right and 
wrong. Tills is M11.-qon!c Christ!an!ty, and Intended 
only for zealous 1'ereons tired of talk and ready for 
business. Return va.per~, 10 cents. 

Addregs, "REWARD," 
3t37 710 Broadway, New York. 

SJNG. BROTHERS. SING. 
USE THE 

liberal Hymn-Book 
In your meetings, to make them lively and Interesting 
The LIRERAL HYMN-BooK contnlns songs by the best!,oets 

~:,r.~~? ~a~~~~~?'P~~~~sw~f h~ hi~~~~~Dfl~~~r;~J 
Mrs. Slen!<er, and ln~eed by a.l~ who hav examined It 
Sacond edition. Price. half-bonnd. 25 cents. In cloth. 
40 cents. 

D. M..BENNETT'S LA.ST WORK. 

A TRUTH SEEKER 

Aroun~ the Worl~. 
FOUR LARGE VOLUMES. 

With s steel plate engraving of the anthor In Vol. I. 
and each volume Illustrated with forty-seven cnts. 

SY D. M. BENNETT. 
Late e11tor of Tn TRUTH Bunx, an thor of" A Trutn 

~ee~er tn Enrope," "Gods a.nd Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times," "TheWorld'sSagea,Tlllnk-

ers, and Reformers,"' "Champions of 
the Chnrch," etc., etc. 

Handsomely bound in red cloth, $6.50; 
in leather, red edges, $9.50; in 

morocco, gilt edges, $10.50. 
Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know the circnmsta.nces 

under which this work was written. The last words 
penned by the great an thor were for the fourth volume 
which was neat·Iy completed at ~Is death, and which will 
now contain an account of his world-lamented death and 
burial. Mr. Bennett was a very patient and faithful 
chronlcler of the habits and customs of t"le different peo
ples of the many places he visited, The every-day 
l!fe of all nations !s laid before the reader by one who has 
visited them ana beheld them with his own eyes. Par
ticular attention Is paid to the progress of Free thought In 
the various countries he visited, and the morality of so
called pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality of 
Christian countries, much to the detriment of the latter. 
The work Is a 

Freethinker's History ofthe World. 
This work and " A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE" 

should be In every Liberal's library Besides Its Intrinsic 
worth It Is a memento of one of the greate•t Freethinkers 
the world has known-of one who ranks with Voltaire 
·and Paine In the force and clearness of his writings. 

iAddreBB 7HE 7RU7H SEEKER, 
33 Clinton Place, 

New York city 

THE 

GOLDEN THRONE 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, 

Author of '"Prometheus," 11 Gottlieb," and 11 Ingersoll 
and Jesus." 

A Ra11c•I romance of pioneer life,· delineating the vir
tues of natural hnmanlty as opposed to the hypocrisy of a 
upernatur~l religion; crowded with Incident and full of 
,>rogresslv Ideas and the poetry of the futnre. 

PRICE $1.00. ADDRESS THIS OFFICE 

THB 

BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES 
OF 

The Pilgrims in the Land of Y hwfh. 
D. M. Bennett, Scribe. 

ALSO 

DRAJIIATIS PERSON.IE.-Concelted Young Minister, THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO THB 
TBUTH SEBKEBS. Pretty Girl, and two students named respectlvly 

Welsh and Townsend. Pretty Girl (who wishes to 
glv Young Minister a cut)-" Mr. Welsh, here Is a 
word I would like you to pronounce for me. It is 
spelled bac-ka-che." Mr. Walsh (who Is party to 
the plot)-" Nothing would delight me more than to 
oblige you, but I am not conversant with the modern 
European languages. Townsend, perhaps you can 
assist Miss May." (Givs Townsend a wink.) T.
" No: I lament my deplorable ignorance." Young 
Minister-" Ahem I Pardon me, Miss May, but I 
think that Is a French word, Is It not?" Pretty Girl. 
-"I don't know, sir, I am sure." Young Minister.
" Let me see. Bac-ka---<!he. I think the proper 
pronunciation must be bah-kah-sha." Pretty 
Girl.-" Excuse me, sir, I divided the word wrongly. 
It Is a pelt b-a-c-k-a-c-h-e. I believe that is usually 
pronounced backache." (Tableau.) 

"AND can nothing cause you to change your de
cision, Mildred?" "Nothing. My will Is like Iron. 
But yesterday I was a timid, trusting girl, whose 
every heart beat was for you; to-day I am a woman, 
and the trusting heart of yesterday has turned to 
Ice. Go I" and she stately pointed to the garden 
gate. "Oh. Mildred, my lost darling," cried He
neage, starting to his feet with a dull moan, "do 
you realize what this wlll drive me to?" But Mil
dred only muttered "go," and sternly pointed to 
the garden gate. Then up rose Heneage. In place 
or the supplicating look of entreaty there was on his 
face the stony glare of despair. Clinching his hands 
he gav her one look, and rushed wildly through the 
yard. But see. Only a few steps and there Is a 
start, a shriek of mental agony; the strong arms are 
lifted a moment wildly In tbe air, and the body of 
Heneage Sturtevant., w!th a thud, falls back lifeless 
on the owarLI. The clothes line had caught him just 
half an Inch under his chin, 
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Bible Balanced. The Infidel's Text 
Book; comparing some of the best teach
ings and sayings of the Bible with those 
of 8ages ~nd Philosophers who lived pre
vious to the Authors of the Bible; also a 
Partial Exposition of its Errors. By GEo. 
C. DARLING. Price, 50 cents. 

The Figures of Hell; or, The Tem
ples of Bacchus. Dedicated to licensers 
of beer and whisky. By Mrs. ELIZABETH 
THoMPsoN. A neat little volume of be
tween two and three hundred pages. $1. 

Liberty a:ud Morality. A capital full 
lecture on these important subjects. By 
W. S. BELL. ) :tJamphlet of thirty-six 
well-printed pages mailed for 15 cents. 

Superstitio» in A.ll A.ges. By JoHN 
MESLIER, a Roman Catholic priest, who, 
after a pastorate of thirty years at Etre
pigny and But in Champagne, France, 
wholly abjured religious dogmas, and left 
as his last will and testament to his par
ishioners, and to the world, the work en
titled "Common Sense." Price, cloth, 
$1.50; paper, $1. 

Marriage and Parentage and The 
Sanitary and Physical Laws. For The 
Production of Children of Finer Health 
and Ability. By a Physician and Sanita
rian. "The virtues of men and women 
as well as their vices may descend to their 
children." Price, $1. 

The Bible-Whence and What 1 By 
RICHARD. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B. 
The questions, Where did the books of 
the Bible come from? What is their 
authority? and, What is the real source 
of dogmatic theology? are tl-eated fear
lessly in the light of history, philosophy, 
and comparativ religions. It is impossi
ble to giv even a condensed statemep.t of 
what is itself a marvelous condensation. 
Whole libraries are here concentrated 
into one little book. Printed in good 
type and bound in cloth. Price, $1. 

The Bible of the Religion of Science. 
By H. S. BRoWN, M.D. "This volume is 
most respectfully dedicated to those per
sons who will cordially unite with others 
to establish the religion of truth and a 
just government, by the scientific meth
ods of reason, experience, experiments, 
and observations. For this is the way to 
wisdom, and to the material, mental, 
m.oral, social, and spiritual sciences, that 
make peace on earth and good will among 
men." Price, $1.50. 

Socialism and Utilitarianism. Bf 
JoHN STUART MILL. Price, $1.50. 

Specimen Days and Collect. By 
WALT WHITMAN. Including autobiogra
phy, hospital sketches, democratic vistas, 
etc. Three hundred and seventy-four 
pages of hearty, wholesome prose and 
poetry, never before published. Price, $2. 

[ngersoll and Jesus. Conversation 
in verse between the two great reformers. 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. Price, 10 cents. 

The Sabbath. By M. :I!' ARRINGToN. ·A 
thorough examination and refutation of 
the claims of Sabbatarians who are trying 
to foist upon the country their holy day 
by unconstitutional legal enactments. 
The author shows by an appeal not only 
to the facts as they exist in the nature of 
things, but by reference to the Bible, and 
the writings of distinguished historians 
and theologians of past ages, that Sunday 
is no more a holy day than Saturday. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The Religion of Common Sense. By 
Prof. LrnnREOHT ULicH, of Germany. 
Price, 25 cents. 

The Sunday guestion. A Historical 
and Critical Review. With replies to an 
objector. By GEORGE W. BRoWN, M.D. 
Price, 15 cents. 

Truth Seeker Tracts. Bound in vol
umes of 525 pages each-Vols. I., II., ill., 
IV., and V. Each volume containing 525 
pages-thirty tracts or more. A Library 
within themselves of most excellent Rad
ical reading matter at a low price. Paper, 
60 cents per volume; cloth, $1.00. If the 
whole set are taken-paper, 50 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents each. 

The Truth Seeker in bound volumes. 
Vol. I., 25 cents; vol. II., 50 cents; vols. 
III. and IV., $2 each; vols. V., VI., VII., 
VIII., and IX., $3 each. The whole set 
by express for $15. 

Voltaire in Exile. Translated from 
the French of M. GASTINEAU by his son 
EDMOND GAsTINEAU. Being Memoirs of 
the life of the great writer never before 
published. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1. 

Why Don't God Kill the Devil1 A 
Series of Essays dedicated to the St. 
Johns School Board. By M. BABcoox. 25 
cents. 

Which : Spiritualism or Christian
ity 1 A discussion between MosES 
HuLL and REV, W. F. PARKER, Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, 75 cents. 
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J!Jotts and g[Iippings. 
PRIESTS and religious teachers hav been ex

pelled from 136 schools in Paris during the 
1 ast three years. 

WARRANTS were issued last week for the ar
rest of a dozen bakers in this city who had 
committed the crime of mixing dough on 
Sunday. 

OuR old friend, Col. H. S. Olcott, the Rie
rophant of the Theosophists, has set up in 
India as a mesmeric healer, and has great 
success, ~specially with paralytics, epileptics, 
and hysteriacs.-Sun. 

THE Rev. W. H. Meyers, of Pottsville, Pa., 
eloped last week with the young wife of Ralph 
Price, a paper-hanger of tbat place. Mr. 
Price leaves behind her two children and a 
note saying that she loves· the preacher best 

I open tlie prison doors for a criminal who has 
served less than two years out of a sentence 
of five. The Home Secretary's leniency to 
crime stands in instructiv contrast with his 
brutality and untruthfulness toward non
criminals, convicted of heresy under a cruel 
law, and sentenced by a vindictiv and perse
cuting judge. 

THE Pre.~byterian Banner, which is one of the 
sharpest of all papers in carrying on religious 
controversies, says that "the charity that 
'believeth all things' is entirely consistent 
with obedience to the precept, 'Thou shalt in 
any wise rebuke thy neighbor, and not suffer 
sin upon him.' " Armed with such a text as 
this, a pious sheet can wield the battle-ax 
against its neighbors in as lively a manner as 
it pleases. Of the "all things" which it char
itably "believeth," the chief is that it is in the 
right and its neighbor in the wrong. In this 
belief it adheres with saintly perseverance. 

saloon-keepers may be so hardened as not to 
mind the excommunication. The bishop is 
reported to be "much displeased over the 
scandal," and is very possibly disgusted with 
the zeal of the priest in interfering with the 
Sunday amusements of the laity. What a 
tempest would be raised in this city if the 
priests were to begin a crusade against Sun
day drinking, and to warn their other parish
ioners to keep away from the saloons of the 
aldermen during the hours when the excise 
law commanded the aldermen to close. What 
a contest there would be between the spiritual 
arm of the church in the pulpit and its tem
poral arm in the Board of Aldermen. Fortu
nately for the peace of the church, the priests 
hav not thus far attempted to interfere with 
the livelihood of the aldermen, and no scan
dal has been created such as that which the 
bishop of Wilkesbarre-deprecates in his dio
cese. 

lJltws of tht iftth. 
F. MAYER & Co., woolen merchants of this 

city, failed last week for nearly $2,000,000. 

THE pool-sellers against whom Comstock 
recently brought indictments, still continue 
to ply their trade at Sheepshead driving park. 

A FUND amounting to $76,000 has been raised · 
for the defense of O'Donnell, the slayer of 
Carey. the Irish Invincible who turned infor
mer. 

Gov. BuTLER has been renominated by the 
Democrats for governor of Massachusetts. 
He is indorsed by the Greenbackers in con
vention. 

ONE hundred vessels were sunk, driven 
ashore, or crippled by the recent hurricane on 
the shores of the West Indies. Fifty lives 
were lost. 

THREE hundred women voted at the school 
election in Binghamton last week. The 
first time they had the privilege of voting was 
three years ago, when they polled only forty
seven votes. The election was orderly. The 
voting of women has ceased to attract atten
tion. 

A MASSACHUSETTS cattle trainer arrived at 
the New England fair with two trick steers 
named "Ben Butler" and " Bob Ingersoll;" 
the Worces~er Spy testifies that they do some 
marvelous acts, and the Boston Post com
ments that "if they don't they belie their 
names." 

Gov. BENJAliiiN F. B-uTLER has written to a 
Sacramento paper that he has regretted to 
learn that there has been doubt in California 
as to his position on the land question, and 
he announces his platform as follows: "Ire
gard the holding of lands in large quantities 
in this country as one of our great future 
dangers, such holding having in all ages of the 
world proved disastrous to the well-being of 

M.A. BALDWIN, president of the New Or
leans National Bank, has brought suit against 
Postmaster-General Gresham, who interfered 
with the bank correspondence because it re
ceives money for a lottery. The object· of the 
suit is to establish the fact that the post
master-genera has no right to meddle with 
the legitimate business of a banking institu
tion or to attfl.int its correspondence. 

BosTON is reminded by the London Times 
that she is not the only city to suffer a down
fall from intellectual supremacy. Edinburgh 
has been deposed from a rank more exalted. 
Weimar has sunk to be a petty residence 
town, Geneva has gol\e into trade and politics, 
Florence is no longer a literary center, and 
Oxford and Cambridge retain no dictatorship 
in letters. New York has "merely taken prec
edence of Boston." 

IF anyone has ever seen a Methodist con
ference, says the American Nonconformist, and 
has watched their scheming, and buttonhole 
ing, and side-whispering, and knots of preach
ers in the corners, if they did not know that 
they were preachers, they never would suspect 
it was anything but a political gathering. In 
fact, we hav known more disreputable schemes 
concocted in a Methodist annual conference 
than we ever saw in a political convention. 

THE Presbyterian and Methodist clergymen 
of Pittsburgh are massing their influence 
against Sunday papers and trying to induce 
people not to read them. This quickens the 
curiosity of the people to examin the Sunday 
papers and see what they are like. Raving 
examined them, they generally make a busi
ness of reading them regularly. In most Pitts
burgh families, as elsewhere, Sunday papers 
are regarded quite as much of a necessity as 
Sunday milk or Sunday bread. 

Srn WILLIAM HARCOURT, home secretary of 
England, has just given another proof that he 
can be merciful to crime and cruel to opinion. 
He has "remitted three years" out of five 
years of penal servitude, to which a Dr. Story 
was sentenced in the winter of 1881 for arson 
with intent to defraud. In this case he did 
not sneeringly say, as to Mr. P. A. Taylor, 
M. P., that it was not his business to inter
fere with sentences; nor did he complain that 
he should be urged to interfere before half 
the sentence was expired. It is an imperti
nence to ask for the release of a heretic, who 
has been in prison for five months out of a 
2entence of ·nine, but Sir William rusheB to 

the people, and we hav no right to believe that 
this country would be an exception, and I 
hope that activ measures may be taken to hav 
such holdings divided, and to see to it that 
no more shall be established." 

MR. BRADLA.UGH's earnest plea for the Jews 
at the Amsterdam Conference, says Mrs. Bas
ant, was a beautiful proof of the moral supe
riority of Atheism over religion. The Jewish 
members of the Rouse of Commons hav 
robbed him of his civil rights, and hav uttered 
against him the foulest lies. His Atheism, 
however, taught him that it was not just to 
be prejudiced against a nation because of the 
evil wrought by prominent representativs of 
that nation; and when the resolution of pro
test was in danger of being weakened by the 
introduction or limiting words, his voice rang 
out to demand for Jews the liberty of con
science and equality before the law denied to 
him by Jews at home. 

A sEVERE criticism on the habits of certain 
thelogical students is uttered by one of the 
most conservativ of the religious papers. It 
is well known that in most theological semi
naries the students are allowed to practice on 
vacant congregations so as to try their own 
preaching gifts and the listening ability of the 
hearers. It seems that "in many instimces 
the students would. go on the late train on 
Saturday evening, thus compelling those who 
met them at the station to travel after night, 
and frequently it would be midnight before 
they got ready to retire. Then some of those 
same students would return to the city on the 
train on Sabbath afternoon. In other in
stances they came from the city on Sabbath 
morning, preached, then hurried back, not 
even staying for Sabbath-school, for fear they 
would miss the train. Can they plead that 
their conduct is prompted by the 'works of 
necessity and of mercy!"' The argument 
which follows on this statement is that, as the 
students are guilty of setting a bad example, 
of encouraging Sabbath-breaking corpora
tions, and of "stretching the Fourth Com
mandment," therefore the theological semi
naries ought to be prayed for that the students 
be brought to a right state of mind. 

A PoLISH priest near Wilkesbarre has got 
himself into trouble by warning his congre
gation not to spend their Sundays drinking in 
the saloons of his parishioners. This attack 
on their business so irritated the saloon-keep
ers that they presented charges against the 
priest, which were dismissed by the bishop, 
and the saloon-keepers and their customers 
thereupon shut the priest out of his own 
church, or rather out of the bishop's church. 
The saloon-keepers can refrain from paying 
the priest his salary, but then the pnest can 
excommunicate them, althouih perhaplil the 

REVERTING to the sermon of the Stratford 
minister on the crime recently committed in 
that town, the New York Times sarcastically 
says: "There is another theory as to the Strat
ford murder which might be used to fasten 
the crime upon the Rev. Mr. Roughton, the 
New Raven preacher of the gospel according 
to the Police Gazette. Mr. Roughton has pub
licly said that in his opinion Lewis killed the 
girl. Row is it that he ventures to be so con
fident unless he is in the possession of an in
timate knowledge of the murder, and how 
could he hav such knowledge unless he was 
a party to the crin1e? Mr. Roughton did not 
know the murdered girl, and hence it is at 
least as probable that he killed her as it is that 
the man who was engaged to marry her killed 
her. It is true that Mr. Roughton has never 
been found guilty of selling cabbages, but as 
a preacher he has virtually sold sermons, and 
the distinction between the two is sometimes 
very slight. Finally, there would be no diffi
culty in proving that since the night of the 
murder Mr. Roughton has washed his hands 
with soap. Why did he wash them with soap 
unless it was in order to remove blood-stains ? 
The more the Rev. Mr. Roughton's connec
tion with the Stratford murder is examined 
the darker does his case seem. Almost any 
one of the arguments which hav been used to 
prove Lewis guilty might be used with equal 

A FULL-BLOODED negro of this city has been 
ordained as a Protestant Episcopal priest. He 
will be shipped immediately to Africa as a 
missionary. 

force to prove Mr. Roughton guilty; and in 
addition to these arguments it can be said that 
he has made in his pulpit almost the same 
boast made by the leading Stratford drunkard 
in his cups." 

A GOOD specimen of the Catholic priests is 
the Rev. Father Kelly, of Denver. The ma
jority are rather more successful in hiding 
their sins, but there is good reason to believe 
they are all of the same color. Mr. Kelly is 
a man forty-five, well educated, and has been 
in the Romish ministry about fifteen years, 
having been successivly located in this city, 
Cincinnati, and smaller places in Ohio and 
Iowa. He was sent to Central City, Col., a 
few weeks ago, at which place his career as a 
man of God culminated. Naturally fond of 
liquor, he failed to withstand its encroach
ments upon him, and oftentimes he was found 
in his study or in the pulpit in a state of in
toxication bordering on drunkenness. The 
unwholesome tidings reached the ears of the 
bishop at Denver. At first he received the 
intelligence doubtingly, but after a time the 
reports were so authentic there was no deny
ing their truthfulness, and he sent for Father 
Kelly to come to Denver. Other charges of a 
still graver nature were preferred, and with 
evidence of Kelly's perfidy fully in hand, he 
was summoned before the bishop. His inter
view with the bishop was tempestuous, and 
he finally left him and took up quarters at a 
hotel, where he got boisterously drunk, and in 
his imbecility wandered among the corridors 
of the house, insulting the ladies whom he 
chanced to meet and heaping imprecations 
upon any of the maRculin inmates who at
tempted to lead him back to his room. All 
attempts to quiet him proving unavailing, the 
proprietor rang for a policeman, and the dis
graced priest was taken through the streets to 
jail, where he remained until sober. 

THE official report of the fatalities conse
quent upon the recent earthquake on the 
island of Ischia states that 1,990 persons were 
killed, and 374 injured. 

ANTI-JEwiSH excesses are still kept up by 
the Christian people of Russia. Property be
longing to Jews is burnt daily, and in some 
instances life is sacrificed. 

JUDGE HoADLY, the Freethinking Democratic 
candidate for governor of Ohio, has returned 
to that state with improved health, and is tak
ing an activ part in the canvass. 

A GERMAN citizen of New Brunswick, N.J., 
undertook on a wager, recently, to drink three 
beer glasses of whisky. He accomplished 
the feat and died twenty minutes after· 
ward. 

THE new two-cent postage stamps com. 
menced selling at 12 o'clock last Sunday 
night. The old style stamps are still good, 
and can be used at the new rates of lettu 
postage. 

THE Council of the Roman Catholic Prov. 
ince, held last week in St. Patrick's cathedrol, 
this city, closed on Sunday. It does not ap
pear that any business of importance was 
transacted. 

A VESSEL from the North, which touched at 
San Francisco, had on board four Alaskan 
mummies, which are believed to be three 
centuries old. They were in a good state of 
preservation, and are intended for the Berlin 
Museum. 

Mn. CRAnES E. TOWNSEND, of Locust Valley, 
L. I., died on Thursday, the 27th ult., aged 
about 80 years. Mr. Townsend was an author 
of considerable note, and had devot.ed a 
great deal of his life and means to the Free
thought cause. 

THE colossal statue of Germania was nr.
veiled at Rudesham, Germany, on the 28th 
ult. Emperor William, all the German princes, 
and nearly 250,000 other persons were pres
ent. The statue is 110 feet high, and 
stands on the Niederwald, a natural elevation 
of 700 feet. 

W. H. H. MuRRAY, ex-reverend, lectured in 
this city last Sunday evening on "Christianity 
versus Theology." He repudiated most of the 
dogmas which he once held to as a preacher, 
but argued that modern thought and Chris
tianity, minus theology, were at peace with 
each other. The lecture was listened to by a 
large audience. 

THE jury in the Stratford, Conn., murder 
case returned a verdict last Saturday that 
Rose Ambler came to her death at the hands 
of persons unknown, but that suspicion 
pointed to William Lewis, the dead woman's 
lover, as her murderer. The Rev. Dr. Rough
ton, of New Haven, last Sunday defended his 
previous sermon on the affair, and repeated 
his views. Lewis has declare,i 11is intention 
of suing the preacher. · 



't:HE TRUTH SEEKER. bCtr6ltER B. 189ft 

hrommum· .. .,.J;.,n~. they accomplish nothing. Mr. Bennett belonged to 
ll/:6' c-ul~.{a a different order. His every shaft was a home 

thrust. He aimed to demolish, and generally suc
ceeded. His rapier cut at every point; his arrows 

D. M. Bennett, the Truth Seeker. pierced every crevice in the coat of mail of his ant~g-
I did not know Mr. Bennett personally; I never onist. He piled up arguments, facts and figures, bke 

grasped his hand; I never gazed upon his benignant a pyramid, and suddenly launched them like an ava
face; I n~ver looked into those eyes which in his mi· lanche at his surprised opponent. The number of 
grations round our globe had with such marvelous shams and lies and supernaturalisms he has attacked 
sweep of vision enabled him to so graphically de- and vanquished is simply prodigious. These things 
scribe, and picturesquely portray, the multitudinous would be wonderful in a man of mature age who had 
scenes and incidents of his grand tour. spent his whole life from his youth up in such war-

My communings with . him were through corre- fare. They are wonderful above all things, consider
spondence and his published writings. And yet I ing that they were confined within ten years of the 
feel as though I knew him well. I feel as though I life of a man afte:r he was fifty-four years old. 
thoroughly comprehended him. This feeling prompts This is a point to which we wish to invite especial 
me to say that in his death the world has lost both a attention. In this time of religious upheaval there 
great and good man, and I hav lost a friend whose are many who may feel that age precludes them fr6m 
personality had in a measure become a necessity to taking an activ part in the necessary agitation. To 
me-a mental purveyor, whose sudden demise was a such the example of Mr. Bennett is both edifying 
shock, whose unlooked for exit leaves a void hard to and instructiv. It is indeed never too late to do 
be filled, and which passing time increases rather good. Entering the theological arena at the age of 
than lessens. This thought urges me to write thus fifty-four, without previous experience, he founds a 
tardily, and reconcilement to my loss is no part of my great journal, writes thousands of pages, makes a 
feelings even now. tour of the world, and records his imp:essions in one 

There certainly can be no higher calling than the of the most remarkable works ever wr1tten; passes a 
pursuit of truth. The sun shining at midday is not year in a gloomy Christian prison for opinion's sake; 
a more positiv certainty than the fact that the world and dies in his harness, pen iri hand, a true soldier, 
has for thousands of years been deluged in every de- with his face to the foe-a sacrifice, a martyr to the 
partment of human action, and notably so in its re- invincible spirit of truth. 
ligions, by an ocean of untruth. Considering the voluminousness of his writings, their 

What is truth ? It is the blazing jewel, the Kohi- absolute merit as lite:rature is something marvelous. 
noor of reason, a gem surpassing in value a trillion of He had the faculty of making the most common 
times the brightest gems of Golconda. Is not the things entertaining. He continually engaged and 
pursuit of it the most ennobling occupation to which chained the attention. His writings charm the scholar 
a human being can devote himself? and fascinate the unlettered reader. His style con-

Ages sometimes must pass before the simplest sists, to use the language of Swift, of "proper words 
truth is known and admitted. When this occurs, is in proper places." It. has the energy of Cobbett and 
not the world immensely benefited ? It certainly the easy flow of Frariklin, with a peculiar something 
must be so. It is a constant voyage of discovery. all his own apparently just in the right proportion to 
Truth is as eternal as matter and space. It had no persuade the most prejudiced, and arrest the atten
beginning, and it can hav no end. The merit and tion of the most careless reader. 
the result lie in the discovery of it. America stretched The effect of these writings on the millions who 
her boundless domain, an integer of our planet, but will read them in the years to come must be prodig
unknown till the genius of a Columbus discovered a ions. His "A Truth Seeker Around tho World" is 
new world. Before his time it had only been, to all of itself an epitome of all that can be said and urged 
intents and purposes, a vain imagining, a longing of against the folly of mankind in the matter of "relig
the poets, a dream of the philosophers, an Atlantis in ion." Their sophistries and lunacies are there pitted, 
the brain of a Plato. one against the other, and made to look so childish 

For centuries the church said, " The earth is flat, and unreasonable that it would seem a superfluity to 
and has four corners." Galileo said, "The earth is ever refer an earnest reader to any other work. It 
round, and moves "-the most momentous proved must be borne in mind that this great work is a 
truth of the ages. This mighty pro1Jed fact was the sui gene:ris. None of the great Infidels who preceded 
" golden gate " to a vast ocean of truth, which is roll- him was fortunate enough to be e:B.abled to write 
ing and always will roll its surging billows over error from such a "coign of vantage" as was afforded by a 
and falsehood as they show themselvs on the sandy journey around our planet. His addresses, delivered 
beach of the centuries. right among the millions of Hindoos, are destined 

We claim that this mighty truth of Galileo has to permeate many minds and produce great effects 
been of uncounted value to the world. We also on those millions in the years to come. 
claim that every truth, no difference how infinitesimal, Space forbids us to further enumerate the virtues 
as it steps to the front and hides the falsity behind it, and deeds of the great truth seeker. His services 
is a pricele~s boon to mankind, and that every dis- were gigantic in the cause of reform. He is dead; 
coverer and gleP.uer, as he brings his glittering gem and it is proposed to honor his memory either by the 
of truth to the ;;urface, with absolute certainty bene- erection of a memorial building or the raising of a 
fits rtnd impels man in his onward progress and ulti- monument, or both, if the zeal of his friends should 
ma1 e goal, the infinit domain of right and reason. prove equal to his exalted merit. 

Cau anything be more true than these golden It is not our purpose to say a word calculated to 
words of Lord Bacon? "Yet truth, which only doth deter any one from doing something to honor him who 
judge itself, teacheth that the inquiry of truth, which is dead. But it does seem as though the day of 
is the love-making or wooing of it; the knowledge of monuments was past. They strike us as being as 
truth, which is the presence of it, and the belief of much a relic of barbarism as the rack or the thumb
truth, which is the enjoying of it, is the sovereign screw. Putting the dead, in their natural bodies, just 
good of human nature." What hav we to set oppo- as the breath left them, in a hole in the ground, to be 
sit this magnificent invocation ? A fact the most food for the elements and w()rms, in some lonely or 
momentous and melancholy that can well be imag- secluded spot, seems a monstrous and inhuman ab
ined. We hav in our land alone 70,000 men-men of surdity, unwortlly a real civilization. And after this 
education, of intelligence, of refinement, many of is done, the next folly is to pile up either in large or 
them of great erudition, occupying as many pulpits, small quantities a mass of granit or marble, to be 
who proclaim week in and week out, in season and gazed at occasionally, and finally, after a few years, 
out of season-what? "That the belief of truth is to crush and crumble and disappear. Think of the 
the sovereign good of human nature?" Not at all. vast sums that hav been spent to build costly manu
Their learning, their "logic," and their vast influ- ments to the memory of the uncounted dead! And 
ence are wielded to cramp the human intellect and where are they? How little real good does it do, and 
befog the reason with arguments built upon the bar- what a failure they are to confer an immortality! To 
ren strand, praying and beseeching that all men should a man who has written a great book, it looks to us 
cast it off as a thing of no moment, and bathe in that like a superfluity to pile up marble to aggrandize his 
wretched mud-puddle called faith 1 all the while up- reputation. 
holding Jehovah, a bloody deity of the barbarous In these days of printing, the cunning types that 
Jews; his son, Jesus Christ, a pure :figment of the transfix the thought of a man, if the thought be 
imagination; his mother, a goddess evolved by the worthy of retention, is a far grander mausoleum than 
Catholic church, whose character is sought to be re- the one composed of dull, cold marble. Glimmerings 
moved from the domain of the questionable by the of these incongruities long ago passed through the 
invention of the Holy Ghost, a sort ofjactotum of the human mind. 
trinity; and the whole of their singular jumble curi- In the palmy days of Greece, one Atreus was a 
ously supplemented and rounded off by his majesty victor at the Olympic games. It was necessary to 
the devil, invited by common consent to take charge commemorate the triumph, and there were two ways 
of the fiery dominion, where thermometers are un- of doing it. One was to erect a statue, the other to 
necessary and ice-houses a superfluity. celebrate it in verse. The friends of the victor ap-

These appalling and unscientific untruths are the proached a poet of known reputation, and demanded 
targets at which, for many years, Mr. Bennett aimed the price for the article wanted. He answered, three 
his multitudinous and quivering arrows with a success mince. To this they replied that they could get a 
never surpa~sed by any champion of Freethought. statue for less money. He bade them do so, as he 
~orne reformers content themselvs with tiny shafts would sell his wares for no less. They went 
rlirected with ebildish timidity at the idols they wish away, but presently reti!Illed, and after much bar
to demolish. Sueh persons never overthrow any- gaining agreed to take his verses at his own figures, 
thinr,. Their teudenc1 iii! in the right direction, but 

1 
and this is what they obtained for their money; 

"It is not. mine, with forming hand, 
To bid a lifeless image stand, · 

Forever on its base; 
But fly my verses and proclaim, 
To distant lands, with deathless fame, 

That Atreus conquered in the rapid race." 

·Here we see how wisdom is always justified of her 
children. The statue wehld centuries ago hav been 
dissolved to dust, but the "verses" are to be read by 
the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER after a lapse of 
2,000 years, and in "distant lands," and with "death
less fame." 

But let the monument be built, and let us not fail 
to erect in the great city of New York a memorial 
building to Mr. Bennett. Let it stand as a beacon 
light in the cause of truth. Let it be an incen~iv to 
others to "go and do likewise." 

Let it enshrine his journal, THE TRUTH SEEKER, for 
ages to come. As long as man has need of help, or 
truth is to be disseminated, let its influence be spread 
abroad over the world. There is to me only one 
cause of regret. If this design is carried out (and it 
certainly ought to be), cremation has been so slow in 
commending itself to public approbation that Mr. 
Bennett's ashes can never be inurned within it, even 
if the memorial scheme is fully consummated. 

But let all be done that can be done. The build
ing can and ought to be erected, and that right 
speedily; and conspicuously in its front let· there be 
graven in the durable marble the name of DeRobigne 
Mortimer Bennett, the truth seeker. 

B. G. MoRRISON. 

Living to Love. 
This world is advancing with railroad speed along 

the track of truth, science, and civilization. The fet~ 
ters of superstition are being shattered, so that men 
and women may go free, improved intellectually and 
mechanically. But what avail unless we improve 
morally as well as advance intellectually? 

All Liberals, whether Materialists or Spiritualists, 
declare they earnestly desire to hasten the time when, 
freed from the blighting darkness of church creeds 
and contentions, the true spirit of brotherly and sis
terly love shall diffuse itself through the earth; 
when all shall do precisely unto others as they would 
be done by; when love and friendship shall walk 
hand in hand into the desolated garden of human 
happiness and eradicate the rank weeds of supersti
tion, bigotry, weakness, wickedness, and misery. 

But of what avail our intellectual freedom, unless 
while the mind expands the heart is enlarged? It is· 
idle bombast to vaunt our advance in Liberalism, 
science, and freedom of thought, yet in our daily life 
giv evidence of retrograding in tolerance, gentleness, 
mercy, and love. 

If the adoration of nature, and the study of her 
laws, do not enlarge our sympathies, elevate our 
aims, and prompt to greater love to our fellow-crea
tures; if it does not teach us to liv to love, instead 
of loving to liv, it fails in its great mission. ~ile 
we cannot go back to darkness and error, once hav
ing been brought to the light, yet let us not dare 
urge or induce any to come up to us on such a bleak, 
barren plane. 

The great father of Liberalism taught, " I believe 
in the equality of man, and that religious duty con
sists in doing justice, loving mercy, and endeavoring 
to make our fellow-beings happy." 

What a misnomer to apply the name Liberal to 
one who manifests bitter, bigoted, fanatical intoler
ance toward those who differ with him I Clothe such 
a one in the fabric of apparent Liberalism, and his 
true colors will show through the gauzy texture, as 
plainly as the face of the blackest female African 
through a white vail. 

None objects to a spirit of emulation between Ma~ 
terialists and Spiritualists as to who should prove the 
best and truest exponents of the great and glorious 
principles of true Liberalism. Let each giv his evi
dence, not in sharJ? thrusts, bitter taunts, or fierce 
defense of pet theories, but by a daily life of gentle
ness, mercy, and benevolence-living to love, culti
vating that love which engenders universal sympathy 
and mutual good feeling; that true love which binds 
soul to soul, without which we are but fragments of 
wretchedness driven about upon the billows of dis
cord and strife. 

The sun of enlightenment may cause the tree of 
wisdom to be covered with blossoms, but the frosts 
of bigotry and selfishness fall prematurely upon 
them, and no fruit can be gathered therefrom. 

Some of our Materialist and Spiritualist brothers 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER family always look at each 
other's little foibles through a telescope. They 
each think they are and really desire to be honest 
and impartial; and look at their own faults through 
the same instrument. Looking at the foibles and 
mistakes of others through the magnifying lens of 
the telescope, no wonder they are so fierce and loud 
in their outcry against such greatly magnified wrong. 
They apply the same telescope to their own faults, for 
they are each and all too honest to pretend they hav 
attained perfection-they leave such professions to 
Christians. But now reaJly, looking at their own 
faults through the telescope even, they are so very 
small, so infinitesimal, that honestly it must be a ca:p~ 
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tious spirit indeed that would mention them. How facts very emphatically changed my views in regard 
is this? Why, in looking at their own faults, they to the "coldness" and "barrenness" of my new faith, 
turned the telescope end for end, so that it dimin- and I now love it ·as a priceless treasure which I 
ished as much as before it magnified. would refuse to exchange for all the wealth of a Van-
. Use the telescope! and change it end for end every derbilt; and upon the facts which it teaches in regard 

time, ?nly, dear friends, let us reverse t.he. order. to man's destiny, I look as the source of serenest 
Examm our own f~ults through the magnify.mg end happiness and the greatest boon vouchsafed to man. 
an? our .opponents through the.othe~. Th~t Is really And so convinced am I of this belief and of the 
?emg L.Iberal, as well as professn~g ~Iberalism. That truths it teaches that my existence would be miser
IS c~y~ng out ~~e fir~t gr~at prmmple: " Put your- able indeed-verging on madness-if I believed my 
s~lf m his place. It IS domg to others as you would fat~ in the futn:e might possibly be immortality, im
like they should do to you. plymg a conditiOn of forced eternal existence whether 

Here is God-here is man. If the latter necessi
tates a creator and designer, then the former, being 
by far the more wonderful creature, of course necessi
tates. a creator also . 

If because, as yet, we do not know the precise 
method of nature in producing man, is a logical rea
son why we should deny Materialism, parity of rea
soning would most emphatically force us to deny 
God, because we do not know his origin! 

Let us all remember mutual forbearance and desirable or not. 
mutu.allove can alone secn:e us mutual pe~ce, mut.ual The kind decree of nature, "Thou must die," in 
happmes~, mutual prospent_Y!· and result m securmg my opinion, is infinitly more desirable and merciful 
mutual victory. over superstitiOn and error. than those terrible words would be, "Thou shalt 

If matter and force during an eternity cannot 
evolve man, surely the nothing existing prior to God 
could never hav evolved God. 

And if visible man necessitates a creator, like logic 
and reason imperativly demand for an actual real 
God a cause or creator also. 

If we thus hv to love, the dark clouds of envy and never die." 
~scord would be immediately dispersed, the light- (But my views upon this interesting subject I will 

But if our reason is contented by conceding that a 
God of whom we know absolutely nothing may be 
eternal and exist uncaused, is it not far more reason
able to concede that the universe, which is a fact to 
our senses and which at no time in the eternity of the 
past could possibly hav not existed, is eternal and con
tains within itself " the promis and potencies of all 
life?" 

mng of anger would never flash, the thunders of dis- embody in another letter.) 
cord would cease, th~ sky of hope .would be~ome Now, for the sake of argument (and perhaps to 
?lear, the sun of happmess would shme forth m all shield my ignorance) I will confess that we hav not 
Its glory, and the little soul's croak, " Stop my paper!" absolute knowledge ~oncerning the nature and true 
would be heard never more, never more. relations of matter and force, but I do insist that 

CHAS. B. REYNOLDS. assuming the existence of" deity" or minor individ-
-F-o-rc_e_o_r_V_o_l_it_i_o_n_. ual spirits, or "willcforce," back of any or all phe

nomena, not alone leaves the problem unexplained, 
but the explanation is an infinitly greater mystery 
added to the original problem. 

But if we concede God's self-existence on account 
of his invisibility, the startling paradox is revealed to 
us that invisibility or ignoxance-implying absence 
of knowledge--furnishes our sole proof or knowledge 
of God, while visibility or knowledge and proof of a 
God would instantly divest this God of his divine at
tributes, lower him to the level of man or other 
natural phenomena, and behold! he would then
cease to be God! 

To MRs. HEDDON: You are an intellectual woman. 
You do your own thinking. You hav outlived the 
myths and fables of the past which were accepted as 
truths simply because the Bible said so. You hav 
abandoned a blind faith in the traditional and super
natural, and now, in your opinion, base your belief 
upon fact and-logic and reason. 

Your last letter addressed to me in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER proves this my estimate of your intellectuai 
capacity. You no doubt desire to know the truth, 
the whole truth, but alas ! you are a--woman I 

This is the principal reason, strange as it may ap
pear, why you do not see the whole truth. Women, 
as a rule, are governed by their emotions, desires, 
prejudices, hopes, and fears, much more so than men, 
and your letter proves that you are no exception. 
Your "argument" concerning the "barrenness of 
Materialism," as you please to call it, proves it. 
Death is not desirable, therefore you believe that you 
willliv forever. You now enjoy life, health, youth, 
happiness, etc., and for this reason believe that you 
can enjoy these conditions in eternal bliss, pure and 
unalloyed, forever and ever. It is a terrible thing to 
die, therefore you believe that when you die you do 
not die. It is very aggravating to grow old, wrinkled, 
and gray, therefore if one die, even at the age of a 
hundred, you believe we shall awaken again blooming 
into rosy manhood or womanhood, even as at the age of 
twenty or thirty, and behold during 10,000,000,000.-
000 of billions of ages or more remain in this state of 
eternal youth during all eternity. Infants dying will 
grow in the spirit world to be like youths and 
maidens; old men dying will be transformed into 
young men, but ever after that remain in a condition 
of eternal statu quo. You love your children, and be
cause "barren Materialism" says when you lose 
them " they are no more," you hate it and 1·efuse 
to accept the solemn fact. You dearly love your 
husband, his kiss and affectionate embrace; and be
cause of this enjoyment you believe that when all 
that which now constitutes your husband, when all 
that which enables him to see, hear, talk, think, walk, 
and to reciprocate your love; when all that which 
givs him outline and form, and every grain which 
makes him a man, is laid away six feet under the 
sod, and every particle mingled again with soil and 
plants and flowers; when, in short, his form is abso
lutely annihilated, you think your husband, with 
identical functions and capacities, will stillliv in the 
spirit world, and meet and embrace you without this 
form of flesh and blood, just as affectionately as with 
it. You desire sunshine and flowers, and you believe 
sunshine and flowers are continuous in heaven. You 
love the beautiful summer time, and, of course, scorn 
the idea of snow and ice, of wind and storm, " up 
there." You hate rattlesnakes and love birds, and 
behold ! you banish the former, and in happy visions 
hear the merry song of thousands of golden-winged 
songsters, who in "heaven," of course, also never die. 
You know cooking, washing, dressmaking, etc., to be 
very menial labor, and you believe that spirits are 
clothed in spotless robes of purest white, and that 
these never require the applicationofsoap and water; 
that spirits never eat, and their garments are fur
nished them by God or other spirits, by miraculous 
process of materialization. 

There is one thing above all others which your let
ter again demonstrates-that wishes and aspirations 
may and do furnish the secret mot.ivs or causes for 
the popularity and diffusion of the spiritual belief in 
large proportion; but this charge of egotism and 
selfishness, as a factor in fashioning his belief, can 
never be preferred against the Materialist. His 
motto is, Truth, no matter where it leads ! 

I also was once a fervent Christian. I then thought, 
as you now think, that Materialism was "barren and 
cold," but overwhelming proofs and convictions, in 
spite of hopes, and desires, and " proofs," and " cir
cles," etc., forced me to accept the truth. But fur
ther thought and fearless application to discover 

Of all mysteries, none so profound, none so over
whelming, none so entirely prostrates·the intellect of 
man, none so bafil.es his reason, and none leaves him 
intellectually so pitifully helpless as the idea of spirit. 
Nothing in the universe is so utterly unthinkable, 
undefinable, and out of reach of the senses and .un
derstanding as these· much-talked-of, universally
believed-in ghosts. If real, their existence and that 
of the supreme ghost is indeed miraculous and su
pernatural. 

You affirm Materialism to be "out of harmony with 
all the analogies of nature." 0£ course you did not 
mean that, as Materialism is the science and philoso
phy of nature. Unravel the most intricate meshes of 
the vast system of nature, fathom its most hidden 
mysteries, and when finally the great cosmos shall be 
as plain as A, B, C, to the understanding of man, this 
science will then, and not till then, be complete. 

Materialism is not simply the philosophy and sci
ence of matter, but also of force, of the total modus 
operandi pervading all nature and cosmic existence. 
Materialism is boundless, unlimited, capable of in
finit expansion, and whatever revelations and discov
eries may be made in the future, the broad and vast 
field of this august science will embrace them all. 
All is the synthesis of Materialism; outside of it, 
nothing. 

Prove and demonstrate the existence of the deity 
you yet worship, and Materialists will welcome this 
new truth as cheerfully as they would the discovery 
of any other important fact. It has ample and un
limited room for all truth and is ever desil·ous to wel
come it. Prove and establish the existence of spirits 
-divine or human, pre-natal or post-mortem-and it 
will joyfully reach forth its hands to welcome them 
within its portals. It has room for all facts, all truths. 
Because a deity proven, a God seen, a supreme 
spirit made clear to our senses, would instantly by 
such process lose their supernatural attributes, de
scend from their mystic throne of immateriality, and 
forthwith assume the outline and form of natural be
ings; and then, of course, be entitled to their re
spectiv places of power in the great arcana of nature. 
And no Materialist would then ignore or deny them. 

And in this we discover the terrible illogic of 
Spiritualists, that they will persist in investing the in
visible nothing with powers and potencies capacitat
ing it, him, or them to accomplish all, which they in 
their ignorance assume matter and force cannot do. 
And also their incapacity to "handle" the subject, 
which prevents their seeing that some objections still 
exist, that the problem is even infinitl;y more compli
cated by assuming the existence of spirits than be
fore. 

As this letter has again assumed larger proportions 
than I intended, I can only briefly respond to your 
minor points. 

Matter exists prior to its attributes, only as a body 
exists prior to its shadow, as matter prior to its form, 
essence prior to its flavor, or a rose prior to its per
fume; it is practical co-existence. 

The forces prevading matter are far more numer
ous than you seem to be aware of, and by no means all 
"like the force which moves our arm," and whic:Q. 
proceeds from "will." What" will" isit which, "when 
myriads of atoms are drawn together" and hav formed 
a beautiful woman, after death causes this lovely form 
to dissolve into a foul and putrid mass of living 
worms and fluids? Or what has volition to do with 
the growth of a tumor or cancer? The explosion of 
cannon or boiler? Will you please cite one natural 
phenomenon produced by causes outside rf the animal 
organism which indicates or proves design or will? 

You affirm Materialism to be" out of harmony with 
all the analogies of nature." The opposit is true. All 
knowledge, all experience, all records, all history, 
point emphatically to the destructibility of all inui
vidual forms, whether in tbe shape of man, beast, 
tree, rock, world, sun, or s:ystem. All forms hav a be
ginning-all must end. !!'ot' one single analogy in 
nature which demonstrates the indestructibility of 
forms-outside of the ultimate atom-! will present 
an elegant gold watch and chain, and for proof of 
one "immortal soul," throw in my jewelry store. 

Rochelle, Ill. OTTO WETTSTEIN. Individual human spirits, seen, understood, tangi
ble, real, and "demonstrable in court," also would in
stantly be welcomed by us as duly entitled to recog- THE North Ame1·ican Review for October presents an attractiv 
nition as all other entities, beings, or phenomena. table of contents. Senator N. P. Hill writes of "Gold and 
No one would deny them. Materialism welcomes Silver as Standards of Value," and maintains that silver 
all; because all existence is Materialism. should be coined as well as gold, not for the purpose of in

flating the currency, neither in the interest of the silverIt is unlike all other isms, sciences, or philosophies. 
It alone embraces within itself all minor isms in. mining industry, but for the broader and more equitable pur

pose of preserving uniformity in the value of metallic money, 
grand integration-one stupendous, glorious Uni- and of preventing such contraction of the volume of money 
versology. as would produce financial disabter. In "Some Aspects of 

Submitting Spiritism to like analogies of logic and Democracy in England," A. V. Dicey makes clear t9 the 
reason as you do Materialism, what are its compara- American reader how it is that, while all the forms of mon
tiv merits and degree of reasonableness? archy and aristocracy persist in Britain, the democracy, or, 

On the one hand we hav an absolutely unthinka" in other words, public opinion, absolutely controls the action 
ble, incomprehensible God to account for (whose of the government. Under the title of "Co-operativ Distri
origin and existence is based solely upon a book bution," the heretical Dr. R. Heber Newton givs an instructiv 
which you and all other thoughtful minds hav con- historical sketch of the rise, progress, and fluctuations of co
signed to realms of fiction long ago), but who is rep- operativ merchandizing in the United States during the past 
resented as infinitly greater than man, but who fifty years. Prof. W. Boyd Dawkins writes a most valuable 
came from-nothing I On the other hand, we hav paper on "Early Man in America," which we last week took 
the harmony and beauty of nature, culminating in the liberty to transfer to our columns. The possibility of "As
the production of man to account for; but here we tronomic!ll Collisions," whether of the fixed stars with one 
hav an infinit, eternal aggregation of sul:>tle matter another, or of comets with the sun, the earth, or the other 
and force to seek a solution from. On the one hand planets, is considered by Prof. C. A. Young. Moncure D. 

Conway discourses learnedly, nnrl at the same time most en• 
we hav the overwhelming mystery, infinitly more pro- tertainingly, upon the "Saini P,ttrick l'!Iytb." Van Buren 
found and startling than all else-God-to account Denslow, well-known to the readers of THE TnUTH SEEKEn, in 
for, with not an inch of ground to stand upon, a sin- an article on "Board of Trade Morality," makes a vigorous 
gle particle of matter to make "him" out of. On defense of the practices of the Corn Exchange, anrl in partie· 

d all ular replies to the strictures of :i\ir. Henry D. Lloyd, con
the other hand we hav man, an a now gener Y ac- tained in the Review for August. Frederic Harrison contrib· 
cepted theory which logically demonstrates that he utes an articlP, invaluable to the historical student, on 
has developed from lower animal orga11ism; this lead- "Histories of tile French Revolution." Finally, the Rev. 
· t th t t' 1 f 1 bl th E. E, Hale presents an inventory of the volnme awl clistrih1t. mg us 0 a compara IVy ar esser pro em- e t' f "S . 1 F · th u "t 1 8 t , p bl" •. ..., . . · b l f i' · lOll o OCI<\ orces m e Dl e< ta es. n lSueu at 
ongm of the pnmary germ, or t e eva u IOn 0 llJ- 30 L•lf••yette Place !:{ uw York. S5.00 a ~ear, 50 ceuts a !!lllJ.l• 
organic into organic matter or forms. l l.lt:r, ' ·· ~ 
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The National Liberal League Congress. 
The seventh annual Congress of the National Lib

eral League began its session at Freie Gemeinde 
Hall, Milwaukee, on the forenoon of the 21st ult. .A.n 
organization was effected shortly after 10 o'clock, 
when T. B. Wakeman, of New York city, president 
of the League, was called to the chair. T. C. Leland, 
the secretary of the national organization, officiated 
in that capacity for the Congress. Mr. Wakeman 
opened the business of the session with a few brief 
remarks, in which he outlined the drift and object of 
the League. 

He said that he felt grateful to friends in Milwaukee, who 
had decorated the hall wherein they were assembled, and 
that their kindness and forethought entitled them to confi
dence. Milwaukee, he suggested, was a living example of 
American art and enterprise. By a singular coincidence the 
Milwaukee Exposition, which espouses material progress, was 
in progress jointly with the session of this Liberal League. 
All art and science show that the development of human life 
and society is forwarded by the knowledge of things and ele
ments as they exist. No one now thinks of returning to the 
primitivstick formerly used as a plow, nor of substituting the 
camel in place of the railroad. The press and the telegraph 
are prominent factors in advancing the cause of liberality. 
All these modern developments show the progress of the 
time in matters outside of theology, while the latter still 
claims a sort of authority over society by a system appropri
ate to the ideas of 2,000 years ago. "Is it not time," here 
asked the speaker, "to drop these old ideas and get at the 
living present, by running our educational institutions ac
cording to some better .principle than the exploded thought 
of antiquity?" He continued: Its advocates are not only be
hind the age, but they pretend they can do what they never 
can accomplish. In contrast with Milwaukee's exhibition of 
art and manufactures, they hav in Chicago an exhibition of 
superstition. A man thinking himself an evangelist was 
holding forth to crowds. The Liberals had been there, and 
now the mummies had taken possession. The speaker read 
an extract of one of Moody's sermons, and then insisted on 
the secularization of the state, so that the church shall cease 
to control the schools, the legislatures and courts. He was 
opposed to farming out the various Indian tribes to chaplains, 
and making "belief" a qualification to hold office. Above 
all he insisted on the freedom of the press, freedom of speech, 
and freedom of the mails. To accomplish these things, the 
League proposes a more general secular scientific education 
in place of that obtruded by theology. He argued that it 
needs no miracle to account for all natural phenomena. The 
League's principal success had been as an educator. Did it 
not exist, God would be put in the Constitution next year. 
To prevent anything like that the speaker appealed to Lib
erals everywhere to organize, combine, and learn to respect 
their own opinions as well as express them. He was con
vinced that they were to become a power, and be the founda
tion of advanced science and Liberal thought. 

.A. committee on credentials was then appointed, 
consisting of T. C. Leland, of New York; E . .A.. 
Stevens, of Chicago, and Max Grossman, of Milwau
kee. Mrs. H. S. Lake was elected assistant secre
tary. 

Secretary Leland then proceeded with the reading 
of letters of regret from the following prominent 
Liberals: H. L. Boyes, of Seward, Neb.; B. F. Hy
land, of Corvallis, Or.; Wm . .A.llen, of Montpelier, 
Ind.; Edward F. 1\!l:unn, of Hooper, Davis county, 
Utah, and W. H. Herndon, of Springfield, Ill. 

Mr. Munn, in his communication, referred to Mor
mondom as a hierarchy that must be met and op
posed by Liberals as striving for religious power. W. 
H. Herndon, Abraham Lincoln's old law partner, 
wrote an interesting letter conce1·ning his published 
statements of the martyr president's life, character, 
and belief. 

"Gath," the correspon<lent, had interviewed one 
Milton Hay, an acquaintance of Herndon, relativ to 
the latter's motiv in speaking freely about his old 
law partner, and his religious inclinations, etc. 
" Gath" fabricated to such an extent that Mr. Hay 
published a denial of certain things he is represented 
as saying of Herndon. The latter, after offering 
greeting in his letter to the League, says: 

By the way, did you see an article from "Gath " flying 
around in the papers, giving me the devil? Hay, the man
Milton Hay, of this city-who was interviewed at Saratoga by 
" Gath," has been forced to come out in our city papers flatly 
denying the truth of the account and the treachery of 
"Gath." Hay does me justice as far as he wisely can. Pru
dence is an institution in this world, you know. If I can find 
a copy of Hay's letter I'll send it to you at Milwaukee or New. 
York. May I say to you that Gath's letter is false in every 
particular where I am mentioned, or the subject of it? I am 
never in this world to be forgiven for speaking the truth 
about Lincoln, his character, his mind, nature, religion, etc. 
Blind, infatuated hero-worshipers-Christians-those in 
whom superstition and the dregs of fetichism still cling, hate 
me terribly. I think I must hurt 'em, or they would not be 
eternally fighting or libeling me. Enough. Use my name as 
you hav done if I can be of any service to the cause to which 
you and I are in this life warmly united. 

The secretary also read the credentials of the Union 
of Radicals of Milwaukee, a distinct organization 
from the Liberal League, but with the same objects 
in view. .A. brief discussion ensued as to the pro
priety of admitting them with full powers to partici
pate, act, and vote in the proceedings, one or two in
clining to the theory that the League's constitution 
did not permit it. On motion of Mr. Stevens, of 
Chicago, however, the delegates of the Milwaukee 
Radicals were unanimously admitted with full power 
to join in the deliberations. It was Mr. Stevens's ex
pressed belief that the Union of Radicals stood as 
high in connection with Freethought as the League. 

.A.n adjournment was then taken to 2 o'clockin the 
afternoon, the Committee on Credentials to confer in 
the mean time with all the delegates in attendance. 

Annual members of the League were granted the platforms proposed. He claimed the Socialistic ideas 
privilege of voting, same as League delegates. wholly impractical in view of the modern line of 

.A. selection of standing committees resulted in the thought, and advised that before the Congress decide 
following choice: Committee on Business, R. .A.. to engage in a separate political movement, they con
Shilling, C. W. Woodworth, Dr. Juliet H. Severance, sider where the money was to come from to organize 
Max Grossman, and Dr. Hastings. Committee on a new party. In all his experience Liberals said one 
Resolutions, E. .A.. Stevens, George Chainey, H. S. thing and acted another when money was required. 
Lake, C. H. Boppe, and 0. Childs. Committe on On motion, it was decided to bring the matter to a 
Officers, John Steves, .A.. B. Severance, Samuel Field- focus by adopting a resolution deciding to take po
en, Daniel Davis, and M. J. Kremer. The receipt litical action. Mr. Stevens submitted a document 
of communications from outside organizations being giving the replies of Liberals representing the differ
in order, Max Grossman, representing the Union of ent states, concerning the advisibility of engaging in 
Radicals, presented a lengthy communication from independent political action. The replies were al
that body, which was enthusiastically received. The most unanimous for a new party, and scarcely any 
communication was referred to the Committee on were in favor of amalgamating with either of the old 
Resolutions, and the committee instructed to report political parties. 
at the evening meeting. Several special committees Mr. Kramer, of Chicago, was in favor of organized 
appointed at the last congress to look after important and independent political action. He deprecated the 
matters, among which was the management of Girard chair's remark to the effect that the spirit which pre
College, are to be looked after by the Business Com- vailed in the platforms submitted was largely im
mittee of the present Congress, and a report obtained portei from German Socialistic thought. Regarding 
if possible. .A. vote of thanks was tendered members himself, he was ready and willing to adopt any and 
of the Union of Radicals for their appearance and all truths, no matter from what country they came. 
expressions before the Congress through Mr. Gross- Max Grossmann considered it impracticable to or-
man. ganize a new party at present. He would hav a plat-

President Wakeman at this time announced that form adopted simply for the purpose of disseminating 
Charles Watts, one of England's favorit Liberal work- Liberal thought. · 
ers, was present, and invited the gentleman to the F. F. Follet, of the lllinois League, reviewed the 
platform. .A.s Mr. Watts appeared upon the platform history of past efforts in the political field for the 
he was greeted by enthusiastic cheers from the dele- past seven years, and denied that during that entire 
gates and visitors. He addressed the assemblage for time one iota of influence was gained by the League 
but a moment, explaining that he would not impose with either of the old political parties. He favored 
upon the time which was being devoted to business. the idea of a new party. 
It was a pleasure to him, coming as he did from far- W. F. Peck questioned the practicability of a new 
away England, to meet those who were breathing the party with such an all-embracing platform. He 
same inspirations on prominent topics of the day, thought that the League would rather go out of its 
one of which was Liberalism. The meeting was for way in entering the political field. It was the edu
the purpose of achieving many practical results, one cational interests that ought to be considered first. 
of which would be the alleviation of American woe. Robert Schilling made a ringing speech in favor of 
He believed that the destruction and entire overthrow a new party. He said he was almost horrified to see 
of all phases of superstition and the obliteration of reformers get up and talk about a money considers
that cloud which has so long been a barrier to uni- tion, when every true reformer that ever lived was 
versal happiness, were things soon to be. Following ever willing to giv his all for his cause. 
Mr. Watts's remarks a motion .was carried adjourning Mrs. Ames, of Chicago, spoke heartily in favor of 
the meeting until 8 o'clock P.M., in order to allow independent political action. She would educate and 
committees time to prepare reports. agitate. 

The evening session was given over to a discussion Mr. Boppe, a German editor of Milwaukee, fa-
of the question whether the League join either of the vored political action for the purpose of agitating the 
political parties or whether it ors-anize a separate principles of the League . 
body politic, based on the broad principles which the Mr. Fielden blandly remarked how "happy could 
members profess. The debate was upon the report he be with t'other dear chairman away." He strong
of a committee appointed at the annual convention ly indorsed an independent movement, and scorned 
held in St. Louis last year, for the very purpose of the money .considerations of Mr. Wakeman. 
considering the advisability of organizing a separate Mr. Leland was ready to warmly assist in the or
party, or supporting any of those now in existence. ganization of an independent party so soon as he had 
This report includes a platform and principles, with explained to him where the money was to come from. 
the motto, "Mental and Industrial Liberty." Pre- He said that the money so far contributed to the 
vious to engaging in the discussion of this subject, League movement wouldn't pay for so much as the 
the solo and chorus of the well-known song, "Pull rough board shanties for the polling booths on the 
for the Shore, Sailor," was rendered, changed to suit corners of the streets on election days in New York 
the occasion. city alone, to say nothing of printing and other ex-

President Wakeman then stated that in addition penses. Thereupon Mr. Schilling explained that in 
to the report of last year's committee, the paper from the West they didn't hav booths, and elections were 
the Milwaukee Union of Radicals would be consid- not necessarily so very expensiv. 
ered. Mr. Stevens, of the Committee on Credentials, Mr. Boppe again advocated political agitation as 
reported the following supplementary delegates: the :first point that should be held in view, and he 
Harry Hoover, of the Pittsburgh League; J. R. Kemp, would once more urge independent action for that 
of the Altoona, Pa., League-both gentlemen also very purpose. He did not consider money so very 
representing the Pennsylvania State League; John essential, since they would not seek office for spoils. 
Woffiington, Miss Susan Bidwell, and Mrs. Elizabeth Mr. Walker considered the majoriLy always behind 
Richards, of the Patch Grove, Wis., League; J. G. the minority. He maintained that advance should 
Kendall, an annual member of the National League. be made by educating the people. 

E . .A.. Stevens, as a member of the St. Louis com- E . .A.. Stevens was strong for political agitation. 
mittee, then read the "platform and principles" as He spoke for the majority report of the St. Louis 
adopted and recommended by them. When he came committee in a hearty manner, especially deprecating 
to the clause demanding the enfranchisment of the remark of Chairman Wakeman to the effect that 
woman the delegates in attendance applauded. After the ··report smacked of Germanism. Not German 
an introduction touching on matters in general, the himself, he was unable to conceive of such a thing. 
report proceeds to giv a "New Declaration of Inde- But if he knew anything at all, he was aware that 
pendence," whereupon follows the platform of polit- Germany was the schoolmaster of the world. He 
ical and secular demands. On motion the report was strongly and eloquently urged decided action. 
unanimously received and placed on the table for dis- The hour being late, the Business Committee was 
cussion. called upon to report. Having done so, it was re-

E. C. Walker, representing the minority of the solved to accord a continuation of the discussion prec
same, read a report dissenting from a few radical edence in the following day's proceedings. The 
declarations and demands as they exist in the re- meeting then adjourned. 
port of the majority. It was received with the un- .A.t 9:45 o'clock Saturday morning the second day's 
derstanding that it be considered in connection with session of the League was called to order by Presi
the majority report. dent Wakeman. The desks of the president and sec-

On motion by R. Schilling, Max Grossman- read retary presented an attractiv appearance from an 
again the resolutions submitted by the Milwaukee abundance of bouquets which had been prepared by 
Union of Radicals, for the benefit of those who were lady members of the congress. The attendance of 
not in attendance at the afternoon session. delegates, together with visitors, was very good. 

W. J. Gorsuch, chairman of the Committee on Po-
Robart Schilling suggested that the various reports litical Action, made the following report: 

be referred to the Committee on Resolutions, which 
was discussed after the motion had been seconded. At the sixth annual congress of the National Liberal 
G . League, held in St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 29th to Oct. 2d, 1882, 

entlemen deemed It unnecessary to refer the mitt- your committee was appointed with instructions to correspond 
ter back to the committee, who disagreed. It was with labor and labor-sympathy organizations, with the in
finally decided to first ascertain from the spirit of the tention, if said l.abor bodies favored united political action 
Congress whether the political arena should be en- and your committee was indorsed by the Board of Manage
tared or not. ment, to later call a national convention. In pursuance of 

such instructions, your committee formulated the accompany-
Mr. Wakeman now explained that the matter of in- ing declaration and platform, and submitted the same to the 

augurating a political party was an old one before Board of Management. In the mean time the "grand old 
the Congress, having come up from year to year. He Democratic party" had scored victories in New York and 
d'd Massachusetts, and your president and secretary, through 

1 not sympathize with the spirit of the class of the columns of Man, the organ and property of the National 
philosophy that appeared paramount in the several Liberal League, repudiated the idea of forming a new radical 
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party and advocated affiliation with the Democrats. Such 
being the case the hands of your committee were tied. It 
could not mo~e except by entering into conflict with your 
chief officers. It did not feel like taking so much responsi
bility UJ?On itself, and therefore concluded to attempt no fur
ther actron till the Seventh National Congress convened. 

The presentation of this report was the signal for 
opening the discussion abandoned at adjournment 
from the previous meeting, upon the question of po
litical action. President Wakeman called Dr. Juliet 
Severance to the chair. Upon taking the floor, Mr. 
Wakeman said he wished to make a brief explanation. 
One of the first principles of Liberalism, he said, is to 
make fair statements. Never flinch from stating opin
ions frankly, which course he ever followed; in so 
doing he, no doubt, at times stepped upon some
body's toes. Friday night he had made certain ref
erences to the Liberal element among the Germans, 
which had been wrongly construed. He desired that 
the wrong idea be corrected. After making due ex
planation, he proceeded to express himself on the 
question of the previous meeting, that of the League 
taking political action. He was desirous of taking 
such action, but care should be taken in the manner 
in which it be done. An attempt to turn the League 
into a political party then and there would prove 
ruinous. The proper way, he thought, would- be to 
call a convention at the close of the present congress, 
making the same of a wider and more general nature 
than the congress, and there organize. If the new 
party is formed, he believed, there are many outsid
ers ready to join its ranks. The party now in power 
is controled by churches, and is a barrier to any lib
eral legislation. He would throw votes to the candi
dates who would help the League's voice to be heard 
and giv its principles recognition. He thought it 
" best to now put out the projected platform, and 
during the next year endeavor to get all we can to 
stand with us." While he might vote for the Demo
cratic candidate, he would not affiliate with the Dem
ocratic party. He only wanted to use the Democratic 
club to knock out the Republican brains, if there 
were any brains left. The Liberal party must come 
step by step, and not all at one jump. · 

Mr. Leland explained concerning the report by 
Mr. Gorsuch, and asked if there had ever been a 
meeting by that political committee. 

Mr. Stevens: No; but there was correspondence 
between the members. 

Mr. Leland: The board of management never 
heard of any meeting nor of any action by that com
mittee as a committee. This so-called "declaration 
and platform" was sent to us by Mr. Stevens some 
four or five months after the last Congress, and we 
took it to be simply an expression of his individual 
views. It was not signed by the committee. It no
where intimated, nor did Mr. Stevens intimate, that 
it was the result of action by the committee, and we 
hear to-day for the first time that it was meant to 
be so taken. 

F. F. Follet, illinois, said that the plan for a later 
convention for organization is an old -one, and that 
the agitation of forming the proposed political party 
has been going on for years. The question should 
now be, Shall the agitation be kept up, or shall a new 
course of action be adopted ? Delegates were in that 
Congress to perform an important work, and the po
litical matter should be well attended to. He had 
traveled through illinois for years, and had there 
found hundreds who were "Liberals on the quiet," 
but who, for all the agitation that had been going on, 
had never heard of the Liberal League. Thousands 
of voters hav become disgusted with the conduct of 
the two great political parties, and hav quit going to 
the polls at all. "To such," said Mr. Follet, "I 
would say, 'Don't do it, for by neglecting to vote 
you are delivering the country into the hands of 
thieves.'" Mr. Follet then spoke upon the subject 
of woman's rights, declaring it to be the belief of 
Liberals that the time has come when the ladies of 
this country should hav a voice in the affairs of the 
land. 

Dr. Hastings, who followed, stated that he did not 
believe that the ballot-box could be relied upcn as a 
remedy for the evils from which the people were suf
fering. Too many petty considerations were looked 
to by the average voter to permit of any attention 
being given the cause of Liberalism. 

H. C. Boppe thought it advisable for the Liberal 
League to co-operate with one of the grea:t political 
parties of the day. 

A. Risk, of Iowa, believed the Liberal cause to be 
working admirably, generally, and knew it to so be 
in his state. Great care should be taken to not load 
it too heavily at this time, so that it will become top
heavy, and thereby be injured. There is an under
current in its favor, and Liberals should be careful 
not to direct that current in another direction. 

the political parties of the day. Referring to the 
v~o.us subjects embodied in the League's proposed 
poht1cal platform, and the danger of overloading, as 
had been suggested, Mr. Gorsuch said that the per
son who could not comprehend and fall in sympathy 
with the principles of the Liberal party, as there set 
forth, could and did not understand the first princi
ples of Liberalism. _ Relativ to the possession of lands 
by the American people he said that there was not 
one inch of land on this continent that is in reality 
honestly owned by the occupant. It was all taken 
possession of at the point of the sword. The Liberal 
League now has a grand opportunity of being the 
party of the future. The Abolition party, by its great 
war, had only freed 3,000,000 blacks. The Liberal 
party has the opportunity of making free 50,000,000 
whites. If the League's only object is to circulate 
Freetbought literature, it has no business in the po
litical arena. But it is understoed that the object of 
the League is of a political nature, and such being 
the case, a firm, open stand in that direction should 
be made. 

E. A. Stevens, taking the floor, said that he was 
astonished that President Wakeman, so true a Lib
eral, should insinuate that man develops and matures 
as does a flower; that man is not capable of consult
ing his own mind and acting promptly. He had a 
different opinion, and believed that now is the time 
to form a new Liberal party, with a platform broad 
and clear. Referring to the present condition of 
affairs in this country, he said that the government is 
not an aristocracy or a monarchy, but just what the 
people make it or permit it to be. Railroads and 
capital control both parties of the day, and a party 
entirely free from such influences is demanded. The 
Committee on Resolutions, of which be was a mem
ber, had important matters to present, and he hoped 
that the same would be indorsed by the Committee 
on Political Action, and adopted by the Congress. 
Mr. Stevens then read such parts of the committee's 
report as referred to political matters, the whole of 
which we print here: 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS. 
MR. PRESIDENT, AND DELEGATES: Your Committee on Reso

tions respectfully report the followin~: 
WHEREAS,_ Under all climes, humamty presents little more 

than a spectacle of ruin, misery, and antagonism, resulting 
from the rule of force, founded or abetted by systems of the
ology, it is the paramount duty of Liberals to destroy these 
false systems, and supplant them by the truth: 

Resolved, That a priesthood of "divine lawgivers" hav be
come an obstacle to reason, common sense, and social prog
ress, and are a constant menace to democratic or republican 
institutions, and the National Liberal League hereby de
clares the same relentless war against their blighting, fabu
lous theology as they hav declared and waged against the liv
ing truths of science; therefore, 

We dernand, That all churches and ecclesiastical property 
be no longer exempt from taxation; that all chaplaincies over 
the army, navy, or institutions supported by the public, be 
abolished; that all appropriations for educational institutions 
of a sectarian character shall cease. 

We demand, That the use of the Bible, and all religious 
services of a sectarian character, shall be prohibited. 

We demand, That affirmation be substituted for judicial 
oaths, and that all laws enforcing the observance of Sunday 
as the Sabbath shall be repealed. 

We demand, That appointments by public officials of relig
ious festivals, fasts, or days of prayer, being unconstitu
tional, shall cease. 

We demand, That our entire political system shall be ad
ministered in harmony with the Constitution; that all legal 
encroachments, looking to the enforcement of "dhristian " 
morality, or abridging the freedom of speech, press, or mails, 
be abrogated, and that all changes necessary to place our 
government on a purely secular basis shall be consistently, 
unflinchingly, and promptly made. . 

We further resolve, That the New Era, which Liberalism is 
pledged to inaugurate, proclaims the universal republic of 
man, based upon the continuity and solidarity of the human 
race. 

Resolved, That, as science establishes the unity of the origin 
of mankind, and thus leads to the logical deduction of the 
identity of human nature and human rights, we must neces
sarily advance toward a new social order or expression of 
scientific sociological truth, and this congress has outlined 
the changes and reforms which seem necessary to accomplish 
that result. 

Resolved, That this new scientific cosmogony leaves no 
room for the existence of the Christians' heaven and hell; and 
that in this republic of man, which is to supersede the king
dom of God, the innocent Jesus will not be permitted to bear 
the sins of another. 

Resolved, That we recognize the Liberal press as the life of 
the Liberal cause, and that we earnestly recommend to the 
patronage of the friends of reform such papers as THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, the Banner of Light, Boston Investigator, Radical Re
view, Spiritual OJ!"ering. Man, Der B'reidenker, Der Reformer, 
Mind and Matter, The Word, Th6 Universe, Liberty, and Lucifer. 

SUPPLEMENTARY. 
Resolved, That, as fellow-workers for the secularization of 

all governments, we tender to Charles Bradlaugh and his 
brilliant associate, Annie Besant, of England, our admiration 
and esteem for their heroic efforts to secure justice and es
tablish truth, not only in the British Parliament, but in ad
vancing the cause of liberty throughout the world. 

While strictly adhering to the principles so eloquently 
enunciated in the declaration of principles of former con
gresses of the National Liberal League, and while desiring to 
labor for their realization with every energy and all the means 
at our command, we are of the opinion that our immediate as 
well as our remoter aims will remain unattainable so long as 
legrslation is under the absolute control of one or the other of 
the existing incorrigible and corrupt party organizations, 
which are now without any principles whatever. 

and which demands liberty in religious, political, and social 
matters. 

We acknowledge that the aims and- reformatory demands 
embodied in the platform of the Union of Radicals are _Per
meated by the spirit of true republicanism and radicalism, 
and recommend them to the serious consideration of the local 
Leagues as well as to the Liberals of the whole country. 

The members of the National Liberal League should, indi
vidually and by the influence which they exert as an organi
zation, strive with every energy for the foundation of an in
dependent party which will uncompromisingly combat the so
called Republican and Democratic parties. 

Should such a new party be created, we recommend for 
adoption in its platform, aside from the well-known present 
aims of the National Liberal League, the following political 
and social reformatory demands: 

I.-POLITICAL. 
1. No " states' rights " to be upheld conflicting with the 

idea of the inseparable totality of the Union, or with the tenor 
of the Constitution and laws of the United States. 

2. Uniformity of the civil and criminal code, and of the law 
of procedure, throughout the whole territory of the United 
States. 

3. Equality of the rights of all citizens, without distinction 
of color, nationality, property, sex, or opinion on matters of 
religion. 

4. 'fhe right of the people-
( a). To recall legislativ assemblies, members thereof, or 

other officers elected directly. 
lb). To propose laws, or to demand the repeal of obnoxious 

ones. 
(c). To ratify or reject new laws enacted. 
Whenever a certain proportion of the registered voters to 

be designated by law, demand a popular vote on any of the 
above matters, it must be ordered within a certain time. 

5. Abolition of the " one man power" created in the form_ 
of the presidency of the United States, and the substitution 
of a revocable executiv council therefor. 

6. We demand that all moneys-paper, silver, or gold-be 
issued directly by the national government. 

7. No so-called temperance (prohibition) laws shall be 
passed. They are resultless measures of coercion against 
those at whom they are directed, and insulting restrictions of 
the personal liberty of those who do not need them. 

8. The designation of Sunday as the legal day for elections. 
U.-SOCIAL. 

1. Abolition of all monopolies and of institutions tending 
to create them. Public control of railroads and other cor
porations, and enactment of laws leading to their ownership 
and control by the people, so as to prevent them from be
coming engins of extortion or sources of public danger on ac
count of the political and social power they wield. 

2. The promotion of co-operativ associations with the aid 
of loans from public funds. 

3. National legislation in regard to industrial labor, cover
ing the following points: 

(a). The introduction of a normal day's work. 
(b). The untrammeled right of association guaranteed to 

laborers as well as all other citizens, so as to enable them to 
protect their own interests. 

(c). A system of statistical bureaus, the main duty of which 
shall be to collect data concerning the conditions of labor and 
productien, and to giv information and advice gratuitously. 

(d). The prohibition of continuous employment of children 
under fifteen years of age in factories, mines, and workshops 
to the detriment of their mental and physical development. 

(e). The sanitary protection of the laboring population, by 
regulations taking cognizance of the needs of the different 
ages and sexes, by a controling supervision of factories, and 
by inspection of dwellings and provisions. 

(f). The responsibility of the employer for accidents to em
ployees. 

4. The enactment of laws on the land question, providing 
for: 

(a). The discontinuance of all sales and grants of public 
lands, which are henceforth to be considered the inalienable 
property of the nation, to be intrusted only to actual settlers, 
under precautionary conditions, and in consideration of a 
reasonable rental tax. 

(b). Assistance to indigent colonists by loans from public 
funds under conditions of reimbursement. 

(c). The re-purchase by the governmGnt of all lands which 
are not brought under cultivation up to a certain time, at the 
original purchase price. 

5. National educational legislation, providing for gratui
tous instruction in all the public institutions of learning, 
which are to be made available to indigent youth by assist
ance out of public means. 

6. The gradual abolishment of all indirect taxes. All taxa
tion to be direct, and levied on income, heritage, and gifts at 
a progressiv (graduated) rate. 

No exemption from taxation to be allowed, except of the 
minimum requisit for the support of a family. 

7. Administration of justice free of cost. Laws and judi
cial documents to be drawn in a language simple and intelli
gible for the people. 

The officers of the Liberal League are authorized and re
quested to take all necessary steps and adopt adequate meas
ures for bringing about a movement in favor of the founda
tion of such a new party, and for instituting an effectiv agi
tation for the principles hereby expressed. 

E. A. STEVENS, 
C. HERMANN BOPPE, 
Mns. H. S. LAKE, 
0. CHILD, 

Committee on Resolutions. 

A motion of MI·. Schilling, that each section of the 
committee's report be taken up seriatim, was carried. 

Mr. Stevens explained that the report did not call 
for the formation of a new party, but was a declara
tion ·to cut aloof from the old parties. 

President Wakeman said that he was willing to 
take the committee's report, in whole, as the pro
jected platform of the Liberal Party of the country. 
When once so taken, it could be put before the people 
and explained step by step. 

Mr. Schilling stated his reasons for wanting the re
port taken up for adoption section by section. There 
were some things in it which he hoped would be 
changed. For j_nstance, he did not believe in making 
Sunday a day for holding elections. He also wanted 
a Greenback declaration embodied in the report. 

W. J. Gorsuch took the floor. He was radical for 
the formation of a party distinct from the old parties. 
Referring to the remarks of President Wakeman, he 
said if it be true that the Republican party is owned 
by the church, and that no favor can come to the Lib
erals through the same, it is equally true of the Dem
ocratic party, which is owned and controled by the 
Catholic church. Ignorance supports the church and 
the priest, and the church and priest in krn support 

We hold that the true Liberal should in future abstain from 
all aids and services for the benefit of parties which will ever 
remain hostil to the aims of the National Liberal League and 
all radical reformatory demands, and should labor for the 
creation of a new people's party which dares to avow princi
ples advocating the establishment of a democratic republic, 

At this point, Mr. Follet called attention to the 
fact that the League seemed about to adopt a politi
cal platform before it had decided whether or no to 
take any political. action at all, 

( ConclwJ~ 011 page tl37') 
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gj;ommunications. 

Paul's Fifth or Last Visit to Jerusalem. 
.Although Paul in his epistles nowhere alludes to a 

third visit to Jerusalem, much less a fourth or fifth, 
yet it is possible that he went there again after the 
second visit described by him in the epistle to the 
Galatians, which is supposed to be among his earliest 
letters. We will therefore presume a possible basis 
of fact in the detailed account in Acts of his last visit 
to that city: 

For "doers of evil," the Greek codices hav "men 
of the Sicarii." About A.D. 55 there sprang up a 
band of m~;~n in Judea called Sicarii. They pretended 
to be divinely inspired and were revolutionists. 
Jonathan the high priP.st was their :first victim, after 
which others were slain, ciriefly at the festivals . 
Governor Felix pursued and destroyed a great num
ber of them (Jos. War. ii., 13 § 3). Concerning the 
Egyptian Josephus says: 

"But there was an Egyptian false prophet that did the 
Jews more mischief than the former; for he was a cheat, and 
pretended to be a prophet also, and got together thirty thou
sand men [four thousand in Acts] that were deluded by him. 
These he led round about from the wilderness to the Mount 
of Olives, and was ready to break into Jerusalem by force 
from that place; and if he could but once conquer the Roman 
garrison and the people, he intended to domineer over them 
by the assistance of those guards of his that were to break 
into the city with him. But Felix prevented his attempt, and 
met him with his Roman soldiers, while all the people assisted 
him in his attack upon them, insomuch that when it came to 
a battle, the Egyptian ran away, with a few others, whilst the 
greatest part of those that were with him were either de
stroyed or taken alive; but the rest of the multitude were 
dispersed, every one to their own homes and there concealed 
themselvs" (Ibid. § 6). 

"And when we arrived at Jerusalem the brethren received 
us joyfully. And the next day, with Paul, we went unto 
James, when all the elders were with him" (xxi, 17, 18). 

Whether this was James the brother of Jesus or 
James the son of .A.lpheus, the surving apostle of that 
name, the writer of Acts does not inform us. But 
Paul speaks only of "James, our Lord's brother," 
and calls him, by implication, one of the apostles 
(Gal. i, 19). 

"And we [Gr. he] gave them salutation; and Paul [Gr. he] 
narrated to them with particularity what God had wrought 
among the gentiles by his ministry. And when they heard it 
they glorified God." 

Nearly twenty years before, according to the mar
ginal chronology, Simon Kepha had come up to Je
rusalem with the astounding revelation of salvation 
to the gentiles, and had convinced the apostles and 
brethren of the truth of that new revelation (xi, 18). 
Again, some ten years later a council was held at Je
rusalem to adjudicate the question, and after Kepha, 
Paul, Barnabas, and James had spoken, all in favor 
of taking in the gentiles without circumcision, it was 
unanimously so ordered and recorded (xv, 12-21). 
But now, after a further interval of eight or nine 
years, the spread of the gospel among the gentiles 
appears to be news to these same apostles and elders 
at Jerusalem ! 

"And they said to him: Our brother, thou seest how many 
myriads there are in Judea who hav believed; and these are 
all zealous for the law" (20). 

King James's Bible, as well as the Douay and the 
revised New Testament, has" thousands" instead of 
myriads. But the word is myriads in the Greek 
codices; it means tens of thousands, and so the writer 
meant to be understood. But neither the Romish 
priests at Rheims in 1582 nor the English Protestant 
divines at London in 1610, nor their successors in 
1880, dared to indorse this manifest falsehood of 
holy writ. 

"And it hath been told them, of thee, that thou teachest 
all th<:.> Jews tbat are among the gentiles to depart from Moses, 
by telling them not to circumcise their children, and not to 
observe the rites of the law. (What is it, then? A multitude 
must needs assemble.) Now, because they hav heard that 
thou hast arrived here, do thou what we tell thee" (21, 22). 

The above words in parentheses are taken from the 
Greek codices; the Syriac omits them. 

"We hav four men who hav vowed to purify themselvs. 
Take them and go and purify thyself with them, and pay the 
expense along with them, as they shall shave their heads; 
that everyone may know that what is said against thee is 
false, and that thou fulfillest and observest the law. As to 
those of the gentiles who hav believed, we hav written (and 
concluded that they observe no such thing save only) that 
they should keep themselvs from sacrifice and from whore
dom, and from what is strangled, and from blood" (22-25). 

The unimportant words in parentheses are in King 
James's version, but in none of the old MSS. 

The writer tells us that Paul did as the elders sug
gested. If so, it was a repetition of what the same 
writer says he did at Cenchrea several years before, 
and it is needless to comment again upon such an in
consistent anJ hypocritical act. 

At the end of the seven days of purification, Paul 
entered the temple, but he was recognized by the 
Jews from Asia, who became excited and cried out: 

"Men, sons of Israel, help. This is the man who teacheth 
in every place against our people and against the law and 
against this place, and he hath also brought Aramean; (Gr. 
Hellenes) into the temple and polluted this holy place. For 
they had previously seen with him in the city Trophimus the 
Ephesian, and they supposed that he had entered the temple 
with Paul" (28-29). 

"Trophimus I left sick at the city of Miletus," says 
~he writer of the second epistle to Timothy; which, 
1f true, would seem to contradict the writer of Acts. 
We do not know what to believe about Trophimus. 

"And the whole city was in commotion; and all the people 
assembled together ancl laid hold of Paul and dragged him 
out. of the temple; and instantly the gates were closed. And 
whrle th~ r;nult1tude were seeking to kill him it was reported 
to the chrha:ch of ~he cohort that the whole city was in up
roar. And rmmedrately he took a centurion and many sol
di~r.s, and they ran upon them. And when they sa'w the 
chrharch al?~ the soldiers the~ desisted from beating Paul. 
And the chrharch came up to hrm and seized him and ordered 
h~m to be bound with two chains; and he inquir~d respecting 
hrm, who he w.as and what he had done. And persons from 
the throng vomferated against him this thing and that. And 
because he could not, on account of their clamor, learn what 
the truth was, he commanded to conduct him to the castle. 
And when Paul came to the stairs the soldiers bore him along 
because of the violence of the people. For a great many 
p~ople followed after him and cried out, saying, Away with 
h1:U! And whe?. he came :r;.ear to entering the castle Pat1l 
sard to the chrharch: Wilt thou permit me to speak with 
thee?. ~nd he ~aid to him: Dost thou know Greek? [Gr., 
Hel/emsh geno~kets ?] ~t thou the Egyptian who before these 
days ruac1est msurrectron, andleadest out into the desert four 
thonsftnd wen, doers of evil" (30-38). 

Josephus again, in his "Antiquities," says: 
"Moreover there came out of Egypt about this time to 

Jerusalem, one that said he was a prophet, and advised the 
multitude of the common people to go along with him to the 
Mount of Olives, as it was called, which lay over against the 
city, and at the distance of five furlongq, He said further 
that he would show them from hence how, at his command, 
the walls of Jerusalem would fall down; and he promised 
them that he would procure them an entrance into the city 
through those walls, when they were fallen down. Now, 
when Felix was informed of these things, he ordered his sol
diers to take their weapons and came against them with a 
great number of horsemen and footmen from Jerusalem, and 
attacked the Egyptian and the people that were with him. 
He also slew four hundred of them and took two hundred 
alive. But the Egyptian himself escaped out of the fight, 
and did not appear any more" (Ant. xx, 8. § 6). 

The writer of Acts seems to hav drawn on Josephus 
for what he says about the Egyptian and the Sicarii. 

And here we beg the candid reader to note the re
markable fact that Josephus, who was 18 or 19 years 
of age when the Egyptian false prophet appeared out
side the walls of Jerusalem, takes not the slightest 
notice of this alleged later commotion about Paul, 
nor of any other event described in the New Testa
ment or early Christian literature, in which any apos
tle or disciple of Jesus Christ appears as an actor. 
How is it possible to interpret this absolute silence 
of the Jewish historian otherwise than as a negation 
of the whole story of the crucifixion, A.D. 29, or later, 
and of the propagation of Christianity in his own life
time? 

"And Paul said to him: I am a Jew, a man of Tarsus, a 
noted city in Cilicia, in which I was born; I pray thee suffer 
me to speak to the people. And when he permitted him 
Paul stood upon: the stairs and waved to them his hand; and 
when they were quiet he addressed them in the Hebrew, and 
said to them : (39, 40.) 

The Greek version says "Hebrew tongue." But of 
course that means the vernacular of Palestine, for the 
Hebrew language would hav been almost as unintel
ligible to the crowd as the Chinese or Gaelic. 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

Mr. Lacy Challenged .Again.-.A.u Open Letter. 
MR. F. D. LAcY, Sir: When I first read your very 

liberal proposition-to demonstrate the power of dis
embodied human spirits to write upon a slate-con
tained in your open letter to Elmina, published in 
THE TRUTH SEEKER of Aug. 25, 1883, I was faintly 
inspired with a hope that at last a waiting anxious 
public were to hav the benefit of a real bonafide trial 
of the spirits. I reasoned that an author of your 
prominence would not dare to make such a public, 
ostentatious proposition to a lady unless you meant 
to stand "square-toed" to the trial according to the 
terms and conditions proposed by yourself. But 
alas ! " 'twas ever thus from childhood's hour I've 
seen my fondest hopes decay." 

No sooner did Elmina accept than you played the 
crawfish-virtually backed out of your own proposi
tion by ignoring the proposed conditions, adjourning 
the trial to that indefinit "beautiful sometime." 

Here are the exact words quoted from your very 
equivocal letter published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of 
Sept. 15, Ul83: "I reserve the conditions under which 
this phenomenon is to be accomplished. I should beg 
to hav whatever time will best answer my convenience. 
Nor will I be willing to submit such a test to one 
trial, nor be confined to any special time!" It is 
evident Elmina must wait. " It may be for years, 
and it may be forever." Now, for the purpose of al
lowing you an opportunity to clear yourself, if you 
can, from the charge of flaunting your proposition in 
the face of Elmina simply because she is a woman 
whom you must hav known has no money of her own 
to try experiments with professional mountebanks, 
and assuming that you really believe that spirits of 
the dead can write upon a slate, according to the terms 
and conditions embodied in your open letter, I am led to 
make you the following proposition: If you will come, 
with any medium in the world, to Syracuse and ex
hibit in my presence the spirit phenomena you pro
posed in your open letter to show to Elmina, I will 
not ask your $500, but will reverse the order by pay
jug you $500 for your trouble. The :first day, not 

exceeding ten hours, I will devote to the trial gratu
itously. After that, should the spirits fail, I will sit 
with you or your so-called medium every day for four 
hours if you will pay me for my time, $20 for each sit· 
ting. I will guarantee, by depositing sufficient 
money in any bank in this city, to continue these sit· 
tings until the spirits (!)fairly win the $500, or you 
abandon the situation. 

Yours for the "Bottom Facts" concerning the 
science of Spiritualism, JoHN W. TRUESDELL. 

Syracuse, Sept. 20, 1883. 

Mrs. Slenker .Also .Anxious. 
DEAR FRIENDs: You hav read the letters in THE 

TRUTH SEEKER relating to my going North to see "in
dependent slate writing." Many hav been very 
anxious for me to go, and I am anxious myself to see 
something of the phenomena that are so rapidly mak
ing converts to the belief in a "summer-land" in the 
great beyond. My backer says he will still hold him
self good for my expenses to the amount of a hun
dred dollars on condition that the independent slate
writing is produced in my presence and that of one 
good witness. Now, I am wondering if among all 
the millions of believers there is none who will put 
up the hundred dollars for their side. Mr. Slenker 
will agree to my going so long as my expenses to 
New York or Boston and the fees at the seances are 
paid by believers or non-believers, and probably a 
hundred dollars will cover. these. 

Other incidental expenses I'll pay myself if friends 
will kindly order of me books and papers as per ad· 
vertisment in THE TRUTH SEEKER. Full particulars 
will be given of all attempts to see the phenomena, 
in THE TRUTH SEEKER. I shall not be able now to 
start till April or May, so we hav plenty of time to 
arrange matters. ELMINA D. BLENKER. 

Snowville, Va., Sept. 23, 283. 

Bacon's Christianity. 
[The subjoined article was found in an old book at 

a bookstall in Fulton street, this city.] 
The London Tract Society has published Bacon's 

"Character of a Christian Believer," in which, in 
thirty-four seeming paradoxes and contradictions, 
Bacon sums up the cardinal maxims of Christianity. 
The London Athenamm says, in reference to this 
pamphlet, that in one remarkable paper, Bacon has 
drawn up the character of a Christian believer, in 
which he presents, under the boldest forms of con
tradiction, the dogmas of our creed. It is a sort of 
proof exercise of genius-a paper to rouse attention, 
to stimulate thought, to compel inquiry. As this 
document is one of the least known, perhaps, of 
Bacon's compositions, we shall venture to quote its 
articles entire. They are called, "The Characters of 
a Believing Christian," in paradoxes and seeming 
contradictions, and are thirty-four in number: 

1. A Christian is one that believes things his reason cannot 
comprehend; he hopes for things which neither he nor any 
man alive ever-saw; he labors for that which he knoweth he 
shall never obtain; yet, in the issue, his belief appears not to 
be false; his hopes make him not ashamed; his labor is not 
in vain. 

2. He believes three to be one, and one to be three; a 
father not to be older than his son; a son to be equal with 
his father; and one proceeding from both to be equal with 
both; he believing three persons in one nature, and two na
tures in one person. 

3. He believes a virgin to be mother of a son; and that 
very son of hers to be her maker. He believes him to hav 
been shut up in a narrow room whom heaven and earth 
could not contain. He believes him to hav been born in 
time who was and is from everlasting. He believes him to 
hav been a weak child, carried in arms, who is the Almighty; 
and him once to hav died who "only hath life and immor
tality" in himself. 

4. He believes the God of all grace to hav been angry with 
one that hath never offended him; and that God, who hates 
sin, to be reconciled to himself, though sinning continually, 
and never making, or being able to make him satisfaction. 
He believes a most just God to hav punished a most just per
son and to hav justified himself through a most ungodly sin
ner: He believes himself freely pardoned, and yet a sufficient 
satisfaction was made for him. 

5. He believes himself to be precious in God's sight, and 
yet loathes himself in his own. He dares not justify himself 
in those things wherein he can find no fault with himself, and 
yet believes that God accepts him in those services wherein 
he is able to find many faults. 

6. He praises God for his justice, and yet fears him for his 
mercy. He is so ashamed as that he dares not open his 
mouth before God, and yet he comes with boldness to God, 
and asks him anything he needs. He is so humble as to ac
knowledge himself to deserve nothing but evil, and yet he 
believes that God means him all good. He is one that fears 
always, yet is as bold as a lion. He is often sorrowful, yet 
always rejoicing; many times complaining, yet always giving 
thanks. He is the most lowly-minded, yet the greatest 
aspirer; most contented, yet ever craving. 

7. He bears a lofty spirit in mean condition; when he is 
ablest he thinks meanest of himself. He is rich in poverty, 
and poor in the midst of riches. He believes all the world to 
be his, yet he dares take nothing without special leave from 
God. He covenants with God for nothing, yet looks for a 
great reward. He loseth his life, and gains by it; and while 
he loseth it he saveth it. 

8. He livs not to himself, yet of all others he is most wise 
for himself. He denieth himself often, yet no man loveth 
himself so well as he. He is most rep.roached, yet most hon
ored. E:e hath most aftl.ictions, and most comforts. 

9. The more injury his enemies do him, the most ad _van. 
tages he gains by them. The more he forsakes earthly thmgs, 
the more he enjoys them. 

10. He is the most temperate of all men, yet fares most de
liciously; he lends and givs most freely, yet he is the greatest 
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usurer· he is meek toward all men, yet inexorable by men. 
He is 'the best child, husband, brother, friend, yet hates 
father and mother, brother an~ sister. He loves all men as 
himself, yet hates some men with a perfect hatred. 

11. He desires to hav more grace than any man hath in the 
world yet is truly sorrowful when he seeth any man hav less 
than himself; he knoweth no man after the flesh, yet givs all 
men their due respects; he knoweth if he please man, he can 
not be tJ;te serva!lt of Chris~, yet, for Christ's sake, he pleaseth 
all men m all thmgs. He IS a peace-maker, yet is a continual 
fighter, and is an irreconcilable enemy. 

12. He believes him to be worse than Infidel that provides 
not for his family, yet himself livs and dies without care. He 
accounts all his superiors, yet stands stiftly upon authority 
He is severe to his children because he loveth them and by 
being favoraJ;>le unto his enemy he revengeth himself upon him. 

13. He believes the angels to be more excellent creatures 
than himself, and yet accounts them his servants. He be
lieves that he receives many good things by their means and 
yet he neither prays for their assistance, nor offers them 
t~anks, which he doth not disdain to do to the meanest Chris
tian. 

14. He believes himself to be a king, how mean soever he 
be and how great soever he be, yet he thinks himself not too 
good to be a servant to the poorest saint. 

15. He is often in prison, yet always at liberty; a free man 
thou~h a servant. He loves not honor among men, yet high
ly prrzeth a good name. 

. 16. He believes that God hath bidden every man that doth 
him good to do so; he yet of any man is the most thankful to 
them that do aught for him. He would lay down his life to 
save the soul of his enemy, yet will not adventure upon one 
sin to save the life of him who saved his. 

17. He swears to his own hindrance, and changeth not· yet 
he knoweth that his oath cannoi tie him to sin. ' 

18. He believes Christ to hav no need of anything he doth 
yet ma~eth account that he doth relieve Christ in all his act~ 
of chanty. He knoweth he can do nothing of himself yet 
labors t? work out his own salvation. He professeth h~ can 
do nothmg, yet as truly professeth he can do all things; he 
knoweth that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of 
God, yet believeth he shall go to heaven both body and soul. 

_19. He trembles at God's word, yet counts It sweeter to 
him than the honey and honeycomb, and dearer than thou
sands of gold and silver. 

20. He believ~s that God will .never damn him, and yet 
fears God for bemg able.-to cast him into hell. He knoweth 
he shall not be saved by nor for his good works, yet he doth 
all the good works he can. 

. ~1. He.kno~eth ~od's provid~nce is in all things, yet is so 
diligent m his calling and bnsmess, as if he were to cut out 
the thread of his own happiness. He believes beforehand 
that God had purposed what he shall be and that nothing 
ca~ make him to alter his purpose; yet p;ays and endeavors 
as If he would force God to save him forever. 

22. He prays and labors for that which he is confident God 
means to giv, and the more assured he is the more earnestly 
he prays for that he knows he shall never obtain, and yet givs 
not over. He prays and labors for that which he knows he 
shall be no less happy without; he prays with all his heart 
not to be led into temptation, yet rejoiceth when he is fallen 
into. it; he believes his prayers are heard, even when they are 
demed, and givs.th~nk~ for that which he p_rays against. 

23. He hath withm him both flesh and spirit, yet he is not 
a. donble.-minded man; h~ !s often le.d captiv by the law of 
sm, yet It n~ver gets do~umon over him; _he cannot sin, yet 
can do nothmg without sm. He doth nothmg against his will, 
yet he doth what he would not. He wavers and doubteth 
yet obtains. ' 

2~. He is often tossed and shaken, yet it is as Mount Zion; 
he IS a serpent and a dove; a lamb and a lion· a reed and a 
cedar. He is sometimes so troubled that he thinks nothing 
to be true in religion; yet if he did think so he could not at 
all be troubled. He thinks sometimes that God hath no 
mercy for him, yet resolves to die in the pursuit of it. He 
believes, like Abraham, against hope, and though he cannot 
answer God's logic, yet, with the woman of Canaan, he hopes 
to prevail with the rhetoric of importunity. 

25. He wrestles and yet prevails; and though yielding him
self unworthy of the least blessing he enjoys, yet, Jacob-like 
he will not let him go without a new blessing; he sometime~ 
thii;Iks himself to hav no grace at all, and yet, how poor and 
afflicted soever he be, he would not change conditions with 
the most prosperous man under heaven that is a manifest 
worldling. 

26. He thinks sometimes that the ordinances of God do 
him no good, yet he would rather part with his life than be 
deprived of them. . 

27. He was born dead; yet so that it had been murder for 
any to hav taken his life away. After he began to liv, he was 
ever dying. 

28. And though he hath an eternal life begun in him, yet 
he makes account he hath a death to pass through. 

29. He counts self-murder a heinous sin, yet is ever busied 
in crucifying the flesh, and in putting to death his earthly 
members, not doubting but there will come a time of glory, 
when he shall be esteemed precious in the sight of the great 
God of heaven and earth, appearing with boldness at his 
throne, and asking anything that he needs, being endued 
with humility, by acknowledging his great crimes and of
fenses, and that he deserveth nothing but severe punishment. 

30. 1He believes that his whole soul and body shall be full 
of glory as them that hav more; and no more full than theirs 
that hav less. 

31. He livs invisible to those that see him, and those that 
know him best do but guess at him; yet those, many times 
judge more truly of him than he doth of himself. ' 

32. The world will sometimes account him a saint, when 
God accounteth him a hypocrit; and afterward, when the 
world branded him for a hypocrit, then God owned him for 
a saint. 

33. His death makes not an end of him. His soul, which 
was put into his body, is not to be perfected without his body· 
yet his soul is more happy when it is separated from his body 
than when it was joined unto it; and his body, though torn 
in pieces, burnt to ashes, ground to powder, turned to rotten
ness, shall be no loser. 

34. His advocate, his surety, shall be his judge, his mortal 
part shall become immortal; and what was sown in corruption 
and defilement shall be raised in incorruption and glory, and 
a finite creature shall possess an infinit happiness. 

Glory be to God! 
-------4~------

"RELATIVLY to any form of orthodox Christian belief," says 
a church paper, "Renan is an Infidel. Relativly to the most 
radical schools of unbelief, he is still what may be termed 
conservativ, refusing to connect himself with the most radi
cal party. He is,- therefor~, 'a beguiler of unstable souls.'" 
To which we may add, with Paul, he proves all things and 
holds fast to that which is good. That ne comes out an In
fidel after his elaborate researches into the life of Jesus and 
?rigin of Christianity shows precisely what is good. Renan 
lS as outspoken an Infidel as his mild nature will permit. 

Mr. Cobb's Opinion. 
To THE EnrToR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In your 

last number Mr. ~drews has risen and explained. 
And h~ has ~one It well. There is no uncertain 
sound m the rmg of his last letter. The argument 
has, I presume, been carried on almost as far as can 
?e afforded by the limits of your columns. The sub
Jec~ has, however, been somewhat shifted from that 
whiC~ was started. The question propounded for 
soh;twn was: " What is science?" The definition 
whwh appears to hav gained general acceptance by 
the partie~, to _th~ discussion is: "Systematized 
knowledge.. Th1s Is good, provided there be a full 
understandmg of what knowledge is. It is evident, 
?owever, that such is not the case. The all-embrac
mg_ness _of knowledge is not admitted. It is even 
tamtly disputed. What Mr. Putnam puts before us 
as knowledge is in some respects a part only of 
knowledge, and in others is not knowledge at all, but 
merely a. branch of speculativ philosophy. When we 
are told m two words what science is the author is 
admirable. Had he refrained from ~iting another 
word, he would hav been also wise. But, unfortu
n~tely for himself, he has preceeded to tell us what 
smence does and what it does not. Then he lays 
bare the limitations, which in his mind exist as to 
the legitimate fiel~ of the operations of scienc~, and 
he places boundaries to· the arena (or arenas as he 
seems to view the subject,) of knowledge. ' 

But knowledge is coterminous with the universe 
and until the all is known, knowledge does not exist' 
however convenient we may find the use of the full 
t~r.m for any part or branch thereof. The systema
tizing of knowledge brings it within the domain of 
~ci~nce. Scien.ce then embraces all knowledge, and 
lS Itself cotermmous with the universe. Until the all 
is known by man (and this must include all the sub
til analogies that obtain between the different 
parts and members of this all), and until the knowl
ed&"e of this all is systematized, and this again as well 
as Its method known by man, science does not for 
him exist. This systematized all-knowledge is what 
Mr. J\ndrews ha~ termed U niversology. 

Um.vers~logy I~ then the only thing that can, with 
anything like strictness, be called science. It is in
deed b~t another name for science. And yet this is 
that whiCh Mr. Putnam has gone out of his way to 
tell us is not science. "I will not call Universology 
transcendentalism," he says, "but let it stand by it
self as a new method of dealing with the universe· 
but at the same time I affirm that it is not a scientifi~ 
de~ng with t~e ~niverse." And why? It may be 
admitted that It IS not transcendentalism because 
that maintains that mind comes first and rr:akes mat
ter; but it is ~aid, it is not science, for that is driven 
to the uoncluswu that matter comes first and makes 
~ind; w~ereas Universology affirms the equal eter
mty of mmd and matter. So are we taken entirely 
out of the realm of science, to use its very essence 
and nature, as proof of an otherwise unsupported as
sertio~. . With th~ discussion as to the priority or 
postenority of mmd or matter, science (whether in 
its limited signification, or in its proper and extended 
~ense, as known by the name Universology,) has noth
mg whatever to do. Science can hav nothing to do 
with anything which is open to discussion. It is 
onlY: when a subject is taken from the realm of spec
Ulati0n, and relegated to that of knowledge, that it 
c_an come w~thin the domain of science. The ques
tiOn here raised by Mr. Putnam as the test of Uni
versology is not yet within the sphere of knowledge. 
It belongs entirely to specUlativ philosophy, and sci
ence can therefore make no declaration whatever 
concerning it. .. 

In making his statement respecting the operations 
of science, Mr. Putnam has departed very far from 
the hi-verbal definition. He but makes one of the 
matteristic school of philosophers who are continu
ally uttering the word, and referring everything to 
it, without having, apparently, a conception of its 
import. " Science is king," they shout, fearing to 
use the word god. Yet a very god to them it is, and 
a god whose anthropomorphism is plain to all who 
will giv it close inspection. Indeed our ordinary 
matteristic and Spiritistic friends, there seems 
but little to distinguish from those within the relig
ious ranks out of which they hav emerged. The Mat
teristj (Materialist he calls himself, but this is a 
mistake) corresponds well with his Jewish prototype, 
who would hav but one God, and rejected as worth
less the deities of other peoples. The name of this 
god is changed, but he himself remains the same. 
Science is his new cognomen, and under this appella
tion is ignorantly worshiped the very unknown god 
whom PaUl, from thE\ midst of Mars Hill, declared 
unto the Athenians. The Spiritist is polytheistic in 
his proclivities. He will not hav this god, call him 
by whatever name you will, to reign over him. He 
elevates the departed spirits of humanity to the the
archal rank, and upon them he seeks to shift the bur
dens that he himself should be man enough to bear. 
He calls upon them to manifest their presence to him, 
and even requires at their hands the procurement of 
the conditions which are necessary to such exposi
tion. Then, with implicit faith in their omnipotence 
and good will, he throws ll i mself into their arms, and 

calls upon them to "provide, without any effort of his 
own, for his future, both in this life and that which 
is to follow. These, each firm and confident in the 
truth ?f his own philosophy and religion, then begin 
to cavil about the order of precedence to be given to 
their respectiv deities: and snarl at science itself be
cause it will not take sides with either. Can we won
der that the Universologist, who has so much more 
important work to•do, exclaims, "A plague on both 

h " All. your Ol.J.Ses; " that we want is to escape from 
this hullabaloo, and be permitted to go on and dem
onstrate the latest and most important of all scientific 
discoveries ?" If lHr. Putnam and those like him will 
take the trouble to examin Universology, without the 
aid of the colored spectacles which _their prejudices 
hav furnished, they will, probably, in the course of 
time, see that they are now wasting their time upon 
t~ngs which are utterl_y insignificant when compared 
with the great work, m the performance of which 
they might be assisting. JoHN STORER CoBB. 

Sept. 5, 1883. 

A Freethinkers' Convention. 
WESTERN NEW YORK, WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA, AND WESTERN 

OHIO. 
The Rochester Freethinkers' Convention, and the 

other great Liberal conventions recently held in the 
West, hav aroused so much interest in the Liberal 
movement that it is thought best to keep the ball 
a-rolling in all parts of the country. We are pleased 
to notice that the New England people are soon to 
hold a great Freethinkers' convention, and it is thought 
best to hold one in the western part of New York 
state, to which will be invited the Freethinkers of 
Western Pennsylvania and Western Ohio. 

The greatest railroad center in the vicinity of 
co~ntry above mentioned is the village of Salamanca. 
Railroads run out from this town in every direction. 
Seven lines of road center here. Salamanca has a 
good Opera House that will accommodate six or seven 
hundred people, and boarding houses and hotels suf
ficient to accommodate all who will attend the conven
tion. And no place will charge over a dollar a day. 
The following large towns are near Salamanca: 
Rochester, Buffalo, Dunkirk, Erie, Meadville James
town, Elmira, Hornellsville, Bradford Titus~ille Oil 
City, Franklin, and a hundred more ~mall to~s of 
from 1,000 to 3,000 inhabitants. 

The Freethinkers from all these places can conven-
iently come together at Salamanca. · 

It is therefore proposed to hav a three days' Free
thinkers' Convention at Salamanca, N. Y., to be held 
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, the 4th, 5th, and 6th 
of. January next. I earnestly request every Free
thinker-and by Freethinker I mean Materialist, 
Spiritualist, or Free Religionist-within one hundred 
and fifty miles of Salamanca to write to me who 
will aid in making this proposed convention a great 
success. H. L. GREEN. 

Salamanca, N. Y. 

Bishop Peck Talks in His Sleep. 
At the request of a valued Western friend we print 

th.e following, because, as she says, no other paper 
Will: 

EARTH FRIENDs: When with you I was proud of the title 
you. had bestowed. upon me. The title of bishop pleased my 
vamty, and I received the homage of the church as my right 
and felt that the church must be built up, and that the nam~ 
of Christ must be sustained-not that I cared so much for 
souls, but the title was a synonym of power and grandeur. 

But, friends, as you know, I passed from earth, and the 
church said, "He has gone to his reward." But let us lift 
the vail and see what that reward is. True, for many years 
I had preached Christ and him crucified, but I hav not done 
all t~at was in my power .. I hav not used my best endeavors 
to raise the fallen or to relieve the needy, but with shame I 
say it. I hav been grasping. I hav exacted the last dollar 
which was allowed me for salary, whether the brethren were 
able to raise it or not. I hav not hesitated to accept the 
widow's mite, and I laid up of the world's goods to make my
self a name. But, am I rich? am I great? No; far from it. 
On earth I never lived in as poor a home as I hav here, be
cause I employed my time and talents in laying up riches on 
earth. Although I taught others, "Lay not up for yourselvs 
treasures upon earth," I practiced not what I preached. I 
see things in a different light now, and am in the condition 
of a man when financial ruin has overtaken him and every
thing has been swept away. 

But I stillliv and see that it is possible to retrieve the er
rors of earth; and, instead of sitting down in despair,· I hav 
set myself dilligently to work to lay up for myself treasures 
in heaven, and hav made this confession as one of the steps 
which I must take. I find that instead of a home on high, 
with ~he blessed company of Jesus and his angels, I hav tll 
remam on earth perhaps for many years, or until I hav re
trieved the errors of earth life. The poor and fallen must be 
my care; the sick and those in prison I must visit. Friends, 
you hav not done with work when men say yon are dead. 
Yon are ushered into a life of activities, and you can choose 
for yourselvs what your life-work shall be. But first you 
must be fitted for that work. Yon must be freed from the 
stains of earth; and I would say to my brethren, "Pratice 
what you preach." JEssE T. PECK, 

(On earth called Bishop). 

"I AM much struck-that is to say, pleased-with 
the widow Black," remarked a young curate to his 
bishop, and I think I'll propose marriage to her." "So 
I woUld," answered the elder divine, with a merry 
twinkle in his eye, " and next Sunday I'll come down 
and preach for you on the 'widow's smite.' "-Bos
ton Courier. 
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Jj!if!!'"WE hav quite a number of subscribers whose tab indi

cates that they hav not paid for their TRUTH SEEKER for the 

past year. To them we would respectfully say that the 

amount of their arrearages is needed, and we hope will be 

forthcoming soon. 

Brag. 
Ever since the Rochester Convention the churches 

hav been playing the game of brag. Their resources, 
according to the ministers, are unlimited, their mem
bership includes all the earth, and some more, and 
their steady percentage of increase is beyond com
putation by any but lightning calculators. The 
two churches a day the Methodist church was build
ing last year hav increased to from three to a dozen, 
according to who is telling the story; missionaries 
are so enthusiastic they sleep on the snow with the 
thermometer ranging from 60° to 70° below zero; 
the cannibals hav los£' their liking for boiled preacher, 
and are rushing to join the church-in fact, Chris
tianity is sweeping onward with a force as irresist
ible and overwhelming as Mohammedanism pos
sessed when it overran all southern Europe. These 
tactics are rendered necessary, the pious people seem 
to think, by the fact that the Rochester meeting was 
so numerously attended and fully reported. 

Now every intelligent observer knows that the 
churches instead of gaining adherents are losing
that is, the people now registered as communicants 
are losing interest in religion as exemplified in the 
Christian church, and are becoming Liberal. Beecher 
is a Congregational minister, yet he is as much an 
Infidel as Ingersoll. He rejects the creation, the 
fall of man, hell, and the atonement; and if any one 
who rejects these dogmas can be a Christian, there is 
nothing in the creeds to prevent Ingersoll being 
baptized to-morrow and receiving communion then ext 
day. Heber Newton says that God did not write the 
Bible, yet he is an Episcopal rector in good standing 
in the church so far as outward appearances go. In 
fact, he is admitted to hav a little more brains than 
the old fogies who cling to the plenary inspiration 
dogma. Nearly every day the secular papers publish 
accounts of "Another Heretical Preacher ! " until the 
matter has become so common that it ceases to 
excite remark. Real orthodoxy is a scarce article, 
not found in any churches outside of Presbyterian, 
Catholic, and Methodist circles. If the churches 
were gaining memberships, they would not be gaining 
Christians. They would be only enlarging the roll 
of social organizations, which appear to be what the 
church is evoluting into. 

cent report. He has given a page of statistics comparing the 
number of churches in the city and that of the population for 
a series of years extending over almost a century. In these 
figures the Roman Catholic as well as the Protestant churches 
are included. He shows that in 1830 there was one church to 
every 1,858 of the population; in 1840, one to every 1,840; in 
1850, one to every 2,095; in 1860, one to every 2,344; in 1870, 
one to every 2,044; in 1875, one to every 2,139; in 1880, one to 
every 2,468. It is also shown that relativly to-day we hav 
really more church accommodation of all sorts than there was 
in New York eighty-two years ago. In addition new edifices 
hav often twice the seating capacity of the old, and usually a 
correspondingly large membership. This includes, as I said, 
the churches of the Roman Catholics, who in 1870 were in 
proportion to the Protestants as one to every nine, and in 
1860 one to every seven, while in 1830 they were only one to 
every twenty-five. With these facts before me I cannot say 
that I am satisfied with the city's Christian work as keeping 
pace with its growth." 

In the Methodist church, which maintains its or
thodoxy as intact as can be expected, the situation is 
no more encouraging, if the opinion of Mr. James H. 
Lightburn, pastor of the Seventh-street Methodist 
Episcopal church is worth anything. He said to the 
reporter: "To your first question, whether Metho
dism is advancing in members, wealth, and strength, 
in proportion to the immense progress which the city 
is making, I am under the necessity of replying 
frankly in the negativ. The development of Metho
dism in New York falls below the general standard of 
increase." 

The Universalist church, since it ceased to be 
progressiv-since it became orthodox iastead of 
heretical-has the same story to tell. Its growth, 
according to the Rev. James Pullman, "has not kept 
pace, numerically, with the growth of the city's popu
lation," notwithstanding his statement that 

"The liberalizing tendency of the times has affected our 
denomination to strengthen it. Whatever liberalizes the peo
ple sends them to_,.liberal churches or into the open. The 
drift toward the sea of Positivism and Agnosticism has dis
covered to the Universalist church that it will not go there. 
It plants itself without a single question upon the authority 
as a divine teacher of Jesus Christ. This is not new with us, 
but it has been developed by the modern rationalistic ten
dency. We were in fnll sympathy long ago with the tide of 
Biblical criticism, both constructiv and destructiv, and it has 
developed our position. We are a Christian church. My 
personal experience is that within the last ten years there 
has been a strong and growing tendency toward fraternity 
between the ministers and people of the other denominations 
and the Universalist. There ha,s been a decided change in 
our method of preaching doctrin; the old bitterness has 
pretty well passed away from theological controversy. Yet 
Universalism as a system of doctrin was never so strongly or 
clearly stated as it is to-day. The change has been that 
which has made us a positiv force for doing Christian work 
instead of mere reformers of theological doctrin. "' 

It was but natural that people just emerging from, 
say Methodism or Presbyterianism, should stop 
awhile with the Universalists, but now that denomi
nation is crystallized-fossilized-into orthodoxy, it 
ceases to attract, and consequently to grow. If the 
Universalists will start ahead, will become once more 
heretical, their organization will grow. It must keep 
in the van if it expects to- lead. The divinity of 
Christ is only a stake around which that body moves. 
They will never get anywhere clinging to it. 

The Unitarian clique has only three churches in 
the city, which Mr. Robert Collyer thinks are "doing 
fairly well; but none of them is very strong." 

Justice Only Partly Done. 
The suit against the Catholic church by Archbishop 

Purcell's creditors has been decided by the Hamilton 
county district court, and forms a very notable event 
in American jurisprudence from the character of the 
parties involved. The failure of the archbishop is 
well remembered, for he left over 3,000 people penni~ 
less by his mismanagement of their funds. An ap
peal to the pope afforded no relief. His policy is to 
get all he can and keep all he gets. The assignee of 
the archbishop's estate, J. B. Mannix, then petitioned 
for an order of sale of all the property held in Mr. 
Purcell's name for the benefit of the 3,800 creditors. 
This property included orphan asylums, cemeteries, 
churches, schools, and every description of property 
for ecclesiastical use acquired since 1835, to the num
ber of about 160 separate properties, one-third of 
them situated in CinCinnati, and the whole valued at 
from $3,000,000 to $4,000,000. Mr. Mannix was as
sisted by Judge Hoadly, a Liberal, and now Demo~ 
cratic candidate for governor of Ohio. The decision 
has been awaited with great interest. The creditors 
were anxious to get their money, and the public is 
extremely desirous of knowing whether the Catholic 
church is to be allowed to gather millions from its 
dupes and then fail, and no redress possible. . The 
finding of the court, epitomized, is: 

"Did the archbishop hoi~ this property individually, in 
part, or wholly as a trustee? And how far, in either case, is 
the property liable for his debts 'r Out of the nearly two 
hundred pieces of property held by the archbishop, fourteen 
were selected for this trial as being representativ of all. 
Nine of these were churches. The others were the cathedral, 
including the archiepiscopal residence and school, St. Mary's 
Seminary, the Cumminsville Orphan Asylum, and St. Joseph's 
Cemetery, old and new. The court found that in the case of 
the churches, although the title was in fee simple in Arch
bishop Purcell, yet they were built with money raised by 
members of different congregations; that the title was in the 
archbishop, by reason of the rules of the church, which in 
such a case as this the court is bound to regard; that the 
archbishop held the title only as trustee for the uses of the 
congregations, and that the property so held could not be 
subjected to the payment of debts contracted by the arch
bishop. In the case of the churches, the majority of the 
court found that the evidence showed that Archbishop Pur
cell had adYanced some money to them, and that said 
churches were liable for that amount to the assignee. As to 
the cathedral and the cathedral school, they were erected by 
the archbishop, and paid for directly from. the funds placed 
in his hands, except about $60,000, which was raised by sub
scription. The court held that, although the archbishop held 
the property in trust as he did other churches, yet to the ex
tent of the amount he had advanced to them the assignee 
was entitled to recover the same, with interest, for the bene
fit of the creditors. The orphan asylum at Cumminsville 'Yas 
also decided a trust, not subject to sale, and. the mortgage on 
it given by Archbishop Purcell to secure a creditor was de
clared of no binding force. The same view was taken as to 
St. Mary's Seminary, with an order for reference to a master 
to ascertain whether the archbishop had made advances to 
this property. As to the cemeteries, a majority of the court 
held that they were not dedicated to the public; that conse
cration did not amount to dedication, and that such portions 
as were not sold for burial lots could be sold for the benefit 
of the creditors. Judge Johnston dissented as to the prop
erty referred. to a master for an accounting, and dissented 
wholly from the view that the cemeteries were not dedicated 
to the public and were held in trust by the archbishop." 

This in effect forces the institutions that received 
money from Mr. Purcell to restore the amounts with 
interest, and even such portions of the cemetery as 
are not already sold may be disposed of and the pro
ceeds applied to the relief of the archbishop's cred
itors. 

This is just, so far as it goes, but it is only partial. 
The archbishop had money put into his hands in 
trust because he was a high church dignitary. The 
people did not giv it to him to be used to build 
churches. Common honesty demands, therefore, that 
the church hand it back to the depositors on demand. 
The institutions that received money from him should 
pass it over to the creditors; the balance should be 
paid from the exchequer of the Roman Catholic 
church. But that church proposes to appeal from 
the decision which asks her to pay back even a part! 

To the unregenerate it looks suspicious to see a 
Great Moral Institution hiring lawyers to defraud 
penniless creditors. 

-------4.-------

In proof of this view of the case we may cite the 
opinions of a few of the leading ministers of this city, 
gathered by the Tribune last Sunday. The Rev. Wm. 
Taylor is pastor of the Broadway Tabernacle, and is 
a Congregationalist. His opinion is that "he would 
be a bold man who would announce himself satisfied 
with the progress of Christian work in this city dur
ing the past ten years. I cannot think the Protest
ant churches are increasing in proportion to the cor
responding advance of the population." In response 
to the reporter's question as to whether, in his opin
ion, the Protestant and Catholic churches uniled had 
kept pace with the growth of population, he replied: 
"I doubt it; I would not say it. The establishment 
of a church or a mission is now attended with un
usual difficulties." Treating the question of growth 
by immigration he said: 

"On thiH subject Mr. Lewis Jackson, secretary of the City 
Mission Tract Society, who is probably better informed by an 
experience extending over years than any one, has presented 
a. careful investigation_ of __ Ohristian work among us, ip. 11 re. 

Considering these statements by ministers · repre
senting the several denominations, we think the 
recent boastings of several sensational pulpiteers is, 
to say the least, ill-timed. The church is losing 
ground in several ways. 1. Through the general 
advance of civilization, which makes a religion 
adapted to barbaric people seem out of place; 2. 
By a modification or practical abandonment of 
dogmas incompatible with the intelligence of the age; 
3. By a rationalistic biblical criticism, which has 
destroyed the sanctity of the scriptures, and proved 
their falseness; 4. By scientific investigations and 
demonstrations that upset Christianity's foundations; 
5. By the abandonment of the fundamental positions 
of the church by her most eminent preachers. No 
matter if a church here and there does gain a few 
members, these incontestable facts remain, and the 
few remaining orthodox preachers may as well admit 
it now as at any time. Liberal papers are multiply
ing; Liberal books are being read, and Liberal 
speakers are listened to by constantly increasing 
audiences. This indicates that the hold of supersti
tion upon the country is weakening, and that sooner 
or later Christianity will hav been13uperseded by some 
religion more in keeping ·with the needs and knowl
edge of m&nkind. Evolution's changes are slow but 
su:re. 

J. K. STREET, of Waco, Texas, is now added to the long 
list of ex-reverends. He has been thrown out of the Metho
dist church for believing that all men would finally be 
"saved," and disbelieving that any one would be doomed to 
eternal hell-fire. He was also censured for preaching to a 
"Religious and Benevolent Association " of Waco, which 
numbers among its membership many more or less radical 
thinkers. What a mentally free people the Methodists are! 
How they must glory in their "liberty to think as they 
please!" 
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THE Rev. Mr. Overton, of McNutt, Ga., has censured the 
young men of his congregation for matrimonially addressing 
the young ladies on the "Sabbath day." If the boys do not 
teach that fellow to mind his own business while they attend 
to·the girls, they do not deserve a sweetheart, much less a 
wife. 

THE Montreal Pioneer Freethought Club hav issued a neat 
catalog of the publications in their library, which number 
several hundred. The books represented comprise scientific, 
biographical, Liberal, ethical, and miscellaneous, and hav 
been selected with able discrimination. As a guide for other 
societies which contemplate starting libraries, this catalog, 
which will be sent to any applicant addressing C. Stevens, 
1310 St. Catherine street, Montreal, Canada, will prove valu
able. This club maintains a reading-room open daily until 
10:30 :P.M., and the library is open for the exchange of books 
on Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays, and Sundays. The 
chess, smoking, and conversation rooms are also open daily. 
The club invites the co-operation of all those who are in sym
pathy with the object of the organization, which is "to facili
tate the association of those who hav at heart and hold dear 
that absolute freedom of thought and expression, which is 
the natural right of every rational being, to encourage the 
study of man in all his relations, and to seek to realize the 
truth in life, and so to aid in those movements that tend most 
to the improvement of the individual and of society, and to 
the unity and freedom of mankind." 

Another Recruit. 
Adirondack Murray has emerged from the obscur

ity of his Texan home and taken the lecture plat
form. His first appearance was here in New York 
last Sunday night. It is evident that he has pro
gressed considerably in theology since he left the 
pulpit. He stands about with Beecher, but he has 
the advantage of being a much younger man and 
before he dies will undoubtedly rise to a higher plain 
than the Plymouth pastor now occupies. 'rhe Times 
givs the following abstract of his lecture : 

"The question thrust itself on him at his study door 
he said, whether what was put forth as the Word of God wa~ 
right or wrong. The opportunity came five years ago when 
he left the ministry to consider it. He found that the 
thoughts of Jesus, were written years before the birth of the 
foundling boy Moses. He knew that races lived on the earth 
one hundred thousand years before Moses; They lived 
under equitable governments, were civilized, possessed arts 
now unknown, and built cities beside which modern ones 
appeared plain. Jewish books contained no knowledge of 
the past except traditions that )were picked up and were 
mythical-traditions almost totally swallowed up by deepen
ing ages. 

A MOVEMENT is on foot to hav a New England Freethought 
Convention every year similar to the New York State Associ
ation. This is an excellent idea, and we hope to see it car
ried out. There ought to be a thousand Liberals in· New 
England who would attend, and that number would consti
tute a splendid gathering. 

THE Brooklyn Baptist pastors held a conference this week, 
at which a paper was read by a Rev. J. B. Thomas on "The 
Failure of Protestantism." The essay was in the form of a 
lament that Rationalism had made such headway in this 
country. Dr. George W. Sampson coincided with him in as
serting that Protestantism had failed. 

SrTTING BULL, the noted Indian fighter, has been "under 
conviction" to Romanism, but upon being informed that be
fore he could be received into the church he would havto giv 
up one of his favorit wives he "backslid," and his Christian
ity oozed out. What's the odds of a wife or two l Solomon 
had seven hundred, and isn't he in heaven ? 

THE building formerly occupied by a society calling itself 
the "Church of God," in Reading, Pa., has been converted 
into a schoolhouse. The room which once reverberated with 
idle prayers to a deaf and dumb unJmowable will now be 
filled with childish voices reciting lessons of practical use. 
Would that every church in the world could be thus trans
formed l 

THE Bible peddler whose duty it is to visit ships and sup
ply the sailors with copies of the New Testament complains 
that he often finds among the mates an Infidel who is well 
read in scripture and who wants to argue the case. In such 
instances all the colporter can do is to "warn the men 
against him," regretting meanwhile that the law does not 
allow him to be burnt or drowned for his heresy. 

C. C. McCABE, commonly known as Chaplain McCabe, has 
the reputation of being able to talk and sing more money out 
of an audience and leave them "shouting happy" over it 
than any other man in the ministry, not even excepting Kim
ball, the noted." church-debt raiser." Judging from his 
speeches at the Illinois Annual Conference he can also tell 
more lieR about Freethinkers than any other ministerial 
mountebank, not even excepting Joseph Cook. 

A NEW sect has arisen in western Massachusetts, calling 
themselves Abelians. Their disti.u.ctiv tenet is that, as the 
world is so bad and e·vt>ryhody is totally depraved, good 
Christians should abstain from propagating their species. 
Their theology is Calvinism, and they would appear logical 
and kind in thus restraining the growth of more kindling 
w;:,od for hell, for if this world is the abominable place that 
Calvinism states .it is, the fewer children born into it the bet
ter, and the sooner the species is extinct the quicker will the 
devil find his occupation gone. All good Christians ought 
certainly to work for this end l 

A CURATE at Wellinborough, Eng., having expressed the 
opinion that Mr. Bradlaugh was not respectable, that gentle
man retorts in this wise in the National Riforrn~rr: "Is this 
kind of attack quite wise? Yesterday the Times reported the 
remand on heavy bail of one clergyman, to-day the same 
journal reports the arrest and committal of another, and the 
Bradford papers of this week tell me of the remand without 
bail of a prominent churchman, who was most activ in pe
titioning against me. I hav never used these columns as a 
Newgate calendar, but if I descended to the level of the Wel
lingborough curate, I could this week fill every page with 
records of church immorality during the past three months 
alone." 

AT the Washington Avenue Baptist church, Brooklyn, the 
Rev. Emory J. Haynes preached last Sunday on the subject, 
"How many young men are there in Brooklyn? Some ques
tions about them." He said that out of Brooklyn's popula
tion of 750,000 souls there were 150,000 young men between 
the ages of 17 and 25. The average attendance on church 
worship was about 100,000, out of which number the total at
tendance of young men was not over 15,000. Where, he asked, 
are the 135,000. Were not many of the young men in the 
concealed billiard parlors and card rooms on Sunday? Wher
ever the young men may be on Sunday, the Rev. Mr. Haynes 
may find consolation in one fact. Owing to the foresight of 
the clergy of Brooklyn and New York, the young men of 
either city are not exposed to the demoralizing influences of 
the theater, the art gallery, the museum, or the reading-room. 
If these places were open on Sunday Mr. Haynes might not 
hav to search the liquor saloons of his city for so many young 
men. If he finds satisfaction in this thonght. 4e !las the 
OJ!rtstian cJergy to t4an~ fo:r H. 

THE pastors of the "Reformed Church of America" dis
cussed co-education of the sexes at their meeting last Mon
day. The Rev. Dr. T. W. Chambers presided, and was the 
principal speaker. He argued against co-education, but fa
vored an education of woman sufficient for her needs as a 
wife and cook. Co-education he considered against nature. 
Women differed from men in mind, body, and sphere. They 
did not possess the physical vigor required for the curricu
lum which men were accustomed to pursue, even if the edu
cation which men received were best for them to hav. Wom
an's genius, the speaker thought, did not run in the same 
direction as that of man. Her sphere was necessarily di
verse. His is without, hers within. His empire is in the 
world's work, hers in the f.amily. Co-education breaks down 
the barriers between the sexes and destroys the refinement 
in woman. In the informal discussion which followed most 
of the speakers agreed with Dr. Chambers. These ideas were 
commonly current from three hundred to a thousand years 
ago. In fact, the Christian worthies of those days went a lit
tle farther than Mr. Chambers, or even Dr. Dix. They said 
woman should hav no education at all. She was only God's 
after-thought for man's comfort, and if her husband knew a 
little something, that was sufficient. The church, as repre
sented by Mr. Chambers, has certainly progressed a little. 

"Mr. Murray enumerated a few things which Christian 
theology asked him to believe. First, that it was only six 
thousand years since the world was created. He found that 
for more than ten thousand times six thousand years human 
beings had existed on the earth. Second, that man was 
created out of clay and woman out of a rib. This was no 
better nor worse than a dozen other myths one thousand 
years older. Third, that in the earlier ages men lived for 
-from five hundred to one thousand years. This was so 
opposed to the laws of structure and decay as to he incred· 
ible. Fourth, that four thousand years ago the world was 
inundated, and that two of every kind were put aboard a 
vessel no larger than ordinary ocean sh1ps, This was abso
lutely beyond belief. Fifth, that at the bidding of a mortal 
man the sun and the whole solar system stood still. This, 
too, was incredible. The Old Testament was the work of a 
few painstaking Jews who wanted to preserve the history of 
their country and gathered together the scraps and tradi
tions. One of them confessed that he borrowed from the 
pagans, and thus pagan fables became Christian doctrin. 

Gov. BEN BUTLER of Massachusetts has a good joke on the 
clergy. When he was elected, Gov. Long, his predecessor in 
office, offered him his collection of cattle-fair speeches. Last 
fall Gov. Butler issued as his Fast Day proclamation the 
substance of that issued by Gov. Gore in 1809. Everybody 
remembers how the clergy attacked that proclamation. At 
the Bridgewater cattle fair lately, Gov. Butler referred to 
this matter as follows: 

"You remember my immediate predecessor, Gov. Long. 
When I met him at North Easton, he was kind enough to offer 
me his cattle-show speeches. He said he had a fine collection 
of them, and if I would only take them I would ~et along at 
cattle shows very well. I declined, and after I did decline I 
was very glad on his account, because I found it wouldn't do 
for me to use his speeches. I had occasion to make a Fast 
Day proclamation, and, as I was a little driven for time, I 
used the prcclamation of one of my predecessors, and the 
press tore that proclamation all to pieces, and said it wasn't 
fit for the dogs, because Gov. Butler issued it. Not only that, 
the clergymen took it up, and they riddled it all through Fast 
Day. Well, that taught me that I must not take any of my 
predecessors' speeches, and I hav gone on my own account 
ever since." 

If Gov. Butler's proclamation had been an excerpt from the 
last will and testament of Jesus Christ, and the clergy had 
not recognized it, the ;result would hav been the same. It 
was not the document that was objectionable, but the writer 
himself, who is not popularly believed to be very favora
bly inclined toward humbugs. 

Book Notes. 
MR. TucKER has sent us some copies of Michael Bakou

nine's "God and the State " to sell, and we shall be pleased 
to receive orders for them. The price is 15 cents. 

J. E. REMSBURG's "Life of Paine," has been translated into 
the Bengalee language of India. A second edition of his 
"Image Breaker "is soon to be brought out in the same lan
guage. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
MRS. H. S. LAKE, who spoke at the Michigan, Kansas, and 

Wisconsin State Conventions, will receive propositions for 
lectures for fall and winter months. Address her at Milwau
kee, Wis. 

J. E. REMSBURG gave a course of lectures last week in the 
Tabernacle at Decatur, Ill. Decatur was the scene of the 
"boy preacher's " famous revival last spring, and missionary 
work is greatly needed there. 

THE annual meeting of the Kansas Liberal Union will be 
held in Forest Park, Ottawa, Kansas, on Saturday and Sun
day, October 6th and 7th. Liberals are earnestly solicited 
to attend, as important business affecting the interest.of Lib
eralism in the West will come before the meeting. Repre
sentativ Liberals from various parts of the state will be pres
ent. Good speakers are engaged and a pleasant reuni.on is 
anticipated. C. B. Hoffman is president of the union, and 
Annie L. Diggs, Secretary. 

"The doctrin of inspiration was not known to the primitiv 
church, but was progressivly worked up. As taught to-day 
it was not taught by Jesus to the disciples nor by them to 
the people. As it stood to-day it was a bold and ~igantic 
fraud against the growth of thought, and the disposition of 
the soul. It was made up by church councils composed of 
ambitious scheming popes and priests, who packed the con
vocations as the political primaries were now, and often to 
spite the minority. Progressiv thought objected to the whole 
body known as dogmatic theology. Men were no longer tor
tured by theology. The laity were taking the place of priests 
and letting in rays of light. If the fog was swept away the 
sea was left. If the clouds were swept away the sky was 
left. Sweep away the fogs and clouds from the dome of 
Christianity and God was left. Him men would obey, trust, 
and love, and meet what was called death as the birds greeted 
the sunlight. Then tradition would be first a curiosity of 
religion, and afterward a horrid relic of barbarism." 

THE National Riformer records some very interest
ing so-called mesmeric experiments performed at 
Newcastle, England. Owing to a correspondence 
carried on in the Newcastle Daily Chronicle, a commit
tee of gentlemen was formed, and Mr. W. J. Grey, 
notary, undertook to present a bank check, if a 
sensitiv, under proper conditions, could read blind
folded the number of the check. Mr. Ogle, mes
merist, accepted this offer, and the conditions were 
agreed on by the committee. The subject employed 
by Mr. Ogle is known as "Dick the Pit Lad." 
Mr. Ogle mesmerized him, and he was put through 
a number of mesmeric tests such as singing, being 
compelled, while blindfoldEld by a handkerchief, to 
stop with a wave of the hand, and so forth. The check 
test, however, involved more stringent conditions. 
His eyes were completely plastered up with gummed 
paper by Mr. Ogle, and this was covered with other 
paper and surmounted by a thick handkerchief bound 
tightly around his head. Mr. Grey produced his 
check; the numbers on the corner were folded in a 
certain position and the check was handed to Mr. 
Ogle in a way that absolutely prevented the experi
mentalist from seeing the numbers. The latter were 
held about two feet away from the sensitiv, at an ele
vation almost on a level with his brow, and in that 
position he was expected to exercise his marvelous 
power. There was a long pause, undisturbed by a 
single movement on the part of the audience. Then 
the voice of the pit lad was heard-"There is a 
crease at the commencement; I cannot make out the 
first number." The note was handed back to the 
chairman, and, after the crease had been smoothed 
down, it was again placed in front of the 
blindfolded young man. "2 1 7 2 0 6," he remarked. 
The signal that the reading was correct was given by 
Mr. Grey himself applauding, a step that was 
followed by others throughout the hall. In the second 
test-the number of the date-the sensitiv was 
scarcely so correct, as he made out the numbers to 
be 4883, instead of 1883. He qualified his assertion, 
even before it was made, by the remark that he 
thought the first number was 4, but he was not quite 
sure. The test was ab this point considered com
plete; the reading of the numbers representing the 
amount was not insisted on, and it was generally al
lowed that Mr. Ogle's subject had done all that could 
possibly be expected from him. 

OuR colored brethren are holding a. camp-meeting 
not far away, and one of them., holding forth from A PREACHER remarked one Sunday that it was said 
the text, "How old art thou?" said in his opening, that Liberalism is creeping into all the churches. 
"Brethren, this am a question tb!lt must be answered 1 " If that is so," he continued, "I hope it will so•;u 
iu the affirm!l.tiv." I strike the contributit'n boxes." 
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An Explanation and Defense. church-members; for every wickedness perpetrated 
. by religious persons is an incontrovertible proof of 

blood of the martyrs hav proved to hav been the 
seed quite as much of a false church as of a true one. 

To TH~ EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, B_w: Some _of the impotency, or inability, of their imaginary God 
the Radicals hav been shocked at readmg Col. Bil- to fulfil his promises to keep them from sin· and it 
lin~~·s terrible book entitled "The Crimes. of Preach- is also a conclusiv proof of the hypocrisy and ~icked
ers, and hav re~etted that such a collection of ~acts ness of the whole church system which teaches that 
should be published under Freethought auspiCes. men are safer in their morals when dandled in the 
They think that the sec~ar pre~s should be .left to lap of the church, than when each one stands on his 
do the scavenger work of J.ournah~m by showmg up own legs, and his own responsibility, and fights the 
the amours and other evil practiCes of t~e clergy battle of life in his own strength. It is not so much 
and church-members; and that the Radical press the clergy and their crimes which Col. Billings aims 
should employ itself in a more tasteful way. I hav the shafts of his exposure at, as it is the falseness and 
had such feelings myself, and hav, therefore, kept danger of the church which makes them what they 
Col. Billings's book in my private dr_awr.r, where no are. To hunt down preachers, and take pleasure in 
one would see it .. But further .reflectiOn has led me showing up their shortcomings to a vulgar and jeer
to change my mmd, so ~~at, If I had the means, I ing world, would indeed be a small business for a 
would publish a cheap ed1t10n of the work, and send Radical to engage in. But in this age of inquiry, to 
a copy of it to every one of the 70,000. clergymen of show from the transgressions of the church, and es
the cotmtry, and to every lawyer, Judge, doct?r, pecially her clergy, the emptiness of ecclesiasticism 
teacher, and every other person who had brams as heaven's wisest and best means to make men do 
enough to comprehend the reason why. The church right, is the work of a philosopher and a reformer. 
has an astonishing representativ of her clergy and VINDEX. 

private members in all the penitentiaries and prisons 
of the country. Scarcely a paper do I open but it 
seemingly chuckles over the case of some preacher, 
or Sunday-school superintendent, that has gone 
astray from the path of good morals. I think it is 
nothing more than fair to say that no Radical, who 
has a good opinion of human nature and wishes to 
promote the honor and happiness of his fellow-men, 
can take any pleasure in reading the instances, so 
often occurring, of clerical lapses and rogueries of 
church-members. Then why, it may be asked, take 
the newspapers, from Dan to Beersheba, to gather up 
these cases and compile them into a book, and pub
lish them to the world? This is a fair question and 
my answer to it is as follows: 

Yet in spite of the apparent failure of this last and 
heaviest blow directed at the offensiv feature of Mor
monism, there is much evidence that polygamy is 
doomed, and that though the immediate effect of re
cent action has been to strengthen it, it is slowly but 
surely giving way. The railway has opened up the 
secluded retreat of the Mormons to the enterprise, • 
not to say to the greed of the frontier population which 
presses toward it from both sides of the continent. The 
forces of free discussion, of trade, of the press, and of 
political activity are working. The Mormons are not 
in fact, and cannot long believe themselvs to be, a 
people physically "set apart." The number of them 
who actually practice polygamy is believed to be 
growing relativly smaller. Even when it was most 
common it was far more of a business arrangement 
than a religious one, and passion had even less to do 
with it than superstition. Now, as an economic in
stitution, it is far less adapted to the mode of life 
which the Mormons are being gradually forced to 
lead, the activ, varied, commercial, and industrial 
life which is indirectly shared even by the tillers of 
the soil, than it was to the purely agricultural and 
semi-patriarchal existence which prevailed before 
mines and railways and trade invaded the chosen land. 
Polygamy has never been practiced in any considera
ble community not either agricultural or pastoral, or 
else one in which the general labor was servil; and 
as the Mormons are forced by the competition of the 
restless "gentiles" into the numerous activities of 
American life, they will be compelled to abandon the 
awkward and costly family arrangement necessary to 
polygamy. They may make a violent struggle, and 
polygamy may go down in blood, as slavery did, but 

.The clergy all claim to be commissioned embassa
ilors of Jesus Christ, called of God, because of their 
peculiar fitness and holiness of character, to lay down 
the terms of salvation to sinners, and to beseech 
them to be reconciled to God. The church-members 
aU profess to be saints, converted and regenerated 
men. Thev walk with God. They sustain such a 
relation to ·God that they " cannot sin because they 
A.re born of God." They hav overcome the world, 
for "who is he that overcometh the world but he that 
believeth that Jesus is the son of God?" " We 
know that whosoever is born of God sinneth not; 
but keepeth himself; and that wicked one (th~ devil) 
t.oucheth him not." The burden of the pulpit every 
Sunday is:" Come to Jes.us and become an i~~ritor 
of the promises. Come mto the church, for It IS the 
~trk of safety not only from the wrath of God in the 
future world but from all sin in this. Your natural 
moral strength is but weakness; accept the grace of 
God by joining the church, for by his grace you can 
clo wonders in holy living. If you repent, and con
fess Christ before men, he will confess you at the 
last day, and he is bound by his promis not to allow 
you to. go into temptation and commit sin, but .to 
preserv.e you to the end." • 

Everybody knows that the preceding paragraph is 
A. sample of the teaching of the New Testament, and 
forms the staple of every Sunday sermon. 

Now when a preacher who tearfully and repeti
t.iousl:v' talks in this way from his pulpit on Sunday, 
leaves his own wife and children on Monday, and 
runs awav with some other woman, Col. Billings 
t.akes no pleasure in the fact, and only publishes it 
to show to the world that the popular religion, with 
all its pretensions to being a safeguard against f:lin, 
and with its devil and hell fire to frighten the people 
from transgression, has no sure effect whatever in 
keeping even its own mini~ters an.d professors ~om 
the most abominable dehuguenCies. We Radicals 
hold that a man's self-respect, and natural sense of 
what is right and wrong in all the relations _of life, 
furnish a better security against his transgressmg the 
law of good morals than his leaning upon an imagin
ary God and savior, and depending upon the grace, 
or supernatural strength, which the c~~rch offers 
him. If weeping were in order, Col. Billmgs has a 
tear in his eye to shed over every church-.me~ ber 
who is hung for murder, or goes to the pemtent1ary 
for some other crime· and also for every preacher 
who cracks up the gr~ce of God in the pulpit on 
Sunday as a preventiv to sin, and then ~ets dr~nk, .or, 
like the sons of the priest Eli, commits formcatwn 
with the sisters of the church. His object in these 
exposures is not to gratify a love o! sc~ndal, or to _in
jure a class of men who from their high professiOn 
of holiness invite criticism, but to show the absolute 
worthlessness of the popular religion as a moral and 
restraining force. Nay, more; he shows that the 
church, making allowances for the go?d people that 
are in it is nevertheless, as an orgamzation, a sham, 
11 delusion, and a snare; that it is, and from its own 
history always has been, a harb?r and .hou~e of ref
uge for hypocrisy and scoundrehsm of all kmds; an? 
that the sooner it and its creed are abated as nm
sauces upon the earthi the better for the cause of 
f'nnnd morals. 

Then let Col. Billings go on in the tenible work of 
compiling from the secular press all the crimes, not 
only of the clergy, but of their pious dupes, the 

The Situation in Utah. 
From Harpe:r's lVeekly. 

It is more than a quarter of a century since the 
Republican party placed in its platform for the first 
national canvass in which it was seriously engaged a 
spirited denunciation of polygamy, as, with slavery, 
one of the twin :r-elics of barbarism, which it was the 
duty of the republic to restrain or to abolish. For 
more than twenty years the Republican party has 
been in possession of the government, and slavery, 
by far the more formidable and extensiv of the two 
evils,has been abolished, and has become, even as to its 
most serious effects, as much a thing of the past as 
the law of entail or the colonial aristocracy. Yet Mor
monism, with its peculiar institution, is in numbers 
and apparently in unity and energy, more powerful 
than it was when the ardent leaders of the young Lib
eral party launched at it their bitter and sounding con
demnation. Brigham Young. the great leader, has de
parted, and many of the apostles and disciples of 
his strange religion hav followed him. But "the 
church" has grown apace; its members hav increased 
and multiplied and peopled the fertil valley and hills 
their leader selected for their home; thousands of 
converts, men and women, from the hardiest races of 
Europe, hav been brought across the seas; universal 
suffrage, in which even the women-the ones obv!~ 
ously the most degraded by polygamy-hav shared 
has only increased the influence, the disciplin, and 
apparently the stability of the Mormon organization. 
Nor has the Republican party failed to try to carry 
out its pledges of hostility to the disgusting evil 
against which it declared war at the outset of its 
brilliant career. In 1862, in the midst of the 
most trying difficulties of the war for the Union, 
Congress paused to enact a law which made 
polygamy an offense against the statutes of the 
United States, punishable by fine and imprisonment. 
Later laws were passed to secure juries unpreju
diced in favor of the crime, by whom those accused 
of it should be tried. And finally in the spring of 
1882, a law was enacted intended to take political 
power from the hands of polygamists, disfnnchising 
them, forbidding them to hold office or act as judges of 
election, and providing for a commission to conduct 
elections in the territory of Utah in accordance with 
these requirements. 

This is usually called the "Edmunds law," after the 
eminent jurist and legislator who was its chief cham

it is as surely condemned by the resistless economic 
laws of modern society as was its "twin." 

A .Modern Daniel. 
The Rev. Garvy Bradsted, a local Methodist preach

er, who sel'Ved a congregation at New Egypt, N.J. 
somewhat. amazed his Sunday morning hearers some 
weeks ago by the anouncement that on Sunday, Sept. 
8th, he would die a natural death, and join his dead 
brother in heaven. He stated that the brother had 
been killed in battle during the late war. Ten years 
ago he dreamed that he had met that brother in 
heaven, and was then informed that in just ten years 
he would meet him again, and would never re
turn to earth again. The preacher then bade his 
congregation a final farewell, assuring them that at 
10 o'clock the following Saturday night he would be 
called to join his departed relativ. 

So impressed were many people with the solemnity 
of the preacher's manner that about one hundred 
members of the church gathered at his residence 
some time before the fateful hour. Mr. Bradsted 
was seated in a room opening upon the street. The . 
door was open and the preacher could be seen by all 
who had gathered about. Evidently he was awaiting 
with confidence the approach of death. His head 
rested upon his arms. As the hour approached the 
crowd began to get nel'Vons, and a portion of it ap
peared to expect that the Angel of Death would ap
pear in person and carry off their pastor bodily. Ten 
o'clock however passed, but nothing happened, and 
the preacher stilllivs. He thinks he has made a mis
take in the day and hour. 

The Stuff to Make .Men of. 
pion in the Senate, and who is reputed to hav been An exchange says: "The youngest son of Massa
its author. Whatever experience, acuteness, trained chusetts's famous war governor appears to be made 
judgment, and perfect sincerity of purpose could do of heroic stuff. According to thePittfield Journal he is 
to insure an efficient law may be assumed to hav working for a local telephone company as repairer 
been contributed to this one. Under it two elections and lineman To be able to put on overalls and a 
hav been held in Utah, one in the fall of last year shabby coat and visit, as a mechanic, residences where 
for a delegate in Congress, and one in August of this he has been a welcome guest at full-dress balls and 
year for a territorial legislature. The second was receptions, shows Mr. Andrew to hav nerve and de
by far the more important, because the Utah Com- termination enough to win success in the higher 
mission continues in office, by the terms of the Ed- ranks of business he has adopted." The young man's 
munds law, only until the "legislativ assembly of grit is indeed remarkable in this age of dudism and 
said territory shall make provision for filling the of- cigareticide. When a young man makes the best of 
:£ices "-namely,election offices which the commission the circumstances which surround him, when he will 
was appointed in the first instant to fill. The result take off his coat and engage in honest labor, not 
of the election is a practical failure of the law to ac- afraid to soil his hands, he is the man that. will be 
complish its purpose. Those actually guilty of polyg- able to successfully meet any emergency. He is one 
amy, it is believed, were excluded from the polls and of nature's noblemen. A young man who by force 
from the legislature, but of those who voted and of of circumstances has courage enough and strength 
those who were chosen to the legislature a large of character enough to unhesitatingly put on the 
majority were in cordial sympathy with polygamy as garb of a mechaanic and enter the house to work as 
a religious institution, were wholly under the influ- a mechanic where in days gone by he has entered in 
ence of the leaders who preach and practice that in- full dress, one of a company of wealthy young men, 
stitution, and can be relied on to upset any calcula- that young man is composed of the stuff that makes 
tions as to the extirpation of polygamy by disfran- men. He is an honor to himself his family and his 
chisment or by exclusion from office. The popula- country. He has force of character that givs him 
tion of the territory is about 144,000, of whom 70,- true independence that laughs at what his former 
000 are females. About 100,000 are nativs, and the companions may say, or at their snubs and jeers. 
remainder are of foreign birth. In this. population, He is bound to rise in the world, and nine out of ten 
at present, the Mormon church reigns supreme. who hav this independence liv to see the day when 
Careful observers believe that its rule is strengthened those who snubbed them will be glad to accept aid 
by the laws which hav been passed to break it down. -the bread of charity from the hand they refused to 
The policy of the government is looked upon to be take a few years before because it had the callous of 
one of persecution, and those at whom it is aimed are I honest toil, which is far more honorable and beautiful 
regarded as martyrs, and the wrongs as well as the I than the glove upon the hand which is not earned by 
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the wearer. When a young man is in a position to 
afford all the fine personal adornments; when he has 
money enough at h.is command to ~iv without work, 
he certainly has a right to spend It as best pleases 
him. But if to this there be added that force of 
character that will enable him to step into ranks of 
the honest mechanic should a time come when his 
money takes unto itself wings and :flies away, he is 
indeed a man whom the whole world should be 
proud to honor. There are, however, too many ten 
dollar a week young men who try to assume the airs 
of millionaires. If these young men would stop for 
an instant and think of the utter impossibility of suc
cess in such an attempt they would soon change 
their course, as they would realize that such is not 
the stuff men are made of. 

~litr# Jrom JJritqd#. 

WHITEWATER, Wis., Sept. 20, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: As I am way behind I must remit 

without longer delay. Inclosed you will find $1.25 
for six months. THE TRUTH SEEKER is growing bet
ter all the time, and I like it. It is 1llY best friend. 
I think more of it than I did of the Bible when I 
was a skinflint Christian. But it is no wonder THE 
TRUTH SEEKER is as good as it is, since its editor and 
its writers hav a whole host of educated devils at 
their elbows instructing them, and inspiring every 
word they write. Under such circumstances it ought 
to be the best paper published, and I think it is. 

0, 0. LEA. 

MR. WINTER IS STILL A MATERIALIST, 
. CINCINNATI, Sept. 20, 1883, 

MR. EDITOR: Here are some pleasant remarks to 
Mrs. E. Heddon. This lady, like many others, is 
very emotional. Her mind seems to be fixed on just 
what she would like, and not on what nature pro
claims to be positiv. Now, madam, nature hath 
given you a beginning which is known to you as 
life; but that life which you . possess was not yours 
one moment before your first breath was drawn, and 
although you hav been breathing for a considerable 
time, it doth not imply that your. breathing will 
never cease. Madam, it will cease surely at the mo
ment of death, for your lungs will die, and none 
can breathe without lungs. Life, no doubt, is pleas
ant to you-it is to millions, in chiding myself; but 
the longing desires of human emotion change not 
the laws of nature. Madam, we are mortal-nothing 
more. We once began to liv, and by the inexorable 
mandate of nature's law we all must die, and that 
rleath, madam, is final, whether we believe it or not. 
You (perhaps) say such ideas and conclusions sad
den the mind. Not so, madam; quite the reverse. 
Death is man's best friend. It rulieves us from every 
ache, every pain, and every sorrow. It places us 
beyond the reach of false friends and malignant foes 
-in a word, it is a cure for all the ills of life. We 
quietly sleep beneath the sod, or perhaps beneath 
tne rolling wave. It is all one; life is over, never 
more to return. We are as water spilt on the ground ; 
it car.not be gathered up again, and the place which 
knows us now will know us no more forever. 

No heavens allure the man of sense, 
Or hells produce one fear. 

He sleeps in everlasting peace, 
And none need shed a tear. 

Religious creeds hath made more fools 
Than any sum could tell; 

And silly mortals, to this day, 
Believe in heaven and hell. 

Life alone calls out such faiths, 
And leads astray the throngs; 

But death disperses all such freaks, 
And blots out all the wrongs. 

Madam. Otto Wettstein is more than right; he is 
faithful to truth. The sure way to be happy is to 
become a sincere Materialist, and I hope you will 
be one. Madam, all this is said in friendship. 

THOMAS WINTER, 

LEBANON, OR., Sept. 20, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: In order that justice may be done to 

what I claim to be an injured party, I wish to giv 
you the truth as I saw and heard it. 

Last May I read a communication in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER from Thomas Burke, being a letter from his 
friend, A. J. Prichard, stating that he had found rich 
gold deposits on the tributaries of the Coeur 
d'Alene river, and on June 4th I started for the gold 
field, and got in on the 14th, and found things un
settled. There was no prospecting that I would call 
prospecting, The water was too high to work to ad
vantage, and all that were there, like myself, had 
only pan, pick, and shovel to prospect with; no 
means of making pumps or buckets to sink a hole, 
and the only means was by drain ditch, which was 
slow, and I do not consider that we could or did giv 
it a thorough test: I did all I could in three weeks, 
and came home. But I found gold in every place I 
prospected, and got one dollar in one pan of dirt 
washed out, it being one piece; but the gold is very 
light, and from indic ttions it came but a short 
distance from the lead, being very porous and 
rough. I do not wish to be understood that I could 
get a dollar to every pan of dirt, for some pans I 

would not get a color, and the majority of the pans 
washed I would only get what miners would call a 
good color. 

Now what I wish to say in justice to Mr. Prichard 
is this: I believe him to be an honest man, and that 
he wanted to help the Liberals to what he supposed 
to be a good thing, and did it with pure love for the 
Liberal cause, But I think he was mistaken. He 
had prospected on the high rim rock along the 
streams, and the gold being of a light quality it will 
lodge on the high rock, whereas if it was of heavy 
quality it would be found more in the bed of the 
stream. That is my experience in mining, and I am 
satisfied that there is or will be some good mines 
there that will pay well. 

and wholly unconscious can never be excelled by 
any. These things we know to be genuin, occurring 
under conditions that precluded the possibility of 
fra.ud. 

We call upon Spiritualists everywhere to come to 
the assistance of this persecuted medium. Let us, 
by preserving and protecting these gifted workPrs 
for the spirit world, keep the golden gates ajar. Let 
such bullying, murderous villians as Mr. C:>lby's as
sailant be warned in time to keep hands off! 

There was a party of about seventy-five men that 
came from Montana, who were not Liberals in any 
sense of the word. I was told by good authority 
(not Pritchard) that they acted like crazy men, and 
that they wanted to hang Mr. Prichard before they 
got on Prichard Creek, and wanted to burn his cabin, 
and they would hav done so only for a party of Cal
ifornians that interfered in behalf of Mr. Pritchard. 
They helped themselvs to his provisions, and when I 
was coming out I was told by a soldier who was 
stationed at the telegraph station on the summit that 
the same party that wanted to hang Prichard stole 
his provisions, blankets, gun, pistol, and belt. 
There may hav been some good men among them, 
but I think they were a bad posse. b 

I lost my time and expenses going and coming, 
but I do not blame Mr. Prinhard, as I think he acted 
in good faith, and believed all he wrote in his letter 
to Mr. Burke, and that he wanted to do his Liberal 
friends a favor. I hope he may yet find his fortune, 
for he deserves it. 

I hope you will giv this a place in your valuable 
paper that justice may be done both Mr. Pritchard 
and Mr. Burke. A. ERviN. 

ORANGE CITY, FLA., Aug. 23, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: It becomes our duty, unpleasant as 

it may be, to chronicle another brutal assault on a 
spiritual medium while plying his. vocation. 

Last April, Geo. P. Colby, trance- and test medium, 
aBd speaker, was engaged to giv a course of lectures 
in Michigan City, Indiana. His usual custom is, after 
speaking,. to giv tests fran:.. the platform, and they 
invariably prove tests indeed. 

In this instance, after the close of a lecture (while 
still unconscious), he described and gave the name of 
a young lady who had died in the place, sometime 
previously, and said, "The spirit says she died a vic
tim to medical ignorance," It is needless to say 
that the medium knew nothing whatever of the cir
cumstances. The lecture was given on Tuesday 
evening, and Mr. Colby remained in town until Sat
urday evening, when, after the lecture, he went 
home with a friend, living about two miles, or two 
and a half, out in the country. 

The physician who had attended the young lady 
in her last illness, a Dr. Mullen, a resident of the 
city, although not present at the lecture, had, in the 
mean time, heard of the comUJunlcation. On the 
Saturday J;l.ight in question, having provided himself 
with a cane or cudgel, and taking, as companion 
and assistant in the base act he was about to com
mit, a negro of desperate character, a state prison 
convict, proceeded to the house where Mr. Colby was 
stopping for the night, although the rain was pour
ing in torrents. 

Arriving at the house, he remained in his carriage, 
and sent the negro to the house to inquire for Mr. 
Colby, saying there was a gentleman out in the 
carriage wishing to see him. But Mr. Colby's guides 
warned him not to go, and he was not unprepared 
for what followed. (I should here state that it was 
now between eleven and twelve o'clock at night.) 
The M.D. himself then went to the house, and re
quested to see Mr. Colby, giving his name as Mr. 
DeLoss, of Chicago, who was connected with some 
paper in that city, and began making inquiries after 
some friend in spirit life, as if he was really sincere, 
when he suddenly sprang upon Mr. Colby, seized him 
by the collar and exclaimed, "My business out here 
was to waylay you, and by God, I mean to kill you," 
aiming a blow at him with all his strength, with his 
cudgel; but at the instant Mr. Colby's collar gave 
way and he escaped the blow, which fell with such 
force on the door casing where he stood as to leave 
a deep indentation. 

Had he received the full force of it, the aim of the 
villian would probably hav been accomplished, and 
murder in fact, as it was in heart and intention, 
would hav been effected. 

Mr. Colby had him arrested, and endeavored to 
hav him indicted before the grand jury, but failed, 
presumably from the sympathy of the prosecuting 
attorney, politically, with the defendant, and the 
jurors doubly sympathizing with him, many of them 
being members of the same church (Catholic), and 
belonging to the same political party as the defend
ant. 

He is now prosecuting the doctor in a civil suit at 
his own expense, and we all know what that means. 

MR. AND MRs. T. D. GIDDINGS. 

ST. THOMAS, ONTARIO, Sept. 23, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: The two copies of the fourth volume 

of "A Truth Seeker Around the World," with pam
phlets ordered, were received all right. I was ex
tremely well pleased, in reading "Letters from 
Friends" in THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 8th inst., to 
see that some one has at last taken up the pen in 
behalf of the children of Freethinkers. Thanks, 
Brother Hacker: I hope you will nevf'r lay yo1:1r pen 
aside until something is done by our Liberal papers 
for our children, and that you will liv to see not 
only a youth's department in every Liberal paper in 
the land, but a Freethought paper for the young 
published weekly. 

I fully indorse every word of our venerable friend's 
letter, and I think I but echo the opinions of hun
dreds of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER when I 
say that we should hav a youth's department in all 
of our Liberal papers, to help to counteract the 
mind-dwarfing effects of the partial Christian educa
tion our children receive at the common schools and 
from other sources. 
It is easier by such means to fortify the minds of 

the young against the baneful influences of priest
craft and superstition, than by our periodical litera
ture and lectures to convert thosf' of maturer years 
from the ranks of superstition. Prevention is better 
than cure. 

All parents are not qualified to impart the neces
sary instruction to their children as it should be, 
however willing and anxious they may be that they 
should be so instructed. 

There is no lack of talent among our recognizerl 
teachers to supnly this want. Had this branch of 
our work-the Freethought education of the yom:u~
not been so long neglected. I feel confident that tbe 
result to our cause would hav been much greater 
to-day, intellectually and numerically. 

In a great many parts of the countrv we are so 
flCattered that it is impossible to hav Freethought 
Sunday-schools, and we should hav thfl next best 
thing-a youth's department in all our Freethought 
papers. 

Through all the proceedin~s of the Freethinkers' 
convention lately held in R0chester not one of the 
many speakers that addressed the convention (so far 
as I hav seen by the reports) raised his voice in be
hAlf of the children. 

Freethinkers ignore the fact that the children of 
to-dav will be the men and women of to-morrow. 
Not so our Christian friends, who by their Snnday
scbools and Sunday-school literature are able to 
keep the ranks of creed-bound superstition ever 
filled. I venture the a'<sertion that had our Free
thought papers devoted a due proportion of their 
space to the radical education of the chilrlren of 
their readers, even for the few years that the ma
jority of these papers hav been published, to-day our 
school books would not be filled with extracts from 
that fountain of obscenity, and so much of our chil
dren's and the school teachers' time spent daily In 
worse than idleneRs-in prayer. 

If, as our venerable friend says, Liberals prepare 
not the virgin soil by planting, cultivating, and keep
ing it free from weeds, thev cannot expect to reap 
the reward they should. No Liberal, I think, will 
care to say that our children should not be provided 
with antidote to the moral polson they are daily 
forced to imbibe. And to whom must great num
bers of parents look to provide this antidote but to 
our leaders and teachers, through the medium of 
our Liberal papers? And the absence ·of such provfls 
a remissness of duty no less upon our leaders than 
upon parents. 

Who can estimate the great loss our cause has 
sustained through such remissness in not having a 
portion of our papers devoted to and filled with 
mental food suited to the capacity of children? 

I had intended to refer to other matters of inter
est, but the length of this letter admonishes me to 
defer this work until I write again. Hoping that 
Brother Hacker's letter will bear it.s lflgitimate 
fruit, I remain Yours fraternally, D. NEILSON, 

WHITE CLOUD, MICH., Sept. 18, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 that I am pleased to 

be able to remit to THE TRUTH SEEKER as a motor to 
the enlightenment of the world. I also send you a 
trial subscriber and a list of names which I think 
may become regular on your subscription books af
ter a slight acquaintance with the paper. 

We hav known Mr. Colby personally for about ten 
years, and for a part of the time he was an inmate 
of our house, and we know what we affirm when we 
say the JIIOSt startling spirit phenomena hav oc
curred through his mediumship; besides, his power 
of giving clairvoyant tests while deeply entranced 

In canvassing for THE TRUTH SEEKER I find many 
men who would indorse it were their wives not ob
stinate and unwilling that it should be read in the 
family. In my experiencA this is one of the greatest 
barriers to the advancement of Freethought. Men 
in their hurry in looking after t.he indispensables of 
life naturally cast over to materfamilias the carA of 
children's manners rmu morals; 'he true and tendeL' 
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mother becomes nervou!lly anxious as to her responsi
bilities, and perchanca in the mean time not forget
ting the ways of her own mother, and even g-rand
mother, cannot think of running any risks by al
lowing any new tAachings to be thrown in the way 
of her darlings. Thus she makes a mistake in try_ 
in<:r to avoid a mistake. 

or her actions, should they presume to transgress the 
laws of their existence. And while the supposition 
apparently contains some semblance of truth, we are 
at best but left to mourn that so cruel a fate should 
hav ever ushered us into being should the supposi
tion hav a leg to stand upon. 

theta as "Antichrist," "the abomination of deso
lation" spoken of by Daniel the Prophet, "the 
mother of harlots" spoken of by John the Revela
tor, etc. 

To them, therefore, belongs the credit of or re
proach of inventing or originating the Christian sys
tem of faith, including his cloven-footed satanic maj
esty, "who goeth about like a roaring lion, seeking 
whom he may devour," and whom the Protestants 
hav adopted, with slight variation. 

When will woman dare to lift up her head and try 
to rea<:~on out her rescue from the enthralled and 
priest-frightened state of mind she has so long la
bored uniler, and allow the world to move on? There 
are but few men who would not rather forego the read
ing of a favorit pamphlet, or the Advocacy of a true 
inwardness, than endure sour looks at the dinner
table. I speak from the fact, or at least supposi
tion, that woman as a class, including those of both 
pro and anti Christian sentiment of the more con
Sf'quential parts of the world, claim they are de
barred from certain natural rights that they would 
ohtain could there be proper amendments tu both 
bnth politieal and religious customs. 

Ani! now that these rights, if obtained, may be 
henefits, certainly the begt use and application of 
them should be studied. Truly, no one would think 
tn take a hand in the game at politics nowadays 
without knowin~ the innings and outings of most of 
itg pet schemes. Would thA ideas of onlv thl'l one 
siile help one out in this? And, ton. ladies of Chris
th.n bent of mind who would put God in the Con
stitution must needs stuilv the pros and cons of both 
pnlitics and religion before they conld expect to 
gr:=tc'l a plane in BOClietv in common with men. 

H<td tbev done this thPir demands would be fair 
And the chanCl!'B of a. forward movement in the world 
brighteneil. The IntidPl side of religion then would 
ha.v been BC<tnned, and justlv stand or fall by its 
m<~rits. I think it. can b<=~ safely asf'erted that. with 
the female side of society rests the long arm of the 
leverag~> that religious superstition bas upon the 
worlrl. Let the reason for this be what it may. If 
this is not the caRe, why do th<~ intolerable clergy 
evor and anon so haunt this ingress to society? 

Our sister Elmina, I observe, in a recent contribu
tion to THE TRUTH SEEKER, makes in my humble 
opinion a very bold assertion, without adequate 
proof, I- fear, to sustain her therein. To all appear
ances, I admit, death does end all, But then in our 
every-day routine of life, how often and again are we 
not deceived by appearances, wide awake as well as 
when sound asleep, and who, without infallible proof 
to the contrary, can say that death (so called) is an 
exception to the general rule? Being no Spiritual
ist, never having- experienced in any manner or 
shape any bona fide evidence to convince me of a 
future life, nevertheless it seems highly unwarranted 
on the part of those in my estimation who assert the 
same to be impossible without at the same time ad
ducing infallible proof for their say so. Life in the 
absolute, methinks, could never hav had a begin
ning, and if so, how shall it be possible for it ever 
to hav an end? Moreover, can such at any time be 
addAd to or taken from?-another problem too deep, 
alaR! for human kind. In my opinion, Liberals 
everywhere could but add new laurels daily to their 
truth seeking· efforts would thev, while as but yester
day so many of us hav got out of the frying-pan, now 
keep themselvs from falling into the fire, and leave 
that insufferable dogmatism to the church militant 
anrl their hollow anointed. 

Now come the words of the text. In the ·catholic 
catechism taught in all their schools as the founda
tion of their religious creed, we find the following 
section: 

SUllJEOT: OF OUR FIRST PARENTS. 
Question. Who were our first parents? Answer. Adam and 

Eve. 
Q. Where did God place our first parents? A. In the Gar

den of Eden. 
Q. Did God cast them out of Eden? A. Yes. 
Q. Why did God cast them out? A. Because they .dis

obeyed God's commands. 
Q. How came they to disobey God's commands? A. Being 

tempted by the devil envying their happy state. 
Q. Who is the devil? A. One of the fallen angels. 
Q. What are angels? A. Pure spirits created to adore God 

and administer around his throne. 
Q. How came any angels to fall ? A. Because through 

pride they rebelled against God, .and he cast them out of 
heaven. 

As proof of the above statements, they quote I3a
iah xiv, 12, which reads as follows: 

"How hast thou fallen from heaven, 0 Lucifer! son of the 
morning,.'' etc. . 

Here, then, we hav the original conception of his 
satanic majesty, whom the church. has sent roaming 
about the earth for the last eighteen hundred years 
seeking whom he may devour, and by whose assist
ance they hav succeeded in deluding and terrifying 
the ignorant masses into supporting an army of in
dolent, haughty, tyrannical, and intolerant priests. 

The lithograph of our la.te lamented and worthy 
chief, D. M. Bennett, came duly to hand, aud which 
I am more than pleafled with, it being beantifull> 
executed, and which no Liberal who has not had t be 
pleasure of witnessing the original ought to be with
out. 

We trust woman may one day realize her true re
l<ttion to the world and cast a careful glance upon 
either sir'le that she standeth not in her own light. 
and did we feel competent. to advise we shc.uld rec
ommend that the few ladle<~ who now feel quite sure 

So the colonel has--again been interviewed. May it 
go on without ceasing. as his sledge-hammer criti
cisms never fail to make the most triumphant and 
visible breach in the strongholds of the enemy as 
could well be imagined, so much so that they that 
are blind should they never recover their sight will 
only hav themselvs to blame. H. A. ELLIOT. 

thAy see <'learly the world's rPquirements make a HINSDALE, N.H., Sept., 17, 1883. 
specialty of conferrin,z with thAir own sex, that they MR. EDIToR: I hav been very much interested in 
m<~v perch<tnce by this mnde effect the greater gond. t.he discusgion in THE TRUTH SEEKER between Mr. 

Please PXcuse me. Mr. Editor, as I do not often Putnam, Mr. Andrews, Mr. Wakeman, and others, 
rlmw upon ynur time, this being the first since the on the definition and true meaning of science. 
sad news of Mr. Bennett's death reached me. We The claim of Mr. Andrew:! is the most extraordi
reluctantly say, He is g-one. L'lt us not too much nary, so far as I know, ever propounded. 
openly mourn his loss, lest our Christian friends If I rightly apprehend his statements, he claims 
take the greater chance to triumph. Mr. Bennett not merely to hav discovered a new system of phi
was one of nature's noblemen, notwithstanding the losophy which will restate in a new form the old 
opinions of fools and the words of designing faleifi- ideas of the origin of things, and their most general 
ers. I inclose $1 toward his monument, hoping to arrangement, but to hav discovered a new and uni
do homage to his memory. And, by the by, as I versa! science, in the rigorous sense of that term, 
close, I must say I fail to see any benefit to our capable not only of classifying the sciences with ab
ca.use from an apparent desire in the various ism~;< solute accuracy. but of entering into the body of 
to convince each other of their favorit beliefs, and each of the sciences and laying bare the principles 
to scorn opposing sentiments. In what a plight will which control the facts there, thus binding all the 
we be to meet the common enemy, if we spend lav- sciences into one common science; so tl:iat in some 
ishly of our means and strength in C.)ntention among way all the sciences may be studed at once; this. 
o·Hselvs during our march to the front? I repeat .. is the most wonderful pretense ever made, 

It is possible that either Christianity or Freethought, Still, Mr. Andrews seems to me to be a man who 
before many years, will htke a heavy retro!l'rade understands himself remarkably well; and that fact 
from its present status. Which shall It be? Soirit- raises a presumption that he may hav what he 
ualism claims to be the most vehement of all the claims. re that should prove to be so, it would be a 
late isms. I would like to ask if in its arrogance it great pity if we should be hindering and embarras
Clboo~es to meet the common enemy alone? I trust sing him, in exhibiting his discovery, by spending 
Mr. Winter has not forsaken his ancient valor in time beforehand in discussing what we may suppose 
dealing out to the so-called clergy what all reason- it to be, whereas it may prove to be wholly differ
able judgments would style necess~tries-that is, if I ent. If what he claims is true, it is of exceeding 
am correct, "A little more grape, C'!.ptain Bragg." importance-more importance, even-for us to learn 

We deem THE TRUTH SEEKER still highly relishable it, than for him to teach it. 
and indispensable. If its late editor was noted for Such a discovery, it seems to me. would revolu
dealing heavy blows at noonday upon the very doors tionize all human affairs; and the whole system of 
of the musty old citadel of religious superstition with education first of all. For one, I am exceedingly 
the battering-ram of truth, its present editor excels anxious to hear from Mr. Andrews some actual, and, 
in removing, fox-like, the quicksands from under- if possible, some p.:>pular showing of Universology; 
neath its walls, that at the aopointed time all may not writing's about it, or defending It from attack, 
tumble in one lasting ruin. 0 ye Fates! hasten the but the thing Itself. Ca.n you not prick him up to 
time, and m~y man damn the clergy. Adieu. the making of some sort of a showing of that kind, 

Yours, D. E. PENDLETON. 60 that we may judge for ourselva what he has, and 
what will be its uses to the world? 

CATHLAMET, W. T., Sept. 11, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Finding you hav been loth to appreci

ate my timid yet somewhat ambiguous hint, I hav 
now no other alternativ but to respond to your gen
erous confidence. Although at first I did think of 
having a lull in order to be thrown entirely on my 
own resources with a view, were it possible, to make 
matters doubly sure, that I had not been in too great 
haste to discard the crafty dogmatism of my youth
ful years, yet, on second thought, I hav come to 
the firm conclusion that such would be an utter 
waste of valuable time, for having tried the experi
ment times without number, not the faintest shadow 
of my error (if error it be) looms in the distance. 
And while reason, nature's supreme guide for hu
manity, is left me, it is emphatically impossible other 
than to follow my honest convictions, lead me to 
whence they may; follow it I must, yet with perfect 
c• mplacency. Some people assert that the human 
c.bsolutely is not a responsible being. Be that as it 

_way, too well we know that in our sweet E:xperience 
through life each has to bear the brunt of his 

FLAVIUS J OBEPHUS STREETER. 
[Mr. Andrews has considerable printed literature 

on the subj ct of universology, which he would no 
doubt be pleased to furnish those of an inquiring 
mind who wish to know more of his discovery than 
has been published in THE TRUTH SEEKER. His 
address is 201 East Thirty-fourth st., New York city. 
-ED. T. S.] 

0RANGEPORT, N.Y., Sept. 20, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of July 28th a corre. 

spondent signing himself "A Young Truth Seeker " 
makes the assertion that Christians claim that God 
did not make the devil. I was not aware that such 
was the fact, but I· am constrained to the belief that 
he was substantially correct, which I will endeavor 
to show. 

It must be conceded by every candid mind that 
the Catholic church was for many centuries the only 
church which could lay claim to being the church 
of Christ, notwithstanding she has been sti~matized 
by the Protestant church with such opprobrious epi-

Whoever will take the trouble to read the four
teenth chapter of Ieaiah will see at once that the 
whole chapter has reference to Nebuchadnezza.r, 
king of Babylon, who had besieged Jerusalem and 
taken many of the Jews captiv to Babylon, but who 
was afterward subdued and deprived of his kingdom, 
and accordiiJg to Daniel turned out to grass for seven 
years to feed like the beasts of the field, until his 
hair grew like eagles' feathers, and his finger nails 
grew out like birds' claws (Da.n. iv, 33). It was over 
these misfortunes of Nebuchadnezzar that Isaiah was 
rejoicing when he uttered the language quoted. To 
present his (Isaiah's) meaning more clearly, I will 
quote a few passages from the same chapter. 

The first verse reads: "For God will hav mercy 
on Jacob, and will choose Israel and set them in 
their own land." 

Fourth verse: "Thou shalt take up this proverb 
against the king of Babylon and say, How hath the 
oppressor ceased !-the golden city ceased!" 

The sixth verse reads: "He who smote the people 
with wrath a continual stroke, he that ruled the na
tion in anger, is persecuted, and none hinderetb.'' 

Verse ninth: "Hell from beneath is moved for 
thee to meet tLee at thy coming; it stirreth up the 
dead for thee, even all the chief ones of the earth ; 
it has raised up from their thrones all the kings of 
the nations.'' 

The sixteenth verse says: "They that see thee 
shall narrowly look upon thee, and consider thee, 
saying, Is this the man (not devil) that made the 
earth to tremble, that did shake kingdoms." 

The twenty-first verse: •· Prepare slaughter for the 
children for the iniquity of their fathers" (splendid 
Bible doctrin-most merciful, lcving God!), etc. 

The above quotations will suffice to show the gen
eral tendency of the chapter, which is as plain as 
language can express it that it has reference to Neb
uchadnezzar, and no one else. 

Thus we see that the originators of the Christian 
religion hav resurrected the bones of poor old Neb· 
uchadnezzar, clothed them with infinity and immor
tality, and sent him roaming to and fro upon the fac<l 
of the earth, seeking whom he may devour. 

This, my Christian friend, is the true origin of the 
Christian devil, whom the priesthood hav been using 
since the establishment of the Christian religion, and 
are still using (they could not carry on their trade 
without him), to terrify their ignorant, credulous, 
deluded dupes into contributing their hard-earned 
money for their support. 

Query No. 1.-If heaven is a holy place, and no 
sin enters there, and angel<~ are pure and holv spir
its, how came they to rebel, or how could they re
bel, being sinless-for rebellion and revolution im
ply sin in that instance? 

Query No. 2,-n pure and holy spirits did once re
bel against God and were cast out of heaven (Milton 
says, in "Paradise Lost," that about one-third of 
heaven were cast out), what guarantee hav you or I 
got, if we liv ever so good a Christian life, or are 
ever so orthodox in our faith, and succeed in enter
ing through the pearly gates into the celestial city, 
that we will not some time be induced to join some 
rebellious spirit and finally be cast out of heavPn 
into the pit and be doomed to fizzle and fry thrpugh 
all eternity, world without end? 

M. E ATWOOD, P.M. 
--------~~-------

THE Oommercial Advertiser says: "The Agnostic's 
definition of life is ' the predicament previous to 
death.'" 
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1 (Continued from page 629.) 
Max Grossman offered the following resolution, 

which was adopted: 
Resolved, That whenever or wherever any local or state 

League shall find it advisable to enter independently into 
J>Olitical campaign, on the basis of the platform adopted by 
this convention, the National Liberal League pledges itself to 
render assistance to them in every possible way. 

egates vot~d early and often for their candidates, and something more was needed than earthly endeavor 
before taking up the regular order of business, the by those in the flesh. The spirits of clf·parted phi
votes stood: Mrs. Lake, 135; Mrs. Swank, 100; Mrs. lanthropists were also doing their share to Lelp t.bings 
Severance, 60. T~e statuet was awarded to Mrs. along. Mr. Leavitt has great faith in the Unknow-
Lake .. It resulted m $103.70 for the League. able, and not a little confidence in the Vague. 

Pres1~ent Wakeman then delivered a lecture on Dr. Lambert said that two-fifths of the labor and 
the ~nbJect, "Scientific Basis of Liberalism and its money of the world were devoted to tobacco and al
Duties," add~~ing many strong and powerful points. coholic liquors. That made three-fifths of the people 
. A ~ew ~nxihary branch of the League was organ- support the other two-fifths, who were practical non
Ized m Milwauk~e. The officers elected are: Max producers. A man that wanted anything he didn't 
Grossmann, president; Mrs. Dr. Severance, secretary; earn was little better than a thief. 

Reading and adoption of the committee's report 
was then proceeded with. Several sections met with 
opposition, some mild and others radical. Among 
the latter was that making Sunday a dav for holding 
elections. The temperance clause was- also warmly 
contested. The greatest division, however was on 
the question of compulsory education. Time was 
consumed on this clause until the clock indicated the 

James Orms~y, treasurer. Twenty members joined Mr. Stone argued that if the production of tobacco 
at the formatiOn. and alcoholic liquors kept two-fifths of the people at 

The Liberal Club. 
hour ~f 1 P.M. near . at hand, and the matter was yet The thrae hundred and sixth meeting of the Man
undeCided. An adJournment was then taken until 2 hattan Liberal Club was not attended with any on
o'clock, with the presiding officer's request that all usual excitement nor by a large number of people. 
delegates be promptly on hand at the hour named. Mr. Clinton Furbish was upon the program, but when 

The afternoon session opened at 2 o'clock, with a the meeting opened he was not upon the platform. 
continuation of the ?onsideration of the reformatory Listening to him by those present was therefore im
demands. A long time was taken for the discussion practicable, and Mrs. S. ·Myra Hall volunteered in 
of the details proposed for adoption, but without com- the emergency. It is said she has been waiting some 
ing to any definit conclusion beyond that arrived at time for this sort of an opening. Mrs. Hall stated 
in the morning, the final occurrence being left for the that she had two lectures in her mind. One was the 
afternoon meeting. At 3 o'clock the election of offi- "Union of Forces," and the other was "Justice ver
cerswasenteredupon,withthechoiceofthefollowing:· sus Charity.'' Versus is a Latin word meaning 

T. B. Wakeman, New York, president. against. It is a proper word to use in reference to 
T. C. Leland, New York, secretary. lawsuits and in the headings of letters written by the 
Courtlandt Palmer, New York, treasurer. correspondent who signs himself "Justitia" or "Fair 
T. B. Wakeman, T. C. Leland, Courtlandt Palmer, Play.'' Elsewhere the world hns to struggle along 

New York; E. A. Stevens, Chicago; Mrs. H. S. Lake, without it, until it is relieved by finding the word in 
board of directors. the title of an esRay. though it is not neceesary that 

E. A. Stevens was elected chairman of the Execu- the essayist should know its meaning or hav any ap-
tiv Committee. preciation of its correct use. But this is a deflection. 

After the election the amendments to the Constitu- The lecturess did not make it very clear as to which 
tion were adopted. These amendments were printed of her lectures she was about to deliver; and the 
in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Sept. 1st, page 548. audience,_ who listened with a cheerful submission to 

The Congress then adjourned until evening, when the unavoidable that was pleasing to observe, were 
George Chainey, of Boston, lectured on the " Con~ left in a state of doubt. Sometimes the union of 
test of Christianity and Humanity.'' forces seemed to be on top, and then again it ap
. The congress concluded its session Sunday even- pearad as if justice versus charity was getting the 
mg, after adopting resolutions thanking the Liberals best of it. Mrs. Hall's ideas are hardly as exuberant 
of Milwaukee for courtesies extended and interest as her person, and she is not so interesting as a pub
manifested. During the forenoon Mrs.' H. S. Lake lie speaker as she might be as a conversationalist. 
?f California, read an able paper on "Heroes," where~ She has an off-hand way of committing capital of
m she contrasted the heroes of moral history with fenses against tbe rules of grammar, and the fact that 
those of the military world. Her deduction was that the English language survives so many assaults goes 
persons who distinguished themselvs in the field of far to confute the arguments of those who believe 
morality far outshone those who made themselvs fa- that death ends all. The speaker said she was 
mons in open warfare. ashamed of this nation, and wept for it. She ap-

J. E. Remsburg, of Atchison, Kan., delivered his peared at times to be on the point of saying it might 
great speech, "False Claims.'' go to the dogs for all the help it would get from her, 

The Committee on Resolutions then submitted the but did not, to the visible relief of as much of the 
previously printed report as the final report which nation as was present. Many people, the lecturess 
was adopted. said, who appeared to be in easy circumstances 

To THE NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE CoNGREss: The under
signed members of the committee appointed by your body 
last year, at St. Louis, to consider the project of relief and 
insurance among Liberals generally, would recommend, as a 
minority of said committee, the majority not being present-

First. That a system of insurance in case of death, and of 
relief for sick and distressed Liberals, is advisable, and we 
believe it would tend to cement in stronger bonds of frater
nity the different elements of Freethought the world over. 

Second. That we would recommend the approval by the 
National Liberal League of the system of insurance and re
lief formulated by the organization known as the Secular Be
nevolent Association of Port Jervis, as being the most simple 
and democratic in its workings of any that hav come to our 
attention, and the most likely to meet the demands of Lib
erals for an economical method of securing the ends named 
without encouraging and incurring the danger of accumulat
ing large amounts of money into the hands of officers who 
may be tempted to use the funds thus held for their own pur
poses. 

Third. That we recommend that subordinate Leagues in
terest themselvs in this plan of co-operativ insurance and re
lief, not only for the personal benefit of Liberals, but as a 
means of securing unity of action. 

T. B. WAKEMAN, 
W. T. DoTY, 

Of Committee. 

At the afternoon session Charles Watts, of London, 
England, spoke for the cause of Liberalism. 

It was then announced that a statuet of Thomas 
Paine would be sold at auction, the proceeds to go 
toward meeting the expenses of the congress. The 
statuet is a model by David Richards, of Chicago, 
for a larger monument, to cost about $25,000, and to 
be erected in one of the Chicago parks. It repre
sents Paine seated in a thoughtful manner, with his 
left arm resting upon a stand and supporting his 
head. It was presented to the League by E. A. 
Stevens, one of the delegates, and is said to be a 
good likeness. After a bid or two it was decided to 
raffie off the piece. One hundred and twelve tickets 
were disposed of at 50 cents apiece. The lucky num
ber was 9, held by F; H. Maurer, of Oconomowoc, 
Wis., who presented the statuet back to the League 
to dispose of it as they saw fit. It was decided to 
again put it up at the close of the evening session. 
The meeting then adjourned. 

The congress resumed its session at 8 o'clock in 
the evening, but unimportant business only was done. 
On calling the meeting to order, Mr. Wakeman 
stated that the statuet would be presented to the 
most popular lady, and that votes toward that end 
could be had for ten cents apiece. Mesdames Dr. 
~everance, Swank, a.nd Lake were nominated. Del-

habitually and persistently went to bed hungry. She 
spoke of a reporter who gave out all of a sudden, and 
the jury that sat on him found his stomach to be 
empty. The reporter denied the charge, and in
stanced a sandwich and glass of beer which he had 
indulged in only a week previously;. but the mighty 
truth must go thundering down the ages that that 
reporter was hungry! It was tough. Mrs. Hall 
turned her attention to woman, and said that she was 
the under dog in the fight. Therefore her sympa
thies were largely in that direction. The lecture en
dured for forty-five minutes. 

Mr. Henry Stone arose to inquire why the orators 
whose names were down on the card, which the 
members paid big money for, were not in fact the 
speakers. He did not qesire a repetition of the last 
month's experience. Mr. Andrews, the chairman, 
spoke of malaria as an excuse for Mr. Furbish. 

Mr. Channing Burnz was the :first critic. His re
marks were directed at "Justice versus Charity." 
He said the lecturess's definition of justice was what 
the world called charity. Justice was in fact what 
came in the natural course of events. 

The rest of the speakers criticised the "Union of 
Forces.'' Mr. Ingalls said the primitiv method· of 
commerce was to kill the owner of property and to 
carry away his possessions. That method tending to 
discourage industry, an arrangement was ma~e ?Y 
which the person who was robbed could save his hfe 
by binding himself to work for. hie conqueror as 
long as he lived. That established slavery, and 
was the foundation of the wage system. Mr. In
galls's method of readjusting the affairs of mankind 
is that advocated by the Land Reformers. 

Mr. Rosevelt said there was once an Irishman in 
court for some offense, who appeared to be in great 
perturbation. The judge told him not to get excited, 
as he was sure of justice in that court. "Arrah !" 
said Paddy; "that's just what I am afraid of.'' The 
reader can apply this story to either the "Union of 
Forces" or "Justice versus Charity," according as he 
thinks it will fit best. 

Mr. Pink claimed that the masses required more 
confidence in one another's integrity before they 
could unite effectivly. The same spirit that caused 
the capitalist to oppress the laborer was inherent in 
mankind and would be put in practical operation by 
the workingman if affairs were reversed. Mr. Pink 
is a misanthropist. 

Samuel Leavitt's remarks were to the effect that 

work, it would be a great disaster to the world to do 
away with those industries. Mr. Stone could not 
apologize for tobacco and liquor, as he had very little 
attraction for the one and none at all for the other. 

The Great Universal Preacher was the next speaker, 
The way he looms up over most of the Liberal 
Club speakers makes them look small. While he is 
speaking the listener has an opportunity of judging 
how Moses must hav felt when he heard the voice of 
Jehovah reverberating in the thunders of Sinai. 
There is the crash of artillery about his method of 
delivering a speech, and he towers above the unre
sisting hearer like the Roman gladiator in the picture 
over his prostrate foe. He may not always convince 
an audience of the soundness of his views, but he can 
bring all but the most incorrigible to a realizing 
sense of their own comparativ insignificance. His 
remarks in this case, as usual, were designed to har
monize the discordant views of the other speakers, 
and to hold out the hope of something better to come 
in the near future. 

Mrs. Hall closed the discussion. Mr. Wakeman 
and Mr. Leland, though returned from their trip 
West, were not present. Neither was Mr. Shook. 

A Good Spiritualists' Convention. 
The New York Central Association of Spiritualists 

assembled in Brown's Hall, Georgetown, N.Y., in ac
cordance with previous notice. The day was fine, 
and as the hour approached, the people came pour
ing in from all directions, and many pleasant greet
ings were exchanged. It was a basket picnic, as 
usual, and the numerous tables standing in the spa
cious dining room were set and. supplied by many a 
party of the happy comers. When all had partaken 
and the tables had been cleared, the visitors assem
bled in the large ball and opened the meeting, Dr. 
Beals acting as chairman. J. F. Baxter, of Boston, 
and Mrs. Colby, of Buffalo, were tbe speakers en
gaged. Mrs. Colby was accompanied by JYlrs. Smith 
(as she has been for the past eleven years), who sings 
for her. There were five sessions during Saturday 
and Sunday, each evening being given to a session. 
The speaking was very fine, and much radical truth 
was uttered by both Baxter and Colby. The pro
ceedings were interspersed with fine music and smg
ing by Mr. Baxter and Mrs. Smith. The attendance 
was large, and on Sunday the large hall was full. 
Everyone seemed happy, and the attention was earn
est and constant. Baxter's tests were entirely satis
factory. 

The next session will be held at Cazenovia. At a 
late hour Sunday evening the association adjourned. 
Photographic negativs were made, of stereoscopic 
and 8x10 sizes, and parties wishing them can address 
T. Brown, Georgetcwn, or Parker, photographer, 
Sherburne, N. Y. H. R. Pj 

A Note from Mrs. Severance. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, f::Hr: In the 

report of my lecture in Pittsburgh, in your last issue, 
a grave mistake in statistics is made. I said that 
thirteen and a half qf all the ministers in the United 
States were criminal (not that thirteen and a half of all 
criminals were ministers), while only two and a half 
of the entire population were criminals, thus showing 
that the Christian religion did not make people more 
moral, as its advocates claim, even in the case of its 
consecrated advocates. Our National Liberal League 
Congress just closed a very interesting session here, 
wherein much good work bas been done. 

Since I saw you in Rochester I hav spoken in 
Pittsburgh, Salem, Toledo, Cleveland, Adrian, and 
Chicago. Hav been very busy, but am now at my 
sunny home resting from one kind of labor by engag
ing in another. 

Yours for progress, JuLIET H. SEVERANCE, M.D. 
Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 26, 283. 

THE old woman at Leeds, England, whom the salva
tion Army announced as " the champion drunkard," 
and whose conversion was made matter of repeated 
boast, has been again sent to jail by the local magis
trates for being drunk and disorderly. It would be 
interesting, says the National Reformer, to learn how 
long on the average Salvation Army conversions 
from drunkenness are found to last, especially if the 
drum and red flag excitement be allowed to dimin
ish. " General Booth" has transferred the license of 
the Eagle Tavern; that is, he authorizes another to 
carry on under his lease, the liquor trade which he 
so vehemently denounced. 
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The Sunburnt Palmer. 
BY ALHAZA, 

Is there a shrine where we should kneel, 
A column white beneath the sky, 

Where now the sunburnt palmer rests, 
Who laid so calmly down to die? 

His sandals pressed the mournful dust 
Where men are martyred everywhere, 

And nought could st!ll his earnest words 
When blinded nations knelt in prayer. 

Shall gorgeous temples rear their towers 
Where tyrant forms Ignobly rot, 

While fr..eedom's hero calmly sleeps 
With no white shaft to mark the spot? 

No tablet carved with truths sublime 
His prlsoned hand so mildly penned, 

Which yet shall wake the earthquake dire. 
That can the rocks of error rend. 

How nature veiled herself In white 
To welcome home her chosen son, _ 

Embalmed with deeds, whose odor sweet 
Is myrrh upon the south wind blown. 

Then polished marble there should gleam, 
And glow beneath the summer sky, 

To honor him whose golden words 
Hav taught us how to llv and die. 

in hoarse whispers; "don't you know you are 
making more disturbance than he is?" 

"P'raps I be," replied, Bob, "p'raps I be, 
but,----- it, it's always the way with 
him. We can't hav anything quiet and or
derly and religious like, but, by the ----, 
he must put in his oar and howl and yawp 
around like a guinea hen. It's a ---
outrage." 

"Come Bob,'' said Dillingham, "sit down, 
and he'll keep quiet." 

"But I propose that the parson shall hav a 
fair show, I'll be--- if I don't. There can't 
no men, nor no set of men run this meetin', 
or the parson, either, while Bob Baxter is in 
the immediate vicinity. Here, the very first 
time we ever tried to hav a meetin' here, this 
----- fool must swing in with his --
--- chow-chow and spile the hull matinee. 
He must button up his lip pretty middlin ' 
-- --- quick, or the parson will hav to 
stop over another day and conduct a funeral. '• 

"But, Bob," persisted Dillingham, "don't 
you see--" 

"It's always the way with him, the scurvy, 
----·whelp; we can't do anything quiet 
and orderly like with him hanging around like 
a sore thumb, and he won't let us be godly 
and religious when we want to. Besides that, 

First Religions Services at San An· this ain't no place for a drunken man, and-
gela. where is he?" and Bob Baxter glared wildly 

toward the hole in the wall from which the 
Frotn :&<as S.:ftings. man's face had disappeared as soon as Bob 

The first religious services ever held at San commenced to make remarks. 
Angela, a small Texan town which hovered "He's gone home, probably," said Dilling-
under the protection of Fort Concho, could ham. 
hav been aptly termed unique. At the fort "He'd better go home, the _____ coy-
were stationed three companies of United ote," muttered Bob, "we are going to hav 
States infantry. At the town of San Angela, a quiet meetin', and I want everybody inside 
across the creek, there was a heterogeneous and outside of this tabernacle to remember it, 
population, male and female, as wild, bar .. and, here, parson, continued Bob, walking up 
baric, and dissolute as the most sanguinary to the little table which served as the, now 
desperado might wish to find. There was thoroughly agitated and trembling parson's 
the surviving hero of many a fatal brawl, the pulpit, "here's my bayonet, and you can cut 
man whose ten fingers hardly sufficed to the liver outen the very next man that inter
count the victims of his "ready reference'' rupts. Now go ahead and get your Israelites 
revolver. The hunted, battered, beaten across the creek, and shoot off your bazoo as 
wreck of womanhood was there, with the much as you like-I'm here." 
fierce, baleful light of a lost soul flashing Then Bob laid his long knife on the parson's 
from her eyes. It was a hard lot, these early table, stepped back, folded his arms and 
settlers of San Angela, the wash and drift- watched the effect. But the remainder of the 
wood of the advancing waves of civilization. services were very short. Not that any fur-

It occurred to the superintendent of the ther interruption ensued, but still the services 
government works at the fort that a series of were, somehow, abbreviated, and most of the 
religious meetings at San Angela might pos- awe-stricken audience swarmed out of the 
sibly temper the winds of wrath to the shorn dance-house and went home. Bob invited the 
lambs of iniquity, and, accordingly, he invited parson and some of his friends to take some
a local preacher, named Paxton, from the thing, but the parson said he had never been 
eastern part of the state, to come over to San in a saloon in his life. Dillingham whispered 
Angela and inaugurate a revival. Brother to him that, under the circumstances, it would 
Paxton arrived in due time, was hospitably be better and safer to drink with the boys, so 
received at the fort, and after supper, accom-· the parson said he would take a lemonade. 
panied by Dillingham, the superintendent, he "Lemonade the devil," whispered a voice 
passed over the creek to San Angela to be"in on the outskirts of the crowd, "if you drink 
operations in the stubble-field of sin. The with this crowd you'll drink whisky." 
word quickly passed around that there was to Instantly there was a commotion in front of 
be a meeting at the dance-house, a rough the bar, and Bob Baxter found the owner of 
shanty with a clay floor, and at early candle- the voice and held his revolver barrel under 
light the somewhat limited auditorium was the man's nostrils. 
completely filled. But it was a quiElt audi- "I want you to understand," said Bob, em
ence, and disposed to listen attentivly and phatically, "that the parson is drinking at my 
patiently to the words of wisdom from the expense, and he will drink whatever he -
preacher's lips. pleases, from cod liver oil to goat's milk. It's 

Brother Paxton had traveled in the Holy none of your ----- business what he 
Land, and was anxious to impart valuable in- drinks." 
formation concerning that locality. Taking This episode, however, closed the religious 
for his text, "Push Forward," he proceeded exercises at San Angela. The parson could 
to draw a map of the Red Sea on a large never be induced to return, and the religious 
piece of paper, which he suspended from the excitement after that waned to a melancholy 
wall, and then he told how Pharaoh's host degree, notwithstanding the almost superhu· 
pursued the children of Israel down to the man efforts of Bob Baxter to keep it up to 
banks of the Red Sea, and how the Israelites concert pitch. 
were about to capitulate when they heard the 
voice of the Lord commanding them to push 
forward, and the great sea divided, and the 
children of Israel passed through dry shod, 
while the gorgeous host of the wicked Pha
raoh were swallowed up in the vast meeting of 
the waters. 

The motley audience appeared visibly af
fected, although the whole recital was strange 
history to most of them. But just at this 
juncture one of the roughest, toughest)peci
mens of the inhabitants of San Angela 
pushed a great head of shock hair and coarse, 
disagreeable features through a window hole 
in the side of the dance-house, and resting his 
elbows on the sill, said: 

"Say, parson, when yer git through with 
it, whattle yer (hie) take for that d-- map 
of yours?" 

From the main body of the audience, Bob 
Baxter immediately arose in his seat. From 
one side of his belt hung a huge revolver with 
a long, glittering barrel. From the other 
depended a big knife, made from a cavalry 
saber. 

"I'll shoot that ~ ~------ drunken dis
turber of public worship into hash," Jlaid Bob, 
his eyes blazing with indignation. 

"~:llt down I" chorused hal£ a dolilen vo1ces 
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House Wanted. 
Wanted, a well-built, comfortable country house, 

and af6lW acres of land In New York State, In elevated, 
dry, and healthy district, free frOtn malaria. The house must 
be in ., .. uent sanitary condition, with Southern aspect; 
water pure and abundant-own spring preferred; 
convenient to station and post-office. Wanted to hire 
for one year with privilege of purchasing. In an
swering please state full particulars. Addres "W. 
K. D.," care of this office. 2t39 

FARADAY PAMPHLETS. 
No. I.-The :Relation of the Spiritual to 

thf' JJiateriallJniverse; the Law ot'tJou• 

T~~o~;.pera given In the Interest of Spiritual Sci
ence, by Spirit FARADAY, ot England. Price, 15 eta. 
No. 2.-0rigiu ot' J.U'e; 

Or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution of 
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processes; 
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. By Spirit FARADAY. 
Price 10 cents. 
No. 3.-Tbe Development ot· the Spirit 

After Transition. 
The Origin Of Religions. By Spirit FARADAY. 

Price, 10 cents. 
No.4.-The Process ot'ltiental Action; 

Or, How We Think. By Spirit FARADAY. 15 cents. 
No. 5.-Jesns ()hri8t a Fiction. 

Founded on the Life of Apollonius of Tyana. How 
the Pagan Priests of Rome originated Chrlstlaalty. 
Translated by the late M. FARADAY. 208 pages. Price, 
bound, 75 cents. Paper, 50 cents. Postage, 5 cents. 
Rome. Not Bethlehem, the Bhthplace ot· 

Jesus. 
Extract from Faraday No. 5. Price 10 cents. 

Who Wrote the New Testament? 
Extract from Faraday No. 5. Price 10 cents. 

BOWLES PAJJIPHLE'I'.S. 
No. I.-Experiences of Samuel Rowles. 

Late editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In 
Spirit Life; or, Life As He Now Bees lt from a Spir
Itual Standpoint. Written through the medlumshlp 
of CARRIE E. B. TWING, of Westfield, N.Y. 20 cents. 
No. 2.-()outrasts in SJ,trit J.ife: 

And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLES, late 
edltDr of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In t11e 
first five spheres. Also a thrilling account of the 
late President Garfield's reception In the splrlt 
world. Written through the hand of CARRIE E. S. 
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. Price, 50 cents. 
Achsa w. Spraarne's and :ltlary Clarl•'" 

£xperiencf>S in the First 'l'en Spherf'S 
of Spirit J,ife, 

Medium, ATRALDINE BMIT.II, Oswego, N.Y. Price, 
20 cents. 

ANOTHER GREAT WORK! 

JESUS CHRISr A FICTION 
Founded upon the Life of 

Al'OLLONIUS OF TYANA. 

How the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated 
Christianity. 

Transcribed by SPIIUT FARADAY, late Electrician 
and Chemist of the Royal Institution, 

London, England. 
Price, hoards, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 
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WETTSTEIN'S 
JEWElRY STORE, 

ROCHELLE, ILL. 
Established 1857. Bea.ts the World. 

There Is not another town three times the size of 
Rochelle that can show so large and beautiful a stock 
of fine gold and sliver watches, fine gold and plated 
chains, charms, necklaces, and lockets, bracelets; 
plain gold, diamond, pearl, turquois, and fancy stone 
rings; soli<! all ver and plated ware; optical goods, 
gold pens, accordions, pocket and table cutlery, guns, 
revolvers, shears, etc., as WETTSTEIN'S. 

Square dealing, enterprise, adaptation, accurate 
judgment, best of taste In buying, steady appl!catlon 
during twenty-five years, best of watch-work, and 
LOWEST PRICES AT ALL TIMES, hav done it. 

If you hav a watch that no one else can put In per
fect order, send It to me. If you hav no watch, send 
to me for prices, and I will save you money. If you 
want a chain, necklace, ring, solid sliver or plated 
spoons, castor, spectacles, opera glass, etc., send to 
me for prices and description, and I wlll convince 

yo~EFERENCEB: Mayor and City Council, officers of 
Rochelle banks. 

GOODS SENT TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

Ingersoll's Works. 
The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 

In :five lectures, comprising, u The Gods," 11 HumM 
boldt," u Thomas .Paine.' •• Ind.1y1dua.Uty," and "Here
tics and Her estes." 

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 
Inclndlnll', ·• Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child;' 

• • The Declaration of Independence,'' "About Farming 
in Illinois·1" u The Great Banquet,"" The Rev. AlexsnM 
der Clark,' " The Past Rises before Me Like a Dream," 
and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll." 

Some :Mistakes of Moses. 
cents; cloth, $1.25. 

Paper, 50 

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. 
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, 
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa
per, 50 cents. 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00; 
cloth, $2.00. 

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Pa
per, 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
as Cllnton Place, New York 

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD. 
A Fabricated Account of 

A Scene at the Death·bed of 
THOMAS PAINE. 

DID BISHOP FENWICK WRITE I7 1 
18 pp. Handsomely printed and bound, 

Price, 1i cents, Addrees THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
liS Ollntonl'lace, New York. 

THE 

W I L S 0 N I A," 
INVENTED BY 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

80 COURT STREET. and 

286 FULTON STREET, 

BROOKLYN, N.Y. 

For the past five years In England and America 
this system has performed such cures In almost ev 
ery form of dlseaese as were until then unheard of. 
Step by step It has advanced since Its first ln
trocluctlon (first relieving and curing one man who 
bent !Ike an archer's bow for ten years, hut was 
In two months able to walk erect). Then fol
owed other cases equally marvelous In all known 
forms of disease; thus going on from day to day 
n nd month to month, until the method of cure 
Introduced by Wm. Wilson, the originator of the 
magnetic clothing system of America, has saved 
tens of tlwusands ftom the grave, and Is now recognized 
by our most eminent scientists and physicians, hun
dreds of whom presrcibe it for tlteir patients after medi· 
cin has failed, until It has become a household word 
In case of sickness. Since Its first Introduction we 
hav continually Improved, until to-day we orrer the 
lightest, best ventilated, most powerful contmU0118 cu>"rtnt 
garment In the world, constructed on the latest sci
entific principles-In fact, we orrer the acme of ex
cellence In magnetic garments, and when worn as 
advised by us, disease camwt exist. 

WILSON'S ELECTRO-:
VAPORIZER. 

WILLIAM 
CHEMICO 

THE CULMINATION OF OPTICAL PHYSICS DEM
ONSTRATED IN "ACTINA." 

' ' .P.iCTil't~\,'' 
THE GREAT EYE-RESTORER. 

"Actina has an Instantaneous action on the vari
ous and mysteriously complicated organs of vision, 
the nerves, the blood vessels, the muscular coats 
and complex membranes which make up that mar
velous mechanism of nature, the eye. Whether In 
the human being, the Insect, or brute, all diseases 
of the eye result from an Irregularity of the secre
tions. This may be brought about In a variety of 
ways-()verwork, anxiety, breathing Impure atmos
phere, straining the eyes over Intricate mechl\nlsm, 
etc., etc.; while hundreds of thousands hav ruined 
their sight by the use of powerful drugs taken with 
a view of curing other forms of dlsea;e. But all 
these cases can be met successfully by the regular 
use or "Actina.'' 

"Actina" will relieve colds In the head, lnfiam
mallon In the eyes, headache, catarrh, neuralgia, 
sore eyelids, and humors of all kinds. 

JJtirNOTE.-" Actina" Is not a medlcln or lotion, 
but a self-generating vapor, easily applied at all 
hours, times, and places, can be carried In the 
pocket, and used by any member of the family with 
perfect safety, from Infancy to old age, 

TRIAL FREE OF. CHARGE 
By calling at our several stores you may try the 

remedy, free of charge; but be particular not to use 
any vaporizer unless It bears the signature of Wil
liam Wilson, who Will state posltlvly If relief and 
cure be possi]:>Ie. 

All our magnetic garments are worn next the un
derclothing, therefore they do not Impart shocks or 
cause sores. They are a!Bo constructed under the 
special supervision of ohe Inventor. 

Continued success enables us to make the folloW· 
lug otTer: Persons writing us an accurate description 
of their disease, and then sending for the garments 
ad vised by us, will hav their money refunded should 
the appliances fall to cure. Therefore It resolves 
Itself into 

No CURE, NO PAY. 
T.o assist the working class, we supply them on 

payment of half the amount, and take the balance 
by easy monthly Instalments. 

Send for lllustrat 9d pamphlet and Information to 
the only office whE>re the Inventor ca.n be consulted. 

Address all communications to 

THE ANGLO-AMERICAN 
ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION, 

80 COURT STREET, BROOKLYN. 
w. Wn.soN, President. 

D. J. CoTTER, Secretary. 

[All checks, post-office order, and drafts payabl& 
to the Anglo-American Electric A~soelatlon.) 

CAUTION: 
Bewafe of cheap imitatiOns of our goods. 

Read your back copies of THE 1'RUTH SEEKEB 
for- the past four years, and note our thou• 
11ands of testimonials, 



RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
OF THE 

W o r I d as H ·D w C o n s t i t u t B d. 
By Geo. T. Bondies. 

And a. Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
STYLED 

.Exceptions to the Oharacte:r of Jesus 
Christ O~ed as a Gentle:man. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
Price, Twenty•:Ove Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 
6m9 83 CHnton Place, N. Y 

$5 tO $20 per day at home. Samples worth $5!ree. 
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Me. 

LACY'S NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
"NATURE'S HARMONY," 

Ot evolutionary theory, solving the problem of 
llfe, and advocating the perpetuation of. spiritual 
identity, demonstrating from sc!entlftc standpoint. 

Neatly bound In muslin. Price, $1.00, 

"STAR LAKE ROMANCE." 
A poem of love and rivalry, written In view of dis
cussing Christianity vs. Infidelity. The arguments 
are rendered by the characters of the story, In their 
colloquies, and the reader is left as umpire. 

200 pages, bound In muslin, gilt and embossed. 
Price, $1.50. 

Both of the above works contain the author's por-
trait. AddreBB ARTHUR J. LACY, 

28tt Nirvana, Lake Co., Mich. 

SKETCH OF THE 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
CHARLES .WATTS. , 

BY ~ STEWART ROS& 
Price 10 cents. Address, 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

$66 a week In Yonr own town. Terms and $5 outfit 
tree. Address H. Hv <.ET & Co .. Portland. Me. 

ANCIENT MAN IN AMERICA, 
INCLUDING 

Works in Western New York and 
other States, together with Struct

ures in Central Anlerica. 

By FREDERICK L.t.RKIN, M.D. 
.Member of the 

.American .A.ssociati<m for the .Advancement of Scien~. 

Neatly Printed, with Numerous illustrations. 
290 Pages. 

Price, Cloth $1.50. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

33 Clinton Place, New York. 

THE 

Real Blasphemers. 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M. 

Showing that the writers ot and be \levers In the Bible, 
and not the deniers ot Its truth, are the on eo who really do 
Injustice to the character ot God, If a God exlats. 

IN SIX LECTURES. 
Price, Fifty Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

"ANT I C H R !ST." 
l"lovlng ooncluslv!y that 

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRISTl 
His birth, lite, trial, execntlon, ete.-lo a myth. 

TRUTH SEEKER 011ice. 
l'rlce, •2.00. 83 Clinton Place, New York 

TRUTH: 
A Poem in Three Parts. 

BY E. N. KINGSLEY. 
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists, 

Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists, 
and Impracticable Christians. 

Containing a picture of the 

JEWISH JEHOVAH. 
AB Described by the Bible. 

"!!'here went up a smoke out of his nostrils, and 
11re out ot hla mouth devoured: coals were kindled 
With it" (Psalms xvlll, 8). 

4.0 pp. Handsomely executed. Price, 25 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

LIFE-SIZE 

LITHOGRAPH 
OF 

D. 1\1. BENNETT. 
Heavy Plate Paper, 

SUITABLE FOB FRAME OB 
WITHOUT .FBA.U. 

Sent by Mall for Fifty eent1.1 
4DDBESS THIS OFFIOE 

Tll:m '1"Rt1Ttt SEERER, OCTOBER (3, 1883. 639 

TilE EUREKA An impo'rtant wodG by Qibbon, the hist<wia1•. 

MAGNETIC GL~THING ~!~~~~!~~~!!~!~~,~~: 
Rehg10n In ~~THE HISTORY OF THH DECLINE AND FALL 

CURES EVERY .FORM OF DISEASE 
WITHOUT M.EDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 

GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 
letter or In person free of charge, Send 

for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ui 
MAGNETIC JAU.KET. Price, $18. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct In every particular, 

and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION : 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis 
One Week. 

in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Tlu·ee Weeks. 

CI~OINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
Dll. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: AB I feel greatly In

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap' 
pllancef!, I can say without hesitation to those af-
1l1cted as I hav been that the effect wa.s simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis In my right arm and could not use It at all, but 
after wearing a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav suf
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time,_ never found but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and If I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the 
past two weeks, wlll soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of effecting 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
effect a cure In a case of Paralysis wlll at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change medlclns every day until, after dosing the 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (If he Is very skilful) that brings relief 
for the time being. 

SHULLBBUIIG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of 

your MAGNETIO VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and 
Side, which had been a eource of misery to me for 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly. With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H, A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness : 

OsBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FIIOM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and If I Improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T·~esday, will soon be well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entirely cured In less 
than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
although In bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In 
two days after the application. The lady's name 
can be had upon application at this office, by any
one desiring to communicate with her. 

LatHes, read the following testimony trom a lady who had been suffering for two years with an Ovar• 
ian TuDlor, and who had been told that nothing but the kulfe would save her life, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. ,In four months' time she Is perfectly well, and has not taken a dose ol 
medlcln since pu ttlng on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothlnog 
for you; It will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Novemberl9, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire for food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'J umor, 
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the l£ureka Uu.gnet.ic Ap pltances. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit or 
your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tu
mor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became leBB trom day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as I hav, believing 
hat they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the 
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, 
Gentlemen's Belts • • 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 
Leg Belts, each, 
Knee Caps, each, 
Wristlets, each, 

$ 6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
5.00 
4.00 
3.00 
1.50 
4.00 Sleeping_ Caps, 

Ladies Jack.et 18.00 
Gentlemen's Yests, 15.00 
Superfine Insoles, • • • 1. 00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any ot the above garments sent to any address upon receipt ot price, and we will return the money 
If they are not as represented In every respect. It you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case 
send us word stating symptoms, and we wlll advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are offered at lees than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we wlll 
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever offered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
In the market wlll attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable ot retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material tor the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon scientific 
principles, and not haphazard as In all the others. We offer you therefore 

The Only Scientific .Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now offered under that head. At 
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enal'>les us to offer them at 
about 

ONE·THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher 
than ordinary clothing. 

ReDlt'Dlber that we are offering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and It 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a :O.t guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOD IN TUB UNITED 81'A1'E8. LIBERAL OOMMISSIONS ALLOWED 
Addrelll for flll1her tn!ormation, Dr. L. Teaaey, 

I:M Baoll Street, oor. of 8tk i$1eet, OlnolDDa~, Oll1o. 

OP THE ROMAN EMPIRE," and 

~ "\ll~DIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, ir:duding variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
Milman,,. ar.. English Churchman,'' and other scholars.-

Handsome 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N. Y, 

The La6arum of 
Constantine. 

''By tlds sz"glt thou 
shalt co1zqtur I" 

This volume contains Gibbon's Tlzeologlcal writings, sepa• 
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. l t shows 
'lvlzen, where, and how Christianity originated ; who were its 
founders ; and what was the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. 

Gibbon's Vindication. of the 15th and 16th chapters of his 
HiStory from the attacks of his Christian opponents, is re .. 
printed vtrbatbJt from the original edition of his Mi'scella1u .. 
ous Works edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796. It effectually 
and forcvc; silenced his detractors; who, being vanquished 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infid;li.ty! 

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the On_gm. o_f , 
Clzristiauity is reprinted from the valuable notes of DKAN '' 
MILMAN, WENCK, GUIZO'l'. an .ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, (t_he 
learned editor of BOHN's edition of Gibbon), and other emm~ 
ent Christian historians. 
P. Among the Illustrations will be found representations 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 

For ..... ~eat TJ!e Trott• Seeker Office. 
6ml5 

A ~:e~~:Jc~;:,~~~oJL~~~ ~o~!~gu~~~~~~~t 
as his prnotice will prove, 
Cures all for:nll! of PRI• 
VATE CHRUNIC and 
SEXUAL DISEASES, 

Sperma.torrhcea a.nd Impotency, 
All the result or self·nbuse in youth, sexunl excesses in ma
turer years, or other causes, and producing some or the fol
lowing effects : Nervousness, Semtnnl Emissiona, (night 
emissions by dreams), Dimness or Sight, Derective Memory • 

~~~8~f:s1, ~~~a?u~~~~n~r;d::s,F~~~ !l~~~~~l t~o~~~t&c~~ 
~~dcr:~a~:~f~~gceu~P~j~~ 0EX~ifflNAl tiopptf. 
()A.JION in rrem 80 to 60 days. Ne medicine taken. 
lt hnfll never been known to fo.lll 

Middle-Aged and Old Men. , 
There nre many at the age or thirty to ab:ty ' 

who are troubled with too trequent evacuations 
or the bladder, orten accompanied by o. slight ~ . 
smarting or burning senso.tion, nod n wenken~ 

~~~ ~~~~~t'sr~er~ ~~: r;:;:::.i~tt:; ~~!~~~i::~ ·4 
deposits o. ropy or cotton-like sediment, or 

~~~~t~iwsb=~~l~ r:r~~~~c~t~ii:~b~~:,0a~~l~ ~~~~a~~:r toU: 
dark and torpid o.ppco.rance, which plninty shows thnt the 
aemeo po.sses oJJ with the urine. It Js the second stage ot 
Semin!ll Weakness, nnd caufJes wasting or the system and 

T:~c!~ ~~~:~:~r!:t~~:r:~ct6f;sdi3J~~l~,~~eo::n~u!f 
the cause. Dr. Fellows' Externo.l Remedy will bring about a 
perfect cure in all such cn.a~s, nod a healthy restoration of 
the genito-urino.ry organs. 

Q7Corsultn.tions by Jetter tree and invited. Chargea 
re&aonabla and correspondence strictly confidential. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Sent to any address, securely senled, for two three•cent 
atamp8 , treating on Spermatorrhoon or Seminal Wenkness. 
pving its cause, symptoms, horrible effects, and cure, rol-

l~~~ ~~~:f~~~~s~~st~~g:ld~e ~:3~~ ~{l.n~de~!~be~ 
a radlcnl cure I~ eerto.ln. Address, plainly. DR. lL P. 
FELLOWS, Vfueland, New Jer•e7, and !Jay in whai 
l)a.per ;ron aaw tWa &dvertiaement. 

lVlANB OOD 

KNOW THYSELF 
A. Book for Everv .Man. 

Young, Middle • aged~ and Old. 
The·. nntold mlaerlea that reault from lndlacretlon In 

~~~1lt ~6T. ::~rt?~n ~1~~ii~~te:nr~~:;.~u~~S- rei'f~'h". ri'e~ 
ft'i~~tiri"i'~~ lo~~:?~~tftre~h:h.f:~~c;.~ :,.cr..t.i!~ 
or; Self Preservation. It IB not only a complete 
ana perfect treatlae on Manhood, Exhauated Vltalltfr, 

~::;v~~o~d,f plb~~'f.~1 e~?16~{·1~~J!f~~eon~ei~~3re~ 
:~~e;:"!':..~~v~~~·~lJ'~Ji~~ii i~n\'i,_~n~l~~~l~~·.; 
proved by tbe author, whoae experience for 21 years 1B 
ouch aa probably never before fell to the lot ot any phya. 
!clan. It contain• 800 paqes, bonnd In beantlfnl emboased 
covera, tnll gllt, embellished with the very ftneat ateel en
gravings, guaranteed to be a. finer work in eve~ aense-

~~ft:81~~~~~e~~~i~; f~i~~~~~~~t~:~oa.:[y 0~flrb"':~rek 
~~~~d~h":~~fi~~tg~~\'ie ~~~~~n~f1fu::Ji~l ~~c:t~~. 
Illnatrated aample aent on receipt ot alx cents. Send now 

Addreaa PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. 
w. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bu!Jlnch street, Boston, M88B. 
The author may be conanlted on all dlae1111ea reqnlrlnll 
ak!U nnd experience. J.yS8 

RUPTURES CUREDby 
mjfi~~~ig'!/n~0~~:-e~"~::s~ ~:),':,:;~dto 

90 dav•. Refiable reference• given. Send 
stamp for circuia.r, and sav in what paper" 

lfOU saw mv adverltsement. Addreaa c.pt. 
W, A. Co!llnfiS,Smlthvilla,1alra1'1011 Co. lir, f. 

FIFTY YEARS' SlJUCESS. 
SIUKER EYE AND EAR BALSAM. 

For all affllctlon.s ot the above organs. 
DlmneBS, Inllammatlon, Sott Cataract, and RoarlnS 

etc., ot the Ears. 
80 cents per box. 

Try 118 o:aoo, and find ent11'e rellef. 
1ru .a. " LOIIAI, lii1Mirl. -. r, 
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I CAN hardly yield my consent that this Is the last 
o! our Individuality; and I fondly think that grand, 
great, and glorious old Father and Mother Nature 
are able to make It all possible. They hav done so 
much that Is wonderful, beautl!ul, great, and mag
nificent, that I am buoyed up with a hope that they 
will and do also accomplish this best, greatest, and 
most desirable or all. problems-a continued Indi
vidual exlstence.-D. M. Bennett. 

" ALL fiesh IS not the same fiesh. There Is one 
!leah or men, another o! beasts, another or fishes, and 
another or birds." And what then? Nothing. A 
coOk could hav said as much. "There are also 
bodies celestial and bodies terrestrial; the glory or 
the celestial Is one, and the glory or the terrestrial Is 
another." And when then? Nothing. And what Is 
the dll!erence? Nothing that he has told. "There 
Is one glory or the sun and another glory or the moon 
and another glory o! the stars." And what then? 
Nothing, except that he says that one star dll!ereth 
!rom another star In glory, Instead or In distance; 
and he might as well hav told us that the moon did 
not shine so brightly as the sun. All this Is nothing 
better than the jargon o! a conjurer, who picks up 
phrases which he does not understand to confound 
credulous people who come to hav their fortunes 
told. Priests and conjurers are or the same trade.
Paine' s .Age of Reason. 

AS his knowledge or the universe Is extremely Urn
ted a•1d very Imperfect, the Atheist declines either 
o affirm or deny anything with regard to modes or 

existence or which he knows nothing. Further, he 
refuses to believe anything concerning that o! which 
he knows nothing, and affirms that that which can 
never be the subject or knowledge ought never to be 
the object or bellef.-.Annie Besant's True Basis of Mo
rality_ 

THEN farewell hopes o' laurel-boughs, 
To garland my poetic brows! 
Henceforth I'll rove where busy ploughs 

Are whistling thrang, 
And teach the lanely high ts and howes 

My rustle sang. 

I'll wander on, wl' tentless heed 
How never-halting moments speed, 
Till rate shall snap the brittle thread; 

Then all-unknown, 
I'lllay me with the Inglorious dead, 

Forgot and gone. -Burns. 

TO pass our time In the study or the sciences has, 
n all ages, been reckoned one o! the most dignified 

and happy of human occupations, and the name of 
philosopher, a lover or wisdom, Is given to those 
who lead such a life. But It Is by no means neces
sary that a man should do nothing else than study 
known truths and explore new truths, In order to 
earn this high title. Some or the greatest philoso
phers In all ages hav been engaged In the pursuits 
of a true !He; and he who, In whatever station his 
Jot may be cast, prefers the refined and elevating 
pleasures of knowledge to the love of gratification of 
the senses, richly deserves the name or a phlloso
pher.-Lord Brougham. 

DEEPEI\, deeper let us toll 
In the mines or knowledge; 

Nature's wealth and Learning's spoil 
Win !rom school and college; 

Delve we then !or richer gems 
Than the stars of diadems. 

-James Montgomery. 

IF we will do away with all dishonest gods, all un
just devils, all false systems of theology, and all 
blind and erroneous creeds; It we will square our 
dally actions by the principles or honor, honesty, and 
uprightness; It we will make It a point to see how 
much we can add to the happiness of those around 
us; It we will resolve to dispense with all silly gew
gaws, all the trappings of vanity; It we will strive ror 
he beautiful and the useful; I! we will be content 

with a moderate amount of wealth; It we be willing 
to dispense with luxuries; It we will, at all times, re
alize the truth that our own happiness Is Increased 
by adding to the happiness o! others, we will do 
very much toward making this a brighter, an bon
ester, and a happier world, and will need no blood 
or a god, nor a son of a god, to make us happy now 
or In the future.-D. lJ/. Bennett. 

IT'S hardly In a body's power 
To keep at times !rae being sour, 

To see how things are shared; 
How best o' chlels are whiles In want, 
Whiles coors on countless thousands rant 

And kenna how to wear't; 
But, Davie, lad, ne'er !ash your head 

Though we hae little gear, 
We're fit to win our dally bread 

As lang's we're hale and fier. -Burns. 

THE whole condition of things was haphazard and 
neglected, as rar as the church went; but the village 
was wonderfully moral, and" Mr. Fullerton's men'' 
wer~ a splendid lot or fellows, who did much to glv 
a tone to the whole place. They were men against 
whom slander ltsel! could find nothing to say, save 
that they, too, disbelieved In the seven days and the 
staying of the fun and moon, and that they did not 
come to church but went to Mr. Fullerton's scientific 
lectures Instead; and that they held the modern 
doctrlns concerning evolution and the origin o! spe
cies. But or what good !sit that workingmen should 
be moral, sober, thoughtful, and In every way re
spectable and well-conducted, It they do not believe 
In verbal Inspiration and the power of one man to 
bind or loose the sins of another? The church wants 
obedient sons and not moral Infidels; and between 
the brigand who believes and the Atheist who passes 
his life In charity and well-doing, she has most 
pleasure In the former and least hOP<:' of the latter. 
Under Whteh Lord? by Mrs. E. Lynn Lindon. 

WHAT a strange palimpsest Is every new-born soul, 
written all over, and, like a woman's letter, cross· 
wise, with ancestral tendencies to truth or falsehood, 
holiness or sin I How earnestly It behooves us, see
ing that those things are so, to make our contribu
tion to this palimpsest a !air and noble one, some
thing that may not rear the llght.-Ohadwicl<'l Higher 
~erence. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, OCTOBER 6. 1888. 

f/Jdd§ and ~nd§ .. 
SCOTCH enterprise: Twenty-two years ago a young 

Scotch boy arrived at Castle Garden with only twelve 
cents In his pocket. Now he Is $1,600,000 In debt. 

"HE mayhav been a little crooked," remarked the 
undertaker mournfully, over the remains of a bad 
bank cashier, "but I guess I can straighten him." 

" WHY don't you ask a blessing?" said a boarding
house keeper to a boarder. He looked all over the 
table and gloomily answered: " I'd like to know 
what !or." 

A COUNTY prisoner says he has always been taught 
to do In Rome as Romans do, and he finds fault be
cause now that he Is In jail he Is not allowed to do as 
the jailers do. 

A NEBRASKA boy chloroforms hogs at night, and Is 
thus able to get away with them without any noise. 
When he can't get any chloroform he hires a minis
ter to come and talk them to sleep. 

"IT seems to me that the lard Is dlmlshlng rapid
ly, Mary," said the mistress to the servant girl. 
"Yes'm," was the reply ot the maid; "but then you 
knew when you bought It that It was short'nlng." 

AN unfortunate love or liquor has cut ol! a Georgia 
negro woman at the age or 117. Poor young thing! 
Where were our temperance workers that they did 
not rush In and save her !rom the downward path? 

"I PRIDE myself on my descent," said a spinster 
of uncertain age recently. "One or my ancestors 
came over In the Mayflower." "Which one was It" 
cried a cruel miss; "your father or your mo'th
er ?" 

"ARE those pure canaries?" asked a gentleman o! 
a bird fancier with whom he was negotiating for a 
pair. "Yes, sir," said the dealer confidentially, "I 
raised them 'ere birds !rom this very canary 
seed." 

"OH, we had such an excellent sermon to-day on 
the preamble about good Sam Arrlton, I must look 
In the discordance and see who Sam Arrlton was," 
was the soliloquy or Mrs. McGill after her return 
from church last Sunday. 

A BOOKBINDER said to his wife at their wedding: 
"It seems that now we are bound together, two vol
umes In one, with clasps." ·u Yes," observed one ot 
the guests; "one side highly ornamental Turkey 
morocco, and. the other plain calf." 

" WHAT Is the next thing to a dude ?" was asked In 
a fashionable parlor one night. One lady answered 
an ape, another an ourang-ou tang, but when a little 
girl said the next thing to a dude is his undershirt 
the subject was suddenly dropped. 

"YOU ought to be In our room now," eald Amy; 
"we hav a teacher that rules the roost." •_fWell," 
replied the high school girl, "I'd be ashamed of 
mysel!; you should say 'governs the horizontal 
percli"- oii- which the fowl reposes,' not • ruies the 
roost.'" 

"BOY," said a gentleman to a disobedient youth 
whom he encountered, "don't you hear your rather 
calling ?" "Oh, yes," replied the boy; " but I don't 
mind nothln' he says, an' mother don't neither; and 
a-twixt her an' me we've about got the dog so he 
don't, too." 

"IN my time, miss," said a stern aunt, "the men 
looked at the women's !aces Instead of their ankles!" 
"Ah, but my dear aunt,'' retorted the pretty young 
lady, "you see that the world has Improved and Is 
more civilized than It used to be. It looks now more 
to the understanding." ~--

TWO Philadelphia lawyers got Into a street fight 
the other day. Each swore It he had a pistol he'd 
kill the other. At once a dozen were ol!ered to each 
by spectators. When they round how anxious the 
populace was to get rid of each they swore friend
ship, and vowed to llv forever, to spite the town. 

A SIX-YEAll-OLD urchin was allowed to sit up at a 
hop at a summer hotel. His mamma, In full even
Ing dress, was leading ol! In the grand march, and 
his young lordship was noticed to view her critically 
as she passed him; then he looked up to a stranger 
and ejaculated: "The old lady looks pretty well, 
doesn't she?" 

"YOU'RE looking pretty fresh this morning," ob
served the managing editor, as the religious editor 
strolled Into the sanctum and put his root up on the 
desk to tie his shoe. "Don't reel very good!" growled 
the religious editor. "I got ol! with some ot the 
boys last night, and we had a racket; now you hear 
me shout." "Who was the party?" Inquired the 
managing editor, enviously. "A lot of clergymen 
were showing a stranger around," replied the relig
Ious editor, stretching out full length. "We went 
from one church to another to see how the prayer
meetings were getting on, and then we called on 
several old fellows who were too superannuated to 
get around with us. They all set 'em up"- "Set 
up what?" demanded the managing editor, rather 
startled. 1

' Lemonade, and biscuits, and doughnuts,'' 
continued the religious editor. "By that time It was 
nine o'clock, and all hands were getting excited, and 
somebody said he knew a man who had elder In his 
cell~tr. After we had downed a quart or two o! that, 
we began to get reckless. So we went to the house 
or one or the brethren and sang hymns till half-past 
ten. I got a notion how things were coming out and 
wanted to jump the game, but they wouldn't hav It, 
and the most hilarious man In the crowd said I! we 
would come around to his house he would cut a pie. 
That made 'em all fairly wild, and away we went. 
Arter the pie we had some more hymns, and finally, 
to wind up the whole business, I sen tout and bought 
a watermelon. That busted the racket. They got 
to throwing seeds at each other, and they laughed so 
loud that you could almost hear them In the next 
room." "Anything else?" Inquired the managing 
editor, dryly. "No,!' responded the religious editor. 
"When we had llnlshed the melon we u.ll went home, 
))ut you bet some ot those dominies hav sot a head 
on •em this morning." 

'l'o My Friends • BIBLE SCIENOE,~To organize anc! restore 
• • tlie Holy Commumlsm practiced by Chrlet and his 

No God, no heaven, no hell, apostle!l. Also to maintain the "Perfect L~tw or 
These books sound their death-knell. Liberty" by showing the dll!erence between God's 

Righteousness and all other notions o! rlght and 
"The Darwlns/' paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents. wrong. This Is Masonic Christianity, and lnten<l~tl 

"John's Way," 15 cents. "Clergyman's VIctims," . only ror zealous persons tired or talk and ready f!tt· 
25 cents. Th"se three are Inlldel romances. •: Study- business. Return papers, 10 cents. 
lng the Bible," 75 cents. "Godly Women," showing · d 
how the .Bible degrades and. humiliates ·women; Ad ress, "REWARD," 
paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. "Private Physiology 5t37 710 Broadway, New York 
for Girls," worth $5 to any woman I! she heeds _ 
health, $1. Photos, card, 15 cents; Imperial, 20 cents. 
"Crimes of Preachers,'' 25 cents. 11 Leaves of Grass,'' 
a splendid poem, Shaksperlan In style, full ot good 
Ideas, $2. "Infidel School Teacher," 25 cents. "Lit
tle Lessons !or Children," 50 cents. 

DIANA. 
A Startling Boo/<. Original In theory, unobjectiona

ble In language, scientific In treatment. None should 
marry without consulting "DIANA." Price, 25 cents. 
"Sexual Physiology for the Young,'' cloth, 50 cents. 
"Science In Story," a comic, amusing, sclentitlc, and 
sensible story, cloth, Illustrated, $2. "Plain Home 
Talk," the cheapest book In the world, and full or 
hygienic information, 1,000 Illustrations, $1.50. 
"Health Hints,'' 25 cents. These !our are by Dr. E. 
B. Foote, of New York. "Bottom Facts or Spiritual
Ism," $1.50. "VIndication or Gibbon,'' a valuable 
work crowded with thought and truth, $2. Speci
mens or Herald of Health, Health lJ/onthly, Herald of In
dustry, .Alpha, THB TRUTH SEEI{ER, Iconoclast, Thinker, 
Q•uen Bee, Liberal, Inve&tigator, Blade, and lJ/atrimonial 
Review, 6 cents each. 1

' Six Tracts," 6 cents each. 
And any other Liberal book you may want, at pub-
Usher's price. Address, 

ELMINA D. BLENKER, 
4!40 Snowville, Pulaski Co., Va. 

Wanted. 
In a Liberal family or school a position as teacher 

or English branches and art, or a good situation as 

SING, BROTHERS, SING. 
USE THE 

Liberal Hymn~Book 
In yonr meetl!!llf!, to make them Hvely and Interesting. 
The LIBRRAL HYMN-BooK contains songs by the best poets 
adapted to well-known tunes. It Is highly commended by 
Messrs. Wakeman, Parton, Wright Green, Underwood. 
Mrs. Blenker, and Indeed by all who hav examined It' 
Sacond edition. Price, half-bound, 25 cents. In cloth, 
40 cents. 

D. M.BENNETT'S LAST WORK. 

A. TRUTH SEEKER 

Aroun~ the Worl~. 
FOUR LARGE VOLUMES. 

housekeeper or governess, by a lady thirty-five years I With a steel plate engrav!nw of the a tho 1 v 1 I 
old, with experience as teacher and housekeeper, a n r n o · 
but who has now lost all her property through the and each volume Illustrated with forty-seven cnts. 
knavery of some very pious people. Best or rerer- BY D. M, BENNETT 
ence. Address, M. M., care of THE TRUTH SEEimR. 0 

TO TRI&L SUB§CR.IBER.S 

The Truth Seeker, 
Wltb sixteen large pages, will be t!lt'1"'1 

l"or THBEE MONTHS, postaa-e paid 

FOB FIFTY CENTS. 
Addreas THE TRUTH SEERER, 

33 Clluteu Place, New Ynro. 

THE RADICAL PULPIT. 
Comprls1ng d!sconrses of advanced thonght by 

O. B. FROTHINGHAM and FELIX A.DLEB 
two of America's clearest thinkers. 

. Prlce.ln cloth. e1 

KERSEY GR.A. YES'S WORKS. 
Sixteen Saviors or None. By KER

sEY GRAVEs, author of the World's Sixteen 
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles, 
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents; 
cloth, $1. 

Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven 
Divin!l ltJl.v.$tions, containing a descrip
tion of twenty-seven bibles and an expo
sition of two thousand biblical errors in 
science, history, morals, religion, and 
general events. Also a delineation of the 
characters of the principal personages of 
the Christian Bible and an examination 
of their doctrines. Price, $2. 

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical 
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Do
mains. Price, 35 cents. 

Late editor of Taw TRUTH Snan, author of" A Truta 
J!leell:er In Enrope," "Gods and ReHglons of Ancient 

e.nd Modern Times," "The World's Sages. Think· 
ers, and Reformers," 11Cha.mplons of 

the Church ... etc., etc. 
flandsomely bound In red cloth, $6.50; 

In leather, red edges, $9.GO; In 
morocco, gilt edg-es, uo.r;o. 

Readers of THE TRUTH SnKRR· know the clrcnmstances 
under which this work was written. The last words 
penned by the great an thor were for the fonrth volume 
which was nearly completed at !>Is death, and which will 
now contain an account of his world-lamented death and 
bnrlal. Mr. Bennett was a very patient and faithful 
chronicler of the habits and cnstoms of tb'e dlfl:erent peo
ples of the many places he visited, The every-day 
llfe of all nations Is laid before the reader by one who has 
visited them and beheld them with his own eyes. Par
tlcnlar attention Is paid to the progress of Freethonght In 
the varlons countries he visited. and the morality of so
called pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality of 
Christian countries, much to the detriment of the latter. 
The work Is a 

Freethinker's History oftbe World. 
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE 

shonld be In every L\beraPs library Besides Its 1ntrlnalc 
worth It Is a memento of one of the greate•t Freethinkers 
the world has known -of one who ranks with Voltaire 
and Paine In the force and clearness of his writings. 

!Address 7HE 7RU7H SEEKER, 
as· Cl:inton-Place, 

:New York city 

THE 

GOLDEN THRON E 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, 

Author or II Prometheus," II Gottlieb," and II Ingerao· 
a.nd Jesus." 

A Ra1lc•l romance of pioneer llfe:dellneatlng the vlr
tne• of natural humanity as opposed to tbe hypocrisy of a 
upernatnul religion; crowded with Incident and full of 
~rogresslv Ideas and the poetry of the future. 

PRICE $1.00. ADDRESS THIS OFFICE 

THB 

The World's Sixteen Crucified Sav
iors; or, Christianity Before Christ. 
Containing new and startling revelations 
in religious history, which disclose the 
oriental origin of all the doctrins, princi
ples, precepts, and miracles of the Chris
tian New Testament, and furnishing a 
key for unlocking many of its sacred 
mysteries, besides comprising the history B 0 0 K 0 F THE C H R 0 N I C L E S 
of sixteen oriental crucified gods. $2.00. OF 

A REMARKABLE BOOK! The Pilgrimsinthe LandofY hweh 
D. M. Bennett, Scribe. 

JUST l'UBLISHED. 

BOTTOM FACTS 
CONCERNING 

SPIRITUALISM! 
The result o! careful Investigations, covering a 

period of twenty-five years, by John w. Truesdell. 
A bold and utter revelation of the whole Inside his
tory of Spiritualism; Intensely Interesting, and most 
startling and revolutionary In Its character. Full of 
descrlptlv Illustrations; beautl!ully bound. 

Copies or "Bottom Facts" will be sent by mall, 
postage free, to any address on receipt of $1.50. 

Address, 
JOHN W. TRUESDELL, 

SOtJ Syracuse, N.Y. 

LOUIS M.A.SQUERIER'S 

SOCIOLOGY; 
OR, 

The Scieniific and Liberty-giving Reconstruction 
of Society, Morality, (}overnment, and 

Property into States, 10'UYnShips, 
and Farmsteads. 

WITH AN APPENDIX 

ILLUSTRAl'ED. 

Together with his Phonology, developing the Eng 
llsh language, spelled according to the sound or the 
twelve vowels and modl!ylng power of the twenty
two consonants, or the first time, so rar as known, In 
literature. For sale at THE TRUTH SEEKEI\ office 
33 Clinton Place, New York city. Price, $1. ' 

Also, an English School Phonetic Spelling and Pro
nouncing Dictionary with dellnltlons, in course of 
pu bllcatlon. Price, same as above one. 

Also a new Science of Music in preparation. 
Price, ~ cents. For sale at this otlloe 

ALSO 

THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO THE 
TRUTH SEEKERS. 

From Vo!umlll. of".A 7RU7H SBEKBR .AROUNJJ 7HJJJ 
WORLD." 

Price ll.IJO 
D.M.BENNETT 

S3 Cllnton Place. New York 

THE 
SECULAR REVIEW, 

A JOURNAL OF 

ENGLISH LIBERALISM. 
CHARLES WATTS, } 
W. STEWART Ross, 

Editors. 

The representatlv English Freethought journal. 
In Its columns are Impartially discussed all sides of 
Secular, Social, and. Theological questions. 

Price, 7 cents single number; $2.75 per year, post
paid. 

For sale at this office, where yearly subscription 
may also be left. tn6 

TFfE IMMORALITY 
-OF-

RELIGIOUS CAPITALS 
BY JAMES PARTON. 

A lecture delivered In Paine Hall, Sunday evening 
Jan. 28, 1883. 

In thIs Mr. Parton "teaches the highest political 
wisdom by examples which are a terrible warning. 
He takes theology In Its sacred chosen homes, and 
shows what a curse It brings upon the people." 
Prlc!! 10 eu 
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J/Jofts and Qklippings. 
A WESTERN editor has a libel suit on his 

hands simply because he alluded to the church 
choir as the lyres of the town. 

THERE is more truth, says the Screw Driver, 
in the motto, "It's a wise father who knows 
his child," than "In God we trust "-on an 
eighty-five cent dollar. 

BARON MACLAY says that some tribes in New 
Guinea do not even know what fire is; which 
leads the Sydney Liberal to inquire, "How on 
earth are we to explain to them the glad tid
ings of great joy-hell?" 

Two officers of the Salvation Army at Mold, 
in Wales, in applying to the town council of 
Ruthin for the use of the assembly room, 
wrote in this free and easy manner: "You 
can do no better than entertain them hospita
bly. They are the Lord's people, and I know 
the Ruthin people love the Lord, who was a 
gentleman without comparison." 

"How did you like Myron Reed's sermon 
the other Sunday night, on 'Will the Coming 
Man Go to Church?'" said a member of the 
First Presbyterian church to a vender of dry 
goods on Massachusetts avenue a few days 
since. "Very well," replied the dry goods 
man; "but what puzzles me most about the 
whole thing is, where will the coming man 
find any church to go to ?"-Indianapolis Icon
oclast. 

.1'-~ 

IT is not always the best thing in the world 
for a man to stand up in a prayer-meeting and 
tell what a wicked cuss he has been. A 
Lowell, Mass., man recently accused himse-lf 
of once having committed larceny. The sex
ton had him arrested as he was leaving the 
meeting. This will rather dampen the ardor 
of some of the regenerated who delight to tell 
in prayer-meetings how much deviltry they 
hav committed.-Peck's Bun. 

AN exchange says: "A Massachusetts wom
an who had not been able to stand upon her 
feet was miraculously cured the other day. 
A bad boy threw a mouse into the room, and 
in less than eight seconds the invalid had 
hopped across the room on three chairs and 
was standing on top of the bureau with her 
Clothes wrapped around her ankles." This 
proves that mice were not made in vain. A 
miracle performed by the aid of a mouse is as 
good as any, and proves. as much. 

As long as the authority of the Christian 
church is acknowledged so long will woman 
be deprived of her rights. An indication of 
this is the following in the New York World: 
"Baltimore, Oct. 5th.-In the Evangelical 
Lutheran Synod a motion to admit the mem
bers of the Women's Foreign Missionary So
ciety to a participation in the proceedings was 
objected t0 by Re~. Dr. John Morris, on the 
ground that the scripture commands the 
women to sit quietly in the church, and he 
thought they ought to do so." 

A couNTRY editor, after writing a powerful 
and exhaustiv article on the earthquake in 
Java, from force of habit wound up with, 
"Let the strictest official inquiry be made 
into this terrible loss of life, and let not the 
guilty heads escape that punishment a horror
stricken, outraged community demands." 
The foregoing is from the Richmond Baton; 
and has been copied by other papers as a good 
joke. But, seriously, would it not be perti
nent to inquire into the character and motivs 
of the almighty individual who, according to 
the Christian belief, is responsible for the 
catastrophe alluded to, before putting him 
into our Constitution? Does the way he has 
treated Java tend to inspire people with con
fidence in his ability to manage the govern
ment of this nation? 

THE Cooper Union reading room in this city 
was thrown open at noon last Sunday to a 
score of persons who were waiting at the door. 
It was the beginning of the tenth year of the 
teading room. "There are always more readers 
'1)n Sunday than on any other day of the week," 

said the lady at the desk. "They are mostly 
mechanics. They read good literature, and I 
am no longer surprised when a request is 
made for a scientific work in a modern foreign 
language. Most of the readers naturally liv 
in New York, but a good many are from Jersey 
City, Newark, Hoboken, Brooklyn, or cities 
even further distant. On Sundays in cold 
weather, the place is most crowded. I hav to 
close the library sometimes when the room is 
full, because there's no use in letting a man 
hav a book if he has to stand up and read it. 
On rainy Sundays we hav all we can wait on. 
The readers had rather come here than go to 
church." The hours on Sunday are from 
noon to 9 P.M. 

MANY of Truth's contemporaries are scold
ing the sheriffs for permitting the travesties 
of religion that occur at almost every execu
tion. The growls should, however, be lev
eled at the clericals who instigate them-cler
icals generally of the more popular and less 
disciplinarian of the sects. No Catholic 
priest humbugs his penitent with the idea of 
an instant translation, like good old Elijah, 
to heaven; for he believes that purgatory 
awaits even the comparativly good man. But 
other sects are not so particular, and, while 
taking the Bible as a whole, seem to forget 
that by Revelations, the twenty-first chapter 
and eighth verse, the murderer is expressly ex
cluded from heaven. No, no, contemporaries, 
the men and women to be hanged do not 
enact religious travesties; it is the foolish 
clericals who are the stage managers, prompt
ers, and actors in such travesties.-'I'ruth. 

TIIE Rev. Dr. Justin D. Fulton, in the tem
ple, in Clermont avenue, Brooklyn, last Sun
day said that Monsignor Capel was going to 
do good in this country by recalling attention 
to the false claims of the Catholic church, 
which was patronized and defended in Brook
lyn on account of the Catholic vote. The pope 
was supposed to be poor, and yet he lived in 
the largest and most magnificent palace in 
Europe. Although he was a bachelor, and 
had 1,025 servants and a $1,000,000 income 
he demanded from the poor people of Ireland 
the Peter's pence. Capel like Rome, ignored 
the scripture and wanted to hav heart, brain, 
and conscience in subjection to the church. 
The saddest thing in connection with Dr. 
Fulton's work in Brooklyn was that he was 
surrounded by so many cowards. There were 
men afraid to appear in the temple that 
morning because they were doing business 
with Catholics, and they thought it would in
jure them to appear there. Shame on them, 
he said. 

A FEW days since, while returning from a 
trip to the Yellowstone Park, a Bismarck fam
ily consisting of father, mother, and a bright 
six-year-old son, stopped at Little Missouri 
to view the Bad Lands. They secured a team 
at the station and rode out six miles south to 
see that wonderful curiosity, the Burning 
mountain. While sitting upon the grass near 
by, watching the heated vapors arise from the 
burning pit, the little one asked: "Mamma, 
who kindles that fire?" "God does, darling." 
The youngster sat for a moment in deep 
thought, and, looking up into the maternal 
eyes with a knowing glance, asked: "Mamma, 
does God jump out of bed and kick over the 
chairs, and say he'll be dad-damned if he'll 
stand this thing much longer, when he wants 
Mrs. God to get up and build the fires and she 
won't do it?" There was a painful silence of 
several moments, and then the man gazed 
dreamily and abstractedly away off to the 
south, and softly remarked that the Bad 
Lands never look so beautiful as they do in 
September.-Bismarck Tribune. 

THE career of a bigamous Episcopalian par· 
son, one Hughes, is exciting attention in Eng
land. In 1875 he got five years for fraudu
lently obtaining a certificate for the burial of 
his stepdaughter's child, of which he was the 
reputed father. In 1879 he left jail with 
a ticket of leave, and in 1881 he left his wife 
and, although obliged to report himself peri
odically to the police, got a chaplaincy. As 
curate of W ellesbourne, he deluded a girl into 

Jiltws of fht lfttlt. matrimony in February, 1881. In October, 
1882, he assumed sole charge of Bickenhill 
parish, in the vicar's absence, and made him
self very popular, especially with the vicar's 
cook, whom he soon afterward married. 
Yet· another bigamy has now came to light. 
While curate in Staffordshire in 1872-4 he 
married under a feigned name a young 
and handsome governess by whom he had two 
children. She went to America and died. 
Since July he has lived by borrowing and 
writing begging letters. His second victim 
has lost her reason from shock at the perfidy 
of this reverend scoundrel. 

THE Ohio election last Tuesday was close, 
with a probable Democratic result. 

THE Prohibitionists of Brooklyn hav nomi· 
nated a clergyman as candidate for mayor. 

THE Mormon church claims to hav received 
23,040 new members in Utah the past six 
months. 

PERE HYACINTHE, the celebrated French re
formed Catholic priest, arrived in this city 
last Sunday. 

THE streets of the Holy City are narrow, 
badly paved, and crooked as a corkscrew; the 
principal being the street of David, leading 
from the Jaffa Gate to the Haram; the street 
of the Gate of the Columns, running from the 
Damascus Gate to the street of the Gate of 
the Prophet David, under which name it con
tinues to Zion's Gate; Christian street, run
ning from the street of David to the Church 
of the Holy Sepulcher; and the Via Dolorosa, 
running from the Church of the Holy Sepul
cher to St. Stephen's Gate. There are very 
few open places, and not one street in which 
a carriage can be driven; the bazars are poor 
and not to be compared for a moment with 
those of Cairo or Damascus; they are in nar
row lanes, for the most part vaulted over, and 
exhibit the usual articles to be found in East
ern bazar3-,shoes, pipes, tobacco, hardware, 
jewelry, cutlery, and so forth-each stall 
being under the superintendence of a man 
in flowing robes and turban, who sits cross
legged and smokes while the crowd buzzes 
unceasingly around him. There are two good 
hotels, the "Mediterranean " and the "Da
mascus," and several hospices-the CasaNova 
of the Franciscans, the Austrian Hospice, and 
the Prussian Hospice of St. John-but the 
majority of travelers who are making the 
tour of Palestine, camp outside the city, as 
indeed do many of the inhabitants in the 
summer-time, for the sake of purer air. Al
most every house in Jerusalem has a cupola, 
with a flat surface on the roof to allow a stroll 
round it, and all the houses are of stone. 
Very few of them exhibit any traces of archi
tectural beauty; in fact, the dwelling-houses 
generally suggest poverty and dirt.-Oities of 
the World. 

THE difference between the attitudes of the 
Index and THE TRUTH SEEKER toward Bakou
nine's "God and the State" is interesting. 
The Index review is patronizing, ignorant, su
perficial, thoughtless. One sentence in it is 
particularly stupid: "An acquaintance with 
evolution, as now taught by English and Ger
man thinkers, and especially with psychology 
and sociology, would hav enabled the writer 
to correct many of his errors, and see the un
scientific and unphilosophic character of many 
of the statements advanced by him as tru
isms." One would suppose from this that 
Bakounine died 20 years ago, instead of in 1876, 
and no doubt the editor of the Index supposed 
such to be the case. The facts are that Bakou
nine was perfectly familiar with all the prin
cipal languages, and resided for long periods 
in almost all the chief European countries. 
With their literatures he was thoroughly con
versant, with their principal writers he was 
in niany instances personally intimate, and, 
if he had a passion for anything outside of 
the actual revolutionary movement, it was for 
philosophy, especially German philosophy. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, on the contrary, which is 
not, like the Index, one of those "pale phan
toms eternally t:~uspended between heaven and 
earth" described by Bakounine, appreciates 
the power and importance of "God and the 
State," and givs it a four-column review, in
cluding liberal quotations for which it has our 
heartfelt thanks. It is enthusiastic and in
telligent in its praise. While not entirely in
dorsing Bakonnine's views of government, it 
says: "The book, taken all in all, is one of 
the most eloquent pleas for liberty ever writ
ten. It is Paine's 'Age of Reason' and 'Rights 
of Man' consolidated and impro-ved. It stirs 
the pulse like a trumpet call." A book sel
dom receives higher compliment.-Liberty, 

THE authorities of Switzerland hav con
cluded to expel the English Salvation Army 
from the country. 

FATHER KEARNEY, a Catholic priest at Hemp· 
stead, L. I., was fined $10 last Saturday for 
assault and battery. 

THE National Convention of Socialists will 
open in Pittsburgh, Pa., on the 13th inst., and 
remain in session several days. Herr Most is 
expected to preside. 

THE king of Spain was hooted and hissed 
at in the streets of Paris last week. Spain 
feels much insulted by the act. France has 
officially apologized. 

THE Rev. Dr. Houghton, of New Haven, 
Conn., whose remarks in the pulpit on the 
Rose Ambler case won him so much notoriety, 
has been asked to resign. 

THR trial of O'Donnell, the slayer of James 
Carey, is set down to commence the 15th in st. 
Gen. Pryor, of Brooklyn, has been retained 
as American counsel for the defense. 

ORANGEMEN and Catholics had a street fight 
last Saturday in Belfast, Ireland. The Orange
men were in procession, and the Catholics in 
a mob. Many persons were wounded. 

A GERMAN newspaper says that Nihilist 
proclamations hav been issued solemnly sen
tencing the czar of Russia to death because 
he has failed to grant liberty to the people. 

A FORMER member of the German Reichstag 
from Alsace has been arrested for high treason, 
his apprehension being based on the fact that 
he was contemplating the publishing of a pa
per which would be anti-German in its tone. 

THE archbishop in Ecuador has ordered a 
letter to be read in all the churches, in which 
he informs the people that as many of them 
are ignorant of how to vote at the coming elec
tion, they must cast their votes as instructed 
by the clergy. 

A PAPAL decree regulating procedure before 
the civil tribunals of the Vatican is published. 
The decree ignores Italian law, and ordains 
that all contracts between any portion of the 
pope's household and parties outside shall be 
regulated by pontifical law. 

A MAN named Austin was arraigned in this 
city last week on a charge of abandoning his 
wife. Mrs. Austin produced in court over 
one hundred letters from as many different 
women, most of which showed that Austin 
had been intimate with the writers. 

THE woman suffrage party rejoices that Dr. 
Morgan Dix, the author of the work, "Wom
an's Place To-day," was beaten in the race 
for the assistant bishopric in New York by the 
Rev. Henry C. Potter, who is a warm friend 
.of co-education and woman suffrage. 

THREE Baptist church-goers at Comanche, 
Texas, met at a baptism in that town one day 
recently, and engaged in a quarrel. One man 
received the contents of a shotgun in his body 
and died instantly, and another was so se
verely beaten that he will probably die. 

THE Rev. Charles Monck stayed one night 
last week at a hotel in Hoboken, N. J. After 
he had gone a gold watch and other valuables 
were missed. He was arrested and the stolen 
property found on his person. He was held 
for bail. Previou,s to the theft the Rev. Mr. 
Monck had visited several of the concert sa
loons of New York city, where he had drank 
to intoxication and spent or been robbed of 
all his money. 
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The Fall and the Redemption. the first objection to it is that it is opposed to the at
tributes Christians ascribe to God. They believe, or 

It is taught by believers in orthodox Christianity think they believe, that the godhead is composed of 
that about 6,000 years ago Adam and Eve fell from a three persons of one substance, power, and eternity. 
state of purity and perfection, by an act of transgres- On this supposition, the first person could hav no 
sian. That act, it is urged, involved all races of men virtue not possessed by the other two. Admitting, 
throughout all time in depravity and pUnishment. then, that infinit justice demanded that an atonement 
It was thought necessary, therefore, that some plan should be made to God the father, a like plea could 
should be devised whereby" fallen humanity" should be urged for an atonement to God the son, and 
be redeemed from the consequences of the disobedi- atonement to God the Holy Ghost. For as the three 
ence said to hav been . committed in the Garden of persons are indivisible, the " transgression" was made 
Eden. To obtain this redemption the Christian against all equally. But we do not read of any sac
scheme of salvation was originated. What this rifice being made to the two last persons in the 
scheme is has been variously explained by different trinity; the redemption is therefore incomplete. 
schools of theologians, all of whom, however, havpro- Again, the three persons being one in substance, 
fessed to base their explanations on Bible teachings. could a part be wrathful and a part merciful? The 
The Augu~:~tinian school held that mankind were New Testament speaks of God's wrath; and it was 
doomeJ to hell tJ?.rough the fall of Adam, and that from this that the atonement was to save us, accord
Christ's death canceled sin committed, and thus ing to the teachings of Christians, including such 
saved them from being utterly lost. The Calvinists writers as Flavel, Wesley, and Dr. Watts. If God 
believe that God foresaw that Adam would fall, and and Christ, however, are not distinct, the one could 
that posterity would thereby be damned, and there- not be vengeful and the other forgiving at the same 
fore selected a few, termed the elect, to be saved, time. Thus this scheme robs the trinity of the vir
while the many will be lost. Before, however, this tue of forgivness. And really this is so. The first 
partial salvation could obtain, it was deemed neces- person demands payment before granting pardon; 
sary that Christ's life should be sacrificed as a vicari- the second exacts belief as the condition of salvation; 
ous punishment for the misdoings of our "first par- and the third refuses forgivness for sin against him
ents." This belief is so unjust and inhuman in its self under any circumstances. The same difficulty 
naked form that those who still retain it hav to mod- is manifested in the death of a part of the indivisible 
ify it considerably in their advocacy. If it be true godhead. If Christ alone died and remained lifeless 
that God foresaw that Adam would fall, and that in the grave for three days, he was not equal in eter
posterity would be damned, should he not as a be- nity to his father; if on the other hand the whole of 
neficent, all-powerful being hav prevented the calam- the deity expired, then we havthe spectacle of a dying 
ity altogether, or, failing in this, hav included the and dead God, and the world for a time subsisting 
whole human race among the "elect?" The Evan- without a God to govern it. To say that it was only 
gelical Christians suppose that the vicarious suffer- the manhood of Christ which suffered, is to advance 
ings of Christ obtained conditional pardon. In order, another difficulty by allying humanity with divinity, 
however, for persons to partake of the advantages of thus adding a fourth part to the trinity, and destroy
those sufferings, they must hav faith that Christ died ing the perfection of the whole. For where the hu
as a substitute, that is, that the innocent was pun- man element is, there cannot be perfection. And, 
ished for the guilty. This is justice peculiar to Chris- moreover, on the Christian theory, a mere human 
tianity. The Roman Catholic, while teaching the fall death was not adequate to redeem all humanity; for 
of man and his salvation through Christ, also teaches this, the suffering and death of a divine being were 
that none will be saved unless they accept the author- required. 
ity of the church and observe her rites. This of It will be seen that there were two principal causes 
course is priestcraft, but then what religious sect is which were supposed to render the scheme of re
there which has not its priests? The difference be- demption necessary. First, the alleged sin on the 
tween Catholicism and Protestantism upon this point part of Adam, and secondly the enmity between God 
is that while the Catholic is honest and acknowledges and man which is stated to hav resulted from the 
the necessity of a priesthood, the Protestant is dis- partaking of the fruit. Now, were these causes real? 
honest in denying its right, and at the same time Was there any sin in the case, and did enmity exist? 
practicing its evils. The principle in both cases is Samuel Taylor Coleridge says, " Sin must be a state 
the same; it differs only in degree. The Universal- originant in the will of the actor, entirely indepen
ists consider that no one is damned beyond his per- dent of circumstances extrinsic of that will." Evi
sonal sin in this world. If he be ever so vile, all evil dently there was no such sin as this on Adam's part, 
at death departE', and he is ushered into heaven pure for the Bible shows that he was not independent of 
and spotless. It must be very gratifying to the im- external circumstances, but rather that it was by the 
moral and licentious hypocrit thus to believe that his force of those circumstances that he was impelled to 
career of debauchery will be no barrier to his ad- do what he did. Can it be deemed sinful to do that 
mission into the celestial city. The Unitarians, re- which cannot be avoided? As to enmity, if God ex
jecting all the above theories, regard the object of ists and he created man, he either created the enmity 
Christ's life, rather than his death, to be the recon- or else man acquired it apart from him. God could 
ciliation of man to God. Relying on such biblical not hav created it; being infinitly good, how could he 
statements as "Every man shall die for his own sin;" hav implanted that which was bad in his children? 
"To punish the just is not good;" "In burnt offer- Man could not hav acquired it apart from God, inas
ings and sacrifices for sin thou hast had no pleasure," much as there is nothing but what is from God. 
they consider the popular views of the atonement It may here be suggested that if this act of redemp
fallacious. This diversity of opinion in the Christian tion was necessary, it should hav been made imme
world, as to the nature and object of the scheme of diately after Adam's transgression, so as to hav pre
redemption, indicates its perplexing character. Apart vented a single generation going to the grave with 
from sectarian interpretations, the Bible plan of the the curse of original sin unremoved. But, according 
atonement appears to be that nearly 6,000 years ago, to Bible chronology, God was not disposed to show 
an ill-wise, all-powerful, beneficent God created the his fatherly care too soon. He allowed 4,000 years 
world, and then set man in the midst of a scene, sur- to elapse, and numbers of generations not only to liv 
rounded by temptations it was impossible for him to and die, but to run riot in all descriptions of igno
withstand; God implanted in man's breast certain ranee and iniquity, ere the tardy reparation was made. 
desires which, as God, he must hav known would Why was this? Did it take God-to whom considera
produce man's ruin. A tree is then placed by God tion of time is said to be as nothing-4,000 years to 
near Adam, bearing the very fruit which God must determin how to get out of the difficulty which be 
hav been aware would meet those desires which he himself had created? This cannot be, for, according 
had just planted in the ro¥td of Adam. God, all-goad, to the Bible, God had the whole plan of the atone
then makes a serpent of the worst possible kind, in ment arranged before Adam's fall. Was it that Christ 
order that it might be successful in tempting Adam hesitated to obey his father's decree? If no man 
to eat. After this, God commands Adam not to eat could be saved except those who believed in Cbrist, 
of the fruit under the penalty of death, knowing at what has become of those millions of human beings 
the same time that Adam would eat of it and not who passed away prior to his birth? a:ed what will 
die. God allows the serpent to succeed in his plan, be the fate of those now living who hav never heard 
and then curses the very ground for yielding the tree and never will hear the name of Jesus of Nazareth? 
which he (God) had caused to grow. Not content Were the former saved by anticipation, and will the 
with this, the almighty dooms both man and woman latter be excused on account of their igrorance? If 
to a life of pain and sorrow; further, he assures them so, where was the necessity of the atonement at all? 
that their posterity shall feel the terrible effects of If men could enter heaven without the crucifixion, 
their doing what it was impossible for them to avoid. then Christ need not hav suffered at any period. His 
At length the unchangeable God changes his mind; sorrow, agony, and bloody sweat might all hav been 
he will no longer commit wholesale injustice. He avoided, and numbers of saints might hav died 
determins to send his son, who is as old as himself, quietly in their beds, instead of enduring tortures at 
and therefore not his son, to die, but who is invested the stake or on the rack. Besides, if ignorance of 
with immortality, and therefore cannot die, to atone this scheme will save from damnation, is it not use
for wrongs which had never been committed, by pea- less and cruel to send missionaries to the heathens 
ple who had never been born, and who consequently with the" glad tidings?" Let them not know of it, 
could not very conveniently commit any error. As and they cannot be punished for rejecting it; inform 
a conclusion to the_ whole, this ~-merciful being has them of it, and their eternal happiness becomes at 
prepare~ a matenal fire of br~mstone, to burn t_he least doubtful, for their diversity of organization and 
rmm~te~al souls_ of_ those who fail to see the neces~1ty education insures.that not all of them can accept it 
and J~stice of t~s ~umble of cruelty and ~bsurd1ty. as true. As already stated, if the death of Christ 
Such IS the Christian scheme of redemptwn. And 1 was absvlutely necessary to redeem the world, it was 

unjust upon the part of God to permit 4,000 years to 
elapse before the people had the benefit of his aton· 
ing blood. If on the other hand the crucifixion of 
the savior was not required to restore a lost race, 
then it was a most cruel and unnatural act for a father 
to giv his son to a rabble mob to be tortured and ex
ecuted, amidst the exultation of a disappointed and 
fanatical people. Again, if it was desirable and 
praiseworthy upon the part of God to send his son 
to save the world from eternal damnation, how is it 
that when he did arrive so many nations were kept 
in ignorance of his mission and purpose? Even the 
Jews, God's peculiar people, had no knowledge what
ever that incarnate deity was about to expire on the 
cross. If the regeneration of the world was really 
the object of Christ, how much better would it hav 
been if, instead of ascending to heaven to sit at the 
right hand of his father, he had remained on earth, 
preaching practical truths, and showing by constant 
personal example how the world could be rescued 
from that moral and intellectual darkness and de
spair to which 4,000 years of a corrupted theology 
had reduced it. This would hav been the true salva· 
tion, the best redemption, and the only atonement 
necessary for the welfare and progress of mankind .. 
The scheme of redemption is also objectionable,. 
because of its essential injustice in teaching that the· 
innocent was made to sufter for the guilty. Justice 
has been defined to " consist in rendering to every 
one according to. his moral deserts; good if he be· 
good, and evil if evil, for the purpose of promoting 
goodness and discouraging guilt." If Christ, there
fore, was without sin, as stated in the New Testa
ment, was it not unjust to punish him for the misdo
ings of others ? Suppose a parent who has seven 
children, six of whom are bad, and the seventh good. 
Would it be deemed right on the part of this parent 
to punish his innocent child because the other chil
dren were disobedient? Such injustice would insure 
for its perpetrator emphatic condemnation. If a 
judge, knowingly, were to sentence to death an inno
cent man as the substitute for a criminal, his judicial 
position would be forfeited and his conduct regarded 
with horror and detestation. No government would 
retain the confidence of the people of this country if 
it were to introduce a measure enacting that all 
priests should die a lingering death in prison, simply 
because their predecessors, in outbursts of religious 
fury, violated the law of right and equality, and de
filed the earth with human slaughter. Recognizing 
this indignant condemnation by human nature of one 
of the leading principles of the atonement doctrin, 
can we consistently ascribe an act to God which his 
creatures would blush to perform ? Besides, the 
doctrin manifests cruelty in proclaiming that, al
though we had no control over the deeds of Adam, 
still we are all "born in sin and shapened in iniquity." 
The moment we enter this life, in our infantile help
lessness, our childish simplicity, our youthful innq
cence, we are the victims of the wrath of God. 
Granting that in the earliest period of the world's 
history a sin was committed, will that justify a wrong 
being wr0ught upon us? Are we on that account to 
be banished from eternal bliss, to be condemned to 
eternal agony? If so, the conduct of God to man is 
fiendishly cruel and unjust; and we, though unable 
to resist his power, must rightly scorn and detest his 
evil nature. 

It is frequently asserted by defenders of the atone
ment doctrin that in this world, in the course of 
nature, the innocent suffer for the gUilty ; as, for· 
instance, in the case of drunkards and debauchees,. 
who transmit disease and debility to their offspring .. 
The assertion, however, is groundless. The children, 
referred to do not suffer for, but through the vices of 
their parents. Moreover, in such suffering, there is: 
no punishment. The children of criminal parents are· 
not charged with guilt simply on account of their· 
birth. But, according to orthodoxy, Christ was pun
ished for the sins of the world, which were expressly 
imputed to him. 

The inconsistency of this scheme of redemption is: 
as palpable as are its cruelty and injustice. We are· 
told that the death of Christ was ordained before the: 
foundation of the world; and we are likewise toldl 
that man was created perfect and immortal. The in
consistency here is so glaring that it is really marvel
ous how it can pass undetected. If it was ordained 
that the son of Ged should die for the redemption of 
the world, the transgressions of Adam and Eve were 
only a part of God's plan, and certainly did not merit 
any curse, but rather a blessing. To urge that man 
had a free will does not remove the difficulty. If 
man had any choice in the matter, and supposing he 
had chosen differently, God's plans would hav been 
thwarted. The scheme implies that man was so 
made that he could follow but one course, the course 
which should ultimately lead to the sacrifice of 
Christ. Thus the fourth gospel tells us that Christ 
knew from the beginning that Judas would betray 
him. Further, if the mission of Christ on earth 
would hav been fruitless unless he was crucified, then, 
instead of denouncing unfortunate Judas, he should 
be considered by Christians as a hero worthy of hav• 
ing a monument erected to his memory. Now, if the 
death of Christ was pre-ordained, so al10 wat " th• 
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fali of man," for the one depends upon the other. us, we are reminded that they were "appointed curses This language of the director, in his disregard for 
,, For as in Adam all died, so in Christ shall all be to the sons of Adam." If we work to improve our the statute law on this subject, as well as the feelings 
made alive." If this be true, it was impossible for condition, we are taught that we should learn to be and sentiments of a citizen of the district, was ad
man to · be created perfect. But the very fact of content, to remain "in that state of life in which it dressed to a man more than three times his age in 
man's " falling," or giving way to temptation, must has pleased God to call us." When we endeavor to years of activ life, and whose moral character stands 
be a proof of his imperfection. A gain, notwithstand- improve our minds, to cultivate our intellects, we second to no one's in the town. But merely because 
ing that Christ is represented as having made a full come in contact with the statement that "we are of the taxpayer, knowing the character of the Bible as 
and complete satisfaction for all sins, that we may se- ourselvs unable to do any good thing." If we seek well as he does, and that of the Christian church built 
cure a share of what Christ died for, we are to lead a to promote the happiness of others, we are assured upon it, opposed the reading of it in the public 
life of sacrifice and penitence, whether it agrees with that faith in Christ is of more importance than labor school, he must be damned and sent to hell. And 
m;r honest opinion or not. If Christ did pay the for man. Talk of redemption !-what can redeem us this Bible is brought forward by the director as the 
debt for our sin, why should we b3 called upon to from all this wrong, all this misappropriation, and all taxpayer's condemner, and of course the director 
make a second payment? Another inconsistency is this folly? For nearly l,ROO years hav Christians would be ready to be its executor if he only had 
to be found between the statement that God sent his preached "Christ. and bini crucified" to a misguided the political power in his hands as his predecessors 
son to save the whole world, and the conduct of and wronged world. We of the nineteenth century had less than three hundred years ago. 
Christ while on earth. If univerEtal salvation was the hav but a vague idea of the extent of the influence But, Mr. Editor, seeing that these Christians are 
object of Christ's advent among men, his mission has this doctrin once exercised over the minds of its be- so anxious to hav their religious text-book brought 
been a decided failure. Christ, however, never at- lievers. Although this erroneous faith is now giving forward into our public schools and there read to the 
tempted to achieve this result. While thousands way, there are still thousands and myriads who, de- children as a model book of morals, I think it be
were dying without the knowledge of the Messiah, spite all its inconsistency and injustice, sincerely be- comes the duty of every lover of American institu
he, instead of going among the vast heathen nations, lieve that man's eternal happiness depends upon the tiona to giv that old book a canvassing and see what 
imparting what information he had, remained hurling belief in the efficacy of the blood said to hav been it contains, and what use the Christian church has 
bitter reproaches at the Pharisees in his own insig- shed on Mount Calvary. This is the doctrin which made of it. In doing this the honest, intelligent 
nificant country. But Christ did not come to save the has so permeated the minds of orthodox Christians, truth seeker will find that it is unscientific as a book 
whole world; his own words clearly and unmistakably stifling their reason and perverting their judgment, throughout, and as our public schools are based on 
deny the supposition. His mission was to the Jews, till they cherish the forlorn delusion that the reason- science, this of itself ought to a sufficient reason for 
and to the Jews alone. And even among them· his ings of philosophers, the enchantments of poets, and it to be kept out of the schools. But the honest, in
labors were not crowned with success. Following the struggles of patriots are all worse than useless telligent investigator will find a few more reasons for 
Christ to the close of his career, hav we not a" sorry unless purified by the "atoning blood of the Lamb." his objecting to the book being read in our public 
sight " in beholding the culmination of inconsistency It is against such delusions that we protest. It is schools. He will find that it abounds in contradic
as manifested in the garden of Gethsemane? Here this doctrin which fosters the erroneous and retard- tiona, both in the Old and New Testaments. He will 
we see a man who all his life had preached the utility ing belief that every thought which does not aspire find that it is full of coarse, obscene reading, which, 
of a faith which, it was said, not only afforded canso- to the throne of Christ, every action which is not if found in any other book, would condemn it in the 
lation through life, but was also capable of robbing sanctioned by bis "scheme of salvation," every mo- eyes of the refined reader, who would certainly ob
death of its terrors; yet when , the hour of death ap- tiv which does not proceed from a love to the "savior ject to its being placed in his children's hands. 
proached, when the period had arrived for him to of the world," should be discouraged as antagonistic I will not quote this book in THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
prove to the world the efficacy of this faith, we find to our real progress in life. CHARLES WATTS. but as a specimen I would like to call the attention 
him tortured with agony and racked with fear. In of some of our schoolmarms to the nineteenth chap-
that scene, which was not only to rivet the attention Something About Religion in Public Schools. ter of Genesis, and 2 Kings xviii, 27; then take the 
of an amazed multitude, but also to consecrate a life seventh chapter of Solomon's Songs. Indeed, if there 
of divinity-a scene which was not only to be the great At the closing term of our district school (No. 6 in are schoolmarms that are interested in this kind of 
climax to the scheme of redemption, but was also to the township of Raisin, Lenawee county, Michigan,) reading they can find plenty of it. Then, for a change, 
remain a lasting monument of love to a wondering your correspondent was present, with many other you can turn over to Ezekiel and read the whole of 
people; at this moment, when the hopes of his be- visitors bot~ old ~d youn~. When the pup~ls were chapter xxiii, and there you can see what the Lord 
lievers were about to be sealed, when he should hav through with their exermses an oppori;umty was had to say to Ezekiel. I might fill a dozen sheets of 
maintained his position bravely and nobly, we find given for remarks from anyone. After a ~Ittle I?ause, paper with this kind of reading from the Bible, and 
him weak, vacillating, and in bitter despair praying yourh cohrriledsponde~~ arose, and, addressmg himself while you can pick out some decent reading from it 
that the cup might pass from him. to t e c ren, sai : to read to the children, think of the other kind of 

Where do we find consistency in this doctrin of "This day end~ the schdool term of the present year, and I reading that is in this same book. 
hope you all hav Improve the Opportunity that has been a£. 1 a· 

atonement? Is it in the conduct of its hero, who forded you to learn something that may be of use to you in We know that the Bible has been made a ea mg 
came to die for man, yet, when about to fulfil his des- after years, as this was the end and aim for which this house string to immorality and crime, particularly the New 
tiny, implored to be allowed to evade the task? Is was built, and for which this district employs a teacher to Testament; and how any lady with a womanly re-
l·t I·n the assertion that finite man had committed an come here to giv you instruction in the art of thinking and gard for her virtue and ladyship can take that book 

studying out the primary branches of an education that you bl" h 1 · 
infinit offense against an infinit God, and that there- will need in coming years. But remember this, children, into her hands, either in our pu IC sc oo s or m 
fore an infinit atonement was necessary, while we that no teacher can do this thinking for you. All that he can the Sunday-schools, to read to bright-eyed boys 
nevertheless learn that it was only the manhood of do is to giv you instruction in the science of learning, and it and girls, without a blush of shame on her cheek, is 
Chrl.st that suffered? If this be correct, it was after is for you to make th!l application of this instrulction to your- a mystery to me that I can only solve by concluding 

selvs, and thus you will learn and so get know edge. Then h h f h b k 
all but a finite atonement. Is it in teaching that as you are wise in the use that you make of this knowledge as that she is not well posted on t e c aracter o t e oo · 
Christ came as a voluntary sacrifice, yet was betrayed a stepping-stone to the acquisition of more knowledge, you The Bible indorses slavery and the slave trade; it 
by man? Is it in condemning the maiority of man- will grow mentally into the likeness of a higher manhood and encourages ignorance and even falRehood and hypoc-

~ womanhood. Physically we attain to our full stature at a • •t d t• · d d th th" 
kl.nd because they are fulfilling the decree of their nsy; 1 recommen s persecu wn-m ee an IS little over one score of years, but mentally we grow on and h · th" · th Old N 
God? Is it in beholding a God of love and kindness on in knowledge while the brain is able to think and we ap- recommendation t ere IS no mg m e or J. ew 
inflicting unnecessary torture upon his sensitiv son? ply it to study; and the great secret to human happiness m Testament that stands out more prominently. If the 
Is it in our being informed by the voice of Christ this life is in thinking right and meaning well, and as this writer of these lines had lived but a few hundred 

life is what we hav to do with, it is of importance that we d talk d h ow ·a wr·t· g he would 
that by asking he could obtain any amount of assist- d years ago an e as e n I I m , should try to make th~ best of it for ourselvs an others." 1 th t d "th d t• d 
ance from his father, while yet we find that his fer- . hav been not on y rea ene WI · amna wn an 
vent supplications were unheeded and his dying Here your correspondent took his seat, when the hell for his hereafter, but these Christians would hav 
prayers unanswered? Finally, is it in contemplating invitation was extended to an aged orthodox Quaker given him a taste of hell-fire here. 
the mercy of a God, who, having placed his son on a lady, a preacher, who was brought t~e:e by one .of Then this holy Bible has been used by all Chris
felon's cross, allows that son to yield up a sorrowful the church-members who has more religwn than WIB- tian nations to incite their soldiers to deeds of butch
life, after muttering unavailing reproaches in those do~. ~he was quite brief. in her re~arks. The m~n ery on the field of battle, each army having this Bible 
memorable words, "My God! my God! why hast pomt With her was to advise the children to trust m for its religious text-book, with a Christian minister 
thou forsaken me?" the Lord. Whe? she took her seat your correspond- on either side asking this Bible God to help his side 

ent arose and sa1d: in the work of human slaughter. Then, again, this 
Of what use has the Christian scheme of redemp- "Now, children, you hav these two plans before you. I Bible will admit of as many interpretations as there 

tion been to man? Has it abolished the supposed hav recommended self-reliance to you; Aunt Mary has rec- are various interpreters, 80 that it establishes noth-
effects of Adam's fall? Has it improved the condi- ommended you to trust in the Lord, and of course you can f . . . 
tion of the people? -Hav we less pain and misery, invest in whichever plan you choose." ing but a religious text-book or rehgwus lunatiCs to 

1 f 11 d · 1 · a · · t• Our a1·rector now invited the female minister out fight over. Therefore, taking this view of the char-
ess o y an Ignorance, ess cnme an IDJUB we, acter of the Bible and the religion built upon it, we 

through the advent of Christ? Are Christians more to the grove to ask the Lord's blessing upon the pies f bl" h 
valiant and virtuous than were the ancient Romans? and cakes that were in readiness to supply the ali- say keep them both out 0 our pu IC free sc ools, 
Has the erection of the cross frightened the miscre- mentary wants of the company. After she went over and let the latter be conducted on a purely secular 
ant or appalled the tyrant? Has the voice from the her mummery all hands partook of the bounties of basis, always with an E>ye to natural morality and 
bight of Calvary reached the captiv and set the slave the tables to their full satisfaction, This over with, sound physical and intellectual development. Let 
free? Has it destroyed error and cemented truth? and while the children were enjoying themselvs with school government rest on a basis similar to that 
Has it dethroned wrong and established right? In their swings, one of our principal taxpayers, and one which was intended by our forefathers to constitute 
h rt h •t b 1· h d · · d who has protested time and again against having the foundation of our national government-purely s o ' as I a o IS e Ignorance, crime, an oppres- secular,· no Bible, no God, no Jesus Christ about it, 

sian, and made knowledge, virtue, and justice per- our public school turned into a religious church for a 
t? H •t d d h a·t· f · t port1·on of the sch. ool day, by having the Bible read but simply the rights of man. man en as I pro nee sue con I wns o some y The ChriBtian Statesman, in whining over this mat-

as render l·t I·mpossi·ble for man to be depraved or I·n 1·t, took the opportunity to speak with the director, ter some time ago, complained of it in this way: 
poor? In the powerful words of the great French- who is another orthodox Quaker, and who, like the "All acknowledgment of God, of Christ, and of the moral 
man: "Two thousand years hav passed, during which other I hav mentioned, is more religious than wise. standard of Christianity, the Bible, was purposely excluded 
entire nations hav knelt before a gibbet, adoring in The taxpayer said to the director that he had no from it. The name of God nowhere appears, not even in the 
the sufferer who gave himself up to death the savior sympathy with thus turning our public schools into president's oath. God's law in reference to the qualification 
of mankind. And yet what slavery still 1 What lep- churches for any portion of the school day; it was not for rulers is disregarded, and instead of restricting the choice 

h h ·a hi h 1 t d t' t th 1 of electors to men who fear Gcd, it is declared that no relig-
ers in our moral world I What unfortunate beings in for this t at e pa1 B sc oo ax, an .ua . e aw ious test shall ever be required as a qualification to any office 
the visible and feeling world! What triumphant in- of this state did not warrant bini in any such course, or public trust under the United States. The treaty with 
iquity, what tyranny enjoying at its ease the scandal but, on the contrary, it forbids it, . Tripoli, signed by the president and Senate about eight years 
of its own impunity I The savior has come-whence • The director rep~ed that he .did not care for h.1s after the Conl!!titution was adopted, and never called into 
comes salvation?" protest or the law either,· the Bible would be r.ead m question as to its constitutionality, declared the government 

of the United States is not in any sense founded on the Chris-
Once impress the minds of the people with the the school all the same. The taxpayer, he said, was tian religion. Then our own state law is premised on the 

idea that this scheme of redemption is true, and they an unbeliever who would be damned and go to hell. same basis when it says that no money raised by general 
are then made ready recipients for a gloomy faith. The taxpayer said this was rather harsh language taxation shall ever be used for sectarian purposes." 
If we lament the poverty and wretchedness we be- for a Quaker to be using to a kind neighbor who had But, then, our director says he don't care for the 
hold, we are told that deity has pronounced that never thrown a straw in his way. law or the taxpayer either; the Bible will be read in 
"the poor shall never cease out of the land." If we The director replied that this was the language of the school plUhe same, That is Christian-like every 
'!9ek to remove the aorrow and deapa.ir exiatinQ" around the Bible, and he felt ju1tified in u1in{l it in the cue. time. · S. D. MooRE. 
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The Liberal Club. 
Reported for The Truth &tke:r by a Universologist. 

The Manhattan Liberal Club seldom has the pleas
ure of listening to a more finished ( cardinated, hinge
wise) discourse than was given on the evening of the 
7th by Mr. Caleb Pink (dianthus Chinensis). "A Good 

. Conscience " was Mr. Pink's subject. The lecturer's 
aim was to show that to believe or to think a thing 
right does not make it so; that the conscience needs 
enlightening-needs a subjecting to the scientific test 
-the Test of Experience. There were different con
sciences- or consciences in diverse domains. The 
test of the mechanicOJ. conscience was the construc
tion of a machine that would work; the test of the 
medical conscience a medicin that would cure disease 
or benefit the health; of a moral conscience, that 
which would conduce to· the good of ourselvs and our 
fellows. The standard could be gained only by ex
perience. Mr. Pink said his voice had been spoken 
of by some as having a " Metallic Ring " in it. We 
would say, rather, that it has an Egotistic Ring! This 
was almost entirely absent during the philosophic 
part of the discourse, while he was treating of the two 
Antithetical Phases of Conscience-the submission to 
authority and the ratiocination of the mind; but, 
nevertheless, adverting to the third-the linking to
gether (dynamic unity) of these two phases, the "I 
am (w)holier* than thou" Ring (that which Universol
o~ists denominate the pietistic, mystic (the ng Ring), 
always legitimate in due proportions, was disagree
ably apparent. When picturing the (w)holyt man, 
the man who could perceive "these Things" clearly, 
the speaker unmistakably had Caleb Pink before his 
mind's eye, to the eclipsing of all others. 

Mr. Pink accords insufficient attention to the prin
ciple of predominance and subdominance. He rea
sons too much in a vicious circle. For instance, 
" the institutions are as they are because the people 
are as they are." The people make the institutions, 
and the institutions make the people. Were .this 
true, absolutely, as Mr. Pink asserts, there would be 
no escape; they would always remain, while the fact 
is they are never just balanced-one gets a little bet
ter, and then the other, and so, through the convoluto, 
evolutiv, spiroserial, progression direct and inverse, 
progress is made. The influence of Mr. Pink's teach
ing, as he makes himself understood, is to hinder re
form. In one sense no doctrin is so malicious as one 
so near the truth as to be taken for truth. A ladder 
that is just too short is more disastrous than one 
much shorter, as it provokes a waste of time. 

MI·. Pink was exceedingly happy in his statement 
of the utter incapacity of man to escape from either 
authority or reason. One cannot escape authority 
even while repudiating it, and the human mind uses 
reason itself to argue that it must not listen to reason 
-uses the authority of reason to displace reason. 

The lecturer was followed by Mr. Langerfelt, who 
disagreed almost wholly with all that had been said. 
He didn't "like all this sort of business." He criti
cised Mr. Pink's use of analogies, and stated what to 
his mind the analogies suggested. 

Mr. Andrews was then called upon, and in com
pliance he made a masterly stwtement of the many
sidedness of truth. There was truth in what Mr. 
Pink had said, and likewise there was truth in what 
Mr. Langerfelt said, though he differed so completely 
from Mr. Pink. Mr. Andrews would utter dogmatic
ally (he had no time for aught else) that where a 
healthy - minded person sees a truth, there is 
a truth; and it would be found that every dogma of 
every sect was an intuitiv perception and foreshad
owing of a fundamental scientific truth. Lately the 
scientists hav become impatient of theology, and are 
endeavoring to ignore the subjects that hav been en
gaging the attention and vexing the souls of men for 
ages-such, for instance, as fixed fate and free will. 
But they only appear again under another name. 
Take Auguste Comte's philosophy, for illustration. 
The two first and most fundamental propositions of 
his system are: 1. The Invariability of Law, and 2. 
The Modifiability of Phenomena; but nothing is so 
well settled by the scientific mind as that all phenom
ena are rigorously subject to law. The invariability 
of law, taken absolutely, is therefore exactly synony
mous with predestination and fixed fate of the theo
logian and the ancients, while the modifiability by 
human intervention is in the same manner and de
gree with the apposit doctrin of free will. We are 
therefore, here in the stronghold of scienti-philoso
phy, confronted with the same old problem of fixed 
fate and free will which must find their reconciliation 
in fact itself. 

Dr. Lambert was the next speaker, and he com
mended highly and justly both the manner and sub
stance of the lecture (ta:ffyismal). There are not 
many, he said (and he added, in his own funny way, 
probably Mr. Pink and himself and a few others), 
who can hold a discourse so philosophic and pro
found as this in his mind, and giv it with such grace 
and ease as this has been given. 

Mr. Cohen made a few desultory and wandering 
remarks scarcely to the purpose of the lecture, how
ever. 

•Joke, tJoke. 

I 

No other speaker caring to enter the lists, Mr. which silk and satin cannot hide. Yet the ecclesias
Pink replied to his critics. His remarks were again tical party says it must be borne without complaint. 
pervaded by that self-sufficiency or egotism which In another case the petitioner was a mere girl, though 
had beeu so disagreeably apparent through the latter five years a wife and twice a mother. Her husband 
part of his lecture, and which so nearly vitiates all he was cruel. In court she showed the gray-haired 
says. He sees very plainly " that divine order" that judge the black and blue marks of a monster's fingers 
rules in " the very nature of things," and which upon her fair throat and the red and purple blotches 
makes everything " right just as it is," but fails to see upon her arms and bosom. Yet the ecclesiastical 
that devilish disorder (the antithet of "divine order") party would hav her serit bock to blows and bondage. 
that rules as well and is as apparent everywhere. In "The number of divorces simply shows widespread' 
this respect Mr. Pink needs to be made more (w)holy. * domestic infelicity. That we all know and regret. 

The evening was marked by the appearance of What we want to know is if the remedy is as good:. 
Mr. Wakeman on the platform for the first time this a one as we can make and apply. Let gentlemen who· 
season, as he has just returned from his Western bemoan the multiplicity of divorces go to Connecticut; 
tour, where he and Mr Leland hav been attending to and bring us a divorced party who will say that he' 
Liberal duties. During their absence they at- has been injured. Let them show that the children~ 
tended the New York Freethinkers' Convention at or the community has suffered. Until they do this,. 
Rochester, the Liberal League Congress at Milwau- the law should stand as it was in 1880. 
kee, and also lectured at various times and places on "How can you make marriage permanent, do yam 
their way. Mr. Wakeman promised to giv us, as ask? Not by making separation difficult. Divorce• 
booked on the program, an outline of the convention maintains the sanctity of marriage by preventing its: 
and congress, and what the Liberals are doing. He association with drunkenness, cruelty, and infidelity~ 
was greeted most cordially by the club. Otherwise, young women would shun marriage andl 

[We are indebted for the foregoing report to the be driven to alliances unsanctioned by church and 
kindness of one of the officers of the club. The reg- state. 
ular Liberal Club reporter was unavoidably absent "Ex-President Woolsey has called attention to the 
from last Friday's meeting, but he got around in sea- spread of divorce in New England. But he has failed 
son to edit the manuscript. J to prove that this is due to any prevalence of igno-

rance or corruption. While New England has her 
churches, colleges, homes, and incorporated charities, 
whose dispensations, like the dews of heaven, fa.ll 
alike on the just and the unjust, it cannot be said 
that her civilization is a failure. Yet divorce is grow
ing there, and the applicants for it are mostly 
women. 

*Joke. Getting monotonous. 

The Rev. W. H. Murray on Divorce. 
"I propose," said the Rev. W. H. Murray, as he 

faced a large audience in Chickering Hall last Sun
day evening, "to discuss to-night the question known 
as the American divorce question as worthy of your 
serious attention. There are in this country two 
parties at issue on this question. One of them holds 
that the marriage tie should not be severed except 
for scriptural cause. This I shall call the ecclesias
tical party. Those who declare that divorce should 
be granted for several other causes than those men
tioned constitute the popular party. 

"The first division includes all who hold to the in
dissolubility of the man'iage contract. In fact it is 
not indissoluble, since Jesus himself permitted di
vorce, for one cause at least. The people hav taken 
the matter from the church and say through their 
legislatures that marriage and divorce are civil con
tracts. Who shall marry, and under what conditions, 
are questions for the courts, not for the churches. 
The church makes rules for the guidance of its mem
bers, but its voice and that of its founder are only 
advisory. While Jesus allows one cause for divorce, 
Paul enlarges the permission to include desertion. 
Luther widened the lines of Paul. Zwingli added 
cruelty and plotting against the life of a consort. 
Calvin held that desertion for one year was a valid 
ground. 

"When the great leaders ceased to be mere theo
rists they saw that no five nor dozen causes for di
vorce would meet the demands of justice. The cause 
must be left to the good sense and affection of the 
parties. Whether a man and a woman can continue 
to liv happily together can be decided only by them
selva. The church should hav no voice, nor should 
the law, beyond protecting individual rights and the 
welfare of the community. To this position the 
people hav given their consent. 

"When husband and wife feel that they must part 
they go to a competent court and petition for a dis
solution of their contract. No power, civil or relig
ious, married them. Their union was their own act, 
as their divorce should be. 

"Maine, in 1870, passed a law allowing divorce 
whenever a judge of the Supreme Court, in the ex
ercise of a sound discretion, should consider it proper. 
The ecclesiastical party object to this measure and 
call it in derision the 'omnibus clause.' It has been 
assailed by pamphlet, sermon, and petition. Its ene
mies claim that it has a tendency to multiply divorces 
and to spread corruption in society. In contradic
tion of which I claim that it should stand. 

"The power and character and learning of our 
higher courts amply qualify them to do justice in 
the matter. If our Supreme Court, after a full, fair 
trial, deem it proper to grant a divorce, who shall im
peach that decision? 

"But press and pulpit cry out that divorces are too 
numerous. That assertion is in itself no proof, and 
I hold that no proof can be brought to support it. 
In 1880 332 divorces were granted in Connecticut, but 
will any one say, without investigation, that the num
ber was too large? In each case the parties declared 
~he marital connection intolerable, and a competent 
Judge assented to the decision. The presumption is 
that in each case the law was complied with, God 
honored, and the conjugal state freed from taint. Q 

"Let those who complain that divorces were too 
frequent in Connecticut in 1880, ask what the influ
ence of the court's decree has been upon the parties 
separated, their children and the community. 

"In one of these 332 cases the petitioner was a 
woman-a wife for twenty years. She represented 
to the court that her husbai:J.d was an habitual drunk
ard. Do you know what that means? It is a horror 

"New England Womanhood is independent in its 
individuality. The New England woman is a wife 
but not a slave. If her self-ownership is ignored and 
her modesty outraged she asserts her pl,ll'i.ty by an 
appeal to the laws of her country. She will die for 
the man she loves if he treats her rightly, and will 
leave him quicker than lightning if he doesn't. 

"The ecclesiastical party hold that recent legisla-. 
tion has spread divorce, and that divorce corrupts: 
society. In answer to the first proposition, let me, 
call your attention to the fact that the divorce laws ali 
New Hampshire hav not been changed in twenty-five 
years, yet divorce is as prevalent there as in the othel!" 
New England states, where the laws are much less: 
stringent. It is clear, therefore, that recent legisla
tion does not increase divorce. If divorce corrupts 
society, then domestic morality should be highest 
where the institution does not exist or is under severe 
restrictions. Is France, where there is no divorce, a 
purer country than England? Are the Spaniards 
more continent than the Germans, or the Italians 
than the Swiss ?" 

In explaining the cause of divorce, the speaker said 
that the institution was due to a great historic move
ment which tended towards individualization and the 
greater freedom of woman. So great an evolution 
could not be accomplished without clashing. The 
movement would work out its own remedy. 

The Wonders of Mesmerism. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : The 

great question of the time is, whether mind, soul, as
tral spirit, or whatever we may term it, can giv 
manifestations of force and consciousness indepen-. 
dent of matter. The different schools of Materialists: 
ignore the existence of individual mind or spirit·. 
force, capable of acting outside and independent of: 
what they term matter-e. g., something tangible to. 
the senses, that can be weighed, measured, seen, or· 
felt. It seems to me that a solution of this questiolh 
of questions can be found in simple experiments o:fi' 
animal magnetism. It is now about thirty-six years 
ago that I was a party in a se;r~es of experiments, i:a 
which a certain person was magnetized, and whilst 
in that condition could tell (through the use of the 
physical organization, of course) of what was taking 
place at a distance, matters being so arranged that 
there was no possibility of deception in any way. It 
was a common thing for me to magnetize that person, 
expressly to find property lost under various circum
stances. Not only was lost property traced and 
found by this process, but even the motivs connect
ing the parties with these matters seemingly just as 
apparent as the actions. . I could magnetize that per
son just as easily through will-power (I know of no 
better term) as through physical contact. I also 
possessed, and satisfied myself and others of having, 
the same power over other persons; and these things 
would hav been readily sworn and subscribed to by 
many if there had been any occasion for it, and I 
trust there are some living yet, who, if they should 
see this over my name, would at once recollect the 
time and circumstances. 

Now, this, I am satisfied, is only the A B C of the 
possibilities of phenomena that can be produced in 
this way. I claim no particular mesmeric power (a 
will-power, by the way) in what I hav demonstrated 
for myself and many others. There are thousands 
that could do the same, and much more. Can we 
help giving more or less credit to this kind of power, 
said to be in possession of the priests of India, taking 
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int.o consideration the amount and credibility of the 
testimony attesting to these things. They are ac
credited of doing things (as they claim, through the 
astral spirit) that, if really done, would demonstrate 
the independent action of spirit from matter in the 
materialistic sense, proving spirit power over matter 
:in its gross form, and the intelligent existence of 
!Something, under certain conditions, capable of being 
propelled from the physical body. 

Now I call upon any of your Materialistic contrib
illtors to inform us how the body, viewing it from 
ltheir standpoint,· can accomplish anything of this 
lkind. To ignore it, and say it is all bosh or collusion, 
will not do, for there must be many that the above 
:ifacts are presumaby much more familiar to at this 
:;present writing than they were to myself. If the Ma
·terialists were to devote the brilliant talents that 
many of them possess to the study of metaphysics, 
I would not be surprised if, like myself, they might 
feel that there was an easier horn to ride than the 
one endowing matte.r, as understood by them, with 
consciousness, intelligence, and force. 

Yours for the truth, A. LANSDELL. 
Lompoc, Cal. 

This World, This Life, Humanity. 
BROTHER S. P. PeTNAliC Your "Bond of Union" 

is, to me, the most sacred, holy, and inspiring bond 
I ever read. It stirs my deepest, highest, sublimest 
life, and inspires me to reach out to you "my heart 
and hand," and say emphatically, Amen brother, amen, 
to your grand, glorious, saving, human, utterances. 
I want you to know that I am with you; that I fully 
:appreciate your appreciation of this earth-life; its 
significance and realities; its capacities and possibili
ties to become, through the human material organ
ism, a blissful state, an embodiment of a spirit world, 
an incarnation of the summer-land. . 

In vain, for thirty years, under orthodox teaching; 
in vain for tlrirty-five years in the "light" of Spirit
ualism, hav I tried to be a philosophical and scien
tific Spiritualist. With all my vast accumulation of 
phenomen·a, I am compelled to refer them to causes 
mundane and organic, to forces embodied and in
carnate. 

After forty-five years of warfare, persecution, and 
peril, in search of truth, I am, philosophically and 
scientifically, compelled to renounce the assumed, 
but to me unproved, entities and forces of the spirit 
world, and to " take nature's path and mad opinions 
leave." 

"I lean on the bosom of the universe." I here 
and now, with you, wholly dedicate myself to this, my 
only life; to this earth, my first, my last, my only 
home; to nature, to matter; to my own and to all 
physical, tangible, material, human organisms, which 
I would fain and quickly so improve, exalt, refine, 
mentalize, and spiritualize, through parentage and 
culture, that they would be sacred temples of love, 
wisdom, and worship of all things below and above, 
and receptiv and impressible to all the forms, forces, 
:and qualities of nature. 

I.am.ric~ in the higher commerce of the upper To Subscribers for Mr. Wakeman's Lecture. 
bram; ~ Its divine emanations, radiations, imping- I wish to announce that Mr. wakeman is hard at 
ments, mfluxes, and impressibilities. With you will 
I wa~ abreast and in front on the pathway of hu- work revising and preparing his lecture for publica-
man life and help to remove every obstruction to the tionk, andilt•t hwill be ready for delivery in ab~ut tw;o 
new integrat1•0

n th · · . bli f wee s. as been suggested that Mr. M1tchell s 
' e mcommg repu c 0 man. 1 t b bl' h d 'th th t f Mr W k b t Through the d wth d fin t f ec ure e pu lB e Wl a o . a eman, u · upwar gro an re emen o . th tl dd d f d · thi will t 

the human brain and body I see "the promis and e grea y a e expense o o~g s preven . 
potency of every form and quality of life." All hail! ~ tho~e, however, who desire a copy of Mr. 
the Bpm. •t a d f "B d f U . , Mitchell s lecture, can procure one of THE TRUTH 

n purpese o your on o man. S f 25 t S p p 
Columbus, Kan. ~ J. H. CooK. EEKER or cen s. AMUEL • UTNAM. 

Whither Goes the Vital Spark 1 
This great question remains unanswered. Here 

the book of nature is closed. The spark of life, the 
soul, may be indestructible, immortal, because it can 
produce an immortal thought; but even if we could 
prove this, it does not follow that it would be con
scious of this existence. Why then puzzle the mind 
about the future, when it should be engaged in the 
welfare of the present? Nature, the mighty regula
tor of the universe, will make no blunders in guard
ing the future. 

Suppose, for the sake of the argument, the soul to 
be indestructible; the fact that in this existence we 
are not conscious of a prior existence is strong evi
dence against the consciousness of this existence in a 
future state; and if not conscious of this existence, 
then why should a future existence concern us now. 
There are incentivs enough for upright action here, 
without the sordid hope of reward or the fawning 
terror of a punishment hereafter. 

That man has evolved from a lower order of being 
is evident to any man who studies the analogy and 
progress of the human race; and the thought that, 
in ages to come, his descendants, in whose veins runs 
his own blood, and in whose .spark of life his own is 
permeated, will go on to inconceivable hights of in
tellectual development as civilization progresses, 
should be an exalting gratification for his having lived 
this life, even without the slightest evide11ce of being 
conscious, in another state, of his having lived before. 

JOHN M. STEARNS. 

New England Freethinkers' Convention. 
Many Liberals in New England and in New York 

hav, from time to time, expressed the desire to hav a 
Freethinkers' convention held in Boston, but no ac
tion, until recently, has ever been taken in the mat
ter. At a meeting of the Boston Liberal Club, held 
Sept. 15, 1883, a committee was appointed to arrange 
for a convention. It was the unanimous opinion of 
the committee that the project was not only practi
cable, but that there was every reason for believing 
that the convention would be, in every way, a grand 
success. The season of the year is favorable for con
vening a large portion of the Liberal hosts of this 
part of the country. 

A Sabbath-Breaking Christian Judge. 
Chief Justice Waite, it appears, is a Sabbath

breaker; he and his judicial brother, Lord Chief Jus
tice Coleridge, went to Coney Island on Sunday, 
where they dined on the piazza to the music of Gil
more's band. "This example," says the Christian ln
telligencer, "will fill God-fearing hearts with sorrow." 
Just so; but how now about the allegation of "Anti
christ" that Chief Justice Waite is one of the eight 
Freethinkers' on the supreme bench? The Christian 
at Work says that Waite is an Episcopalian, and 
doesn't believe there is an Infidel on the bench. Is 
Dr. Talmage mistaken, or is "Antichrist" a liar ? 
One of the Christian (?) judges swears like a trooper 
and another breaks the Sabbath. Let us pray. 

ANTIC. 

Why Not State that Opinion! 
Ji'rmn the Independent. 

We hav our opinion of the Christian honesty of 
getting around the prohibition of the founder of 
Girard College, as to Christian ministers entering it, 
which is reported. It is said they hav a chapel in the 
institution and get young unordained theological stu
dents and others to do the regulru· preaching. 

Book Notes. 
l'YI11. WAT1's's excoriation of the doctlins of the "Fall and 

Redemption," printed on another page of this week's TRUTH 
SEEKEB, can be obtained in tract form at 5 cents per single 
copy, and 45 cents per dozen, postpaid. It is a most excel
lent document to set Christians .thinking. 

"SuNDAY LAws," by John G. Hartwig, is a 12-page pamphlet 
devoted to a consideration of the relation of Sabbatarian 
enactments by the state legislatures to the United States 
Constitution, showing them to be illegal, as being opposed to 
that instrument. l'Yir. Hartwig is a clear reasoner and his ad
dition to the literature of the Sunday question fills a vacant 
place. The price is 10 cents. It may be obtained by ad
dressing the author at Washington; D. C. His post-office box 
is 706. 

THE call for l'Yir. Remsburg's speech on "False Claims 
l'Yiade by the Church" has been so great that the edition of 
THE TBUTH SEEREII in which it appeared has been exhausted, 
and we shall bring it out in pamphlet form, l'Yir. Remsburg 
having kindly given his consent. Many hav written us that 
they would distribute them by the dozen or hundred, and to 
help them on in the work we hav fixed the price at 10 cents 
singly, or 75 cents per dozen. Friends, send your orders in 
generously. 

0 my exalted brother, how I, how we all, more or 
less-if I may so speak-hav been cheated out of 
nature's free, healthful, spontaneous, glorious life; 
been hindered and prevented from growing by hav
ing been falsely (to me) taught, and trying to believe 
there is a far higher and better world and life than 
this! 

It is especially well timed in view of the great in~ 
terest taken in the Paine celebrations, in Paine Hall, 
every yeru: on the 29th of January. Another fact, 
which will greatly aid in giving popularity to this 
convention, is the notice given of it so long in ad
vance 

The writer, who was appointed cmTesponding sec
retary, will be happy to hear from all those who ex
pect to attend the convention, and to giv such infor
mation, so far as he is able, as may be desired. Ad-
dress, W. S. BELL. 

OF Mr. Jacobson's little pamphlet, the "Bible Inquirer," 
Mr. W. H. Herndon, Lincoln's old law partner, speaks thus 
highly in a letter to the author: 

SPIIINGFIELD, ILL., Aug. 18, 283. 
Mn. JAcOBSON My Dear Sir: A few days since I received 

your most excellent pamphlet, the "Bible Inquirer," and for 
which I am much obliged to you. It has gone through the 
first edition, and should run through the hundredth, until it 
is in everybody's hand. The arrangement is methodical and 
excellent. How any sane man or woman in the world can 
hold that the Bible is God's special revelation, as contended 
by the Christian world, I cannot conceive. Your one hun
dred and forty-eight propositions quoted from the Bible re
fute the idea that God had anything to do with the book. If 
God revealed it he is a poor God. It smells of the ignorant 
and barbarous human. It is a record of the struggle of the 
human soul in the process of its grand evolution to know the 
unknowable-to know nature-its laws, causes, etc. Your 
book is a manly attempt to enlighten the world on the subject 
of revelation, etc. I hope you will scatter the pamphlet over 
this broad land. You hav done in this matter a most noble 
deed for humanity. It has most certainly cost you much in
tellectual toil and effort. Your pay will be the gratitude of 
your fellow-men. Among the great men of the world is he 
who removes ignorance and superstition, and substitutes 
therefor fact and science. You hav done your duty bravely 
and nobly. I do sincerely recommend your book to all Free 
Religionists, Liberals, and those who would be free. The 

If we are so unhealthy, unhappy, and short-lived 
in this life, by what facts, analogy, or logic can we 
prove that we are to be any better in any succeeding 
state of individual existence? Of the fifteen hundred 

18 East Springfield street, Boston, Mass. 

The Atoms. 

million of human forms on mother earth, how many MR. JAMIESON: In reply to your question in THE 
are worth a supermundane and eternal existence? TRUTH SEEKER of Sept. 29th, regarding the "branch 
The time may come, I conceive it to be possible- of science in which I found the theory of the homo
" nature's possibilities are infinit "-that human be- geneous nature of· the atoms," I would say that I do 
ings may be so germinated, gestated, organized, and not hold mvself responsible for the scientific accuracy 
environed that they will be immortal, or exist a long of theories" employ~d by Materialists in the elucida
time on earth; that when the earthly machine is tion of their views. I am not quite sure that anybody 
worth running and its mind knows how to run it, it knows anything positivly about the "ultimate atom;" 
will run a thousand years, and be in and of itself yet all hav a right to reason from any hypothesis 
"the millennium." which is put forth as a basis of argument. 

Ah, how, by ignorance, false education, and preach- In Webster's Unabridged I find that there are 
ing inhuman absurdities, hav we ignored, abused, and three distinct theories of the nature of the atoms (all 
perverted "the-house-I-liv-in;" this complex organ- hypothetical), and according to Chambers's Encyclo
ism, the human brain and body. pedia, it appears that there is nothing definitly 

How we hav been "fooled" in trying to believe ir- known, even of the shape of the atom, although the 
rational absurdities and unthinkable impossibilities, most popular theory is that it is spherical and sur
about "a never-dying soul to save, and fit it for the rounded by an atmosphere. If science shall ever re
sky," while we hav treated as vile and contemptible veal the whole mystery of the primal elements, it 
the sacred human form, with all its capacities for will then be quite early enough to attempt to settle 
perpetual growth, and" the kingdom of heaven with- the question of" spirit and matter" in the court of 
in" it, and a spirit world, a summer-land, a "sweet the atoms. . 
by and by," at, and within, and around its gorgeous, When I called force a "myste1·ious nothing," I was 
glorious summit, effulgent and radiant; a perpetual viewing it from the Materialistic standpoint to me it 
sun of love and wisdom ! is a glorious something, the vital energy of the uni-

Oh, how I love nature! " From my very boyhood hav verse. But according to your philosophy it is un-
I loved to look on Nature in her loftier moods." · conscious, aimless, and undirected, a mere riffeot of 

0 my penetrating, clear-sighted, impressible, na- present conditions, and that ,I call pretty near to 
ture-loving Brother Putnam, with you I will walk the nothing. You hav quite an array of scientific names, 
e.arth with gratitude and hope, in my last years of a as if there were so many different forces; I supposed 
hie devoted to the study and elevation of man while these were all one force, acting p.nder different con-
suffering in material poverty and with inherited ditions. How is it? !tbs. E. HEPPON. 
weaknesses. Dowagiac, Mich., Oct. 3, 1883, 

book is a good thing; it is no sham; it is fact-soli~ factR, 
well and sharply put. I hope you success, my good su. 

Heartily your friend, WM. H. HERNDON. 

THE first protest of a religious body against slavery was by 
the Germantown Quakers in 1688. The Quakers were the 
Freethinkers of that time, and suffered martyrdom at the 
hands of the orthodox churches. 

IN the preface of "Principia" Sir Isaac Newton said: "By 
the propositions mathematically demonstrated in the first 
book, we there derive from the celestial phenomena the forces 
of gravity with which bodies tend to the sun and the several 
planets. Then from these forces, by other propositions, 
which are also mathematical, we· deduce the motions of the 
planets, the comets, the moon, and the sea. I wish we would 
derive the rest of the phenomena of nature by the same kind 
of reasoning from mathematical principles." What would 
Mr. Newton hav thought about this desire of his being ful
filled if he had lived until Mr. Andrews discovered Universol
ogy, which is understood to derive all the phenomena of na
ture by the same mathematical principles which he applied 
to a few? 
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flommnnicafioqs. 

Paul's Fifth and Last Visit to J ernsalem. 
We will now consider Paul's speech in detail. 
"Brethren and fathers, hearken to my defense before you. 

. . . I am a man who am a Jew; and I was born in Tarsus 
of Cilicia, but was brought up in this city at the feet of Ga
maliel, and instructed perfectly in the law of our fathers" 
(xxii, 1-3). 

The Syriac for "Gamaliel " is Gmlthil. If Paul 
said anything at all about his preceptor, the name 
was probably Hillel, who appears to hav been enough 
older than Paul to hav been his tutor. Gamaliel, 
who is generally identified as Paul's alleged tutor, 
is supposed to hav died about A.D. 50 or 52. Some 
suppose him to hav ?e~n Hillel's son, but Hillel was 
too old to be Gamahel s father. 

"And I was zealous fo:r God, as ye also are. And I perse
cnted this way, even to death; for I bound and delivered up 
tP prison both men and women, as the high priest is my wit
ness" (3-5). 

What high priest? This was after the murder of 
the high priest Jonathan II. at the hands of the 
Sicarri; so the writer of Acts tells us. Now the next 
hig-h priest was Ismael IL, A.D. 56-62. But we shall 
Ree hereafter that the predecessor of Jonathan II. is 
named by the writer, to wit, Ananias, who was high 
priest A.D. 48-55. Does not this indicate either a 
fabricated story, or a fraudulent corruption of the 
text? 

But if perchance Paul did call the high priest to 
witness, the name of that high priest was either 
Simon IV., 5-23 B.c., or Jesus I., 23-35 B.c., or 
Ananeel, Aristobulous, or Antigonus, 35-41 B.c. 
Paul must hav died during the high priesthood of 
Simon IV., 23-5 B.C. 

"And likewise all the elders, from whom I received letters, 
that I might go to the brethren in Damascus, and bring those 
who were there prisont:rs to Jerusalem, to receive capital 
punishment" (5). 

Such letters could hav been given prior to 63 D.C.• 

but positivly not after A.D. 30. 
The account which follows, of the journey to 

Damascus and conversion, we now parallel with a 
repetition of the same before King Agrippa. 

Acts xxii, 6-18. Acts xxvi, 12-21. 
"And as I traveled and be- "And as I was going for 

gan to approach Damascus, at this purpose to Damascus, 
noonday, from amidst tran- with the authority and license 
quility, a great light from of the chief priest, at midday 
heaven burst upon me. And on the road, I saw, 0 king, a 
!fell to the earth; and I heard light exceeding that of the 
a voice which said to me, sun, beaming from heaven 
Saul, Saul, why persecutest upon me, and upon all those 
thou me? And I answered with me. And we aU fell to the 
and said Whou art thou, my ground ; and I heard a voice 
Lord? And he said to me, I which Sitid to me in Hebrew, 
am Jesus, the Nazarean, whom Saul, Saul, why persecutest 
thou persecutest. And the thou me ? It will be a hard 
men who were with me saw thing for thee to kick against 
the light, but heard not the the goads. And I said, My 
voice that talked with me. Lord, who art thou ? And 
And I said, My Lord, what our Lord said to me, I am 
must I do? And our Lord Jesus, the Nazarean [Gr. 
said to me Arise, go to Da- omits 'Nazarean '], whom 
mascus, and there it will be thou persecutest. And he 
told thee all that it is com- said to me, Stand upon thy 
manded thee to do. And as I feet; for I hav appeared unto 
could see nothing, because of thee for this purpose, to con
the glory of that light, those stitute thee a minister and a 
with me took me bv the hand, witness of this thy seeing me, 
and I entered ·Damascus. and of thy seeing me here
And a certain man, Ananias, after. [Gr. revision: 'Of the 
who was upright according to things wherein thou hast seen 
the law, as all the Jews there me, and of the things wherein 
testified concerning him, I will appear unto thee.'] And 
came to me. And he said to I will deliver thee from the 
me, My brother Saul! open people of the Jews (Gr. omits 
thine eyes. And instantly my 'of the Jews'], and from other 
eyes were opened; and I nations to whom I send thee, 
looked upon him. And he to open their eyes, that they 
said to me, The God of our may turn from darkness to the 
fathers hath ordained thee to light, and from the dominion 
know his will, and to behold of Satan unto God; and may 
the Just One, and to hear the receive remission of sins and 
voice of his mouth. And a portion with the saints. 
thou shalt be a witness for Wherefore, King Agrippa, I 
him before all men, concern- did not contumaciously with
ing all that thou hast seen and stand the heavenly vision; 
heard. And now why delay- but I preached from the first 
est thou? Arise, be baptized, to them in Damascus, and to 
and be cleansed from thy sins them in Jerusalem, and in all 
while thou invokest his name. the villages of Judea; and I 
And I returned and came preached also to the gentiles, 
hither to Jerusalem. And I that they should repent and 
prayed in the temple. And I should turn to God, and 
!law him in a vision, when he should do works suitable to 
said to me, Make haste, and repentance. And on account 
get thee out of Jerusalem, for of these things the Jews 
they will not receive thy tes- seized me in the temple and 
timony concerning me. . . sought to kill me." 
Depart, for I send thee afar 
to preach to the gentiles." 

Nate now the discrepancies: 
Acts xxii. 

"The light burst upon 
me." 

" I fell to the earth." 
"The men who were with 

me saw the light, but heard 
not the voice that talked with 
me.'' 

(Omitted. See King 
J,<meR"s version, Acts ix, 5; 
Peshito and old Greek co
dices omit). 

Actsxxvi. 
"And upon all those with 

me." 
"We all fell to the ground." 
(Omitted. But in Acts ix, 

7, "The men . . • heard 
merely the voice," and no one 
was visible to them!) 

"It will be hard for thee to 
kick against the goads " (See 
Acts ix, 5). 

"And our Lord said to me, 
Arise, go to Damascus, and 
there it will be told thee all 
that it is commanded thee to 
do." 

"And he [Ananias] said: 
The God of our fathers hath 
ordained thee. . . . And 
thou shalt be a witness," etc. 

"Arise, be baptized," etc. 
(Omitted. See Acts ix, 19-

23.) 
"And he [Jesus] said to 

me: Make haste and get thee 
out of Jerusalem; for they 
will not receive thy testimony 
concerning me. . . . De
part, for I send thee afar, to 
preach to the gentiles." 
Nothing about killing; but 
see ix, 29, 30. 

"And he [Jesus] said to 
me, Stand upon thy feet; for 
I hav appeared unto thee for 
this purpose," etc. 

"And he [Jesus] said, I 
hav appeared unto thee 
to constitute thee a minister 
and a witness," etc. 

(Omitted. See Acts ix, 18.) 
"I preached from the first 

to them in Damascus." 
"And to them in J erusa

lem, and in all the villages of 
Judea; and I preached also 
to the gentiles, that they 
should repent. . . . And 
on account of these things the 
Jews seized me in the temple 
and sought to kill me." 

Oomment on such shockingly false reports of Paul's 
speeches would be superfluous. 

We now append a passage from chapter xxii which 
we omitted: 

"And I said: My Lord, they well know that I hav delivered 
up to prison and hav scourged in all the synagogs those who 
believed in thee. And when the blood of the martyr Stephen 
[Onias ?] was shed, I also was standing with them, and per
formed the pleasure of his slayers, and took charge of the 
garments of those that stoned him" (19, 20). 

The writer of Acts says that Paul informed the 
Lord about the death of Stephen; -why didn't Paul 
tell us something about it in his epistles? 

The mob listened to Paul until he told them that 
the Lord Jesus said to him: "Depart, for I send thee 
afar, to preach to the gentiles." 

"And when they had heard Paul as far as this word they 
raised their voice and cried out, Away with such a man from 
the earth! for he ought not to liv! (22). 

Where was Bishop James, the brother of Jesus, at 
this time ? Why didn't he come and speak a good 
word for Brother Paul ? 

"And as they vociferated and cast off their garments and 
threw dust into the air, the chiliarch gave orders to carry him 
into the castle; and he commanded that he should be exam
ined with stripes, that he might know for what cause they 
cried out against him. And as they were stretching him 
with ropes, Paul said to the centuri1m who stood over him, 
Is it lawful for you to scourge a man who is a Roman [citizen] 
and not yet found ~uilty? And when the centurion heard it 
he went to the chiharch and said to him, What do est thou? 
For this man is a Roman. And the chiliarch came to him 
and said, Tell me, art thou a Roman? And he said to him, 
Yes. The chiliarch replied and said to him, With much 
money I acquired Romanship. Paul said to him, And I was 
born in it. And immediately they who were intending to 
scourge him fled from him. And the chiliarch was afraid 
when he learned that he was a Roman, because he had 
stretched him" [for scourging] (23-29). 

·If the writer of Acts meant to say that Paul became 
a Roman citizen by being born in Tarsus, he made a 
blunder. Smith's Bible Dictionary says that although 
Augustus made Tarsus a free citv, "we are not to 
suppose that St. Paul had, or coUld hav, his Roman 
citizenship from this circumstance;" and the same 
authority adds that "many commentators hav fallen 
into this error" (Art. Tarsus). 

McClintock & Strong's Cyclopedia not only affirms 
the same, but points out that in Acts the Roman 
"chief captain ( chiliarchos) knew Paul to be a nativ 
of Tarsus, and yet was not aware of his Roman citi
zenship'' (Art. Paul). 

Christian scholars try to get over this difficulty by 
presuming that Paul's citizenship was acquired by 
services rendered either by himself or some of his an
cestry to the Roman state. 

On the question of Paul's citizenship Voltaire's Die~ 
tionary says: 

"Was Paul a Roman citizen, as boasted? If he was a na. 
tiv of Tarsus in Cilicia, Tarsus was not a Roman colony until 
a hundred years after his death; upon this point all anti
quaries are agreed. If he belonged to the little town or vil
lage of Gischala, as St. Jerome believed, this town was in 
Galilee, and certainly the Galileans were not Roman citi
zens" (Art. Paul). 

It is evident, therefore, that St. Jerome, who lived 
at Bethlehem A.D. 400, did not believe the truth of 
the statement attributed to Paul in Acts: "I was born 
in Tarsus." 

If the claim of Roman citizenship was false it was 
either one of Paul's "lies for the glory of God:, (Rom. 
iii, 7), or one of the many lies told by the writer of 
Acts. But we prefer, if possible, to believe that Paul 
did acquire Roman citizenship somehow. In the 
time of Herod the Great the Roman government was 
far m~re friendly to the Jews than in the reigns of 
Claudms and Nero; and Paul was born during the 
revolutionary period, prior to the dictatorship of 
Sylla. And if Pollio, who had leave to lodge with 
Alexander and Aristobulus, sons of Herod, in the pal
ace of Augustus Cresar (Jos. Ant. xv, 10, § 1), was our 
Paul, who, writing to the Philippianl!l, says: "My 
bonds on account of the Messiah are matter of no
toriety in all the palace," then we certainly hav a right 
to believe that Paul was a Roman citizen. Further
more, if Paul wrote: "Salute the mem hers of the 
house of Aristobulus; salute Herodion, my kinsman" 
(Rom. xvi, 10, 11), is it not a plausible inference that 
he was in some degree related to the family of Herod 
the Great? 

"And I said, My Lord, 
what must I do? And our 
Lord said, Ari11e, go to D~· 
zna.scus," eto. 

(Omitted. See King James's 
version, Acta ix, 6; Peshito 
Al!d old Grie:k codi9tli owit.) MANY people experience what they think is a change 

of heart, when it is only their liver that is affected. 

Prohibition. 
All forms of government ate an evil; all laws made 

by man for the purpose of controlling the actions of 
human beings are wrong in principle; all the animal 
creation preceding man are perfectly free, and never 
restrict themselvs or limit their freedom, only as the 
ties of love and devotion imprison them. 

Nevertheless all mankind hav recognized some 
form of government as necessary for the regulation 
of society, and for the protection of life, liberty, and 
the pursuit of happiness, and accordingly hav made 
laws for the purpose of protecting each other in the 
enjoyment of personal rights, and attached penalties 
thereto, to punish those that trespass upon those 
rights. 

Government at present, then, is considered a. "nec
essary evil; " hence that government is best that 
governs least. Having taken the responsibility of 
punishing certain acts that infringe upon personal 
rights, which are called crimes, the limits of legisla
tion cannot properly extend beyond protecting those 
rights. On the other hand, if law-makers hav a. 
right to make any law to protect rights, and to pun
ish those who trespass thereon, they hav a right to 
legislate to prevent all acts, of whatever name or na
ture, which are infringements of personal rights 
whereby one person suffers for the acts of another. 
To prove, then, what is wrong in principle is to 
prove what we hav a right to legislate to prevent, if 
there is a right to make any laws. 

The reason there is such a unanimous opinion in 
favor of prohibiting and punishing certain acts, and 
such diverse and various opinions in regard to pro
hibiting and punishing other acts, is owing to the 
immediate and direct suffering occasioned by the 
former, and the remote and indirect effect or suffer
ing occasioned by the latter. 

No one disputes the right to punish a person for 
knocking another down, because the effect is imme
diate and direct. By experience we know what it is. 
So if a person steals, robs, or murders, the result is 
so direct and immediate, and, consequently, the 
wrong so obvious, that no person says the offender 
should not be punished. 

But in regard to prohibiting the manufacture of 
intoxicating liquors, there are antagonistic opinions, 
because the effect is indirect and somewhat remote. 
I may be robbed of fifty dollars yearly, owing to in
temperance, by taxes, bad debts, and various other 
ways which are the indirect result of the manufacture 
of alcohol. But there is no public indignation about 
it; while great excitement would be aroused if a. 
thief should take that amount out of my money 
drawer. 

Personal rights seem to be little understood If it 
is not wrong in principle for a person to commit an 
act that either directly or indirectly, immediately or 
remotely, injures another, or causes them to suffer in 
any manner, then there is no such thing as personal 
rights. And no person can be true to others unless 
true to themselvs, and cannot be true to themselvs 
if they violate nature's laws. I think right here is 
the fulcrum where many are unbalanced, or is the 
turning-point in their decision as to the propriety of 
prohibiti.J;tg the manufacture of alcohol. The indi
rect and remote injury that comes to them from oth
ers' abuse of themselvs they do not fully realize; nor 
do they see that it is wrong in principle to cause our
selva to suffer, even if it extended no farther, which 
it certainly will do. 

It has been proven beyond controversy that four 
hundred out of every eight hundred maniacs in our 
insane asylums owe their loss of reason to the use of 
intoxicating drinks; that seventeen hundred out of 
every nineteen hundred paupers in our poor-houses 
owe their pauperism to the same cause; that thirteen 
hundred out of every seventeen hundred criminals 
commit their crimes while under the influence of al
cohol; 43 out of 44 murders are committed while 
under the same influence; that the cause of 75 dis
eases out of every 100 is intemperance; that six dol
lars out of every ten dollars tax we pay go to sup
port the paupers, criminals, and insane that the use 
of alcohol has made. 

In any town, county, state, or country, the poverty 
of the people, pauperism, crime, and suffering, are al
ways in proportion to the amount of liquor drank. 

Besides, intemperate people, as a class, are non~ 
producers, and the wealth of a country is, other 
things being equal, in exact proportion to the labor 
done in that country. Everything is of value that 
requires labor to procure or make. These non-pro~ 
ducers hav to be supported, and we hav been taxed 
to educate and school them, and instead of their giv~ 
ing us an equivalent by industry and paying taxes 
in turn, they giv us crime, poverty, and pauperism. 
Manufacturers are worse than non-producers, for 
they destroy annually 40,000,000 bushels of grain. 

Now which is the wiser, to legislate to prevent 
crime, or to punish the criminal ? Shall we try to 
stop the effect, without stopping the cause? 

Is it not just, right, and proper to prohibit an act 
that indirectly compels me to pay 60 per c~nt more 
tax than I otherwise would, when the act to be pro
hibited in no way increases the wealth of the country, 
or the prosperity and happiness of the people? 
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Hav we no right to prohibit the traffic in liquor, almost as many gods as there are writers, each writer cause; and also to the aged mother and accomplished 
when that is the actual cause of nearly all the crimes making his god like himself, and all the gods to- sister of E. S. McComas, at Union, are we indebted 
comt:nitted? It is much more humane and just to gether possessing all the virtues, vices, and character- for home and kindness while lecturing there. 
prevent a person from co=itting a crime than it is istics of the men who made them. This is what has Will wonders never cease! The world is full of 
to put temptations before him that lead to the of- made so many contradictions in the Bible. Had it wonders, and eastern Oregon has at least one great 
fense, and then ;punish the offender, if the Lord did all been written by the same person it would hav wonder, and that is a medical lake, situated a few 
set the example m the Garden of Eden. been more consistent, but being written by different miles from Cheaney, whose waters are highly curativ 

Those who are opposed to legislation in regard to men, and each having a god of his own creation, we for many diseases, abundantly attested to by the best 
the liquor traffic say it destroys personal freedom, can expect nothing but contradictions and absurd- people of the country. The water, reduced by evap
and is an infringement of personal rights; that every ities; and when we are told that all of the Bible is oration, "leaves a salt containing all of the healing 
person has a right to the control of their own body. from the inspiration of one and the same God, the properties of the water, put up for market in neat 
I ask, where is the freedom in not only allowing, but contradictions, absurdities, and falsehoods become tin boxes, and said by many who hav used it to be a 
licensing men to make criminals, paupers, and mani- ~he m~re glaring. The way to get rid of this trouble dead shot for rheumatism, piles, dyspepsia, and many 
acs, and then compel the honest, industrious people 1s to g1v up all the gods; let them all go, and turn other diseases. For any information in regard to it 
to support them by direct taxation? There can be our attention to humanity; labor for the universal apply to E. S. McComas, Baker City, Oregon. 
crime committed without infringing on personal good of the race here and now; knowing that if we At the present writing I am at Pararie City, in 
rights; hence the prevention of crime can in no way faithfully perform our duty here, it will be the best Gl"ant county, which is almost a wilderness of forests 
infringe on personal rights to the extent that crimes preparation for a hereafter, if there is such a place, and broken stretches of grazing hills. This town 
committed do, even if prohibitory laws were passed which is not at all probable. J. HACKER. and Canyon City, eighteen miles apart, are 86 and 98 
for that purpose. In regard to the control of our Berlin, N. J., Sept. 28, 1883. miles respectivly from Baker City; about two hun-
person, it has often been answered by this reply that dred miles from The Dalles, and are utterly cut off 
no person has a right to do as he pleases when he in- Notes from the Lecture Field. from the outside world except by stage, without any 
vades another man's right. Now, no person can do To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: You hope of rail communication in the near future. And 
wrong without invading others' rights. Families are will find inclosed $5 for two yearly subscriptions to yet the people here seem bright and happy, which 
made up of individuals, t?~ns of f~milies,. c?unties of THE TRUTH SEEKER, to be sent as directed in my can only be accounted for by the fact that Infidelity 
towns,_ e~c. So. he w~10 IDJures h1mself mJures not private letter, and I only wish I could send you more. is the predominant thought and THE TRUTH SEEKER 
on.ly h~s ~mmed1ate fr1ends, but the whole sta~e .. The I present the claims of both THE TRUTH SEEKER is largly taken and read here. A large Liberal League 
cr1me 1s Ju~t as g;eat, thou~h remote and md1rect, and the Boston Investigalor everywhere I lecture, also exists here, and by its leading spirit, A. S. Blinn, 
as though 1mmed1a!e and direct. . . as I know that the success of our cause of mental was I called here to giv a course of ten lectures, di-

~n matters of ~ehef as to w~at 1s r1ght a:r;d wro:r;g, freedom largely depends upon efficient and widely vided between this and Canyon City. 
?wmg to educah?n o: otherwise, wher~ varwus opm- circulated newspapers, devoted to the spread of Our audiences here hav been largll and appreci
wns are held, leg1~lat~on upo~ such pomts should not truth; and 1 would that I could inspire every Liberal ativ, and we hav been treated with great kindness, 
be t?lerated. Bel.1ef ~s not cnme. B~t every person man to take at least one Liberal paper. and well remunerated for our labors in this far- off 
admits the traffic m hquor to be an eVIl. Every ~er- The lecturer can only sow the seed in a course of field. 
son knows that any country would be better ?ff With- lectures, and pass on; the effects in large part can be . Our especial thanks are due to A. S. Blinn, a live 
o~t alcohol. Nearly every one knows .t~at 1t nev~r only temporary. · man and a constant reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and 
d1d ~nybody any g?od., but always an, mJury, a~d IS Not so the paper; it comes to feast your reason who looked upon the death of our old chief, D. M. 
n~thmg but an evil. No o~erseer of any bu~mess every week in the year, and I find everywhere the Bennett, as upon the death of an own brother. Our 
w1ll e~ploy. a man who drmks alcohol. Railroad most mental life and greatest interest in the cause thanks are also due to A. Thompson, Jules LeBret, 
compames g1v them a cold shoulder. They are not in the minds of those who take a radical Liberal Mr. Cleaver, and others of whom I will carry away 
to be trusted. Scientists, and men of all creeds, are paper. many kind remembrances from Prairie City. 
agreed in one thing, that the use of alcohol is an evil, Since I wrote to you last from East Portland, Our next and last point on this already too long 
because it injures those who use it, and consequently Oregon, I hav lectured at Pendleton, Island City, trip is Emmetsville and Boise City, in Idaho, where I 
the whole country in which they liv. Legislators Somerville, Union, North Powder, Prairie City, John am called to giv a course of six lectures at each 
hav recognized the evil of the liquor traffic by for- Day, and Canyon Cities-all thriving towns, some- place, after which I hope to tul'D my face once more 
bidding it without license, the greatest inconsistency what widely separated over a wild and broken toward the garden city, San Jose, California, to go 
imaginable-" You may do wrong if you will pay for country, largely devoted to stock raising. into dry dock a brief season for rest and repairs. 
it." · Our audiences everywhere hav been good and With many good wishes for the success of tha 

Those who traffic in liquor admit their crime by appreciativ; and it is but just to say that Pendleton Truth Seeker Company, I am, Yours for truth, 
darkening their windows, and concealing, on one "takes the cake" in the form of a scrub editol" on DR. J. L. YoRK. 
hand, all they can, yet doing all in their power to al- the poor, mangy little sheet known as the East [The following resolutions concerning the labors of 
lure young and thoughtless men into the incubator Oregonian, which for low-down meanness has no Dr. York hav been received:l 
of criminals, paupers, and maniacs. equal in the northwest; and the unfortunate drunken The officers of the Prairie City Liberal League take this 

But some say there is a difference between a crime thing credited with managing the editorial depart- method of expressing their satisfaction in Dr. York and his 
committed by a personal injury to one's self, and a ment 1·8 conceded by all who know him to be without recent labors in our county: 

· S th · b th Resolved That we tender to Dr. J. L. York our sincere 
direct inJury to another person. o ere IS, ut e principle, and the champion liar of eastern Oregon. thanks fo; his course of ten lectures in our county, which hav 
greatest crime is where the injury is to one's self His name is Wager; and, like every other unclean been both instructiv and entertaining, covering the whole 
first. The result or effect of an act is what deter- thing, he needs to be let severely alone. realm of physical, mental, and moral development. 
mins the criminality. If money is taken from me · h k J D · d Resolved That Dr. York is a radical, magnetic speaker of 

Om· smcere t an s are due to erry espam an rare talents, and, although his lectures are usually of nearly 
on account of the traffic of liquor, which is not for the his noble good wife, for much kindness during our two hours' duration, holds his audience with unflagging inter
public good, it is a crime as much as though it had stay in Pendleton; also to I. S. Bennett, a warm est to the end; and it is the unanimous desire of the friends 
been stolen from me direct. If a husband, by drink- friend of our late D. M. Bennett. This friend could of mental freedom that Dr. York should favor us again in the 
ing, enfeebles his wife by her sorrow, and by the d h" d "ll near future, and we are glad to commend him as an edu-

. f b k not attend the lectures, but expresse lB goo Wl cated and courteous gentleman, and an able exponent of the 
care he specially reqmres on account o ro en toward me and the cause of truth, by sending in a gospel of nature and the Freethought philosophy. 
health, and thereby shortens her days as well as his nice little present in coin to help me on my way. Resolved, That the above resolutions passed at Dr. York's 
own, the crime is as great as though he had enfee- May his good angels do 80 more to him and his. last lecture be sent to THE TRUTH SEEKER and the Boston 
bled her and shortened her days by slow poison- dl a] · h , · d b t Investigator for publication. JULEs LEBnET, . th ult th It . . From Pen eton, an l mg t s ri e y s age over Sec. Union L. L., No. 1so. 
mg, as e res was e same. b 18 a cr1me even the blue mountains along the line of the Oregon Prairie City, Or., Sept. HI, 1883. 
to make ourselvs sickly, and there y place extra care Shortline railroad, rapidly approaching completion, 
and work upon our friends. Every time a person finds us at Island city, in Grand Round valley, Union 
takes a drink of intoxicating beverage, he is robbing county. The people here are quite alive in the cause, 
me of my honest eal'Dings, endangering the safety and showed th9 ir !faith by their works-good au
of my life and property, and retarding me in my diences and ample renumeration for our labor. 
progress in the pursuit of happiness. Thus, while I Our thanks are due to A. C. McLelland, D. McLane, 
say the less any country governs the better, yet if Dr. Rhinehart, and Mr. Alexander; and a little short 
they hav a right to make any laws for self-protec- man with a big heart whose bible is THE TRUTH 
tion,. they hav a right to prevent a traffic that is of SEEKER, and whom they called "Ji=y " showed us 
no use whatever, but, on the contrary, is the cause of much kindness at Union. I must not forget to men
more poverty, misery, and crimes than all other do- tion the name of Mr. Kenny, formerly of The Dalles, 
ings combined. It is a crime to cause a crime, and who, at the close of one of my lectures on the "Deft-

Mind and Matter. 

therefore right to prevent a crime. nition and Defense of Infidelity," came forward and 
FRANCis M. BucK. placed a ten-dollar gold piece in my hand, with the 

kind words, "That lecture is worth just ten dollars to 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav 
read with increased interest the various articles 
in your journal on mind and matter; and permit me 
to say that neither mind nor matter is :fi;st; they ~e 
co-existent and coherent, and force IS the act1v 
principle of their nature. When a person dies, mind 
and matter alike disintegrate, and resolve into their 
constituent elements; the collectiv force of each is 
lost and mingles again with the common whole, to be 
again organized into new identities, with new forms 
of thought and action. The mental force thus re
organized is the progress of the world, without which 
there would never be any improvement. This has 
been my belief for nearly a quarter of a century ; 
and that, when we are dead, we are dead, except 
as we liv in the continued influence of our past 
existence. I hope I hav made myself understood. 

The Gods. 
It is very evident that all the gods we read and 

hear of are made by men They are such "perfect 
pictures of their daddies" that no sensible person, 
not biased by religion, can examin their characters 
and mistake their parentage. The selfish man, who 
wanted to liv better than his children, made his god, 
and forbade Eve from plucking fruit from the best 
tree in the garden. 

I hav seen hundreds of old deacons just as selfish 
as that. If they had fruit of extra quality, their chil
dren did not dare to touch it, except as Eve did, by 
stealth. Such men would make their god as selfish 
as themselvs. 

A wicked, revengeful man, whose wrath would pour 
out vengeance on his enemies, makes his god threaten 
the wicked with eternal punishment. 

The man who coverts honor and praise makes his 
god command that a whole tribe be slain because 
they did not go up at a. certn,in time to worship and 
praise him. 

And thus it goes on through the Old Testament 
and other god books, and the careful reader will find 

me." So it is rays of sunshine unexpectedly come 
in here and there to brace me up. 

Barre, Mass., Oct. 1, A.s. 283. ELLA E. GmsoN. 

At Baker City our cause is almost dead in the 
hearts of the Liberals, and Romanism has almost 
swallowed up the common schools of the city; and if 
there is anything in the world for which I hav an 
utter contempt, and which I am inclined to handle 
without gloves, it is the entire red-mouthed tribe who That Anti -Prohibition Plank. 
are seeking to undermine our government and de- To 1'HE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I feel 
stray our schools. May the mildew and dry rot of a almost ashamed that the Liberals of this nation put 
bad cause rest upon them, root and branch. Frank such a disgraceful plank as this into their platform: 
Pixley, of the Argonaut, should hav the sympathy " 7. No so-called temperance (prohibition) la~s shall. be 
of every Liberal man and woman, as he is the best passed. They are resultleas measur_es of. coermo~ ~gamst 
purgativ medicin we know of for that disease known those at whom they are directed, and msultmg restrictions of 
as the pope's Irish. the personal liberty of those who do not need them." 

Our thanks are due at Baker City to our friends I deny every affirmation in that "demand:· of the 
Tracy, Cleaver, Scofield, and especially to E. S. Me- Liberal League. I regret that the League lB made, 
Comas former editor of the Mountain Sentinel, who directly or indirectly, the tool of the rum-selling 
was as' kind to us as a brother could be-not alone power; and will fight that seventh plB:D~ to my latest 
in words, but in a far more substantial manner. He breath, with whatever strength there IS m me. 
is engaged in real estate and large mining interests Yours, believing that Liberalism itl!elf counte-
in and near Baker City, and we hope we shall never nances no vice, W. F. JAMIESON. 
forget his kindness to us and his true loyalty to our , Lake Oity, Minn. 
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ing to Dr. Davidson, a Christian critic. There is no 
"heathen " record of the first century that refers to 
Chrisb or Christianity. The term Christian, accord-
ing to A.cts, was first used at Autioch, about 43, but 
as the "Book of Acts " was certainly not written till 
the year 125 and probably not for sixty years after, 
that is no proof. The early Christians were not 
Christians-they called themselvs Disciples, Believers, 
Elect, Saints, or Brethren (See Bingham's " Antiqui-
ties of the Christian Church "). Another point is, 
these early priests did not believe as the Christians do 
now. Everybody knows how the church has drifted 
from the ancient simple faith. So the men who were 
connecting links between Christ and Constantine were 
not Christians in name, and those who call themselvs 
Christians now are not of the same belief as those who 
followed Christ, but did not call themselvs and were 
not called Christians. The passage in Josephus re
lating to them is admitted by all to be a forgery, and 
Suetonius's expression calling them " a villainous 

DEAB FIUENDs: Continued ill health, though not serious, has race" (A.D. about 110) most probably referred to the 
rendered it necessary for me to retreat from the city and the followers of Chrestus, a leader of riots in Rome. But 
cares incident to the business of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I whether this be so or not, it is the first undoubtedly 
ho.v, therefore, disposed of my pecuniary interest in our pa- genuin reference to the word Christian. From 
per. As you know, a Company had been partially formed, Christ's death, A.D. 30 to A.D. 110, the word Cluistian 
and as soon as the organization of a similar Company is ef- was not used. It would seem difficult, in the face of 
fected the business will be conducted by it, with some changes these historical facts, to prove that Christianity has 
from the original names, but no change in any other way. Mr. existed since Christ. Paul, the real founder of Chris
Macdonald will giv the same generous service to the cause of tianity, is a historical character, but no sect of Ohris
Freethought in editing the paper, while Mr. Charles P. Som- tians lived in the first century. 
erb;r, long and widely known as a stanch Liberal and experi-

2. The assertion that all colleges are presided over 
enced publisher of Freethought books, will be the Business 
Manager. Thus ably equipped, THE TRUTH SEEKER will be a by ministers is idiotic. What use would a medical 
better paper than ever, and remain what my husband strove college hav for a minister? Or a law school? The
so hard and so successfully to make it, the leading advocate of ological seminaries hav D. D's for presidents, and 
mental liberty. I hav not lost one iota of love for the cause, Yale, Harvard, and Princeton hav more or less min
and were it not for my infirmities I would stand at the helm isters presiding over their courses of study, but 
as long as life lasts. But that is not possiblE>, and therefore Cornell, Columbia, Girard, New York, and others are 
I ask you to giv to my successors the encouragement so long not weighted down in that manner. 
given Mr. BElnnett and myself. I can conscientiously do this, 3. Whether two churches a day is the right num
knowing the paper will remain the same sturdy advocate of ber or not to say the Protestants are building we do 
right and opponent of wrong. not know. We hav only the Christians' word for it. 

I would also say that the past summer has been a dull one Tlte question is, Do they pay for all they build ? A 
in the matter of subscriptions and book sales, and I know search in the various county clerks' offices would 
that the money is needed in the office for all arrearages now show that nearly all the churches in the country are 
due. I ask that it be remitted at once to Mr. Somerby, that 

mortgaged, and many employ professional debt
all bills may be promptly met. 

raisers to help pay their liabilities. What would Jesus Firmly hoping and believing that you will support the paper 
hav thought of a "professional debt-raiser?" But if in the future as strongly as in the past, I remain 
the increase is two buildings a day, the increase in Your grateful friend, MAllY W. BENNETT. 

Stock "Arguments" Examined. 
In the following letter are -embodied the regular 

falsehoods about Freethought and Freethinkers, and 
the stock assumptions about Christians and Chris
tianity. We choose this out of several that hav 
reached us lately because this preacher has exhausted 
the list, while the others, more modest, or with rem
nants of a conscience left, hav confined themselvs to 
repeating one or two of the misstatement:;: 

"JoHNSTOWN, MicH., Sept. 29, 1883. 
"DEAR EDITOR: The 25th of August the Liberals of this 

place had a picnic, which was practically broken up by the 
howling Methodists who attended and insisted on F. L. Mc
Coy, D.D., their big gun, speaking. He talked till sundown, 
cutting short the time of S. D. Moore, of Adrian, who could 
speak for only a short time. 

"I am writing some in answer to McCoy, and wish to be in
formed on a few points. 

attendance is not encouraging. The little city of 
Dover, N.H., furnishes a good illustration, perhaps, 
of the indifference of the people toward churches. 
Dover has 12,000 inhabitants, and eleven churches, 
which count as communicants about 2,000. The state 
of those eleven churches, we are glad to say, is very 
·bad. Three of them are entirely out of ministers, and 
four more are closed for repairs for periods ranging 
from one week to six. Whether the repairs will ex
tend to the theology or not our informant does not 
say. Twenty-five years ago all these churches had 
forenoon, afternoon, and evening services, with week
day prayer-meetings. Some years ago, when it was 
proposed to open an observatory on Sundays in this 
city, every blessed minister in the town signed a pro
test against the "desecration." The result is seen 
now in the empty churches. The people deserted 
the churches because the churches were opposed to 
their welfare. 

On the whole, we are satisfied with the condition 
of the church edifices. 

6. As a historian Mr. McCoy Would be a failure 
It is a pretty well settled fact that the Dark Ages 
were dark because the church cast her infamou!!l 
shadow over them. Science was imprisoned in the 
monasteries; the priests would not let the people 
learn to read and write, and would not learn them
selva, in Italy not one in a hundred being able to 
write a letter; even the Bible was chained to the 
pulpits; inquisitions were scattered over the country 
from Spain to Germany; the courts and courtiers of 
all the rulers were noted for their piety, licentious
ness, and ignorance; medicin was called a black art, 
and the Moorish physicians subjected to inquisitori~l 
tortures; astronomers were imprisoned for their her
esy in deriding the Ptolemaic system of astronomy; in 
short, utter desolation was over all that portion of 
the earth, the people just eating, sleeping, telling 
their beads, and living the life of stupid animalism. 
The black pall of the church covered them, and 
through its meshes of death no ray of light could 
penetrate. A few geniuses flashed up only to be cut 
down by the church. Those were the palmy days 
of superstition. Everyone was ignorant and be
lieved in the divine power of the priests, who fostered 
the ignorance that they might preserve .their power. 
Witches and devils were thoroughly and honestly be
lieved to be realities, and hundreds were killed be
cause they had been possessed. The church's sway 
extended to the cut of the people's garments, and to 
the preparation of their food. Their slavery was ab
ject, servil, complete. The church's rule was haughty, 
tyrannical, and universal. The~e wasn't a Freethinker 
west of the Bosphorus. If the Mohammedans had 
not fought their way to the Atlantic there would not 
be now. If to any book is Europe indebted for civ
ilization it is the Koran. If Mr. McCoy would read 
Lecky's "History of European Morals," H~llam's 
"Middle Ages," Draper's "Intellectual Development 
of Em·ope" and '' History of the Conflict Between 
Science and Religion," with a few special works, he 
would not be betrayed into making such astonishing 
statements, and denying what is as well established 
as that the earth moves around the sun. 

A few gentlemen of high standing may be men
tioned who are Freethinkers, of those living and dead 
whose services to science, government, and humanity 
hav made their names pre-eminent: Charles Dar
win, Prof. John Tyndall, Ernest Haeckel, Herbert 
Spencer, Auguste Comte, Thomas Huxley, John W. 
Draper, Thomas Paine, Thomas Jefferson, Abraham 
Lin~oln, Benjamin Franklin, George Washington 
(the two latter were Deists, as was Paine), Stephen 
Girard, James Lick, Peter Cooper, Robert Dale 
Owen, and a host of others not so well known, but 
no less practical humanitarians and scholars. The 
list of ministers who hav reformed is a long one. 
Take the Rochester Convention speakers for exam
ple. We had on that platform ex-reverends as fol
lows: George Chainey, J. H. Burnham, Samuel P. 
Putnam, W. S. Bell, C. B. Reynolds, and there may 
hav been others for aught we know. The Committee 
on· Speakers did not ask the orators if they h.ad always 
been free. 

Mr. King's Christian talks very wild, and would be 
unworthy of so much space were he not the echo of 
better learned but just as unprincipled divines who 
hav pitched the tune he sings clear through. 

A. Case for the League to Look Into. 
The following card reached us a day or two ago: 

" SPIIINGEIITON, ILL., Oct. 1, E.M. 283. 

" 1. He says he can prove that Christianity has existed 
since Christ; 2. He says all colleges are presided over by 
Christian ministers; 3. He says the Protestants are building 
two churches a day, and will soon make the number four; 
4. He says the original naming of God is 'good;' 5. He says 
all Infidels are blacklegs, and all blacklegs are Infidels; 
6. He says the real cause of the Dark Ages was because the 
Bible stepped out, and that all lives are failures without 
Christianity. 

"Now please giv me the names of some of the men in high 
standing who are Freethinkers, also the names of a few of the 
ministers who hav turned Infidel, and some other facts to 
place before him, for facts are the b6st arguments with which 
to refute these 'fools for Christ's sake.' 

"Yours in the cause of Freethought, H. M. Kma." 

To all of which we would kindly remark, the min
ister does not know what he is talking about. 

1. · An unbroken succession of" Christians" cannot 
be historically proved, that is, aside from the Bible, 
which cannot enter into the question, as that itself is 
disputed. The Catholic " traditions " go back to 
"Christ," but the Protestants reject these traditions 
in all things else, and they cannot be allowed in this. 
That church maintains that Peter was a bishop at 
Rome from the year 42 to 66, but outside of the 
church's assumption there is no authority for the 
t:t~:~.teme:ot. The epistles of Peter a.re spurious accord-

4. If "God" means good, what does "Devil" 
mean? But, as a matter of fact, "God" is not good; 
does not do good; does not mean good, and there is 
nothing good about it. From its similarity in form 
it has been assumed by ignorant people to mean the 
same. Some derive it from the Persian choda, mean
ing "possessor." The Latin Deus and its Greek 
equivalent hav been derived from the Sanskrit diu, 
"to giv light." Others derive it from Greek words 
meaning "to implore." But most people, when they 
say God, mean the Jehovah of the Jews. Jehovah is 
really Jahwe (pronounced Yahwa), one of the mean
ings of which has been asserted to be, "He who 
causes to be." 

" To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I send you in 
this mail a copy of the Saints' Herald, the official organ of the 
Latter Day Saints, Mormons, and Josephites, printed at La
moni, Iowa, containing an account or statement in regard to 
the Freethinkers' Convention at Rochester. I hav to leave 
here this morning. I am about to be 'indicted before the 
Grand Jury for blasphemy. I would not care for that so 
much, as I would pay my fine, but their intention is to make 
me out insane and send me to an asylum, and rather than run 
the risk of separation from my family I leave. 'Why!' they 
say, 'he surely must be crazy to even deny the existence of 
a Jesus Christ.' I tell you the 'Revelations of Antichrist,' 
and the ·Annie Besant-Hatchard debate you sent me hurt 
superstitious dogmas. Don't stop my paper; I will remit as 

5. The insult that all "Infidels are blacklegs and 
all blacklegs are Infidels," is beneath serious notice. 
With every day bringing to light some new clerical 
crime, with a larger percentage of ministers in state 
prisons than any other profession yields, while the 
most eminent scientists and men of letters of all lands 
are Infidels, it ill becomes upstarts in theology to 
open the flood-gates of slander. 

soon as I can get work. AIITHUII C. EVERETT." 

Among the articles of the Constitution of the Na
tional Liberal League is one pledging it to defend 
all persons prosecuted for opinion's sake. We--know 
nothing further of this case than what appears above; 
but it seems to be one where action is imperativ. If 
Mr. Everett is in danger from the bigoted members of 
the Chtistian church, he should be helped by every 
Liberal in the land. 
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The Saints' Herald alluded to is the "o'ffi.cial organ 
- of the Reorganized church of Jesus Christ of Latter 

Day Saints," and contains a very fair statement of 
what the New York Freethinkers' Association is. 

The :Minister is Wrong. 
" BLUFFTON, Omo, Sept. 25, 1883. 

"EDITOR TRUTH SllllllKlllB: I was talking to a reverend of the 
Presbyterian stripe a few days ago, and in the course of con
versation I told him that Calvin and Jonathan Edwards both 
taught that some people were predestined to be damned, and 
that there were infants in hell. The reverend became ·very 
wrathy, and said that that was a slander, and he defied any 
man to prove that they taught any such thing. I told him 
that I had not the books at hand to prove it, but I thought 
they could be procured. And now I wish you would tell me 
where the evidence of the above claims can be found, as 
I would like very much to show him the facts, if such they 
are. Fraternally, F. C. STEINGBAUJ!lB, M.D." 

Calvin was the founder of Presbyterianism, and 
Jonathan Edwards one of its ablest defenders. His 
" Defense of the Christian Doctrin of Original Sin," 
and Treatis on Free-will, are considered the two 
ablest Calvinistic works extant. The works of these 
two men furnish the basis of the Presbyterian creed. 
The "Confession of Faith" epitomizes what they 
taught on theological matters. Concerning "predes
tination" the "Confession of Faith " says, chapter 
iii, section 3 and following: 

"m. By the decree of God, for the manifestation of his 
glory, some men and angels are predestinated unto everlast
ing life, and others foreordained to everlasting death. 

" IV. These angels and men, thus predestinated and foreor
dained, are particularly and unchangeably designed; and 
their number is so certain and definit that it cannot be either 
increased or diminished. 

"V. Those of mankind that are predestinated unto life, God, 
before the foundation of the world was laid, according to his 
eternal and immutable purpose, and the secret counsel and 
good pleasure of his will, hath chosen in Christ, unto ever
lasting glory, out of his mere free grace and love, without 
any foresight of faith or good words, or perseverance in 
either of them, or any other thing in the crPature, as condi
tions, or causes moving him thereunto; and all to the praise 
of his glorious grace. 

"VI. As God hath appointed the elect unto glory, so hath he, 
by the eternal and most free purpose of his will, foreordained 
all the means thereunto. Wherefore they who are elected, 
being fallen in Adam, are redeemed by Christ, are effectually 
ealled unto faith in Christ by his Spirit working in due sea
Roll; are justified, adopted, sanctified, and kept by his power 
tl.uongb faith unto salvation. Neither are any other re
deemed by Christ, effectually called, justified, adopted, sanc
tified, and saved, but the elect only. 

''VII. The rest of mankind, God was pleased, according to 
the unsearchable counsel of his own will, whereby he extend
eth or withholdeth mercy as he pleaseth, for the glory of his 
sovereign power over his creatures, to pass by, and to ordain 
them to dishonor and wrath for their sin, to the praise of his 
glorious justice. 

"VIII. The doctrin of this high mystery of predestination is 
to be handled with special prudence and care, that men at
tending the will of God revealed in his word, and yielding 
obedience thereunto, may, from the certainty of their effec
tual vocation, be assured of their eternal election. So shall 
this doctrin afford matter of praise, reverence, and admira
tion of God; and of humility, diligence, and abundant conso
lation to al~ that l!incerely obey the gospel." 

It will be noted that the doctrin of this high mys
tery is to be handled with special prudence and care, 
for the reason, as given in a footnote to the " Confes
sion," that "the secret things belong unto the Lord," 
whose judgment is unsearchable and his ways past 
finding out ! This is about the only thing in the 
"Confession " that we can agree with, but there is no 
doubt this doctrin does need careful manipulating. 
Servetus, for instance, would hav been grateful had 
Mr. Calvin himself handled it with more prudence. 
James Gruet would hav been better pleased also had 
Calvin handled it and him more carefully. 

As to infant damnation the " Confession of Faith" 
says, chapter x, section 3 : 

"Eiect infants, dying in infancy, are regenerated and saved 
by Christ. • • • So also are all other elect persons. Others 
not elect cannot be saved: much less can men, not professing the 
Christian religion, be they never so diligent to frame their lives 
according to the light of nature, and to assert and 
maintain that they may is very pernicious and to be detested." 

This, it will please be borne in mind, is from the 
Presbyterian "Confession of Faith," founded on the 
teachings and writings of Calvin and Jonathan Ed
wards, and· is subscribed to by every Presbyterian 
church-member. That a minister of that denomina
tion is "ignorant of these cheerful utterances being 
found therein speaks ill for him. He should not 
preach a sectarianism of whose most important dog
mas he is totally ignorant. 

A CATALOG of Truth Seeker Publications will be 
§ent free upon ~tpplic~tion to this o:fiice. 

Editoiial Notes. 
THEBE is very little Christianity in France, yet she enjoys 

a prosperity hitherto unequaled in her national existence. 

IN an Allocution last week the pope ordered the Catholics 
to "desire above all things the restoration of temporal 
power." The rest of the world will desire above all things 
just the reverse. 

of union, and "on all our standards." Mr. Talmage demands 
this of the present political parties, and, prophet-like, makes 
it the condition of success. The one that shall do it first is 
the one God will favor. This is biblical. It sounds like a 
proclamation from Moses, when he called the God of battles 
to his aid, and overthrew his enemies. Mr. Talmage also 
proposes to proceed against the Mormons with an army with 
banLers. This is his best word: 

IT seems that a sense of decency still exists in Stratford, 
Conn., in the congregation presided over by the Rev. Hough
ton who preached such outrageous sermons accusing Wm. 
Lewis of the Rose Ambler murder, for that pulpiteer has 
been requested to resign. He will also be sued for slander-

THE Boston Liberals hav a "Divine Homo" society, of 
which our Universological friend, JohnS. Cobb, is "prolocu
tor." Prolocutor, Brother Seaver explains to an inquiring 
patron, means chairman, and the Divine Homo " means, 
probably, that if there is any divinity it is Humanity." 
Brother Seaver was always strong on Latin. 

THEBE is a popular demand for a religion that·can be car
ried behind the counter. The Christian system is claimed 
by some to be that religion. How would our foreign Chris
tian population like to hav their butcher take this precept be
hind his counter? "Ye shall not eat of anything that dieth 
of itself; thou shalt giv it unto the stranger that is in thy 
gates, that he may eat it; or thou mayest sell it to~an alien." 

As an illustration of the state of affairs the church would 
like to introduce in all countries the action of the archbishop 
of Ecuador stands pre-eminent. Just before the election that 
individual addressed a pastoral letter to the clergy, which he 
ordered read in the churches, informing the people that as 
an election was to take place, and that as many of the voters 
were ignorant as to who was the best man, they must there
fore cast their votes as instructed by the clergy. Ecuador 
must be in its Middle Ages ! 

THE statistics presented by "Apostle" Cannon to the Mor
mon conference held last week in Salt Lake city showed a 
·membership in Utah of 127,294; number of families, 23,000; 
births in the past six months, 1,200 males, and 1,100 females; 
number of children under 8 years, 37,000; number of mar
riages in the past six months, 339; new members, 23,040, and 
deaths, 781. The church organization embraces 12 apostles, 
58 patriarchs, 3,885 seventies, 3,153 high priests, 11,000 elders, 
1,500 bishops, and 4,400 deacons. Arizona reports a member
ship of 2,264. Idaho is not reported, but has double that of 
Arizona. Eighty-one missionaries hav been appointed to go 
on missions to Europe and the United States. Eighteen of 
this number were set apart for missions in the Southern 
states, where the church is meeting with considerable suc
cess in increasing its membership. The Southern converts 
are being colonizeJ mainly in Colorado. One of the issues 
of the antislavery tiii\eS was over the extension of slavery 
into free states. Would it not be a good idea to prevent the 
extension of polygamy into the neighboring states and terri
tories? Let the saints keep their brothels in Utah. 

THE gospel field in and around St. Louis is pretty bare, es
pecially the Baptist lot. At a meeting of the St. Louis asso
ciation Mr. Williams, of the Central Baptist, said he was ap
palled at the showing. There was not a dollar raised for 
missions, and not a missionary in the field. In the associa
tion's district there was not a self-sustaining church outside 
of St. Louis, and most horrible of all, the devil rode triumph
ant over the field and took possession of the churches. What 
the devil is doing with the churches he did not state, but 
another minister said they were "rotting with the decay of 
neglect." The Rev. Mr. T. L. Lewis thought the religious 
destitution of one portion of Missouri was unparalled, for 
there were persons living in that state as much as sixteen 
years old who had never heard a sermon. Another minister 
asserted that for the 175,000 Germans of St. Louis there is 
only one church and two stations. Services in three churches 
had been discontinued, and a fourth was soon expected to be 
shut up. This is a bad showing for Zion. The Baptists of 
Missouri at least are not contributing very largely to the 
"two churches a day" which the Rev. Mr. McCoy boasts 
that the Protestants are building. 

A ounrous case of dishonesty in a church has just been 
noted at New Milford, Conn. The Rev. J. B. Bonar closed 
his connection with the Congregational society of that town 
Sunday before last. Last summer Mr. Bonar preached nine 
suocessiv sermons which were taken bodily from a volume 
written and published by a minister of this city. Upon be
ing detected, Mr. Bonar tendered his resignation, which was 
accepted. He was a penitent thief. But his church, after 
calling him to account, has been as dishonest as he. On 
Sept. 14th the society passed the following resolution, giving 
it to:the world as the real reason why Mr. Bonar left their 
pleasant company, and sallied forth churchless into the 
world: 

"First of all, I remark that God and civilization demand of 
the political parties of this day a plank anti-Mormonistic. It 
is high time that the nation stops playing with this cancer. 
Nothing but the surgery of the sword will cure it. All the 
Congressional laws on this subject hav been notorious fail
ures, and the last failure was the worst-the Edmunds bill
because so much was expected of it. American crime, with 
its long rake stretched across other continents. is heaping up 
on this land great windrows of abomination. It will be a sav
ing of human blood if armed battalions march on now to de
stroy that great evil before it is a hundredfold more fortified. 
What a legacy for us to leave the next generation! A vast 
acreage of sweltering putrefaction, of lowest beastliness, of 
suffocating stench, all the time becoming more and more mal
odorous and rotten and abominable! We want some great 
political party in strong and unmistakable terms to declare 
that it will extirpate this great harem of the American nation. 
We want some president in his opening message to ask for an 
appropriation for an exPedition against Mormonism, and then 
put Phil Sheridan into the stirrups and go Westward, and in 
one year Mormonism will be extirpated and national decency 
vindicated." 

This is Christian sentiment, but not American. The time 
has gone by for armed religious crusades, and if the law can
not reach and punish crime, fanatical hate will not be let 
loose. Polygamy is a beastly practice, and Mormonism is a 
most intolerant and superstitious religion, but the surgery of 
the sword will never be the remedy to apply. A political 
party that should, to receive support, pledge itself to inaugu
rate a campaign of religious hate and bloody warfare would 
be buried out of sight. 

THE action of a few men in Milwaukee, led by R. C. Spen
cer, who is not a Liberal but a church sycophant, in passing 
resolutions against the League, was a gratuitious insult un
worthy of gentlemen, and the comments of a Chicago Spirit
ualist paper are the flippant sneers of a whipped demagog. 
It will not hurt the persons named nor advance the character 
of certain people at Milwaukee that John Bundy says of 
them: 

"The representativs of the }.filwaukee Liberals thus tell 
their fellow-citizens: That while as a matter of courtesy they 
cannot decline to accord the National Liberal League a 
chance to hold its pow wow in their hospitable city, vet they 
giv warning that whatever of nastiness, vulgarity, and crank
iness the meeting may generate they are in no way responsi
ble for. The ghost of D. M. Bennett may hover over the 
head of the Severance and fill her soul with a fresh supply of 
nitroglycerin and gall, but the Liberals of Milwaukee will 
not father it; Brother Green may introduce his well-worn act 
of passing the hat for nickels, but Milwaukee Liberals are 
not expected to respond; the 'Monument Fund' and other 
appliances for squeezing the dear 'Liberal' people may be 
applied, but the Milwaukee committee will not weep if its 
constituency fails to contribute. From what the Journal 
knows of the sentiments of a majority of Milwaukee Free
thinkers, they would, however, be quite willing to pay for 
carting the National Liberal League to some rendering estab
lishment, where it could be converted into a useful, though 
humble, article of merchandise." 

It looks bad to see a paper whose strongest editor was shot 
down like a dog by a wronged husband, prate of vulgarity. 
And the man who asked the prayers of the churches no longer 
ago than last summer cannot in any true way be called a rep
resentativ of Liberals. Mr. Bundy is not asked to contribute 
to the .Monument Fund; indeed, a contribution from him 
would not be received. The churches do not scruple to ac
cept the money of their enemies, but the monument com
mittee is more particular. And Brother Green, we fancy, 
wants none of Mr. Bimdy's nickels. His labors are honorable, 
and his reward should be untainted. From what took place 
at the League Congress we feel assured that more money 
could be raised to bury Spencer and his clique than the 
Journal will get towards getting up Spiritualistic organizations 
that exclude from their platform such veterans as Amy Post, 
a woman worth more to liberty than a million John Bundys. 

J,ectures and Meetings. 
THE Salamanca, N. Y., convention will be held December 

28th, 29th, and 30th of December, instead of on the days an
nounced last week. 

Oun .friend W. S. Bell wishes us to say that he will make 
engagements for lectures in New England and New York. 
He has recently returned from an extended and very success
ful trip through the West. His address is 18 East Springfield 
street, Boston, Mass. 

Mns. H. S. LAKE and Mr. W. F. Peck will speak for the 
Northern League of Iowa and adjacent towns the Saturdays 
and Sundays of October. They will arrange for other week 
evening lectures elsewhere. Parties who desire their services 
will please write at once to Waverly, Iowa. 

"The Rev. James B. Bonar has tendered his resignation to 
the church on account of failing health. We deeply regret THE friends of Liberalism in Texas are invited to meet at 
the ~ec~ssity th~t .has led Mr. Bonar to ma:ke this reque~t, Waco on the 28th, to consider the propriety of organizing a 
but m view of his Ill health we feel constramed to ~rrant It. St t L.b 1 A · · Th · 
We desire to put on record our high appreciation of his lP.bors a e I era ssoCiation.. e committee signing the call 
as an able and faithful preacher of the gospel and especially· are C. H. Clark, 0. Burwitz, and J. L. Morgan. Those who 
of his work as a pastor. We earnestly pray 'that his health will attend are asked to communicate with J.D. Shaw, box 
may be restored, and that many years of usefulness may yet 159, Waco, Texas. 
be granted him." 

In severing their connection we think this congregation and 
minister hav made a mistake. They were evidently intended 
to work in harmonious co-operation. 

TALMAGE has gone to the aid of the God-in-the-Constitution
ists, and advocates with all his peculiar vigor the honoring of 
thll Jewish deity by pl~oing hits n!Uile in our political bonds 

MB. WATTS is meeting with great encouragement in his lec
turing. At Chicago, Racine, and other places he has been 
invited to return. He and Mr. Chainey, with whom he is 
making a month's trip through the West and Northwest, are 
powerful advocnte~ of Liberalism and should bav nn (JlG''l-''
ment every night in the whek. They may Le addressed il.! 
ca.re of the Radical Reuiew, 86 5th Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 
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Qkommunicafions. 

Bible Prophecies Discounted. 

In death his predecessor joins. 
Who beneath his son shall pass, 
And In a house tha&-dl!ferent was. 

J. The next one shall hav peace and war; 
5. The third shall brook no kingly star; 

When the quarter century's run. 
6. Where sate the sire shall sit the. son. 

Swung colossal from the steep! 
Hear them sound, like harper's hands, 
On the quivering granit strands; 
Now with thunderous thud and moan, 
Now with giant undertone, 
Like the surf on ocean sands; 

BETTER PROPHETS IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY THAN 
EZEKIEL OR DANIEL. 

"Here are my interpretations: 1. Washington was his own 
successor, and his truth-tellin~ was proverbial; 2. John 
Adams is clearly indicated. His son also attained to the 
presidency,. 'but not his son's son,' though Mr. Charles Fmn
cis Adams has often been spoken of as an available presiden
tial candidate. Between the Adamses did come three sons of 
Virginia, who, with the accidental John Tyler, 'made her 
four,' nor has 'the mother of presidents ' since borne another 
thus distinguished son; 3. Jefferson and his predecessor, 
John Adams, died on the 4th of July, 1826, that predecessor 
passing 'under his son,' John Quincy Adams, 'in a different 
house.' I believe it is a historical fact that the ve o erable ex
president died on the floor of the capitol; 4. The war with 
England was begun and concluded under Madison; 5. May 
this 'brook no kingly star ' not hav reference to the so-called 
'Monroe doctrin ?' If it has not I am at a loss for a transla
tion; 6. John Quincy Adams entered the White House at the 
quarter-century, in 1825. 

While the pine trees whisper low, 
And the sunset shadows slow 
Up the vast, gnarled ridges go, 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRU'rH SEEKER, Sir: The 
wonderful predictions about which inquiry was made 
recently by "A Truth Seeker " were published as 
early as during the year 1878, and doubtless earlier 
in several journals. I take it that a part of them 
were published long prior, and that a verse or line 
was added after the events occurred--a customary 
way with prophets. Those who are curious about 
such matters may investigate as to when the verses 
really first appeared. Some of the lines beginning, 
" Coaches without steeds shall be," I distinctly re
member to hav read as early as about 1842. The 
inclosed sheets I clip from the "Western Farmers' 
Almanac," of Louisville, Ky., for 1879, being an edi-
torial by the editor thereof. HoLT. 

From the WP-Stern Farmers' Almanac, 1879. 
There resides in Canada an eccentric gentleman, now 

ninety years old, who possAsses a unique collection of odd 
books and papers whose history dates away back through 
mrmy different generations of his family. Many extracts 
from these publications had been cut out and pasted into a 
scrap book the last entry in which dates back to 1815. 
Amoncr the' most interesting of its contents is a rhyming 
proph~cy believ~>d to hav been written in 1789, but its first 
known publication was in 1812. It is called "Columbia's 
Prophecy," by" Master Mage.'' It. was ~ecently brought ~o 
light by a correspondent of a promment JOurnal, and we giv 
the following in his own words: 

"Ihav taken the liberty to change any spelling that does 
not accord with our modern ideas, and to place my comments 
with the lines suggesting them, not in the more cumbrous 
form of foot-notes. Thus it begins: 

"Columbia, home ot Liberty, 
Shall not twenty rulers see 
Ere there shall be battle smoke, 
Ere peace shall seem to be broke, 
And In waves or peril tossed 
The ancient order be deemed lost. 

"Mr. Haves is the nineteenth president; there has been 
'battle-smoke,' and the present political agttation may be 
taken as fulfilling the rest of the prediction. 

"But Columbia shall again 
Rise, and fairer be than then; 
Wonders great all men shall see. 
CoacheR without steeds shall be, 
Air shall burn, and water lly 
Swltt as eagles cut the sky. 

''These lines would seem to relate to railroads and gas il
ln mination. The next ones clearly predict the electric tele
graph and ocean steamers: 

" Brother shall with brother speak, 
Whom he hath not seen a week; 
Letters shall go •neath the deep, 
Likewise o'er the mountain steep: 
Boats shall sail against the wind, 
or, sallless, leave lleet ships behind. 

"The ensuing six lines seem to shadow forth those wonder
ful inventions of Prof. Edison, the telephone and phono
graph. 

" Men shall speak to brazen ears 
That shall be mouths in after years; 
Word spoken shall be sent by post, 
And no syllable be lost; 
A drop of wate,· shall haV then 
The force ot many thousand men. 

''The 'prophecy' then continues: 
"Ghosts shall guide the plow-and rain 

And snow shall tall as men ordain; 
The commonest ot stone or stick 
Other shall be than long, broad, thick. 
Here and In a foreign clime 
Men shall be at the same time. 
Bread folk shall from ashes bake, 
Ice they shall to diamonds make, 
And the salt seas hls thirst shall slake. 
Fish Rhall be where llSb are not; 
Wells ot llre shall be sought; 
Women shall be turned to men. 

"Much of this passage is senseless, and clearly written in 
imitation of the old weirds. Whether the rain falling ' as 
men ordain' might not be taken as predicting the modern 
v;·eather reports is a question for the individual reader to pass 
upon. May we satisfy the above conditions with the artificial 
cultivation of food-fishes, the oil-wells of Pennsylvania, and 
onr own petroleum area, and the agitation for female suffrage 
and equal rights? 

" All th~se things Shall happen-when 1 
'rhey shall happen-not before 
Six years shall be reckoned tour; 
Thirteen shall be thirty-nine; 
'Ihls shall be the certain sign : 
Nine and nine reversing take
Eight and one the nine shall make. 
When ninety-two are eighty-one 
All these marvels shall be done. 

"This looks very much like the time when 'two Sundays 
meet,' or' to-morrow come never,' but I hav chanced upon a 
Hingular explanation: 'When ninety-two are eighty-o:rre.' 
Washington took his seat as president in 1789; add ninety
two, and you have eighty-one (1881). This 1881 is also made 
up of ones and eights, forming n~nes in revers~ d. order. The 
'thirteen' may be taken as alluding to the original number 
of states which the rhymer-remember that he is supposed 
to write in 1789-would hav in mind. As for the 'thirty
nine,' the coming admission of the territory of Washington, 
which I infer will become a state before 1881, will complete 
the tale. Ere taking the predictions about the several presi
dents let me place them in order. 

1. Washington. 
2. J. Adams. 
3. J errerson. 
~.Madison. 
5, Monroe. 
6. J. Q. Adams. 
7. JackSOn. 

8. Van Buren. 
9. Harrison. 
10. Tyler. 
11. Polk. 
12. Taylor. 
13. Fillmore. 

"Thus the chronicle begins: 
1. " The llrst shall, too, the second be, 

It the Fates tell truth "" he; 
2. Where e!U! the sire shall sit the son, 

But not the son's son, 
And ere the son shall ruler be 
One state shall send three; 
Three with one shall make her four, 
And there shall be no more. 

14. Pierce. 
15. Buchanan. 
16. Lincoln. 
17. Johnson. 
18. Grant. 
19. Hayes. 

a. The tlret sprung trom these fecund lol~ 

7. "Then comes who should hav seen before, 
A SOldier, who shall not hav war. 

"This undoubtedly will fit Jackson, who should hav suc
ceeded Mr. Monroe at the el<Jction of 1824, and whose vigor
ous treatment of the Carolinian Nullifiers deferred the civil 
war for so many years. 

8. 9. "After the fox the Uon shall 
Be lordly ruler over all; 
But death shall In the mansion wield 
Sword surer than In tented lleld. 

"The lion, finding in his ' mansion' a ' sword snrer' than 
that he had escaped in the 'tented field' would not suit badly 
with Harrison, who survived the perils of war to die almost 
immediately after his accession; but can any one suggest any 
reason why his predecessor, Mr. VanBuren, should be alluded 
to as ' the Fox?' [VanBnren was always called the Fox of 
Kinderhook in the days of 1838-40, as everybody knows.
HoLT.] 

10. "And a!ter him there comes anon 
One who had friends, but shall hav none. 

11. The hickory shall sprout again. 
12. 13. A soldier come from battle. plain, 

But he shall not long remain, 
Nor shall hls heir bear sway again: 

14. Then a youth shall follow, who 
All shall know though none knew. 

10. "Mr. Tyler, whose conduct brought about a rupture 
in his party; 11. Mr. Polk, I learn from Benton's 'Thirty 
Years in the Senate,' vol i., p. 374, was spoken of by his 
popular admirers as 'Young Hickory;' 12. General Taylor 
died a year after his inauguration; 13. Mr .. Fillmore was 
beaten subsequently; 14. Pierce, the youngest of the presi
dents (to that time), whose selection was such a popular sur
prise. 

15. "While the next doth bear the rule 
To·morrow'• sage Is this day's fool; 
There shall be trouble manifest, 
North and South and Ea•t and West. 
The strong man shall the weak befriend, 
But It shall not be the end. 

"This seems to indicate Buchanan's stormy administration, 
sectional troubles increasing, the North taking an interest in 
the slaves ('of the weak'), and, though this is a little far
fetched, the successful abolition politicians of the near future 
being derided as madmen.'' 

16. "Under the next shall widows mourn, 
Thousands be slain, but millions born; 
Death In the strife shall pass him by, 
But when peace cometh he shall die. 

"This is clearly.Lincoln, and Mr. Marsh suggests that the 
'millions born ' means the slaves manumitted and made re
cipients of the suffrage. 

17. "When the next shall come to power 
It shall be a gloomy hour; 
He shall lose him many friends, 
But enemies make him amends; 
The wide land shall be less 
And power be powerless. 

",Johnson supported by the Democracy, bereft of power by 
an adverse Congress, and with a third of the Union prac
tically blotted from the map. 

18. "A soldier a!ter him shall be 
Who shall see his century." 

" Grant and the Centennial, 
19. "Rule afterward shall be got 

By the one whose It was not. 
Men shall roar and rage and rave, 
But he who should hav shall not hav. 
When the tide ot storm Is o'er, 
Four shall make six, and not tour, 
He who was shall be no more, 
And all that's past not make a score. 

"This indicates Mr. Hayes and the vehement agitation 
against his title, agitation destined to be fruitless, according 
to 'Master Mage.' At the close ('tide' is evidently a mis
print for 'time')" [tide means time, poetically.-HoLT.] the 
presidential term will be increased to six years, 'He who was 
shall be no more,' may it not mean that the onlv living ex
president is doomed to die speedily ? and all the presidents 
will hav made a score. We shall see what we shall see." 

"[This much has come to pass up to this date, Aug. 17, 
1878.-ED. W. F. A.] 

--------~.--------

Not Much of a Poet. 
When Mr. Bennett, on his journey around the 

world, came to the river Jordan, he paused long 
enough to evolve the following verse: 

"On Jordan's muddy banks I stand, 
And cast a squinting eye 

To Canaan's rough and sterilland, 
Whose nativs steal and lie." 

-A Trvl.h Beeker Around the World, vol. ii. 
This was un?o?bte?ly observed by Joseph Cook, 

who was on a s1mllar Journey, and he made up his 
mind that no Infidel was going to outdo him. Noth
in~ was lef~ to be said about the Jordan, so Joseph 
wruted until he reached the valley of the Yosemite, 
and there he broke forth as follows: 

YOSEMlTE, 
Here the glacier ground the stone! 
Here spake God and it was done! 
Buttress, pinnacle, and wall, 
River, forest, WRterfall, 
And God's right hand over all. 
Here the mountain torrents call! 

To the roseate, far snow! . 
-The Independent, Sept. 27, 1883. 

The foregoing is a very inferior production. Any
body can write that kind of poetry. For instance 
~= ' 

JOSEPH COOK. 

Here the monkey and the man, 
In the chain Darwinian 
Find their long-sought missing link; 
Hsre the lowest man can sink, 
Here the ape begins to think. 
Hands enormous, mouth immense, 
Wierd and windy and intense; 
Will of rascal, brain of fool, 
Voice like donkey, ears.like mule
Combination wonderful! 
See those arms like windmills wave, 
Hear that voice discordant rave; 
Now with thunderous thud and moan
Listen to the undertone: 
Lord help the world he comes to save. 
Hear him whoop and snort and thunder
This the ninth and greatest wonder
Watch those feet, and stand from under. 

This could be continued inde:finitly, but it is only 
designed to show that, with a proper subject and a 
fair appreciation of it, ordinary uninspired mortals 
can write poetry of the Joseph Coak school G. E. M. 

Shakspere and· Bacon. 
In the article on " The Sonnets of Shakspere " 

which appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER, Aug. 18th, 
there are two errors, the correction of which only 
strengthens the proof that Bacon was the author of 
the poetry. 

We did not intend to say that "Spenser was eight 
years younger than Bacon," but the reverse. Every
body knows that Spenser was p:tior to Shakspere; he 
was eleven years older than Shakspere, and eight 
years older than Bacon. 

"The Fairy Queen" was published early in 1590. 
It is prefaced by a letter to Sir Walter Raleigh, dated 
"23d January, 1589," which means 1590 new style. 
It is further prefaced by seventeen brief" Sonnets" 
addressed to the author's "friends and patrons," one 
of whom is the Earl of Essex, so named. 

During the same year, as we claim to hav proved, 
the so-called "Sonnets of Shakspere " were written 
by Bacon in praise of his dearest friend Essex. Nine
teen years afterward they were published with a ded
ication "To the onlie begetter of these insuing Son
nets, Mr. W. H." In stanza (or sonnet) No. 80, the 
author refers to another poet: 

"Knowing a better spirit doth use your name, 
And in the praise thereof spends all his might," 

And in No. 83 he says: 

."There livs more life in one of your fair eyes 
Than both your poets can in praise devise." 

That other poet was undoubtedly Spenser, who was 
virtually poet laureate in 1590. He died January 
15, 1599, and Essex erected a monument to his mem
ory. 

The other error in our essay was copied from 
Chambers's Encyclopedia, which says that to soothe 
Bacon's disappointment in not obtaining the office of 
attorney general in 1594, Essex. shortly afterward 
"presented him with an estate at Twickenham worth 
£2,000 a year." Not so; this would hav been an 
ample fortune. The last edition of the Encyclopedia 
Britannica says: "Essex, to compensate in some de
gree for Bacon's disappointment, insisted upon pre
senting him with a piece of land worth about £1,800." 
But this was insufficient to relieve his distress, for in 
1588 he was arrested for debt. And even after the 
death of Essex, in 1601, Bacon's fortunes were not in 
a flourishing condition. He obtained a grant of 
£1,200 from the fines against Catesby, but his debts 
were sufficient to swallow up this and much more. 
In short, Bacon's good fortune did not begin until 
1604, when he received a salary of £40 as counsel and 
£60 as a pension. He was then forty-three years of 
age. 

In regard to Bacon's conduct in the prosecution of 
hie friend Essex for treason the Encyclopedia Britan
nica says: 

"Unfortunately prudential motivs hindered the publica. 
tion of the whole evidence; the people consequently were 
still ignorant of the magnitude of the crime, and, until re 
cently, biographers of Bacon hav been in a like ignorance. 
The earl himself, before execution, confessed his guilt and 
the thorough justice of his sentence. . . . Everything 
that Bacon could do was done by him until the real nature of 
Edsex's design was made apparent, and th&n, as he had re
peatedly told the earl, his devotion and respect were for the 
queen and state, and,!not for any subject; friendship could 
never take rank above loyalty. Those who blame Bacon 
must acquit Essex of all wrong-doing.'' 

With no bias on the q.uestion of authorship, we hav 
never yet seen a /art1cle of proof that Shakspere 
wrote the plays an poems, while everything goes to 
sustain the Baconian hypothesis. 

The Bard of Avon must go. ANTIQUARY. 
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ENoN VALLEY, PA, Sept. 20,1883. 
MR. EDIToR: What a. grand speech that was at Roch

ester by R~msburg! How glad I am that he is young! 
Why can't we keep him in the field and pay him 
well for his invaluable services? It is such logic as 
his that convinces the people. It has the ring of 
our old antislavery lectures forty years ago. 

Respectfully, A. B. BRADFORD. 

MILWAUKEE, Wis., Sept. 26,1883. 
MR EDITOR: My subscription to THE TRUTH BEEKER 

appears by tab to hav expired on the 1st in st. I had 
hoped to see a representativ of the paper in this 
city at the League Congress, and that is the reason 
of my delay. Inclosed please find $3 for subscrip
tion. I hav read every number of THE TRUTH BEEKER 
from the first, and am not weary of it yet, and do 
not expect to be. Yours respectfully, 

ALMOND OWEN. 

NAPLES, N.Y., Sept. 23, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Quite a number from Naples attended 

the Rochester convention and came back with glow
ing accounts of the grand speeches, general success, 
etc., which considerably stirred up the clericaLani. 
mala hereabout. One of God's chief advisers said to 
one just after his return, "How could you attend 
that awful Infidel nest, and grieve your poor Chris
tian wife?" Wonder if he thought of the thousands 
of Christian wives who attend church and grieve 
theii poor Infidel husbands. L'3t the good fight go 
on. Yours for the last ditch, JoHN PECK. 

AxTELL, KA.N., Sept. 19, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I feel that the sound reasoning trans

mitted through your columns will go a great way 
toward driving superstition from our midst, and es
pecially such arguments as were used by the Free
thinkers in the convention at Rochester, N. Y .. I 
feel that could your last issue alone be read by all 
those who can read, it would completely revolution
iz3 the whole world and be. the means of driving the 
71,000 priests and preachers to wme honest way of 
self-support, or at least to teaching something rea
sonable. 

Herewith I send you $5, for which send trial cop
Ies of THE TRUTH BEEKER to the persons named. All 
are Liberals and Freethinkers. 

Very respectfully, M. H. CoNE. 

CEDAR SPRINGs, MICH., Sept., 18, 283. 
l\IR. EDITOR: I send you two more names for three 

m· •ut hs' tyal. I will do all possible to secure what 
names I can. It is a duty we owe to one another, 
anr! every true Liberal will see to it that he has 
rJune what he can to spread the light of reason. We 
mu~r work diligently and kindly. The Liberal that 
gers angry at his opponent in discussing the ques
t.i .n c,f liberty of thought has failed to get the true 
gist of what liberty of thought means. As I under
stanrl it, it means charity, liberty; no enforcement, 
no slavery. Reason must take the place of the su
preme being. If what I hav said meets your views, 
let. it rest within you. 

To say anything in praise of our dear TRUTH 
SEEKER would be useless. I am one to help make up 
the whole. Your fraternally, A. S. CROXTON. 

THE FIRST TO AFFIRM IN CANADA, 
ST. THOMAS, ONT., Sept. 23, 1883. 

MR. EDIToR: Seeing an item on the first page of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, s~ptember 22d, from National 
Reformer, I thought the following would be of in
terest to you. I am a locomotiv engineer, and was 
running an engin last year when an accident oc
curred. I also believe that I was the first in Canada 
to giv evidence on affirmation under the then recently 
passed Oatbs and Evidence Amendment act. The 
following copy of a letter to him from the railroad 
solicitor was ~ent to me by my superintendent and 
speaks for itself: 
C. K. DoMVILLE, EsQ., Loco. Supt. G. T. R. 

Walker vs. Grand Trunk Railway. 
This suit arose out of an accident near Middlemas station. 

Your locomotiv engineer, David •Neilson, will, perhaps, be 
glad to know that his lordship, Chief Justice Haggerty, upon 
the motion for a non-suit, before the three judges at Toronto 
to-day, specially referred to the manner in which Neilson 
had given his evidence at the trial, and expressed himself as 
highly pleased with his perfect fairness and oandor. 

Yours truly, SAMUEL BARKER, Solicitor. 
To C. K. DoMVILLE, EsQ., Loco. Supt. 

I might add that the chief justice commented, not 
very favorably upon some evidence given under oath, 
and he is the highest legal authority in Canada. 
Score one for a Canadian Freethinker. D. NEILSON, 

HARWICH, MAss., Oct. 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I lately took a little Sunday excursion 

to see if I could pick up a subscriber for you, or rather 
for us, for it is, or should be, a common cause; but I 
did not succeed any further than to get a promis that 
when one gets through with his all-absorbing fishing 
businees he will probably subscribe, I shall hang to 
him like a toothache on the strength of such a prom is, 
and try for more. 

I laid several under contribution for Father Hacker 
at the same tlm_e, and I giv you thelr names. 

We hav the most remarkable people in H'trwich 
of any town I know of. They don't fear God, the 
devil, or one another, and yet they are indifferent as 
to how the world wags. They don't care a fig about 
such rubbish as the church affords, and are not en
thusiastic enough to engage in anything else as a 
substitute that should displace Christianity and afford 
the People a chance to grow in the knowledge of 
truth. They ~>ay: 

"Let the world wag along as it will, 
We'll be gay and happy still." 

While the fact is the world wags because somebody 
wags it, This hatJging back, as is the wont of some. 
because "the world is destined to move wh~'>ther I 
help move it or not," is very bad logic. As O'Con
nell said, "There are three things to be done: the 
first is to agitate, the second is to agitate, and the 
third is to agitate." And so let us agitate, each one 
feeling an individual responsibility. 

I see Father Hacker has not forgot in his old age 
to be sensible. His contributions remind me of the 
Pleasure Boat, which used to sail around these shores, 
deeply loaded with truths that pioneered the way for 
future generations. Let his broad mantle fall upon 
our shoulders, stimulating us to renewed efforts to 
"break every yoke and let the oppressecl go free." 

I dare not risk a two-dollar bill in this envelope, 
for who knows but that Comstock may find it? So 
please find a two-dollar post-office oriler for Father 
Hacker. B. F. RoBBINs. 

will welcome you with open arms and happy hearts 
to a higher, purer, and better life. 

W:r.t. S. LoGAN. 

PAWTUCKET, R.I., Sept. 24:, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Do we not owe something to the good 

Christians that are continually advising us poor, be
nighted Infidels as to the waY we should spend the 
Sabbath? and as I feel grateful for the smallest fa
vors, I feel aa if I should return the kindness by in
forming them what they may and mav not do, 

Well, my Christian friends, if you arise on S1mday 
morning, say about 7 o'clock, don't forgflt what dav 
it is, You mustn't laugh, whistle, or sing. Don't 
you mind the birds; they know no better. Don't 
you polish the stove; your wife should hav done 
that the day before. If the barber's shop was too 
crowded last night, you can borrow a raz0r and hav 
a clean shave-and don't forget to shave the feet 
clE>an, as that Is most important (Is~tiah vii, 20). 

Next look around for breakfast. Corn is nice for 
breakfast. Perhaps you do not ca.re for corn-bread 
and beans; even if yl)u do, nice sweet corn will go 
well with it. Now put your hat on, and go into the 
garden and pluck about. a doz'ln of the best ears. 
Hwn't got a garden? Verv well; then go into your 
neighbor's, and if he is a Christian, and kicks, just 
you turn to the second chapter of Mark, and if you 
hav time and don't feel too mad yo11 may read the 
whole chapter; and I guess he will hav to cave. 

But if your neighbor is an Infidel all you hav to 
HAZELTON, Aug. 12, 1883. do is tell him he has no rights that you are bound 

MR. EDITOR: ·Now you will allow a poor, ignorant to respect. No use to show him that pat~sage in 
Spiritualist to protf'st against the abuse and ill-feel- Mark; he won't understand it. 
ing manifested by many of the writers in THE TRUTH By this time the meat is all ready. The nE~xt thing 
SEEKER toward us. To be sure many of us hav re_ is to thank the man that rfr'les upon t.he storm for 
ceived it for many veai.'s, and ought to be toughened the food; no matter if you did work like the devil 
to it by this time. But at this time when there Is so all the week for the pork and beans. and stole the 
much to be done, and so many wrongs that need to corn, it's always safe to thank him, for some time~ 
be righted, can we not stand shoulder to shoulder you may be out of work, or sick, and then he will 
and help forward the cause of progress. Spiritual- provide. He always do-sometimes. 
ists hav helped to build up and make THE 'fRUTH After breakfast dress for church, and before you 
SEEKER the best paper in the States-hav helped to leave your house overhaul your small change and 
make it a success. see if you hav a three-cent piece; if so, vou may 

I hav, I think, good and sufficient reasons for mv leave it with the rest of your change. Enter the 
belief. I do not blame others for not believing a.s I sacred tabernacle that pays no taxes, and aftAr the 
do. They may not hav had the evidence I hav. For prophet has told you all the "thus saith the L'lrd," 
more than forty years I hav nearly every day had and sung the hymn, "Salvation free for you and me," 
in some way evidence of the truth of this faith. then look out for the contribution box, and get the 
Would you discredit the evidence of one or two good three-cent piece ready. This yoll can do by scrap
witnesses in a civil or criminal court that saw an ing tbe edge with your finger-naB; th~> Pd!!e of the 
act committed, while hundreds might not hav seen ten-cent piece Is rough. If you are rich and ~:roing 
the act? No? Then whv in our case? You sav science to put a gold piece In you may manage to Jet it drop 
does not teach it. H'lw do you know? H>tv vou on the floor and roll amongE<t the congregA.tion, so 
mastered the study? But a few years ago science that everyone may see it. and if you are in business 
Raid this earth was fiat-that the sun made a dally you will find it a good advert.lsment. 
journey arounil it; th.at electricity was but a danger- After church go home and eA.t your cold lunoh, 
ous element. etc. We hav been given five senses by drink some cold tea or sour milk-both are good for 
which we know a thing to be true, and is it not the digesting an average sermon. When it don't digest 
only means wP. hav? I hav heard, seen, folt, smelt, well, it causes stomach-ache; hut. remember, no 
and tasted. ST:lall I discredit t.hls proof because my matter how much pain you hav you must not Jau!!"h. 
neighbor or brother has not? Or is it fair and just Prayer and faith are highly recommended for the 
in him to 11all me a fool because he has not the evi- belly-ache. 
dence? More than forty years ago, when a little boy, After noon attend church a!!"ain, and after that fill 
my mother prayed with me and sought the advice up the time till evening Bible-reading, gathering 
of her minister bec'tuse I could not make her e;ee your family round you. You will find the thirty
the form of a dear playmate of my chi.ldhood whose eighth chapter of Genesis, the twenty-third and fourth 
body had been laid in the ground. During the polit- of Ezekiel, thirteent-h and twenty-sixth of Isaiah, 
teal campaign of 1856, I was chosen assistant marshal and the fortieth of Job-all of them-very interest
of a county mass-meeting. While riding across the ing. Read the&e, and if they are palatable you can 
open country to carry orders from the marshal to a hav plenty more. Be sure to impress upon the 
procession coming in, a voice at my side called me minds of your children that the wicked Infidels 
by name and said: "You feel pretty bi~ to-day! don't believe this pure and holy hook. 
Now do not make a fool of yourself. Sit down in After tea you mav take the children Into the cern
your saddle." Many times since then, when abused etery for a walk, and let them read the lies on the 
for my belief, or disposed to feel flattered, it has tombstones. They will find that the dead hav all 
come to me, ''Sit down in your saddle!" In the been kind and loving fathers and mothers. husbands 
summer of 1872, one night, being vrry tired and and wives, brothers and sisters, and sincere friends, 
sleepy, some one invisible woke me and tried to hav and that they are regretted by all who knew them, 
me get up and go to the barn. I could hear no noise, They will find that some are not dead-only asleep, 
and concluding not to get up turned my face to the And it the children ask where the wicked are buried, 
wall, and was nearly asleep again when a hand took Point to the graves without stones, and tell them the 
me by the whiskers and pulled my head over with Lord did not prosper the wicked, and that only the 
such force and suddenness as to make me cry out meek inherit the earth. 
in pain. I waited for nothing further. On my way Now night cometh, when no man worketh. Raise 
to the barn, being very dark, I ran against one of your family altar. and tell God what to do for you 
my horses. Was surprised to find the animal loose, while you sleep; but don't forget to teJI him to do 
and the halter-strap thrown over his neck. Getting as he has a mind to about it, This you can do by 
a light, I found a bridle and blanket on the floor saving, "Not my will, but thine, be done"-but 
ready for use. Well, as I rubbei a tender spot on mPntaJly aside, "I want it my way." To bed Jlext, 
my face for a day or two, I consoled myself with the and you can listen to your wifE~'s dissertation on Mrs. 
reflection that my horse was safe at home. But I Carroll's dress and bonnet. H~tv no fear of going 
cannot particul•,rize. I could fill a volume larger to sleep; if you are on the Lord's side you need not 
than either of Brother Bennett's Round-the-World fear the sword by day nor the pestilence by night; 
books. I hav seen flowers materialized in open day- not even the tax collector or burglar-if you hav 
light, that smelt as sweet and looked as if freshly got no~hing. Don't fear for the future, for once I 
picked fr&m their beds. I hav tasted medicin dropped was young, now I am old; yet I never saw the right
from an invisible source into a glass of pure water, eous forsaken nor his seed begging bread. Next morn
and it had the taste and effect of medicin. Will lng hurry down to the store; sand the sugar, file 
some of the scientific Materialists rise and explain? off the yard-stick, put a piece of putty on the bot
When these and a hundred more like happenings tom of the scales-anything to cheat somebody, for 
are explained from a Materialistic standpoint, I may the minister's salary has to he made up this week. 
become a convert, and one that will know how to Be careful and not talk to Peck's bad boy, for he 
pity thousands of believers that hav not had one-half always gets t.he best of the Christians. 
the evidence I hav. If we cannot discuss this ques-~ My dear Chr:istian friend, one most import.ant 
tion candidly and fairly and without abuse, why not point in my advice I had nearly overlooked, You 
•lrop the subject and take up some of the vital issues I positlvly mnst not kiss any of the younger sister>< of 
of the day, Iu either case we hav the advantage of the chureh. n(jr the oldt!r ones. This is s'rlctly bntl1 
you. Should you be right, we shall never hear the a privilege and a duty 11ertaining to the ministe·. 
ott.repe~ted "I tQII\ yQU eo," If we a.re right, we J He will attend to this at the time you ure at your 
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business. If you should come in and find him on 
his knees before your wife, you will at once remem
ber he is praying; so don't you make any fuss, for 
if you do that infernal· Billings will get hold of it 
and put it in his "Crimes of Preachers," and an in
nocent Christian minister and the whole of the Chris
tian church will be scandalized. 

Yours, RoBERT H. NELsoN. 

STocKTON, Mo., Sept. 29, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Time for paper expired some time ago. 

Inclosed find $2.50 for ensuing year. Like your paper 
very much. Think now I shall want it as long as I 
liv. D. G. STRATTON. 

MAcoN, GA., Oct. 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed von will find $2.50 for one 

year's subscription to THE TRUTH SEl!KER. I got 
one by chance in my hand, and I find it the very 
P~'~Per for me, I am delighted with it. 

Hoping :von will send it soon and regular, I re-
main. Yours respectfully, G. BAUMANN. 

PoRT JERVIS, Sept. 25, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2, as my mite 

toward the monument. I am really ashamed for not 
sending it before, for I hav got no excuse for it. I 
really hope that the monument placed in Greenwood 
Cemetery will not disturb the poor pious people who 
are sleeping there now. We know one thing-that 
no better nor more noble man ever slflPt there than 
D. M. Bennett. J.P. PALMER. 

FAmFIELD, PA., Sept. 17, 1883. 
EuGENE MACDONALD, EsQ., Dear Sir: If, as the hymn 

book says, 
"Satan trembles when he see 

A little child upon its knees," 

What a terrible shaking he must hav experienced 
when he saw Jay Gould on his marrow-bones. Jay 
cc>rtainly understands business. There is hope for 
Jay yet. "Behold he prayeth." Very respectfully, 

A. 0. ScoTT. 

WAYLAND, MICH., Sept. 21, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I see by the tab on my paper that it 

is time to renew my subscription. Inclosed please 
find $3-$2 50 for THE TRuTH SEEKER, and the balance 
use as you please to enlighten Christians to drop 
orthodox childhood and pick up Liberal manhood. 
If any Christian wants to know how to get saved I 
C'tn giv a true remedy-that is, just as quick as he 
quits believirg in this monstrous creed of eternal 
hell, just so qnick will he be saved. This creed Is a 
cancer on the Christian brain, and no doctor is able 
to cure it. If the person with this kind of a cancer 
will subscribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year, 
and read it carefully, he will find it a sure cure. 

JosEPH WENzEL. 

SPADRA, Sept. 18, 1883, 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $17, for which send 

me the books and papers herein mentioned. I wish 
to distribute them among my Christian neighbors, 
for I am located right in the midst of a hotbed 
nf Christianity of all denominations, from the 
Baptist and Methodist up to the howling band 
of holiness. I hav a pretty tough row to hoe with 
them, but with the aid -of THE TRUTH SEEKER and 
some other Infidel books that I hav I manage to 
stand thEim off pretty well. We hav a number of 
half-way Freethinkers here, who are afraid to speak 
out in church. Most of my Christian friends are 
very clever people, but like all other Christians, 
some of them are very straight up the front side, but 
very crooked down the back. 

After deducting mv bill for books you may aPply 
the balance to the Monument Fund. 0, K. 

CRAFTON, TEXAS, Sept. 20, 1883. 
MR. EDIToR: You will find inclosed $5. I presume 

you hav heard the circumstances of Clark Braden 
(the man who wrote'' Ingersoll Unmasked") getting 
a shower of rotten eggs thrown at him at Pilot 
Point, Texas, for some offensiv language in his lec
turefl at that place. I heard that he also left Deca
tur, Texas, somewhat disturbed for some offense given 
there; and it was with considerable difficulty that 
his Camnbellite brethren kept the eggs out of his 
face at Sunset Station. If the above items will be of 
any interest to you, I will try to get an accurate 
statement of them. 

I reckon you think that I am slow pay, and so I 
am, but manage each time that I send you a remit
tance to also send you a new subsbriber. Thanking 
von for your indulgence, I remain as ever a .Free-
thinker. J. F. ELLIOTT. 

fled if he did not use his powers in that direction. 
After he had complied with their wishes and left 
town, the people where he stayed went to his room, 
and what did they discover but the obituaries of 
those departed spirits whom he had called up, and 
obituaries for other places-one envelope, marked 
"Saratoga," with some twenty names. The Spirit
ualists in these parts are "down in the mouth." 

How long, oh I how long will people be hum
bugged? Mr. Baxter came back after his papers, and 
said he had left some valuable documents and 
money; but there was no money. 

This will be published this week in the papers, for 
these are facts, THE TRUTH SEEKER is my kind of 
paper; I would not be without it for twice the cost 
of it. Yours truly, HoMER B. DARROW. 

EAST CHATHAM, N.Y., Sept. 24, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2-$1.25 for con 

tinuation of the paper, and 50 oents for R. G. Inger
soll's "Ghosts," in paper, the balance for late num· 
bers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I think with a littl1 
pains I can add to your list of subscribers. I sene 
you a list of names to whom you may mail specimeL 
copies, and they may become regular subscribers. 

I accidentally attended a Methodist camp-meeting 
some three weeks since, at Lebanon Springs, and 
heard a "sermon" from the celebrated revivalist, 
Mrs. Van Cott, that to me was somewhat amusing. 
After an elaborate prayer and the reading of a hymn 
so excessivly theatrical in style that they were nearly 
unintelligible to me, she read a chapter from th·, 
Song of Solomon, where some unscrupulous Bibl! 
commentator or compiler in the ignorant, supersti· 
tious past has attempted to render the amorom 
writings of this monarch of bigamists and concu 
binage as the words of Christ setting forth the lGY 
and graces of the church, 1014 years before he (Christ. 
was born. 
It will be borne in mind that this foolish Solomor·, 

who is designated in the catechism that we read il 
our childhood as the wisest man, professed to monop
olize the sexual favors of seven hundred wives and 
three hundred concubines, and consequently he 
must hav been taxed to the utmost extent to giv 
vent to the outpourings of a mind thus devoted, 

And this the favorit topic of a celebrated lady of 
Christian refinement, in the presence of a large au
dience and several prominent cl~rgymen, whose 
embarrassment to an eye unregenerated was quite 
visible, as in commenting on the sixteenth verse of 
the fifth chapter-" His mouth is most sweet. Yea, 
he is altogether lovely. This is my beloved, and this 
is my friend, 0 daughters of Jerusalem"-she turned 
her back to the audience, and, riveting her attention 
upon a fine- looking clergyman, she exclaimed. 
"Brother, what is more lovely than a sweet lllouth?'; 
And this the Christian lady who expected to anni
hilate R. G. Ingersoll by pronouncing him "a barking 
dog." Truly yours, J. M. BARKES. 

HuNTSVILLE, ALA., Aug. 28,1883. 
MR. EDIToR: I sincerely hope you will not accuse 

me of the crime of exaggeration if I tell you that it 
is actually a sin to breathe and to inquire after one'r 
health on the Sabbath in Huntsville, Alabama, Col. 
Ingersoll himself would hav trouble to find words 
in expressing the grade of superstition (or call it re
ligion or imagination as you like best) as forced here 
upon the public by the preachers of the holy gospel. 

Inclosed please find a slip of the Chattanooga. 
(Tenn.) Times. Chattanooga is ninety-seven mile€ 
from here. Even printers (examin slip) are caught by 
the preachers. It certainly is easier work to tell the 
people the old, old story which they like to hear, hav 
beard since eighteen centuries, than to be employed 
with anything as useful and necessary as printing, 
provided one can afford to forego his manhood and 
tell tales no mortal man knows anything of as to 
their truth. 

I can imagin Hermann when exhibiting his sleight
of-hand tricks trying to make people believe that he 
in reality has powers no other mortal has. Suppose 
he did try to make people believe so, it would by far 
not be so out of the way as the act of preachers who 
style themselvs the Lord's ambassadors trying to ex
plain reported facts which they know either never 
did happen, or of which they are in doubt. 
. Rev. Nicholson, of St. Mark's church, Philadelphia, 
Is paid $15,000 for his trade, Here preachers are paid 
from $500 to $3,000. I know of some who receive 
$90 in money, and the balance is made up in gifts of 
dried peaches, old clothes, butter, eggs, etc, I 
stoutly deny in the face of facts that religion ever 
can be rooted out in America. It is a living cancer 
to rlestroy which would force 71,000 preachers to help 
build railroads, to learn telegraphy, to learn making 
shces, tuning pianos, teaching school, or any other 
useful trade, none of which I personally feel too 

WEST EATON, N.Y., Oct. 2, 1883. proud to pursue, for were it not for the laborer the 
MR. EDITOR: In compliance with your request to carriage-maker, tailor, etc., whence in the na~e of 

further the interests of THE TRUTH SEEKER and Free- 'reason would Rev. Beecher or that fool Talmage hav 
thought, I herewith append some names of persons their broadcloth or enjoy a ride? Ingersoll says with 
in my town who I think might read it if it came truth that a preacher looks with contempt on the 
within their reach. qand which feeds him. It is a 'fight on the side of 

We hav had some fine speaking here in George- ~he preachers, They never intend giving up, accus
tnwn by the Spiritualists, Frank Baxter and Mrs. tamed as they are to a lazy and good living, 
Colby, the latter's addresses being very fine. Mr. Now and then a so-called old book or even "ark" 
Baxter claimed to be a Materialist. and I think hP is diecovered by some hocus-pocus way to keep the 
is a humbug. He is gifted with the power of seeing ball in motion, and to reform skeptics who were 
spirits, and of course the people would not be satis- nearly on our side. For so sure as the Hale Safe· 

Lock Company makes daily improvements In their 
locks and safes, even as sure burglars invent tools 
to counteract the improvements; burglars are not 
idle, nor are preachers, when it is a butter and bread 
question. I fail to imagin how Ingersoll can hav the 
patience to talk with preachers, or rather to discuss 
with them. Every individual preacher knows full 
well that every one of the craft Is bound to be a bypo
crit, not to use a stronger expression. I feel unequal 
to the ungrateful task, and exchange with them no 
word from year to year. HENRI PALING. 

FLORENCE, ALABAMA, Sept. 30, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: In making my annual remittance for 

THE TRUTH SEEKER and books, I hope you will pardon 
me for writing a few lines. 
It is with profit and pleasure that I read the able 

and eloquent speeches made before the Rochester 
C'.lovention, and I am delighted to learn that other 
Liberal conventions will be held in several of the 
Northern states. I see that great and populous sec
tion of country, extending from Maine to California, 
is becoming each year more and more imbued with 
tbe Rpirit of Freethought. The great leading prin· 
ciples of human liberty are finding able advocates 
in every state ; and Liberal Leagues are now num
bered by the hundred. It seems that men no longer 
lose caste by advocating Liberal views, and hav no 
hesitancyin usingtbeirreason and common since, and 
making an application of the same to the absurdity 
of old theology and its mythological teachings. 

:But how stands the matter in the home of my na
tivity-the fair sunny South-the land where the 
magnolia blooms and the cotton grows? As a people, 
we hav a nativ pride In our hospitality and polite
ness, but the drifting clouds of orthodox superstition 
still hang over us, and mental darkness broods over 
the land. I am not aware of a single Liberal League 
existing from Virginia to Texas, nor can I call to 
mind even as much as one champion of Freethought 
principles, 

In view of this, our benighted condition, could you 
not prevail upon Wakeman, Leland, and Palmer to 
extend their lecture tour down through Tennessee, 
Alabama, and Galveston? 

Perhaps, as a financial investment, they would not 
oe able to look back upon the enterprise as a suc
'"ess, at least, not to the extent that Moody and 
Sankey do in dealing out their Hebrew mythology 
and emotional slush; but they would hav the conso
lation of laboring in a morEl noble cause. I think 
they could more than make expenses in the present,
and, as their future reward, they would gather, as 
"bread cast upon the waters," the thanks and grat
;tude of noble men and women, whose eyes had been 
{Jpened to the effulgent rays of reason, instead of 
<Joing guided by a blind faith and belief in the sav
ing grace of Immanuel Jesus Christ-a Jesus dimi
~od that the Jews rejected and still reject. Truly • 
can I say with the lamented Bennett, "Oh! for a 
revival of reason and common sense." The harvest 
ls abundant; can you send us a few reapers? I will 
oromis to do my best as a binder. H Wakeman and · 
Leiand cannot come, others would be welcome. In
gersoll is preached in an abusiv way from, perhaps, 
most of pulpits in the South. His name is used in 
connection with a certain walking and talking snake, 
which is said to hav held a prominent position in 
the esteem of Mother Eve in the primitiv days of 
mankind. His snakeship is now one of the principal 
factors in the great scheme of Christian salvation. 
To him is awarded the praise of giving good advice 
'l.nd speaking the truth, for the record says Eve's 
3yes were opened as promised to her' if she would 
eat the fruit. To the rational-minded person, that 
uses reason in arriving at conclusions, Col. Ingersoll 
does not lose prestige by the using of his name 
with this great benefactor of mankind, through 
whose teaching we know good from evil, S:> much 
for the old Jewish fable. Let it pass. 

In speaking of Mr. Ingersoll, it was my intention 
to say, if be would make a lecture tour of the 
Southern states, that his fame as an orator would 
draw the people to bear him, and his forcible way 
of handling the false tenets of Christianity, with the 
unimpeachable arguments, would cause the old dry 
bones of superstition to rattle and shake fr.:>m center 
to circumference. • 
It does seem strange that sensible, kind-hearted 

men and women continue, in the face of light and 
knowledge, to believeth,\ false creeds as taught from 
the Bible. From the first verse through to the word 
finis, there is a continuous series of contradictions 
and absurdities, repulsiv to reason and common 
sense. The book of Revelation is an appropriate se
quel to the book of Genesis. If John upon the Isle 
of Patmos saw the visions he records, it is a reason
able conclusion that he was afflicted with the dis
~~ase known in therapeutks as mania a potu, some
times called "jim-jams." But let us deal kindly with 
the poor deluded victims of a relentless priestcrdt. 
It is my desire to be charitable toward the opinions 
of others, and to deal with all mankind in a spirit 
of brotherly love, 

In closing this, my second letter to you, I take 
pleasure in extending my thanks and approval of 
the able and conservatfv manner in which THE TRUTH 
SEEKER is conducted. I contemn a creed-bound Lib
eralism no less than a creed-bound orthodoxy. If 
Spiritu~lism, or Mormonism, or any other ism, is 
true, g1v it a reasonable bearing in which to make 
its proof. :M. B. SHELToN, 



ll!otfr!l. 

A Reply to a Teuton;* or, A Blow 

for a Wicked Blow. 

The stinging wasp, the prickly sprout, 
or air Infected as by pest. 

A little dragon fiirts about, 
Not snakes, but sound men to Infest. 

The Christian snakes infest the air, 
And waspish critics with their stings 

Are born; they sting, but touch nowhere 
The real snakes of which they sing. 

That "Teuton's" aim (whose name Is strange), 
Who wrote that false, maltcious verse, 

"The law of blow tor blow's revenge"-
His aim was to the truth reverse. 

Though he dissembles to be meek, 
Yet we can recognize this bird, 

Who says, "Be good and kiss my cheek, 
While I in thee shall stab my sword." 

But not for cowards I will write, 
. If even they be priest and count, 
But to the friends of human right, 

I glv the real, true account. 

Now to the world 'tis very strange, 
That Christians, boasting with their God 

Of love, are panting for revenge 
As thirsty hounds for human blood. 

But that odd story Is not new, 
It is Indeed the old, old one 

Of Joseph true, the real Jew, 
And that of Christian's godly son. 

From those two stories we may judge, 
While most of Josephs don't disguise, 

The Jesuses, though filled with grudge, 
Still preach of love, as good and wise. 

What Mistress Potlphar had done 
To Joseph, that old honest Jew, 

That do believer in God's son, 
Till now, as facts tell, old and. new. 

We know that Joseph of that time 
Was true unto his master's house· 

We also know the horrid crime ' 
Of Potlphar's dishonest spouse. 

But what was Joseph's due reward 
And recompense of that false wife? 

That Joseph shall be punished hard, 
While she a wife remained for life. 

Though worse than that false woman's crime 
Are Christians• doings (known full well); 

Yet they hope still for Eden's clime, 
While sending all the best to hell. 

While Joseph by his forethought saved 
Egyptian's life from famln's whip, 

His brethren kindly were received 
As shepherds for Ring Pharaoh's sheep. 

For that was but their due reward...:. 
The same as now, the Christians' tricks

For that they were infilcted hard : 
In bondage kept at making bricks. 

That "Teuton" judges as a fool: 
Why Joseph bought the people's land; 

Why, those were Pharaohs and their school 
And Joseph must do their command. ' 

'That Is tlie ·reason, plain and true, 
Why land of priest was then not sold· 

So make the Christians but one Jew ' 
An idol or a god of gold. ' 

Egyptian Pharaohs of that age 
Must hav their Joseph (as ere while), 

To quench their sins and people's rage, 
By drowning Hebrews In the Nile. 

The Christian Pharaohs and priests, 
Must hav a Jew to serve as God, 

That In his name they as wild beasts 
Remorseless shall shed Jewish blo•Jd. 

The modern Pharaoh's must the same 
A Jew enshrine as golden god; 

While they themselvs but rob to claim, 
Look, Jews will cheat I -so taught their code. 

For centuries, by craft and art, 
The Jews hav surrered Egypt's yoke; 

Till Egypt's art made Hebrews smart 
To take their earnings by a joke. 

Who says, "It Is revenge and wrong; 
The Jews demand their due as slaves;" 

Those gypsies, sure, themselvs belong 
To ruffians, tyrants, and to knaves. 

But tell me, "Teuton," what thou art. 
Art thou a Christian? Love thy friends. 

Art thou a thinker free from art? 
Then love the Jews; they are thy friends. 

But thou art neither this nor that; 
All Jews are one before thy face, 

As cats are to the wary rat-
For one thou hatest all the race. 

For myriad Teutons In New York 
Who buy and sell beer by the tun. 

We could not millions hate who work, 
But Teutons worship Jew-God's son. 

Could I, as ln the Red Sea drown 
All wicked Pharaohs in my pen, 

Then would we see the whole world round, 
No Teuton, Jew, naught but good men. 

And While that boor beneath a mask 
Has writ to reach Teutonic aim, 

l tell you open, if you ask, 
My Jewish, true, wen-sounding name. 

JAMES H. SOBLE, 

"'See THE TRUTH SEEKER of Sept. 22, p. 606. 

Correspondence Solicited. 
A.BUqlesstul Western merchant wishes to corre· 

sl>Ond With an intelligent and arrectlonate lady, Ob· 
~ect:,~,atrtmony, AddrTe

11
ss,T D. G. M., 

~...., V II SEEKER Office. 

NOTICE! 
Wanted to find a girl to keep my house tor me. 

My granddaughter, Anna Marla Ollver Is now 18 
ym.rs old. She left Coal Valley, Reck Island eo., Ill., 
12 or 14 years ago. When her mother died she was 
adopted by a family and went to New York state or 
city. Now her grandfather, W. Ennor, Is 77 years 
old, all alone; wishes her to come to him If this 
comes to her sight, for there Is $2,000 of insurance 
on his life that he will glv her. And he Is a man of 
means besides. W. ENNOR, 

41tf Galena, Ill. 
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The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 
Inclndinsr, ·•Liberty for Man, Woman, and Chfid;' 

'• The Declaration of Independence;• "Abont Farming 
in Illtnots~'' u The Great Banquet," u The Rev. Alexan· 
der Clark,' "The Past Rises before Me Like a Dream," 
and "A Trlbnte to Ebon C. Ingersoll." 
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'\ !f\I~r~3ft~,~~O~?onf~b~· J-~e~~w,ur;yLtww.l; :~~ 
Huntington Smith. 12mo ................. Cl ttl, 1 ;o 

XLll. Ants, Beesh and Wasps. A Record uf Obs r· 
fe:!?ns~~~ ~~~ ~~~?~tsL'J:.~?.1::k~'"il:~~.Y~~R~l; ~ 
l),O.L.,LL.D,.etc 12mo,,,.,,.,.,,.,,..,,Q)Q~II. ~ Q!J 

CHANDO,oo; CLASSICS, 

A series of standard works in poetlfr, history, and general 
e Uterntur<3. Flue b n11ng. Price Post 

Legend•ry Ballad; of England and Scotland. By 
JohnS. RolJertP ............................... 65 .08 

German Ltteruture. Rt ·bter, IUchler, Zscuokke. 
T!eck........................................ .6i .0 

r:omphHe Angler. haac W tllton and Char lea 
Colton............... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .65 .06 

Llves of No>ellsto and Dramatl•ts. By Sir Wal-
ter Scott..................... .... ....... ..... .65 .0 

Poetic••! Works or Eliza Cook............ .. ...... .65 .08 
Uecllne and Fall of t!Je Roman Empire. I!y J!."d-

ward G bbt n. In four volu,nes ............. 2 GO .32 

fi~:tt~~/o\V~~~~~~d?~ar~~ ~!;JI!~f,;;n::::::.::::: :~~ ~~ 
Lockhart's Spanish B.o~.'haas and Soutuey s Chron-

Icle ot the C!d.. ........... .... .. ...... ..... .6; .OS 
The Romance of H 1.etory. lt~ndand. By Henry 

Nee!e. IUustrnted.......... .... .. . .. ........ .65 .06 
The Romance of History. I no h. Hobart Caun-

ter,BD ....................................... 6<; .08 
The Rvmance or Hlotory. Italy. C. Macfarlane. .65 .06 

u •• Spatn. Don T. de 
Trueba.......... .. ... . .. . .. . .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .65 .08 

Doctor Syntax. His Thrc: e Tour.ti tn Search of 
the Plcture~:=que, of Consolation, of a 
Wife. With colored Illustrations............ .65 .L8 

Homer's Iliad....................................... .65 .06 
•· Odyssey .. _, .... , .. .,_,_.,, .......... 65 .06 

~!;:c'W~~~~~~~~f .f.~N~~ u~:ar~/if. iafan~~:.~~~ :~~ :8~ 
Every<tay Book of Modern Literature. By C. H . 

Townsend ....... ____ , ..... _ ......... _,, .. ,_ .65 .06 
Johnson's Lives ot the Poets ...... -. .. . _ ... --.... .65 .08 
.\fUton ........... _. __ ,.,, .... _ ................... - .65 .06 
Essays on Chivalry. Romance, and the Drama. 

By Sir Walter Scott.... . . .. .. .. . .. . ...... , _ 65 .08 

SHAKSPEBE'S WORKS. 
Price Post 

complete. Fireside Edition. Crown octavo. 
tr"."le~- tyW'ithbo~o7riW0angJlbo~~~~~·he~~\~~ 
Life, Notes, Glossary, etc, __ .... ,,_ .... , ... 4 OJ .50 

Crown Octavo, S 75 .48 
The Avon Edition- Sheep1 marbled edges, li-

brary style ...... _ ................. _ ...... -· .. 3 00 .42 
ll three volumes. Comedies, Histories, Trage-

dies. Half Russia, ~!It toP- ....... -......... 8 00 .48 
The same, in c1otll................................ 2 50 .48 
IJramatlc and Poetic Works. complete in one 

volume. lllustrated, w!tll life by Alexan-

Scarl~te~~fci~';: Ed~~~b'. nw~~t;~,~~1&:"c",;mpiete, 2 
50 '

88 

H md;e~~l:,~~~"s'\~~tr:1e'r.~cgg:rf~~~t~~f~"is vo~. 1 
50 .20 

Green cloth, red cdses.. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. 5 00 .S5 
Arundel Edition. From the text of Clark and 
tn s ~f!~h~ro~~u·~~g~~~·.;~il'ted. "b.Y"ci~i-i< · ;.:~ct 1 59 '24 

.. Wright ............... ·-· ..................... 1 :tO .27 
C. ;nplete from the r,• xt ot Joh11son, Stevens, 

and Reed O~tavo ........ P r,er Blndlnl, 60 .18 
L~rg!a~:~t:~~~~ .. ~ .. ~ ~~~~. ~~. ~~ .~ .~~~ .~~~.: 1 oo .~ 
t4fli!IIIW!1 i<Iltlon ... , ......... , ... ~..... ......... eo .u 

Astronomy and Worship of the 
Ancients. By GILBERT VALE. 20 cts. 

Astro-'fheological Lectures. 
RonT. TAYLOR. Price, cloth, $2. 

Rev. 

Autobiography of Robert 
Price, 15 cents. 

Cooper • 

Bhagavad·Gita; or, A Discourse on 
Divine Matters between Krishmt and 
A.J:juna. By J. COCKBURN THOMPSON. 
Price, $1.75. 

Bible in India. Hindoo Origin of 
Hebrew and Christian Revelation. Trans
lated from "Le Bible dans In de." By 
Lours ,JAcOLLIOT. Price, $2. 

Bible in the Balance. A text-book 
fo1· investigators. By Rev. J. G. FrsH. 
Price, $1.50. 

Bible Inquirer; or, Key to Bible In
vestigation. Containing one hunllrecl 
and forty-eight propositions; with refer
ences to the most plain and striking self
contradictions of the so-called Inspired 
Scriptures. Also one hundred and fifty
two references to the most marvelous oc
currences. Each quotation bas a short 
description of its contents. By A. JAcOB
SON. Price, 15 cents. 

Bible Myths, and their Parallels in 
Other Religions: Being a com
parison of the Old and New Testament 
Myths and Miracles with those of Heath
en Nations of Antiquity, considering also 
their Origin and Meaning. With uumer· 
ons illustrations. 1 vol. Royal 8vo. 
567 pages. Cloth, $4.00. 

Tho object of this work Is to point out the myths 
with which the 01•1 and New Testaments abound; to 
show that they were neld In common with other 
11ations; and then to trace them to their eYidcmt 
n,·f!lin and explain their meanmg. It containsquotat.ions 
front nearly u.ll the sacred books of heathen na.Uons, 
ami from other rare and valuable works which are 
not accessible to people In general. The ch~>pters 
arc HO arranged that it Is a perfect cyclopedia of ref
orrmce. Years or research would be necessary to 
<llscover all the Information It contains. It Is a most 
,earchlng Investigation Into the origin of Chrlst!an
lty. Every fact Is verified by copious notes aid 
itUlhor!tles, so that It may be trusted as a tlwr
oughly reliable work. I~ contains in/ormation Which 
1fJill be startling to many. 

Bible of Humanity. By JuLEs MicH 
ELET. Translated from the French by V. 
CALFA. 8vo. cloth, $3. This is a large 
epic in prose. The artist historian sings 
the evolution of mankind. He throws 
brilliant glimpses of light on the long 
t:ourse of events ttnd works which he nn. 
folds. 

Uible of Rational Mind and Relig· 
ion. Rational Religion and Morals. 
By THOMAs J. VADIEN, 1vi.D., of St. Louis, 
Mo. Price, $3. 

Bitle of To-Day. By JoHN '\V. CHAD 
wrcx. This is a condensed result of the 
scientific criticisms of the separate books 
of the Bi.ble. Price, $1.50. · 

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical 
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Do 
mainl, ~l X!liM!IlY G~vEs. 35 cents, , 



Why the Car Driver Wouldn't Strike 
a Boy. 

From the Detroit Pol!. 
"I used to think it was my duty to cut 'em 

with the whip, and I took satisfaction in strik· 
ing hard, but I wouldn't strike a boy now for 
the best thousand dollars ever coined.'' 

He was a car driver, and his attention had 
been called to three or four boys stealing a 
ride on the rear platform. 

" Yes, I was a sort of terror on this route to 
the boys," he continued, after a time. "Not 
one of the crowd could put his foot on the 
step and get away without a cut of the whip. 
Big or little, rough or gentle, I served all 
alike, and if the passengers scowled at me for 
lashing a little kid of seven or eight, I aolaced 
myself with the reflection that it was my 
duty." 

A passenger was dropped at the corner, !lnd 
as the car started up again the driver went 
on: 

"Well, one day when the boys had both
ered me more than usual, I dodged through 
the car and found a little bit of a chap, not 
over seven years old, seated on the lower 
step. He was all humped over and softly 
crying over something or other. At another 
time I might hav felt pity, but the boys had 
got my mad up, and what did I do but giv the 
little chap a cut with the lash and call out 
with such a voice that off he tumbled into the 
dust. I saw him rise up and limp away, and 
there was something in the look that he gave 
me that I shall not forget in a hurry. Whoa, 
now!" 

The car stopped to take on two ladies, and 
presently the driver resumed: 

"Do you know that I felt so conscience
stricken that I kept looking for that boy on 
every trip, calculating to make up with him 
and secure his forgivness for my brutality. I 
did not see him again until the afternoon of 
the second day." 

"And what did he say?" was asked as the 
driver hesitated. 

"He was in the coffin!" was the reply. "It 
was his funeral procession which stopped my 
car for two or three minutes. That child was 
ill when he tried to steal his way home with 
me, and death was not twenty-four hours 
away when I lashed him and chuckled over 
the way he rolled into the street. I tell you, 
sir, when I saw his coffin in the hearse, and 
caught a look from the mother, which seemed 

to charge me with being his murderer, I got a 
stab at my heart that pains me yet, and I 
wouldn't strike another boy if the reward was 
to be the whole line and its outfit." 
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LACY'S NE. W PUBLICATIONS. 
"NATURE'S HARMONY," 

Of evolutionary theory, solving the problem of 
life, and advocating the perpetuation of spiritual 
identity, demonstrating trom scientific standpoint. 

Neatly bound in muslin. Price, $1.00, 

"STAR LAKE ROMANCE." 
A poem of love and rivalry, written In view of dis
cussing Christianity vs. Infidelity. The arguments 
are rendered by the characters of the story, in their 
colloquies, and the reader is left as umpire. 

200 pages, bound in muslin, gilt and embo88ed. 
Price, $I.50. 

Both of the above works contain the author's por-
trait. Address ARTHUR J. LACY, 

28tf Nirvana, Lake Co., Mich. 

SKETCH OF THE. 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
SALADIN. 

(W. STEWART ROSS,) 
A very lntereatlni bloir&phy of a remarkable man 
}'rite 10 centl. A.ddreu, 
. T:Q;B TBVTJI 8QJt:U. 

" I! il one of the molt eloquent pled.! for Ube>·i.v euer Writ
ten. It;, Paine'• 'Age of Reason' and 'llights of Man' 
consolidated and improved. I! stir• the puZ.e like a !rum
pet ca!l."-E:biTOR TRUTH SEElrEll. 

God and the State. 
BY 

MICHAEL BAKOUNINE. 
Founder of Nihilism and Apostle of Anarchy. 

WITH A PREFACE BY 

OARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE REOHUS. 

Translated from the French by BEN.T. R. TUCKER, 
(Editor of Lt'berty.) 

52 pages, octavo. Price I5 cents. Address, 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

83 Clinton Place, New York. 

-$66 a week In your own town. Terms and $5 outfH
free. Address H. Hv UI:T & Co .• Portland. Me. 

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
OF THE 

W or I~ as Now Cons tit u t B o~ 
By Gco. T. Bon dies. 

And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
STYLED 

Exceptions to the Character of Jesus 
Ohrist Considered as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
Price, Twenty-five Cents. 

Addre.M THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
6m9 SS Cllnton Place, N. Y 

WETTSTEIN'S 
JEWELRY STORE, 

ROCHELLE, ILL. 
Established 1857. Bea.ts the World. 

There is not another town three times the size of 
Rochelle that can show so large and beautiful a stock 
of fine gold and silver watches, fine gold and plated 
chains, charms, necklaces, and lockets, bracelets; 
plain gold, diamond, pearl, turquols, and fancy stone 
rings; eollc silver and plated ware; optical goods, 
gold pens, accordions, pocket and table cutlery, guns, 
revolvers, shears, etc., as WETTSTEIN'S. 

Square dealing, enterprise, adaptation, accurate 
judgment, best of taste In buying, steady application 
during twenty-five years, best of watch-work, and 
LOWEST PRICES AT ALL TiliiES, haV done it. 
It you hav a watch that no one else can put In per

fect order, send It to me. It you hav no watch, send 
to me for prices, and I wm save you money. It you 
want a chain, necklace, ring, solid silver or plated 
spoons, castor, spectacles, opera glass, etc., send to 
me for prices and description, and I w111 convince 
you. · 

REFERENCES : Mayor and City Council, officers of 
Rochelle banks. 

GOODS SENT TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

$5 tO $20 per day at home. Samples worth $5free. 
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Me. -----------------------------------

FARADAY PAMPHLETS. 
NoiJ.:"ii~~rf.:'l~~f:e;:e:~~esl!~':i'Jo!.~ 

l>l'ol. 
Two papers given In the interest of Spiritual Sci

ence, by Spirit FARADAY, of England. Price, I5 cts. 
No. 2.-0rilctn ot' J He; 

Or, Where M:an Comes From. The Evolution of 
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processes; 
or, How the Splrlt Body Grows. By Spirit FARADAY. 
Price IO cents. 

NoA.f.ier T.;:a.::f~:~pment or the Spirit 
The Origin of Religions. By Spirit FARADAY. 

Price, IO cents. 
No.4 -TI>e Process or Mental ACtion; 

Or, How We Think. By Spirit FARADAY. 15 cents. 
No. 5.-JesnN Chri•t a Ftetiou. 

Founded on the Life of Apollonius of Tyana. How 
the Pagan Priests of Rome originated Christianity. 
Translated by the late M. FARADAY. 208 pages. Price, 
bound, 75 cents. Paper, 50 cents. Postage, 5 cents. 

Ro.f!:o.f.ot Bethlehem, the Birthplace ot 

Extract from Faraday No. 5. Price 10 cents. 
Who Wrot .. t-he New Testament? 

Extract from Faraday No. 5. Price IO cents. 

BOWLES PA.UPHLET.S. 
No- 1.-Expertenees of Satnnel Rowles, 

Late editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, in 
Spirit Life; or, Life As He Now Sees It from a Spir
Itual Standpoint. Written through the mediumsbip 
of CARRIE E. S. TWING, of Westfield, N.Y. 20 cents. 
No. 2.-Contrasts in Sptrit Life: 

And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLES, late 
edlt<>r of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In the 
first five spheres. Also a thrilling account of the 
late President Garfield's reception In the spirit 
world. Written through the hand of CARRIE E. S. 
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. Price, 50 cents. 
A.chsa W. Spra!o\"Ue's and ltiary ()lark's 

Experiences In the First Ten Spheres 
of Nptrit J,tee. 

Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N. Y. Price, 
20 cents. 

ANOTHER GREAT WORK! 

JESUS CHRIS r A FICTION 
Founded upon the Life of 

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA. 

How the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated 
Christianity. 

Transcribed by SPIRIT FARADAY, late Electrician 
and Chemist of the Royal Institution, 

London, England. 
Price, boards, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 
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Iron-Clad and Manna Series. 
IROX C.il,A.D SERIES. 

Atonement. Charles Bradhtugh. 5 cents. 
Seenfar Rcs}}ousibiUty. G. J. Holyoake. ~-eta. 

Bnddltist Nihilhtn. Pt'<Jf. Max Muller. 10 cents. 
Religion oJ' lluhnmauity. F. Harrison. 20cte. 
ltelntion of 'tl"itchc••aft to Religion. Lyall. 

l5 ccut~:~. 

Essay onl!Jriraclcs. David IIume. 10 cents. 
Lan1l (tucstion. Charles nradlaugh. scents. 
1Vc•·c A<la•n and Eve Our First Parents? 

Charles Dr,ul1mgh. 5 ccuts. 

\Vhy Do ltlcn Starve? Charles llradmugh. 5 cts. 
I ... ogic of I ... tre, Deduced from the l.)rinctple of Free

c.hougut. G. J, Hulyoake. lU ceuts. 
A Plea for A. theism. Charles Bradlaugh. 10 cts. 
Large or S1nall J'nnlilies? A. llolyoake. 

(~ent.s. 

SnJ•erstition Dist•laycd, with a Letter of Wm. 
eut. Austin H.uJymlke. 5 C~lltl:l. 

5 
~~r~usc oJ' Secular Principles. Chas. Watts. 

Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts. 5 cents. 
The Christian Deity. Charles Watts. 5 cents. 
Moral Value ot' the Bible. Chas. Watts. 5 cts. 
Frecthought anti ltlodcrn Progress. C. 

Watts. 5 cents. 
Christianity: Its Nature and Influence on Civiliza

tion. Charles Watts. 5 cents. 
Thoughts on Atheism. A. Holyoake. 5 cents. 
Is There a ltio•·nl Governor oi' the Unt 

vet·sc "l A. Holyooke. 5 ceuts. 
PhilosoJ•hY of Secnlai·ism. 0. Watts. 5cts. 
Has ltian a Soul ? Charles Dradluugh. 5 cents. 
Is There a God? Charles llradlaugh. 5 cents. 
Labor's J.>raycr. Charles nrudlaugh. 5 cents. 
I'ovcrty; Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H. 10 cents. 

. !ii('iencc a1ul Bible Antagonistic. c. Watts 
1 cents. 

(Jhristian Scheme oJ'Retlemption. Charle 
ll'atts. 5 cents. 

olu?e~icG~r~~~l~~~J.orio':~Jt~hould the Atheist Fea 

Poverty; Its EITects on the l'olltlcal Condition of the 
•eopJe. Ch,Lr1ed ilraliiaugh. J cents. 

UANN"\. SERIES. 
New Life of David. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents 
"}OO (tuestions \Vitbout Answers. 5 cents. 
Dialogue Between a VJll'i,.tian Mission 

1.ry tUU.I a Chinese il.ln.nti31"iA.l. liJ cents. 
(tneries Submitte<l to the Bench ot' Bish 

"P" by a \Veal~ but Zealous U.i>ristiau. 1 
ent&. 

Search A.fter Ileavcn and Hell. A. Holyoake 
, cents. 

New Life of Jouuh. Chas. Dradlaugh. 5cents. 
A Few \Vords A. bout the Devil. Chas. Brad 

mgh. 5 cents. 

N.e\v L.ilfe of Jacob. Ch.lrlcs Bracll.1.ugh. 5 cents 
H'Vniid.ei tliC Dk•ea;nct·. A. Holyoake. tO cents. 
Sl•echncn ot' t.hc Bible. Esther A. llolyoake 

V ceuts. 

A<'to< of the i\.})OStl::>!i; A Farce. A. Holyoake. 1 
ent:;. 

Ltulicrous A.spects oJ' Uhristicnity. A. Hoi 
OJ.ke. HI ceu ts. 

Twelve A-postles. Charles Bradlaugh. Scents. 
\Vho \Vas Jesus UJu·Jst? Charles Bradlaugh. 

cuts. 
\Vhat Di<l J<'SII'I Teach? Charles Brndlaugh. 

.cents. t--
Wew Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlaugh. ~ ct& 
New Life of Moses. C~t,trles Bradlaugh. 5 cents. 
4.. Secn.la.r.illraver .. A. tlnJvnake. Perdoz •• lOcta. 

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
FOR BALE AT THE TBUTH SEEKER OFFICE, 

Essays and Lectures. Embracing In· 
fluence of Christianity on Civilization; 
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib
eralism offers in Place of Christianity; 
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual
ism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine 
the Political and Religious Reformer; l\1a
terialism and Crime; Will the Coming 
Man \Vorship God? Crimes and Cruelties 
of Chris.tianity; the Authority of the 
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits; 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, GO 
cents; cloth, $1. 

Influence of Christianity upon Civil
ization. 25 cents. 

Christianity and :Materialism. 15 
cents. 

What Liberalism Offers in Place of 
Christianity. 10 cents. 

:>leientiftc Materialism: Its Meaning 
and Tendency. 10 cents. 

SpiritnaHsm from a :Materialistic 
Standpoint. 10 cents. 

Paine the Political and Religious 
Reformer. 10 cents. 

Woman: Her Past and Present: Her 
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents. 

iilaterialism and Crime. 10 cents. 

WiH the Coming Man Worship God 1 
10 cents. 

161 Protestant Persecutions ......................... . 
162 Eighth Letter from Ludlow Street Jail. Bennett 
168 Ingersoll's Creed ....... •·•~•••••••• .. ••••• ...•••.••• 

13 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. 
a 10 cents. 

·· Scientific Series. 
l Hereditary Transm!Billon. Prof. Elsburg, M.D ... 
I Evolution; from the Homogeneous to the Hete-

8 D~~~y~~·B~F.t~~~~~8?.~:::::::::::::::::: 
4 Literature of the Insane. F. R. Marvin ....... .. 

8 J~~~~~~~fug~ sh"e~;,.~'1'. ~c~;,~li~::::::::: 
~ Death. Frederic ~.Marvin, M.D ................. . 
8 How doMarsuplalAnJmals Propagate their kind? 

A. B. Bradford ................................. .. 
9 The Unseen World. Proc. John Fiske ........... . 

10 The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three Lec-
tures ..•...........•..•..••• , ..................... . 

lt Is America. the New World/ L. L. Dawson··
U Evolution Teaches neither Athelim nor .Mate• 

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Thea-
a logical. 20 cents. I 
B i 

3 Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four 
2 clays' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD 
8 and Prof. 0. A. BuRGEss, President of the 
a Northwestern Christian University, In-

to diana polis, Ind. Accurately reported. 1 

10 188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents.' 
1C 

11 }gi~h'\~s~t' li. SoR~~,~:~.;.:c~b.ioi-"iii&':MOd:. ~ 
Underwood-l\larples Debate •. A four'. 

nights' debate lietwecn B. F. Um>uwoo:o 
and Rev. Jom; :l!UBPLli:ll. Fully rep~riedl,j 
l!'aper 85 eeat1 • eletb. tO eeat1. ·"" 

• em Symposium.................................. ,, 
Il~~CC?unt on one dollar'• 'Worth 10 per cent oftt 011 ._ 
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THE ,, 
W I L S 0 N I A," 

INVENTED BY 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

MBDICAL ELECTRICIAN, LECTURER ON ELECTRI· 
CAL THERAPEUTiCS, AUTHOR OF THE 

"TRIAL 01!' ME• IICIN," THE" LAN· 
G~t~~~L~~~~:',;ifo~· 

80 COURT STREET. and 

286 FULTON STREET, 

BROOKLYN, N.Y. 

For the past ftve years In England and America 
this system has performed such cures in almost ev 
ery form of dlseaese as were until then unheard or. 
Step by step it has advanced since Its ftrst in
troduction (llrst relieving and curing one man who 
. bent like an archer's bow for ten years, but was 
in two months able to walk erect). Then tol· 
owed other cases equally marvelous in all known 
forms ot disease; thus going on from day to <iay 
and month to month, until the method of cure 
introduced by Wm. Wilson, the originator of the 
magnetic clothing system of America, has saved 
tms of thousands fttrm the grave, and is now recognized 
by our most eminent scientists and physicians, hun· 
dreds of whom presrcibe it for their p'a,tients after medi
cin has failed, until it has become a household word 
in case of sickness. Since its llrst In trod uctlon we 
hav continually Improved, until to-day we orrer the 
lightest, best ventilated, most powerful conttnuous current 
garment In the world, constructed on the latest sci· 
entlftc principles-In fact, we otrer the acme of ex· 
cellence In magnetic garments, and when worn as 
advised by us, disease cannot exist. 

WILLIAM WILSON'S ELECTRO
CHEMICO VAPORIZER. 

THE CULMINATION OF OPTICAL PIDBIOS DEM· 
ONSTRATED IN "ACTINA." 

' ' ACTII't1\,'' 
THE GREAT EYE-RESTORER. 

"Actina has an instantaneous action on the vari
ous and mysteriously complicated organs of vision, 
the nerves, the blood vessels, the muscular coats 
and complex membranes which make up that mar· 
velous mechanism of nature, the eye. Whether In 
the human being, the insect, or brute, all diseases 
ot the eye result from an Irregularity of the secre
tions: This may be brought about In a variety of 
ways-overwork, anxiety, breathing Impure atmos
phere, straining the eyes over Intricate mechanism, 
etc., etc.; while hundreds or thousands hav ruined 
their sight by the use or powerful drugs taken with 
a view of curing other forms of disease. But all 
these cases can be met successfully by the regular 
use of "Actina." 

"Actina" will relieve colds in the head, inflam
mation in the eyes, headache, catarrh, neuralgia, 
sore eyelids, and humors of all kinds. 

.Q"'NOTE.-" Actina" is not a medlcln or lotion, 
but a self-generating vapor, eas1!y applied at all 
hours, times, and places, can be carried In the 
pocket, and used by any member of the family with 
perfect safety, from infancy to old age. 

T.RIAL F.REE OF CHARGE. 
By calling at our several stores you may try the 

remedy, free of charge; but be particular not to use 
any vaporizer unless It bears the signature or Wll· 
Ilam Wilson, who will state poslt!vly It relief and 
cure be possible. 

All our magnetic garments are worn next the un
derclothing, therefore they do not impart shocks or 
cause sores. They are also constructed under the 
special supervision or che Inventor. 

Continued success enables us to make the follow
Ing otrer: Persons writing us an accurate description 
of their disease, and then sending for the garments 
advised by us, will ha.v their money refunded should 
the appliances fall to cure. Therefore It resolves 
ttsel! Into 

No ClJRE, NO PAY. 
To Mslst the working class, we supply them on 

payment of half the amount, and take the balance 
by eB.By monthly Instalments. 

Send for lllustrat ed pamphlet and information to 
the only omce where the inventor can be consulted. 

Address all communications to 

THE ANGLO-AMERICAN 
ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION, 

80 COURT STREET, BROOKLYN. 
W. WILBON, President. 

D. J, CoTTER, Secretary. 

(All checks, post-omce order, and drafts payable 
to the Anglo-American Electric Association.] 

CAUTION: 
Beware of cheap imitations of our goods. 

~lead your back copies of Tn TBUTR SnKll::a 
for the fast. four years, and aote our thou-
•~ds o $t•tolaonials, · · 

655 
-·~··--.,...ass~· ~ · -

THE EUREKA An important work by Qibbon, tlte hiatortar;. 

' 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING ~!~!,~!!~~!!~!~~~1~ 
Religion in "THE HISTORY oP THE DECLINE AND FALL 

CURES EVERY },ORM OF DISEASE 
WITHOUT M.EDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLL 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAU: 

GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all information by 
letter or In person free of charge. Send 

tor Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

LADIES' MAGNETIO JAU.KET. Prtce, $18. 
Cincinnati, Ohio . 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct in every particular, 

and that your allments can be eradicated Without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in 
One Week. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As 1 reel greatly in

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
flicted as I hav been that the etrect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis In my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
after wearing a ~ult of your :\lAG NETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com· 
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav suf
fered intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
beneftt, and if I improve as rapidly as I hav in the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those sutrerlng as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of etrectlng 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
etrect a cure in a case of Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same 
patient. we do not, !Ike the Old School Physician, 
change mediclns every day until, after dosing the 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (if he Is very skilful) that brings relief 
for the time being. 

N enralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Tln·ee Weeks. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
·DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one ot 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured or N euralgla of the Heart and 
Bide, which had been a source of misery to me for 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedle& 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly. With Un· 
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a. lad l 
who had been under drug treatment tor eight year• 
with nervous prostration and female weakness : 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; als< 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEnl 
ON. Am not joking, and if I improve as rapidly a> 
I hav since T·~esday, will soon be well. Will repor 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entirely cured In lea, 
than six weeks after putting on the garments, and 
although in bed, unable to get out, when applied 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles II 
two days after the application. The lady's nam• 
PAioll be had upon application at this oflice, by any 
one desiring to communicate with her. 

Lad tes, read the following testimony from a lady who had been autrerlng tor two years with an Ova.r 
ian Tnmo•, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chance• 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she is perfectly well, and has not taken a. dose OJ 
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your phvslclan tells you he can do nothinop 
for you; It will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de 

sire for food, and, In fact, began to tall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physician> 
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of Whom declared that I had an Ovarian 't umo•. 
and that the only thing that would B!l.ve my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to au 
operation, when my attention was called to the l<;ureka llla:::n~fic API>l•anc .. .o. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purPhRsed a suit o 1 

your appliances. From the very llrst I felt Invigorated, the tu
mor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became leBS from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was in my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bOwels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sutrerlng as Ihav, believing 

t they wm do all and moz·e than you claim for them. I remain, 
Gratefully yours, MBS. MAllY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the 
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, $ 6.00 
Gentlemen's,Belts - - 6.00 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, - 6.00 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5. 00 
Leg Belts, each, 4:.00 
Knee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 
Sleeping Caps, 4:.00 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's tests, 15.00 
Superfine Insoles, - - - 1. 00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return. the money 
if they are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best smt your case 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are otrered at less than one·thlrd of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we Will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever otrered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themaelvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised llve times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
In the market will attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retalnlng magnetism for a 
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material tor the purpose, and wm outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public, Every magnet is arranged in the garments upon 1cienti[u 
priJiciples, and not haphazard as in all the others. We otrer you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge compa.rlson with any ot the so-called magnetic garments now otrered under that head. At 
the. same time the application of labOr-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to otrer them at 
about 

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trlfte higher 
than ordinary clothing. 

R .. m .. Dlb.,r that we are otrerlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and U 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED 8T.A.'l'B8. LmERAL OOMMISSIONS ALLOWED 
Add,_ for tanller lllfOIIUUOD, Dl'. L. Tenney, 

116 BI08 .--. oor. ot et.t& liltnet. OllloliiJliiU, OI!Jo. 

OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE," and 

~ "\fl~DIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Esa. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck,. 
Milman, ''an English Churchman," and other scholars .. 

Handsome I2 rna, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.0C' 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

The La3aru"' of 
Constantine. 

" By t!tis si'gn tltot¥ 
&halt conquer I" 

This 'l'olumc contains Gibbon's Tlteologi'cal writings, scpa· 
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. It shows 
•wlten, •nJ/tere, and !tow Christianity originat.ed; who were its 
founders ; and what was the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. . 

Gibbon's Vindicati011.Dfthe 15th and 16th chapters ofh1s 
HiStory from theattacksofhis Christian opp.onen.ts, is re
printed verbatim from the original edition of Jus fi11st-·elfatu· 
ous Works edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796. It effectually 
and foreve; silenced his detractors ; who, being vanquished 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infid~li.ty! 

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the Ongw <if 
Christianity is reprinted from the valuable notes of DHAt-~ 
MrLMAN, WENCK, GurzoT, an ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, (t_he 
learned editor of BoHN's edition of Gibbou), and other emm· 
ent Christian historians. ,_ . 
--Amon~ the Illustrations wm be found representattons 
of the prmcipal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 

For Sale at Tile Truth Seekel' Office 
6n 15 

A~fe~~~#s~c~~~~~cd~~~ ~o~ies~a~~~~~t. 
as his practice will prove, 
Cu:r.es all forms of PRI
V l!tl'E, CHRONIC »ncl 
SEXUAL DISEASE:s, 

Spermatorrhmo. and Impotency. 
A• tbe result or selr-a.buse In youth, sexual exccsaes in mar
turer years, or other causes, and producing some or the rol· 
lowJog effects; Ner-vousness, Seminal Emissions, (night. 
emissions by dreams), Dimness or Sight, Defective Memory, 

~!~~fea;, ~~~fu~t~!mfr~d~:S,F~:~ !tSr:~~~l t~o~~~~t{o~ 
~dde~~.ga:::[t~~8u:~P~fn~ EX¥g>f{NAL 'i0I~Ptt 
OA r/10N in from 80 to 60 days. No medicine taken. 
It hu never been known to fall! 

Middle•Aged and Old Men. 
There are many &t the age or thirty to sixty ' 

who &re troubled with too frequent evacuations 
or the bladder, orten accompu.nied by a slight. .._ 
smarling or burning sensation, and a weaken-

~~~ ~~:~:rr~~~ 10: r::::.i~~~: fb!~~~~::; :.::t 
deposits a ropy or cotton·like eedlment, or 
•ornetimes small p&rtlclea of albumen will appear, or tbl 
color wtll be or a thin or mllklsb hue, again changing to 1 
dark and torpid &ppearance, which plainly showA that thl 
1ernen pasaes off with the urine. It Is the second etage c:4 
Seminal ~enkne11a, and ca.uses wasting or the system and 

~!eJ,:~r: ~~~~~::~:~pd~:r~fi~t;s df~~:l~; .~:o~:n~0!i 
the oau11e. Dr. Fellows' External Remedy will bring about • 
perfect cure in all such case11, and & healthy restoration of 
the genito-urinary organs. 

(l:J"Corsultatlons by Jetter tree and fnvUed. Oharge• 
reuonabi-a and correspondence strictly confldentlal. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Bent to any address, securely seated, for two three-(!ent 
1tomp8, treating on Spermatorrbooa or Seminal Weakneu, 

ro;~~g b~~t~:~~eie8iUJ!~f!i~. b;er:l~~e b1~ts~m~a~lte'a~0~ 
~h:Si::~n:1~~~si8B(!b;:i~,t;:. r~af4~ls:!tPt~/.~R.eR.bV. 
FELLOWS, VIneland, New .Jersey, and IJ&y in whaA 
,.aver you ow thl• advertisement. 

MANHOOD 

FIFTY YEARS' SUCCESS, 
SHAKER EYE .AND EAR B.A.LSA.M .. 

For all amlctlon.6ofthe above organs. 
Dlmne81l, Inflammation, Sort Cataract, and Roaring

etc., of the Ears. 
80 cents per bO:r.. 

Try Uti once, a.nd lind elltlre reJtet. 
'~ G, A. WIIAB. ~I! 1 
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IT Is the saddest aspect of modern civiliZation that 
gross dishonesty Is greatly on the increase, and that 
promotion to office Is a most prolific source of theft, 
and Is the channel In which It largely fattens at the 
public expense. All thls·ls becoming a grave ques
tion; how much has our system of theology to do 
with all this corruption and crime? How much is 
the faith which teaches the believer that he can se
cure a seat In heaven-not by his own merits and 
good deeds, but by the righteousness of another In
dividual-responsible for the code of morals that 
now rules the land? Is It calculated to Inaugurate 
and encourage honesty, to teach people that they 
can secure the most valuable riches, the highest de
gree of happiness of which the human mind Is ca
pable of conceiving, without any exertions of their 
own, but by the labors and sufferings of another?
D. M. Bennett. 

THE morality of Christianity has never opposetl 
the freedom of thought. It has never put, nor tend
ed to put, a chain on the human mind, nor a mana
cle on a human limb; but the doctrlns dlstlnctlvly 
Christian-the necessity of believing a certain thing; 
he Idea that eternal punishment awaited him who 
ailed to believe; the Idea that the Innocent can 
uffer for the guilty-these things hav opposed, and 
or a thousand years substantially destroyed, the 
reedom of the human mind. All religions hav, 

with ceremony, magic, and mystery, deformed, 
darkened, and corrupted the human soul. Around 
the sturdy oaks of moralltyhav grown and clung the 
parasitic, polfonous vines of the miraculous and 
monstrous.-Ingersoll. 

THEilE can be little doubt of the truth of the prop
osition of certain reformers, that If the care which 
Is given to the Improvement In the breed of horses 
and cattle, sheep, fowls, and dogs, were given to the 
Improvement of the human race, or ~;>Ven the Amer
can people, the millennium would not be so distant 
as, up to the latest ad vices, it appears to be. That 
children are the prod net of their ancestors, and 
mainly of their parents and grandfathers, Is now 
pretty generally held as an unquestionable scientific 
ruth; and If marriage were to be arranged as sci. 

entll!cally as Is the pairing of live stock by breeders, 
the bame development of fine strains [specimens?] 
of human beings as of thoroughbreds would un
doubtPdly be the reward of the trouble.-Det>·ott Free 
Press (Dec. 24, 1881). 

ONLY utility can afford us a sure basis, the reason
ableness of which will be accepted alike by thought
ful student and hard-headed artisan. Utllity ap
peals to all alike, and sets In action motlvs which 
are found equally In every human heart. Well shall 
It be for humanity that creeds and dogmas pass 
away, that superstition vanishes, and the clear light 
of freedom and science dawns on a regenerated 
earth-but well only If men draw tighter and closer 
the links of trustworthiness, of honor, and of truth. 
Equality before the Ia w is necessary and just; liberty 
Is the birthright of every man and woman; free In
dividual development will elevate and glorify the 
race. But little worth these priceless jewels, little 
worth Uberty and equality, wl th all their prom Is for 
mankind, little worth even wider happiness, If that 
happiness be selfish, If true fraternity, true broth
erhood, do not knit man to man and heart to heart 
In loyal service to the common need, and generous 
self-sacrifice to the common good.-Mrs. A. Besant's 
True Basis of Morality. 

THEN let us pray that come It may, 
As come It will for a' that; 

That sense and worth, o'er a' the earth, 
May bear the gree* and a' that; 

For a' that and a' that, 
It's coming yet for a' that; 

That man to man, the world o'er, 
Shall brithers be and a' that. 

[*victorious.) -Burns. 

I wANT no religion that depends upon what one 
man said, upon what one book holds. I wan~ there
ligion of all men, as far as I can know lt. Jesus was 
a good man; so was Epictetus, so was Socrates, so 
,re thousands good men to·day. The things that 

men and women do In the name of religion shame 
our human natm·e; the things that ministers say In 
the name of Christ shock our moral sense. We can
not enter a Christian church without a feeling of 
degradation. We hav a sensation of stooping In such 
a place. What Is called worship of God Is only silly 
adulation of a man. One would think there was no 
God, to hear Christians In their acts of praise. . . 
To speak of Jesus as a man Is considered blasphe
mous.-£. K. Washburn. 

BELOVED, believe not every spirit, but try the 
s plrl ts whether they be of God : because many false 
prophets are gone out Into the world.-1 John iv, 1. 

THE old-fashioned fishermen will tell you that It Is 
bad luck to meet one magpie, and good luck to meet 
two. The solitary magpie IS a bad omen, the pair of 
magpies a good omen. But a very little knowledge 
of natural history teaches us, first, that the lower 
animals can tell the approach of wet weather with 
greater accuracy than lies within the power of non
scientific man; second, that when rain Is threaten
Ing only one magpie wanders forth In search of food, 
whilst the other, naturally the female, stops at home 
to keep the young ones warm and dry. When, how
ever, a fine day Is to be expected, father and mother 
alike go out for a merry jaunt together In the sun
shlne.-Dr. Aveling on Superstition. 

"SPEAK to her kindly," said Miss Maylle to her 
companion, Mr. Brownlow. "Poor creature I" "Your 
haughty religious people," said Nancy, "would hav 
held their heads up to see me as I am to-night, and 
preached of !lames and ·vengeance I 0 dear lady, 
why ar'n't those who claim to be God's own folks as 
gentle and as kind :o us poor wretches as you, who, 
having youth and beauty and all that they hav lost, 
might be a little proud Instead of so much hum
bler?" " tl.h I" said the gentleman, a Turk turns his 
face, after washing It well, to the east when he says 
hls prayers; these good people, after giVIng their 
faces such a rub against the world as to take the 
smiles orr, turn with no less regularity to the dark
est "Ide of heaven. Between the Mussulman and 
the Pharisee, commend m& to the tl.rst."-Dickem'& 
Oli- Pwill1 

HARD to beat-=:-a china egg. 

WHEN uoes a tree feel contented? Wheh it's sappy, 

THE period of the l!y for the present season has 
about come to a full stop. 

''DRINKIN' whisky is like makin' money,'' says 
Uncle Mose. "Der more yer's got de more yer tlnks 
yer ken stan'." 

THE following Is extracted from a smart boy's 
composition on ''Babies:'' ''The mother's heart givs 
4th joy at the baby's 1st 2th." 

OF course clothes don't make the man, but turn 
him loose on the street without any and see It any
body will speak to him but a policeman. 

THE economical side of a woman's character shines 
forth with radiance when she succeeds In fastening 
an eighteen-Inch belt around a twenty-two Inch 
waist. 

THE only drawback which many a deserted hus
band finds to the felicity of having his Wife elope 
with another man Is that she did not take her moth
er with her. 

AN exchange tells of a young lady who, after a 
happy marriage of six months, on being asked If she 
was much troubled with cold feet, simpered, hesi
tatingly, and with simplicity replied, .'' Ye-yes, but 
they're not my own." 

THERE was once a school-teacher In Lynn, 
Who sat down on a bent rusty pynn; 

He quickly arothes 
With the pin In his clothes, 

While the scholars indulged In a grynn. 

"I WRITE this," said a man addressing a gentle. 
man who owed him money, "to Inform you that you 
are a liar." "Your postage stamp was wasted," the 
reply came, "as I knew that I was a liar before I 
had any business relations with you." 

THERE Is an old record in a South Carolina Baptist 
church which contains a note of the expulsion of a 
woman for" doing too much talking In the neigh
borhood." They evidently did not hav any sewing 
societies In those days, or the church would hav had 
no members. 

" FATHER," asked the young son of Deacon Squlbbs, 
"what Is the difference between a man that dyes 
wool on lambs and a religious editor?" "Well, now, 
really, my son," beaming benignly on his offspring. 
"I'm not prepared to state. What Is the difference?" 
"Why, pa, one is a lamb dyer, and the other is a-" 
"What? what? my son?" "Religious editor," con .. 
tinned the youth, rolling his tongue around in his 
cheek. 

A KAUGHTY Western paper Is supposed to hav writ
ten the following: Jim: John, who was the first per
son that ever swore? John: I don't know, Jim, who 
was. Jim: Our old Mother Eve. John: No I not 
Mother Eve; Impossible I Jim: Yes, Father Adam's 
wife. John: Wherebouts, and what for? Jim: You 
see her and Adam went Into a saloon In Chicago to 
get a drink, and old Adam got to feeling pretty good 
and he asked, "Eve, may I kiss you?" and Eve said, 
"I don't care Adam, If you do I" and then the patrol 
took them both off. 

A MINISTER while riding along a lonely road In 
Arkansas that glided under tall bushes and wound 
around rugged hills, approached a man standing at 
the gate of a rude house. The minister addressed a 
question to the man, but without replying, the latter 
turned toward the house, bowed to a woman who ap
peared In the doorway, and said: 

"Good mornin', madam; how's your health and 
the health of your family?" The woman did not 
reply, and the man continued: "Fine day, madam, 
only the sun's strikln' down mighty peart." 

Still the woman did not reply. 
"My friend," said the minister, "I am to preach 

at Harvey's Point, and I would like to know how to 
get there." 

"Don't you know?" asked the man. 
"No, sir; I do not." 
"Then how do you expect me to know more about 

your business than you do? Say, there, madam," 
turning to the woman, "I'd !Ike to come In and make 
myself at home. How's the prospects?" 

The woman made no reply, but, kicking a cat out 
of the way, and "shooing" a chicken that came up 
on the steps, she leaned against the door-facing and 
regarded the man with a lack of Interest that char
acteriZes the sweep of an eye over a barren waste. 

"The church Is sltuateu near here, Is It not?" 
asked the minister. 

"Yes, but It Is nearer to some places than It 1s to 
here. Say, madam, I am very glad to see you, an' 
I hope that our relations may be pleasant." 

The woman made no reply. 
"Which way must I go, as the roads hav been 

changed?" 
"Go down the creek. Compliments of the day, 

madam.'' 
" Will following the road down the creek take me 

there?" -
"I've dun told you, If you know better, go up the 

creek," and he smlled and bowed to the woman. 
"You seem to take great pleasure In being polite 

to the lady at the door. Who Is eh6 ?" 
"The boss." 
" The boss of what?" 
u The situation. She's my wife." 
"Why do you stand out there bowing to her?" 
"Mister, whar was you raised, anyhow? You don't 

know this country like I do. This mornln' I went 
outen this gate with a skillet follerln' me, an' I've 
got to do my courtln' over agln, or It ain't safe to 
hang around the house. I've got to win that woman 
afore the sun goes down or I'll sleep In the woods. I 
ain't got no time to talk about churches and things 
of the next world, for this world needs coolin' off at 
present. Arter I win this woman come around and 
I'll talk to you. How do you do, madam? Fine lot 
of chickens you've got. No, sir, my friend, I'v-e got 
a big job before me, an' I ain't got through. She's 
got a fiat-Iron back thar, an' she's apt to let drive at 
any minute. Go on away now, an' let me nia.ke the 
tight. I'm mighty perauadln.' in, )117' ~tut'', :Fine 
day, madam," 

To My Friends ~ 
~o God, no heaven, no hell, 
These book!! sound their death"kneli. 

"The Darwlns," paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents. 
H John's Way," 15 cents. "Clergyman's Victhns," 
25 cents. These three are Infidel romances. "Study· 
lng the Bible," 75 cents. "Godly Women," showing 
how the Bible degrades and· humiliates women; 
paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. "Private Physiology 
for Girls," worth $5 to any woman if she heeds 
health, $1. Photos, card, 15 cents; Imperial, 20 cents. 
"Crimes of Preachers," 25 cents. "Leaves of G1·ass," 
a splendid poem, Shaksperlan In style, full ot good 
Ideas, $2. "Infidel School Teacher," 25 cents. "Lit· 
tie Lessons for Children," 50 cents. 

DIANA. 
A Startling Book. Original In theory, unobjectiona

ble In language, scientific In treatment. None should 
marry without consulting" DIANA." Price, 25 cents. 
"Sexual Physiology for the Young," cloth, 50 cents. 
"Sciente in Story," a comic, amusing, scientific, and 
sensible story, cloth, Illustrated, $2. "Plain Home 
Talk," the cheapest book In the world, and full of 
hygienic Information, 1,000 Illustrations, $1.50. 
"Health Hints," 25 cents. These four are by Dr. E. 
B. Foote, of New York. "Bottom Facts of Spiritual
Ism," $1.50. "VIndication of Gibbon," a valuable 
work crowded with thought and truth, $2. Speci
mens of Herald .if Health, Health .Monthly, Herald of In
dustry, Alpha, THE TRUTH SEEKER, Iconoclast, Thinker, 
Queen Bee, Liberal, Investigator, Blade, and .Matrimonial 
Review, 6 cents each. "Six Tracts," 6 cents each. 
And any other Liberal book you may want, at pub-
lisher's price. Address, 

ELMINA D. BLENKER, 
4t40 Snowville, Pulaski Co., Va. 

Wanted. 
In a Liberal family or school a position as teacher 

of English branches and art or a good situation as 
housekeeper or governess, by a lady thirty-five years 
old, with experience as teacher and housekeeper, 
but who has now lost all her property through the 
kna-very of some very pious people. Best of refer
ence. Address, M. M., care of THE TRUTH SEEKEII. 

BIBLE SCIEt\ICE,-To organize and restore 
the Holy Commumism practiced by Christ and his 
af)ostles. Also to maintain the "Perfect Law of 
LibertY " by showing the difference between God's 
Righteousness and all other notions of right and 
wrong. This Is Masonic Christianity, and Intended 
only for zealous persons tired of talk and ready for 
business. Return papers, 10 cents. 

Address, "REWARD," 
5t37 710 Broadway, New York. 

THE RADICAL PULPIT. 
COmpriSing discourses of advanced thought by 

j), B, FBOTIDNGHAM and FELIX ADLEB 
two of America's clearest thinkers. 

Price. in cloth. 11 

KERSEY GRA YES'S WORKS. 
Sixteen Saviors or None. By KER

sEY GBAVEs author of the World's Sixteen 
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles, 
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents; 
cloth, $1. 

Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven 
Divine Revelations, containing a descrip
tion of twenty-seven bibles and an expo
sition of two thousand biblical errors in 
science, history, morals, religion, and 
general events. Also a delineation of the 
characters of the principal personages of 
the Christian Bible and an examination 
of their doctrines. Price, $2. 

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical 
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Do
mains. Price, 35 cents. 

The WorM's Sixteen Crucified Sav
iors; or, Christianity Before Christ. 
Containing new and startling revelations 
in religious history, which disclose the 
oriental origin of all the doctrins, princi
ples, precepts, and miracles of the Chris
tian New Testament, and furnishing a 
key for unlocking many of its sacred 
mysteries, besides comprising the history 
of sixteen oriental crucified gods. $2.00. 

A REMARKABLE BOOK! 
JUST PUBLISHED. 

BOTTOM FACTS 
CONCERNING 

SPIRITUALISM! 
The result of careful Investigations, covering a 

period of twenty-five years, by John W. Truesdell. 
A bold and utter revelation of the whole Inside his
tory of Spiritualism; Intensely Interesting, and most 
startling and revolutionary In Its character. Full of 
descriptlv Illustrations; beautifully bound. 

Copies of "Bottom Facts" will be sent by mall, 
postage free, to any address on receipt of tl.50. 

Address, 
JOHN W. TRlJESDELL, 

SOtf Syracuse, N, Y. 

LOUIS MASQUERIER'S 

SOCIOLOGY; 
OR, 

The Scientific and Liberty-giving Reconstruction 
of Society, Morality, Government, and 

Property into States, 'lownships, 
and Farmsteads. 

WITH AN APPENDIX 

ILLUSTRATED. 

Together with his Phonology, developing the Eng· 
llsh language, spelled according to the sound of the 
twelve vowels and modifying power of the twenty
two consonants, or the first time, so far as known, In 
literature. For sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER office, 
33 Clinton Place, New York city. Price, $1, 

Also, an English School Phonetic Spelling and Pro
nouncing Dictionary with definitions, In course ot 
publication. Price, same as above one. 

Also a new Science of Music in preparation. 
~Ice! ~ cente. i'Of 8ale at tbls otllce 

FREETH(H::tGR~ WORJrS, 
l?U:IlLISHED AT THE TBUTH SEEKER OFFICE. 

ResmTection of Jesus. Showing the 
contradictions and doubts in which the 
subject is involved. By W. S. BEI,L. Re· 
vised edition. 25 cents. 

Revelations of Antichrist. An ex
haustiv work proving conclusivly that no 
such person as Jesus Christ existed in the 
reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the 
son· of Mary, was stoned and hanged 
about a century before, and that his dis
ciples, Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the 
apostle Paul, both lived and died before 
the Christian era. 446 pages and full in
dex. Price, $2. 

The Anonymous Hypothesis of Cre
ation. A Brief Review of the so
called Mosaic Account. By JAMES F. 
FURNise. Cloth, 50 cents. 

The Brain and the Bible. By EDGAR 
C. BEALL. With a Preface by RoBEIIT G. 
INGERSOLL, who says of it· "This book, 
written by a brave and honest man, is 
filled with brave and honest thoughts. 
The arguments it presents cannot be an
swered by all the theologians in the 
world." Price reduced to $1. 

The Ct·eed of Christendom. Its 
foundation contrasted with its super
structure. By W. RATHBONE G:aEa. One 
of the clearest and ablest works ever 
written. $1.50. 

The Essence of Religion. From the 
German of L. FEUERBACH. Author of th 
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth, 
reduced to 50 cents. 

The Godly Women of the Bible. A 
History of all the women who figure in the 
Bible. Sharp and telling in style. Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely 
written Radical romance. By WM. Mc
Dlli"'NELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family 
Creeds, Day of R.est, etc. 500 pages. 
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25. 

The Holy Bible Abridged. Contain-
ing the choice passages and lovely mor
ceaus. particularly pleasing to COMSTOCK. 
16!) pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts. 

The Jamieson-Ditzler Debate. A 
nine-days' debate on God, the Bible, 
Christianity, and Liberalism. Between 
W. F. JAMIESON and Rev. JACOB DITzLEB, 
D.D. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 oents. 

The Legends of the Patriarchs. By 
S. BAlliNG-GouLD. $1.50. The Congrega
tionalist, in speaking of it, says: " There 
are few Bible readers who hav not at some 
time wished for just such a volume. It i!l 
a thoroughly interesting book, and will 
be seized with avidity by all students o~ 
the Bible. 

The Martyrdom of Man. Embracing 
the four divisions of Wttr, Religion, Lib
erty, and Intellect. A ':VOrk of rare merit, 
and written in a superior style. By WIN~ 
wooD READE. New edition. 544 pages. 
Price reduced from $3 to $1. 75. 

The Old Faith and the New. A Con· 
fession. By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAUss, 
author of the "New Life of Jesus," etc. 
Authorized translation from the sixth 
German edition. By MATHILDE BLIND. 
Two volumes in one. The translation 
revised and partly rewritten, and pre· 
coded by an American version of the au· 
thors "Prefatory Postscript." Strauss 
is too well known by the r_eaders of Amer· 
ica to require a single word to be said in 
his praise. Price, $1.50. 

rhe Outcast. A deep, :finely-written 
Rrtdical story. From the London edition. 
By \VrnwooD REaDE, author of "Martyr· 
dom of Man." 30 cents. 

The Pro and Con of Supernatural 
R~ligion. Both sides fairly· and 
ably presented. By E. E. GUILD, ex
Universalist clergyman. Paper, 30 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents. 

The Radical Pulpit. Comprising dis
courses of advanced thought. By 0. B. 
FROTHI~GHAM and FELIX ADLER, two of 
America's clearest thinkers. By 0. B. 
FRoTHINGHAM: The New Song of Christ· 
mas, The Departed YearsJ Life as a Test 
of Creed, Apocryphal Boo.Ks of the New 
Testament, The Sectarian Spirit, The 
American Gentleman, The Language of 
the Old Testament, The Dogma of Hell, 
The Value of the Higher Sentiments, The 
American Lady, The Consolations of Ra· 
tionalism. By FELIX ADLER: The Ethics 
of the Social Question, Emancipation, 
Lecture at the Second Anniversary of the 
Societv for Ethical Culture, Our Leaders, 
Ha v "\:v e Still a Religion? Conscience. 
Price, in cloth, $1. 

The Real Blasphemers. By Col. J. 
R. KELso, A.M. Price, 50 cents. 

Truth Seeker Collection of Forms, 
Hymns, mul Recitations.. Con· 
tainii~g forms for organizing societies, 
marriage, funeral services, naming of in
fants, obituary notices, epitaphs, etc. 
Also 525 Liberal and Spiritualistic hymni 
for public meetings, funeralil, socinl gath
erings, etc. To which are added beauU. 
tul recitations for various publio 00011,• 
~Qli.S, 550 pp, Oloth, 75 oent1, 
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"No intelligent person," says the Rev. 
Henry Ward Beecher, "l>elieves in a literal 
burning hell." 

THE word "obey" has been stricken from 
the marriage service by a Methodist congrega
tion in Canada. 

THE Minnesota Methodist Ministers' Con
ference, by a close vote, resolved that "the 
time has come for all friends of prohibition to 
cast their ballots for only such parties and 
candidates as are unequivocally committed to 
the utter extermination of the liquor traffic 
by the power of the law." 

AN Ottawa, Ont., congregation, which is 
half English and half French, recently had a 
quarrel as to which language should be 
preached in the church, but the English :fl.nal
ly conquered. During the fight one indig
nant member attempted to choke the sexton, 
but the interference of a friend prevented. 

WHEN Lord Coleridge returns to his nativ 
'eath and writes a book about America, we 
trust he will not say that Chicago is a larger 
state than Hoboken; that Louisville is an isth
mus that connects California and Hartford; 
that the Hudson river is a beautiful city; that 
the Alleghenies are 11 lovely archipelago, and 
that Idaho is the capital of Brooklyn.-Puck. 

THE Rev. M. H. Houghton denies that he 
has been asked to resign on account of his 
Rose Ambler sermon. To the New Haven 
Register's reporter he says that instead of be
ing asked to resign he has been engaged for 
another year. He adds that what he said 
about the Rose Ambler case was that Lewis 
might hav murdered the girl-not that he did 
murder her. 

Mil. IBVING, the English actor, has convert
ed a Presbyterian clergyman-that is, without 
any overtures, but merely by his acting, he 
brought a Rev. Mr. Kay, of Edinburgh, to de
clare to his congregation that Mr. Irving was 
"superb" and Miss Terry "divine," and gave 
a graphic account of an evening at the thea
ter, "one of the most delightful, instructiv, 
and interesting of his life." His congregation 
was shocked. Many wept for his digression. 

THE papers never cease to tell funny stories 
on the churches that secure musicians to en
tertain the congregations. The latest story 
comes from the East. A Baptist church se
cured a cornet player, and the minister told 
the man to play something appropriate while 
the baptismal service was being performed. 
Just as the good man led a convert down into 
the water the cornet struck up the old tune, 
"Pull for the Shore." The minister was so 
mad he was fairly wet. 

THE women's department in the Boston fair 
has created surprise among those who think 
that women cannot invent. Some of the con
trivances are ingenious. A California woman 
has devised a table bedstead. There are a 
double piano stool, 8 bridle rein, an im
proved chimney, a birch-bark lif«apreserver, 
a ventilating screen, life-size doll babies, car
pet stretchers, floor-cleaning dustpans, kid
ney cures, and stove dampers, a photograph 
album, 8 pan greaser, a lock against burglars, 
and an autumn leaf catcher for cisterns. 

A sTOBY is told by a Toledo West End 
preacher on a brother minister that will bear 
repeating. On Monday last a circus was in 
the city, and the ministerial curiosity was so 
awakened that an outside view of the stretch 
of canvas would not suffice. The minister 
had compunctions of conscience against the 
gratification of what he fancied might be a 
questionable desire. However, his liberality 
of belief would permit of the children going, 
and of thelr seeing all there was to be seen, 
provided they had some good-sized tnasculin 
protector with them. But unfortunately for 
him he had no children, and was therefore
to use an orthodox expression-" in a hole," 
Finally he hit upon a plan. He went to the 
other preacher and tried to borrow his five· 
year-old boy, as a companion to the circus, 
but it.wouldn't work, the preacher remarking; 

"I've waited a long time for my boy to get big 
enough to go to a circus, and now I want to 
use him myself." 

A OLEIIGYMAN had a favorit and very intelli
gent dog who committed a grievous fault·one 
Sunday morning. His master, on returning 
from church, " did not beat him, but took 
hold of him and talked to him most bitterly, 
most severely. He talked on and on for a 
long time in the same serious and reproachful 
strain," and the dog was so deeply impressed 
with his own total depravity that he refused 
all food, pined away, and died in the course 
of a day or two. This story is told in the 
Londo~~; Spectator by the reverend gentleman 
himself. It would look like a case for the So
ciety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. 

he sprang and made his escape. Before leav· 
ing, he said that he would be present at the 
afternoon service, but he failed to put in an 
appearance, and as he has not returned to the 
hamlet, fears are entertained that he lost 
his life in one of the bogs which are common 
to the woods surrounding the little hamlet. 

A NEw ENGLAND minister was detected in 
preaching the sermons of a New York divine, 
and as soo:c. as he became aware that his pla
giarism had been discovered he rPsigned. 
The church of course accepted his resignation 
and adopted resolutions saying that they re
gretted that "on account of failing health" he 
was obliged to giv up his charge. If such a 
step had been taken by other than a church 
society it might hav been considered rather 8 

bright piece of sarcasm, or by some as a false
hood, but as the church resolved that he was 
troubled with "failing health" he goes forth· 
an honest man. There is considerable differ
ence between tweedle de and tweedle dum, 
after all.-Peck'8 Sun. 

A GHASTLY burial ceremony that is practiced 
by the Mormons rivets the hold polygamy has 
on the Ruperstition of their women· Every 
wife that is buried has a black cloth laid on 
her face, and the Mormon women are taught 
to believ·e that on the resurrection day, when 
the righteous are called into the joys of their 
Lord, no hand but that of a husband can re
move the cloth, and that unless the cloth is 
lifted by his hand she must remain in outer 
darkness forever ! A woman who believes 
that-and the Mormon women believe it
can't help behaving herself, no matter how 
many wives her husband takes. She has to 
keep on the right side of the only man who 
can take off that cloth. 

THE Central Point church, in Pike county, 
Ga., developed a maniac by the name of Mc
Allister not long ago, whose opposition to the 
services· was so pronounced that the minister 
fled. He announced himself the defender of 
God against such dootrin as the dominie was 
preaching, by rising in his pew and shouting, 
"If you undertake to preach Christ and him 
crucified, I am here to make you prove your 
dootrin." He next interrupted the announce
ment and reading of the first hymn, and when 
two verses had been rendered became so ex
cited by the music that he jumped upon the 
seat and stood beating time for the congrega
tion with his arms and leading the anthem 
in a voice which resounded above all the oth
ers. After the usual prayer, the Rev. Mr. 
Jessup commenced his sermon, but he had 
scarcely uttered two sentences when McAllis
ter sprung into the pulpit, and, hurling the 
book on the floor, shouted, "If that is your doc
trin, sir, prove it before you go any further." 
On being asked to keep quiet, he said: "Oh, I 
can't be quiet. God hall sent me to do this, 
and I came prepared to sacrifice my life on 
his altar, to defend his teachings." As he 
said this he drew a keen-bladed knife and held 
it aloft over his head as he advanced on the 
minister, with his other hand outstretched 
toward the pastor's throat. The minister, 
realizing that his life was at stake, beat a 
rapid retreat toward the door, followed in a 
wild rush by most of the women in the 
church, and a majority of the men. The 
scene was exciting in the extreme. Many of 
the women added to the terror by frantic 
screaming, while two of them fell to the floor, 
near the door, in fainting fits. Some men in 
the crowd retained sufficient presence of mind 
to drag thPir limp forms out of the doorway 
onto the green sward beside the building. In 
the church, meanwhile, six men essayed to 
capture the maniac, but he, divining their in
tentions, kept them at bay with his knife un
til ha sained an open window, through which 

IT is a glad picnic party. The Sunday
school had gone out into the leafy forest. The 
dark object in the heavens, eight hundred 
miles wide and two thousand long, is a cloud. 
It got to the woods as soon as the picnic, and 
is there yet. Under the great oak you can see 
the dinner. The large winter-proof mound in 
the middle of the table sullenly laughing at 
the storm is a fruit cake. The teacher of the 
infant class made it herself for the little ones. 
But the storm saved them. See, the lightning 
struck the cake. It will never strike anything 
else. There stands the cake, with a dent, and 
under the table, shattered and blighted, lies 
the thunderbolt. Under the cedar-tree is a 
dying dog. He got in the way and the super
intendent felled him to the earth with one 
blow of a biscuit. The tall figure wrapped in 
the ghostly drapery of a water-soaked linen 
duster, leading the way to the oars, is the 
teacher of the young ladies' Bible class. His 
influence with that class is gone forever. The 
young ladies will never be able to look at him 
again without thinking how he looked on this 
occasion. Up in the hickory-tree you see a 
grief-stricken face peering down. It is the 
superintendent. He climbed up there to fix 
the swing, and before they could throw him 
the rope the storm came up and the picnic ad
journed ain~ die and sine mora. And he is 
waiting for the last straggler to disappear be
fore he comes dow.il. He has officiated at 
Sunday-school picnics often enough to know 
better than slide down a shellbark hickory 
tree before an audience. The man with an 
umbrella under his arm is the treasurer. He 
is getting drenched, but he does not raise his 
umbrella. He knows there is a name painted 
in the inside of it, but for the life of him he 
cannot remember whose name it is. He is 
watching his chance to giv his umbrella to a 
stranger.-Hawkeye. 

THE omission of an opening prayer by the 
New York Democratic Convention recently as
sembled at Buffalo is thus sensibly com
mented upon by the Detroit Evening News; 
"While people who care more for the outward 
form than for the inward spirit of religion 
may condemn the action of the New York 
Democrats in omitting the usual prayer with 
which political conventions are opened, the 
truly religious will commend it, and will be 
glad to see the Buffalo example followed by 
all political bodies. Prayer at political con
ventions and in legislativ bodies is pure and 
unadulterated phariseeism in those who de
mand it, and sacrilegious mockery in those 
who participate in it without desiring it. 
There are many broad views among average 
American politicians as to the purpose and ef
ficacy of prayer at any time; and it may be 
safely said that for the ostensible purposes 
for which it is offered in conventions and leg
islatures, 90 per cent of those in attendance 
do not believe in it at all. The clergyman who 
utters it, therefore, is a mere praying machine 
to the mass of his hearers, having as little 
meaning as the Chinese praying-wheel, and 
the ceremony is less dignified than the me
chanical exhortations of the latter, for there 
is lacking the sincerity which sets the wheel 
going. We were never more impressed with 
the farcical character of this perfunctory re
ligious travesty than in listening to the ven
erable bishop of lllinois open with prayer a 
Republican national convention which had 
just elected the Atheist Carl Schurz as its 
chairman. It is not a genuin spirit of piety 
that insists on such mockeries as this, but a 
hypocritical desire to simulate a piety which 
is not felt. If any member believes that he 
will the better perform his duties in the con
vention by the assistance of prayer, there is 
nothing to prevent him from performing his 
orisons in private. Honest people, whether 
they be religious or not, should unite to stop 
these public mockeries of reliiion." 

Jltws of tht lftth. 

PlioFESSOII WILLIA..M DENTON is dead. 

Mils. LANGTIIY has returned to America. 

FIVE inches of snow fell at Denver1 Col., one 
day last week. 

EABTHQUAKES were felt last Sunday in the 
city of Panama, C. A. · 

A PAPEII has just been started in lildia ta 
"boom" the Mohammedan religion. 

RowELL, the pedestrian, is to try his fol'• 
tune again upon the American sawdust track. 

THE President and all the members of his 
cabinet are in Washington for the first time in 
several months. 

THE Rev. Ernest Fitzroy, the rector of St. 
Jude's, Liverpool, was suspended the other 
day for three years for drunkenness. 

AN attempt was made to assassinate the 
president of San Domingo, Hayti, on the 13th 
inst. The president shot his assailant dead. 

TwENTY persons were arrested at Foxon1 
Conn., last Sunday, for Sabbath-breaking. 
Their crime consisted in carriage-riding on 
Sunday. · 

JuDGE HoADLY (Democrat) was elected gov• 
ernor of Ohio by a majority of about 15,000. 
Sherman (Republican) carried Iowa by a rna• 
jority of 12,000. 

THE State Baloonkeepers' Convention of 
Wisconsin last week resolved that drunken
ness is not due to the saloons, but to the lack 
of education in youth. 

M11s. ELLEN BEEKMAN, wife of a wealthy 
farmer of Altamont, W. Va., committed sui· 
oide on the lOth by taking blue vitriol. She 
was insane about religion. 

THE Bible and lamps were stolen from the 
Presbyterian church at Greenville, Texas, the 
other day, and pawned upon an inexperienced 
bartender for half a pint of liquor. 

THE Episcopal Convention at Philadelphia 
fixed upon the 6th of August for the Feast of 
the Transfiguration. The Fourth of July 
might not hav been inappropriate. 

A NUN recently attempted to escape from a 
convent at Medellin, near Panama, in Central 
America, at the termin1ition of a convent 
mass. She was captured and forced to return, 
complaining bitterly of her treatment. 

JoHN SwiNToN, for many years an editorial 
writer on the New York Sun, has commenced 
a weekly publication under the name of John 
Swinton's Paper. It will advocate the Social 
is tic methods of reform in government. 

HENIIY BEHAN, of Syracuse, N. Y., better 
known as "Dutch Hank," a profes .. ional 
gambler, died recently, leaving behind him a 
fortune estimated at from $100,000 to $200,000, 
the accumulation of his thirty years of ras• 
oality. 

THE American Woman Suffrage Association, 
which has held a two days' session at the 
Brooklyn Academy of Music, resolved to peti• 
tion state legislatures for woman suffrage by 
statute, and to ask Congress for a oonstitu• 
tiona! amendment. 

A CATHOLIO congress opened at Naples, It. 
sly, on the 12th. A letter from Duke Salviati 
was read, declaring that 60,000 members of 
the Catholic church were organized and ready 
to strike a determined blow for the restoration 
of the temporal power of the pope. 

THE Rev. Dr. John R. Fisher, of Jersey 
City, N. J., is on strike. His church notified 
him that owing t& its straitened circumstances 
his wages would be reduced from $2,500 to a. 
smaller sum. He announces that he will re
sign if the reduction is not reconsidered. 

THE workmen employed on building a new
Protestant church at Neuwied, on the Rhine, 
struck work in consequence of their being 
forbidden to drink either wine or beer during 
their hours of labor. They find liquor as nec
essary to construction as it is for communion. 
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Qkomtnttnicafions. 

Who Is IU 
"I hav found out who is at the other end of the wires."

TRUTH SEEKER, Aug. 11th, p. 449. 
Hav you indeed, my fri~nd ? If so, then you hav 

"found out" a factor, in modern mediumism, in 
advance of any discovery ever yet made by the 
entire scientific world. Science, you know, is abso
lutely supreme, in its authority over humanity, in 
matters of fact and belief. It admits of no theory 
not proved by experiment. A method I long ago 
adopted, and the results of my experiments, I will 
now submit to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
Sixty years I hav waited at those "wires" leading 
into the unknown, and my own "tests,'' amounting 
perhaps to thoueands, prove, beyond all doubt, that 
an invisible witness cannot be cross-examined. A 
criminal that is out of sight cannot be apprehended. 

How can a c11lprit be punished, when you cannot 
find him in this world? There are invisibles talked 
of by Christians and Spiritualists. 

At the other end of the Christian " wires," there 
are three persons, seen by faith, in one god
head ; and that old brass devil makes four. And 
who is that person they call God that fills un
bounded space? . Who was that nondescript person 
that overshadowed 1\'Iary? (Luke i, 35.) As to our 
friends, the Spiritualists, all the dead are at the other 
end of their wires. These wires reveal to the light 
of day the secrets always and forever hid beneath 
the eternal seal of death. Whatever may be at the 
other end of these wires, we hav no faculty for 
knowing. We do not know whether any invisibility 
is male, female, or neither; whether it is he, she, or 
it; all we know is that no nondescript invisibility 
from heaven or hell belongs to this world or has 
any business here. And if they are from above, 
they beUer go back to their bliss, and stay there. 
Or if they report themselvs from the Christians' 
hell, I do not comprehend how they could get 
out of that hot prison so far down below. \V e 
hav been told of a small number of these invisibles 
of olden time that haunted houses and frightened 
the families. But the conclusion is reasonable that 
they had no knowledge of humanity, and in their 
ignorance they blundered against our planet. 
Hence they always caused a deal of fear and 
trouble. And now it seems manifest, both from the 
beginning and history of the modern houses 
haunted, that no invisibles, outside of our earth, 
hav any external senses, like ours, for a knowledge 
of our world. Hence these mediumistic wires, for 
communicating knowledge back and forth to both 
worlds, each of which is unknown to the other. 
Such is the use of telegraphic wires, to giv and to 
receive information. 

Nature's Order.-This order, we find, has put an 
adamantine wall between the external and the 
spiritual. This is so absolute, so deep, so broad, 
and so high, that it cannot be scaled by gods 
or ghosts; and it has always vetoed, first, last, 
and forever, all and any attempts at placing wires 
between these two spheres, the external and the 
Spiritual. The two are so very wide apart that 
each is by the other utterly unknown. So it is in 
nature's order. So it was, and so it will always be. 

Hence the futil attempts to penetrate or to mount 
this wall in witchcraft or Christianity, which hav so 
signally failed. The " wires" laid in the Christian 
scriptures extend no farther than the brains of the 
prophets and apostles who wrote them. Nothing is 
known, nothing whatever is or has been known, of 
any invisible personality, since that old barbarian 
book was called revelation. There is no royal road 
for evading nature's order and laws. The silence 
imposed by death upon human life is eternal. More
over, the direct catastrophe befell the Christian God 
and the race when he laid the first wire for evading 
this law. His boiler burst, his mystic craft was 
wrecked, and nearly the whole world was downed in 
Noah's flood that never was known onlv in Christian 
lore. And everybody, and his wife, know how like 
devils the Christians hav disputed and quarreled with 
one another, and put one another to death, until the 
number they hav hung and burnt at the stake has 
exceeded ten millions of men, women, and children. 
Indeed, nothing has so much cursed the human race, 
and so kept it from its instinctiv and progressiv 
growth, as Bible visions and revelations in a state of 
trance (2 Cor. xii, 1). 

Modern Mysticism.-Human credulity is the "hole 
of the pit whence it was digged." Its dozen factors 
are unknown; but I will speak only of what I hav 
myself seen and heard. J. J. Hutchinson (the vo
calist) had buried his brother Benjamin, and when 
told that he might be magnetized and entranced by 
the spirit of that brother, he became perfectly be
witched with that idea; and, from that hour, he re
mained insane for a number of years, until he finally 
hung himself upon High Rock, in Lynn, Mass. He 
was the first one magnetized by spirits. Many more, 
since 1850, hav followed in the same track, and ended 
their own lives by suicide, in m·der to gain admit
tance to the "summer-land." 

A medium in Boston has advertised "communi
cations from the twelve apostles," and "from the 
heavenly parent;'' and besides these, has adopted 
the names of the living, and made messages from 
them, when the medium supposed they were dead; 
thus showing that they adopt any names to suit the 
parties. And it has been characteristic of this mys
tic rap that from the first until now it indorses and 
adopts the religion of the families where the condi
tions are favorable. I hav a pamphlet, the gift of the 
medium, Mrs. Benedict, of Auburn, N. Y., through 
whom twelve Millerites had the raps, fully confirming 
the Second Advent notions as to hell and the resur
rection of the dead. It was printed in 1850, and 
those deluded Christians believed themselvs highly 
favored. When it is in a popish family, it favors the 
Roman sect. When in a Protestant Episcopal family, 
that view of things is favored, and so of the Metho
Jists and all phases of human belief. I refer to the 
Wesley family in Hepworth, England, in which these 
mystical phenomena were continued for thirty years, 
during which there was no idea of spirits. And it is 
easy to see how it has been that this modern move
ment, like a l\fethodist revival, has been carried on, 
as it begun, by human suggestion and human wires. 
What are miscalled tests are confined to a very small 
number of the mediums. The reason for this is 
that the tests, .so-called, depend wholly upon the 
favorable conditions as always necessary for the man
ifestations of clairvoyance. Whether t.his is in the 
medium or in the spirit is unknown, or in the wires; 
it is all the same. But all that comes through these 
wires comes by human suggestion. You must go to 
a medium, no matter how deeply you suffer, or how 
earnestly you call for a l9ved one who has died. No 
answer comes to you without the wires. And if you 
get an answer, you are deceived by it, as all the so
called tests, as to names, dates, and locality, prove 
nothing as to personal identity, as they depend upon 
clairvoyai'Ce. The spirits hav admitted this fact to 
me, and I hav proved it by experiment over and over 
again. The fraud is manifest from the fact that a 
medium has to be employed at all. Were the testify
ing invisible the person it pretends to be, no medium 
would be necessary. 

Unsolved Problems.-If Mr. Bruce does really know 
who is at the other end of his wires, surely he ought 
to inform the human race why the angels waited a 
hundred thousand years before making known to us 
the summer-land. 

And I put this question to him squarely, or to 
anyone else that thinks he can solVe this problem. 
And the same objection lies against Christianity. 
What was its God doing during the past eternity of 
years-which is just as long as the eternity is to 
come? Nor is it of any use to ask any theologian to 
solve this problem. Nor need I here and now ask 
my good friend, Mr. D. Bruce, to inform me as to 
how much he thinks we may hope to be benefited by 
revelations and messages from gods and ghosts, who 
know nothing of us except what they may chance to 
learn at the other end of these wires. 

Alas for our humanity, that we hav become so ac
customed to consider an absolute success! a magnifi
cent triumph, without a god or a ghost; persistently 
progressiv in spite of Christianity-in spite of all 
priests and all forms of mysticism. 

My Own Observations.-My experience in the trances 
and the revival phenomena in Methodism, and my 
larger experience in my scientific lectures, extend 
throughout the country. And then I heard the first 
raps in the Fox family, and from that day to this I 
hav never ceased my investigations. I never ignored 
the phenomena. There were four mediums among 
my relativs, one of them being the pioneer medium 
in Boston and the New England states I issued the 
first Spiritualistic paper, and gave the first lectures 
upon this subject, not only in Boston, but in New 
York, Providence, R. I., Bangor, Me., Utica, N. Y., 
and other cities. And I am sme that I hav been at 
all the pains, and the expense, that should entitle me 
to hav found out who is at the other end of the wires, 
if that discovery had been indeed possible for anyone 
to make. Nor do I at all regret that I hav been de
ceived by either Methodism or modern mysticism. 
The discovery of the truth is my reward. Now I 
could not be a working Spiritualist or a theoretical 
Christian. I cannot build theories as to any invisi
bilities or mystical phenomena. With me science is 
supreme in its authority. Christianity is another 
word for witchcraft. It is all fraud. And all the 
tests in Spiritualism are fraudulent, while they are so 
mystified and out of sight that the temptation to de
ceive is afforded. And then again, when the mind is 
oppressed with grief for dead friends, it is not in a 
condition to weigh the plainest evidences of decep· 
tion. The wires-yes, these very wires-are proof 
of deception. . 

did make the raps, papa, but often when they hav 
failed to come freely, I hav felt as if I wanted to make 
them. In Philallelphia, at a sitting, I saw a test 
medium make all the raps herself, and she gave the 
correct answers to all the questions. One of the Fox 
girls was detected in making the raps. And how 
many times has Zoellner's medium, Mr. Slade, been 
detected ? The late Mrs. M. M. Hardy, for a time 
the most popular test medium ever known in the 
Athens of America, was detected in fraud. She made 
the phenomena that she attributed to the "wires." 
How can it be possible for any mind to maintain its 
honesty when it is under the control of a deceptiv 
influence? Mediumship itself is an abnormal condi
tion. When carried on as a business, it must result 
in mental loss. From the first of this movement I 
hav had mediums call on me to be relieved (to hav 
"the devil cast out") of the bamboozlement in 
which the "wires" had involved them. Nor is there 
any consideration, outside of mysticism, that could 
justify any one thus to yield up their selfhood, self
control, and character to the dominion of an idea, 
true or false, of any one dead. The idea is perfectly 
absurd. 

As to the real character of any ghost we know 
nothing. 

Cnntroled by Faith.-No theologian can prove that 
his entire Bible was not inspired by the devil. And 
Christians try to make out that their devil inspires 
modern mediums. And both Christians and Spirit
ualists shrink from the discussion of these problems 
as to personal identity. The raps cease if you look 
at the table leg on which they are made. Go to any 
revival meeting, and it will stop if you criticise it. 
Were the tests what they are estimated for, Spirit
ualism would hav shaken this planet from pole to 
pole in a year. It has had terrible pull-backs, and 
still it has done all in its power to provoke a battle 
with the church. It evidently stands in its own 
light in indorsing Christianity as it has done, and in 
ignoring miracles. Albeit, those at the other end of 
"the wires" cannot explain how the rap is made. 

If I were only sure that these invisibles ever inhab
ited a human body, as I do now, then I should feel 
equally sure that they entered that world without 
any memory of the past, similarly as we were born 
into this world. The answer is the same to both 
these questions: 

Birth, and what then? Death, and what then? We 
do not know" what then." Were it essential for us 
to know, that knowledge would come to us, as the 
air, and the water, and our food come. After being 
born here, we find out by learning what we most 
need. We hav to learn all we know. And, sooner 
or later, we discover what to us is of far greatet im
portance than any discovery that Mr. Bruce can hav 
made, and it is this, namely, that it is from within 
that we grow. From within we find all physical and 
mental wounds are healed. Even those wounds in
flicted upon human ignorance by Christianity-even 
these our humanity heals. And it is a ground .for 
hope, that the mind grows after the body has cease~ 
its growth, at about twenty-one years. In nature s 
order human life consists, not only of growth and de
cay, but also of learning anew, and forgetting even 
till it may be said that we hav forgotten more than 
we now know. And who shall fix a limit to our for
getting, and learning more of the new ? If we liv 
after death, that life must be all new. New instincts, 
new relations, new loves, new aspirations, new hopes, 
and new sources of joy. No disappointments, no 
surprises, no more than when we found ourselvs hav· 
ing been born into this world. We brought no mem
ory of the past with us. And, if we enter upon a 
new existence after leaving this life, it is all new. 
We shall hav done with this life forever. 

Mental Deterioration.-And here I refer to the in
jury of the human mind by mediumship. Cert.ainly 
the mind is injured when it becomes incapacitated 
for self-control. Mediumship, per se, is objectionable 
because it annihilates selfhood. How can the mind 
maintain its integrity that is constantly under a de
ceptiv influence? A young lady, considered one of 
the best test mediums, said to her father, "I never 

Knownothings.-I here giv one case, as illustrativ 
of the whole. It occurred in this town, and I know 
the parties. They were both of them mediums, and 
the particulars at the time were well known here, 
and they excited a good deal of comment. Mr. J. J. 
G. was unmarried, a farmer, and was worth nearly 
half a million of dollafs. He had many good quali
ties as a man and a brother. He was taken sick, and 
Mrs. R. (wife of Dr. R., both of whom were Spiritual
ists) went to Mr. G.'s house to nurse him. But she 
never returned to her own home, with her husband, 
Dr. R. She remained with Mr. G. till he recovered, 
when they were said to hav been married. And she 
remained there till Mr. G. died. I was at his fune
ral, and state only what I know. Mrs. R. had long 
been known as a test medium. And immediately on 
Mr. G.'s death she called the spirit of the dead man 
to know if he had made his will. The answer from 
" the other end of the wires" was that he had made 
his will. Then she begged again and again ~o know 
where he had left it, and the names of the witnesses. 
But on this part of the subject the spirit of J. J. G. 
was an utter knownothing. Whereupon two other 
mediums were summoned to the house, before the 
funeral, to see if the conditions wouldn't be favorable 
for obtaining from the dead man some knowledge of 
that will, as without it Mrs. R. was likely to be turned 
out of doors by the heirs-as, indeed, she was ousted 
shortly afterwards. And this is only one case, in a 
dozen just like it, that I ~auld giv if necessary. 
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" The Other End qf the Wires."-The most strange Spiritualism as a Science. 
in all the marvelous phenomena ever reported oc-
curred at the house of a Presbyterian clergyman, the Spiritualism is a science. As such it has been 
Rev. Dr. Phelts, Stratford, Conn., in 1850. With Dr. demonstrated by as able scientists as ever lived. As 

such it is an established fact. It is here and has Phelps I had ad a previous acquaintance, when he 
was settled in Philadelphia. He was in 1841 a come to sta:y. It is based on phenomena, the exist-
correspondent of the Magnet, a scientific monthly I ence of whiCh even those who are most bitter in 
was then publishing in New York, devoted toPsy- denouncing dare not deny. All scientific facts are 
chology. And it was on this account that he ex- involved in more or less of mystery. The laws that 

d t d al · · h · underlie the assimilation of our food, the circulation 
tende 0 me a cor i mvitatwn to visit 18 family, of the blood, the growth of a blade of grass or the 
and witness the strange phenomena occurring there; tinting of the rose, are mysteries as much 'as those 
all from the other end of these wires, and done by b h h h 
Samba, Sam Slick, and that old brass devil. I hav y w ic t e spiritual manifestations are produced, 
papers now before me that fell from the air, Wiitten and by which our spirit friends prove to us their 
upon and signed by these names. Would Mr. Bruce identity. All facts hav a place somewhere in the 
say that he knows who these personages are? realms of science. In times past phenomena not at 

all understood were charged up to God; to-day it is 
As I entered the door of Dr. Phelps' house, a fraud or the devil. No phenomena but should 

homeopathic medicin box was thrown apparently at receive fair and thorough investigation. Every mftn 
my head. It hit the door, and broke into pieces. but one in England derided Franklin when he 
And as the doctor conducted me to my room, a chair proved the identity of electricity and lightning. 
was dashed against my door, and one of the windows They had learned to regard thunder and lightning 
near ·was smashed out from the inside. Dr. Phelps as a direct manifestation of the Almighty, and they 
.told me that four times his house had been set on indignantly repudiated Franklin's discovery as a 
fire. And at one time Mr Beach, of the New York sacrilegious insult to their God. Thus has it always 
Sun, was in a position where he saw the match been. Both Christians and Materialists admit the 
removed from the shelf by invisible fingers. He facts of the spiritual phenomena, but deny the cause, 
saw it ignited, and pass to the bed clothes, on and together, by like methods, they make war on the 
which the little . boy was asleep, and the sheets same. Christians declare it the devil, evil spirits, 
were instantly in a blaze. Once, while his daughter fraud, or imagination. Materialists, more unreason
was indisposed in bed, and he noticed that she able still, declare it not worthy of investigation, all 
had turned black in the face, and seemed choking fraud, or, the imagination. They say, "Death ends 
to death on rushing to her relief, he found her all; therefore, it can't be spirits." Admit that a 
neck, embedded by a cord so deep that it could not single rap was ever produced, or a single communi
be seen, and as he got at it, it proved to be the cation given by spirits, and their entire scheme is 
india-rubber band, taken from a glove, and tied so forever exploded, their craft hopelessly engulfed. 
tightly around her neck that the knot in it could not Oracles hav had their day. The people will no 
be seen. The doctor informed me that his company, longer receive in stupid silence their ipse dixit, "It 
and the damages done to his house, had cost him is so because we say it is so." The people are 
five hundred dollars. When he had bought a box determined to find out for themselvs the cause 
of glass to reset his windows, he put it in his shed, of every effect. They are getting out of the old ruts, 
and when he and his wife went to take the glass out hav thrown aside their prejudices, are investigating 
of the box, every pane of it was broken instantly as all phenomena, and proclaiming their discoveries 
they removed it from the box and laid it down. truthfully, even though sneers and persecutions 

As we sat d0wn to breakfast, the table was jostled meet them at every step. Let error be persecuted 
so as to upset our coffee-cups. Dr. Phelps asked the by the same vindictiv methods that truth is and 
other end of the wires, "Who did that?" when the always has been, and how quickly would the world 
answer came back, "Dr. Sunderland did that." change to a pandemonium of blood and carnage. 
Whereupon· I asked the angels what kind of a The representativs of science never sneer or parse
locality they were in. They answered, "We are in cute, only in proportion to the amount of prejudice 
hell, where you and Phelps ought to be." Then they still retain. They are content, knowing that 
I asked if I could do them any favor. And the truth will be victorious in the end. The world 
answer came back, "Yes; giv us a glass of fresh is carrying a fearful load of prejudice and bigotry. 
gin." When Dr. Phelps was about to say grace It is the work of science to eliminate all this. Every 
at the table, twelve silver forks were instantly bent true scientist begins by eliminating the prejudices 
up double ; and before the family were seated the that exist in his own mind. He must do this before 
forks were all bent back again, but an indentation was he is competent to aid others. Prejudice is far 
afterwards noticed in each of them. The doctor worse than ignorance. The ignorant are willing to 
had long been accustomed to having all his family of learn, the prejudiced not only refuse, but declare 
a dozen or so read each of them in a Bible. But, war. The world is rapidly learning to profit by the 
one morning, not one of his Bibles could be found, lessons of the past. The time has gone by when 
and as they got upon their knees for prayers, all people can be maJe to kneel and deny the truth. It 
those Bibles came tumbling down the chimney into is far nobler to be a martyr to the truth than a slave 
the room where they had gathered. to prejudice. Arguing against the unreasonable 

The doctor had a middle chamber without win- assumptions, denunciations, and ridicule of religious 
dows or furniture. It was locked, with the key in fanatics, or Materialistic oracles, is but "casting 
his pocket. One day there were strange noises· in pearls before swine." 
that room, and on going up to see what was going "A man convinced against his will 
on, they found twelve effigies made of the family's Is of the same opinion still." 
garments, each kneeling before a chair, with a Bible 
in hand While I would treat friend Winter with perfect re-

spect, and regard him as a kind-hearted, good old 
Dr. Phelps made a number of attempts to write man, perfectly honest and sincere, whose life is above 

an account of these disturbances, for publication, all reproach, yet I feel certain no amount of argument 
but in vain. His manuscripts were always missing, or evidence would induce him to abandon the child he 
and at times they were removed while he was has nursed so faithfully and tenderly through all these 
writing them and torn up before his eyes. At other years. For one, I am in favor of allowing friends 
times, he was told to take up the carpets, when he Winter and Sunderland to dwell in peace in the mag· 
found his papers beneath them. nificent Materialistic structures they imagin they hav 

The Best rf Us Deceived.-The Fox family were reared, until they can receive our friendly calls in 
deceived when they told me that if any raps should somewhat, at least, the same friendly spirit we make 
be made for me, the message would be from some of them. The only argument or reply we can consist
my dead relative. And so all test mediums affirm ently make to those who call us "fools and frauds" 
of themselvs. But they are deceived; they take is, Prove it, my friend. Saying so don't make it so. 
many things for granted of which there is no proof; So long as progressiv, reasoning people think other
thus: that when our friends die, they carry with wise, we can afford to suffer and labor in silence. A 
them their past social relations. As if death was heavy wind makes shallow water more turbid. A 
not an absolute separater in all respects from this tranquil atmosphere, with plenty of sunshine, builds, 
world. And does not every widow and widower that while whirlwinds destroy. I hav long sinqe ceased to 
marries the second time confirm my idea as to talk about Spiritualism as a possible contingency. 
an eternal separation by death. That other state Millions, many the ablest and best of the race, accept 
(supposing there may be one) is so unlike this it precisely as they do astronomy, geology, or evolu
life that we have no capacity for any idea as tion. Argument to the contrary, or in any sense, is 
to its locality, its nature, or its duration. An infant good only whim it is received and weighed for what 
has as much memory of the sphere out of which it it is worth. Our Spiritualistic friends who hav 
has just been born as anyone dead can hav of this labored so industriously to convince friend'! Winter 
world. No matter, therefore, to what world these and Sunderland do not seem to be making much 
modern ghosts may belong, it is sufficient for us headway, and I would call a friendly halt to all 
to know that they do not belong to this world. further efforts to that end. Let us giv our combativ 
They are as ignorant of us as we are of them. friends a rest, and direct our efforts to giving dem-

justice to be done. If Spiritualism is a truth, then in 
some way it will help to elevate mankind, and not be 
a stumbling-block except as it is misunderstood and 
misapplied. As I understand it, it will do more to 
dissipate the black clouds of superstition, and to lib
erate and ennoble the race, than any other truth that 
has ever been discovered. By the phenomena of 
Spiritualism we prove that the universe is dual-the 
visible and invisible-the ponderable and imponder
able, the external and internal, the passiv and activ, 
the negativ and positiv, the physical and spiritual, 
and thus all together is material substance, that mat
ter, either physical or spiritual, is progressiv and in
destructible, that all individualized existences are 
alike indestructible and continuous, that there never 
was and never will be anything but what is made of 
something, that outside of the universe of matter 
there are no gods, devils, heavens, or hells; that mat
ter is omnipresent, omnipotent, and omniscient, and 
therefore infinit, and the only god. We prove that 
our friends stillliv whom we once called dead. They 
prove their identity by what they know, precisely as 
our friends here do after long years of separation. 
The physical rapidly changes. The old man does 
not in the slightest degree resemble the little boy we 
once knew, and it is only by testing his knowledge 
that it is possible for him to prove his identity. Just 
so with our spirit friends. This shell or house of 
flesh is not the individual. They are spirits here the 
same as after death, only the conditions hav changed. 
Death bas liberated them. They hav moveli "out of 
the old house into the new." The acting positiv has 
severed all connection with and discarded the pas
siv worn-out old body, which quickly disintegrates 
and "returns to its nativ dust." Living, as we do, in 
physical life, it would be abstlrd to expect a spirit to 
manifest · itself to us except by physical agencies. 
Having only sensation through which we receive 
proofs, how can spirits, either in the flesh or out, 
manifest themselvs to us except by and through that 
which appeals to sensation. Speaking, walking, and 
talking, with me, are really spiritual manifestations. 
Our own spirits communicate with each other by 
means of our physical organs. Our spirit friends, 
having no physical bodies of flesh and blood like 
ours, are compelled to borrow means adapted to the 
end; therefore mediumship. They do not of them
selva possess the wherewith to appeal to physical 
sensation. Many times spiritually they are able to 
impress their thoughts upon our spirits, or minds, 
and this is spirit communication and inspiration. 
Happy indeed are they who are thus gifted. lHany 
are so positiv and repellant that, spiritually, their own 
minds, and the universe, too, are absolute blanks. 
Their spirit friends are actually repellant. They can 
not approach them, much less commune with their 
spirits. · 

Such are our radical Materialistic friends and al
lies. They may be happy, but certainly their happi
ness is not such as I covet. In this I certainly say, 
" I am thankful I am not as others are." Spirits liv 
in, and are adapted to, the real, living, activ world 
of causes; we, in and to the world of effects. When 
people die they simply move from the world of ef
fects into the world of causes. 

The two are most intimately associated. Between 
the two people hav always supposed there was an 
impenetrable veil, an eternal barrier, except by mi
raculous intervention, but Spiritualism has torn them 
aside, dispelled the illusion, and millions in both 
worlds rejoice. Physically we can never cross the 
line, but spiritually, in trance, dreams, or clairvoy
ance, we often go where the physical cannot follow. 
Spirits, as such, cannot recross the line into physical 
life, except by physical agencies. Therefore, :vhen 
physical bodies are moved by some power mamfest
ing intelligence outside of and independent of all 
known physical conditions, we can be assured, espe
cially when that intelligence can be identified, that 
some friend in spirit life would communicate with us. 
The effect cannot control the cause, any more than 
the engin does the engineer, but the reverse is always 
true. 

The spirit being the cause, acting in the world of 
causes, being the controling power, can operate in 
the world of effects at will, under proper conditions, 
and with proper means, while the physical, in effect, 
is powerless to reciprocate. Magnetism, or electric
ity, is the connecting link between cause and e.ffect 
throughout all nature. It is the lever by which the 
universe is moved. Every living thing owes its ex
istence as such to this subtle, universal, and all pow
erful agent. Sever the magnetic cord, and life at 
once goes out. Storms, earthquakes, and nearly afi 
operations in nature are caused by it. By it our 
spirit friends transmit to us their messages of love 
and admonition. As well dispute the messages that 
come to us over the electric wires, as those we receive 
from our spirit friends. 

Of course there are frauds and shameless pretend
ers. I hav witnessed, again and again, what I knew 
was fraud, but this did not prove the genuin false. 
A man would be worse than idiotic who would refuse 
all money because he had found one, two, or even 

And now, thanks to THE T.auTH SEEKER, free and onstrated facts, and showing what Spiritualism is 
independent, that allows me to discuss in its good for, remembering that future generations will 
columns problems that are forbidden by the pulpit regltrd us, who are in error, exactly as we do those 
I once occupied. These questions reach even into who hav been in error in the past. Knowing that we 
humanity's lap, in which all of us, saints and sinners, are right, that our knowledge is based on incontro-
shall find our rest at last. LABoY SUNDERLAND. vertible facts, such as all may hav who will investi- half p, dozen bad bills. E. A. CHAl'MAN. 

LoWell, Mich. Quincy, Mass., Sept. 3, N.E. 108. gate without prejudice, we can afford to wait for 
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Editorial Notes. 
AN English Congregational minister proposes the abolition 

of sermons in the interest of religion. Wise man I 

education was productiv of crime. The Herald points out 
that "the Education Act of Victoria, which is so much 
abused, and against which the Rev. Mr. Steel brings such 
serious charges, was passed in 1872 and came into operation 
on January 1, 1873. It provides for strictly secular educa
tion. We will consider some statistics relating to crime be.
fore and after that date. In 1870 the estimated population of 
Victoria was 713,195. In that year the total number of ar
rests for all offenses was 23,790, which is at the rate of 33.356 
per 1,000 of the population. In 1880 the population was 
850,343, and the total number or arrests 23,983, which is at 
the rate of 28.205 per 1,000 of the population. In 1870 the 
religious education system waa in full swing, the Bible was 
read in all the school;. In 1880 the dreadful secular system 
had been in operation for eight years. Taking the whole 
amount of crime and offenses in Victoria for these years, the 

M!Ss E. A. HAIGHTON has succeeded Mr. Allert de Lange as 
editor of JJe Dageradil, a Dutch Freethought journal ot Am
sterdam, Holland. 

T:liE Australian Secular Society held its first annual Free
thought conference last August, which was largely attended. 
Intense enthusiasm was manifested, and nearly $10,000 was 
raised to build a Freethought hall. 

THE Re-v. Mr. Hoffman, of Reading, Pa., is charged by some 
of his flock with failing to pay his butcher's, grocer's, and 
other tradesmen's bills, although he is very zealous in the 
cause of Christ. These members ought to know by this time 
that there is no necessary connection between Christianity 
and honesty. 

lb. HEYwooD writes us that District-Attorney E. H. Black
mer is roughly and arrogantly insisting on his immediate 
trial before Judge Aldrich, who is far from Liberal in his 
views. The bigots, he adds, are bound to crush him out this 
time. We hope not. Mr. Heywood is too good a man to 
spend any time behind prison bars. 

IN Monroe's Iron-Clad .Age of Oct. 6th appears a poem, 
"Love of Money," signed "F. M. McCormack," which was 
printed in THE TRUTH BEEKER of Aug. 25th, unsigned. It was 
sent us by Wm. Holgate, or Mauston, Wis., and was handed 
to him by a gentleman from England. Mr. McCormack did 
wrong in signing his name to it if he did not write it and 
has no claim to its authorship. 

THE Rev. John R. Fisher, Presbyterian, of Jersey City, has 
tendered his resignation to the Presbytery, because his 
church is so deeply in debt that its hopes of liq nidation are 
infinitesimal. Besides, there are, he says, too many churches 
in· Jersey City for the amount of church-going population. 
Therefore he proposes to go out of the business. The mem
bers of his church proposed, as one way to meet the decline 
in the merchandise of souls, that he suffer a reduction of sal
ary, but this he refused to do. 

LAMENTING rash early marriages, the Christian .Advocate as
signs as one reason of their frequency the fact that young 
girls are allowed to visit "church fairs without supervision," 
and adds that "Sunday-school acquaintances are not always 
safe." This is just what THE TRUTH BEEKER bas been saying 
all along, and we feel renewed encouragement in being sup
ported by such eminent church authority. Dr. Buckley has 
no doubt attended a great many fairs and Sunday-schools, 
and knows whereof he speaks. 

WE publish this week a long article by LaRoy Sunderland, 
setting forth his views in contradistinction to those of his 
Spiritualistic friend, David Bruce. Mr. Sunderland's writ
ings hav excited much comment in German philosophical 
circles and hav all been translated and republished at Leip
sig. We also print an article by the well known Spritualistic 
writer and Liberal worker, E. A. Chapman, of Lowell, Mich., 
on "Spiritualism as a Science," in which he endeavors to show 
its practical application to every-day life. He will continue 
the articles as our space will permit. 

TB:E body of Mrs. Isador French, of this city, was taken last 
week to Washington, Pa., to be cremated. Mr. French is a 
German of Jewish persuasion, and he and his family are 
Freethinkers. "This was my mother's last wish," said Miss 
French to a reporter, "and it was ours. The idea of the body 
of anybody we love being consigned to worms is utterly re
pulsiv to us. Cremation is a grand, a holy thing. What is 
purer than fire? We shall every one of us be cremated, and I 
trust that the time is not far off when it will be the only rec
ognized method of disposing of the dead. Then, again, the 
horror with which a public funeral is attended is another 
thing in favor of cremation." 

A cABLEGRAM which will cause intense sorrow to the Free
thinkers and Spiritualists of this country hae been received at 
Boston announcing the death of Prof. Wm. Denton, the emi
nent geologist and Liberal lecturer, who for the past two 
years had been engaged in scientific explorations in Australia, 
New Zealand, and Vhina. He is supposed to hav been in 
Java at the time of the earthquake, and to hav been one of 
its victims. Mrs. Denton writes that she has received no 
word beyond this bare and cold announcement, and she must 
wait the long and tedious journey by mail for word to relieve 
the painful suspense. She has the sympathy of thousands 
who will, until the terrible tidings are confirmed, indulge the 
hope that he may yet be safe. 

WHILE the Romanists are forever boasting that they a:re in
creasing in this country faster than the popul<ttion, an Irish 
Roman Catholic bishop, recently speaking against "state 
aided emigration," said that emigration to this country had 
caused the loss of "millions of Catholics to the church." No 
doubt he told the truth, as anyone can see by comparing the 
statistics of Catholic immigration, allowing for its increase 
by propagation, with the the number claimed by the Roman
ists. It is always instructiv to compare what they say for 
1jhe public with their admissions in their own papers and 
conventions. This also is necessary in estimating the con
ditions of Protestant denominations.-.Advocate. 

Does the .Advocate mean to insinuate that Christian speak
ers hav one set of facts for the public and another for private 
instruction? It looks like it. And so the two churches a 
day that the Protestants are building, being an estimate in
tended for the public, are the substantial fabrics of a dream! 
We thought so all the time. 

THE following figures from "Hayter's Victorian Year Book" 
for 1880-81 show that in Australia as well as this country sec
ular education has proved superior to religion as a crime sup
pressor. The figures were adduced by the Narracoorle Herald 
in reply to a Rev. Mr. Steel, who stated that a purely secular 

case is as under: 

Year. 
1870, 

.1880, 

No. of arrests per 
1,000 of population. 

33.356 
28.206 

Decrease in ten years, 5.151" 
If the reverend is at all modest he will spealt low hereafter 

when conversing upon educational matters. 

THE Stockton, Cal., Weelcly Mail publishes a letter from 
Joseph :j3owers, one of the lawyers of the town, in which he 
freely ventilates his opinion of the churches and their mem
bers. He and a friend attended one of the fashionable 
houses of worship, and on their walk homeward the friend 
gave him the following valuable information regarding some 
of the individuals comprising the congregation. Said he: 

"That portly man who sat up in front and was so prompt 
in his response is a man who a short time ago failed, paid 
twenty cents on the dollar and came out rich. That bald
headed man who appeared overwhelmed with piety was one 
of several heirs to a large fortune. He swindled the other 
heirs and became wealthy, respectable, and religious. That 
man who appeared ready to melt into tears at the mention of 
our savior's sufferings married a wealthy lady, robbed her 
of her money and deserted her. She is now in an insane 
asylum in the East. He is one of the high functionaries of 
the church. That other bald-headed gentleman who prayed 
so loud is a defendant in a suit for damages brought by a 
man whose home he had broken up, and whose wife he had 
stolen away. He is married and has a grown up family. 
Yonaer man who was so deeply moved at the sermon enticed 
his father, who was rich, into a speculation, robbed the old 
man of every dollar, and left him in the poor-house, where 
he still remains. He is a class-leader, and teaches Sunday
school. That gray-haired old fellow is one of five ch~rch dig
nitaries, all men of family, who were convicted of Immoral 
practices by the death-bed confession of a mechanic's wif.e a 
little over year ago. That portly man made a fortune sellmg 
whisky. He is now an honored and respected deacon. I 
could multiply historical reminiscences, but I hav given you 
enough. 

"Other truths he told me about ministers and congregations 
that it is not necessary to repeat here. I hav become con
vinced that the majority of ministers follow their profe~sion 
for the same reason that men become lawyers, doctors, or en
gineers-for the sake of the almighty dollar. And the recent 
actron of a leading divine in forsaking the pulpit for the ac
countant's stool because of better pay, serves to strengthen 
my conviction, to Sfl.Y nothing of the many ministers who 
bav folded their tents and emigrated on the promis of an in
creased salary. It is barely possible that the temptations of 
the flesh sometimes influence the minister in his choice of a 
profession. But there is sufficient evidence to convict the 
majority of the profession of worldly desires, without the 
rapidly accumulating stores of testimony upon that rather 
delicate point. 

"I am also as fully convinced that the majority of the men 
and women who profess religion are hypocrits, whose prac
tices are as widely at variance with the teachings of Christ 
as are the antipodes, and who wear the garb of sanctity for 
much the same reason that the devil appeared to the ancho
rite in the guise of one of God's angels." 

If Mr. Bowers would examin the dogmas and tenets of 
Christianity he will find them as fraudulent as the professors; 
then he could leave the lot to rot together while he spent his 
time in studying more profitable subjects. · 

Lectures and :Meetings. 
THE Cleveland Association of Spiritualists and Freethinkers 

meet every Sunday at 10:45 A.M. and 7:45P.M., at Weisgerber's 
Hall, Prospect and Brownell sts., commencing Sunday, Oct. 
7th. Seats free. All are welcome. 

M11. REMSBURG starts South for· a lecturing trip in Novem
ber, but will come East the following month, December. 
Those desiring his services-and every League and Liberal 
society in the country ought to engage him-can address him 
at his home, Atchison, Kan. 

F110M the Banner of Light we learn that Mrs. Colby will lec
ture at Gill's Hall, Springfield, Mass., during October and 
November. Last Sunday she treated the question of "What 
will be the Result of the Present Decline of the Influence of 
Christianity?" Her conclusfon was that churches would be
come schools for adults, and the clergy be changed to philos
ophers who should instruct the people in the practical truths 
of science; and the worship of an unknown God pass away. 
The audience was large and attentiv. Mrs. Colby is one of 
the best Freethought as well as Spiritual orators upon the 
platform. We hope the New England Convention will engage 
her for their meetings. ______ _.._ ____ __ 

Lord Bacon's Religion. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: "The 

Characters of a Believing Christian, in Paradoxes and 
Seeming Contradictions," by Lord Bacon, which you 
republished in THE TRUTH SEEKER, October 6tlt, are in 
perfect keeping with the authorship of the Plays and 
Poems of Rhakspere. Eleven years ago we found 
what you hav reprinted, and made notes of some of 
the more striking contradictions. Baco:a, though a 

nominal Christian, was too learned to be a devotee, 
and there is very little Christianity in his Plays or 
Poems. 

Shakspere must go l ANTIQUARY. 

The Liberal Club. 
Nearly as :many people as the capacity of the hall 

was sufficient to accommodate assembled last Friday 
evening to hear Mr. Wakeman, it being his first ap
pearance as speaker at the Liberal Club since his re
turn from the West. "The Freethinkers' Convention 
and the Liberal League Congress" was the subject 
chosen to be discussed. Mr. Wakeman gave, as far 
as the time would permit, a history of his trip. The 
Rochester convention came :first under notice. That 
was the grandest assemblage of Liberals ever held. 
No one who was not present could form any idea of 
its weight and dignity. The speakers were as talent
ed and eloquent a body of men and women as ever 
appeared on any platform. Mr. Wakeman named 
the speakers at the convention, and declared himself 
unable to speak too highly of them, or even to do 
them justice. The ex-Rev. Charles Reynolds"s mag
nificent defense of our deceased fellow-townsman and 
b1·other Liberal, D. M. Bennett., was one of the most im
pressiv speeches of the occasion. Applause followed 
the mention of Mr. Bennett's name. Mr. Wakeman also 
referred to another great speech, that of Mr. John 
E. Remsburg on the "False Claims" of the church, 
recently printed in THE TRUTH SEEKER. Those who had 
not read that speech were advised to purchase THE 
TRUTH Seeker and do so, as it was worth more than 
the paper cost for a year. [Mr. Wakeman was un
aware that the number containing the speech alluded 
to is exhausted, and that the demand for " False 
Claims" has made necessary its publication in pam
phlet form.] The papers did their best, Mr. Wake
man said, to giv the convention a fair report, but at 
best they could only misrepresent. The average re
porter was not competent to report a Liberal or sci
entific lecture. 

One of the remarkable features of the Rochester 
Convention was the speaker's debate with the Rev. 
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Mitchell occupied some two and 
a half hours in the reading of his defense of Chris
tianity, and on the next evening Mr. ·wakeman had 
put in about Lhe same amount oftime. The audience 
bore with them both, he said, like heroes. The pea-. 
ple at Buffalo got a notion that they wanted the dis
cussion repeated at their city, and thither the two 
disputants went. Unfortunately Mr. J\'[itchell did not 
draw. The ministers of Buffalo held off from him, 
and his hearers were all Liberals. On the second 
night, however, when Mr. Wakeman spoke in reply, 
there was a good audience, who showed the same 
remarkable and heroic fortitude, in listening to his 
two hours and a half of talk, that had been exhibited 
by the Spartans of Rochester. From Buffalo Mr. 
Mitchell returned to Brooklyn, and, the speaker un
derstood, had spent his time since in boasting of bis 
conquest over the Infidels. Mr. Wakeman then re
counted his experiences traveling through Pennsyl
vania, Ohio, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, and other states. 
Everywhere except in Michigan the Liberals had at
tended to the necessities of the travelers in the way 
of hotel accommodations, etc., but in that state such 
creature comforts seemed to hav been overlooked. 
He thought he should never quite forgiv the Liberals 
of Michigan. Mr. Wakeman did not like the monot
onous level of the West. This had been wmewhat 
alleviated by the facetiousness ·af his traveling com
panion, Mr. Leland, who was in the habit of telling 
fairy stories, propounding conundrums, and making 
puns of the most extraordinary and startling nature. 

From Chicago to Tama City, Iowa, the speaker 
thought was the most unexciting journey he had ever 
made. The same scene always presented itself, in 
which the wooden shanty and towheaded young one 
predominated. Mr. Leland did not go to Tama City, 
but Mr. Wakeman was accompanied by Mr. Rems
burg, who was naturally more reticent in his speech 
than the irrepressible secretary, and the only amuse
ment he could offer Mr. Wakeman was a pocket 
Bible. This the speaker took and expounded from an 
evolutionary point of view, to the great edification of 
his companion, who declared he had never heard any
thing like it. Thus the double object was attained, 
to divert the mind and improve the understanding. 
Arriving at Tama City they found the Liberals in 
convention. They were cordially received, and taken 
to the hotel and treated like gentlemen, the word 
treat being used in a figurativ sense. At the invita
tion of an Indian agent, Mr. Wakeman went to visit 
a tribe of Indians near by, whom he found a most 
interesting study. Socially they were in the Silurian 
age. 

Mr. "\Vakeman gave next an account of the Mil
waukee Liberal League Congress, which he charac
terized as the mcst important one ever held. One of 
his objects in going to Milwaukee was to interest the 
German Freethinkers in the work of the League. 
This had been effected. The Radicals of Teutonic 
extraction had fallen into line, and their organ, the 
Freidenker, indorsed the movement. The speaker 
had been re-elected as president of the League, but 
it was with pain that he had accepted the position. 

I 
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Only that it would look like a desertion, he would 
hav declined. The presidency was a burden which 
had nearly crushed him. The audience were referred 
to the treasurer's report. That report showed that 
the League was something more than two thou
sand dollars in debt to Mr. Wakeman. He adverted 
to this condition of things with some bitterness, and 
closed his address with an appeal to the Liberals to 
contribute to the support of the League organ, Man. 
The lecture throughout was liberally interspersed 
with applause. 

Mr. Andrews asked Mr. Leland if Mr. Wakeman 
had omitted anything. Mr. Leland, after modestly 
explaining that he was the silent partner, admitted 
that the speaker had scarcely done justice to the 
women of the League. Being urged by Mr. An
drews to expose the previous speaker's errors, the 
secretary very ga1lantly complimented several of the 
leading lady speakers connected with the League, 
particularly Mrs. Severance, Mrs. Lake, and Mrs. 
Krekel. One thing he had noticed, the Spiritualists 
and Materialists of the West were equally enthusias
tic in Liberal work-the Spiritualists being, if any-· 
thing, the more earnest and activ. 

Mr. Courtlandt Palmer followed. He made some 
uncomplimentary reference to the way the press had 
reported his speech at Rochester. The New York 
World had reported him as outrageously saying that 
"Jesus Christ must go," when the fact was he had 
used no such language, and had spoken most rever
entially of the founder of Christianity. Mr. Palmer 
asked the Liberals to help support Man. The paper 
was in debt to Mr. Wakeman, who should be relieved. 
Now was the time to subscribe. 

Mr. Andrews explained how it was that Liberals 
do not more generally cohere. They had escaped to 
some extent from government by the emotions, and 
were under the dominion of the intellect. This is a 
transition stage, and people will grow out of it into a 
new and better kind of enthusiasm than that from 
which they hav emerged. 

Mr. Pink gave some illustrations of the unfairness 
of the press in reporting the words or meetings of 
reformers. 

Lawyer Chamberlain made some moderate and 
sensible remarks concerning the Rochester Conven
tion and the press reports of the same, which he is 
justly accredited with having had considerable influ
ence in making as good as they were. 

Mr. King was invited to speak by the audience, but 
declined. He said that one of the Liberal papers had 
advised him not to speak every time he was asked to. 
He would act upon that advice. Mr. King is a shrewd 
gentleman, with an immense stock of wit. He is prob
ably the most brilliant at repartee of all the speakers 
on the club platform. His remarks are often the 
source of genuin and uncontrollable merriment. It 
is only in contrast with his best that his poorest 
speeches appear dull. By making these speeches 
less frequently he will add thereto the charm of 
novelty, and greatly enhance the effectivness of his 
remarks. It was looking to this consummation that 
the suggestion alluded to was made. The Liberal 
Club and its speakers hav no friend more apprecia
tiv or solicitous for their welfare than THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. Indeed it is the only paper that has ever 
accorded them dignified reports in its columns. 

Mr. Wakeman closed the exercises. A.n issue of 
Man, delayed for some weeks by the absence of its 
editors, was on the table. It contained the report of 
the League Congress printed a few weeks ago in 
these columns. 

Some complaint was made by members of the club 
that allusion to 1\fr. Shook was omitted in last week's 
report. That oversight was the result of a temporary 
change of reporter. Hereafter his name will appear 
regularly in these reports. He was not visibly pres
ent last Friday night. 

The Boston Liberal Club. 
On Sunday last, October 14th, after nearly three 

days' debate, the report of the Committee on Perma
nent Organization was adopted. Although in detail 
considerably amended, the substance and general 
features were retained as presented. The original 
intention of the founders has thus been formuiated 
and agreed to. The regular order of procedure, as 
has existed up to the present time, will be continued 
without interference, but the general scope of the 
club's action has been greatly increased. Its stated 
objects hav been extended so that, if sufficiently sup
ported, it will hav its own rooms, in which members 
can at all times assemble, when so disposed, and en
joy social converse and amusement, or by means of a 
library and reading-room, adequately furnished, they 
may hav facilities for carrying forward their intel
lectual pursuits. Visit0rs to the city wil1 further find 
a welcome within the precincts of the club. It will 
be to them a headquarters from which their corre
spondence can proceed, and at which it can be re
ceived. 

After the transaction of that business, Mr. B. F. 
Underwood, one of the Index editors, addressed the 
club on "The Union of Liberals." In his essay Mr. 
Underwood took the ground that no organization 
could rightly be called Liberal unless it was prepared 

to use all kinds of machinery-the concentric the ec
centric, and the crank-;-to carry out its obj~cts. It 
was, however, an interference with liberty if the 
crank were allowed to turn the wheels in a different 
direction from that in which they had been started 
and were intended to move. · 

In ~he _discussion which followed, the question of 
orgamzatwn generally was pretty thoroughly consid
ere~ .. The conclusion which was arrived at by the 
maJOrity of the speakers was that action of any kind 
beyond that which was necessary to bring them to
gether to hear themselvs and each other talk, was 
useless and indeed objectionable. "Talk" was the 
ne plus ultra, the highest, the ultimate purpose of all 
organization. The only question open to discussion 
was the nature of the subjects upon which the talk 
should be expended. 

At the conclusion of the debate a business meeting 
was convened for perfecting the permanent organiza
tion by electing officers for the ·ensuing year. The 
result of this election was as follows: John Storer 
Cobb, president; John S. Verity. vice-president; H. 
D. Allen, secretary-; George N. Hill, Treasurer; Hor
ace Seaver, J. Flora Tilton, and C. Edith Aiken, 
trustees. Mr. Ernest Mendum was elected chair
man of the literary exercises for the month of 
October. 

Practical Work in Michigan. 
A bill of injunction has just been filed in Grand 

Rapids, Kent county, Mich., asking that the trustees 
and teachers of the schools at Lvwell, Mich., be re
strained from holding religious exercises or Bible 
reading in the same. The papers were served on all 
the teachers and trustees October 5th. My brother, 
Albert J. Chapman, of Detroit, is solicitor counsel for 
the complainants, as will be seen from the digest of 
the bill from the Detroit Free Press, as printed below. 
For five years I hav been contending with the bigots 
of this town for my rights as a citizen of this govern
ment; and I hav at last succeeded in getting the 
question where, if bigotry is not ah·eady king, the 
entire country may get the benefit. The last victory 
of the opposition, when one hundred and fifty women, 
at the beck of the priests, turned out to the school
meeting and elected their trustee; broke the Liberal 
cause's back. The president of the Lowell National 
Bank, and Representativ J. C. Train, head the list of 
complainants. We hav raised a fund already suf
ficient to carry it through the Circuit Court. If it 
goes to the Supreme Court I shall be compelled ·to 
ask for help from Liberals throughout the country at 
large, and especially those living in ·Michigan. We 
already know the case will be contested. If we are 
beaten we shall certainly appeal it and rely on help 
from outside. We already hav raised all we can in 
Lowell. The matter will be tried before the Circuit 
Court (Judge Montgomery) at Grand Rapids, within 
twenty days. If it is appealed, I will at once an
nounce it to the friends through THE TRUTH SEEKER 
and confidently believe we shall receive the aid we 
shall need. It will cost us about four hundred doll:1.rs 
to appeal it. I make this statement that the friends 
may be ready. Of course no one but will see the 
importance of this step. If this government has 
been swallowed by the church it is proper that we 
know it. Please let me suggest to our Materialistic 
friends that there is one Spiritualist who takes no 
stock in the sickly, sentimental, religious drivel that 
characterizes nine-tenths of Spiritualism so-called; 
who is as aggressiv in his work as any Materialist on 
earth, and whose work is confined to the here and 
now of this world. "Let us pray" that this govern
ment has the "backbone" to be true and laval to it-
self in this important crisis. E. A. CH.A.PMAN. 

Lowell, Mich. 

The following givs the details of what has been 
done and what is proposed t0 do: 

Two years ago the school board of district No. 1, township 
of J_,owell, Kent county, Mich., resolved that it was unjust 
and illegal to hold sectarian exercises in the public schools, 
and that if held at all they must be outside of regular school 
hours. Recently the board rescinded the resolutions and 
gave the teachers permission to hold religiouH worship at 
their option. A petition, signed by seventy citizens, was pre
sented the board asking them to discontinue the sectarian 
services, and the board laid the petition on the table. Many 
other protests were made, but without success, and in search
ing for a course the objectors. found the following in the re
port of theW. C. T. U. State Convention, held at Adrian: 
"In Lowell, Bible reading in the public schools has been pro
hibited, and the union took the matter in hand and the re
sult was that the Bible waR reinstated in the schools." 

In view of these facts, the citizens of Lowell who are op
posed to Bible readings and sectarian exercises in the public 
schools filed a bill of complaint Saturday in the Circuit 
Court for the county of Kent, at Grand Rapids. The title of 
the case is: "Charles T. Wooding et al. vs. the Board of Trus
tees of School District No. 1, township of Lowell, Lent 
county, et al." The document covers seventeen pages of legal 
cap and is the result of several weeks of close study, diligent 
research, and careful examination on the part of the solicitor, 
who is a well-known Detroit lawyer. The complainants are 
Charles T. Wooding, Jarvis C. Train, Willard J. Danforth, 
Wm. Pttllen, Charles McCarty, Chandler Johnson, Wm. R 
Blaisdell, J. B. lYlfllcoru, Edwin A. Chapman, Alphonso A. 
Andrews, Wm. G. Sayles, Frederick B. Fnirchild, Jerome C. 
'Vordell, Samuel F. Edmond, Edward R. Huxley, Earl W. 
Avery, Will F. Sally, H. E. Clark, Henry W. Booth, John M. 
Randall, George Behler, Chas. E. Clarke, and Henry F. Clark. 

The defendants are Robert Hunter, Jr., Robert W. Graham, 
Jacob 0. Hare, F1·ederick B. Hine-the school board-and 

Daniel E. Fletcher, Worthy L. Stuart, Miss Mary McVean, 
Miss Agnes Easterby, Mrs. P. B. Bell, Miss Lucy McVean, 
Miss Emma Lamb, Will M. Chapman, Miss Eva L. Richert, 
and Miss Emma Chapman. 

The bill alleges that the complainants follow occupations, 
respectivly, as follows: banker, real estate owner, member of 
the state legislature, manufacturer, merchant, wholesale and 
retail grocer, capitalist, real estate dealer, farmer, physician, 
photographer, laborer, cooper, artist, civil engineer, furniture 
dealer, merchant, detectiv, laborer, civil engineer, manufac
turer, etc. 

Next the complainant proceeds in the usual form showing 
the formation of the school board, the functions of the 
teache1·s, and the manner in which the schools are supported 
by taxation, after which the bill continues: 

"Said school district No. 1, and the schools so mentioned 
therein, are of said township of Lowell and are an integral 
part of the said school system of the state of Michigan ex
isting under and by virtue of the statutes and Constitution of 
said state and supported and maintained and continued in 
existence and conducted by taxes levied upon the property 
and against the residents, citizens, and property-holders of 
said school district, and collected from said residents, citizens, 
property-holders and property, real and personal, of said 
school district. 

"That your orators were among the number so assessed, and 
hav paid the taxes thus assessed against them and their prop
erty, and the money so paid by your orators in the form of 
taxes, as aforesaid, has been used and appropriated by and 
through the action of said board of trustees in support of 
the schools aforesaid of said school district." 

After declaring that the complainants are all citizens of the 
district and that they hav been assessed and taxed for the 
support of the schools, the bill says that there are Israelites 
and Roman Cath6lics and others who hav conscientious 
scruples against the use and teachings of the King James 
version of the Bible, and who "believe, furthermore, that the 
scriptures ought not to be read indiscriminately, and that the 
reading of the same without note or comment and without 
being properly expounded is not only not beneficial to the 
children in said schools, but is likely to lead to the adoption 
of dangerous errors, irreligious faith, practice and worship." 
Also, ''that there are other religious sects and denominations 
and bodies of citizens who either do not regard the Bible as 
the authoritativ source of religious truth or who regard them
selva as possessed of the only true source thereof." 

The bill then shows how the laws and Constitution of the 
state" were framed with special reference to and for the pro
tection of the said differences in religious beliefs as afore
said," and that "the Constitution expressly forbids the legis
lature to pass any law to prevent any person from worship
ing Almighty God according to the dictates of his own con
science, or to compel any person to attend, erect, or support 
any place of religious worship, or to pay tithes, taxes, or other 
rates for the support of any minister of the gospel or teacher 
of religion;" and that it also further provides, that "no 
money shall be appropriated or drawn from the treasury for 
the purpose of any religious sect or society, theological or re
ligious seminary, nor shall property belonging to the state be 
appropriated for any such purpose." The provisions which 
make against the diminishing of civil or political rights be
cause of religions belief, and which prohibit the use of the 
money of any school district for sectarian schools, are re
hearsed, and the complainants allege that no teacher has any 
right to introduce or use in the schools any book of a sec
tarian or religious character, and therefore neither the board 
of trustees nor the teachers hav the authority "to take upon 
themselvs any instruction in religion by the reading of any 
version of the Bible as a religious exercise, or any other re
ligious exercises whatever, without a violation of the sacred 
rights of your orators and of the construction and laws of 
Michigan, and that it is neither right nor expedient to do so." 

Then follows a copy of the petition to the school board 
with its sixty signers, which the board laid on the table. The 
complainants ask that the school board and teachers "be re
strained and enjoined by an injunction from holding and 
conducting said religious exercises, or any religious exercises, 
reading the King James version or any other version of the 
Bible, praying and singing religious hymns or permitting the 
same to be done in schools of said school district No. 1, of 
the village and township of Lowell, county of Kent and state 
of Michigan." 

"That .Anti-Prohibition Plank." 
To THE EDITOR OF THE Tnu.TH SEEKER, Sir: "I feel 

almost ashamed" that W. F. Jamieson's illiberal let
ter should appear in your Liberal paper, and the let
ter from Francis M. Buck contains too much of the 
so-called temperance twaddle to need any reply. The 
absurdity of such ideas has been exploded long ago, 
and they hav no effect on the apostles of freedom in 
thought and action. The only cure for superstition 
and drunkenness is education, and the absurd idea 
that because some drink to excess the sale of intoxi
cants should be prohibited, is the same as if printing 
should be suppressed because indecent works were 
printed. Ever for THE TRUTH SEEKER and liberty, 

THoMAS RoGERs. 

Liberalism Disgraced. 
That "Seventh Demand of Liberalism" is a pure 

and unadulterated falsehood. The Liberals of this 
country do not now, nor never did, demand that 
"No so-called temperance (prohibition) laws shall be 
passed." Nor do the Liberals claim that such laws 
"are resultless measures of coercion against those at 
whom they are directed, and insulting restrictions of 
the personal liberty of those who do not need them." 
What in the world are they to those who do "need 
them?" 

The world is full of Liberals who emphatically 
deny that Lib~ralism came drinking lager, wine 
whisky, or rum. Do not say unto us, " Thou wine-' 
bibber and glutton;" it is false, and we will not bear 
it. Temperance is only a mode of cleanliness and 
decency, and prohibition the way to reach it; and 
Infidelity, ten to one, is in favor of these things. 

LIBERTA. 

THE TnUTH SEEKER will be sent to Prohibitionists 
and anti-Prohibitionists, as trial subscribers, three 
months for fifty cents. 
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Qkommunicnfions. 

Tit for Tat.-Buddhist Lama ys. Christian Priest. 
A famous oriental scholar, speaking of the gods of 

India, Greece, and Rome, says: " We feel, on close 
examination, that the characters of all pagan deities, 
male and female, melt into each other, and at last we 
hav only one or two; for it seems a well-founded 
opinion that the whole crowd of gods and goddesses in 
ancient Rome and modern Varanes (India) mean only 
the powers of nature, and principally those of the 
sun, expressed in a variety of ways and by a multi
tude of fanciful names" (See Asiatic Researches). 

This idea will become perfectly clear to us if we 
will reflect how difficult it is for us to understand the 
real meaning of expressions in foreign languages. 
The following will probably explain this point. A 
Christian missionary said to a Buddhist priest: 

" I do not understand how persons of your intelli
gence can worship so many gods. You hav Brahma, 
Vishnu, Siva, with Buddha, Christna, and a host of 
others, some greater and some less, male and female, 
as Ganesha, Gautama, Iswara, Indra, Cuvara, V aruna, 
Cama, Ganga, Rama, Surga, etc." 

The Buddhist responded: " It is a puzzle to us how 
you Christians who come here pretending to teach to 
us the only revealed religion of the one only true 
God, can talk to us of God the Father, the Son, the 
Holy Ghost. Besides, you hav an infinit number of 
smaller deities whom you worship. I hav heard you 
pray to one Jehovah, to one 0 .Lord, to another 
0 Lord God, to one Savior, to a Holy Mother, to one 
Mother of God, to Lamb of God, Agnus Dei, Pater 
Omnipotens, God of Abraham, Fount of Justice, 
Eternal Love, All Goodness. You hav inferior deities 
without number, as St. Paul, St. John, St. Matthew, 
and-" 

"But," interrupted the Christian, "you do not un
derstand us. Most of these are names of one and the 
same being." 

" So with us-these names are nearly all of the 
superior deity." 

"But you hav images and ·worship them," said the 
Christian. 

" Of that you ought to say nothing. Certain sects 
among us do so more than any others. But I observe 
that the great majority of Christians do the same. 
Your Greek and Catholic missionaries hav numbers 
of pictures and images. Some reformed sects among 
us hav none," replied the Buddhist. 

"But how can you believe such absurdities as that 
the world rests on a tortoise, and the tortoise on an 
P.lephant, and the like?" still continued the Christian. 

"These fables in our sacred books are to us no 
more absurd than the story that a man once stopped 
the sun and moon, or moved the sun backward, or 
that other men caused lice or frogs to cover the earth, 
or made the dead to rise, and a thousand others in 
your own scriptures. You may ridicule our tortoise 
if you will permit us to smile at your whale that 
swallowed a holy man one time. Our learned men 
no more believe those fables than your savants credit 
the monstrosities of your Old and New Testaments. 
Ages ago our wise men repudiated those, and our 
priests began to reconcile the statements of our 
Puranas with science. You hav just begun to do 
what we did thousands of years ago." 

And there the talk ended for the time. HoLT. 

Rev. W. H. H. Murray. 
To THE EDrrOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: No doubt 

you and yom· readers hav seen the newspaper 1·eports 
of Mr. Murray's recent lecture in your city. I am 
not surprised at his present standpoint in regard to 
science and progression. During Mr. Murray's ser
mons at Park Street church in Boston I noticed now 
and then scintillations of thought that seemed to me 
progressiv. And his recent lecture shows how far he 
has advanced in the right direction to emerge en
tirely from all the fogs of mysticism. His recent lec
ture shows the relief Mr. Murray feels in casting all 
blame upon theology, and giving up the Old Testa
ment scriptures. In doing this, he thinks that "pro
gressiv thought" and Christianity will "come together 
in peace." Science and the "visions" of Paul, when 
obfuscated in a dreamy state of trance, "will join 
hands." The Christianity that Mr. Murray now re
lies upon is founded upon falsehood. Does W. H. H. 
Murray believe in the New Testament account of the 
way Jesus was begotten ? 'iV as Mary a virgin after 
the child Jesus was born? Does Mr. Murray believe 
that Peter when entranced really saw an "opening 
in heaven," and "beasts and creeping things" coming 
out of heaven? Does he believe the writers of the 
New Testament were inspired by the Holy Ghost? 
that John actually saw the monsters he describes, 
with their eyes behind where their tails should be? 
and that God mediumized them, inspired them, with
out the organs of speech, to shout his praise " both 
day and night"-and if God has not changed those 
monsters, are shouting still ? And it does seem 
strange, indeed, that a man of Mr. Murray's intelli
gence could entertain a hope that science will ever 
join hands with these vagaries. And it is harder 

still to account for the fact that Mr. Murray should 
hav made the statement that, "No scientific man has 
ever made an attack upon the character and teach
ings of Jesus, and skeptic and teacher alike hav ad
mired him and them." Whereas scarce one "scien
tific man" out of the many that hav written against 
the Christianity of Jesus, but who has impeached the 
teachings of Jesus-such as teaching his disciples to 
hate their nearest and dearest relativs, or be sent to 
hell ! He taught the idea of a personal devil. He 
showed his ignorance of psychology in assuming the 
power was in his "will" by which be cured disease, 
and he contradicted that idea when he declared, "ac
cording to your faith be it unto you." And he shows 
how ignorant he was of Ideology and the human 
mind when he told Peter that an idea he had ex
pressed was not evolved by his own brain. No idea 
was ever pronounced by human lips that was not 
evolved by the brains that controled those lips in ut
tering it-a fact, this, which will never be ignored by 
progressiv thought, or the scientific world. Hence 
the Christianity of the New Testament is founded 
upon a fraud. Jesus was not b~gotten by the Holy 
Ghost, nor did he actually expire upon the cross. 
Admitting the general truthfulness of the New Testa
ment account, it is mapifest that he swooned upon 
the cross-or, if you say he died on the cross, then 
he died in utter despair, believing himself forsaken 
of God, as indeed he was forsaken. Hence Chris
tianity was strangled in its birth. And the hope is 
vain that the time will come when progressiv thought 
and science will join hands with any form of mysti-
cism, ancient or modern. L. S. 

Quincy, Mass., Oct. 5, N.E. 108. 

licensed victualer. He has bought the Eagle Tavern 
to convert it into the headquarters of his army, and 
after the purchase was made found that he had 
bought it subject to the condition that beer and ar
dent spirits should be sold on the premises. In these 
circumstances Gen. Booth found that he must surren
der his property or else sell rum, and he has accepted 
the latter alternativ. Any one can now visit Gen. 
Booth's tavern and get drunk on rum sold by the 
general. Not being an American politician, accus
tomed to straddle the tariff without loss of reputation, 
Gen. Booth finds that he cannot distribute total ab
stinence tracts with one hand and sell rum with the 
other without exciting doubts in the minds of his fol
lowers as to his consistency. His combination of 
rum and evangelical religion is something quite new, 
but there is no reason to believe that it will be suc
cessful. The Salvation Army, commanded by a 
rumselling general and deprived of the prospect of 
martyrdom, may become discontented, and it is quite 
possible that before long mutinous officers may de
mand that Gen. Booth ehall giv some account of the 
hundreds of thousands of dollars which he has col
lected for the use of the army, and applied, among 
other things, to the purchase of a London tavern 
with a profitable connection among local drunkards. 

Some Theological Conundrums for the Lord 
Bishop of Roehester. 

" From Every Saturday. 

DEAR BrsHOP:, May I ask you a few questions about 
the statements made by you in St. Paul's church, on 
September 30th, as I wish to be still further enlight
ened upon your position, whether I may be able to 
assimilate your explanations or not? 

First. You say salvation was common, because 
Christ died for the whole word. If so, then how 

THE WAR AT LOWELL, MICHIGAN-THE LIBERALS BRING shall any be lost? Did he accomplish this mission, 
THE QUESTION INTO COURT. or not? If he has made US free by paying our debt 

The Bible in the Schools. 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Your in full, why hav we to trouble ourselvs in t.he 
readers· are not unfamiliar with the agitation that has matter? 
been going on for some time in the village of Lowell, Second. You say that we are redeemed from the 
this state, in relation to the use of the Bible in the guilt and power of sin, not by a grace that shall pre
public schools. I do not propose to review this agi- vent the commission of sin, but by the propitiation 
tation, but only to state tlie present fact, which is; made for sin by Christ's death. How are we saved 
that a number of the citizens of the place hav filed a from the power of sin unless we are saved from com
bill in chancery citing both school officers and teach- mitting it? If you mean saved from punishment, 
ers to show cause why they should not be perpetually why did you say else than that? 
enjoined from reading the so-called scriptures or con- Third. You say that man is a being of infinit 
ducting religious exttrcises in the schools. The bill, dignity, but he cannot hav the. common salvation 
I understand, represents as parties complainant some without belief in the Holy Ghost, which enlightens 
thirty or more citizens of Lowell, including the pres- the heart that has gone astray. How do you recon
ident of the national bank there, the present member cile these statements? What call can dignity hav 
of the state legislature, and our well-known friend, to accept the doctrin of its own depravity as an 
E. A. Chapman. You will doubtless be written to essential to salvation? Honestly, J. P. GUILD. 
by Mr. Chapman himself, who will present the matter 
much more fully on its merits than I could do. 

But, as secretary of the State Association of Spir
itualists and Liberalists, which is the only organiza
tion in the state in a position to take official notice of 
the case, I desire to ask from the Liberals of Michi
gan, and the country at large, their sympathy and 
moral support for our friends at Lowell in their strug
gle with superstition-for their cause is our cause. 

The Lowell friends hav raised means sufficient to 
carry the case through the lower court; but it will of 
necessity go to the supreme court for final decision, 
and when the time comes they will need, and must 
hav, substantial aid. No appeal is now made in that 
behalf, but when it is made it will be in a form to 
giv to our friends everywhere full confidence that 
whatever means they may contribute will be honestly 
and faithfully applied. 

I trust that this emergency will impress upon the 
Liberals of Michigan the importance of unity and 
harmony in their councils. The contest in the courts, 
to which our friends in Lowell hav been compelled 
to resort, is but a prelude to a contest before the peo
ple, for whichever way the case may be decided, the 
the question which hinges upon it will immediately 
become a political one. United, the Liberals of Mich
igan will hold the balance of power, but divided they 
will be powerless as they hav heretofore been. 

S. B. McCRACKEN, 
Sec'y State Association S. and L. 

Detroit, Mich., Oct. 3, 1883. 

The Salvationists. 
The English Salvationists hav met with two sad 

misfortunes. Two female soldiers, one of whom is 
the daughter of Gen. Booth, were recently arrested 
in Switzerland, and to them was thus opened the de
lightful prospect of martyrdom. It is true that the 
Swiss could not burn the soldiers at the stake-that 
mode of theological argument not having survived 
Calvin's rule-but they could be thrust into prison, 
as were Paul and Silas, where they might induce a 
jailer to be baptized, provided they could draw upon 
the treasury of the army for· the necessary money. 
But the Swiss court has cruelly acquitted the pre· 
sumably fair soldiers, and has thus snatched the 
crown of martyrdom from them. The most that they 
hereafter expect in Switz!'lrland in the line of martyr
dom is an aged egg or the kitten that has become 
useless except for argumentativ purposes. 

Meanwhile1 in London Gen. Booth has become a 

Are We Living in the Middle Ages. 
From Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. 

In an editoral in regard to the Freethinkers the New 
York Tribune lately said: "When such thinking in
terferes with public policy or the good of society, the 
state justly claims the right to limit or repress the 
expression of it." We would like to know by what 
authority the 'l'rihune undertakes to say that the 
state "justly " claims such a right. It is entirely 
contrary to the genius of our institutions. It is con
trary to what was taught us ,by the fathers of our 
country. Such sentiments practically carried out 
might find us some day under the heel of medical 
fossils who say that a woman has no business to know 
where her liver is located; or in the iron grasp of 
monopolists who believe that laborers hav no rights 
which capitalists are bound to respect; or chained to 
the burning pile by the followers of John Calvin. 
We stoutly assert that the state has no right to limit 
or to repress the expression of opinion. If it were 
true that the spirits of the departed hover over the 
living and take an interest in what is going on in 
this mundane sphere, we might reasonably expect 
that the spirit of Horace Greeley would with one 
stroke demolish the tower beneath which the paper 
he founded givs expression to such anti-democratic 
and anti-republican sentiments as the one quoted. 
In another place in the same article the Tribune 
says: "There is no reason why the world should be 
compelled to listen to all the foolish or vicious think
ing that is done." Who proposes to compel the 
world to listen to anything? No one is compelled to 
listen to a speech, or to read a book or a newspaper 
unless he chooses to do so. It is one thing for the 
editor of the New York Tribune to turn aside and say 
he will not listen or to close the covers of a book and 
say that he will not read, but it is quite another 
thing for him, or any body of tnen like him, to band · 
together and say that some American citizen just as 
good as himself shall not express his opinion with 
tongue or ink. It is needless to say that the TrWune 
would not hav published such nonsense .as this 
some twenty or thirty years ago when the slave hold
ing South was seriously talking of excluding the 
Tribune from the mails because of its "incendiary 
language," for Horace Greeley was the editor then, 
and he was too far-seeing to giv expression to a 
sentiment which logically carried out might suppress 
any newspaper, any book, or overthrow our boasted 
freedom of speech. The Tribune is out of place here; 
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the tower and its underpinnings should be floated 
across the Atlantic and set up in the French l·epub
lic where an imperial and monarchical education has 
prepared the people to read such twaddle. We hav 
drifted quite away from the teachings of Washington 
and Jefferson, but the old-time readers of the Trib
une are not prepared to take in this European -doc
trine without a grimace. 

~------~~------

The Church-Bell Nuisance. 
Ftant the Independent. 

The Albany Law Journal takes occasion to comment 
on the remarks of the New York Trihune in regard 
to the recent agitation in_ this city against church
bells. The question involved was whether the ring
ing of church-bells may be a nuisance to the adjacent 
neighborhood, and may fQr this reason be stopped 
altogether by a court of justice, or put under such 
restrictions as the court shall think reasonable, so as 
to correct the nuisance element in the case. The 
Journal thinks that snell is the fact, n,nd that on this 
ground the courts may and should, in a proper case 
in which the fact is shown to exist, interpose their 
power to abate the nuisance. This is common sense 
as well as good law. ' 

The fact that churches, and not factories, create the 
nuisance by the ringing of their bells, makes no dif
f~rence _with t~e nui~ance itself, and givs no exemp
tion or Immumty whiCh would not equally exist if the 
nuisance were caused by a factory. The incidental 
relat~on of the church-bell to religious worship has 
nothmg to do with the question. If a religious con
gregation were so to conduct its worship as by the 
tumult and noise greatly to disturb a whole neighbor
hood or a part of the same, there would be no doubt 
that courts of justice might stop such a method of 
worship, and require the we rship to be performed in 
a way that does not involve this inconvenience .to 
others. This would be no invasion of the religious 
rights of the worshiper, since he has no right to ex
ercise these rights in a way that makes the exercise a 
nuisance to others. The ringing of bells for church 
purposes, or for any other purposes, stands on pre
cisely the same ground. 

The courts hav so regarded the matter, and when 
the question has come before them, hav so ruled. 
The Supreme Court of Massachusetts, in 1882, passed 
upon the question whether the ringing of a large 
factory bell before half-past six o'clock in the morn
ing was a nuisance to the parties complaining there
of, and, upon evidence showing the fact, ordered the 
ringing at so early an hour to be discontinued, since 
it was to them an unseasonable and unreasonable dis
turbance of the hours of sleep. The court said in 
this case: "Noise which constitutes an annoyance to 
a person of ordinary sensibility to sound, such as ma
terially to interfere with the ordinary comfort of life 
and impair the reasonable enjoyment of his habita
tion, is a nuisance as to him." 

The Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas, in 1877, 
put St. Mark's church in that city under the restraint 
of an injunction, upon the petition of certain parties, 
who complained of the ringing and chiming of its 
bells as a nuisance. Judge Hare, in giving his opin
ion in this case, said: "The conclusion t0 which we 
are brought by a review of the testimony is that, 
from the level at which the bells of St. Mark's church 
are hung, and from their proximity to surrounding 
buildings, and it may be from other circumstances 
which are not accurately known or determined, they 
cannot be chimed or rung without causing an annoy
ance to the dwellers in the neighborhood, which, in 
the case of some of them, who stand most in need of 
care, amounts to a serious injury,~ and should conse
qJiently be abated by an injunction." An injunction 
was granted to this effect, reducing the chiming to 
two minutes on Sunday at half an hour before service, 
allowing the smallest bell to be rung five minutes just 
before service, and enjoining the ringing at seven 
o'clock in the morning. 

The Pilgrim Congregational church in St. Louis 
was, in July last, enjoined from the ringing of the 
church chimes between the hours of nine o'clock in 
the evening and seven o'clock in the morning. 

These cases illustrate the principle which courts 
adopt and apply in disposing of the church-bell nui
sance. Practically church-bells are of but little if 
any use in modern times, especially in cities, and 
might as well, for a rule, be dispensed with alto
gether. The time of church services is fixed by es
tablished usages in each congregation; and this time 
is known to all the people, without the ringing of a 
bell to giv them notice of it. Be this, however, as it 
may, churches hav no right to use their bells on Sun
days, or on any other day, in a way that, by reason 
of the sound, so disturbs the neighborhood as to 
make them a nuisance to the dwellers therein, or to 
any portion of them. This is settled law in this 
country and founded in good reason. The sacred 
associations connected with the "church-going bell" 
referred to by the Tribune, and the tolling of church 
bells at funerals furnish no reason why they should 
permitted to be so used as to be a nuisance to the 
neighborhood. That they may become such is a 
matter of fact; and when they are such the nuisance 
should be abated, just as would be done in nase of 
any other nuisance. 

A Quickened Conscience. ing, early moon. Delicate feet, with be tutiful toes 
F1'om the Ohicaga Inte·r- ocean. peeping from underneath the garments, hav inspired 

The case of the conscience-stricken brother of many a Hindoo songster, like diamonds dropped 
whose peculiar troubles mention has heretofore been by some careless possessor. The bride possessed of 
made, has been brought to the attention of the such a treasure is the goddess Lakshmi (Prosperity) 
Illinois annual conference of the }'Iethodist Episco- ~uppos~d to bring with her advent,. happiness and 
pal church, now in session here (Danville Ill.). Joy; wh1le no amount of gold can easily pass the un
Three years ago last May the Rev. R. S. Robinson, f~rtunat~ girl with feet of high arches (saddle-footed 
who was the preacher in charge of the Methodist girls) which are regarded to be as inauspicious as the 
Episcopal church at Grove Citv a small village flat foot that overlaps the ground. 
in Christian County, Ill., conf6's~ed to the Rev. 
Ira Emerson, a superannuated preacher of this con
ference, who is living on a farm near Grove City, 
tha~ he was guilty of criminal intimacy with a Miss 
Smith, _a. young lady of eighteen years, who 
was residmg temporarily with the parson's family. 
Brother Emerson advised Brother Robinson to call a 
meeting of the official board and state the facts. It 
was done, but these pious men were shocked, and 
they were sad. The next thing Robinson did was to 
go to Cincinnnati and relate the sad story to Bishop 
Andrews, who appointed him to Grove City, and W. 
H. Webster, the presiding elder. Both of these 
divines were attending the general conference in that 
city. They advised Robinson to surrender his parch
ments and withdraw from the church and ministry, 
which he did. This broken-hearted brother returned 
to Grove City and immediately removed his family 
to Iowa. The matter was kept quiet at Grove City 
for the good of the church and the cause generally. 
The affair was about forgotten by those who had a 
a ~nowledge of it until Mr. Robinson appeared at 
this conference seeking the restoration of his ordina
tion papers. This case was presented to the confer
ence by Wm. R. Goldwin, presiding elder of the 
Quincy district, on the ground that this brother had 
joined the Methodist church in Iowa on probation, 
and at the end of six months was received into full 
connection and was licensed as a local preacher. A 
letter was sent from the church in Iowa commending 
the. deportment of Brother Robinson during his 
residence in the Iowa town, and if his parchments 
were restored he would be acceptable as a preacher. 
But, rather than hav this matter reopened and 
discussed, the motion to investigate the case and act 
upon it at this session of confer.ence was tabled by a 
vote of 70 to 45. 

Your correspondent had an interview with Mr. 
Robinson, who said that he was suffering with a 
disease of the brain, which rendered him temporarily 
insane for several weeks, and it was during this state 
of mind that his crime was committed. 

"Why did you tell it to the people of your 
church?" asked the reporter. 

"Because I was crazy. Why, sir, I was perfectly 
wild," was the reply. "If I had followed the advice 
of my wife and said nothing about it I would hav 
been better off, but it seemed I would die if I did not 
tell it. Don't you see that I must hav been insane?" 

Hindoo Womfm's Dress. 
From Dio Lewis's Munthly. 

The chief characteristic of the Hindo female dress 
is its looseness. In fact, were life more activ, such 
a dress might prove inconveniently loose; while in a 
severer climate, so much access of external air to the 
surface of the body would be injurious. 

A single piece of linen or silk cloth from five to six 
yards in length, and a yard and a half wide, forms the 
whole dress of the woman in India. It takes her about 
a minute to dress herself for an ordinary occasion. 

She takes hold of the cloth with both hands at the 
upper edges, her left hand at the corner, and holding 
it thus, draws it across her back, the upper edge at 
the waist. It will be seen that the cloth hangs down 
to the ankles. Now sha applies the corner held in 
her left hand to the front of the body, a little to the 
right of the pit of the stomach, and holding the cor
ner there, she draws the cloth which she holds in her 
right hand across in front, till it reaches her waist 
over her left hip, and there tucks it under the cloth 
which lies against the skin; then immediately turn
ing it back with her right hand, brings the cloth 
across again in front, and tucks it under, over her 
right hip. Now, turning back again with the cloth, 
she carries it diagonally upward across her chest in 
front, and over the left shoulder. Having reached 
this point (if she is to see company) she carries the 
cloth over her head, and lets the final end hang 
down over her right shoulder and arm. If she is 
not to see company, instead of carrying the cloth 
over her head, she brings it around the back of her 
neck, and lets it hang down over her right shoulder 
and arm, with her keys (the symbol of her functions) 
attached to the corner of the cloth in front. The 
weight of the keys holds this portion of her dress in 
position. 

There being no special head-dress, when she wish
es to cover her head (as in the presence of men, 
strangers, or elders) the last end of the cloth is drawn 
over the head, and then allowed to fall down over 
the right shoulder in front. 

The feet are naked, and, with the hands, form an 
important part of female charms. Among the poets 
in India, it is common to compare the clean, reflect· 
ing toes of a beauty's feet to the convex of the wax-

Obsolete Sunday Laws Again. 
On the statute book of nearly every state in the 

Union-certainly of all the original thirteen states
are inscribed old laws which were passed in colonial 
days, under pressure of a tide of Puritan reform, 
which if put into execution universally to-day would 
create a revolution. The laws are obsolete, but re
main there because legislators are afraid to remove 
them-afraid that an attempt 1lo wipe them out 
would be met by a storm of abuse from a portion of 
the religious and from the entire army of fanatical 
bigots. It would be bad enough if such laws merely 
remained a dead letter to disgrace modern ideas of 
progress, but unfortunately every once in a while 
some small soul is moved to attempt to put some one 
section of it into execution in order to disturb a 
neighbor or to prove his own zeal. 

New York and Ohio hav recently had occasion 
to look into this matter of the necessity of clearing 
up the statute ~oak, and now Pennsylvania is having 
the same subJect forced upon her consideration. 
Her obnoxious Sunday laws date back to 1794, and 
hav long ceased to be operativ even in the remote 
rural regions, but their peril remains. For instance 
it is not very long since a Jewish resident of on~ 
of the interior towns of Pennsylvania was brought 
up before a magistrate upon the charge of vio
lating the Sunday law of 1794. The Jewish gen
tleman pleaded that he had observed his religious 
duties on the previous day, his own Sabbath, and 
that Sunday was only a business day with him. The 
plea was not accepted and he was fined, but when 
an exception was taken with the idea of carrying the 
matter up to a higher court, the rural Dogberry 
changed his mind and remitted the penalty. The 
informer, however, had succeeded in his plan of mak
ing use of an obsolete statute for the purpose of per
sonal annoyance. The same trouble and annoyance 
can as easily occur at any time, so long as the law re
mains on the statute book of the commonwealth. 

In view of some recent annoyances in connection 
with public convenience, the Philadelphia Record is 
moved to speak as follows: 

"There is once more a very loud demand for the repeal of 
the obsolescent Sunday law of 1794, even in quarters hitherto 
hardly suspected of entertaining Liberal opinions on the sub
ject. It has been truly said that if the law were enforced in 
its utmost rigor for two weeks the demand for its repeal 
would be universal. While the law worked small hardship 
when it was passed, and was in conformity with the customs 
and sentiments of the people in the early history of the com
monwealth, it could not be fully enforced now in the 
changed condition of society, without seriously aff~cting the 
comfort and health as well as the personal security of the 
people. In the geneml contempt into which it has fallen 
the people and the legislature hav become indifferent in re: 
gard to its repeal. Yet every now and then the act of 1794 is 
invoked by bigotry, malice, or st.upidity, and citizens who 
did not dream of being guilty of an offense are arrested for 
some work of pressing necessity on Sunday, and dragged be
fore a magistrate. 

"A railroad company a few Sundays ago made some re
pairs in the track within the limits of this city. This was a 
work of necessity in order to make the track safe and protect 
the lives and limbs of passengers on Monday. If the track 
could not be repaired on Sunday the trains would be run at 
much risk; or stopp_ed altogether on. Sunday and Monday, to 
the great mconvemence of the pubhc. But while the t~ack. 
menders we~e at. work a squad of policem~n pounced upon 
them for vwlatmg the law of 1794, whwh prohibitil any 
woddly employment or business whatsoever on the Lord's 
day, commonly called Sull;d~y, works of n~ces~ity and charity 
only excepted. In the opm10n of the polwe authorities this 
was not a work of necessity, or at least it afforded an occa
sion for m~king a s~ow of zeal in. behalf of the old Sunday 
law: The u;wonvemence to ti;te ra~lr?ad company in arresting 
theu operahvs and the possible lllJUry to the public were 
matters of minor concern in comparison with the opportunity 
presented for an officious display of pious regard for this 
statute. It might be presumed that the railroad officials were 
the better judges of the necessity of this Sunday work, and 
that they would not hav performed it till Monday could it 
hav been avoided. But, as official guardians of the sanctity 
of the Sabbath, the police determined for them that this was 
not a work of necessity, and arrested their servants for vio
lating _the law ?f 1794. T?e question re~urs whether the peo
ple Will submit to occasiOnal prosecutiOns of this sort, or 
whether the litw of 1794 shall be repealed." 

The law of public convenience and the rule of com
mon sense should be inexorably applied to all Sun
day legislation. It is only within the year that the 
statute book of New York has been cleared of Puri
tan legislation that has been suffered to remain there 
since colonial days, and even this common sense 
progressiv movement was opposed by certain bigots 
who do not believe in allowing any person to possess 
an opinion different from their own prejudices. 
This is a liberal age-made liberal by the experience 
of the past, and taught that narrowness of mind is as 
bad for the state as for the individual. This age has 
also made the discovery that where there is the most 
real religion there is also the most liberality:__the 
most willingness to allow the consciences of others to 
be consulted.-Hebrew Leader. 
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JEiir WE send THE TRUTH SEEKER this week to a 
large number of people who are not subscribers, and 
whose names hav been sent us during the past few 
weeks by mutual friends. If those who thus receive 
a sample copy are friends of mental freedom-are in 
favor of doing their own thinking on theological sub
jects, instead of hiring a minister or priest to do it
if they want a paper wherein can be discussed all 
subjects pertaining to the welfare of the human race 
-we ask them to subscribe. Liberalism needs the 
activ aid and encouragement of all its friends in the 
United States, and in no way can encouragement 
better be given than by sustaining the Liberal papers, 
foremost among- which stands THE TRUTH SEEKER. It 
is the largest Freethought journal in the world, and 
at the new rates subscribers can by a slight exertion 
make it the cheapest. We do not publish a glowing 
prospectus, because a record is better, and to its past 
THE TRUTH SEEKER points with pride. So far i* has 
always been.on the side of liberty and right, and we 
believe it always will be. Some who are already 
patrons may possibly recAive an extra copy, in which 
case they may conclude that their name hns been sent 
in by some one who is unaware of their being already 
readers. In such an event, as they will hav no use 
for the copy, we will take it as a favor if the extra is 
handed to some one who may be induced to sub
scribe. The attention of all is respectfu1ly called to 
the generous terms of subscription given below. 

u The Truth Seeker" for 1884:. 
When Mr. Bennett reduced the price of THE TRUTH 

SEEKER last year from $3 to $2.50 he did it in hopes 
that his friends would, in consideration thereof, 
make a little extra effort to obtain new subscribers, 
and thus make up the loss he must inevitably sustain. 
The rate he promised has been maintained since his 
death, because he promised it, although we felt fparful 
of the resu1t. The gathering of new friends and 
l!lupporters has not equaled Mr. Bennett's expecta
tions. .A few worked hard and sent us several new 
subscribers. These we wish now to gratefully thank. 
But the many just kept the 50 cents in their pockets 
and made no effort for the spread of Liberalism. 
The loss sustained has been very large-50 cents on 
nearly every subscriber-and THE TRuTH SEEKER is 
behind in financial affairs just about the amount 
relinquished. · It seems that the era for chea.p Liberal 
papers has not yet arrived. Mr. Chainey, who printed 
This World at $2 a year, was obliged to suspend; Man, 
the League paper, has, by the showing of the League 
officers, sunk nearly two thousand dollars the past 
year, having, luckily, a rich editor to go into his 
pockets when Man's were empty. Now THE TRUTH 
SEEKER has no rich supporters, and we are obliged to 
make it support itself. To do this the price will hav 
to be put back to $3 per year. It is not pleasant to 
hav to take a back track. We had hoped the next 
change in price wou1d be to make it still lower. 
But we cannot do it without endangering the paper's 
success; we even cannot maintain the price of $2.50, 
and must therefore announce that the price of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER for 1884 will be the same as for 1882, 
namely, $3. 

But to make it easy for our subscribers, and to en
able those who are willing to do a little work to get 
THE TRUTH SEEKER at a reduced rate, we hav ar
ranged the following plan: 

To all who will settle all arrearages and pay for the 
year 1884 in advance, we will allow the price for 1884 
to be the same as for 1883-$2.50. 

To aJl who renew for one year from next January, 

or thereafter, before January 1st, the price will be 
$2.50. 

To all new single subscribers who send in their 
subscriptions previous to January 1st, the price will 
be $2.50. 

To encourage an extension of our list, and at the 
same time enable our subscribers to get their own 
papers at even less than $2.50, we make the following 
terms: 
Single subscription, 
One subscription two years, - • -
One subscrrption with one new subscriber, in one 

$3 00 
6 00 

remittance, - - - - G 00 
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one. 

remittance, - - - - . - 7 00 
One subscription with three new subscribers, m one 

remittance, - - - - - · 8 GO 
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one 

remittance, - - • - - 10 00 
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably 

with one remittance. 

It ia thus seen that any of our friends who will take 
the trouble to get a new subscriber at the regular 
rate ($3) will get his own for $2; by getting two new 
subscribers he will get his own paper for $1; by getting 
three new subscribers he will not only get his own 
[1·ee, but will hav fifty cents left to pay cost of money 
order; by getting four new subscribers he will hav 
his own free and gain $2. 

This makes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its sixteen 
large pages, cheaper than any other paper to those who 
will take a little interest in spreading Liberalism. It 
is a mutual benefit arrangement. If anyone chooses, 
or if by so doing he can easier secure partners in 
taking the paper, he can share with them the advan
tages of the club rates. 

We hope friends will take an interest in this work 
and procure their oWn. paper free' by getting three 
new yearly subscribers. We can afford a reduction 
when the list increases, and this schedu1eis in accord
ance with that idea. The more subscribers the lower 
the subscription rate. In this way THE TRUTH SEEKER 
is the lowest priced Liberal paper printed, for it can 
be had for nothing by a little exertion. 

Catholicism Against the Conntry. 
Following the dissolution of the Catholic council 

two weeks ago in this city comes a pastoral letter, 
which is taken by the press to be a synopsis of the 
subjects discussed and conclusions arrived at by the 
prelates of that meeting. Just where the great di
vision of the church known as Catholic stands upon 
the issues of the day is very important, considering 
its immense political power derived from an igBorant 
and blind following. The reading of this voluminous 
document has been going on for two Sundays in all 
of the Catholic churches. The doctrins taught there· 
in, and rules laid down for the guidance of the faith
ful, thus come to them with all the solemnity which 
religious rituals can giv, and to the ignorant Catholic 
this is little short of divinity. 

Were the pope's followers less ignorant, were they in 
any sense amenable to reason, or to· be reached by ar
gument, or were they decreasing in numbers as fast as 
the genuin orthodox Protestants, it wou1d make little 
difference what atrocious sentiments the occupant of 
the Vatican put forth. But the Romish church is 
rapidly augumenting its power in this country, and 
through the abject submission of every follower can 
by and by control our legislature. .A glance at the 
figures of Catholic growth is instructiv reading, and 
will open the eyes of not a few. In 1776 there were 
in this country about 25,000 Catholics all told, or one 
one-hundred-and-twentieth part of all the inhabitants, 
and now there are over 7,000,000 of them, or one
seventh of the whole popu1ation. At the end of the 
last century the Catholics of the city of New York 
held their services in an old carpenter shop, and now 
they hav in this city the grandest and costliest cathe
dral on the .American continent. They hav in the 
Union nearly 6,000 churches and over 2,500 chapels 
and mission houses. In 1776 there were 23 Catholic 
priests, and now there are 6,402 priests, 69 bishops, 
and one cardinal. Toward the end of the last cen
tury the property of the Catholic institutions was a 
mere nothing, and now it is believed to be worth 
$100,000,000. In the las~ century the Catholic priests 
cou1d not appear among the Protestants without en
dangering their lives, so much did these children of 
"one God" love each other; but since 1829, when 
the first council of the Catholic clergy was held, they 
hav had such numerous and resplendent councils as 
hav rarely been seen in Europe. For instance, at the 
Plenary Council in Baltimore, 1866, there were pres
ent 7 archbishops, 37 bishops, 1 apostolic adminis-

trator, 2 abbots, 22 general vicars, 19 pri.ors of dif
ferent monkish orders, 31 functionaries, 7 rectors of 
theological seminaries, and 93 other theologians. 
To collect $26,000 as Peter's pence, as was done in 
1849, has become a trifling matter for the Catholics 
of the Union. The Catholic financiers nowadays 
deal with millions of dollars, as the notorious example 
of .Archbishop Purcell, of Cincinnati, who swindled 
hundreds of his confiding dupe~'! out of all they had, 
proves. The seryant girls, hod-carriers, street sweep
ers, and other adherents of the church support in 
this country over 3,000 Catholic monks and over 15,-
000 nuns, who are zealous, able, and highly-educated 
emissaries. They constitute a powerful religious 
corps, moved by the autocratic hand of the pope. 
No other church in the United States can conduct 
missionary work on such a grand scale as the Catho
lic church. Furthermore, the Catholics hav 107 male 
colleges, with over 20,000 pupils belonging to different 
religious denominations, and their profits from this 
source amount to millions of dollars. They hav 511 
female academies, where girls of all beliefs are ad
mitted, bringing them in annually about $10,000,000. 
Besides money, these schools bring them converts. 
It is believed that of every ten non-Catholic pupils 
who attend the Catholic schools, seven are converted 
to Catholicism. Besides these schools, they hav pro
tectories and reformatories, to whose care are con
signed all the vagrant children they can get, for 
whose support the state pays. These children are 
run· through the religious mill and come out strong 
Catholics. Thus the state is made to pay for con
verting secular scapegraces into religious rascals. 
There are in the United States 267 Catholic asylums 
and 119 Catholic hospitals supported by the people. 
The Union is dotted with Catholic convents belong
ing to 71 orders. The Catholic monks and nuns 
everywhere giv benediction with one hand and with 
the other draw dollars" for the great glory of God." 
There are over 10,000 Catholic churches, schools, 
and other institutions where the agent3 of the pope 
daily teach that the church's authority is from God 
and the government is from men, and true Catholics 
must obey God rather than man. In Rome, even 
now, the priests call .America the " continent of 
Mary." 

Considering these figures, the attitude of the Rom
ish church toward our free institutions is a matter of 
supreme importance. By its compact organization, 
the diplomatic skill of its leaders, its facilities for ob
taining information of the movements of its religious 
enemies--for nearly every Catholic employee is a spy 
upon the actions of his or her employers, reporting 
in the confessional to the priest-and by the sly, 
crafty, and jesuitical manner of quietly and effectual
ly obtaining its ends, the Catholic church wields a 
power in excess even of other bodies of the same nu
merical strength. She is much more dangerous than 
the Mormon church, for, like that beastly institution, 
she places allegiance to God· and the church above 
allegiance to country, and she is so many times 
stronger that the dan~er is multiplied by just that 

much. • . . . . 
The prelates recognize that Ratwnalism 1s therr 

strongest opponent, and deplore the fact in these 
words: 

"We are not calumniators of our age when we declare that 
many antichristian maxims, customs, and laws are now 
openly admitted and accepted; that not only sp~~ial articles 
of the Christian faith, or particular truths of religron, are de
nied, but the entire body of Revelation, the sacred books of 
scripture the whole supernatural system-nay, the very no
tion of God as a personal, self-subsistent being. All that 
even the untutored conscience of the natural man hitherto 
fully believed is contemptuously ignored or blasp~emously 
impugned by many, who, going beyond even the wtlde~t ex
cesses of the pagans, endeavor, both by word and by wrrting, 
to destroy the foundation of all our hopes of heaven and of 
our rights and duties upon earth. 

"In full accord with the deceitful promis made by the 
tempter in the Garden of Eden, 'You shall be as gods' if 
you eat of the fruit of the forbidden tree, many actually_ seek 
this complete subversion of all order. . They forg~t thetr de
pendence upon their creator. They reJect authorrty. They 
claim unlimited freedom of thought and word and deed. 
Making personal gratification the sole end and aim of lif?, 
they in fact constitute themselvs gods to whom alone IS 

honor due. We do not now desire, dearly beloved brethren, 
to enter upon the general subject of this fearful apostasy 
from the truth of God by modern Infidelity; but we shall call 
your attention especially to some practical truths of the ut- · 
most importance to individuals and to society." 

The greatest possible sin in the eyes of the ch~rch 
is the rejection of her authority. Men hav n? nght, 
in her opinion, to doubt her words or q~estwn her 
acts. The voice of tha church is the vo1ce of God, 
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and human beings hav no liberty to refuse to hear it. 
Acceptance of such teachings would make an end 
to all progress, the essential condition of which is 
liberty to reject all authority in the world of thought. 

Secular education is forbidden by the church, for 
the "supreme pontiffs" hav again and again pro
claimed "that no Catholic, of whatever rank or con
dition he may be, can approve of any system of pub
lic instruction from which religion is totally ex
cluded," and this has been echoed and re-echoed by 
pastors, councils, and bishops. The fruit of secular 
instruction is "impiety and Infidelity." But the 
Catholic school sows the good seed in the hearts of 
the children, and therefore the council says the church 
will be obliged to build its own schools and with
draw Catholic· children from the public institutions. 

Such building would be in spirit, though not in 
letter, treason to our government. As it would not 
constitute an overt act, and legally actionable, such 
attempts should be carefully watched and the effects 
thwarted by renewed efforts on the part of the friends 
of unsectarian education. Education controlled by 
the church is a weapon of ignorance, not of progress. 

On marriage the church offers the American peo
ple ~ monstrous insult. Civil marriage it regards as 
void, and goes so far as to forbid, " under penalty of 
excommunication reserved to the ordinary, the faith
ful committed to our charge to contract marriage be
fore ministers of any other religious denomination." 
Marriage, it proclidms, "is not a human institution. 
God himself was its author at the beginning of the 
world. It does not derive its efficacy from human 
laws or from society, for it preceded both. It is a 
contract, indeed; but its binding force does not de
pend on the mere wishes of the contracting parties. 
Men may make other contracts according to mutual 
agreement. They can sell or buy, lend or borrow, 
on conditions satisfactory to both parties. But the 
contract of marriage, having God for its author, must 
be made according to the conditions established by 
him or not made at all. If men and women wish to 
marry they can put no conditions, they can make no 
bargains with each other, contrary to the will of God. 
They can be united only by their free will, but, once 
united, they cannot by an exercise of their free will 
be separated." Mixed marriages are unqualifiedly 
condemned, because the issue of such may possibly 
grow up outside the Catholic fold. And if a Catho
lic be united by other than a priest, under a special 
dispensation, such person is li·ving in adultery. 

The freedom of association is also denied to C!lth
olics, who are ordered "to regard secret societies as 
societies with which you cannot be connected, or 
which you cannot in any way abet or encourage." 
The logical end of the secret associations of the so
cieties, said the bishops, is well expressed by the term 
Nihilism. "Chaos is the necessary result of their la
bors. Assassination and the foulest murder are 
recommended and practiced." 

This is atrocious, coming from a church which has 
for centuries been itself a secret society of the most 
dangerous kind, whose midnight assassins hav prowled 
through every city in Europe, and frequented the 
courts of every capital. 

The right of the church to disciplin its adherents 
is maintained, and the burnings and murderings of 
ancient times defended on the ground that the ec· 
clesiastical laws under which the heretics suffered 
were in keeping with the times. That the times hav 
changed is acknowledged. The problem before the 
bishops now is "how to adapt the unchanging spirit 
of the law to our peculiar circumstances and to the 
special difficulties of ·our age and country." 

We venture to express our opinion to the bishops 
that they had better not try to adapt medieval laws 
to modern sins. The spirit of the age is against 
ecclesiastical laws. 

Further than this cautious and guarded exprtlssion 
of the church's position on government, the New 
York council did not venture, but at the Cincinnati 
council held last year the relations of the church to 
the state were plainly stated, and as this council 
reaffirmed all regular Catholic teachings, it may be 
concluded that the position was not in any way 
changed. This is: 

"All power comes from God, and the church is the witness 
and guardian of revelations as well as the interpreter thereof. 
From her the world must learn the law of God, and the law 
of man must ever be subordinated to the law of God. It is 
untrue to assert that all powel" comes from the people. All 
powel" comes from God, by whom 'pl"inces rule and the 
mighty decree jlUitice I ' " 

These are the doctrine the Catholic church teaches 
to the citizens of a republic. 

The hope of a rehabilitation of the pope's temporal 
power is thus strongly expressed. 

"In concluding this Provincial Council we earnestly request 
you to offer before the throne of God your most fervent 
prayers for the happiness of our Holy Father, Pope Leo XIII. 
Despoiled by injustice of the ancient patrimony which had 
decended to his predecesso.rs during a period of more than 
one thousand years, and which had been productiv of so 
many benefits to religion and civilization, the Sovereign 
Pontiff is now virtually a prisoner in the Vatican. Let us 
pray for him without ceasing, as the early Christians prayed 
while Peter was kept in prison. Pray that the Almighty 
may bless and strengthen him to accomplish the great duties 
of his high position and liv to witness the victory of the 
Holy Church over all her adversaries." 

Some of the victims of Christian zeal contracted se
vere colds by their long exposure to the rain in an 
open barnyard, and will long remember this outrage 
upon their personal liberty. If the church imagine 
it can secure converts by this kind of wcrk it will 
find out its mistake. Such acts show plainer than 
anything else could the absolute necessity for the re
moval of all Sabbatarian legislation from the statute 
books of the several states. This should be the aim 
of all Freethinkers, and their efforts should be di
rected strongly to its accomplishment. The church 
and state must be separated or our liberties are not 
safe. 

To the People of Michigan. 
It appears the church has expectations of feeling 

the sword of authority once again in the hands that 
know so well how to keep its edge fr&m rusting. 
While Protestantism has never ceased its evolution, 
Catholism has remained the same. The blood in her 
veins is stagnant. Her theology is petrified; her dog
mas adamantine rocks. Giv her the power and she 
would persecute to-day as cruelly as she did in the 
days of the Reformation. Her anger at Luther and the 
Protestants of the sixteenth century bas been trans
ferred to the impious scientists and Infidels of the 
nineteenth. She would treat Spiritualists as she 
treated those she accused of witchcraft; the scientists 
would share Ga1ileo's dungeon or be bound to 
Bruno's stake; the rationalists would receive the 
same usage as the Moors and Jews. It is her boast 
that she never changes; she is to-day as when she 
ferociously suppressed by the sword and stake every 
attempt at progress. She hates liberty of thought 
and expression, and boldly proclaims her intentions 
of repressing them. She is but waiting the time 
when her hosts shall overrun this country to put in 
execution her ill-concealed designs against our civil 
institutions. She must be watched. 

The earnest attention of the Liberals in Michigan 
is called to the communications of E. A. Chapman 
and S. B. McCracken, in this issue of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, giving the particulars of the fight the Lib
erals of Lowell are having with the church power. 
It is a righteous and just cause they are engaged in, 
and one that will enlist the sympathies of thousands 
of people all over the country. No sect or general 
religionists hav the moral or legal right in this coun
try to force their Bible into the schools to be wor
shiped or read from, and the attempt of the Chris
tians of Lowell should be thwarted. 

The :Monument Fund. 
The following amounts hav been received since our 

last acknowledgment: 
PreviouHly aoknowl'd, $1197 96 
R. H. Nelson, 1 00 
John H. Wendel, 1 00 
Austin Smith, 50 
W. H. Wyman, 1 00 
J. G. Dodge, 1 00 
Wm. Wilkie, 1 00 
Rees John, 1 00 
S. R. Sepherd, 1 00 
J. F. Green, 1 00 
J. Dean, 1 00 

John Sharman, 
W. WhiLtick, 
D. Mcintyre, 
R. H. Kimbrough, 
Chas. C. Schmitt, 
Silas Ralls, 
M. G. Hhoemaker, 
H. J. Munson, 
G. Hoberg, 

Total, 

$5 00 
1 50 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 

25 
50 

$1219 71 

.A. Christian Outrage in Connecticut. 
Earnest work for the repeal of Sunday laws in Con

necticut is needed. Last Sunday about twenty pPr
sons, some of them ladies, were arrested for violating 
an old blue law, dating back to 1702, which reads as 
follows: 

"Every person who shall travel or do any secular business 
or labor, except works of necessity or mercy, or keep open 
any shop, warehouse, or manufacturing or mechanical estab
lishment, or expose any property for sale, or engage in any 
sport or recreation on Sunday, between sunrise and sunset, 
shall be fined not more than $4 nor less than $1; but, hay
wards may perform all their official. duties on said day." 

On the borders of Faxon, a village about four 
miles from New Haven, stand a number of walnut
trees. On Sunday the ground under them was cov
ered with fallen nuts, and many of the people out 
riding stopped to gather them. All these persons 
were arrested by a couple of pious old fa,rmers acting 
under authority from a constable and a grand juror. 
They were taken to one of the officious farmers' barn
yard, and there impounded all day long. Six of the 
twenty were women, one of whom had her baby, less 
than a year old, with her. A drizzling rain was fall
ing most of the day, and there was no shelter from it 
provided. In the evening they were taken before a 
local justice and held in $25 bonds. Such as could 
not offer bonds were locked up all night. Monday 
morning the same justice opened court to try the 
cases. The pious deputy-constables who made the 
arrests testified to detecting the parties riding along 
the public highway on the Sabbath, and this was all 
the evidence required. None of the prisoners could 
declare that they had ridden out as " an act of neces
sity or mercy." Consequently all were held to be 
guilty. Lawyer Charles Fowler, the town prosecut 
ing agent, made a speech regarding the heinous 
crime against the public peace which the accused 
persons had committed, and Justice Tuttle won the 
applause of the rural audience by imposing a fine of 
$3 with $2.94 costs on each offender. 

Mr. Chapman asks, at present, only moral aid. He 
and his niends hav raised enough sinews of war for 
the preliminary skirmish and the first battle; but if 
the fight lengthens out into a regular campaign, with 
long sieges necessary, they must hav help of a prac
tical character. Let the people of Michigan, who hav 
a great many strong Liberal and Spiritual societies, 
band together for this fight, and not cease their ef
forts till they come victorious out of the contest. If 
alone they cannot win, we feel sure they will hav 
abundant aid from all over the country. 

Retrograding New Hampshire. 
Three or four years ago the decent and fair-minded 

people of New Hampshire introduced a bill into their 
legislatme taxing all church property in excess of the 
value of ten thousand dollars. The advocates of the 
bill thought that as Christ did not hav even a ten 
thousand dollar church, his present followers ought 
to be willing to bear their share of the public burden of 
protecting their property exceeding that sum in value. 
The bill was passed, but was never practically opera
tiv; for although the tax assessors did their duty, the 
select men of the towns, and aldermen and councillors 
of the cities, almost invariably rebated the taxes, and 
thus God's property was exempt. 

The dishonesty of this proceeding had no percep
tible effect upon the consciences of the various 
preachers and flocks. They ate, drank, slept, and 
prayed as heartily and well as though they were not 
cheating the government out of thousands of dollars 
per year. 

But the legislature just adjourned has relieved 
them of the disgrace of being hypocrite by passing 
the following act: 

«Section 1. Houses of public worship shall be exempt 
from taxation." 

It appears that the enemies of the people must be 
watched with more care than the New Hampshire 
people exercised. They bav studied the arts of the 
Jesuits with advantage to themselvs and disadvantage 
to their neighbor. 

The legistature also passed an act offering a bounty 
for wookchucks killed, but "provided that no bounty 
shall be paid for woodchucks killed on Sunday." It 
has been suggested that this clause is a direct pre
mium on facile lying, but in the eyes of a New 
Hampshire pietist lying and cheating the tax assessor 
are less to be deplored than "breaking the Sabbath" 
or paying taxes on religious property. 

WE clip the ensuing from last Sunday's Sun: 

" 'When your term expires it is to be hoped you will lead 
a different life," Judge Elcock of Philadelphia said, after he 
had sentenced James Robinson to three years in the Eastern 
penitentiary. Robinson, who had been con..-icted of conspir
ing to make off with three cases of linen goods from a dray, 
retorted after the sentence: 'I worked three years in your 
state prison, making shoes, and I know as much about shoe
making as I do about watches. They taught me in your 
prisou to be dishonest. My principal work was to paste 
leather and pastAboard together to make a thick sole to im
pose ou the public. The mau who had the contract was a 
Christiom, a member of a church, aud at the time I called his 
attention to the pasteboard business he was foreman of the 
Grand Jury.'" 

It is a question whether the church and the jury room do 
not sometimes contain as dishonest men as those they pass 
judgment upon, 
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The Truth About It. 
Our attention was called in August, by the follow

ing letter, to the subjoined tract: 
MuLBERRY, PA., August 15, 283. 

MR. EDIToR: I inclose a Christian ~ract, "What Becomes of 
Infidel Leaders?" by Pastor C. J, Whitmore. Will you please 
read it, and tell me if he writes thf' truth, and who those 
prominent Infidel leaders were? Respectfully, 

L. w. LIGHTY. 

Following is the tract, printed by the "Believers' 
Book and Tract Repositmy" of Washington, D. C., 
and being circulated, it seems, quite viciously: 

During the thirty years of my life as a Uhristi;;n worker and 
minister in London, I hav come into contact wrth twenty of 
the leading lecturers and writers on the side of nn belief. 
Nearly all of them hav been lecturers in London; some of 
them writers in the National R~former, and other Infidel pa
pers· some of them secretaries of branch societies. Of these 
twen'ty, only four now .remain. T~:ee of thf's~ hav la~ely 
been engaged in speakmg and wntmg accusatwns agamst 
each other, and the fourth holds a very doubtful position be
tween Christianity and unbelief. 

Leaving these four, there are sixteen to account for. What 
bas become of these sixteen Infidel leaders in London during 
the past thirty years? They hrw all lift their Infidelity, hav 
turned to i]lwistianity, a_n~ OJ!enJ'!! professed their beliif in its jucts 
and teachings! I subJOin mrhals, and an outhne sketch of 
each of these once Infidel leaders in London: 

1. T. C.-This most talented leader of Infidelity was well 
known as a lecturer at the Hall of Science. But he became 
converted, and is now far more widely known as a lecturer on 
Christian evidences. 

2. J. B., once a Wesleyan preacher, then a Deist, and for 
years one of the secular lecturers at the Hall of Science. He 
was Mr. Bradlaugh's co-editor of the National Riformcr-. He 
was convinced of the error of his way, returned to the faith 
he bad left and died believing in Jesus. 

3. C. S.~This man wqs one of the chief lecturers at the 
Hall of Science, and the most shocking blasphemer I hav 
ever known. He went to Australia, professed Christianity, 
became editor of a Wesleyan Methodist magazine, and was 
editor when he died. 

4. J. H. G. came to London to lecture at the Hall of Sci
ence. and returned to the Midlands when he was brought to 
see Jesus as his savior under Mr. Conder's ministry. He af
terward became a Baptist minister near Manchester. 

5. J. B. B. was a lecturer at the Hall of Science and editor 
of a free-thinking paper. He became disgusted with the ar
cana of Secularism, left the body, and publicly made known 
his recantation at Taylor's Repository Hall. He became also 
a minister of the gospel. 

6. G. S., one of the talented of the Infidel lecturers at the 
Hall of Science, etc. He was led to examin and so to aban
don Secularism, and now lectures on Christian evidences, 
and is editor of a magazine published in defense of the faith 
of Jesus Christ. 

7. H. F. was a schoolmaster, writer in the National Riformer, 
and lecturer. He also was disgusted with unveiled Secular
ism left it, and became a Christian. He went down into the 
depths of misery and want, rather than accept help that 
would hav been gladly given, in order that Secularists should 
not be able to charge him with impure motivs in professing 
Christianity. 

8. D. K. 'F. was the most talented and industrious writer 
employed on the National Reformer, writin·g under the signa
ture of "Free Lance." He was private secretary to the 
founder of Secularism. But gospel truth reached him, and 
he read his recantation of Secular principles in Whitefield 
Presbyterian chm·ch, Drury lane. He lived a quiet, Chris
tian life, and was a member of St. Luke's, Chelsea, when he 
died. 

9. E. E. was superintendent of the Hall of Science Sunday
school for teaching Atheism to children, and lecturer in 
North London. He engaged in debate with some Christian 
advocates saw his errors, and left Secularism. He became 
one of Mr. Spurgeon's colporters, and was working at the 
Sundav-school Union when he died. 

10. G. B. was lecturer at the Hall of Science, and sent 
thence to Northampton, where he constantly opposed Chris
tian advocates. He was led into the light of C1rrstian truth 
in the place where he had lectured against and opposed it, 
and now pr·eacbes the gospel he once despised and rejected. 

11. E. C. was secretary of the South London Secular So· 
ciety, and lecturer in South London. He was brought to 
know truth from error, and became an earnest propagator of 
Christianity. 

12. F. M. E. was one of the leaders and lecturers among 
the Infidels of North London. He was converted at one of 
the theater special services, and became an advocate of Chris
tianity under the auspices of the vicar of St. James's, Pen
tonviile. 

13. J. S. was one of the earlier lecturers and leaders also 
in North London. Like the foregoing he also was converted 
at the theater special services. He became a member of the 
Open-Air Mission, and, while working for daily bread, he 
freely preached the gospel he once despised, at ever·y oppor
tunity. 

14. W. 0. B. was a lecturer at the Hall of Science. He af
terward recanted his Infidelity and became one of the advo
cates of the Christian Evidence Society. 

15. J. H. was one of the most determined opponents of 
Christianity in North London, lecturing against it constantly 
under the arches of the Midland railway. At one time he 
was in grPat distress, and a Christian friend sought him out, 
comforted and helped him. This practical Christianity com
menced his conversion. He left London, became a hearty, 
joyful Christian, and wrote to his former friends bearing 
earnest testimony to gospel truth. 

16. J. K. was not known as a lecturer, but thoroughly well 
known as an opponent of the gospel and leader among Secu
larists. He also has recanted his Infidelity, and I hav sel
dom seen a happier face than his when recently he met me 
in the house of God, glorying in Chr·ist. I bad known him as 
an Infidel leader for thirty years. 

What then, has become of these lecturers at the Hall of 
Science; these writers of the National Riformm·, these Infidel 
leaders of past years? Thank God! they hav turned to 
Christianity and salvation. Will not. those wh? followed 
them into evil and danger, follow them mto cleansmg, safety, 
and eternal life by Jesus Christ? 

As the scene of all this apostasy is laid in England, 
and as we are personally unacquainted with the cir
cumstances, we waited for the alTival of Mr. vVatts 
to learn further particulars. But a few weeks ago 
Dr. Edward Aveling, interim editor of the London 
Freethinker (the rightful editor, G. W. Foote, being 
in prison for blasphemy), began corresponding with 

the Rev. Mr. Whitmore upon the statements made in 
this same tract, and we can now use his reply, which 
is thorough. 

guardism "and call that paper a "filthy print." I will admit 
that you 'are, probably, better vened in. scandalous. black
guardism than I, and that your pr·ofesswnal acquamtance 
with the Bible givs you the right to recognize filth. None 
the less I challenge you to quote from the National Riformer a 
single passage that is· filthy, and I refer you to the following 
chapters in the Bible as examples of the disgusting nature of 
the book that you place in the hands of little children. GeJ?-
eRis xix, 30-36 (the story of Lot and his daughters),; Gene,s,~s 
xix, 4-11 (the story of the men of Sodom); Genesis xxxvm, 
9 (the stOl'y of Onan); Leviticus v, 3; xv, 16-1~! and indeed 
the whole of that fifteenth chapter; 2 Samuel xm, 10-14, and 
the Song of Solomon, passim. As long, sir, as you and wicked 
men like you are idolizing a book containing such passages 
ns these that I hav picked at random out of the large number 
of filthy passages in the Bible, so long had y~m not, bett.er 
cease, for very shame, to speak of indecency m mens writ-

Some of the correspondence between Dr. A veling 
and Mr. Whitmore is very spicy. The rm erend lost 
his temper, and consequently made himself appear 
ridiculous, while the editor maintained an enviable 
equanimity all through. Dr. Aveling describ{'s the 
leaflet as "an attempt to obtain credit for Christian
ity under false pretenses." Although the National 
Riforrner had exposed the deceptions of t.he dissent
ing minister, he paid no attention to it, and went 
about circulating his stories as before, and his cis
atlantic Christian workers appear to hav no more 
honesty. 

1\fr. Whitmore resides in Kentish Town, and .Tuly 
last Dr. Aveling lectured there. He advertised his 
intention to notice the tract, and courteously- sent a 
ticket to its clerical author, who declined to attend, 
in this sneering manner: 

88 CAvERSHAM RoaD, N. W., June 25, 1883. 
Sir: I received your note by last post on StJturday night, 

proposing that I should leave my congregation on the follow
ing evening to listen to an attack you intended to make on 
some statements of mine in Milton Htlll But of course you 
never expected me to comply with such a very modest and 
sensible proposal. The only statements I hav made in Milton 
Hall concerned my tract on "'\Vhat Becomes of the Infid~l 
Leaners?" I inclose a copy, and am ready to defend It m 
public discussion against any attack you may make when I 
can reply. If you allude to some other statements, made dur
ing years of writing, lecturing, and discussion, I must ask 
you for particulars. Yours truly, C. J. WHITMoRE. 

To which Dr. Aveling retorted: 
13 NEwMA..."f STREET, OXFoRD STllEET, '\V. 

Sir: Your discourteous letter, in reply to one from me that 
was, at least, not wanting in courtesy, has reached me. I 
told yon that I was about to attack your utterances, as I make 
a point of doing this whenever I hav to attack. I regret that 
Christian assailants do not adopt a plan that is, as you. say, 
"modest and sensible." 

No one knows better than yourself that the people whose 
names you mention are, in scarcely any cases, representativ 
men; that because men hav written in the National Rif017n.er 
they are not necessarily Atheists; that Mr. Bradlaugh in the 
National Riformer has pointed out how misleading are your 
statements, and that for one Atheist turned Christian that you 
can produce or invent, we can show a hundred Christians 
turned Atheists. Yours faithfully, EDWARD B. AvELING. 

Mr. Whitmore replied in a long letter, winding up, 
"Are you prepared to attack any statements of 
mine in open public discussion? " Close on the heels 
of this Mr. Whitmore wrote to a clergyman of the 
Established church concerning his lying leaflet and 
Dr. Aveling: 

I hav delivered the lecture twice iJl London, once at Wool
wieh · but the only attempt that was made was to blacken 
the.cbaracter of the converts. Dr. Aveling attacked the pa
per in my absence, at one of his lectures here. I hav chal
lenged him to make his attacks in ope~ public discussion 
where I can reply to him, but he is afraid. ~ h.av twice wri~
to him personally, but he has crept out of It m each of hrs 
three letters in reply. It is an utter falsehood for anyone to 
say or write that I bav ever at any time or place declined to 
state the names of the Infidel leaders. I hav supplied them 
to everyone, without exception, who has ever applied to me 
for them. That I hav refused to reply to the scandalous 
blackguardism of the National Riformer is tru!'•. simply !>ecause 
I will not play Mr. Bradlaugh's game by wntmg m h1s filthy 
print. No man that had one grain of respect for himself 
would ever write a line for it. It seems to me that contempt 
is the only weapon left for a decent man to use. For· many 
years I hav been the subject of persistent attack, simply be
cause I opposed their wic~edness; and I hav repaid the. at
tacks by feeding and helpmg all the broken-down Seculansts 
who bav come to me when their own body left them to 
starve. 

This s.currilous epistle brought the following indig
nant reply from Dr. Aveling, which is so good that 
we copy the whole: 

13 NEwMAN STllEE'l', W., Aug. 24, 1883. 
Sir: At greater leisure than I bad when I acknowledged the 

receipt of your last letter, I now write. I regret to find your 
second letter as wanting in good manners as your first. I 
sent to you notice of my lecture, as I was going to attack 
your wordEI.; and I though~ that even if you were unable. to be 
present some representahv of yours might come. I mt-ro
duced the name of Mr. Bradlaugh, to whom you refer with 
the coarseness of manner that seems, unhappily, habitual 
with you, because that gentleman, in an article published in 
the National Riformer of July 2, 1882, exposed m part your 
fraud. You read my letters vtry carelessly.. .~he whole of 
the sixteen persons to whom you refer by rmtrals may hav 
existed, and yet you and kindred Christian.s may "invent" 
others. The last part of my last sentence m my last letter 
but one is of general application; the first part is of special 
application. 

I intend to show that your statements are misleading in a 
written debate with you, if I can induce you to debate. You 
speak of "self-styled" Christians only as turning Atheists, 
and deny that they were real Christians. Even you must see 
that this sort of argument cuts both ways. May I not with 
equal justice say that "no Atheist ever yet turned Chriiltian? 
But if you allude to some self-styled Atheist leaders who hav 
done so, and you are proud of them," then part of your pam
phlet may hav meaning. 

ings? No man has written anything to approach the honible 
filthiness your God, as you say, has vomited forth in his book, 
the Bible. 

In this same letter you write, "For many years I hav been 
the subject of persistent attack, simply because I exposed 
their wickedness; and I hav repaid the attacks by feeding 
and helping all the broken-down Secularists who hav come 
to me whom their own .body left to starve." Again I chal
lenge you to substantiate this statement. 

Candidly, I had no d&sire to meet one of such conspicuous 
ill-breeding and so unscrupulous a nature as you appear to 
be. There is an old proverb as to the impossibility of touch· 
ing pitch-you know the rest. But when I find you pos~ng 
as an authority upon the fates of Secular leaders, attackmg 
myself and slandering a newspaper and a p~trt;v with which I 
am connected, I put on one side personal feelings and chal
lenge you (1) to a written discussion upon "What Becomes 
of the Infidel Leaders?" (2) to quote from the National Re
fo?·ma passages as filthy as those to which I hav referred in 
the Bible; (3) to substantiate your statement as to succ01ing 
Secularists left to stai:ve by their own body. 

Yours faithfully, EDWARD B. AvELING. 

The reverend gentleman replied as follows: 
88 CAVERSHA.M }.toAD, N. W., Aug. 27, 1883. 

Sir: As you are clearly afraid to make good your bragging 
threat of "attacking my statements " on a public platfor~, 
I beg to decline any further correspondence. And as to writ
ing in the Ji1reethinlce1·, my opinion is that no decent man 
would touch the "obscene" thing with a pair of tongs. 

Yours truly, C. J. WHITMORE. 

It will be noticed that. Mr. Whitmore challenged 
Dr. Aveling to a public debate on the subject of his 
leaflet, but that when the challenge was accepted and 
cold type was named as the umpire, where each man 
must stand by what he wrote, the reverend backed 
down and with characteristic Christian courtesy and 
truthfulness alleged as a reason that the journal 
named, the Freethinlce1·, was obscene. Had Mr. Whitt
more been actuated by the zeal supposed to be in 
everv true Christian's breast he would ha~ jumped 
at the chance to put his Christian teachings before so 
many Secularists as the Freethinker reaches; for its 
circulation has increased enormously since its editor 
was put in a Christian dungeon. 

As Dr. Aveling could not induce M:r. Whitmore to 
meet him, he proceeded in his issue of Sept. 30th, to 
expose the so-called recantations. He says: 

The fraudulent character of the Rev. C. J. Whitmore's 
leaflet, "What Becomes of the Infidel Leaders?" will now be 
~hown. The fraud is twofold The initials that he givs are 
those of men who, in the majority of cases, never were leaders 
in the Atheistic movement at all. Of the real leaders he says 
nothing. 

I take his instances seriatim. 1. T. C. (Thomas Cooper).
A fair ease-l mean for Mr. Whitmore, not for Mr. Cooper. 
The latter was once an unbeliever in Chr·istianity. He now 
poses as a believer. Here, perhaps more fitly than anywhere 
else, I may remind my readers that the calling of a converted 
Infidel is a very lucrativ one. If the editor of this paper, or 
if the present writer, were to become a Christian, a fortune 
could be made by either of them. It is a matter for wonder 
that a larger number of unprincipled men hav not acted the 
parts first of Atheistic lecturer and then of Christian penitent. 
There's money in it. The capacity of Mr. Cooper and, per
haps, his honesty, may be estimated by the fact that he, a 
man with no scientific qualifications whatever, sees fit to at
tack the great teachings of Charles Darwin with buffoonery. 

2. J. B. (Joseph Barker·).-Was co-editor of the National 
Reformer with Charles Bradlaugh. He left the paper because 
he was dismissed by the shareholrlers. 

3. C. S. (Charles Southwell).-This man whilst in Australia 
edited a Wesleyan paper for the livelihood that Christian 
persecution tried to take from him. He called thid "spoiling 
the Egyptians." '.rhe act was.not an honest one. Southwell, 
however died a Freethinker. I hav recently met with one 
who was' with him to the end and who declares in the most 
positiv fashion that his death was that of an Atheist. 

4. J. H. G. (J. H. Gordon).-A lecturer at Leeds, who re
canted. 

5. J. B. B. (J. B. Babbington).-A Secularist, but quite ob
scm·e. Neither a lecturer nor a writer. In no sense a leader. 

6. G. S. (G. Sexton).-Was for a time a Sec.ular lecturer, 
and is now a Christian. Vide notes "on 1. Hrs past career 
bas been, however, so doubtful that, though he earns a com
petence that is the only thing modest about him, he has not 
amassed the wealth that he had calculated as the price of his 
treacher·y. He is an impoRtor, who tries to obtain credit un
der false pretenses. He signs himself "M.A.," and calls 
himself "Dr." Sexton. He has no claim to either title. No uni
versity is disgraced by the presence of his name on its books. 

7. H. F. (Henry Fulton).-As 4 and 5. 
8. D. K. F. (D. K. Fraser).-A political writer in the Na

tional Refonner and possibly Mr. Holyoake's secretary; but not 
an Infidel. One of the many writers on politics and other 
subjects in the National Riformer who are not Atheists. Kin
dred cases are those of Dr. Carter-Blake and the Rev. Stewart 
Headlam. 

I am prepared to discuss with you the question, "What be
comes of the Infidel Leaders?" in the columns of the Ji1ree
thinlcer. I shall endeavor to show (1) that your pamphlet is 
misleading; (2) that you hav really begged the question, as 
you bav not mentioned the true Infidel leaders of this age or 
of past times. You must clearly understand that I shall not 
only deal with the initials given in your traot, but I shall 
carry you much further afield. The question you ask is a 
large one. What bec~mes of the Infidelleaders.? I shall take 
you and our readers, rf. we hav any, over the hves of all the 
Infidel leaders of our time, and shall show them, whether I 
succeed with you or not, that you hav carefully avoided re
ferring to the real leaders in secular thought, and that your 
pamphlet cannot be taken as in any sense a truthful and com
plete reply to the momentous inquiry that heads it. 

9. E. E. (E. Eurwaker).-Never wrote for the National Re
(01"/ner. Never lectured at the Hall of Science. There never 
'has been a Sunday-school at the Hall of Science .for teac~ing 
Atheism to children. There was one for teachmg readmg, 
writing, arithmetic. 

10. G. B. (George Bishop).-Professed to be a Freethinker, 
but was never a leader. We should be equally justified in 
calling him a Christian leader to-day because he, following 
the ex~tmple of Sexton, dnbs himself reverend. 

In a letter, that with your permission has been sent on to 
me, you speak of the .National Riformer's "scandalous black-

11. R. C. (R. Couch).·-Secretar·yof a branch of the National 
Secularist Society, but not a leader. Every secretary of the 
eighty branches of the Atheistic society would smile at the 
idea of being styled an Infidel leader. Couch was dismissed 
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for dishonesty and naturally turned to Christianity as a more 
congenial sphere. 

12. F. M. E. (F. M. Ennis). 13. J. S. (J. Start.-As 4 and 5. 
14. w. B. (W. Bendall).-Leaseholder of the Hall of 

Science but no more an Infidel leader than the Jews from 
whom the lease is now held. The actual owners of the lands 
are the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. We shall hav Mr. 
Whitmore calling them Infidel leaders anon. 

15. J. H. (J.Horn).-Never a lectUl'er; never a writer in the 
National Reformer. 

16. J. :K. (J. King).-As 4 and 5. 
Four cases of the sixteen (1, 2, 4, 6) may by a very generous 

reading of facts be granted to Mr. Whitmore. One (3) is that 
of a known man who never was a Christian. Two (8, 14) 
never were Atheists. Five (5, 9, 10, 11, 15) were not leaders, 
but only obscure members of the rank and file, and may now 
be amongst the Christians, rank and vile. Four (7, 12, 13, 
16) are persons unknown to any of our Secular leaders or or
ganizations. 

It is impossible to acquit Mr. Whitmore of the most flagrant 
dishonesty. 

On the other hand, the real leaders in Freethought he does 
not mention. I will giv him a few names. John Watts, 
Austin Holyoake, James Watson, Ellen B. Watson, John 
Stuart Mill, Percy Shelley, Charles Darwin, Charles Bradlaugh, 
Annie Besant, Harriet Law, Charles Watts, Stewart Ross, C. 
C. Cattel, G. J. Holyoake, A. B. Moss, George Standring, 
Thomas Huxley, Algernon C. Swinburne, G. W. Foote. 
These are some of the names that leap to the lips of men 
who speak of Freeth ought leaders. If we compare them with 
those that figure in the list of Mr. Whitmore, can we hesitate 
to proclaim him to the world as false? 

I answer his question, "What Becomes of the Infidel 
Leaders?" by pointing to the list of names just given. What 
becomes of them? Some are dead, and one of these lies in 
Westminster Abbey. Of the living you will find them chosen 
as members of Parliament or of school boards, presidents of 
the Royal Society, editors of papers and magazines, authors 
of books and poems, on lecture platforms, at the head of 
science classes, passing through universities, and in prison 
for conscience' sake. But diverse as are their positions their 
hearts are as one in their longing for the truth to be known 
to men, and for the wider reign of freedom. 

EDWARD B. AVELING. 

If the managers of the "Believers' Book and Tract 
Repository" in Washington were only as desirous of 
telling the truth as they appear to be of circulating 
"Infidel recantations," they would print Dr. Aveling's 
reply along with their tract, or cease circulating the 
latter. Their failure to do one or the other is an 
evidence of dishonesty in methods and purposes. 

HYDE PARK, PA, Oct. 6, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed plea-e find $5-$4 to be ap

plied on my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and 
$1 for the monument to be erected in commemora
tion of the late "D. M. Bennett, my friend and brother. 

Yours fraternally, J. F. GREEN. 

MoUNT Kisco, Oct. 7, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1 for Monu

ment Fund in honor of our noble D. M. Bennett. 
Wishing you all success in your efforts to make THE 
TRUTH SEEKER the paper for Liberals t roughout the 
country, I remain, Youra truly, CHAs. C. ScHMITT. 

BELLEVUE, IDAHO, Sept. 4, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5-$1 for the Monument 

Fund and the balance for Tll:E TRUTH SEEKER. Thanks 
for sending it after my subscription had expired. I 
like the paper more and more, and hope it may liv 
many years to battle with superstition. I will send 
you the names of several who are liberal minded. 
Some of them may want to take the paper. 

Yours in friendship, love, and truth, 
SILAS RALLS, 

LEAVENWORTH, KAN, Oct. 1,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Here is my dollar for the monument 

to the metuory of an almighty good. though perhaps 
not perfect, man-D. M. Bmnett. He is the bright
est star in my constellation of heroes, saints, and 
martyrs. Bennett never struck a foul blow. I honor 
him; and I could sit up nights to execrate the in
famous characters of the men who hastened his 
death: Abbot, Comstock, Bundy, and their confreres. 

Respectfully, S R. SHEPHERD. 

CLEVELAND, Oct. 2, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed fifty cents from 

a trial subscriber for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hope to 
hav more names soon. 

We hav lately had a visit from Mr. Leland and 
Mr. Wakeman, which was very much appreciated by 
the Liberals that attended their meetings. There 
was not so large an attendance as we might hav had 
if proper advertising had J.een made. We started a 
League that evening with twenty-eight names, of 
which I hope to giv good report in the future. 

c. L. WATSON. 

WELLAND, ONT., Sept. 23, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I think I may congratulate you on your 

success in the management of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
Its tone is of a scientific and common sense charac
ter. Some of your contributors are writers for the 
common people, and others are better suited to the 
more highly educated and more enlightened part of 
the community; but it is all good. 

Wishing you success, and willing to help in the 
Liberal cause what I can, I am, 

Yours very respectfully, JoHN RAY. 

FLORA, IND., Oct. 3, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclo8ed $1. 25, which sum 

place to my account un THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav 
been taking your paper about a year; like it well; 
think it the best Liheral paper publiRhed. I would 
like to see John Peck's "Infidel Philosophy" in 
book form. I think it would be a good one to hand 
around. 

We hav a population of about five hundred, with 
five churches; yet tbe devil is getting in his work. 
Alic Keys, a young Methodist, who hart his sins for~ 
give_n. last vo:tnter at a rfvival, is it~ the county jail, 
a.~a.1tmg tnal for r.nurder in the first degree; while 
h1s father, who is a shouting Methodist and leader 
of prayer-meetings and S'l.bbath-school is awaiting 
trial for manslaughter. Their victim w~s a Presby
terian whom they are charged with having murdered 
on the hvly Sabbath. JoHN BARNARD. 

PACIFIC, Oct. 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I incloRe $2 50 for the renewal of illY 

Aubscription for THE TRUTH SF.EKER I find it a hard 
task to clo without it. It contains too much which 
is after my own heart ann thought. It has so much 
good sense and pure motiv that it woulrt not bejnst 
to throw it aside on a('c0unt of a few Wintry blasts 
in wintry seasons. Motiv, consciousness, is a lone 
what rules the world, a.nd survives the object of that 
and all the seasons, and therefore minds them not. 
Excuse my way of talking, of expressing mv ideas; 
I can unrlerstand better than I cq,n write. The rea
~on why I stopped taking the paper was because of 
the harsh language used by some, anr'l too much ob
t.nsP. and transcendental matter, which would not 
he.lp the cause for which Liberals are fighting, and 
but few can understa.nd-. I can well see the points 
made by AndrPws, Wakeman, and Putnam, but of 
whfl.t. use are they in overcoming the wrongs and 
causes which oppress us? . Yours trulv, 

AUGUST H. KRUGER, 

SACRAMENTO, SE>pt. 24, 1883. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $16 to pay for 

trial sub~cribers and books. 
This Jist is a portion of the harvest reaped from 

the good >:efd scattered by tbose little missionaries
THE TRUTH SEEKER tracts-which are opening the 
way for t.he car of progress of this nineteenth cen
tury. THE TRUTH SEEKER is destined to on~>n thE' 
eyes of creed-bound people enslaved by the teach
ings of a hypoeritic priesthood. It will crack the 
shell of superstition and looeA the chains c f ortho
doxy, and raise the human f>~mily to a higher plane 
of thought and moral principle; spread the light, 
truth, so that all may see the good, frnm the least 
unto the greatest. If each of your subscribers would 
circulate a few of those little missionaries, you would 
soon see gooil r~>sults. I think the most of those 
subscribers will renew for the next volume I ask 
no gold for what I may do in way of subscriptions. 
I feel an interest in the good work ll.Ud will do what-
ever I can to help it on. R. BUTTERFIELD, 

TO THE CHRISTIAN WHO INTRUDED. 
OREANA, ILL., Oct. 2, 283. 

MR. EDITOR: In rlefensA of" total depravity"" J. N. 
B." says in THE TRUTH SEE:ttER of Sept. 28th: "l hold 
that a parent who, being aware of his evil bequeath
menta, . . . warns his child against the indulgence 
of certain natn ral proclivities," f\tc., "does his 
bounden duty." C.cJrtainly. So do I hc:>ld. So does 
1\:Ir, Remsburg hold; but the dogma of total deprav
ity holds that it is not merel v certain natural pro
clivities which a "loving parent" should warn his 
child against the indulgence of, but that the parent 
warn the child against the indulgence of any and all 
"natural proclivities." Suppose I hav a son who by 
his environment has an acquired proclivity, or, by 
the law of heredity, has a natural proclivity for the 
use of strong drink, or riotous conduct for licentious
ness, or for any other indulu:ence that tends to de
stroy the manliness of human character. It is 
my "bounden duty" to indicate to this boy the evils 
of following these proclivities, to warn him of the 
results of their indulgonce, to restrain him in their 
exercise. "J. N. B." b8lieves this; Mr. R~msburg 
believes this; I believe this, and I will pay" J. N. B." 
for his trouble if he will find me one solitary Free
thinker in America or the world who does not be
lieve it. 

"J. N. B." has a son who, from some causes, ba~ 
a proclivity for conducting himself righteously, pay
ing his honest debts, guarding with scrupulous care 
the trusts conficled to his keeping, claiming nn priv
ileges himself which he is not willing to grant others, 
for acquiring any or all the beatitudes that go to 
make a perfect human character. 

Now it is "J. N. B.'s " bounden duty according to 
the dogma in question, to indicate to thi3 boy the 
evils of following these proclivities to warn him 
against their indulgence; for, being the outcrop of 
the individul nature before it has been at the feet of 
Jesus to learn of him, they are worldly-are not of 
Christ. 

Now just here I want to inform "J. N. B." that 
my humble opinion is, Freethinkers, and those of the 
Rochester Convention certainly, understand fully the 
meaning of those two much-mooted words, '' total 
depravity," in the Christology of the church militant. 

fact that his understanding of the Christian 'a con
ception of this dogma and its ~>ffects is at fault. The 
New Testament, however ambiguous it may be as to 
side issues, such as baptism, communion, etc., is 
perfectly clear and uniform in its enunciation and 
elaboration of t]le innate cussedness of human nature, 
and the total inability of that nature to improve or 
elevate itself. No pleasure is allowed but the pleas
ure of communing with Christ. Man is "conceived 
in sin," and to be Christian he must be an enemy 
of the very authors of his being; and, too, the en
mity must be the en nity of hatred. His natural 
proclivities, be they elevating or degrading, are "of 
this world "-are "sinful." At all times, at every 
point, in sunshine and in shade, in the fulness of 
joy and in the hunger of grief, in the chord of good 
actions and in the discord of hateful words, he is t.o 
fight against self and the spirit of this world. No 
act is to be performed, no word spoken, no thought 
conceived, save such as.bear the trademark." Jesus." 

If you want authority in evidence of what the 
Christian's conception of this much-mooted doctrin 
is, read the opinions of prominent Christian writers 
from Tradux anirnce, tradux peccati of Tertullian, 
200 A.D, down through Augustine, Calvin, Luther, 
Whitfield, the Augsburg Confession, the Thirty-Nine 
Articles. Read the writings of Jonathan Edwards 
and the writings of his friends Bellamy and Wig
g-lesworth. "Sinners in the Hands of an Angry 
God " and the "Day of D Jom " will be especially in
structiv on the subject in hand. Read "Riches of 
Divine Love," by Twiss, and " Original Sin," by 
Burgeas. Read the sermons of more modern divines 
-Dr. Emmons, Nehemiah Adams, Gardner Spring, 
Spurgeon, or go hear the divinely divine, Talmage. 

"J. N. B.'s" defense of vicarious atonement con
tains decidedly more pith than point. Fair crithJism 
will· find the pith of Mr. Remsburg's illustration in 
the sacrifice of t.he innocent for the guilty, instead 
of the few for the good of the many;; and right here I 
would say that the majority of mankind do not be
lieve in the sacrifice of the few for the goor'l of the 
many, nor in sacrifice at all, of the kind Mr. Rems
burg had in consideration. 

The quintessence of "J. N. B.'s" conundrums 
about forgivness of sin, as I take it, is that figurativ 
prison. I, of course, would hav been unable to guess 
it but for the statement that "an understanding ( !) 
and r~>cngnition of the law form the superstructure 
underlying the conditions of his release," etc. This 
makes it so pla.in Lhat a rreacher might guess it, 
and if Freethinkers with thPir •· boasted" intelligence 
can't they ought not be forgiven. 

"J. N. B." would like to hav pointed out to him the 
"difference between these two laws" which consti
tutes the one a "silly belief." 

I must confess that it is too artistic a job for m~>. 
I giv it up. It looks to me that the man in the 
Albany and the one in the "figurativ" prison are in 
the same boat. They both earn-pay cash down, one 
hundred cents on the dollar, for-their release, and 
thEre is no forgivness about it; and, further, "J. N. 
B." knows, if he has read so much even as an al
manac with the Christian calendar in it, that the 
Christian's position on the doctrin of forgivness is 
not as he presents it. 

Hanging hell on the "primordial essentiality of 
law" may be a good way to dispose of hell, and as 
I hav already occupied more space than the case de
mands, I will just leave her hang. 

In conclusion, I would suggest to friend "J. N. B.'' 
that a short investigation of law will convince him 
that "belief in the, law," or an" understanding and 
recognition" of the law by the subject, is not an es
sentiality of law, executiv. A belief or a disbelief in 
t.he laws of man or of God, an understanding of 
them, or a want of this understanding, furnishes no 
R'rounds for an exercise of the executiv function of 
those laws. 

I disbelieve in the law that establishes the grand 
jury and grants it inquisitorial power. Refusing to 
appear before it in answer to its summons, I am 
punished-not for my belief or disbelief in the law, 
but because of my act of refusal. 

You walk off a precipice three hundred feet in 
hight, and are reduced to puln. The law of terres
trial g-ravitation does not withhold its executiv func
tion to inquire, "Do you believe you fell sixteen 
feet the first second?" "Do you believe that the 
distance you hav fallen divided by sixteen equals 
the time it took von to get here?" "Do you believe 
that all bodies fall with the same velocity, or, in 
other words, that a bottle of St. Jacob's oil would 
hav come to the j1rdge's stand neck and neck with 
you?" No, my friend, you step off, and, whether 
you believe or not, understand or not, the little fact 
that reaction is equal to action, makes your "primor
dial essentiality" non est. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER is certainly occupying the shelf 
of superlativ excellence in the library of periodicals 
in this country. It is elear, comprehensiv, and thor
ough, and fits the mind of the child, the mediocre, 
and the s<·holar. I would like to "shake" with 
John Peck, T. B. W., and in fact. I think ir. would in
crease my spiritual strength to get a grab at any of 
the contributors. I believe J. R. P.'s •· Problem vf 
the Atoms," in No. 38, will giv his opponents some 
vigorous exercise, '!'he editorials !-I can't cto them 

I wish, too, to point "J. N. B. " to the patent justice, so I will not attempt it. W. H. GANTZ. 
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_ RusH, PA., Oct. 10, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Herewith find $3 50; apply $2 50 on 

renewal of subscription as directed, and $1 as my 
contribution to the fund for ~>recting a monum~>nt 
to D. M. Bannett, who WflS the best Liberal worker 
I hav ever been acquainted with. I will, at any time, 
giv $5 for erecting a B~>noett Hall or BPnnett Me
morial, whf'never our Liberal workers think it pru
dent to make the attemnt- I hav the works of B~otb~>r 
Bonnett while in prison (shame for R. B. Hayes), 
"The Goos anrl Religions," also "A Truth S~eker 
Around the World." I cannot bny ev~>rything, yet 
I try to do my part. M_ G. SHOEMAKER. 

RoMULUs, N.Y., Oct. 4, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I wish to sa:v a word. My Christian 

Bible is wrongly printed. Genesis it, 7, says, "And 
man became a livin~ soul." It should hav been, 
"And man became a living villain." If this had been 
Moses's view it would be correct_ I am not Mosf's or 
Aaron, or priest or Christian. I hav been a Bible 
reader for more than seventy years, and I cannot be
lieve the Bible to be tht~ work of my maker. I think 
I was created to be a man. ano the more I liv as a 
man the more .should I worship mv crf'ator. I do 
not wish to make creeds for man. The lf'ss I mingle 
with men the less mean company I shall kt~ep, 

HELIM SUTTON. 

EAsT DuBUQUE, Sept. 28, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I am happy to cnngrat.nlate vou on 

the successful manag-ement of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
which is truly growing in grace, as our Christian 
frlenils would say. You hav a number of able and 
splendid corresnonc1ents, not excelled by any paper. 
And as you wish to f'Xtend your circulation. pleas!' 
forward a copy to the inclosed addresses. Thev arf' 
oM-time Liberals, who hav patroniz'ld the Investi
gator for many yf'ars, and friends of mine. I hav 
tried to convince them that they cannot flfforc1 to Iiv 
wlthm1t the hiABslngs of the gods of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. Respectfully and truly yonr frieni!, 

D. R BURT. 

CHESTER, PA., Ont., 8,1883. 
Mn. EDITOR: To-dav I bapnf'nPd acrose; a Se>ptember 

number of THE TRUTH SEFKER, the first I han ever 
seen, flDd I mnst f'ay that I wafl so well pleasf'd with 
its cont~>nts that I at. oncfl concluded to snbscribfl. 
Inclosf'n you will find $1 25 for six months' subscriP
tion. I hav b~>en a. C'losfl obFerv~>r (lf the so-callell 
Christians and Christianity, and the more I look Into 
thf'm the more impa.tlf'nt I l!et with th~>m. I be
lievE> in re<~.Fon~tble things and thingg that l.ook reR
sonable_ I want to see truth and honesty prf'vaiL 
I wouln like to hear from some of your corre!'<pono
ents. H"ping to rAr~>ive the next issue of ynur pa-
per, I remain. Truly yours, E. DICKERSON. 

LINCOLN, Sept, 9, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: As a snbscriber to yonr Vflhlflble n·1.pf'r. 

I ask tbe privilege of r~>coroing in THE TRUTH SEEKER 
the ileath of my fathf'r, W_ S. FanchAr, who dier'! 
on Sept_ 3, 18P3, in Lincoln county, Kansas. Tbf' 
derf'RSed WRS born in Ovt~rton ClOunt.y. Tenn., March 
1, 1805, of Christi~tn p~trf'nts, and strictly adhered to 
the tearhings of Christlanitv until about the :vear 
1853; while engflged in studying some scientific ~ork 
he bPcamA convinced of the hllacv of the principle!' 
taught him in his youth. And continuing to inves
tigate Rnd to seAk after further light, he at last found 
that. the more he examined the S'"l-called evidence!' 
of Christianity, the more its spuriousness and falsity 
became apparent; and believing in the uncertainty 
of the fnture, as taught and professed by the follow
ers of Jpsus, he became reEOolvf'd to pay strict at
tention to living an upri4:rht life in this world anr'l 
enoeavoring to make himself and his f~>llow-men 
happy. To the corr~>ctness of thiA humble testimony 
all those of his neighbors who knew him can fully 
testify_ He died as he had Jived, a firm believer in 
the rlghtEO of man, leaving the gods to fight their 
battles. He did not presume in the least to dlct.atf' 
to these gentlemen how they should manage their 
affairs, but simply enrle:tvored to make the best of 
it here on earth, believing that man's highest mis
sion is to lead a moral life, in df'a1ing honestly and 
justly with his fellow-men. Hell-fire had no terror 
for him, and he always reg-arded that story as a relic 
of a brutal and most barb'l.rous past. He remained 
fully consciouf! till his last brf'ath, going· to sleep 
calmly and peacefnlly, surrounded by his beloved 
family and some of his neighbors. 

DR. u. c. FANCHER-

CATHLAMET, W. T., Sept. 29, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Having by mere chance picked up at 

a friend's house that sneaking sheet, the Weekly 
Standard, you can well imagin the just inrlignation I 
felt on reading the article headed "Beecher and 
Ingersoll," wherein the writer has most shamefully 
and foully E>landered the virtuous dead-to wit, thP 
world-renowned and worthy late editor of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, while In his fearless and manly endeavor to 
vindicate the freedom of the press. and for which he 
suffered the most unparalleled outrage that the his
tory of our country is able to produce, simply fur 
circulating knowledge of superlativ importance for 

the proper propagation of the human species, so that 
the prisons and lunatic asylums, with their heavy 
burdens in this, our fair continent, might become 
beautifully less, anrl. human happiness fnrther in
creased ther~?by. Yet this self-righteous critic would 
try to make believe that such conduct on the part 
of the church was but another instance of the lat
ter's ,; charity and benevolence." D:mbtless it was. 
and which the great model, C-J.!vin, in his divine lovA 
to the learned and amiable Michael SarvetUA, fully 
corroborates. NClt much wonder, then, that Col. In
gersoll's love toward the church forces him to ex
claim in the glowing terms that he does. Fail in 
what they may-and oh, how often !-these pious 
Christians never fail to take the lion's share of all 
that is beautiful and true in the world, forgetting in 
their hot, fanatical haste that what they are pleased 
to term "Infidel rant and censure" is much older 
than Christianity, and in ages has been the grand 
lever which has accomplished much, if not all, of 
what they so blindly and ostentatiously lay claim to, 
demonstration of which, in another corresponcl
~>nce also published, under the head of "Death of 
an Unfortunate," emphatically substantiates my as
sertion, as a solitary instance, yet whose name is 
legion. Respectfully, H. A- ELIOT. 

[The attack on Mr. Bennett Mr. Ingersoll, and 
Mr. Beecher is of the stereotyped style, consisting of 
ignorant denunciation of them because they taught 
and teach truths which show the falseness of the 
Bible. The item, " Death of an Unfortunate," re
counts the finding of a " daughter of sin" dead upon 
the river bank, near Weiser City, Idaho, evidently 
washed up by the waves. She was decently buried 
by the ladies of the town. The writer of the account 
closes with these words: "One noticeable feature, 
and one which impressed your itemizer as he looked 
over the little group at the grave, was the visible 
absence of all those who profess to be followers of 
the meek and lowly savinr-the sinner's friend." It 
is indeed a telling comment upon the hollowness of 
the pietists' profes~ion.-En. T. S] 

Finances of the League · 
The annual. report of ~h~ treasurer of the League, 

Mr. Courtlano.t :Palmer, IS JUSt published. The total 
amount received is something like eighteen hundred 
dollars less than the total amount expended. The 
following is tlte detailed report: 

Account of expenditures and receipts of the National Lib
eral League from October 1, 282, to October 1, 283. 

Charter fees 
Annual memberships 
Life memeberships 
Gifts from Leagues 
Gifts from individuals 
Subscribers to Man 

RECEIVED. 

Advertising in Man -
Contributions at the Milwaukee Congress 

$90.00 
235.00 
160.00 

61.50 
175.00 

1,066.00 
177.00 
136 OG 

Total - $2.100.50 

EXPENDED. 

Rent of New York office, one year 
Gas, $19.00. Coal, 19.50 -
Office repairs and furniture 
Shorthand clerks, copyists, etc. -
Blank books, newspapers, wrappers, and general 

stationery - - - • • 
Printing circulars, blanks, letter-heads, envelopes • 
Postage on 18,000 Ways and Means Appeal circulars 
Other postage - - - - -
~xpress on packages, $6.65. Telegraphing, $2.25 
fnp of the s~cretary, West, in June, to organize 

conventions and lectures - - • 
Trip of the secretary in September, to carry out the 

same, and attend the League Congress -
Appropriations to lecturers - - -
City railroad fare of secretary on League business 
Advertising - - - • _ • 
Cost of printing and mailing Man, including post-

age, since October 1, 1882 - - -
Premiums to subscribers - - -
Commissions to Adv_ agents, canvassers, etc. 

$290.00 
38.50 
22 00 

427.33 

21.00 
118.95 
180.00 
42.00 

8.90 

73.00 

74.42 
127.00 
15.00 
12.50 

2,128.70 
20.08 

266.10 

Total Expenses -
Total Recipts 

- 3,865 48 
2,100.50 

Balance due Treasury $1.764.98 

Obituary. 
M:r. Chas. E. Townsend, of Locust Valley, N.Y., a 

notice of whose death was published in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER of Oct. 6th, died suddenly of heart disease in 
his seventy-fifth year. A few hours before his death 
Mr. Townsend had, apparently, several years of use
fulness still before him. He had just completed a 
new book, which he anticipated publishing during 
the present month. The title of this book will be 
"Primordial Principles," and it will be an exposition, 
more elaborate and complete, of the philosophical 
system put forth in the "Essays," etc., and the "Se
quel " thereto, two volumes which he published some 
years since. This system postulates matter as the 
sum of a~l existence. M:atter is of two kinds, gross 
and subtil. Gross matter is the substance of the ma
terial, tangible world; subtil matter, the infinit be
ing, mind, electricity, light, ether, and, in general 
terms, force. M:atter, whether gross or subtil, is in
destructible and eternal. The infinit mind, the es
sence of subtil matter, is not the creator of gross 
matter; both are self-existent. But the infinit mind 
is the efficient cause of the evolution of gross matter 
into i.ts. vario~s forms. Its agencies are heat, light, 
electnmty, mmd; these correlate with the infinit 
mind, or perhaps are different phases of it. This in
finit being is intelligent; it adapts means to ends. 
It is benevolent, for in the successiv adaptations of 
means to ends, there is constant progress toward the 
evolution of higher types. It is impersonal; it has 
no corporeal counterpart of gross matter, as the hu
man mind has a body of gross matter for its counter
part. An infinit intelligence, it has impressed its 
laws upon gross matter; and thereafter has no need 
of interfering with the working of those laws; no 
place is left for miracles or special providences. 

The human mind, or its synonym, the scul, is a 
portion of subtil matter; it is consequently indestruc
tible, and at death it enters upon another career 
clothed with a body of more subtil matter, developing 
its capacities, and attaining a perfection which, while 
in conjunction with its 'body of gross matter, it could 
only aspire to. To this apriori demonstration of the 
immortality of mind, he adds another: That, in the 
short time and under the hampered conditions under 
which we liv in this world, we cannot reach the full 
development of our powers, and that it would not be 
consistent with the intelligence and benevolence of 
the infinit being to cut our activities short at death. 
This peculiar Theism, and no less peculiar doctrin 
of the immortality of mind are based, in the opinion 
of their author, upon an exclusivly scientific founda
tion. He was an uncompromising opponent of the 
theological system which claims the name of Chris
tianity; and the reconciliation which that system has 
vainly striven to effect between itself and the scien
tific theories of the day he claims to hav effected in 
the case of his own system. 

Besides the books mentioned above, Mr. Townsend 
has frequently published articles in several periodi
cals. His subjects range over a wide scientific field, 
and his treatment of them is always original and 
unique. 

1\'lr. Townsend was formerly a grain broker in New 
York city. He retired from business in 1848, since 
which time he has lived at Locust Valley, on Long 
Island, and devot3d his time to studies and investi
gations, whereof the system of philosophy outlined 
above is the result. 

A Suggestion from Mr. Green. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I no

tice that Thomas K. Beecher, of Elmira, is a candi
date for secretary of state on the Greenback ticket 
of this state. Although Mr. B~echer is a Christian 
clergyman, I believe he is an honest man, and I am 
informed on good authority that he has for years fa
vored the taxation of church property. Because I 
believe him an honest man and in favor of that just 
measure, I shall vote for him. And I wish every 
Freethinker in the state would do so too. That 
would show our voting strength, and that we were 
not bigots, and were determined to stand by our 
principles. H. L. GREEN. 

Of ~he debt due the treasury from this year's 
operatwns, says Mr. Leland, the secretary, $120 is 
due to Mr. Palmer, the treasurer, and the balance, 
$1,644.98, falls wholly on Mr. Wakeman. In 1881 
the League owned him $176.95. Adding this make~ Where Would He Hav Been 1 
the total debt to l.Hr. Wakeman, $1,821.93. I~ 1882 From Jolrn s. Cobb's E.fficacyof Prayer. 

the. League .owed the secretary $206, which sum re~ When the tribe of Judah wanted to take possession 
mams unpaid. Als? in 1882, t~e League owed Mr. of the land that had been allotted to them, they had 
Palmer $452. Addmg last years payments by him to turn out the inhabitants who already dwelt there. 
makes a total of $572 due him_ .Adding all thes~ In this laudable. undertaking the Lord came down 
totals, makes a total debt of $2,599.93 due from the from heaven to help thelJl, and with his assistance 
League to its managers. This is a large sum but they drove out and slaughtered the inhabitants of the 
they do not expect immediate reimbursement.' It mountain, but when they came to the valley they 
has been created wholly on account of Man. If in could not drive out the inhabitants thereof. And 
c~ming years the paper. makes a financial success they ~by? "Because the! had chario~s of iron" (Judges 
Will be glad to hav then· money returned· otherwise I, 19). The Lord, With the armieS of Judah at his 
-;-well, they hav hear~ of things in-ecov~rable " go- back, could not overcome them because they had 
mg where the woodbme twineth !" chariots of iron! 'Vhere would he hav been if they 

Twenty-three new auxiliaries joined the National had had Krupp cannon and the modern breechload
League last year, making 263 in all. Also ten new ing rifles? 
life members, making the number of life members 
39. Also 246 annual members-four more than last 
year. 

A CATALOG of Truth Seeker Publications will be 
sent free upon application to this office. 



TRUTH SEEKER Ll BRARY. 
rwlb.e World's Sages, Thinkers, and 

Reformers. The Biographies of 
throe hundred of the most distinguished 
teachers and philosophers (who ~ere not 
Christians), from the time of Menu to the 
present. :By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages, 
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc
co, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio
graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians. A companion book to "The World's 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo., 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of .Ancient 
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs 
a full account of all the gods the nations 
of the earth hav worshiped, including 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ, Virgin l\fary, and the Bible. 835 
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all 
the religious systems of the world, includ
ing Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Chris
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry 
into the reality of chvine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the claims of supernaturalism 
ever written. By F. W. NEwMAN, Emeritus 
Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine. 
Including The Age of Reason, Examina
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llanda:ff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the 
whole preceded ~y the Life of Paine, and 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
gilt edges, $4.50. 

Analysis of Religious Belief. . An 
examination of the Creeds, Rites, and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By Vrn
GOUNT A.MllERLEY, son of the late Lord 
John Russell, twice Premier of England. 
Complete from the London edition. 745 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The foregoing volumes are called " The 
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to
gether and sent.by express, one dollar will be 
deducted from the price of each. 

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
FOil SALE AT T1IE TIIUTH BEEKEII OFFICE, 

Essays and Lectures. Embracing In
fluence of Christianity on Civilization; 
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib
eralism offers in Place of Christianity; 
~cientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual
ISm from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine 
the Political and Religious Reformer; JIIIa
terialism and Crime; Will the Coming 
Man \Yorship God? Crimes and Cruelties 
of Christianity; the Authority of the 
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits; 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 60 
cents; cloth, $1. . 

Influence of Christianity upon Civil
ization. 25 cents. 

Christianity and Materialism. 15 
cents. 

What Liberalism Offers in Place of 
Christianity. 10 cents. 

Scientific Materialism: Its Jieaning 
and Tendency. 10 cents. 

Spiritualism from a :Materialistic 
Standpoint. 10 cents. ' 

Paine the Political and Religious 
Reformer. 10 cents. . 

Woman: Her Past and Present: Her 
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents. 

Materialism and Crime. 10 cents. 

Will the Coming Man Worship God 1 
10 cents. · 

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. 
10 cents. 

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Thea~ 
logical. 20 cents. 

Bur~ess·Underwood Debate. A four 
Uays' debate between B. F. UNDEIIWOOD 
and Prof. 0. A. BUIIGEss, President of the 
Northwestern Christian University, In
dianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported. 
188pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. 

Underwood-Marples Debate. A four' 
- nights' debate between B. F. UNDEIIWOOD 

and Rev. JoHNMAIIPLEs. Fully reported. 
_:Paper, _35_ cents; .cloth1 _(!0_c~nts~ 

TttE TRUTR SEEKER. OCTOBER 20. 1888. 

D. M. BENNETT'S WORKS. I!'REETHOUGHT WORKS,-
ADDIIESS THE TIIUTH SEEKEII OFFICE. 

A Truth Seeker .Around the World. Published at THE TRuTH SEEKER Office. 
Four large volum~s. With a steel-plate Advancement of Science, _ The In-
engravmg of the author in Vol. I., and augural Address of Prof. JoHN TYNDALL, 
each volume illustrated with forty-seven delivered before the British Association 
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth for the Advancement of Science. With 
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in mo: Portrait and Biographical Sketch. Also 
rocco, gilt edges, $10.50. containing opinions of Prof. H. HELM-

The World's Sages Thinkers, and HOLTz, and nrticles of Prof. TYNDALL and 
R fi 1 07

'1 Sir HENRY THOMPSON on prayer. Price, 
e Ormers. ' b pages, 8vo. Cloth, cloth, 50 cents. Inaugural Address alone, ::gg: leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, in paper, 15 cents. 

Amberley's Life of Jesus. His Char-
The Champions of the Church; Their acter r,nd Doctrins. From the Analysih 

Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo. of Religious Belief. By VIscoUNT AMBEB-
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; LEY. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents. 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50· Chronicles of Simon Christianus. 

The Gods and Religions of .Ancient His M!tnifold and Wonderful Adventures 
and Modern Tintes. Two Vc.lumes. in the Land of Cosmos. A new scripture 
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per (evidently inspired) discovered by ]. N. 
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in FIDEL. From the English. Very Rich. 
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges Pr;ce, 25 cents. 
$8.00. ' Crimes of Preachers in the United 

From Behind the Bars. A series of States. By 1\1. K BILLINGs. Shows how 
letters written in prison. Over 700 pages. thick and fast the godly hav fallen from 
Price $1.50. grace. Price, 25 cents. 

.A Truth SeeJrer in Europe. A sexies Deity .Analyzed und the Devil's De-
of letters written during a visit of ten f'ense. In Six LedUTes by Col. 
weeks in Europe. Giving some account JoHN R. KELso, A.M. These are among 
of th·e International Freethinkers' Con- the ablest lectures ever delivered, and 
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben- should be read by everybody. · $1.50. 
net~ :vas a delegate, followed by a de- Last WI"ll and TestaJUCllt of Jean scnptwn of what he saw in England, 
France, Holland, and Italy. The letters Meslier, a curate of a Roman church 
from Rome alone are worth the price in France, containing the best of his writ-
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait ings. 25 cents. 
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50. · 

The Semi'ti'c Gods aud ·the BI'ble. Nathaniel Vaughan. A radical novel of marked ability. By FREDERIKA MAc-
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic DONALD. 404 pages. Price reduced to 
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, $1.25. 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin 
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 Nature's Reyelations of Character; 
pages are devoted, showing that book to or Physiognomy Illustrated. The 
be a very inferior production for a first- science of ind1viclnal traits portrayed by 
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov- the temperaments and features. Illus-
ers, 60 cents; cloth, $1. trated by 260 wood cuts. By JosEPH 

Judaism, Chlistiauity, and Moham- SIMMs, M.D. 650 pages, 8 vo. Cloth, 
medanism examined historically $3·00 ; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt 

d 
. edges, $4.50. 

an critiCally. It is thought to be the 
most damaging exhibit of Christianity New England and the People up 
that has appeared. 500 large pages. There. A humoroua lecture. By 
Price, $1.50. GEOIIGE E. MAcDONALD. 10 cents. 

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories, Pocket Theology. By VoLTAIRE. Com-
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages. prising terse, witty, and sarcastic defini-
Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1. tiona of the term~ used in theology. The 

The Humpllre~-Bennett Discussion. only edition in English. 25 cents. 
A debate on hristianity and Infidelity, ~·oceedi-ll!!S and 'ddi'esse"' at the 
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H. r J. ~ 4 "' 
HUMPHIIEY. This book has had a very watkins Convention. 400 pages 
large sale, and is a splendid work for of excellent Speeches and Essays. Price 
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh- reduced to $1.00. 
bors. 550 pages. Price. $1. Pyramid of Gizeh. The Relation of 

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between Ancient Egyptian Oivilization to the 
D. M. BENNETT and CYBus RoMULUS R. Hebrew Narrativ in Genesis and Exodus, 
TEED. Jesus the Lord· God Creator of and the Relativ Claims of Moses and the 
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents; Pyramid to Inspiration Considered. By 
cloth, 50 cents. VAN BUREN DENSLow, LL.D. 25 cents. 

What. Obj~ctions to Christianity? Religion Not History. An able ex-
A discussiOn b~t'Yeen ~- M. BENNETT 11;nd amination of the Morals and 'Theology of 
G. M. _MAIR, d1v~de~ u;to ~he followmg the New Testament. By Prof. F. w. 
th~s.es. 1. C!hrlstmruty IS neither .new nor Newman of the London University. 25 
ongmal, bemg borrowed or copied from cent ' 
much older systems of religion. • s. , 

2. Miracles and supernatural achieve- Outline of the French RevolutiOn: 
ments hav been as fully and truly ascribed Its Causes and Results. A clear 
to other teachers and founders of religion and comprehensiv portrayal of this inter-
as to Jesus. eating portion of human history. By W. 

3. The story of Jesus and his mission s. BELL. 25 cents. 
in the world IS unhistorical; it is not cor- , 
roborated by contemporaneous history. Outlines of Phrenology. By F. E. 

BENNETT affirms; MAIR denies. This is AsPINWALL, M.D. Most acceptable to 
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50. Liberals of anything of the kind pub-

T 
• 1 f D v B tt . th U "t d lished. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

na o • 111.. enne m e m e 
States Circuit Court upon the charge of Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles. 
depositing prohibited matter in the mail. Price, :lO cents. 
This givs a full history of this celebrated 
case, and shows what monstrous injustice 
was perpetrated upon Mn. BENNETT. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 
5 cents. 

Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 
3,000 questions propounded to his Jewish 
Godship upon a great variety of subjects. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First 
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv
ing many church incidents and his evolu
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa
per, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

The Boolr of Chronicles of the Pil
grims in the Land of Yahweh: 
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle to 
the Truth Seekers. Cloth, $1.00 

The First Epistle of Bennett the 
.Apostle to the Truth Seekers. 
10 cents. 

The Great Religions of the Wol'ld. 
10 cents. 

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. 
10 cents. 

Jesus Christ. Considered as an Infi. 
del. 10 cents. 

PAINE'S WORKS. 
Paine's Theological Works,. includ

ing The Age of Heason, Exmrunatwn of 
Prophecies Letter to the Bishop of Llan. 
daff, Reply to Mr. Erskine, Letter to Ca
mille Jordan, etc., etc., with a life of 
Paine, and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo 
In paper covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50. 

Paine's Great Works (complete) 
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather, 
$4.00; morocco, $4.50. 

Paine's Political Works, including 
Common Sense, The Crisis, and Rights o£ 
Man. Cloth, $1.50. 

The Age of Reason. An investiga
tion of true and fabulous theology. 
Without a peer in the world. Paper, 215 
cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents . 

The Age of Reason and An Exam
ination of the Prophecies. Pa
per, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Common Sense. Paine's first work. 
15 cents. 

The Crisis. Containing num b'=lrs from 
I. to XVI. inclusiv. Paper, 40 cents; 
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])'REETHOUGHT WORKS, 

Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Sepher Toldoth J eshu; or, the Book 
of the Generation of Jesus. First trans
lation into English of a remarkable He
brew document, giving the original from 
which the story of Jesus was made up. 
20 cents. 

Sixteen Saviors of None. By KERSEY 
GRAVES, author of the World's Sixteen 
Crucified Saviors; The Bibles of Bibles, 
and Biography of Satari. Paper, 75 cents. 
cloth, $1. 

Six Lec.tures on Astronomy. 
PnoF. 2·. A. P11oCTOI1. 20 cents. 

By 

Socialism : Reply to Prof. Roswell 
D. Hitchcock. The Professor's 
sophistries ·fully exposed. Paper, 25 
cents; cloth, 50 cents. 

Superstition; The Religion of Believe 
or be Damned, an Open Letter to the St. 
John's School Board. By M. BABcocK. 
25 cents. 

The .Adventures of Elder Triptole· 
mus Tub, Containivg startling 
and interesting disclosures about hell, its 
locality, magnitude, climate, employ
ments, etc. By the Rev. GEo. RoGERS. 
15 cents. 

The Besant- Hatchard Debate. A 
two-nights' Debate between Mrs. ANNIE 
BESANT and Rev. A. HATCHAIID on The 
Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, 
and the Influence of Christianity on the 
World. Held at the Htoll of Science, 
London, December, 1880. 25 cents. 

The Clergyman's Victims. A Rad
ical story vividly portraying the wrongs 
committed by the professed men of God. 
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents. 

The Contrast : Evangelicalism and 
Spiritualism Compared. By 
MosEs HuLL. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

The Darwins. A domestic Radical 
story. By Mrs. ELMINA DBAKE BLENKER, 
author of John's Way, Studying the Bible, 
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

The Ghost of St. JolLlls. By M. BAB-
cocK. 25 cents. 

The New Dispensationt_or, TheHeav· 
enly Kingdom. By D. W. HULL. Price, 
25 cents. 

The Question Settled. A Careful 
Comparison of Biblical Modern Spiritual
ism. By MosEs HULL. Cloth, $1. 

The Roaring Lion on the Track. By 
M. BABCOCK. Price, 15 cents. 

The Philosophy of Spiritualism, and 
the Philosophy and Treatment of Media
mania. By FnEDERIC R. MABVIN, M.D. 
Cloth, 50 cents. 

.A Business Man's Social aud Relig
ions Views. Bold and trenchant 
blows against theology and inhumanity. 
Price, $1. 

Alamontada, the Galley-Slave. Trans
lated from the German of Zschokke by 
InA G. MOSHEII, LL.B. A deeply philo
sophical na, rativ, intensely interesting. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

Beyond the Veil. Claimed to be dic
tated by the Spirit of Paschal Beverly 
Randolph, aided by Emanuel Sweden
borg, through the mediumship of Mrs. 
FBANCES H. McDouGALL and Mrs. LUNA 
HUTCHINSoN, with a steel engraving of 
Randolph. Price, $1.50. 

Career of Religious Ideas; Their Ul
timate the Religion of Science. By Hun
SON TUTTLE. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 
cents. 

Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of 
Yahveh or Jehovah Shown to be 
the Worship of the Devil, with observa
tions on the horrible and cruel ordinance 
of Devil Worship, to wit, Bloody Sacri
fices and Burnt Offerings. By the Very 
Rev. EvAN DAviEs (Myfyr M01·ganwg), D. 
D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Great Britain. 
Translated from the Welsh by J\IIOIIION, B. 
C. Price, 25 cents. 

Eight Scientific Tracts. 20 cents. 

Gottlieb: His Life. A Romance of 
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Beautifully 
written. By S. P. PUTNAM. 25 cents. 

Hereafter. A Scientific, Phenomenal, 
and Biblical Demonstration of a Future 
Life. By D. W. HuLL. Paper, 50 cents; 
oloth, 75 cents. 

Issues of tile Age. Consequences In
volved in Modern Thought. A work 
showing much study and great familiar
ity with other writers and thinkers. By 
HENIIY C. PEnDEll. Price, $1. 

Jesus Christ. His life, miracles, teach· 
ings, and imperfections. By W. S. BELL. 
25 cents. 

An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents. 

Sinful Saints and Sensual Shepherds. 
10 11en~s. 

cloth, 75 cents. 

The Rights of Man. 
pressed of humanity. 
cloth, 75 cents. 

For the op- John's Way. A pleasing domestic 
Paper, 40 oents; j Radical story. By MilS. E. D. SLENUB. 

15 cents. 
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Resurrec~i~n of Jesus. S_howi~g the Birth and Death of Religions. By 
con~rad~ct~ons and doubts m whiCh the JoHN E. BuRTON. Price, 10 cents. 
subJeCt 1s mvolvecl. By W. S. BELL. Re-~ 
vised edition. 25 cents. Christian and Deist. A Business 

Revelations of Antichrist An ex- Man's Social and Religious.Views. Bold 
' . . •. and trenchant blows agmnst theology 

haust1v work provmg co~clusr_vly t~at no and inhumanity. Price 1.00. 
such person as Jesus Chnst extsted m the ' 
reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the Christianity from a Scientific and 
son of lVIary, ·was stoned and h_ang~~ Historical Standpoint. By W11r. N. 
a?out a ~entury before, and that hrs dts- LAUREN, attorney at Law. Contents: In-
mples, Srmon Keph~, altus Pete_r, and the troduetion, Unrevealed Religion, Old 
apostle :ra.ul, both hved and dred bef<?re Testament Religion, Evidence in SuppoTt 
the Chn~tran era. 446 pages and fullm- of Christinnity, Alleged Failure of Chris-
dex. Pnce, $2. tianity, Proposed Substitute for Chris-

The Anonymous Hypothesis of ~re- tianity, Conclusion. 50 cents. 
ation. A Brief Review of the so
called Mosaic Account. By J.ums F. 
FURNISS. Cloth, 50 cents. 

The Brain and the Bible. By EDGAn 
C. BEALL. With a Preface by ROBERT G. 
INGERSOLL, who says of it· "This book, 
w=itten by a brave and honest man, is 
filled with brave and honest thoughts. 
The arguments it presents cannot 1)0 an
swered by all the theologians in the 
world." Price reduced to Sl. 

The Creed of Christendom. Its 
foundation contrasted with its super
structure. By \V. RATHBONE GREG. One 
of the clearest an l ablest wot·ks ever 
written. $1.50. 

The Essence of Religion. From the 
German of L. FEUEllBACH. Author of th 
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth, 
re•luced to GO cents. 

The Gotlly Women of the Bible. A 
History of all the ,,·omen who figure in the 
Bible. Shat·p and telling in style. Paper, 
50 eents; cloth, 75 cents. 

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely 
written Radical romance. By WM. Mc
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family 
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages. 
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25. 

The Holy Bible Abridged. Contain
ing the choice passages and lovely mor
ceaus particularly pleasing to CoMsTOCK. 
169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts. 

The Jamieson-Ditzler Debate. A 
nine-days' debate on God, the Bible, 
Christianity, and Liberalism. Between 
W. F. JAMIESON and Rev. JAcOB DITZLER, 
D.D. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

The Legends of the Patriar ells. By 
S. BARING-GoULD. $1.50. The Cong1·ega
tionalist, in speaking of it, says: " There 
are few Bible readers who hav not at some 
time wished for just such a volume. It is 
a thoroughly inteTesting book, and will 
be seized with avidity by all students o~ 
the Bible. 

The Martyrdom of Man. Embracing 
the fonr divisions of War, Religion, Lib
erty, and Intellect A work of rare merit, 
and written in a superior style. By WIN
wooD READE. New edition. 544 pages. 
Price reduced from $3 to $1.75. 

The Old Faith and the New. A Con-
fession. By DxviD FRIEDERICH STRAUss, 
author of the "New Life of Jesus," etc. 

Christ of Paul; or, the Enigmas of 
Christianity. St. John never in Asia 
Minor: lrenams the author of the Fourth 
Gospel; The Frauds of the Churchmen 
of the Second Century Exposed. By GEO. 
REBER. Extra cloth, 12mo, 400 pp. $2. 

Classified Bible Extracts · or, the 
Holy Scriptures Analyzed. hy ROBERT 
CoOPER. Price, 25 cents. 

Confessions of an Inquirer. Why 
and What Am I? Bv JAMES JAcKso:-. JAR
YES. Price, $1. 25. · 

Cooper's Lectures on the Soul. In 
which the cloctrin of immortality is re
ligiously and philosophically considered. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Cradle of the Christ. 
Primitiv Christianity. 
INGHA~I. Price, $1. 75. 

A Study in 
By o. B. FROTH-

Cultivation of Art, And Its Relations 
to Religious Puritanism and Money-Get
ting. By A. R. CoOPER. 12mo, 48 pp. 
Price, ftexible cloth, 35 cents; paper, 20. 

Divine and Moral Works of Plato. 
Translated from the original Greek. With 
introductory dissertations and notes. 
Price, $2.50. 

Doctrin of Inspiration : being an 
Inquiry Concernmg the Infallibility, In
spiration, and Authority of Holy Writ. 
By the Rev. JoHN M:AcNAUGHT, M.A., In
cumbent of St. Chrvsostom's church, 
Everton, Liverpool, England. Price, $1.50 

Elegant Extracts from the Bible" 
lPerhaps inelegant would be a more proper 
term.) Price, 10 cents. 

English Life of Jesus. BY THoMA; 
l::lcOTT. Dedicated to those who seel 
rather to know the truth of facts than t< 
look on unllistorical pictures. Price, $1. 50. 

Epidemic Delusions. A Lecture by 
FREDERICK R. MARVIN, lVI.D. Price, 10 cts. 

Essays on Mind, Matter, Forces, The
ology, etc. By CHARLEs E. TmYN
sEND. Extra cloth, 12mo, 404pp. Price, 
$1.50. Sequel to Essays. By same an
thor. Price, 75 cents. 

WORKS OF PROF. DENTON. 
Authorized translation from the sixth Be Thysel.P. p · 10 t 
German edition. By MATHILDE BLIND. 1, nee, cen s. 
Two volumes in one. The translation C 
revised and partly rewritten, and pre· hristianity no Finality; or, Spirit-
ceded by an American version of the au- ualism Superior to Christianity. 10 cents. 
thors "Prefatory Postscript." Strauss Common Sense Thoug-hts on the 
is too well known by the readers of Amer- Bible. Price, 10 cents. 
ica to require a single worcl to be said in 
his praise. Price, $1.50. GaiTison in Heaven. A Dream. 10 cts. 

rhe Outcast. A deep, finely-WI·itten Geology; The Past and Future of our 
Radical story. From the London edition. Planet. Price, $1.50. 
By \VINwooD READE, author of "Martyr- I 

dom of Man." 30 cents. Is Spiritualism True~ Price, 10 cts. 

The Pro and Con of Supernatural Man's True Savior. Price, 10 cents. 
Religion. Both sides fairly and 
ably presented. By E. E. GUILD, ex
Universalist clergyman. Papm·, 30 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents. 

The Radical Pulpit. Comprising dis
courses of advanced thought. By 0. B. 
FROTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER, two of 
America's clearest thinkers. By 0. B. 
FROTHINGHAM: The New Song of Christ
mas, The Departed Years, Life as a Test 
o£ Creed, Apocryphal Books of the New 
Testament, The Sectarian Spirit, The 
American Gentleman, The Language of 
the Old Testament, The Dogma of Hell, 
The Value of the Higher Sentiments, The 
American Lacly, The Consolations of Ra
tionalism. By FELIX ADLER: The Ethics 
of the Social Question, Emancipation, 
Lecture at the Second Anniversary of the 
Society for Ethical Culture, Our Leaders, 
HaY We Still a Religion? Conscience. 
Price, in cloth, $1. 

The Real Blasphemers. By Col. J. 
R. KELSO, A.M. Price, !iO cents. 

Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is 
True. Price, 10 cents. . 

Radical Discourses on Religious Sub-
jects. Price, $1.25. . 

Radical Rhymes. Price, $1.25. 
Sermon from Shakspere's Text. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Soul of Things; or, Psychometric Re
searches and Discoveries. In three vol
umes. Price, $1.50 per volume. 

The Deluge in the Light of Modern 
Science. Price, 10 cents. 

The God Proposed for Our National 
Constitution. Price 10 cents. 

The In·econcilable Records; or, Gene·' 
sis and Geology Cloth, 40 cents; pa.~~er • 
25 cents. · 

The Pocasset Tragedy. 10 cents. 

Is Darwin Right? Price, $1.25. 
What Is Right~ Price, 10 cents. 

Truth Seeker Collection of Forms, 
Hymns, ami Recitations. Con
taining forms for organizing societies, 
marriage, funeral services, naming of in- What Was He 1 or, Jesus in the J ... igb t 
fants, obituary notices, epitaphs, etc. of the Nineteenth Century. Price, cloth, 
Also 525 Liberal and Spiritualistic hymns $125; paper, $1. 
for public meetings, funerals, soci!ll gath- C • . . 
erings, etc. To which are added beauti- Who are hriStians ~ Pnce, 10 cents. 
£~1 recitations for various public occa- Wlw Killrd Mnrv Stannard~ 10 centf'l. 
111ons. 550 pp. Cloth, 75 cents, I " ' ' 

FREE'l'HOUGHT WORJ{S. 
For Sale at THE TnuTH SEEKER Office. 

Hume's Essays. Essays and treatises 
on varions "subjects. By DAVID HuME, 
Esq. With a brief sketch of the author's 
life and writings, to which are added 
dialogues concerning natural religion. 
Price, $1.50. 

Idols and Ideals, with an Essays on 
Christianity. By J\'[oNcURE D. CoNWAY, 
the brilliant Rationalistic preacher of 
London. $1.50. 

If, Then, and When. From the doc
trins of the Church. By WARREN SUMNER 
BARLOW. 10 cents. 

Image Breaker (the). By JoHN E. 
REMSBURG. Six lectures bound together, 
25 cents. Separately, 5 cents each. 1. 
The Decline of Faith; 2. Protestant In
tolerance; 3. Washington an Unbeliever; 
4. Jefferson an Unbeliever; 5. Paine and 
Wesley; The Christian Sabbath. 

Infidel's or Inquirer's Text-book, be
ing the substance of thirteen lectures on 
the Bible. By RoBERT CooPER. $1. 

Ingersoll in Canada. A Reply to 
Wendling, Archbishop Lynch, "By
stander," and others. By ALLEN PRINGLE. 
15 cents. 

Is Life Worth Living. By WILLIAM 
H. MALLocx. Contents: The New Im
port of the Question, Morality and the 
Prize of Life, Sociology as the Fountain 
of JI!Iorality, Goodness as its own Re
ward, Love as the test of Goodness, Life 
as its own Rew!lrd, The Superstition of 
Positivism, The.Practical Prospect. The 
Logic of Scientific Negation, Morality, 
and Natural Theism, The Human Ra.ce 
and Revelation, Universal History and 
the claims of the Christian Church, Be
lief and Will. Paper $1.00; cloth, $1.50. 

Jehovah Unveiled; or, The Character 
of the Jewish Deity Delineated. A new 
and valuable book. 35 cents. 

J{neeland's National Hymns. 35 cts. 

J{oran (the). A new English edition 
of the Koran of Mohammed, to which is 
added the life of Mohammed, or the his
tory of that doctrin which was begun and 
carried on by him in Arabia. Price, $1.50 

Letters of Junius. Two volumes in 
one. From the latest London edition. 
$1.50. 

Letters to Eugenia; or, A Preserva
tiv Against Religious Prejudices. By 
Baron D'HoLBACH, author of the "System 
of Nature," etc. Translated from the 
Fr~nch by ANTHONY C. MIDDLETON, M.D. 
Prrce, $1.00. 

Life of Paine. By J. E. REMSBURG. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Life of Thomas Paine, author of 
" Common Sense," "Rights of Man," 
"Age of Reason," etc., with critical and 
explanatory observations on his writings. 
By GILBERT VALE. $1.00. 

Love aml Transition: A Plea in poetry 
for the practicalization of known truth. 
By MARY E. TILLOTSON. $1.00. 

Love Ventures of Tom, Dick, and 
Harry. A Spicy Narrativ. "And they 
were naked and not ashamed." 50 cents. 

Man's Nature and Development. By 
HENRY GEORGE ATKINSON, :F. G. S., and 
HARRIET MARTINEAU. $1.50. 

Modern Thinkers: What they Think 
and Why. (Principally on Social 
Science.) Ry VAN BEUREN DENSLOW, LL' 
D., with an introduction by R. G. Inger
soll. With eight portraits: Comte, Swe
denborg, Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham, 
Thomas Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer, 
and Ernst Haeckel. 384 pages. $1.50. 

Moral Education: Its Laws and Meth
ods. By Prof. J. R. BucHANAN. A new 
method to conquer crime, disease, and 
misery, which churches, colleges, and 
governments have signally failed to do. 
$1.50. 

Moral Physiology; A Brief and Plain 
Treatis on the Population Question. By 
RoBERT DALE OwEN. 60 cents. 

Mortality of the Soul and the Immor
tality of its Elements. By A. SNIDER DE 
PELLEGRINI. 10 Cents. 

Myths and Myth-Mal{ers: Old Tales 
and Superstitions interpreted by compar
ative Mythology. By JoHN FisKE, M.A. 
LL.B., of Harvard College. $2. 

Origin and Development of Reli~ious 
Ideas and Beliefs, as manifested 
in history and seen by reason. By Mon· 
R!S EINSTEIN. Sl. 

Orthodox Hash, with a Change of 
Diet. By WARREN SuMNER BARLOW. 
10 cents. 

Paradise Lost; or, The Great Dragon 
Cast Out. 60 cents. 

Personal Immortality and Other 
Papers. By J osm OPPENHEIM. Ex
tra cloth, 12mo, 98 pages. 75 centa. 

.D!,REETHOUGHT WORKS. ... 
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Bible Balanced. The Infidel's Text 
Book; compm·ing· some of the best teach
ings and sayings of the Bible with those 
of Sages and Philosophers who live'd pre
vious to the Authors of the Bible; also a 
Partial Exposition of its Errors. By GEo. 
C. DARLING. Price, 50 cents. 

The Figures of Hell; or, The Tem
ples of Bacchus. Dedicated to licensers 
of beer and whisky. By Mrs. ELIZABETH 
THOMPSON. A neat little volume of be
tween two and three hundred pages. $1. 

Liberty and Morality. A capital full 
lecture on these important subjects. By 
W. S. BELL. jl J!lamphlet of thirty-six 
well-printed pages mailed for 15 cent.s. 

Superstition in All Ages. By JoHN 
MEsLIER, a Roman Catholic priest, who, 
after a pastorate of thirty years at Etre
pigny and But in Champagne, France, 
wholly abjured religious dogmas, and left 
as his l>tst will and testament to his par
ishioners, and to the world, the work en
titled "Common Sense." Price, cloth, 
$1.50; paper, $1. 

Man-iage aml Parentage and The 
Sanitary and Physical Laws. For The 
Production of Children of Finer Health 
and Ability. By a Physician and Sanita
rian. "The virtues of men and women 
as well as their vices may descend to their 
children." Price, $1. 

The Bible-Whence and What 1 By 
RICHARD B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B. 
The questions, Where did the books of 
the Bible come from? What is their 
authority? and, What is the real source 
of dogmatic theology? are treated fear
lessly in the light of history, philosophy, 
and comparativ religions. It is impossi
ble to giv even a condensed statement of 
what is itself a marvelous condensation. 
Whole libraries are here concentrated 
in to one little book. Printed in good 
type and bound in cloth. Price, $1. 

The Bible of the Religion of Science. 
By H. S. BROWN, M.D. "This volume is 
most respectfully dedicated to those per
sons who will cordially unite with others 
to establish the religion of truth and a 
just government, by the scientific meth
ods of reason, experience, experiments, 
and observations. For this is .the way to 
wisdom, and to the material, mental, 
moral, social, and spiritual sciences, that 
make peace on earth and good will among 
men." Price, $1.50. 

Socialism and Utilitarianism. Bf 
JOHN STUART MILL. Price, $1.50. 

Specimen Days and Collect. By 
WALT WHITMAN. Including autobiogra
phy, hospital sketches, democratic vistas, 
etc. Three hundred and seventy-four 
pages of hearty, wholesome prose and 
poetry, never before published. Price, $2. 

Ingersoll and J esns. Conversation 
in verse between the two great reformers. 
By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. Price, 10 cents. 

The Sabbath. By M. FARRINGToN. ·A 
thorough examination and refutation of 
the claims of Sabbatarians who are trying 
to foist upon the country their holy day 
by unconstitutional legal enactments. 
The author shows by an appeal not only 
to the facts as they exist in the nature of 
things, but by reference to the Bible, and 
the writings of distinguished historians 
and theologians of past ages, that Sunday 
is no more a holy day than Saturday. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The Religion of Common Sense. By 
Prof. LIEBRECHT ULICH, of Germany. 
Price, 25 cents. 

The Sunday Question. A Historical 
and Critical Review. With replies to an 
objector. By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D. 
Price, 15 cents. 

Truth Seeker Tracts. Bound in vol
umes of 525 pages each--Vols.I., II., ill., 
IV., and V. Each volume containing 525 
pages-thirty tracts or more. A Library 
within themselves of mostl(lxcellentRad
ical reading matter at a low price. Paper, 
60 cents per volume; cloth, $1.00. If the 
whole set are taken- paper, 50 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents each. 

The Truth Seeker in bound volumes. 
Vol. I., 25 cents; vol. II., 50 cents; vola. 
III. and IV., $2 each; vols. V., VI., VII., 
VIII., and IX., $3 each. The whole set 
by express for $15. 

Voltaire in Exile. Translated from 
the French of M. GASTINEAU by his son 
EDMOND GAsTINEAU. Being Memoirs of 
the life of the great writer never before 
published. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1. 

Why Don't God Kill the Devil1 A 
Series of Essays dedicated to the St. 
Johns School Board. By M. BARcoox. ·25 
cents. ) 

Which : Spiritualism or Christian~ 
ity 1 A discussion between MosE3 
HuLL and REv. W, F. PARKlllR. Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, 75 cents, 



INVENTED BY 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, LECTURKR ON ELll:CTHI. 
CAL THERAPEUTiCS. AUTHOR OF THE 

"TRIAL OF ME·;1CIN." THE ·• LAN
GUAGE OF DISEA-SE,•· "MED. 

ICAL FALLACiES,"' ETC. 

80 COURT STREET. and 

286 FULTON STREET, 

BROOKLYN, N.Y. 

For the past five years In England and America 
this system has performed such cures In almost ev 
ery !orm o! dlseaese as were until then unheard or. 
Step by step It has advanced since Its first In
trod uctlon (first relieving and curing one man who 
bent like an archer's bow ror ten years, but was 
In two months able to walk erect). Then fol
owed other cases equally marvelous In all known 
forii)B or disease; thus going on from day to ciay 
and month to mon,th, until the method or cure 
Introduced by Wm. Wilson, the originator or the 
magnetic clothing system or America, has saved 
tens of thousands from the gmve, and Is now recognized 
by our most eminent scientists and physicians, hun. 
dreds or whom presrcibe it for their patients after medi
cin has failed, until It has become a household word 
In case or sickness. Since its first Introduction we 
hav continually Improved, until to-day we offer the 
lightest, best ventilated, most powerful continuous current 
garment In the world, constructed on the latest sci
entific prlnclplea-ln !act, we offer the acme or ex
cellence !n magnetic garments, and when worn as 
advised by us, disease cannot exist. 

WILLIAM WILSON'S ELECTRO-
CHEl\HCO VAPORIZER. 

THE CULMINATION OF OPTICAL PHYSICS DEM
ONSTRATED IN "ACTINA." 

' ' 1\CTI?t1\ '' 
' THE GREAT EYE-RESTORER. 

"Actina has an instantaneous action on the vari
ous and mysteriously complicated organs or vision, 
the nerves, the blood vessels, the muscular coats 
and complex membranes Which make up that mar
velous meehanlsm or nature, the eye. Whether In 
the human being, the Insect, or brute, all diseases 
or the eye result !rom an Irregularity or the secre
tions. This may be brought about In a variety or 
ways-overwork, anxiety, breathing Impure atmos
phere, stmlning the eyes over Intricate mechanism, 
etc., etc.; while hundreds or thousands hav ruined 
their sight by the use or powerful drugs taken with 
a view or curing other rorms of disease. But all 
these cases can be met successfully by the regular 
use or "Actina." 

"Actina" will relieve colds In the head, lni!am
matlon In the eyes, headache, catarrh, neuralgia, 
sore eyelids, and humors of all kinds. 

Q'"NOTE.-" Actina" is not a medicin or lotion, 
but a selr-generatlng vapor, easily applied at all 
hours, times, and places, can be carried In the 
pocket, and used by any member of the !amlly with 
perfect sa!ety, from Infancy to old age. 

TRIAL FREE OF CHARGE. 
By calling at our several stores you may try the 

remedy, tree or charge; but be particular not to use 
any vaporizer unless It bears the signature or Wil
liam Wilson, who will state posltlvly 1r relier and 
cure be possible. 

All our magnetic garments are worn next the un
derclothing, thererore they do not Impart shocks or 
cause sores. They are also constructed und.er the 
special supervision of ohe Inventor. 

Continued success enables us to make the follow
Ing offer: Persons writing us an accurate description 
or their disease, and then sending !or the garments 
advised by us, will hav their money refunded should 
the appliances ran to cure. Thererore It resolves 
ltsel! Into 

No CURE, NO PAY. 
To assist the working class, we supply them on 

payment or hal! the amount, and take the balance 
by easy monthly Instalments. 

Bend !or illustra,tsd pamphlet and ln!ormat!on to 
the only ollice where the Inventor can be consulted. 

Address all communications to 

THE ANGLO-AMERICAN 
ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION, 

80 COURT STREET, BROOKLYN. 
W. WILSON, President. 

D. J. CoTTER, Secretary. 

[All checks, post-ollice order, and drarts payable 
to the Anglo-American Electric Association.] 

CAUTION: 
Beware of cheap imitations of our goods. 

Read your back copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
for the past four years, and note our thou
~ands of testimonials. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. OCTOBER ("\0 
;;.¢ • 1883. 

THE EUREKA An important work lJy Qibbon, the ltistoriar •. 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING ~~~~.~.~~~.!r!~~!.~~l!!: 
Rehg1on m H 1 HE HISTORY OF THR DECLINE ANn FALL 

CURES EVERY .FORM OF DISEASE 
WITHOUT 1\lEDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE' 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
Sent to any address upon receipt or $1.00. EVERY PAIR 

GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 
letter or 1n person tree or charge. Send 

ror Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

LADIES' MAGNETIC JACKET. Pnce, $18. 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the· !ollow!ng testimonials, anu be convinced that our claims are correct In every particular, 

and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid or :MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis 
One Week. 

in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I !eel greatly in

debted to you ror the benefit I hav received !rom 
your treatment, and ·the use or your Magnetic ap
pl!ances, I can say without hesitation to those ar
fifcted as I hav been that the etrect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis !n my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
arter wearing a suit or your MAGNETIC CLO'.rHING 
ror one week, can use !t quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint !or a number o! years, !rom'which I haV sur

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 111 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: A!ter wearing one of 

your MAGNETIC VESTS ror about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured or Neuralgia or the Heart and 
Side, which had been. a source or misery to me !or 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
be!ore without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relie! instantly. With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

!ered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the Ladles, read the rollow!ng testimony !rom a lady 
time, never found but temporary relie!. Since put- who had been under drug treatment !or eight years 
tlng on your appliances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and remale weakness: 
benefit, and if I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the OSBORN, o., Dec. 15, 1882. 
past two weeks, w!ll soon be well. I would, there- DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 
!ore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
Magnetic appl!ances as the only means O! effecting FELT BETTEI\ FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, ON. Am not joking, and I! I Improve as rapidly as 

WM. H. CLEMMER, I hav since T·~esday, will soon be wen. W!ll report 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
effect a cure In a case or Paralysis w!ll at the same This lady reports herseH entirely cured In less 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPBIA !n the same than six weeks arter putting on the garments, and, 
patient. we do not, l!ke the Old School Physician, although !n bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
change med!cins every day until a!ter dosing the I she nevertheless was able to ride twenty m!les In 
)Jatlent almost to death he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name 
something (I! he Is very ~k!Hul) that brings relie! can be had upon application at this ollice, by any-
tor the time being. one desiring to communicate with her. 

Ladf~s, read the following testhrony !rom a lady who had been suffering ror two years with an Ovar· 
ian Tumor, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her l!fe, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In !our montlls' time she Is Perfectly well, and has not taken a dllse of 
medlc!n since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your phvs!clan tells you he can do uoth!nog 
ror you; !t wm pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November19,1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to ran me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire ror rood, and, In !act, began to ran rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
or St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovao·lau ') umo•·, 
and that the only thing that would S!tve my ure would be the knlre. About six montllS ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed lett to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the ~~ureka 1Ua$;n~\tic ApJJl tanct'!s. As a drowning man 
wlll catch at a straw, so did I catch at this taint hope or a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit of 
your appliances. From the very first I !elt Invigorated, the tu
mor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was In my lite. Since putting on the appl!
ances I hav not taken a single dose or medlc!n. My bowels, which 
be!ore were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as I hav, believing 

t they w!ll do all and more than you claim tor them. I remain, 
Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unl!ke all other appliances In the 
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, $ 6.00 
Gentlemen's Belts, • · · 6.00 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, 6. 00 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5.00 
Leg Belts, each, 4:,00 
J{nee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 
Sleepin~ Caps, 4:.00 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's '\'rests, 15.00 
Su~~erfine Insoles, • • • 1.00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any or the above garments sent to any address upon receipt o! price, and we will return the money 
I! they are not as represented !n every respect. H you are uncertain as to what would best suit your caoe 
send us word stating symptoms, and we w!ll advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are offered at less than one-third or what others are sell!ng worthless appllances !or, yet we w!ll 
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred !old superior to any other appliance ever offered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months a!ter being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
In the ma1·ket will attract the smallest particle or !ron, the majority or such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made or material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism !or a 
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now be!ore the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon Bcientifi< 
principles, and not haphazard as !n all the others. We offer you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any or tbe so-called magnetic garments now offered under that head. At 
the same time the application or labor-saving machinery !n our manufacture enables us to offer them at 
about 

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher 
than ordinary clothing. 
R~m .. mber that we are offering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and If 

upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we w!ll 
rerund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES. LIBERAL OOMMISSIONB ALLOWED 
AddreiiS for tul'Uler llltormatlon, Dr. L. Tenney, 

· · 836 Bace 111i\'eel, oor. ot eUliJtreet, C1Jic111Jl8t1, OhiO. 

OP TH£ RoMAN EMPIRE," and 

~ VI~DIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
Milman, "an English Churchman,'' and other scholars. 

Handsome 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

The La6arum of 
Constantine. 

''By this sign thou 
sltalt co11q1ur I'' 

This volume contains Gibbon's Tlteological Writings, sepa
rate from his Historical and .MJscellaneous works. lt shows 
•zulten, wlter~, and lzow Christianity originated; wltowere its 
founders : and wlzat was the character, sentiment..,, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. 

Gibbon's Vt"1tdicuti(mofthe rsth and 16th chapters of his 
HiStory from the attacks of his Christian opponents, is re~ 
printed v~rbati'm from the original edition ofhisMiscella,te
ous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796. lteffeet.ually 
and forever silenced his detractors; who, bemg vanqmshed 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infid~li.ty! 

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the Ongmof 
C!trz'stianity is reprinted from the valuable notes of DHAN 
MILMAN, \VENCK, GUIZoT, an ENGLISH CHuRCl-IMAN, (t.he 
leafned editor of BoHN's edition of Gi66o1t), and other emm-
ent Christian historians. -
- Arilong the Illustrations will be found representations 
of the principal divinities of the !lagan mythology. 

Ji'or Snleat ·p t P 'I'IUih Nt~.-j.. .. r Ulli p 
6n 15 

A ~fe~~~;s~~~~a~cdn~~~ ~c~!~~~~~~~t 
as his prnctic~ will prove, 

~~s all forms of PRI• 
SEX~A.:flfilf~~l~El,nd 

Spermatorrhma and Impotency, 
AI the result or 11Clr-nhuse in youth, sexun.l exces11es in ma· 
turer yenrs, or other cauRes, and producing some or the rol· 

~~~~fonestf~t~~en~~)~~~~~s:~.s ::sl~bi, ~~!~~1~~8Me~~~! 
~:~~~f:a1, ~:fu~t:!mtrid~:s,FL~:~ !;S:~~~l t~o~~:~tlc~~ 
~~de~~a:::[l;~eu;:Pbf~n EX¥FflfNAL tiop;fl. 
(JA.JION ln rrom 80 to 60 daya. No medicine taken. 
It has never been known to folll 

Middle-Aged and Old Men. -
There are many nt the nge or thirty to alxty a 

who are troubled with too frequent evacuations • 
or the bladder, onen o.cccmpanied by a slight .-
Bmarttng or burning sensation, and a. weaken .. 

~~~ ~~~~:~sr~~~ 10~ r::;:~i~tt:; fb!1~~~~:~; .:.:~, 
deposits a. ropy or ootton·like sediment, or 
1ometlmes small particles or albumen will appear, or tbl 
color will be or a thin or milkiHh hue, again cbnnging to • 

~~:~~st:e?!~ ~~n~:c:~~::.ic~t p1~1~1~ ::co~~~~:~~ 
Seminal ~eakneaa, and onuses wasting or the system and 

~~=!~ !~~;':!~:r:::~~:r:f~i:t;sdf~~~i;, ~:~o;~n~u!; 
the cauae. Dr. Fellows' External Remedy will bring about a 
perfect cure in all 11uch oases, and a h~nlthy rcstorntion of 
the genito-urinary organs. 

o:::JCorsult&tfoos by Jetter tree and invited. Cllarge.1 
ren.sonabi.a and correspondence stricUy confidential. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR" 
Sent to any address, securely sen led, ror two three•eent 
atomps, treating on Spermntorrhooa or Seminnl Wenkneaa, 
eving its ca.use, symptoms, horrible effects, and cure, rol-

t~!~R~~~t~:~:a~ll~~:~l~~~ ~~1~~ ~fi.a~~~!~bet; 
a ro.dlcnl cure 18 eertaln. Address, plainly, DR. R. P. 
FELLOWS, Vineland, New .Jena, and aay in whU 
oaver you 1aw thi11 advertiaement. 

MANHOOD. 

KNOW THYS 
A. Book for Everv Ma.11. 

Young, Middle- aged, and Old.; 
The untold miseries that result from Indiscretion In 

~~~16't ~~~rS ::~rt~~D ~~k~~~~~tepdur~~~~D:~a• reif~'i:'A :.~ 
f.'i~~c;i:i':~lo~~~~~=~t~Je~h&!:~~~!!e ::rc~!.i:~ 
o';{ Self Preservation. It Is not only a complete 
Wervg:~~';d t~e~;!~~at0i>Ji't~~~?0~re~~~~~:tege~\~~1t{,; 
man Errors Of Youth, etc., but It contains one hundred 
and twenty-five preacrlptlone for acute and chronic dis· 
eases, each one ot which is invaluable, so 
proved by the author, whose experience ror 21 years Is 
such as probably never before fell to the lot of any phya. 
!clan. It contains SOO pa~e•. bound In beautiful embossed 
covers, full gilt, embelllshed with the very ftnest steel en
gra.vtngs, gua.rante ed to be a finer work In even; sense-
~~R:d1f:~~l~e~~t~; ft~,2~~~g;ttht:i::o8nn[y0~t~rb~0[e~ 
~~~~~J~:ev~~~~~tg~~'i."e ~~~~gn~f1lf:Ji~i ~~~~t~~! 
Illustrated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. 
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bult!nch street, Boston, MRBS. 
The author may be consulted on all dlaeases requlrln&' 
skill nnd experience. 1Y88 

R U P T U RES C U REDby 
m~~~~~ig~uC:'!!~:'e'!-0~:.!'s~ f.?'}r':n?a&~o 

90 dav•. Refiable references given. Send 
stamp for circular 1 and sav in what paper 

lfOU laW mv adverttsement. Address Ca.pj. 
W. A. Coll!ng~,SmlthvWe,1e!rei'IOll Cll. N.t, 

FIFTY YEARS' SU(JCESS. 

SHAKER EYE AND EAR BALSAM. 
For all allilctlons of the above organs. 

Dimness, Inflammation, Sort Cataract, and Ro&r!ni 
etc., ot the Ears. 

so cents per box. 
Tl'l' us once, Bnd find enH.,... r"IIAf. 

G. A. Lomas, Shakers, N. Y. 
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THE world has yet much to learn and much to gain 
as to the necessity of moderation and sell-denial. 
The greatest amount of happiness Is not secured bY 
yielding thoughtlessly to at> petite and passion, or In 
glvlng the leading-strings to our lower animal Jn
cent1vs, which should be controlled by the Intellect 
-the reasoning power. We must Jearn to say" No" 
when lured to commit any I'XCess, any Infraction of 
the laws of our being. Health and happiness are 
far more Important to us than momentary pleasure 
or the indulgence of animal passions. Let us learn 
to control the lower lmpul,es and pursue the course 
that will result In health, peace of mind, long life, 
and consequent happlness.-D. H. Bennett. 

THE melancholy days are come, 
The saddest of the year, 

Of walling winds and naked woods, 
And meadows brown and sere. 

Heaped In the hollows of the grove 
The withered leaves lle dead; 

They rustle to the eddying gust 
And to the rabbit's tread. 

The robin and the wren are flown 
And from the shrub the jay, 

And from the wood top caws the crow 
Through all the gloomy day. 

~ - William Cullen Bryant. 

IT was upon the vote of such men as Athanas! us 
that the New Testament was decreed to be the word 
ot God, and nothing can present to us a more strange 
Idea than thas of d<creeing the word of God by vote. 
Those who rest their faith upon such authority put 
man In the place or God, and hav no foundation for 
uture happiness. Credulltv, however, Is not a 

crime; but It becomes criminal by resls:lng convic
tion. lt is strangling, In the womb of the conscience, 
he ef!orts It makes to ascert~ln truth. We should 

never force belief upon ourselvs In anything.-Paine's 
.Age of Reason. 

RELIGION Is fundamentally Irrational when It re
ects the metbod or reruoon as a method, or the high

est method or intellectual apprehension; when It 
ubordlnates reason to a church, ot· a book, or to a 

person. • . . "The word or God Is not bound." 
Therein spake the apostle a true word. It Is not 
bound to any church, to any book, to any person. It 
1s subordinate to none of these. It s~bordlnates 
hem all. Happy and glorious the day when a man 

comes to see this clearly and surely. Henceforth he 
w111 no longer feel obliged to square tbe lnflnlt truth 
with any church decree, with any Holy Writ, with 
any utterance or Moses or Jesus.- Chadwick's Rational 
Religion. 

MEN are very slow to glv up their faith In physical 
force, as necessary for the guidance, correction, and 
dlsclplln of others. Force Is a very palpable thing, 
and dispenses with all inquiry Into causes and ef
fects. It Is the short way of settling matters without 
any weighing of arguments. It Is the summary 
logic or barbarians, among whom the best man Is he 
who strikes the heaviest blow or takes the surest 
aim.-.Dr. Sam Smiles's .Duty. 

I CARE little about the sword. I will allow a thing 
o struggle for Itself In this world, and with any 

sword or tongue or Implement It has or can lay hold 
or. We will let It preach, and pamphleteer, and 
fight, a.nd to the uttermost bestir Itself and do, beak 
and claws, whatboever !sin It; very sure that It will. 
In the long run, conquer nothing that does not de: 
erve to be conquered. What Is better than Itself It 

cannot put away, but only what Is worse. In this 
great dual nature herself Is umpire, and can do no 
wrong; the thing which Is deepest In nature, what 
we call truest, that thing, and not the other, will be 
found growing at last.- Carlyle's Hero- Worship. 

FOLLOWING every VOICe of mercy 
With a trusting, loving heart, 

Let us In life's earne~t labor 
Still be sure to do our part. 

Now, to-day, and not to~ morrow, 
Let us work with all our might, 

Lest the wretched falnt and perish 
In the coming stormy night. 

Now, to-day, and not to-morrow, 
Lest, before to-morrow's sun, 

We, too, mournruuy departing, 
Shall hav lett our work undone. -.Anon. 

"LET me send for a clergyman," Hermione plead
ed with her dying husband. His face looked calm 
and with Inexpressible tenderness he said: "Belief 
in the creed founded on a lie and maintained by craft 
and cruelty?-where the fiction of a God-man, be
cause of God'slove for the earth, Is made the weapon 
Which destroys human happiness and love? No 1 I 
am what I hav been-an Agnostic-knowing nothing 
and refusing to affirm what I cannot prove." "But 
When we die, Richard-" "We go Into the light of 
knowledge or Into the darkness of annihilation," he 
answered calmly. "It must be one or the other, 
and the laws of the universe will not be altered be· 
cause one man believes in Immortality and another 
Is content With doubt."-.J!rs. Linton's Under Which 
Ll>rd? 

WHY pray for the dead? They are at rest. 
Pray for the living, In whose breast 
The struggle between right and wrong 
Is raging terrible and strong, 
As when good angels war with devils. 

-LongfelW10. 

A MAN of philosophic character, Instead ot looking 
back on the past with regret, finds himself more at 
home In the world and more satisfied with Its order, 
the longer he llvs In it. The melancholy contrasts 
which old men are sometimes dl"posed to ~tate, be
tween Its condition, when they are about to leave It, 
and that in which they found It at the commence
ment or their career, arises, in most cases, from the 
unlimited Influence which, In their early. years, 
hey had allowed 10 the fashions or the times, In the 

formation of tllelr character, How different !rom 
those sentiments and prospects which dl6nlfied the 
retreat or Turgot and brightened the declining 
years of Fra11klln !-Dugald Stewart. 

THE husbandman hath long patience for the pre• 
clous fruits or the earth, till he receive the early and 
tbe latter rain.-Jama v, 7, 
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A TEXAS !ten has sat for three days on a nest full 
or halbtones and hatched out a cyclone. She has 
not been seen stnce. 

AN eminent historian traces baseball bank to tile 
1 

time when Rebecca went down to the well with a 'I 

pitcher and caught Isaac. 

"Is there anything wrong In kissing?" he asked 1 

her, as they swod together at the gate. "Certainly 
tbere is," she replied, "or there wouldn•t be any 
fun in it." 

A TBOY man bears the imprint of a horseshoe, 
plainly and pertectly outlined, upon his hlp. He 
does not think It !sa birthmark; he thinks It came 
from fooling around a mule. 

A BAILBOAD conductor lately promoted to deacon 
of the church, as he started around with the contri
bution baskets, Involuntarily remarked: "Tickets, 
gentlemelfl'' The contribution was unusually large. 

THE fastidious young lady who teaches a class at 
Sunday-school, and considers It decidedly naughty 
and wicked to steal a pin, thinks nothing of securing 
money from her husband to purchase a number ot 
pairs of new kid gloves, and then going and having 
her old ones fixed up and dyed so that her lord will 
not recognize them, whlle she spends the money !or 
caramels and tee-cream. 

"SAY, you think or about everything mean there 
Is going, don't you?" said the grocery man to the 
bad boy, as he came In to show that his black eye 
had been cured. "The minister explained to me 
yesterday how you caused him and your father to 
lay and soak in the water for about three hours, one 
hot day last summer, In the lake, and they both 
blistered their backs. What caused you to play 
such a mean trick on them?" 

"Oh, it was their own fault," said the boy, as he 
looked with disdain on a watermelon that was out of 
season and had no charms in October. "You see, 
the night the sociable was at our house the mlnlstsl' 
and some or the deacons were up In my room, which 
they used that night for a smoking-room, and while 
they were smoking they were telling stories about 
what run they had when they were boys, and I re
member one story the minister told about finding 
some girls in swimming once, and stealing their 
clothes, and making them walt till night, and then 
a girl had to fix herself up with newspapers and go 
home and send a wagon after the rest or· the girls. 
The minister thought It was awful cunning, so when 
the church had the picnic last summer on the bank 
of the lake, I remembered about it. Beats all, don'r 
It, how a boy will remember anything like that? 
Well, after dinnet· I saw pa whisper to the minister, 
and they took a couple ot towels and a piece of soap, 
and started up the lake about half a mile, and I 
knew they were going in swimming. Well, It don't 
take me very long to catch on. I got an overdress 
that one or the girls. had been wearing to wash dishe• 
In, and a shawl, and stole a hat belonging to the so
prano o! the choir, and a red parasol that a girl left 
under a tree, and I went down In the woods and put 
on the clothes over my pants and things, and when 
pa and the minister had got In the water and were 
swimming around, I put up the parasol and tripped 
along the shore like a girl picking flowers, and when 
I came to the stump where tht>y put their clothes 1 
didn't look toward the water, but acted tired, and 
sat down on the stump and began to !an myself. 
You'd a dlde to see pa look. He crawled up on the 
heach, In the shallow water, and said: 'Elder, do 
you see that?' The elder looked, with hisself all un
der water except his head, and said, 'Merciful good
ness, squire, we are In for it. That Interesting fe
male ts going to sit there and read a novel through 
before she goes away.' I peeked 1hrough the fan 
and could see all they said, while I pretended to 
read a novel. They swam around and made a noise, 
but I was dear, and I thought It wasn't any worse 
for me to sit on the stump than It was for the mluis
ter, when he was a good little boy, to steal the clothes 
or the girls. I stayed until I got tired, and didn't 
hear them when they hollered to me to go away, and 
after a while they got water soaked and had to do 
something, so the minister broke off a piece or a tree 
and dressed himself In It, and came up toward me 
and said, 'Madam, excuse me for troubllng you, 
but If you will go away while I get my clothes, I will 
take it as a favor.' I pretended to be Insulted, and 
got up and walked of! very Indignant, and went back 
to the picnic and returned the clothes, and pretty 
soon they came up looking as red as It they had 
been drinking, and the plculc was ready to go home. 
Somebody told pa It was me, but I don't know who 
glv It away. Anyway, he chased me Clear out or the 
woods with a piece of sapling." 

.Agents for The Truth Seeker. 
JAMES ASHMAN, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
J. F. Bunn, 449 Main street, Hartford, Ct. 
W. B. CooKE, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto, Can. 
D. F. KEELER, Park City, Utan. 
FERDINAND PFISTER, Nashville, Tenn. 
W. F. REYBOULD, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Dr. J. H. HHoDEs, 5051-2 No. 8th st., Phila., Pa. 
A. M. STEVENS, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny 

City, Pa. 
Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENKEB, Snowville, Va. 
D. WoOLF, 620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo. 
J. S. MANSFIELD, Tucson, Arizona. 
A. BERENZ, 140 Montgomery st., San Fran

cisco, Cal. 
JosEPH MARsH, Northampton, Mass. 
CRAB. S. CoBURN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence, 
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M. V. THoMAs, 344 Larimer st., Denver, Col. 
S. B. WBIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col. 
THo's FoREMAN, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb 
S. D. MoonE, Adrian, Mich. Box 465. 
DB. J. L. YoBK, San Jose, Cal. 
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It tells you what physicians should tell their pa
tients, but do not: How to avoid contracting "a ac
tors· bills;" how to hav good healtb without taking 
medlclns. Hints on evet·y ~ubject pertaining to the 
health o! women and children. 

PURPOSE OF THE WORK. 
The author's design Is to glv a general outline of 

the laws and conditions ot health, with directions 
!or the prevention or sickness and care of the sick:. 
She considers Animal Electricity, used as directed In 
this book, a very Important curatlv agent. 

Although written primarily for women, this book 
will be !ound almost equally useful to all. Most 
[Jersons cannot be too frequently reminded of the 
truth or the old proverb, "Ari ounce ol prevention 
Is worth more than a pound or cure." 1'he first step 
In the cure or disease Is to remove the cause; then, 
Jn nearly all cases, Nature Will remove the dlff!culty 
without other ald. 
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and 9Jlippings. public debate. In the light of the recent re
cent revision of the New Testament, says the 
Dennison Gazetteer, we should say Mr. Archer 
has the strong side of the issue. IT snowed in Minnesota last Sunday. HowABD CROSBY . says the publications of 

the National Temperance Society are filled 
with "the most outrageous and abominable 
falsehoods." 

THE Rev. George H. Hill, D. D., is one of the 
parsons engaged in the probably hopeless 
task of tucking his God into the Constitution. 
This generous Christian says, "If any cannot 
conscientiously liv under a new Christian 
government, they can conscientiously go else
where." To this the 'Winsted Press remarks: 
''Excusing.the gentleman's bad grammar, we 
would say to him that if he cannot conscien
tiously liv under the Constitution as it is, he 
can conscientiously go elsewhere. He need 
not stand upon the order of his going; let him 
go at once; and when he has tarried in Jericho 
long enough for his beard to grow we trust he 
will conclude to tarry in Jericho during the 
remainder of his life. 

MR. CHARLEs BBADLAUGH, lecturing in Man
chester, Sept. 30th, made an important an
nouncement with regard to the course he in
tended to pursue ne:r.t session, says the Lon
don Times. He denied a statement which 
had been made that he would use force to 
obtain his seat. His course, he s'aid, would 
depend very largely upon the decision of the 
courts of law in November. If the law courts 
decided in his favor, then he thought it pos
sible that the courts a_nd the House of Com
mons would be left to settle between them 
which was the stronger; but he should feel it 
his duty to stand between them and see fair 
play. If the courts decided that the House 
of Commons might make law against the stat
utes, it would be clearly his duty not to hold 
the seat any longer. If, on the other hand, the 
courts decided in his favor, he hoped the 
House of Commons would set the example of 
obedience to the law which he had tried td 
inculcate, and that this struggle, disgraceful 
in its continuance and dishonorable in its 
manner of fighting, would come to an end. 
If the courts decided that the claims of priv
ilege prevented their interpreting the law, 
then the duty would be placed on him of in
terpreting the law. 

A TREATY of peace has been signed between 
Chili and Peru. 

··ANoTHER angel was manufactured down at 
the Tombs in this city last Friday. He went 
to heaven from the gallows, after having the 
holy sacrament administered to him. His 
victim was a woman who is now in the other 
place, according to the best Christian author
ity. 

THE latest refrain of the Salvation Army, 
according to the Chicago Herald: "If- you 
,can't get in at the golden gate, get over the 
garden wall." Those who hav witnessed the 

· performances of this peculiar people hav had 
ail idea they would find a way to get in.
Peclc's Sun. 

,,A ':DEVoTEE full of Christian submission and 
afraid of making some i!ldiscreet demand of 
heaven, contented himself with repeating 
every night and every morning, as his only 
prayer, !lll the letters of the alphabet; then 
he ended by saying, "There they all are, 0 
God; arrange them to suit yottrself." 

A PASTOR's life, it seems, is not altogether 
without i~s joys. At the Upper Methodist 
Conference at Marion, Iowa, the other day, 

\ the Rev. R. W. Coates, in making a report of 
his steward~hip, said he had passed three very 
successful and pleasant years at LeClaire, 
h(lving had an unusual number of funeral 
services during that. time. -

DuBING ~he recent political campaign in 
Iowa, the Methodists, and Congregationalists 
held a union meeting to further the prohibi
tion ·cause, at which an irate Greenbacker 
rose and wanted to know if they proposed to 
l'un·their religion in the interests of the Re
publican party. He was promptly thrown 
out of the ·church. 

THE -state Saloon-Keepers Convention at 
Milwaukee having resolved that drunkenness 
is not due to the saloons, but to the lack of 
education in youth, the Sun remarks: "This 
is a new view of. the liquor problem and 
a· reversal of the prohibitionist -vray of putting 
things. It would be fnstructiv if _those saloon 
keepers would clearly set forth the exact de
gree'of education that a man. must attain be
fore he would cease getting drunk. It has 
been the impression that there isn't any 
limit." 

PBINOE BIBMABoit is much annoyed at the 
revival of the Socialistic propaganda in Ger
many, which has already spread broadcast a 
great quantity of seditious literature. The 
extensiv seizure of Socialistic ·books and the 
arrest of several men who are known to hav 
been engaged in disseminating reading mat
ter of this character, shows that Bismarck is 
determined to crush the movement before it 
gains much headway, Socialism will liv; 
however, long after the German prince is 
dead. 

THE editor of the Cherokee (Ala.) Advertiser 
is troubled in spirit. He says: "A minister 
of the gospel led us to one side, and said; 'It 
is said that there is less ·Christianity and 
more Infidelity in Center than any place of 
its size ii,l the United States.'· This threw us 
off our pins, and our astonishment was only 
equaled by our grief at the thought that such 
an idea should get foothold in this land of di
versified religion, and among a people of 
broad and comprehensiv views, with opinions 
upon the· ritual of all modern Christianity." 

THE Rev, P. C. Archer, pastor in. charge of 
the M:. E. church South at Gainesville, Texas, 
is reported to hav said that the Bible was full 
of mistakes from the beginning of Genesis to 

'the last of Revelation, and that every intelli
gent minister in the United States would in
dorse the above. M. N. Seiver questions the 
truth of the statement in a card in the Gaines
"\'ille Independent, and calls on the Rev. Archer 
to ~trini'l$ _bo~ and defend his positi~n in a 

THAT pulpit notoriety seeker, the Rev. Mr. 
Houghton, of Stratford, Conn., who preached 
such outrageous sermons on the recent trag
edy in that town, has come before the public 
again as a patron of the turf. The charge 
against him is that he entered his fast horse 
under a' false name at a neighboring fair, and 
was barred out by the judges who discovered 
~he fraud, after which he entered him at an
other race under his right name, and was 
forced to pay a fine Of $100 for changing cog
nomens, which he did, and won the purse of 
$200, clearing $100 by the operation. Mt. 
Houghton denies that his congregation asked 
him to resign because of his sensational ser
mons on the Rose Ambler murder, but he is 
reported as being fearful that this last esca
pade may bring about that calamity. 

PooTs, who livs in Sedamsville, says he is 
not a member of any church, bt~t he would 
not dare to giv the preacher the back talk that 
his wife does, who has been a good church
member for forty years. The last time the 
minister called on them he remarked: "I 
didn't see you at prayer-meeting last night, 
sister Poots." "No," was•the response; "the 
ni2:ht was so stormy and the road so muddy 
that I concluded not to go to the meeting." 
"But the Lord was there," interrupted the 
minister, with some severity.· "I know, but 
the Lord didn't hav to wade through the mud 
to get there, though." Then the minister, to 
change the subject, asked Poots if he thought 
it didn't look as though we were going to hav 
some more rain, and Poots said it appeared to 
be clouding up some. And the minister 
started for home immediately.-Oincinnati 
Saturday N'!!Jht. · 

THE General Convention of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church has been in session in Phil
adelphia, says Puck, but as yet we hav not 
heard that that honorable body has had any
thing to say about the case of- the Rev. Mr. 
Cowley. In 1880 Mr. Cowley was sent to 
Blackwell's island, a convict. He had been 
found guilty of maltreating children placed 
under his charge in a so-called "home." The 
trial was fair, the testimony clear and direct. 
No man abon the intellectual grade of idiot 
has ever questioned the justice of the verdict. 
At the time we said of the crime for which 
the Rev. Edward Cowley was punished that 
it was "a crime of which no one doubts he 
was guilty--a brutal, deliberate, revolting 
crime, that can call forth no plea in extenua
tion." What Puc1c said then it says again. 
The Rev. Edward Cowley was rightly pun
ished. His crime should hav cost him much 
more than the one year's imprisonment which 
he suffered. But it was supposed that the 
awful degradation, the shame of public ex
posure and imprisonment, would be enough 
to crush the .man forever, He was not crushed. 
He bobbed serenely up ag~in; the Episcopal 
church went through the mockery of a most 
absurd "trial," de'clared the Rev. Edward 
Cowley "not guilty," and left him the Rev. 
Edward Cowley. He is still the Rev. Edward 
Cowley, a clergyman of the church of Eng
land, or the Episcopal church of America, or 
whatever it likes to call itself, A fine clergy
man he must be who givs the right hand of 
fellowihip to the Rev, Edward Oowley, 

IRVING, the English tragedian, landed in 
New York on the 21st. 

A DESPATCH from Rome to the New York 
Herald says: "There are reports at Rome 
that many private documents referring to the 
papacy hav disappeared from the Vatican. It 
is feared that the Italian government may take 
under its protection those treasures of the 
Holy S,ee which hav been collected with the 
people's money. To these treasures belong 
libraries containing more than one hundred 
and eighty thousand codices and one hundred 
thousand manuscripts-among them, fifty-six 
gospels in the oriental tongues, written on 
scrolls. To meet the emergency, the clergy 
are said to hav been hiding, first, the archives 
of extraordinary ecclesiastical affairs; second, 
the archives of the Propaganda; third, the 
archives of the Inquisition; and, fourth, the 
archives of the Congregation of the Index 
Expurgatorius. These documents were once 
kept in the Palace of the Quirinal, but were 
transferred to the Vatican by a papal emis
sary, who persuaded the commander of the 
Italian troops that the said documents were 
simply baptismal registers without historical 
value. Some of them are now well guarded 
in the old· tower near Anagi. The letters of 
Pope .Alexander VI. are still in the Vatican, 
together with other papers which the pope 
would never voluntarily place at the disposal 
of the public. Many of these documents are 
hidden on secret shelves, in walls, and behind 
other papers," 

ANOTHER case of insanity resulting from re
ligion is made known by the Philadelphia 
Times. Annie Dick, a pretty brunet of 
twenty-one years, lived with relative in Alle
gheny City, and was one of the loudest and 
most enthusiastic shoute:rs that the Salvation 
Army had recruited in that place. Her audi
ences, composed mainly of young men whose 
sudden show of piety was a surprise to their 
friends, were remarkably large and attentiv. 
The young men did not make sport of Miss 
Dick, as they would hav done if Flag-bearer 
Biggerstaff or some other officer of the army 
had been making a pious harang to them, The 
success of Miss Dick filled her with an ambi
tion to be captain of the forces in Allegheny, 
but as there seemed to be no sign of the death, 
resignation, or removal- of the glib-tongued 
gentleman IDling that office, Miss Dick be
came despondent and was no longer able to 
charm her flock of sinners. Her mind be
came unbalanced. She would wander 
through the streets, wildly exhorting every
body whom she met to giv up his evil ways 
and be saved. This became annoying to the 
public, and the fair maniac was arrested in 
the rooms of the Young Men's Christian Asso
ciation, where she said she had an appoint
ment to meet the savior. She is now in the 
insane department of the Allegheny City 
Hoine. The Salvation Army is denounced l>y 
many people as the cause of her misfortune, 
and threats are made that if the troops· do not 
leave town their barraoka will be bombarded. 

,THE pope is preparing an allocution upon 
the cond,ition of the Catholic church. 

-AN Irish bailiff was shot on the 20th. This 
is supposed to be an agrarian outrage. 

SUFFBAGE has been granted to women by 
the legislature of Washington territory. 

THEBE are 47,8G3 post-offices in the United 
States, an increase of 1,632 during the laat 
year. 

AN. earthquake in Asia Minor last week 
killed 57 persons, wounded 150, and rendered 
14,678 homeless. 

SENATOR SEssioNs, of New York, who has 
been on trial for receiving bribes, was ac
quitted by the court. 

A POWDER MILL at Secaucus, N. J., blew up 
last Saturday, destroying $6,000 worth of 
building material and killing a deaf mute. 

THE case of the heretic, Rev. John White, 
of Pennsylvania, is to be reopened. It is ex
pected that he will be expelled from the 
church. 

Two professional burglars and cutthroats 
named Walsh and Irving had an altercation 
in a Sixth avenue barroom, in this city, one 
night last week, and both were shot dead, 

THE exclusion of American pork from Ger
many has not had the effect of ridding that 
country of trichinosis, a disease which has 
been attributed to the eating of pork from 
this side of the water. 

MARGARET RABBIS was hanged at Calhoun, 
Ga., on the isth, for poisoning a family with 
whom she lived. Upon the scaffold she ex
pressed a confident hope that she should 
meet her friends in heaven. 

GEN. PRYOR, the American lawyer who is to 
defend O'Donnell, the slayer of Informer 
Carey, says that he is satisfied his client acted 
in self-defense. O'Donnell pleaded not· guilty 
on the day of his indictment, 

THE detective in the Rose Ambler murder 
case, in Stratford, Conn., still adhere to the 
theory that William Lewis killed the girl. 
They claim to hav discovered reasons for 
which he wished her out of the way. 

THB annual conference of the Wesleyan 
church in America, in session at Syracuse, 
N. Y., refused to admit a delegate who is a 
member of a college fraternity, or of the Good 
Templars, or any other secret society. 

PRoTAP CHUNDER Mozoo:r.mAB, of India, an 
apostle of the Brahmo-Somaj, lectured in 
Brooklyn last Sunday night. He held that 
his reHgion was in sympathy with Christian• 
ity, and is doing immense things for the Hin• 
doos. 

THE Rev. Frederick Nixon was arrested in 
Philadelphia last week for picking the pocket 
of a bartender in a disreputable resort. Nix• 
on is a young man, and has already lost one 
position as preacher on account of improper 
conduct. 

THE centennial anniversary of the disband• 
ing of the American army of the Revolution 
was celebrated at Newburgh, N. Y., on the 
17th inst., with great noise, caused by can• 
nons, bells, and steam whistles. THE Tmrnt 
SEEKER office contributed a printer of warlike 
proclivities to add to the general impressiv• 
ness of the military parade. 

CAPTAIN SMITH and Captain Sackett, of Ld• 
oust Valley, Long Island, attended a Method~ 
ist oyster supper on the 19th inst., and en• 
gaged in a fight with each other. The pastor 
attempted to separate them, and was struck 
by both. The combatants hav been arrested. 
As they we:J;e both respected members, con• 
siderable excitement was caused among the 
congregation, · 
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'Qiommnnicafioqs. an authority as "W. H. B.," of Washington, says that, 
although it is generally accepted by scientists, it will 
hav to be given up, and he says that "the accretion 

Mind and Matter. theory of world formation answers to all the data of 
astronomy and geology. It is based upon two incon-

The two able articles of Mr. Otto Wettstein in THE tmvertible facts, namely: . " 
TRuTH SEEKER, June 2d and July 28th, certainly 1. "Our solar system swarms with innumerable me
merited an earlier reply; but the readers had been teorites which are continually falling upon the planets, 
for awhile treated on such heavy food that considera- and thus slowly adding to their bulk. 
tion for their mental digestiv apparatus influenced 2. "It is a law of nature that pressure produces 
me to postpone for awhile what I had to say; so long, heat; it therefore follows that by the prodigious pres
in fact, that I begin to fear that the" statute of limita- · sure of gravity the center of a planet becomes heated, 
tions" will exclude me. However, as the subject is and the thickness of the crust prevents' the radiation 
one of those universal ones which are interesting at of heat into cold space.'~ . 
any time, whenever the appetite is aroused, and as So the accretion theory is plausible enough to 
TRuTH SEEKER correspondents still keep up the dis- base suppositional arguments upon-in fact, as plau
cussion, I venture to offer my mite. , sible as the "nebular" theory. If matter can be ac-

Were 1\:Ir. Wettstein but willing to abide by his creted, that is, in the change that is constantly going 
own logic (and perhaps he will be when it is pointed on in the forms of bodies, matter is carried from one 
out to him) there would be found scarcely a difference body to another, as we know it is, for it must come 
between us, though he claims to be but a Materialist, from somewhere, may not the germ of life come with 
while I claim to be an Integralist, i.e., both a Material- the matter? To me this conception seems much 
ist and a Spiritualist (Transcendental). The current more reasonable than that this earth should hav been 
Spiritualistic doctrin (which it almost seems Mr. W ett- at any time but "one vast body of flame," and should 
stein mistook me as talking about) is in entire con- begin all over again the work of evolving life and 
aonance with either Materialism or Transcendental consciousness from the mere debris, such as it must 
Spiritualism, and is not involved in this discus- hav been after "millions of years of fire and flame." 
sian, being but a subordinate division or domain of I will now retum to the consideration of the other 
the larger domain. I say in consonance with Material- part of the extract I quoted. Mr. vVettstein says 
ism, for I hold that the doctrin held by many, that that" in this sense, and only iu this sense, matter and 
"spirit is refined matter," is nothing but Materialism; mind (the latte1· as a function of matter) are both alike 
and its facts must be decided, not by argument but eternal." It is ~hat in parenthesis I refer to-mind 
by the scientific method; by an appeal to the t~st of as a function of matter. This is fully conceded-
observation and experience. nay, never disputed. Mind, as displayed in man (or 

But listen to Mr. Wettstein; he says: in beast), is a function of matter. It obeys its be-
" In this sense-as ever-activ vital forces-all matter is bests. Organized matter-the body-is hungry. It 

ever alive and immortal." And again: "A beginning of cosmic feels the hunger, but it cannot cognize thg feeling 
lffe • • • is absolutely unthinkable, because it implies except by the aid of the mind. The mind comes to 
that all this vast aggregation of matter at one time . . . th · 
existed in absolute standstill, which, if a fact, would of course e rescue; It cognizes the hunger, answers the ques-
hav p:evented it ever afte:wa:d from becoming activ energy, tion of where it (the body) can get the food to ap
or hvmg matter, as what 1t d1d or could not accomplish dur- pease the hunger, directs how to get it., and it is done. 
ing the eternity preceding this commencement, it of course But--and this is the new truth-it is J. ust as con-
could never accomplish at any subsequent time."' ' ceivable that matter is a function of mind. The 

Why Mr. Wettstein should reason that it was' not mind has its behests and the body obeys them. "In 
possible for" a vast mass of dead, inert substance" to mathematics, if a is the function of b, then b is the 
become "activ energy or living matter," and yet that function of a," anc1 mathematics is the model of ·the 
it was possible for it to become conscious matter or universe~the model of the universe as we conceive 
evolve conscious life, I do not quite comprehend. But it in our minds, and of each and every department 
if we read farther we shall see that he does not--that or domain of the universe. This is the demonstra
he considers mind also eternal. He says: "It is en- tion of Universology. It has been the dream of phi
tirely consistent, then, with humility and logic to pred- losophers of all ages; and attempts hav been made to 
icate no first form or body, either organic or inorganic, accomplish the discovery before, but it has never 
but all such phenomena to be but eternal repetitions been fully demonstrated till now. , 
of an infinit number of like phenomena eve1· preced- Mr. Wettstein, in THE TRUTH SEEKER, July 28th, 
ing them." . . . "The evolutions of physical speaks of this earth" being influenced and controled 
forms, having gone on forever and ever in the past, solely by the sun, and its own inherent properties, 
it becomes evident that the evolution of minor forms yet destined, finally, of necessity, to evolve to its 
like man aild beast, has gone on forever and ever i~ present condition of perfection." 
the past, and that in this sense, and only in this sense, Here Mr. Wettstein, Materialist as he is, acknowl
it is true that matter and mind (the latter as a func- edgesla controling power-necessity. It matters not 
tion of organized matter) are both alike eternal· and that it is "its own inherent properties;" it is riot matter. 
a first man being impossible, a first mind would like- It is a property of matter, he says, but in thought and 
wise be impossible." in speech we hold it as not matter. Herbert Spencer 

This, logically carried out, is a concession of my speaks of force being. the "prime postulated'• Mr. 
whole doctrin. I claimed that mind neither evohed "Wettstein says "matter and force are the sole causes," 
matter, as the Transce~dental Spiritualists claim, nor not cause. And again, "matter and force exist prior 
that matter evolved mmd, as the Materialists claim, and are the sole agents [not agent] producing mind." 
but that they were and are co-eternal, jUJ3t as 1\:fr. Here again he speaks of something other than matter. 
Wettstein says. There are some of his arguments that hav,it seems 
. Matter and mind in conjunction evolve and develop to me, really no place in a Rationalist's repertoire, or in 
forms of both matter and mind; but matter does not a Rationalistic journal, except it be as addressed to 
from itself evolve mind, nor mind matter. Their ele- an orthodox religionist. I will mention but one 
ments always were. They are coeval, and; as Mr. (July 28th). He says that the doctrin of the co
W ettstein says, "the evolution of their forms has eternity of matter and mind is "equivalent to assum
gone on forever and ever in the past.'' ing that the animal germ of the rat, cat, or dog, as 

I will return to the consideration of this extract well as that of man, prior to conception, designs and 
later on, but now let me call attention to the immense superintends in infinit wisdom, the formation and 
potencies which Mr. Wettstein ascribes to "dead, growth of its own body, even before conception, as 
inert matter," while "confining ourselvs to this little well as while yet in tJle womb or a struggling brute." 
globe" of ours. "It is now generally conceded," he This is a ~ere assumption on Mr. Wettstein's part, 
says, "by all thoughtful minds that the material com- svmewhat hke the assumption of Mr. Putnam recently 
posing our earth was in a nebulous condi- that Universology claimed an " infinit reason back of 
tion; . . . after millions of years . . . a the universe." Integralism, so far as I understand 
condensation process took place causing this nebulous it, claims no infinit reason governing in infinit wis
matter to ignite and change into one vast sea of fire.'' clam over finite things or acts. It does claim that 
"Then follows a period of fire and flame," when our the same act which placed the physical germ in the 
earth was " a vast, terrible, seething, belching, boil- right condition to develop itself into a physical body 
ing mass of burning matter. Can we conceive of placed also the mental germ in the right condition 
mind existing then and there ?" asks Mr. vVettstein. to develop itself into a mental body. 
By mind he evidently means only the mind as it is There are, as I said, other arguments that as far 
manifested in man. "Can we conceive of mind ex- as Integralism or the popular Spiritual doctrin'is con
isting. then and there?" Of course not, but Mr. cei:tted, hav no call whatever. They are to them 
Wettstein had already said that "the evolution of mere men of st.raw, set up to be knocked down. 
minor forms, like man and beast, had gone on forever But after all, Mr. Wettstein's regard for Material
and ever in the past," so that mind, according to him, is_m se~ms almost to be love for the word merely. In 
existed elsewhere. Darwin concedes that a "few his article of J nne 2d, he speaks of the various isms 
gArms" may hav been brought to this earth from Spiritism, etc., in a deprecatory manner, as though 
other worlds, and "my brother Herman," who has they had no place in our vocabulary. He asks "If 
furnished "an ingenious idea in solution of this com- some other science should yet step forth and ~olve 
plex problem," says that "we must imagin the minut- the problem, would it not emerge from all these isms, 
est form of animal life." Now it is just this" minut- ~nd subm.erge itself in and with Materialism" [ism 
est form of. animal life" that is the problem. Grant IS better, It se.ems, when attached to matter]; "would 
this, and the rest succeeds as a matter of course. it not lose its identity," he asks, "and come forth a 

But the nebular hypothesis upon which Mr. Wett- pure transcendent Materialism?" I answer, that de
stein founds much of his argument is but a hypoth- pends whether, by the common consent of mankind, 
esis. It is not yet settled beyond cavil. So learned you can stretch the word so as to cover in its mean-

ing all that is~ force, power, energy, etc. . ·In _that 
case, you would hav to provide some other word to 
mean just what is meant now by matter, i. e., mere 
concrete substance. In his last paper Mr. Wettstein 
has thus stretched the word, but he has not gained 
the consent of common usage, nor has he conducted 
his own argument true to the enlarged meaning. 
But ism means a doctrin or philosophy-not a science 
-and in his last paper Mr. Wettstein has chosen a. 
much bette1· term, namely, Universology. That is, 
indeed, as its constructjon indicates, a science of the 
universe. The ism or philosophy arising from that, 
as Materialism arises from the physical sciences, is 
Integralism. _ 

My paper is already long, I know, but allow me one 
more point and I am done. 

In his last paper Mr. Wettstein rather takes 1\:Irs. 
Heddon to task for advocating certain doctrins be
cause she loves. them-because they are in accord
ance with her wishes and aspirations .. 

He adds, "But this charge of selfishness and ego
tism can never be preferred against the Materialist.'' 
Indeed! Can it not? Does he not make it himself 
-and against himself too-in the very next para
graph? He says of his "new faith,"" And I now love 
it as a priceless treasure which I would refuse to ex
chang~ for all the wealth of a Vanderbilt, and upon 
the fact it teaches iri 1·egard to man's destiny, I look 
as the source of serenest happiness and the greatest 
boon vouchsafed to man.'' In fact, so dearly does he 
love his present prospects of annihilation, that he 
thinks he would be "most miserable"-"verging on 
madness "-if he should become convinced that there 
was a possibility of immortality. Is not his love for 
the doctrin that "death ends all " about as strong 
and as potent, according to his own words, as the 
Spiritualist's love of the opposit? Although I be
lieve in a life continued beyond the death of the body, 
I think my love for it is not so strong as 1\:Ir. W ett
stein's love for his prospect. I think I could look 
upon whatever is to be with no thought of "verging on 
madness." But it had better be known, and acknowl
edged at once, that no one of us is or can be wholly 
free from the bias of sentiment as effecting our in
tellectual conceptions; and I am glad to hav this un
conscious testimony that even Materialism -can call 
out an enthusiasm which may somewhat vitiate the 
cool judgment of the thinker. J¥Ir. Wettstein and 
Mrs. Heddon seem to be only fairly counterpoised in 
this matter. Integralism is the systematic effort to 
hold the balance between all different phases of con
victions and feelings, between all isms or specialized 
views of universal things. A. C. MACDONALD. 

P. S.-Since writing the above I hav read Miss 
Gibson's contribution to the discussion. It is ad
mirable. I disagree with her in only one respect. I 
hav had evidence, ammmting to almost proof, that the 
mind, taking a finer body, livs on awhile in another 
form, goes through another phase of career. To me 
it is an absurdity to talk of immortality in any one 
form-spirit form or what not. The identity is im
mortal-that is, I cannot conceive the opposit, but the 
forms are ever changing. A. C. M. 

Paine and Franklin. 
Few men hav exerted a stronger or more healthful 

influence over the thought of their age than Paine 
and Franklin. InJependently of the warm sy1Upa
thies that made. these two natures akin, there occur 
in their life-histories many points of similarity in
teresting to note. Paine, born in England, crossed 
the Atlantic, lived for many years, and at length died, 
in America. Franklin,. born in America, also crossed 
the great ocean dividing England from the mother 
country, and lived for many years in England. Each 
was born poor, in a humble station of life, and each, 
in spite of many social disadvantages, climbed to a. 
high rung of fame's ladder, and left a name never to 
be forgotten- a convincing proof, if proof . were 
needed in these days of social progress, how inde
pendent is talent of most accidents of birth and of 
all accidents of station. 

Both men possessed that rare form of patriotism 
that has always appeared to conservativ thinkers a 
special form of madness; the patriotism that implies, 
not merely love for the particular race among whom 
one happens to be born, but for each and every na
tion under the sun, of whatever tongue or clime, 
color, race, or creed. Both took in science a deep 
and eager interest, an interest the natural sequence 
of their earnest practicality and deeply rooted love 
for truth. Such natures are seldom content to take 
scientific truths at second-hand from others, but 
must, like inquiring Faust, themselvs be often hold
ing commune with the great "Erd-Geist," and win
ning from it some answer, be it ever so faint a whis
per, as to nature's mighty secrets. Franklin, indeed, 
questioned the "Erd-Geist" to some purpose, and 
was hence able, as Burke declared, to "bring, like a 
modern Prometheus, the lightning down from 
heaven." Both hated war and all its ·attendant 
miseries with the two-fold hatred of the philanthro
pist and of the philosopher. "There never was a 
good war or a bad peace," wrote Franklin. Yet, 
when liberty was at stake, each fought in the battle
field; Franklin for the land of his birth1 ·and Paine 
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for that of his adoption. They both took an impor
tant part in th~ foundation of t_he Americ~n r_epub
lic, in the frammg · of the AmeriCan Constitutwn.-
Progress. 

religious teachers with whom we hav had the pleasure Mr. Tucker Differed With. 
of conversing hav been unable to giv the reason of · T T · 
thei·r· fai'th N t · t 'd f th To THE EDITOR OF HE RUTH SEEKER, Str: The ac-. ow, as na ure IS no an evi ence o e · h t t . t' "An h' " existence f G d 'll t t h · f companymg s or rea Is on arc Ism was pre-
t . , 'do a 0 

' w~ WI ry. 0 s ow some 0 ~a- pared for and sent for publication, a week ago, to 
me s evi ences as to his non-existence. We admire th rrr d It h b t d t 'th th f 1 The God .Argument th t . · d t · t' e rror . as een re urne o me WI e o-' • e ac IV, m us nous, energe IC man, and we loath 1 · t fr Mr H d If 'th 

1 f · 1 l't' a1 d 1' the ·na t' d 1 . . owmg no e om . eywoo . you concur WI 
This is a and o soma ' po 1 IC ' an re Igious I c IV an ~zy ~~n' so we must. admire or him in thinking it appropriate to your columns, please 

liberty. Every man has a perfect right, before the loath these characteristiCs, even though they be bl' h ·t · Mr H d' 1 tt · · rt fid 
f d · G d C . pu IS I . . eywoo s e er IS m pa con en-

law, to entertain and promulgate whatever ·social, oun . m a o . onseguently our I~ea of God, that tial, and relates to his impressions of the prospects 
political, or religious opinions the evidence he has :ve Wit? our natll!es ~ay respe~t him, must ~e an in his coming trial. It is not therefore giv.en in full. 
compels him to entertain. Enjoying these privileges, Idea of an en~rgetiC bemg. So It ~allow~ that If we ·There is no doubt that he stands in great danger, the 
bought by the blood of more than a hundred genera- can show, by ~nference OP' otherewise,,this. orthodox prosecution being very stiff in its determination to 
tions, I often find' my mind wandering in quest of ?od ~o hav exis~ed thr~mgh an ~lm.ost u;fimty of ages convict; and Liberals of all schools should watch the 
the reasons for the initial impulses to the various m a. kmd of semi-conscw~s! torpid, m.activ stat~, rolled case with the closest scrutiny. It is not the time 
and often dissimilar systems of religion, both of. up m the folds of an obhvwn plu_s his own ex1~tence, now perhaps to say more. S. P. A. 
thep· resent and the past; and in my meditations the then we show you a character whose parallel m man ' ' P M 0 t 

14 11 G d ' tl t t'bl b f · ti RINCETON, ASS., C • , Y.L. • question, Is there a od, and if there is, is he the we regar . as JUS y con emp I e ecause o exis ng DEAR Mn. ANDREws: Found yours on reaching home last 
author of the book we call ·the Bible? seems to no purpose. evening. Would gladly print yom article, but we hav closed 

- veiled in a cloud of dense and almost impenetrable "God created all things." Then there must hav the 1n·inting-office a while, until after the trial, which is com-
darkness. That there is a God nine-tenths of the been a time that things did not exist. Now suppose ing 0~ soon-Oct .. 23d to _30th; day not fixed yet .. Hence 

Novembei· Word Will be qmte late; so I return the article, and 
people of the world believe. The more people, the we take a b~ll of gold equal to all the matter, as re- hope you will get it into THE TRUTH SEEKER, as the issues in-
more mind. The more mind, the greater the gards quantity, of all our astral system, and hammer valved in the discussi.:;n are vital and will interest many pea
ability to discriminate between true and false it into a sheet as thin as gold is susceptible, on which pie. D~sti·ict Attorney Bl~c)rmer is to ~ake charge of the 
theories. Therefore that there is a God is evidenceti write nines as closely as possible for the best engrav- case; Will not ~eed the petitiO~ to di·op It. · · · So you 

. . . . . see the outlook IS not enconragmg. But from now forward 
by what we may call popular consent. This evidence, ers,, then stretc? these m~e.s out m a str::ught. hne, I di·op all else possible and equip myself for the conflict. We 
though it may be regarded by the superficial lettmg the umt be a bilhon of geological times, are hard pressed for funds, and shall be glad of all material 
reasoner as final, yet to the real unbiased thinker imagining this great lapse of duration to reach back aid friends can render. Yours ever, E. H. HEYWOOD. 
who, regardless of pet theories, is willing to go where just to the time when God did create. Still beyond 
reason leads, it is not of that conclusiv character this point there is a portion of duration millions of 
necessary to the formation of an absolute moral times greater in which we see this orthodox God sit
certainty, as the onward march of the public opinion ting in the lone and solitary depths of oblivion, inac
of to-day declares as false that of yesterday. As less tiv, inert, and torpid, the very character we loath in a 
than absolute ,proof is insufficient in a matter of so man. So we infer that as through this long lapse of 
much import, and as public opinion is not absolute ages there was no action, probably there was no ac
proof, then it ,most naturally follows that if we tor. 
would know, we must seek for our proof .in some But again is it within our power to conceive of the 
other source. Perhaps in our endeavors to answer existence of things without a divinity to create? We 
the question, "Why this almost universal belief in think that it is, nay more, we believe a divinity would 
the existence of a God?" we may arrive at more be an unnecessary interloper in the affairs of things 
satisfactory results. _ which of themselvs possess the powers and potencies 

We believe this opinion to be the result of a course sufficient to their own varied and constantly changing 
of reasoning founded on apparently true, yet false, existence. If so, then God is not tt necessary factor 
premises; and as the truth of the conclusion is to the production of the universe; and as nature's 
determined by the character of the premis, then economy permits no silent factors, we hav another 
the verity of the premis is the hinge on which Atheistic evidence. Nature is believed to be there
turns the conclusion. The means by which we sult of two factors, to wit, substance elements with 
ascend from nature to 'an idea of the existence inherent principles or rules of combination. Are 
of a God 'is very aptly and forcibly illustrated by these factors universal, eternal, and self-existing, or 
Paley's design and designer hypothesis. This design are they creatures subject to change, modification, and 
and designer standpoint we honestly and candidly destruction in obedience to the will of the creator? We 
look upon as false, from the fact that if extended it believe them to be self-existing and eternal. It is anue 
will prove the existence of a million as well as one of judgment as old as the science of reasoning-that "we 
God-a conclusion which all intelligent monothe- must not determin against that which we know he
ists will.agree upon as ridiculous; and as the ridicu- cause there may be something which we know not. 
lous has no residence in the economy of the universe, This self-evident proposition is the base from which 
it follows it is false. we draw another similar and scarcely less evident 

Declarations without evidence being of no avail, proposition, to wit, we must not determin against 
we turn to the proof. In order to a clear and dis- that of which we can conceive, because there may be 
tinct notion of the design and designer premises, we something of which we cannot conceive. It is easy 
must strip them of the paraphernalia of language to conceive how a thing composed of parts may hav 
which by its superabundance obscures rather than been made by the proper adjustment of1its parts, but 
makes plain, and'reduce it to its clear, simple, un- to conceive of how the parts of a thing not composed 
washed self. of parts may be so adjusted is quite beyond our com-

This it is, "Everything that exists is a design;" prehension. We know that the simple elements exist. 
every design must hav a designer. We cannot conceive of their creation, because they 

Nature exists; therefore, according to the first are not composed of parts; therefore, according to 
proposition, it must be a design; and as it is a design, the preceding rules of judgment they can be nothing 
the second proposition proves it to hav had a else than eternal and self-existing. We cannot con
designer. That designer we call "God." This is-the ceive of the element oxygen void of what is called 
reasoning of Paley and other one-god theorists. chemical affinity for certain other elements. Elimi-

Now mark the first premis, "Everything that ex- nate this principle and it is no longer oxygen. So 
ists is a design." God exists, or, at least, most Chris- we see that chemical affinity is an absolute and neces
tians hav an "ideal" which to them serves the pur- sary quality or principle inhering in the eternal ele
pose of a God. If he does, in fact, "exist," then, ac- ment, oxygen; so it most naturally follows that the 
cording to the first proposition, he must be a design; principle is no less eternal than the element; and as 
and if a design, according to to the second proposi- chemical affinity is nothing more than a species of at
tion, he must hav had a designer; and so we hav an traction it follows that the principle of attraction is 
unbroken chain of logic proving the existence of self-existing and eternal, and not the result of the 
gods innumerably more numerous than the sands on operations of the will of a god. If there is a God he did 
the sea-shore. This is the inevitable conclusion from not create the living principle, from the fact that if he 
the "design and designer hypothesis." It proves so did there must hav been a time in which he did not 
much that all rules coincide in denouncing its prem- liv, because during the time anterior to their crea
ises as false. The fact is, there is an existence tion, a thing as life could not be. Thus we hav the 
somewhere that is not a design; what that something living principle, self-existing and eternal. The fact 
is; is a matter of assumption, one assumption, unsup- that we cannot conceive how God could make three 
ported by evidence, being no better than another. times three ten, takes from him all power over the 
The assumption that God exists as the first great principles of mathematics, and shows them to be self
cause of all things carries no more logical force than existing and eternal. God did not create the princi
the assumption thil.t he does not; this, nothing short ples of morality, else before their creation ha could 
of egotistical bigotry can deny. , not hav had a moral nttture, and a God minus a moral 

But for curiosity's sake come with us and examin nature would be little else than a devil; and a devil's 
the real con,ditions of this theological assumption, factory of moral principles would be a curiosity in
with the proof by which it is sought to be established. deed. Since God did not create the simple elements, 
The first and most essential condition is that you the principles of attraction, the principles of mathe
~rease and swallow without a struggle the proposi- matics, the living principles nor the moral principles, 
twn that there is a God. The next is that everything in the name of all that is good and great what did he 
that exists, excepting God, is an effect; nature exists, create ,seeing that nature, according to science, is the 
therefore it is an effect; and as it is au effect, it must result of these and other similar self-existing and 
hav had a cause, and that cause is God; but is it not eternal factors? 'VILEY W. WADSWORTH. 

"ANARCHY" AND "INTEGRALISM." 
In Liberty for October Mr. Tucker, editor, indulges 

in a somewhat savage onslaught on Burnette G. Has
kell, editor of the San Francisco T1·uth, in respect to 
a movement on which it seems Mr. Haskell is enter~ 
ing, and which he calls" an endeavor to reconcile the 
various factions of Socialists." ·I wis)l to intervene, 
in a brief way, in that discussion, because a terse 
statement made in it by Mr. Tucker offers a favora
ble opportunity for indicating the precise point of 
difference between Anarchism and Pantarchism (no
government and all-government, the government of 
all by all, for all, through the exhaustiv study and 
acquisition of the true principles of government). 
The statement I refer to is this: 

"You [Mr. Haskell] are attempting the hopeless, the im" 
possible. Either Liberty or Authority must guide you wholly 
in your search for Truth. And if you accept Authority for 
your guide, Falsehood will be your goal. 'You cannot 
serve two masters.' If yon hav not, as I fear yon hav, 
already chosen, then' choose you this day.' "-Benj. B.1uclcer. 

I do not see Truth, and hav little knowledge of Mr. 
Haskell. I am interested in him through Mr. Tuck
er's own statement. Not only from my point of view 
is Mr. Haskell's endeavor not futil, but it foreshadows 
the inevitable outcome of Social Progress. He is, 
tentativly, and somewhat unguided perhaps by the 
ultimate philosophy, an Integralist (one of all-sided 
views), and Mr. Tucker and the Anarchists are in this 
matter Partialists. By inserting the words " in the 
search for Truth," Mr. Tucker has made a diversion 
from the question before him, unless by Truth he 
means the right adjustment of practical enterprises 
as well. The point here is not abstract study alone, 
but a "union of Anarchists and state Socialists," pre
sumably in doctrin and in worlc . . The one exclusiv prin- .. 
ciple adequate to the complete regulation of this im
mense sphere of things, is, according to the Anarch
ists, Liberty. According to Integralism and Pan
tarchism, Liberty is, indeed, indispensable, and, in the 
right order, fundamental; while yet it is eve:· and 
inevitably counterparted by, and. must be adJusted 
to, the opposit principle-that _of ~uthority .. I ~av 
given the platform of Anarchism m the precedmg 
extract signed by Mr. Tucker. The Integral and 
Pantarchal Platform is contained in the following 
formula: 

1. Liberty, reaching to and including the criticism 
and the free rejection or acceptance of authority; and 

2. Authority, when accepted, in freedom, submitted 
to, and used in the service of freedom. 

Mr. Tucker, in the short extract I hav quoted, has 
twice fallen back upon "holy writ" for authority, a 
rare thing for him. If we hav God and Tucker both 
against us, it is heavy odds; but I stand to my colors, 
and perhaps Mr. Haskell will not be frightened, 
either. · 

First. "You cannot serve two masters." Denied. 
We all do and must serve two masters, from the cra
dle to the grave; two fundamental opposit principles, 
always and everywhere exist!ng in . the_ nature ?f 
things; and the whole art of ~Ife consists m reconcil
ing them proximately or relativly; as they can never 
be reconciled absolutely. 

the devil's logic out of jail to use the conclusion as a 
part of the . premises from which to draw that part 
as a conclusiOn? That looks like reasoning in a circle, 
for the God of the first premis is also the God of 
the conclusion. This we believe to be the exact po
sition of every anti-Atheistic reasoner, from the re
motest past down to the present. If it is not, all the 

IF no man could be saved except those who believed in 
Christ, what has become of those millions of human beings 
who passed away prior to his birth? and what will be the fate 
of those now living who· hav never heard and will never hear 
the name of Jesus of Nazareth? Were the former saved by 
anticipation, and will the latter be saved on account of their 
ignorance? If so, where was the necessity of the atonement 
at all ?-CHARLES WATTS. 

Second. "Choose you this day;" meaning one of 
the two. Denied again. We propose to choose both, 
every day, and to study the true basis of their relativ 
adjustment. Mr. Haskell is on the :·ight track; and 
Mr. Tucker will yet hav to learn of him; though very 
likely he may lack Mr. Tucker's :profunditr, ~nd 
acuteness in seeing clearly the partiCular prmmple 
which he does see. Few men can rival Mr. Tucker 
in that quality. You, Mr. Editor, will understand 
me however, when I affirm that he must, sooner or 
lat~r, study "the Equation" and "the Wag." Tied 
to a fixed position or post, a man may fight desperately 
and with power; but :it is a great disadvantage, all 
the Game, to be tethered in that fixed way. 

STEI'HEN PEARL ANDREWS. 
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The Liberal Club. Great Universalist Preacher is a proper study of the It is said that Mr. Sinclair's profit on a lecturer is 
five per cent. oJ the lecturer's fee. When these lect
urers came from the Boston Bureau that Bureau re
ceived ten·per cent. Thus, by using liis sacred office, 
the thrifty Mr. Sinclair is enabled to make a thou
sand or two of dollars a year over and above his sal
ary ·and hav no extra expense for office rent and 
postage, that bejng contributed by religious societies. 
This is really doing a private money-making busi
ness tltrough the power and influence of their sacred 
office. In a word, these __gentlemen trade on religion. 
Recently Mr. Sinclair, of Dayton, sent a secret circu
lar to a. New York Young Men's Christian Association 
disparaging, and, in fact, slandering, certain well
known lecturers who were not supplied through the 
Dayton Bureau. Mr. L. W. Munhall, of Indianapolis, 
who recently wrote an article for the Young Men's 
Christian Association Monthly attacking Drs. Swing, 
Thomas, and Henry Ward Beecher, is said to be 
making a profit out of lecturers whom he recommends_ 
Mr. Sinclair and his brothers holding paid offices in 
the Young Men's Christian Association sht>u]d leave 
that organization if they wish to run lecture bureaus. 
-.-Evening Journal. 

A marked feature of the last meeting of the Man- Equation and the vVag. If this works according to 
hattan Liberal Club was the reappearance upon its expectation the lamb will some day lie down outside 
platform of the secretary, Mr. Hugh Byron Brown. the lion, and O'Dynamite Rossa will join the Society 
This gentleman received quite an ovation as he as- of Friends, while the Christian world will acknowledge 
tlended to the platform to perform his official duties, with one accord that Liberals hav rights which it is 
and his success at deciphering the assistant secre- under obligations not to meddle with. 
tary's minutes of the previous meeting provoked re- Mr. Stone explained what Liberalism is as he views 
newed applause which he acknowledged in a grace- it. _Dr. _Lambert re3:d an extract from a b~o~. Lib
ful ' - eralism m a Barnumian sense was a "\Vhat-Is-It. Mr. 

B~f~~~~~troducing Mr. Frederick Cook, the speaker. Wakem~n said Dr. La~ bert did not kno:w what he 
for the evening, Mr. Wakeman, presiding, drew the ~as talki_ng about. DL Caleb. S. Weeks said as much 
attention of the audience to a powerful editorial on m ten mmu!e~ as had been said by alj the rest of the 
the Catholic church in the last issue of THE TRUTH SJ?eakers. .l.his he ~~~ en~bled t? do not alone by 
SEEKER. Everyone should read that editorial and his remarkable fac~hties for :apid spe~ch, but be
find out what it was that Liberals had to contend cause he has clear and rea~y Ideas. It IS true that 
with. The newspaper Man, which, he wished it liD- he speaks as _thou~h each_mmute was the _tenth, and 
derstood, contained the only full report of the Mil- 1?ses some giound. by saymg the sa:me th~ng several 
waukee Congress of the National Liberal League, was ~Imes, ~mt as the mo~t that he says IS wmth rep~at
on sale at the door. Mr. Wakeman then seized the mg, thiS cannot be Iegarded as alto~ether a failmg. 
opportunity to do himself the honor of introducing Mr. Samu~l P: _Put?am broke the ~ilence that fol
Mr. Frederic F. Cook to the audience. Mr. Cook is low~d the mterruption of Dr. Weeks~ speec~ by the 
a Transcendental Spiritualist. This is a rare type of ?harrman. Mr. Putn~m w~mld be satisfie_d With noth-. 
Spiritualist. It is seldom met with, and Mr. Cook mg but th~ most perfect liberty. J;Ie said hands off 
was regarded with not a little curiosity. He exhib- to the chm:ch, to ~he s~ate, ~nd to smence. He would 
its no external evidence, however, of being different brook the a~thonty o_f nothmg bu~ unfettered ~uman 
from the casual citizen. r_eason. Th1s, he said, was an~IChy. He did not 

Mr. Cook's subject was "Spiritualism and Materi- hke th~ name, but would accept It rather than accept 
alism in Liberalism." Starting out with a broad and ~uth~mty. Mr. Putnam throws the utmost energy 
comprehensiv lack of information as to what Liberal- mt_o whatever he s~;ys, an~ could ~ar.dly be mo~e 

The Sabbath of the Priests. 
Nearly every person in Christendom believes there 

is a peculiar sanctity about Sunday, or that there is 
some authority for its observance in the Bible. It 
seems impossible to get the truth impressed on minds 
that are constantly influenced against it by custom. 
When the Methodists objected against the publica
tion of the Chicag-o Time.~ on Sundays, the proprietor, 
Medill, a great Methodist, asked them" why they ob
jected." The reply was an expression of astonish
ment at his ignorance and the quotation of the fourth 
commandment, " Six d:1.ys shalt thou labor," etc. He 
answered that this commandment applies to Saturday, 
and that other days were ordered to be observed as 
sacred equally with Saturd,ay by the laws of Moses. 
They replied that the order to observe the seventh 
day had been transferred to the first day. He asked 
for scriptural authority. It could not be furnished. 
He then turned on them, and showed that not only 
is there no authority in the scripture for observing 

. ism is, and with a sort of Spiritualism in his mind ~arnest or ~loq~ent If pleadmg fo~ his hfe than he IS 
which no one ever before heard of, he delivered very 1? demandn~g hberty for the mmds of ~the:·s. He 
much such a lecture as might hav been expected un- fills the platform, a long-felt want, and the bill gen-
der the circumstances. As no one was exactly aware erally. . . . . . 
of these circumstances at the outset, however, the Mr. Cook, m makmg his closmg remarks, did not. 
lecture was a series of surprises. It satisfied a~knowledge th_at he had been shown_ the errors of 
neither Materialist nor Spiritualist, and even Mr. ~Is ~ay, and still held to the same VIews advanced 
Andrews, who is both, expressed himself as disap- m his le~ture: . 
pointed. A thread of liberty, like a gold wire through Th~ diverfnt;y of Ideas. among the orators made the 
a; string of brass buttons, pervaded the discourse, meetmg one ?f unus~al mterest, the onl.r p'ullback to 
and was its redeeming feature. The liberty de-· general hap.!? mess bemg the· abse~:J.Ce of Mr .. Sh?ok. 
manded hewever was that which would allow a man On the evenmg of the 26th Mr. Clinton Furbish IS to 
to misrepresent all phases of Liberalism, and it seemed address the club __ · ---'-----
to some as if that was the kind of liberty exercised 
by the speaker. The points upon which stress was 
laid were that Liberals could not consistently or
ganize, and that Spiritualists and Materialists should 
not rmite as against the tyranny of the church, be
cause when they had achieved freedom from ecclesi
astical interference they would quarrel with each 
other. . . Comstockism, h u:manitarianism, vaccination, 
compulsory education, and opportunism· were de
nounced in the same breath. Precisely what oppor
tunism is does not appear from the dictionary, but as 
Mr. Cook has declared it to be something vicious, it 
is presumably a good thing for Liberals to tie to 
when they fWd it. Mr. Courtlandt Pahner has used 
the word. It is probably one of the technicalities of 
Sociology and the Religion of Humanity. 

When Mr. Cook had finished his discourse the sub
ject of it was declared open for discussion. Mr. 
Rosevelt was the first to respond. He took the 
audience back to the days of Madam Roland, and as 
only ten minutes were allowed him, he did not hav 
time to fetch them down to the subject of the even
ing's lecture. After discoursing pleasantly on green
backs, Lake Champlain, and the Fourth of July, Mr. 
Rosevelt waved· his umbrella, denounced the exist
ing order of things generally, and sat down amid 
much enthusiasm. · 

Mr. Wakeman cautioned the speakers who were to 
follow that they should speak to the subject under 
discussion. This drew a protest from Mr. Rosevelt, 
who said liberty was the subject and maintained that 
that was what he had been talking about. The chair
man smiled benignantly upon him, and, at the sug
gestion of the audience, took the floor himself. By 
placing the objects and aims of Liberalism in their 
right light, he made it appear that Mr. Cook had an 
erroneous conception of the truth. Mr. Wakeman is 
an involuntary humorist. Without any apparent at
tempt to be facetious, by mere force of logic, he 
showed the lecturer to be occupying a position. that 
was quite ridiculous, and caused the audience to 
laugh immoderately. He (Mr. Wakeman) could not 
see that betwe<Jn Materialistic and Spiritualistic Lib
erals there was sufficient divergence of views to 
justify personal violence. 

Mr. Andrews said that philosophy was a big thing, 
and was all-sided. Universology, in which Mr. An
drews is understood to be somewhat interested; was 
the only philosophy that took all sides into consid
eration. There were fundamental differences be
tween the two wings of the Liberal world. Spiritual
ists and Materialists might agree on some essential 
points, but the emphasis was differently placed. 
Each ism had its burning focus, and the two were as 
wide asunder as the poles. One focus was more 
brilliant than the other. Mr. Cook represented the 
first, Mr. Wakeman the second; 

"Yet still between his Darkness and his Brightness 
There passed a mutual glance of great politeness." 

Integralism covered the ground from these two 
points of view, and from all others. There is im
mense doubt in the minds of some as to how this is 
to be effected. The last recommendation from the 

The· Boston Liberal -club. 
A good attendance greeted Mr. Ellis B. Mackenzie Sunday, but that it is against the observation of any 

last Sunday morning, when he delivered in an able day. He then showed how this Sunday o.bservance 
and e:ffectiv manner-his essay entitled, "The Failure originated in an order of Constantine, the Roman 
of Democracy in America." In his remarks Mr. emperor. Gozeman, in his" Church History,'' written 
Mackenzie maintained that democracy in America in the fifth century, says (in book 1, chap. viii): "Con
was a fai~ure, both absolutely and relativly to other stantine also enjoined the observance of the day 
forms of government, and that in all its aspects-po- termed the Lord's day, which the Jews call first day, 
litical, economical, educational, and social. vVhen and the Greeks dedicate to the sun. He honored 
compared with hereditary monarchy as exemplified that day because on it Christ arose from the dead." 
in the governments of Europe, and even by some of Here is the first intimation we get of any legalized 
Asia, the attempted government'' of the people, by observance of the Lord's day, adopted from the uni
the people, and for the people" is a failure demon- versal custom of Jthe pagans. Its very·name shows 
strated and accepted. The sovereignty of the indi- its odgin, Sun's day, as does the name of the seventh 
vidual was the only doctrin by which the vexed show its origin, Saturn's day or God's day. Luther 
question could be solved. The position that the and Calvin and Melanchthon, and all the gr.eat 
Individualists/took was that the nature and constitu- leaders of Protestantism, denounced in the strongest 
tion of the social organism is determined by the na- terms the observance of Sunday as a peculiarly holy 
ture and attributes of what may be termed the con- day. But priestcraft soon found that unless it- could 
stituent molecule of society, viz., the individual. All compel the people to listen to it exclusivly during at 
social arrangements hav sprung into existence for the least one-seventh of the time, its hold on them would 
sole benefit of the individual. No individual can soon be lost. Hence the priests of Protestantism 
delegate to another, or to any number of others, the soo:n became more strict observers of Sunday as a 
exercise of a right which, as an individual, he does holy day than ever were the Catholics. So the Mo
not inherently possess. From the basic declaration hammedan priests, perverting their great founder's 
of the right to life, liberty, and happiness, it is im- teachings, began to honor him as a demi-god, though 
possible to derive any authority competent to invade he conlinually protests in the Koran that he is merely 
the domain of the individual. :a preacher, and they fixed on a holy day, Friday. 

In the discussion which ensued, the words "law," Among ourselvs, nothing is more common than to 
"liberty," " anarchy," " government," etc., were hear ministers and teachers trying to impress on 
thrown very loosely about from one member to their hearers the peculiar holiness of Sunday. They 
another, and were sometimes handled by the catchers pervert the. forth commandment, and their hearers 
with considerable dexterity; but it must be said, if never pause to think whether it has anything to do 
we follow truth, that some were hit in a manner with their first day. There are millions who actually 
which appeared to giv pain. Some wanted protected believe that Almighty God ordained the observance 
liberty, others the liberty of protection; some, mis- of this day, and is angry at even little children who 
taking license for liberty, handled the latter with the play on that day. But even in the fifteenth century, 
license which they so much condemned and de- the English Protestants did not regard the day as 
plored. Others wanted to be governed in matters of sacred. Nicander Nucius, who was of the suite of 
their choice, but in others to be let alone to do as the embassador of Charles V. to Henry VIII., says, 
they please. A few only were so consistent as to class speaking of the Protestants of England of that time, 
themselvs among those who wanted others to look "They work during all the days of the week,· but 
after and lay \'town for them their rules of living. respect the day named after our Lord, and en that 

The matter was presented by Mr. Mackenzie in day assemble in their churches." Luther's direction 
perhaps the most able and interesting discourse that to his congregation on this was as follows: "If any 
the club has yet listened to. It brought out an in- shall attempt to impinge on Christian liberty, and en
tense feeling of interest, and it has been decided to join on you to observe this day as peculiarly sacred, 
devote the next meeting to a continuance of the dis- then I order you to work on it, to play on it, to sing 
01ssion. on it, and dance on it." Similiar language was used 

The club is increasing in members, and its future by all the great reformers. Nowadays it is wicked to 
is very promising. dance on any day, let alone Sunday, such has been· 

QuEER things seem to be being done by some mem
bers of the Ohio Young Men's Christian Association. 
According to a recent writer in the Tribune, certain 
paid members of the Young Men's Christian Associa
tion, among whom are Mr. Sinclair, of Dayton, and 
another gentleman in Springfield, are using their 
offices, not to promote religion, but to do a brokerage 
in lecturers. These gentlemen hav undertaken to 
supply lecturers to churches and brother Yormg 
Men's Christian Associati.ons at a profit to themselvs. 

the progress of priestcraft. Professing to make the 
Bible their guide, they rarely look beyon~ their own 
made creeds. They transfer the order to observe 
Saturday to Sunday by their own ordinances, and 
then falsely teach us it is of biblical authority. 
Wonderful it is, to those who know the real origin of 
Sunday observance, to see these priests and their de
luded followers using every exertion to prevent all 
travel, all labor, all amusement, all the signals of or
dinary life, even ·closing to poor laboring men the 
public 1ibr¥ies on Sunday, because of its peculiat 
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holiness. The orders of their God himself in their 
Bible to observe Saturday, and the mere solemn 
orders to observe certain other days "forever through 
all their generations," are coolly disregarded and set 
aside, and the order of Constantine· the emperor is 
substituted, and the people are told this is God's law. 

HoLT. 

The Result of the Ollio Election. 
The church-ridden Republican leaders in Ohio hav 

received their just reward. The state has gone 
Democratic, and the " Russell bill" is largely to be 
credited as a factor in the changed political aspect 
thereabout. A special despatch to tiie Sunday Herald 
(Boston) on the eve of the election affirmed that "the 
Spiritualists in the state, nine-tenths of whom hav 
heretofore voted the Republican ticket, will vote the 
straight Democratic ticket Tueflday, because of the 
passage of 'the Russell bill requiring mediums and 
clairvoyants to take out a $300 license;" and now 
comes First Controller Lawrence, of the United 
States treasury department, as noted in the Evening 
Star, of Washington, Oct. 11th, with an indorsement 
of the statement, as follows: 

"First Controller Lawrence said to-day, in conversing upon 
the Ohio election, that in his opinion the Republicans lost 
nearly 20,000 votes of Spiritualists who voted again~t the 
Republicans on account of the law p~tssed by the legislature 
imposing a tax on clairvoyants and Spiritualistic exhibitions." 

We hav private information that this same gentle
man has represented himself glad-and what lover 
of equal rights for all will not be so ?-that the state 
of Ohio has gone against his party, as it will teach a 
lesson of religious toleration in certain quarters, and 
that the Spiritualists are a power in the land, and 
cannot be summarily disposed of by statutes inaugu
rated by the self-righteous on the one hand, or plas-
tic politicians on the other.-Banner qf Light. . 

Marriage and Divorce Under the Sole Jurisdic
tion of the. States. 

Not long since the Protestant Episcopal bishops of 
New England denounced all state laws of divorce, 
and considerable comment was ma,da,_on the position 
of the Rev. Dr. Dix, who echoed the opinions of the 
ecclesiastical heads of the church north of his dio
cese. More recently, the Rev. Adirondack Murray, 
who sojourned for eome time in Texas in self-sought 
exile, lectured in Chickering Hall on free marriage 

. and free di,vorce, and made a palpable hit by the ex
pression of liberal, advanced opinions. But later 
still, a Catholic Convention of prelates in this city 
issued a pastoral letter, in which "mixed marriages," 
as they are strangely called, are set down as abhor
rent to Rome. That sort of marriage between 
Catholic and Protestant is prohibited, and when 
permitted at all it is under a promis from the latter 
that the offspring shall be brought up in the church 
over which Leo presides. Held as an institution, 
jure divino, the prelates insist that no marriage must 

1 take place unless the banns are published for three 
weeks from the pulpit, and forbid the marriage of 
any adherent of their church by a Protestant min
ister under pain of excommunication. As for the 
state divorce laws, these are, of course, ignored. 
Later still, a committee was appointed by the Prot
estant Episcopal church,_now in convention in Phil
adelphia, to report for or against the incorporation 
in the rubric of a prohibition to the effect that no 
clergyman of that denomination shall marry divorced 
persons. The question was dodged by the commit
.tee reporting that it was at this time inexpedient. 
Immediately thereafter the Anti-Divorce League, 
composed of New England and other clergymen of 
the convention, met and aired their opinions on the 
secular law of marriage and divorce in the several 
states. All that is of a piece with. the roaring of 
Talmage last Sunday on " God in the Constitution," 
and the return to medievalism by numbers of Prot
estant ministers. Now, without the slightest leaning 
toward either extreme, or partiality for any sect, the 
secular press should freely express but one opinion, 
and it should be that all interference with our state 
and federal laws and institutions by ecclesiastics is 
unrepublican and unjust. All religions are tolerated 
and protected here, and that should insure respect 
for our laws. Already there is much talk of taxing 
church property of all denominations, and the exces
ses of ecclesiastical bodies will augment the number 
of its advocates. Washington and all the members 
who formed the convention to create the Federal 
Constitution would not profane t,he name of the deity 
by mixing its august majesty with the provisions of 

, a political instrument, and especially as that instru
ment was to ignore church and state-a union in 
Europe which led to appalling crimes and bloodshed. 
The ecclesiastics ought to understand that marriage 
is and will remain a civil contract, and our laws only 
permit them to celebrate it. In this country the 
right of any priesthood to marry contracting parties 
~s denied. Only the civil magistrates who administer 
m other words, to perfect a civil contract. The leg
islatl.~.re can in a moment take away from priest, 
rabb1, and parson the permission to celebrate mar-

- the civil law hav the right under it to marry parties; 

riage, ~nd, in fact, as it is only a civil contract, its 
perfectiOn by ecclesiastics is in violation of the gen
ius and intent of American institutions.-Sunday 
Mercury. 

.A. Liberal Revival at Union City, Michigan. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: On Mon

day evening Oct. 8th, a large and enthusiastic crowd 
of Liberals congregated at the Opera House to listen 
to Mr. Charles Watts, of London, England, and Mr. 
George Chainey, of Boston, Mass., now' traveling to
gether and lecturing for the cause of Liberalism. 

"Fallacy of Popular Theology" was the subject of 
Mr. Watts's lecture, "The Clergy" that of Mr. 
Chainey's. They are-fluent speakers, logical reason
ers, hav a wonderful command of language, and 
handle their subjects with a spirit that commends by 
its earnestness. For two and a half hours they held 
the audience spell-bound, pouring forth eloquence 
exceedingly rare, and seldom if ever surpassed. 
Though being full of wit and humor, they were fre
quently interrupted with loud applause and hearty 
laughter. 

The profoundest attention was paid to the speakers 
by the audience, and all appreciated what was said, 
except it be a few narrow-minded, bigoted orthodox 
who hav no reverence for anything but rotten theol
Qgy and blind superstition. In all, it was a precious 
boon to the Liberals here. 

These gentlemen are a luminous light in the cause 
of Liberalism, and are domg what they can in sever
ing the roots of superstition with the axe of reason; 
thus freeing the people from that bondage of what 
Karl Heinzen called the stony sum of all vices and all 
despotism, of all darkness and barbarity-the church. 

They challenged the orthodox clergy to meet them 
in debate. Not one came forward to accept the offer, 
but as usual kept their coward's castle. 

Athens, Mich., Oct. 10, 1883. JAS. E. BUNN. 

An Incident in a Horse-car. 
Brother Seaver, of the Investigator, tells this tale: 
A llttle aff,lir, hardly worth relating, but there is a moral to 

it, occurred the other morning as an Infidel was riding into 
the city. An old lady, lame and poorly dressed, and of per
haps eighty years, hobbled into the car, and the Infidel of-
fered her his seat. · 

"I am very much obliged to you, sir, for your kindness," 
she said. 

"You are perfectly welcome, madam; the aged and infirm 
should always be assisted," was the response. 

"That is good Christian doctrin, and it becomes you," was 
the reply. 

The Infidel smiled and bowed, but said nothing, merely 
biting his lips and looking as if he wanted to say, "Wise 
judges are we of one another!" 

In a moment or two the conductor asked her for her ticket, 
but she was unable to find it, and said she must hav dropped 
it when entering the car. 

"Our rules are strict, n,nd you must leave," said the con
ductor. 

"No! she must stay, and I will pay her fare," interrupted 
the In fidel, handing him a ticket. 

The act created quite a sensation in the car, and while two 
or three of the pa"sengers said, "That's a good man," the 
old lady was very profuse in her thanks. 

"Now,P she said, "I know you are a good Christian, and 
perhaps you are a minister of some ch'Urch." 

"Madam, you mistake; I am not a minister, nor a church
member, nor a Christian, but an Infidel," was !.tis reply. 

She looked more amazed than when she missed her ticket. 
"An Infidel!" said she; "well, I declare! I wish that all min
isters and church-members were as kind as you are." 

The Infidel bowed, and shaking hands with the compli
mentary old lady, left the car, and, musing on his adventure, 
took his way into Appleton street, ascended the lofty stairs 
of the Paine Memorial, and went to work on the Investigator. 

And adorns it by pointing this moral: 
Lend a helping hand to all in need, especially the aged and 

feeble; for though you may not by so doing "entertain an
gels unawares," you will be reward·ed by the exercise of "the 
quality of mercy which is twice blessed-it blesseth him that 
gi vs, and him that takes." 

It is a little incident that we hav given in the above, and 
hardly worth mentioning, yet it is liLtie things that often
times afford pleasure to the giver and joy to the receiver. 
Most beautifully and truly does the poet and dramatist, Mr. 
T>llfourd, say, m his play of "Ion:" 

" 'Tis a little thing 
To glv a cup of water; yet Its draught 
Of cool refreshment. dralneLI by fevered lips, 
May giv a shock of pleasure to the frame 
More exquislt than when Nectarean juice 
Henews the life or joy In happiest hours. 

'Tis a little thing 
To speak a wort! of common comfort 
That by dally use bath almost lost Its sense; 
Yet on the ear of him who thought to die unmourned, 
'Twlll fallllkecholcest music." 

Book Notes. 
NATIONAL SECULAR SoCIETY's ALMANAC FOR 1884. Edited by 

Charles Bradlaugh and Annie Besant. Published by the 
Freethought Publishing company, London. 

This is a very handy Freethought compendium, 
embracing as it does datefl of all the principal events 
of past years with which Freethinkers w~re co~
nected, and a resume of the work accomplished m 
the year now rapidly drawing to a close, ~nd a co~
cise report of the trials for blasphe~y whwh hav m 
1883 disgraced England. The varymg phases of Mr. 
Bradlaugh's parliamentary struggles are given, and 
we commend the account to the attention of those 
papers which are constantly making ~rroneous state
ments concerning it. Besides these Important data, 
the Almanac contains lists of the National Secular 
societies in England, which now number several 

hundred; a statement of the objects of the London 
Anti-compulsory Vaccination Society; some statistics 
on marriage and divorce in Switzerland; a report of 
the finances of England, and a table of wages,' in
terest, etc.; objects of the 1\'Ialthusian League; a 
brief list of Freethought societies on the continent, 
and reference to the 1United States-in the latter of 
which occur several minor errors-the whole made 
pungent by some jokes especially recommended to 
Mr. Justice North, the legal luminary who sentenced 
the men convicted of blasphemy. This is the fifteenth 
year of issue of this ~;tlmanac. It is a valuable pub
lication, and we hope to hav a similiar one for America 
before long. . · 

----
FREIDENKER ALMANAC FOR 1884,_ Seventh annual edition. 

Published by the Freidenker Publishing Co., Milwaukee, 
Wis. Price, 25 cents. 

Those of our readers who understand the German 
language will :find this the almanac for their use. It 
contains the chronologies of different nations, with 
their calendars,-many facts concerning our solar sys
tem, and several short articles and · poems. It may 
be obtained at the Freidenlcer office. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
H. L. GREEN will lecture in St. Petersburgh, Pa., on Friday 

evening of. this week, and on Saturday evening following at 
Edinburgh, Pa. 

MosEs Hur.r. has removed to Cleveland, Ohio, and will ac 
cept calls to lecture within easy distance of that c!ty. His 
address is 1289 Lincoln avenue. 

CoMMENCING Sunday, Nov. 4th, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
the well-known trance speaker, Will hold a series of Sunday . 
evening meetings at Chickering Hall, this city. 

THE Spiritualists and Liberalists of Van Buren and adjoin
ing counties will hold their next quarterly meeting at Grand 
Army Hall, in Bangor, Mich., on Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 
3 and 4, 1883, commencing on Saturday, at 2:30 P.M., and . 
continuing over Sunday. C. A. Andrus, of Flushing, Mich., 
and Mrs. E. C. Woodruff, of South Haven, Mich., are en. 
gaged as speakers; and Mrs. Olie C. Denslow, of South Bend, 
Ind., as singer. 

ONE of Pastor J. C. Whittmore's cases of Infidel apostasy, 
it will be recollected, was Charles Southwell. Dr. Aveling is 
now in receipt of a long communication from a friend of Mr. 
Southwell, which shows that he died an Infidel. An extract 
from it reads: 

"My personal reminiscences take me back to the most 
popular and celebrated Atheistical controversialist of his dav, 
Charles Southwell (originally a cabinet-maker), whose ac· 
quaintance I chanced to make when fulfilling a theatrical 
engagement at Liverpool. I attended South well's death-bed, 
and was consequently a witness of that last eventful scene 
which sooner or later awaits us all. My dear friend died at 
Auckland, New Zealand, on the 7th August, 1860, in the forty. 
sixth year of his age. The disease to which he succumbed 
was consumption, brought on by exposure to intense cold in 
the PyrPne>1n mountains, when serving as a soldier in the 
British Legion during the Car list-Isabella war in Spain. For 
several weeks before his death he continued to receive the 
visit of his friends and talked to them with his old liveliness. 
To a Christian minister, an exceedingly good man, who fre
quently called Southwell the greatest orator in the world, he 
said: 'Ah, my dear friend, did you pray for me last night?' 
This good minister, with tears in his eyes, answered; 'Indeed 
I did with all my heart. I prayed for your speedy recovery.' 
'And assuming that there is such a being as a God, do you 
think he would permit me to suffer like this?' 'God knows 
best,' was the reply. 'My friend,' nnswered the dying suf
ferer, 'I know that I am on my death-bed; I know also that 
my views with reference to God or gods are the same as ever. 
Why all this fuss about dying? A good, wise, humane God 
would never hav occasioned his creatures a moment's need
less suffering. I hav said what I hav repeated upon number
less occasions, and still maintain that Theist, Deist, polytheist, 
Atheist, or other terms having reference to God or gods are. 
altogether meaningless. All men must die, and the sooner I 
shuflie off this coil the sooner I shall cease to suffer. Addison 
sent for !I friend to let him see how a Christian could die. I 
shall die as calmly as he, finding more real consolation in the 
affection of the living friends of my way of thinking, who 
now surround me, than in any of the senseless creeds of 
Christianity.' Such were the last words of my dear friend 
Southwell, addressed to the Rev. Mr. Campbell, a few hours 
before his death. Whenever Southwell's friends approached 
his bed, his noble features would light up with a glow of in
expressible tenderness. Gradually he sank into a state of 
complete unconsciousness, passing to that bourne from 
whence no traveler returns, in the presence of his devoted 
wife and dearest friend. After life's fitful fever, he slept 
well." 

Arthur B. Moss, in the Secular Review, challenges Mr. Whitt
more to debate four propositions, suggested by the tract, 
which Mr. Moss undertakes to prove. They are, 1st. That 
the majority of the persons mentioned in the leaflet by initials 
were not in any sense "leaders" in the Freeth ought ranks; 
2d. That George Sexton and Joseph Barker never had a 
settled conviction on religious subjects; that they were every
thing in turns and nothing long; 3d. That the Freethought 
party has lost nothing by the recantation of these persons; 
that for every Freethinker who has been converted to Chris
tianity there are hundreds of Christians converted to Free
thought; 4th. That the "real leaders" remain Freethinke1s 
to the end. As Mr. Whittmore pretended to want a platform 
debate, it IS hoped he will accept. 

ON a slippery day a bishop and .a friend :;e~e walk~ 
ing together, and the l~tter shpped. . Sn~ners, 
said the bishop sententiOusly, "stand m slippery 
places." "So I see," replied the other; "I can't." 

. ' 
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Some Facts About Prohibition. 
[The following statement of the effects of prohibi

tion in Maine will be of interest to both our prohibi
tion and anti-prohibition readers, and may furnish the 
basis of some new arguments, 'Which, as the League 
has submitted to the consideration of Liberals a 
platform containing an anti-piohibition plank, are 
likely to be many and heated. Under date of Oct. 
15th a Maine man writes to the Sun:] 

Under the fanatics the public bars of this city were 
all closed in 1877, and the liquor trade, though not 
decreased in volume, became degraded. The Re
publicans, who controled the prohibition vote, had 
made Jenard sheriff of Penobscot county. There 
were searches and seizures without number or stop
page, and men dodged in by back doors, took drinks 
from "bottle-carriers " and from fallen women, 
joined so-called clubs, the primary object of whose 
formation was to obtain liquor and a place to drink 
it, but which soon grew to be gambling dens, and 
formed the foundation of the faro banks which until 
:recently cursed Bangor. Not a drop less of liquor 
was consumed, but the liquor that was sold got to be 
the vilest stuff purchasable. Jerrard's regime was 
a costly one for Penobscot county, and prohibition 
lost much. 

In 1880 the Fusion or Democratic-Greenback 
party elected a set of county officers very unlike the 
Republicans, especially as regards the liquor ques
tion. There was a decided change in city affairs, 
and, although the police often descended upon dives 
and on retailers~ who had no federal license, bars 
were soon doing business openly all over town. 
Thus matters hav continued ever since, although the 
Democrats only elected their sheriff at the last elec
tion. Public sentiment seems to be decidedly 
against prohibition in Bangor, irrespectiv of politics. 
The Republicans hav played with the temperance 
radicals for years, and the latter seem never to hav 
realized the fact until the other day, when Neal Dow, 
in a letter to an advocate of prohibition in Massachu
setts, declared that "the time has come for us to 
break with the Republican party." 

The latest effort to enforce the law in Bangor has 
·proved an immense failure. In fact, not a blow has 
been struck by those who were expected to bring 
about a revolution. The governor, at the request of 
a certain straight-backed clique, and in the face of a 
remonstrance by many influential citizens, appointed 
two constables to enforce the law of prohibition in 
Bangor, and then lay back, imagining that he had 
done his pru:t and won the lasting sympathy of the 
temperance element of Penobscot county. The ap
pointments created considerable excitement at first, 
but as the days passed on with no signs of war, fears 
were allayed, and the bars continued open. The 
next move was the published declination to accept 
the office by one of the appointees, Capt. William 
Flowers. As there is no likelihood that the other 
man will accept the post, this will probably end the 
matter, and the men of Bangor will walk up man
fully as usual and take their drinks. 

It is estimated that there are 200 open bars in the 
city of Bangor; some of them finely fitted up. One 
small one, lately opened, cost $1,500 for interior fit
tings. During the Eastern Maine Fair, one bar sold 
$500 worth of drinks in one day. The hotels all hav 
bars, two of these being finely fitted up. The hour 
for closing all bars is fixed by the city at 10 o'clock 
p.M. As every restaurant has a bar, and as when the 
bar closes the whole establishment closes, and as the 
hotels are all on the American plan, it will be seen 
that a hungry man reaching Bangor at one minute 
past 10 o'clock P.M. stands a good chance of remain
ing hungry until next morning. The hotels keep 
their bars open until 10 o'clock for the public gen
erally, and drinks are served to guests as late as mid
night and on Sundays, but there are no bars open on 
Sunda;y. One noticeable feature of the trade in Ban
gor is the great extent to which beer and ale hav 
taken the place of whisky and other ha1·d liquors. 
There is less drunkenness in Bangor to-day than 
there used to be in prohibition times, and the busi
ness of the police court is not half what it used to be, 
because the liquors are of a better quality, and they 
are drunk more moderately and more regularly. 
These are facts supported by figures. Bangor is to
day the most orderly of Maine's cities. 

Everybody seems satisfied with the present state 
of things, and three-quarters of the population would 
be pleased to hav the prohibitionists get down and 
out for good. The mayor of Bangor is a temperance 
man, but not a prohibitionist. He was asked by the 
governor of the state what assistance he would 
require to stop the selling of liquor in Bangor, and 
replied, "Forty extra policemen and $50,000." The 
mayor was asked by your correspondent if he thought 
this assistance would be sufficient, and he replied 
that he was uncertain as to that. When asked if he 
favored prohibition he said "No" very decidedly. 

Elsewhere in Maine, however, the situation is very 
different, although it is next to impossible to find a 
settlement in which a drink cannot be procured by 
some means. In Portland, for instance, the largest 
and the most stagnant city in the state, public senti
ment tolerates a continuance of the war on the 

liquor trade, and yet liquor is sold there. It is to be 
found in cellars, hotel basements, and cheap grog
genes, in club rooms, and in houses of ill repute, to 
which places people sneak with guilty step as though 
it were a crime to drink. On last Fourth of July the 
annual celebration was attended by all of Portland 
and considerable delegations from other cities, and 
one-half at least of the men in this multitude drank 
more ·or less, and got all they wanted. Some got 
more than· they should hav drunk. Instead of walk
ing up to an open bar and taking their drinks, though. 
they entered houses through the back doors, and 
sought the seclusion of hotel basements, where 
wretched stuff was easily obtained. The effect of the 
prohibitory law was that poor rum in a basement was 
substituted for a fair quality at an open bar. 

In Lewiston, a manufacturing city on the Andros
coggin river, the radicals hav things their own way, 
also, and imagin that they prevent the selling of beer 
to the factory operativs. But it is the same old story 
as in Portland. There are no decent bars, but a 
multitude of dives, in which gambling and other 
criminal practices are combined with beer selling. 
The Dexter people hav discovered a brilliant scheme 
for overreaching the liquor constables and obtaining 
all they want of the ardent. They import it in quan
tities from New Brunswick to Bangor, where it is 
allowed to lay in bond at the custom bouse. The 
importers sell the packages, which are s~all, to indi
vidual purchasers, and when these packages are 
brought to Dexter directed to private citizens the 
constables cannot seize the stuff. 

Our Lomlon Letter. 
The black-coated gentry hav mustered in strong 

force at Reading to attend a church congress being 
held there, and bishops are as plentiful as black
beiTies. After speaking a few hours each day in 
senseless drivel, these meek ana poverty-stricken 
individuals, in strict imitation of the humble Nazarene, 
retire to the residence of the richest inhabitants of 
the place, and so far :fJ:om contenting themselvs, like 
that pattern for all true believers, Laza1·us, with the 
crumbs, take care to get a good seat at the table of 
Dives, and fare sumptuously every clay. When good 
living is to be had, they are willing to risk the 
chance of making a bed hereafter of Abraham's 
bosom. 

The archbishop of Canterbury assured his hearers 
that for the church "nothing was secular but what was 
sinful, and whatever a good man could do the church 
could do or help him to do better." If this refers to 
plundering defenseless individuals I quite believe it, 
as the church was always ready to help any one at 
that game if it could share the spoil. The bishop of 
Oxford must be a man of keen observation, for he 
has discovered that· the great body of univei·sity 
students are prayerful individuals, which probably 
accounts for the fact that a universitv town is about 
as moral a place as a garrison town~ He also took 
occasion to defend the action of himself and brother 
obstructive in throwing out the marriage with a 
deceased wife's sister bill, and congratulates his 
party in so manfully stepping into the breach, and 
saving the country from total ruin, as it seems that 
were this bill passed the purity of English homes 
would immediately be broken up, and the vengeance 
of his God would fall heavily on the nation. 

A series of papers hav been read on science in its 
relation to the Christian faith, and most of the 
speakers hav given their opinion that the doctrin of 
evolution is all right, and you can find it plainly 
stated in the Bible if you only know where to look 
for it; but as they appear to hav forgotten to giv 
references to that scientific work, I fear it would be 
time lost to endeavor to find it out. Scientists must 
feel considerably easier in their minds now the 
church has kindly consented to admit that perhaps 
they may not be so wrong after all. The clergy knew 
about it all along, but as they never do and never 
hav interfered in matter outside religious questions, 
they did not do so in this case. One or two of the 
speakers, however, who were not quite ~so smart as 
the others, but more honest, stuck out for the old
fashioned creation theory, but they were soon set 
upon, and were no doubt hauled over the coals in 
private for interfering. 

One learned bishop used that- most unanswerable 
argument, If evolution was once in force it must still 
be going on; and as he couldn't see any of it, what 
proof was there of the existence of such a law ? He 
was greatly cheered, but as those who fully admitted 
the doctrin received an equal ovation, not much sat
isfaction could be gained by such applause. It seems 
the custom at these gatherings to cheer everybody 
who speaks, no matter what he says; but an average 
orthodox audience, though large in number, is small 
in brains, and if a man with a handle to his name 
talks any rubbish for half an hour or so, his hearers, 
though they cannot make anything out of it, think it 
must be very clever and deep and learned, and so 
they can't be far wrong if they turn on the applause 
and pretend they know all about it. 

It seems there is a great dearth of lay helpers in 
the church, and although there are plenty of parsons, 
they bav too much to do, and visiting the poor and 

outcast encroaches too much on their .valuable time, 
which can be'" much better employed in dining Out 
and looking after the welfare of the more wealthy 
female sheep; so it would be a glorious thing to get a 
plentiful supply of humbler individuals to do the 
dirty work cheaply, or, as was suggested, they would 
get a better reward hereafter if they charged nothing 
here. It was enjoined upon those who were eager 
for the job that they would not :interfere with the 
spiritual prerogativs of the parson of the parish, and 
must not mind being snubbed occasionally by that 
dignitary, and on the other hand the clergy were rec
ommended to be patient with their helpers. I sup
pose that means,. if the parson loses his temper, he is 
not to kick his assistan"t too hard or too often. 
Doubtless with such splendid inducements held out, 
there will be a rush for places, and all the vacancies 
will soon be filled up. . 

A parson from Wales suggested that the church 
wardens should look after the cash, and the clergy 
hav nothing to do with the collections. This man 
certainly had a sense of humor, and his remark must 
hav made a few of his brothers feel rather small. 
The listeners, however, being naturally dense, failed 
to appreciate the joke, which ought to hav brought 
down the house. 

One individual thought that employers of labor 
might do much for their work-people, not by paying 
them better wages, or giving them a share in the 
proti.ts, but in the way of distributing tracts, and i~
pressing on them the blessings of poverty and, humil
ity; but this advice was scarcely needed, ~s <?hristian 
manufacturers practictl that game all theu hves, and 
hav not much to learn in that respect. · 

Yoltl's fraternally, J. D. 
London, Oct. 1, 1883. 

Science vs. Theology. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE J\iiLWAUKEE SENTINEL : Your 

report of the Rev. Geo. H. Ide's sermon, last Sunday, 
on the Liberal League Congress, has interested 
many who may like to see how "religion" looks from 
the secular, uncl~rical point of view .. Your r~aders 
will see the whole story at a glance, If they; will but 
look at that splendid picture now in the Art Gallery 
of the Milwaukee Exposition called "St. Helena's 
Dedication of the Infant Constantine." There the 
Clu:istian science, or theory of the world or cosmog
ony, is given to the eye as a three"story world tene
ment. The autocrat of this world which he created 
for his own glory resides with angels and saints in 
the heaven or upper story. The pope; apostles, and 
their ministers occupy the earth, which is the middle 
story, devoted to the propagation of human souls and 
their t.rainin" for heaven, or for the lower story, 
called the pu~gatory and hell, wh~re the .devil_reign.s. 
In the picture referred to St. Michael IS usmg' his 
sword vigorously on the devils there who would 
otherwise upset the foundations of the whole "fi;rma
ment" of earth and heaven. Now, to the Liberal 
(emancipated) eye, Christianity ~s n? stronger. tha_n 
the science and cosmogony of this picture, whiCh IS 
simply a slice of St. Augustine's "City of God," put 
in beautiful form and color. We say no stronger, 
because all there is of Christianity is contained in it 
and is simply a deduction from it. For its God was 
tne creator of this world and of Father Adam, whose 
children are, therefore, his creatures and lawful 
subjects. To show his power and, therefore, to 
increase his glory, he could drown them all out, 
or finally hand all but a few redeemed ones to the 
hells. The fall of man and, therefore, also his re
demption by Christ are parts of this story, and mean-
in,~less without its cosmogony of a creation and the 
:tall of man and government of this God. This story, 
in a word, is Christian theology or "religion," which 
our orthodox clergy are insisting shall continue to be 
the foundation of our practical lives and duties. . 

The important question of the age is : Is this crea
tion and fall story true? The answer of s~ience,. ~y 
its astronomy, geology, and eth?ology, IS demsiv 
that it is not. And the equally Important fact, we 
may say, but for its evil consequences, the joke ?f 
the matter is that nearly everybody has found this 
out except' the poor fellows chain~d to their pulpits. 
If our reverend critic will, for mstance, propound 
this theological theory of the world to any honest 
German he may happen to meet in your city, the 
reply will be: "Mein freund, das ist aus~espielt,;; 
(that is aU played out), and o.ver :· zwei lage:r: 
he may learn from his Teutm;n~ fr~end that the 
world in which we are actually hvmg IS not that of 
Moses, Joshua, Jonah, or Christ, or "the pope," but 
the new world made known by Copernicus, Bruno, 
Galileo, Newton, Laplace, Goethe, Darwin, Haeckel,-.. 
and Spencer. Now, in view of this tremendous 
change of base of the world, which has in fact given 
to man a new heaven and a new earth, and the fact 
that even the common people hav found it out, how 
idle is it for Mr. Ide to hide his head in the sand, 
like a pursued ostrich, and pretend that nothing 
is the matter. The conflict between this old theol
ogy and science is iiTepressible. Th~y ca~not both 
be true .explanations ·of the same thmg, VIZ., of the 
world in which we liv. Of course the scientific 
theory of the world and of man, and of his lot and 
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fate, will prevail. It follows·that the rel~gion ~f man 
will change its base from theology to sll1ence, Just as 
ev.ery art and interest of man has already done from 
agriculture and. commerce to law and education. 
The use of the word "religion," too, in this sense, is 
correct enough, Mr. Ide to the contrary notwith
standing. · He uses the word as synonymous with the 

after him the writer of Acts (or the interpolator) pre
tends that Paul came to Jerusalem. 

There is no conceivable way of having Ananias 
preside at the trial of Paul before the sanhedrin but 
by supposing he was yet living, and though deposed 
by Roman authority, was high priest de facto, while 
Ismael was only a de jure figure-head from·A.D. 56 to 
60 or 62. 

Rabbi Wise is more emphatic on this point. 
says, 

He 

But let us resume the narrativ: 

"Luke's moral conception was rather poor, as ~e hav seen 
on former occasions; but to make a liar of Paul is a little too 
bad·" (Orig. ·of Chris., 490). 

But the false issue had precisely the effect that the 
writer of Acts conceived and designed. 

"And when he had said this, the Pharisees and Sadducees 
fell upon one another, and the people were divided" (7). 

-christian religion, which he seems to think the only 
oiie in this country. But in science and in fact there 
are necessarily just as many religions in the world as 
there are theories of the world. In our favored land 
we hav Catholics, Protestants, Jews, Mormons, and 
Indian Fetichists a;nd many smaller "religions," all 
of them to the Liberal eye superstitions, that is, 
as the etymology of that words means, they hav been 
left behind by the progress of science in bringing to 
light the new and true theory of the world. Mr. Ide 
seems to claim all these as one religion and that his; 
but if he takes them all to heaven with him Liberals 
would suggest that St. Michael be transfen-ed thither 
from hell also, for he may, judging from theological 
history, find something to cut and slash besides 
devils. 

"And Paul said to him: God is hereafter to. ·smite theEl, 
thou whited wall. For sittest thou judging me agreeably to 
law, while thou transgressest the laws and commandest to 
smite me? And those standing by said to him, Dost thou re
proach the priest [Gr. "high priest"] of God? Paul said to 
them, I was not aware, my brethren, that he was the priest 
[Gr. high priest]; for it is written, Thou shalt not curse the 
ruler of thy people'' [xxiii, 3-5). · 

The original accusation was, preaching against the 
law and bringing a gentile (Aramean) into the tem
ple. But now Paul says he is accused of a Pharisaic 
heresy. 

"For the Sadducees say that there is no resurrection, nor 
angels, nor a spirit, out the Phar!se.es confess all these " (8). 

Taking religion in this true ethnic and scientific 
sense, it is the sum of man's relations to the world 
and his fellows, and his and their future. Science 
is the true exponent of these relations, and, therefore, 
science is the only true basis of religion and the very 
essence of it, and upon that basis now all social, 
industrial; and political duties of man must necesarily 
rest. The platform of the Liberal League Congress 
is one of the last efforts to further this result. We 
defy any one who reads it to say that it is not true, 
and that if it could be carried out it would not bring 
a practical heaven on earth, instead of that flimsy, 
theological, third-story one which Galileo's telescope 
swept out of existence three hundred years ago. 

The Biblical quotations in the New Testament gen
erally agree with the Septuagint, but not always. 
The Arameans had a translation of the Old Testa
ment, made directly from the Hebrew, arid it is sup
posed to be as old as the New Testament Syriac 
(Murdock's Syr. N. T., app. 2). We hav never looked 
at this Old Testament Peshito until now. We find 
that, while the Greek of Acts xxiii, 5 ("Thou shalt 
not curse the ruler of thy people ") agrees literally 
with a part of Exodus xxii, 28, in the Septuagint, 
there is just as literal an agreement in the· Syriac 
words of the two· Peshitos. 

Mr. Wise alleges that the belief of the Sadducees 
on this question is unknown to this day; and main.:. 
tains with plausibility that on the doctrin of the res
urrection Paul was an orthodox Pharisee (Oiig. of 
Chris., 370) .. But as our Paul lived a hundred and 
twenty-five after Mr. Wise's Paul (i. e., Acher) it is 
quite possible that our Paul was a pioneer in preach
ing to Jews the doctrin of the resurrection. · 

"And there was great vociferation. And some scribes of 
the party of the Pharisees rose up and contended with them, 
and said, We hav found nothing evil in this man; for if a 
spirit or an angel hath conversed with him, what is there i:Q. 
that?" (9). 

The Syriac, like the Hebrew, was written from 
right to left, thus: · 

King James's version has, "Let us not fight against 
God," but the revision of 1881 omits these words. 

"And as thpe was great commotion amon~ the_m, the chil. 
iarch was afra1d lest they should tear Paul m p1eces. And 
he sent the Romans [Gr. soldiers] to go and pluck him from 
their midst and bring him into the castle" (10). 

Literally and consecutivly translated this passage 
reads "The ruler I of thy people I not I shalt thou 
curse." 

How could it be possible that Paul was unaware of 
the presence of the high priest who presided over the 
sanhedrin ? Various explanations of this mistake are 
attempted. But all futil. Paul had been in J erusa
lem seven days, and was in the temple the day before 
with other Jews. And when he was permitted to 
address the crowd on the stairs of the castle, he said, 
"The high'priest is my witness." 

Every allegation in Acts about attempts by the 
constituted authorities to kill Paul is discredited by 
Mr. \Vise, who says: 

"All known sources, be they Jewish or gentile, of fifteen 
centuries, from Joshua to Hadrian (A.D. 117) make no men
tion of the execution of a single person on account of his re• 
ligious or political opinions, expressed in this or that way. 
Once, and once only, we are informed of the persecution of 
witches by King Saul, and once in the time of a Maocabean 
ruler" (Orig. of Chris., 481). 

If Mr. Ide has any true religion of the nineteenth 
century in him, let him take his text from that plat
form, next Sunday, as the last of the true gospels 
which hav come to him. There lies his best chance 
to work for the true millenni urn. But our reverend 
critic is full of word chopping to show that "scien
tists" are not opposed to his theological religion. 
On this·point he can deceive no one, not even him
self, however much he might be pleased to do so. 
That science is exactly the theory of the world op
posit to theology, we hav shown above. That the 
Christians so knew and now know, is proved by their 
church's persecution of every light-bearer of science 
they could reach, from the burning of Bruno for pro
claiming the motion of the earth and the infinity of 
space and of worlds, down to this very sermon by the 
reverend gentleman himself in opposition to our Lib
eral, Congress and its announcement of" the Republic 
of Man" and how to realize it, instead of "the City 
of God." The notion that the special scientists, who 
may possibly be a majority of the American Science 
Association, settle the drift of science as the great 
philosophy of the world, is simply absurd, in view of 
the general conduct and tendency of the churches 
arid of science for three hundred years. These 
specialists are largely theologians or metaphysicians, 
studying science, or rather playing at it. But the 
materials which they bring to light will be used by 
some philosophic scientist or generalizer, like Comte, 
Spencer, Fiske, or Ward, who uses science in its 
largest and general sense, to make still more com
plete the new world and its new life, as against the 

And here we subjoin some criticisms by the learned 
Rabbi Wise (Orig. of Chris. chap. xiii): 

This, of course, negativs the gospel.account of the 
crucifixion of Christ; but Paul's messiah was stoned 
and hanged for alleged sorcery (Talmud and Toldoth 
Jeshu). 

old. · T. B. W AKEl\IAN. 

Paul's Trial at J ernsalem. 
The chiliarch retained Paul in custody over-night. 
"And the next day he wished to know truly what the accu

sation was which the Jews brought against him. And he un
bound him, and commanded the chief priests and the whole 
company of their head men [Gr. suned1·ion, "sanhedrin"] to· 
assemble, and he took Paul, and brought him down and 
placed him among them. And when Paul had looked on the 
assembly [sanhedrin] of them he said: Men, my brethren, I 
hav lived in all good conscience before God up to this day. 
And Ananias the priest commanded those who stood by his 
side to smite Paul on the mouth" (xxii, 30: xxiii, 1, 2). 

"Paul could not hav enfered the temple before his seven 
days of purification were over." (See Acts xxi, 26.) 

"In a city governed ·by Mosaic laws, and by a system of 
police regulfttion, a row like the one described by Luke is ut
terly *possiblB." 

"Tile evangelical accounts in regard to Jesus and his disci
ples, as well as in regard to Paul, hav been falsified with the 
special intention of flattering the Romans." 

"In the eV11ngelical writings only, the Jews rage against 
their own sons and brothers, and the Romans defend them. 
. . . History suddenly belies itself, and a people turns 
treacherous to itself. The thing is impossible; a child almost 
can see it." 

"Every Jew we meet in the Acts, Gamaliel excepted, is a 
perfect devil." 

"The Roman captain could not hav suspected Paul to be 
the Egyptian whose avowed intention it was to free Jerusalem 
from her Roman. usurpers." 

"Either the populaco was not as excited as Luke says, or 
they were not silenced so easily. Either Paul was not beaten 
by the populace, or he made no speech." . 

''Luke says they were gratified to hear him speak in the 
Hebrew tongue. Knowing that he was· a Jew speaking to 
Jews, how could they expect him to speak otherwise than in 
their own dialect? . . . This notice was evidently put in 
by one who, unacquainted with the precise state of things, 
thought thEe> Greek was spoken in Jerusalem as frequently as 
the peculiar dialect of the country, only that the populace 
preferred the latter." 

"I wist not, brethren, that he was the high priest; so 
he did not know him who was to be his witness ! " 

"The captain was alarmed that he had arrested and 
chained a Roman citizen, as if that had never happened be
fore!" 

"The captain of the castle, an officer of inferior rank, com
manded the chief priests and all their council to appear; 
among them, of course, the high priest, who was politically 
the most important personage in the land." 

" This council is not the regular Sanhedrin; it is the coun
cil of priests, as in the case of Stephen." 

(The Greek version has sunedrion in both cases). 
"The barbarian of a high priest . . ; comm~tnds 

somebody to smite Paul on the mouth . . . John, in his 
gospel (xviii, 19), copied this entire scene into the trial of 
Jesus." 

"Luke h~td no more knowledge of a high priest and his 
court than of the man in the moon." 

There are many more points that we might quote 
from the learned rabbi with edification .. Some of 
them, of course, would not apply to a period a hun
dred years prior,· as he will readily see. But he is 
right in the main, and proves that the writer of Acts 
was an ignorant gentile. 

"And as Paul knew that a part of the people were of the 
Sadducees, and a part of the Pharisees, he cried out in the 
assembly: llfen, my brethrEjD., I am a Pharisee, the son of a 
Pharisee; and for the hope of the resurrection vf the dead 
and judged" (6). · 

"And when night came our Lord appeared to Paul and 
said to him, Be strong, for as thou hast testified of me in Je
rusalem, so art thou to testify at Rome. And when it was 
morning several of the Jews assembled together and bound 
themselvs by imprecations, that they would neither eat nor 
drink until they had slain Paul. And they who had estab
lished this compact by oath were more than forty persons. 
And they went to the priests and elders and said: We hav 
bound ourselvs by imprecations that we will taste nothing 
until we hav slain Paul. And now do ye and the chiefs of 
the congregation [Gr. sanhedrin] request the chiliarch that 
he would bring him unto you as if ye were desirous to inves
tigate truly his conduct; and we are prepared to slay him ere 
he shall come to you. And the son of Paul's sister heard of 
this plot; and he went into the castle and informed Paul" 
(11-16). 

So Paul had a relativ in Jerusalem who was so kind 
as to try to save his uncle's life, to the great discom
fiture of the forty Jews, who, if they kept their oath, 
must all hav died of starvation within forty days. · 

Having learned so much, Paul called a centurion 
to conduct his nephew to the chiliarch. And when 
the chiliarch heard the young man's story, he said, 
"Let no man know that thou hast showed me tbese 
things." Then the officer ordered out two hundred 
Romans, and seventy horsemen, and two hundred 
javelin-men, to escort Paul to Cmsarea. They started 
at nine o'clock that same evening, and provided a 
"saddle-beast" (Gr. beasts) for the prisoner. And 
the chiliarch dispatched to Governor Felix the fol
lowing letter: 

"Claudius Lysias, to the excellent governor Felix, greeting. 
The Jews seized this man in order to kill him; but I came 
with the Romans [Gr. the soldiers] and rescued him when I 
learned that he was a Roman. And as I wished to know the 
offense for which they criminated him, I brought him to 
their assembly. And I found that it was about questions of 
their law they accused him, and that an offense worthy of 
bonds or of death was not upon him. And when the wiles of 
a plot formed by the Jews against him came to my knowl•.! 
edge, I forthwith sent him to thee. And I hav directjld )l.is, 
accusers to go and contend with him before thee. Fa.reW:ell:''. 
(26-30). . ·.;:.; ;.1· - _, 

We conceiv~ it not impossible that :a, ·:dispatcJ:t:6f 
this sort might hav been sent from,an:·oflieer !lit"Jeru~i 
salem to his superior,a,t Qesarea, betwe(ln.2o2 .~an~d2~ 
n.c. But the name 'Felix is false. GovernorJ~-;~li~i 
never knew Paul, and of ~u<)h a p~t::SQ':l ~~ Qla.udiJlS 
Lysias we know nothing; ··. ' : ·~ .. ·· .. '"· ... , 

• · . " • · · ' ' · ~ , ' i:' ' : I ; : l' · • ' ; · _. .':· • !'I 

The Greek codices hav "high priest." Ananias 
was high priest A.D. 48 to 50, and possibly till 55; 
then came Jonathan II., who was succeeded by Is
mae!, A.D. 56-62. Very few authorities date Paul's 
trial at Jerusalem prior to A.D. 56; we note only four, 
to wit, the Paschal Chronicle, A.D. 53 or 54; Bengel, 
53; Helvecus, 55; and Petavius, 55. All the rest put 
it from 56 to 63, except Wise, who says •63, and em
phatically denies that Ananias could hav been high 
priest at the time indicated in Acts. The exact year 
when Ananias was superseded by Jonathan cannot be 
determined. Wise thinks it was about A.D. 51; we 
allow 55 as the latest limit; but the reasonable sup
position is that it was several years earlier, for Jose
phus tells us that "he [Jonathan] it was who had 
desired Cmsar to send him [Felix J as procurator of 
Judea" (Ant. xx, 8, §5). This would imply that Jon
athan was high priest before Felix came to Judea, 
but ,T onathan might hav been subordinate to Ananias 
at that time. The conduct of J ouathan displeased 
Felix, and Josephus says that the governor procured 
the death of the high priest by hiring the leader of 
11. band of robbers to kill him (Ibid). After this event 
the Egyptian false prophet appeared, and some time 

CHARLEs BnADtkrrGH 'comes to the irdrit ·'oitce';indfi£i· 
He has notified Sir Stafford Nmthcote 'thail'h'e;<~hltUT 
again demand .the seat to which hej is •entitled'oWherlt 
tl).e House. reassembles, and ,charges. the.Ja.tteJ.1:;with-:~: 

Canon Farrar, who excuses Paul's sudden :vehe- making alfthe tro11ble in ]J.is ca~e .. , ~ow, .. ~!':.~~4~c 
mence in calling the high priest a whitened wall, by laughwas neve1' known to p~~~~Jhe p,ab;r,;~c~,"~Pl:J 
supposing that the apostle's eye-sight was defectiv, Stafford has good teason for Wish,mg tliat thmgs b~td 
is staggered at the point where he says, ~·I am a panned out differently. Should ·Bradlaugh gef'iriU:ia 
Pharisee." Conscious that this ·was a false Issue, the the Honse he will make it exceediri.glyun66i:n:fortabfe'fl 
canon can only say in the apostle's defense,::· . or several members.,---New York Star. : ·' ·· ·'·'''~"'liJ: 

"Let us make every possible deducH~n dnd ·allowanc·~ for ·, . . ' . · .. , . :, .· .. ·· ... ··. ·,· ,:,·:. '<: :;.J~,·.v 
a venial in~rm.ity;. f<'m a .s.~d. den ~nd. · ~. omen tar. Y 're.conom.y,' I }_ CAT.;ALOG -pf .Truth S.e,eker 1;>,\l~l;icaij.qll,S\ willdJetr 
farless senoua t4an thD,t mtcuyhw.h his grElat-b;rother apostle. ' · t. ·fr '· · · · li ti·. ct thi ffi 
had swerved at Antioch" (St: Paul, 542). · · sen ee upon app ca on o s 0 ce. 
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from a senile bishop to a young one. 
mouthing and excites disgust. 

Robbing the Taxpayers. 

It is empty church intends to buiJd more parochial schools is to 
be viewed with alarm. In such an event the state 
will be obliged to build more jails and almshouses. 

, E. M. MAonoNALD, 
0. P. SoMERBY, 

Editor. 
Another outcome of _the pastoral letter to the 

Last week we called attention to the un-.A.merican Catholic chur~hes, is the attempt of the · Rev. Dr. 
Business Meager. spirit and dangerous growth of the Catholic church. .Hopkins, of Auburn Theological Seminary, in the 

The pope's Irish, as the Argonaut designates the loud- Presbyterian Synod now in session in this city, to in
THE T R U T H 8 E EKE R 0 0 M pAN Y. talking, whisky-swilling, and fighting stream .of im- dorse the Romish church, looking to a closer affilia
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33 Vllnton Plaee, New York. migration turned toward our shores by the degrada- tion with her of the Presbyterians. This indicates 
tion to which Catholicism has reduced Ireland, can- the approach of that which we hav several times pre-

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $2.50 PER YEAR. not be true citizens of .America or any other- secular dieted, namely, the alliance of the strictly orthodox 
country so long as they giv their highest allegiance Protestants with Rome, the more effectually to com

Address all COmmunications to THE TRUTH SEEKER COM- to a king in Rome. By their traditions, their teach- bat Rationalism. Although the resolution was not 
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CHARLES P. SOMERBY. opposed to popular government. We now giv some ing specially packed against it, as its author affirms, 
facts illustrativ of their capacity to force a state, it nevertheless is a very large·straw showing the way 

SATURDAY, - OCTOBER 27, 1883. county, and city, of which a majority of citizens are theological breezes are blowing. Another straw 
==================== non-Catholics, to contribute not only to their sup- comes 3ust now also from Galifornia. At Nordhoff the 

port, but to actually pay the expenses of conversions Protestants and Catholics united to build a church, 
to their faith. The different New York sectarian in- to be used by turns, and though they are having hard Ecclesiastical Masquerading. 

What a lot of useless expense and childish clap- stitutions for the support of orphans receive from the luck with it, the unification of the sects is of con
trap and mummery is entailed upon the country py state or county a per capita allowance. The larger siderable significance. .A. union of Catholicism and 
ecclesiastical organizations! .A. few weeks ago H. C. the number supported, the more dollars wrung from all of Protestantism will never take place; a complete 
Potter was elected bishop of the Episcopal church, the state treasury. In Brooklyn some striking facts and working union of the retrogressiv wing .of the 
and last Saturday be was "consecrated," or sworn relating to the method of increasing this sum bav Protestants will not occur for years, perhaps, but its 
into office. Grace church, where the ceremony was been brought to light. Kings county, in which ultimate accomplishment is looked for by the far see
performed, is but a short way from THE TRUTH SEEKER ing of all parties, Ca.tbolic, Protestant and Rationalist Brooklyn is located, is governed mostly by Catholic 
office. This " setting apart to the ser1"ice of God" alike. That· the secular press begins to see it is evi-

officers. The first step taken by the county officials 
of Mr. Potter (who is personally a gentleman, scholar, to benefit the church institutions was to transfer denced by this editorial in last Sunday's Sun: 
and more Liberal in his theological views than many "The respectful treatment of the late Roman Catholic Pas
of his brethren) must bav cost about ten thousand from the County Nursery two hundred and twenty- toral Letter by the members of the Presbyterian Synod of 

d f two children to "Saint Malachi's Home," "Saint New York suggests that all believers in the authority of diollara or visible expenses, and bow much more the 
Mark's Maternity," "Saint Joseph's Orphan Asylum," vine revelation may yet feel the neces~ity of uniting, where 

visiting clergy dropped at bunko games and kindred d f b rt Tb · · 1875 B *ey canunite, to resist the inroads of modern Infidelity,and to 
V1.ces 1·s not -for the ungodly to know. In front of the an others o t at so . 1S was m . . y the . . . oppose Sociahst1c doctrms which threaten the sway of religion. 
reredos (a screen behind the altar) in the church were first of August, 1879, the county was supporting one "The strong ground against divorce taken in that letter, 
several hundred dollars' worth of flowers. thousand four hundred and twenty-four orphans and its proclamation of the sanctity of marriage, and other of its 

.About a hundred and fifty clergymen from half orphans, and the cost bad been increased, says declarations concerning social questions now uppermost in 
tb B kl n: · fr 4>22 000 to 4>130 000 N t the public thought, command the approv&l of conservativ re-out of town were in attendance·, as many more e roo yn unwn, om'~' • "' . ' · o · 

t t · h b' · tb · t"t t• k t ligious sentiment generally. The expressions of the letter 
from neighboring churches in the city, and a hundred con en Wit t IS mcrease, ese ms 1 u wns ep concerning divorce and temperance, said Dr. Hopkins in the 
students from the theological seminary, dressed in these children long after the age when children of Presbyterian Synod on Thursday, 'would do honor to any 
black robes. Forty-six bishops were in procession, the average bard-working families are compelled to church. It is ce>ming to be the glory of that church,' he 
wearing the white "rochet" or under gown, and go to work. In addition to this, the county commis- added, 'that it _stands out alone against divorce.' And when 

· b 1 d f fifth f the county wards · he read extracts from the pastoral letter to enforce his re-above it a black habit with puffed lace sleeves. swners av p ace our- s o m 
l d t d b R C tb li Whil tb marks, they were received with general applause. 

These gowns are Of d:J!t'erent pattern from the ra~--_ asy urns con uc e y oman a o cs. _ e e 
W.' .._. "The opposition of modern Infidelity is unmistakably 

ment Christ wore, and from this circumstance it bas population of Brooklyn bas only increased twenty- bringing orthodox Protestants and Catholics nearer together. 

b t d tb t tb t tl t E · five per cent in the last eight years, the appare~t in- They hav a bond of union in the_ ir common belief in revela-een asser e a a gen eman was no an p1s-
copalian. The common clergymen wore what a crease of these orphans bas been five hundred and tion, which the contemporary ·Infidelity asaails at its very 
wicked reporter calls white dusters. seventy per cent. The law declaring that no schools foundation. 

· b' b b a· t• t• "The modern civilized world is beginning to be sharply 
The services were in keeping with the silly decora- shall be aided by the state m w 10 t e IS me 1v divided into two great classes, those who believe in the au-

ti on. The choir sang "Holy, holy, holy Lord God tenets or doctrins of any sect is taught, bas been re- thority of the Bible and its divine origin, and those who ut
.A.lmigbty," the Nicene Creed was chanted, and the peatedly violated by the sectarian officials. Many terly reject the whole theory of inspiration and revelation as 
commandments, given by Buddha some six hundred schools receiving aid are taught by Dominican sis- an absurdity and an impossibility. On the one side are the 

t b · 1 t R C tb 1· ·a d Christians, and on the other the Agnostics, who believe noth-
years- before the Cbri"st1·an era, were read. Then the ers, w o 1ncu ca e oman a o 1c 1 eas an use ing that is not satisfaetorily demonstrated to their reason. 
duties expected of a bishop were set forth by a Con- Roman Catholic books not authorized PY the board._ "Modern Infidelity is not directed against any particular 
necticut bishop. He did not say that religious duties At this very time about eighty-five per cent of the system of theology, but against all theology and all supernat
in his state appeared to consist in impounding women county wards are under Catholic tuition. To giv an uralism. It may therefore tend to the consolidation of the 

1"dea of the part1"san leo-lslat1"on wbt'cb cbaracten"zes now scattered hosts of belief, not ecclesiastically, perhaps, in a barnyard in the rain, or in slandering a neigh- o· 
th t · tb t •t •t · t t d "tb t tb but in an alliance o.ffensiv and defensiv. .Before the stJ'ong 

bar accused of crime. .Allus1·0 n to these benefits of e managemen 1n a c1 y, 1 IS s a e a ree and arrogant common enemy, intestin quarrels may cease in 
Christianity was discreetly omitted. The presiding years ago Mr. Ripley Rop.es found that, of the one the camp of faith." 

bishop then placed his bands on Mr. Potter's head thousand five hundred children then supported by Religion keeps the advocate of liberty constant
and said: the county, seven hundred and twenty bad both pa- ly on the watch, and Christianity, in both its 

rents living, and only one hundred and sixty were or- forms, is one of his most dreaded enemies. Without "Receive the holy ghost for the oflice and work of a bishop 
in the church of God, now committed unto thee by the im
position of our hands. In the name of the father, and o.f the 
lion, and of the holy ghoat, amen. And remember that thou 
stir up the grace of God, which is given thee by this impo
sition of our hands." 

If any one can see 'any improvement in this ritual
ism over the ceremonies of the pagan priests so often 
and vigorously denounced by Christians, it would be 
well to hav it pointed out. What is the holy ghost 
which the newly-fledged bishop is supposed to hav 
received? If the Episcopal be the church of God, 
what are all the other churches? If by laying on of 
hands the old bishop can impart the grace of God, 
why not giv it to the sinful laymen, and thus make 
their salvation sure~ If the grace of God is a good 
thing, it should not be monopolized exclusivly by 
bishops. 

But seriously, are not such farcical and empty shows 
a disgrace to the century? Does any one suppose 
that Mr. Potter is any different now from what he 
was before he received the holy ghost, or is unlike 
the common mortal? In the nursery days of the 
race such harlequinry might pass for seriousness. 
To children a rattle and a ribbon are more than play
things. But they outgrow the conceit with the mumps 
and measles. To the common-sense onlooker the 
scene enacted at Grace church is as ridiculous as a 
nursery circus. The childish imagination that con
verts a chair into a horse, or fills a doll with life, is 
:ao more foolish than the passing of the holy ghost 

1Jhans. Of seven hundred in one asylum, the parents a foundation in fact; with not a real solid peg on 
of two-thirds bad a known, recognized habitation." which to bang its pretensions, Christianity bas ex-

These facts show two things: first, that the tax- ercised squatter sovereignty in the world, and refuses 
payers are supporting a large number of children to vacate until forced by law. It bas retreated from 
who ought not to be so supported, because their reten- the bouse to the fence, from the fence to the ditch, 
tion in the asylums draws a large sum of money an- and there it proposes to fight, joining forces with all 
nually from the state; and, second, that the money the lawless population of the neighborhood. 
raised from the general public by taxation is being 
spent to maintain sectarian schools and convert the 
scholaJ,'S to Catholicism. The idleness of looking to 
Catholic schools for the improvement of children's 
morals and usefulness, is shown by statistics of New 
York city, in which, for the five years previous to 
1880, the commissioners of charities and corrections 
cared for ninety-eight thousand seven hundred and 
eighty-seven Catholic paupers. The inferiority of 
the schools was conclusivly shown by Mr. D . .A.. Haw
kins, some two years ago, who collected the figures 
which substantiated the statement that "a child 
trained up in the Roman Catholic parochial school is 
so much inferior intellectually to one trained up in 
the public school that be is three and a half times as 
likely to become a pauper as be would be if be at
tended the free public schools of the city. And a 
child trained in the parochial school of the Roman 
Catholic church is more than three and a quarter 
times as likely to get into jail as the child trained in 
the free public school." 

With these facts, which bav not been disputed, be
fo:r{;l ~e- peopie, the_a.D!!otn;~.pe,:w.,ept that the Catholic 

Another Mistaken Presbyterian. 
The ignorance of the Presbyterian ministers. of 

this country must be immense, if we can judge by 
the lack of knowledge displayed by the one referred 
to in the following letter: 

HrGliLANns, N. C., Oct. 15, 1883. 
M11. EnrToB: Please tell me where I can get a copy of the 

Presbyterian "Confession of Faith," referred to in THE TBUTH 
SEEKEII of Oct. '13th, and the price. The Presbyterian minis
ter here denounced as an infamous lie-at a funeral here
that their church teaches or believes in Buch doctrin, etc. 
They refuse to believe that your quotations are correct. We 
hav a small band of Freethinkers here that the church is 
trying to suppress. Yours respectfully, JAMES RIDEOUT. 

It is quite in keeping with Presbyterian morals to 
charge upon us incorrect quotation, but we advise 
the clerical to procure a copy of the " Confession of 
Faith," and look it over and see what be really does 
believe and to what be subscribed when he was or
dained. He is woefully ignorant. We will go· over 
to the Bible House and bav a copy sent to him if he
will forward the 75 cents which the pious booksellers 
charge for it. 
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Fanaticism Killing a Woman. 
The harm that religious fanaticism does is again 

made plain in Massachusetts, the old puritan state 
that raised Freeman, the Pocasset murderer, and tans 
at irewksbury the hides of pauper women. This last 
cro.ze is the "faith cure," and byit one woman will 
loseher life. She is dying now. This is the story. 

-some of the Methodist people of Pittsfield from 
reading the Bible hav become convinced of the effi
cacy of prayer as a remedy for physical as well as 
mental ailments. They call their belief psychopathy, 
and its premises are that all manner of disease may 
be cured by faith in God. The principle is, " If thou 
canst believe, all things are possible to him that be
lieveth.~' The members of the band must hav un
wavering belief in the power of faith, and in order 
to insure a cure the sick person must believe in the 
efficiency of the method, praying for himself. A long 
catalog of " directions" are closely observed. The 
iiiitiation of the lunacy was brought about by the 
efforts of a colored woman who visited the town 
several years ago, praying with sick people. -Remark
able cures are alleged to hav taken place, although 
no one can now find the patients. But the Metho
dists of the town appear to hav been more than or
dinarily superstitious, and two of the most promi
nent young ladies of the local church succeeded in or
ganizing a "Faith Cure Band." Believe:J;f!, among a 
people• ignorant and superstitious, were not hard to 
find, and soon the band was flourishing. For several 
months it has had meetings, and it is now announced 
that during the winter it will meet every Thursday 
evening. 

The band stoutly maintain that by their prayers 
they deprived one old man of asthma and one young 
man of a nervous disease caused by tobacco, but 
these considered cures are doubtful. The case that 
calls for indignant interference, however, is one with 
which the band is still wrestling. Among the firmest. 
believers and members were Mr. and Mrs. John H. 
Musgrove. Mrs. Musgrove fell sick with a cancer, 
and the band began tv labor with her. For several 
months she has sunk slowly, and all the treatment 
she receives or has received is prayer. The members 
of the band believed that they could cure her, and 
she had equal faith. For fear that she would "fight 
against God," she has received no other treatment, 
and she would not permit an operation by the sur
geon. She has refused to take both anodynes and 
stimulants, and so, suffering, agony, she has wasted 
away, until now her death is daily expected. Her 
case has been the subject of much criticism by the 
townspeople, and some of the more common sense 
persons express righteous indignation over it. 

In Waterbury, Conn., a whole family were sen
tenced to imprisonment for neglecting to provide 
medical attendance for a married daughter who died 
in childbirth, and their offense was due mainly to 
ignorance, an excuse which cannot be pleaded in this 
case. 

It is murder and suicide that the band and the 
patient are committing, but as it is done in the name 
of "holy religion," the crime goes without comment 
by the secular press or action by the legal authorities. 
If' there only were a righteous God to sit in judg
ment on the sins of the world, his anger would be 
oftenest excited by the outrages committed in his 
name. 

The Most Feasible Way of Honoring Mr. Ben-
.. nett. 

We received last week two letters in relation t.o the 
monument about to be erected to the memory of Mr. 
Bennett. The fir~t is fi·om Silas Ralls, of Idaho, di
rected to Mrs. Bennett, and reads: 

BELLEVUE, Oct. 14, 1883. 
1\b-DEAR MADAM: Don't you believe that the amount sub

scribed for the monument could be made better use of than 
for that purpose? If the amount was spent in building a 
Bennett Hall and a home for the paper he founded, would it 
not be better? It would be impossible to honor Brother 
Bennett more even if millions were spent on a monument. 
Let us cherish the memory of D. M. Bennett, but direct. our 
attention to the living present, and put our time and money 
where it will do the most good. 

Yours in the cause of tl'uth, SILAS Rll.Ls. 

The second is from Janet Spenser, and is in the 
form of an open letter to Mrs. Slenker. She s11.ys: 

DEAR Mas. SLENKER: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Sept. 30th I 
notice an appeal for contributions to the support of the old 
Radical, Jeremiah Hacker, which is a yearly occurrence, for 
he is, according to your statement, in sore need; and you 
suggest that. all Lib&rals should assist him in his old age, 
which is all proper. But in TIUl ThuT.a SEUiill of Oct. 6th 

there is the report of the "Monument Fund," which is being 
collected for the purpose of erecting a marble shaft over the 
remains of Mr. Bennett .. Now, what I am looking_ for is the 
superiority of practice of Liberals over Christians. Any one 
can hav a m11rble shaft, with an inscription to tell of his vir
tues, but would not such a monument as a home for aged and 
needy Liberals be one which would tell more eloquently of 
the purpose and principles of a man of Mr. Bennett's ideas ? 
While a man like Mr. Hacker needs assistance, would a man 
like Mr. Bennett accept of a marble shaft? Call his monu
ment the "Bennett· Home for Aged Liberals." I am sure if 
Mr. Bennett was alive he would throw his soul into the effort 
to take away the reproach cast upon the Liberals that they 
do nothing for their poor. Nearly all the different religious 
sects hav comfortable and even handsome institutions where 
their aged and worthy members may upon the payment of a 
reasonable fee find a certain home for the remainder of their 
days, and be sure of a decent burial. How much more digni
fied is such a situation than that of Jeremiah Hacker! Peo
ple who hav led good and useful lives deserve rest and inde
pendence when they are old and past work, and what is more 
comforting than to feel that they are established among con
temporaries until they are done with the things peculiar to 
this phase of existence? I know a number of Liberals, men 
and women, who are wondering where they shall find a con
genial resting-place to spend their age in, and are confronted 
by the appalling prospect of being obliged to join the church 
in order to obtain it. Works of art, such as are to be found 
in cemeteries, are ·beautiful, but while some are cold, and 
hungry, and homeless, is it consistent with advanced views 
to erect shafts instead of homes? 

Yours truly, JANET SPENSER. 

These philanthropic ideas do credit to the hearts 
of the writers, and hav THE TRUTH SEEKER's cordial 
and enthusiastic approval. Whenever a home for 
aged Freethinkers is begun by responsible parties we 
shall do everything in our power for its succe~s. 

And Mr. Ralls can rest assured that if we saw the 
way clear to the erection of a home for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER we should begin at once. 

Mr. Bennett's labors for Freethought certainly call 
for some public expression of appreciation from the 
Freethinkers of the country, and those who from their 
positions ought to know what can best be done, de
cided t.hat a monument is the most feasible thing. 
It is a good deal better to erect a monument for a 
comparativly small sum, and pay for it, than to begin 
a large building and fail. A suitable hall would cost 
not less than $150,000. And to whom can we look 
for this immense sum? We confess we do not 
know. Undoubtedly a few thousand dollars could be 
raised, but then the work would drag, and not even 
the ground be paid for. This would be disrespect
ful to the memory of Mr. Bennett and a reproach to 
the cause for which he labored so grandly. We feel 
that something must be done to show the world that 
he has friends who will see that he is remembered 
until such time as the people of this country shall of 
their own accord place him high in the temple of 
fame for what he did in resisting tyrannical laws, 
and breaking the power of the church. A public 
monument will do this, and it can be put up and 
paid for. And while we hav not given up the project 
of a hall, it must be the work of time, and will not 
be affected by the amount used for the monument. 

Editorial Notes. 
GEORGE 0. BABNEs, the Kentucky revivalist, is now in 

England. At one of his meetings he roared out,"' You are a 
good fellpw after all, God!" Why is he not prosecuted for 
blasphemy? 

THE London JPreethinker, whose editor is in prison for blas
phemy much less mild than that of many religious papers, is 
obliged by the tax-collector to pay a rate of one-half pence in 
the pound toward the maintenance of a vicar. 

HEBER NEwTON says that his church is more respectable 
than religious; in its creed there is nothing said about the 
inspiration of the Bible; an article describing future punish
ment was written but omitted; and that its work has nothing 
to do with narrow theology. Perhaps Mr. Newton is correct 
as to his own church, but if so it is an exception to the gen
eral run of Episcopalian organizations. 

J. B. PrTTs & SoN hav succeeded G.· H. Walser as editors 
and proprietors of the Liberal. The name has been changed 
to the Advance Liberalist, and the number of columns added 
to and lengthened. The price has been raised to $1.50 per 
year, and the issues are weekly. It giv us pleasure to con
gratulate our contemporary on these evidences of prosperity. 
We hope its circulation will share also in the general raise. 

OuR friendS. B. Lyons, of Naples, N. Y., has the 'thanks 
of all in THE TliUTH SEEKER office for the iine basket of 
grapes sent by him through the courtesy of W. H. Peck, 
commission merchant at 222 Washington street, this city. 
Both Mr. Lyons and Mr. Peck are old-time Freethinkers and 
friends of Mr. Bennett's. Mr. Lyons's vinyards are well 
worked if the generous bunches of Catawba, Delaware, 
Salem, Concord, and Rebecca grapes sent us are specimens. 
Our "devil," who got a large bunch of particularly luscious 
fruit, says he will be easy on both the jl<mtlem&n if th&y 
should e-ver come within his dominion11. 

WE hav the great speech of Mr. Remsburg at Rochester, 
now in neat pamphlet form, and hope to see thousands of 
them circulated by Liberals. We hav put the price very low 
by the dozens, to enable this to be done. There is no ques
tion but that this is one of the best and most effectiv Free
thought speeches ever uttered in thi_s country. Eyery copy 
circulated ought to add a recruit to our ranks. Send 75 cents 
for a doz_!ln and distribute them around the neighborhood. 

BIGOTRY is not confined to England, says the Preethinker. 
In Melbourne, Mr. Walker, a Freethought Jecturer, attending 
a public meeting on the opening of museums and libraries on 
Sunday, was assaulted. On his bringing an action against 
his assailant, Dr. Madden, counsel for the defense, tried to " 
prejudice the jury by urging that witnesses who affirm are 
discreditable, and insinuated that an ordinary secular 
"naming" of a child was a dedication of it to the devil. The 
jury refused to be misled by this, and found for the plaintiff. 

THE difference between the Christian reformer and the In
fidel reformer, was never better shown than in the attitudes 
taken by Mr. Parnell and Mr. Bradlaugh, regarding "testi
monials." Mr. Parnell, as is well known, is the land reformer 
of Ireland, and has been made the recipient of some fifty 
thousand dollars subscribed by his followers who could ill 
afford the shillings asked. Mr. Parnell has not succeeded 
yet in his fight. Some Cardiff (South Wales) friends pro
posed to raise a testimonial to mark their esteem for and giv 
substantial aid to Mr. Bradlaugh, but he declined to receive 
it, remarking that his parliamentary struggle was not yet over, 
its course was uncertain, and he could not therefore be 
properly a recipient of the testimonial. The subscriptions 
were therefore returned. 

ANNIE BEsANT scores the House of Lords in these words: 
"Who shall say that the lords are not powerful? ' They 

hav decided that pigeon-torture shall go on for another year; 
that men shall be allowed to ' prepare' the birds for their 
noble patrons hy sticking pins-into them, by gouging out one 
eye, and by inflicting the various other forms of agony neces
sary for this delectable sport; that betting and cruelty and 
brutality shall hav full swing for another year. Thank God 
we hav a House of Lords ! The range of their activity is 
wide. They will neither protect young girls from outrage, 
uor pigeons from torture. The 'amusements' of their order 
must not be curtailed by such petty limits as decency or hu
manity. The Earl of Redesdale led the opposition to the 
bill. This is the noble peer who desired to imposA a theistic 
test on members of Parliament. Like the majority of very 
pious people, he is very zealous for G;od, and. very indifferent 
to cruelty and barbarity. Not a smgle bishop voted for 
mercy to 'God's dumb creatures.' They apparently said, 
scornfully with Paul, 'Doth God take care for' pigeons? It 
is only another instance of that complete divorce between 
Christianity and morality to which I am constantly drawing 
attention." 

JoHN SwiNTON, who once publicly described himself as a 
man who received five thousand dollars a year for suppress_. 
ing the truth, has begun the issue of a weekly paper which 
has in two numbers made its im:fjress upon this city. Swin
ton has for years been an editorial writer upon the Sun, and 
it is easy now to see whence that paper obtained its pungency, • 
Mr. Swinton's paper is to the Socialists what Benjamin 
Tucker's Liberty·is to the anarchists, and is an endeavor _to 
unite the scattered forces of the discontented, and band the 
different trades unions and labor organizations together to 
effect a political revolution. But we notice that although Mr. 
Swinton has renounced the five thousand a year 'which he re
ceived from the Sun for suppressing the truth, he has not de
cided to tell all the truth he knows. He is silent about the 
injustice of forcing the workingmen to pay taxes on fifty 
million dollars' worth of churches in this city which they 
never enter, and of contributing to the support of a pam
pered and licentious priesthood, among whioh there is 
scarcely one who ever pays the laborer the compliment of a 
thought beyond a benediction at the marriage and a funeral 
sermon at his death, two services for which the poor laborer 
and his family pay mighty dear. John Swinton is an able 
man, and John Swinton's Paper is an able sheet, but he has 
made one serious mistake-he does not go far enough, or he 
goes too far. 

WE are so often forced to reprove the Christian Advocate and 
denounce the tymnnies of the church, that it givs us pleasure 
to be able to quote in a eommendatory way the two following 
extracts from the Advocate's columns. The first is in rebuke 
of Mr. Talmage: 

"It is ranting to talk about sending General Sheridan out 
to exterminate the Mormons. In this republic a man may 
believe what he pleasea, or nothing at all. He may follow the 
pope, Andrew Jackson Davis, Ann Lee, or John Taylor. But 
be must behave. Civil processes-unless the Mormons re
sort to arms-and moral and social influences are our only 
legitimate means of defense against them.'' 

The second is in relation to a recent army court-martial: 
"Lieutenant James F. Simpson, of the Third Cavalry, 

United States Army, has been tried on t~e char.ge of con.duct 
unbecoming an officer and a gentleman, m havmg married a 
woman who had been his mistress. The court found him 
guiltv, and sentenced him to dismissal from the army, and 
the s"entence awaits the approval of the president. It does 
not appear that the officer in question was ever threatened 
with a trial for 'conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentle
man' in keeping a mistress, though th;at d~scription 'Yo:Ul.d 
well apply to such conduct. This preyious Il~egal and Il~ICit 
relation does not appear to hav subJected him to question, 
but when he proposes to enter into a legitimate relation, the 
sensitivness of his brother offiMrs as to the honor of the army 
is suddenly and powerfully aroused. It wo~ld hav .been 
more to their credit if it had an earlier awakenmg, and If the 
seal of their condemnation had been placed on his -violation 
of God's law of chastity when he was holding illegitimate re
lations with the woman he afterward married." 

We fail to see, however, why chastity is "God's" law, un
less the Advocate means some other deity than the Jewish 
Jehovah, for all his saints and chosen ones, the men after his 
own heart, were notoriously profligate, keeping from one to 
three hundred mistresses. It must be that Dr. Buckley is 
running after strange gods, and has found one who ilil -virtu. 
ou•. Where is he, doctor? 
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Is an Index Expurgatorins Legal in Canada? A. There are many very excellent things in the Bible, I must 
admit, but there are portions which, instead of being revela

AND HAV THE FREETHINKERS OF THAT COUNTRY ANY RIGHTS tions from God, I would rather surmise came from the other 
THE CHRISTIANS ARE BOUND TO RESPECT ?-A BIGOTED quarter. (Laughter.) 

Q. Then you do not believe that this book, the Bible, con-
CUSTOM COLLECTOR SUED FOR DETAINING FREETHOUGHT 

WOJ1KS. 

Last year we sent some books to Canada which 
were seized by Mr. Patton, collector of Toronto, and 
confiscated. They included some of Col. Ingersoll's 
works. Later, one C. R. Sings, a collector at Mea
ford, confiscated Col. Ingersoll's "Interviews on Tal
mage," sent from this office. The seizures were all 
made under authority of a customs regulation that 
declares contra bend "indecent and immoral litera
ture coming into Canada." 

Last December, Mr. W. C. Lawrence, of Montreal, 
ordered from our Boston friends a package of books, 
including Paine's "Age of Reason," and Voltaire's 
"Philosophical Dictionary," which Mr. M. P. Ryan, 
the collector of that place, taking the actions of Pat
ton and Sings as precedents, refused to deliver. 
Mr. L!twrence brought an action for damages against 
him. The case came to trial before Justice Johnson 
on the 11th, the Minister of Customs taking up the 
side of Mr. Ryan, and absurdly pleading that the 
works, being" immoral and obscene," were rightfully 
detained. Mr. Joseph Doutre, Mr. J. 0. Joseph, and 
Mr. W. S. Walker, were counsel for Mr. Lawrence, 
and Mr. Harry Abbot argued the Christian side of 
the case. 
:;".' From the Montreal papers we take the following 
report of the trial: 

tains the word of God? A. I hav not said that. 
Q. Do you believe it or do you not, sir, that is the question? 

A. I hav_ expressed my meaning in the sense in which you or 
any one else can take it to be the word of God. 

Q. That is to say not more than any other work? A. No. 
~look upon ~t as a human compilation, compiled in times of 
Ignorance, times of barbarity, and carrying with it all the 
marks of the channel through which it has passed. 

Q. ~hen you do not think it is inspired? A. I hav read the 
beautiful poems of Job; and some of the psalms are also very 
beautiful. · 

Q. Do you think it ·is any more inspired than Milton or 
Shakspere? A. I am not a gauger of inspiration, and· there
fore cannot say. 

Q. Do you believe the histories recounted in the Bible are 
true? A. They may be. 

Q. I suppose you hav some opinion about it? A. Well, I 
hav read Colenso. He shows pretty clearly that a great many 
things in the Old Testament are erroneous. 

Q. Then you don't believe that some things are correct? 
A. Well, I hardly believe that the sun stood still at the com
mand of Joshua, in order to giv him a chance to slaughter his 
fellow-creatures. 

Q. Do yo-g. consider an oath taken on the Bible binding on 
the conscience? A. Yes. 

Q. Why?. How do you reconcile that with your previous 
statements? A. Because I am here to tell the truth. 

Q. That is all? A. That is all. 
Q. And not on account of your beli~f in the Bible? A. Not 

at all. 
Mr. ~bbot here rais~d an objection to the Court's receiving 

the eVIdence of the witness on the ground that he was a dis
believer in the Bible. 
~he wit!less-I did not say I was a disbeliever in the Bible. 

It IS a venty; some of your most advanced Christians of the 
James A. Lawrence, manager of the Montreal Printing present day believe as I do. 

Company, and no relativ of the plaintiff, testified that plain- Mr. Abbot. recorded the objection"that the witness's belief 
tiff is now in Europe. He went with· Mr. Lawrence on lOth prevented him from being a competent witness. 
of February lnst, and offered ·to pay the duty, which was re- Witness considered the works in question fairly within the 
fused by Mr. Ryan, who said the book had been seized for boun?s of f;ee and, legitimate discussion, and admitted that 
above, and that the wisest plan for Lawrence to pursue was certam portiOns of the "Age of Reason" quoted might hav 
to get other copies in from Boston "in some way or other been written in less offensiv terms. 
without having them pass through the customs; that would Albe~·t G. B. Claxton, aged seventeen, a law student, testi-
be the wisest and least expensiv way." fied that there were seventy-five volumes of Voltaire in McGill 

George Faulkner, appraiser, and other customs officers College Library, but none of Tom Paine's. Voltaire's "Phil
testified as to the manner in which the books were seized. osophical Dictionary" was there; it was presented by Dr. 
The officers thought they were a package of "old books" un- Sterry Hnnt. 
til the package was opened. ~obert _C. Adams, merchant, b,ad looked over Voltaire's 

W. S. Walker, advocate, said he had copies of the proscribed philosophiCal works; had read Paine's "Age of Reason" re
books in his library. Had seen them and many other works peatedly and attentivly; considers the whole purport of the 
of that description in the Parliamentary library at Ottawa book to be on the side of morality. 
last spring, and examined them in common with several mem- Cross-examined-Do you believe in the revealed nature of 
bers of Parliament. the Bible? A. In a certain sense I do. 

Cross-examined-By other works of that description wit- _ ~- What sense? A. In a sense that all that is true may be 
ness meant the writings of Bishop Colenso, Darwin, Huxley, said to be revealed, wherever it is to-be found. 
etc. Thought the work was entirely in keeping with the Q. You consider that what is contained in the Bible is true? 
times in which it was written. A. _I consider that very much of it is true, but not the whole 

John H. R. Molson, merchant.-I own Paine's "Age of Rea- of It. . • 
son." I hav read a good deal of it at times. It is generally _Q. Do Y!JU believe in any of the Old Testament?· A. Cer-
known as a philosophical work. Its author looks into things tamly I do-a great deal of it. 
and tries to find out a reason for everything. Could not say . Q. Ho'Y much of it? A. It is impossible to say. I hav no 
from recollec!ion that there was anything in it debasing or mformat10n. 
immoral. Do not think there is any more in it than in Shak- Q. Do you believe in future rewards and punishment? 
·spere or others. I own also Voltaire's "Philosophical Die- A. As long as existence lasts I believe that good deeds will be 
tionary." Saw nothing of a debasing nature in it. rewarded and evil ones punished. 

Cross-examined-I do not remember reading the "Age of Q. And how long do you believe that existence will last? 
Reason" through. Did not read that part referring to the A. I hav no idea. (Laughter). · 
incarnation of our savior, Jesus Christ. I do not think that q. Do yo~ believe in an existence after death? A. I hav 
a reasoning man or a person of mature age could be offended no mformatiOn on the subject. 
by Paine's style, still the language is a little strong. Q. Consequently you hav no belief on the subject? A. No. 

Re-examined-Indecent and immoral passages from the Q. And you hav no belief as to the existence that follows 
Bible are frequently commented upon. There are many d~ath ?. A. I hav no knowledge, and, consequently, no deft
things in the Bible that will not bear reading in the presence mt belief. I may hav my opinion, but belief is founded on 
of young persons and women. absolute knowledge. 

Re-cross-examination-Q. Are you a believer in revealed Charles Stevens testified that the works of Tom Paine in 
religion? A. Well, I do not exactly know what you mean. his opinion, were highly moral. ' 

Q. Are you a believer in the Bible as being the revealed His honor remarked that he thought the law was meant to 
word of God? A. Do you me11n all of it? cover obscene and licentious books which would tend to de-

Q. Do you believe it contains the revealed word of God? bauch the young, but was not intended to interfere with con
A. Well, do I understand that you ask me if I believe that troversia~ works, even if they did question whether there 
the whale swallowed Jonah? If so, I do not believe it. was 11 deity or not, so long as they were couched in respect-

Q. Then you do not believe in the Bible? A. I believe ful and decent terms. .All the court had to do was to decide 
that the Bible was made by m~>n, put together by man, col- on a point of law as to whether these books were so bad as 
lected by m11n. It is certainly according to the judgment of not tto be permitted to enter Canadian homes· or whethei· 
man in times past that these collections h11v been made. they were, as represented by the plaintiff, sound :Uoral works. 

Geo. Martin, gentleman, examined: He ~ould carefully examin every authority, and decide ac-
Q. Did you ever read Tom Paine's "Age of Reason?" A. cordmgly. 

I read it a number of years ago, and again within the past 
two years. 

Q. From your recollection of that work, could it be in a 
sense called debasing or immoral? A. I regard it as a con
troversial work, entirely within the limits of respectable and 
respectful argument from the author's standpoint, within th.e 
limits of decent discussion? 

Q. I believe you are familiar with the Bible. A. I may say 
in general that I am. 

Q. Well, if you were called upon to make a parallel or 
comparison between Paine's ''Age of Reason" and the Bible 
as regards the moral character or the books, which do you 
think would be the most objectionable? A. Well, taking 
especially the Old Testament, I would say there is a hundred
fold more immorality and indecency in the Bible than can be 
found or pointed to in anything that can be construed into 
indecency in Paine's "Age of Reason." 

Q. Do you know any publication which has selected pas
sages from the Old Testament to show in that respect the 
immoral character of the book? A. There was a small work 
published in Toronto a short time ago called "Biblical An
thology," containing extracts from the Bible-its most ob
jectionable passages-which I think clearly establishes the 
truth of the assertion that it contains a great deal of impurity 
and immomlity. I produce and file said book. Witness con
sidered that to be published in all the papers as attempting 
to import "immoral and indecent works," even though the 
statement might be coupled with the statement that said 
books were the works of Voltaire and Paine, would very much 
damage the cha1·acter of any man. 

Cross-examined-Q. From the remarks that you hav made, 
I presume that you do not believe that the Bible contains the 
word of God as revealed by him to man? A. Well if every
tbing has come from God, of course that has come from him, 
but only in a sense that I do not suppose is held by the pop
ular mind. The will of God may be J·evealed to man through 
Herbert Spencer, Shakspere, Tyndall, Hu:K.ley, and other 
great and learned men. 

Q. Then, in your opinion, there has been no more revela
tion from God to the authors of the Bible than there has 
been to writers_ such_. as Sh!lkspere and Herbert Spencer? 

Only one witness was called on the defendant's 
side, namely, ~r. W. J. O'Hara, pro-collector of cus
toms, whose evidence went to establish the seizure of 
~he books. T_he fact of the collector, Mr. Ryan, hav
mg been offimally called upon by the examining offi
cer, or appraiser, to decide whether the books were 
to be admitted to entry, or whether they were to be 
ruled out as prohibited under schedule D of the 
Tariff act, the collector's detection of them and sub
sequent seizure made after examination of the books 
which action was based upon the merits as well a~ 
on the precedent established at Toronto and main
tained by the authorities at Ottawa. 

Mr. O'Hara's evidence also established that the 
plaintiff had nev~r sought the legal delivery of the 
two books; that _Is, he had never presented a bill of 
entry, accompamed by an invoice, and a legal tender 
of t~e amount of duties payable, as required bylaw 
('"YhiCh was quoted by the witness). Further, that 
aft~r the books were s~ized, the plaintiff made no 
clrum, nor gave any notice of claim, as required by 
the statute. The witness cited the schedule of the 
Tru:iff act, and the section of the same requiring the 
actiOn of the collector, which action, in his discretion, 
was taken up on what he believed to be the intRntion 
of t_he. legislature of this country, legislating for a 
Chnstian community. - . 

In cross-examination by Mr. Doutre, Q.C., the wit
~.ess was asked: " W auld it hav made any difference 
If Mr. Lawrence had tendered the duties according 
to the formalities?" The answer was: "No but the 
fact remains that he did not do so." ' 

~r. O'Hara was asked if there would hav been any 
written record m the Montreal custom house of this 
~ase ~it had not been for this suit. He replied, "No; 
It was a matter of ordinary administration of an item 
in the custom tariff, and no special record was neces
sary." 

This closed the evidence for the whole case. Mr. 
Doutre, Q.C., then made his argument for Mr. Law
rence, which occupied about twenty minutes. He 
said: 

In thi~ case as well as in every case where great principles 
were at Issue, we were sure to find the party who impleads 
another fo: a breach ~f ~orne great principle, attempting to 
shirk the Issue by brmgmg forward some petty question of 
procedure. In this instance the defendant, before entering 
into a justification of his acts, raised the question as to 
whether the books in question could not be seized for the 
~ant of an inegular entry. Mr. O'Hara, the collector's as
sistant and secretary, however, seems to remove this objec
tion by stating that even if a regular entry had been made 
the result would hav been the same. In fact, the package in 
which these two volumes were entered contained two other 
vol~1mes, and if the entry was sufficiently good for the 
~elivery of these two other volumes to the plaintiff, assuredly 
It should be good for the two volumes detained. On the 
merits the defendant had failed to indicate in his pleadings 
what kind of immorality or indecency he attached to these 
books. The plaintiff h>1d demurred to that in a general way 
qualifying the books sei.zed, but without success, and th~ 
defendant had not been more particular in,his evidence with 
the exception that he indicated a portion of the "Age of Rea
son," concerning the incarnation of Jesus Christ, which he 
thought deserved the qualification of being "immoral" and 
"indecent." The passage had been read to the Court who · 
coni~ see that that part of the Christian system could hardly 
b"e discussed in a more proper manner than Paine had dis
cussed it. Of course, if the whole of the discussion of the 
basis of Christianity is of necessity an immoral thing itself 
or an indecency, then it is no use putting on any nicety as to 
the style of this author; but the plaintiff submits that what 
the law had in view to proscribe and exclude from the coun
try were evidently books, pictures, pamphlets, or engravings 
of a dissolute character. Nothing could better show the un
tenoble position assumed by the collector of customs than 

. the following three grand historical facts: Socrates had ex
pressed in ve1·y dignified language that he believed only in
one God, and he was put to death; Galileo, in contradicting 
the biblical notions of his times, was nearly treated in the 
same way for stating that the world was round, and revolved· 
but the ~reatest of the three facts is one which should die: 
tate a different course of conduct on the part of those in 
authority; it is the one on which the whole of the Christian 
system is founded, viz.: Jesus Christ was put to death for 
preaching doctrins which ·were not in accordance with the 
prevailing religious convictions of his times, and those who 
contend that it is a crime to say or publish anything contrary 
to the religious convictions of our day, under pretense that it 
may disturb these convictions, are justifying the Jews in the 
treatment to which they submitted Christ. The principle 
will always be the same in all ages. 
. All Christian countries, and Canada in particular, are spend
mg enormous sums of money to teach people how to read. 
and after men hav learned how to read it would seem they 
are to be told by the collector of customs that they may not 
read this or that book. Not because it contains immoralities 
01· indecencies, but because it discusses the basis of the prev
alent religious faith. Having placed the question in this 
light, it would be enough to state the enormity of the con
tentions of the defendant, and leave them to be dealt with by 
the court. 

Paine had been taught the ethics of the faith of his coun
try, England; being the son of a Quaker of the town of Thet
ford, in the county of Suffolk. His mother professed the 
faith of the church of England. He was born in 1737. He 
remained at school until the age of thirteen, and after that 
Improved his opportunities by assiduous 1·eading, whenever 
he could find opportunity. He emigrated to this continent 
where he contributed materially by his pen to the success of 
the revolution which severed the American colonies from the 
mother country. He went to France, became a member of 
the National Assembly, and was imprisoned under Robes
pierre. It was in pri~on, and deprived of the assistance of 
any book, that he began to write the "Age of Reason." His 
system of study consisted in applying his reasoning powers 
to everything, and he rejected all that his reason would not 
approve of. 

As to Voltaire, he had preceded Paine as a writlilr, and the 
Jesuits boasted of having given him his education. He died 
in 1778. 

These two men had therefore taken their start in life under 
the !ll?st favorable auspices-one under the guardianship of 
·Chnstian parents, the other under the wing of the church. 
If they could hav brought their reason to accept in their ma
ture years what had been taught to them in youth-but they 
could not d? s?, ancl they express~d their view~; _if _they ex
pressed their views honestly and smcerely-as It Is Impossi
ble to doubt they did, dming half a century spent in writing 
and publishing their views; who could question their right 
or the right of anybody, to use their mind as their nature and 
their very education taught them to do? They could not 
spea~ of matt~r~ known. in histor_y, or which were incorpor
ated m the religious belief of their own and other countries 
without inserting in their writings matters of an immorai 
character, if this character could not be separated from the 
subject of their writings. The only question which could be 
raised is whether they haw indulged in a style incompatible 
with pure morality, when speaking of things essentially im
moral by themRelvs. . If they do they are liable to the objec
tion raised to the circulation of other books. On the other 
hand, if sh01·t passages of an objectionable chariJ.cter may be 
found here and there in books embracing great studies 
should the whole works be proscribed for that reason? If 
so, the public and private libraries of the country and the 
wol"ld would be reduced to a contemptible minimum. It is 
in evidence that the men who framed the law-in fact the 
actual defendants in this case-the representativs of the 'peo
ple in the Dominion parliament-hav placed the complete 
works of Voltaire and Paine in the Parliament library at Ot
tawa. He asked in the fullest confidence judgment for the 
plaintiff. · 

He was followed by Mr. Harry Abbot with the ar
gument for the defendant, which occupied the court 
until the time for adjournment. Mr. Abbot's argu
ment was resumed the next morning before Mr. Jus
tice Johnson, in the Practice Court, and altogether 
occupied nearly three hours in its delivery. 

It was exceedingly one-sided, and included the 
usual lies about Paine's and Voltaire's lives and 
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deaths-slanders too oft refuted to need notice now. 
Among the mass of absurd and untrue statements he 
made was: 

There was no desire on the part of the defense. to co.ndemn 
uppress fteedom of thought or speech, provided It were 

~~ sressed decorously, or set .foi'th in books of science co~-
o~ed in such language that 1t .c~uld not shock or offend thetr 

~eaders-which did not cast r~d1eule, contemp_t, or abuse on 
what the majority of the publw had, from the~r youth~ be~n 
taught to regard as sacred .. Were the works m qu~st~on m 
'this cause indecent and Immoral, and therefore Withm the 
scope of the law? The definition of t~e words ~· indece~t" 
and "immoral," given by the most emment .lexiC.ographiCal 
authorities, especially by We?ste~, pl~ced this pm?-t beyon~ 
a doubt. The works in question m this cause are "mdecent, 
for they contained on almost every page passages in revolting 
language, repulsiv and ~ost offe~siv to.the mass of the peo
ple, and more than this, contamed Impure and ob~~ene 
words and ideas and unnecessary references to the wntmgs 
of authors who ;,ere, if possible, more licentious still. They 
were "immoral," for their main and even avowed object 
was the depravation of the morals of youth in particular, and 
they contained attacks in a strain of coarse ridicule and ri
baldry on the Christian religion, and every other :religious 
system, as well as the holy scriptures, on which the founda
tion of the moral laws of this country is laid. He then pro
ceeded to argue that Christianity was part of the law of the 
land, or at any rate so interwoven with it that at~acks upon 
it written as these works are, must be held by this court to 
be indecent and immoral. A vivid instance of the interde
pendence of Christianity and the law, and of the full recogni
tion of the former by the latter, is to be seen in the fact .that 

not bettered the condition of the human race to a 
greater extent than it has, is to be found in the fact 
that the application of this knowledge has to be made 
by the individual himself, and that the .education 
given to the individual has taught him to take more 
care of an inanimate machine of human manufacture 
than of that wondrous result of the long evol~tion of 
ages which he calls his body, and which contains all 
that he can call himself. It is for lack of necessary 
knowledge in this respect that we find the great ma
jority of mankind ready to sacrifice character, health, 
and happiness in this world at the shrine of :Mam-

MR. WINTER SETS FORTH HIS OWN CHARACTER. 
Mn. EDITOR: It is some time since I employed my 

pen to place before you a few lines for insert!on. I 
hope in common with others, that I shall enJOY the 
right' to express my honest thoughts, or opinions, 
through the columns of the impartial New York 
TRUTH SEEKER. Some of your able correspondents 
hav been led to form incorrect views of my real 
character, and made large mistakes. They hav sup
posed that simply because T. Winter is, and has 
been, an unchangeable and un:fl.inching Materialist 
for sixty years, I must be a sour, quarrelsome man, 
and an intolerant bigot. All such ideas are most er ... 

' all officials from the queen downward are sworn on the holy 
scriptures. He cited many, authorities and judgments 
rendered in England condemning the works of Paine 
and similar other works. Referring especially to Lord 
Erskine's speech on the prosecution of the printer who had 
published the second part cif the "Age of Reason," he pointed 
to the fact that it was Erskine who had pre-viously defended 
Paine himself when prosecuted for publishing the ".Rights 
of Man," a purely political work. He cited the.reasons given 
by Erskine for a distinction between the two cases; a distinc
tion which the collector of customs had made here, for 
while allowing the "Rights of Man" to pass, that official had 
detained the "Age of Reason." He then adverted to the im
morality of Voltaire's life as well as his precepts,. and also to 
Paine's, showing that the latter, after burying his first wife, 
married again, and lived with another ~an's wife in the life
time of his second wife. Mr. Doutre did not venture to· as
sert that these works did not fall into the category of the 
books forbidden by the law. I£ the Bible were to be reviled 
and turned into contempt, the people of this country would 
hav no other moral guide on rule of conduct left than positiv 
law. Those who are .disposed to commit crime see that na
ture does not forbid her children to rob each other, and mur
derers see innumerable instan·ces where murder goes unpun
ished. Society could not exist if every man were to be a law 
unto himself 'in his moral life, except in s.o far he might be 
checked by the prohibitions of positiv law. Religion givs us 
the only real laws by which morality is to be guided, and 
these works which scoff at religion sap the very foundation 
of law, morality, and society. 

The justice took the case to deliberate on,. an~, 
says the Daily Star, froin remarks made by him, It 

·" pro?Uises to tax his abilit~es as a_j~isprudent." . , 
A Judge who, after readmg Pame s and V olta1re s 

works, could hav his mind taxed to decide whether 
they were obscene and immoral, must be in a pitiful 
condition as regards his brain power. · When he has 
rendered his decision, which will be some time in 
November, we will lay it before our readers. Our 
friends in :Montreal feel confident it will be in fa-vor 
of liberty. 

Sc.ience in Pnblic Schools. 
Science, in the broad sense of the term, says the 

Philadelphia Record, is knowledge; but in its techni
cal sense it includes artistic and literary knowledge 
of all descriptions, while arithmetic, algebra, pure 
geometry, and other abstract sciences, are but. so 
many instruments wit£.,: some one or m~r~ of which 
the worker in science must become famihar. Thus 
divested of its smToundings, science becomes synony
mous with the natural sciences; that is, with the 
knowledge of the universe, of th~ world as !1 part of 
the universe, and of our own bodies and mmds as a 
part of the world. All the advancement of the pres
ent age-the loom, the steam engin, the loc?motiv, 
the telegTaph, the telep~one, the elec~1·ic ~otor-are 
due to the knowledge of nature, acqmred m the first 
instance by those who from sheer love of nature ~av 
studied its wonders and found out its mystenes, 
careless of the hootings of the mob and the sneers of 
the cultured, and, in most instances, applied by the 
inventor and manufacturer, who for their labor hav, 
as a rule won the applause of m.illions and filled their 
pockets 'with untold gold. It is mere quibbling on 
words to say that discoveries in science are due to 
chance. A hundred men ignorant of minerals may 
pass a mountain of cinnabar without a dream of its 
value; but the first practical miner who sees it, though 
he may be prospecting for gold, k?ows ~he valu~ of 
the mercurial ore. In a sense, the Immediate findmg 
of anything is chance. Twenty may look and but 
one find. Often he who looks for one thing finds an
other. But in all cases the inquiring, obs~rvant 
spirl.t and the necessary knowledge to turn t.h~ dis
covery to account must be present, otherwise the 
pearl of great price is thrown away as a useless 
pebble. 

man. roneous, inasmuch as all who· know me best can tea· 
Were science once properly taught in our schools, tify that a more mild and friendly character does 

a check could be given to some of the forces which not exist than T. Winter. For many years I hav in 
seem to be disintegrating society. Wealth, with the every conceivable manner investigated nature in all 
power and position accompanying it, is now sought its varied forms and forces, and up to this present 
for so anxiously that not only the rights of others, moment of time I can find nothing spiritual or im
but those of the individual, are ignored in the strug- material; all, from my standpoint, is material. Ev· 
gle to obtain it. Were men taught from infancy the erywhere I look is land, air, or water. I behold 
certainty that punishment will in this life surely f?l- nothing but organic or inorganic matter, and none 
low a sin against nature, and that an outraged some- can go outside, or at the back of nature, for no such 
ty will, in various ways, revenge an injury done to its locality exists. Therefore the solid truth must fasten 
members; were these things taught with the same itself on tile unprejudiced mind that what is known 
persistency with which the doctrine of hell and the as Materialism is bimply another name for nature's 
devil, and how to cheat the devil, are inculcated, the grand laws, and a Materialist is a son of nature, and 
millennium would soon commence. loves that nature as his mother. His philosophical 

and scientific evidence and faith is founded thereon, ======================= -and requires no technical or hair-splitting arguments 

NEw HoLSTEIN, Wis., Oct. 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3, of which ap

ply $2.50 as my subscription to your very valuable 
journal, and fifty cents to help erect a monument 
for our esteemed dead friend, D. M. Bennett. 

Yours very truly, GusTAV HoBERG. 
-,--
MoULTON, IowA, Sept. 15, 1883. 

MR. EDITOR: I am now eighty-three years old, very 
infirm, alone in the world, without kith or kin, ll 

reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER since 1878. I am going 
shortly to find my much-'loved ~preceptor, D. M. 
Bennett. I had rather meet him in a respectable 
hades than in a heaven crammed with such sky
pilots as are amund here. __ Respectfully, 

JOSH MURPHY. 

MouNT UNION, 0., Oct. 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed :find $3-40 cents for "Age of 

Reason and Examination of the Prophecies;" 10 
eta. for "An Hour With the Devil," and $2 50 for THE 
TRUTH SEEKER to a new subscriber. I am doing all I 
can to get THE TRUTH SEEKER read, and where I can 
get people to read it I can get them to take it, for 
they soon find it the best paper in the world. It is 
my Bible. JOSEPH FITZPATRICK. 

McSoUTH, KANSAS, SApt .• 21, 1883. 
MR: EDITOR: Inclosed your will find twelve months 

subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I should hav 
written you at an earlier date, but hav been ill. I 
was not aware that my three months trial had ex· 
pired. 'IRE TRUTH SEEKER interested me de~ply, the 
subjects discussed in its pages having been studied 
by me {in silence and in solitude) from a very early 
age. Wishing your paper success, I need add only, 

I am yours sincerely, M. A. T. STEEPER. 

MouNT MoRIAH, Mo., Oct. 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1.25, to be ap

plied on my· subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I 
wish to contribute $1 to the Monument Fund. I hav 
been a reader of THE 'fRUTH SEEKER for about three 
years, and wish to be considered a life subscribt~r. 

Yours· for the truth, JoHN H. SHIPLEY. 
[Subscriptions for the monument will be thankfully 

received until the whole amount is raised, which we 
hope will be soon.-ED. T. S.] 

BURTON, TEXAS, Oct. 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I think your paper is well deserving 

of the name it bears. It improves, if possible, every 
week. I esteem it too highly to think of missing a 
copy. I hope to procure some new subscribers soon. 

I trust Mr. Remsburg will not giv up his contem
plated visit tc. this state, which be spoke of recently. 
Much good, in my opinion, would result to our cause 
here by giving the people a chance to be enlight
ened in the manner that this talented gentlt>man is 
capable of doing. ' H. B. JoNES. 

NEw HARTFORD, IowA, Oct. 15. 1883. 

to establish its claim to incontrovertible truth. 'I 
find, in all views and systems, much that is very 
perplexing and hard to understand, and still harder 
to believe, and this is to be accounted for by reason 
of the anti -natural phase assumed by various relig· 
ous sects, who are entirely guided by self-interested 
parties, and are really the passiv clay in the hands 
of the crafty potter, and until mankind strike for 
unshackled freedom of thought, and stand out 
boldly from all sects of religionists of every phase, 
they cannot enjoy in full that liberty of conscience 
which constitutes the highest order of philosophical 
and scientific Materialism. And I know by experi· 
ence that all those who become firmly convinced of 
nature's greatest truth derive a thousand times more 
happiness than those who hold to future existences 
and other worlds. It is a toy illusion, and a positiY 
delusion, £.nd that's honest. Yours fraternally, 

T. WINTER, Materialist. 

BuFFALO, Wyo;vrrNG TER., Sept. 23, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: A long time has elapsed since I hav 

heard from you or communicated with you through 
these columns; but, having located in a new field 
among strangers, and having a little leisure now 
and thBn on my hands, I could not do without my 
old companion, THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

For upwards of a month I hav been constantly on 
the go with a cattle outfit over the plains of Wyo
ming, gathering beef cattle for a rich English com· 
pany. At present I am resting quietly at one of their 
numerous ranches before starting on a tour through 
the Bio- Horn Mountains with a party of English 
sports~en of title. Tne English are rapidly gaining 
a foothold in this beautHul country. The company 
by whom I hav been employed hav managed to se
cure a number of the most desirable locations in this 
section. They employ parties to locate and secure a 
deed to the lands, which for a consideration are 
turned over to them, whilst not one of these landed 
aristocrats is a bona fide resident of this country. -
You can scarcely imagin th•' inordinate greed of 
these invaders of the rights of those best entitled to 
the American soil. They are extremely jealous of 
the emigrant in search of a home, and various are 
the devices resorted to by them and their hench 
slaves to direct the attention of new comers to other 
sections. And it is at the risk of their displeasure 
for a man to locate on lands which they covet for 
their large herds. The company for whom I worked 
are said to be the owners of 45,000 head of cattle, 
which may truthfully be said to ''roam o'er a thousand 
hills." I cannot but. view with serious alarm the en
croachments of foreign capital into the Western 
states and territories, and unless the laboring classes 
of the United States awake to their interests and those 
of their children, there are those now living who 
will witness the arrogance of land-robbers and the _ 
suffering of a peasantry such as to-day curse Ire· 
land. Think not, kind friends, that I overdraw the 
picture or that I am a false alarmist. If you could 
be, as I am and hav been, an eye-witness to the in· 
roads that are being made on our fair and rich West
ern domains, you could not but consider some of the 
reforms f·Jr which Liberals are doing battle as of 
minor importance to that of the land question. I 
shall endeavor, if possible, to locate a spot here be
fore it is too late, that I may call home. I fear, 
however, that the freeze-out system employed by 
these foreigners (of which I will speak more at length 
some other time) will operate to prevent this much 
wished for event. 

The advancement of science has not been limited 
to the mastery over materials and powers outside of 
ourselvs. The knowledge of what life is, of the na
ture of our bodies, of the structure of the organ in 
which the mind resides, of the forces which act and 
the processes which go on with us, has advanced 
greatly; and the only reason that such knowledge has 

MR. EDITOR: T. Winter's "pleasant remarks" to 
Mrs. E. Heddon in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Aug. 6th 
were quite interesting to me; and for fear Mrs. 
Heddon will not quite swallow all he said, I write 
to impress it upon the mind that when T. Winter 
says, "Death is :final," he knows whereof he speaks. 
Mrs. Heddon, allow me to inform you that T. Winter 
has reached the end of knowledge. Some people 
may be fools enough to think that not one-half of 
the forces of nature hav been found out; but of 
course they are all wrong. This is the only life, and 
surely this life completes nature's most glorious fiz
zle. Hoping you will always believe all that Mate
rialists tell you, I am yours for a dead halt, 

MRS. J. PIERCE. 

When it is known that foreign capital and capital" 
ists employ at least two-thirds of the wage labor in 
a large section of country, here you hav the key to 
the difficulty of a poor man's chances of 8stablishing. 
himself here. 

I will write again soon, and tell you something Of 
English neighbors, etc. 

Fraternally, J. 4\.LLEN EVANS, 
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WITCHES AND HORSESHOES. 
BERLIN, N J., Oct. 8, 1883. 

MR. EDIToR: About sixty years ae-o I was teaching
a school on the Atlantic shore, where the people had 
helrt rPligious meetings and had plenty of preach
ing, such as it was, for two hundred years or more. 
It was the custom then for the teacher to '' board 
around" in all the families of the district, from one 
to two or more days in each family, according to 
the number of chilrJren they sent to school. 

While boarding with an old deacon who had a face 
as long as 'a "summer day," but looking as cold 

•and forbidding as the northern sky in January when 
the thermometer is twenty degrees below zero, and 
who prayed in his family every morning and even
ing, and "asked a blessing and returned thanks" 
for the food his own hands had earned, every time 
he ate. While boarding there, the deacon told me 
one evening that Captain D. had been to the city, 
and bought his winter supplies of flour, tea, coffee, 
sugar, and other groceries; and on his way home 
the witches ran off with his boat and all his sup
plies, and left him destitute of food. "But," said 
the deacon, "he has nailed a horseshoe to his other 
boat, and the witches won't take that. If he had 
only been wise enough to hav nailed a horseshoe to 
the one he went to the city in he would hav saved 
the boat and all his stores." 

I tell you, Brother Eugene, I was astonished to 
hear such talk from a deacon 65 years of ftge, who 
had always Aat in a front pew, directly under the 
"drippings of the pulpit." 

When I went to Capt. D.'s to board he got to tell· 
ing me about his loss. I told him the deacon had 
related the story to me, and told me he had nailed 
a horseshoe to the other boat, "But," said I, HI told 
theicleacon that I could not believe a man of yam 
age, a master mariner and customs officer, too, could 
be foolish enough to believe in the existence of 
witches, or that horseshoes could frighten them if 
they did exist." The captain sprang from his chair 
and turnerl to me, his eyes flashing fire, and erie!< 
out: "Well, I was fool enough t,> believe and to nail 
the horseshoe to the boat, and if you don't believe 
it you may go down to the boat and see for yourself." 
The next morning I went to the boat, and sure 
enough there was the horseshoe. On the way horn!
he went on board a neighbor's schooner, tying hb 
boat to the stern, and the sea being rough and the 
rope old, it broke in the night .and let the boat 
loose; and Btll the witchcraft in the matter came 
from the ministers who had bewitched these men 
into their foolish belief. And now every day of m} 
life I meet with more.or less people who are as badly 
bewitched by priests into error and falsehood as 
these men were. Ob, for a Liberal paper in every 
house and a Liberal Club in every town. 

J. HACKER. 
P. S.-I forgot to say that wanting to be near the 

shore I applied for the same school the next fall, bur 
could not hav it because I did not believe in witches. 
That was the only objPctLm, ann it came from thP 
deacon who was trustee of the school. But I ob-
tained a much better school. J. H. 

'l'O BE, OR NOT TO BE. 
DowAGIAC, MICH., Oct. 10, 1883. 

To OTTO WETTSTEIN: The desire for immortality and 
the horror of "falling into naught" are instincts 
which are deeply imbedded in the human mind, and 
I freely admit that I share in the universal "selfisb 
and egotistical" desire to liv forever. H;1ving ex
perienced much happiness in existence, I object de
cidedly to an adjournment, and believe I hav a right 
to protest against a fate toward which nature itself 
has set my whole being in revolt. 

But so far from this desire to liv on being tl \f' 

cause or foundation of my f<l.ith, it works directly 
the other way, suggesting douhts and prompting me 
to search thoroughly the grounds of my hope. You 
always examin carefully the title deed of a piece ot 
land on which you propose to build your home; and 
I hav eagerly sought to make myself acquainted 
with, and to weigh without prejudice, every argu
ment which the "death-ends all" theory presents; 
and while I perceive some plausibility in its reason
ings, a deeper glance (excuse the egotism) into the 
foundation principles of nature has confirmed my 
faith in the indestructibility of the "I am." 

In my last letter I used the word Materialism in 
its currPnt sense, as meaning simply a denial of a 
future life, and did not refer to that ''august science 
which includes the whole philosophy of nature," for 
in that sense we are all Materialists. And by the 
term spiritual I do not mean immaterial, or with-_ 
out substance, but a finer, more ethereal substance 
than can be made apparent to our senses in this 
life· and I insist that we hav just ns good grounds 
for inferring the existence of such a substance as you 
hav for assuming the existence of force, which is 
known only by its effe11ts. 

In the play of the mental faculties, in the long
ings of the soul for something higher, purer, grand
er than anything this world affords; in its ability to 
conceive of something which cannot be symbolized 
in words, we see the proof of a spiritual element in 
man; and the fact that sudden joy or ~ief can al
most instantly destroy the body proves -tile superi
ority of the spiritual over the coarser material. 

That you should find the mystery of spirit "so 

overwhelming, so baffling to reason," is indeed 
strange, for are you not yourself this moment a 
spirit? Do you not possess consciousness, identity, 
intelligence, and will? and these are not attributes 
of matter, for you deny intt>lligencf' to the atoms, 
and I deny that any commingling of any number of 
atoms, all destitute of intelli!rence, Cftn result in the 
nroduction of an intelligent entity. Such a proposi
tion is "utterly unthinkable, unileflnablA, and out 
of the reach of the sen Res or understanding." 

But assuming the existence of a spiritual t>lement 
in nature, in which inhere the principlt>s of intelli
gence and will, which causes all the transformations 
of visible matter, while it is itself indestructible, 
appears to me the most simple and easy solution of 
the question. It is indeed exchanging qne mystery 
for another, but not, as you said, " adding another 
to the original problem." 

ToMBSTONE, ARIZONA, Sept. 29, 1883. -
MR. EDITOR: I am a Spiritualist who is willing to 

work with all who are working for universal mental 
liberty, and I highly prize the true liberality of 
your fearless paper. Yours for humanity, 

J. A. HENOK. 

WESTFIELD, N. Y., Oct. 15, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I will try and make sure this time. 

Inclosed find postal order for renewal of subscrip
tion, Please allow me to ask those who deny a con
tinued existence, after leaving this old shell. why a 
condition of being to us invisible is not as necessary 
to our existence as the butterfly is ta the grub, or 
the top to the roots of the vegetable? When Spirit
ualists are ready to substitute interchange between 
these two conditions for incarnation of unchangeable 
germs, and Materialists that this dual condition of 
being is as necessary to the existence of all· higher 
as to lower grades of being, will not the problem of 
existence be in a fair way of solution? J. TINNEY." 

You hav ailmitted that we hav no absolute knowl
erlge of the true relations of matter anil force. Whl' 
then so in<'rednlous about the pos'!ibility of spirit 
"XiFitence? Our materiftl existence is a mvsterv which 
hAffles the profoundest thought of all the scientists Awakening the Emotion of a Good Old Sinner. 
~nd· phflosonhers on earth; and matter as conRtituted Bright lights :flashed in Mulkittle's church, and a 
"f atoms whi11h contain all the forces of nature and plaintiv hymn, urging sinners to come to repentance, 
<tll the pott>ntiftl elem<>nts in the universe, is itself a arose. People tip-toed down the carpeted aisles to 
nroblem so inexplicablA that reason reels and retires get a better view of the mourners, and the old sexton 
<lismaye1 at the utter fatuity of the attempt to com- sat at the rear end of the house and softly snored. 
nrehenrl it.. Mr. Mulkittle's face wore an expression of deep joy, 

You asserted that "wishes and aspirations furnish and he thanked the Lord when he looked at the mourn-
t.he secret motiv and cause for the popular spiritual h k d h L d th t h · 1 h db. 
he lief; but. this chante of Pgotism and selfishness aR ers-t an e t e or a IS e oquence a rought 
ft factor in fashioning his belief cannot be preferred them to repentance. Old man Capwell stood near 
<tgainst the Materialist." How daM this agree with the altar and sang, lifting himself on his toes and 
<t statement which you make a little further on? letting himself down on his heels, keeping time with 
''My existence woulrl be miserable indeed-verging the music. Occasionally his mind would drift away 
•0 madness-if I believed t.hat in the future mv f<tte to his brickyard, and he wonld sometimes lose the 
might PMBibly be immortality." Here is selfishness motion while calculating the expense of a certain kiln, 
1.rrayed against the doctrin of enrlless life, with a but, recovering himself, he would fall back into the 
vAhAmence which might slightly bias your logic. proper rock, and sing with renewed vigor. 
Your intpnse desire for annihllfttion and vour horror Young Mulkittle, who, just before leaving home, 
nf being •• forced into an eternal existence" is prob- had been slapped by his father for dropping jam on 
~.hlv thA secret motiv and cause why you so earnestlv his trousers, 'Sat near the "mourners' bench." He 
<tnd ardently cherish and advocate the theory of fu- was not in a repentant frame of mind, for as the 
rure nonentity. spoiling of his trousers had been purely accidental, 

Btlt Jet us see if this aversion to an endless life iE~ he regarded the punishment as a piece of cn:elty. 
rounded on any rational wherefore. He had often heard his father tell poor people to send 

As you can easily step ant of PXistAnce at anv their children to Sunday-school even if they had not 
'ime, yet do not do so, but rathAr emr>loy all knnwn good clothes, and he did not see why he should hav 
mpans to prolong- lifA, it i'l a rE'aE~ona.ble inferen11P been slapped merely on account of a little jam. Old 
'hat you conflider this little piece of irnmortalitv man Capwell, seeing the boy's mind so deeply con
which you now enjnv as quite p-recious, and yon il.n cerned, thought that the spirit was moving him, and 
not dt>sire to exchange it for ever so much of "Nir- not knowing that he was the preacher's son, ap-
vana." ' proached him and said: 

n you do not consirle-r exi.stence a blessing per se. "My little man, whom do you love?" 
vou anrl all "death-ends-all" M<tte-rialists ou!!ht (to "Nobody now." 
'>e consistent with yonr creed) to avftil yourselvs of "Don't you want to go to heaven?" 
vour privilege of retiring from this scene an~ go "Do you?" 
'mmediR.t'3lV into that delightful realm of nothing- "Yes, my dear little ,fellow." 
nPSS which is so much better. But if you admit that "Why don't you go then?" 
1.ny term of life here is a real blessing you h<~.v f d 
cnncede1 th.e grnund that an eternal exist.PnCfl may "I'm not ready yet, my dear little ellow," an ~or 
"e desirable. If an etflrnal existence would he a a moment the old gentleman's mind dwelled on his 
1"\nrse, then a brief existence is a curse, and I ba.v no brickyard. 
raith in that unselfish martyrdom which makes the "Why don't you get ready?" 

" I am getting ready." g-nnd of others the excuse for staying. · 
Tbfl best good for the whole race woulr'l be an irn- "Will aU the boys that go up there an' kneel down 

mediate retreat into t.bat ahyss of nowhere, frnm go to heaven?" 
cvhence we came; and the greatest act of benevolencP. "Yes." 
which the scientist could perform would be to diE"- "H_ow do you know?" 
'lOVer some method bv which to arrest and put an ~' God savs so." 
<1nrl to this CPaseles9 flow of ephemeral and object- "When did }le say so?" 
lt>ss existenceR 11alled human life. "Thousands of years ago.'• 

As for the G'>il that you hav so thoroughly demo I- "Does the Bible say kneel at the bench an' you 
ished I hav nothing to say in hi9 dt>fense, for I am can go to heaven?" 
~ure he does not exist in any civilized brain. I never "Not exactly that, but you know the savior wanted 
'lelieved in a god "whose exiRtence was based on a little children to come unto him." 
'1ook." who "came from. n"thing," or who creflotE'I'l. "An' they went, didn't they?" 
But I believe that nature bas a conscious soul, which "Oh, yes, they went. 
is a constituent part of itself, and if this belief is a "But he didn't tell em' to go to the bench after 
mistake it will not do any ha-rm. It -givs a glow and they had been slapped. Did you ever kneel at the 
9igniflcance to all visible things, and seems to sat- bench?" 
isfy that longing of the soul for something " higher " Oh; yes! 
t.han !." "An' did it make you good?" 

In the closing paragraph of your letter you hav "Yes." 
ftsked some unanswerable questions, and demanded "An' you don't do anything bad?" 
what you deem impossible demonstrations· but "Well, we are all sinners," the old fellow replied, 
please remember that many of the accepted ~ropo- as he thought of the· bad bricks he had sold. 
sitions of science are entirely undemonstrable ann "Are you a sinner?" 
if called upon for "absolute proof" yon cnuld' only "Yes, I am a sinner." 
point to "indications." MRs. E. HEDDON. "Then why don't you kneel down?" 

NoRDHOFF, Oct. 9, 1883. 
MR. E. M. MAcDoNALD: The Christians are in a 

majority in this town, but, they are a curious mixture· 
belong to a half doZ9n diffArent factions. Beside~ 
the Catholics and Protestants hftv all clubbed together 
and are building a church; and since they started it 
their minister has died. He was, f'>rmerly, a mis
sionary to the Sandwich Islands, and had exhausted 
his vitality by an excess of labor with the nativ sis
ters, and there is no probability that they will agree 
on another. And t0 make things more c 1mplicated 
a section of the Salvation Army are here raising h-1: 
Our postmaster is a Renublican and also a Mason· 
and, do you know, the Masons are the most power~ 
ful band of highwaymen in this country. All secret 
orders are a menace to liberty. 

I am going to hustle round and try to get more 
subscribers. Yours truly, FRED, RoBUIBON, 

" But the Lord has forgiven my sins." 
·"When the Lord forgivs anybody's sins he's good 

then, ain't he ?" 
"Yes, child." 
"Then why are you a sinner ? Wait," he added as 

the old fellow was moving away. "If people are good 
after they've kneeled down an' cried, an' if you went 
there, why are you bad now?" but the old fellow 
pulled away from him. Approaching Mr. Mulkittle, 
he said: 

"I wish you would go and talk to that 1ittle fellow 
yonder," pointing. "He's the toughest little cuss I 
ever came across." 

"Let us sing the doxology," said the Rev. Mr. 
Mulkittle.-Arkansaw Travele:r. 

A CATALOG of Truth Seeker Publications will be 
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Speak Out. 
BY EVA A. H. BARNES. 

Speak out whatever word or truth 
Thr1lls deepest in your being, 

Nor wait for sympathetic praise 
or popular agreeing. 

But whatsoe'er the music waked 
Within your soul's deep measure, 

Stand bravely forth before the world 
·.As witness or your treasure. 

Seek humbly at the shrine o!.Truth 
For token or her ravor, 

Accepting with a thankful heart 
Her gl!ts, whate'er their savor; 

Then rearless speak the given word
Proclaim the light that's breaking, 

And it may prove the signal-note 
For freedom's grand awaking. 

It matters not the harvesting, 
or time or its appearing; 

Thine but the task or sowing seed 
With ra!th!ulness unrear!ng. 

And when the magic word has gone 
On its God-given* mission, 

Lo I myriad hearts in glad refrain 
Catch up the chords elysian. 

Then whatsoe'er shall come to bless 
Your spirit in that telUng, 

Speak out, my friend, with glad impulse, 
And keep the anthem swelUng. 

T111 over ail this broad domain 
Mankind shall Uv as brothers," 

And Truth assert her royal sway 
In loyal work tor others. 

*God.never gave anybody or anything a mission. 
Man is the highest being we know anything about. 
-ED. T.S. 

____ ..._ __ _ 
MR. McELRONE, in the Catholic Review, ad

vances this cheerful surmise as to the locality 
of hades: Materialists are apt to deride hell, 
because they fear it on account of its intangi
ble, spiritual nature. It is a dream of enthu
siasts, say they. It has nowhere a possible 
existence in the universe. Let them listen to 
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NEW YORK CITY. 

Among the reforms THE TRUTH SEEKER aims 
to effect are: 

Total separation of church and state, in
cluding the equitable taxation of church 
property; secularization of the public schools, 
abolition of Sunday laws, abolition of chap
laincies, prohibition of public appropriations 
for religious purposes, and all other measures 
necessary to the same general end. 

Its sixteen large pages are filled every week 
with scientific, philosophic, and Freethought 
articles and communications by the ablest 
Freethinkers in the country. It givs all the 
Liberal news, and keeps its readers posted on 
current secular and theological events. It is 
the armory from which hundreds draw their 
weapons in contests with priesthood. All 
the Liber11l papers are good, but THE TRUTH 
SEEKER is 

THE BEST AND LARGES1. 
what geolegists hav to tell us. Geologi8ts say It is conducted in a broad and truly liberal 
that the easth is like an egg. The thin shell spirit, and givs everyone a hearing upon all 
represents the ground or crust on which we subjects pertaining to the welfare of the hu
walk; while, inside, the contents of the egg man race. 
represent a mass of burning, fiery, molten \ ----
matter, ever rolling and seething in the OPINIONS REGARDING IT. 
depths, and occasionally bursting up through A paper like THE TRUTH SEEKER is something 
the mountainous cones and undulations- more and better than an advocate ortruth. Through 
erected by it into steaming, all-destroying it its subscribers touch elbows with each other. 
volcanoes of lava and brimstone. The recent Each readPr knows that he is one or a goodly com
horror of Ischia is an instance. Sometimes· pany who find comfort and inspiration ln its pages. 

U they should meet each oth~r they would reel l! lw 
these red-hot floods of ashes destroy thou- brothers and sisters They hav lived un<ler one in
sands, overrm;ming towns and villages_ by the tellectual roor, felt the glow of the same fireside, and 
scor". What If hell be here? Th11re IS room broken together the bread or Ufe. Such a paper IS 
a plenty in the hollow .of the rotten earth for to thousan.ds a. substitute ror the church.-GEORGE 

0HAINEY, tn Thts World . 

; FREETH OUGHT WORKS. 

For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Hume's Essays. Essays and treatises 
on various subjects. By DAVID HUME, 

..-:Esq. With a brief sketch of the author's 
life and writings, to which are added 
dialogues concerning natural religion. 
Price, $1.50. 

Idols and Ideals, with an Essays on 
Christianity. By MoNCURE D. CONWAY, 
the brilliant Rationalistic preacher of 
London. $1.50. 

If, Thlm, and When. From the doc~ 
trins of the Church. By W.A.tmEN SUMNER 
BARLow. 10 cents. 

lma.ge Breaker (the). By JoHN E. 
REMSBURG. Six lectures bound together, 
25 cents. Separately, 5 cents each. 1. 
The Decline of Faith; 2. Protestant In
tolerance; 3. Washington an Unbeliever; 
4. Jefferson an Unbeliever; 5. Paine and 
Wesley; The Christian Sabbath. 

Infidel's or Inquirer's Text-book, be
ing the substance of thirteen lectures on 
the Bible. By RoBERT CooPER. $1. 

Ingersoll in Canada. A Reply to 
Wendling, Archbishop Lynch, "By
stander," and others. By ALLEN PRINGLE. 
15'cents. 

Is Life Worth Living. By WILLIAM 
H. MALLocK. Contents: The New Im
port of the Question, Morality and the 
Prize of Life, Sociology as the Fountain 
of Morality, Goodness as its own Re
ward, Love as the test of Goodness, Life 
as its own Reward, The Superstition of 
Positivism, The Practical Prospect. The 
Logic of Scientific Negation, Morality, 
and Natural Theism, The Human Race 
and Revelation, Universal History and 
the claims of the Christian Church, Be
lief and Will. Paper $1.00; cloth, $1.50. 

Jehovah Unveiled; or, The Character 
of the Jewish Deity Delineated. A ne,w 
and valuaple book. 35 cents. 

Kneeland's National Hymns. 35 cts. 
Koran (the). A new English edition 

of the Koran of Mohammed,. to which is 
added the life of Mohammed, or the his
tory of that doctrin which was begun and 
carried on by him in Arabia. Price, $1.50 

Letters of Junius. Two volumes in 
one. From the. latest London edition. 
$1.50. 

Letters to· Eugenia; or, A Preserva
tiv Against Religi011S Prejudices. By 
Baron D'HoLBACH, author of the "System 
of Nature," etc. Translated from the 
French by ANTHONY C. MIDDLETON, M.D. 
Price, $1.00. 

. all the wretch-shams of men who ever tr~d THE TRU'IH SEEKJlR, rounded by D. M. Bennett, is 
upon the .surface. And ther~,. perhaps, m to-day perhaps the strongest roe with which supEr
undreamed-of torments, the spirits of the lost stltion ha.~ to contend and a long future or great 
languish now, awaiting that day when a lower usefulness Is, we trust' and believe, before it.- Wi"' Life of Paine. By J. E. REMSBURG. 
hell and more agonizing pain shall swallow sted, Conn., Press. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 
them, body and soul. But, oh, what a thought, There ought to be five hundred subscribers to THE Life of Thomas Paine author of 
to think that while we lie in some sweet TRUTH SEEKER in this county, just to rebuke the in- . , 

b f d ramouschurchbigotswhoareus!ngrorceandrraud r "Common Sense," "R1ghts of Man," 
covert or ower 0 . summer verdure, an look to suppress Liberalism.- Worthington, Minn., Advance. "Age of Reason," etc., with critical and 
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dwelling of the damned, the home of impurity THE TRUTH SEEKER has become a necessity to the Harry. A Spicy Narrativ. "And they 
and curses, the wretch-abode of everlasting Liberal cause.-Kansas Blade. were naked and not ashamed." 50 cents. 
despair and fire and the worm that dieth not! 
What a thought, what a thought I 
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Among the subjects considered by Mr. 
Remsburg are: 

The Church and Morality; Criminal Statis
tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in 
the penitentiaries; the Church and Clv~liza
tion; the Church and Science-; the Church 
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the 

- Church and the Antislavery Reform; the 
Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance 
Reform; the Church and the Republic. 

These pampJ:tlets should be. circulated by 
the thousand. Let every reader 11end for a 
dozen at least. Address 

'J'DE> TRUTH SEEKER, 

113 Clinton Place, NEW YORK. 
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the price will be $2.50. 

To all new subscribers who send in their 
subscriptions previous to January 1st, the 
price will be $2.50. 
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Single subscription, 
One subscription two years, 
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6 00 

Man's Nature and Development. By 
HENRY GEORGE ATKINsON, 1!'. G. S., and 
HARRIET MARTINEAU. $1.50. . 

Modern Thinkers: What they Think 
and Why. (Principally on Social 
Science.) By VAN BEUREN DENSLOW, LL. 
D., with an introduction by R. G. Inger
soll. With eight portraits: Comte, Swe
denborg, Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham, 
Thomas Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer, 
and Ernst Haeckel. 384 pages. $1.50. 

Moral Education: Its Laws and Meth
ods. By Prof. J. R. BucHANAN. A new 
method to conquer crime, disease, and 
misery, which churches, colleges, and 
governments have signally failed to do. 
$1.50. One subscription with one new sub-

scriber, in one remittance, -
One subscription with two new sub-

6 00 Moral Physiolog-y; A Brief and Plain 
Treatis on the Population Question. By 
RoBERT DALE OwEN. 60 cents. scribers, in one remittance, 7' 00 

One subscription with three new sub-
scribers, in one remittance, -

One subscription with four new sub-
S 60 Mortality of the Soul and the Immor

scribers, in one remittance, 10 00 
Any number over. five at the same 

rate, invariably with one remit
tance. 
It is thus seen that any of our friends who 

will take the trouble to get a new subscriber 
at the regular rate ($3), will get his own for 
$2; by getting two new subscribers he will 
get his ow~ paper f~r $1; by getting_ three 
new subscnbers be will not only get his own 
free, but will hav fifty cents left to pay cost of 
money order; by getting four new subscribers 
he will hav his own free and gain $2. 

This makes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its 
sixteen large pages, cheaper thlln any ?ther 
Liberal paper. If anyone chooses, or If by 
so doing he can easier secure pa:tners in tak
ing the paper, he can share With them the 
advantages of the club rates. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
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Myths and Myth-Makers: Old Tales 
and Superstitions interpreted by compar
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Origin and Development of Religious 
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Birth and Death of Religions. By 
JOHN E. BuRTON. Price, 10 cents . 

Christian a.ml Deist. A >Business 
Man's Social and Religious Views. Bold 
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and inhumanity. Price, LOO. 

Christianity from a Scientific_ and 
Historical Standpoint. By WM. N. 
LAUREN, attorney at Law. Contents: In
troduetion, Unrevealed Religion, Old 
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tianity, Proposed Substitute for Chris
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Christ of Paul; or, the Enigmas of 
Christianity. St. John never in Asia 
Minor: Irenams the author of the Fourth 
Gospel; The Frauds of the Churchmen 
of the Second Century Exposed. By GEo. 
REBER. Extra cloth, 12mo, 400 pp. $2. 

Classified Bible Extracts· or, the 
· Holy Scriptures Analyzed. :By RoBERT 

CoOPER. Price, 25 cents. 

Cpnfessions of an Inquirer. Why 
and What Am I? By JAMEs JACKSON JAR

'YES. Price, $1. 25. 

Cooper's Lectures on the Soul. In 
which the doctrin of immortality is re
ligiously .and phi:,Jsophically considered. 
P1ice, 75 cents. 

Cradle of the Christ. 
Primitiv Christianity. 
INGHAM. Price, $1. 75. 

A Study in 
By 0. B. FROTH-

Cultivation of Art, And Its Relations 
to Religious Puritanism and Money-Get
ting. By A. R. CooPER. 12mo, 48 pp. 
Price, flexible cloth, 35 cents; paper, 20. 

Divine and ]!oral Works of Plato. 
Translated from the original Greek. With 
introductory dissertations and notes. 
Price, $2.50. 

Doctrin of Ins:piration : being an 
Inquiry Concerning the Infallibility, In
spiration, and Authority of Holy Writ. 
By the Rev. JOHN MACNAUGHT, M.A., In· 
cumbent of St. Chrysostom's church, 
Everton, Liverpool, England. Price, $1.50 

Elegant Extracts from the Bible. 
(Perhaps inelegant would be a more proper 
term.) Price, 10 cents. 

English Life of Jesus. BY THoMAS · 
~coTT. Dedicated to those who seek 
rather to know the truth of facts than to 
look on unhistorical pictures. Price, $1.50. 

Ephlemic Delusions. A Lecture by 
FREDERICK R. MARVIN, M.D. Price, 10 cts. 

Essays on.M.ind, Matter, Forces.t....The
ologv, etc. By CHARLEs E. ToWN
sENn. Extra cloth, 12mo, 404 pp. Price, 
$1.50. Sequel to Essays. By same au
thor. Price, 75 cents. 

WORKS OF PROF. DENTON. 

Be Thyself. Price, 10 cents. 

Christianity no Finality; or, Spirit
ualism Superior to Christianity. 10 cents. 

Common Sense Thou~hts on the 
Bible. Price, 10 cents. 

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10 cts. 

Geology; The Past and Future of our 
Planet. Price, $1.50. ) 

Is Spiritualism True~ Price, 10 cts. 

Man's True Savior. Price, 10 cents. 

Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is 
True. Price, 10 cents. 

Radical Discourses on Religious Sub
jects. Price, $1. 25. 

Radical Rhymes. Price, $1.25. 
Sermon from Shakspere's Text. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Soul of Things ; or, Psychometric Re
searches ana Discoveries. In three vol
umes. Price, $1.50 per volume. 

The Deluge in the Light of Modern 
Science. Price, 10 cents. 

The God Proposed for Our National 
Constitution. Price 10 certs. 

The Irreconcilable Records; or, Gene• 
sis and Geology Cloth, 40 cents; pa.pe:E.~ 
25 cents. 

The Pocasset Tragedy. 10 cents. 

Is Darwin Right? Price, $1.25. 
What Is Right? Price, 10 cents. 

What Was He? or, Jesus in the I.Jight 
of the Nineteenth Century. Price, cloth, 
$125; paper, $1. · 

Who are Christians ~ Price, 10 cents. 

Who Killed Mary StannardllO centtJ. 
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VVeaving the VVeb. 
"This morn I will weave my wed," she said, 

As she stood by the loom In the rosy light, 
And her young eyes, hopefully glad and clear, 

Followed afar the swallow's flight. 
" As soon as the day's first tasks are done, 

While yet I am fresh and strong," said she, 
"I wlJ! hasten to weave the beautiful web 

Whose pattern Is known to none but me. 

'I will weave It fine, I will weave 1t fair, 
And ah I how the colors will glow I " she said; 

' So fadeless and strong will I weave my web 
That perhaps It wlllllv after I am dead." 

But the morning hours sped on apace; 
The air grew sweet with the breath of Jurie, 

The young Love, hid by t11e waiting loom, 
Tangled the threads as he hummed a tune. 

' Ah I life Is so rich and full!" she cried, 
" And morn is so short, though the days are long I 
This noon I will weave my beautiful web-

! will weave It carefully, fine and strong." 
But the sun rode high In the cloudless sky; 

The burden and heat of the day she bore; 
And hither and thither she came and went, 

While the loom stood still as It stood before. 

'Ah I life Is too busy at noon," she said; 
" My web must walt till the even-tide, 
Till the comm•m work of the day is done, 

And my heart grows calm In the silence wide 1" 
So, one by one, the hours passed on 

Till the creeping shadows had longer grown; 
Till the house was still and the broezes slept, 

And her singing birds to their nests had fiown. 

And now I will weave my web," she said, 
As she turned to her loom ere set of sun, 

And laid her hands on the shining threads 
·· To set them lu order, one by one. 
But hand was tired and heart was weak, 
" I am not as strong as I was," sighed she, 
But the pattern Is blurred, aucl the colors rare 

Are not so brlgh t or so fair to see! 

I must walt, I think, till another morn; 
I must go to my rest with my work undone; 

It Is growing too dark to weave," she cried, 
As lower and lower sank the sun. 

She dropped the shuttle, the loom stood still; 
The weaver slept in the twilight gray. -

Dear heart I Will she weave her beautl!ul web 
In the golden light of a longer day? 

An Interesting Dialog. 
The following is part of a conversation 

which occurred a few days since between the 
Rev. P. P. Easter and myself. The Reverend 
Easter is a fair sample of Oregon parsons; 
for argument in close quarters they resort to 
the convincing and demonstrativ argument
slander. They hav become so used to it in 
the pulpit that in an every-day conversation 
it is easy to utilize that Ch1·istian acquire
ment. Mr. Easter and I were discussing the 
relativ merits of Ingersoll and Beecher. Eas
ter asserted that Ingersoll was very superfi
cial, unreasonable, and una1·gumentativ. 

Clow: Will you be kind enough to point out 
some of his superficial and nnargnmentativ 
arguments? 

Easter: Yes; some of his poor reasoning 
can be found in his discussion with Black, 
where he asserts that this earth always existed 
in its present form. 

C.: You misrepresent Ingersoll; he makes 
:no such claim. He says that the matter of 
·which the earth is a part always existed; that 
·the earth has undergone innumerable changes. 

E.: Well, he shows his ignorance when he 
claims that this world came into existence 
without the help of God. 

C.: Can you disprove the claim by adducing 
·evidence to prove that God created the earth.? 

E · Yes, sir. Eve1·y cause has an effect; 
·this earth is an effect; therefore, this eartg 
·had a cause. 

C.: Very well; giv some evidence that that 
·cause was the Bible God, an anthropomorphic 
·being. 

E.: That cause was an intelligent cajJse as 
is manifest by the intelligent effect. The 
earth manifests a design; therefore there was 

·a designer. 
C.: Well, let us apply the same argumen 

'to the cause of the existence of God. As he 
is an. effect, and as there can be no effect with
·out a cause, what was that cause? 

E.: God had no cause; he always existed. 
C.: Did you not assert a few minutes since 

:that every effect had a cause? You claimed 
that this earth was an intelligent effect; there
:fore it had an intelligent cause. Yon claim 
your God is an intelligent being; therefore, 
according to your logic, he must hav had an 
intelligent creator. You cannot dodge your 
own logic. God, with his personalities and 
attributes, manifests design; therefore he 
must hav had a designer. Your argument 
proves too much. Ingersoll can demonstrate 
the fact that the earth is in existence; that 
matter is indestructible; that something can
not be produce·d from nothing; hence matter 
always existed. You cannot demonstrate the 
existence of God. He is. the creature of the 
imagination, a relic of barbarism. It would 
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be equally logical.to claim that because water 
runs down hill there is a God, as to claim that 
there must be a God because this world is in 
existence. The only way to see design in na
hue is to look at it through theologi<:ml spec
tacles, dimmed by faith and superstition. 
For every effect that you will point ·out that 
manifests design, I will point out a dozen that 
will contradict it. 

E.: Well, it is an old saying and a true one 
that the fool hath said in his· heart, there is 
no God. 

C.: Yes, I admit that is an antiquated Chris
tian evideng_e to prove the existence of a God; 
but even that proves too much, as fools al
ways tell the truth; hence the fool is right 
when he says there is no God. 

E. : Ingersoll is a fool. 
C.: Yon are the first man or woman that I 

hav heard of who ever called him a fool. 
E. : Well, he is a fool, and I can prove it. 

Anyone who doubts is a fool. 
C.: Do you ever clou bt r 
E.: I meant to say who doubts revea!._ecl re-

ligion. · 
C.: Do you doubt the religion of the Mo

hammedans as revealed to them through the 
Koran? 

E.: Yes, because it is a false religion'. 
C.: Would a Mohammedan be justified in 

calling you a fool for doubting Mohammedan
ism? 

E.: No. 
C.: You are inconsistent. Religious.belief 

is an accident of birth. Yon are a Christian 
simply p.ecanse you were born among Chris
tians, and because of the Christian teachings 
inculcated into your mind in childhood. If 
you had been born in Turkey and had had 
the Mohammedan 1·eligion instilled into your 
mind, yon would in all probability hav been 
a.Mohammeclan, and would be calling Inger
soll a fool for not believing the inspiration of 
the Koran and in the Mohammedan religion. 

E. : Well, I hold to and can prove my posi
tion. 

C.: All right; from your position, if Mr. In
gersoll is right, if what he teaches is true, 
then he is a wise man; if what he teaches is 
false, then he is a fool, which you must ad
mit. Very well; let us apply that test to you 
and see if it will not demonstrate and prove 
too much. If what yon teach is true, you are 
wise; but if what you teach is false, you are a 
fool; which you must admit. Acc01·ding to 
yon, such men as Darwin, Huxley, Spencer, 
Haeckel, and oth!lr great scientific men are 
fools; also the great statesmen, Washington, 
Franklin, Jefferson, and Lincoln. It won't do. 

meaning of them. Pleace quote the passage, 
word for word, which yon claim contains such 
teachings. 

After "hemming and hawing" a moment, 
he blurted out, "I·cannot recollect the exact 
words, but they are in that book." 

C.: No; you are ·mistaken. You hav got 
names and books rather mixed. Instead of 
Ingersoll and the book, "Modern Thinkers," 
yon should hav said St. Paul and the New 
Testament. Yon hav been 1·eading in you.r 
testament where St. Paul excuses himself for 
lying on the ground that it was right to lie for 
the .glory of God, and he has disciples who 
pattern after him in' these modern times. 

E.: I tell you those teachings are in ·that 
book, and Ingersoll indorses it. I ~ill bring 
it to you and prove it. Ingersoll's teachings 
are filling o~r jails; our morality is in dan
ger. 

C.: Hav you any evidence to justify and 
support that assertion? 

E.: Yes, I hav the statistics of Iowa. Most 
of the inmates of the jails are drunkards. 

C.: Well, show proof that they are Infidels. 
E.: Drunkards are not Christians. 
C.: Giv me the definition of Christian. 
E.: No definition is necessary. 
C.: Well, I will giv you the definition. A 

Christian is one who believes .in the divinity 
of Chl"ist and the divine origin of Christianity. 
A man may get drunk as oj:ten as he pleases; 
that does not lessen his belief. 

E · Oh, well, those who do not practice 
what they believe are not Christians. 

C.: If a man does not believe in Christian
ity and the Bible, and gets drunk, what would 
yon pall him? 

E. : A drunken Infidel. 
C.: And if a man who believes in Jesus's 

religion and the Bible gets drunk, what do 
yon call him ? 

E.: A fool. 
C.: You are wrong; he is but an example of 

the many drunken Christians that fill our 
jails. It is incumbent on you to show that 
the inmates are Infidels. I will gnarl'. ntee 
for every Infidel yon will show who is f"" in
mate of prison to giv you the names of twen
ty-five preachers in prison. 

The Reverend Easter left me in a Christian 
rage. Easter is a physician b!'sides· being a 
preacher. His doctoring is like his preaching 
-very poor. He relies more on prayer than 
medicin to cure his patientS (which are few). 
Prayer is so much cheaper than drugs, you 
know. His head contains more superstition 
than intelligence. Bigotry and unfairness 
find a resting-place therein. W. C. CLow. 
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HA. V YOU READ IT? 

HEALTH HINTS TO WOMEN 
IMPORTANT INFORMA~'ION FOR AL:L. 

'fHE DANISH CURE EXPL!INED 
BY WILHELMINE D. SCHOTT, 

Pmctitioner of the Danish Ou1·e. 

WITH PORTRAIT OF AUTHOR. 

Heavy, toned paper, good margins; large type 
· widely spaced; eret?·a cloth, black and gold side 

and back stamps; 12mo., 319 pp.; $1.50. 

A VERY APPROPRIATE G.TFT BOOK. 

It tells you what physicians should te.ll their pa 
tlents, but do not: Row to avoid contracting "aoc
tors' bllls ;" how to hav good health without taking 
medlclns. Hints on every subject pertaining to the 
health or women and. children. 

PURPOSE OF ~'HE WORK. 
The author's design Is to glv a general outline o 

the laws and conditions of health, with direGtlons 
for the prevention of sickness and care of the sick 
She considers Animal Electricity, used as directed In 
this book, a very important curatlv agent. 

Although written primarily for women, this book 
will be round almost equally useful to all. Most 
persons cannot be too frequently reminded of the 
truth of the old proverb, "An ounce of prevention 
Is worth more than a pound of cure." The first step 
in the cure of disease Is to remove the cause; then, 
ln nearly all cases, Nature Will remove the difficulty 
without other aid. 

Send to THE TRUTH SEEKER for circular and con• 
tents. 

Photographs ofT. Winter, 
E.: Do you not know that ingersoll is afraid 

to meet an educated Clil"istian in debate? 0. 
A. Burgess once challenged him to debate, 
and im;tead of accepting the challenge he 
sneaked off on the first train, glad to escape a 
castigation at the hands of Burgess. Another 
eminent Chl"istian, D. B. Dungan, also caused 
Inge1·soll to back clown. · Ingersoll is very 
brave when he can discuss with stragglers. 

Hillsbo1·o, Or. 
The Great Western Materialist, now on sale 

. "II is one of the most elo~uent pleasfol" libe..ty ever writ- at 265 West Eighth street, Cincinnati, Ohio 
"ten. It is Paine's 'Age of Reason ' and ' Rights of Man' 
coosolidated and improved. It sti>"s thep1<lse lilce a trnm· Card size, 50 cents; cabinet size, $1. Mailed 

C.: In regard to Burgess and Dungan, I 
know nothing of the reasons why Ingersoll 
refused to discuss; he may hav had good 
grounds for not noticing them. Because he 
refuses to occupy his time. discussing with 
every parson who may see fit to challenge him, 
it does not signify that he is either cowardly 
or . incompetent. Whenever Chl"istianity 
wishes to appoint a learned Christian repre
sentativ to discuss with Ingersoll, I presume 
he will be willing to meet him. You are the 
first preacher who has claimed Jere Black and 
Professor Fisher to be stragglers. 

E.: Ingersoll preaches Infidelity for the 
money there is in it. It is the money he is 
after; he is not sincere. 

C.: If Ingersoll were to preach for money, 
he could become a millionaire. If he would 
renounce his belief, accept Christianity, and 
become a follower of the mythical Jesus,. the 
church would rejoice and shower wealth upon 
him. Then he would be "the Honorable 
Robert G. Ingersoll," instead of the pet name 
in which Christians delight, "Infidel Bob." 
Your assertion is disproved by the facts of 
the case. He is a man whom the ch nrch, can 
neither buy nor intimidate. 

E.: Do you think it right to teach that 
stealing ancllying are justifiable? 

C.: No, ce1·tainly not. Who teaches thus? 
E.: Ingersoll does. 
C.: My friend, you hav now uttered what 

you know to be an absolute falsehood, and it 
is unpardonable. 

E.: Well, I ca'n prove it. In a book en
titled "Modern Thinkers" he teaches that 
doctrin. 

C.: You are mistaken; the author of "Mod
ern Thinkers" is Van Buren Denslow. · 

E.: Well, Inge1"s0ll indorsed the book. 
C.: You hav become so used to contorting 

the meaning of your Bible that when reading 
Infidel wor~s it is easy for you to co the 

pet call."-EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER. 

God and the State. 
BY 

MICHAEL BAKOUNINE 
Founder of Nihilism and Apostle or Anarchy. 

WITH A PREFACE BY 
CARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE RECLUS. 

Translated from the French by BENJ". R. TUCKER, 
(Editor of Liberty.) 

52 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. Address, 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

33 Clinton Place, New York. 

SKETCH OF THE. 
LIFE.AND CHARACTER OF 

SALADIN. 
(W. STEWART ROSS.) 

A very interesting biography of a remarkable man 
Price 10 cents. Address, · 

THE TRUTH BEEKEB. 

To My Friends : 
No God, no heaven, no hell, 
These books sound their death-knell. 
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Exceptions . to the Character of Jesus 
Ghrist Oonsidered as a Ge:ntlemiJ,n. 
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Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

SS Clinton Place, N. Y 

$66 a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit 
tree. Address H. H..v <.ET & Co .• Portland. Me. 

WETTSTEIN'S 
JEWELRY STORE, 

ROCHELLE, ILL. 
Established 1857, ·Beats the World. 

There is not another town three times the size ot 
Rochelle that can show so large and beautiful a stock 
of fine gold and sliver .watches, fine gold and plated 
chains, charms, necklaces, and lockets, bracelets; 
plain gold, diamond, pearl, turquols, and fancy stone 
rings; soW! silver and plated ware; optical goods, 
gold pens, accordions, pocket and. table cutlery, guns, 
revolvers, shears, etc., as WETTSTEIN'S. 

Square d,ealing, enterprise, adaptation, accurate 
judgment, best of taste in buying, steady ·application 
<luring twenty-five years, best or watch-work, and 
LOWEST PRIOES AT ALL TIMES, hav done lt. 

If you hav a watch that no one else can put In per- , 
feet order, send it to me. If you hav no watch, send 
to me for prices, and I will save you money. If you 
want a chain, necklace, ring, solid sliver or plated 
spoons, castor, spectacles, opera glass, etc., send to 
me for prices and description, and I will convince 
you. 

REFERENCES: Mayor and Oity Council, officers of 
Rochelle banks. 

GOODS SENT TO ALE. PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

OT.TO WETT$TEIN. ----
$·7-2 A WEEK, $12 a d<w at homeoaRi!:y made. Costly 

Outfit tree. Addreis TRUIO & Oo .• AU!fllSI.a, Me. 
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"INVENTED BY 

WILLIAM WILSON, 

MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, LECTURER ON ELECT!U· 
CA.L THERAPEUTICS, AUTHOR OF THE 

"TRIAL OF ME llCIN," THE "LA.ll-
GUfc~ ~~L~c~~~:·.; i~D-

80 COURT STREET, and 

286 FULTON STREET, 

BROOKLYN, _N. Y. 

For the past five years In England and America 
this system has performed such cures In almost ev 
ery form of dlseaese as were until then unheard of. 
Step by step It has advanced since Its first In
trod uctlon (first relieving and curing one man who 
bent like an archer's bow tor ten years, but was 
In two months able to walk erect). Then fol
owed other cases equally marvelous In all known 
forms of disease; thus going on from day to day 
and month to month, until the method of cure 
Introduced by Wm. Wilson, the originator of the 
magnetic clothing system of America, has saved 

· tens of thousands fr<mt the grave, and Is now recognized 
by our most eminent scientists and physicians, hun
dreds of whom presrcibe it for their patients after meai

- cin has failed, until It has become a household word 
1n case of sickness. Since Its first Introduction we 
hav continually Improved, until to-day we ofter the 
lightest, best ventilated, most powerful conunuous current 
garment In the world, constructed on the latest sci
entific principles-In 'tact, we ofter the acme of ex
cellence In magnetic garments, and when worn as 
advised by us, disease cannot exist. 

WILLIAM WILSON'S ELECTRO
. CHEMICO VAPORIZER. 

THE CULMINATION OF OPTICA.L PHYSICS DEM
ONSTRATED IN "ACTINA." 

'' 1\·CTIP,Il\,'' 
THE GREAT EYE-RESTORER. 

"Actina has au Instantaneous action ou the vari
ous and mysteriously complicated organs of vision, 
the. nerves, the blood vessels, the muscular coats 
and complex membranes Which make up that mar
velous mechanism of nature, the eye. Whether lu 
the human being, the Insect, or brute, all diseases 
of the eye result froin au Irregularity of the secre
tions. This may be brought about lu a variety of 
way~verwork, anxiety, breathing Impure atmos
phe;r_e, straining the eyes over Intricate mechanism, 

--etc., etc.; while hundreds of thousands hav ruined 
theit; sight by the use of powerful drugs taken with 
a view of curing other forms of disease. But all 
these cases can be met successfully by the regular 
use 9f "Actina." 

"Actina" will relieve colds In the head, lufiam
matlon In the eyes, headache, catarrh,., neuralgia, 
sore eyelids, and humors of-all kinds. 

_#if" NOTE.-" Actina" Is not a medlcln or lotion, 
but a self-generating vapor, easily applied at ·an 
hours, times, and places, can be carried In the 
pocket, and used by any member of the family with 
perfect safety, from Infancy to old age. 

TRIAL FREE OF CHARGE. 
By calling at our several stores you may try the 

remedy, free of charge; but be particular not to use 
any vaporizer unless It bears the signature of Wil
liam Wilson, who will state posltlvly If relief and 
cure be possible. 

All our magnetic garments are worn next the un
derclothing, therefore they do not Impart shocks or 
cause sore~. They are also constructed under the 
special supervision of ohe Inventor. 

-Continued success enables us tQ make the follow
lng-ofter: Persons writing us an accurate description 
oi their disease, and then sending for the garments 
advised by us, will hav their money refunded should 
the appliances fail to cure. Therefore It resolves 
itse!t illto 

No ClJRE, NO PAY. 
To assist the working ,class, we supply them on 

payment of half the amount, and take the balance 
by easy monthly Instalments. 

Send fdr Illustrated pamphlet and Information to 
the only ofllce where the illventor can be consulted. 

Address all communications to 

THE ANGLO-AMERICAN 
ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION, 

80 COURT STREET, BROOKLYN. 

W. WILSON, President. 
D. J. CoTTER, Secretary. 

[All- checks, post-ofllce order, and drafts payable 
to the Anglo-American Electric Association.] 

CAUTION: 
·Beware of cheap imitations of our goods. 

Read your back copies of Tmn TRUTH SEEKER 
for_the _past four years, and note our thou-
jiands of testimonials. · 

THE TRUTH ·SEEKER_. OCTOBER 2"'/. 1888. 881/ 

THE EUREKA An :mprn·tant work by GJibbon, the ltistoria1o. 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING ~~~!,~.r!!~~I~~~&~; 
CURES EVERY :FoRM OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT MEDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 

GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 
letter or In person free of charge. Send 

for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

.. 
LAlJlEt:;' MAGNETW rJAUKET. ·Prwe, $18. 

Cincinnati, Ohio • 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following te~tlmonlals, and be convinced that our claims are correct In every particular, 

and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION : 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia 'of the Heart of Six Years. 
One Week. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
Dll. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir : As I feel greatly In

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and t!ie use of your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
flicted as I hav been that the eftect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis In my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
after wearing a suit of your :MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
tor one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint tor a number of years, from which I hav suf
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and If I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the 
past tw0 weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those sufterlng as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of eftectlng 
a sure cure. Yours respectfUlly, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliance_s which will 
eftect a cure In a case of Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change medlclns every day until, after dosing the 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (If he Is very skilful) that brings relief 
for the time being. 

Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 
SHtiLLSBURG, Wis., Dec. 11, 1882. 

Dll. L. TENNEY:.... Dear Sir: After wearing one of 
your MAGNETIC VESTS tor about three weeks, 1 
was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source of misery to me for 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly. With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A.. BROWN. , 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment tor eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUII I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and If I Improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T·.1esday, will soon be well. Will report 
again soon, RespectfUlly yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entirely cured In less 
than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
although In bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In 
two_ days after the application. The lady's name 
can be had upon application at this office, by e..Qy
one desiring to communicate with her. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady who had been sufterlng for two years with an Ovar• 
ian Tu:rno.r, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her Ute, and the chances 
werea.s9to1agalnstrecovery. In four months' time shelspertectlywell,·and has not takenadflse of 
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do uothlnog 
for you; it will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November19,1882. 
DB. L. TE:to.~EY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire for food, and, In tact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
of St. Lo.uls, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ova•·ian 'J umor, 
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the I<Ju•·eJ~a lllagn .. tic Appl•ances. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint -hope of a cure. Four months ago I pur~hased a suit of 
your appliances. From the very first I felt ·invigorated, the tu
mor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was In my life. Since pu ttlng on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which 
before were consttpated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sufterlng as I hav, believing 

t they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 
Gratefully yours, MilS. MAllY J. STEW AliT. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the 
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorat()rs, 
Gentlemen's Belts, · • 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 
Leg Belts, each, • 
J{nee Caps, each, 
Wristlets, each, 
Sleeping Caps, 

$ 6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
5.00 
4:.00 
3.00 
1.50 
4:.00 

18.00 
15.00 

Ladies Jacket 
Gentlemen's Vests, 
Superfine Insoles, 1.00 
Children's ga.l'ments upon application. 

~ nv "' the abwe garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the money 
If they are not a3 represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case 
send us .• vn-' "'"tlngsymptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
1>!->i>H~>uces are oftered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever oftered the 
public, and wlll outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
In the market will attmct the smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable o! retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon scientifw 
principles, and not haphazard as In all the others. We ofter you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
A.nd challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now oftered under that head. A.t 
the same time the appllcatlon of labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to ofter them at 
about 

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CH.A.RGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trilla higher 
than ordinary clothing. 
R•m~mb"r that we are ofterlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and I! 

upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will 
refund your money. · 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN TBE UNITED STATES. LffiEBA.L COMMISSIONS ALLOWED 

A.ddreu tor tunh8r J.DfOimatlon, ·~ Bao9 IJ!ni$, ~~~ !f• ~·:;-.::,~· Olnetml!'tt, Q)llo. 

OP THE RoMAN EMPIRE,,. and 

~ 1fl~DIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
Milman, "an English Churchman,, .. and other scholars •. 

Handsome r2 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

The Labarun< of 
Constantine. 

"By tltis sign thou 
shalt cong1ter I" 

This volume contains Gibbon's Theological writings, sep:!_
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. lt shoWs 
•when, where, and how Christianity originated ; wlto were its 
founders: and what was the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. . 

Gibbon's Vi11dicatiott of the 15th and 16th chapters ofhts 
HiStory from theattacksofhis Christian opponents, is re
printed verbatim from the original edition of his Mi'scellane• 
ous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in r7g6. It effectually 
and forever silenced his detractors; who, being vanquished 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infid:I~ty f 

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the Ongm o/ 
Cltristiatzity is reprinted from the valuable notes of DHAN 
MILMAN, \VENCK, GutzoT, an ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, (t.he 
learned editor of BOHN's edition of Gibbou), and other ermn-
en t Christian historians. - . 
("<-. Among the Illustrations will be found representations 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 

.t'or .,.., • .,at The Truth Seeker Office. 
6wl5 

DB. f·E tl.OYIS 
I - '~ - • 

A ~:e~~~;sYoY~~~~C:t~~ ~:Sies~c~~~~~:t 
as his practice will prove, 

C~s all forms of PRI
V E CHRONIC and 
SE UAL DISEASES, 

Spermatorrhma and Impotency, 
A• the result ar selr-abuso in youth, sexual excesses in m&-o 
turer years, or other onuses, and producing some of tho fol-

~~~fonesff~t~~ea~e:-):~f~~:~a ~iS:~~L ~~!~~{~~8Me~!~! 
i~~s~J:s1, ~~fu~i~!mtieid~:s, FL~;~ !7S:~0u0al t~o8w~;~tlo~~ 
rendering marriage in1proper or unhjffJY' &ra thoron~ 

(,~jiONnJ~u~!o~uBg ~! 6~ ~~'!: N~NmAJtofnfia.en: 
It has never been known to faUt 

Middle-Aged and Old Men. 8 
There a.re many at the age or thirty to sixty ' 

who are troubled with too frequent evacuations 
of the bladder, often acoompu.nled b.Y a. alight ... 
1marting or burning sensation, and o. weaken· 

~~~ ~~:~~rioer~ ~~: ~;:~t~~~: r~!i~~~:~; ·4 
deposits a ropy or ootton·llke sediment, or 
1ometimea l!lmall particles of albumen will appear, or tbl 
aolor wlll be or a thin or milkiah hue, again changing to a 

. dark and torpid appearance, which plainly shows that tht 
1emen passes off with the urlne. It is the second stage o!i 
Seminal \i'eaknes1, and onuses wasting or the system and 

~g=!~ ~~~;~:~~~id')er:~0t~i:-a df3I~u8l~;,~~o::n~0!i 
the cause. Dr. Fellows• External Remedy will bring about a 
perreotoure in all such oases, and & healthy restoration of 
the genito-urinary organs. 

o:::r-corsnltationa by letter tree and invited. Ohargel 
reaaonabia and correspondence strlotly confidential. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR"·· 
s"ent to any address, securely sealed, for two three•cen& 
atnmpB, treating on Spermatorrhooa. or Seminal Weakness, 
~ving lts cause, symptoms, horrible effects, and cure, fol-

t~~~ g~~::~~~~s~:a~f:~:l:~~ ~::3~~ ~{i~Q'l\~s;:!~ab:r 
a radical cure IB certain. Address, plainly, DR. R. P. 
FELLOWS, VIneland, New Jener, and ny 1.11 whai 
»&.Per you aa.w tbh advert11ement. 

MANHOOD 

KNOW THYSELF 
• A. Book for- Everv Man. 
Young, Middle· aged, and Old. 
The' untold miseries tllat result from lndlscret.l<>n 111 

~~~~t r~rs ~:~rt?gn ~l~~i,\~te:ur~~'!..~u!~~- re~:~:. :..~ 
medical work publlshe~ bv the Peabody M'cdi~al 
Inst-itute, Boston. entitled tile Science of Ltf'e: 
ore!' Self Preservation. It Is not only a complete 
Wervg~~~';,td t~'l:':!f~1°¥>e1;11~~~~0~e~~~:~tegeciJUi'~1t&i 
man Rnore of Youth, etc., but it contains one hundred 

:~~e~:":~~~v~~~es~}P~~iJ~ ~~ui'i.~~~~~~1~~ 
~~gji~ blo~~~~a~t:~:r ti';,~g~: ~:1fV:1 ~gge1~;~i~l;~~Y~ 
!clan. ft contafns SOO 8Ja•es, bound In beautiful embossed 
~r:;l~g:~~~i!n~~~e ~a~:~ ~~~rt~~~i7n 11~\~:t 8~~~:~ 
mecbanlcal,llterary, or professional-than any ou;er work 
retaUed In this country for $2.50, or the money will be re. 
funded In every Instance. Price only $1.25. Gold Medal 
awarded the author by the National Medical Association, 
Illustrated sample sent on receiptor slxcenta. Send now 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr, w. H. PARKER, No. 4 BuiJinch street, Boston, Msss. 
The a11thor may be conaulted on all diseases requlrlna 
skU! nnd experience. lvSB 

RUPTURES· CUREDby 
mf;:Itledical Uornponnd and lrnproTed 

J~sJ!~.~Yet~~f.:'~.T.~~,~~.;:fr;:;:,~~:~d 
stamp for circular 1 and sav in what paper 

you 1aw my adverttsement. Address Capt. 
W. A. Colllngs,SmlthvU!e,1el!eriOll Co. H. t. 

FIFTY YEARS' SlJUCESS. 

SHA.KER EYE AND EAR BALSAM. 
For all af!llctloru; of the above organs. 

Dimness, Inllammatlon, Soft Cataract, and Roarillg 
etc., o! the Ears. 

80 cents per box. 
Tl'J us once, and lind entire rellef. 

G. A. Lomas, Sbaker11, N. v. 



, 

FREETHOUGHT WORKS, 
PUBLISHED AT TIIE TIIUTH BEEKER OFFICii:. 

' ' THE .world itself Is too large a miracle that we CAN the policemrui who chases and catches a Chi-· 
ResmTection of Jesus. Showing the 

contradictions and doubts in which the 
snbj~ct is involved. By W. S. BlliLL. Re
vised edition. 25 ·cents. 

should be taken up with any vHlage mlracles.-Em- nese criminal be said to be the Asiatic collarer? 
erson. 

THF. oblect of our lives should be to make this 
world as beautiful, and ounelvs and our fellows as 
happy, as Is In our power. H we do this we need 
never hav a !ear·o! death, or o! what Is to come af-
ter it.-D. N. Bennott. · 

To reconcile the lndl:trerence and contingency o! 
human actions with the presclencn of God, or to de
tend absolute de"crees, and yet tree the deity from 
being the author of sin, has been tound hitherto to 

exceed all the power of philosophy. Happy If she 
be thence sensible ot her temerity, when she pries 
into these sublime mysteries, and, leaving a scene 

. so full ot obscurities and perplexities, return, with 
suitable modesty, to her true and proper province, 
the examination o! common Ute; where she will find 
dllficulties enough to employ her Inquiries, without 
launching Into so boundless an ocean of doubt, un
certainty, and contradiction.- Hum<'• Libertv and 
Neceuity. 

BOOKS are now placed within reach ot all.·· Works, 
once too costly except !or the opulent, are now to be 
found on th~ laborer's shelf. Genius sends Its light 
Into cottages. The great names of literature are 
become "household wo:rds" amonlil the crowd. Every 
party, rellglous or political, scatters· Its sheets on all 
th.e winds. We may lament-and, too, lustly -the 
small comparativ benefit as yet. accomplished by 
this agency; but this ought not •to surprise or dis
courage us. ln our present state ot Improvement 
books of little worth, deficient In taste and ludg
ment, and mlnlsrerlng to men's ·preludlces and pas
sions, will almost certainly be circulated too freely. 
Men are never very wise and select in the exercise 
of a new power. Mistake, error, Is the dlsclplin to 
which we advance.-Dr. Channing's Present Age. 

FOil anglers, In spring, It Is always unlucky to see 
single magpies, but two may always be regarded as 
a favorable omen; and the reason Is that In cold and 
stormy weather one magpie alone leaves the nest In 
search of food, the other remaining sltLinlil upon the 
eggs or the young ones; but when the two go out to
gether, it id only when the weather Is warm and 
mild and favorable !or fishlng.-Sir Humphrey Davy'• 
Salmonia. 

THE Arm1nian doctrin alms to condition or limit 
the absolute character o! the divine act In redemp
tion In some way or another; the Calvinistic doctrin, 
on the other hand, alms to glv this act the most ar
bitrary and Irresponsible character. The one, while 
not absolutely repudi,.ting a doctrln of election, yet 
glvs such prominence to the human conditions of 
the electlv purpose, as [In the view of Calvinists] to 
destroy It altogether; the other maintains not only 
a doctrin o! election or predestination, but alse the 
correlativ doctrln o! reprobation. In tne view o! the 
Arminlan, salvation Is within the choice of the hu
ms.n will; In the view o! the Calvinist, the human 
Willis ot little or no account-the decree of God Is 
everythfug'; and this decree, which Calvin himself 
&dmltted to be a aecretum horribila [a horrible decree], 
absolutely determlns some to everlasting lite and 
some to everlasting death. The separation has !tiS 
source In the will ot God, and not In the moral con
ditions ot ms.nklnd.-Chambers's Enr:yclapetlia. 

FEAIIIS the natural ally of Ignorance. and super
stition. It Is born of mental darkness. It belongs 
to the night-time ot the human Intellect, when things 
are seen dimly, out ot their true proportions, and 
the Imagination conjures up baleful mysteries. The 
daylight o! knowledge comes, the reality Is seen, 
and the !ear vanishes. But reverence may consist 
with reality, This Is the lesson which nineteenth 
century knowledge Is teaching us. . . . It is truth 
that properly excites the emotion o! reverence
truth In all Its vast and wonderful actuality, as It 
comes within the domain of man's exl~tlng knowl
edge, and truth In all the lnfinlt.lmmenslty of Its 
posslb111tles, as unfolded within the universe yet 
beyond man's knowled"e.-Wm. J. Potter. 

LIFE'S autumn past, I stand on winter's verge, 
And dally lose what I desire to keep I 
Yet rather would I Instantly decline 
To the traditionary sympathies 
Ot a most rustle Ignorance, and take 
A !earful apprehension !rom the owl 
Or death-watch-and as readily rejoice 

. It two auspicious magpies crossed my way; 
To this would rather bend than see and hear 
The repetitions wearisome of sense, 
When soul is dead and reeling hath no Place. 

- Worasworth' s Excursion. 

RIGHT and duty are not o! God's manufacture. 
They do not ask his leave to be; and It 18 not his 
power or prerogatlv to change their essential nature 
and form. They rule him, Instead o! being ruled by 
him. The ludge ot all the earth must do right, I! 
there Is such a l udge. It there Is not, still rlgh t Is 
not annihilated. It remains as the dictator o! all 
who. can conceive the motlv of obligation-that ls,.of 

· all intelligence.-"- W: J. Gill. 

EXl'EIIIENCED fact was to Oarlyle revelation, and 
the only true revelation. In revelation, technically 
so called-revelation confirmed by historical mira
cles-he was unable to believe; he felt hlmselt !or
bidden to believe by the light that w&S In him. In 
other ages men had 8een miracles when there were 
none, and had related them In perfect good faith, 
In their eagerne8s to realize the divine presence In 
the world. They did not know. enough of nature to 
be on their guard against alleged suspensions o! Its 
unvarying order. To Carlyle the universe was Itself 
a miracle, and all Its phenomena were equally In
comprehensible In themselvs.- Jilroude's Ilife of 
Carlyle. 

o DEATH 1 the poor man's dearest friend, 
The klndeBt and the best I 

Welcome the hour my aged llmbl 
Are laid with thee at rest. 

The great, the wealthy, !ear thy blow, 
From pomp and pleasure torn; 

But oh, a blest r'lliet to those 
That We&rv·laden mourn. 

-BIInlf'l MIMI wa. ~to Neum, 

.-.·-· 

IT Is amhslng to watch a cro~s-eyed minister r~ad 
the old hyfnrl, ''I.wlll guide thee with mine eye~" 

COFFEE-TINTED lace Is the latest. The l,.dlee weai
lt to the theater. It rl!atcbes tllelr escoi-ta' breath. 

SUNDAY-SCHOOL teacher: "NOW I little boy, who Was 
Moses?" Little boy: "The teller what·marrled the 
tat girl." 

EVERT man hM three characters-that which he 
exhibits, that which he has, and that Which he 
thinks he has. · 

AN exchange has an elaborate article tor amateur 
vocalists-" How to begin to sing." How to get them 
to quit Is still an unsolved problem. 

A VERMONT editor, In publishing one o! Byron's 
poems, changed the words 11 0 gods I" to" Oh, gosh I" 
because the former was too profane tor his readers. 

A BOSTON man claims that the human body, minus 
the legs, would float like a duck's. Try and remem
ber this some day when you are drowning; whip 
out your knife &nd cut your legs otr, and your ll!e 
will be saved. 

AN article In an exchange Is headed "Religious 
Umbrellas." A religious umbrella, we should say, 
Is one that doesn't leave the church fifteen minutes 
before Its owner, and send a twenty-five-cent substi
tute to take Its place. 
THEilE was a young girl named Marla, 
Who tried to sing high C still higher, 

But the confounded note stuck crosswise In her 
throat, 

And they bo\}nced her right out o! the choir. 

THE buckwheat-cake season will soon be upon us, 
and therefore It Is well to advise all housekeepers 
that the cakes this year should be made light and 
full of small holes. The nearer you get them to re
semble a porous plaster the more fashionable they 
will be. 

A YOUI{G lady who recently started out as a fashion 
writer has determined to quit journalism. She men
tloped In an article on ladles' fashions that " skirts 
are worn very much shorter this year than usual." 
The young lady Is certainly lustlfied In being angry 
with the careless compositor who changed the k In 
skirts to an h. 

A COUPLE o! pickpockets followed a gentleman !or 
some blocks with a view of ava111ng themselvs of the 
first opportunity to relleve him o! his purse. He 
suddenly turned Into a lawyer's office. "What shall 
we do now?"' asked one. "Wait for the lawyer," 
said the other. 

TWENTY-FIVE years ago a Brooklyn young lady had 
a singular dream. -She consulted a dream-book and 
found that she would hav four husbands before she 
reaclied the age of thirty. This made her rather in
dependent, and She Is now an- old mald o! forty-two 
and has never had a beau. Some dream-books are 
not as reliable as they might be. 

"I WISH I was a star," he said, smiling at his own 
poetic fancy. " I would rather you were a comet," 
sbe said, dreamily. His heart beat tumultuously. 
"And why?" he said tenderly, at the same time tak
Ing her unre•lsting little hands In his own. "And 
why?" he repeated, lmperlously. "Oh," she said 
with a. brooding earnestness that!ell !reezlngly upoii. 
his soul, "because then you would come round only 
once every fifteen hundred years!" 

IT Is alleged that a man In Georgia has a rooster 
that "strikes the hour." He crows twelve times 
every night at twelve o'clock, aud Is sure not to vary 
a second !rom the correct time. Let us see. The 
apostle Peter !;lad something to do with a night
crowing rooster some years since. His rooster crew 
thrice, while the Georgia man's crows twelve times. 
According to this, It Is calculated that the Georgia 
man can prevaricate !our times to Peter's once. 
Tally one for Georgia. 

Revelations of ·Antichrist. An ex
haustiv work proving conclusivly that no 
such person as Jesus Christ existed in the 
reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the 
son of Mary, was stoned and hanged 
about a century before, and that his dis
ciples, Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the 
apostle Paul, both lived and died before 
the Christian era. 446 pages and full in-
dex. Price, $2. r 

Tlte Anonymous Hypothesis of Cre
ation. A Brief Review of the so
called Mosaic Account. By JAMES F. 
FURNISS. Cloth, 50 cents. 

The Brain and the Bible. By EDGAR 
C. BEALL. With a Preface by RoBERT G. 
INGERSOLL, who .. says of it· "This book, 
written by a brave and honest man, is 
filled with brave and honest thoughts. 
The arguments it presents cannot be an
swered by all the theologians in the 
world.~ Price reduced to $1. 

Its The C1·eed of Christendom. 
foundation contrasted with its super
structure. By W. RATHBONE GREG. One 
of the clearest and a~est works ever 
written. $1.50. 

The Essence of Religion. From the 
German of L. FEUERBACH. Author of th 
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth, 
reduced to 50 cents. 

The Godly Women of the Bible. A 
History of all the women who figure in the 
Bible. Sharp and telling in style. Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. _ 

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely 
written Radical romance. . By WM. Mc
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family 
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages. 
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25. 

The Hob Bible Abridged. Contain
ing the choic'e passages and lovely 'mor
ceaus particularly pleasing to CoMsTOCK. 
169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts. 

The Jamieson-Ditzler Debate. A 
nine-days' debate on God, the Bible, 
Christianity, and Liberalism. Between 
W. F. JAMIESON and Rev. JAcOB DITZLEII, 
D.D. Paper, 50 cent~; cloth, 75 cents. 

The Legends of the Patriar cbs. By 
B. BAlliNG-GouLD. $1.50. The Congrega
tionalist, in. speaking of it, says: "There 
are few Bible reac1ers who hav not at some 
time wished for just such a volume. It is 
a thoroughly interesting book, and will 
be seized with avidity by all students o~ 
the Bible. 

The Martyrdom of Man. Emb:r;.acing 
,the four divisions of War, Religion, Lib
erty, and Intellect A work of rare merit, 
and written ,in a superior style. B.j' Wm. 
WOOD READE. New edition. 544 pages. 
Price reduced from $3 to $1. 75. 

The Old Faith and the New. A Con-
fession. By DAVID FRmDERICH STBAuss, 
author ?f the "New_ Life of Jesus," etc. 
Authonzed translation from the sixth 
German edition. By MATHILDE BLIND. 
Two volumes in one. The translation 
revised and partly rewritten, and pre
ceded by an American version of the au
thors "Prefatory Postscript." Strauss 
is too well known by the readers of Amer
ica to require a single word to be said in 
his praise. Price, $1.50. 

"THE tobacco habit," wrote the editor, while the 
enter~d apprentice stood by the sanctum desk walt- • 
lng tor copy, "the. tobacco habit Is an evil that the 
press ot the country should bring Its united powers 
against. It Is an Insidious !oe to health. It lessens 
mental vigor, shatters the nervous system, and de
stroys the vital forces o! the dlgestiv organs. The 
rapid increase o! this habit, ruinous to body and 
mind, and taxing to our purses, Is enough, indeed, 

rhe Outcast. A deep, finely-written 
Radical: story. From the London edition. 
By WmwooD READE, author of "Martyr-
dom of Man." 30 cents. ' 

The Pro and Con of Supernatural 
Religion. Both sides fairly and 
ably presented. By E. E. GuiLD, ex
Universalist clergyman. Paper, 30 cents; 
cloth; 50 cents. 

to fill the minds of deep thinkers of our age with the 
darkest forebodings !or the future of the nation." 
And then the editor banded the copy to the entered 
apprentice, filled his brlarwood with" Old Virginia," 
and scraped a red-headed match upon the wall; and 
as the blue smoke curled upward In graceful 
wreaths that formed a halo about the ed!Lor's head, 
he leaned back. In his easy-chair, closed his eyes, 
and wondered what In the course of human events 
he should write about next. 

WHEN Esau back from hunting came, 
All weary, hungry, stl:tr, and lame, 

And found within his cottage 
No signs ot supper, In a pout 
He sold his precious birthright out 

For one hot mess of pottage, 

To Isaac's bedside Jacob slid, 
Pretending he was t'other kid

The blessing was awarded 1 
Thus by his cuteness, all the same, 
He played the very first "skin" game 

That history has recorded. 

When Lot and wite !rom Sodom lied, 
He straight o'er hill and valley sped, 

But she In her course did waver. 
That she got "left " was not his fault; 
He reasoned thus : " 'Tis only salt· ~. 

That possibly can save her." 

AJ3 she turned salt, he turned away 
And 11 soured on her," as they say. 

Thle was his first Impression: 
"I'll yield her only with my lite. 

But then you're most too salt a. wlfe-
I suesa I'll iBt a. treeh unl" -PIIfk. 

The Radical Pulpit. Comprising dis
courses of advanced thought. By 0. B. 
FROTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLEII, two of 
America's clearest th4\kers. ·By 0. B. 
FIIOTHINGHAM: The New Song ·of Christ
mas, The Departed Years, Life as a Test 
of Creed, Apocryphal Books ,of ·the New 
Testament, The Sectarian Spirit, The 
American Gentleman, The Language of 
th\l Old Testament, The Dogma of Hell, 
The Value of the Higher Sentiments,.The 
American Lady, The Consolations of Rli
tioDalism. By FELIX ADLER: The Ethics 
of the Social Question, Emancipation, 
Lecture at the Second Anniversary of the 
Society for Ethical Culture, Our Leaders 
Hav We Still a Religion? Conscience: 
Price, in cloth, $1. 

The Real Blasphemers. By Col. J. 
R. KELso, A.M. Price, 50 cents. 

Truth Seeker Collection of Forms; 
Hymns? aml Recitations. Con-
taining forms ·for organizing societies 
marriage, funeral services, naming of in: 
fants, obituary notices, epitaphs etc. 
Also 525 Libernl and Spj.ritualistic hymns 
fo~ public meetings! funerale,.social gath
enngs, etc. To whwh are added beauti
f'!ll recitations for various publio. ooca-. 
lflQJlS, 550 pp, _ _ Olothf 75 oentrt. · · _ 

}'REETHOUGiiT WORKS. 
'lllo-

For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Bible Balanced. The Infidel's Te~t. 
Book; comparing some of the. best-teach~ . 
ings and ~ayings of. the Bible.with ~hose 
of Sages and Philosophers who lived pre
vious te the ,A-uthors of the Bible; also ·a 
Partial Exposition of its· Errors. By GEO. 
C. DABLING. Price, 50 cents; 

The Figures of Hell; or, The Tem
ples of Bacchus. Dedicated to licens.era 
of beer and whisky. By Mrs. ELIZAl!ETH 
THoMPSON. A neat little volume of be
tween two and three hundred pages. $1. 

Liberty and Morality. A capital full 
lecture on these important subjects. By 
W. S. BELL. ). ramphlet of thirty-six 
well-printed pages mailed for 15 cimts. 

SuperstitioH. in All Ages. By JoHN 
MEsLIER, a· Roman Catholic priest, who, 
after a pastorate of thirty years-at Et're- ' 
pigny and But in Champagne, France, 
wholly abjured religious dogmas, and left· 
as his last will and. testament to his par
ishioners, and to the world, the work en-

, titled "Common Sense." Price, cloth, 
$1.50; paper, $1. 

Marriage and Parentage and The 
Sanitary and Physical Laws. For The 
Production of Children of Finer Health 
and Ability. By a Physician and Sanita
rian. "The virtues-of men and women . 
as well as their vices may descend to their 

-children." Price, $1. . 

The Bible-Whence and What 1 By 
RICHAIID B. WESTBIIOOK, D.D., LL.B •. 
The questions, Where did the books of 
the Bible come from? What is their 
authority? and, What is the real source 
of dogmatic theology? are u-eated fear
lessly in the light of history, philosophy, 
and comparativ religions. It is impossi
ble to giv even a condensed statement of 
what is itself a marvelous· condensation. 
Whole libraries are here concentrated 
into one little book. Printed -in good· 
type and bound in cloth. Price,, $1. 

The Bible of the Religion of Science: 
By H. S. BnowN, M.D. " This volume is 
most respectfullv dedicated to those per• 
sons who will cordially unite with others 
to establish the religion of truth and a 
just government, by the scientific meth
ods of reason, experience, experiments, 
and observations. For this is the way to 
wisdom, and to the m&lierial, mental, 
moral, social, and spiritual sciences,. that 
make peace on earth and good wiU among 
men."_ Price, $1.5_0._ 

Socialism and Utilitarianism. Bf, 
JoHN S~ABT MILL. Price, $1-JiO. 

Specimen Days and Collect. By: 
WALT WHITMAN. Including autobiogr8- -
phy, hospital sketches, democratic vistas, 
etc. Three hundred and seventy-four 
pages of hearty, wholesome prose and 
poetry, never before published. Price, 182. 

Ingersoll and Jesus. Conversation 
in verse between the two great reformers. 
By SAMUEI. P. PUTNAM. Price, 10 cents •. 

The Sabbath. By M. 'FARRINGToN'. ·A~ 
thorough examination and refutation of· 
the claims of Sabbatarians who are trying 
to foist upon the country their holy· day· 
by unconstitutional legal enactments. ~ 
The author shows by an appeal not only· 
to the facts as they exist in the nature of' 
things, but by reference to the Bible, and 
the writings of distinguished historians 
and theologians of past ages, that Sunday 
is no more a holy day than. Saturday. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The Religion of Common Sense. By 
l'rof. LIEBREOHT ULICH, of Germany • 
Price, 25 cents. , 

The Sunday Onestion. A Historical 
and Critical R"'eview. With replies to an: 
objector. By GEOIIGE W. BIIOWN, M.D. · 
Price, 15 cents. 

Truth 'Seeker Tracts. Bound in val:.· 
umes of 525 pages each-Vols. I;, II., m., 
IV., and~· Each volume containing 525-
pages--'-thir~Y tracts or more. A Library 
within themselves of most excellent Rad
ical reading matter at a. low price. Pap,er, 
60 cents per volume; cloth, $1.00. If the 
whole set are taken-paper, 50 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents each. 

The Truth Seeker in bound volumes. 
Vol. I., 25 cents; vol, II., 50 cents; vpls. 
ill. and IV., $2 each; vols. V., VI., VII., 
Vill., and IX., $3 each. The whole set 
by express for $15. ·.: 

Voltaire in Exile. Translated from 
the French of M. GASTINEAU by hi!! !JOn 
EDMOND GASTINEAU. Being Memoirs of 
the life of the great writer never before 
published. Paper, 75 cents; ~h>th, $1. 

Why Don't God Kill the Devil1 A 
.Series of Essays dedicated to the St. 
Johns School Board. By M. BA:sco'o:s:. 25 
cents. 

Which : Spiritualism or Christian· 
ity 1 A discussion between Mos~ 
HULL and Rmv. W. F. PAIIE!IB. Paper; 50 
Q':Utli;, oloth, 'i6 cent•· · . .,:,.' 

,-
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and flklippings. yond hope of revival. So the "two churches 
a day" that Protestants are building are not 
helped by the Episcopalians. 

l~igh," said the colonel, "was· a very slippery 
customer, especially after he got over to Ire
land."-7Hbune's Broadway Lounger. 

Jltws o/( tht Jiftth. 

"LEARN to pray," said a dying merchant to 
his sons; "but, boys, don't trust." 

A CERTAIN country clergyman used. to tell a 
good story of his going to a new par1sh and 
asking a parishioner what his occupation was. 
"I am the village rat-catcher," the man re
plied; "and what are you?" The clergyman 
answered that he was the village parson, 
whereupon the rat-catcher was good enough 
to observe that he supposed "we must all get 
a living somehow." 

THE Nihilists, according to a London corre
spondent of tha New York Sun, are in a 
bad way in Russia. The czar has been 
able to lay the foundation of a chapel on 
the spot where his father was assassinated 
amid signs of universal popularity, though 
sixty-three members of a revolution society 
hav been just condemned to Siberia. Chapels 
and prisons go together in a country where 
church and state are united. Meantime Rus
sian officialism daily makes blunders and 
daily grows more hateful. Correspondence 
which, unlike telegrams, has escaped the cen
sorship, givs curious accounts of the gigantic 
success of Tourguenieff's funeral, and of 
shameless attempts to degrade it by the official 
classes. 

RussiA and Germany are fortifying their 
frontiers. 

"HE was a kind friend and a numerous 
husband," is the epitaph popular in Utah. 

AN order to vaccinate all of the pupils in 
the public schools of France has revived op
position to that mode of preventing small
pox. 

THE Mormons report a membership in the 
Sandwich Islands of 3,600. 

A THEATER in this city raised $1,000 by a 
concert last Sunday for the proposed monu• 
ment to Peter Cooper. 

DEvOUT Moslems say that the world will 
come to an end this year on November 8th. 
It is alarming to see this growing disposition 
to set the date earlier every season. 

Hmnoo coffee suppers are fashionable in the 
church circles of Fort Wayne. The girls act 
as waitresses, in Hindoo costume, as to the 
style of which a clergyman has felt constrained 
to remonstrate. 

"PAP, who made God?" "Nobody, son; 
God made himself." "How could he make 
himself, when he wasn't made himself yit?" 
"That's something we mustn't study into. 
Say your prayers and go to bed." 

ONE Chicago minister preached a sermon on 
the text, "The hand of the diligent maketh a 
man rich," and he advised the young IJ;len to 
be diligent. Another minister, that same 
evening, delivered a sermon on the text "It 
is easier for a camel to go through the eye of 
a needle than for a rich man to enter the king
dom of heaven," and the Chicago young men· 
are considerably broke up as to whether it is 
best to be diligent and get rich, and be barred 
out of heaven. It is the opinion of Mr. Peck, 
of the Milwaukee . Bun, that the ministers 
ought to hav an understanding about their 

THE Marietta, Ohio, News reports Joe Cook's 
lecture in that town on the 22d ult., as fol
lows: "A large, pussy gentleman, named 
Cook, lectured at the City Hall on Monday 
evening, on 'The Seven Wonders of the 
World.' We will wager a next year's water
melon that he now has eight on his list, as he 
rode over the jerkwater from here to Parkers
burg the next day. He succeeded in getting 
himself greatly disliked at the National 
House, where the proprietor and others re-

THEBE has been a riot at Valenca-do-Minho 
in Spain on account of the burial of a woman 
in a church contrary to law. 

SULLIVAN and Slade, the pugilists, gave 
boxing exhibitions in Cincinnati last Sunday 
without interference from the police. 

THE Paris Times says it is rumored that the 
king of Portugal, being worried by the Lib
eral agitation in his country, thinks of abdi
cating the throne. 

IT is asserted that the pope will declare the 
Partheon at Rome a pagan temple if a monu· 
ment to the late King Victor Emanuel of Italy 
is erected in its center, aa is intended by King 
Humbert. 

texts. · 

MESSRS. GBEWETT and Foster, pillars of the 
Baptist church in Floresville, Texas, disputed 
over a Biblical question until they lost their 
temper, and then they fought with their fists 
until other members of their church separated 
them. 

THE motiv for the latest anti-Jewish riot in 
the province of Ekaterinoslav was this: An 
old church had been robbed of its sacred 
plate, and great excitement followed. Sud
denly a rumor spread that the plate had been 
discovered in a Jewish pawn shop. A furious 
riot then broke out, but the Jews escaped 
with their lives, while the rioters lost a score 
in dead and a h,undred in wounded. There
upon the Jews mocked at the Christian peas· 
ants, saying: "We hav lost our feathers, and 
you hav lost your lives." What great bless
ings Judaism and Christianity hav been to the 
world! 

fused to put up with his domineering ways. 
He was given to understand that in the future 
when visiting here he would hav to find ac
commodations elsewhere. A just and right
eous conclusion." 

A MAN named Banks was, last week, con· 
victed of belonging to the Ku-Klu:x.-Klan of 
Georgia, and participating in outrages on ne· 
gro voters. It is the first conviction of a Ku• 
Klux in that state. 

IN Warsaw a ladies' school, which is under 
the patronage of the empress, has been 
searched by the police, and one Russian 
teacher and eight pupils were arrested on 
the charge of having helped to propagate 
Nihilist writings. 

La Presse Medicale Belge says that a mys
terious personage recently installed himself 
as a doctor in the most frequented part of the 
Faubourg Montmartre, Paris, to whose pres
ence admission could only be gained after 
infinit questionings. His assumed name was 
foreign, and his servants were bound over to 
secrecy. This difficulty of access and air of 
mystery acted as a tremendous advertisment, 
and his consultation room was soon so be
sieged that the attention of the police was at
tracted. A Commissaire demanded ail inspec
tion of his diploma. To his surprise the 
doctor showed perfectly authentic documents. 
"And now that you hav assured yourself, 
M. Commissaire," said the doctor, "do not 
betray me; for if my patients come to know 
that I am a mere doctor of the medical fac
ulty of Paris, I shall see no more of them." 

A coNFLICT is expected between Irish 
Orangemen and the Nationalists who are soon 
to hold a meeting at Belleck, Ireland. Two 
thousand Orangemen hav been armed with 
revolvers. 

IT is said that every other Mormon is a liar 
by force of habit, every third one a horse
thief, every fourth a murderer, every :fifth a 
polygamist, and every millionth an honest 
man. Mormons are much like the rest of the 
religious sects after all. 

THREE Kentucky brothers were married on 
the same day two years ago, and they came as 
near to simultaneously getting divorces as the 
courts would permit, the three suits being in
stituted at one time, and the decrees being 
granted within a week of each other. 

THE antiquity of magnifying-glasses is in
dicated by the following passage from the 
writings of Confucius, the great Chinese phi
losopher, who died 478 years B.c.: "As we 
use a glass to examin the forms of things, so 
must we study antiquity to understand the 
present." 

ABoUT this time the attendance on the 
Sunday-schools begins to increase and con
tinues to grow until after all the Christmas 
presents are given out. It is really distress
ing to see the amount of piety some of these 
Christmas scholars manage to load themselvs 
down with. 

Miss ANNIE WEsT, a charming young gradu
ate of Vassar, has sailed away from these 
shores to do missionary work. Now, if there 
is one thing that the cannibals dote on, it is 
a young, tender, and charming little Vassar
girl on toast. Good-bye, Anna, we shall meet 
on that beautiful shore.--Siftings. 

A TEMPERANCE man orating at a soldier's 
banquet out West had occasion to repeat the 
couplet, "Their bones are moldering in the 
dust, their spirits are in heaven, we trust;" 
but instead of " spirits " he used the word 
"stimulants" as being less offensiv to some 
good church-members whom he saw present. 

IN Ireland the national journals are calling 
for the prosecution of the aristocratic rowdies 
who organized the Orange mobs at the meet
ing in Monaghan. Ten thousand Orangemen 
were mustered by means of excursion trains 
and free tickets, and all were armed. The 
resolutions were passed to the accompaniment 
of pistol shots, and at one period during the 
meeting, a fusilade from thousands of revol
vers lasted for several minutes, and was heard 
for miles around. Miss Ford, of the Irish 
World, has distributed in Dublin sums of about 
a thousand dollars each to the families of 
the men hanged for the Phcenix Park murders. 

WILLIAM MAccALL writes to the London Re. 
publican that, "Of all priests since the begin
ning of the world the Anglican priests are the 
greediest. Indeed, their insatiate cupidity is 
their chief characteristic. Lately Archibald 
Boyd, Dean of Exeter, died, leaving a fortune 
of nearly a hundred and forty thousand 
pounds. Dean Boyd belonged to the low 
church party, and was charitable enough to 
say that hell was in store for all Roman Cath
olics. Dante, who was a good Catholic, al
lotted the hottest place in hell to the covet
ous. At all events, such monsters of avarice 
as Dean Boyd deserve the eternal execration 
of mankind." 

I EXCHANGED some words with the Hon. 

AT the last General Convention of the Epis
copal church previous to the triennial-cen
tennial convention just closed at Philadel
phia, a resolution was introduced to raise 
$1,000,000 for the purpose of building new 
churches and helping poor congregations. 
Thus far the contributions to this fund 
amount to a comparativly trifling sum. It 
was hoped and expected that this-last conven
tion would take measures to push to comple
tion this enterprise. But the scheme was not 
1evitalized, and it is now probably dead be-

Robert Ingersoll on the way to Washington 
laat Thursday morning. Speaking of a fu
neral that was to be held that day, the colonel 
said, " If I could not make a world without 
death in it, I would go out of the business. 
Think," said he, "of starting railroad trains 
every day, or every hour of the day, and 
wrecking every one of them? What kind of 
an engineer would that man be? Yet every 
life that is launched is doomed to terminate 
in pain and misery.'' Said I, "What is your 
cure for it?" "There is none," said he, 
"and that is the worst of all." "Don't you 
think, colonel, that death in a large number 
of cases is rather a grateful solution of life? 
Raleigh addresses death as the last and no
blest friend of man? " " Oh ! " said the colo
nel, "I suppose that a poor, pursued, hunted 
fellow like that could see some advantages in 
death. Men of his time were a good deal 
worse than they are now. They did not care 
much in those days about administering poi
son to each other to get rid of a rival. Ra-

INVESTIGATIONS of the marshal's offices at 
Rochester, N. Y., and for the middle and 
southern districts of Alabama, reveal the fact 
that the management in both places has been 
characterized by fraud. 

As a specimen of the grotesque absurdities 
in which adulterated Buddhism has indulged 
may be taken, says the British Quarterly Re
view, the story of the ascetic named-from the 
peculiarity of his origin-Gazelle Horn. This 
self-denying hermit was walking along one 
day, with a jug is his hand, when a local di
vinity allowed a torrent of rain to descend 
upon him. Ascetics, we are told, "are very 
quickly moved to wrath.'' So Gazelle Horn 
cursed that deity and ordered him not to rain 
any more for twelve years. The consequence 
of the drought was a famin. The king of the 
country sent for his diviners, who told him 
what had happened, and added that unless 
the ascetic could be disturbed in his penances 
no rain could be expected. Being brought to 
the palace, the ascetic fell in love with one of 
the king's daughters, who did her best to 
please him, and her father gave her to him in 
marriage. Thereupon, his penances having 
come to an untimely end, his magic power 
vanished. Straightway "the deity rejoicing 
in rain called the clouds together from every 
side, and sent down copious showers, the con
sequence of which was an abundant harvest." 
For some time the ex-ascetic lived peaceably 
with his royal spouse, but after a time her 
good-humor became deteriorated by jealousy, 
and "one day she hit hi!Il a blow on the head 
with a shoe. Then he said to himself: 'I, 
who used not to allow power to the thunder 
or the cloud, must now, being fettered by 
love-bonds, allow myself to be set at naught 
by a woman!' Thereupon he again devoted 
himself to ascetic exertion, and once more be
came possessed of the :five kinds of higher 
knowledge." 

THE body of Mrs. Peter Offenbacker, who 
died 34 years ago, and was buried at St. Pars, 
Ohio, on being disinterred last week was 
found in a state of perfect petrifaction, and 
the features as natural as life. 

PETER's pence were collected at the Catholic 
churches last Sunday. By representing the 
pope as in great distress, the priests succeed
ed in securing large contributions, some from 
those who had more money than brains, and 
some from those who had not much of either. 

SUICIDES are numerous these days. Mon· 
day morning's papers mention Oaleb Pratt, of 
Boston, aged 72, who shot himself; Mabel 
Stone, of Boston, who shot herself; Charles 
Reinherr,_ of Brooklyn, who shot himself; and 
the bishop of Pruchna, in Austria, who 
hanged himself. 

THE latest Nihilist proclamation, which is 
being extensivly circulated, demands that the 
czar summon the representativs of the Rus
sian people, and ask for full amnesty, free· 
dom of the press, freedom of speech, and the 
right to hold public meetings as the only 
means of preventing a revolution. Pitiless 
vengence is threatened if the demands of the 
Nihilists are disregarded. 

PRESIDENT ABTHUB has issued a Thanksgiv• 
ing proclamation to the effect that on the 29th 
of November next, the people of this nation 
are expected to assemble at their accustomed 
place of worship and thank God for whatso
ever blessings they may believe he has vouch
safed them during the past year; it is also 
considered necessary to request the deity to 
continue the same until further notice. 

THE Spiritualists of the South, after a fort
night's session, consisting of daily lectures, 
seances, etc., held a general convention at -
Chattanooga, Tenn., on the 26th ult., and 
completed a permanent organization by the 
election of Samuel Watson, D. D., of Memphis, 
president. Chattanooga is made the southern 
headquarters of the church, and its literature 
will be distributed broadcast throughout the 
South from that city. A Southern camp· 
meeting association will also be organized. 
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Qkommnnicatioqs. 

The Model Saints of the Old Testament. 

1. I begin with Abraham, "the father of the faith- had intelligence enough to learn, and they would 
ful" and the "friend of God." He fancied that he send him to school to Ingersoll for a quarter, to be
heard God say to him, in an audible voice: come an infidel to his old religion, he would proba

" Take·now thy son, thy only son, Isaac, whom thou lovest, bly be as safe a member of society as any of us. 
and get thee into the land of Moriah, and offer him there for Guiteau was another man-slayer-I do not call him 
a burnt offering on one of the mountains which I will tell d th F · h 

CANONIZED BY THE APOSTLE PAUL IN THE ELEVENTH CHAP- thee of." a mur erer any more an reeman, because neit er 
TER OF HIS EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS. WaS actuated by malice in the act he committed. But 

Mistaking his fancy for a fact, he accordingly took b th l'k th · "ll t · d R ·1 
The neuter noun "morals " is of Latin derivation, o were, I e e1r I us nous pre ecessor, ava1 -

his son, and in the very act of slaying him with :t 1 th t 1 f th }" · f th h h 
and means the Customs' the manners, that prevail ac, e na ura spawn o e re Igwn o e c urc , 

knife, before burning his flesh with fire upon the al- h" h ak th bl d · t d h f th 
among a People m. any gi.Yen age or country. Thus w IC m es e oo y sam s an eroes o e 

tar, as a sacrifice of sweet savor unto the Lord, he B"bl .- "th th · hall · t" d · · 
the gladiatori. al shows were in fashion at Rome, and 1 e, WI eir ucma IOns an ImpressiOns 

was arrested by an angel. Paul, in the eleventh d 1 f t · •t t · t d f h · b ' 
continued so for many generations, and gave delight chapter of Hebrews, believing that the intention qual- mo e s or lusul o fimi a ale, Ins eal o avmg us o ey 
to thousands Of spectators who gazed upon the bloody that natura r e o mar s, so p ain and so safe, that 

ifies and completes the character of an act, declares h · ht t · fl." t · · "th 1 scenes. They would not now be tolerated anywhere, we av no ng 0 m IC InJury ei er on ourse vs or 
b d d that- others. 

for the custom has changed, and it would e eeme 
f h h . h t nk "By faith Abraham, when he was tried, offered up Isaac; Before dismissing the case of Abraham, it is proper 

barbarous. The Spanish people o t e Ig es l'a · and he that had received the promises offered up his only t k h 'f h t t d G d · th tt f h 
spend the best part of their Sundays in thfl pleasing begotten son, of whom it was said that in Isaac shall thy seed 0 as w y, I e 80 rus e 0 m e rna er o is 
avocation of witnessing bull baits. But although be called, accounting that God was able to raise him up, even son, he did not trust him in the matter of his wife 
cities are justly said to be sores upon the body poli- from the dead; from whence alsohereceivedhimina:figure." Sarah. During his sojourn in Gerar, as you may see 
tic, reeking with all kinds of corruption, there is no This is the brightest instance of faith on record, in the twentieth chapter of Genesis, his cowardice 
city in the world, outside of Spain and her colonies, with but one exception, and givs Abraham his name and falsehood were so marked that he loai1ed his 
where bull baiting would be considered moral. The and fame as the father of all those who believe. But wife tc Abimelech, who sent and took her, and would 
code of morals in our state of Louisiana allows deal- let us examin the subject carefully. hav committed adultery with her, but "God came to 
ing in lotteries, and persons of the utmost respecta- Faith, as an exercise of the intellect, is the trust or Abimelech in a dream by night," and told him that 
bility are engaged in the business. In Pennsylvania, credence we giv, on the testimony of competent wit- Sarah was another man's wife. Whether Abimelech 
such an occupation would be a transgression of the nesses, to the truth of a thing, the witnesses having was a married man or not we know not, but, pagan 
law, and those who were guilty of it would be been first examined and cross-examined by counsel, as he was, he had higher conceptions of what was 
punished with fine and imprisonment. Thus we see before a judge learned in the law and in the rules of right than A braham had, who was on such intimate 
that popular ideas of what is right and moral, and evidence. It is a forcible assent to a truth proved to terms with God. This lying and dastardly conduct 
what is wrong and immoral, hav been subject to the be such, and therefore is not a voluntary, but an in- in the "father of the faithful" proves that faith or 
same law of change that modifies all things else. In voluntary, act. This definition of faith holds good confidence in God was not a settled principle of ac
contemplating this universal mental confusion on the in scientific investigation. When the truth of a tion with him, but only a blind and temporary im
all-important question of right, and of duty, a thought- proposition is examined, pro and con, inductivly and pulse of feeling which displayed itself in offering up 
ful person asks, with deep emotion, whether, for the deductivly, the mind is compelled to accept the result, Isaac. As to his migrating from Ur of the Chaldees, 
self-government of man, in all the :various relations whether it goes against the grain of our feelings and and sojourning in the land of Canaan, and dwelling 
of life, there is no steady, infallible standard, suitable prejudices or not. Hence there is :neither merit nor in tents, he evinced no more faith and endurance 
for all ages, and binding upon all people; or whether demerit in faith, since the mind can do no otherwise than thousands of European emigrants now de in 
we are destined to be forever tossed about, like a than believe according to the amount of evidence be- crossing a tempestuous ocean and seeking homes in 
ship at sea, without compass or chart, uncertain as to fore it. If all the evidence in a given case is pro- our Western wilderness. 
the duties we owe to ourselvs or others. Mr. Buckle, duced, the verdict of the mind will be just. But, as 2. The next model saint held up by Paul for our imi
in his "History of Civilization," discusses this ques- is often the case, if all the evidence is not present, tation in the eleventh chapter of Hebrews is Isaac. 
tion at length, and arrives at the conclusion, which but only a part, the mind may giv a false judgment, ~n ~othing r~corde~ of hi~ can we find anything to 
commands the assent of all men, that any and every and believe what is not true. We hay cases of men, JUstify Paul m settmg him forth as an example of 
thing is right and allowable which injures neither one's innocent of murder, who hav been put to death for faith, ~ut just the co~tra~y; for, like ~is father, Abr~
selfnor any other person or thing; and that any and that crime. After execution new evidence has come ham, m regard to his wife, so Isaac, m regard tv his 
every thing is wrong, and forbidden by the law of out which, if the jury had had it in time, would hav wife, proved him~elf to be both a liar and a coward, 
nature, which does injure either one's self or any made their verdict one of acquittal. . and had no trust m God whatever. 
other person or sensitiv thing. ~ e hav an indispu- But Bible faith is a misty, blind, unwarrantable, 3. The third personage on Paul's roll of model 
table right, either in our proximate or ultimate search and dangerous feeling or impression on the mind of saints to which I invite your attention is Jacob. The 
after happiness, to enjoy everything that is enjoyable, a person, that he ought to believe some dogma and Rev. A. Langdon at the late Exeter Diocesan Confer
intellectually, bodily, or aftectionately, provided we compel other people to believe it, or to do some one ence in England, stated the case of a rector or clergy
ob&erve the rule just laid down, and thus enjoy in thing which has been revealed to him as a duty. In man of the church of England who held a "living" 
moderation. The moment we go beyond that, the the early days of the Puritans in Massachusetts, the or parish worth £1,000 a year, who was, or seemed to 
greatest blessing is transformed into a curse, because Quakers, believing that the popular religion was not be, very sick, and, as he was assured by his physi
it injures either ourselvs or others, or both. No man true, felt that it was their duty to protest against it cian, had only two days to liv. A lawyer was sent 
has a right to inflict upon himself an injury which as empty and false. Deborah Wilson's faith on this for, and a client appeared with him who was anxious 
incapacitates him for performing his duties, and for point was so deep and impulsiv that she, in imitation to get hold of the next presentation to the living. 
enjoying those pleasures which constitute his birth- of the prophet Isaiah, stripped off her garments and The client agreed to giv £10,000 for it, and the offer 
right as a human being. And what he has no right went stark naked through the streets of Salem, testi- was accepted. No sooner, however, were matters 
to in:fl.ict upon himself, he has no right to inflict upon fying against ~hat she called the religious nakedness settled than the sick clergyman began to recover, and 
another. This rule of morals is so plain, so just, and of the land. Surely nothing but the awfullest sense actually lived many years longer. As the client had 
so easily comprehended by the most illiterate, that it of duty could hav induced a modest and virtuous paid the £10,000, and got nothing in return, he nat
requires no priesthood to expound it to the people. woman, as she was, to do such a thing as that. Then urally expected the clergyman, as an honest man, 
It is the morality inculcated by nature and common the Puritans, following the same blind guide as Deb- either to return him the money or to resign the in
sense, which, if it had not been trampled down by orah Wilson did, felt it their duty to whip such cumbency, so that the purchaser might make the 
superstition, would hav given the world, long ago, transgressors at the cart's-tail, and if that did not next presentation. But he declined doing either, be
freedom, health, and happiness. cure them, to imprison them or put them to death. cause, as he argued, it would be "Simony," which the 

Instead of this code by which nature, our mother, But if Abraham is to be justified in an act of homi- laws of England define as the crime of buying or sell
designed that each of her children should regulate cide simply because he felt it his duty to commit it, ing ecclesiastical prefennents, or the corrupt presen
himself in all the relations of life, the church teaches how can we condemn the proceeding of Deborah tation of any one to a benefice for money or reward. 
the doctrin that a thing is right and ought to be done Wilson, and the other similar doings of the Quakers It is called Simony from Simon Magus, or the magi
because God commands it or allows it in the Bible, in their protests against the religious worship of the cian, who, although he worked miracles himself, 
and that another thing is wrong because the Bible Puritans? And how can we blame the Puritans in envied what he considered the superior power of the 
forbids it, taking for granted what the overwhelming their bloody proceedings? The natural law of morals apostles in this line, and offered to purchase it with 
majority of the human family deny, that the Bible is that we hav no right to injure others, no matter money. So the clergyman kept the living and the 
is, or even claims to be, an infallible revelation from how deep thefeeling is that we ought to do so. £10,000 also! Now as to the gross immorality of 
heaven, prescribing every dogma we are to believe Two cases of deliberate killing by professing Chris- this trick there can be but one opinion outside of the 
concerning God, and every duty which God requires tians hav ·occurred in our day which confirm and il- church; for, if the clergyman's sickness was feigned, 
of man. The Catholic church, which is older than lustrate what I hav just said. I refer to the Second and a mere trap set for the client, to get out of him a 
the New Testament, models the characters of its Adventist Freeman of Massachusetts, and that dis- large sum of money for nothing, he had a wan·ant for 
members by the "lives of the saints," who, during tinguished member of Mr. Beecher's church, and his sharp practice in the Bible; for this is just what 
manycenturies,havbeen canonized fortheirchurchly member of the Young Men's Christian Association, Saint Jacob did when he cheated his twin brother 
virtues. The Protestants, on the contrary, confine Guiteau, the assassin of President Garfield. Free- Esau out of his birthright as the first born, as well as 
themselvs to the models whose names and doings are man, ignorant of Nature's simple code of morals, and his father-in-law, Laban, out of his proper share in 
immortalized in the scriptures. Paul, in the 11th, ignorant because he got his training in the church, the increase of his flocks. In the h,istory of Jacob 
chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews, after giving a felt it to be his duty to obey Paul by imitating and we find not one redeeming quality in his character. 
most unintelligible definition of faith as the substance illustrating the faith of Abraham, and so rebuke this He was a liar and a cheat during his whole life, and 
of things hoped for, and the evidence of things not wicked and unbelieving generation of Christians, who even before he was born, for the prophet Hosea 
seen, begins with Abel, the son of Adam, and givs a had never seen an example of what faith could do. (xii, 3) declares that "he took his brother by the heel 
list of the Old Testament worthies whom he holds up Without one particle of evidence beyond his mere in the womb" to prevent him from being born first, 
as model saints and exemplars to the Christian feeling that he was doing right; regardless altogether so as to be entitled to the birthright; and according 
church. And I propose, on this occasion, to show of his victim's right to life, and of the death agony he to Genesis xxv, 26, no sooner was his brother born 
that almost all of them, thus indorsed by Paul, were was about to inflict, he took the knife, like his great than again he took him by the heel to supplant him; 
so faulty in character that, if living now, either in exemplar, and thrust it into the heart of his own and on this account he was named Jacob, which 
England or in this country, they would either be daughter, accounting, as Abraham did in the case of means a supplanter. While the Bib]G records the 
sent to the penitentiary as the worst criminals, or to his child, that God would raise her from the dead fraudulent doings of Jacob in detail, it offers no apol
the insane asylums as ths most irresponsible and and thus confirm his faith and rebuke the infidelity ogy for them, and hence he may be regarded as the 
dangerous of crazy human beings. And after stating of the church. Freeman was never executed for this patron saint of all liars and cheats. The tricks of 
the cases seriatim, I will submit to you as jurors, cold-blooded act of slaughter. The Christian people trade and the vice of misrepresentation are the burn
sworn to giv a verdict according to the evidence, of Massachusetts, knowing that he had more relig- ing shame of thousands of mercantile men in our day 
whether the church, by blotting out the distinction ion and more Abrahamic faith than any or all of them and country. But they can all grease their con
between right and wrong, is not responsible for that put together, did not dare, with the Bible in their sciences with "St. Jacob's oil," and say that if Jacob 
large and increasing class of people, who, encouraged hands, and Paul's in4orsement of Abraham's conduct could wrestle and prevail with God at the last, and 
and prompted by the example of the saints of God, before their minds, to put him to death, but placed hav a general jail delivery of all his sins, th'Efy, too, 
feel at liberty to indulge in all kinds of vices and him under the restraints of an insane asylum to pre- will put their confidence in Jacob's God, and culti· 
crimes. vent him from repeating the act. If, however, he vate peace of mind, 
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4. I now introduce to your notice David, the 
" sweet singer of Israel,': and the " man after God's 
own heart·"' and the Bible account, for we hav no 
other bist~ry of him, is my warrant for deliberately 
saying that be was as cruel and bloodthirsty a mur
derer and adulterer as js named in any history, 
sacred or profane. He was a liar, a dissembler, a 
perjurer, and a thief; in short, all the vices and 
crimes centered in his character, and were illustrated 
in his life. To be sure, he was very pious, and in the 
Psalms, the authorship of most of which is imputed 
to him, there are noble sentiments which we highly 
prize. But pious words and emotions are very cheap 
at the best, and when given the lie to by one's life are 
entirely worthless. The persecutors in the church 
who slauglltered thousands of innocent persons, were 
pre-eminently pious and devoted to God. 

In speaking of the roguery of Jacob, I said he was 
thoroughly bad from top to bottom, and from the 
center to the circumference of his character. But 
I am .bound to be fair, and amid the crimes and vices 
which conglomerated in David's character, I confess 
we can discern one redeeming trait, recorded in 2 
Samuel, xxiii, 14-17. When besieged by the Phil
istines-

" He longed and said, Oh, that one would giv me a drink 
of the water of the well of Bethlehem, which is by the gate! 
And three mighty men broke through the host of the Philis
tines and drew water out of the well, and brought it to David, 
but he would not drink thereof, but poured it out unto the 
Lord, and said, Be it far from me, 0 Lord, that I should do 
this; is not this blood of the men that went in jeopardy of 
their lives? Therefore he would not drink it." 

This was noble. This was the bright particular star 
which shone through the dark clouds of sin that sur
rounded his character: His polygamy, his dying im
precation of vengeance on Job, his solemn oath to 
Sbimei that he would not put him to death, and his 
perjury in directing Solomon after all to "bring down 
his hoar head to the grave in blood," his adulteries 
and fornications, and all the rest of his multiplied 
villanies, shock the reader of his history as recorded 
in the Bible. But notwithstanding all this, the Bible 
holds him up as a model saint, and declares, and re
peats the declaration in 1 Kings. xv, 5, that-

"David did that which was right in the eyes of the Lord, 
and turned not aside from any thing he commanded him all 
the days of his life, save only in the matter of Uriah the 
Hittite." 

After this wholesale indorsement of David's char
acter, and Paul's repetition of the same, what per
ceptible difference is there between right and wrong? 
What scoundrel now living cannot justify himself in 
any crime he commits, and in any vice he practices? 
If all the maids and married women who hav been 
seduced by clergymen would giv the history of their 
fall, it would be found that the seducer began the un
dermining process by dwelling on the amours of the 
licentious Old Testament saints, and showing, as he 
easily could, that they were either no sins at all, or 
mere peccadilloes in the sight of God. If David, 
after all of his adulteries, was indorsed, over and 
over again, as a perfect character with but a single 
blot on it, how easily could a strongly amatory 
woman, maid, wife, or widow, be persuadeJ by ·a wily 
shepherd of the sheep to believe that unchastity was 
more of a virtue than a vice, since God's saints, and 
God himself, treated it as such; for he is represented 
in 2 SamueL xii, 11, as telling David that as he bad 
taken away Uriah's wife he would "take away his 
wives and giv them unto his neighbor, and that his 
neighbor should lie with them before all Israel and 
the sun." Surely, since moral acts lose not their 
complexion by the lapse of time, polygamy and its 
allied vices are no sins; for if God justified them as 
be did by declaring David's character to be abso
lutely perfect with a solitary exception, he would not 
condemn them in any of his New Testament saints. 
Women who are inclined to be godly, and strive to 
square their characters with the Bible worthies, and 
who bav been taught to bav entire confidence in their 
preachers as God's ambassadors, and authorized ex
pounders of his will, unless ~hey are natur_ally and 
constitutionally as chaste as Diana, and as faithful as 
Penelope, bow could they be expected to stand firm 
in their virtue against an argument like this when 
wielded by an artful and unscrupulous clergyman 
who bas winning manners and fine personal magnet
ism? For, as the great poet of nature says, 

"How easy it is for the proper false 
In women's waxen hearts to set their forms!" 

It is the amours of the scurvy Old Testament 
saints, indorsed by the Apostle Paul,. which bav 
sapped the morals of church-members m all ages. 
To such reading is mainly due the creation of a taste 
for what is called "yellow-backed literature," which 
fascinates the weak-minded, destroys the power of 
seeing the difference between right and wrong, and 
makes woman an easy prey to the seducer. And yet 
when the church, by the licentious literature of her 
sacred books, has been, during all her past history, 
not only the seed-bed of sexual vices, but the bot
bed to stimulate them into life and growth, and 
when she is spotted with the foulest corruption, and 
bas so large a representation in the criminal courts 
and penitentiaries of the country, she keeps up her 
pcient reputation for brazen-faced hypocrisy given 

to her by her own prophets, by charging the Lib
eralists with being the patrons of obscene lit.erature! 
In other words, she has no scrnple in finding Abel 
guilty of the murder of Cain. 

5. I must now introduce to your notice a woman 
of the Old Testament economy, whose character as a 
saint is held up by Paul for the daughters of Chris
tian fathers and mothers to copy after. It is Jael, 
and her history is recorded in the fourth chapter of 
the book of Judges. After Sisera, the captain of 
J a bin's army, was defeated by the Jewish General 
Barak, he fled, weary and faint, toward the tent of 
Jael, the wife of Heber the Kenite, whom, being an 
ally of the Canaanites, he thought he could trust for 
protection and hospitality. 

"And Jael went out to meet Sisera, and said unto him, 
Turn in, my lord, turn into me; fear not. And when he 
turned in unto her she covered him with a mantle." 

And when he was sound asleep, after the exhaus
tion of the battle, this treacherous "saint " illustrated 
her faith and became immortalized in both Testa
ments by taking a tent pin in one band, and a ham
mer in the other, and smiting the nail through the 
temples of her sleeping guest, and fastening it into 
the ground! Then Deborah the prophetess, and 
Barak, her general, composed a song of triumph over 
thie bloody and atrocious deed of perfidy and murder, 
and thus sang: 

"Blessed above women shall Jael the wife of Heber be! 
blessed shall she be above women in the tE>nt. She put forth 
her hand to the nail, and her right hand to the workman's 
hammer, and with the hammer she smote Sisera; she smote 
off his head when she had pierced and stricken through the 
temples." 

Now, what act is baser than treachery, especially 
treachery to a confiding guest? Mankind has shud
dered through the generations of two hundred years 
at the deed of Macbeth, who took the life of Duncan, 
when he accepted the hospitality of Macbeth's castle. 
By common consent such conduct is damnable, and 
calls unceasingly for retributiv justice. Yet J ael bas 
been held up to the Christian world for 1800 years 
as a model saint by the apostle Paul. As to the thing 
called faith, how did J ael show it in this bloody piece 
of work? Sisera bad faith in J ael's hospitality, but 
the only faith Jael bad was in the hammer, and in 
the strength of her own right arm. Benedict Arnold 
and all the traitors who lived before or after his day 
could justify their treason by this act of J ael, indorsed 
by Paul, if they were shrewd enough to know bow to 
use the argument. 

6. The next specimen of the household of " faith " 
who is held up as a model saint, is a lady of the name 
of Rahab, and her occupation is given both in the 
Old Testament and in the New as that of a harlot. 
Now, the sentiment of love in all its manifestations 
toward its object is the holiest, most refining, and 
most Godlike thing on earth.; and therefore a woman 
who makes it a matter of merchandise to every 
comer is called by the opprobrius name of harlot. 
While the natural sacredness of a woman's person is 
enhanced by the touch of love, it is desecrated and 
polluted by harlotry, and she becomes in the eyes of 
the world, and in her own esteem, a fallen angel. In 
the history of Rabab, besides her lying, her treason 
to her own country, and her vocation, there is nothing 
recorded. How she exemplified faith it is impossible 
to see, even with a microscope, although the Old 
Testament and the New glorify her as a saint by a 
detail of facts and inLidents. The theologians bav 
done their best in trying to make out the case that 
Saint Rabab was not a woman who sold her charms 
promiscuously for money, but that she simply kept a 
boarding-house in the city of Jericho, and had faith 
in God's chosen people, and so entertained the Jew
ish spies when they came on their dangerous errand. 
I bav seen a shark at sea harpooned in the back and 
made fast to the ship's side by a rope, surging and 
agonizing to get loose, and making the water red 
with his life's blood. But the struggle was not more 
desperate and hopeless than that which the clergy 
now make to prove that Rahab was not at the bead 
of a bouse devoted to prostitution, but a respectable 
woman who only made an honest living by keeping 
boarders at so much a week, as hundreds of respecta
ble women now do. But this is a fraudulent attempt 
to deceive the ignorant and confiding. For in the 
second chapter of Joshua the "inspired" writer de
scribes Rabab as a common harlot. And surely 
Paul, who was a Jew, and understood Hebrew, would 
know whether or not the word translated " harlot " 
was a mistake and ought to bav been :rendered the 
keeper of a hotel or boarding-house. Surely, if he 
thought that prostitution was a damnable blemish in 
the character of a female saint, while keeping e board
ing-house is a meritorious way of making a living; he 
would not hav banded down to future generations 
the name of Rahab as a harlot. It seems a plain in
ference from the facts of the case that whatever the 
law might bav been, the inspired historians did not 
regard practical harlotry a vice or crime any more 
than murder and polygamy, provided it was practiced 
by a " saint." All through the Bible, what is called 
piety or saintsbip seems to cover a multitude of sins, 
if it does not transform them into virtues. The 
apostle Peter's swearing and cursing, and his treach
ery to Christ, are dwarfed into mere tr.ill.es because 

they were committed by "Saint" Peter, whereas sim
ilar faults in the character of Judas Iscariot hav made 
his ignominy immortal. But if it be not saintship 
that changes vice into virtue, could not the whole 
frail sisterhood in Europe and America, where whore• 
dam bids defiance to all law, successfully defend 
themselvs and their vocation against the denuncia~ 
tiona of society by showing that both the Old and 
New Testaments bold up as a model saint a woman 
of their class? Character never loses its attributes 
of good or evil in the sight of God, but, like him, is 
the same yesterday, to-day, and forever; and if a. 
harlot can practice her vocation all through life, and 
when she dies go to heaven, and then be immortal
ized by the church as a model ~aint, what_sq~eamish• 
ness it is in us to protest agamst prostitutiOn, and 
all the literature, and all those ways that lead to it. 
Whoever reads scripture biography will observe with 
astonishment that rape, seduction, promiscuous 
intercourse, adultery, concubinage, polygal?y, treason! 
robbery murder in cold or bot blood, perJury, lying, 
fraud a~d slavery were all practiced by thA saints of 
God, 'whose names are glorified in the Bible, and 
whose characters are held up for our imitation as 
models I No wonder that the clergy are so zealous 
and so successful in urging people to join the church! 
when saintship, like a mantle, can be made to cover 
over all the crimes forbiddon by the moral law. 

7. The next illustrious example of faith and piety 
enjoined upon us for imitation by the apostle is 
Jephthah, and the reason of his canonization is given 
in the eleventh chapter of the book of Judges, from 
the thirty-fourth to the fortieth verse. To under
stand the case, it is important to say that Jehovah 
gave a law UJ?.to the children of Israel on the subject 
of vows. It is recorded in Numbers xxx, 2, and is in 
these words: 

"If a man vow a vow unto the Lord, or swear an oath td 
bind his soul with a bond, he shall not break his word; he 
shall do all that proceedeth out of his month." 

This being a custom in Israel, we are told by di• 
vine authority that-

" The spirit of the Lord came upon J ephthah, and he vowed 
a vow unto the Lord, and said, If thou shalt, without fail, de~ 
liver tbe children of Ammon into my hands, then it shall be 
that whatsoever cometh forth of the doors of my house to 
meet me, when I return in peace from the children of Am• 
mon, shall surely be the Lord's, and I will offer it up for a 
burnt offering." 

This was his vow, and a more stupid and unwar• 
rantable promis was never made, before nor since; 
But the Lord agreed to the bargain, and gave the 
Ammonites into his hand. Then, when Jephthah re..o 
turned to his bouse from the slaughter, who should 
meet him at the door, with timbrels and with dances, 
but his own and only child, his daughter I His heart 
broke, of course; but he felt that he had made a vow 
unto the Lord, and was bound to keep it; and the 
narrativ goes on to say that "he did ttnto her according 
to his vow which he had vowed"-that is to say, he 
slaughtered his child, and offered up her mangled 
body as a burnt offering to the Lord. 

To save God from· being cursed by all the mothers 
of mankind as a cruel and relentless tyrant, in mak
ing such a law as he did, and then holding J ephthah 
to its bloody and unnatural conditions, the theologi
ans, as in the case of Rahab the harlot, hav tried for 
ages all conceivable methods of criticism and special 
pleading to show that, after all, Jepbtha did not act
ually kill his daughter and burn her body on the al..o 
tar as a sacrifice oLsweet savor unto God. The the
ologians are to be honored for the motiv which leads 
them, out of respect to the feelings of humanity, to 
defend the character of God in this terrible transac
tion, and it is an unintended tribute of loyalcy to our 
theory of morals. But it is a pious fraud. There is 
the law of vows enacted by Jehovah, and there is the 
history of the case in the divinely inspired narrativ 
which I bav read to you. And there is the eleventh 
chapter of Hebrews, containing Paul's glorification 
of the deed as a religious act illustrating the saving 
grace of faith. The lesson it was designed to teach 
was that in making a rash and thoughtless vow, even 
to take life, the act is all right, provided the man
slayer is pious, and illustrates his piety by perform.
ing his vow! What a warrant there is in this exam
ple of Jepbthah, and its indorsement by the Bible, for 
religious assassins to nurse a feeling of revenge in 
their hearts until it deepens, first into an impression, 
like that made by a type, and then into an impiration 
that, in obedience to God, they will "remove," as Gui
teau termed it, by the knife or the pistol, anyone who 
obstructs the execution of their wild plans I To the 
daggers of this class of assassins who are· spawned 
upon society by the false and dangerous religion of 
the church, every man of us is exposed. I would not 
be the least surprised to read in the morning papers 
of to-morrow that some other member of an evangel .. 
ical church, or the Young Men's Christian Associa
tion, carrying out the suggestion made by a religious 
newspaper some time ago, felt himself "inspired" by 
the deity to remove Ingersoll from the theater of 
life, because he was so dangerous an enemy to the 
church of God. I therefore repeat, for the remem
branc& of those who hear me, that while our feelings 
may be safely trusted in the domain of the affections, 

(Concluded on page 694.) 
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The Liberal Club. The discussion was closed by Mr. Furbish, in a 
One of the most refreshing and desirable lectures wholly effectiv reply to his critics. He could not see 

that could be conceived of was listened to by the how fifty millions of people could vote for a law, as 
Manhattan Liberal Club on the evening of the 26th advocated by Mr. Cohen, without some representativ 

ton, and decided that next Sunday it would debate 
whether Butler or Robinson is the best man for gov
ernor of Massachusetts for the year 1884. 

Col. Ingersoll's Opinions to frame it, to count the ballots, and to declare the 
ult. The speaker of the occasion was Mr. Clinton result. Proxies were indispensable and useful, Dr. 
Furbish. He is a. young man of parts. An orator, 
a patriot, and a Greenbacker, he is inspired with the Kinget to the contrary notwithstanding. If he were OF BEN. BUTLER, PROHIBITION, THE NEXT PRESIDENTIAL 
spirit of the Fourth of July, our Revolutionary fore- to be hung, he ·would like to be hung by proxy. If CANDIDATES, AND THE SUPREME counT's DECISION THAT 
fathers, and the Declaration of Independence. he were to take Dr. Kinget's medicin, even, he would HOTELS AND THEATERS CANNOT BE FORCED To ADMIT 

The title of Mr. Furbish's lecture was, "A Federal prefer to take it by proxy. The Constitution must NEGROES. 
Republic the Only Basis of a True Democracy." He stand. We may add to it, but we may not displace "'\Vhat are Butler's chances for the Democratic 
held in effect that our Constitution was the most it. Such improvements at our increasing enlighten- presidential nomination?" queried a Chicago Inter-

ment suggests made be made, but the hand of the 0 t f C 1 I 11 magnificent document of the kind ever written, that cean repor er o o . ngerso . 
vandal must not remove one stone from the original A d d the United States was the grandest nation on the edifice. " great many old an respecte Massachusetts 

globe, and the Stars and Stripes the most gorgeous people like to get revenge on men who assume too 
ensign that floated in the breeze of heaven. A rep- This meeting was a memorable one for the club, much. They resent the idea that tanning pauper 
resentativ government, honestly administered, is the and but for the marked and generally regretted ab- hides is a Massachusetts industry. Even shvuld But
ideal government. If evils hav arisen iu our country sence of Mr. Shook, the cup of satisfaction had been ler carry the state, he livs too far east, and if elected 
under the government, it is because we hav not car- full. This talented gent.leman constitutes the link governor it would be no assurance of his nomination, 
ried out the intentions of its founders; we hav not between the Christian and Freethinking constituency for many of the Democrats could never forgiv him 
followed the teachings of Paine, and Jefferson, and of the organization, and it can but awaken anxiety for having been a Republican so lo1;1g." 
Washington. We hav one law for those who hav that he is so often a missing one. "'\Vhat do you think as to McDonald?" 
wealth, and another for those who hav nothing. We. "I think it likely that Mr. McDonald is the strong-
hav a law that will a!Test a tramp for having property The Boston Liberal Club. est man the Democrats can nominate. He is a man 
upon his person for which he cannot account, and of sterling sense and integrity, and most certainly a 
that allows John Sherman to carry two millions of As stated last week, the subject of Mr. McKenzie's Democrat, if there ever was one." 
dollars from the United States treasury, in a few lecture of the previous Sunday was continued in dis- "What do you see of President Arthur's growing 
years, on an annual salary of eight thousand. "John cussion on October 28th. The wording of the ques- favor among the people?" 
Sherman," said the speaker impressivly, "where did tion was somewhat changed, and in the form of" Is "I had not observed that he was growing in favor. 
you get that money?" Democracy in America a failure?" was opened by Mr. Mr. Arthur is regarded as a clever man, but he has 

Mr. Furbish seemed to be heartily indorsed by the Horace Seaver, editor of the Boston Investigator. Mr. been vice president, and that's a vice the people will 
audience. The people who go to the Liberal Club Seaver took the negativ view of the matter, but his never forgiv. If he were the best man in the world 
recognize a grand sentiment when they hear it ut- remarks were rather applicable to the question of I doubt if he could get the nomination." 
tered, and good old-fashioned patriotism arouses whether the democratic form of government was or "To what do you attribute the defeat in Ohio?" 
them to enthusiasm. They believe that the United was not a failure, than whether the appli~ation of the , "To prohibition. I think the principle of prohibi
States is the home of the brave, that its :flag floats form, as exemplified in American institutions, had tion pernicious. It's no use to pass laws the com
over the freest nation on earth, and they hav unlim- proved a success or not. He certainly was in favor munity is not in favor of. But I do not think the 
ited confidence in the ultimate destiny of America. of government in some form, and thought that of all Ohio election will hav any particular influence upon 
If liberty were ever to be trusted entirely to their the systems that could be named, the democratic was the next presidential elect.ion. In Iowa there are no 
keeping, its warmest friends can rest assured that it the only one that could be worked in the interests of large cities, but even there prohibition could not be 
would be safe. the people. · enforced. If the Mississippi were running full of 

Following Mr. Furbish came the Great Unclassified Mr. J. Storer Cobb followed and assumed the very pure whisky, there would be no more drunkenness 
Professor Vaughn, of Virginia, who rushed across modest attitude of a pupil, who, desiring knowledge on its banks than there is now-riot as much. I am 
the stage in a blaze of illuminated oratory, like a from the savants who had assembled to enlighten the opposed to the principle of prohibition, but in favor 
flaming meteor athwart the midnight sky. His elo- club upon this important question, propounded a few of temperance. Teetotalism is intemperate temper
quence is something immense, yet he can at will as- questions to which he hoped that answers might be ance." 
sume the lighter vein of speech and move an audi- obtained. He would like to know whether, when two "Who will probably be the Republican nominee 
ence to mirth. He is a rare student of ancient lit- or more men are associated together, any one can for president?" 
erature, as some of his jokes attest. He has trod commit an action, of which the risk and cost would "It can't be. told. There are a great many men 
Southern soil, and has gazed undaunted into the be confined wholly and entirely to the actor. One carrying lightning-rods around in their pockets, ex
muzzle of the tln:eatening musket. It would not be other question amounted in substance to whether a pecting to be struck. It's hard to tell where it will 
proper, in this connection, to say that two bores met society, or any portion of a society, can possess any strike." 
about that time, though the thought might suggest right which is not an inherent property of each mem- "Who will probably be the next speaker of the 
itself to those of flippant speech. Professor Vaughn ber thereof, and if so, from what source is that right House ?" 
would hav the downtrodden masses seek the co-oper- obtained? "I am not well informed on the subject. From 
ation of the firearm in their struggle with the op- Mr. B. F. Underwood, with a little sarcastic refer- all I hear I think Randall's chances are probably the 
pressor. If the rich man would not giv his wealth to ence to the attitude assumed by the former speaker, best." 
the poer man, the poor man should take it away from took the ground that no man could perform an act "Will the tariff question be the great issue next 
him. of which the consequences could be confined to him- year?" 

Mr. Cohen said that a representativ government self alone, and was certainly of opinion that an ag- "The matter is in much doubt, as there are thou-
was a failure. The English government was superior gregation of individuals could possess rights which sands of Republicans tending toward so-calbd free 
to that of the United States. If England had our re- any one of the individuals could hav no claim to. trade, and thousands d Democrats favoring protec
sources, it would be infinitly more prosperous. A The doctrin of individual sovereignty was merely the tion. It will be a little hard to get either party to 
government of the people, for the people, by the pea- result of undigested and partial thought, and there draw a well and clearly defined line." 
pie, would be realized when every man could vote could be no doubt that in America the experiment "What do you think of the recent opinion of the 
directly for the law instead of delegating somebody of democracy had proved anything but a failure. supreme court touching the rights of the colored 
else to do the voting for him. Mr· Cohen indulged Mr. McKenzie, taking up one phase of the whole man?" inquired a Washington Republican reporter of 
the hope that he might at some future time be per- subject which he had introduced a week before, the colonel. 
mitted to place this subject before the club in a lee- undertook to show that economically, democracy, as "I think it is all wrong. The intention of the fram
ture. applied in America, was an utter failure. He in- ers of the amendment, by virtue of which the law was 

Dr. Kinget divulged a scheme for selecting our stanced the number of men, taken in prime of life passed, was that no distinction should be made in 
law-makers from the masses by lot, as jurors are from productiv industries to serve in the standing inns, in hotels, in cars, nor in theaters-in short, in 
drawn in our courts. This method might hav its armies and navies of Europe, as well as the number public places, on account of color, race, or previous 
drawbacks, but he held it would do away with rep- belonging to the privileged classes, and showed that condition. The object of the men who framed that 
resentatioa by proxy! although we were spared that drain upon our labor amendment to the Constitution was perfectly clear, 

Mr. Andrews defended the representativ system. resources, the condition of the laborer was but very perfectly well known, perfectly understood. They 
He said we could not get rid of it. Political evils, little better than that of his transatlantic competitor. intended to secure, by an amendment to the fonda
said he, are not the worst evils. Commercial and And this notwithstanding the difference in quality of mental law, what had been fought for by hundreds 
social ones are back of them. This country is better soil and extent of land compared to number of in- of .thousands of men. They knew that the institution 
governed than any other, and a republican form of habitants. of slavery had cost rebellion; they also knew that 
government is the best. England is not a representa- Mr. David Kirkwood thought that the failures of the spirit of caste was only slavery in another form. 
tiv monarchy. If you would see an ideal monarchy, democracy were not due to the form of government, They intended to kill that spirit. Their object was 
look at Turkey or Russia. Mr. Cohen was therefore but to the fact that the people failed to properly ap- that the law, like the sun, should shine upon all, and 
wrong in comparing the United States with England ply the principles, while Mr. John S. Verity would that.no man keeping a hotel; no corporation running 
as a monarchy. Mr. Andrews is a patriot. He is hav nothing whatever to do with the band of fanatics cars, nor any persons managing a theater should make 
prepared to defend the Declaration of Independence who sailed under the banner of anarchy. He did not any distinction on account of race or color. The 
and the Constitution of the United States against all believe in any form of government, consequently the amendment is above all praise. It was the result of 
comers, and believes that each generation requires to anarchistic idea was sheer nonsense and fanaticism. a moral exaltation such as the world never had-seen. 
be indoctrinated with the spirit of liberty which in- He believed in every man's doing just exactly as he There were years during the war, and after, when 
spired those immortal instruments. pleased, provided society would permit him to do it. the American people were simply sublime; when 

Mr. Rosevelt said that a pig breaking into the Dr. J. H. Swain, however, objected to this, and their generosity was boundless; when their sense of 
garden of a Connecticut agriculturist made Jackson would like to know why ten, or ten hundred, or ten justice was as keen as Christ's; when they were will
president of the United States. In explanation of million men should dictate to him what he should ing to endure any hardship to make this an abso
this startling proposition he related how the intrud- do. This nonsense about the will of the people was lutely free country. 
ing porker had kept a voter from going to the polls. as much a superstition as the old theologic idea of a "This decision of the supreme court puts the best 
Thus the pig, untied at the :flood in the affairs of men, ruling personal deity. people of the colored race at the mercy of the mean-
led on a fortune for Mr. Jackson, and disaster for After some remarks from Mr. Cherrington, Mr. est portion of the white race. It allows a contempti-
Mr. Adams. Seaver brought the discussion to a close in such a ble white man to trample upon a real good colored 

Mr. Henry Stone said if he had three wishes manner that showed him clinging to the ideas which man. I believe in dra.wing a line between good and 
granted him, the first, second, and third would be he held at the opening, notwithstanding all the efforts bad, between clean and unclean, but I do not believe 
for the education of the people, that they might which bad been made to convert him. in drawing a color Hne which is as cruel as the lash 
think for themselvs, and put their thought into ac- This matter being disposed of, the club in a busi- of slavery. 
tion. If they were to win their rights, as had been rec- ness meeting elected .lVIr. Ernest Mendum to the "I am willing to be on an equality in all hotels, in 
ommended, by the bullet, they must be united; and chair for the month of November; adopted the report all cars, in all theaters, with colored people. I make no 
if united they could win by the ballot. Therefore of the committee appointed to consider the advisa- distinction of race. Those make the distinction who 
there was no necessity for violence. bility of holding a Freethinker's convention in Bas- cannot afford not to. If nature has made no distinction 
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between me and some ot~e~s, I do not a:sk the. aid of 
the legislature. I a~ wilhn~ to. assomat~ With all 
good clean per!'ons, Irrespectlv of complexiOn. 

"This decision virtually g1vs away one of the great 
principles for which the war was fought. It carries 
the doctrin of 'state rights' to the democratic ex
treme, and renders necessary either another amend
ment or a new court. 

"I agree with Justice Harlan. He has taken a 
noble and patriotic stand. Kentucky rebukes Mas
sachusetts ! I am waiting with some impatience
impatience because I anticipate a pleasure-for his 
dissenting opinion. Only a little while ago Justice 
Harlan took a very noble stand on the Virginia cou
pon cases, in which was involved the right of a state 
to repudiate its debts. Now he has taken a stand in 
favor of the civil rights of the colored man; and in 
both instances I think he is right. 

"This decision may, after all, help the Republican 
party. A. decision of the supreme court aroused the 
indignation of the entire North, and I hope the pres
ent decision will hav a like effect. The good people 
of this country will not be ;;atisfied until every man 
beneath the flag, without the slightest respect to his 
complexion, stands on a perfect equality before the 
law with every other. A.ny government that makes 
a distinction on account of color is a disgrace to the 
age in which we liv. The idea that a man like Fred
erick Douglass can be denied entrance to a car; that 
the doors of a hotel can be shut in his face; that 
he may be prevented from entering a theater-the 
idea that there shall be some ignominious corner into 
which such a man can be thrown by a decision of 
the supreme court ! The idea is simply absurd." 

"What remains to be done now, and who is going 
to do it?" · 

"For a good while people hav been saying that the 
Republican party had outlived its usefulness; that 
there was very little difference now between the par
ties; that there was hardly enough left to talk about. 
This decision opens the whole question. This decis
ion says to the Republican party, 'Your mission is 
not yet ended. This is not a free country. Our flag 
does not yet protect the rights of a human being.' 
This decision is the tap of a drum. The old veterans 
will fall into line. This decision givs the issue for 
the next campaign,' and it may be that the supreme 
court has builded wiser than it knew. This is a 
greater question than the tariff or free trade. It is a 
question of freedom of human rights, of the sacred
ness of humanity. 

"The real Americans, the real believers in liberty, 
will giv three cheers for Judge Harlan. 

" One word more, the government is bound to pro
tect its citizens, not only when they are away from 
home, but when they are under the flag. In time of 
war the government has a right to draft any citizen; 
to put that citizen to the line of battle, and compel 
him to fight for the nation. If the government, when 
imperiled, has the right to compel a citizen, whether 
white or black, to defend with his blood the flag, 
that citizen, when imperil.~d, bas the right to demand 
protection from the nation. The nation cannot then 
say, 'You must appeal to your state.' If the citizen 
must appeal to the state for redress, then the citizen 
should defend the state and not the general govern
ment, and the doctrin of state rights then becomes 
complete.'' 

The Pantarch too Previous. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A. thou

sand and one empty and unintelligent criticisms 
made upon the positions taken by me in Liberty, 
I pass by in silence. That in your issue of October 
27th really deserves no more notice than the rest; 
but it comes from Stephen Pearl Andrews; and, 
though I do not " accept" Mr. Andrews's authority, I 
recognize that there are some who are inclined to ac
cept it, and so I generally (not always) deem it worth 
while to attend to what he says. 

I wish, however, that he had not "intervened," 
even "in a brief way," in my discussion with Mr. 
Haskell, without acquainting himself with both sides 
of it; for it is not impossible that an acqu~intance 
with Mr. Haskell's position would hav put him more 
in sympathy with mine than the reading of my own 
argument has. Mr. Andrews says: 

The Integral and Pantarchal platform is contained in the 
following formula: 

1. Liberty, reaching to and including the criticism and the 
free rejection or acceptance of authority, and 

2. Authority, when accepted, in freedom, submitted to, and 
used in the service of freedom. 

Mr. Andrews alleges that this is distinct from the 
Anarchist platform. I flatly deny it. I hav repeat
edly told him that I, in common with all genuin 
Anarchists, fully and unreservedly subscribe to the 
platform above quoted. A.nd it is precisely because 
Mr. Haskell enunciates and favors, as basic, numerous 
propositions which are antagonistic to and subversiv 
of this platform that I hav made my protest against 
his work. Mr. Andrews, to. be consistent, will hav to 
join me in this protest after he finds out what Mr. 
Haskell's platform really is, unless he shall still retain 
a hope, as I do not, of convincing Mr. Haskell by 
gentler methods. That, of course, is a question of 
practical judgment. 

Anarchy and Pantarchy, it is true, are etymolog
ically opposits, provided we adopt one of the mean
ings of their common root-word and stick to it. But 
this root-word has two meanings. Archy, as used in 
An-archy, means an imposed archy, while archy, as 
used in Pant-archy, means a voluntarily accepted 
archy. Therefore, so far as the above platform is 
concerned, Anarchy and Pantarchy are really in har
mony. My use of the word archy is as· justifiable, 
philologically, as Mr. Andrews's use of it. I do not 
quarrel with his, nor will I let him quarrel with 
mine. But I do quarrel with Mr. Haskell, pecause 
the authority which he favors is not " accepted in 
freedom," or "used in the service of freedom," but 
imposed by tyranny and used in the service of tyr
anny. 

Whenever I say "government," "authority," or any 
kindred words, Mr. Andrews persists in assuming that 
I refer to, and am opposing, such authority as may 
be voluntarily submitted to. He knows me well, reads 
Liberty regularly, is an intelligent man, and ought t.o 
know better. I believe he does know better, and I 
will not forgiv him for acting as if he did not. 

Mr. Andrews says that "the one exclusiv principle 
adequate to the complete regulation" of affairs "is, 
according to the Anarchists, liberty." Yes, and be
cause, for one thing, liberty alone givs opportunity 
for that voluntary acceptance of guidance and leader
ship which Pantarchists insist on. We at this time 
lay the stress on liberty because it is the means, the 
way, the road which the people need to know. But 
we see the end just as clearly as (I think more clearly 
than) Mr. Andrews sees it. 

"Tied to a fixed position or post," says Mr. Andrews, 
"a man may fight desperately and with power; but it is 
a great disadvantage, all the same, to be tethered in 
that fixed way.'' Now, the fact is that Mr. Andrews 
is just as much "tied to a fixed position or post'' as 
I am, and so is any man who has convictions as dis
tinct and decided as ours. Nor are we at a disad
vantage in this respect. Quite the contrary, pro
vided the rope be long enough and the knots within 
our power to untie. It is a good thing rather than a 
bad to hav something to bring one up standing on 
occasion and remind him of the first principles from 
which he is straying too far. The trouble with Mr. 
Andrews in this case is that he has misjudged the 
length of my rope, and if he doesn't look out for him
self, he will get a stunner between the eyes. 

The word "reconcile" was what brought Mr. An
drews to the defense of Mr. Haskell, the latter pre
tending to be able "to reconcile the various factions 
of Socialists.'' Anyone after adherents has only to 
say "reconciliation'' to be sure of Mr. Andrews. He 
will dart for the bait as instinctivly as the fish for the 
worm, regardless or unconscious of the hook which 
it conceals. Angler Haskell may succeed, therefore, 
in landing the Pantarch, but he will never get even a 
nibble from so wary a fish as BENJ. R. TucKER. 

Boston, Oct. 26, 1883. 

A. Land Reform Plank Needed. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TR!JTH SEEKER, Sir : I hav 

read the report of the National Liberal League at 
Milwaukee; and as the organization of a new polit
ical party was the leading question, and much was 
said on both sides for and against, I, as a Liberal, 
wish to contribute my mite, which is in favor of in
dependent political action. Both the old parties hav 
had their day, made their fortune, and sold out-one 
to money and the church, the other to whisky and 
the church; in fact, the same firm has bought both, 
and Liberals bav no further claini to or use for either. 
But, as Liberals, we should step boldly to the front 
and make our position known, unfurl our banner, and 
enough of the old parties will rally around it to make 
success sure ere long. 

I am much pleased with the proposed new platform 
as far as it goes, but wish to offer another plank. I 
want to see added to clause A., section 4, article 2, an 
amendment to the Constitution of the United States 
to read as follows: 

"No person or corporation not now owning an excess of 
160 acres of land, shall hereafter own an excess of that 
amount." 

Dr. J. L. York in Idaho. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : We write 

to inform you that the Liberal orator, Dr. J. L. York, 
has been with us for the past few days, and delivered 
a few lectures-one at Quartzburg, one at Placer
ville, and one at Centerville. From there he goes to 
Idaho, where he will deliver three lectures, and then 
proceed to Boise City (the capital of our territory), 
where he will deliver a full course of six lectures. 

The towns spoken of above, with the exception of 
Boise City, hav but a few hundred population. Yet 
the Catholics hav their priests, and the Methodists 
hav their circuit preachers, and hav had them for 
several years; but Dr. J. L. York is the first Icono
clast that has ventured to throw the solid shot of 
trutb in their midst. A.nd there are some who cry 
out, Crucify him, with the same ·bitter feeling that 
the Jews displayed when they crucified Jesus. But 
he seems to know and sympathize with them in th~ir 
deluded mental condition, and therefore feels to pity 
them. A.nd he says with Col. Ingersoll, "Let the 
people hate, we will educate them." We cordially 
indorse the doctor's noble sentiments, and wish to 
take this occasion to thank him for bis services. May 
the Liberals giv him a hearty reception wherever he 
goes. Yours respectfully, 

Quartzburg, Oct. 20, 1883. 

C. E. CLARK, 
A.. G. PHILLIPS, 
J. B. CHURCH. 

The New England Convention. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A.t a 

business meeting of the Basten Liberal Club, held in 
Investigator Hall this morning, the committee ap
pointed to make arrangements for holding a conven
tion of Liberals in this city during the coming win
ter, reported that in its opinion it would be well to 
hold such convention in Paine Hall on January 27, 
28, and 29, 1884, and that the details of arrangements 
had been placed in the hands of Mr. W. S. Bell. In 
view of this, I now ask those to whom Mr. Bell may 
write, or who may wish to correspond with him, upon 
this matter, to forward their communications as soon 
as possible. It will tend to lighten his labors, and 
tend to insure a much more complete success, if he 
can know, at an early date, upon what he can def
initly rely, as material for the work that has been 
delegated to him. His address is No. 18 Springfield 
street, Boston. Faithfully yours, 

Oct. 28, 1883. JoHN STonEn CoBB, Pres. 

A. Good Christmas or New Year's Gift. 
Samuel P. Putnam's " Golden Throne " would 

make an appropriate gift for the holiday season inas
much as it expresses, not merely the philosophy, but 
the poetry of the Liberal movement. A.long with 
the truth we need the grace of imagination, and 
'' Golden Throne" is an expression of the hope and 
glory of what lies in the unbounded future. Says 
Liberty, "Putnam's romance, while fascinating as a 
story, is also bold, broad, and powerful in its intel
lectual and moral teachings." For sale at this office. 

" The Seventh Demand." 
Three cheers for Jamieson and" Liberta." Let every 

Liberal in the land, who is opposed to the "seventh 
demand," speak out against it. The congress had 
no right to put forth such a demand in the name of 
the Liberals of America. 

It might hav omitted the subject of prohibition 
from its manifesto; but to put the Liberal element of 
the whole country on the negativ of this question 
was unwise and unfair. The "demands of Liberal
ism" should be confined to matter in which Liberals 
generally agree. MHS. E. HEDDON. 

We think the ownership of land necessary, other· 
wise a person could not hav jurisdiction over his own 
dooryard or cellar. Without ownership in land, law 
and order would be impossible. But that any one 
should own more than he can utilize, and spread out 
over large tracts of land, to the exclusion of others, is 
certainly not right. They that own the land indi
rectly own the people occupying it. 

A.N Adrian subscriber to the Worthington, Minn., 
Advance writes to that paper: "I like the Advance 
for daring to speak out against religious oppression. 
While political parties are absorbed in the prohibi
tion, tariff, monopoly and such questions, the oppres
sionists are stealing a march on them and are work
ing to connect church and state. Whenever they suc
ceed, look out for the bloodiest picture in our Amer
ican book. The Liberals will unite and fight." 

IT is narrated of a certain Cincinnati preacher that 
in his youth he was slightly rapid and liked the card 
table. On one occasion the boys were playing and 
slacked up while they talked about their future labors. 
Each named a favorit calling, but our rapid friend 
became tired, and finally broke into the conversation 
by saying, "D-it, stop your talking and trump that 
ace. I'm going to be a preacher."-Louisville Courier 
Journal. 

A.ll can see the evil of land monopoly in Ireland 
and elsewhere, but few seem to notice it at home. 
We think the question needs agitation. ·will ·not 
some one that is able to do it justice say something 
through the columns of the dear old TnUTH SEEKER? 

Leavenwnrth, Oct. 3, 1883. H. H. HuTCHESON. 

MR. TALMAGE says "there are souls in my church so 
small that fifty of them could dance a schottische on 
the point of a cambric needle and not touch each 
other." If a worldly man should say the same thing 
Talmage would say he was a scoffer at religion and 
a. son-of-a-gun.-Peclc's Sun. 

LEt a menagerie snake twenty-five feet iong be 
placed in some inland lake, and let three deacons 
make an oath of seeing it, and not one newspaper 
reader in fifty would hav the least faith. The snake 
business has been lied to death.-Detroit Free Press. 

TEACHER to class of girls: "Now what do we learn 
from this parable of the wise and foolish virgins?" 
Girls, decidedly: "That we shall watch hourly, that 
we miss not our bridegroom when he comes." 
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(Concluded from page 691.) 
and in thosQ questions of casuistry which concern 
ourselvs alone, they never should be implicitly trusted 
in a question of duty which involves the rights or 
happiness of others. Here calm reason alone ought 
to decide; for mere feeling and blind conviction may 
originate from a dyspeptic stomach or an addled 
brain, and is the unsafest of all guides. 

8. The last name in St. Paul's catalog of religious 
worthies to which I call your attention is Solomon, 
the son of David, by Bathsheba, the wife of Uriah t~e 
Hittite, whom he stole n·om her husband. He 1s 
glorified in the Old Testament for his wisdom, his 
riches, and his building the temple at Jerusalem. 
The apostle quotes him as an example of the saving 
grace ofjaith, though it is impossible to find in his 
history what he believed in, unless it was a multiplicity 
of wives and concubine!<, for the Bible informs us that 
he had seven hundred wives and three hundred 
quasi wives, called concubines, thus making up the 
round thousand. He was also an idolater, as you 
may see in 1 Kings xi, 4, where we are told that-

"His heart was not perfect with the Lord his God, as was 
the heart of David, his father. For Solomon went after Ash
taroth, the goddess of the Zidonians, and after Milcom, the 
abomination of. the Ammonites." 

Idolatry, by the law in the thirteenth chapter of 
Deuteronomy, wns treason against Jehovah, and a 
capital offense. And Solomon not only committed 
the crime himself over and over again, but seduced 
the people into committing it, whereby they forfeited 
their lives. Only think of the astounding fact that a 
deliberate and persevering worshiper of false gods 
should be held up to us by Paul and the clergy as a 
model of faith in God ! This feature of his charac
ter, however, is of little consequence to us compara
tivly, but the American people hav a serious account 
to settle with him, because his example as a polyga
mist added to that of the rest of the Old Testament 
saints has planted a cancer in the. bosom of this re
public, which up to this time has defied all surgery. 
I mean Mormonism. The government has inaugu
rated a struggle with the Mormans which may yet 
end in blood. By their industry and thrift these 
people hav made the country they inhabit to bud and 
blossom as the rose. They hold possession of Utah 
Territory, and bid fair to control several territories 
adjoining. Their only fault, politically, is that they 
are polygamists. Polygamy we condemn as a breach 
of the code of natural morals. The census tables of 
all nations show that the sexes are equally divided, 
indicating nature's design that every man should hav 
his own wife, and every woman her own husband. 
But if one man takes twenty wives, nineteen other 
men are injured in their rights by being compelled 
to lead celibate lives. Of course such a system de
grades woman, and converts men who practice it 
into despots. This is the peculiarity of Mormonism 
as a religion, and this is what alarms statesmen and 
patriotic men who wish to make the people of the 
United St.ates homogeneous both in language and 
institutions. 

I say 1fectual, for the recent law of Congress, strin
gent as it is in its provisions, may be evaded, and I 
fear will be, as all previous laws hav been. 

A handful here and there, out of the 71,000 clergy
men in the country, are striving, in an imbecil way, 
to get up a crusade against the Mormons. But they 
are not men of logical minds. The weapon they use 
is the boomerang, and it is the peculiarity of this in
strument of war that in unskilful hands it reacts, and 
is as likely to wound the man who uses it, as the 
enemy it is directed against. Every blow aimed by 
a clergymen at· a Mormon polygamist recoils and 
sttikes him upon his own head. It deals a fatal blow 
also at the doctrin of the inspiration of the Bible, 
which records and approves of the polygamy of the 
saints. The cunning old rats of the clergy do not 
allow themselvs to be caught in such a trap as that, 
for while Mormonism is bad enough of itself, they 
think it would be worse to accept the alternativ and 
deny the inspiration of the Bible. 

As the advocates of the institution of slavery had 
to be put down by the sword when they attempted 
to found a new government upon it as the chief 
corner-stone, I see: nothing else before us in regard to 
Mormonism, but either to let it alone entirely and 
let it quietly compete with the monogamic forces of our 
civilization, or to declare war against it as a nuisance 
and put its practicers and advocates to indismiminate 
slaughter. Our statesmen who understand the evil 
are paralyzed in all their efforts to remove it by the 
fact that they cannot strike it a death-blow without 
first destroying the prest,ige of the church and its 
sacred books which glorify and indorse it. For fear 
of their constituents, who are to a great extent under 
the influence of the church, and whose eyes are as 
blind as bats' on the whole subject of morals, no 
member of Congress has the courage to rise up in his 
place and tell the nation the truth on this subject. 

I hav now gone over the ground I intended to take 
in this discuRsion. I hav shown to you that in the 
list of Old Testament saints, canonized by Paul in 
his epistle to the Hebrews, were men and women 
who, if they lived in our day and country, would be 
deemed monsters of iniquity. I therefore submit to 
your judgment whether the vices and crimes commit
ted by so many of the Christian church and clergy in 
our day, and in all the past centuries of the Chris
tian era, may not be attributed, in a great measure, 
to the silent influence which these examples exert in 
the formation of character. I submit whether the 
taste for obscene literature which is destroying the 
virtue of so many people of both sexes, may not hav 
been created by a perusal in the days of their youth 
of the coarse and libidinous portions of the Bible his
tory and biography, wherein they see no distinction 
at all, made in the sight of God, between virtue and 
vice, chastity and unchastity, provided only that the 
parties be "saints." I submit whether the assassins 
and murderers who feel themselvs "inspired by 
deity" to take the lives of their fellow-men, and whose 
numbers are increasing, are not the legitimate off
spring of the church, from Ravaillac down to Free
man and Guiteau. As the church was responsible 
for slavery by declaring it a Bible institution, and is 
now responsible for every drop of blood that was 
shed in abolishing it by the sword, I submit whether 
by insisting on the unscriptural doctrin of the ple
nary inspiration of the Bible, it has not made itself 
also responsible for allowing Mormonism to establish 
and organize polygamy in the heart of this country 
under tbe oogis of Old Testament stereotyped moral
ity, and Paul's indiscriminate indorsement of the 
same. And, taking all these things into considera
tion, I submit whether the church ought not to be 
arraigned before the bar of Public Opinion as a 
teacher of bad morals, a hindrance to the cause of 
civilization and progress, and a nuisance to be abated; 
not, however, by the strong arm of the law, but by 
the universal prevalence of free thought and miticism. 

A. B. BRADFORD. 

For a number of years the presidents of the United 
States hav called the public attention to this subject, 
and in their messages hav urged Congress to adopt 
measures for extirpating the evil. But how can this 
be done except by a war of extermination? The 
Mormons cling to polygamy as a Bible institution. 
It is part, and the essential part, of their religion. 
They intrench themselvs behind the example of the 
Old Testament saints, whose characters are indorsed 
by the Apostle Paul, and bid defiance to their op
posers. They hav conquered in debate every clergy
man who has had the temerity to enter the lists with 
them. The Christians teach the divine inspiration 
of the Bible. The Mormon concedes it, and makes 
it the bulwark of his defense as a polygamist. He 
takes the old argument used by the American mis
sionaries in foreign· lands to justify their policy in 
receiving polygamists into the mission churches, viz., 
that in addition to its being an Old Testament insti
tution approved by God in the lives of his saints, it 
is nowhere condemned in the New Testament, except The Bible and Polygamy. 
in the case of a bishop, who, Paul said, must be the Polygamy is mentioned in the Bible, but nowhere approv
husband of one wife, clearly implying that other ingly. The church which founds its doctrins on the Bible 
church-members may hav more. The chaplains in has in all ages and everywhere condemned polygamy.-Kan
the Senate and House of Representativs at Wash- sas Oily Times. 
ington, wind up their daily supplications in behalf of There are two classes of people who defend the 
the Congressmen by asking for them the crowning Bible-those who read it with mouths open and eyes 
blessing, that when they finish their legislativ labors closed, and those who never read it. The editor of 
and die, they may all sit down with Abraham and the Times is evidently one of the latter. 
Isaac and Jacob, in the kingdom of heaven, and No intelligent person can read the Bible and then 
with David and Solomon, and all the rest of the good candidly contend that it does not sanction polygamy. 
old polygamists who are immortalized in the Bible. The Mosaic law provides that "if a man hav two 
The clergy in their pulpits everywhere, and on the wives, one beloved and another hated," he shall not 
most solemn occasions, take their texts out of the ignore the legal rights of the hated wife's children 
Song of Solomon the polygamist, spiritualizing the (Dent. xxi, 15-17). This statute recognizes both the 
most lascivious portions of it for the edification of existence and the validity of this institution. 
the old saints, but alas! playing upon the imagina- Another statute provides that if a man die, his sur
tiona, and stimulating the amatory instincts of the viving brother shall become the husband of his 
young who do not profess to be saints, and who see widow, and this regardless as to whether the brother 
nothing in this portion of the inspired word of God be married or single (Deut. xxv, 5). 
but a license to excessiv and abnormal lust. Thus The first eighteen verses of the eighteenth chapter 
sanctioned and sanctified as polygamy is by a three- of Leviticus are devoted to what is termed " unlaw
fold indorsement-the example of the saints, and its ful marriages." Here polygamy is recognized and 
approval by God and by Paul-how can we expect j regulated to the extent of prohibiting a man from 
Congress to make effectual war upon Morzrwnism? marr;rin~ the siete:r of a living wife. 

Paul ordained that a bishop should hav but one 
wife, plainly implying the right of others to hav more 
than one. 

There are many crimes both sanctioned and con
demned by the Bible, but polygamy is not one of 
them. Between the lids of the Bible there cannot be 
found one word in condemnation of this custom. 
God, prophets, priests, all sanction it. The most re
nowned Bible characters were polygamists. The 
faithful Abraham had two wives, and when he died, 
the Lord said: "Abraham obeyed my voice, and 
kept my charge, my commandments, my statutes, and 
my laws." Jacob, the father of Israel, was a polyga
mist; and after he had secured four wives, God 
blessed him, and said, "Be fruitful and multiply." 
Moses was evidently a bigamist, and the law-giver 
certainly knew what was lawful. Good old Gideon 
had "many wives," and it was to him an angel came 
and said, "The Lord is with thee." The saintly 
David had nearly a score of wives and concubines; 
and " David was a man after God's own heart," and 
"David did right in the eyes of the Lord." God him
self says to David: "I delivered thee out of the hand 
of Saul, and I gave thee thy master's house and thy 
master's wives." "And God gave Solomon wisdom 
and understanding exceeding much, and largeness of 
heart "-sufficient to hold a thousand wives and con
cubines. 

It is true the primitiv Christians did not generally 
adopt polygamy? And why? Because pagan 
Greece had taught them batter. It was to her and 
not to the Bible that they were indebted for the 
monogamic system of marriage. It is likewise true 
that the Roman Catholic church did not sustain 
polygamy. But it did sustain a system of concu
binage which was certainly as bad. For centuries 
the keeping of concubines was almost universal 
among the Catholic clergy-one abbot keeping no 
less than seventy. 

Luther and the other leaders of the Protestant 
Reformation, accepting the Bible as their guide, at
taching to it a degree of authority which had never 
been attached to it before, were candid and consist
ent enough to admit the validity of polygamy. Re
ferring to this subject, Sir William Hamilton, a 
Chl·istian and a Pl'Dtestant, says: 

"As to Polygamy in particular, which not only Luther, 
Melancthon, and Bucer, the three leaders of the German 
Reformation, speculativly adopted, but to which above a 
dozen distinguished divines among the reformers stood for
mally committed" (Discussions on Philosophy and Literature). 

Speaking of Luther and Melancthon, Hamilton 
says: 

"They had both promulgated opinions in favor of polyga
my, to the extent of vindicating to the spiritual minister a 
right of private dispensation, and to the temporal magistrate 
the right of establishing the practice, if he chose, by public 
law" (Ibid). 

In accordance with these views, John of Ley don, a 
zealous Protestant, established polygamy in Munster, 
and murdered or drove from their homes in the .midst 
of winter all who dared to oppose the odious custom. 
Other Protestants followed his example. 

On the 19th of December, 1539, at Wittemberg, 
Luther and Melancthon drew up the famous "Con
silium," authorizing the landgrave, Philip of Hesse, 
to hav a plurality of wives. This instrument was 
signed by Martin Luther, Philip Melancthon, Martin 
Bucer, Dionysius Melander, John Lening, Antony 
Corvinus, Adam Kraft, Justus Winther, and Bal
thasar Raida-nine of the leading divines of Ger
many. The marriage ceremony was performed in 
the presence of Melancthon, Bucer, and others, Bishop 
Melander officiating. 

Of Melander, Hamilton thus writes: 

"Neither shall we marvel how a Protestant bishop, super
intendent, inspector, like Melander, could bestow the spirit
ual benediction on his master's bigamy; when aware of the 
still higher marvel, that Melander was at and before the 
time himself a trigamist-that is, to avoid all possible am
biguity, the husband of three wives at once." 

Luther and Melancthon also advised Henry VIII. 
to adopt polygamy in his case; but by divorcing two 
wives and murdering two more, the founder of the 
English church avoided it. 

The advocacy of polygamy by the chief reformers 
prevented Ferdinand I. from declaring for the Ref
ormation. The· Protestant princes, too, generally op
posed it, and this opposition, coupled with the fact 
that the most licentious sects espoused it, finally 
caused a reaction in favor of monogamy. 

The greatest of Christian poets, John Milton, was, 
theoretically, a polygamist, and three centuries after 
Luther's time, the Rev. Dr. Henke, one of Germany's 
most celebrated theologians, declares that "monog
amy and the prohibition of extra matrimonial con
nections are to be viewed as the remnants of mon
achism and of an uninquiring faith." 

The foregoing facts show how "the church which 
founds its doctrins on the Bible has in all ages and 
everywhere condemned polygamy." 

And here in the glorious afternoon of the nine
teenth century, in our own enlightened America, sev
eral territories are almost entirely under the control 
of Christian polygamists. With characteristic con
sistency monogamic Christians are demanding the 
suppression of polygamy in the territories, while at 
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the Same time they are endeavoring to bav the whole slavery intoler· ance d th d d t' f ' . • , an e egra a wn o woman, moralists ·of Mr. Gantz's school are not hav ever 
country accept as infallible authority a book which and, therifore, "th~ s~an~~rd o~ civ,,il law was lowered sought to guide, direct~ or suppress the thoughts of 
teaches the pernicious doctrin. Make the Bible the to the pla?~ of this md1Vlduahty. But the truth is man, well knowing that he who thought rebellion 
fundamental law of the land, as Christians demand, ~hat the CIVIl law .was not lowered, _for the reason that against the heavenly king was very likely to soon act 
and polygamy will bec.om~, ill: theory at least, a na- I~ had not bee~ higher, and that It gave all its pres- rebellion aaainst his eartltly representativ. 
ti.onal instead of alocalmstitutwn. Says Dr. Denslow: t1ge and e erci d ll 't · ·a f th · · · "' . x se a 1 s power m ai o ese Imqm- For the information of readers of the THE TRUTH 

"If I were disposed to be theistic, I should think that God ties l~ng after the standard of individual morality SEEKER who may not bav paid close attention to this 
(not the Jehovah of the Old Testament, but such a God as had nsen b th A d ft ll fi 
the consensus of educated men could devise,) had become a ave em. n now, a er a our ne discussion, I will say that the article to which this is 
so disgusted with the mode in which the Christian world talk, should our. go~ern~ent again engage in a war in reply appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Aug. 4th, 
walks backward with eyes shut and throws the veil of rever- of conquest (as It did with Mexico), Mr. Gantz and but owing to pressure of work and illness it bas been 
ent concealment over the iniquities of the sacred book, that all the rest of us who are opposed to such wars would impossible for me to answer earlier. E. C. WALKER. 
he had determined to send this murrain of Mormons on find ourselvs compelled to help pay for carrying it 
purpose to show them in real life exactly what Bible living is." d 

JoHN E. REMSBURG. on, an 'were we physically able, would perhaps be 
____ ,...____ ~lso ~ompelled to participate therein, or be fined, 

Mr. Gantz's Fallacies. Imprisoned, and perhaps executed as "traitors" and 
Mr. Gantz says that that he bas negatived my as- all under the law, which has a standard of marais con

sertion that morals are entirely without the sphere fiicting with our individual standard. And more 
of law, with his mere denial, and that he shall not than this, Mr. Gantz knows that with all his talk 
discuss the "assumption;" but as it is peculiarly my concerning the ancient slavery of the wife to the hus
"chicken," he waits to giv me "the first picking." band under the "individual standard of morals" 
That a Freethinker should deny the truism that law should he meet a wife fleeing from the mastership ~f 
bas nothing to do with a man's morals, as such, is as- a coarse, drunken husband, and that husband should 
tonishing, as much so as though he should deny the there overtake her and snatch from her arms the 
other truism that law bas nothing to do with a man's child dearer to her than life, he, Mr. Gantz, would 
religion. I repeat that all just civil laws rest, not not dare to lift a band in her behalf, because the legal 
upon any basis of morals whatever, but upon the basis owner had the "law" upon his side; or should he let 
of individual rights. No matter how "immoral" a his humanity get the better of his discretion and 
man may be, the law cannot touch him until be bas impel him to the defense of the right, he would soon 
invaded some right or rights of his fellow. If Mr. learn to his cost not to set up his "individual stand
Gantz (and we say it in all kindness) has not learned ard of right" against that of the "law." 
this must primary of all lessons in ethics and law Mr. Gantz's illustration of the individual, and who 
and it seems that he bas not, then he should take th~ is in the one case helped to dignity and manbooca by 
primer of Freethought and natural rights and study the freely-given aid of his fellows and in the other 
it most diligently, for be has much, very much, to learn. similarly elevated by the alienation of his rights 

That Mr. Gantz does not yet comprehend my posi- through the action of the s.ame "friends " calls for 
tion is proven by the following I bad written: "When very little comment. I need say only that' all experi
a man is free only to do right, be is not free at all; e~ce has taught us that in the great majority' of cases 
he does not do right." Mr. Gantz attempts to get at kmdness and unostentatious aid will do very much 
my meaning, which seems to be clear enough, in the toward directing weak and unbalanced men into the 
following way: "When a man is free (from the re- · right path, and keeping them there; while it has 
straint of civil law) only to do right (according to the never been proven that the destruction of the right 
moral law) 'he is not free' (under'the moral law) at of individual initiativ will, in any number of instances 
all; he does not do right ' (according to the moral worth considering, do any other service for such men 
law).'" It would seem that my meaning could not than to still further degrade them and lessen their 
hav been mistaken by any one. Change the italicized power and ability to rise. 
words above to "under the civil law," and Mr. Gantz's I, no more than Mr. Gantz, desire to dignify "per
great misapprehension becomes at once apparent. sonal right at the expense of righteousness.'' My 
Cannot I make this so plain that even Infidel moral- contention is that righteousness is always subserved 
ists can understand the self-evident truth, self-evident a?q augmented by a jealous guarding of personal 
to all who bav seen the "blazing star.'' right; and that you can do nothing more calculated 

When a man is free under the statute law to do to destroy the springs and sanctions of righteousness 
right only according to natural law, he bas no civil in man than by teaching him by precept and exam
freedom to do right at all; he does not do right. He ple to be careless of the personal rights of others, or 
is simply an automaton, moved as the machinists of by taking from him his right of initiativ. To sum it 
the state manipulate the levers and shift the pulleys all up in a question, Does Mr. Gantz believe that ig
and belts. norance and slavery (for they always go together) are 

Let me say right here that Mr. Gantz's second by- better calculated than knowledge and liberty to purify 
pothesis as to my meaning is as wild as the first. and elevate man? The whole issue between the pro-

" The subject of controversy being the equity of a hibitionists and the anti-prohibitionists is concen-
law, the individual under the law is not in duress, ti·ated in this. . 
and has an 'iota of freedom,' because he can exercise I do not think that my illustrations were "far
his individuality in violating the law," says Mr. Gantz. fetched." According to the patent moralists, any
This is the sheerest sophistry, and is completely ex- thing which the majority deem to be evil in its ten
posed by the simple unanswerable statement that you dencies may and must rightfully be suppressed by 
practically alienate a man's liberty when you visit the state. Anything which tends to impair the 
upon him a penalty for exercising it. Had Mr. physical, mental, and moral vigor is certainly evil in 
Gantz been a prisoner in Andersonville, he could bav its tendencies, as the patent moralists always main
made a practi~al application of his logic by exercis- tain with reference to the liquor traffic. Now it is 
ing his individuality in violating the rule against certain that the acts I mentioned do tend to impair 
crossing the dead line. The result, had be lived long physical, mental, and moral vigor, and are therefore 
enough to realize it, would probably bav convinced evil in their tendencies, and should be suppressed by 
him that that freedom is not worth much which law, according to the major premis of the patent 
brings down upon its unfortunate possessor's head moralists. This being so, it follows that the acts 
fines, imprisonment, and death. About the time mentioned are "in the same moral category as the 
that the bullet of the guard struck him he would hav liquor traffic," differing in degree only therefrom; and 
realized that there was a little "duress" lying around and my illush-ations are proven to be not "farfetched." 
loose somewhere. Mr. Gantz concludes with two affirmations: 1. 

It is not capable of demonstration that if an "indi- "There can be no personal crime, the influence of 
vidual's standard of right be lower than that of the which does not extend beyond the corporal limits of 
civil law, the civil law will elevate his manhood and the personality committing the crime." There may 
is therefore salutary." This is the doctrin of the be and are personal vices, but that there are "per
church, that physical force conduces to the moral sonal crimes" I deny, if by that is meant acts result
elevation of those upon whom it is brought to bear, ing to the injury of the individual performing them. 
but the science and education of this age both em- 2. "As lapure d~~mrw naturce, there can be no mental 
phatically negativ the assumption, and it bas been crime, as thought or opinion cannot become criminal 
clearly proven that while the restraint of actual crim- till crystallized by action, universal mental liberty is 
inals tends, to a certain extent, to the protection of the personal right of all created intelligences." In 
personal rights, the attempt to enforce "moral" leg- reply to the inference desired by Mr. Gantz, that is, 
islation bas always produced new vices and aggravated that my statement that "every argument brought 
old ones, and degraded all concerned; and that even forward to sustain the plea for the curtailment of 
in the attempt to defend the rights of men and man's physical liberties applies with even greater 
women by law more crime is committed than pre- force in the domain of mental intoxication," is false 
vented. In one great war engaged in by "law-abid- and proven to be so by this second affirmation, I 
ing" people, more men are murdered and mm·e prop- will say that the chief burden of the dolorous song of 
erty destroyed or stolen in one year than all the the prohibitionist is that of the tendency of the liquor 
petty murderers or thieves of the world could kill or traffic to produce crime, and it is well known that the 
steal in five decades. And to-day wars of conquest tendency of bad thoughts is to produce had actions. 
are engaged in by nations the more enlightened "As a man thinketh so is he." The injected-right
members of which abhor all such barbarities, yet eousness people are ranting around after "tenden
these more civilized men are compelled to participate cies," trying to remove by law remote causes of 
therein, either through the compulsion of physical crime, and while engaged in this work they hav no 
force or .unreasoning reverence for law, simply be- right to ignore that most potent cause of crime, bad 
cause it is law. thoughts. Thought is of little use to a man until it 

Mr. Gantz is entirely mistaken in his genesis of is "crystallized by action " and in action. Thoughts 
law and morals. He says that the individual stand- lead as inevitably to actions as one action does to 
ard of morality once sanctioned wars of conquest, auother._ ,Hence moral religionists, logical, as Infidel 

Pressing Considerations for Liberals. 
The last TRUTH SEEKER, in its editorial on "Cathol~ 

icism Against the Country," ought to show Liberals 
their thoughtlessness on what is most important to 
their success, and awaken reflections on present dan~ 
gers and duties. Movements for sanitary and educa
tional work, not only among men, but women and 
children, are undoubtedly delayed at the expense of 
future regrets. Their powerful enemies, the papists 
and Protestants, are ever vigilant in educating the 
masses in their dogmas, but neglect the general 
health, perhaps selfishly; for the weaker, vainer, and 
duller the subjects, the more easily are they won by 
fear, praise, and promises. So of the many monopo
lies; they subsist on the stupidity of the millions. 
But truth and liberty exist and thrive by the vigor, 
bravery, physical efficiency, and mental daring of the 
people. They require the very elements that thwart 
tyrannies, that investigate and accomplish for human 
good. Whatever and whoever rules, the state of the 
population is the means and characterizer of the rule. 
Asian stolidity and European ambition tell this no 
plainer than American disease. This bas so generally 
demoralized the people as to cmTupt the democracy, 
and prepare the fields of action for its manifold ene• 
mies. A cauf!!e exists for the ready reception and 
rapid spread of papal doctrins, and for the broad 
welcome of Protestant creeds and associations. That 
cause is lack of healthy poise in body and mind, and 
is the fruitful source and supply of speculating mo
onpolies which, affiliating with church procedure, 
doubly fortify both and all, making oppression so 
strong and complex that a crisis like the present was 
inevitable. 

Friends of progress and champions of liberty, look 
over the chart of our nation's conditions and affairs, 
and judge if these views are correct, and if, on the 
basis of things as they are, Liberals can compel these 
united vampires to surrender just demands and bold 
only their dues. The Paine and the Junius of this 
revolution need to appear and, gazing from first 
causes to last effects, direct the wholesome measures 
of rectification. Glorious annual mass meetings only 
reflect a little more luster on the enemies' varnished 
shield. Long unmolested customs are arranged on 
their plans, popular opinions are woven to accord, 
and compliance is the test of resultant respectability. 
Whatever operates on the basis of these, and by 
their methods redounds to their strength, bows to 
their supremacy, acknowledges their authority. 
Ambition to advance the Liberal cause in view of the 
approval of caste and craft is a disastrous inflation 
pointing to failure, and at best postponing necessary 
steps. 

The power of reforms should be exerted in chang~ 
ing wrong customs, methods, and vicious tendencies; 
in taking practical ways to obviate depraved habits 
of the people generally, culturing them in bodily 
soundness, that mental status to see and embrace 
needed liberties may be possible. This course, qual
ifying for action our present inert women, and secur
ing the attention of questioning children, would draw 
solicitude from former proclivities, and turn indiffer
ence to interest. And the knowledge that work had 
actually begun at the bed-rock of wrongs would in
spire in men a hope that efforts for the cause would 
count for progress. Every iota of gain in this line 
will bav double weight for the Leagues and all lib
erty, as it will be so much taken from material now 
utilized by enslavers of humanity. This will properly 
commence true education, not to the unlearned, but 
to go on toward perfection till order institutes a gov
ernment harmonizing with science. Woman's weak
ness is wielding a vast influence for superstition's 
sway, as both branches of the church show, and other 
fashionable circles, if any are out of the church. 
Her strength would be a mighty factor in rational 
thought and right action; a most needed teacher and 
exemplar to rising ages; besides it is the main, great 
want of the world, the source of all health, and should 
be raised from degradation for the sake of all good. 
As our country is now phased, weakness, fraud, and 
excess of many sorts are in the ascendant, and tyran
nies in possession. To instate integrity and justice, 
Liberals must labor by their own methods and stand
ards. As agents among the people to cultivate requi
sit power and qualities, they cannot be too mindful 
of principle, but can well be careless of praise and 
scandal. Character will protect reputation in the 
end. Endeavors being made in Michigan to prevent 
sect teaching in public schools should be generally 
imitated. May our humane friends ponder these 
matters on which liberty bangs, and express their 
views in THE TRUTH SEEKER. MARY E. Tn.LoTSo:N. 
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A Children~s Department. 
Many calls bav been made upon us recently for 

the establishment of a children's department in THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. Being strongly impressed that this 
need is a crying one, we hav made arrangementR 
with Miss Susan H. Wixon, of Fall River, Mass., to 
conduct such a department. Miss Wixon is one of the 
most talented writers in the Liberal ranks. The 
popularity of her contributions with all our readers, 
and. the grace and good sense which characterize 
her printed book for young people, "Apples of 
Gold," are double assurances that her efforts cannot 
fail to please the parents and instruct the little ones. 

The demand for books of this class bas been 
great for a long time, and it was the intention of Mr. 
Bennett, bad he lived, to meet the call. There are 
hundreds of children's books in existence, but the writ
ers hav all catered to the religious element, the desire 
being to get them into Sunday-school libraries, 
thereby insuring a large sale. That this might be 
accomplished, the authors literally steeped their pro
ductions in superstition. Miss Wixon, on the con
trary, will teach science and morality in an easy way, 
omitting all reference to the unknowable. Her writ
ings will be constructiv, forming the basis of a 
healthy education, Her children are not too good 
to liv, and will sometimes, we are afraid, go fishing 
on Sunday without getting drowned. The sickly 
sentimentalism of the Sunday-school bas driven hun
dreds of youth to peruse yellow-covered literature as 
a relief, and its influence needs to be counteracted by 
jurot such healthy and stimulating stories as Miss 
Wixon has given us in "Apples of Gold," and will, 
we feel sure, giv us in the children's department of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

When sufficient material is produced to make a 
book, it will be gathered together, handsomely illus
trated, and published at as cheap a price as possible. 
We hope in time to thus obtain a Youth's Liberal 
Library. 

Oiie Church Fading Away. 
At the fiftieth annual session of the Congrega

tional Association, held in this city recently, some 
unpalatable but plain tmtbs were told. Most of the 
ministers present took a gloomy view of the situa
tion. The Rev. John Cunningham stated that, 
while formerly New York state bad six hundred Con
gregational churches, now it has only two hundred 
and sixty. The Rev. Ben Staunton stated the case 
even more pessimistically. " The Congregational 
church," he told the association, " is a corpse in New 
York city. There is not a breath or shadow of it 
along the east side of the city, and scarcely more in 
the cities along the Hudson river." 

The reason for these lugubrious wails is found in 
the gradual change that bas slowly been taking place 
in New England theology, and a substitution of more 
Liberal sentiments for the old bell-fire and damna
tion doctrins. "The most popu1ar and distinguished 
of the younger generation of New England Congre
gational pastors," says the Sun, "bav strayed far 
away from the doctrins of the Cambridge and the 
Saybrook platforms. They are really Liberals, be
lieving with the Unitarians in the efficacy of good 
works. They pay little attention to that doctrinal 
preaching which was the feature of the old New 
England Calvinism, and they openly disavow or se
cretly reject many of the essential doctrins. The 
works of J onatban Edwards, if they ever took the 
trouble to read them, wou1d fill them with horror 
and repugnance." · 

In New York it seems that Presbytep~nism has 

proved more attractiv than Congregationalism, and 
those Congregationalists who bav not joined the new 
school of theology, which is essentially Unitarianism, 
and, consequently, a progressiv growth, bav gone to 
the theology of Talmage, McCosh, and Crosby. 

The hope which Liberals can indulge from this is 
that, sooner or later, all the old puritanical sects will 
dwindle away, and there will be only two opposing 
intellectual forces left-the Rationalists and the 
Romanists. That the former will be in the majority 
none can doubt, and the days of imprisonment for 
heresy will be at an end. 

Poverty and Piety. 
The folly, amounting almost to criminality, of a na

tion spending hundreds of thousands of dollars upon 
religion, and neglecting to provide for the honest 
poor at her doors-indeed, in forcing the poor to help 
pay the enormous sums annually wasted in idle relig
ious show-has lately come home to the government'E 
notice in England. London, long indifferent, bas 
suddenly learned that there is more poverty in its 
streets than in the worst part of Ireland. In sq:lxalid 
dens the poor herd, mu1tiply, and die. Parliament 
cannot help them. The measures already passed are 
impotent. Philanthropy is misdirected. Societies 
are formed to help discharged convicts, while honest 
workmen are left to starve and respectable girls are 
turned from the doors of Magdalen asylums because 
they lack the necessary qualification. A pamphlet 
called " The Bitter Cry of Outcast London" bas 
roused the widest indignation. Lord Salisbury's ar
ticle in the National Review, called "Laborers' and 
Artisans' Dwellings," has made the exasperation still 
more bitter, the Standard declaring that such a paper 
from such a man is worth more than a hundred 
party speeches. Lord Salisbury proposes state in
tervention, affirming that "public loans are justified 
by the ingenious considerations of public policy, even 
if all thoughts of humanity are cast aside." He thinks 
the working popu1ation sbou1d be transferred to 
places outside the town, where good houses should 
be built for them. Dozens of other remedies hav 
been proposed by other writers. The excitement is 
great, and very blunt language is used. The Pall 
Mall Gazette says that " the man who livs by letting a 
pestilential dwelling-house is morally on a par with 
the man who livs by keeping a bouse of evil fame." 
A correspondent of the same paper asks, "What is 
the use of dealing with the fringe of the subject? 
Why not go boldly to the root? That root is the in
sensate and reckless multiplication of the human 
species; as long as that goes on ·;;_nchecked, all that 
lawgivers, moralists, and philanthropists can do is 
whitewashing a sepu1cber." 

These are words that sbou1d make the ears of the 
churchmen tingle with shame at the treatment they 
extended to Mr. Bradlaugh and Mrs. Besant a few 
years ago when the church persecuted these two 
Liberal humanitarians for selling the "Fmits of Phi
losophy," a work designed to prevent the "insensate 
and reckless multiplication of the human species.'• 
Mrs. Besant and Mr. Bradlaugh are still vice-presi
dents of a League, the object of which is to spread 
among the people a knowledge of the law of popu1a
tion, of its consequences, and of its bearing upon hu
man conduct and morals. Yet this League must 
first agitate for the abolition of all penalties on the 
public discussion of the popu1ation question, because 
under the laws of En~~land, procured by the Estab
lished church, such discussions now come within the 
scope of the common law as misdemeanors. The 
Freethinkers only escaped the clutches of the church 
by a technicality when they advocated a restriction 
of the "insensate and reckless mu1tiplication of 
the human species," and now London can th~J,nk 
the church for the sepulcher which Lord Salisbury 
feels it imperativ to whitewash with a public loan, 
or with government-built houses. The politics of 
the poor bav come to the front with a rush. " Since 
the memorable days," says the Pall Mall Gazette, 
"when Mr. Gladstone startled Europe by his 
pamphlet on the Bulgarian horrors, no English 
statesman bas launched a manifesto likely to bav 
such wide and permanent effects as that of Lord Sal
isbury." The government, though curiously blind, 
sees that there is a far greater political issue than 
the restoration of Cetywayo or the indemnity of Mr. 
Shaw. The bishop of St. Albans, the only church
man who appears to hav his eyes open, declares that 
the state of England to-day is that of France in the 
;rear~;~ immediately preceding the revolution. It is 

probable that this alarm is not premature, for-the at
tention of the public bas been called to it many times 
before now by the radicals of England. The same 
conditions of society that produced the French !'ev
olution now exist in that country. A royal family 
supported at enormous cost, a pension list of mill
ions and millions of dollars, a cormpt, tyrannical, and 
domineering host of ecclesiastics, with a state church 
drawing other millions of dollars from the taxpayers, 
with labor ill~paid and the laborer living in filthy 
squalor, it but needs a fire-brand in the shape of a 
daring leader to set the country ablaze. If a revolu
tion, with the old wild cry of bread or blood, does 
come upon England, the Guelph family will pro ba
bly be the last of English monarchs. Mr .. Brad
laugh, if he cb0se, could be the Robespierre of the 
English revolution, but, being an Atheist, he proba
bly will not. 

Why Not Follow the :Mormons1 
The Herald of last Monday puts to the churches 

this pertinent question, backing it up with practical 
suggestions of the following character: 

"A large number of Mormon missionaries hav sailed for 
Europe in search for converts. Hav the missionary boards 
of the orthodox churches arranged to follow and expose these 
impostors? If not, why not? Everybody in the churches, 
like everybody out of them, believes the Mormon system to 
be a theological humbug and knows it to be a most persistent 
and dangerous organization, which undermines the founda
tions of morality and the authority of our government. Re
ligion and patriotism agree in condemning Mormonism, so 
there is double reason why the missionaries of the 'Latter 
Day Saints' should be exposed wherever they go. There is 
still another reason why the efforts of Mormon missionaries 
should be opposed. for they are made exclusivly among the 
most ignorant peoples of Europe-among those who, if Chris
tianity· has not outgrown the avowed purposes of its founder, 
peculiarly deserve protection against bad influences. 

''Wherever a merchant :finds his competitors, there he re
doubles his own efforts; wherever a politician sees a vigorous 
opponent he sends a sturdy henchman to counteract the un
desirable influence. The Christian church used to manage 
its missionary work according to the dictates of experience. 
If it allows the Mormons to hav their own way in Europe, it 
will seem to hav lost its common sense, or, worse still, its 
avowed spirit." 

This is a very good and fair bit at the hypocrisy 
of the Protestant church, which deplores the social 
evil of Utah, but suggests only as a remedy an armed 
crusade into that territory. 

But polygamy is a product of the church, of relig~ 
ion, and the legal, rightfu1 way of suppressing it is 
not only by following the Mormon missionaries, but 
by following the followers, and educating them all 
out of the degrading superstition which takes the 
"revelations " to a Mormon " saint," and bases 
thereon a hierarchy dangerous to our institutions, 
or gu1ps down the rotten stories of the Old Testa~ 
ment, and builds upon them a no less oft'ensiv the~ 
ology. Let the Christians read the "Model Saints," 
printed in this number of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and we 
think that, brazen as are their ministers, they will 
not hav the effrontery to condemn Brigham Young 
and uphold Abraham, David, Solomon, and the rest 
of God's chosen patriarchs. 

Not :Much Danger from this Convention. 
The God-in-the-Constitutionists bav come to the 

surface again. This time in Lyons, Kansas, where a 
convention was held on the evenings of the 15th and 
16th of October, at which M. A.. Gau1t, the secretary 
Df the "National Reform Association," made his 
usual misstatements. Mr. Gault is a kind of Com~ 
stock, a bigot with a mission, and he is perfectly un~ 
scmpu1ous in his efforts to aid the encroachments of 
the church. At this Kansas convention he led the 
discussion on the religious amendment movement, 
and its relation to the maintenance of Sabbath legis
lation. He said the movement "was designed to en~ 
throne, not any church, but the moral law, its author. 
It aimed, through national legislation, to bring the 
law of God to bear against intemperance, and licen~ 
tiousness, and Sabbath desecration, and all the vices 
of our times. It aimed to remedy the serious defect 
of our Constitution in not recognizing any divine 
law-anything higher than the will of the people. 
William H. Seward bad raised a storm in the United 
States Senate by ·even hinting that there was a 
'higher law.' . If this law was made the standard of 
our legislation, and the people were educated up to 
it, there would be no lying, stealing, swearing, mur
der licentiousness, or intemperance, and universal 
pro~perity wou1d reign.'' · 

Rev. J. S. T. Milligan, a local pu1piteer, read from 
Isaiah how God had threatened the Jews that if they 
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violated the Sabbath a fire would be kindled in their 
cities that would not be put out. He referred to the 
Chicago fire, and the Boston and Portland fires, and 
to the great London fires, as originating on the Sab
bath. 

hundreds of years before Christ, and is still. About scribers for one or more tickets be sent in at the 
all of the ancient nations had their tutelary deities, earliest possible moment. 

Rev. D. Kingery, another ornament of a Kansas 
pulpit, said that during the late war, in every battle 
fought on the Sabbath, the attacking army was de
feated, until Lincoln ordered our army not to open 
hostilities on that day. Our government employed 
200,000 men evflry Sabbath day, in the post-office 
department. He had never seen the need of either 
mailing a letter, or taking one from the office on the 
Sabbath. He believed every train should cease run
ning; and every post-office should be closed on the 
Sabbath. He asked, How was this to be done? It 
must be done as the National Reform Association is 
doing-holding meetings, and organizing conven
tions, until public sentiment is elevated on these 
great questions. 

Did anyone ever read worse nonsense ? Can the 
Rev. Mr. Gault seriously believe that a recognition 
of the unknowable in a national charter would pre
vent the crimes and vices he enumerates? ·If so, 
why is it that European countries are troubled with 
murderers, or thieves, or liars, or licentious priests? 
Why does the Rev. Mr. Gault himself hail from Iowa, 
a remarkably pious state, with a God acknowledged 
in its constitution? The assertions of Mr. Gault are 
self-destroying. Neither is the Rev. Mr. Milligan 
happier in his statements. The Sabbath of the Jews 
is the Saturday of the Christians, a d~y selected by 
Constantine, and no holier than Monday or Tuesday. 
Besides, the fires of Chicago, Boston, and London 
were put out, and if they were fires referred· to by 
Isaiah the Bible is mistaken .. 

The Rev. Mr. Kingery is a Jelightful fossil. He 
would suspend everything on Sunday-trains, post
offices, horse-cars, newspapers, etc., etc. But why 
not arrest the wicked ministers who do work for 
which they receive pay on Sunday, as well as the 
post-office clerk or train-man? Why not stop eat
ing, why not sleep all day Sunday to avoid the ne
cessity of doing anything that might break the Sab
bath and call down the fires from heaven? In short, 
why not be a consummate fool and be done with it? 

Two Scriptural Texts. 
SIOUX CITY, IowA, Oct. 10, 1883. 

MR. EDITOR: Will you please giv me, through your valuable 
paper, the book, chapter, and verse where man is commanded 
to kill his wife for difference of opinion. Also where the 
Bible says a man that supporteth not his household by the 
labor of his hands is more than an Infidel. And oblige a 
subscriber. W. F. COPENHAVER. 

Deuteronomy xiii, 6, and following, says: 
"If thy brother, the son of thy mother, or thy son, or 

thy daughter, or the wife of thy bosom, or thy friend, which is 
as thine own soul, entice thee secretly, saying, Let us go and 
serve other gods, which thou hast not known, thou nor thy 
fathers, namely of the gods of the people which are round 
about you nigh unto thee, or far off from thee, from the one 
end of the earth even unto the other end of the earth; thou 
shalt not consent unto him nor hearken unto him; neither 
shall thine eye pity him, neither shalt thou spare, neither 

shalt thou conceal him; but thou shalt surely kill him; thy 
hand shall be first upon him to put him to death, and after
wards the hand of all the people. And thou shalt stone 
him with stones that he die." 

1 Timothy v, 8 says: 
"But if any provide not for his own, and especially for 

those of his own house, he hath denied the faith, and is 
worse than an Infidel." 

Gods Worshiped. 
" GLOBE, ARIZONA, Oct. 6, 1883. 

"MR. EDITOR: Will you tell me through the columns of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER whether there are any other gods worshiped 
to-day than the god of the Jews? Rev. Calphy, a Methodist 
minister, has "declared twice in a sermon delivered in Globe 
City, Arizona, that there is no god worshiped to-day that was 
worshiped at the coming of Christ. Please let us know all, 
who and where, if any, and confer a favor on a subscriber. 

" W. C. WATKINS." 

The minister is very ignorant or very dishonest. 

and many retain them to this day. Mr. Bennett's ----~----
"Gods and Religions of Ancient and Modern Times" THE most successful strike of the season was that 
is a work on this subject the clergyman may peruse of the printers of this city, which occurred last week. 
with great advantage to his understanding. The advance demanded amounted to about fifteen 

per cent of the wages they were receiving. Nearly 

Devilish Doctrin. 
The Rev. Mr. Clarke, of the Society of Jesus, is or

thodox. He is no pale phantom eternally suspended 
between heaven and earth. He is pious; he is Chris
tian; he is a Catholic-and his teachings are detest
able. 

Preaching on "Some of the Agnostic Objections to 
Hell," last Sunday, he said, and pretended to speak 
authoritativly: 

"Hell is a lake of fire, inasmuch as those condemned to 
hell will be surrounded by torments as he who is on a lake is 
surrounded by water. It is a prison house, in that they will 
hav no taste of liberty. The fire of hell, though it is a true, 
real fire, is not the gross material fire with which we are con
versant on earth. It is a supernatural fire. It produces on 
the bodies and souls of the lost the same effect that fire pro
duces here on our material bodies, and through them on our 
souls, except that the agony it causes will be a thousand 
times more intense. It will result from the intense energies 
of the body, seeking in vain to be satisfied, everywhere ham
pered and impeded. 

all the offices yielded the advance on Thursday, the 
first day, the majority of the others on the second 
day, and on Monday about all the men were at their 
cases again. The strikers were well prepared, as the 
Union had for a long time been quietly gathering 
them into the fold, and when the blow was struck it 
was hard and thorough. THE TRUTH SEEKER, believ
ing that no business deserves to prosper which does 
not afford its employees a fair remuneration, of course 
was one of the first to accede to the demand. The 
additional expense thus incurred will amount to sev
eral hundred dollars per year, but the money goes to 
deserving workmen, and if our friends will pay their 
subscriptions promptly, we hope . to be able to bear 
it. The laboring man deserves all he can honestly 
obtain for his services, and this last raise will not 
even now make the compositors millionaires. We 
wish the printers well, and hope they will make a 
judicious and temperate use of the additional pay 
accorded them. 

"But there is a far worse torment in hell. The gnawing 
agony of eternal remorse and reproach will be far worse than 
any bodily agony. If one ray of the love of God could pierce 
the flames of hell, it would cease to be hell. The lost would 
care nothing for their bodily sufferings if their souls were 
full of joy. The 0hief torment of hell is the eternal separa
tion from God. The soul here does not appreciate its loss, 
but then it will crave after his infinit beauty with all its ener
gy, and the unsatisfied longing will be its worst agony. The 
soul at the Judgment Day will not see God face to face, but 
it will behold his infinit beauty reflected in the sacred hu
manity of Jesus Christ, and the regret will fill it with an un
extinguishable craving after him, which will cause the great
est agony to the soul deprived of him for all eternity. Add 
to this that, while they thus long after God, they will never
theless hate him with unalterable hatred, and the conflict of 
love and hate will intensify their agony a hundredfold." 

How does the Rev. Father Clarke, of the Society 
of Jesus (Jesuit), know all this? Why should a per
son wish to love a God who inflicts such torments? 
Does a child love a parent who forces it to do a deed 
and then flogs the life almost from its little body? 
Yet such a parent is an angel of mercy compared to 
a God who inflicts never-ending torture. The hu
man parent can only cause temporary pain. 

Away with such a hellish religion. 

Watts and Chainey. 
:~Sow is the time for action. Never were prospects 

brighter for the Liberal cause. This is seen in the 
success of Watts and Chainey in the West. There 
has really been a revival. The fire of Liberalism has 
burst forth. At every point there has been enthusi
astic audiences. 

This work must be continued. We must not lose 
our vantage ground. The only way to advance is to 
keep the world a-thinking. Agitation must go on. 
Thoughts must go forth that will change and revolu
tionize the world. 

The platform and the press are our instrumental
ities. In every way m1·st we keep these in use. We 
must be ready to support those who adequately ex
press our new ideals. Silence is by no means golden 
in the present condition of human affairs. There is 
absolute necessity for talk and discussion. 

We must keep our best speakers in the field. They 
should be at the front and pour the hot shot into the 
hosts of superstition. There should be a grand rally 
about those who hav proved themselvs trained and 
efficient leaders. Watts and Chainey are two of our 
most admirable representativs. They are able, elo
quent, and well equipped, both in heart and mind. 
They hav joined forces for practical work. Giv them 
a wide field and generous aid. 

THE program of the Manhattan Liberal Club for 
November embraces "Beautiful Women," by Dr. 
Dio Lewis; " Bakounine and Anarchy,., by Samuel 
P. Putnam; ''Individualism," by Henry Appleton; 
"Progress," by P. S. M. Munro; and a lecture by 
Daniel Treadwell, which, as Mr. Wakeman remarked 
at the last meeting, like the supreme deity of some 
ancient people, is nameless. The club meets every 
Friday evening at 220 East Fifteenth street, between 
Second and Third avenues. The meetings probably 
transcend in interest those of any other organization 
in this city. 

UNDER date of Oct. 24th, Mr. Heywood writes that 
his tl-ial is put down for Oct. 31st, at Worcester, be
fore Judge Aldrich, one of the most illiberal occu
pants of the Massachusetts bench. Mr. Heywood 
intimates that the politicians are working for his con
viction, to secure votes from the Puritans. 

IN the North American Review for November, 
Senator H. B. Anthony writes of "Limited Suffrage 
in Rhode Island," giving incidentally a highly in
teresting sketch of the early constitutional history of 
that little commonwealth, and setting forth the con
siderations which influenced its people in restricting 
the exercise of the electoral prerogativ. Dr. Norvin 
Green, president of the Western Union Company, in 
an article entitled "The Government and the Tele
graph," cites the provisions of the Federal Constitu
tion and the determinations of the Supreme Court 
which appear to debar the general government from 
assuming the management of the telegraph lines; and 
present statistics designed to prove that the service 
in this country is both cheaper and more efficient 
than in any of the countries of Europe where the 
governments own the lines. The Rev. David N. 
Utter brings out from oblivion the record of certain 
alleged atrocious crimes of "John Brown, of Osawa
tomie." There are two scientific articles, namely, 
" Solar Physics," by Professor Balfour Stewart, and 
"Modern Explosivs," by Gen. John Newton. W. H. 
Mallock contributes "Conversations with a Solitary," 
an imaginary passage-at-arms between a Radical and 
a Conservativ, in which the two opposing theories of 
government and society are advocated. In" Sugges
tions in regard to the Public Service," Green B. Baum 
offers certain facts going to prove that the clerks and 
other employes of the government departments at 
Washington, even before the passage of the Civil 
Service act, were in the main both faithful and 
efficient. Finally, "Dr. Hammond's Estimate of 
Woman " is reviewed by Mrs. Lillie Devereux Blake, 
Miss Nina Morais, Mrs. Sara A. Underwood, and Dr. 
Clemence S. Lozier. l!,ifty cents a copy; $5 a year. 
Published at 30 Lafayette Place, and sold by news
dealers generally. 

Besides Jehovah there is an almost innumerable 
drove of gods, big and little, worshiped with more or 
less faithfulness, but all with superstitious reverence. 
Several hundred millions of people in China bent 
the knee to Confucius several hundred years be
fore Christ, and do now. Taou was also worshiped 
long before Christ, and has a strong following now. 
Brahma is the god of the Hindoos, and is worshiped 
as the supreme ruler of the universe. He, with Siva 
and Vishnu, is older by hundreds, if not thousands, 
of years than Ohrist. Buddha was the god of India 

We shall hav the opportunity of hearing these vig
orous defenders of our cause on Sunday evening, 
December 9th, at the German Masonic Hall. Let 
every Liberal in New York city be earneetly interested 
in this matter. Help to advertise the meeting; come 
yourself; stir up your friends and subscribe for tick
ets. We want to make this lecture a success both 
for the sake of the cause and for the sake of those 
who are doing such :yeoman service. The subject of 
George Chainey's lecture will be "The Clergy;" of 
Charles Watts's," The Impeachment of Christianity." 
The admission will be fifty cents. Tickets for sale at 
THE TRUTH Sl!:EKER office. Let the names of sub-

THE parties who were arrested near New Haven 
last Sunday as Sabbath breakers were tried Monday, 
found guilty of violating a law passed in 1702, and 
fined $3 each with $2.94 costs in every case. This is 
right. We hope the law will be rigidly enforced. 
It is a miserable law, of course, but if it is good 
enough to remain on the statute books it is good 
enough to be applied to a people who are willing 
that it shall remain on the statute books. We be
lieve the legislature repealed a section of a recently 
made law forbidding pleasure drivingon Sunday, be
cause it was found to bear heavily on the clergy of 
the state, but it seems that the old blue law was not 
disturbed.- Winsted Press. 
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It Must Be; It Is Believed. I of misty Spiritism. What a strange thing it is to find 1851, many of which THE TRUTH SEEKER bad the kind-
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav Spirit~alis~s t~k~~g about '.' :prej~dice! " Who has ness to publi~h. This m.emorandum~ with notations of 

been requested by a few of your subscribers to reply more preJudiCe than a Spintualist, when he makes the varwus Circumstances under whwb they were ob
to Mr .. Chapmall:'s logic on Spiritualism. If this do_u?t a crime a~d refu~es to ~llow. a ;'llat~;ialized tained, bas now swollen to the size of two volumes. 
pa~e: IS _worth mserting, and the argument worth spmt to b~ h~ld m th_e light? ' ~reJUdi_ce! Who I am fr~e to confe~s that some of_the f!Cenes were in
notim_ng, It. is to be hoped that something better than can be preJudiCe~ agamst et~rnal hfe, a. hfe of :youth deed frightful, tern~c, ~nd r~pu_lsiv: I bav also mem
boastmg will be advanced in favor of Spiritism. The and beauty, a hfe of happi?ess and JOy, a hfe of oranda of com~umca:twns _mdicatmg the most ad
advocate for modern Spiritism is not over-cautious ~ternal progress? These th~ngs man may not be- vance~ conceptiOns m philosophy, and lessons in 
in his assertions. heve, because he bas no evidence for them; but to morality of the purest practical, unselfish character. 

Your correspondent (Mr. Chapman) boldly asserts be prejudiced against them-it is the bight of folly to I hav had also friendly chi dings, timely cautions, and 
that " even those who are the most bitter in denounc- assert it. The prejudices are on the side of the healthful cures in my own family. I bav carefully 
ing dare not deny." That is a great folly on his Spiritist, because people will not believe on such alsonoted thevariouschannelsofmediumshipthrough 
part. I as boldly deny the truth of modern Spirit- po~r evidences, that hav the stamp of deception on which. these co~munications hav been received-dis
ualism as he asserts it. Here, then, we bav joined their faces. Are the performances of the dead evi- counti~g sometimes very liberally for artless self
issue. Where are the proofs? It bas been said by dence of anything but that a poor set of conjurers deceptwns, and repudiating promptly all deliberately 
one of old that "boldness is the child of ignorance," are at the bottom of the affair? Eternal life will be attempted fraud. I can confidently repeat-as in a 
and there is truth in the saying. All Spiritualists as great a blessing as mediumship is a curse. a former article published in THE TRUTH SEEKER-I 
will agree that I ani the child of ignorance. That Unbelievers are refused liberty to examin. It is bav long since discovered "who are at the other end 
being so, here is a good opportunity to "enlighten said that if the conditions are not favorable for such of the wires." 
my darkness." "No phenomena but should receive an examination, the spirits will not submit to be ex- Mr. Sunderland must be aware from his examina
a fair and thorough investigation." So says Mr. amined. An honest spirit would. An honest me- tion into the facts of Spiritualism that its most strik
Chapman. The question now arises, What is a "fair dium would. Honesty is truth reduced to practice. ing tests are principally of a private domestic nature, 
and thorough investigation?" Is that an honest in- Therefore, if neither the spirit or medium will sub- and seldom or never come before the public. He is 
vestigation where the light is turned nearly out to mit to be examined upon scientific principles, they shrewd enough to observe also that the range of 
enable you the better to see ; where your bands prove tbemselvs to be both cowards and impostors. Spiritual belief is very extensiv, ranging from the ex
are taken prisoner to enable you to feel the spirit ? The theory of Spiritualism is unpbilosopbic, whether treme Pantheistic disbeliever in a personal deity, dis
Is that an honest investigation at nearly all the man livs after death or not. The theory is a com- believers in all biblical authenticity unsupported by 
seances where doubt is treated as a crime? Is that plete blunder. Nature develops the physical body. the developments of science and reason-'--to which I 
a " fair and thorough investigation " where the audi- Spirit is developed in the body. Spirit is mind. naturally incline-down to the most creed-bound 
ence sings while the medium is in the cabinet? Is Mind is a function of the brain. Memory, imagina- evangelical bigot, including in its descent the most 
that an honest investigation where you are notal- tion, the power to reason, love, bati·ed, joy, grief, abject "holy roller" that ever disgraced the flooring 
lowed to look into the cabinet; not allowed to stoop faith, fear; here are sex passions, with the intellectual of a Methodist revival church. 
under the table while some one raps? Ah, that powers, go to make the constitution of the mind. It is queer for a professor to propound to a com
philosophy of raps! Investigated the raps? Ask In your summer-land, will the spirit bav joy and man thinker, "if he really knows why the angels 
the modern Spiritist what caused the raps. The an- grief, love and hatred, belief and doubt? If the waited a hundred thousand years before making 
swer is, spirit. Is that an honest answer? If it is, spirit is without these passions, then the spirit bas known to us the summer-land." Why not ask, Why 
it is an ignorant one. Raps are no proof of spirit. changed, and the change has made it something else was not the theory of Darwin launched upon the 
There are thousands of raps made without the aid of than a human spirit, because it has lost sex passion. world a hundred thousand years ago, or long before 
spirit. Any one can make a rap. There is a rap. If the spirit keeps the passions, does it exercise them priestcraft allowed the human mind by the slow 
How was it made? Spirit made it, says the Spiritist. by hating some other spirit ?-by doubting some process of unfoldment to comprehend such startling 
How do you know? The rap said so, by rapping out other spirit ?-by fearing some other spirit? facts? With the same propriety why not ask why the 
the proper raps. Is that proof? If so, saying makes The theory says, " Spirits are organized, and then discovery of photography, the electric telegraph and 
it so. If the raps are no proof, where is the value of they are subject to the organic law, therefore they telephone, with numerous kindred wonders, were al
the raps? There is this proof-there is the medium; are not eternal. One thing is certain about Spirit· lowed so long to remain unkn0wn. No doubt the 
he is an interested party. Where is the spirit? Giv ism. All its pretensions to scientific accuracy are same constituent elements existed then as now. 
as good proof of the spirit being present as there is begged; its only prop is fancy, faith, and mediumism. Mr. Sunderland does not, or pretends not to, know 
of the medium? Giv as good proof that the spirits If Spiritism was a truth, then it could be re- the precise claims of spiritual knowledge or Spirit
can and do rap as the mediums can and do rap? Giv reduced to practice, and spirits would labor for the ua_lism, as a demonstrated philosophy. He seems to 
as good proof of the existence of spirit as Franklin benefit of man. All crime could be detected. All thmk they (the spirits) can giv you a comprehensible 
gave of electricity. To compare modern Spiritualism the rich ore in the earth could be pointed out. history of thousands of antecedent years. He seems 
with scientific facts is simply begging the question. All the lost treasure, lost in the sea, could be pointed to think they bav the ability with accuracy of fore
In what science are you requested to bav the light out, and the best way to find it. Spiritualism bas telling events. He seems to expect a high condition 
put out, or to hav your bands held fast by your been long enough to hav showed something of utility of veracity in all their averments. Now, if he bas 
neighbor's? In what science are you not to doubt? ~o the inhabitants of earth, instead of rapism, medium- made this blunder, the sooner he corrects his error 
In scientific investigation the cry is, light. In Spirit- Ism, and boastism. Look at this vain boasting from the sooner he will find out who are at the other end 
ism the cry is, darkness. In "fair and thorough the champion of Spiritism? "Spiritualism is a sceince. of the wires. 
investigation " the motto is, examin. In Spiritual- As such it bas been demonstrated by as able scientists Spirits to us are invisible, and no doubt will long 
ism, bands off. In scientific circles doubt is not a as ever lived." In plain, honest English, that is not to mortals remain so; and we can only judge of them 
crime, because the fact can be produced whether you ~r~e. "It is here and has come to stay." Because by their intelligence given .through mediums, be the 
doubt or not. In spirit circles doubt is a crime, and It Is here is, that a proof of its truth ? How many same good, bad, or indifferent. From them we are 
doubter and the unbeliever in the genuin phenomena errors are here? Do not errors stay? What rant, uniformly told that they (the spirits) are individuals 
of dark circles, hands prisoners; must leave the spirit instead of logic! Spiritualism, instead of being a who formerly occupied (the same as ourselvs do now) 
circle, because the fact cannot be produced if a " fair science, is a delusion reduced to practice, and it is the mortal form, and that their condition is a vast im
and thorough investigation" takes place. Spiritual- hedged in and round by those conditions that favor provement on the physical or earth life; but that they 
ism is not scientific; the principle factors in Spiritism deception instead of exposing it. carry with them into their new condition all their 
are faith, fancy, and mediumism. Faith sees things Verona Pa., Oct. 23, 1883. DR. CHARLES AuDLEY. loves, and hatreds, and mischievous follies, and malev-
tbat are not; fancy takes them for realities, and medi- olences, that actuated them while in the mortal form. 
umism is the theology of rapism. All scientific fact.s Spiritualism. The doctor frankly concedes the strangeness of 
can be reduced to ~ometbing useful. Spiritualism is WHO IS AT THE OTHER END OF THE WIREs? ~he phenomena in all its grotesqueness, and if so, it 
useful to the medmms only .. Your correspondent To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I think IS wonderful from the folly, the ignorance, vicious-
admits that he bas seen fraud among mediums. Has it is about thirty years since I attended some of Mr. ness, villainy, hypocrisy, and general inconsistency 
he proof, apart from his faith and fancy, of a genuin LaRoy Sunderland's lectures in New York city, on of the lives of humanity here, that he should expect 
one? psychology and mesmerism in general. They were a higher exhibition of intelligence from them than we 

He asserts, "But this did not prove the genuin the more interesting to me inasmuch as I bad found are apt to receive at an ordinary seance. 
one false." That is really a truth, with another by some previous acquaintance in the same line of Much could be said of the temptation to fraud in 
truth alongside of it. It did not prove that any gen- research, myself to be a pretty good operator. Mr. hired mediumship or of those who follow medium
uin ones exist. Sunderland was then a vigorous, activ-minded philos- ship as a profession. But we must be cautious of 

What a mistaken notion to fancy that one thing opber, and evidently understood the subject he was arraigning the ruling animus of the whole human 
proves the existence of another! A genuin seance laboring to elucidate. Can it be possible that age family for its love of greed. On this point we must 
will not prove the existence of a false one; neither (for he must be an old man now) bas bad anything indeed be gentle. Certainly when the learned doc
will a false one prove the existence of a genuin one; to do with his reasoning faculties? or must we reply tor was lecturing, in the years long past, on the mys
eacb must prove their own existence-that is, if they in the language of Festus to Paul, "Much learning teries of mesmerism (a very valuable study), he did 
hav any existence. bath made thee mad." And yet when be talks so in- not overlook the love of gain. He certainly will not 

Surely your correspondent's faith destroys his phi- conclusivly about the ends of these invisible Spirit- contend that there is a gowned bishop, parson, or 
losophy, or it may be only a slight touch of rant. ual wires, I am afraid be is trifling with my extreme preacher, descending downward through Beecher 
What can he mean by this: "When people die, they youth; and Talmage to the most noisy psychological Math-
simply move from the world of effects into the world " Or has he eaten of the insane root odist ranter, whq, while he bellows on God's merciful 
of causes? That takes the reason prisoner?" -Macbeth. "plan of salvation" is not more stimulated by love of 

Does not anyone know that an effect becomes a Be that as it may; his own expressed experience the almighty dollar than the love of Jesus. 
cause ; that a cause was only an effect of another should long ere this bav taught him who these med- In conclusion, I will state that I bav received 
effect; that cause and effect are equal in time, both dlers were who were agitating the other end of the through the tippings of a common pine kitchen ta
being of one age? The cause cannot be the cause wires. Mr. Sunderland bas left his friends to infer ble (the medium being an unlettered Irish domestic) 
until it bas produced the effect, therefore cause and he bas seen much on this mysterious subject. The more convincing evidence, both scientific and meta
effect are of one age. Hence dead people do not go straightforward account of what he saw and felt at physical, than from hours of eloquence on the public 
into the world of cause, but they are buried in the the Rev. Dr. Phelps's dwelling, in Stratford, Conn., platform. Those who desire to will please try. At 
effect of death. Spiritualism is truly the religion of in the year 1851, viz., knocking things about, throw- any rate, they will find who is at .the other end of 
faith, fancy, and mediumship; it is not competent to ing boxes at his bead, shaking the breakfast-table so the wires. DAVID BRucE. 
see the meaning of cause and effect. violently as to spill the coffee, destroying property, 

The father is the cause, or one of the causes, of and then the deliberate lying and diabolic blasphemy 
the child. Cannot anyone see that father a~d son when questioned by the "man of God," a minister 
are of one age? The father was not the father until fully ordained and in good orthodox standing-these 
be bad a child born to him. He was a man before, manifestations certainly indicated spirits, and yet not 
but not a father; when the child became a child, he "the spirits of just men made perfect." 
became a father. When the child dies, he will no Fortunately for me, early in my investigations into 
longer be a father, hence cause and effect are of this the mysteries of Spiritualism I commenced journal
world1 of one age1 and not of the fanciful dreamland izing my own observations, from early in the year 

MR .. JOHN E. REMSBURG's great speech at the Roch
ester Convention, on the " False Claims of "the 
Church," it should be remembered, is now published 
in a handsome pamphlet. It should also be borne in 
mind that THE TRUTH SEEKER's edition of this valua
ble lecture was revised and enlarged by the author, 
and is the only correct edition. The price is 10 cents 
per copy, or 75 cents per dozen. Sold at this office. 
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Dr. Buchanan's New Education. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A com

munication was made to me for the Colloquium by 
Dr. Joseph Rodes Buchanan, and read before that 
body,~which has in it matter which I believe will be 
of interest to Liberals generally, and I transmit it 
for publication. Dr. Buchanan is, in my judgment, 
one of the few great men of the world, and a great 
discover in science in domains so new and so subtle 
that he has had to wait many years for appreciation: 
-the penalty of being in advance of his age. Being 
a medical man, and also profoundly interested in ed
ucation, he has recently published a work entitled 
"Moral Education;" and is also occupying himself 
with the effort to found, in Boston, a Refonn Medical 
School or College, with a view to illustrate in practice 
many of his advanced ideas, in addition to the or
dinary instruction in such schools. These statements 
will explain the following correspondence: 

~ore. intir;nately, under another name, in what is the 
mmp1ent 1dea of "a brotherhood." 

MT UNION Oct. 21, 1883. 
MR EDITOR: Will you allow a true fri~>nrl and occa.

Rional reader of your p11.per to say a. word to the dis
nutants in the case of spirit vs. matter? I find It 
v~>rv amusinl!, these FreethinkPrs are so spicv. 

I can only say that, for myself, I dissent entirely 
~om the adverse part of the criticism on l\fr. Pink 
~ t~e report, which still in the main was very appre
matlv and. comme!ldatory. Mr. Pink is among my 
most llhenshed fnends, and also himself a Univer
sologist. "\Yhat others deem egotism in him is, to 
~y perceptw~, an exceedingly interesting audacity, 
m assertmg, m a novel and emphatic way, the truth 
he. sees. What has surprised me a little is his thin
skmnedness to this special criticism as I hav 
always seen him stand fire with exdeptional in-
trepidity. STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS. 

Mr. Or.to Wettstein starts out quite cheerfully to 
make something useful out of Mrs. Heddon but 
brings up suddenly with a sigh of despair, "Alas, 
you are a woman I" To him I would say, Take heart, 
dear brother; that is a most fortunate circumstance 
for you. Surely it is a.n entity you are in pursuit of, 
and truth, like every other entity, has a masculin 
and feminin side. It is apparently the mission of 
Mrs. Haddon tc. keep you from entrenching yoursAlf 
in one side of a. question, and ignorin~ the other. 
In this she is doing you a service, for which you will 
be 1rratflfUl. 

~lftr§ Jrom Jlritqd§. 

ONONDAGA VALLEY, Oct. 22, 1883. 26 EAsT CHEsTER PARK, BosTON, Oct. 16 1883. 
S. P. ANDREWs, Dear Sir: I inclose an item of ed~cational 

progress for your information and also for communication to 
the· Colloquium. Our meeting was favorably noticed in the 
qlobe. Hera~d, Tra.nscript, Commonwealth, and Journal qf Educa
twn, and will be m the Hartford Times. The notice I send is 
from the TranscriP_t. I expe~t to .continue the meetings. Our 
College lectures will not begm before January. My indorsing 
friends Phillips, Allen, Applebee, and Barnett are first-class 

MR. EDITOR: One of the admirers of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER (Comfort T. Chaffee), of Navarino, N.Y., died 
of typhoid fever on the 17th of October, aged 75 years 
and 8 months. His funeral was attended by a. Bap. 
tist clergym~n (Mr. Palmer), who did honor to him
self and the frienrls of the deceased. Thus a good 
man has passed peacefully to his rest. R. CHAFEE. 

But Mr. Wint~>r with his quack nostrum, labeled 
Materialism, is quite irresistible. "See here madam, 
he says, "I E.m going to quiet you. You' are em~
tional (or hysterical); take this and be happy." 

Tile medicin he prescribes, anrl for which I infer 
he claims a sort of natant, if not for himself, for 
Mr. Wettstein, was offered some of us before he was 
born, I presume, by hands as skilful, and holding 
in their palms the utmost of our love but so far 
from ever having been cured thereby, w~ unhesitat
ingly pronounce it humbug; incapable of producing 
happines~. and if it were not, still false. H'tppiness 
by the way, is a vague term. A drunkard reeled 
past me the other dav, proclaiming himself "the 
happiest man alive." When a.n incubus like ortho
doxy is removed, there must be a feeling of exhilar
ation; but if this were synonymous with happinflSS 
it would be no proof of truth or falsity in that which 
produced it. It has happened to some of us to know 
r.hat human life. goes on, how long we know nothing 
about, but complete, and perhaps slightly improved 
after the dissolution of the body; and this knowledge 
would still be truth to us, if instead of yielding the 

men. I remain your friend, J. R. BucHANAN. 

THE NEW EDUCATION. 
At the meeting in Berkeley Hall Saturday evening Profes

sor R. F. Humiston was chosen chairman, and Re~. W. H. 
Wagner secretary. Professor J. R. Buchanan stated the ob
jects of the meeting, and presented the following letters of 
sympathy and approbation from gentlemen who had been 
expected but were unable to attend. A letter was read from 
Wendell Phillips, as follows: 

SPRINGFIELD, MASs., October 20, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send you $3 to pay for THE 

TRUTH SEEKER. I hav taken it six years, and feel 
that I cannot do without it. I am glad that there 
is a prospect of a Freethought convention at Boston 
some time next January. I am glad that you pro
posed that Mrs. Colby be engaged to speak at such 
a gathering at Bostoij.. She is a very eloquent 
speaker. Yours truly, M. 0. MaTT. 

A YOUNG INFIDEL GONE. 

"MY DEAs Sm: I aln very sorry I cannot attend your con
vention to-day. Some time ago I read your volume with pro
found interest. It stirred new hopes within me. !.welcomed 
most earnestly your large, generous views o·f human nature 
its duties and responsibilities; your novel but not revolu: 
tion~ry philosoi?hy. And it is because I do not agree with 
you m every pomt that I more deeply regret I cannot listen 
to the discussions to-day. 

PERRYSVILLE, ALLEGHENY Co., PA., Oct. 21,282. 
DEAR MACDONALD: With sorrow we inform you two 

of our grandchildren died about a week ago of diph
theria, one 14 years old, the other 5. Phemie M. 
Beveridge, the young Infidel, has been a remarka· 
ble child all her lifetime. She could read WAll when 
11 years of age. At that time she read R G. Inger
soll's book, the "Gods and Other Lactures." She 
liked it so well-she took the book to school to her 
teacher, a man by the name of John Thompson, to 
read. Some of the Christians wanted Thompson re
moved for taking such a book into school. Sbe ha~> 
lately read the "Darwins" and other books by El
mina. Ob, how she admired the author of such 
grand works! When the time came f'or us to ge r 
THE TRUTH SEEKER Phemie was always first at thE> 
post-office, and had a great part of the paper looked 
over before we received it. 0 cruel death, to pluck 
our flowers so early. 

sweetest satisfaction, it were fraught with misPry. If 
vou say such knowledge is impossible, I answer that 
is mere assumption on your part. Your own igno-

"Your analysis of human nature and your outlook for its 
future and its development engaged my deepest interest. It 
seemed to me that w~ether ~!len agreed entirely with you or 
not, your argument IS destmed to work a most beneficial 
change in our e-ducational plans and methods-indeed in 
the whole philosophy of education-a· change imperati; ·in 
self-governed states, and sure to result in vast improvement. 

"So important do I consider your suggestions on this mat
ter, that I count your convention an event, almost an epoch, 
in New England agitation. Indeed, it is your invaluable and 
very practical suggestions touching education that most in
terest me. 

"I earnestly wish that you may be able to get the attention 
of the best minds among us, and that your movement will 
rally round it aid and co-operation enough to insure its ful
lest consideration in Massachusetts. Very cordially yours, 

" WEND ELL PHILLIPS." 

rance of any given subject proves nothing. 
In o~e thing, however, we may, and will if they 

are ratwnal, agree-that our proper work is here and 
now. "One world at a time" Is a good motto. If 
this world is a school, we are not by any means 
ready to graduate to a higher. I also freely admit 
that if the laws of that life (spirit) were designed to 
govern us here, they will be at least as unmistaka
ble as the laws of this world. Like Charles Bright 
I deprecate the building up of a sect upon Spiritism: 
Let all sects go to the dogs. and let all our facul
ties be bAnt to the service of humanity. 

Other letters were read from Rev. James Kay Applebee, 
Hon. Stephen M. Allen, and Rev. Benjamin F. Barrett, of 
Pennsylvania. 

Mr. Applebee who is a worthy successor of Theodore 
Parker, and has built up a free and creedleas church, writes 
as follows: 

Our brother, Andrew Beveridge, read at the gravE> 
from the "Truth Seeker CnllPction," that beautiful 
passage Form Number 8, by Jenkins. 

It seems to 'me a rather fortunate circumstance 
that our beliefs do not directly or very seriously af· 
rect our happiness or our conduct. I hav known 
long and very intimately those professing the ex
treme of Atheism whose lives could not hav been 
more stainless and exalted if they had been mod. 
eled from the knights of old with all " modern im
provements;" who watched and disciplined thE>m
selvs as if they thought the eye of a. wrathful God 
was always upon them and they would hav to Uv 
thousands of years under its burning beams. 

"DR. JosEPH RoDES BucHANAN, Dear Sir: I very much re
gret that in consequence of your meeting taking place on 
Saturday evening, it will be impossible for me to be present. 
You represent the most important reform movement of the 
time-the movement that means the most, and which cuts the 
most deeply into all the social sins and sores of the age-and 
I do most heartily wish the movement all possible success. 
To try to advance such a movement must indeed be consid
ered by all true reformers a supreme duty. 

"I am, dear sir, yours faithfully, JAMEs KAY APPLEBEE." 
Professor Buchanan then addressed the meeting for about 

half an hour, his remarks being received with great applause, 
and a vote of thanks tendered for his able address in exposi
tion of improvement in education. 

The subject was then discussed by Messrs. Humiston, 
Wellington, Flower, and Lawrence in a very interesting man
ner, and a committee of eleven was appointed to continue 
the agitation of the subject and to raise an endowment of 
:fifty thousand dollars for the university. 

The address of Professor Buchanan was devoted to illus
trating the omnipotent power of education to change and 
elevate human nature, and the failure of purely intellectual 
education to improve our social condition, as the immense 
increase of intellectual education in the present century had 
been accompanied by an equal increase of crime, insanity, 
intemperance, and suicide. Moral education, he claimed, 
was the only remedy, and he referred to several famous 
schools in which its power to reform and elevate had been 
demonstrated. 

P.S.-Pennit me to mention another matter. Mr. 
Caleb Pink feels himself aggrieved by the notice of 
him in your report of his lecture before the Liberal 
Club, reported Oct. 13th, in which he is characterized 
as " egotistic" and as manifesting a tendency to 
"brag" of his own far-reaching comprehensivness. 
He affirms, and I am certain that in his ideal sketch 
of a mind able to span the area of truth, he referred 
not to himself at all, but to some one else. His own 
assumption is that he is guided by the spirit of truth; 
i. e., desires and intends the truth every time, and 
does also his level best. Even this claim is of course 
liable to be mistaken fm• egbtism. Mr. Pink's 
grievance, however, is in the main that the un
friendly criticism, as he regarqs it, was made by a 
Universologist, and so inclines to hold me responsible 
for not keeping my " following" better in hand as a 
"brotherhood," than to leave them to smooch each 
other. This involves an entire misapprehension of 
the matter. Universologists, as such, are no more a 
brotherhood than mathematicians. Among Univer
-Sologists there are those, it is true, who are associated 

Your friends in mourning, 
GRANDFATHER AND GRANDMC.THER, } 
JAMES AND EUPHEMIA BEVERIDGE. 

WHAT IS LIFE WITHOUT LIBERTY ? 
PITTSBURGH, Oct. 23, 1883. 

Is there in nature anything more beautiful to be
hold than her glory and wonders, and when we 
study man, with all his construction, what a won
rlerful studv! Man is the greatest study of human 
progress. How many thousands are in this world 
scarcely without any knowledge, but, on the other 
band, those that are gifted by nature are not always 
<tllowed to make use of. that knowledge, but what a 
horrible thing it is to enslave the mind by force and 
ignorance! What human power dares to deny its 
rights of freedom to a fellow-being is beyond my 
comprehension. What is a man's intelligence to 
bim without the exercise of his will? The mind 
Rhould be free on every subject. But where the 
mind is imprisoned, there man is a helpless being, 
as much as the child that knows little of its sur
roundings. 

But some would say, "What's the good of an ed
ucation?" Only those that know very little of 1ts 
value would ask such a question? Intelligence has 
no use for ignorance. 

Ignorance is the deadlock to barbarism. Intelli
gence and reason are the great guides to human 
happiness. But the question arises, Who keeps man
kind in ignorance? No one but the church. Sbe is 
ever ready to crush human knowledge. 

But the time will come when she cannot exercisP 
that right, and the clergy realizes this fact. Does 
religion enlighten the mind ? On the contrary, shA 
despises progress. Rlligion has conquered long 
enough. The time will come when religion will pass 
away, and science will step in her place for eternal 
truth. Where there is religion, there is ignorance 
qnd crime. To say that religion is beneficial to hu
mankind is ut.terly absurd. Infidelity is yet in its 
iufancy, but what wonderful progress it has made I 
It is growing year by year. 'Tis to InfidAlity, that 
great benefactor of humanity, that we are indebted 
for our liberties to-day; And, let me add, every In
fidel may be proud of his title. When you come in 
contact with an ignorant being, you realiz9 that he 
is a Christian. We may rejoice at the progress it 
has made. Yours truly, JuLIUS WAGNER. 

I hav known highly professing Christians who lived 
as if their motto might be, "Let us eat and drink, 
for to-morrow we die;" or, with Frances Wright's 
addition, "Let us eat, drink, and love, for to-morrow 
we die." I hav known, too, tbe cases reversed. 

I hav boldly claimed knowledge of continued ex
istence-the existence of a God I can only surmise. 
I will say, briefly as possible, that this evidence was 
given before the advent of Spiritualism, when it was 
least expected, as to how as well as when, and has 
n ver been repeated. I am quite ready to giT the 
proofs to anyone who does not doubt either my 
rruth or sanity; to the rest I hav nothing to say. I 
hav no power to get up a spiritual show, even for 
the tempting bait of Mr. WettstAin's stock of jew
elry; but perhaps if it ever occurs to him to make 
acquaintance with that "love stronger than death," 
the knowledge will be his without the loss of a sin-
gle jewel. E. A. W. 

OwEGO, N.Y., Oct. 15, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: What a. world of thought, of fact 

and fancy, is continually thrust upon your consid
eration for analysis and reflection I Almost every 
creedist: and combatant is presented for a.erifica
t.ion to public inspection, acceptance, or rejection. 
Prominently among the mighty ones of thought for 
public acceptance or rejection, I will only name one 
at this time, one whom I much love and greatly 
admire for his manly and bold outspoken defense 
of humanity-R:lbert G. Ingersoll. In the letter he 
wrote to his friend bereaved of his mother, I was 
tenderly toucher) by the whole tenor of it, until 
I came to the "only salutation, good-night," and 
the last paragraph of the letter in which he says, 
"Nearly forty-eight years ago, under the snow in 
the little town or Cazenovia, my poor mother was 
buried. I remember her as she looked in death. 
That sweet cold face has kept my heart warm 
through all the years." Oh, how cold and chilling 
the thought or idea that the remembrance of cold, 
corrupting, decomposing mattter can warm, cheer, 
nnd encourage this loving heart I No, for what prop
erty does it possess over any other organ or tunc· 
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tion of my organism for intellectual and affectional 
recognition or Pnjoyment, in the nature of my con
scions being-the me, the ego, all there is con
nected with this material indivirluality? 

0 HJY brother, I hav laid all that remained of 
the material of a loved mother away under the sod 
(not silent., for it is teeming with vegetable life, 
possessing the spirit, life, or soul of veg-etation) some 
yearR since, and my heart (or the ego) has bet>n 
and is kept, not from the cold-faced remembrance, 
but from a conscious presence of her life examples 
and maternal affection, developed through her orig
inal being in comaection with my own, between 
which not even dissolution nor decay (death) can 
interpose one moment's absence or forgetfulness. 
And the cheering thought that that emotional. 
thoughtful-mother yet survives In higher realms of 
existence of loving emotional affection, the sympR,
thetic chords or relation of which no time or cir
cumstances can sever, the great law of compen!'la
tion, justice, and eqnality must still remain. All 
the pArts are only equal to the whole: so that with
out these parts there is no whole. Thus we learn 
the true definition of the word eternity is the in
comprehensible postulate of all thin~rs. 

H. c. CHAMPLIN, M.D. 

BRONRON. FLA., Oct. 21, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: IncloE'erl finrl $3. which you will nlace 

to my credit on THE TRUTH SEEKER, the best Free
thought paper published in this country. "Long 
may it wave." 0. RICHARDSON. 

CAsNOVIA, MICH., Oct 22, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I hasten to acknowledge the receipt 

of the missing numbers, and also two extra copies. 
for which reeieve my thanks. I will endeavor to use 
them so they will do the most good. Please send 
me your catalog, and I think, ere long, I will show 
you that I A,npreciate favors. I am an old man; 
came into Micbigan over fifty years ago; hav bPen 
exposed to all the orthodox creerls Rnd the fever and 
ague, bnt through merciful providence I bav not 
been afflicted with either. May THE TRUTH SEEKER 
hav a wide circulation. Yours, JNo. S. TUXBURY 

NEw YoRK, Oct. 28, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I think that perhaps neither yourself 

nor your correspondents of last week hav put suffi
ciet emphasis upon what is really the best and most 
effectiv way of honoring Mr. Bennett. A monument 
is good, and I bav contributed $5 toward it; a BHn
nett Hall is better, and I wonld be pleased to con
tribute toward its erection. But he has a monument 
and a memorial already in the paper which he 
founded, and one that may from year to year become 
more worthy of its founrler. Those who differ as to 
the respectiv effectivness of the monument and the 
hall for the purposes for which they are intended 
need entf'rtain no doubt in regard to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. To the support of this, then, let contribu
tions in the form of subscriptions be made until it en
ters every English-speaking community under the 
sun, ca.rrying the name of its founder with it, and 
until D. M. Bennett becomes known and honored 
throughout the world. Nothing less than this can 
be the best way of honoring Mr. Bennett. 

GEORGE MACDONALD. 

CLINTON, ILL., Oct. 25, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find a brief history of a 

brother Liberal who called me to his death-bed six 
weeks ago, and made the following request of me. 
He said: "Brother Myers, I am a bout to pass to the 
inevital.le, and as I hav lived a Liberal all my life, 
I hope to die a Liberal, and preserve all my hatred 
and contempt for ignorance, superstition, and ortho
doxy to an honorable end. Furthermore, as my wife 
is a believer in Christianity, and of a nervous tem
perament, she is liable to be overcome and permit a 
minister to officiate at my funeral. Now, Brother 
Myers, I make this last request-should any preach
er attempt to conduct services at my burial, for the 
respect you hav for my final desire, please interfere, 
and that to such extent as will so crush clerical im
pudence that it may never be displayed at the omega. 
of a Liberal." J. C. MYERS. 

bition by being promoted to an engineer of the S<tme 
road, where he served faithfully up to the 27th of 
last December, when he made his last trip. During 
this time he has suffered more or less from rheu
matism, and for the past two years he could not 
walk from his engin to his home without the assist
ance of a cane or crutch. It seems that misfortune 
has followed him through life. 

LEHIGH, PA., Oct. 22, 1883. 
MR EDITOR: Pleasfl find hiclosed $3-$2.50 to pay 

my subscription, and 50 cents to pay for pamphlets 
selected, which you will find named elsewhere in this 
letter. I hav been receiving your paper on credit 
for some time, and I was cognizant of the fact: but 
my financial circumstances, which were some what 
poor, forced me to defer in remitting until now. 

Your goodne~s in still sending the paper after the 
termination of my subscription I fully appreciate, 
and please accept my sincerest thanks for the ~arne. 
I hope I shall be able to do better in the future in 
regard to my subscription when it becomes due. 

Your paper is the most welcome visitor which en
ters our home. And we would be lost indeed if we 
were deprived from reading the many good articles 
from the pens of its intelligent contributors. Our 
attachment has become so great toward it that the 
grand TRUTH SEEKER can be seen occupying the 
most prominent place upon our table. 
It s~ems to. me that it is gaining and growing 

more mterestmg each w.eek, and I am forced to an
nounce that THE TRUTH SEEKER was never more in
teresting than at present. I subscribe for a so-callerl 
Freeth ought paper; and in order to avoid being per
sona_l I shall refrain from mentioning the name; 
but It would be unfair to class it as a brother of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, as it seems to be carrying a dead 
weight with it. It has no attractivnes!'l about it 
nothing in it which interests the general thinkin~ 
mind, or the few who think above the avf'rage. In 
fact, to my mind, every copy is but a duplicate of 
the previous one. As soon as such papers are re
ceived the headings only of articles are glanced at, 
and as they hav no attractiv features to encourage 
the reading of the articles, they are hastily thrown 
down and never taken up again unless for waste 
paper. The puhlication of such papers seems to me 
but a waste of time and labor, and which results in 
nothing. None gains thereby. 

And, according to my thinking, it would be much 
better if the managers of papers like the one I hav 
referred to could be induced to follow some other 
lucrativ braqch of employment which would suit 
their 11 bilities better than the editing of a Free
thought paper. This is why I cannot class it as a 
brother to THE TRUTH SEEKER. It has not got tl .e 
same ring, nor the force which drives its Christian 
foes to the wall in despair. The one is too sweet. 
It wants to put too much molasses on the back of a 
Christian before it attacks him. The other. with its 
long, broad sword, cuts to the bone and lays open 
the inwardness of his deception by letting the cor-
ruption flow. ' 

Long may the grand old TRUTH SEEKER stand at the 
front among Freethought journals. It now is hear! 
and shoulders above all others. I think under its 
present management it will continue to gain ground 
and favor throughout the length and breadth of this 
broad continent. Very truly yours, 

R FLEMING. 

SAN FRANCisco, October 20, 1883 
MR. EDITOR: I hav just "gone through" THE TRUTH 

SEEKER of October 6th. It contains an article by 
Otto Wettstein and a letter from Thomas Winter. I 
mention the names of these two persons because to 
me they represent a class or "strata" of Material. 
ism which is utterly illogical, inconsistent, and 
morally dishonest. Tbis modern world about them 
is literally crowded with the every-day, indisputable 
evidence of the spiritual phenomena they affect to 
call (mildly speaking) delusion, and which they dog
gedly and, from a moral point of view, cowardly ig
nore. The whole troupe of the same class of Mate
rialistic scientists I place in the same box. Their 
P~ide is in the way of their looking into the subject 
with any degree of sincerity. Their attitude is such 
as to impress one that they would view a true revc

DIED, in Clinton, Dewitt Co., Ill., of sciatica, Geo. W. Crow- lation from " the beyond" as a very unwholesome 
den, aged 41 years, 11 months, and 28 days. truth-a guest nominally welcome, but in the case 

George Crowden was born in Cambridgeshire, Eng- of" spirits" :very hard to take. What sounding idiots 
lanil, Oct. 21, 1842. At the age of nine years, he, do they make of themselvs by hollowing into our 
with his parents, emigrated to the Uniterl States, and ears, Humbug! for if there was ever anything in this 
settled in Westfield, Chautauqua Co., N. Y. At the age wondrous universe belonging to the unknown that 
of seventeen his father moved to Freeport, Stephen- has been and is constantly being proved to be true 
son Co., Ill., and at the breaking out of the late .lit is sp~rit ~henomena. In fact, the man or th~ 
war he enlisted in Co. B, 17th Regular V_olunteers wo~a? I~ this land ~n~ ~ge who is not a witness 
Infantry; served nine months, and was discharged of It, IS Simply mat~nahstwally sleepy. A man who 
from the hospital, and enlisted a second timP. in the would k?ow what Is· going on in this world must 
mule-packing department, par>king over the Cumber- not g~t. mto the backwoods of his own pride and 
land to Rosecrans. After serving five months he conceit, a?d declare t?at what he don't already know 
turned his train over to another chief on account of has no exi~tence. It IS altogether too thin to assert 
rheumatism, contracted by exposure, sleeping in the that ":h~t IS _not known is the unknowable. Their 
mud and unner the snow without shelter in winter. Matenahsm IS the rebound of rank superstition, and 
November 17, 1863, he was married to Miss Elvira J. as ~ sEquen~e, only the twin of that barbarism. 
Clarke, of Freeport, Ill. In 1864 he became an em- ~he~r perpleXIty seems to be, as with the supersti
ployee of the I. C. R. R. Co., as fireman-always the twmsts, ~od .. They aru not satisfied with the easy 
first man to be laid off, and the last man for pro- task of disposmg of the Jewish God, but they must 
motion; but finally arrived at the !light ot hie am- needs destroy the bare term, God, which in all in-

telligent chronicling is synonymous with the various 
terms and figures of speech applied to the unknow
able. Language can only state cold fact; at least, 
with most of us this is so. The soul, spirit, essence, 
or whatever it may be named [what's in a name?] 
cannot do more than approximate its true expression 
through material forms, any more than the hand 
can paint or portray the tull beauty and grandeur 
of the ideal. Even if it could, where would be those 
who could comprehend it. Heywood's talk is very 
largely idealism. He says, "Don't marry," and yet 
he is probably one of the best married men in the 
world. His language is understood by but very few, 
and this few so generally poor, and consequently 
practically powerless, that he will probably be 
swamped by the martyrdom he seems to court. He, 
too, seems to like nothing less than God the inde
finable. It has come to this: that a term troubles 
the superstitionists no more and no less than it does 
some of our ultra-radicals. Perhaps it is not so much 
the term, as the unknowable it suggests. The un
knowable is the red rag which, flaunted in the eyes · 
of pure 1\fat~-'rialism, make it the mad bull it. is. ·To 
evolve from its beastly (hate) condition, it must not 
try to prop itself up with big terms, but rather look 
at and go for facts, which abound all around and 
about it. It won't do to stilt themselvs up because 
superstition i'l such a sickening dose, and assume 
that because this is so utterly bad to take and ab
surd, there is nothing else to be answered. It is not 
exactly "scientific" to assume that when one is an
swered all are answered. Do you ask me, "Show 
me your phenomena," etc., I answer, "Show you 
nothing; do your own 'chewin~r.' or starve. 

DR, GEORGE HARDCASTLE. 

CINCINNATI, 0., Oct., 2:t, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: These are a few remarks in reply to 

E. A. Chapman, E;:q .. who hath 1nade free with my 
name in connection with V:~.Roy S1mderland: Sir, 
your spe,ial pleading in fav"r of Spiritualism is 
much more the result of preconceived ideas than 
any solid or genuin fact::1, which you, in good, true 
inwarrlness, are fully satisfied is unmistakable reali
ties. N Jthing, sir, is more easy than it is to deceive 
ourselvs. You must be aware that such is the case. 
And how, sir, do you know but what you are really 
deceiving your own individual self, but hav not as 
yet discovered your mistake? My dear sir, think of 
this. Can we hav thought or knowledge without 
the Materialistic properties to produce such powers? 
Did you, sir, pnssess thought and knowlerlge prior 
to your birth, or any faculties you now enjoy? You 
and every one else must answer no; and why? be
cause no properties existed to produce such t.houghts, 
etc. No, sir. So also will it be when dead; it doth 
not imply that because a person hath once lived, 
they are bound to ever liv. You might as well say 
that because a child is once born, it will be born 
ovf'r and over again to an unlimited extent. Sir, 
your the.')ry of spirit life can never be fastened on 
minds which are mature in thought and guided only 
by positiv facts. You say, well, that the ignorant 
more readily believes this spiritual system than the 
prejudiced. Surely, what is there but what ignorance 
will swallow? Sir, were it not for wide-spread igno
rance, no superstitirm could exist for a day. Sir, 
Spiritualism is a somewhat modern superstition, al
though some such folly did exist in past ages, when 
witchcraft, and other dark phantoms of the imagi
nation, ruled the unlettered and priestridden multi
tude. Faith, sir, in a future state of existence was 
equally as ripe amongst savages as civilized nations; 
perhR.ps no faith is older than a faith in ghosts and 
their habitations. But the light of true science 
cansigns all such false faiths to oblivion, except 
amongst the illiterate, who are ever ready to cling 
to the ridiculous and the marvelous, and follow 
the pious crank wh0 hath cheek enough to deceive 
and gull them for pay. I think, sir, Spiritualism is 
much too thin for this age; it's one of those things 
which must go, in common with other preposterous 
superstitions, as Materialistic philosophy Fpreads its 
sails of truth before t.he breeze of growing intelli
gence of this Age. Float on, ye gallant truthful 
facts that here is our birth, aud our death, our be
ginning and our end, which is nature's truth, 
whether it is believed in or not. The trouble with 
Mr. Chapman, and most other Spiritualists, i9, they 
imagin they hav found a very singular mare's-nest, 
and they call it science. Well, that is easy enough, 
But no real intellectual character so regards it, 
The science of nature stands opposed to every iota 
of supernatural or Spiritual phenomena, and it can 
never be classified together; it must ever remain 
an antagonism. Sir, are you not fully persuaded 
that those persons who believe in an orthodox 
heaven and hell are deluding and deceiving them
set vs? Is not all the glitter offered to believers in 
orthodox religion a gilt-edged lie by the cunning 
priesthood? You know it is. And is not your sum
mer-land promis €fJ.Ually as absurd and ridiculous 
as the orthodox version? Both are oriental fables, 
and I guess you know it as well as myself, and were 
your mind well balanced, you would confess it. 
Every true N ttturalist or Materialist will agree with 
me that a disembodied spirit is utterly impossible, 
and a land of spooks all nonsense, sir. 

Yours fraternally, T. WINTER, Materialist, 
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The Day That is eoming. 
Then a man shall work and bethink him, and re

joice in the deeds of his hand, 
For yet come home in the even too faint and weary 

to stand. 
Men In that time a'comlng shall work and hav no 

fear 
For to-morrow's lack of earning and the hunger

wolf anear. 
o strange new wonderful justice I :But for whom 

shall we gather the gain? 
For oursel vs and for each of our fellows, and no 

hand shall labor In vain. 
Then all mine and all thine shall be ours, and no more 

shall any man crave 
For riches that serve for nothing but to fetter a 

friend for a slave. 
And what wealth then shall be left us when none 

shall gather gold 
To bUY his friend In the market, and pinch and 

,pine the sold? 
Nay what save the lovely city, and the little house on 
· the hill, 
And the wastes and the woodland beauty, and the 

happy fields we tlll. 
And the homes of ancient stories, the tombs of the 

mighty dead, 
And the wise men seeking out marvels, and the 

poets teeming head. 
And the painter's hand of wonder; and the marvel. 

ous fiddle-bow, 
And the banded choirs of music-an those that do 

and know. 
For all these shall be ours and all men's, nor shall 

any lack a share 
Of the toll and the gain of living in the days when 

the world grows fair. 
WM. MORRIS. 

Sing with the Spirit of Liberty and 

Intellectual Freedom. 

Liberal Leagues and organizations that are 
expecting Mr. Watts or Mr. Chainey to lecture 
for them should gather together all their 
members who can sing, especially the young 
people, and form a choir. Then they should 
send for a sufficient number of "Liberal 
Hymn-Books," and practice singing some of 
the stirring songs, so that both the lecturers 
and the audience may be inspired by the con
cord of sweet sounds, and all hav a good time 
generally. Just try it. The sentiments and 
emotions are no less a part of man than his 
reason, and they need and should hav their 
appropriate stimulus and nourishment. Sing-
ing supplies both. E. B. B. 

Who Will Exchan;;-e with Elm ina! 
Friends, I have for 25 years kept a FREE circulat

ing library for the benefit of those wbo are not able 
to buy books or papers. 

I will exchange "John's Way" or copies of four 
Liberal papers (those named in my advts) for any 
complete Seaside or other cheap novel, and will 
send ., Th lnker," " Matrimonial Review," "Herald 
of Industry" one year for one dollar's worth of 
second-hand books that will interest the average 
reader, children or grown people. 

Out this out and save H, as it w111 appear but once. 
Address ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER. 

lt44 Snowville, Pulaski Co., Va. 

Freetllinkf'rs' Badge Pin. 
This badge is adapted for the use of 
all classes or Freethinkers, •• Univer
sal Mental Liberty" being its tlevice. 
The cut shows the design, but not its 
beauty. Solid gold, 18k, double 
thick, $4.-00; solid golq, lOk, $1.75; 
silver, $1.00. Packages registered; 
descriptiv circular with terms to 

Leagues, etc., free. Remit by post-office money 
order or registered letter. Mmtion this paper. 

A Munificent Offer ! 
GOOD UNTIL JANUARY 1, 284, 

Man or Woman's Herald of Industry one year free 
with ae l8k badge. Your choice of the two papers 
and a lOk badge for $2.00. Address the originator 
and patentee, LUCY L. CHURCHILL, 
4t44 West Richfield, Summit Co., Ohio. 

.A GOOD WORD FOR THE DEVIL. 

BIBLE MUSINGS OF AN INFIDEL. 

.A Poetical Pamphlet of 136 Pages. Price 
50 cents. 

The author has been highly praised for this pro
··duction. His motto is, 
""Apply your disinfectants to 'The Word,' 

Though God's, it ~hould be decent or unheard;" 
And he has ruthlessly dissected the "holy scrip

-.tures" in accordance therewith. 
For sale at this office. 

Correspondence. 
A middle-aged lady of refinement, capable of fill

':ing a position of trust, wishes correspondence with 
'"'gentleman of means, hoplng to obtain a good home 
•by superintending it. None but honorablfl persons 
'lleed reply. Address, MRS. E. WING, 
J.t43 (General Delivery), Minneapolis, Minn. 

SKETCH OF THE. 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 

SALADIN. 
(W. STEWART ROSS.) 

A. very interesting biography of a remarkable man 
}'ripe 10 cen~, Address, 

1P:~ ~~p:ru Ji~Jt:U. 
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J!'REE'l'HOUGHT WORKS •. 
~ 

For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Bible Balanced. The Infidel's Text 
~ook; comparing some of the best teach
Ings and sayings of the Bible with those 
o~ Sages and Philosophers who lived pre
Vious to the Authors of the Bible; also a 
Partial Exposition of its Errors. By GEo. 
C. DARLING. Price, 50 cents. 

The Figures of Hell; or, The Tem
ples of Bacchus. Dedicated to licensers 
of beer and whisky. By Mrs. ELIZABETH 
TJJ:O]![pSoN. A neat little volume of be
tween two and three hundred pages. $1. 

Liberty and Morality. A capital full 
lecture on these important subjects. B:r 
W. S. BELL. J. }?amphlet of thirty-six 
well-printed pages mailed for 15 cents. 

Superstition in All Ages. By JoHN 
MESLIER, a Roman Catholic priest, who, 
after a pastorate of thirty years at Etre
pigny and But in Champagne, France, 
wholly abjured religious dogmas, and left 
as his last will and testament to his par
ishioners, and to the world, the work en
titled "Common Sense." Price, cloth, 
$1.50; paper, $1. · 

Marriage and Parentage and The 
Sanitary and Physical Laws. For The 
Production of Children of Finer Health 
and Ability. By a Physician and Sanita
rian. "The virtues of men and women 
as well as their vices may descend to their 
children." Price, $1. 

The Bible-Whence and What ~ By 
RICHARD B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B. 
The questions, Where did the books of 
the Bible come from? What is their 
authority? and, What is the real source 
of dogmatic theology? are treated fear
lessly in the light of history, philosophy, 
and comparativ religions. It is impossi
ble to giv even a condensed statement of 
what is itself a marvelous condensation. 
Whole libraries are here concentrated 
into one little book. Printed in good 
type and bound in cloth. Price, $1. 

The Bible of the Religion of Science. 
By H. S. BROWN, M.D. "This volume is 
most respectfully dedicated to those per
sons who will cordially unite with others 
to establish the religion of truth and a 
just government, by the scientific meth
ods of reason, experience, experiments, 
and observations. For this is the way to 
wisdom, and to the material, mental, 
moral, social, and spiritual sciences, that 
make peace on earth and good will among 
men." Price, $1.50. 

Socialism and Utilitarianism. By 
JoHN STUART MILL. Price, $1.50. 

Specimen Days and Collect. By 
WALT WHITMAN. Including autobiogra
phy, hospital sketches, democratic vistas, 
etc. Three hundred and seventy-four 
pages of hearty, wholesome prose and 
poetry, never before published. Price, $2. 

Ingersoll and Jesus. Conversation 
in verse between the two great reformers. 
By SAMuEL P. PUTNAM. Price, 10 cents. 

The Sabbath. By M. FARRINGToN. ·A 
thorough examination and refutation of 
the claims of Sabbatarians who are trying 
to foist upon the country their holy day 
by unconstitutional legal enactmentR, 
The author shows by an appeal not only 
to the facts as they exist in the nature of 
things, but by reference to the Bible, and 
the writings of distinguished historians 
and theologians of past ages, that Sunday 
is no more a holy day than Saturday. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The Relidon of Common Sense. By 
Prof. LIEBRECHT ULICH, of Germany. 
Price, 25 cents. 

The Sunday ~uestion. A Historical 
and Critical Review. With replies to an 
objector. By GEoRGE W. BRoWN, M.D. 
Prtce, 15 cents. 

Truth Seeker Tracts. Bound in vol
umes of 525 pages each-Vols. I., II., III., 
IV., and V. Each volume containing 525 
pages--thirty tracts or more. A Libmry 
within themselves of most excellentHacl
ical reading matter at a low price. Paper, 
60 cents per volume; cloth, $1.00, If the 
wltole set are taken -paper, 50 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents each. 

The Truth Seeker in bound volumes. 
Vol. I., 25 cents; vol. II., 50 cent~; vols. 
III. and IV., $2 each; vols. V., VI., VII., 
VIII., and IX., $3 each. The whole set 
by express for $15. 

Voltaire in Exile. Translated from 
the French of M. GasTINEAU by his son 
EDMOND GASTINEAU. Being Memoirs of 
the life of the gt·eat writer never before 
published. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1. 

Why Don't God Kill the Devil? A 
Series of Essays dedicated to the St. 
Johns School Board. By M. BABCOCK. 25 
cents. 

Which: Spiritualism or Christian· 
ity ~ A discussion between MosEs 
HuLL and REv. W. F. PARKER. Paper, 50 
cents~ cloth, 7-5 cents. 
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Birth an<l Death of R•\ligions.'~1 By 
JoHN E. BuRTON. Price, 10 cents. 

Christian an<l Deist. A Business 
Man's Social and Religious Views. Bold 
and trenchant blows against theology 
and inhumanity, Price, LOO. 

Christianity from a Scientific and 
Historical Standpoint. By WM. N. 
LAUREN, attorney at Law. Contents: In
troduetion, Unrevealed Religion, Old 
Testament Religion, Evidence in Support 
of Christianity, Alleged Failure of Chris
tianity, Proposed Substitute for Chris
tianity, Conclusion. 50 cents. 

Christ of Paul; or, the Enigmas of 
Christianity. St. John never in Asia 
Minor: Irenams the author of tho Fourth 
Gospel; Tho Frauds of the Churchmen 
of the Second Century Exposed. By GEo. 
REBER. Extra cloth, 12mo, 400 pp. $2. 

Classified Bible Extracts ;_ or, the 
Holy Scriptures Analyzed. liy RoBERT 
CooPER. Price, 25 cents. 

Confessions of an Inquirer. Why 
and What Am I? By JAMES JACKSON JAR
VES. Price, $L25. 

Cooper's Lectures on the Soul. In 
which the doctrin of immmtality is re
ligiously and philosophically considered. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Cradle of the Christ. 
Primitiv Christmnity. 
INGHAM, Price, $l. 75. 

A Study in 
By 0. B. FRoTH· 

Cultivation of Art, And Its Relations 
to Religious Puritanism and Money-Get
ting. By A. R CooPER. 12mo, 48 pp. 
Price, flexible cloth, 35 cents; paper, 20. 

Divine and Moral Works of Plato. 
Translated from the original Greek. With 
introductory dissertations and notes. 
Price, $2.50. 

Doctrin of Inspiration: being an 
Inquiry Concerning the Infallibility, In
spiration, and Authority of Holy Writ. 
By the Rev. JoHN MAcNAUGHT, M.A., In
cumbent of St. Chrysostom's church, 
Everton, Liverpool, Engla.nd. Price, $1.50 

Elegant Extracts from the Bible. 
(Perhaps inelegant would be a more proper 
term.) Price, 10 cents. 

English Life of Jesus. BY THoJI'rMl 
i::lCOTT. Dedicated to those who seek 
rather to know the truth of facts than to 
look on unhistorical pictures. Price, $1,50. 

Epidemic Delusions. A Lecture by 
FREDERICK R MARviN, M.D. Price, 10 cts. 

Essays on Mind, Matter, Forces, The
ology, etc. By CHARLEs E. TowN
sEND. Extra cloth, 12mo, 404 pp. Price, 
$1.50. Sequel to Essays. By same au
thor. Price, 75 cents. 

WORKS OF PROF. DENTON. 

Be Thyself. Price, 10 cents. 

Christianity no :Finality; or, Spirit
ualism Superior to Christianity. 10 cents. 

Common Sense Thou~hts on the 
Bible. Price, 10 cents. 

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10 cts. 

Geology; The Past and Future of our 
Planet. Price, $1.50. 

Is Spiritualism True~ Price, 10 cts. 

Man's True Savior. Price, 10 cents. 

Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is 
True. l>rice, 10 cents. 

Radical Discourses on Religious Sub
jects. Price, $1.25. 

Radical Rhymes. Price, $1.25. 
Sermon from Sbaksper·e's Text. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Soul of Things· or, Psychometric Re
searches an u rliscoveries. In three vol
umes. PricA, $L50 per volume. 

The Deluge in the Light of ~lodern 
Science. Price, 10 cents. 

The God Proposed for Our National 
Constitution. Price 10 certs. 

The Irreconcilable Records; or, Gene· 
sis find Geolc>gy Cloth, 40 cents; pa.-cet 
25 cents. · 

The Pocasset Tragedy. 10 cents. 

Is Darwin Right? Price, $1.25. 
What Is Right 1 Price, 10 cents. 

What Was He ~ or, Jesus in the I.igh t 
of the Nineteenth Century. Price, cloth, 
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Who are Christians ~ Price, 10 cents. 

Who Killed Mary Stannardl 10 cents. 
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Achsa W. Sprague's and Mary 
Clark's Experiences in the First 
Ten Spheres of Spirit-Life. Paper, 20 
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After Death ; the Disembodiment of 
Man, The World of Spirit, Its Location, 
Extent, Appearance, Inhabitants, Cus
toms, Sex and its uses there. By P. B. 
RANDOLPH. Price, $2.00. 

After Dogmatic Theology, WhaU 
Materialism, or, a Spiritual Philosophy 
and Natural Religion. By GILES B. STEB
BINS. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

Agassiz and Spiritualism: Involving 
the Investigation of Harvard College Pro
fessors in 1857. By ALLEN PUTNAM, 
author of "Bible Marvel-Workers," 
"Spirit 'Vorks," "Natty a Spirit," etc. 
This sterling work combines in itself the 
characteristics of memoir, essay, and re
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int<:>rest to the cause of Spiritualism, and 
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the treatment which Mr. PUTMAN accords 
to it. Price, 25 cents. 

Angel of Horeb. By M. B. ORA vEN. 
A Critimtl Review of Biblical Inspiration 
and Divinity. Paper, 10 cents. 

Angel Voices from the Spirit-World. 
Essays taken indiscriminately from a 
large amount written under angel influ
ence. By JAMES LAWRENCE, Dial and 
Transcribing l\Iedium, and Reputed 
Author. Cloth, pp.100; $1.00. 

An Hour With the Angels; or, A 
Dream of the l::lpll"it Life. By A. BRIGHAM, 
Price, 50 cents. 

Answers to Charges in General Be· 
lid: By Mr. and Mrs A. E. NEWTON. 
Prien, 15 cents. 

Armagedtlon ; or, the Overthrow of 
Humanism and Monarchy. By S. D. 
BALDWIN. Price, $1.50. 

Baptism of Fire. An Autobiographi
c"!: fllwtcl:L By LuCIFER. Price, 30 cents. 

Battle-Ground of the Spiritual Re· 
formation. By S. B. Bnn"rAN, M.D. 
'rue latest and best defense of Spiritual
ism -at ouco 1t text-book and a vindica
tion. An armory from which Spiritualists 
will dmw weapons for years. Price, $2. 

Better Views of Living; or, Life Ac-
cordin" to the Doctrin "·whatever Is 
Is Right. By Dr. A. B. CHILD. Price, $1. 

Beyond the Breakers. A Story of 
the Present Day. By RoBERT DALE OwEN. 
Finely illustrated. This story of village 
life in the West is, in its narrow and in
terior meaning, a profoundly spiritual 
story, through and by whose numberless 
incidents, scenes, characters, and narra
tions is illustmted the great truth of 
spirit-life and communion. Cloth, $1.50. 

Beyond the Veil. Dictated by the 
Spirit of P. B. H.ANDoLPH, through the 
mediumship of Mrs. E. H. M'Dougd and 
Mrs. Luna Hutchinson. Cloth, with 
steel-plate portrait of P. B. Randolph. 
Price, $L50. ~ 

Biblical Chronology. By M. B. 
CRAVEN. Contrasting the Chronological 
Computations of the Hebrew and Septua
gint Versions from Adam to Christ; Crit
ical Essay on the Geographical Location 
of the Garden of Eden. Paper, 10 cents. 

Bible in the Balance. A Text Book 
for Investigators. The Bible weighed in 
the balance with history, chronology, 
science, literature, a.nd itself. With illus
tr•ttions. By Rev. J. G. Frs:s:. Cloth, $1.50 

Bible ~larvel-Workers, And the Pow
er which helperl or made them perform 
mighty works ancl utter inspired words; 
together with some personal traits and 
characteristics of prophets, apostles, and 
Jesus, or New Readings of "The Mira
cles." By ALLEN PUTNAM. Price, $L25. 

Book on Mediums; or, Guide for Me
dimns ancl Invocators. By ALLENCARDEO. 
Price, $1 50. 

Buddhism and Christianity Face to 
Face. By J. lVI. PEEBLES. A Dis
cussion between a Buddhist priest and an 
English clergyman. Paper, 25 cents. 

Chapters from the Bible of the Ages. 
Compiled by G. B. STEBBINS. Price, $1.50 

Christianity Before the Time of 
Christ. By M. B. CRAVEN. With 
Quotations from the Ancient Sages and 
Fathers, showing the Historic Origin of 
Christian Worship. Paper, 25 ()ents. 

Christ and the People. By A. B. 
CHILD. Price, Sl.25. 

Chlist, the Corner-stone of Spiritual
ism. By J. M. PEEBLES. 10 cents. 

Civil and Religious Persrcutions iu 
the State of New York. By 
'rHoMAS H.. HAZARD, Paper, 10 cents. 

,Claims of Spiritualism. By a Medi
cal Man. Price, 25 cents. 



Robert G. Ingersoll. 
Thou bold, brave man, 
Who fraud can ban 

And all vain superstitions probe; 
oc the I sing 
High priest ahd king 

Sovereign, Iconoclast, Pope Bob. 

Since first you spoke 
Men hav awoke 

And burst the fetters of old faith, 
And cast aside 
Glamours that hide 

Eternal truths from reason's path. 
Brave heretic 
Which no vain trick 

Of saintly sophistries can tool; 
The church may sco!I 
But you can laugh 

At all their creeds, codes, rites, and rule. 

Reformer great 
Who dares debate 

The wrongs of old or modern laws; 
For human right 
'Galnst tyrant might 

Still plead humanity's great cause. 

Iconoclast, 
Thou truly bast 

Burst all the bubbles of blind faith; 
And In their stead 
Let reason shed 

Its rays upon our onward path. 

Men now rejoice 
With heart and voice 

Since you drowned out hell's hottest fire; 
Its sulphurous !lame 
Is but a name 

To frighten all from babe to sire. 

Life's human needs 
A.re not old creeds 

Of myths, ot fables, or romance, 
But honest life, 
And earnest strife, 

All human welfares to advance. 

Thy keen wit's thrust 
Has bubbles burst 

That held o'er man terrorum sway; 
The legends told 
By prophets old 

From Moses to Talmage's day. 

Bold Infidel 
That dares to tell 

Of Moses blundering great mistakes; 
Withstood attack 
Of legal Black 

And false premises that he makes. 

Reason's High Priest 
Within whose breast 

Sits truth with mercy ever kind, 
By might of brain 
A monarch reign 

O'er the grand empire of the mind. 

From God's clear sky 
We can espy 

The cobwebs you hav swept away; 
The web or woof 
Of all untruth 

Of what the fable histories say. 

Now science light 
Dlspel8 the night 

Of cruel faith and musty creed, 
While thou, brave man, 
In freedom's van 

To happier times the nations lead. 
Humanity 
Is more to thee 

Than saints with misty memories; 
The woe and weal 
That mankind feel 

Are more than bald theologies. 

Llv on and preach 
Till mankind reach 

The happy goal-the longed tor prize, 
Which yet shall come 
To every home, 

A happy earthly paradise. 

With you I pray 
That come it may, 

When every church transformed shall be; 
Fair nature's school 
With science rule 

In all her grand philosophy. 

Thy big, warm heart 
New hopes impart 

To every creed· tossed, thinking man; 
Thy searching mind 
The truth will find, 

In spite of state and church's ban. 

Thy humorous words 
Such fun a!Iords 

When fancy's idols feel thy knocks; 
The gods of clay 
All melt away 

Though heathen, Jew, or orthodox. 

Giv us more light, 
Dispel the night 

Ot absolution, mummery, beads; 
They only blind 
And cloud the mind 

With legends, miracles, and creeds. 

The pastor views 
His empty pews, 

llowe'er so eloquent he preach; 
Thought-husks so dry 
Will not supply 

What modern schools of of science teach. 
An humble bard 
Pays his regard 

In simple rhyme and homely phrase; 
S!nce first you spoke, 
Thoughts that awoke 

In me in boyhood's budding days. 
C. G. MAOKENZU:. 
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Sepher Toldoth Jeshu; or, the Book 
of the Generation of Jesus. First trans
lation into English of a remarkable He
brew document, giving the original from 
which the story of Jesus was made up. 
20 cents. 

Sixteen Saviors of None. By KERsEY 
GRAVEs author of the World's Sixteen 
Crucifi~d Saviors; The Bibles of Bibles, 
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents. 
cloth, $1. 

Six Lectures on .Astronomy. 
PROF. 2. A. PROCTOR. 20 cents. 

By 

Socialism : Reply to Prof. Roswell 
D. Hitchcock. The Professor's 
sophistries fully exposed. Paper, 25 
cents; cloth, 50 cents. 

Superstition; The Religion of Believe 
or be Damned, an Open Letter to the St. 
John's School Board. By M. BABCOCK. 
25 cents. 

FREETHOUGHT WORKS,

Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

.Advancement of Science. The In
augural Address of Pro£. JoHN TYNDALL, 
delivered before the Bl'itish Association 
for the Advancement of Science. With 
Portrait and Biographical Sketch. Also 
containing opinions of Prof. H. HELM
HOLTZ, and articles of Prof. TYNDALL and 
Sir HENRY 'l'HOMPSON on prayer. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents. Inaugural Address alone, 
in paper, 15 cents. 

.A.mberley's Life of Jesus. His Char
acter nnd Doctrins. From the Analysis 
of Religious Belief. By VIsCOUNT AMBER
LEY. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents. 

Chronicles of Simon Christianus. 
His Manifold and Wonderful Adventures 
in the Land of Cosmos. A new scripture 
(evidently inspired) discovered by I. N. 
FIDEL. From the English. Very Rich. 
Pr1ce, 25 cents. 

Crimes of Preachers in the United 
States. By M. E. BILLINGs. Shows how 
thick and fast the godly hav fallen from 

The Adventures of Elder Triptole· grace. Pl'ice, 25 cents. 
mus Tub. Containi11g startling d t ' D 
and interesting disclosures about hell, its Deity Analyzed an he Devil s e· 
locality, magnitude, climate, employ- fense. In Six Lectures by Col. 
ments, etc. By the Rev. GEo. RoGERS. JOHN R. KELso, A.M. These are among 
15 cents. the ablest lectures ever delivered, and 

d b t A 
should be read by everybody. $1.50. 

The Besant- Hatchar De a e. • 
two-niahts' Debate between Mrs. ANNIE Last Will and Testament of Jean 
BEsAN; and Rev. A. HaTCHARD on The Meslier, a curate of a Roman church 
Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, in France, containing the best of his writ-
and the Influence of Christianity on the ings. 25 cents. 
World. Held at the Hall of Science, , - . 
London, December, 1880. 25 cents. Nathamel Vaughan. A radiCal novel 

. , , of marked ability. By FREDERIKA MAc-
The Clergyman's VIctims. A Rad- DONALD. 404 pages. Price reduced to 

ical story vividly portraying the wrongs $1.25. 
committed by the professed men of God. 
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents. Nature's Revelations of Character; 

or Physiognomy lllustrated. The 
The Contrast : Evangelicalism and science of individual traits portrayed by 

Spiritualism Compared. By the temperaments and features. lllus-
MosEs HULL. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1. trated by 260 wood cuts. By JosEPH 

The Darwins. A domestic Radical SmMs, M.D. 650 pages, 8 vo. Cloth, 
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt 

story. By Mrs. ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER, edges, $4.50. 
author of John's Way, Studying the Bible, 
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, New England and the People up 
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. There. A humorous lecture. By 

The Ghost of St. J obns. By M. BAB- GEORGE E. MACDONALD. 10 cents. 
cocK. 25 cents. 

The New DispensationLor, The Heav
enly Kingdom. By D. W. HULL. Price, 
25 cents. 

The Question Settled. A Careful 
Comparison of Biblical Modern Spiritual
ism. By MosES HULL. Cloth, $1. 

The Roaring Lion on the Track. By 
M. BABCOCK. Price, 15 cents. 

The Philosophy of Spiritualism, and 
the Philosophy and Treatment of Media
mania. By FREDERIC R. MARVIN, M.D. 
Cloth, 50 cents. 

.A Business Man's Social and Relig
ious Views. Bold and trenchant 
blows against theology and inhumanity. 
Price, $1. 

.A.lamontada, the Galley-Slave. Trans
lated from the German of Zschokke by 
lRA G. MosHER, LL.B. A deeply philo
sophical nattativ, intensely interesting. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

Beyond the Veii. Claimed to be dic
tated by the Spirit of Paschal Beverly 
Randolph, aided by E~anu":l Sweden
borg, through the tnedittmship of Mrs. 
FRANCES H. McDouGALL and Mrs. LUNA 
HuTCHINSON, with a steel engraving of 
Randolph. Price, $1.50. 

Career of Relig~ous ld~as; 'rheir Ul
timate the Religion of Science. By Hun
soN TuTTLE. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 
cents. 

Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of 
Yahveh or Jehovah Shown to be 
the Worship of the Devil, with observa
tions on the horrible and cruel ordinance 
of Devil Worship, to wit, Bloody Sacri
fices and Burnt Offerings. By the Very 
Rev. EvAN DAviEs (Myfyr Morganwg), D. 
D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Great Britain. 
Translated from the Welsh by MoRioN, B. 
C. Price, 25 cents. 

Eight Scientific Tracts. 20 cents. 

Gottlieb: His Life. A Romanc_e of 
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Beautifully 
written. By S. P. PUTNAM. 25 cents. 

Hereafter. A Scientific,_ Phenomenal, 
and Biblical DemonstratiOn of a Future 
Life. By D. W. HULL. Paper, 50 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents. 

Issues of the .Age. Consequences In
volved in Modern Thought. A ~?rk 
showing much study and gre!lt familiar· 
ity with other writers and thmkers. By 
HENRY 0. FEDDER. Price, $1. 

Jesus Christ. His life, miracles, teach· 
ings, and imperfections. By W. S. BELL. 
25 cents. 

John's Way. A pleasing domestic 
Radical story. By MRs, E. D. SLENKEll. 
15 c13nts. 

Pocket Theology. By VoLTAIRE. Com
prising terse, witty, and sar.castic defini
tions of the terms used in theology. The 
only edition in English. 25 cents. 

Proceedings and Addresses at the 
Watkins Convention. 400 pages 
of excellent Speeches and Essays. Price 
reduced to $1.00. 

Pyramid of Gizeh. The Relation of 
' Ancient Egyptian Civilization to the 

Hebrew Narrativ in Genesis and Exodus, 
and the Relativ Claims of Moses and the 
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered. By 
VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. 25 Cel).tS. 

Religion Not History, An able ex
amination of the Morals and Theology of 
the New Testament. By Prof. F. W. 
Newman, of the London University. 25 
cents. 

Outline of the French Revolution: 
Its Causes and Results. A clear 
and comprehensiv portrayal of this inter
esting portion of human history. By W. 
S. BELL. 25 cents. 

Outlines of Phrenology. By F. E. 
AsPINWALL M.D. Most acceptable to 
Liberals of anything of the kind pub
lished. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles. 
Price, 20 cents. 

PAINE'S WORKS. 
Paine's Theological Works, includ

ing The Age of Reason, Examination of 
Prophecies, Letter to the Bishop of Llan
daff, Reply to Mr. Erskine, _Letter ~o Ca
mille Jordan, etc., etc., with. a life of 
Paine, and a steel-plate portrmt. 12mo 
In paper covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50. 

Paine's Great Works (comvlete) 
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; feather, 
$4.00; morocco, $4.50. 

Paine's Political Works, including 
Common Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of 
Man. Cloth, $1.50. 

The .Age of Reason. An investiga
tion of true and fabulous theology. 
Whhout a peer in the world. Paper, 26 
cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents. 

The .Age of Reason and .An Exam· 
ination of the Prophecies. Pa
per, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Common Sense. Paine's first work. 
15 cents. 

The Crisis. Containing numb~rs from 
. I. to XVI. inclusiv. · Paper, 40 cents; 

cloth, 75 cents. 

The Rights of M!tn. For the op
pressed of humawty. Paper, 40 oents; 
oloth, 75 cents. 

D. M. BENNETT'S WORKS. 
ADDBESS THE TRUTH BEEKER OFFICE. 

A. Truth Seeker .Around the World. 
Four large volumes. With a steel-plate 
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and 
each volume illustrated with forty-seven 
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth, 
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $10.50. 

The World's Sages Thinkers, and 
Reformers. 1,07S pages, 8vo. Cloth, 
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50 . 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Two Volumes. 
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per 
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in 
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, 
$8.00. 

From Behind the Bars. A series of 
letters written in prison. Over 700 pages. 
Price $1.50. 

.A Truth Seeker in Europe. A. series 
of letters written during a visit of ten 
weeks in Europe. Giving some account 
of the International Freethinkers' Con
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben
nett was a delegate, followed by a de
scription of what he saw in England, 
France, Holland, and Italy. The letters 
from Rome alone are worth the price 
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait 
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50. 

The Semitic Gods and the Bible. 
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic 
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin 
Mary, and the Bible. ~o the latter 230 
pages are devoted, showmg that book to 
be a very inferior production for a first
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov
ers, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

Judaism, Christianity, and Moham
medanism examined historically 
and critically. It is thought to be the 
most damaging exhibit of Christianity 
that has appeared. 500 large pages. 
Price, $1.50. 

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories, 
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages. 
Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1. 

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. 
A debate on Christianity and Infidelity, 
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H. 
HUMPHREY. This book has had a very 
large sale, and is a splendid work for 
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh
bors. 550 pages. Price, $1. 

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between 
D. M. BENNETT and Onus RoMULus R. 
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator qf 
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents. 

What Objections to Christianity 1 
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and 
G. M. MAIR, divided into the following 
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor 
original, being borrowed or copied from 
much older systems of religion. 

2. Miracles and supernatural achieve
ments hav been as fully and truly ascribed 
to other teachers and founders of religion 
as to Jesus. 

3. The story of Jesus and his mission 
in the world is unhistorical; it is not cor
roborated by contemporaneous history. 

BENNETT affirms; MAIR denies. This is 
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50. 

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United 
States Circuit Court upon the charge of 
depositing prohibited matter in the mail. 
This givs a full history of this celebrated 
case, and shows what monstrous injustice 
was perpetrated upon MB. BENNETT. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

.An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 
5 cents. 

InteiTogatories to Jehovah. Being 
3,000 questions propounded to his Jewish 
Godship upon a great variety of subjects. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First 
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv
ing many church incidents and his evolu
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa
per, 50 cents; oloth, 75 oents. 

The Book of Chronicles of the Pil-
grims in the Land of Yahweh: 
iilso the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle ta 
the Truth Seekers. Cloth, $1.00 

The First Epistle of Bennett the ' 
.Apostle to the Truth Seekers. 
10 cents. 

The Great RMigions of the World. 
10 cents. · 

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. 
10 cents. 

Jesus Christ. Considered as an Infi.. 
del. 10 cents. 

.An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents. 

Sinful Saints and S9nsual Shepherd&, 
. 1Qteau. , 
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OHAS. S. CoBURN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence, 

Mass. · 
M. V . .-THOMAS, 344 Larimer st., Denver, Col. 
S. B. WRIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col. 
THo's FoREMAN, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb 
S. D. MooRE, Adrian, Mich. Box 465. 
DR. J. L. YoRK, San Jose, Cal. 
C. S. RoWLEY, Jackson, Mich. 
JosEPH L. ANDREws, Corning, Iowa. 
E. KEITH, Animas City, Col. 
CHARLES WATTS & Co., London, England. 
A. ATwooD, Eaton Rapids, Mich. 

The American and New York News Com
panies will furnish the paper to news deal
ers upon application. 

HA V YOU READ IT? 

HEALTH HINTS TO WOMEN 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR ALL. 

THE DANISH CURE EXPLAINED 
BY WILHELMINE D. SCHOTT, 

Practitioner of the Danish Om-e. 

WITH PORTRAIT OF AUTHOR. 

Heavy, toned paper, good margins; large type, 
widely spaced; extra cloth, black and gold side 

and back stamps; 12mo., 319 pp.; $1.50. 

A VERY APPROPRIATE GIF1 BOOK. 

n tells you what physicians should tell their pa
tients, but do not: How to avoid contracting "doc
tors' bills;" how to hav good health without taking 
medlclns. Hints on every subject pertaining to the 
health or women and children. 

PURPOSE OF THE WORK. 
The author's design Is to glv a general outline or 

the laws and conditions or health, with directions 
tor the preven tlon or sickness and care or the sick. 
She considers Animal Electricity, used as directed In 
this book, a very Important curatlv agent. 

AI though written primarily for women, this book 
wm be round almost equally useful to all. Most 
persons cannot be too frequently reminded of the 
truth or the old proverb, "An ounce or prevention 
Is worth more than a pound of cure." The first step 
in the cure of disease Is to remove the cause: then, 
in nearly all cases, Nature wUI remove the difficulty 
without other ald. 

Send to THE TRUTH SEF.KER for circular an 
tents. 

Photographs of T. Winter, 
The Great Western Materialist, now on sale 

at 265 West Eighth street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Card size, 50 cents; cabinet size, $1. Mailed 

to address on prepayment. 4t43 

$5 tO $20 per day at home. Samples worth $5free. 
.Address STINSON & (]o., Portland, Me. 

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
OF THE 

W o r I d a s N o w C o n s t i t u t e d. 
By Geo. T. BondleM. 

And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
STYLED 

.Exceptions to the Character of Jesus 
Ghrist Considered as a Ge:nlleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
Price, TwentY·flve Cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
8m9 SS OUnton Place, N. Y 

$66 a week In your own town. Terms nnd $5 outfit 
:tree. .Address H. Hv <.ET & Co •• Portland, Me-

WETTSTEIN'S 
JEWELRY STORE, 

ROCHELLE, ILL. 
Established 1857. Beats the World. 

There Is not another town three times the size of 
Rochelle that can show so large and beautiful a stock 
ot fine gold and silver watches, fine gold and plated 
ohatns, charms, necklaces, and lockets, bracelets; 
plain gold, diamond, pearl, turquols, and fancy stone 
rings; sollc sUver and plated ware; optical goods, 
gold pens, accordions, pocket and table cutlery, guns, 
revolvers, shears, etc., as WETTSTEIN'S. 

Square dealing, enterprise, adaptation, accurate 
3udgment, best of taste In buying, steady application 
during twenty-five years, best of watch-work, and 
LOWEST PRICES AT ALL TIMES, haV done it. 

If you hav a watch that no one else can put In per· 
teet order, send it to me. If you hav no watch, send 
to me tor prices, and I wlll save you money. It you 
want a chain, necklace, ring, solid sliver or plated 
spoons, castor, spectacles, opera glass, etc., send to 
me tor prices and description, and I wUI convtnce 
you. 
Ro~~:l!~~-Mayor and Oity Oouncll, ofllcers ot 

GOODS SENT TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 
-::-:~-,,2 !.WEtll EK, $12 a dO¥ at home en•ily made. Costly 

"" t :tree. .Ac!dr~~· 1'JHJIO .t Co., .lluJO$ta, Mi. 

'rtti!J TRUTH SEEKER, NOVEMBER S. 188~. 

THE EUREKA An imp01·tant work by (l}ibbon, the historim •. 

MAGNETIC GL~THING ~~~:!~.r!!~~~I~~~:~~~~~ 
CURES EVERY FORM OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT MEDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
ilent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 

GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 
letter or In person free or charge. Bend 

ror Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

LADIES' MAGNE'l'lu JAvKET. Pnce, $18. 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonials, anrl be convinced that our claims are correct ln every particular 

and that your ailments can be eradicated Without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARF 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis 
One Week. 

in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Year!< 
Standing Cured in Three Weelrs. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I reel greatly in

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use or your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those a!
fiicted as I hav been that the effect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis In my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
after wearing a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use it quite as well as evf'r. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav suf
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never round but temporary relief. Since put
ttng on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benetl t, and If I improve as rapidly as I hav In the 
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of effecting 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
effect a cure In a case or Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change medlclns every day until, after dosing th9 
)Jatlent almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (if he Is very sklltul) that brings relief 
for the time betng. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one oJ 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured of Neuralgia or the Heart an'l 
Side, which had been a source of misery to me !or 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedle• 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief instantly. With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight yean 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; al"'' 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROJil THE FIRST HOUR I HAD 'l'HJ•:bl 
ON. Am not joking, and if llmprove as rapidly n> 
I hav since T:1esday, will soon be well. Wlll repor1 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K., 

This lady reports herself entirely cured In l~B> 
than six weeks after putting on the garments, ami, 
although In bed, unable to get out, when applle<l, 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles tn 
two days after the application. The lady"s uam e 
can be had upon application at this office, by any 
one desiring to communicate with her. 

Ladies, read the following testimony from a lady who had been suffering for two years with an Ova • · 
ian Tninor, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chAnce• 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she Is perfectly well, and has not taken a dr,se oJ 
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your phvsiclan tells you he can do nothlnog 
for you; It will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November19, 1882. 
Dn. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire for rood, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, sothati became alarmed and consulted several physiclane 
or St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all or whom declared that I had an Ovarian •• umo··. 
and that the only thing that would sg,ve my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the ~<Jnt'eka Ilia;<; n"t.ic Ap pl•anc .. s. AS a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I pu~eiHLAed a1sult. ol 
your appliances. From the very first I felt invigorated, the tu
mor, wnich had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less ·from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was in my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which 
before were constipatsd, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suffertng as I hav, believing 

t they wUI do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 
Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the 
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, $ 6.W 
Gentlemen's Belts - - 6.00 
Ladies' Abdominai Belts, • 6.0() 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5 00 
Leg Belts, each, 4.00 
Knee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 
Sleeping_ Caps, 4. 00 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's lests, 15.00 
Superfine Insoles, • • • 1.00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Anv nf the abwe garments sent to any address upon receipt or prlc~. ancl we will return the money 
if theY are DOt a> represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what woul<l bc,t suit your ca.e 
send us '"'u o'"'tlngsymptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
-· ,,,,a"ces are offered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever offered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised live times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
In the market will attract the smallest particle or Iron, the majority o! such worthless appliances having 
Eo-called magnets made or material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable ot retaining magnetism tor a 
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material ror the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon scientijk 
principks, and not haphazard as in all the others. We offer you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of the so-calJed magnetic garments now offered under that head. At 
the same time the application or labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to offer them at 
about 

ONE·THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
Bo that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher 
than ordinary clothtng. 

R m InbHr that we are offering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and It 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we wUI 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES. LIBERAL COMMISSIONS ALLOWED 
Addl'OIII tor tunher tntormatloD, Dr. L. Tenney, · · .m a.ce street. oer. of ea lit;reot, Olao11111Ml, o.bJO. 

OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE," and 

~ 1liNDIG~TION 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
Milman, u an English Churchman," and other scholars. 

Handsome rz mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N, V, 

The Lal>arnm of 
Constantine. 

" By this si"gn t!tou 
shalt conquer!'' 

This volum~ writings, sepa• 
rate from his It shows 
'l.vltett, where, how originated ; wl:o were its 
founders ; and wl:at was the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. . 

Gibbon's VindiCatiOn of the xs._th and 16th chapters ofh1s 
HiStory from the attacks of his Christian opponents, is re
printed verbatim from the original edition of his MiScellatte~ 
ous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796. lteffcct.ually 
and forever silenced his detractors: who, being vanqmshed 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infid~li.ty! 

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the Ongznof 
Christianity is reprinted from the valuable notes of DHAN 
MILMAN, WnNCK, GUIZOT, an ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, {the 
learned editor of BoHN's edition of Gibbott), and other em in~ 
ont Christian historians. -
· Among the Illustrations will be found representations 
of the principal divinities ef the Pagan mythology. 

... ,.,. S·~lt' IH "l"l c Tltltth S•·d, ~r Oftiore. 
-6-' L-15 ___ _ 

A ~~e~~~:sfJi~~~c:~~~ ~o~~~~c1~~is~~:; 
as hie practice will prove, 

Cures all forms f'l PRI• 
"f-lf~:af!J,'fpE~~Ei,nd 

Spermatorrhma and Impotency, 
AI the result or self·nbuso in youth, ae);unl exccs11es In ma
turer yenrs, or other CI\Ufle!l, and producln~; some or the rot• 
lowing effects: Nervousness, Seminal Emissions, (night; 
emlsslona by dreams), Dimness or Sight, Defective Memory, 

i~~~~~~. g~~(u~~~~mJrle;d~~~ FL~=~ !tfJ:!~~I t~o~:~tL~: 
~~dder~~a::~N;gceu:!d.P~j~rn °EXnrl}fflNAL tiopp~ 
()A.jiON In rrom 80 to 60 days. No medicine \aken.. 
It baA never been known to faiU 

Middle• Aged and Old Men. 8 
There are many at the age or thirty to sixty ' 

who are troubled with too frequent evacuations 
or the bladder, orten aecompu.nled by a slight ..._ 
amartlng or burning sensation, and a weaken· ' 

~~~ ~~~~:r:oer~ 10: ~;:;!~~~~; r::~~~~~:~ ~ 
!:~~~\~e! :~11 ~ra;ll~}:~·!~k~~~~~~:n!ln°~ppear, or thtl 
color will be or a thin or mllklsh hue, again changing to • 

::~~:~~s~i~~ ~ft~a~~C:~t::.ic~tpl:i&~ ::c0o~~ ~~:~tl~ 
Seminal Weakne1111 1 and oauses wasting or the eystem and. 

;:~~ !~~:~::~~~~:r:~ct~l:sdl~::I~; .~~~o::n~n!r 
the cn.uee. Dr. Fellows' External Remedy will bring about" 
perfect oure in all such oases, and n. hP.althy rcstoraUon ot 
the genlto.urinary organs. 

o.::;=-corsult.atloDB by Jetter tree and Invited. Charge• 
reuonabia and correspondence strictly confidentfn.t. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR""' 
Sent to any address, seourely sealed, tor two three-(!ent 
IIJtampR, treating on Spermatorrhrea or SemJnal Weaknen. 
d.vlng its cause, symptoms, horrible effects, nod cure, tol
fowed by strong testimonlale, headed bf an amdavlt as to 

::~li!:in:~;:i"s:::i:,~. rA~~~l.~~:,;t!f7ty~l.~~w.eR~V. 
FELLOWS, VJneJand, New Jencr, and say In wh.M 
paver you saw this adverthement. 

-------· --,---------
MANHOOD. 

KNOW THYSELF. 
A Book for Everv Man. 

Young, Middle· aged, and Old. 
The" untold mtsertes that result trom Indiscretion In 

~~~fit ~6Ts :~~rt?gn "i~~i,lldtegur~~'!.,~u!~~- re~f~'\:'. :e~ 
r:~I[ti:t"~~~o~~~~~:~tRTe~h:h:"::.~c:.~ :,.cr.~i-:~ 
ord' Self Preservation. lt Is not only a r.omplete 
~nervg~r~;~ t~'l:';~~~~o~ettl~~~?o~:,~~:~:tege~\~l?ti 
man Rrrors of Youth, etc., but It CO"tlllns one hundred 
and twenty· live prescrtpttnus for acute and chronic dis
eases, each one 01 which Is Invaluable, so 
proved by the author. whose e:werlence !or ~~ years Is 

r~~~~ ftr~~l:.!fn~"siJ8r ~:~~~tJ:ndt;'n tg:a:?tlt':5 :~bg!:.~~ 
covers. full gilt, embe8ished with the very !!nest steel en
gra.V1.ngs, gnara.nte ed to be a. ftner work ln every sense
mechanical, literary, or professional-than any other work 
retalled In this country forl2.50, or the money wUl be re. 

~~~~J~heev~~6~~~~~'fie ~i~~~f1lt:Ji~I f.:.1~c:t~g~! 
Dlnstrated saml'le sent on receipt or six centa. Send now 

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. 
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bnltinch •treet, Boston, M88S. 
[JWI :~~~,ip~~~n~:. consulted on aJl d!aeases reqy~~~ 

FIFTY YE>\RS' SUt:CESS. 

SHAKER EYE AND EAR BALSAM. 
For all affilctlon6 or the above organs. 

Dimness, Intlamme.tlon, Soft Cataract, and Roarinll 
etc., or the Ears. 

80 cents per box. 
Trv ue onM, and ftnd entlro relt!'f. 

G, A. ~omqs, Shakers, N. Y, 
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EVERY human being Is a brother or sister to us, WHAT should a man be called who takes the place 
and every effort we make to Increase their happl- or another In a brass band 1 A substl-toot. 
ness augments our own.-D . .M. Bennett. 

THE sixth commandment Is, "Thou shalt not kill." 
A strikingly horrible commentary on this may be se
lected !rom the Old Testament records In Yahweh's 
urgent, ort-repeated and most atrocious commands 
to slaughter whole nations, sparing neither age nor 
sex. The penalty enacted by Yahweh ror murder, 
and !or Sabbath-breaking was the same, namely, 
death, with Important alleviations In the case or one 
of these great crimes, The murderer, with whom 
Yahweh apparently has more sympathy than with 
the Sunday excursionist, might, In one shameful 
case at least, go scot free. Read, mark, and, lr you 
can, Inwardly digest the following: "And lr a man 
smite his servant, or his maid, with a rod, and he die 
under his hand,- he shall be surely punlslled. [We 
are not told how or how much.] Notwithstanding if 
he continue a day or two he shall not be punished; 
for he is his monfy,"- w: P. Ball's Ten Commandments. 

IT were better to hav no opinion or God at all, than 
such an opinion as Is unworthy or him; for the one 
is unbelief, the other is contumely, and certainly 
superstition is the reproach or the deity. Plutarch 
saith well to that purpose: "Surely l had rather a 
great deal men should say there was no such a man 
at all as Plutarch than that they should say there 
was one Plutarch that would eat 111s chlldren a< soon 
as they were born." . . . Atheism leaves a man 
to sense, to phllosophy, to natural piety, to laws, to 
reputation; all of which may be guides to an outward 
moral virtue, though religion were not; but super
stition dismounts all these, and erecteth an absolute 
monarchy In the minds of meu.-Ba~un's Essays. 

THIS is well to J)e weighed, tbat boldnes~ Is evar 
blind; tor it seeth not dangers and Inconveniences; 
therefore It Is Ill In counsel, good In execution; so 
that the right use or bold persons Is that they never 
command In chief, but be second, and under the di
rection of others; !or In counsel it Is good to see dan
gers, and in execu tlon not to see them except they be 
very great.-Bacon's Essays. 

THE question as to the general existence of re
ligion among men is indeed, to a great extent, a 
matter or definition. If the mere sensation of fear 
and the recognition that tbere are probably other 
beings, more powerful than man, are sufficient alone 
to constitute a religion, then we must, I think, admit 
that religion Is general to the human race. But 
when a child dreads the darkness, and shrinks from 
a lightless room, we never regard that as evidence or 
religion. Moreover, If these definitions be adopted, 
we cannot longer regard religion as peculiar to men. 
We must admit that the feeling of a dog or a horse 
toward Its master Is of the same character, and the 
baying of a dog to tbe moon Is as much an act of wor
ship as some ceremonies which havbeen so described 
by travelers.-Lubbock's Origin of Civilization. 

WHAT Is right, and what is wrong? Everything Is 
right that tends to the happiness or mankind, and 
everything is wrong that Increases the sum or human 
misery. What can Increase the happiness of this 
world more than to do away with every form of 
slavery, and with all war? What c.an Increase the 
misery of mankind more than to increase wars and 
put chains upon human limbs? What Is consclencB? 
l! a man were Incapable of suJrerlng, If man could 
not feel pain, the word "conscience" never would 
hav passed his lips. The man who puts himself in 
the place or another, whose imagination has been 
cultivated to tbe point of feeling the agonies suf
fered by another, is the man of conscience. But a 
man who justifies slavery, who justifies a god when 
he commands the soldier to rip open the mother and 
pierce with the sword or war the child unborn, Is 
controled and dominated, not by conscience, but by 
a cruel and remorseless superstitlon.-Ingersoll. 

THOUGH objections against the evidence of Chris
tianity are most seriously to be considered, yet ob· 
j actions against Christianity itself are, In a great 
measure, frivolous; almost all objections against it, 
excepting those that are alleged against the particu· 
lar proofs or its coming from God. I express my. 
self with caution, Jest I should be mistaken to vllifv 
reason, which is Indeed the only faculty we hav 
wherewith to judge concerning anything, even reve· 
Jation itself; or be misunderstood to assert that a 
supposed revelation cannot be proved false from In· 
tarnal characters. For It may contain clear Im
moralities or contradictions (as Ingersoll, Under· 
wood, and a cloud or witnesses assert or our Bible), 
and either of these would prove it false. Nor will I 
take upon me to affirm that nothing else can possi
bly render any supposed revelation incredible.
Butler's .Analogy. 

THE Freethinker does not refuse to study and to 
strive to benefit by the utterances even of a man who 
has been oo cruelly misunderstood and maligned by 
men as to be named God. Putting gently but firmly 
upon one side all the claims to divinity on behalf or 
Jesus, he none the less studies his utterances with 
the reverence due to the thought or a remarkable 
man. Wherever the Freethinker finds In the Ser· 
mon on the Mount, or in other or the teachings or 
Jesus, advice that is unpractical, unwordly, conduclv 
to men's misery, and therefore evil, he rejects. 
Wherever he finds advice that is practical, words 
conduclv to man's happiness, he thankfully accepts 
and patiently strives to follow.-Dr . .Avding. 

AN article which the poor are apt to envy In the 
rich is their ease. Now here they mistake the mat
ter totally. They call Inaction ease, whereas noth· 
ing is farther from it. Rest is ease. That Is true, 
but no man can rest Who has not worked. Rest Is 
cessation from labor. It cannot, therefore, be en· 
joyed, or even tasted, except by those who hav known 
fatigue. • . . I hav heard it said that If the face 
of happiness can anywhere be seen, It Is In summer 
evening of a country village; when, after the labors 
of the day, each man, at his door, with his children, 
among his neighbors, feels his frame and his heart 
at rest, everything about him pleased ttnd pleasing, 
and a delight and complacency in his sen•atlons far 
beyond what either luxury or diversion can afford. 
The rich want this; and they want what they must 
)lever ha.v,-Pe&Uj/'s Reasons for Contentment. 

A DENTIST's appearance Is apt to deceive one. The 
more he looks down In the mouth the better he reels. 

BEER was made In Egypt 400 years B.C. But it 
didn't pyramid other nations until some years after· 
wards. 

"!AIM to tell the truth.'' "Yes," interrupted an 
acquaintance. "and you are probably the worst shot 
In England." 

THE moral Bide of it.-" And so, Miss Fuller, you 
think Miss Johnson did wrong to go on the stage in 
tights?" "Indeed I do. Why, her limbs are as thin 
as pipe-stems." 

A LIBEL on Arkansas Is going the rounds to the 
errect that a Little Rock man round a cake of soap 
and for days carried It as a curiosity, as nobody 
could tell what it was. 

Now, while the winds of autumn, 
Makes every leaflet squirm, 

The busy little chestnut 
Doth catch the early worm. 

A TEXAS man has been sentenced to ninety-nine 
years In the penitentiary. The judge would hav 
made it an even hundred, but didn't want to be hard. 
on the fellow for his first offense. 

PoOTS, who has heard that scientists are trying to 
dlscovet· how smell travels, says it isn't how smell 
travels that worries him so much as the way It sticks 
to a fellow. He says coffee doesn't seem to do it a 
bit of good. 

"WHAT Is the Infinity or silence?" asked a philos
opher o! a married man. "I don't know; but I 
should think It would be what a mR.n had to say to 
his wife when she caught him trying to kiss the 
hired girl." 

LITTLE Meg came into her Sunday-school class one 
morning, her eyes filled with tears, and, looking up 
Into her teacher's face, said: "Our dog's dead, and 
I guess the angels were real scared when they saw 
him coming up the path, for he's awfully cross to 
strangers." 

I HAVEN'T heard anything from you in some time,·' 
wrote an Arkansaw father to his son, "and I !ear 
that you are dead." "No, I am sentenced to be hung 
next week. If you can spare the time, come over. 
There w!ll be quite a crowd, and you may meet some 
of your old friends." 

"DOLLARS and cents are a mighty v!l.!Uable con
sideration in matrimony," said Mr. Bllpklng to his 
wire. ·'Yes, dear, I'm aware of it." "And it Is sel
dom that It is equally divided. Hav you noticed 
that?" "Yes, dear; in our own case, for instance. 
You had all the dollars and I had all the sense." 

DEFINITION of a baby: It Is comp()sed or a bald 
head and a pair or lungs. One o! the lungs takes a 
rest While the other runs the shop. One of them Is 
always on deck all of the time. Tbe baby Is a bigger 
man than his mother. He likes to walk around with 
his father at night. The father does most of the 
walking, and all of the swearing. 

ADAM ate the apple because it looked ripe and 
luscious and he wanted It, and his treachery to Eve, 
his cowardly betrayal of a poor, defenseless woman, 
who bad no big brothers and rich kin to stand by 
her, has clouded his name for many thousand 
years. Ancient and modern history gibbets the 
:raitor and makes treachery the me>st disgraceful o 
all crimes. 

AN Arkansaw justice ~f the peace sent the follow
Ing letter to Lord Coleridge: "I am mighty sorry 
that you ain't comln' to this state, for I did 'low to 
hav a high ole time with you. I've got a son that 
can out-rassle the next man, and I ain't no slouch 
nuther, lemme tell yer. I've been a judge five years 
an hav wupped more men thana few. When I makes 
a rulln' in court she sticks. I ain't much in chan
cery business, but I'm wus than high water on a hog 
case.'' 

"STAND up," said the teacher to the head boy. 
"Spell 'admittance,' and glv the definition." This 
word went from head to near the toot, all spelling 
the word, but could not tell the meaning of It until 
it reached a little boy near the toot, who had seen 
the circus bills posted around the village, who 
spelled the word admittance correctly. "What does 
it mean?'' asked the teaeher. "Admittance," said 
the boy, " means fifty cents, and children and nlg
gers hall price." "Go head/' said the teacher, and 
he "went up,'' the proudest boy in the school. 

"SHOOT?" said Adirondack Jim. "Well, I should 
say so. The fellow I'm speaking of was called the 
best shot around the lakes; but I'll glv you a yarn 
he told a couple o' chaps !rom the city who was 
cam pin' out with us. '.rhey were askln' him about 
shootin', and he says: - I won a match once-not so 
much from shootin' as from known' about the habits 
of critters In general. I was In camp at Moosehead 
Lake, one summer, and the men got a blowln' about 
shootln', and after they got blown out, I says: "I'll 
show ye suthln' In the way or shootln'. Take one or 
them turkeys and tie her 1,000 feet off." And after 
they did, I took six bullets and asked them to mark 
'em. "Now,, says I," here's a piece of paper.on 
which Is writ where you'll find them marked bullets 
when I g!t through shoot In'," and with that I handed 
the paper, folded, to one o' the men and commenced 
to fire. When I was done, they looked at the paper 
and It read," Stomach," and sure enough, in the tur
key's stomach they found the six bullets.• How was 
it done? Why, jest by my mate's takin' advantage 
of his knowledge of nature. He knowed turkeys 
would swallow any thin', so he loaned light and 
struck the turkey's bill ever time, so that the bullet 
stuck there. The bird would put its head down, 
scratch off the bullet, look at It a minute, and then 
swallow It, and so it did the whole six. Yes, It was 
fine shootln' ,'' the old guide concluded, puffing vio
lently at his pipe, "but he was a fine hunter."-New 
York Sun. 
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Jjlotts and Qklippings. 
RELIGioUs excitement unsettled the mind of 

Mrs. Henry Beekman, of Deer Park, Md., 
and she killed herself by eating two handfuls 
of blue vitro!. 

Tlll!l revenue derived from dram-shop and 
Wine and beer licenses in St. Louis, from 
Sept. 1st to Jan. 1st, under the new high li
cense law, amounts to $251,128. This maybe 
regarded as paying dearly for wetting the 
whistle. 

Tlll!l Salvation army in foreign lands appear 
to hav a very checkered career of it. It looks 
as if they would hav to travel with a few 
Krupp guns and a brigade of cavalry, in order 
to shoot religion into those who decline to hav 
it shouted into them. 

THE idols worshiped by the heathen of Af
rica and India are nearly all manufactured in 
England, and pay a very handsome profit. It 
is stated that the commercial value of the 
brass and cast-iron gods shipped to heathen 
lands far exceeds that of the Bibles, books, 
and tracts which reach the same destina
tion. 

THE Rev. J.W. Bain, of Philadelphia, preach
ing in Pittsburgh, enumerated the things not 
to be found in heaven. "There is no dark
ness there, no cloud,s, no sickness, no graves, 
no funerals, no preachers--." At this 
point, seeing a smile rippling over the con
gregation, he explained: "I mean there's no 
preaching there." 

A J.A.oKsoNVILLE, Fla., paper says that the 
leaf of a Methodist hymn-book was found far 
up in the spiral of a conch shell, :fished out of 
deep water. If it had been a Baptist hymn
book leaf, the fact of its being fished out of 
" deep water'' would not hav been so remark
able, but as it is, it must be admitted that 
Methodism is spreading. 

Tml: recent Florida enactment forbidding 
licenses for the sale of intoxicating liquon, 
except upon a petition of a majority of the 
voters of the election district, has been con
sidered by the Supreme Court and the consti
tutionality of the act affirmed. The people in 
any election district may hence declare abso
solute prohibition if they choose. 

WHILE Prince and Princess Albert of Prus
sia were returning from the Martin Luther 
celebration last week they lost their way in a 
fog; their carriage was overturned, and the 
princess's ankle was fractured. This might 
hav been construed as the vengea11ce of 
heaven if the royal parties had been attend
ing any other than a religious circus. 

Tm: Uninrsity of Zurich has now thirty
one women students, of whom only seven are 
German. Twenty are studying medicin, ten 
philosophy, and one chemistry. Zurich has 
conferred the doctor's degree on thirty women 
in the ten years during which the university 
bas been open to them. Twenty-three were 
doctors of medicin; the remaining had the 
Ph. D. degree. 

Tlll!l Rev. Abner Eastman has worried him
self about the evil results of wine-drinking 
and the violence and wickedness that result 
from the use of lager beer until he has gone 
crazy. The other day, at Tarlboro, N. C., 
as the papers state, he went on a rampage 
with a club, broke open the door of the pub
lic school-room and knocked down several of 
the pupils. Some of the larger boys resisted 
him and he was at length overpowered and 
aecured. 

Tll:lil Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage says, "There 
will be no need of Bibles in heaven, but it 
:tnay be that they will hav one chained to the 
throne." It is all right for the reverend gen
tleman to compare the throne to a hotel office 
counter and the Bible as a city directory 
chained to it, but if Bob Ingersoll had made 
such a 1lippant remark it is more than likely 
he would hav found it rather sultry if he had 
1trayed into th& Brooklyn Tabernacle after 
tayini it;-:Peck'• Sun. 

MR. LEWIS CoHEN, of London, has been 
exempted from duty on a coroner's jury be
cause he is a lineal descendant of the High 
Priest Aaron·; This will work a revolution in 
London legal proceedings; for, according to 
the orthodox Hebrew law, as interpreted by 
the old orthodox authorities, all Cohens--the 
word " cohen" meaning priest-and the de
scendants of the Levites, of whom Aaron was 
one, hav the right, in certain matters of 
ceremonial, before all others. 

A RIOTOUS affair occurred at St. Stanislaus 
Polish Catholic church, Buffalo, N.Y., Sunday 
the 26th ult. About five months ago,Rev.Frank 
Charvanix was appointed to assist Rev. John 
Pitass. The former immediately began a vig
orous crusade against the excessiv beer-drink
ing and the playing of music in the swoons 
adjacent to the church during service. Father 
Charvanix began to receive threatening let
ters, and some of the members on his side 
hearing of it, stoned one of these saloons op
posit the church, completely demolishing the 
front and a pool table within. On Sunday 
one of the priests was hissed as he was about 
to enter the church, which was promptly re
sented by the congregation. · 

IT will sttrprise many persons to learn from 
as good authority as the Rev. Emory J. Haynes 
that Brooklyn is not a church-going town, and 
that its title of the city of churches is essen
tially misleading. Of 150,000 young men Mr. 
Haynes does not believe one in ten goes to 
church. He givs figures showing that in a 
crack Brooklyn regiment not 100 men attend 
church, and that in banks and shops the pro
portion of churchgoers is still smaller. In 
six years, he says, 100,000 souls hav been add
ed to the population of the city, and not ten 
new churches hav been built. This state of 
things is food for serious thought, say"s the 
Sun, not only for Brooklyn pastors, but for 
Christians everywhere. Is the fault with the 
people who don't go to church or with the 
churches? 

BY many individuals in· many countries an 
oath is regarded very lightly. To them it is 
just as easy to swear as to sneeze, and in 
many instances easier. In the Eastern na
tions, among the Mohammedans, an extraor
dinary sanctity is attached to a solemn assev
eration, and the belief in punishment here
after to a perjurer is carried to a degree of 
fanaticism. When a Hindoo or a Burmese 
swears, he implicates not himself alone, but 
all his kindred to the seventh degree, all his 
personal acquaintances, and all his posterity. 
When he, through lapse of memory, perjures 
himself, all these are condemned to "ten 
kinds of punishment and .five attacks of ene
mies." Should the perjury be of a more seri
ous form, the "earth will open and swallow 
them all up." Should he knowingly make a 
false oath, all his friends and acquaintances 
will be precipitated into eighty great hells and 
one hundred and twenty small ones. 

TmmE livs in Pawtucket, R.I., a man whose 
whole existence seems to be conducted simi
lar to a piece of machinery. His movements 
and transactions are always " on time;" in 
fact, his great hobby is time. "Be on time 
and save time" is his motto. At the same 
hour every morning he gets out of bed. A 
few seconds later his right boot is on, and 
then his left; breakfast is :finished at a sepa
rate time, and he is seen at his place of busi
ness just at the stroke of 7. He is constantly 
enlarging on the immense quantity of time 
that is wasted and thrown away by every man 
and woman every hour. He illustrated his 
hobby the other day in a rather amusing and 
indisputable manner. A friend presented 
him with a very :fine-looking cat. Calling the 
next day, he found the cat without any tail, 
the tail being cut off as close to the body as it 
could be without cutting the tail off behind 
the oat's ears. When asked why he had done 
this, he remarked: "I hav to let this cat in 
and out of this store a good many times a day. 
Now, if that cat had a long tail, don't you see 
I would hav to lose too much time waiting for 
the tail to go out and in, whereas I now hav 

I 

only to wait for the cat. A tail is of no 
earthly use to a cat, and especially to this 
cat, so you will see I hav the cat just the 
same, and only the time in letting the cat in 
and out, thus saving all that time that would 
be lost in letting the tail in and out." 

THE Rev. Mr. Houghton, of horse-trotting 
and murder notoriety, is an upholder of sui
cide as well as patron of the turf and amateur 
detectiv. But he puts considerable common 
sense into the following letter to the Spirit of 
the Times, which criticised him for his false 
entry of his horse Borax: "Having been 
brought up among horses, and attended hun
dreds of races, and having read all the turf 
books, and glanced several times at the rules, 
I am not quite the novice in turf matters that 
you evidently suppose. I enjoy a good horse, 
and think there is no harm in a fair, open 
contest. I fail to see the difference between 
deacons drawing bed-quilts, by ticket, at 
church fairs, and Sunday-school scholars con
tending for gilt-edged prizes, or horses trot
ting for gold premiums. If there is a differ
ence, will you please point it out, and so 
oblige your humble servant and friend?" 
Evidently ·the Rev. Houghton has but one 
aim, and that is-notoriety. 

REv. RoBERT M. TUBNEB, a. Methodist cler
gyman of Indianapolis, although he is an ul
tra temperance man and has been in the habit 
of representing that nearly all, if not all, the 
ills which afilict humanity come, directly or 
indirectly, from alcoholic beverages, has oc
casion, says the Journal af Freedom, to file an 
exception in his own case. A young widow 
lady, Mrs. Ellen C. Wright, of that city, has 
sued him recently for $5,000 damages for 
breach of promis, he having solemnly agreed, 
on certain conditions, to mue her his lawful 
and wedded wife. The conditions being ful
:filled, she demanded the redemption of his 
promis, made before God and the holy angels 
in the most solemn manner. He demurred 
on the ground that he was already a married 
man, which she found to be the fact. To 
pacify her he promised that as soon as he 
could secure a divorce from Mrs, Turner he 
would redeem his promis and lead her to the 
hymeneal altar. But alas for the frailty of 
human hopes, when the divorce was secured, 
as it was recently, he went off and married a 
young lady in Greenville, Ohio. Hence the 
suit. The Rev. Robert thinks $5,000 alto
gether too much to pay for the fun he has had 
with Mrs. Wright, and will resist the suit. 

A Cmo.A.ao paper says that notwithstanding 
all that has been said in favor of a new ver
sion of the Bible, and all the efforts that 
Beecher, Murray, Ingersoll, and others hav 
put forth to bring the common version into 
discredit, the old Bible holds its own, good 
and strong, yet; and, in proof, points to the 
fact that a Cincinnati church-woman knocked 
her husband senseless the other day with the 
family Bible. She belonged to the Crusaders 
and the Woman's Christian Temperance 
Union, and he, though not an intemperate 
man, was a habitual drinker, and strongly 
opposed both to prohibition and high license. 
The dispute arose upon the question whether 
the Bible anywhere encouraged or allowed 
the use of strong drink-he affirming stoutly, 
and she shriekingly denying. The family 
Bible was got, and she was told to turn to the 
twenty-sixth verse of the fourteenth chapter 
of Deuteronomy, where she read as follows: 
"And thou shalt bestow that money for what
soever thy soullusteth after, for oxen, or for 
sheep, or for wine, or for strong drink, or for 
whatever thy soul desireth, and thou shalt eat 
there before the Lord thy God, and thou shalt 
rejoice-thou and thy ,household." She was 
discomfited, confounded, and knew not what 
to say, so she said nothing, but looked dag
gers at her belligerent lord. He was reckless 
enough to laugh at her, and tell her she did 
not know so much about the Bible as she 
thought she did. It was too much. The next 
thing he knew he knew nothing. The big 
Bible struck him square on the herd and sent 
him end over end. It was a "book-down 
argument,'' 

Jiltws ofl tht §lttlt. 
IMMENS:m damage was done by a fire in Lon

don last Sunday. 
GLA.sGow, Scotland, had a $1,500,000 :fire 

last Saturday night. 
ANOTHER defeat of El Mahdi; the False 

Prophet of Soudan, is reported from Egypt. 
The report is doubted. 

THIBTEEN "soldiers" of the Salvation Ariilf 
of Brooklyn hav been arrested and locked up 
for obstructing the sidewalk. 

THE question of making a second canal 
across the Isthmus of Suez is said to be OC" 
cupying the attention of the Egyptian gov
ernment. 

THE coinage in the United States mint dur" 
ing the last year was $35,936,927 of gold, and 
$28,835,470 of silver, of which $28,111,119 was 
in standard silver dollars. 

KATE TOWNSEND, who enjoyed the distinc• 
tion of being the queen of the demi•monde of 
New Orleans, was stabbed to death by her al
leged husband last Sunday. 

THE Rev. James Brand, a Congregational 
minister at Oberlin, Ohio, has been sued for 
slander by a. druggist whom he publicly 
charged with keeping a rum-hole. 

THEBE hav been bloody riots recently iii 
Londonderry and county Galway, in Ireland; 
caused by labor strikes and the hostility be• 
tween Orangemen and Nationalists. 

A DISASTROUS tornado visited f:lpringfield; 
Mo., last Monday afternoon. It is reported 
that five persons were killed, thirty or more 
injured, and one hundred houses demolished, 

A HAN named Piotrowski has been arrested 
in Germany charged with intent to kill Prince 
Bismarck. He confesses that he was sent by 
the Nihilists to effect the decease of the chan• 
cellor. 

THEBE were no services held in the churches 
of Danville, Va., last Sunday, as the town was 
in a state of political riot between blacks and 
whites. Numerous persons were killed ot 
wounded. The military are in possession of 
the town. 

IN the elections on Tuesday Massachusetts 
went Republican, defeating Butler; Pennsyl
vania and Minnesota are claimed by the Re• 
publicans; New Jersey and Virginia by the 
Democrats. Low was re-elected mayor in 
Brooklyn. 

A ooorn:OT in the Albany penitentiary; 
named Herman, received a telegram from 
Germany last Saturday informing him that 
he had fallen heir to $2,000,000. Herman is 
a notorious forger. His term of imprison• 
ment expires next May. 

THE Woman Suffrage Organization of this 
city distributed one hundred thousand circu• 
Iars throughout this state asking Republican 
voters to scratch Leslie W. Russell for attor• 
nay-general, and to vote for the Democratic 
candidate. Russell has declared himself op• 
posed to woman suffrage. 

DYNAMIT.& was exploded in the underground 
railways in London recently, doing great dam• 
age and injuring a number of passengers. A 
reward of $5,000 has been offered by the gov• 
ernment and railway companies. The ex· 
plosivs used are said to be the same kind with 
which an attempt was made to blow up the 
local government offices some time ago. 

J. L. LYNCH, of Utica, N. Y., was shot on 
the 31st ult., by E. N. Rowell, of Batavia, for 
improper intimacy with the latter's wife. 
Lynch was a weE-known lawyer and Rowell a 
prosperous merchant. The killing is said to 
hav been unpremeditated. Rowell found 
Lynch in his wife's room in his shirt-sleeves 
and stocking-feet, the guilty pair being about 
to retire. Lynch ran down stairs and was 
shot in the back, dying almost instantly. A. 
B. Johnson, of Utica, uncle and recent law 
partner of Lynch, shocked by his nephew'l 
tragic and disgraceful death, committed IIUi• 

oide by 1hootini him&elf on the 3d in1t, 
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Ulommnnicatioi(S. 

Paul's Trial at Cesarea Before Felix. 
The apostolic prisoner was escorted by 70 horse

men and 400 footmen at night from Jerusalem to 
Antipatris. This town was built by Herod the 
Great in the plain of Capharsaba about 10 B.c. (Jos. 
Ant. xvi, 5 § 3). It is now known as Kefr Saba, and 
Paul must hav known it as Capharsaba. It is 42 
miles from Jerusalem, and 26 from Cesarea. The 
writer of Acts tells us that the 70 horsemen and 400 
footmen marched 42] miles over a rough mountain 
road in a single nighttafter nine o'clock! How hap
pens it that Josephus tells us nothing about this ex
traordinary march ? 

"And the next day the horseman dismissed the footmen 
their associates, that they might return to the castle. And 
they brought him to Cesarea; and they delivered the letter to 
the governor, and set Paul before him. And when he read 
the letter he asked him of what province he was. And when 
he learned that be was of Cilicia he said to him: I will giv 
thee audience when thy accusers arrive. And he ordered 
him to be kept in the Pretorium of Herod" (xxiii, 32-35). 

If there is al'Y truth in this story Paul was confined 
in the Pretorium of Herod the Great, between 20 and 
10 B.c.; just as he was afterward kept in the Pre
torium of Augustus Cresar at Rome (Phil. i, 13; ii, 
20; iv, 22). 

"And after five days Ananias, the high pri13st, with the 
elders, and with Tertullus, the orator, went down and made 
communication to the governor against Paul (xxiv, 1). 

Of Tertullus we know nothing, but Ananias was 
certainly not high priest when this alleged trial oc
culTed. Simon IV. was high priest from 23 to 5 B.c., 
when, if ever, Paul was tried at Cesarea. 

"And when he [Paul] had been called, Tertullns began to 
accuse him and say: Through thee we dwell in much tran
quility; and many reforms hav come to this nation under thy 
administration; and we all in every place receive thy grace 
[Gr., accept it with all thankfulness], excellent Felix" (2, 3). 

"We dwell in much tranquility, excellent Felix!" 
What a falsehood! Says Canon Farrar: 

"The real fact was that Felix was peculiarly detested, and 
that though he had certainly suppressed some brigands, yet 
he had from the earliest times of his administra~ion distinctly 
encouraged more " (St. Paul, 548). 

The administration of Felix was most turbulent, as 
.,we hav already shown. 

"But not to weary thee with numerous particulars, I pray 
thee to hear our humbleness in brief. For we hav found 
this man to be an assassin (Gr. z,,imos, a plague), and a mover 
of sedition among all Jews in the whole land; for he is a ring
leader of the sect of the Nazareans. An·d he was disposed to 
pollute our temple. And having seized him we wished to 
judge him according to our law. But Lysias, the chiliarch, 
came, and with great violence took him out of our hands, and sent 
him to thee. And he commanded his accusers to come before thee. 
And if thou wilt interrogate him thou canst learn from him 
respecting all these things of which we accuse him." 

The italicized part is omitted in all the early Greek 
codices. 

"And the Jews also pleaded against him, saying that these 
things were so. Then the governor made signs to Paul that 
he should speak" (9, 10). 

The prototype of Tertullus may be found in Nic
olaus of Damascus; he pleaded for the Jews at the 
request of Herod the Great, who was present on the 
occasion, before Marcus Vispanius Agrippa, at Ionia, 
about 16 B.c. This Agrippa was a distinguished 
Roman commander and statesman, and one of the 
chief ministers of Augustus Cresar. He was born 
63 B.c., and died 12 B.c. The speech of Nicolaus is 
given at length by Josephus (Ant. xvi, 1, § 3); and 
not only does the spirit and tone of it answer in part 
to the pretended abstract of the speech uf Tertullus, 
but the state of affairs in Judea, as represented by 
Tertullus, would agree well with that described by 
Nicolaus, in the reign of Herod the Great. 

Nicolaus was afterward sent to Rome by Herod 
to plead before .Augustus Cresar in behalf of Arche
laus as Herod's successor (Ant. xvi, 9, § 4; 11, § 3; 
xvii, 9, § 6, 7). 

"And Paul answered and said: I know thee to hav been a 
judge of this nation for many years, and therefore I cheer
fully enter upon a defense of myself." 

"A judge of this nation for many years." That de
pends upon certain data which are very uncertain. 
Josephus does not always giv us exact dates; and the 
beginning of Felix's procuratorship is the most un
certain of all. Nor are the authorities agreed as to 
the end of it. The calculations differ pretty widely 
as follows: 

Felix's Procurators/tip. 
A. D. 49 to 59 R~twlinson. 

51 " 58 Hel vecus. 
51 " 60 Wise. 
52 " 60 Whiston; Farrar. 
53 " 60 Smith's Bib. Die. 
53 " 55(!) McClintock & Strong. 
60(1) " 62 Lipp. Biog. Die. 

" 62 Usher; B1b. Soc., et al. 

All these authorities except Wise are biased by the 
necessity of maintaining the false chronology of 
Acts, and some of them are misled by the so-called 
"annals" of Poggio B. "Tacitus," first published in 
1427 who givs particulars about Felix that never 
exist~d save in the brain of the astute and infamous 

papal secretary. Dr. Whiston quotes with gusto 
what pseudo Tacitus says about the wickedness of 
Felix, and then adds: ' 

"But as to what Tacitus here says, th~t before the death 
[banishment] of Uumanus [whi~h Whiston dates . .L.D. 52] 
Felix was procurator over Samana, at the same time, does 
not well agree with St. Paul's own words, who would hardly 
bav callE>d Samaria a Jewish nation. In short, since what 
[Poggio B.] Tacitus here says is about countries very remote 
from Rome where he lived; since what he says of two Roman 
procurators, the one over Gahlee, the other over Samari1_1, at 
the same time, is without all example elsewhere; and smce 
Josephus, who lived at that very time in. Judea, a:{lpears to 
hav known nothing of this procuratorship of Felix, before 
the death [banishment] of Cumanus, I ;much suspect the 
story itself is nothing better than a mistake of [P. B.] 
Tacitus; especially when it seems not only omitted but con
tradicted b;V Josephus. . • . PoRsibly Felix might hav been 
a subordinate judge among the Jews some time before under 
Cumanus; but that he was in earnest a procurator of Samaria 
oefore, I do not believe. Bishop Pearson, as well as Bishop 
Lloyd, quotes this account, but with a doubtful clause: 'If we 
may believe Tacitus'" (Jos. War. ii, 12 § 8, note.) 

But the latest authority (McClintock and Strong) 
reduces Felix's procuratorship of Judia to two years, 
relying on pseudo Tacitus for an extension back
wards, as procurator of Samaria, in order to confirm 
Paul's alleged statement that Felix had been" a judge 
of this [Jewish] nation for many years!" It won't 
do; the writer of Acts makes Paul come in just after· 
the Egyptian false prophet, who appeared near the 
end of Felix's administration, and certainly after 
A.D. 55. 

And now let us return to Paul's defense before 
Felix. 

"Because thou eRnst understand that there hav been but 
twelve days since I went up to Jerusalem to worship. And 
they did not find me talking with any person in the temple, 
nor collecting any Cvmpany, either in their synagogs o! in 
the city. Nor hav they power to prove before thee the thmgs 
of which they now accuse me. But this indeed I acknowl
edge: tllat in that same doctrin of which they speak (Gr., 
'after the way which they call heresy,' or 'a sect') I do 
serve the God of my fathers, believing all the things written 
in the law and in the prophets. And I bav a hope in God, 
which they also themselvs expect-that thGre is to be a resur
rection of the dead, both of the righteous and the wicked. 
And for this reason I also labor to hav always a pure con
science before God and before men. And after many years 
I came to the people of my own nation tq impart alms and to 
present an offering" (11-17). 

The marginal dates of Paul's five visits to Jeru
salem are as follows: 

1st. Returning from Damascus (ix, 26) A..D. 37 
2d. From Antioch, with alms (xi, 30) " 44 
3d. From Antioch, to convention (xv, 4) " 52 
4th. From 1st mission in Greece (xviii, 21) " 56 
5th. From 2d mission in Macedonia (xxiii, 17) " 60 

These are Archbishop Usher's dates adopted by the 
Bible societies. But there is a wide difference in 
the opinions of Biblical scholars. We hav before us 
a chronological table compiled from more than thirty 
Christian authorities, and they differ as follows: 

1st visit, variously dated from A.D. 33 to 43 
2d " " 41 to 46 
w " " fi~~ 
4th " " 49 to 56 
5th " " 53 to 60 

And Mr. Wise puts the last visit A.D. 63. The dates 
are all too late by at least sixty years as to the last, 
and ninety-six as to the first event. 

It is not easv to harmonize Paul's statement, "after 
many years I cil.me to impart alms and pre
sent an offering," with the accounts of his prior 
visits to Jerusalem. The interval between the fourth 
and :fifth appears to hav been four years, and he cer
tainly came with alms on his third visit if the ac
count in Acts is true. 

"And when I had purified myself these men found me in 
the temple; not with a throng nor with a tumult. But cer
tain Jews who came from Asia w·ere tumultuous, who ought 
with me to stand before thee and make accusation of their 
own affair" (18-19). 

The words "were tumultuous" are omitted in the 
Greek codices. They make Paul's defense much 
more clear and rational; he throws the blame for the 
tumult on his Asiatic adversaries, who do not appear 
at the trial. 

"Or let ·these here present say whether they found any of
fense in me when I stood before their assembly; except this 
one thing, that I cried, while standing in the midst of them, 
Concerning the resurrection of the dead am I this day on 
trial before you. And Felix, because he understood that way 
fully, deferred them, saying: When [Gr. Lysias] the chiliarch 
shall come, I will giv bearing between you. And he com
manded the centurian to keep Paul at rest; and that no onP 
of his acquaintances should be forbidden to minister to him. 
And after a few days, Felix and Drusilla his wife, who was a 
Jewess, sent and called for Paul; and they heard hiin con
cerning faith in the Messiah" (20-24). 

For particulars concerning Felix and Drusilla, see 
Josephus (Ant. xx, 7 § 2). 

"And while he was discoursing with them onright.eousness 
and on holiness, and on the future j11dgment, Felix was filled 
with fear; an~ he sa:id: For the present time go; and when I 
hav opportumty I Will send for thee. He hoped, moreover, 
that a present (Gr. money) would be given him by Paul; 
therefore he often sent for him and conversed with him" (25-
26). 

ceeded by Festus." It is generally inferred that Paul 
was in custody at Cesare a two years; our Bible 
chronology. says, from A.D. 60 to 62, but Smith's Bible 
Dictionary says: " It bas been proved almost to a 
certainty that Felix was recalled from Judea and suc
ceeded by Fesims in the year 60" (Art. Paul). And 
the latest authority, McClintock and Strong, relying 
on pseudo Tacitus and interpreting the " two years" 
to mean the whole of Felix's term as procurator of 
Judea, has Felix succeeded by Festus A.D. 55. 

Will it ever dawn upon the minds of these old fos
sils that the book of Acts is a priestly fabrication, and 
that what real history there is in it covers a period 
a hundred years prior to _the life time of Felix and 
Festus? 

Some More Facts About Prohibition. 
I see that THE TRUTH SEEKER is quite hberal in 

printing matter which is intended to discourage and 
defeat the prohibitory movement. The attempt to 
represent this movement as one of a religious or 
tyrannical nature is not only absurd but ridiculous. 
The keepers of dram-shops are, in a majority of cases, 
members of the Roman Catholic church. The more 
bigoted and 7iealous in the maintenance of a belief and 
a religious organizntion one may be, the more likely be 
is to liv by some degrading, loathsome business like 
that of rum-selling. The " facts" which you copied 
from the Sun did not hav behind them the mi.me of 
any respectable citizen of Maine. They seem to hav 
been thrown out for what they are worth. 

I send you a few words from the pen of the Hon. 
Nelson Dingley, Jr., as follows: 

1. The fact that our prohibitory system has stood 
in our statutes sin0e 1851-with the exception of two 
years (1856 and 1R57), when license was tried in its 
place-and has steadily increased in popularity un
til no political party dares to go before the people on 
the issue of its repeal, is conclusiv evidence that the 
great body of the people of Maine, who hav bad the 
best opportunity to judge of its practical workings, 
believe that it is the most efficient legal policy ever 
devised as a supplement of moral agencies in dealing 
with the evils arising from the use and sale of intoxi
cating liquors as a beverage. No one expects that it 
can take the place of moral agencies, but that it is 
simply an adjunct of them. No one claims that it 
can entil·ely extirpate the dram-shops. 

Mr. Roper, the distinguished Englishman, who 
spent some time in Maine and other parts of this 
country a few years ago, stated in a public speech 
that he did not believe there was in the whole civil
ized world a state of like population, so free as ours 
from the evils of intemperance, or one possessed of 
so healthy a public sentimc,nt in the matter of the use 
of liquors as a beverage. 

2. To-day there is not a single distillery or brewery 
in Maine; in 1830 there were thirteen distilleries. 

3. Prohibition bas well-nigh stopped the traffic in 
intoxicating liquors in the rural districts of Maine. 
In the town of Durham, with less than 1,500 inhabit
ants in 1832, there were seven licensed grog-shops .. 
To-day there is not a drop of liquor sold in the town .. 
Readfield had in 1832 seven open bars, and solct 
2,300 gallons of spirits annually; now none is sold tO> 
be used as a beverage. Minot bad thirteen grog-· 
shops; now there is not a place in it where liquor is: 
sold as a beverage. · 

4. In the cities and larger villages, representing 
less than one-fourth of the population of MainE:, the 
improvement is less marked than in the rural dis
tricts, although undeniably real even there. There 
are three reasons for this less marked improvement: 
the greater facilities that vice has to hide itself in 
crowded populations; the concentration there of a. 
large foreign population which bas come into this 
state within thirty years; and the resort to the city 
of the drinking men from the rural regions for sup
plies of liquor, If the cities had simply held their 
own under these circumstances, it would be a great 
gain. But they bav done more than this. Occa
sionally, through the failure to elect both city offi
cials and county sheriffs friendly to prohibition, the 
law is neglected and open dram-shops appear. But, 
generally speaking, even in the cities intoxicating 
liquors are sold only SU!Teptitiously, and ard to be 
found only by those who know the signs and pass
words of the liquor fraternity-and then mainly in 
places kept by foreigners. 

5. The charge is frequently made that, -so far as 
the cities are con"cerned, the traffic has been simply 
driven out of sight. Even if nothing more bad been 
gained, it is something to banish the temptations of 
the dram-shop where only those seeking them will 
find them. It is also occasionally alleged that club
rooms, more dangerous than dram-shops, hav taken 
the place of the latter. After careful inquiry we can
not learn that club--rooms exist outside of a. few cities 
of Maine, and even there not so ex:tensivly as in many 
Cities of similar size in license states. 

The idea of expecting a bribe from Paul, the poor 6. It is difficult to obtain reliable statistics of the 
tent maker! ext.ent to which the suiTeptitious sale of liquors is 

"And when two years were fulfilled to him, another govArnor still carrifld on in Maine. Some of the enemies of 
whose name was Porcius FeHtns carne into his place" (27). prohibition claim that a million and: a; guarter bf dol-

This pasflage is rather blind. The G~eek reads: I lru:s' worth is sold her? ann_ually. · Allowil}p _pven 
"But when two _years were fulfilled, Felix was sue- th1s, and we bav $2 per mhabttant now, agamat $2~ 
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per inhabitant forty years ago, and $16 per inhabit
ant as the average for the Union to-day. This shows 
that not more than one-tenth as much liquor, pro
portionally, is consumed in Maine as there was forty 
years ago, and not more than one-eighth as much as 
in the country at large to-day. 

Now, if you will spare me the space, I will refer to 
some of the statements you published, and see how 
they compare with Mr. Dingley's. 

Your Sun correspondent says: "Men dodged in 
by back doors, took drinks from 'bottle-carriers ' 
and from fallen women; joined so-called clubs. , '. 
It is to· be found in cellars, hotel basements, cheap 
groggeries, club-rooms, and in houses of ill-repute." 
The liquo.r sold in this way, he says, was "wretched 
stuff." 

In the face of his own statements about the sly and 
secret ways in which liquors were sold, he claims 
two hundred open bars in Bangor. Now, if it is true 
that open bars can be safely run, why these frantic 
and desperate modes of selling " wretched stuff" in 
the ways described? One or the other of these 
statements is not true. If it can be sold openly, it 
is not sold secretly; and if sold secretly, it is because 
it cannot be sold openly. 

What the Sun correspondent referred to was un
doubtedly the same thing that all the friends of pro
hibition readily admit-that there is some violation 
of the law, just as there is of every other law. It will 
also appear reasonable that such violations should 
occur when we reflect upon the extended coast of 
Maine, which cannot be guarded, and of the neigh
boring states where liquor may be manufactured 
:and sent across the line. The only question worth a 
moment's notice is this: Which restrains the use of 
intoxicating liquors · as a beverage most effectivly
free-rum license, or prohibition ? I think the history 
of Maine for thirty years givs a sufficient answer to 
this question. LIBERTA. 

The Doubts of a Doubter. 

peace in Mother Earth's bosom. It is nothing bad 
after one gets used to it. The only painful part of 
the process is thR trlJ,nsit from this to that, and 
whether I only go to the cold grave sod, or clear 
through to kingdom come, the pangs of . death are 
the same. 

My best wishes for THE TllUTH SEEKER, which I hav 
read from its first issue so constantly that I feel as if 
I were part owner of it. CHAS. LAPEBCHE. 

.Alexandrza, Ont. 
-------..-------

Land Thieves. 
I want space to ask every one of THE TRUTH SEEKER 

readers to turn to page 683 of the issue of October 
27th, and read the letter of J. Allen Evans, about the 
land that our thieves in Congress hav stolen from its 
natural owners, and are selling to foreign lords, on 
which the latter are establishing the same system of 
landlordism and serfdom that Las paupe1·ized Ireland 
and made it necessary for England to rob India, 
Africa, and other weaker nations to support her 
royal family and other drones, falsely called noble
men; and then think what will be the condition of 
your children, or their children, after all of what is 
falsely called government land bas passed into the 
llands of these rich l::lhylocks of this and foreign 
countries. That letter is worth more to coming gen
erations, if the present generation will read it and 
receive its warnmgs, and then perform their duty to 
their posterity, than a hundred years' subscription to 
each family. 

For forty years I hav been trying to arouse the 
people of this nation to a sense of this, the greatest 
a.nd surest danger that can ever come upon our be
loved country. Nature has spread out the earth for 
the use of all; from it we must draw our support, or 
starve and die. Land is just as necessary to us a~; 
1mnlight, air, and water; and every man bas just a .. 
good a right to as much land as be and his own 
family can cultivate as he has to life itself-and tha.t, 
too, without paying any man or government for it. 

So much discussion as is going on over the subject But our government, or more properly rol>berment, 
ot immortality givs me an irrepressible desire to co- has robbed the people of this natural right to free 
operate. I will state a few facts concerning this land, and is selling it-five, ten, twenty, fifty, and 
grave question if you will furnish the space in your seventy thousand acres in a lot-to these rich for
patient bearer of all opinions. I don't believe in eign l::lhylocks, on which the posterity of these same 
immortality. I don't say decidedly that death end!- Congressmen will hav to work for starvation wa.ges, 
all, but I do say that the first proof or sound argu- their children growing up in ignorance, to hav even 
ment in favor of immortality is yet to come. Wl..Jen a harder lot, and starve and die in every year of short 
we consider that we remember absolutely nothinp crops, as they hav many times in Ireland. One man 
that took place before we were born, it does not m the West has so much land that his half-paid and 
seem reasonable tci expect to feel or to know an;y ilalf-starved, landless slaves plow a furrow seventeen 
more after we hav shuffled the coil that gave us tl..Jf- miles long I Another has seventy thousand acres 
only consciousness we hav ever had. I believe notb- worked by ragged, hungry, half-paid slaves, living in 
ing will be lost that composes us, but there can b~ miserable hovels on his broad domain. Foreign 
no identity after death; we hardly possess that in capitalists hav just bought a tract of timber-land in 
full now. A man is not, of himself, a living being. southeastern Kansas, said to contain 160,000,000 feet 
His body is only one of two conditions of life. Thf- of lumber, and the papers that profess to be the 
air we breath is the other, and that we all partake oi guarllians of our rights tell of it as a mere matter of 

:in common. uews, without one word of reproof of our govern-
Instantly put a man where he will hav no air to went for this great robbery and waste. The men 

-.breathe, and just as instantly you will hav, on one side. who cut and manufacture this lumber will work at 
•a dead mass of material, and on the other side you starvation wages, the lumber will be carried out ol 
Jbav air, which we do not know to ha.v a conscious ex- rhe country and sold, and its value and half the toil 
:istence. It is all very well for those who are not uf the laborers will go into foreign pockets, to be 
weaned of all desires to rock themselvs through life spent in luxury and dissipation, while they ship their 
in the delusion of immortality, but when the.v say, paupers to our shores every year for our workers to 
:as does Mrs. Haddon, in a late issue of THE TRUTH feed. No foreigner should ever own an inch of land 
:SEEKER, that the desire for immortality is a natund llere, unless he settles on and cultivates it. Our 
instinct and is general, they say a falsehood, whicL Washington robbers hav given to various railroadt; 
they hav not even the right to treat of. Our feelings one hundred and eight,v nnllions ( 180,000,000) ol 
:and desires are gauged by our knowledge, chi~fly. square acres, or two hundred and eighty thousand 
How can one person know th~ desires of another ol ti80,00U) square miles..:._a tract that would make 
entirely different acquirements? To know it, h~ more tl..Jan thirty-four states like Vermont, or as large 
must possess the same knowledge, no more nor no >~.S Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, 
less, and then he would not only know but would Um.tnecticut, and Rhode Island; and, leaving out 
also feel them. I hav no desire for an eternal exist- .\'Laine, it is more than eight times as large as the 
ence. Not only do I submit to the inevitable, but I other five states. It is nea.rly six times as large as 

:feel no craving for immortality, neither do I see any- the great state of New York. Better to giv the land
·.thing horrid in eternal rest. less people this land to settle on, without railroads, 

Elmina and the Monument. 
"I received an appeal the other day from Mr. Hacker. I 

asked my father if he thought I had better send him a dollarj 
but, being as he didn't encourage me, and as I got to think
ing about that 1,000 odd dollars Infidels are almost throwing 
away on Bennett's monument, I kept my dollar. What's the 
use talking about, humanity, love, etc., etc., with friends 
needy and starving? I would feel too ashamed to raise my 
pen in preaching humanity if I was an Infidel. The merest 
mention of pove1·ty-stricken writers being in want ought to 
fill their pockets, T. B. L," 

Thus writes a Christian correspondent; and as 
many others, and even professed Liberals, also look 
upon the monument as a piece of useless expense, I 
would like to say to all such ones, "we do not liv by 
bread alone." We do not liv to merely eat, drink, 
and sleep. W f' hav ideas, opirdons, and tastes aside 
from the mere fact of existence. We are doing a 
great work for Liberalism in having a monument to 
an Infidel erected in the cemetery where heretofore 
Goclites and Christians alone hav had their myths in
scribed, honored, and perpetuated. We ~ho so 
loved our leader, our guide, and our friend, want to 
hav him sleep in beautiful quiet among the dreamless 
ones who are there resting, and we intend him to be 
as truly honored, reverenced, and memorialized as 
the very best of them; for we know not one there 
was more true, more honest. or more good than our 
brave and grand hero, D. M. Bennett. If we were 
only as able in purse as we are loyal in heart to our 
dead truth seeker, his monument should be a $100,000 
one, inscribed with his strong, terse, and valuable 
sayings, in lettters that should outlast the myths 
these sayings hav done so much to destroy. 

It is a poor excuse for not helping an aged Lib
eral, because Liberals are raising a monument to one 
of their noblest .editors and publishers. As -well 
might each member of our whole nation refuse to 
pay their poor taxes because we hav national monu
ments erected to national heroes. Methinks those 
who make such paltry excuses for tight purse-strings 
are more nice than wise; more theoretical than practi
('al, I wonder if "T. B. L." ever indulges in anything 
that is esthetical or luxurious. Is he so plain and 
practical and economical that he spends nothing for 
show or beauty? Would he bury his dead and hav 
no stone to mark the spot where they lie. I think it 
is well to hav as little expense as p::>ssib1e attendant 
vn the funerals of the general d!'ad; but where a 
man or woman represents a great idea Qr a great 
cause, we honor the cause in honoring the man. 

I doubt if a single contributor to the monument 
bas sent Mr. Hacker one penny the less because of 
the fund. In fact, the more we practice giving in a 
good cause the more generous we grow, and proba
bly he is receiving more help to-day because of the 
genuin feeling of fraternity this monument building 
is fostering among us, Mr. "T. B. L." to the contrary 
notwithstanding. 

I would hardly say with Mr. Otto Wettstein that I than to giv them railroads without land. 
·would dread an eternal existence, but I must confess Most of the people who are working to pay the 
that the possibility of everlasting happiness, without salaries of members of Congress and other govern
iinterruption, or any of the disagreeable feelings in- ment expenses do not even know what their servants 
iherent to monotony, is beyond my comprehension. that they hav sent to Congress to look after their in-

As to what "state of mind" ~ivs the most happi- terests are doing with this land, which belongs to 
ness, I ought to be a pretty fair witness. I started them and their children; and not one paper in a thou
from a fervent Roman Catholic; hav emerged into sand dares to tell them, for fear of ofi'ending the rail
the different creeds of Protestantism; passed through road kings, money lords, and other monopolists. I 
all stages of unbelief; hav not forced my way, but hav before me a list of many more hundreds of mill
kept studying and only allowed nature t0 take its ions of acres bought by about a dozen individuals, 
course with a perfect freedom of thought; hav among them English and French noblemen, falsely 
halted awhile in Spiritualism-long enough to con- so-called, on which they are breeding pauperism and 
aider it to my satisfaction-and I am now prepared to starvation. 

Since writing the above I hav received THE TRUTH 
SEEKER for October 27th, and to Janet Spenser, on 
page 681, I would say: Neglect not the lesser good 
for the greater. Our monument is only taking a few 
scattered dollars from here and there, and will not 
giv the Bennett Hall or Bennett Home for Helpless 
Liberals one room the less, should either ever be
come a reality, which I truly hope may be. And if 
it does result in a home, I trust it may be a real 
home, which few of our benevolent institutions act
ually are. I know of "old ladies' homes," where 
1tged widows dare not be seen reading an Infidel 
book or paper, and are compelled to listen to blas
phemous prayers from old hypocrite who are not fit 
to "tie the la.tchets of their shoes." I know "homes'' 
where they hav no privacy, no pure air, free from 
the sight and sound of sickness, groans, and suffer
ing; homes where they must eat stale food, in com
pany with idiots, insane people, and other horrors. 
Is it, then, a wonder that Mr. Hacker, Mrs. Tuttle, 
and Mr. Broom prefer the shelter of their own .hum
ble roofs to the "dignity" of such benevolence? I 
know of soldiers' homes where no woman ever dwells, 
and men grow sad, lonely, and despairing, longing 
as only sick, feeble, and desolate men can long, for 
woman's step and woman's sympathy. Why, Hacker 
was offered a "home" and all the comforts (physical) 
of life among the Shakers, if he would separate from 
his wife I 

swear by Saint Bennett, on the sacred volume of THE Now, there is a method by which all this robbery 
TRUTH SEEKER, that, in my present state of mind, t.Be may be stopped, and every acre of this land restored 
cold death-ends-all Materialism, I am the happiest to its rightful owners-those who now and hereafter 
that I hav ever been. may want it to cultivate. Tbis remedy is in the 

I hav no fear of the over-heated Christian winter hands of the working classes, and very few of them 
quarters; am not jealous of parrot's beaks, nor of the know it. It this artiCle finds a place in THE TRu'.rH 
angels wings; neither do I yearn for the acquaintance SEEKER, as I hope 1t will; and creates an interest 
of, or desire any personal intercourse with, dead saints among landless workers, let tl..Jem write at once and 
of either gender. I would like (at least for a time) a notify me, and they ~:~hall hav a remedy that will save 
nice little soul, light enough to float over land and their po~:~terity from the landle~:~s, homeless rags and 
water, and see what is going on; but if that fails me, starvation of the Irish tenants. J. HAcKEB. 
AS l fear very much it will, I can sleep in complete , Berl·in, N, J., Oct. 27, l~Sa. 

$i 

Is it a wonder, then, that I ask you all for help for 
our brave pioneers, that they may retain their liberty 
and their own humble homes, rather than accept,,~he 
"dignified' aid of the charity that puts them into 
"handsome institutions" where home is a by-word 
and a mockery? I doubt if there would be one hun
gry, cold, and starving man the less if every.monu-:
ment were to-day converted into bread for the hun
gry. It would only leave so much more grain for 
the distiller of liquid poison. 

No, no, friends; it is not the few monuments we 
erect in honor of our grand and noble workers for 
humanity that are robbing the poor. It is rum, to
bacco, and land monopoly! Kill these three giants, 
and there will be plenty for the hungry, the cold, and 
the homeless. Read Bennett's ·• A Truth Seeker 
Around the World," and you will see that he ap
proved of monuments and took a special . pride in 
viiiting them1 while he mentions their absence in the 
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the Holy Land as an evidence of the want of intelli- but whiCh comes. over. me a Imes, IS, . a ~ l 
· t t· · th t Mr 

gence and culture among the inhabitants. It ~s not T_ucker, really se~mg With ~ clearnes~k tha~ I~~xcf~~l 
by decrying works of art and preciouR memonals to twnal, the ultenor and gr_ea~er WOI , s o 

Richmond holds that spirit is the primal force-the 
spirit world is the world of causes, and this world 
the world of effects. 

our honored dead that we shall most benefit the liv- bound to the lower and prehmmary work to £the negf 
ing; but by teaching good morals, hygienic laws, an~ lect o~ this other; th~t the competen~ p~o e;s~r fo 
scientific truths .All that elevates refines and cult!- the Higher Mathematics should ~eem It hiS ~ Yth 
vates helps to· abolish destitutio~, suff~ring, and spend his life is ~eaching ~he prull;ary cla:sses m t e 
penury So I say Success to the monument, and schooL I sometimes feel hke quotmg scnp~ur~, ~~: 
all bon~r to its gen~rous builders. and saying to him, "Let the dead bury tbehir ea , 

The lesson to us is that we must still use our own 
reason in judging of so-called s~irit-teaching, and 
use it just as rigorously as we do m regard to mun
dane affairs-in fact, that each one's own reason 
must still be the final arbiter. 

Next Sunday evening Mrs. Richmond is to speak 
on "The Power or Influence of Spiritualism in Rela
tion to Materialism and Liberalism." I bespeak " All over bouquets of roses, .. 

0 Death I cover you over with roses and early lihes, 
But mo;tly and now the lilac that blooms the first, . 
Copious I break, I break the sprigs from the bushes; Wlth 

loaded arms I come • . . • . · 
I grave a monumental line before I go, amid these songs, 

and set a tombstone here. -Leaves oj Grass. 
Snowville, Oct. 29. ELMINA D. SLENKER. 

Anarchy and Pantarchy, Again. 
I am, I believe, authorized, notwithstandi~g Mr. 

Tucker's disclaimer in his reply to me, in boldmg the 
school he represents to his statement of its character ~nd 
platform, in .bis reply to Mr. Haskell, and to the n~
plications of the term Anarchy. Of Mr. Tucke~ s 
own somewhat private opinions about the essential 
harmony of Anarchy (as he ulteriorly means it) and 
Pantarchy, I was, as he says, fully aware; and the o_b
ject of my crit~que on him was to call out from him 
a distinct avowal of what otherwise he was (for doubt
less sufficiently good reasons, from his point of vi~w) 
seemingly, and indeed, distinctly, in terms, contradict
ing. Just what I fished for I caught. Mr. Tuc~er 
should not be therefore " too previous" in boasting 
of his skill in refusing to nibble where hooks are 
concealed in the bait. 

In one breath Mr. Tucker says: "Either liberty or 
authority must guide you wholly," etc. "You cannot 
serve two masters." 

To which I replied that: Both liberty and author
ity must guide us; and that we can, do, and must 
serve two masters from the cradle to the grave. And 
in the next breath Mr. Tucker says: That he means 
all that I do, and just what I do; though the state
ments were precisely opposit; and reproaches me 
with the fact that I knew that that was what he 
meant. Now, if my object were to put Mr. Tucker 
in a bad logical position before. your ~eader~, or to 
embaiTass bim in any degree, this cert~y ~Igh~ be 
my opportunity; but I hav no such obJect Ill V!ew. 
I hav quite another purpose. I do know, as Mr. 
Tucker says, that when he proclaims liberty t~e 
most loudly as the one thing nee~ul, he doe~ n~t m 
any manner mean to impugn anythmg, as a prmmple, 
which I mean by Authority or Order. The whole 
complex truth is in his -~d, and ~ve? i~ his language, 
implwity but not expl~tly; a~d _if It Is ~here, as he 
thinks more clearly than it IS m my mmd, why, so 
much the better. We can hardly bav too much clear-
ness among us; and it is all in the family. . 

But what I wanted, for my purpose, was that this 
unrepresented side of the complex t~uth sb~uld be 
explicitly affirmed by Mr. Tucker as It now Is; and 
has been perhaps at other times, incidentally. I also 
admit, with plea~ure, that _Mr. T~cke~'s use of. the 
word archy is as well authonzed, histoncally, as m~ne; 
though not so primitiv, logical, and comprebensiV
for his purposes better, for my purposes not so good, 
as mine. I also, again, admit that for a career of 
radical . political agitation, in the imme~iate assault 
of the old and existmg institutions of somety, Anarchy 
is a good, perhaps the very best, ~allyi~g. cry t~~t 
could be devised. In order to convmce, It IS reqmsit 
to arouse· and in order to arouse, it is often good 
generalship, in the wit! of opin~~n, to shock.. I~ cam
paigning as the paladm of politiCal revolutiOn, m be
half of hberty, and all that undefined" son;tet~ing," as 
John Swinton calls it, which shall follow. m Its wake, 
is the chosen career of Mr. Tucker, as It seems for 
the present to be, I hav no criticism on hi~ whatso
ever, and no quarrel with hi~ on that subJect; ~ut 
everything, on the contrary~ m the W':Y _of admira
tion, sympathy, commendatiOn! _and mmdental co
operation. He is, probably, stnkmg deeper a?d ~re
paring to compass more p0wer over the public mmd 
than any agitator whosoever, except, perhaps, one 
or two others of the same radical sch~ol. . 

My own special field of labor, at _this_perw~ of ?JY 
life is different and my present obJect IS to discnm
inate the two, ~nd to show, while Anarchism is ~oing 
its own proper work, that, scientifically_ and entiCallY: 
viewed it is not and cannot be the ultJmate form of 
Social Structure except as it shall be supplemented 
by the acceptan~e and emphasis, in turn, of Autho:
ity accepted in Fr_eedo~. In_ other ~ords, Anarch;y IS 
functionating, mamly, m the. Immediate and ~ressmg 
office of removing obstructw~s and. prepanng m~
terials for the Higher Integratwn; while P~tarc~y Is 
mainly engaged in looking beyond, an~ m solvmg, 
theoretically, and, in a small way, pract!cally, the _ar
chitecture of the new temple of humamty; assum~ng 
the obstacles to bav been removed, and the ma~enals 
to bav been in a first crude way, prepared m the 
School of ~archy. They must, it is t!ll:e, then un
dergo their final preparation in the Trammg-Schools 
of the Pantarcby itself. 

Now, my only regret, which is not a v~ry strong: one 
(as I so profoundly appreciate what he 18 now domg), 

which I take to mean, "Let those do t e lower 
branches of the labor of thought and love, who are 
competent to that, but who are dead to the percep
tion of the higher truth." In other words, Let men 

for .her a good audience. A. C. M. 

devote themselvs to that which is the highest truth The Liberal Club. 
they know. For my o:wn part, I belie~e . that if Mr. Female beauty and cognate themes were discussed 
Tucker should at any t1me, under conviCtiOn, gradu- by the speakers of the Manhattan _Liberal Club ~t 
ate into the higher constructiv work of social science, the last meeting of tltat body, and It must be said 
that the vacuum be would leave by deserting his that they acquitted tbemselvs like connoisseurs. T~e 
present labor would be immediately filled by. new subject was brought upon the platfonn by Dr. Dw 
men coming up from a lower. stratum. But If he Lewis in a lecture on "Beautiful Women." The doc
does not see it so, as I hav srud, I hav no quarrel tor said there was no question but that American 
with him and not the slightest purpose of embarrass- women, and especially American girls, were the most 
ing or w~rrying him. Then, again, now, I should be beautiful in the world. Nevertheless they hav not 
afraid· since that terrible threat about " a stunner attained the highest type of beauty. They lack back
betwe~n the eyes "-dynamite, or something. ~ am bone and lungs. The primary cause of this is the 
timid about mule-kicks,. and thunder, and giant- fact that they do not adequately develop their mus
powder, and rash young men who strike ?ut from ~he cles. They need more exercise. Next, their dress 
shoulder, or thrash round; and such thmgs; whiCh is abominable. Beginning at the top, the doctor re
are liable to jar on the nerves unpleasantly. viewed, so to speak, the wearing apparel of the po~-

On the other band, be may dismiss at once and for- ular female in regard to which he displayed eV!
ever all fear of my being led astray, from any green- dences of r~e research. The wad of material far
ness, in my desire for reconciliatio~ or adh~rents. I merly worn on the crown and back of the he~d de
bav only a philosophic and distant mterest m any ef- strayed the capillary glands and made the hair fall 
fort at unity which is not thoroughly based on pre- out. Proceeding lower, the doctor discovered cot
cisely the doctrin of Individuality which Mr. Tuc~er ton. This padding destroyed other resources, and 
means and is engaged in promulgating. But, ph~lo- robbed the offspring of its natural sustenance. Next 
sophically, I detect t~e same prin~ple, _that of author- came an infernal machine worked by cords that com
ity, as being the same m slave-holding, m the worst P~- pressed and displaced the vital organs of the wearer, 
litical tyranny, and in the ~ruest ~nd. most ha:mom- and gave the doctors half their income. ~he lower 
ous order. The modes of Its realizatiOn are diverse; limbs-technically alluded to by Dr. LewiS as the 
and the first crude forms are so terrible in their "legs"-were not sufficiently protected from the cold. 
faultiness that we cannot but devote ourselvs to over- They should be clothed in warm trousers. Again, 
throwing them; but the principle will survive. The below an imaginary joint, denominated the "knee," 
agitator for this overthrow is one kind o~· reformer, the "leg" was ligatured by an instrument of torture 
the Integral Social Scientist is another ~md .. Both familiar to science under the name of the "garter," 
are indispensable and both may be umted m the which was often drawn so tight as to leave a deep 
same man; but then he has generally to divide his mark when removed. This prevents the circulation 
life into successiv stages. of the blood to the extremities, and is the cause of 

For myself, my present purposes in this behalf _are: the phenomenon known as cold feet. This ligature 
I. The formulation, rigorously and exhaustivly, sometimes occurs above the alleged knee. Then the 

of the fundamental truths of Social Science. walk of a woman was all wrong. The correct way to 
II. The rallying into a co-operativ unity of the as walk was illustrated by the doctor, the chairman 

yet small handful of graduates out of the school of leaving the platform and taking ~ seat in the audi
mere Individualism or Anarchy. ence to afford room for the expenment. The princi-

III. Preparing the way, by preliminary plans and pal point made was that in walking the chin should 
sketches, and by small modelic. experiments, fo~ the be kept close to the nee~. If the doc~or were to 
Higher Integration of Humamty upon the basiS of write a book en walking It w,?uld cant~ but fo·~ 
science. words: "Chin close to neck. Followmg these di-

From these considerations Pantarchy differentiates rections no one could walk wrong. The same rule 
at once into several applications, four of which oc- held go~d in elocution. With the chin close to the 
curring to me now may be stated thus: neck no one could talk wrong. The bands should 

1. Pantarcby as the a~tith~t o! Anfl:l"chy, as has swing by the side, making wal~ing a means of exer-
been variously illustrated m this discuss~o~. cise for the whole body. FashiOnable W?men, how-

2. Pantarcby as a proposed loose assomatwn among ever thrust the chin forward and rest their hands on 
the various branches of this great reformatory move- the 'stomach when walking. This imparts. to the 
ment, Union Reform, ~niting the different ref~ri?-a- body the wiggling motion or "s"Yitch,'; so frequen~ly 
tory bodies and sectli, somewhat ~s ~be Cbr~st~an remarked, and calls the exclamatiOn, How she Wig
Alliance unites the different ecclesiastical Cbnstian gles !"from the male observer. The doctor added 
sects, in respect to s~cb ma~ters ~s t~ey can agree that women wore their shoes too narrow, and that 
upon and co-operate m, despite their differences. If cleaning the teeth would ·preserve t~em from decay; 
this plan were accepted and acted on, the Pantarchy as in India, where the teeth are umversally cleaned 
would be for all the branches of reform about what after each meal, decayed teeth are unknown. ~o 
the Clearing House is to. the banks-a. mutual ex- woman could be beautiful without good teeth. W1th 
change and accommodatiOn cent_er, Without other these, and an erect bearing, every woman would be 
authority than should come from Its p~wer to serve. handsome, regardless of the length of her nose. . 

3. Pantarcby is applied to a~d. des~nbes the mere Lawyer Seering arose to corrobo~ate ~o~e portwns 
handful of post-graduate _Individualists w~o are at of the speaker's discourse, and to giV his Ideas as. to 
the same time Universologists, and who aspire ~o re- bow a nice girl would look when she war~ nothmg 
solve tbemselvs into a Brotherhood of the Higher but a smile. He inferred from instances m nature 
Life; or, if that cannot ~e. d~ne, to submit to t~e nee- and in high art, like the Indian w~men and the Ven~s 
essary schooling and dismplm to fit them ultimately de Medici and the Venus de. Milo, that. a woman s 
for it. . waist was naturally larger m proportiOn to her 

4. Pantarchy is employed to denote the Higher shoulders than a man's, as Dr. Lewis bad ~eld. 
Integration or ultimate type and form of Hum~n So- Mr. Langerfelt maintained that a poor grrl ~ou~d 
ciety-the Heaven o~ the Fu~e on Ea:rth-as ~deally not afford to be out of fashion. Her end and arm m 
sketched on the BasiS of UmversologiCal Socwlog;y. life was to secure a husband. If she departed from 

Still other phases of the idea exist, but these will the style as regards the size of her waist and shoes, 
suffice. STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS. the men would guy and eschew her. She must be 

Mrs. Richmond's Lecture. 
A fair-sized audience gathered in Chickering Hall 

on Sunday evening to listen to. a lecture" by ~rs. 
CoraL. V. Richmond. Her subJect was, A VoiCe 
from Beyond the Gates." Mrs. Richmond belongs to 
that class best known, perhaps, by the term Tr~n
scendentft.l Spiritualists. To those who agree With 
her her lecture was all that could be desired. No 
on~ I think who listens to her can doubt for a mo
me~t that she is inspired; but grant that her inspira
tion is, as a Scotch divine once said~ from· " God's 
angels," and the question ll;aturally arises, why do so 
many and opposing doctrms come from the same 
source? Grant her inspiration, and we must gra~t 
others as well who teach, as we said, entirely opposit 
theories. Andrew J ackso:u Davis and his school bold 
that spirit is the highest form of matter. Mrs. 

afforded the means to be independent of man's sup
port before she can inaugurate a new fashion. 

Mr. Andrews further elaborated the ideas of the 
previous speaker. Independence of thought on_mat• 
ters in general must precede or accompany _md~
pendence of action in matters of dre~s. Fash~on I-S 
a mighty power, and mu.st be take~ mto consider~
tion and intelligently gmded. SociOlogy and phy~I
ology should .be studied . together, and each do Its 
part in modelmg the fasbwn. 

Dr. Lambert started to relate an anecdote to illus
trate the fact that cleaning the teeth alone is not ade
quate to their perfect. ~reserv~tion. This a~ecdote 
was divided and sub-divided, bisected and tnsected; 
and interpolated and parenthesized by so many ot~er 
pleasing ones that it was not end~d when ten mm
utes bad elapsed, and he was granted five minutes 
more. He drew the inference th~tt the cause of dQ;. 
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cayed teeth is constitutional and hereditary, and in 
many cases lies hundreds of years back. Dr. Lam
bert said further that the latest scientific investiga
tion went to show that the female stocking was not 
now, except in sundry i~olated instances, supported 
by the "garter." That hgature had been superseded 
by a kind of suspender which attached itself to the 
top of the stocking. From what source this suspen
der received its own support science was still at 
fault. 

Dr: Weeks, who is a practical and efficient dentist, 
recurred to his·experience with a Hindoo lady whose 
teeth he had been called upon to fill She was about 
twenty-five years of age, and had been in this coun
try but eighteen months. It was not possible that 
the decay could hav begun here. Therefore perfect 
teeth were not universal in India. Bony people were 
apt to hav good teeth, and those of a lymphatic tem
perament were not. 

Dr. Lewis replied to his critics with considera
ble warmth. Mr. Langerfelt's proposition was the 
most absurd thing he had heard in thirty years of 
discussion on the subject. Mr. Andrews's mention of 
individuality in this connection was a hobby run to 
seed, and Dr. Lambert's remarks were criticisms run 
to seed. If it was desired to differ with him for the 
sake of a quarrel, he should prefe1· to settle it with 
the gloves. He had been a teacher of the 'manly art, 
and, although now over sixty years of age, he felt 
c-onfident he could knock out any man in the house. 
An expression on the face of the chairman, who is a 
good man and weighs two hundred, indicated that 
there was a difference of opinion on that point, but 
nobody accepted the challenge. Dr. Lewis was evi
dently disappointed to find that his audience knew 
so much. He must also be disappointed to realize 
that, despite his thirty years of agitation, there is so 
little improvement in female fashions as regards 
their relation to health. The explanation may rest 
in the fact that he takes men like John L. Sullivan as 
the highest type of manhood, instead of the intellect
ual giants of the race, like, for instance, Mr. Shook 
(who was not present). He is himself, perhaps, ~s 
well preserved, physically, at sixty, as any man in the 
world. He complains bitterly, and justly, of the way 
in which human bodies are warped and neglected, 
but takes little concern for the mind, of which they 
may be called the outward expression, and by which 
they are controled. Mr. Wakeman hinted at this 
by inviting the doctor to attend the club on the 
evening of the 9th and hear Mr. S. P. Putnam. He 
might then learn why it was that his labors had thus 
far been practically in vain. 

The Boston Liberal Club. 
The debate on Sunday last brought together as 

large an audience as has greeted any of the club's 
efforts to provide amusement for its patrons. The 
members and their friends were evidently much in
terested in the way in which the club should consider 
and determin the respectiv merits of the candidates 
for the chief executiv of the state. As the election 
comes off on Tuesday, it is important that this report 
should be in the hands of your readers as soon as 
possible, or perchance we may find that in spite of 
all our efforts the wrong man has been elected. 
Possibly under the pressure of so weighty a consid
eration, you may be induced to bring out your paper 
a few days earlier than the regular time. The result 
in New York, or, indeed, in any state except Massa
chusetts, is of no importance at all compared with 
the question whether Benjamin F. Butler is " to be 
or not to be "-whether his political life is to be 
brought to an untimely end, or whether he is yet to 
worry his opponents with dreams of his future great
ness. 

Mr. P. W. Cherrington was of opinion that such a 
calamity as the political extinction of the present 
governor was not likely soon to take place. He had 
made so good a record while in the executiv chair 
that the people were determined to giv him a.nother 
triaL As to his having any designs upon the presi
dency, that was absurd, because he had sense enough 
to know that there was not the slightest prospect of 
any Eastern man's success in that direction. He had 
shown his good sense by coming out of the Republi
can party. That party had performed its mission 
and become corrupt, and all the disfavor with them 
of Gov. Butler arose from the fact that he had been 
successful in laying bare that corruption. 

Mr. JohnS. Verity did not agree with the conclu
sions of his predecessor. Ever since he had been 
able to think he had been inconsistent in his actions, 
and therefore, !'S he supported Gen. Butler last year, 
he would at the next election oppose him. Either 
party was bad enough, but the Demoncratic he found 
was the worst, and would never be regarded as the 
.conservator of the people's rights, either political, 
social, or religious. 

assume to instruct so intelligent an audience in the 
politics of its own state, but for his own part he pre
ferred a man of brains for a leader in any undertak
ing in which he was interested. 

Mr. E. B. G. Haggan did not think that brains 
were half so necessary as a high development of the 
moral faculty, and in this General Butler was utterly 
deficient. He was in fact a moral idiot. What 
Barnum was to business, Joe Cook to science, Tal
mage to theology, that was Butle1· to politics. There 
was but little known of Robinson, but he was cer
tainly honest as well as modest. There was nothing 
whatever known against him. 

Dr. Huntoon was willing to admit that nothing 
was known against Robinson, because although he 
had served his state for some time in Congress, noth
ing whatever was known about him, either good or 
bad. 

Mr. Pickett was very much excited because people 
had said that Butler had discovered the tanning of 
human hides belonging ·to the former inmates of 
Tewksbury Almshouse. The Republican party had 
nothing to do with that, but it was now in the tan
ning business, and on Tuesday evening Butler would 
find his own hide so thoroughly tanned that he 
would never want to submit it a second time to the 
operation. 

Mr. Herbert D. Allen, the secretary, was of opinion 
that Butler was a good man and ought to be re
elected, because he had removed an insurance com
missioner who had once opposed himself to the fru
ition of a scheme of which he (the secretary) had been 
an advocate. 

Mr. Horace Seaver thought that Mr. Robinson and 
his adherents had converted the machine into a hnge 
sewer, from which flowed copious draughts of Bill
ingsgate upon the devoted head of Butler, who ex
celled as a statesman, a lawyer, a soldier, a patriot, 
and, above all, a friend of the people. He exempli
fied the three qualifications of Jefferson for an office 
of trust. He was honest, capable, and a friend of the 
Constitution, and Massachusetts would be honoring 
herself by re-electing him. 

Prof. Wetherell thought that the cry that Bu tier 
had done so little while in office was unreasonable, 
because his hands had been tied by an adverse coun
cil and legislature. Re-elect him, and giv him as his 
coadjutors men who would second his efforts, and 
good would be done. 

The Robinson advocates not being in abundance, 
Mr. Verity again took the floor, and surprised the 
audience by maintaining the same views that he had 
expressed in his former speech. 

The debate was then closed by Mr. Cherrington, 
who passed in review the history of the Republican 
party, with the inference that that showed it to be 
no longer worthy of confidence. 

MR. VERITY SENDS A CORRECTION. 

Protestant· church which has just ended is the second 
event I would speak of as exemplifying the tenacity 
of the old creeds. What does it decree? That the 
dogma of the trinity shall be taught, not as any airy 
generality, bnt as an essential truth. It places the 
absolute infallibility of the Bible as a principle second 
in importance to that of the triune God. 

Why, then, do the old churches now spring from 
the darkness and take their places again in the old 
seats of power? What explains to us the fact that 
in this city, where there are only 90,000 Protestant 
church-members, the minority-at least in intellect
should rule, should govern opinion? The success of 
the conservativ churches comes, not from their 
strength, bnt from our weakness. Liberalism has 
heretofore waged almost entirely a negativ warfare; 
it has failed to appreciate the religious need of men; 
it has thought only of the intellect, and has given 
books of popular science for religious instruction. 
Books of popular science !-as if popular science 
could take the place of religious feeling. The relig
ious needs of human nature must be satisfied, and 
men will turn sooner or later to those who satisfy 
their cravings. This is the reason why a great reac
tion to the old religions is to be feared, and I believe 
th11.t such a tendency already exists, and that this 
provincial council and this conventien are the signs 
of it. 

Professor Adler then advocated a new religion 
grounded on morality. This, he said, might be con
sidered by some too cold, too abstract, an objectiv 
point for the creation of religious enthusiasm, but 
that could only be the idea of those who took a low 
view of morality. The lecturer discussed the several 
ethical standards-those of law, or public opinion 
and of personal feeling and judgment. This last was 
the true one, and it might be made the foundation of 
an exalted creed. As for the rest, this internal con
sciousness of right was founded on the sense of unity 
in nature, of the one law underlying all the disjointed 
facts of the universe, and in the contemplation of 
that law and in obedience to its behests would yet 
be found the material for a religion that would con
quer all those of older days. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
MRs. LAKE spoke at Greene and Waverly, Iowa, during 

October. In November she will speak at Waverly, Osaian, 
and Vinton; and for the Liberal Society of Ottumwa, Iowa, 
during the Sundays of December. Address her during No
vember, at Vinton, Iowa. 

J. E. REMSBURG goes now to Texas. He will speak at Mon
tague, that state, Nov. 17th and 18th; at Dallas, on the 20th; 
at Norse, the 21st, 22d, and 23d; at Temple, on the 24th and 
25th; at Waco, the 26th. We hope Mr. Remsburg will be 
kept busy, for he is one of our best and most effectiv workers. 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, s~r: In your 
paper of November 3d one of your Boston corre
spondents, in giving his report of the Boston Liberal 
Club, says that JohnS. Verity said that hewouldhav 
nothing whatever to do with the band of fanatics who 
sailed under the banner of Anarchy: that he did not 
believe in any form of government, consequently the 
Anarchists' idea was sheer nonsense, etc. I want to 
deny this report of my language. I said nothing at 
all about the Anarchists, one way or another. I be· 
lieve that.your correspondent has wilfully misrepre
sented my language at that meeting. Why he has 
done so I do not know; perhaps he does. I know 
that I often say things that may not seem very wise; 
but that I should be the fool your correspondent 
there represents me to be, I most emphatically deny. 

Yours for truth and veracity, .ToHN S. VERITY. 

MR. H. L. GREEN writes us: "The prospects of the Sala
manca convention are first rate. J. E. Remsburg, J. H. 
Burnham, Dr. T. L. Brown, and Charles B. Reynolds hav al
ready a~reed to attend and address the convention." Mr. 
Green will lecture in Port Allegheny, Pa., Friday evening, 
Nov. 9th. 

WE regret to learn that the Sydney, New South Wales, 
Libera! is in danger of suspension through lack of support. 
At a special meeting held to consider the best means of con
tinuing its publication, it was explained that the paper was 
about $400 in debt. Mr. Charles Bright, who will be remem
bered in this country for the series of brilliant lectures de
livered here about two years ago, then offered to be person
ally responsible for one week's issue, and after consideration 
the financial and editorial control of the paper was turned 
over to him. The Liberal Association will make strong ef
forts to keep the journal going, and ought to be successful. 
Mr. Bright is a talented lecturer and writer, and should be 
supported by the Australian Freethinkers. The death of a 
Liberal paper is to be deeply deplored. There are not half 
enough in existence, and we regret to say those we hav are 
not any too well supported. 

The Ethical Society. 
______ _.._ ____ __ 

WE take little interest in the strife of the two great parties 
for spoils, but there was one man nominated in this state for 
attorney-general who ought to hav been elected, although he 
had no more chance than Beecher has of getting into an 
orthodox heaven when St. Peter holds the keys. That man is 
Louis F. Post, nominated on the workingmen's ticket. He is 
a stanch friend of the downtrodden, and a splendid Infidel. 
His speech at the Paine celebration last winter will be re
membered by our readers as one of the best among a host of 
good ones. With him as attorney-general there would be 
some show of getting justice. ______ _.._ ____ __ 

THE Christian Advocate now and then lets a little light. into 
dark places. In a recent issue the editor confesses that he 
places the most reliance upon stc.tistics not gathered in the 
"interest of- Christianity, as a whole, or of any one sect 
thereof." Is it possible that the Christians sometimes falsify 
statistics? It looks as though the Advocats thinks so; and, 
being on the ground floor, it ought to know. 

Mr. A. Schell, of Albany, being present, was in
vited to speak, and disclosed a New York republican 
who was favorable to the election of Butler. He was 
a man of brains who had shown himself capable in 
.whatever office he had filled, and especially so in his 
.capacity as a. military commander. He would not 

Felix Adler resumed his lectures at Chickering 
Hall last Sunday. Til health had compelled him to 
take an extra long vacation. His reappearance was 
hailed with great cordiality by the large audience. 
His topic was the religious needs of the people, and 
he devoted an hour to the consideration of the old 
religions in comparison with the new religion of mo
rality which he considers certain is to supersede su
pernatural manifestations of the religious feeling. 
The most remarkable feature of the old religions, 
just at present, he thought, was their tenacity of pur
pose, and this had recently been illustrated by two 
remarkable occurrences in this country. It would be 
well, said Professor Adler, if the Provincial Council 
of the Roman Catholic church, recently held in this 
city, would not soon be forgotten. The t.ime was 
when the Roman Catholic church built no cathedrals, 
when it sought the shelter of obscurity; now it is as 
a city on a D:iountain top. It invites the observation 
of all eyes; it points to the millions in its ranks and 
to the cohorts of its priesthood, thousands in num
ber. Thus as from a coign of vantage it throws down 
the gauntlet to the spirit of this age. It condemns 
the system of education which is the corner-stone of 
our modern civilization. It repudiates all that does 
not accord with its own doctrins. 

In Protestantism, though in a less degree, there is 
the same inflexibility, and the convention of the 

THE Rev. Dr. Hays, of Denver, is another sky-pilot who 
has made himself odious by defaming our dead. Prayer and 
slander are with him synonymous. The love of God makes 
him hate his fellow-man who sees in Christianity only hollow 
pretense and heartless strife of creeds. Mark such d_efamers 
well. There is something wrong with a man who will, un
provoked, vilifY one who never harmed him. 
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U[ommnnicafions. 

Giving Way. 
To THE EDITOR oF 'THE 'TRTTTH REEKER. Sir: The fol

lowing extrrtr•t. i~ frnm thP )pflilin!! !lrtit'le of thP hf't, 
number of thP R""iP.In nnt/ H,rnzrf (ONober 23.1), 
the org-ftn nf the Seventh-ilftv AilvPntiRts-the most 
Mrnest .. zealous, anil bigoted sect of consciPntious 
Bible ChristiRJJR in the world. It is from the pen d 
its editor. Uriah Smith, a ripe scholar,. a profound 
Bible stuilent, and a modest and true gent.leman. 

The fl.rticle is not alone worthy of a place in THE 
TRUTH SEEKFR on account of it.s t.rutb and the encour
&!:!'ement. it afforils to all lovers of universal ment.al 
libertv. b.nt. shoulil be vPry cftrefully preserved for 
URe as t.be bPqt 'flORRiblP refutftfion of t.he ftRSPrtions 
Gf our ort.hoilox frienilR t.bat "CbriRtiR.nitv is ailvftnc
ing in numbPrR R.nil influPnce, more than 'ever beforP, 
so much so that they see the dawn of the millen-
nium." · 

Trnlv. our dear Brother Smith bath witneRRPQ a 
goon <'~nfeRRion, MR.y he evolve from tbe nonstraineil 
apo]ogiRt of thfl RUperstitiouR VR.!!ftrif\s anil dreftms of 
an illit<>rftte olil IR.ilv to the fearless champion of 
DamP NR.huP R.nn scientific truth. 

Rochester, N. Y. CHAS. B. REYNOLDS. 

GIVING WAY. 
UnilPr the nftmf'R of "relig-ious ilevelopmPnt.," 

"moilPrn t.houg-ht." "ailvftnceil RCiPnne." etc., a nl1R.ng-e 
is taking plrwe in t.he religious worlil. the RignificRnCP 
anil strength of whinh are. perhR.ps, barilly R.ppRrent 
to the caRnal obs~>rver. One after another of thoRP 
who bav been, ~tnil are still. reg-ariled as responRible 
leaders R.nil guiileR in the relig-iouR world, are making 
concE'SRionR to t.he ilPmanils of so-nA.IlPd Rcience. which 
are ft virtnftl Rlll"reniler of t.he whole schPme of reve
lation ann reilemption. This. we are tolil. baR bPPn 
the cry at. Pverv new ast.ronominstl or geolo!!icR.l ilis
cover~. ann yet. theology hrtR ailjnsteil itself to thf\ 
nflw snient.ific theories and been none the worse for 
it in the end. 

Granting- Rll t.hiR. iloes jt follow that there never 
Cftn be ilPmftnnR mftnP in the nftme of Rcienne which. 
if IJ!TA.nteil. wonlil unilermine t.he very foundftt.ions of 
the OhriRt.iR.n svRtem? Or Rhall we makP conceRRionR 
in this ilirect.i~n t.ill we Cftn goo a.R fftr as Henrv WR.ril 
Beecher g-oes wl1Pn hA RftVR t.bftt there ftre no Tnflilels: 
thR.t what iR cRlleil T nfiilelitv is only another form of 
CbriRt.iAn belief? Only ft Rtep mo~e is required to 
meet the PXfrP.me clR.im of SpirituR.liRts. tbftt, there iR 
no ~in. R.nil t.hftt Rll evil is onlv "nnilevelopeil g-oon." 

We hRil R.lwavR supposPil t.hstt. ChriRt.iR.nity iliil pos
BeRS some funilftmPntR.l prinni11les; thftt, among- theRP 
were a h~>lief in the A.nthent.init.y R.nd creilibility of 
the <anript.urf'R of t.hfl Olil anil Ne~ TeRtnmentR, a rec
ognition of t.he fR.nt tbR.t. m>tn bv 11in has fR.llen ani! 
mnRt. ile11~>nl1 unon ft rPil<>Pmer for his fntnrfl w~>ll
being-, aT.lil thA.t. Christ. hfts provi•~en the rerp1iRit 
atonflment fnr stll whn will ftCCPpt of it. Bnt. ft clAim 
iR now nut. forth in the nfl.rnA of RniPnce whinh cnn
feRRedlv stnf.qqonizoq ftnil n~>Rt.rovs thPRA g-reftt, nrinci
pl~>s. Evnlutinn R.ffirmR thR.t mstn f'XiRtR not by RPP
ciftl crefttinn. but. by OfiVAlopmPnt. frnm lower anirnftl 
fnrmR. If thiR iR RO. t.hf' re<'oril in GenesiR iR 1mtru~>: 
therfl hftq bfl~>n no fRll; the BihlA iR a fRble, anil 
JeRuR OhriRt W>tR nn impost.or. ThiR isRue bears no 
com11ftrisnn whAt<>ver to ftny that hfts evPr bePn 
raiseil on tbe Ruhje<'t. of ARtronomy. or even of geolo
gy. ThPre Mn he no Riljn<~tmPnt here. It. muRt. be 
eit.hPr teet.ot,ftl deniltl or unconilit.ionftl surreniler; 
anil the pr~>Rent. ontlook RhowR the religinnR world 
leaninQ' rA.thPr to the surreniler t.bftn to the ilflnial. 

wrong direction if they are wrong. This is more 
fully RtR.t.ed in the following- pR.rn.grapb: 

"Theolog.v took it.s st.11nil on the speniftl creR.tion 
of ffifln. It wou)cl not an mit his cleSC'Pnt. through ev
olut.ion from lower anirnftl forms. But rPcentlv it 
haR Rbnwn l'i!l'nR of :riPliling 1111nn thi.~ point. The 
Dean of WeRtminRter Rfti<l at D11.rwin's funeral th11t 
the iloctrins of evolulion were not. hoRtil t.o C'hris
t.ianity. Henry Ward Beecher proclaims hirmu'llf aR a 
believer in evolution, and now the careful Dr. Mc
Cosh, by strict logic, cautiousl.v reaches virtually the 
same point. What these big men boldly declare, the 
smaller ones will soon begin to see." 

It is a sad fact that the masses allow the men who 
are esteemed great to do all their theological think
ing and formulate their creed for them. We expect 
the result will be as here stated, and that smaller 
men ftnd much of the mnk and file of the religious 
worl.l will follow t.be lead of tbE>se men. 

What is involved in still retaining these men in 
their ecclesiastical positions, is set forth in another 
paragraph from the same R.rticle: 

" The church will not fali, but it must be under
pinned with new foundations and supported with 
new buttresses. For see how much Henry Ward 
Beecher hRs discarded-bow much Heber Newton 
has abaniloned; and yet, they remRin as ministerR of 
the gospel and exponent.s of Christianity. The 
churches that. retain them thereby recognize that nei
ther the doctrin of the atonement nor the inspiration 
of scripture is essential." 

No one can say tbR.t this is not a just conclusion in 
regard to their belief in the atonement and inspira
tion; but what would the churches hav thought of 
such doctrins twenty or even ten years ago? Again 
we quote: 

"If man sprang from simpler animal forms, rising 
by successiv steps above his ancestry to his present 
bigh position. then there was no 'fall of man,' and 
this, Dr. McCosh would admit, must undermine the 
doctrin of the atonement. Henry Ward Beecher 
boldly takes this ground. He abandons the atone
ment as inconsistent with evolution." 

The rapidity with which this change is to be ef
fected, according to the expectation of its friends, 
may be gathered from this paragraph: 

"But the fact that some eminent divines bav 
openly accepted evolution and all its consequences, 
and still not only maintain their Christian faith, but 
preach it with renewed vigor, shows that others may 
do so, and that the change may come more swiftly 
than most people now suppose." 

We think our friends are warranted in expecting 
this religious revolution in the short time they indi
cate; for the barriers of faith seem to be everywhere 
giving way. That men who bav been set as defend
ers of the citadel of Christian truth should manifest 
such a readiness to receive doctrins so utterly sub
versiv of all that evangelicalism bas held so essential 
and so dear, seems almost unancountahle. It is pbe
uomenal. We think, however, that there is one 
ground of expbmltion; namely. tbR.t that being who 
is the great impersonation of darkness and error is 
working with demoniac energy, and taking men cap
tiv at will. No one can deliberately and blindly 
place himself on his grounil without fa.iling untler his 
power. As already remarked, it is but a step fur
ther to the b~tldest claims of Spiritualism; and we 
look for the result of this movement to be the en
gulfing of the major part of the religious world vir
tually by the spiritual philosophy, through which 
will be manifested great power. And then will come 
the fulfilment of Rev. xviii, 1-4. 

Thus, in whatever direction we look, whether to 
the physical, the political, or the religious world, we 
stand on the threshold of an epochal crisis. H. W. Beenher R.vowR himRelf A.n Evolutionist; ftnil 

among- hiR firRt ut.t.erftnnes t.bPreaft,pr be spPa b of the 
fRll of man RS rPcorilPil in GenPsis as a "fabulous The Advantages or Being a Spiritualist. 
disR.Rt.er." If thRt iR fRbnlous, t.be entire scriptnre To THE EnrroR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:. The 
recorileil is ft ffl.ble, for it all proMeils upon that by- advocates of the •' deat.h-ends-all" theory claim that 
pot.heRiR; anil t.he whole plR.n of reilempt.ion is ftn their faith fires its votaries with greater zeal for the 
idl~> ilream. for it. is R.li proviilPil to remPily that evil. earthly elevation and happiness of mankind than a 

WhPn m~>n in hig-h poRitinnR stRnil reR.ily to belief in a future life. 
acMpt t.heorieR the reRnlt. of which is acknowlPilg-Pil According to this doctrin, the MaterialiRts now 
to be Runh ftR R.hove stat.eil, it is time for the friends laboring to benefit their fellow-men, would 'relax 
of t.rut.b ftnil right.eonRness to be alarmPil. their efforts were they to become convinced of the 

Anil now R.not.h~>r name appeRrR. no leRS than tbR.t reality of a future state of existence and that. the 
of Dr. MnCnRh, of Princet.on. in thP liRt. of t.hoRe who fruition of their labors, instead of ending here, as 
inflnrse thP theory of evolution. The Elmira Sunday they now suppose, were to go on ad infinitum. 
TelPnrnm. of recent. ilrtt.e. Rrtys: But will this position bear examination? 

"Tbfl g-rn.iluR.l R.iljustmPnt which is taking plR.ne be- The Spirit~alist regards physical life as the primary 
tween ChristiR.nitv R.ncl t.he theeries of evnlution is department m the school of human progress, and 
one of the moRt i:r'!teresting feR.t.urPS of moilern rPlig- hear and now as the place and time for his work in 
ious development.. An R.ble 11amnhlet on this sub- unfolding the mental and moral faculties of himself 
ject recently publiRheil by Dr. MnCoRh, sbowR the and others, in such a way as to result not only in the 
present. aspent of mut.fttions. Dr. McOoRh is a Chris- greatest good and bR.ppiness of this life, but of that 
tian thinker of R.cknowleilgeil power. He does not. which is to come. It is self-evident that whatever 
like Henry Ward Beecher. leRp at a bound into the means are best calculated to fit us for the duties and 
bypotheRis of evolution. but goes int_o it slowly._ step enjoyments of mundane existence are also for the 
by step. proving eR.cb Rnvftnce to bts own sfthR!ac- endl!-'SS future. This life unfolds into and givs cbar
tion. HiR R.ttitude iR thR.t of one who woulil reJect acter to the next; "just as the twig is bent the tree's 
evolution if be conscientiouR]v could, but who finds inclined." 
it up to a certain point irresistible." The Spiritualist, therefore, looks upon the proper 

The very fact that these men are persons of ac- education of the race here as of vastly more impor
knowleil"'eil mentftl strength and power, is what will tance than the Materialist can, whose scope of thought 
giv then7 great influence to lead the masses in a ! is confined to this 4fe, 

Observation and reflection hav convinced me that, 
with all eiRe equal, one who bas seen life after death 
absolutely demonstrated hy indepPmlent slate writ
ing, materi>tlization, or otherwise-as millions bav
is more likely to take an interest in earthly reform 
than one inclined to Mttteria.liRm. 

How can the Materialist bow R.t nature's shrine? 
'VhPre can he see mercy, benevolence, or justice in 
bringing into existence myriads of human beings to 
suffer cruel hardships all through their earthly lives, 
with no future in which to unfold or profit by their 
horrid experiences? 

But this is a libel on nature. She works by the 
universal and eternal law of evolution, or progressiv 
development. The univerRe as a whole, and in every 
infinitesimal part, is developed from the lowest plane, 
and gradually raised to higher conditions. Man bas 
thus come up from utter ignorance and selfishness, 
and is destined to march onward and upward for· 
ever. 

Our Materialistic friends claim to be evolutionists. 
But mankind. the crowning work and glory of the 
universe, they turn out in the cold, leaving e' ery in
dividual to die like a dog! 

Belief in, and a yearning for, immortality hav 
characterized the mce in all ages and climes; but if 
there is no future life, nature stultifies herself. "Hope 
springs eternal in the human breast," only to be 
dashed to earth. . 

Our friends, to break the force of this contradic
tion, and place themselvs in harmony with eternal 
death, declare themselvs but too happy in looking 
forward to the moment of their own absolute and 
eternal annihilation. 

Brother Winter affects to contemplate his disinte
gration, dissolution, and final exit :from sentient and 
conscious existence with all the imperturbable gravity 
and frigid majesty of an ice-bound mountain. 

And he will bequeath to a dying world in the fre
quent wintry blasts, which hav surged and whistled 
through THE TRUTH SEEKER, the bed-rock logic of the 
faith that is in him. Here it is in a nut-shell: 

"I know there is no future life-because-why-why-be
cause-1 know there isn't." 

Sister Elmina seems to think that we ought to be 
willing to fall a "prey to dumb forgetfulness," out of 
gratitude for the many blessings we bav enjoyed here 
on earth. This shows an amiable trait of self-abne
gation which is conspicuous m all her writings and 
all her actions. 

But the beauties of earth--its gorgeous birds, 
brilliant flowers, and luscious fruits-the magnifi
cence of the sidereal heavens-the golden glories of 
the king of day-the silvery sheen of the queen of 
night-and the inexpressible felicities of fraternal 
and social mundane life, instead of reconciling me 
to be snuffed out, only make me the more tenacious 
of life. 

I look upon this life as but a faint gleam of what 
is in store for all. All mankind are to go on unfold
ing in wisdom, goodness, and happiness under the 
universal law of evolution forC:Jver. Sela.hl 

There are grounds for believing that a large part 
of those who fancy themselvs Materialists are not 
really so. Expressions indicating this are often 
beard. Davis met one who expressed himself as 
confident that death ends all, but said he wished it 
were otherwise. "w·hy so?" asked Mr. Davis. "Be
cause I may regret it afterward," was the reply. 

Tl!ere it was; the ingrained but smothered senti
ment would "out." 

I once read an article on Thomas Paine by Wm. 
McDonnell, the distinguished Materialistic author. 
He closed substantially, if not literally, thus: "Thomas 
Paine is now taking his last Rolemn sleep." Here 
again t.be idea that Thomas Paine is immortal as
serted itself unbidden, as it would seem, as the au
thor's intellect says there is no Thomas Paine, for the 
reason that all the particles of which he was com
posed are separated and scattered to the four winds, 
and probably bav entered into new organizations 
many times over. 

Many Materialists, unlike the one interviewed by 
Davis, appear to fear that there is a future life. This 
I infer from their almost constant assertions that 
there i.~ none-that thP?'e is no prnif if it, etc .. when they 
must know that thousands ftS intelligent as tbemselvs, 
after an exbaustiv investigation of the question, de
clare that there is. 

Their constant reiterations appear to be after the 
manner of the boy, who, on going through a dismal 
forest, whistled to keep his courage up. It would 
appear more modest, ingenuous, and reasonable, were 
they simply to say that they bav seen no proof of a 
future state of existence. As it is, one is reminded 
of the kings of Siam, who declared it impossible for 
a river to be bridged over with ice. 

The importance of founding and sustaining THE 
TRUTH SEEKER for the free discussion of all live ques
tions Cftn scarcely be fully appreciated. 

Should a little intolerance occasionally appear, its 
friends should be neither surprised nor discouraged. 
A little ridicule or sarcasm may, perhaps, neutralize 
it. Some may, perhaps, scent a little in the forego
ing. But I disclaim it. Believing all human emo
tion, thought, and action Lo be the definit and inev• 
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itable results of comp1icated chains of cause and ef
fect coming from the eternal past, and destined to 
result in the greatest amount of human good and 
happiness, I can but look with toleration on all. 
And this view is not incompatible with the most ag
gressiv thought and expression. 

Memphis, Mo. STEPHEN YouNG. 

Not a Humbug After All. 
Last winter THE TRUTH ~EEKER published a glow

ing account from a Mr. Pntchard of a rich find of 
gold in the Coolir d'Alene range in Idaho. The let
ter was sent to us by Mr. Thomas Burk. The pub
licity given caused a rush to the new gold field, but 
the prospectors failed to find the ore expected, and 
immediately began to denounce Mr. Pritchard, some 
even wanting to hang him. Better counsel pre
vailed, however, and most of the crowd went home. 
By the subjoined letter from a man now on the 
ground, published in the Bozeman Avant Courier, and 
the editor's comments, it is seen that Mr. Pritchard 
1s an honest man o.nd has been most shamefully de
nounced and abused. Mr. Burk, who sends us the 
paper, adds that Mr. Craig's account, as given below, 
is substantiated by others. We publish the whole 
letter that Mr. Pritchard may be vindicated. Says 
the Avant Courier: 

The following letter from George Craig, a prominent ranch
man of the_ Valley, to his friend, Thomas Burk, of Salesville, 
was receiVed by that gentleman about a week since, and 
through his kindness we are permitted to publish it entire. 
No one acquainted with Mr. Craig will question his veracity 
for one moment, and the letter can therefore be accepted by 
strangers as a reliable account of the new Eldorado: 

Mr. Craig's letter is dated "Pritchard Creek, Sho
shone Co., Idaho, Sept. 9th," and reads: 

FRIEND BURK: You will be surprised to get a few lines from 
me, as I am not much of a hand at writing letters. However, 
I will giv you a brief acC!ount of the rough time I hav had 
this summer. The day I last saw you I made as far as Three 
Forks, and I got to Helena on the third day. I staid there 
one day with my brother, and then went on toward the land 
of gold. It was a very pleasant trip over the range. There 
was some snow on the top, but that did not bother us much. 
We went down the Little Blackfoot, thence on down to Mis
soula, one' hundred and forty miles from Helena. Missoula 
is a very pleasant, thriving place, near the foot of the Big 
Root valley, on the north shore of the Missoula river. We 
staid a day there, then went on to Superior, a post-office at 
the mouth of Cedar creek, sixty :miles below Missoula, but on 
the Missoula river. It was there I met the front ranks of 
the returning stampeders. They told me it was a fraud, that 
there was no gold in such a place, that Pritchard was a rascal 
of the worst stamp, and I had better turn back. 

In a day or two Henry Howell and some of the bovs came 
along and showed me some gold they had panned out on this 
creek.-- I made up my mind that there was more of the same 
metal where that was found, and after a day or so I deter
mined to go to the place and satisfy myself. 

It would be too long a story to tell all the hardships I en
dured before I reached here. The water was very high in 
the streams we had to cross on this side of the Cceur d'Alene 
range, and on the other side it was worse. 

I got to this camp in June, and found twenty-five or thirty 
men; some doing nothing, some prospecting, and others 
cursing Pritchard as a scoundrel of the deepest dye. But 
there were none of them that could really be called miners. 
Pritchard and another man had left camp a day or two be
fore to prospect on the north Cceur d'Alene.· The California 
crowd was st.ill here in camp, telling all sorts of things about 
the discovery of the creek and mines. The water was still 
very high, and it was impossible to sink prospect holes to 
any depth. I need not tell you how far we are from the Mul
lan road. That road is one of the most marvelous pieces of 
road-building on the globe. It runs up the center of one 
stream and down the center of another. We crossed one 
stream one hundred and sixty times before we arrived at 
Pritchard's house. 

When I got here I was tired and worn out, but after rest
ing a few days I commenced to investigate things-for myself. 
This creek is thirty miles long ·and from a few yards to forty 
or :fifty yards wide. We went up the creek seven or eight 
miles before commencing to prospect. Here we tried to sink 
holes in the side gulches, but could not get to bed-rock for 
the water. 

I dug and panned, and traveled and searched, until I had 
worn out both body and clothes. I found gold in nearly all 
of the streams that entered into the main stream, but could 
not tell whether any of the streams would be permanent or 
not, so the ground could be worked. Some of the Califor
nians had made sluice boxes, but, owing to ignorance, could 
not make them pay. They set up iri. two or three of the side 
gulches, but did not know how to use the water to advantage. 
It was fortunate for me that they did not know much. 

After prospecting for seven or eight days I went down to 
Pritchard's. He had not returned. Some of the boys wanted 
to go up the North Cceur d'Alene to prospect, and we started 
the next day after I came down. I think it was the fourth or 
:fifth of July. We traveled up-stream, or rather cutour way 
with axes. There were four of us in the party. This is the 
greatest timber country I hav ever been in. You cannot go 
any place here with horses without cutting a trail for them. 
Three of us could cut ten or twelve miles a day, and I never 
worked harder in my life: There are some of the largest 
cedar trees on North Cceur d'Alene I ever saw. I measured 
one, and found it seventeen feet in diameter. It would make 
rails, stakes, and riders enough to fence any farm in Gallatm 
Valley. 

After some rest I went up stream some four or five miles to 
a place I had picked out when I· first c;<me here. The water 
was down and the bed-rock bare. The locntion was near the 
mont? of a small stream, where the Californians hatl been 
W?rklng, bnt could not make it pay. The fellows that were 
With me thought I was out of my head to pro~pect on a flat 
rock, hut I p_ried out the bed-rock, :filled my pun, and when I 
had panned It out I had more than a dollar. R.tilsback was 
along, and panned t.he next, but did not get so much. There 
were fo~r of us, and we must hav panned ont six or seven 
dol.lars m two or three hours. It was one of Mr. Pritchard's 
c~aims, and I saw him that night and arranged to be one of 
his partners .. I then (July 14th) went up and commenced 
work. We did not make much till we struck bed-rock. Then 
we made seTen or eight dollars a day, and it got better as we 
worked up. The last clean up we averaged nearly twenty 
dollars a day to the man. Mr. Pritchard's hands made the 
same or more. The largest nugget I hll.v found is worth seven 
dollars. The gold is of very fine quality. We hav picked up 
off bed-rock as high as twenty dollar,;' worth of nuggets some 
d_ays, and I do not think we are on what will prove to be the 
nchest streak. 

lect tue candidate who is elected really govern, but 
not the people. If it be said that the people might 
do ~ore toward selecting candidates, we can reply, 
that IS not the question-what people may do; but 
what they really do, is the question. 

For some cause public opinion of late years has 
less influence over government, and power has nar
rowed down to fewer bands. When Cameron ordered 
the legislature of Pennsylvania to elect his son as 
United States senator to succeed himself, and was 
promptly obeyed, that was a spectacle never seen in 
a true republic. That son made laws for the whole 
Union, for he was a United States law-maker. 

. George Ives is working on a bar two clnims below me. He 
Is domg very well. There are only two or three companies 
that ~re ~akmg out money yet, as most of them were late in 
Htartmg m. Mr. Pritchard did not tell near the richness of 
this country. I think this the greatest mining region in the 
United St,ttes. 

_If it be said that on occasions of great excitement, 
when the people are roused, their will is obeyed, we 
reply such occasions are not government. They may 
call a halt, effect a few brief reforms. It is the steady 
pace that tells, and it is that which bas changed this 
from a government by popular will to one by ap
pointed agents of great corporations and a few 
we,tltby citizens. 

. The c~aims here are twenty acres each, and there is a rush 
m here JUSt now, and some jumping of claims is in fashion. 
I ~taked one for you, but some of the boys jumped it. I 
thmk you can hold it by legal means. It was recorded. I 
did my best to keep it. I know in law it is yours. I wish 
you were here, but I would not advise any one to come from 
Montana this fall, as the rainy season will soon set in. 

As to Mr. Pritchard, I bav found him truthful, honest, gen
erous! and a gentleman in every sense of the word. If you 
were I~ this region, and could realize all the hardships he has 
borne.m proRpecting this almost inaccessible wilderness, you 
would say he ought to be hanged for going through it 
all. !for three years he packed his grub, tools, and blankets 
on his back· over places where he had to carry his load in 
three or four parts to get it up the mountains. I want you 
to publish the facts I hav stated in this letter in the Avanl 
Courier, over my name, also in TIIE TRUTH SEEKER, as in jus
tice to Mr. Pritchard you should. 

It is said that the founders of our government in
tended the elections to be confined to the states in 
all their workings and influences, that state parties 
would be formed having little or no affiliation with 
parties of other states, and that when they saw great 
national parties taking hold of affairs they were sur
prised and alarmed. They knew that the people are 
ever strongest in local elections, and that two great 
national parties striving for the prize of national gov
ernment must end in civil war, centralization of 
power, and despotism. 

I hav told you just what I kaow, and no more. Certainly 
this is an unprospected mining-camp as yet. But I hav got 
mto trouble for showing that at least one spot in it is valu
able. Men are rnshing in now from Washington Territory 
and Montana. They find the twenty-acre claims take up 
some room, and a few men can hold a big gulch. Tell folks 
to stay away this fall. 

In some other letter, if this one does not worry you, I will 
giv a more detailed account of the Cceur d'Alene Mountains. 
The fault I hav to find with this gulch is that it hasn't much 
fall to the rod: It is very wide, and covered with the largest 
timber this side of the coast. I am tired of seeing it. We 
know very little about this country yet, but indications are 
that it is not deep to bed-rock. We hav had no rain for three 
months. We hav bacon and beans most of the time to eat 
Pul.lish just what you think of this letter will interest th<" 
people. Yours truly, GEoRGE CRAIG. 

The foregoing is further corroborated by the fol
lowing letter: 

· BUTTE, MoNTANA, Oct. 16, 1883. 
FRIEND MAcDoNALD: Everybody is excited about Pritchard's 

new gold :find in the Cceur d'Alene Mountains. There is no 
doubt about there being good placer diggings in that section. 
So he [Pritchard] isn't such a crank after all. 

Kind regards to all, FRED CooKE. 

Do the People Govern~ 
It is often said that in our country the people 

govern. 
So many false statements are taken for granted as 

true simply because no one ever stops to inquire or 
doubt. Let us see if this be true. I contend that it 
is not true in any sense. If the people govern, it 
must be through one or all of the three great, sole 
branches of government--the executiv, the legislativ, 
or the judiciary. 

Now, the judiciary is chosen by the president, and 
must needs be composed of lawyers. The lawyers 
own that branch, and as the lowest pettifogger who 
is entitled to practice may become a judge, we are 
much interested to hav the bar pure-no people are 
more so. 

As to the executiv, all the hundred thousand sub
officials and heads of departments, cabinet ministers, 
etc., are appointees of the president. The people do 
nothing as to them. 

How is the president elected ? In the first place, a 
few party managers select two or three persons as 
candidates. We, the people, vote for one of them, 
and by a majority of votes are supposed to elect one 
out of the two or three selected for us to vote for. If Y 
is doing business, and A and B select two or three per
sons from whom Y is to select his business manager, 
it would really seem that A or B, and not Y, is man
aging and controling. 

The people do themselvs choose their own local 
officers-their township clerks and trustees, and vil
lage mayors and justices. They hav considerable in
fluence in selecting their county officers. When it 
comes to their own state officers, party managers pull 
the wires. United States officers are so far from the 
people they hav nothing to do with the selection of 
candidates. The larger the object of rule, the less the 
people hav to do with it. For this cause our found
ers desired to hav all ruling done through county 
and state influence, or through the people as citizens 
of smaller districts, where the popular voice was most 
potent. HoLT. 

Freetllought Meetings. 
To THE Em Ton oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: As was 

announced in THE TRUTH SEEKER last week, I spoke 
in the Opera House at St. Petersburgh, Pa., on Fri
day evening last, and on the following evening in the 
Opera House at Edenburgh. At St. Petersburgh 
there was an attendance of about one hundred and 
fifty, and at Edenburgh, of about two hundred. 

Both audiences listened attentivly to what I had to 
say, for an hour and a half, and I hope I was able to 
start the scales of orthodoxy from some of their eyes. 
I know that, at least, what I said had sufficient effect 
to set the community talking about what I offered 
them. These were the first Freethought speeches 
that were ever delivered in these towns and, with the 
exception of two addres~e3 delivered by J. H. Burn
ham in Foxburgh, last winter, the only ones ever de
livered in that vicinity. 

I was pleased to learn that there are a number of 
intelligent, out-spoken, working Freethinkers in that 
neighborhood, who hav money, and are willing to 
use some of it to advance the Liberal cause. 

G. C. Fink, of Fox burgh, is one of the most earnest 
and energetic friends of the Freetbought cause in 
the state of Pennsylvania, and I am glad to know 
that he is a young man, not over thirty years of age, 
who, nature permitting, will be able to remain an ac
tiv member of the Liberal party for many years to 
come. And he bas an intelligent, pleasant wife who 
is in full sympathy with him, and they hav now a 
noble bright son, little Ray Howe Fink, that they do 
not propose to bring up in "the fear of the Lord," 
or any other hobgoblin. 

Mr. Fink and Mrs. Fink are both great admirers of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and are doing all in their power 
to giv it a large circulation in that town. 

We went up the stream, sometimes on one side, then on 
the other. It is one of the :finest mountain streams I ever 
saw. On the third day we came onto Mr. Pritchard's camp, 
but I did not see him until the next day. If you· had seen 
him here in the wilderness on this July day, you would hav 
felt for him. He had hurt his leg the day before, his raiment 
was rent in many places, and his health was considerably 
shattered_ from the trials of the weeks before, when they 
were. going to hang him for showing them the spot, now 
pronng to be ~ne of the richest placer mining regions in the 
Rooky Mountams. · 

However, this is a small matter. The real govern
ment is in Congress, subject to no control but a paper' 
document-the Constitution, which was established 
as a bar to tyranny by statute law. Congress makes 
the laws. It is composed of Senate and House.· As 
to the Senate, it is filled by the appointees of the 
state legislatures. Of' late almost every senator has 
been chosen by the influence of his wealth or that of 
corporations. The people are not heard in this se
lection, save rarely by indirection. 
· As to the house, what· reader of this ever had a 

voice in choosing a candidate for Congress ? Party 
management long since took that business in band. 
Two or three candidates are selected to make the 
race. We go like dumb cattle to the polls and vote 
for one, and by the majority vote one of the two or 
three is elected. 

C. H. Vensel, of St. Petersburgh, is another brave 
soldier in the army of progress. He is constantly at 
work scattering Liberal literature in his vicinity. It 
was through his instrumentality that these two meet
ings were gotten up, and the expenses of them, 
which amounted to over sixty dollars, were raised 
and paid. And now Mr. Vensel is arranging to get 
Mr. Remsburg to hold :five evening meetings in the 
vicinity the first days of Januaty. At St. Peters
burgh I was permitted to take by the hand the fol
lowing named Freethinkers, all of whom are most 
worthy citizens of that town and vicinity: Charles 
Blakesley, Dr. Glover, Messrs. Densmore and Brothers, 
Samuel Lobaugh, Calvin Blackman, Daniel Whitting, 
Dr. Everets, and Samuel Bostoph, and many others 
whose names I do not now remember. 

At St. Petersburgb they propose soon to organize 
a Liberal League. They hav good material here for 
one. Truly yours, H. L. GREEN. 

THE deacons of the New Hampshire legislature 
hav amended the woodchuck law so that no bounty -
will be paid for a woodchuck killed on Sunday. This 
will giv the boys Sunday to go fishing. 

We persuaded him to go up the river with us. He had 
found gold on some of the side streams and I found color on 
the river. The country is so heavily timbered as to make it 
almo~t impossible to get into, except on foot, and we re
turned to Frito.bard creek. Is this government by the people ? Those who se· 
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Wanted, a New but a :Better Luther. 
Four hundred years ago to-day Martin Luther was 

born. His life and labors bav made an impress upon 
the world never to be eradicated. He is one of the 
historic characters rightly termed "epoch makers." 
He was like thousands of others of the prominent 
men of his time-superstitious, coarse, sensual. But 
he bad the courage to combat the arrogance of Ca
tholicism, and in doing this he rendered to the 
world a service gre:lter then he knew or intended. 
His reasons for defying the pope were personal. He 
opposed autboritativ dogmatic Catholicism because 
he could not be the authority. The early reformers, 
of whom Martin Luther was the most prominent, did 
not condemn the "mother church" as a church, nor 
the doctrins which she taught. .A.t first they intro
duced no new doctrins, and denounced none of the 
old dogmas. It was but a question of who should 
exercise the authority of the church. There was no 
grand fundamental principle at stake, as there is at 
the present day, between the church and the Ration
alists. Luther did not intend to be the founder of a 
new church. Protestantism is an accident, a catas
trophe brought about by a rebellious subject. Lu
ther and his followers blundered into such liberty as 
Protestants bav. They chose to go a mile, and were 
compelled to go a league. 

saw no inconsistency in the act. Private judgment 
was for the Lutherans, not the Freethinkers. One 
who cannot see the absurdity of this is not entitled 
to much reverence for reasoning acumen, however 
much he may be honored for swinging the religious 
battle-axe. "Freetbought," says Dr. Manning, "was 
the very mother and nurse of the Reformation." Yet 
Luther, Calvin, and others who reformed the Refor
mation, abused their nurse, and, after the manner of 
their lord and savior, denied their mother, and every 
Protestant eect to-day is re-affirming and swearing 
to that denial. The Infidels are the true Lutherans. 
They carry to its conclusion the logistic syllogism of 
which Luther formulated the minor and major prem
ises. Yet they are ashamed of their teacher who bad 
not the wisdom to see or the courage to declare the 
results of his own reasoning. .A.s Talmage, with an 
almost miraculous ascent into common sense, de
clared the other day, the world needs new Lutbers. 
More Calvina would be superfluous, but "the world 
needs new iconoclasts to break ecclesiastical preten
sions" of Protestants as well as of Catholics. "There 
are those who suppose that the Catholic church bas 
bad monopoly of persecution. It is a great mistake. 
Cotton Mather, a Protestant minister of Boston, ad
vocated the burning of people who were supposed to 
be bewitched. Who burnt the Quakers? Protest
ants. Servetus wrote books offensiv to Protestants 
and was burnt to death, and J obn Calvin sanctioned 
the awful tragedy. We want a new Martin Luther 
at least every fifty years to extirpate the spirit of ~e
ligious tyranny." 

But the world needs improved and enlarged Lu
tbers-as much improved and enlarged as our times 
are an improvement on Luther's age. He was not a 
true reformer, but a theologian who substituted one 
dogma for another. What the world needs now are 
iconoclasts of the stamp of Ingersoll, Bradlaugh, and 
Bennett, mell who reach down to the people, derive 
their inspiration from them, and draw them up and 
alcng. The churches to-day are shells inclosing all 
grades and shades of men and Christians, incipient 
Lutbers and would-be popes, men of blind, unreason
ing faith, and men faithful to reason, but because of 
their surroundings powerless for good. This shell 
needs cracking. These men need light and air, room 
to grow. We want another Luther but a better one. 
We want one to change Luther's cry, " I care not a 
rush if a thousand .A.ustins or a thousand Cyprians 
stood against me," to, "I care not if a thousand 
Lutbers or a thousand churches stand against me, I 
will be true to reason and my convictions, lead they 
whithersoever they may." The new reformer should 
no more rely on Luther and his authority than he re
lied on the ancient fathers and their authority. For 
were not they, too, all blind, Luther with the rest? 
If Luther asserts " that there is power in the " Bible 
"to make. laws, what is Luther? Who shall oblige 
us to believe him? If, then, so great an error, and 
such a sacrilege, prevails against " humanity "for so 
long a time, with the consent, or submission, or ap
probation of mankind, let them consider if there be 
not good reason why " humanity "would bav no 
creature to be credited." The new iconoclast can 
also say with Luther, "Neither do I concern myself 
what Ambrose, Austin, the councils, or practice of 
ages say. Nor do I want King Harry [or King 
James] to be my master in this point. I know their 
opinions so well that I bav declared against them." 
The new reformer will find in Luther's writings hun
dreds of declarations that will fit our time. The won
der is that he who saw so clearly certain abuses 
could not see their fundamental remedy, but should 
hug the central delusion even closer than those from 
whom he turned in disgust. Again we say, the new 
reformer must be a better man than Luther, or his 
centennial will not be worth celebrating. 

Therefore there has been some time spent in vain 
upon a discussion which took a very wide range under 
the pretensions set up by the fifth plea, and on which 
I am not now permitted to enter; and my duty is to 
dismiss the action under the defendant's first excep
tion. This may be somewhat disappointing; but it 
cannot, of course, be a surprise. I am aware that the 
learned counsel for the defendant accompanied his 
statement that be insisted on his exception by ex
pressing a hope that I might reach the merits. This 
either meant that be might see his way to withdraw 
his pretensions under the exception, or it did not. 
The exception has not been withdrawn; but it re
mains, and, of course, must be decided. • 
Action dismissed with costs." 

The point of law is a purely technical one, consist
ing of an old provision that the bringers of suits 
against the customs officers for seizures of goods 
must "giv notice in writing to the seizing officer, or 
other chief officer of the customs at the nearest port, 
that he intends to claim the same; and the burden of 
proof that such notice was duly given in any case 
shall always lie :upon such owner." This judgment is 
of much importance to the merchants of Canada, 
very few of whom ever heard of the arbitrary pro
vision. It was entirely unexpected in this case, for in 
February last the minister of customs at Ottawa ex
pressed to a deputation of Freethinkers his gratifica
tion that an opportunity would be had, in this case, 
of deciding the question on its merits, and assured 
them that the government would facilitate in every 
possible way any action that might be taken for this 
purpose. This promis was repeated in a letter from 
this minister of customs to a prominent Freethinker 
of Montreal. By this breach of faith the government 
has shown a desire very far from that expressed by 
the minister. The action of the defendant's attorney 
prevented the judge from reaching the merits of the 
case at all. But it is perhaps well to dig up the fact 
that a Canadian customs collector has power to seize, 
at his own risk, any and every thing offered for im
portation, and goods can only be reclaimed by giving 
notice within a month of the date of the seizure, that 
suit is contemplated. This should lead to a new reg
ulation, for it is too great a power in which to clothe 
any petty officer. In such cases as this of Mr. Law
rence, the seizure would depend upon the private 
leaning and opinions of the collector. There is about 
to be sold at auction the library of an ex-collector of 
Montreal, and in the catalog appear "55 vols. 
'<Euvres de Voltaire,' " and "35 vols. Volta4re's 
Works, English," besides a Renan's "Life of Christ." 
In Mr. Lawrence's parcel were some of Voltaire's 
books. Mr. Ryan seized them as immoral and ob
scene. Does any one suppose the ex-collector would 
hav done the same? The heretics of Canada are at 
present at the mercy of their customs officers. , 

This will not long be the case, however, if the 
Freethinkers of Montreal can prevent it. Their 
blood is up, and Mr. Ryan is invited to seize some 
more books now on the way to his port of entry. He 
can rest assured that all formalities will be complied 
with, and there will be no escape for him on a techni
cality. The minister of customs also will be afforded 
the opportunity be pretended to wish for to decide 
the question whether Canada is a free country or 
under the censorship of a miserably bigoted lot of 
collectors. 

The churches to-day and to-morrow-indeed, 
throughout the year-will laud Luther to the skies, 
but it is well for impartial thinkers, and especially 
Liberals, to keep these facts in view. Luther de
serves a vote of thanks for his efforts, deserves to be 
remembered well of posterity, deserves great honor 
in all countries, and by all free men and women. 
But so would anything that bad broken the power of 
Catholicism. Mohammedanism did more than Lu
ther for the world, but the churches do not and will 
not celebrate its centenary. Therein they show their 
hypocrisy, their one-sidedness. The ministers cele
brate Luther because he made the opportunity for 
them. Liberals are thankful to Luther, and to Mo
hammedanism; to him for the work he did in break
ing mental fetters, to Mohammedanism for protecting 
discovery and science. But the labors of both were 
incomplete. Luther's followers forged as many fet
ters as he broke; Mohammedanism destroyed as well 
as protected. Religion is incompatible with prog
ress, and religious reformers are sure to grow con
servativ when their personal ends are accomplished. 
The fault is in the central dogmas of a creator and a 
redeemer. Whoever believes in these is bound to 
reason in a circle and do foolish things. Even men 
like Matthew Arnold, who bav been thrown out of 
orthodoxy, talk of the "natural truths of Christianity," 
as though a religion false in all its details could be 
true as a whole. A bundle of lies, when tied together, 
become, in the sight of him and pale phantoms like 
him, a grand truth. Luther was one of these half
way men: He rejected the authority of the pope, but 
accepted the dictatorship of a book. He refused re. The Canadian ·Censorship Case. 

Another important point was not reached by this 
case, that is, the admissibility of unbelievers' evi
dence. On the trial no attempt was made by either 
side to bring this up, although one of the govern
ment lawyers poked a few questions at one of the 
witnesses with the intention of barring him out. But· 
this subject bas bee~ brought up by the rejection of 
a witness in a civil case who had a somewhat hazy 
belief in a supreme being, but none at all in the reg
ulation bell. Article 259 of the Canadian Code of 
Civil Procedure reads: "Before a witness is admitted 
to be sworn he may be examined by either of the 
parties as to his religious belief, and he cannot make 
the oath or affirmation, nor giv evidence, if he does 
not believe in God and in a state of rewards and 
punishments after death;" and this was taken advan
tage of to debar the Deistical witness from testifying. 
The muddle into which this article throws Canadian 
jurisprudence is plainly stated by a prominent mem
ber of the Montreal bar. "In Canada," said the gen
tleman appealed to, "there is absolutely no provis
ion for a man to giv his oath, who does not believe in 
the deity, cr in a future state of rewards and punish
ments. .A.s long as a person has a p~culax: form of 

straint for himself, but imposed it on his mental sub- Justice Johnston bas rendered his decision in the 
jects. He was unpbilosopbical and illogical, seeing case of Mr. Lawrence versus the collector of cus
only the length of his own nose. toms for Montreal. By the resuscitation of an old 

Luther removed no superstitions. He was, in fact, law by the defendant's counsel,, and an insistance on 
as superstitious as the most ignorant Catholic. He its being brought to bear upon the case, the court 
believed in witches, in demons, and from the bead of could not decide upon the merits of the suit. In his 
the latter be once bad a personal visit, if his words decision the judge says, rather regretfully, it seems to 
are at all to be relied on. Of free thought and tal- us: "The provision of law which the defendant in
eration he bad no more conception than the rulers of vokes is a very old one in the Customs laws, and I 
the church he left because be could not be its pope. bav always seen it acted upon, and I particularly 

o He objected to the church's interpreting the Bible asked the defendant's counsel at this hearing whether 
for himself, but he translated and interpreted it for be insisted upon it, and his explicit answer was that 
others, foroing his interpretation U.pOJl t}j_~ml an<!- hit;~ i~tructiOD§ diP, ~0~ aJloW him to do otherwise, 
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religious belief, no matter what that form of religious 
belief may be, there are provisions for his being al
lowed to take the oath according to the forms of his 
belief. But if he has no religious belief his evidence 
is not admissible. This is a very awkward question, 
as this is an age of Agnosticism and widespread 
doubt in regard to the accepted dogmas and the or
thodoxy of the past age. The law recognizes that 
the form of oath shall be such as is binding on the 
witness's conscience, but it seems to pre-suppose that 
the unbeliever has no conscience that can be bound. 
The Quaker affirms by holding up his hand, the Jew 
by kissing the Pentateuch, and the Chinaman by 
breaking a saucer or cutting off the head of a chicken. 
But a man who livs by the light o1 his own reason is, 
as the law stands, debarred from being a witness in 
a court of law. Even in this city there are quite a 
number of Freethinkers, holding· high social and 
commercial positions, who are esteemed in the com
munity, but who do not believe in a future state of 
rewards and punishments. Their testimony would 
be wholly inadmissible, although the community in 
the various transactions of life regard their word to 
be as good as their bond. The question, in the light 
of a scientific age such as the present, when old faiths 
are being modified or changed, not only in non-essen
tials, but even in essentials, is a very grave one, and 
requires very thoughtful, liberal, and mature consid
eration." 

jects. Meanwhile circulate the" Crimes of Preachers," 
and let the world see the character of the Christian 
priesthood. The price is the same as for the other 
editions-25 cents singly, or five for one dollar. 

ON the 1st inst. Mr. Heywood's case came up before Judge 
Aldrich of the Massachusetts Superior Criminal Court at 
Worcester. The defendant moved for a continuance on the 
ground that circumstances had arisen since his previous mo
tion which he could explain. The court asked him if the mo
tion was in writing and supported by an affidavit. Mr. Hey
wood informed the court that he had not his motion in writ-

"divine rascals," as Mr. Billings designates the fallen 
scamps, hav been shown up. He estimates, however, 
that only one clerical crime out of sixteen committed is 
brought to public notice, as the churches do all in their 
power to screen the evil-doers, to prevent the scan
dal on the holy institution. The Catholic church, es
pecially, is a close corporation whose emissaries must 
commit a flagrant crime indeed to be brought be
fore either a legal or ecclesiastical court. The 870 
also are from the Northern states, which territory 
employs only about 35,000 preachers. As there are 
over 71,000 ministers in the country the number of 
clerical criminals is doubled. · If, out of 35,000, 870 
hav been guilty of misdemeanors, a little over 71,000 
would hav 1,765 criminals among them. If only one 
in sixteen is, discovered-and Mr. Billings's reasoning 
from data at hand shows this is not an unfair propor
tion-then the total number of ministers who hav 
and ought to hav been brought before a legal tribu
nal in the country would reach the appalling number 
of 28,240 during the past seven years, which is over 
a third and nearly a half of the whole number. This 
proportion is large, being made so by the bad minis
ters duplicating their crimes and so forcing the 
honest ones to sin vicariously. Viewed in any light 
that can be thrown behind the altar and pulpit, the 
priests and pastors average up a bad lot. Can it be 
possible, asks Mr. Billings, that teaching and pretend
ing a belief in the "immaculate conception," that 
three times one is one, that a person is his own 
father, that a ghost proceeded from the father and 
son both, and was at the same time both that father 
and son, make men villians per se? Do teaching and 
pretending belief in an impossibility make men 
wicked? Do teaching and pretending to believe that 
to be true which is manifestly false, that to be his
torical fact which is not even a respectable mytho
logical fable, make men into coarse and degraded 
criminals? It would seem so. 

ing, and was not aware that it was necessary to make the 
motion in writing; he was not required to do it before Judge 
Nelson in the United States Court. The court informed Mr. 
Heywood that this court had nothing to do with Judge Nelson; 
that it had its own rules, and anyone practicing before the 
court must be governed by the rules of the court. The dis
trict-attorney then suspended the case until Friday morning, 
when Mr. Heywood submitted his reasons for asking for a 
continuance, which were the unavoidable absence of impor
tant witnesses who could not remain from day to day because 
of the delay of the district-attorney to call the case Oct. 31st, 
as he agreed to, and by thus breaking his contract he is un
able to hav a fair trial, also by the feeble condition of his 
wife and young child, so that his wife, an important witness, 
cannot be present. The motion was opposed by the district
attorney, who asked for an immediate trial. All he asked 
was to hav the distributing of such tracts and papers stopped; 
if Mr. Heywood will agree to stop, and stop at once, then that 
is the end of it. It is not to punish Mr. Heywood, but to 
break up the acts complained of, that this prosecution is insti
tuted. The court informed the defendant that his ch~t.racter or 
that of his family was not on trial. The only question to be 
considered is, did he circulate the paper complained of, and if 
he did is it obscene? It has nothing to do with defendant's 
character or the effects on his family. No matter if the ob
ject of Mr. Heywood is a worthy one, if it is a violation of the 
law, it cannot be allowed; if it is found that the paper is an 

The case is creating a greater sensation among the 
general public of Canada than the book seizures, for 
the reason that the effects of putting such a law in 
force will be widespread and disastrous. It is there
fore very probable that this agitation will resuJt in 
legislation upon the subject. What Canada seems to 
need more than anything else is a little common 
sense among the eminent gentlemen who manage 
her affairs of state. At present she is groping along 
about on an equality with Connecticut, a state in 
which, some prominent papers affirm, it is more dan
gerous to personal freedom to pick up a walnut on 
Sunday afternoon than it is to murder a woman on 
Monday night. 

obscene one, it makes no matter how pure the motiv is, it is 
a criminal act; no man can set up his judgment against the 
laws of the state. Upon the statement in the motion that 
your wife and young child demand your attention at home, 
and on that alone, the case is continued to the January term. 
The court desired it understood that it was continued on no 
other grounds. The court also desired it fully understood 
that the attack upon the district-attorney was entirely without 
warrant; that he knew from experience that such delays as 
hav occurred in this case are unavoidable, and beyond his 
control. The judge, Mr. Heywood writes us, seems to hav "an 
honest spot in him," although he is very narrow in his views 
of individual freedom, of mental liberty in morals. For the 
conduct of the district-attorney in endeavoring to push 
to immediate trial a man whose wife lies sick at home, 
whose bail is as good a year hence as now, whose most im
portant witnesses are unable to attend, there can be no rep
robation too strong. Gladly, says Mr. Heywood, would he 
rekindle the fires of the Inquisition in Massachusetts, did 
not Infidel public opinion forbid. His efforts were directed 
to preventing a fair trial, and were "treacherous, base, and 
cruel." We sincerely hope Mr. Heywood will get out of his 
present trouble-and keep out. 

--------~~------

Show the Rascals Up. 
We hav just issued the third edition of Mr. Bil

lings's "Crimes of Preachers." It is a " brochure" 
that should be handed to every Christian in the land. 
This edition comprises all of the first and second is
sues, with some thirty added pages, making a long 
list of clerical crimes. The book needs no explana
tion. The bald fact that of all the learned professions 
the clerical is most conduciv to immorality stands 
out plainly. The book is a warning to clerical students 
to keep off the broad road to destruction; to heads 
of families a strong hint to be careful of the daugh
ters; to husbands a caution against pastoral visits; 
to the people generally a notification that the men of 
God are not to be trusted. It is not a pleasant task 
Mr. Billings sets himself each year, but it is a neces
sary one. Facts are the most potent appeal to rea
son. That Christianity is not only a false system of 
religion but a pernicious one is most conclusivly 
shown by this book. Its logic is irresistible. Surely 
if Christianity conduces at all to morality, if it re
strains any one from crime and leads its devotees 
away from temptation, the clergy, who devote 'their 
whole lives to studying and teaching it, ought to be 
freer from sin than those who are not "called of 
God." They pretend they are, but this book tears 
the mask off and reveals them in all their moral rot-
tenness-whited sepulchers of corruption and un
faithful leaders of blind ignorance. 

The nearly two hundred additional ministers pil
loried in this third edition hav been guilty of crimes 
of varying hideousness. The gamut is run from 
"unministerial conduct " to murder must foul, al
though the majority of sins are against chastity. As 
usual, the Methodists are ahead, with the Baptists 
closely following. After them come the Catholics. 
That the resolution of sympathy introduced at the 
last Presbyterian conference was not misplaced is 
shown by the Presbyterian record being almost as 
black as that of the holy apostolic church. It is a 
significant fact that the further from orthodoxy the 
sect is, the further from state prisons are the minis
ters of that sect. Only two Universalists hav figured 
in Mr. Billings's ecclesiastical year book, and no Uni
tarians. We congratulate Mr. Chadwick and Mr. 
Savage on the well-doing of their pulpit associates. 

During the seven years covered by this book, 870 

" The facts are," he continues," that a class of men 
who demand support, confidence, esteem, love, and 
homage, simply because of some pretended influence 
they hav with the unseen and unknown powers in the 
skies, will of necessity come to look upon their dupes 
as their legitimate prey, and to feel aggrieved if all 
their unjust demands are not at once complied with. 

" Another tlioilght. A preacher is entirely inca
pacitated for any other occupation. Accustomed to 
asserting that to be true of which they know nothing, 
and of which they at least hav much doubt, or be
lieve to be wholly false, when compelled in other em
ployments to meet competition, even flat contradic
tion, they are thrown completely off their base. Why, 
they never knew but one side to a question before, 
and are completely nonplussed when disputed or 
called upon to show facts. So, too, a preacher's sons 
are mostly worthless, and for the same reason. Beg
gary-call it by what name you will-renders the 
beggar worthless. Priestcraft is beggary. Priests 
are the most insolent of mendicants! No beggar· is 
so despicable as he who is clothed in shining vest
ments, the fruit of his trade." 

That all who occupy the pulpit are like the ones 
cataloged in this pamphlet no one pretends. Slight 
indeed would be the hope for the race if that were 
true. Mr. Billings willingly concedes that there are 
honest preachers, but he claims that they are igno
rant. No really educated man, he explains, "can re
main a priestly drone, unless he does so as a hypo
crit. The educated clergymen all well know that the 
story of Jesus and his apostles is a myth-a fable 
common to the whole Aryan race for thousands of 
years. There is no excuse for any minister remain
ing ignorant on this subject. Slight investigation is 
all that is necessary. If he will not investigate he is 
a bigot, and just as unworthy as his hypocritical col
league. Many honest preachers are investigating, 
many are leaving their mendicant's position and 
boldly announcing to the world their disbelief in the 
dogmas of Christian mythology. Bright stand forth 
the names of Chainey, Miln, Weaver, Newton, Thomas, 
Swing, and scores of others, who hav bnved the im
potent scorn of the church and assumed the garb and 
mien of freemen. Take the cowardly incentiv of 
popularity away-and it is fast going-and none will 
remain priests except the groveling ignoramus and 
the crafty mountebank." 

Mr. Billings is preparing a work on religious in
sanity, similar to the "Crimes of Preachers," and is 
collecting data concerning murderers who go heaven
ward by hemp. He will feel obliged to friends who 
will send him information upon either of these sub-

THE Dawn of the Morning publishes some "requests for 
prayer." The blessings asked for but not received-at least 
up to date-are: "For wanderers from the fold-For one who 
feels sin pressing heavy upon her soul-For the prosperity 
of the cause in Scotland-For Jerusalem-For the ultimate 
fall of Babylon-For the coming of the Messiah-A sister de
sires prayer for her beloved husband, that he may be saved, 
and for herself that she may keep in the narrow way," etc., 
etc. We hav a few requests to make if our religious contem
pory will only publish them. We think that prayers for the 
following might not be misplaced: For the ministers listed 
in Billings's "Crimes of Preachers"-For the whale that 
swallowed Jonah-For the last defaulting Sunday-school ilu
perintendent of New Jersey-For Jonah-For the sisters led 
astray by Billings's preachers-For the animals in Noah's ark 
-For the husbands of the aforesaid sisters-For Lot-For 
the wives of Billings's shepherds who went astray-For Lot's 
daughtera-For the depositors robbed by the Sunday-school 
superintendent--For Lot's wife-For Archbishop Purcell's 
creditors-For David and Solomon-For Talmage-For the 
Devil-For Dr. Buckley-For those who never heard of Christ 
and are consequently damned-For those doomed to sing 
psalms forever before the throne-For Abraham, who has to 
hold all the elect in his bosom-For the elect--For the-but 
we must stop and see if the Dawn of the Morning prints these. 

GEOBGlll H. BuRGAB is postmaster at Weiland, Ont. The 
other day he was elected president of the W elland Sabbath
school Association. In a debate on "Infidelity" held by that 
association Mr. Burgar said, as reported by the Weiland 
Tribune: "The country is being flooded with THE TRUTH 
SEEKER and kindred publications from New York and Chi
cago, the centers from which such things emanate. Every 
mail brings them to hand. He, as postmaster, was required 
to suppress the circulation of police papers and those havin1 
illustrations of an immoral tendency, and he thought we 
should ask the government to suppress THE TRUTH SEEKER 
and other Infidel literature in the same way." This is a nice 
kind of an official to hav! A short time ago one of our Wei
land subscribers sent for a lot of extra copies of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. They were mailed promptly, but were not received 
by the subscriber for several weeks. Probably Mr. Burgar 
knows why. But we will tell the pious postmaster one thing, 
and he will do well to keep it in mind, and that is, he cannot 
suppress THE Tnurn SKEltEl!.. If he thinks he can, let him 
try it. 
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The Depths of Superstition Reached by Russian 
Monks. 

THE CZAR~TO ROB~HIS FELLOW-CHURCHMEN OF THE 

MILLIONS THEY HAV BEGGED AND STOLEN FROM 
IGNORANCE.-A MONK STARVES HIMSELF UNTIL 
HE SEES VISIONS.-A HEALING SPIRIT IN A 
BOTTLE.-THE CZAR'S PRISON FOR HERETICS.
RELICS OF THE CROSS, THE WHALE, AND GAL
LONS OF THE TEARS OF THE MOTHER OF GOD. 

A correspondent of the New York Sun sends home 
this picture of the baneful effects of monasteries upon 
both Russian government and people: 

In holy Russia there is now under discussion a 
very queer subject-the monastery question. The 
Russian monasteries and nunneries annually cost 
the government over a million roubles, and the peo
ple over ten millions. As the czar's trPasury is now 
in an exceeilingly straitened condition, the question 
is raised, "Would it not be proper to relieve these 
holy men and women of their worldly wealth?" To 
this inquiry six hundred Russian periodicals hav an
swered almost unanimously that such a policy woulil 
be beneficial in general, relieving the monks and 
nuns of wealth they do not need, and saving a huge 
sum to the country. As to the merits of monastic 
life in Russia the various journals express different 
views. A majority of them affirm that nowadays the 
monks and nuns belong to a useless, even a parasit
ical class. anJ that they should not be suffered to 
exist unless they earn 'their bread in the sweat of 
their own brows. 

According to tradition, the apostle Andrew visited 
the place where the city of Kieft' now stands on the 
high shore of the Dnieper, and, erecting a cross 
there, said, "In this country there shall shine a great 
Christian state." Ten centuries later Vladimir, the 
great prince of Russia, baptized his people in Kie:ff, 
and shortly afterward, perhaps on the spot trodden 
bv St. Andrew, the first Russian convent was founded. 
The monks dug their cells in the ground, and thuR 
the famous catacombs were made. I hav visited 
these catacombs. While my monkish guide, with a 
taper in his hand, led the way and pointed out the 
last resting-place of this or th·tt saint, I wondered at 
the gigantic work performed by Russian monks cen
turies ago. To dig an underground cell, to spend a 
whole lifetime in it, to die and be buried there-what 
a faith must these austere men hav possessed! 
Prayer was their special vocation, but they also 
worked hard. They destroyed the pagan temples 
and built Christian churches in their stead. In the 
catacombs the monks mortified their flesh, prayed to 
God that he would forgiv their sins and also the sins 
of the world at large, wrote chronicles, painted holy 
images, prepared vegetable medicins, and buried the 
martyrs who perished at the hands of Tartar khans, 
Russian princes, or pagan mobs. 

Centuries hav passed, and what do we see to-day 
in these catacombs? The holy relics and dry bones 
of those old monks are exposed to the sight of cu
rious people. The monks no longer liv there. They 
go there only for the -purpose of trade. Large 
metallic plates are put up at the grave of each of the 
fifty canonized saints, and every day the monks ob
tain piles of money from the pious pilgrims who come 
there from all the Russias. They sell the tears of 
St. Theophilus, the weeper. the oil that runs from the 
grave of St. John of Many Sufferings, and drugs from 
the grave of St. Agapit, the Physician. In this man
ner the Kie:ff Convent has gathered many millions of 
roubles; and besides it owns bushels of precious 
stones. During the Crimean war, the Czar Nicholas 
borrowed from the Kieft' convent two million roubles 
upon a note in his own handwriting. Nicholas never 
paid the money back. Once when the late Czar Al
exander visited Kieff, the prior seized the opportu
nity to remind him of this debt to the convent, 
showing him Nicholas's note. Alexander shed tears, 
kissed his father's autograph, and said: 

"Truly, holy father, it is my beloved father's hand
writing. Oh, what a treasure you hav! Keep it in 
the sanctuary, and guard it better than your own 
eyes." 

With that he returned the note to the prior. It is 
the costliest autograph in existence. 

On the bank of the Donets river, in the province of 
Kharkoff, there is a high, chalky mountain, as white 
as snow, whose shape reminds the beholder of an 
enormous temple, crowned with a pinnacle. Upon a 
slope on the side of the mountain stands a convent 
whose shining gilt domes rise above the majestic old 
oak-trees that surround it. This is the Convent of 
the Holy Mountains. It was established by Russian 
monks in the twelfth century, when the place was in 
the possession of the Tartars. The monks lived in 
catacombs connected by a subterranean passage with 
the river. In the Russian chronicles the convent was 
known as the one "beyond the frontier." Many 
Christian hermits were murdered there by the Tar
tars. At length the holy fathers determined to de
fend themselvs. They obtained cannon and other 
arms, and repeatedly saved not only themselvs, but 
also many Russian prisoners, from the Tartars. In 
the course of time, when the Muscovite czars con
'luered the Ta.rta.rs1 the convent became a sacred 

asylum for all who were persecuted by the czar's au
thorities. Runaway peasants, Cossacks, and even 
rebellious Boyards found a safe abode there. By 
order of the cz~tr the monks were dispersed, and the 
convent was abolished. During the present century 
the convent has been re-established, but the cata
combs, left alone for four centuries, were quite for
gotten until abnut twenty years ago, when they were 
accidentally discovered. They hav since been cleared. 

On entering the convent I noticed everywhere well
fed and well-dressed monks idling about. "How 
unlike these men are to those who centuries ago dug 
these catacombs, and with swords in their hands 
fought against the Tartar hordes," I said to myself. 
I gave a hint of my thought to an intelligent monk 
whose acquaintance I made. 

He led me into the underground church, where, 
during four centuries, not a prayer was delivered nor 
a taper burned. A shudder sPized me when I found 
myself in a dark, damp underground passage. The 
lower we descended, the more stifling the air was. 
Finally we entered the church, which was a dark, 
dripping vault. The severe faces of the holy images 
seemed to tremble in the weak light of the oil lamps 
that hung before them. "And here for centuries God 
was glorified, and men tried to silence the voice of 
their nature," thought L Suddenly I was startled 
by a strange appearance. There slowly approached 
us a figure clad in a wide, dark cloak, ornamented 
with white insignia-the skull and bones and white 
crosses. It was a schema-monk 

" Who is here?" he asked in a hollow voice. 
. "A monk and a layman, holy father," answered my 

guide. 
" Layman! Why layman? Go and pray that you 

may be received into the convent. Hasten, for the 
ax is laid unto the root of the tree. An unquench
able fire is blazing, and the gnashing of the teeth of 
sinners is heard. 0 Lord, Lord!" 

The schema-monk prostrated himself on the earthen 
floor and sobbed. We left the church. My guide 
told me that the schema-monk had lived in .the cata
combs for over thirteen years. 

We entered another underground apartment. An 
iron door was seen at the end of a passage. 

"In that cell," said my guide, " the Hermit John 
lived for seventeen years. He was born in 1795. 
From boyhood he seemed to be a religious enthusiast, 
yet he stayed in the world until his thirty-eighth year. 
Then he entered the convent, put fetters upon him
self, and began to mortify his flesh. The meanest 
and hardest work he performed joyfully. He prayed 
to be permitted to shut himself up in the catacombs, 
but the prior submitted him to various trials for 
years. At length, in 1860, he was blessed and allowed 
to shut himself up in this cell. A coffin with a little 
straw in it was put in the cell, and daily bread and 
water were given to him. Here he remained in the 
winter without any stove. He prayed day and night. 
Finally he looked like a skeleton, and then he had 
visions. Various saints, and even Christ, appeared 
to him, and comforted him. There is a little hole 
leading from his cell to the underground church. 
Applying his ear to that hole, John used to listen to 
the divine services in the church. At last, in 1877, 
he died, and was buried in the cell." 

My guide opened the iron door, and there in the 
floor I saw the black grave of the hermit. Heavy 
fetters lay on the floor. A dark painting of the cru
cifixion hung on the wall, which was lighted by an 
oil lamp. 

When we emerged from the catacombs we met a 
stout, handsome monk, with two young women lean
ing on his arms! 

The Convent of the Holy Trinity is the richest in 
Russia. During the Crimean war, like the Kieff 
Convent, it lent the czar two million roubles. But 
unlike the Kieff Convent, it cares nothing about th~ 
money; its coffers are better filled than those of the 
treasury. St. Sergius founded this convent in the 
fourteenth century, while Russia was yet groaning 
unde.r the ~artar yoke. Instead of a plain structure, 
Sergms bmlt a fortress, with thick, towering walls, 
mounted with many heavy cannon. His brethren 
were experienced swordsmen and gunners. It was 
St. Sergius who induced the Moscow prince, Dmitry, 
to try to throw off the Tartar yoke. The Tartars suf
fered a bloody defeat, yet their yoke rested upon 
Russia for over a century more, and the Convent of 
the Holy Trinity was repeatedly besieged by the pa
gan hordes. But it was never taken. The black
hooded gunners were too much for the Tartars 
armed only with bows and arrows. Many times the 
Moscow court sought refuge within the walls of the 
Holy Trinity Convent. During the interregnum, the 
convent asRumed supreme authority over the country. 
In the churchyard of the convent there are the 
graves of many schema-monks who in this world 
wore princely crowns. In the olden times Russian 
monarchs toward the end of their lives used to enter 
the convent, renounce the world, and change their 
names. 

Now the monks of the Convent of the Holy Trin
ity hav no need of swords or cannon. They no 
lon_g~r do any~hing but pray and solicit gifts. Their 
relig1ous serVlces a.re brillitmt a.nd imposing, tmd 

their singing is wonderful, but their solicitation is 
extortion. 

"Three roubles for forty requiems for the repose 
of the souls of your parents!" shouts a monk directly 
in your ear. 

"Twelve liturgies for your own health and salvation, 
only five roubles!" cries another. 

"Here is a miraculous spirit that will cure you 
from sickness of every kind," says a third monk, 
thrusting into your hands a little bottle. "Only 
twenty-five copecks!" he adds. You notice that it is 
an empty bottle, but the monk tells you that there is 
a miraculous spirit in it, and that whenever you fall 
sick you must uncork the bottle and inspire yonself 
with faith. "Your faith will save you," he says. I 
am told that the monks obtain tens of thousands of 
roubles by the sale of these empty bottles. 

Not far from the city of Archangel, in the White 
Sea, there are two islands united by a bridge com
posed of stones of gigantic size: The islands are 
surrounded by huge, gray walls here and there bat
tered as if by cannon balls. In fact, these walls hav 
been hammered at by the artillery of Swedish men
of-war, as well as by the guns of the czar of Russia. 
Light steamers and boats ply around the islands, 
whose inhabitants are Russian monks. Here stands 
the Solovetsky Convent. The rules of the Byzantine 
monasteries hav been modified here in accordance 
with the character of the Rusf:lian peasant and the 
nature of the polar region. The spirits of the monks 
were tempered here amid snow and ice and sea gales. 
They often had to face great perils, and their safety 
depended upon their personal courage and activity. 
No wonder, then, that when a Swedish fleet appeared 
under the convent's walls, the monks made a stout 
defense; and that in the seventeenth century, when 
a large'body of Russians refused to obey the author
ity of either czar or patriarch, and the Solovetsky 
Convent sided with the schismatics, the czar's army 
could not overpower the rebellious monks until after 
t.en years of regular siege. When the convent was 
captured, the monks were lllassacred or transported 
to Siberia. Since then the czar has converted the 
convent into a religious prison. All sorts of religious 
Freethinkers and heretics are sent there, and kept 
there till they rerent or die. 

To-day there are only about half a dozen heretics 
imprisoned there behind seven iron doors. Nobody 
knows who they are. " Repent, and to-day you shall 
be free, else you shall rot here alive!" Such is the 
exhortation daily repeated to the heretics by the 
prior. And yet the heretics do not repent. I heard 
one, who seemed a mere skeleton with a long gray 
beard and glowing eyes, say: 

" The world is not yet saved. Christ was not the 
true messiah. See, how many sins, miseries, and suf
ferings are all around us. If Christ had been the 
messiah, there would not be so much injustice and 
grief. The savior shall yet come. We must prepare· 
ourselvs to meet him. Where is the guarantee that 
be will not be thrown into prison and mocked at? 
Meanwhile human miseries increase. Nations, like 
wild beasts, fight and rend one another, and men 
treat their brothers as enemies. Where is there any 
brotherhood? But soon there will be an end of hu
man miseries. Men will be happy and contented, for 
they will learn what our hearts and our minds long 
for- truth. The spirit of truth will embody itself in 
life and in men." 

This man had been kept in the convent for over 
twenty years, and there is not the least doubt that he 
will die there, as many hundreds of religious fanatics 
hav done before him. 

I hav seen many other convents, but they are not 
so characteristic as those already described. In one 
they hav the holy relic of a saint, and are very busy 
manufacturing miracles. They hunt up people suf
fering from delirium or hysteria, take them to the 
convent, cure them, and then publish the fact far 
and wide. Thmisands of pilgrims go there, and the 
monks pocket a good crop of copper and silver coin. 
In other convents they hav miraculous holy images, 
which prove as profitable as the holy relics. As to 
relics, any quantity can be found in every convent. 
I think if all the pieces of wood sold in convents, and 
·tlleged to be from the cross of the savior, were col
lected, a village of good size might be built of them. 
Then the tears of God's mother are also very abund
ant there. Pieces of whalebone from the whale that 
swallowed Jonah, threads and pieces of cloth from 
Christ's vestments, stones from the grave in which 
Christ was buried, and innumerable other relics are 
sold there. 

The Russian convents will not be impoverished or 
reformed if the state subsidy is discontinued. While 
Holy Russia contains so many, many millions of 
ignorant and superstitious people, the convents will 
grow fat, subsidy or no subsidy. 

Why1 
Why is it that a prohibitionist cannot speak upon 

the question without making some illogical remark 
about the "rum power," and insinuating. that Lib
erals who oppose his pet method of temperance work 
are friends of "vice?" Our friend, W. F. Jamieson, 
should hav been just enough to his fellow-Liberals 
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who do not agree with him'upon this subject to hav 
left unwritten the ungenerous flings contained in his 
criticism of the 7th plank. 

Why a man usually so clear in his thought and so 
fair in his disputation should repeat that stale and 
thousand-times-refuted slander that Liberals who 
oppose prohibition are "directly or indirectly" uniler 
the control of the "rum power," is past my compre
hension. My friend Jamieson we11 knows that his 
charge that the League, in adopting that 7th plank, 
was made, either "directly or indirectly," "the tool 
of the rum-selling power," is wholly without founda
tion in fact. The men and women who voted for 
that resolution hav no more connection with the 
"rum power" than has W. F. Jamieson; and a large 
proportion of them are as strict temperance men and 
women, both in theory and practice, as he dare be. 
Then why does he make these reckless and cruel 
charges? Simply from habit, it would appear. It is 
one of the usual prohibition answers to arguments 
agah~st sumptuary legislation, and he thoughtlessly 
repeated it, forgetting at whom his criticisms were 
aimed. 

And our friend insinuates that Liberalism, to the 
extent that it opposes prohibition, "countenances 
vice. W. F. Jamieson is equally illogical with Ab
bot, Underwood, Bundy, Comstock & Co., who as
serted that the League, in demanding the repeal of 
certain postal statutes, favored the circulation of ob
scene literature. W. F. Jamieson indignantly de
nied the truth of that wicked charge, and stoutly 
asserted that Liberty is Virtue's mother. Why does 
he make equally illogical and wicked charges against 
the anti-prohibitionists now, that Abbot & Co. did 
against the League then? Our offense rww was his 
then, no more. E. C. WALKER. 

Valley Falls, Kas. 

Queer Views on Agnosticism. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I take 

the following from the Herald of the 22d ult: 

In the church of St Francis Xavier, in West Sixteenth 
street, the Rev. Father Richard F. Clark, of the church of the 
Jesuit Fathers, in Farm street, London, delivered the first of 
a course of four sermons upon "Agnosticism." He opened 
his sermon by E>xplaining at length the full meaning of the 
word Agnosticism. Agnosticism, he said, was !lot Atheism; 
it was not Materialism. The Agnostic was a believer in that 
peculiar theory which places all religious ideas.and belief in 
the field of the unknown and unknowable. Agnosticism was 
not exactly know-nothingism, but the Agnostic was a sort of 
worshiper at the shrine of an unknown God. The practical 
results of Atheism and Agnosticism were the same. They 
both left man without a God, without his supporting grace, 
without hope of future life. 

In its contest with truth Agnosticism promulgated its de
lusiv doctrins mainly in connection with three leading human 
passions. The first of these passions, of which Agnosticism 
took advantage, was what was known in holy scripture as 
concupiscence of the flesh. Agnosticism said to man, "You 
are at perfect liberty to enjoy yourself as you please. Yon 
may yield to every de8ire without fear of the eye of God dis
covering your sin. You may bask Ill the smiles of venal 
beauty, and giv full rein to your passion without fear of thE> 
judgment to come," Thus, Agnosticism, the preacher went 
on to say, prepared the way for the rejection of a vindictiv 
God. The man who had sinned found consolation in the 
theory of the non-existence of a future punishment, and lit
tle by little let himself be posf!eSsed of tbe theory which de
livered him of this fear and left him at liberty to indulge in 
his pleasures as he liked. 

The second weakness or passion of whioh Agnostioism took 
advantage was love of monPy. Agnostioism says to the man 
with a passion for accumulating wealth: "After all, nothing 
is known of God, and wbat reason is there for believing in 
his existence? Your money you can touch, see, realize. 
Throw over this God, and you will be at liberty to worship 
your money with all your heart, with all your soul, and with 
all your strength." 

The third human weakness of which Agnosticism took ad
vantage was pride, Agnosticism temptefi the man of intel
lect with the offer of a greater freedom of thought than God 
had seen fit to grant, and many men of high mental calibPr 
succumbed to the temptation. In conclusion, Father Clark 
said that it was a sin for a Catholic to doubt any of the funda
mental principles of his church. It was natural for a 
Protestant-from t4e very fact that he was a ProtPstant---to 
question certain of these principles. It was a grievous sin 
for any one, however, to doubt the existence of God, of a fu
ture state, or any of the great natural implanted truths, which 
were congenial to every hnman being, and formed a part of 
the light given unto every man. 

Where on earth did the reverend and holy father 
get his erroneous iii eas of Agnostics ? He seems to 
hav been living in England, where Herbert Spencer, 
their leader, livs; he is preaching in America, where 
Spencer's "Data of Ethics" can be read in a thou
sand free libraries, or a fee simple title to a copy he 
had for fifteen cents. Spencer's views on the control 
of the passions and respect for each other's rights are 
almost puritanical. A rE>verend and holy father 
would not deliberately tell falsehoods to a New York 
congregation, would he? He must be like those 
Protestant "divines" who savagely attack evolution 
after reading in a newspaper that " Darwin says we 
are descended from monkeys." After preaching 
awhile be discovers that he bas not informed himself 
on his subject. And after informing himself by study 
he finds, if a man of common sense, that he is not op
posed to evolution. Then if an honest man he does 
not preach ag-ainst it any more. If this holy father 
will think a. moment b.e will see that we are nearly 
all Agnostics, himself among the number. The 
religious are" believers," not knowerli. Their founda
is not" Oognosco," but " Credo." 

But let me giv this exceedingly reverend and 
uncommonly holy father a wbiflper of anvillB on the 
iltmg-er of malring his· conO'reO'ati0n think tlutt 
Agnm;;,~icism has no ~ther tr;at.~eut of "c9ncu~is
C'ence tbstn a cerhnn Rsthelasutn remeily; for biR 
flock may .he affect.efl. by the informsttion in preci!'!ely 
the oppos1t wav from what he intenilen, ann stttm
perle towarrl A!!UOFitil'iF!m. Din be never hear of 
that rilil'lsionary to the Laplanrlers who, ori preachinQ" 
that hell is a plttce of everlasting fires, found thev all 
wanted to go there ? W. 

SALAMANCA. N. Y . Nw. 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I am very much gratiflerl to noticP 

t.hat von h~tv put in tract form Mr. R •m"hnrg's ao
mlrR.blfl El!)eeC1h th<tt h'l rleliverflil at t.hfl R 'Chf'st.er 
C'nvf'nt.ion, "F>tlse Claims of the Church." It iP 
one of the best things to distribute among ort.bodnx 
neople that I ever rPail. One h•morf>d thm1sq.nrl 
cnpiPs nf this tract should be circulated immAr!!. 
qtPly. Fl'f'ethinkers everywhere shoulrl orrlPr cr•nle~ 
<tnd circulate them, H. L. GREEN, 

BOONEVILLE, TND .. 0'1t, 27, l8fUI, 
MR. EDITOR: Mv t.{rri<> is f'Xpired the fi.rqt of N ,. 

vember for THE TRUTH REEKER. the naPer t.h<tt. I bllv 
tHkAn for VPIH!l A.nfi want, to bav f0r mv guii!A for 
'>.nn'hor ve1.r. P1A.,l'1° PPnil it., I herPwit.h lnC110QP 
$5 00 -$2 50 for THlil TRUTH SEEKER f>"~r the vear. $1 00 
'or D. M Bennf't.t'" monument, 75 cts. for "Half
hnurs frnm s0me Ancient and M·1dern C~>lehrateri 
Frepthink~'>rs," and t.he remainrlflr for "G~nfl8i'! i, II: 
"n E'B<tY on the Bible narmtlv of Creat.ion.'' .ann 
Ch.arles Bradlaugb's tracts. Yonrs with frlenrlship 
until I go to sleep. JoHN A. REYNOLDS. 

MouNn CITY. KAN., October 28, 1883. 
MR EDITOR: Mv subscription bas been dufl sincP 

Angust 5'h. and it is my DPglect. t11at is· the c~us11 of 
mv not renpwjnq Rnoner; butT PXp<>C1t.ed to "wintPr.'' 
this time in N"w York, as I did last, so I intPndf'il 
to flet.tle 11n and hnv some morA l'Parilng mat.tflr. 
I keep "Whv D·"'ln't G'd K11l the DPvi'?'' A.nrl somp 
0thers like it, on the g'"~, showing thPm to C'1rlstlanF>, 
"Omfl of whom thought thev werfl hA.rd hooks. WP 
hJJ.v q11it.e a nnmher of frAP-minriArl penniA In M0unn 
Cit.v, but. I don't think THE TRUTH SEElnm is rfl<~n 
rnncb, as thev need stirring up some. WA used tn 
hav some }eC1turers years a.go, but none for somP 
time past. I Jiv on a farm out. of town, and on ac
~ount of' being very mncb un<>ettlf''l for abon~ >t VfiRr 
I l•av not. b~trl t"e cbano~ to read much. My wif•· 
i!iPrl ann I misg her vf'rv much. 

I senrl you my RUb"criPtion for onA year, and will 
trv to hE> more nrompt in fnture. I am s0rry to hetn 
nf Mrs. B~nnet.t's p0or bell.lth. T l,q,iJ thR plf'asnrr 
r,f sf'eintr her la!lt. wintPr while in New York. I had 
not. hePn t.bero Rini"A 1R!'i6, 

Suc<'eB!=l to THE TRUTH SEv.KEB and flll hanrl11 C10n-
nected with it, Your~. J.AMES ADAMS, 

DE'E'RSVJLLlll, 0 .. oc~obf'r 30, 18R3. 
1\fR. Rnl'l'oR: !'1 rParilng th<tt snbllme l:l"nAr, THE 

TRUTH REEK'ER which A.ll the F>~'>lf-!'lt.vlf'd 01-)r's'iq.ne 
1-t~J.te, T fil'lrl it stll1 frPig-htPrl wi•h much UBPfnl knowl· 
e<igfl from yonr m<tny i'ltellia-f>nt c>orr<>Rnonrlent". 
anch a"' ()1-.arlPR W<~.tts, Mrs. HArirlon, P11tnnm, An
rfreW~'<, Wintor. Gr<>f\n. anrl m«nv others I C">nlri 
nam~'>. The n.rti~le hv Cl,arles Watts on "ThP F < ll 
ll.nrl R>rlPmntion" knocks thA flOCks o:f'f the Chris· 
tiA.ns a.nd t.nrns them all inside out, anrl cq n 't tun 
•hem hack again Yet many of thAm are likR cat
t.le-von t"An't. open t.hAlr AVM to "~'~e prifl'lt.Clrn.ft an" 
its evil pf'r 'Ct 0n the whole world. It. Is frulv snr
..,rlsing to "'"e the ig,orance that. prevqiJs amnng th" 
o-rpat ms>j 'ritv of cburoh-membPrs. The church ie 
flllAil with ignorA.nce and cowarili~e. I hav he~'>n P 

misctinnarv hPrfl fnr tf>n veA.J'R, trviD!!' to onen t.hf'ir 
PVPB to S"e the franil of priAstcrll.ft., for whi~l, I hav 
t-he frowns of the cl<>rgv A.nd their rlnnfld fol10wAr" 
If G0d is J!"O"'rl, mPrciful, anrl all-wise, and can 
ch:mge our vile heartR in a momPnt, b~'> having all 
newer, whv in the name of all th'>t is goon don't hE' 
.-Jo it A.t. onee, A.nil not l<>t ns commit one sin ? 

L'l,st. WPE'k, in Frv's V>tllf'v, 01-)io, Alert. Fincer, a 
chnrch-mPm"f'r, killed his wife and three children 
hy cutting their throats and heating thPir br>llno 
ont with a bf'avy Phof'-hammf'r, and then klll"rl 
hlmflelf hv cutting bls own throat ADd blowing out 
his brains with an olli shot-gun. •s,ch is the con
rlu~t of those for whom, it is said. Christ died. 

You Christians sav that we are all frf'e agents, and 
can choose bPtween good and bad. Tf so, we neerl 
no G'd to govern us. Bnt we ask. Wf're t.bls ma.n'P 
wife and chilrlren free agE>nts? If so, we think they 
would not bav chosen to be thus inhumanlv butch 
ered. B1h! G) awa.y with your free agen~v; it is a 
delusion. Now. if I bad the power that Christian~ 
ascribe to G 1d there should be not one sin commit
ted-unless I Wf're like the old Jewish Goo, who de
lights in wholesale murder, rape, and theft (sef' 
Numbers xxxi, a,nrl many other chapters of likf' 
character in tbA Biblf'), There is not a crime that 
man can commit that ls not sanctioned by the said
to-be-inspired word of God. What a pity I 

A. AuLD. 

GRA.Y, NE:B., Oct. 25, '1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Th;s Is from one that hP]ieves in rf'ali

tites,·Hn•1 in tbingq that hav bPen invPstigHterl scien· 
•jfi,•a.lly, and provPCI to be t.rtH•; anrl not In Imaginary 
•hingfl, or things that arP impoPslbl", or without evi
rlPnce. I cstnnot BPe how ir is possihlfl for a.ll that 
is rf'la.tPrl in thP Bible to he true. It is a matter of 
imp ssihilit.y f 1r it. to be AO. It is absurd, and I 
can't Aee how a rPasonable p••rson with common 
qenc:oe (if he will pause and think) can take them as 
veritable f~tcts~ I am, until further convinced, a Pan
theist or Materialist, for outside of nature or mat~er 
there is nothing-no e1f.>ct, no power, no senslpility, 
no knowledge, no enjoyment, no suffering· if there 
is I cannot see it. I must wait till aclenc'e further 
invPstigates and proves Spiritualism, or power inde
pf'ndent of matter, before I can conscientiously be
lieve it. 

Mr. Wm. B. L"''gan, in THE TRUTH BEEKER of Oct. 
13 b, says he thinks he has sufficient evidence or 
rf'aPon for the belief in Spiritualism or an invisible 
llOSPen entity, capable of enj )yment or su:l't4ring, in
i!Ppt-ndent, of matter, or that which contains no parti
~"le of mH.tter; but I cannot see it further than this. 
G 1 among the fl. )wers and roses; you are at once 
ielig-hted with thf'ir perfumf's-that part which Is 
invis'ble; only the fl.l)wers are visible; yet the odor 
is from them. But It i'l not discoverable even with 
•he mrst perfect ma.gnifying glasses. Then remove 
rhe flowers, and the odor fs gone. So outsirle of 
matter there is nothing; so I ostn't s<>e that Mr. L'l
g-an has made sathfactory proof of Spirltuali<~m. He 
may bav good lntu!tiv perceptions, and by some 
means or othPr be forewarned of coming- incid,mts, 
"'tc., but that Is nothing more than brutes possess. 
They can foresee storms, excessiv cold spells, etc., 
~tnd among the minor animals, snob as the ground· 
flquirrels, can tell when an unusually bard winter is 
coming, and lay up an extra supply of food. !~no
ranee and superstition bav been transmitted from 
g'enerati0n to generation, but we tlnrl ourselvs to-day 
~eeking after knowledge and trnth. Science and ver
itable realitiPS is our motto. Obliterate vice, super
stltlon, falsehood. and all forma of wrong, and let 
·1ot kingcraft and priestcraft dupe us any longer, 
L'ok at our condition at present; see the misery, 
'be wretchedness, and the vice ext.ant with ns, and 
~ay we do not need more Liberalism, more science 
m·ore realities, and more humanity, and less ab: 
3Urdities, impossibilities, ancl nonsensfolilitil•s. 

Yours for truth, LEANDER WooDY. 

WILLIAMSTOWN, Oct. 30, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: The signs or the times are the mod· 

Hying of old orthodoxy. R~ading in t·he New .Moon, 
'he saying of a popular preacher, that the rich 
'Tiight sstve the Lord a great deal of trouble by 
stnswering their own prayers for the poor, reminds 
ns of a. sermon we listened to a fEIW weeks ago, on 
r.he su1 J~ot of prayer, by a dieciple preacher, in whi.ch 
he rPlated the following in illus•ration of his idea. 
lf prayer. HB went on to statR, there was a cert'tin 
~i><ter ot the church, who, with a large family, was 
reduced to necessitous circumstances; a day was set 
apart by the members of the church for tasting and 
prayer for the destitute sister and family; but when 
t.he congrP£\'ation were gathering, one brother, whom 
he called J >nes. sstid to his son: "I cannot attend the 
1rayer-rnA"'ting; I will send my praver down in a. 
oack. H •re, son, please bPar this to the sister, with 
rny com pliment.s, telling her I cannot at.t.end." The 
-on obeyed. AP•er the praver-meeting was over, the 
•ld sister said, "L~t ug see Br0tber J 1nes's praver, be

ing as he bas Pent it in a s>tck." Uoon onening it, 
'here lay a roll of greenbacks, a JargR smoked ham, 
-<ide-mE>at, with grof'eri?s In abundance When the 
1\d Si'lt.er saw Brother Jones's praver, she f'Xamlned 
t. cardallv and said, "I would glv more for one ot 

Brother Jones's pravers than for tE>n thousand 
•rayers lik" you hav off.>.red up in my behalf to-day." 

N •W, said the preacher, after you hav prayed tor 
he poor, just answer that prayer yourself by be

.;towing upon the noor such things you pray for 
hem to bRv, and what you ask the L'rd to giv 
hem, and then you can' see tbat your own pr11yer 
~las been answered. Is not this BE>nsible and whole
some doctrin to be preach!'d? And does not this go 
rar to show bow llttle confidence the so-calleil Chris
t.ians bav In the answerln~ of their prayers? Is not 
'his a step in progression, a pnllng out of the ruts 
of old theology? It I be!if'ved that my prayers • 
would be answered, it wonlri be aft.E'r this manner, 
that evf'ry f>tmily in tbe Union could hav a good 
Liberal and Spiritual weekly papPr; a.nd if I could, 
l would answer my pray!'r as BrotbPr Jones did 
the prayer he offered for the destitute sistf'r. 

B. D. EVANS, M.D. 

PROHIBITION. 
WELLA.ND, ONT., C.A.N. 

MR. EDITOR: I must say I am pleased to see the 
firm stand onr Liberal and esteemed friend, W. F. 
Jamieson, has taken in the temperance cause, and 
sincerely wish we had more like him. I am sorry 
to see so many standing high in the ranks of Lib· 
Pralism who are strongly opposed to prohibition, 
They nearly all claim to be in favor of temperance. 
Some claim that a proper education will bring about 
a cure. NJw this is simply nonsense, as many of 
the most learned are the hardest drinkers. ·I would 
ask, who is going to take lt in ha.nd to educate the 
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people so they will be able to steer clear of this 
formidable foe of civilization ? Our Liberal lecturers 
scarcely ever hav anything to say on the subject. 
I fear many of them are too fond of their bitters to 
even wish a reform in this direction. I claim that if 
the accursed traffic cannot be stopped by gentle 
means, rigorous means will hav to be resorted to; 
as an evil that is the cause of so much crime, mis
ery, and suffering should be exterminated at all 
hazards. There are so many who seem to hav so 
much sympathy for those blear-eyed, bloated de
stroyers of domestic happiness who run these drink
ing hells, but hav no feeling for the suffering wives 
and children whose happiness has been blasted by 
these human vampires who are living in affiuence on 
the money that rightly belongs to these injured in
nocents. It should be the duty of those who hav 
shaken off the shackles of superstition and igno
rance and enlisted in the noble cause of Liberalism 
to use their influence in suppressing this evil, and 
do what tney can in the direction of elevating the 
standard of civilization, and should try to set good 
examples in this respect, as the Christian portion of 
the community are watching us, and are ever ready 
to point out the dissipated Liberals to us, no matter 
how many they hav of their own. The drinking 
habits of so many claiming to be Liberals is a seri
ous hindrance to our cause, and in a great measure 
prevent our winning the esteem of many refined and 
honest minds. 

I cannot help but admire the sound reasoning of 
Francis M. Buck, in his article on prohibition in 
your issue of Oct. 13th, notwithstanding the asser
tion of T. Rogers that it contains too much temper
ance twaddle to need a reply. It has the right ring 
to it all the same, and T. Rogers cannot successfully 
contradict it. If the women had full sway we would 
soon see s reform in this direction. We need more 
like Susan Wixon and Elmina D. Slenker to keep 
the ball rolling. A few such as these would be of 
more worth to our cause than a thousand whisky
soaked Liberals. 

May the sun of reason illuminate the minds of 
those still in the dark, and enable them to see their 
way out of the mists of superstition, ignorance, and 
vice, and bask in the sunshine of an enlightened ex
istence, is tQ.e sincere wish of your friend and well-
wisher, ELLWOOD CHANTLER. 

PANGBURN, Oct. 18, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: The church is fast losing its hold on 

the people of the South. Their greatest curse is too 
much religion. I am more than pleased with THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. It is the best paper I ever saw. 

Very respectfully yours, J. F. WisE. 

OAK PoiNT, W. T., Oct. 16, 1883. 
Mn. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $10; $2.50 from 

Mr. R. Ormsby for the Monument Fund, $5.00 for the 
"Gods and Religions of Ancient and Modern Times," 
and the balance apply for the monument, or for the 
benefit of THE TRUTH SEEKER, as you see fit. 

Respectfully, H. LAwsoN. 

HoMER, N. Y., Oct. 27, 1883. 
Mn. EDITOR: Yours of the 19th inst. received. You 

will find names of many people who I think would 
like your paper. I hope that everyone whose name 
you find here will subscribe for your paper. Would 
that everyone knew how much it was for their 
benefit. Then they would surely subscribe for 
it, It is a paper that everyone ought to read. My 
best wishes for you. Yours and the world's friend, 

N. M. LEVY. 

ALMOND, Oct. 31, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I see I am indebted for THE TRUTH 

SEEKER since Sept. 8th. I inclose $3. Take enough to 
pay my subscription to January, 284, and send me 
"Revelations of Antichrist." If there is any money 
left send me some tracts for missionary purposes. 

I see another minister has lost faith in the old 
God-book. A Universalist this time. His denomina
tion wants to turn him out for heresy, but his con
gregation says, No; we like his sermons too well. 
Let the good work go on. 0. D. WALLACE. 

WEATHERFORD, Oct. 19, 1883. 
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find post-office order 

.. for $1.25, for which please send THE TRUTH SEEKER 
to the subscriber named. He was a trial Aubscriber 
for three months last year, and I think THE TRUTH 
SEEKER has knocked the scales from his eyes and 
let reason take the place of superstition, I hope to 
be able in a short time to send you more subscrib
ers for THE TRUTH SEEKER ; it seems to be a welcome 
visitor to every one of its readers. Yours for truth 
and justice, D. 0. SuLLIVAN. 

VERDELDA, Mo., Oct. 24, 1883. 
Mn. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2.00-$1.50 for 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, and 50 cts. for two copies of 
"Answers to Christian Questions and Arguments," by 
our late apostle, D. M. B<~nnett. I hope to be a 
member of your glorious crew till June, 281. Would 
like to wnte more, but hav neither the time nor 
the ability. I will only refer to a piece that suits 
my sentiments better than any other, It is _from J. 
H. Cook, of Columbus, Kan., in your issue of Oct, 
13th, page 64li, Yours, iJos. A. HALLOT.CE, 

SALEM, NEB., Oct. 25, 1883. 
Mn. EDITOR: My father, Calvin Tuttle, and mother 

are both dead. They both died last April. Mother 
died April 17, 1883, and father the 24th. They both 
died firm Infidels, and had a piece read at their fu
neral out of "The Truth Seeker Collection" by J. J. 
Marvin, of Falls City, Iowa. They were both lovers 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I should hav written to you 
before, but I ha v been waiting for some of the· rest 
to write. Father was a member of the National 
Liberal League. If you will please inform the 
League of his death I would like to hav you. Please 
send me his paper for the balance of his unexpired 
time, if you see fit to do so, and oblige 

Yours truly, MYRON TUTTLE. 

. CLEVELAND, Oaro, Oct. 30, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: After some weeks' agitation we hav at 

last organized a Liberal League in this city, with a 
roll of about fifty names of earnest Liberals. We 
hav a large Liberal element in this city, and it is 
but little organized. A large number seem to hang 
back and shrink from organiz1tion, and can glv no 
reason for their actions. I think, though, we can 
get a good progressiv society of Liberals here by a 
little perseverance, which I know will not be lack
ing. 

At our last meeting the following officers were 
elected: President, Charles C. Gibson; vice-president, 
George Newcomer; secretary, W. I. Irvine; treasurer, 
Joseph Gibson. It is the intention of the leaders tv 
hav some of the leading lights of the Liberal firma
ment lecture here during the season just beginning. 
The League meets at Heller Hall every Sunday a.t 
3 o'clock P.M. W. I. IRVINE, Sec. 

LoNGFORD LuMBER MILLs, ONT., CAN., Oct. 22, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav received the sample copy of 

your paper, and I like it very much. I shall become 
a regular subscriber, obtaining it from your agent 
in Toronto, whose name and address I see in the 
copy sent to me. I was educated in the Christian 
religion, believing, like the millions of the world, 
what was told me. It is by reading Thomas Pdine's 
"Age of Reason" that I hav come to see the ab: 
surdity of the Bible teachings. I am only a young 
man, and· hope to be able to do something in com
ing years to expose the false and prove the true. 

Please send me the book entitled "The Bible
Whence and What?" as advertised in your paper, 
I inclose a dollar note. There are many small 
books I require. Please send me catalog of radical 
and scientific books, Thanking you beforehand for 
your trouble, I am yours respectfully, a Truth-
Seeker, WM. SMALLwooD, 

NoRTHFIELD. MrnN., Oct. 25, 283. 
Mn. EDITOR: 'l'he last issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER 

is super-excellent, and a good one to put into the 
hands of Christians. The two must noted articles I 
wish to hav some of our citizens read are the 
"Catholicism Against the Country," and "The Truth 
About It," correspondence between Whitmore and 
Dr. E. B. Aveling, of England. 

Mr. Aveling deserves great credit from all true 
Liberals, in exposing the lying hypocrisy of the Rev. 
Whitmore. Dear me, when will these " men of God" 
learn to tell the truth? How can they be so devoid 
of the principle of manhood, Truth seems to me 
the highest standard to stand by, But alas I how 
often it is crushed "for the glory of God." 

Please send me four or five copies of your last is
sue of THE TRUTH SEEKER, Oct. 20th, for circulation. 
It I were financially able, I would send for a thou
sand copies to distribute; But I'm a "Vanderbilt" 
on too small a scale. 

How very sad to hear of the supposed death of 
Prof. Denton I I hope that we may hear that he is 
still among the living. But I fear for the worst. 
In days gone by, he endeared himself im many a 
heart in and around Northfield; and it is hard to 
part with such practical men, humanitarians, icon
oclasts, human saviors. 

Yours for the enlightenment of humanity, 
MRS. s. J. LENONT, 

SouTH BARBE, Oct. 25, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Yours of 20th inst. received. We were 

not unmindful of our due; we also realize it should 
hav been paid ere this. But while poverty is no 
disgrace, we find it very inconvenient. Your request, 
however, is just in time and all right. 

We would advlfnce for 1884, but unfortunately we 
are in a most eventful year. Western New York has 
had a terrible frost, Sept, 9th, killing our beans, 
corn, and many other things. They say providence 
is very kind, but this year there seems a lack of 
judgment, or perhaps his wrath is kindling as of old. 
May be he don't like so many Liberal and Spiritual 
meetings and papers as hav been developed in the 
last few years? But it is said he created the tree of 
knowledge, and we believe just in proportion as 
humanity partakes of that fruit, they will evolve 
from a lower to a higher state, garden or no garden, 
God or no God. 

The mind-what is it P ·Evidently elaatic and sus
ceptible of vast powers-whether immortal or not is 
the question for debate. Without using the language 
of Wakeman, A.udrews, and others, take this conclu-

sion: if mind is immortal, then it is immortal, and U 
it is not immortal, then· it is not immortal, and 
which ever way it is, so it is by the eternal, immu
table, and fixed law of nature. This, you see, makes 
pray useless-belief will not help you-facts are all 
that can be safe; how can we obtain them? If pos· 
sible, lay off all prejudice, superstition, and bigotry; 
take the past, the present, as we find it through our 
best mmds, past and present. Compare, analyze, 
and judge for yourself, independent of any pope, 
priest, or devil. 

Friend Macdonald, hav we not gone long enough 
after Gods and priests? We say far to longl Then 
let us attend to the culture of our own thought and 
judgment. When we hav used the interest of the 
money, now used for so-called religion, we may be 
wiser and better people. But excuse me, for we had 
no thought of this epistle when we sat down, only 
just to say, inclosed please find our due, $3.25, to Jan
uary 1, 1884. 

Hope all delinquents will pay up and thus all be 
benefited, Yours in truth, M. B. DELANo. 

HoBART, IND., October 28, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I am a charity reader of the dear old 

TRUTH SEEKER, but I do not love it any the less be· 
cause I am not able to pay fvr it, or because our 
lamented hero made it a free gift to me, writing me 
a kindly letter telling me I should hav it as long as 
I cared for it, even though I were not able to pay for 
it. I often hope I am going to be in condition to 
pay up my back indebtedness and subscribe for it, 
but as often my old enemy, hereditary asthma, 
comes back with double force, prostrating all my 
energies, and almost my very life, for months to
gether, and using up all I can possibly earn during 
my intervals of partial recovery. 

But that is not what I picked up my pen to say. 
I saw in a late number of 'raE TRUTH SEEKER-some 
time in September-a letter from J. Hacker, that 
seemed to me of more than usual importance; that 
is, asking for something for the children of those 
who hav outgrown the orthodox Christi'tn ideas. 

The Liberal papers and writers appear to hav for· 
gotten that " 'Tis education forms the common 
mind," and addzess all their endeavors to adults. 
Sunday-school literature literally floods the land, 
and it is impossible to find a school book that is not 
full of the "God idea," until, as my youngest daugh
ter remarked, " One would think the Christians 
themselvs would be disgusted with them." Can't 
our TRUTH SEEKER hav at least one page devoted to 
the little folks? Can't some of those illiberal Lib
erals, who think no person fit to speak who does 
not use their peculiar lisp, giv place to some one 
who can teach the growing youth of our land true 
Liberalism? There are contributors to your paper 
who are eminently fitted for writing for such a de
partment. 

I am more pleased with Jamieson's remarks on 
the prohibition question than with anything else he 
has written for a long time, and hope to see the 
whole Li.beral element take the same stand with re
gard to the temperance movement. Liberals cannot 
afford to join the whisky ring. The world looks for 
better things from them. 

LaRe>y Sunderland proves more than he intends 
to in his article on the "wire question." Such things 
as he reports to hav seen and heard cannot be 
laughed or sneered down. Facts must be accepted, 
no matter whether we wish to or not. Because we 
wish a thing were not true does not prove it false. 
Those Materialists who denounce the Spiritualists 
most unsparingly, and say they ought not to be al
lowed to express their ideas through the pages of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, are the ones who invariably 
make the most whine over the intolerance of the 
churches. "Allow that ye do," would be a gool 
motto for them to learn. 

One writer, in speaking of the impression the com
munion ceremony made upon his child, reminds me 
of one of my own children. When her father was 
an Adventist minister he was called upon to im
merse in baptism a lot of converts one cold Novem
ber day. I had to change the robes on the women, 
and of course got as wet as though I too had been 
in the river. We had three miles to ride before we 
got home, and our clothes were frozen stiff upon us . 
Our three-year-old daughter looked us all over and 
asked, "Pdpa, what you been doing in the water?" 
He replied, "I hav been baptizing some folks." 
She asked, "What's baptizing?" He told her as well 
as he could. She thought about it for a while, and 
then came to me and said, "Mama, w,ho told papa 
to baptize folks?" I sent her to him for an answer, · 
and he told her, "God commanded it" for the sal
vation from sin. She wanted to know if there was 
no other way to be saved, and he said, "No, my 
child; it is the only way," She took another little 
while to think about it, a'nd then went and put her 
elbows on his knee, and looking squarely into his 
face, said, "Papa, I'll risk it." She is now 28 years 
of age, has three balilies of her own, and says she 
is still inclined to "risk it." 

But this is more than I intended to write. I am 
sorry Mrs. Bennett has been obliged to retire from 
the office, as I hoped she would be able to stay for 
years to come. Wishing unbounded euccess to the 
paper, I am Respectfully, ELVIRA .L. HULL, 

l 



Ukhild1'tt( s f&ot[t(t1[. 
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Ball River, 

]J{ass., to whom all Communications for this 
Corner should be sent. 

" His lite Is long whose work is wen, 
And be his station low or high, 

He who the most good works can tell, 
Llvs longest though he soonest die." 

DEAR CHILDREN: Because we love you and 
are deeply interested in your welfare, we hav 
undertaken to make for you, from week to 
week, a little mental picnic. While your 
papas and mammas gather round the table 
and discuss the sober questions of theology, 
politics, and philosophy, we, dear children, 

will, in our own corner, talk of things as we 
see them, sing with the birds, laugh with the 
merry-voices of nature, cry when we cannot 
help it, and gather strength and knowledge 
from all healthful sources. Thus, I trust, we 
shall grow, unfold, and develop as truly and 
beautifully as the lovely flowers that bud and 
blossom at our feet, and shed their perfume 
upon the air we breathe. To the end that 
you may be instructed, entertained, and bene
fited, this department is opened, and it shall 
be our aim to make it one of the sunniest and 
cosiest of corners, where all the great, as well 
as small, shall delight to linger, and where 
everybody shall find a loving and most cordial 
welcome. SusAN H. WIXoN. 

Ten Little Waiting-Maids. 
"Now, let us all go in the barn and play at 

housekeeping. It will be such fun ! Come 
on." And away the four ~rls ran-Jennie, 
Isabel, Emma, and Hattie. 

Farmer Thompson's barn was large and 
airy, and the mow was full of hay. The 
horses and the oxen were in their stalls, for 
they were not working that day; and there 
were two of the cunningest little baby cows-a 
little brown bossy aD.d a white and red one, 
cuddled up, each in her own little pen. They 
hopped up, quickly, when the children came 
in, and snatched at their :fingers, and bobbed 
their heads against them in a way that made 
the girls laugh merrily, while the oxen, with 
their great, wise-looking eyes, seemed to say, 
"We're glad to see you," as they crunched 
and munched at the hay in the manger. The 
horses shook their heads and stamped their 
feet, and whinnied with delight. "That's the 
way horses talk, you know," said Isabel, Mr. 
Thompson's daughter, who was entertaining 
her young school friends. 

•Yes; but you can't understand what they 
say, can you?" inquired Hattie. 

'Of course; Old Whitey, there, says, 'Hello, 
:Belle I· giv me a bite of your apple !'" and 
she reached out her half-eaten apple, which 
the horse took from her hand and ate with 
appa-rent relish. 

' Oh, I tell you, horses know a sight-al
most as much as folks. And oxen are not so 
stupid as you might think. There's a great 
deal-lots of real human character, my papa 
says, in the animals, if you only try to un
understand them." 

'Certainly," said Jennie, "they are like 
us, and we are like them in some respects, for 
we ourselvs are only animals of a higher type, 
I suppose, because we are governed by reason 
-or we ought to be-and these animals are 
guided by instinct." 

'Oh, my! oh, sakes alive! Look in this 
barrel. 0 Isabel, did you know they were 
here ?-three, four, :five little kittens! Bless 
their little hearts-why, they havn't got their 
eyes open!" screamed Emma. 

'I saw them this morning. I don't think 
they're very pret.ty, but maybe they'll grow 
up handsome." And Isabel passed the kit
tens around for inspection. 

'But come, let us play housekeeping now; 
and, Jennie, you be the mother, because you 
are the oldest and biggest." 

'If I am the mother," remarked Jennie, 
"my little girls will come away from those 
kittens immediately. They will come in the 
house-which is, for the time being, the hay
rick~and take their patch-work." 

They all clambered into the hay-rick-a big 
wagon with high railing all ~round, used to 
bring in hay. I said all, but Emma Kingsley 
lingered near the barrel that contained the 
kittens. 

'0 you darlings!" she exclaimed; and im
JJ:nediately after, she shrieked, "Oh! Ow! 
'<>w-wl you nasty old oat, you!" 

'What's the matter?" inquired Mother 
_Iennie. 
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" The old cat scratched me-look! It bleeds 
--ow! The horrid old kittens!" 

"Just now they were 'little darlings.' The 
cat is neither old nor nasty; but you, niy 
daughter, hav shown a bad temper-equally 
as bad as the temper of the cat. You were 
diso~edient, too, in not obeying your Mother 
Jennle, when she called you in. I hope my 
daughter will try to correct her temper and 
be obedient in future. Will she?" ' 

"Yes, Mother Jennie; she will try.'' 
The girls were greatly pleased at this cir

cumstance, 
•:.Bu~ my-real mamma wouldn't hav spoken 

so, sa1d Emma. 
"How would she hav spoken?" asked Hattie. 
"She would hav said, 'Come in here, you 

torment; come along, before I wring your 
neck!'" 

"She wouldn't do that, though," laughed 
Isabel. 

" Of course not; that is only her way of 
talking.'' 

"If I should speak my mind, I should say 
it is a very poor way. I hav no mother, but 
my Aunt Alice, who has brought m~ up so 
far, never speaks like that,"remarkedJennie. 
"But take your patch-work now," she con
tinued; "aiid while you are working I will 
talk." 

" Will you tell us a story? Oh, do!" ex
claimed all, in a breath. 

"I'll tell you about the air. Papa told me 
last evening, and I'll tell it to you." 

"Oh, air isn't anything," said Hattie, pout
ing. 

"Isn't it? We couldn't liv without it; we 
couldn't breathe.'' 

"Truly?" 
" Truly; the air is made of two substances, 

gases, they call them, and their names are 
oxygen and nitrogen. There are other sub
stances in it, but these two are the principal 
ones, and, it is that which is called oxygen 
that makes us liv, and if we could not breath 
it we would die." 

" Right off?" 
Yes; right off. The oxygen makes the blood 

red and beautiful, like the rose that blooms 
in Isabel's cheeks. The plants breathe, too; 
they get oxygen in the shape of carbonic acid 
gas, my papa says; they draw it out of the 
soil, and then the underneath part of the 
leaves givs back the real oxygen to the air 
again. The animals geb lots of it when they 
nibble the grasses and leaves, and they giv 
out from their mouths carbonic acid gas to 
the plants, for that is their principal food. 
So it is a fair giv and take, you see. 

"Out here in the country the air is pure and 
fresh, because all the oxygen that belongs to 
it is not used up as it is in cities. Papa says 
that, in cities, there are so many people liv
ing close together, so many stores, and houses, 
markets, and manufactories, so many sewers 
and gas pipes, so much smoke, so many dis
tilleries, mills, tobacco shops, and so many 
bad breaths, that the oxygen gets spoiled or 
used up." 

"I suppose," said Emma, "that is why my 
cousin Jim was so pale when he came to our 
house this summer? He livs in the city." 

"Perhaps so; papa says they do appear 
pale and delicate in cities, because they hav 
impure air to breathe, and they get disaipated; 
that means bad and naughty, because the 
system craves something to supply the waste, 
and then some will drink intoxicating 
liquors. Now, as your sewing is done, that 
is, you hav sewed two squares, we will all go 
and play in the pure, sweet air.'' 

"Here, button my shoe, mother Jennie, 
please," and Emma put her foot in Jenniej 
lap. 

"No, my dear, you hav ten little waiting
maids, all your own, and they will attend to 
your shoes.'' 

"Ten little waiting-maids !" 
"Yes, ten. You hav each ten little waiting

maids given you on purpose to button and 
unbutton shoes and dresses. They are to 
waib upon you, and do your bidding. You 
should be ashamed to ask any one to wait 
upon you, when you are constantly attended 
by these nimble litUe waiters, for they never 
leave you for an instant. They can not only 
wait upon you, but they can be very helpful 
to your mammas and papas.'' 

"We do not understand, truly, what you 
mean. We do not see any waiting-maids, 
Jennie. Where are they?" 

"Hold up your two hands." 
" Oh ! you mean fingers and thumbs, don't 

you?" 
"Yes, certainly." 
" What a funny idea.'' 
"But it is splendid. 0 Jennie, I think you 

are just elegant. Who else would hav thought 
of that-ten little waiting maids 1 Four of 
Uli iirls-forty waiting maids! My l" 

"But they must be made useful, or else 
they are of no account-that's what Aunt 
Alice says." 

"But suppose they are naughty, and won't 
mind, nor be useful, what then?" asked Isa
bel. 

"Why, then, you must get somebody to tie 
them up with black strings until you feel that 
they will be good and useful, and will mind 
all that is told them." 

Just then a great stone came whack against 
the barn, and startled one little bossy from 
her sleep; and she jumped up, toddling about 
on her weak and slender limbs. 

"Oh, that's only our Tom," said Isabel, 
laughing. "He is going to drive up the 
cows, and he wants to let us know it, so we 
can wait and see him milk them when he 
comes. Tom is bashful, but he is a good 
boy. Old Brindle kicked over the prdl yes
terday when he was milking in the morning. 
But she didn't mean to do it, and she looked 
real sorry, Tom said. Maybe he will let us 
learn to milk, and then our waiting maids will 
be--" 

"Ten little milkmaids," said Hattie. 

Freethou.ght Works for Children. 

"APPL.£8 OF COLD." 
A story-book tor the young !olks. By Miss SUSAN 

H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very 
excellent work tor young masters and misses, has 
passed through a very large edition, and a second 
has been Issued at a reduced price or $1. 25, tree or 
postage. This new edition has a photograph or the 
author which adds very much to the value or the 
volume. 

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles. 
Price, 20 cents. 

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE. 
By Prot. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00. 
This volume alms at the education ot youth In the 

principles or Freethought, at the same time that It 
Inculcates moral duties and human rights !rom a 
standpoint or pure reason and common sense. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

FREETHOUGHT NOVELS. 

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely 
written Radical romance. By WM. Mc
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family 
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages. 
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth, 
$1.25. 

Family Creeds. By WILLIAM McDoN
NELL, aubhor of "Exeter Hall." Price, 
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents. 

Exeter Hall. "One of the most excit
ing romances of the day.'' Price, paper 
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents. 

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man. 
A Rt,dical novel of marked ability. Equal 
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIJU 
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25. 

Golden Throne. By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 
Author of Prometheus, Gottlieb, Inger
soll and Jesus. A Radical Romance of 
pioneer life, delfneating the virtues of 
natural humanity as opposed to the hy
pocrisy of a supernatural religion; crowd
ed with incident and full of progressiv 
ideas and the poetry of the future. $1.00. 

Gottlieb : His Life. A romance of 
earth, heaven, and hell. Beautifully 
written by S. P. PuTNAM. 25 cents. 

The Darwins. A Domestic Radical 
story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, au
thor of John's Way, Sbudying the Bible, 
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

John's Way. A pleasing domestic 
Radical story. By Mrs. E. D. BLENKER. 
15 cents. 

The Outcast. A deep, finely written 
Radical story. From the London edition. 
By WmwooD READE, author of Martyr
dom of Man. 30 cents. 

The Clergyman's Victims. A Rad
ical story vividly portraying the wrongs 
committed by the professed men of God. 
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents. 

Alamontada the Galley-Slave. Trans
lated from the German of Zschokke by 
IRA G. MosHER, L.L.B. A deeply philo
sophical narrativ, intensely interesting. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

THE 

GOLDEN THRONE 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, 

Author of "Prometheus,'' u Gottlieb," and "Ingersoll 
and Jesus.'' 

A Radical romance of pioneer Hfe, delineating the vir· 
tnes of natural humanity as opposed to the hypocrisy of a 
npernatural religion; crowded with Incident and full of 
,>rogreBBIV Ideas and the poetry of the future. 

PR!OE $1.00. ADD:RESS THIS OFFIOE 

TO THE LIBERAL PUBLIC. 
Volume two ot the FREETHINKER'S MAGAZINE AND 

FREETHOUGHT DIRECTORY will contain S(X numbers; 
of sixty-tour pages each, and will be published oil 
the toll owing months of next year: January, March; 
May, July, September, and November. Each numbet' 
will be ready tor mailing on the 25th of the month 
previous to Its date or Issue promptly, and In eTel'1 
reapect will be an Improvement on the first volume. 

The departments tor the next volume will be " Ed
itorial," "Communicated," "All Sorts," "Extracts 
trom Letters," "Freethought Directory," "Businesa 
Department," and "Advertisments." • 

Tne "Extracts from Letters" department will be a 
very Interesting feature or the magazine. The ed
Itor will select a few llnes from the letters of corre
spondents-who write to him-such as he thinks will 
be Interesting to the reader. 
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The Last Prayer. 
"Come unto me all ye that labor and are heavy 

laden, and 1 will giv you rest." 
In the silent, star-lit morning a youth knelt dowl! 

alone 
On what he deemed the earthward step of God's 

eternal throne. 
He had turned aside from churches-turned sick at 

heart away 
From the tawdry, gilded shrines where men adored 

a God of clay. 
He had turned from priest and pulpit, death-weary 

· of the din 
That rang round rival altars-fair without, all foul 

within. 
He had closed the blood-stained Bible, deat:li-struck 

with dumb despair. 
He had ned the ways of Christian men, for God was 

never there. 
He had left the busy cities and the crowded South· 

ern lands 
To seek the God of Nature in the house not made 

with hands. 
A weird, wild waste of moorland lay sleeping 'neath 

the rays 
Of the thousand crystal star-beams that Ut the ether

ways. 
Far away across the heather, in the shadow-haunted 

West, 
Gleamed the dimly-shining billows as they rushed 

o'er ocean's breast. 
Eastward rose a bare, bleek hill-crest, crowned with 

rock and boulder-stone, 
Flecked here and there wllh snow-drifts, here and 

there with gorse o'ergrown. 
Northward moorland rose o'er moorland far away 

into the night, 
Where to the stars one giant-peak upreared ite lonely 

bight. 
Southward o'er a wooded valley, 'mid a wrack of 

broken cloud, 
Gleamed the new moon's fitful glances, like dreams 

through slumber's shroud. 

Here to this eolemn temple did the weary wanderer 
come 

To breathe one prayer tor Faith and Love ere Hope 
in Doubt grew dumb. 

He knelt and prayed with pallid Ups and wan and 
sleepless eyes, 

And raised his trembUng, icy hands up to the silent 
skies. 

"0 thou," he cried, "if thou art God; if thou hast 
ear to hear; 

If thou hast help for human woe, or hope to glv for 
teHor, 

Look down, 0 God I upon me, for I hav sought thee 
long, 

And yearning makes the heart grow faint, and doubts 
upon me throng. 

Great God of truth, it thou art truth, Oh, take this 
gloom away, 

And through the breaking cloud of Doubt shed 
Faith's celestial ray. 

Lo I I hav loved and sought thee long, in fasting 
and in prayer; 

Alae, I haT not found thee, and Faith dies in De
spair! 

Here lie thy works around me, beneath me and 
above; 

Lo 1 thou l.ast given me au of these, and yet denied 
thy love I 

God of the ether-realms of llgnt, God of the star
strewn Space, 

Omnlp<Jtent, Ali-merciful, grant me but one last 
grace. 

I ask no earthly blessing, no mansion in the sky; 
Let me, 0 God I once more be!i<ve-then trustful let 

me die. 
Lo I I hav labored long time, weary and sore op· 

preseed; 
Lo 1 I am heavy laden-£ peak, Lord, and giv me 

rest," 

Thecloud-wrac:t. rose, the wan moon sank, the dim 
stars, one by one, 

Paled in thegrowiDg twilight-shrank from the com· 
ing Bun. 

Round the distant mountain-summit shone a neW· 
born roseate glow, 

Like an angel-presence watching o'er the sleeping 
world below. 

Btlll knelt the youth; but now no more his prayer 
the silence broke; 

The lips were mute, the hands unclasped, and Hope 
no longer spoke. 

The Love-Star paled-nor cold blue sky nor earth an 
answer gave; 

And tainling Faith sank dying then down to a name
less grave. 

The strife was o'er, the love was dead-he rose from 
the frozen sod, 

Stood dumb one awful moment, then spake, THEBE 
lB :t\0 GOD! 

Hence hope of heaven-delusiv dream I Lo I I hav 
JoYed too well. 

Hence hunting shadow-shape of God I hence fever· 
dream ot hell I 

Farewell, ye wasted years of faith I Hat! better, 
nobler loti 

Hail work and strife in the Field of Life, where no 
fiend is of fear begot I 

Lo 1 God is dead, and the dream is done which in 
ignorance began; 

And Knowledge givs tor the love of God the love 
and the faith of MAN I 

LABA. {Secular Review). 
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misery, which churches, colleges, and 
governments have signally failed to do. 
$1.50. 

Moral Physiology; A Brief and Plain 
Treatis on the Population Question. By 
RoBEBT DALE OWEN. 60 cents. 

Mm1ality of the Soul and the Immor
tality of its Elements. By A. SNIDlllB Dill 
PELLEGRINI. 10 cents. 

Myths and Myth-Makers: Old Tales 
and Superetitions interpreted by compar
ative Mythology. By JoHN Frsu, M.A. 
LL.B., of Harvard Oollege. $2. 

Origin and Development of Religion~ 
Ideas and Beliefs, as manifested 
in history and seen by reason. By MoB
BIB FoiNSTEIN. $1. 

Orthodox Hash, with a Change of 
Diet. By WARREN SuMNER BARLow. 
10 ce:o.ts. 

Paradise Lost; or, The Great Dragon 
Cast Out. 60 cents. 

-Personal Immortality and Other 
Papers. By JosiE 0Pl'RNHEIM. Ex
tra cloth, 12mo, 98 pases, 75 oents, 

FREETHOUGHT WORKS. 
For 'Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Essays on the Sacred Langu~e, 
Writings and Religion of the 
Parsis. hy !l'lARTEN HAuG, Ph. D., 
Late Professor of Sanskrit and compara. 
tive philology at the University of Mu· 
nir.h. An account of the ancient Zoroas, 
trian religion and literature. Price, $4.50 

Essence of Christianity. By LunwrG 
Fli:uERBACH. Translated from the Gar
man by GEOBGE ELIOT. Price, $3. 75. 

Exeter Hall. A Theological Romance. 
"One of the most exciting romances of 
the day.'· Price, paper, 60 cents; cloth, 
80 cents. 

Faith and Reason. A Concise Ac
count of the C!lristian Religion, and of 
all the Prominent Religions before and 
since Christianity. With elaborate Index, 
17 pp. By ·HALsEY R. STEVENS, Extra 
cloth, 12mo. 441 pp. Price, $1.50. 

Family Creeds. By WM. McDoNNELL, 
Author of "Exeter Hall." Price, cloth, 
$1.25; paper, 75 cents. 

Festival of .A.shtaroth. A tale of 
Palestine, founded on the destruction of 
the Moabites by the Jews. By A. C. 
MIDDLETON. Price, 10 cents. 

Figures of Hell; or, the Temples of 
Bacchus. Dedicated to the licensers and 
.manufacturers of beer and whisky. By 
Mrs. ELIZABETH THOMPSON. A book full 
of facts and figures in reg8l·d to the 
liquor traffic. Price, $1. 

Genesis I· II: An Essay on the Bible 
Nurrative of Creation. By A. R. GBOTE, 
A.M. Price, 50 cents. 

. Golden Mean on Tempernnce and 
Religion; or, Common Sense in 
Eating, Drinking, Thinking, and Living. 
By JoHN E. BuBTON. Price, 10 cents. 

Golden Throne. By SAMUEL P. :PuT
NAM, Author of "Prometheus" "Gott
lieb," "Ingersoll and Jesus." A Radical 
Romancu of pioneer life, delineating the 
virtues of nat11ral humanity as opposed 
to the hypocrisy of a supernatural relig
ion crowded with incident and full of 
progressive ideas and the poetry of the 
future. Price, $1.00. 

Good Sense, or Natural Ideas opposed 
to Supernatural. Translated from tha 
French of BABON D'HoLBACH, author of 
the "System of Nature." Price, $1.00. 

Gospel of the Kingdoll!, According to 
the Holy Men ot' Uld. .J:Sy the author of 
"Samson, a Myth-story of the Sun." 
Two volumes of poetry. Price, 50 cents. 

Government. An Essay by CHARLES 
MoRAN. Price, 20 cents: 

Half Hours with Some Ancient and 
· .. Modern Celebrated Freethinkers:. 

Thomas Hobbes, Lord Bolingbroke, Con-· 
dorcet, Spinoza, Anthony Collins, Des
cartes, M. de Voltaire, John Toland, 
Compte de Volney, Charles Blount, 
Percy Bysshe Shelley, Claude Arian 
Hel vetius, Francis Wright. Darusi:nont, 
Zeno, Epicurus, Matthew Tindall, David 
Hnme, Dr. Thomas Burnet, Thomas 
Paine, Baptiste de Mirabaud, Baron ds 
Holbach, Robert Taylor, Joseph Barker. 
By "Iconoclast," CoLLINs and W.A.TTii. 
Price, 75 c1nts. 

Heathens of the Heath (the). By 
W ..r. McDoNNELL, Author of "Exeter 
L.<~.ll." Price, $1.25. 

Helvetius; or, The True Meaning of 
the System of Nature. Translated from 
the French. Price, 20 cents. 

Heroines of Freethought. Contain
ing Biogr>tphical tlketche!! of Freethought 
female wr·iters. By Mrs. SAB4. A. UNDER· 
WOOD. Price, $1. 75 

Historical Jesus of Nazareth. By 
M. SoHLEBINGEB, Ph. D., Rabbi of the· 
Congregation Anshe Emeth, Albany r 
Now York. Extra cloth, 12mo, 68 pages. 
Price, 75 cents. 

History of Moses, .A.at·on, Joshua;,. 
and others, deduced from a review of 
the Bible. Also remarks on the morals 
of the Old and New TeRtaments, and 
some of the ancient philosophers. By 
J. M. DoBBEY. Price, 75 cents. 

History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200. An exhaustive ex~ 
amination of the proofs of the authentia. 
ity of the books of the New Testament{· 
showing conclusivly that the canonica 
gospels were unknown up to A.D. 170. By 
Judge CHAS. B. WAITE. 450 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $2.25; sheep, $3.50; half morocco, 
$4.00. 

History of the Council of Nice A.D. 
325 with a Life of Constantine the Great, 
and a general exhibition of the Christian. 
religion in the days of the early fathers, 
By DEAN DUDLEY. $1. 

Humanity and the Progress of In
ternntionnl Law. By EDWA.m> w,_ 
l:lEABING. 15 centa. 
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HAV YOU READ IT? 

HEALTH HINTS TO WOMEN 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR ALL. 

THE DANISH CURE EXPLAINED 
BY WILHELMINE D. SCHOTT, 

Practitianer of the Danilh (Jtqoe. 

WITH POBTBAIT OF AUTHOR. 

Heavy, toned paper, good margins; large type, 
widely spaced; ro:tra cloth, black and gold side 

and back stamps; 12mo., 319 pp.; $1.50. 

A VERY .APPROPRIATE G1F1 BOOK. 

It tells you what physicians should teU their pa
tients, but do not: How to avoid contracting "doc
tors' bllls;" how to hav good health without taking 
mediclns. Hints on every subject pertaining to the 
health or Women and chlldren. 

PURPOSE OF THE WORK. 
The author's design is to glv a general outline of 

the Jaws and conditions of health, with dire<..tlons 
tor the prevention of sickness and care or the sick. 
She considers Animal Etectrlclty, u•ed as directed In 
this book, a very important curativ agent. 

Although written prlmarlly tor women, this book 
wlll be found almost equally useful to all. Most 
persons cannot be too rr~quently reminded or the 
truth or the old proverb, "An ounce or prevention 
is worth more than a pound of cure." The flrst stev 
in the cure or dlsea•e Is to remove the cause; then, 
1n nearly all cases, Nature wlll remove the dl1llculty 
without other ald. 

Send to THE TRUTH SEEKER tor circular and con-
tents. · 

Photographs ofT. Winter, 
The Great Western Materialist, now on sale 

at 265 West Eighth street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Card size, 50 cents; cabinet size, $1. Mailed 

to address on prepayment. 4t43 

$5 to $2o perday at borne. Samples worth $5!ree.. 
. Address STU<SON & Co., Portland, Me. 

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
OF THE 

W or I d as N ow C o n s tit u t e d~ 
By Geo. T. Bon dies. 

And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
8TYLBD 

Exceptions to the Character of Jesus 
Christ Conmdered as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
Prlee, Twenty•Ove Cents. 

Addreea THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
Gmi SS Gllnton Place, N. Y 

$66 a week In vour own town. Terms and $5 outfit 
tree. Address H. Hv ucT & Co .• Portland. Me. 

WETrfSTEIN'S 
JEWElRY- ·sTORE, 

ROCHELLE, ILL. 
Established 1857. Beats the World. 

There Is not another town three times the size of 
Rochelle that can show ao large and beau tlful a stock 
ot t!'ne gold and sliver watches, fine gold and plated 
chains, charms, necklaces, and lockets, bracelets; 
plain .gold, diamond, pearl, turquols, and fancy stone 
rings; soli<! sliver and plated ware; optical goods, 
gold pens, accordions, pocket and table cutlery, guns, 
revolvers, shears, etc., as WETTSTEIN'S. 

Square deallng, enterprise, adaptation, accurats 
ludgment, best or taste In buying, steady appllcatlon 
during twenty-five years. best ot watch-work, and 
LOWEsT PBIOES AT ALL TIMES, hav done it. 
lt you hav a watch that no one else can put In per

teet order, send It to me. It you hav no watch, send 
to me !or price&, and I wlll save you money. If you 
want a chain, necklace, ring, solld sliver or plated 
spoons, castor, spectacles, opera glass, etc., 8end to 
me !or prices and description, and I wlll convince 
you. 

REFERENOES: Mayor and City Councll, omcers o! 
Rochelle banks. 

GOODS SENT TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 
!t.72 A WEEK, '12 a do.vathumeen•ilymade. Costly 
'" PDUlt tr~e. A!l!lrtts TIIUI'l & co., AnlfUIIS&;t AlAio 

'Yi9 

THE EUREKA. An important work by Qibbon, the hi8toria1 •. 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING ~~~:!~~,~t~;~~~~1~~~J:t!; 
CURES EVERY l~oRM OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT MEDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOL~ 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
dent to any address upon receipt ot $1.00. EVERY PAil< 

GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all lntormatlon by 
Jetter or In person free or charge. Send 

for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

LADlEI:l' MAG.NE'l'lt., .Jav.l(ET. Pnce, $18. 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonials, anu be convinced that our claims are correct in every partleuhn 

stnd that your aliments can be eradicated without the aid or MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES AH 1 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis 
One Week. 

in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Y can 
Standing Cured in 'l'hree Weeks. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As ! feel greatly In

debted to you for the benefit I hav received !rom 
your treatment, and the use or your Magnetic ap
pllances, I can say without hesitation to those af-· 
llicted as I hav been that the e:trect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis In my right arm and could not use lt at all, but 
after wearing a suit or your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use It quite as well as ev~r. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com-
vlalnt for a number ot years, from which I hav sur. 
fered intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never round but temJJOrary reller. Since put
ting on your appllances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and If I Improve as rapidly as I hav in the 
past two weeks, wlll soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those surrerlng as I hav your 
Magnetic appllances as the only means ot e:trectlng 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 188~. 
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing om• o: 

your MAGNETIC VESTS tor about three weeks, i 
was entirely cured or Neuralgia or the Heart ann 
Side, whleh had been a source of misery to me fo ,, 
the last six years. I bad tried numerous remedk> 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on tloc 
MAGNETIC VEST I got rellef instantly. Wlt.h uto 
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony !rom a lad,
who had been under drug treatment for eight yeat·e 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; al~·· 

the Clothing on Tuesuay last. Fitted perfect.ly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUB I HAD THE~l 
ON. Am not joking, and If I Improve as rapidly '" 
I hav since T·Jesday, wlll soon be wen. Wlll report 
again f!Oon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

Remember that the same appllances which wlll 
e:trect a cure In a case of Paralysis wlll at the same This lady reports herself entirely cured In l"s' 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, anu. 
patient. we do not, llke the Old School Physician, althou!(h In bed, unable to get out, when applle<l, 
change medlclns every day untll, atter dosing the she ueverthe!ess was able to ride tweuty mtleR in 
,attent almost to death, he may possibly strike two days atter the avvllcatlon. The lady's uan11· 
something {if he is very skilful) that brings reller <!an be had upon application at this o1llce, by any. 
for the time being. one desiring to communicate with her. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady who had been su:trerlng for two years with an Ovn .• · 
•an TuJno•, and who had been told that nothiug but the knife would save her life, and the chance• 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In tour months' time she Is p errectly well, and has not taken a dose of 
medlcin since putting on the appllances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothlnog 
tor you; it will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., NoVel!lberl9, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to tall me; I became nervous, lost all dn. 

sire tor food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physlclano 
of St. Louts, at which place I was then stopping, an or whom declared that I had an Ovada•• ., umo . 
and that the only thing that would S!tve my life would be the knit e. About six months ago I grew rapidlJ• 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to all 
operation, when my attention was called to the "·U•·e.k.a 1Utt."n ... 1 i{'. Ap,•l a.nc .. s~ As a drowning man 
wlll catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope or a cure. Four months ago I pnrnhR•"<l ~ult._ot 
your appllances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tu
mor, wnich had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, untll now I am 
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appll
ances I hav not taken a single dose or medlcin. My bowels, which 
hnfore were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them t<> anyone su:trertng as I hav, bellevlng 
that they wlll do all and more than you claim tor them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appllances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unllke all other appllances in the 
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve-and Lung Invigorators, $ G.OO 
Gentlemen's Belts, (i.l •0 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, • t;. PO 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5 00 
Leg Belts, each, 4 .no 
J{nee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 
Sleeping Caps, 4.00 
Ladies Jaeket, 18.0H 
Gentlemeu's Vests, J;).OH 
Su-perfine Insoles, 1 00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any or the above garments sent to any address upon rocc,ipt or prtre, and w~ will return the money 
It theY ar•• Il(lt as represented in every respect. If you are uncertain M tu w1u1t would best sua your case 
send its word stating symptoms, and we wlll advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appllances are o:trered at less than one-third or what others are selllng worthless appllances for, yet we wlll 
guarantee that the magnetlcquallty Is a hundred told superior to any other appllance ever o:trered the 
publlc, and wlll outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised tlve times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appllance 
In the market wlll attract the smallest particle or Iron, the majority or such worthless appllances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism tor a 
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and wlll outlast any 
and all other garments now before the publlc. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon acu:ntific 
principlu, and not haphazard as In all the others. We o:trer you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any or the so-called magnetic garments now o:trered under that head. At 
the same time the appllcatlon o! labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enab!es us to o:trer them at 
about 

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trlll.e higher 
than ordinary clothing. 

R m m b ~ ,. that we are o:trering you the cheapest and best magnetic appllances In the market, and 11 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we wlll 
retund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jack~ts and Gflntlflm~n's Vests are made to 
ordt~r, and a fit l!uarauteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN TBB UNITED STATES. LIBERAL OOMMI88ION8 ALLOWED 
Ad.U. lor tun~~.er l.JIJOrllaaUQD, n..-. L. T .. aaey, 

. 8ti 8ll!l8 8tt'elll) aor. or Na III'Ht. OIIIA!Ionatf, ObJO, 

OF' TH& ROMAN EMPIRE," and 

~ 1II~DIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, W~nck, 
Milman,'" an English Churchman," and other scholars. 

Handsome 12 mo, 86~ pp. Cloth. With En~vings. l•.oo 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

The LaSarum of 
Constantino. 

•' lly IIttS zt"gn th~~ 
sltalt conqtur I 

This volume contains Tho14rfca!wnt!ngo, sepa• 
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. lt shows 
tv/ten, w!tere, and !tow Christianity originat.ed ; w/uJ were its 
founders ; and wltatwas the character, senttment.<;_, manners, 
numbers, and condition of tho primitive Christtans. • 

Gibbon's Vindt"cationofthe 15th and 16th chapters c;>fhts 
HiStory from the attacks of his Christian opp.onell:ts• IS re· 
printed verbatim from the original edition oflns llhscellane• 
DUS Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796. ltelfect.ually 
and forever silenced his detractors : who, bemg vanquished 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infid~li.ty! 

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the Ongm o/ 
Cltristianity is reprinted from tpe valuab~e notes of lJHAN 
MILMAN, \VBNCK, GUIZOT, an :ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, (t.he 
learned editor of BoHN's edition ef Gi6lum), and other emm-
ent Christian historians. - • 

AmOng the illustrations will be found representations 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan ntytholofU'. 

:t'"'" !eh•le at Tbe Truth Seeller Offiee. 
6P ~~ 

MANHOOD 

KNOW THYSELf, 
A. Book for Everv .Man. 
Yonn~, Middle· aged, and Old. 
The untold miseries that re•ult from lndlscretl•·n In 

~~~~t r~rs ~:~rt.7~n ~~~~'::Jdte~ur~h~~u~:a· re~rlhot~a :'e~ 
J:~i'fi.rt~~~n~V,t~b:~t~~.~h~h:";~~~".:~ :rc~.iJi·:~ 
or Sf' If Prf'Ncrvatlon. It is not nnly a eomplete 
;nff perfect treatise on M•nbood. Bxhsusted Vltsllty, 
'fervous and Phvolcst Deblltty, Premature necllne In 
mu.n Rrrors of Youth, etc, but 1t eo 'tRine one hundred 
·md twenty-1\ve prescrtpt1nne for acute &Dd chron1c dis .. 
eases, eaeh one or whleb Is lnvalnable, so 
f~g}i~ blo~~~~ a~~h~:r ~~~;: i~f~~~~io1t0~r2~[ye~~y!8 
tctan. ft. conr.a.1ns SOO pa~~"ea. bound In beautiful emboseed 
covers. full gilt, eml>entohed with the very finest steel en. 
grav1ngs, guarnntPed to be a flner work 1n eve3;, sense-

~:ft!~1f:~~i!e~~~t~; fci"~,~~~~~~ltht:~oa.:J'y0~i~rt;:0~~ 
~~"..~~~J~:ev~~6~~tg~~'iie ~~~~~u~r1It:Ji~I f.'~-.t'~t~~~ ~ 
lllu•trsted II&Dlple sent on reCfllpt of oix cent~ Send now 

Address PEA.BODY MEOICAL INR'I"ITUTE, or Dr. 
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulfinch etreet, Boston, Mass. 
l'he a11tbor may be conaulted on all ruse ... ee requlrtn, 
~ktll nnd exPerience. lYSS 

RUPTURES CUREDby 

Fl FTY V E <\ R!ii' SUt !CE!iiS. 

SHAKER EYE AND EAR BALSAM. 
For all amlctloll6 of the above organs. 

Dimness, Infiammatton, Soft Cataract, and Roartnc 
etc., or the Ears. 

80 cents pAr box. 
Try DR nnM. ILnll 11.nl1 qnt1,... l'tiiiAf. 

G • .&. Lomas, fibakers, N. Y~ 
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TH~ T:RU'rB s~EKER, :NoVEMBER iO, 1888. 

SCIENCE Is the handmaid to knowledge; science 
has done more to Impart true knowledie to man
kind than all other agencies combined. Demon
etrated ec!ence may be regarded as the only true 
source of knowledie-!t Is knowledge.-D. M. Bennett. 

A DIRGE. 
With pallid cheeks and wringing hands, 

And dueky 11armente l!lad and eere, 
The weary winds !rom Northern lands 

Hav come to eob at Autumn's bier; 
Upon her robe of br!ll!ant dyes, 
Behold, In chilly splendor l!es 

The tribute of a frozen tear. 

Come, Winter, come and drop the pall 
That only thou knowst how to spread; 

In tender alienee let It !all 
In fiawless folds from foot to head; 

Within our heart's most sacred shrine, 
And 'guarded bf a love divine, 

Bhallllv the memocy of the dead I 
-Samw:l Minturn Peck. 

AS In a bodf when the blood Is fresh, the spirits 
pure and Vliorous, not only to vital but to rational 
acuities, and there In the acutest and pertest oper

ations of wit and subtllt)", it argues In what iOOd 
pl[iht and constitution the body Is; so when the 
cheerfulness of the p!1Qple Is so sprightly up, as It 
has not only wherewith to guard well !te own free
dom and Bl!lfety, but to spare and to bestow upon the 
sol!dest and sublimest points of controversy, and 
new Invention, it betokens us not deienerated, nor 
drooping to a faded decay, by casting oli the old and 
wrinkled skin of corruption to ou tl!v these pangs, 
and wax young again, entering the glorious ways o! 
truth and prosperous virtue, destined to become 
great and honorable In these latter ages. Meth!nks 
I see In my mind a noble and puissant nation rous
lni herself l!ke a strong man after a sleep and shak
Ing her !nvlnc!ble locks; meth!nks I see her as an 
eagle nursing her mighty youth and k!ndlln! her 
undazzled eyes at the full midday beam, purilng 
and llll8cal!ng her long abused sight at the fountain 
Itself of heavenly radiance; wh!le the whole noise 
of t!moroW! and fiock!ng birds, with those also that 
Ion the tw!l!ght, fiutter about, amazed at what she 
means, and In their curious gabble would prognol!
t!cate a year of sects and sch!sms.-Alilt.n' s Liberty of 
Unlicen$ea Printing. 

Wli:lllll there no advantage to be reaped !rom the 
etudy of philosophy, beyond the gratification of an 
Innocent cur!oelt)", yet OUiht not even this to be de
spised; as belni an accession to those few safe and 
harmless pleasures which are bestowed on the hu
man race. The sweetest and most !noliens!v path 
of l!!e leads through the avenues of science and 
learning; and whoever ca.n either remove any ob
etruct!ona In this way or open up any new prospect, 
ought 1!10 far to be esteemed a benefactor to man
kind. And though these researches may appear 
painful and fatiguing, It Is with some minds as 
with wome bodies, wh!le being endowed with vigor
ous and fior!d health, require severe exercise, and 
reap a pleasure !rom what, to the general! If of man
kind, may seem burdensome and laborious. Ob
scurlt)", Indeed, Is painful to the mind as well as to 
the eye; but en fumer dan lucem--to brlni Ugh t !rom 
obscurltr by whatever labor, must needs be delight
ful and rejo!clni.-Hume'• Elsays. 

MR. THOMSON'S poem, "A Voice !rom the Nlle," 
has his usual merits and defects. Each line m!gh t 
be cr!t!c!sed, but the general Impression of his mel
ancholy monotone Is very !mpress!v. Old N!le ex
ults In his durab!l!t)", as compared with the ephem
eral stab!l!t)" of man, who changes his language, and 
even his creed, wh!le the river fioWII on forever. 
N!le has seen the old creed of Egypt, and the Greek 
creed of the Ptolem!es, and the Chr!stlan!ty of Cyr!l, 
and the faith of Mohammed, and stlllfiows on, mak
Ing and fertil!Z!ng Egypt as of yore : 

So the men change along my changeless stream, 
Aud change their !althl!l; but I yield all alike 
Sweet water !or their drinking, sweet as wine, 
And pure, sweet water for their lustral rites: 
And thirty ienerat!ons of my corn 
Outlast a ienerat!on of my men, 
And thirt)" generations of my men 
Outlast a generation of their iOds. 
0 admirable, pitiable m!IJl-
Hy chlld, yet allen In my !am!ly I 

One cannot forget, nevertheless, that, 11.1!1 Louis 
Bl!IJlc said, "Edifices hav only duration; It Is rulns 
that hav etern!t)"." The thing which can change !or 
the better Is, In that capaclt)", nobler than the water 
Which ca.n but remain the same.-Lond<m 8puta!or. 

GIVING alms to common beggars Is naturally 
praised, because It eeems to carry rel!e! to the d!s
treesed and Indigent; but when we obeerve the en
couragement thence arising to !dleneee and de
bauchecy, we suspect that epecles of charity rather 
a weakness [!! not a or!me) than a virtue. 
L!beralltr In princes Is regarded as a mark of benef
Icence; but when it occurs that the homely bread of 
he honest and Industrious Is often thereby con• 

verted Into del!c!ous cater !or the Idle and the prod· 
[ial, we soon retract our Idle praises. The regrete of 
a prince, !or having lost a day, were noble and gen
erous; but had he Intended to hav spent It In acts 
of generosity to his ireedy court!ere, It was better 
lost than m!semployed after that manner.-Humt'• 
Principlu of Alm-aZ.. 

GlV a man good books and you make hl!n a deni
zen of all nations-a contemporacy of all agee. The 
world h&e been created !or him. It Is hardly possi
ble but the character should take a higher and bet
ter tone !rom the constant habit of associating In 
thought with a class of thinkers, to say the least of 
It, above the average of huma.nit)". It ill morally 
Impossible but the manners should take a tinge of 
iOOd breeding and c!v!l!zat!on !rom having con
stantly before one's eyee the way In which the best 
bred and best Informed men hav talked and con
ducted themselvs In their Intercourse with each 
other. There Is a gentle, but perfectly irree!st!ble, 
coercion In a habit of readlni, well directed, over 
the whole tenor of a man's character and conduct, 
which ill not the lees eliectual because It works ln· 
eens!bly and because It Is really the laat thlnjf hi 
areame o!.-BirJolm Hwrf~KJ. 

THE M!ss!ss!pp! river Is vecy low, and cannot 
leave 1 ts bed. 

THEBE Is a farmer In Pittsburg mean enough to 
call his daughter Mlsecy, because she loves company. 

MISS A. (to M!ss B., who Is accompanied by a l!ttle 
dog with a stumpy tall) : " I beg pardon; does this 
sweet l!ttle bob-tall belong to you?" Miss B.: "Oh, 
no, mise, that Is the dog's." 

WE read In an exchange of a young lady having 
been made crazy by a sudden k!se. This should 
teach youni ladles to be constantly expecting some
thlni of that kind, and to be prepared !or it when_!t 
comes. 

PROFEBSOR to class In surgecy : "The r!gh t lee of 
the patient, as you see, ill ehorter than the left, In 
consequence of which he l!mps. Now, what would 
you do In a case of th!e kind ? " Bright student: 
"Limp, too." 

A LITTLE fellow lately asked his parents to take 
him to church with them. They said he must walt 
till he was older. "Well," was his shrewd sugges
tion In response, "you'd better take me now, tor 
when I 11et bigger I may not want to go." 

J_ CHINAMAN whowascalledasaw!tness In Queens
land was asked how he would be sworn, when he re
pl!ed, "Me no care; clack '!m saucer, k!ll '!m 
hen, blow out '!m matchee, smell '!m book, allee 
samee." He was allowed to smell'!m book." 

AN English countcy paper contains the following 
curious Instance of m!spunctuat!on: "Lord Palm
erston then entered on his head, a white hat upon 
his feet, Iar~~:e but well-polished boots upon his brow, 
a dark cloud In his hand, his faithful walking
stick In his eye, a menacing glare saying nothlni." 

A COlliMEllCIAL traveler, having le!t a shirt at an 
Inn, wrote to the chambermaid to forward it to him. 
This produced the following: 

"I hope, dear sir, you'll not !eel hurt, 
I'll frankly tell you all about It; 

I've made a shift with your old shirt, 
And you must make a shift Without it." 

THE v!ctecy was won, and General Wolfe lay dying 
on the Heights of Abraham. Hearing the shouts of 
the soldiers, "~'hey fiy I they fiy I" the general stood 
on his elbow and anxiously asked, "Who fiy ? " 
"Hossfiy," repl!ed the sergeant near by, and Wolfe, 
recognizing the forerunner of the Amer!ean para
grapher, was glad to l!e down and die before the 
batch of 1883 came along. 

A FEW days ago a lady, with al!ttle girl just at that 
age where ch!ldren hav an Idea that they hav a 
right to say what they please and to whom they 
please, took lodgings at a certain Houston boarding
house, where there was also stopping a young man 
a l!ttle after the dude order. At the dinner table 
this young man, seeking to make himself as agree. 
able as possible, began a converl!lat!on with the l!ttle 
girl by asking her, "Where were you born, honey?" 
"What do you want to know that for?'' "Oh, I just 
wanted to know where you came from. Where were 
you born ? " "Well, I'll tell you !! you want to 
know so bad. I was born In the bed." "Oh, no, I 
don't mean that," explained the young man. "I 
want to know where you was born." "I was born In 
the bed, I tell you, and that's enough for you to 
know!" The laugh went round the table at the 
young man's expense. 

IN THE FALL. 
In the !all the l!ttle school-boy 

Dreams about his airy sled; 
In the !all the golden leafiet 

Makes the cow a pleasant bed, 

In the !all within the forest 
Not a happy robin toots; 

In the !all the mercy farmer 
Buys a pair of cowhide boots. 

In the !all the pol!t!c!an 
Shakes the hand o! every one; 

In the !all the happy urchin 
Blows hlll thumb oJI with a gun. 

In the !all the largest bullock 
At the fair receives the prize; 

In the !all the farmer's fancy 
Turns to thoughts of pumpkin-pies, 

In the !all the comic lecture 
Blossoms sweetly in the land; 

In the fall we hear the tooting 
Of no roa:rnlng German band. 

A BOGUS tiger : The Great Inter-Oshun Byclop!an 
Sirens was In town, and they had a M!nagecy and 
the tiger got loos and the people all over town got 
scart and there was dead oodles of fun and c!!mb!ng 
out of the way. Old man mcEvans he herd of It but 
he wasn't scart because he livs In the other end of 
town and he d!dnt think no tiger wood go out there. 
He was sleeping on his gairy and Mira was reeding a 
book up-stairs when Jim Hinkle & Sam Riehle saw 
them and they put up a Job on the old man. They 
coaxt his big yeller dog round to the back of the 
hous with a peece of pie--and they had black paint 
In a buket and they painted black stripes on the dog 
and Sam wanted to call Ita Zebra but Jim said theyd 
pretend It was a tiger. When theyd got it all reddy 
they throo the peece of pie on the old mans nee when 
he was sleeping on the galry and the pie woke him 
up and he saw the yeller dog that he thot was a tiger 
coming !or him and he yelled poleece a.nd he .thot 
his end had come and Mira she screamed fire and 
Jim went to run away and he was shouting Mad T!· 
ger and he !ell down and Bam tr!ped over him and 
sp!ld the paint on his head and the naybors came out 
with shot-gune and blazed away at the tiger and shot 
a street car the first blaze and a man k!ld the tiger, 
not the sure enough tiger you no, but the yeller dog 
with a fense rale on the hed; and when they found 
that It was no tiger but mcEvanses dog you shood 
hav seen poor old man mcEvans pranze around and 
he just made the air bloo. It beat the sirens but It 
was a shame for the dog Is ded and Mira sez her 
harts broke and the old man spilt his close and hes 
now laying !or them boys and he sez when he catches 
them he'll put enuli str!poe 011 thtm to make a tiger 
uhamed ot h!seolt, 
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Jjlofts and 

AN Irish parish priest, Father Doney, of 
Loughrea, on removing to another parish, 
sold his farm to one of his old flock named 
Dervin. The new priest, Father Callahan, 
fancied it, and, the purchaser being unwilling 
to giv it up, large numbers of people collected 
and stoued Dervin out of the place, shouting 
that the priest should hav the land. The 
military were called ottt and arrests made. 
The farmers sided with Dervin. 

THE Romans under the republic were pro
hibitionists after a fashion. Men of honor
able family_ were forbid by law to drink wine 
before the age of thirty, or to drink to excess; 
while for women of any condition, free or 

- slave, to touch wine except on some solemn 
occasion, as a sacrifice, was an offense visited 
by severe penalties. Hence originated the 
custom of girls kissing their parents on their 
lips as a means of discovery whether they had 
been sampling the contents of the family am
phorre. But the law, as affecting women, was 
in time so far modified that they were per
mitted to drink wine made from boiled must 
or raisins. 

A MAN known to other men as Jeremiah 
Dwyer, and to himself as" The Prophet,". was 
arrested in AustrA.lia, a week or two ago, on a 
charge of theft. Jerry in his defense casually 
mentioned "that he was the representativ of 
no less than twelve lost tribes and that all the 
churches were against him, and that he was 
deputed by the Lord to begin a crusade against 
them with burning coals." According to this 
statement, there are two more lost tribes. So 
that all the tribes are lost. We always 
thought they would be. But we don't wonder 
now why prophets were unpopular in Judea. 
Jerry is now in the Gladesville Asylum. 
These are the days of little faith.-Bulletin. 

A CELEBRATED German professor, Gherke, 
has put for"arJ a new origin of the human 
race. He says that the aboriginal Americans 
and the people of the north of Europe are 
descended from bears. Toward the end of 
the glacial season these bears floated south on 
icebergs. They could not return, and were 
forced to make the best of their quarters. 
Gradually they shed their furry coat, and in 
order to keep one pair of feet dry they walked 
on their hind legs. 0 After the lapse of innu
merable years these bears, undergoing the 
process of modification, ultimately were de
veloped in the form of a man. The professor 
bases his theory or argnmtJnt on structural 
similarities between the man and the bear. 

RussiA appears to be losing her pre-emi
nence as the granary of Europe in face of 
sucb competing countries as America and In
dia, but whether or not she can yet claim to 
be a great manuf11cturing country may be 
seen from the fact that, according to statis
tics l11tely compiled in the Ministry of Fi
nance, there are just 17,176 large manufac
tories and works of all kinds in the fifty-two 
provinces-an extent of land as big as the 
rest of Europe--with not more than 800,000 
work people employed. This total does not 
include 15,272 small establishments of the 
peasants of not more than five workers to 
each, where chiefly articles of domestic use 
are wrought, and has been calculated for the 
purpose of regulating inf11nt and female labor 
in works and factories. 

THE following is a true story if Peck's Sun 
is a veracious journal : "Dr. Miller, of Ocon
omowoe, is a great joker. The local newspa
wer announced recently that the doctor had 
found a chicken thief on his premises one 
night, and let him go with a l.'eprimand, after 
identifying him. The doctor was overrun 
with visitors who wanted to know the name of 
the thief, but he would not tell. A truly good 
man came to the doctor and insisted on being 
told, but the doctor would not gh• down the 
information, when the man ask•·d the doctor 
why he would not tell. Taking the truly 
~ood visitor one side he whispered to him 
"It won't do to tell who the chicken thief is' 

' 

for he is a member of our church." The truly 
good man went away feeling as though he 
should burst with curiosity, but the doctor 
will not giv the thief away." 

THE wise man's duty, says the Melbourne 
Bulletin, in all this raging storm of theologic 
contest-of conflicting dicta and clashing dog
mata-is simply to do his duty as an inhabit
ant of this world. Then, if there be another 
or other worlds, he who has done his duty 
here will (the odds are) be best fitted for do
ing it there. And if there be none other, he 
will at least hav done what he could; acted 
like a man, instead of humbugging around in 
f11ncifnl preparation for a non-existent state 
of angelhood. Faith in this world, that it is 
good and may be made better, combined with 
a resolution to stand or fall by the nobler hy
pothesis, is better than the bastard faith of 
the theologian, which is nothing more than a 
willingness to assent to vague assertions on 
ir.snfficient evidence. In this sense, ThomaH 
Paine's "The world is my country, to do good 
my religion," is a pregnant text. 

IF Jehovah had not proved a cat's-paw to 
kings, says S11ladin in the ,_,ecular Review, he 
would now be of as little account as Odin. 
Kingcraft has looked down upon the birth and 
death of many gods. They hav all been use
ful to it, and It takes care that they hav tre
mendous longevity and die hard. Do you 
say that both Christianity and kingcraft are 
evolutionary phases? I reply that their con
JUnction is an act of flagitious harlotry, curs
ing mankind with mental St. Vitus's dance 
and moral scrofula. If Christianity, adulter
ously tied to the state, be an evolutionary 
mode, so toward it are my hate and hostility. 
It has had the foremost races of the world to 
work with; and in eighteen hundred years it 
has left them so that an average dog can well 
afford to look down upon an average man. 
"Clyde," the colley, may thank his stars he is 
not Mr. John Smith, the manikin. 

THE Bishop of Manchester thinks it was a 
great pity that "a letter which Mr. D.-rwin 
wrote just before his death, when he was en
feebled by disease, and in which he said he 
could find no evidence for a life beyond the 
grave, should hav been published." Why? 
asks Mrs. Besant. In the first place, the let
ter was written in June, 1879; Darwin died on 
April19, 1882; so that Dr. Fraser's "just be
fore" equals nearly three years. Is it right, 
from the Christian point of view, to make 
gross misrepresentation of this sort, merely 
in order to deceive ignorant people into the 
helief that Mr. Darwin's power of judgment 
was touched by approaching death when he 
wrote? After writing that letter, Mr. Darwin 
published his book on "Worms;" there is 
little sign of failing power of thought in that 
book. Dr. Fraser, in dealing with unbelief, 
seems to lose all sense of truth and honesty. 

AN old Roman town has been found in Tu
nis by Lieut. Massenati. The exact 2pot of 
the discovery is near Fabella, and it is be
lieved from the extent of the ruins that they 
form what was once the capital of the island 
many years before the Christian era. The 
sight is said to be most impressiv. The re
mains of a great temple hav been brought to 
light near the seashore. They are of marble, 
and of singular architectural richness, com
posed in parts of huge blocks measuring 
more than fifty square yards at their base. 
Immense columns of red and green marble 
form the eastern entrance, and there is a 
square inclosure surrounded with white mar
ble friezes, supported by twisted columns. 
Numbers of statues, sculptured in Egyptian 
granit, were lying upon the ground, and it 
was remarked that, while they were all de
capitated, not a single head was to be found. 

THE Richmond Herald has had a discussion 
with Dr. Henderson. The Herald admits its 
defeat in this way: Dr. Henderson is a phil
ologist. He knocked us to pieces on our use 
of the word monopoly. We spoke of the 
friends of the "new movement" making a 
monopoly of theological education. But our 
oritio,.l fl'iend says that according to the die· 

THE Dean of Bangor, England, speaking 
the other day at a meeting held to further the 
establishment of courses of instruction in 
practical cookery in the elementary schools, 
s11id that if he had his own way there would 
be much less tea drinking among people of all 
classes. Oatmeal and milk produced strong, 
llearty, good-tempered men and women, 
whereas excessiv tea drinking created a gen
eration of nervous, discontented people, who 
were forever complaining of the existing or
der of the universe, scolding their neighborR, 
and sighing after the impossible. In fact, he 
suspected that over-much tea drinking, by 
destroying the calmness of the nerves, was 
11.cting as a dangerous revolutionary force in 
England. Tea drinking renewed three or 
four times a day made men and women feel 
weak, and the result was that the tea kettle 
went before the gin bottle, and the physical 
und nervous weakness that had its origin in 
the bad cookery of an ignorant wife ended in 
ruin, intemperance, and disease. 

Jjltws of tht lftth. 

Ex-GoVERNOR RANDOLPH, of New Jersey, 
died on the 7th. 

THE Brooklyn Turn Ven•in celebrated its 
thirtieth anniversary on the 11th. 

SoME medical students at Syracuse, N. Y., 
hav been convicted of grave robbery. 

NEw Yonx saw its first snow for the season 
on the 12th. Cold weather is prevalent. 

THE anniversary of the poet Schiller's birth 
was celebrated by a large number of Germans 
in this city on Sunday last. 

GEN. BUTLER b~lieves that he was defeated, 
in his late campaign, by corrupt means. He 
promises some day to produce the direct evi· 
dence. 

THE London police <'laim to hav discovered 
that the recent explosions in the underground 
railways of that city were the work of New 
York dynamiters. 

SHENANDOAH, Pa., was swept by fire on the 
12th, and $1,000,000 worth of property de· 
strayed. Two hundred and fifty families are 
reported homeless. 

A MAN at Lynn, Mass., has just beaten the 
best dumbbell record. He put a fifty-pound 
dumbbell above his head at arm's length sixty 
times in succession. 

THE ivory tusk of a mastodon was un· 
earthed at Painesville, Ohio, on the lOth. The 
tusk is three feet in diameter and is in a good 
state of preservation. 

THE corn crop of the country this year is 
1,600,000,000 bushels, which is 40,000,000 less 
than last year. The potato crop is above the 
average, amounting to 175,000,000 bushels. 

MoRTIMER DANEHEn has just died at Derry
vane, Minn., aged 121 years. He belonged to 
a family that was remarkable for the age of 
its members, the youngest of whom died at 
eighty. 

THE district attorney at Troy, N. Y., holds 
that a divorce granted by a Jewish church 
tribunal is not legal, and threatens prosecn· 
tion to a Jew who has obtained such a divorce 
and contemplates remarriage. 

MosT of the pastors of this city talked last 
Sunday about Martin Luther, the 400th anni· 
versary of whose birth came on Saturday, the 
lOth. Some of them eulogized the great re
former and others criticised him adversely. 

ONE hundred and ten persons were ar· 
raigned before the Tombs j nstice in this city 
just after election and sentenced for va· 
grancy. They had been supported for the 
previous month at the expense of politiciana 
who wished to secure their votes. 

THREE counterfeiters were arrested in this 
city.Qn the 11th who were on the point of 
launching some fifty thonsand dollars in 
counterfeit bonds upon the market. One of 
the prisoners is Brockway, one of the most 
skilful and dangerous counterfeiters in the 
world. 

HENRY GILDERT, a Christian of great piety 
and zeal, and a leader of the prayer-meetings 
at Oxford, N. Y., is in jail' at Goshen for bur· 
glary. He has been stealing for some time, 
but has not been snapected by his neighbors, 
who labored under the mistaken notion that 
a good Christian is necessarily honest. 

THE much-married George Q. Cannon, the 
Mormon elder who was bounced out of a seat 
in the last Congress, has been " interviewed " 
11lmost daily for a week past. Elder Cannon's 
expositions of Mormonism, says the Herald, 
are worth consideration, for he is a repre
sentative Mormon and is indicated as the 
probaule successor of John Taylor, the pres
ent head of the sect, when that aged sinner 
follows Brigham Young to a warmer territory 
than Utah is in winter. Elder Cannon defies 
the federal government to prevent polygamy, 
and is sarcastic concerning the failure of the 
Edmunds law. "We believe that polgyamy 
IS a divine institution," he says; and he adds 
that the combat is between God and the Mor
mons on the one side and the Constitution 
and force of the United States on the other 
side. "Purity," Elder Cannon declares, is 
the distinctiv feature of ,the religious ceremo
nial of Mormonism. "No ceremony," he 
says, "can be purer than the marri11ge in the 
'Endowment Honse.'" If this is so, Mormon 
manners must hav been cleansed of late or 
else Elder Cannon's standard of "purity" is 
peculiar. There are other Mormon elders 
who hav confessed to the American public 
that the ceremonies in the "Endowment 
House" often are filthy beyond description. 
The costumes worn in them, which Elder 
Cannon calls "temple clothing," are described 
by these others as merely shirts and drawers 
combined into a single garment with some 
curious emblems wrought upon them, and in 
Elder John Hyde's time "in the lectures 
which used to be delivered after the initia
tions the most disgusting language ever heard 
was reveled in" and "duties the most secret 
and sacred were not only plainly but filthily 
spoken of." "You are under oath and can't 
tell it," was the customary exhortation of the 
presiding Mormon dignitary. If all this nas- MoNDAY, the 26th, is to be celebrated as the 
tiness has been dispensed with, as Elder centennial anniversary of the British evacua. 
Cannon would no"N hav the public believe, tion of New York. The anniversary occurs 
something has been accomplished in the line on the 25th, but as that day is Sunday, it is 
of decency. A great deal more, to be sure, considered too good, or not good enough, 
remains to be achieved in the line of loyalty for the occasion. An Evacuation centenary 
to the country which owns Utah territory and medal has been struck in Philadelphia. 
of obedience to the laws of Congress. Elder AMM1E CHEEVEnwas found murdered on his 
Hide asserts that in the endowment" myste- own woodpile, in Dingham, Pa., on Oct. 27th. 
ries" Mormons are "sworn to cherish con- His grandmother, at Milford, on the forenoon 
stant enmity toward the United States,"" to of that day, suddenly arose from her chair 
renounce all allegiance and refuse all submis- and shrieked, "A mmie is killed l Ammie is 
~ion;" and Elder Cannon's defiance of the killed!" She could not be qnieted.. A few 
United States to prevent polygamy certainly i hours later th<l news of his death was re. 
is in tlle line of this treasonable o];ligation. ' ceived. It is a curious coincidence. 
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hl"ommunitafioqs. dorf?-" If the New Testament is difectiv the church itself The authorized version really began with William 
~· is in error, and rnust be given up as a decf!{Jtion." Tyndale, born 1484, one hundred years aftGr the 

Can the ancient manuscripts be relied on? death of Wyclif. 'fyndale was ordained priest March 
"Charges of corrupting the sacred text are urged 11, 1502; became friar of monastery at _Greenwich, 

Facts and Fallacies in Rega1·d to the New Tes- on both sides with great acrimony. Two chief causes 1508, . To prove bow little Christianity depended on 
tament. contributed especially to corrupt the text of the gas- the Bible, we copy the following from E. Cone Bis-

The New Testament is claimed to be the infallible, pels-the attempts to harmonize parallel narrativs, sell's "Historic Origin of the Bible:" 
inspired word of God, miraculously preserved and and the influence of tradition." "William Tyndale at the table of his patron, Sir 
handed down to us in all its truth and purity, through "It is impossible to exactly estimate the number J obn Walsh, in controversy with a brother Catholic 
the special interposition and mercy of God. To of variations which exist in different copies, but it priest, who said, 'It was better to be without God's 
question this is regarded as terrible wickedness; to cannot be less than 120,000." . law than the pope's,' indignantly replied, 'I defy the 
simply imply a doubt will call forth fierce denuncia- "Probably there are not more than 1,600 to 2,000 pope and all his laws; if God will spare my life, ere 
tions; to refusA to devoutly believe it is to be re- places in which the true reading is a matter of un- many years I will cause a boy that drives a plow to 
garded as one in whom all goodness, truth, or virtue certainty" (Smith's Bible Diet., ATt. New Testament). know more of the scriptures than the pope does." 
bath ceased to exist. It is admitted there are over sixteen hundred er- "Tyndale, in 1524, fled from England to Hamburg, 

Yet it is beyond all question, ifthe NewTestament rors or doubtful renderings; yet if we do not rever- and lived on ten pounds a year (equal to about $700 
is not inspired, if it bas not been miraculously pre- entially believe the whole of the New Testament, we at the present time) paid him by Sir Humphrey 
served exactly as God first gave it in the original, shall be lost. "He that believeth not shall be Mumouth, to pray for the souls of his father and 
if our English version of the four gospels is not per- damned" (Mark xvi, 16). mother." 
feet and entire-the inspired word of God-then How did we obtain our English version of the "Sir Thomas More obtained a special dispensation 
Christianity bas no claim to our reverence, more than New Testament, and what are the evidences of its re- to be allowed to read the heretical work. He de-
any other tissue of superstitious fables. liability? clared the Tyndale version so changed and corrupted 

We claim it is the bounden duty of all people, of "The Latin Vulgate and the Hebrew text of the from the good and wholesome doctrins of Christ to 
whatever shade of opinion, to patiently and thor- Old Testament had been published some time before their own devilish heresies as to be quite another 
oughly investigate this matter, for it is claimed to any part of the original Greek of the New Testament. thing." 
affect our present and eternal welfare, and it most The hymns of Zacharias and the Virgin were ap- (" Sir Thomas More was one of the most distin
certainly does very materially affect our own and our pended to a Venetian edition of a psalter of 1486. guished scholars of his day-the chancellor of King 
children's happiness in this present world. Eighteen years afterward (1504) the first six chapters Henry VIII." 

While it is generally admitted by Cbristi;tns that of St. John's gospel were added to an edition of the ("Erasmus wrote of him,' With More you might 
the Old Testament contains much that is undesirable, poems of Gregory of ~azianzus, published by' AI- imagin yourself in, the academy of Plato.' He was 
it is insisted that the New Testament is the revelation dus"' (Smith's Bible Diet.). steadfast to his convictions of right, and was beheaded 
of the new and better way; the plan of salvation Thm we find the writings of poets and apostles July 6, 1535, and met his fate with intrepidity and 
through Jesus, the only sure hope of immortality, were regarded as of equal sanctity and authority, one even cheerfulness."-Cyc. Biblical The. and Eccl. Lit., 
~he sole means of securing present peace and eternal as much divinely inspired as the other. by Rev. J. McClintock, D.D., and J. Strong, S. T. D. 
Joy. . The glory o~ publi~h~ng the first Greek. testament H~per! 187_6). . 
· Let us, then, carefully and respectfully examin the IS due to Cardmal XImmes. It was published July ~missanes. of the prelates seized a;nd burnt all 

claims of the New Testament, and "nothing extenu-· 10, 1517.. . . . C()pies of the Bible or any _parts. of .scnpture found 
ate nor aught set down in malice," and, to avoid the So sacred IS the holy Bible that at family devotion, ~mong the people, and findmg this did not suppress 
possibility of prejudice or misrepresentation, confine no ~atter bow great the hurry or how long the chap- It,_ bur~t at the stake the possessors as well as the 
ourselvs exclusivly to the testimonies of the best t~r,_ I~ m~st be read to the end.. Many believe the Bibles. . . . . 
accredited and most devout advocates. We will dlvisiOn mto chapter and verse Is all of divine ar- In 1530 six editions of the New Testament m Eng-
make extracts, quoting the admissions made by ad- rangement. . . . . lish ~ad been published from var.ious plac~~ on the 
vacates ?f Bible sanctity while laboring to establish Yet there was n~ divisiOn of the B1b~e into ~hap- contme;nt. . Three o~ them were pirated ~dit~ons .on 
its genumness, and confine our extracts to such works t~rs and verses until 1240; no punctuatiOn until the the basis of Tyndale s, and had been carried m ship
as are in general use, and can be most readily re- Sixteenth ce~tury. ~unctuation :vas the invention loads ?f whe!"t, 'i?ales of goods, and by other me~hods, 
fened to. · of one Mantms, a prmter of Vemce. In the early to their destmatwns, and were there covertly distrib-

Among accepted authorities, none are more relied manuscripts there is neither punctuation nor any uted. 
on than Smith's Bible Dictionary, E. Cone Bissell's space between the letters-wordsallruntogetherthus. .The surrep~itious editions were published by cer
" Historic Origin of the Bible," Dean Alford's " How Hugo de Santo Caro, a Dominican monk-after- tam Dutc~ prmters at Antwerp nier~ly for the pur
to Study the New Testament," and Mosheim's "Ec- wards Cardinal Hugo Cardinalis-in 1240, made a pose of ~am, the text _of Tyndale ha~mg been boldly 
clesiastical History." concordance of the vulgar Latin Bible. There was appropnate~, .as also Ignorantly mutilated. Another 

The original manuscripts of the New Testament: no division of verses, but A, B, C, D, E, F, G placed or fou.rth editiOn tb~se unscrupulous tradesmen put 
"It does not appear that any special care was in the margin at equal distances. forth m ~534, on. wbwh they employed George J aye, 

taken in the first age to preserve the books of the Rabbi Mordica (Isaac Nathan), about 1430, made an En?hsbman, m. ~rder t?at the more prominent 
New Testament from the various injuries of time, or a concordance for the Hebrew Bible. He finished the errors m former editiOns might be corrected. 
to insure perfect accuracy of transcription." work in 1445. He numbered the divisions as verses. Joye took unwarrantable liberties with the text, 

"The original copies seem to bav soon perished. Vatalibius soon after published the Latin Bible and sent it forth as the work of Tyndale himself. 
It is certainly remarkable that in the controversies with chapter and verse. Tyndale complained bitterly of this. He writes, 
at the close of the second century, which often turned So Jews got divisio!l into chapters from Christians. "But I neither can nor will suffer any man that. he 
upon disputed readings of scripture, no appeal was Christians got division into verses from the Jews. shall go take my translation, correct it without name, 
made to the apostolic originals." Robert Stephens, the famous printer, who died at and make such changing as I myself durst not do" 

"Partly owing to the destruction in the time of the Geneva, 1559, was the first who made division of the (E. Cone Bissell, His. Orig. Bible). 
Diocletian persecution (A.D. 303), but still more from chapters of the New Testament into verses. E. Cone The whole Bible in English was given by Cover
the natural effects of time, no manuscripts of the Bissell, in his "Historic Origin of the Bible" says: dale in 1538. Of this version, the "History of the 
New Testament of the first three centuries remain.'' "The first attempts to translate the Bible into English, English Bible," page 258, says: 

"Some of the oldest extant were certainly copied like the earliest Saxon versions, were simply metrical "Westcott, in collating the text of the first epistle 
from others, which dated from within this period; paraphrases, often distorting the very facts of scrip- of John with the text of Tyndale's version of 1534 
but as yet no one can be placed further back than ture." _ has discovered but seventy-one differences. Of these, 
the time of Constantine." Th~ ":bole Bible was first given in English by forty-three are traced to Coverdale's earlier version, 

"Express statements of readings which are found Wychf, m 1380. Wyclif was a Roman Catholic seventeen to the Vulgate where Coverdale bad not 
in some of the most ancient Christian writers are priest. The church bitterly denounced his transla- previously followed it, and eleven to other sources. 
indeed the first direct evidence which we bav, and tion as heretical, false, and unreliable. S_moothness of translation had beAn one of the special 
are consequently of the highest importance. But . "In 1428! Pope Martin V. commanded 'Fleming,'. aims of C?verdale, so~etimes, it is feared, attained 
till the last quarter of the second century this source b_Ishop of Lmcoln, to execute the decree of the coun- at the sa~~·Ifice of the higher excellence of scrupulous 
of information fails us-not only are the remains of cil of Constance, that the bones of Wyclif be burnt. accuracy. 
Christian literature up to that time extremely scanty, This was carried into effect, and the ashes thrown M~ry ascended the throne of England July 6, 1553. 
but the practice of verbal quotation from the New into the Swift." Her mfluence was as bitterly bostil as Edward's bad 
Testament was not yet prevalent." "Wyclif's translation of the scriptures was made been propitious to the freedom of the scriptures. 

"History affords no trace of the pure apostolic from a translation of Jerome. Even if he had under- Not a sin?le copy of the Bible found its way to the 
originals" (Smith's Bible Dictionary, Art. New Tes- stood Greek, it is not likely that be could hav found press durmg her sovereignty. The public use of the 
tament). in all England a copy of the Greek text accessible same in the churches, moreover, was prohibited, and 

"These gospels, so important to the church, bav from which to make his translation." such as were already found there were burnt. 
not come to us in one undisputed form. We hav no "Jerome was born 330, and died 420 A.D. Here- The next version of the New Testament was the 
authorized copy of thern in their original language, so vised the common Latin translation of the Bible, Geneva, which made its appearance June 10, 1557. 
that we rnay know in what precise words they were orig- called ~he Vulgate.'' Its chief translator was William Whittingham, who 
inally written. The authorities from which we derive "It Is about 200 years from the death of the apostle married Calvin's sister. An introduction was written 
their sacred text are various ancient copies written John to the first manuscript we bav of the New by Calvin. From the beginning this version became 
by band on parchment. Of the gospels there are Testament.'' · pre-eminently the household edition of the Bible, and 
more than five hundred of these manuscripts, of va- "The Vulgate and the version of Jerome, although was immensely popular. 
rious ages, from the fourth century after Christ, to :egar~ed as on~ and the same, were far from being "The New Testament of the completed Bible of 
the fifteenth, when printing superseded manual writ- Identwal. A. m1xed and corrupt text bad sprung up 1560 was so much changed from the original version 
ing for publication of books." through pers.Isten~ effort~ on the part of Jerome's sue- of yYbittingham-wbich is the one printed in Bag-

Of these five hundred, and more, no two are in all ces~ors to bnng his verswn into harmony with those 1 ster s Hexaple-as to be regarded by some as almost 
parts alike; probably in no two of the more ancient ~biC~ bad ~receded it, arid particularly by importing a new recession" (Craik's Hints and Suggest., p. 43). 
can even a few consecutiv verses be found in which mt~ It certai~ terms ~nd expressions from the more "In the reign of Charles I., however, Archbishop 
all the words agree. anment, verswns whwh Jerome had especially ex- Laud made the vending, binding, or importation of 

"It is not a word more than the truth to say that cl~?ed: . the book a high commission crime, on the ground 
the New Testament abounds with errors and inade- . This unautbonzed and u~warranted procedure that it was opposed to the established order and the 
quate renderings" (Dean Alford's How to Study the ~ntroduced the greatest confuswn, from the fact that version authorized.'' 
New Testament). m the New Te.stament scriptur~ ~be Vulgate was not "In 1564 Archbishop Parker engaged fifteen 

Readers, think of these facts, admitted by the a.n.ew translatw? from _any ongmal, ~ut itself are- learned men, eight of whom were bishops, to make a 
highest Christian authorities, and remember the visiOn of pr~cedmg ':e~swns bro~?ht mto supposed new version. The reason for this is declared to 
truth of the claims of Christianity depends upon the ha~mo;ny with the ongm~l Greek. be that the Geneva version was obviously anti-
fidelity of our version of the New Testament to the Without d?ubt_WJ:clif ,;used the text. of the Vul~ Episcopal; and the plain defects· of the great Bible 
original manuscripts. ga~e. curre~t, m his time (E. Cone B1ssell1 Rist. now became more glaring in the midst of sharp con~ 

Who can dispute the declaration of Dr. Tiechen- Ongm of Blb_e). tention, while yet it ;remained the oJlly :Bibl~ teally 
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authorized to be read in churches" (E. Cone Bissell, 
His. Orig. Bible). 

Bishop Ellicott says of the work, that it never suc
ceeded in thoroughly commanding the respect of 
scholars, or in securing the sympathies of the people, 
maintaining its authority during the forty-three 
years of its own existence more by external authority 
than any merit of its own" (Ellicott on Revis., p. 34). 

The one fact of special importance in connection 
with this recession is that it was made, by King 
James' appointment, the basis of our present author
ized version. 

The King James's, our present version; 
"It is quite likely that. James, who exulted i.n what 

he called ' kingcraft,' was shrewd enough to see that 
by a new version of the scriptures, royally sanctioned 
and patronized, he might the better control the 
troublesome elements opposed to his supremacy in 
ecclesiastical matters, and make of it an instrument 
to perpetuate the same. 'Bancroft '-' my lord of 
London,' who is probably the one referred to in the 
preface as chief overseer of the work, was publicly 
charged at the time with having altered the version 
on his own sole authority in fourteen places, the ren
dering of 1 Peter, ii, 13, to the king as supreme being 
instanced as one of them." 

"Whatever else James I. might tolerate, he would 
not allow any weakening of the doctrin of the su
premacy of kings. And no other version of the Eng
lish Bible betrayed such definit leaning toward that 
tenet as the one made under his direction" (E. Cone 
Bissell, His. Orig. Bible). 

So fal' from any divine interposition in the preser
vation of the New Testament, the truth is not alone 
admitted, but positivly declared by the most able and 
reliable advocates of New Testament sanctity, that 
the originals do not exist-did not even as early as 
the second century; that hundreds of holy books 
were written. From among these the four so-called 
gospels (two of which are not even pretended to hav 
been written by disciples) are chosen as the most sa
cred par excellence. 

The theory of inspiration is that the books of the 
New Testament are, in whole, and in every part, every 
word, historically true, and that they reflect faith
fully the life, teaching, and character of Christ; that 
in them God has revealed himself and his plan of 
salvation fully to man. To doubt this is to be 
damned. Let every translator of what are claimed to 
be the best and most ancient copies of the original 
manuscripts denounce all other translators as per
verting, altering, and interpolating, to suit their own 
heretical notions. 

From the extraordinary claims made, the terrible 
consequences threatened, namely, eternal damnation 
to those who do not believe, the New Testament 
should not alone giv all the evidences of truth and 
genuinness we demand for other books or histories, 
but should furnish such abundant, positiv evidence 
of divine inspiration as W(}.uld leave no room for 
doubt. 

which hav caused the deaths of as many mediums 
that committed murder and suicide, whom I will 
name to him if he wants to know. And Mr. Bruce
good man that he is-sho~d inform me by what sci
e~ce known to this world (except the power of 
faith) I can recognize any spirit as sustaining a le
gitimate relation with this external world. 

I deny that there is any faculty but faith, in any 
human mind, for knowing what any god or ghost is, 
or who it is. And 1\fr. Bruce's reply to the issues 
I raised in my article of October 20th is sufficient to 
show that he does not know who is at the other end 
of the wires. How else am I and my friends to ac
count for his utter failure to notice one of the is
sues I raised ? His spirits are utter know-nothings 
of this external world, without the brains of a hu
man medium. And, even admitting that they ev-er 
did inhabit human bodies like ours, then it follows 
that death annihilated all the social relations they 
ever held with this life. Hence they do not be
long to this world. 

And while I speak of Christianity as a fraud upon 
human credulity and ignorance, I do not think so 
of Spiritualism; as this movement, in its trances, is 
above the trances of the Bible, and the so-called 
inspiration of its mediumistic speakers is, I believe, 
superior to that of Abraham, David, Peter, or Paul. 

And then, again, we should bear in mind that a 
very small percentage of modern mediums giv what 
are called "tests" -scarcely one in a thousand. And 
it is only of the tests, as to names, dates, and rela
tions, that I speak, as these I hav proved to be 
fraudulent. All are made by clairvoyance to please, 
and gratify the parties interested. 

It may be stated as a characteristic fact of all 
the gods and the ghosts,· that they know nothing 
of our sufferings or our wants, without the brains 
of a priest or a medium. And never since I doffed 
the Methodist coat hav I attempted to interfere with 
a Christian's faith; nor since I became satisfied, in 
1852, as to the fraud in all the so-called tests of mod
ern mediums, hav I attempted to change the views of 
any Spiritualists. vVe are, all of us, on the same 
footing, as each of us believes what he thinks is true. 
And I never found any fault with any invisible non
descript for telling me a lie. 

cowardly calling it a tax, and imprisonment, if the 
tax were not paid. This whole policy was gotten up 
by the clergy, who, as is their wont, cooked up the 
bill surreptitiously, through their unprincipled agents; 
and the Spiritualists, finding it out, found out at the 
same time that they had power and pluck enough to 
resent the outrage and trample the priest-ridden 
party into the dust of defeat. Last spring the Cleve
land Leader began a persecution against Judge Hoad
ly, the Democratic nominee for governor, because 
he was an Infidel. But it soon learned that if it did 
toady to the priesthood it was not a mouth-piece of 
the people on the reserve, and it had, accordingly, to 
eat a big dish of humble pie. 

Col. Ingersoll thinks the Republicans who killed 
their own party will come back next year and resur
rect it by giving the state to the presidential Repub
lican nominee. Not a bit of it. The Spiritualists 
see that this viper of persecution is as venomous as 
it ever was; and that while it was scotched last month 
it was not killed. The Republiran party has com
pletely degenerated, and has forfeited the confidence 
of those citizens who love their country and the rights 
of man better than a political party. The secret of 
this degeneracy and insanity is that it has become the 
cat's-paw of the preachers who, not able to govern the 
people by reason in their pulpits, seek to do it by leg
islation. Prohibition had a great deal to do with the 
October somersault; but the Spiritualists of Ohio, who 
are all Infidels and anti-church, had gumption enough 
to see that the Russell law was the first step of a 
movement which, if not arrested, would ultimate in 
sending every Infidel to jail, and putting God and a 
theological creed into the Constitution of the United 
States. 

1\'Ir. Bruce charges me with having blundered; but 
I cannot see how it may hav augmented his own 
faith in the unknown, or his logic as to what I know, 
when he attempts; as he has done, to depreciate my 
conclusions by suggesting that my age has incapaci
tated me for any sound argument. However green 
he may be, or however old, he has blundered egre
giously in what he has stated about my scientific lec
tures. I never lectured on "Mesmerism." I never 
believed in that theory, nm· approved of its methods. 
This I can now prove by the testimony of Professor 
Elizur Wright, a man well known to the Libernl 
world: 

Mr. Editor, I hav been a Republican ever since the 
party was formed. But when the clergy and the 
church put out the feeler of the Russell law, I saw 
clearly where it would end, and am determined to do 
my utmost in dismissing the Republican party 
from power, and giving the Democrats a trial. All 
organizations of men who_ hav the handling of large 
sums of money necessanly become corrupt. The 
Republican party hav accepted their clerical masters, 
as is proved by the elections in Ohio and Iowa, and 
this, in addition to its treason to its original princi
ples, makes it the duty of every man who loves free
dom to assist in finishing the work begun by the 
Spiritualists of Ohio. RADICAL. 

The Funerals of Unbelievers. 

We find the best accredited, the most learned and 
highly esteemed Christian historians admit there is 
no evidence of the genuinness, truth, reliability, or 
inspiration of any existing version of the New Testa
ment, as a whole. We therefore next propose to 
briefly examin the claims of each of the four gospels, 
the characters of the writers and early fathers, and, 
finally, the much-relied-on claim of inte:n.al e:vide~we 
being their most positiv proof. of the d1vme mspu·a
tion of the New Testament scriptures. 

"LaRoy Sunderland is well known as transcending all who 
hav attempted to explain to us the mysteries of the human 
mind. No lecturer has ever attracted snch crowds or held 
them by such a spell. No one has ever produced results so 
magical doing with no visible means far more than all others 
hav dode with them" (Boston Ohronotype, Nov. 10, 1847). 

I had indeed, a similar testimony from Horace 
Greeley,' in New York, and also from editors and my 
audiences in all the cities where I lectured; and 
proved by experiment the error of mesmerist?- and 
the fraud of Christianity. And I am not wilhng to 
believe that many thoughtful, intelligent people who 
attended my lectures could hav so greatly blundered 

To THE EDITOR o:B' THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I see 
in THE TRUTH SEEKER of to-day an interesting, though 
brief, account of the measures taken by an Infidel to 
prevent his friends (?) from having religious exercises 
over his body after his death, in defiance of his de~ 
sire. I hav frequently stated, in conversation with 
friends, that I emphatically desired to hav no relig
ious services or speech by any Christian minister, in 
connection with my death or burial; that I had in
structed my family to this effect, and that a good 
many years ago I wrote out, after careful ~nd ~on
scientious thought on the subJect, some "directiOns 
for my funeral," embodying my views, which are filed 
away in a known, accessible place, labeled "To be 
opened immediately after my death." 

It occurs to me, however, that my desires are more 
likely to be regarded if I here state these facts, 
thereby giving my views and p0sitiv instructions a 
sufficient degree of publicity to make it highly im
probable that they will be violated after my death. Rochester, N. Y. CHAS. B. REYNOLDS. in understanding their drift as Mr. Bruce seems to 

hav done. LABoY SuNDERLAND. 
Modern Mysticism. Quincy, Mass., Nov. 3, N.E. 108. 

"Mr. Sunderland talks so inconclusivly about those spirit-
ual wires" (David Bruce, Nov. 3d). Killed by the Spiritualists. 

Mr. Bruce assumed to hav made a "discovery" un- To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In your 
known to the scientific world. , I proved and showed paper of November 3d, ~r. Robert Ing~rsoll, in dia~
how he was deceived. I told frankly how I myself nosing the case of the swk state of Ohw, as seen m 
had plied at these same "wires" for sixty years, and the returns of the late election, attributes the paraly
had never succeeded in finding out who was at the sis of the 9th of October to prohibition. But Dr. 
other end, either of gods or ghosts. ~r. Bruce still Ingersoll is like the doctors who hastened Garfield to 
insists that if I try I can discover who IS at the other his death. He does not understand the case. It was 
end, as he has done. Yes, indeed; he .ha.s discovered the Russell law that laid out the Republican party 
by faith. I admit this. And the Chri~han sees and on the cooling-board, and put cents on its eyes. The 
discovers the holy ghost overshadowmg Mary by short-sighted, impracticable preachers who control 
faith. By the "eye of faith" he sees that old boss the Republican party cooked up last year the Russell 
devil going about like a roaring lion seeking whom bill, taxing Spiritualist mediums $300 annually f?r 
he may devour. . . exercising their vocation in cities of the first class m 

In case these instructions are disregarded, I re
quest that the widest pul;>licity be given to the fact of 
their violation, to the disgrace of whoever may be 
justly chargeable with such ungenerous act. It is, 
of course unimportant to the dead man whether a 
contemptible clergym~n indu_lges in a mixture o~ ca~t 
and ignorance over his remams or not, but I thmk It 
is the duty of every Atheist and Infidel to do what he 
reasonably can to bring the Christian religion_ into 
ridicule and contempt, and one easy way for him to 
do this is to positivly refuse, as I hav done, to hav 
any Christian performance over his ?ody. . . 

If I ever change my views on this subJect I :"Ill 
communicate the fact of such change to the editor 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I doubt not that he 
will hav the goodness to publish su~h fact. I am_ not 
likely to trouble him, however; ~avmg had premsely 
the same views in regard to th1s matter for many 
years, I do not think I am likely to change them now. 

PHILIP G. PEABODY. 
48 Wall st1·eet, New York, N. Y., Nov. 3, 1883. 

Now what shall I do more? I admit the muacle, the state of Ohio. Whether Spiritualism be true or 
but I do not know the forms of force by which it was false these mediums sustain to their assemblies and 
wrought. Nor does any other man know how it was asso~iations the same relation that preachers sustain 
done, nor by whom. The invisible does not know to their congregations. Now, what wmlld be thought 
how it is done-nay, it has no external eyes, nor ears, of a legislature that would enact a law taxing Pres- Ministers Influencing Our Laws. 
nor has I't any name, nor does it sustain any relation byterian and other ministers $300. per annu~ for .ex-

1 
h d 

f h th I t vVe hav several times in these co umns n occa-to me or to this world, until it comes in contact with ercising their vocation o preac mg e ever as mg . the laws of the country 
the li;ing brain of a human medium which ge_nerates gospel? Well what is sauce for the goose ought to Sion to refer to the fact that . h b 
all the ideas I get through these modern Wires. I be sauce for the gander. It is estimated that there are dictated by the clergy. For this. we av ,~ef 
hav no faith by which I can see (like Mr. Bruce and are 30 000 voting Spiritualists in Ohio. Knock off pooh-poohed alike by the '! du~b, dnven f~~leL.~ 
the Christians) how an invisibility can be cross·ex- 10 000. This leaves 20,000. They are among the the church, and the genus "du e amongs fi e t! -
amined. I hav no faith to tell me how, as the Meth- m~st intelligent and self-respecting people, and nine- erals. But ~ow comes an unexpected C! n rma wn 
odist sings "God is seen by mortal eye." Whereas tenths of them bav always voted the Republican of our assertwn. . . . . f th 

' " t' k t But the Russell law not only put the official Recently, at. a meehng of t?e dii3"mtarie~ o e 
the eye of Mr. Bruce's faith can "see the unseen ciocnteem. pt of the state upon the Spiritualists and their Protestant Episcopal church. m P?I~adelptihita, fR~;v, 
(Heb. xii, 1). He can see how an invisible crlmi- . ik t t d th t " bl p n rs ro;:a. 
nal can be ca.ughtj and he ought tQ arrest a, dozen religion, but began a persecutwn of them by fine, Ml'. D" e s a e a pu J.C 0 uno ' . 

.. 
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the pulpit and then through the press is what influ
ences the average legislature more than anything 
else." 

"First from the pulpit." Ab, yes! Time was 
when everything had to first pass the ordeal of the 
pulpit, but the clergy are fast losing their grip upon 
the law-making power, and this is what renders them 
so desperate. That is why they are in such a hurry 
to get their God into the Constitution while it is pos
sible, for they see the handwriting upon the wall 
and realize that the scepter is departing from Judah, 
and are rendered desperate by the prospect. The 
fact, however, remains that ecclesiastics conceived 
and procured the passage of the laws, with a few ex· 
captions, under which we now liv. The question of 
the hour is: Shall they dictate the laws of the fu
ture? 

and the arguments of thA extremists in both direc
tions en the subject of anarchy and Socialism should 
be presented and consii!ered. Individual freedom 
must be granted first, and then sociP,ty may claim all 
the rights consistent with that freedom. This is .Mr. 
Andrews's favont topic, and the reader must bear in 
mind the fact that few hav be(:;n able to correctly rep
resent his views upon it. He himself is familiar with 
all its subtleties, and is perhaps the only person who 
can manipulate one of these to any considerable ex
tent without coming in collision with another. There
fore the present writer disclaims all responsibility for 
the foregoing stat3ments. 

no doubt whatever that all the ills that existed could 
be remedied by universal suffrage. 

After this speaker, Mr. Joel S. Dinsmore took the 
floor, and made some desultory remarks. By the 
manner in which he from time to time looked at the 
essayist, it was understood that be was demolishinO" 
that gentleman and his arguments. The skill and 
rapidity with which be skipped from one subject to 
another precluded the possibility of holding him long 
enough to get any clear idea of what he was talking 
about. He continued, however, until the expiration 
of his ten minutes, when he was literally knocked out 
of time by .Mr. Ernest .Mendum, the chairman. 

.Mr. Cohen claimed that none of .Mr. Putnam's 
critics had touched upon the issues raised. .Mr. 
Cohen is the advocate of a peculiar politinal scheme 
which he hopes at some time to elaborate before the 
club. 

.Mr . .McKenzie took the floor to reply, maintaining 
the function of the state is negativ entirely, and that 
when it enters into the domain of construction it is 
a usurper. Its only legitimate office was that of a 
police officer, to arrest an individual's attempt to cur
tail the liberty of another. Every function. which it 
assumes ought to be thrown open to free competi
tion, and under the exercise of that law the higher 
and better social form will persist, and push all in
ferior forms from the field. 

The Liberal Club. 
The lecture at the last meeting of the .Manhattan 

Liberal Club was something that inert paper and iuk 
are incompetent to describe. Mr. S. P. Putnam de
livered it. Those who hav seen l\Ir. Putnam in the 
private capacity of a law-abiding citizen know him 
to be a jocund and sprigLJtly reveler in the joys of 
existence, artless of manner, ebullient of spirit, and 
jovial of disposition. They would hardly judge him 
to be capable of the sustained intellectual effort 
which the exigencies of an hour and a half's speech 
demand. Fnday evening, the 9th, saw him transfig
ured, so to Bpeak, and !:-etting forth with great elo
quence the fundamental principles of anarchy. Fur 
he is an anarchist-a godless, churchless, stateless, 
lawless anarchist. Society, he said, d1d not exi~:~t. It 
was a myth. The church and state were relics of a 
barba1·ic patst, born of ignorance and fear and brute 

Mr. Putnam, who bad rested and refreshed him
self while the other speakers were demolishing his 
lecture, sprang at the subject with renewed vigor. 
Anarchy was a high hope for the race. Those who 
had no conceptions of better things for humanity 
might rest contented with what the law allows them. 
He had an ideal in view, and that ideal was what the 

It was intended to change the subject for next 
Sunday, but by requ.est it was decided that it should 
on that occasion be presented in another form by 
Dr. E. V. Wright. That gentleman will take as his 
title "Democracy vs. Anarchistic Despotism," and 
promises to treat the subject from an aspect alto_ 
gather different from that which bas been presented 

world calls anarchy. . 
By the absence of -.Mr. Shook the club was deprived 

L f the valuable addition to the knowledge on the 
tmbject of anarchy which that gentleman is known to 
possess-a loss which, though keenly felt, was not 
referred to. Next J.i'riday evening, the 16th, .Mr. 
Wakeman, in the absence of Mr. Appleton, will speak 
on matters connected with the same general topic. 

. 
Work to Do. 

[The. following appears in the Australia Liberal, but 
it is equally applicable to this country, and we com
mend the suggestion to our friends. J The Boston Liberal Club. 

force. Give us freedom of thought. Yet freedoliJ Mr. Ellis B. McKenzie had, to-day, another oppor
of thought is born to blush unseen unless we hav tunity of presenting his views upon "The Failure of 
freedom of speech, and freedom of speech is nipped Democracy in America." Although he wished the 
in tho bud if 1t be nut supplemented with freeduliJ watter to be well discussed, he thought that the age 
of action. The church would control our thought::- uf discussion was rapidly drawing to a close. Hav
and tte state our actions. Away with both. Tht- ing latsted threa hundred years, and produced the 
anarchist Wlll brook no authority except that which French and American revolutions, its career was al
is accepted in freedom. Enforced equality amon!! most ended; and the empirical method which it 
men is a humbug. Liberty first; equality if you can adopted was in turn to be replaced by the positiv 
achieve it as an outcome of tllat liberty. L1berty ifi and constructiv method. The proper road to this 
the means, not the end. The state is untrustwmtb:y transition was by cultivating and giving impetus to 
and cruel. It has been gmlty of every enormity. It the spoutaneous social activities. Tbis, .however, wa~ 
is a giant monopuhl:lt. It uses brute force in orde1· Impossible under the government of a compulsiv 
to cuwpete With pnvate'enterprise. Even the post- ;;tate, whether monarchic, aristocratic, or democratic. 
office has to protect itself by law from individual ::>ocial evolution must follow the line of least resist
competition. The state has made fishing or attend· i.mce, and only under liberty can it ascertain the 

direction of that line. ing a theater on Bunday a crime. It is a tyrant and 

It is often asked, What good does Freetbought do? 
Wl::.at work has it undertaken? And I propose to 
partially answer the question, and at the same time 
point out to Freethinkers what work still remains to 
be done. 

Freetbought, and by that term I mean Infidelity 
in the accepted theology of the day, has been the out
come of the absurdities of the church. It has been 
the revolution in tue minds of thoughtful men and 
women which has taken place as regards the dogmas 
laid down by men in past ages, and added to or 
taken from as occasion might demand it, by the 
fanatical of succeeding generations. I do not wish 
to claim in this article the scientific Freethinkers who 
are continually benefiting their fellow-men, and who 
hav continually flown in the face of the church and 
suffered, many times, death for their-then. supposed 
erroneous-teachiJ?.gs, which .future years corrobo
rated and the church afterward accepted. These, 
perhaps, I might well claim, but such is not my pur
poRe. 

a usurper. T.he state must go. The d1scuss~on was opened by Dr. E. V. Wright, 
These were some of the points maintained by Mr: who, having Just returned from an extensiv elec 

Putnam. The audience could admire but not alwa;yb tioneering crul:lade in behalf of anti-monopoly, had 
applaud. Few could agree with him, yet neverthe- uad a good opportunity of testing the workings ol 
lesl:l it was quite engagmg to hear him talk. democraey. The conclusion arrived at by him was. 

Mr. Wakeman announced that the remarkable lee- <hat all the governmental shortcomings arose froru 
t'rre was open to di!;>cussiun, and Lawyer Seering the absence of democracy. The age of discussion 
succeeded lU securmg tl!e fluor ri.rst. Whatever ideas was not passed. It never would be passed, for thE> 
1\lr. Seering may hav gatl!ered while listening to the ~tgitation of thought was the beginning of wisdon1. 
lecture arpeared to hav immediately dispersed wheu We must educate the people. Tl!e church, wbicL 
he took tl!e platform. A ruist settled around him was the foe to education, was at the root of the evil. 
and thickened into a fog. He sl!owed tsigns of getting He had confidence in the people, if we can educate 
stuck. :::lome one in tl!e audience snickered. :::lome- them and get them free from church domination. 
body else called •· Time." Tl!e chairman rapped for Dr. J. H. Swain had never heard a politician speak 
order. Mr. Seering gathe1·ed his resources for a who did not profess to hav confidence in the people 
final effort and reCited a poem on "Duty," which but seeing how ignorant the people were, he could 
closed his speech in quite a satiBfactory manner. Mr. not but be surprised that such confidence existed. 
Seering is an able and thoughtful writer. He is the The subject of the lecture was then left to take cart> 
author of a work on "Humanity and the Progress of itself, and the speaker turned to the abstract ques
of International Law," but extelliporaneous speaking tion of whether democracy, as a system of govern
is not an accurupbshment in which he excels. He ment, was a failure or not. He concluded that it 
could say with Muses, '' 0 my Lord, I am slow oJ was, evidently under the impression that he was sup
speech.'' porting ~Ir. McKenzie. The latter gentleman, bow-

Mr. Langerfelt, who bas been spoken of descrip- ever, afterward repudiated this idea, and held to hi> 
tivly as the freshest man in the club, referred to Mr. original argument, that the application of that sys
Putnam's lecture as "funny business" and poetaster- tern in this country had proved a failure. 
ing. Mr. Langerfelt speaks in the "don't-you-for- Mr. L. F. Hodge reiterated the position of Dr. 
git-it" StJle. He is tolerably earnest in the advo- Wright, and maintained that one could not, from a 
cacy of t:)ocialistic ideas, and wants verifiable ex peri- representativ despotism, such as that which we hav her" 
ence as a basis for any new dispensation that may to day, form an argument as to the value of democrati 1· 

take place in governmental affairs. institutions. The Declaration of American Indepen-
Mr. King maue a fine effort in the way of a speech, dence had nothing democratic about it except it;, 

and the audience laughed appropriately. He is Eo opening sentence, and that was an untruth, for the 
well known to be a humorist, as well as a philoso- people had nothing whatever to do with the matter. 
pher, that it is not always easy to tell when to laugh In the last analysis the people werJ truly the govern
and when to assuwe a look of immense wisuom. Tue ing po_wer, through the influence of public opinion, 
people of the club hav taken his mea~;ure and are but this was the same in the most despotic countr.Y 
acquainted w1th his methou~;, so no one Bwiled at his as in this. 
profound rewarks on the continmty and solidarity of Mr. David Kirkwood maintained that the demo
man, which a st1·anger might hav mistaken for pleas- cratic_ idea was the only true one, and under its ap· 
antries. phcatwn alone could those who were now citizens bf-

Mr. Andrews, as usual, made a strong speech. He allowed to express their opinions. The United State8 
said that he had been reproaclled with agreeing with was to-day the most free, and the furthest advanced 
the speakers on both sides of the question at dispute in civilization of all the countries of the world. It;; 
between Anarchists and Socialists. He could not goverment was not without faults, but these existed 
help it. He never saw anything without two sides. not through the application of the democratic idea 
He iudorsed the affirmations of the speakers but not but in consequence of that idea not being properly 
tlle negatiOns. Iudivtdu>~lity lay at the foundation of understood. 
the t,~twial "tructUI"P, but was uot tbe capKlle>~f. A Mr. J. ~I. L. BaJ:>cock also had faith in the people. 
1uat1 looktu" oul1 at uu'" "1.1,.. lll>~V IH' au >Ldv .. <,th-. llllt only lU a certain elass. He had no confidence at 
but tlle ad;!llOilt~ lti LJ01t I.!Je judg«. lit< OUJ.I WIW ,.Jj iu people Of Wealth; aud refiUeliJent, and CUlture. 
recogniZe~ the aJL-Id<-duess ol every qu<-Btiou Iu ,;Ci-1 He wuuld socmer trust h1mRelf and his fortunes to a 
ence aud philu:suphy is cum!Jeteut to form au upmiun; mob ot roughs tban to oue of culture. He was under 

For my answer, we must look at the religious 
social side of humanity, and contrast the true Infidel 
with the true churchman of the day. Here I claim 
for Freethought the making of a better man, a .more 
honest man, a more self-reliant man, and by so much 
>tS each individual man or woman is improved, by 
just so much is society improved. 

Your true modern churchman will not bav his 
faith molested. What was good enough for his 
father is good enough for him; but Freethought 
comes stepping along with giant strides and now 
makes a conquest here and then there-one day a 
Charles Strong shakes the walls of ecclesiasticism by 
his "heretical" sermons, and another day a "Chief
.J ustice" Higinbotham makes the church tremble 
with some scripture truths. So the broadening of 
the social mind goes on, until the shackles of ecclesi
astical dogma are broken, and the escaped man 
:>tands forth a pronounced Freethinker. 

It seems wonderful to look back and recognize 
>tmong the old past-as it were, the chrysalis from 
which the butterfly has just emerged-clever men, 
scholars of repute, still chnging to the ropes and rig
ging of the sinking ship, Christianity. Can such 
men, for instance, as the bishop of Melbourne, truly 
believe in the Thirty-Nine Articles or the Athanasian 
Creed? . Is it p~>ssible that they still count the 
Bible as a divinely inspired book? It would seem 
so; though we rub our mental eyes and look again. 
Hav they not seen for themselvs the changes the 
church has been forced to undergo, and yet it is a 
continuation of the same church that once burnt men 
~md women for Christ's sake. If then, as they must 
acknowledge, the church of to-day does not profess 
the tenets of the church of yesterday, it follows, 
per se, that the church of to-day bas no antiquity, no 
authority, but is altogether a thing of the hour, built 
up and supported by fanatical, narrow-minded men. 

What now is left of Christianity-the Christianity, 
say, of two or three hundred years ago? What does 
the church of to-day say ? The devil is a myth, and 
the hell of the ·old version is the hades of the new. 
The New Testament has been revised to suit the 
times, and the verse in St. John's gospel regarding 
the trinity expunged as a fraud. Strong doubts are 
creeping in, even into the church, as to the authen
ticity of the gospels, and gradually one can see the 
fabric breaking up. This, then, has been the work, 
or rather some of the work of Freethought-the re
placing of the false with the true. 
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I th_erefore lo_ok to !reethinkers for the impro_ve- I it w11s print"iprrllv his R.rticles on "Our Aristocracv" 
Jl1ent m the somal aff>t1r~ of t~e world, the lessemug in the Nfltional Rdormer, that broug-ht. him into s~dh 
of crime, and the ed~catm~ of the poorer classes, who n.,tice ns he g-RinPd. · GF.o. STANDRING. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
MRs H. S. LAKE and Mr. W. F. Peck will Apeak for the Lib

ern! Hociety of Otturuwa, Iowa, during DecPmber. They 
would like to make engagementR in the South. Address 
them !or the remainder of this month at Vinton, Iowa. 

hav_no~ the. m~ans of fin?mg o_ut for the~selvs ~he Republican Offir'R, F£nRlmry ,qt., Lrmdon, E,tgland. 
hyg1emc prmmples by whwh the1r surroundmgs bemg · 
bettered they will be able to improve their health, 
and consequently do more work and get better pay 
for it. 

It may be said that the church does this. I admit 
it to a certain extent, and to this extent the church 
has been of some use; but now Freethought is 
rapidly supplanting her as the world grows wiser; 
Freethought having grasped the plow of religious re
form, must not turn back, but must proceed with the 
work of social reform. 

It is time .that the evils of drink should receive a 
material check. Every Freethinker should therefore 
discourage the employment of girls in the bars of 
public houses, as not only degrading the beauty of 
humanity, but pandering to the tastes of young inen 
who thus early get into bad social habits, and event
ually become more or less a curse on society. In my 
opinion, considering the evils arising from intoxicat
ing liquor, so heavy a tax should be placed on it as 
to preclude the poor man from getting his ruin so 
easily. Every impediment should be placed in the 
way of the opening of public houses, the cost of li
censes should be quadrupled to prevent some vf the 
low dens that infest our back streets from being 
opened. The more respectable publican would take 
measures to prevent such scenes of vice as I hav been 
witness to, and can any one doubt for a moment that 
any preventiv measures would hav a good effect on 
society. 

I spoke ofthe " poor man" being saved from him
self by making drink too costly for him, and I do not 
wish to be misunderstood in what I mean. If drink 
could possibly do him any good, if the glass of ale or 
porter was really necessary to his existence, let him 
hav it as cheaply as possible; but where it is the re
verse, I say again prevent him, where he has not the 
strength of mind of his own, from ruining himself. 

It is an easy transition to pass from public-house 
bars to places of amusement, because it is the lack of 
some such popular resorts that drives the hard-work
ing man, on his Saturday night pay-day; to sit in the 
public-house bar smoking pipe after pipe, and drink
ing glass after glass. 

Freethinkers should stir themselvs up over this 
thing, and something could be provided. Free
thought reading-rooms could be opened in the prin
cipal back streets of the cit.y. You do not want to 
open a hall away from these centers of poverty, but 
go right into the very heart of them and get the 
largest room or rooms to be had, and there open free 
reading-rooms supplied with such literature as can 
be got together. Giv simple lectures on health and 
pure air. Advise the people to get out into the sun
shine in the country. Promote picnics on a cheap 
·scale, and start a fund to help on the education of 
poor children. CYRIL HAviLAND.· 

The Truth About It. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, S1:r: Re t.be 

correspondence concerning Rev. C. J. Whitmore's 
unveracious tract, "What Becomes of the Infidel 
Leaders?" I can giv you a little first-band in
formation with reference to one "case," No. 8. 
''D. K. F." was David Knell Fraser, a writer pos
sessed of more industry than talent. He compiled 
a large number of mediocre articles for the National 
Riformer, and was for some years private secretary to 
Mr. Geo. J. Holyoake. That gentleman, for some 
reason or reasons of which I know nothing, dispensed 
with his services, and, thrown upon his own re
sources, poor Fraser became connected, as a clerk, 
with a firm of swindlers whose business it was 
to procure advertisments for bogus newspapers. 
The principals of the firm were convil'\ted and 
sentenced, and Fraser became destitute. In con
versation with me he excused his connection with 
the swindlers by quoting the very elegant adage, " A 
hungry dog will eat dirty pudding." He borrowed 
small sums from me, and spent them in drink. Then 
he was "converted," and read his "recantation" in a 
small chapel in a London back street. Whitmore 
presided on the occasion, and I shall never forget 
poor Fraser's shame-faced demeanor as he went 
through the farce (for such I firmly believe it to hav 
been) of "recanting" views with which he had only 
indirectly been associated. Several members of the 
Freethought body attended this precious perform
ance, and took part in the discussion. Fraser seemed 
glad when the (to him) degrading ceremony was 
over; and I could not help thinking that he had paid 
very dearly for the loaves and fishes tha.t orthodoxy 
bought him with. I believe (but do not know) that 
some small appointment was procured for him by his 
"Christian friends." He died not very long after pis 
"recantation." ' 

Thanksgiving Day. 
OPE:-< LiTTER TO PR;SIDENT ARTHUR. 

. My DEAR PRESIDENT: I SPP by the pnpers that you 
kmdly hav appointed the 29th day of this mont.h as 
a da.v of prayer ani! thanks to "Almighty God " for 
favors received. The corn crop has been a fail
ure on account of too much rain, and the crop of 
wheat bas bt>en very poor indeed. But I am willing 
to admit that if report be true the devil still livs and 
that his health has bePn such as t.o enable him to 
pnt in a larger amount of work. But I can't see why 
I should fPAl thankful for that. 

H. L. GREEN addressed a large meeting at Port Allegany, 
Pa, on Friday evPning, the 9th in st. The LibPrals there are 
org .. niziug >L Liberal Lecture Soci~ty, and propose to hav a 
number of lectures from various Freethought speakers dur
ing the coming winter. 

GERALD MAssEY is delivering a series of lectures in this 
city, at Chickering Hall. The first was on Friday evening, 
Nov. l{jth; the second will be on Monday evening, Nov. 19th; 
the third on the 22d, and the fourth on the 28th. Course 
tickets, $1.50 and $2 00. Single tickets, 75 cents and $1.00. 
General admission, 50 cents. 

Lig-htning- knocked a $250 chunk out of the top of 
our MetbodiRt church, ani! a ministPr, who is fHtiil to 
be doing business for God, foolishly and unjustly 
made me a large amount of trouble and coAts by su
ing mP for ten thousand dollars. If the principal is re
Rpensible for the acts .of his servants, I cannot., under 
the cir<>umstances, feel verv devotional at this time. 
So I trust, lny dear presirlent, that you will Pxcuse 
me if I shall take the liberty of being governed by 
my own good judgment as to what I shall do or not 
do, upon the 29th inst. 

Mns MAl TIE E HULL is lecturing in Ottnmwa, Iowa, on the 
Sundays of the present month, and will make engagements 
for week-day evening lectures within a reasonable distance 
of the above-named place. She can be secured for a few lec
tures en route to Chicago via the NortbwestPrn or Chicago, 
Burlington, and Quincy rai!l"Oads, early in December. Par
ties desiring her serdces should address her immediately at 
Ottumwa, Iowa. Permanent address 1289 Lincoln avenue, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

However, as bas been my custom in the past. I 
shall endeavor to at least send a good chicken, if not 
a turkey, to some poor woman t.hat she may re
joice upon that day. And as I ask for no thanks for 
myself, !'he can, if sbe feels like it, thftnk the one 
whom she thinks best, and with your permission, Mr. 
President, she Rball St'lect her own time ani! plar.e 
for the performance of that which she mav consi-:ler 
to be ber dutv. 1\f. BABcocK. 

St. John's, Mich., Nov. 8, 1883. 

Book Notes. 
Dio Lmm:q's Monthl11 for November is before us. We 

notice it with pleasure and would have done so 
before if the doctor bad sought us out and presenteil 
us with a copy. The presPnt number consists of 
about. fifteen contribut.Pd artieles ani! a ilozen edito
rials on the general suhjects of health ani! happineRR 
The Monthly iR printefl. in large type on the hPst of 
paper, and SPlls for 25 cents per number. Dr. Lewis 
g-ot considerRbly warmp,d up at a recPnt mPet.ing of 
t.be Libera.l Club, and it ifl hoped thnt in the DecPm
ber number of t.he Monthly he will tell the world 
what he thinks of that body as a whole. 

THE Commercial TravPlP.r'.q MogozinP. for December 
is a v~tlu~tble number of that periodical, and present:;. 
an attractiv table of contents, backed up by nearlv 
a hundred pages of interesting- reading matter. It 
is also illustrated with com~iilerahle skill, t.he frontis
piece being pnrticn larly fine. This represents "An 
Alpine Lurelei." Very few people know what a 
Lurelei is, but this one explains itself. A snow
mympb is represented, clothAd more in nothing- than 
anything else. seated on a rock beneath an overhang 
ing ledge. BeRide hH lies a chamois bunter a«leep. 
This cut is explainPd by a poem unilp,rneath. It 
appears that the wearied hunter rPlap!=!ed into slum 
her; the snow-nymph came and watched over him: 
he dreamed of her ani! woke; she dropped a white 
flower and fled; he pursued her-

--"Nnne e'Pr Rhall know 
How high, bow far, for he to Parth below 

Hath ne'er returned to say." 

This picture will bear looking at for some time 
without wearying tbe eye. The magazine. has also 
various stories complete and continued, Illustrated 

' 1 " 0 and otherwise, all good. Its "Samp e room IS a 
department where all the funny incidPnts which 
ever happened, or ever will, to commercial travp,lers 
are told in chaste and appropriate language. ThPrf' 
are other JepartmBnts which may he investigated by 
purchasing the Magazine. Price 25 cents per copy. 

FROM the Denison Sunduy Gnzeieer we learn that the Liber
als of Texas held a convention on Sunday, Oct. 28th, in ac
cOI·dance with announcement previously made. The mem
bers of the Religious and Benevolent AsHoCiation of Waco 
bad the arrangements in charge, and the Indies decorated the 
district court-room in the court-bouse, where the meetings 
were held, iu a neat and appropriate manner. The conven
tion was called to order by J. D. Shaw, pastor of the local as
soci>Ltion above referred to, who placed in nomination for 
temporary chairman Dr. L. J. Russell, the well-known Lib
eral of Bell county, and he was unanimously elected. Mr. 
R M. Chinn, of Temple, Bell county, was elected secretary. 
On taking the chair, Dr. Russell explained the object of the 
meeting, which was, in brief, to consider the propriety of or
ganizing a State Liberal Organization. There was a free and 
friendly interchange of Views by delegates from various parts 
of the state on the subjP.ct, which finally culminated in a res
olution being adopted authorizing the chairman to appoint a 
committee of three to draft a set of resolutions on state or
ganiz>ltion; and the chair named Messrs. Cormng, of McClel
lan; Shuw of Waco; and Lunnelly, of Temple, as such com
mittee, after which a recess was taken. On reassembling in 
the afternoon, the committee on resolutions submitted a pre
ltmble and resolutions, the substance of which was that it 
was not considered advisable to perfect a state organization 
at present, but recommending that a convention of the Lib
erals of Texas be called at some convenient point, not later 
than September, 1884, the time and place to be settled by a 
committee of three to be an.pointed for that purpose; and 
also recommending community organizations f(Jr social and 
benevolent purposes, the purchase of libraries, employment 
of lecturers, etc. The report of tho committee was unani
mously adopted. 

WE can chronicle nothing bnt success for Messrs. Watts 
and Chainey. On the 5th Mr. Watts wrote us: 

PITTSBURGH. Nov. 5, 1883. 
DEAB MACDONALD: We are still gPtting on all right, although 

we bav lost sev .. ral good engagPmPnts through th'l failure of 
the trains to connect. I read THE TRUTH SEEKER every week. 
It is an excellent paper, and reflects the highest credit upon 
its Pditor. 

Giv my kind regards to friencl Putnam. I shall h'l glacl to 
bail you both next month in New York cit.y. With best 
wbhes, Yours fi·aternally, CHARLES WATTS. 

The papers in the towns in which these gentlemen hav lec
tured speak in the best terms of them. The l11dependmt 
American. of Creston, Iowa, where they lectured on the 25th 
nit , givs them a good report, aud speaks r~gretfully of the 
cutting of Mr. Cbainpy's lecture for brev1ty's sake. The 
Commnner, of the same place, is very enthusiastic, making its 
readers acquainted with them in this way: 

"ThPse gent!PmPn are Liberals of a sbacle somewhat lighter. 
than Colonel lngPrsnll. Mr. Chainfly, though a young man, 
iH one of the most widely kn .. wn Liberalists in th,e country. 
His suhjPct Sunday afternoon was 'The Clergy. It was a 
radical criticism, in which Mr Cbainey end.eavored to show 
that the clergy are not neede<l in onr civilization, but a posi
riv hiodranC<'> to progress. WbatevPr may hav bPen the esti
mate of Mr. Cbaiuey"s argument, it must be conceded that 
bis lecture wRs one of the most brilliant oratorical efforts 
ever d.elivered in Creston. We doubt if any lecturer other 
than Colonel In~ersoll could use so much of beautifnl meta
phor as Mr. Cbainey showed in his Snnclay afternoon lecture. 

"Mr. Cbas. Watts, of London, is a fine RpecimPn of the 
bale ancl jolly EnghRbman. At the outset of his lecture on 
'The F>Lllacies of Popular Theology,' he provokpd illngbter, 
and. throughout his lecture he kept his aurliunce in a broad 
grin with his kePu sarcasm and wit: As editor of t~e L'?nrlon 
Secular Review, Mr. WRits has acl11eved fame, and. m his lec
ture Hunday he proved. himself to be a man of more than or-
dinary mental acquirements. . 

"In thfl evening the opern housA was crow<'IP<'I w1th a la;ge 
and intelligPnt auclience. Mr. Wfltts openPd the meeung 
with a discnssion of the sn bject, 'Tb" Positi v Principles of 
Libernlism.' It was a masterly address, glowing w!th elo
quence, sparkling with wit and sarc11~m,. anrl sbowl_ng ~he 
deepest thought Mr Cbainey followed :with one <;f his !:ml,l;, 
iant addresses, upon the subject, •Humamty vs. Cbnstiamty. 

I knew poor Fraser well. He was, as I hav said, 
an industriouR compiler; but he had no ability 
or originality as a writer. He was a vain and indo
lent man, and had not sufficient moral fiber to bear 
up against temporary misfortune. So far as I know, 
he never professed or advocated Atheistic views, and 

AN action calling for attention from the Society for the 
Prevention of Crnelty to Animals occurred Sunday week in 
this city. A Methodist church was reopened, and a large 
audience was specially invited. There were two pastors on 
the platform, one of whom announced that they wanted 
nearly four thousand dollars to pay for the repairs made dur
ing the summer. Three hundred and eighty-nine dollars was 
soon raised, the contributions being swelled by three little 
girls who gave four cents-all they had. The preacher an
nounced that he was going to bav six hundred dollars out of 
that congregation or the congregation were going without 
their Sunday dinners. He told the story how he bad kept 
the congregation of a Swedish church from noon until nearly 
midnight until a debt of four thousand five hundred dollars 
was paid, and of a pastor who preached three hours and a 
half and then remarked to a brother preacher, "I'm as fresh 
as :ver, bnt it would do your heart good to see how tired 
that congregation is." "That doesn't apply to me," be added, 
"for I'm a bit tired." This story brought the church 
down. "Here's a gentleman," cried his assistant, "who says 
he'll giv ten dollars if you'll let them go home to dinner.'' 
Th-e ten dollars was accepted, and the congre~ation went to 
dinner. Where is Mr. Bergh? 

On the 4th inst. the Liberal League of Pittsburgh had, the 
Times of that place says, "a big day of it" with these two 
chum pions on the platform. The attendance was very large, 
both afternoon and evening, and the audiences were fully 
satisfied. As will be seen hy Mr. Watts's lettPr, be and Mr. 
Chainey will viHit New York e .. rly in December. We hope 
they win be greeted with the cordiality their great talents 
!leserve, 
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f!kommunicatioWJ. 

Two Extremes. 

down, is plain. Even the noted Ingersoll, in his insuperable objections, than some new critic, some 
"Mistakes of Moses," in his first proposition," God new. discovery or development, starts a hundred 
made the world out of nothing," puts the Bible up others, till fin~lly, in utter, mad desperation, they 
in false light (intentionally so, I suppose), to hav the proclaim as did the gre~t Moody the other day: 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, s
1
:r: Hayjng better chance for ridicule. But such a course pur- "Reason ! I am asked to giv a reason for my religion! 

received a sample copy of your paper, THE TRUTH sued by the enemies of the Bible only defeats the Reason is of the devil; to the devil with it!" And all 
REEKER, I send you a few lines which you may pub- object sought to be gained. Surely the truth and Christendom applauds. Strange, after several hun
lish should you deem them of sufficient interest. facts are to be found somewhere between those two dred years of attempts at reason, after reasoning 

I am a truth-seeker, a Freethinker. Hayjng the extremes; and if the book does contain any truth or themselvs out of the Catholic church a.nd all along 
faculty of thought, by yjrtue of humanity, I feel per- any fact, it should hav credit for such; and it would the various by-roads of dissent, to now proclaim un-

f tl fr 
be well for even skeptics to hav due regard for it. reason. "Thank God, we are s~lf-made idiots.'' 

ec y ee to exercise such, as my natural right; 
hence. a Freethinker, I claim the right to search for The Bible may contain some errors and some mis- Strange, wonderful meeting of extremes. Time was 
knowledge. Truth and fact hav been the prime ob- takes, and it would be well for its friends to search when they made themselvs eunuchs for the kingdom of 
jects of my research for :fifty years; and yet I find I them out, so they may not mix fact with mistake, nor heaven's sake; time is, and they make themselvs fools 
hav so much .to learn. I read and study, think on mix truth with error, and by so doing injure the for the kingdom of heaven's sake. Well, they never 

d 
. t . whole. I am sure the "God who made the heavens hav strained themselvs at reasoning on the matter. 

an mves igate any and every subJect I deem of in-
terest. I claim the same right-equal right-to and the earth" (not "out of nothing") will approbate They hav just read along, never suspecting, doubt-
study and investigate the Bible as I hav to breathe the person who endeavors to expose error· and mis- ing, or thinking at all. The most absurd statements 
the atmosphere, or share with my fellow the ravs of take, even though they should be found in the Bible. never seem to strike them. They remind one of 
the sun. Bible truth-if truth it ·is, in part or whole As a liberal Christian, a free thinker, I believe Dame Partington and her grandson, Ike. One day 
-must be God's common truth, to alld for a com- there ·is more truth-divine truth-in the Bible than the old lady was knitting, while Ike sat reading a 
man humanity. Hence I approach the Bible as a many (most) Infidel Freethinkers suppose; and I am newspaper. "Ikey, dear, read me something." 
truth-seeker, Freethinker, without a milidle-man- equally free to say of many professing Christians, "What shall I read, grandma ?" "Oh, something 
pope or priest, Catholic or Protestant This much I that they present the Bible in such unreasonable and stirring and lively." So Ike begins: "The other day 
am happy to say I hav learned, and this much I am obj.Jctionable light- and even untrue light-that before to-morrow, last year, this afternoon, there was 
pleased to say I enjoy. I hav been a Bible student they are doing more against the true interests of the perpetrated a most terrible murder, committed by an 
(for the sole purpose of knowing its claims) for thirty Bible, and in favor of Infidelity, than the professed assault in the hands of a gigantic, lubberly fellow, 
or forty years; and Ahould anyone aRk me if I believ.e Infidels themselvs. WILLIAM KIRBY. four feet, nine inches tall, upon a feeble, little fellow, 
it, my answer would be, "Y~s, as I understand it." Doniphan, Kansas. perhaps less than twice his size, who, seizing the 
As a Freethinker, I rean. study, and construe the [l\f K b . . t 11. woman by her back hair, as he shrieked, 'Murder ! 

. l r. Ir y IS an m e Igent man, but he has got Police !' dashed out his brains by severing the J"ugu-
Bible for myseV. As a Bible student, I believP- and 
t h 

. down on the wrong side of the fence. We would re- lar vein at one blow, breaking the club in several 
eac It as I understand it; as much so as I hav sense and candor so to do. mind him that the assertion that he believes, or his pieces, the splinters of which having been found after 

Our day-or age-is one of critical investigation. belief, proves nothing; and also that he cannot be due amputation by that most able, highly-toned of 
The Bible is sharing its part of scrutinizing criti- allowed to prove the Bible by the Bible. The su- surgeons, who performed the operation to the emi-
cism; it is perfectly right it should. If it is the book preme religious questions are: 1. Is there a God? r:.~!~~tis~~:o~h~idbo!~itgh:e~us!ag~~e~~d ~~~ m:t~~Ii 
of God to man, a divine revelation, it is right. it is d 2 If there · d'd h h th' t d 'th 
d 

an · · IS, I e av any mg 0 oWl pre- pounds, and the mother is doing as well as can be ex-
uty, on. the part of man, to stud.Y it; if possible to · th a·.cc t B'bl · t· " · pai'Ing e Iueren I es now exis mg r These pected." " Gracious goodness!" exclaimed the van-

unwrap Its truths and facts couched in the English language. questions must be proved outside of all Bibles, and erable dame; " how wonderful, and what a fine voice 
The Bible is arrested, is indicted, and its case is in in the answers there can be no half-way wm-k. Either you do hav, Ikey! And what did they do with the 

the world's court for trial. Its friends, the Christians, there is a God or there is not. Either the Bible is a man?" "Hung him," replied Ike. "Served him 
a. ttempt a defense, each as thev peculiarlv. understand a· . k 't . t Th t th . t b right," said she, with a flash in her eye, as she went 1vme war or I IS no . e ru . canna y any on knitting. 
1t; yet each and ever.yone differ, and all hav before 'bil't l' b t th t Th possi I Y Ie e ween ese ex remes. e prepon- The men and women who read or hear read these 
formed their opinions and freely expressed them. d f ·a · 
A th 

. erance o evi ence is overwhelmmgly against the contradictory statements of their Bible, these impos-
re · ey not unfit Jurors to sit on a case of which 

t.heyhavbeforehand formed and expressed opinions? Bible and its alleged Jehovistic origin-and authm·. sibilities, do not stop to think at all. The Indian 
The~ naturally place an undue importance upon it. iYiilk-and-water philosophy is out of place. What is who heard the missionary tell the story of Jonah and 
and m many instances claim for it more importance true in the Bible would be true if found in a last the whale was wiser. He replied: "Maybe so. Now 
than it claims for itself. Their undue estimate nee- year's almanac. What is false would still be false if me tell you a story. Three men go along the road; 
essarily injures their own cause, and givs to their b . b one, he blind; toder, he no hands; and de noder one, 

elieved m y all the people of the earth. There is he naked. Bime-by blind man he see a dollar, man 
enemies that. much advantage, and by so doing de- b ·a b t f t d r B k feat.s the end sought to be gained. no n ge e ween a ac an a 1e. Y every nown no hands pick him up, and de noder man naked put 

The enAmies of the Bible naturally undervalue the method of scientific test, and by every fact in the him in de pocket; maybe so, maybe no so." 
book, and necessarily run to ihe opposit extreme and universe, we know the story of creation found in the Here, then, is a book containing 1,133 chapters, 
damage their own case. Such deeply fixed preju- Bible is a lie. Mr. Kirby believes it to be a fact. and 31,174 verses, on the truth or falsity of every 
clices, existing in the minds of both parties, require Let him prove it. But he must not take the evidence statement of which must stand or fall the Christian 
the strictest cnre in order to arrive at a fair and safe of an assertion to prove that assertion.-ED. T. S. J religion. Setting aside the Old Testament, admit-
crmclusion. For, if the claims of the Old and New ting for argument that we should not expect perfec-
T. estaments be true, they surely are of the greatest tion in it, holding Christianity responsible for n·oth-

Some Biblical Criticisms. · · ·t th · f th M · h Importance to those who know or may know them. mg m I save e promises o e essia who was 
If they are not true, it is equally right we should One is astonished at what is taken for granted, and, to be a descendant of David, a branch from Jesse 
know it. But in ten sA prejudice exists in the minds when he reads the prophecies, at the confusions and just behold the introduction to the New Testament: 
of each partv, and influences each in their investiaa- inconsistencies. Thus, in Jeremiah xxv, the head- How is a man who was born in some other religion 
tio"?s! and leads them to opposit extremes, and'"' is lines and some verses foretell the captivity of seventy to abandon the belief of his cradle and adopt one 
stnkmgly apparent to all thinking people. years, while verse 18 foretells the utter destruction of contrary to it? Surely by reason. It is no flattery 

I shall attempt a few proofs on each side. The Jerusalem, etc., and ends, "as it is to this day." of ours to say he must not reason on it. 
friends of the Bible differ so much among themselvs Verse 22, chapter vii, the Lord declares to the Jews Every soul that adopted Christianity during the 
with regard to the teaching and truths contained in that he never spake to or commanded them when he first centuries had to abandon the religion of his fore
the book, they necessa~·ily lead and leave their read- brought them out of Egypt concerning burnt offer- fathers. Only three-fourteenths of the human race 
ers and auliitors in eonfusion, and bv so doing, lead ings and sacrifices, but merely said, "Obey my to-day are Christian's even nominally. The other 
them to reject the Bible, become Infidels, or in turn voice." Now, Jehovah or Moses fibs, for the whole eleven-fourteenths are either Buddhists, Mussul
become personal, independent investigators, and add talk of the Pentateuch is about burnt offerings. But mans, Parsees, Jews, or heathen. Millions, perhaps 
still morA difference to Bible interpretation. So of the tens of thousands of contradictions, outrages, twice as many as all the population of the United 
much difference about the penalty of Adam's sin; blunders, follies, humbugs, mistakes, and errors con- States, who liv in China, are Atheists, Deists, etc., 
moral or physical death. One party contending for tained in the book, who shall be able to take ac- and are the most intelligent people in the world. .A. 
moral death, the other for physical death. Equal count? It is the history and religion of a hideous, large proportion of the educated classes of western 
confusion and strife about the immortality or non- petty, isolated, selfish, cruel, savage race, which tells Europe are Infidels, with rare exceptions; so are 
immortality of the soul. The :final punishment of them a thousand times over, to flatter them, that they two-thirds of the same classes in America. Surely to 
the wicked-death, extinction of being, or endless alone of all races of men are selected, chosen by the convert them there must be an appeal to reason. 
conscious misery, torturA. Election and reprobation only living true God, as his favorits; they alone being Here, then, is an unbelieving world to be converted 
-an unchangeable number elected from all eternity worthy of it; and that their God so loves them he eighteen hundred years after Christ. The Christian 
for heaven; and an unchangeable number reprobated sends his son to be put to death by them in order to must approach these unbelievers with what is to 
to a lifo of sin in this world, and endless torment in save them alone of all humankind from eternal hell. them the most extraordinary story the imagination 
t.he worlli to come. And yet the Bible says, "God is Now who, in the name of all the gods at once-who of man ever bodied forth, namely, that the infinit 
love." So much difference taught by those (would-be) would ever hav dreamed that thousands of years after being who created all the countless systems of 
friends of the Bible about baptism, its mode, its ob- such a revelation of such a religion to such a misera- worlds in space, in order to save a few Jews, who 
ject, its proper subject, etc. Such a difference about able people, the brightest, most enlightened peoples lived in an obscure corner of one of the smallest 
inspiration of the Bible, the call to preach, personal of the world would hav stolen this religion, with all worlds of his creation, from eternal hell, became the 
Christian experience. etc. Such difference, such con- its crudities, raw-head-and-bloody-bones stories, ab- father of a child by a virgin married woman who had 
fusion among the believing friends of the Bible, surdities, and slanders of omnipotence-yes, stolen several other children by one Joseph, her husband; 
urove, at least, such things are not clearly revealed and appropriated it, the rejected leavings of this con- and that this son of God led a life of obscurity and 
in the book, and hence are not essential to be be- founded people, and continue to preach it, fight over died a death of horror to save these Jews, who 
lieved or taught; or it would prove t.hat such dogmas it and for it? We hav heard of diggers, niggers, and despised and murdered him-this vicarious atone
arA the result of party or personal effort. bushmen stealing other people's gods and hiding ment innuring to the benefit of the rest of the human 

From prejudice, party or personal, do the enemies them away, hoping there might be some secret effi- race because of their rejection of the proffered boon. 
of the Bible search out (abstractly) everything that cacy in them, and of old women stealing handker- The whole thing is as contrary to our experience as 
in the least appearance might be objectionable. I chiefs from apostles and ministers in the like hope, would be the assertion that young babies are found 
hav heard persons speak for hours, selecting out, rid- but this wholesale larceny of the despised cast-off re- in hollow trees (more so), or that certain rare birds 
iculing, misconstructing, and putting on everything ligion of barbarians by enlightened races is the most be&ome human beings. Generation succeeds gen
referred to the very worst construction possible; and extraordinary fact in all time. A revelation, too, in a eration of men, and never once is it found that the 
guarding as carefully against quoting anything good book, in a human language, the revealer having first order of nature is disturbed; that a man once dead 
or commendable as though to mention the good confounded the language of all the people! And how and buried returns to walk about among his fellows. 
would be an unpardonable "sin. Their strong ten- the difficulties of reconciling do swarm upon the And if occasionally a strongly authenticated case is 
liency to misquote and put up false constructions priesthood! Their stereotyped reply, "Oh, that was reported, investigation has always shown it to be a 
(men of straw) to show their :aptness in taking them answered long ago," no sooner settles, for them, some lie 01· a mistake. 
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That is our experience, and the universal experi- portant question of religion. But to the careful 
ence. But here is an assertion surpassing all the thinker, it seems to me, such ideas involve the sub
other tales of superstition. Surely it should hav ject in the most egregious difficulties and inconsis
proof powerful as the unclouded sun. You come to tencies. 
a reasoning people who are strangers with a tale the What chance bav those who lived before Christ, 
most incredible in all the annals of earth. What ev- and who hav not beard of him, if a knowledge of 
idences do you bring? The evidences are in a book his divinity is necessary to save? 
called theN ew Testament, written by-who~? when? But it is said, "Those without law, are not con
where? No one can tell. Who are your witnesses? demned by the law." Then Christ should not bav 
~ou reply, The ~welve apostles. Where is their tes- 'b~en sent, because, tried by his doctrin, a great many 
timony? In this book. But here are only four, will be lost. If salvation could be without the knowl
Matthew, Mark, Luke, J obn. And ?f these fo:ur edge of Christ, his coming is more the means of dam
only Matthew and John were compamons of Christ nation than salvation. 
and profess to hav see~~: any part of what they testify. It is not supposed, according to this Christian 
They say others saw. But If I say a thousand men plan, that one-half of the world will be saved and if 
~aw something that I saw, ~ am testifyin~ alone. It the colonel bas been the means of converti~g one 
1.8 he.arsay. It would reqmre better evide~ce than person to Christ, and thereby saved him, he bas done 
tb~t m our courts to settle the contested title t~ a more than his share of converting the world. This 
bh~d mule. Let your proof be equ~l to your high must be considered a genuin case. No weak-mind
claim. But you hav not evel?- the testimony of Mat- edness or hypocrisy is supposed to be connected with 
the:W and John to the most Important matters of_ a!l or practiced by Gen. Wallace. He is a man of ma
whrch occurred before, at, and soon after Christ s tunty; has had abundant timE~ to consider well the 
birth.. Matthew's b?ok tells us. that Matthew was Christian theory or plan of salvation. Yet it appears 
not even called until after Cbnst's sermon on the he had not, being a little skeptical, comprehended 
mount. His statement as to all that precedes it is the divinity of Christ. But when be beard the ex
only hearsay; ~ohn's ditto. All is h~arsay evidence treme views of Ingersoll, and after only six years of 
as to the most 1mportan~ fa:ct of all, v1z., the birth of careful study, he saw fully he bad a savior. 
the s'?n of G?d of the VIrgm Mary. Prove that, and Strange, that a cathartic should prove an emetic
we will admit hearsay as to all . the rest. Ill: traduce that the reasoning of an Ingersoll, under the concep
yourself first by letters of credit, and we will trust tiona of a Wallace, should prove an opposit conclu
you after that. Well, let us see what the nature of sian. But what creatures of circumstances we are! 
this he~rsay evidence. is. We can't ad!llit it, but we How brittle is the thread of life, and yet how much 
are lem?nt. Somethmg may turn up I~ your f~vor. more so is that on which hang everlasting things! 
We desire to help you as courts sometimes do ID: ex Gen. Lew Wallace, no doubt, has been raised in a 
parte cases. W:anted, to make a reasonable. showmg Christian country, has beard its doctrins criticised, 
t~at God Almighty had a son bo~n ~o him on the and yet he was dormant; the taught catechism, the 
mght of J?ec. 25, 1 A.D., by .the V1rgm Mary-one parental instruction, the· Sunday-school exercises, 
J esua Ohr1st, t~e s~n of Dav1d, the son of Abraham the listening to the ministry, whom God had called 
on the mothers s~de. State your case, Matthew, and qualified to explain the word that he bad divinely 
Jo~n. Th~ court 1s ready t? hear, and favorable- inspired men to write correctly in the first place-all 
(tb1s court 1s, I .know). Be~m! bad failed. He seemed impervious to all these means 

Matthew begms, chapter 1, and proves that Joseph of God and man to enlighten his mind. But when 
was the son of David, the son of Abraham. "But be beard Col. Ingersoll's Infidel views, he was en
~oseph" was not ~is father. Matthewt says the abled, by six years' study, to see clearly the divinity 
JUdge, you must e1ther prove that God 1s the son of of Christ and also that be was his savior. 
David, ~tc., or else that ~ary is a dal~ghte~ of Davi~; What ~ remarkable circumstance this is! What a 
~ sub~nt Joseph has noth1~g to d<? With this matter. panorama of circumstances that must hav been, dur-

But, retorts Matthew, we . wll~ show you that ing millions of years previous to the production of Mr. 
Joseph bas a great deal to do w1tb ~t. It all depends Ingersoll and Mr. Wallace, and then the many thou
on a dream of that most excellent, truthful old gentle- sands of circumstances since then. all of which were 

" " A d a P' exclai·ms the J'udge "A dream I ' man. re m,;, . . . · . · necessary to their existence, and to .this occurrence or 
a drean;;-.dream~ · IS heal~, all thwug~ ~he,~ud~- interchange of thought between them! And yet, 
e:J?-ce. Silence m the court., yells the. crJer. "T~IS after all, what is it but intellect or mind trying to 
d1sm·der must be suppressed, says the Judge. Did arrive at truth? Why should either be condemned 
you say a dream, Matthew?" " Yes, your honor,:• or censured, praised or rewarded? Why should such 
says he, and proceeds to read verse l8, chapter 1· terrible consequences be attached to a question that 
"Now,': says he, "h~v I not shown ?~ba~, Joseph h~d must be decided by the ability of our reasoning 
somethmg to do w1th the matter. You hav, m- powers and the capacity of thought? According to 
deed," says the judge .. "Too m~ch ! Matthew, we the majority of theological teaching, had Mr. W al
had hoped for ~etter thmgs. This court knows .from lace died before the six years of careful study, or be
personal expenence that ~earns are very unrehabl?, fore he had attained the fact, to him, that thmugh 
and you do not even testify that you knew of ~hls faith in Christ's divinity he bad a savior, he would 
?ream save by hearsay. ~he ~ourt does. not behev:e hav been lost forever. But bow lucky for Mr. Wal
Its own dreams, and certainly IS no~ gomg to credit lace that he happened to bear or get in conversation 
the reported dream of an old man e1ghteen ~undred with l\'Ir. Ingersoll, whose Infidel views were the 
years ago, no matter how respect~ble he m1ght hav means of his conversion! It led l\1r. Wallace out of 
been. Very likely he wa~ a. kmd, cr_edulous •. old all his previous uncertainties and partial skepticism, 
gentleman, and n_o ~oubt his w~fe told h_Im ~ow 1t all to realize his redeemer. How many thousands may 
bappene~. Nor ~s rt the first 1~stance m ~ustory of there be, who hav not been so fortunate as l\'Ir. Wal
young g1rls blan;u~g the god~ w1th sue? tr1cks .. Re- lace to hav beard Infidel views? Who will, in con
member Rhea ~1lv1a, also ~a1a, the .Hmdoo ma1d~n, sequence, be doomed? Mr. wallace, by this cul'l'ent 
!Dother of Cbns~na. . Mary s ~tory Is not even orig- idea of theology, seems to feel as though he occupied 
mal. ~atthew, .1t Will not do. rather an enviable position; as though chance or 

We ~l now hsten to Luke, for the gospel o_f St. fortune bad favored him; as though running and nar
J ohn g1vs no account of St. John, but sets out WJth a rawly escaping a terrible doom-but able to say "I 
long ?es?ription of John t~~ Baptist's testimony that am safe." But he don't tell us, or those who ar; yet 
"Chnst 1s the son of God, because he, John, saw a in the same condition in which he was before the 
bird descending on Christ's head. HoLT. Infidel views converted him, bow we might also es-

[To BE CONTINUED.) 

the damned asking for water, and the smoke of their 
torment ascending forever. He could see his fellow
beings, some probably as good as he by nature, "and 
better by practice,'' as the old prayers use to say, 
wallowing in endless misery. He might be favored 
by the delightful view of seeing some of his own re
lations, maybe a son or daughter, who had but a 
short time passed the time or age of unaccountability, 
who had been suddenly taken off by accident, or 
some contagious disease that the good God scourges 
the earth with sometimes, maybe by lightning or 
earthquake-but no matter, they bad passed the Ru
bicon of supposed unaccountability and had not been 
lucky enough to hav heard Infidelviews. They had 
not been converted; maybe baptized, but not the 
right way; and they too must endure that eternity of 
pain and suffering forever .. 

With what ecstasy of joy 1\fr. Wallace could turn 
to his creator and his redeemer and say, "Now my 
eyes behold thy glory." Mr. Wallace must now enjoy 
the company of the redeemed and blessed. He turns 
to a lot just come in, greatly rejoicing at the arrival of 
so many. I imagin be asks if any came in by inves
tigating Infidel views, but they answer" No, we carne 
in by the atonement; we had murdered a few of our 
fellow-beings; we did not hav six years to study over 
the peculiar theories of Christianity; we were like a 
hot-house plant-forced to an early market. By the 
aid of the priests and ministers, who declared an 
emergency existed, we were soon informed how to 
comply with the requirements to obtain heaven and 
avoid hell. We must now praise the Lord for his 
great plan of salvation. We must bav a good time 
now-we'll go around and see the damned in bell
maybe some of the victims whom we murdered, who 
had not the chance we had to fix up salvation mat
ters." 

Well, we must congratulate Mr. Lew Wallace, but 
should hurrah for Mr. Ingersoll. S. WEsT. 

Bushnell, Ill. 
--------~------

The Salamanca Convention. 
To THE EmToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Will 

you allow me, through your columns, to request the 
following named persons to each act as a committee 
for their respectiv towns and neighborhoods, to ad
vertise in their local journals the forthcoming· Free
thinkers' convention, to be held in Salamanca, N. Y., 
on the 28th, 29th, and 30th of December, and to see 
to it that a respectable delegation attend the conven
tion from their respectiv localities? 

Hurrah for Col. Ingersoll 1 
In the Chicago Times of October 12th, I saw the 

following: "Gen. Lew. Wallace says that he was 
converted to Christianity by Col. Ingersoll. He was 
inclined to be tikeptical as to the divinity of Christ." 

Ingersoll presented his Infidel views. Wallace was 
much impressed, but finally remarked that he was 
not prepared to agree with Ingersoll on certain ex
treme propositions. Ingersoll thereupon urged Wal
lace to give the matter careful study, ex}Jressing his 
confidence that he would after so doiBg fully acqui
esce in the Ingersoll views. For six years he thought, 
studied, and searched. At the end. of that time he 
said, "The result is the absolute conviction that 
Jesus of Nazareth is· not only a Christ and the Christ, 
but that he is also my Christ, my savior, and my re
deemer." 

Such pieces as this are often selected by the press 
to fi]) up the columnsof newspapers, and seized upon 
by ministers as of great importance to use in sermons, 
conveying the idea that the souls of persons are ren
dered happy or miserable on account of their relig
ious views here. Those articles, emanating from high 
characters, are used with great effect on account of 
their assumed importance. Many readers are influ
enced by their apparent consistency on the very im-

cape. 
Should not this glorious conversion bav so improved 

his humanity that he would convey the intel
ligence of his experience? He should bav told us 
just bow it was done; how those Infidel views served 
to enlighten the mind, when studying on the extreme 
proposition; bow the mystery of the father, son, 
and holy ghost affair is solved; just bow he was 
enlightened to see the divinity in the ghost and Mary 
transaction, and the consequent birth of the son. 
Mr. Wallace seems to be too selfish on so important 
a subject. He speaks exultingly, and pertaining to 
himself only. It seems to me a person just born to 
the light of divinity would hav been more gener~us 
to his fellow-beings-would hav told of the pecuhar 
mode of his success in utilizing those Infidel views. 
He should hav equally published the peculiar man
ner of managing those views to so great an advan
tage; they might hav ~een of m?re benofit to ID:an
kind than merely telhng of h1s own con'Verswn. 
But maybe that glm·y of the promised future happi
ness to the believer was so brilliant that he could 
think of nothing but the happiness and good times 
he would bav as soon as he passed out of this evil 
world, away from unbelievers-where he could_ praise 
the God who had been so successful in managmg the 
affairs of this world that a few got saved, but nearly 
all got bell. He could join in with Lazarus and see 

Western and Central New York: 'N. Alder, Cas
sadaga; James P. Allen, Conewango Valley; G. V. 
Allen, Howard; Homer A. Billings, Fabius; W. J. 
Bradt, North Hannibal; Clark Burchard, East Otto; 
J. T. Brown, Angelica; S. S. Ball, Penn Yan; Mrs. J. 
W. Bennett, Forestville; 0. G. Chase, Jamestown; 
Samuel Casad, Wolcott; C. C. Chase, Marengo; Miss 
EJecta E. Curtis, Brighton; S. S. Cross, Clide; Mel
vie A. Clayton, Cato; E. A. Doty, Lockport; Dr. B. 
W. Franklin, Ithaca; Thomas Paine Frank, Buffalo; 
John Fowler, Belmont; L. De Witt Griswold, Au
burn; Jasper Griggs, Pike; Augustus L. Hoert, 
Brockport; Wm. A. Howard, Amboy Center; A. Hap
pel, Olean; T. F. Horton, Arcada; C. Houghton, Ba
tavia; A. C. Harrington, Ellicottville; James H. 
Hughes, Allegany; F. Hendricks, Dunkirk; Nathaniel 
Howland Dayton; W. F. Hawkins, North Collins; 
Silas Hallock, Avoca; E. C. Hibbard, Water Valley; 
Thomas Jones, Nunda; Peter Keyser, Havana; 
Smith 1\Iiles, Summit Station; Wm. R. Mills, Hume; 
E. W. Mitchell, West Junius; Henry B. McNair, 
Dansville; D. B. Morton, Groton; S. D. Olney, Water
town· Grace L. Parkhurst, Friendship; John Peck, 
Napl~s; Smith Pliny, Fredonia; Dr. A. Robinson, 
McLean; D. F. Sweetland, Hornellsville; l\'lrs. E. M. 
Sickman, Hamburg; Miss Juliet Simmon~, Kennedy; 
R. C. Trowbridge, Tully; B. C. Wood, Pamted Post; 
Charles R. Reynolds, Rochester; J. E. Weeden, Ran
dolph; and H. Hurty, Elmira. 

West Pennsylvania: Gilbert Arnold, Corry; G. W. 
Baldwin, Linesville Stati0n; Dr. Morris Bailey, Ti
tusville· Jacob Baldensperger, Warren; Mrs. Dr. J. 
l\1. Cla;k, Erie; R. R. Curtis, Tidioute; C. J. Curtis, 
Bradford; Alexander Cochran, Franklin; S. F. De 
Jones, Pittsburg; WilliamEdmu~dson, Renova; G. C. 
Fink, Foxburg; Levi A. Hard1son, Duke Center; 
William Jewell, North Warren; D. A. Rahle, Goodell; 
C. H. Vensel, St. Petersburgh; and Joseph York, 
Meadville. 

Eastern Ohio: Joseph Gillson, Cleveland; Duncan 
McLaren Warren; W. A. Moseley, Ashtabula; J. R. 
Nissley, Mansfield; J. Sedgebeer, Pa_inesvil~e; C. J::· 
Bailey, Newton Falls; M. F. Dean, Lmdenville; Juha 
P. Weldy, Haverhill; J. R. Marsh, Kent; and Erastus 
Jackson, Peninsula. 

Speakers and Arrangements: So soon as all of tl:..e 
speakers are engaged and. other arrll:ngements per
fected, I will notify the Liberal pubhc through the 
Liberal papers. The convention will commence 
Thursday evening, and hold through Friday, Satur-
day, and Sunday. H. L. GREEN. 

ONE of the best ways to help along the cause of 
Freethought is to circulate THE TnuTH SEEKER. 
Trial subscriptions of three months for 50 cents. 
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the fact that the books had been passed. He said if 
that was the case, they must hav been undetected and 
escaped the scrutiny of the officers. On being asked 
by the reporter what action would hav been taken 
by the authorities if the books had been discovered, 
Mr. O'Hara replied that while they preferred not to 
anticipate such a case, the customs authorities were 
perfectly prepared to take action in the matter if 
such books were detected in their passage into the 

ous violations of the unitiPs." Yet there is room 
enough in the four gospels for the groundwork of a 
wild and visionary doctrin, blasphemously obscene, 
which has cursed the earth with as rapacious a horde 
of priests as ever throttled a nation, or tyrannized 
over. a free people. vVby Christians should reject as 
impossible the immaculate conception of Buddha, 
and accept that of Christ, is passing strange. Maya 
was, to say the least, as pur-e as Mary, and the story 
is told with as much appearance of probability. But 
why should we of this time believe either story? 
The glaring contradictions of the four gospels in 
other material matters render the New Testament, as 
a connected history of important events, monstrously 
absurd. Outside of the Koran there exist no more 
dangerous teachings. Mohammed and Paul mighthav 
been advantageously yoked together, the main differ
ence being that Mohammed, with true oriental 
sensuousness, peopled his heaven with dark-eyed 
houris, while Paul most cheerfully admitted bachelors 
and old maids. The Pentateuch is as much an 
imposition upon the world as the Koran, and the 
New Testament is bound up with the former too 
strongly to be separated by theological thaumaturgy. 
The clergy cannot make fish of one and flesh of 
the other. The Old Testament has over and over 
been shown to be false; we think the evidence 
presented in the articles referred to are equally 
conclusiv as to the New. 

SS Clinton Place, New York. 
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country. · 

THE attention of our readers is again called to the 
Prospectus of THE TRUTH SEEKER on our last page. 
We hope that all will take advantage of its generous 
terms, and by paying for the year 1884 in advance 
secure the paper at the present low rate. It would 
afford us great pleasure to chronicle a doubling-up 
of our list. .A.t the low club rates offered this could 
easily be done if all THE TRUTH SEEKER's friends 
would take but a little activ interest in recommend-

The further action of our friends will be determined 
soon. If Mr. Ryan can be cajoled into seizing the 
"Age of Reason," we will forward one marked in 
such a way that it cannot escape the scrutiny of the 
custus morum who compiles his index expurgatorius. 
The question ought to be settled now, while the pub
lic is awake, so that the heretics across the border 
can know once for all whether they are to be allowed 
to read what they choose, or whether the church, by 
such tools as Mr. Ryan, is to control the literature of 
the Dominion. 

The New Testament as Bad as the Old. 
We print this week two articles in criticism of the 

New Testament which we hope our readers will call 
to the attention of their believing friends. The Old 
Testament has been continuously assailed until its 
anonymousness and unreliability bav been firmly es-

ing the paper to their neighbors and acquaintances. 
We could then permanently reduce the price of sub
scriptions, although at the club rates now given it is 
much the cheapest Liberal paper published. 

.A. word also to a few of our subscribers who are 
in arrears, and to whom bills bav recently been sent. 
'we cannot possibly continue them on the list unless 
they take some steps at once to settle their indebted
ness. If we had no paper men, compositors, clerks, 
rent, mailing and postage bills, etc., etc., to pay, we 
could print THE TRUTH SEEKER and send it free all the 
time. But as no such generosity is possible, we re
spectfully ask those in arrears to settle imme
diately. We do not ask for anything not justly 
and honestly due. Most papers require pay strict
ly in advance. .A. good many of our friends pay 
in that way, and were it not for their promptness, the 
delinquents would of necessity hav lost their paper 
long ago. Through the generosity of these solid 
friends we bav been enabled to accommodate the 
slow paying ones. It would seem only just and right 
that the latter should now liquidate the debt. 

To the Liberals of New York City. 
The desirability of establishing in this city a Lib

eral headquarters, consisting of a reading-room, 
library, etc., baR been suggested. and we are requested 
to get the opinion and co-operation of such as arP 
willing to aid. To this end we ask all who will help 
to send a postal card to the editor of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER stating such willingness. If the responses arP 
encouraging, a meeting will be called at which the 
further plans can be perfected and the necessary ac
tion taken. No argument is needed to show the 
good that can be done by such an organization. 
There are hundreds of young men living in board
ing-houses in the section of the city bounded by 8th 
and 20th streets who hav no pleasant place in which 
to spend their spare time, and are consequently 
driven to resort to billiard saloons, with their corrupt
ing influences, who would, we are confident, support 
such a reading-room if it was made pleasant and 
frelil. Cooper Union is unable to accommodate all 
who desire to avail themselvs of its accommodations 
on Sundays, and wA feel confident that a Liberal 
reading-room would attract hundreds. 

Let us bear immediately from all in faTor of this 
movement. 

Settle It Now. 
The Ca.nadian customs offirPrs seem willing to be a 

little blinn just at presPnt. Immediately after hear
ing the decision in the Paine-Voltaire case, which we 
noted last week, M:r. Charles StPvens,librarian of the 
Montreal Pioneer Freethought Club, in order to fur
ther test the matter, sent to this office for two cnpies 
of Paine's "Age of Reason." The books reached 
Montreal by express, passed through the custom 
house, and were delivered on the 5th inst. On in
quiry at the custom bouse, a representativ of the 
Montreal Star, who bad learned these facts, was in
formed by Mr. "M:. P. Ryan, collector, that he knew 
nothing whatever about the matter. "M:r. O'Hara, 

pro-collector of the customs, was equally ignorant of 

tablished, only a few scholars, and these fiercely and 
determinedly biased toward Christianity, contending 
that God and Moses bad anything to do with its 
inspiration or preparation. Paine, Colenso, Robert
son Smith, and the Christian cyclopedists themselvs, 
hav overthrown the pretension of the Pentateuch to 
divinity, and their lead bas been followed by all the 
leading clergy such as Beecher, Savage, Chadwick, 
Swing, and other evolutionists. But with an incon
sistency as remarkable as the uselessness of the 
gospels is apparent, the Christ idea is clung to as 
though-even when separated from the Old Testa
ment foundation-it still had efficacy to save where 
there is no need of a savior. It is perfectly plain, 
it seems to us, that if the fall is a myth the mission 
of Christ must be entirely unnecessary. But the 
new school of preachers build upon the philanthropy 
of Christ a scheme but a little less ridiculous than 
the old theology they hav discarded. .A.nd many 
good souls, with a horror of hell that witnesses to the 
kindness of their hearts, but with a hope of heaven 
that does little credit to their understap.ding, take 
the middle ground of accepting the humanity ~f 
Christ, and by throwing in the word divinity now 
and then, with not much idea of its fitness and ignor
ing its meaning, call themse]vs Christians. This is 
convenient and saves the inflicting of such pain as 
would attend the shattering of their ancestral ana 
childhood idols, but it is an illogical begging of the 
whole question. For our part, we fail to see the 
great philanthropy and humanity of Christ. The 
original sayings and commands of Jesus are the 
dogmatic utterances of one who was much more in 
love with his own peculiar theology than with the 
world. His anxiety was to serve himself, not man. 
The philanthropic utterances attributed to him were 
certainly common sayings among the Eastern nations 
centuries before his alleged birth, and there is not 
the shadow of proof that he even repeated them, for 
none of the churches can pretend that his words 
were put on paper until he had been dust and ashes 
for years. 

The Labor of the .Mountain. 
The Presbyterian church of this country bas, ac

cording to the last detailed report of that organiza
tion, at work in her interests 5,218 ministers, 18,986 
elders, 5,875 deacons, and 282 licentiates, who are 
probationers for the ministry, and who preach quite 
as often as the average minister. The total of these 
is 30,362 men who might be supposed to be more 
than ordinarily diligent in the "work of the Lord," 
and to be able when th~ question is askeJ as to what 
shall the harvest be to point to a goodly pile of gar
nered wheat in the shape of recruits. But the sum 
total of converts is only 32,000, or a n:action over one 
apiece for the ministers, elders, deacons, and fledg
lings. To bring forth this mouse about $8,000,000 
hav been spent among 5,860 churches. This shows 
plainly the futility of Presbyterian effort to spread 
Calvinism. .A. much greater number of converts 
than this ought to hav come from the Sunday-schools 
alone, for thPse schools were attended by 663,000 
children. It is probable that a very large majority of 
these 32,000 converts did come from the Sunday
schools, but if the Presbyterian church cannot "con-. 
vert " more than five per cent of her young dupes, 
how do Dr. Hall and Talmage expect to vanquish the 
grown-up hosts of Satan in the shape of sensible 
adults? The case looks discouraging. Eight mill
ion of dollars, besides another million for home and 
foreign missions, spent, and not quite five per cent of 
the Sunday-school scholars converted! Two hun
dred and fifty dollars paid for each little soul, and 
it's a hundred to' one they all backslide before they 
are ten years older. 

.A.nd the past year has been one of unusual pros
perity, we are seriously told by this official document. 
The Presbyterians hav scarcely caught " a note of 
anxiety or alarm at the assaults of unbelief. There 
is no intimation that the minds of our people are 
seriously disturbed." We should say not? The 
minds of a people who call this hot-house growth a 
substantial gain cannot be easily disturbed. .A.n 
earthquake would only cause them to turn over in 
their pews and go to sleep on the other ear. 

It is much easier, however, to wean the world out~ 
side of the churches from the Old Testament, with 
its cruel, tyrannical G0d, its records of illicit lovP.s, 
murders, and barbarities, and its general opposition 
to known facts, than it is to get them to giv up the 
idea so zealously but falsely inculcated by the latter 
day Protestant church, that somehow Christ was 
an offshoot of some kind of divinity and might there
fore, in some way still inexplicable, be a medium 
between this world and another one. It is easy 
to see that Joshua never got the sun to stand still, 
however loud he may hav commanded it to; easier 
still to understand that a world hundreds of thou
sands of years old was not created some six thousand 
years ago; and sensible people naturally revolt when 
their conception of a Supreme Power is narrowed 
down to an anthropomorphism that was not above 
showing its backparts to a. murdering Hebrew. Yet 
the Old Testament is not a whit more absurd and 
fallacious than the New. "The New Testament," 
Paine says, "compared with the Old, is like a farce of 
one act, in which there is not room for very numer-

The population of the United States is growing, by 
births and immigration, at the mte of nearly two 
millions a year. The Presbyterians number, all told, 
something about one million, or over one-ninth of the 
total Protestant church membership. Of the two mill
ion increase Presbyterianism gets 32,000 . .A.t the same 
ratio the total gain of the whole Protestant church 
would be only 288,000. .A.nd we very much doubt if, 
when all the denominational " Year Books " and 
" Minutes" are in, the converts gained will foot up 
to that number. Where is the balance of the in
crease? The most of the immigrants will be found 
in the church of Rome, voting for John Kelly and 
the pope. .A. few of the others go to Utah, but the 
great bulk will grow up indifferentists, who will wor
ship the pope, the book, or work for liberty and hu
manity with the Freethinkers, as darkness or light 
first breaks upon them. 

The recruiting station of the church, as is seen, is 
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the Sunday-school. Liberals should bear this in 
mind. Counter efforts should be made. League 
Sunday-schools should be opened, and the children 
of the "indifferentists" who now go to religious 
schools should be won to them. The Presbyterians 
hav averaged to spend nine dollars each for the sup
port of ·their sectarianism. If the Liberals would 
average half as much the minutes of the next Gen 
eral Assembly would be more discouraging for tbe 
elect than the last. And the fruits of such an awak
ening would be worthy of the high aims of humani
tarians. If 663,000 children could be gathered into 
Freethought Sunday-schools, we feel sure that one
half at least would become energetic workers for the 
advancement of the world's freedom and welfare. 

Various Estimates of the German Monk. 
-The celebration of the 400th birthday of Luther 

brought out some curious incidents. At Eisleben, 
Germany, his birthplace, the event was noticed by 
processions in which brass bands and lager beer pre
dominated. The Herald correspondent reports that 
every shade of religious belief was represented in the 
procession, some "Atheists" even taking part in 
the pageant. According to this correspondent, the 
Germans celebrated the event, "not because Luther 
was a Protestant-for· outside of sectarian circles 
nobody cares what Luther's religion was-but be
cause he was the first German who dared to think 
and speak freely." 

This news will be gall and wormwood to the 
Protestant preachers of this country, who devoted 
last Sunday to lauding Luther to the skies, simply 
and solely because on him had been founded a "new 
religion." They forgot precisely what was to be expectc. 
ed they would forget, that Luther himself founded 
nothing new. He was a reformer of evils existing in 
the church. But as Paul built around Christ a theology 
of which that impecunious and visionary person 
never dreamed, so Calvin piled upon J,.uther's broad 
back the honors of the Reformation, and evolved from 
his diatribes against the pope the basis of a theology 
as mean, in many particulars, as Catholicism. 

The different views taken of Luther by the preach
ers of this city are entertaining to the impartial Free
thinker, who knows that midway between the ful
some eulogy and the bitter denunciation, lies the 
truth. The Rev. Dr. Armitage worked himself up 
to this sublime bight of oratory: 

"Luther left the Diet [of Worms] a hero who had dared to 
stem the authority of powerful and baneful institutions. He 
had dared to invoke the fulminations of the Empire and of 
the Vatican. From that moment day began to break over 
Germany after a night of a thousand years, order came out of 
chaos, nations darted out of the death shade, races came 
from out their graves, a shock of life thrilled from the Rhine 
to the Vistula, and a new name was written on the scroll of 
the heavens from the Saxon mountains to the Pillars of Her
cules. And to- day the name of the Apostle of Reformation 
livs in all its noontide glory. 0 Martin Luther! liv thou 
for all!" 

Dr. Armitage, it will be recollected, is the divine 
who found in Ezekiel i, 16-" a wheel in the middle of 
a wheel "-a text upon which Christ based his state
ment that "the very hairs of your head are num
bered." A minister who can deduce such a conclu
sion from such a text is obviously just the man to 
pass judgment upon events of the magnitude of the 
Reformation. 

The Rev. Mr. Halsey drew a parallel between the 
Reformation and the parable of the man who fell 
among thieves: 

"The common people were the traveler, and the corrupt 
clergy the thieves. Erasmus was the priest, and passed by 
to write an essay on the iniquity of robbery. Melancthon 
was the Levite; he passed by and sought to make a com
promise with the robbers. Luther was the good Samaritan, 
who succored the traveler." 

n strikes us that this parallel is as good to-day, 
with a slight change of names, as it was four hundred 

Henry A. Brann, of St. Agnes, is not the man to be 
deterred from performing his duty, if we may judge 
by his sermon. He said: 

"If Luther were to rise from his grave, he woulrl not recog
nize in modern Protestantism the system of religion which 
he had formulated. The lecturer asserted that the truth had 
been suppressed by Protestant writers in relating Luther's 
life, and defied any Protestant publisher to giv an English 
version of all of Luther's works, some of which, he said, were 
among the worst specimens of indecent lite1·ature. He then 
sketched Luther's life, arguing, from the Reformer's own 
words, his hatred of philosophy and the natural sciences; 
his opposition to scientific progress by his exaggerated super
naturalism; his intolerance of Jews, and those who claimed 
the right of priva.te judgment; his truckling to the princes, 
and his encouragement of civil despotism. The abolition by 
Luther of marriage as a sacrament, and his permission to 
Philip of Hesse to keep two wives were insisted upon. It 
was argued that .Luther taught that there were no natural 
virtues, for man was totally depraved, and that there was no 
moral responsibility for crime, since man had no free will. 
The personal character of Luther was touched on. He was 
charged with brutality of language, with sensuality and 
drunkenness. Dr. Brann quoted from Jansen, the German 
historian, passages from Luther's letters, with the view of 
showing that he and Melancthon were drunk at Weimar; that 
for :fifteen years before Luther's death he spent every night 
in the 'Black Eagle' tavern 'drinking beer and abusing the 
pope.' He was compared to Reformers like St. Cha1·les Bor
romeo, St. Francis of Assisi, and St. Dominic, who, it was 
said, reformed themselvs :first and then succeeded in reform
ing others." 

Between Armitage and Brann, it will be observed, 
there is a wide difference of opinion. The oue is 
ridiculous·, the other scurrilous. Both are biased, 
and their rodomontade affords good reasons for 
thinking it impossible for sectarians to tell the truth 
about each other. 

Editorial Notes. 
WE learn that Mr. F. D. Lacy is not vanquished yet. De

siring to take advantage of Mr. Truesdell's kind offer in his 
"Bottom Facts," as well as that given in THE TRUTH SEEKER 
of October 20th, Mr. Lacy sent a contract for Mr. Truesdell 
to sign, which the latter refuses to do. We hav not learned 
the nature of that writing, but hope to receive a copy of it 
soon. Arrangements are said to be in progress whereby the 
"independent slate writing" shall reach a climax before long_ 

EVIDENTLY the authorities of India do not appreciate the 
m1ss1onaries. The Canada Presbyterian missionaries in In
dore are denied the right by the city authorities to preach or 
teach the people, and the higher British offici.tls uphold them. 
In 1879 an order was issued forbidding all Christian work in 
the city; ~nd subsequently a mission school was closed by 
orde1· of the Durbar, because a written agreement promising 
that no Christian instruction should be given was refused. 
The two missionaries addrE-ssed a letter to the assistant agent 
of the governor general, informing him of the interference 
and insult offered them by the Indore police. His reply in
forms them that he will Iiot interfe1·e, charges them with vio
lating fl city ordinance, and questions whether they hav any 
"right" that has been "infringed.'' The missionaries, after 
sending a reply to this, addressed a memorial to the viceroy, 
hy whom they were refPrred to the local powers. An ultima
tum from the resident agent stated that the maharajah waa 
strongly averse to having the missionaries continue their 
work, refused them a site for building purposes, and arlvised 
them to seek the counsel of their church board before ex
pending more monAy on "what may prove to be a fruitless 
undertaking." 

SoME reckless individual having accused Dr. Foote of hav
ing his "Plain Home Talk" and other works written for him, 
the insinuation being that he is unable to write them himself, 
the doctor issues a challenge in his last Health Monthly in 
which, after declaring the author of the rumor to be some 
envious character, braggart, pretender, and fraud, he offers 
to deposit two thousand dollars to the order of a board of r~r
hitration if the informer will deposit a like sum, the loser to 
rlivicle the sume equally between the Boston and New York 
Institutes of Heredity-the arbitrators to thoroughly investi
gate the charge and decide according to legal evidence. To 
cover a possible contingency, namely, the impecuniosity of 
the genius who might claim to hav prepAred these works for 
the press, and who could not put up $2,000 in the manner 
prescribed, Dr. Foote offers to pay the expenses of the arbi
tration if he will establish to the satisfaction of the board of 
arbitration, first his imP.ecuniosity, and secondly his author
ship or co-authorship of any of the aforenamed works, and 
the doctor further offers to publish to the world the result of 
the inquiry to the end that the rose shall no longer blossom 
unseen. We think the genial doctor is unnecessarily exer-

years ago. cised by these contemptible rumors. No one who knows 
Parson Newman, the "peripatetic consular thea- him, and especially no one who has been treated by him, will 

logian" Ingersoll once called him, weighed Luther: accuse him of lack of knowledge or ability. We know sev
up th~ best of any of the Protestants. He said: eral of his patients and they all speak of him in the highest 

terms. 
"The whole world owed a great debt of gratitude to this 

Augustidan monk-Protestants, Freethinkers, and Catho
lics. The J!'reethinkers owed to him the right of priv11 te 
judgment; Catholics owed him a heavy debt of gratitude. It 
had never been Luther's desire to destroy the Catholic church, 
but merely to purify it. He had greatly aided in this work 
of purification, and for the strength and dignity which the 
Catholic church possessed to-day it was in a measure indebted 
to Martin Luther." 

It of course remained for a Catholic to tell the dis
agreeable truths concerning Luther, and the Rev. Dr. 

A CoRRESPoNDENT sends us a copy of a religious paper con
taining an extract from Pentecost's "The Infidel Answered," 
and rr quests that it be attended to. We hav read the article 
marked. It contains just one "argument," the same that 
TalmAge advanced in his sermons on Ingersoll, which is that 
a larger number of Bibles hav been issued than of any other 
book, therefore it must be true. He uses nearly two columns 
in ringing the changes upon the assertion, interspersing the 
assPrtion with such well-known lies as that "Paine turn bled 
into a drunkard's grave," and others worn too threadbare to 
need notice. Whether Talmage or Pentecost is entitled to 

the credit of originating the stupendous argument that be
cause the Bible has been widely circulated it is divine and 
true, we do not pretend to decide. Probably either would 
not be above stealing it from the other. But the theft is a 
goon deal like that of thP colorerl gentleman who went into 
the melon-patch in the dark, and was immensely disgusted 
on emerging into the light to :find his anticipated melon a 
worthless green pumpkin. Oolonel Ingersoll paid his re
spects to the story, when told by Talmage, in this way: "Is 
it not simply amazing that a doctor of divinity, a Presbyteri
an clergyman. in this day and age, should seriously rely upon 
the number of copies of the Bible to substantiate the inspi
ration of that book? Is it possible to conceive of anything 
more fig-lea:flessly absurd? If there is anything at all in this 
argument, it is that all books are true in proportion to the num
ber of copies. that exist. Of course, the same rule will work 
with newspapers; so that the newspaper having the largest 
circulation can consistently claim infallibility. Suppose that 
an exceedingly absurd statement should appear in the New 
York Herald, and some one should denounce it as utterly 
without any foundation in fact or prob!bility; what would 
Mr. Talmage think if the editor of the Herald, as an evidence 
of the truth of the statement, should rely on the fact that his 
paper had the largest circulation of any in the city? One 
would think that the whole church had acted upon the theory 
that a falsehood repeated often enough was as good as the 
truth." 

THE love now existing between the followers of the humble 
Nazarene was well brought out in Glasgow, Scotland, at the 
laying of the foundation stone of the new municipal build
ings. The corporation gave a gmnd banquet in the city hall, 
and 550 gentlemen were present. After the usual toasts the 
Roman Catholic Archbishop Eyre rose to offer the toast to 
the local mr~gnates; but before he had an opportunity of 
speaking, a Presbyterian minister, the Rev. Robert Thomson, 
sprang to his feet, and cried excitedly: 

"I protest against Eyre being in that position. [Hisses.] 
Yes, and I will appeal to a court of law against it. rLaugh
ter and hisses.] I protest, my Lord Provost, agr~mst the 
bringing of a Papist here. [Hisses, and a voice-" Behave 
yourself."] I call yon to order for it. [Prolonged hisses 
amid which the reverend gentleman resumed his seat.] ' 

Here the archbishop got in his word. Then Sheriff Clark 
spoke, ending with the sentiment, "Let Glasgow flourish." 
Here Mr. Thomson broke in again: 

"But, 'by the preaching of the Word;' that is the Protest• 
ant toast. [Cries of 'Hush,' and hisses."] 

The report continues: 
"Baillie Wilson afterward proposed 'The Clergy.' In his 

younger days, he said, that toast used to be 'The Clergy of 
the Church of f::lcotland.' [The Rev. Mr. Thomson-And it 
will be again yet. Cries of 'Ob !' and lr~ugbter.] The Prot
estant church of Scotl.md. [Laughter.] No popery. [Cries 
of 'Hush,' and hisses.] Br~illie Wilson went on to remark 
that 1t was then changed to 'The Evangelical Clergy of Scot
land,' but that now they had anothe1· new departure, and it 
was 'The Clergy,' pure and simple. JLanghte1·.] He asked 
them to drink to the cle1·gy pure an simple-[Laugbter]
eRpecially Rimple. [Renewed laughter.] 'Mr. Thomson
No popery! No popery! [Cries of 'Hush.']" 

And so he kept on interrupting, now striding up to the 
archbishop and calling for "three groans for the papist and 
the magistrates who dared to put him here," and "three 
groans for the pope," till the city chambedain and the city 
officer "induced" him to leave the hall. This reminds one 
of the "good old days" when Protestant and papist burnt 
and imprisoned by turns, as Catholic or Protestant occupied 
the throne of England. 

ANoTHER besides THE TRUTH SEEKER has taken John Swin
ton to task for a slur at a Freethinker. Mr. Swinton's paper 
is such a snr~ppy sheet, and is fighting monopoly and uphold
ing the 1·ights of the working people in such a dashing man
ner, that it is a pity he should not be with us against robbing 
the poor people to pay taxes on houses of worship occupied 
by the wealthy. Mr. Swinton tells a good deal of truth in 
his paper, but dare he tell his constituency of laborers that 
the priesthood is their foe and in league with the grinding 
monopolies? W. P. Doty, of Port Jervis, hits the nail 
~qunrely in the following letter to Mr. Swinton: 

"Your paper swings right out in the proper current. But 
what ia meant by telling Wilson Macdonald that 'he must 
steer his gondola away from the pirate craft of Bob Inger
soll?' Why Hingle out the clergy and present yonr compli
ments to them? Does this paper not know that Mr. Inger
soll is a representat.iv ruan in the only party in this country
the secularists-which advocates human rights more vigor
ously, systPmatimtlly, and persistently than any other army 
of reformers? The party of which he is 110 honored repre
sentativ did more to make our republic fl possibility, through 
the efforts of Paine, Jefferson, Franklin, and others; and in 
later days it was the olrl Intidel, Abner KneelAnd, who threw 
open his hall to the <'ady abolitionists to speak in when every 
ctmrch was dosed against them, and when the clergy were 
almost unanimous in proclaiming slavery a ' divine institu
tlon.' The anti-monopoly principles hav always been earnestly 
fought for by the secularists. Does the Paper not know that 
tb ere is not a so-called vested right of the money powers 
which the chmch en ma,sse does not defend? What robbery 
of human rights has there been which the church has not 
apologized for and defenrled? When was there ever a strike 
for better wages, or for liberty of conscience, or for political 
freedom that the church has not opposed? What struggling 
toiler, who does not want 'charity,' but demands simply jus
tice, equity, has not been kicked, cuffed, starved, and frowned 
at by the church, because he was not 'respectable,' but was a 
'disturber,' a • socialist,' and a • demoralizer' of society? 
What iniquitous, mquisitorial, slave-breeding law is there 
that the church does not defend ancl demand its enforcement 
whenever violated? The kings, the church, and the monopo
lists are all the time clamoring for more law and more pro
tection. They hav legislatures sitting six months in every 
year, the world over, to make laws to rob the honest laborers 
of the land. They pretPnd the people need these laws to 
govern them. But it is all bosh. The world is governed too 
much now. That is what ails it." 

We hope Mr. Swinton will change his ways, for his efforts 
are too valuable to be nullified by a. sickening truculence to 
gospel sharps. 
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The .Attitude of the Church to the World. 
In spite of the judicial, if not very judicious, reply 

of the late Jeremiah Black to Mr. Ingersoll, the lat
ter gentleman's remarks at the opening of his article 
on "The Christian Religion," stand as they were 
penned. The pulpit is losing its influence on the 
pew, and the two together stand in a similar attitude 
to the great majority outside the walls. No amount 
of clerical "bluff," and no "police" arguments will 
serve the turn. The parson often a!lcommodates his 
doctrins to the times and to his flock, and churches 
with a little worldly wisdom and an eye to a longer 
lease of tenure are subordinating creeds relaxing 
their limitations, and upholding what they a~e pleased 
to term a " broad and liberal Christianity:" These 
are the signs of the times we liv in. Among the 
striking utterances of the week is that of the Rev. 
Emory J. Haynes, of Brooklyn, contesting the idea 
that Brooklyn is a. church-going city. Of 150,000 
young men, not one in ten goes to church. While 
100,000 souls hav been added to the population with
in the last six years, not ten new churches hav been 
built. Who, after this, will say that religion has a 
very strong hold on the people? 

In offering a few remarks on the attitude of the 
Christian church to the world, I refer to no particular 
denomination of Christians, but to the professors of 
Christianity, clerical and lay, as a whole, and in a 
unified sense, if the idea of unity is possible where 
the elements are so varied and often so discordant. 
I am not an enemy to the church-if she can 
make her place good; and I think people go too far 
when they deny certain benefits which she is confer
ring on society. There are hard-headed men, with
out a particle of what is called religious belief, who, 
yet, nominally, support the Christian religion, on ac
count of its supposed conservativ social effects. The 
inculcated belief in a hereafter and all that it implies 
they imagin must be a powerful encouraging and 
restraining force in the community· on all those not 
sufficiently advanced to love righteousness for its own 
sake. But nevertheless, to stand, the church and 
its teaching must hav a practical significance to the 
world, and this they cannot be said to hav in our 
day. The church fails to satisfy the requirements of 
the present century. We ask of her a fact and she 
givs us a song. She stands forth in the capacity of 
teacher, and teaches nothing. Between the harang 
of the evangelical minister and the yell of the Salva
tion Army, the difference is not in kind but in degree. 
We want to hav the demonstration of the facts that 
the church ostentatiously claims as such-a personal, 
living God, who really is a father; a future state; a 
probation here and a reward hereafter, and in place 
thereof we are treated to mere platitudes, and the 
technicalities of "original sin," "redemption," "im
puted righteousness," "salvation,"" grace," etc., with 
hardly a word as to those great truths-if truths 
they be-which must be facts to us before real relig
ious experience is possible. The average preacher 
evades everything by assuming everything. This 
might hav been all very well for previous centuries, 
but it will not do for this one. We expect more 
from Darwin and Huxley, and the church must be 
content to stand on the same footing. 

But if some preacher more practical-minded than 
the rest attempts to show his credentials, what are 
they? "The gospel is true because it brings com
fort." I dare say it would bring comfort to many of 
us to believe ourselvs millionaires, but unfortunately 
the majority of us are not, and we do not see how 
belief will help the case. "The Bible has been the 
mainstay of numberless noble minds." Doubtless; 
but that proves nothing. One divine puts on a melt
ing mood, and cries piteously, "The Bible was your 
mother's book; over it she prayed, and often its pages 
hav been wet with her supplicating tears in your be
half. You cannot-you dare not let it go.'' Very 
good to "bring down the house," but still valueless 
on the main point. 

Another ardent preacher asserts that all true civil
ization we owe to Christianity. Even were this state
ment true, we would feel like saying, " We don't want 
to be civilized on a possible lie." 

I will not pause longer to enumerate such worse 
than pueril arguments. Let them be all true or all 
false; they are simply evading the question. What 
I hav a right to demand of my self-constituted spirit
ual teacher is, not whether "Christ's blood cleanseth 
from all sin," but, first, whether there really is a 
Christ, proved in terms that conquer my doubts. I 
want definit proof of the facts whereon Christianity 
is supposed to stand, and I am entitled to it before 
pinning my faith to that creed. Given the facts, per
haps experimental and emotional religion may come 
after; but to put emotional religion first and let the 
facts take care of themselvs, or be proved by the emo
tion, i':l building our house from the chimneys down
ward. I want to lay the foundation first. 

Discard the priesthood, then, and refer me to the 
Protestant's talisman, the Bible-am I any the better 
off? Leaving the Old Testament out of considera
tion, to save time and space, it appears that, centu
ries ago, a number of stories-part admirable, part 
pueril, and part evidently fiction-with likewise a 
quantity of pious counsel of the same general char-

acter, were written by Christian apostles; and out of 
these writings a few-possibly those least objection
able-were selected and constituted a canon (what 
authority had anyone for this?); and I am called on 
by the church to recognize this " canon" as the word 
of God. But what of the books that hav been left 
outside ? I see no real reason for drawing this hard 
and fast line between the one set and the other. It 
is true that the apocryphal books are those most pu
eril and most gmssly fictitious, but they present much 
in common with the so-called genuin ones, and, in 
one case at least, an "inspired" writer refers to a 
circumstance which they alone describe-the descent 
of Christ into hades-thus placing inspiration itself 
on their level. I regard the uncanonical or apocry
phal books (so far from showing by contrast, as is 
claimed, the excellence of those received by the 
church) as the most unfortunate fact connected with 
the New Testament. They must hav been written in 
a sort of good faith, or well-meaning fanaticism, and 
they sufficiently prove _to me the low historical value 
of the general testimony regarding Jesus. 

But, should I go so far as to accept these canoni
cal scriptures, the difficulty does not end. One part 
does not agree with another; and what is the value 
of such a book as the Revelation, of which no one 
can say he understands a word? Is it not the busi
ness of a revelation to make clear, and not confuse ? 
Why hav four gospels-as if one, coming from God, 
were not enough? 

Further, I am taught by nature all that is neces
sary for my earthly life, which will last but a few 
years; yet for my heavenly career, supposed to be 
eternal, and .therefore of infinitly greater concern, and 
my preparation therefor, I am left to a book, of which, 
had I been born in India or China, I might never hav 
known even the name, or seen the cover !-a book 
which, as it is, is nothing but a doubt and a mystery. 

If I go to church, none of these questions are an
swered, or even attempted to be answered. Yet these 
are the things I wish most to know. All I hear of 
there is the assumed love, justice, mercy, etc., of God, 
of the precious blood of Christ, etc., and much more 
?f t~e like. . Prove to me these things, and that Jesus 
IS ahve and m heaven, and then it will be time for 
me to pray to him, and to love him as a present God, 
and not as a memory. 

If the church is still to lead the way, and to teach 
the world, I hav pointed out the inevitable work be
fore her, in which she is to succeed or fail. She 
must rest on more than emotion· men must be con
vinced rather than "converted;"' otherwise her place 
will soon be among the things that were and are not. 

To me the church appears heavily hampered to
day. She contains two incongruous elements-the 
ethical and the historical; she must get rid of the 
latter. It needs no miraculous histories to teach men 
mo.rals. The Bible is already practically relegated 
to Its proper place. The intelligence of the world 
has done with its fables of a six day's creation, of 
Adam's fall, of the retributiv flood; even orthodox 
divines now hesitate to sanction the predatory bar
barism of Israelitish hordes, on account of the pre
tended approval of Jehovah. Its decalog must stand 
on ground higher even than Sinai's top; and the pre
cepts of Jesus appeal to all mankind without the 
aid. of miraculous jugglery to support them. Yet 
pensh all these cradle-stories, and all that is good and 
worthy in the. Bible ~emains. Not one really good 
precept that It contams has lost aught of its power. 
Even should immol."tality, from being the doubt of 
s~me, become . the despair of all, this part of the 
Bible wo~d still hold its place. Upon the question 
whether, m the new order of things, the church will 
cease to be a power, or whether, shorn of her medi::e
val character, she will still survive to point mankind 
to a nobler, higher life on earth, I will not enter. 

Sine~ the foregoing was written, I notice that Prof. 
Adler, In a late address, has touched on this last 
point-the necessity for a religion, not of the super
natural, but founded on morality. He thinks there 
is ~ natural cravin~ for religion among the people, 
whiCh must. be satisfied. In spite of what he says 
of the persistence of the Roman Catholic and the 
P:otestant Episcopal churches, it is impossible that, 
With the spread of education, "the old in:tl.exible dog
mas belie.ved in the middle ages" can permanantly 
hold. their place. Is not this very persistence of a 
portiOn of the church a sign of weakness? Quos 
deus vuU perdere prius dementat. How the modern 
party shall depart ~o~ its "purely negativ warfare," 
and construct a rehgwn under conditions so altered 
I leave it for the professor to say. RouNDHEAD. ' 

In Favor of Prohibition. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER Sir: I can 

join with Jamieson, "Liberta," Mrs. E. Heddon, and 
any others in "three cheers vs. 'The Seventh De
mand."' I will not take up your valuable space any 
further than to say that I hav taught it with my lips 
and pe~ for over tw.e~ty years-my argument, If we 
hav ~ r.Ight to prohibit anything, we hav a right to 
proh1b1t the manufacture, sale, and use of intoxicants 
as a beverage. ELLA E. GrnsoN. 

Barre, Mass., Nov. 6, A.s. 283. 

.Against Prohibition. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I was 

looking over a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER of last 
April, and came across an article by M. Farrington, 
of Denver, Iowa, in regard to prohibition, and I 
thought, notwithstanding 1 hav written something 
before on the subject, I would venture again in the 
same direction. 

There is not, of course, very much that is new that 
may be said on the prohibition question. It is an 
old and "hackneyed subject." The changes hav been 
rung again and again on this question. In referring 
to it, I may exclaim, as Isaac Watts did in one of his 
hymns: "Great God! there's nothing new!" But 
there is one thing, in connection with it, on which I 
believe I hav never touched. It is this: The facili
ties which laws based on prohibition hold out for 
men (and women too, perhaps,) to procure in a round
about way, and under various subterfuges, intoxi
cants. I know of one case in particular where these 
methods were put in requisition.- The outcome of 
the whole thing has been, in numberless cases, that 
people hav taxed their brains to invent all sorts of 
pretexts for prccuring rum, gin, brandy, wine, et hoc 
genus omne. This I consider one of the prime ob
jections against the entire system of prohibition, and 
it alone is quite enough, in my opinion, to condemn 
the whole thing. We had a liquor agency here un
der the "Maine law," passed in 1852. And the law 
specified that the various sortl'j of liquors should be 
sold for mechanical, chemical, and medical purposes. 

It was by no means an uncommon thing for some 
ingenious device to be employed by which to procure 
"the needful." A law which furnishes such facilities 
as the "Maine law," or "Prohibitory law," should 
not be countenanced. It should, on the contrary, be 
opposed in every way. A judicious license law, is, 
in my judgment, the thing above all others which 
should be employed. Excuse the length of this com-
munication. Very truly yours, 

South Dartmouth. EDWIN H. BARTLETT. 
I 

Resolutions .Affecting the Mormons. 
On Sunday, Nov. 4th, Han. A. B. Bradford deliv

ered his lecture .. m the " Model Saints of the Old 
Testament," printed in THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 3d 
inst., before the Pittsburgh League. At the conclu
sion Harry Hoover, secretary, offered the following 
resolutions, which were unanimously adopted: 

WHEREAS, Polygamy has insidiously fastened itself as a 
cancer upon one of the territories of the Union, and threatens 
to extend its evil influence into others, thus destroying the 
homogeneousness of our institutions, and endangering the 
peace of the country. 

WHEREAS, Polygamy is a Bible institution, practiced by the 
most eminent of the Old Testament saints, Abraham, Jacob, 
David, and Solomon, all of whom are indorsed as models 
and exemplars of the saving grace of faith by the apostle 
Panl in the eleventh chapter of his epistle to the Hebrews. 

WHEREAS, The argument used by our foreign missionaries 
long ago, in justifying themselvs for admitt.ing polygamists 
into the mission churches as good Christians, has never been 
answered, viz., that besides being positivly permitted in the 
Old Testament, it is nowhere condemned in the New Testa
ment, but is connived at, if not tacitly approved bv Paul, in 
1 Timothy, iii, 2, where he ref!uires a bishop to be the hus
band of one wife, clearly teachmg by implication that other 
church-members might hav more than one; therefore 

Resolved, That in the judgment of this meeting it is both 
inconsistent and impossible for the Congress of the United 
States to extirpate polygamy by law, so long as it can be 
claimed to be, as it is by the Mormons in Utah Territory a 
religious institution sanctioned in the Bible, and sanctifi~d 
by the example of "saints" whose lives are held up to us as 
models by the "inspired" apostle Paul in his epistle to the 
Hebrews. 

Resolved, That in view of these obvious facts, the first 
t~ing to be done by the American church, before It can con
Sistently file its protest against polygamy, is to disarm the 
Mormons of their only weapon of defense, by declari!lg the 
truth that the Bible is not, neither does it claim to be, a 
plenarily and infallibly inspired standard of faith and morals; 
and that it condemns the polygamous lives of the Old Testa
ment saints as wrong, together with the indorsement of the 
same by the alleged approval of God in the case of David 
(see 1 Kings :x:v, 5), and by the apostle Paul in the oases of 
the other polygamists who are named and canonized by him 
in his epistle to the Hebrews. 

Resolved, That in view of the insidious origin of slavery, 
another Old Testament institution, and what it cost the Amer
ican people in blood and treasure to abolish it, it is the judg
ment of this meeting that Congress, during the territorial 
~tatus of Utah, has the only alternativ in regard to Mormon
Ism, either to let it entirely alone, trusting to the general 
spread of knowledge, and the monogamic influences of our 
civilizati?n•. ultim~tely to cure the evil of polygamy; or to 
destroy It Immedmtely and relentlessly by the sword as a 
political nuisance, since histOI'Y in general, and the history of 
Mor~onism in particular, proves that the persecution of any 
religf6us creed or church as such, has only had the effect of 
making it grow and strengthen more than it otherwise wonld. 
The people of the United States, in the exercise of their 
sovereign power as a nation, hav the same right, in Congress 
assembled, to suppress polygamy in any state or territory as 
a political evil, that they would hav to suppress an organiza
tion for setting up an independent kingly government on the 
soil and under the flag of the republic. 

F. F. FoLLET has issued a catalog of the members of the 
State Liberal League of Illinois, adding a synopsis of the 
principles of the Leagne, extracts from letters to him . by 
Ferris Bnrr, and '.r. C. Leland, giving a short history of his 
work in Illinois, and calling for aid for further efforts. The 
catalog will be interesting to Illinois Liberals, who should 
help its compiler to go on and organize more Leagues. Mr. 
Follet is agent for the Liberal papers, and fills orders for 
any of the Truth Seeker Publications, 
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Liberalism; but am a firm believer in freedom in 
ever! sense. Several of us are taking your paper, 
and 1f I hold out faithful to the end there will be a 

WILSONVILLE, Oct, 25, 1883, good m.any more take it, for I feel it my duty to do 
:MR. EDITOR: I inclose $2.00, for which continue to somethmg for the cause of humanity, and I know of 

send THE TRUTH SEEKER as long as that sum will pay no better way th~n by circulating THE TRTU.ti SEEKER, 
for it. It is a most excellent paper, and one which 

1 

For a starter I Will send you two subscr.ibt>rs. 
every Freethinker may well profit by, You can G. C. KELLOGG. 
count on me as a life subscriber. Lmg may THE ---
TRUTH SEEKER flourish GRAND IsLAND, Oct. 20, 1883. 

You;s res ectfull A MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find some names I send you 
__ P_ y, ·WILSON. as targets for your Freethought arrowa. These men 

FoRT McKAVETT, TEXAS, Oct. 18,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed postal note of 

$3.85, which apply as directed. Being a member 
of a pious family-one brother and brother-in-law 
of mine are in the "service of the Lord," I shunned 
all Freethought literature until I came to Texas 
where I chanced to see a copy of your TRUTH SEEKER: 
which I studied with interest. I then became a trial 
subscriber at once, and hail now every Saturday this 
truly ·valuable journal with delight, giving it prec
edence over all other papers. 

Thanks for your leniency in regard to my late re
mittan~e, and wishing success to THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
I remam, 

are all more or less Liberal in their views, although 
all are not entirely free from superstitious influences. 
If mental darkness can be entirely removed from 
Ofl<e human intellect out of so many names I shall 
feel amply rewarded. 

Respectfully yours, 

I read in your last issue of a minister who charged 
that "all Liberals were blacklegs, and all blacklegs 
were Infidels." I wonder he did not tell his silly 
dupes that all murderers, robbers, drunkards, extor
tioners, pirates, adulterers, and liars were all In
fidels, and all Infidels were murderers, robbers, 
drunkards, extortioners, pirates, back- biters, and 
liars. Christian ministers never do any of these 
things-never gamble in mining stocks nor speculate 
in bonds unjustly fastened upon their fellow-beings; 

H. KNAUSENBERGER. never buy up lands for speculation, nor oppress poor 

HAMMONTON, N.J., Nov. 1,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find incloRed $5, for which giv 

us credit on account. We want D. M. Bennett's like· 
ness, a likeness full life-size (fifLy cents). Wish we 
could send you some names, but most of our ac
quaintances seem too timid to take so radical a pa
per. If you hav anything to send to Brother Hacker 
please forward fifty .cents of this to him and charge 
to us. This will make $1 out of the whole amount, 
leaving $4 to apply on THE TRUTH SEEKER, a paper 
nearly as outspoken as the Pleasure Boat was fifty 
years since. I remember well how we loved to de
v·-.ur its contents even then. One can see by his 
(H.'s) contributions that he has not yet ceased to be 
plain-spoken when he attempts to criticise. 

Respectfully yours, D. R. WoLLISON. 

TRoY, N. Y., Oct. 4, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav read Dr. George Hardcastle's and 

Mr. T. Winter's letters. I hav a desire to bring the 
Spiritualists and Materialists together. I believe in 
bott1, but I want to know what makes matter think, 
and I want to know what constitutes spirit that is 
said to materializ"l and show itself. I hav not seen 
it. l\1r. Winter claims a body without a soul, and 
Mr. Hardcastle a soul with many bodiea. I am going 
to ask if electricity and magnetism are not the soul 
of matter and of Spiritualism. I think that when 
matter dies it unites with matter, and soul with its 
affinity, or electricity and magnetism. I want some 
of the contributors to your valuable paper to answer. 
I think if I am an ignorant novice it is the duty of 
some Liberal friend to enlighten me. 

S. G. ScoLLAY. 

lliiNERAL SPRINGS. ARK., Oct. 25, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2.00, which please 

place to my credit, and send me statement, that I 
may send you balance due, if any, as soon as I get 
it, When I tell you something about my age and 
feebleness, you will, I hope, excuse my negligence in 
not remitting promptly. I will be eighty-nine years 
o d the 5th of next November, and hav not walked 
wit.hout my crutches for the last four years. 

I hav been a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER eight 
years, and you may know tbat I take a deep inter
est in it, or I would hav stopped it; but I expect to 
keep taking it as long as I can pay for it, as it is 
the only paper t}?.at I take. 

I am a man who has always read any kil'ld of 
books and papers that suited my taste, though I hav 
had many hard fights in behalf of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
and its teachings, and expect to continue the battle 
as long as I liv, as its founder, D. M. Bennett, was 
a man whose principles and arguments I could al
ways rely upon and indorse. 

As I hav never seen anything in your paper from 
this part of Arkansas, I thought a few lines would 
not be anything out of place, as I am and shall re
main a true and lasting friend to the paper and its 
readers. Yours truly, JAMES BovEN. 

CARTHAGE, Mo., Oct. 28, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav been taking your most valu

able paper about two months on trial subscription, 
and will renew for a year as soon as the three 
man ths expire. 

I always hav, since my earliest recollection, ques
tioned the existence of a God. I hav read the Bible 
and wondered, time after time, how people could 
take it as their guide, and worship the God that in
spired the writing of such a contradictory, unreason
able, and obscene book as the Bible. I hav won
dered how such. a mass of people could worship that 
changeable, fickle, ignorant, lustful, revengeful, and 
wrathful God that is set forth in such terms in the 
Bible, and then misrepresent him and call him all
wise and loving. It is virtually ignorance caused by 
going to church and letting a mullet-head of a 
preacher do the thinking for them, and never think
ing a minute for themselvs whether his explanation 
is reasonable or not, I am not very well posted in 

people by landlord usurpation; never take sidea with 
the gambling monopolists, nor use their influence in 
favor of the rich to swindle the poor. Oh, no! Chris
tians never gamble, swindle, nor outwit anybody. 
Never lie, nor do any unchaste thing. No Christian 
ever goes to state's prison, and no Infidel ever keeps 
out of it if we believe these clerical falsifiers. But 
no won.der these pulpit-jumpers fib and dread the 
truth, when their scheme of salvation is founded 
upon falsehood, filth, and fiction. Their holy Bible 
is filled with lies, contradictions, and inconsistencies. 
It has the biggest snake story, the biggest fish story, 
the bigfl'est ghost story, the biggest witch story, the 
biggest giant story, and the biggest astronomical 
story ever recorded by any romancer or necromancer 
that ever lived. It can beat Baron Munchausen clear 
out of sight, and riddle the stuffing out of all the 
dime-novel writers in Europe or America for a 
genuin l)ld whopper of a lie. The worst criminals 
murdE>rers, robbers, drunkards, swindlers, adulterers, 
liars, extortioners, slave·holders, and tyrants figure 
among and compose its leading characters, and the 
worst, as well as the most despotic, governments on 
the globe to-day are Christian governments, that 
carry a book of lies and filth in one hand, and a 
sword in the other, and go abroad robbing and mur
dering weaker and le:3s harmful nations than them
selva. And when they find nothing to steal abroad, 
they rob and oppress their own subjects, stamp upon 
the human intellect, and deny people the right to 
think; therefore Christianity is not only a gambler's, 
but a pirate's, religion. WALTER SIMONDS. 

DETROIT, MICH., Nov. 4, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav allowed my subscription to run 

over considerably this time, because I hav not felt 
like writing. I am getting discouraged with the 
slow progress that Ltberals are making toward lib
erty. It seems as if every new reform movement 
must stop as soon as it gets a few steps ahead or 
above old ideas. Mr. E. C. Walker seems to be 
about the only Liberal tbat comes out with the true 
and only meaning of liberty. But no one seems to 
know how to obtain liberty. In 1865 one-half of this 
country had two thousand millions of free legal ten
der money in circulation. Then our servants in 
Congress sold to the money-lenders the privilege of 
destroying six hunJred and fifty millions of this the 
people's debt-paying mon.,y, for the purpose of mak
ing room for their shinplaster private notes, called 
" national bank bills," and causing such want as to 
oblige all those using money to come to them and 
borrow this substitute for money, and pay them in
terest over and over again on the same bills, as of
ten as they returned and were reissued from the 
bank. All business that cannot be done for cash is 
done for credit, and is at once debt drawing interest 
from business and labor. This very soon transfers 
the possession of title to all property and wealth 
from those who pay interest to those who draw· in
terest. The rapidity of the transfer was never shown 
in the world before as it was in this country when 
Congress, in 18~6 (eleven years after the iniquitous 
bargain and sale), appointed a committee to ascer
tain the amount of debts of all kinds in the country. 
This committee reported that the aggregate of all 
debts in the country amounted to twenty-six billion 
forty-nine million dollars, while the report of the 
census of 1870 gave the aggregate wealth of the 
country as but fourteen billions of dollars; so that 
with about one-fifth the amount of legal debt-paying 
money for fifty millions of people that was i~ circu
lation in 1865 for twenty-five millions, the laborers 
and producers of this country hav been trying to pay 
the interest on debts-fictitious debts-amounting to 
twelve billion forty-nine million more than all the 
wealth of the nation. 

Was ever a people in worse slavery? Want of 
money in circulation sufficient to do all business 
and keep the people free of debt has been the cause 
of the fall of every nation that ever existed so far ; 
and it is the root and cause of all of the vice, crime, 
drunkenness, suicide, and misery in this land to-day; 

and the only way to hav a free people is to pay all 
debts in full legal tender government money-the 
same that was destroyed for the very purpose of 
making those debts. 

An eminent writer said long ago that whoever lends 
money or draws interest on debts is the master, and 
whoever pays interest on debts is the slave. So, 
whoever controls the amount of money in a country 
controls the amount of happiness and comfort, or 
vice, crime, and misery, and should be held respon
sible for it. 

Let the believers in liberty take hold of this ques
tion, and they will hav the greatest question that 
wa:3 ever put forth. A free money makes a free peo
ple-free from .debt. There can be no other liberty 
that does not depend on this, and no one can giv 
one sensible reason against it, except thP> privilege 
of supporting a lot of paupers. I. H. WooD. 

SoLON, OHio, Nov. 5. 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: The discussions in THE TRUTH SEEKER 

between Spiritualists and Materialists hav been in
teresting somewhat, yet after all they are old and 
threadbare. We know not when they begin nor when 
they will end. The Witch of Endor was a Spiritual
ist, and there were laws then existing which she was 
afraid of. There were those who believed then as 
now, and those who disbelieved, and immortality is 
as much in doubt as ever. The other world has not 
proved, nor is it yet able to prove itself satisfactorily 
to every mind. As learning and knowledge increase 
doubts do not diminish. It is said the graves were 
once Qpened, and they that were dead arose, and it 
remains that they were resurrected for no useful 
purpose, so far as this dispute is concRrned. It seems 
that one might reasonably inqnire, Why continue it? 
Will any new light ever be thrown upon it? 

Mount Olympus has a brilliant record in history, 
So has Nirvana, the Egyptian Elysium, and the Jew
ish New Jerusalem "of many mansions." I hav 
never gone over any of them. I hav spent a toler
ably long life in listening to stories about them, and 
when I finish it here I hav no great anxiety about 
going to any of them. Hopes in regard to them, or 
any immortal conditions pictured by modern Spirit
ualism. do not warm my feelings in the least. I am 
as wintry as your stanch Materialist, Mr. Winter, of 
Cincinnati, and I cannot appreciate the arguments 
his opponents use against him any more than I can 
the doctrins of John Calvin or of Buddha, for there 
is in this modern Spiritualism considerable of the 
"elect and reprobation" belief, and not a little that 
looks like the transmigration of souls. 

I hav been on the anxious seat for a go0d many 
years, and viElited the Fox family once in Cleveland, 
but hav come to the conclusion that I am not elected 
to be saved. And again, such reports as I hav had 
from the supposed spirit world were such that I 
could only account for them on the ground that tbe 
souls of my departed friends had taken up thPir 
abode in some inferior organisms or torms of life, 
probably as a punishment for their sins. The evi
dence of any improvement in their mental states in 
what is callfld the "summer-land" was far from sat
isfactory. Possibly they will come around all right 
in the time appointed by the great Spiritualist of 
India, after many probationary transmigrations. 
It seems to me tllat Mr. Winter's adversaries claim 

about the same power and authority that other vice
gerents, and popes, and priests of the other-world 
doctrins hav claimecl. Andrew Jackson Davis's 
style is, "I am impressed to say," John in R"lvela
tion assumes 110 more. This is substantially inspira
tion from ghosts, holy or otherwise, with a commis
sion to preach "glad tidings" from over the Jordan 
of death. Differences in mere terms of expression do 
not amount to much. The distance between myself 
and an inspired writer, or a priest who says he is 
"called" to intercede for me, is no greater than be
tween myself and one of these" impressed" medium
istic revelators. They all claim to be benefactors, 
endowed beyond myself, elected and selected, chosen, 
tested, commissioned, "called," exalted, privileged, 
and canonized, as I am certainly not. I cannot dis
tinguish between them. 

I hav lost a great many friends and acquaintances. 
I hav written "lost." Let it stand. It is correct. 
Still their Jives are woven into mine in such a man
ner that they will liv as long as I do, After t.his 
manner will the first human being continue to the 
last, and after him, in my opinion, humanity will 
hav no abiding place. I cannot then people this 
earth with spiriti! tipping tables and ringing bells 
for each other's diversion. Mohammed's panidise 
would suit me better than such Spiritualism. I hav 
no longings for such a dance. The seances and man
ifestations that I hav Witnessed, and that hav been 
reported in the highest quarters, only remind me of 
the "unco' sight" that bewitched Tam O'Shanter's 
eyes the night he looked into ''old Allow:w'i! haunted 
church." N. EGGLESTON. 

CENTERVILLE, UTAH, Oct. 21, 283. 
MR. EDIToR: I see by the tab on my paper that the 

time is drawing near for me to remit to keep on 
good terms with the fearless TRUTH SEEKER. I like 
its tone and the various correspondence of its publi
cations. I also admire what you hav published in 
regard to the late Rochester Convention. I admire 
the language of 1\irs. Colby; she is a noble, intelli
gent lady in the cause of truth and mental liberty. 
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And so are all the other larHes that spokfl tbPre. ins!'l.ne. Then I deemed It bE'st to run, and fight af-
Tbe utterances of Mr. W<~kPm>tn in reply to Mr tPrward. My suhsC1rloti•'n being due. I wrote that 
Mitchell are sublime. Mr Mitchell will do well to <'.ard to explain why I coull not send you the money 
heed the warning that iii being rung through thP then. I thank you heartilv for referring my case to 
land by men and women who stand by their own 'he League, which I shall j0in as soon as I can, for 
reason, and defend it against all odds of all th eol- I bav so long felt the withering, blighting, anrl 
ogy and priestly folly, and silly Bible humbu~ging damning influence of superstition's chains that in 
stories. Mr. Mitchell's talk at that conventinn ap- evolving out of that conriition it leaves me an un
pears empty and nonsensical to me. He still stfckR compromif'ing foe to supE'rstition and bigotry. I 
to the falsE'!, empty idea of the personal Jew God. otm, unfortunately, but a poor compositor, with a 
Now, Mr. Mitchell, can yon giv us Freethinkers any family, so I am crinplAd in the direction of finan
clue as to where this Jew God is located? and what cially aiding the Liberal cause, and, having a poor 
part of this mighty universe be occupies, while this education, I am not able to go on the rostrum, Oh. 
world, with all pertaining to it, is flying through the bow I wish that I could take the lecture field I But 
regions of space with amazing velocity of speed one thing I can and will do-that is, at every chance 
around its grand, sublime, and glorious center (the I drop a word against superstition, in .all its varied 
sun), and millions upon millions of others of the forms. 
heavenly bodies and planets, many of which are The "Book of Mormon" makes and lays great 
many thousand times larger than this world on stress on the argument, "If there is no Christ there 
which we liv, all moving in silent grandeur and fi.v- is no God," and hence no life beyond the grave, 
ing through the mighty rE'gions of infinit space with but avers there is a Christ as he made himself known 
wonderful velocity of speed. This the grand princi- to them. Could they hav read "Revelations of An
plea of science has demonstrated. Now, it you, Mr. ticbrist," I think they would not bav made so bold 

an assertion, for that shows there was never a 
Mitchell, or any of your fellow-priests can tell us of Christ in the time of Tiberias, and that Simon Ke-
tbe location of this old Bible Jew-God, outside of pba, alias Peter anri Paul, both lived and died be
your vain imagination, I mean my word for it, we fore the so-called Christian era. I say, to conclude, 
Freethinkers will turn from our godless ways and I here devote my life to the cause of Freetbought. 

J'oin the church. Yes, the editor of THE TRUTH I sent $1.00 'to you from Ctlampaign. 
Yours truly, A. C. EVERETT. 

SEEKER, and Mr. Wakeman, and the irrepressible Col. 
Ingersoll, and many others. We demand facts; fig
ures won't do, and if you cannot answer those ques
tions the best thing for you to do is to get the pam
phlet of the late D. M. Bennett, "Answers to Chris
tian Questions and Arguments," also th·• pamphlet. 
"Jehovoth Unveiled, or the Character of the Jewish 
Deity Delineated;" also the "Gods of Superstition 
and the God of the Universe;" then read Paine's 
"Age of Reason," and cast all prejudices aside, ancl 
let your manly reason hA.V its proper sway, and sub
scribe for the fearless TRUTH SEEKER; then you will 
be in a situation to help to break up the Bible priest
craft of the world, for I tell you its final doom is 
sealed. 

Well, Mr. Editor, I see by the Sydney Liberal of 
August 5th that Mr. H. A Kemp, who was put in 
prison in England with Mr. Foote, has served his 
three months and been released. It says that al
though only twenty-five years of aR"e, the harrisbipE' 
of prison fare and life hav so afl>cted his healtb 
that bA had to take to his beri. Pc1or young fellow! 
Oh, what an infernal shnme I I supopose the h "IV. 
pious BihlA Cbristiam of Engl:tnri will be ~lad 'if thP 
po0r fellow's constitution is broken, so that his lifE' 
mav be f'hort. 

I sAe Mr. C~Iarles Bright, of Svi!nev, bas han 
another two nights' rieb:tte wit.h one R<~v. Mr. Evans 
As usual Mr. Evans came off SE'cnnd best. Mv sister 
tells rnA Mr. Bri11:ht is not well. FrN•t.honl!'ht appAarF 
to bA moving pretty lively in New South Wales, ann 
I say Am~>n to it; let the mighty truths of nature's 
lawR anri her i!ivine forces prevail. 

Well, I am !'Orry to learn that dear Mrs. Bennett 
is not in g-ood health; hut I hope shA will improve. 
As the times are now, THE TRUTH FlEEKER neE'ds res~
lute men to carry on the g')od work of breaking- UT' 

the Cbristhtn bum hull' and its sorE'! cursA to thAIAnd 
I mE'an this infernal. Mnrmon, filthy, deba"'in~ hum
bull' RS well; for it is a sor" curse to this grand ADrl 
delightful territnrv, an"! a disgrace ani! rE'proacb tn 
the government that permits it-de!lraillng women tn 
the level of beaets, as it is cloiDI!', anri fillinl!' thP 
country with IP.gions of illel!'itimate, ignorant chil
dren, instilling into thPm a batrPd, animoRity, anrl 
disl:1yalty to thA gPoerA.l government. How lonl!'. 
oh. how long, will the officers of tbls mighty D'l.tion 
permit this nR.sty, vile svstAm of dislovaltv to lift UT' 

its vile hydra-bead anri mE'nA.ce anri dl'lfy the laws of 
the nation, anri outrAgfl societv as thE'y hav wi~h 
their filthy, hPaRtlv ileb~11chery thE'se many yl"arR 
ani! are still doing? Is tbi-. infamous, be:tstly con
cern to continue to go on unoi-Jer'kAri. and outral!'" 
soC1ietv the wA.v it is cloing? Will it DE'IvE'r be stopped? 

WE'll, Mr. Eiitor, my letter i'l ~etdng too long, anrl 
I must come to a cl"~SA hy asking you to alter the 
tab on my oaoer, as the incloseri dollar is to further 
my suhscrlption. I wish I could send more, but at 
this time I cannot do it, for I get but a poor chance tn 
earn money or anything else amonll thPSA salntlv. 
beastly thugs; but I want to keep THE TRUTH SEEKER 
paid for it I can do no more. 

Yours for truth, WILLIAM WILLIAMs. 

KALAMAZOO. MICH., 11, 3, E.M. 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Please publish this card, as in part 

explanatory of an article that I saw in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER of Oct. 13th, page 648, entitled, "A Caee for 
the League to Look Into." By the way, yesterday 
was the first chance I had to see a TRUTH SEEKER 
since I ran away from Springerton. I went from 
there to Champaign and got work for a while, then 
moved back here. My wife met me at Champaign 
and came on here with me. She brought my mall 
and papers to me there. Now then, in regard to 
that card you publisher), I did not write it for pub
lication, but only to exph.in why I could not remit 
my subscription, then due. The Grand Jury was 
about to sit, and threats bad been so freely made of 
presenting me. I noticed them but little till I 
learned that two doctors were ready to swear I was 

Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Jibll River, Mass., to whom 
all Communications for this Cbrner should be sent. 

" Hie l!!e is loog whose wo:rk is well, 
And be his station low or high, 

He who the most good works can tell, 
Livs longest though he soonest 9,ie." 

Lazy Dick; or, The Life of a Dog. 
"Richard, where's the hoe?" 
"In the handle, I s'pose!" 
" 0 Richard! is that the way to answer your poor old grand

mother?" 
"Well, where else is the hoe?" 
"It may not be anywhere else; but the handle should be 

in your two hands, Richard, and you know it. Your grand
father works very hard, and you ought to take hold and help 
him. You hav no excuse for not hGJlping your old grandpa, 
Richard." 

"Yes, I hav." 
"I should like for you to name it." 
"I want to wear out the oldest :first," and Richard laughed 

at his .wit. 
"Why, Richard!" said his grandmother, looking at him re

provingly, over her spectacles. "What would your grandpu 
say if he should hear that? Now, go along-there's a good 
boy-and get your hoe and hoe one row, if no more." 

Richard started to go, but stopped to brush some mud off 
his pants-with the shoe-bruah! He was too lazy to go up to 
his room for a clothes-brush; and, indeed, he would not hav 
bruf'hed them at all, only his grandmother had told him so 
often to keep his clothes clean. 

As he went out he stumbled over Max, the dog, lying in 
the shade under the grape arbor. 

"Oh, I wish I was a dog!" exclaimed Richard, as Max 
stretched himself lazily and rolled over. "Dogs hav such nice, 
easy times, with nothing to do but e11t, and sleep, and loll 
around. Oh, don't I wish I was a dog!" and, so saying, hf' 
flung himself down upon the green grass in the shade of a 
Baldwin apple-tree. 

All at once he attempted to arise, and found himself stand
ing upon four legs instead of two. 

"Why, what does this mean?'' he ejaculated, surveying 
himself. ''How queer I do feel, anyhow!" 

All at once he discovered that he was no longer a boy, but 
a great, black, shaggy dog. 

"Oh, this is splendid!" he thought. "Now I sha'n't hav 
to help grandpa hoe. Fol-lol de-rol, right fol-de-leddy, oh!" 

But, instead of singing it, what was his surprise to hear a 
gruff "bow-wow-wow" issue from his mouth. 

"Bnt that is simply dog-fashion," he thought, as he 
stretched himself out and went to sleep. 

By and by he awoke and thought he would like to hav a 
piece of his grandmother's nice gingerbread, and he trotted 
off toward the house. His grandfather was just coming from 
the cornfield, and as he espied hiru he exclaimed: 

"Get out, you mangy-looking dog, you! What are you 
doing here? Max! Max! drive this miserable-looking cur 
out of the yard!" 

Richard commenced to say, "It isn't a dog, grandpa. It is 
I-Dick-your grandson;" but all the noise he could make 
was a succession of short, sharp barks. But away came Max 
at his master's call, and flew at him in a great rage, appar~ 
ently. He ran as fast as his four legs would carry him down 
the lane, Max after him, grating his teeth and barking furi
ously. When he had reached a respectful distance he 
sto~ped, and Max went back. While he stood wondering 
which way he should go, some idle boys came along and 
seeing the forlorn-looking dog, began throwing stones at

0

him. 
"Please stop!'' he meant to say, but the sound he made 

was only a yelp, as he ran on away from his tormentors. 
One of the stones had hit him on his hind leg and lamed him. 
He felt so miserable-and, oh, he was so hungry. 

He went on to his Aunt Sally's. "Surely," he thought 
"she will giv me something to eat" Down by the back-doo; 
there was a pl~te of eat's victuals-some bits of meat, a few 
:fish-heads, a little hash, and a lot of potato peelings. 

"A regular feast!" he thou~ht,. and he commenced on the 
hash. Bnt alas! his Aunt Sally's grPat yellow cat appeared 
before him with her back up, and her t11il str11ight, and all 
fuzzed up to twice its natural size. She spat at him, and flew 
at his eyes, her own eyes appearing like two great green-glass 
balls. She scratched his nose, and he just sn11tched one 
more mouthful and prepared to run, when out came Bridget, 
the Irish maid-servant. She was a red-headed girl, with a 
turned-up nose, and she had no rePpect for dogs. 

"Off wid ye ! Y e mane, snaking thafe, 'ating up the eat's 
wittles ! I'll tache yees to be a thafe ! Take that, ye ugly 
thafe !" And she threw a kettle of boiling water at him. He 
missed the kettle, but the boiling water spattered ,over his 
back and scalded him in several spots. He uttered a fearful 
yell as he leaped over the fence. 

Oh, how his poor back smarted! His Aunt Sally appeared at 
the door, and he heard her scolding Bridget for being so 
wicked. She kindly threw him a bone, and went in and shut 
the door. ' 

"A bone! with nothing on it!" he thought. But dogs gnaw 
bones, as he remembered, and, taking it in his teeth, he trot
ted on, his back smarting dreadfully. He had gone but a 
little way before he met a big, cross-looking bull dog, who, 
in dog language said: "Let me hav that bone! D'ye hear?" 
But Dick marched on till the bull-dog stopped him by biting 
his ear, which made him drop the bone. He was determined 
to defend his property, and joined in a serious fight with the 
ill-natured bull-dog, who proved the stronger of the two, 
captured the bone and ran off with it, leaving Dick with a 
torn ear and a bleeding mouth. 

A little girl came running along on her way to school, and 
stopped to pity him a little. 

"Poor doggie," she said, "I am sorry for you. You 
had better run along to your home and stay there. Poor 
doggie!" 

These were the :first kind words he had heard, and they 
melted his heart. He wanted to say "Thank you, little girl," 
but his voice choked in his throat, and all he could do was 
to lick her hand and wag his tail. 

"Where was his home?" he asked himself, and there was 
no answer. A very sad dog was he, as he limped along 
toward his grandfather's house. He crept stealthily along, 
wishing all the while that he could be a boy again, for he had 
learned by sad experience that a dog's life was not one to be 
envied. Just then he woke up and rubbed his eyes, for he 
had been asleep and dreaming. 

Max stood beside him, licking his face. 
"0 Max," he said, "I've been dreaming a dreadful, a hor

rid dream, and I'm glad I'm not a dog, Max." 
Dick jumped up and ran and got his hoe, and went to the 

cornfield where his grandfather was at work. 
"Well, I didn't know what had become of you, my boy; 

but there is your row, waiting for you." 
Dick felt very amiable, and he said, "I'll hoe two rows, 

grandpa; I can, just as well as not. You go in and rest your
self, grandpa." 

"Oh, I am not very tired," said his grandfather, "and I 
can hoe a little while longer. You hoe your own row, and 
I'll hoe mine. We all hav to hoe our own rows in life, Rich
ard, and the earlier we begin the easier it will be; and it is 
better to do it cheerfully as possible, This earning our bread 
before we eat it iR a good thing, my boy, a good thing. And 
there is no bread tastes sweeter than that which you earn by 
the sweat of your brow. Never be afraid of a little work, 
Richard; but when you hav it to do, take off your jacket and 
pitch in till it is done, and you'll feel all the better for it. 
Life is not all a holiday, and 'tis well it isn't, for, if it was, 
we'd get too 'tarnal lazy for anything; our bones would get 
stiff, and our joints crack, and we wouldn't be of much ac
count, anyway. You feel so much better, too, for exercising, 
don't you, Richard?" 

"Yes, grandpa." 
When they went in to dinner Dick had a splendid appetite, 

and he thought he never did eat such good gingerbread and 
~uch doughnuts as his grandmother made, to say nothing of 
the white bread spread with raspberry jam half an inch 
thick. 

He whispered to his grandmother not to say anything to 
his grandpa about the commtnts of the morning, and she 
promilled she would not. And that evening, while she sat 
knitting one of a pair of stqckings for him, he told her all 
the dream he had that seemed so real, and how tickled he 
was to think it was not true. His grandma laughed and said 
she thought it much better to be a nice, tidy, well-behaved 
boy than a dog. 

"And that's the kind of boy I mean to be," said Richard. 
Somehow or other, Richard's grandfather got hold of the 

dream, or rather the dream was related to him by somebody, 
and it pleased him immensely. Richard had always lived 
with his grandparents, his own father and mother being dead, 
but his idle, indolent habits were a source of great annoyance 
to his friends, and especially to his aged grandparents, who 
loved him dearly. But from the day he dreamed he was a 
dog, they had no more trouble with him. He did everything 
that was told him, and bids fair to grow up a well-to-do, re
spected man. 

I do not want you to think he is quite a saint, however, for 
he is not. There are lots of little things he does, sometimes, 
that everybody would not approve. But they are incidents 
of boyhood that will be outgrown in due time. 

Every evening he commits to memory a verse from one of 
the poets, or a maxim from some philosopher, or some brave, 
inspiring sentence from some one of the earth's grand old 
heroes or martyrs. The other day, his grandpa gave him this 
to learn, from the sayings of Peter Cooper: "Knowledge, 
economy, and labor are the shining virtues of civilized man. 
They form the most enduring basis of society, and are the 
surest source of natural and individual welfare." 

Thus is he storing his mind with much that will prove of 
benefit to him in after years. 



LIBERAL MEETINGS. 
[ L..aquu, alld Libtr<ll, and Spiritualistic SowtVs in tht 

rfnit<tl Stator and Canada meeting regularly, can hav no
lieu of their m ettng• published in th•• column free if tht 
ojjiar• will rend thtm to us.] 

MAINE. 
PORTLA.ND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Congress 

Hall, Congres• street (entrance on Temple street), 
where free meetings, lectures, and discussions are 
held every Sunday, at 2:30 P.M. Admittance tree. 
Publ!c Invited. 

OREGON, 
PoRTLAND.-Mr. C. Bea.l holds meetings every Sun. 

day afternoon and evening, at A.carlemy Hall, Second 
and Salmon streets, where he g!vslectures, readings, 
recitations, and muelc. All are InVIted to attend. 
Admission 10 cents. 

MASSACHUSETTS. 
BOSTON.-Boston Liberal Club holds meetings tor 

essays and criticisms every Sunday forenoon at 10:45 
In the Paine Memorial Building, Appleton street.-
The "Society of the Divine Homo" at same place 
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sunday-school 
&t 2 :30. Admission tree. 

PENNSYLVANIA. 
PHILADELPHIA..-The Friendship Liberal League 

m~ets every Sunday at Hancock Hall, 814 Girard 
avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30 o'clock, P.M., for 
lectures and free debates. THE TRUTH BEEKER and 
Liberal books for sale. 

PITTSBURGH.-Plttsburgh Liberal League meets 
at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue every Sunday (except 
during the months of July and August.) at 3 o'clock. 
A free plat!orm Is maintained. Exercises consist of 
a lecture, followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15 
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Cler&ymen 
Invited to discuss. 

NEW JERSEY. 
NEWARit.-Newark Liberal League meets every 

Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the League's Hall, 
177 Halsey street. Exercises consist of music, read· 
lugs, lecture, and discussion, In which all present 
are Invited to participate. Admission free. Collec
tion taken. Communications for the League should 
be addressed to J. W. Frankel, 10 Pine street, New
ark. 

NEW YORK. 
ALBANY.-The Libera.! association meets every 

8ut!day at Van Vechten Han, 119 State street. Sun
day-school at 2 P.M. General business meeting and 
debates and discussions at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7 :30 
P.M. The publ!c are cordially Invited to attend, also 
all Liberals visiting the city. Admission free. 

l(Ew Yomr CITY.-The Manhattan Liberal Club 
meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock, for a lecture 
and discussion, at German Masonic Temple, 220 Bast 
15th street. A·lmlsslon 5 eents. Monthly cards 20 
cents. Membership fee $3.--The American Spirit
ualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon at 2:30 
o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street.-
The First Society of St>lrltuallsts holds Its meetings 
every Sunday In Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. 
Morning service 11 o'clock; evening, 7 :4.5. Beats tree. 
Public cordially lnv!ttld.--New York City Ladles' 
Spiritualist Aid Society, permanently located at 171 
E'I.St 69th street. Wednesday, at 3 P.M.-Froblsher 
College Hall, 23 East Uth street, near Broadway. 
The People's Splrllual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30 
and 7:30 P.M.--229 EMt 48th stree.t. Inspirational 
Lectures and Psychometric Readings every Sunday 
at 11 an<! 7 :30 o'clock. 

BROOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society meets 
at Conservatory Hall, cor. ot Fulton street and Bed
ford avenue, every Sunday. s .. rvlces at 11 A.M., and 
'1':4.5 P.M. .A.dmiBlllon free. Public cordially Invited. 
LlbAral and l:!t>lr!tual papers and books fur •ale.-
Tbe Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton 
street me.,ts every Saturday eveulng at 8 o'clock. 
Meeting• free. Splrltuall!terature !or sale.--The 
Eastern District Spiritual Conference meets every 
Monday eveulng at Composite Room, 4th street' cor
ner of south 2ct streAt, at 7 :45. Spiritual and Liberal 
llt<>r&tureonsale. Alllnvlted.--TileSoutbBrooklyn 
Sviritu"l Sot.:lety meets at Brauns Hall, 5tt. avenue, 
corner of 2.1d street, on the first aud third Frldays or 
each mon1h.--The Brooklyn Spiritual Fraternity, 
Friday evt~niug couference meetings will be held lu 
the lecture room of the churcll of New Spiritual 
Dlspeueati•Jn, Olinton avenue, between Park and 
Myrtle avenues, at 7:30P.M -The Pllllowpb!calll.s
soclat!on meets every Sunday afternoou In the As
sembly Room of Wright's Business College, Broad
way corner or Fouc h titreet, E. D., a.t 3 P.M. Public 
cordially Invited. Doors opeu at 2:30 P.M. 

TO rRE LIBERAL PUBLIC 
Volume two Of the FREETHINKER'S MAGAZINE AND 

FREETHOUGHT DIRECTORY Will contain siX numbers, 
of sixty-tour }Jages eacli, and will be published uu 
the followlug months of next year: January, March, 
May, July, Septt'mber, and November. Each number 
will be ready for malllug ou the 25th of the mouth 
previous to Its date of Issue promptly, and In every 
res1•ect will be an lmvrovemenr. ou the first volume. 

The devartmeo.ts for •he next volu·ue will be" Ed· 
ttoria.l," "OommuntcaLed,'' "All Sorts," •'Extracts 
from Letters,•• ''Freethougb.t Directory,'' ''Business 
Department," and "Advertlsments." 

Tne "Extracts from Letters" department will be a 
very lnter.,stlug feature of the magazine. The ed
Itor will e6lect a few lines from the letters of corre
spondeuts-who write to him-such as he thinks will 
be Interesting tO the re .. der. 

And we earo.est.ly request our friends to continue 
to forward the names of out-spok<n Freethinkers tor the 
Freethought Directory. The charge for tbe.fir~t in
aertion of a name and post-o1IIce address will be 
trDmty._fi,ve cents; after that, nothi,,g. 

The subscription vrlce for a year Is $1.50; for one 
one mouth, 25 ceuts. .Fiv" numbers wlll be sent to 
one address tor a year for seven dollars; for one 
month, one dollar. From our last year's experience 
we feel confident that the Freethought public will 
glv us a generous patronage. 
2t45 H. L. CREEN, Salamanca, N.Y. 

THE 80~ TON INVESTIGATOR, 
The oldest reform journal In United States, Is 

published every Wedne••lay at the Paine 
Memorial Building, Boston, Mass. 

By JOSIAH P. MENDUM. 
Edited by HORACE BE.\ VER. 

PRICE, fa.uu per auuo.w; aln!llile copies. 
seven eents. SJ•ecimen copies sent on re· 
eelpt or a two•cent stamp lo pay postage. 

The lnouttgalOr IB <levote<l to the Liberal cause In retlg· 
ton; or In other words;to universal mental Uberty. Inde· 
pendent In all Its dlseusalous, diBcardlng superstltloue 
theories of what never can be known, It devotes its col. 
umns to th!np of this world alone, and leaves the next, 11 
there be one, to those who hav entered Its unknowD 
shores. Believing that It Is the duty or mortals to work 
for the Interests or this world, It conllnes Itself to the 
th!ngaofthlsllfeentlrely. It haa arrived attheage o! 
llfty-one years, and aaka lor a supPQrt rrom those who are 
~~~t~ •• ~y:g[e~",:'~n~Jld ~~~~~ftyrj~~~~-n~'!~~~-
please send your subocrlptlon tor alx months or one year 
r.n~~xg~~e :~tw~r~~ "9~~ VJ,e ;;~{i~~~ ~;:~,!:'::; 
lonaer sm~P 

SKETCH OF THE 

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF 
CHARLES WATTS. 

BY ~ STEWART ROsa· 
Price 10 cents. Address, 

_ THE TRUTH SEBKEB. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. NOVEMBER 1~. 1888. 

FREETHOUGHT WORKS, 
Published at THE TRUTH SuuR Office. 

Sepher Toldoth Jesbu; or, the Book 
of the Generation of Jesus. First trans
lation into English of a remarkable He
brew document, giving the original from 
which the story of Jesus was made up. 
20 cents. · 

Sixteen Saviors of None. By KERSEY 
GRAYEs, author of the World's Sixteen 
Crucified Saviors; The Bibles of Bibles, 
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents. 
cloth, $1. 

Six Lec.tures on .Astronomy. 
PROF. ~- A. PRoCTOR. 20 cents. 

By 

Socialism: Reply to Prof. Roswell 
D. Hitchcock. The Professor's 
sophistries fully exposed. Paper, 25 
cents; cloth, 50 cents. 

Superstition; The Religion of -Believe 
or be Damned, an Open Letter to the St. 
John's School Board. By M. BABcocK. 
25 cents. 

The Adventures of Elder Triptole
mus Tub. Containing startling 
and interesting disclosures about hell, its 
locality, magnitude, climate, employ
ments, etc. By the Rev. GEo. RoGERS. 
15 cents. 

'l'ltU'l'U SEEKBlt 'l'RAC'rS. 
[Please Order hy Ntnnber.] 
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FREETHOUGHT WORKS, 
PUBLISHJID AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE. 

Resurrection of Jesus. Showing the 
contradictions and doubts in whicn the 
subject is involved. By W. S. BELL. Re
vised edition. 25 cents. 
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FKEETHOUGHT NOVELS. 

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely 
written Radical romance. By WM. Mc
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family 
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages. 
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth, 
$1.25. 

Family Creeds. By WILLIAM MeDoN 
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, 
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents. 

Exett>r Hall. " One of the most excit-. 
ing romances of tbe day." Price, paper 
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents. 

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man. 
A Radical novel of marked ability. Eqtu\l 
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA 
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1. 25. 

Golden Throne. By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 
Author of Prometheus, Gottlieb, Inger· 
soU and Jesus. A Radical Romance ot 
piolieer life, delineatmg the virtues ot 
natural humanity as opposed to the hy
pocrisy of a supernatural religion; crowd
ed with incident and full of progressiv 
ideas and the poetry of the future. $1.00. 

Gottlieb : His Life. A romance of 
eartb, heaven, and hell. Beautifully 
written by S. P. PUTNAM. 25 cents. 

The Darwins. A Domestic Radical 
story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENKER, au
thor of John's Way, Studying the Bible, 
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

John's Way. A pleasing domestic 
Radical story. By Mrs. E. D. BLENKER. 
15 cents. 

The Outcast. 
Radical story. 
By WmwooD 
dom of Man. 

A deep, finely written 
From the London edition. 

READE, author of Martyr-
30 cents. 

The Clergyman's Victims. A Rad
ical story vividly portraying the wrongs 
committed by the professed men of God. 
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents. 

Alamontada the Galley-Slave. Trans
lated from the German of Zschokke by 
IRA G. MosHER, L.L.B. A deeply philo
sophical narrativ, intensely interesting. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

AN OPTICAL WONDER For plC'a!'ure 
nnd bu~incFS. 
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author of the "New Life of Jesus," etc. 
Authorized translation from the sixth 
German edition. By MATHILDE BLIND. 
Two volumes in one. The translation 
revised and pttrtly rewritten, and pre
ceded by an American version of the au
thors "Prefatory Postscript." Strauss 
is too well known by the readers of Amer~ 
ica to reqniro a single word to be said in 
his praise. Price, $1.50. 
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1~ rhe Outcast. A deep, finely-written 
2 RadiMl story. From the London edition. 
l By WINWOOD REA.J..>E, author of "Martyr-
1 dom of Man." 30 cents. 
s 
~ The Pro and Con of Supernatural 
a Religion. Both sides fairly· and 
~ ably presented. By E. E. GuiLD, ex-
t Universalist clergyman. Paper, 30 cents; 
g cloth, 50 cents. 
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FRoTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER, two of 
America's clearest thinkers. By 0. B. 
FROTHINGHAM: The New Song of Christ
mas, The Departed Years, Life as a Test 
of Creed, Apocryphal Books of the New 
Testament, The Sectarian Spirit, The 
American Gentleman, The Language of 
the Old Testament, The Dogma of Hell, 
The Value of the Higher Sentiments, The 
American Lady, The Consolations of Ra
tionalism. By FELIX ADLER: The Ethics 
of the Social Question, Emancipation, 
Lecture at the Second Anniversary of the 
Society for Ethical Culture, Our Leaders, 
Hav We Still a Religion? Conscience. 

8 
Price, in cloth, $1. 

1 The Real Blasphemers. By Col. J. 
1 R. KELSO, A.M. Price, 50 cents. 

1 Truth Seeker Collection of Forms,. 
a Hymns, ami Recitations. Con-

taining forms for or&anizing societies,. 
marriage, funeral serv1ces, naming of in~. 
fants, obituary notices, epitaph!~, etc. 
Also 525 Liberal and Spiritualistic- hymns, 
for public meetings, funerals, social gath-. 

2 
10 

10 
10 

DisCOunt on one aollar'a wortll 16 per cen' ott1 on lilt\ 
~'11"01tll.lll ott 141R-. AOIII:r Wunb.•WE & _. .....1l'lltllo.... - ··-· ·---

erings, etc. To which nrc added beauti
ful recitations for various public occa-. 
liolli. 550 pp. Cloth, 75 oentil, 
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A Prayer of Nature. 
Father of all created things, 
From whom or good or evil springs, 

we lift onr souls to thee. 
Oh, may thine all-pervading light 
Shine in onr son is divinely bright, 
Enabling ns to see the right, 

From superstition free. 

Help us to view this world of man, 
His various superstitions scan, 

Illumined by this light; 
How each believes in forms and creeds, 
In sacred books and marvelous deeds; 
His son! on superstitions feeds, 

And thinks these only right. 

The Chinese with their sacred works, 
And Christians, Hebrews, Hlndoo~. Turks, 

Arabs and Mormons too; 
All hav their sacred books, and feel 
That these God's sacred truths reveal, 
Which he to others doth conceal-

Each sure their own is true. 

Each think they know aV others wrong, 
Only to them God's truths belong, 

They only know the way; 
No other sacred books are true, 
No other saints God's wisdom knew, 
No miracles could others do-

All others lead astray. 

Teach ns this universe to view, 
With all its revelations true-

From them thy will to read. 
To nature we for wisdom look, 
We cannot snper"titions brook
The universe's onr sacred book, 

And Nature's laws onr creed. 

These teach that all are children thine, 
And fill the place thou didst design 

Wben thou dldst them create. 
!\Ian has not disappointed thee; 
He is what thy diVIne decree 
Ordained and willed that he should be, 

Here in this mortal state. 

No nation, language, race, or creed, 
With sacred book, miraculous deed, 

Is specially thine own; 
This h nman race tbon dldst create, 
Thy children whom thou canst not hate. 
Their welfare in a fntnre state, 

We trust to thee alone. W. R. DYER. 

Acrostic on Col. Robert Ingersoll. 
BY ALHAZA. 

In the heart's silent cell there Is a shrine; 
No tears are shed by penitents who kneel; 
Grateful the shade when noon-day's breeze is cool. 
Every poor pilgrim loves this nook of peace, 
Rich with the breath of glen and wooded dell; 
Sweeter than notes of birds the hymn we hear, 
Or lutes of angeisln the balmy air. 
Linger and listen, while the night-dews fall, 
Love, j nstice, liberty, and Ingersoll! 

TI-IE lM~10RALITY 
-OF-

RELIGIOUS CAPITAL~ 
'BY JAMES PARTON. 

A lecture delivered in Paine Hall, Sunday evening, 
Jan. 28, 1883. 

In this Mr. Parton" teaches the highest political 
wisdom by examples which are a terrible warning. 
He takes theology in its sacred chosen homes, and 
shows what a curse it brings upon the people.'' 
PrlCA JO ct.. 

Marriage and Divorce. 
:Sy ll.. D. Westbrook, D.D. Lt-.B. 

Author of "The Bible-Whence and What?" 

CONTENTS: 
The True Ideal of Marriage. 
Free Love. 
The History of Marriage. 
The Old Te"tament Divorce Law. 
The New Testament on Divorce. 
Divorce as a Question of Law and Religion. 
Hational Deductions from Established Principles. 
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered. 
Prevention Better tnan Cure. 
APPENDIX: The Doctrine and Discipline of Dl· 

vorce, by John Milton. 
The author is a Rationalistic Theolog!st and Law

yer, and in his pungent style has condensed into 
this little book abol!t all that one need to know re
garding the history, philosophy, and legal aspects of 
Marriage and Divorce. 
Price, 50 cents. Neatly bound in cloth. For sale 
this office. 

TRUTH: 
A Poem in Three Parts. 

BY E. N. KINGSLEY. 
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists 

Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists ' 
and Impracticable Christians. ' 

Containing a picture of the 
JEvVISH JEHOVAH. 

As Described by the Bible. 
"There went up a smoke Ol!t of his nostrils, and 

fire out of Ills mouth devoured: coals were kindled 
with it'' (Psalms xvlll, 8). 

iO pp. Handsomely executed. Price, 25 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY: 
Ancient and .Modern. 

B:r .JA.HES &NTHONV FROUDE. 
~5 cents. 4ddrflSS Tlil!l TRUTH liiE:E:XEll. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, NOVEMBER 17. 1888. 

TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY. 
f"'lhe World's Sages, Thinkers, and 

Reformers. The Biogra:ph1es of 
throe hundred of the roost distmguished 
teachers and philosophers (who were not 
Christians), from the time of Menu to the 
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages, 
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc
co, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio
graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians. A companion book to "The World's 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo., 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs 
a full account of all the gods the nations 
of the earth hav worshiped, including 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all 
the religious systems of the world, includ
ingJ udaisro, Mohammedanism, and Chris
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or· 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00. 

Supernatural Religion. .An inquiry 
into the reality of divine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the claims of supernaturalism 
ever written. By F. W. NEWMAN, Emeritus 
Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, Svo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great W orlrs of Thomas Paine. 
Including The Age of Reason, Examina
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the 
whole preceded by the Life of· Paine, and 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
gilt edges, $4 .. 50. 

Analysis of Religious Belief. .An 
examination of the Creeds, Rites, and 
Sam·ecl Writings of the world. By VIs
COUNT AMBERLEY, son of the late Lord 
John Russell, twice Premier of England. 
Complete from the London edition. 745 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The foregoing volumes are called " The 
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to
gether and sent by ~xpress, one dollar will be 
deducted from the price of each. 

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
FOR S.\.LE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE, 

.Essays and Lectures. Embracing In· 
fluence of Christianity on Civilization; 
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib
eralism offers in Place of Christianity; 
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual
ism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine 
the Political ancl Religious Reformer; Ma
telialism and Crime; Will the Coming 
Man \Vorship God? Crimes and Cruelties 
of Christianity; the Authority of the 
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits; 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, GO 
cents; cloth, $1. 

Influence of Christianity upon Civil
ization. 25 cents. 

Christianity and Materialism. 15 
cents. 

What Liberalism Offers in Place of 
Christianity. 10 cents. 

Scientific ]laterialism: Its Meaning 
and ':rendency. 10 cents. 

Spirituali.;;m fi·om a Materialistic 
Stamlpoint. 10 cents. 

Paine the Political and Religious 
Reformer. 10 cents. · 

Woman: Her Past and Present: Her 
Rig·hts and Wrongs. 10 cents. 

:tlaterinlism nnd Crime. 10 cents. 

Will the Coming l\lan Worship God 1 
10 cents. 

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. 
10 cents. 

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo-
logical. 20 cents. ' 

D. M. BENNETT'S WORKS. 
ADDRESS THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE. 

A Truth Seeker Around the World. 
Four large volum!'s. With a steel-plate 
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and 
each volume illustrated with forty-seven 
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth, 
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $10.50. 

The W m·ld's Sages Thinkers, and 
Reformers. 1,075 pages, 8vo. Cloth, 
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Svo. 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Two Volumes. 
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per 
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in 
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, 
$8.00. 

From Behind the :Bars. .A series of 
letters written in prison. Over 700 pages. 
Price $1.50. 

A Truth Seeker in Europe. A series 
of letters written during a visit of ten 
weeks in Europe. Giving some account 
of the International Freethinkers' Con
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben
nett was a delegate, followed by a de
scription of what he saw in England, 
France, Holland, and Italy. The letters 
from Rome alone are worth the price 
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait 
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50. 

The Semitic Go(lS and the Bible. 
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic 
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin 
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 
pages are devoted, showing that book to 
be a very inferior production for a :first
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov
ers, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

Judaism, Christianity, and Moham
medanism . examined historically 
and critically. It is thought to be the 
most damaging exhibit of Christianity 
that has appeared. 500 large pages. 
Price, $1.50. 

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories, 
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages. 
Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1. 

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. 
A debate on Christianity and Infidelity, 
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H. 
HUMPHREY. This book has had a very 
large sale, and is a splendid work for 
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh
bors. 550 pages. Price, $1. 

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between 
D. M. BENNETT and CYRus RoM:ULus R. 
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of 
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents. 

What Objections to Chlistianity 1 
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and 
G. M. MAin, divided into the following 
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor 
original, being borrowed or copied from 
much older systems of religion. 

2. J'viiracles and supernatural achieve
ments hav been as fully and truly ascribed 
to other teachers and founders of religion 
as to Jesus. 

3. The story of Jesus and his mission 
in the world is unhistorical; it is not cor
roborated by contemporaneous history. 

BENNETT affirms; MAIR denies. This is 
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50. 

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United 
States Circuit Court upon the charge of 
depositing prohibited matter in the mail. 
This givs a full history of this celebrated 
case, and shows what monstrous injustice 
was perpetrated upon MB. BENNETT. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 
5 cents. 

Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 
3,000 questions propounded to his Jewish 
Godship upon a great variety of subjects. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First 
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv
ing many church incidents and his evolu
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa
per, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

The Book of Chronicles of the Pil· 
grims in the Land of Yahweh: 
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle to 
the Truth Seekers. Cloth, $1.00 

'fhe First Epistle of Bennett the 
Apostle to the Truth Seekers. 
10 cents. · 

The Great Religions of the World. 
10 cents. Burgess-Underwood Debate. .A four 

nays' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Prof. 0. A. BunGEss, President of the Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. 
Northwestern Christian University, In- 10 cents. 
clianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported. Jesus Christ. Considered as an Infi-
188pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. del. 10 cents. 

Und~rw~od-Marples Debate. .A four' An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents. 
mghts debate l.letween B. F. UNDEnwooD 
and Rev. JOHN M.u!PLEii. Fully reported. I Sinful Saints and Sensual Shepherds, 
l'apor, 35 cent~; oloth, 60 cents.. lQ ••~t11, 

FREETHOUGHT WORKS, 
Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

Advancement of Science. The In
augural Address of Prof. JoHN TYNDALL, 
delivered before the British Association 
for the Advancement of Science. With 
Portrait and Biographical Sketch. Also 
containing opinions of Prof. H. HELM
HOLTZ, and articles of Prof. TYNDALL and 
Sir HENRY 'fiiOMPSON on prayer. Price, 
cloth, 50 cents. Inaugural Address alone, 
in paper, 15 cents. 

A.mberley's Life of Jesus. His Char
acter and Doctrine. From the Analysis 
of Religious Belief. By VIscouNT AMBER
LEY. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents. 

Chronicles of Simon Christianus. 
His Manifold and Wonderful Adventures 
in the Land of Cosmos. A new scripture 
(evidently inspired) discovered by J. N. 
FIDEL. From the English. Very Rich. 
Price, 25 c<>rits. 

Crimes of Preachers in the United 
States. By M. E. BILLINGS. Shows how 
thick and fast the godly hav fallen from 
grace. Price, 25 cents. 

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's De
fense. In Six Lectures by Col. 
JoHN R. KELso, A.M. 'fhese are among 
the ablest lectures ever delivered, .and 
should be read by everybody. $1.50. 

Last Will and Testament of Jean 
f\(eslier, a cur~t~ of a Roman c_hur~h 
Iil France, contammg the best of hiS writ
ings. 25 cents. 

Nath'tfuiel Vaughan. .A radical novel 
of marked ability. By FREDERIKA MAc
DONALD. 404 pages. Price reduced to 
$1.25. 

Nature's Revelations of Character; 
or Physiognomy Illustrated. The 
science of individual traits portrayed by 
the temperaments and features. Illus
trated by 260 wood cuts. By JosEPH 
SrnMs, M.D. 650 pages, 8 vo. Cloth, 
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt 
edges, $4.50. 

New England aml the People up 
There. .A humorous lecture. By 
GEORGE E. MACDONALD. 10 cents. 

Pocket Theology. By VoLTAIRE. Com
prising terse, witty, and sarcastic defini
tions of the terms used in theology. The 
only edition in English. 25 cents. 

The Question Settled. .A Careful 
Comparison of Biblical Modern Spiritual
ism. By MosEs HULL. Cloth, $1. 

The Roaring Lion on the Track. By 
M. BABCOCK. Price, 15 cents. 

The Philosophy of Spiritualism, and 
the Philosophy and Treatment of Medic
mania. By FREDERIC R. MARVIN, M.D. 
Cloth, 50 cents. 

A Business Man's Social and Relig
ious Views. Bold and trenchant 
blows against theology and inhumanity. 
Price, $1. 

Alamontada, the Galley-Slave. Trans
lated from the German of Zschokke by 
InA G. MosHER, LL.B. A deeply philo
sophical nat rativ, intensely interesting. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

Beyond the Veil. Claimed to be dic
tated by the Spirit of Paschal Beverly 
Randolph, aided by Emanuel Sweden
borg, through the mediumship of Mrs. 
FRANCEs H. McDouGALL and Mrs. LuNA 
HUTCHINSON, with a steel engraving of 
Randolph. Price, $1.50. 

Career of Religious Ideas; Their Ul
timate the Religion of Science. By Hun
soN TuTTLE. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 
cents. 

Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of 
Yahveh or Jehovah Shown to be 
the Worship of the Devil, with observa
tions on the horrible and cruel ordin·ance 
of Devil Worship, to wit, Bloody Sacri
fices and Burnt Offerings. By the Very 
Rev. EvAN DAviEs (Myfyr Morganwg), D. 
D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Great Britain. 
Translated from the Welsh by MoRioN, B. 
C. Price, 25 cents. 

Eight Scientific Tracts. 20 cents. 

Gottlieb: His Life. .A Romance of 
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Beautifully 
written. By S. P ... PuTNAM. 25 cents. 

Hereafter. .A Scientific, Phenomenal, 
and Biblical Demonstration of a Future 
Life. By D. W. HuLL. Paper, 50 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents. 

Issues of the Age. Consequences In
volved in Mouern Thought. A work 
showing much study and great familiar
ity with other writers and thinkers. By 
HENRY C. PEDDER. Price, $1. 

Jesus Christ. His life, miracles, teach
ings, and imperfections. By W. S. BELL. 
25 cents. .. 

John's Way. .A pleasing domestic 
Radical story, By M11s, E. D. SLENUl\, 
lli o~p..ta. 
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HAV YOU READ IT? 

HEALTH HINTS TO WOMEN 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR ALL. 

THE DANISH CURE EXPLAINED 
BY WILHELMINE D. SCHOTT, 

Pmctitionu 'If the Danish CJwoe. 

WITH PORTRAIT OF AUTHOR. 

Heavy, toned paper, good margins; large type, 
widely spaced; ea:tra cloth, blaclc and gold side 

and baclc stamps; 12mo., 319 pp.; $1.50. 

.A VERY APPROPRIATE GlF1 BOOK. 

It tells you what physicians should tell their pa
tients, but do not: How to avoid contracting "<loc
tors' bills;" how to hav good health without taking 
medlclns. Hints on every subject pertaining to the 
health ot women and children. 

PURPOSE OF THE WORK. 
The author's design is to glv a general outline ot 

the laws and conditions ot health, with directions 
for the prevention of sickness and care of the sick. 
She considers Animal Electricity, used as directed in 
this book, a very important curatlv agent. 

Although written primarily for women, this book 
will be found almost equally useful to all. Most 
persons cannot be too frequently reminded of the 
truth of the old proverb, "An ounce of prevention 
is worth more than a pound of cure." The first step 
in the cure ot disease is to remove the cause; then, 
in nearly all cases, Nature will remove the difficulty 
Without other ald. 

Send to THE T.IWTH SEEKER tor circular and con· 
tents. 

Photographs ofT. Winter, 
The Great Western Materialist, now on sale 

at 265 West Eigh:Jl street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Card size, 50 cents; cabinet size, $1·. Mailed 

to address on prepayment. 4t43 

$5 to $20 PX£d'le:.t E~~~o:~t>~~:;~~\~.r~ 

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
OF THE 

W o r I ~ a s N o w C o n s t i t u t a d. 
By Geo. T. Bondies. 

And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
SrYLRD 

.Exceptions to the Oharactm" of Jesus 
Christ Considered as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
Price, TwentY•flve Cents. 

Addre811 THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
88 Cllnton Place, N. Y 6m9 

$1:!6 a week In your own town. Terms and $5 outfit 
U' free. Address H. lLv ton & Co., Portland, lll& 

WETTSTEIN'S 
JEWELRY STORE, 

ROCHELLE, ILL. 
Established 1857. Beats the World. 
. 'fhere is not another town three times the size or 
Rochelle that can show so large and beautiful a stock 
or fine gold and silver watches, fine gold and plated 
chains, charms, necklaces, and lockets, bracelets; 
plain gold, diamond, pearl, turquols, and fancy stone 
rings; soli<! silver and plated ware; optical goods, 
gold pens, accordions, pocket and table cutlery, guns, 
revolvers, shears, etc., a.s WETTSTEIN'S. 

Square dealing, enterprise, adaptation, accurate 
judgment, best ot taste in buying, steady appllcation 
during twenty-five years, best or watch-work, and 
LOWEST PBIOES AT ALL TIMES, hav done it. 

H you hav a watch that no one else can put in per· 
teet order, send it to me. It you hav no watch, send 
to me tor prices, and I will save you money. It you 
want a chain, necklace, ring, solld silver or plated 
spoons, castor, spectacles, opera glass, etc., send to 
me for prices and description, and I Will convince 
you. 

REFERENOFB: Mayor and City Council, om.cers of 
.Rochelle banks. 

GOODS SENT TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. NOVEMBER 10". 1888. '1'35 

.An important work by IJibbon, the histon"a1•. THE EUREKA 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING ~!~!~.~!~~,~.~~~~~~~; 
CURES EVERY FURM OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT 1\lEDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
Sent to any address upon receipt ot $1.00. EVERY PAIR 

GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all information by 
letter or in person tree ot charge. Send 

tor Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

LADIES' MAGNETIO JACKET. Pnce, $18, 

TESTIMONIALS: 

Cincinnati, Ohio~ 

Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are corre~t ln every particular~ 
and that your aliments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFEOTION : 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis 
One Week. 

in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 

'CINCrrNNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir·: As I fael greatly ln. 

debted to you tor the benefit I hav received from. 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap· 
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
lllcted as I hav been that the e:l!ect was simply mar· 
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraJy. 
sis in my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
after wearing a suit ot your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com· 
plaint for a number ot years, from which I hav suf
fered intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never tound but temporary rellet. Since put· 
ting on your appllances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and it I improve a.s rapidly as I hav in the 
past two weeks, will soon be wen. I woUld, there
tore, recommend to those su!Iering a.s I hav your 
Magnetic appliances a.s the only means or e!Iecting 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
e!Iect a cure in a case ot Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the same 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change medlclns every day until, atter dosing the 
yatlent almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (it he is very skilful) that brings rellef 
tor the time being. 

SHULLSBURG, WIB., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one or 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
wa.s entirely cured 'ot Neuralgia or the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source of misery to me for 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
be tore wlthou t benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got rellet lUBtantly. With un. 
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following teatlmony trom a lady 
who had been under drug treatment tor eight years 
with nervous prostration and temale weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM TilE FIRST HoUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and it I improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T:resday, will soon be well. W111 retJOrt 
again soon. Respect tully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entirely cured in less 
than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
although In bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
she nevertheless wa.s able to ride twenty miles in 
two days atter the application. The lady's name 
can be had upon application at this office, by any· 
one desiring to communicate with her. 

Ladi<~s, read the toll owing testimony trom a lady who had been su!Ierlng tor two years with an Ovar
ian Tum.or, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she is P ertectly wen, and has not taken a dose of 
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult us When your physician tells you he can do uothluog 
for you; it will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de· 

sire for tood, and, in fact, began to tall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
ot St. Louis, atwhlchplacei wa.s then stopping, all ot whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'J nmor, 
and that the only thing that would save my lite would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed lett to me, and submit to an 
operation, wllen my attention wa.s called to the Eureka lUa~~:net.ic Appl•anc .. s. As a drowning man 
wlll catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint .hope or a cure. Four months ago I purchased a:sult •. of 
your appliances. From the very first I telt invigorated, the tu
mor, wnlch had extended entll.'ely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was in my life. Since putting on the appll
ances I hav not taken a single dose ot medlcln. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheertullyrecommend them to anyone suJierlng a.s Ihav, bellevlng 
that they Will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances in the 
market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung ~nvigorators, $ 6.00 
Gentlemen's Belts, • • 6.00 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, • 6.00 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5. 00 
Leg Belts, each, 4.00 
Knee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 
Sleeping Caps, 4.00 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 
Su:eerfine Insoles, • • • 1.00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt ot price, and we will return the money 
if they are not as represented in every respect. It you are uncertain a.s to what would best suit your case 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appllances are o!Iered at less than one·thlrd or what others are selling worthless appliances tor, yet we wlll 
guarantee that the magnetic quality is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever o!Iered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months atter being magnetized, while not a single appllance 
in the market will attract the smallest particle ot iron, the majority of such worthless appllances having 
so-called magnets made o! material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism tor a 
moment. All ot our garments are made trom the very best material tor the purpose, and will outlast ~Y 
and ail other garments now betore the public. Every magnet is arranged in the garments upon SCientific 
princip!OB, and not haphazard as in all the others. We o!Ier you therefore 

The Only Scientific :Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any ot the so-called magnetic garments now o!Iered under that head. At 
the same time the application or labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to o!Ier them at 
about 

ONE·THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trllle higher 
than ordinary clothing. 

Rem.en1ber that we are o:l!er1ng you the cheapest and best magnetic appllances in the market, and l! 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WA.liTED IN lllVEllY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES, LmERAL OOMMISSIONB ALLOWED 
.. ,.,._""'~··~$SOli, Dr, J.o, 'l'eane7, 
--- t"" . ,.. .· liM~ ~ oor. 01 1Jt.ll l~lltt, OlaOJIIUtl. O)IJO. 

OF THE RoMAN EMPIRE,'' and 

~ 1I~DIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, \Venck, 
Milman,,. an English Churchman,'' and other scholars. 

Handsome 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. 'Vith Engravings. $2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

The La~arum of 
Constantine. 

"By this sign thou 
slzalt comjutr /'' 

This volume contains 
rate from his Historical and . 
•when, •where, and !tow Christianity originat.ed: were 1ts 
founders · and wltat was the character, senttments, manners, 
numberst' and condition of the primitive Christians. . 

Gibbon's Vindicationofth~ 15_th ~n~ 16th chapters ?fh1s 
History from the attacks ofh1s Chn7t!an opp.one":ts, ts re
printed verbatim from the original edttton ofhts 111zscellaue
otts Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796. l t effect.ually 
and forever silenced his detractorS; who, bemg vanquished 
in argument, unhesitatinglJ: a~cus~d Gibbon of infid~li.ty t 

All that can be said by Chnstmns m regard to the OrtRn of 
Chri'sti'auity is reprinted from the valuable notes of HAN 
MILMAN WIINCK GurzoT, an ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, (t.he: 
learned ;ditor of BoHN'S edition of Gi'b!xm}, and other emm• 
ent Christian historians. ,... • 
~.Among the Illustrations wiH be found represencation.5 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 

),'or Sale at The Troth Seeker Office. 
6n 15 

MANHOOD. 

R U P T U RES C U REDby 
myllledical Vomponnd and lmproTed 

Elastic Snvporter Truss in from 30 to 
90 dav•. Reli!'ble references gf ven. Send 

stamp for ctrculo.r, und IJaJJ1n what paper 
j,IOI< JaW mv advertuement. Address C&ltl. 

w, A. Colllngs,SmlthviUe,1ell'eriOil Ct. !U', 

FIFTY YEA.RS' SlJU"ESS. 
SH.A.KER EYE AND EAR BALSAM:. 

For all amictlonaot the above organs. 
Dimness, Inllammatlon, Soft cataract, and Boal'lng 

etc., ot the Ears. 
80 cenUI per box, 

'trv 118 once, ID4 l!Dd enttre reUet • 
O, .&. Loaas1 SJlakerfl~ N. T, 
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g!tm# oJ g[lwught. 
WI' sma' to sell, and less to buy, 
Above distress, below envy, 
Oh, wha wud leave thl~ humble state, 
For a' the pride o' a' the great? 
Amid their llartn', Idle toys, 
Amid their cumbrous, dlnsome joys, 
Can th•·y the peace and pleasure reel 
or Bessie at her Bptnnlng-wheel? -Burna. 

A GRAVE consideration: Stout party: "Well, Pat, 
how's trarte ?" Gravedigger: "Poorly, surr, en· 
ttrely; shure we havn't burrled a Uvln' sow! this 
three weeks I" 

"THEN Augustus Is to preach I Is he to study? or 
will be be merely a lay preacher?'' " I guess he will 
be a Jay preacher most of the time. Laying around 
out or a job." 

A YOUNG man having asked a girl If he might go 
home with her from stngtng class, and been refused, 
said: "You're as full of 9.lrs as a music-box." 

FOR the miseries of lire Jesus seems to hav had 
deep feeling. With the unhappy he could sympa
thize. But the Joyousness of lire he seems not to 
hav been able to understand. We are told that 
"Jesus wept;" but it is in no place recorded ot him "Perhaps so," she retorted; ,. but U I am I don't go 
that he smiled. Nowhere In biB Sermon on the with a crank.'' 
Mount, nowhere as rar as I know In his recorded ut
terances does he show that he ever felt the magnifi
cence of existence, the rulness of the glory of being 
allve.-Dr. E. B. A.veling. 

YE blessed creatures, I hav heard the call 
Ye to each other make; I see 
The heavens laugh with you In your Jubilee; 

My heart Is at your rest! vat, 
My head hath Its carousal, 

The !ulness of your bliss I reel-! !eel it aU. 
0 evil day I If I were sullen 
While the earth Itself Is adorning, 
This sweet May morning, 

And the children are pulling on every side, 
In a thousand valleys far and wide, 
Fresh !lowers; while the sun shines warm, 
And the babe leaps up in Its mother's arm-

1 hear, I hear, with joy I hear.- Wordsworth. 

WE are all short-sighted, and very often see but 
one side of the matter. Our views are not extended 
to all that has a connection With it. From this de
fect I think no man Is free. We see but In part, and 
we know but in part, and therefore it Is no wonder 
we conclude not right from our partial views. This 
might Instruct the proudest esteemer of his own 
parts how useful it is to talk and consult with each 
other, even such as come short of him in capacity, 
quickness, and penetration; tor, since no one sees 
all, and we generally hav dll!erent prospects of the 
.same thing according to our dll!erent, as I may say, 
positions to It, It is not incongruous to think, nor 
beneath any man to try, whether another may not 
hav notions of things which hav escaped him, and 
which his reason would make use of tr they came 
into his mind.-Locke's Conduct of the Understandinv. 

CHRISTIANS of course regard the Ten Command
ments as the moral law drawn up for the guidance 
of mankind by their God. He, though always pres
ent everywhere, came down 5pectal1y, in some con
centrated form, on the top or Mount Sinal, and with
out mouth or tongue, spoke these commandments 
audibly, through Moses, to the awe-stricken Israel
Ites. He then added three chapters of other moral 
and Immoral laws, and six chavters ou the elaborate 
uvhotstery and fittings and ceremonies fur the targe 
tent, with colored curtains, and with candlestick•, 
tongs, tnlufC-di~het;, fir~-pans, shovels, etc., all full) 
described by divine wisdum.-Ball's Ton Command
~nts~ 

"WHOSOEVER lieth (?)with a beast shall surely be 
put to death" (Exodus xxli, 18). C"rtalnty, JellUVH.ll 
had time to Instruct Muses as to the Infamy or volyg
a.my. H'=' cuutli H&V spared a few momentts from a 
descrlvtlun or the vat terns or tongs and basins ror a 
subjoot so tmvurtam as thts. A few words In ravur 
of the one wire and the one husband-In ravoror th~ 
virtuous and tuvlng home-might hav taken the 
place or Instructions as to cutting the garments or 
priests and fashioning candlesticks an•l couches (?) or 
gold. rr he had left out stmvly tlle order that rams' 
skins ehould be dyed red, and in its vlace had said, 
"A man shall hav but one wire and the wtre but one 
husband," how much better It would hav been.-In
gerso!l. 

WORDSWORTH, In his day, complained that 
"Plain living and high thinking are no more.'' 

Of our day It may be truly Bald tllat high living aud 
plain tlllnking are the ali and aU. In an age ot 
great material vrosverlty like th" present, when the 
comforts and conveniences of physical life hav 
greatly Increased, and science is every day Increas
ing them, this world is avt to seem In Itself a "satis
fying abode," quite lrresvectlv of any hope beyond. 
The svread of knowledge Is doing so mucll tore
move many or the surface Ills or ure that vague and 
exaggerated hopes are avt to be fostered of what it 
may yet do for the healing of the deepest disorders. 
To minds that hav got themsetvs intoxicated with 
notions of material vrogress, this world is apt to 
seem enough, and man to avvear a satisfying object 
to himself quite avart from God.-Prmcipal Shairp's 
Culturo ana &ligion. 

WHY should the skeptic be sad? What has the 
Atheist to rear In life or In death? Sadness Is ror 
the Christian, whose world lies under the <'UrBe of 
an angry God, whose ~ky Is blackened by the thick 
clouds surrounding a coming Judge, whose ure is 
darkened by the exactions of a merciless taskmas
ter, whose death Is lurid-lit with the ghastly !lames 
of "the fire that never shall be quenched.'' Rightly 
hav the noblest and purest Christian thinkers ever 
been the saddest; rightly hav the most loving Chris
tian hearts wept tears of blood; rightly is the ideal 
Christian type of humanity "a man of aorrowa.''
Besant's Gospel of Atheism. 

THE universality of an opinion among men who 
hav received a similar education does not aJiord any 
presumption in Its ravor; ror, however great the 
deference Is which a wise man will always pay to 
common belief upon those subjects which hav em
ployed the unbiased reason of mankind, he certainly 
owes It no respect In so far as he suspects It to be 
inlluenced by !ashton or authority. Nothing can be 
more lust than the observation of Fontenelle, that 
"the number of those who believe in a system al
ready established in the world, does not In the least 
add to its credibility, but that the number of those 
who doubt it has a tendency to diminish it."-Du
gald Stewart. 

SEEK the good of other men, but be not In bondage 
to their !aces or !an<•ies; ror that is but facility or 
softness, which taketh an honest mind prisoner. 
-Bacun'1 Enq1. 

THE editor or a Hartford paper says that some 
statesmen drink twenty times a day, and two coro
ners, a member of the legislature, a pollee Justice, 
and a member of the school committee hav asked If 
he meant them. 

A NEWLY married lady was telling another how 
nicely her husband could write. "0, you should 
see some ot his love letters." "Yes, I know,u was 
the freezing reply; "I hav got a bushel of 'em in 
my trunk." Tableau. 

A BEAUTIFUL maid In Bls-mal'( k, 
When the lamp was turned down for a epark, 

Smuggled up to her Fred, 
And'trembllngly said, 

"I always feel skeered in the dark I" 

A LAFAYETTE lady7-a model wtre and mother
broke her husband of· tlie saloon habit by walking 
up to the bar beside him and calling !or beer. A 
Cincinnati woman tried that, but her husband only 
replied: "Now you're acting Bellilible; here, John, 
two schooners.'' 

A BAPTIST journal givs this advice to Baptist min
Ister• who hav returned !rom thelrvacatton: "Don't 
plagiarize; but, ror mercy's sake, do read enough to 
giv your veople some fresh ideas. No revamping or 
old sermons with threadbare thoughts and stale 11-
lustrations·ought to satisfy you." 

A FATHER and son were riding on a load of hay. 
The boy fell oli and was run over by one or the 
wheels. "Are you hurt, Johnnie?" asked the old 
gentleman In aloud votce. "No," answered the boy; 
whereupon the father sllouted back his accustomed 
injunction: •· D--n you, don't you lie to me.'' 

"DON'T you know, my son,'' said a. kind tather, 
"that It hurts me worse to whip you than it does 
you? I would much rather receive the punishment> 
but .I WhiV you as an example ror the other chil
dren.'' "Then let me glv it to you," the boy replied, 
"and we'll explain to the other children afterward.'' 

A TRAVELER who had stopped at a third-class inn 
said tn an angry tone to. the Innkeeper: "It is 
abominable I I was devoured all night long by the 
bedbugs. u " That's very astonishing, n replied the 
Innkeeper, innr,cently. "YetHeruay my waiter and 
I killed more tllan a hundred and fifty of them In 
your chamber.'' 

A. MAN who made a large fortune by collecting and 
selling garbage lla" lust died at San Frau cisco. Tbe 
remark!tul" tlllng about this case Is that he stayed 
in !>an Francisco to die instead of coming East, buy
lug a mauston uu Fifth av .. nue, New York, and teach
Ing his clllldren to turn uv their noses at people who 
are "in trade.~' 

A BLACK woman was brought before a magistrate 
ror unmercifully beating her son, a saddle-colored 
imp, and the Judge was delivering a reprimand, 
when lhe woman broke out with, "Judge, has you 
eber been a varent to a woumeos yeller boy like dat 
ar cub of mtne ?" "Never," ejaculatfld the Judge 
wl th great vehemence, getting red In the race. " Den 
don't talk!" 

A MILWAUKEE belle attending a theater In New 
York citY recently comptalued tn one or the 'scenes 
tllat the light was too dim to see the acting properly 
"Won't you try this gla8~ ?"' a:--ked her e~cort, hand: 
lug her his lorgt1ette. H>tStlly covering the susvi
ctuus looking object with her handkercllter she vtaced 
it to her Ups, took a long vull, and then handed it 
back In great disgust, saying: "Why, there ain't a 
drop tn It!" 

"No, sir, my daughter can never becomA your 
wtre." "But I am abundantly ahle to support her 
eomrortably, and my character Is certainly not bad.'' 
"Your means and your character are all right, but 
you forget the dlli.,rence of station.'' "Pardon me 
but I do not underi::!Land." "You are a. journalist, I 
am only a cavltaUst; and some day, In the heat or 
]Jasston, you may throw this uv to her. Such a risk 
cannot be run. Good day, sir.'' 

WREN I see the lilies growing, 
Budding near a mussy brink; 

Wh~n I see their vetats ovenlng, 
Creamy hue and blush of vtnk-

Then a charm I trace, methlngs, 
Like unto my Julia's mellow-

Ah, here she comes-capricious minx I 
I'd like to punch that other fellow. 

A NEW preacher visited a rough, wild town out in 
Colorado, seeking a call, and he preached on Sunday. 
"Well, what do you think or him ?'' said one or the 
trustees to an old miner. "He ain't no good ror this 
climate, he ain't. He looked at !ust like as 1r be 
might be vayln' dirt, but the lead run out mighty 
durnqutck toward the eend uv his sarmlnt.'' "Why, 
what's the matter with him ?" "He don't know 
enough to hand the gosvel 'round this town, he 
don't.'' "He ts a college graduate and a theological 
student." '"That's nothin~; he mont be larned in 
books, rrom the outcrop to the rock; he mout know 
the Bible and the hymn-book, from Denver to the 
Rio Grande and back, but when a man glts up in a 
meetln' house in this town the first time he strikes 
it and stngs • Nearer My God to Thee,' It's clear 
agin nat<>r to swallow him. l'llllne another gang if 
you fetch that sGrt or a know-nothln' out here t(j 
teach us, when he don't know no more auout how to 
locate a town than he showed in that song. No, siree; 
Jist you count me out it you're a goin' to CQunt him 
in/' 
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nnd f&lippings. 
I 

and the head of it at Rome, but he was a man 
of ,power, and the man for his time, and the 
world is very much better for his having lived 
in it.-Winsted Press. 

Jltws olf fht fltth. 
Ex-Gov. NATT HEAL>, of New Hampshire, 

died last week. 
WITHIN the last eighty years Congress has 

spent more than $100,000,000 on the city of 
Washington. 

AT a low place of entertainment in this city, 
just before a pugilistic encounter, the propri
etor of the hall announced that a woman with 
two small children was on the premises; that 
they were friendless and penniless, and had 
just been served with a. dispossess warrant. 
He passed a hat with a $10 note in it, and col
lected $40 more. Yet the Christians contend 
that mankind is totally depraved. 

THE Boston Post thus apostrophizes the 
Nutmeg state: "0 Connecticut, of ancient THE False Prophet of Soudan has scored a 

THE ~orks for building iron ships in San 
Francisco will be, the Bulletin says, the most 
extensiv of any in the United States. 

fame as the land of steady habits, how are your victory over the Egyptian forces. 
pious pretenses pricked when we read your A METHoDIST church at Niles, Ohio, went 
history by the light of contemporaneous crit- up in smoke on Friday of last week. 

THE pope, it is reported, is now engaged in 
reviewing voluminous notes on a forthcoming 
circular to the faithful, touching the subject 
of philosophy. 

GEOBGE B.oi.NCBOFT, the historian, is now 
eighty-three years old, and would not be sur
prised to see at least a score more. He has 
not so much flesh on his bones as he had ten 
years ago, but what he has is all good, solid 
muscle, of the same material as the famed 
"shay" of the good old deacon, which dropped 
to pieces all at once. His wife, perhaps the 
most cultured woman in Washington, was 
eighty years old the latter part of last month, 
and she looks much the healthier of the two. 
Her eyes are bright; and her cheeks full and 
rosy. She is a very pretty lady, and one 
would not think of taking her for more than 
sixty at the most. She has a wonderful eye
sight, and can see at long distances without 
glasses, though she uses them to read by. 

icisml A friend sends us the following ex-
tracts from the will of Lewis Morris, father of FBANOE and China are reported to be on the 
the celebrated Gouverneur Morris, recorded verge of war over the Tonquin question. 

THE Denver Medical Times says that there 
are more physicians in that city, in propor
tion to the population, than in any other in 
the United States. 

in the surrogate's office, New York, liber 23, AN Art Loan Exhibition in this city is con
page 426, Nov. 19, 1760: "It is my wish that . templated in aid of the Bartholdi Pedestal 
my son, Gouverneur, shall hav the best edu- Fund. 

"I SESO 'spicious ob de preacher what per
tends to despise riches, an'. den tries to tempt 
people inter heaben by tellin' 'em dat de 
streets is paved wid gold." 

PROFESSOR NEWTON says that the earth re
ceives about $3,000,000,000 of meteors every 
year, but they only increase the size of the 
earth one inch in 100,000,000 years. 

PRESIDENT PATTON, of Howard University, 

cation that can be furnished him in England 
or America, but my express will and direction 
are that under no circumstances shall he be 
sent to the colony of Connecticut for that pur
pose, lest in hjs youth he should imbibe that 
low craft and cunning so incident to the 
people of that country, and which are so in
terwoven in their constitution that they can 
not conceal it from the world, though many 
of them, under the sanctified garb of religion, 
hav attempted to impose themselvs upon the 
world as honest men." 

MAsBACH'll'!!ETTB has her first colored judge
sworn into office last Monday by Governor 
Butler. 

THE printers of the morning and evening 
newspapers of this city struck successfully 
last week. 

A NEW standard of time has been adopted 
in this city. It necessitated setting the clocks 
back about five minutes. 

Tm: Rev. Annie Oliver, of Brooklyn, is 
sued by the Rev. Edmund Jones, to secure 

PROBAl3LY the only large town in this coun- writes that the recent decision of the Supreme 
try which cannot boast a bar-room is Homer, Court of the United States adverse to the 
Ga., whose citizens hav just compelled the constitutionality of the Civil Rights bill has 
only dispenser of whisky to leave town. produced excitement among the colored peo-

A.N Omaha pastor says the Protestant church pie, who seem to feel that all their defenses 
embraces three times as many women as men. hav been suddenly removed, and that here
That is all right, but we thought it might be after they may be insulted and outraged with 
as well to let the husbands know about it. impunity. He sets forth, however, that the 

THE income of the Girard properties in decision was by no means unexpected; that 
Philadelphia and elsewhere in Pennsylvania it has not established any political doctrin 
has increased over $70,000 in the past ten contrary to the rights of the negroes, and that 
months, compared with the same time last it leaves them as to legal protection just where 
year. it leaves white people. He advises them to 

. . refrain from an unwise railing at the supreme 
. A BUSINESs man m Portland, Me., subscnbed court, acquaint themselvs with the facts and 
hber~lly for a church p~rpose the other da~,. rinciples of the case, and stand up hopefully 
and IS accused of reducmg the wages of hi!f·~ageously for their legal rights. 
employes sufficiently to cover .the amount - · 
thus :r>ledged by him. LA.NDING in Honolulu on Sunday, a writer 

EXPERTS in chemistry hav estimated that 
the cost of London's winter smoke and fog is 
$25,000,000 annually; that is to saty, constitu
ents of coal to this value escape unconsumed, 
and assist in forming the sooty vapor. 

R. B. HAYEs's portrait still hangs in the 
White House at Washington. It serves the 
useful purpose of reminding people that the 
American navy is not the only thing this re
public has to be ashamed of.-Ohicago News. 

PRoF. E. S. MoBsE, in a lecture in Boston on 
Japan, said that the rich Japanese send their 
children to school in inferior garments, in 
order that the children of the poor, who can 
get no others, may not be ashamed to wear 
their own clothing. 

for the San Francisco Chronicle set forth to see 
the people of the capital of the Hawaiian 
kingdom; but all the houses were closed, and, 
after a depressing walk in the deserted streets, 
he turned his steps toward his ship. He found 
one door open-a chemist's shop with a soda 
water fountain. The thermometer marked 
above 100°; yet the keeper of the place had 
to say, "We do not sell soda to-day; we can't 
buy ice on Sunday." The writer continues: 
"A photographer who had traveled with us 
had proposed to show a few of his new ac
quaintances some pictures of the island in 
his studio, but now he expressed his regret 
that it could not be done. "But why not?" 
"Oh, you could not see them without light." 
"But there is plenty of light." "Ah, you do 
not know Honolulu," said the photographer; 
"if a window of my place were to be seen 
open on Sun.day we should all get into trouble, 
and mine wouldn't end soon." 

ScENE: A Sunday-school. Young lady cate
chising the children on the plagues of Egypt. 
Y. L.: "And what became of the plagues of 
locusts?" A pause. Then a small boy at bot-

THE heretic Luther, whose birthday annitom, suddenly: "Please, Miss, I know! John 
the Baptist ate them." versary was celebrated last week, givs the 

Christian ministry and the priests a fine op-
THE dude is' not the only worthless fellow portunity to display their spite. While the 

in the world. There are 4,000 unemployed Protestants were lauding the German Infidel 
clergymen in the church of England, but they to the skies, and as much further up as imag
do less harm, remarks the Winsted Press, • ination could reach, and kicking the pope, the 
than the other thousands of clergymen who Catholics were pointing out his inconsisten
are busily engaged at their trade. cies and wiping their theological shoes upon 

DR. LADELL has discovered that prussic him and his followers. The truth probably 
acid is an antidote to poisoning with strych- is that Luther was an intolerant bigot like all 
nine. Medical men will be cautious in using other true Christians. He wanted the right 
it, however, as the prussic acid, to be of any of private judgment for himself alone, just as 
use, must be given in doses which would be the miserable old puritans wanted religious 
fatal under any other circumstances. freedom for themselvs alone, just as all true 

THE Jackson, Mich., Evening Star adminis- Christians want liberty for themselvs alone. 
ters a kick to a Methodist revivalist like this: That his teaching finally split the church into 
"The 'Evangelist' Weber requests the Star sects, and the sects into fragments, and so lib
to print his sermon on prayer. We are dis- erated the world from complete slavery to 
posed to giv the actor and his play a liberal superstition, must b.e granted, to his ever
amount of advertising, and hav done so; but lasting credit, but that he intended to do this 
to devote so much of our space to his theater is not at all probable. As M. Capel (depreci
as this would require is asking too muoh .. We atingly) says, his teaching "tends to Rational
shall be obliged to charge him ten cents per ism and Agnosticism," which is undoubtedly 
line for that; and even at that price we prefer true-he builded better than he knew. He 
to decline to print the impious harang." The could not hav been a consistent Christian and 
Star claims to be a moral paper. yet a rebel to the only true Christian church 

FoBTY years ago there was not a millionaire the return of a loan of $900. 
in the United States. Twenty years ago there AN attempt was mad a in Paris on the 16th 
were three or four only. Now tb.ere are at_ to assassinate Prime Minister Ferry. The 
least a thousand, and a fortune of a million would-be assassin was adjudged insane. 
is not considered anything remarkable. The THE Salvation Army at Kingston, Ont., pro
hundred-millionaire takes the place of the voked a riot on Sunday last, in which they 
millionaire of twenty years ago. There are themselTs were somewhat roughly handled. 
already two individuals and twenty corpora-
tions that can count their wealth up to a hun- CLOCKs which mark the hours from one to 
dred millions. The next step will be the bill- twenty-four are being manufactured, and it 
ionaire. The statistics of property, on the is said they will go into use in railway depots. 
other hand, cannot be reached accurately. DELEssEPS says that a second Suez canal 
But observation would teach us that there is can be constructed only alongside the present 
now a larger proportion of industrious people one. He is ready to receive offers for the job . 
wholly dependent upon daily labor for daily A FREIGHT train, running into a passenger 
bread than ever before. The problem of liv- . 

car near Streator, Ill., on the 16th, killed su 
l·ng bears harder and heavier upon the work- d . . d 

Persons, including a clergyman, an InJUre ing people. A feeling of dependence has 
dispirited them, and they liv almost constant- many others. 
ly in the shadow of an:;iety. A bright coun- Two weeks ago the Rev. J. H. Magoffln, of 
tenance is the exception among them. The Cheboygan, Mich., ran a rusty nail into his 
face of the typical workingman is anxious, thumb. On Sunday last he died from the 
careworn, toilworn, and troubled. A com- effects of the wound. 
pari son of these extremes of affluence and A TOBNADO in Oxford and Franklin counties, 
poverty, of' splendor and misery, must lead Maine, last week, blew down million!! of pine
the earnest thinker to see that there is some- trees in the forests, and destroyed a number 
thing f~tally wrong in a system which makes of houses and barns. 
them possible. 

JAMES FnAZIEB, an Elder in the Second Re
formed church of Newburgh, N.Y., has been 
indicted for libeling a well-known young 
lady who attends that church. He is forty 
years old. The indictment is for criminal 
libel and malicious annoyance. The person 
alleged to hav been libeled is a respected 
young lady of good family, to whom Frazier, 
who is a widower, has long paid much atten
tion. It was supposed that they were en
gaged to marry, but it appears, on the con
trary that Frazier received the mitten, and a 
gentl~man of New York won the affections of 
the young lady and will soon wed her. Frazier 
was very much incensed at the failure of his 
lovemaking, and he wrote to the young lady 
to return some rings he had given her, and 
threatened, if they were not returned or he 
was not reimbursed for them, he would make 
disagreeable disclosures. The rings, how
ever had been stolen by burglars, who en
tered the house of the young lady's father 
some time ago, and so Frazier"s request could 
not be complied with. Frazier then de
manded $21 for the rings, and declared if he 
did not receive the money his disclosures 
would be made at a certain time. No money 
was paid to him, and when the time arrived 
an anonymous letter was received by the 
young lady's mother. The leiter is long, and 
contains the vilest accnsations. They 
shocked the family of the young lady, and, 
believing Frazier to be the writer, they de
cided to seek redress in the courts. The let
ter was received at the time that Frazier 
threatened in his previous letters to make his 
disclosures. He denies, however, that he 
wrote the letter. 

NELLING, who eight weeks ago murdered 
Ada Atkinson, at Oxford, Ind., was taken 
from jail and hanged last Sunday night by a 
body of masked men. 

THE recent tempestuous weathar has de
layed many ocean steamers, and caused nu
merous wrecks of sailing vessels in different 
localities along the coast. 

ALBEBT SLADE went to the Methodist church 
at Peters burgh, Va., last Sunday, and dropped 
dead· aa he was about to engage in prayer. It 
is not always safe, it seems, to pray. 

JoHN WAFFEN, a German of Cleveland, 0., 
drank fifteen glasses of whisky in fifteen min
utes, winning a bet of on? dollar. He then 
staggered home, and died m great agony. 

ANNA DICKINSON has made up her mind t{) 
take the lecture platform under the auspices 
of the Knights of Labor. Her dramatic ven· 
ture was a failure, and she leaves the stage in 
debt. 

THE foundling asylum at Ottawa, Can., 
managed by the "Sisters of Mercy," Catholic, 
is to be closed. Over 95 per cent of the in
fants ta]{.en into the institution during the 
past year hav died. 

A DB. STOCKER, who advertised to speak in 
London recently on "Christian Socialism," 
was hooted down by the Socialists, who then 
sang the "Marseillaise," unfurled red flags, 
and hurrahed for the next revolution. 

A MoBMON elder named Morgan has just re
turned to Salt Lake City with about eighty 
new recruits to Mormonism, which he picked 
up in the South. The proselyte!! are described 
as of the most degraded and ignorant class. 
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Qkommunications. author of the gospel, but they held that the apostle 
was mistaken, or that his gospel had been inter
polated." 

Facts and Fallacies in Regard to the New "In the fourth gospel the narrativ coincides with 
Testament. that of the other three in a few passages only." 

Gospel of MattheuJ.-" The titles which in both the " Some portions of the gospel hav been regarded 
English and Greek testaments are found at the. head by certain critics as interpolations. The 25th verse 
of the respectiv gospels, as, ' The Gospel accordmg to and the latter half of the 24th of chapter xxi are gen
Matthew,' 'The Gospel according. to Mark,' etc., do erally received as an undisguised addition, probably 
not authoritativly indicate these men as their authors; by the elders of the Ephesian church when the gospel 
were doubtless placed in their present position at was first published" (Smith's Bible Diet). 
some time subsequent to the date of composition" Some of the Causes of Error.-" Various readings 
(E. Cone Bissell's Hist. Origin of the Bible). are due to different causes; some arose from acci-

" We are told on the authority of Papias, Iremeus, dental, others from intentional, alterations of the 
Pantrenus, Origen, Eusebius, Epiphanius, Jerome, original text. 
and many other fathers, that the gospel' was written "Accidental variations or errata are by far the 
in Hebrew. But this is open to grave doubt. It is most numerous class. Some are errors of sound. 
conceded, the original Hebrew of which they speak, The most frequent form of this error is called itacism, 
no one of them ever saw; and so little store has the a confusion of, different varieties of the i sound. 
church set upon it that it has utterly perished." Very few manuscripts are wholly free from mistakes 

"It is certain that a gospel, not the same as our of this kind; some abound in them." 
canonical Matthew, sometimes usurped the apostle's "Other variations are due to P.rrors of sight. 
name, and some of the witnesses we hav quoted ap- These arise from confusion of similar letters, or from 
pear to hav referred to this in one or other of its the repetition or omission of the same letters, or 
various forms or names." from the recurrence of .a similar ending in consec-

" The Nazarenes and Ebionites possessed each a utiv clauses, which often causes one to be passed 
modification of the same gospel, which no doubt each over when the eye mechanically returns to the copy. 
altered more and more as other tenE(tS diverged." To these may be added the false division of words in 

"Nothing can be said with any certainty as to transcribing the text from the continuousuncialwrit
when this gospel was written. The most probable ing. 
supposition is that it was written between 50 and 60. "Other variations may be described as errors of 
The exact year cannot even be guessed at" (Smith's impression or memory. The copyist, after reading a 
Bib. Diet., Art. Matthew). sentence from the text before him, often failed to 

Gospel of Mark.-" As in the case of the preceding reproduce it exactly. He transposed the words, or 
evangelist, we are obliged to depend for the name of substituted a synonym for some very common term, 
the author of the second gospel upon tradition" (E. or gave a direct personal turn to what was objectiv 
Cone Bissell's Hist. Origin of the Bible). before. Examples occur in every page, almost in 

"The results of criticism as to the relation of the every verse, of the New Testament" (Smith's Bible 
three gospels are somewhat humiliating. Up to this Diet). 
day three views are maintained with equal ardor: But if there are so many errors unintentional, when 

"(a) That l\'lark's gospel is the original gospel out the copyist really desired to make faithful copy, how 
of which the other two hav been developed. would it be when, as was ctlmost invariably the case, 

"(b) That it was a compilation from the other two, the copyist was interested in changing the text to 
and therefore was written last. suit his own views, or those of his patron or sect ? 

"(c) That it was copied from that of Matthew, And remember there were no originals in existence 
and forms a link of transition between the other two. by which to detect and correct the errors. These 

"It is obvious that they refute one another; the copyists were all churchmen-most of them the 
same internal evidence suffices to prove that Mark is much revered early fathers. Their writings alone, 
the first, and the last, and the intermediate. and not God's interposition, or divine inspiration, is 

"Probably it was written between A.D. 63 and 70. all the evidence we hav of any sacredness or authority 
The place where the gospel was written is as uncer- of the New Testament. 
tain as the time " (Smith's Bib. Diet., p. 519). Character of the Early Christian Fathers.-What was 

Gospel of Luke.-The gospel of Luke is prefaced the character of the early custodians and copyists of 
with an avowal that does away with any claims to di- the sacred manuscripts? 
vine inspiration or authority. There has been no more learned or ZPalous de-

" Forasmuch as many hav taken in hand to set fender of the New Testament and the Christian faith, 
forth in order a declaration of those things which are none more often quoted as authority on all points of 
most surely believed among us. church history, than Mosheim. 

"Even as they delivered them unto us, which from "Johann Laurenz von Mosheim was a German 
the beginning were eye-witnesses and ministers of theologian, noted as an ecclesiastical historian of 
the word. great merit. His deep knowledge, patient research, 

" It seemed good to me also, having had perfect his general candor and impartiality, entitle Mosheim 
understanding of all things from the very first, to to a place among the best church historians" (Cyc. 
write unto thee in order, most excellent Theophilus, Bib. Theo. and Eccl. History). 

"That thou mightest know the certainty of those "They who were desirous [in the third century] 
things wherein thou hast been instructed" (Luke i, of surpassing all others in piety, looked upon it as 
1-4). lawful, and even laudable, to advance the cause of 

Many others had set forth those things, and it sim- piety by artifice and fraud. It was an act of virtue 
ply "seemed good" to Luke, since he had perfect to deceive and lie, when by that means the interests 
understanding (not divine help or inspiration), to of the church might be promoted" (Mosheim, Eccl. 
write to his friend. History). 

Luke shows no especial respect for Matthew's or Archibald Bowen, a devout Bible-worshiper, in his 
Mark's gospel. It is evident he had no idea their "History of the Popes," vol. i, p. 1, Phil. ed. 1847, 
so-called gospels claimed to be written under in- says: 
spiration or by divine authority, or that they were "False and lying traditions are of an early date, 
anyway entitled to any credit or reverence more than and the greatest men hav, out of pious credulity, al
any of the "many others who had written of those lowed themselvs to be imposed upon by them." 
things." Dr. Cumming, of London, in "Lectures on Roman-

Luke, realizing that the discrepancies and contra- ism," p. 203, thus speaks of the authority of the 
dictions of the many writers led to doubt and con- fathers of the early church: 
fusion, wrote an account of what he believed to be "Some of these were distinguished for their 
the truth, for the especial benefit of his friend, The- genius, some for their eloquence, a few for their 
ophilus. piety, and too many for their fanaticism and super-

Had Luke known or believed that Matthew, or stition." Ephraim Pagitt in "Christianography," 
Mark, or anyone else, had written a gospel under di- part 2, p. 59, London Ed., 1636, says: 
vine inspiration, he would hav cited Theophilus to it, "The church of Rome, to maintain their errors and 
as a most sure guide and authority by which every articles of faith: 
question could be decided, and every doub t at once "lat. They hav corrupted many of the ancient 
removed. fathers, and reprinting them, make them speak as they 

"The ancient opinion that Luke wrote his gospel would hav them. 
under the influence of Paul, rests on the authority of "2d. They hav written many books in the name of 
Irenreus, Tertullian, Origen, and Eusebius." these ancient writers, and forged many decrees, can-

" But the language of the preface is against the no- ons, and councils, to bear false witness to them." 
tion of any exclusiv influence of Paul. The four Adam Clarke" Commentary on Prov. viii," speaking 
verses could not hav been just at the head of a his- of the authority and reliability of the testimony of 
tory composed under the exclusiv guidance of Paul the fathers: 
or any one apostle, and as little could they hav intro- "But of these we may safelv assert that there is not 
duced a gospel communicated by another" (Smith's a truth in the most orthodox creed that cannot be 
Bib. Diet., p. 492.) proved by their authority; nor a here><y that has dis-

Gospel if John.-" The fact that this gospel is not graced the Romish church, that may not challenge 
quoted by Clement of Rome, that Polycarp, Her- them as its abettors." 
mans, and Barnabas do not refer to it, serves to con- In his autobiography page 134, he says: 
firm the statement that it is a very late production of "We should take heea how we quote the fathers 
the apostolic age." in proof of the doctrins of the gospel, because he 

"Cerdon, Marcion, the Mountainists, and other an- who knows them best, knows that on many of these 
cient heretics, did not deny that St. John was the subjects they blow hot and cold." 

Christians claim the New Testament is infallible. 
Webster defines infallible," incapable of mistake, not 
liable to fail or disappoint." 

We hav quoted only Christian authorities of high- , 
est standing among all Protestants. And their evi
dence clearly proves: 

1st. That there are no originals of the New Testa
ment manuscripts in existence. 

2d. That no originals hav existed since the second 
century-if they ever really existed at all. 

3d. That the New Testament was translated, not 
from original manuscripts or reliable copies, but from 
what was claimed to be copies of the originals, which 
-if copies at all-abounded in errors and perver
~!ions. 

4th. That the early fathers, under whose direction 
and supervision all copies were made, were men who 
regarded it as an act of virtue to deceive and lie. 
The very best-those who surpassed all others in 
piety-looked upon it as laudable to advance the 
cause of piety by artifice and fraud. 

5th. That our present version is founded on trans
lations by Romish priests, that by all scholars were 
denounced as faulty, heretical, and designedly per
versions of the originals. 

6th. That Luke, one of the most sacred of the four 
gospels, according to its own preface, was not written 
by divine aid or inspiration, nor by or through the 
influence or dictation of any of the apostles or dis
ciples. 

7th. "That the -distinctiv names of the gospels im
ply a collection, and the titles of the epistles are notes 
by the possessors and not addresses by the writers " 
(l:;mith's Bib. Diet., p. 617). 

No intelligent person would accept as authoritativ 
any book or history so utterly destitute of evidence 
of genuinness or reliability. The authorities we hav 
quoted admit there is no evidence that our New Tes
tament is the inspired word of God, or that he by 
divine interposition has preserved and miraculously 
handed it down to us in all its original truth and 
beauty. 

On the contrary, all the evidence we can obtain 
proves the very reverse. 

Yet in the face of all this, we are solemnly assured 
the "internal evidence" is all-sufficient; that read
ing the New Testament will bring conviction of its 
genuinness, of its being the pure, holy, inspired word 
of God. In our next we propose to calmly, dispas
sionately, examin this much-lauded "internal evi-
dence." CHAS. B. REYNOLDS. 

Rochester, N. Y. 

Philosophy on the Half-Shell; or, Ethics of'83. 
CHRISTIANITY. 

Of him whQ is called Christ, I hav to say he taught, 
at best.,-wliati'mighty sages Fpoke in times before. 

What revelation did he bring to man? Upon the 
pyramids, which ante-date by centuries his birth, are 
graved the precepts that he called his own. 

The gentle Buddha long before had taught not 
only all of worth within the Christian creed, but 
vastly more, omitting but the hatred and revenge that 
brand " the tyrant " upon the God of Christ. 

Let us review in detail the Christian schemes of 
creation and of salvation. 

An omnipotent God (having, nevertheless, no power 
to foresee the effects of his own creativ acts), creates 
(i.e., makes from nothing) one world and one man. 
Presently, however, noticing his oversight, he adds a 
woman made from a very small portion of the man. 

The pair, as is well known, quickly disappointed 
the brilliant expectations which this astute and far
seeing deity bad formed regarding them; the result 
was a very hasty breaking up of their model house
keeping plan, of which the most agreeable and salient 
features were, first, nothing to do, and plenty of it; 
and, second, a delightful freedom from the trammels 
and inconveniences naturally arising from the use of 
extraneous covering. · . 

The immediate results in those days of the flagrant 
offense against the canons of health, of eating green 
pippins, was the production of a very· imperi?us 
voice, issuing apparently from behind a ~ree (whiCh 
voice really belonged, as one would read1ly suspect, 
to the irate owner of the fruit), commanding the 
wretched couple to throw up their lease of the 
grounds, and that without even twenty-four hours' 
notice. 

The better to insure this result, the proprietor of 
the orchard introduced on the spot a sort of moral 
"Bobby," or police officer (genus now extinct), bran
dishing a big, two-edged sword, and called a " cheru
bim," whatever that may be. 

It certainly should ever stand accredited to the ac
count of this couple, that, notwithstanding the brevity 
of their notice to quit, they had the good sense to 
"move on," without attempting to wait and discuss 
the matter. 

I should hav done precise]y as they did under 
analogous circumstances. . 

Just suppose that by any tardy lounging and 
loitering in their garden they had aroused the ire of 
the officer in charge, and that he had lost his temper · 
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_ (as is so frequen.t an occurrence with those of his 
" profesh " here), and slashed at them once or twice 
with his big two-edged sword, what might not bav 
been the result? What ghost of a chance could a 
naked man and woman bav bad in contending with 
an infuriated guardian of the peace provided with 
such a weapon? 

Just think of it! Suppose the "cherubim" bad 
lunged at him, and struck with his bright saber just 
where that rib bad been recently extracted to make 
a woman of, and with the gaping wound just healed 
by "first intention," what then? Why, where would 
we bav been to-day? With this man gone, bow could 
the world hav gone on? Recollect God used up all 
the " nothing " he bad on hand to make this first 
man, and was obliged to take a piece of him to make 
a woman out of. Reflect, then, for one moment, ere 
we proceed, upon what must hav been the disastrous 
effect upon future generations, bad this " cherubim " 
(or "sergeant," I prefer to call him) exceeded his 
commission, as mundane policemen are so apt to do, 
often, indeed, preferring to " take in " the wrong 
man to none at all. 

Let us drop the veil, and pursue this agonizing 
speculation no further. 

After this summary eviction, the crest-fallen pair 
betook tbemselvs to agricultural pursuits; but after 
a while, things not proving entirely satisfactory to 
this God, he decided to drown all of the descendants 
of this man and woman, with the exception of one 
family, which was to be preserved by manning a kind 
of primitiv canal-boat, devoid of all steering-gear. 

N_ot from the moldering cemetery of defunct and 
foss1~ thoug~t draw we our store, but from the gi
ga_ntic ene~g1es of the colossus, steam, applied by the 
skilled brain and hand to the locomotiv the steam
ship, ~nd, above all, to the printing-press.' From the 
electriC telegraph, too, uniting two mighty continents 
by a fil~ent almost as slender as a spider's web, yet 
controling, with its imperious voice, the markets of 
the world; from the free schools, and the liberty of the 
press (venal though it be); from the ballot-box, and 
from the perfection of the myriad forms of mechanical 
art. 

Like the rock, imbedded long ago within the icy 
bosom of the glacier, is the inert mass of Christianity 
borne along upon the broad tide of advancing knowl
edge, soon to be discharged, like the rock, from the 
glacier's mouth, to be of it a part no longer. The 
simile is fairly drawn, and time will justify its truth. 

The Jewish and Christian schemes hav not even 
the feeble merit of novelty to recommend them. 

The Jewish myLhology was transferred, substan
tially, from the Hindoo philosophy, and that, in all 
probability, from systems still more ancient. 

In the Hindoo fable we hav the garden of Eden 
(Island of Ceylon); the first man, Adam (Adami); 
the first woman, Heva (Eve); Cristna (Christ); 
Siva (Satan); and Vishnu (the Almighty). 

The man and the woman are tempted by Siva (Sa
tan), and are overcome by his wiles, as in our copy 
of the transaction. 

In fact, our religion is, to quote from Tom Moore, 
"All borrowed thunder, 

All second-hand roar." After a highly enjoyable and successful trip, they 
sighted land and disembarked with their very numer- The famous, or, rather, the infamous, dogma of 
ous list of brute fellow-passengers. the trinity, whose absurd arithmetic titled idiots and 

Well, things seemed to still "gang aglee" with the sanguinary priests considered sufficient pretext for 
omnipotent, for, after another ominous rest, Jehovah the butchery of multitudes of their fellow-creatures, 
decided upon making one masterly political stroke was an ancient fable, found in numerous anterior 
which should utterly discomfit and confound all his , religions. 
enemies, and carry confusion and dismay into the In India the images of the Trismurti, or three-
very camp and serried hosts of satan. faced god, are to this day objects of Brabmanical 

He therefore selected the Jews to be his chosen worship. 
people, and played the part of a Castor and Pollux In Egypt the triad consisted of Osiris, the creator; 
to them in all their many bloody wars of extermina- Typhon, the destroyer; and Horus, the preserver. 
tion and of conquest. In Buddhism, the triad was formed by Buddha, 

It was "Mary and the lamb" a few centuries ahead the divine man; Dharmma, the word; and Sangha, 
of time. the communion of saints. 

But now comes his crowning coup d'etat in this In Persia, it was formed by Ormuzd, the creator; 
strange business, which was no less a scheme than A.hriman, the destroyer; and Mithra, the restorer. 
the following: , Christna, the Indian Christ, is represented being, 

He, true to the dictates of his cruel and revengeful as in Christianity, an incarnation of the great god (in 
nature, decided upon introducing into the world, this instance Vishnu). 
through the mediumship of a supposedly virtuous (?) History boasts upwards of a dozen "crucified 
and estimable young woman, Miss Mary -- (last saviors," so that even in the item of a savior, where 
name now unknown), who, however, was already en- many of us supposed ourselvs strong, we are, in real
gaged to an industrious and well-to-do young man, ity, painfully weak. 
Mr. Joseph-- (also last name now unknown), an Is not, after all, our religious establishment, which 
individual without a father, who should at one and possesses but one "crucified savior," out of a baker's 
the same time be both God and himself. dozen or more possessed by our neighbors-and 

This now deservedly famous personage (who was, even this single one compelled to enact his well-worn 
as I hav explained above, at the same time both God role amid tattered scenery and properties purloined 
and himself) God loved with "an exceeding great from our predecessors in the business-is not, I say 
love," and, with a charming inconsistency, always in- America's religious establishment, like her dilapi
sisted upon calling his "only begotten son," although dated navy, an affair which looks best from a dis-
. said son was himself! tance, and which will not bear too close inspection? 

Certainly this was a particularly close bond of re- Decidedly I think such is the case. 
lationsbip, and we shall now, understanding this very And what shall we say of the intellectual breadth 
peculiar system of divine "double entry," be better of a savior who, coming upon a barren fig-tree in the 
enabled to fully comprehend the vastness of the sac- time when (as is expressly stated in the text, and 
rifice about to be unfolded. most unequivocally,) figs were entirely out of season, 

Jehovah, recoHect, loved this son more than all his thereupon fell into a fit of childish or imbecilic rage, 
other children. and cursed the tree forthwith, it being, according to 

Revolving, in his capacious mind, bow he could, this incredible narrativ, by the next day withered and 
with the best grace, escape the necessity of damning dead ? 
eternally all creation, the meteoric idea struck him Who but an unreasoning and bigoted Christian 
of transferring all his presumably just anger against would think of placing upon a plane of equality this 
the world in general to the broad shoulders of this petulant, inconsistent credist, and the gracious, 
divinely unfortunate scapegoat, and, since he needs noble Buddha, the spiritual Plato, the sublime Sacra
must appease his wrath by immolating somebody, tes, the broad-minded Epictetus, the wise Zoroaster, 
murder him, instead of the guilty parties! or the profound Confucius? 

Grand conception! Exquisit sense of justice ! From the standpoint of political economy, what a 
For illustration: John Smith is committed, tried, ruinous speculation has been, and will be, this savior 
and sentenced, for the "taking-off" of William to us I 
Brown. Shall Smith hang? Not if "the powers Think of what he cost us in the past-untold 
that be" can help it! Innocent, I am apprehended millions of innocent lives I And now that we hav for 
and forced to assume the position and sentence of the most part outgrown him, as boys outgrow a last
Smith I I am hung I Grand finale, tableau, and year's suit of clothes, what can we do with him? 
" coffins for one I" -and he the wrong man! Never We cannot get rid of him, for all nations who care 
mind. Blood bas been spilt (no matter whose), and for such expensiv luxuries are already provided with 
justice is appeased I far better ones than ours, out of the baker's dozen. 

·Such, only on a grander scale, when impartially He must die, then, on our bands, and the sooner 
considered, is this drama of the skies! the better, for his worship in America alone is esti-

Fair and honest, my esteemed readers, I ask you mated to cost us the neat little sum of five hundred 
if the inculcation of such a belittling and degrading dollars per minute I 
system of "morals" as this c~ prove otherwise than If it be true that religion is a necessary check upo~ 
pernicious? the passions of the masses, which I much question, 

Can such a system tend to develop or strengthen, then let us use all diligence to educate them above 
in ·the boy or girl, correct ideas of justice and of equal the need of such necessity. 
rights? It is a difficult problem to solve, why a man of 

Wicked or absurd in so many of its doctrins, is truly exalted intellect and imagination, like the poet 
Christianity worthy a place in the ethics of 1883? Shelley, for example, required no religion to fill a 

Priests assure us it is this particular form of re- supposed "aching void," while the bod-carrier and 
ligion which bas made the Caucasian the foremost street-scavenger cannot normally exist without it. 
race in lofty and cultured thought. Had the first Napoleon (great in nearly all things 

The statement is as empty as the wretched creed save blind trust in the better impulses of mankind 
it'seeks to screen. and in religion) been content with the anti-religious 

order of things prevailing when he assumed the pur
ple, we should hav bad, perhaps, a fairer opportunity 
than has ever yet been afforded of judging how far 
religion is requiflit to the well-being of a great people. 

At this epoch in the history of France, not a 
church-bell tolled on a Sabbath morning, nor did a 
single worshiper in all the broad land wend his de
vout way toward the village sanctuary. 

This was in truth a period of anarchy, which 
caused, but was not caused by, the banishment of re
ligion. 

It is frequently advanced as a proof of the intuitiv 
qualities of religion, that most barbarous and savage 
tribes profess some form of it, no matter how crude 
or fantastic. 

By following the same line of reasoning we might 
fairly assume that the belief in the flatness, and lack 
of all motion, in our earth, which was once well nigh 
universal, was a divine intuition, or, indeed, the ex
istence of any other error once prevalent among the 
barbarians of our race. 

The universality of an opinion is, at the best, a 
very meager proof of its validity, and, in my opinion, 
the judgment of one advanced intellect, schooled by 
long and careful study of the" law of probabilities," 
is possessed of almost infinitly more weight than the 
blind and unreasoning superstition of' a multitude of 
degraded savages. 

The bare fact of a million ignoramuses believing in 
the validity 0f any assumed proposition does not 
materially strengthen the evidence in its favor, since 
the infinit multiplication of a zero must still giv the 
same barren result. 

It seems to me as well-nigh certain that the pre
diction of England's greatest living thinker, Herbert 
Spencer, will be fulfiled to the letter, viz., that man
kind will eventually settle down to a belief in the ex
istence of a principle (intelligent, or non-intelligent, 
they perhaps may never be able to decide), and which 
scientists to-day term force. 

Before I quit this subject, I desire to direct your 
attention to the almost utter lack, in the religion of 
Christ, of that inculcation of forbearance and kind
ness toward the lower (?) animals, which so beauti
fully distinguishes and ennobles the doctrins taught 
by the wise and humane Buddha, justly called " The 
Light of Asia." 

In the Christian doctrins the brutes are represented 
as being but the property of man, their anointed lord 
and master, designed simply for his convenience, and 
possessing no rights nor claim to equable or kind 
treatment, except as it suit man's own good pleasure 
and profit. 

Contrast this detestable selfishness with Buddha's 
noble doctrin that we owe to every sentient being un
deniable and equal rights, and which grandly places 
upon the same plane of mercy all breathing things. 

Which, think you, my brother, is the sublimer 
creed? 

When I reflect upon the wickedness, pettiness, and 
gross absurdity of much of Christianity, I marvel 
not that it is swiftly hastening to its fall, but that it 
stood in grotesque deformity so long, a living creed I 

The ax is at its root! Those leprous, crawling 
things, that gorged for ages on its poisonous fruit, in
stinctivly foreknow their coming doom! 

Those sleek religious sloths, yon borde of idle 
priests, the vampires of the poor, foresee their hour 
as darkly written in the book of fate! 

I do not mean to-day their power will fall, but that 
the seed hath been already sown which shall at har
vest bear their bitter doom. 

I cannot more fitly close this present paper than 
by appending a few original Jines, addressed to 
America's great and glorious Infidel son, the man 
who, more than any other of the present day, has 
struck from the brain of our age the shackle of cun
ning priestcraft; the prince of moving eloquence, 
whose words stir the heart like subtlest melody, our 
illustrious fellow-countryman, 

COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

High priest of eloquence! Where gilded sham 
Lifts her false crest in all the lands of earth, 
Wing'st thou thy Pythian shafts with eagle glance, 
Ha8ting the dawn of liberty's glad birth! 
Mover of hearts! Where'er down-trodden man 
His vain appeal makes to the heedless sky 
Thy voice is raised to mock that phantom host, 
Proclaiming sacred truth's arch-majesty! 
Herald of hope! albeit yon servil pack, 
Religion's hirelings-cavil at thy creed, 
Bartering conscience for vile pittance, wrung 
From nature's weak fears, and faith's uncertain need. 
Thou wilt not swerve, nor deign to turn thee back 
To crush such feeble foe, but 'pon the front 
Of this new age grave "Light!" thy lasting monument! 

ELLIOTT PRESTON. 

Those Christian Judges. 
The statement of the Christian at Work, Dr. Tal

mage's paper, that five of the present judges of the 
Supreme Court of the United States are church-mem
bers bas only tended to confirm the allegation of 
"Antichrist" that before the retirement of Judge 
Strong he was the only member of the court who be
lieved in the divirie origin of Christianity. After the 
Christian at Work made the counter allegation, a cor
respondent of the New York Sun, from Newark, N.J., 
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the home of Judge Bradley, wrote thus: "Aliunde 
Joe is put down as an elder in the Reformed church. 
Great Scott! You ought to hear him cuss once when 
in a passion !" Then came the announcement that 
Chief-Justice Waite bad dined with Lord Cbief
J ustice Coleridge on the piazza at Coney Island on 
the Sabbath, to the music of Gilmore's band; which 
caused the Christian Intellige:ncer to exclaim, "This 
example will fill God-fearing hearts with sorrow." 
And now the " Man of Sin" is crediblv informed that 
Judge Field, who is put down by the Christian at Work 
as "a true blue Presbyterian," is, like Aliunde Joe, 
given to cussing. We might bav bet two to one on 
it at a venture, for Pacific· judges and statesmen are 
generally addicted to profanity. 

This disposes of all the judicial cburcb-mem bers 
prior to the retirement of Judge Strong. As for the 
new incumbents, Blatchford ("Episcopalian") and 
Gray ("Channing Unitarian"), we are not informed 
how they stand on the question of the divine origin 
of Christianity, or whether either of them is prone to 
profanity. If Judge Gray, like some Bostonians, ap
preciates " cultyah," the presumption is that he 
neither swears nor laughs audibly. Nor would we 
venture to suspect Judge Blatchford guilty of any
thing more than causing other people to swear, as he 
did when be denied the appeal of D. M. Bennett. 

ANTIC. 

Morality and Religion. 

the facts. They regard Paul and the apostles as the 
real founders of Christianity as a system, but they 
believe that Christianity as it now exists bas been a 
growth, like every other system, whether of religion, 
politics, or philosophy-the work of man in the same 
sense in which government and the theories and 
methods of public administration are the work of 
man. 

Those whom the church calls unbelievers found 
their belief on the study of nature and of man. It 
is made up of the best conclusions of human experi
ence, human knowledge, and human study up to this 
point in the world's development. Those conclusions 
contradict most of the belief based on what is called 
revelation ; consequently they cannot accept that 
revelation as divine or autboritativ. Do they believe 
in a God, in immortality, and in a future state 
of man? That depends on the definition of these 
terms and on the mental constitution of the believer. 
Few pretend to bav any positiv answer to make to 
unanswerable questions. They go as far in their con
clusions as human knowledge and human reasoning 
can carry them, and there they stop. They bav no 
right to assume, save each for himself. They do not, 
like the church, Claim a peculiar conclusivness or a 
peculiar saCJredness for their assumptions, or try to 
impose them on others. 

It makes no difference what men believe upon the 
doctrinal points of religion; they are no better or 
worse for believing or not believing. In other words, 

Fr= the North American Review. there is no connection between morality and dog-
The man who does not accept the doctrins laid matic belief. A man may reject the doctrins of the 

down by the authorities of the Christian church is church entirely and be just as virtuous, just as 
set down as an "unbeliever," and the church bas upright, just as good, and just as safe for all the 
heretofore so denominated the sentiment of society chances of eternity as the most devout believer in 
as to make it a term of reproach. It is ceasing to be them. The moral teachings of Christianity do not 
so. The most intelligent, the most cultivated, and differ, in the main, from the moral teachings of 
the most conscientious members of the community philosophy. Unbelievers accept them, not as the 
are coming more and more to reject the doctrins still result of revelation or the offspring of religion, but 
deemed essential in the church, while their character as the best deductions of human experience and 
for virtue and respectability bas to be recognized. thought. They are apart entirely from matters 
Doubt very naturally arises as to whether religious of doctrinal belief or religious worship, and just 
belief bas any necessary connection with moral con- as good coming from Zoroaster as from Solomon, 
duct; whether, in fact, the so-called believer is any from Buddha as from Jesus, from Socrates as from 
better than the so-called unbeliever. Paul; from Sbakspere as from Augustine. The ques-

In the first place, the difference between them tion does not directly concern what the church bas 
is not that one believes and the other does not done or is doing as an organization for the good of 
believe, but that they do not believe alike, and that humanity. If our position is sound, it could do just 
their belief bas not the same foundation. We dis- as much without its dogmas, and its power to do it 
pute the right of the church believer any longer to is not dependent on its system of doctrinal belief; or 
cast reproach on the believer outside of the church, the same good could be done by a human organiza
or to thank God that he is either better or safer than tion otherwise founded. Moreover, the unbeliever in 
other men. But what do " unbelievers" believe? Christian doctrins, as we bav defined his position, 
They believe as much in virtue and good morals must not be confounded with the class which does 
as Christians of the "straitest sect." They believe in ·not think at all and which bas no belief of any kind. 
uprightness-righteousness, if you please-as best This class, being ignorant and unintelligent, is apt to 
for mankind in this life and in any life to which they be vicious, but it is not usually graced with the 
may be destined, and they believe in promoting epithet of Infidel. It is subject to superstition and 
virtue and uprightness by every means. But they given to credulity; it is moved by appeals to the 
believe that what is called the Old Testament scrip- hopes and fears, and it may be that the church in the 
tures is simply a mass of Hebrew literature, subject peculiar character of its teachings still serves a use
to the same canons of criticism that apply to any ful purpose in improving the lives and conduct of 
other collection of books. They believe that the the lower ranks of humanity. Perhaps the pbiloso
judgment which selected these particular books and phy of the unbeliever could not or would not directly 
called them sacred was a fallible human judgment. reach and elevate them, though it may be claimed 
They believe the Pentateuch to contain a purely that methods which elevate the race as a whole bring 
mythical account of the creation of the world and up the very lowest layers and let light into the darkest 
the origin of the human race. They believe that the places. The results of scientific study and of pro
account of the origin and history of the Jewish pea- gressiv thought enlighten the every-day common 
ple is mixed up with legend, much of it incredible. sense of the people, and it is not merely the student 
They believe the Mosaic law in all its details to be a and thinker who refuses to be a believer, in the sense 
human production, applicable to a particular people imposed upon the wcrd by the church. The mass of 
in a rude age, though it contains some moral pre- the people are coming more and more to reject the 
cepts universally accepted. They believe the early old dogmas, and less and less to need them. 
Jewish idea of the deity to be a monstrous combina- Systems of theology in the past have been the prod
tion of the attributes of the heathen gods and the uct of human need in the lower stages of mental 
Oriental despots of the time, exalted by the genius of and moral development, and they bav served their 
Moses, and varied from time to time by the priests purpose in the progress of civilization. To-day, 
and prophets of the Jewish people. They believe theology is in the rear of thought and not in the van. 
that the annals of the Hebrews contain a good deal It holds to worn-out dogmas, potent in times of 
of rubbish and some absolutely disgusting incidents, ignorance and superstition, impotent in the light of 
and that the whole mass is to be treated like any science and philosophy. The latter are destroying 
other literature of an ancient people. The prophets religious belief as it bas been held in the past, 
and psalmists, like the philosophers and singers and the result is not a lower standard of moral con
of other nations, produced many things worthy duct. To the man who reasons clearly, the promises 
of preservation and admiration, but nothing that and threats of religion are futil, and it is through 
should be exempt from a discriminating criticism. promises and threats that it bas done its work. 
The people for whom the present writer speaks bav Such a man can govern his own conduct and try to 
their belief about the Old Testament, as clear and improve others without these. We bav reached the 
positiv as that of the church. stage where society generally can do without them; 

So bav they of the New Testament. They regard they are losing their effect, and agencies of moral 
that as a peculiarly interesting collection of liter- support and improvement can be made quite as 
ature, pertaining ·to the life and teachings of a effectiv without any regard to the doctrins that 
singularly pure and enthusiastic preacher, who sacri- are now held by the church as essential to salvation. 
ficed his life to the intolerant spirit of the established The belief of the "unbeliever" is as good for the 
theology of his time and who has exercised a wonder- moral well-being of man as the belief of the Chris
ful influence over human history. They admire his tian. 
character and his teachings, but believe that both Nor do we ignore the needs of what is called the 
bav been amazingly distorted. The record written spiritual nature of man, or, more accurately speaking, 
up from tradition long after his death is, of course, his emotional nature. But we contend that the 
imperfect. Superstition and credulity added much highest intellectual view of the life and destiny of 
that would be rejected in any other old record, mankind, a view based on knowledge and reason and 
and should be in this. "Unbelievers" believe the requiring no other revelation, givs room for the 
gospels to be a crude and imperfect record, contain- loftiest development, tbe fullest exercise, and the 
ing many errors of fact and much coloring of belief amplest sustenance and support for that part of 
derived from writers who were not cognizant of man's nature usually denominated spiritual. To 

admit that it requires a belief which intelligence and 
reason do not accept would be equivalent to holding 
that delusion is necessary to the comfort and conso
lation of the human soul. 

What we contend for is simply this: The position 
of unbelief in the distinctiv dogmas of the Christian 
church to-day is· the result of scientific investigation 
and critical study, and is generally accepted, not 
only by students and thinkers, but by the intelligent 
common sense of the mass of mankind. It is 
strengthened by every advance in discovery. and in 
that philosophy which is the outcome of human 
knowledge. The prevailing type of Christianity, on 
the other band, clings to superstition and credulity 
as the basis of its influence. It will not, so far as it 
can help it, permit common sense to assert itself in 
the place of unreasoning faith in the dreams of the 
olden time. The consequence is that the church is 
losing its bold on the convictions of men and on the 
conscience of the community. The belief that is 
founded on scientific conclusions and common sense 
affords as solid a basis for moral character and as 
firm a support for virtue as belief in the religious 
doctrins of the past or present. It is not denied 
that the church, as an organization, bas done and is 
doing good to humanity, nor is it claimed that it 
makes no difference what a man believes, or whether 
he believe anything, in matters of ethics. But it is 
claimed that if the church abandoned its outworn 
creeds, and gave up old superstitions about divine 
revelation, vicarious atonement, salvation by faith, 
and future retribution, it could do far more good by 
reaching and elevating a larger number of people. 
It is certain that if it does not keep up with the 
mental progress of the race, it will fall behind 
in moral progress, and will lose its influence upon 
the intelligent and thinking part of mankind. 

F. A. KIDDER. 

The Liberal Club. 
It is probable that when Mr. Benjamin R. Tucker 

set himself about the work of translating Michael 
Bakounine's "God and the State" he bad no idea of 
the amount of discussion the book was destined to 
bring about at the Manhattan Liberal Club. If he 
bad be might bav thought twice about the advisabil
ity of completing his task. As was noted last week, 
Mr. Samuel P. Putnam introduced Bakounine to the 
club on the evening of the 9th. On the 16th Mr. T .. 
B. Wakeman gave his views of the same individual 
and his doctrins. Mr. Wakeman held up a small 
likeness of Bakounine, and described it. He was a . 
man of Titanic build, with a bead like that of J ave, 
containing the brain of a philosopher, and with a 
heart full of love for the human family. He was an 
exile from every land, hunted like a wild beast, a 
price put upon his bead, homeless and friendless, yet 
feared, and the czar of all the Russias t.rembled when 
his name was spoken. Such was Michael Bakou
nine, the founder of Nihilism and the apostle of .An
archy. Mr. Wakeman then went on to giv an out
line of how mankind progressed by continuous dif
ferentiations and integrations, each differentiation 
being necessary to the integration that was to follow 
it, and each integration being a higher one than any 
which had preceded it. Bakounine was an apostle 
of differentiation or breaking up; but if he bad lived 
to see the success of his iconoclastic work in Russia, 
he would bav immediately begun the reconstruction 
of the empire under a higher spiritual power. The 
work of men like Bakounine was necessary to the 
higher integration, which, by prevision, Bakounine 
forefelt and shadowed forth in his little work on 
"God and the State." The saddest part of that book 
was the end which is in these words by the editor: 

' " "Here the manuscript ends. Was that all, Mr. 
Wakeman asked, which Bakounine bad to say? If 
not what was kept back? Mr. Wakeman believed it 
wa~ the gospel of the new integration. The lecture 
was concluded by an appeal to Liberals to unite with 
one of the political parties in such a way as to make 
tbemselvs felt in politics. Either this, or all the 
minor parties Greenbackers, Socialists, Antimonop
olists, the Labor party, etc., should combine on a 
platform upon which they all could agree, and em
bodying the essential demands of. all r~formers. Only 
in this way could they make tberr eXIstence known 
to the political world. . . 

Socialist Langerfelt was the first cntiC. As he 
came forward from the rear of the hall it was noticed 
that he bad changed the swift stride which bas for
merly characterized his method of approaching the 
platform for a more subdued process of locomotion. 
He argued that political and religious equality bad 
been achieved. The third factor necessary to human 
happiness was economic equality. This was what 
State Socialism looked forward to. Mr. Wakeman 
was a book-worm and was altogether ignorant of 
the practical side ~f the question. 

Mr. Samuel P. Putnam followed, and made a rat
tling good speech. He said that his.critics and those 
who criticised Mr. Wakeman lost s1gbt of the real 
questions and set up men of straw, which they 
amused themselvs with knocking about. When he 
demanded liberty for himself he demanded the same 
liberty for everyone else, and his liberty was bounded 
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- by that of others. He discountenanced brute force. essayist has been engaged for some time in the anti- than a phase of religious progress. Luther is to 
where the abolition of any evils was possible by monopoly political ranks, and from the experience them a forerunner of Bismarck, in short, rather than 
peaceable means. So long as people were left free to which he had gained while fighting their battles he tl::.e promulgator of a new creed, or the founder of a 
reason and educate wrong out of existence, it was considered that the American government was a new church. They care very little about the nature 
folly and crime to resort to violence. Mr. Putnam Pentarchy. Five men held between them wealth or origin of his quarrel witu the pope. What he 
was heartily cheered. sufficient to exercise so weighty an influence upon managed to save out of the wreck of his old faith is 

Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., in a neat and lucid speech, the state and national legislatures that they were no more valuable in their eyes than what he lost, and 
explained that the difference between the previous virtually the rulers of the land. He read a quota- his Bible interests them rather as a specimen of old 
speakers arose in great measure from a misapplies- tion or two from Joseph Cook and Jay Gould, and German than as a new spiritual lamp provided by 
tion of terms. The word "anarchy" was associated gave a brief outline of the history of the anti-manop- him for the men of his time. Rome could not hav 
in the general mind with violence and riot. While oly movement, which he thought abundantly proved wished nor probably never expected a more complete 
this was the case, it was hardly appropriate for Mr. that the monopolists were themselvs the evil that failure of Lutheranism, in the sense in which Luther 
Wakeman and Mr. Putnam to call themselvs A.nar- ·was to be removed. would hav wished the term Lutheranism to be taken, 
chists: "Integralists" was a better term. Unlike Mr. E. B. G. Hazzen thought that everything than has actually taken place. 
some speakers, the young doctor does not attempt to which existed, even to the monopolists, was the But the failure is such that the church profits 
make a five-minute speech occupy ten; and, what is natural product of pre-existing causes. Manop- nothing by it. There is not much of his constructiv 
perhaps as praiseworthy, he makes no effort to crowd olists could no more be avoided in the present con- work left in Germany among the class which reflects 
a half-hour's talk into ten minutes. These conspicu- dition of society than could leaves and fruit upon on religious problems, but the spirit of free inquiry 
ous merits of Dr. Foote go far with impartial people an apple-tree. There was, in his mind, but little in which he carried it on has grown stronger than ever. 
to offset the habit of punning, to which, in private d~u?t t~at in the ulti:D?-a~e c?nstitution of. society, The process which he applied to the papal authority 
life, he is known to be addicted. millwnarres, and even billi?narres, woul?.exist. But is now applied to all subjects whatever. The Bible 

Mr. Chamberlain also recurred to the misuse of they would accumulate their wealth legitrmately and itself has to submit to the tests and questionings to 
words. He spoke of an old settler in the West who distribute it righteous]~. . . . which he subjected the pope and the counsels. This, 
returned home one night to finJ his home in ashes Mr. Joel Densmore did not thmk It possible that were he to come on earth again he would probably 
and his hearth-stone a scene of carnage. The In- billionaires, or even millionaires, could rightly exist soon get to understand and eve~ enjoy. 
dians had been there. A.s the aged pioneer gazed, in a society which had solved the question of the What he would probably never get to understand 
weeping, upon his disarranged domestic appurte- equitable ?istribution of. wealth. . . or enjoy would be the strong and growing disposi-
nances, he exclaimed in agonized tones, "This is too Mr. Ve;nty was not qmte sure whiCh Side ~e ought tion of his countrymen to think only of the things of 
ridiculous!" This inappropriate recourse to the word to take m the debate. He had had considerable this life, and to dismiss from their attention, as in
"ridiculous," Mr. Chamberlain maintained, was due practice in riding two horses, still he always felt like scrutable and insoluble, those problems of the here
to a lack of knowledge as to its correct use. The attaching himself to one only. The trouble was that if after by which he and most thinking men of his time 
word "anarchy" had been similarly misused by the he did so it was the wrong one. Then there was chang- were mainly occupied. To this he probably never 
speakers. ing to the other, but t~a~ was also wrong, so perhaps he would be reconciled. The present generation of 

Mr. Cohen said that it was supposed to be the cus- had better go on ridmg t~e two, espemally as h~ Germans hav not themselvs come to it suddenly. 
tom for speakers at the club to criticise, favorably or found that there was good m each, and all the evil No generation could pass from Luther's state of mind 
unfavorably as the case might be, the arguments pre- was not centered in either. to that of. a modern German scholar in one bound, 
sented by the lecturer of the evening. Mr. Langer- . Mr. Horace S~aver supported Dr. Wright's :p~si- although in Germany the process has been quicker 
felt had not done this, and he could not understand twn, and spoke m rather severe terms of o:ppositwn than elsewhere. · 

Lectures and Meetings. 
why that gentleman should persist in introducing ul- to ~- Hazzen: It was monopoly that rume~ the 
terior matter. He ag1·eed with Mr. Putnam in depre- anm~nt republi~s .of Greece and R:ome, and If ~e 
eating brute force. He would secure his rights contmued permittmg th~ accumulatiOn of wealth. m 
peaceably if he could, forcibly if he must. He advised the hands of the few,. while .the man;r were.left With 
his hearers to use peaceable means first, and assured sc~cel:f the ~~cessaries of life, the .time m1ght s~o~ 
them that the other method would follow. arrive for writmg over our republic as over theirs. 

Mr. King next occupied as much of the floor as "It was and is not." . 

J. E. REMSBURG will lecture at Rockford, Ill., on Sunday 
Dec. 2d, at 3 and 8 o'clock, P.M., and on Monday evening, the 
3d, at 8 o'clock. The lectures will probably be delivered at 
the opera h~mse. 

his physical capacity would permit, and as much of Mr. Mendum would li~e to know w~at .would hav 
the attention of the audience as by his oratorical at- become of the country Without the capitalists and the 
tainments he was enabled to secure. He accused monopolists. The people could not be depended 
Mr. Wakeman and Mr. Putnam of having misrepre- upon. The;r .had not even ~e~se enou~h to acc~pt 
sented Bakounine and deceived their hearers, and the propositiOn of the origmators of the Pa~ne 
read an extract from "God and the State," which, he Memorial, and thus they w_ere very nearly losmg 
held, supported that accusation. They were kid- this edifice. A. fe>y ~onopolists, however, came for
glove anarchists such as Bakounine heartily despised ward, and the buil~m~ was saved. To them a~d 
and would hav 'nothing to do with. Wakeman knew not to the pe?ple lS _It due that w~ hav. to-~ay m 
little about practical anarchy; he was dishonest and B?ston a bml~mg dedlcated to the du;semmatwn of 
shaUow. Mr. Wakeman, during Mr. King's little Liberal doctri~s. . 
splurge, gazed upon that diminutiv young gentle- Messrs. David Kirkwood and Lysa~der Spooner 
man with philosophical calmness, smiling occasionally followed. The first supported Dr. Wright, and the 
like an intellectual sovereign amused with the buffoon- other thought that s~me valua~le truths had been 
ery of a licensed jester. When Mr. King had concluded uttered by the essayist. But little new ha.d been 
his remarks, however, Mr. Wakeman~ arose and, fig- advanced b:f the e!he~s. In the past ~ankmd had 
urativly speaking, sat down upon him-gently, firmly, bee~ held m subJeCtiOn b;r the sword, to-~ay, by 
dispassionately, at first, but gradually increasing the capital a~d monopoly. T.liere co~ld be no .1 edress,, 
emphasis. The sufferer emitted an occasional pro- ~o ~olutwn of .the problem, until the smence of 
test but soon relapsed into silence. The speaker JUStice was stud_I_e_d_. --4-4---
wa;ned the working men with whom l!Ir. King is as
sociated not to trust him. He was a Jesuit, working 
for his ~wn personal ends. He and Mr. Seering were 
the only representativs left of the purely Comtian 
school and who acknowledged a Positivistic pope. 
Mr. '\Vakeman is a Positivist as well. He adopted, in 
a modified form, the teachings of Comte prev~ous to 
that philosopher's attack of insanity. Mr. Kmg ac
cepts the doctrins which Comte promulgated subse
quent to his mental collapse, and this ia supposed to 
represent the difference between the two schools of 
Positivism. In reply to 1\'[r. Langerfelt's charge that 
he was a book-worm Mr. Wakeman held that there 
was a possible chanc~ for a man who had studied 
many books to know as much as a person who ~ad 
never looked inside of one. The speaker closed With 
an impressiv appeal in behalf of science, whose 

·teachings should be accepted as though the last gos
pel revealed to man from the very heavens them
selvs. 

.Luther's Anniversary. 
];'rom the Evening Post of November lOth. 

The four-hundredth anniversary of Luther's birth
day is celebrated to-day in Protesta?t Germa~y with 
much pomp and circumstance. H~ IS unquestwna~ly 
the greatest figure in German history, except Bis
marck and a man of much the same heroic mold. But 
it will ~ot be possible to celebrate it without bringin~ 
into prominence the strange evanescenc~ of much of 
his work. He was the foremost man m the e:x;tra
ordinary revolution which gradually raised th~ Bible, 
till then an unknown book, to be the rule of faith. and 
morals during the next three centuries.to a consider
able portion of Christendom-and th1s was really a 
far greater feat than the overthro": of the Papal au
thority. For that overthrow, owmg to the gross 
abuses and scandals of ecclesiastical rule, a large 
part of the Christian world was quite ready. Where 
the ability of the reformers, .and abo.v~ all of ~uther,. 
was most conspicuous was m providmg a drrectm 
of the conscience to take the place of the church, and 
in getting his countrymen to a~cep~ it. It is the 
constructiv part of the career whwh IS really most 
wonderful, successful revolutio~ists are so much 

C. B. REYNOLDs, the writer of the articles on the New Tes
tament, is soon to go into the lecture field. He is another ex
minister added to the ranks of Freethought orators. His 
eulogy of Mr. Bennett at the Rochester Convention was a 
most eloquent effort. His knowledge of the ins and outs of 
the church will be of great value to him in exposing that 
fraudulent institution. He brings to his work abilities of the 
highest order and the enthusiasm for liberty of the escaped 
slan. We are confident that Liberalism will find in him a 
most powerful advocate, and hope that he may be kept busy. 
His address is Rochester, N. Y. 

GERALD MAssEY, the English poet, litterateur, and Egyptol
ogist, delivered the first of his course of "archaic, revol u
tionary, and theosophic" lectures, at Chickering Hall, Friday 
evening, the 16th inst., before a small audience. The lecturer 
suffered from a severe cold, and was consequently in poor 
spirits and voice. The subject for the evening was, "Man 
in Search of His Houl During Fifty Thousand Years, and 
How He Found It." The thoughts of the audience were di
rected to a period of primitiv nature fifty thousand years an
terior, by the speaker's system of calculation, to the present 
age. The religious customs of that time, and particularly 
the mode of burial, evidenced recognition of a human soul 
and desire to preserve it. It was plain, from an investigation 
of the peculiar rites of those early races-their apparent be
liefs in regard to the origin of life, their careful prest>rvation 
of the dead for the subsequent return of the soul to the body, 
with the idea of ultimate reproduction of life-that they had 

Mr. Andrews did not take part in the discussion, 
possibly for the reason that next month _he ~n.tends 
to lecture on the subject of anarchy and Individual
ity, making, as usual, a summing up of the argu
ments popular to all sides. Each succee?inl? meet
ing of the Liberal Club seems attended With mcreas
ing interest albeit Mr. Shook continues to absent 
himself fraU:: the weekly gatherings. Friday evening, 
the 23d, Mr. P. S.M. Monroe will lecture. 

The Boston Liberal Club. 
"The Immediate Dangers that Threaten the Re

public; or, Democracy versus Anarchical Despotism," 
was the subject discussed last Sunday morning in 
the Investigator Hall by the members of the Boston 
Liberal Club. The theme was introduced by Dr. 
E. V. Wright in a well-delivered essay, in which it 
was endeavored to be shown that the evils under 
which our repulic has to-day to labor are all due to 
the fact that vast sums of money 11d property hav 
gravitated to the hands of a very few ndiv iduals. The 

more common than successful builders. . 
But for any one who reads his story and considers 

his work, the fact that the g~·eat bulk o~ those. who 
will to-day celebrate his achievements With pride as 
one of those of the greatest of G~rmans h,av no more 
faith in his doctrins than he put m Tetzel s, a~d ca~ 
no more for his Bible than he cared for the. miss~l, IS 
pathetic enough. In other words, to put It plainly, 
the birthday of the great refor~er will to-day be 
honored in his own country mamly by people who 
never read his Bible and who sing his h~~ns rather 
as old war songs than as expressions of r~ligwus. d~vo
tion. The truth is that there is now little religwus 
belief of any kind to be found among the educate~ 
classes of Protestant Germany, and that. Luther s 
reformation is in their eyes rather a step m the po
litical and intellectual emancipation of the country 

a conception of the soul and its immortality, and that the hy
pothesis of a divine revelation to succeeding races concern
ing the soul and its mission was not necessary to the conti
nuity of a future ·life theory. The lecturer located the first 
soul and an idea of it (the thing being composed of red mud, 
typical of blood,) among the folks of fifty thousand years 
ago, and traced its evolution through seven distinct, though 
concatenations stages-from the first and second, those of 
blood and breath, on up through the chain to the sixth and 
seventh, spiritual and immortal. He said that the individual 
of modern times was apparently more in doubt about his soul 
than primitiv man, who, it would seem, had a wonderfully 
clear idea in regard to that article, and was very precise in 
his preparation for its reunion with the body. With the lat
ter, the preservation of the body after death was a basis of 
calculation as to the salvation of the soul. The audience was 
presented with the religious cr0eds of nearly every race of 
people, civilized and barbaric, on the face of the globe; and 
perhaps from no other source than Gerald Massey could the 
inquirer get a more complete knowledge of the bewildering 
diversity of views that hav been held by human beings since 
the beginning of time on this great question concerning the 
soul. The lect.urer was of opinion that the immense variety 
of notions, absurd and otherwise, which had at diff_erent pe
riods obtained in regard to the soul and a future hfe, could 
be traced to an abnormal condition of the mind, resulting 
from the excessiv use of wine, and to the trance state of the 
mentality. He briefly referred to phenomenal Spiritualism, 
and seemed to perceive in it some mighty truths, half hidden, 
half revealed which possibly would be fundamental in the 
establishmen~ for the future of a grander religion than had 
yet influenced humanity. The learned d~scourse w~s listen~d 
to attentivly throughout, and was certamly most mstruct1v, 
but there was hardly enough entertainment in it for a mixed 
audience, 
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1/lltilosophicul. 

The Problem of the Universe and Its Scientific 
Solution, with some Criticisms of Univers
ology. 

the sublimest triumph of analysis, and it is the find- ,The source of mind is protoplas•n. This is am ] 
ing of an underlying likeness in the midst of mighty demonstrated; but protoplasm is not a simples p~ 
contrasts that has enabled. the h_uman mind to con- stance. It is made up of other substances. The~e~ 
quer n.atur~, and harness Its flymg forces. :When fore, ev.en before there can be a possibility of mind, 
Frankhn discovered that the remote flashes m the somethmg must be manufactured in the laboratory of 
sky were .like .the little electric sparkles about his fin- nature. Mind is not a substance, therefore it is a. 
gers, an mfimte weaHh of power was made known. mode only. It is not universal, but partial. Wber~ 
When the spectr.oscope reveals that the constituents ever .there .is existence, there is matter; but only in 
of the stars are hke those of our own earth, vast pas- certam chmce forms of existence is mind exhibited 
sibilit~es. of knowledge flash befo:e the mind. 'Yhen Destroy. prot?plasm, an~ you destroy mentality. Let 
man IS .Ign.orant, he sees the drfferences. of thmgs, huma~ mte~hgence entrrely vanish; what we call the 
and allis disorder; but when he grows WISe, he sees matenal umverse would still exist. 

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 
I am glad that Mr. Andrews has presented his side 

of the question with such vigor. Those who are dis
posed to accept his solution of the universe cannot 
complain but what they have had a fair chance to see 
it, in all its wealth of meaning. Perhaps I am still 
blind. I have tried to explain Universology, but it 
seems that I have failed. I suppose that I do not 
possess the right organization, or that I must be 
"born again" before I can comprehend this new 
philosophy. I wonder if I" must have a "sixth sense" 
in order to penetrate this secret. If so, I am lost be
yond all redemption, for I never expect to discover 
any truth except by the use of my five senses. It 
seem~ as if some sort of faith were necessary to get a 
start m Universology, as faith is needed to get a start 
in the Christian religion. Once in a believing frame 
of mind, all is easy. The problem unfolds itself, and 
light springs at every step. Difficulties vanish, and 
the disciple marches along with triumphant soul. 
Alas! I cannot have that start; and, therefore for the 
time being, I must dwell in darkness. But' if the 
light ever does come, I will hasten to confess. 

the sameness of things, and hence exults in the har- The .onl~ possible way to escape the force of this 
many of law. reasonmg IS to affirm that we know the outside uni-
~r. Andrews cannot call the ~uman mind from verse ~olely through mental action; that is, we infer 

this .supre.me battle-groun~. It ~Ill stay. there until t?e existence. of the material universe from the opera
the I.ssue IS ~eached, and ~Iberty I~ ~roclaii~ed. . ti~n of the mmd. We only know mind directly, it is 

Hith.erto, m the Platomc and similar. philosophies, said, a~d from that direct knowledge we reason to 
the umty has been reached ~y the s~cnfice of matter the existe~ce of the universe itself. This seems a 
and the enthronement of mmd. Mmd has been the very plausible assertion and if true of course mind 
one substance, and matter its creation. is the reality, and matter the sh~dow. But what 

Thie solution is no longer satisfactory. It does not mind is the reality? Simply my own mind. The uni
agre~ with the facts of the case, and hence the other ve.rse I infer, and Mr. Andrews, and all other minds 
solutiOn must be adopted, and matter taken as the I mfe;. I don't know that the universe exists, and 
one s_ub.stance! an~ mmd a resu~t. I don t know that Mr. Andrews exists. I only know 

This IS the IneVItable conclusiOn, unless one adopts that I exist. Mr. Andrews is the shadow of a 
t?e neutral pos.itio~ of Mr. Andrews; but it is impos- shadow, the inference of an inference. This is sim
Sible for ~he sme~ti~t to accept any such refuge. He ply nonsense. It is melting the whole universe into 
must demde. I;J:t_s mtellect . compels ~im to c;Iecide. my own individuality, and my ego is the beginning 
It allow.s ?O divided allegiance. Smence will not and end of all. Science revolts against this pure 
res~ until It has .correlated all forc~s and expressed ideaJi?m which is destructiv of all knowledge, for if 
their absolute umty. Take away this goal of human I don t know that the outward universe exists then 
thou~ht an? the life of science passes, for the breath I don't know that I myself exist. I only kno~ that 
of smence 1s the desire for unity. Science hesitates something is "going on " that's all· it may be my
not at this question. It deci~es firmly and instantly self, it may be some othe~ "ego." I'" infer" myself, 
that matter comes first a~d mmd after':l'ards. but I don't know myself; and if I don't know myself, 

I will not try my hand again at Universology. I 
will sim_Ply re-state my own position. I appeal only 
to the mtellect. I make no assumption. I begin 
only with what everybody declares. Mr. Andrews 
admits that to be true which I put at the base. He 
d?es not reject my corner-stone, though I may reject 
his superstructure. I cannot build so far and high 
~s he. I cannot have such sky-pointing spires, flash
mg with many-colored lights. My building is a very 
humble one; but all admit that the ground on which 
I build is tenable. 

Mr. Andrews says that I have shifted the matter in 
dispute, and have not stuck to the original question. 
I think I have. If I have made any change, it has been 
through a logical necessity. 

The original question was, "What is Science?" 
The answer to this is, "Classified Knowledge." Mr. 
Andrews admits that this is a correct answer. In 
m·der, however, to understand this answer, we must 
inquire, What is knowledge ? And in order to under
stand what is knowledge, we must know the origin 
of knowledge; and in order to discover the origin 
of knowledge, we must see the true relation of mind 
~nd matter, for in regard t? the origin of knowledge, 
It makes all the difference m the world whether the 
mind comes before or after matter. If the mind 
comes before, then matter in its contact with mind is 
simply the occasion of knowledge, while if mind is 
the result of matter, then material sensation is the 
cause of knowledge. In the one case, matter is a 
mere instrument; in the oilier it is an initial force. 
In the one case it e·volce,q, and in the other it begins. 

Take the old doctrine of Plato, that human knowl
edge is simply reminiscence; that is, a remembering 
of what the mind knew in former stages of existence. 
Plato assumes that the mind always existed, and 
therefore always knew, for mind is essentially intelli
gence; therefore the baby really knows as much 
as the man, only he does not remember, and 
he grows in knowledge by enlarging his memory. 
Material sensation does not originate ideas, it only 
stirs the mind to remembrance. Matter, therefore, 
is the occasion by which old ideas recur, but it is not 
the cause of fresh intelligence. 

This shows that, in order to get at the origin of 
knowledge, we must, first of all, settle the relation of 
mind and matter, else we cannot decide whether 
knowledge is merely reminiscence, or a new thing. 
Are we simply living life over and over again, travel
ing an everlasting circle, or are we actually new 
beings; and does knowledge begin with our present 
existence? We must discuss this question, and set
tle it; and I claim that it has been settled so far as 
science is concerned. Philosophers may still dispute, 
or refuse to dispute, and call it a " drawn game," but 
scientists affirm that matter is the beginning, and 
mind the result, and it is in the light of this deter
mination that we must settle every question. 

The whole spirit of science is toward unity; it seeks 
to resolve every force into one force. This is the 
goal of all analysis. Science goes from the complex 
to the simple; the more simplicity it finds, the more 
satisfaction it finds. It never will explain the uni
verse by two things, but eventually by one. The 
correlation of forces is perhaps the most far-reaching 
and astonishing discovery of the human mind. In it 
lies an untold wealth of achievement. Science is re
pu:~nant to dualism. The many changing phenom
ena must at the last have one fountain. Philosophy 
and religion recognize this. Every philvsophy that 
bas ever existed has been an attempt to explain the 
universe by some one principle. This is what makes 
a philosophy, as Mr. Harris says. It is a search for 
unity. 

-what philosophy and religion desire instinctively, 
the intellect demands. The progress of science has 
been toward this unity. To detect resemblance is 

No . one ?ut a fool disput.es the existence ~f the then ~ don't know anything. But if I know myself, 
~atenal umvers~. No one disputes but that It ex- then, m the very act of knowing myself, I know the 
Isted Ion? anteriOr to man, and before this planet outward universe. If I do not infer myself then I do 
assumed Its present habitable form. No one disputes not infer the objective reality. In the very ~ct of con
bu.t that matter has always existed, and always will sciousness the "I" and the" not I" mingle and flash in 
e:nst. If these are assumptions, they are assump- one cognition. The moment I know myself, that 
tions ~ade by everyb?dy. very moment I know the world about me. I know 

I Will not argue with one who takes the position that this table on which I write exists· I know it as 
that we do n?t kno':l' ~hat matter exists. .I might as well as ~ know that my mind thinks. I know that the 
well a~gue with an IdiOt. .Matt~r does enst, and we stars exist, and that they exist outside of, and inde
know I~. It has alw_ays existed mdependent of man. pendent of, any operation of my mind. I know that 
M~n did not ma~e It. B.efore he br:-at~ed it ":as. Mr. Andrews ~xis!s· He. is not a mere mode of my 
It IS t.o-day, a:nd It ever will be. Call ~t Simpl~ enst- ego, but an obJective reahty. Of course many of the 
ence, If .you WISh:-but we cannot conceive of existence forms and relations of the outside world are discov
ex?ept m .maten~ for~s; and therefore for science ere~ by a process of reasoning, but the fundamental 
exist~n~e IS m.ate~al existence.. . :eal~ty is not so discovered. The objective reality 

This IS the mdisputable startmg-pomt, the eternity IS directly and instantly cognized with the subjective 
of matter. It is unbeginning and unending. As I said before, and as Mr. Andrews adtnit·s there i~ 

Now, the next 9-uestion to decide is this: Is mind no priority. Mind and matter are known together 
~qually eternal with matter-a separate entity? or is and in contact. Mind is not known first, and then 
It the result of matter? . matter; not matter, and then mind· but both are 

When we say that matter is eternal,:we mean that the known in the primal cognitive act the one as much 
substance of matter, whatever that is, is eternal; not as the other. ' 
that any of its forms are eternal We cannot define From this starting-point we reason, and the rna
the substance of matter. We only know that it i'?. ment we begin to reason we are driven to the con
But the phenomena of ~atter are f~rever changing. elusion that matter is the substance, and mind the 
They come and they go; the mountams, and the s~as, m?de; for matter confronts us everywhere, while 
an~ the stars p~ss fro~ form t~ fo:m.. Noth1~g m~nd only confronts us at certain points, and in cer
ab~des. The umverse IS not static; It IS dynamiC. tam forms of matter. We never see it existing in 
It IS always on the move .. But whil~ the appearance and of itself. Must we not, then, admit that mind is 
changes, . matter substantially remams. It never in- a result, and, in tracing the origin of knowledge, must 
creases; It never decreases. we not do so in the light of this conclusion; and is it 

Can ~e ~ake the same affirmation of mind? I say, not apparent that in order to understand the source 
No; mmd Is not a substance; it is simply phenom- of knowledge we must, first of all, decide as to there
ena; it is a manifestation. ·We cannot make it iden- lations of mind with matter? If we allow this ques
t~cal with pure existence, for it has no independent tion to go unsettled, we are all in a muddle, and have 
hfe: We cannot conceive of it as existing in itself, no certain guide. We are in mists and fogs, and 
while we can so conceive of matter. The exhibitions have only glimpses of the truth; but the moment we 
of mind, as we know it, are limited. They begin and decide that mind is the result of matter, the mists 
t?ey end. Matte; ex~s~s throughout all space and and the fogs clear away; the genesis of knowledge is 
time. It flashes m millions of stars. Motions come at once defined, and the problem of the universe, in
to the eye to-day; they started on their course be- stead of being a fantastic puzzle, begins to assume a 
fore humanity had a being. As Science sweeps the logical shape, and verges to a reasonable solution. 
endless. heavens with its telescop~c glance, i.t contin- ~et it be di~tin~tly understood what we mean by 
ually discovers matter, but not mmd; there IS no evi- saymg that mmd IS the result of matter. We do not 
dence of what we call intelligence. There is simply mean that it is a form of matter. Mind is not matter 
orderly force.; but orderly force is not mind-it is however subtile and ethe]:eal. Neither is it a prop~ 
law. The existence of law does not indicate mind. erty of matter, or quality, or attribute. Neither is it 
Law is not a thing; it is a mode, and this mode al- an entity or thing. It is simply a process. It is a 
ways has been-always will be. The movement of movement, an activity. The soul of man is not a sub
the .stars, the wondrous magnificence of their pro- stance; it is action, action, action; wonderful, magnifi
cesswn, does not indicate anterior mentality. If law cent, far-reaching, piercing, and penetrating; but ac
began .to .be, I grant that the supposition of a mind tion, and nothing more. Why this action, called mind, 
to begm ~t would be rea.sonable; but as the law never results from certain organizations of matter, is more 
began, mmd as a cause 1s superfluous, and therefore, than we can tell. That problem at present is not 
to the eyes of Science, there is no such thing. solved. It may be, eventually. But the difficulties 
. ~e only know mind as it exist:; on this earth, in a 1;ery ar~ i~mensely simplified the ~oment we admit that 
hm~ted Rpace. What thinker has the temerity to de- mmd IS a process, and not a thmg. 
clare that the human mind, as such, has always ex- [To BE coNTINUED.] 
isted? All that the transcendentalist dares to affirm 
is, that a mind is eternal, of which the human mind 
is but a part. But this is a tremendous assumption 
-that th& human mind is part of the mind of the 
universe. Of course we like to think that our minds 
are a p~t of an infinite mind. In this way we satisfy 
our egotism. But the onlv mind that science admits 
to exist is the human mi;',d. And therefore all that 
science knows of mind is of a limited and finite man
ifestation-a manifestation always coming from cer
tain organized forms of matter, and from no other. 

:Bacon and Shakspere. 
The discovery that Lord Bacon wrote the "son

nets " to the earl of Essex in 1590 was so sudden and 
stunning that" Antiquary" wondered whether anyone 
had ever hinted at it before. It appears not, for in 
George Wilkes's "Shakspere frem an American Point 
of View" (Appleton & Co., 1882), is this sentence: 

"Such was Bacon, for whom the Baconians claim that he 
possessed more of education, wit, emotional elevation, and 
moral :fitness for the production of suoh intellectual light as 
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beams through the plays before us, than the man to whom 
these plays hav always been ascribed, and who indisputably 
wrote ' Venus and Adonis,' the 'Sonnets,' and ' Lucrece.'" 

Mr. Wilkes, by the way, insists with plausibility 
that Shakspere was a Catholic. His father, John 
Shakspere, certainly was; and the external evidence 
in regard to William is the positiv declaration of the 
Rev. Dr. Davies, founded on documentary evidence 
furnished to him as a legacy by another clergyman 
who knew Shakspere, that he was born and died a 
Papist. 

In regard to Shakspere's physiognomy, Mr. Wilkes 
thinks there is little, if any, doubt that he was red
haired, and probably freckled. Shakspere must go. 

ANTIQUARY. 

Paul's Further Hearing before Festus. 
. The American Bible Society, as well as the British, 
mterprets the wqrds "after two years" to mean that 
Paul was a prisoner at Cesarea two years under Fe
lix; for just at that point the marginal date skips 
from A.D. 60 to 62. But Rabbi Wise, after persuad
ing himself that Paul was Acher, who lived from 
about A.D. 30 to 117 or later, says that the "two years" 
point to the gubernatorial term of Albin us, A.D. 62...:.64 
(p. 503). 

"And Felix, that he might do the Jews a favor, left Paul a 
prisoner'' (xxiv, 27). · 

This "most excellent Felix" was followed to Rome 
by leading Jews of Cesarea, who accused him before 
Nero; but through the influence of his brother Pal
las, who was a friend at court, the deposed procura
tor escaped punishment (Jos. Ant., xx, 8, § 9). 

. The year of Felix's recall is not so certain as 
Smith's Bible Dictionary asserts. Josephus, in his 
autobiography, says: 

"When I was in the 26th year of my age [A D. 62 or 63] it 
happened that I took a voyage to Rome, and this on the occa
sion which I shall now describe. At the time when Felix was 
procurator of Judea there were certain priests of my acquaillt
ance, and very excellent persons they were, whom, on a small 
and trifling occasion, he had put into bonds and sent to 
Rome to plead their cause before Cresar. These I was desir
ous to procure deliverance for, and that especially because I 
was informed that they were not unmindful of piety toward 
God, even under their affiictions, but supported themselvs 
with figs and nuts" (Life, § 3). 

Josephus tells us that he was born in thQ~>.:first year 
of the reign of Cains (Caligula), which began March 
16, A.D. 37. He therefore entered his 26th year 
some time between March 16, A.D. 62, and March 16th 
following. A voyage to Rome in the winter season 
in those days was impracticable; and the account 
given of the shipwreck shows that Josephus sailed 
in _the summer-time. It wa.s, therefore, probably A.D. 
62, though possibly after the opening of navigation 
in 63. His description of the shipwreck we will con~ 
aider hereafter. 

The reader will note the singular circumstance, 
that Josephus went to Rome A.D. 62 or 63 to inter
cede for certain very excellent priests of his acquaint
ance, who were put into bonds by Felix and sent to 
plead their cause before Nero. With this close ap
proximation to the time and circumstances of Paul's 
alleged transportation to Rome, we propound the 
following inquiries: 

1. Has any Christian scholar .claimed that Paul 
was one of the prisoners for whom Josephus inter
ceded? 

2. Will anyone deny that Paul was a pharisee like 
Josephus? 
r 3. Are we to infer that Felix expected a bribe also 

from these priests, who were so poor that they had 
to liv on figs and nuts? 

4. Can any rational man belieYe that Josephus de
layed the intercession for his brethren in bonds two 
whole years after Felix's departure-much less seven 
years, if McClintock and Strong's Cyclopedia is 
right in dating the recall of Felix A.D. 50? 

"And when Festus arrived at Cesarea he, after three days, 
went up to Jerusalem" (xxv, 1). 

We are constrained to believe that Festus did not 
go to Judea until A.D. 62, as Ushur Michaelis, Eich
horn, Oldhausen, and the Bible societies hav fixed it. 
He arrived at a time when the Sicarrii were most 
numerous and turbulent. These he put down, and 
there is no evidence that his procuratorship lasted 
two years. On the contrary, we should infer from 
the brief account that Josephus givs of him that he 
was in Judea only a few months at most. His acts 
are all described in a single paragraph and two lines 
of another, in the "Antiquities" (xx, 8, § 10, 11), and 
in less than two lines of the "War" (ii, 13, § 1). He 
died in office, and doubtless quite suddenly. 

"And the chief priests and the head men of the Jews made 
representations to him concerning Paul. And they peti
tioned him, asking of him the favor that he would send for 
him to come to Jerusalem, they placing an ambush to slay 
him by the way" (2, 3). 

the _new governor, Festus? W auld they seek to as
sassmate a Jewish prisoner on his way to be tried be
fore themselvs, after procuring the favor of a change 
of venue from Cesarea, a Greek town to the chief 
city of the Jews ? ' 

concerning the offense that the appellant is charged 
with! 

What a brilliant magistrate! If comparisons were 
not "odorous,'' we might suspect Festus to be the 
prototype of Dogberry. 

The Trial of Jesus. 
"But Festus made answer: Paul is in custody at Cesarea 

whither I am in haste to ~o. Therefore, let those among yo~ 
who are able go down with us and make presentment of 
every offense there is in the man. And when he had been Not more than one Christian in a hundred has 
there eight or ten days he came down to Cesarea.. And the 
next day he sat 011 the tribunal and commanded Paul to be ever read and carefully analyzed the accounts of the 
brought. And when he came the Jews who had come from trial of Jesus, as related in the four evangelists. 
Jerusal~m surrounded him and preferred against him many Neither of these four versions agree. One says, 
and weighty charges. Meanwhile Paul maintained that he "Now, when the even was come, he [Jesus] sat down 
had. committed no offense, either against the Jewish law, or 1 
agamst th~ temple, or against Cresar. But Festus, because with the twe ve," to eat the passover. After the 
he was disposed to conciliate the Jews, said to Paul: Wilt passover he wandered out, doubtless· knowing he 
thou go up to Jerusalem, and there be tried before me for was a marked man, and fearing some of his followers 
th.ese things? Paul replied and said: I stand before Cresar"s might betray him into the hands of Romans, against 
tnbunal; here I ought to be tried. Against the Jews I hav whose government the disciples of Jesus were con
committed no offense, as thou also well knoweRt. If I had 
committed any crime or done anything worthy of death I spiring. He sought the suburbs of the city, where 
would not refus~ to die. But if no!le of the things of which he said to Peter and the two sons of Zebedee "My 
they accuse me Is upon me, no one may sacrifice me to their soul is exceeding sorrowful even unto death.' tarry 
pleasure. I announce an appeal to Cresar" (4-11). ye here and watch with me/• His faithful foliowers 

Query: Why did he delay this appeal so long, if fell asleep. He awoke them again, the second time 
he had been in custody two years? Did he not tell and was about to arouse them from a third slum be; 
the Eph£;sians that after visiti11g Jerusalem again he when Judas, who was hired to betray Jesus, gave the 
must see Rome? (xix, 21). Did not the prophet signal, and the young Jewish teacher was a prisoner. 
Agabus tell him that the Jews would bind him hand He was led before Caiaphas, the high priest (some 
and foot and deliver him over to the gentiles? (xxi, authorities maintain that a high priest of that name 
11). And did not the Lord say to him, "As thou never existed), where the scribes and elders were as
hast testified of me in Jerusalem so also art thou to sembled. But Peter followed afar off to the high 
testify at Rome?" ~xxiii, 11). With such a destiny priest's palace, and went in and sat with the servants 
before him, would he hav patiently endured two to see the end. Now, the chief priests and elders 
years' suspense and imprisonment at Cesarea? and all the council, sought false witnesses against 

"Then Festus conferred with his counselors and said: Jesus to put him to death. The high priest arose 
Hast thou declared an appeal to Cresar? Unto Cresar shalt and said, "Answerest thou nothing?" Jesus 'laid, 
thou go. And when some days had passed, Agrippa the king " Hereafter ye shall see the son of man sitting on 
and Bernice came down to Cesarea to salute Festus" (12, 13). the right hand of power, and coming in the clouds of 

This was Herod Agrippa II., the son of Herod heaven." Then the high priest rent his clothes (why 
Agrippa I., who died A.D. 44. Agrippa II. was at should he rend his clothes?), saying, "He hath 
first assigned the kingdom of Chalcis about A.D. 50; spoken blashemy; what think ye?" They answered 
then in 52 his tetrarchy was extended, but did not "He is guilty of death." The man who originally 
embrace Judea, and he received the title of king. wrote this knew little of Jewish and nothing of Ro
He was a renegade Jew, and his sister Bernice was man law. Jesus tried and condemned to death be
the Lucretia Borgia of the Herodian family (Far- fore a council of Jews! We must remember prisoners 
rar's St. Paul, appendix, 738). Agrippa II. died A.D. were never placed on trial at night, nor during the 
100. season of the passover. Again, the Jewish council 

"And when they had been with him [Gr. many] days, Fes- had no legal right to try and pass sentence on a pris-
tus related to the king the case of Paul, saying:"' (14). oner. This ·story was woven in the gloom of ancient 

It is unnecessary to repeat Festus's repetition of monasteries, and spun from whole cloth. 
the case, except the last sentence, which we parallel The second account says: "And straightway in the 
in the two versions: morning [Matthew says at night] the chief priests 

bound Jesus and brought him before Pilate." Mat
thew says Jesus was tried and condemned to death 
by the council. This is a trial for a man's life. Not 
a single witness is produced. It is said the chief 
priests accused him of many things (why are they 
not stated?) but he answered nothing. Then Pilate 
said, "What will ye that I shall do unto him whom 
ye call the King of the Jews ? " They answered, 
" Crucify him ! " 

Syriac. · Gteek. 
"But he requested to be re- "But when Paul had ap-

served for a trial before Ore- pealed to be reserved unto 
sar; and I ordered him to be the hearing of Augustus, I 
kept till I could send him to \ commanded him to be kept 
Cresar" (xxv, 21). till I might send him to Cresar" 

(Ibid). 

The Greek for Augustus is Sebastos, with the defi
nit article prefixed in this case. The revised New 
Testament has, instead of Augustus, "the emperor," 
but says in a note, "Gr. the Augustus." 

When Octavianus became emperor, being of an 
obscure or mean family, he took by adoption the name 
Cresar, and afterward the senate conferred on him 
the honorary name, Augustus. It is said that other 
emperors assumed this epithet, signifying "the au
gust," "the venerable." But is there any proof that 
it was assumed by Nero? We believe that here is 
another trace of Paul in the reign of Augustus, which 
proper name the compiler of Acts did not change. 
But the Syrian scribe was cunning enough to substi
tute Cresar, while the Greek translator, following the 
Aramaic original, wrote Sebastos. The Latin Vulgate 
also has Augustus, which is always recognized as the 
peculiar and special title of the first Roman emperor. 

"And Agrippa said: I should like to hear that man. And 
Festus said: To-morrow thou shalt hear him. And the next 
day came Agrippa and Bernice, with great pomp, and en
tered the house of trials, with the chiliarchs and chiefs of the 
city. And Festus commanded and Paul came. And Festus 
said: King Agrippa, and all persons present with us: Con
cerning this man whom ye see, all the people of the Jews ap
plied to me at Jerusalem, and also here, crying out that he 
ought no longer to liv. Yet on investigation I found that he 
hath done nothing deserving death. But because he request
ed to be reserved for the hearing of Cresar [Gr. ton Sebaston, 
"Augustus"], I hav ordered him to be sent. And I know not 
what I can write to Cresar in regard to him"' (22-26). 

New York city has had some judges who were not 
as pure as they might be, but I venture to say there 
is not a case on record where a judge ever appealed 
to a mob, a rabble, to ask instructions as to what he 
should do with a prisoner before him. 

Pilate was a Roman governor, and he must conform 
to the laws of the Roman empire, which gave protec
tion and justice to all. No such trial as related in 
the New Testament ever took place before a Jewish 
council or a Roman governor. 

Fancy a learned judge, conversant with the law, 
turning to a crowd of excited and angry Jews to ask 
them what he should do with the prisoner charged 
~ith sedition or insurrection against the Roman em
pire. 

Pilate, Roman governor though he was, would not 
dare giv over an innocent man to the blind fury of a. 
mob. WM. H. RoWAN. 

New York, Nov. 12, 1883. 

THE Independent takes a rather discouraging view of the re
ligious outlook. Of the "week of prayer" that eminent 
journal draws this dark picture: "In a few weeks the 
churches will be holding a 'week of prayer;' but it is sad
dening to know in advance how feeble and spasmodic these 
gatherings will for the most part be. But few will gather at 
most; and those who do will feel the chill of death upon 
them, and will scarcely hold together long enough to get a 
blessing; and then it will all be over for another twelve 
months." 

Here is another change by the Greek translator or 
scribe: For Cresar (or Augustus) in the last instance, 
the Greek codices hav to lcurio, "the Lord," trans
lated "my Lcrd," and so also in the Vulgate. Now, 
the title Kurios, "Lord," both Augustus and Tiberi us CALIFORNIA does not produce many Christians. Its "glori
absolut.ely refused; but the succeeding emperors ous clim11.te" is too bracing. Bishop Wingfield told the 
were not so modest, says Adam Clarke, and Nero general convention at Philadelphia that very few of the eighty 
would hav it. Hence you see why the Greek scribe, millionaires of San Francisco are disposed to do anything for 
not wishing to repeat Augustus or Cresar too often, the cause of Christ or his church. There are forty-nine of 
wrote in the last instance to lcurio. American birth, eighteen Irish, eight Jews, five Germans, 

Can any sensible person imagin such conduct pos
sible on the part of the chief priests and head men of 
Jerusalem? At this very time Josephus was either 
in Rome, or on his way, or preparing to go there, to 
plead for the release of certain priests who were put 
mto bonds by Felix. Would the chief priests at J e
rusalem, whose brethren were in bonds at Rome, hav 
prejudiced their cause by such an act of treachery to 

•· And therefore I wished to bring him before you [all], and four English, and one French. "Only one is a member of a 
especially before thefl, King Agrippa; that when his case Protestant church. Mr. Flood is the only one who occasion
shall hav been heard, I may find what to write. For it is un- ally givs a few thousand dollars to the poor; and, of those 
suitable, when we send up a prisoner, not to designate his who hav died, only James Lick has left a monument behind 
offense" (26, 27). him worthy of a good name." The attempt to claim James 

The compiler forgot that he had just made Festus Lick as a Christian is very ingenious and sly. It is a good 
say: "On investigation I found that he had done specimen of religious dishonesty. But it will not do. Mr. 
nothing deserving death." Now he makes the proc- Lick, as all the world knows, was an out-and-out Infidel, and 
urator order a re-hearing, after granting an appeal, such insinuations are only revelations of the inherent mean
SO as to be able to find o\lt what to write to Cresar ness of Christian "divines." 
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keep their na)lles on the roster to swell its size. Such 
cases are common, and the "moved away" people are 
often, when hunted out, found to be Freethinkers. 
We know some Infidels whose names are on the 
church lists in the places where they lived when 
young and pious. In another case, three letters to 
the officers of a church were necessary before a name 
was dropped. Of the activ supporters of Free
thought a great many are men whose wives are 
church communicants, and these men are, therefore, 
counted by the Independent as "adherents" of Chris
tianity, when the facts are they are doing all in their 
power to replace that system of theology with the 
truths of science. 

Address all Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER COM
pANY. Make all Drafts, Checks, and Postal Orders payable to 

CHARLES P. SOMERBY. The " ratio " of our religious contemporary is im
mensely too large, even if we allow its figures to 

SATURDAY, _ NOVEMBER 24, 1883. stand. The Spiritualists alone number more than 
==================== the million allowed to Infidels, Spiritualists, Mor

Figures that Signify Little. 
The Independent amused itself last week by some 

fearful and wonderful figuring whereby all the Infi
dels, Spiritualists, Jews, Mormons, and " other classes 
besides the non-religious" in this country W&re 
ciphered out of existence, and none but Christians 
left to enjoy the milk and honey of a land peculiarly 
the Lord's own. After reading a lesson to the pre
sumptuous Infidels who claim that orthodox Chris
tianity is decreasing, and scolding the faint-hearted 
Christians who admit the claim, Mr. Bowen's paper 
comes down to cold figures, first advising both the 
above to get the church year books and census re
ports and study the question from them. Then it 

mons, and Jews. The Mormons number 200,000. 
The Jews count 250,000. At one time Spiritual
ism invaded the Catholic church to an extent that 
alarmed. the priests and bishops, and in their speeches 
made against this belief the church authorities said 
there were 11,000,000 Spiritualists in this country. 
But this is undoubtedly an overestimate of the num
ber of the outspoken ones. Those who secretly hold 
this belief are almost legion. Conversing the other 
day with a gentleman who bas traveled this country 
very extensivly, he said: "What an immense number 
of Spiritualists there are! I meet them everywhere. 
Business men, church-members, those you would 
least expect it of, are fum believers in Spiritualism." 
These men of whom he spoke are counted in the 

says: ranks of the churches, when they really belong on 
"Those who, like Eli, are trembling for the safety of the the other side. But the outspoken Spiritualists can 

ark may be reassured and may thank God and take courage 
fro:O these :figures extracted from four pages of statistics count in their ranks two or three times the million 
carefully prepared for the Iwlependent Almanac, which is allowed for the four faiths by the Independent. 
shortly to appear." No accurate estimate of the Freethinkers can be 

Following this cheer is a table of figures, "care- given, for the organization of Freetbougbt forces is 
fully prepared," which foots up: yet in embryo. The only means of guessing, even, is 

.An Evangelical Revivalist. 
The Boston Herald of Nov. 13th bas five of its col

umns filled with an account of a glib-tongued revival
ist in the orthodox churches throughout the New 
England states, who was a millionaire, a lawyer, a 
bigamist, a liar, a hypocrit, and a rascal of the deep
est dye. And all this deviltry he carried on while he 
exceeded the mountebanks, John N. Ma:ffit, of 1824, 
and Moody, of the present day, in the "Holy Ghost'' 
power in getting up the old-fashioned Methodist 
style of revivals. His name was Henry F. Durant, 
and he died a few years ago, in Boston, and left an 
estate valued at five millions. He founded the W el
lesley Female College, said to be the best ever known. 

The details of all his " prayers " to the ridge
pole, and all the precious souls that the Holy Ghost 
through him converted from the error of their ways, 
together with all the lies he told, and all the women 
that be" deceived and seduced, make up a conglom
eration of both " God and the devil " that exceeds 
the crimes told of evangelical ministers by Mr. Bil
lings. This "evangelical evangelist," as he was 
called, demonstrated, by his wonderful success in 
converting sinners, that he was a real Christian. 
His popularity was everywhere admitted, and crowds 
flocked to witness his eloquence in drilling sinners 
into the church .. Let no uncharitable tongue, now 
that Henry F. Durant is dead, presume to say that 
he was not a good Christian, in view of the numerous 
revivals that everywhere followed his pulpit exer
cises. But alas, he made one fatal mistake! He ig
nored the claims of his legal wife and his only child 
in his will. And they hav now commenced suit for 
a right of dower and for a writ of entry to obtain 
possession of the remainder of his estate. In the 
light of the disclosures that his legal widow bas been 
compelled to make of his hypocrisy and cruelty, no 
one can doubt that this millionaire, this eloquent 
revivalist, died filled with faith and with the Holy 
Ghost. 

Churches in the United States - 115,610 by the number of names signed to the petition for The Referendum. 
Ministers - 81, 71'1 the release of Mr. Bennett sent to Hayes. That con-
e · t ( b f ch ch s) 17 267 878 Between the upper and nether millstones of the ommumcan s mem ers 0 ur e - ' ' tained 200,000 or more signatures. A good many of 

d capitalists and the people, the last legislature of this And the In ependent sums up: these, however, were of Spiritualists, and, to the 
state inaugurated a policy for which reformers hav 

"Here we hav seventeen million and a quarter communi- credit of the church be it said, a few were of men 
C 1. 1 t" · t t 1 1 t" long contended. Years ago we were secretary of a cants including the atho IC popu a IOn, ma 0 a popu a Ion who called themselvs Christians. Probably about 

of 50:000,000. If we subtract the Catholic population from labor organization which bad as one of the pliwks of 
the seventeen millions we hav in round numbers 10,500,000 lOO,OOO strong stand-up-and-die Infidels are scat- its platform the "Referendum," or compulsory sub-
protestnnt communicants. Three children and adherents to tered between Maine and California. . . l f t"fi t" f l 

~ missiOn to the peop e or ra 1 ca IOn o a l laws passed 
each communicant is not a large ratio. It is probably lower The strength of the Freetbougbt movement lies, 

by the legislature. The first application of that prin
than the fact. Upon this basis the Protestant population is however, in the revolution it bas worked in the 

· dd h c th 1· u1 t" f 6 832 ooo ciple was made at om· last election on the subiect of 42,000,000, to which a. t e a 0 IC pop a Ion ° • • • churches, the rolls of which include innumerable her- J 

and we hav a total Christian population of 48,832,000, leaving convict labor. It was, however, not made as a matter 
the Jews Mormons, and other classes besidis the non-relig- etics who, if found out, would be expelled, unless (as of principle, but as a means of dodging for a season 
l·ous to m'ake up the small balance of 1,000,000." is undoubtedly the case in many places) the heretics tb "b"l"t f a· t t th t" f e respons1 1 1 y o a rrec vo e on 1e ques Ion o 

Now we know that there are altogether too many were the most numerous. Heber Newton is a shin- abolishing the contract system in our prisons. 
ministers and churches in the country, but we are ing illustration. He is as much a heretic as ever The time-serving politicians were afraid to reject 
not quite prepared to take the Independent's estimate; Servetus was, but he found no orthodox John Calvin. the bill introduced for that pUl'pose for fear the 
and as to the "adherents" which every communicant Bishop Potter knew better than to entertain charges working people would leave them at home at the 
bas attached we must also doubt. It proves too of heresy against Mr. Newton. While be knew that al- next election, and were equally afraid to offend the 
much. For instance. There being, in round num- though the Episcopal church might contain as many capitalists, who were unanimously in favor of the 
bers, 10,500,000 Protestant communicants, and each members now as it did last year, and might even hav system by which they were coining the very lives of 
communicant having an appendage of three Christians, added to them, he also knew that the true Chris- the convicts into money. It was voted to refer the 
there are just 42,000,000 Protestants. Now the Catha- tian sentiment did not animate them. He knew that whole subject to the people to get their opinion on 
lies number (by the Independent's table, and the es- they were imbued with the spirit of rationalism, with it. The people voted to abolish the contract system 
timate is too low,) 6,832,000-in round numbers 7,- heresy. He knew that more people than Heber by a vast majority. But as the present legislature is 
000,000. Every one knows that the average Catholic Newton denied the inspiration of the Bible, and he Republican, while the one which submitted the prop
bas more "adherents," in the shape of children, than dared not bring him to trial. He knew that it would osition to the people was Democratic, it is not prob
tbe average Protestant. But at the same ratio- be a trial of the Episcopal church, and not of Heber able that the system will be done away with this win
three to each-this would giv 28,000,000, making the Newton. The work begun by Paine in this country ter. The system is a conscienceless one, and subject 
total population of this country to be 70,000,000-a has brought forth that measure of fruit. The rays of to such outrageous abuses that it ought at once to giv 
number which even the Independent's arithmetician light from the "Age of Reason " hav gone into place to a more humane and restorativ policy. While 
will hardly claim. more than one church, and destroyed the belief in visiting Mr. Bennett, who was undergoing his martyr-

We know the answer the Independent will make is inspiration. Among the Congregationalists, the dam at Albany, we bad a chance to see a little of it, 
that the Catholics bav the habit of armnting their arithmetician has enrolled Henry Ward Beecher and and if Albany is a fair sample, our whole state prison 
children in as communicants, while the Protestants his congregation. Can anyone with a knowledge of management needs overhauling. 
do not, but if the Protestants bav not counted some the meaning of words, with even an unabridged be- But it is the practical adoption of the Referendum 
at least of their children in the above figures, we fore him, class as Christian such a man as Mr. principle that indicates progress. It is about the 
would like to know where the number of the denom- Beecher-an evolutionist, a denier of hell, the fall, first time our Solons bav ever considered the people 
inations are obtained. and the atonement? And can even the most hopeful in their deliberations. When our laws are submitted 

Every one who bas been in the churches_ knows Christian imagin that two-thirds of his congregation to the public before final adoption it will be seen that 
that it is their practice to add the minors to the are not as heretical as the pastor of Plymouth church? monopolists and church parties bav lost their power. 
church rolls as fast as they profess a "change of Every evolutionist in or out of the church is an It would then be impossible for a few ministers from 
heart," and before they hav arrived at years of dis- Infidel. this city to lobby through an amendment to a penal 
cretion. The Catholics count all the infants, and the Every one who avows an unbelief in hell is an In- code which subjected to a fine and imprisonment 
Protestants count the sixteen and seventeen year olds fidel. every bootblack, grocer, newsboy, butcher, milkman, 
who become obfuscated by the preaching of the hell Every scorner of the fall and redemption myths is baker, or other tradesman who should supply the 
and damnationists, and in the ignorance of their an Infidel. necessities of his customers on Sundays. Despots of 
young hearts imagin they bav got religion. That is Let the Independent figure up the number of these all sorts will be shorn of their power to harm, for 
the only difference. And the Independent does not in the country, and it will bav the strength of Free- public sentiment is becoming more and more enlight
state bow many dead people are upon the list of thought. The enemies of Christianity are those of ened, and the voting masses bav to a considerable 
communicants; how many "moved away" and are its own household. He would be a most consummate extent substituted the discussion of principles for 
beyond the cognizance of the churches which still fool who should limit them to one million. senseless burrabing fer political backs. The Repub-
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lican party grew to power because it was a reforma
tion-it had an issue involving bed-rock principles 
affecting the country's welfare. It is rotting now be
cause it has none. Its great opponent is just as 
badly off. Both avoid discussions of live questions 
for fear of the effect on the elections. There is a 
good opportunity for a new party, and in that party 
the Freethinkers should hav a loud voice. Let the 
workingmen follow up the legislature, and wring 
more concessions from the politicians. The good 
example set in this one instance should not be lost. 

one need be surprised at any seeming insolent de
mand made by Rome. She knows her power, and 
will be quick to exercise it when the times a1·e ripe. 

J. B. FILLMORE, of Hebron, Conn., a prominent church
member, denounces his pastor, the Rev. J. B. Cutler, Con
gregationalist, as a hypocrit and a liar. Besides his remark
able piety, Mr. Fillmore has three divorced wives, and it was 
by allusion to these that the pastor drew upon himself the 
unfavorable opinion of that gentleman. The Rev. Mr. Rob
erts, Methodist, of the same place, has incurred the criticism 
of his congregation by calling them all blockheads. Thus 
are the religious amenities sustained between pulpit and 
pew. 

Cretinism. 
MoNTEZUMA, IowA., Oct. 29, 1883. 

Joseph the Carpenter's Family. 
Mn. EmToR: Please giv me the information to settle a dis

pute in which I hav become engaged on the following ques
tion: Did Mary, the mother of Christ, hav other children than 
him"? Matthew xii, 55, 56 refers distinctly to the brothers 
and sisters of Jesus Christ; hence I claim that, according to 
the Bible, Mary, the mother of Christ, had sons and daugh
ters. .My opponent claims the opposit, that the Virgin Mary 
bore only Jesus Christ, he being begotten by God, and not 
having any brothers or sisters. We are both willing that 
your answer shall be final. Will you please answer this in 
your next TRUTH SEEKER, and oblige 

MR. EmTon: Will you please giv some account of a class of 
people, the dregs of humanity, and outcasts of the monaster
ies of southern Europe, called cretins. Col. Billings, in his 
"Prevention of Crime," partly describes them. Please let 
us hear from you, or some of your readers, on the subject. 

M. BoNE. 

Cretinism is an idiocy peculiar to certain parts of 
countries which are metalliferous, occurring most 
frequently where .iron and copper pyrites predomi
nate. Generally the cretin is deaf and dumb, or able 
to utter only a hoarse cry. He is indifferent to cold 
and heat, and even to blows, and the most revolting 
odors. The most striking sign of cretinism is goitre, 
which is an enlargement of the thyroid gland on the 
front part of the neck. In England it is called a 
wen or "derby neck." The goitre s the beginning 
of that degeneration of which cretinism is the end. 
Shakspere called them "mountaineers, dewlapped 
like bulls, whose throats had hanging at 'em wallets 
of flesh." Pronounced cretinism is incurable. A 
pen picture of a cretin was given by Beaupre in a 
dissertation on the cretins published in 1855. He 
thus describes one: 

Mn. RoBERTs, editor of l!find and Matter, has been mulcted 
by the Tice brothers, of Brooklyn, of $6,000.12, besides costs 
of court, for a malicious libel published some time ago in his 
paper. Being unable to pay, he will go, he states, into "en
forced retirement" in this city. Just where he will liv he 
does not say, but the inference is that it will be at some car
avansary where the clerk carries a big key and is more par
ticular about who he lets out than who comes in. Probably 
the Ludlow Street Jail will be his abiding-place until he can 
effect a settlement of the claims against him. Meanwhile 
Mind and Matter will be suspended. We know nothing of the 
merits of the case, but the jury seem to hav been of the opin
ion that Mr. Roberts was more malicious than the Tice broth
ers were injured. It is a disgraceful squabble among Spir
itualists. 

Yours respectfully, CoMMON SENSE. 

"Common Sense" is right. The best authorities 
agree that, according to the New Testament, Jesus 
had brothers and sisters. _ But little or nothing, how
ever, is known of them. Hegisippus, as quoted by 
Eusebius, says James, "the brother of the Lord ... 
was surnamed the Just." Commentators hav tried 
to explain this Jame.s away by saying he was an 
apostle, not a brother, and also the rest of the family, 
by saying that Joseph was an old widower with four 
children, when he espoused Mary; but, as we said, 
the New Testament is explicit, and the best Biblical 
authorities agree that Jesus was only one of a nu
merous family. 

A Catholic Demand. 
On Sunday, the 11th, the New York Times, in an 

editorial discussing the Luther centenary, said that 
anyone who saw in the growth of the Catholic church • in this country a cause for alarm, must be considered 
"mildly demented." On the 14th, to be consistent, 
the editor was obliged to say: 

"It is very probable that some blunder has been made in 
the announcement, ,telegraphed from Rome, that 'the prin
cipal question discussed' at the meeting of the American 
prelates of the Roman Oatholic church, held yesterday, 'was 
that of addressing a demand to the government of the United 
States that the relations between church and state shall be 
based upon canon law.'" 

It is not at all surprising to those who hav paid at
tention to the history of Catholicism to read such 
a dispatch. It is safe to predict that some such 
demand will be made upon our government just as 
soon as the church thinks herself strong enough to 
command a hearing. Catholics, though naturalized, 
must always remain foreigners, owing to the nature 
of t}:!.e ties by which they are bound to the church. 
They form a state within a state. The Vatican treats 
with European potentates, and has ambassadors at 
nearly all the courts. This government sends a min
ister to Berlin to look after the interests of American 
citizens in Germany. The pope sends one to look 
after the interests of his citizens; who, although liv
ing and owning homes in that country, still pay their 
highest allegiance to Rome, and are Catholics first, 
and Germans afterward. For a century or two even 
England had within her capital an accredited Romish 
ambassador, and the government treated with him 
the same as with the representativs of real nations. 
The fact that there are no relations of church and 
state now existing in the United States is no barrier 
to the consideration of the question of creating those 
relations~ With John Kelly in the White House, and 
New York's Catholic rum-selling board of aldermen 
in Congress to do his bidding, it would not take 
Cardinal McClosky long to establish relations with 
our government. The salvation of our country at 
present is secured by the deadly hatred of the Bap
tists, Methodists, and Presbyterians for the Catholics, 
and by the antipathy of the various Protestant sects 
to one another. The tendency of Protestantism is to 
disintegrate. The adherents of the Romish church 
stick together, and at the present rapid rate of growth 
will, in another quarter of a century, become a very 
dangerous power. A great hullabaloo is made by 
the different sects over Mormonism, and a secret anti
Mormon league has been formed, but what are the 
Mormons, with their paltry 200,000 population, com
pared to the Catholic church with its 7,000,000? No 

"I see a head of unusual form and size, a squat and 
bloated figure, a stupid lc•ok, bleared, hollow, and heavy 
eyes, thick, projecting eyelids; and a flat nose. His face is 
of a leaden hue, his skin dirty, flabby, covered with tatters, 
and his thick tongue hangs down over his moist, livid lips. 
His mouth, always open and full of saliva, shows teeth going 
to decay. His chest is narrow, his back curved, his breath 
asthmatic, his limbs short, misshapen, without power. The 
knees are thick and inclined inward, the feet flat. The 
large head drops listlessly on the breast; the abdomen is like 
a bag." 

.Altogether the most disgusting creature conceiv
able-almost too revolting to describe. 

Editorial Notes. 
OuT of 23,000 prisoners confined during the year in the 

borough jail of Liverpool, 18,000 were Roman Catholics. Re
ligion does not seem to restrain Liverpoolians from crime to 
any large extent. 

SoME of the Democratic papers of Georgia asked Gov. Mc
Daniels to refrain from mixing church and state, which he 
would do by issuing a Thanksgiving proclamation, but he 
paid no heed to the requests. The papers might retaliate by 
paying no heed to him when he again runs for office. 

THE Convention of the Congregational Association at Chat
tanooga adopted resolutions advocating equality among 
Christians of all colors, and condemning separate churches 
for whites and blacks. Those who passed these resolutions 
were white people. The negroes are yet to be heard from. 

TALMAGE thinks " the time will come when, instead of 
going to commercial records to see if a man is A1, people will 
inquire if he is a professor of religion.'' This is not proba
ble. That time has been here and gone, for the people found 
that the most vociferous exhorter was the most dishonest 
storekeeper. There are people who even question the hon
esty of ll!r. Talmage himself. As is well known, he had his 
trial. 

THE clergy of the country are making a general and pro
miscuous attack on the divorce laws of the different states, 
which they claim are productiv of immorality. If the clergy 
really hav the interest of morality at heart, the best way for 
them to snbserve it is by so conducting themselvs as to no 
longer deserve the distinction which they now enjoy, of being 
the most immoral class of men in the country. When min
isters let the divorce question alone it will be half solved. 

WE learn that Mr. Truesdell has signed a contract with Mr. 
Lacy for a seance at independent slate-writing. The text of 
it, however, has not been forwarded to us, but we expect 
these gentlemen, being reliable, and meaning business, will 
soon demonstrate either that slate-writing is a fact or a fraud. 
There is no back down to Mr. Truesdell from the terms of 
his challenge in a recent TRUTH SEEKER, and Mr. Lacy is 
equally confident. The conclusion is awaited with interest, 
as it is expected to be something of interest to the world. 

OF Mr. Remsburg and his great Rochester speech, Mr. 
Walser's Liberal, which has recently been strengthened by the 
acquisition of Capt. Frank Greene as associate-editor, says: 

"We notice by the papers that Mr. John E. Remsburg, a 
gentleman of marked ability, second to none a~ a wr!ter <?r 
lecturer, with hand and heart in the cause of L1berahsm, 1s 
now making an extensiv tour throughout the southern states. 
He is a gentleman deserving of the highest prais~, and en
titled to the warmest friendship from every one, w1th a men
tal horizon broad enough to grasp the ne~essities of the ag~. 
He is a tireless worker, an honor to h1mself and a cred~t 
to humanity. He deserves unqualified support. The publl
cation of his great lecture, entitled 'False Claims,' marks an 
era in the progress of Liberalism. Nothing has appeared 
since the publication of Col. Ingersoll's first volume equal to 
it as propaganda. It is adapted to the wants of to-day. It 
treats of a subject o~ which every one knows somethm_!:l, a~d 
should be widely cuculated among the people. It 1s. ~1S
torically true logically true, and must forever stand wa1tmg 
for an answe;. Every Liberal should read it, and persuade 
others to read it." 

SAM LoNG, a Chinaman, was the leader of a Bible class in 
the Pilgrim's Presbyterian Sunday-school on Madison avenue 
and 121st street, in this city. He showed signs of becoming 
an ornament to the Christian community; but he broke into 
a store last week and absorbed a roll of fine broadcloth, and 
the court held him for trial. In his pocket was found the 
following: 

"He who hath made thee whole 
Will heal thee day by day; 

He who hath spoken to thy soul 
Hath many things to say." 

The court said five hundred dollars bail. Mr. Long was un
able to raise the amount, and is in durance. Sam got religion 
to hav his sins forgiven, and if it fails in this way he don't 
understand what it is good for. 

"MAN and the Other World " was the title of a discourse 
delivered by Monsignor Capel, in St. Francis Xavier's church, 
this city, last Sunday evening, before an audience of several 
thousand persons. Luther, he said, sowed the seed, four 
centuries ago, of which the harvest is now being reaped. He 
asserted the principle of private judgment as the last tri
bunal of appeal. When he so spoke Catholicism was strong 
in Europe, and it was impossible to see at once the conse
quences of his doctrin, or where he would land those who 
followed him. The principle he asserted had brought no 
conversions from non-belief to belief in Christianity. . It had 
brought men to delay natural religion, and to deny-or prac
tically to deny-revelation. Perhaps true; but it is singular 
that all Protestantism should turn out in holiday attire to eel
brats the birthday of a man who did nothing for the world 
except to inaugurate modern Infidelity. 

BEECHER is working hard to reform Christianity. His idea 
of what that religion is will not agree with his creed, nor with 
any orthodox definition, but he puts a great deal of bitter 
truth into his pulpit lectures. Last Sunday he said: 

"That view of religion which makes it a soul-saving busi
ness, and which often is put foremost of all, is the meanest 
view of religion that can be conceived of. A man who spends 
his whole force in the effort to save his soul has not got much 
of a soul to save. It is the quintessence of selfishness. The 
kind of revival preaching that seeks to drive men into 
heaven through fear of hell is not Christianity. We are to 
act for o1uselvs that we may be strong for others. The gos
pel of morality exalted is the foundation of the true Christian 
character. Helping other men is inseparably connect.ed with 
Christian experience. Often theology has presented God and 
duty in such forms as to be repulsiv to men. A clear under
standing, a pure moral sense, has been bound to reject the
ology sometimes, and might hav done it oftener. Theolo
gians usually call this repugnance of a man's morn! sense to 
certain tsachings an evidence of his enmity to Goil. Languid 
Christianity is not worth much. Electricity that won't giv 
out any light, candles that won't burn, coals that won't il
lumin nor kindle, what are they good for? What multitudes 
of Christians there are who say, 'Well, I will hav just as 
many graces as will keep me going, and I hope to be saved 
when I die.' I hope they won't. This mean, low, calculat
ing Christianity, this v11lgar kind of Christianity, is an abom
ination." 

A CoNGUEGATIONAL preacher out at Oberlin is sued by a 
prominent druggi~;t for $30,000 damage for slander. The 
language on which the action is based, which was uttered in 
in the p11lpit, and which, by the way, is a plagiarism, is as fol
lows: 

"The shadows of death are the golden haze which heaven's 
light makes when it meets the earth and mingles with its 
shadows. But to thee [meaning the druggist] there shall be 
shadows full of phantom shapes. Images of terror in the fu
ture shall dimly rise and beckon. The ghastly deeds of the 
past shall stretch out their skinny hands and hush thee. Thou 
shalt not die unattended. Despair shall seize thee. Agony 
shnll tender to thy parched lips her fiery cup. Remorse shall 
feel for thy heart and rend it open. Good men shall breathe 
freer at thy death, and utter thanksgiving when thou art 
gone. Men shall place thy gravestone as a monument and a 
testimony that' a plague is stayed, and as, borne on the blast, 
thy guilty spirit whistles toward the gates of hell, the shrieks 
of those whom thou hast destroyed shall pierce thee-hell's 
first welcome." 

The court is to settle the question whether or not this lan
guage is sufficiently damaging to constitute slander. If the 
spirit of every man who sells liquor is to go whistling toward 
the gates of hell in the peculiar manner described, it is well 
enough for the fact to be known. If, however, such is not 
the case, and if the peace of mind of 1.1 prominent and well
meaning druggist is to be destroyed by the false representa
tion of the clergyman, the latter should be promptly sat 
down upon by the court. The world awaits the result of this 
remarkable suit_with great _:.interest. 
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The Problem of Final Causes. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Bir: We 

are having a splendid discussion, and one, to me, 
charming and instructiv. I bav endeavored to con
fine myself to argument, and not to pollute your ;pages 
with personalities and abuse, a~d bav been glo:wu~ly 
successful. To me it is an evidence of superwr m
telligence when two or more thoughtful minds may 
radically differ upon any subject not yet clearlJ: es
tablished by science, and yet regard each other m a 
kind and fraternal spirit. 

Mv humble effusions which you were kind enough 
to present to your readers, bav called ~mt nm;nerous 
replies and criticisms, not only fully rempro~atmg my 
method of studied fairness, but also conferrmg great 
honor upon me by the additional luster shed upon 
the discussion by the able arguments of two of your 
most charming and learned correspondents. 

The controversy now bas assume~ ~u~h mag~itude, 
and covers so many points, that It IS Impossible at 
present to review each argument advanced by your 
fair correspondents, Mrs. Heddon and Mrs. ~ac
donald and I will, therefore, confine myself strictly 
to the ~ain point: Does mind exist prior to and out
side of organism or matter, and do t~e f~rces ?f na
ture producing the organism manifestmg mtelhgence 
indicate the a priori existence of a "God," of an "in
finit conscious soul," or of an infinit number of 
" atomic minds?'' 

Mrs. Heddon indignantly renounces the popular 
belief in a God, but inEists that "nature has .a con
scious soul which is a constituent part of Itself;" 
while Mrs. Macdonald insists that "matter and mind 
in conjunction evolve and develop forrns ?f both mat
ter and mind; but matter does not from Itself evolve 
mind nor mind matter. Their elements always were. 
They' are coeval, and, as Mr. Winter says, 'the evo
lution of their forms bas gone on forever.'" 

Now, as it will be apparent that my t_wo re':iewe~s 
bav widely divergent views upon this subject, 1t 

· f M H dd ' ". will be necessary to dispo~e o rs;, e on. s m-
finit" or "universal consmous soul pervading all 
nature in the first place. 

When properly analyzed, then,. i~ the crucible. of 
reason, we instantly discover that It IS but the Jewish 
God-idea clothed in a new form, and we may safely 
aver that it Mrs. Heddon bad never heard of the 
personal-God idea before, this new method of ex
pressing it would also never bav occurred to her. 

A soul-any soul, however it may b_e conceived
implies personality, individuality, outline! form, etc.; 
but these imply limit, finit.e and lac~ attributes. A_n 
infinit soul-a grand umt-occupymg all space, IS 
not thinkable as an infinit universe of matter occu
pies all spac~ leaving no room for aught else-if, by 
the way, aught else were possible: Min~, _int?lli
gence, thought, volition, etc., al~o ~pl_y lii~ntatw~, 
concentration and are necessanly limited m their 
functions. One conscious mind, however loftily con
ceived, could not possibly be a ruler or go!~rning 
power of an illimited universe. If, as my CritiCs af
firm, man cannot evolve from unconscious matter, but 
necessitates a "conscious soul" or creator to create 
him then while this "soul" is busy designing and 

' ' h " ""t" t creating a man, cat, or dog, " e -or I -canna 
possibly attend to the creation of innumerable other 
creatures here and upon all the other planets also, at 
one and the same time. "His "-or "its "-mind could 
not possibly be concentrated upon each a~d every 
one of the citizens of New York, and their newly 
conceived or to-be-conceived offspring also, upon all 
the other citizens of the United States, upoa each 
tree, flower, and cabbage growing th.ere, and attend 
to the Hottentot, and Chinese, and their progeny, and 
floral culture just as well! Not mentioning, alas! 
the God-less condition of our brethren on other plan
ets while "he ;'-or "it "-is thus overworked here! 
M;s. Heddon could hardly consider these arguments, 
and simultaneously listen to the sublime harmonies 
of a Beethoven, with due appreciation. But if any 
one would demand of her to solve a profound prob
lem of Euclid, to contemplate the mysteries of the 
universe, to listen to Langtry, Booth, and Irving, to 
bear Theodore Thomas's sublime orchestra, to critically 
examin a hundred or two ancient works of art, to 
cook an excellent dinner, make a new dress, and 
write out a reply to this, my argument, and all this at 
one and the same moment, it would still be cbild's-play, 
and a mere bagatelle, in comparison to the vast 
achievements she complacently insists are done by 
her one " conscious soul!" 

Mind is finite, and any mind omnipresent and om
niscient is unthinkable and impossible in nature. 

Mrs. Macdonald's idea of the universal coexistence 
of mind and matter both in the ultimate atom and 
in their most ponde;ous aggregation as mind-particles, 
overcomes the above objections, and to me is far more 
plausible; yet, I confess, after the mo~t desperate ef
fort and earnest desire to grasp the Idea as reason-
able, I utterly fail. . . 

My previous statements concermng my notwns of 
matter and force hav been so variously and wrongly 
interpreted that I will now presume to defi.ne my 
ideas concerning them (or it, as we shall see) m such 
a manner that they cannot again be misunderstood. 

Naught exists but matter. .All substance1 all that 

is, and bas a being, all that which can assume form, or 
shape, or fill space, all that which bas existence, prop
erties, attributes, all that which may be the cause of 
an effect-all that is matter and composed of matter. 
Naught exists outside of it. All els~ ~re but te~ms 
we bav given to the innumerable qualities, properties, 
and phenomena ~f and evolving from .matte~. Mat
ter is the only eXIstence_ per sej all existence matter 
in the abstract. 

Force bas no existence apart from matter. It bas 
no existence in itself. The term applies to the vari
ous properties or potencies of matter. Some philoso
phers bav argued-because no particle qf matter exists 
without force-that naught exists but force; that mat
ter i~ force· and in one sense it is true; but to better 
convey ide~s, and to properly discrimin~te between 
matter and its quality or attributes, I tbmk we can
not afford to dispense with the term and eradicate 
the name of " matter " from our language. 

Let us call existence i~ the abstract, "matter;" every 
atom a particle of matter, a~d let us apply t~e ten~, 
"force " to the kind or quality of matter, to Its vari
ous physical and cbe~ical properties, ~o its pec.uli.ar 
mode of motion actiOn, etc. Matter IS what It Is; 
force is what it does or is capable of doing. 

A woman is a woman-nothing else, abstractly 
speaking. Size, form, beauty, loveliness, i~t?llectu
ality, goodness, affection, etc., are her gualit~es, but 
bav no existence apart from her matenal existence. 

Beauty, harmony, time, music, etc., ar? effects .or 
qualities produced by a perfectly orgamzed musiC
box; but burn up the box, melt the brass and steel, 
and all these qualities of this identical box are de
stroyed forever. 

Matter, in greater or ~esser !l'ggr?gation, a!one :e
mains. Now the questiOn arises, If the varwus m
berent properties of matter, in eac~ indi_vidual ato~, 
are or may logically be considered mtelligent. I~ IS 
bard for us to conceive that a drop of water contams 
millions of intelligent creatures, but when we are 
told that when each individual animalcule is annihi
lated as an organism, and again disintegrat~d .i~to 
original atoms, these latter, even then-each Individ
ually-represent a soul or mind, this, I confess, caps 
the climax of assumption, and my "bump" of cr~du
lity is not prominent enough to cause me to believe 
it. 

I believe it is stated autboritativly that, though 
millions of infusoria inhabit a drop of water, each 
animalcule in turn is again composed of millions of 
atoms. Now if the atomic-mine-theory were true, 
would not ea~b animal possess millions of minds, and 
man countless millions of them? 

We exist and the cause of our origin is the vital 
question. 'Now, unless we can trace this cause ~o the 
minutest possible form of existence-to the ultimate 
atom, which is vital force, ever pregnant and potent 
to create and assimilate greater forms-the problem 
will never be solved. We must decrease, lessen the 
existing complexities of the "first cause," not increase 
them as the church has done in all time. If you say, 
·'God" creates we say Who created" God?" If, with 
Mrs. Heddon, ~e say there is a" conscious soul " per
vading all nature, this " soul" is e_ver staring the 
earnest thinker in the face and he will never be con
tent until he bas discove;ed what caused this soul, 
and what it is composed of! If it is tru.e that i~divid
ual mind and all it implies, are coexistant with the 
atom we 'are stUlllled, and exclaim, Is it possible? 
Can ~ne single particle-a. m!llion of. which d_o not 
make a. grain of sand-a umt, morga~c and with?ut 
parts-think, reason, and plan, and design the creatiOn 
of a greater being? Does each handful of sand, 
each pebble, each rock, conta!~ an infinit numb~r of 
conscious minds, who by volitiOn seek the Various 
forms in which we behold them ? Does each germ 
voluntarily grow into a rose or a thistle? into a gold.en
winged songster, or a hideous snake? mto a beautiful 
woman, or shocking monstrosi~y? . . . 

Theism Spiritism Pantheism, atomiC-mmd-Ism 
all but aggravate the' mystery; _Materi~ism-sponta
ous, soulless generation alone will explam all ! 

Rochelle, Ill., Nov. 4, 1883. OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

Peck's Boy Tackles an Infidel 
AT THE INSTANCE OF A DEACON.-HE SCOURGES HIM AFTER 

THE MANNER OF THE PIOUS PEOPLE OF OLD, BUT NO'l' WITH 

SUCH EMINENT SUCCESS. 

" Hello ! bello ! hello ! " yelled the groceryman to 
the bad boy, as he peeked through the w~ndow from 
the outside to see if any customers were m. " Come 
in and let me look at those bruises you are carrying. 
Great heavens, bow did you get that italic style 
on your nose, and did the same blow blacken both 
eyes?" and the groceryman laughed at the broke-up 
condition of the boy. 

" Oh, you may laugh if you want to, but when you 
get walked all over by an Infidel, and bav some teeth 
knocked down your throat, you won't laugh so much;" 
and the boy pouted as much as he could with 
his mouth swelled, and looked at the grocer as 
though he would like to tip the stove over. 

"What about an Infidel? You bavn't been fight
ing with a heathen bav you? Tell me all abo.ut i~, 
because you are on your last legs, and confessiOn IS 
good for the soul. Reveal to me the cause of that 

leaning tower of Pisa nose, and that hie Jacet colored 
eye," and the groceryman winked at a ca~enter who 
came in to fill his tobacco-box. 

" Well, you see one of t_he b~ys belonging to 
our gang of widow-helpers, his pa IS an Infidel, and 
he don't believe anything, but he can saw more wood 
for widows than any of the boys. He is a good 
fellow, only he does not.· go to Sund.ay-scbool, .and 
don't believe there is any God, or devil, or anytbmg. 
He has made us boys tired more than six times, 
when we bav been sawing wood, talking about 
things that we believed in that he didn't. He said 
the idea that a whale swallowed Jonah was all bosh, 
and Elijah going up in a chariot of fire was poppy
colic and everything was wrong. I went to a deacon 
of o~r church, a regular old bard-shell, and told him 
about the boy, and asked him what ought to be done 
about it and he was mad at the Infidel boy, and 
said he ~ught to be scourged, and we should smite 
him, and beat him with m~ny stripes. I aske~ the 
deacon if it would be right for us good boys to pile on 
to the Infidel boy, and made him believe things,. if 
we bad to choke them down him and he sa1d 
it would be•doing a service to humanity, and would 
win for us everlasting fame and glory. Well, here's 
your glory. Gaze on my left-handed nose and you 
can see the fame. I tell you, I don't take no more 
jobs con-verting Infidels. I want to do everything 
that is right, but hereafter, if an Infidel meets me on 
the sidewalk, I shall go across the street and let 
him have the whole street. You see, we got the Infi
del boy up in the bay-mow of the barn, and w~ile 
the boys were talking to him I slipped a clot~es-li~e 
around his legs and tied them, and then tied his 
arms and we had him so tight he couldn't wiggle. 
He tried to get away, but be couldn't, and t~en 
I commenced upon him about Adam and Eve eatmg 
the apples. At first he wouldn't believe anytbin~, 
but I choked him until he admitted that the devil 
got them into the scrape. Then I asked him if 
be believed that the Lord cut a spare rib out 
of Adam and took a lot of dust and puttied it 
up and made Eve, and set her up in the sun to dry. 
The darned Infidel kicked on that and said he never 
would believe it, but I sat down on his stomach and 
tickled his nose with a straw, and finally he ~aved, 
and said he believed it, but he was mad, and tried to 
chew the clothes-line around his arms to get away, 
but we held him tight. Then I tackled him o.n the 
children of Israel walking through the sea without 
getting their feet wet or catching c_old, and h~ said 
that was a blasted lie. I gave him two mmutes 
to believe that and when the time had expired 
he said be couldn't swallow it, so I took ·hold of his 
ears and tried to pin them together at the back of 
his bead, and finally he weakened and said t_he sto:y 
did begin to look reasonable, and he believed 1t. 
We were getting along splendid!!, and I tbo~gbt 
what a triumph it would be to brmg that boy mto 
Sunday-school, a firm believer, a brand plucked fro~p. 
the burning. We took a recess, and played mum
blety-peg, all except the Infidel, for ten ~inutes, and 
then I tackled him on J osbua commandmg the sun 
to stand still and be said that was all nonsense, that 
it couldn't b~ done, and I began to run timothy bay 
and tickle-grass up his trousers legs, and . finally 
be weakened and admitted that J ash was all right. on 
the sun scheme. He kicked on Solomon ~avmg 
a thousand wives and said be never would believe a 
man could be such a blasted fool, but I took a hay 
rake and parted his hair in the middle, and filled the 
inside of his undershirt with oats, and when they 
began to burt him he said the Solomon story was 
true, and he even went so far as to bel~eve Solo~on 
bad twelve hundred wives so I got him to believe 
two hundred more than there was, which is pretty 
good for an Infidel. He wouldn't .take .any st?ck in 
Jonah and the whale, until we buried hii? up m the 
bay and made him believe we was gomg to set 
the bay on fire, when he said he believed that whales 
were used in those days to carry pa.sse_ngers, and 
were fitted up with state-rooms on ~be maid~. Then 
I tackled him on the Hebrew children bemg cast 
into the fiery furnace, and not being scorched at all, 
but be said he would believe anything but; that B? I 
put on my roller skates and began to walk on him, 
and skate and fall down on him, and he begged and 
said com~ to think of it, that fiery furnace story 
looked the most reasonable of the whole lot. Then I 
thought be was getting to be converted en?ugh for 
one day and I untied the rope and let him loose. 
You wo~ldn't believe a boy could be so base, but as 
soon as be was loose, all the good work I bad done 
on him seemed to be lost, and be became an Infidel 
again in less than a minute, and scared the other 
boys down stairs with a pitchfork, and cornered me, 
and knocked me down, and walked on. me, and 
pounded me, and before he ,got t~uough WI~b ~e he 
made me swear that I didn t believe anytbmg m the 
Bible. He was just as mean as he could be, and I 
don't dare be good unless I go off somewhere _alone. 
1 showed my nose to the deacon, and .told him the 
Infidel mauled me, and the deacon srud I w_as no 
good. Say, what would you do if you was m my 
place?" , . · 

" I would go and soak my bead, sa~d the grocery-
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man. ''You bav got to learn one thing, and that is, please study those atomic letters over and over-tPn 
mind your own business about your religious views. times over; and If you can resist them still, then 
The Infidel boy is as much entitled to his belief as write something better than "John's Way," and we 
you are, and the days of choking your views down will forglv you still until we meet you in that happy 
people who do not believe as you do are passed. 1 .nd, where we will write our troubles in the sand, 
After you get mauled a few times more you will be I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER ever since you pub
pretty smart. You attend to doing good, wherever lished the Spiritualist at Work, for E. v. Wilson. I 
you see a chance, but don't try to stem the tide of h~v i~ my lib~ar; the "Sage~~" etc., the" C~am
In:fidelity by brute force, and you will be happier." piOns, etc., Pame s works, the Ag-e of Reason, the 

"All right, that lets me out," said the boy, as he five volumes of travels by D. M. Bennett, and B?me 
looked in a mirror to see bow black his eyes were smalle~ wor~s. My P~ns will not work this mornwg. 

than the customs. As they could not confiscate 
them, they chose to annoy, 

Charles Watts gave us a lecture here on Sept. 18th, 
and we are arranging to bav him speak here again 
about the middle of November. He had an audience 
of about six hundred, and we expect as many or 
more the next lecture. 

The church folks are very combativ, but that helps 
to keep the game alive and brings the question more 
before the pec,ple, and sets some thinking upon the 
subjeot who hav seldom, if ever, thought upon it be
fore-who, like all the other religionists of the 
world, consider theirs the only true one, for the rea
son that that is the one that they hav from infancy 

and tried to push his nose back square in front. 80 I Will qmt yand mtail
1
thls. T V L 

"H a1t 1 b li th 1 b t I ours ru y, . • AWBON, 
. ere er peo_P e can e eve as ey P ease,_ u Vice-president of the State League of Illinois. 

will get even w1tb that deacon, or my name 1s not 
Hennery. I bet be knew that Infidel boy was too 
much for me. Don't it seem strange to you that an 
Infidel should be endowed with muscle enough 
to knock a Christian boy silly. I can't account for 
it. I should think the good boy ought to have 
the most muscle," and the boy went off thinking bow 
to get even with the deacon. 

{ttftr# Jrom Jlritqdfl. 

GwYNNVILLE, IND., Oct, 2g,1883. 
MR EDIToR: I am sorry you hav had to appeal to 

me personally, but the fact is I hav been away from 
home for more than a year, but the folks at home 
kept taking the paper out of the office, and were 
glad to. I am now glad to pay up my delinquency 
and a year in advance. We can't do without THE 

· TRUTH SEEKER. Inclosed please find $5.10, which 
enter to my credit. A. W. SWAIN. 

BELLEVUE, MICH. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 00 to pay up past 

dues and leave some for the future. 
Drive on your plowshares of thought against the 

commonly accepted Christian theology of the past 
hundreds of years, cemented with the blood of ig
norance, superstition, and crime. I can see a great 
change within the last four years. Men are begin
ning to stop and think-men, too, of the very best 
quality of mind, JAMES MULOANY. 

AusTIN·, Mo., Oct. 27, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2 50 for a year'~ 

subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav been a 
subscriber to the paper some time, and the more I 
read it the more I like it. It is mental food. I hav 
learnt at a late day that I hav fooled away t.he best 
part or a lifetime by not thinking for myself. I now 
see the errors, conflictions, improbabilities, and im
possibilities in that old book called the holy Bible. 
that we are asked to accept as divine truths. There 
are a great many Liberals in this county, but they 
are not making much noise. Put me down as a life
time subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

R. A. SMILEY. 

CHAMPAIGN, ILL., Nov. 2, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I start to-day for mv old home in 

K~lamazoo. I went this spring to Springerton, in
tending to locate there, but superstition has com
pelled me to migrate, acting on the principle that 
it were better to run and hav another chance to crack 
away at the "overgrown boss." Same time since 
some one sent me a copy of "Revelations of Anti
christ," and you sent me" Besant-Hatchard Debate," 
and it was too much for them to hav a person boldly 
assert that there was no Christ, as laid down by the 
theological world. Steps were taken to indict me for 
blasphemy, and knowing that they had prepared 
two physicians to swear that I was insane on that 
subject if I paid my fine, they were then going to 
send me to an insane asylum, I concluded it were 
best to run away and fight another day. S:> I left 
before the grand jury sat. I don't feel that I hav 
committed a crime, but I could help to giv the Chris
tians a crush now ;and then, and knowing I was in 
the minority, thought it were best to run away 
rather than be separated from my wife and cast in 
an insane asylum, simply because I denied the ex· 
istence of one of the most cruel monsters that ever 
lived-one who says we must follow him or be 
damned-one who requires· his followers to hate 
father and mother, wife and loved ones. To perdi
tion with such a savior I I go to Kalamazoo to-day. 
I love the cause of Freethought, and will aid it to 
my extent. ARTHUR C. EvERETT. 

GURNEE, LAKE CouNTY, ILL., Nov. 1, E.M. 283. 
liR. EDITOR: Dear friend, I hav worked early and 

late, at times when I was able, the last season of 
pleasant w~ather, to increaRe THE TRUTH SEEKER's 
patrons, but hav only sent you three, that I think of. 
1 spoke to T. 0. Leland to inform :you that I would 
send an order as soon as I had canvassed what I 
could this fall in this priest-ridden county. You 
should hav seen, as I did, the "Revs." going from 
house to house to inform the saints that as the Lord's 
works were first in order, when Chainey and Watts 
were here they should giv the Infidels a thin house. 
Inclosed find post-office order for $3,50-$1 for the 
monument of D. M. Bennett; the $2.50 for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, the paper that grows better evety time 
" Perry & Co.," speak Selah. Dear sister "Elmina," 

ADRIAN, Mich., Oct. 27, 283, 
MR EDITOR: I hav this d11.y got home from a little 

visit to Cincinnati, where I made it a point to make 
our aged Materialistic friend, Thomas Winter, a visit, 
as I was curious to see the man and to hav a visit 
with him, seeing some of our more narrow-minded 
and Spiritualistic friends seem to be so tired with 
his open and plain way of talking in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. I found him to be a man in every sense of 
the word, th:)Ugh just at this time he was afflicted 
with a sore gatherinll: on his ankle-joint. He told 
me he never knew what it was to be under the in
liuence of ardent spirits~ neither that of tobacco, 
with the exception of once, when he was misled by 
larger boys into smoking some tobacco. But as na
ture chastised him severely for the infraction of her 
law he never repeated it. When I came home I 
found an article over his name in THE TRUTH SEEKER 
touching his own character, as the opposit of quar
relsome, intolerant, and bigoted, every word of 
which, in my brief acquaintance with him, I can 
most heartily indorse; and my advice to his Spirit
ualistic critics is to turn back to his article in THE 
TRUTH SEEKER of October 27th, and re-read it. Then 
go and study nature's law, and learn from her teac>h
ings that you are one of her children, and that she 
givs you no more proof of your indivirlualhy after 
death than she does of your ~eparate individuality 
before you were born; that conception, birth, growth, 
maturity, old age, death, and dissolution are her 
laws with the individual; while the race is eternal, 
and forever evoluting from a lower to a higher order 
of being, the strongest always surviving the weaker, 
and the fittest forever taking the place of the unfit
test; and now, as you lay all your selfish nature on 
the altar of truth, and make yourself a study from 
an intellectual and rational standpoint; you will find 
that the argument is all on the side or the evolution 
of man from a low order of being, and that step by 
step the race has evoluted from the lower to a higher 
plane of life. And what other forms of life time may 
bring to light, time only can tell. In the language 
of the poet, we would say: 

"Something, perhaps as much above 
Mankind as man is to the meanest thing that crawls, 
May claim dominion o'er the world; in short, 
To what may be no limit can be set. 
We see the future dimly in the past; 
Earth's changes hav been frequent, though but slow; 
And with them, and with equal pace, hav changed 
Its forms of life; this all will now admit. 
The only doubt is, how these changes came." 

S.D. MooRE. 

WELLAND, ONT., CAN., Oct. 29, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: The ten TRUTH SEEKERS are received, 

and mostly distributed. I find a good many Liberal, 
half-Liberal, and Liber tlly disposed people in the 
country who know but little of the efforts that are 
being made at the present time to spread the Ugh t 
as revealed by science and good sense, in opposition 
to those dark and ignorant superstitions so long in
dulged in, and which most of us hav been brought 
up and trained to reverence as truth, without (to the 
thinking mind) any satisfactory evidence of their be-
ing so. 

I find, even in this country, a more ready dispo
sition in a greater number of people to read Free
thought or Liberal literature than was the case a 
few years ago. I hav received letters from parties 
to whom I had sent Liberal papers, expressing sat
isfaction, and a wish to hav more. I consider the 
circulation of Liberal reading is the best missionary 
work that can be done in the Liberal cause. Al
though the prejudice of many in favor of the creed 
in which they had been trained is difficult to over
come, yet if they can-and they sometimes will, from 
curiosity-be induced to read matter upon the other 
side, and although they may not agree with it at 
once, it will be like seed sown. and is likely, sooner 
or later, to vegetate or bear fruit. 

We cannot blame ourselvs for being what we are, 
nor hav we a right to blame others for being differ
ent from us. We are all what we are by the oppor
tunities we hav had, and the causes which hav led 
us to adopt this, that, or the other course. Tbe 
person whose mind has become enlightened upon 
the true science of life is able to extend a more gen
erous charity toward all than is the Christian church
man who would hav all conform to his creed. 

been trained to believe. JoHN RAY. 

MoNMOUTH, ILL .. Oct. 24, 1883. 
MR. EDIToR: It may seem rather late to say what 

ought to hav been said three weeks ago; but a par
tial neglect on my part, and delay for other reasons, 
hav prevented my sending the following in relation 
to the death of one of our brightest and ablest Free
thinkers, Mrs. Ella Birge Wilson, who passed from 
this life en the 1st day of October, 1883. 

Mrs. Wilson wae a woman of rare ambition, a close 
student and reader, clear reasoner; and alwavs en
deavored to obtain a reason for all things. With her 
there was no middle ground. She could not accept 
the dogmas of Christianity, and she could not alto· 
gather feel ready to accept the Spiritualistic faith, 
and with that, she said, "One world at a time, and 
I will try and do my part to make it better." So 
she lived, and thus she died; and the world is the 
better for her living in it. 

Shelley says: "Death is a gate of dreams and 
gloom, that leads to azure fields and brighter skies, 
and regions of eternal hope." 

Why, then, may we not believe that in those azure 
fields she may be realizing the beginning of a 
full fruition of the hopes she entertained while here? 

The old "Liberal Society," which disbanded about 
a year ago, was the place where Mrs. Wilson ex
hibited her talents in the clearest manner; her es
says and poems were listened to with profound at
tention, and when she had anything to say, it was 
said forcibly and to the point. She was a fine writer, 
an easy, fluent speaker, and one who, had she 
lived, would hav ranked still higher in the Free
thought literary field of workers. To sbow the es
teem in which she was held, the old membera of the 
Liberal Society met at the residence of Mr. J. A. 
Chaffee, in Monmouth, and appointed a committee 
to draft the following resolutions of respect to the 
departed one: 

IN MEMORIAM. 
At a meeting of the Liberal Society, held at the 

residence of J. A. Chaffee, Sunday, October 7, 1883, 
th~>~ following prAamble and resolutions were adopted: 

WHEREAs, Our beloved sister, Ella Birge Wilson, 
has departed this life, and left behind a loving hus
band and two sorrowing orphan children, and aged 
parents, slater, and relative; we feel It incumbent 
upon us, as a society which she so long and faith 
~ully labored to uphold, to testify our high ap
preciation of her as a woman of high moral and in
tellectual abilities, and whose place we cannot fill, 
do bear this testimony: 

Resolved, That in the death of Mrs. Ella Birge 
Wilson, our society has lost its brightest member, 
the Liberal cause an earnest and able advocate, and 
one whose future promised great usefulness to the 
world' at large, being endowed with faculties of a 
high order, which fitted her to take a high position 
among the writers and thinkers of the age. 

Resolved, That we, as a society, deeply sympathize 
with the bereaved husband and motherless children, 
In this hour of sorrow, and by our efforts will 
endeavor to soothe the stricken hearts by words and 
deeds of heartfelt sympathy. 

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be pre
sented to the family of the deceased sister. and also 
furnished for publication in THE TRUTH SEJ QB, s
ton Investigator, and League Man. 

Yours truly, 

MBB. ABABELL RANDALL 
MBB. ANNA WILBON. 
SANFORD W. SMITH. 

Committee. 
s. W. SMITH. 

BRoNsoN, LEVY Co , Nov. 12, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I read in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 

27Lh a letter to Mrs, Blenker from Janet Spencer, 
in which the writer suggests that the money sub
scribed to place a granit shaft over the last resting
place of the founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER be used 
to build a " Bennett Home for aged Liberals." I 
heartily indorse that suggestion. I hav no doubt 
Mr. Bennett would as heartily approvo the plan, 
could he be now interviewed on the subject. Would 
not such a home be far preferable to the granit 
shaft, as a memento to that noble man ? I am quite 
sure that a large majority of the Liberals of the 
country would vote yea on that question. 

I may say that the sixty cents' worth of tracts you 
sent, which would weigh five or six ounces, found 
their way to the custom house. After writing them 
two letters And sending twenty-five cents I got them, 
nearly four weeks after leaving your office. I think 
it was more the work of a certain post-office official 

The Christians take special pains to indoctrinate 
the young, and provide for the aged in indigent cir
cumstances. Are Liberals less mindful of their ob
ligations to their young and old than these priest 
ridden devotees to superstition ? I, for one, do not 
believe it, and yet our failure thus far to suitably 
provide for the wants of these two classes, which are 
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our special wards, has subjected us to invidious com
parisons. In furtherance of this move, I will now 
make a proposition to this effect, viz., I will donate 
twenty acres of land as a site for a home for aged 
Liberals, situated in as healthy a section as can be 
found in the United States. The land I offer is sit
nated one mile from Bronson, the county-seat of 
Lavy county, Florida. Bronson is on the Transit 
Railroad, thirty-five miles from its southwestern 
terminus, on the Gulf of Mexico, and has a money
order post-office, telegraph, daily mails, and a weekly 
paper, called the Levy Enterprise, and is destined, in 
the near future, to become a business point of no 
small consequence. The land I offer is high rolling 
pine-land, with a light, sandy soil, well adapted to 
vegetables and semi-tropical fruits, prominent among 
which is the golden orange. The air above and the 
water beneath are both soft and pure, and, after a 
continual residence of three years, I unhesitatingly 
declare that, 'in my opinion, there is not a more 
genial climate to be found on this continent. As a 
still further inducement, I will furnish one thousand 
orange-trees from my nursery free of charge, to be 
planted on ·the "Home," which, if well cared for, 
will, in a few years, do much toward the support of 
the institution, and will continue to do so for a cen
tury to come. Lumber is cheap, and suitable build
ings can be erected at much less cost than in the 
Northern states. Hoping to hear a general expres
sion from the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER on this 
important subject, I subscribe myself, 

Yours for Freethought, 0. RICHARDSON. 

BosToN, Aug, 11, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed herewith please find an es

say bearing the caption of "Christianity," intended 
for publication in your brave-spoken journal. 

I trust the sentiments embodied in my contribu
tion may find an echo in many fearless hearts 
among your readers, who hav cast behind them for
ever the vile shackles of a degrading creed. 

I embrace this opportunity to shake hands with 
them, one ana all, and to bid them, not God, bnt 
goad-speed, in our united warfare upon the monster 
superstition, wherever may be his lair. 

I would. be happy to hear from friend or foe, either 
publicly, through your columns, or privately, through 
your care. Faithfully yours, ELLIOTT PRESTON. 

EVANSVILLE, Nov. 11, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav often wanted to write a letter 

to THE TRUTH SEEKER, but my inability has kept me 
from doing so. I hav been reading THE TRUTH 
BEEKER for nearly a year, and the more I read it the 
better I like it. I can tell you it has opened my 
eyes wide, although I was always pretty Liberal in 
my views, but-not so much as now. My religious views 
coinciile wit.h our friend, John Milton Barnes's, in val. 
x of THE TRUTH SEEKER, No. 23, page 358. I lik 
Wakema.n, P. •ck, Sunderland, and all Liberal writers 
except the Spiritualists. I don't believe in spirits, 
for I see too much of the effect the spirits of Rye, 
Corn, & Co., hav on a great many people of our 
city. 

I think Watts on the" Fall and Redemption," caps 
the climax. I showed it to several of my orthodox 
friends. among them the secretary of the Y. M. C. A. 
I asked him what he thought of it, and he gave 
their usual answer, "It is very good, but he givs us 
nothing in the place of religion." It seems as though 
the orthodox want some place to go to when 
they die, whether they get it or not. I, for my part, 
believe they won't. The secretary wrote on the 
margin of the paper: "What better belief is offered 
than the Bible givs ? This man seems to believe in 
nothing." So I shall show hiin friend Barnes's let
ter. and let him see how we, after throwing off the 
yoke of superstition, feel. Away wit.h superstition, 
for it is a bitter foe to humanity. Now, if you see 
fit to publish this, all right; if not, throw it in the 
wast~ basket. I am sorry I cannot write a better 
letter, but you know we cannot all be masters of the 
pen. As I am a mechanic, of course my mind is not 
on composition. Will you please send me a few 
sample copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER, as I hav a few 
Liberal friends I can distribute them to, and might 
get a subscrlher. 

Yours for truth, HARRY BENDER. 

HAMILTON, Nov. 10,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 to pay for 

following books. There is, as you are aware, some 
difficulty in getting Freeth ought works here, but so far 
I hav got over twenty copies of Paine's incompar· 
able work, "The Age of Reason." I hav, as you see, 
had them sent to different addresses, all of them 
being those of Freethinkers. 

Mr. Watts will lecture here on Sunday (to-morrow) 
twice, whilst Mr. George Chainey unfolds our ban
ner in Toronto, and on Monday and Tuesday Mr. 
Watts discusses with a Mr. Brookman, a sky-pilot 
in Toronto. 

Freethought is booming here, everybody talking of 
Agnosticism and of Watts's visit. The Freethinkers 
here would like to form an alliance with other cities 
and towns to keep our champion in Canada, as he has 
expressed a wish to settle on this side of the Atlantic, 
and there is a grand field in Canada. The harvest 
is ripe and only waits the reaper. 

The ministerial association here hav decided not 

to recognize Mr. Watts's challenge, on the ground 
(as they say) that it advertises him and causes the 
people to flock to hear him. There llas been rant
ing and raving and gnashing of teeth by the clergy 
since he was here two months ago, when he floored 
their big gun, Dr. Barns, in a ten-minute speech, 
in reply to one of the doctor's of an hour and a 
quarter. Our friends are getting bolder, and are be
ginning to speak out their doubts; and what a change 
has come over this community in the last few 
months I A short twelve-months ago, the Methodists 
laid, with a great flourish of theological rant, the 
corner-stone of a church in the suburbs of this city, 
when one of the speakers told the audience about 
Chaplain McCabe's telegram to the Freethinkers 
at Watkins Glen; but he never told them the reply 
T. B. Wakeman sent him back-they were to con
tinue to build, but build better, and pay their taxes 
on them, as they would all be wanted in the near 
future in the cause of humanity. Well, the edifice 
has lately been completed, and on the occasion of the 
opening, the building not being half filled, there 
was a look of intense disappointment on the faces of 
the pastor and those immediately interested; they 
having saddled themselvs with the cost of construc
tion, while another Methodist conventicle has a $11,-
000 mortgage on it, and it expects to come under the 
auctioneer's hammer, as with an attendance of from 
fifty to one hundred and fifty each Sunday, they can 
not pay their pastor's salary, without ever thinking 
of the debt. 

Please don't forget my hint about address. With 
best wishes, and my pledge to extend the circulation 
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

I remain yours, etc, GEo. MADDOCKS. 

EATON, D. T., Nov. 5, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: In one of the quarter sections of pub

lic land not far from the DJ.kota river stands a 
small sod-house; a window 18x24 faces the east, 
another one the west, and a pane of glass in the 
door on the south side givs admittance to the sun
beams from that direction. Dull and dismal, like 
the winter garb of the prairie around it, is the ap
pearance of the little house from without, but not 
so from within. Here the thick walls are covered 
with building and news papers, and ornamented with 
railroad maps, bright pictures of fruits and flowers 
from seed catalogs, almanacs, New Year's cards, and 
numerous photographs of friends, among which are 
those of D. M. Bennett, Col. Ingersoll, E. H. Hey
wood and family, and others. But the best orna
ment of the sod-house is the book-shelf, holding the 
productions of brains like those of Paine, Bennett, 
Proudhon, Fourier, Darwin, Emerson, Whitman, and 
others. Among the Liberal papers that come to us 
in the·solitude we highly welcome THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
Though not entirely familiar with the English lan
guage, I delight in the reading of the instructiv and 
interesting articles the excellent paper brings. How 
often do I wish to shake hands with the personally 
unknown friends who in its columns bravely stand 
up for their convictions, and still more for the Ag
nostics who humbly leave the door open for new 
truths to enter. One who does not seem to belong 
altogether to this class says in N 0. 40 of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, addressing Mrs. Haddon: "But alas! you are 
a woman!" All the answer Mr. Wettstein deserves 
would be, "Alas! you are but a man." Sometimes 
people get more than they deserve, and so did he. 
Though not in need of a gold watch and chain (I 
prefer a Webster's Unabridged and a good encyclo
pedia), I should like to draw Mr. Wettstein's atten
tion to one point: does he not see that the cowardly, 
brute-force doctrin of the fall of man through the 
woman's weakness is concentrated in those con
temptible words of his? Is it not the old, self-idol
izing God-dogma of the Bible repeated as haughtily 
as it ever was? And he who preaches it calls Chris
tians worshiping St. Mary bigots, and the ancients 
who had a goddess of wisdom, idolaters. Consistency, 
thou art a jewell 
· There, too, is the personification of dying Materi
alism, Thomas Winter, who announces to" madam" 
the great truth that none can breathe without lungs, 
Ob, sancta implicita! Many of the highest attributes 
of human nature are represented by female fig-ures 
-charity and love, justice and beauty, and even truth. 
This may be the reason why women cannot see truth 
as it is, for usually we do not know ourselvs well ; 
only some men know it all, of course. It is a great 
pity that for their existence they depend on woman. 
Had nature endowed some of them with the capacity 
of reproducing their own admirable self independent 
of the poor and weaker-minded sex, what wonderful 
specimens of brain power we might hav! But alas ! 
the woman ! And well may i.t be said, Alas, a woman ! 
There lies a world of woe in these few words-a 
meaning which even the wisest of men will never be 
able to conceive. 

Friend Chapman's view concerning the effect of 
arguments on bigots of different hues is sadly cor
rect. I hav never seen any so-called materialized 
spirits, but I often witness the presence of the spirit 
of infallibility and intolerance through the channel 
of human organizations. And what in the name of com
mon sense hav God and religion to do with Spiritual
ism? About as much, or as little, as with Material
ism. The ignorance of this fact on the part of some 

p:r;onfnts of Spilituali<m pro>es how little they in-

vestigate the philosophy. A single copy of Mind 
and Matter would show them the true Spiritualists' 
standpoint on that question. H some still cling to 
old superstitions, we need not blame Spiritualism for 
it any more than we would call it the fault of Lib
eralism that some ofits would-be followers can grasp 
it only in part. Spiritualism, and Materialism, and 
all other isms, are but as many different avenues 
finally leading to the temple of truth, for which we 
are all bound. Those who congratulate themselvs 
for being on the straightest road to it need not pity 
tithers who happen to travel on zig-z·tg ways, for in 
their hidden nooks and resting-places are often 
found sweet blossoms of knowledge gladdeni og the 
wanderer's soul. 

In No. 41, page 645, of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I read, 
as quoted from Newton's "Principia," "I wish we 
would derive the rest of the phenomena of nature 
by the same kind of rt~asoning from mathematical 
principles." Then. the remark, "Wha.t would New
ton hav thought about this desire of his being ful
filled if he had lived until Mr. Andrews discovered 
Universology, which is understood to derive all the 
phenomena of nature by the same mathematical 
principles which he applied to a few?" Has New
ton's desire not been partly fulfilled by the works or 
Fourier, of whom Mr. Andrews, in his introduction 
to J. Warren's "True Civilization " (the gospel par 
excellence of social reform), says: "Hls masterly anal
ysis of the human passions is an invaluable contribu
tion to man's knowledge of himself. His daring but 
shadowy outline of a science of universal analogy, 
which would be entitled, if once put fairly upon the 
firm basis of a knowJJ. science, to the denominatio~ 
of 'Science of Sciences,' is eminently worthy of esti
mation," etc. Had I the means, I should be happy 
to procure some of Mr. Andrews's works, in order to 
get acquainted with his grand ideas; but the golden 
northwest has not shown me its much-praised color 
yet. Yours in the 1::earch of truth, 

MRs. M, M. EGLI. 

LEAVENWORTH, KAs., Nov. 8, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: As my life is one of toil, and my as

sociates are generally of the believe-or-be-damned 
crew, the weekly visits of THE TRUTH SEEKER are 
highly appreciated. 'Tis my kindred spirit, That or 
November 3J. is just splendid, although some or its 
contents hav been repeated so often that I think 
they are becoming monotonous. I allude to the 
Materialistic and Spiritualistic discussion. A kind of 
"don't, so it don't," and "does, so it; does" argu
ment-which, though natural enough for children, is 
hardly pardonable in grown people, especially Lib
erals-seems to be the prevailing one. As for the 
Spiritualists, I hav no doubt that many of them are 
laboring under a delusion. Whether or not death 
ends all is more than I can say. But if it does, this 
life is a failure with most of us. It costs more than 
it is worth to mankind generally, Although I am 
not a Spiritualist, and hav never seen or heard a 
spirit, that I know uf, yet I cannot say there are 
none. 

There are things I cannot see or comprehend that 
are nevertheless true. I am sure that many good, 
honest men and women, as truthful and smart as 
the commonalty of peoplo are, claim to hav both 
seen, heard, and felt spirits; and why should I 
doubt their veracity in that more than in other mat
ters? I can see no motiv they can hav in trying to 
deceive me. Bro. Winter and several others seem 
to think Spiritualists ignorant, deluded creatures, 
real objects of pity, but fail to giv good rAasons for 
this belief, proofs of their assertion. Mr. Winter, in 
his "few words in reply to E. A. Chapman," makes 
some very bold remarks concerning the poor, igno
rant Spiritualists, and places his (Ghe Materialistic) 
wisdom In contrast to their ignorance, to show how 
" thin" it is. SeldoLU do men as smart as Bro. 
Winter love so well to boast of their wisdom. But 
we hope Spiritualists hav enough sense left to not 
notice it, but do as the man did when the mule 
kicked him. 

s.) far, Mr. Winter's overwhelming argument has 
amounted to about this, "D:oath ends all, so it does 
so it does; now then! " Which is rather "too thin" 
to be accepted as proof. 

Neither hav I seen .any proof on the other side. 
Still, it ill becomes us to dub all such as Samuel 
Watson, Giles B. Stebbins, D. M. Bennett, Mr. Fran
cis Green, Mrs. Severance, Mrs. Fox, J. M. Peebles, 
John Pierpont, Slade, Davis, and a host of others, 
as fools or knaves. 

For possibly we ourselvs may be mistaken. The 
boundary lines of our ignorance may not be the 
limit of all knowledge. Would it not be far better 
for us, as Liberalists, to stop throwing mud at each 
other, and unite our forces to combat our common 
enemy and that of the whole human family, the 
church, and do the best we can with the hereafter, 
if there is any, when we get there? 

Fraternally yours, H. H. HuTCHESON. 

WINFIELD, Mo., Nov. 7, 283. 
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed you will find $6.50, for which 

you will please send me Mr. Bennett's last work, 
"A Truth Seeker Around the World." And please 
don't get uneasy about my subscription. As soon as 
I close up my fall work I will pay up and renew for 
another year. I can't do without THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Yours respectfully, JOHN D. Cox. 



Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall River, 
Mass., to whom all Communications for this 
Corner should be sent. 

" Hi3 life is long whose work is well, 
And be his station low or high, 

He who the most good works can tell, 
Llvs longest though he soonest die." 

A Bumble-Bee's Thanksgiving. 
Mr. Bartholomew Bee was an oldish man, 

very fat, very bald, and very queer. Just 
now he was in a state of great excitement. 
His face was red, and he was striding across 
the room, kicking over the chairs, clapping 
his hands, and talking to himself at a great 
rate. 

"I'm an old bumble-bee-that's what I am, 
or else I'm a fool! No, I'm not a fool; I know 
better than that; but I'm a blunder-head-a 
bumble-bee-as I said before. But how the 
dickens did I know what the reason was she 
didn't come up after my washing? How 
could I know, being nothing but a buzzing 
bumble-bee?" 

The fact was that Mr. Bee's washerwoman 
had not called for his washing for thre:a 
weeks, and, in a great passion, he had that 
morning, which was Thanksgiving Day, been 
to see what was the reason of her neglect. 
And when he entered her rickety old tene
ment he was struck speechless at the sight 
that met his eyes. The poor woman was 
stretched upon a miserable bed of straw, sick 
with rheumatism. There was a sickly fire in 
a miserably rusty stove, around which hov
ered three little red-headed girls, and a red
headed boy, trying to warm their pinched 
little fingers. There was no carpet on the 
floor, and no paint or paper on the walls. The 
children were scantily clad and barefooted. 

As Mr. Bee took in the scene, he blew his 
nose. 

"What is your name?" he asked of the old-
est and largest girl. 

"Molly." 
"And yours?" of the next one. 
"Kitty," she answered softly. 
"And my name ith Eva," lisped the young-

est. 
"Boy, what is your naine ?" 
"ToD}my, thir." 
Mr. Bee-had asked these questions in order 

to gain a little time to collect his thoughts. 

"Well, well, Mrs. Magee-ahem ! ahem !" 
and he cleared his throat a dozen times or so. 
"This is a pretty how-d'ye-do, I must say ! 
Can't ye sit up?" 

"I wish I could, sir; indeed, I do," and the 
big tears rolled down her cheek, so pale and 
thin. 

"There, there, there ! Don't snivel. I 
can't bear that;" and Mr. Bee buzzed around 
the room, and looked into a little bed-room, 
whose only furniture was a heap of rags and 
a three-legged stool. 

"Who sleeps in here?" he inquired. 
"We children," said Molly, "except Sammy 

and Evy, who sleep with mamma." 
"But where's the bedstead?" he asked. 
"We had to burn it to make a fire," said 

Kitty, hiding behind Molly. 
"Oho !" And then Mr. Bee marched into 

the pantry, and found two or three old plates, 
as many cracked tea-cups, a spoon or two, and 
two frozen potatoes. 

"What do you liv on here-faith?" 
"We havn't any faith, sir-only potatoes." 
"Um! havn't any faith, hey? I dan't 

wonder one bit;" and with that, out he went, 
leaving the children wondering if faith was 
something good to eat, or what it was. 

Going home he walked about the room in 
the state of excitement above described, 

Then he went to the telephone, and ordered 
half a ton of coal to be sent to the Widow 
Magee without delay, and he added, "Charge 
the same to me. B. Bee." 

Then he called to his housekeeper, for he 
was a childless widower these many years. 
"Elizabeth !" 

"Sir!" answered that lady, appearing at 
the door. 

"It is Thanksgiving Day, isn't it?" 
"It is, sir." 
"Hum 1 Go down there to the Widow Ma

gee's, where they freeze, and starve, and die 
with rheumatism, and then, maybe, you'll 
feel like giving thanks. Pshaw 1 Elizabeth!" 
-and Mr. Bee spoke very loud. 

"Yes, sir !" 
"There's a deal of sham in this world, and 

meanness, and coldness, and people starving 
and dying right under our very noses. There's 
suffering, Elizabeth, and pain, and sorrow, 
and sin, and shame; and, in the midst of it 
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all, we hav a day of thanksgiving ! Pah ! 
Pshaw ! Fudge ! I say !" 

"What should it be, sir?" and Elizabeth 
lookecl at Mr. Bee fixedly. 

"Why, it might be a day of hope-giving, 
joy-giving, peace and help-giving; a day of 
love-giving, money-giving. I say, Elizabeth!" 

"Sir?" 
"I dine out to-clay." 
"Why, sir, the turkey is almost done." 
"So much the better. When it is done 

brown, see that it is carried over to the Widow 
Magee's. I dine with them to-day." 

"Why, Mr. Bee! Aren't they awful poor?" 
"What of that? Hav that turkey and all 

the 'fixin's' carried to Mrs. Magee's, I say; 
table-cloth, table, dishes, everything needful, 
and when ready to start let me know. I dine 
with them to-day." 

"I don't dine with the likes o' them, 
though," and Elizabeth's face grew red with 
rage. 

"As you please, madam." 
"I giv my notice to quit, sir." 
"All right." 
Very angry was Elizabeth, as she prepared 

to ·do as her employer bade. Blinkins, the 
hired man; had to harness up the team when 
the turkey ·was done, and away they went to 
the Widow Magee's. Arriving there, Elizabeth 
was obliged to " set the table." The children 
were making a meal off the two frozen pota
toes, but the coal had come, and they had 
made tt good fire, and had swept the floor. 

It is wonderful what a comforter a nice, 
warm fire is. The squalid room seemed to 
become cheerful all at once, as the tea-kettl"e 
steamed and hissed, and Mrs. Magee made a 
great effort, and sat up in the rocking-chair 
that Mr. Bee sent. 

What a happy party it was that gathered 
around the table then-Mr. Bee at the head, 
and Mrs. Magee opposit, and the ragged little 
ones ranged around according to their ages, 
little Sammy next to his mother, and Eliza
beth, who had recovered her good nature, 
and Blinkins waiting upon the company. . 

Mrs. Magee ate a little of the white meat, 
and smiled while she wept tears of real thanks 
and true happiness. 

"Lord! how those young ones do eat!" said 
Blinkins to Elizabeth, in an undertone. 
"Shouldn't think they'd seen any solid food 
for a month." 

"I wouldn't cook for the likes of 'em," 
whispered Elizabeth. "They'd eat anybody 
out of house and home in a fortnight." 

"Yes, they'd breed a famin sure," said 
Blinkins. "See that Sammy!" 

Sammy's face was smeared with cranberry 
sauce, and, with the wing of the turkey in one 
hand and a "drum-stick" in the other, he was 
in high glee. 

Molly, Kitty, and Eva ate and ate, and said 
little, while Mr. Bee carved and piled up their 
plates again and again. 

"Lank!'' said Blinkins; "they'll kill them
selva -see if they don't; and then we'll hav to 
bury the whole lot." 

"There won't be any left for us," said Eliz
abeth, aside, to Blinkius. 

"The turkey weighed fourteen pounds," 
said l'lfr. Bee, who had caught what she said. 
"There ought to be enough to go round. 
And there's the whole under-side isn't touched 
yet." 

Here little Sammy slipped out of his chair, 
and rolled on the floor. 

"Has he bu'sted ?" said Blinkins, in some 
apparent alarm. "I thought he would." 

But Sammy clambered back in time for the 
plum pudding and pumpkin pie. 

How they did eat, to be sure!-until they 
gasped for breath. And how their cheeks 
filled out, and how their eyes shone! 

"Are you all full?" inquired Mr. Bee, as, 
one by one, they rolled away from the table. 

"My clothes are too tight," said Kitty, 
lifting her arms. 

"And mine aren't so loose as they were," 
said Molly. 

Eva said nothing, but crept away to the 
heap they called a bed, and in ten minutes 
was fast asleep. 

"It must be the first square meal they ever 
had in all their lives," said Blinkins. 

"I never saw anybody eat so-never, in all 
my born days," said Elizabeth. "I declare I 
was scared." 

When she and Blinkins had eaten their 
dinner, there was little left of the fourteen
pound turkey but bones. 

" I expect they'll all split open to-night," 
said Blinkins, "like so many peas," as he and 
Elizabeth cleared up the table. 

"No danger; children can stand stuffing as 
well, or better, than turkeys." And Elizabeth 
bustled about and converted Mrs. Magee's 
bed into a respectable-appearing resting-place. 

Mrs. Magee said very little indeed, for she 

was still very weak; but when Mr. Bee was 
about to leave, she grasp6ld his hand and 
said: 

" Words are too poor to thank yon for so 
much kindness to me and my little ones. 
You are-" 

"No such thing! No, I am not." 
" So good and kind-" 
"Nothing of the sort, madam; I'm no bet

ter than I should be-not a bit. I'm only a 
great, big bumble-bee; that's what I am -ain't 
I, Molly?" And Mr. Bee patted Molly's red 
head. 

"I think you are a-a-" 
"What, child, what?" 
"A-honey-bee, if you please, sir." 
"Hear that, will yon, Blinkins! I'm a 

honey-bee, she says. And why am I a honey
bee?" 

"Because- because- you brought that 
honey-comb;" and :M:olly pointed to the dish 
of delicious honey-comb that had come along 
with the "fixin's." "And all the other good 
things," she added. 

"I'm not a honey-bee, though," said Mr. 
Bee. "I'm a bumble-bee, I tell you, and this 
is a bumble-bee's thanksgiving-it is!" 

Elizabeth reconsidered her determination 
to leave, and she staid with Mr. Bee until she 
married Blinkins, and they went away to lh. 
in a home of their own. But J\!Irs. Magee 
then came to keep house for Mr. Bee, and a 
very good housekeeper she was, too. The 
children were grown up and able to work, but 
Mr. Bee always had them come to his house 
to spencl Thanksgiving, and a merry time they 
always had, especially as they referred to the 
Thanksgiving of the past, which "came in so 
darkly," as Molly observed on one occasion, 
"and ended in snob brightness." 

"And it was all owing to yon, Mr. Bee," 
said Eva, now a fine girl of twelve years. 

" I suppose so," said that gentleman. "It 
was a pretty fair thanksgiving for a bumble
bee to bring about, wasn't it?" 

"But you are not a bumble-bee," insisted 
Eva. 

"What is a bumble-bee, then?" asked Mr. 
Bee. 

"Why, it is a very_large, big bee," answered 
Eva, laughing. 

"And am I not very large and big, I should 
like to know? And isn't my name Bee? And 
hence am I not in truth a bumble-bee? Buzz, 
buzz, buzz-z-z-zee! And I may say I am a 
very happy bee, at that, ever since I buzzed 
into the retreat of one Widow Magee, and 
found some babies there, freezing and starv
ing to death. Do you know how to make a 
happy Thanksgiving, Kitty, my girl?" he 
asked, suddenly. 

"It is by making somebody else happy, I 
suppose," she answered. 

LIBERAL MEETINGS. 
f Leagues, and Liberal, and ... ~piritualiltic Societies in the 

United States and Canada meeting regularly, can hav no
tices of their m'etings published in this column free if the 
officers will send them to us.] 

MAINE. 
PORTLA.ND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Congress 

Hall, Congress street (entrance on Temple street), 
where tree meetings, lectures, and discussions are 
held every Sunday, at 2:30 P.M. Admittance free. 
Public Invited. 

OREGON, 
PoRTLA.ND.-1\Ir. C. Beal holds meetings every Sun

day afternoon and evening, at Academy Hall, Second 
and Salmon streets, where he glvs lectures, readings, 
recitations, and music. All are invited to attend. 
Admission 10 cents. 

MASSACHUSETTS. 
BOSTON.-Bostou Liberal Club holds meetings for 

essays and criticisms every Sunday forenoon at 10:45 
In the Paine Memorial Building, Appleton street.
The " Society of the Divine Homo" at same place 
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sunday-school 
at 2 :30. Admission free. 

PENNSYLVANIA. 
PHILADELPHIA--The Friendship Liberal League 

meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,- 81! Girard 
avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30 o'clock, P.M., for 
lectures and free debates. THE '!'RUTH SEEKER and 
Liberal books for sale. 

PITTSBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League meets 
at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue every Sunday (except 
during the months of Jnly ancl August) at 3 o'clock. 
A free platform Is maintained. Exercises consist or 
a lecture, followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15 
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen 
invited to discuss. 

NEW JERSEY. 
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets every 

Sunday a!ternoon at 3 o'clock at the League's Hall, 
177 Halsey street. Exercises consist or muolc, read
Ings, lecture, and discussion, In which all present 
are Invited to partlciJmte. Admission free. Collec
tion taken. Communications tor the League should 
be addressed to J. W. Frankel, 10 Pine street, New
ark. 

NEW YORK. 
ALBANX.-The Liberal association meets every 

Su:eday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State etreet. Sun
day-school at 2 P.M. General business meeting and 
debates and discussions at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 
P.M. The public are cordially Invited to attend, also 
all Liberals visiting tho city. Admission free. 

NE\V YORK CITY.-The Manhattan Liberal Club 
meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock, for a lecture 
and discussion, at German Masonic 'l'emple, 220 Hast 
15th street. A•lmisslon 5 cents. Monthly cards 20 
cents. Membership ree S3.-The American Spirit
ualist Alliance meets every Sunday a!ternoon at 2:30 
o'clock In Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street.
The First Society of Spiritualists holds Its meetings 
every Sunday In Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. 
Morning service 11 o'clock; evenlnA", 7:45. Seats free. 
Public cordially lnvlt<Jd.-New York Cl\y Ladles' 
Spiritualist Aid Society, permanently located at 171 
East 69th street. weunesday, at 3 P.M.-Frobisher 
College Hall, 23 East 14th street, near Broadway. 
'!'he People's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30 
and 7:30 P.M.-229 East 48th street. Inspirational 
Lectures and Psychometric Readings every Sunday 
at 11 aud 7 :30 o'clock. 

BROOKLYN.-'I'he Brooklyn Spiritual Society meets 
at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton street and Bed
ford avenue, every Sunday. Services at ll.A.M., and 
7:45 P.nr. Admission free. Public cordially Invited. 
Liberal and Spiritual papers and books for sale.
'l'he Everett Hrtll Spiritual Conference, 308 Fulton 
street meets avery Saturday evening at 8 o'clock. 
Meetings free. Spiritual literature for sale.-The 
Eastern District Spiritual Conference meats every 
Monday evening at Composite Room, 4th street cor
ner of south 2li street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal 
literature on sale. Alllnvlted.-'rhe South Brooklyn 
Spiritual Society meets at Brauns Hall, 5tb. avenue, 
corner of 23d street, on the first and third Fridays of 
each month.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Fraternity, 
Friday evening conference meetings will be held In 
the lecture room of the church of New Spiritual 
Dispensation, Clinton avenue, between Park and 
Myrtle avenues, at 7:30 P.M.-The PhllosophlcalAB
soclatlou meets every Sunday afternoon In the As
sembly Room of Wright's Business College, Broad
way corner of Fourth street, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public 
cordially Invited. Doors open at 2:30P.M. 

FREETHOUGHT NOVELI!'i. • 

T H th f th H th A :fi I Freethou~rht Works for Children. he ea ens o e ea • ne y 
written Radical romance. By WM. Mc
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hnll, Family 
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages. 
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth, 
$1.25. 

Family Creeds. By WILLIAM McDoN
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, 
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents. 

Exeter Hall. "One of the most excit

uAPPLES OF COLD." 
A story-book !or the young folks. By 1\[lss SUSAN 

H. WIXON. Second e<lltlon. Price, $1.25. This very 
excellent work for young masters and misses, has 
passer! through a very large edition, and a second 
has been Issued at a red need price of $1. 25, free or 
postage. This new edition has a photograph of the 
author Which adds very much to the value of the 
volume. 

ing romances of the day." Price, paper Blalreman's 200 Poetical Riddles. 
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents. 

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man. 
Price, 20 cents. 

A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal 
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA THE YOUTH'S~LIBERA.L GUIDE. 
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25. 

Golden Throne. By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 
Author of Prometheus, Gottlieb, Inger
soll and Jesus. A Radical Romance of 
pioneer life, delineating the virtues of 
natural humanity as opposed to the hy
pocrisy of a supernatural religion; crowd
ed with incident and full of progressiv 
ideas and the poetry of the future. $1.00. 

Gottlieb : His Life. A romance of 
earth, heaven, and hell. Beautifully 
written by S. P. PUTNAM. 25 cents. 

The Darwins. A Domestic Radical 
story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, an
thor of John's Way, Studying the Bible, 
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

John's Way. A pleasing domestic 
Radical story. By Mrs. E. D. BLENKER. 
15 cents. 

The Outcast. A deep, finely written 
Radical story. From the London edition. 
By WrnwooD READE, author of Martyr
dom of Man. 30 cents. 

The Clergyman's Victims. A Rad

By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00. 
This volume alms at the education of youth in the 

principles of Freethought, at the same time that It 
inculcates moral duties and human rights from a 
standpoint of pure reason and common sense. 

Address '!'HE '!'RUTH SEEKER. 

;rHE BOSTON INVESTIGATOR, 
The oldest reform journal In "Efnlted States, is 

published every Wednesday at the Paine 
Memorial Building, Boston, Mass. 

By JOSIAH P. MENDUM. 
Edited by HORACE SEAVER. 

PRICE, ~3.00 per annum; single copies, 
seven cents. SI>eclmen copies sent on re• 
celpt ot· a two•cent stamp to pa.y postaa-e. 

The InvesttgatOf' Is devoted to the Liberal cause In relig
Ion; or In other words, to universal mental liberty. Inde
pendent In all Its discussions, discarding superstitious 
theories of what never can be known. It devotes Its col
umns to things of this world alone, and leaves the next, If 
there be one, to those who hav entered Its unknown 
shores. Bellevlug that It Is the duty of mortals to work 
for the Interests of this WOf'ld, It contlnes Itself to the 
things o! this life entirely. It has arrived at the age of 
tlfty-one years, and asks tor a support from those wl:io are 
~~~t~fs,~~Y~~c~~S:~t~i~d r>~s~f~~~:Hyrj~::~~~.n~':~~~: 
please send your subscription for s1x months or one_year. 
•ndlf you are not satlstled with the way the Invat.gator 
Is conducted we won't u.ak you to continue with us.a117 
lOU2'8Y' 9m59 • 

ical story vividly 'portraying the wrongs 
committed by the professed men of God. The 
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents. 

TO TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS 

Truth Seeker, 
Alamontada the Galley-Slave. Trans

lated from the German of Zschokke by 
InA G. MosHER, L.L.B. A deeply philo
sophical narrativ, intensely interesting. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

With sixteen large pages, will be sent 
ror THREE MONTHS, posta~ee paid, 

.FOR FIFTY (JENTS. 
Adolress THE TRUTH SE)!.H.ER, 

33 ()UJat.ell ,.-laee, l!iew xo;rll, 
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I!Jotlrg. 

Thanksgiving Day. 
BY ALHAZA. 

thank thee, !ather, !or the hues o! autumn's even
ing sky, 

When the rich and balmy breezes !rom the west 
come wandering by, 

When her shroud o! gold and purple the dying sea
son weaves, 

And scatters o'er our dally paths her bright, decay
ing leaves. 

For the mellow notes o! mourning that the autumn 
wind-harp !lings, 

For the beauty thou hsst csst around all !rail, de
parting things. 

And st1ll they cluster •round me, these !adlng, 
southern !lowers; 

They linger ·~und my pathway, ss In brighter, hap
pier hours, 

They cheer the bed o! sickness with a sweet, reviv
Ing smell, 

And whisper to the suf!erer of those who love him 
well. 

In this world o! sin and sorrow, like angels from 
above, 

They only speak of purity, and Innocence, and 
love. 

I thank thee that the jails are full, that death Is on 
the tramp, 

And should Dlogenes appear, and bring his Grecian 
lamp, 

He might find men that cherish truth, and Liberal 
thinkers, too, 

But not within a temple rich, or thousand-dollar 
pew. 

Then let our cheerful spirits !ling all slavish 
thoughts away, 

And !reely breathe the air o! heaven on each Thanks
giVIng Day. 

Help Spread the Light. 
It is acknowledged by all that the 

best way to spread Liberal principles is 
by papers, tracts, and books. Every 
issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER is a good 
missionary document, and every Free
thought book sold is a silent pleader 
and propagator of the truth. There 
are thousands of Freethinkers all over 
the country whom we do not know and 
who do not know this paper. But our 
friends know them, and we ask such as 
are willing to spend a few moments for 
the good of Liberalism to send us their 
names and addresses, that we may mail 
them copies of the paper. We are will
ing to furnish the copies necessary for 
this purpose and mail them, as we hope 
a few extra subscribers may thereby be 
obtained, which will make the pecuniary 
outlay square. But the main object is 
to spread the knowledge of Liberalism, 
its aims and objects, what we think and 
why we think it. We would like every 
one to know that the Christian faith is 
a rope of sand, that the churches are 
taking the money of the people without 
giving any return. It is the duty of 
all Freethinkers to let their neighbors 
know that the fires of hell hav been 
quenched. 

Many Liberals say they bav no time 
to devote to missionary work, and do 
not like to argue with their church ac
quaintances. Very well, send us the 
names and let THE TRUTH SEEKER argue 
the case. Where a man is liberally in
clined-and not dead to all sense and 
reason-we hope and think THE TRUTH 
SEEKER will bring him clear out of the 
fog. 

To stimulate our friends in this work 
we make the following offer, only asking 
that when the sender bas read the pam
phlets he shall band them around, that 
others may be benefited. 

To everyone .sending us the names 
and addresses of twenty-five independ
ent men and women who do not take 
THE TRuTH SEEKER, and who do their 
own thinking, we will send one copy of 
either of the below-named twenty-five
cent books: 
• "Influence of Christianity upon Civiliza
tiOn," by B. F. Underwood. 

"Advancement of Science." The Inaug
ural Address of Prof. John Tyndall, delivered 
before the British Association for the Ad
vancement of Science. 

"Chronicles of Simon Christian us." His 
manifold and wonderful adventures in the 
Land of Cosmos. A new scripture (evidently 
inspired) discovered by I. N. Fidel. 

"Religion not History." An able examina
tion of the Morals and Theology of the New 
Testament. By Prof. F. W. Newman, of the 
London University. 

"The Besant-Hatchard Debate." A two 
nights' debate between Mrs. Annie Besant 
and Rev. A. Hatchard, on ''Jesus of Nazareth 
&!Historical Character, and the Influence of 
Christianity on the·World." 

11 The Clergymp.n's Victims." A Radical 
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story vividly portraying the wrongs commit
ted by the professed men of God. By Mrs. J. 
E. Ball. 

"Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of Yah
weh, or Jehovah," shown to be the worship of 
the devil. 

"Gottlieb: His Life." A romance of Earth, 
Heaven, and Hell. Beautifully written by S. 
P. Putnam. 

"Jesus Christ." His Life, Miracles, Deity, 
Teachings, and Imperfections. By W. S. Bell. 

"Last Will and Testament of Jean Mea
slier," a curate of a Roman church in France, 
containing the best of his writings. 

"Sepher Toldoth Jeshu; or, The Book of 
the Generation of Jesus." First translation 
into English of a remarkable Hebrew docu
ment, giving the original from which the 
story of Jesus was made up. 

To those who do not know twenty
five persons whom a perusal of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER would be likely to benefit, 
but who can send a list of ten names, 
we will send either of the following, by 
D. M. Bennett: 

"Matter, Motion, Life, and Mind." 
"The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle 

to the Truth Seekers." 
"The Gods of Superstition." 
"The Great Religions of the World." 
"Jesus Uhrist," considered as an Infidel. 
"An Hour With the Devil." 
"Sinful Saints and Sensual Shepherds." 
"Honest Questions and Honest Answers." 

Or either of the following, by Under-
wood: 

"What Liberalism Offers in Place of Chris
tianity." 

"Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning and 
Tendency." 

"Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand
point." 

"Paine, the Political and Religious Re
former." 

"Woman: Her Past and Present: Her 
Rights and Wrongs." · 

"Materialism and Crime." 
"Will the Coming Man Worship God?" 
"Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity." 

This is a chance to enlighten a large 
body of people, to help THE TRuTH 
SEEKER, and to get good books to cir
culate by only a few moments' work. 
We hope the responses will be many. 

Food for Freethinkers. 
The lower portion of the opera house was 

well filled on the evening of the 9th by an 
audience noticeable for its intelligence and 
fine appearance. It was made up of persons 
belonging to divers religious denominations, 
those who feU no great interest in religion, 
and those who were avowed opponents of all 
theological teachings-the latter, judging from 
their applause of an especially severe attack 
on Christianity, being in a marked minority. 
It was a very attentiv, critical audience, and 
though not very demonstrativ in the way of 
applause, showed its appreciation by the 
earnestness displayed on every side. Since 
Ingersoll was here the public hav had very 
little of the pabulum served up by this class 
of thinkers, and the novelty of the discussion 
and the names of the speakers were no doubt 
the principal drawing cards. 

The meeting was opened by the election of 
R. B. Stone to the chair. Upon the platform 
were a number of Freethinkers. The first 
speaker of the evening was Mr. Charles Watts, 
of London, who chose for his subject, "The
ology and Superstition." In appearance he is 
a sturdy Englishman, with a large head 
framed in curly black hair, a broad and intel
ligent countenance, flanked by side-whiskers, 
and a well-proportioned figure. He has a 
taking manner, is an orator in every sense of 
the much-abused word, and does not make 
himself offensiv to those of different belief, 
as he relieves his sharper strictures by a 
jocular tone. His effort consisted of a de
nunciation of theology because of its alleged 
uselessness and the positiv harm it inflicted 
on the human race. Many of his arguments 
were familiar to those who hav read or heard 
the lectures of Freethinkers, but they were 
presented in an attractiv dress, and had a 
marked weight with the audience. He is 
more eloquent than Ingersoll, but has not the 
latter's magnetism. 

He was followed by Mr. George Chainey, 
a smooth-faced, long-haired, clerical-looking 
gentleman, who favored a calm and argu
mentativ style of speaking, and made a heavy 
onslaught on the clergy as a body. He at
tempted to show that the world would be a 
good deal better off without this class, who 
were a relic of the dark and bloody ages, 
when science and progress were under the 
ban of religion. Science had advanced in 
spite of the maledictions of the clergy, and 
the world had grown better despite their ef
forts. It was a priest-ridden land, but truth 
was certain to prevail in the end.-.Bradford 
( Pa.) Era, Nov. 10, 1883. 

FREETHOUGHTWORKS.~ 
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKEU Office. 

Bible Balanced. The Infidel's Text 
Book; comparing some of the best teach
ings and sayings of the Bible with those 
of Sages and Philosophers who lived pre
vious to the Authors of the Bible; also a 
Partial Exposition of its Errors. By GEo. 
0. DABLING. Price, 50 cents. 

The Figures of Hell; or, The Tem
ples of Bacchus. Dedicated to licensers 
of beer and whisky. By Mrs. ELIZABETH 
THOMPSON. A neat little volume of be
tween two and three hundred pages. $1. 

Liberty and Morality. A capital full 
lecture on these important 'subjects. By 
W. S. BELL. ) :tJamphlet of thirty-six 
well-printed pages mailed for 15 cent.s. 

SuperstitioB in .All .Ages. By JoHN 
MESLIER, a Roman Catholic priest, who 
after a pastorate of thirty years at Etre: 
pigny and But in Champagne, France, 
wholly abjured religious dogmas, and left 
as his last will and testament to his par
ishioners, and to the world, the work en
titled "Common Sense." Price, cloth, 
$1.50; paper, $1. 

Marriage and Parentage and The 
Sanitary and Physical Laws. For The 
Production of Children of Finer Health 
and Ability. By a Physician and Sanita
rian. "The virtues of men and women 
as well as their vices may descend to their 
children." Price, $1. 

The Bible-Whence and What 1 By 
RICHARD B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B. 
The questions, Where did the books of 
the Bible come from? What is their 
authority? and, What is the real source 
of dogmatic theology'( are treated fear
lessly in the light of history, philosophy 
and comparativ religions. It is impossi~ 
ble to giv even a condensed statement of 
what is itself a marvelous condensation. 
Whole libraries are here concentrated 
into one little book. Printed in good 
type and bound in cloth. Price, $1. 

The Bible of the Religion of Science. 
'By H. S. BROWN, M.D. "This volume is 
most respectfully dedicated to those per
sons who will cordially unite with others· 
to establish the religion of truth and a 
just government, by the scientific meth
ods of reason, experience, experiments 
and observations. For this is the way t~ 
wisdom, and to the material, mental 
moral, social, and spiritual sciences, that 
make peace on earth and good will among 
men." Price, $1.50. 

Socialism and Utilitarianism. Bf 
JoHN STUABT Mn:.L. Price, $1.50. 

Specimen Days and Collect. By 
WALT WHITMAN. Including autobiogra
phy, hospital sketches, democratic vistas, 
etc. Three hundred and seventy-four 
pages of hearty, wholesome prose and 
poetry, never before published. Price, $2. 

Ingersoll and J·esus. Conversation 
in verse between the two great reformers. 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. Price, 10 cents. 

The Sabbath. By M. FARRINGToN. ·A 
thorough examination and refutation of 
the claims of Sabbatarians who are trying 
to foist upon the country their holy day 
by unconstitutional legal enactments. 
The author shows by an appeal not only 
to the facts as they exist in the nature of 
things, but by reference to the Bible, and 
the writings of distinguished historians 
~nd theologians of past ages, that Sunday 
IS no more a holy day than. Saturday. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The Reli~don of Common Sense. By 
Pr?f. LIEBRECHT ULicH, of Germany. 
Price, 25 cents. 

The Sunday guestion. A Historical 
and Critical Review. With replies to an 
objector. By GEORGE W. BRoWN, M.D. 
Price, 15 cents. 

Truth Seeker Tracts. Bound in vol
umes of 525 pages each-Vols. I., II., III., 
IV., and V. Each volume containing 525 
p~g~s-thirty tracts or more. A Library 
withm themselves of most ·excellent Rad
ical reading matter at a low price. Paper, 
60 cents per volume; cloth, $1.00. If the 
whole set are taken- paper, 50 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents each. 

The Truth Seeker in bound volumes. 
Vol. I., 25 cents; vol. II., 50 cents; vols. 
ill. and IV., $2 each; vols. V., VI., VII., 
VIII., and IX., $3 each. The whole set 
by express for $15. 

Voltaire in Exile. Translated from 
the French of M. GASTINEAU by his son 
EDMOND GASTINEAU. Being Memoirs of 
the life of the great writer never before 
published. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1. 

Why Don't God Kill the Devil1 A 
Series of Essays dedicated to the St. 
Johns School Board. By M. BABCOCK. 25 
cents. 

Which : Spiritualism or Christian
ity 1 A discuBBion between MosES 
HULL and REv. W. F. PABXliiB. Paper, 50 
oellti• oloth, 7li ~ 

SPIRITUALISTIC WORKS. 
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

.Achsa W. Sprague's and Mary 
Clark's Experiences in the First 
Ten Spheres of Spirit-Life. Paper, 20 
cents. 

.After Death; the Disembodiment of 
Man, The World of Spirit, Its Lor.ation, 
Extent, Appearance, Inhabitants, Cus
toms, Sex and its uses there. By P. B. 
RANDOLPH. Price, $2.00. 

.After. Dogmatic Theology, What1 
Materialism, or, a Spiritual Philosophy 
and Natural Religion. By GILES B. STEB
BINS. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

Agassiz and Spiritualism: Involving 
the InvestigatiOn of Harvard College Pro
fessors in 1857. By ALLEN PUTNAM, 
author of "Bible Marvel-Workers," 
"Spirit Works," "Natty a Spirit," etc. 
This sterling work combines in itself the 
c~aracteristics of memoir, essay, and re
VIew. The matter considered is of vital 
interest to the cause of Spiritualism, and 
readers cannot fail of being pleased with 
the treatment which Mr. PuTMAN accords 
to it. Price, 25 cents. 

Angel of Horeb. By M. B.- CRAVEN. 
A Critical Review of Biblical Inspiration 
and Divinity. Paper, 10 cents. 

.Angel Voices from the Spirit-World. 
Essays taken indiscriminately from a 
larg.e amount written under angel influ
ence. By JAMES LAWRENCE, Dial and 
Transcribing Medium, and Reputed 
Author. Cloth, pp. 400; $1.00. -

.An Hom· With the .Angels; or, A 
Dream of the Spirit Life. By A. BRIGHAM. 
Price, 50 cents. 

.Answers to Charges in General Be
lief: By Mr. and Mrs A. E. NEwToN. 
Price, 15 cents. 

Armageddon ; or, the Overthrow of 
Romanism and Monarchy. By S. D. 
BALDWIN. Price, $1.50. 

Baptism of Fire. An Autobiographi
cal Sketch. By LuciFER. Price, 30 cents. 

Battle-Ground of the Spiritual Re· 
formation. By S. B. BruT·.rAN, M.D. 
:r"he latest and best defense of Spiritual
IBm-at once a text-book and a vindica
tion. An armory from which Spiritualists 
will draw weapons for years. Price, $2. 

Better Views of Living; or, Life Ac
cording to the Doctrin, "Whatever Is 
Is Right. By Dr. A. B. CHILD. Price, $1. 

Beyond the Breakers. A s·t~ry ~f 
the Present Day. By RoBERT DALE OwEN. 
Finely illustrated. This story of village 
life in the West is, in its narrow and in
terior meaning, a profoundly spiritual 
story, through and by whose numberless 
incidents, scenes, characters and narra
tions is illustrated the gr~at truth of 
spirit-life and communion. Cloth, $1.50. 

Beyond the Veil. Dictated by the 
Spirit of P. B. RANDOLPH, through the 
mediumship of Mrs. E. H. M'Dougd and 
Mrs. Luna Hutchinson. Cloth, with 
steel-plate portrait of P. B. Randolph. 
Price, $1.50. 

Biblical Chronology. By M~ B. 
CRAVEN. Contrasting the Chronological 
Computations of the Hebrew and Septua
~t Versions from Adam to Christ; Crit
Ical Essay on the Geographical Location 
of the Garden of Eden. Paper, 10 cents. 

Bible in the Balance. A Text Book 
for Investigators. The Bible weighed in 
the balance with history, chronology, 
science, literature, and itself. With illus
trations. By Rev. J. G. FisH. Cloth, $1.50 

Bible Marvel-Workers, And the Pow
er which helped or made them perform 
mighty works and utter inspired words; 
together with some personal traits and 
characteristics of prophets, apostles, and 
Jesus, or New Readings of "The Mira. 
cles." By ALLEN PUTNAM. Price, $1.25. 

Book on Mediums; or, Guide for Me· 
diums and Invocators. By ALLEN CABDEC. 
Price, $1. 50. 

Buddhism and Christianity Face to 
Face. By J. 1\f. PEEBLES. A Dis
cussion between a Buddhist priest and an 
English clergyman. Paper, 25 cents. 

Chapters from the Bible of the Ages. 
Compiled by G. B. STEBBINS. Price, $1.50 

Christianity Before the Time of 
Christ. By M. B. CRAVEN. With 
Quotations from the Ancient Sages and 
Fathers, showing the Historic Origin of 
Christian Worship. Paper, 25 cents. 

Christ and the People. By A. B. 
CHILD. Price, $1. 25. 

Christ, the Corner-stone of Spiritual· 
ism. By J. M. PEEBLES .. 10 cents. 

Civil and Religious Persecutions in 
the State of New York. By 
THOMAS R. HAZABD. Paper, 10 cents. 

.claims of. Spiritualism. By a Medi· 
cal M:au. :Price, 25 eenta. 
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Agents for The Truth Seeker. 
JAME~ AsHMAN, Salt Lake City, Utah. 

.An important work 'tty 6Jibbon, the historiar •. TBE EUREKA 
J. F. BuRB, 449 Main street, Hartford, Ct. 
W. B. CooKE, 170 1-2 ~onge st., Toronto,Can. 
D. F. KEELER, Park C1ty, Utah. 
FERDINAND PFISTER, Nashville, Tenn. 
W. F. REYBOULD, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Dr. J. H. RHODES, 5051-2 No. 8th st., Phila., Pa. 
A. M. STEVENs, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING [~~!,~.[!~:~I~~~~~!~ 
oP THE RoMAN EMPIRE," and 

City,.Pa. 
Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va. 
D. WooLF, 620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo. 
J. S. li!IA.Nsli'IELD, Tucson, Arizona. 
A. BEBENZ. 140 Montgomery st., San Fran

cisco, Cal. 
JosEPH MARsH, Northampton, Mass. 
CHAB. S. CoBURN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence, 

Mass. 
M. V. THOMAS, 344 Larimer st., Denver, Col. 
S. B. WRIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col. 
THo's FoREMAN, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb 
s. D. MooRE, Adrian, Mich. Box 465. 
DB. J. L. YoRK, San Jose, Cal. 
C. S. RoWLEY, Jackson, Mich. 
JosEPH L. ANDREws, Corning, Iowa. 
E. KEITH, Animas City, Col. 
CHARLES WATTS & Co., London, England. 
A. ATwooD, Eaton Rapids, Mich. 

The American and New York News Com
panies will furnish the paper to news deal
ers upon application .. 

CU:a,ES EVERY FOR.M OF DISEASE 
WITHOUT M.EDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

Sent 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all information by 

letter or in person free of charge. Send 
for Iliustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

M.AU.L'IE'l'lu .JAUKET. Pnce, $18. 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
HAV YOU READ IT? 

HEALTH HINTS TO WOMEN 
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct In every particular, 

and that your allll)ents can be eradicated without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR ALL. 

'fHE DANISH CURE EXPLAINED 
BY WILHELMINE D. SCHOTT, 

Practitioner of !he Danish Oure. 

WITH PORTRAIT OF AUTHOR. 

Heavy, toned paper, good margins; large type, 
widely spaced; extra cloth, black and gold side 

and back stamps; 12mo., 319 pp.; $1.50. 

A VERY APPROPRIATE GIF1 BOOK. 

It tells you what physicians should tell their pa· 
tlents, but do not: How to avoid contracting "dOC· 
tors' bilis;" how to hav good health without taking 
medlclns. Hints on every subject pertaining to the 
health of women and.children. · 

PURPOSE OF THE WORK. 
The author's design 1J3 to glv a general outline or 

the taws and conditions of health, with directions 
!or the prevention of sickness and care of the sick. 
She considers Animal EJectriclty, used as directed in 
this book, a very important curativ agent. 

Although written primarily for women, this book 
will be found almost equally useful to an. Most 
persons cannot be too frequently reminded of the 
truth of the old proverb, "An ounce of prevention 
is worth more than a pound of cure." The first step 
in the cure of dffiease is to remove the cause; then, 
in nearly ali cases, Nature wlll remove the dlfllcutty 
without other aid. 

Send to THE TRUTH SEEKER for Circular and con· 
tents. 

$5 to $20 peruay at home. :>amp los worth $5!ree. 
~ Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Me. 

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
OF THE 

W o r 1. d as N o w C o n s tit u t e d. 
By Geo. T. Bondles. 

And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance1 

BTYLBD 

.Exceptions to the Character of Jesus 
Christ Considered as a Gentleman. 

A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print. 
Price, Twenty.ftve Cents. 

Gm9 
Addresa THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

ss Clinton Plaee, N. Y 

$66 a week in your own town. Terms and 115 outfl& me. Address H. lLV I.ET & Co .. Portland, Me. 

WETTSTEIN'S 
JEWELRY STORE, 

ROCHELLE, ILL ... 
Established 1857. Beats the World. 

There is not another town three times the size of 
Rochelle that can show so large and beautiful a stock 
ot llne gold and silver watches, llne gold and plated 
chains, charms, necklaces, and lockets, bracelets; 
plain gold, diamond, pearl, turquols, and fancy stone 
rings; solid silver and plated ware; optical goods, 
gold pens, accordions, pocket and table cutlery, guns, 
revolvers, shears, etc., as WETTSTEIN'S. 

Square dealing, enterprffie, adaptation, accurate 
ludgment, best of taste in buying, steady application 
during twenty.five years, best of watch-work, and 
LOWEST l'BIOEB AT ALL TIMEB, hav done it. 

If yon hav a watch that no one else can put in per· 
feet order, send it to me. If you hav no watch, send 
to me for prices, and I will save you money. If you 
want a chain, necklace, ring, solid silver or plated 
spoons, c8stor, spectacles, opera glass, etc., send to 
me for prices and description, and I will convince 
you. 

REFEBENOEB: Mayor and City Council, ofllcers of 
Rochelle banks. 

GOODS SENT TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

A NEW~ origma.l, chenp lantern, for projectingnnd en~ 
ln.rgmg photographs, chromo et\rlls, OJnlque pictures and 
obJects. 'Works like magic. and delights and m¥stlfles 
ever;r,oo_dy. Send foronrfull and freed•SC!iJ>tlveCJrcular 
· • ...., JilLt.l'll.ll. Oo., 1~9 East 28th St., J)!ew Yolk. 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in 
One Week. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly in· 

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap· 
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af· 
llicted as I hav been that the e!Iect was simply mar· 
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly· 
sis in my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
after wearing a suit of your MAGNETIO CLOTHING 
for one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com· 
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav suf· 
fered intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put· 
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and if I improve as rapidly as I hav in the 
past two weeks, ~ill soon be well. I would, there· 
fore, recommend to those su!Ierlng as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of eO:ecting 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

- WM. H. OLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances which wlll 
eO:ect a cure in a case of Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the same 
patient. we do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change medlcins every day until, after dosing the 
yatlent almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (if he 1J3 very skilful) that brings relief 
for the time being. 

Neuralgia of the Hea11 of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of 

y:our MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source or misery to me for 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief lnsiantly. With un· 
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROJII THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEil! 
ON •. Am not joking, and if I improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T·~esday, will soon be well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entirely cured in less 
than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
although in bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
she nevertheless was able to rlde twenty miles in 
two days after the application. The lady's name 
can be had upon application at this ofllce, by any. 
one desiring to communicate with her. 

Ladies, read the following testimony from a lady Who had been suO:erlng for two years with an Ovar• 
ian Tu~no•·, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she is perfectly well, and bas not taken a dose oJ 
medlcin since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothinog 
for you; it will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de· 

sire for food, and, in fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
of St. Lou1J3, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'J UlllOl', 
and that the only thing that would S!<Ve my life would be the knlfe. About slx months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation when my attention was called to the Eureka. 1\la.gneHc Applfa.nees. As a drowning man 
wlli catch' at a straw, so did I catch at th1J3 faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a:sult,.,of 
your appliances. From the very first I felt invigorated, the tu. 
mor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became tess !rom day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was in my life. Since putting on the appli. 
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sUffering as I hav, believing 
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEW ART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances in the 
market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, 
Gentlemen's Belts - • 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, • 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 
Leg Belts, each, 
Knee Caps, each, 
Wristlets, each, 
Sleeping_ Caps, 
Ladies Jacket 

$ 6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
5.00 
4.00 
3.00 
1.50 
4.00 

18.00 
15.00 Gentlemen's Vests, 

Su,eerfine Insoles, 1. 00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the money 
if th.,y are not ns represented in every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit ~your case 
send us word stating symptoms, and we wlll advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appllances are oO:ered at less than one-third o! what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we wllJ 
guarantee that the magnetic quality 1J3 a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever offered the 
public, and wlll outlast the garments themsetvs. Every magnet is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single applffince 
in the market will attract the smallest particle of iron, the majority o! such worthless appllances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and w111 outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet is arranged in the garments upon •cimtifo 
princip!u, and not haphazard as in all the others. We oO:er you therefore 

The Only Scientific .Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now oO:ered under that head. At 
the same time the application ot tabor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to oO:er them a• 
about 

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trille higher 
than ordinary clothing. 

R•In•Inb"r that we are oO:ering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and 11 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made tc 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES. LmEBAL OOMMISSIONS ALLOWED 
Adu-lor liU'UI.r !Dfolaal;ioD, Dr. L. TeDDeJ', 

1K BIOI 1J11e11i aor, olltila ltnet, Clilllluatl. ObiO. 

~ 1lirlUIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor,. Including variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
Milman,'' an English Churchman," and other scholars~ 

Handsome 12 rna, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.oo 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N, Y. 

The La5arum of 
Constantine. 

t' By this sz'"gn tk~ 
shalt cowJtter I 

This volume contains Gibbon's Theo!ogtl:alwritings, sepa
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. It sho~s 
•when, where, and how Christianity originat,ed: wkowere Its 
founders · and what was the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers,' and condition of the primitive Christians. . 

Gibbon's Vitzdicatiottofthe 15th and 16th chapters ?fh1s 
HiStory from the attacksof~i~ Chri~t~an opp.onen.ts, IS re
printed verbatim from the ongmal ed1~10n ofhlS 111tscellane
ous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, m 1796; lteffect.ually 
and forever silenced his detractors : who, be1ng v.anqUI~hed 
in argument, unhesitatingll': a~cus~d Gibbon of mfid~h.ty! 

All that can be said by Chnstlans In regard to the Onff,n o/ 
Christianity is reprinted from the valuable notes of HAN 
MILMAN WENCK GUIZOT, an ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, (t.he 
learned ;<;liter of BoHN'S edition of Gi66r:m), and other em1U• 
ent Christian historians. ,.. • 
4 Among the Illustrations will be found representations 
of the principal divinities ef the Pagan mythology. 

For Sale at The Troth Seeker omce. 
6ml5 

R U P T U RES C U REDby 
mylUedical Compound and ImproTed 

Elastic Supporter Truss inJrom 30 to 
90 dav•. Reliable references g!ven. Send 

stamp for circular, u.nd &av m what paptt 
1/0U Jato mu adverliSemenl. Address C1~~ 

w • .a.. CoU!nga,SmlthvWiJtlreriOI 0.. ii, lt 

FIFTY YEA.KS' SUVCESS. 

SHAKER EYE AND EAR BALSAM. 
For all amlctiol1.6 of the above organs. 

Dimness, Inlla.mmatlon, Soft Oa.tara.ct, and Roaring 
etc., ot the Ears. 

80 centl! per box. 
Tl'll' us once, and llnd entire relief. 

Q_ A.. LomaM. "bak er•. N. V. 

A. NEW YEAR'S GIFT FREE! 
WITH THE 

Freethinkt rs' Badge Pin. 
This badge Is adapted for the use of 
all classes of Freethinkers, "Unlver· 
sal Mental Liberty ''-the basis of all 
liberty-the one broad and common 
platform that Liberals or all •hades 
of opinion are in harmony with, be· 
lug Its device. The cut shows the 
design and size, but not Its beauty. 

Solid gold, 18k, double thick, $4,00; solid gold, 
10k, $1.75. Postage paid and packages registered, 

9 999 OR i>.ERS WANTED! 
' Th1'uugh this 1\Iutficent; Offer. 

A 50 cent NEW YEAR'S GIFT with each $1.75 
badge, and a $1.50 gift with each $4.00 badge. Orders 
entered on my book In the order in which they 
are received, and to each hundredth order a GRAND 
GIFT worth $13. Badge and gift to d!O:erent ad· 
dresoes 1! desired. Descrlptlv circular of badge 
free. Remit by post·ofllce money order or registered 
letter. Mmlion this paper. 

Address the badge originator and patentee, 
LUCY L. CHURCHILL, 

2t44eow West Richfield, Summit Co., Ohio. 
N.B. This offer only holds good till Dec. 10, 1883. 

TH.E RADIOAL .PU L.PIT. 
Comprlolng t11scourses of advanced thoUiht by 

0, B. FROTHINGHAM and FELIX A.DLEB 
lWo of .A.merlca'• ctearm thinken. · 

l'rlotol.la ololll, fl 
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IT is a bmvc and good man who pursue8 the right 
course and who performs his duty faithfully, because 
of the superiority of good actJons over evil actions, 
and he Is cowardly and contemptible who only does 
the right that he may escape ]JUnlshment. Do good 
becau~e It Is right, and shun evil because It Is wrong. 

D. 1U. B;nn<tt. 

EvERY day Is a little life; and our whole life Is but 
a day repeated; whence It Is that old Jacob numbers 
his life by days; and Moses desires to be taught this 
point of holy arithmetic, to number not his years, 
but his days. Those, therefore, that dare lose a day 
are dangerously prodigal; those that dare mis-spend 
it, desperate.-Bi,ltop Hall (1574-1656). 

THE greater part of mankind are naturally apt to 
be afilrmativ and dogmatical In their opinions; and 
.while they see objects only on one side, and hav no 
Idea of any counterpoising argument, they throw 
themselvs precipitately Into the principles to which 
they are lncllne(l; nor hav they any !nd uigence for 
those who entertalnopposlt sentiments. TO hesitate 
or balance perplexes their understanding, checks 
their passion, and suspends their action. They are, 
therefore, Impatient, till they escape from a state 
which to them Is uneasy; and they think that they 
can never remove themselvs far enough from It by 
the violence of their a:fl:i.rmatlon, and obstinacy of 
their beilef.-Httm.e's E"ays. 

AND he spake a parable unto them to this end, that 
men ought always to pray and not to faint; saying 
there was In a city a judge, which feared not God, 
neither regarded man, etc.-Lulce xviii, 1--8. The 
psalmists were never weary of exalting the extra· 
ordinary might and majesty of Jehovah, mingling 
petitions wHh panegyric; and a large portion of the 
worship or Christians consists in expressions of 
pious admiration at the extraordinary goodness of 
th•lr God, especially for his redemption of the world 
which he himself had condemned. All these ex
ravagant eulogies betray a latent Impression that 
he de!Ly !s, after all, a very arbitrary personage, 

and may be moved to more merciful conduct than he 
would otherwise pursue by large doses of flattery.
.Amberl'lf's .Analysis. 

WHEN !rae my mother's womb I fell, 
Thou might hae plunged me into hell, 
'fo gnash my gums, to weep and wall, 

In burning lake, 
Where damned devils roar and yell, 

Chained to n stake. 

Yet I am here, a chosen sample, 
To show thy grace is great and ample; 
l'm here a pillar !n thy temple, 

Strong as a rock, 
A guide, n buckler, an example 

To a' thy flock. 
-Burns's Holy Willie's Prayer. 

IN no wise speak against the truth; but be abashed 
of the error of thine lgnoranc.).-Eccl, iv, 25. 

EVEN !n what people do for pleasure, conformity 
Is the first thing thought of; they like in crowds; 
they exercise choice only among things commonly 
done; peculiarity of taste, eccentricity of conduct 
are shunned equally with crimes, until, by dint of 
not following their own nature, they hav no nature 
to follow; their human capacities are withered and 
starved; they become incapable of any strong wishes 
or nat!v pleasures, and are generally without either 
opinions or feelings of home growth, or properly 
their own. Now !s this, or !s it not, the desirable 
condition of human nature ?-Mill's Liberty. 

THERE !s no one quality that glvs so much dignity 
to a character as consistency of cond net. Even If a 
man's pursuits be wrong and unjustifiable, yet If 
they are prosecuted with steadiness and vigor we 
cannot withhold our admiration. The most char· 
acter!stlc work of a great mind Is to choose some one 
important object, and pursue It through life. It was 
this that made Cresar a great man. His object was 
ambition; he pursued !t stead!ly, and was always 
ready to sacrifice to !t every Interfering passion or 
!nclination.-Mrs. Barbauld's Inconsistency in Our Ex· 
pectation•. 

NOTHING, at first view, may seem more unbounded 
than the thought of man, Which not only escapes all 
human power and authority, but is not even re
strained within the limits of nature and reality. To 
form monsters and join Incongruous shapes and ap
peara.nces, costs the imagination no more trouble 
than to conceive the most natural and fam!llar ob· 
jects. And while the body Is confined to one planet, 
along which It creeps with pain and difficulty, the 
thought can In an instant transport us Into the most 
distant regions of the universe, or even. beyond the 
universe, lnt0 the unbounded chaos, where nature Is 
supposed to lie !n total confusion. What never was 
seen or heard of may yet be conceived; nor Is any. 
thing beyond the power of thought, except what !m· 
plies an absolute contradlction.-Hume's Essays. 

THE lunatic, the lover, and the poet, 
Are of Imagination all compact; 
One sees more devils than vast hell can hold
That !s the madman; the lover, all as frantic, 
Sees Helen's beauty In a brow of Egypt; 
The poet's eye, In a fine frenzy rolling, 
Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to 

heaven, 
And, as imagination bodies forth 
The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen 
Turns them to shapes, and glvs to airy nothing 
A local habitation and a name. 

-Shakspere's Midsummer Night's Dream. 

NOTHING Is rich but the Inexhaustible wealth of 
nature. She shows us only surfaces, but she Is mill· 
!on fathoms deep. That Which benefits us, em
bosomed In wonder and beauty as we are, Is cheerful· 
ness and courage, and the endeavor to realize our 
aspirations. Crime and punlsl:.ment grow out of 
one stem. Punishment !sa fruit that, unsuspected, 
ripens within the flower of the pleasure that con· 
cealed lt.-Emer&on. 

ONE of the mistakes In the cond net of lire Is to 
suppose that other men's opinions are to make us 
llappy.-Burton'l Anatomy of Melancholy. 
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·• A NEW pair of pandyloons," says Carl Pretzel, 
"may cofer de leeks of a fool, but ven his mont vas 
go open, der fool shumps oud." 

A SIGN In the shop window: "Boy Wanted." 
Young wife to her husband: "My dear, Isn't that 
too bad? I suppose they hav all girls." 

PROFANITY may not be a characteristic of the royal 
family, but some breezy day you ought to go out 
into the kitchen and hear the queensware. 

AN old lady down In Maine says her daughter has 
just bought an elegant '"cabin organ," and she 
thinks the "nux vomica" stop Is just lovely. 

WHlli'l" lovely woman's feet are sevens, 
And such a size her soul abhors, 

What doe' she then? Why, gracious heavens! 
She squeezes them !n No. fours. 

THERE are no nice little stories about the return 
of" The Prodigal Daughter." The son can return 
and hav the finest veal served up for him, but the 
daughter must stay away. 

"HOW !s Johnnie doing at school?" asked a lady 
of Johnnie's mamma during a call. "Splendidly. 
He talks In two languages now." "Dear me I What 
are they-French or German?" "Oh, no. English 
and profane." 

A MORMON, son of an apostle, has skipped with
the funds of a savings bank. When it comes to 
handling poor people's money the Latter,Day Saints 
appear to be no better than the psalm-singing gen
tiles who hav robbed banks !n all cities. 

"I HAS heard folks say," said Uncle 1\Iose, "dat 
dey could tell a smart man by Jookln' !n his eye, but 
dis am a mistake. De mole ain'tgotnot>ye to speak 
ob, but dinged if he ain't got more sense den de toad 
w'at ken look at you ten minuteswldout winkln'." 

A FRAGMENT of conversation between young girls: 
"Do you know what a preface is?'' "No; do you?" 
"Not exactly; only I know !t !s at the beginning of 
books." "0h, well; then !t must be the same as 
when we are courted before entering on marriage." 

A COMMERCIAL traveler, having left a shirt at an 
Inn, wrote to the chambermaid to send 1t on to him, 
and she sent the following: 

."I hope, dear sir, you'll not feel hurt; 
I'll frankly tell you all about it. 

I've made a shift of your old shirt, 
And you must make a shift without !t." 

A YOUNG man approached a gentleman In Chicago, 
mistaking him for a minister with whom he was 
slightly acquainted. "Mr. Bee," he said, "I expect 
to be married In a few days, and I shall require your 
services.'' Tbe gentleman addressed, who hap· 
pened to be a lawyer, replied: "You hav evidently 
mistaken me for some one else·; but It Is perhaps a 
fortunate mistake after all. Allow me, sir," and he 
handed the young man his card, which bore the leg· 
end, "Divorces obtained without publicity." 

"So you want a position, do you, young man? 
What can you do?" "I am w!lling to make myself 
useful in any capacity." "Do you drink?"' "No, 
sir.'' "Smoke?" "No,sir.'' "Gamble?" "No, 
sir." "Go to church and Sunday~school?'' "Always, 
sir.'' .' ... 'Swear?'' "Oh, no, sir." "Got any recom
mendations?" "Nothing but this, sir," and with 
considerable emotion he laid a well-thumbed Testa· 
menton the desk. A look of disgust swept over the 
proprietor's face as he remarked, "I thought so. 
You won't do. We've had that dodge played on us 
before." 

THE presence of John Slugger Sullivan in town 
last Sunday had Its effect even on the minds of the 
children, as Is attested by the following: A gentle
man was talking to the Sunday-school scholars of the 
Presbyterian church, and he asked who Solomon 
was, and there was no answer. "Who was Solomon, 
children?" he repeated. A hand popped up over !n 
the corner. "Well, my boy, tell us who Solo!llon 
was." "He's the boss slugger, an, he knocks 'em 
all out In four rounds; but mamma said papa 
shouldn't go to see him, 'cause he didn't Slug on a 
week-day." 

"BRUDDER MOSES, as you is pastor ob our church, 
I t'lnks you might use your 'fiuence to g!t me a dl
worce from d"'t wicked man ob mine," and the. good 
sister of the colored church wiped something from 
her eyes with her apron. "Can't do it, sister; can't 
do !t. • W'at God has jlned togedder let no man put 
asunder.' Doan yer forg!t dat." "But God didn't 
jine us togedder, Brudder Moses. We was married 
by de 'squire." "An' w'at did yer pay de 'squire to 
marry yer?" •· Two dollars, an' Alexander put in a 
hundred bushels ob coal for de 'squire to pay !t." 
"Well, den, glb me two dollars cash In adwance
w·at 1t cost yer to g!t married-an' I use my 'lluence 
to glt yer unmarried ag'!n. Remember dat w'at dat 
kind ob man hab put togedder God ken put asunder 
-but de cash down Is de necessary 'qu!valent, an' 
?-oan yer forglt it." 

DEPUTY MARSHAL RACER had quite an exciting 
trip !n Sequatchie Valley a few days since. He had 
a warrant for a man named .Hankins, who was 
charged with violating the internal revenue law. 
Learning that he was at church, where a protracted 
meeting was In progress, he proceeded there and 
endeavored to spy out his man. His appearance at 
the church door had almost the effect of an unex. 
pecte<l attack of wild beasts. In an Instant nearly 
every man!n the building arose to his feet and be· 
gan searching for some means· of escape, each one 
fearing the officer had come for him. About the 
time half the congregation had succeeded !n crawl· 
lug out of the windows, the officer espied his man 
and commande<i him to halt. Again the fr!ghtene.I 
ones thought their time had come, and each made a 
break for freedom, jostl!ng the screaming women 
and children In their frantic efforts to get out of the 
building. The entire church was In an uproar, and 
the women seemed crazed with fear. At last the 
officer s uccee<led In arresting his man, and when 
convinced that all were not lu danger, peace soou 
resumed Its sway. 
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S. C. HALL, in his autobiography, says that 
he was " christened" by a clergyman who 
was so deeply in debt that he had a tunnel 
made from the church to the rectory to save 
himself from falling into the hands of the 
bailiffs. 

"WoNDER what's become of the Revised 
1\ ew Testament ?" said Brown; "'pon my word 
I havn't seen a copy of it for a year." "Hav 
you seen a copy of the old version within a 
year?" asked Deacon Textual. "By gra
cious!" exclaimed Brown, "it's funny, but 
come to think of it, I havn't." 

" Do you preach without notes?" casually 
asked a new minister from the East of an old 
preacher in an Arkansas conference. "Preach 
without notes?" echoed the brother, "I should 
say I did. Why, my dear brother, in the 
Lord's name, I've scarcely seen a greenback 
in six months." The subject was dropped. 

OvER the door of a small frame building in 
which a colored family is living in Greenville, 
Tenn., is a pine board on which is the legend, 
now almost erased by rain and storm, "A. 
Johnson, Tailor." A little beyond the western 
border of the town is a marble monument 
that marks the last home of "Andrew John
son, president of the United States." 

SoME English judges are adopting the plan 
recommended by Mr. Howard Vincent at the 
Social Science Congress-that is, in the case 
of a first offense, under extenuating circum
stances, to suspend sentence, and require the 
accused to find one surety for his coming up 
for judgment after a period of probation, 
when, if he is behaving well, he is dis
charged. 

THE Abnakis Indians, in Maine, believe that 
meteors are the souls of the dead. Once a 
young Indian girl died, and the meteor which 
marked her death settled on the earth. But 
it was not content with the prairie or the for
est, and found a resting-place on the surface 
of a lake. If one doubts the legend he can 
visit the lake and see the wa.ter lilies still 
growing there. 

MARRIAGE, as practiced among the negroes 
of Senegambia, according to M. Berenger Fe
raud, is a very unstable institution. As in 
other parts of Africa, the parental tie is slight, 
divorce is a matter of every-day occurrence, 
women are to all intents and purposes slaves, 
and the marriages are attended with elabor
ate ceremonials simply as pretexts for amuse
ment and intemperance. 

"WE believe," says the Calamus liree Press, 
"that there is room enough on earth for the 
• Saints ' as well as the sinners, and if this 
country is to continue in the future as it has 
in the past, an asylum of refuge for all who 
seek to enjoy the blessings of civil and relig
ious liberty, it is time to cease this war of ex
termination against the Mormons, and take a 
long and careful hunt after the glaring de
fects and immoral practices in the various re
ligious doctrins promulgated nearer home.' 

WENDELL PHILLIPS was riding in a railroad 
car, when he was addressed by a man of such 
rotundity that he seemed to carry everything 
before him. The man asked Mr. Phillips 
what was the object of his life. "To benefit 
the negro," was the bland reply. " Then 
why don't you go down South to do it?" 
" That is worth thinking of. I see a white 
cravat around your neck; pray what is the 
object of your life ? " " To save souls from 
hell.'' " May I ask whether you propose to 
go to hell to do it ?"-Religious Paper. 

A DISTINGUISHED physician, whose habit is bers and takes the block of each number 
to smoke five or six cigars every evening, but transmitted and stamps with the opposit end 
none at all during the day, has long pursued the proper Chinese character on the message 
the plan of not amoking at all during the form. Thus a Chinese message sent in figures 
month of October. His idea is, he says, to is translated into Chinese characters again 
allow his system to recuperate thirty days an- and forwarded to its destination. The send
nually. The effect of tobacco, in his case, is ing clerk, of course, requires to know the 
a slight acceleration of the movement of the numerical equivalent of the characters or hav 
heart. This acceleration becomes clearly de- them found for him. 

JoHN MoKEoN, district attorney for New 
York, died on the 22d ult. 

THE trial of O'Donnell, the slayer of In•. 
former Carey, the Irish Invincible, begins this 
week. 

fined by the end of September, but ceases en- THE Rev. Wm. Mitchell was installed a few 
tirely at the beginning of November, after his days ago as pastor of the Congregational 
period of abstinence, leaving him in good con- church at Westboro, Mass., having been 
dition for another year's wrestle with the called from the St. Andrew's Presbyterian 
weed. church at St. John, N. B. On the morning of 

THE whipping-post is in operation in Dela• 
ware. Five culprits were publicly whipped 
in one day last week. 

As an offset to the assertion so often made, the 24th ult. he was arrested in Boston city 
that the Catholic church feels a deep concern for stealing a book from the counter in Clark 
for the education of the masses, the case of &:carruthers's store in Washington street. He 
Spain, which is an absolute Catholic country, was. first noticed in the book-store of Lock
might be cited. According to official data wood, Brooks & Co., on Franklin street, 
just received at the Bureau of Education, where he bought a small book, and then, 
Spain, with its hundred thousand priests and while reading the catalog, slipped another 
a population of 16,333,276, has 11,978,168 per- book under his arm. When he left the store 
sons who can neither read nor write. Such a he was followed, and the clerk who watched 
condition of affairs does not exist in any other him saw him take the book from under his 
civilized country on earth. Will Mgr. Capel arm and slip it into his pocket. He then 
please explain how far these facts go toward went to Clark & Carruthers, and that firm, 
demonstrating that the mother church is the having been warned ~by Lockwood's clerk, 
promoter of public education ?-Inter-Ocean. watched him. He played the same game in 

this store. He was stopped at the door, and 
the stolen book was found in his possession. 
He offered $1,000 to hav the matter kept 
quiet, but a policeman was called in and the 
clergyman was placed under arrest. 

. THE Rev. C. H. Affierbach brings against 
the Infidel and Atheistic associations of Amer
ica the charge that the guiding minds in them 
hav never been nativ-born Americans. Pass
ing over the fact that Mr. Affierbach's own 
name signifies that he is American only by a 
cloile shave, it may be remarked that the 
Protestants of the United States are just now 
celebrating the birth of the German, Martin 
Luther, who is as much a guiding mind as any 
other in Protestantism. This makes the charge 
against the Liberal organizations, even if it 
were true, which it is not, certainly a very in
consistent one, coming from a Protestant 
minister. 

A METHODIST paper which comes every 
week to this office, and which· ought to know 
better than to joke about everlasting things, 
tells the following rather good story about an 
old Methodist minister baptizing an infant: 
"He took the babe in his arms very affection
ately, and addressed in a paternal fashion a 
few words of advice to the young parents: 
'See that you train up the child the way that 
he should go; that you surround him with the 
best influences, and that you giv him a good 
example. If you do so, who knows but that 
he may become a Christmas Evans or John 
Elias? What is his name?' • Jane, sir,' re
plied the mother.'' 

THE Mississippi is a good instance of the 
variations through which some names hav 
passed. Its original spelling, and the nearest 
approach to the Algonquin word, "the father 
of waters,'' is Meche Sebe, a spelling still 
commonly used by the Louisiana Creoles. 
Touti suggested Miche Sepe, which is some
what nearer to the present spelling. Father 
Laval still further modernized it into Mich
ispi, which another father, La batt, softened it 
into Misisipi, the first specimen of the present 
spelling. The only changes since hav been 
to overload the word with consonants. Mar
quette added the first and some other ex
plorer the second " s,'' making it Misaissipi, 
and so it remains in France to this day, with 
only one "p.'' The man who added the other 
has never been discovered, but he must hav 
been an American, for at the time of the pur
chase of Louisiana the name was generally 
spelled in the colony with a single "p.'' 

ELDER JoHN F. DIEVENDORF, a farmer of 
Currytown, N. Y., attempted to murder his 
wife last week. Dievendorf is about sixty 
years old, in feeble health and is estimated as 
being worth about $100,000. He was an elder 
of the church. On Thursday night he retired 
with his wife. About midnight Mrs. Dieven
dorf was awakened by a pressure on her 
throat and discovered her husband bending 
over her, attempting to strangle her with a 
rope which he had put around her throat. 
After a severe struggle, in which her husband 
fought hard to get the better of her, she 
managed to brealr away from him and jumped 
from a window. Her cries aroused her married 
daughter and her husband, who were in the 
house, and who, together with some of the 
neighbors, took Mr. Dievendorf into custody 
and cared for the injured lady. Upon the 
bed in the room was found the halter. A 
complaint was made before Judge Fish, of 
Fultonville, who dispatched an officer, who, 
after arresting Elder Dievendorf, brought him 
before Judge Rulison, who committed him to 
the county jail to await examination. 

THE commissioner of internal revenue re• 
ports that the revenue receipts for the past 
year will amount to about $130,000,000. 

Two women were murdered in a bam at 
Brookville, Long Island, last week, both be• 
ing strangled. The object was robbery. The 
murderer has not been found. 

THE steamer Manistee went down on Lake 
Superior, during a late storm, with all on 
board, consisting of a crew of twenty-five 
men and twenty-five passengers. 

SEVERAL workmen on the Capitol at Madison, 
Wis., were recently killed by falling walls. 
The verdict of the coroner's jury holds the 
contractor guilty of gross negligence. 

SERGEANT MABON, the soldier who fired his 
musket at Guiteau, and who has been in jail 
for that offense since March, 1882, was par
doned by the President on the 2ith ult. 

FouR persons in one house were chloroformed 
and shot at Jacksonville, Mich., on the 22d 
ult. The house was then robbed of a large 
sum of money. A negro under suspicion has 
been arrested. 

ALL Egypt is in arms over the victory of 
El Mahdi, the .False Prophet, who defeated 
Hicks Pasha, and annihilated his men. It is 
feared that the False Prophet may make him
self master of Egypt. 

AN electric motor for drawing railroad cars 
has been successfully tried at Saratoga. The 
electricity is communicated to the motor by 
means of a rail between the two on which the 
trucks run, charged with low-tension elec
tricity. 

LESLIE WELLS, a Griswoldville, Conn., 
farmer and prominent deacon, went to Hart
ford one day last week, and was drawn into 
the wiles of bunco and fleeced out ·of $1,500. 
The affair created considerable scandal in 
Griswold ville. 

THREE fishermen, fishing near Long Branch 
last week, report that they saw a sea-serpent 
ninety feet long and thirty feet wide, with a 
yellow head and a black and scaly body. 
Members of the Life-saving Corps also claim 
to have seen the monst6r. 

THE Rev. S. J. McPherson preached on a 
recent Sunday in the pulpit of Prof Swing, 
the heretical preacher of Chicago. A special 
meeting of the Presbytery has voted that the 
act " savored of impropriety in that it was 
setting an example which, if followed, might 
lead to evil." 

A BRIDGETON, N. J., lawyer named Van 
Sygle, entered the office of the Patriot of that 
place, on Friday, the 23d ult., and shot Edi
tor Cheeseman, inflicting a wound upon his 
chest. Believing himself to be fatally hurt, 
Cheeseman sprang upon his assailant, and 
beat his face to a jelly. Van Sycle will prob
ably die. Cheeseman's wound is of a trifling 
nature. 

RBPBEBENTATIV CASSIDY, of Nevada, said 
that upon the first opportunity after the open
ing of Congress he will again introduce the 
bill prepared by him for the last Congress, 
calling for a record of marriages in Utah and 
disfranchising the wo:o'ien who vote. In the 
territory female suffrage is allowed, and it is 
one of the bulwarks of the Mormon church. 
The women, who are generally foreigners 
but recently proselyted, are mostly ignorant 

OwiNG to the peculiarity of the Chinese 
characters, each of ·which repres4mts a word, 
not a letter, as in our Western tongues, the 
Danish Telegraph Company (the Great North
ern) working the new Chinese lines hav 
adopted the following device: There are from 
five to six thousand characters or words in 
ordinary Chinese language, and the company 
hav provided a wooden block or type for 
each of these. On one end of this block the 
character is cut or stamped out, and on the 

ON a recent morning in Cincinnati a band 
of colored persons marched to the water's 
edge on the Ohio, just below the Cincinnati 
railway bridge, and directly opposit Sausage 
row, where the vilest negro desperadoes re
sort. They had come to take part in the cer
emony of baptizing by immersion a newly
converted sister. The weather was very cool, 
and the early morning, when few people were 
stirring, was chosen to escape interruption. 
After a song and a prayer, the gowned minis
ter and the candidate-a coal-black, stout 
young girl-waded slowly into the chilling 
water. The girl shivered at first, but, ex
horted by the minister, she followed him un
til where the water was waist deep. Sud
denly she made the Kentucky shores echo 
these words: "Lord-a-massa, I can't stan' dis; 
lemme go!" "But remember the Master's 
command, dear sister, and don't turn back to 
the wicked world," said the minister. " But 
I mus' go; it'll kill me, I know it will," the 
girl replied. She made a desperate effort to 
escape, but the parson held on, saying, as he 
struggled with his obstinate convert, "Yo' 
head mus' go under." In the effort to duck 
the girl's head both went under beyond their 
depth. They soon rose to the surface and 
floated down stream, shouting for help. Boats 
were at ·hand, and they were rescued in the 
usual way. Now the colored theologians are 
discussing whether or not this was a Christian 
baptism. 

DuRING a year past the Rev. John Ford, a 
Methodist minister of Shelbyville, Ky., has 
been paying attention to Mrs. Walker, of the 
same place, and has sought her hand in mar
riage. She has persistently refused him. 
Mrs. Walker says that Ford, after begging her 
to marry him, made threats to shoot her if 
she did not consent. On Wednesday of last 
week he went to her house. Mrs. Walker or
dered Ford out of the house and he refused 
to go. Mrs. Walker then got a shotgun 
loaded w1th No. 1 shot, and at close range 
disharged its contents into Ford's face and 
breast. Death occurred almost in11tantly. · 
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llhilosophical. 

The Problem of the Universe and Its Scientific 
Solution, with some Criticisms of Univers
ology .-Continued. 

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

We have, then, first of all, the objective material uni
verse. In this material universe we discover a cer
tain process called mind, the result of matter. Hav
ing established this relation of mind with matter, the 
question now is, How does knowledge occur? 

In my previous article I used the word" intuition." 
I was misunderstood even by Mr. Andrews himself, 
and therefore I will not use it hereafter, for I utterly 
discard intuition as it is commonly understood. It 
is a most false light, and the source of a thousand 
errors. 

In order fully to describe the processes of knowl
edge, I will use the words impreswn, sensation, per
ception, and reasomng, The first three are abso
lutely necessary to the last. 

By impression, I mean the incoming or impinge
ment of the outward universe upon the mind of man. 
I use impression in the same sense as I formerly used 
the word sensation. 

By sensation, I mean the action or feeling of the 
mind as the result of the impression. I think Mr. 
Andrews uses the word in this sense. At any rate, I 
confine the word entirely to the mind's action-the 
action of the outward world being indicated by the 
word impression. 

By perception, I mean the mind's seeing of the re
lations which necessarily exist between things. In the 
outward world there are things and relations. The 
things impress themselves upon the mind, and the 
mind instantly senses the thing and perceives the re
lation. This distinction between sensation and per
ception should be kept constantly in view. They are 
entirely different mental acts, though they occur to
gether in time. The one is a movement, the other 
an insight. 

After the impression, the sensation, and the percep
tion comes reasoning, and not till then. There is 
not a particle of reasoning in the human mind until 
it has received an impression from the outside "uni
verse of things," sensed the things, and perceived rela
tions. This is the absolutely necessary foundation to 
all reasoning. But not the absolutely necessary 
foundation of all knowledge, for before reasoning 
there is a knowledge-there must be, or reasoning is 
impossible. We must know something, or else how 
can we reason ? 

I affirm that in sensation and perception is in
volved the knowledge of the universe as outward-that is, 
we know that the universe is outside of us and not 
in us, that it is something other than ourselves. We 
do not pass, as I have said before, from the ego to 
the non-ego by any process of inference, but in the 
very act of consciousness the non-ego is known in
stantly with the ego; and, the moment we know our
selves, that moment we recognize the reality of what 
is not ourselves. This knowledge, I say, is anterior to 
all reasoning and all experience. It is conveyed to 
us by the mind's sensation and perception. In the 
sensation of the thing, it knows the thing to be out
ward, and in perceiving the relation between things, 
it knows those relations to be outward. Understand 
me-this is all the mind does know prior to reason
ing, outwardness; all other knowledge comes by rea
soning, but objectivity is directly cognized. 

Right here is a fundamental difference between 
myself and Mr. Andrews. Right here is the very in
nermost battle-ground of our philosophies. I affirm 
that science must take the position which I take, or 
else it will vanish in a maze of philosophic specula
tion. It must start with the affirmation of a direct 
knowledge of the objectivity of things and relations, 
or else it can never affirm a single thing beyond the 
individual ego. 

Mr. Andrews affirms, if I understand him aright, 
that the knowledge of the objectivity of relations is 
not involved in sensation and perception, as I assert; 
but this knowledge comes by a lightning-like process 
of reasoning, of inference-that is, the mind, sensing 
and perceiving, asks for a cause of its operations, and 
infers as the cause the existence of something out
side of itself. This is done, it is said, in response to 
the mind's necessary demand for a cause. But I deny 
that the mind makes any such demand. The idea 
of causation is not original and intuitive. It is the 
result of many experiences. When we see that some 
antecedents have certain consequences, then we be
gin to think of causes, and not till then. The mind 
does not begin to think of a cause the first thing, as 
if by compulsion. A very little consideration will 
convince any one that the idea of causation is not in
stinctive, but an idea produced by experience, and 
even then all the idea we have of cause is that cer
tain antecedents are followed by certain consequences 
-and not that one thing produces another. But if 
we are obliged to seek for a cause of our mental 
operations, why seek for them outside? Why not 
affirm ihat the cause is inside? This can be done 
just as well, and this is what Berkeley does, and he 
denies the existence of anything outward, and he is 

just as logical as those who declare that the outward can deal very nicely with an imaginary universe. He 
world is an inference. But how is it possible to lo- can have a place for everything; and can put every
cate a cause either inside or outside? It cannot thing in its place. He can pigeon-hole good and 
logically be done, and the result is that we are left evil, and demonstrate how exquisitely they supply one 
floating on a "sea of thought," and there is no cer- another's defects. One can label God and man and 
tainty-except, indeed, of our uncertainty. After all the devil, and have .them at hand to solve every diffi
this questioning, however, when a man opens his culty. It is a far more difficult task, however, to 
eyes and appeals to common sense he is well aware solve this matter-of-fact universe, and bring out from 
that he is but part of a world, and. he only knows its tremendously conflicting forces some sort of bar
himself as part of a world which is not himself: that many. Science only can express the least valid 
is, as. I have before affirmed, in the primal act of con- music. It may not bring forth much, but what it 
sciousness is involved the knowledgo of the outside does has the genuine ring. Philosophy has hitherto 
universe. This knowledge comes directly. We won but scanty triumphr.1. It has roamed amid the 
never could reason ourselves to it. It must come be- dreamlands. It has dealt with ideas, and not with 
fore all inference, or it could never come at all. facts. It has made the universe anything and every-

! know that in this matter I not only place myself thing to suit some passing fancy. It has had its 
against Mr. Andrews, but against Spencer and Hux- types and archetypes, and according to these every
ley; but these men are not science-every lll.an is thing has been evolved in a very attractive manner. 
liable to mistake, and science is that best knowledge Philosophy has been, in fact, nothing but prose-poetry, 
which the combined intellects of the racfl present. and on the whole I prefer Shakspere to Plato. 
We must offset one great thinker against another Poetry built upon facts is better than philosophy 
frequently in order to get at ·the truth, as we must built upon fancy. 
offset one sense against another. Our senses are the I would not, however, do without the philosopher 
only source of knowledge; but our senses make false He is a grand man, provided he sticks to the orbit 
reports and we must sift our senses by our senses marked out for him by science. There are some 
continually, in order to make them exact witnesses; minds essentially deductive. It is their forte to go 
and so we must sift scientists by scientists. It does from the general to the particular. Deductive reason
not follow that Spencer or Huxley is right on all ing, as the strict result of inductive reasoning, is the 
questions because they are right on some. It is ab- highest form of man's intellectual activity. It is 
surd to make any one man, however learned, or any through deduction that we reach the grandest results. 
set of men, a supreme authority on all questions that we are compelled daily to this form of reasoning. 
are presented to the human intellect. Through it only can we meet successfully the new . 

Now, this question which I am discussing must be issues of life constantly thrust upon us. We cannot 
settled by the ci'lmmon sense of the world. Each one apply the particular to the particulars. It is a slow 
of my readers can decide for himself. It does not and cumbersome process. From a vast number of 
need learning or genius-only clear-headedness. particulars, general principles must be stored up in 
Let each one ask himself, how does he know that there the mind, and he is the most successful man who has 
is a world outside of himself? I venture to say that the quickest control of these universal truths in their 
everybody who has not bothered himself with meta- varied adaptability to the particular circumstances of 
physics will say that he knows it in the same way that life. Hence the sublime use of the philosopher, who 
he knows himself. The moment I see a table, a chair, trains us into the grasp and use of the most gene
a flower, a star, the mountains, the seas, I know that ral principles, and thus enables us to be beforehand 
they are outside of me; I perceive it; I don't reason with life, and marshal, as with a master's insight, its 
it. It is impossible to reason it. The moment I multitudinous forces. Many of the most brilliant and 
reason I am lost in a wilderness of thought. The useful discoveries have been entirely the result of de
firm starting-point is the objectiv reality. duction; and he who can lead and instruct in these 

This is the difference between Mr. Andrews and superior processes of thought is indeed a noble helper. 
myself. He says that knowledge of things as objective But in order that philosophy in its wide reach may 
is not involved in sensation and perception, but is be thus fruitful and glorious, its deduction must be 
reached after sensation and perception by a light- based entirely upon induction. It must not begin 
ning-like process of inference. I affirm that in sensa- with assumed gene:rals. It must find them in the 
tion and perception .. is contained a knowledge of the strict search of scierloo. Every general must be de
objectivity of the world; and this knowledge is the rived from particulars. We begin with particulars 
starting-point of all scientific reasoning. I affirm always; and only after a most exhaustive examination 
that there is not a particle of reasoning until after an do we admit the general. This is why theology can
impression, a sensation, and a perception. These not stand. It starts with a most tremendous assump
three things are necessary to any reasoning whatso- tion. It does not reason from a particular to a gen
ever. I am perfectly satisfied that the common sense eral. If it did, how could it ever reach to a God?
of the world will vindicate my position. for, unless all the particulars of the universe are pres-

I will now endeavor to show what reasoning is; or, ent to the mind, it is impossible to demonstrate God. 
at least, its two main processes-the inductive and God is the very last generality that can be reached, and 
the deductive-the reasoning from a particular to a it cannot be reached until every part and parcel of the 
general, and from a general to a particular. universe has been thoroughly examined. As this will 

Reasoning is, first of all, inductive. It deals with not be done for millions of years, of course this general 
particulars. There is analysis, the making of dis- conclusion is a long way off; and if there is to be in 
tinctions; and then there is the discovery of resem- the hereafter a theology, it will be so many countless 
blances. From a certain number of particulars, classi- years before the demonstration is fully accomplished 
:lied and harmonized, a general truth is affirmed, and that it is not worth our while to be bothered with 
from this general truth there is a deduction, or a rea- such a remote affair. If theology is assumed to-day, 
soning forth to other particulars. it is assumed against the facts that we already know. 

Now, the trouble with philosophy in past ages has As a general theory, it has but a few particulars to 
been that it has almost altogether contented itself give it credence. The theologian reasons from ideas 
with deduction. It has assumed its general, and from to ideas, and not from facts to ideas. Now every 
that deduced its particulars. Grant its general, and reasoning, to be veracious, must be from facts to 
of course its particulars are logically true. But if ideas. 
the general is not true, the particular is not apt to be In the light of what I have just said, I wish to ex
true, except by a happy guess. Almost all philoso- amine for a moment the basis of Universology, and 
phers make some "glittering generality" their start- see if it has a real scientific basis. 
ing-point, but however beautiful the result, it is Of course Mr. Andrews will not say that we must 
purely imaginary. accept Universology by "intuition" or "faith." We 

Philosophy in the hereafter, in order to be of any must not begin to believe it in order to see if it is 
account, must base itself entirely upon science. Its true, although it strikes me that some of his disciples 
generals must be given by the patient researches of would like to have me try it in that way, just as Moody 
science. It must not take anything for granted. It insists that we first of all believe in Christianity, and 
is the province of philosophy, as distinguished from then by believing it we shall come to find out that it 
science, to deal with general truths and apply them is true. Are we to accept Universology in this way-
to the various and particular affairs of human life. by some transcendent effort of the will? 

Science is mostly analytic; philosophy is synthetic. This cannot be done-at least, no scientific truth 
Science walks with slow and patient footstep. When can be accepted in this way. It must be reasoned 
it has won some bight of knowledge, then philoso- out, as I have said, by induction. If it cannot be 
phy, dealing with broad outlooks, comes in. Philoso- reasoned out in this way, then it cannot be accepted 
phy is simply the highest realm of science-its by the scientific mind. · 
sublimest activity, applied mainly to life, and there- Universology is a general truth. As its name be
fore in the end it is wisdom. But it must be kept in tokens, it is a universal principle. Therefore, being 
view that all the advances of philosophy must have a a general truth, it cannot be assumed; it must be 
strictly scientific base. Philosophy cannot transcend demonstrated by an appeal to particulars. As I un
science. If science cannot solve the pro"blem of life, derstand it, Universology declares that between the 
neither can philosophy. The latter can have no instru- inward and the outward world there is a perfect anal
mentality that the former does not furnish. The ogy. Now, this is very well as an hypothesis, and as 
trouble, however, has been from, Plato to Hegel and an hypothesis it is very useful. Many of Mr. An
Andrews, that philosophers have assumed a premise draws's analogies are wonderfully entertaining and 
that science does not give. They solve the problem instructive. They are real d-iamonds of thought, that 
of the universe by, first of all, making a universe to seem to flash the truth like so many gems of poetry, 
suit themselves. When one has made a doll-baby it like some of Homer's or Shakspere's splendid lines. 
is very easy to unfold the process of its manufacture, But, to me, they are simply glimpses, and not es
and so make plain the heart of its mystery. So one ' tablished principles. The only possible way to dem-
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onstrate general analogy is by an examination of q-.;ti~es a great man to bend to the load; but are you 
the particular analogies. We cannot assume gen- w1llmg to see the the last arrow in freedom's quiver 
eral analogy, and from that reason to particular plucked away rather than suffer in its defense? Did 
analogies. We must first have our millions of particu- you so counsel our honored innovator, D. M. Bennett? 
lar analogies, and on these millions establish the Heywood has. glorious examples, all the way down 
truth of the general. We cannot assume the general, the ages-glonous ages-made glorious for our sake. 
and then assert the millions of particulars. We cannot pay to the past the debt we owe; let the 

to be in charge of it, and resigns the charge to the 
baggage-master. 

This man, like some locom.otiv engineers, and 
others who frequent these places, would not dare to 
drink to excess except for the fact that he can do so 
with but slight danger of detection, owing to the 
secrecy with which they are conducted, an immunity 
from danger (from danger of detection in the act, 
but certainly not from danger to the lives of the 
passengers or property of these corporations under 
their charge) that is solely and directly served to 
them by the so-called prohibition laws. About the 
reason why liquor is sold, both openly and secretly, 
which "Liberta" finds it so hard to realize, I know, 
probably, no more than anyone of average common 
sense, but it seems to me not very difficult to see 
what it is. Is not the case this? Liquor is sold 
openly, because, if it were not, a great many people 
who now buy it would be put to so much trouble to 
ascertain where it could be obtained that they would 
rather go without it, and the dealer lose custom in 
that way; it is sold secretly, because, as I hav said, 
many men in positions of responsibility, such as loco
motiv engineers and railroad conductors, would 
otherwise not dare to drink to excess as they now do, 
and the dealers would lose a profitable part of their 
custom in that way. 

[To BE ool'!TINUJID.l present an.d future draw en us. Heywood is fighting 
for educatwn and freedom. Shall a J e:ffries and a 
Laud feed their bigotry on the freedom of American 
citizens? Shall domestic ties stand in the way of 
blazing truth? Read the story of Mr. John Rogers, 
the father of five more children, quite as young 
as 1\fr. Heywood's; yet that stern old divine defied 
the flames of the persecuting Mary, and would not 
lie to save his life. Think of that, Mr. Aldrich, and 
you, Mr. Blackman; for your laws must be feeble 
things, compared with your prejudices, when they 
can be of no avail if the prosecuting officer can be 
bribed with a criminal's promis to " do so no more." 

The Armies of the Lord. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : The fol

lowing article, clipped from the Modesto Herald, may 
be of some interest to those of your readers who are 
net posted in regard to the affairs of Zion in Cali
fornia: 

"Rev. W. S. Urmy has placed upon our table a copy of the 
'Minutes of the Thirty-First Session of the California Con
ference of theM. E. Church.' We were particularly attracted 
to the statistical part of the report, and not a little surprised 
to find the total membership in the state to be only 8, 793, with 
1,125 on probation. The whole number of churches is 137, 
and the number of Sunday-school children 14,978. San Fran
cisco alone ought to present this many." 

According to Aldrich, no man shall make a prac
tical protest against a law, however infamous. 

When you understand that the population of Cali
fornia is now nearly one million, you will perceive 
that, even with the extremely Liberal mode of count
ing for which they are noted, the Methodists, after 
thirty-one years, hav succeeded in building up a 
membership of only about one to each hundred in
habitants. When you understand that a great por
tion of these members were Methodists before they 
came to California; when you understand that a great 
portion of these are so lukewarm in their cause that 
their preachers complain of them nearly every week; 
and when you understand that, notwithstanding this 
unfavorable showing, the Methodists are, next to the 
Catholics, the dominant sect in this state, you will 
perceive that the " armies of the Lord " are not win
ning many victories over the " adversary of souls." 
Indeed, after twelve yeari3 of close observation, I am 
satisfied that the number of those who hav become 
church-members in California, and hav remained 
members, is more than equaled by that of those who 
came here as members and hav abandoned the 
churches since their arrival. 

Tell that barrister that there is strength, and flavor 
too, in Boston harbor. Was it wicked to defy the ex
cise laws of the land? "It may be treason to England 
-it is obedience to God," they said; and that saying 
will never be unsaid while a despot reigns cin the 
throne or on the bench. 

Let Liberals stand by Liberals, and do all they can 
to create popular sentiment in Liberal molds. We 
don't know whose turn next. Success to-day insures a 
new victory to-morrow. Rebuff to-day precurses de
feat to-morrow. 

Heywood asks your aid, your help; your pity he 
may need after the trial. A. H. W oon. 

·Lunenburg, Mass. ---------More Bible Polygamy and Blunders. 

One thing more I desire to say. One day recently, 
about noon, I saw three gentlemen in Portland, all 
so intoxicated that no one of them could walk with
out staggering very perceptibly. This improving 
spectacle occurred on a day that was not a holiday, 
and the three gentlemen were not together, but each 
one of them was alone, although they were all within 
a circle of fifty yards radius. Surely if the prohibi
tionists are satisfied, those who want to get drunk 
hav no particular reason to complain. 

48 Wall street, N Y. PHILIP G. PEABODY. 

From this same article you will see that this dom
inant sect, the Methodists, hav only·one church to 
each seven thousand inhabitants; arid you would be 
surprised to see how small the congregations are at 
these few churches. 

From all these things you will perceive that Cali
fornia is not likely to aid much in putting God, and 
his mother, and his son, and his son's mother (God 
had no wife), and his uncle, the Holy Ghost, et al, into 
the Constitution of the United States. 

JOHN R. KELSO. 

The proofs that polygamy was a favored institu
tion of Jehovah in his government of the Jews are 
almost innumerable in the Bible. David is nowhere 
rebuked for his many wives, and is ever spoken of as 
the favorit of his God. Solomon is reprovingly 
spoken of because he took wives among the strange 
people, but not for his having so many hundreds of 
wives and concubines. 2 Chronicles xi, 17, "So they 
strengthened the kingdom of Judah, and made Rheo
boam, son of Solomon, strong, three years; for three 
years they walked in the way of David and Solomon." 
It then states that Rheoboam took Mahalath and 
Maachah to wife, and loved this last above all his 
wives and concubines, "for he took eighteen wives 
and three score coneubines," "and he dealt wisely 
and dispersed all his children throughout all coun
tries of Judah," etc. "And he desired many wives." 

A Great Want. 
There is a branch of study than which nothing is 

more needed in our common schools. It is literary 
criticism. The man who will get up a plain, brief, 
but clear book for schools on this subject will be a 
benefactor of his kind, and will, I believe, realize a 
fortune. The ordinary " Logics " are too dry and 
obscure and impractical. 

Sydney Smith's essay on " Popular Fallacies," with 
his immortal oration of Mr. Noodle, illustrate my 
idea, as also does Macaulay's essay on " Southey's 
'Colloquies on Society.'" The work criticised by 
Macaulay in that essay shows the need of the introduc
tion into common schools of the study I mention. 
A very little training in the art of literary criticism 
would hav prevented Southey, the poet, from writing 
such absurdities as he did in the work. But, as the 
critic says, he did seem to be utterly ignorant of 
what an argument is. One might be excused for ut
tering such folly at his own fireside, but that anyone 
should deliberately write it down, send it to the 
printer, correct the proof-sheets, and then giv it to 
the public, makes us ashamed of our species. I will 
venture the assertion that not one person in a hun
dred, outside of the legal profession, could read the 
work and detect the fallacies, contradictions, and ab
surdities contained in that work, prior to having read 
some criticism on it like Macaulay's. People read 
books and listen to addresses teeming with baldest 
fallacies and contradictions without the least sus
picion. Even learned men accept theories and write 
exhaustiv works on them without ever pausing to 
ask, "But is the theory true?" Often a very little 
clear thinking will show the foundation to be false. 
The very wisest and most capable will fall into error 
thus. 

Turloolc, Oal., Nov. 10, 283. 

Mr. Heywood. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I see 

by THE TRUTH SEEKER and other sources that Mr. 
Heywood's obscenity case in the criminal court at 
Worcester last week goes over until the January 
term, when it must be tried; and that, too, according 
to law-so says Judge Aldrich; and the district at
torney, good-natured soul, throws the whole weight 
of this prosecution upon Mr. Heywood, and tells him 
if he will stop publishing at once that ends the case. 
I suppose you would counsel him to follow Black
man's suggestion and so get out of his present 
"trouble-and keep out."* 

That is just what my wife says. She says Mr. Hey
wood is too good a man to be harassed in this way. 
She further says Mr. Heywood is too poor to be put 
to such costs; that his brother, Samuel R., might take 
the job off his hands and relieve his brother Ezra as 
he used to when he was helping him get Mountain 
Home. 

And then, she still further says, Mr. Heywood has 
a family of four young children to provide for and 
educate; a wife also, who can be of much ser
vice in her family, but of no avail in the state's prison, 
and she would hav Mr. Heywood lay aside his re
forms till a more convenient season, when his 
opinions hav become generally known and taught in 
the schools. Then he might get a call to preach for 
hire, and get as rich as the pious sneak who pillows 
with the traveling agent of the National Insurance 
Company. Now, all this and more was in yom· 
thought when you published your notice on the lOth 
inst. But do you know this man Heywood? Why, 
he is of such stuff as, a few years before, they used to 
make into Garrisons, and Pillsburys, Phillipses, and 
Fosters. "I am in earnest; I will not retreat; I will 
be heard I'' is his motto. Are you, as a refonner, 
really prepared to counsel in such wise? I know it 
is a great work he takes upon his hands, and it re-

*We should most certainly advise against the writing by 
Mrs. Heywood of any more stuff such as the slip Mr. Hey
wood is now indicted on. The English language is flexible 
enough to expref!s any sentiments that worthy lady may hold 
without the use of words which must be deprecated by her 
most stanch supporters before they can proceed to her de
fense. Mrs. Besant traveled the ground over which Mrs. 
Heywood is stumbling, and did not find it necessary to be
draggle her skirts with mud to get people to listen to her. 
-[ED. T. S.) 

Now, this is spoken ofapprovingly. It is recorded 
as a part of his wise dealing. But to make it clearer, 
in the very beginning of the next chapter (xii) it 
states, "It came to pass when Rheoboam had estab
lished and strengthened himself, he forsook the law 
of the Lord." How? 1 Kings xiv, 21, 24, tells how. 
Chapter xi, 6, says, "David went fully after the Lord," 
as does verse 34. And we know what David did. It 
seems that while Rheaboam desired and had so many 
wives, he obeyed the Lord and followed him. This 
case alone is enough to show that polygamy is a 
Bible institution. But no one in his proper senses 
to-day can read a few chapters of the book without 
seeing the absurdity of quoting it as authority save 
where it states an evident truth. It overflows with 
blunders. In looking up this point I came across one 
I had not seen commented on before. Accord
ing to 2 Kings xxiii, 1-3, over a million people en
tered the temple with King Josiah. All the men of 
Judah, all the inhabitants of Jerusalem," all the peo-
ple, small and great." Another miracle. HoLT. 

Maine Facilities for Drinking. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I de

sire, simply in the interest of truth, to correct one 
erroneous statement that occurs in the communica
tion signed "Liberta," in THE TRUTH SEEKER of No
vember lOth. relativ to the effect of alleged prohibi
tion in Maine. The statement is as follows: "If it 
[liquor] can be sold openly, it is not sold secretly; 
and if sold secretly, it is because it cannot be sold 
openly." I contradict the two propositions contained 
in this quotation without hesitation, because I know 
from my own experience that the facts are otherwise. 
There are now places in Portland, Maine, where 
liquor is sold openly, and also places where it is sold 
secretly; some of the former places are in the neigh
borhood of the Boston and Maine and Eastern de
pots. The latter are in a more central location. I 
think I recollect one in Middle street, and one in Ex
change street, to which I hav been invited. ·The 
persons who use the secret places either let them
selva in with keys, no one without a key being ad
mitted by anyone inside, or they are inspected from 
the inside through a "peep hole," in a style similar 
to that in which the applicant for admission to a 
gambling-house is in many cities examined by the 
custodian of the door before being allowed to enter. 
When in Portland, I hav been frequently invited to 
drink by a railroad conductor, who sometimes is so 
drunk when on duty on his train that he is unable 

We daily find people taking for granted some f!llse 
premis and building splendid edifices thereon. We 
meet with people of good sense upholding most false 
doctrins,utterly incapable of reasoning on the subjects. 

A very little training in the right direction would 
prevent this. 

People also giv false reasons for conect views. I 
am satisfied that there is a class of citizens who find 
their interest in this stupidity, and who would oppose 
any attempt to refonn our schools on this point. 

A great many persons hav come to believe there is 
no such thing as truth from hearing a cause main
tained and disputed with ability on both sides. 

Such a work as I speak of, with a few illustrations 
by such articles as Macaulay's and Smith's, would, 
with the proper training, teach the rising generation 
the habit of clear thinking. A fallacy, if not detected 
by most of them, could be easily exposed to them. 

As it is, when you try to show to them that such 
or such a statement is self-contradictory, is a begging 
of the question, or some other fallaey, you speak an 
unknown language. They do not see why a state
ment may not be true, although it may be contrary 
to the established canons of criticism, and logically 
false, and you hav often no means of showing them, 
because you cannot appeal to anything that is au
thority with them. 

'fhe sole cause of the superior intelligence of law
yers is because some of these canons are authority 
with them, to a certain extent. A keen lawyer will 
detect a fallacy very readily. C. I. 
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Prohibition.-Temperance. opinion the drunkard's condition would not be im-
To sa:y anything ~~o;n temperance, intemperance, proved nor society become a whit better. As a mat

mode~atiOn, or prohibitiOn, which has not been said, ter of fact, if there was no whisky made and none 
or which would not be a remuttering of the same sold, no one could drink it; but is that equivalent to 
thunder which has been heard almost constantly for saying there would be no drunkenness? Certainly 
the last forty years, would be a task for the fulfil- not. We all know that there are other intoxicants, 
ment of which the writer is hardly capacitated. In- which, if not so boisterous, are equally demoralizing. 
temperance, mea~ing the excessiv use of, and And when there is inherited an organization, the 
temperance, meanmg the moderate use of whisky? development of which develops the desire, the 
Yes, and many other things, too numerous to men- passion, the appetite for strong drink, would it not be 
tion, which might appropriately enter into a dis- in accordance with the law of cause and effect for 
cussion in favor of or against prohibition. those unfortunates to seek gratification and indul-

The co.nstitution of man, meteorological and iso- gence in other forms of intoxication? 
thermal mfluence, morphological and physiological Suppose, for instance, that prohibition was in full 
conditions, or the effects brought about from the force, that no whisky was made nor sold, then what? 
relation of form and function, are vastly of more im- The taste of whisky is not the thing desired. Every 
portance than the clamor about the excessiv use of sot will truthfully tell you that oftentimes he has had 
whisky and alcoholic stimulants. A knowledge and to vomit two, three, or four times before his drink 
observance of the law of ca:use and effect would be would remain on his stomach. It did not taste 
worth more than all the temperance speeches eve1• good; the £iffect was what was wanted. But, says 
made. one, remove by legislativ prohibition the drink 

To repeat that the direct and immediate effect of (whisky) and then you will annul the effect. Not at 
the e:x:c~ssiv use of intoxicants is in many ways de- all. You havn't touched the cause, which is the 
mor~hzmg an? productiv of numerous evils, is only desire f~r the effect, whisky, or whatever stimulant 
to giv exp:ess10n to what our every-day observation taken, simply producing the effect desired. To 
and expenence prove. Nothing is more profoundly remove the cause or desire you must renovate the 
~ad than the haggard look of the wife whose husband system by breaking the sot's associations (if the case 
IS a drunkard. Nothing more completely withers has not become too chronic) and remodeling the 
parental ho~es th~n a knowledge of their bright- organ~zations by a purely physiological process. 
faced boy bemg a tippler. Kuowmg nature's laws, and living in obedience 

But! to go ~ack of this state of affairs and become ther.ewith, and the transmission of sound, healthy 
acquamted with and explain the causes, of which bodies to our children, which will enable them to 
the~e sad sights are b~t the natural effects, is indeed come in contact with stimulants and crime in every 
a difficult task. Nothmg happens without a cause. form, and though the evils of the land in our 
For every thought and every act there must be a opinion, never hav been, and never will be \essened 
cause, and to understand the causes of so much by legislation, they may be defied, both the natural 
drunken wretchedness would require a tolerably and the artificial. But what are the natural and 
complete sociological, physiological, and biological artificial evils to be defied? Natural evils are those 
knowle~ge: . inherited, transmitted from parent to child, and from 

Why IS It tha~ a .porti.on of mankind, with their generation ~o generation. A natural propensity in 
eyes open, and With mtelligence enough to see ahead harmony with the organization which leads the 
of them t~e d~testable d.runk';ll'd, re~ling, staggering, victi~Il:, in spite of his own resolutions, his pledges, 
and baskin~ m filth, With his bram partially para- and his. praye:s, to acts, the effects of which are not 
lyzed, and hiS ;ne~·vous system prostrated, despite the condumv to his own well being, and are detrimental 
pray~rs.of Chnshans, the appeals of anxious friends, to ~he good of society, of which every one is a part. 
why IS It, I. ask, that so~e . peoJ?le continue in this This ~bnorm~ condition. of the system is, properly 
a.wful practice and remam m this deplorable condi- SJ?eakmg, a disease, and, If defied, must be made to 
t10n ? Jield, not to legislativ prohibition, but to proper 

.Make an appe.al to the drunkard's intelligence, and social treatment; not consisting of patent medicins, 
will h~ ex~use himself by telling you that the taste ~or bottled nostrums, but to the influence of good, 
?f 'Yhisky _IS so pleasant to his palate that restraint mteresting, and wholesome society. And, as a fully 
IS Impossible? No .. Doe~ he delight in being d~veloped case of consumption cannot be cured, so 
d~agged d~wn fro~ his ~omal rank; from a loving With the fully developed sot. Let the habitual 
Wife. or an mterestmg family? No. Is it a pleasure drunkard go. The law of the" survival of the fittest" 
to smk down, step by step, and drink after drink will soon root him out. N atm·e tears down to re
until he has reac~ed the level of a drunkard, and build a little better, and in place of the drunken jim
further down until he has gone below the level son, we may hav the fragrant rose. Throw no halo 
of the sav~ge, the beast, and the idiot, and still of praise around the debauchee upon a pretended 
further until sympathetic friends place nature's de- reformation.or the signing of a pledge. These things 
formed father, brother, or husband, beneath the sod? hav been tried, and are found wanting. If there is 
No; t~e sot, th~ deb~uchee, d?es not inform you, ~ny manhood .left in the drunkard it will assert 
UJ?OD mterrogatmg .him, that It accords with his Itself when somety no longer recognizes him in any 
Wishes or adds to his pleasures to be a drunkard. of the relations of life. Seek rather to save those 
The cause must be a very strong one, or the final who may become drunkards, and this class will 
effect waul~ tend to crush the action. The desire, include both those who may hav inherited the 
the promptmgs of an unnatural appetite, must be pr~pe~sity !or .drinking, and those (including the 
s~ch as di~regard conseq~ences, and t~e victim con- artifima! evils) m who~ a desire may be developed, 
tmues .until thoughtful mmds hav busied themselvs or acqmred by adaptatiOn or bad association. 
searchmg for a remedy; and it only too sad to know Leg~slativ prohibition would not keep the con
that ~very effort, thus far, has bl en a hopeless failure. sumptiv from coughing, nor would it keep the 

WI!hout fl: proper knowledge of the cause it has confirmed drunkard from becoming intoxicated. 
been Impossible to ch.ange the effect; and now arises But good exercise, mental and physical, and a pure 
the mo?Ien~ous qu:s~I?n: What would be the effect atmosphere may act as a preventiv against the devel
of legislativ prohibitiOn ? Temperance agitators opment of consumption, both in those who may hav 
honest ~nd zealous workers, do not jump at a hasty inherited weak lungs, and those who may contract 
conclusi~n. It may ?e questionable as to whether the disease by continued exposure, and the saine 
ref?rm~t10n of any kind h~s ever been effected by trea~ment, viz: interesting games and amusements, 
legislatiOn. We are searc~mg for the cause as well makmg home more attractiv and inviting than the 
as ~he remedy, and .we ~eheve the cause to be that of saloons and dens of vice, will do a hundred times 
an ~mp~rfect o.r~a;nizatiOn, and the remedy to be not more good toward diminishing the number of drunk
leg~slativ prohibitiOn.. . ards than all the legislativ prohibition, temperance 
. We hav .asked why It IS t.hat some people indulge crusades, or Murphy movements. 
m a practice that makes hfe more miserable than Kansas says that prohibition will not prohibit· 
death, and we believe t~at it is not because the Maine echoes the same mournful answer. History 
natural. pro~ucts. of the fair fields of earth are con- proves that crusades and prayers alike hav been 
verted mto mto~ICants, nor because whisky is offered meffectual. Now let the intellectual and moral world 
for sale ?D all sides (I .am not now considering the try soc~al banishment. Let the confirmed drunkard 
m?ral nght to sell ":his~y). We ~e now dealing g~; he IS a sore. upon society, an insult to decency. 
~Ith the cause and effect m connechon with prohibi- HI~ manhood IS not worth the blue ribbon with 
~IOn as a pse~do-remedy, and at the same time giv- which he adorns himself when he signs the pledge. 
mg our own Idea of a proper treatment. Instead of trying to save that which is not worth 
. We. assm;ne the cause .to be an iJ?perfect organiza- saving, let us study the law of conduct, of cause and 

t10n, mherit~d or. acqu.Ired, the Improper develop- effec~ .. Let us acquaint ourselvs with the proper 
ment of whiCh givs rise to and encourages this conditiOns and environments of life and let us 
abnor?Jal ~nd unnatural. app~tite, t? the extent that educat~ our children in such manner that they may 
to resi~t stim~lants and mtoxwants IS equal to a con- abhor mtemperance and crime in every form. 
sumptiv refusmg to cough. 

If there was intemperance only in the use and abuse 
o_f whisky, the question would be more easy of solu
tiOn. I_f alcohol and the milder beverages were the 
olliy shmulants, the cause might be more easily 
underst?od. Bu:t nature has produced hundreds of 
other stimulants and intoxicants, and if prohibition 
we~e. to become a law, and man's organization re
mau~.mg _unchanged, u~improved, his appetites an'l 
passiOns m harmony w1th form and function, in my 

"Know then thyself, 
And thou art done with fears: 

Man gets no other light, 
Search he a thousand years." 

-B. F. B., in the Marion Denwcrat. 

CHr~AG~, has a new kind of religion called the "ham 
sandwich. A party of evangelists preach on the 
court.house steps on Sunday, for a while, announcing 
that mstead of the usual collection being taken up, a 

free lunch of ham sandwich and coffee will be given. 
Last Sunday, about a hundred poor people were fed 
after they had listened to the word for an hour: 
This sort of getting in religious work ought to be
come popular with congregations, as there is nothing 
which does a poor, hungry soul as much good as a 
sandwich and a cup of coffee. The residents of Eiler 
avenue may not take kindly to the preaching at first 
but they will stay to lunch with the exhorter every 
time, and while the lamp holds out, to keep tbe cof
fee hot, the vilest sinner may return after more sand
wiches.-Peck's Sun. 

" Crush the Damned Serpent." 
It is high time that to the search after truth we 

should add the labor of stamping out falsehood. The 
grand value of philosophy is in its purpose, not in its 
mystery. He who would throw away truth for the 
pleasure of hunting for it again does not comprehend 
its nature. Philosophy is not a puzzle good only for 
a~u.sel?ent, but IJ:D acquisition of knowledge and a 
dismplm o! fa?ult~es to e~ect our welfare. Mystics 
and ecclesiastics liv by their wonder or upon the won
der of others. Philosophers use their knowledge to 
apply nature's riches. To those who hav found any 
truth I urge that they act in earnest to prevent igno
rance from again becoming dominant. 

The American bishops of the Romish church hav 
demanded of the United States government the ac
ceptance of ecclesiastical canon law in all matters re
lating to church and. state. This is a bold unmask
ing of the long concealed purpose of the God-like 
tyrant to gain control of a government that was 
founded in opposition to its atrocious claims and 
crimes. Mentioning this to a Bible agent, he an
~wered, "Let them try on their game, and the Amer
ICan people will arise in its might and crush the 
damned serpent." To be forewarned is a call to be 
forearmed. The war is inevitable. 

Noifolk, Va., Nov. 15, 1883. JoHN H. P. GurLD. 

"Common Sense " Answered in Extenso. 
A pretty definit and satisfactory answer to the in

quiry of "Common Sense," about the family of 
Jcseph, the carpenter, will be found in "Revelations 
of Antichrist," which, in chapter xl, gives an abridg
ment of all the apocryphal gospels. The following · 
extract from chapter xxv, entitled "The Three 
Apostles James," is especially pertinent to the inquiry: 

How the perpetual virgin Mary became the mother 
of a large family is no mystery like that of the mi
raculous conception. One of the early apocryphal 
gospels-though probably not so early as any of our 
fo:rrr-tells us all about it. Joseph was a widower 
With four sons and two daughters, all married but 
James and Judas. Joseph was a priest as well as a 
carpenter, but lived mostly by the latter trade. Mary 
had been brought up in the temple till she was twelve 
years old, when the priests, lest they should fall into 
temptation and thus incur God's anger, agreed to in
trust her to the fatherly care of some pious old man 
who wanted a young wife. So they assembled twelve 
old men who raffled for Mary. The ex-priest and 
carpenter won, and was betrothed to her at once 
the marriage to be postponed until she reached ~ 
suitable age. But he took her to his own house and 
kept her two years, when she became a mother by 
the holy ghost. 

When Joseph discovered what was the matter 
with Mary he became sorely troubled, and couldn't 
eat or drink for a whole day. He thought of hushing 
up th~ scandal by putting her a~ay secretly. It is 
not said whether he suspected hm son James, who 
was most tenderly attached to his prospectiv step
mother. When she first came she found him broken
hearted at the recent loss of his own mother, but the 
~dv~nt .of .a lovely maiden, who, though some years 
m his Jumor, assumed the relation of a mother to 
h~m, soon assuaged his grief ; and she, caring for 
him as only a loving step-mother knows how, became 
known as" the mother of James," even before she 
became a wife to his father. The absence of the old 
gentleman, who had to be away at work at his 
trade, to say nothing of his age, which was then 
ninety-two, no doubt tended to strengthen the ties 
between the son and his female guardian. 

But .T oseph did not long remain on the ragged 
edge of anguish and despair. In the midst of his 
distress he fell asleep at noonday and had a dream in 
which Gabriel appeared to him and explained the 
mystery of the immaculate conception. That was 
enough ; the angelic friend tied up the storm, and 
so far as we know, everybody was satisfied of the en
tire innocence of all concerned. The far· off Magi 
made haste to welcome the new-born king of the 
Jews, and even the wicked Herod was wroth with 
them for not telling him where the infant was, so that 
he might go and worship him also. 

The bird sang in Mary's heart. Such a child would 
render any household happy. Jesus grew up and 
lived in sweet accord with his two half-brothers 
Judas and James, until the death of their father' 
Joseph, at the ripe old age of 111. Mary never had 
another child. Jesus addressed her reverently as 
his "virgin mother." Joseph, though legally mar .. 
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ried, seems not to hav been a husband· to her with 
all that the name implies. 

Some readers may think the above a burlesque. 
On the contrary, it is taken almost literally from the 
"History of Joseph, the Carpenter," a book that was 
popular in the so-called evangelical age of the church. 
If the style of the paraphrase should be thought 
satirical, or irreverent, will any right-minded person 
pretend to say that S'll.Ch a story deserves any better 
treatment? 

thoug~t that feeling brings more satisfaction than 
anything else can, for it includes all else. Is there 
any doubt of it? Let those who hav outgrown their 
early and gloomy religious education, or they who, 
by a change of surroundings, hav broken their bonds 
a~d stepped into the arena of freedom o~ thought, 
giv.an answer. But why ask such a question, when 
their very countenances show an advance in intellect
ual knowledge, without which humanity would be a 
blank. Political events often keep the people back
intellectual events urge them forward. Rev. James 
Fraser, a Scotch Presbyterian, said, "The world is a 
dangerous thing and a great evil, and the comforts 
of it a hell." What superstition! 

lVIcCullough, editor Globe Democrat; Wm. Hyde, 
editor lVIissouri Republican ; Thos. Dimmock and 
Thomas Garrett, editorial writers, Republican ; Prof. 
Woodward of Washington University, Prof. Nipher 
of Washington University. Judge Seymour D. 
Thompson, Court of Appeals; Prof. W. G. Harris, 
ex-Superintendent of Public Schools and hundreds 
of the best and noblest men in the city. 

Among men of this nation devoting their lives for 
the benefit of the ignorant and poor, let me ask 
whose name shines brighter than Infidel Felix Adler 
of New York? And among men of wealth, who has 
done more for education and practical charity than 
Infidel Peter Cooper? 

The Philosophy of Life. 
It is conceded that our present state of existence 

is life, or is known by that term. It may be an ar
bitrary assumption to call it by that name, but noth
ing in comparison to the arbitrary power that pro
jects and forces us into this state of being without 
any cognizance of our own. By that act we are of
tener than otherwise landed on an inhospitable shore, 
and our speedy departure to an unknown clime is 
not mourned unless done outwardly. From the ear
liest times we hav read much about living, moving, 
and having our being, and God is thanked daily for 
it. Credit is not always given where credit is due. 
We are told that " God is love, impartial, unchange
able, the same yesterday, to-day, and forever." If 
life, and what it implies, depend on such attributes, 
all things would tend to our improvement and hap
piness. Do such conditions always attend us from 
birth? To ask the question is to answer it. We 
read that God is partial. " For the children being 
not yet born, neither having done any good or evil, 
that the purpose of God according to election might 
stand, not of works, but of him that calleth. As it is 
written, Jacob's house hav I loved, but Esau hav I 
hated" (Rom. ix, 11-13.). We cannot depend on 
anything so absurd and unsubstantial as that to sus
tain us. The hated one proved to be the better man. 
What shall we do? Let the mistakes of those who 
hav gone before us be a lesson. Learn on what they 
depended for help, and if it proved a broken reed. 
The senses are the beginning and the end of knowl
edge. 

"Yes, superstition is the people's curse, 
That strips the flock to cram the parson's purse; 
When called religion it cajoles the weak, 
Who then, from fear of hell, the parson seek; 
To Mumbo-Jumbo, or grim Juggernaut, 
Or Bennamuckee, just as they are taught, 
To Moses, or Mohammed, or to Christ 
By superstition one and all enticed." 

Away with it! The only antidote is knowledge. 

As an Infidel, I hav the highest admiration and 
respect for the truly noble Christian people who hav 
done and are doing all in their power to feed and 
clothe the poor, and care for the little homeless 
orphans; but it is their duty to do so. Their 
"church has made more orphans than it will ever 
take care of," it has taken more dollars from the poor 
than it ever will repay. 

I respectfully ask you to read the above carefully. Try all things by your reason; and the comforts of 
this world, instead of being a hell, are found to be 
the one thing needful. Comforts are not extrava
gances. People all over the country fail to obtain 
them. Their possession depends upon no point of 
the compass, nor no particular degree of tern perature 
of the climate-but mainly on what is inherent in us, 
in proportion as we increase or diminish this power 
by a system of living that wastes or saves. There is 
no other name given whereby you ca.n be saved
only by sav~ng. Save your hard earnings from swell
ing the coffers of those who preach a gospel that 
says, "Blessed be ye poor." Save your earnings 
from those who tempt you with intoxicating drinks
save it from going into the maelstrom of fashion and 
pride. Save yourself from poverty and all the ills 
that follow in its train, and save yourselvs from fol
lowing those whose only regard for you will vanish 
as certainly as your day's work will fail, or by reason 
of failure, sickness, and too many other causes to 

If you think that you hav not said something un
called for, stated something which is not true, and 
unjustly slandered those whom the best element in 
the world respeds, I will hav more contempt for 
your narrow-minded bigotry than I could ever hav 
admiration for your efforts in behalf of newsboys. 

J. A. ST. JOHN. 

Sunbeams Shining Through the Church. 
F'rom Peck's Sun. 

. The religious element in some men is so strong that it will 
tel'ribly strain some other equally desirable trait. A colored 
man of Kentucky recently stole a mule "to ride to church." 
It is not known how much farther he would havriddenhad he 
been unable to find a customer for the mule after the service 
was over. 

" Of truth, whate'er discoveries are made, 
Are by the senses to us first conveyed; 
Nor will one sense be ba:ffied; for on what 
Can we rely more safely than.on that? " 

enumerate. CHARLES C. JoHNSON. 
Milford, Mass. 

An Open Letter to JE i'. Hogeland. 
All of the race hav aspirations and hopes of being From the St. Louis Post-. ,"spatch, 

in better circumstances and improving their condi- SIR: Looking over your book' 1titled "Ten Years 
tion. Why are they not realized? From the earli- Among Newsboys," I was grea. v surprised and 
est traditions, all races hav been taught and com- shocked in reading a chapter up :1 "Infidels," in 
manded to look to their priests as their teachers. which they were classed with the worst type of 
They hav been taught to ignore the present, to tend criminals. It is evident you are either ignorant 
all their efforts and utilize all their means to save of the meaning of the word "Infidel" or guilty of an 
themselvs from imaginary evils in a future imaginary unnecessary slander. If the former (which I trust is 
state of existence. Yet they do not agree as to meth- the case), your first duty is to inform yourself. If 
ads of belief, hence this planet has been made a the latter, you are no person to hav the guidance of 
slaughter-house for the race. children. 

" Look round the globe-for near two thousand years An Infidel is one who does not believe in the 
The cross has deluged it with blood and tears. inspiration of the scriptures, or the divine origin of 
Has it not set, wherever it was known, Christ. If you will take the Jime to reflect, you 
Wife against husband, father against son? must admit this to be the broadest and most com-
To love your wife or child's a grand mistake-
You're taught to hate each other for Christ's sake plete meaning of the word. Now, sir, whom do you 

-(Luke xii). find among this class? Are they the criminals of 
Take no thought for to-day! and when you die this or any other so-called Christian country? Go 
The dead m!J,y bury you, or there you lie." · t · h d h 'll k t -(Luke ix). m o our prisons, w erY'an w en you WI , see ou 

the most depraved-are they believers or unbe-
The following is a description of hell by the Rev. lievers? I will guarantee that 90 per cent are 

J. Furniss, and was published by authority in Eng- believers, that they would make oath to believing in 
land: "The roof is red-hot, the walls are red-hot, the Bible, Christ, God, devil, hell and heaven, and would 
:floor is like a thick sheet of red-hot iron. See, on fight the man who would call them Infidels. As a 
the middle of that red-hot iron floor stands a girl. proof of my statement I refer you to the report of 
She looks about sixteen years of age. She has nei- prisons in Great Britain for the year 1873, under the 
ther shoes nor stockings on her feet. The door of direction of Sir John Trelawney. The following are 
this room has never been opened since she first set the exact figures as reported: 
her feet on this red-hot :floor. Now she sees the door 
opening. She rushes forward. She has gone down 
upon her knees on the red-hot :floor. Listen, she 
speaks. She says: 'I hav been standing with my 
bare feet on this red-hot :floor for years. Day and 
night my only standing-place has been this red-hot 
:floor. Look at my burnt and bleeding feet. Let 
me go off this burning :floor for one moment-only 
for a short moment .. Oh! that in this endless eter
nity of years I might forget the pain only for one 
single moment! ' The devil answers· her question. 
'Do you call for a moment--for one moment to for
get your pain? No! not for one single moment dur
ing the never-ending eternity of years shall you ever 
leave this red-hot :floor!'" 

Roman Catholics 
Church of England -
Jews 
Protestant Dissenters 
Non-religionists 

Total -

Or about 500 Christians to one Infidel. 

- 33,381 
93,097 

757 
10,705 

279 

145,918 

The prominent champions of Infidelity in the 
world to-day are men of the purest and highest type, 
morally and intellectually. I name a few of those 
you hav classed with the assassins and libertins: 
Prof. Tyndall, Prof. Huxley, Herbert Spencer, Chas. 
Darwin, Sir Chas. Lyell, Humboldt, Prof. Alex. 
Agassiz, John Stuart lVIill, Chas. Dickens, Gerritt 
Smith, Wendell Phillips, Lloyd Garrison, Carl Schurz, 
Chas. Sumner, and Theodore Parker, Chas. Brad
laugh, Prof. Buchner, Anthony Trollope, Prof. Wal
lace, Prof. Young, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Prof. 
Richard Proctor, Robt. G. Ingersoll, Prof. YoumanA, 
Oliver W. Holmes, J. G. Saxe, and H. W. Longfellow. 
It is possible you may not hav heard of these persons, 
but I can assure you the names given are of persons, 
many of whom are now alive, and bearing a good 
reputation for truth and veracity in the community 
in which they liv. 

Last week the big boss of the ·Mormon church, John Tay
lor, celebrated his seventy-fifth birthday by holding a gen
eral muster of his numerous wife, and calling the roll. Some 
of his first wife had to hav an introduction to her husband in 
order to be able to enjoy the festivities. The young and 
good-looking ones were all solid with the old man. 

As expected, Jake Nelling, the murderer of Ada Atkinson, in 
Indiana, is "getting religion." It is remarkable how soon 
after committing the wickedest of crimes a man gets an at
tack of biliousness, or is just insane enough to employ the 
best attorneys in the state. A prospect of an interview with 
a rope with a slip-noose in the end has a wonderful influence 
in certain directions. 

A Chicago minister, in preaching a sermon on Martin Lu
ther, said it was generally admitted that Luther was in the 
habit, in early life, of sitting in taverns, drinking beer and 
singing songs nntil late into the night! It is charitable to 
suppose that Martin sung hymns and drank small beer. If a 
disciple of Luther should go to the saloons nights and act 
that way now-days, he would get pulled by the police and 
churched by the church. It is different now. 

This is the season of the year that the truly good parents go 
to church after locking their children in the house so that 
they can't escape, and return to find the home and children 
cremated while they were praying for the light of intelligence 
to illuminate the heathen mind. Judging from five children
locked-in-the-house-and-burnt cases during the past week, a 
little of that light for the benefit of heathens could be used 
to advantage for illuminating purposes in some places in 
Christian lands. ' 

One cannot be too careful where they shout "Amen" dur
ing a prayer. Near New Orleans on Wednesday last two men 
were seriously, and a third slightly injured over an" Amen" 
dispute. It appears that while one man was praying at a 
meeting on the Sunday previous one of the men shouted 
·• Amen " at a place in the prayer the praying man thought 
out of place, and in discussing it they went from words to 
blows to prove their arguments. The only sure way to get in 
the "Amen" in good shape and the right place is to shout, 
"Amen, hit or miss!" This will save all discussions or dem-
onstrations as to its being stuck in in the right place. 

A Brooklyn preacher has preached a sermon, the object of 
which was to account for the scarcity of young people at 
Sunday evening meetings, and the opinion was freely ex
pressed that the cause of the absence lay in the practice of 
courting on Sunday evening. The minister denounced the 
practice as wrong, and calculated to do great injury to the 
church. And yet it is safe to say that the minister, when he 
was young, did his courting on Sunday evening. It is the 
only evening that everything seems to conspire to make 
courting easy. The city is quiet, the old folks go to bed 
early, and all nature seems to do her best to giv the young 
people a good send-off. There are lodges, and theaters, and 
other places that must be visited on week-day nights, and a 
girl is not at her best on any night but Sunday, they tell us. 
The Brooklyn preacher had better confine himself to the 
doctrins, and let comting alone as a text for a discourse. 

Paine's Birthday at Louisville. 

What is life to those that are brought up under 
such teachings? Its belief has taken away mental 
liberty, and individual rights, without which there 
can be but little happiness in store for the human 
race. Buckle says, "It is a bad condition where 
everybody l)elieves, and no one doubts." To doubt 
is the beginning of many a person's happiness; for 
hell disappears as the doubts increase, the super
natural loses its hold acquired by early education, 
and the natural holds undisputed sway over the 
mind. Although the mind has been stunted and 
dwarfed during those years that priestcraft sat in 
judgment over it, yet what a fountain of happiness 
comes with the thought and the feeling that I am 
free! Free to consider any subject and follow where 
reason leads-free"to question all things, whether re
lated to the crep.ture or creator. To the person of 

Among those whom you class as next to the assas
sin, etc., may be named the following St. Louis 
gentleman, than whom none are more earnest in the 
welfare of the poor, or more generous in gifts to the 
homeless and suffering: lVIr. Carl Daenzer, editor 
Anzeiger; E. Preetorius, editor Westliche Post; Jos. 

The Liberals of Louisville, Ind., and vicinity, will 
celebrate the next anniversary of Thomas Paine's 
birthday, at the hall of the German Gymnastic 
Association, Jefferson street, between Preston and 
Jackson, either on the Sunday preceding the 29th 
of January, or the Sunday following. I hav under
taken the responsibility for all expenses, such as 
printing, advertising, and the pay of the orator of 
the day, music, etc. In connection with the lecture 
by B. F. Underwood, we will probably hav social 
enjoyment, music, and dancing for all who feel so 
inclined. We hope to hav all Liberals within reach 
in attendance on the day, and all who feel interested 
in giving as respectable and enthusiastic demonstra
tion in favor of Freethought and in commemoration 
of the illustrious patriot and author are requested to 
address the undersigned for tickets at fifty cents each, 
and to send the names of such persons as will be 
interested. REUBEN DAILEY. 

Jeffersonville, Ind., Nov. 15, 1883. 
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~ommunicatioqs. can understand, without troubling ourselvs with the which was spoken of the Lord by the prophets, say
divine mysteries. We must accept the good we can ing, "Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall 
understand, and let the rest go." bring forth a son, and they shall call his name 1m

Facts and Fallacies in Regard to the New But is it not self-evident truth that, if the New manuel" (Matt. i, 22, 23). This is a quotation from 
Testament writers were inspired of God, they could Isa. vii, 14. What are the facts ? In the early part 

Testament.-Continued. not help but agree with each other, even in the most of the reign of Ahaz, the kingdom of Judah was 
minute particular? But, beyond all question, when threatened with annihilation by the combined armies 
recording the most incredible and astounding inci- of Syria and Israel. 

The Internal Evidence.-When the lack of all 
evidence of t.he genuinness or credibility of the New 
Testament is clearly proved by admissions of the 
best accredited Christian historians, we are told 
with a profound, solemn, Bunsby-like wisdom-that 
would be amusing were less important interests 
inv0lved-"The internal evidence is quite sufficient 
to convince any person, able to read, of the truth, 
genuinness, and divine inspiration of the New Testa
ment." And then too, the Holy Ghost "will always 
illume, and bring to a full knowledge of the truth, 
any who will study its sacred pages. 

These assertions are so often reiterated that they 
are O'enerally taken for granted as true. Yet it is 
well <->known that no two believers, however sincere 
and devout, ever arrived at exactly the same conclu
sion· but invariably differ, just as their temperament, 
trai~ing, and denominational preferences prompt; 
and despite their claim to reverence the mandate, 
"Love one another," prove just as vindictiv and fierce 
in their denunciations and persecution of all who 
differ with them as if there were no such thing as a 
Holy Ghost in existence. 

But that space in THE TRUTH SEEKER is too uluable 
to permit, we could giv extracts from various emi
nent Christians-all of whom were sincerely and 
conscientiously desirous tc establish the t.ruth-deny
ing and repudiating the various points of faith, so 
that, collectivly, every essential doctrin held by 
orthodox Christians is denied or repudiated, and 
that too by most esteemed advocates of New Testa
ment sacredness. 

The Jews and Christians are not the only people 
that hav made Bibles. Many other peoples and 
nations hav their inspired word of God; many of 
them much more ancient, reasonable, and consistent, 
with fully as good or better evidence of their divine 
inspiration, and of much purer morality. 

Nearly all nations hav had their separa.te gods, 
their sacred imposed writings, their prophets, priests, 
and divine commands. 

How can we know they are all false, unless we 
examin and compare ? Are the children of Abraham 
better, more pure? Are Christians more studious 
and humble in the pursuit of knowledge? Do they 
liv more useful, more benevolent, or happier lives 
than all others, that we are constrained to believe 
their '3acred writing embody all that is divine and 

good ? · h 1 h' h Chr' t' 't · The J ew1sh t eo ogy on w 1c IS 1am y IS 

founded is no more the oldest in the world than it is 
the purest, most ennobling, or best. 

Far, far be it from us to wish to wound the feel
ings or arouse the prejudice of any sincere and 
honest believers in the Bible. We appeal to them 
in all love and candor. Is it not perfectly right and 
proper to thoroughly examin into the truthfulness 
and claims to divine inspiration of the Bible? 

If it is, as is claimed, really and truly the word of 
God, given by him for the express purpose of saving 
souls from the pangs and tortures of eternal hell, 
shall we not greatly help the cause of Christianity 
and humanity by our investigation? 

Truth, the more thoroughly investigated, shines 
the brighter. Error alone dreads and opposes 
examination. 

We hav had it instilled into us from earliest child
hood that the Bible is the word of God, a direct 
emanation from our father in heaven, every word 
inspired and given to teach us God's plan of salva
tion. 

Naturally we cling to the ideas of our childhood, 
that the Bible contains truths and moral precepts far 
superior to all other books. If this is really so, then 
the more we read, examin, and compare its declara
tions with reason, truth, and science, the brighter 
and clearer will its claims to our veneration become. 

Let us then calmly and dispassionately examin the 
"internal evidence." 

Jesus promised, "Howbflit when he, the spirit of 
truth is come, he will guide you into all truth" 
(John xvi, 13). 

This very holy spirit, called the " Comforter," thus 
far has failed to appear. )Ye now most respectfully 
invite him to do his duty, and let his holy light 
illume us in our search for truth, without further 
solicitation. 

But as in over eighteen hundred years he does 
not appear to hav once found conditions favorable, 
we had better not wait his manifestation, but 
proceed to carefully examin the "interual evidence." 

The books which compose the New Testament 
were first circulated at a time when the critical spirit 
was non-existent, and when true believers accounted 
all forgeries in favor of their religion, not only 
permissible but praiseworthy; hence the amount of 
falsification is absolutely appalling. 

When attention is called to the glaring contradic
tions and falsifications, we are met with the assur
ance, "Oh, never mind all that; there is enough we 

dents ever conceived, contrary to all known or nat-- The prophet Isaiah comes to King Ahaz with a 
ural laws-events of such momentous import to the message of hope and consolation, prophesying not 
whole human race, belief or rejection of which affect only that the designs of the hostil ;<~.rmies should fail, 
the present and eternal destiny, not alone of all who but within the sixty-five years the kingdom of Israel 
hav ever lived, but of countless millions yet unborn; would be overthrown. For confirmation of his word, 
when belief results in everlasting life in happiness, the prophet bids Ahaz ask a sign of God, which the 
and rejection, or lack of faith, insures everlasting tor- king refused to do. 
tures in the sulphurous flames of hell-surely we are Isaiah then announces a sign God would giv Ahaz 
justified in expecting the most clear, positiv, in dis- unasked. " Therefore the Lord himself shall giv you 
putable evidence, and the most exact and perfect accord a sign, Behold a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, 
in the testimony of all the witnesses, so that there and shall call his name Immanuel. Butter and 
could be no reasonable room for doubt. honey shall he eat, that he may know to refuse the 

The whole fabric of Christianity, it is admitted, de- evil and choose the good. For before the child shall 
pends upon the truth and divine inspiration of the know to refuse the evil and choose the good, the 
four gospels, which purport to giv a full account of land that thou abhorrest shall be forsaken of both her 
the birth, life, teachings, miracles, death, resurrec- kings" (Isa. vii, 14-16). 
tion. and asceJJ.sion of Christ. 1st. The sign given was only to King Ahaz, and 

Matthew commences his gospel with the declara.- could not possibly, in any way, refer to Christ, w:Bo 
tion that it is " the book ·of the generation of Jesus was not born until seven hundred and twenty-six 
Christ" (Matt. i, 1). years after Ahaz's death. 

The very first line of the New Testament is a self- 2d. The virgin shall call his name "Immanuel." 
evident misstatement of facts, for it is not a book of But Mary never called her first born Immanuel, nor 
the generation of Jesus Christ, but of Joseph, who, it did anyone else. "And when the eight days were 
is insisted on, was not the father of Jesus, for he knew accomplished, for· the circumcising of the child, his 
not Mary until after Christ was born. "And knew name was called Jesus, which was so mtmed of the 
her not till she had brought forth her first-born son, angel before he was conceived in the womb " (Luke 
and called his name Jesus" (Matt. i, 25). Luke dif- ii, 21). 
fers greatly from Matthew; and worse yet, there is a 3d. The child should be born, but before he should 
total discrepancy between both Matthew and Luke arrive at years of discretion, the prophet announces 
and the Old Testament (see 1 Chron. iii, 19-24). the land shall be desolate whose kings threatened Ahaz. 

Of seven sons of Zerubbabel, not one bears the name, Had Matthew quoted the context instead of only a 
or anything like the name, Rhesa or Abind, and of piece of a verse, it would hav been self-evident to all 
the next generation not one bears the name of any- that it could hav no possible reference to Christ. 
thing like Eliakim or Joanna. Such gross perversion of scripture as Matthew is 

Matthew says there were but forty-two generations guilpy of to sustain his most improbable story, is 
-fourteen from Abraham to David, fourteen from indeed internal evidence that, not even with help 
David until the carrying-away into Babylon, and four- from a Holy Ghost, would convince the reader either 
teen from that time to Christ. of the infallibility or divine inspiration of such an 

Luke declares there were fifty-six. Such, at the author. 
outset, is the internal evidence of New Testament "Now when Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea 
truth and divine inspiration. in the days of Herod the king, behold, there came 

It is claimed by some that the discrepancies be- wise men from the East to Jerusalem, saying, Where 
tween Matthew and Luke are because one givs the il!! he that is born king of the Jews ? for we hav seen 
genealogy of Joseph, the supposed father, and the his star in the east, and are come to worship him. 
other of Mary, the mother of Jesus. When Herod the king had heard these things, he 

But this is flatly contradicted by the "internal evi- was troubled, and all Jerusalem with him. And 
dence." "And Jesus himself began to be about when he had gathered all the chief priests and 
thirty years of age, being [as was supposed] the son scribes of the people together, he demanded of them 
of Joseph, which wa.s the son of Heli, which was the where Christ should be born" (Matt. ii, 1-4). 
son of Matthat," etc. (Luke iii, 23, 28). The Herods were Jews in faith. It is very strange 

Leaving these most useless, contradictory genealo- the king and all the city should be troubled; they 
gies of Joseph, which, independent of discrepancies, would much more likely hav rejoiced at the birth of 
giv proof of the lack of either inspiration or divine the Messiah, who, it is claimed, they were then expect
wisdom, being of no possible interest or profit, since ing. The general policy of the whole Herodian 
they do not at all relate to Christ, we come to the family centered in the endeavor to· found a great and 
birth of Christ. This is the all-important event on independent kingdom in which the power of Judaism 
which the whole claim of Christianity depends, and should subserve to the consolidation of a state. 
we are again and again 1assured that the birth of The answer of the scribefil is much more like the 
Christ in all things was in exact fulfilment of the answer of Matthew, who invariably drags in Old 
prophecies of the Old Testament. Testament prophecy to uphold his assertions. "And 

Matthew was a publican, or tax-gatherer, and knew they said unto him in Bethlehem of Judea: for thus 
nothing of Christ until called to follow him and be- it is written by the prophets. And thou Bethlehem; . 
come his disciple, A.D. 31, or, according to Luke, when in the land of Juda, art not the least among the 
Christ was about thirty years old. Yet he givs us princes of Juda, for out of thee shall come a gover
all the particulars-tells us just what Joseph thought, nor that shall rule my people Israel" (Math. ii, 5, 6). 
as well as what Joseph dreamed. The prophecy here quoted (Micah. v, 2), merely 

"Now, the birth of Jesus Christ was on this wise: promises that there shall come out of Bethlehem 
When as his mother, Mary, wal!! espoused to Joseph, Ephratah one who shall deliver the Jews from the 
before they came together, she was found with child Assyrians when they invade Judea, and shall retaliate 
of the Holy Ghost. by wasting the land of Assyria with the sword. This 

"Then Joseph, her husband, being a just man, and is clearly proved by the context. 
not willing to make her a public exsmple, was minded "And they shall waste the land of Assyria with the 
to put her away privily. sword, and the land of Nimrod in the entrances 

"But while he thought on these things, behold the thereof. ·Thus shall he deliver us from the Assyrian 
angel of the Lord appeared unto him in a dream, when he cometh into our land, and when he treadeth 
saying, Joseph, thou son of David, fear not to take within our borders" (Micah. v, 6). 
unto thee Mary, thy wife, for that which is conceived Did Christ deliver the Jews from the invading As-
in her is of the Holy Ghost" (Matt. i, 18-20). syrians? Did Christ lay Assyria and Babylon waste 

The evidence of Matthew is: Joseph discovering the with the sword? 
condition of his wife Mary, decided to put her away; "When they had heard the king they departed; 
while worrying over it, he dreamed his wife, although and lo, the star which they saw in the east went be
with child, was nevertheless a virgin; and this dream fore them, till it came and stood over where the young 
rendered Joseph perfectly content. We hav no child was" (Matt. ii, 9). 
record; no claim is made that Joseph ever told Mat- What an extraordinary star, to stand over one par
thew anything about this queer dream, yet it is al- ticular house in a village 1 And what extraordinary 
leged that somewhere between thirty and sixty years wise men, to be able to tell which house in a village 
after, Matthew givs us this astounding revell:l.tion. the star stood over! 
Which, it is most solemnly asserted, we must believe "And when they were come into the house, they 
or be damned. saw the young child with Mary his mother" (Matt 

:Was Matthew div~nely inspir~d? If so, why did he i, 11). ' · 
evmce doubts of h1s story bemg a~cepted? Why How very often we hav heard of Jesus being born in 
seek to .bolster up the account by quoting and grossly a manger 1 Why, it is one of the most often repeated 
pervertmg prophecy of Old Testament. assertions connected with Christ. But when we come 
~e cites to us a prophecy which the divine in- to examin the authority for the statement, it is like 

sp1rer, as well as Matthew, knew had no reference or Washington cutting the cherry-tree, or William Tell 
any po~sible connection or application to the birth shooting the apple from the head of his young son
of Christ. only a legend. Matthew does not say a word about 

Now all this was done that it might be fulfilled, any manger, nor Mark, nor John. 
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"And being warned of God in a dream that they 
should not return to Herod, they departed into their 
own country another way. 

"And when they were departed, behold, the angel 
of the Lord appeareth to Joseph in a dream, saying, 
Arise, and take the young child and his mother and 
flee into Egypt, and be thou there until I bring thee 
word; for Herod will seek the young child to kill him. 

"When he arose he took the young child and his 
mother, by night, and departed into Egypt, and was 
there until the death of Herod" (Mat. ii, 12-14). 

There seems to be a deal of dreaming in regard to 
this record of the birth of Christ. The question nat
urally arises, Did not Matthew himself dream the 
whole story? 

In the language of Matthew, " That it might be 
fulfilled which was. spoken by the prophets." 

"I hav heard what the prophets said, that prophecy 
lies in my name, saying, I hav dreamed, I hav 
dreamed. 

"How long shall this be in the heart of the proph
ets that prophecy lies? yea they are prophets of the 
deceit. of their own hearts" (Jer. xxiii, 25, 26). 

Does not this very much better apply to Matthew 
than any quotation Matthew has applied to Christ? 

Matthew declares immediately after the departure 
of the wise men, Joseph, Mary, and the child fled 
nto Egypt in fear of Herod, who sought the child's life. 

"When he arose he took the young child and his 
mother, by night, and departed into Egypt." 

We might believe this, but Matthew resorts again 
to perversion of Old Testament prophecy to sustain 
his assertion.-( To be Continued.) 

Fruits of Land Robbery. 
In my article on "Land Thieves," in THE TRUTH 

SEEKER of the lOth ult., I told you something about 
the quantity of land that our robberment, falsely 
called government, had stolen from the homeless peo
ple that needed it to raise food on, and hav just as 
good a right to it as they hav to sunlight or life it
self. And now I propose to say something of the ef
fects of this dreadful and outrageous robbery. 

I hav just read that one railroad company has 
stretched a three-ply barbed-wire fence alongside of 
its tract stolen from the people, and given to it, forty 
miles, and emigrants seeking homes, and other travel
ers, hav to travel around this fence. If they come to 
the middle of it, they must travel twenty miles to 
get around the end of it, and back twenty miles, mak
ing forty miles travel to get ahead on their journey 
one inch. Think of the extra travel that will be 
necessary when all the 180,000,000 acres given to the 
railroads, and the hundreds of millions stolen and 
sold to English and French (ig)noblemen, and lying 
in different tracts, are fenced in ! 

I hav also just met with the following in the Port
land, Me., Press : 

" LAND SWINDLES, 

"BISMARCK, DAKOTA, Nov. 13th.-Within a few days legal 
steps will be taken against a firm of Englishmen, Nelson & 
Hughes, who hav been in conspiracy to obtain government 
lands near here .. Their scheme has been to hire men to set
tle upon quarter sections for six months for a small sum, and 
then for $1.25 an acre paid the government obtain a full title. 
In this way the ownership of several thousand acres has been 
acquired. The witnesses to this plot are at hand in the per
sons of some of the men who were thus employed to make 
fictitious settlements, and the land office expects to make an 
example which will hav an effect upon this fraudulent taking 
up of government land. It is going on in all the territories, 
but more particularly in Dakota. In many cases these opera
tions are conducted with the connivance of government offi
cers. So flagrant ara the offenses that Commissioner McFar· 
land recommends Congress to change the pre-emption land 
law, so that an actual settlement of two years, instead of six 
months, will be necessary. ln most cases no further action 

is taken than ejectment, but certain English parties, with 
capital behind them, hav so unblushingly evaded and defied 
our laws that something more stringent must be done." -

If any criminals ought ever to be hung by their 
necks till they are dead, these men ought to be, for 
they are causing starvation and death to future gen
erations, which is as bad as downright, deliberate 
murder. 

In Ireland, between thirty and forty years ago, 
thousands of people lay down and died of starvation. 
They had no money to buy food, and could get no 
work to do, and were just as helpless as though they 
were locked up in prison and left to starve. ln that 
very year there had been food enough raised in Ire
land to supply all their wants, but the best of every
thing had been shipped to England to pay rents for 
land, that the rich nabobs and robbers had no more 
right to than they had to the lives and smus of the 
people; and when the potatoes, all that was left for 
the Irish toiler, were destroyed by the rot, starvation 
came, and thousands laid down and died, when if 
they had owned the land all would hav been comfort
able. I remember I sent them $10 of my little store, 
and am now suffering for want of that money. Thou
sands, and tens, if not hundreds, of thousands of dol
lars in money and food were sent from here to Ire
land that year, and yet they starved. I was told at 
the time that the Shakers, the only religious society 
that did not get red-hot mad with me sixty years ago, 
when I publicly declared, and proved by their own 
book, creed, and works, that the Protestant churches 
were the harlots that the church of Rome was the 
mother of1 sent them two hundred barrels of flour. 

Thus you see that land robbery in Ireland has had 
its baleful effect!! even here, for all that was sent there 
was needed to make comfortable the widows or
pha~s, idiots, cripples, and the aged and infirm' peo
ple m our own land, who had been worn out in half
paid toil for rich land-robbers. Nor is this the only 
effect that land-robbery in Ireland has had on this 
but the pouring into our country every year of th~ 
lowest class of Irish people-thieves, murderers, and 
harlots-to fill our pauper-houses and prisons, and 
be supported by our toilers, is the fruit of land-rob
bery in Ireland; for if land had always been free to 
them they would never hav been the degraded crea
tures that they are. 

I hav written this article, though in my eighty-third 
year, before three o'clock in the morning, because I 
hav not time by daylight to write all I want to, and I 
feel as earnest in this subject as though I were work
ing to save a large city from the flames. The work 
is even greater than that. I am laboring to save a 
world from vice, crime, and starvation, hav been 
working in this cause nearly forty years, as the files 
of my old papers will prove, but most of the people 
appear to be asleep or like dead men on the subject, 
and probably will never awake to regain their right 
to land, and will leave their children in the flames. 

A friend to landless toilers, Yours, 
Berlin, N. J., Nov. 20, 1883. J. HAcKER. 
P. S.-I want every one who reads this to write 

and giv me all the information they can on the quan
tity of land given away and sold in large tracts. I 
want positiv, reliable facts, and nothing else. J. H. 

Home Societies of Independent Tmth Seekers. 
We rejoice at the great good being accomplished 

by the Freethinkers' Association. The Rochester 
Convention did a grand work, in calling the attention 
of the people to the truth of Liberalism, and awaken
ing a spirit of investigation. By no other means 
can this part of the work be so effectualy done. The 
convention at Salamanca will undoubtedly equal the 
Rochester meeting in good results-should and will 
exceed it, if all unite in earnest endeavor to awaken 
interest and insure attendance of intelligent friends 
and neighbors. We hope conventions will be held 
each month in different parts of the state; and as 
experience teaches wisdom, we confidently expect 
each will be far better, more helpful and successful 
than its predecessor. 

earning oth~r worlds, and other states of being, 
we regard it as of primary importance to promote 
human progress and happiness here and now, as our 
best contribution to the cause of human advancement 
in the future." 

In hundreds of places there are from five to five 
hundred Liberals, and yet no organization, no 
united effort, no social or educational advantages, 
nothing being done for the children, who are left 
exposed to the snares and wiles of the adversary. 

We all deplore this. Who will make effort to 
remedy it? Who will lay aside hobby and ism and 
organize a society of Liberals in their own neigbor
hood? Call on Liberal friends, talk over the platform 
and the necessity of such an organization, invite them 
to meet at your house. All can at least unite in 
more systematic distribution of our periodicals. 
Discuss the most effectual means to interest and 
induce friends and neighbors to read and subscribe 
for THE TRUTH SEEKER. Hold meetings every week 
to report, compare notes, and tell incidents and experi
ences in canvassing. . . 

Form a science-school class for the children, select 
lessons in natural philosophy, physiology, phrenology, 
hygiene, or any subject preferred. But be sure to 
make the lessons bright, cheerful, interesting, and 
instructiv. Let it be the first duty of every adult to 
giv his or her best efforts to this end. After class, 
let each make three to five minute speeches on the 
subject of the lesson, not with the idea of showing 
how smart they are, not to raise objections and excel 
in knock-over arguments of those preceding them, but 
in a loving spirit of emulation, as genuin truth seek
ers desirous of imparting and receiving instruction. 

All can unite in this, and soon a strong society of 
Independent Truth Seekers would result, that would 
be a source of delight and help to its members, of 
pleasure and instruction to the children, and a power 
of good in the community. 

In the language of the model truth seeker, the 
revered and lamented D. M. Bennett, "who, being 
dead, yet speaketh :" 

"Then let us hold up our heads, let us hav back
bone, let us not be ashamed to avow the truth we 
hav found, nor to let our light shine into .dark places. 
Let us interest ourselvs in the enlightenment of 
others; let us call the attention of inquiring minds to 
the arguments of reason in Liberal publications; let 
us circulate the organs of Freethought; let us be 
zealous and activ in the work, and in due time our 
ranks will be greatly enlarged, the army of free men 
and free women will be vastly increased, until finally 
truth will everywhere prevail, and the great prepon
derance of the world will be Liberal." 

Rochester, N. Y. CHAS. B. REYNoLDS. 

The Liberal League and its subordinate Leagues 
are an acknowledged power wherever they exist. 
We wish each and all unbounded success, increase 
of numbers, power, and usefulness. They each hav 
their mission. But they do not reach all our home 
wants. We need independent, educational, periodi
cal, and social societies, so that wherever there are IF the clergy were not sure, by reason of their holy 
few or many Liberals, no matter for their diversity calling, of going to heaven, we should begin to feel 
of opinion on other points, all can unite in a home uneasy for some ofthem. Here we see the Rev. Mr. 
association of Independent Truth Seekers, and not be Brophy, of the Ribbon army, being fined, for getting 
the less earnest and energetic in any other Liberal drunk, and the Rev. Edward Rose (known in the 
organizations of which are or should be members. Looard as "happy Jack") getting eighteen months for 

Winter is upon us. This is the season of revivals being giddy. It was only the other day, too, that an 
and strenuous efforts on the part of the churches Anglican vicar in New Zealand was kicked out by the 
to inveigle people into adoption of their creeds and church-wardens for certain ministrations in connec
superstitions. What can we do for our own and our tion with a member of his choir that are not em bod
children's advancement; for the deliverance of our ied in the ritual of the church of England; and daily 
friends and neighbors from the shackles of supersti- accounts reach us of the conduct of certain reverend 
tion and the power of priestcraft? Whatever is gentlemen which is decidedly more skittish than sa
decided to be done, must be done quickly. It is date. These circumstances, however, receive but 
useless to wait for grand efforts, with the hope of little notice at our hands, and it is only when a rev
reaching perfection at the outset. Let us do the erend martyr writes us from "the jug " and asks 
best we can and begin now, and we may hope to us to fling him some tobacco over the wall that we 
continue improving until we do reach our ideal. begin to think there is something in it. The gen-

Christians are giving freely of their time and tleman with whom we hav to deal now is noticed, 
money, circulating their denominational papers, not so much because of his alleged roguery, as be
tracts, and books, and professional revivalists to cause of his sublime audacity; and less because of 
propagate their superstitious dogmas. Shall not either than on account of the gorgeous vein of hu
we, as Liberals, do as much in behalf of tmth, mar, polished and delicate in its every phase, that he 
science, and mental liberty? displayed in the transaction we ,are going to chroni-

We present a platform for consideration, on which cle. It seemed that one Bayley, living in Essex, lost 
it would seem all Liberals, of whatever shade of by a misfortune the two horses by means of which 
opinion, can cheerfully and heartily unite. he was enabled to gain a livelihood, and a subscrip-

PLATFORM. tion, headed by the vicar, the Rev. B. Ruck-Keene, 
"Believing in strictly secular government, and was initiated, which closed at £9, an amount suffi

equal rights for all, we earnestly desire that Liber- cient to enable Bayley to buy a new horse with. 
ality, science, and truth, shall take the place of "Then," says the Essex Telegraph, "the reverend 
bigotry, credulity, and superstition. gentleman, with this money in his hand, went to Mr. 

"Recognizing the question, 'What is truth ? ' with Bayley's, and in that individual's absence, arranged 
its living issues, as the keynote to human progress, with Mrs. Bayley that £7 of this money should be 
and a perpetual incentiv to investigation- deducted for tithes due, and thus by a clever coup 

"We as Liberals, for the purpose of promoting the Rev. Ruck-Keene is £4 lOs. in pocket." The 
scientific education, truth, and sociability, hereby Rev. Mr. Ruck-Keene, on the Sunday following, of 
join together in forming what shall be known as the course mounted the pulpit in a clean white surplice 
" society of Independent Truth Seekers." and read the service impressivly; then, after send-

"Our aims and objects are more efficient work in ing the sexton to the vicarage from the vestry to see 
behalf of Freethought, equal rights to all, a t!ue how the roast pork was getting on, donned his vest
responsible liberty, and advancement in all that per- ments, and "got at them" again, entreating ~is hear
tains to truth, right-living, and useful knowledge; ers to be pure of mind, unselfish, God-fearmg, and 
the elevation of moral, social, and intellectual charitable. That's the way they do it. Well, there 
standards, the systematic circulation of THE TRUTH appears to all but Pastor Allen to be a dim uncer
SEEKER and other Liberal and scientific periodicals, tainty hanging over the question of our eventual des
books, pamphlets, and tracts; providing rational tination. So all we can say, wherever the place may 
amusements, and affording mutual aid in attaining be, if the Rev. Mr. Ruck-Keene has a seat in the 
the highest mental, physical, and moral conditions. dress-circle, we shall humbly beg to be. put into the 

"Leaving all free to the enjoyment of their own pit-yes, gentlemen1 the bottomless p1t.-Melbourne 
views or philosophy in regard to all questions con- JJulletin. · 
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The Basis of Modern lnfi.delity. 
Under this caption the New York Sun says: 

"Mr. Robert S. Ball, the Astronomer Royal of Ireland, 
writing in Longman's Magazine, speaks of the 'wondrous 
change ' which haf! taken place in educated opinion concern
ing the Darwinian theory. 

"When the •Origin of Species 'was first published, in 1859, 
the doctrin of natural selection was 'received with an out
burst of incredulity;' but less than a quarter of a century 
after 'the whole nation with one accord demanded that Mr. 
Darwin's remains should be interred in the national mauso
leum.' His funeral at Westminster Abbey, says Mr. Ball, 
• must be regarded as marking a momentous epoch in the his
tory of thought.' 

years is good enough evidence that such proof is im-
possible. _ 

But without regard to what the church has 
asserted, and still asserts, science has patiently dug 
into the earth and dredged the sea for information 
as to the origin of our planet and the animal life 
found on it. The labors of Darwin are the most 
voluminous chapter in that history. A student and 
expounder of evolution finds no corner in that 
science in which to fit the bib and rattle tale of 
Moses. The leaders in the new science ignore 
Genesis as completely as they ignore its Indian 
counterpart, the story of Adami and Heva. The 
scientific explanation of the world is the opposit of 
the theological explanation. If the scientific view is 
accepted the theological view must go. This is the 
basis of modern Infidelity, or rather one of the bases, 
and really the most powerful one. Infidelity does 
not seek to attain a negativ result alone. It answers 
theology by substituting a true cosmogony for the 
Christian false one. Evolution recognizes theology 
as a phase through which all peoples pass. AU 
nations hav been superstitious, and created gods to 
rule over them. Christianity is but ancient supersti
tion changed to suit the needs of the priesthood, and 
dragged down into our times. The patient toilers 
of science hav not time to smash the idols set up by 
superstitious sentiment. They do not seem to re
gard that work as of sufficient immportance, relying 
on the general laws of progress to effect the replace
ment of the old dogmatisms by the new discoveries. 
But evolution furnishes a complete, absolute, and 
perfect overthrow of Christianity, and if by religion 
the Sun means the current system, the answer 
is that as the false cannot stand, religion will be lost. 
"As for truth, it is always strong; it liveth and 
conquereth forevermore." 

A Scramble of Clergymen. 

"The most remarkable change e:tfected by that theory, so 
far as the ~:eneral thought is concerned, has been in men's 
attitude toward theology. The quarter of a century since 
the publication of the 'Origin of Species' has been a period 
of extraordinary religious revolution. Theology has not 
been attacked, as in the past, at particular points, but has 
been thrown overboard altogether by a great proportion of 
educated men. They reject it as much as they do the old 
mythologies, or class it with them in their minds. ey do 
not assail it, but rather ignore it in their thinking. 

"The religious Infidelity which has spread so rapidly of The contest between Cox, Carlisle, and Randall, 
late years is, therefore, radically different from that of the for the speakership of the next House of Congress, 
past, and it is more dangerous to the church than any it has is not the only fight there is in Washington for office. 
had to meet since its foundation. The new Infidelity resists The Speaker is a necessary officer of Congress, how
argument, for it utterly rejects the premises of theology. 
There is no use of quoting the Bible to it, for it denies reve- ever, and the aspiration to the office is an honorable 
lation. It has no respect for the authority of the church, be- ambition. But the twenty-seven applicants for the 
cause it holds that the church was founded on a delusion; chaplaincy are suing for an office that is neither use
and the supernatural explanations and assumptions of the- ful, ornamental, nor dignified. Neither is it an office 
ology are based on impossibility, according to its theory. in consonance with a democratic form of govern-

" The civilized world is becoming more and more sharply 
divided into two great classes of minds, the believers and the ment, nor in harmony with the spirit of our institu-
Agnostics, and the theories on which they proceed are so rad- tiona. As Washington said, our government is not 
ically opposed that we see no possibility of any agreement in any sense founded on the Christian religion. A 
between them. One or the other must prevail; but can there very large number of the citizens of the United 
be any question that religion will finally hav the upper hand?" States do not believe at all in churches or Chris-

That is a very clear statement of the case, and does tianity. A still larger number regard prayer as an en
credit to the acumen of our contemporary. The con- tirely useless ceremony. Yet the churches hav im
cluding query, "Can there be any question that re- posed upon nearly every legislativ body in the land 
ligion will finally hav the upper hand?" must be an- a man whose duty it is to rise every morning and go 
swered, Yes or No, according to the views as to what through the mummery of preaching at the roof of 
constitutes religion held by the jury to which it is the legislativ hall, often embodying in the speech the 
submitted. . If by religion the Sun means Christianity, particular views of the speaker as to legislation likely 
with its unreasonable premises and illogical conclu- to be acted upon that day. This is a species of lob
sions, its dogma that all men are sinners, and can hying that even the "third house" would hardly hav 
only be saved from a burning hell through belief in the impudence to inaugurate. For his precious ser
Christ, its childish creation story, and equally absurd vices, the chaplain of the House receives nine hun
fall of man and redemption by the crucifixion of the dred dollars per session, and the chaplain of the 
aforesaid Christ, then the question will assuredly be Senate as much more, making one thousand eight 
answered with, Yes. But if the Sun means by re- hundred dollars subsidy to the church, paid by the 
ligion the sentiment of love which binds man to man, people every session of Congress. In times past, the 
that sentiment t}J.at in all ages and in all climes, by chaplains hav also been accused of receiving money 
the follows of Confucius, Buddha, Mohammed, and for their influence upon individual legislators, and of 
Christ, has built hospitals for the sick, schools for the earning their money, too. 

every morning insults the large body of Freethinkers 
and Agnostics in this county. The twenty-seven 
preachers who are scrambling for the chance to do 
this, will do well to bear in mind the fact that they 
are not respected by the men before whom they prac
tice their mental gymnastics, are regarded with con
tempt by a large part of the population of Washing
ton, and are considered impudent upstarts by mill
ions of the people, who help pay them for perform
ing worse than useless services. When the world 
was ignorant, their calling was considered elevated. 
The efforts of just such pulpit politicians as these 
twenty-seven hav helped immensely to make it con
temptible. 

Forgetting Our Heroes. 
Last Sunday was the 100th anniversary of the 

evacuation of the British troops from New York, and 
last Monday the event was celebrated by the most 
pompom! ceremonies New York city has ever seen. 
But in all the columns of gratulation printed, among 
all the revolutionary heroes honored, there was no 
mention of the one man to whom America owes so 
much-Thomas Paine. It was the same when the 
massiv structure called the Brooklyn bridge was 
opened. In the ceremonies of that occasion, graced 
like the present by the attendance of our national 
rulers, no mention was made of the inventor of iron 
bridges. No recollections of his great abilities and 
labor were called up by the orators who paid tribute 
to human enterprise on that occasion, and it remained 
for the Infidel papers and a solitary Unitarian minis
ter to remind the country of the fact. 

Paine's services in helping our revolutionary sires 
to drive the foreigner from our soil are well known 
to every student of the history of those times. The 
enormous value of his labor has been testified to by 
men like Jefferson and Washington. There is, there 
can be, no difference of opinion upon the subject. 
The sixteen numbers of the "Crisis" were worth 
more than many thousand men. His efforts in France 
in raising money for the struggling armies of colo
nies, and his work as secretary of the Committee on 
Foreign Affairs, were characterized by a whole-hearted 
devotion to the cause of independence which should 
gain for him the applause of every American, and 
make his name remembered as long as the nation 
endures. 

But we see nothing of the kind. Because he was 
an Infidel he must be forgotten. Because he ques
tioned revelation he must be execrated. Grand ser
vices count for nothing to the pulpit knaves and 
truckling politicians who spout platitudes on occa
sions of this kind, if the mighty laborer happen to 
hav denied Jesus Christ. And the people follow 
them and forget, too. Shame on the nation too cow-
ardly to honor its heroes. · 

How splendidly shine Paine's words and works 
compared to Wesley's treacherous tory writings. 
The "Crisis" was a pillar of light cheering the col
onists yn to victory. But John Wesley, the apostle 
of the most immoral sect of religious people in the 
civilized world, was a back-biting foe, and his writ
ings a cloud of smoke that obscured the horizon of 
liberty. Wesley did nothing to secure the freedom 
his disciples enjoy, and make use of to defame a man 
whose weakest effort was of more worth than all of 
Wesley's life. To the Methodists, in great part, can 
be attributed the systematic suppression of the facts 
that redound· to the glory of Paine, and the equally 
systematic spreading of venomous calumnies. We 
hope patriotic Americans, when next they hear the 
loud boasting of the Methodists, will read to them 
these words of John Wesley: 

''As soon as I was convinced they (the Americans) sought 
independency, I knew that they were wrong." 

"You profess yourselvs to be contending for liberty. But 
it is a vain, empty profession; unless you mean by that 
threadbare word, a liberty from obeying your rightful sover
eign, and from keeping the fundamental laws of your coun
try. And this undoubtedly it is which the. Confederate 
colonies are now contending for.'' 

And then read these.of Paine: 

ignorant, homes for the poor, then the answer is, No. The custom of hiring hypocrits to tell the Lord 
Giv the Agnostics, between whom and Christianity how he should proceed is one handed down from 
there is so wide a gulf, the wealth and power of the kingdoms and empires, where the occupant of the 
church, let them practically rule the world for fifteen throne is too lazy or too ignorant to exercise the 
hundred years, and we venture to prophesy that true divinity part of himself, and must needs keep a 
religion (if it is advisable to use a word that has been court minister as he keeps a court clown. As the 
80 abused) would be so firmly fixed in the hearts of United States took common law from England, as 
the world as to be beyond question. But true re- our courts now consult English precedents, so the 
ligion is not a theological religion. True religion is Puritans took this custom. In Massachusetts, in 
love, generosity, helpfulness. This earth its heaven; witchcraft days, the magistrate was often the min
sorrow is its hell; effort its savior. No iconoclasts ister. These offices hav since been separated, and 
will attack such a religion. the minister is, in law, only a private citizen, but, like 

Of course, Christianity can hav no part and lot in a leech, he has fastened upon our legislativ bodies, 
such a religion. Christianity is a belief in certain determined that the church shall be somehow recog
written dogmas, points of faith, assertions as to the nized in our government. 
origin of all things. These are all inextricably en- It is the duty of every American citizen to protest 
tangled, woven together, and, Christianity stands or against this practical uniting of church and state. 
falls as the truth or falsity of these dogmas and asser- The government has nothing to do with religion, and 
tiona is proven. ?hristian.ity is an a:ffirm~tion, and 'should k~ep .its funct~ons distinct from and unsoiled 
logically its assertwna must be proved by 1ts adher- by sectar1arusm. It IS an outrage to force upon the 
ents. Tha.t this haa.notabeen done in fifteen hundred Congress of the United States a praying puppet, who 

"These are the times that try men's souls. The summer 
soldier and the sunshine patriot will in this crisis shrink 
from the service of his country; but he that stands it now 
deserves the love and thanks of man and woman. Tyranny, 
like hell, is not easily conquered; yet we hav this consolation 
with us, that the harder the conflict, the more glorious the 
triumph." 

"He that rebels against reason is a real rebel; but he that 
in defense of reason rebels against tyranny, has a better title 
to 'Defender of the Faith' than George the Third." 

"The sun never shone on a cause of greater worth. 'Tis 
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not the affair of a city, a county, a province, or a kingdom, 
but of a continent-of at least one-eighth part of the habita
ble globe. 'Tis not the concern of a day, a year, or an age ; 
posterity are virtually involved in the contest, and will be 
more or less affected, even to the end of time, by the pro
ceedings now." 

took the life of a Quaker for anything less than a capital of- But the principle of the miracle, especially so far as the in
fense, all the argument in the world cannot make them ap- spiration of the ca!lonical books was concerned, was held 
pear as anything but murderers. The religious world will fast. The reform~t10n, more.over, has not been !lble to reach 

. " . , the whole of Chnstendom; 1t has been outstripped by ra-
contmue to revere th.eu memory, though, all. t~e ~ame. tionalism, which will probably suppress the subject of re
Murder never yet stood m the way of a good Christians ad- form before the reforming has been done. Protestantism 
miration for true piety. can only save Christianity by attaining to complete rational-

.. ,._ W h ld ism, and by effecting a junction with all free minds." 
llU>, ATTB e a debate on the 12th and 13th ult., at " Let the names of Whig and Tory be extinct ; and let 

none other be heard among us than those of a good citizen ; 
an open and resolute friend ; and a virtuous supporter of 
the rights of mankind, and of the free and independent states of 
America." 

Toronto with a Rev. Mr. Brookman, on the subject, "Is 
Christianity of Divine Origin?"' Of the debate and its conclu
sion the Toronto World says: 

THE following astounding supposition is supposed in an 
inquiry to the editor of the Christian Advocate, Methodist: 

Which is the more worthy of remembrance, the 
cringing priest or the glorious patriot ? But the 
time will come, and that shortly, when in all our 
revolutionary celebrations the name of Paine will be 
linked with that of Washington, and all the misera
ble Methodists in the. world will be powerless to pre
vent him being honored as he deserves. 

. "A good many Christian gentlemen seemed to question Mr. 
Brookman's orthodoxy, and indeed the views he put forth 
would appear not be to those accepted by the leading Chris
tian churches, nevertheless he undertook the task of speak
ing for them. Watts is a trained debater, of bulldog method, 
and thoroughly versed in the art of making the most of every
thing. The result, :figurativly speaking, was that in the eyes 
of the audience he mopped the floor of the polemical arena 
with his mild antagonist. The audience of course was in the 
majority a Freethinking one, and made up reading of people. 
J. Ick Evans, as presiding officer, was in his element, and 
was armed with the historic bell wherewith he was won't in 
election days to call the political disputants to time in the 

"Suppose a member of the Methodist Episcopal church 
were guilty of crimes that, if brought to justice, would expel 
him from the church. But the member moves off the circuit 
without any charge being preferred against him. After he 
moves he writes for his church letter. Can the pastor with
hold said letter on complaint of some member of the church 
that he will prefer charges against said applicant-on former 
circuit?" 

Is it possible that any Methodist can be guilty of crime? 

A Truth Seeker Annual. old N. P. amphitheater." 

By reading the average religious paper we would suppose that 
only Infidels committed crimes. Yet here we hav it again, 
and right in the same column of the same Methodist paper, 
and this time it's a minister! A grieved brother writes: 

We are activly at work preparing a "Truth Seeker 
Annual anJ Freethinkers' Almanac for 1884: (E.M. 
284:)," and shall hav·it ready for mailing early this 
month. 

It will contain a twelve-page calendar, recording 
the dates of the prominent events in Freethought 
history in Europe and America, a list of noted Free
thinkers, with the dates of their births and deaths; a 
sketch of Freethought in this country; the history of 
the National Liberal League, with complete list of 
auxiliaries; a history of the New York State Free
thinkers' Association; a paper on Freethought in 
Canada; the condition of Freethought in England, 
Australia, and on the continent; general information 
concerning the political parties in the United States; 
a list of the sacred books of history; different schools 
of philosophy; and a mass of other useful informa
tion. 

We regret not having complete reports of the meetings, as 
the contest which ended so advantageously for Freethought 
excited wide interest, the audiences on both evenings being 
large. 

"GATH," the New York correspondent of the Cincinnati 
Inquirer, writes the following for that paper of the 15th: 

"A few days ago Anthony Comstock went into the store of 
Mon~ieur Bonaventure, under the Astor House, and took 
away about eight hundred photographs of paintings from the 
present French Exhibition in Paris. He seized them on the 
ground that nobody has a right to sell them in New York, and 
that they were immoral. These are pictures which are used 
by our decorators for forms and suggestions to paint ceilings 
for borders, and other decorations. In France, where ther~ 
are thousands of :fine models, the human form in its perfec
tion is obtained, and France radiates these forms to the 
colder nations of the world. · The same man seized two large 
copies of Cabarel's Venus, the painting made for the Empress 
Eugenia, and exhibited in the Paris Exhibition of 186'i'. M. 
Bonaventure is one of the most of refined buyers of books, 
paintings, missals, and rare things in this country. He is a 
Frenchman from Alsace, who came out here. to be an en
gineer, and not knowing the language, lost a respectable for
tune he brought here, and had to fall back upon his :fine 
library for means. This he disposed of to such collectors as 
Joseph Drexel, A. Dupral, Robert Hoe, Jr., W. S. Andrews, 
H. P. Dubois, W. F. Sewell, and others. It then occurred to 
him that he might hav a career in facilitating library collec
tors. He spends about half the year in France. He arrived 
home the other day and found that in his absence his clerk, 
a mere boy, had been arrested, his shop depleted, and his 
name put into the newspapers by the ambition of an igno
ramus to keep alive his unsavory trade. Stupidity of this sort 
is well adapted to again foment the manufacture and trade of 
really illicit things." 

"I hav lost confidence in the minister of our church. He 
is not, in my opinion, an honest man, and, of course, not be
lieving him to be an honest man, I cannot believe in his piety. 
Several of his practices, too, are not such as I think a con
sistent man would indulge in. I am much perplexed as to 
my duty with regard to attending church, and assisting in 
his support. To withdraw from the church to which I hav 
belonged for so many years, or to stay at home from religious 
services, seems very undesirable. If you can giv me any 
light, I will be much obliged." 

We hav been aided in the preparation of the An
nual by our friends Leland, Green, Mendum, Stevens, 
Watts, Putnmn, Eckler, Bell, and others, and our 
readers can feel assured it will be a valuable manual 
for reference as well as an interesting work to read. 
Nothing of the kind has appeared in this country 
before, though much needed, and it fills a long felt 
want. We shall continue it every year, making each 
successiv issue more complete than the last, but the 
first one will necessarily be the most important, as 
the basis upon which the others are built .. 

Orders will be received now for the Annual and 
filled in the order of reception. Price, 25 cents. 

Editorial Notes. 
MR. RoBERT HENRY, the sexton of a Brooklyn church, has 

been found guilty of trying to defraud the pension depart
ment. Now that this good believer's dishonesty is proven, it 
would be interesting for his church to know whether he has 
always counted the money in the contribution box correctly. 

A LUMBER-PILE fell over upon some workman in a yard in 
this city last Saturday, and two men were killed and two se
verely injured. If the Lord could hav been induced to watch 
that falling lumber-pile as closely as he is supposed to watch 
falling sparrows, two weeping widows might yet be smiling 
wives, with several children less depending on the charities 
of friends. 

Tmc False Prophet of Soudan has just met the Egyptian 
troops and annihilated them. This prophet seems to be 
doing more :fighting than prophesying. If he meets with no 
reverses, it will soon become unsafe in Egypt to speak of El 
Mahdi as the False Prophet. Just now he seems to be as 
worthy a successor of Mohammed as that warlike fanatic 
could hav desired. 

A RELIGious contemporary claims that nothing but Chris
tianity can put an end to war and establish universal peace. 
As Christianity has caused more wars than anything else ever 
did, and has always made universal, or even local, peace im
possible, this claim has the appearance of irony. Christianity 
might endure political peace, but religious peace it opposes 
in principle and practice. 

MEsSRS. WATTS AND CHArNEY will lecture at German Masonic 
Hall, 220 East Fifteenth street, this city, on the evening of 
Sunday, Dec. 9th. Tickets, at :fifty cents each, are for sale 
at THE TRUTH SEEKER office. These gentlemen hav been do
ing valiant and efficient work throughout this country and 
in Canada, and, at the close of their lecturing tour, it is de
sirable to giv them a hearty reception in New York. We hope 
to see all our Liberal friends present on the 9th. An enjoya
ble evening is assured. 

" Gath," who has been well known to the newspaper 
world for something like twenty-five years, and whose judg
ment is by .some considered good, speaks of this affair as an 
"outrageous invasion of private rights," and of Comstock as 
a man who "voluntarily abandoned the pure pursuits of life 
to make a study of licentious literature;" and adds: "The 
anxiety of the man to keep himself before the public and 
still earn his salary has led him to m~<ke attempts to suppress 
any classical literature that did not suit his ignorant mind." 
Comstock is one of the worst nuisances that infe~t the 
public. The health commissioner are derelict in their duty 
unless they hav him carried to the dump, with the less offen
siv garbage that is picked up around the city, and put forever 
out of sight and smell. 

To this appeal Brother Buckley answers: 
"Our Lord Jesus Christ has settled this question, so that 

no follower of his need hav any trouble in coming to the con
clusion that it is his duty to continue to hear him so long as 
he occupies the position of pastor in the legal manner. Great 
is the self-denial requisit to do so. The duty is plain. Turn 
to the twenty-third chapter of Matthew, and beginning with 
the :first verse, read the following: 'Then spake Jesus to the 
multitude, and to his disciples, saying, The scribes and the 
Pharisees sit in Moses's seat: all therefore whatsoever they 
bid you observe, that observe and do, but do not ye after 
their works; for they say, and do not.' Here, then, our sa
vior plainly commands that we are to listen to them." 

Nothing like going to the fountain-head for authority. Now, 
a Catholic would hav gone to the bishop, and the bishop to 
the pope. But a pope is human, and therefore fallible. So 
the Methodist bishop goes to a book, for which substitution 
of a fallible man for an infallible book the world is indebted 
to Luther. Was the book made by man? Well, yes-but-
but-believe or be damned!-- This column of answ<:>rs to 
inquirers in the Advocate is. unusually good "food for 
thought" this week. Another doubt-wracked soul inquires: 

"Is there heterodoxy in the belief that the father of the 
universe will, in his infinit mercy, :finally bring all his chil
dren, even the prince of the fallen angels, to a state of recon
ciliation and happiness?" 

That Dr. Buckley is not touched by this heterodoxy is 
plain, for he says, decidedly: 

"This doctrin is the essence of heterodoxy. If that is not 
heterodox there is no such word as heterodox in existence. 
Whoever can prove that true can prove the Bible false, for 
from one end of it to the other, without exception, it teaches 
a different doctrin." 

Dr. Buckley's orthodoxy is unquestioned. He adds, more
over, that it would be difficult for a person who entertained 
the belief that God is too good to eternally burn anyone 
to answer the questions required by the ritual consistently. 
The Methodists, Presbyterians, and Catholics ought to com
bine forces and save expense. 

Recent Publications. 
IN concluding a review of Renan's work on Marcus Aurelius, 

and the transformation of the antique world, M. W. Hazel
tine says in last Sunday's Sun: 

THE AGNOSTIC ANNUAL. London: Cattell & Co. Price, 25 
cents. For sale at this office. 

Those interested in Agnosticism, which is the pop
ular word nowadays to describe a class of thinkers 
who, like Prof. Huxley, the inventor of the word, 
" confess themselvs hopelessly ignorant concerning a 
variety of matters about which metaphysicians and 
theologians dogmatize with the utmost confidence," 
will find the "Agnostic Annual," issued from the 
Secular Re1;iew office, to be the publication sought. 
The editor is Charles A. Watts, a worthy son of the 
noble sire who is now sojourning with us. His work 
has been well done, and the brilliant array of talent 
he has gathered to his aid makes his Annual invalu
able. 

THE Independent thanks the Congregationalist "for its argu
ment in defense of our New England fathers against the 
charge of killing Qua.kers." The Congregationalist (which the 
Independent refers to as "he") shows that " they did kill 
Quakers; but only those noisy public disturbers who refused 
to accept of banishment. The writer whom the Independent 
applauds would hav proved himself a better advocate if he 
had shown what right the Puritans had to banish Quakers, 
and why our "New England fathers" should themselvs hav 
escaped hanging for the crime of Quaker-killing. If they 

"Another cause has widely undermined in our day that re
ligion which our ancestors professed with entire content
ment. The rejection of the supernatural has become an ab
solute dogma for every cultivated mind. The history of the 
physical world and of the moral world now appears to us a 
process of development whose causes are internal, not ex
ternal, and which therefore exclude miracles-that is to say, 
the intervention of deliberate individual volitions. Now, from 
the Christian point of view, the world's history is only a series 
of miracles. The creation, the story of the Jewish people, 
the role of Jesus, even when these hav been passed through 
the retort of the most liberal exegesis, leave a residuum of 
the supernatural that no operation of rationalistic chemica 
can extinguish or transform. The Semitic monotheistic re
ligions are at bottom enemies of physical science, which to 
them seems a belittling and almost a.denying of God. God 
did everything and still does everything; that is their key to 
the universe. Christianity, though it has by no means car
ried this dogma to the same exaggerations as has Islam, pos
tulates revelation, that is to say a miracle, or one of those al
leged facts that science hail never seen established. Between 
Christianity and science, therefore, warfare is inevitable; 
one of the two adversaries must succumb. From the thir
teenth century, the moment when, by reason of the study of 
the books of Aristotle and Averroes, the scientific spirit be
gins to wake up in Latin countries, until the sixteenth cen
tury, the church having the strength of the state at its dis
posal, managed to crush its foe; but in the seventeenth cen
tury scientific discoveries are too reverberativ to be hushed 
up. The church is still strong enough to seriously trouble 
the life of Galileo, to disturb Descartes, but not to hinder 
these discoveries from imposing laws on the intellect. In 
the eighteenth century reason triumphs; about the year 1800 
scarcely any educated man believes any longer in the super
natural. The reactions that hav followed hav only been un
important stops. If a good many timid minds, out of dread 
of great social questions, forbid themselvs to be logical, the 
mass of the population, alike in city and country, is straying 
further and further away from Christianity, and supernat
uralism is losing some of its adherents daily. What has 
Cnristianity done to place itself on guard against this for
midable assault, which will overthrow it unless it retires from 
certain hopeless positions?· Assuredly the Reformation of 
the sixteenth century was an act of sagacity and self-preserva
tion. Protestantism cut down the quota of supernaturalism; 
it reverted, in one sense, to primitiv Christianity, and re
duced to a trifle -the idolatrous and pagan element in the cult. 

The chief feature is a Symposium, or " merry 
feast," to which the invited guests are Prof. Huxley, 
P. A. Taylor, Prof. F. W. Newman (who takes pains 
to explain that he is not an Agnostic), James Beal, 
Prof. Ernst Haeckel, Saladin, G. M. McC., Charles 
Watts, W. B. McTaggart, Ignotus, and W. Sadler 
(Baldr). To Profs. Huxley, Newman, Haeckel, and 
Charles Watts, American Liberals need no introduc
tion. The others are philosophical writers well 
known in England and deserve a wide recognition in 
America. Besides the Symposium, appear articles 
on "Agnosticism and Hylo-Idealism," by W. B. 
McTaggart; "Agnosticism and Immortality," by E. 
M. Macdonald; "Agnosticism and Educ~tion," by F. 
J. Gould; "Agnosticism and Positivism," by J. Kaines. 
D.Sc. Of the one on " Agnosticism and Immor
tality," it becomes us to speak modestly, but the 
others can be recommended. George Chainey has 
contributed an unusually brilliant paper on " The 
Ideal of Humanity," and Mr. S. P. Putnam givs 
man's aspiration a new direction in his entreaty to 
"Hope Onward, not Upward." Did space permit, 
we would like to make extracts from nearly all of the 
papers; we shall, however, find room for some of 
them in future issues. 
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Affirmation in Canada. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In 

your editorial in your last issue on "The Canadian 
Censorship Case," you quote from a "prominent 
member of the M0ntreal bar" that "in Canada there 
is absolutely no provision for a man to giv his oath 
who does not believe in the deity, or in a future state 
of rewards and punishments;" that if such a one 
" has no religious belief his evidence is not admis
sible." 
·- Itis not a little surprising that a prominent mem
ber of the bar should make such a mistake; but mis
b!.ke it certainly is. In this province, Ontario, which 
is certainly a part of what the gentleman calls Can
ada, Agnostics, Atheists, and Materialists, or persons 
"having no religious belief," are fully entitled to giv 
evidence in all courts in the province, in all civil 
cases, by making an affirmation instead of taking the 
usual oath on the Bible. This law has been in force 
about two years. Such persons cannot, however, 
testify in criminal cases, as that requires Dominion 
legislation. The provincial government cannot legis
late in this matter only in civil cases; but there is at 
present an agitation, having the activ support of 
many of the judges of the Queen's Bench, for Domin
ion legislation giving persons of "no religious belief" 
the right to giv evidence in all cases, civil and crim
inal. 

In this county (Lennox), at the Assizes, a week or 
two ago, the judge charged the grand jury in favor 
of such a law, and the jury in their presentment fully 
concurred with the learned judge as to the desirabil
ity and necessity of such a law. It is sure to come, 
and is but a question of time-time near at hand. 

Selhy, Ont., Nov. 16, 1883. ALLEN PRINGLE. 

The Poor of London. 
In the National Riformer Annie Besant makes the 

hypocrisy of the church's efforts for the outcasts of 
London apparent. When the clergy are not willing 
that such a pamphlet as the "Law of Population" 
shall be circulated among the very ones who most 
need reformation, the electioneering character of 
their present outcry is too plain to need further 
pointing out. Mrs. Besant says: 

An attempt is being made to stop the sale of the 
"Law of Population " by threats of prosecution. It 
is really a little too late in the day for folly of this 
kind. A barrister writing to the Daily News of Oct. 
30th, with reference to the terrible distress in the 
East of London, points out that no remedy is pos
sible while the increase of population there is so 
rapid. He says: 

"Your contributor very truly observes that when a 
wise government and good citizens hav done their 
best, the miserable people whom he describes will be 
miserable still; they are so many, and they increase 
so fast. Competition will still be ruthless, wages will 
still be at the margin of starvation, there will still be 
hunger, disease, and vice. The father of the family 
will still be a machine to grind out a little food for 
famished children, the mother will still be a machine 
for multiplying them. Is there no remedy for this 
evil? Is there no way of freeing ourselvs from this 
residuum of torture and degradation? There is a 
remedy; there is a way of escape, and it has often 
been pointed out by the truest friends of the people. 
Children are not produced by causes over which· we 
hav no control. They are neither an accident nor a 
necessity. To giv life to another human being is an 
act for which the parent is responsible. Among the 
highly educated this truth is so far recognized that 
no upright man will marry unless he has the prospect 
of maintaining his wife and rearing his sons and 
daughters in some decent and wholesome fashion. 
But· members of the working class usually marry as 
soon as theybecome adults. They first burden them
selva with a family, and then look for the means of 
supporting it. Their conditions of life, as all physi
ologists agree, are favorable to a rapid increase. 
They never think of limiting the number of their off
spring. Inmate after inmate is pressed into the little 
tenement, until it comes to resemble a cage in a 
menagerie. Combatant after combatant is pressed 
into the fearful conflict for a morsel of bread; and 
hardly one of those who wish best to the laboring 
man dares to tell him that in thus enslaving himself 
to an imperious instinct he is making perpetual the 
misery and debasement of his class. I know that 
the employer, the clergyman, the popular orator, hav 
each and all their motivs, good no doubt as well as 
bad, for encouraging this fatal recklessness. But if 
the state is really to do its duty b.v the working man, 
the working man must become a finite quantity. The 
state can provide the conditions of civilized life only 
for a fixed number. It can do this; it ought to do 
this. But only an omnipotent administration, using 
the resources of an inexhaustible exchequer, can pro
vide cheap lodging, cheap education, open spaces, 
libraries, and museums for an altogether unlimited 
p0pulation." 

The limitation of the family within the means of 
subsistence is absolutely necessary, if poverty is ever 
to cease out of the land. This fact is beginning to 
be appreciated by the poor themselvs, and thousands 
are rising out of extreme poverty by exercising con-

jugal prudence. Two. or three well-fed, well:cloth.ed 
children form the family of the educated artisan, m
stead of a dozen half-starved, ragged, miserable ones. 
This change is rapidly spreading among the poor, 
and the large circulation of the " Law of Population " 
has much contributed to it. It is madness to try to 
stop its sale, for now that t~e po~r know that there 
is a way out of heartbreakmg miser.v, no endeavors 
on the part of bigoted authorities w!Jl avail to pre
vent them taking it. Even supposmg that a Jury 
could be obtained ignorant and wicked enough to 
find me guilty of a crime in publishing the "Law of 
Population," such a folly would only quadruple the 
sale. There are brave hearts throughout the three 
kingdoms who would keep the sale going, despite 
every attempt to stop it made by bigoted capitalist 
Tories, who fatten on the misery of the overcrowded 
and underfed poor. 

-----~~--------
Work and Wages in New York Citv. 

From John Swinton's P~er. 

A professor of a college out West has sent a_Ietter 
here asking information about the news spreadmg all 
over the country that the wo:rking people of New 
York city are dissatisfied with the present conditien 
of industrial affairs, though he is told that the wages 
of journeymen bricklayers are $4 a day, with plenty 
of work; that plasterers are in dema~d at ~4 ~ day 
for nine hours' work, and that work IS brisk m all 
its branches. " What, then," asks the professor, 
"hav New York workingmen to complain of? Surely 
not of their wages of from $3 to $4 a day, for men, at 
that rate, ought to be able to support themselvs and 
their families in comfort, and save money besides." 

So they could, if they were continuously employed. 
But the professor loses sight, or has never thought, 
of the foot that the wages he speaks of are not paid 
throughout the year-as he is paid-but only for the 
time they work; and though at first blush it may ap
pear that wages are high, yet, when an average is 
made for a year, it will be found that wages are not 
so high after all. 

Amono- the best paid skilled workmen of this city 
are the '"'bricklayers, printers, plasterers, and stone
masons. 

Bricklayers get $4 a day when at work. If this 
were paid every one of the 310 working days of the 
Year it would make the respectable sum of $1,240, 

> Lh and few bricklayers would grumble at that. But L ey 
are employed only about thirty weeks, o: 180 .day~, 
in the year, supposing, of course, that brwklaymg Is 
brisk. If it is a dull year, they do not even get so 
many days' work. For that number of days' work 
they would receive $720-not much over one-halfthe 
"respectable sum" told of. 

Every bricklayer in this city, if he and his family 
are halfway decently housed in a tenement, must pay 
in rent at least $17 a month for his rooms, or $204 a 
year. This leaves $515, or less than $!0 a we~k, for 
food, clothing, fuel, and other necessari~s for.himself 
and family. If the professor has ever lived m New 
York he knows what these things cost, and he can 
see that after they hav been paid for there ia little, if 
anything, left with which to purchase fancies, or to 
put by for a rainy day or sickness. 

In the figures here used, no allowance is made for 
accidents or dull seasons. These are the highest 
wao-es that can be made in a good year by a brick
Iay~r, and this is the lowest estimate of what it will 
cost him and his family to liv. Bricklaying, as the 
professor probably knows, is very hard work. As 
journeymen bricklayers succeeded in having their 
wages raised during the past ten years, just in the 
same ratio hav their tasks been increased-they hav 
to lay more bricks in a day now than they laid ten 
years ago. Among the best-known and most compe
tent bricklayers in New York city to-day are Henry 
0. Cole, president ofthe National Bricklayers' Union; 
John W. Franklin, walking dele~ate for the unions 
of this city; Richard Matthews, John Keeny, Christo
pher Malone, and Sylvester Sullivan. If the pro
fessor desires to engage a bricklayer by the year, at 
$15 a week, or perhaps less, he will hav no difficulty 
in making a contract with one of the gentlemen above 
named. So much for the high wages paid to brick
layers. 

The rate of wages paid to printers in this city is, 
accordin~ to the scale of their union, for day work, 
$3, or 40 cents per 1,000 ems; for night work, 46 
cents per 1,000. To the printer in-say Michigan, 
who is probably working for $20 a month and his 
board and lodgin~, the fi~ures must look as though 
his brethren in New York made big wages--and it 
might also appear so to the professor. Let them re
member, however, that in no city or town in the 
United States is there so high a standard of work
manship demanded as in this city. There are very 
few printers here who hav an opportunityJto earn, on 
day work, $18 a week the year around-probably not 
two hundred out of the five thousand now among us. 
About two-thirds of that number are employed seven 
months during the year, the remainder less than half 
the time. The average earnings of the morning 
newspaper compositor, when he works, is $3.50, and 
he works for it more than ten hours a day, or rather 
a night. All men know how exhaustiv night work is 
at the best, so that a man cannot do duty at it stead-

ily; and it is safe to assert that few compositors 
holding situations on morning newspapers average 
over $15 a week throughout the year. With the 
printers known as "subs," who do not hold regular 
situations, but who wait around the offices for the 
chance to work for. a "regular," the case is even 
worse. Their time is taken up looking for a job. 
Yet they may only work four, three, two nights a 
week, and perhaps may not get a chance to work at 
all. A "sub" who will average $10 a week the year 
around is a lucky man indeed. It costs printers 
about the same as bricklayers to support themselvs 
and families, and probably the professor can see 
that, after all, printers do not hav an opportunity to 
save much money. If he desires to secure the ser
vices of a first-ciass compositor by the year at $15 
per week, or perhaps less, he will hav not the slight
est trouble in doing so by notifying the secretary of 
the printers' union. 

The plasterers, who are reported as getting $4 a 
day, can earn about the same as bricklayers-$720 a 
year, when business is brisk. Their expense account 
will foot up the same as the bricklayers and printers. 

The best-paid laborers of this city earn, when they 
work. $2.50 per day; and in a busy year they will 
get from 175 to 200 days' work. It is only by the 
strictest economy that they manage to get along at 
all. 

It is not necessary to speak of other trades. Here 
are illustrations enough for the professor. 

After having read so far, the professor naturally 
asks, "Why do not these men, when work is dull in 
their trades, seek employment in some of the un
skilled branches? " But where? 

The Herald rarely prints less than twelve columns 
a day of small cards, averaging seventy-five to a col
umn, from men and women who are seeking situa
tions at almost any wages. The cards. under the 
heading "Help Wanted" rarely reach a column. 

Thus there are nine hundred advertising for work, 
and only seventy-five advertising for workers! 

The Staats-Zeitung averages daily about twelve col
umns of applications for situations, and less than a 
column of workers wanted. And yet around these 
newspaper offices, about half-past 2 o'clock in the 
morning, crowds begin to gather, waiting for the pa
pers to come from the presses, in order that they may 
read, not the news, not the twelve columns of adver
tisments for situations, but the less than a column of 
advertisments for workers. And after a hasty, eager 
reading of this column, the crowd scatter out to the 
addresses of the various advertisers and wait there in 
the cold and dark until morning breaks, anxiously 
watching for the coming of the person from whom 
they hope to get employment. No advertisment for 
help, no matter however small the pay or hard the 
work, can appear without receiving answers in per
son; and in the unskilled branches from twenty to 
fifty applicants will present themselvs for each situa
tion. 

Then where, professor, is the unskilled branch o~ 
labor for the skilled workmen during the dull times 
in their respectiv trades? 

Aside from those who hav money enough to pay 
for advertising for a situation, there are thousands of 
honest men and women in this city who trudge from 
place to place, from morning till night, seeking for 
work at any price. They are willing to toil, but they 
can find no opportunity. Those people who work at 
trades, whether the season be good or bad with them, 
must be continually on the watch. If by any chance 
they get work in the unskilled branches, they may 
lose an opportunity to get work in their own trade, 
and thus they would be the losers. 

If the professor would create an industry in which 
mechanics could work when their trades were dull, 
he would be hailed as a benefactor; but as he cannot, 
things will hav to go on just as they are, for the pres
ent at least. 

"The working people of New York city are becom
ing very much dissatisfied with the present condition 
of industrial affairs," and the facts stated above show 
that they hav reason to be. 

The professor will probably ask, at this point, "Is 
there no remedy?" 

In answer it may be said that there are several 
remedies-some temporary and one permanent. 
Among the first is the shortening of the hours of 
toil. Labor is a marketable commodity, and when it 
is plenty-as is the case, not only in this city, but all 
over the country-those who hav it to sell go from 
place to place offering to any who will buy. When 
it is scarce, those who wish to buy must search for 
sellers and pay the price demanded. The thing to 
do, then. is to make it scarce, and it can, under pres
ent conditions, be done in but one way-by shorten
ing the hours of labor, and continui~g the process 
until all the surplus is absorbed. This must be done 
by the laborers themselvs. All the professors in the 
world cannot help them in the work. When the 
working people hav become sufficiently awakened to 
their own interests to see this they will hav taken 
a long stride toward bettering their condition. 

ONE of the best ways to help along the cause of 
Freethought is to circulate THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
Trial subscriptions of three months for 50 cents. 
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TRUTH IS MIGHTY, AND WILL PREVAIL. 
CINCINNATI, OHIO. Nov. 19. lOB. 

H0PKINS STATION, MICH., Nov. 6, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I think much of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

and desire to help sustain it. I consider it· the great 
apostle of political and religious liberty. But I am, 
just J;lOW, almost financially helpless, on account of 
being burnt out a short time since. Will send you 
pay as soon as I can recuperate a little. 

MR. EDITOR: As the former remarks of T. Winter 
seem to stand well with many of your readera and 
supporters, I, for the last time this vear address a 
few lines to the intellectual portion of th~ admirers 
of the outspoken TRUTH SEEKER. 

of the occean, of no avail to anyone. When a man 
with grand inspirations and noble intellect pulls 
loose from his anchorage to drift upon the merciless 
waves of Infidelity, he will find him!elf bumping 
against breakers which will sooner or later pull him 
down to the depths of endless ruin. Beecher is now 
at sea without. rudder oi compass; had been bump
ing against Darwin, Huxley, and other false teach
ers, and was now bumping against his own origin, 
the Bible, the patriarchs, Christ. and God." 

Yours, R. L. TAYLoR. 

RoCHELLE, ILL., Oct. 27, 1883, 
MR. EDITOR: Please send me twelve copies of 

"False Olaims," and charge to my account. I con
sider it one of the most powerful and convincing ar
guments ever produced bY any of our representativ 
men. It is a whole modern, improved battery in 
Itself. Each shot tells, and they strike thick and 
fast, and no candid reader will read it but to hoist the 
white flag of truce, and surrender at once. It is ir
resistible, and if all your subscribers would invest 
eeventy.·flve cents and distribute them for promiscu
ous circulation, it woultl greatly help our cause and 
elevate the standard of Liberalism. 

I had the pleasure of meeting friend Remsburg a 
short time ago, and listened to three of his popular 
lectures, and Mrs. Wettstein, as well as myself, was 
highly pleased with his candid and pleasant address, 
as well as with his powerful logic and argument. 

Fellow-mortals: We are aU seeking some degree of 
happiness, and that is right. But some appear to be 
seeking it beyond the boumls of this planet. That, 
my friends, is your mistake. Good, sound sense 
must convince everybody that this world and this 
present life are the place and time to find solid hap
piness. Seek it here and now, and that kind of wis
dom and truth will positivly secure to y,m a most 
pleasurable experience. Those who seek their hap
piness in the dark dismalisms of the Christian re
ligion must ever be disappointed; also those nervous 
and emotional persons who are looking to some fan
tastic land of pure delight, by the eye of faith. 
They, also, are deluding themselvs. They clutch at 
the shadow and lose the substance. Sir, right here 
is our birth and home. We liv and die here, and that, 
my kind and sensible friends, is the final end of our 
existence, all theological or spiritual assertions to 
the contrary notwithstanding. 

After eulogizing and commending the Bible to his 
hearers as the highest authority and onlv correct 
history of man's existence, drawing a comparison 
between it and man's ancestry as being the lowest 
order of animal life, making the latter as odious 
and disgusting as possible, he pronounced the bene
diction. 

His reply was certainly a most glorious failure, aa 
might reasonably hav been expected from his prem
ises. The idea of a ship or intellect never being 
loosed from its moorings is one that could emanate 
only from a narrow, bigoted mind. Of what use can 
they be, kept anchored? I say, every time, "Let 'er 
drift" out upon the great ocean of thought, takin~ 
the chances of gathering up some treasures and 
promoting intellectual growth, rather than be kept 
stock fast to a useless antiquated a.nchorage. 

We hope to bear him again before long. 
Fraternally, OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

LoUDONVILLE, N.Y., Nov. 11, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav just been reading "Ten Little 

Handmaids " to my little girl, who expressed great 
delight at it. It is a simple, entertaining, and in
structiv story for young children, and I was quite 
charmed with it. 

The dear old TRUTH SEEKER has set an example 
that I hope the rest of the Freethought papers will 
not be slow to follow. Now my child will soon be 
as eager to see the paper each week as we are. 

Soon after my last letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER I 
received the story of the " Little Red Mittens " from 
the author, Jennie Butler Browne, and wish to take 
this opportunity of thanking her. Had I known her 
address I should hav taken great pleasure in address
Ing my thanks to her. It was very kind of her, and 
highly appreciated by me. 

The story-a pathetic, tender one-is well written, 
and contains many sound ideas. 

As there seems to be a sort of vote among your 
correspondents on the liquor question, I wish you 
would enroll me as a teetotaler and prohibitionist. 

· WINEFORD V. AsPINWALL. 

MURRAY, OHIO, Nov. 15,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2. for which 

send me the inclosed list of books. THE TRUTH SEEKER 
Is the most welcome paper I receive. I try to hav 
it read in this place as much as possible, but with 
the exception of my brother and myself, the people 
are, however, either connected with or ready to sus
tain some religious creed or other. I love liberty. 
and am ever ready to extend that liberty to all. I 
consider It a duty we owe, not to a God, but to our
selva and society, to spread the light of liberty to the 
best of our ability; and help drive out of existence. 
to exterminate, ignorance and superstition. Where I 
see ignorance, I find superstition the predominating 
element. My abilities are limited. I wish I could do 
more, but it is consolation to read and see the effect 
of the great workers in th'3 cause of Liberalism. 

Inclosed find the names of some who would likely 
become subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

D. E. LEWIS. 

ELAMSVILLE, Nov. 9, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Yours of Oct. 18th to hand some 

days ago; hav not received "Gottlieb, his Life," but 
hav received" The Besant-Hatchard Debate," which 
glvs as good satisfaction as the other. I am a poor 
writer and hav but little education, or else I would 
tell some tales on some of my Christian friends down 
here. We hav some intellectual giants down here 
In old Virginia. Amongst them is one Rev. Jeremiah 
Spencer, of the persuasion of hard-shell Baptists. ·He 
Is called by his brethren " mighty able." He was 
preaching, some time since, at Friendship church in 
this county. His subject was "Sinning Against the 
Holy Ghost." He was explaining what kind of sin it 
was that would never be forgiven in this world, nor 
In the one to come. He said, raising his voice to a 
thunder-pitch, that that terrible sin was to" ask God 
to do something for them that thev could not do for 
themselvs." 

Now this was terrible on the praying brethren, 
and, if true, thev are all hypocrite, or hav sinned 
against the Holy Ghost; and in either case, according 
to their own doctrin, are doomed-eternally lost. 

Sir, yours fraternally, THos. WINTER, 
Materialist. 

MoUND CITY, Nov.lO, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I wish to join the shout and cry" All 

honor t.o the old wheel-horse, Jamieson, and to" Lib
erta !" and will add Mrs. Heddon. 

I believe the promulgation of that" seventh plank," 
as a demand of Liberalism, to be a piece of arro
gance worthy of the priesthood itself. 

·we will proclaim it from the house-tops that if the 
Walkerites, "or any other man," are bound to render 
aid and comfort to the more than infernal liquor 
oligarchy, they must step down below Liberalism to 
find a name behind which to hide, and let every 
Liberal in the land, who is sufficiently pure-hearted 
to believe that man has no moral right to do wrong, 
join us. 

I believe the crusade against prohibition to be a 
miserable, selfish fanaticism-selfish, in that the 
crusaders would rather perpetuate the misery caused 
by liquor than giv up their toddy; fanatical, in that 
those who do not care for liquor hate prohibition, 
because the church has the grace to speak some
what in favor of it. 

Mr. Ejitor, I can never find fault with the grand 
and stalwart TRUTH BEEKER, but I tell you it hurts 
me to see its fair pages befouled with so-ca.lled ",tr
guments" that were the common stock in trade of 
the lowest liquor hells thirty years ago. Of course 
the miserable lie that liquor will not hurt you if you 
let it alone is about played out·, but how much beL 
ter is the education argument Y Where is the idiot 
t.hat doesn't know that· the educated man is more 
easily injured by liquor than the uneducate1? 

Friends of temperance and purity, let us rally and 
arrange matters so that the "seventh plank " will 
treat of something else next year. 

Yours truly, A. W. SHUCK, M.D. 

AuGUSTA, GA., Nov. 15, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR. I send you another trial subscriber, 

with remittance in money order; also a few other 
selected names for sample copies, who will, I feel 
sure, become subscribers. I also inclose 25 cents for 
Billings's "Crimes of Preachers," and 30 cents for 
three of J. E. Remsburg's tract, "Fulse Claii:mt," to 
my address. 

I am very glad indeed to 'know that Mr. Rems
burg's speech at the Rochester convention has been 
published in tract form. I regard it as one of the 
ablest and most convincing articles of the kind I 
ever had the pleasure of reading. My number of 
TH]l: TRUTH SEEKER containing it has done, and Is still 
doing, good service. 

J. s. LYON, M.D. 

IS THE DEATH OF TH1l PHYSICAL BODY THE END? 
• WooDHULL, ILL., Nov. 20. 1883. 

MR. EDITOR: Living, as we do, in an age of thought 
and inquiry-religious, politioal, and social-will you 
please giv me space in THE TRUTH SEEKER-a paper 
I hav honored from its birth-to place a few thoughts 
before its readers upon the problem of man's exist
ence, which is now occupying the attention of the 
honest inq11irer-" Is the death of the physical body 
the end?" 

To argue this question, it would be folly in me to 
use the arguments of Paul and Solomon, as they do 
not agree upon this important question. Therefore 
I shall appeal to the laws of nature, and the natural 
results that of necessity follow, guided by the knowl
edge I hav of the operation of the laws in nature. 

I trust there is no dispute as to the law that unites 
and connects the interest, as a necessity for th.e ap
preciation of the value and worth, of the different 
kingdoms as arranged upon the line of progression 
and evolution-the mineral, the vegetable, the animal, 
and the spiritual. 

The existence of the vegetable is made necessary 
for the appreciation of and to giv value and worth to, 
the mineral kingdom; as, in the abseneA of thfl ve~
etable kingdom, the mineral kingdom would be 
worthless and lost; and it is the animal kingdom 
that appreciates and realizes the value and worth of 
the mineral and vegetable combined, as in the ab
sence of the animal kingdom both would be worth
less and lost. Therefore, of necessity, the animal 
kingdom exists as a natural result. In like manner, 
man's existence is made necessary, as by him the 
appreciated value and worth combined is realized, 
he being the ultimate, the crown, and the highest 
type or physical existence, all centering in man, 
making man the legal heir to the use of the existing 
kingdoms, over which he is now exercising his power. 

These are all plain facts, manifested through na
ture's laws. Arter nature has exercised her laws and 
power in such a magnificent manner throughout our 
globe (say nothing about millions of others), on a 
line of progression and unfoldment. as these king
doms bear witness, and the final result after reaching 
man is to dump him into the grave, shall we·say this 
is the end-the winding up of the operations of the 
laws and power of existence? Thus far shalt thou 
go, and no farther. It would be unnatural, unreason
able, and an insult upon the power that givs exist
ence. It cannot be true. It givs the lie to the laws 
and power of evolution, and to all nations, and to 
thousands of our day of unimpeachable character. 
It may be claimed that man is t.he ultimate, C'l.pable 
of appreciating the value and worth of his existence, 
the privilege of the use of all connected with him 
thereby advancing his happiness; and this Is all that 
is necessary, and m<tn should be contented. 

Suppose we admit the claim, what is it worth? 
Under the existing facts, one-half of mankind enter 
the grave before they arrive to a realiz<ttion of their 
existence; so far a dead loss. HaH of the other half 
linger out a miserable life of ignorance, and there 
are but a few (if any) to whom non-existence would 
not be preferable if they are annihilated at the grave, 

Nature being well equipped witlt laws and power 
to execute them on such a magnificent line of pro
gression and evolution as that we hav knowledge of, 
and to stop at the grave, we might in justice ex
claim, Folly! Yes, worse than folly-" an insult upon 
man," as Ingersoll says. 

I saw, yesterday, a man that stands high in the 
church, drunk, beastly drunk, left by the road-side 
to puke and snore, and wallow in the dirt. That 
was yesterday; to-day he was a good brother in the 
Baptist church, crying "A:nen" and "Hallelujah," 
etc. I will send you an order soon for some of CJI. 
Ingersoll's lectures, and for truth seeker and 
" Manna '' Tracts. 

Rev. Henry Ward Beecher has been with us and 
stirred up the sluggish waters of orthodoxy, and the 
clergy in particular, on his theory of evolution. So 
strong iB orthodox prejudice in the South against 
him, his heresy, etc., that but one or two ministers 
were in attendance at his lecture; and now that he 
has returned to his home, they hav been sallying 
forth, as Is their custom toward all liberally inclined 
speakers, and firing after him imaginary shot. One 
divine, who failed to hear him or course, gave out 
that he would reply from his pulpit to Mr. BP.echer's 
theory of man's origin as opposed to the Bible ac
count of it. Due notice of his discourse was given 
in the city papers, and his parishioners were of 
course eager to hear him demolish Beecher and giv 
additional succor to their faith in the history as 
given by Moses. "Mr. Beecher," he said, "regarded 
the fall of Adam as a myth, and that it he fell at all 
it was an upward fall; that like all human beings 
he began life at the lowest point and worked up
ward." He stated that " the narratlv given in the 
Bible was either mythical, allegorical, or literal. 
If mythical, then the atonement is also a myth, and 
the Bible the production of man." He did not ac
cept it allegorically, but literally and without reser
vation. He thought Beecher was making a bad use 
of his talent-was deceiving and being deceived. 
"It is a sad thing," he said, "to see a nice large 
ship drift from its moorings. Many a one, with its 
valuable cargo, now Iles hidden in the migb.ty depths 

Col. Ingersoll is claimed to hav said, speaking of 
people dying, "I would be a great engin-builder, to 
dump them off into the deep as fast as I made 
them." The colonel never spoke a truer word. This 
united with my argument makes existence of a spirit
ual kingdom (man being the ultimate) indispensable 
as a necessary result to save and make the power 
that produced man honorable In it this pow9r 
can continue in operation through eternity, in
creasing in magnitude, and man, the highost type 
of Intelligence, can appreciate the value and worth 
of his existence. Uader this view, glory, honor, · Fraternally yours, B. A. Boss, Jn. 
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might, and dominion can justly be ascribed to the 
law and power that gave man his existence and the 
capacity of understanding. 

a church (each). I was arguing the point With one, 
and he asked me which was first-the hen or the 
egg. I told him I would hav to consider the mat
ter, and I must hav your help if possible. I think 
by taking your paper and digesting a few of your 
tracts, I will make them let me liv in peace, if noth
ing more. 

source that I am not acquainted with? Excuse me 
for wearying your patience. I am making .arrange
ments to send you some filthy lucre before long. 

To this I add the testimony of all nations and 
generations of whom we hav history-pagans, Jews, 
and Christians, together with thousands of our own 
age whose testimony is unimpeachable, that they hav 
seen, talked with, and communed with spiritual per· 
sonages face to face, as one friend talks to another. 

Here let me correct an error that is common-" a 
dist>mbodied spirit." This expression is often used 
and applied to spirits clothed with a spiritual body, 
with form and organiza.tion complete, a facsimile of 
the original. As this is the only question in dispute 
between the Spiritualist and the Materialist, let us 
treat each other's persons with brotherly respect by 
giving argument instead of personal abuse. 

This may be tho last production of my pen, as I 
am past eighty-three years, and can scarcely write. 

AAC PADEN, 

WAvERLY, N. J., Oct. 22, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $150, which sum giv 

me credit for on your valuable TRUTH SEEKER. I prom is 
to take the paper as long as I am able to, although 
I am very poor. I am not well either, and bav a 
father and mother that are blind, and I hav to take 
care of them. I will send the balance before the 
new year. Yours truly, JoHN N. BALL. 

MT. VERNON, Mo., Nov. 14, 1883. 
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed 0$1, for which send 

me the inclosed list of pamphlets. I may possibly 
get a few old superstitious fogies t'l begin to investi
gate. I hope to be able to pay for and read your 
valuable paper as long as I liv, for my emergence 
from the hot-bed of Christian filth is dae in a large 
measure to its glorious pages. 

You hav my best wishes for yourself and 'l'HE TRUTH 
SEEKER. Z C. DENNEY. 

BANGOR, ME., Nov. 18, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: While on the train from Bangor to 

Augusta, a few days since, I fell in with an old 
friend, who was on his way as chief cook to New 
Hampshire in a crew of about fifty men. 

I told him the value of the best paper printed, and 
also that I would send it to him free of charge if he 
would lend his influence to hav each and every one 
subscribe for it before leaving in the spring. 

Inclosed find money to send THE TRUTH SEEKER 
for three months to him. F. F. PHILLIPS, 

KENT, IowA, Nov. 16,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3, for which send 

one dozen tracts containing Remsburg's lecture, and 
one of Mitchell's, and some of Wakeman's; and 
please forward $2 to Brother Hacker. 

I am getting old, but I was able to rig up my team 
and take a neighbor to hear our grand champions 
of Freethought, Watts and Chainey, lecture in Cres
ton, twelve miles distant, and was very much de
lighted with both of them. They delivered four lec
tures to a large and respectable audience on Sunday. 

Your sincere friend, JosiAH ELLIOT. 

ADRIAN, MICH., Oct. 16, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Please send me twelve copies of Wake

man's reply to Mitchell; also the same number of 
Remsburg's "False Claims" made by the church, 
and the same number of Watts's speech. These 
three little missionaries of intellrgence and love 
ought to be spread broadcast over the land. They 
are a much superior trinity to that of the Chris
tians-father, son, and Holy Ghost. Remsburg is a 
regular sub-sailer; Watts comes along with the cul
tivator and drag to mellow up the soil and remove 
the truck that may lie scattered around, which 
might possibly vegetate and be a hindrance to the 
growth ol the prospectiv crop; then comes Wake
man to sow the seed for a new religion, based on 
science and common sense. S. D. MooRE, 

PRAIRIE CrTY, Nov. 10, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR! Inclosed please find $3.50-$2.50 as my 

subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for another year, 
and $1 for the "Golden Throne," by S. P. Putnam. 
I hav been thinking what a trifling little thing it 
was that caused all of this muss about religion-its 
fears of hell and love of heaven. I hav it summed 
up in a small sphere. It is .all because Adam ate 
t~at apple which his good wife g.ave him; and if my 
Wife should offer me some deliciOus fruit I should 
certainly partake of it and take the chan~es of my 
friends being punished 6,000 years afterward. Such 
absurdities will do for those that do not read THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. I hav been a constant reader of your 
valuable paper for about six years, and think that I 
cannot do without it. Yours for truth, 

E. L. SANDFORD, 

Hoping to hear from you at your earliest conven-
ience, I remain Yours truly, w. P. WEST. 

CASNOVIA, MrcH., Oct. 31, 18~3. 
MR. EDITOR: I received your note, and I will say 

that I neglected to send the money to you for the 
paper-why, I cannot tell, unless it be that we are 
liable to overlook the interests of the newspaper 
man-which, I confess, should not be so. I am very 
well pleased with your paper, although it does not 
support my theory, which is, spiritual life and spirit 
identity after death. I hav read in your paper some 
good articles on the subject, both pro and con·; yet, 
having practically lived with the departed for thirty
one years, conversing with them daily, it is just as 
evident to me that they liv as that mortals do on 
earth. I hav thought of replying to some articles 
in your paper, but when I think that I had but nine 
months' schooling, it is very embarrassing to me, 
and I dare not take hold of it. 

Now, as I am taking four papers besides yours, I 
will inclose you $3.00. · 

Yours with respect,· R. H. TAPPING. 

CLEVELAND, 0., Nov. 12, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: I received the "Truth Seeker Collec· 

tion of Forms and Hymns," and I am well pleased 
with them, for they hav far exceeded my expecta
tions, and I think that every Liberal should hav a 
copy, The Liberal Le-ague here is getting in good 
working order now at last, and we will enter the 
list of progressiv thinkers next Sunday, the 19th, 
with a lecture on our relation to the solar system, 
by our vice-president, Dr. Newcomer, which will be 
the first of a series of lectures and debates to take 
place before the League. We intend to make our 
meetings as interesting as possible, and to make the 
men of god and the devil feel our presence here, as 
we intend to giv them a thorough overhauling. 

Find inclosed 50 cts., which please use as follows: 
35 cts. for Nos. 4 and 5 of the "Humboldt Library 
of Science," and 15 cts. for one copy of Mr. J. E. 
Remsburg's "False Claims." After this month I 
Will send for more of them for missionary work, 
which I intend to inaugurate on a small scale my
self. Wishing cyou all success, I remain 

Yours truly, DENNIS A. LossiNG. 

HAMPTONVILLE, CAL., Nov. 26,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please change my address from Hamp

tonville to Fresno, Cal. I am going into a little 
Sodom of churches, The city will know I am come 
as soon as I get there, for I shall not hide my light 
under a bushel. I hav sent on one article against 
the church and clergy, containing questions, but 
they hav not replied, though the editor offered them 
room in the county paper to do so. I am not able 
to buy all the books and papers that I need, as there 
are six or seven different churches and preachers. 
If any friend of freedom has any pamphlets or pa
pers to spare, and will send them to me, and also a 
letter with their name and post-office address, I will 
send them a Fresno paper by return mail as assur
ance that I received the package. 

Editor Eugene, if I can be of any service to you as 
agent for books or papers, please state your plan. 
I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER from the first num
ber. 

P.S.-I wish you would giv one page weekly in 
THE TRUTH SEEKER for the purpose of discussing the 
best plan for governing the United States, and the 
best men for president and vice-president. Benjamin 
Butler and Robert Ingersoll are both great and good 
men. G. PADDINGTON. 

WEsT BRIGHTON, Nov. 11. 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Within find inclosed 15 cts. for Rems

burg's "False Claims." 
I am pleased to learn that the Liberals are going 

to hav a convention at Salamanca, N. Y. That 
would be a glorious time for me, if I could attend. 
But I shall expect to see the lectures published in the 
faithful~ old TRUTH SEEKER. I know you will not dis
appoint me. The old TRUTH SEEKER never disap
pointed me yet. As has been said before, It's the 
Bible for me. I think the inspiration of it goes 
ahead of the divine inspiration they claim for the 
Bible. H the Christians' God can't inspire anything 
better than mortal man can, I think he is about 
played out. Instead of noticing sparrows and count
ing the hairs of our heads, he had better turn his 
attention more to the inspiration business. 

BRoADVIEW, Nov. 5, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: If your valuable paper is still alive 

and this reaches you, please send me a copy at once: 
and consider me a subscriber just as soon as I can 
get your correct address to send subscription fees. 
For the past six months I hav been overrun with a 
set of begging vagrants who call thel.llselvs minis
ters of the gospel. Our little town is about eight 
months old, and we hav six specimens of denomina
tions (or abominations) trying to beg enough to build 

One word to friend Winter: He is sure that Spirit
ualists do not get any help from the summer-land. 
How does he explain how Mrs. Colby, of Boston, can 
entertain a large audience for two hours without 
any preparation on her part, ready for any subject 
at the spur of the moment? I hav never heard her 
match, and others say the same. I hope they will 
succeed in getting her at Sa.lamanca. I hope friend 
Winter will giv me some explanation on the above 
question. The strongest proof, to me, in favor of 
Spiritualism, is the query, in my own mind, How she 
can speak as she does without help from some 

s. E. SKINNER. 

DALLAS, TEXAs,Nov.17,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Some months ago I wrote to THE 

TRUTH SEEKER to say that I was sorry that you did 
not take up the land question and disc1,1ss it, so 
that the masses could see that Freethinkers were 
doing something to bring them out of physical as 
well as mental slavery. I see by the last few num. 
bers of THE TRUTH SEEKER that the question is com
ing up in grand stvle. Mr. Hacker sounds the alarm, 
and I hope it will be taken up all along the line, 
The only thing that surprises me is that he has kept 
silent so long-or did you crowd him out, as most 
so-called Liberal papers hav done, with what they 
were pleased to call the "rag, tag, and bobtail" of 
Liberalism? I should not be surprised to see your 
subscription list roll up in a manner that you will 
not expect. Giv Jeremiah Hacker plenty of space, 
and you will find that there are thousands scattereq 
over the country who think as he does. I should 
like to be able to write you something about what 
is going on in Texas, but I hav not the time. A 
"workingman" may hav ideas, but not opportunity 
to express them. 

I understand that Remsburg is coming to D~tllas 
on the 30th. I think he will meet with a good re
ception, as this is an Infidel stronghold, although 
unorganized. Yours for juetice, THos. T. KNIGHT. 

JACKSON, MrcH., Nov. 15, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR! I bav been taking your paper now f~r 

a year, through your agent here at Jackson, and my 
only regret in regard to the paper is that I had not 
found it long before I did. 

I hav just been up to hear a revival crank by the 
name of Weeber that holds forth at a fine twenty
thousand-dollar tabernacle of superstition here in 
our city. He has made quite a number of con
verts by the excitement he gets up; and I notice 
th~;tt the heads of his most zealous ones hav a great 
tendency to slope straight back from the nose-but 
this is not what I started out to write. Cannot 
you send me some sample copies of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER that I can distribute amorg the people at 
the gate for the purpose of enlightening them in a 
reasonable and scientific way? Or perhaps you could 
print me something special. I myself will giv five 
dollars toward that purpose. 

Here is a story I heard some years ago, which I 
think will bear repeating: A Jew was selling at auc
tion "The Lord's L':tst Supper." Somebody bid 
twelve shillings. "What! " said the Jew, "a shil
ling apiece for the apostles, but not a cent for Je
sus Christ I Not by a d-d sight I You must raise 
something for Jesus." JoHN DESMOND. 

LAKE CIT~. Iowa, Nov. 18,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find an article of 

mine which appeared in last week's Lake City Blade, 
it being an answer to a slanderous charge made 
against Infidels and Atheists at a funeral of one of 
our neighbors, where we had done all we could for 
the deceased while living, and had furnished a team 
and double buggy to take the mourners to the grave, 
walking ourselvs to hear the sermon preached. As 
the communication will explain itself, I will say but 
little in regard to it, except it has caused the whole 
godly flock to make a mighty fluttering. I guess 
the shot must hav been hot. To say that they are 
perfectly awful mad is putting it mild. But the pious 
fraud making the greatest amount of fuss about my 
article stands very much before this community as I 
think old David did before his about the time of his 
unpleasantness with Uriah and wife. Our Uriah 
still livs, and is a splendid roan in the community. 

Let me take this opportunity to thank Mrs. Slenker 
for her kind, noble letter in regard to Mr. Bennett's 
monument. I truly pity the poor, puny so'tll that 
cannot giv a dollar to an aged, infirm, old mn.n be
cause some other person has given money to build a 
monument to Mr. Bennett. I hav given to Mr. Ben
nett and to the monument, and to our old friend and 
benefactor, Father Hacker, also. I am not rich, but 
to glv makes me happy, Let our timid Christian 
friend try it. I shall send Father Hacker a dollar in 
the next mail. 

Now, a few words in regard to your many interest
ing articles on Materialism and Spiritualism. I hav 
read both sides, hoping to be able to judge fairly, 
but I must say that I still remain a Materialist. 
Having never received a revelation from God, I can 
not believe the Bible. Others claiming to hav done 
so is no evidence to me. It is the same with Spirit
ualism. I hav had no revelation from the beyond. 
Although I hav lost many near and dear friends, all 
are as silent as the grave. Must I hav some blather· 
skite between them and me before I can hear from 
them? It looks too extremely thin for me. 

If mind is eternal, then it never had a beginning, 
but has existed throughout all time, and can never 
hav an end. If it ever had a beginning it must come 
to an end. And as I do not reLllember anything 
that took place eighteen hundred years ago, or know 
any of the old frauds or cranks of that time, I think 
mind is a thing of this world. Were it not so, we 
surely would know as much of the spiritual as we do 
of the material world. Are we to lose our identity? 
H so, let us sleep sound and logg. 

With best regards for all THE TRUTH SEEKER family, 
I am, Ever yours. J. L. To:MPXI:Ns. 



LmERAL MEETINGS. 
- [Leagues, and Liberal, and Spiritualistic Societies in the 
l!nited States and Canada meeting regularly, can hav no
tices of their meetings published in this column free if the 
officers will send them to us.) 

OHIO. 
CLEYELAND.-The Liberal League meets every 

Sunday afternoon at 3 P.M., In the hall on the cor
ner of Ontario and Bolivar streets. Exercises--lect
ures and discussion. 

MAINE. 
PORTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Congress 

Hall, Congress street (entrance on Temple street), 
where free meetings, lectures, and discussions are 
held every Sunday, at 2:30 P.M. Admittance free. 
Public invited. 

OREGON, 
PORTLAND.-Mr. C. Beal holds meetings every Sun

day afternoon and evening, at Academy Hall, Second 
and Salmon streets, where he givs lectures, readings, 
recitations, and music. All are invited to attend. 
AdmlsBion 10 cents, 

MASSACHUSETTS. 
BOSTON.-Boston Liberal Club holds meetings for 

essays and criticisms every Sunday forenoon at 10:45 
In the Paine Memorial Building, Appleton street.-
The "Society of the Divine Homo" at same place 
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sunday-school 
at 2 :30. Admission free. 

PENNSYLVANIA, 
PHILADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal League 

meets every .Sunday at Hancock Hall, 814 Girard 
avenue, at 2 :30 o'clock, and 7 :30 o'clock, P.M., for 
lectures and free debates. THE TRUTH BEEKER and 
Ll beral books for sale. 

PlTTSBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League meets 
at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue every Sunday (except 
during the months of July and August) at 3 o'clock. 
A free platform Is maintained. Exercises consist of 
a lecture, followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15 
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen 
Invited to discuss. 

NEW JERSEY. 
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets every 

Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the League's Hall, 
177 Halsey street. Exercises consist of music, read
ings, lecture, and discussion, in which all present 
are invited to participate. Admission free. Collec
tion taken. Communications for the League should 
be addressed to J. w. Frankel, 10 Pine street, New
ark. 

NEW YORK. 
ALBANY.-The Liberal association meets every 

Suuday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State street. Sun
day-school at 2 P.!II. General business meeting and 
debates and dlocusslons at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7 :30 
P.M. The public are cordially invited to attend, also 
all Ll berals Vlolt!ng the city. Admission free. 

NEW YOR:rr ClTY.-The Manhattan Liberal Club 
meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock, for a lecture 
and discussion, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 
15th street. A<lmlsslou 5 cents. Monthly cards 20 
cents. Membership fee $3.--The American Spirit
ualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon at 2 :30 
o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street.-
The First Society of Spiritualists holds Its meetings 
every Sunday in Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. 
Morning service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free. 
Public cordially invlted.--New York City Ladles' 
Spiritualist Aid Society, permanently located at 171 
East 69th street. Wednesday, at 3 P.M.--Froblsher 
College Hall, 23 East 14th street, near Broadway. 
The People's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2 :30 
and 7 :30 P.M.--229 East 48th street. Inspirational 
Lectures and Psychometric Readings every Sunday 
at 11 and 7 :30 o'clock. 

BROOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society meets 
at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton street and Bed
ford avenue, every Sunday. Services at 11 A.M., and 
7:45 P.M. Admission free. Pu bile cordially invited. 
Liberal and Spiritual papers and books for sale.
The Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton 
street meets every Saturday evening at 8 o'clock. 
Meetings free. Spiritual literature for sale.--The 
Eastern District Spiritual Conference meets every 
Monday evening at Composite Room, 4th street cor
ner of south 2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal 
llt<lrature on sale. Allinvited.--The South Brooklyn 
Spiritual Society meets at Brauns Hall, 5tl::. avenue, 
corner of 23d street, on the first and third Fridays of 
each month.--The Brooklyn Spiritual Fraternity, 
Friday evening conference meetings will be held In 
the lecture room of the church of New Spiritual 
Dispensation, Clinton avenue, between Park and 
Myrtle avenues, at 7:30 P.M.--The Philosophical As
sociation meets every Sunday afternoon in the As
sembly Room of Wright's Business College, Broad
way corner of Fourth street, E. D., at 3 P.!II. Public 
cordially invited. Doors open at 2 :30 P.M. 

Christmas Presents for Children. 

"APPL.£8 OF COLD." 
A story-book for the 'young folkS. By Miss SUSAN 

H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very 
excellent work for young masters and misses, has 
passed through a very large edl tlon, and a second 
bas been issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free of 
postage. This new edition has a photograph of the 
author which adds very much to the value of the 
Volume. 

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles. 
Price, 20 cents. 

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE. 
By Prof. H. M. KOTTlNGER, A.M. Price, $1.00. 
This volume alms at the ed ucatlon of youth In the 

principles of Freethought, at the same time that it 
inculcates moral duties and human rights from a 
standpoint of pure reason and common sense. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

THE BOSTON INVESTIGATOB, 
The oldest reform journal in United States, is 

published every Wednesday at the Paine 
Memorial Building, Boston, Mass. 

By JOSIAH P. MENDUM. 
Edited by HORACE SEAVER. 

PRICE, ,s.oo pe:r •-um; sm~rte eoples, 

::r::-:r::•:-w:.r::r:.~-:::r~e::;~~::.~:: 
The Inuest;gator Is devoted to the Liberal cause In rellg· 

!on; or In other words, to universal mental Uberty. Inde-
~~g,!l~~ ~¥ .:~ai~e~:~u:~~·e ~~~~~gd:~E~'s"t~~~~ 
umns to things of this world alone, and leaves the next, if 
there be one, to those who hav entered its unlmown 
shores. Be11evlng that It Is the duty of mortals to work 
for the Interests of this world, It conllnes Itself to the 
things of this life entirely. It has arrived at the age of 
lift}' -one years, and ask& lor a suppQrt from those who are 
~~~:s,ss~~:~~".:':'tn~~J f~~f!'u"'}~~;!~~~.nt~~d~~: 
please send your subscription for six months or one year 
l'sng.:~a~~~e ~twa:~!F.:i w/~~ te :;~t~~~ ~~~:~; 
lo~~~rer Sm!l9 

SCffiNCE AND THEOLOGY: 
Ancient and .Modern. 

B;r .JAJIIES A.NTHONT FROlJDE. 
211 oenta. Addre88 THE TRUTH SEEXEB. 
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PROSPECTUS OF 

The Truth Seeker, 
Founded by D. M. Bennett. 

THE LEADiNG FREETHOUGHT 
JOURNAL OF THE WORLD. 

LARGEST, CHEAPEST, BEST. 

Grimes ~ Preachers 
IN THE 

UHITfD STATES AND CANADA, 
From May, 1876 to May, 1883. 

THIRD EDITION. 

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY, AT $3.00 TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL 
PER YEAR; $1.50 FOR SIX MONTHS. 

SAMPLE COPIES FREE. 
33 VLIN'I'ON PLA.VE, 

NEW YORK VITI:". 

Among the reforms THE TRuTH SEEKEB aims 
to effect are: 

Total separation of church and state, in
cluding the equitable taxation of church 
property; secularization of the public schools, 
abolition of Sunday laws, abolition of chap
laincies, prohibition of public appropriations 
for religious purposes, and all other measures 
necessary to the same general end. 

Its sixteen large pages are filled every week 
with scientific, philosophic, and Freethought 
articles and communications by the ablest 
Freethinkers in the country. It givs all the 
Liberal news, and keeps its readers posted on 
current secular and theological events. It is 
the armory from which hundreds draw their 
weapons in contests with priesthood. All 
the Liberal papers are good, but THE TRUTH 
SEEKER is · 

THE BEST AND LARGES'l. 
It is conducted in a broad and truly liberal 

spirit, and givs everyone a hearing upon all 
subjects pertaining to the welfare of the hu
man race. 

OPINIONS REGARDING IT. 

NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS 

TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY 

COMPARED AND REVISED. 

By M. E. BILLINGS_, 
AUTHOR OF 

"PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETC., "UN

HOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND 

WOMEN OF THE BIBLE," 

"HOLY CROSS," 

AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS. 

" By their fruits shall ye know them I Do 
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of 
thistles?" 

PRIVE, 26 VENTS. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

" It is one of tl!t most eloqumt plea3 for liberty ever writ
ten. It is Paine's 'Age of Reason' and' Rights of Man' 
consolidated and improved. It stirs the pul$e like a trum
pet cali."-EDITOR TRUTH BEEKER. 

WATTS and CHAINEY. 
These two well-known Libeallecturers will 

speak at German Masonic Hall, 220 E. 15th 
street, New York city, on the evening of SUN
DAY, DEc. 9TH, at 8 o'clock. 

SUllJECTS: 

WATTS.-'' Impeachment of Christianity.· 
CHAINEY.-"The Clergy." 

Admission 50 cents. 
Tickets for sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER 

office, and at the door. 

MERRY CHRISTMAS! 
The Holiday ( Voming, and 

OTTO WETTSTEIN'S 

JEWELRY STORE, 
ROCHELLE, ILL., 

IS .A.LWAYS 
Headquarters for Holiday Goods. 

Over 100 Gold watches, ranging In value from $10 
to $400, In stock continually. Silver watches, Chains, 
Necklaces, Lockets, Bracelets, Rings, PI us, Earrings, 
etc.; also Silver Ware, Gold Pins, Opllcal and Fancy 
Goods In proportionate large quantities. A fine 3-
ounce case, Silver Elgin Watch, $9. A fine 4-ounoo 
Stem-winder, Hunting or Open Face, 11 Jewels, 
Quick Train, dust-proof Movement, $16.50 (retails 
everywhere ror $22 to $25). Best 4-ounce Case, Stem 
Winder, Full (15) Jeweled Watch. patent Regulator, 
$25. A Ladles' Good, Solid Gold Elgin Stem-winder, 
$25 ... The same, heavier and 14 kiLrat, $35. All 25 
per cent below regular prices. A Chronograph, 1-~ 
second Horse-Time1·, and ••l>Jy-Back," in Heaviest 
18 Karat Case, $175. A Double Chronograph for tim
Ing two horses, or double record, a fifth ~econd, best 
in the world, $200. Also "Repeaters," striking 
hours, quarters, and minutes, $100 less than Broad
way prices. Ladles' watches ornamented With 
Diamonds, Diamond Flowers, Baskets of Diamond 
Flowers, Peacock In Rubles and Diamonds, Varle
&ated Colored Gold, Embo,.ed Birds and Flowers, 
Enamel, .Utlstlc Engraving, Locket-Backs, etc., etc, 
No finer goods at TI!Iauy's, N.Y. 

Send me a check for amount you desire to pay for 
a Watch or other goods, describe as near as possible, 
and I wllJ send prepaid to any part of th0 United 
States, and rifund ca•h on dmnana If uot entirely satis
factory. I please all, and hundreds of my customers 
cheerfully testify to the fact. Refer to Rochelle 
National Bank, and Brothers Remsburg and Follett. 
The latter says In his "Catalog of the Llfe Members 
of the State Liberal League:" "1 stepped over to see 
Otto Wettstein, the stanch Liberal of Rochelle. I 
found him up to his ears in business, selling and 
sending oli goods. His large jewelry store Is truly 
marvelous for a town the size of Rochelle. I would 
ad vise all of our Ll beral friends who are In want of 
anything In the jewelry line to send to him, and they 
wllJ make a great saving by so dolug.'' Correspond
ence solicited. 

OTTO WEri'TSTEIN. 
A paper like THE TRUTH BEEKER is something 

more and better than an advocate of truth. Through 
it Its subscribers touch elbows with each other. 
Each reader knows that he is one of a goodly com
pany who find comfort and inspiration In its pages. 
If they should meet each other they would feel like 
brothers and sisters. They hav lived under one In
tellectual roof, felt the glow of the same fireside, and 
broken together the bread of life. Such a paper Is 
to thousands a substitute for the church.-GEORGE 
CHArNEY, in This World. 

God and the State 266th Edition. 
I 

PRICE ONLY $1. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, founded by D. M. Bennett, is 
to-day perhaps the strongest foe with which super
stition has to contend, and a long future of great 
usefulness is, we trust and believe, before it.- Win
sted, Conn., Press. 

There ought to be five hundred subscribers to THE 
TRUTH BEEKER in this comity, just to rebuke the in
famous church bigots who are using force and fraud 
to suppress Liberalism.-Worthington, Minn., Advance. 

This sterling and widely-circulated Freethought 
journal has won Its way deep into the hearts of its 
readers. THE TRUTH BEEKER Is a great paper, and 
deserves the most generous support of the Liberal 
public. The recent numbers received are splendid 
in every respect.-San Francisco Universe. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER has gathered its resources, 
and will be a stronger, better, and brighter paper 
than ever.-Liberal League Man. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER has become a necessity to the 
Liberal cause.-Kans<l3 Blade. 

1ERMS FOR BALANCE OF YEAR: 
To all who will settle all arrearages and 

pay for the year 1884 in advance, we will al
low the price for 1884 to be the same as for 
1883-$2.50. 

To all who renew for one year from next 
January, or thereafter, before January 1st, 
the price will be $2.50. 

To all new subscribers who send in their 
subscriptions previous to January 1st, the 
price will be $2.50. 

1ERMS FOR 1884: 

Single subscription, 
One subscription two years, 
Two new subscribers, 
One subscription with one new sub

scriber, in one remittance, 
One subscription with two new sub

scribers, in one remittance, 
One subscription with three new sub

scribers, in one remittance, 
One subscription with four new sub

scribers, in one remittance, 
A:ny number over five at the same 

rate, invariably with one remit-
tance. 

$3 00 
i) 00 
i) 00 

6 00 

,. 00 

s 60 

10 00 

It is thus seen that any of our friends who 
will take the trouble to get a new subscriber 
at the regular rate ($3), will get his own· for 
$2; by getting two new subscribers he will 
get his own paper for $1; by getting three 
new subscribers be will not only get his own 
free, but will hav fifty cents left to pay cost of 
money order; by getting four new subscribers 
he will hav his own free and gain $2. 

This makes THE TBUTH SEEKER, with its 
sixteen large pages, cheaper than any other 
Liberal paper. If anyone chooses, or if by 
so doing he can easier secure partners in tak
ing the paper, he can share with them the 
advantages of the club ~;ates. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
S3 Olinton Place, New York Oity. 

BY 

MICHAEL BAKOUNINE 
Founder of Nihilism and Apostle of Anarchy. 

WITH A PREFACE BY 
CARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE RECLUS. 

Translated from the French by BENJ. R. TUCKEB, 
(Editor of Uberty.) 

52 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. Address, 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

33 Clinton Place, New York. 

FREETHOUGHT NOVELS. 

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely 
written Radical romance. By WM. Mc
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family 
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages. 
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth, 
$1.25. 

Family Creeds. By WILLIAM MeDoN
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, 
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents. 

Exeter Hall. "One of the most excit
ing romances of the day." Price, paper 
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents. 

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man. 
A Ra.dical novel of marked ability. Equal 
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA 
MAcDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25. 

Golden Throne. By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 
Author of Prometheus, Gottlieb, Inger
soll and Jesus. A Radical Romance of 
pioneer· life, delineating the virtues of 
natural humanity as opposed to the hy
pocrisy of a supernatural religion; crowd
ed with incident and full of progressiv 
ideas and the poetry of the future. $1.00. 

Gottlieb : His Life. .A romance of 
earth, heaven, and hell. Beautifully 
written by S. P. PUTNAM. 25 cents. 

The Darwins. .A Domestic Radical 
story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENKlllR, au
thor of John's Way, Studying the Bible, 
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

John's Way. .A pleasing domestic 
Radical story. By Mrs. E. D. BLENKER. 
15 cents. 

The Outcast. A deep, ~nely written 
Radical story. From the London edition. 
By WrnwooD READE, author of Martyr
dom of Man. 30 cents. 

The Clergyman's Victims. A Rad
ical story vividly 'portraying the wrongs 
committed by the professed men of God. 
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents. 

Alamontada the Galley-Slave. Trans
lated from the German of Zschokke by 
lRA. G. MosHER, L.L.B. A deeply philo
sophical narrativ, intensely interesting. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cent11. 

BY MAIL POST-PAID. 

KNOW THYSElF. 

A G1eat Meo.cal 'Nor~ on Manhoo~ 
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous a.nd Physical Debility, 

Premature Decline In Man, Errors of Youth, and the 
untold miseries resulting from indiscretions or ex
cesses. A book for every man, young, middle-aged, 
and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all acute 
and chronic diseases, each one of which Is Invalua
ble. So found by the author, whose experience for 
23 years Is such as probably never before fell to the 
lot of any physician. SOO pages, bound In beautiful 
French muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guaran
teed to be a liner work In every aense-mechanlcal, 
literary, and professional-than any other work sold 
in this country for $2.50, or the money will be re
funded in every instance. Price only $1.00, by mall 
postpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 cts. Send now. 
Gold medal awarded the author bY the National Med
Ical Association, to the ofl!cers of which he refers. 

This book should be read by the young for instruc
tion, and by the aJlllcted for relief. It will benefit 
all.-London Lancet. 

There ilno member of society to whom this book 
will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian, 
Instructor, or clergyman.-Argonaut. 

Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. w. 
H. Parker, No 4 Bulfinchst., Boston, Mass., who may 
be consulted on all diseases requiring skill anrl ex
perience. Chronic and obstinate diseases hav bat
lied the skill of all other physclans /l.J i: Ji l a 
specialty. Such treated successfully 1!1 C. 1\ 
r;;~~ut an Instance of failure. THYSELF 

TO TRIA.L SUBSVRIBERS 

The Truth Seeker, 
With sixteen large PRKes, wW be •ent 

ro:r THREE lllONTHS, postaa-e paid, 
.FOB FIFTY CENTS. 

&.d:i:re88 THE TRlJTH SEEKER, 
33 C11Dt.en Plaee, New Yo I'll. 

TRUTH: 
A Poem in Three Parts. 

BY E. N. KINGSLEY. 
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists, 

Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists, 
and Impracticable Christians. 

Containing a picture of the 

JEWISH JEHOVAH. 
As Described by the Bible. 

"There went up a smoke out of his nostrils, and 
ftre out of his mouth devoured: coals were kindled 
with it" (Psalms xvlli, 8). 

60 pp. Handsomely executed. Price, 25 cental' 
Addre81! THE TRUTH SE~EB1 



Edited by Miss SusAN H. Wn:oN, Fall River, 
Mass., to whom all Communications for this 
Corner should be sent. 

" His life is long whose work is well, 
And be his station Jow or high, 

He who the most good works can tell, 
Llvs longest though he soonest die." 

Fighting Francis; or, A Kiss for a 
Blow. 

Francis Walker was not considered a very 
good boy. He was the terror of the neighbor
hood, and was known as "Fighting Francis." 
He boasted that he could "lick" every boy in 
the village, and the boys were rather afraid 
of him. So, when a party was made up to go 
chestnutting, "Fighting Francis" was left out 
by unanimous consent. 

A merry party it was in the woods that day, 
of gleeful, laughing, frolicsome lads and las
sies. They had such grand sport gathering 
the chestnuts, shaking them from the limbs, 
hitting them with big sticks and knocking 
them to the ground, and then filling their 
pails, bags, and baskets. 

"1 like them roasted, don't you, George?" 
and Louisa spit out one she was trying to eat. 

"1 like 'em raw," replied George. 
"So do I," said Katy Blake. 
'' Oh, look, look, look! See the squirrel!" 

screamed Nannie Fielding. 
"Where?" they all exclaimed. 
"There!-see him? There he goes-see!" 
"Oh, I wish I could catch him," said George. 

"He's chestnutting, too, I guess." 
There sat :iYir. Squirrel, contentedly nib

bling a chestnut, a short digtance from the 
party, but apparently unconscious of their 
proximity. While they were cautiously view
ing the cunning little creature, and Henry 
Temple was explaining how eaJSily they might 
set a trap and capture him, they were startled 
by a chestnut burr that came whizzing from 
somewhere, and hit George Benton square 
upon his lips. Of course it hurt him and 
made him angry. 

"1 wish I knew who did that,'' he half 
sobbed. "I'd-I'd-I'd turn him inside out, 
I would!" 

"Well, you can very soon -find out!" 
The faces of the boys and girls turned pale 

when they heard that voice, for well they 
knew to whom it belonged. They looked in 
the direction of the sound, and, sure enough, 
there stood "Fighting Francis" in battle ar
ray, with his fists doubled up and his coat 
lying on the ground. 

"I can lick any two of you, if ye want to 
fight! You're a great set of fellows, to come 
off here nutting without saying a darned word 
to anybody but yourselvs. I've a great mind 
to lick the whole lot of ye !" and, so saying, 
another chestnut burr came flying down upon 
the group, and hit Gsrge Benton again, this 
time upon his nose. 

Huma!l nature- boy nature - could not 
stand that insult, and, without more ado, the 
boys closed in a hand-to-hand combat, which 
was just what Francis Walker desired. He 
had felt hurt, at first, to think he was not 
asked to join the party, and then mad, and 
his only remedy, as he thought, was to fight. 

The girls scampered away at the beginning 
of the trouble, and stood off a little distance, 
watching the fray, while the boys lingered 
near by to see fair play, they said. 

"Oh, I cannot stand it," said gentle Nannie. 
"1 cannot bear to see boys pound each other 
so. I am going to put a stop to it." 

"What can you do, you silly thing? You'd 
better keep away," advised Lily Miller. 

But she ran right to the spot where the two 
were pummelling each other, and without a 
word, ran right in between them. At that in
stant Francis had raised his hand to strike, 
and he could not stop the momentum of the 
blow, and it descended, not upon George Ben
ton, as he intended, but full upon Nannie's 
pretty cheek. 

"Shamel Shamel" cried the company. 
Nannie did not speak, but her blue eyes 

filled with tears, for the blow hurt her. 
"I didn't mean to hit you," said Francis 

sulkily. 
"But the blow would hav hurt George just 

the same,'' sobbed Nannie. "Francis!" 
"What?" 
"Why do you fight so? What makes you 

so bad?" 
"Born so." 
"Born bad, Francis?" 
"I guess so, I'm sorry I hit you, though,'' 

said he, panting. 
"Then there's good enough in you to be 

sorry, Francis. Won't you be a-different 
boy Francis ?-please won't you " 
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The flush on his freckled face grew deeper the man helped Francis to his door, and bade 
and redder, but not from anger, now, but him good-day. 
from shame and mortification. He looked at Francis had forgotten all about his ankle 
the bruise on Nannie's cheek that his hand while listening to the wood-chopper, and he 
had accidentally made, and thought he would wondered how a working man like him could 
like to crawl away somewhere and die-he know so much. While he was laid up with 
was so ashamed. He did not fight girls, he his sprained ankie, he had plenty of time for 
said, only boys, and here was a girl that he reflection, and long before he recovered, he 
had struck. resolved to be a better boy and fight no more 

He wanted to say he would be a better boy, at school. 
but there were the others looking at him. No, He studied very hard at school, and every
he was too proud, he thought, to make a body noted the change in his conduct. When 
promis, but he would run away from them, he grew to be ai young man, he studied law, 
and go home. So he started and ran, but and its practice gave him plenty of scope to 
he couldn't run away from his thoughti!-no- exercise the combativness that was born in 
body can. If we hav evil thoughts for com- him, though he said he should not hav learned 
panions, they will follow us wherever we go, to control it so soon, had it not been for pretty 
and lose no opportunity to hurt and pain us. Nannie Fielding. 
On the contrary, good, pure, noble thoughts It was a beautiful October day, just like the 
will, when such are our companions, bless one when Nannie caught that unfortunate 
and comfort us in every place and circum- blow, that she and Francis Walker were walk
stance of life. Francis ran until he came to ing together in that same grove, he, a young 
a stone wall, which he essayed to jump, and and handsome man, and Nannie, a grown up 
fell, and when he attempted to rise, he found young lady. The trees were in their autumn 
he could not walk-he had sprained his dress of bright red, yellt>w, green, and mot
ankle. tled brown. Scarlet, berries in great clusters 

"Oh," he groaned, "I shall hav to stay here hung on the bushes, and the ()hestnuts, tucked 
and die!" forgetting that only a minute or two ·in their burry suits, lay on the ground, or 
before, he was wishing for that same event. clung to their nativ branches, as in the days 
Fortunately, however, a wood-chopper, near gone by. 
by, heard his moans, and came to his assist- "I was not a perfect boy, Nannie," said 
ance. Francis, "and I am not a perfect I)lan, but I 

"Oh, this is 'Fighting Francis,' isn't it?" do the best I can." 
inquired the wood-chopper. "And that is all any of us can do," answered 

Francis groaned in pain and shame. "I Nannie. "But you dealt me a stinging blow, 
ain't 'Fighting Francis' any more," he moaned. that day, Francis." 

"Oh, well, I'm mighty glad to hear it; lam "You know I did not intend to do it, and I 
so. Come, I'm about ready to go home now, never regrated anything more in all my life, 
and I'll help you along to the cart, for I see and now, as we are on the same ground, I am 
you can't walk very well." going to giv you a kiss, Nannie." And then 

As they jogged along toward the Tillage, he kissed her. 
the wood-chopper inquired, "What were you "A kiss for a blow, Francis," laughed Nan-
doing, my lad, with your coat on your arm? nie. "Yes," he answered. 
It's a pretty raw day to be in your shirt- Of course you hav guessed that they are 
sleeves." lovers. So 1hey are, and they are to be 

"1 was-a-oh, my ankle!-nutting," for married in a week.· 
he was ashamed to tell what he was really "The kind words you gave me, and the 
about. pained, beseeching expression of your face, 

"Did you ever think what makes the nuts Nannie, that day, when I was so angry, did 
fall down instead of up? Curi's, isn't it?" more to change the current of my life and ac-

" What is the reason?" asked Francis. tions, than anything else that I remember,'' 
"Well, I've kinder read and studied it out, said Francis. 

and, I tell you, boy, there's a good deal to be Perhaps one may not always giv a kiss when 
studied out in these very woods. And in the a blow has fallen hard and heavy upon him; 
world!-well, it would take about fourteen few would feel exactly in the mood to giv a 
thousand lifetimes-that is, of ordinary length kiss, but, in its pla~:e, one may bring himself 
-to learn all there is to be known. This to utter a kind word, to make a gentle ramon
earth,'' he continued, "is one great magnet; strance, and thus be the means of turning a 
it draws everything to its bosom. You toss life from vice and evil, to paths of honor, 
up an apple; down it comes to the. earth. truth, and goodness. 
That's what set Sir Isaac Newton thinking till ;~~~~~;;~~~~;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ 
he found out the laws of gravitation. Look 
at the leaves and things on the edge of that 
pond there, and the sticks; why don't they 
float out into the middle of the pond? They 
can't; the earth, the shore, attracts and pulls 
them to itself." 

"So, when I fell, the earth pulled me to 
itself by attraction," said Francis. 

"Exactly. The sun is a big magnet, too. 
It attracts and pulls and balances all the plan
ets, and keeps them all in order, and keeps 
us all alive, too. Some think it is pulling this 
grand old earth, on which we liv, gradually to 
itself; but you needn't be afraid, boy, for it 
is so far away that it will not probably finish 
the job in my time, nor yours." 

"How far off is it?" inquired Francis, thor
oughly interested. 

"Only about ninety-five million miles-or, 
more correctly, about ninety-two millions and 
a half,'' laughed the old man, "and it doesn't 
do anything in a hurry, I can tell you. We 
on the earth here get about one twenty-three
hundred-millionth part of the light of the sun 
-that is, the sun is able to feed with light 
twenty-_three hundred million worlds of the 
size of ours, and it will take the sun just 
about ninety billions of years to shed its light 
out and disappear like a used-up candle. So, 
as I said, boy, you needn't be afraid of being 
drawn up to the sun and baked alive in your 
time; nor of living without the light of the 
sun's eyes to illuminate your path through the 
world." 

"What il!l the earth ?-how did it come to 
be?" inquired Francis. 
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JOHN E. REMSBURG. 
Revised and Enlarged. 

Price, 10 CTI::l. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ. 

AS A 
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT 

IT IS UNEXCELLED. 
Among the subjects considered by Mr. 

Remsburg are: 
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statis

tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in 
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civiliza
tion; the Church and Scienct'; the Church 
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the 
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the 
Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance 
Reform; the Church and the Republic. 

These pamphlets should be circulated by 
the thousand. Let every reader send for a 
dozen at least. Address 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK. 
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HEALTH HINTS TO WOMEN 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR ALL. 

THE DANISH CURE EXPLAINED 
BY WILHELMINE D. SCHOTT, 

Practitif:ml;r of the IJanil!h Oure. 

~ITK PORTRAIT OF AUTHOR. 

Heavy, toned paper, good margins; large type, 
widely spaced; extra cloth, black and gold side 

:and back stamps; 12mo., 319 pp.; $1.50. 

A VERY APPROPRIATE GIF'l BOOK. 

It tells you what physlclane Should tell their pa
tlente, but do not: How to avoid contractln& "doc
tore' bllle ;" how to haT good health without taking 
medicine. Hinte on every subject pertaining to the 
health or women and children. 

PURPOSE OF THE WORK. 
The author's design is to giv a general outline or 

the Jaws and conditions of health, with dlreetlons 
for the prevention or sickness and care of the sick. 
l!!he considers Animal Electricity, used as directed in 
this book, a. very important curativ agent. 

Although written primarily tor women, this book 
Will be round alm.ost equally useful to au. Most 
pereons cannot be too frequently reminded or the 
truth or the old proverb, "An ounce or prevention 
Is worth more than a pound or cure." The first etep 
in the cure or disease is to remove the cause; then, 
in nearly all cases, Nature will remove the dlf!lculty 
Without other ald. 

Send to THE TRUTH SEEltER tor circular and con
tente. 

$5 to $20perday nt home. Samplesworth$5free. 
Address STlNBON & Co., Portland, Me. 

PLAjN HOME TALK, 
EMBRA.OING 

Medical Common Sense. 
BY E. B. FOOTE, M.D. 

This book Is a plain talk about the human aystem, the 
habits of men and women, the canoes and prevention of 
dlte'BBe, our sexual relations and social natures. It is med-
~'i'1g~~~gn d':~::e~~~~:d ~t';!'r':.'le~efit~~:~t~<f·~~ c:i3 
women to each other, BOC!ety,Iove, marriage, parentage 
etc. Embellished with two hundred illustrations. PriCe 
ll.liO. Bold at THE TRUTH SEEKER o11lce. 

sa Clinton Place. 1'1. Y. city. 

$66 a. week In your own town. Terms and $5 ontfl& 
free, Address H. H.v •.JtT & Co .. Portland. Me. 

THE RADICAL PULPIT. 
Comprising discourses of advanced thought by 

0• B. FBOTHINGHAJI and FELIX ADLER 
~o of A.merlos'• cl~~&reat thlnken. 

.Pl'llle.J.n clotll, 11 
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.An important work by IJiibbon, tlu histo'l'iar •. THE EUREKA 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING ~~!.~.~!~~B!~~~!~~ 
CURES EYERY FORM OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT MEDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC IN SOL~ 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
Sent to any address upon receipt ot $1.00. EVERY PAJJ< 

GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all information by 
letter or In person tree of charge. Send 

for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Addrese &11 comm unicatlons to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

LADIES' MAGNETIO JACKET. Pnce, $18. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct in every particnlar. 

and that your ailments can be eradlca.ted without the aid or JIIEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
One Week. Standing Cured in Tln·ee Weeks. 

OINcnmATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: Ae I feel grea.tly in

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use or your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
filcted as I hav been that the eliect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was etrlcken with paraly
sis in my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
after wearing a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use it quite as well M ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number or years, from which I hav suf
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and if I Improve a.s rapidly as I hav in the 
pa.st two weeks, wm soon be wen. I would, there
tore, recommend to those sutrerlng as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances a.s the only means or etrecting 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
e:crect a cure in a case or Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the same 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change mediclnS every day until, after doe!ng the 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (It he is very skilful) that brlngs relief 
for the time being. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 188~. 
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one o! 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured or Neuralgia or the Heart 1111d 

Side, which had been a source or misery to me !or 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remediN· 
before without benefit, bnt as soon as I put on tile 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief InStantly. With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladies, read the following testimony trom a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness: 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FBOJII THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEJII 
ON. Am not joking, and If I improve as rapidly ae 
I hav since T:~esday, will soon be well. Will report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entirely cured in les• 
than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
although in bed, unable to get out, when applled, 
she nevertheless wa.s able to ride twenty miles in 
two days after the application. The lady's name 
can be had upon application at thls o:lllce, by any· 
one desiring to communicate with her. 

Ladles, read the following testimony trom a lady who had been sutrering tor two years with an Ova r 
ian Tu:ntor, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her lite, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 againSt recovery. In four months' time she is perfectly wen, and ha.s not taken a d0se ol 
medicln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your phvsician tells you he can do uothinog 
tor you; it will pay you. · 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fail me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire for rood, and, in fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
or St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovarjan 'J u1no•·, 
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mlnd to take the only course that seemed lett to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention wa.s called to the .Eureka nln.Jtno>tic Applfances. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope or a cure. Four months ago I purchased a:suit_ o• 
your appliances. From the very Jirst I felt invigorated, the tu
mor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
a.s well as I ever was in my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose or medlcin. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sulierlng as I hav, believing 
that they will do all and more than you claim tor them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the 
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, 
Gentlemen's Belts - ft 

Ladies' Abdominal Belts, 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 
Leg Belts, each, 
Knee Caps, each, 
Wristlets, each, 

$ G.OO 
UlO 
ltOO 
5 00 
4-.00 
3.00 
1.50 
4.00 Sleeping_ Caps, 

Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 
Su.eerfine Insoles, • • • 1. 00 
Chlldren's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt or prlce, and we will return the money 
I r u.~y llr<l not as represented in every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case 
sonu us wordstatlngsymptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are o:crered at less than one-third of what others are sell1ng worthless a!Jpliances tor, yet we Will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality is a hundred told superior to any other appliance ever otrered the 
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
In the market will attract the smallest particle of iron, the majority or such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism tor a 
moment. Ali or our garments are made from the very best material tor the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet is arranged In the garments upon acientiflc 
principlts, and not haphazard 88 in all the others. We otrer you therefore 

The Only Scientific :Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any or the so-called magnetic garments now otrered under that head. At 
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery in onr manufacture enables us to o:crer them at 
about 

ONE·THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trl11e higher 
than ordinary clothing. 
Remt~:ntber that we are o1Iering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and If 

upon receiving the garmente they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we Will 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a :O.t guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN TRJ!ll1NITED STATES. LIBERAL OOMMIBBIONS ALLOWED 
.t.ddrellllor flmll.er llltonUUOD, Dr. L. T•-•T• 

li!H ~ JtrMt, oor, ollllallltroe~ (liUCllDUtl, OIUO. 

o7! THK RoMAN EMPIRR," and 

~ 1li~DIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWAIUJ GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, jncluding variorum notes by Guizot, \Venck, 
Milm~n, ''an .En~lish Churchman," and other S"Cholars. 

Handsomo x• mo, 264 pp. Cloth. With Engravin~. $2.o<> 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

The La~arum of 
Constantine. 

"By this szrn i!tou 
sltalt conq1t,,. r' 

This volume contains Gibbon's TAeolor/cal writing<, sepa· 
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. lt sho":'"·s 
tvken, where, and how Christianity originated: •JA.J!tDwere 1ts 
founders : and what was the character, sentiment~, manners, 
numbers, and condition of tho primitive Christians. . 

Gibbon's Vindt"cationofthe xsth and 16th chap~ers ?fh1s 
HiStory from theattacksofhis Christian opponents, IS re. 
printed verbatim from the original edition of his Miscellane· 
ouz Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796. It eJfect.ually 
and forever silenced his detractors ; who, heme vanqUished 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infid~li.ty! 

All that can be said by Christians in reir-lrd to the Ongzno/ 
Christianity is reprinted from the v~luable notes of DHAN 
MILMAN, \VBNCK, GUtZOT, an ENGLISH CHURCHMAN, (t.he 
learned editor of BOHN's edition of Gi/lhtm)1 and other emm· 
ent Christian hist0rians. - • 
·· Among the Illustrations will be found representatiOns 
of the principal divinitie• cf the Pagan mythology. 
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A ~:e~~~~~~Ji~~~C:!~~ :~~es~a~~~~~~t 
as his practice win prove, 

~urea all fori;W Pl PRI~ 
slfBA..J!!filsE~~El,nd 

Sperma.torrhma and Impotency, 
Ae the result or selr·n.buse in youth, sexnl\1 exoes11es in n1a.· 
tnrer years, or other oau11es, nod producing aome or the rot· 
lowing effects: Nervousness, Seminnl Rmisslon11 1 (night 
emiaBions by dreams), Dimne!R or Sight, Defective Memory 

~:~~fe~1• 8~fu~i~~molf1eid~:!, F~;~ !tS:!~~~ tp~;~;~tlo~: 
~nddor~~a:::U;gc~:!dp~i~n oEX~gflNAL tiopp~~ 
{1A rJ10N in from 80 to 60 dnys, No medicine iaken. 
ll~ has never been known to fallf 

Middle• Aged and Old Men.':"> 
There nre many at the age or thirty to sixty ' 

who are troubled with too frequent evacuation II 
or the blndder, onen o.ccompu.nied by a slight ':.. 
11martlng or burning !lensation, and a weaken-

~~ ~~~~:l~~~~ tg: ~:::~~~~: f~i~~~:::; ·~ 
deposits a ropy or cotton•like sediment, or 
cometlmes &mall particles of albumen wlll appeal', ol' tbc 
'olor will be or a thin or milkisb hue, again changing to • 
hrk and torpid appearance, which plainly shows that tbl 
aemen passes off with the urine. It bJ the second stage c4 
Seminal ~eakne!l, and eauses wutlng or the system an~ 

;t:!:!~ !~~;~g:'!:t~~~r:~~%t:8df~~:l~;, ~~~o:~n~u!i 
IJle oanse. Dr. Fellows' External Remedy will bring about a 
~~;;:~:rl~a~ ~~:n:.naes, and a healthy restoration of 

c::JCorsultatlons by Jetter tree and tnvi.ted, Chargee 
reuonab'l-a and oorreapondence strlclly confidential. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR"• 
:aent to any address, 11eonrely sealed, ror two three-cenl 
gtamp&, treating on Sperruatorrhcea or Seminnl Weakness, 
r;vtnc th cause, 11ymptoms, borril:lle effects, and cure, fol~ 

ti~t:~~~:tt:e~~s!~8~~:~ld~e ~::fbdY ~lt.8~~~!!nb~: 
~kt'L'ij'~~~~:~:r.::a!nN:!d.J~;~~~:~·Ka ~&ft~;'-·· 
t;t.per TOD ta" Chfs advertl•ement. 

RUPTURES CUR EDb,. 
mY!Uedical Compound nnd Impro..-ed 

Elastic Supporter Truss in from 30 to 
90 dav•. Reliable references given. Send 

stamp for circular, and 3au in what pap~ 
)IOU JaW mv adverttsement. Address C~p~ 

W, J,, Col!lngs,Smlthv!lle.Ze«alllt!R ~' ~' l" 

FIFTY TEARS' SIWCESS. 

SH.AKER EYE AND EAR BALSAM. 
For &11 amlctlo116 of the above organs. 

DlmneBS, Inll.ammation, Bott Oataract, and Roaring 
etc., or the Ears. 

30 cents per box. 
'I'~ "" nn~e, an<! lind entire relief. 

G. A. Lomo11, Shakers. 1\. ,._ 
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~tm§ op g[hought. 
THE whim we hav of happiness Is somewhat thus. 

By certain valuations and averages, or our own strik
ing, we come upon some sort of average terrestrial 
lot; this -we fancy belongs to us by nature and of In
defeasible right. It Is simple payment of our wages, 
of our deserts; requires neither thanks nor com
plaint; only such overplus as there may be, do we 
account happiness; any deficit again Is misery. 
Now, consider that we hav the valuation of our de
serts om'Selvs, and what a fund of self-conceit there 
is In each of us-do you wonder that the balance 
should so often tip the wrong way, and many a block
head cry: See there, what a payment; was ever 
worthy gentleman so used 1 I tell thee, blockhead, It 
all comes or thy vanity; or what thou fanciest t-hose 
same deserts of thine to be. Fancy that thou de
serves\ to be hanged (as is most likely), thou wilt 
reeilt happiness to be only shot; fancy thou deserv
es\ to be hanged In a; hail' halter, It will be a luxury 
to die in hemp.- Carlyle's Sartor Resartus. 

THE happy day may come when science, in the 
form of a benign old gentleman, with a bald head 
[2 Klnga II, 23-25], and spectacles on nose, holding 
some beneficent compound In his hand, will con
front a standing army and a standing army will cea;se 
to exist. That will be the final victory of Intellect. 
But In the meantime our acknowledgments are due 
to the prlmltlv Inventors or' m111tary organization 
and military dlsciplln. They shivered Goliath's 
spear. A ma;ss of comparatlvly unwarllke burghers, 
unorganized and undisciplined, though they may 
be the hope or civilization !rom their mental and in
dustrial qualities, hav as little of collectlv as they 
hav of individual strength in war; they only get in 
each other's way and fall singly victims to the prow
ess of a gigantic barbarian. He who first thought of 
combining their forces by organization, so as to 
make their numbers tell, . . . and who taught 
them to obey officers, to form regularly for action, 
and to execute united movements at the word of 
command, was perhaps as great a benefactor of the 
species a;s he who grew the first corn or bull t the 
first canoe.-L<ctutes and Essays by Goldwin Smith, D. C.L. 

SWEAT Is the destiny of all trades, whether of the 
brow or of the mind. God never allowed any man 
to do nothing. How miserable is the condition of 
those men who spend their time as if It were given 
them, and not lent; as If hours were waste creatures, 
and such a;s should never be accounted for; as if God 
would take this for a good bill of reckoning : Item
Spent upon my pleasures, forty years I These men 
shall once fin•l that no blood can privilege idleness, 
and that nothing Is more precious than that which 
they desire to cast away-tlme.-Bish<p Hall. 

"DON'T overdrive," Is a timely advice to the 
thoughtless and a warning to the reckless. It Is good 
advice to be posted up In the counting-room, in the 
workshop, the study, and tho kitchen. Don't over
drive your brain. It asks for a slower pace. Let the 
reins hang loose for a while. If the ta;sk must b& 
done, take more time for it. Don't overdrive your 
stomach. It lacks the tone for hard work. Don't eat 
more than you can digest. Liv simply and ration
ally. Don't overdrive with the nerves or muscles. If 
you lllUBt work hard-and many people hav little 
choice in the matter-don't worry about your work. 
-Christian Reg .. ter. 

To the service of the church, by the intentions of 
my parents and friends, I was destined o! a child, 
and In mine own recollections, till coming to some 
maturity or years, and perceiving what tyranny had 
invaded the church, that he that would take orders 
must subscribe slave and take an oath withal; which 
unless he took with a conscience that would rebel 
[stretch?], he must either straight perjure or split 
his faith; I thought it better to prefer a blameless 
silence, before the sacred otfice of speaking, bought 
and begun with servitude and forswearing,-Milton's 
Reason of Church Governments. 

MERE appeal to popular prejudice should hav no 
place in dlecueslone about truth, and he who has 
recourse to this weapon In so far weakens the cause 
he advocates.-Principa! 8hairp. 

THEBE Is nothing impossible, nothing superhu
man, nothing very difficult, devolving upon any in
dividual to perform, but the duties or life are easy, 
every day to be occupied in some useful employ
ment to benefit his condition and to add a little to 
the aggregate o! human good deeds.-.D. M. Bennett. 

IF all events are the e!Iects of preceding causes, 
and God, the supreme power or the universe, acts 
only through natural Jaws, prayer In the form of pe
-tition is Irrational and useless, unless It can be 
proved that prayer is a natural force. Upon the 
orthodox idea;s or God, petition to him to vary the 
succession of cause and e!Iect is unreasonable and 
wrong. It Is asking !or blessing which Involves suf
fering to others. The sailor who prays ror a fair 
wind really asks that other sailors, equally deserv
ing of prosperity, may hav a head wind; and sup
posing that sailors pray, God Is dally besought that 
the wind may blow from every point or the compass. 
How can he grant any of these petitions wlthou tin
justice, even If the direction of the wind were not 
determined by natural laws which God has never 
interrupted? The fiour merchant, praying tor a ris
ing market, a;sks God to do that which will make 
the laborer pay more for his bread. The laborer 
asks for cheap bread. How can God answer both? 
The prosperity or the o'ne often means the adversity 
o! the other; the success of the one, the disappoint
ment or his perhaps equally deserving fellow. How 
can a just God discriminate in the bestowal or an
swers.-R. C. Adams. 

NOTHING is more usual among states which hav 
made some advances in commerce, than to look on 
the progress of their neighbors with a suspicious 
eye, to coi!Jlider all trading states as their rivala, and 
to suppose that it Is impossible for one of them to 
fiourlsh but at their expense. In opposition to this 
narrow and malignant opinion, I will venture to as
~ert that the increase or riches and commerce in one 
nation, instead of hurting, commonly promotes the 
riches and commerce of all its neighbors; and that 
a state can hardly carry its trade and industry very 
far, whera all the surrounding states are bUried 1n 
Jinorance, sloth, and )/111')/M1Jom,-Hu7M'f lilnav1. 
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THE generous glv according to their means. Othel'B 
giv accOl'dlng to their meanness. 

"AmiTY, vat makes the little baby cry so?" Do it 
want its mudder?" "Yes dear, and its fodder, too." 

A BALTIMORE woman by the name of Cha;rlty 
struck her husband over the head with a boot and 
came near killing him. Charity begins at home. 

THE published report of a benevolent society Bays: 
"Notwithstanding the large amount paid for medlcin 
and medical attendance very few deaths occurred 
during the yea;r. 

A CHICAGO commercial traveler says that in a small 
village in Northern Michigan he found a notice 
pinned on the door, which read: " Gone to bury my 
wife; will be back in thirty minutes." 

A GENTLEMAN met an uncertain acquaintance, who 
said: "I'm a little short, and should like to ask you 
a conundrum in mental arithmetic." "Proceed," 
replied the gentleman. "Well," said the short man, 
" suppose you had $10 In your pocket, and I should 
ask you for $5. How much would remain?" "Ten 
dollars," wae the prompt reply. 

A SUNDAY-SCHOOL teacher being anxious to test the 
me~tal powers of his not over-intelligent pupils, 
asked them to tell him their idea of to-morrow after 
giving the subject a week's thought. On the follow
ing Sunday he put tho question to one of the scholars, 
who promptly replied, "To-morrow was cast Into the 
oven." Which was certainly according to scripture. 

"WHY, child," said rna, '-'you startle me, 
To see you sit so near that boy; 

In all your actions you're too tree
Which don't become a maiden coy." 

"A boy I always wished to be, 
Dear rna, and I'll pursue this plan; 

For as that can't be," said she, 
u I'll get as near one as I can." 

"JOHN," said the Sunday-school teacher, "why 
didn't you giv your brother a piece of your apple?" 
"Cause, ma'm, I want it myself/' "But, Johnny, 
don't you know It is better to glv than to receive?" 
"Yes'm." "Then why don't you do it?" "I did 
yistiddy, ma'm." u How?" "A boy gimme a chew 
of tobacker with a worm in It, and I told him 
thankee, and took It right away and glv it to Tommy 
Brown, who's jest Jearnln' and don't know worms 
when he sees 'em." 

THE presence of John Slugger Sullivan in a West.. 
ern town last Sunday, had its eJiect even on the 
minds of the children, as is attested by the follow
ing: A gentleman was talking to the Sunday-school 
scholars of the Second Presbyterian church, and he 
asked who Solomon wa;s and there was no ai!Jlwer. 
"Who was Solomon, children ?"he repeated. A hand 
popped up over in the corner. "Well, my boy, tell 
us who Solomon was." "He's the boss slugger a;s 
knocks 'em all out in !our rounds." 

MY dear," exclaimed Mrs. Jay Gould, picking up 
a new diamond paper weight, "this will never do. 
We must economize." "Well, shall we giv Up the 
steam yacht?" asked Mf. Gould, lighting a cigar with 
a $50 bill. u Oh, no!" We can't spare that . ., "How 
about seal-skin sacques?" "I hav only nineteen 
now, and none of them looks fit to be seen." "Why 
not stop buying diamonds?" "Mercy I what are 
you thinking or ? The doctor says I need exercise, 
and how can I get exercise if I don't go shopping ?" 
"Very true; but, as you say, something must be 
done. Ah, I hav it r I will just order another re
duction or wages." --

"WELL," said an Austin merchant to a young man 
In his office, "I understand that you desire a posi
tionin my employ." "Yes, sir," replied the youth, 
''and I think I can furnish you good testimonials." 
"Well,'' said the merchant, "to be frank with you 
and not beat around the bush too much, I hav al
ready obtained information concerning you." "Ah, 
that pJea;ses me," rejoined the youth. "Yes, I hav 
been told that you quite frequently take a drink or 
l;wo too much." "Indeed I The same ha;s been told 
me of yourself, but I don't believe it. No man who 
was in the habit of taking too much liquor would 
llav kept me waiting here so long without asking me 
to step out and indulge. I don't believe I want to 
work for you, anyway. I think you hav been mis
represented to me, Good day, sir." 

HE wa;s a slow coach. Her mother said so; the old 
man said so. Her big brother said so, and scowled 
<Jarkly when he threatened to call him to account. 
The reason for all this was that he had long heslt!tted 
to pop the question. He and she were sitting In the 
gloaming. She said: "Al!onso, were you ever en
gaged?" "Yessum," was the sad and unexpected 
reply. She winced, but immediately rallied and 
continued: "Did the adored one cruelly break her 
plighted troth?" "No, I severed my connection-" 
11 Oh, you cruel-hearted ftirt.,. u Yes, the firm I was 
engaged with heartlepsly bounced me." "Oh, a firm 
-your employers? and for why, Alphonsy I" she said 
snuggling closer to him on the rustle bench. Al
phonso hitched a little nearer o!I, and replied gloom
ily: u For mental incapacity." u Oh, no, say not so," 
said the girl with the oyster mouth; "you are not 
ignorant." "Yes I am," said Alfonso, "I'm a howl
ing idiot." "Oh, no, you are keen, young, bright, 
and Intellectual. You hav a future betore you to be 
sha;red by some warm and loving heart." "No, the 
future is all a blank-blank as my own vacant mind. 
On the body politic I'm but a wart." "Think of the 
happy home you mlght rear for you and-and-" 
"No, I'm such a blamed fool I never C<?>uld accumu
late enough property to put in tea. Financially I'm 
a total wreck and Intellectually busted from away 
back. Physically I'm nothing but a shell." "Oh, 
say not so, Alphonsy." "If I only had a cheap, sec
ond-hand ten-cent throne, my fractured reason would 
be sure to totter and wobble all over it." "But papa 
says you are quite a successful speculator." "That's 
where the old man's o:tr." "And mamma says you 
own a fine house." u The good woman errs. I'm 
penniless." "And my big brother declares that un
less you mean business, and that your intentions are 
honorable, that he proposes to horsewhip you on 
sight in the most prominent street in town, and that 
you hav got to either ca.sh up or draw out ot the 
same.'' 
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JJlotts and filippings. contents of a modern cuisine would hav stim
ulated his feeble and animal brain to the 
verge of insanity." 

A }VELL-KNOWN preacher, named Josiah Jack- AN .A.rkansas writer is amazed at the num-
son, of Barnesville, S. C., was caught a few ber of persons in his state who hav absolutely 
nights ago helping himself to the fruit in and persistently resisted every effort at prog
a melon-patch. He had a horse and cart with ress. He adds that in southern and south
him, and was filling the wagon with the eastern Arkanas are hundreds of farmhouses 
melons. that hav not yet had a cooking-stove, and that 

PnoF. E. S. Monsm, in a lecture in Boston on a railroad surveyor tells him of many farmers 
Japan, said that the rich Japanese send their who hav set their faces resolutely against 
children to school in inferior garments, in railroads, on the ground that the looomotivs 
order that the children of the poor, who can would scare game out of the country. A re
get no others, may not be ashamed to wear porter of the J\ew York Sun, who was recently 
their own clothing. in Arkansas, saw a farmer who was trying to 

GmoLOGISTS assert that if the continents and sell out because a railroad is to be built within 
the bottom of the ocean were graded to a uni- thirty miles of his farm. 
form level, the earth would be covered with A PossmLE topic at the present session of 
water to the depth of one mile. So much Congress will be the Cheyenne and Arapahoe 
greater is the depression of the ocean bed Indians' lease of 3,117,800 acres of grazing 
than the elevation of the existing land. land at two cents an acre. The syndicate 

JusTicE PATTERSON, a New York judge, de- whic~ got the lease, which runs for ten years, 
livered a short sermon to the court attend- hav JUSt made the second half-yearly pay
ants last Sunday morning. He said: "I hav ment, aggregating over $31,000. Every man, 
reason to find 'fault with the methods of many woman, and child of both tribes was paid $5, 
preachers nowadays. The misery and vice of the money being in $1 and $2 greenbacks. 
a big oity should not be introduced in their The next payment will be in cattle, as the 
aermons at all. It is demoralizing to the lease calls for half money and half cattle. In 
young. It is very bad." the Indian territory it is believed that a num-

T ff t f th B kl h t. ber of United States senators and members of HE e or s o e roo yn preao ers o 
the House of Representativs are indirectly in

put a stop to Sunday courting, so that the terested in the lease. 
young people may attend church, is not 
receiving universal indorsement. "Sunday THE rain which dampened the festivities of 
courting," says Progress, "has been in vogue Evacuation day in this city, and which drove 
ever since there was a Sunday to court on, President Arthur and most of the attending 
and all the ministers who ever lived, or ever goTernors under ooTer, had no visible effect 
willliv, cannot stop it." whatever upon the enthusiasm of Mr. Benja-

min F. Butler. He kept his place on the ·reSmVEBAL instances are quoted in a recent 
issue of the Salt Lake Tribune of the futil viewing stand regardless of the wet. This 

characteristic action of General Butler called efforts of gentiles to engage in business in 
forth the following poetic tribute from a Con

Utah with success. The Mormons, even if necticut veteran: 
they want to trade elsewhere, are compelled 
to patronize the "Lord's Store," run by the ".While other magnates on that famous day 

Rode snug awhile, and then made haste 
church, and every effort is made in under- away, 
hand ways to break up non-Mormon stores. Ben Butler stood the pelting storm amid, 

THill German laborers who oome to this And faced the music, as he always did. 
oountry find themselvs unable to compete No wonder veterans, as along they came, 

Made welkin echo with immense acclaim, 
with nativ workmen. A German paper re- As they beheld, conspicuous o'er the scene, 
ports that German emigrants return weekly That warrior governor at Bowling Green! 
in great numbers from America. One hun- Aye, he with them had braved the storm 
dred agricultural laborers returned recently before-
from Chicago to their old homes in East The leaden hail, the deep-mouthed cannon's 

roar, 
Prussia. They explained their ill success by The yell, the plunge, the clangor, and the 
the much quicker, but less thorough, work jar, 
'Of t.he Americans with whom they had to oom- The blood and thunder of horrific war! 
pete. They had with difficulty earned their Well might those cohorts shout: 'What 

boots the storm, 
passage money. This day illustrious, while our hearts are 

THE queen of England lodges regardless of warm?-
cost and of the fact that hundreds of her be- This day centennial of a nation's power-
loved subjects are houseless. Her Bucking- Could ye not tarry with us for an hour?' 
ham palace, which was built and is now kept All praise anew to those intrepid men, 

And leal commander, comrade- glorious 
up at a vast expense, contains innumerable Ben!" 
suites of magnificent rooms, which are empty 
month after month and year after year. The AT Frauen burg, Prussia, Copernicus may be 
queen during the last twenty years has re- said to hav first begun systematically to note 
sided there on an average for six nights in and record the places of the hEOavenly bodies. 

He chose for his observatory and abode a 
each year. The palace is open on four after- tower still pointed out to visitors as .the "curia 
noons for drawing rooms, and on four even-

Copernicana." It formed part of the forti1iings for the state balls and concerts. 
cations by which the ecclesiastical citadel of 

A GENTLEMAN in Brussels claims to hav con- Ermland was (as the event proved) not alto
trived a perpetual clock. It was started in gather ineffectua.lly protected, and overlooked 
the latter city about one year ago, and up to a spacious horizon to the north, south, and 
a recent date is said to hav been running per· west. The cathedral of Frauen burg stood on 
fectly. An up draught is obtained in a tube a gentle eminence close to the Frisohe Haff, 
or shaft by exposing it to the sun. This and it was here that Copernicus set up his 
draught turns a fan, which winds up the triquetrum, an instrument for taking the alti
weight of the clock until it reaches the top, tudes of the stars, constructed by himself, ac
when it actuates a brake that stops the fan, cording to Ptolemaic precepts, of three strips 
but leaves it free to start again after the of deal marked in ink with numerous divi
weight has gone down a little, and thus the sions. Aided by this rude implement, which 
power is stored for keeping the clock in afforded, with the utmost care, a degree of ao
motion. curacy at least 2,400 times inferior to that at 

HELEN WILMANs, whilom editor of Woman's the command of modern astronomers, he ef
World, holds singular views on the temper- fected the most complete and surprising 
ance question. She denies that saloons ere- scientific revolution known in the history of 
ate a demand for strong drink; they simply human progress. It was soon discovered, 
supply what is demanded-demanded because however, that he possessed other gifts be
" as the race re:ll.nes and spiritualizes, as it is sides those necessary for star-gazing, and that 
certainly doing, it calls for more stimulating his clear judgment and strong sense could be 
and spiritualizing sentiment." She goes on made eminently useful in practical affairs. 
to say that "there was an age when man lived He was at onoe bailiff, military governor, 
on roots and berries, and when the ordinary judge in civil and criminal oases, of :first in-

I 

stance and of appeal, tax collector, vicar-gen
eral. Some records of his daily labors in the 
allotment of lands hav been preserved, and 
show the minuteness of the details with which 
he was obliged to be conversant. The condi
tions of tenure in Ermland were various and 
complicated. The difficulties at the best of 
times attending their regulation were in
creased tenfold by the disturbed state of the 
oountry.-Edirlburgh Review. 

THill poet Whittier, in a recent interview, 
said that Hawthorne, Emerson, Longfellow, 
and himself had always been friends. There 
were no jealousies, and each took a pride in 
the w~k and successes of the others. They 
would exchange notes upon their productions, 
and if one saw a kindly notice of the other 
it was always cut out and aent to him. Haw
thorne was regarded by the others as the 
greatest master of the English language. 
Whittier describes himself as unlike the oth
ers, for he never had any method. When he 
felt like it he wrote, and neither had the 
health nor the patience to revise his work af
terward. It usually went as it was originally 
completed. Emerson wrote with great care, 
and would not only revise his manuscript 
carefully, but frequently reword the whole on 
the proof sheets. Longfellow, too, was a very 
careful writer. He would lay his work by and 
then revise it. He would often consult with 
his friends about his productions before they 
were given to the world. "I was not so for
tunate," says the Quaker poet. "I hav lived 
mostly a secluded life, with little patience to 
draw upon, and only a few friends for asso
ciates. What writing I hav done has been 
for the love of it. I hav ever been timid of 
what I hav penned. It is really a marvel to 
me that I hav gathered any literary reputa
tion from my productions." Of Walt Whit
man he remarks: "As I only read books to 
get the good out of them, I am not a critic, 
and I hav lived too long to quarrel with a man 
over his idiosyncrasies. I found some very 
strong things in Mr. Whitman's book." 

THE religious crank turns up ever and anon. 
The New York Sun of a recent date relates 
that a number of women and girls ran out of 
a dry-goods store in Broadway yesterday af
ternoon, and a policeman ran in to see what 
was the matter. He arrested a wild-looking 
man who was hobbling around with an orna
mental walnut crutch. The man wore a large 
red carriage robe, a blue worked Scotch bon
net, in which a small flag was stuck, and blue 
goggles. Around his neck was a tape meas
ure, from which a clothespin dangled. One 
of his arms was enveloped in straw, like a 
champagne bottle or a rose-bush. His light 
beard and hair were long and unkempt. He 
said he was willing to go with the police
man, although he believed his arrest was il
legal. He said that he was Albert Rosmore. 
He was asked why he had put on so uncom
mon clothes, and he said it was a "card" for 
his business, the nature of which he refused 
to disclose. "Why do you wear that tape 
measure and clothespin?" asked the justice. 
"That represents what the millionaires would 
wear in. place of watches and chains, if they 
paid their debts," said the man, in a thin, 
shrill voice. After a moment's silence, he 
suddenly burst forth with: "Monopoly, ex
tortion, and death reign supreme. Order has 
gone out of the world, for the world will not 
listen to the teachings of Moses. We are cor
rupt from here to China." "What would 
Moses do if he were living now?" asked the 
justice. " What would he do ? He would 
fold the drapery of his couch about him and 
lie down to pleasant dreams, not deeming 
such a world worthy his· thought." As Mr. 
Rosmore said this he folded his red robe 
around him dramatically. Then he began a 
speech in defense of Mormonism, and was 
committed for examination as to his sanity. 
As he was led out of the court-room he said: 
"Don't let me go to the island. Send me to 
Elmira Reformatory for ninety-nine years. I 
want to investigate its corruption. If I am 
sent to the island, I will reduce the city to 
ashes. Remember the fire at the Windsor 
Theater!" 

Jltws of tht fltth. 
CARLISLE received the nomination for Dem

ocratic speaker of the House of Congress. 

LINCOLN, secretary of war, reports the total 
expenditures of the department for the fiscal 
year ending June 30th, at $49,791,055. 

RlcHABD O'CoNNELL, an aged Roman Catho
lic priest, fell from a second story window in 
Baltimore recently and was instantly killed. 

EL M.umr, the Falae Prophet, after annihi
lating the Egyptian troops, returned to El 
Obeid with his arms full of spoils. 

WM.. H. PECKHAM. has been appointed to the 
office of district attorney for New York, to fill 
the vaoanoy left by the death of the Hon. 
John McKEoN. 

RoBERT HENRY, the sexton of a Brooklyn 
church, who was last week convicted of de• 
frauding the pension department, committed 
suicide upon being placed in a cell. 

THE Masonic Temple, where 0. B. Froth· 
ingham formerly held his Free Religious 
meetings, was damaged to the extent of ~bout 
$200,000 by a fire last Saturday night. 

AN agreement has been arrived at between 
the English shipowners and M. de Lesseps 
that either the present Suez Canal shall be 
enlarged or a second one constructed. 

TttE annual rush of tramps to this oity, to 
get the benefit of the station house lodgings, 
has begun earlier than usual this fall. Over 
three hundred hav been locked up in jail. 

THill report of Postmaster Gresham states 
that the revenues of the department for the 
fiscal year, ending June 30, 1883, amounted 
to $45,508,692; the disbursements, $43,282,-
944. 

PROTESTANTS on their way to church at 
Newry, Ireland, last Sunday, were assaulted 
by Catholics. Four companies of infantry 
hav been stationed about the town to preserve 
order. 

O'DoNNELL, who killed:Carey, the informer 
in the Phenix Park murders, Dublin, has been 
found guilty and sentenced to be hanged. 
His execution will probably take place on the 
17th inst. 

THE skeletons of twenty-three persons and 
about the same number of horses were dis
covered in the northern part of Dickey county, 
Dakota, a few days ago. They were the re
mains of a party of calvary killed by the In
dians in 1863. 

THE Rev. Dr. James Pullman, of this city, 
in a sermon last Sunday, said that the dogma 
of hell was not proved by scripture; that it 
was dishonoring to God; and that the religion 
of which it is a part was a "poor, miserable 
caricature of what Christ taught." 

THE Rev. Dr. Cudworth, of Boston, fell 
dead in his pulpit one day last week while in 
the act of praying. On the Sunday afternoon 
following the sexton of the church where the 
body of Mr. Cudworth lay in state, fell dead 
beside the coffin of the pastor. Is there any 
w~rning connected with these fatal events? 
If so, what is it? 

No reliable clue has been discovered to the 
murderers of either the Maybee women, of 
Brookville, L. I., or of Phcebe Paullin, of 
Orange, N. J. The Rose Ambler murder at 
Htratford, Conn., has settled into an unsolva
ble mystery. New Hampshire is ahead in 
having under arrest the man who committed 
the triple murder at Laconia, of that state, 
two weeks ago. 

DB. J. MATTHEW SHEA, who for years has 
been a materializing medium at Chicago, is 
alleged to hav been exposed on a recent even
ing by three policemen and a reporter. Shea, 
it is claimed, was representing an Indian 
prince, and, stepping from the cabinet, was 
seized and thrown to the floor. His el:posers 
state that the false beard, wig, and white robe 
fell off and revealed the medium. He was 
looked up charged with obtaining money un
der false pretenses. 
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1/lhilosophic;rl. o ~upernatural molds. Now the mind of man does . Truth is truth the world over. If one 1s ever so 
hot impose these necessary forms on nature, but na"' positive that he has seen a "ghost," science will not 
ture imposes these forms on the mind because the admit it until the ghost can be produced and ex
mind is the product of nature. - Man is compelledto perimented upon, like any fact; and if it cannot 
think as he does, not simply because the mind is as stand the test of the five senses, then it cannot p~ss 
it is, but because the universe is as it is. The necessity ~- uster. Science says that what one man knows 
is obJ'ective, and therefore the forms of human every man can also know by the exercise of his or: 

The. Problem of the Universe and Its Scientific 
Solution! with some Criticisms of Univers
ology.-Continued. -

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 
This is the radical_ error of Mr. Andrews's pro- thought are true, not for man only, but for all the dinary abilities. Science is common sense absolutely. 

cedure. He does not undertake to prove the exist- universe~. Our subjective interpretation of things is It is not un-common sense. There is really no such 
ence of general analogy by particular analogy, but not merely a reflection or inference :l'roin our person- thing. All sense is common sense. If it is not common, 
particular analogy by general analogy; that is, he is ality-it is a genuine· vision of the l"eality. · Mr. An- it is not sense, but nonsense. Peculiar and exceptional 
entirely deductiye, and not inductive. He is Pla- drews is too deep and keen a thinker not to affirm, experience must go to the limbo, like the old-time 
tonic, and not Baconian. Let him first of all be in- as I affirm, the objectivity of relations. Kant -and "revelations." They are of the same sort. They are 
ductive, and it strikes me that it will take his life- almost all metaphysicians declare them subjective- merely "may-be's," and such "bees" produce no 
time and several more to gather together enough true for us, but not necessarily true otherwise. honey for human use. There is no extraordinary 
particular analogies to prove the general analogy. They say that time and space are not objective reali- tribunal. Science has no "star-chamber." Huxley 
Until this induction is made, Universology is only a ties, but merely subjective forms. I affirm, how- and Darwin have to appeal for the demonstration of 
grand guess. It may be a right guess, for Mr. An- ever, that time and space are objective realities; their highest truth to the same faculties that the 
drews is a Yankee of the Yankees, and is a splendid they are relations that exist outside of us. If all simplest reasoner does; knowledge all comes by the 
guesser; he is full of New England shrewdness; but mind should be swept out of existence, still time and one process. There is no royal roa.d, and no by~path. 
to guess is one thing, and to demonstrate is another. space would be--succession and co-existence. We The way is open to everybody; and the wisest man 
Science does not guess, it demonstrates; at least, think these relations, because they are in the total can only more keenly trace what rudely strikef! the 
every guess must be assured by a most rigid verifi- universe itself, and not simply in our minds. Mill common vision. The profoundest discovery can be 
cation. Newton was not satisfied with a mere guess affirms that two and two might make five in some made apparent to any man who has the faculties of a. 
of gravitation; he would not admit this general-truth, other planet or state of condition than our own. man. 
except by a thorough appeal to particular facts. He This is carrying " subjectivity of relations" to an Let me now repeat the steps that I hav gone over, 
said if gravitation is true, a particular fact will hap- absurd extent. Two and two make four everywhere. in order that we may have a bird's-eye view of the 
pen; if that particular fact does not happen, then The whole is greater than a part everywhere. These pathway of science. First, we have the objective, 
gravitation is not the law of the universe. The par- are objective truths existing entirely independent of material universe as the beginning and end of all. 
ticular fact did happen, and gravitation received its ~he mind of man-true before man came into ex- Secondly, in that universe is the mind of man, a pro
crowning demonstration. Darwin did not merely Istence, and true when man ceases to be. Both cess, and not a thing, resultant from certain condi
guess the "Origin of Species." He gathered a mul- things and relations are objective, and we see and tions of matter. Thirdly, the universe impresses it
titude of particulars through many patient years be- know them outside, and ~ot merely parts Of ourselve~. self upon the mind of man, in and thr~mgh: some 
fore he granted the truth of his general conclusions. S? much as to reasonmg; a few words as to clcu:s~- one of. the fiv~ se~ses. . Instantaneou~ly with this out
Has Universology, the most general of all " guesses," ficat~~n if knowledge. M~. AI~:drews se~ms t~ thmk ~ard Impres~on IS an m~ard sensatwn an~ percep
been backed up by such an array of particulars? I that m and through classificatw;n th~re Is an ~ncrease tw;n, a sensaf:ion o~ t?e thmg and ~ pe.rceptw~ of re
must confess that I do not see it. Men of genius say of k;nowledge, or that somethm~ IS added to the lat~~m, but, Wlth ~his I.n":ard or subJ~ctive mot~o;n and 
that Universology is true, but they do not demon- quality of our knowl~dge. This I . deny. . The seemg ?f t.he mmd, Is mvolv.ed ~ dir~ct cogmtw~ of 
strate it to my"five senses. They may have a sixth a~ount of knowledge IS no greater after. classifica- t?e ~bJective ~s real; the o~Jective; simply as obJec
sense, and se~ things that I can't see. They may see twn than before. We ?o .not really _know any Ill: ore, tive, 1s not an mference, but IS absolute ~owledg~ 
by a flash of mtuition that this general principle is only we know m?re d~stmctly. We have clarified ~nd the most absolute knowledge of whi~h th~ mmd 
altogether . right, but I must travel by the slow our knowledge-sifted It. We know better what we IS capable .. One knovys the ?utward reality with the 
process of mduction. I must come to Universology know; or rather, we ~orne to a }rnowledge of our s~e certamty and Immediateness that he knows 
as Newt0n came to gravitation, and Darwin to his knowledge, and. that IS a very ~mportant matte~. himself. . . . . . 
doctrine of evolution-by a gi'Ouping together and The trouble with most people ~s that they don t Upon the ba.sis of m~presswn, sensation, and per
analysis of ten thousand particulars. No one will kn~w ~hat they kno:w. They miX knowled~e and cept~on, the mmd begms to r~ason, first concerning 
dispute Universology when it has received so rigid a be?ef m a sad fa.shw~. Becaus_e they believe a particulars, and t~en from parti~ulars to generals, and 
demonstration, but to assume it as a general, and ~hmg utterlJ:, t~ey I?Iagme, t~erefore, that ~hey .know no ~eneral truth IS ever ascertamed. exce~t through 
then reason to particulars, does not prove its truth, al- 1t. But believm.g Is one t~mg and knowm~ Is an- partiC~ar truths. . There must be mductwn ·before 
though some particulars may be thus explained. The other. Man believes an:ythmg and everythmg, but d~ductwn, and ph~osophy mu.st be founded upon 
Ptolemaic system of the universe, as a general princi- he knows b~t very. few thmgs. ~n matte~s of knowl- smence,, and a;ny philosophy whiCh cannot ?e ~emon
ple, !i!Xplained many of the motions of the heavenly edge there IS no drffe~ence. It .Is th~ beliefs of peo- strated mductively cannot ~e accepted as s?Ientifi.cally 
bodies· but that did not make it true. It is very ple that separate. It IS a splendid thmg, therefore, to true, no matter how beautifully It may display Itself 
easy td assume a general truth, and so explain some acquire .a .certain.ty o~ our knowl~dge-,-this is sci- ded~ctively. Its de-duction in that case _is simply se
particulars, but, for all that, science will not approve ~nee; this Is classification. But .this does ;not really ductwn. Mt~r ho~ever, yre have attamed general 
of the method, however brilliant the apparent result. m~r~ase our knowledge. Sensation, I say, IS the sole truth .by seve~ty; of mductwn, then deduction comes 
Science says induction first, and then deduction; work origm of knowled~e a~d ~he constan~ producer of m~gnificently mto use, an~ through i~ the mightiest 
from particulars to generals; and not until the gen- knowledge. Classification IS not creatwn. trmmphs of the human mmd are achieved, and the 
eral is. fully established have we a right to reason A little explanation as to mathematics. Mathe- crown of tr:uth p~aced on man's brow; and poetry 
from H to a particular. I do not see that Universal- matics is the science of relaiions and not of things, and art begm therr splendid careers. 
ogy b ~s yet been proved inductively, and therefore I and its study may increase our knowledge of rela- Of course many will be dissatisfied with this salu
da no~ feel justified in using it deductively, but only tions, but it cannot increase our knowledge of things. tion of the universe. It is not big enough for them. 
as a piece of sublime and fascinating guess-work. We may by a study of pure relation amplify our Well, it may be narrow and small, but it is exceed
Will Ml·. Andrews's disciples-instead of merely as- knowledge of relations, and in this respect I would ingly precious and useful. It is knowledge-it is not 
serting the truth of Universology, and pointing out modify my former statement that mathematics is mere belief, or what one thinks. There is vast confu
certain explanations which it makes of some phe1lom- poetry. It is science so far as relation is concerned, sian in this matter. People confound belief with 
ena, a feat which the old Ptolemaic system frequently but it is poetry so far as things are concerned. In knowledge, and they really doJl't know what they do 
did-will these disciples please show me the multi- this respect it deals with an ideal world, a world of know. Let us stand by the actual truth, no matter 
t11de of particulars from whence this general is de- imagination, but in the relation of things it gives how little it appears. It is infinitely better than a. 
rived? I am perfectly willing to accept Universal- science, and so, we might say, do all poets. The true thousand unsubstantial beliefs, however beautiful and 
ogy as an hypothesis-a very good and very helpful poet adheres always to the truth of relation; it is in glowing. Because a faith is intense, that does not 
hypothesis-but I ca~not gra~t th~t i~ is anything ~hings where~ ?is imagina~o;n b~ilds. Eve~y poet make it true. . Th~t only is true which can be demon
more. Mr. Andrews s reasonmg IS Simply philo- IS a most exqmsite mathematiCian, m that he Is ever strated by smentific methods. Beyond that, all is 
sophical; that is, it is entirely deductive. He assumes exact to the realities of relation, even in his most fan- guess-work and imagination. I believe most heartily 
universal analogy, and then proceeds to apply it; and tastic flights. So are the musician and the artist. In in guess-work and imagination, only I desire that 
he does this in many cases very beautifully and this sense we might say that mathematics is the very they be truly understood as such and not be smuggled 
wisely-in music, for instance, it seems to find a won- heart of poetry-and of science too; for a knowledge in as realities. Let them pay duty every time-the 
derful illustration-but this does not prove the truth of re~ations is necessary to an extended knowledge tariff of common sense-and a hundred per cent at 
of Universology, for I maintain that no general truth of thmgs; but how meager that man's knowledge that. Better have a few goods, and the genuine ar
whatever can be demonstrated by deduction-only would be who simply knew relations, and had but ticle, than a host of splendid things that vanish with 
by induction. . lit~le acquainta~ce ~ith. things ! M~~~matics, as the the clouds. Let us sift our opinions by universal 

No general truth can be seen directly for the rea- smence of relatwn, IS simply a possibility; but when reason, and stand by the demonstration furnished by 
son there are no general ideas in the mind-only par- mathematics. is translated in mechanics, and the the common capacities of the race. Better a few 
ticular ideas. There is no general idea of a horse or world of thmgs is taken hold of, what glorious feet of solid ground than a million acres of cloud
of a man-but only a particular idea. Think horse, achievements shine forth ! land. Better a little world where we c,an have rail
and you must think a particular horse; think man, Let it also be understood that science is universal roads, and telegraphs, and steamships, and houses, and 
and you must think a particular man. You can't and not individual. Nothing can be declared scien- food, than a transcendental palace of star worlds, 
think of a general man. So with everything in the tific unless it can be testified to by that which is com- when we constantly tread on nothing, and the "thing-

. universe; we know it through its particular image, mon to every mind. Science is not aristocmtic-it is ness of the here" vanishes into the desert of the no
and not by .a general concepti~n .. We gener.al~e, but demo.cratic. It does not believe in any " sixth" sense, where. 
yre ~.o so_ m words, ~nd. not .m. Ide~s. TJnnkmg ?r only m the five senses. If one has a" sixth" sense, The sentimentalist, of course, opposes the scientific 
rmaipng-and ~ thmking Is Imagmg-Is ?one m and ~appens to discover a truth that nobody else solution of the universe, because it seems to militate 
partiCulars, not .m generals. ~herefore the mmd hav- can discover for want of this exceptional faculty, against his egoistic desire. We are prone to think 
mg no gener!l'lideas can see drrectly no ge~eral truth. that truth must ~em~in an individual perception. that the mind is the grandest thing in the universe, 
It must attam to them through a collocatiOn of par- It cannot be a smentific truth. As Thomas Paine simply because the ego is a mental fact. But we are 
ticulars. said of "revelation," so of any experience that is not to judge things simply from our standpoint. 

Kant speaks of the n~cessary "fo~ms ·:of thought. purely exceptional. It cannot be accepted by the 'fhe universe was not made for us; we are only a part 
He_ says the human mmd must. t~mk m su~h and world until it has r~ceived demonstration in and of its onward and majestic movement. Still our 
sucn terms or channels because It. IS .so constituted through the senses whiCh belong to all. If one's ex- minds are not any the less glorious because they 
to think. For instance, it. must thm~ m the term~ of p~rience cannot be thus vindicated, it must be repu- spring from the immense potencies of matter. For 
time ~d spa?e· Kant Is part~y nght; the ~I~d diated by scie;nce. If one has a ... truth" discovered in the first place we know not what matter is in all 
must ~hmk as It ~oes, bu~ the mistake o_f Ka~t I~ m by s~me peculiar faculty, he must enjoy that truth all its sweep of power. We have not yet penetrated the 
ass~rtmg that this n~cessity of thought IS su?Jective, to hiill;self a~d make the most of .it. He cannot secret of its enormous life. It i~ by no means that 
as If the human mmd were a separate entity from thrust It, by his mere mere "say-so,' mto the domain dull stuff that the transcendentalist talks about the 
nature, had its form independent of nature, and of science. Nothing can come into science but what mere shadow of his egoism. It is an infinite maiulfi
came into nature and accepted natuTe only in its own is patent to man's universal reason. cence, a reality, a motion, and a joy most wonderful 
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Marcus Agrippa returned to Rome after 20 B.c., but 
went again to Asia 17 or 16 B.c., and was entertained 
by Herod in his new-built cities (Ant. xvi, 2, § 1). 
Smith's Bib~e Dictionary makes M. V. Agrippa gov
ernor of Syria 15 to 11 B.c., but other authorities say 
he died 12 B.c. 

The speech of Paul before Agrippa continues as 
follows: 

-most wonderful because the mind of man is but a 
'Wave on the bosom of its suberb activities. It does 
not diminish at all the glory of mind that it is the prod
uct of the material universe. Its action is what it 
is, no ni.atter whence its source. The flower springs 
from the dung-hill, and is just as beautiful as though 
it sprang from the bosom of a star. It is the living 
splendor that attracts and enchants; and so it is with 
the mind of man. It is the action, the movement, 
th t · 1 t d th t 1 t uld t b "The Jews themselvs, if they would testify, know well my a lB so us rous, an a us er co no e any course of life from my childhood, which from the beginning 
greater if made by an infinite god. We cannot was among my nation aiid in Jerusalem. For they hav long 
change the limits of mind, nor can we alter the eter- be~n persuaded of me, and hav known that I lived in the 
nal truth of nature, and the mind must be judged pnncely (Gr. most rigid) doctrin [or sect] of the Pharisees. 
and wear its crowns of honor, not for any fancied or- And now for the hope of the promis which was made by God 

to our fa~hers, I stand and am judged. To this hope our 
nament of ancestry, but for the deeds it does now, t'Yelve tribes hope to come, with earnest prayers by day and 
the intensity and breadth of its action, the marvel- mght. And for this same hope, King Agrippa, I am accused 
ousness of its being. by the Jews.· How judge ye? Are we not to believe that God 

Beauty is beauty still, though the mind passes but wi;ll raise the dead? For I myself at first resolved in my own 
mmd that I would perpetrate many adverse things against 

for a moment over the varied face of nature. The the name of Jesus the Nazarean. Which also I didatJerusa
mountains, and the forests, and the seas, and the sky, lem; and l;>y the authority I received from the chief priests I 
and the sun and the stars, lose nothing of their faa- cast many of the saints into prison; and when they were put 

· ti Still th t f li f 1 d to death by them, I took part with those that condemned 
cma on. e grea ee ngs o· ave an awe them [Gr. gave a vote against them]. And in every synagog 
and reverence swell within. Still the soul beats with I tortured them, while I pressed them to become revilers of 
high resolve and noble endeavor; for what is in the the na.me of Jesus. And in the great wrath with which I was 
mind of man of supreme power comes not from his filled against them, I also went to other cities to persecute 
conception of things, but from things themselves, ·them" (4-ll). 

from the mightiness of all that is. The dream of The Syriac version alone, 80 far as we are aware, 
immortality may never cease to be; it may. haunt the has "revilers qf the name qf Jesus." The Greek has 
life of man, the flame-tip of his eager aspirations; simply "to blaspheme." The part which Paul took, 
but far better is it to devote ourselves to this living or the vote he gave, against the saints, or holy ones, 
world. is supposed to imply that he was a member of the 

We must pass from transcendental conceits into Sanhedrin. 
absolute submission to the reality of things. In We now skip what Paul says about the journey to 
obedience to the truth we shall find the supremacy Damascus, etc. (12-21), which has been given in a 
of our being. previous article in parallel with the prior account of 

(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.) the same. 

Paul's Speech before Agrippa. 
If Paul ever delivered a speech before a dignitary 

named Agrippa, it was Marcus Vispanius Agrippa, 
who was born 63 B.c. and died 12 B.c. He was the 
inseparable friend of the emperor Augustus and one 
of his chief ministers. "He was especially friendly to 
the Jews. Herod the Great entertained him at Cesa
rea and other cities of Palestine. At Jerusalem 
Agrippa offered a hecatomb of sacrifices to God and 
feasted the people (Jos. Ant. xvi, 2, § 1). He visited 
the cities of Asia, and relieved the Jewish inhabitants 
from the impositions of the Greeks. He issued 
edicts in behalf of the Jews, of which the following 
is a specimen: 

"Agrippa, to the magistrates, senate, and people of the 
Ephesians, sendeth greeting: I will that the care and custody 
of the sacred money that is carried to the temple of Jerusa
lem be left to the Jews of Asia, to do with it according to their 
ancient custom; and that such as steal that sacred money of 
the Jews and :fly to a sanctuary, shall be taken thence and 
delinred to the Jews by the same law that sacrilegious per
sons are taken thence. I hav also written to Sylvanus the 
pretor, that no one compel the Jews to come before a judge 
on the Sabbath day" (Jos, Ant. xvi, 6, § 4). 

We hardly venture to suspect that this pretor of 
Ephesus was Paul's early associate Silvanus, who 
preached in Corinth (2 Cor. i, 19) and joined the 
a pestle in the two letters to the Thessalonians. But 
it is by no means impossible that Silvanus (alias Silas, 
of Acts) quit preaching and became a pretor. 

The rights of the Jews of Ephesus, granted by 
Agrippa, were confirmed .by the proconsul Julius 
Antonius a few years later (Ibid, § 7). 

"And Agrippa said to Paul: Thou are permitted to speak 
in thy own behalf. Then Paul extended his hand and made 
defense saying: In regard to all the things of which I am ac
cused by the Jews, King Agrippa, I consider myself highly 
favored that I may this day make defense before thee; 
especially as I know thee to be expert in all the controversies 
and laws of the Jews. I therefore request thee to hear me 
with indulgence" (xxvi, 1-3). 

If Paul's appeal to Cresar was already allowed, what 
sense was there in a further hearing before a petty 
king who had no jurisdiction of the case? Nor was 
Agrippa II. a competent judge of Jewish law. But 
Marcus Agrippa was not only learned in the law, but 
the very person prior to 12 B.c. before whom Paul 
might hav had a hearing with reasonable hope of a 
just judgment. And this Agrippa was in that region 
before 20 B.c. as governor. Josephus says that he 
was sent to succeed Cesar in the government of the 
countries beyond the Ionian sea soon after Zenodorus 
was deprived of his principality, which lay between 
Trachon and Galilee, and was bestowed on Herod. 
Now Zenodorus lost his principality about 24 B.c. and 
died 20 B.c. It was therefore between these two 
dates that Agrippa was sent to succeed Augustus 
Cresar in the government of the east; and that he was 
an activ governor is attested by Josephus, who says 
that the prisoners who were "delivered up by Agrip
pa were not punished by Herod, . • , who ap
peared almost inexorable in punishing crimes in 
his own family, but very generous in remitting the 
offenses that were committed elsewhere" (Ant. xv, 10, 
§ 2-3). The political power of this distinguished 
official is also affirmed by Josephus in these words: 

"There were but two men that governed the vast Roman 
empire; first Cresar and then Agrippa, who was his principal 
favorit. Cresar preferred no one to Herod besides Agrippa; 
~d Agrippa made no one hi3 greater friend then Herod, be
~del Ow1ar" (Ibid., § i). 

"But unto this day God hath helped me; and lo, I stand 
and bear testimony to the small and to the great; yet saying 
nothing aside from Moses and the prophets, but the nry 
things which they declared were to take place, namely, that 
Messiah would suffer and would become the :first fruits of the 
resurrection from the dead; and that he would proclaim light 
to the people and to the gentiles. And when Paul had ex
tended his defense thus far, Festus cried out with a loud 
voice: Paul, thou art deranged; much study hath deranged 
thee. Paul replied to him: I am not deranged, excellent 
Festus, but speak wordsof truth and rectitude. And King 
Agrippa is also well acquainted with these things; and I 
therefore speak confidently before him, because I suppose 
not one of these things hath escaped his knowledge; for they 
were not done in secret. King Agrippa, believest thou the 
prophets? I know that thou believest. King Agrippa said 
to him: Almost thou persuadest me to become a Christian" 
(22-28). 

This word Christian is certainly spurious, as we 
hav proved in regard to the same word in Acts xii, 26. 

The Greek for "&most" is en oligo, which means 
literally "in little." Hence it is not surprising to 
find the clause translated differently in different ver
sions, thus: 

Vulgau or Douay. 
"A little thou persuadest 

me to become a Christian." 

Revised New Testament. 
"With but little persuasion 

thou wouldst fain make me a 
Christian." 

"And Paul said: I would to God that not only thou, but 
likewise all that hear me this day, were almost and altogether 
as I am aside from these bonds. And the king rose up, and 
the governor, and Bernice, and those who sat with them. 
And when they had gone out they conversed with one an
other and said: This man hath done nothing worthy of death 
or of bonds. And Agrippa said to Festus: The man might 
be set at liberty if he had not announced an appeal to Cre
sar" (29-32). 

_ Again we say that Agrippa II. had no jurisdiction 
at Cesarea or even in Jerusalem. When his father, 
Agrippa, died, A.D. 44, his kingdom was equal in ex
tent to that of Herod the great. But the son, being 
only seventeen years of age, was too young to be in
trusted with the government of all Jewry. There
fore Claudius sent Cuspius Fad us to be procurator of 
the entire kingdom (Ant. xix, 9, § 2; War. ii, 11, § 6). 
But when Herod, king of Chalcis, died, A.D. 48, the 
emperor bestowed that little mountain kingdom upon 
his nephew Agrippa (Ant. :x:x, 5, § 2; War. ii, 12, § 1). 
Four years later, A.D. 52 or 53, Claudius took away 
from him the kingdom of Chalcis, but gave him the 
tetrarchies of Philip and Lysanias, embracing Auran
itis, Batanea, Trachonitis, and Abila, all on the other 
side of Jordan (Ant. xx, 7, § 1). At the beginning 
of Nero's reign, A.D. 54, four cities with their topar
chies were added, one of which was Tiberias in Gali
lee; but over the rest of Judea, says Josephus, Felix: 
was made procurator (War. ii, 13, § 2). At the out
break of the war, A.D. 66, Agrippa made a speech in 
Jerusalem begging the Jews not to resist the Romans. 
A full report of it is given by Josephus, but Dr. 
Whiston concedes that it is the "elegant composure" 
of the historian (War. ii, 16). After its delivery both 
the speaker and his sister Bernice wept. But it was 
all in vain; the people stoned Agrippa out of town, 
and he "retired to his own lcingdom" (17 § 1-2). 
Josephus and Agrippa were great friends, and Canon 
Farrar calls them both renegades. Josephus boasts 
of having received sixty-two letters from Agrippa, 
two of which, in praise of his history, he reproduces 
(Life, § 65). At the siege of Gamala, Agrippa was 
hit on the elbow with a stone from a sling, which 
greatly enraged his friends, the Roman soldiers. But 
he survived the war and ended his days at Rome A.D. 

100. 

King Agrippa IL never sat as judge at Cesarea, 
either in the case of Paul or any other prisoner of • 
Judea. But it is possible that Paul had a hearing 
before Marcus Vispanius Agrippa some time between 
22 and 12 B.c. and that Bernice, who was married to 
Herod's son Aristobulus about 17 B.c. (Ant. xvi, 1, §2), 
listened to the apostle's speech. As to the time when 
this occurred, if at all, we incline to the earliest pos
sible data, 22 B.c., when Paul was about 74 years of 
age. It seems improbable that he sailed to Rome 
after the age of 80. 

-------..-------
Common Sense on the Polygamy Question. 

From the /!Iunday .Mertmry. 

If ever this republic comes to grief it will be by 
the hands of men, supplemented by strong-minded 
women, who are utterly ignorant of the intent and 
genius of our institutions. No greater nenessity ex
ist!! than the teaching in the public schools of the 
constitution of each state and the Federal Constitu
tion, to the end that the coming generations, unlike 
the present, shall know what Madison and Hamilton 
meant when they defined the limitations of the Wash
ington government. As an example of the ignorance 
which leads to a grave attempt to centralize power at 
the federal seat, the" National League for the Sup
pression ef Polygamy" met and organized at Cleve
land, Ohio, Thursday last, and recommended as a 
new movement the circulation of a petition asking 
the coming Congress to pass and send to the states 
for ratification an amendment to the Federal Consti~ 
tution prohibiting polygamy. The amendment, on 
its face, would be a libel on the existing states, for in 
every one of them plural marriages are punished as 
illegal and atrocious. But the memorialists argue 
that such an amendment would apply to the territo
ries when they become states, and thus Mormon 
polygamy would be crushed out in Utah, New Mex
ico, and Montana. Congress has now certain power 
over the territories. That power is not supreme, for 
when Congress agreed to their organization as terri· 
tories, or inchoate states, gave them local legislatures, 
suffrage so far as the selection of legislativ members 
and minor judicial officers is concerned, and trial by 
jury, it parted with all of its authority save the ap
pointment of governors and supreme court judges, 
and the ownership of public lands. Congress has no 
more power to relegate a territory to its primal or 
chaotic condition than to relegate a state to a terri
torial status. Once a territory always a territory, 
unless admitted as a state. It is for this reason Con
gress finds itself at a loss to deal with the Mormons 
so long as those fanatics are in a majority in Utah. 
That body, at every step, is hampered by a people 
whose local government is one of partial sovereignty. 
The National League for the Suppression of Polyga
my should wrestle with the Mormon women instead 
of pestering Congress with a petition for an absurd 
amendment. Every Mormon female believes that no 
one at the day of resurrection can ramove the black 
cloth which the Mormon priest lays over her face 
when she is buried, but a husband. If the sable 
shroud is not withdrawn on the final day of accounts, 
she will sleep forever. This belief makes her obedi
ent to the husband and respectful to his other wives. 
The league should set about dissipating that awful 
superstition, and there would soon be a decrease in 
polygamic unions. Congress has no power to legis
late on the subjects of monogamy or of polygamy. 
The states control the marriage relation, and Con
gress, having surrendered to the territories the right, 
not the privilege, of legislating for themselvs, has no 
business with the marriage tie within their limits. 
Every good citizen abhors polygamy, but to still fur
ther doctor the Federal Constitution with amend
ments is quite as much to be abhorred. The trouble 
over the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments has 
proven the expediency of letting that instrument 
alone. The Federal Supreme Court has begun the 
work of decentralization. The best method of killing 
any humbug, whether social or religious, is to let it 
alone. Mormonism was dying out when unnoticed, 
but organized crusades against it made the priest
hood activ, and missionaries were sent to Europe to 
proselyte and ship immigrants hither. Other mis
sionaries are laboring with success in the backwoods 
of Georgia and North Carolina. Persecute any set 
of religionists and they will prosper. Cease to do it, 
and the fanatical sect will relax their exertions and 
eventually make no progress. 

A Card from Mr. Lacy. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I would 

state, in justification of my friend Mr. Truesdell, au
thor of "Bottom Facts," that his objections to signing 
the first contract I sent him being quiet reasonable, 
I drew another making some changes. This also, 
proving not quite satisfactory to him, he wrote one, 
making some modifications, signed, and sent it to 
me. This has some slight features not acceptable to 
me, but I think we shall be able to fix the matter for 
the test after a while. Trust to hav means at hand 
to fill the. requisitions on my part by time satisfac-o 
tory arrangements can be consummated. 

Nirmna, Nov. 19th. FRANciS D. LACi1 
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The Attitude of Unbelief. flake through the air is governed by the sternest nat~ 
The discoveries and inventions of the present cen- ural law; and why may not our inclinations be ruled 

tury, wonderful in themselvs, are wonderful in the by subtle influences? There are the hereditary ones, 
changes they hav produced. The application of the climatic ones, the educational ones, and I could 
steam and electricity, the growth of the printing- name a score of others. The external influences of 
press,. hav enormously accelerated intellectual and the hour, and, internally, the principles and passions, 
matenal progress, while the prosecution of scientific by the balance of their respectiv forces, command the 
research ~a~ resulted in the.revolutionizi~g of thought. will, and the will dictates the act. Dr. Priestley says: 
The age Is mtensely practiCal, progressiv, and impa- "A man, when he reproaches himself for any particu
¥ent of obstruction. The spread of knowledge by lar action in his past conduct ,may fancy that if he 
mnumerable means has given an immense stimulus was in the same situation again he would hav acted 
to original inquiry and independent thinking. Old differently. But this is a mere deception, and if he 
creeds and systems hav now to confront not here and examins himself strictly, and takes in all circum
there an isolated reformer, but an awakened world. stances, he may be satisfied that with the same in-

next January, has just been proffered me. At pre~ent 
I am undecided as to its acceptance, on account of 
my business arrangements.in England; 

Connected with my present visit to this grand and 
apparently inexhaustible continent there are many 
pleasant associations and interesting incidents. 
Among the former is the fact that, in nearly all my 
peregrinations, I hav been accompanied by Mr. 
George Chainey, a gentleman whom to know is to 
admire. His frank, honest, and genial nature is onl;r 
equaled by his cultured and refined mind. Desti
tute of all egotism, and a determined foe of both pri
vate and public despotisms, he is one whose friend
ship is valuable, and whose society will always be 
congenial to the intellectual and moral student. I 
thoroughly indorse Colonel Ingersoll's opinion when 
he wrote: "Mr. Chainey feels what he says with his 
whole heart, and perceives it with his entire brain. 
He is perfectly honest, and for that very reason is in
tellectually keen. Downright honesty in such a man 
is genius." Mr. Chainey was for years a regularly
ordained Methodist preacher; but the intellectual 
poverty and mind-destroying creeds of that body 
afforded him no scope for his yearnings for mental 
freedom. He therefore joined the Unitarian church; 
but even in this comparativly free atmosphere be 
found himself too much fettered by vague teachings 
as to the alleged supernatural, and ultimately the 
only resting-place he could find was the haven of 
Secularistic Freethought, which is guided by human 
experienc@ and regulated by ethical purity. 

The matter for the churches is one more serious ward disposition of mind, and with precisely the same 
than they affect to believe. "Sire, it is not a revolt; view of things that he had then, and excliisiv of all 
it is a revolution." They can no longer superciliously others that he has acquired by 1·eflec~ion since, he 
d~b the Infidel a "scoffer," an indecent railer at holy could ~ot hav acted o~he~ise t~an. he did." Spinoza 
things; they find themselvs in the face of an army of says: .Men ~e deceived m thm~mg themselvs free 
earnest thinkers determined to ascertain and publish -a belief whiCh rests only on this, that, while they 
the truth-truth seekers whom no sham will bedaz- are conscious of their actions, they are ignorant of 
zle, no subterfuge satisfy. the causes by which they are determined." Admit 

The startling results of scientific investigation this reasoning, as I think most persons will, on re-
. quickly popularized hav had a killing effect on super- flection, and what becomes of the popular notion of 

stition; but still the world has much to unlearn, as free will, and, if so, of that of sin and of reward and 
well as to learn. Most men who hav passed through pnnis~ment.? This sn'J;>ject is too l?tricate for pres
the phases of emancipation from traditional belief ent discussion, otherwise much might be said on it. 
must hav been impresEed with the vastness of the ~ith~nt entering the maze of theology, one other 
change that has taken place in their habit and power pomt might be touched on-the exaggerated impor
of thought, and only such can realize the degree of tance of the sentiment of love in the Christian system. 
hereditary paralysis that the old religions beliefs hav Th.e perfection of human nature must surely be the 
entailed on mankind. So great is the difference be- obJect of a god so anxious about the salvation of man 
tween the two states that it is safe to say a person and yet we find in the Christian teachings little or n~ 
brought up in an atmosphere of Liberalism cannot enconrage~ent for man's intellectual growth, for the 
rightly estimate the mental condition of a "believer" strengthenmg of those faculties which make men 
and the latter has no adequate conception of a state ?minent in art, science, discovery, philosophy. The:~:e 
of liberty. Sooner or later, however, the leaven is Is an actual preference of ignorance to science, weak
destined to spread; and it promises much for the nfi\ss to strength, and poverty to the subjection of na
canse of freedom that the doubts and questionings ture to man's use; i.e., wealth in its legitimate sense. 
so fatal to "orthodoxy," that used to be introduced Man's higher development, in a wide and ~aoble 
in a half surreptitious manner, are now freely admit- sense, the Christian system dwarfs down to the nnin
ted and discussed. They are recognized because telligent culture of an ardent temperament. 
they cannot be kept out. And the air is full of them. Doubt, and finally unbelief, are further occasioned 

Compared with one's natural conception of the uni- by all that the Christian ranks exhibit to-day. As 
verse a~d its plan, through his own perceptions, and Mr. F. A. Kidder well says in his cunent article on 
~n the h9'ht of science, the Bil:>lical. idea is singularly " Morality and Religion," "theology is in the rear 
Impovenshed, narrow, and degradmg. Besides this and not in the van." Judge Black's preposteron~ 
to an unbiased and independent thinker, the Bibl~ statement that the defense of theology is no business 
cannot answer the requirements of a divine revelation. of the priests, seems almost a covert sneer at the 
A revelation worthy of a divine author ought to be w.eakness ~? helplessness of the appointed custo
con.:fined to no period of his~ory, and to no particular dians of religwn. Not fierce affirmation, nor labored 
nation. It ought to come m a language, or vehicle, inconclusiv scholastic arguments, nor a yielding ac~ 
common to the race. In its terms and conditions it commodating Beecherism, nor the shouts and ps~ms 
should be perfectly plain to all, resembling in that of Moody and Sankeyism will satisfy the growing 
respect the instincts of nature. History or anecdote intelligence of the world. It wants facts, and will 
in such a revelation, if verbal, would not be expected. accept no substitute. In the countries most favor
but should they occur, they should at least be an then~ able, to use again Mr. Kidder's words "the church 
tic. Lastly, a revelation ought to bear such mark of is losing its hold on the convictions of men and on 
authority as to carry instant and universal conviction. the conscience of the community;" while in 'mission-

Is it not a singular phenomenon that the so-called ary fields, as India for instance, as compared with 
divine revelation in the Bible fails to satisfy anyone other proselyting systems, Christianity ia "nowhere." 
of these conditions? It is local as to time and place. Who will deny that the attitude of the unbeliever 
It was not made until a time comparativly recent in is reasonable? He has the honesty to speak his 
the world's history, and the limited nature of its cir- thought, the courage to disavow all false hopes, the 
cnlation, down to our own day, is notorious. In- earnestness to pursue inquiry to its farthest limit, 
stead of being addressed in a language or form uni- and to be unsatisfied with specious argument. Is 
versally intelligible, the vehicle could not be more not this a religion in itself-one ten times more 
imperfect and cumbrous, its nativ defects aggravated worthy than lazy, unquestioniug faith and hysterical 
by blunders of transcription and translation. What emotion? And who can conceive of any God who 
can we say of it as a systematic statement of God's could condemn such an attitude? RouNDHEAD. 
will? Hardly anyone can fail to be struck with its 
utt?r lack of system. The Bible is a scrap-book, into Mr. Watts on Liberalism in the United States. 
whiCh all sorts of material are thrown promiscuously 
chapters of history, local anecdotes, precepts that ha~ 
s~ived their purpose, unintelligible prophecies, sen
timents worthy only of a barbarian, and ridiculous 
stories mingling with oriental philosophy for the most 
part unpractical and visionary. Mark of authority it 
has none. The very names of the writers are mere 
guess-work, the books are in dispute, and the best 
confessedly picked out from a mass of rubbish by a 
" council." The fact that the majority of men in
stinctivly, if unconsciously, refuse to recognize the 
Bible .a~ the message. of. God is strongly shown by 
the mvil, courteous mdifference with which most 
nominal Christians regard it. Practical unbelief can 
alone account for this neglect of so momentous a doc
ument. All of which is saying that the Bible as a 
revelation is nothing that it ought to be and every-
thing that it ought not to be. ' 

But the candid inquirer meets with another class 
of difficulties, those concerning what is taught in the 
Bible. The " divine plan " is full of absurdities. The 
:whole stor:y of man's probation, fall, and redemption 
IS as pneril as a nursery rhyme, and we might pro
long the series of worn-out qnestionings on it to 
wearisome length. A different view of human re
sponsibility from that of the Bible would upset the 
entire scheme. Are we so sure that man is a free 
agent, and, therefore, responsible ? The strong 
arguments appear all on the other side. Liberty is 
simply the power to act as we will; but what if there 
be a something determining the action of the will it
self? It is claimed that mind as well as matter can 
undergo no change which is not the result of an ante
cedent cause. The voyage of a feather or a foam-

From the Secular Review. 

For some weeks past it has been mv desire to 
write fully upon my impressions of Freethonght and 
~ts propa~andism. in America; but the heavy labor 
mvolved m lectnrmg most evenings and traveling 
night and day has hitherto prevented me carrying 
out that desire. For the present, therefore, I must 
content myself with sending a few notes to assure 
my personal friends and· the general read~rs of the 
Secular Review that I am-not only alive and well but 
fairly activ in the lecturing field. It would b~ al
most impo~sible to m~ntion accurately the many 
thousand miles over whiCh I hav traveled since land
ing in New York on the 29th of August last. Per
haps some vague idea may be formed of the dis
tances that I hav gone when it is known that my tour 
has included visits to the states of New York Wis
c~nsin, lllinois, Michigan, Iowa, Nebraska, Ohio, In
diana, and also Canada. I hav lectured in the fol
lowing cities: Rochester, Milwaukee, Racine, Wau
kegan, Chicago, Berlin, Fan dn Lac, Wausau, Kala
mazoo, Union City, Sturgis, Independence, Sioux 
City, Fremont, What Cheer, Creston, Huntingdon, 
Toronto, Montreal, W elland, and Hamilton. Be
fore returning to England I hav now over fifty en
gagements to fulfil in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, 
Massachusetts, New York, and in Canada. Thus it 
will be seen that American friends are determined 
that I shall not be idle during my sojourn with them· 
and it is most gratifying to me to be assured of thei; 
appreciation of my humble efforts by several urgent 
invita~ions b?ing given me t? permanently locate on 
Amencan soil. An exceedmgly tempting engage
ment for a four months' lecturing tour, to commence 

In the United States there appears to me to be 
more Freethought than there is practical Secularism. 
This was manifested very clearly at the Milwaukee 
Convention. The majority of the speakers on that 
occasion failed to grasp -the true idea of Secular or
ganization. Freethought As&Jociations, to be success
ful, must, of course, be destructiv; but they must 
also be constructiv. And until the relativ positions 
of these two aspects of our movement are understood 
and properly adhered to our organization will be im
peded. It has been so in Epgland, where the con
s~lidation of the Secular forces has been greatly 
hmdered through too little attention having been 
paid to positiv principles. People hav more knowl
edge as to what they should not do than as to what 
they should do. Freethinkers in the states are every
where numerous. They are convinced of the folly 
and inutility of all theological teachings, and the 
great requirement of the time is to expound and en
force that science of life which "has no god but hu
manity, and no duty in this world but the perfection 
of the men and women in it." 

In Canada clearer and truer conceptions of Secu
larism obtain. There the negativ and positiv features 
of Secular advocacy are wisely blended. The result 
is ~hat the Dominion surpasses all other places. that 
I hav visited for high-toned skepticism and the ex
emplification of the beneficial influence of Secular 
teachi 1g on personal conduct. 

It seems to me that this educational part of Secu
larism should be kept in view more than ever just 
now~ when Free~hought is. progressing so rapidly in 
all mrcles of somety. Durmg my travels in America 
I hav been agreeably astonished at the amount of re
Iig~ous indifference . a~~:d skepticism to orthodoxy 
whiCh abound even Withm the prescribed folds of the 
church itself.' There is, of course, plenty of ap
parently religious worship; but really Christianity 
has become in most of the states merely a commer
cial commodity. What does this fact denote? Why, 
that, if Freethought were fashionable, it would be 
found profitable by the public, and would then com
mand adherents as readily as the profession of or
thodoxy does to-day. The problem for solution is, 
What is the best way to make our views fashionable? 
The answer of all history and experience is, Make 
Secularism respected by keeping it intact froi:n, and 
in~ep~ndent (from a true Secular standpoint) of, all 
obJectiOnable and alien associations; thus it will win 
general assent, and become enshrined in the public 
mind. Sincerity will then take the place of profes
sion, and conduct that of faith. 

In Racine and other places I lectured in the Turner 
HaiL This is the name given to a large number of 
buildings to be found in American cities. They be
long to the German organization, which has a mem
bership throughout the states of seventeen thousand 
strong, all the members being Freethinkers, and the 
great majority avowed Atheists. Their leading paper 
is the Friedenlcer, published in Milwaukee. I had the 
pleasure of meeting the editor and proprietor, with 
whom I spent a few very pleasant hours. · 

At Cbicago my lecture was most successful indeed. 
Professor Garrison, known to many friends in Eng
land, presided, and related events in my life which 
indicatl d that, when he was in the old country, he 
must hav watched my cs.reer closely. I hope to 
merit the kind and generous words he uttered .as to 
my poor services in the cause of human progress. 

October, 24, 1883. CHARLES WATTS. 

Progressiv Enterprise. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER ma~agement hav added a child's 

department to their already useful and popular jour
nal, to be edited by the talented Miss Wixon, of Fall 
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River, Mass., a lady of superior qualifications and at
tainments, an honor not only to Liberalism, but to 
her sex. We congratulate the readers of THE TRUTH 

SEEKER, together with its managers, in thus securing 
the services of Miss Wixon as editor of this much
needed department.-Liberal. 

Editorial Notes. 
THE Testimonial Fund for Messrs. Foote and Ramsey, the 

imprisoned editor and publishe:r of the London Freethinker, 
amounts to £156 lls. Mr. Ramsey was released on Novem
ber 24th, his sentence having expired, but Editor Foote will 
not be liberated 'till spring. '-~S 

IF "D. W. T.," of Boston, will send us his name and ad
dress, we will print his communication. Otherwise we can 
not, as our rule is not to print anonymous articles. It is not 
necessary that the name should be publicly used, but we 
must know who our correspondents are. 

MEssns. WATTs AND CH.!.INEY will lecture in Boston, at the 
Paine Memorial Hall, on Sunday, December 16th, morning, 
atternoon, and evening. Their engagement in this city is 
next Sunday evening, the 9th, at German Masonic Temple, 
220 E. 15th street, at 8 P.M. Let everybody come and bring 
their friends. Those desiring to procure tickets in advance 
can do so by calling at this office. 

WE regret to learn of the death of Paul Dillingham, of West 
Pawlet, Vt. He was for several years a hard laborer in the 
Freethought field, and although Vermont is steril territory 
to work in, he accomplished much good. He was a constant 
distributor of tracts and papers, and through him many were 
ied to renounce superstition and enlist under the bl>.nner of 
Humanity. Would there were thousands like him! 

IN his Thanksgiving sermon James Freeman Clarke scored 
General Butler rather roughly, calling him a "demagog," but 
giving utterance in the same sermon to sentiments more rad
ical than ever fell from the lips of the hero of New Orleans. 
Mr. Clarke advocated the adoption of a system of taxation 
that will prevent the accumulation of immense fortunes, uni
versal suffrage, and the passage of laws to impose a fine upon 
and disfranchise all who neglect to vote. 

THE House of Representativs has appointed a Democratic 
chaplain, and his instructions to the Lord will of course be 
Democratic in their tendency. The Senate chaplain is a Re
publican, and his commands to Jehovah will be tinctured 
with Republicanism. The position of Jehovah is not envi
able, as to earn th'3 eighteen hundred dollars given them this 
session these two harpies must make t.heir demands vocif
erously. The church works every possible source of revenue 
for all it is worth. 

A CHURCH in the old town of Westmoreland, N.H., appeals 
through the New England Observer, for a minister. The con
ditions are that he shall be "young, smart, and willing to 
work." The kind of work is not specified, but probably the abil
ity to milk a cow would be a desirable accomplishment. The 
New England people pay their preachers, on an average, more 
than ten dollars per week, and consequently demand the best 
article in the market. There is no reason why the pulpit of 
Westmoreland should not be filled by a smart and industrious 
youth. · 

may again be quoted as sufficient answer: "It is a question 
between a bottle for a dollar on Saturday night and a drink 
for ten cents on Sunday morning." 

AN autograph collector of this city is about to publish a 
P~~phl~t con~aining the sentiments written to him by the 
drstmgmshed Individuals whose names he has collected. On 
one of the pages of his album is written this: 

"It is far b~tter to love your wife than to love God. You 
ca:nnot help hrm, but you can help her. You can fill her life 
wr~h the perfume of perpetual joy. It is better to love your 
c~rld _than to love Jesus Christ. If he is God you cannot as
srst hrm, but you can plant a flower in every footstep of a 
babe. r:J;he most sacred temple is a home, the holiest altar is 
the ftresrde. RoBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

MR. LELAND's history of the National Liberal League in 
the forthcoming "TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL" will alone be 
worth more than the twenty-five cents which the book will 
sell for. It is the first authoritativ summary of the leading 
events in the life of the League, and may be confidently re
ferred to as containing the truth. So much has that organi
zation been slandered by its enemies that we think this pa
per necessary to a complete understanding of the League's 
course. We are much encouraged by the assurances from 
all sides that the ANNuAL is a necessary work. The original 
contributions to it ar9 all of sterling worth, and the selec
tions are from the best Freethought literature in print. The 
Almanac is very full and complete. 

PREACHING on the Mormons, Thanksgiving Day, Mr. Beecher 
said of them: 

"T~er_e stands the phenomenon of the nineteenth century. 
What rs rts power? Wherein does it consist? What is it do
ing?. It is a spiritual despotism-absolute. It is founded 
on fanaticism and ignorance-absolute. It is founded on a 
literal acceptance of the Old Testament. I don't see how a 
man who believes in verbal inllpiration can throw stones at 
the Mormons. Are they polygamists? So is the Old Testa
ment saint. What sort of a fellow was Solomon? In all his 
glory he was not arrayed like one of these. Mormonism in 
its religious philosophy is simply the attempt to reintroduce 
into modern economy the institutions and the beliefs of the 
Mosaic period of the Old Testament. They hav no gorgeous 
ceremonial. There are very few things that appeal to their 
imagination. And yet it is one of the most cohesiv bodies 
of men that exist." 

THE way ministerial reformers are nowadays disposed of 
is thus told by Talmage: 

IT has been asserted by Mr. Bradlaugh's enemies that his 
popularity in the borough of Northamton has waned until 
he could not be again returr;.ed should a new election of 
members of Parliament be ordered. But at the last munici
pal election four men, who were all attacked by the Conser
vativs as friends of the Radical member, were victorious, and 
the Northampton Herald, the bitter foe of Mr. Bradlaugh, is 
so affected by the result that it petulantly cries, "As a rule, 
a candidate has but to be labelled 'Radical Bradlaughite,' 
and, were he the most incompetent noodle that ever 
breathed, he would figure as the representativ of the West 
Ward." In several cases lately the cry has been raised 
against candidates that they are supporters of Bradlaugh, 
but in each one the candidate has been elected. Mr. Brad
laugh has been granted a full court to hear the arguments in 
his suit against the House of Commons for illegally depriving 
him of his seat. One of the foremost movers in getting up 
the petition against Mr. Bradlaugh is now a fugitiv from 
justice, having run away with the funds of a bank of which 
he was sub-manager. Some of the money he stole was used 
to pay for the collection of signatures to the petition. He 
was particularly emphatic in his denunciation of what he 
was pleased to call Mr. Bradlaugh's "immoral Atheism." 
The London Times is disgracing itself by printing. the most 
absurd statements about Mr Bradlaugh and then refusing 
him the use of its columns to deny them. His fight is very 
up-hill work, for while the Tories are constantly saying the 
government helps him, such is not the case. Gladstone does 
nothing. The Tories in the House subscribed heavily to help 
Mr. Newdegate, but the Liberal members did not advance to 
Mr. Bradlaugh the slightest aid. The cost of the struggle is 
borne by the Freethinkers, so far as they are able, but Mr. 
Bradlaugh has paid out this year about $2,000 more than the 
subscriptions received. He raises the money by lectures, 
some of which are very profitable, but he speaks at many 
meetings without receiving any pay. In the past three 
years he has attended some 150 gatherings free. There is 
not much prospect of the fight being ended for a long time. 
In connection with this fight the preachers of Eugland are 
making great ado over the "saving" of Mr. Bradlaugh's 
brother. The facts of the case are that Mr. Bradlaugh has 
.only one brother, W. R. Bradlaugh, who was never a Free
thinker, or member of any Freethought society, or even an 
attendant at Freethought lectures. He was a member of the 
Church of England, from which, according to his own 
account, he was converted to his present faith, whatever that 
may be, by Messrs. Moody and Sankey. It is well to explode 
this story now, for it will be over on this side of the water 
soon. 

" If the reformer be in the Methodist church his antag
onists will try to get him appointed to some insignificant 
station on a small salary. If he be in the Baptist church his 
antagonists will try to hav him expelled from the association. 
If he be in the Congregational church they will call a council 
and will not invite him. If he be in the Presbyterian church 
they will try to grind him up between the Book of Disciplin 
and the Westminster Catechism. I am not so much opposed 
to one pope, if he be a good man, as I am to these scores of 
little pope_s all ov_er Protestantism-Methodist popes, Baptist 
popes, Eprscopalran popes, Lutheran popes, Congregational 
popes, Presbyterian popes-and I will say that in this coun
try it takes less timber to make a pope than in any country 
in the world. But ever and anon some one arises and catches 
Luther's spirit, and there is another crash of consecrated 
humbugs. In the harness of the church there is too much 
breeching-strap and not enough traces." 

THE gift of John Morley, of England, to the outcast of 
London has been approached in munificence by a generous 
Freethinker of Ontario. The necessity of a city hospital has 
been for some time apparent to the people of Brantford, who 
held a public meeting to consider the ways and means, at 
which a committee was appointed to inquire into the cost 
and report. At a session of the City Council of Brantford 
held on the 20th of November, Mr. John H. Stratford, a 
Freethinker, and one of the wealthiest of the Brantford citi-
zens, made a proposition to build at his own expense, at a 
cost of $12,000, a city hospital, and deed it to the corporation. 
His proposition is set forth in the following communication 
to the mayor and aldermen: 

IN view of the Independent's recent boast, the words of the 
Rev .. Dr. Parkhurst, of the Madison Square Presbyterian 
church of this city, at the meeting of the New York Presby
tery on the 20th ult., are eignificant. He told the assembled 
brethren that the Presbyterians were behind nearly all the 
other denominations in church and missionary work, and 
warned them to wake up. It was not so important, he said, 
that they should build new churches or repair decayed ones, 
as that they should make the gospel stronger in those that 
already existed. 

SINCE Jan. 1, 1883, John E. Remsburg has traveled twenty
seven thousand miles. He has lectured in fifteen states, and 
despite wrecks, floods, snow-blockades, and sickness, has 
never in a single l.nstance failed to reach his appointments 
on time. He is now at work in Texas. Of his lecture in 
Dallas the Dallas Herald of the 21st ult says: 

"Mr. J. E. Remsburg of Atchinson, Kansas, delivered an 
eloquent lecture at Mayer's Hall la~t night on the life and 
character of Thomas Paine. The hall was fairly filled, and 
tbe frequent applause which greeted the speaker showed 
that he did justice to his subject and sustained the high 
reputation he has attained as a Freethought lecturer. He 
reviewed the life and public career of Thomas Paine as told 
by unbiased historians, dwelling with pathos and eloquence 
upon Paine's noble self-sacrifice for an unrequited devotion 
to humanity, his patriotism, charity, mercy, and love of 
truth; his moral courage in facing death itself rather than 
swerve from the path of duty, and his earnest upholding, 
under the most trying circumstances, the rights and liberty 
of man against the encroachments of tyrants." 

"GENTLEMEN: I beg to submit the following offer for the 
consideration of your honorable body in reference to the 
establishment of a hospital, either within the limits of the 
city or on a suitable site adjacent thereto. At my own ex
pense I will hav erected a proper building, to cost about 
$12,000, and when the same is finished deed it over to the 
city free of incumbrance and contribute toward its main
tenance a yearly sum of $400, payable quarterly in advance, 
such payments to commence at its opening and continue for 
so long a time as I may elect. I would respectfully further 
submit the following conditions: 

" 1. That the management of the hospital shall be strictly 
non-sectarian in its character, and the institution be open to 
all citizens of this city, subject, of course, to the rules that 
may bo laid down hereafter for its conduct. That no clergy
man, priest, or member of a religious sect, secret or other 
society, shall hold religious or other services within its walls 
or grounds, except a patient shall request the attendance of 
such, and then only for that patient's personal benefit. 

MR. SAMUEL MoRLEY, radical member of Parliament, and 
Positivistic Infidel, somewhat noted for spelling God with a 
small g, has contributed $25,000 to the movement to relieve 
the distress of the poor of London. Hereafter in the chron
icles of the church it is probable that Mr. Morley will be set 
down as a Christian. 

"But he who filches from me my good name, 
Robs me of that which not enriches him." 

Let the vigorous church romancers remember that. 

BROTHER YanK's "Notes from the Lecture Field" are 
pleasant reading. He has spent a good portion of the past 
year in traveling up and down the Pacific slope, and wher
ever he goes he does good. He found that portion of the 
million of the people of the United States graciously vouch
safed to the Freethinkers, Spiritualists, Jews, and Mormons 
by the Independent, living west of the Rockies, to be very 
much alive and making fully their share of noise in the 
religious world. We wish the eloquent and energetic doctor 
would take a trip East. For the good list of new subscribers 
he sends, he has our sincere thanks. 

Two years ago the Washington Tenitory legislature passed 
a stringent Sunday law. Since then the people of the Terri
tory hav become more enlightened and desire its repeal, but 
the bigots so far hav been enabled to defeat the Liberals. 
The last vote taken (Oct. 23d) resulted in a tie. The repeal 
bill will come up again, when its advocates hope for success. 
The Sunday law has not been respected and its provisions 
hav not been enforced, and its repeal is mainly desir·ed as a 
vindication of the rights of conscience and to remove the 
possibiliby of annoyance and injustice being inflicted upon 
Liberal citizens by fanatical pietists. Sunday laws are a sub
version ot the spirit of our government, and, as one of the 
Washington Territory advocates of repeal (Mr. Kuhn) said, 
"make men feel more like American citizens .for breaking." 
To the plea that they close the saloons and compel men to 
abstain at least one day in seven, the words of Mr. Kuhn 

FROM all indications it is apparent that friend Pritchard, 
who discovered gold in Montana, and communicated his dis
covery to the Liberal public through THE TRUTH SEEKER, is 
destined to be vindicated from the charge of dishonesty. 
We find a telegraph despatch in the New York World, headed 
"All Aboard for Bozeman ! " and reading as follows: 

"BoZEMAN, Mon., Nov, 28.-There is gr!lat excitement 
throughout Western Montana over rich mineral discoveries 
in the Cceur d'Alene Mountains. Prospectors who bav re
turned say that no mines hav ever been discovered in the 
history of the Western States or Territories equal to the 
newly discovered field. The minerals consist of silver, 
tellurium, and free milling gold, $100 per man per day being 
taken out of the rim rock of the gulches, while in the gulches 
$25 to $40 per day per man are being panned out. The 
streams are in the northern part of Idaho, near Eagle City, 
forty miles from Heron, on the Northern Pacific Railroad. 
There are now about 500 people in camp." 

It will of course be a source of much gratification to our 
readers, as it is to ourselvs, to know that the first reports of 
Mr. Pritchard in THE TRUTH SEEKER hav been more than 
verified. If the mines continue to pan out according to. 
sample, it would not be altogether inappropriate for those 
who are making fortunes out of them to meet together, and 
und~r the influence of the enthusiasm which the sudden 
acquisition of wealth inspires, christen this new Eldorado 
"The Pritchard Mine," or "The Truth Seeker Gold Fields." 
It would then be the duty of each individual attending the 
meeting, as well as of all other individuals, te send 25 cents 
to this office for "The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethinkers' 
Almanac for 1884," to be issued in a few weeks. 

"2. That the buildings or grounds shall never be encum
bered or mortgaged by any lien whatsoever, and if so encum
bered or mortgaged will be forfeited at the option of myself 
or heirs. 

"3. That the supervision of the affairs of the hospital 
shall be in the hands of five governors, two to be chosen by 
your body, one by the citizens, for such time and in such 
manner as may hereafter be arranged, myself being one for 
life, and having the right to nominate another, and at my 
death my heir to hav a right to nominate one, the council 
one, and the citizens two. 

"4. That no emolument of any kind shall attach to the 
office of governor. 

•· 5. Th,tt the buildings shall always be insured for a 
sufficient sum to replace them in case of their destruction by 
fire. 

" 6. The county of Brant to hav the privileges of the in
stitution if the county council see fit to contribute toward its 
maintenance. 

"7. The hospital to be called for all time 'The Stratford 
Hospital.' 

"Should this proposition meet with your favorable consid
eration, I will visit with my achitect several hospitals and 
submit plans naming the site at an early day, when my pro
posal can be finally accepted or rejected, or by mutual con
sent amended. 

"I hav the honor to be, gentlemen, yours faithfully, 
"Braniford, Nov. 16, 1883. JorrN H. STRATFORD." 
The council passed a vote of thanks to Mr. Stratford for 

his very liberal offer to the city, and intends to further con
fer with Mr. Stratford when the site and plans are submitted. 
When this splendid gift is accepted and the sick are enjoying 
.its benefits, the church will probably smuggle into it a min
ister in the guise of a patient, send "an emisary in the 
night with a piece of chalk to write the word Christian over 
the door, and in the morning ask what Infidels hav ever done 
for charity:• 
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or any reference to Christ, or an alleged destruction to Joseph. Luke tells us the angel came to Mary 
of children under two years of age by order of and told her the Holy Ghost would overshadow her 
Herod, or anyone else, at Bethlehem or any other -she should conceive a son of the most high, and 
place, while it does apply to the retu'rn of Israel from the Lord would giv him the throne of his father, 

Fae.ts and Fallacies in Regard to the New their Babylonish captivity. · David, and he should reign over the house of Jacob 
Testament.-Continued. "But when Herod was dead, behold an angel of the forever (see Luke i, 30-33). But Gabriel proved as 

"And was there until the death of Herod, that it Lord appeareth in a dream to Joseph in Egypt, and untruthful as Matthew, or Luke himself, for her son, 
might be fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord by instructed him to take the child and his mother back Jesus, did not sit on the throne of David, nor ever 
the prophet saying: Out of Egypt hav I called my to the land of Israel, but hearing that Archelaus reign over the house of Jacob, or any other house, if 
son" (Matt. ii, 15). reigned in Judea, he was afraid. Christ himself is to be believed. 

The . prophecy quoted is Hosea xi, 1. "When "And he came and dwelt in a city called Nazareth, "And Jesus saith unto him, The foxes hav holes, 
Israel was a child, then I loved him, and called my that it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the and the birds of the air hav nests, but the son of man 
son out of Egypt." prophet, He shall be called a Nazarene" (Matt. ii, 23). hath not where to lay his head" (Matt. viii, 20). 

Referring to the deliverance of the children of Joseph is by Matthew represented as now, for the Doe~anyone doubt the meaning of these words? 
Israel from Egypt in the days of Pharaoh, and charg- first time, dwelling in Nazareth, and that he had to Do they· not declare that Jesus had neither house nor 
ing them with ingratitude to God in turning away disobey the commands of the angel, and the warning home-no place to lay his head? 
from him, and worshiping Baalim, as the context of God, so as to fulfil the prophecy. But Mark and John both positivly contradict Christ. 
most plainly proves, the very next verse reads: The careless reader might take for granted that "And it came to pass that as Jesus sat at meat irr 

"As they. called them, so they went from them; Jesus was of Nazareth, and hence a Nazarene. But his house, many publicans and sinners sat also together 
they sacrificed unto Baalim, and burned incense to the internal evidence, "that it might be fulfilled which with Jesus and his disciples; for there were manyr 
graven images." was spoken by the prophets, He shall be called a and they followed him" (Mark ii, 15). 

Turn to the account of the deliverance of the Nazarene," sends us to the Old Testament to learn Mark declares Jesus not alone had a house, but a 
children of Israel, in Exodus, and we find God what constitutes a Nazarene. large one, capable of accommodating a very large 
called Israel his son. A Nazarene, according to the prophets, was not a company. 

"And thou shall say unto Pharaoh: Thus saith the resident of Nazareth, but one who has vowed to ab- If Christ had no dwelling-place, as he declares he 
Lord, Israel is my son, even my first-born: and I stain from wine, grapes, with every production of the had not, according to Matthew, what are we to think 
say unto thee, Let my son go that he may serve me, vine, and from every kin!! of intoxicating drinks; of the testimony of John ? 
and if thou refuse to let him go, behold I will slay was forbidden to cut the hair of his head, or to ap- "Then Jesus turned and saw them. following, and 
thy son, even thy first-born" (Ex. iv, 22, 23). proach any dead body, even that of his nearest rela- saith unto them, What seek ye? They said unto him, 

Dear Christian friends, in all candor, truth, and tiv (see Numbers vi, 1-7). Rabbi [which is to say, being interpreted, master], 
honesty, if you found such perversion and false pre- Matthew refers us to the angel's message to where dwellest thou? 
tense in any other book, would you not spurn it Manoah's wife, foretelling the birth of Samson. " He saith unto them, Come and see. They came 
and despise its writer? We hav always believed the "For lo, thou shalt conceive and bear a son, and no and saw where he dwelt, and abode with him that 
birth of Christ was in exact fulfilment of the proph- razor shall come on his head, for the child shall be a day; for it was about the tenth hour" (John i, 38, 39). 
ecy of the Old Testament. Yet when we fairly NazariteuntoGod fromthe·womb; andheshallbe- Wecanhardlyblamethedisciplesfortellingwrong 
examin it, turning to the Bible itself for confirma- gin to deliver Israel out of the hands of the Philis- stories, when in doing so they but follow the example 
tion, we find only internal evidence that the New tines" (Judges xiii, 5). of their divine Lord and savior Jesus Christ. 
Testament lacks not alone divine inspiration, but This was fulfilled in the birth of Samson. It did This is "internal evidence" that cannot be ex-
truth; and the more we investigate, the more utterly not in any sense meet fulfilment in Christ, for he was plained away. Jesus, angels, disciples, all vie with 
unreliable it proves. not a Nazarene, according to the prophet, for here- each other in mendacity and contradiction. 

"Then Herod, when he saw that he was mocked peatedly drank wine, and hesitated not to approach "And it came to pass in those days that there went 
of the wise men, was exceeding wroth, and sent or touch dead bodies. And none will pretend that out a decree from Cresar Augustus that all the world 
forth and slew all the children that were in Bethle- he delivered Israel out of the hands of the Philistines. should be taxed, and this taxing was first made when 
hem, and in all the coasts thereof, from two years old This concludes the testimony of Matthew in regard Cyrenius was governor of Syria" (Luke ii, 1, 2). 
under, according to the time which he had diligently to the birth of Jesus. Cyrenius, or Quirinus, was made governor of Syria 
inquired of the wise men" (Matt. ii, 16). He commences with a false statement, that his book after the banishment of Archelaus in A.D. 6. 

No profane historian makes any illusion even to was "the book of the generation of Jesus Christ," He was sent to make an enrolment of property in 
this most terrible massacre. Why is this? We hav when it is admitted to be not of Christ, but of Jo- Syria and Judea--in the Greek termed "Apographee," 
very full histories of the life, times, acts, good and seph; and his genealogy is greatly at variance with a sort of registry or census (Smith's Bib. Diet.). 
bad, of Herod; his barbarity when he was about to that of the Old Testament. He quotes five Old Testa- But Luke declares this was at the time of the birth 
die; his attempt to kill himself; his command to ment prophecies to sustain or prove the truth of his of Christ. 
slay Antipater, his son; his sending to his sister statements in regard to Jesus, and as evidence that "And all went to be taxed, everyone into his own 
Salome and her husband, Alexas, and plotting to this Jesus was the promised messiah-Isaiah vii, 14; city. And Joseph also went up from Galilee, out of 
slay the leading Jews in the Hippodrome so as to Micah v, 2; Hosea xi, 1; Jeremiah xxxi, 15; Judges the city of Nazareth, into Judea, unto the city of 
insure general mourning at the time of his death; xiii, 5-yet in every instance one glance at the con- David, which is called Bethlehem (because he was 
how Salome and her husband dismissed those in text of the prophecy he refers to convicts him of per- of the house and lineage of David) " (Luke ii, 3, 4). 
bonds at Herod's death, so Herod's bloodthirsty verting and falsifying, in hope to delude the reader Matthew declared Joseph turned aside into Naza
design was not carried into effect. All these things into the opinion that prophecy sustained his marvel- reth, because afraid of Archelaus, the son of Herod, 
are told in full; but no faintest illusion, no word, of ous fictions. and dwelt there, that the prophecy might be fulfilled 
any masscre of infants at Bethlehem. On close examination it will be found we are en- that he should be called a Nazarene. Which is true? 

Either the account by Matthew is true and was tirely dependent for information in regard to the Which the falsehood ? 
written by divine inspiration, or it is a most vile, birth of Christ on the testimony of Matthew alone, "To be taxed with Mary, his espoused wife, being 
malicious, and uncalled-for falsehood; and we are for Luke (the only other evangelist that givs any ac- great with child. And so it was that while they were 
forced to the conclusion it is a falseheod, from the count of the birth of Christ) makes no claim to in- there the days were accomplished that she should be 
fact that Matthew, as usual, quotes prophecy to sus- spiration, either for his own or any other gospel, but delivered. And she brought forth her first-born son, 
tain his assertion. prefaces his narrativ of the life of Christ with the and wrapped him in swaddling-clothes, and laid him 

"Then was fulfilled that which was spoken by declaration, "Forasmuch as many hav taken in hand in a manger; because there was no room for them in 
Jeremy the prophet, saying: In Rama was there a to draw up a narrativ concerning those matters which the inn" (Luke ii, 5-7). 
voice heard, lamentation, and weeping, and great hav been fulfilled among us, which from the begin- Matthew says nothing of any manger, but declares 
mourning, Rachel weeping for her children and would ning were eye-witnesses and ministers of the word, the wise men came into the house the star stood over. 
not be comforted, because they are not (Matt. ii, it seemed good to me also, having traced the course "And when they were come into the house they 
17, 18). This is a quotation from J er. xxxi, 15. The of all things accurately from the first, to write unto saw the young child with Mary his mother" (Matt. 
next verse reads: Thus saith the Lord, Refrain thee, in order, most excellent Theophilus, that thou ii, 11). 
thy voice from weeping, and thine eyes from tears, mightest know the certainty concerning the things Which is true ? Both cannot be. Oh ! that that 
for thy work shall be rewarded, saith the Lord: and wh~rein thou wast instructed" (Luke i, 1-4, Revised dilatory Holy Ghost would come and guide us into 
they shall come again from the land of the enemy. Version). all truth. Certaill if he led us to truth, he would 
This is a lamentation on the part of the mothers of It is a well-established rule of law that hearsay is lead us far away from the New Testament with its 
Israel over the captivity of the children of Israel in not evidence; yet hearsay is all Luke offers us. Re- infernal evidence-we should say "internal evidence" 
Babylon, and a prophecy or promis of their.deliverance ally after the declaration in the preface to his so- -of absurdities, marvelous inconsistencies, and :flat 
and restoration to their own land. It is in the same called gospel, it is absurd to claim it inspired; but contradictions. 
poetical or figurativ language as the rest of the since it is claimed the " internal evidence " will coil- Luke tells how the angels were deeply interested 
chapter. Ramah, is rendered, in the accepted ver- vince us of its truth, genuinness; and divine inspira- ill the matter; that while an angel told them of the 
sian, high .place. But this can hav no application ation, we will carefully examin it and compare with birth of Jesue, and that he was lying in a manger 
to the murdered infants at Bethlehem. Matthew. (thus proving Matthew was inspired by a lying spirit 

We are told those children murdered at Bethlehem We hav already shown the very marked discrep- when he declared that the child was lying in the 
were the first martyrs for the cause of Christ, ancy and contradiction of the genealogy. house). 
and their mothers wept because they were slain. Luke precedes his account of the birth of Jesus "And this shall be a sign ullto you. Ye shall :6.nd 

How about comforting the mothers with the with an account of the birth of John, and tells us all the babe wrapped in swaddling-clothes, lying ill a 
promis, "They shall come again from the land about how the angel of the Lord appeared to Zach- manger. 
of the enemy?" ariah, and told him that his aged wife should bear a "And suddenly there was with the angel a multi-

All Christians claim these little innocent babies, son, and how Zachariah was stricken dumb because tude of the heavenly host, praising God and saying, 
murdered for Christ's sake, went instantly at death he did not believe it. (It was certainly enough to Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good 
to the arms of Jesus, direct to heaven. Under two dumbfound anyone.) will toward men" (Luke ii, 12-14). . 
years of age, they could not hav sinned, and even Then in the sixth month Mary comes to Elizabeth, Yet Matthew, Mark, nor John ever knew anythmg 
the bluest of blue Presbyterians would not admit etc. (not nice reading. THE TRUTH SEEKER is in favor of this wonderful angelic chorus. 
they went to hell. Yet one thing is certain, either of instruction in physiology-is sincerely desirous, "And it came to pass as the angels were ~one away 
Matthew records that which was utterly false, or that children should be educated in the laws of their from them into heaven, the shepherds sa1d one to 
else these innocent murdered children went straight being, believing they will thereby be saved much of another, Let us now go even unto Bethlehem, and 
to hell, for it is just as solemnly declared, in the evil and suffering, mentally and physically, but the see this thing which is come to pass, which the Lord 
prophecy Matthew refers us to, that the children lessons should be studied in private, with the help of hath made known to us" (Luke ii, 15). . 
were in the land of the enemy as that Rachel parents. The publication of obscene stories, or the Is it not a little strange ?-Matthew gws account 
wept for her children. But the next verse settles the needless repeating or making indecent allusions, it of wise men coming to Jesus, led by a star, but they 
matter beyond all possibility of doubt. regards as a great wrong. And guided as it is by the could not tell where the child was till they inquired 

"And there is hope in thine end, saith the Lord, laws of nature, to do naught that will do harm or in- of Herod; then the star led them and "stood over 
that thy childrell shall ccme again to their own jury to any fellow-creature or sensitiv thing, it can the house." Luke knows nothing of this, but tells of 
border" (Jer. xxxi, 17). not defile its columns by quoting Luke i, 34-44). shepherds who came directed by angels; they found 

It ia self-evident this prophecy ha.d Jlo fulfilmeJlt Matthew decla.rea the flollgel appea.red ill a dream him in a. manger. 
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Is it not self-evident this idea was by both stolen 
from the Hindoos ? According to Hindoo legends 

- eXisting 2,000 years before Christ, the birth of Christ
na was foretold ·by angels. The mother of Christna, 
named Maya, was a virgin overshadowed by the most 
high. While mother and babe lay in a sheep-cote, 
shepherds came to worship the child. The tyrant of 
Madura, being impressed that Christna was to sup
plant him, decreed that all the male children within 
his state should be put to death. Christna escapes, 
quits his mother, commences his mission, performs 
miracles, raising the dead, healing the sick, restoring 
the deaf and blind, declaring himself the second per
son in the trinity, and that he was God come upon 
earth to redeem men from original transgressions. 

Matthew declares Joseph went direct ·from Egypt 
into Nazareth, because afraid of Archelaus, an,d thus 
fulfilled the prophecy: "He shall be called a Nazac 
rene." · . 

We hav now called attention to all the testimony 
in the four gospels concerning the birth of Christ. 

"If the New Testament is defectiv, the church it
self is in error, and must be given up as a deception" 
(Dr. Tischendorf). 

modern sanitation. . The embalmment as practiced 
to-day demands cares and expenses which are never 
applied, and it has been shown that the chemical 
bodies employed are insufficient to destroy all the 
sorts of germs, spores,_ bacteria, etc., which arise. It· 
only momentarily protects the body. 

Dear Christian friends, in all candor and reverence 
for truth and honesty, is it such a record as any sane, 
intelligent person can believe ? 

If we are to never mind the contradictions and 
mysteries, but accept what we can understand and 
believe, and let all the rest go, then certainly theN ew 
Testament account of the birth of Christ must go. 

The process of embalmment among the ·Egyptians 
was long and complicated. It was based upon the 
use of reagents, and upon drying in the air or in fur
naces. Cremation as at present executed is com
pletely satisfactory, every atom of noxious gas even 
being consumed.-Scientijlc American. 

Two Opinions of the Creation Story. 
"And the shepherds returned, glorifying and 

praising God for all the things that they had heard 
and seen, as it was told unto them. 

From a lecture by Prof, Dana at Yale College, as reported by the New Haven 
Evening Register. 

"And when eight days were accomplished for the 
circumcising of the child, his name was called Jesus, 
which was so named of the angel ·before he was con-

We will next examin the "internal evidence" of 
truth and divine inspiration of the life, teachings, ex
ample, and miracles of Christ. CHAS. B. REYNoLDS. 

Rochester, N. Y. 

Prof. Dana discussed the book of Genesis and geology 
yesterday afternoon in President Porter's lecture room, and 
had many hearers. The professor . said the earth had been 
gradually made, and in all the different periods of the world's 
growth there has been a gradual progress in the forms of life. 

In the Archrean age there was probably no life; this was 
followed by an age in which there were the lowest forms of 
it, as sponges and worms. Then came in regular order fishes,
reptils, small quadrupeds, birds, large quadrupeds, and, last 
of all, man. As to these facts there are no geological doubts. 
When the fiat went forth the result was not immediately ac
complished. The days were longer than twenty-four hours. 
The periods of the earth's rotation had not been discover~d. 
There are two great periods, the inorganic and the orgamc, 
the account of each of which is begun with the creation <:f 
light. Science shows that light is molecular motion, and If 
this molecular energy ever began it was then. 

ceived in the womb" (Luke ii, 20, 21). Cretinism Again. 
Matthew declared in accordance with prophecy the To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKllR, Sir : I hav 

child should be called "Immanuel," but he never 
was. We find this nanie applied to Christ in modern just read with interest your reply to the inquiry of 

M. Bone; but one of the main causes of cretinism is 
hymn books, but never in the New Testament. overlooked. - People living on the northern slopes of 

"And when the days of her purification according mountains, and especially in mountain gorges, where 
to the law of Moses were accomplished, they brought the sunlight never penetrates, after a few generations, 
him to Jerusalem, to present him to the Lord " become scrofulous. The scrofula, in turn, givs rise 
(Luke ii, 22). to goiter, and, one by one, are added all those revolt-
Wh~t need. of purification after an immaculate ing symptoms which you so well describe. 

conception ? If the child she conceived was of the ·Old Dr. Bowditch, of Boston, used to write a good 
Holy Ghost, if she gave birth to a God, if although a deal on the importance of sunlight, and Theodore 
mother she was still a pure and holy virgin, what Parker, in taking up what Bowditch said on the sub
deed of sin-offerings and atonement, unless, indeed, it ject, made some observations of his own. He found 
was the birth of Jesus fulfilled the Old Testament that on the northern slopes 0 { the New England hills 
prophecy;* in the .language of Matthew, that it and mountains, scrofula was induced, and, finally, 
~ight be fulfilled whic~ w:a~ sp?ken by ~he pro:phets, consumption. But really the most revolting illustra-

The first creation was the universe, the next the separating 
of the different parts of the system. Then the land rose 
above the water, and on it a primitiv vegetation grew, which 
received its light from the earth's aurora. Then comes the 
second, the organic era-the creation of the sun, moon, and 
stars was simply breaking away the clouds which encircled 
the earth. In the inorganic era the J?rinciple of ~ife in t~e 
lowest kind of plants was begun, and m the orgamc era this 
life gradually advances till man is create~. The account of 
Genesis and geology accord in a wonderful way. 

Behold I W~J:S shap~~ ID m_Iqmty, and m sm did my tions of the injurious results arising from the ab-
m~~her conceive me (Ps. h, 5). . .sence of sunlight are found in the mountains of 

And the. Lord spake unto ~oses, saymg, Speak Switzerland. I hav seen them myself, and can well 
unto ~he children of Israel, saymg, _If a woman hav say tliat I do not wish to look on them again. If 
conceived seed, and born a m~n-child, then she shall people would be particular in seeking sunny localities 
be uncl~an seven ~ays; a~cordmg to the days of the for residences, and then would locate their living and 
se:r,arat10;n for he~ mfirmity shall she be up.clean. . sleeping rooms on the southerly sides of their houses, 

Moses probably did not fully understand what h~ wr?te, 
and we cannot but believe that he must hav been mspued 
when he wrote that which the greatest advance in science has 
just enablsd man to understand. 

And I~ the ~lg"hth day the flesh of his foreskm they would do much to improve the health of the 
sh~ll be crrcummsed. . . · family. It wasrelated, not long ago, in the press, 

An~ sf1e shall then ?ontmue m the blood of that a dentist, who had his laboratory and workroom 
her purifymg th~ee and thirty da_ys: she shall touch in the northerly portion of his residence, was so con
no _hallowed thmg, nor c?m.e mto the sanctuar~: tinually threatened with consumption that he had 
until t~e days of her purifymg shall be fulfilled to spend his winters in Florida. He was induced to 
(Lev. Xll, 1-4). project a wing on the side of his house, giving him 
~or fort;y-one days Luke declare'3 Mary and the a southerly and westerly exposure of his workroom, 

child remamed at Bethlehem.. and his health immediately improved, rendering his 
Matthew declares :ill the childr~n at Bethlehem ~nd trips to the South quite unnecessary. I myself once 

all the coasts thereof were slam by the soldiers treated a very bad case of scrofulous catarrh, which 
of Herod; that, warned by an an~el, Joseph, Mary, seemed irremediable in its persistency, and seriously 
and J~sus. fled to Egypt, and remamed there a year. threatened the patient with consumption. Her room 

Which Is truth ? was located in the northern portion of the house in 
Both Matthe~ a~d Luke are declared to be holy which she resided. I induced her to move out of 

~en _who wrote ms;p:~red of God: ~auld a God of ti"?th her comfortable quarters into a trunk-room in the 
msprre such ~ositiv con~ra~ICtiOn~. Who, W~ICh, attic, which had a southern facing, and I had no fur
are we to behave? It Is Impossible to behave, ther difficulty with the case. These observations may 
miraculous. creatures as were the ".holy family," that hav some value to your readers, and if anyone is 
they were m two places-many miles apart-at the benefited by them I shall be repaid for my trouble 
same moment. . in preparing them, and you will doubtless feel re-

Luke tells of the sacrifice of Mary and the atone- paid for your space in giving them publicity. 
ment made for her by Priest Simeon (although since Yours truly, E. B. FooTE, SR., M.D. 
God overshadowed her she could not in the matter 
hav sinned); of the thankfulness of the aged prophetess 
Anna, etc. 

"And when they had performed all things accord
ing to the law of the Lord, they returned into Galilee, 
to their own city Nazareth. . 

"And the child grew and waxed strong in spirit, 
filled with wisdom; and the grace of God was upon 
him. 

"Now, his parents went to Jerusalem every year at 
the feast of the passover" (Luke ii, 39-41). 

Here we hav the assertion of Luke that Joseph, 
Mary, and Christ returned direct to Nazareth, their 
owp. city, immediately after the rites of Mary's puri
fication. 

* Worship of Mary.-What was the origin of the worship of 
Mary? Certainly not the Bible. There is not a word there 
from which it could be inferred, nor in the creeds, nor in the 
fathers of the first five centuries. Yet to the whole. Roman 
Catholic world, how very sacred is this belief. Does long 
continuance and the church, and good people's reverence 
prove a thi~g true, right, and holy? No. The~, if it does 
not prove the virgin should be adored,_how does It prove the 
son sho.uld be worshiped? 

It was not until the time of Nestorius, the celebrated theo
logian, born in Northern Syria, near tJ;le opening of the fift!J. 
century, who in 428 A.D. be~ame patriarchate of Constanti
nople, that the church apphed to Mary the term, '~Theoto
kos." · · 

Down to the time of the Nestorian controversy the cultus of 
the Blessed Virgin would appear to hav been wholly external 
to the church, and to hav been regarded as heretical. Nesto
rius maintained that ihe child born of Mary was not divine, 
but merely an ordinary human being, until the divinity sub
sequently united itself tq him. 

This was condemned by the council of Ephesus, 431 A.D., 
_and the title "Theotokos," loosely translated "Mother Qf 
God, ... was sanctioned. 

Here is a pun on the word cretin which we find in the 
London Freethinker: "Capt. Dyas sends us a funny 
little story related of the syndic or mayor of a town 
in Val d'Aosta. Val d'Aosta, though in Italy (Pied
mont), is inhabited by a mixed race, speaking .a bar
barous dialect. At the late census the syndic was 
ordered to send in a return of all the idiots (cretins) 
living in his commune; but the worthy magistrate 
must hav been but a poor linguist, since he confound
ed the word cretin with Chretien, and was not a little 
indignant thatit should be supposed there were any 
heretics residing within its limits-Val d' Aosta being 
one of the most orthodox parts of Italy. He there
fore wrote in his census return: 'No us sommes to us 
cretins ici' [We are all idiots here.] 'I~ mJ: humble 
opinion,' says the captain, 'he was qmte r1ght; for 
though I am aware that one can be a cretin_ and not 
a Christian, I cannot understand for the life of me 
how anyone can sincerely believe the dogmas of 
Christianity and not be a cretin.' " 

Cremation. 
To-day a feeling generally prevails that the ceme

teries are centers of infection for the diffusion of epi
demic maladies, apd that their neighborhood is a 
menace by reason of their emanations and the1r in
fluence upon percolating waters. This hurtful influ~ 
ence has long been recognized. In India the nativs 
yet expose their dead upon the banks of the Ganges 
or at the summit of the Towers of Silence. They 
become a prey in both instances to rapacious ani
m~ll'!, and become partially harmless through their 
destruction. 

From Prof. Thomas Huxley's American Addresses. 
In the first place, it is not my business to say what the He

brew text contains, and what it does not; and in the second 
place, were I to say that this was the biblical hypothe~is 
(creation in six literal days),! should be met by the authonty 
of many eminent scholars, to say nothing of men of science, 
who in recent times hav absolutely denied that this doctrin 
is to be found in Genesifl at all. 'If we are to listen to them, 
we must believe that what seems so clearly defined as days 
of creation-as if very great pains had been taken that there 
should be no mistake-that these are not days at all, but 
periods that we may make just as long. a~ conv~nience ;a
quires. We are also to understand that It Is C?nsistent With 
that phraseology to believe that plants and ammals may hav 
been evolved by natural processes, lasting millions of years, 
out of similar rudiments. A person who is not a Hebrew 
scholar can only stand by and admire the marvelous flexibil
ity of a language which admits of such div~rse interpre~a
tions. Assuredly, in the face of such contradictory autll;ority 
upon matters upon which one is competent to form no_Judg
ment, he will abstain from any opinion, as I do; ~nd m th;e 
third place, I hav carefully abstained from speaking of this 
as a Mosaic doctrin, because we are now as~ur~d ~po;n the 
authority of the highest critics, and even of digmtaries m the 
church that there is no evidence whatever that Moses ever 
wrote this chapter, or knew anything about it. 
From Prof. Thomas Huxley's lecture at Nashville, on the Testimony oftheRockB, 

I need not say that this view of the pa~t h~story of the 
globe is a very different one from that. which IS co!llmonl;r 
taken. It is so widely different that it Is absolutely Impossi
ble to effect any kind of community, any kind of parallel, far 
less any sort of reconciliation between the two. 

"Ichabod, March 5, 1883." 
THE DAY G. W. FOOTE W~S SENTENCED TO TWELVE MONTHS 

IMPRISONMENT FOR BLASPHEMY. 
"Write that above your doors, 0 fools and bl~nd! 

The days are past when matter governed mmd. 
Priests of a doting god and slaves of slaves, 
Whose shackled hands dig one another's graves! 
Twelve months in prison! 

Lo! the sentence falls, 
While hiss and scoffing fill the judgment halls. 
Where are the hands which once for this foul creed, 
'Mid flame and torture, made an Atheist bleed? 
Dead-'-like the powers your fathers used so well 
To send souls heavenward through the flames of hell. 
And you, poor palsied demons-you ere long, 
With them thrice damned shall swell Gehenna's throng. 
Your god is dead; your heaven a hope bewrayed; 
Your hell a by-word, and your creed a trade. 
Your vengeance-what? 

A mere polluting touch
A cripple striking with a broken crutch!" 

-From Poems by Lara. 

Religious Ceremonies at the Funerals of Free· 
thinkers. 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I fully 
indorse the views of Philip G. Peabody, Esq., as ex
pressed in, your issue of Nov. 17, 1883, relativ to the 
impropriety of Christian " antics" over the body of a 
dead Infidel. 

It is contemptible and disgrac9ful, and those who 
carry out such a farce ov~r his defens~less remains 
(knowing full well that, If he were alive, he would 
protest with all his being against such an outrage), 
are not his friends, but traitors to the love they pro
fessed to bear for him while living. 

ELLIOTT PRESTON. 

"The object of the council, and of the AnticNesto;tan~, was 
in no sense to add honor to the mother, but to mamtam the 
true doctrin with respect to the son. From this time the wor
ship of Mary grew apace" (Smith's Bib. Diet.). 

The Jews Etruscans, Ethiopians, Greeks, and 
Romans had recourse to embalmment or incinera
tion. Cremation fully satisfies the requirements of 

ONE of the best ways to help along the cause of 
Freethought is to circulate THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
Trial sul>scriptions of thl"ee months :fur 50 cents. 
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The Monument Fund. 
The following amounts hav been received since our 

last acknowledgment: 
Previously acknowl-

edged, $1,219 11 
Geo. Donaldson, 1 00 
W. L. Wever, 1 00 
C. M. Piper, 1 00 
Morris Johnson, 1 00 
·c. C. Germann 1 00 
Henry E Davis, 50 
Henry Smith, 1 00 
Wm. H. Papke, 1 00 
R. Ormsby, 2 50 
Abram Clegg, 1 00 
John A. Reynolds, 1 00 
Henry Fuchs, 1 00 
John Baardson, 50 
Harry Southworth, 1 00 

T. V. Lawson, 
J. H. Wilson, 
Rob't. E. George, 
J. L. Brooks, 
J. S. Taft, 
Ernest Rivard, 
Thos. Potts, 
D. Swank, 
J. Hart, 
Robt. Young, 
M. Brown, 
Henry Allen, 
Anton Fisher. 
John Campbell, 
H. A. Obid, 
H. W. Haight, 

1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
5 00 
2 00 
1 00 

50 
1 00 

50 
1 00 
2 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 

Total, 1,255 21 

The monument now stands in Greenwood Ceme
tery. Mr. Sheehan has done his part of the work 
well. Although the pile is an inexpensiv one com
pared to the costly shafts around the lot, there is no 
more striking monument in the cemetery. It is in 
keeping with the character of the man whose resting
place it marks-plain, massiv, rugged. It looks hon
est, lasting. To complete it requires only the placing 
of the medallion and the cutting of the inscriptions, 
which work is progressing as fast as the cold weather 
will permit. The builder and letterer, Mr. John 
Sheehan, of New Rochelle, and the sculptor, Mr. Wil
son Macdonald, hav put cost figures on their work. 
It could not be duplicated for the money. Mr. Shee
han's bill so far is $1,000, which has been paid. The 
sculptor will hav to hav $150-about $100 less than 
the usual price for such a large medallion. The let
tering selected by the committee will cost within a 
few cents of $250. This makes the account stand: 
Amount paid for plain monument, 

" to be paid for medallion, 
" " " lettering, 

Amount of subscriptions received to date, 

$1,000 00 
150 00 
250 00 

$1,400 00 
1,255 21 

Amount needed to complete the work, $144 79 
• 

It is earnestly hoped that this will be made up be-
fore the close of the year, that the artists may be 
promptly paid. It is a matter of pride that all the 
work has been done by Liberals and personal friends 
of Mr. Bennett, consequently is well done. We be
lieve it unnecessary to make further appeal to Mr. 
Bennett's friends, than to simply state the the amount 
of the deficiency, to hav it speedily made up. 

A Victory for Freethought. 
What the Montreal Daily Star terms a " painful 

backdown " has occurred on the part of the Canadian 
customs authorities. The censorship over the impor
tation of Freeth ought books has been discontinued, 
for the present at least. 

Immediately after the dismissal of the suit of Mr. 
Lawrence against the Montreal collector on a legal 
technicality, Mr. Charles Stevens, secretary of the 
Montreal Pioneer Freethought Club, ordered of us, 
to further test the matter, copies of the" Age of Rea
son," which were duly sent by express. They passed 
the argus-eyed collector. On his attention being 
called to the matter, he said the books were over
looked, and further added that he knew how to act 
in case more were brought into the country. More 
were at once ordered by Mr. Stevens, and this time 
they were sent by mail. The attention of the col
lector was specially called to the package by Mr. 
Stevens, but he declined to seize the books. 

This backdown may be very painful to the Chris
tian part of the Montreal community, but it is a joyous 

victory to the Freethinker. Mr. Stevens deserves 
great credit and hearty thanks for his persistency in 
forcing the authorities to meet the issue. 

Letters from Christians. 
In sending THE TRUTH SEEKER to addresses sent in 

by friends, an occasional argumentativ Christian is 
found. Here are two letters. The first has an air of 
sadness pervading it. The writer we can easily imagin 
is a " dear Christian brother," meek-eyed and sancti
monious, who is inexpressibly shocked that any one 
should be found bold and (in his opinion) bad 
enough to question " our dear holy religion." He 
goes to church three times on Sunday, attends the 
Wednesday and Friday evening prayer-meetings, 
sends his children to Sunday-school, and regards an 
Infidel as the being, next to Rome, that the beast of 
the apocalyps typifies. He would cry a little at see
ing a denier of " our blessed savior" burnt, but 
would on the whole regard it as a praiseworthy act, 
as the one who would reject the Lord Jesus must be 
a bad man, and unworthy to pollute the atmosphere 
breathed by the true Christian. He writes: 

SouTH:BBIDGE, MAss., Nov. 17, 1883. 
E. M. MAcDONALD EsQ., Dear Sir: Thanks for the specimen 

copy of THE TBUTH SEEKER. It has given me more light as 
to the spirit of Infidelity than anything else I hav ever read. 
How far from satisfying it must be to edit a paper whose 
prominent feature and work is to show up the faults of 
others. You should hav the sympathy and prayers of every 
Christian heart. God be praised that so many can say, " I 
know that my redeemer liveth." May the dear Lord bless 
you in seeking the truth, and may you eventually experience 
the joy of that "blessed hope," and of that conscious fellow
ship with Christ, which is unspeakably blessed. 

Yours very truly, C. D. MoNBOE. 

Did it never occur to our prayerful friend that if 
the Christian religion was the one perfect thing 
in existence, God-given and God-protected, that its 
friends claim it is, no one could be found to find 
fault with it? But can Mr. Monroe blame us for 
criticising a religion that has in itself no inherent 
proof that it is divine-a religion that condemns to 
eternal flames the vast majority of the human race
a religion whose murdered victims number millions 
-a religion that has been propagated by the sword 
of power-a religion which incarcerated our own 
dearest friend in a dungeon-a religion which has 
its victims even now in English jails-a religion 
false in its premises, dishonoring in its motivs, and 
damnable in its principles? Yet Christianity has 
done, and is, all of . these. It has hindered civiliza
tion by discouraging inventions, by promoting wars, 
by contending that the sum and substance of all 
knowledge fit for the human race to hav is contained 
in an old book which upon examination proves to be 
an unscientific, bloody, cruel, and barbarous account 
of something that never occurred. A man who 
would not be found fighting against such a religion 
as that, when he realized the gross imposition, must 
be a pretty poor stick. Mr. Monroe is perfectly free 
to pray for us. We can stand it if he can. 

The other communication is from a different type 
of Christians. They are two of a kind-a small pair. 
They seek reward for their beliefs. Had we a chromo 
to offer perhaps they would accept our " creed l " If 
we could promis them a hell for their enemies and 
a heaven for themselvs and their friends, they might 
subscribe, or at least borrow the paper occasionally. 
The two Heads unite in saying: 

RicHMOND, .A:rur., Nov. 23, 1883. 
We received your paper of 17th. We hav no use for your 

Infidel journal; if you are right, we would not be benefited 
by being convinced of the truth of your doctrin. And as 
you hav no reward to offer for our acceptance of your oreed, 
we respectfully decline to change our opinions or take your 
paper. J. C. and H. C. HEAD. 

The Messrs. Head can only turn from one creed to 
another. If they saw a wolf gnawing the vitals of a 
child, before destroying the beast, they would seek 
some other animal, a little less ferocious perhaps, to 
replace it. They would substitute a fever for the 
smallpox, for some sort of disease they evidently 
regard as necessary to mankind. The idea that 
good health is the most desirable condition appears 
to never hav entered their minds. 

We were not aware that THE TRUTH SEEKER had a 
creed for the Messrs. Head to reject. In common 
with all the Freethinkers in the country we hav 
a few demands which we shall continually press upon 
the attention of the country, and which we submit 
to the Messrs. Head. For the sake of the argument 
they may be called a" creed." The demands are: · 

1. We demand that churches and other ecclesiastical prop
erty shall not be exempt from just taxation. 

2. We demand that the employment of chaplains in Con. 
gress, in state legislatures, in the navy, and militia, and in 
prisons, asylums, and in all institutions supported by public 
money, shall be discontinued. 

3. We demand that the public appropriations for educa
tional and charitable institutions of a sectarian character 
shall cease. 

4. We demand that all religious services now sustained by 
the government shall be abolished; and especially that the 
use of the Bible in the public schools, whether ostensibly as 
a text-book or avowedly as a book of religious worship, shall 
be prohibited. 

5. We demand that the appointment, by the president of 
the United States, or by the governors of the various states, 
of all religious festival!i and fasts, shall wholly cease. 

6. We demand that the judi~ial oath in the courts, aud in 
all other departments of the government, shall be abolished, 
and that simple affirmation, under the pains and penalties of 
perjury, shall be established in its stead. 

7. We demand that all laws directly or indirectly enforcing 
the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath shall be repealed. 

8. We demand that all laws looking to the enforcement of 
"Christian" morality shall be abrogated, and that all laws 
shall be conformed to the requirements of natural morality, 
equal rights, and impartial liberty. 

9. We demand that not only in the Constitution of the 
United States, and of the several states, but also in the prac
tical administration of the same, no privilege or advantage 
shall be conceded to Christianity or any other special relig
ion; that our entire political system shall be founded and ad
ministered on a purely secular basis; and that whatever 
changes shall prove necessary to this end shall be consist
ently, unflinchingly, and promptly made. 

These our Arkansas friends reject in advance. 
They demand that the churches shall be exempt from 
taxation. In other words, they are willing to extract 
money from other people's pockets to pay their own 
debts. Such a proceeding is eminently Christian, 
but is it honest, Messrs. Head? You demand, also, 
by your rejection of our "creed," that we shall be 
taxed to pay your preacher in Congress; that we 
shall be forced to not only support your orphans, but 
convert them to a. creed we hold in detestation. Is 
this a fair procedure? or should we in addition be 
compelled to throw in a reward ? 

By the rejection of the fourth and fifth articles of 
our "creed," the brothers Head are avowing them
selva in favor of a practical union of church and state. 
Did they ever read history? Do they know the bloody 
results ofsuch a policy ? Do they know that the In
quisition, the Bartholomew massacre, the sacrifice of 
Geneva, the hanging of witches, the whipping and 
murder of Quakers, were all done under a union of 
church and state? Do they know that no country 
has ever .possessed true freedom wherein the priest 
sat at the right hand of the king? This country was 
settled by religious exiles who in turn exiled other 
religious people. Do the brothers Head want the 
religion that drove the Quakers into the wilderness, 
that put upon the statute books of the District of 
Columbia a law punishing the heretic with death, 
to be enthroned in our Constitution? It is hard to 
think it, yet it must be so. 

And what does the rejection of the sixth article of 
our creed imply? Suppose one of the Messrs. Head 
should become an Atheist. Such a thing is not im
possible. Suppose some good Christian (and we are 
hanging lots of such every day)· should murder this 
Mr. Head's wife, and Mr. Head were the only witness 
who could swear to the identity of the murderer; 
the good Christian would object of course to Mr. 
Head's testimony, on the ground of his Atheism, and 
Mrs. Head's murder would go unavenged. This is 
not an extreme case. It is only a short time ago that 
an Atheist's testimony was rejected in this state, and 
the laws hav not since been changed. Such an oc
currence might take place in most of the states of the 
union, as the laws are similar. Do the Head broth
ers wish to reject a "creed" that would make such 
injustice impossible? We hardly think they do. 
Read this article of the " creed " again, Messrs. Head, 
and see if you will peremptorily reject it. 

The eighth demand in our " creed" is that Chris
tian morality shall be replaced by natural morality. 
Just what Christian morality is we hav shown. One 
phase of it is making Freethinkers pay taxes on 
church property; it is lobbying money from the · 
state treasuries to convert orphans, and from the na
tional treasury to maintain chaplains; it is debarring 
Infidels from the exercise of their natural rights. 
This eighth demand is an enlargement of the sev
enth, which objects to good Christians, like the 
brothers Head, telling everybody else how they shall 
pass their Sundays. Christian morality is not nat
ural morality, and not true morality, and for anyone 
to reject the articles of the "creed" we hav pointed 
out is self-immolation on the altar of dishonesty. 
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A:re the A:rkansas brothers ready for the sacrifice ? 
- The ninth demand includes the others, and is so 

manifestly fair that we cannot conceive that our South
ern friends had studied it carefully in all its bearings 
when they declined to accept it. This part of our 
"creed" will bear ancther repetition: 

standard book for the holidays. And a look at our 
list will reveal dozens of equally suitable presents. 
Frederica Macdonald's "Nathaniel Vaughan" is a 
splendidly written labor reform novel. Putnam's 
" Golden Throne" needs but to be mentioned to be 
appreciated at once. Either of Wm. McDonnell's 
novels would be a welcome present. Please bear in 
mind also that we can supply any book as cheap as 
any.publisher, and shall be thankful for orders. The 
small profit made helps pay the many bills weekly 
presented. 

Green: "I and Mrs. Allen will be at the convention, 
and there will be from here a number of persons who 
were converted under Mr. Reynolds's preaching who 
desire to hear him as a Freethinker." 

9. We demand that not only in the Constitution of the 
United States, but also in the practical administration of the 
same, no privilege or advantage shall be conceded to Chris
tianity or any other special religion; that our entire political 
system shall be founded and administered on a purely secu
lar basis; and that whatever changes shall prove necessary to 
this end shall be consistently, unflinchingly, and promptly 
made. 

The N. Y. P. & 0. R. R. will sell excursion tickets 
to the Salamanca Convention from the following sta
tions: Cleveland, Akron, Kent, Ravenna, Warren, 
Greenville, Meadville, Carey, Jamestown, Randolph, 
Franklin, and Oil City. H. L. GREEN. 

Is there any good reason why every American citi
zen who truly loves his country should not make that 
demand? It puts all religions on a perfect equality 
before the law, It givs the Confucianism of the Chi
nese no advantage over ihe Christianity of the Ax
kansas people. It places the heretic-burning Cath
olic and the witch-hanging and Quaker-whipping Con
gregationalists exactly on a level, giving either no 
advantage, and saying to both that they must pursue 
their avocations of soul-saving and body-destroying 

Another good way to make some poorer Liberal 
friend happy would be to send THE TRUTH SEEKER to 
him for a year. Fifty-two times would he be re
minded of your kindness. We doubt if a gift more 
satisfactory to the giver and the recipient could be 
found than this. 

Friends, in distributing your favors, remember 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Then will the new year find you 
conscious of having done your duty in supporting the 
cause in which we are all working. 

Does Anyone Know About This 1 
without the aid of the United States government. To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A 
It makes our country what our Revolutionary fore- ·gentleman handed me the inclosed slip referring to 
fathers intended it to be-an asylum for people of all the recantation of a certain Mr. Regard, the Profes
religions and no religion-one spot on the earth where or of Philosophy in the University of Copenhagen, 
a man can pray and go to the church that best suits who was an " apostle of Atheism," but now has found 

peace in God. As this paragraph is going the rounds 
him, or omit prayers and church-going without being of the papers, can you tell us who this "apostle of 
called to account by self-constituted censors backed Atheism" is? Perhaps some of your German read-
by the state power. This ninth demand of our ers may know him. Yours truly, A. A. BELL. 
"creed" accomplishes in a statesmanlike manner, This is the extract: 
and without bloodshed, what Italy waded through "H. Regard, Professor of Philosophy in the University of 
seas of blood to obtain-the separation of church Copenhagen, as we learn from a foreign paper, has until re-

cently been the apostle of Atheism in his country. He has, 
and state. Italy gave to the church till she had all says the Semeur Vaudois, just published a second edition of 
the wealth, and the state had finally to confiscat~ one of his works, and this is what he says in the introduc
it. The unification of priestcra!t and statecraft in tion: 'The experiences of life, its sufferings and griefs, hav 

shaken my soul, and hav broken the foundation upon which 
the last century produced a revolution in France that I formerly thought I could bnild. Full of faith in the suffi
. t"ll th h f th ld M · h d 1 t ciency of science, I thought to hav found in it a sure refuge 
IS s 1 e orror o e war · exico a a mas from all the contingencies of life. This illusion is vanished; 
exactly the same experience as Italy. The ninth when the tempest came which plunged me in sorrow, the 
demand will prevent for the United States a repeti- moorings, the cable of science, broke like thread. Then I 

seized upon that help which many before me hav laid hold 
tion of these disastrous blunders. It will do more- of. I sought and found peace in God. Since then I hav cer
it will, for almost the first time, define and hold the tainly not abandoned science, but Ihav assigned to it another 

place in my life."' 
government to its province, the honest administra-
tion of secular affairs, in which religion has no part., 
parcel, or thought. Every man his own pope, and 
no one pope greater than another. 

We believe when the .Arkansas brothers com~ to 
think this matter over carefully, they will accept at 
least the ninth article in our "creed." Anyway, we 
are glad they wrote us, and the praying brother also 
has our thanks. 

Stand up for Principles. 
In John Swinton's Paper of last Sunday Mr. D. G. 

Croly makes this true statement. 
"The discussion of the fundamental principles of our 

government would help to raise the tone of our political 
debate, and furnish parties with worthy issues for public 
consideration." 

It has been a source of amazement to us for a long 
time that the political papers could say so much and 
say so little. The only political parties in the field 
to-day with any distinctiv principles are the Green
back and Anti-Monopolist. The two great (in 
numbers only) parties are contending for spoils. 
The Democratio cry is "Turn the rascals out I " and 
the Republican reply is that it is better to keep the 
gorged rascals in than to let the hungry ones hav a 
chance at the public crib. Even the tariff issue is 
avoided by both Democrats and Republicans, so 
afraid are they of losing votes. 

We suggest that one of the parties attach the 
Nine Demands of Liberalism to its platform. That 
would afford issues new to most of the people of the 
United States, and embody principles sufficiently 
fundamental to create parties with vitality beyond 
that afforded by the nourishment of the spoils of 
office. 

Holiday Presents. 
In making selections of holiday gifts for their 

friends we hope the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
will bear in mind that books are very appropriate 
presents, and especially Liberal books, which serve 
at one and the same time as an educator and a re
minder of personal friendship. We hav many vol
umes on our list that will make splendid holiday 
offerings. The four volumes of Mr. Bennett's travels 
around the world make an especially valuable gift. 
Beauty is added to worth in the morocco or leather 
covered editions, although the plain red cloth is a 
very a.ttractiv bin(iing. Paine's works is another 

The Salamanca Convention. 
THE SPEAKERS AND RAILROAD AND BOARDING HOUSE ACCOJIIO

DATIONS. 
The speakers who hav agreed to be present and 

address the Salamanca Freethought Convention, that 
comm~nces Thursday evening, December 27th, and 
holds through the next three days, are: T. B. Wake
man; ex· Rev. J. H. Burnham, of Michigan; John E. 
Remsburg, of Kansas; Dr. T. L. Brown, of Bingham
ton; George W. Taylor, of North Collins, N.Y.; Ron. 
A. B. Bradford, of En on Valley, Pa.; ex-Rev. Charles 
B. Reynolds, of Rochester, and Judge McCormick, of 
Franklin, Pa. 

There are prospects of Lyman C. Howe, George 
Chainey, and Charles Watts, also being present. 

The following arrangement with the railroad com
panies has been made: The Rochester and Pittsburg 
railroad company has agreed to sell excursion tickets 
at two cents a mile from all stations on that line to 
persons attending the Salamanca Freethinkers' Con
vention. The N. Y., L. E. & W. R. R. will return 
home at one cent a mile, all who attend the conven
tion over that road, and the Buffalo, New York and 
Philadelphia road will do the same, and the N. Y. P. 
& 0. R. R., will sell excursion tickets at two cents a 
mile from all the principal stations on that road to 
the Freethinkers. 

The headquarters of the convention will be at the 
Dudley House, where the fare will be $1.50 per day 
for single rooms, and $1.25 per day where two per
sons occupy one bed. The other hotels, and all the 
boarding houses, will entertain the Freethinkers for 
$1.00 per day. 

Dr. T. L. Brown has agreed to preside at the con
vention. 

H. H. Hall, who so delighted the Freethinkers at 
the Rochester Convention with his singing, has been 
engaged for this convention. And a fine quartet of 
Salamanca singers will also contribute their services. 

The season tickets for the whole convention will be 
fifty cents, and an admission fee of ten cents will be 
charged at each session, after the first, to transient 
attendants. Thursday evening the convention will 
be opened by an address from ex-Rev. J. H. Burn
ham. And we earnestly requeBt each person who in
tends to attend, to notify us immediately by postal 
card so that we may send them a ticket that will en
title them to cheap railroad fare. 

The following is going the rounds of the Secular 
papers of western New York: "Ex-Rev. Charles B. 
Reynolds, of Rochester, whc. is to be one of the 
speakers at the Salamanca Freethinkers' Convention, 
two years since was an orthodox clergyman, holding 
revival meetings in various sections of the country." 
James P. Allen, of Conewango Valley, writes to Mr. 

Liberal Congress. 
Arrangements hav been completed for the holding 

of a Grand convention of Freethinkers at the New 
Opera House in Liberal, Barton Co., Mo., commenc
ing Friday, Dec. 21, 1883, and continuing four days. 
The object of this convention is to effect a union of 
Liberals in southwestern Missouri and eastern Kan
sas, which shall become a permanent association, with 
a view tb holding a general assembly, quarterly dul'
ing the year. Business of importance to Freethinkers 
will be transacted during the morning sessions. 
The program for afternoon sessions will consist of 
short speeches, essays, music, etc. Set speeches or 
lectures will be delivered during night sessions only. 
The whole to conclude with a grand ball on Monday 
night. A general invitation is extended. For par
ticulars, address 

CAPT. FRANK GREENE, Cor. Sec., Liberal, Mo. 

The Boston Liberal Club. 
Mr. David Kirkwood essayed to defend the despot

ism of majorities, but failed to repair the breaches 
made in the wall of demagogism by the onslaught of 
the individualists. He thought it self-evident that 
we must hav some kind of government, and so far as 
he could see, government by majorities was the best 
yet ·devised. He considered that the practice of 
majority rule in America had given better social 
results than hereditary rule in the older countries; 
and the fact that the people of the old world came to 
this country by millions demonstrated the superior
ity of democracy, and that its application in America 
was not a failure. 

In following the opener, Mr. Elllis B. McKenzie 
said that the problem of all history had been to dis
cover how social order could be conserved without 
despotism. Democracy in America has invoked the 
despotism of the mob. New York city, with its 
Tammany chief, and its incipient billionaires, is 
a sample product of "our institutions." The gigan
tic oil monopoly, which shadows not only the United 
States, but the whole civilized world, is another 
sample. Hereditary government is a chronic form 
of despotism; democracy, or majority rule, is the 
acute form of despotism, and precedes either a cure 
or a relapse. . We are now in the gap of the passage 
from the acute despotism of demagogs and major
ities, which is becoming intolerable to the glorious 
liberty of the sons of freedom, as it shall be revealed 
in the economic republic. 

Prof. Wetherell was unable to see why the despot
ism of the individual was more defensible than that 
of majorities; and some of his· hearers were equally 
unable to see what relation that had to the question 
under discussion. 

Mr. Lysander Spooner is one of the few men who 
are unable to talk unless they say something. He 
went straight to the heart of the matter, and declared 
that the rights of man, and the principles of justice, 
are forever superior to the fiat of one or a majority. 

Mr. Horace Seaver argued that because the lect
urer came from the old country, he must know how 
it was himself. As he informs us that he likes this 
country best, t.hat is proof that our institutions are a 
success. He made the astonishing statement that 
the individualists claim that a man has a right to do 
as he pleases, without regard to the equal rights 
of other men. 

In closing, the essayist failed to answer any of the 
points that were made by the second speaker. 
He assumed the right of the majority to rule, and did 
not see why "soreheaded individualists " should 
object to coming up to the captain's office and pay
ing their taxes like men. No m:<tter whether the 
street in front of his house was clean 3d or not; no 
matter if the private dispatch companies would 
carry a letter for one-half what the government 
charged; no matter if the public school was a public 
nuisance, the man who wants his child to get an 
education that has some relation to the life that 
child is to liv, must pay his share of the taxes, all the 
same, to help educate his neighbor's children; for 
has not that modern divinity, the voice of God in the 
voice of a majority, so decreed? ·where, then, is the 
piping individualist who has the temerity to suggest 
that the individual has some rights which majorities 
are bound to respect? Livs there, in this land 
shadowed by the wings of our spread eagle, such an 
ungrateful wretch? 

Last Sunday morning Mr. B. Q. Butts delivered an 
essay entitled "The Bread of Life; or, Mind the only 
Life Principle," in which he endeavored to set forth 
the principles of the new method of curing diseases, 
by the influence of the physician's mind over the 
patient's matter, without the necessity of personal 
contact. 
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Notes from the Pacific Lecture Field. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Please 

find within $15 for six yearly subscriptions for THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, to be sent as directed in my private 
letter. 

This writing finds me once more at home under 
my own vine and fig-tree, at San Jose-the brightest 
and best of all places to me-with feelings akin to 
those of the storm-tossed traveler as he reaches a 
harbor of safety and rest. 

Since leaving home on the first of March last I hav 
canvassed a good portion of Oregon, Washington 
territory, British Columbia, and Idaho, and during 
the term of eight months hav lectured on an average 
four nights in each week-a thing I hope not to be 
called to do again. 

The trip on the whole has been marked with abun
dant success from every point of view, and although 
this wa.s my ('leventh course of lectures at several 
points during the past ten years, I found no abate
ment in audience or interest, but rather an increase 
of both. 

Freethought in the great northwest is rapidly on 
the increase, and common sense-the rational, nat
ural sense of the people-is asserting itself evary
where as against the religious or superstitious sense 
so long dominant in the world. 

It is true that everywhere when I am announced 
to speak, the lovers of Jesus ring the bells and blow 
the gospel trumpets, call union meetings, and rattle 
the chains of superstition. Not only so, the master 
or sky-pilot in charge of every flock, as soon as he 
bears of the approaching wolf, sends out a few holy 
sisters to warn the prudent and bulldoze the weaker 
ones, and circulate pious lies about the horrid Infidel 
aJvertised to lecture. 

But as all signs of rain fail in dry weather, so do 
all attempts to keep the people from hearing our side 
of the question utterly fail; and on the whole I think 
these Christian lies do us good, and ultimately go 
home to roost upon the heads and hearts of those 
that retail them. 

Since my last letter, sent from Baker City, Oregon, 
I responded to the call of James Wardwell to deliver 
a course of lectures at Emmettville, Idaho, about 
twenty-five miles from Boise City, and I was all 
the more anxious to make the acquaintance of these 
people from this fact. I chanced to occupy a seat 
in the stage, each on our way over the Blue Moun
tains from Pendleton to Legrand, in company with a 
verdant, "strawberry blonde" Methodist preacher 
and a holy sister returning from the Methodist con
ference just closed at Walla Walla. They seemed to 
be very holy, especially the sister, a lady well known 
by the people of Boise and vicinity. Their burden 
of conversation was love to Jesus and contempt for 
Infidels, and that their preachers at the conference 
had utterly wiped Ingersoll out, and what a bad man 
he was, and what a horrid thing Infidelity was, and 
how it had produced the vice, crime, and misery of 
the world; and finally, as a case in point, this holy 
lady cited the Emmettville people to prove that In
fidels are bad people; and that only four Christians 
lived in that community, and that one of them was 
her own sister. 

This revelation rather startled me as something 
new, as my observation and understanding in regard 
to the moral status of Infidels and the true sources 
of vice and crime in this country and Europe had led 
me to the opposit belief. And to make the conversa
tion more interesting for these red-hot psalm-singers, 
I chipped in and read them a short but pungent 
chapter of facts relating to the moral status of Infi
dels, and the source of criminality, petty thieves and 
capital criminals, as revealed by the records of crime 
in our country and the world, as not traceable to un
belief, but almost invariably to believers in Christ 
and the atonement. 

I also expressed a sincere doubt as to the truthful
ness of the scarlet woman's statements about the Em
mettville people, and hoped to make a more favora
ble report after my visit to them. 

Of course they loved Jesus so much that they both 
got as mad as wet hens about the facts which I pre
sented, and drew a long breath of relief when I left 
the coach. 

It is a remarkable fact that in almost every case 
where Christians attack the moral characters of Infi
dels, through want of sound logic to refute the facts 
opposed to them, they prove to be whitewashed peo
ple of doubtful characters-which, from the most re
liable information, was the character of this gospel 
sharp and holy sister. 

In due time we reached the wicked people of Em
mettville, a small town on the Pyatte river. My 
first three lectures were given in the school-house, 
the usual place for meetings; but, proving much too 
small for the audience, a larger place was provided 
for the balance of the course, and in truth I must 
say that although the community is thoroughly Infi
del, there are no better people on top of the earth. 

My audience here numbered about two hundred 
and fifty people; orderly, thoughtful, and well-read
too well-read to be Christians, and too Infidel to be 
criminals. 

My _hearty thanks are due here to James Ward-

well, who kindly cared for me, managed my course of do something handsome for me if I would do so 
lectures, and helped to open the way for me at other more another night. But I bade them good-bye, 
points in the vicinity; also to J. A. Bennett, L. D. as I was advertised in advance in other towns. 
Gill, D. Knox, 0. Turley and wife, and Mrs. Mary My next appointment was at Centerville, where I 
Berge, a woman with plenty of brains and a good spoke to a very good audience on " Common Sense." 
heart, and I shall long remember the kind friends Of course such a radical lecture made the cold chills 
at Emmettville. go up the backs of several Christians in the· audi-

From this point another Infidel took me in his ence, but then I could not help it, for it was my radi
carriage to Quartzburg, stopping over night at his cal night, and I put no brake on the wheels. My 
own home, on my way to the above point. His name thanks are due here toM. F. Waldron, whose nam& 
is A. G. Church; his home, nestled in among the appears in my list of subscribers for THE TRUTH 
beautiful gold-bearing hills of Idaho, is a place of SEEKER; also to A. G. Church and D. McDevitt for 
rest, presided over within by Mrs. J. Benoit, once a much kindness. My friend Waldron is a leading 
Catholic, but now a free woman, and an angel of merchant, as well as the owner of a gold mine which 
kindness in her household. Brother Church made bids fare to bring him great wealth. · 
me both glad and sorry; glad to hav met such a warm My last appointment in the Basin found me on time 
friend of our departed chief, D. M. Bennett, and the for three lectures at Idaho City, once containing sev
cause of truth, and sorry when we parted. eral thousands of people, but now only a few hun-

On the following day I reached Quartzburg, in dred. Here we had a fight with the world, the flesh 
the great Boise Basin, still rich in mineral wealth, and the devil-not the Idaho World, a bright little 
but, like all mining districts, presenting everywhere an paper printed here, as its editor is a Liberal and gave 
upturned appearance from the busy hunt after the me a splendid report; but two religious cliques, claim
precious metals in the past. ing to be the conservators of virtue in the town, tried 

And yet there are many rich mines in the Basin to keep me from lecturing in the Masonic Hall, but . 
waiting for capital to come and reap a rich harvest, chariots of their God were not strong enough to sue
which ii is sure to do, now that the Oregon Short- ceed. Then these dry-rot Christians fell back upon 
Line Railroad is fast pushing its way through the the old method of circulating all sorts of pious lies 
territory to Puget Sound. .A.nd although Idaho pre- for Christ's sake, and that my lectures were not fit 
sents to the casual observer only a wide stretch of for a lady to hear-nasty 1 But here, too, they sig
mountains and sage-brush plains, yet I am favorably nally failed, as on the second and third nights a. 
impressed with the elements and resources of wealth goodly number of ladies put in an appearance, and, 
in this wild territory as being second to no other in sure enough, no one was shocked; all except bigoted 
point of mineral wealth in the Union. And better saints were pleased. 
days are in prospect for these people, who hav so But such is religious superstition-a mental night
long been deprived of rail connection with the outer mare, a veritable hereditary snake in the boots-as 
World. mean as the devil and as cruel as the grave. It has 

The people of Idaho are kind and generous, and no heart, conscience, or sense of goodness. 
everywhere manifested a degree of mental freedom My thanks are due here to William Tincher and 
not found in many of the older states, and I only re- others for a helping hand, and with sadness I take 
gret that my time was so limited in the territory. leave of my friend Church, who had so kindly brought 

The great Boise Basin is not a flat-bottomed affair, me from Emmettville, all through the Basin, to this 
as one might infer from the term basin, but consists place. 
of an area of about six by twenty miles of small val- A ride by stage of about forty miles through deep 
leys and rolling hills, surrounded by a rim of lofty gorges and up the great mountains, sublime in their 
mountains, and contains many mines rich in gold and vastness and beauty, finds me on time at Boise City
silver, of which I may mention the Banner silver mine, a little sore from the pounding I received from riding 
yielding daily one hundred pounds of silver, with so in a stage loaded down with silver bricks weighing 
small an outlay as to leave a large margin of profit to about ninety pounds each, guarded every moment by 
the owners. Also the well-known Gold Hill mine, at a Fargo messenger with gun in hand, to save weak 
Quartzburg, is noted for its richness, and is running men from temptation. Those silver bricks are no 
a twenty-four stamp mill, and has been in operation doubt a good thing to hav in a poor family, but ap
for thirteen years. One of the proprietors of this parently out of place in the boot of a stage coach. 
mine, W. A. Coughanour, a bright and kindly Metho- Boise City, the chief town in Idaho, is a beautiful 
dist man, treated us with great kindness, showing us place of about four thousand inhabitants, and some
through the works. And, above all, the gold hill what resembles, in its neat appearance, shaded streets, 
cabinet of minerals and specimens of nature's handi- and homelike homes, with fine fruit orchards at every 
work struck me as being the finest I had ever seen. turn, our bright San Jose. 
And while I feasted my eyes upon them I could not The people of Boise City, like those of most of our 
help thinking that in this cabinet are more true Western towns, are intelligent and stirring people, 
divine revelations than I had found in twenty-five and generous to a fault. Her school buildings and 
years of Methodism. school system are abreast with the times, as I found 

I met with a new experience here. A snow on being invited to visit and address the school, which 
storm was raging. The hall was without the means I did with great pleasure. And there is nothing else 
to warm it, but through the kindness of Mr. Wallace, which so lifts my senses as a secular scho0l of young 
his liquor saloon was nicely warmed, lighted, and people all aglow in the race after knowledge. Let the 
seated for me to lecture in, which I did to a fair school be free to all, and free from religious taint, 
audience, on the "Theology of Nature." and as such it is the proud bulwark of our free in-

Ml thanks are due at Quartzburg to two of na- stitutions, and the day star of our future national 
ture s noblemen-C. E. Clark and A. G. Phillips, glory. 
whose hearts are in the right place. This I knew as Boise City contains a large Liberal element, which 
soon as I entered their house and saw Ingersoll's and number among them the best, as well as some of the 
D. M. Bennett's pictures on the wall, our Liberal most wealthy and influential, people in the territory. 
papers and Bennett's Round-the-World volumes on I gave six lectures here to large and nightly increas
the table, and I felt at home. In fact, I found out ing audiences. At the close of the course, by re
what kind of stuff Brother Phillips was made of be- quest and unanimous vote of the audience, I was in
fore I reached his home, as we met him some miles vited to deliver two more lectures, which I promised 
from Quartz burg, on his way to Boise on urgent busi- to do on the following week. About this time, as 
ness. Not having been apprised of my coming, just usual, religious fanaticism began to boil like a pot. 
here the true spirit of his manhood and his love for The preachers and holy sisters ran to and fro, and 
the cause of truth shone out bright and clear, as he the Christian element in the Good Templars' Soci
turned his horse about and said, "I can't miss these ety, whose hall we had been occupying, vcted us out 
meetings," and he did not miss them; and I must say of the hall for the love they bore to Jesus, and our 
that I fell in love with him and his family. friends secured the pavilion in which to giv the re-

My next point was Placerville, where I spoke to a maining lectures. 
good audience on Individuality. This is a strong The Methodist preacher, a verdant coxcomb, with 
Catholic community, and my auditors were at least far more noisy zeal than discretion, preached against 
two-thirds Roman Catholic. Something new again, Infidelity and Infidels, and broadly hinted that Infi
hence I drew the picture rather mild, and said not a dels must be bad people, and that even our chief, 
word about the pope, Roman church, or holy virgin Ingersoll, was in favor of nastiness, and had headed 
Mary; held the entire audience for over two hours, a petition asking for the repeal of our law against the 
and tried to show them that Individuality is the transmission of obscene literature through the United 
crowning glory of a well-rounded manhood and States mails. This J:te made the subject of an article 
womanhood, and that to be proprietor of one's self is in a newspaper, headed, "Facts to the Law and 
better than to be a king, and that marked Individu- Testimony," in which this pious dude lied most 
ality is the rich soil from which all true reforms hav shamefully on the attitude of Ingersoll in the matter, 
sprung. and also lied most cruelly in the use be made of the 

I cited in point some of the heroes of the world- facts in the case of D. M. Bennett and Ingersoll. I 
Jesus, Bruno, Servetus, Luther, Paine, Parker, and then challenged this dirt-slinging champion of Christ 
others, and what they had done to make man free. to a public debate on two propositions, the first in
And,strange to say that, although the financial part volving the plenary inspiration of the Bible, and the 
part of the program was generously met by the second the true sources of civilization; and, the moral 
friends without following the church fashion of pass- life of _the world-is it due to the Bible, or is it due 
ing the hat, a dozen or more of these sons of the to the development of science and knowledge? This 
Emerald Isle came forward at the close of the lecture the Methodist rooster declined to do, after taking 
and laid down each a silver dollar, saying that the three hours in which to consult the holy sisters ofthe, 
lecture was worth a dollar to them1 and promised to ecclesiastical "harem" or church1 and1 coward-li;ke 
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GRAND IsLAND, N.Y., Nov. 12, 1883. -sneaked into his. castle to throw more dirt. This 
Rev. Banks, a dude among women, reminds me of a 

- pullet spreading hers.elf to set on goose eggs, and by 
presummg upon the Ignorance of the people of Boise 
City has cut down more hay than he will ever be able 
to cock up. I then advertised to review the sermon 
and newspaper article of this slanderer of Infidels 
and Infidelity for the first night, and on the second 
night to speak upon the "Demands of Liberalism," 
which I did to larger audiences than before, in which 
I endeavored to show the true attitude of D. M. Ben
nett, Ingersoll, and all other true Infidels. 

ous falsehood, intended for the destruction of his 
faith for the benefit of the entire body of the minis-
try, D. B. DAVIS. 

CAnnoLL, IowA, Nov. 11, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2.50 for THE TRUTH 

SEEKER one year. I must hav it rega.rdlees of cost. 
I was as good (or, more properly speaking, as bad) 
a Catholic as the next one until I was twenty
two years old. Then I began to think for myself, 
and the result has been one more earnest Freethinker 
in the ranks that I hope will in the near future 
succeed in making this glorious country of ours a. 

MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $2-$1.50 to continue my 
subscription, and fifty cents for a. trial subacriber. 
Never stop my paper. If I hav not the wherewith 
to meet my subscription when my time expires, I 
will send it on as soon as convenient. 

land of the free and a home of the brave. , 
RICHARD CoNW.4.Y. 

Many and most sincere . thanks are due in Boise 
City, to P. J. Pefley, for his able management of the 
course of lectures, and for the kindness of his home 
and family during my stay in Boise City. Also do I 
r b t full J h L T C Gall E J 

ALLIANCE, OHio, Nov.11, 1883. 
emem er gra e Y 0 n emp, · · way, · · MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for two new subscrib-

Curtis, J. B. Broadbent, W. H. Nye, D. Bacon, editor ers. We, the Liberals ot Alliance, hav a church with 
of the Republican, and S. J. Boyakin, editor of the a. free platform, known as the Independent church. 
Democrat, both pronounced Liberals, who manfully We are doing a. good work. We hav had a. great 
stood by the truth. many of the best minds to speak for us, such as 

Let the light shine upon Christian barbarity until 
superstitious bigotry is superseded by the religion of 
the common brotherhood of man, and Christian gam
blers, usurpers, and extortioners are made to stand 
out of the way of a. progressiv people, and justice, 
liberty, and humanity guide a.nd govern the minds 
of the rulers of the world; till the well-being of the 
whole human family becomes supreme and is para
mount to the greed of a Christian hog that wants a 
million times more than he can use, and the privi
lege to get it by legalized extortion, calling it busi
ness. "Get rich by cunning, craft, fraud, corruption, 
or oppression, or any other means within the pale 
of .the law; but work for it-never I" is the motto of 
the average church-goer of to-day. Selah. 

During the interim in my course at Boise City, I George Chainey, Charles Watts, John E. Remsburg, 
spoke two nights by invitation at Middleton in Boise A. B. Bradford, and a host of others. A word to the 
valley,twenty-five miles from Boise City down the subscribers of THE TRUTH SEEKER: Let us work for it; 
valley, where I found a well filled hall anxious to see it is the paper that is doing a good work. I will giv 
and hear the Infidel, as many of them came from six the subscriber the premium that the editor offers. 
to twelve miles to attend the meeting. I don't want it, and it will get a. new subscriber. 

My thanks are due here to Chas. Robertson, J. No Liberal ought to be without THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
Plowhead, and L. D. Potter, for marked expressions .I giv my paper, when read, to some one else to read. 
of helpfulness. My work now being ended for the I don't think it a good way to store them away, as 
trip, and having spoken twenty-two times in twenty- some do. H you will send me some back numbers 
six days, and having lectured in thirty-five towns, and I will giv them away to some who may possibly sub-
lectured nearly one hundred and fifty times during a scribe. Jos. FITZPATRICK. 
period of eight months on the war path, you can't 
tell how glad I was to throw down the hatchet and 
start for home. Taking the train at Boise City, I 
passed out of Idaho anq through northern Utah, one 
of the most beautiful countries I hav ever seen, 
reaching Ogden on the second day, and home by the 
.Central Pacific in due time, where I hope to remain 
during the winter, lecturing only near home until 
spring, when, if health favors me, I contemplate going 
east as far as Salt Lake during May; then north, 
through the Wood river mining district, as far as 
Boise and Silver City during June and July, then by 
the Northern Utah to the principal towns in Montana, 
and from thence across to the Northern Pacific via 
Spokane, Cheaney, Colfax, Dayton, ·Walia Walla, 
Portland, via Puget Sound, home. In the mean time 
I will be glad to hear a word from any Liberals living 
on the line of route whose hearts are in the right 
place; and also glad to receive calls to lecture during 
the winter at any point not too far distant from my 
home at San Jose, California. Yours for mental free-
dom, not for Christ, DR. J. L. YoRK. 

NEw ALBANY, IND., Nov. 8, 1883. 
MR. EDIToR: Herewith please find order for $2 50 

for renewal of THE TRUTH SEEKER until Jan. 1, 1885. 
I ha.v been a regular subscriber from the first num
ber of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and am now in my seventy
seventh year, and cannot· do without it as lonsr as I 
can read. 

With kindest regards for Mrs. Mary Bennett, and 
wishing you success, I am yours for Freethought and 
Spiritualism, JoHN BROWN. 

SARANAC, MICHIGAN, Nov. 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will please find a draft 

for $2.50 to renew my subscription to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER for one year from Oct. 15th, which time it 
expired. You will excuse my carelessness, as I in
tended to hav sent it then. Tell Brother Peck, of 
York state, to giv us more. I like to read good, 
sound, common sense. I will close by signing my
self an old Infidel. I was born so. I am not to 
blame for it, Yours truly, W. G. CLARK. 

TRoY, NEw YoRK, Nov. 5, 1883. 
MB. EDITOR: Inclosed I send postal order of $5. I 

hav been receiving the paper for a long time with
out remitting any moiJ.ey for the payment of it. 
Poverty was the prime cause, and I am more than 
thankful to you for not stopping the good old civil
izer-THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

I was at the lectures of Watts and Chainey at 
Keenan Hall, this city, last Wednesday, and I must 
say I never before listened to so sound and logical 
arguments against priestcra.ft and kingcra.ft. They 
annihilated completely the crud old Jew God and 
the myth called Christ. Fraternally yours, 

JoHN MURRAY. 

NoRTH BAY, N.Y., Nov. 3, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Within you will find inclosed $1. 

Please send THE TRUTH SEEKER to my address, and 
ten copies of Mr. Remsburg's speech delivered at the 
Rochester convention. THE TRUTH SEEKER is the best 
and most reliable paper that my eyes hav ever met 
with. I would like also to hav you send me the 
tract entitled "Paine Vindicated." The reason-! call 
for this tract is that I want to convince an ignorant 
bigot that the rumor that Thomas Paine did on his 
deathbed renounce his faith in Infidelity is a. notori-

LooKING GLAss, OREGON, Nov. 16, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: We send our mite in support of your 

valuable paper another year. Would hav done so 
before, but for our sad afftrctien in the loss of two 
in our family, the oldest and youngest of our chil
dren. 

Samuel H. Ward, born Feb. 29, 1864, died July 4, 
1883; on July 3d, while taking a ride, was thrown 
from his horse, receiving injuries in the head which 
caused congestion of the brain. He lingered until 
the fourth, when he passed calmly away. 

Waify W. Ward, our sweet little baby, after an ill
ness of five daye, quietly went to sleep in her mother's 
arms. We can at least hope they hav gone to join 
each other in a. better me. Funeral service was read 
at the grave of (each, Form 4, in "The Truth Seeker 
Collection," being used. The reading and other ser
vice were rendered J.y Prof. Thomas, a Liberal 
minded, practical Christian man, who was willing 
to dispense with prayer and conduct the services as 
we desired. Yours respectfully, F. WARD. 

PRESCOTT, IowA, Nov. 6, 1883. 
MR. EDIToR: You will find herewith $1, for which 

please send THE TRUTH SEEKER. Notwithstanding 
what has been said, or written, by E. C. Walker and 
one or two others who assume the right to direct 
the Liberals what to do and with whom to work po
litically, permit me, an old subscriber to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER and a Freethinker of many years, to say that 
I know of no Liberal man or woman who has not 
been bitten by the "worm of the still," t.hat is not 
in favor of the prohibition movement in Iowa and 
elsewhere. Mr. Jamieson, in his recent letter touch
ing a whisky plank in a Liberal platform, has ex
pressed my sentiments, and those of many of my 
Infidel friends. 

Hoping that THE TRUTH SEEKER will never espouse 
the cause of drunkard-makers, though it may occa
sionally permit some one to wail the expiring groan 
of the dram-shop, I am 

Respectfully yours, E. CLARKE. 

AYER, MAss., Nov. 26,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I a.m most agreeably surprirzed to see 

your, and our, very valuable paper conducted with 
such vigor since the death of its able and honored 
progenitor. It is difficult to tell where Bennett's 
mantle rested on the present management. The 
editorials and contributions are all par excellence, and 
are destined to be a light to those who sit in dark~ 
ness-who dare not open their eyes to the light of 
reason. Seeing this " holy war " going on, for the 
rescue of the "town of man's soul," John Bunyan 
must feel and act like the man described in Acts, 
iii, 8, All the "gates " are surrendering, though 
"Mouth-gate" is slow to admit that "Eye" and 
"Ear-gates" hav been carried. But it is folly to talk 
in the face of evidence that declares your insincerity. 
Sa.y, is bad boy (reformed good boy) qualifying for 
the ministry? He uses very persuasiv and convinc
ing arguments when he attempts to convert Infidels. 
His persuasiv methods stimulate credulity clear be
yond the bounds of reason, fable, and fiction. It is 
doubtful if he succeeds in the ministry, even though 
he showed sublime heroism and supreme courage in 
attacking a bound and helpless Infidel. 

His brain is not constructed on the right plain. 
He is given to thinking, and don't know any better 
than to reason, and so gets running on and bestow
ing more thought on the scriptures than they will 
bear, and that will ruin him for the ministry. He 
would succeed best in the grocery business. 

It requires honesty, brains, thought, and good 
judgment to be a. successful grocery man. 

E. MYRICH. 

W J.LTER SIMONDS, 

ST. CATHARINEB, Nov. 12, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed with this please find $3 to 

apply on my subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER; and 
twenty cents for two copies of "The Fall and Re
demption," by C. Watts, and one copy of "False 
Claims," by J. E. Remsburg; and hav the goodness 
to pass along the letter directed to Mr. Handy, and 
much oblige. There is a. screw loose somewhere be
tween here and your office, for three copies of TH!l 
TRUTH SEEKER hav failed to reach me within a few 
weeks. I hope they may benefit the person or persons 
who hav taken them; notwithstanding I would pre
fer to hav the first perusal of them, they being my 
Bible reading for Sunday. 

The gospel according to Wakeman, Putnam, Bell, 
Heddon, Blenker, Andrews, Watts, Remsburg, Chainey, 
Hacker, York, Wixon, and various others out of 
mind, I don't like to miss the reading of. Am much 
pleased with the management of THE TRUTH 8EEKD. 
This is from one who would rejoice in the prohibi
tion in full of the manufacture and sale of all in
toxicating liquors and tobacco, for they are the 
greatest curse that has ever befallen the human race. 
It is the only true remedy. 

Thine for truth and freedom of thought in every-
thing, C. B. THoMPSON. 

DANVILLE. Wis., Nov. 6, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $2.50 for THE TRUTH SEEKER 

another year. Ha.v been among its constant readers 
ever since its inception at Paris, Ill., and during all 
that time it has been my favorit among all the papers 
I hav taken. Although descended from a. line of an
cestry noted for the strictness of their Christian dis
ciplin, I hav been a firmly established Materialist of 
the T. Winter type for over forty years, but still I 
delight to read articles on airy or speculativ ques
tions or theories, srich as Spiritualism, psychology, 
mesmerism, Universology, theosophy, Occultism ap
paritions, dreams, etc. ; also on the origin and 'evo
lution of worlds and species, spontaneous generation, 
and the causes leading to the extinction of the sev
eral well-known defunct animal . species, as well as 
on all subjects pertaining to sociology, like love, 
courtship, and marriage, animal magnetism, human 
affinities, with now and then an Infidel romance by 
Elmina or some other brilliant novelist. The above 
specified topics, with occasional biographical sketches 
of illustrious men and women, obituaries, funeral 
addresses, and Freethought sentiments tenderly and 
befittingly expressed at the graves of departed friends, 
together with the other usual make-up of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, form a variety of choice reading matter that 
is keenly relished by myself and family. 

To send you a list of names to send THE TRUTH 
SEEKER to I think would be entirely useless, as very 
many of my Liberal neighbors would gladly sub
scribe for the paper did they not dread the rumpus 
it would make with their women folks at home. 
The most of them hardly dare to carry their bor
rowed Infidel papers home to read. 

Yours respectfully, J. W. HARTLEY. 

BRoNsToN, KY., Nov. 11, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a. subscriber to THE TRUTH 

SEEKER for about three years, and hav received and 
read nearly every number during that time. I now 
inclose $3-$2.50 for another year's subscription, and 
50 cents for "The Bible Balanced," by George Dar
ling. 
, I am well pleased with THE TRUTH SEEIER, 

and think it does right in giving all a fair hearing. 
It is one of the grandest misilions of man to seek 
for and follow the truth in all things. If we liv a.f
tei death, I would be not only willing but anxious 
to believe it. I hav been reading and watching the 
discussions between Spiritualists and Materia.li!lta 
very closely. I believe friend Winter and others ha.v 
the best of it so far. It looks to me that if the doc
trin of Spiritualism be true, its advocates ought to 
demonstrate it so that there would be no doubters. 
A few years ago there were plenty of men who did 
not believe that a message could be sent over the 
wires by telephone. Now there are no doubters on 
that score. I believe that no man can help what he 
honestly believes. This is about the first thing that; 
led m.e away from the Christian church-the ide'1. 
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that a man would be damned or saved according to 
his belief. I saw directly that it was unjust. 

The ownership of land is a good question, or will 
be, for future generations. Much depends on it. Mv 
notion is that no man should be allowed to own 
more land than he actually needs for the business 
that he follows. This would cut off land speculators, 
and giv every man a chance to own at least enough 
tn build himself a dwelling-house upon. Such a law 
w,mld be just, and would inspirit the masses, and 
do more to suppress drunkenness and crime than 
all the prohibitory laws that ever hav been en
acted. You see that it would be an easy matter for 
a committee of just men to determin how much 
land any man needed for any business. As the law 
is now, a man can buy any number of acres that he 
is able to pay for, and hold it to the «reat detri-
ment of society. I. N. BRoWN. 

ALLIANCE, Nov. 19, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I see by the tab on my paper that I 

am running in debt to you since the 1st of this 
month. Please excuse. You will find inclosed $3, 
which place to my credit as far as it will· go, to pay 
for the best paper in existence. 

Yours for truth, EzRA DUTTON. 

OLYMPIA, W. T., Nov. 10, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4.50-$2.50 is 

for one years subscription to THE TRUTH BEEKER, to 
be sent to E. T. Young; and the other $2 is our sub
scription to the Monument Fund, to be erected to 
the memorv or D. M. Bennett, the world's greatest 
and mnst Liberal worker. 

Very respectfully yours, ERNEST RIVARD. 

RocKFORD, Nov. 21, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2.50 for your paper 

for 1881. You say take advantage of cheap rates. 
I think the paper is really worth $3, and if I could 
not afford it at $2 50, I should put it baek again to 
the old price; people would be just as well satisfied. 
I am poor, but I find it just as easy to pay for my 
pancr in advance as after I hav had it a year; and 
I believe everyone else could if they would com
mence that way, and it would make it so much 
more pleasant for the publishers. With great re
spect for all interested in this excellE>nt paper, 

MRB. D. B. MILLER. 

NORTH yAMHILL, OR., Nov. 18, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: The world moves, and man and woman, 

too, progress. Last Thursday, the lSth, at Olym
pia, the capital of Washington Territory, the coun
cil-the upper bouse of the tflrritc.rial legislature
passed the bill which the lowPr house had previously 
passed, by two majority, giving women the ballot in 
11.11 elections in that territory. It will most certainly 
become a law, as Gov. Newell is an avowed advocate 
of the enfrancbisment of women. Another feather 
in the nap of Liberalism. 

Yours for freedom, without regard to SPX, color, or 
previous condition of servitude, L LAUGHLIN. 

SALINA, N.Y .. Nov. 27, 1883. · 
MR. EDIToR: By t.he kindness of a friend I hav been 

receiving THE TRUTH SEEKER for a number of weeks. 
I like it tor the principles it advocates, and espe
cially for the freedom given to the discuFsion on 
hnth sides of any questions discussed in your paper. 
One of your correspondents has tired of the discus
sion of Materialism and Spiritualism. I do not know 
of any better way to arrive at the truth of these 
questions than discussion, unless we hav made up 
our minds that we will believe one or the other re
gardless of any future light. 

Inclosed you will find $2.50 to pay for one year's 
subscription. CHARLES BAILEY. 

SouTH MILFORD, IND., Nov. 23, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2.50, for which please 

send to my address one volume of Barlow's "Voices," 
and William H. Mallock's work, ''Is Life Worth 
Living?" I am doing a little missionary work in the 
cause of Freethought, by distributing books and pa
pers among the benighted heathens of Christian 
mythology in this vicinity, and hav had many a hard 
tussle with that old fossil, theology, and if I hav 
not made any actual converts, I at least hav suc
Meded in opening the eyes of some to its absurdities. 
How any intelligent man or woman can believe in, 
and teach children, such ·a diabolical doctrin, is a 
mystery too deep for me. I could hav no heart to 
look into the innocent faces of my children and tell 
them of the terrible agonies of an endless hell that 
awaited them. I could not tell them that I, know
ing all this, had been instrumental in their exist
ence, and in subjecting them to endless torture; that 
it was now their sacred duty to try to please an un
reasonable, unjust, all-powerful God, and stand one 
chance in ten thousand to get into the kingd0m of 
heaven. These Christian reflections would be untold 
agonies to me, when I clasp these little innocent 
forms to my breast, and feel their pure kisses on 
my face; I would curse God, the author of such in
human and diabolical conditions. 

Your ex0ellent paper finds a warm welcome in our 
home, and I wish that it may find its way into every 
home in the land, and that its grand truths may 
sink deep into the heart of every man and woman, 
until each and all may do right for right's sake, and 

not through fear of the inhuman tyranny of a Chris-
tian God. Yours for truth, N. M. KELLAM. 

>} 

ONEKAMA, MIOH., Nov. 22, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2.50 for THE 

TRUTH BEEKER, commencing Jan. 1, 1884. I send it 
now because I hav it, and because you need it, I pre
sun.e. I derive a good deal of information from 
your correspondence, especially the prohibitionists 
and the anti-prohibitionists, as they appear to be the 
most exciting. The prohibitionists that attacked Mr. 
Walker, are determined to first put him in a false 
position, and then argue from that position. I am a 
prohibitionist from a higher motiv than whisky
drinking. I find the inventiv genius of mankind 
stimulated by opposing appetite, pocket, or life. It 
starts them to thinking how they can evade or pro
tect. That sest the brain at wnrk, and work pro
duces strength. After gaining sufficient strength by 
evading, the brain is then capable of higher work; 
then it will commence building up. If you will look 
back you will find that, since prohibition laws hav 
been passed, Freetho1:1ght has kept pace. It could 
be called unconscious evolution. 

Yonrs truly, I. S. WEEKs. 

PoRTVILLE, Nov. 25, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: You never will-know, I hope, the sor

row and mortification I hav felt at being obliged to 
withhold my subscription for the last year's TRUTH 
BEEKER, but I will try to make amends by paying for 
last year, and also a year in advance. I cannot do 
without it. I hav been a constant reader of your 
paper ever since it was published in New York, and 
think you can safely count on me as a life sub
scriber. 

I see by your issue of Nov. lOth that Brother H. 
L. Green has been doing some good work at Port 
Allegheny, which is twenty miles from here. But I 
think he must hav forgotten that I liv on the direct 
route to his home, and·my wife and I would hav 
been glad to hav entertained him for a short time. 
We miss such chances more from the fact that there 
is but one other member of the New York State 
Association of Freethinkers, or Freethinker of any 
kind, within ten miles of here, and that is Brother 
John Coats, of this place. So you see wife and I 
prize the kindly face of any good, intelligent truth 
seeker. And right here let me say that we are 
Spiritualists. The one thing we prize the highest in 
your management of THE TRUTH BEEKER is your gen
erous treatment of all classes of opinions, anti from 
that I think Brother Bennett's mantle has fallen on 
worthy shoulders. I had the pleasure of a hand
shake with Brother Eugene Macdonald at the Roches
ter Convention, and hope to meet him again next 
month .at Salamanca. J. L. BRooKs. 

EAST CHATHAM, N.Y., Nov. 29, 1883. 
MY DEAR FRIEND HARRY BENDER: Notwithstanding 

you are to this date an entire stranger to me, 
inasmuch as you, in the fearless, outspoken TRUTH 
BEEKER of November 24th, in a short communication, 
hav alluded to an article of mine in the same jour
nal of June 9th, 1883, you will excuse me for asking 
permission to address an open letter to you through 
the same medium, as the pleasure and gratification 
I now enjoy from week to week in perusing these 
letters and communications afford me more real 
somal enjoyment than I receive from all other 
sources outside of my family circle. In fact, when 
we refer to the church history of the past, even in 
my day (say nothing of the tortures and executions 
of earlier days), the divisions, contentions, and bit
ter feelings that hav divided societies, neighborhoods, 
and even families, it is heart-refreshing to even cor
respond with those who can fully indorse that noble 
sentiment so beautifully expressed by Thomas Paine: 
"The world is my country, my brethren all man
kind;" and I am sure that standing upon this broad 
platform there is more real joy and satisfaction than 
there can be in trying to defend the Bible faith and 
patching up the old garments of orthodoxy. 

Your friend, secretary of the Young Men's Chris
tian Association, asks: "What better belief is offered 
than the Bible givs?" Please let him read Numbers 
xxx1ii, and particularly verses 17 and 18. Just think 
of the horror and. brutality of putting these male 
children to death, in the presence of their mothers 
and sisters, after leaving their fathers and husbands 
slaughtered on the battle-field; and, to fill the meas
ure of beastly cruelty to overflowing, think of the 
finishing command, to wit: "Kill every woman that 
hath known man by lying with him; but all the 
women children that hav not known man by lying 
with him, keep alive for yourselvs." And if his 
nerves can stand the pressure of the investigation, 
think of the beastly ordeal those poor females must 
hav passed through while their captors were decid
ing which should exist in a life of degradation in 
their hands, which were still red with the blood of 
their fathers and little brothers. 

Think you that they could adopt the Christian 
faith, and feelingly and honestly say, "The Lord 
gave and the Lord taketh away; blessed be the name 
of the Lord," and yet bear in mind that Moses says 
the LJrd commanded it? If this hard account stood 
alone, we would try to pass .over it in silence; but 
the Old Testament is filled with barbarian cruelty of 
this kind, and I will take the liberty to say to your 

friend, the secretary, that if he will rely entirely on 
his own instinctiv light of right and justice, he will 
hav a far better guide than. this book, written in an 
ignorant, barbarous age. He will also remember that 
this Moses is frequently alluded to in the New Tes
tament, to wit: "As Moses lifted up the serpent in 
the wilderness, so shall the son of man be lifted up." 

Now, I hav no more faith in the healing efficacy 
of the brazen serpent of Moses than I bav that an 
infinit, merciful God commanded him to kill all 
those affectionate mothers and inoffensiv, dimple
cheeked male children. 

The next allusion to Moses in the New Testament 
that now occurs to my mind is represented as one 
of the parables given by Christ as a similitude of 
fact, describing poor Lazarus in Abraham's bosom, 
and the rich man agonizing in the torments of hell, 
but still retaining his affection and solicitude for his 
brethren on earth, desiring permission to notify 
them of his awful condition, that they might escape 
his doom. 

Was there ever a divine favor of more importance 
asked? Who that has witnessed the religious con
troversies in churches, neighborhoods, and even fam
ilies, but has uttered similar desires? How well I 
remember the early struggles of the Campbellites, 
or Christians, as they were called, against their big
oted persecutors; also the split in the Q;Iaker church 
near where I lived, among whom I had grandparents, 
uncles, aunts, and cousins, and for a season discord 
and enmity reigned supreme.; but no instruction 
from the rich man ; the stern reply was, " No, no ! 
you hav Moses and the prophets, and if you will not 
heed these, you would not though one should raise 
from the dead." 

But as we hav already given you some idea of 
Moses's humanity and divine intelligence, let U'l 

glance for a moment at the clearness and reliability 
of some of the prophets. Commence at chapter first 
of Ezekiel, and read as far as your patience will pE>r
mit, not omitting the fourth chapter, from verse 12 
to 15, and see what kind of fuel Ezekiel wa'! com
pelled by order of the deity to bake his cake with. 
Alas I alas! how clear! What more can we mortals 
ask, to unveil the mysteries of the future?-and we 
will quote no further in this direction. 

From the tenor of your short letter I conclude you 
are one of the hardy sons of toil, upon whose shoul
ders rest the prosperity and happiness of this gener
ation and the hopes of those who are to succeed us, 
as I consider it a self·evident truth that industry 
and frugality, with an untrammP,led mind, coupled 
with love and good will toward humanity, are the 
great reliable sources or fountains of human happi
ness, while idleness, bigotry, and superstition work 
in an opposit direction. 

Respectfully and truly yours, JoHN M. BARNES. 

CALISTOGA, CAL., Nov. 18, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to add my mite to the evi

dence collecting in favor of Mr. Pritchard. I went 
to the mines because of his letter printed in THE 
TRUTH BEEKER. I went alone from here, and met four 
other Liberals at Rathdrun, Idaho, with whom I went 
in and saw Mr. Pritchard, after most of the Montana 
men had gone away. There were several other per
sons on the grounds who came from California, part 
of whom said some very hard things of Mr. Pritch
ard. But when I asked them if they could point to 
a single motiv that could induce Mr. Pritchard to in
vite his friends to such an outlandish country other 
than those contained in his letter, they frankly said 
they could not. Yet they were much disappointed at 
not finding plenty of gold. I found Mr. Pritchard 
kind-hearted and generous, ready to accommodate 
me or those with me. He went with us to show 
where we might get prospects, and offered to do still 
more, and I felt ready to accept his offers, but in 
conversation with my associates and two other per
sons who had found prospects, we all decided to go 
up Pritchard Creek and prospect, and thus I did not 
see Mr. Pritchard any more, The water was too high 
on the larger creeks, and on most of the side gulches 
it had run down too much for sluicing, We found 
large timber and too great a distance from supplies 
our chief obstacles, and had we remained with Mr. 
Pritchard, as he desired we should until the water 
went down, we might hav profited by it, as hav Mr. 
Craig and others who came later. Notwithstanding 
the cost of going and coming, time spent, etc., I be
lieved Mr. Pritchard was an honest though perhaps 
mistaken, man; mistaken, if at all, in the quantity 
of gold to be found. Mr. Craig has described tho 
country pretty well, and I remember him as one of 
the two men I met on the dry trail not far from 
Beaver Creek, as I was coming out. I hav heard 
from the dillging from other sources, and find them 
corroborating the first impressions of Pritchard. 

I would not, perhaps, hav written anything on this 
subject but for two reasons: First, because of my 
faith in THE TRUTH BEEKER and its friends; second, 
because it is only justice to Mr. Pritchard, after 
knowing what I do on both sides of the question. 
His desire that Liberals should control the mines in 
which he is so much interested was one cause of his 
being abused; another, at his not being able and 
willing to show them good diggings, But I hope 
now that all parties will secure a share of the treas
ure, and thus drop the feelings of dislike all around. 

Respectfully yours, J, C, WEYBRIGHT, 
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111"hild1ftn:t S hf"g1tntr j and, in an instant, the iron door was ~losed 
~· •L •{ ~- •L•{ • 1 upon me, and I heard the key grate 1n the 

How many hav fallen in just the same way 
by the same means! Temptation comes, and 
the weak totter beneath its subtle in:!l.uence, 
stumble, and fall. 

Truth About the Tettb, ,- I lock. There I stood in that lonely tomb in 

H W Fall R
. pitch darkness, save a feeble ray of light that 

Edited by Miss SuSAN . ttoN, tver, d "f t ti k d · d 
Mass., to whom all Communications for this seeme as 1 re.rea. ng bac war , fnghtene It was through the influence of those that 

he had wronged that Harry's sentence was 
made light, compared to the offense or crime, 
and they had succeeded in having him sen
tenced to the jail instead of the state prison. 

Etc., Etc. 
B:EST PAIN AND TOOTH-~AVING KNOWL

EDGE OUT. 
Corner should be sent. at the shadows 1t vamly sought to illumin by No matter how perfect your teeth ma.y be na.tur 

ally, this Information Is necessary H you would 
carry them perfect a.nd pnre to a ripe old a.ge and 
death. Ten cents In stamps. "Hla lire Is long whose work Is well, 

And be his station low or high, 
He who the most good works can tell, 

Llvs longest though he soonest die." 

A Sad Mistake. 
Harry Spencer was a bright, wms~me, wide

awake lad when I knew him, a dozen years 
ago, full of fun and frolic, and sometimes 
mischief. You couldn't help liking him, for 
he was always good-natured and clever. He 
was generous hearted, and would turn his 
pockets inside out to find the last penny, to 
lend y~u if you wanted it, or to giv if you 
were needy and destitute. 

He came in the house singing, and he went 
away singing, and, if he happened to catch a 
scolding, as all boys sometimes will, he would 
kiss the scolder, and say, "Well, I'm sorry, 
and I'll not do so any more." 

"A bright, affectionate boy," said his aunt, 
"and I hope he'll turn out well." And such 
was the wish of every one who knew him, for 
he was a general favorit wherever he went. 

"Turn out well! " No one had ever a 
thought that Harry could turn out ill, and 
when he looked at you, his great innocent 
brown eyes full of laughter and good-nature, 
you would hav felt willing to stake your life 
on his good behavior. 

His address was such that, at an early age, 
he obtained a position in government employ, 
with a handsome salary, and every one was 
glad for him. I used to meet him occasion
ally at his business desk, and he always had 
some bright remark to make, and was ever the 
same genial, witty, laughing boy I knew of 
yore. He was the very picture of good health, 
a true type of physical, manly beauty, and 
when, he married Lizzie West, a sweet and 
noble girl, as handsome and healthy as him
self, their future appeared as beautiful and 
glowing as one could wish. 

After the marriage of Harry, I lost sight of 
him for awhile, but, unexpectedly, I met him 
one day, and I will tell you where. I had 
some business in another city, and, after it 
was finished, having some spare time before 
the train would leave, I inquired for some 
objects or places of interest where I might 
spend an hour or two, pleasantly and profit
ably. 

"Ever been to jail?'' inquired the gentle
roan with whom I was conversing. 

I laughingly confessed that I had not. 
"It's worth your while then, maybe," he 

said. 
It was not "visiting day," however, and, it 

was only by a special permit from one of the 
superior officers that I obtained leave to pass 
within the inclosure of the jail. As the great 
iron door swung to, and I looked up to the 
high wall, a cold shudder went over me. The 
keeper conducted us along the damp, cheer
less corridors, and into the women's depart
ment, and I shall always remember the sad, 
hoptless, dejected look of some of those 
women. There was one woman who was 
smtenced for life to that dreary existence. 
She had already lived over twenty years of 
her sentence, and was past seventy years of 
age. She was there for murder; she had 
killed her husband by poison. Her keen, 
cunning, gray eyes seemed to carry murder 
in them still, and I did not like to look at her. 
Her age and infirmities, and her general good 
conduct, would insure her a pardon, it was 
said, but there was nobody to ask for it, and 
nobody to receive her; not even her own 
daughter would take her as an inmate of her 
home, for she had threatened to take her lif.e, 
too. So she was doomed to end her days m_ 
that cold stone cell, unloved, unhonored, and 
unwept. What a terrible fate I So it seemed 
to me; yet, excepting that sly, wandering, 
restless expression of the cold, gray eyes, the 
murderess appeared to bear her imprison
ment with tolerable composure. 

Passing on, we arrived at a cell door, some
what apart from the rest, and, turning the 
key, the huge black door swung slowly back 
on its great hinges, revealing a narrow, dark, 
and gloomy cell, the only furniture of which 
was a hard board, perhaps six feet in length, 
by two feet in width, and slightly raised at 
one end. 

"What is this? " I asked. 
"This is the 'solitary,' the place of punish

ment for our disobedient ones. Step inside, 
if you wish, and think how it might seem to 
be in solitary." 

With beating heart, I entered the low, 
narrow apartment, if so it might be called, 

its presence. It seemed to me I was stifling, 
yet there was a ventilator, and a current of 
air from somewhere; but the thought of being 
entombed, locked up alive, even for a brief 
moment, and "just to see how it seemed," 
was oppressiv in the extreme, and almost 
intolerable to my sensitiv and nervous organ
ization. Though I was there only a minute 
or two, it seemed an age, almost, when the 
key turned in the lock, and I stepped forth 
into freedom again, with a breath of relief. 

"'Tisn't so bad after you get used to it," 
said the man, as he observed my white face, 
and gasping breath. "Why, we had one 
fellow in there nineteen days and nights on 
the stretch, once ! " 

"Oh, why did you keep him there so long, 
in that cruel dungeon?" I asked. 

"Oh, he was disobedient, saucy, and anx· 
ious to fight; but when he came out he was 
pliable enough." 

"But how could he sleep? There is no 
bed there." 

The man laughed. "Oh, yes," and he 
pointed to the board; "there is the soft side 
of that pine board, there! And then we giv 
them dry bread and pure water three times a 
day-not a very rich diet, but wholesome," he 
observed. "One man lived eleven days in 
~at hole without tasting a mouthful, but he 
was conquered, though, at last. But come, 
let us go on; you are getting nervous, I do be
lieve." 

As we walked on, the tears fell ove-r my eye
lids upon roy face, to think that human be
ings must be subjected to such treatment, 
must be so punished for the sake of uncon
troled evil passions. Pity and sorrow filled 
my mind because prisons and jails are neces
sary; yet while crime and wrong-doing exist, 
I could find in my heart only pity and grief 
for the unfortunate creatures of circumstances 
who ever entered such a place as a jail or 
prison. All at once I heard my name called 
faintly. I turned quickly, and inquired, "Did 
some one speak my name?" 

"Yes!" was the reply. "Look in here; this 
prisoner has a larger room than the other, and 
has a few more privileges; I don't know why, 
though, unless it is because he is such a 
pleasant lad, but we keep him close under 
lock and key, however." 

Since my visit to the jail, a pardon has been 
secured for Harry, and to-day he is a. free 
man once more. Kind friends found for him 
employment, and Harry is striving to win 
money enough to pay back the sum he took 
unlawfully. He has passed through a terrible 
experience, an experience that can never be 
blotted from his life. The hue of health has 
come back to his cheek, but his smile is sub
dued and half sorrowful, and the grave look 
in his eyes seems ever to refer to that sad mis
take of his life. 

He has long years before him to retrieve 
that dreadful error of his early days, but its 
shadow must ever follow him. Do you, dear 
ones, who read this, aim to liv honestly and 
truly, keeping always straight on in the one 
true path of right, shunning the intoxicating 
cup and the influence of evil companions, and 
thus avoid the road that leads to sorrow and 
suffering. It is better to be honest and trust
worthy than to be a king, and he who is 
honest and trustworthy is happier than a 
king. 

About Talking. 
Among the common errors in the use of 

language are these: The mispronouncing of 
unaccented syllables, as terruble for terrible; 
the omission of a letter or short syllable as 
goin' for going, ev'ry for every; and the run
ning of words together without giving to 
every one a separate and distinct pronuncia_ 
tion. 

I know a boy who says "Don't wanter" 
when he means, "I don't want to;" "Whatier 
say? " when he means " What did you say?" 
and "Where de go?" instead of "Where did 
he go?" 

Sometimes you hear "ficood,'' instead of 
" If I could; " " Wilfercan " instead of " I will 
if I can; " and "Howj er know ? " for " How do 
you know?" 

And hav you never heard "m-m " instead 
of "yes" and "ni-ni" instead of "no?" 

Let me giv you a short conversation I 
heard the other day between two pupils of 
our high school, and see if you never heard 
anything similar to it: 

"Wherejergolasnight?" 
"Hadder skate." 
"Jerfind th' ice hard'n' good?" 
"Yes; 9-ard 'no ugh." 
" J er goelone? " 
"Na; Bill'n Joe wenterlong." 
"How late jerstay?" 
"Pastate." 

DR. GEORGE HARDCASTLE, 
1235 Market street, 

(Station B, Drawer 2300), 
San Francisco, Cal. 3149 

MERRY CHRISTMAS! 
The Holidays are Cominrr, and 

OTTO WETTSTEIN'S 

JEWELRY STORE, 
ROCHELLE, ILL., 

lB ALWAYS 

Headquarters for Holiday Goods. 
Over 100 Gold wa.tchee, ranging In value from $10 

to$400, In stock continually. Silver Watches, Chains, 
Necklaces, Locket!!, Bracelet!!, Ringe, Pins, Earring•, 
etc.; aleo Silver ware, Gold Pins, Ovtlcal and Fancy 
Goods In proportiOnate large qua.nllties. A flue 3-
ounce case, Silver Elgin Watch, ~9. A fine 4-ounce 
Stem-winder, Hunting or Open Face, l1 Jewel•, 
Quick Train, d ust-proor Movement, $16.50 (retallo 
everywhere tor $22 to $25). Best 4-ounce Case, Stem 
Winder, Full (15) Jeweled Watch. patent Regulator, 
$25. ALa.dle"' Good, Solid Gold Elgin Stem-Winder, 
$25. The same, heavier and H karat, $35. All 25 
per cent below regular prices. A Cllronogra.ph, 1·! 
second Horse-Timer, and "Fly-Back,'' tn H~avle- t 
18 Karat Co.se, $175. A Double Chronograph tor tim
Ing two horees, or double record, a. fifth second, be•t
in the worhl, $200. Also "Repeatere,, atrlktn~ 
hours, quarters, a.nd minutes, $100 leu than B:·o·vl
way prices. Ladles' wa.tche& ornamented \VIth 
Diamonds, Diamond Flowers, B~tskets ot Dlamon<i 
Flowere. Peacock In Rubles and Diamond,, Varie
gated Colored Gold, Embuesed Birds a.nd Flowers, 
Enamel, Artistic Encra.ving, Locket-Backs, etc., etc, 
No finer goods at 'rJJI&ny's, N.Y. 

Send me a check tor amount you desire to pay f•Jr 
a. Watch or other goods, describe as ne~>r a.s ptHslble. 
and I wlll send prepaid to auy p .. rt ot the U ulted 
States, and rifund ca.•h on d<mand It not entirely SM!s
tactory. I please all, and hundreds or my customers 
cheerfully testify to the tact. Refer to Rochelle 
National Bank, a.nd Brothers Remoburg a.ud Follett. 
The latter says In his "Catalog or the Llte Members 
or the State Liberal League:" "I stepped ov~r to s~H'J 
Otto Wetteteln, the stanch Liberal of Rochelle. I 
round him up to his ears In b ttslness, selllng ani 
sending ott goods. His large jewelry store Is truly 
marvelous tor a town the size ot Rochelle. I would 
advise all or our Llbera.l !rlends who are In want of 
anythlnr; In the jewelry line to send to him, a uri ttwy 
will make a. grea.tsavlng by so doing." Correspond
ence sollclten. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 

TO TRIAL SUBS«JRIBER.8 

The Truth Seeker, 
Wltb sixteen lar~re pages, wW be sent 

for THREE MONTHS, posta&"e paid. 

J!'OB J!'IJ!'TY CENTS. 

A.d4reua THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
33 CUnten Place, New Yo .-Jo. 

TRUTH: 
A Poem in Three Parts. 

BY E. N. KINGSLEY. 

Through the narrow aperture in the door, I 
saw the face of-Harry Spencer! No longer 
rosy and buoyant with h~ppiness, but pale, 
haggard, and prematurely old. He put one 
thin white hand through the little square 
opening, and clasped the hand that I extended 
toward him, while his lips trembled and great 
scalding tears dropped from his sorrowful 
eyes. "Lemmeknow wenyergoagin, woncherr 1 Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists, 

Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists, 
and Impracticable Christians. "You poor boy," was all I could say. 

"I deserve it all, dear friend,'' he said, 
huskily, "but, oh, it is so hard, so hard!" 

I tried to comfort him as well as I could, 
but he would not be comforted. 

"I am suffering the penalty of wrong-do
ing," he said, "but, oh, I suffer so much, shut 
in here away from the sunlight and the sweet, 
pure air, and apart from my dear Lizzie
locked up, day after day, night after night, 
alone with my thoughts." 

"It is sad, Harry," I said, tenderly, "but it 
is not forever. Be brave and hopeful for the 
future, which is, to every one, full of promis 
and sweet anticipation. But how did it hap
pen, Harry?" 

"I will tell you," he said, with all his old 
frankness. " I enjoyed the confidence of my 
employers to an unsual extent, but, instead 
of valuing it as I should, I took advantage
an unjust, and cruel advantage-of their kind
ness; yet I never thought of doing them an 
injury in the way I did, until, in an evil mo
ment, I hearkened to the voice of one who 
was not a true friend, although, in my igno
rance, I supposed he was. I trace my down
fall to my first glass of strong drink. From 
that, I went on to the gaming table. I played 
with my own money first, until I lost it, and 
gambling had become a wild passion. Then 
he who said he was my friend whispered that 
it would be easy to find more money where 
my salary came from. I hesitated, turned 
back, and then robbed my employers. Still, 

wantergo'n show yer howterskate." 
"H-m, ficoodn't skate better'n you I'd 

sell out'nquit." 
''Well, we'll tryerace'nseefyercan." 
Here they took differe!lt streets and their 

cenversation ceased. These boys write their 
compositions grammatically, and might use 
good language and speak it distinctly if they 
would try. But they hav got into a careless 
way of speaking, and make no effort to get 
out of it. Whenever they try to speak cor
rectly they- hav to grope their way along 
slowly, and their expression seems forced or 
cramped as though it were hard work for 
them to talk.-8elected. 

FLORIDA. 
A gentleman a.nd wl!e desirous ot enjoying the 

climate ot Florida ca.n find a.ll the comtorts or Ute In 
the home ot a. Northern lady (no children, no board
ers). For terms address, with stamp, 

MRS. CHESBROUGH, 
2t49 East Mandarin, Duval Co., Fla. 

Correspondence. 
A lawyer 31 years ot age, With a. good practice In a 

prosperous town on the Northern Paclilc railroad, 
In western Montana., wlshee to open a. correspond
ence with a.n ed uca.ted lady or liberal vi >ws, with a. 
view to matrimony. Address, w. H. G., Box 45, Mle-
soula., M.T. 4149 

THE SUNDAY LAWS, 
BY J. G. HE:RTWIG. 

Price 10 cents. For sale a.t this olllce. 

I did not think of it, then, as robbery, and I Songs of the "orni·ng. 
meant to pay it all back in time, for I hoped lii. 
to be successful at cards. From small sums, .A NEW LIBERAL SONG BOOK. 
I took larger ones, and went on, bearing a 
burden that tortured-me more than words can BY CALEB S. WEEKS. 
tell, until-until,'' he sobbed, "I hav brought 
up in such a dreadful place as this. And 
as hard as this confinement is," he said, "I 
know I deserve it all-all." 

Poor Harry-poor boy! 

Vol. I. Orlglna.l, InclUding Responses to Old 
Hymns, a.nd Old Hymns In Responding VerSions 
212 pa.ges. Price, Cloth, 81.00. 

For sa.le, wholesale and retail, at 
THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFIOE, 

33 CLINTON l'LACE1 NEw YORX1 

Containing a picture or the 

JEWISH JEHOVAH. 
As Described by the Bible. 

"There went up a smoke out ot his nostrils, a.nd 
fire out ot his mouth devoured: coals were klmlled 
with It" (Psalms XVIII, 8). 

'0 pp. Handsomely executed. Price, 25 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

266th Edition. PRICE ONLY $1. 
BY MAIL POST-PAID. 

KNOW THYSELF 

A Great Me~1cal Wor~ on Manhoo~ 
Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Debility, 

Premature Decline In Man, Errors or Youth, and the 
untold miseries resulting from Indiscretions or ex
ceSBes. A book tor every ma.n, young, middle-aged, 
a.nd old. It contains 125 prescriptions tor all acute 
a.nd chronic diseases, each one ot which Is Invalua
ble. So round by the author, whose experience ror 
23 years Is such as probably never before fell to the 
Jot or any physician. SOD pages, bound In beautiful 
French muslin, embossed covers, tun gUt, gua.ran 
teed to be a finer work ln every sense-mechau!ca.l, 
literary, and profeBB!vnal-tha.n any other work sold 
In this country for $2.50, or the money will be re
runded In every Instance. Price only $LOO, by mall 
postpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 cts. Send now. 
Gold medal awarded the author by the Natlonall\Ied
lca.l Association, to the olllcers or which he refers. 

This book should be read by the young tor Instruc
tion, and by the a.llllcted !or relief. It wlll benefit 
a.ll.-London Lancet. 

There lo no member or society to whom this book 
wlll not be useful, whether youth, parent, gua.rd!a.n, 
Instructor, or clergyma.n.-Argonaul. 

Address the Peabody Medica.! Institute, or Dr. W. 
H. Parker, No 4. Bulfinchst., Boston, Mass., who may 
be consulted on a.ll diseases requiring sk-lll a.nd ex
perience. Chronic and obstinate diseases hav ba.t
fied the skill ot all other physcla.ns HEAl a 
specialty. Such treated successfully 
r;;laut llllinsta.nce or ra.uure. THYSELF 
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Notices of Our Two New Pamphlets. 
CRIMES OF PREACHERS IN THE UNITED STATES 

AND CANm.t, BETWEEN 1876 AND 1883. 
Third edition. Published at THE TRUTH 
SEEKER office. Price 25 cents. 

to escape public notoriety, and by virtue of 
the sanctity of their positions palmed them
selva off as the safest and purest of men. 

When the facts are reduced to tables, they 
are proven to be the most unsafe and the 
most criminally criminal of any profession. I am glad to see that Mr. Billings has got 

out a new edition of this valuable work giving 
us the carefully compiled and statistically ar
ranged list of crimes committed by . clerical, 
canting, carping, caviling, and chasteless vil
lains calling themselvs men of God and min
sters of the most holy one. 

Nothing will serve sooner to break the back
bone of theology than to destroy the halo of 
reverential awe with which these priestly 
pietists hav always surrounded themselvs. 
Once throw offthe Mokanna-like veil bywhich 
their hypocritical and horrid features are hid
den, and let their dupes see them as they are, 
and the work is done. 

I can gaze back some thirty years ago, and 
see in the dim distance how the preacher was 
looked upon with reverence and awe; how lit
tle children would run behind mother when 
they saw the "man of God " coming, and how 
they feared to even speak in his holy presence. 
But there were better reasons then for look
ing up to this class of people than there are 
now, for they were the educated class, as well 
the go-betweens betwixt men and their gods. 
Their advice was sought by whole congrega
tions, and if. the preacher said so it was a 
fact, sure as fate. But now that education is 
becoming the general property of rich and 
poor, all are more on a level, and we are learn
ing to reverence humanity at large, instead of 
a few self-styled sky-pilots. We are learning 
that gods and ghosts are the big boos that 
these teacher-preachers hav used to scare 
their dupes with, and keep them in subjec
tion, while they draw from them their hard 
earnings in the shape of tithes and Peter's 
pence. But thanks to such books as this of 
Mr. Billings's, these servants of God are fast 
finding themselvs with their occupation gone, 
their churches empty, and they obliged to 
labor in some other vocation for their bread 
and butter. 

It is not a pleasant work, this of showing up 
the dark side of even teachers of darkness. 
But truth must come to the front, though all 
else be crushed in the effort. This monstrous 
he mythology, called Christianity, must go to 
the wall, and all its he-gods, he-devils, and 
he-heavens must giv place to a blessed reality 
here on earth, when equalitJ of sex shall be 
the watchword, and the mother shall stand 
equal with the father, and the sister with the 
brother. 

Just see in this book of Mr. Billings's how 
'\Ioman has. suffered from priestly lust and 
priestly brutality. Out of 2,053 crimes of 
preachers, 849 are against women in a sexual 
way, and the total against women are 1,113-
over half of all of them ! I am determined, 
for my part, that from this day on I will make 
more of an effort to sell and circulate this 
book than any other one found in the list of 
Freethought publications. If I could afford 
it I would send it broadcast over the land, so 
that even in the remotest hovel the inmates 
thereof might see the plain facts therein set 
forth, and judge of the foulness of the re
ligiOn by the record made by its preachers. 
Come on, friends, and fight the foe of human
ity 1 Crush superstition under your foot, and 
crush all that tends to teach error, delusion, 
and falsehood. 
"With still the inextinguishable glance 
And the clenched and lifted :fist, ' 
And your foot on the neck of the menacing 

one, 
The scorne~ utterly crushed beneath you, 
The menacmg, arrogant one, that strode and 

advanced 
With his senseless scorn, bearing the murder

ous knife, 
The wide-swelling one, the braggart that 

would yesterday do so much, 
To-day a carrion dead and damned, 
The despised of all the earth, 
An oti'al rank, to the dunghill maggots 

spurned. -Leaves oj Gras11. 
Nov. 24, 283. ELMINA. 

FrtYm tho Boston Invutigator. 

This work of Mr. Billings is proof against 
the charge of falsehood. It givs the names of 
the ministerial criminals, their residences, 
their denomination, the crimes charged, and 
the dates. The summing up shows 2,053 
crimes collected in this book, of which 1,113 
were committed against women. 

This book is a most shocking record. It 
ought to be in the hands of every member of 
the so-called Christian church in the land, in 
which case that institution would soon come 
to an inglorious end. 

FriYin tho Lib.,.a!, 

A copy of the third edition of this great 
book by M. E. Billings, of Waverly, Iowa, was 
received at the Liberal office last Saturday. It 
is to Christianity one of the most damaging 
publications extant. It contains the names of 
several hundred criminals, all preachers, and 
the crime charged. Mr. Billings has collected 
the facts upon which the work is based from 
the careful reading of four newspapers, and 
the casual reading of seven, making a total of 
eleven papers, published in the states of 
Massachusetts, New York, Ohio, Indiana, 
illinois, Iowa, and Missouri, and believes he 
has not collected one-half, as he took no par
ticular pains. No attention has been paid to 
the Southern and Pacific states. As it is very 
common for Christians to assert that Infidel
ity causes crimes, it would be well for every 
Liberal to possess a copy of thifl book. Mr. 
Billings makes a very significant Bible selec
tion as a motto for his book-" By their fruits 
ye shall know them. Do men gather grapes 
from thorns or figs from thistles ?" 

FALsE CLAIMs oF THE CHURCH. By John E. 
Remsburg. Price 10 cents; 75 cents per 
dozen. 

Frrm tht .Amtrican Nunconf()l"fTTilt. 

We are exceedingly glad to state that the 
speech of John E. Remsburg, delivered before 
the New York Freethinkers' Association at 
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 1,_ 1883, and from 
which we quoted so freely in our issue of Oct. 
25th, is published in. pamphlet form, entitled 
"False Claims." Its value to all who are 
seeking for the truth cannot be over-esti
mated. Send to office of THE TBUTH SEEKER, 
33 Clinton Place, N.Y. 

FrtYm tho L,b.,.al. 

This is -the greatest of Mr. Remsburg's 
books. It is, without doubt, the most pow
erful and oeffectiv Infidel pamphlet in the 
English language. Like wine, Mr. Remsburg 
improves as he grows older, though of all his 
productions we know of none that does not 
rank high. 

WATTS and CH.A..INEY. 
These two well-known Libeallecturers will 

speak· at German Masonic Hall, 220 E. 15th 
street, New York city, on the evening of SuN
D.tY, DEc. 9TH, at 8 o'clock. 

SUBJECTS: 
WATTs.-" Impeachment of Christianity.· 

L CHAINEY.-".The Clergy." 
Admission - - - - 50 cents. 

Tickets for sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER 
office, and at the door. 

A GOOD WORD FOR THE DEVIL. 
BIBLE MUSINGS OF AN INFIDEL. 

A Poetical Pamphlet of 136 Pages. 
50 cents. 

Price 

The author- has been highly praised for this pro
d~on. Hl.s motto Is, 
"Apply~ur- disinfectants to • The Word,' 

ThoUgh God's, tt shoUld be decent or Unheard;" 
And he ·has ruthlessly dissected the "holy BCrip

tures" in accordance therewith. 
For sale at this omce. 

SING, BROTHERS. SING. 
USB TH:B 

liberal Hymn-Book 
In ]•our meetings, to make them lively and Interesting. 
The• LmEJUL HYlllN·BooK contains songs by the best poets 
adal>ted to well-known tunes. It Is highly commenaed by 
Messrs. Wakeman, Parton, Wrt"ht, Qreen, Underwood, 

r.::i>ns:l6~d~~r,;:.nd:iitg:~tJ!_b~un'X~~5~C:n~~~~':,t~. 
4Uc.ents. 

D. M. BENNETT'S WORKS. 
ADDllESS THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE. 

A. Truth Seeker Around the World~ 
Folir large volumes. With a steel-plate 
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and 
each volume illustrated with forty-seven 
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth, 
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $10.50. 

The World's Sages Thinkers, and 
Reformers. 1,075pages,8vo. Cloth, 
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Svo. 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. · 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Two Volumes. 
Written in prwpn. In cloth, $3.00. per 
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in 
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, 
$8.00. 

From Behind the Bars. A series of 
letters written in prison. Over 700 pages. 
Price $1. 50. 

A.. Truth Seeker in Europe. A series 
of letters written during a visit of ten 
weeks in Europe. Giving some account 
of the International Freethinkers' Con
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben
nett was a delegate, followed by a de
scription of what he saw in England, 
France, Holland, and Italy. The letters 
from Rome alone are worth the price 
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait 
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50. 

'rhe Semitic Gods and · the Bible. 
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic 
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin 
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 
pages are devoted, showing that book to 
be a very inferior production for a first
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov
ers, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

Judaism, Christianity, and Moham
medanism examined historically 
and critically. It is thought to be the 
most damaging exhibit of Christianity 
that has appeared. 500 large pages. 
Price, $1.50. 

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories, 
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages. 
Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1. 

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. 
A debate on Christianity and Infidelity, 
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H. 
HUMPHREY. This book has had a very 
large sale, and is a splendid work for 
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh
bors. 550 pages. Price. $1. · 

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between 
D. M. BENNETT and CYRus RoMULus R. 
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of 
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents. 

What Objections to Christianity 1 
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and 
G. M. MAill, divided into the following 
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor 
original, being borrowed or copied from 
much older systems of religion. 

2. Miracles and supernatural achieve
ments hav been as fully and truly ascribed 
to other teachers and founders of religion 
as to Jesus. 

3. The story of Jesus and his mission 
in the world is unhistorical; it is not cor
roborated by contemporaneous history. 

BENNETT affirms; MAIR denies. This is 
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50. 

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United 
States Circuit Court upon the charge of 
depositing prohibited matter in the mail. 
This givs a full history of this celebl,'ated 
case, and shows what monstrous injustice 
was perpetrated upon MB. BENNETT. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

An Open Letter to J esns Christ. 
5 cents. 

Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 
3,000 questions propounded to his J ewisli 
Godship upon a great ~ariety of subjects. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First 
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv
ing many church incidents and his evolu
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa
per, 50 cents; oloth, 75 aents. 

The Book of Chronicles of the Pil
g~ims in the Land of Yahweh: 
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle to 
the Truth Seekers. Cloth, $1.00 

The First Epistle of Bennett the 
Apostle to the Truth Seekers. 
10 cents. 

If you wish to see a list of proved criminals 
among the clergy, read Col. Billings's book 
entitled, "The Crimes of Preachers," about a 
thousand of them in six years ! Such a 
frightful black list we never read before, and 
yet there are probably not a few left of the 
same sort, leading a sinner almost to believe 
that if there is a God in Israel he is not very 
vigilant in keeping his clergy in the bee-line 
of rectitude, for the way that the 1,000 "cut 
up" is fearful to read about ! 

The Great Religions of the World. 
A. ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD. 1o cents. 

FrtYm tho American Nonconformut. 

Until Mr. Billings undertook the unpleasant 
but much needed task of reducing this class 
of criminals into tabular form, they contrived 

A Fabricated Account of 

A Scene at the Death-bed of 
THOMAS PAINE. 

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. 
10 cents. 

J esns Christ. Considered as an Infi
del. 10 cents. 

I/JilD BISHOP FENWICK WRITE 17 1\ An Hour with the Devil 10 cents. 
18 pp. Handsomely printed and boUnd, • . 

. 'l'rice, 5 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sinful Saints and Saunal Shepherdi. 
83 Cl.lJlton l'la.co, New York. li ...... 

TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY. 
rolJle World's Sages, Thinkers~ and 

Reformers. The Biograph1es of 
throe hundred of the most distinguished 
teachers and philosophers (who were not 
Christians), from the time of Menu to the 
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages, 
8vo, Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc
co, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio 
graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians. A companion book to "The World's 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo., 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs 
a full account of all the gods the nations 
of the earth hav worshiped, including 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 
pages, 8vo. Vol. IT. describes fully all 
the religious systems of the world, includ 
ing Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Chris 
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison a 

.Albany:. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00. 

Supernatural ReliS"ion. An inquiry 
into the reality of divine revelation. De 
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the claims of supernaturalism 
ever written. By F. W. NEwMAN, Emeritus 
Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5.00 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine 
Including The Age of Reason, Examina 
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the 
whole preceded by the Life of Pain a, and 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco 
gilt edges, $4.50. 

Analysis of Religions Belief. An 
examination of the Creeds, Rites, and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By VIB 
coUNT AMllEBLEY, son of the late Lord 
John Russell, twice Premier of England 
Complete from the London edition. 745 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The foregoing volumes are called " The 
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to
gether and sent by e:xpre1s, one dollar will be 
deducted from the price of each. 

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
l!'OB BALE AT THE TBUTH BEEKER OFFICE, 

Essays and Lectures. Embracing In 
fiuence of Christianity on Civilization; 
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib 
eralism offers in Place of Christianity 
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual 
ism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine 
the Political and Religious Reformer; Ma 
terialism and Crime; Will the Coming 
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties 
of Christianity; the Authority of the 
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits; 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 60 
cents; cloth, $1. . 

Influence of Christianity upon Civil
ization. 25 cents. 

Christianity and Materialism. 15 
cents. 

What Liberalism Offers in Place of 
Ch1istianity. 10 cents. 

Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning 
and Tendency. 10 cents. 

SphitnaU<Jm from a Materialistic 
Standpoint. 10 cents. 

Paine the Political and Religions 
Reformer. 10 cents. 

Woman: Her Past and Present: Her 
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents. 

Materialism and Crime. 10 cents. 

Will the Coming Man Worship Godt 
10 cents. 

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. 
10 cents. 

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo-; 
logical. 20 cents. , 

Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four 
days' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Prof. 0. A. BURGEss, President of the 
Northwestern Christian University, In
dianapolis,. Ind. Accurately reporttJd. 
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents.: 

Underwood·Mal_1}les Debate. A four' 
nights' debate oetween. :a. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Rev. JoHN MARPLEs. Fully reported. 
l'aper, 35 oenta· oloth, ~O_o!Rtrl• I 
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.Agents for The Truth Seeker. 
JAMEs AsHMAN, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
J. F. BuBB, 449.Main street, Hartford, Ct. 
W. B. CooKB, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto, Can. 
D. F. KBELBB, Park City, Utah. 
FlcBDINAND PFISTER, Nashville, Tenn. 
W. F. REYlloULD, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Dr. J. H. RHODES, 5051-2 No. 8th st., Phila., Pa. 
A. M •• STBVllNs, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny 

C1ty, Pa. 
Mrs. Eu.mu. D. SLENXEii, Snowville, Va. 
D. Wooli11', 620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo. 
J. S. MANsm, Tucson, Arizona. 
A. BBBBNZ, 140 Montgomery st., San Fran

cisco, Cal. 
JosEPH MARsH, Northampton; Mass. 
CIU.B. S. COBURN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence, 

Mass. 
M. V. THoMAS, 344 Larimer st., Denver, Col. 
B. B. WBIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col. 
T:ao's FoBBJIUN, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb 
S. D. MooRE, Adrian, Mich. Box 465. 
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The American and New York News Com
panies will furnish the paper to news deal
ers upon application. 

FALSE CLAIMS. 
-BY-

JOHN E .. REMSBURG. 
Revised and .Enlar~ed. 

Price, 10 CTl:!. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ. 

AS A 
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT 

IT IS UNEXCELLED. 
Among the subjects considered by Mr. 

Remsburg are: 

· The Church and Morality; Criminal Statis

tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in 

the penitentiaries; the Church and Civiliza
tion; the Church and Scienct-; the Church 

and Learning;- the Church and Liberty; the 

Church and the Antislavery Reform; the 

Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance 

Reform; the Church and the Repu]?lic. 

These pamphlets should be circulated by 

the thousand. Let every reader send for a 

dozen at least. Address 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK. 

HA V YOU READ IT? 

HEALTH HilTS TO WOMEN 
IMPORTANT INFORlii:ATION FOR ALL. 

· THE DANISH CURE EXPLAINED 
BY WILHELMINE D. SCHOTT, 

Practitioner of tM :Danilh Curt. 

WITK ~OBTBAIT OF AUTROK. 

Heavy, toned paper, good margin.!; large type, 
widely spaced; e:ctra cloth, black and gold side 

and back stamps; 12mo., 319 pp.; $1.50. 

A VERY .APPROPRIATE GIF1. BOOK. 

It tells you what physicians l!hould tell their pa
tients, but do not: How to avoid contracting "doc
tors• b1lls ;" how to hav good health without taking 
medicins. Hints on every subject pertal.nl.ng to the 
health or women and children. 

PURPOSE OF THE WORK. 
The author'll design ill to giv a general outline or 

the l&WII and conditions or health, with directione 
for the prevention or sickness and care or the sick. 
Bhe coneiders Animal Electricity, used as directsd in 
thie book, a very important curativ agent. 

Although written primarily for women, thie book 
"Will be round almost equally useful to all. Most 
persons cannot be too frequently reminded or the 
truth or the old proverb, "An ounce or prevention 
1e worth more than a pound or cure." The first stsp 
in the cure o_r dieease is to remove the cause; then, 
in nearly all cases, Nature wm remove the dUnculty 
Without other aid. 

Send to THE TRUTH SEEKER ror circular and con
tents. 

$5 tO $2Qperday at home. Samples worth $5free. 
Address STINSON & Co., Portland. Me. 

PLAIN HOME TALK, 
EliiBlU.OING 

Medical Common Sense. 
BY E. B. FOOTE, M.D. 

This book is a plain talk abont the human system, the 
habita of men and women, the causes and prevention of 
dtseaee, our sexual relations and social natures. It ts med· 
~flc~~gnd~:~..!'e~~~~:cl ~t'i:'i!'le~~b=t~~n,~c~ 
women to each other,IIOclety, love, parentage 
etc. Embell1ehed with two hundred tiona. Pr!Oe 
ll.IJJ. Sold at THE TRUTH R olllce. 

· ss CUnton , N. Y. city. 

$66 a week ln your own town. Terms and $5 outfit 
tree. Address H. Hv uoT & Co •• Portland, llfao 

THE RADICAL PULPIT. 
Compl'ill.ng di!IQOuraea of advanced .thoqht by 

O •. B.I!'BOTHINGHA..M:andi!'ELIX .&BLEB 
l;wo Of AlneriOII'I Clearest thlnll:en. 

l'rlce, tn Cloth, 11 

THE. TRUTH S~EKER. DEOEMBER 8. 1888 • 

An impo'rtant work by i.Jibbon, the historlat •. THE EUREKA 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING ~~!~~!~~;~;~;J~~l!~ 
CURES EVERY FORM: OF DISEASE 

WITHOUT M.EDICIN. 

THE 
MACNETIC IN SOL\-

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET .. 
to any address upon receipt or $1.00. EVERY PAIR 
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and allintormation by 

letter or in person free or charge. Send 
tor Illustratsd Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Pnce, $18, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the follOWing testlmonial8, and be convinced that our cla.tms are correct in every particu Jar 

and that your ailments can be eradicated without the a.td ot MEDWIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFEOTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in 
One Week. 

OINomiUTI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly in· 

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use or your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af. 
fticted a.s I hav been that the e:trect WM simply mar· 
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis in my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
a.ftsr wearing a suit or your :MAGNETIO CLOTHING 
for one week, can use it quite M well &I! ever. I ha.v 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number of year!!, from which I hav suf· 
fered intsneely, and, "although doctoring all the 
time, never round but temporary reliet. Since put
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and it I improve a.s rapidly as I haT in the 
past two weeks, w111 soon be wen. I would, there· 
fore, recommend to those su:trering as I h&V your 
Magnetic appliances ILl! the only means of etrecting 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastem avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances which wm 
e1Iect a cure in a case of Paralysis wm at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the same 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change medicins every day until, atter dosing the 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (it he 1e very skilful) that bringe relief 
for the time being. 

Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Tln·ee Weeks. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 188~. 
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: Arter wearing one of 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured or Neuralgia or the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source or misery to me ror 
the la.st six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before Without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief instantly. With un
bounded gratitude, I rema.tn 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladies, read the following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment tor eight years 
with nervous prostration and remale weakness : 

OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Olothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not joking, and if I improve as rapidly a.s 
I hav since T:Iesday, Will soon be well. wm report 
aia.ln soon. Res pectruuy yours, E. J. K. 

Thie lady reports herseU entirely cured in less 
than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
although in bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
she nevertheless wa.s able to ride twenty miles in 
two day11 after the application. The lady's name 
can be had upon application at this oJll.ce, by any
one desiring to communicate with her. 

Ladies, read the fOllowing testimony from a lady who had been su:trering for two years with an Ovar
ian Tum.or, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her lire, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. · In tour months' time she is perfectly well, and hM not taken a dose of 
medicin since putting on the appliance!!. CQnsult u11 when your physician tslls you he can do nothinog 
tor you; it wm pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November19,1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY, D.ar Sir: About two years ago my health began to fail me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire for rood, and, in fact, began to fail rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consultsd several physicians 
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'l'ulllor, 
and that the only thing that would 11ave my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attsntion was called to the Eureka Magnetic Appl1anees. Ae a drowning man 
w1ll catch at a straw, so did I catch at thie faint hope or a cure. Four months ago I purchased aiSuit~:or 
your appliances. From the very flr11t I telt invigorated, the tu
mor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was in my lite. Since putting on the appli· 
ances I hav not taken a single dose or medicin. My bowels, which 
before were constiPated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sutrering as I hav, believing 
that they Will do all and more than you claim tor them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEW ART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances in the 
market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, f 6.00 
Gentlemen's Belts - - li.nn 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, H. 00 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5 00 
Leg Belts, each, 4.00 
Knee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 
Sleeping_ Caps, 4-.00 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's l" ests, 1 :>. ()0 
Sn~er:tlne Insoles, • • • 1. 00 
Chlldren's garments upon application. 

Any or the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of I•rtce, and vre will return the moneY 
If tlley are not as represented in every respect. It you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case 
seno.l us word stating symptoms, and we wm advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are ofrered at less than one-third or what others are selling worthless appliances tor, yet we w1ll 
guarantee that the magneticquallty is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever ofrered the 
public, and wm outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
in the market wm attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority or such worthless appliances having 
so-ca.tl.ed magnets made of material no bettsr than hoop-Iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism tor a 
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material tor the purpose, and wm outlast any 
and all other garments now betore the public. Every magnet is arranged in the garments upon rcimtijlo 
principlts, and not hapha.za.rd as in all the others. we o:trer you therefore 

The Only Scienti:tlc M:agnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any or the so-ca.tl.ed magnetic garments now o:trered under that head. At 
the eame time the application ollabor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to o:trer them at 
about 

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a tri!le higher 
than ordinary clothing. 

Refue01ber that we are o:trering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and it 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we w1ll 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

A.GBNT8 WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN TBB UNITED STATES, LmERAL CO:M:MIBB10N8 ALLOWBD 
~for further lllfolaaUOII, Dr. L, Tenne7, 

Ill' Bace Blnlt, oor, 0! lllila Blnlt, GIUIDIWI, GJIIto 

OB THR RoMAN EMPIRB," and 

~ 1fl~DIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, \Venck, 
Milman, •• an English Churchman,'' and other scholars. 

Handsome 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With En~vings. $2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

The La6arum of 
Constantine. 

".By this nrn tlum 
s!taltcongutr I" 

Th!svo!umecontalns Tlteologkalwritings, sepa-
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. lt shows 
•when, wlure, and /t()w Christianity originat.ed ; wlt• were it. 
founders : and what was the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. . 

Gibbon's Villdicalionofthe 15th and 16th chapters ofh10 
HiStory from the attacks of his Chri~t!an opp~nen.ts, is rc .. 
printed verbatim from the original edttlon oflus Mtsctllanl· 
aus /VtJrks, edited by Lord Sheffield, in I79~· It elfect.ually 
and forever silenced his detractors; who, bemg vanqmshM 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infid~l~ty! 

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the Onp.nt!f 
Chririlanity is reprinted from the valuable notes of DKAM 
MILMAN, WENCK, GuJZoT, an ENGLlSH CHURCHMAN, (t.he 
learned editor of BOHN' s edition of Gi661n), and other enun-
ent Christian histerians. ,. 
·'q .Among the Illustrations will be found representations 
of the principal divinities of the Pai"n mythology. 

For:Ssle at Tbe Truth Seeker omce, 
6m15 

H U P T U RES C U R E Db1 
myllledical Compound audJ;mprored 

Elastic Snppol"ter Truss mfrom 3Utn 
90 days. Reliable references g~ven. Send 

stamp for circular, and aav 'n what paper 
you tawmv advm-tuement. Addresa CaP.~ 

W, J,, C!llllngi,Smltilvllli,3Al!tr><l!! On., ¥.'';:, 

FIFTY YEA.RS' SUCCESS. 
SHAKER EYE AND EARBALSA.M:. 

For all a.Jll.l.ctions or the above organs. 
Dlmnesa, Innammation, Sort cataract, and Roaring 

etc., or the Ears. 
80 cents per box. 

Try us once, and lind entire relief. 
G • .&. Lomas, Shakers • N. V. 

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR 
OF THE 

W or I d as Now Constitute d. 
By Geo. T. Bon dies. 

AD.=!. a. Lecture by W. T. Purviance, 
STTLBD 

Exceptions to the Oharacter of Jesus 
Ghrist Oon!fidered as a Gentleman. 

A P~mphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print 
Price, Twenty·:llve Cents. 

Addrell THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
8ml S3 CllntonPiace,N. Y' 

AN U0 TICAL wn-ruDEA For pl""'"'" r .. u n nnd busme:-s. 



LET justice and right be the standard by Whlcl1 
we govern our actions, and never forget that the 
grandest thing a man can perform Is to do what is 
right under all clrcumstances.-D. M. Bennett. 

THE smoke ascends 
To heaven as lightly from the cottage hearth 
As from the haughtY palace. He whose soul 
Ponders this true equn.l!ty may walk 
'The fields of earth with gratitude and hope; 
Yet, In that meditation, w111 he find 
Motlv to sadden grief, as we hav found
Lamenting ancient virtues overthrown, 
And for the Injustice grieving, that hath made 
So wide a difference betwixt man and man. 

- W01·dswort!t's Excursion. 

I WILL never resign my opinions tor Interest, 
hough I would cheerfully abandon them on convic

tion. My reason, such as It Is, can only be controled 
by better reason, to which I am ever open. As to my 
reed om of thought, speech, and action, I shall ever 
ay what Charles XII. wrote under the Map of Riga: 
~ Dieu me l'adonne; le Diable ne me l'otera. pas." 
God gave It me, and the devil shan't take It away.] 

Gibbon. 

GOOD reasons must, of force, g!v place to better.-
8/talcspere. · 

WHY Is a small moiety, with no peculiar claim on 
oclety, so highly favored, taken for a while from 
he dust aud pressure of the world, and set apart In 

calm academic retreats like these, that here they 
may hav access to the best learning of the time? 
Not certainly that we should waste theM precious 
hours In sloth, neither that we should merely make 
our bread by learning; nor that we should seek and 
enjoy It as a selfish luxury, and, piquing ourselva 
on the enlightenment and refinement It brings, 
look down with disdain on the 1111terate crowd; but 
that, when we hav been cultivated ourselvs, we 
should go into the world and do what we can to Im
part to others whatever good thing we ourselvs hav 
received. There Is a temptation Incident to the 
studious to sec! ude themselvs from others, and Jose 
themselvs In their own thoughts and books. But we 
must try to resist this, and remember that since we 
hav freely received, we are bound freely to glv. 
This It Is which makes culture a really honorable 
and beneficent power.-Principal Shairp's Culture and 
Religion. 

WE know that acts are good or bad only as they af
fect tile actora or others. We know that from every 
good act good consequences flow, and that from every 
bad act there are only evil results. Every virtuous 
deell Is a star In the mol"al firmament. There Is In 
the mural world, asln the physical, the absolute and 
perLct relation of cause and effect. For this reason 
the atonement becomes an Impossibility. Others 
may suffer by your crime, but their suffering can
not discharge you; It simply Increases your guilt, 
and adds to your burden. For this reason happiness 
Is not a reward-It IS a consequence. Suri:erlng Is 
not u pun!Sllment-lt Is u resuit.-Ingersoll. 

WHY should men dispute concerning the reality 
of virtue, and whether it be founded on the nature 
of things (which yet surely Is not matter of question), 
when every man carries about him the passion of 
resentment, which affords him demonstration that 
the rules of justice and equity are to be the guide of 
his actions? For every man naturally feels an In
dignation upon seeing instances of villainy and 
basenegs, and therefore cannot commit the same 
without being self-condemned.-Bi,hop Butler. 

IF observation, experience, and history teach any
thing clearly and unmistakably, It Is that the strong
est aud most Intense faith In rellg!ous dogmas may 
coexist with the gravest Immorality. We see it ex
emplified In the lives of men to-day. It has been so 
In the past. "A wager might be laid," says Momm
en, in his "History of Rome," u that the more lax 

any woman was, the more piously she worshiped 
s!s." Corinth of antiquity was as full of religion 

as of wine. The Byzantine empire under Chrlstlan
ty existed nearly ele-.en centuries. Falth abounded 

and skepticism was unknown. Yet of that empire 
Lecky says: "The universal verdict of history Is 
hat It constitutes, without a single exception, the 

most thoroughly base and despicable form that civ
ilization has yet assumed.''- Underwood's .JlateriaU:nn 
and Crime. 

EARTH, that nourished thee, shall claim 
Thy growth, to be resolved to earth again; 
And, lost each 11 uman trace, surrendering up 
'.I'helr lndlvld ual being, Bhait thou go 
To mix for ever with th" elements; 
To be a brother to the Insensible rock, 
And to the sluggish clod which the rude swain 1 

'l'urns with his share and treads upon. ) 
-Bryant's Thanalopsis. 

'THE various modes of worship which prevailed n 
he Roman world were all considered by the people 

us equally true, by tho phllosopher as equally false, 
ami by the magistrate as equally useful.- Gibbon. 

IT Is only those who feel a deep Interest In, and 
aiTectlon for, this world, wha will work resolutely 
for. its amelioration; those whose affections ara 
ransferred to heaven acquiesce easily In the mlser
es of earth; glv them up as hopeless, as befitting, 

a" ordained; and console them"elvs with the Idea of 
thtl amends which are one day to be theirs. If we 
bad looked upon this earth as our only scene, It Is 
doubtful If we should so long hav tolerated its more 
monstrous anomalies and more culpable evils. But 
It ls easier to look to a future paradise than to strive 
o make one upon earth; and the depreciating and 
wl!ow language of preachers has played Into the 

hfLnds both of the Insincerity and the Indolence of 
men.- Greg's Creed of C!n"13tendom. 

THIS world Is all a fleeting show, 
For man's Uluelon given; 

The emlles of joy, the tears of woe, 
Deceitful shine, deceitful !1ow-

There"s nothing true but heaven I 
Poor wanderel'B or a stormy day, 

From wave to wave we're driVen, 
And fancy's flash and reason's r{J.y 

Serve but to light the troubled way
There's nothing calm but heaven I 

.... Moore, 

'l'ttE TRUTH s~EitER. DECEMBER 9, 18S3. 

GiLPIN, reading in a paper that " facts are stub
born things," says there's no particle of doubt but 
that his wife is a fact. 

TWO men passed an undertaker's shop. Said one, 
"That's the last business I want to go Into." Said 
the other, "'I'hat's what it will be." 

THE turning or a woman Into a plllar of salt was 
fair enough. Everything was done by Lot, and after 
the drawing he had a chance to get a fresh wife. 

A NOTICE of a certain lecturer states that "he al
ways carries his audience with him." We thought, 
when we heard him, he'd hav to if he wanted to hav 
any. 

DURING the thick fog the other evening Gom Gom 
took a poor blind man by the arm and led him to his 
door. Telling the story to a friend on the following 
day, he cried, "It Is terrible to be blind In such a 
fog!" 

THE christening of an Infant archduchess of 
Austria occurred lately. This fact came by cable. 
The name of the royal Infant will be sent over by 
steamer as soon as the royal secretaries get It 
copied. 

"WEATHER strips," saye an advertisment which 
may be seasonable, although everybody knows that 
warm weather Is most cond uclv to the stripping 
process. But come to think of It, cold weather 
strips the trees. 

"Do you ever gamble?" she asked, as they sa\ to
gether, her hand In his. He replied, "No; but if I 
wanted to, now would be my time." "How so?" 
"Because I hold a beautiful hand." The engage
ment Is announced. 

LADY VIsitor: "Is your mistress at home?" Ser
vant (religiously Inclined): "Yes, mum, but she's 
too busy to see yer." Lady visitor: "Then she's 
not at home?" Servant: "Fact is, mum, I can't lie 
under $20 a month---and I won't." 

JACK has gone off and got himself lost, and he has 
also round himself and walked home. "Are you not 
sorry that you ran away and got lost?" asked the 
paternal ancestor with a tone of grief and reproval. 
"I wasn't lost." "But nobody knew where you 
was." "I knew where I was myself." That settled 
it. A boy that knows where he Is himself can never 
get lost. 

"MIKE, now that you hav renounced your former 
faith, and joined our church," said a Protestant 
preacher to a newly admitted Hibernian member, 
''you must abstain from swearing.'• ''Oi will,sor." 
"You must not go fishing on Sunday, either." "Oi 
will not, sor." "I desire to use you as an example, 
and when one of your former associates asks you 
why you joined my church, I want you to glv him a 
good answer." "Thrust me for that, sor." u I am 
glad to hear you speak so. Now, suppose me to be 
one of the men who work at the brickyard," and he 
stepped off a few paces, and then !tdvanclng, said: 
"Hello, J\Iike." "Hello, yersllf., "I understand 
that you hav joined the Protestant church." "01 
hev." "What were your reasons for doing so?"' 
"Noneavyer d--d business." 

PASS the pork and beans, dear mother, 
For I'm hungry as-amule: 

True, I had an oyster supper, 
But to me It was l!ke grueL 

But Adolph was there, dear mother, 
And I fain would hav him think 

I am er.hereal in my make up, 
And am trying to get his chink. 

I only ate a wee bit morsel 
Of a dainty frosted cake, 

One small peanut and a raisin
Gave all solid grub the shake. 

Pile the provender around mo, 
I'm starving, ma'am, by gum; 

Ain't the pork and beans delicious? 
Lordy I Lordy 1-yum! yum I yum I 

-Boston Girl, 

"LOOK here, young man," said a Cam bridge par. 
ent to his daughter's lover when the latter entered 
the parlor to make his first call of the Indoors sea
son the other night; "look here, you burnt up a 
good deal of coal and kerosene last winter, coming 
around here and staying till 10 and 10 :30 two or 
three nights a week. Now, I've no objection to your 
Visits, as you are a respectable young man; but 
you've got to find your own fuel and lights this com• 
lng winter. I cannot afford to keep fires running 
and a lamp burning In this parlor all the winter." 
4

' All right, sir, .. responded the young man. u I am 
Wllllng to share the expense, but you should hardly 
ask me to bear the whole of it. Suppose you furnish 
the coal, and I furnish the light. How would that 
do?"' "All right," said the parent, as he turned to 
leave the room. "I am wllllng to bear my share of 
the expense if you bear yours." "Let's see," said 
the clear-headed youth, as he sat down by his lady 
love. "How much oil did we burn last winter, 
Sadie?" "Why, John," she replied with a blush, 
"We didn't burn a lampful during the whole Win
ter/' 

OLD Mrs. Grimes Is dead. Alas! 
We ne'er shall see her more, 

She wae the wire of good old Grimes, 
Who died some years before. 

A very worthy dame Is gone, 
Since she gave up her breath ; 

Her head was White with frosts of time, 
She lived until her death. 

Though rough the path, her willing teet 
E"er walked where duty led; 

And never wore a pair of shoes, 
Except when out of bed. 

Busy was she, from morn t111 night, 
Spite of old Time's advances; 

Although her husband left her here 
In easy circumstances. 

Good Mrs. Grimes Is now at rest, 
She'll rest through endless ages; 

The sun has set, her work Is done, 
She's ~tone to claim her Wal{es, 

LIBERAL MEETINGS. 
[ L"aCJlws1 and Lif.Jeral1 and Spi1~t~~listic &ciP.tiu in th~ 

United States and Canada meeting regularly, can hav no
tices of thei>· ,,. etmgs published in tl••• column free if t/Le 
oj]lcers will send them to us.] 

OHIO. 
CLEVELAND.~The Liberal League meets every 

Sunday afternoon at 3 P.M., In the hall on the cor
ner of Ontario and Boll val" streets. E:s:erclses-lect• 
ures anll d iscusslon. 

MAINE, 
PORTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Congress 

Hall, Cougres" street (entrance on Temple street), 
where tree meetings, lectures. and discussions are 
held every Sunday, at 2:30 P.M. Admittance free. 
Publlc Invited. 

OREGON, 
POI\TLAND.-1\l:r. C. Beal holds meetings every Sun

day afternoon and evening, at Academy Hall, Second 
and Salmon streets, where he glvs lectures, readings, 
recitations, and music. All are invited to attend. 
Admission 10 cents. 

MASSACHUSETTS. 
BOSTON.-Boston Liberal Club holds meetings for 

essays and criticisms every S1J.nday forenoon at 10:45 
In the Paine Memorial Building, Appleton street.-
The "Society of the Divine· Homo" at same place 
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sunday-school 
at 2 ;30. Admission free. 

PENNSYLVANIA. 
PHILADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal League 

meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall, 814 Girard 
avenue, at 2 :30 o'clock, and 7 :30 o'clock, P.M., ror 
lectures and free debates. THE TRUTH SEEKER and 
Liberal books for sale. 

PITTSBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League meets 
at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue every Sunday (except 
during the months of July and August) at 3 o'clock. 
A !ree platform Is maintained. Exercises consist of 
a lecture, followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15 
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen 
Invited to discuss. · 

NEW JERSEY. 
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets every 

Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the League's Hall, 
177 Halsey street. Exercises consist of m uslc, read
Ings, lecture, and discussion, in which all present 
are Invited to participate. Admission free. Collec
tion taken. Communications for the League should 
be addressed to J. w. F1·ankel, 10 Pine street, New
ark. 

NEW YORK. 
ALBANY--The Liberal association meets every 

Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State street. Sun
day-school at 2 P.M. General business meeting and 
debates and discussions at 3 P.ll!. Lecture at 7 :30 
P.ll!. The public are cordially Invited to attend, also 
all Liberals visiting the city .. Admission free. 

NEW YORK CITY.-The Manhattan Liberal Club 
meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock, for a lecture 
and discussion, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 
15th street .. A•lmlsslon 5' cents. Monthly cards 20 
cents. Membership fee $3.--The American Spirit
ualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon at 2:30 
o'clock In Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street.-
The First Society of S!>lrltuallsts holds Its meetings 
every Sunday In Republican Hall. 55 West 33d street. 
Morning service 11 o'clock; evening, 7 :45. Seats free. 
Public cordially invlted.--New York City Ladles' 
Spiritualist Aid Society, permanently located at 171 
East 69th.street. Wednesday, at 3 P.li!.-Froblsher 
College Hall, 23 East 14th street, near Broadway. 
The People's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30 
aud 7 :30 P.M.--229 East 48th street. Inspirational 
Lectures and Psychometric Readings every Sunday 
at 11 and 7:30 o'clock. 

BROOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society meets 
at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton street and Bed
ford avenue, every S:mday. Services at 11 A.ll!., and 
7:45 P.ll!. Admission free. Public cordially Invited. 
Liberal and Spiritual papers and books for sale.-
The Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton 
street meets every Saturday evening at 8 o'clock. 
Meetings free. Spiritual literature for sa.le.--The 
Eastern District Spiritual Conference meets every 
Monday evening at Composite Room, 4th street cor
ner of south 2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal 
literature on sale. All !nvlted.--The South Brooklyn 
Spiritual Society meets at Brauns Hall, 5th avenue, 
corner of 23d street, on the first and third Fridays of 
each month.--The Brooklyn Spiritual Fraternity, 
Friday evening conference meetings wlll be held In 
the lecture room of the church of New Spiritual 
Dispensation, Clinton avenue, between Park and 
Myrtle avenues, at 7 :30 P.M.--The Philosophical As
sociation meets every Sunday afternoon In the As
sembly Room of Wright's Business College, .Broad
way corner of Fourth street, E. D., at 3 P.l\I. Public 
corll!ally Invited. Doors open at 2:30 P.ll!. 

Christmas Presents for Children. 

"APPL.ES OF COLD." 
A story-book for the young folks. BY Miss SUSAN 

H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. ThiS very 
excellent work for young masters and misses, has 
passed through a very large edition, and a second 
has been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, tree of 
postage. This new edition has a photograph of the 
author which adds very much to the value of the 
volume. 

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles. 
Price, 20 cents. 

THE YOU'I'H'S LIBERAL GUIDE. 
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00. 
This volume alms at the education of youth In tha 

principles of Freeth ought, at the same time that It 
Inculcates moral duties and human rights from a 
standpOint of pure reason and common sense. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS; 
A STORY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE. 

BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE. 
Price 10 cents. For sale at this office. 

\HE BO~TON INVESTIGATOR, 
The oldest reform journal in United States, is 

published every Wednesday at the Paine 
Memorla!Bulldlng, Boston, Mass. 

By JOSIAH P. MENDUM. 
Edited by HORACE SEAVER. 

PRICE, $:1.00 per annum; single copies, 
seven cents. Specimen copies sent on re· 
cetpt ot· a two-cent stamp to pay posta&"e. 

The Investtgator Ia devoted to the Liberal caut!e in relig
Ion; or in other words, to universal mental liberty. Inde
pendent In all lte discussions, dlecardlng euperetltloue 
theories of what never c•n be known, It devotee lte col
umns to thlnge of thle world alone, and leaves the next, If 
there be one, to those who hav entered lte unknown 
ohores. Believing that It le the duty of mortals to work 
for the Interests or this world, it con!lnee Itself to the 

m~~~n"i ;~~r!~f:n~n~i~1lor ;t.,!1a~o:\rrlr';,~ tt:o~~~~~ a?: 

~~~t~ •• ~"c~~g.!e~'::7t~\."fJ f0u~f:-,'i~~~ffYrl~~~~1:r.n'lt'!~d~~: 
please eend your eubscrlptlon for etx months or one year 

r.n&~mr.:&e :~tw":~!F~~ 'V~~ te,e :;~{~~~~ :m:~:~ 
lo ~~~~:er lim DB 

Grimes ~ Preachers 
IN TB:E 

UIITfD STATES AND CANADA 
From May, 1876 to May, 1883. 

THIRD EDITION. 

TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL 

NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS 

TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY 

COMP ABED AND REVISED. 

By M.E. Bl fJ rJ { N 1', 
AUTHOR OF 

"PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETC., "UN 

HOLY BffiLE," "HOLY MEN AND 

WOMEN OF THE B.IBJ..E," 

"HOLY CROSS," 

AND MANY OTHER LffiERAL WORKS. 

"By their fruits shall ye know them I Do 
men gather grapes of thorns, ·or :figs of 

thistles?" 

PRICE, 2o CENTS. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

"It is ono of the >nost eloquent pleas for liberty erJtr writ
ten. It is Paine'• • Age of Reason • and • Righu of Man 
consolidated and imprO'IJed. If, 1tirs tM pulse like a tTtlm
pet call."-EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER. 

God and the State 
BY 

MICHAEL BAKOUNINE 
Founder of Nihilism and Apostle of Anarchy. 

WITH A PREFACE BY 
CARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE RECLUS. 

Translated from the French by BENJ. R. TUCKER, 
(Editor of Libtrty.) 

52 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. Address, 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

33 Clinton Place, New York. 

FREETHO UG HT NOVELS, 

The Heathens of the Heath. A. finely 
written Radical romance. By WM. Me 
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family 
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages 
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth 
$1.25. 

Family Creeds. By WILLIAM MeDoN 
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price 
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents. 

Exeter Hall. "One of the most excit
ilig romances of the day." Price, paper 
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents. 

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man 
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal 
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA. 
MAcDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25. 

Golden Throne. By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM 
Author of Prometheus, Gottlieb, Inger 
soil ·and Jesus. A Radical Romance of 
pioneer life, delineating the virtues of 
natural humanity as opposed to the hy 
pocrisy of a supernatural religion; crowd 
ed with incidl:lnt and full of' progressiv 
ideas and the poetry of the future. $1.00 

Gottlieb : His Life. A. romance of 
earth, heaven, and hell. Beautifully 
written by S. P. PuTNAlll. 25 cents. 

The Darwins. A. Domestic Radical 
story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENKER, au 
thor of John's Way, Studying the Bible 
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

John's Way. A. pleasing domestic 
Radical story. By Mrs. E. D. SLENKEB 
15 cents. 

The Outcast. A. deep, finely written 
Radical story. From the London edition 
By WINWOOD READE, author of Martyr 
dom of Man. 30 cents. 

The Clergyman's Victims. A. Rad 
ical story vividly 'portraying the wrongs 
committed by the professed men of God 
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents. 

Alamontada the Galley-Slave. Trans 
lated from the German of Zschokke by 
lRA G. MosHER, L.L.B. A deeply philo 
sophical narrativ, intensely interestiDg. 
Pricet cloth, '15 cents; paper, 50 cents, 
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·IJotts and flippings. 

THE constitution of Michigan prohibits any 
form of religiOJ!S service in either house of 
her legif!lature. Consequently no chaplain is 
elected. 

IT is alleged that, although the Vatican ar
chives are now open to heretics, everything 
which it is not expedient that they shall'see 
has been put aside. 

AN English vicar has taken to the lecture 
field in order to reconcile science and relig
ion, by arguing that pre-Adamite remains are 
nothing more nor less than fossil angels. 

MRs. RUTH EVEI.\ETT, of Salt Lake City, says 
that the Utah women who signed. the petition 
to Congress protesting against any further 
legislation upon polygamy. did so under co
ercion. 

A SPLIT has occurred in the church of John 
Jasper, the famous "sun-do-move" preacher. 
Brother Jasper defies the recusant members,
and declares that he can run his church 
alone. 

CoLONEL INGERSOLL recently received a let
ter from an Ohio man, covering ninety pages 
of foolscap, pasted end to end. The writer 
wished to hav a friendly argument with the 
Infidel. 

SoMEBODY writes to the New York Sun to in
quire if Senator Ingalls, who is to be made 
president of the Senate, is an Infidel. Mr. 
Dana very sensibly replies that Mr. Ingalls's 
belief is no body's business but his own. 

MR. NEAL Dow says that in more than three
fourths of Maine the liquor traffic has been 
swept away, no spirits being distilled or beer 
brewed. There are low, secret liquor shops 
in the large towns, and in Bangor the law is 
not recognized or obeyed. 

PoPE LEo has made the editor of a Charles
ton, S. C., newspaper a knight of the order of 
St. George on account of the stand his paper 
has taken against dueling. The Chicago 
Nws understands that this notable appoint
ment will not interfere with the editor's 
cordial support of that gentleman for sheriff 
who givs him the most eloquent resources 
about the county printing. 

SoME time ago, when it was proposed to 
place a statue of King Victor Emanuel of It
aly in the Pantheon at Rome, the pope threat
ened that if the project were carried out he 

· would declare the Pantheon a pagan temple. 
To avoid a conflict with the church the gov
ernment has decided to place the statue in 
one of the lateral chapels of that structure. 
The government of Italy is destitute of back
bone. 

THE deteotivs are again telling the story of 
the revival that occurred in the jail in Hart
ford, Conn. The prisoners held their relig
ious meetings in a room given them for that 
purpose. The zeal ran especially to music, 
and the songs were of the shouting kind. 
Great progress was made, and an Bbundant 
harvest seemed certain; but it accidentally 
was discovered that the sick absentees were 
busily sawing the bars in another cell. 

WHILE making improvements at Cole's Hill, 
near Plymouth, Mass., recE>ntly, the workmen 
discovered the graves of a number of Pilgrims 
who came to America in the Mayflower, and 
who were buried during the first winter after 
their arrival. One of the graves was opened, 
and contained the skeleton of a middle-aged 
man, five feet nine inches in hight. These 
are the only graves of the first settlers which 
hav been positivly identified; and tablets will 
mark the exact location. 

THE editor of the Damville Tribune offers up 
his acknowledgments in the following man
ner: "We thank the God of Israel, the Father 
of all our Mercies, for life and health, for 
food and clothes, home and friends, wife and 
daughter, church and Bible, money· and pa
per, the old flag and a olean army record, 
Ohristian parents and lit11rary endowments, 

Jltws olf tht Jifttlt. to be constantly on the watch and to fight 
night and day to prevent the rats from 
devouring her child. The use of combs and 
soap is forbidden. The jailers are only kind 
to those having money. Prisoners who 
refuse to reply to questions are tortured, and 
cases of violation of women are frequent. 
The writer especially appeals to the civilized 
world in behalf of the women in the prison, 
whose situation, he says, is far worse than the 
men's. 

THE people of Switzerland hav elected a 
Liberal president and a Radical vice-presi
dent. 

IT is reported that Chester A. Arthur will 
enter for the presidential race il.ext fall if his 
own state, New York, will stand by him. 

Tim suit of Bridget Cronin against the Rev. 
Father Florence McCarthy, pastor of St. Ce. 
cilia's church, Williamsburgh, to recover 
$10,000 for attempted assault, was set d;;wn 
for trial in the Supreme Court, Brooklyn, last 
Wednesday afternoon. Neither the defendant 
nor any of his witnesses was in attendance, 
and Justice Brown, after hearing the testi
mony of the plaintiff, directed the jury to giv 
a verdict for the amount claimed. Miss Cro
nin made a statement of the occurrences on 
which she based her suit. She said she was 
18 years old, and had known Father McCarthy 
for ten years. He is pastor of the Roman 
Catholic church of St. Cecilia, on Humboldt 
street. On January 12th she went to Father 
McCarthy's house, accompanied by a little 
boy. She rang at the basement door, and a 
girl opened it. Miss Cronin asked for Father 
McCarthy, and the girl went up - stairs. 
Father McCarthy came to the top of the stairs 
and called down to her to come up. She was 
going to take the boy with her, but Father 
McCarthy said, " Leave him down there." 
She went up-stairs and entered the parlor, 
followed by Father McCarthy, who closed the 
door. She sat down on a sofa, and he sat on 
a chair in front,(,£ her. She spoke to him 
about musical vespers which she was arrang
ing, and asked whether the tickets were ready. 
He said- they were not, and then asked her to 
go into a small room adjoining and pull down 
the shade. She refused to do so. She then 
got up to leave the house, when he seized 
her. She then left the house. Her feelings 
were greatly hurt, and she was much troubled 
for some time. She told her parents and oth
ers of the assault, and finally made known 
the facts tn Bishop Loughlin. McCarthy is 
still pastor of the church. 

MONSIGNOR SAVARESE, until recently the 
pope's domestic prelate, has left the Catholic 
church and joined the church of England. 

FREEMAN, the Pocasset Abraham, has been 
adjudged insane and placed in an asylum. It 
is lucky for him that the murder was a re
ligious one, 

A BELGIAN engineer was arrested at Nice, 
Italy, last week on suspicion of having at
tempted to murder M. deLesseps by an in
fernal machine. 

A BILL is to be introduced into Congress 
authorizing the postmaster-general to con
struct and operate three lines of telegraph 
for postal purposes. 

THE Annisquam cotton mill at Rockport, 
Mass., was burnt last Sunday. The loss is 
estimated at $400,000, and 235 operators are 
thrown ,out of employment. 

A BLAOK bear carried off a child sixteen 
months old from a farmhouse in the township 
of Cicero, Wis., last Saturday. At last ac
counts all search for the missing child was 
without success. 

A GREAT force of the hill tribes of Egypt at 
tacked 700 Egyptians on the 5th inst., and an
nihilated them, capturing the artillery. The 
regular troops fOnsisted of 500 blacks and 200 
Basbi-Bazouks; and were considered the 
flower of the army! 1 

FEw persons know that there is a law in 
Pennsylvama punishing profanity with a fine, 
and that one-half of the fine goes to the 
person making the charge. But such is the 
fact, and Charles Holst, a tight-fisted citizen 
of Philadelphia, remembered it to his own 
profit and the discomfiture of an honest 
neighbor, Charles Gibbs by name and a shoe
maker by profession. Gibbs had a bill of 
$7.60 against Holst for shoes made and 
mended. Gibbs is much inclined to pro
fanity, and interlards his conversation with 
words that do not look well in print. Gibbs 
is excitable. Holst is cool as a cucumber, 
Gibbs dunned Holst, who replied that the 
shoes were good for nothing and refused to 
pay. Gibbs got mad and began to swear. 
Holst out with his pencil and marked down 
every oath as it was uttered, on the back of a 
card. Whenever Gibbs showed any signs of 
stopping Holst provoked him to continue his 
profanity, until twenty-four oaths were 
marked on the score. Then he hied him to 
the nearest magistrate and directed his 
honor's attention to this law, "If any 
person of the age of sixteen years or upward 
shall profanely curse or swear by the name of 
God, J esuli Christ, or of the Holy Ghost, he 
shall forfeit or pay the sum of sixty-seven 
cents for every such profane curse or oath," 
and then to the law giving the informer half 
of the fine. A warr.mt was issued, Gibbs 
was arrested; Holst testified to the number of 
oaths, and the fines, amounting to $16.08, were 
collected, one-half of which, $8.04, was paid 
to Holst, the informant, who then paid the 
shoemaker $7.60 of his own money and had 
forty-four cents left, with which he "set 'em 
up" for the constable in the nearest beer 
saloon. Holst ought to apply for a position 
under the Law and Order Society. He pos-_ 
sasses rare qualities for an in!9~e:r, whlch 
th&t flSSo()ia~~o~ might utilize, · 

THE Rev. Daniel O'Mahony, a Catholic 
priest, was found wandering in the streets of 
this city last Sunday night. Examination 
showed that he was insane. He is from 
County Cork, Ireland, and his incoherent 
ravings indicate that he believes himself at 
his nativ place. 

D. W. YoUNG, a Universalist Sunday-school 
superintendent, and L. Kennan, a Presby
terian Sunday-school superintendent, both of 
Newark, 0., quarreled on a public square. 
Young called Kennan a liar. Kennan knocked 
Young down, but Young arose and in two 
handsome rounds did Kennan up artistically, 
stretching him on the pavement. Both men 
stand high in the community. 

NEw YoRK's new district attorney, Mr. 
Peckham, has decided that liquor licenses are 
rendered void by the conviction of a saloon
keepe~ who breaks the Sunday law. The re
sult was that last Sunday a few hundred rum 
shops were closed, and many thousand used 
the most strenuous endeavors to keep open 
and appear closed. On the whole, not much 
difficulty was experienced by tipplers in get-
ting a drink. · 

HENRY E. SHARPE, who has been before the 
public as the founder of some sort of a colony 
out in Iowa, was in the courts of this city, 
last week, for stealing his own child from his 
wife. The court returned the child to its 
mother. The trouble arose over the fact that 
Mrs. Sharpe, who charges that Sharpe married 
her for her money, refused to giv him half her 
property. The stealing of the child was a 
stroke of diplomacy to bring her to terms, but 
failed to take effect. 

THE Rev. J. 0. Bache, of this city, was 
garroted and robbed on the street on the 
night of the evening of the 6th. About 
$1,000 in money and jewelry was taken from 
his person. He thinks his assailants were 
men who had previously attempted to extort 
money from him by blackmail.· The name of 
the Rev. Mr. Tyng, Jr., together with letters 
that hav passed between the latter clergyman 
and a woman not his wife, is unpleasantly 
mixed up in the affair. The story o~ the ~e-v. 
Mt'. !3aolle }s 4gl.lbted by sowE!, · 
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1/hilosophical. will not recur. The ,future is immeasureable, b~th 
in quantity and quality. There is room, therefore, 
for boundless< hope and boundless imagination. We 

The Problem of the Universe and Its Scientific can picture anything, and it all lies within tl:te realm 
Solution~ with some Criticisms of Univers- of possibility. Our grandest vision may become a 
ology .-Concluded. reality. This universe is not an iron universe. It is 

not a fixity-a foreordained affair. Its existence is 
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 't 

It is said by some· that, if we come down to this necessary, I grant, but not the endless forms of I s 
purely materialistic basis for knowledge, there will manifestation. This is a flowing universe. It is ever 
be no basis for morality. Morality is supposed to in motion. It ismatter, and it is force; unchange
be born of mind, and unless mind is immortal the able in essence-never greater, never less-but mill
ethical obligation must vanish. ion-fold in phenomenal procedure. And experience 

This is not so! Morality is founded upon relation, teaches that in this phenomenal procedure the mind 
of man can change conditions, give new antecedents, 

and so long as the relation exists, so long does mo- and hence new consequences. Given the same ante
rality exist. When we see the relation, then we see 
the right of it; and when the relation vanishes, the cedents, and the same consequences will follow. To 
perception of right disappears, for it is no longer this law all mental power is obedient; but the ante
necessary. If, however, the relation is again estab- cendents can be rearranged, and from rearrangement 
lished, then again does the right manifest itself. Mo- new results will appear more brilliant and more 
rality is ever variable for the reason that the relations beautiful. To do this is in the power of man. If 
of human life are eternally transforming themselves, we fly in the face of nature, she is our enemy indeed, 
and the right therefore becomes a very protean affair. and builds an iron wall about us; but if we bend to 
But each relation has its right, and the moment the the dictates of her eternal order, then that order be-

comes a mobile and wonderful force. It flashes into 
mind comes into those relations, it perceives the the steamship, the palace car, the electric flame, the 
right. Morality is fixed only on the basis of fixed 
relations; keep the relation always the same, and sounding wave, and the earth becomes a beneficent 
moral action is always the same; but new relations mother and we revel in her riches, and in the sweat 
bring new duties. of our face we win sovereignty even of the skies. 

To make morality a fixed thing is one of the Science is not an iron master, but a benignant 
greatest tyrannies. To limit morality is worse even teacher, a friend and guide to new and entrancing 
than to limit thought. The ethical nature must be joys. She does not declare that the past must be the 
free, even as the intellectual nature must be free. measure of the future. Heirs we are of the past, 
Unless we can morally accommodate ourselves to all and to a certain extent we must obey the channels it 
the t:hanging circumstances of human life we are the has made; but the life of man is still spontaneous, 
most pitiable of slaves. But while morality, the and that which throbbed in the first bit of protoplasm 
highest form of human life, is thus forever reappear- still sends its heaving tides, and the achievements of 
ing in sublimer aspects, it cannot die, for it is a part the past are simply an index of the future, not the 
of human nature, woven into our being by the very law. The marvelous power of protoplasm, of which 
necessities of our sociable organization. As we can man is but a form, is reaction against environment. 
not live alone, even so one cannot be immoral. As This is the origin of life-life is reaction, and r.eaction 
we must work together, even so we must be devoted is a re-creation. Out of the simple and original im
to the right. Self-interest points to the grandest p~e of reaction against environment ha~e come the 
generosity. Utilitarians' morals are the highest con- achievements of our wondrous .humamty. More 
ceivable; for one can have no nobler motive to an coi?plex and ~ore wonderf:U still grow these re
action than its usefulness. It is impossible to find a- actw~s, recreatmg ~ew enVIronm~nt~; hence new 
better reason. Since there will always be useful- reacti?D, fresh glones, more maJestiC and more 
ness, there will, as a matter of cour;e, always be be.autiful pathways for f1uman endeavor. Und~~ the 
morality; and that which will conduce to morality is :eign ?f law we pass .mto .eternally new c~n.dib?ns, 
knowledge. Religion never made men moral. It is mto brighte~ surr~~~mgs, mto vaster capaCities, mto 
knowledge always that has done this; for not until more _splendid activities, and the eY.e of the poet can 
we recognize relations can we recognize the duty not pierce to all the wonder that Will b~. The heart 
that springs from them. Religion may be an impulse, of the prophet canpot sound the Im?Ieasurable 
but science is the guiding power evermore. To make future. _The breathmg ca~vass, the white . marble, 
the basis of knowledge .material, is not to destroy ~an~?t picture the onw:ard hfe of ?I~· ¥usiC sw~ll
morality, but to give it a 'more vivid existence, for we mg Ike an ocean bu~sti~g forth With mfimte m.elodies 
shall then have a more vivid perception of relation. cannot catch even In I~s grandest sympho~Ies the 
There is no such thing as abstract morality. An in- sweep of the far wandermg stream of humamty. 
finite being could not be a moral being from the very .wonderful, magnifi~ent, are the possibilities of 
fact that he could not come into relation with other smence, and no promise of theology, no dream of 
beings. His infinitude would destroy his morality. met~physics, can. equal the actual achievement of this 
The foundation if aU morality is the sense of otherness Chnst ~f humamty. 
and the obligation that hence arises. We are not Let It be understood, also, that science, tbe god, 
moral to ourselves. To take care of ourselves is not the Christ, this divine providence of man, bears no 
morality, it is simply wisdom. To care for others is whit of authority. It has no edicts. It imposes no 
both wisdom and morality. The highest form of law by mere stress of custom or vote. No one man, 
morality is fraternity, and its fundamental impulse and no body of men, can represent science. It has no 
springs from our social nature. The scientific expla- councils, and no pope, and no decrees. I reject any 
nation of the universe, instead of diminishing the ".authorities" of science as much as I do the authori
moral sense, will make it more powerful, for science, ties of the church. Science needs no legislation, no 
as I have said before, is not individual, but social and ballot, and no "consensus of the competent." Science 
universal. is infinitely patient. It constantly appeals to the 

Furthermore, it should be thoroughly understood re~son of every man. It is not afraid of contradiction. 
that science is by no means committed to the doctrine It IS not the slave of consistency. It does not regard 
of fate. Fate is a purely metaphysical conception, it c?~sisten:cy as a jewel if it stands in the way of larger 
is not scientific. Science does not declare that a VISIOn. It does not command any belief. It pre
thing must be, only that it will be. It deals with cer-. sents its. demonstr~tion, and lets the mind work 
tainties, but not with necessity. It affirms the in- freely to Its conclusiOn. No man is obliged to accept. 
variability of law; but along with that it affirms the Truth is freely assimilated. Most truly is science the 
immense changeability of phenomena, of the out- serva_nt of ~umanity. ~t is a_glori~us rebel indeed. 
come of the law. The law is ever producing new It will admit no authority, but haVIng destroyed all 
results, such as never existed before. I do not be- other authority it will not insist upon its own. It 
lieve in cycles. I do not believe that the world is ~ants no parliament-only the open mind. It man
eyer going round and round and always returning to Ifests the truth, and then lets the truth take care of 
the same point. The world proceeds onward. There itself, as it is well able to when it has a fair field. 
is no backward movement, and no recurrences. The Science is liberty. It demands liberty, and it gives 
song of the poet is" ever old, ever new." The law in liberty. It rejects authority, and it will not ultimate 
its substance-is ever old; that cannot be altered· in any authority whatsoever, not even in the author
from eternity to eternity it is the same; but the fruit ity of truth, only in the influence and persuasion of 
of that law is ever new; some fresh glory is forever truth in the untrammeled mind of every man. 
flashing forth. Each spring-time and each summer I insist upon this scientific solution of the universe 
~a~ a joy and a won~er all its own. It is not a repe- because I believe its acceptance absolutely necessary 
htwn. Because this earth was, long ago, a molten to human progress. In science only can the world 
flame, it does not follow that it ever will be again. l find happiness and freedom. Theology and meta
The nebular hypothesis is simply an hypothesis, and physics both are the strongholds of tyranny. When 
we cannot posi~i':ely affirm what was the condition tyrants. can no longer appeal to the god of theology, 
of the earyh a million J:ears ago .. We can only guess; they will find ~efuge in the entities of metaphysics. 
b~t ~ven If we guess :Ight, an~ It was a mass o~ fi~e, Transcende~talism, with its vague idealism, still doth 
this Is no demonstrat.w;n that m the hereafter It ':"Ill hedge the kmg about with divinity, as witness Car
come ba~k to that ong~nal state. VJ e know noth~ng lyle, one of the most thorough-going of idealists, and 
abou~ this! The .doc~rme of cycles Is a meta:phy~IC~l ?De of th.e most thorough-going believers in despot
doctrine, not a sCientific. The reason of smence IS Ism. Science alone can strip despots of their facti
founded upon experien?e, and we can only know the tious authority, destroy the halo about them, and re
future. by actual e;xpe~Ience. We ?IJ:D make no as- veal th~ co~mon clay of which they are composed; 
sumptwns concernmg.I~. New c?ndit~ons make new and while It thus reveals the clay of the king, it de
results, and the conditiOns of this umverse are ever clares the value; the gold of our simple and parma
changing, and therefore the phenomena of one age nent humanity. 

This essay is the result of years of mental conflict. 
I have tried both thaology· and metaphysics, and 
they have ·turned to dust and ashes. They have 
given me no solution of the universe, and hence no 
joy and no comfort. They are Dead Sea apples; 
they glisten only with poisonous enchantment; they 
lure, but they Jure to death-to death of hope, and 
death of human progress. Only 'without God is 
there liberty in the world. As Bakounine nobly says, 
" If there were a God, it would be necessary ·to 
abolish him." Indeed it would, for an infinite God 
is an infinite despot. In the very nature of things it 
is so. An infinitely good God would still be a 
tyrant, and the foe of human freedom. . In the hands 
of'such a God we would be machinery only. The 
liberty of man demands the dethronement of deity. 
Go? or goodness is only finite, and ita highest 
splendor is manifest in the eternal struggles of 
humanity. 

Hence the necessity 'of this discussion. It is not 
futile. To determine the true solutioa of the uni
verse is to bring us to the best practical work. We 
are not ready for our highest activity until, by the 
action of our reason, we have put theology and meta
physics aside a~:~ absolutely worthless. So long as 
the vague mists and clouds infest our intellectual 
horizon, so long shall we make bitter mistakes in 
regard to every-day affairs, and waste much of our 
vitality in useless effort. In the place of theology 
and metaphysics we must put art and poetry. Art 
and poetry only can.repl'esent, in concrete form, the 
in:ftnite aspirations of the human soul. Here only 
can the tme and noble ideals find valid utterance. 
Theology and metaphysics lead only to a baiTen 
wilderness, while art and poetry do fore-v-er feed the 
fountains of human life, and forever illuminate with 
glowing pictures, the background of the unknow
able infinite. 

In adopting science we do not destroy idealism, 
for science is eminently ideal, forward-looking, and 
progressive. It creates vast enthusiasms, won
del'ful impulses. Look at its glorious I"evealings, 
millions of stars, infinite palaces of light and glory 
in the measureless realms of night; and in t.he bosom 
of the flower, in the hard rock, in the dancing foam 
of the sea, in the weed that tosses on the shore, in 
the passing breeze, in the bending grass, what 
wondrous wealth of life is ever flaming to our eyes; 
and so science, Memnon-like, is bursting forth with 
music on our way, as eternally new dawns flash upon 
its marble lips. Ah, science may seem cold to some, 
but she throbs with life; and when once the world is 
given wholly to her guidance, and adopts the severe 
limits' of her meth0ds and knowledge, then will be 
heard the sweetest songs; then will be enjoyed the 
most noble fruits. -------..-------

Is the State of Michigan a Christian State 1 
I hav just noticed the following remark in a sample 

paper sent me: "The acting president of the Michi-· 
gan University, in his annual report to the regents of 
that institution, says: 'The state of Michigan is a 
Christian state, and her institutions are founded and 
governed on Christian ·principles. Christianity, there
fore, is not only tolerated in th.e University-not 
merely not proscribed-but is unhesitatingly hon
ored and cherished. Our dependence is upon God
is acknowledged in the invocation of his blessing on 
the meetings of the regents, and in the public exer
cises of prayers in the chapel through the year.'" 

Now, Mr. Editor, I hav been a resident of Michi
gan and a taxpayer in this state for nearly forty years, 
and this is certainly news to me-that this is a Chris
tian state, founded and governed on Christian prin
ciples. I had always supposed that it was a state 
whose organic law was foUDded on the United States 
preamble and Constitution, and that it was the inten
tion of all its loyal citizens that its laws should be ad
ministered and carried out on that line. I know the 
child of the mother church, the evangelical Bible 
Christians, wanted to steal our State University at 
A.nn Arbor, as they hav stolen Gira.rd College in 
Philadelphia, but I had not thought of its trying to 
steal the whole state. The honorable gentleman 
says their dependence on God is ackn~wledged in the 
invocation of his blessing on the meetmgs of the re
gents, and in the public exercises of prayers in t~e 
chapel, etc.; and this he takes as proof that the um
versity is .a Christian institution. 

Mr. Editor, this brings to my mind a circumstance 
that took place in my domestic concerns a number of 
years ago. My wife being from home, the house
keeper in her absence let the cockroaches get p~s
session of the victual cupboard, and when my Wife 
got home and found the situation of things, she went 
to work and ordered them to leave at once; but they 
claimed the right of possession to the victual cup
board, on the ground of a peaceable possession ~o 
long. Now, the claim of these cockroaches to t~Is 
cupboard was just about as ~ood. as that of the Chns
tian church to the State Umversity at Ann Arbor, or 
that of the mother church to the United States gov
ernment, which the pope and his cardinals are now 
considering at their council in Rome. . 

One thing, Mr. Editor, looks to me pretty certam 
-=-thl!!t if the lover~ 9f _American institutions do not 

• - _., - .1.. • ~· • • • • - • 
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wake up to the importance of keeping this Bible su- tasks from seven in the morning. So~e of the petty 
_ perstition and Catholic idolatry out of our public s~op keepers .on the East side drive their saleswomen 

schools and colleges, while we hav this right in our with a brutality that makes black slavery at its worst 
own hands, we may expect trouble; just such as they seem humane. · 
hav had in the eastern hemisphere. Just to the e;._- Wh t · th · a are e wages pa1d in the various trades and 
tent that the rising generation is educated on a line industries to these women, young and old? 
with the principles of the preamble and Constitution 
pf our country, which is purely secular, will they be There, again, we find the answer hard to obtain. 

··'true Americans. There are no trades unions or societies, no market 
. Stephen Girard said in his will (which the Chris- rates of wages. Much of the work is piece-work-so 

tian church has so shamefully disregarded): "Let much a dozen or gross or what not--and the pay de
them be taught the purest principles of morality, so pends on the skill and swiftness of the worker. 
that on their entrance into activ life they may, from Twenty dollars a week is the very highest sum paid 
inclination and habit, evince benevolence toward their to any ?f the ~omen of whom the Workingwomen's 
fellow-creatures, and a love of truth and sobriety Prote?tive Umon has a record; but of course this 

d · d t d r t th · class Is so small as to be hardly worth counting. 
an lD us ry, a 0 P mg a e same time such relig- Those wages are earned by forewomen in dress-mak-
ious tenets as their matured reason may enable them . 
to prefer." But this good counsel and direction in mg, cloak-making, or fur-trimming shops. Some few 
his will has all been disregarded by the Christians, young women of good common school education and 
and they now hav a Christian church erected on the ge~erally cleverness earn $10 to $15 a week on type 
grounds, with regular Christian services in it. Dur- wnters, but these also are exceptions. 
ing the Centennial I was there at their Christian The minimum of wages it would be hard to strike. 

Th th ht t k th Small girls who assist older workers in the various 
mummery. e aug s rue me en that if it trades get as low as a dollar a week, and two to four 
had been vice versa--if it had been some pious Chris- d II k 
tian that had left a bequest of three millions of dol- 0 ru;s a wee . each is all that thousands of girls can 

earn m factones and stores. Girls who earn six or lars, for a purely Christian college, and the Infidels d 
(as they call them) had stolen it and turned it into a seven ollars a week are objects of envy to thousands 

of their less fortunate sisters. 
free college, what a rumpus we would hav heard . The average · f th h d d th d 
about it. I say just to the extent that the rising gen- working wo e eant~fs 0 ~ onet un lle oubsan t 
eration is educated on a line with the principles of !'.our dollars mdn : 11 e tgrea mk,e rTopho ~ atre at ofu 
th C t ·t t• f th U 't d St t th ill J' an ;•rY cen sa wee · e m eres or e ons 1 u wn o e ni e a es, ere w be a three 0 ths th t 1 rt f y d bilt' f 

d h f •t d · t t th m n on a esser pa o an er s or-
goo c ance or I s fermanency; a~. JUS 0 e ~x- tune that is invested in government bonds would 
tent tha~ we allow t~ese old supers~Itwns of a bygone more than pay the whole week's wa es of all these 
age (which hav been such a fruitful so~ce of t~e hundred thousand workers. g 
fightmg ~nd slaughter among people) to mixed up m Where and ltow do they liv? In all sorts of quar
our pubhc schools and colleges, we may expect they ters in every place d d · d't' th t 

'II b d t bl d · t all th f · d ti • , an un er every con I 10n a 
Wl ree rou e an even u Y sap e oun a ons their hard circumstances warrant I tt• d 
of our free government. S. D. MooRE. b t b B tt k . · ~ a ICS an 

Ad · M:" h N 29th asemen s a out a ery par ; m East Side and West 
nan, tc ·• ov. · Side tenements; in lodging-housfls kept by landladies 

.as merciless and grasping as employers; with wid
owed mothers, or married sisters, or generous broth
ers, in humble homes in Yorkville and Harlem; at 
the ends of almost interminable car routes away out 
in Brooklyn, Jersey City, and Hoboken. Where 
lodgings are hardest and cheapest you will find the 
larger part of the great army quartered, striving al
most hopelessly to exist on the scant wages earned 
by wearisome hours of hard toil. 

The Worldngwomen of New York City. 
Ftom .Tohn Swinton's Paper. ~. 

Every night of this wintry season, under tlie'dark
ness of 6 o'clock, you can see trudging through the 
streets of New York,· to their boarding-houses or 
other quarters, thousands and tens of thousands of 
young workingW"omen. They hav been toiling from 
early daylight at some one or other of the hundred 
industries through which they find scanty means of 
livelihood. They are now in the horse-cars and ele
vated trains; they crowd their way aleng Nassau 
street and City Hall park; they swarm through the 
Bowery; they march in long procession up Second 
and Third avenues, Sixth and Eighth aveimes, and 
other lines of busy travel and traffic on the east and 
west sides of the island. They hav been variously 
employed through the day as: 

Follow any of these passing girls to . their homes. 
This one, just released from an uptown store, leads 
us a long chase to the 41econd floor of a Jersey City 
cottage, where, with her mother and sister, she has 
lodgings. Her $5 a week-or what is left after pay
ing the inevitable ferriage and car-fares-are the 
main support of the family. The dollar or two more 
that the mother and sister earn making pantaloons, 
at ten or twelve cents a pair, or shirts at four cents 

Dressmakers, Seamstresses, apiece, make up the sum total of the family income. 
Paper-box makers, Lace workers, They make their own clothing, and, with every. eco-
Artificial-.flower hands, Tailoresses, 
Silk embroiderer~, Collar makers, nomical possibility that ingenuity can devise, the end 
Crochet workers, Necktie makers, of each week finds them in exactly the same condi-
Kid-glove makers, Paper-bag makers, tion as the preceding week, with their noses at the 
Shoe fitters, Cigaret rollers, grinding-stone of necessity, and not a penny put by 
Photograph colorers, Bead workers, for a rainy day. 
Fringe makers, Toba,cco strippers, 
Feather workers, Suspender makers, There go three girls from a downtown bookbind-
La.undl!Elsses, Upholsterers, ery. Like thousands of their sisters, they hav no 
Milliners, Bookfolders, homes to go to. They board an East Broadway car, 
Base-ball hands, Cloak makers, h' h th S 
Candy packers, Yarn spoolers, w IC takes em to a decayed East ide street, 
Type writers, Hat finishers, where they hav two little dismal connecting back-
Cashiers, Fur sewers, rooms, or perhaps mere lairs, in the attic. In one 
Toy makers, Flag makers, room are two beds, in the other a small cook stove. 
Umbrella makers, Pocketbook han,'s, The D'irls rent the quarters furnished, and do their 
Straw sewers, Fruit canners, b-

Hair workers, Errand girls, own work; rise at five or six in the morning to get 
China painters, Bookstitchers, their own breakfasts, and then cook their dinners af-
Piano-action makers, Governesses, ter they return from work at night. The three to-
Nurses, Canvassers, th $13 k d b · d f Housekeepers, Cash girls, ge er earn a wee , ~n y this roo eo life con-
Corset makers, Perfumery makers, trive to get enough to eat and keep che_aply clad. 
Costumers, Labelers, There goes a young woman with a little reticule 
Gold-leaf workers, Hoopskirt makers, under her arm. She looks as though she might be a 

or in scores of other industries where their labor can school-mistress on her way somewhere, but she is a 
be made available. weary saleswoman in a Grand street store. She livs 

They turn out an army one hundred thousand in a young women's home in a West Side street. 
strong, for that is their number as near as can be as- She walks the eJifiife distance, both ways, to save car 
certained from the imperfect statistics that hav been fares. She needs'"to do that, for out of her $6 a week 
compiled. No accurate census has ever been made she pays $5 for the hall-bedroom and board in the 
of these workingwomen, but the Protectiv Union, home. She likes to be quiet, and pays a dollar a 
which keeps a free registry of those seeking work week extra for room by herself. She dresses on 
through its agency, .s thirty thousand names on its twenty dollars a year, with an extra ten sent to her 
books, and as many more are on the rolls of the by her brother in Boston. 
Women's Christian Association and other organiza- At best a working-woman must pay $3 a week for 
tions. At least as many more, it is estimated by those lodging in a cheap· boarding-house, and the fare at 
best informed, are seekins- employment and liveli- that price is thin and scant. In the dearer places 
hood through their own mdividual efforts, so that the average price of board is $4 to $5 a week. The 
100,000 is likely to be below, rather than above, the various homes and lodging-houses built by associa
actual number of women bread-winners in this city. tions, which furnish board at cost, hav not been able 

These working women who are on their way home in to go below these figures. At Stewart's Hotel for 
the early darkness, left their homes (if they have any) women it was found that five dollars per week would 
or lodging-places, some of them at six o'clock in the not pay the cost of keeping each person there. 
morning, and few of them as late as seven. From· With wages for women in this city averaging $4.50 
seven or eight o'clock till six they have bent over per week, and board at the same figures, what solo
machines of one kind or another, or sat on hard- tion do you find for the problem of women's drudg-
backed chairs, or stood on aching feet. ery and misery? · · 

Ten hours a day is a short average for the time em- What becomes of the workingwomen? Go up to 
ployed. You will see thousands more of these women the rooms of the Protectiv Union and see; Here is 
coming from shops and stores at seven, eight, nine, an American woman upon whose white head the 
ten, eleven o'clock at night1 who hl!<v~ l:>eeJl f!,t thejr f'!topp~ of sevep.ty winteJ."s h~tv bea.ten? She was !I! 

dress_maker once, uut her fingers long ago lost their 
cUDDlng. She has come now to borrow a dollar to 
puy bread ?ntil she can realize a vain hope of earn-
mg somethmg. · 

Here is a note from a young saleswoman in a fash
ionable store. · She is dying of consumption, con
tracted by standing in the cold draft of an ever
swinging door, and is threatened with ejection from 
her quarters because she is in arrears for rent. 

That weeping woman sitting there is the mother 
of a pretty but wayward girl, whose downfall may be 
traced to late hours and life of a miscellaneous char
acter. The mother wants to reclaim her child. 

Here comes a pale-faced young woman to ask the 
Union to assist her in recovering a few dollars from 
her late hard-fisted employer, who discharged her 
because she did not pei:form her allotted task in time. 
Would you believe it! The Union has actually pros
ecuted rascally employers in more than eight thou
sand cases, and recovered money out of which they 
were trying to defraud poor girls! They even cheat 
down to as small a sum as fifty cents, and it is to the 
credit of this plucky society that it has dragged 
scoundrels into court for that small sum and made 
them pay. 

Workingmen hav now and then a chance to rise, 
even under our present shameful condition of society; 
buil for workingwomen there is no chance. "There 
are no palaces, no great houses, no cottages even," 
says a recent writer, "which tell the workingwomen 
that one of her class and opportunity has ever risen 
above want to competency. For her there is only 
the possibility and no more, of an unfurnished and 
scant lodging and scant clothing to-day, the same 
to-morrow, no better than it was yesterday. 

The wreck of life, the ruin of mind, and the crush
!Dg of hope, forever going on, year after year, among 
the hundred thousand workingwomen of this city, who 
can tell? 

From the New York Graphic. 
John Swi1Uon's Paper says the workingwomen of 

this city earn on an average $4.50 per week. A 
more careful investigation will prove that the average 
wages of workingwomen in New York does not ex
ceed $3.40 per week. It will also show that the em
ployment is by no means continuous. " Outcast " 
New York receives many accessions annually from 
among the women workers. Is it any wonder? 

The Secular Benev:olent Association. 
I hav just read with much interest two a1·ticles in 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, one by Fred. Shepard, and the 
other a review of the constitution of the Supreme 
Secular Benevolent Association, both of which seem 
to be in the right direction. 

To my mind such a society would meet a long-felt 
need among our people; not only in its relation to dol
lars and cents provided against a day of need, but 
would furnish a bond of cohesion to draw and hold 
our people together in a common cause for a worthy 
object. Church people find such cohesion in dog
matic superstitions, but Liberals and Infidels, having 
not the fear of God, devil, or hell before their eyes, 
running on under the bare poles of human reason, 
need such a society for its cohesiv qualities. For, 
say what we will about magnanimity and unselfish 
acts, self-interest is the mainspring of all human 
action. Make it an individual self-interest to hold 
and attend meetings to advance the cause of secular
ism, and you hav hit the nail on the head. Who of 
all of the Liberals who belong to any of the secret 
societies now extant will not admit that every one of 
them, from ·Freemasonry down, is lugging along 
superstitions, and is helping to keep alive old sacred 
lies at the expense of truth and manhood? 

Go ahead, good friends, and giv us a purely secu
lar benefit society, with no holy Bible, and no relig
ion, save the religion of humanity, in it. To poke 
crooked sticks down a straight man's throat is an up
hill business; besides, it hurts some people. And that 
is just what is done when a Liberal man is made to 
lay his hands upon the Bible, as in Masonry, to con
firm an obligation. Or, as in temperance orders, es
pecially the Red Cross, to tote a man around the 
lodge and hav small doses of religion shot at him at 
every turn, and then to flop down on his knees and 
lay both hands upon a bloody red cross, that symbol 
of cruelty and blood-that symbol of aggressiv devil- • 
try which has carried discord and sorrow in its path 
down through the ages, and, like a mildew, has 
blasted the peace and happiness of the family and 
state-is too much for Infidel endurance. Giv us 
secular benevolence, secular morality, and secular 
everything to the end of the chapter. 

And now a word about the "Children's Corner," 
and I hav done. This new feature in our TRUTH 
SEEKER, the "Children's Corner,'' is far more impor
tant than many are apt to think, for the children are 
soon to take our places in life, and I am not in sym
pathy with such milk-andcwater Infidels as permit 
their children to be gathered in to Christian Sunday
schools, and inoculated with the virus of this mental 
disease, which is liable to break out in them long 
after they hav passed beyond the old roof-tree of 
home influence and culture. I thank you, Brother 
Mfllc4op~d1 for thj~ mor,;t f}ignificant feature of your 
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paper. And I almost envy any one who can write by "speculation;" and the Herald recently had a ca
ble dispatch about the.fact t~at the Rev. Dr. Be~g~ of 
Edinburgh, had left h1s family nearly half a rm.llw~ 
dollars, the "fruit of successful stock gamblmg. 
Stock-gambling clergymen preaching to sheep of the 
flock they hav skinned and to other stock-gambling 
wolves-you can, at your leisure, paint a picture of it. 

with its beauties and harmonies, and we feel that 
there are yet deeper depths in our being than hav 
ever yet been sounded. Now, which is greater 
the mind that can appreciate the music of an or~ 
chestra, or the instruments which giv forth the 
sounds? 

well for the comprehem~ion of children and young 
pe.ople; a rich and rare gift to adapt one's self to the 
instruction of the youn~. And we trust that Miss 
Susan H. Wixon, possessing this noble gift in such 
high degree, will fiBd many rich blessings in return 

I often wonder what the poor Materialist can enjoy 
of this life after eliminating all the poetry from na
ture, all the soul from music, all the meauing from 
beauty, all the grandeur from works of art, all the 
hope from love. I should think that this world 
would be to him but little better than a mu
seum of automatic images, and the universe itself 
only an immense orrery. Materialism bears the 
same relation to Spiritualism as a marble statue does 

for her kindly efforts. · DR. J. L. YoRK. 

Theism and Destiny. 
San Jose, CaL 

-------4~------

Errors Corrected. MRS. HEDDON TO MR. WETTSTEIN. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In your 

issue of November lOth, page 707, is an article by 
Elmina, headed by an extract from a letter to her by 
"T. B. L.," commencing thus: "I received an appeal 
the other day from Mr. Hacker. I asked my father 
if he thought I had better send him a doHar," etc. 
Now this lo0ks as if I had made an appeal to him to 
giv .:Oe a dollar, when I hav done nothing like it. 
And as I do not like to be misrepresented, I must ask 
you to publish this article. 

Near the last of August I had a let of my rhymes 
printed, vindicating the character of God-if .there .is 
such a being-against the falsehoods contained m 
the Bible stories of the creation and the atonement, 
and exposing the absurdity of those stories. I sent 
out perhaps fifty copies of the rhymes free to differ
ent individuals, by way of advertising them, asking 
those to whom they were sent if they knew news
dealers who would like some of them to sell. This 
is all the appeal I hav made, or ever shall make, to 
anyone for help. 

to a living man. MRs. E. HEnnoN. 

You say that if I had never heard of the Jewish 
God, I would never hav thought of a " Soul of 
Nature." Has the poor Indian ever heard of the 
Jewish God or any other god? Yet he has con
ceived of a Great Spirit, and without a priest, or 
book, or a temple, he worships what he does not 
attempt to analyze. So with myself. Renouncing 
traditions, books, and creeds, I hav listened to the The Robbery of a Preacher. 
voices of nature, and they hav wispered of an infinit To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: What a 
intelligence. mysterious affair was that of the Rev .• T. 0. Bache 

I do not try to comprehend the n~ture of deity, or yesterday! It must be a mistake. Here, according 
his mode of existence, becauss I cannot comprehend to the Sun of this morning, he was robbed of three 
my own existence, or any of my surroundings. hundred dollars in money, a two-hundred-and-fifty-

In the same article "T. B. L." censures Liberals 
for permitting us and other aged workers to suffer; 
and as I do not think it fair for my good friends to 
be misrepresented, I must ask for a little more space 
for them. I hav been trying for sixteen years to get 
a living on less than three acres of land-all that I 
was able to pay for--by raising grapes and berries 
for the city market; but the prices hav gone down so 
low, and I hav become so aged, that for several years 
past the fruits hav not paid more than the expense of 
cultivation, and that has made us poor; but it is not 
true, as " T . .B. L." intimates, that Liberals hav left 
us without aid. If it had not been for the help that 
Infidels, Spiritualists, and others outside of the 
church, hav given us, our little home would hav been 
used up long since, and we should hav been forced 
to cut the thread of life to escape the horrors of a 
Christian pauper-house; for we never will become 
inmates of any institution where aged and virtuous 
people and innocent children are crowded into the 
same rooms with drunkards, thieves, and harlots
where we should hav no others to nurse us when 
sick, or to close our eyes in death; hav our starved 
bodies sold to medical colleges, and our skins to tan
ners, to be wrought into shoes for the pious Grundies 
to wear to church. 

It is true that we hav not had all that was neces
sary for comfort, and hav sometimes known what it 
was to suffer; but it is equally true that the above 
classes hav saved our lives till the present time, by 
doing far more for us than we ever knew any church 
to do for any two of its aged members situated as we 
are. 

! perceive the universe, with all its laws, forces, dollar gold watch, a diamond-think of it !-pin 
and substances, is wholly unfathomable; and that the worth three hundred and fifty dollars, and a diamond 
discoveries of science hav shed no light on the scarf-pin worth two hundred dollars. In this little 
problem of causes; therefore I reject nothing account we can note several amusing circumstances. 
because it is incomprehensible. Your objections How did this lamb of Jesus-who of course sells 
to my "universal conscious soul'' are founded upon all that he has and givs to the poor-happen to hav 
the assumption that you know all there is of nature. all this gold, diamonds, and money? Was not his 

You say that" an infinit soul occupying all space struggling to relEiase himself strange, when he wor
would not leave room for anything else." Are you ships a being who said that if a man took your coat 
sure of this? Do you know that it is a recent dis- the proper thing to do was to giv your cloak also? 
covery of science that two substances can occupy the Truly the times are changed since, as Mr. Bennett 
same space at the same time? That certain forms of said, Jesus "wandered listlessly about the fields," 
matter are vacuo.us to each o~h~r? What can be and led the life of an ignorant pauper here on earth. 
stranger than this? And yet It IS a de~onstrable Is it not absurd for the Rev. Bache to pretend that 
fact. We thought once we knew something about he believes the bosh in which Jesus used to indulge 
m_atter, but later researc?es hav ~eveloped the fact about rich men entering the kingdom of heaven, and 
that nobody knows anythm~ a.bout It absolutely; and selling all and giving to the poor? I never heard of 
Huxley declare~ that " WI~m .~he vast unknown him 9efore, but his exploit is certainly amusing to 
of matter, all things are possible. all titose who admire candor and honesty. 

Because we cannot conceive of an omnipresent 48 Wall St., New York City. PHILIP G. PEABoDY. 
mind, is no evidence of the non-existence of such . . 
a mind, for who can conceive of the eternity of mat- P.S.-I am glad. to notice m the account that 
ter, of the infinity of space, or of the nature of force? the robbers ran strrught towards the cathedr~l after 

You say that the "earnest thinkers will ever the robbery; no doubt they are good Cathqlics and 
be asking what caused this conscious soul? , " Of what can be found there every Sunda;r; let us hope th~t 
·s ·t d?, they hav confessed and been forgiven, so that their 
I I compose . t t al th t th 'll " t- ,_ 

I am amazed that you sho~Jld suggest such a ques- cons?Iences are a re.s ; so a . ey W1 ~e com-
t' · · munwn" at the earliest opportumty, so that If they 
10

Whn. t d ur · al t ? Of h t · 't should die before they indulge in other criminal acts, 
a cause yo pnm a om . w a IS I th will t · ht t th " b f ' th · "' 

composed? If matter can exist uncaused, why e.y . g<? s. ra~g 0 e osom 0 e savwr. 
not spirit? The infinitesimal atom in which are con- This IS Chnstiamty. P. G. P. 
cealed all the potential elements of the universe, 
ready to evolve into glorious worlds, is a proposition 
which is as "stunning" to contemplate as the self
existence and eternity of a spiritual entity. 

Your remarks concerning the inability of d~ity to 
superintend the affairs of so many worlds, would be 
forcible if they had any application to the subject. 
You might as well ask how the sun can shine on all 
the planets at once, awakening life, motion, and fer
tility everywhere. 

God does not superintend, create, design, govern, 
or control anything arbitrarily. He. constitutes the 
spiritual and vital part of nature, without which 
nature would hav no existence. 

But I hav already said more on this point than I 
intended, and wish now to call your attention to a 
promis you made in a previous letter that you would 
more fully explain your objections to a future life. 
Your readers are waiting with interest for your expo
sition of the grandeur and beauty of the annihilation 
scheme, and hope you will not forget it in your next. 

Good Suggestions. 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: After my 
long silence, perhaps the readers of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER will be of the opinion that in sending so many 
contributions of late-one following the other in so 
close proximity-I at.n "making up for lost time." 
I should not trouble you at the present time, were it 
not that I feel somewhat impelled to say a few words 
in favor of the Ohildre:n's Corner. I think it is a grand 
idea to hav a certain portion of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
devoted weekly to the purpose specified in your 
paper of November 3d. It will be an offset to the 
goody-goody stories and articles-in the papers which 
aim to bolster up priestcraft, and superstition, et hoc 
genus omne. 

Nearly thirty years ago, when publishing a paper 
in Maine, that state had large tracts of wild land. 
Without the aid of any paper but my own, I suc
ceeded in getting a law to giv every landless man 
who would settle on and cultivate it, a farm lot at 
only fifty cents per acre, to be paid in labor on their 
own roads. A. friend -in Maine wrote me last year 
that there were scores of men owning good farms on 
land taken under that law. These are the men who 
ought to aid me. I consider them justly indebted to 
me. But when my friend told them that as I was 
now old and poor they ought to make me up a purse 
as a token of gratitude, they replied, " Oh, Hacker is 
an Infidel; is always running the church," when the 
fact is I hav never said a word about any church 
that was not strictly true. 

Why should "T. B. L." be censuring those I hav 
never benefited for not helping me, while his own 
Christian brethren, who owe their very farms to my 
exertions, leave me to starve? He had better begin 
his work at home, and get the professed Christians 
right, before he turns his pop-gun on Infidels. He 
can dry up on that subject; or he can bring against 
Infidels all the crimes and shortcomings he can, and 
for each one of them, I pledge myself to bring ten 
against the ministers of his own patent modern gos
pel, which is no more like that of Christ than black 
is like white. 

Please tell us why you 'are so delighted with the 
discovery that you are a worm?-" only that and noth
ing more;" and also why you so inconsistently cling 
to thfs pleasing, anxious life, when all the wealth of 
the Vanderbilts would not buy your consent to take 
another instalment of it. 

And I think that Susan H. Wixon is just the one 
to hav charge of the Children's Corner. I hav read 
the contributions, thus far, with much interest. They 
hav constantly been of a profitable, an interesting, 
and an instructiv character. Let as many of us, 
friends, as can find it convenient to do so, forward 
from time to time, stories, articles of interest and 
profit, and also poems, to the lady who conducts the 
children's department of our paper. 

Each week that I receive THE TRUTH SEEKER, I am 
sensible of the fact that it grows better and better; 
and now that this new feature has been added to the 
paper, I feel very certain that it will continue to 
make still further advancement in the right direc
tion. 

To all who hav so kindly aided us we are sincerely 
grateful, Yours, J. HAcKER. 

Berlin, N.J., Nov. 29, 1883. 

THERE are stock-gambling clergymen in this city, 
says John Swinton's Paper, who get into scrapes even 
worse than that which lately brought the younger 
Rev. Dr. Tyng into the courts. I know of one who 
went to smash and the madhouse; and there are 
others who hav passed from the Stock Exchange 
through the "bucket shop" to the " cur~ ston~s." 
The Milwaukee papers hav accounts of an Impendmg 
trial there over the estate of a deceased clergyman, 
amounting to $125,000, which, it appears, was amassed 

I take the ground that not ma.n'~:ueason alone, but 
his whole nature, should hav a vorne in deciding this 
question. Our desires, emotions, and conceptions 
mean something (for nature never gravitates to 
naught), as well as our reasoning faculties, our love 
of existence, our affections, which are stronger than 
death; the patriotism which rushes on to death on 
the battle-field, are all out of proportion in their in
tensity if this life is all. " The love that will not 
sever at the portals of the tomb " is a prophecy of a 
reunion; and the dissatisfaction and vacuity which 
the most successful feel amid their earthly posses
sions can be explained only on the ground that the 
human soul is too vast in its nature to content itself 
with the toys which we call riches, rank, and fame. 
In the conditions of life which seem most favorable 
for happiness, all find within their souls an empty 
chamber, of which they knew nothing until the sigh 
of dissappointment arose amid the music of the feast. 
The man who has attained his utmost wish and com
pleted his cherished plan, feels, in his heart, an infinit 
longing which scorns the best this world can giv, be
cause his spirit is dimly conscious of nobler aims and 
its grander destiny. When we contemplate the won
ders of nature and listen to its voices, we are thrilled 

Let us, then, giv Miss Wixon our hearty and 
undivided aid and support, andfby so doing, render 
THE TRUTH SEEKER still more attractiv and worthy of 
the patronage of all Freethinkers. 

So. Dartmouth, Mass. EDwiN H. BARTLETT. 

How Does a Two-and-a-half-year-old Know What 
"Psyche Ceres " Means 1 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Our 
young lady-bug, two and one-half years old, a bundle 
of incarnate metaphysics, says, "I thought so before 
I was born;" again, "I was Psyche Ceres, soul and 
body, before mamma born me." Will philosophers 
crack this quick nut, this puzzling babyhood pro
claiming pre-existence? Is mind made when mixed 
with matter, or was it previous being, "looking be
fore and after?" Possibly memory extends back 
over the period of gestation; but what is the nature, 
intent, and destiny of persisting life, which has been 
the problem of ages? St. Paul, the Christite, speaks 
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{)£ a " spiritual body" surviving the great, irrational 
scare called death. Spenser, the English poet, says: 

" Of the Soul the body form doth take, 
For soul is form and doth the Body make." 

Why will not Mate:Walists, conspicuous in' what 
they don't know, condescend to recognize facts? If 
'.r. Winter, for instance, would cease proclaiming the 
boundless extent of his ignorance, which is sufficently 
apparent; take off his hat to himself less, and dis
cover that something is alive and- kicking in Air as 
well as on Earth, less ink and paper would be wasted. 

Some one (was it Sir Wm. Hamilton?) writes: 
"On Earth there's nothing great but Man 

In man there's nothing great but Mind.,' 
In the above opinion, as often in flesh-and-blood 

fact, "man" embraces woman. But what is mind, 
the invisible energy, the ,driving force in Nature? 
Your readers, of .course, know that Psyche is the 
Greek for soul, while Ceres denotes animated visible 
form, vegetable or animal body. The dogm~tism of 
~enial is quit~ as useless aJ,!.,d repulsiv as the dogma
tism of assertwn. Th~(Js"'f fools, the church; 
that father of knaves, the sta e ltttest device of 
learned idiots called science-wli are these when 
weighed against Enterprise, informing, animating 
Life? Theologic or Atheist opinions are mere chaff· 
behind this wilderness of pronoun is called society~ 
antedating dreary platitudes of philosophy, scholar
ism, and poetry lived the quick Word of Destiny, 
which was before God and will survive him. 

E. H. HEYWOOD. 
Princeton, Mass., Dec. 6, Y.L. 11. 

Remsburg in Texas. 
Wednesday, November 14th, I bade my wife and 

little ones good-bye, and took the train -for the South, 
where I was to begin a five months' campaign, ex
tending from Texas to Maine. The opening journey 
was a pleasant one, down through the fertil farms of 
Kansas and Missouri, and thence across the beautiful 
prairies of the Indian territory,_ where liv the feebllil 
remnants of a once powerful race. The inhabitants 
of this territory are civilized, so far as Christianity 
and whisky are capable of civilizing them. It is 
strange that with all the gospel's boasted_ power the 
church is invariably compelled to resort to the use of 
some auxiliary agent in Christianizing a people. 
With-the Chinese, the agent employed is opium; with 
the Sandwich Islanders a loathsome disease, and with 
the aborigines of this country, whisky. 

Friday morning we cross the Red River, and in a 
short ~ime enter Denison, the Gate City of the Lone 
Star state. Here B. C. Murray, one of the leading 
journalists of Texas, and a stanch Liberal, publishes 
his Sunday Gazeltee:r. 

In the afternoon I went to Gainesville. The North
ern Texas races were in progress, and Gainesville was 
:filled from pit to dome. In the Laclede parlors, with 
a motley crowd of planters, jockeys, commercial men, 
and cowboys, I took my first night's sleep in Texas. 

The next morning, before daylight, I took the 
stage for Montague. A lonely drive of forty miles 
was before us. . My sole companion was a run-away 
stripling from Arkansas, who, armed with a Texas 
"life-preserver," a plug of tobacco, and two flasks of 
whisky, fancied that on the plains of Western Texas 
he would find fun, fortune, and fame. 

In the Court House at Montague, I gave three 
lectures-" The Sabbath," "The Fathers of Our Re
public," and " Thomas Paine." Some of the meek 
and lowly followers of Jesus had declared that any 
Infidel who attempted to speak in Montague would 
be mobbed. But their threats vanished in thin air, 
and the first course of Freethought lectures ever 
given in this part of Texas was listened to with the 
profoundest attention and respect. 

The Liberals here are few in numbers, but cour
ageous. Years ago that old veteran, George W. Car
penter, in the face of bitter persecution raised the 
standard ofFreethought in Montague, and proposes 
while he livs to keep it waving. 

Leaving Montague, I went to Bowie, where I took 
the train for Fort Worth. At a frontier town my 
friend, Capt. Seaton, of Atchison, boarded the train. 
Ex-Senator Gillespie, now of Fort Worth, but for
merly of Kansas, had learned of our presence in the 
state, and requested us to visit him. We passed the 
evening with him-an enjoyable one-reviewing the 
days of "Auld Lang Syne," when as candidates for 
political honors we traversed the rural districts of 
Kansas together. 

Tuesday night I spoke in Dallas to a fine audience. 
Dallas contains a goodly number of Liberals. Here 
John R. Spencer, aided by his faithful wife, prints 
and publishes the Agnostic, one of the ablest and 
brightest of our papers. Year after year, through 
storm and sunshine, hav this devoted pair ceaselessly 
labored for the cause. Do the Liberals of the South 
appreciate and reward their unselfish labors as they 
ought? 

John Jackson, Allen Johnson, Dr. McKay, W. H. 
Johnson, and John Stone are also energetic workers 
here. It is hardly to be supposed that a Northern 
man, a Republican and an Infidel, would be popular 
in the South. Yet Mr. Stone, unif.ing in himself all 
these elements of political weakness, was three years 

ago elected mayor of one of the largest cities of 
Texas. leave it with regret, but a regtet made lighter by the 

thought that a few brief months will find me there 
again. JoHN E. REMSBURG. Last September, Henry Shanks, while on his way 

from church, where he had been seeking religion at 
a Methodist ~ourner's bench, stabbed and killed MR. HEBER NEWToN is sustaining his reputation for heresy. 
Henry Weimer, a.: German, for declaring that there His sermon a week ago was on the Pentateuch. "This," he 
was no God Sh~~s. ":as tried duri~g my stay in said, "is the name of the first five books of the Old Testa
Dallas, and a ChriStian Jury brought lll a verdict of ment-Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteron
" not . ~ty." The verdict was a surprise. for the omy-taken as a whole. Who wrote the Pentateuch? Pop
murder-was a most brutal one. What were 'the rea- ularly, Moses wrote it, but the only testimony is tradition. 
sons for acquitting him I did not learn. The jury The Christian church received the tradition from the Israel
probably believed that God killed Weimer in self- ites, and there is no evidence, either in the books themselvs 
defense, and that Shanks was merely the instrument or outside of them, sufficient to establish the fact that Moses 
with which he did it. was their author. You ask if Christ did not refer to these 

From Dallas I went to Norse, a Norwegian settle- writings as the product of Moses's pen. I answer that Christ 
ment in Centr~ Texas. On my way I stopped at was not stenographically reported, and we therefore do not 
Fort Worth agam, where I had a pleasant visit with know that he meant to say just that. We must remember 
that brilliant Liberal writer, Col. Peterson, the story that the gospels were not written until some time after Jesus 
of whose eventful life may be found in the "World's spoke. But grant that he did say just that, grant that he 
Sages." knew all that has been revealed by modern criticism, who 

At Norse we had three splendid meetings. There shall say that he would hav unqertaken to inform his hearers 
critically? He spoke on a level with the knowledge of the 

are many earnest Liberals here, among them Messrs. time, and it was to an ignorant audience. Briefly, what are 
Olson, Canuteson, Johnson, and Montgomery; E. A. some of the reasons why we must conclude that Moses did 
Rolen, and his venerable mother, who in appearance not write the Pentateuch? First, on the surface he could 
as well as in her devotion to the cause of Free thought not hav writ ten it all, because his death and burial are de
so forcibly reminds ~;De .of Amy Post; and last, but scribed, and how could he hav described his own death and 
not least, that enthusiaStiC young worker who man- burial?_ Then, too, these words occur: 'The man Moses was 
aged the meeting, T. Theodore Col wick. very meek.' Would a meek man call himself meek and record 

My next move was to BeU county, a name familiar it for all time ? We cannot believe that that act would be one 
to nearly every Liberal in the land. It was here that of meekness. Again, the uses of language in the Pentateuch 
Dr. L. J. Russell, one of the worthiest and most betray the writer's residence in Palestine. There are omis
respected citizens of Texas, was taken from his home sions which Moses would not hav made, as when thirty-eight 
at night six years ago, and brutally whipped. The years of close chronological history are skipped entirely. 
next morning, at the place where the outrage oc- Repetitions are made in legislation, and historical passages 
curred, was found posted the following notice: are duplicated. There is a double account of the water burst-

BELL CO. TEXAS. ing from the rock, and also of the miracle of the quails. 
NOTICE. Again, there are contradictions, as in one place seven men 

This is to certify that the Rev. Dr. Russel was cawlod on are said to hav seen God physically, and in another place it 
Saturday knight the 6th of Oct. 1877 to visit a moovers wife is said that God has never been seen with the physical eye. 
that was camped at this place. .A.nd on the Drs arrival to Another important objection is that the language of the books 
this place 3 other men walked up and captured him and hit is that of the great literary period in Palestine, a thousand 
him 100 lashes with a leather strop and let him loose on the 
condishions that he would not lecture nor debate on infidelity years after Moses died. It describes a high ecclesiastical sys-
in this county any more. Now a word to Munley, Posy and tem which must hav been the result of long civilization. To 
Marshal in fact all of the leading men of the infidel club if read the account in Exodus as literally true is to stagger any 
any of you take his place WB will burn you out of house and one's faith. In fact, the Pentateuch is a composit work. 
home !J.nd hang you untill you are ded. If any man in this There are bits of annals and quotations of songs. Might not 
country is done any injury on account of what nas been done Moses hav been a later editor of the five books? you may 
we wilburn you all out. We 4 have got 50 men to back us. 
Gents we me~n business. Infidelity has got to stop in this ask. Luther thought that the sermons of the patriarchs were 
county. preserved in them by Moses. But who reported those ser-

Dr. Russell had vanquished in debate numerous mons? Moses could not hav done it. We see the work of 
champions of orthodoxy, and the lash was expected three editors in the Pentateuch. Each worked on a separate 
to accomplish what logic failed to do. But Infidel- plan. The first wrote in the prophetic spirit, the aecond 
ity didn't "stop." To-day Bell county is one of the wrote Deuteronomy, and the third was the author of the book 
strongholds of Freethought. I spoke three times in of orators, who worked over the material he had in the spirit 

O of a priest. Finally, if Moses wrote the five books, where 
the pera House at Temple to large and enthusiastic were they during the ages that preceded the exile of the Is
audiences. Many had come from neighboring towns, raelites? Not until after their return to Palestine did they 
some :fifty miles away. Dr. Russell was present and worship according to the law laid down in the Pentateuch. 
presided. No, we know not who wrote these books.'' 

Among the many intelligent Freethinkers whom I IT is not often a better illustration of the love existing"be 
met here, I must not omit to name J. B. Nunneley, tween Catholics and Protestants is seen than in the following 
one of the Liberal pioneers of Texas. Mr. N unneley criticism of Beecher and Marvin in the San Francisco Monitor. 
is one of the prominent business men of Temple, and The sizzling of the editor's red-hot pen can almost be heard. 
was the first Liberal to invite me to visit Texas. Perhaps he wrote with a brand heated in the fires of the In-

On Monday evening I addressed a large and cul- quisition. Hold your breath and read: 
tured audience at Waco. Waco is the home of J. D. "We can respect common sense even when evolved from 
Shaw, one of the remarkable men of our time. Mr. the mind of a mercenary preacher whose salary is his only 

incentiv to a continuance in some sectarian conventicle; but 
Shaw was until recently a clergyman in the Metho- when Mr. Marvin undertakes to tell us that beastly Beecher 
dist church. 1'hough scarcely forty years of age, he • is the greatest preacher in the world,' and 'the most distin
was brought forwi!Xd by his friends for the post of guished pulpit orator in the country,' we set him down as a 
bishop, and had he remained in the church, would dunce who should be relegated to some region where the 

ffi fool-killer could hav full swmg in suppressing him from bor-
hav been elected to this o ce at no distant day. He ing the world with any more of his balderdash. Beecher is, 
received a handsome salary, enjoyed a high position at best, a badly-smirched, incipient Infidel. We do not won
socially, had a powerful church to uphold him-every- der that Protestantism is going to where it came from-the 
thing that a clergyman's heart could desire. But he devil-and that people are becoming daily more and more 
became convinced that Christianity was false, and disgusted with the strife and inconsistency of sectarianism, 

when we find such false prophets as Marvin occupying pul
with the brave resolve that he would die rather than pits and worshiping as an idol one of the most degraded and 
liv a hypocrit, he gave up all save his honor, and es- double-faced hypocrits that ever disgraced even a Plymouth 
poused the cause of mental liberty. Entertaining church pulpit. 
Theistic notions at first, he has gradually outgrown If old Nickodamnus should ever turn preacher, 

He'll find a good model in blasphemous Beecher. 
them, and is now an Agnostic. He is a forcible wri- We see in such dish-water decoctions as this Mr. Marvin has 
ter, and is said to be one of the most eloquent and sent us one of the reasons why Protestants refuse to go to 
persuasiv speakers in the South. He is a man of church on Sundays even, as they cannot endure the torture 
stainless character, and universally respected Many of listening to a twang-toned preacher as he disgorges a lot 
of the best people of Waco hav rallied around him of heretical hash without head or tail. In fact, we often 

wonder that men of sense outside the Catholic church tol
and are building a handsome hall for him to lecture erate preachers anyway. What use are they? They cannot 
in. His Independent Pulpit, at the tenth number, had teach, because they are unlicensed quacks outside the gospel 
reached a circulation of nearly two thousand. college. They hav not been sent by Almighty God as the 

Waco was the last appointment in Texas that I apostles, disciples, and their successors in the Catholic priest-
hood hav been commissioned. Hence, such men as Marvin 

could fill. They urged me to remain; calls came are regular poachers in the preserves of Christianity, and 
from every quarter of the state, but the only answer the sooner they get the grand bounce the better will it be for 
I could giv was a promis to come some future day. the cause of Bible religion, which is disgraced by being made 

Texas is an empire in ex_tent. From Texarkana on ridiculous before the world at the hands of such shallow-
pated crack-brained cranks as those who offend the olfactory 

the east, to El Paso on the west, the iron tape-line of organ~ of every moral man by lauding the sin-laden name of 
the Texas Pacific measures off eight hundred and Beecher in their pulpits.'' 
seventy miles. Its population is heterogeneous_ in J E REMsBuRG has a .year of solid work before him 
chara~ter. Within its borders may b.e found revre- ·Hiso;:og~am for December was and is as follows: Rockford, 
sentativs of every European race, n~tiv Sou~herners m., 2d and 3d; Dowagiac, Mich., 4th and 5th; Union City, 
and Y~ees, the negro an~ ~he ~dian, Mexican an~ Mich., 6th, 7th, 8th; Grand Rapids, Mich., 9th, lOth; Repub
Mongolian, pauper and millionarre, the man of busi- lie Ohio nth 12th 13th 14th; Alliance, Ohio, 16th, 23d; 
ness and the "man of leisure," the modest school- saiineviile Ohio, 17th, 18th, 19th; Garrettsville, Ohio, 20th, 
ma'am and the festiv cowboy, ignorant bigots who 21st; New' Comerstown, Ohio, 24th, 25th, 26th; Salamanca, 
would gladly hang or burn their neighbors for op~n- N. Y., 28th, 29th, 30th. During January he will lecture in 
ion's sake, and thousands of men and women as In- Pennsylvania, New York, and New England; in February and 
telligent, as refined, and as ~iberal as the ":orld C<_>n- March he will work in the West; next spring he will .make 
tains. Upon the whole, I like the state-Its vaned another and a more extended tour through the South; m the 
landscapes, its delightful climate, and, above all, its summer he goes to Colorado, and will probably extend his 
many brave and earnest Liberals whom I met. I trip to the Pacific coast. 
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Qlommunicatiotts. fatherly love and interest he then evinced, would seem 
to entitle the poor old man to some degree of respect, 
if not love and filial duty. But what possible reason 
or excuse can be found for Christ's harshness and in

Facts and Fallacies in Regard to the New gratitude to his distracted, sorrowing mother? 
Testament.-Continued. 

INTERNAL EVIDENCE.-CHRIST'S EXAMPLE AS A SON. 
The masses in Christian countries hav an idea that 

" Christ spake as never man spake," that in character 
no man of all the ages can compare with him; that his 
life was all that could be desired-perfect, faultless; 
that his teachings were the purest and best ever con
ceived; that humanity is more indebted to Christ 
than to all the sages, philosophers, inventors, scien
tists, and philanthropists that ever lived, all put to
gether. 

To deny this, to ask where is the valuable informa
tion, the new truth, the new and better law, the orig
inal precept or valuable innovation, he originated, is 
to shock our sensibility a11d arouse our prejudice. By 
constant reiteration, drilling, and dinning us with the 
idea of Christ's perfections, from infancy to the pres
ent time, we hav come to assent to and heartily indorse 
all claims in his behalf, without one moment's reflec
tion, or the slightest examination, and we are out
raged at the least intimation to the disparagement of 
our idol. 

The majority of people are quite confident that the 
Bible contains the positiv declaration and the clear
est evidence of the divine perfection of Christ, just as 
clearly as it does that we should keep Sunday holy. 
And it really does the one just as much as the other; 
that is, not at -all, for it does neither. 

We are creatures of education, and as our whole 
course of instruction has tended to invest with rev
erence the Christian religion, few are able to weigh 
and judge as dispassionately the merits of their own 
faith as they do the faith of so-called heathens. 

Suppose the New Testament was now first given to 
the world, and declared to be the inspired word of God; 
that the Christ of the gospels in all things-birth, life, 
teachings, death, and resurrection-fulfilled the 
prophecies of the Old Testament; wo:uld any intelli
gent, any sane person, accept it as from God, or, judg
ing by the internal evidence, regard it as inspired ? 
Would they not receive with ridicule and contempt 
the asserticn, however solemnly made, that the four 
gospels unfold God's everlasting purpose, as mani
fested in Jesus Christ, his only begotten son; "that 
the New Testament is the transcript of the 
divine mind, the unfolding of the divine purpose, the 
revelation of the divine will ;" the only plan of sal
vation;" " the grandest and most thrilling story the 
world has ever known?" 

We hav no record of the life of Christ from infancy 
until he was "about thirty years old," and com
menced his ministry, with the exception of Luke's 
account of his disputing with the doctors in the tem
ple, and evincing such utter lack of respect and filial 
duty to his parents. 

The New Testament declares, "Christ suffered for 
ils, leaving us an example that ye should follow his 
steps, who did no sin, neither was guile found in his 
mouth" (1 Peter ii, 21, 22). We desire to ap
proach the investigation of the life, teaching, and ex
ample of Jesus Christ with all candor,' and with re
spect for the feelings of those who, like ourselvs un
til our eyes were opened, dare not even think his 
name save with bated breath, so great their awe and 
reverence. To entertain, much less express, a doubt 
as to his holiness and perfection was regarded as most 
audacious blasphemy-nothing less than the unpar
donable sin. But if the New Testament is indeed 
inspired of God, if the internal evidence is all-suffi
cient to convince honest inquirers of its being the 
holy word of the great God, revealing to us his plan 
of salvation, and giving us clear understanding of the 
charac~er and na~ure of God, by and through the 
revelatiOn of the hfe and example of Jesus Christ, his 
dear son, then the more full and exhaustiv the in
vestigation, the more clear, bright, beautiful, and 
steadfast must be our faith. · 

We hav no other purpose or desire than that the 
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth 
shall prevail. Remember we offer no Infidel, n~ 
skeptic, none but the highest Christian evidence. It 
is not Freethinkers alone who entertain grave doubts 
of the perfection of the character of Jesus, or who call 
attention to his lack of filial duty, love, and reverence 
f?:t: his mother. ,"It is no~iceable that on every occa
siOn o~ our Lords addressmg her, or speaking of her, 
there zs a sound of reproof in his words " (Smith's 
Bib. Die., Art. Mary the Virgin). 

Luke describes the loss of the boy, and after three 
days of anxiety and grief the parents find him with 
the learned doctors in the temple. " And his mother 
said unto him, Son, why hast thou thulildealt with us? 
Behold thy father and I hav sought thee sorrowing. 
A~d he said unto them, How is it that ye sought me? 
Wist ye not that I must be about my father's busi
ness?" (Luke ii, 48, 49). Christ thus repudiates 
Joseph. Since he was not really his father, some ex
cuse might be found, although; having borne the toil 
and anxiety in his poverty, and with his large family 
of own children (see Matt. xiii, 55, 56), of caring and 
providing for him from infancy to youth, and the 

Christian friends, is this internal evidence that the 
New Testament is of divine interpretation? Is this 
such an ~pie to your children as you really wish 
them to follow? Put yourself in that poor mother's 
place, and answer to your own conscience, Wouldyou 
regard your son blameless who so acted ? 

The first miracle Christ performs he takes occasion 
to repudiate his mothe1·, even more harshly and 
contemptuously than he repudiated Joseph as his 
father. 

"And the third day there was .1. marriage in Cana 
of Galilee, and the mother of Jesus was there; and 
both Jesus was called, and his disciples to the mar
riage. 

"And when they wanted wine, the mother of Jesus 
saith unto him: They hav no wine. 

"Jesus saith unto her: Woman what hav I to do 
with thee? mine hour is not yet come" (John ii, 
1-4). 

Mothers, would you think your sons were obeying 
the fifth comandment, "Honor thy father and thy 
mother?" W auld you desire your eldest son to thus 
address you, not in private, but in presence of his 
brothers and sisters and a mixed company ? vVould 
you not feel grieved, insulted, outraged? W auld 
you turn to your other children and admonish them 
to take their elder brother for an example and follow 
in his steps? "The marriage at Cana in Galilee 
took place in the three months which intervened 
between the baptism of Christ and the passover of 
the year 27. When Jesus was found by his mother 
and Joseph in the temple, in the year 8, we find him 
repudiating the name of 'father' as applied to Joseph 
(Luke ii, 48, 49). Now, in like manner, at his fir&t 
miracle, which inaugurates his ministry, he solemnly 
withdraws himself from the authority of his earthly 
mother" (Smith's Bib. Die., Art. Mary the Virgin). 
. The gentle, loving mother, although of lowly birth, 
m her poverty she had suffered and sacrificed to 
minister to the wants of her first-born. Her heart 
yearned for some return for all her devotion, self
sacrifice, and love. But she finds no responsiv love 
or sympathy; nought but cold, unkind, contemptuous 
words from the "gentle, loving, pitying savior." 

Read what Christians themselvs declare in regard 
to this: "When she heard of the toils he was under
going, and they understood he was denying himself 
every relaxation from his labors, they therefore sent 
a message begging him to allow them to speak to 
him. Again he reproves her, again he refuses to 
admit any authority on the part of his relatives, or 
any privilege on account of relationship" (Smith's 
Bib. Die., Art. Mary the Virgin). 

"Then came to him his mother and his brethren, 
and could not come at him for the press. And it 
was told him by certain which said, Thy mother and 
thy brethren stand without, desiring to see thee. 
And he answered and said unto them, my mother 
and my brethren are those which hear the word of 
God and do it" (Luke viii, 19-21). 

Poor suffering mother, thinking although her son 
despised and repudiated her on account of her 
s~ame, her ignorance and poverty, he might yet 
yield to nature's claims, might at least retain some 
affection for his brothers and sisters. "Is not this the 
carpenter's son? Is not his mother called Mary? 
and his brethren James, and J oses, and Simon, and 
Judas? And his sisters, are they not all with us?" 
(Matt. xiii, 55, 56). 

Those who had nursed at the same fount, shared 
the . same bed, privations, and childish sports and 
pastimes- he would surely for their sake, if not for 
hers, respond in some degree to their united love and 
solicitude for his welfare. · Coming with the most un
selfish, kindest of motivs, they meet but scornful re
buff, and are shamed and repudiated before all the 
multitude. 

Do you wonder, gentle reader, "that neither did 
his. brethren believe in him?" (John vii, 5). Was 
then lack of belief in his claims of being the son of 
God the reason of his ignoring them ? How could 
they believe on him, or regard him as "an example, 
that they should follow in his steps?" How could 
they admit the claim that "he did no sin neither 
was guile found in his mouth?" How co~IJ they 
h~rmonize his claims and his teachings with his acts? 
Did he not declare, "Think not I am come to destroy 
the law or the prophets; I am not come to destroy 
but to fulfil?" How did he fulfil the fifth precept of 
that law, which says, " Honor thy father and thy 
m~~her ?" (~x. xx, 12). . 

For v~rily I say unto you, Till heaven and earth 
pass, one Jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass from 
the law till all be fulfilled. Whosoever therefore 
shall break one of these least commandments, and 
shall teach men so, shall be called the least in the 
kingdom of heaven" (Matt, v, 17-19). 

The fifth commandment is especially enjoined in 
the. Ne~ Testament: "Honor thy father and mother, 
W:hiCh I~' the ~rst commandment with promis" (Eph. 
VI, 2). But If ye hav respect to persons ye cm:hmit 

sin, and are convinced of the law as transgressors. 
For whosoever shall keep the whole law and yet of
fend in one point, he is guilty of all" (Jam!!s ii, 9,10). 
"Whosoever committeth si~ transgresseth the law, 
for sin is the transgression of the law" (1 John iii, 4). 
" He that committeth sin is of the devil" (1 John iii, 3 ). 

" Christ suffered for us, leaving us a'n example that 
ye should follow his steps; who did no sin, neither 
was guile found in his mouth" (1 Peter ii, 21, 22). 
Did Christ honor his mother ? He did not, if the 
New Testament record is true; he did not, if we be
lieve the testimony of that standard Christian author
ity, Smith's Bible Dictionary. If he did not, then 
according to his own word he was a violator of the 
law; and by his own mouth, and that of John, and 
of James, a sinner. How -shall we harmonize this 
" internal evidence ?" 

Even when about to meet the penalty of death, 
when nailed to the cross of ignominy in company 
with the thieves, the poor heart~ broken mother comes 
to her son. What lavt~~~an~~~ual that of a mother 
for her first-born? .• .,:wn"en all else stand afar off and 
forsake him in thir hour of his shame, defeat, and 
death, all his cruel ingratitude is forgotten, in her 
great love for her son. Yet, even in the hour of 
dreadful parting, instead of words of smTow for his 
past lack of love and duty-instead of one sigh of re
gret for all the sorrow and anguish he had caused 
the gentle bosom that nursed him, he addressed her 
with no respect or affection, but in the most cold, re~ 
pellant words conceivable-mark the record: 

"When Jesus therefore saw his mother, and the 
disciple standing by whom he loved, he saith unto 
his mother, Woman, behold thy son." 

Oh, the bitter, heartless cruelty, even when part
ing with him ·forever ! No love, no compassion, no 
pity. He could beam with love on his companion 
John, but for his own mother only cold, constrained 
words-" Woman, behold thy son." 

And yet the New Testament declltl"es: "Christ suf
fered for us, leaving us an example, that ye should 
follow his steps." May all our children shun such an 
example. 

We almost hope to find some omission, some false 
translation, for it seems so horrible, so unnatural, 
that one who was so ready to help and comfort Mary, 
Martha, and other women, should act so harsh and 
unnatural toward the mother that bore him. 

True he, as in duty bound, made provision for her, 
consigned her over to the care of John; but think of 
the cold, unfeeling, compassionless manner in which 
it was done. But his acts in this instance were in 
strict harmony with his teaching: ·" If any man come 
to me and hate not his father and mother and wife 
and children and brethren and sisters, yea and his 
own life, he cannot be my disciple" (Luke xiv, 26). 

The word here translated "hate" is in the Greek 
miseo, and it is claimed Christ did not mean "hate," 
but "love less," which is one of the definitions of the 
word miseo. 

[Greenfield defines miseo, "To hate, regard with 
ill-will, to detest, abhor, to regard with less affection, 
love less, esteem less, to slight.] 

How shall those who hav no Greek lexicon be con
vinced, by its own "internal evidence," that the New 
Testament is all truth and written by divine inspira
tion? 

No quibble about translation can do away with the 
plain, positiv testimony of the New Testament that 
by precept and example Christ taught to hate, or 
slight his mother, brothers, and sisters. What, then, 
becomes of the divine perfection of the character of 
Christ? How are we to understand the New Teota
ment declaration, " Christ also suffered for us, leaving 
us an example, that ye should follow his steps" (1 Pe
ter ii, 21). 

Do we desire our children to follow his example in 
hate, slight, and lack of love and duty to parents? 

Christ, according to Luke, says: " Why call ye me 
Lord, Lord,. and do not the things which I say?" 
(Luke vi, 46). 

Christians, then, to be consistent, must hate father, 
mother, brothers, sisters, wife, and children, or they 
cannot be disciples of Christ. 

So much for the "internal evidence" in regard to 
the teaching and example of Christ as a son. \Ve 
propose next to examin the record in regard to the 
temptation of Christ, and his teaching in regard to 
the coming of his kingdom. 

Rochester, N. Y. CHAS. B. REYNOLDs. 

A Card from Mr. Jamieson. 
To THE EmTOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 8i1·: I 

would like to inform your readers that as I am about 
to publish an independent political newspaper, I 
shall be glad to respond to calls for lectures on Sun
days only, anywhere within two hundred miles of 
Pipestone City, Minn. 

Liberals in southern Minnesota, eastern Dakota, 
and northern Iowa will now hav a "settled speaker," 
in one sense. I love the work, and will take pleasure 
in visiting accessible points; and, notwithstanding 
my newspaper labor, will raise my voice every Sun~ 
day where my lecture services are desired, in behalf 
of Liberalism. Terms for lectures reasonable. 

I hav this season given lectures in Anoka, Minn.; 
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Merrillan, Wis.; Maiden Rock, Wis., and am to giv 
my eleventh lecture in Pipestone to-m;>rrow evening, 
Sunday, Dec. 2d. 

I may be addressed permanently at Pipestene 
City, Minn. W. F. JAMIESON. 

Pipestone City, JJfinn., Dec. 1, 1883. 

I am aware that, in the eyes of a fanatic and bigot, 
like Talmage, a difference of religious opinion con
stitutes an unpardonable. sin, and that for a rival 
sect to make an "increase of 23,040 in six months," 
while his sect makes J!O increase at all, constitutes a 
"sin" which " must be put down by force." I am 
neither surprised nor alarmed, then, when I hear him 

Mormonism. gnashing his teeth in his chagrin, and maniacally 
In the Sunday Telegram of the 11th inst., I find the crying in his desperation, "How long shall the work 

following article, which, because of the atrocious of extirpation be adjourned and adjourned? " When, 
spirit of intolerance displayed therein, ought not, I however, this worse than hellish cry for blood is 
think, to pass unnoticed. I hav sent to the Telegram taken up by ably conducted papers, like the Sunday 
a reply substantially the same as this. I do not ex- Telegram, when it is taken up by nearly every one 
pect my reply, however, to be published in that pa- of the 70,000 preachers of the country, and by their 
per. I therefore ask you to giv it a place in that congregations, I am a little surprised and a good 
bravest and noblest of papers, THE TRUTH SEEKER. .deal alarmed. Persecution is already bearing heavily 

"Dr. Talmage has reopened his guns on Mormonism, the upon me. 
great sin of the nation. He reports a Mormon increase of If Talmage's church could hav reported an "in-
23,040 in six months, and declares that the sin [What sin? The C!,'ease of 23,040 in six months," would that report 
sin of increasing so rapidly ?] must be put down by force. 'We h 
are already twenty years too late,' he says. 'How long shall av constituted any proof that God was impatient to 
the work of extirpation continue to be adjourned and ad- hav them "put down by force?" Would it hav con
journed·? Till God's patience is exhausted and he smite the stituted any proof that he was indignant because 
land with his righteous indignation, and we pay in obliterated somebody did not begin upon them the "work of 
homes and trampled harvests and crowded graveyards for 
our cowardice and neglect? The situation is correctly out- extirpation ? " W auld it not, on the contrary, have 
lined. Mormonism must be m'Ushed, or it will, some day, bring constituted, in his eyes, a proof of God's approval, 
upon the country a terrible war." a visible mark of his blessing? And why should the 

The sentences in brackets and the italicizing are. same thing be a proof of God's favor in his case, and 
mine. of God's disfavor in the case of the Mormons? 

Never before, perhaps, were SQ much of shocking It may be objected, however, that it is not the sin 
blasphemy and monstrous intolerance expressed in of increasing " 23,040 in six months," for which Tal
so few words. Here a Christian minister, of high mage, God & Co. are so impatient to see the "work 
pretensions, declares that an eiltire sect, 250,000 or of extirpation" begin against the Mormons, but the 
more, of his brother Christians, who are known to sin of polygamy. Very good. But when did God 
be a remarkably sober, industrious, peaceable, and come to look upon polygamy as a sin ? When did 
religious people, "must be put down by force-must he come to be impatient and indignant with men for 
be extirpated, utterly destroyed." Like a second practicing it? Did he ever say one word against 
Moses, he virtually says: "Now go and smiteAmalek polygamy? . Did he not, on the contrary, according 
(Mormon), and utterly destroy all that they hav, and· to the teachings of the Bible, aid, encourage, and, in 
spare them not; but slay both man and woman, in- certain cases, even compell)its practice among his 
fant and suckling, ox and sheep, camel and ass" ('1 chosen people? Did he not select noted polygamists 
Sam. xv, 3). He has determined that it shall be said to be the fathers of his chosen people, and models of 
of Salt Lake City, and of every other Mormon city, as righteousness? Were not one-half of the twelve 
it was said of J erich a, and of many another city, which, partriarchs the offspring of polygamous marriages? 
by a difference of religious opinion, incurred the dis- Was God impatient with Jacob when this good man 
pleasure of the murderous myrmidons of the Bible, was being bought back and forth among his wives 
whom he adopts as his models: "A:t;ld they utterly for mandrakes, peanuts, chewing-gum, etc.? Was 
destroyed all that was in the city, both man and he displeased with polygamy when he gave laws 
woman, young and old, and ox, and sheep, and ass, regulating its practice? Did he look upon polygamy 
with the edge of the sword" (Josh. vi, 21). "And as a sin when, for polygamous purposes, he gave the 
Joshua [Talmage] burnt Ai fSalt Lake City], and Hebrews 32,000 Midianitish virgins? Did he look 
made it a heap forever, even a desolation unto this upon polygamy as a sin when to David, who already 
day" (Josh. v'iii, 28). To what extent of atrocity is had a well filled harem, he gave all at one time a 
not the Bible capable of leading its fanatical vota- whole houseful more of wives ? In short, is there a 
ries? And God is declared, in this article, to be single passage in the Bible, bearing upon the subject 
eager for this universal and indiscriminate slaughter at all, that does not represent God as looking with 
of the Mormons, his most sincere, devout, and earn- favor upon polygamy? And if he looked upon it as 
est worshipers, to take place'-as being impatient and right then, must he not look upon it as right now? 
indignant because this horrible "work of extirpation Does he ever change his epinions? And if he looks 
continues tp be adjourned and adjourned." Who is upon it as right, must it not be right? Does he 
capable of giving a more horribly blasphemous rep- ever err in his opinions? Does not Talmage teach 
reseiltion of God? Mormonism himself every time he teaches that the 

And this is the bloody book and this the bloody Bible is the inspired word of God, and that we ought 
God that are to be put into the Constitution of the to follow its teachings? Can Mormonism every 
United States, and this is the beginning of their be put down, while the Bible, upon which it is firmly 
bloody work! But where will that "work of extir- founded, is sustained? Was it not from the pagan 
pation " end? Will Liberals escape? Are they not Greeks and Romans, and not from the Jews or the 
feared and hated more than nre the Mormons by the Bible, that we derived our anti-polygamous ideas? 
religious bigots of the Talmagian-monster type, who So far as the war upon the Mormons is a religious 
are, even now, to a great extent, controling the leg~ one, is not the Bible entirely on their side, and is 
islation of the country? If Mormons can be extir- not every effort to put them down by force an act of 
pated for their belief, we can be extirpated for our pure. persecution ? So far as it is a political one, 
unbelief. Let us beware! The Mormons simply oc- hav not the people of Utah the same right to make 
cupy the weakest point of the line. For this reason their own marriage laws that the people of any other 
alone is the opening attack made upon them and not state or territory hav to make theirs? Has the 
upon ourselvs. When they are "crushed," we may United States any legitimate powers except those 
be sure that''our turn will hav come. While we hold specially delegated to it by the states of which it is 
no religious opinion in common with the Mormons, composed? And hav the states ever specially dele
while we pity and despise them for their ignorance, gated to it the power to put down by force one 
their superstition, their slavish subjection to priest- religion, and to build up another that cannot sue
craft-while we should labor for their enlightenment ceed very well in building itself up? And hav they 
and their elevation in the scale of manhood, a com- ever delegated to it the power to interfere with the 
man danger threatens us, and we should make com- marriage relations of the people in any state or 
man cause with them-not as Mormons, but as hu- territory? Is not every such interference an act of 
man beings-against that hideously bloody form of dangerous usurpation and persecuti?n? . Whe~·e 
intolerance that is heard, from nearly every pulpit in will it end? If it ends short of exbrpahon, will 
the land, crying: "How long shall the work of extir- it not simply strengthen the Mormons? What but 
pation continue to be adjourned and adjourned?" the present :persecution of ~he Mor_m~ns under the 
" Go slay [because of their opinions J both man and Edmunds bill could hav raised their n~crease from 
woman infant and suckling." Mark my words, If about 3,000 a year to the unpardonably smfulrrumber 
the M~rmons "be put down by force," if "the of "23,040 in six months ? " A few more such 
work of extirpation " be successfully performed booms are all they want ? 
against them, their destruction will furnish a prece- For over forty years, I hav mingled more or less 
dent, and will giv our intolerant enemies a power ut- with the Mormons, and I can assure the blood
terly fatal to us-utterly fatal to all hope of civil or thirsty Talmage, God & Co., that these intensely 
religious liberty in America, if not in the whole world. sincere and earnest God-fearing, God-loving, and 
Let no Liberal cry: "Peace! peace!" when, in the God-serving Christians will not yield their religion 
face of such intolerance, there can be "no peace." to any physical force that stops short of the complete 
An hour ago, I expressed an opinion that I, who hav "Work of extirpation." They must be make to "pay 
fought over sixty battles for this country, and who in obliterated homes and trampled harvests and 
hav long suffered from wounds received in those crowded graveyards," for daring to put in practice, 
battles, would be compelled by the triumphant church in their own lives, an institution which, with God's 
party to end my suffering days in a dungeon, because full approbation and blessing, was practiced by the 
of my honest opinions. The will to destroy me and most holy men of the Bible. And would there 
all other prominent Liberals certainly does exist be nothing "terrible" in this war of "extirpation ? " 
among our enemies, and the power to destroy us And who is to perform this hideous work, now that 
certainly will soon exist, if we are not vigilant. the time to which it was last adjourned has arrived 

and it "must " be done? The world has never seen 
such a war as will result if an attempt be made to 
extirpate an entire great people because of their 
religion. 

Can not Talmage, God & Co. cope with these de
luded ~eople in argument? If they can, why not do 
so ? Do the victors in argument ever resort to 
physical force ? Convince these people that they 
are in error, and the work of extirpation may be 
adjourned .~ine die. JoHN R. KELSO. 

Our London Letter. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRU'l'H SEEKER, Sir: After 

many urgent solicitations from a dear old lady friend 
of mine, who has wasted much valuable time in offer
ing up quite unnecessary, and, up to the present 
time, futil prayers on my behalf, I consented to " at
tend the means of grace " at the show presided over 
by Messrs. Moody and Sankey. It is needless to say 
I was not " converted " to any considerable extent, 
and so was persuaded to hav another try, but, alas 
with no more favorable result; and I fear I am now 
given up by my religious friend as a bad job, as it 
seems to be considered that if the above-named gen
tlemen cannot " turn a sinner from the error of his 
ways" (I believe that is the cmTect expression), the 
sinner must be past all redemption. 

From my seat on the platform I was enabled to get 
a good view of the crowd of about six thousand per
sons closely packed together, but was not particularly 
struck with any prominent degree of intelligence dis
played on the features of any person who came under 
my immeuiate notice. They appeared generally to 
be that class of emotional people who aTe easily 
worked upon by fear, and Moody seemed to hav 
gauged them fairly well. The general program of 
the meeting was plenty of chorus singing, two or 
three solos by Sankey, and a mediocre discourse by 
Moody, winding up with one or more striking anec
dotes, told in a theatrical manner, of certain individ
uals he had known who had been proof against his 
blandishments, and invariably came to an untimely 
death with the certain assurance, to cheer their dying 
mom~nts, that they would spend an eternity in hell 
fire. Before those of the audience who had been 
stirred by this wonderfully true tale had got over 
their sensation of fright, a powerful appeal was mad:3 
to them to come out from the unregenerate, and enlist 
under the banner of Jesus. This principle of striking 
while the iron was hot generally had the desired 
effect and people were bobbing up all over the place 
to sh~w they were resolved to go on the right track 
in future. 

How long this spasmodic piety lasts it is difficult 
to say, though I should imagin. that when t~e cause 
disappears the effect ve~y r_apidly follo~s It. Con
sidering that Moody's dnvelmgs are nothmg but very 
commonplace clap-trap, it is at first sight somewhat 
difficult to account for the numbers that these so
called evangelists gather together, but the singing of 
taking tunes, and there being no collection, together 
with the curiosity of seeing how many of the audi
ence become hysterical, has great attraction for those 
who hav no resources in themselvs, and liv on excite
ment. 

The "preaching of the gospel" appears to hav a 
good effect on the evangelists, for they look healthy, 
well fed, and well clothed, and doubtless this game 
pays them better than any other would. 

The whole of the expenses are borne by a few 
wealthy individuals, o~e of whom d?es not mi~d_Pay
ing handsomely for thiS hobby of his, though It IS re
ported he is not so liberal in paying those who work 
for him and enable him to increase his pile; but this 
is invariably the case. 

Those who are laying up treasures in heaven like 
to get well into practice down here, and knowing 
what a snare wealth is to every one but themselvs, 
take very good care to keep the deadly temptation 
from others who might perhaps be inclined to make 
a bad use of it. Such individuals by a judicious in
vestment of a small portion of their illgotten gains in 
church funds get plenty of defenders. They will 
" steal a pig, and giv the trotters in God's name," and 
are generally known among the devout as " the 
Lord's stewards," and the ungodly calumniators who 
question the morality of the means by which they hav 
enriched themselvs are scowled upon and told that 
they are jealous of those whom the Lord has so richly 
blessed. 

An incident at one of the meetings rather amused 
me. A clergyman was called upon to pray, and after 
a rambling speech was good enough to inform his 
God that if he would induce some of the audience to 
affirm their conversion, he should hav all the praise 
and glory. That system of cheap bribery is, I be
lieve, rather popular at such meetings, and is doubt
less considered satisfactory payment to t)leiJ: deity, who 
cannot but be pleased at being flattered so nicely. 

I must giv Moody the credit of appearing to be
lieve what he says, and being earnest in his manner; 
but a good actor is the sam e in his line of business, 
and so far this goes for no thing. The better the 
acting the larger the pay, holds good as a general 
rule in all professions. J. D. 

London, Nov. 20, 1883. 
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The Church's Debt to Woman. 
It is indisputable, we believe, that to the female 

portion of the various sects, Christianity is deeply in
debted. Without the female missionaries the church 
would fail to gain a great many who are now sup
porters. As a means of extracting dollars from the 
pockets of aged sinners the enticing young women 
who preside at the counters of the church festivals 
are invaluable. Did a man ladle out the impoverished 
oyster broth at the sociables, he would be killed. 
Were a man presiding over the grab-bag he might 
be arrested for gambling. In these two industries 
the services of engaging young females are indispensa
ble. Ministerial slippers, too, without the devoted 
sisters, would be an unknown commodity, and the 
shepherds would be compelled to use the plebeian 
ones, that pinch the pastoral toes and wear the skin 
off the divinely-appointed heel, sold by the common 
shoe-dealer. Should all the weak and yielding sis
ters withdraw in a body from the church, Mr. Bill
ings's little brochure would lose much of its effectiv 
force, and the Methodist parsons might become moral 
members of society. Should this revolution occur, 
Christianity would suffer a great disaster. 

Connecticut has for some years been famous for the 
stanchness of her faith. Within the borders of that 
commonwealth many acts of devotion to Christ hav 
been witnessed. The self-sacrificing spirit of the 
Puritans is well known. Without a thought other 
than for the best interests of Christianity, the fore
fathers of Leonard Bacon, D.D., put the blue laws 
upon the statute books, and valorously enforced them. 
Can the world point to another state, of even many 
times the size of Connecticut, that so faithfully tran
scribed the laws of Moses for the government of God's 
people? Were not all of Connecticut's witches 
women, and without a witch how could the divines 
obey the command of, " Suffer not a witch to liv?" 
Did witches not exist they could not be killed. The 
fact that this benevolent verse is found in the Bible 
is by far the strongest argument ever adduced to 
show that witchcraft is not a superstitious delusion. 
And did JiOt the Puritan mothers unite with the Puri
tan fathers in their efforts to support Christianity and 
exterminate witchcraft? 

In these degenerate days, when the churches are 
loudly lamenting the decline of sound orthodoxy, it 
must fill the hearts of the worshipers of the Qnly true 
God with joy to find that the ladies of the Nutmeg 
state are no unworthy daughters of their mothers. 
That their zeal for Christianity has in no wise abated 
is conclusivly proved by the action of the ladies of 
W equetequock, a little hamlet near Stonington. In 
that place a schoolhouse has long existed in which is 
openly taught the theory that three times one are 
three, and not one, as the best trinitarians maintain, 
and that the earth moves around the sun, and not 
vice versa, as the Bible. plainly implies. Not only hav 
these and many more heretical things been impressed 
upon the minds of the young in that impious school
house, but-the committee managing it hav resolutely 
refused to allow their influence to be counteracted by 
the establishment in the same building of a Sunday
school, these bold men, resolutely mainta~ning, in 
effect if not in so many words, that knowledge and 
religion hav nothing in common that they should be 
mixed. Their heretical arguments included, it is as
serted, the common one that the tax-payers paid for 
a building to be used as a school, and not as a 
church, and it would be unjust to so use it against 
their wishes. Of course this argument cannot stand 
for a moment before a true believer, who replies that 
the earth is the Lord's, and all things therein and on. 

Nevertheless these committeemen did persist in shut
ting out the Sunday-school until the ladies of We
quetequock took the matter into their own delicate 
hands, when they were obliged to surrender. 

The method by which this surrender was forced 
was a vigorous one, not unworthy the daughters of 
Connecticut's most religious people. Proceeding to 
the schoolhQuse, which a number of men were keeping 
jealous watch over, the ladies scratched and buffeted 
these men until they retreated. One lady then 
crawled into the window, her devotion to the cause 
of Christianity being so great as to induce her to for
get the presence of a great many people who were 
closely watching her striped stockings, which, like 
Henry of Navarre's plume, waved in the battle-stained 
air. With an ax she attacked the locked and bolted 
door. In this she was assisted by another lady, who 
superadded to her exertions the remark, as was 
sworn to before Justice Tippitt, "God damn the 
door! I swear that we will hav a Sunday-school." 
This remark is believed to hav had great effect upon 
the door, inasmuch as the first clause is an invoca
tion to the Almighty, and he is thought to answer the 
prayers of the righteous. Be that as it may, the door 
was opened, and the Sunday-school held. The inter
national Sunday-school lesson for that day was not, 
"Love one another;" neither was it, "He who loveth 
God loveth his brother also." The ladies had fought 
the good fight of faith, and victory perched upon the 
banners of the Lord; that is enough for us to know. 

The sequel to this great labor of love on the part 
of the ladies of W equetequock is one that must grieve 
the heart of every friend of the God of battles. In
credible as it may appp, these lady friends of the 
Sunday-school hav been arrested, and the man whom 
the heroic lady who entered at the window cut with 
the ax as she demolished the door, insists that the 
prosecution shall go on. This is undoubtedly perse
cution. The ladies of W equetequock will hereafter 
be canocized by the church, and be held in as high 
veneration by the faithful as Saint Ursula. The alle
gation that they, to use the coarse language of the 
secular press, «began the row," must be resented by 
all true Christians, and the fact that seven righteous 
ladies put four heretical men to flight with only axes 
and crowbars for weapons must be held as an example 
of what righteousness can do against unrighteousness. 
If Justice Tippett shall fine or imprison these ladies 
their names will go down to posterity with the mar
tyrs made illustrious by Mr. Fox, pictures of whose 
sufferings are still extant to harrow the feelings and 
pull the penny purse-strings of Sunday-school scholars. 

Poltroonery. 
It is a mean-spirited cur that licks the hand that 

strikes it. Thousands and thousands of Jews hav 
been slain by the Christians, and hardly a day passes 
that outrages upon the Hebrews by the Christians of 
Europe are not chronicled in the- daily papers. 
These outrages are caused almost solely by religious 
animosity. In their condemnation the Liberal press 
has been vehemently outspoken, while the religious 
papers hav faintly deprecated them, and tried to 
excuse them away. Yet the Hebrew Leade:r, the 
Jewish organ of this city, prints this: 

"While it must be admitted that there is a great deal of 
indifference among so-called religious people, it cannot be 
denied that the work of religion progresses. Congregations 
are multiplied, Sunday-schools increase, charitable institu
tions spring up as if by magic, religious newspapers are 
sustained and hav a wide circulation, and all schemes of 
benevolence and reformatory work find- a hearty support. 
That there is a personal indifference to strictly religious mat
ters on the part of many is to be regretted, but it is the natural 
result of the recent popular movement towards pulpit ora
tory and fashionable preaching. 

" On the other hand, Infidelity has nothing of which 
to boast. It made an aggressiv spurt a few years since under 
the leadership of Ingersoll and his followers, but this soon 
died out, and the 'great movement,' which was to revolution
ize the religious world, has almost ceased to be heard from. 
Men may easily become indifferent, but they do not readily 
become Infidels. They cannot in a day forget the faith of 
their fathers or the prayers learned from their mothers. 
The mushroom conceits of Infidel writers and lecturers hav 
their d'ay and then perish, but the truth remains as it Was. 
Ever since the days of Pharoah there bav been men in high 
stations and of great intellect who refused to believe in the 
Lord of Hosts, and yet it becomes manifest to each succeed
ing generation as to King Kavid, that it is ' the fool who hath 
said in his heart that there is no God.' 

"This condition of affairs is exemplified by the failure of 
the Infidels to support their newspaper organs. They hav 
neither churches, nor schools, nor charities for which their 
money is ever asked, and hence their failure to support their 
few newspapers is contemptible. Their Boston organ has 
just sent out a piteous appeal for aid, and another cry for 

help comes from the one in Indianapolis. Their newspaper 
at Chicago is dead, and the great city of New York apparently 
affords no field for a newspaper of this school. There is, 
therefore, no room for the Infidel to take to himself any 
comfort from the apparent indifference which prevails in 
manY'qu'arters of the religious world. The indifference is 
but temporary-such periods will always occur-and when 
it passes away the old enthusiasm will be awakened. The 
world is naturally, and by tradition, religious-and that this 
cannot be changed by the argmnent of the Infidel, is shown 
by the decadence of the Agnostic press.'' 

The person mainly responsible for t1e Hebrew 
Leade:r is Alderman Morris. It may be he prints 
this trash because he wants to curry favor with 
his Catholic and Protestant colleagues in the Board. 
But in his anxiety that "thrift may follow fawning," 
he forgets to be truthful. We carefully read the 
Freethought papers, and we hav seen no " piteous 
appeal." The Freethought journal in Chicago is not 
dead, nor are there visible signs of approaching dis
solution. That New York affords a field for an 
Infidel paper, the Hebrew Leader knows well, fol' 
it has been on THE TRUTH SEEKER exchange list for 
months. Not only are its statements false as to the 
cases mentioned, but there are to-day more Infidel 
journals in existence than ever before. As for chari
ties, it was only last week we printed an account of 
two munificent donations to charity on the part of 
men well known to be Infidels. The Hebrew Leader 
is stupidly ill-informed or monstrously dishonest. 
In our forthcoming Annual will be found an extended 
list of lnfidel charities. Let Alderman Morris's nin
compoops get that and learn something before they 
again put their ignorance on paper. For a body of 
men and women some. of whose members are yet in 
prison for their heresy, we think that the record is 
one of which we may well be proud. It is a thou
sand times better than that of the Christian church, 
which never built a hospital till sixteen hundred and 
seventy-one years after the birth of Christ. 

The increase of religion and decrease of Infidelity 
are about as true as the rest of the Leade:r's asser
tions. We hav during the past year printed columns 
and columns of admissions from the best informed 
clericals that even modified Christianity is not hold
ing its own. And such Christianity as it is to-day! The 
sects are broken in pieces. The foremost minis
ter of the Congregational church has denied that 
God created man in the manner told in the Bible, 
has denied that he fell, and that Christ's sacrifice can 
save him. What kind of Congregationalism or Chris
tianity is that? The leading Episcopal clergyman of 
the country repudiates entirely the plenary ·inspira
tion of the scriptures. The men of brains are leav
ing the church, or holding their pulpits and teaching 
doctrins stranger than ever came to the knowledge 
of Paul. The church does not stand exactly where 
it did when the Jews were butchered by thousands 
by Charles the Fifth and his infamous son. Jewish 
maidens are still outraged by Christians, it is true; 
Jewish homes are still burnt by Christians, and Jew
ish men and women are still murdered by Christians, 
but the governmental auto-da-ft of Jews is a thing of 
the past. For this much progress the Hebrew people 
can praise the heretics. 

We are thankful that all the Jews are not so craven
spirited as the Leade:r. In the ranks of Freethought 
are hundreds of of splendid people ol.· Semitic de
scent. Adler's congregation is a magnificent illustra
tion. To such a Hebrew as Felix Adler the world 
must pay its tribute of admiration, respect, and love. 
To such an ungrateful wretch as the editor of the He
brew Leade:r the progressiv world can measure out only 
contempt. 

The Miracle Business. 
In the past week there has been on trial in the 

neighboring city of Brooklyn one of the kind of peo
ple who of old were called miracle workers. The 
Lourdes phenomena and the Massachusetts and 
Maine thaumaturgical operations were essentially of 
the same nature-all impostures. This of Brooklyn 
is painfully apparent, even to the ordinary Christian. 
It is near home, and therefore very plain. Did Jesus 
and Paul, the two chief founders of Christianity, hav 
their operations subjected to the searching criticism 
of a nineteenth century jury, we hav many doubts if 
they would stand higher in the opinion of the gen
eral public than does the impostor Monck. 

As our more or less orthodox contemporary, the 
Times, says, there is something saddening in the rev
elations made in the course of the trial of this char
latan who has gulled so many ignorant Christians. 
Monck was sued by Henry, !dormer employee, for his 
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wages. Monck's defense was that Henry was of no was a hell for sinners, or that Christ suffered to save 
use to him, and that he had maintained. him out of anyone. In Mr. watts's opinion, this failure of the 
pure charity. Henry's case was that Monck was a orthodox to champion their cause was an admission 
p1·etender, whose employ he had left because no of their inability to cope with Freethinkers, and a 
honest man would work for him. Incidentally, the most conclusiv proof of the disintegration and de

Notes. 
.· FBEETBINKEBS who desire to attend the Salamanca Conven

tion over the Buffalo, New York and Philadelphia railroad, 
will send to H. L. Green for certificates to entitle them to 
excursion rates. Persons attending_ over the Erie railroad or 
Rochester and Pittsburgh railroad will pay full fare going and 
be returned for one-third fare. The Atlantic and Great West
ern sells excursion tickets as stated in the last number of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. 

whole truth came out in the course· of the trial cadence of orthodox Christianity. 
Monck professes to cure all manner of diseases in The League was anxious to secure the services of 
the name of the Nazarene. His asylum is known as Mr. Watts again during the week, but owing to en
" The Door of Hope." His patients are chiefly gagements in Philadelphia, Washington, and Boston, THE claim of the acting president of the Michigan Univer

sity that Michigan is a Christian state is preposterously ab
surd, ii the statement of the New York Sun· is true, that he1· 
constitution prohibits any form of religious service in either 
house of her legislature, and that in consequence no chap
lains are hired to lobby with the Almighty. We hope our 
friend Moore, ~ho in another column replies to the gentle
Irian, will giv his attention to this matter, and let the public 
know how much less the chaplainless Michigan legislature 
steals than other assemblies having .the ,usual quantity of 

women, upon whom he operates by manipulation and he was compelled to decline the invitation. 
the imposition of hands. No decent newspaper The seats in the Liberal Club hall were insufficient 
could print in full the language used by Mpnck's to accommodate the people who assembled in the 
female du~es ~ describing the methodSi.JJfieh he evening to hear both the noted orators, and camp 
employed m his alleged cures. One ~·If;' who chairs were set around the hall for the use of late 
was more decent and self-contained than the rest of comers. Mr. Chainey spoke first. His lecture is 
the mad gang, said: "Dr. Monck rubbed my heart, substantially the same as that printed in THE TRuTH 
and then cured me in the name of the bless.ed master, SEEKER some months since. He is one of the most self-sufficient piety. .· 
Jesus Christ." pleasing speakers in the United States, being elo-

N h fl. 
CoMMENTING upon }Ir. John H. Stratford's offer of a hospi-

umerous witnesses, c ie y women, called by quent, impassioned, earnest, and possessing a mag- tal to the town of Brantford, Ont., a Hamilton paper, with a 
Monck, testified to the miraculous gifts of healing ni:ficent voice, flexible and well trained. It is no pertinence that must be unpleasant to the Philadelphia hyp
possessed by him. Monck is said to hav made flattery to say that, as a lecturer, he has but very few ocrits, remarks: "If Brantford accepts the offer upon these 
much money by pretending to cure all manner of superiors in the country. His points against the conditions, the city should honorably carry them out in their 
diseases by the laying on of ·hands and the invoca- great body of loafers who fatten on the superstitious spirit and meaning, and not so, as the executiv of Girard Col-

lege at Philadelphia has done, to bring dishonor upon a relig· 
tion of "divine" power. Brooklyn is a city of fears of the credulous people were loudly applauded ion by resorting to a tricky evasion of the terms of a will and 
churches, and New-England traditions and education; by the audience, and his beautiful perorations were trust which are as specific as human language can make 
and this charlatan has so completely bamboozled the listened to with unalloyed pleasure. them. In receiving a public trust the public honor is com-
women of that city that crowds of them-apparently Mr. Watts impeached Christianity, and by his cita- mitted; and, even though the conditions are not such as the 
d d fl. public generally would hav imposed, it is its duty to see them 

ecent an respectable- ock to the court to keep tions of merciless facts more than sustained the argu- faithfully carried out." 
him in countenance by their applause and defend ment of his colleague that the .clergy were not only 
him by their enthusiastic testimony. a useless body, but, with their present faith, a class of 

CoMSTOCK's society will hold its annual meeting in a month 
or two, and that notorious person will make his report. This 
fact accounts for his activity just at this time. Since he had 
his deputy sheriff's badge taken from him he has been very 
quiet. His last seizure is thus commented upon by the New 
York Wm·ld: 

This puzzling phenomenon would be impossible in citizens positivly and aggressivly dangerous to 
any country not ruled by a superstition closely allied American institutions. The church has always been 
to Christianity, if not Christianity itself. Since the open and armed foe of science, in whatever field 
Simon Stvlites stood upon his filthy tower the Chris· she explored. He impeached Christianity because it • h h " To Mr. Anthony Comstock's zeal there is no limit. Of his 
t1an as believed in no more degrading stuff than was false, because it was cruel. The good in its et i- authority there is no definition. Before a citizen can own 
this. That a man could by laying on of hands cause cal teachings is by no means original, having been and keep on his walls a work of art he must hav this censor 
a cripple to walk or the blind to see is most prepos- the common property of eastern nations ·centuries of public morals giv his permission. It seems incredible, but it is true. Mr. Comstock claims the right to decide for 
terous nonsense. It is told that Jesus did these before Christ was heard of. To the oft reiterated us what pictures are works.of art and what are indecent, and 
things, but w~. J intelligent man believes the miracles argument of the church people, that civilization was some of his recent decisions take us back to the Puritan days ., when all pictures were an abomination. He has just fallen 
of the New T'estament? Scarcely one.. Tyndall's the result of enlightened religion, he opposed the upon the proprietor of a Turkssh bath uptown who had upon 
prayer gauge upset all the cherished notions of "di- more logical statement that enlightened religion is his walls a little engraving representing the effects of bathing 

upon the sick. This harmless little picture Mr. Comstock de-
vine " interference in mundane affairs. Sick people the outcome of civilization. clares is indecent. Whereupon he arrests the proprietor of the 
must get well by natural laws, as they hav been made During the dark ages religion had full sway, yet bath. Such a step reopens the whole question of private rights, 

and the much broader one of public taste. For a community 
unwell by their violation. Even a God cannot create there was no civilization, no progress. Only when which imports Italian and French nudes in color and and 
a. royal road to health. Su9h spectacles as this of the forces of skepticism had swept away the more re- Parian and terra-cotta, and buys the best pictures of Mackart 

f Ch · t• •t d.d E b and La Page, and treasures in its portfolios the reproductions 
Monck and his dupes, of Lourdes and its victims, and volting portions o riS Iaru Y I urope ecome a of naked Greek art, it becomes a serious question whether 
of all other imitations, are but sad commentaries civilized place. Progress is due to the volume and Mr. Anthony Comstock is to be the sole judge as to which of 

· h. h Ch · h · · f d th ht t t · t d d these treasures are indecent and which we are to be permitted upon the condition m w IC ristianity as, by its actiVIty o mo ern oug , no o an anmen ea to own after paying for them. we should like this brave 
long rule, placed the world. With the dawn of sea of faith. Civilization has pushed man a.h~; Mr. Comstock to draw the line somewhere. Where does the 
science these phenomena will disappear. In 1983 Infidelity or Secularism as Mr. Watts termed it h~'s< Venus of Milo, an~ the still daintier .one of Thorwaldsen ' ' ' that has been duplicated a thousand times, belong? Is the 
people will read with open-eyed wonder and positiv forced the church to grow. The revelations of the Venus of Page, that held the culture and refinement of New 
incredulity that in 1883 civilized men and women nineteenth century scientists hav forced her to aban- York before the c~nvas at ~h~ Academy of Design, an. inde-

. · . cency and the pamter a cnmmal? Is the sensuous beauty 
submitted to such impostures. Monck is in a differ- don the spemal creatwn theory, and accept a more of Canova's nymphs so much worse than Dore's illustrations 
ent line, but no more a humbug than the howling re- rational explanation of the phenomena of nature. of Rabelais-whioh latter can be bought at any book-stand--
. . · . · · · · · · h. al that our private parlors must be stripped? Who made this 

VIvalists who go around the country makmg fools of But this lS not Christiaruty, and It IS t IS ment detectiv of indecency an arbiter of good taste?" 

the people. As long as folks cling to Christianity growth of the people within the church that givs CHABLEB FBEEMAM, of Pocassett, Mass., the only consistent 
and are willing to be made ridiculous asses of in the such irresistible force to the conclusion that Chris- Christian in that state, has been declared insane. This is, 
name of the Lord, just so long will they find charla- tianity has passed its manhood's prime, and is mov- virtually, a verdict against Christianity. It will be remem
tans like Monck and his dupe Henry to take their ing down the shady side of the hill with accelerating bered that Freeman, fearing that God would be jealous 
money and pull the wool over their eyes. In skepti- velocity. Religion would never die, but will change of his great love for his child, sacrificed him, as Abraham 

h · intended to do with his son Isaac. He expected that his 
cism alone lies safety. its base from a belief in the supernatural to t e Im- hand would be stayed, or a substitute divinely presented. 

A Gala Day for Newark and New York. 
Last Sunday Messrs. Watts and Chainey paid this 

city and the neighboring one of Newark a visit, lec
turing in the latter place during the day and in the 
former in the evening. Mr. Chainey delivered his 
lecture on "The Clergy" in the morning at Newark, 
to a large audience, Mr. Watts speaking on "The 
Dying Struggles of Christianity " to a still more 
numerous attendance at the same place in the after
noon. At the close of his lecture the League invited 
the Christians present to point out any errors in the 
positions taken and statements made, but with the 
insignificant exception of one old man who wanted 
Mr. Watts examined anatomically to see if the rib 
God took out of Adam was not concealed in him 
somewhere, another who thought John the best re
porter of Christ's sayings, and a lady who believed 
that a biblical prophecy which was ful:6.lled ere it 
was spoken should be put in evidence, there was no 
response. Repeated urging on the part of the pxe
siding officer failed to bring to his feet a solitary per
son who could intelligly support the Christian faith. 
This absence of the spirit militant, Mr. Watts re
marked, he had found almost universal. Only two 
ministers in Canada were bold enough to debate the 
questions he raised. One of these admitted before 
he met Mr. Watts on the platform that he was not 
orthodax, and the other, a. Wesleyan Methodist, was 
forced, during the progress of the discussion, to ac
knowledge his own rejection of the belief that there 

mutable foundations of mercy, charity, justice. True But God did not interfere, evidently desiricg the consumma
religion is founded on man's duty to man, not to God tion of the deed. Why Abraham should be extolled through

Mr. Watts's oratory is of a rugged, overpowering out the world, as the father of the faithful, for only intend
type, and carries conviction in every one of his log- ing what Freeman accomplished, is a problem which our 

Christian brethren must solve. It is not our funeral. The 
ical sentences. As a debater we can easily conceive author of a "Good Word for tile Devil" viewed the subject 
that he would be a reckless clergyman who should from a sensible standpoint, at the time of the occurrence, as 
meet him on any field. We are pleased to learn that is seen by the following extract from that satire: 
the prospects are good for his return to this country "Thus hav we seen, while I this tale hav told, 
after a short visit to London. He and Mr. Chainey A father, at the bedside of his child, 

Whom this same God of Abram, as of old, 
lecture in Philadelphia Friday evening, and will Demanded r.s an offering; while it smiled 
speak in Paine Hall, Boston, three times on Sunday. In innocent sleep, all powerless to withhold 

·The hand that held the knife; the mother, fi.lled 
Tuesday, the 18th, Mr. Watts sails on the Wisconsin With love, consenting to the stroke that.proved 
from this port for LiverpooL A merry voyage, a hmg Obedience to the God their fathers loved. 

life, and unshadowed prosperity are what all his In the serenity of death, it lay; 
friends will wish him. With the serenity of faith they smiled; 

Commemorativ Services. 
Sunday, December 23d, will be the sixty-fifth re

currence of the birthday of D. M. Bennett. Services 
commemorativ of the event will be held in the even
ing at German Masonic Hall, 220 E. 15th street, at 
8 o'clock. We trust the attendance will be largE', the 
speeches hearty, and the proceedings in every way· 
worthy of him who is honored. Mr. Wilson Mac
donald promises that the heroic size bronze medallion 
for the monument will, at this meeting, be submitted 
to the Liberal public for approval The exercises to 
be observed will be given next week. 

" THE Truth Seeker Annual and Freethinkers' 
Almanac " is nearly ready for the press. 25 cents. 

With the serenit_y of hope they pray, 
In tears, obedient to what God hath willed. 

Calm 'mid the cries of rage, and threats to slay 
The father, who to God hath given }ris child. 

What greater faith had Abraham, whom The Word 
Proclaims the faithful servant of the Lord? 

Ye Christian magistrates, ye did not dare 
Arrest this man, and try him for a crime ! 

You taught him love parental was a snare 
Set by the devil for his soul! Of him 

Your God required that he all love forswear 
Of home and kindred I This your constant thew e. 

Of you he learned that to appease your God, 
His hands must dabble in his infant's blood I 

Did he commit a crime? That crime you taught ! 
Is he insane? Your creed had made-him mad! 

Take either hom of the dilemma, naught 
Can save you from the guilt of the foul deed! 

You lock him in a dungeon, lest men note 
That he's cor..sistent with the faith and creed 

Which you hav taught him. Such his wretched end, 
Through practicing the precepts you commeDJI I " 
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Pllilosophy on the Half-Shell; or, Ethics of '83.1 fond Penelope unwove each night her web, nor 
THE CHRISTIAN AND PAGAN MilTHOLOGIES CONTRASTED. deigned to deem the lost 1nysses slain ! 
I desire to say something just here upon this sub- . The lore of Greece i,s dead-her proph~ts mut~; 

ject, because I chance to feel in the mood for discuss- and ~n t~e T~underer s throne another sits,. but m 
ing it. · Imagmatwn Will she hold her court when Christ and 

No religion that has ever desolated and darkened christendom be passed away! . . 
the earth has been so completely barren of all grace- She wore a starry splendor on her brow, hke some 
ful fable as this same creed of Christ. great. g£m ! . . 

It is, from the beginning to the end of the chapter, Hers w~s the soul of Beauty, n~r can Time despml 
cruel, graceless, and severe. When not repulsiv, it those glories that IU"e all her own. , 
is, for the most part, ridiculous. When, eons hence, the Nazarene s shall be a by-

A noteworthy feature is the fact that there was ~ord, or a nam~ fcrgot, ~he great shall turn to theei 
scarcely one manly man in the wh 1 1 t Immortal land, m adoratiOn of thy matchless worth . 

Christ himself is represented as 
0p~ssoe~sing not the " 0 ye delicious fables, where the wave. . . 

tt 
"b f . ' And woods were peopled, and the mr, w1th thmgs 

a ri utes o a man, but a lamb, and was called one. So lovely! Why! oh, why has science, grave, 
The world does not want "meek and lowly" men, Scattered afar your sweet imaginings?" 

but intrepid, fearless ones, either in or out of religion. . . -Barry Cornwall. 
When you meet a man who tries to play the saint, Note.-! sl>eak of the Drmds as mythiC~l, ~or, although not 

and pass himself off for a "lamb" be certai it stands :properly so m themselvs, ~o many of th_e1r n~es are shrouded 
. " . • , n. , m mystery, and, altogetlillr, so very little 1s really known 

ten to one that he IS a wolf m sheep s clothmg, and concerning them, that they are well-nigh as shadowy as the 
a fraud of the most pronounced type. myths themselvs.-E. P. 

The apostles, too, abundantly proved their lamb-
like qualities-every mother's son of them-by base- RELIGION. 
ly deserting their master in his hour of peril, and Having now considered Christianity as a distinct 
taking to their heels at the first intimation that their form of worship, and having compared its mythology 
precious necks were in danger. with those of anterior and more intellectual creeds, I 

Peter alone stopped running after a while, and shall proceed to close this present paper with an ex
" followed afar off," until, thinking the way clear, he amination of religion as an aggregated whole. 
slunk into the kitchen among the menials, and there, Its ensanguined hand has shed more blood than 
three tim~s-before the dawn, did he "deny" the mas- all the combined wars, famins, and pestilences that 
ter he had so often sworn to faithfully serve and fol- hav devastated the earth within the knowledge of 
low. Or turn to the noble army of sa,inis and mar- man. 
tyrs (made martyrs by this same church), and observe The imbecilic cause of the shedding of this ocean of 
their harmless eccentricities. innocent blood was that one man could not, with the 

In the first place, there was the redoubtable St. brain structure with which "heredity and environ
Sebastian, who, according to the pictures still extant ment" had endowed him, coincide precisely with the 
of him, .possessed some remarkable antidote to sue- religious views of some other man who had come into 
cessfully counteract, for a time at least, the effect of a life-rental of another brain-structure upon dissim-
the most virulent curare, or arrow-poison. ilar terms of tenantry. 

Certainly some evil effects might be supposed tore- (This matter I shall discuss at length i 1 a future 
sult from being skewered through and through by a article upon the "Freedom of the Will.") 
whole quiver of ~ong, sharp-pointed arrows; yet this We speak of" civilized" man as if; forsooth, the 
remarkable man Is represented upon the truthful (?) ferocious instincts of the savage did not still dominate 
canvas of the "old masters" as taking his constitu- the heart that beats beneath the finest of linen and 
tional "prom." while in this critical condition with all the costliest of broadcloth. 
the sang froid and nonchalance of a Saratoga swell! Be not deceived ! The fiendish spirit, gloating 

. True he di.ed in the end, but this was obligatory in over every throe of agony as it turned the thumb
him; otherwise, how could he hav ·become a full- screw or stretched the rack, is now in some instances 
blooded saint? (as that. of the barbarous vivisector) turned into 

Then, too, there was St. Mark, who had the same other and safer channels--safer for the soi-disant, 
h~fatuation for carrying a tame pet lion around with scientific (?) miscreant who now, denied a human vic
him everywhere that the " girl of the period" has to- tim, stretched his bloody hand almost unchallenged 
day for "toting" her English "pu_g." to seize the faithful dog and the noble horse, doom
" Wh¥ St. Mark sel~c.ted so warlike a beast to be his ing them to a death upon his vivisecting table, a hun-

Robm Goodfellow Is not ~own,_ but I se~re_tly sus- .ffi:~old more horrible ofttimes than that of the 
pect that the astute ~ld samt, while perimttmg t~e, B~lifis.tian martyr at the stake in by-gone time. 
~orld t~ look upon t~Is as merely a playful eccentriC"' Is It a wonder, then, that men of noble soul gaze 
Ity on his part, really mtended to provide himself with with hot, straining eyes up into the pitiless sky, and 
a p~werful ally, _whom he co~d utilize, if necessary, utter in their breaking hearts the wailing cry, "There 
agamst the scribes and pharisees. As Mark Twain is no God ?" 
pathetically puts it, .in his " Innocents A broad," (The subject of vivisection, the most atrocious 

"And ev~rywhere that St. Mark, he went, abuse of the power possessed by the strong to oppress 
The hon was sure to go." . . the weak, I propose to consider in a separate article.) 

~he~, to leave St. Mark and his bon, there ·were Many brilliant .minds hav recorded their conviction 
samts.m abundance wJw consider~d it an unpardon- that society cannot exist divorced from religion. I 
able sm to .ever c_ome.m contact with pure fresh wa- must venture to differ from them, and believe it can. 
ter, or to trim therr nails, or brush and comb their hair. My conviction is based upon the indisputable fact 

It was a pretty saf~ ~ule to follow in those " good that many of "the kings of thought" hav had no re
old days," that t.he dirti~r a man was, the more saint- ligion. Such men as Hume, Humboldt, Helmholz, 
hood there was a~out him. Voltaire, Bruno, Spinoza, Jefferson, Shelley, and 

I recollect re~dmg of one fellow, whose name I now America's own peerless exemplar of eloquence, Col. 
forget, who resided for a term of years on the top of ·Robert G. Ingersoll, hav, despite their ungodliness, 
a ta~ pol.e, and upon a platform only three or four fol1Dd themselvs as well, or better, off than their 
feet m diameter. . more devout brethren who exude sanctity from every 
. The. ~op~ace us~d to ~ock In crowds to see him, pore, and fairly " slop over " (if I may be permitted 
I~ antimpahon of his r~llmg off in his sleep some fine the teriD) with prayers and piety at every jolt of 
mgh~ or. other; but, bemg the champion equilibrist life's uneven road. 
of h_Is hm~, he .ne:ver did, persistently declining to Many thinkers esteem reliii.on a necessary check 
grattfy th~Ir c:uriosity. ·. upon the passions of the ignorant multitude, deem-

Had this samt been a hve Yankee, familiar with ing that were it abolished the spirit of Communism, 
the name of B~nu~, h~ would ~av started a dime defying all restraint, would riot in blood and pillage. 
ID:useum by fencmg m his pole, hiring an antiquated If this be true, it is a significant fact, and one which 
P_Iano and a cracked cornet, and would hav died a I recommend to the consideration of the champions 
riCh man. of the rf'jining and civilizing influences of religion, 
Now~ ~et us turn from these grotesque and pueril that Catholicism, the most zealous and severe foriD of 

a?sur~h.ties, to contemplate with a seriou.s and recep- Christianity, is at the same time that form whose 
tiv spmt t~e wondrous beauty of the vamshed myths. devotees are the most densely ignorant, bigoted, and 
~~e anments loved to people nature with their bloodthirsty! 

deities. The politic and sagacious pontiffs of the church of 
The g?lden dawn, the sylvan woodland, and the Rome hold over their cowering subjects the scourge 

murmurmg stream, were each presided over by some of fiery torments in a world to come, extorting, by 
nymph or god. . means of their equally ridiculous threats of hellish 

From ou~ em~o":ermg leaves, shy, timid fawns punishments,. and promises of heavenly rewards, the 
peeped furtivly withm the sha:do~y glades, and rose: last sou wrung from the beaded brow of toil by the 
ate. wood-n;rmphs flew, on twmkling feet, the Satyrs dextrous hand of fraud and cunning craft I 
swift pursmt! . . No wonder that when some daring spirit, a bold 
Aro~md ~heir moss-grown a~tars the gray Druids explorer of their forbidden secrets of hypocrisy and 

sang, m weirdest ca?ences, their mystic chants. guile, flashes · his dark lantern in upon some unsus-
. Cl.ose on the pantmg quarry pres~ed the hunt, the pected black abyss of knavery and crime, they seek to 

virgtn goddessjoremost of her tram, and, moved to crucify him and his nobler creed I 
love w~o never loved before, she kissed fair-haired Be not deceived! Within his powerful grasp the 
Endymwn _where _he slept! lynx-eyed priest of Rome still holds the lash that 

Dread Circe reigned on charmed Calypso's isle! keeps alone his bloodhound pack in check; one word, 
The Syrens wooed t~e heart to welcome death! one sign from him, and those thrice-terrible :fangs 
~oked by the Houris to Ph~ bus' flaming car, the would close in iron death upon their pray I 

radiant steeds sprang up their trackless way; and The innocent white throat of Love, the palsied 

limbs of Age, the smile of artless Infancy, would 
prove alike their bloody spoil ! · 

Why holds this hour the church of Rome her mur
derous pack in check? Why not recall once more 
the headsmen and the rack? I answer, for one flause, 
and only one! She dare not I Her power, but not her 
will, to harm, unharmed, is gone I The ·envenomed 
serpent of her wrath has slacked its scintillant and 
deadly folds, because to-day enfranchised Thought 
would powder in the dust beneath her heel its glit
tering, crested head ! 

Rome could indeed again bathe earth with blood, 
but 'mid that crimson ruin she herself must sink, 
nev$r.§:a.ise her hydra heads again ! That majestic 
powe:r1ll. ~h launched her fateful edicts· against _the 
thrones 6 'ki;qgs who suppliant bowed beneath her 
haughty yoke, must, in the march of time, be swept 
away! Already with her fanged jaws she dare not 
strike! From the arch-murderess of all time-a 
court whose dire decree brooked no appeal-she has 
become the shameless robber of the sons of toil! 

She passes to her doom; and in her sordid age, de
nied the draught of blood, she basely clutches il1 her 
frantic grasp the sweat-embittered savings of the 
poor ! ELLIOTT PRESTON. 

Freethinkers a.nd Monopolists. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In 

the last number of THE TRUTH SEEKER is a report of 
a meeting of the Boston Liberal Club, in which Mr. 
Men dum is reported to hav said: "What would be
come of the country without capitalists and monopo
lists? The people could not be depended upon. 
They had not even sense enough to accept the propo
sition of the originators of the Paine Memorial, and 
thus they were very near losing this edifice. A few 
monopolists, however, came forward, and the build
ing was saved." 

I hope Mr. Mendum was not correctly reported; 
but if so, then his remarks deserve some notice. 

Supposing the statement to be true, that capitalists 
hav contributed the most money toward the Paine 
1\femorial Building, is such an argument in favor of 
monopoly deserving of the slightest ~pect? 

They contributed because they ha<f'tbe means, and 
they well knew, that, if it is not paid for, it will fall 
into the hands of monopolists in the end; while the 
people, poor, and growing poorer because of the in
famy of monopoly, hav nothing to giv. 

But I deny the inference that must be drawn from 
Mr. Mendum's statement. I deny that Liberalism 
has anything to thank monopoly for. Even take the 
long list of subscribers to the Paine Memorial, and 
you will find that four-fifths, if not nine-tenths, are 
people who labor for their daily bread. The same is 
true of those who so generously contributed in aid 
of Mr. Bennett, and toward his Monument Fund. 
And I know that every Infidel missionary and speaker 
in the country will bear me out when I say that th~ 
earnest workers in the cause of Liberalism through
out the land are almost invariably persons who work 
hard for a living, while the capitalistic Infidel holds 
aloof and courts popularity by contributing to the 
churches. Of course there are honorable exceptions 
among the latter class, but the poorer Freethinkers 
contribute, in proportion to their means, a thousand 
times as much as the wealthy. 

Let the publishers of Freethought papers tell us 
among which class they number their subscribers 
mostly; and who are the most energetic in spread
ing the light by laboring to extend the circulation of 
those papers, the monopolists, or the people of toil. 

I regret deeply that any Infidel, especially, should 
contribute to the continuance of the infamous system 
that is sapping the foundations of our rights, and 
rapidly reducing the common people to the condition 
of slaves. And I trust that Mr. Mendum will feel 
ashamed of having uttered such sentiments as are 
attributed to him. W. F. PECK. 

[The above criticism seems to be based on a mis
take. That Mr. Mendum might hav opportunity of 
reply we forwarded Mr. Peck's communication to him. 
He says: 

F:RIEND MACDONALD: I hav only to say that your· Boston 
correspondent makes very poor reports of our ·meetings 
generally. In reporting my speech (if it could be called a 
speech), he gave a very incorrect statement of what I said, 
or of the idea I intended to convey of the uses of corporations, 
or what are styled monopolies. However, it is not worth 
noticing. Wishing you success, etc., 

I am very respectfully yours, J. P. MlllNDUM. 

We cannot think that our respected friend Men
dum is with the moi:wpolists as against the people.
ED. T. S.J 

The Freeth ought Directory. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I am 

very desirous of greatly increasing the number of 
names of outspoken Freethinkers in the "Freeth ought 
Directory," and of increasing the circulation of the 
Freethought journals, and therefore will do this: To 
any person sending me ten names for the "Directory," 
with twenty-five cents each, I will send THE TRUTH 
SEEKER or Boston Investigator six months. For twenty 
names, and twenty-five cents each, THE TRUTH SEEKER 
or Investigator, as they choose, one year. 

H. L. GREEN. 
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much credit can be given them for the great work 
of Liberalizing the people ·done by them. I hav al
ready, by this long article, infringed on the columns 
of your valuable paper, but I feel this to be one 

LoNGMONT, Nov. 20• 283· more case to remind Liberals ·that our work is not 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find order for $1.50- yet done. Respectfully, A. J. READING. 

inclosed $1 for that praiseworthy and highly incum
bent duty rightfully ours, as it cannot help but 
constitute, in the eyes of the world, our just zeal in 
all honorable vindication of the man, D. M. Bennett, 
who winced. not, even to martyrdom, in behalf of 
humanity; while it cannot act. otherwise than a 
crushing reproach to our self-righteous pharisees, 
who hav now no other alternativ but to reap the 
whirlwind of their diabolical nineteenth century in-

$1 for the Bennett Monument Fund (I would not be 
too late to contribute my mite for that, though I 
hav feared I would be); twenty-five cents for Mr. 
Bennett's "Answer to Christian Questions;" and 
twenty-five cents for a copy of Col. Billings" Crimes 
of Preachers." 

As a constant reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I wish 
to express my thanks to Mr. Macdonald, and my 
commendation of the manner in which he edits the 
brave and able journal. Manager and editor hav the 
best wishes of myself and family. 

BANGOR, Dec. 2, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Last week I called upon Mr. A. 

Lewis, at his cigar factory (in Ba.ngor), and found 
him, as ever, ready to help from bondage to free<iom. 
Freedom I the word of words; the kev-stone in the 
mighty Anglo-Saxon arch! 

Mr. Lewis is of our young America, and does the 
largest cigar business in Maine. He is an outspoken 
Infidel and dares· giv utterance to what he thinks 

quisition. Respectfully, H. A. ELIOT. 

-SQUAN CREEK, IDAHO, Nov. 28, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5, to pay for 

my subscription and that of Mrs. Mary E. Lippen
cott. 

Yours faithfully, 
and knows to be right. 

M. H. CoFFIN. Among his workmen are three readers of the best 
I saw in your paper some time since an article 

from a gentleman in Florida in regard to a destitute 
widow and orphan asylum. It struck me very forci
bly at the time, and I hav waited in vain for a re
sponse from some one more capable than myself. 
Are the Liberals of this country willing to hav it 
continually flung at them, What are you going to 
giv us for our superstition and bigotry, and what are 
you doing for mankind in this world you say we 
should make the most of? I for one say, Let us Lib
eral!:~ of America go to work. Build a home for the 
poor orphan, in some central point, where he may 
be fed and clothed, given an education free from 
superstition, and brought up to habits of industry, 
so when he might go out into the world he would be 
an honor to the same.' Some will saj that we are reach
ing too far too soon, and that we are too few. Let us 
see, No consistent Liberal givs one cent to any gos
pel shop, or puts one penny in the plate, if guilty of 
being present when passed. Cannot each and every 
one giv the same as if burdened with superstition 
yearly, and the pennies weekly for such a purpose? 
Then there should be at least ten thousand who can 
giv five dollars, one thousand ten dollars, five hun
dred twenty dollars, one hundred five hundred dol
lars, ten one thousand dollars, etc.; and perhaps for 
such a purpose there might be some Liberals able 
to giv thousands, and who would do so; if not in 
life, they would not forget so good an object, and 
would say their prayer before going to sleep. There 
must be many Liberals throughout the nation in busi
ness, with a surplus of this world's goods, too much 
engaged in their own affairs to giv this a thought, 
who if reminded would giv bountifully, know
ing affluence is often brought to the bottom of 

DETROIT, ·Nov. 19, 1883. 
MR, EDITOR: I hardly expected to see my letter in 

print; btJt I thank you for doing so, as I consider 
the question of the amount of free money in circu
lation as the very foundation of all reforms. I was 
sorry to find a large mistake in one statement. 
There were sixteen hundred and fifty millions of 
legal tenders destroyed to make room for (or rather) 
to make the want of money so great as to compel 
people to borrow bank paper to do business with 
and pay interest for the same; and the people hav 
been starved into the faith of the divine right of the 
slave-owning money lender to draw his interest or 
pound of flesh. And before the Liberals of this 
country can hope to destroy any other divine insti
tution, lhey must destroy the demon of interest. 
The government should . issue its own legal money 
and put all its people out of debt. 

paper published, viz., THE TRUTH SEEKER. With 
Lewis was a subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for 
one of our local, Jew-Bible ministers. Not in good 
old Samaritan style did I kick him and go by on 
the other side, but I fired in my little mite in so 
good a cause .. 

'In this section of Maine some good work can and 
should be done to diffuse light among our brothers 
who are in the dark but really wish for " more 
light." At leaet one hundred copies of your paper 
should come to this office each week. Had I the 
time to spare, the list should hav that proportion. 
Very few of the younger men in trade, business, or 
in fac·t of nny education, believe in a six-foot God 
of kind, color, or sex. I say this from no guess
work, but from a standpoint of knowledge, having 
talked with them in person. . The field is ripe for 
thrusting in the sickle of tmth and harvesting all 

Fraternally yours, except bigots, hypocrite, and plunderers. 
J. H. WooD. There is another minister I wish to reach (a first-

class man), and to do this I will send the paper to 
RocKFORD, No_v. 26, ?83. .mY father and himself under the name of Phillips 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send you an article clipped and Wetherbee. They will read it Father will be
fro~ the Rockfor~ Daily Register, of Nov. 23d, in re- cause he takes a high hand in a~y thing whi~h is 
latwn to the_ openmg mght of the ~reat M. ~- ~unco anti-religious. Mr. Wetherbee will for two reasons; 
steerer. This is the most appropnate aP.phcati?n I first, he votes in sympathy with us, and second, he 
can think of for a person who, for a certam spemfied promised he would, which is a perfect guarantee. 
~urn (say from $100 to $150 pe~ week), agre~s to steer Inclosed please find fifty cents to pay the same 
mto the clutches of the sky-pilots a cer_tam number for three months. Am doing all I can to help the 
of lambs. They to fleece the lambs, while he fleeces paper into families where it is sure to do good. 
the chu~ch. And from what I hav seen and heard Respectfully F. F. PHILLIPS. 
of Harnson's work, I think that he gets the most ' 
wool. I had hopes of being on hand to attend Har
rison's opening night in Rockford, in order to write 
him up for THE TRUTH SEEKER and other Liberal 
paper, as I did last spring in Decatur. But as he 
played his usual advertising dodge, of representing 
what a glorious work he was doing in Danville, and 
·of the reluctance of the people ''there to let him off, 
etc., it became quite uncertain when he would be 
here. So I made a two weeks canvassing trip into 
Southern Wisconsin, and did not get baGk until the 
day after his opening. Had he been here on the 
night he was first advertised for, November 6th, I 
should certainly hav been on hand. 
· The new Centennial M. E. church here, is one of 
the finest architectural church edifices in this state, 
and as there are four other M. E. churches in this 
city, the "boy preacher" has evidently "struck a 
bonanz't," and will get fine plucking for the coming 
winter here. F. F. FoLLET. 

HATBORO, PA., Nov. 29, 1883. 
MR; EDIToR: I hav just met a Christian bigot, who 

came into my livery office to hire a team (this day 
set apart to giv 1harlls to an imaginary god). As 
this man, of the Presbyterian faith, turned his eyes 
upward, he beheld a large photograph of Col. R. G. 
Ingersoll, which has been hanging in my place of 
business for some time. He ruffled up at the sight 
of it, as a turkey-gobbler would at the sight of a 
·red flag, saying to other parties who happened to be 
present, that that man was not fit to liv and ought 
to be shot; followed by a long list of threats and' 
lies, that no one but a bigoted Christian would be 
guilty of. 

I hold Col. Ingetsoll, in my views, the noblest, 
grandest, and ablest leader of Liberalism. And I 
would not allow any one to abuse, scandalize, and 
lie about him at my place and quietly submit. Con
sequently, this man of God soon had my views on 
the subject, which were not, I think, unreasonable 
or· ungentlemanly. He did not tarry long to argue 
the question, but left, hissing, thl'ough his teeth, that 
such people would siag another song before tbey 
died. He did not want the team after he found I 
was an Infidel; as much as to say, You should hav 
your bread and butter taken from you. When I am 
compelled to be a slave to the church and Christian 
bigots in order to do business, I want the lie taken 
from the Constitution of this Government. And in
stead of quoting "A government by the people and 
for the people," substitute "By God, and for the 
'priests~.:· But, to do justice, I wish to say that the 
church people here, though pretty hidebound, are 
riot all alike. This man of vengeance, whose name 
is Charles Stillwell, has not, I should judge, had 
the beneflt of hearing the Spiritualists, who hav 
been trying, for the past four or five summers, at 
Neshaminy Falls, near here, to teach such bigots the 
folly of thGir ways, and to whom we owe much for 
the ·liberty we enjoy. Although I am not a Spirit
ualist, in a sense of the word, I do not think too 

MILWAUKEE, OR., Nov.17, 1883. the ladder, and perhaps their own offspring might, 
MR. EDIToR: Please allow me to spin a little yarn through adversity, need a shower of quails. What 

about missionary operations. In November, 1839, I would the amount do that Liberals ought to giv 
sailed from New Bedford, Mass., in the bark Waverly, within the nPXt two years? It would at least buy 
belonging to Gideon Howland, on a three years' one or two hundred, and perhaps more, acres of 
whaling cruise. The skipper's name was ·William land away from city or town, where it could be 
Munroe, and he lived in Nantucket. When we got off bought cheaply, with a water power for coming time. 
Cape Horn; and were lying in stays on account of Then cheap buildings built thereon, and that would 
rough weather, the captain called out to th~ steward: (having the land and power) giv the rising genera
to go below and send on deck that b.a;rrel of t:J?.!J!:>. tion of Liberals something to work with, viz., make 
sionary cheese; for, said he, "I think it is 1,fJf%:·'.(,::' "'·~orne for poor, helpless, young human beings-a 
time to commence on that." The cheQii!.lb,.. "'· n 1 'home for the aged and decrepit who could look after 
deck, and the captain called out for all-hft;nds:on 1 them, and vice versa. Schools could be established; 
board to circle round that cheese. Of course we all those adapted taught to cultivate the soil, and at 
circled around-thirty-two, all told; then pointing to some future time (when Liberalism is more plenty), 
the head of the barrel, he told us to read. "There," having the power, factories could be started and run 
said he, "you see that there is nothing written on by the material contained within itself, making itself 
that head but ' Missionary Cheese,' all done up nice self-supporting. 
in white chalk, consigned to nobody and to no place. Had not we Liberals better do something in this 
The truth is, it was only intended for this vessel, line, if able, than giv the preference after a while to 
and I hav a little yarn to spin, and my subject is probate judges, lawyers, and hypocritical men of 
• Cheese.' I came up· to Bedford three days before. God going after their hard earnings while taking a 
we sailed, to attend to the ship's stowing, and I saw rest? And if it is not sleep, will we not be better pre
stuck up all over the city as far as I went posters pared to walk up to the said heavenly, father and giv 
calling the people together to do something for the him a friendly shake of the hand? Anyhow, it would 
destitute and suffering missionaries in the Society giv us all pleasure in this life. 
Islands, for the Waverly would sail in a few days, I will giv five hundred dollars for said purpose, 
and everything would go directly to its destination, and should no misfortune or Christian robbers cross 
as its commander was such a nice man, and mY, pathway again, will giv as much more at some 
there was no risk to run," etc. Said he: "I went future time. Call it the Bennett Asylum, brethren, 
one night just to witness the trick, and there was and if the architecture of the Albany P,mitentiary 
taken up that evening a little over four hundred were thought suitable, so mote it be. 
dollars. The thing had been going on for a week, Dr. York has been among us doing good work on 
and was kept up till I pulled out; and just as I was some poor soil. Am sorry to say he received a 
loosing from the wharf there came down a dray with small taste of that of which Bruno had a full dose, 
this lonely barrel of cheese, and this is •:Lll." He con- and of which. in later years, D. M. Bennett had 
tinued: "They must hav taken up two or three thou- also. Let bigots and ignorance persecute; it helps 
sand dollars in that operation. That is just the reason the cause of truth and right, and such it proved in 
why there are no more Christians found at sea. his case. He in his circuit has the little book for 
They are all acquainted with the trick. It is proba- sale, "Poems of Fteethought,'' compiled by Dr. 
ble that Gideon Howland, the owner of this vessel, James L. York, of San Jose, Cal., which he sells at 
threw in the first twenty, played stool-pigeon, and one dollar per copy. One poem of itself is worth the 
got this barrel of cheese for it." price, viz., "Backbone, Hav We All G:>t It?" Send 

My name on the ship's books is Wm. Cressey. I to him your aollar, and get something good. No 
am particular, for it will bother this lying fraternity whale story, but the first poem is, "My Religion." 
to lie me out of the story. I am too well acquainted Yours for truth, A. G. CHuRCH. 
with this flock of Christ's lambs to not shut up the 
bars as I pass along. E. W. CRESSEY, 

CATHLAMET, W. T., Nov. 30, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Observing but little zeal evinced by 

Liberals generally toward the erection of a Bennett 
Hall, it would seem to indicate that we are not over
burdened with any surplus metallic machinery im
perativly necessary to the raising of costly edifices 
in order to perpetuate the memory of our departed 
apostle of liberty, and fr>r which the Paine Mem
orial is a standing witness, much to be deplored. 
Yet, flndinP: the Monumental Fund still mournfully 
lagging in its estimated requirement, you will find 

CoLD CREEK, Dec. 1, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed check fer $3, 

for which change the tab on the dear old TRUTH 
SEEKER, as I cannot do without it very well; when it 
fails to come on Saturday night, I hav to get the 
old Jew-book and read till I become disgusted and 
put it aside. Don't know but I ought to be thank
ful for it; if it had not been for reading it, I should 
not hav been an Infidel. I can't see how anyone 
can read it and not reject it, when it it so full of ob
scenity and absurdities. When will the Liberal 
leaders giv us a platform so I can vote against 
Christianity, etc,? I hav tried to get some subscrip-
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tiona for THE TRUTH SEEKER; some hav a poor excuse 
a.nd others are so bigoted they won't read, I bav 
a poor neighbor (a blind soldier), & nd his wife reads 
it for him. If you bav not received subscriptions 
enough to build the monument to Brother Bennett, 
keep one dollar, and credit the other two on THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. Yours fraternally, THos. PEcK. 

afraid, and I asked my parents how many bad },oys' 
eyes they had ever known to be plucked out. They 
said none, but that the Bible said it would be done. 
The Sabbath day was a day of terror in place of 
rest and pleasure. They taught us many other doc
trias that held us in fearful suspense and naturally 
curtailed the innocent pleasures of childhood and 
youth. And even to this day, though now in my 

HAMILTON, Nov. 30, 1883. 54th year, and with all the light and knowledge shed 
MR. EDITOR: Freethinkers are frequently asked by Liberal books and literature generally, and the 

what has Freethought done for the world. And the teachings of reason, it is with great difficulty I can 
taunt is frequently thrown out that they never con· rid myself of many of those youthful impressions, 
tribute to charitable institutions, etc. The city of though never so foolish. 
of Brantford was .in need of a hospital and was When I reflect on the greater part of my past life, 
devising means by taxation to remedy the necessity. and the pleasures and enjoyments I ignored, I feel 
Here a gentleman, a citizen, comes forward and provoked to think such was my lot, and all this aim
offers to donate a hospital, new from the builders' ply because I was manacled by religious enthusiasm. 
hands, and which shall cost $12,000; best des, he will What a tyrant !-a hard task-master and very small 
endow it with $400 per year; and subseqaent to this pay. We were taught we had no right to think 
offer, his lady has offered to furnish it out with there was anything wrong which was taught in the 
stores and supplies gratuitously, on the simple con- Bible, and to question anything the dear minister 
dition that it shall be strictly non-sectarian, no min- said was worse than high treason, and if one of us 
ister, priest, or layman ever to be allowed to hold dared to hint at a contradiction in "holy writ," we 
service within its walls, unless by the ~;~xpressed wish would hav expected God to hurl his eternal ven-

. of an inmate, and only then to that inmate. Some geance on our heads at once. We were taught thJt,t 
years ago, a gentleman in this city died and left God waR angry or pleased with us just according to 
$17,000 to found a home for destitute boys, but it what we did or said, changing any minute to suit 
was unconditional; but I am informed that he was circumstances. 
a skeptic, although the admirers of his bounty claim What a pity all children cannot hav the proper 
it could only be the action of a Christian. And often training while their minds are so susceptible to good 
does the Christian thief play the same game else- and lasting impressions. If good impressions ac
where. Yours for the truth, GEo. MADDOCKS, quired in childhood and youth are as hard to lose 

as false ones in manhood and old age, then for the 
CHAMPLIN, MINN., Dec. 1, 1883. sake of humanity, let us all try to make good im-

MR. EDITOR: For more than eight years I hav been pre3sions on our children's minds, so there will be 
a steady reader of your much-loved paper, and I am no room for the reception of "falsehood. or course, 
of the firm opinion that its success has been due in my parents were conscientious, and looked well to 
a great degree to the steady course its editor has the religious teachings they gave their children, and 
taken in exposing the absurdities contained in the felt they were doing God service. But how glad we 
holy books. There are nine-tenths of our reading are to see these old orthodox fogyisms fading away, 
people that never read a chapter in them, and many and we hope they will soon be things of the past; 
of these take it for granted that the old books are and may a new era emerge when the youthful mind 
about right, and probably may remhin so until they will be at liberty to grasp and investigate the teach
stumble over some Freethought paper containing ings of reason, and be guided by its light and truth. 
the exposure of some of those ridiculous stories- For the continuance of THE TRUTH SEEKER·! inclose 
such as Noah and his flood, Samson and his foxes, money. When this is absorbed I will remit. I hav 
Daniel in with the lions, a child begotten by a ghost. in the past three years bought and distributed a great 
Then they will get their eyes opened and look about many copies of Liberal and Spiritual papers. The 
for the truth. publishers of these hav been very liberal in supply-

Bennett brought out most of the noted characters ing many copies free, which I hav handed out, and 
and incidents in the Bible under such light as to many hav been as a nail driven in a sure place. 
plainly expose their absurdities. But there is still They ha1: brought about almost an eRtire revolution 
one noted character not delineated by any writer in in religious affairs here. It was a sad affair for the 
THE TRuTH SEEKER, so far as I hav noticed, and that churches here when one day three dear ministers 
one is Melcbisedec. The first account given of him mounted their pulpits to crush Spiritualism and 
we find in the 14th chapter of Genesis, and from the Liberalism. "They reckoned without their host" 
account given there, that be was king of Salem, and this day, if I did bav to fight them single-banded 
that on the return of Abram from the rescue of his and alone. I put my best licks in right and left till 
brother from the five kings, be came out and met they weakened. B. D. EvANs, M.D. 
Abram with bread and wine. He was not only king .<+ ;';';-~'"' ~ 
of Salem, but priest of the most high God.· Now, 
what a great king and priest could be doing al$ · · "" ''J'l'.i·~- _. 
out there in an insignificant little Arab village, is• . " . LE M~RE, CAL., ~ov. 22, 1883. 
more than I can imagin. · .. : ',_.]')IT~#:·. As our subscription expired Nov. 13th, 

But, in pursuing this narrativ, we are apt to en- will- .for.wal'd m rene~al to sustain as good a Free
counter a little error for it seems that when Abram thought journal as this continent affords. We ob· 
was informed of the ~apture of ·his brother by the tained our money-order the 15th, but circumstances 
five kings, be took his servants and pursued them hav prove~ unconceiv~ble delay in posting our brief 
to Dan. Now, this name must bav been given to letter. With firm reliance for success in the ca?se 
that division of land that fell by lot to the tribe of we hav espoused as truth seekers, and with kmd 
Dan and if so Moses never wrote the account for words of encouragement and commendation in your 
the division of' land among the tribes did not take arduous labors and brave work for the subduing of 
place till about five hundred years after Abram's false systems and supernatural worship of our ~ind, 
time. But this is not all of the kingly piiest, for if I would shake your hands as worthy successor of 
we follow him into the New Testament, Paul, in our dear lame~ted brother, D. ~· Bennett, whose 
the seventh l!bapter of Hebrews, givs him this ex- p~ace you fill With marked proflmency, We read, 
alted pitch: "For this Melcbisedec, king of Salem, With ple.asure, you.r graphic report of the ~ocbester 
priest of the most high God, met Abraham return- ConventiOn, ~eld m New !ork. Could Liberalism 
ing from the slaughter of the kings and blessed become a umt, and all mmds be abl,, to lay aside 
him. To whom Abraham gave a tenth part of all; prejudice and ~inor differences of opinion as quali
flrst being by interpretation king of righteousness, fled adbe~ents m so grand a ?ause, tb~ great struggle 
and after that also king of Salem, which is king of n~w pendmg would be of brief duratwn. Could all 
peace: without father, without mother, without de- mmds, freed ~rom the shackles of the church, catch 
scent, having neither beginning of days nor end of the f~ll warmng of th_?Se ponderm~s claims made by 
life but made like unto the son of God abidetb a ecclesiastical associatiOns determmed to gain full 
pri~st continually." ' power .in church and state, in mental and spiritual 

The history and appearance of this man on earth authoritY over the massess, through these claims, 
must hav surpassed all the miraculous events the they would see t}l~ essential work of the hour. As 
world ever ima~otined. The birth and works of Christ all secular or spi~Itual growth rests qu~lifledly right 
cannot make a shadow beside Melcbisedec. Why 1 ~ere; as our natwnal successes center m the estab
be bad no father not even a. mother nor a relativ hsbment for the future, first of all, an absolutely 
nor a descent. He was not created dr made out of free moral goy~rnment, systematized . servi~e to 
something. He bad no beginning of days, nor will na:tural and spmtual edicts und~r practiCal ret?n or 
he ever subside. But be was king and priest of Sa- smence . and law, must be man s guide to a btgber 
lem and may be be is yet-at least we bav not and logiCal estate. And never, until the bloody pro· 
bea;d of his abdication. . ' totype ensemble of ~bat stultifying power-super.na.t-

Now, my readers, what are you going to make out ural symbol of dym~ God and man-made s~vwrs, 
of this little story? I think it cannot afford any both PH:gan and modern, with all creeds and rituals, 
other construction than what it reads, consequently are burie~ fathoms deep, can the race in mass arise 
it must be a fact or a big lie. J. KINSER. to H: pos~tiV knowled~e of a denominate pbilos?pby, 

WILLIAMSTOWN, 0., Dec. 4, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: When reading the description of hell 

in THE TRUTH SEEKER, given by an English divine, it 
recalled to my mind my early religious training. 
My parents being of a religious cast of mind, and 
that of a very superstitious quality, we children 
were taught some very queer doctrins. One was, that 
if we were disobedient to our parents, a great bird 
would be sent to pick out our eyes. It made me 

distmgmsblng a subJectiv premia, inherent rights, 
virtual possessions, with individual representation 
of moral and spiritual responsible status, answering 
through obedience to every known principle or be
nign rule in the category of law. While innate in
herent attributes, in conformity and harmony with 
natural and spiritual qualifications, are index-figures 
pointing the mind to all light, knowledge, and truth. 
When the mind, through unfolded perception, com
prebends that the motiv power of all reform lies 
within that, through incipient elements and evolu-

tionary Jaws in primary constitutionality in being, 
it is born almoner of spiritual wealth through co
eternal union with omnipresent intelligence. As 
priority in attributes are inflnit, principles do neces
sarily obtain, ere finite intelligence could stand de· 
fined as representativ actor, responsible to any moral 
principal, Secular or social virtue under law. Thence 
the logic of life center, and in here in constitutional 
material and spiritual compounds, primary essences 
conjoined in eternal union as matter and mind, or 
in other paraphrase, spirit essence in replete and 
o-eternal unity with substance and inflnit indi
visibility, matter and mind, immutable existences in 
relativ and absolute being. Thence in the discovery 
of evolutionary laws through principles in science 
of the transposition of elements in the scales of prin· 
ciples through systems of analogy in planetary laws 
of action and revolution; that, what emphatically 
obtains in the primary series as constitutional premia 
in law, must, as true science, apply to all general, 
manifest, representation of an immutable order. 
Hence, through indemr:ifled law, noting that . noth· 
ing in the universe of matter can be destroyed, the 
analogy holds good as ethical service in compound 
principles in integral union and supplemental law • 
That mind being or existing as integral factor, and 
in positiv connection and central, activ essence, and 
electric and magnetic force, moving all substance, 
thus, in strict confirmation with electric currents, 
the essential principle of all lire, and the magnetic 
affinity existing between mind and matter, spirit and 
substance, they tbus stand as conjoined qualities 
throughout inflnit degrees and interminable space. 
Thence through the logic of an eternally cemented 
kinship, in physical, mental, and spiritual relations, 
the trinsic marriage of human conscious edicts, as ul
timates in the evolutionary scale of principles in true 
line of progress. Therefore, through defined analogy, 
in the realm of elemental classics, are substantiated, 
not only eternal transposition in the scale of matter, 
but the indubitable sovereignty of mind over the same 
ad infinitum. Hence, as propositions, commending an 
immutable premia, conclusions representing fore
going thesis are correlativly sustained. To wlt, the 
constitutional unity of spiritual attributes, elements, 
and substance, with the positiv indestructibility of 
these affiliations, homogeneous principles, and in
telligent judicial line of law and forces. 

In concluding our communicati0n, allow us to add 
in consecutiv accord with objectiv and subjectiv at· 
tributes, that, in the very nature of things, mankind 
must work out their own salvation; while it is 
through spiritual preferment, attained through wis· 
dom, knowledge, and the love of pure moral action, 
that the race stand redeemed; thence as natural to 
be saved as to be born. Thus, in review of all pro
gressiv law in attaipment, carnal material rule, re
turning bate for injuries received, but adds fuel to 
the flame and emphatically declares the aotual reign 
of authority as in the animal kingdom of dominant 
superior strength and force. Through moral ethics 
man shall attain to spiritual bights, to the apex of 
the mountain of light; standing full·orbed through 
integral law as an intelligent graduate through in
tellectual and spiritual majority; thence abide. 

Fraternally, T. S. Fox. 

Book Notes. 
11 CRIMEs OF PBEA.CHERB in the United States and Canada from 

May 1876 to May 1883. Third edition. Translated out 
of the original newspapers, and with previous transla
tions diligently compared .and revised.'' By M. E. Bil· 
lings, of Waverly, Iowa. 

It is not a pleasant task t6 record the short-com
ings of our fellow-men. It is only because we think 
the interests of morality, of justice, and of truth re
quire it that any one can be justified in making the 
expose that ilil here presented to the world. Theol
ogy is now only tolerated because of a widespread 
belief that it is the best conservator of morals, but 
if, as this record goes far to show, the teachers of 
theology are themselvs the most corrupt class of men, 
then we at once ask, What is the use of further up
holding a system that debauches its own exponents 
till they rank lower in the scale of morality than the 
average of men? 

This work of Mr. Billings has been issued annually 
for three years, each new issue being much larger 
and fuller than the preceding. The edition before 
us comprises 100 pages of closely printed matter. 
Published by THE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, 
New York-Lucifer. 

Miss Gibson Seconds Mr. Richardson's Motion.~ 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In THE· 

TRUTH SEEKER of to-day I read a letter from 0. Rich
ardson, of Bronson, Levy county, Florida, in which 
he offers twenty acres of land for a "Bennett Home 
for Aged Liberals," and one thousand orange-trees 
from his nursery to be planted on the home _free of 
charge. Will not Liberals look at this generous offer 
and. see if it is not worth accepting? It may be 
thought by some that the location is too far south. 
Liberal, Mo., has a home-prospectiv for the orphans 
of Liberals; why not Bronson, Florida, hav a home 
for the Liberals thernselvs? Friends, who will move 
in this matter ? ELLA E. GIBBON. 

Barre, Mass., Nov. 24, 283. 



Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, FaU River, 
Mass., to whom all Communications for this 
CoT'Tl$1' should be sent. 

" Hi!l llfe is long whose work 18. well, 
And be his station low or high, 

He who the most good works can tell, 
Llvs longest though he soonest die." 

Our Children. 
There are W!llle and Katy, Johnny and Joe, 

Mary, Adel!a, Fanny, and Prue, 
With Tommy and Jane, and Augustus, also, 

And Rob, and Dick, and dear l!ttle Sue. 

But I cannot tell all their names, as they come 
From south and north, from the east and the west; 

Big boys and sweet girls, from the field and the 
home, 

And tattlers waiting to be caressed. 

With round, rosy cheeks, and bright, laughing eyes, 
Pretty ditnples, that hide-and-seek play; 

With dear l!ttle heads, so wonderfully Wise, 
That they puzzle the heads that are gray, 

Who are these children, and where are they going, 
With basket, and satchel, and pall? 

And do they wander abroad, without knowing 
The temptations that walt to assail? 

We're l!ttle truth seekers, they answer quite plain, 
And we seek for the truth everywhere; 

And as we press forward the knowledge we gain 
Will banish afar every snare. 

Katy's Letter. 
T-- F--, Nov. 25, 18S3. 

DEAB Fm:END: It is some time since I wrote 
you, and I hope you will forgiv my negligence. 
I shall try to do better in the future, for you 
know the world is all beginning. 

I like the Children's Corner very much, and 
I wish I were a writer. I would contribute to 
its columns. I hav grown some since you saw 
me last, and you would be surprised to see 
me now. Just think-I am si:cteen years old! 
I begin to feel quite aged; I do, indeed. I 
hav not been to Fall River since I saw you 
there, but I hav been once to N-- B-- to 
see brother, who is living on a farm for two 
years. Sister is living with father, and goes 
to school right along. I hav been to school 
steady, until about a year ago, when I went 
into a store to assist through the holiday sea
son, and, strange to say, I hav remained there 
ever since. I keep account of all that goes 
out, and all that comes in the store, and see 
that all comes straight at night. I am getting 
a good deal of practical knowledge, and 
learning some about the ways of business. I 
would like to go to school, however, a little 
more, and perhaps I may sometime. I hope 
you and your mother are in good health, and 
that Robert, your parrot, is also well. Our 
parrot, Billy, is lively as a cricket, although 
twenty-seven years old! But he does not 
appear to feel near as old as I do. Polly, our 
other parrot, is visiting with an aunt of Mrs. 
H., .and the cockatoo is at the home of 
another friend. They hav good homes, and 
so we are satisfied. I am attending a lecture 
courae, and hav heard Mrs. Mary A. Liver
more, G. P. Gilman, and others. I want to 
improve my mind all I can, for I know that 
the more I learn, the better qualified I shall 
be to undertake the work, and perform the 
duties of life. I read our papers, and keep 
the run of what is going on, I am deeply 
attached to our dear TRUTH SEEKER, and more 
than ever is it welcome now, since you pro
vide such beautiful and interesting stories in 
the "Corner." 

With love, I remain your true and grateful 
friend, KATY. 

And now, Who is Katy? you ask. Well, 
Katy is-Katy, and a very dear friend of mine, 
or I should not hav taken the liberty to put 
her letter in print. But she thought she did 
not write well enough to come into our Corner, 
and I want her to see how nicely her letter 
reads. I know it will sound well to all who 
read it, for. Katy is a good girl, and has many 
sound, sensible ideas. 
· Katy is one of three motherless children, 

who were born and reared in the Catholic 
faith. After the death of their mother, the 
father of these little children changed his 
views somewhat, upon religious matters, and 
felt a desire that his children should grow up 
unbiased in matters of faith and worship. 
Strenuous and persistent efforts were then 
made by the priests to keep the children 
within the fold of their church, their en
deavors amounting to almost to a system 
of persecution. They were, at length, placed 
by their father in the care of the state, as the 
surest safeguard and protection, while the 
father was battling for bread, for he feared 
his little ones might be abducted in his 
absenoe by the unscrupulous devotees of 
a faith that winks at many unjust and evil 
courses. 

About this time a dear and noble woman in 
a distant town wrote me inquiring if I knew, 
in all my acquaintance, a little girl without a 
home, whom she could take to her heart and 
love as her own child. She had no little girl 
-no little boy-she was childless, and lived, 
she and· her husband, happily, surrounded 
with :flowers, birds, and musio. I had never 
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seen this lady, but she knew of me through 
our Liberal papers, and her references as
sured me she was just as good and true as my 
heart told me she was. So I wrote her about 
Katy, and, after a good deal of unwinding of 
"red tape," she obtained the necessary docu
ments that would place little Katy in her care. 
And when she came to take her, poor Katy 
cried, for she was about to be separated from 
her brother and sister, and she did not know 
the lady who was to take her away. But, in 
her new home, there was so much to take up 
her mind that she soon forgot her little 
troubles, and becamll a very happy girl. In 
that home she has remained ever since, until 
now she is sixteen years of age. I trust there 
are many years of usefulness before her. She 
has a broad and comprehensiv mind, free from 
bigotry and superstition, thanks to the pure 
and truthful influences with which her bene
factors hav surrounded her. I would that all 
motherless girls might be so fortunate and 
fall into such careful and friendly hands as 
did my little friend Katy. En. 

Little Pearl; 
Pearl is an intensely activ child, and gen

erally manages to keep the family pretty wide 
awake. Her superabundant vitality keeps her 
on the move continually, and, of course, her 
little hands and feet often get her into trouble. 
but she is only three years old, so we readily 
forgiv her childish pranks. She often makes 
some sage remark, or utters some truism that 
sets us thinking. For instance, she was in a 
bad humor one day, and did so many naughty 
things that her mamma had to reprove her al
most constantly. Every few minutes it was, 
"Pearl, do stop !" "Pearl, why don't you 
behave?" and, "Pearl, you must not do so, I 
say !" "I really don't know what to do with 
you, Pearl,'' and so on. At last, Pearl began 
to think about the oft-repeated admonitions, 
and, with a very grave face, she went to her 
mamma, and leaning over her lap she looked 
up into her mamma's eyes and soberly in
quired, "Mamma, don't your 'ittle dirl ever dl! 
anyjing right!" 

The question set mamma thinking, and she 
came to the conclusion that mammas some
times fail in some points, as well as little 
folks; that they forget to praise and appre
ciate the "right" things, but seldom fail to 
blame all wrong-doings of the little ones, and 
hence their baby hearts get discouraged, as 
well as the bigger and stronger ones of grown-
up people. E. L. HULL. 

Hobart, Ind. 
[What a sermon little Pearl preached ! And 

what a text is that for everybody !-" Don't 
your little girl ever do anything right?" How 
many go through this world heartsick and 
faint for one encouraging word; perishing for 
a smile of appreciation, a look of love and ten
der good cheer. The· slightest stepping aside 
or deviation from the right brings at once the 
smarting word of censure, the cutting sar
casm, the cold reproof that sinks like a sharp 
knife into the very heart of the sensitiv child, 
making a cruel wound that heals slowly and 
leaves a scar behind. 

There are singing-birds of love and kind
ness in every heart. We only need open the 
door that they may fly to other hearts, and 
their melody will make the joy and blessing 
of many a toiler on the earth. So, while we 
remember to blame, let us not forget to praise, 
seeking for opportunities everywhere we can; 
and life will be richer for the helpful, cheerful 
words we utter. Kind words are health-lifts
lifts to happiness, hope, heaven. They need to 
be spoken everywhere-in the· kitchen, the 
nursery, the parlor, the counting-room, the 
mill, upon the street, in all places, and at all 
times. The weary wife and mother takes a firm
er, happier hold on ]Jfe for the kind word and 
smile of the husba:ti'il: and father, and he, the 
husband and father,steps lighter as he goes out 
to win bread for the little ones, when he car
ries with him the kisses and blessings of wife 
and children. And the children are happier 
and lighter-hearted for the " well done" be
stowed upon the good acts they try to perform. 
Their restless feet will tread the thorns soon 
enough; let them hav the roses while they 
may. Bridget in the kitchen, Patrick in the 
field, will do more work under words of cheer 
and encouragement than if continually fretted 
at and found fault with. Let us, then, be 
misers in words of censure, and spendthrifts 
in kindness and encouragement. 

"Speak gently; it is better far 
To rule by love than fear; 

Speak gently, let not harsh words mar 
The good we might do here." 

En.] 
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Help Spread the Light. 
It is acknowledged by all that the 

best way to spread Liberal principles is 
by papers, tracts, and books. Every 
issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER is a good 
missionary document, and every Free
thought book sold is a silent pleader 
and propagator of the truth. There 
are thousands of Freethinkers all over 
the country whom we do not know and 
who do not know this paper. But our 
friends know them, and we ask such as 
are willing to spend a few moments for 
the good of Liberalism to send us their 
names and addresses, that we may mail 
them copies of the paper. We are will
ing to furnish the copies necessary for 
this purpose and mail them, as we hope 
a. few extra. subscribers may thereby be 
obtained, which will make the pecuniary 
outlay square. But the main object is 
to spread the knowledge of Liberalism, 
its aims ,and objects, what we think and 
why we think it. We wo!J.d like every 
one to know that the Christian faith is 
a. rope of sand, that the churches are 
taking the money of the people without 
giving any return. It is the duty of 
all Freethinkers to let their neighbors 
know that the fires of hell hav been 
quenched. 

Many Liberals say they hav no time 
to devote to missionary work, and do 
not like to argue with their church ac
quaintances. Very well, send us the 
names and let THE TRUTH SEEKER argue 
the case. Where a man is liberally in
clined-and not dead to all sense and 
reason-we hope and think THE TRUTH 
SEEKER will bring him clear out of the 
fog. 

To stimulate our friends in this work 
we make the following offer, only asking 
that when the sender has read the pam
phlets he shall hand them around, that 
others may be benefited. 

To everyone sending us the names 
and addresses of twenty-five independ
ent men and women who do not take 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and who do their 
own thinking, we will send one copy of 
either of the below-named twenty-five
cent books: 

Influence of Christianity upon Civiliza
tion, by B. F. Underwood. 

Advancement of Science. The Inaug-
ural Address of Prof. John Tyndall, delivered 
before the British Association for the Ad
vancement of Science. 

Chronicles of Simon' Christianus. His 
manifold and wonderful adventures in the 
Land of Cosmos. A new scripture (evidently 
inspired) discovered by I. N.•Fidel. 

Religion not History. An able examina
tion of the Morals and Theology of the New 
Testament. By Prof. F. W. Newman, of the 
London University. 

The Besant - Hatchard Debate. A two 
nights' debate between Mrs. Annie Besant 
and Rev. A. Hatchard, on "Jesus of Nazareth 
a Historical Character, and the Influence of 
Christianity on the World." 

The Clergyman's Victims. A Radical 
story vividly portraying the wrongs commit
ted by the professed men of God. By Mrs. J. 
E. Ball. 

Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of ·Yah
weh, or Jehovah, shown to be thfi worship of 
the devil. 

Gottlieb: His Life. A romance of Earth, 
Heaven, and Hell. Beautifully written by S. 
P. Putnam. 

Jesus Christ. His Life, Miracles, Deity, 
Teachings, and Imperfections. By W. S. Bell. 

Last Will and Testament of Jean Mea
slier, a curate of a Roman church in France, 
containing the best of his writings. 

Sepher Toldoth Jeshu; or, The Book of 
the Generation of Jesus. First translation 
into English of a remarkable Hebrew docu
ment, giving the original from which the 
story of Jesus was made up. 

To those who do not know twenty
five persons whom a perusal of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER would be likely to benefit, 
but who can send a list of ten names, 
we will send either of the following, by 
D. M. Bennett: 

Matter, Motion, Life, and Mind. 
The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle 

to the Truth Seekers. 
The Gods of Superstition. 
The Great Religions of the World. 
Jesus Uhrist, considered as an Infidel. 
An Hour With the Devil. 
Sinful Saints and Sensuall!lhepherds. 
Honest Questions and Honest Answers. 

Or either of the following, by Under
wood: 

What Liberalism Offers in Place of Chris
tianity. 

Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning and 

THE .TRUTH SEEKER. DECEMBER 15, 1888. 

Paine, the Political and Religious 'Re- j 
former. ! 

Woman: Her Past and Present: Her Th T h s k PROSPECTUS OF 

Riffa~e~~~s!r~~~~~Crime. . 8 rut 88 8r. 
Will the Coming Man Worship God? 
Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. . . ' 

This is a chance to enlighten a large 
Founded by D. M. Bennett. body of people, to help THE Tl\uTH 

SEEKER, and to get good books to cir
culate by only a few moments' work. THE LEADING 
We hope the responses will be many. 

FREETHOUGHT 
JOURNAL OF THE WORLD. 

THE 

Agnostic Annual. 
The contributors to the "Symposium" in

clude Professor Huxley, P. A. Taylor, M.P .. 
Professor F. W. Newman, James B~al, Pro
fessor Ernst Haeckel, G. M. McC., Charles 
Watts, W. B. McTaggart, Ignotus, and W. 
Sadler (Baldr). 

CONTENTS: 
"Introductory," Charles Watts. "Agnosti 

cism, a Symposium," See above. "Agnosti
cism and Hylo-Idealism," W. B. McTaggart. 
"Agnosticism and Immortality," Eugene Mac
donald. "Agnosticism and Education," F. 
J. Gould. "Agnosticism and Positivism," J. 
Kaines, D.Sc. "The Trial of Freethinkers by 
Jury," Saladin. "A Shadow of the Black 
Robe," George Elliot. "Truth and Thought," 
Walter Lewin. "Did Man Come from a Mon
key?" Charles C. Cattell. " Hope Onward, 
Not Upward," Samuel P. Putnam. "The Idea 
of Humanity," George Chainey. "The Gos
pel of Love-a Fragment," An Agnostic. 

Calendar for 1884, Selections from Liberal 
Authors, etc., etc. 

For sale at this office. Price 25 cents. 

THE 

GOLDEN THRONE 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, . 

Author of .. Prometheus," u Gottlieb," and ••Ingersoll 
and Jesus.'' 

LARGEST, CHEAPEST, BEST. 

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY, AT $3.00 
PER YEAR; $1.50 FOR SIX MONTHS. 

SAMPLE COPIES FREE. 
33 CLINTON PLA.CE, 

NE'V YORK CITY. 

Among the reforms THE T.&UTH SEEKEB aims 
to effect are: 
. Total separation of church and state, in

cluding the eqnitable taxation of church 
property; secularization of the public schools, 
abolition of Sunday laws, abolition of chap
laincies, prohibition of public appropriations 
for religious purposes, and all other measures 
necessary to the same general end. 

Its sixteen large pages are filled every week 
with scientific, philosophic, and Freethought 
articles and communications by the ablest 
Freethinkers. in the country. It givs all the 
Liberal news, and keeps its readers posted on 
current secular and theological events. It is 
the armory from which hundreds draw their 
weapons in contests with priesthood. All 
the Liberal papers are good, but THE T.&UTH 
SEEKEB is 

THE BEST AND LARGES'l. 
It is conducted in a broad and truly liberal 

spirit, and givs everyone a hearing upon all 
subjects pertaining to the welfare of the hu
man race. 

A Radical romance of pioneer life. delineating the vir
tues of natural humanity as opposed to the hypocrisy of a "> 
upernatural religion; crowded with incident and full of 
~rogressiv ldeae and the poetry of the future. OPINIONS REGARDING IT. 

A paper like THE T.RUTH BEEKEB is something 
more and better than an advocate of truth. Thl"Ough 
it its subscribers touch elbows with each other. 
Each reader knows that he is one of a goodly com· 
pany who find comfort and inspiration in its pages. 
If they should meet each other they would feel like 
brothers and sisters. They hav lived under one in· 
tellectual roof, felt the glow of the same fireside, and 
broken together the bread of life. Such a paper is 
to thousands a substitute for the Church.-GEORGE 
CHArNEY, in This World. 

PRICE $1.00. ADDRESS THIS OFFICE 

D. M. BENNETT'S WORKS. 
ADDRESS THE T.RUTH BEEKEB OFFICE, 

A. Truth Seeker A.round the World. 
Four large volumes. With a steel-plate 
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and 
each volume illustrated with forty-seven 
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth, 
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $10.50. 

The World's Sages Thinkers, and 
Reformers. 1,07~ pages, 8vo. Cloth, 
$3.00; leatller, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
C1imes and Persecutions. 8vo. 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Two Volumes. 
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per 
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in 
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, 
$8.00. 

From Behind the Bars. A series of 
letters written in prison. Over 700 pages. 
Price $1.50. 

A. Truth Seeker in Eni·ope. A. series 
of letters written during a visit of ten 
weeks in Europe. Giving some account 
of the International Freethinkers' Con
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben
nett was a delegate, followed by a de
scription of what he saw in England, 
France, Holland, and Italy. The letters 
from Rome alone are worth the price 
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait 
of the autllor. 850 pages. $1.50. 

The Semitic Gods and the Bible. 
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic 
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin 
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 
pages are devoted, showing that book to 
be a very inferior production for a first
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov
ers, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

Judaism, Christianity, and Moham
medanism examined historically 

.· and critically. It is thought to be the 
most damaging exhibit of Christianity 

~:;t~~ has appeared. 500 large pages. 
~~%e, $1.50. 

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories, 
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages. 
Paper cove:rs, 75 cents; cloth, $1. 

The Humphre~-Bennett Discussion. 

THE TRUTH SEEKE.&, founded by D. M. Bennett, is 
to-day perhaps the strongest foe with whiCh super. 
stition has to contend, and a long future of great 
usefulness is, we trust and believe, before it.- Win
s ted. Conn., Press. 

There ought to be five hundred subsCribers to THE 
T.RUTH SEEKEB in this county,just to rebuke the in· 
famous church bigots who are using force and fraud 
to suppress Liberalism.-Wt»'thington, Minn., Advance. 

This sterling and widely-circulated Freethought 
journal has won its way deep into the hearts of its 
readers. THE T.RUTH SEEKER is a great paper, and 
deserves the most generous support of the Liberal 
publiC. The recent numbers received are splendid 
in every respect.-San Francisco Universe. 

THE TRUTH BEEKF.ll has gathered its resources, 
and wlll be a stronger, better, and brighter paper 
than ever.-JA"beral League Man. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER has become a necessity to the 
Liberal cause.-Kansas Blade. 

1ERMS FOR BALANCE OF YEAR: 
To all who will settle all arrearages and 

pay for the year 1884 in advance, we will al
low the price for 1884 to be the .same as for 
1883-$2.50. 

To all who renew for one year from next 
January, or thereafter, before January 1st, 
the price will be $2.50. 

To all new subscribers who send in· their 
subscriptions previous to January 1st, the 
price will be $2.50. 

1ERMS FOR 1884: 
Single subscription, 
One subscription two years, 
Two new subscribers, - -
One subscription with oiie new sub-

$3 00 
~ 00 
~ 00 

scriber, in one remittance, ~ 00 
One subscription with two new sub-

scribers, in one remittance, - ?' ·oo 
One subscription with three new sub-

scribers, in one remittance, - S ~0 
One subscription with four new sub-

scribers, .in one remittance, 10 00 
Any number over five at the same 

·rate, invariably with one remit-
tance. 
It is thus seen. that any of our friends who 

will take the trouble to get a new subscriber 
at the regular rate ($3),. will get his own for 
$2; by getting two new subscribers he will 
get his ow~ paper f~r $1; by getting three 
new subscribers he will not only get his own 
free, but will hav fifty cents left to pay cost of 
money order; by getting four new subscribers 
he ~1 hav his own free and gain $2. 

This makes THE T.&UTH SEEKE.R, with its 
si;rteen large pages, cheaper than any other 
Liberal paper. If anyone choosea, or if by 
~o doing he can easier secure partners in tak
mg the paper, he can share with them the 
advantages of the club rates. Tendency. 

Spiritualism 
point. 

A debate on Uhristianity and Infidelity, 
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H. 
HUMPHBEY. This book has had a very 
large ~ale, and is a splendid work for 

from a Materialistic Stand- . Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh-
. I ' bors. 550 pages. Price. $1. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
33 Clinton Place, New York Oity. 

SPIRITUALISTIC WORKS. 
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. 

.A.chsa W. Sprague's and " Mary 
Clark's ~xperieu(}es in. the First 
Ten Spheres of Spi'rit-Life. Paper, 20 
cents. · 

After Death ; the Disembodiment of 
Man, The World of Spir,it, Iti! Location, 
Extent, Appearance, Inh~bitants, Cus
toms, Sex and its uses there. By P. B. 
RANDOLPH. Price, $2.00. 

A.fter Dogmatic Theology, What 1 
Materialism, or, a Spiritual Philosophy 
11nd.Natural Religion. By GILES B. STEB
BINS. Cloth, 75· c"rits; paper, 50 cents. ' 

Ag-assiz and Sphitualism: Involving 
the Investigation of Harvard College Pro
fessors in 1857. , By ALLEN PuTNAM, 
author of "Bible Marvel-Workers," 
"Spirit Works," "Natty a Spirit," etc. 
This sterling work combines in itself the 
characteristics of memoir, essay, and re
view. The matter considered is of vital 
interest to the cause of Spiritualism, and 
readei'B cannot fail of bemg pleased with 
the treatment which Mr. PUTMAN accords 
to it. Price, 25 cents. 

A.ngel of Horeb. By M. B. ORA VEN. 
A Critical Review of Biblical Inspiration 
and Divinity. Paper, 10 cents. 

A.ngel Voices from the Spirit-World. 
'Essays taken indiscriminately from a 
large amount written under angel influ
ence. By JAMES LAW:.RENCE, Dial and 
Transcl'i.bing Medium, and Reputed 
Author. Cloth, pp. 400; $1.00. 

A.n Hour With the A.ngels· or, A 
Dream of the Spirit Life. By A. t.arGHAM. 
Price, 50 cents. 

Answers to Charges in General Be
lief: By Mr. a.nd Mrs A. E. NEwToN. 
Price, 15 cents. 

Armageddon ; or, the Overthrow of 
Romanism and Monarchy. By S. D. 
BALDWIN. Price, $1.50. 

Baptism of Fire. An Autobiographi
cal Sketch. By LuciFE.&. Price, 30 cents. 

Battle-Ground of the Spiritual Re
formation. By S. B. BRITTAN, M.D. 
The latest and best defense of Spiritual
ism-at once a text-book and a vindica
tion. An armory from which Spiritualists 
will draw weapons for years. Price, $2. 

Better Views of Living; or, Life Ac
cording to the Doctrin, "Whatever Is 
Is Right. By Dr. A. B. CHILD. Price, $1. 

Beyond the Breakers. A Story of 
the Present Day. By RoBE.&T DALE OwEN. 
Finely illustrated. This story of village 
life in the West is, in its narrow and in
terior meaning, a profoundly spiritual 
story, throngh and by whose numberless 
incidents, scenes, characters, and ·narra
tions is illustrated the great truth of 
spirit-life and communion. Cloth, $1.50. 

Beyond the Veil. Dictated by the 
Spirit of P. B. RANDOLPH, through the 
mediumship of Mrs. E. H. M'Dougt.l and 
Mrs. Luna Hutchinson. Cloth, with 
steel-plate portrait of P. B. Randolph. 
Price, $1.50. _, 

Biblical Chronology. By M. B. 
C.RAVEN. Contrasting the Chronological 
Computations of the Hebrew and Septna
gint Versions from Adam to Christ; Crit
ical Essay on the Geographical Location 
of the Garden of Eden. Paper, 10 cents. 

Bible in the Balance. A Text Book 
for Investigators. The Bible weighed in 
the balance with history, chronology, 
science, literature, and itself. With illus
trations. By Rev. J. G. FrsH. Cloth, $1.50 

Bible Marvel-Workers, And the Pow~ 
er which helped or made them perform 
mighty works and utter inspired words; 
together with some personal traits and 
characteristics of prophets, apostles, and 
Jesus, or New Readings of "The Mira· 
cles." By ALLEN PuTNAM. Price, $1.25. 

Book on Mediums; or, Guide for Me
diums and Invocators. By ALLEN CABDEC. 
Price, $1.50. 

Buddhism ami Christianity Face to 
Face. By J. l\'L PEEBLES. A Dis
cussion between a Buddhist priest and an 
English clergyman. Paper, 25 cents. 

Chanters fi·om the Bible of the A.ges. 
Compiled by G. B. STEBBINS. Price, $1.50 

Christianity Before the Time of 
Christ. By M. B. ORA vEN. With 
Quotations from the Ancient Sages and 
Fathers, showin~ the Histol'i.c Origin of 
Christian Worship .. Paper, 25 cents. 

Christ and the People. By A. B. 
CHILD. Price, $1.25. 

Christ, the Corner-stone of Sphitual
ism. By J. M. PEEBLES. 10 cents. 

Civil and Religious Persecutions iu 
the State of New York. By 
THOMAS R. HAzA:an. Paper, 10 cents. 

Claims of Spiritualism. By a Medi
cal Man. Price, 25 cents. 



~ Agents for The Truth Seeker. 
JAMEs AslDIUN, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
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THE EUREKA 
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An important wm·k by I.Yibbon, the kist 

J. F. BuBB, 449 Main street, Hartford, Ct. 
W. B. Coon,l70 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto,Can. 
J). F. KEELER, Park City; Utah. 
FERDINAND PFISTER, Nashville, Tenn. 
W. F. REYBOULD, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Dr. J. H. RHoDES, 5051-2 No. 8th st., Phila., Pa. MAGNETIC CLOTHING ~~~;~;!,~r.t~~;~J~~"~~:~~~; 
A. M. ST;EVENS, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny 

City, Pa. . 
Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va. 
D. WooLF, 620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo. 
J. S. ]\UNsFIELD, Tucson, Arizona. 
A. BERENZ, 140 Montgomery st., San Fran

cisco, Cal. 
JosEl'H MABBH, Northampton, Mass. 
Crus. S. ContmN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence, 

Mass. 
M. V. THOMAS, 344 Larimer st., Denver, Col. 
S. B. WRIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col. 
THo's FoBJ!lMAN, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb 
S. D. MoonE, Adrian, Mich. Box 465. 
Dn. J. L. YoRK, San Jose, Cal. 
C. S. RoWLEY, Jackson, Mich. 
JosEPH L. ANDREWS, Corning, Iowa. 
E. KEITH, Animas City, Col. 
CHARLES WATTS & Co., London, England. 
A. ATwooD, Eaton Rapids, Mich. 

CURES EVERY l!,URM OF DISEASE 
WITHOUT MEDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

Sent 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 

letter or In person free of charge. Send 
for Illustrated Pamphlet. · 

Add.ress all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth, The American and New York News Com

panies will furnish the paper to news deal
ers upon application. 

LADIES' MAGNETIC JACKET. Pnce, $18. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

FALSE CLAIMS. 
-BY-

JOHN E. REMSBURG. 
Revised and Enlarged. 

Price, 10 CT~. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ. 

AS A 
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT 

IT IS UNEXCELLED. 
Among the subjects considered by Mr. 

Remsburg are: 
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statis

tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in 
the penitentiar~es; the Church and Clviliza
tion; the Church and Science; the Church 
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the 
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the 
Woinan's Rights Movements; the Temperance 
Reform; the Church and the Republic .. 

These pamphlets should be circulated by 
the thousand. Let every reader send for a 
dozen at least. Address 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK. 

HAV YOU READ IT? 

HEALTH HINTS TO WOMEN 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR ALL. 

THE DANISH CURE EXPLAINED 
BY WILHELMINE D. SCHOTT, 

Practitioner of the Danish Our<. 

WITH PORTRAIT OF AUTHOR. 

Heavy, !oned paper, good margins; large type, 
. widely spaced; extra cloth, black and gold side 

and back stamps; 12mo., 319 pp.; $1.50. 

.A VERY .APPROPRIATE GIF1 BOOK. 

It tells you what physicians should tell their pa
tients, but do not: How to avoid contracting "doc
tors' bills;" how to hav good health without taking 
medlclns. Hints on every subject pertaining to the 
health of women and children. 

PURPOSE OF THE WORK. 
The author's design is to giv a general outline of 

the laws and conditions of health, with directions 
tor the preven tlon of sickness and care of the sick. 
She considers Animal Electricity, used as directed in 
this book, a very important curatlv agent. 

Although written primarily for women, this book 
will be found almost equally useful to all. Most 
persons cannot be too frequently reminded of the 
truth of the old proverb, "An ounce of prevention 
is worth more than a pound of cure." The flrst step 
In the cure of disease Is to remove the cause; then, 
in nearly all cases, Nature wm remove the dliliculty 
without other aid. 

Send to. TJIE TRUTII SEEKER for circular and con
tents. 

$5 tO $20perday at home. Samples worth $5tree. 
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Me. 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct in every particular 

and that your ailments can be eradicated Without the aid of MEDWIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE I 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years . 
One Week. Standing Cured in Tln·ee Weeks. I 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. "~ LL W D 1 DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly In· .,..u SBURG, IS., ec. 1,1882. 
debted to you for the benefit I hav received from DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap- was ·entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and 
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af- Side, which had been a source of misery to me for 
tlicted as I hav been that the effect was simply mar- th 1 t 1 1 d 1 d 
velous, Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly- e as s x years, ha tr e numerous remedies 
sis In my right arm and could not use it at all, but before without benefit, but as soon as I put on tl.e 
after wearlllg a suit of your :MAGNETIC CLOTHING MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly. With un
for one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I hav bounded gratitude, I remain 
also been troubled,wlth Dyspepsia and Kidney Corn- Yours respectfully, 
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav auf- H. A. BROWN. 
fered intensely, and, although doctoring all the Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
·ttng on your appliances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness: 
benetlt, and if I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the OSBORN, o., Dec. 15, 1882. 
past two weeks, will soon be wen. I would, there- DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your Cl thi T d F 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of effecting the o ng on ues ay last. itted perfectly. 

FELT BErTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, ON. Am not joking, and if I improve as rapidly as 

WM. :~.~t~~~~'avenue. I hav since T:.esday, -will soon be wen. Will report 

Remember that the same appliances which will 
effect a cure in a case of Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the same 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change medlcins every day until, after dosing the 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (it he is very skilful) that brings relief 
for the time being. 

again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entll~ely cured in less 
than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
although In bed, unable to get out, when applied, ! 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In 
two days after the application. The lady's name 
can be had upon application at this office, by any
one desiring to communicate With her. 

Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady Who had been suJl'erlng for two years with an Ovar• 
ian TnJBor, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she is perfectly well, and has not taken a dose of 
medicin since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothlnog 
for you; it will pay you. . 

· SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
DB. L. TENNEY, Dear f!ir: About two years ago my health began to fail me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire for food, and, In fact,.began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'J"umo•·, 
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the Eureka ltlagn.,tic Appl •ances. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. ·Four months ago I purchased a:suit._of 
your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tu
mor, Which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am 
as wen as I ever was In my lite. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medic ln. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as I hav, believing 
that they Will do all and more than you claim for them. I remalll, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances in the 
market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, $ 6.00 
Gentlemen's Belts • • 6.00 
Ladies' Abdominai Belts, 6.00 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5.00 
Leg Belts, each, 4.00 
Knee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 
Sleeping_ Caps, • 4.00 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 
Su~erfine Insoles, • • • 1.00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the money 
It they are not as represented in every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are offered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magneticquaUty Is a hundred fold superior to any other appl!ance ever offered the 

PLAIN HOME TALK, 
EIIIBRAOING 

Medical Common Sense. 

public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appUance 
in the market will attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority ot such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will outlast any 

• and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged in the garments upon scif:tltiji.IJ 
principles, and not haphazard as in all.the others. We offer you therefore 

BY E. B. FOOTE, M D. 
This book is e. ple.in talk about the human SyStem, tll'll 

habits of men and women, the ••mses and prevention of 
dl!ease, onr sexue.l rele.tions and socie.l natures. It is med· 
~f\~\~'~~gnct'l:~,.:e~~~~:d ~t':!'~eMit~~:~t~n·~~~ c,:~ 
!~6in%e'm~Re~t~~rb "r~~t&~::'l~d'ft~~~::i!n~e~fc~ auo. Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER oillce. 

SS Clinton Place. N x, city. 

$66 a week In your own town. Terms and $5 out!!& 
free. Address H. Hv tET & Co .. Portland, Me. 

THE RADICAL PULPIT. 
Vomprising discourses of advanced thonght by 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison With any of the SO-called magnetic garments now otrered un.der that bead. At 
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to offer them a.t 
about 

ONE·THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trltle higher 
than ordinary clothing. 

Reineinber that we are offering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and if 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we wm 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a flt guaranteed. 

0. B. FROTHINGHAM and FELIX .&DLEB 
two ot 41!1ol'lll&'B cleareat thtnkenr. 

AGENTBWANTED IN EVERY TOWIJ{ IN THE UNITED BTATEB. LIBERAL OOIIIIIIIBBIONB ALLOWED 
Addrellll w rurtller lDfOrlllatloD1 Dr. L. Tenne7, 

126 Baoe llrMtio cor, Olltll Btteet, OlDeiDDatJ, Oblo. l'r!oe, Ill cloth.$1. 

OF THE ROMAN •EMPIRE," and 

~ VrramD~nora 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Esu. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
:Milman, ,. an English Churchman,'' and other scholars. 

Handsom~ 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

The Lacart<m .,£ 
Constantine. 

•' By this sign tk~~ 
shalt conquer I 

This volume contains Gibbon's Theologzca!Writings, sepa
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. It sho~s 
'lUheJt, 'lohere, and !tow Christianity origina~ed ; who were tts 
founders· and what was the character, sentiments, manners, 
numbers,· and condition of the primitive C~ristians. . 

Gibbon's Vi1zdicatio11.ofthe 15th and 16th chapters ~fhts 
History from t.he attacks of~i~ Chri~t~an opp.onen.ts, IS re
printed verbatzm from the ongtnal edi~Ion oflus Mzs.cella1te• 
ozts Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, m I79~· lteffect.ually 
and forever silenced his detractors; who, betng v.anqui~hed 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of tnfid~h_ty! 

All that can be said by Christians in. regard to the Orzgmo/ 
Cltristianity is reprinted from the valuable notes of DEAN 
MILMAN, WnNcK, GUtzoT, an .ENGL~SH CHURCHMAN, (t.he 
learned editor. of BoHN's edition of GzObo11) 1 and other emm-
ent Christian historians. ,.. . 
~Among the Illustrations will be found representations 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology. 

For Sale at"The Troth Seeker Office. 
6m 15 w· .. =r.:i 

D~ .. FELtllWS 
~ A~::!~~:~~Jr~~~~C:~~~ ~o~i~~~!~iaf:}: 

u hia practice will prove, 
C~s all for~s of PRI• 
V ~E, CHRONIC ancJ, 
SE UAL DISEASES, 

Spermatorrhooa and Impotency, 
At tbe result ot aelt-o.buse in youth, sexual excesaea in ma• 
turer years, or other oauses, and producing aome ot tbe fol· 

~o:i~~fo:str~;t~~e:m~):08i~~:~s :tSl~bL ~;:}!~~l~~sMe~~~! 
~:~~fe~~ 8:?u~~~~mtrteid::., F~=~ !t~f:!~~~ t~o~~:~t~o~: 
~~dere~a::~l;g:u::.P~§~n °EX~}fflN~L tl_opp~ 
(JA rlxoN in from 80 to 60 days. No medicine 'aken.. 
1It has never been kn.own to fall! 

Middle• Aged and Old Men. G 
There aro many at the age ot thirty to sixty ' 

who 01.re troubled with too frequent evacuations 
ot the bladder, orten accomp11.nied by a aUght 
1marting or burning sensation, and a weaken· 

~~~ ~~~~:rr~~ 10ri r:;::I~~t:: fb!i~~i::; ~ 
depositl a ropy or cotton-like sediment, or 
;:ometimes small pa.rtioles or albumen wUl appear, or tht 
oolor wUl be or a thin or milkish hue, again changing to • 

::~~:~~s~i!~ ~ft~a~b~c~~r::.ic~tPf:':~~ :~g.:~ ts~~ ~ 
Seminal \feakness1 and causes wasting or tbe system and 

T~~!~ ~!~;~~:~::P:i~r~fct%i:sdfrit~:l';,~~~o:~n~u:i 
the cause. Dr. Fellows' External Remedy will bring about a 
perfect cure in all such oases, and a healthy restoration of 
the genito-urinary organs. 

Q:JCorsult.ationa by letter tree a!ld Invited. Charce• 
nasonab'l~ and correspondence strictly confidential. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR"• 
Sent to any address, aeourely sealed, Cor two three•ceni 
atam.ps, treating on Spermatorrb<ea or Seminal Weakneu, 
elvin& its cause, symptoms, horrible effects, and cure, fol
lowed by strong testimonials, headed bl a~ amdavlt as to 

:;~lJ::{n::~ie S::~!t~ rla~~[,:,~la~f,jiytejLbp~ 
FELLOWS, VIneland, New J~r1e7, and aay in whM 
i!Per you ••w tbia l.dvertiaement. "'t 

R U P T U RES C U REDby 
my !Uedlcal Compound and ImproTed 

Elastic Snvporter Truss in}rom 30 to 
90 dav•. Reliable references given. Send 

stamp tor circular, and aav in what paper 
1/00 IGtO ml/ adverl>semenl. Address a~ pt. 

W, A. OolliDfii,SmlthvWe,1e!!:OriOII Co. lit,!, 

PRICE ONLY $1. 
BY MAIL POST-PAID. 

KNOW THYSELF 

A Great Me~ cal Wor~ on Manhood 
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debllity, 

Premature Decline In Man, Errors of Youth, and the 
untold mieeries resulting from indiscretions or ex
cesses. A book for every man, young, middle-aged, 
and old. It contains 125 prescriptions tor all acute 
and chronic diseases, each one of Which is Invalua
ble. So found by the author, whose experience tor 
23 years Is such as probably never before fell to the 
Jot of any physician. BOO pages, bound in beautiful 
French muslin, em bossed covers, full gilt, guaran 
teed to be a finer work in every sense-mechanical, 
literary, and professional-than any other work sold 
in this country tor $2.50, or the money will be re
funded In every Instance. Price only $1.00, by mail 
postpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 cts. Send now. 
Gold medalawarded the author by the National Med· 
leal Association, to the officers of which he refers. 

This book should be read by the young for instruc
tion, and by the alllicted for relief. It will benefit 
ali.-London Lance!. 

There is no member of society to whom this book 
will not be ueeful, whether youth, parent, guardian, 
Instructor, or clergyman.-.Argonaul. 

Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W. 
H. Parker, No 4 Bulfinchst., Boston, Mass., who may 
be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and ex
perience. Chronic and obstinate dise!l.lleS hav bat
tled the skill of all other physclans HEAL a 
specialty. Such treated succeBStully 
:fi:~out an instance ot failure. THYSELF 
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LIFE Is made up o! breaths, of Inhalations and ex
halations, and while taking a breath any person can 
perform his duty, and not !all short in it; and wliat 
he could do While taking one breath he can do while 
taking a thousand.-D. M. Benneu. 

THE stricter orthodox ai)ologlsts always assume or 
Imply that the rejection o! their doctrln argues "an 
evil heart o! unbelief," an unwllllngness to submit 
to the authority o! God and the strict requirements 
of his law; and they often attribute the embezzle
ments and defalcations o! the time to the abounding 
skepticism o! the age. I! they were right In this, 
might we not expect to find the vast majority of de
faulters and betrayers o! public trusts outside the 
the church and among the skeptics and Liberals? 
But the !act Is certainly far otherwtse.-Sprinafio!d 
Republican. 

THE religious man, who believes all events, men
tal as wen as physical, are pre-ordained and ar
ranged according to the decrees or lnfinlt wisdom, 
and the philosopher who knows that, by the wlae 
and eternal laws o! the universe, cause and etrect 
are Indissolubly joined together, and that one fol· 
lows the other In invariable succession-equally !eel 
that this ordination, this chain, cannot be changea
ble at tho cry of man. To suppose that it can Is to 
place the whole harmonious system of nature at the 
mercy o! the weak reason and the selfish wishes of 
humanity. !!,the purposes of God were not wise 
they would not be formed; 1! wise, they cannot be 
changed, !or they would then become unwise. To 
suppose that an all-wise being would alter his de
signs and modes of proceeding at 'the entreaty o! an 
unknowing creature, Is to believe that compassion 
would change his wisdom into foolishness.- Greg's 
Orud of Ohristendmn. 

MAN, amidst the fiuctuations o! his own feelings, 
and of passing events, ought to resemble the ship, 
which currents may carry and winds may Impel 
from her course, but which, amidst every deviation, 
still presses onward to her port with unremitted 
perseverance. In the coolness of refiectlonheought 
to survey his a!Ialrs with a dispassionate and com
prehenslv eye, and, having fixed on his plan, take 
the necessary steps to accomplish it, regardless o! 
the temporary mutations of his mind, the monotony 
o! the same track, the apathy o! exhausted atten· 
tlon, or the blandishments of new prospects.-Bai· 
'-'!/ s &rays on tM Formation and Publication of Opinion. 
[A work that has now been thirty years before the 
public, and Is allowed to rank wtth Milton's .A.reo
pagitica and Mlll's Liberty.] 

IN looking at our age, I am struck, immediately, 
with one commanding characteristic, and that is, 
the tendency in all ita movements to expansion, to 
universality. This tendency is directly opposed to 
the spirit of excluslvness, restriction, narrowness, 
monopoly, Which has prevailed in past ages. Human 
action is now freer, more unconfined. All goods, 
advantages, helps, are more open to all. The privi
leged, petted lndlvld ual is becoming less, and the 
human race are becoming more. The multitude is 
rising from the dust. Once we heard of the!ew,now 
of the many; once o! the prerogative of a part, now 
o! the rights o! all. We are looking, as never before, 
through the disguises, envelopments of ranks and 
classes, to the common nature which is below them; 
and are beginning to learn that every being who 
partakes of It, has noble powers to cultivate, solemn 
duties to perform, Inalienable rights to aseert, and 
a vast destiny to accomplish.-Dr. Channing'• Present 
Age. 

THEBE Is a pretty passage In one o! Lucian's Dla· 
logs, where Jupiter complains to Cupid that though 
he has had so many Intrigues, he was never sin
cerely beloved. " In order to be loved," says Cupid, 
••you must lay aside your regis and your thunder
bolts, and you must curl your hair, and place a gar
land on your head, and walk with a soft step, and 
a.saume a winning, obsequious deportment., "But,11 

replied Jupiter, "I am not willing to resign so much 
of my dignity." "Then," returns Cupid, '"leave o!I 
desiring to be loved." He wanted to be Jupiter and 
Adonis at the same tlme.-Mr•. Barbaultt. 

IT Is sometimes urged tl:ffJ.t to deny the immortal
Ity o! the soul Is to reduce man to the level o! the 
beast, but it Is forgotten that mankind are not quite 
on a level. Take the savage with lower jaw project
Ing !ar In advance, and compare him with Dante, 
Shakspere, Mllton, or· Voltaire. Take the Papuan 
and Plato, the Eaqulmaux and Ocnfuctus, and then 
!LI!k whether it Is possible to contend that all human 
beings hav equal souls.-Ha• Man a Sou!? by C. Brad
laugh. 

NOWHERE (except In some monastic institutions) 
Is diversity of taste entirely unrecognized; a person 
may, without blame, either like or dislike rowing, 
or smoking, or music, or athletic exercises, or chess, 
or cards, or study, because those who like each o! 
these things, and those who dislike them, are too 
numerous to be put down. But the man, and still 
more the woman, who can be accused o! doing 
"what nobody does," or of not doing "what every
body does," is the subject o! as much depreciatory 
remark as If he or she had committed some grave 
moral delinquency.-Mil!'& Liberty. 

THE academics always talk o! doubt and suspense 
of judgment, o! danger in hasty determination, of 
confining to very narrow bounds the Inquiries of 
the understanding, and of renouncing all specula· 
lions which lie not within the limits o! common life 
and practice. Nothing, therefore, can be more con
trary than such a philosophy to the supine indo
lence of the mind, Its rash arrogance, Its lofty pre
tensions, and Its superstitious credulity. Every 
passion Is mortified by it, except the love of truth, 
and that pa.s•WII never u, nor e-ver ccn be, CtJrrio<t to too high 
a degru. It Is surprising, therefore, that this phllos· 
ophy, which, in alntost every Instance, In ust be 
harmless and Innocent, Is What chlefiy exposes it to 
the public hatred al!<d resentment. By fiatterlng no 
Irregular passion, It gains few partisans; by oppos
ing so many vices and follies, it raises to Itself abun
dance of enemies, wbo stigmatize It as libertln, 
profane, and lrreliglous,-Hume', Esravs. 
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"No, dear," said a Brooklyn school teacher to an 
Inquiring youthful mind, "a little caterpillar Is not 
a klttenplllar." 

"I'M down to bed-rock," said a henpecked Pitts
burgh husband, as he swayed the cradle containing 
his howling son and heir. 

" I HoPE, sir, you will not proceed to extremities," 
said the lover at the gate as his sweetheart's furious 
old pa came striding down the walk in a pair of win
ter boots. 

IN Salt Lake City the sidewalks are twenty teet 
wide. This, probably, Is to permit a man's widows 
to walk abreast Instead o! in couples when going to 
his funeral. 

"WHAT'S the worst thing about riches?" asked a 
Sunday-school teacher. "That they take unto them
selvs wlngs.and fiy away," promptly replled the boy 
at the toot o! the class. 

"YES," said Farmer Furrow, after chasing a 
chicken clear around a ten-acre lot and clutching 
only a handful o! feathers, "the only sure thing in 
this world Is uncertainty." 

"No, I won't ha.v a cat about my house,u savagely 
exclaimed a young wife the other day. "Every 
time I look at a cat it makes me mad to think it can 
wear a fur coat in winter and I can't." 

"DoES your mind never dwell upon the awful cer
tainty or death?" asked the clergyman of Flattery. 
"Well, not very numerously,'' responded he; "it's 
the awful uncertainty ot how to get a living that 
trouble~ me/' 

"WHAT is that-is it a circus acrobat?" "Oh, no, 
my son; that is a man who Is kicking himself." 
"What makes the man kick himself?" "He has 
been to a masquerade party, and filrted with his wife 
all the evening." 

"WHAT Is a limited monarchy, Johnny?" "Well, 
my Idea o! a limited monarchy Is where the ruler 
don't ha.v much to rule. 11 "Glv a.n example." "An 
example? Lemme seel Well, if you was bossln' 
yourself, tor lnatance." 

"PLEASE, sir, glva poor blind man a nickel," said 
a tramping beggar to a gentleman. "But you are 
not blind," remarked the gentleman. "No, but my 
partner Is. He is standmg down there on the corner 
to see if the policemen are coming." 

"FATHER," said a bright lad, "I think I'll become 
a minister when I grow up." "What puts that Idea 
In your.bead, my boy?" asked the astonished parent. 
"Because, dad, I notice that rna always kills a 
chicken Whenever the minister eats here." 

AN exchange tells of a Chicago young man who, in 
a rash moment, told his girl that if she would hang 
up her stocking on All-Hallow Eve he would fill it to 
the brim With something nice. When he saw her 
stocking he was undecided whether to get into it 
himself or buy her a sewing m3.Chlne. 

ToGETHER they were looking_pver the paper. "Oh, 
my, how funny," said she. "What is It?" he asked. 
"Why, here's an advertlsment that says,' No rea
sonable olier refused.' "· "What's so odd about 
that?" "Nothing, nothing," she replied, trying to 
blush, "only those are my sentiments." 

THEBE are Iota ot good people In this world who 
think gambling an unpardonable sin, and who 
would never, never, never take a hand in a quiet 
game o! eucher, or bet a cookie on a game o! check· 
ers, but Who see nothing inconsistent In going Into 
an lnaurance office and betting the insurance com
pany $50 against $5,000 that they wlll not die nor 
their house burn down within a year. 

"MY dear," Inquired a lady o! her spouse, "how 
can you expect to be thankful to-day when scarce a 
month has elapsed since my mother joined the 
saints In glory?" To this the man smilingly replied: 
"You should be thanktul, dear wife, that yoUr hus
band bears up with such fortitude under this bitter 
dispensation and recognizes in the removal o! his 
mother-In-law the kindly hand of an all-wise Provl. 
dence.•• 

C:a;BISTIAN endeavor.-VIsltor from the city: "You 
hav a delightful place here and a lovely little church. 
You must be perfectly happy." Ocuntry clergyman: 
"Ah, but you don't know how hard it is to make 
both ends meet on my meager stipend." VIsitor: 
"But you hav extras, don't you? Wedding, and 
christenings-" Clergyman: "Of course, there are 
a few. But, do what I wlll, I cannot count upon 
more than !our funerals a week." 

A MAN who was selllng polish or something of the 
sort entered the yard of a colored family on Illinois 
street and Inquired o! a boy who sat on the door
step: "Bub, is your mammy home?" u Yes." The 
agent raised his hand to knock on the door, but It 
was opened, and the woman stuck her head out and 
exclaimed: "Go right away, sab-go right away 1 I 
heard you speakln' to de boy, an' I wants you to dis
tinctly understan' dat de agent who doan' lnquar• 
!or de lady of de house doan' make no sale!" 

THEBE are men o! brains Who count their gains 
By the mllllon dollars or more; 

Then buy and sell, and really do well 
On the money o! the poor. 

They manage to get quite deep In debt 
By various crooked ways; 

And so we say that the man to-day 
Is the honest man who pays. 

When In the town he never sneaks down 
Some alley or way-backstreet; 

With head erect he will never defiect, 
But boldly each man meet. 

He counts the cost before he Is lost 
In debt's mysterious maze, 

And he never buys In manner unwise, 
But calls !or his bill and pays. 

There's a certain air o! debonair 
In the man who buys !or cash; 

He Is not afraid of being betrayed 
By a jack-shyster's dash. 

Wha.t he says to you he will certainly do, 
If it's cash or thirty days; 

And when he goes out the clerk w111 shout, 
Hurrah tor the man who pays. 

Truth About the Teeth,' ·sTANDARD BOOK_S. 
Sold by D.lll. lleunett, 21 f'Jlntou PI;, N.Y. 
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.MERRY CHRISTMAS! 
Holidays are Coming, and 

OTTO WETTSTEIN'S 

JEWELRY STORE, 
ROCHELLE, ILL., 

IS ALWAYS 

Headqnarters for Holiday Goods, 
Over 100 Gold Watches, ranging in value from $10 

to$400,Instockcontlnually. Silver Watches, Chains, 
Necklaces, Lockets, Bracelets, Rings, Pins, Earrings, 
etc.; also Silver Ware, Gold· Pins, Optical and Fancy 
Goods in proportionate large quantities. A fine 3-
ounce case, Silver Elgin Watch, $9. A fine 4-ounce 
Stem-Winder, Hunting or Open Face, 11 Jewels, 
Quick Train, dust-proof Movement, $16.50 (retails 
everywhere !or $22 to $25). Best 4-ounce Case, Stem 
Winder, Full (15) Jeweled Watch. patent Regulator, 
$25. A Ladles• Good, Solid Gold Elgin Stem-Winder, 
$25. The same, heavier and 14 karat, $35. All 25 
per cent below regular prices. A Cb.ronograph, 1-4 
secon<! Horse-Timer, and "Fly-Back," In Heaviest 
18 Karat Case, $175. A Double Chronograph tor tim
ing two horses, or double record, a fifth second best 
In the world, $200. Also "Repeaters," striking 
hours, quarters, and minutes, $100 Ius than Broad
way prices. Ladles' Watches ornamented with 
Diamonds, Diamond Flowers, Bllskets of Diamond 
Flowers, Peacock in Rubles and Diamonds, Varie
gated Ociored Gold, Embossed Birds and Flowers 
Enamel, Artistic Engraving, Locket-Backs, etc. etc: 
No finer goods at TI!Iany's, N.Y. ' 

Send me a check !or amount you desire to pay !or 
a Watch or other goods, describe as neal" as possible 
and I will send prepaid to any part of the United 
States, and rifu:nd ca<h on demand If not entirely satis
factory. I please an, and hundreds o! my customers 
cheerfully testify to the fact. Refer to Rochelle 
National Bank, and Brothers Remsburg and Follett. 
The latter says in his "Catalog of the Lite Members 
of the State Liberal League:" "I stepped over to see 
Otto Wetteteln, the stanch Liberal o! Rochelle. I 
found him up to his ears in business, selling and 
sending otr goods. His large jewelry store Is truly 
mat"Velous for a town the size of Rochelle. I would 
advise all of our Liberal friends who are in want of 
anything in the jewelry line to send to him, and they 
:;!~~~~~tfe5:eatsaving by so doing." Correspond-

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 
TO TRI&L SIJBSCRIBERS 

The Truth Seeker, 
With s:b:teen larp pages, will be aent 

ror THBEE liiONTHS, postage paid, 
FOB FIFTY CENTS. , _ 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
33 (lllDt.ea Plaee. New Yoll"k. 

TRUTH: 
A Poem in Three Parts. 

BY E. N. KINGSLEY. 
Dedicate.d to Truth Seeker~, Spiritualists, 

Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists 
and Impracticable Christians. ' 

Ocntalnlng a picture of the 

JEWISH JEHOVAH. 
As Described by the Bible. 

"There went up a smoke out o! his nostrils, and· 
fire out o! his mouth devoured : coals were kindled 
with it" (Psalms xvlll, 8). 

~ pp. Handsomely executed. Price, 25 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

FLORIDA. 
A gentleman and wife desirous of enjoying the 

climate of Florida can find all the comforts of life In 
the home ot a Northern lady (no children, no board
ers). For terms address. with st,.mp. 

MRS. CHESBROUGH, 
East Mandarin, Duval Co., Fla. 2t49 

Correspondence. 
A lawyer 3t'years or age, with a good practice in a 

prosperous town on the Northern Pe,clfic railroad 
in Western Montana, wishes to open a correspond: 
ence with an educated lady of liberal vl3Ws with a 
view to matrimony. Address, W. H. G., Box '45, Mis-
soula, M. T. 4t49 

THE SUNDAY LAWS, 
BY J. G. HERTWIG. 

Price 10 cents. For sale at this otllce. 
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Jlotts and ~lippings. Jltws off tht fltth. 

IT is stated that in Mexico women are not 
allowed to attend funerals. The glorious priv
ilege of being present at weddings, however, 
is magnanimously accorded them. 

· A .LONDON clergyman who does not believe 
in offering to a bride " the alternativ of slav
ery or perjury," and who always omits that 
"wicked expression 'obey,'" from the mar
riage service, writes to the Pall Mall Gazette 
about a wedding in a neighboring church 
which was attended by an ominous incident. 
The bride being dumb when she should hav 
uttered the dreadful word, the bridegroom 
bade the clergyman continue; "for,'' said he, 
shaking his fist, ''we'll settle that 'ere among 
ourselvs afterward;" 

NEw YonK was vi11ited by a good snowstorm 
the first of the week. 

MonMONB are said to be settling in south
eastern Oregon in considerable numbers. 

THE new ford mayor of London declines to 
take out his state carriages and liveries on 
Sunday, because it would giv work to his ser
·varits, and he wishes them. to hav a day of 
rest. 

THE Rev. Dr. Marsell, pastor of a church in 
this city, fell dead in his pulpit last Sun
day. 

JusT because the widow's mite was so highly 
praised, says a religious paper, there are lots 
of people who pride themselvs with never 
putting more than a penny into the contribu
tion bcix. 

A SoumARK (L,ondon) bootmaker has sued 
the rector of St. Savior's church, in that bor
ough, for $500 for services rendered during 
his election to the chaplaincy, and the disclo
sures made are remarkable. He packed the 
church on Sunday when his candidate 

AN Oil City deacon, being late at church, preached, and kept peopl~ away when the 
asked, in the course of his prayer, that his other candidate preached. It says a great 
tardiness might be forgiven, as he had been ·deal for the liberai views of the rector that 
up the night before opening the finest lot of this good electioneering agent was an Irish 
dry goods ever brought to town. Catholic. If half the plaintiff says is true, 

MicHIGAN, by a wise provision of her state St. Savior's ought to be without an incum
constitution, forbids not only the employ- bent. 
menton salary of a regular chaplain of either WHEN John Hall, the reverend, preaches 
house, but also prohibits praying or any form To his flock in gowns and breeches-
of relimous services in either house. Sweet his words as sugared peaches-.,. What the 'lesson that he teaches 

IN a prayer-meeting in Westfield, Mass., a 
brother arose and said: "I want to hear sung 
that beautiful hymn, 'Split Doors.'" A rip-

. ple of laughter was suppressed by a sister who 
struck up "Gates Ajar.'' "That's it! that's 
it!" the brother shouted, as he sat down to 
enjoy the melody. 

THE latest word from America's "finest 

To the people everywhere? 
Why, that gentle, tuneful horning 
Better is than solemn warning
Than the flesh of patrons thorning

. And, that thrift will follow fawning, 
As the harvest seedtime e'er! 

Parson, tell your congregation, 
When you make your next oration, 
There will be a dispensation 
By the people of this nation, 

Who accounts will sternly square, 
In the by and by, when there 
.Will be •.:._music in the air." 

Mr. J:tall! 

THE revelations made in the New Utrecht, 
Long Island, matrimonial case throw a rather 
sli:d light on church sociables in that enlight
ened region. At one of these sociables of the 
Methodist church a guShing maid of eighteen 
went through the game of playing marriage 
with·a roystering youngster of sixteen. The 
maid now comes into court and solemnly de
clares to the best of her knowledge and be
lief that it was serious and binding, which the 
youth of sixteen treats with scoffing, backed 
up by his irreverent parent, who still supports 
him. The interesting part of the affair lies 
in the evidence adduced on the trial, to which 
were brought wagon-loads of blushing dam
sels who had been in the habit of attending 
the church sociables. These waif witnesses 
tell how it was customary for all of them to 
sit in the hammock and be kissed by the boys 
at the Methodist church sociable. They 
seemed to think that a church soci-able with
out a hammock .and the hugging would be a 
tame affair. This appalling confession, made 
by the younger members of the society, who 
only average eighteen, leads to the most un
fathomaple surmises as to what the other 
members did who are over forty. If the so-

THE American Catholic. bishops in Rome 
talk of holding a nati,onal or plenary council 
in Baltimore. 

O'DONNELL, the slayer of Informer Carey, 
was hanged last Monday·. He died branly, 
believing himself to be a martyr. 

S.u.m MonsE, of Passion Play fame, is to 
deliver one hundred lectures throughout the 
country in answer to Col. Ingersoll. 

THE Rev. Mr. Bache, who was garroted last 
week, still suffers from the effects of the as
sault, and has been unable to preach. 

IN a riot between Christians ap.d Jews, at 
Garmolingi, Russia, recently, a Jewish rabb 
was killed and many Jews were wounded. 

IT is reported that most of the members of 
the army of El Mahdi, the False Prophet of 
the Soudan, hav deserted him and iPne 
ho:r;ne . 

A cARGO of 100,000 cwt. of American wheat 
has just been landed at Vienna, Austria, the 
:first American wheat ever imported into that 
country. 

THE Rev. George Morris, of Baltimore, blew 
out the gas in his room last Saturday night, 
He was unconscious the next morning, and 
died at noon. 

female orator and great teacher," formerly 
known as Victoria Woodhull, is that she has 
been married for four years to Mr. John Bid
dulph Martin, a wealthy English banker, and 
that she is lost forever to the American plat-

"··-form,.buLwill never cease to charm her select 
English circle of admiring friends. The man 
who contradicts this delightful story in this 
country, says the New York World, will run 
the risk of bodily harm. 

THE Sheffield Daily Telegraph givs the fol
lowing story of a local Sunday-school. "Par
sons sometimes get answers they don't ex
pect, even from children. One of them was 
questioning a Sunday-school class about the 
parable of the good Samaritan who fell among 
thieves oil. the way from Jerusalem to Jericho. 
Bringing the story to a point, he asked, "Now, 
why did the priest and Levite pass by on the 
other side?" "I know," said the lad; "be
cause the man was already robbed." 

-John Swinton's Paper. 

THE common objection among womankind 
to letting their ages be known is not shared 
by the ladies of Japan, who actually display 
the facts as to their age in the arrangement 
of their hair. Girls from nine to fiften wear 
th~ir hair interlaced with red crape, describ
ing a half circle around the head, the fore
head being left free, with a curl at each side. 
From fift!)en to thirty the hair is dressed very 
high on the forehead, and put up at the back 
in_the shape of a fan or butterfly, with inter
lacings of silver cord and a decoration of col
ored balls. · Beyond thirty a woman twists 
her hair round a shell pin placed horizontally 
at the back of the head. Widows also desig
nate themselvs, ,and whether or not they de
sire to marry again. 

cial customs.at a New Utrecht church gather
ing take this wide latitude in youth, to what 
limitless possibilities must they extend in 
maturity? If the boys and girls sat in the ham
mock and hugged and kissed, what were the 
deacons and matrons up to at the same time? 
While the girls and boys were marrying each 
other on the front piazza, we;re the fathers 
and mothers dancing the can can in the din
ing-room or abducting each other from the 
back steps? 

GERALD MASSEY, the English poet, who has 
recently been lecturing in this country, has 
sued the New York Times for libel, placing the 
damages at $5,000. 

THE police of New York tried to put the 
Excise law in force .last Sunday. Neverthe
less there was plenty of rum to be had by 
those who wanted it. 

THE largest observatory dome in the world 
is now being made in Cleveland, Ohio, for the 
University of Virginia. This dome weighs 
ten tons,. and measures forty-five feet four 
inches at the base. 

CoL. " Bon " INGEIISOLL has, according to one 
of our city dailies, removed from the house in 
Lafayette Square, WO:shington, where he has 
resided for some years, to the house No. 1347 
K street, next to Senator Sherman's, which he 
has purchased. Here he resides, with his 
wife and their two daughters, Miss Eva and 
Miss Maud. It is liberty hall-each one· of 
the quartet eating, sleeping, reading, working, 
or waiking when desirable. The colonel 
says that his children never did a wrong, 
never kept a secret from their parents, and 
never .hav ·been refused a request. The walls 

' 

of the colonel's house are hung with pictures 
of Voltaire, Paine, and Mohammed. In 
every nook and corner he has a pagan statue 

I 6r a barbaric idol. 

EL MAHDI, the false prophet of the Soudan, 
in his boyhood was apprenticed to a boat
man. Running. away, he went to Khartoum 
and attended a free school. He made con
siderable progress in religious knowledge, but 
was backward in acquiring the arts of read
ing and writing. · After being ordained a sheik 
or faki, he took up his abode in a cave on the 
White Nile, and by fasting, praying, and in
cense-burning, extended his fame far and 
wide. He became wealthy, collected disci
ples, and married several wives. In 1881 he 
announced that he was the Mahdi foretold by 
Mohammed; that he had a divine mission to 
reform Islam, to establish universal equality, 
a universal law, a universal religion, and a 
community of goods, and that all who did 
not believe in him should be destroyed. This 

AMoNG the attractions at a church fair now 
being held in this city are billiard tables, a 
shooting-gallery, and a negro minstrel show. 
Revolvers, watches, and a trotting horse are 
put up to be gambled for. 

CoMSTOCK raided a New York tea store last 
Saturday, and carried off 874 bundles of tea 
containing prizes. It all goes as "obscene 
literature,'' and will be accounted as such in 
Comstock's annual report. 

Mn. A: R. CoNKLmG, lecturing before the 
Geographical Society in this city, last Mon
day evening, exhibited a stereopticon view of 
a Mexican sacrificial stone on which 60,000 
lives hav been sacrificed in religions rites. 

AT the yearly meeting of Plymouth congre
gation, held on the. 14th, Mr. Beecher spoke 
thus of his church: "My audience .has come 

· to be a strange one. I wish I could say that 
their places hav been filled; but I must con

. fess that Plymouth church has become rather 
a spiritual hotel thana church. People come 
here to be filled and go away again without 
any thoughts of housekeeping. There is lit
tle church feeling in the congregation, bhough 
there is, of course, plenty of Christian feel
ing. There is a feeling that the old church is 
able to take care of itself, and that all that 
.needs to be done the pulpit will do. The 
Friday-night meetings hav cop:~e to be simply 
lectures. There are only half a dozen breth
ren among us who are willing to arise and 
pray, and as to these it is probably the wish 
of all the others that they wouldn't." 

is the origin of the movement which is now 
shaking the East to its foundations. El Mahdi 
is undoubtedly a man of great natural ability 
and tact, and is a born organizer of men . 

A DISPATCH from Ottawa givs this account of 
the social amenities observed at a church fair 
held in Kingston: A disgraceful scene oc
curred at Kingston in connection with an elec
tion held under the auspices of St. Paul's 
church. The feature of the evening was a 
bazar. As the people of St. Mary's Cathe
dral had recently realized handsomely on 
voting as to which was the most popular rep
resentativ of the city in Parliament, Messrs. 
Gunn or Metcalf, the Anglican church ladies 
thought they could do well by setting up two 
local politicians. Dr. Sullivan was put up by 
the Conservative and Mr. Harty by the Lib
erals. Voting during the day went along 
smoothly, but in the evening the political 
friends of the candidates assembled in force. 
As 10 o'clock approached the excitement in
creased, the vote Etanding, Harty, 1,917; Sul
livan, 1,827. The Rev. Mr. Carey finally de
clared the polls closed. A leading Liberal 
passed around the booth to speak to the scru
tineer, and, suspicious of his movements, the 
Sullivan party rushed upon the polling booth. 
In a moment there was a collapse and dread-
ful confusion.· The pole which held aloft one 
side of a flag struck a lady upon the forehead, 
and she fainted. As she fell the official record 
of the vote was secured-Harty, 2,117; Sulli
van, 1,962. During a scufile Mr. Sullivan's 
friends got hold of the ballot-box and stuffed 
it, and claimed that then candidate was in 
the lead. The scene when the booth was 
knocked over and afterward was most excit
ing. The church pastor looked on pityingly 
but helplessly. He is now satisfied that poli
tics should hav no place in church affairs . 
Capt; Gaskin, one of the most violent of local 
politicians, grabbed up a fancy chair which 
was to be given to the one having the highest 
number of votes, and carried it to Mr. Sulli
van. 

CHARLES WATTS sailed for London on the 
morning of the 18th. The editor of THE 
TnUTH SEEKER and his assistant, with the co
operation of Messrs. Putnam and Frankel, 
entertained the distinguished Freethinker in 
a pleasant and appropriate manner on the 
evening previous to his departure, and were 
at the wharf in the morning to bid him a cor. 
dial though, it is hoped, a brief farewell, and 
to wish him a prosperous voyage and a speedy 
return. "IT doan' look 'zactly right," says Brother 

Gardner, " fur one man to hav a big brick 
house, an' anoder man a rough bo'd shanty; 
but 'long 'bout tax-time de man in de shanty 
kin sit on de fence an' chuckle over de luck 
dat he aint rich. It doan' look 'zactly right 
to see one man go pushin' an' swellin' an' 
crowdin' everybody else off de sidewalk to let 
de public know dat he am a king bee; but 
such men hab to carry de anxiety ob bein' in 
debt to de tailor, an' ob dodging de grocer, 
an' ob subscribin' twenty-five dollars to build 
a church without a hope ot being able to pay 

Man. CAPEL lectured at Chickering Hall on 
the evening of the 13th on divorce. He stated 
that the Catholic church regarded the mar
riage of divorced persons as concubinage, and 
such persons had no right in the society of 
respectacle people. The only difference, he 
held, between Mormonism and remarriage 
after divorce, was that one is having many 
wives at once, and the other many in suo
cession. The principle was the same in both 
cases. 
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Qlommunicatio1(S .. 

Facts and Fallacies in Regard to the New 
Testament.-Continued. 

TEMPTATION OF CHRIST. 

According to Christ's own declaration, he was pres
ent at the war in heaven. · 

"And there was war in heaven. Michael and his 
angels fought against the dragon; and the dragon 
fought and his angels. And pre-vailed not; neither 
was their place found any more in heaven. And the 
great dragon was cast out, that old serpent called the 
devil and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world; he 
was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast 
out with him" (Rev. xii, 7-9). 

Christ said he saw Satan fall from heaven. "And 
he said unto them, I beheld Satan as lightning fall 
from heaven" (Luke x, 18). And that he was thor
oughly acquainted with his nat-ure and character. 
"Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of y~ur 
father ye will do; he was a murderer from the b~gin
ning and abode not in the truth, because there Is no 
truth in him. When he speaketh a lie he speaketh 
of his own, for he is a liar and the father of it" (John 
viii, 44). And positivly declared that very speedily
during that generation (see Matt. xxiv, 30-34)-Satan 
would be cast into the everlasting fire prepared ex
pressly for him. · " Then shall he say also unto them 
on the left hand, Depart from me, ye cursed, into 
everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his an
gels" (Matt .. xxv, 41). And then shall the earth be 
restored to all its Eden purity and beauty (redeemed 
and purified by fire and brimstone), and the king
doms of this world become the kingdoms of Christ 
and his saints. " But the heavens and the earth, 
which are now, by the same word are kept in store, 
reserved unto fire against the day of judgment and 
perdition of ungodly men. Nevertheless we accord
ing to his promis look for new heavens and a new 
earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness" (2 Peter iii, 
7, 13). 

Possessed of this knowledge, how could there be 
the slightest temptation to Christ to yield to the silly 
offer of Satan? What inducement, to bow down and 
worship Satan, to obtain kingdoms so soon to be de
litroyed by fire and brimstone, and so speedily .to be 
restored to Eden purity and become the kingdom of 
Christ and of his saints? 

Is it "internal evidence" of divine inspiration and 
heavenly wisdom to inform us: "Again the devil tak
eth him up into an exceeding high mountain and 
sheweth him all the kingdoms of the world and the 
glory of them ?" (Matt. iv, 8). 

The New Testament tells us Jesus saw Satan fall 
from heaven, Satan having so fallen. Both must hav 
know the world was round, and they could no more 
see all the kingdoms of the world from an exceeding 
high mountain than they could down in the valley. 
If Satan showed Christ all the kingdoms of the world 
from that high mountain, he performed a more won
drous miracle in doing so than any recorded of 
Christ. Or did Christ use supernatural vision es
pecially to accommodate Satan and help tempt him
self? Why did Christ permit Satan to take him up 
mountains, to place him on pinnacles ? He had 
power to cast out devils at will; why did he not drive 
Satan from him, since even deaf and dumb devils 
heard, cried out, and obeyed him? . 

"When Jesus saw the people come running to
gether, he rebuked the foul spirit, saying unto him, 
Thou dumb and deaf spirit, I charge thee, come out 
of him; and the spirit cried, and rent him sore, and 
came out of him" (Mark ix, 25, 26). 

Matthew tells the same story,. but according to his 
version the child was simply a lunatic. " Lord, hav 
mercy on my son, for he is a lunatic" (Matt. xvii, 15). 

In those days the insane were regarded as being 
possessed by devils and· most barbarously and cruelly 
treated. But how could the son of God, the co-cre
ator of the world, be so ignorant? or, knowing bet
ter, why did not the gentle, pitying savior declare 
the truth and save much of cruel torture and misery 
to the affiicted ? Why did Jesus encourage the 
wicked and cruel error? 

Reader, pause and think over the internal evidence 
quoted. Would any intelligent, sane Christian be
lieve such stories if found in any other book? 
Where, oh I where is the holy spirit to lead us to that 
internal evidence that will convince all honest hearts 
of the truth and divine inspiration of the holy New 
Testament? 

Christ declared the kingdom of heaven was very 
soon to be established. "From that time Jesus be
gan to preach and to say, Repent, for the kingdom of 
heaven is at hand" (Matt. iv, 17). This declaration 
is claimed to hav been made by Christ over 1800 
years ago. Christ again and again positivly declares 
he would soon reappear in all the glory of his father1 
surrounded by hosts of angels, and inaugurate his 
kingdom. 

The reason he urges repentance at the very com
mencement of his ministry is because the kingdom 
of heaven is at hand. When he sends out his disci
;rlef,! to preach, A() tQlla them; "But when they perse-

cute you in this city, ye flee into another; for verily 
I say unto you, Ye shall not hav gone over the cities 
of Israel, till the son of man be come" {Matt. x, 23). 
Again he declares: "For the son of man shall come 
in the glory of his father with his angels; and then 
he shall reward every man according to his works. 
Verily I say unto you, There be some standing here 
which shall not taste of death till they see the son of 
man coming in hill kingdom" (Matt. xvi, 27, 28). 

What need to multiply texts? Is it possible for 
assertions to be more explicit, more positiv? Were 
they fulfilled? Neuer. 

If we are to believe the internal evidence of the 
New Testament, the son of God prophesied falsely. 
Perhaps this was as Matthew so often declares-that 
it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the proph
ets: 

"And if thou say in thine heart, How shall we know 
the word which the Lord has spoken? When a 
prophet speaketh in the name of the Lord, if the 
thing follow not, nor come to pass, that is the thing 
which the Lord hath not spoken, but the prophet 
hath spoken it presumptuously; thou shalt not be 
afraid of him" (Deut. xviii, 21, 22). 

" I hav not sent these prophets, yet they ran; I hav 
not spoken to them, yet they prophesied" (Jer. xxiii, 
21). We make no assertions; we prove Bible by 
Bible, giv the chapters and verses, and request the 
reader to turn to the Bible and read the context. We 
hav taken pains to quote carefully and correctly, and 
the result is before you. It condemns Christ as a 
false prophet. 

Some cf the learned doctors of 'divinity (realizing 
how very weak are the claims of the divine perfec
tions of Christ and his teachings) tell us the declara
tion of Christ-" Verily, verily, I say unto you, There 
be some standing here which shall not taste of death 
till they see the son of man coming in his kingdom" 
-met its fulfilment at the Transfiguration; when Pe
ter, James, and John were taken into the mountain 
Christ was glorified, and Moses and Elias appeared 
with him; Elias representing the saints who shall be 
translated at Christ's coming, and Moses the dead 
saints who shall be resurrected. This is all imagin
ary. The New Testament does not tell us so, or even 
intimate anything of the . kind. In regard to the 
Transfiguration we read: "And was transfigured be
fore him; and his face did shine as the sun, and his 
raiment was white as . the light. And behold there 
appeared unto them Moses and Elias talking with 
him" (Matt. xvii, 2, 3). 

It is alleged that Christ was glorified (as we read in 
the legends of Christna, the god of Buddhism, 2,000 
years before Christ-Christna appeared to a few of 
his disciples in all the glory of his father, Vishnu, and 
his disciples were amazed and fell at his feet," etc.). 
But Christ said he would "come in the glory of his 
father.'' The record reads: "And after six days J e
sus taketh Peter, James, and John his brother, and 
bringeth them up into a high mountain apart." In 
no sense can it be claimed he came or that his angels 
wue with him. Moses and Elias can hardly be 
called "his angels." We admit it is now quite cus
tomary among Christians to speak of their dead as 
being angels in heaven.. But this is contrary to 
Christ's teaching. He said: "For when they shall 
rise from the dead, they neither marry nor are given 
in marriage, but are as the angels which are in 
heaven" (Mark xii, 25). 

This vision-for such Christ declared the Transfig
uration to hav been (Matt. xvii, 9)-does not meet 
the most important part of Christ's promis. "And 
then he shall reward every man according to his 
works. Verily I say unto you, There be some stand
ing here which shall not taste of death till they see 
the son of man coming in his kingdom" (Matt. xvi, 
27, 28). And this is in exact harmony with his sub
sequent declaration, describing his coming in Matt. 
xxiv: "Arid then shall appear the sign of the son of 
man in heaven; and then shall all the tribes of the 
earth mourn, and they shall see the son of man com
ing in the clouds of heaven with power and great 
glory. And he shall send his angels with a great 
sound of a trumpet; and they shall gather together 
his elect from the four winds, from one end of heaven 
to the other. Now learn a parable of the fig-tree; 
when his branch is yet tender, and puttetlt forth 
leaves, ye know that summer is nigh; so likewise ye, 
when ye shall see all these things, know that it is 
near, even at the doors. Verily I say unto yc,m, This 
generation shall not pass till all these things be ful
filled. Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my 
words shall not pass away" (Matt. xxiv, 30-35). 

Did the son of man reward every man according 
to his works at the Transfiguration? Did the son of 
man come in the glory of his father, with his angels, 
before the death of those to whom he made the 
promis? Has the generation he referred to - to 
whom he said, "So likewise ye, when ye shall see all 
these things"-passed away? Did Christ come and 
gather all his elect from the four winds, from one end 
of heaven to the other, before that generation passed 
away? 

This is the "internal evidence," dear Christian 
friends. If the writers were inspired oft. God, would 
they make such assertions ? If Christ had been the 

son of God, would he hav made such false declara-
tions? -

"Either there is ~o historical baBis to be found any
where in tp.e gospels, or Jesus expected promptly to 
reappear enthroned on the clouds of heaven, in or
der to inaugurate the kingdom of the Messiah as 
foretold by him. Now, if he was the son of God, 'or 
otherwise a being of supernatural dignity, all we hav 
to say is, that the event did not occur, and that 
therefore he who predicted it could not hav been a 
deity" (Strauss, Old Faith and New, pp. 91, 92). 

Every incident' recorded in "the New Testament of 
the life of Christ, every prophecy he made, on sim
ply comparing scripture with scripture, dethrones our 
idol, and shows us a man frail and fallible as our
selva. 

We shall next examin the "internal evidence " of 
the New Testament in regard to the reward of saints 
and punishment of sinners. CHAS. B. REYNOLDS. 

Rochester, N Y. 
-'----------

What is Sin~ 
In a former article I express·ed the opinion that it 

needed but an altered view of human responsibility 
to upset the Christian doctrin of sin and atonement, 
and of reward and punishment. The professors of 
Christianity are unfortunate in that their theology it
self is as much a monstrosity as the pretended au
thority on which it rests. I propose, now, as briefly 
as possible, to review the difficulties in the way of 
reconciling the Chris.tian idea with a rational estimate 
of man's nature. 

Viewing nature as a whole, it is well known that all 
effects hav t.heir causes. We do not, however, get , 
the full sense of this truth ·by looking simply at the 
immediate causes, they being dependent on other 
causes reaching back an infinit length, and ramifying 
in an infinit number of directions. All natural phe
nomena may be viewed as results which all manner 
of causes going before hav had their share in pro
ducing; and as we know that theRe causes must ab
solutely determin the effects, it follows that all phe
nomena are necessary results. The element of chance 
is totally eliminated from nature; her method is ex
act-unerring. If a ball could be thrown into the 
air a hundred times in succession, under precisely 
the same circumstances, it would always rise to the 
same height, fall in the same time, and roU on the 
ground in the same direction. Every wave of the 
sea, and every atom of foam on its crest, has its 
course bounded and defined, and the faint cirrus that 
stretches its filmy thread across the sky is as full of 
purp.ose as the hills. 

The facts stated are incontrovertible, and no one 
will take the trouble to dispute them; it is but a step 
further to ask if man himself conforms or is an ex
ception to this general order of things. 

There are t:wo distinct theories on this point, that 
of "liberty" and that of "necessity," each having its 
supporters. Those who argue for liberty claim that 
man has an independent power of willing and· of de
terming his acts, which makes him a responsible be
ing; that, independent of all influences and sur
roundings, there is an " I, myself," which originates 
ideas; forms, plans, and directs conduct. This royal 
attribute of man is claimed principally on the ground 
that men hav a natural conviction or belief that they 
are acting freely. "I claim for the mind," says Dr. 
McCosh, "a power to choose, and when it chooses, 
a consciousness that it might choose otherwise. 
This truth is revealed to us by immediate conscious
ness, and is not to be set aside by any other truth 
whatever." The opponents of this theory, while ad
mitting a consciousness of freedom, believe it to be 
a deception. According to their doctrin of necessity, 
man's will is not independent, but governed by mo
tivs arising out of his circumstances; that these mo
tivs operate like physical causes, and that · the will 
must always obey the strongest. 

Without entering into the merits of the two the
ories, I submit a proposition, of the truth of ,which I 
hav not the slightest doubt: That a mans every 
thought, word, and deed is a necessary consequence. 
It matters not whether his motivs and consequen\ 
a.cts be hereditary, educational, circumstantial, or 
whether they spring from himself as their independ
ent generating principle, they are equally necessary. 
Nothing can exceed the intensity of my conviction of 
the fundamental necessity of all the processes of na
ture, whatever their tendency, whether in man or in 
the external world. To me the existence of a result 
is proof of its necessity. It is nature's working out 
of a problem on her own slate. Man's thoughts ~nd 
acts are the direct product of all the forces actmg 
within and around him, and it is. obvious that the 
operation of a C@rtain set of causelil must hav one def
init result, without the possibility of any alternativ. 
This view is strongly supported by the argument I 
quoted 1·ecently from Dr. Priestley, that though a per
son may reproach himself for past conduct, were tlie 
occasion repeated under the exact circumstanAes, no 
subsequent experience being admitted, he would do 
precisely the same again, and always, showing the 
existence of a law regulating conduct according to 
motiv, as inflexible as that which confines a moving 
body to a certain course1 dependent on the force of 
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propulsion, gravitation, etc. Inherited disposition 
and temperament; education, habit, experience; the 
exigencies of the hour, alike hav their effect in deter
mining feeling and conduct; every thought and im
pulse is generated by some influence, every act is a fol
lowing of the strongest motiv. In all that man does, 
whether sagacious and beneficent, or erring and friv
olous, or malevolent and destructiv, he is obeying the 
law of his being, even as every other atom of the 
universe owns its law. Through all the struggling 
vagaries of life, through solemn ·purpose, through 
truth and falsehood, through ambition, hope, despair, 

·cruelty, love, and bate, man puts forth his growth 
even as a tree-mean of its kind, stunted by rigor, 
with gnarled trunk and blighted, jagged branch, or 
rising in graceful lines, a pleasant object for the eye, 
a noontide shade for flocks, a shelter from storms. 
Further, I believe that the same force, the same law, 
being prflvalent everywhere, whether among rocks 
and glaciers, or sublimated in the human mind, coUld 
this vast machine, the world, be set back as a clock 
to the hour·whence it originally started, so accurate 
is the mechani3m, so necessary every movement, the 
same lapse of time woUld bring about the recurrence 
of every animate and inanimate form, every face and 
every feature, every act and every word, every pas
sion and every thought. 

Christian theology was formulated in the absence 
of all the considerations I hav named; but the pre
ceding view of creation must, I think, be conceded to 
be far more dignified and more worthy of a creator 
'than any that we derive from the Bible. There we 
find man first in a state inconceivable in the light of 
our present knowledge. Dr. William Smith, editor 
of the well-known " Dictionary of the Bible," a fair 
authority for the average theological interpretation of 
scripture, remarks in his "Old Testament History:" 
"We may believe with South, that 'Aristotle was but 
the rubbish o£ an Adam, and Athens the rudiments 
of Paradise.' " How man fell from this high state 
the reader may learn by consulting the interesting 
Mosaic account, which cannot be seriously discu.ssed 
here. 

The rude and primitiv character of the Christian 
systein-an unnatural grafting of the mild but some
times infatuated teachings of the carpenter's son on 
the stern old theology of the Hebrews-is shown in 
all its dcictrins. 

It requires the clumsy mechanical device of a 
tempter, inciting man to an act whence resulted the 
downfall of the race and the defeat of the ostensible 
purpose of creation; it teaches the constant activity 
of the evil principle, prompting men to further sin, 
and exhibits a creator tolerating a successful rival and 
opponent in his own universe. 

It makes sin to lie in man's presumption to dis
obey a command rather than in the nature and effects 
of the act he commits. Thus, it is a sin to eat of a 
certain fruit or flesh, or to work on a certain day, 
alike as to commit robbery or theft; while we find 
occasionally the greatest atrocities-as the Canaan
itic raids of the Hebrews-or the most contemptible 
meanness-as the pettifogging trickery of Jacob
sanctioned or connived at by the Almighty, without 
any regard to their intrinsic wickedness. 

Ignoring the conditions of man's nature, and all 
predisposing causes, it pronounces on the miserable, 
helpless sinner a sentence that, neither remedial nor 
castigatory, is a mere nightmare of purposeless hate, 
a monstrum horrendum of unutterable atrocity. Lastly, 
it furnishes a way of escape from this doom by an act 
on the part of deity itself, incredible and inexplicable 
by all the arts or sophistry. 

Compare with this lurid conception the simple 
theory put forth in the preceding sketch. We can 
not affirm that man and nature are perfect; but with 
regard to the former, it will be well to estimate his 
acts according to their merits, without reference to 
any command. The "divine" ordinances. may be in 
most cases on the side of virtue, but it is obvious that 
such laws did not create the distinction between good 
and evil; they merely recorded what existed before. 
Therefore we may eliminate the command altogether, 
and regard human acts simply in the light of their 
nature and consequences. 

I hav claimed that every thought and act is neces
sary, and every man resistlessly impelled to it. In 
this view, therefore, there can be no sin in the biblical 
sense of the word, nor any righteousness. " If the 
things which move the will are not in our power," 
says Cicero, "then neither our actions nor our voli
tions are free-then there is no room for praise or 
blame, for reward or punishment." It is bootless to 
argue against evil and disaster, as inconsistent with 
the will of a benign creator; these things exist, an 
argument unanswerable. They seem to be a neces
sity in a world that was once a morass of wallowing 
snm·inns, rending each other with a ferocity to which 
Ji \'ing natlll'e affords no paralleL · The horrors vf war, 
tho dtlly wholesale tragedy of the slaughter-house, 
the strife of competition among men, teach us too 
forcefully the sternness of life beneath all the thin 
veneer of sentiment. We can only say such is the 
constitution of· nature, and abide it. We may hav 
our faiths that, further on, the world will reach a 
pi¥her plane, We hav putgrown in human hi~tor1 
i 

much barbarism, much oppression; much ignorance, 
and the course is still upward, but nature's processes 
are slow. · 

But, it will be said, this doctrin provides a whole
sale license for crime and vice of all kinds, if men are 
really not responsible. Not so. The world has 
progressed so far that, in all civilized countries at 
least, a standard has been set up of things good and 
bad-those that tend to individual and publicwell
being, and those that tend to disintegration. 'l'he 
good must be encouraged, the evil repressed. The 
would-be murderer, the thief, whose better nature is 
not strong enough to prevail over his evil elements, 
must be supplied with the additional motiv of the 
fear of punishment; the actual transgressor must hav 
his career cut short in the interest of society; mean
while society is capable of amelioration at the roots, 
by wholesome education, and all that promotes 
physical and mental sanity. 

What, then, is sin ? It is not the mere transgres
sion of a command. It is not a disease, ushered into 
the world a few thousand years ago. It is not an 
accident. It is as old as goodness; nay, probably 
older, for the first human activities, no doubt, took 
largely the form of violence. It is not specific; we 
cannot say always, This is virtue, that, vice. If we 
judge by the motiv, we find practically good deeds 
from wrong impulses, and acts of wrong from honest 
but mistaken promptings. If we judge by the effect, 
we find mere goodness and benevolence not always 
doing the most good, especially where strong measures 
are needed. In men of strong and beneficent lives
the Luthers and Cromwells-the ingredients of char
acter are not wholly angelic. What, then, is sin ? Is 
it more than the unrefined force of nature, the relic 
of the brute from which we hav emerged? One of 
the great lizards of geology I find described in a hand
book as· follows: "Its ,strength was herculean, its 
fiel,'ceness indomitable, its voracity insatiable, and its 
faculties enabled it to wage most deadly war with its 
contemporaries;" and since it laid its eggs to quicken 
in the sun, I suppose it was animated by almost pure 
selfishness. It was only later that the mammalia ap
peared, that the mother-instinct began, and there 
dawned upon savage life the self-denying love that 
has gradually spread out into the allied sentiments of 
devotion and generosity, so touching in the dog, so 
conspicuous higher up, in the shining examples 
among mankind. Yet, following all the way up to 
man, mitigated but not subdued, the fierce force, the 
cunning, the selfishness of the primeval brute re
main, and are, I take it, sin shorn of its theology. 
Is sin an element that any conceivable amount of 
progress will eliminate ? RouNDHEAD. 

Fruits of Land Robbery. 
In a former article on land thieves, I stated that 

Congress had given one hundred and eighty millions 
of acres of the land stolen from the people-who need 
it to raise food on, and who hav the same right to it, 
without money or price, as to life itself, or to sun
light, air, or water-to the various railroads; and 
now. we are told by the papers that one railroad com
pany has stretched a three-ply-barbed-wire fence 
along the side of their land, forty miles, and emi
grants and others qav to travel round it. If a com
pany of emigrants or other travelers come to the 
middle of this fence, they hav to travel twenty miles 
to get round the end of it, and then travel back 
twenty miles, making forty miles of travel to get ahead 
less than one in'ch on their journey I This is a mere 
hint at what the most useful class of people will hav 
to suffer when all these 180,000,000 acres of land, ly
ing in different tracts, are fenced. 

Though every young man, when he becomes of le
gal age to act for himself, has a natural birthright to 
enough of the land to raise his food from, he is robbed 
of that right by our robbe1-ment, falsely called gov
ernment; turned into the highway, and has his head 
taxed, and if he has no father able to support him he 
must go into the labor market, which is overstocked 
with landless men struggling to obtain bread for 
themselvs and hungry families, and underbid them 
to gain employment; and if he fails in obtaining it, 
he must starve, become a tramp, steal, or rob, and 
then the hard-toiling, landless people must pay more 
taxes to support courts and prisons to punish him for 
the crime that our robberment has forced him to 
commit. 

If he plants a hill of corn anywhere on this broad 
land, or picks up an armful of sticks to. war.m his 
shivering body, he is liable to be fined or ImpriSoned 
for' trespass by some rich landowner, railroad or 
shylock company, all of whom get their luxurious liv
ing and coin money out of the sinews and life-blood 
of the toiling, homeless men whom they hav robbed 
of their right to land. 

This land robbery has driven millions, who would 
hav been glad to be farmers if they had not been 
robbed of land, into the cities and manufacturing 
towns until labor has become a drug in the market 
and l~borers are forced to underbid each other and 
work at Btarvation wages. What means all this out
cry of wrong and outrage over in Ireland? ~t means 
that English lords~or more properly deVIls--own 
the land iu Ireland1 and that the ber~t of everythini 

raised there must go to England to pay the rents for 
land, leaving nothing in Ireland but potatoes, and 
when that crop fails from drouth or rot, the people 
starve. · 

I remember some thirty to forty years ago, when 
the potato rot appeared, thousands of the Irish peo
ple lay down and starved; some died of starvation in 
their houses, some in the streets. I recollect that I 
sent them $10 from my little store, and I am now suf
fering myself for want of. that $10. Thousands and 
tens, if not hundreds, of thousands of dollars in money 
and food were sent to Ireland at that time, which 
ought to hav been distributed among the widows; 
orphans, cripples, and aged and infirm people here 
at home. And all this charity was made necessary 
by the same system of land robbery that is now bring .. 
ing the people of this nation into the same wretched 
condition. · 

My Shaker friends-the only religious society that 
did not turn against me sixty years ago, when I pub• 
licly declared that the Protestant churches were the . 
harlots that the church of Rome was the mother of~ 
sent Ireland two hundred barrels of flour at that 
time. So you see that land robbery in Ireland has 
had a baneful effect on this country as well as that. 
Nor is this all; but every year British steamers pour 
out thousands of the rakings and scrapings of.Irish 
pauper-houses, penitentiaries, and prisons, the very 
worst classes of her citizens, thieves, murderers, and 
prostitutes, on our shores, all of them made what they 
are by land robbery. 

These things, my friends, are all the terrible re
sults of the same system that our robberment at 
Washington is now practicing in regard to the peo• 
ple's land. And, though what I hav said is but a 
mere hint at the evils of land robbery, if they do not 
arouse you to action, to secure to yourselvs and your 
children your rights to land, the thunders of heaven 
would not awaken you. 

What mean all the numerous strikes among land• 
less laborers in every part of our broad land? They 
mean that the people hav been robbed of their birth
right to the soil; aye, they mean a great deal more\ 
they mean and teach the wise and thoughtful that 
the houses of rich, idle land-sharks, their stores, their 
factories, their railroad stations-and Washington it
self-will be blown up by glycerin or dynamite at no 
distant day, unless there is a change in this matter; 
for the American people will not always consent to 
be slaves; but when the law robs instead of protect
ing them, they will arise and take the power into their 
own hands, and then woe to the land thieYes. The 
rich men and office-holders of this nation are slum
bering over a volcano of wrath, and do ·not know it. 
They see the signs of it in the strikes, in the number 
of tramps, and in the number of homeless men strug~ 
gling to pay rents and keeP' their families from starv
ing, and in many other things, but are too busy in 
grinding the faces of the poor and accumulating 
riches, to understand what·these signs mean, and the 
volcano will probably burst upon them while they 
are asleep, dreaming of their ill-gotten gains. 

Berlin, N. J. J. HAcKER. 

Was George Eliot Unhappy with :Mr. Lewes1 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Mr. El. 

C. Towne, in a recent letter to the Boston Transcript, 
alleges that the late George Eliot was very unhappy 
in her marriage to Mr. G. H. Lewes. In support of 
this allegation, the "Writers says, he has" the authority 
of a lady of the highest character who lived in 
Lewes's family at the time that his first marriage was 
made 'unhappy."' And the only other evidence ad
duced is a quotation from her writings about the 
mistake a woman may make in matrimony. 

If the anonymous lady who told Mr. Towne that 
George Eliot was unhappy had lived in the family of 
Mr. Lewes during his second marriage, her testimony 
might hav some weight, but as she did not, it goes 
for nothing. Nor is there anything in the passage 
quoted by Mr. Towne to confirm the allegation. 
Any novel writer might utter the same sentiment. 

It seems to me, therefore, that Mr. Towne is prop
agating an unnecessary scandal without adequate 
proof. He should remember the reception of Mrs. 
Stowe's scandal about Lord Byron. 

Is not this propagator or " allegator " the Reverend 
E. C. Towne, who began as an orthodox preacher, 
then became a radical Unitarian or a Free Religion
ist, and lastly returned to his first estate and became 
an orthodox preacher in England? Is he not the 
Towne who once uttered sentiments concerning Jesus 
Christ that were extremly shocking? Is he not the 
Towne who, at a time when the settled pastors of 
Free Religion could be counted on the fingers of one 
hand, taunted the Spiritualists with having "a cheap 
and vagrant ministry?" Is he not the Towne who 
was for a little while literary editor of the Chicago 
Times, and who, after reviewing the book claiming 
that Paine was Junius, at once entered a copyright 
of an unwritten book essaying to prove that Paine 
and Franklin wrote the Junius Letters? QuERIST. 

ONE of the best ways to help along the cause of . 
Freethought is to circUlate · THl!l TROTH SEEKER. 
Trial!i!Ub!ilcriptionB of three lllonths for 50 cen~ 
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The Liberal Club. 
. A large and fine audience greeted Dr. E. B. Foote, 
Sr., at the 218th meeting ·of the Manhattan Liberal 
Club last Friday night. The hall was filled to the 
!'\Xtent of its seating capacity, and rather more. 
1\;(any fashionably dressed people were present, be
!3I~es numerous youn.~ and beautiful girls. Mn. 
Kmg, a man of extraordinary personal attractivness, 
sat near the door at one end of the hall, and at the 
other end the presiding officer, reclining gracefully 
in his chair, with the gaslight shining upon his 
genial features, presented a picture scarcely less im
pressiv than a sunset on l\1t. Etna. The secretary's 
spectacles flashed back the light in many-colored 
rays, and the clink of silver as one intelligent person 
after another purchased Tm,; TRUTH SEEKER was min
gled with whispered inquiries as to when "The Truth 
Seeker Annual and Freethinkers' Almanac" would 
be ready for the public. All was sweetness and 
light. In this framework of beauty Dr. Foote, tall 
.and commanding in p1·esence, with a kindly face and 

ing the law. In Massachusetts this would be a will still be duty, obligation, devotion, and love. All 
crime. _ · the nobilities of manhood and womanhood will stilit 

Dr. Lambert remarked that brown-eyed women etist, and the best, the purest, and the most parma
should not marry blue-eyed or gray-eyed men. They nent relations will be established. 
would find them inadequate. This was shown . by As Dr. Foote says, to make marriage free will not' 
observations in divorce courts, where brown-eyed destroy the home and family; for the home and 
women were found to predominate. family in their true beauty and worth cannot be 

Dr. Foote closed the interesting debate by further maintained by human legislation. They must be. 
elaborating his views on some of the points raised, founded in afl:'ection, good-will, reason, and liberty;. 
and by replying to such of the speakers as had criti- Where man and woman voluntarily live together,. 
cised his lecture adversely. Mr. Shook, who, in there will be the sweetest home and all the influences• 
the capacity of attorney, has just distinguished him- that make it elevating and delightful; but no compul
self by reclaiming to its mother an infant whom an sian can make a home-it can only make a jail. 
unnatural sire had stolen from the maternal arms, Dr. Foote also shows that freedom will not foste'J." 
was not present. Otherwise the amount of informa- the libertin, but make it impossible for such a. 
tion on the matter of divorce from a legal and theo- selfish monster to exist. It is the slavery of marria.g& 
logical point of view might hav been materially aug- that creates those vices, those weaknesses, and those 
mented. This gentleman's conduct in thus continu- opportunities whereby the libertin thrives and 
ing to absent himself from the meetings of the club gratifies his cruel lust. In the atmosphere of liberty 
is contemplated with much regret by the members. he would be swept away, for liberty develops the 

a pleasing voice, furnished an appropriate central Dr. Foote's Lecture. 
figure. Dr. Foote's lecture on "Divorce" before the Lib-

Dr. Foote's lectm·e related to the subject of di- eral Club was brave and admirable. It treated a 
vor~e. It. was called out bJ: t~1e activity of the. great subject in a dignified, delicate, and masterly 
National Divorce Reform Assomatwn, t,tnd by there- manner. There was no shrinking from facts, but the 
cent utterances of l\Igr. Capel. Capel had claimed, facts were presented with the noble frankness of 
the speaker said, that the Catholic church had al- science. It must be admitted that marriage is pre
ways been the conservator of morals, the guardian of eminently a scientific question. It has been too long 
chastity, and had been the means of placing woman shrouded in sentiment and romance, as well as in the 
.in her true position. This statement the doctor re- false divinity of the church. Only in the light of 
fut(ld by reading the testimony of history to the ef- reason and experience, guided by impartial logic, can 
feet that from the inception of Christianity to the the true relations of man and woman be settled. 
time of the Reformation the state of the morals of the They are the most important of all relations, and they 
people continued to grow worse and worse under the cannot be adjusted· in any hap-hazard way. Love 
rule of the Catholic church. He pointed out that should not be blind, but wise with all that human 
where. there was the most religion there was the knowledge and foresight can giv; otherwise there 
most immorality. In Massachusetts, where divorce will be incalculable misery. 
laws arc the most stringent, there were more crimes Dr. Foote's facts and arguments were advanced 
against chastity in proportion to other crimes than in with great clearness and force. His lecture was in 
states where the law is less strict. Dr. Foote has a every way a success, both in matter and delivery. It 
schemfl of his own for regulating marriage and re- was a presentation of the truth by a genuin student 
production. He would hav a commission appointed and thinker. It was profound and many-sided in its 
to examin scientifically the qualifications and mu- illustrations and explanations. Such a lecture should 
tual adaptability of candidates for marriage, and be published in order that one may see the full bear
permit only th?se to ~a1:ry each other who were ing of its courageous reasoning, and I hope this will 
declared by this commiSSIOn to be natural mates. be done. I can only touch upon a few points in this 
No offspring should occur when the man was under brief notice, hoping thereby to arouse curiosity for 
thirty and the woman under twenty-five years of agEJ, the whole discourse. 
uitless the parents were licensed to bring about such Hitherto it has been quite easy to get into mar
an event. He advocated early marriage to avoid riage, but infinitly difficult to get out. Assuredly 
unnatural vice, and warned his audience against if such a bond is necessary for the order of society, it 
those evil practices into which the young and single should not be quite so handy for the young and in
are liable to fall. Dr. Foote remarked that he would experienced to take upon themselvs its cares and 
like to talk more plainly upon this subject, but it burdens; while at the same time if they hav made a 
was evidently very gratifying to many present that blunder, the way of escape is hedged in like the 
he did not. The address was well received, and divinity of the king himself. Marriage is held to be 
contained much wholesome advice. so sam·ed an affair that human legislation can hardly 

Dr. Weeks stated that he was very much in agree- deal with it at all. It must let the lovers obey the 
ment with the speaker. People were inclined to impulse of their souls and be married by the first 
marry regardless of temperamental la.w, and conse- priest they find, but when once in the awful folds of 
quently their offspring were not the result of the matrimony it is no longer a mere contract but a "eli
best endeavor of which they were capable. Dr. vine institution" with which one is entangled, and 
Weeks talks learnedly and interestingly upon this the state is feeble as against the dictates of the 
topic. church, which declares that this institution is founded 

Dr. Eccles occupied a position exactly antipodal by God, and is under its especial protection. Surely 
to that of Dr. Foote. He did not favor boys and if marriage is to be indissoluble, there should be 
girls marrying at a tender age and devoting ten Ol' some wise and careful way by which this tremendous 
fifteen years to experimental purposes. It would undertaking can be entered hpon with more hopes 
grow monotonous, and the young.people would lose of success, so that now and then, at least, some per
their interest in those departments of their anatomy feet unions may be established. As Judge Barrett 
which formed the distinguishing features between makes the point-if, in relation to divorce, marriage 
them. Long familiarity bred a lack of the necessary is considered a sacrament, so, in relation to its orig
enthusiasm, etc., etc. [The foregoing etcetera, et- inal bond, it should be also so considered, and there
ceteras take the place of the portion of Dr. Eccles's fore the way into marriage should be made as diffi
remarks which were out~ide the reporter's function, cult as the way out. There can be no double treat
and which, for that reason, he forbears to transcribe.] ment of this matter. Marriage is a sacrament 

Dr. Kinget, who followed, was absolutely unre- wholly, or it is simply ancl solely a contract. 
portable from the ordinary point of view. Though Here is the battle-ground so far as legislation is 
inoffensiv, if not insignificant, in personal appearance, concerned. To consider marriage a sacrament is 
he is capable of making the most offensiv and unnec- simply a superstition. It is the conception of a bar
essary allusions to matters which it is generally barons theology. It is not a "divine institution," for 
thought should be eonfinecl to the physician and the the simple reason that the church itself is not 
patient. As Dr. Kinget livs by speculating in the "divine." Marriage exists for human happiness and 
ills which hav their rise near the nether terminus of for the order of society. It should be considered in 
the human vertebra3, it is only natural that he no other light. All legislation should be based upon 
should carry his shop with him on this occasion. He the idea of marriage as a contract, to be made and 
was hissed on leaving the platform. unmade in the same way that all contracts are. As a 

Mr. Andrews said that it seemed like going back contract it should be sacredly maintained, but not 
twenty-five or thirty years to discuss this subject. otherwise. It is simply barbarous and inhuman to 
The lecture had been a powerful presentation of the assert that the continuation of an unhappy marriage 
whole question. It had been complained that the is necessary to the order of society. It is nothing 
more intelligent citizens had fewer children and left but a curse, and to maintain it is to maintain a dis
it to the less enlightened to populate the earth. He ease in the very heart of the community. Only happy 
believed t1at the more and less intelligent should marriages can be of any moral or political value, and 
commingle. Perhaps, said he, Queen Vidoria has such marriages have within themselves the parma
been trying something of that kind with the gillie nence of their life. To compel a man and woman, 
John Brown, but circumstances were against a full who are unadapted to each other, to liv together in 
fruition of the scheme. Mr. Andrews added that the marriage relation, is the greatest of tyrannies. 
the social question was the one supreme question, It is the most cruel torture that can be inflicted on 
and all reforms were indirectly aimed at it. 1\ioral- any being, and to insist upon such suffering is, to my 
ity was a question of geography, and had no uni- mind, the most degrading survival of the savagery of 
versal standard. In New York a man might hav the past. Let people fulfil their contracts, but be
twenty wives, provided he was married to none of yond that let there be the utmost freedom. 
them, and a woman might hav an equal number of Freedom will not destroy marriage but preserve 
husbands under the same conditions, without violat- its essential life. In the atmosphere of liberty there 

generosities, the refinements, and the nobilities of 
human nature. It makes passion more beautiful, 
and duty more imperativ, for it then shines with the. 
inward light of one's own soul. In liberty love becomes.< 
crowned with purity, for in liberty its noblest sac
rifice is made available. 

In these, and many other points, Dr. Foote showed' 
how the application of liberty and science to' mar
riage will enlarge and ennoble its function. This 
great subject must receive all the light that human 
knowledge can throw upon it. It must be most 
thoroughly discussed. It must be founded in affec
tion, and must be the constant expression of affection. 
It must make its own law. It must be unloosed 
from the barbarism of the past and become a harmo
nious agreement, and not a terrible enslavement. 
Such scholarly and scientific lectures as this of Dr. 
Foote will be of immense service to a just and manly 
undersLanding of the question. It is hot to destroy 
marriage, but to ennoble, to dignify, to glorify it, that 
we plead for perfect liberty. With liberty, all that 
is most heroic, tender, and beautiful in man and 
woman will come into crowning excellence in this 
crowning relation of human life. 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

Criticism and Questions. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I ltiJ-· 

preciate your remarks below my article, "Two Ex-, 
tremes." I may be "down on the wrong side of the 
fence," but I do not so see it; but sufficient proof 
will make the necessary change. I freely admit I am 
on tbe opposit side from yourself and very many of 
the Liberal family. You say my "assertion and be
lief prove nothing." True. "The supreme religious 
questions are: 1. Is there a God? And 2. If there 
is, did he hav anything to do with preparing the dif
ferent Bibles now existing?" Health favoring, in the· 
near future I will endeavor to take up these two · 
propositions. "These questions must be proved out-· 
side of all Bibles." Not necessarily, for the matter of·· 
fact and truth contained in the book may be such! 
that, in the nature of things, it may be valued evi'
de nee in its own behalf. "~ o half way; there is a 
God or there is not." Admitted. "The Bible is a di
vine work or not." Not necessarily; it may be part 
divine and part human, for many books contain both 
truth and error. "The truth cannot possibly lie be
tween these extremes." The Bible being all divine or 
all human are the extremes; yet I can conceive of 
it being both human and divine, from its own testi
mony. " The preponderance of evidence is over
whelming against the Bible." Abstract statement, in 
the absence of proof," proves nothing." "We know 
the story of creation, found in the Bible, is a lie." 
May not the " lie" arise from misunderstanding the 
Bible? for surely the understanding or misunder
standing, as it may be, necessarily becomes the 
standard by which such a proposition is understood. 
" Mr. Kirby believes it [creation as found in the 
Bible] to be a fact." I only believe the fact as I un
derstand it. Yourself, Mr. Editor, and I may differ 
in our conclusions drawn from the language by which 
the fact of creaUon is set forth in the Bible. 

But, Mr. Editor, I must apologize for lack of time 
at this writing to take up the main subject suggested. 
Nevertheless, I shall feel free to giv a reason for the 
hope I entertain on these subjects soon. 

I am very much of a stranger with my Liberal 
brethren, and do not know that haste would be the 
part of wisdom on my part. I hav received very 
favorable impressions from the limited association 
with the Liberals of northeast Kansas; .but yet it. 
might be for want of a more general acquaintance 
with them. I might strike the wrong key at the 
wrong time and by so doing injure a good cause. 

If I understand Liberalism, it is not Materialism, 
Spiritualism, Bibleism, or anti-Bibleism, but Investi
gationism; and any or all of these views may be held 
and discussed in candor and kindness on the Li\leral 
platform. This being the case, count me a weak 
Christian brother on the Liberal platform; and as 
such, please deal tenderly with me until I gain 
strength to bear strong m(lat. 

I love investigation when it is conducted in kind
ness and fairness. From what I hav aeen and read, 
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so far as it relates to the Bible, nearly all Liberals 
disbeliev•e and reject the Bible. There appears to be 
only on e side, and on account of this fact, I can but 
think D' 1any hav run to an ext.reme; hav become reck
less in statement and quotation. I could wish, on 
accouJ .tt of this, that a host of Liberal, earnest, intel
ligent,, candid Christians would take their stand upon 
this 'platform, and I doubt not but they would make 
thin .gs profitable for the spirit of the age. I am ut
ter1ly astonished that so many public advocates of the 
. cb .ristian religion (who claim the abillty and to hav 
tt 1e truth on their side) do not take their stand fair 
.a .nd bold on this offered platform, and meet the issue 

In these places it is expected that people will act! with them, and Col. M. C Weld, who is well-kno~n 
spontaneously and naturally-laugh or weep accord- j authority, adds a valuabi\ chapter giving his ex
ing to the points made in the acts upon the stage be- perience with barefoot horses. There is also an il
fore them. The Methodist church claims an addition: lustrated~chapter on the "Signs of Character," and 
to the communion of a large enlistment under Mr. the training of horses. It is safe to say that to 
Weber's efforts. ~very owner of a horse this book would prove in-

Simultaneously with the termination of the great valuable. 

a.s noble men should; that by so doing there might 
be victory for truth and fact. But, 'tis too true, 
" gold makes soldiers fight the fiercer, and without it 
preaching would be scarcer." Most of preachers 
follow after the loves, and are blinded by an uncon
scious selfishness to truth in this life, and its conse
quences in the world to come. 

I will clo.se this contribution by asking a few ques
tions. 

evangelical effort in the city, the tragic and triple 
murder of the Crouch family occurred. I think it is 
not claimed by anyone that there was any direct con
nection between one of the greatest murders which 
ever occurred in the history of this county, or the 
state, and this terribly exciting evangelical effort. 
But when the Christian clergy claimed at the funeral 
of the murdered victims that more such murderous 
scenes would occur if it were not for the Christian 
religion and the influence of the church, reflectiv and 
philosophical minds naturally inquire how it is that 
such an unprecedented scene of murder, laying four 
adult persons still in death at one fell blow, should 
occur so directly upon the termination of one of the 
wildest and most frantic evangelical efforts in the his-

HEALTH IN THE HousEHoLD; or, Hygienic Cookery. By 
Susanna W. Dodds, M. D. 12mo, pp. 601, extra cloth . 
Fowler & Wells publishers. Price $2. For sale at THE 
TRUTH SEEKER office. 

The author is enthusiastic in her work volumin
ously setting forth the why and wherefore of cookery, 
and devoting a larger portion of the work to those 
articles which the hygienic reformer advocates as 
essential to good blood, strong bodies, and vigorous 
minds. Dr. Dodds says for herself that "the Qbject 
of the work is to enable health-seekers to furnish 
their tables with food that is wholesome, and at the 
same time palatable. . . . The food products of 
the earth, properly grown and prepared, should be 
not only healthful, but to the unperverted palate 
relishable in the highest degree; foods as ordinarily 
cooked are robbed of their own luscious flavors and 
rich juices by all manner of wasteful and injudicious 
processes-by soaking, by parboili:ng, by evapora
tion, by under-cooking, and by burning--'-after which 
one tries in vain to compensate for these defects by 
adding butter, pepper, sugar, salt, and other season
ings, ad infinitum." 

1. Will Elliott Preston giv chapter and verse in the 
(Old or New Testament for the italicized term, "noth
:ing," as found in the article above his name in THE 
'TRUTH SEEKER, Vol. X., No. 4 7, p. 738? "An omnipo
>tent God creates, i. e., makes !rom nothing, one world 
;;and one man." 

tory of Jackson? W. P. 

2. Will Wm. H. Rowan giv Bible proof of Mat-

Jackson, Mich. 

Booli Notices. 
MARY JONES; OR, THE INFIDEL ScHOOL-TEACHER. By Elmina 

D. Slenker. Published by The Thinker Company, Mc
Pherson, Ran. Price, 15 cents. For sale at this office . 

This story is of an Infidel school-teacher whose 
hand is sought in marriage by a Christian young 
man. She converts him, and then marries him. The 
plot is unfolded in a series of letters written in Mrs. 
Slenker's well-known plain, straightforward style. 
Admirers of " The Darwins " and "J ohn~s Way" will 
find this little work as good as those. 

. thew " saying it was at night the chief priests bound 
Jesus and brought him before Pilate," as found in 
his article, "The Trial of Jesus," in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, Vol. X., No. 47,p. 743? The second account 
says: "And straightway in the morning \Matthew 
says it was at night] the chief priests bound Jesus 
and brought him before Pilate." Matt. xxvii, 1, says 
it was in the morning, and not in the night, as "W. 
H. R." would hav it, hence no contradiction. A DiscussiON OF THE SoCIAL QuESTION. Between Juliet H. 

The book is divided into three parts designated 
respectivly, "The Reason Why," " Hygienic Die
tary," and the "Compromise." In the first depart
ment the author sets forth the evidences in favor of 
a pure hygienic dietary, quoting liberally from 
authorities recognized in the world of physiological 
science. In part second are recipes made up in 
accordance with these views. The " Compromise 
Diet " is a medium course between the strictly phys
iological and the common methods in vogue among 
people at large. Here the book will prove most use
ful to the great majority of people. The recipes as 
well as the information, general directions, etc., are 
given in explicit, simple language so that no one can 
mistake them. Perhaps the author may be a little 
too severe in her condemnation of many things that 
most people consider excellent and healthy eating, 
but she has embodied so much good sense and so 
many valuable hygienic hints and recipes in her 590 
pages that the health-seeking housewife will not care 
to quarrel with her. 

Also, will "W. H. R." giv reliable proof for his 
sweeping statement that " this story was woven in 
the gloom of ancient monasteries, and spun from 
whole cloth?" 

Surely, as Liberal investigators, we would all feel 
responsible to truth and fact, before whose tribunal 
we must all, sooner or later, giv an account, or there 
is no equity in this earthly sphere. Truth and fact 
must rule. It may be represented in pre-existing in
telligence (God), or its own nativ excellence, but its 
sovereign power and excellency is sure of triumphant 
victory. WILLIAM KIRBY. 

Doniphan, Kansas. 

Standing upon his Head. 
About two months ago a young man calling his 

:name Joe Weber came to this city, assuming the 
role of an evangelist. It is said that Weber has been 
under disciplin previously as a minstrel performer, 
·but for some cause changed his professional pursuit 
:to that of a minister. This strange and very erratic 
Jman was received and encouraged by the First Meth
.odist Episcopal church in this city, and he held forth 
:in one of the largest houses in the town for about 
two months; much of the time one session in the 
afternoon and one in the evening. When Mr. Weber 
first came into town the word went out through the 
city that he stood on his head when he prayed. I 
think this statement was true, so far as a person could 
stand on his head and remain on his knees at one 
time, but it was not true, as many probably supposed, 
that he stood on his head with his feet dangling in 
the air like some circus performer. His posture was 
like an eccentric or frantic quadruped, with the top 
·of the head turned to the floor, between the forward 
legs or arms. And when he took this crazy position, 
that his great humility might not be doubted, he was 
careful to be in a conspicuous place before the im
mense audiences which assembled to see the fun. 

The papers of the city assumed diverse attitudes in 
regard to the propriety or the impropriety of W ebels 
course. The Evening Star, a sharp and spicy sheet, 
placed the notices of Weber's meetings in line with 
the opera and theatrical performances, sometimes 
under such headings as "Weber's Antics," with a 
matinee in the afternoon, and regular performance in 
the evening, etc. The Citizen, a paper supposed to 
be the most popular Republican sheet in the coun
ty took the position that Weber's eccentricities 
should be overlooked upon the plea that he is a 
Christian minister, and the cause being good, the 
manner or methods should not be questioned. The 
Patriot, a Democratic publication, took rather passiv 
ground, but so far as poiuts were made, they were not 
generally very complimentary to the evangelist. A 
German paper took a very disparaging position, and 
called Mr. Weber a mountebank, an impostor, etc. 

· Severance,, M.D., and David Jones, editor of the Olive 
Branch. Price, 15 cents. Sold by Mrs. Severance, 219 
Grand avenue, Milwaukee, Wis. 

---------

The .occasion of this pamphlet is, that Mr. Jones 
ma.de some strictures upon the social reformers at
tending the Lake Pleasant camp-meeting, in the 
Olive Branch, attributing to them sentiments Mrs. 
Severance says they do not hold. Mrs. Severance's 
name was dragged in, and she was accused of intrud
ing upon the Spiritualist~ "her vile dictums." She 
promptly gave Mr. Jones the alternativ of retracting 
or standing a libel suit. He chose the former, and 
in publishing Mrs. Severance's vindication also made 
some criticisms of her speech which she thought 
called for an answer. This opportunity Mr. Jones 
refused to afford her in the columns of the Olive 
Branch. Hence this pamphlet.· Queries. 

It is evident that Mr. Jones is an unwilling partici- Do Liberals really believe in woman's equality with 
pant in the debate, and equally evident that Mrs. man, or are their resolutions to that effect mere sops 
Severance is determined to set herself right before thrown to women to get their help to carry 0n the 
the world in spite of his unwillingness. According work? 
to the common understanding of the term, Mrs. Sev- I am often amazed at the apparent lack of sincerity 
eran,ce is a Freelover; according to her definition of in this respect, as I am to-day, in reading the list of 
the word, everybody else is, too. Mr. Jones is a great lecturers engaged for the Salamanca Convention, to 
stickler for morality; Mrs. Severance also thinks it find there are ten men positivly engaged and three 
the summum bonum of existence. Mr. Jones is en- more prospectivly, and not one woman's name in the 
deavoring to "awaken a deeper love for the pure, list. It would hav looked peculiar to hav seen the 
noble, and true." Mrs. Severance "is as earnest in whole list of speakers women, would it not? And 
her desires for that result as Mr. Jones can be." Both yet why would it look any more so than does the 
profess to be striving to better the condition of the present arrangement? . 
world, and about the only difference of opinion is, It would seem that where there are s? few some
that Mrs. Severance holds that greater social freedom ties or organizations that profess to beheve woman 
would restrain people from vice, while Mr. Jones is. should enjoy the same ri&'hts and privi~eges as man, 
firmly of the opinion that legal restraint is necessary those· that do so profess, If ~hey. were smc.ere, wo~d 
to prevent the social fabric from tumbling about our be very anxious to show their faith by their works m 
ears. this as well as other respects. · 

Those interested in this subject should send to Mrs. It is time that Liberal women resented this dis-
Severance for a copy of the book. crimination, and where meetings are called and 

women speakers are ignored, let women allow men 
alone to make up the audience, and perhaps we could 
in this way teach a lesson to them that it seems very 
hard for them to learn. It is humiliating in the 
extreme to be always compelled to urge the name of 
some woman when at any of our meetings, officers 
are to be elected, instead of seeing men willing to 
select women as well as men, because they are Lib-

HonsEs: THEIR FEED AND FEET. A manual of Horse Hygiene, 
invaluable for the veteran or the novice, pointing Out 
the causes of "malaria," "glanders," "pink eye," ''dis
temper," etc., and how to prevent ancl counteract them. 
By 0. E. Page, lVI.D., with a trerttis ancl notes on shoeing 
by Sir George Cox and Col. M. C. Weld. Fowler & Wells, 
publishers. 150 pages, 1'2mo; prtper, 50 cents; extra 
cloth, 75 cents. For sale by THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

erals and competent for the places. . 

In many instances Mr. Weber manifested a very 
tyrannical and abusiv spirit. When his maneuvers 
became so strongly ridiculous that persons could not 
refrain from laughing at them, he became most in
dignant, and in some instances it is said he actually 
drove good and well-disposed people from the ?ouse, 
and at the same time made the most emphatic and 
dogmatic threat that any others who should be foun.d 
laughing should be served in like manner. In this 
respect Mr. Weber was not half as liberal or as con
sistent as the actors in the other J,Jlaces of amusement. 

The value of most of horses to their owners is meas
ured by the amount and length of service that can be 
secured, and therefore all information relativ to his 
care is very important. We hav here, the author 
claims, much that is valuable on the care of horses 
that has not before been published. The subject is 
considered from a new and original standpoint, and 
stated in a plain, practical, common-sense manner, 
showing how by proper care we may add many val
uable years of life and usefulness to our horses. It 
discusses very fully the best means of putting horsE:s 
in "condition" and keeping them so; the relation of 
feed to work, the best kinds of feed, and when and 
how to feed for the best results, including the care of 
work-horses and of road-horses. Tells how Mr. Bon
ner and others care for their valuable stock and keep 
them always in condition, and at less cost for feed 
than is usual with farmers and others. The causes 
of the various diseases to which he is subject, with 
methods of treatment, are given. The question of 

It is a well-kno.wn fact that we hav women m our 
ranks equal in ability to any of the men to instruct 
the public or to act in any official capacity fr~m that 
of president to door-tender. Then why not g1v them 
an equal opportunity freely and gladly, instead of 
compelling them to contend for it or else silently 
submit to the insult of being either forgotten or ig
nored ? Or, if men believe, as would be inferred 
from their conduct in these matters, that women are 
inferior in mental capacity and social power, let 
them be honest enough to so declare. Then we 
would know just what to expect. When Liberals 
act up to their avowed principles in thiR as well as 
all other respects, they will deserve the consideration 
and respect they desire from all fair-minded men 
and women, and not till then. 

JULIET R. SEVERANCE, M. D. 
Milwaukee, Dec. 11, 283. 

shoeing is fully considered, different ways are con- . , 
sidered and it is shown how under many condi- " THE Truth Seeker Annual and Freethmkers 
tions h~rses will do better service without shoes than ! Almanac " is nearly ready for the press. 25 cents. 
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Qlommn!}itafions. 

Paul's Voyage to Rome. 
In the first verse of the next chapter the Syriac and 

Greek versions differ as follows: • 
Syriac. 

And Festus commanded re
specting him, that he should be 
sent to Italy unto Ccesar; and 
he delivered Paul, and other 
prisoner.s with him, to a cer
tain man, a qenttirion of the 
Augustan cohort, whose name 
was Julius (xxvii, 1). 

. (}reelc. 
And when it was determined 

that we should 11ail into Italy, 
they delivered Paul, and cer
tain other prisoners, unto 
one named Julius, a centurion 
of the Augustan band (speires 
Seba11tes). 

Festus had supreme authority in Judea A.D. 62; 
Agrippa II. had none at all; but prior to 12 B.a. 
Marcus V. Agrippa had power to overrule even Herod 
the Great. 

" The cohort named 'Augustus ' may hav consisted of vol
unteers from Sebaste [Samaria, rebuilt by Herod the Great]. 
Othere, however, think it was a cohors .Augu.qta, similar to the 
legio Augusta. The headquarters of the Roman forces in 
Judea were at Cesarea" (Smith's Bib. Die., art., Army). 

Julius Antonius, son of Mark Antony, married a 
niece of Augustus. By the favor of Augustus he was 
chosen pretor, 13 B.c., and consul, 10 B.c. He was 
condemned to death 2 B.a. This is the Julius Anto
nius whose edict, as proconsul, confirming the rights 
of the Jews in Ephesus, "is transcribed by Josephus 
(Ant. xvi, 6 § 7). 

"And when we were to depart we embarked in a ship 
which was from the city of Adramyttium [forty miles east of 
Troas, in Mysia], and was going to the country ot Asia. And 
there embarked with us in the ship, Aristarchus, a Mace
danian, of the city of Thessalonioa (2). 

Aristarchus, one of Paul's companions all the way 
from Macedonia, now embarks with the apostle, but 
not as one of the prisoners. Nevertheless Paul after
ward writes to the Colossians saying, " Aristarchus, 
my fellow-captiv, saluteth you" (Col. iv, 10), and in 
the letter to Philemon he sends a similar salutation, 
styling Aristarchus a coadjutor, and by implication a 
fellow-captiv (23, 24). 

"And the next day we arrived at Zidon (3). 

The distance from Ceserea to Sidon Is seventy 
miles in a straight line. 

"And the centurion treated Paul with kindness, and per· 
mitted him to visit his friends and be refreshed" (3). 

For centurion the Greek has Julius. Shall we 
venture to suspect that this kind-hearted officer was 
afterward pretor (13 B.c.), then consul (10 B.a.), and 
lastly, proconsul of Asia ? 

"And on sailing from there, because the winds were 
against us, we sailed around to Cyprus" (4). 

The meaning is that they sailed around the north
eastern end of the island. 

"And we passed over the sea of Cilioia and Pamphylia to 
Myra, a city of Lycia" (5). 

From Sidon to Myra by the direct course . was 
about four hundred miles; but the ship had been 
driven out of its course, and had probably sailed 
over five hundred miles. 

"And there the centurion found a ship of Alexandria, which 
was going to Italy, and he set us on board of it. And as it was 
hard navigating, we had scarcely arrived after many days 
over against the isle of Cnidos" (6, 7). 

The Greek name Knidos is rendered Gnidus in the 
Vulgate and Douay, and it was at first Gnidus in 
King James's Bible, but is now spelt with a 0. From 
Myra to Cnidos was about one hundred and thirty 
miles. 

" The isle of Cnidos" is pecUliar to t_!:te Syriac ver
sion. There was once a city of great consequence at 
the extreme southwestern extremity of Asia Minor, 
situated on a promontory; but being joined by im 
artificial causeway to the mainland, it was in fact an 
island (McCl. and Str. Cyc. ). The Syriao version is 
therefore right. 

"And because the wind would not allow us to pursue a 
straight course, we sailed around by Crete, and came oppo
sit the city of Salmons " (7). 

Here again the Syriac has "the city of," while the 
Greek has simply "Salmone." The ancient name of 
the eastern headland of Crete was Salmoneon or Sam
monium (McCl. & Str. Cyc.), but as to a city of that 
name on the island we know nothing. 

"And with difficulty, after sailing about it, we arrived at 
a place called Fair Havens, near to which was the city called 
Lassa" (8). 

The Greek codices hav Lasaia, Lasca, Lassaia, and 
Alassa; the Vulgate has Thalassa. Cramer men
tions coins of a Cretan town by this latter name. 
Smith's Bible Dictionary says that nothing was 
known of Fair Havens and Lasea until 1856, when a 
yachting party made inquiries at Fair Havens and 
were told that the name Lase a was still given to some 
ruins a few miles eastward. A short search sufficed 
to discover the ruins, and independent testimony 
confirmed the name. Fair Havens appears to hav 
been practically the harbor of Lasea. But a Vene
tian manuscript published in 1559 describes Lapsea, 
with a temple in ruins and other vestiges, near the 
same harbor (McCl. & Str. Cyc.). From Cnidos to 
Lasea was about two hu.dred miles. 

"And we were there a long time, and till after the day of 
the Jewish fast. And it was hazardous there for anyone to 
go by sea" l9). 

lOth of Tirsi, or about the time of the equinox in 
September, 

"And Paul counseled them and said: Men, I perceive that 
our voyage will be\attended with peril, and w~th much loss, 
not only of the cargo of our ship, but of our lives" (10). 

For "loss" the Douay and King James Bibles 
hav "damage," but in the revised New Testament it 
is "loss," thus making Paul a false prophet, as the 
sequel shows. 

" But the centurion listened to the pilot and to the owner 
of the ship, more than to the words of Paul. And because 
that harbor was not commodious for wintering in, many of 
us desired to sail from it, and if possible to reach and to win. 
ter in a certain harbor, which was called Phenix, and which 
opened toward the south" (11, 12). 

Ptolemy and Strabo mention a town named Phce
ni:x: in Crete, and Ptolemy alone mentions a haven of 
similar name (Smith's Bible Die.). As to the direc
tion of the opening of this harbor we hav a diversity 
of information, as follows: 

Syriac. King James. Revision. 
" Which looked I " Lieth toward I " Looking north

toward the south" the southwest and east and south-
(xxvii, 12). northwest." east." 

The Greek words are: "Bleponta Kata Liba kai kata 
Ohoron; and the Vulgate has: "Looking toward the 

information that may be desired, please address me 
as soon as possible, at Bloomington, ill, 

F. F. FoLLE'l', Secretary State L. L. of Ill, 
P. S.-After accompanying Mr. Remsburg during 

his lecturing tour in. February and March, for the 
purpose of selling and scattering Liberal literature at 
the lectures, I expect to go into the state of Indiana 
for the next year, to try and work up the Liberal 
movement in that state as I hav been dLing ·in Dli
nois for the past three years. My success in such an 
undertaking will depend entirely on the help and en. 
couragement I get from the friends of Liberalism in 
Indiana; and I hope that they will all seco1ld my un. 
dertaking, and write me on reading this. F. F. F. 

"If I be Lifted up, I Will Draw All Men Unto Me." 

Afric and the Chore." 
We giv also three different 

verse: 

The minister whom we recently he~:trd preach 
from the above text, and whose ability for expound
ing the scriptures is not to be called in question, 
said that the word if might to some seem to imply 
doubt, which, he said, it did not. Christ, he said, 
fully understood the kind of death he would die; 
that as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, 
so would he be lifted up; showing conclusivly that 
his death would be upon the cross. What a fit com

versions of the next parison, thought I, ludicrous as it might seem, that 
as the brazen image of the Eden-tempter, _Satan, was 
once lifted up on the cross as the savior of mankind, 
so now must Christ, God's image, be lifted up for the 
same purpose I No doubt the one was just as ef
fectual as the other, and I see n:o good reason why, 
in the latter case, a brazen image would not hav an
swered the purpose fully as well. Certain it is, that 
if an image made of brass to represent Satan, or a 
serpent, as he is termed, could appease God's anger 
and atone for the sins of the Israelites, one of the 
same kind would afterward hav'been good enough . 
for the gentiles, and ceFtainly preferable to the mur
dering of an innocent man. " It might furthermore 
appear," he added, " that the word all in the text 
conveyed a false statement, as from other passages of 
scripture all men are not drawn to Christ. Our sav
ior," he said, "didn't mean to convey that idea, as 
Christ very·well knew many were so steeped in sin 
and given over to hardness of heart as not to permit 
his saving influence to reach them." 

Syriao.· 
"And when the 

south wind breezed 
up, and they hoped 
to arrive as they 
desired, we began 
to sail around 
Crete '' (xxvii, 13). 

Greelc. Vulgate. 
"And when the I "And the south 

south wind blew wind blowing, they 
softly, supposing thinking that they 
that they had ob-, had obtained their 
tained their pur- purpose, when they 
pose, loosing thence had parted from As
they sailed close by Json, sailed along by 
Orete." Crete." 

The Vulgate translator made a stupid blunder, 
which is repeated in the Douay version, mistaking 
the Greek adverb asson, meaning "near," for the ac
cusativ of Assos, a town in Mysia (Acts xx, 14), three 
hundred miles north of Lasea. 

"And shortly after, a tempest of wind arose upon· us, 
called Typhonic Euroolydon" (14). 

The Greek codices omit Typhonio, "resembling a 
whirlwind," and do not agree about the other word. 
Some hav Eurocludon, and others Eurakulon. _ It is 
translated "Euroclydon" in King James, but "Eura
quilo" in the Revision, and it. is "Euroaquilo " in 
the Vulgate. The question is, What was the direc
tion of wind? Euros means "southeast wind," and 
eurokludon "northwest wind," or "hurricane." 

"And the ship was whirled about by the wind and could 
not keep head to it, and we resigned the ship to its power. 
And when we had passed a certain island called Cyra, we 
could hardly retain the boat" (15, 16). 

For Cyra some of the Greek ccdices hav " Cauda," 
and others Clauda. There is an island off the south 
coast of Crete now called Gozzo, said to be a corrup
tion of "Claudanesa" or "Gaudonesi " (Smith's Bib. 
Dic.). If it was ever called Cyra, the name was 
perhaps in some way connected with Cyrene in Af-
rica, right opppsit. 

"An?- after hoistin.g it on board we girded the ship around 
the wa1st and made 1t strong. And because we were afraid 
of falling upon a precipice of the sea we pulled down the 
sail, and so we drifted" (11). 

For "precipice" the Greek has "the quicksands " 
or, as in the .revis~d New Testament, " the Syrtis:" 
The gulf Syrtis MaJor on the southern shore is now 
called Gulf of Sidra. 

A ludicrous error occurs just here in King James's 
version, which reads, "Strake sail and so were driven." 
It is corrected in the Revision to "lowered the gear." 
To strike sail in such a hurricane would be certain 
destruction. 

Mr. Follet's Plans. 

His explanation of the language was that the gos
pel would be preached to all nations, and that Jesus 
would draw from them men from all classes and 
grades of society. The explanation was no doubt 
acceptable to his congregation, but to me it seemed 
quite a perversion of language. In the course of his 
remarks he undertook to show that Christ is the cen
ter of all religions. "It wa1:1 once believed," he said, 
"that this earth was :fixed, and that the sun and 
other planets revolved around it. It has since been 
ascertained that the sun is the center of the planet
ary system around which the other planets revolve, 
and that like as they are drawn toward the sun that 
lights up the universe, so are the different churches 
drawn to Christ." This simile might do, were it not 
that he has gone back on the Bible and the Rev. 
John Jasper, who shows from the Bible that the sun, 
instead of the earth, "do move." 

Another pulpiteer in this place made the statement 
that morality without religion was of little worth, 
and would never take a. man to heaven; that a 
strictly moral man who is not a Christian is a dan
gerous man in society. Surely a strictly moral man 
is much less to be feared than a man who utters such 
sentiments. Does he really understand the meaning 
of language? What, I wonder, would his Christian
ity be worth without morality? Indeed, at this en
lightened age, Christianity without morality would 
find few advocates. During the Dark Ages, when 
Christianity had full sway, morality was scarcely 
thought of, and what was the state of society? Ig

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: John E. norance, theft, murder, and licentiousness had· no 
Remsburg delivered thre~ lectures here on Sunday limits, while i:atelligence anJ moral virtues were 
and Monday last, to the largest audiences (except, hardly known. Christianity had become the state 
perhaps, those of Colonel Ingersoll) that hav ever religion of the Roman empire. Paganism had be
greeted a Liberal lecturer in this state. The entire come almost entirely eradicated within her borders. 
l!le~tin.g capacity of one of the finest opera houses in But what was the. moral condition of her people? 
llin:~01s was nearly all occupied by an appreciativ Salvian, a Christian clergyman of the fifth century, 
audience, who testified to their appreciation by rounds said: " The very church of God, which ought in all 
of applause. things to please God, does but provoke him to an

I hav perfected an arrangement with Mr. Rems- ger. With the exception of a very few who flee from 
burg, to make engagements for him for a course of vice, almost every Christian congregation is but a 
lectures in such places as desire his services during sink of vices. For you will find in the church 
the coming months of February and March in the scarcely one who is not either a drunkard, or a glut
states of Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin. ' Three ton, or an adulterer, or a robber, or a man
lectures will be considered a course on this trip, yet slayer, and, what is worse than all, almost all these 
a few engagements may be made for one or two, with without limit" (Miall's Memorials of Early Christian
such places as cannot afford to arrange for a full ity, p. 336). 

The Greek omits "Jewish." 

course. His terms are the most reasonable of any The primitiv Christians, we are led to suppose, 
lecturer in the Liberal field to-day, and this will be were models of virtue. Paul taught that "A man is 
an excellent opportunity for those who desire to hear not justified by the works of the law, but by the faith 
this gifted orator to do so. The friends of Liberal- of Jesus Christ, ... for by the works of the law 
ism residing in the towns and cities of the states· of shall no flesh be justified" (Gal. ii, 16). "Therefore 
illinois, .Indiana, and Wisconsin desiring to secure we conclude that a man is Justified by faith without 
th:e serviCes of Mr. Remsburg for lectures this winter, the deeds of the law" (Rom. iii, 28). "To him that 
w1ll please correspond with me at the earliest possi- worketh not, but believeth on him that justi:fieth the 
ble moment, so that I can arrange routes and per- ungodly, his faith is counted for righteousness" 
feet all needed arrangements in time to hav the lee- (Rom. iv, 5). Luther, the great Protestant reformer, 

This fast was on the , tures fully advertised. For term~, time, and other . in his " Table Talk," said, " ETery doer of the law 
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a~d every moral worker is accursed, for he walketh in 
the presumption of his own righteousness." "If 
men only believe enough in Christ, they can commit 
adultery and murder a thousand time's a day without 
peril~ng their salvation.". "He that says the gospel 
reqmres works for salvatiOn, I say flat and plain he 
is a liar." Wesley, referring to certain clergymen of 
England, says, " They are well pleased that their 
parishioners grow more diligent and honest . . . 
in a word, to be moral and wise. But the truth is 
the Methodists know and teach that all this is noth~ 
ing before God" (Wesley's Mis. Works, val. iii, p. 99). 

According to the teachings of the church a man 
may liv a pure and noble life, and yet, if he does not 
believe her senseless dogmas, he is damned. A man 
may lead a· life of vice and crime, and yet if he be
lieves, he is saved. 

Christ, it is true, taught morality, as did also Con
fucius and Buddha centuries before. 

To what extent the apostolic churches believed in 
and pr~cticed ,the morality taugh~ by Christ is ap
parent m Pauls letter to the church at Corinth. He 
says, "It is reported commonly that there is fornica
tion 1among you, and such fornication, too, as is not 
so much as named among the gentiles" (1 Cor. vi, 8). 
"Ye do wrong and defraud, and that your brethren" 
(vi, 8). "Brother goeth to law with brother, and 
that before the unbelievers" (vi, 6). The morals of 
the great apostle, Paul, the founder of the Christian 
re~igion, were none of the best-certainly not what 
might hav been expected from one claiming to be 
divinely inspired. 

Hear him! "All things are lawful for me, but I will 
. not be brought under the power of any. . . . Hav 
we not power (Paul and Barnabas, who, after a fool
ish and exciting quarrel, separated with bitter feel
ings toward each other) to lead about a sister, a wife 
as well as other apostles. . . Or, I only and 
Barnabas, hav we not power to forbear working? 

If any man think that he behaveth himself 
uncomely toward his virgin, if she pass the flower 
of her age and need so require, let him do what he 
will, he sinneth not; let them marry " (1 Cor. vii, 12; 
ix, 5-6; vii, 36). 

Again, "For if the truth of God hath more 
·abounded through my lie unto his glory, why yet am 
I also judged as a sinner. . . . I am made all 
things to all men that I might by all means save some. 

· But be it so, I did not' burden you, but 
nevertheless, being crafty, I caught you with guile. 

. . . I robbed other churches, taking wages of 
them to do you service " (Rom. iil, 7; 1 Cor. ix, 22; 
2 Cor. xii, 16; xi, 8). Through bigotry and blinded 
zeal, Paul regarded it all right to lie-for the glory of 
God, and because he had done so that the truth of 
God might more abound, he asks, Why am I yet 
judged as a sinner? Why? sure enough, when 'be 
further asserts that "therefore we conclude that a 
man is justified by faith without the deeds of the 
law. And with the heart man believeth 
unto righteousness; and with the mouth confession 
is made unto salvation" (Rom. iii, 28, x, 10). The 
Christian fathers all taught that it was right to lie 
and deceive, when, by so doing, the gospel could be 
promoted and Christianity advanced. "The end 
justifies the means." Yes, lie, defraud, use strategy, 
be all things to all men, rob other churches even, for 
the glory of God-in short, commit any crime, if you 
will, but "confess with the inouth the Lord J~sus, 
and shalt believe in thine heart that God hath raised 
him from the dead, thou shalt be saved" (Rom. x, 9). 

This we must accept as Christianity-certainly not 
morality. Few persons, can it be said, attach more 
importance than the apostle Paul to faith. His 
epistles abound in absurd, dogmatic beliefs. Therein 
seems to consist his principal inspiration. To believe 
for himself and others present and future happiness 
and misery, was an easy thing; but, notwithstanding 
he had received the gift of the Holy Ghost, and is 
supposed to hav lived and written under its holy in
fluence, and was, no doubt, a full-fledged Christian, 
he found it quite difficult to be a moralist. In the 
seventh chapter of Romans, beginning at the four
teenth verse, he says: "For we know that the law is 
spiritual, but I am carnal, sold under sin. For that 
which I do, I allow not; forwhatlwould, that do I not; 
but what I hate, that do I. If then I do that which 
I would not, I consent unto the law that it is good. 
Now then it is no more I that do it, but sin (Holy 
Ghost, Paul) that dwelleth in me. For I know that 
in me (that is, in my flesh) dwelleth no good thing; 
for to will is present with me, but how to perform 
that which is good, I find not. For the good that I 
would, I do nbt; but the evil which I would not, that 
I do. Now if I do that I would not, it is no more I 
that do it, but sin that dwelleth in me. I find then 
a law that when I would do good, sin is present with 
me. For I delight in the law of God after the in
ward man. But I see another law in my members 
warring against the law of my mind, and bringing 
me into captivity to the law of sin which ie in my 
members. Oh wretched man that I am; who shall 
deliver me from the body of this death? I thank 
God through Jesus Christ our Lord. So then with 
the mind, I, myself, serve the law of God; but with 
the flesh, the ·law of sin." The great tl'ouble with 

Paul was, he wasn't" born right;" for Jehn, in his 
first epistle, says: "Whosoever is born of God doth 
not commit sin, for his seed remaineth in him; and 
he cannot sin because he is born of God." 

But Paul's faith, being firm and unshaken, de
termined, as he said, to know nothing but Christ and 
him crucified, was his passport to heaven, despite his 
lack of morality. 

If the great apostle who was in direct communica
tion with heaven, who was guided and influenced by 
the holy spirit in establishing a religion that would 
be as lasting as time, and that would revolutionize 
and convert the entire world, was unable to reconcile 
morality with Christianity, the church, at this remote 
period of its existence, will find the task none the 
less difficult. In fact, it is unjust that an attempt, 
even, should be made to incorporate it into the 
church, and claim it as a part of Christianity. They 
are separate and distinct systems, and can't properly 
be connected. Christianity is founded, not upon 
knowledge, not upon generous actions and noble 
deeds, but uponfaith in the death and resurrection 
of Jesus Christ, in the acknowledgment of him as the 
savior of the world, and baptism in the name of the 
father, son, and Holy Ghost. This none will deny, 
while the promis of salvation-if anyone knows 
what that means-and eternal life is offered to those 
who· will accept this belief. He that rejects it Christ 
said should be damned (Mark xvi, 16). This is the 
Christianity Paul believed and taught, the gospel 
which should be preached to every creature. It is 
not, therefore, strange that Paul found it so difficult 
to harmonize those two conflicting elements of his 
natui·e, the moral with the religious; the real with 
the imaginary; the natural with the supernatural? 
Nor is it strange that the same trouble is experienced 
by p1;ofessing Christians at this and previous stages 
of the church's existence, its Christianity being infe
rior to its morality. vVe need not wonder, then;that 
a strictly moral man should be decried from the pul
pit, a dangerous man to the cause of Christianity. 
His upright conduct and noble traits of character 
speak Yolumes in his praise in contrast with the silly, 
nonsensical sermons preached, and hav much to do 
with dissuading rational, thoughtful people from be
coming Christians. He sees too much that is false 
and hypocritical in the church to he a Christian him
self, and is therefore regarded as a stumbling-block in 
the way of others. Morality is by no means the 
product of Christianity. Ere the dawn of civiliza
tion morality had its origin; and, centuries before 
Christianity had an existence, morality was taught 
and practiced by pagan idolaters. As above stated, 
it was in the course of time incorporated into the 
church, and under the garb of Christianity taught as 
one of its concomitants. And I may say one of its 
most essential ones, too, for without it Christianity 
would cease to make converts, dwindle, and soon be
come extinct. 

The Bible and Christianity affirm that man is a 
miserable, helpless sinner, and can escape the burn
ing tortures of an endless hell and be restored to 
God's favor only by casting his load of crime and 
guilt upon Jesus as his savior and mediator between 
God and man, which is cowardly and unjust. 

Morality assmes him there is no fire and brim
stone hell, and that he is not a helpless sinner, but 
inspires him with confidence in his own ability to 
develop into a higher and nobler life, thus becoming 
his own savior, which is just, and more commendable 
to an honest God. 

The churches employ the clergy to think for them, 
and Christianity offers a reward in a future life for 
faith and obedience in this. 

Morality would hav all think for themselvs, act ra
tionally and conscientiously, believe nothing unau
thenticated, and do right because of the happiness it 
brings, as well as from a sense of justice. Christian
ity takes people to heaven through faith in the mys
terious efficacy of the spilt blood of a man who died 
centuries ago. 

Morality teaches people to be honest and upright, 
doing all the good and as little harm as possible, as 
the safest and most rational method of securing hap-
piRess in any life. J. S. LYoN, M. D. 

Augusta, Ga., Nov. 27, 1883. 

ardent adherents of Freethought were on their way towards 
Holloway, by degrees the weather cleared, and somewhile 
ere our friend was liberated the sun was shining as brightly 
as on a day in spring. 

Without doubt the rough weather kept hundreds of people 
away. Yet, in spite of it, ihere was a goodly crowd outside 
the prison gates before 8.30, and a quarter of an hour later 
itij numbers were tripled or quadrupled. It was goodly in 
another sense than that of numbers. I suppose the sight of 
so many neatly-clad men an women, with honest, working 
faces, waiting for the release of a prisoner was a unique 
one. H;td Mr. Justice North and our virtuous Home Secre
tary seen them, they might have felt ashamed, were either 
of these tyrants-brutalized by their disgraceful creed
capable of such an emotion. 

Within the outer gates of the prison two carriages were 
drawn up by 8.20 A.M. In the former had been Mr. Brad
laugh, Mrs. Besant, and the two Misses Bradlaugh; in the 
second Mrs. Ramsey;' Mrs. Foote, the Rev. W. Sharman. and 
Dr. Edward Aveling. These, sitting in the carriages, or 
walking to and fro, with the exception of Mr. Bradlaugh, 
early admitted within the prison doors, were joined later by 
Mr. Symes, whilst the ubiquitous pressmen were generally 
pervading the place. 

Just before 8.45 Mrs. Ramsey was also admitted within the 
prison, and a few minutes after, thlil door opening, her hus
band issued forth a free man once again. Then the crowd 
sent up a shout, and many shouts, that must hav done his 
stanch heart good, and the cheers·never ceased or slackened 
until he was beyond the hearing of them. So hearty were 
they that the horses of the second carriage, as they ap
proached the prison gates, were frightened, and swerved. 
But for dexterous driving an accident must hav happened. 
It was but by an inch or two that the wheels missed the 
pillars of the gate. • 

Our freed friend was in the secorid of the two, with his 
wife by his side. Opposite them were Mr. Bmdlaugh and 
;\/Irs. Besant, and on the box Dr. Edward B. Aveling. Through 
a line whose walls were a crowd of waving arms and hats, 
and eager faces all aglow with delight and affection, he was 
borne, and then swiftly through the London streets, just 
astir with the life from which he has been shut out for three
qi.Iarters of a year, to Old street and the Hall of Science, 
where there was also a goodly number of people assembled, 
who saluted William Ramsey most warmly. 

Several vehicles followed in the wake of the two carriages, 
and people in the streets and on the omnibuses, clerk-laden, 
hurrying cityward, pointed him out on11 to the other as the 
man that had been impnsoned because he dared to join in 
assailing the wicked belief that, unable to meet us in argu
ment, or to bear our laughter and our sneers, thinks in its 
senile folly to stop the progress of its decay by the imprison
ment of brave and honest men. 

Inside the hall a breakfast had been prepared, to which 
some sixty or seventy delegates, representing various work
ingmen's clubs and branches of the Natwnal Secular Society, 
sat down. 

The chair Wll.S taken by Mr. Symes, who was supported by 
Mr. and Mrs. Ramsey, with their little daughter, the Rev. W. 
Sharman, and Mrs. Foote. 

At the conclusion of the meal the chairman said that that 
was not the time for much speech making. They had met 
to congratulate their friend, Mr. Ramsey, on his release from 
prison. He personally did so most heartily, as he was one of 
the party, and ought to hav been sent to prison if anyone 
was. Of the two he thought he was rather worse than Mr. 
Ramsey. But they knew that sending the latter to prison 
was an outrage. (Cheers.) The only dark spot on the festiv
ity of the morning was the fact that Mr. Foote was still in 
prison; but they would givhim as hearty a welcome when he 
came out! lOheers.) 

The Rev. W. Sharman moved the following resolution: 
"That this meeting heartily rejoices to meet Mr. Ramsey at 
the expiration of his unjust imprisonment, and congratulates 
him on the moral courage he has d1splayed during the nine 
months' suffering for conscience sake." It was hard some
times to believe that there really existed such a law in Eng- , 
land as that the results of which they saw to-day. He could 
only say that Mr. Ramsey had their sincere sympathy all 
through. The existing state of the law was most iniquitous, 
and he trusted to-day's event would nerve them to work until 
such a thing became impossible in the future. They must 
remember that they had still another friend in prison, where 
he would remain until February 25th. Then, however, they 
hoped to see him either in that hall, or some other place, in 
good health and with a good heart. (Cheers.) In the mean 
time, the only thing they could do was to endeavor to make the 
name of liberty in England a reality, and not a sham. (Cheers.) 

Mr. Truelove, whom the chairman described as also having 
suffered for conscience sake, said that four months' imprison
ment had shown him the horrors and discomforts of it, and 
seconded the 1·esolution, which was carried by acclamation. 

Mr. Ramsey, who was received with great applause, said 
he was sure they would not expect him to say much. He had 
not been accustomed to public speaking of late (laughter); 
in fact, he had not been much used to speaking at all. Al
though he had made many imaginary speeches to brick walls, 
the excitement this morning was too rather much for him. 
The sufferings he had undergone were such as no one who had 
not been shut up in a cell could understand. (Cheers.) He 
felt it very much the first month, because, according to prison 
regulations, he was only out of his cell one hour out of 
twenty-four, and the visit to chapel was the only amusement. 
(Laughter.) So far as their duties allowed them, every officer 
in the prison had been kind to him. They seemed to think 
that the offense for which they were sent to prison was not 
really one. He succeeded in modifying the views of the 
chaplain in regard to Freethinkers. He at first was of opin
ion that they should be transported for life, but afterward 

•• Back from the Jaws of Death." came to the conclusion that they should merely be confined 
in a lunatic asylum. (Laughter.) The doctor and the gov

The following is the London Freethinker's. account ern or were very kind, and that meeting might take it as a fact 
of the release of W. J. Ramsey from Holloway prison that no persons were ill-used in prison unless they deserved 
on Saturday, Nov. 30th, after serving a nine months' it. There was no personal cruelty in prisons. (Cheers.) 

But the system itself was a bad and cruel one. The effects of 
sentence for blasphemy: his imprisonment was that, whereas before he only despised 

The second of our three friends is out of the Christian the Christian's creed, he now hated it heartily, and no fear 
clutches. Six months hav elapsed since Henry A. Kemp of future punishment would deter him from doing it hence
was set free, and now, after an imprisonment of nine ~on.ths, forth as much damage as he could. (Cheers.) He should 
William .James Itamseyis in our midst again. The reJOicmgs consider any day which he allowed to let pass without strik
of Freethinkers the whole world over will be great, though ing a blow at Christianity as a day lost. He would speak at 
they will be tempered by the thought that one other martyr, greatsr length on his prison life on another occasion. When 
George William Foote, is yet suffering at the hands of the he accidentally saw Mr. Foote that prisoner appeared to be in 
cursed creed of Christianity. good health. He himself was, eo far as he could judge, in 

Those who were wakeful on Friday night last because of good health and strength, and was ready to go on in the bat
the thought that when morning dawned their friend was tle against the "accursed creed." He thanked them very 
again to be free in body as he always has been in mind, were heartily. (Cheers.) 
a little troubled at the tremendous noise of the storm that Mr. G. Standring proposed a resolution of sympathy and 
1·ageil almost through the night. So incessant and so ~trong condolence with Mrs. Foote, which was seconded by Dr. 
was the rain tk1t it seemed as if all hope of a gathenng of Bond, of Kings+.on and carried with acclamation. 
any extent at so early an hour as 8.45 A.M. would hav to be An immense audience assembled at the Hall of Science on 
abn,udo11ou. Even when the daylight came reluctantly, Sunday, and greeted Mr. Ramsey with gre!lt applause upon 
lhiugs looked no more promising. But, happily, as the ·his presiding at the lecture by Mr. Symes, 
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Commemoration Services. 
None of our readers should forget the commemora

tion services te be held next Sunday evening, the 23d, 
to celebrate the sixty-fifth anniversary of the birth 
of D. M. Bennett, and all in this vicinity should en
deavor to be present. The meeting will be held 
under the auspices of the Bennett Auxiliary Liberal 
League, at 220 East 15th street, at 8 o'clock, and will 
be addressed by Messrs. Putnam, Wakeman, Post, An
drews, Chamberlain, and others. Mr. Wil'3on Macdon
ald, the sculptor, promises tq have a plv,ster cast of the 
Bennett medallion on exhibition at the hall. No 
event more worthy of commemoration than this has 
taken place in the history of Freethought. There 
should be an audience present such as the German 
Masonic Temple never held before. 

Incendiary Utterances. 
The coming fight is clearly outlined by Mr. Capel, 

the emissary of Rome now lecturing in this country 
in the interests of his church. In a talk at Chicago 
he said: 

present the state is like Christ, crucified between two 
t.hieves. It is hardly safe to trust one to reform the 
other. 

The Death of William Denton. 
At last the mystery and suspense caused by the 

imperfect telegraph notice saying Prof. Denton had 
been a. victim of the Java earthquake hav been cleared 
up. 

The brave explorer fell a victim to fever in New 
Guinea, August 26th. His death was a sacrifice to 
science. He was, when stricken down, a member of 
a scientific explo:dng expedition, sent out at the cost 
of the Melburne Argus, and commanded by Captain 
Armitt, who sent to his paper the following account 
of the professor's death. 

"On the 18th of August, Prof. Denton complained of in
disposition, but not serious. He had before been suffering 
from a troublesome ulcer on the instep. As we could not 
pierce into the range of mountains before us, owing to war 
between the tribes, I determined to return and make an at
tempt from' a new point. We rested three days at Dedourie, 
having to climb over Mount Belford, thirty-six hundred feet 
high. Prof. Denton was completely exhausted, having re
fused all nourishment and medicin since becoming ill. I re
mained with him and cheered him along over the summit. 
Mr. Hunter met us here, and we got on very well. Going 
down, heavy rain soaked us through, and it was very cold. 
Belford returned from the village with fresh men and a ham
mock. We carried Prof. Denton into Lochivago. On the 
24th Belford was prostrated by fever, Prof. Denton getting 
weaker, yet obstinate, even rejecting food as well as physic. 
On the 26th we started for Moroka, Prof. Denton and Bel
ford on stretchers. The fever attacked me before breakfast, 
and I had a terrible day. We reached Berigabadi at 2 P.M. 

The village was deserted. The nativs propped up the crumb
ling roof of a hut, but the floor had sunk in the center. Mr. 
Hunter, who was the only sound man of the party, made our 
beds. Prof. Denton occupied the level space in the center; 
I lay to his right, and Belford on his left. At half past 8 
P.M. Prof. Denton had very slight convulsiv fits. Five min
utes afterward he was dead. It was pouring with rain, and 
the weather was close and sultry. That night we were forced 
to camp with the dead body between us. Mr. Hunter dug a 
grave, and we buried our unfortunate friend at 7 on Monday 
morning." 

"The result is, that there is going to be a :fight. There are The manner in which this hero of science spent his 
a good many Catholics in this country-8,000,000, somebody last few months. is told in a letter by Mr. Denton 
aays. Your public-school system is inadequate for them, and himself to Mr. Terry, of the Harbinger qf Light, a 
they are going to leave it. Suppose that the church sends 
out a.n authoritativ command to the Catholics to start schools Spiritualist journal published at Melburne, Australia. 
in every parish; and support them, and send all Catholic It is dated, "Thursday Island, July 1st." Speaking 
children to them. It can be done by the utterance of a word, of his contemplated trip to New Guinea, he said: 
•harp as the click of a trigger. That command will be obeyed. "I do not intend to remain there more than a month. . . 
New schools will spring up everywhere. What will be the It is probable we shall meet at Batavia before going to Ihdia, 
result of that? A fight I Do you suppose some millions of which I still think will be some time in November. . . • 
people are going to pay taxes twice over-once for their own we are making large collections of birds, corals, and shells, 
schools, and again for Protestant schools from which they being camped on the edge of a forest, and within a quarter of 
get no benefit? If it isn't a downright fight, it will be at a mile of a coral reef whose beauty is beyond description. 
least the warlike condition-a million or two of voting, tax- Our health is excellent, but if you could see us lying on the 
paying citizens hostil to the government." shingle at the door of our tent you might suppose we were a 

There is no difficulty in divining the meaning of group of wandering Arabs." 

this utteranae. The Catholic church holds that our In New Guinea he explored "wilds where the foot 
public schools, being secular, are heretical to the of white man never before wandered," as he said in 
verge of godliness. The Catholics maintain that the an incompleted letter to Mr. Terry, which is the last 
true way to educate a child is to first giv him large writing he ever did. In this letter, dated, "Shugari, 
doses of religion, and secondly a moiety of secular New Guinea, August 3d," he writes that he left his 
instruction. As between schools wholly religious or sons, Sherman and Shelley, about thirty miles back, 
wholly secular, the church chooses the religious, hold- and announced his intention to accompany the ex
ing that a knowledge of .future life is in:finitly prefer- ploring expedition over the mountain range to the 
able to a knowledge of this life. eastern coast of the island. This unfinished letter 

The pastoral letter issued by the Catholic authori- was forwarded to Mr. Terry by Shelley Denton. It 
ties of this country recommended the general estab- closes with a reference to his lectures at Brisbane, 
lishment of parochial schools and consequent with- Queensland, in these words: "Our audiences were 
chawal of Catholic children from the public schools. large, and the interest in the lectures very great." 
This is followed by the bold declaration of this priest Thus abruptly closed· the career of one of those 
that the Catholics will refuse to support both kinds original minds who hav given the people of the earth 
of schools. This means that a demand will be made their knowledge of the planet on which they liv. His 
upon the authorities for a pro rata division of the individual researches are a long link in the geolog
school fund. This being refused, there will be a ical chain which has bound in bands of steel the 
fight. cruellest foe of humanity, superstition. His labor 

Well, let it come. Something like this is needed has• been invaluable in removing from the world's 
to awaken the apathetic to a realization of the danger mind the belief in a childish legend which cramped 
of fostering religion in this country by a .systematic and warped all scientific thought. He was free to 
pensioning from· state treasuries. The plainest les- accept truth and facts in whatever shape he found 
son to be learnt from history is that a union of church them, and did not, like pseudo-scientists, feel bound 
and state, in any form, is dap.gerous to the liberties to ascertain if a new found fact agreed with revela
of the people. To evenly balance the seales of just- tion before publishing it to the world. If the Bible 
ice, a judge or legislativ body should hav no religion, corresponded with what he discovered, it was all 
and never, under any pretext or in any shape, should right; if it did not, so much the worse for the Bible. 
ihe state let a penny go for religious purposes; or to He was, says the New Zealand Freethought Review, "as 
any benevolent or charitable institution not governed indefatigable in the pursuit of his favorit science as 
by the officers of the state. he was bold and fearless in his generalizations and 

Let us hope that the people of ·this country will conclusions. Implicitly accepting the law of evolu
get their eyes open to this before the Catholics make tion, though differing from its great exponent, Charles 
the demand for a partition of the school {und. It Darwin, in some of his speculations, he was able to 
will require a large voting force to defeat such a trace out the successions of life and forms as exhib
soheme, in New York, for instance. That force un- ited in fossil remains, in so clear and convincing a 
doubtedly exists in the Protestant church, but at mann~r that it Wf!.S <liffi.cult for the most orthodox or 

stubborn to reject his teaching. And he never for a 
moment subordinated the strict scientific a\'lpect of a 
question to the craving for sensation or effect. All 
seemed natural, depending on what had gone before, 
and bound firmly together by the principle of con
tinuity. It will be difficult to replace such a teacher. 
Professor Denton was a writer of no mean ability, 
both in prose and poetry, inspired chiefly by his ear
nest desire to see humanity raised to !It higher plane 
of existence on the earth. He was a Freethinker, 
and avowed his opinions boldly; and he was a man 
whose life would hav adorned any cause. When shall 
the. time come when a monument worthy of his mem
ory shall be erected over his grave in the strange 
land into the thick darkness of which he had thought 
to penetrate?" 

With his bereaved wife and family the Liberals of 
the country will mourn. In him is lost not only a 
faithful husband, father, and friend, but a world's 
benefactor. His labors crowned his life, and his 
death was met as he would. hav wished, in steadfast 
pursuit of that science he loved, and which is the 
world's true savior. 

~----~~------

Mr. IBrby Again. 
On another page M~. Wm. Kirby, of Doniphan, 

Kansas, makes some running comments upon the re
marks appended to his letter published in THE TRUTH _ 
SEEKER of Nov. 17th. Health favoring, he proposes, 
he says, to argue on the questions of the existence of 
a God, and the probability that such a being pre
pared the various bibles worshiped by various peo
ples. Mr. Kirby seems to be an exceedingly fair
minded and gentlemanly man, one of a species of 
Christians too rarely found, and it will afford us 
much pleasure to hold, now and then, a friendly talk 
with him, either on the general subjects he mentions, 
or the more special ones of alleged revelation to the 
Jews and the Christian creed. 

But we must still insist that these questions must 
be proved, if praYed they can be-but at any rate the 
attempt must be made--outside of all bibles. For if, 
as Mr. Kirby says, "the matter of fact and truth con
tained in the book [meaning, we suppose, the Jewish 
Bible and Christian, but still Jewish, gospels] may be 
such that in the nature of things it may be valued 
evidence in its own behalf," we could and should put 
in the counter claim that D. M. Bennett's "A Truth 
Seeker Around the World " is equally divine and from 
God. It contains an immense amount of " matter of 
fact and truth." And any other book cop.taining 
matter of fact and truth can be shown by the sa.me 
valued evidence in its own behalf to be just as much 
inspired as the Bible. If one book is inspired be 
cause it is true, so of all books that are true. If Mr. 
Kirby claims that only those parts of the Bible are of 
God that conform to facts, so we can say of all books. 
And we must further inquire of him where he gets 
the right to reject such portions of God's books as 
displease him. Falsus in uno,falsus in omnibus, if we 
may be allowed to use one of Brother Seaver's favorit 
phrases, applies with sledge-hammer force to the 
Bible, or to the church's claim for it of plenary in
spiration. It is not the legal procedure to show a 
malefactor's innocence by his own unsupported testi
mony, although courts sentence a culprit on his own 
confession. Making rigid and righteous application 
of this, Mr. Kirby can see that he, as counsel in the 
case, cannot clear his client in the manner proposed. 
It would be illegal and not in harmony with the rules 
of common law, to say nothing of common sense. 

We said that the jlrepondera:uce of evidence is 
overwhelmingly against the Bible. This Mr. Kirby 
asserts is an assertion, and proves nothing. Very 
true. But the evidence in support of the assertion 
can be easily adduced, although the merest resume 
would fill many pages of THE TRUTH SEEKER. A few 
points may be mentioned. 

The creation story is admitted by'all scholars to be 
a fable. The devil is a myth. He is very dead. Mr. 
Kirby cannot adduce one particle of evidence to show 
that he ever existed. Hell has also vanished along 
with him. The flood is a played-out fable. The 
tower of Babel never existed, and the various lan
guages of the earth did not arise from any such source. 
Moses's authorship of the Pentateuch is an unfounded 
claim. Joshua could not hav stopped the sun in its 
course; the reasons are no doubt familiar to Mr. 
Kirby. The Bible was not written in the age claimed. 
for it. Many of the prophecies recorded were ful
filled ere spoken, and were no prophedes, but imper
fect declamations. 
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We only 1?-ention the most vital imperfections of 
the Old Testament-facts that are admitted. With 
the dozens of minor ridiculous stories Mr. Kirby is 
undoubtedly familiar, as ~he is with their barbarous 
and allegorical character. But, rejoins he, to the 
statement that we know the creation story to be a lie, 
" may not the lie arise from misunderstanding the 
Bible ?" Well, let us see. The Bible reads: 

"In the beginning God created the heaven and the 
earth." 

Is not that explicit? Any chance for a misunder
standing? 

-"And God said, Let there be light: and there was 
light." 

Isn't that plain that, according to this, there was 
light before the sun? or has Mr. Kirby adopted Mr. 
Talmage's wonderful theory that the light came from 
the " aurora borealis, or even the aurora australis?" 
And the further details of the creation are set forth 
with as much particularity as the two incidents 
quoted. There is nowhere in the story a chance for 
a misunderstanding. It is either as recorded or it is 
not. The adoption of , geological eras, or " good 
whiles," cannot better the case, for the order of 
events is inextr.\cably entangled. Besides, against 
this evident attempt to explain what should not need 
explaining if written by God, we can quote columns 
on columns of opinions of the very highest Christian 
authority, from Jesus down to Dr. Hall. And "one 
who is not a Hebrew scholar can only stand aside 
and admire the marvelous flexibility of a language 
which admits of such diverse interpretations." He 
certainly cannot understand how a God who doeth 
all things well could hav chosen to writ.e his all-im
portant message in such a language. Mr. ·Kirby 
must not be allowed to distort scripture if he is to 
still remain a believer in revelation. If there are to 
be different conclusions drawn from Genesis by 
every reader, and one conclusion is IJ.S good as an
other to get to heaven by, then we fail to see why all 
men are not " safe," and must question the wisdom 
of maintaining the churches and missionaries. 

Mr. Kirby understands Liberalism better than he 
seems to understand ·the logic· of theology. Liber
alism is "investigationism," a proving all things and 
holding fast to that which is good. . Liberalism dares 
to question even the acts and words of a god, and if 
the one be cruel and the other false, Liberals reject 
such a god, denounce his acts, and repudiate his 
words. Our platform is free, and we shall take pleas
ure in helping all candid Christians to climb upon it. 

Mr. Kirby says that "most of the preachers follow 
after the loves, and are blinded· by an unconscious 
selfishness." Perhaps he meant loaves, but if so the 
error is too unimportant to correct. Between fol
lowing his loves and gathering the loaves the aver
age preacher's time is fully occupied. It would be 
hard to tell which is the more important in his eyes, 
or which he attends to most assiduously. 

The questions addressed to Mr. Preston and Mr. 
Rowan, we leave the respectiv gentlemen to answer. 
Every writer in THE TRUTH SEEKER is responsible for 
his words, and we believe they all are ready to sus
tain their statements or make the proJiler acknowl
edgment of error. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
J. E. REMSBURG gave two lectures in Powers's Opera House, 

Grand Rapids, Mich., Sunday, Dec. 9th. · The meeting is said 
to hav been one of the largest Freethought gatherings ever 
seen in the West. In the afternoon twelve hundred were 
present. At night, long before the lecture began, every seat 
was taken, and still the crowd poured . in until every inch of 
standing-room was occupied, and policemen were stationed 
at the door to turn back the hundreds who still thronged for 
admission. Tlie subject in the evening was "False Claims." 
The Grand Rapids Leader characterized it as " a scathing ar
raignment of modern Christianity," and says that the speak
er's words carried conviction with them. 

OF Mrs. H. S. Lake's lecture in Ottumwa, Iowa, December 
9th, the Democrat of that place says: "Mrs. Lake lectured 
Sunday evening in Liberal Hall to a good-sized and intelli
gent audience, on the subject of 'Higher Life.' The lecture 
was attentivly listened to, and frequently called forth ap
plause. This lady is perhaps one of the ablest lecturers of 
her sex now on the rostrum. Possessed of a strong individ
uality of thought, a clear voice, and fine elocutionary powers, 
makes her an interesting as well as convincing speaker, no 
matter how widely we may differ with her in religious opin
ions. She paid a beautiful tribute to the memory of Amer
ica's greatest philanthropist, Peter Cooper, that found are
aponsiv chord in the hearts of many of her hearers, and when 
she said, 'I had rather be_ Peter Cooper than Queen Victoria 
or the pope of Rome,' the feeling of the audience could only 
:find relief in applause." Mrs. Lake's engagement at Ottum-

wa extei!-ds throngh the Sundays. of the month of January. 
She and Mr. W. F. Peck would like week-evening engage
ments in adjacent towns. 

-------..-------
Notes. 

THE Rev. Mr. Aiken, of McPherson, Kan., is accused of 
havmg been seen drunk in that town. A gentleman also 
states that the reverend owns a half interest in a saloon at 
Caldwell, Kan. Mr. Aiken is the shepherd of the Methodist 
flock at McPherson. 

AN American paper says that Colonel Ingersoll, who has 
recently moved into his new house at Washington, is about 
to giv up lecturing on the Freethought platform, and attrib
utes this to the social ostracism which the colonel and his 
family hav had to endure through his anti-Christian orations. 
We think the former part of this statement very doubtfuL
London Freethinkm·. 

THE Thinker bas removed from McPherson to Burr Oak, 
Kan. Dr. Stowe assures his frienns that he and his paper 
hav a deal of vitality, and he proposes, in spite of his sick· 
ness, from which he is rapidly recovering, to make the paper 
a success. We most cordially wish him succesR, 

CHARLES B. REYNOLDs, who has recently entered the lecture 
field, has consented to act as our agent, and is authorized to 
take subscriptions, collect arrearages, and solicit renewals for 
THE TRUTH SEEKER. He will also.hav an assortment~£ booko 
at the Salamanca Convention, and will supply any friend de
siring to pnrchase. 

AN Art Loan Exhibition bas been opened in this city in aid 
of the Bartholni statue, and several artiRtR hav petitioned the 
managers to apen its doors on Sundays, at a reduced rate, for 
the accommodation of those whose avocations keep th6lm 
from visiting the exhibition on week days. The result of the 
"prayer" is awaited with interest, as several of the patrons 
o! the affair are pronounced and bigoted Sabbatarians. 

THE Jesuits of Denver, Col., are endeavoring to raise $25,-
000 from the people of that city to found a J esnit college. It 
is to be hoped the citizens will not be dupeli into giving this 
through any specious promises the sly priests may make. If 
there ever lived an honest Jesuit, he has failed to hav his 
name handed down. As soon trust a child to the embrace of 
a serpent as to allow its education to be g11ided by the fol
lowers of Loyola. 

FoR a long time, says the Missouri Liberal, the school-house 
iil Look Out district, two miles from Liberal, has been used 
and abused by revival meetings, until complaint was made 
to the directors against such abuses, when it b~came their 
duty to close it against all gatherings except for school pur
poses. Under the law of Missouri a school-house cannot be 
used for any purpose other than schools, if any patron of the 
district complains, unless authorized by a majority vote. 

MR. WATTs departed last Tuesday on the Wisconsin. of the 
Guion line. He is well pleased with the result of his four 
months' tour. The work has been hard, the remuneration 
not excessiv, but the good he and Mr. Chainey hav i!one will 
be perceptible for a long time. It is not improbable that he 
will return in a few months, as he left without accepting all 
the invitations to lecture he received from Freethought so
cieties. He and Chainey ought to keep constantly in the 
field in this country and Canada, where they hav hosts of 
warm friendR. Mr. Watts's English address is 74 Herne Hill 
Road, Loughboro Junction, London, S. E., Eng. 

FREEMAN, the Pocasset fanatic, has been committed to an 
insane asylum for life. This is right. No man who can be
come fanatical enough to murder his own child should ever 
be allowed his freedom, though he appear nevEJr so sane. As 
well turn a tame lion loose in the street.-Christian Advocate. 

This expression of opinion does credit to our religious con
temporary, but we fear unkind people will make it the occa
sion to ask questions concerning Abraham and Jephthah. 
And if we understand the Christian salvation scheme, this 
sweeping denunciation will include as well the father of him 
who shrieked his life away on the cross of Calvary. Beware, 
Brother Buckley, or you will be·counted along with Newton 
and Beecher. 

ONE religious paper says of Martin Luther: 
"Having voluntarily thrown aside the purity of his early 

life and resisted God's graces, his whole career of meanness 
hypocrisy, pride, blasphllmy, blackguardism, and gluttony 
are easy to be understood." 

To which Christian sentiment another religious paper re
sponds that the writer of the foregoing deserves to hav ap
plied to him the following remark of Mr. Luther himself: 

"They are exactly like hogs, who do not care for the roses 
and violets in the garden, but only stick their nose intfl the 
garbage." · 

Perhaps it is safe to leave the characters of Christians in 
the hands of one another, that full justice may be done to 
all of them. 

BAYs the Boston Journal: ''The will of Joseph Warren, 
who died last winter at Bernardston, which has lately been 
admitted to probate, is a singular document. After provid
ing for the payments of his debts, the testator directs that 
nothing shall go to his daughters. The will reads: 'My will 
is that whether I hav $1 or a million at my decease, there 
must not one cent go to help along religious craft, that relic 
of barbarism that kingcraft and priestcraft hav managed to 
keep the world in mental slavery enough to torture and put 
to death millions for their honest opinions. I direct that 
there must not be a bell struck at my death or burial, and no 
man or woman acting in the capacity of a priest is to hav 
anything to do with the matter, but my executor is to lay me 
after death where my niece, Mary E. Kimball, shall direct, 
provided she does not direct him to lay me in any cemetery 
in Bernardston. If at my death there is any remainder, the 
interest of said remainder is to be used for the support of my 
wife, but not one cent for any religious purpose; and at her 
decease, whether in the hands of my executor or niece, it is 
to be used to oppose that horrid old monster of kingcraft and 
priestcraft called religion.' All the property belonging to the 
estate consists, as far as has been found, of $500 in registered 
4: per cent United States bonds." 

The "former part of this statement" is truer than the lat
ter. Colonel Ingersoll, it is understood, will not lecture this 
winter. But the "social ostracism" part of the paragraph is 
a canard. Mr. Ingersoll's house receives scarcely fewer vis
itors than the White House. He is one of the most popular 
men in Washington. lrhe fact that a good many of the sen
ators and representativs are almost precisely of his way of 
thinking does not lessen the attendance at his receptions, 
nor make him the less respected by those who hav not his 
courage and boldness of speech. His influence and services 
are sought by the most powerful. He is way up to the top of 
the heap, and our London friends will do well to disregard 
any pious stories to the contrary. 

A SUBJECT of interest to our pious friends was discussed on 
the 11th inst. at the meeting of the Philadelphia Conference 
of the Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Eastern Pennsylvania, 
in St. Paul's church, Ardmore. It had reference to the cause 
of the lack of candidates for the ministry. Rev. E. Huber 
attributed the indifference to "a want of faith and an exag
gerated idea as to the hardships of the ministry." Rev. 0. F. 
Waage declared that there was a falling off of fifty per cent in 
the number of candidates for the ministry during the past 
six years, according to the parochial reports of the East Penn
sylvania Synod. Without taking any action upon the ques
tion, the coriference took up a kindred subject, that of the 
decline in Protestantism, the agitation of which, it was con
tended, was due to the presence of Protestants in the papacy 
and papists in the Protestant church. "If Protestantism is 
declining," said Rev. Dr. W. M. Baum, "as rapidly as we are 
told is the case, it is time to look out fnr an ecclesiastical 
undertaker." 

CoMMENT can add nothing to the ridiculousness of this from 
the Methodist Advocate. Both the criticised and the criticiser 
hav hides too pachydermatous to be pierced by the shafts of 
sarcasm: 

"Profane expressions in the worship of God should be 
frowned upon by all Chirstians. There is a species of low 
wit in which some indulge in prayer-meetings and class-meet
ings, at camp-meetings and in revival services, which will 
cause every reverent person to cringe. One of our ministers, 
some years since, was preaching from the text, 'The Lord 
God omnipotent reigneth,' and as he solemnly read his text 
a brother cried out in the audience, 'Let him reign !' produc
ing a titter among the groundlings, and making the judicious 
grieve. Another complained of not feeling well, and feared 
that he would not be able to preach with his accustomed lib
erty. A brother ejaculated, 'God Almighty, burn his chim
ney out!' .And only a short time ago, at a camp-meeting in 
Massachusetts, the following irreverent expression was heard 
from the lips of a man who ought to hav known a great deal 
bette1·. He said that • his telephonic connection with the 
Holy Ghost was special, and could not be cut off.' S11ch lan
guage should be suppressed. No true revival of religion can 
be helped by it. John Wesley turned many out of the Meth
odist societies for less irreverence than that, and on one oc
casion broke up a meeting and sent the people home because 
a number of pm·sons persisted in talking slang. The bad 
grammar of an honest, consistent, and spiritually-minded 
man never does any harm. It is irreverence and vulgarity 
that we condemn." 

TrrE release of Mr. W. J. Ramsey, an account of which will 
be found in another column, moves the London correspon
dent of the Derby Daily Telegraph to say: "After seeing Mr. 
Ramsey, of the F'reethinlcer, released from Holloway jail on 
Saturday morning, I went to the breakfast at the Hall of 
Science, and found the proceedings most interesting. Mr. 
Ramsay told me that he was treated with pe:tfect kindness 
within the prison. For the first month, when he was con
fined to his cell twenty-three hours out of twenty-four, he 
felt it severely, but after that many of the conditions of or
dinary prison life were relaxed in his favor. He had several 
visits; his food was always palatable, and he had the luxury 
of receiving books without the bounds of common prison 
literature. The result of this is that, although he has lost 
weight in prison, his strength has been well maintained, and 
his appearance certainly affords no index to the long con
finement he has undergone. That, no doubt, is partly due 
to the resolute nature of the man, and to his evident con
viction that his imprisonment will advance the Freethought 
movement in which he is interested. A!l the prominent 
Atheists in London, except Mr. Bradlaugh, who had to leave 
with his daughters, were there, and they had neither horns 
nor cloven feet. On the contrary, they were a quiet and in
offensiv-looking company, the men for the most part with 
thoughtful faces. What struck me as singular was that the 
women were, if anything, more enthusiastic than the sterner 
breakfasters. At Holloway they braved the wet morning, 
and many of them cried as Mrs. Ramsey was beckoned into 
the jail to see her husband just before he was released. That 
was a singularly delicate attention on the part of the gov
ernor, who seems to hav made a gratifying distinction be
tween Mr. Ramsey and common rogues, and who wanted him 
t.o feel the wnrmth of friendship before he went out again 
into the world. One of the leading spirits at the breakfast 
was Mr. Sharman, a Unitarian pastor, and another was Mr. 
Symes, a man of commanding appearance and high mental 
acquirements, who tells me he will shortly leave for Aus
tralia, there to preach to antipodeans the gospel of Free
thought. There.can now be no doubt that t.hese ill-advised 
prosecutions hav added greatly to the strength of the Free
thought party in London, and, although making them more 
careful, will not in any way affect their resolution or their 
earnestness." 

ONE of the best ways to help along the cause of 
Freethought is to circulate THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
Trial subscriptions of three months for 50 cents. 
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Philosophy on the Half-Shell; or, Ethics of '83. 
I will open this essay by quoting a short poem of 

my own on 
GOD. 

Tell me, ye stars-bright wonders of the sky
Tell me of him who speeds ye on your way, 
Ye sun-bright seraphs of the boundless space, 

Ye glorious pilgrims of immensity! 

Know ye of God? God? Hath the awful roar 
Of storm-lashed ocean power to hymn his name?
The red volcano with its thund'rous voice, 

That shakes the planet to her burning core? 

God? Is there aught in air, in earth, or sea, 
In wheeling planet, or in glowing sun, 
That tells of him whose birth hath never been

The king eterne, whose end shall never be? 

We, who upon this strip of shifting sand, 
Touching Time's shoreless sea, creep one brief day, 
What dare we hope to learn of that dim cause 

(If cause there be), who such proud wonder planned? 

0 life! 0 death! which were the kindlier lot? 
Can life be blest when, ever, far and wide, 
Gaunt Squalor stalks amid her hideous brood? 

Were it not better, man, if thou wert not? 

No answer-none! Cease, then, thine idle quest, 
Nor longer seek what thou canst neye_r know! 
The mystic force that sways yon shimng spheres 

Deems not ye breathe, or mocks thy weak, behest. 

DOES GOD EXIST ? 

It is absolutely impossible to distinguish correctly 
between a true intuition (if there be such) and a su
perstition, pure and simple; hence little weight is to 
be attached to the declaration we so frequently hear, 
that " something within us assures us that there is a 
God." 

There is no possible gauge by which the truth or fals
ity of a so-called intuition can be measured. 

The strongest argument ever advanced for the ex
istence of God is the marvelous adaptation of means 
to ends in the universe, from the superb and majes
tic mechanism of the sidereal heavens to the life of a 
miniature world upon a single blade of grass. 

His existence is entirely speculativ. No one has 
ever obtained any knowledge of him through the me
dium of the senses-, intellectualists of course dismiss
ing as pure fable the marvelous narrations to be found 
in holy (?) books, since they are absolutely unsup
ported by any credible testimony. 

His existence, while it would account, in a way,. for 
the apparent purpose in the universe, in no wise ac
counts for the existence of the universe. 

Also, it adds a new and stupendous problem to the 
God question, viz.: the cause of his existence. ' 

All nations who believed in his existence hav 
formed su[jectiv images of him, differing nearly al
ways from one another, but resembling closely, in 
every instance, the nations conceiving them. 

He apparently never interferes or concerns himself 
with the affairs of mankind, to protect the innocent 
and the helpless, nor to punish the guilty and the 
oppressor. 

On every hand we see the strong trample and 
oppress the weak, the crust withheld from the shriv
eled lips of famin, and parching lips denied the cool
ing draught of sweet and wholesome pleasure. 

God's deaf ear hears no prayer, or, hearing, turns 
aside in pitiless, calm indifference, 

Even shuffling pdests themselvs hav been com
pelled, by incontrovertible fact, to refer their miser
able dupes to another and better world for the just
ice denied them here. 
EVIL.-WHICH IS GOD, WEAK OR WICKED, OR BOTH; OR IS 

MATTER ITS (EVIL's) CAUSE? 
1. A God (either good or bad), perfect in power 

and in wisdom, could and would create only a perfect 
universe (perfect in either pleasure or in pain), sup
posing creation mathematically possible, which it is 
not. 

To create is to cause something to proceed from 
nothing, which is as manifestly absurd as to say a 
part is greater than the whole. 

If God did not create, in the above meaning of the 
word, then he cannot arrogate to himself the proud 
title of "Creator," but merely that of "Arranger," or, 
perhaps, of '~Governor." , . 

2. A good God, perfect in wisdom, but deficient in 
power, may exist so hampered by the imperfection 
and unmalleability of his instrument (matter), that 
he can only evolve such bungling results, such abor
tions of perfection, as we see so frequently on this 
globe. 

Water drowns us, fire burns us, cold freezes us, 
heat prostrates us, misfortune in myriad forms afflicts 
us from the cradle to the grave, and yet many of us 
daily tell God what a splendid piece of work we are, 
so in harmony with nature, and glorify him because 
it is no worse! ! 

3. A good God, perfect in power, but deficient in 
wisdom, may exist. This supposition would account 
for the fdghtful suffering with which this world is 
filled to overflowing. 

4. A bad God, perfect in wisdom, may exist, but 
limited in his exercise of evil by his lack of power to 
thoroughly control matter. 

5. A bad God, perfect in power, but deficient in 

wisdom, may exist, thus accounting for the portion of 
happiness in the world. 

The above five propositions contain the entire phi
losophy of the God speculation in a nutshell. 
THE EXISTENCE OR NON-EXISTENCE OF GOD OF NO CONSE

QUENCE TO MAN. 
The existence or non-existence of God is, I grant, 

a highly interesting inquiry, and occupies deservedly 
a front rank in the phalanx of modern speculativ 
thought, but why earth should hav been deluged for 
long ages with oceans of innocent blood, on account 
of honest differences of opinion upon this point, it is 
difficult to conceive. 

MAY A PLURALITY OF GODS EXIST? 
The apparent universality of the laws governing 

matter, strongly point to but one God (if any) 
governing the universe. 

In the judgment of some deep thinkers, however, 
the plural god hypothesis is possessed of much 
weight, since it would tend to account for the in
numerable contradictions of good and evil, presum
ing the existence of both good and evil deities. 

Personally, I attach but very little weight to this 
view, since it appears to me as quite apparent that a 
single intelligent or non-intelligent force dominates 
matter. 

However, this supposition is worthy a careful con
sideration. 

It is entirely possible that other deities and other 
universes exist, distinct from our own, and of whicli 
our particular God may be as ignorant as ourselvs. 

The consideration of deity may be likened to a 
vast speculativ sea, upon whose fabled shores no 
wave-worn ma1iner has ever touched, and whose 
sublime and mysterious depths no intellectual plum
met has ever sounded. 

If but one God exist, how awesome, how solitary 
would appear his grandeur, companioned by no be
ing to whom he could impart aught save the smallest 
conceivable iota of the majestic offspring of his in
tellect! 

How solemn, yet how unenviable, must appear to 
us such an icy eminence! 

GOD, IF HE EXIST, NOT FREE. 

The arguments which hav been successfully ad
vanced by John Stuart Mill, Herbert Spencer, and 
numerous other eminent philosophers, disproving the 
vaunted freedom of the will, apply none the less co
gently in the case of a supposititious God, whose mind, 
perfect or imperfect, could be but a multiplication of 
the miLd of man. 

This is the only kind of God of which man is capa
ble of conceiving, since he knows of but one kind of 
mind. All dogmatical assertions to the contrary 
must necessa1ily be incapable of demonstration, al
though priests de.scant upon the extravagant rela
tions of substance to nonentity with sublime haut-
gout. · 

The mind of this God (or enlarged man) must 
either evolve or contain thoughts entirely consonant 
with its brain-structure (for brain-structure he must 
hav if he think). If his brain-structure be perfect, 
then will his thoughts be so; if imperfect, vice versa. 

MATERIALITY OF GOD. 
If God exist, and influence matter, he must him

self consist of matter, however highly sublimated. 
Were this not so, no contact could occur, and hence 

no influence, nor even recognition of mutual exist
ence, could exist. 

To the eye of P,ure reason, that which is not some
thing (i.e. matter), must inevitably be nothing (i.e. ab
sence of this same something). This is the argument 
in a nutshell. 

BASELESS ASSUMPTION THAT GOD IS GOOD. 

The Christian bigot most unwarrantably assumes 
that his supposititious God is good. 

All fair-minded men will agree that it is just to 
judge of a workman by his work. 

In the present instance we are constrained to adopt 
this earth we inhabit as being that specimen of his 
ability, or intention, most familiar to us. Gauged by 
this test, we find him to be Jar from perfect. 

True, some- many, perhaps -find existence a 
blessing; but the under-fed, under-paid, toiling mul
titudes, esteem life no sinecure, lacking ofttimes the 
bare necessaries of existence, oppressed on every side, 
and frequently driven by want to crime, despair, and 
death ! Is this the handiwork of a supremely good 
and perfect God ? Giv me, then, a devil for my king, 
even if I hav to tolerate a cloven hoof and a horn or 
two. 

On the principle that "extremes often meet," I am 
not sure, after all, that a fine, full-fledged devil would 
not furnish the most promising candidate for the big 
chair on high ! 

Adding to the human the incalculable sum of 
brute (?) suffering, we hav a grand total terrible in 
its hideous deformity. 

Throughout the animal kingdom we find it com
mon for the powerful to kill and devour the weak. 

"Every mouth is a slaughter-house, and every 
stomach a tomb," is literally true among many 
orders of animals. 

If the above remarks regarding the ferocity of the 

lowe~ (?) animals be true, how doubly true are they 
when applied to the pitiless tyrant, the arch-op
pressor, man! 

Brutes slay one another as a rule, with no more 
pain than is necessary to compass their ends; not 
that they shrink from inflicting pain, but that, unlike 
man, tht:ly commonly hav no desire to produce or 
gloat upon pain, for pain's sake. 

Acute delight in. producing and witnessing torture 
seems to be the proud (sic) prerogatativ of Man I 

I know whereof I speak in this matter, and shall 
prove the truth of my remarks, under the head of 
Vivisection, the atrocity and disgrace of Science. 

' 
THE END MAY JUSTIFY THE MEANS. 

I will close this paper with a very brief examina
tion of the above caption. 

To say that the end may never justify the means 
is to claim that the surgeon who lacerates the limb 
to save the life is a criminal or a fool. He but 
inflicts a certain modicum of pain to attain a supposed 
greater good. 

Who would be so illogical as to permit a thorn to 
fester in his flesh, because of the inconvenience 
attending its removal? 

Such a man would justly be esteemed a fool. 
The intellectualist cannot escape the conviction 

that aU right and wrong is merely relativ. 
Any specific act should be esteemed wrong, simply 

because it tends to inc~·ease the sum of suffering in 
the world. 

This is, and can be, the only true gauge for deter-
mining what is 1ight, and what wrong. . · · 

There is absolutely no act which mankind esteem 
a wrong but which might, under different (and per
haps most improbable) circumstances, become a 
right. 

The above statement is sweeping, but reflection 
will fully justify it. 

First: The aim of every sentient creature is to 
obtain happiness. 

Second: To st1ive to attain it by the easiest means 
is wisdom. 

Third: To judge correctly whttt may be this means 
is policy. 

These three propositions embrace within their 
scope the entire ethics of right and wrong. 

ELLIOT PRESTON. 

Line upon Line. 
~o doubt there are many read~rs of THE TRUTH 

SEEKER to whom the discussion of prohibition has 
long ere this grown wearisome, as it certainly has to 
some of the disputants; but the conflict is irrepres
sible and the discussion is bound to go on, whether 
it ·pleases us or does not please us. 

But it seems impossible to keep the champions of 
prohibition within the limits of argument and fair 
treatment of opponents. Elwood Chantler does not 
get within even rifled-cannon range of either, his 
whole letter being simply a tirade of abuse, a con
tinued series of reflections upon the morals, alleged 
habits, and motivs of those who do not think as he 
does. Too diminutiv for further notice, though ma
lignant enough, as most other little beings are, I dis
miss him to the friendly oblivion from which he so 
prematurely emerged. "Liberta" says: "The at
tempt to represent this movement as one of a relig
ious or tyrannical nature is not only absurd, but ri
diculous. Tlle keepers of dramshops are, in a ma
jority of cases, members of the Roman Catholic 
church." From this, one would suppose (1) that one 
class of religionists had never been known to perse
cute another class; (2) that tyranny is not tyranny 
when visited upon Roman Catholics; and (3) that we 
are so oblivious to facts as to accept his assertion 
that prohibition is not essentially a church move
ment, both in principle and in leadership. To be 
sure, a few Liberals hav espoused it, but nine out of 
ten of the thoroughgoing, radical Freethinkers are 
either in the anti-prohibition ranks, or, if nominally 
prohibitionists, they are very distrustful of the right
fulness and efficacy of that which they faintly defend. 
My observation, extending principally over the states 
of Iowa and Kansas, has shown me that the Fl·.ee
thinkers are very rapidly deserting the sumptuary 
army. I know, personally, many Liberals who voted 
for the prohibition amendments in the states named, 
who, to-day, are strong anti-prohibitionists. The . 
praying, preaching, psalm-singing people run the 
conventions and meetings gotten up in the interest 
of this reform, both in Kansas and Iowa. Nowhere 
else is the Gad-in-the-Constitution movemo3nt so per
sistently pushed as in Kansas, and in all their con
ventions there goeJs up a clamorous call for "national 
prohibition;" while Gov. St. John rises to say that 
"you cannot hav too much Gad-in-the-Constitution 
for me" and the prohibition conventions resolve that 
the Su~day laws should be enforced and Christian 
morality otherwise duly conserved. 

Force-reform is the only kind of which the genuin 
Christian has any knowledge; prohibition is force
reform and, consequently, is essentially a. Christian 
movement. "Liberta" tells us that prohibition is a' 
success in Maine; Gov. St. John told the people of 
the East that it was a success in Kansas; we of Kan-
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- ~!1-s ~now that it never was and. is not now a success 
m this state, and we mora than suspect that" Libert a" 
is no more. accurate as a chronicler of contemporary 
facts than IB John P. St. John. . In confirmation of 
this reas?nable suspicion, we hav the testimony of 
many reliable men who· hav traveled in Maine who 
aver that prohibition is not a success there i~ any 
sense of the term. E. C. W .<\LKER. 

Valley Falls, Kas. ______ _.._ ____ ~ 
"A. Maine Man." 

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In your 
paper of Oct. 27th · appeared an article ent.itled 
" Some Facts About Prohibition," copied from th~ 
New York ~un, the d;rift of which is that prohibition 
ma~es no drffer~nce m the amount of liquor drank, 
":hii~ the quality,, on account of the prohibition, is 
~illai~wus, "t~e vilest s~uff purchasable," fi!ays this 
"Mama Man, and he trips along lightly, saying, the 
la~est effort t? enforce the law in Bangor has proved 

an Immense fa1lure." 
For this reason, he urges, there should be no such 

law,, no law which is not enforced, or which is evaded. 
Delightful plan! Carry it out and many wholesome 
laws waul~ ~e expunged from the. statute books. 
Laws prohibitory of stealing are evaded every day. 
They should be repealed! Laws prohibitory of mur
der fail to prevent murder. Repeal them, as a mat
ter of course. 

"A Maine Man" tells us'' there is less drunkenness 
i~ B~ngor}~,-day ~han there used to be in prohibi
twn times; the liquors are of a better quality, and 
they are drunk more moderately and more regularly." 

And, doubtless, the drinkers are drunk more reg
ularly, although he did not add that "fact" to his 
"figures." 

"A Mai?e Man." declares, ecstatically, "Everybody 
seems satisfied wit? the pr~sent state of things." 

As he took partiCular pams to say that his "facts" 
"are supported by figures," he would not overdraw 
a statement for the world-so conscientious! The 
likelihood is, nevertheless, that every body is not sat
is~ ad, nor ~eems to be, with the present state of 
thmgs. This man of "facts and figures " evidently 
forgot that he had said "many influential citizens" 
sent a r.emonstrance to the governor t.o hav the "law 

· of prohibition enforced." Those are his own words. 
And to show that some of those influential citizens 
liv in Bangor, we will make him confess: "Three
quarters of the population would be pleased to hav 
the prohibitionists get down and out for good." Then 
there are prohibition people there. This " fact" plays 
~avoc,wi~h his statement that" everybody seems sat
Isfied w1th the" two hundred open bars," in open defi
!1-nce ?,f law. Blessed city.! "Everybody seems sat
Isfied -everybody! Satisfied because the liquors 
are not so poisonous, will not kill so speedily, and are 
" drunk more moderately and more regularly." Bliss
f~ ~an~or! Th.e only plague. in it is a body of pro
hibitwmsts that Its regular drmkers want to banish. 
It; brings·back to us the happy days when the inno
cent slave owner cursed the irrepressible abolitionists. 

'When the prohibitionists qear rule, this Maine man 
says, gambling dens, faro banks, multiply, not because 
they are in accordance with the principles of prohi
bition-the fiercest foe of prohibition does not dare 
to ~ay t~at. N e~ert~eless, prohibition, in the peculiar 
logic of Its enemies, Is to blame for the woeful condi
tion of gambling and all kinds of debauchery; it is 
the. cause '.'directly ?r indirectly" of even bad whisky. 
This veracwus "Mama· Man" says that under the evil 
rule of prohibition "not a drop of liquor was con
sumed, but the liquor sold got to be the vilest stuff 
pru·chasable." The inference is that men drank 
liquor out of sheer spite, just to show the prohibi
tionists that they would drink anyway, and the mean
est stuff at that. If that will not make every pesky 
prohibitionist hang his head in shame, and feel sort 
o' streaked, and never try to pass any more of his bad 
laws, what will? 

At the present time, in Bangor, away down .in 
Maine, 'where they hav "two hundred open bars," he 
says, the "men of Bangor will walk up manfully, as 
usual, and take their drinks." One bar, he says, dur
ing the fair sold five hundred dollars' worth of drinks 
in one day-a straight string of his " moderate and 
regular." 

That is the way it is now; but when the prohibi
tionists were ruining the city, "men dodged in," he says, 
" by back doors, took drinks from ' bottle-holders' " 
and degraded women. 

But now, when there are plenty of bars and multi
tudes of drinkers, he assures us "Bangor is to-day 
the most orderly of Maine's cities.". But in Portland, 
he informs us, where prohibitory laws are in force, 
"wretched stuff was easily obtained." That is the 
way of it, you see; when men can walk up to open 
bars, the quality of whisky is good; but when they 
dodge into back doors, the rumsellers pour out the 
"vilest stuff purchasable," and thus strive to poison 
off their best and only faithful customers! 

And this is their own version of it. The drinkers 
can s.ee. h~w the rum~ellers love them.· Such a story 
as this IB Its ow:p. cohdemnation, and scarcely needs 
comment. W. F. JAMIESoN. 

Pipe Stone Oity, Minn. 

WEST GARLAND, MAINE, Dec. 6, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2.80-$2 50 for THE TRUTH 

SE~, and 30 cents for the "Holy Bible Abridged." 
I bke th.e good TRUTH SEEKER, its founder, and its 

present editor. J. C. LAWRENCE. 

DoRA, Mo., Nov. 19, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.00-$3.00 for the re

newal of my subscription, $1.00 for D. M. Bennett's 
monument, for myself, and one dollar for John Camp· 
bell. 

. I ~av been reading your paper from the very be
gmmng, and could not well do without it. 

Yours respectfully, ANTON FisCHER. 

KIRKwooD, TEXAS, Nov. 23, 28i!. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, for which you will 

conti~ue my subscription to your paper. 
I still say, Hurrah for T. Winter and Otto Wett

stein. They hav got the right sow by the ·ear· hold 
on. Things that begin must end. A life in the fu
ture would be worthless .without identity with it; it 
would be this life over again-our loves and hates 
highs and lows, strong and feeble, perfectly devel: 
oped and malformed. S. GRAHAM. 

BAsco, ILL., Dec. 4. 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed in this registered 

letter $3.25, for one year's subscription to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, and one dozen copies of "False Claims," by 
John E. Remsburg. I hav been a subscriber to Mr. 
Bennett's paper from Vol. I,. No. 1; paid my sub
scription regularly in advance, and never missed one 
number. I hav several of his books, and prize 
them very much. 

My best wishes for the success of the paper and 
of its editor and manager. JoHN DIDIER. 

OAKLAND, CAL., Dec. 3, 283. 
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed post-office order 

for $2.50, for my paper another year. I see I am a 
little behind, but what can be done about it? I can 
hardly be reconciled to the fact that D. M. Bennett 
has passed away; it seems such a short time since 
he called and took dinner with us, and we thought 
he was good for twenty years or more. Our League 
is doing pretty well. The attendance at the Sunday 
evening meetings averages about forty persons. I 
like THE TRUTH SEEKER. Yours truly, 

A. H. SCHOW. 

, ARCADIA, OHIO, Dec. 3, 1883. 
1\iR. EDITOR: I see the time of my subscription is 

past, and you hav been sending the best paper in 
the world without my subscription renewed. for which 
I thank you. I shall send you the subscription fee 
soon. Times are close with me at present. I wish 
every man, woman, and child liked your papAr as 
well as I do. Tbis is a church-ridden town of about 
three hundred people, and it haR three churches. I 
hav been showing T.dE TRUTH SEEKER to some of 
them, and think if there was a good Liberal talker 
here he could do some good. FRANK KLINE. 

FoRT WoRTH, TEXAS, Dec. 4, 1883. 
MR. EDIToR: In reading my friend, THE TRUTH 

SEEKER, this evening, it just popped in my mind that 
my subscription runs out on the 14th of this month. 
To obviate even the bare possibility of its being sus
pended, I hasten to put up the re.quisit. I mailed 
an order this morning for the "Apocryphal." My 
friends, knowing that the first copy has gone forth 
on its mission of evangelization, are just howling for 
another copy. So send it promptly; and allow me 
to waft you my best wishes. 

As ever yours in Liberalism, D. T. Ross. 

PALATKA, FLA., Nov. 21,283. 
MR. EDITOR: A little while ago you were kind 

enough to send me a "sample copy." Although 
not on your books, I read and pay for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER regularly. It comes to our house in the name 
of another member of the family. After being read 
at home, the numbers are generally distributed where 
tbey will do the most good. 

These Florida sands are very barren, both literal
ly and figurativly. They will usually "sprout peas," 
but the seeds of freedom and Freethought very rare
ly take root in this soil, be they snattflred never so 
carefully. For the deep down root of all things, 

LEwis MoRRIS. 

EAsT DEs M0INEB, IowA, Dec. 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I observe, by the reminrler on my 

most cherished and valuable paper, THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, that the time for me to remit is due for some 
time. I hope you will excnse my delay in not doing 
so sooner; circumstances will not allow me to do 
as I would like to, It is hard to think that the 
world, which is the only home we ever knew. should 
so persist in doing so great a wrong. Des Moines, 
like many others, is building lip temples to the un· 
known God; there are superstitious people hPre like 
many other places; the fanatic zealots, or divines, as 
they are pleased to be called, are continually ding
donging on the same old dogma, "Believe or be 
damned;" but, thanks to THE TRUTH SEEKER, the 
bottom is knocked out of hell long ago. 

There are a. good, many, for all that, that are do
ing their own thinking, as the sequel will show. 
When the great runaway in India from our cham
pion, D. M. Bennett, was here, some months ago, 
delivering a lecture on the "Seven Wonders," the 
renegade, Joe Cook, did I!Ot get as warm a welcome 
as he would like to; the Young Men's Christian As
sociation being the only ones that gave him a -show 
at all, as the balance of the audience hissed him. 
However, he took the liberty to tell them that it 
was only geese that hissed. In all, his reception was 
a failure, he· will not be back here again in a hurry. 

Please find inclosed post-office order for $3 25-$2.75 
for THE TRUTH SEEKER; twenty-five cents for D. M . 
Bennett's "Answers to Christians QiJFIBtlonR." and 
'"Ecce Diabolus." Yours, G. E. WARD. 

A. TRA.NSORIPT FROM MY DIARY. 
DowLIN, TExAs. 

I, John A. Rutherford, of Lamar county, state of 
Texas, a seeker and lover of truth, hoping to liv for
ever and progress in happiness, was born into this 
life January 31, 1799, and write this eplt.aph August 
6, A.D. 1882. I feel bound to say that I do not be
lieve that the blood of Jesus Christ was ewr anv 
benefit to any person. I do not rely on that blood 
for any service it can be to me. I should feel that 
I was a rascal to wish the blood of an innoefnt roan 
to pay my debt. But God never instituted such a 
cruel, unjust system. It is nothing but rank heathen
ism. I believe that Jesus was a very good a.nd mor
ally courageous man, but no God. Amen. Amen. 

JoHN A. RuTHERFORD. 
NoTE.-My surviving friends are Instructed tq add 

the date of my death to the above, and hav it on my 
tombstone. 

, WHEELING, Dec. 2, 1883. 
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, HUMANTY'B BEST FRIEND. 

MR. EDITOR: Please allow me a small space to put 
upon record a few stray thoughts in connection wlt.h 
one of nature's truest and noblest sons, Robert G. 
Ingersoll. The world has produced in different ages 
and centuries many noble, pure, and conscientious 
men and women, men and women though, who had 
but one hobby, so to speak-in common parlance, 
fanatics; but who, nevertheless, were actuated by 
the best of motivs. I repeat, the world has pro
duced a considerable number of such men and 
women; and whilst, too, all due praise should be 
accorded to all of those pure, conscientious, one 
idea'd persons, yet there is always a void to be 
filled by grander, loftier minds, who hav occupied and 
still do, a wider field of thought-a pre-eminence of 
talent combined with the same degree of conscien
tiousness. These names, though, hav been but few, 
comparativly speaking. And among some of the 
number, ancient and modern, conspicuous in his· 
tory, are the namPfl of Copernicus, Bruno, Galileo, 
Comte. Humboldt, Voltaire, Rou«seau, Spencer, Dar
win, Draper, Paine; Kneeland, Bennett, Wakeman, 
Seaver, Wright, and last of all on this starry list, 
and who to-day, stands preeminent among his com
pePrs, is the bold. darin!!', a.nd dauntless orator, Col. 
R. G. IngersolL Now, Mr. Editor. perhaps you and 
the readers of your paper may claim that thifl gush 
of praise is a little too extravagant. I trust though 
that your decieion may be held in reserve until I 
finish this article. A great amount of reformers hav 
the ability, but a smaliFlr number hav the courage to 
grapple with (as has Mr. Ingersoll), not only clerical 
abuses, but also political abuse$. Not only has he 
snubbed the supreme authority of tbe church. but 
aiso the suprem~> authority of the government. When 
the war for the Union was ended, and the black man · 
was recognized as a part and parcel of the govern
ment, it was thought best that he should be pro
tected; therefore, to that end, a civil rights bill was 
passed very strongly over a veto from the chief ex
ecutiv of the nation. Not one lawyer in a hundred 
then pretended to deny that it was fairly con
stitutional, that its validity could be questioned. 
And when the question came up some time after in 
the lower courts, anrl was decided against one side 
or the other, I don't just recollect whkh, it was 
taken to the supreme court, there to be adjudicated. 
These cases hav been oending for years before thu.t 
august body, and jnst la.tPlV has the court an
nounced itfl decision-and that, too, adverse to the 
colored citizen. In a worcl, after four years of bloody 
warfare. the colored man's civil status remains the 
same. almost as in the palmy days of slavery. This 
dastardly and unj11st decision no one dared 'to con
front wi•h mor" p.Jacritv than the noble and brave 
patriot, Robert G Ingersoll. Not an appeal, though, 
was it, to the baser passions of the colored people, 
but a calm, eloquent, and dignified mien in its burst 
of indignation which carried conviction to the hearts 
of the people. I bav read his appeal and arraign
ment of that am,ust. b"dY of bloekbeans, the supreme 
court, and concur with him, "that, if this decision 
is :law, then the war for the Union was a crime 
against the Southern people." And when he summed 
it un as being equal to and as barbarous as 
the Dred Scott decision, I thanked that fa.thPr and 
mother for bringing forth such an illns+rious and 
worthy son. Shall snc>h an illustrious citizen as thifl, 
one who bas proved his devotion to a down-trodden 
and depraved race; one who has spent a life timP, 
almost, in acts of chari4y; one who has dared~ to 
stand up for the rights of labor; one who hae 
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is as good in its way as Charles Sumner's " Barba
rism of Slavery;" and "The Barbarisms of the Church'' 
would hav been a fitting title. .. 

Mr. Bradford could hav added the Oneida Com
munity. Its founder was a Presbyterian preacher, 
and Guiteau was a convert, a pupil, and a graduate 
of that institution-a gigantic brothel claiming and 
receiving protection as Christians, under Art. 1, Sec. 
3, .of the constitution of the state of New York. It 
is thus apparent that vice, immorality, and crime, if 
done in the name of religion, hav a warrant and 
sanction from the church and state. 
' J. VANAMBURGH. 

pleaded eloquently for the cause of reason against 
superstition, thereby opening up a way for the 
average mind to discern the falsities, contradictions 
and absurdities of the so-called holy Bible-I ask 
shall such a mind, such an intellect, such a massiv 
brain be clouded in obscurity, like Paine, Voltaire, 
Diderot, and many others, simply because he stands 
out against the popular theology of the day? Oh. 
no; such cannot or will not be the case. Impossible! 
Let us rather hope that those mighty intellects who 
hav gone before hav opened up the road and made 
it possible that such men as Ingersoll, Bennett, Sea
ver, Putnam, and a host of· others may lie down to 
sleep with a laurel wreath entwined around their 
brows. Let us trust that the days of pflrsecution are GRAND LEDGE, MicH., Dec. 9, 1883. 
over; that the honest, the good of this generation MR. EDITOR: I hav been interested in the reply of 
may find a warm reception at the hands of the next S. p_ Putnam to Mr. Andrews, in tbe three last; nom
generation. Certainly the signs of the times indi- bers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I think his arguments 
cate this, ff there· is anything in evolution or refor- scientific, and that they demonstrate facts-except
mation. Fifty years ago, your noble sheet, THE ing what he says about his five senses. I think I 
TRUTH SEEKER, would hav been suppressed, and its hav observed six senses in persons and animals. 
editor mobbed and stoned if the same kind of litera- The one Mr. Putnam lefc out is thinking. To illus
ture had been allowed to fill its columns as is now trate: I think I feel, etc. I observe a pers0n; I know 
published. Thanks, then, to the men and women who he is thinking by his condition and the movements 
hav dared the hisses of abuse which hav been he makes. I know he has a sense of feeling by the 
showered upon their devoted heads. Hoping that movements he makes when he gets hurt. And so on 
you may giv this a place in your valuable paper, I with the six senses. 
remain as ever an implacable foe to superstition and I will now state what I think is the matter. The 
despotism, OcTAVIUs J .. BROSIUS, priests hav been called teachers for a long time. In

stead of teaching, they hav stolen our sense of think
ing and called it soul, or spirit. These are. words 
without any meaning, and they cannot be defined 
any more than God, or devil, or heaven, or bell. 
They huv taught us that the soul is the immortal 
spirit-which cannot be defined. Is it any wonder 
that people act so foolishly with five senses and 
the sense of thinking left out, which is the most 
necessary to get along with here among such teach
ers as we hav had? The priests' easy times are 
passing away; the people are thinking for themRelvs. 
I think the handwriting is discovered by many peo
ple, and that the priests ought to be turned out to 
grass-as they assert Nebuchadnezzar was-and let 

CYNTHIANA, KY., Dec. 10, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed postal note for $2.50 and 

renew my subscription tc, THE TRUTH SEEKER for an
other year. I take several papers, but THE TRUTH 
SEEKER is the only one that tells me what the world 
is thinking about, and the only one I get ideas 
from. It is an intellectual luxury that I cannot do 
without. Long may it liv to combat pr lestcraft and 
superstition. F.raternally and truly v \1rs, 

H. " -. BEAMER. 

HAMBURG, N.Y .• D c. 10, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3-$2.50 for THE 

TRUTH SEEKER for 284, and the balance to use toward 
paying for work on the· monument, which I am 
pleased to learn has been erected, to the memory of 
our beloved brother, D. M. Bennett. Please accept 
thanks for the able manner in which you conduct 
the dear old TRUTH SEEKER, and may you liv long to 
carry on the good work of your predecessor. 

Fraternally yours, E. M. SrcKMON. 

MORRISONVILLE, ILL., Dec. 11, 283, 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2.75-$2.50 for 

THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year, and 25 cents for 
"The Truth Seeker Aimual." And now I introduce 
to you Brother Riley as a new subscriber. He has 
been a faithful reader of your paper ever since I hav 
taken it, and he cannot do without it. We are a 
band of Infidels. We hav cornered the parson of 
our neighborhood. I am going away from here, and 
you need not send the paper till I notify you, after 
the 1st of January. Some will bear witness to the 
fact that I hav worked hard for liberty, and expect 
to spend the remainder of my days in the good 
cause of freeing men and women from priestcraft. 

Yours, M.S. GowiN. 

them grub for a living. Yours respectfully, 
HARRISON HALBERT. 

PACIFIC, Dec. 2, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav for the last three weeks rece~ved 

two copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
The extra paper is no loss. I put it out on duty; 

and if there is no addition of new subscribers from 
this place, and has been none, let me • assure you 
th-a.t it is no fault of mine. To increase its circula
tion is and bas been my great desire as well as 
yours, for it givs expression to my own thoughts 
&nd ideas .more than any other parper. 

I see that you are going to issue a "Truth Seeker 
Annual and Freethinker's Almanac" for •1884- I 
think I shall hav one. If you will send me a copy, 
I will try and get some more to take them. 

That E.M. 284 I don't like. 107 A.N. suits me bet
ter, and is, I think, more entitled to the honor. I 
don't see or understand why the Liberals of the 
nation should go for their idol to Rome-to the 
Boman church-its offspring. If Bruno had the 
courage to proclaim the new astronomy, the true 
solar system, the infinity of heavens and of worlds, 
he had not the courage to proclaim the rights of 
man, the infinit cruelty of his God and church; 

CLEVELAND, Dec. 3, 283 A.S. nor free speech, nor Freethought doctrins. Science 
MR. EDITOR: At our last League meeting it was may be proud of him, with its "new heaven and 

decided to hold our meeting hereafter at 2 o'clock a new earth "-on paper_ But where the new heav
P.M. (90th meridian) railroad standard time. The en and the new earth for man may be, I hav 
Ron. A. B. Bradford will lecture to the League next· not yet found out. It is not in Europe, it is not in 
Sunday. John E. Remsburg will be here soon. I Asia, it is not in Africa; it is not here, in our own 
am very glad to read of so much interest being man- great and glorious country, that Pa.ine wrote for, 
ifested in the preparations for celebrating the anni- Washington fought for, Jefferson and many other 
versary of Paine's birth. It is a move I am very great and whole-souled men talked for, and thou
much interested in, and one that will dispel the dark sands bled and died for. All that was for man, sir, 
and false cloud that has been thrown over his name for his condition, for his right, for his heaven, and 
and life by the clergy of this country. I think pas- not only for cold science, which has but little in it 
sibly our society will endeavor to do something to which givs man that which he most needs. That, 
bring about this vindication of our (everybody's) sir, is my ide1L about the Bruno era. I am not a 
hero's naiJle. 'The tide of popular thought is tend- writer nor a talker on paper, like Wakeman or Put. 
ing that direction, and if we accelerate it our great nam; for if I was, if I had free speech-that is, if I 
author and hero will be vindicated; and it will be were free to express my thoughts, such as they are, 
considered no disgrace by our neighbors to be a I would call their attention to several ideas which 
Freethinker, or to express our thoughts freely. I they uphold, and are mistaken. But yet, in regard 
sincerely hope the time will come soon. I see by to the Nine Demands of Liberalism, we are one, but 
your last paper that you are publishing an Annual. I at the same time object to that seventh plank, as 
I will order one soon. And when it is published, if a demand of Liberalism, m~st emphatically, 
you will send me a few copies, I will endeavor to I ~>m no temperance fanatic either. 
sell them for you to the League members. I wish I hav said more than I intended, but hope that I 
you would change the notice of our meeting in your hav said only what is true·, and that my intentions 
paper, stating 2 o'clock P.M. standar@ railroad time, may not be misconsr.rued. 
or thirty-three minutes slower than city meridian I remain, truly and sincerely, your friend and 
time. I will also distribute any circulars of your well-wisher, AuG. H. KRUGER. 
books that you may wish among the members of 
our society. w. J. IRviNE, Secretary, 

SYRACUSE, N. Y., Dec. 6, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: While I dislike to sLY that one dish 

is better than another, where all are prepared with 
skill and taste, I think the papers over the names 
of Mr. Bradford and Mr. Remsburg, in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER of November 3d, are as good of the kind as 
I hav seen on the same subject, the facts and proof 
are presented in such direct and plain language, 
ike all from their minds and pens. Both the pa
pers are admirable. Mr. Remsburg's "False Claims" 

ST. CATHERINE's, ONT., Dec. 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I will send you a few lines for your 

valuable paper. I was born in 1814, it;J. a little log 
hut in the forest, and raised on a farm. My parents 
were poor, and they taught me to work quite young. 
Our schoolhouse was at some distance, and the old 
Webster's spelling-book was about the only one from 
which the children were taught, generally by a 
poorly-read teacher. The younger children were not 
taught writing or figures, and English grammar was 
not heard of by them. So you see we could learn 
very little, and further, our parents were against 

much learning, saying we could read the Bible, and 
that was enough. By this you may know the chil"'· 
dren were brought up in the grossest ignorance and·~ 
supersti titian which was so firmly rooted in their· 
plastic minds that it seems almost impossible to· 
eradicate it, even after mature years. Young as r: 
then was, there was an aching void in my mind that. 
longed for literatUJ e and knowledge, but this my 
parents were hard against, thinking it was wicked .. 
I continued to work until I verged toward manhood, 
when a Bible came into our house, and 'I read it, but 
it was not interesting to me, but I found it agreed 
exactly with the ignorant and superstitious tradi
tional doctrins that my parents had taught me all 
this time. I hav since regretted very much that I 
ever read the Bible, as it only filled my mind with 
visionary ignorancE>, instead of useful knowledge. 
I stayed at home and kept close at hard work, with 
my mind longing for literature. But nothing came 
to relieve it until I was twenty years of age, when 
r got a book on botany, and, years after, some on 
chemistry, physiology, natural philosophy, astron
omy, the philosophy of digestion, and some of' 
Combe's works on physical and moral physiology 
and phrenology. Oh, what a rich feast were these 
to my ignorant mind! Why? Because they taught 
me realities. ·All was now as clear to my mind as a 
cloudless sky. Oh, how beautiful!-laws that govern 
all substances, material and aerial, laws that har
monize with nature, laws that are immutable and 
invariable in their operation. My mind was now 
easy, but not quite free, because the preceding au
thors, after expounding the laws of nature so well 
that any rational being could understand them, 
still linked them with the supernatural laws which 
are contrary to and subversiv of nature's harmoni
ous laws. These we know are true, because we see 
them verified by observation and experience. But 
the supernatural laws, as believed by the ignorant 
Bible-readers, hav never been confirmed within the 
memory of an intelligent and rational being, Up 'to 
1882 I did not see any author outspoken enough to 
sever this link, until a Liberal friend here gave me 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, after reading which my mind 
was fully replenished, satisfied, and forever free. I 
was so well pleased with it that I at once sent $3,00 
for it. At that time it was doubly interesting to 
me, having, before I was ruined, made a tour around 
the globe myself, a.nd passed through many of those 
countries and cities, and over those seas and streams 
d(!scribed in our hero's letters that were published 
in your paper. 

But, oh, how I was shocked, after reading his pa
per ·so short a time, to see it announced that D. M. 
Bennett was no more! Yes, it was even mentally 
painful to me, and I wished it had been a dream; 
but alas! it was too true. That a noble-minded man 
of such extraordinary powers and abilities-such a 
cool, clear, logical, and philosophical reasoner-with 
a good constitution, should pass away when only a 
little past the prime of life, evidently proves that 
his system must hav been undermined when he was 
imprisoned by those lying, low-minded, hypocritical, 
brutish, and devilish scoundrels, who did their mean
est to ruin him. I do not think that one could find 
in the filthiest slums of the most degraded city on 
this globe, animals in human shape-and they even 
trained in the lowest sinks of iniquity-that would, 
or even could, sE'rv'e D. 1\f. Bennett, a philosopher of 
honesty, integrity, and really substantial worth, as 
did those base, despicable villains, who did their 
best, not only to crush, but to annihilate the noLle 
martyr's good works. And' what hav those puny, 
fiendish imps, after exhausting all their malice, 
gained? Nothing. They hav lost heavily, made 
converts to the hero's philosophy, and, so long as 
they persist in their meanness, will make many 
more. 

Rational men and women of honor and integritw 
whose minds are replenished with philosophy and 
useful knowledge, will ever be pleased to meet those 
of like inteiJigence, but will always dread the very 
unpleasant ordeal of coming in contact with those 
who hav grown up in lowest slums of ignorance and 
supernatural superstition, and who stubbornly re
fuse to be enlightened. 

Mr. Editor, I hav just fairly begun, but I must 
stop short. Before doing so, however, I must tell 
you that my organization is such that fair words 
from men and women, upon slight and insufficient 
evidence, too readily lead me to believe that all are 
honest, and by that means I hav been ruined. My 
little money, which I got by hard work only, I gave 
to a St. Catherine's lawyer (in whom, after hearing 
his fair promises, I placed implicit confidence) to 
invest for me, but he proved to be a liar, embezzler, 
and sneak thief, and thus ruined me. And his part
ner (in whom I also had confidence), who is a strict 
Methodist, and the leader of a choir, helped to ac
complish my ruin. My small means being gone, 
I am compelled to work again, after passing sixty
nine years. But, ruined as I am, so long as I can 
earn enough money honestly, I will send it ln ad
vance for THE TRUTH SEEKER, in December, each a.nd 
every year while I liv. Inclosed you will find $5-$2.50 
for THE TRUTH SEEKER and $2.50 for the Monument 
Fund. I will send you some more material for your 
paper soon. Yours ever for the good cause of sobrie
ty, integrity, and universal freedom of mind. 

A. MooT, 
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wares outen dis yere sinful ole world, wid its 
crooked ole ways ! " 

it, do you? Ha, ha, ha !'' and Mr. Bangs 
laughed so loudly that the whole family came 
.to see what was the matter, and, when in
formed, they made light of it, and ridiculed 
poor Ezekiel for having a silver spoon. Craw
·ford, especially,.made a great deal of sport of 

bought the spoon of Crawford, but who did 
not leam his name, yet had no difficulty in 
identifying him when he was discovered in 
school. Ezekiel beggecl that Crawford migh 
be let off, since he had found not only his 
spoon, but a dear brother, who had come to 
share his home and property with him.. "}J~s 
ter Knowles had sought everywher'e, but c0uld 
not find Ezekiel till, seeing the spoon .in the 
window, he recognized it immediately, and 
thus obtained the clue that revealed his 
whereabouts. An uncle had died in England 
recently, and Lester and Ezekiel were· the 
only heirs to his wealth, so that they were 
both very rich. 

"~-=c:c.o...=·=· =·· =··=··==-===-
Edited by Mrss SusAor H. WrxoN, Full River, 

.J[ass., to 11!hom all Communications for this 
Oorne;r should be sent. 

" His !He Is long whose work Is well, 
And be his station low or high, 

He who the most good works can tell, 
Llvs longest though he soonest die." 

My Boyhood. 
BY :J. G. SAXE. 

Ah me I the joyous days are gone! 
I little dreamt till they were flown 

How fleeting were the hours! 
For, Jest we break the pleasing spell, 
Time bears for youth a muffled ·bell, 

And hides his face In 1lowers. 
Ah I well I mind me of the days, 
Still bright In memory's flattering rays, 

When all was fair and new; 
When knaves were only round In books, 
And friends were known by friendly looks, 

And love was always true. 
While yet of sin I scarcely dreamed, 
And everything was what It seemed, 

And all too brlgh t for choice; 
When fays were wont to guard my sleep, 

. And Crusoe still could make me weep, 
And Santa Claus rejoice. 

"When heaven was pictured to my thought 
t(In spite o! air my mother taught 

or happiness serene), 
.A theater or boyish plays-
One glorious round of holidays, 

Without a school between. 

I Follow Cheerfully. 
Conduct me, Zeus, and thou, 0 Destiny. 
Wherever your decrees hav fixed my lot, 
I follow cheerfully; and did I not, 
Wicked and wretched, I must follow still. 

- Oleanthes, 300 B.C. 

Ezekiel's Silver Spoon. 
A CHRISTMAS, STORY. ' 

"'Ze1rfel ! Ezekiel! Come here this min
, ute ! D'y~ hear? Ezekiel ! " 

"Yes, I hear; I'm coming! "--and a tow
headed boy of eleven or twelve years came 
bounding into the room, mentally ejaculating 
at the same time, "I wonder what old Mother 
Twiddle Twaddle wants now ! " _ 

Mrs. Bangs stood with uplifted hand as the 
boy entered, as if quite ready to pounce upon 
him and inflict some premeditated assault 
upon his inoffensiv head. She had a grim 
visage, and a fierce, greenish-gray eye, that 
was not at all prepossessing, or calculated to 
win the heart of a youngster like Ezekiel, who 
was a bright lad, full of fun, and, sometimes, 
mischief. Left an orphan at an early age, he 

: had been "bound out" till he was twenty
- one to the Bangses. He had been born in 
, the lap of wealth and luxury, but, reverses 
·falling upon his parents, their_property and 
·means were swept away. Death soon took 

So Ezekiel kept his silver spoon with im
plicit faith that it would some day bring him 
good luck, as Aunt Judith prophesied. 

But to return to the mmming in question, 
when he was summoned-so peremptorily into 
the presence of Mrs. Bangs. 

1 "Do you see that milk there, with the 
cream all lapped off.? What did you shut the 
cat up in the buttery for? " and Mrs. Bangs 
stamped her foot. 

" I didn't." 
"You did." 
"No, ma'am. 11 

" I'll teach you to contradict me, you good
for-nothing poorhouse rascal, you ! This 
comes o~ taking care of poor o' the town 
trash;" and with that she boxeft the boy's ears 
savagely. "You knew the minister and his 
wife were to be here to tea to-night, and I 
wanted to save the cream 'for the waffies. 
Take that! and that! and that!" and Eze
kiel's cheeks grew redder and redder beneath 
the cruel blows. "Now go and blacken Craw
ford's shoes; d'ye hear? 

"Yes"m. 11 

"And see that you shine 'em up bright, 
too," bawled Crawford from another room . 

"Really, Crawford, I think you ought to 
shine your own shoes. It's too bad to make 
Ezekiel wait upon you so," and Olive looked 
the indignation that she felt. · 

"What! I blacken my shoes! I'm a gentle
man, I am, ain't I mother?" 

"Yes, my son." 
"And Zeke is just right to blacken a gentle

man's shoes, ain't he, mother?" 
"Yes, dear." 
"If I were a gentleman I'd act like one," 

said Olive, ben,ding over her work. 
While these remarks were being made, 

Ezekiel, with smarting ears, went to work 
putting a polish on Crawford's best shoes, and 
while he worked he thought: 

"Cream for ministers, and skimmed milk 
for other folks ! No milk at all for me ! I'd 
as lief the cat would eat the cream as the min
ister. He never speaks to me when he comes 
here, but is always praising and patting Craw
ford. Ain't I a boy like him? Ain't I as good 
as he is ? S:avn't I feelings? How would his 
mother like him to be kicked, cuffed, and 
banged about same as I am, I should like to 
know? Her name is Bangs, and maybe that's 
the reason she knows how to bang so well," 
and the tears in Ezekiel's eyes were replaced 
by a merry twinkle. 

"I'm not afraid of old Mother Twiddle 
Twaddle, if she does box my ears. 0 dear, I 
suppose I oughtn't to call her names, for she 
is Olive's mother, and Olive is good to me." 

the matter. 
"Maybe you wanted us to think you were 

born with a silver spoon in your mouth, 
Zeke! Oh, ho, hQ; he, he, he; hi, hi, hi! I 
decline I shall split my sides ·laughing-'tis 
such a joke!" 

Mr. Bangs said such a boy should not be al
lowed to hav a silver spoon, anyway-that an 
iron one was good enongh for him. But Olive 
said: "Never mind, Ezekiel. There's a silver 
lining to every cloud, and who knows but that 
your spoon has gone· to make a lining some-
how to the clouds over your head." -

"That's very pretty and romantic, Olive, 
but it doesn't bring back my spoon," said he, 
sorrowfully. , 

That night he sat brooding over the kitchen 
fire, and Topsy, the great black cat, sat close 
by him, washing her face. Presently she 
jumped up in his lap, and looked wistfully in 
his face. 

"I don't see how I can stand it to liv here," 
he thought. "I wish I knew what to do!" 
and in the intensity of his ·wish, he gave 
Topsy a squeeze .. 

"R-ow-u, ah-we-ow!" said Topsy, in cat 
language, which Ezekiel interpreted thus: 
"Run away!" 

"When shall I go, Topsy?" and he squeezed 
her again. 

·"E-ow-n, th- spree-ing !" and Topsy 
jumped down and ran under the stove. 

"She said, 'In the spring,' I do believe," 
laughed Ezekiel, quite elated to think he had 
fancied the cat could giv him such advice, 
which, however, he resolved to take if he 
should liv until the spring-time. Time wore 
on, and nothing was heard of the lost spoon, 
though Olive assured him that, in some way; 
it would come to light again-but how, she 
could not tell; she only felt that it was not 
lost for good. 

Christmas was drawing near, and every
body was busy preparing for a season of jol
lity and good cheer. It was not a merry look
ing forward to for Ezekiel, for .he had to work 
so much the harder and longer, and had 
nothing to expect nor anything to giv. He 
would like-oh, so much!-to hav skates and 
books, and all the good things that delight a 
boy's heart; but these things were not for 
him. Crawford had them-he had everything 
he wanted, and more besides, and the more 
he had the more selfish he seemed to grow. 

About this time a man was seen to pause 
suddenly before the window of a second
hand store. After gazing a while, he 
opened the door and went in. For days 
afterward he was seen in company with 
the coarse, ill-favored proprietor of the 
shop, on street corners, up-town and 
down-town, interviewing this one and that 

"What will you hav for a Christmas pres 
ent ?" inquired Lester, gazing at Ezekie 
fondly, after they had taken up their qua.r 
ters at the hotel. 

"I hav the best Christmas pr~sent already,' 
he answered. "I hav a brother-and my 
dear old silver spoon," he added. "But I 
would like to giv a present," he said, bash 
fully, after a pause. 

"Well, name it." 
"I would like to giv Olive something; she 

was so good to me always. And I want to 
find Aunt Judith, too." 

Olive was presented with a beautiful dia 
mond ring, and I shouldn't if that were sup 
plemented by a wedding ring one of these 
days. Crawford and his parents tried to 
creep around and be friendly with Ezekiel, 
but they had been weighed in the balances 
and found wanting, and Ezekiel repelled 
them, kindly but effectually. 

Aunt Judith was sought and found, and 
was as delighted as a child at the good fortune 
of her former pet. 

"I done tole ye, honey, dat spoon 'ud fetch 
ye good luck. I knowed it, an' it corned jess 
as I thought. Dese yere old eyes kin see, 
chile, a long ways in de dark. Massa Lesser, 
Ise born wid a wail on my face-! was; an' I 
kin see, I kin." 

"You cou)dn't see where Ezekiel was, 
though," laughed Lester. 

"Oh, I knowed you'd fine him out. It 
didn't 'quire me to see dat, Massa Lesser." 

Aunt Judith was made comfortable in a 
little home of her own, and never ceases to 
be· thankful she had the foresight "to put dat 
siller spoon in de chile's bosom." And Eze
kiel thanks his lucky stars that his spoon re
turned to him with such good fortune, and 
that he did not hav to run away, after all, as 
the cat told him. 

A Puzzle. 
Fours's, four i's, two p's, and an m; 
Please tell me what you can make of them. 

A RIDDLE. 

Take away one letter, and I murder; take 
away two, and I am dying, if the whole does 
not save me. What is the word? 

MERRY CHRISTMAS! :·them, the mother first, who had been always 
, delicate, and then the father, who could not 
-recover from the shock that the loss of his 
·.wealth gave him, and the still greater and 

You may believe Ezeki!Jl did not hav a very 
pleasant life at the Bangs mansion. Crawford 
tormented him in various ways, and when he 
appealed to Mr. or Mrs. Bangs they only 
laughed at his complaints, thus encouraging 
their son in his bad conduct. But Olive re
sented Crawford's treatment of Ezekiel, and 
took sides with the poor orphan; thereby fre
quently incurring the displeasure of her par
ents and brother. Ezekiel wa.s always hope
ful, and looked forward to better times. He 
often looked at his silver spoon, and wondered 
if it ever would bring him good fortune. He 
kept it bright and shining, and now and then 
he would giv it a rub, and then look all around 
to see if some good genie would not appear, as 
Olive had told him such a being did come to 
Aladdin when he rubbed his wonderful lamp, 
in the story. But his sober second thought 

one, visiting stores, offices, and schools. Af- Tile 
ter visiting the high-school and talking with 

Holidays are Coming, and 

OTTO WETTSTEIN'S · :-mi!Jre terrible loss of his devoted wife, the 
:;mother of Ezekiel, the dear boy who was the 

rchild of their old age. Ezekiel's mother had 
• ;a son by ;IJ, former marriage, a young man 

:grown when _Ezekiel was born, but he went 
:$.way ,t() _Calcutta and nobody knew what had 
·,becom~ •Oi 1hi~, ,s.o Ezekiel was quite alone 

, ;with the exce.;ptio~;~ .of an old uncle and some 
:cousins, who didn't ca.re whether he lived or 
died. If Mrs. Bangs had not taken hmn he 
would very likely hav been placed in the poor
house, a fact ~hat she did not forget to im
press upon his mind daily. He was employed 
as " chore boy," and there were always plenty 
of chores to do in the Bangs family. He had 
little opportunity to play, and was frequently 
beaten and banged by the members of the 
household, except little Olive, who was a twin 

. to Crawford, and while Crawford never forgot 
to tease and insult him, Qlive let no chance 
pass by to speak a kind word to him, or do 
him soi:ne little favor, for which he was truly 
grateful. Of all the effects of his own home, 
which had been.sold under the auctione6r's 
hammer, Ezekiel.had saved one silver spoon. 
It had been in the family of his mother a long 
time, and was of peculiar make and work
manship. It had been brought, originally, 
from England, . and was engraved with the 
name of his grandfather, his mother's father, 
John Draper. 

Aunt Judith, a colored nurse who had been 
n the family a long time, ~lipped it into his 

bosom the morning of the auction sale, say
ng: 

"iKeep dis, chile, for good luck, an' doan 
·.' ye nebber-no, uebber, part wid it. 0 honey! 
. , my ole heart jes' bleeds for ye, it do, sure. 

I jes' wish I could take ye in dese yere ole 
p,rms an' ;fly away wid ye to· hebben, or some-

told him there were no genii, only the genii 
of good conduct, integrity, uprightness, and 
perseverance. His silver spoon was like a 
talisman, !evertheless, to him, and always 
seemed to whisper, somehow, of better days. 
He cherished it fondly, too, as the only me
mento he possessed of his dear mother. One 
day he came rushing down the stairs, and ran 
headlong, in his excitement, against Mr. 
Bangs. 

''Here, here, you, sir ! What's this ! What's 
this? You young pot-black, what's the rum
pus?" 

"0 sir !" exclaimed Ezekiel, " hav you
seen-0 dear !-my spoon ?·-my silver BP.Oon? 
It is gone," he sobbed, "gone, and I can't 
find it anywhere. Oh, I am so lonesome 
without it I It was all I had. 0 dear, dear!" 
and he burst into an uncontrolable fit of weep
ing, 

"Well, well, well, I must say I And how 
did you come by a silver spoon, now, I should 
like to know? Poorhouse folks don't hav sil
ver spoons, do they?" 

"0 sir, please, it was my mother's spoon, 
it was, and it was in my room, under my 
straw pillow. I always kept it there, and now 
it has gone." 

" Oh ho ! you don't accuse me of stealing 

the teacher, always accompanied by the sec
ond-hand storekeeper, he smiled and went 
away satisfied, apparently. It was Christmas 
Eve, and there came a sharp ring of the bell 
at the door of the Bangs mansion. Ezekiel, 
whose duty it was to attend the door, opened 

JEWELRY STORE, 
ROCHELLE, ILL., 

IS ALWAYS 

it, and three gentlemen stood upon the mar- Headquarters for Holida)' Goods. 
ble step, one of whom said he wished to 
speak with l\fr. Bangs and his son Crawford. 

Ezekiel ushered them into the library and 
went back to his old place in the kitchen, but 
in a short time he was summoned to the li
brary. 

O'ne of the gentlemen, gazing at him long 
and, as it seemed, almost lovingly, inquired: 
"What is your name?" 

"Ezekiel Brown," was the low reply. 
" Did you ever see this befvre ?" and the 

man held up a silver spoon . 
"It is my spoon!-0 my spoon, my spoon!" 

screamed Ezekiel. 
"How do you know it ~s ?" sternly demand

ed Mr. Bangs. 
"I know by its workmanship, and on the 

back is my grandfather's name ~ngraved
' John Draper,'" gasped Ezekiel. 

"So it is," said the gentleman, turning the 
spoon over, that all might see. "I am Lester 
Knowles, your half brother, come from the 
East Indies, all the way, to find and love 
you;" and he cl!lsped Ezekiel in his arms. 
"Ah," he said, "I should know you anywhere, 
for I see our poor mother's looks in your eyes 
and face." 

The Bangs family sat aghast at the turn 
things had taken, and they turned as white 
as marble when one of the other gentlemen, 
who was an officer, produced a warrant for 
the arrest of Crawford for stealing Ezekiel's 
spoon. The other was the man who had 

Over 100 Gold Watches, ranging In value from $10 
to$400, In stock continually. Sliver Watches, Chains, 
Necklaces, Lockets, Bracelets, Rings, Pins, Earrings, 
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$25. The same, heavier and 14 karat, $35. All 25 
per cent below regular prices. A Chronograph, 1-4 
seconG. Horse-'rimer, and "ll'ly-Back," in Heaviest 
18 Karat Case, $175. A Double Chronograph for tim
Ing two horses, or double record, a fifth "econd, best 
In the world, $200. Also "Repeater~," striking 
hours, quarters, and minutes, $100 less than Broad
way prices. Ladles' Watches ornamented with 
Diamonds, Diamond Flowers, Baskets of Diamond 
Flowers, Peacock In Rubles and 'Diamonds, Varie
gated Colored Gold, Embossed Birds and Flowers, 
Enamel, Artistic Engraving, Locket-Backs, etc., etc, 
No finer goods at 'rlffany's, N.Y. 

Send me a check for amount you desire to pay tor 
a Watch or other goods, describe as near as possible, 
and I will send prepaid to any part of the United 
States, and refund cash an demand if not entirely satis
factory. I please all, and hundreds of my customers 
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National Bank, and Brothers Remsburg and Follett. 
The latter sa:rs In his "Catalog of the Life Members 
or the State Liberal League:" "I stepped over to see 
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l/lotfru. 

To Christ. 
Prom tl.- Freetllinlu:r. 

Across the centuries, 0 lamb or God I 
We look to thee, 

And watch thine agoniZed and wretched death 
Upon the tree; 

What hast thou done tor frail humanity 
By all that strl!e? 

The poor result or struggle and or death
A wasted lite I 

All tby high-sounding tltles-Cbrlst, Messiah, 
The Savior, God, 

Mean nothing-thou dldst never wield o'er man 
A chastening rod; 

Peace bast thou brought us here? No peace bav we, 
But !earful slaughter. 

For In thy name foul men hav ever shed 
Our blood ll¥e water. · 

And wert thou God? 0 weak omnipotence, 
To die such death I 

Infinltly conditioned, mighty God 
Drawing men's breath I 

Mad wert thou then? Fanatic certainly 
It son or man; 

Ir man and God-then weak and poor as thy 
Atonement plan. 

Great truly thou wert not, nor couldst thou be 
With such a heart-

So taint and weak, and lacking In the main 
The nobler part. 

Did I believe that thou hadst power to save 
Mankind !rom "hell," 

'd curse thee as a oyrant-!rom the heavens 
None worse e'er !ell. 

But wert thou simply man I Poor carpenter, 
Poor peasant-prlest-

gnorant, mad; but that Is over now, 
All sulierlng ceased! 

Then pass away, we gl"l' thee many a tear, 
We pity thee; 

And In our time, commit thy best o!Ienee 
O! blasphemy. 

Farewell to thee I and With thy name shall die 
The name or God, 

Father and son, and spirit stain no more 
Earth's sea or sod. 

No God we need, no Chris•, no after death
Eternity! 

All these are passing. Sene and worship now 
Humanity? ALFRED 1\. ANDREWS. 
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Agnostic Annual. 
The contributor~ to the "Symposium" in

clude Professor Huxley, P. A. Taylor, M.P .. 
Professor F. W. Newman, James Beal, Pro
fessor Ernst Haeckel, G. M. lYicO., Charles 
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hound, 75 cents. Paper, 50 cents. Postage, 5 cente. 
Rome. Not Bethlehem, the Birthplace of 

.lfrSU!ooh 
Extract from Faraday No. 5. Price 10 cents. 

lVho 'l>l' rot" 1 heN ew Te.stnmeut? 
Extract from Faraday No. 5. Price 10 cents. 

BOWLES ;PA!IIPHLETS. 
No. 1.-lF.XI>erienees of Sa1nnel Bowles, 

Late editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In 
Spirit Life; or, Life As He Now Sees It from a Spir
itual Smndp0tnt. Written through the medlumshlp 
of CARRIE. E. S. TWING, Of Westfield, N. Y. 20 cents. 
No. 2.-Cont•·asts in Sptrlt Life: 

And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLES, late 
editor o! the Springfield, Mass., Republican, in the 
first five spheres. Also a thrllllng account or the 
late Presiclent Garfield's reception In the spirit 
world. Written through the hand of CARRIE E. S. 
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. Price, 50 cente. 
Achsa W. fi]>tra~rn<>'s and lllary (Jiark's 

:n•:;r:tt"::'ire~n the First Ten Spheres 
l\1ecllum, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N. Y. Price, 

20 cents. 

fHE BO~TON INVESTIUATOB, 
The oldest reform journal In United States, Is 

pub\lsl1ed evory '1\'Nlnes•lay at the Paine 
Memorial Building, Boston, J!ass. 

By JOSIAH P. MENDUM. 
Edited by HORACE SEAVER. 

PRICE, ~3.!)0 1•er annum; single copies, 
seven C"ents. S}H~chnen copies sent on re• 
ceip1 ol" n t.wo·cent sta .. tp to pay J>Ostaa-e. 

The ln•est•gatar Ia devoted to the Liberal cau•e In rellg· 
!on; or In or.ber words, to nnlversal mental Uberty. Inde 
pendent In all Its diBcusslons, discarding superstitious 
theories of what never can be known, It devoteslte COl· 
umns to things or tbls world alone, and leaves the. next, if 
there be one, to those who hav entered ita unknown 
shores. Believing t.hat It Is the duty of mortals to work 
for the lnterest.s or this wurld, It conftnefi Itself to the 
things of tbls Ute entirely. It has arrived at the age or 
fifty-one years, and uske for a. support from those who a.re 
fond of sound reasoning, good reading, reliable news, a.n. 
ecdotes, science, art, and a useful family journal. Reader, 
please send your suoscription for s1x months or one year 
and If yon are not sat!sJled wltb the way tb.e lnvtlltigato; 
te conduf'ted we wgn't ask you t.o conr.inue with us any 
lonuor BmftP 

GOLDEN THRONE 
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, 

Author of '"Prometheus," "Gottlieb," and "Ingersoll 
and J~;sus.•' 

A Ra1lcal romance or pioneer life. delineating the vir· 
tues of natural humanity •• oppo•ed to the hypocri•Y of a 
upernatural religion; crowded with Incident and full o! 
vrogresslv Ideas and the poetry of the future. 

P~ICE $1.00. A,l>D~ESS THIS OFFICE 

LIBERAL lUEETINGS. 
[Le<tgues, and Liber•l, and 8pirittealistic Societies in' tht 

United States and Canada meeting regularly, can /Lav no· 
tices of their meetings publiBhed in tltiB columnfrte if the 
officer& will und them to us.] 

OHIO. 
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets e"ery 

Sunday afternoon at 3 P.M., In the hall on the cor
ner or Ontario and Bolivar streets. ' Exerclsee-lect• 
urea and discussion. 

MAINE. 
PORTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Congress 

Hall, C')ngt•ess street (entrance on Temple street), 
where free meetings, lectures, and discussions Rre 
held every Sunday, at 2:30 P.M. Admittance froe. 
Public Invited. 

OREGON, 
PORTLAND.-Mr. C. Beal holds meetings every sun. 

day afternoon and evening, at Academy Hall, Second 
and Salmon streets, where he glvs!ectures, readings, 
recitations, and musiC. All are Invited to attend. 
Admission 10 cents, 

MASSACHUSETTS. 
BOSTON.-Boeton Liberal Club hold3 meetings for 

ess~tys and criticisms every Sunday forenoon at 10 :45 
in the Paine Memorial Bulldlng, Appleton street. 
The "Society or the Divine Homo" at same place 
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sunday·school 
at 2 :30. Admleelon free. 

PENNSYLVANIA. 
PH!LADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal League 

meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall, 814 Girard · 
avenue, at 2 :30 o'clock, and 7 :30 o'clock, P.M., tor 
lectures and tree debates. THE TRUTH SEEKER and 
Ll bera! books for sale. 

PITTSBURGH.-Plttsburgh Liberal League meets 
at Maltby Hall, 76 Filth avenue every Sunday (except 
during the months or July and August) at 8 o'clock. 
A tree platform Is maintained. Exercises consist or 
a lecture, followed by 10 minute ct•ltlclsms, with 15 
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen 
Invited to discuss. 

NEW JERSEY. 
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets every 

Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the League's Hall; 
177 Halsey street. Exercises consist of music, read
Ings, lecture, and discussion, In which all present 
are lnvlted to participate. Admission fl•ee. Collec
tion taken. Communications for the League should 
be addressed to J. W. Frankel, 10 Pine street, New
ark. 

NEW YORK. 
AL:BANY.-The Liberal association meetl!l every 

Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State street. Sun
day-school at ~P.M. General business meeting and 
debates and discussions at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7 :30 
P.M. The public are cordially Invited to attend, also 
all Liberals visiting the city. Admission tree. 

NEW YORK CITY.-The Manhattan Liberal Club 
meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock, for a lecture 
and discussion, at German Masonic Templo, 220 E>LSt 
15th street. Atiml881on 5 cents. Monthly cards 20 
cents. Membership fee $3.--The American Spirit· 
uallst Alliance meete every Sunday afternoon at 2 :30 
o'clock In Republican Hall, 55 West 33cl street. 
The First Society of Spiritualists holds Its meetings 
every Sunday ln Republican Hall, 55 "'est 33d street. 
Morning service 11 o'clock; evenlnt?, 'I :45. Seate tree. 
Public cordially lnvlted.-New Yorl< City Ladles' 
Spiritualist Aid Society, permane.ntly located at 171 
E!l.St 69th street. Wednesday, at 3 r.nr.-Froblsher 
College Hall, 23 East 14th street, near Broadwny. 
The People'!! Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2 ::JO 
and 7:30P.M.--· 229 East 48th street. Inspirational 
Lectures and Psychometric Readings every Snnd!Ly 
at 11 and 7:30 o'clock. 

BROOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spfrltu!Ll f\oclety meets 
at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton street and Bed 
ford avenue, every Sunday. Services at 11 A.M., and 
7:45P.M. Admission tree. Public cordially invited 
Liberal and Spiritual papers and books for sale. 
The Everett Hall Spiritual Conferenco, 398 Fulton 
street meets every Saturday 'evening at 8 o'clock 
Meetings free. Spiritual literature for sale.--The 
Eastern District Spiritual Conference meets every I 
Monday evening at Composite Room, 4th street cor 
nerot south 2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Libera 
literature on sale. Allinvlted.--Tlle South Brooklyn 
Spiritual Society meets at Brauns H~tll, 5th avenue 
corner or 23d street, on the first ~tnd thlrrl Fridays of 
each month.--The Brooklyn Spiritual Fraternity, 
Friday evening conference meetings will be held 1n 
the lecture room or the church o! New Spiritual 
Dlspensatltm, Clinton avenue, between Park and 
Myrtle avenues, at 7:30 P.M.--The Phllosophlca!As
soclatlon meets every Sunday afternoon In the As 
semb!y Room or Wright's Business College, Hroad 
way corner or Fourth street, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public 
cordially invited. Doors open at 2 :30 P.ll!. 

FREETDOlJGHT NOVELS. 

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely 
written Radical romance. By WM. Me 
DoNNELL; author of Exeter Hflll, Family 
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages 
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth 
$1.25. 

Family Creeds. By WrLLTAM MeDoN 
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price 
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents. 

Exeter Hall. " One of the most e:x.cit 
ing romances of the day.'' Price, paper 
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents. 

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man 
A R~tdical novel of marked flbility. Equa 
to George Eliot's works. By FRE:DERIKA 
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25. 

Golden Throne. By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM 
Author of Prometheus, Gottlieb, Inger 
soll and Jesus. A Radical Romance of 
pioneer life, delineating the virtues of 
natural humanity as opposed to the hy 
pocrisy of a supernatural religion; crowd 
ed with incident and full of progressiv 
ideas and the poetry of the future. $1.00 

Gottlieb : His Life. A romance of 
earth, heaven; and hell. Beautifully 
written by S. P. PuTNAM. 25 cents. 

The Darwins. A Domestic Radical 
story. By Mrs. EL!IfiNA D. SLENXER, au 
thor of John's Way, Studying the Bible 
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper 
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

John's Way. A pleasing domestic 
Radical story. By Mrs. E. D. SLENKER 
15 cents. 

The Outcast. 
Radical story. 
By WINWOOD 
dom of.Man. 

A deep, finely written 
From the London edition 

READE, author of Martyr 
30 cente. · 

The Clergyman's Victims. .A Rad 
ical story vividly [portraying the wrongll 
committed 1ry' the professed men of God 
By l!r". J, l!, ;a.u,.x., ~i l;li~~~' 
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FALSE CLAIMS. 
-BY-

JOHN E. R.EMSBURG. 
Revised and .Enlarged. 

Price, 10 CTt:l. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ. 

AS A 
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT 

IT IS UNEXCELLED. 
Among the subjects considered by Mr. 

Remsburg are: 

The Church and Morality;_ Criminal Statis

tics, showing the creeds o£ the prisoners in 

the penitentiaries; the Church and Civiliza

tion; the Church and Science-; the Church 

and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the 

Church an4 the Antislavery Reform; the 

Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance 

Reform; the Church and the Republic. 

These pamphlets should be circulated by 

the thousand. Let every reader send for a 

dozen at least. Address 

THE TRUTJI SEEKER. 
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK. 

HAV YOU READ IT? 

HEALTH HINTS TO WOMEN 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR ALL. 

THE DANISH CURE EXPLAINED 
BY WILHELMINE D. SCHOTT, 

Practitioner of the Danish Oure. 

WITH PORTRAIT OF AUTHOR. 

Heavy, toned paper, good margins; large type, 
widely spaced; extra cloth, black and gold side 

and back stamps; 12mo., 319 pp.; $1.50. 

A VERY APPROPRIATE GIFT BOOK. 

It tells you what physicians should tell their pa· 
tlents, but do not: How to avoid contracting "doc
tors' b!lls ;" how to hav good health without taking 
med!cins. Hints on every subject pertaining to the 
health of women and ch!ldren. 

PURPOSE OF THE WORK. · 
The author's design !s to g!v a general outl!ne of 

the laws anc;l conditions of health, with directions 
for the prevention of sickness and care of the sick. 
She considers Animal E!ectdc!ty, used as directed !n 
this book, a very Important curativ agent. 

Although written pr!marlly for women, this book 
w!ll be found almost equally useful to all. Most 
persons cannot be too frequently reminded of the 
truth of the old proverb, "An ounce of prevention 
is worth more than a pound of cure." The first step 
in the cure of disease !s to remove the cause; then, 
in nearly all cases, Nature w!ll remove the d!fficu!Cy 
without other ald. 

Send to THE TRUTH SEEKER for circular and con
tents. 

$5 to $20 per day at borne. Sumplesworth $5!ree. 
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, ~~ 

PLAU~ HOME TALK, 
EMBRACING 

Medical Common Sense. 
BY E. B. FOOTE, M.D. 

This book !s a plain talk about the human system, the 
habits ot·men and women, the causes and prevention o! 
d!aease, our sexual relations and social natures. It Is med. 
~r~~~~~n d~~~:e~~~~~d ~~r:~e~~r~~~~~t~fn, r':r~~ c~:;~ 
!t~~e~~~e1t~~e?l~~~hs~:.i'\{it~J'r"ed niW~~~~~·o~~~e~fc~ 
• 1.150. Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER oJllce. 

ss Cl!nton Place. N k. city. 
-.._$"6:;:-;6;;--a-w-ee-;k--;-!n-y-ou_r_o_w_n-:t_o_w_n-. T;;;:;;;;;;.]$5oiiifit 

tree. Address H. Hv <.ET & Co .• Portland. Me. 

THE RADICAL PUI~PIT. 
Oomprl81ng diBCOursea ot advanced thought by 

Oo B. J!'BOTHINGHA.lll and FELIX ADLEB 
two Of Amerlca'l oleareat thtnkers. 

l'r!ge,ID oloth.,l, 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, DECEMBER ~~. 1883. 815 

THE EUREKA .An important work by GJibbon, the hisi 

MAGNETIC CLOTHING ~!~.!~.~I~~.~~~.~~~L 
Rehgton m "THE HisTORY OF THB DRCLINB AND FALL 

CURES EVERY l.,URM OF DISEASE 
WITHOUT MEDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 

GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 
letter or In person free of charge. Send 

for Illustrated Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

LADIES' MAGNETIO JACKET. Pr1ce, $18. 
Cincinnati, Ohi 

TESTIMONIALS: 
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that. our clalms are correct ln every particular, 

and that your a!lments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in 
One Week. 

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear S!r: As I feel greatly In

debted to you for the benefit I hav received from 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap· 
pl!ances, I can say without hesitation to those ll.f· 
fi!cted as I hav been that the efrect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis !n my right arm and could not use it at all, but 
after wearing a suit of your ::II:AGNETlC CLOTHING 
for one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav 
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number "Of years, from Which I hav suf
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the 
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put· 
t!ng on your appliances I hav experienced great 
benefit, and If I Improve as rapidly as I hav !n the 
past two weeks, w!ll soon be well. I would, there
fore, recommend to those sufrerlng as I hav your 
Magnetic appliances as the only means of efrect!ng' 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, 

WM. H. CLEMMER, 
No. 80 Eastern avenue. 

Remember that the same appliances Which w!ll 
efrect a cure !n a case of Paralysis will at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same 
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, 
change med!c!ns every day until, after dosing the 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike 
something (if he is very skilful) that brings relief 
for the time being. 

Neuralgia of the.Heart of Six Years 
Sta~ding Cured in Three Weeks. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11,1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear S!r: After wearing one of 

your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source of misery to ·me for 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly. With un· 
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

Ladles, read the .following testimony from a lady 
who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
with nervous prostration and female weakness : 

OsBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 

the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
ON. Am not Joking, and if I Improve as rapidly as 
I hav since T:J.esday, w!ll soon be wen. W!ll report 
again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

This lady reports herself entirely cured In Jess 
than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
although in bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In 
two days after the application. The lady's name 
can be had upon application at this office, by any
one desiring to communicate with her. 

La <lies, read the following testimony from a lady who· !lad been sutrering for two years with an Ovar
ian Tn:mor, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her l!fe, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she !s perfectly well, and has not taken a dnse of 
medic!n since putting on the appl!ances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do noth!nog 
for you; It will pay you. 

SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fa!l me; I became nervous, lost all de

sire for food, and, in fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians 
of St. Louis, at wll!ch place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'J·u:mor, 
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About s!x months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, wllenmy attention was called to the l<}u.-eka l\In . .,.netic Appl•ances. As a drowning man 
w!ll catch at a straw, so d!d I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased aiSUit&,of 
your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tu· 
mor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from" day to day, until now I am 
as well as I ever was In my l!fe. Since putting on the appll· 
ances I hav not taken a single dose of med!c!n. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore 
uheerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as I hav, believing 
that they w!ll do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Gratefully yours, MRS. MARY J. STEW ART. 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-garment, and, unl!ke all other appl!ances In the 
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve an£1 Lung Invigorators, $ 6.00 
Gentlemen's Belts • • 6.00 
Ladies' Abdominai Belts, 6.00 
Sciatic Appliances, each, 5.00 
Leg Belts, each, 4.00 
Knee Caps, each, 3.00 
Wristlets, each, 1.50 
Sleeping_ Caps, 4.00 
Ladies Jacket 18.00 
Gentlemen's Vests, 15.00 
Superfine Insoles, • • • 1.00 
Clul£lren's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any addreBB upon receipt ot price, and we will return the money 
If they are not as represented !n every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case 
send us word stating symptoms, and we w!ll advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our 
appl!ances are ofrered at Jess than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we w!ll 
guarantee that the magnetic quality !s a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever ofrered the 
publ!c, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight s!x months after being magnetized, while not a single appl!ance 
In the market w!ll attract the smallest particle of !ron, the majority of such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and w!ll outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet !s arranged in the garments upon scimti~ 
principles, and not haphazard as in an the others. We ofrer you therefore · 

The OnJy Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now o!Iered under _that head. At 
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us t6 ofrer them at 
about 

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher 
than ordinary clothing. 
R~:mP:mber that we are ofrerlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and If 

upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we w!ll 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are .made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

A(lENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN Ill{ TBBI UNITED STATES, LIBERAL COMMISSIONS ALLOWED 
lddre88 fOr fUrther lU!O&'IDI,ItiOilo Dr. L. Tenney, 

· ~~ Bace lltrllt. oor. or Uth llttet~ ClllaJIIJiatl, 01110. 

Q'J' TH& ROMAN EMPIRK," and 

~ 1lqilliG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters. 

,By EDWA~D GIBBON, Eso. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including varioruni notes by Guizot, Wenck, 
Milman, '"an English Churchman," and other scholars. 

Handsome 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. ~2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton Street, N, Y, 

The La6arum .-:>f 
Constantine. 

"By t!;is sign t!wu 
1llalt umgutr I''· 

This volume contains Gibbon's 7keo!og1(a/wrltings, •epa
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. lt. sho!''S 
•when, wltere, and kow Christianity originat.ed ; 71.1/uJ were tts 
founders : and what was the character, senttment~, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the. primitive Christtans. . 

Gibbon's VindiCation of the xsth and 16th chapters ?fhts 
HiStory from theattacksofhis Chrl~t!an opp_onen.ts, IS re
printed verbatz'm from the original ed1t1on ofhu Mz.scellatu
ous Works, edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796. Iteffect,ua!!y 
and forever silenced his detractors ; who, bemg v_anqm~hed 
in argument, unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of mfid~h.ty I 

All that can be said by Christians in regard to the Ongtn o/ 
Ckri'stianity is reprinted from the valuable notes of DBAN 
MILMAN WENCK GUIZOT an ENGLrSH CHURCHMAN, (t_he 
learned ~ditor of Bo.HN'S edition of Gt"bbo11), and other enun-
ent Christian histGrians. ,.... . 
~Among the Illu,strations will be round representatiOnS 
of the principal divinities Qf the Pagan mythology. 

For Sale at'The TruthiSeeker om.ae. 
6ml5 """"·• 

aU PTU RES CUR EDby 
mylllcdicn.I Compound n.nd lmproTCd 

Elastic Supporter Truss f-nJrom 30 to 
90 dava. Reliable references g1 ven. Sand 

stamp for circular, atJd aav in what papt:! 
l/Ot4 raw mv adverhsement. Add rea& t;~r:p:~ 

w. ~;, llollingl,amlthTW6,1•!f~tl<)jl (lF.. !1'. !' 

PRICE ONLY $1. 
BY ~ POST-PAID 

KNOW THYSELF 

A Great Me~ical Wor~ on Man~ood 
Exhausted V!tal!ty, Nervous and Physical Deb!l!ty, 

Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth, and the 
untold miseries resulting from !nd!scret!ons or ex. 
ceases. A book for every man, young, middle-aged, 
and old. It contlt!ns 125•prescr!ptlons !or all acute 
and chronic diseases, each one of which !s lnvaln&· 
ble. So found by the au tho!.'; whose experience for • 
23 years !s such as probably never before !ell to the 
Jot of any physician. 300 pages, bound !n beau t!ful 
French muslin, embossed covers, full g!lt, guaran 
teed to be a finer work !n every oense-mechan!cal, 
J!terary, and proress!onal-than any other work sold 
!n this country for $2,50, or the money w!ll be re· 
funded !n every Instance. Pdce only $1.00, by ma!l 
postpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 eta. Send now, 
Gold medal awarded the author by the National Med
Ical Association, to the officer• of which he refers. 

This book should be read by the young for Ins true· 
tlon, and by the affi!cted for rel!e!. It w!ll benefit 
all.-London Lancet . 

There !s no member of society to whom this book 
w!ll not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian, 
Instructor, or clergyman.-Argonaut. 

AddreBB the Peabody Medtcal Institute, or Dr. W. 
H. Parker, No 4 Bulfinch st., Boston, Mass., who ma.::r 
be consulted on all diseases requiring sk!ll and ex· 
per!ence. Chronic and obstinate d!seMes haT baf• 
fled the sk!ll of all other physclans HEAL a 
specialty. Such treated suooesstully 
r;:~ut an lll8taD.oe or ra11ure. THYSELF 
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OF course a man wlll 'accept the evidence of per
sons w~tll .wh,om he is acqualutetl, anti wborn he 
knows ·to be men of verncity: wht•n, they rnakl') a 
statement that Is probab!'e, that Is not lmpo"slble, 
but froni this it does not follow tb&t lie bhOUl<l Jw
lleve perHons wholly unknown to him when they 
proclaim utter lmvosslbllitles.-D. AI. Bennett. 

THEOLOGIES, rubrics, surplices, church articles, 
and this enormous, ever-repeated· thrashing of straw 
-a world of rotten straw, thrashed all Into powder, 
filling the universe and blotting out the stat·s and 
worlds. Heaven pity you with such a threshing
floor for world and Its draggled, dirty farthing-can
dle for sun I 'l'here Is surely other worship possible 
for the heart of man. There should be other work, 
or none at all, for the Intellect and executlv faculty 
of man.- Carlyle's bfe of John /Slerling. 

PERHAPS the most conspicuous Instance of the 
power of preconcevtion in decJ..dlng the sense of holy 
writ Is the traditional lnter{Jrb. ''\on of the Song of 
Solomon. ln this little book, which Is altogether 
secular In Its subject and Its nature, the love of a 
youug damsel to her swain Is described In peculiarly 
plain and sensuous language. But precisely be
cause It was so plain was It necessary to find- alle
gorical allusions under the rather glowing phrases. 
Hence such expressions as "let him kiss me with a 
kiss of-his mouth; lhyeai·essesaresofterthan wine," 
are held to refer to" tho church's love unto Christ," 
nndan enthus!Mtic encomium passed by the Shu
namlte upon the physical perfections of her lover Is 
called a •• doscrlvt!on of Christ by his graces." So, 
when another speaker, In this case a man, flatters a 
woman by enumerating the beauties or her form. the 
feet, the joints of her thighs, the navel, the belly, the 
two breasts 80 passionately praised by her admirer, 
are thought In some mystic way to signify the graces 
of the church. A. paooage referring to a young girl 
not yet fully developed Is made out to be a fore
shadowing of "the calling of the gentiles," aud the 
natural and simple appeal to the lover to make haste 
to come Is" the church praying for Christ's coming·" 
-.Amberley's Analysis. 

WHISTON, the translator of Josephus, boldly affirms 
the song of songs to be a dlssol ute love-song, com
posed by Solomon when advanced In years and dis
solute ln practice, and that, consequently, It ought to 
be excluded from the canon or the sacred books.
Horne' s Introduction. 

IT is said to be a wicked thing, ancl contrary to hu
man nature, for a man to say that he wouldn't care 
1!, after his own death, a general confl.agi·atlon of the 
whole world were to havpen; so It is certainly true 
that men ought to consult the Interests of those that 
are to come after us, for the sake of the love we bear 
them.- Oic<ro on Good and Etil. 

LETa bear robbed of her whelps meet a man rather 
than a fool In his folly.-Proverbs xvii, 17. 

THE present Is our scene of action-the future Is for 
speculation and for trust. We firmly believe that 
man was sent upon the earth to liv In It, to enjoy It, 
to study It; to love It, to embellish it-to make the 
nwst or, In short. It Is his country, on Which he 
should lavish his arrectlons and his e!Iorts. It should 
be to him a house, not a tent-a home, not a school. 
If when this house and this home are taken from 
him, Providence, In Its wisdom and Its bounty, pro
vides him with another, let him be deeply grateful 
for the gift-let him transfer to that future, when It 
has become Ills present, his exertions, his research
es, and his love. But let him rest assured that he 
is sent Into this world, not to be constantly hanker
Ing after, dreaming of, preparing for another world 
which may, or may not, be In store for him-but to 
do his duty and fulfll his destiny on earth-to do all 
that lies In his power to Improve It, to render It a 
scene of elevated happiness to himself, to those 
around him, and to those that come after hlm.
Greg's Oretd of Christendom. 

0 DEATH, how bitter Is the remembrance of thee 
to a man that liveth at rest in his possession, unto 
the man that hath-nothing to vex him, aud that hath 
prosperity In all things; yea, unto him that Is yet 
able to receive meat! 0 Death, acceptable Is thy 
sentence unto the needy and unto him whose strength 
faileth, that Is now In the last age. and Is vexed with 
all things, and to him that despaireth and hath lost 

. patience. -Eccl. xli, 1, 2. 

THE grand doctrln that every human being should 
hav the means of self-culturing, o! progress In knowl
edge and virtue, of health, comfort, and happiness, 
of exercising the powers and affections of a man; 
this is slowly taking Its place, as the highest social 
truth. That the world was made for all and not for 
a few; that society Is to care for all; that no human 
being shall perish but through his own faults; that 
the great end o! government Is to spread a shield 
over the rights of all-these propositions are grow
Ing into axioms, and the spirit of them Is coming 
forth In all the departments of life.-Dr. Channing's 
Ptesent Age. 

Truth About the Teeth, 
Etc., Etc. 

BEST PAIN AND TOOTH-SAVING KNOWL
EDGE OUT. 

No matter how perfect your teeth may be natur
ally, this Information Is necessary If you would 
carry them perfect and pure to a ripe old age and 
death. Ten cents In stamps. 

DR. GEORGE HARDCASTLE, 

1235 Market street, 
(Station B, Drawer 2800), 

3t49 San Francisco, Cal. 

Correspondence. 
A. lawyer 81 years or age, with a good practice In a 

prosperous town on the Northern Pacific railroad, 
in Western Montana, wishes to open a correspond· 
ence with an educated lady of liberal Vl3ws, with a 
view to matrimony. Address, w. H. G., Box 45, Mis-
soula, M. T. • 4\49 

THE TRUTH: SEEKER. NOVEMBER ~~. 1888. 

THE polec::tt 1!-t snpposetl to ha.v been the origlw-Ll 
"lit.tle (IJJe f•,r a ~CP.nt." 

·PROFA~ITY may ~tot he a characteristic CJf the royf_11 
ftuutly, btl_• ~nntH brPPZY flat~ yon ought to go out 
iuto th~ Iut. ht'-ll and ht:'ar the queonsware. 

FAITH Is sometlm~s personified as a drenched 
female clinging to a •ea-washed rock; but a better 
personification would be a bald-headed man buying 
a bottle of patent hair 1•estorer. 

A. MASSACHUSETTS widow dresses In mourning and 
wears bangs m»de of her departed husband's .hair. 
She prudently had saved tor that purpose all that 
she had pulled out before his death. 

ABOUT this time the thoughtful girl makes for her 
darling a real nice pair of ~rdlnalred mittens, and 
the young man walks the streets with the slmllltudes 
of hams dangling from the ends of his coat-sleeves. 

"OuR girls may hav large feet," exclaimed a St. 
Louis belle, while conversing with 11 Chicago damsel, 
"but we are not obliged to· turn our toes in When 
sitting tor a photograph, In order that they may ap
pear In the picture." Chicago hasn't flied her reply 
yet. 

• A. PRETTY little fairy, who livs in Islington, and 
who Is very fond of having Bible stories read to her, 
ran to her mamma the other day, and said, eagerly: 
"Oh,· mamma, please read me that pretty story ove1· 
again about little Moses and the bulls rushing after 
hl!p.." 

"I DON'T take much stock In proverbs," Bald Brown 
to Jones. "For Instance, look at the oft-quoted one: 
'A. friend In need is a friend Indeed.' Now, most of 
my experience with friends In need has been that 
they wanted to borrow. Glv me the friend that Is not 
In need.'' 

CAPEL Is most struck In America by the preco
ciousness of the chlldren, He called with the arch
bishop upon a Baltimore lady, who said to her four
·year old boy: "My son, speak to the archbishop.'' 
The boy readily held out his hand and said: "How 
do, Arch?" 

DowN In New Jersey the greatest barbarities are 
perpetrated by those who go out hunting snipe. A. 
common occurrence is for six sportsmen to surround 
a single snipe and go through such ridiculous, 
though highly sportsmanlike, performances that tho 
poor bird actually dies laughing at them. 

A. cOUNTRY clergymen who recently preach\ld In an 
Austin church Is an admirer of the writings of 
Charles Dickens, and quotes from his novels almost 
as often as he does from the Bible. He surprised 
his congregation by winding up a gorgeous pero•at!on 
with: "It Is thus, you see, my brethren, as the scrip
tures say, 'Barkls Is Wlllin', bm the flesh Is weak.' " 

DURL.'iG a dense fog, a Mississippi steamboat took 
landing. A. traveler, anxious to go ahead, came to 
the unperturbed manager of the wheel, and asked 
why they stopped. "Too much fog. Can't see the 
river.'" "But you can see the stars overhead." 
"Yes," replied .the urbane pilot: "but until the 
hiler busts we ain't going that way." The passenger 
went to bed. 

A.T a school examination a clergymen was de3cant. 
lug on the necessity of growing up loyal and useful 
cl tlzens. In order to glv emphasis to his remarks, 
he pointed to a large flag hanging on one side of the 
school-room, and said: "Boys, What Is that fiag for?" 
An urchin who understood the condition of the room 
better than the speaker's rhetoric, exclaimed: "To 
hide the dirt, sir I" 

"THAT poor fellow," said a temperance orator, 
pointing to a cripple, "owes his dilapidated condi
tion to whisky.'' "You are wrong," replied a by
stander. "That man Is paralyzed, and I am certain 
that he never drank." " Oh, that really makes no 
di!Ierence In my argument," rejoined the orator, 
"for if he had been addicted to drink he would hav 
been paralyzed sooner.'' 

THERE was quite a sensation In the Austin Blue 
Light Colored Tabernacle last Sunday In conse
quence of some rather pointed remarks by .the pas
tor, Rev. Whangdoodle Baxter, on the subject of 
marital Infelicity. "Hit's my 'pinion," remarked 
the colored expounder, thumping the pulpit vio
lently with his umbrella," dat de husban' or de wife 
what breaks dar marriage vows should be put to 
deli." "Mayi ask de reverend pasture a question?" 
Interrupted Uncle Mose. "Sartlnly, Uncle Mose." 
" I understands yer to say dat de h us ban' and wife 
should not be unfaiJTul to one an udder.'' "Jess so, 
Uncle Mose." "Den ef dey should not be unfa11Iul 
to one an udder, who else shoald dey be unfai1Iul to 
In your 'pinion?" There was a painful silence for 
several minutes, which was finally broken by 
Whangdoodle, saying, In a loud and sonorous voice : 
"Uncle Mose, will you hab de goodness tp pass de 
hat." 

AT an Arkansas love-feast an old man was asked 
why he joined the church. "Well," he said, "I 
al'ers did hav a hankerln' alrter the gospil, but this 
fall It come on me powerful hard. I had bad luck at 
the saw-mill, slx o' my shoats got drowned, my gray 
mare broke her leg in the woods, an' everything 
seemed to go wrong. I tried everything, salve an' 
axle grease, but nuth!n' seemed to help my misfor
tunes. I shifted from the Democrat to the Repub
lican party, an' then changed back again, an' noth· 
lng seemed to help me, so finally I tuck up the no
tion that I oughter jlne the church. The only thing 
In the way was that I didn't hav 'llglon, so I thought 
mighty hard, over this. One day I went down to 
whar thar waa a camp-meetin' an' drapped down on 
my knees. A. ole feller with a slick suit o' clothes 
came aroun' an' axed me what I wanted, an' I 
told him that _I wanted 'llglon. He axed me If I was 
afeerd that my soul would go to torment, an' I said 
that torment wan't bother!n' me, that things on the 
farm won't grow ter suit. • Wall,' said he,' pray 
awhile.' Well, I prayed awhile, all the time thlnkln' 
'bout the kalamltles at home, till at last a rough -an'
ready sort o' feller come aroun' and says, c Et yer 
wanter do anything here, shout.' Wall, I got up an' 
shouted an' the next day jlned the church, but Iem
me tell yer, e! them stock ain't Improved I'm a goln 
to try somethln else.'' 

PROSPECTUS OF 

The Truth Seeker, 
Founded by D. -M. Bennett. 

THE LEADJNG FREETHOUG~T 

JOURN ~L OF THE WORt D. 

LARGEST, 
1
CHEAPEST, BEST. 

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY, AT $3.00 

PER YEAR; $1.50 FOR SIX MONTHS. 

SAMPLE COPIES FREE. 
33 ()LINTO~ PLA.<JE, 

NEW YORK <JITY. 

Among the reforms THE TRUTH SEEKER aims 
to effect are: 

Total separation of church and state, in
cluding the ·equitable taxation of church 
property; secularization of the public schools, 
abolition of Sunday laws, abolition of chap
laincies, prohibition of public appropriations 
for religious purposes, and all other measures 
necessary to the same general end. 

Its sixteen large pages are filled every week 
with scientific, philosophic, and Freethought 
articles and communications by the ablest 
Freethinkers in the country. It givs all the 
Liberal news, and keeps its readers posted on 
current seeular and theological events. It is 
the armory from which hundreds draw their 
weapons in contests with priesthood. All 
the Liberal papers are good, but THE TRUTH 
SEEKER is 

THE BEST .AND L.ARGES1. 
It is conducted in a broad and truly liberal 

spirit, and givs everyone a hearing upon all 
subjects pertaining to the welfare of the hu-
man race. -

OPINIONS REGARDING IT. 
A. paper like THE TRUTH SEEKER Is something 

more and better than an advocate of truth. Through 
it Its subscribers touch elbows with each other. 
Each reader knows that he Is one of a goodly com
pany who flnd comfort and Inspiration In Its pages. 
If they should meet each other they would feel like 
brothers and sisters. They hav lived under one In· 
tellectual root, felt the glow of the same fireside, and 
broken together the bread of life. Such a paper Is 
to thousands-a substitute for the church.-GEORGE 
CHAINEY, in Thi8 World. 

THE TRUT.Il SEEKER, founded by D. M. Bennett, is 
to-day perhaps the strongest foe With which super
stition has to contend, and a long future of great 
usefulnes~ Is, we trust and believe, before it.-Win
ted, Conn*, Press. 

There ought to be five hundred subscribers to THE 
TRUTH SEEKER In this county, just to rebuke the In· 
famous church bigots who are using force and fraud 
to suppress Liberalism.- Worthington, Minn., Advance, 

This sterling and widely-circulated Freethought 
journal has won Its way deep Into the hearts of Its 
readers. THE TRUTH SEEKER Is a great paper, and 
deserves the most generous support of the Liberal 
public. The recent numbers received are s{llend!d 
in every respect,-S'an li'rancisco Universe. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER has gathered its resources, 
and will be a stronger, better, and brighter paper 
than ever.-Libera! League Man. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER has become a necessity to the 
Liberal cause.-Kamas Blade. 

'lERMS FOR BALANCE OF YE.AR: 
To all who will settle all arrearages and 

pay for the year 1884 in advance, we will al
low the price for 1884 to be the same as for 
1883-$2.50. 

To all who renew for one year from next 
January, or thereafter, before January 1st, 
the price will be $2.50. 

To all new subscribers· who send in their 
subscriptions previous to January 1st, the 
price will be $2.50. 

1ERMS FOR 1884: 

Single subscription, 
One subscription two years, 
Two new subscribers, 
One subscription with one new sub

scriber, in one remittance, 
One subscription with two new sub

scribers, in one remittance, 
One subscription with three new sub

scribers, in one remittance, 
One subscription with four new sub

scribers, in one remittance, 
.AJJ.y number over :five at the same 

rate, invariably with one remit-
tance. 

$3 00 
:; 00 
:; 00 

:; 00 

,. 00 

s 50 

10 00 

It is thus seen that.any of our friends who 
will take the trouble to get a new subscriber 
at the regular rate ($3), will get his own for 
$2; by getting two new subscribers he will 
get his own paper for $1; by getting three 
new subscribers he will not only get his own 
free, but will hav fifty cents left to pay cost of 
money order; by getting four new subscribers 
he will hav his own free and gain $2. 

This makes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its 
sixteen large pages, cheaper than any other 
Liberal paper. If anyone chooses, or if by 
so doing he can easier secure partners in tak
ing the paper, he can share with them the 
advantages of the elub rates. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

33 Olinton Flaoe, New York Oity. 

\ 
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The Truth Se~ker, 
'Vttii >~:tx~eeu la:rge )>ages, 'will be ""'"'' 

rnlt' 'U.'HREE MONTHS, j)O~tagon, l!l>ald. 

fo'OR FiFTY CEN'I'S. 
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"What a Piece of Work is Man!" 
-Hamlet. 

WHAT A VALUABLE JOURNAL IS "MAN," 

THE EXPONENT OF THE PRINCIPLES OF THE NATIONAL 
LIBERAL LEAGUE. 

It is Published Weekly _at one dollar per .Annum. 
T. B. WA.KEMA.N ·and T. C. LELAND, Editors. 

Ellzur Wright, Parker Plllsbury, JaD¥>s Parton, 
Courtlandt Palmer. S. P. Putnatn, Osborne Ward, H. 
B. Brown, Dr. T. S. Lambert, Mrs. H. S. Lake, Dr. 
Juliet H. Severance, and other well·knowh writers, 
contributors. . 

MAN Is every In· ·h a man, and dares to say and do 
whatever becomes a man. 

MAN is a man among men, hall fellow. honest, 
above board, and encourages other men to the same 
high standard. 

MAN Is a live man; works to raise up more live 
men, promotes the Interests of live men, and has no 
ml•slon nor message for the dead. 

MAN is a friend or the poor man-" A. man's a man 
for a' that" and takes the side of the Man of mills 
agatnst the man of millions. 

MAN Is an honest man; carries In his pocket of 
principles the "Philosopher's Stone "-PAY AS YOU 
GO! and demands that churches, ministers, and mil· 
llonalres shall pay tlielr taxes as honest men do. 

MAN is a free man, and demands equal rights In 
the public schools and equal privileges on the first, 
seventh, or any day or the week. 

MAN Is a temperate man, but proposes to be so on 
bls own motion, not on compulsion- because he 
knows enough to be so himself, not because the 
church Is Inspired from on high to force him. 

MAN Is a man of the world-this world-and one 
world at a time. The whole planet is his Interest, 
his constituency, and his care. 

MAN Is a fearless, determined man. 
"Whether on the gallows high, or In the battle's van, 

The fittest place for man to die 18 where he dies 
forman. 

But this MAN-our MAN-though "a man of sorrows 
and acquainted with grief," was not born to die. He 
tried recently, and couldn't. He was slightly slain 
"In the battle's van," but he came to life again; and 
now, dear reader, he asks you for a dollar for your 
Instruction and ltle -upport. 

MAN Is the sveclal organ of organization. He 
teaches organization, preaches organization, and 
works for organization as the chief ark of safety for 
laborers and Liberals, and the strongest force with 
which to meet the old organizations for the promo
tion of theology, tyranny, and the dissemination of 
useless knowledge. 

MAN Inc! ud es woman; Is the best friend of woman, 
and works for her development, her just position. 

In short, among the •' New Political Forces" MAN 
Is one of the Forces, and Is armed for the organiza
tion of a new party and the coming struggle with 
the old parties. 

Every reader with the least reform and progress 
in him should send at once for MAN. Every reader 
with none at all, ehould send and get some In him, 
and start right on the road to progress. 
LIBERAL NAMES WANTED TO SEND COPIES TO. 

A. 25 cent BOOK PREMIUM will be sent for ten or 
more names and addresses. Trial subscribers
three months-:tor 25 ctjuts. 

Address T. C. LELAND, Secretary, 
744 Broadway, New York. 

T R u·T B: 
A Poem in Three Parts. 

BY E. N. KINGSLEY. 
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists, 

Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists, 
and Impracticable Christians. 

Containing a picture of the 

' JEWISH JEHOVAH. 
A.s Described by the Bible. 

"There went up a smoke out of his nostrils, and 
fire out o! his mouth devoured; coals were kindled 
With It " (Psalms XVIII, sr; 

40 pp, Handsomely executed, Price, 25 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

Songs of the .Morning. 
A NEW LIBERAL SONG BOOK. 

BY CALEB S. WEEKS. 

Vol. I. Original, Including Responses to Old 
Hymns, and Old Hymna In Responding Versions 
212 pages. Price, Cloth, $1.00. 

For sale, wholesale and retail, at 
THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFIOE, 

33 OLiliTON PLAOE, NEW YORK. 

A NEW, origma.l, chenplantern forprojectingnnd en .. 
largil1;g photographs, chromo cards, opaque pictures and 
ObJects. Works like magio, and delights and m:ystJfies 
everybo_Qy Send for our full aud free desori~tive ctrculn.r 

M... HILL PLJJJ, co .. 129 BaEit 28th St.~ :New York.. 

TI-IE NEW VERSION. 
Lectures by Geor~re Cbalney. 

IN EXPLANATION OF THE BIBLE, FROM GENESIS 
TO REVELATIONS, 

CoNTENTs; 

The New VerB!on. Extraord!naryS&Intl. 
Nothing. Prleatcraft. 
Utoplll.8. • The Heart of Yahweh. 
'£he Descent of M•n. The F~lly of Solomon. 
The Wanderln!l'Jew. Selr·Respect. 
Fair Play. Priest and Prophet. 
A Biblical Romance. The Hope ot the World. 
Bricks Without Straw. Iconoclasm. 
Oelestlal Barbarism. The Man Jeaua. 
Divine Brigandage. The New Religion. 

Printed on a fine. quallty of paper, handsomely bonnd 
in cloth. and uniform In size. with first bound vo um~ 
l'rlce ,1.00. For sale at this omce. 
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and Qllippings. 
SYDNEY, New South Wales, has a refuge 

which last year housed and breakfasted 12,-
000 people for the amazingly low sum of $633! 

. .A. CLERGYMAN of Allegan, ·Mich., says that 
there is so much profanity in the streets of 

. that place they are unsafe for children and 
Unfit for ladies. What is profanity, anyway? 

I 

narrow expanse of sky and cloud that looks Calvin Presbyterian church fair was raided 
down upon them between the walls of their by the police last night while a game was'in_ 
prison home. No men are allowed to enter progress. 'The chips, cards, and other para
the house but the members of the family and phernalia, and stakes to the amount of several 
the priest, except on very rare occasions, and hundred dollars, were seized. Elder Tomp
then unseen by the women. Married at ten kins and Deacon Snedecor gave bail for the 
years-for spinisterhood is abominable- arrested players. Had it not been for this 
mothers at twelve, they are faded and old at untimely interference, a large sum would hav 
the beginning of their fifth lustrum. They been realized for the Bamboo mission, as tlie 
die of sheer old age at about thirty." betting was running high." There are evi

&tws of tht flltth. 
THE Tonquin and Egyptian snarl remains 

unraveled. 

A NEw YoRK policeman has just been sen· 
tenced to death for an unprovoked murder . 

FIFTEEN persons havbeen burnt to death in 
a Jewish synagog in Constantinople. 

I St ke a. ole y f 1 1. JtrsT after the Sunday-school exercises in T mu ma rg man ee comp 1-
:tnented after delivering a sermon an hour Trinity church, Mobile, the sexton began to 

dently possibilities in the church fair that hav 
not been .dreamed of. 

DEACON PATTERSON, of a Brooklyn church, is 
on .trial for assaulting and battering a fellow• 
member of the church. 

long to see a three-inch report of it in the ring for the morning service. As the bell did 
paper next day preceded by the words "The not sound right. he requested the boys to go 

b R' , ' . out of the tower-room, and· a second later 

THE visit of the Crown Prince of Germany 
to the pope of Rome givs the New York Times 
the opportunity to poke a little fun at tlle lat
ter in this way: " It is gratifying to learn 
from our esteemed Roman contemporary, the 
Capitan lJlracassa, that the Crown Prince 
'J;IJ.anifested great sympathy with the ele
vated language used by the pope upon ques
tions of religion and morality,' although he 
' offered no reply thereto.' The ()apitan 
F'l'acassa, which we judge to be an organ of 

THE Rev. Mr. Miller, of Hempstead, L. 1., 
has been deposed for misappropriating the 
contents of the contribution-box. su stance of ev. Mr. Textural s sermon 1s d th b ll th h fl. fl. 

given below." • , ow~ ca~e e e . roug oor after oor, 
cuttmg 1ts way as neatly as a cannon ball 

AN insane asylum out West is reported to might hav done, and landing in the cellar, 
·havdispensed with preaching within its walls, fifty feet below. The sexton dodged aside 
and so many of the inmates hav recovered just in time to save his head. The bell lies 
their sanity that the managers believe they mouth up in the cellar, and is uninjured, but 
will hav to engage another minister or close it has lost its clapper. 

SEVERAL a-narchists hav been sentenced to 
imprisonment in Paris for advertising and 
promoting a projected public meeting. 

the institution. 

THE telegraph -announces that Guilford 
Soon, a negro hanged at Kingston, N. C., on 
the 20th, "had .made his peace ,with God." 
Fro~ the negro's point of view this action 
was politic, but what are the advices from the 
party of the second part? 

A LEw!sToN pauper, living at the city alms-. 
house, re-cently offered up the following 
prayer: " 0 Lord I bless the boss of this 
house; be with him daily, and with all his'n; 
but especially, 0 Lord ! we ask thee to make 
different arrangements in that cook-room." 

" On, to tllink," said a religious English
man to his gamekeeper, "that I should hav 
called you a d--d infernal fool I I'm very 
sorry. To think that one Christian should 

--1lee-auoh.la.ngua,g!l_ t_Q. .!!nother! Heaven for
giv me I But it's God's t~uth all the.s!lme." 

THE Crown Prince of Germany gave $25,000 
to the servants of King Alfonso's palace, and 
$50,000 to. the Spanish military asylums. The 
German tax-payer, remarks Texas Siftings, has 
reason to be grateful for a prince who dis
penses such generous presents .bY divine 
right. 

GooD tenors are in activ demand with promi
nent churches -at salaries of from $2,500 to 
$3,000 per year,. while baritone and bassos 
come even higher. In . contrast with this, 
beggary and the social evil are alarmingly on 
the increase. An esthetic church of the long
hair, tight-breeches type ought to draw well. 

A DOZEN negro Mormons hav arrived in Salt 
Lake City. This givs a new color to the Mor
mon question. If the negroes, the pets of 
the government, are to be drawn into the ter
rible maelstrom of Mormonism, it is time the 
government took hold and lifted them out. 
It is all right enough for white trash to go 
wrong, but we must protect the colored 
brother.-Peck's Sun. 

A 'VERACIOUS Western contemporary an
nounces that negotiations hav been opened 
between the Salvation Army and Sullivan, the 
slugger. Every place the Salvation Army 
goes they get t~umped, and it is believed Sul
livan could do a great deal in mauling people 
who refus{ to be salivated by the Salvation 
Army. The alleged "army" is composed of 
a lot of cranks who go around beating drums 
and singing "Come to Jesus" all out of tune. 

MRs. L. C. GRIFFIN, who has for years been 
a missionary in Hindostan, recently returned 
to America to recuperate. To a reporter of 
the St. Paul Pioneer Press she described 
woman's life in. India. She says: ;, The 
government of the house of the Brahman is 
strictly in the hands of the man; of the father 
during the youth of the family, and of the 
eldest son after he marries. The son always 
takes his wife home to the paternal roof, and 
as the sons marry, additions are built to the 
house until it often becomes a village in itself. 
In this .place the women are imprisoned
literally buried alive. From the day of their 
marriage, which is at a very early age, they 
»ever aee more of the outer world *hl\n the 

AusTIN CoRBIN, president of the Long Isl· 
and railroad, presented each one of his em
ployees with a turkey on Christmas day. 

THE concluding sentence of Mr. Darwin's the secular party, seems to hav expected the 
posthumous paper on "Instinct," read before 
the Linnruan Society in England the other Crown Prince to break out into a wild eulogy 

A SOLDIER on Governor's Island, N. Y., fell 
sick at the confessional, last Sunday, and 
died before a physician could be summoned. day, is: "It may not be logical, but to my im- of beer, Luther, sauerkraut, and Nihilism, 

agination it is far more satisfactory, to look at. with other forms of modern Infidelity. But 
the truth is that you cannot discuss faith and the young cuckoo ejecting its foster brothers, 

' SARAH BERNHARDT has distinguished herself 
anew by horsewhipping Mdme. Colombier, 
who had published a book which Bernhardt 
regarded as reflecting upon herself. 

ants making slaves, the larvre of the Ichneu· morals with the pope. You call upon him as 
monidru feeding within tlle live bodies of their the first living authority in those branches, 

and it would be in very bad taste to offer a prey, cats playing with mice, otters and cor-
' reply' to his remarks. As an infallible exmorants with living fish, not as instincts pert, he is beyond the range of discussion. 

specially given by the creator, but as very 

THE action of the judge in binding over to 
keep the peace the Wequetequock prayer
meeting rioters has brought about an indig
nation meeting by the pious people of that 
place. 

True believers g\> to him for 'points' in 
small parts of one general law leading to the faith and morals just as they do to Gould for 
advancement of all organic bodies-multiply, points in stock, and it i~ polite to pretend 
vary, let the strongest liv and the weakest that you are a true believer, or why call upon 
die.': the. pope at all ? If you see any reason to 

"I WANT to sleep and wake up in heaven," 
said John Campbell, of this city, when asked 
by. his wife why he had swallowed a fa
tal dose of arsenic on Tuesday evening 
of last week. He was ·a piano maker in 
good employment and with no seemmg mo
tiv to impel him to suicide. He had suf
fered from inflammation of the brain about 
a year ago, and since then had become de
spondent, drinking some and now and then 
speaking of the delights of dying. He also 
grew particularly activ in looking after his 
church duties. Mr. Buckley, editor of the 
Methodist Advocate, stated about two months 
ago that only Infidels committed suicide. 
Since then four Christians, in this city alone, 
hav gone over the river at their own motion. 
We should like to hav Mr. Buckley restate his 
opinion. 

AN old story turns up again: Saphir was a 
remarkably ugly Jew, who was deformed in 
person, who live.d several centuries ago in 
Germany, and who was a marvel of satirical 
wit. Nobody was ever known to hav got tlle 
better of him in repartee. Many of his retorts 
hav been handed down to the present time. 
The following was his style of talking back 
to people: He was traveling in a stage-coach 
in company with two Jesuits, who made allu
sions to the personal appearance of Saphir, 
and were disposed to make fun of him gen
erally. He put up with it for some time,.but 
finally asked, " Who are you two fellows, 
anyhow?" "We belong to the Society of 
Jesus.'' "Which society of Jesus-his first 
or his last?" "What do you mean?" ''Well, 
his first society were donkeys in the manger, 
and his last were thieves on Mount Calvary. 
Now I want to know to which of these soci
eties you belong ?" 

THE progressiv church fair has reached 
Connecticut. Not to be outdone by the Can a· 
dian church which had a ballot-box-stuffing 
row at its fair, the Trinity Lutheran church of 
New Haven allowed lager beer to be sold at 
its fair, and had several lotteries, and waltz
ing besides. Pastor Siebko approved of all 
these ways of raising money, and smiled 
when he learned that some of the church 
members had seceded because thev didn't 
like such things. If this remarkable evolu
tion of church fairs continues, remarks the 
Sun, we ehall read in the newspapers some 
1ine morning an item like this; " The John 

distrust the point, you can quietly 'copper' 
it after you leave; and it is much to be feared 
tllat the Crown Prince has already 'gone 
short' of the pope's conversation.'' 

THE Rev. Heber Newton said last Sunday 
that tlle story of Jacob was purely legendary, 
that there was no mess of pottage at all, and 
that the wrestle with the angel was a poetic 
fiction. 

THE Rev. Mr. Gallagher, of Kingston, Ont., 
THE Christian missionaries must be doing is to be brought to trial before the church for 

some fine work in Alaska. There is a mission having married a man to his deceased wife's 
at Wrangel, in that territory, under the charge sister, which act is claimed to be a violation 
of Mrs. J. McFarland, and about forty nativ of church disciplin. 
children constitute the wards of the society Mon. CAPEL said in a recent lecture that "all 
in the place. The pastorate of the mission power of government poss.essed by the pee
church was temporarily filled by Dr. J. M. ple comes from God." He willhav hard work 
McFarland, a nephew of the superintendent. to make tl;mt sentiment go down with the peo
Dr. McFarland assumed to be a second Christ, ple of this republic. 
and with a small band organized a Salvation CoMSTOCK has just secured the conviction 
Army, which made itself a nuisance to Indians of a picture dealer's Clerk in this city, charged 
and whites alike. At last McFarland got into with selling improper pictures. The pictures 
a controversy with his aunt, and while she in question were artistic representations of 
was preaching, protesting against his actions, the nude human form. 
he walked into the pulpit and knocked her 
down with his clenched fist. The last few THE Rev. Alfred F. Vedder, of Albany, in· 
years of the history of the mission are said dieted for malpractice, failed to appear at the 
to be replete with horrible tales @f open pros- trial, which was set down for the 21st. Sick
titution carried on both inside and outside the ness was offered as an excuse, and the justice 
domain of the institution, though its existence ordered an investigation. 
is alleged to hav been most notorious in the ATTEMPTS to enforce the Sunday laws here 
settlement. One of the most noteworthy on the 23d were equally futil with previous 
cases was that of Annie Graham, a namesake efforts in the same direction. Liquor was 
of a New York lady who paid $100 a year for everywhere easily obtainable by those who 
her clothing and other necessary expenses. were so unwise as to seek for it. 
Mrs. Graham had never seen, and perhaps 

CoNSIDERABLE alarm is felt by English states· 
never expected to see, her promising ward. men over the effect of O'Donnell's execution. 
Annie is described as the handsomest nativ 

The chief ministers travel with police protecgirl in the settlement. She was expelled from 
th 1 f he t d h 1 tion, and Gladstone and Sir William Harcourt e p ace or r oo open an s ame ess con-

keep near them a body of armed detectivs. duct. Annie then went to Harrisburg, a min-
ing camp not far from Wrangel, where her THE Pedestal Fund Art Loan Exhibition in 
shocking exploits were every day the talk of this city, for the benefit of the Bartholdi 
the rough miners gathered there. A second statue of Liberty, was thrown open last Sun· 
Annie Graham was then procured in order day. More than twice as many people were 
tllat the $100 might still be received. Thls presen:t as had attended on any previous day. 
one turned out almost as bad and was also ex- THE wm>le town of Hebron, Conn, is di-
pelled. Then the third beneficiary of the vided by a religious war. One pastor has 
unsuspecting New YorY: lady was introduced called another a polygamist because he has 
and given the name of Ann1"e Graham. Nellie been married to four wives, and the latter re
Hamilton, named for a wealthy Boston lady, taliates by calling the former a liar and a hyp. 
led a similar career, and another Nellie Hamil- ocrit. Hence the unpleasantness. 
ton had to be substituted. The disgusting 
proceedings referred to are as yet unknown Mn. BAcHE, the clergyman ~ho claims to 
in the East. The recital of the scandals, hav been garroted and robbed in this city 
tolerated, if not caused by these factions, some three weeks ago, was sufficiently recov· 
would indicate that the actors were crazy, and ered to preach last Sunday. A prominent 
Superintendent Hill, of Portland, has at last police official has intimated that Mr. Bache's 
directed Dr. Farland to go to Chilcot and Mrs. assault and robbery are a fiction. His theory 
McFarland to Tougass, so that a distance of is that the minister got drunk and was 
1,000 miles may divide them, · whipped in a 11treet tight. 
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Qlommnnica.fions. 

Philosophy on the Half-Shell; or, Ethics of '83. 
THE ATHEIST's REPLY. 

Being an unbiased exposition of the Christian ~ystem of 
religion, as viewed from an Atheisticalstandpolllt. D.ed
icated, by permission, to Col. Robert G. Ingersoll. 

Y e tell me there exists a God, 
Whose care is over all; 

Who rolls the plimet on its course, 
And "marks the sparrow's falL"* 

I see a fiend, whose hellish leer 
Distorts creation's face; 

Who laughs to scorn the outraged Right, 
And hates the human race! 

Ye tell me of a God of prayer, 
And say he lists to me, 

When I approach his tiliining throne 
In true sincerity. 

I see a monster, swol'n with pride, 
Who bids a. pampered few 

Enslave, with Custom's iron bands, 
Man's reason,. stanch and true! 

Ye tell me of a God who hears 
The houseless orphan's cry; 

By whMn the widow's ca.use is heard, 
Whose succor still is nigh. 

I point ye· to the starving poor, 
And brand the falsehood there

In grinning Famin's ·wasted cheek, 
And Suicide's despair! 

Ye tell me, in your baleful creed, 
" The ninety-nine" shall be 
Forever doomed to quenchless flame, 

In hopeless agony. 

Dare ye uphold a fiend whose face 
Should be a fieshless skull, 

And seat' him 'pon the throne of gra.ce, 
To Justice' self annul? 

A God, who of a hundred souls 
But one "ordains" on high, 

Should force the tainted lips of Death 
To hiss his infamy! 

Ye say God sent" his only son" 
To preach "the holy word;" 

" Good will " Christ said, " I teach not earth, 
But briZ:g, instead, a sword. 

" To set the father 'gainst his son, 
The mother 'gainst her child!"t 

And hag-eyed Murder, garbed like Truth, 
" The Rights of Man"t defiled! 

Ye tell me that the wife should be 
The· creature of her lord; 

Defenseless vassal of his will, 
In brutish lust, abhorred.JI 

Ye tell me that the slave shall bleed 
Beneath the cruel whip!§ 

Ye rend the tender ties of blood 
In twain, with sneering lip!~ 

Ye say the brute that toils for man 
Shall sink again to earth, 

Nor rise to right its fearful wrongs 
In man's immortal birth. 

By Vivisection's** fiery pangs 
On guiltless brutes imposed, 

In star-eyed Science' outraged name, 
By hearts to pity. closed. 

By those dire agonies that thrill 
The throbbing pulse of Pain 

With undreamt horrors which would cast 
On devils' breasts a stain! 

By this, the monster crime of crimes, 
By grizzly Famine's cry, 

By Accid,ent, and foul Disease, 
Your fable I deny ! 

There is no God! Your empty creed 
Is fading fast away 

Before the breaking dawn of Truth, 
And Reason's brighter day! 

Ye prate, too, of "A Better Land," 
And bid me doubt dismiss ! 

Shall I, then, trust his futil power, 
Who makes a hell of this? 

Ye prate of Faith, and bid me turn 
To antiquated lore, 

In rude, barbaric times evolved 
From pregnant Error's core ! 

Too late! Ye cannot blind the eyes 
Once opened to the light, 

Nor sink the risen sun of Truth 
Again in rayless night ! 

*Matthew x, 29. 

t Matthew x, 34, 35. 

t Reference is to Thomas Paine's work of that na'lle. 

§Ephesians v, 22, 23, 24. 

II Ephesians vi, 5. 

'If Exodus xxi, 5, G. 

**Vivisection is the dissecting of anim~ls alive, .and ~enel'
ally entirely without the us~ of anrosthetics, ~specmlly lll the 
more acutely painful operatiOns where the ev:1dences of agony 
serve as guides to the operator; a practiCe now w1dely 
prevalent both in Amer~ca and. abroad, ~he outcome of. a 
false science coupled w1th the 1nnate thirst for cruelty lll 
man barren of all useful results, and the most monstrous 
abu;e of the power possessed by the strong to oppress the 
weak recorded in the annals of time. See "The Torture 
Chamber of Science," by Baron von Weber, or "Bernard's 
).I!Iartyrs," eqited b;Y Miss Frances Power Cobbe, 

There is no Go.d! Unfettere~ Man, 
Proc~aim it, bold an~ free ! . 

Throne, in the Tyrants vacant shr1ne, 
The Goddess, Liberty ! 

There is no God ! Let Man break free .. 
From Superstition's shroud, 

Nor throne a. phantom of the air 
Upon each fleecy cloud ! 

"The gods are gone, but Man remains," 
As one tt hath bravely said, 

Who, standing foremost in the fight, 
For Truth hath nobly bled ! 

Let Justice take the place of Creed, 
To man and brute the same; · 

Nor fetters forge for hand and brain 
In dread Religion.'s name ! §§ 

vrVrSECTION. 

[For definition of vivisection, see seventh note to "The 
Atheist's Reply," the poem printed just above this article.] 

Few persons who havnot made this branch of phys
iology a special study possess ~ven an approximate 
idea either of its prevalence or Its horrors. 

I treat 'Of it simply as a matter of duty (or, rather 
let me say, of justice), and shall dw~ll as briefly upo;n 
it as is compatible with that sentiment. ·I un~esi
tatingly pronounce it to be the most monstrous crime, 
the most atrocious cruelty, in existence to-day upon 
the face of the globe. · 

I do not speak thus from a sickly sentimentality, 
but from convictions arrived at only after a length
ened and careful study of the matter, a hearing of 
the evidence from both sides, and a correspondence 
with the great European aiJ.ti-vivisectional leaders 
and founders of societies, whose sole aim is to tram-
ple out this terrible crime. · . . . . 

So excruciating are the tortures mflwted by VIVI
section and so numerous and indefatigable are those 
who pr~ctice it, that I can safely assert that it pro
duces within the compass of any given twenty-four 
hours: a sum of agony surpassing in. its hideous t~tal 
all the suffering upon the earth, or m the sea, eXIst
ing during thE!. same period, and ascribable to all 
other causes combined. 

. This statement, broad as it is, will not exceed the' 
limits of the horrible fact. Thousands of wretches, 
with a smattering of scientific knowledge, and emi
nent physiologists as well, are at this moment, w_ith 
a gusto or malignity utterly inconceivable, applymg 
old and devising new methods of torture1 for the 
lower (?) animals. 

I hav elsewhere remarked that civilized man is still 
at heart a ferocious savage; he is more-he is ajiend, 
when once that part of his nature is aroused. 

Foremost among the vivisector's vict~ms is. the 
faithful dog, man's humble but unswervmg fnend, 
ever ready to lay down life itself in his defen.se. . 

Science (?) has exhausted her resources m devis
ing finer and more exquisit torments for her defense-

employed to paralyze the motor nerves (or. nerves of 
motion), has no effect u~on the sensory nerves (or, 
nerves of sensation), except, perhaps, to render them 
more acutely sensitiv. . . 

For full directions to students regardmg the modus 
operandi to be pursued· in their operation. upon an 
unetherized rabbit, see text book of physwlogy for 
the use of students, by Prof. Au.stin Flynt, of New 
York city. In his printed directwns to the student 
about to experiment upon "the fifth P~jr," P:ofessor 
Flynt uses these portentous words: Holdmg our 
rabbit firmly," etc. The italics of "our" are _my own. 

What a volume is expressed in this word "our I" 
Not a, or the rabbit, remember, but our r!J.bbit! And · 
why ours? Upon the frightful principle that "mi~ht 
makes right;" that because we hav prud a few penmes 
for 'this bit of sensitiv flesh and blood, we hav the , 
most indubitable claim to torture it till the torturer ' 
can no long·er find a responsiv throb of agony in the 
inanimate mass I 

This is what is going on in the good city of New 
York during the we~k, and on Sunday hundreds of 
sleek, well-fed parsons get up in as ma~y arist~c:ir~tic 
pulpits, and, with countenances b~ammg b~mgmty, 
mildly assure us that a tender, lovi~g God IS watch
ing over all his creatures day and mght, and that he 
even "marks the sparrow's fall." 

Away with such ridiculous twaddle! Were there, 
in truth, such a benignant deity, wo";lld he . not be 
well-nigh infinitly better employed In staymg the 
hand of the vivisector than in the super-silly.occupa
tions of "marking the fall of sparrows" and "counting 
hairs?" . 

The learned professor J?articularly descants upo;n 
the impropriety of employmg any fo:m of anresthetiC 
in this delicate operation, since the evidences of agony 
could not then be so accurately observed! ' 

Some approximate idea of the prevalence of the 
practice of vivisection may be had when we reflect 
that entire factories hav been devoted to the produc
tion of vivisecting implements, and special labora
tories hav been and are being added to many prom
inent colleges for the furtherance of the study of this 
department of physiology! . . ·' 

In addition to all this, a league of smentific (?) men 
has been organized for the especial purpose of ~ro
moting the practice of vivisection, and of combatmg, 
step by step, and inch by inch, the advance of the 
friends of humanity ! . . . 

This is a painful subject, and I mcorporate It With 
this series of essays only from a severe ·sense of my 
duty as an upright man, imbued to the heart's core 
with a hatred of opp:r;ession in all its fon~s. . . 

I will not, however, longer dwell upon Its siCkenmg 
horrors but refer those who desire to peruse a mas
terly p;esentation of the. e,-?tire subject to {'The Tor
ture Chamber of Science, by Baron von Weber, one 
of the noblest men and most fearl~ss reformers of this 

· less victims. age. , · . 
The most terrible poisons (including the frightful Also to "Bernard's Martyrs" (illustrated), ed1ted 

curare, arrow poison of the Indians of the Orinoco, by Miss Frances Power Cob he, a lady who has <;}oubt
in well-nigh universal use by the vivisectors), and the less done more than any other woman of her time to 
electric current, are employed by these remorsel~ss arouse public sentiment against this monstrous 
demons to extort newer and more sublimated agomes wrong. 
from the racked and quivering frame! . Both these pamphlets can be obta~ned of •: The 

With tireless energy, with hellish delight, every Victoria Street Society for the Protectwn of Animals 
note in the gamut of pain has been sought and Liable to Vivisection," 1 Victoria street, London, S.W., 
sounded. England, at eight cents each. . 

Dogs, rabbits, and other animals, ha-y been, ar:d are I also refer the investigator to the lecture upon 
still being, baked, boiled, and frozen, ahve and m the vivisection delivered before the New York legislature 
fullest possession of all their faculties. by Mr. Henry Bergh,, and obtainable, I presume, . 

Part by part the body of the hapless victim is gis- from him. · 
sected away, every cut of the cunning knife causing In conclusion I solemnly exhort all my readers to 
intolerable pain. The eye rubbed with lunar caus- join with me in doing all that lies in their power to 
tic, or slowly dissected awa:y; _the hoof pared .to the crush this ten·ible crime. . 
sensitiv "quick;" and the smatic, pneumo-gas~I?; and Do not be misled by the specious tales of int~rested 
other great nervous trunks, laid bare and Irritated parties regarding the enor~?us ~en~fits wh~ch hav 
for hours by titillation, or application of the electric accrued to humanity from vivisect~~n.m t~e past .. 
current. Such assertions are incorrect, VIVIsectiOn havmg 

Imagin the stomachs of living dogs, in their nor- but served to involve scientific(?) men in squabbles 
mal condition, filled with boiling water; and, to crown among themselvs the results arrived at by aile vi vi
aU, imagin the torturing of " the fifth pair," acknowl- sector being alm

1
ost certain of disp:oof by anot~e:, 

edged by these scientists (?) themselvs, and by phys- who repeats the same series of experiments; nor IS It 
iologists in general, to be bY, f~r the most acutely to be wondered at when we reflect upon the abnormal 
sensitiv nervous trunk in the ent1re body. condition of the ~atural functions brought about by 

So extreme is the sensibility of "the 'fifth pair" the torture to which the anhnal is subjected. 
(otherwise known as "the great sensory nerve of the In addition to this, it has been abun,da~by pr\}ven · , 
head and face"), that in any animal (rendered through that the conclusions reached by an experiment upon 
the administration of ether, or chloroform, utterly a lower (?) animal cannot be considered as a ~afe 
oblivious of all other forms of pain) the slightest guide for judging of its effects upon a ~um~n bei~g. 
pressure upon "the fifth pair" never fails to produce Various animals, for instance, can with _Imp_umty 
unmistakable signs of agony. Now this "fifth pair," swallow an amount of poison which wopld meVItably 
be it particularly observed, is that frequently selecte? kill several men-a familiar example bemg that of the 
for experimentation, or demonstration, with the am- pigeon's ability to consume unharmed m~ny human 
mal in its normal condition, and not in any way un- death doses of opium. . . . 
derthe influence of an anresthetic. Curare, remember, I cannot lay down my pen without paymg a fer
which (for the vivisector's convenience) is frequently vent word of tribute to that noble lady, our own 

t.t Col. Robert G. Ingersoll. 

§§Personally I am neither a ~e~ever, nor a di~b.eliev~r, in 
the existence of a God, but a d1sc1ple of Agnost1c1sm m all 
things save in the one fact of my existence, which solitary 
tenet has never (in my opinion) been logically questioned, not 
to say disproved. 

In "The Atheist's Reply" I ha·v assumed, for the nonce, 
the standpoint of the Atheist, as is the privilege of the poet 
as well as of the logician, imagining a God in the earlier, to 
deny his actual existence in the ~atte~ portion of the poem. 

countrywoman, Mrs. Caroline Ea:le Whi~e,; of ~hila
delphia, who can claim the ~mment d1stmctwn of 
being (in connection w_ith a faithf~ co-wor.ker, whose 
name I do not feel at hberty to prmt) the founder of 
the first society in America ?rgani~ed for ~he sole 
purpose of opposing this ternble cnme agamst. hu
manity and justice, the n~me b~ing " Th~ ~me~ICa~ 
Society for Protecting Animals liable to V1vxsectwn, 
or words to that e:ffecji, 
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" Long may she liv to carry on the good work " 
must be the earnest wish of all friends of right, as 

. opposed to .might. . 
I will now conclude to-day's paper with a poem, in 

which I deal, none too harshly, with the disgrace of 
modern science, 

THE VIVISECTOR, 

Who draweth nigh to the couch of pain 
Where my darling child doth lie, 

With'agony writ on her wan, pinched cheek, 
And glassjng her fading eye? 

Avaunt! Art thou come with hands that reek 
With blood of the tortured brute; 

With mercy seared in thy hellish heart, 
And the voice of conscience mute? 

But now thou stood'st by the torture trough 
Where the faithful dog lay bound, 

And stabbed the life of the thrilling nerve 
, With foul and ghastly wound! 

And art thou come to my dying child, 
· With visage coarse and fell? · 

As soon would I summon the pitiless fiend 
From the gulf of his rival hell ! 

Well is it for thee thy deeds are hid 
From the eye and ear of men, 

By the gloomy walls that gird thee round 
In horror's ngisome den I 

Well is it for thee that the noble horse, 
Deep-scarred by the blist'ring :flame, 

Hoo:fiess and eyeless, meets not their sight 
Who would execrate thy name ! 

Stand back, I say ! If thy guilty hand 
Should touch my sinless child, · 

Her soul might shrink from the realms of bliss, 
By that blood-stained touch defiled ! 

ELLIOTT PRESTON. 
-------.~~----

Unive1·sology, and a Criticism of the Criticisms 
. of Mr. Putnam~ 

I and others gladly accepted as a basis of unity. He 
~ust the~ needs rush off into another question which 
Is, Wh.at Is Knowledge? "It is," he says, " a logical 
necessity that we should in this connection settle the 
ori~n o~ knowledge," and having settled it to his own 
satisf~ctwn . he annexes, by a mere begging of the 
question, this new conclusion of his own mind which 
is the matter in dispute, to his primitiv definition of 
science which he and others had agreed upon, and 
he ~hen goes on shilly-shallying between the two op
posit and mutually repugnant meanings of the term 
science until all certainty and definitness are taken 
out of the discussion. Grant that it is logically 
ne~essary for some purposes to settle a question 
whiCh was left out of account in the first definition, 
it does not follow that before that settlement is made, 
and while the question is under discussion, and while 
Mr. Putnam's opinion is denied by his 'opponent, that 
he should foist in his own opinion as a part of his 
first defi~ition; or that he should use the same term 
sometimes to mean one, and sometimes to mean the 
other thing; sometimes to mean what he and others 
agree upon, and sometimes to mean what he and 
they agree upon, plus what he affirms and they deny. 

A better illustration of the lack of profound scien
tific precision, not with Mr. Putnam only, but with 
others, will be best shown by a careful criticism of 
what he says about unity. 

own tangled network of slap-dash statements to these 
curious and contradictory conclusions: First, that 
knowledge of relations is not knowledge, i.e., that 
knowledge is not knowledge; second, that knowledge 
of relations (classification) is science; and, third, that 
therefore science is not knowledge at all-which ul
timate conclusion the reader is invited to compare 
with Mr. Putnam's starting-point of statement, which 
was that science is "Classified Knowledge." 

I thus compare Mr. Putnam with hirq.self. Let us 
n9w compare him with the higher authorities in his 
own school of thought. Mr. John Fiske has said 
that "All knowledge is classification." Mr. T. B. ' 
Wakeman has quoted this saying of John Fiske with 
approval, having placed it as his motto on the title
page of his Positiv Classification of the Sciences. 
This statement is the point-blank rebuttal of Mr. 
Putnam's peculiar statement, that classification or 
the knowledge of relations is not knowledge. It goes, 
therefore, in my direction; but it blunders, also, by 
going too far, and is as erroneous and confused as 
anything of Mr. Putnam's. It is not true that "all 
knowledge is classification." On the contrary, it is 
only scientific knowledge that is that. Natural, com
mon, or sensuous knowledge is utterly destitute of 
classification. It is merely the subject matter, or 
stuff, to be classified, to be brought under, and to fill 
out the framework of science. It is indeed the nat
ural basic knowledge upon which, if it come at all, 
scientific knowledge is to be afterward superinduced. 
This fact is the fundamentally important truth which 
Mr. Putnam sees, and which he is struggling to say, 
and which he could say without contradicting him
self if he would take the trouble to hav a little pre- · 
liminary training in Universology. 

"The whole sp~rit of science is toward unity; it seeks to re
solve every force mto one force. This is the goal of all anal
ysis. Science goes from the complex to the simple; the more 
simplicity it finds, the more satisfaction it finds. It never 
will explain the universe by two things, but eventually by 
one. The correlation of forces is perhaps the most far-reach
ing and astonishing discovery of the human mind. In it lies 
an untold wealth of achievement. Science is repugnant to 
dualism. The many changing-phenomena must at the last 
hav one fountain. Philosophy and religion recognize this. 
Every philosophy that has ever existed has been an attempt 
to explain the universe by some one principle. This is what 

BY STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS. makes a philosophy, as Mr. Harris says. It is a search for 
unity. . 

But Mr. Putnam does make progress. He says 
now: "Mathematics is the science of relations, and 
not of things, and its study may increase our knowl
edge of relations, but it cannot increase our knowl-
edge of things. We may by a study of pure relation 
amplify our knowledge of relations, and in this re
spect I would modify my former statement, that math
ematics is poetry. It is science so far as relation is 
concerned, but it is poetry so far as things are con
cern~d." And yet1 accord.ing to him, only knowledge 
of thmgs, knowledge obtamed through the senses, is 
science. This is so much p1·ogress in the line in 
which I hav been endeavoring to lead him. Another 
.stage will bring him to the point of saying that math
ematics, quantitativ knowledge, the science of rela
tions, is absolutely all that there is of a distinctivly 
scientific character in all that we call science. There 
is no such thing as a science of things, except in so 
far as we mean by the phrase the science of the rela
tions between things, or the properties of things; but 
there is a knowledge of things, not science, which is, 
historically, prior to science, and which is so allied 
with the natural sciences that the mistake is readily 
made of confounding it with and calling it science, 
and even of revolutionizing the truth of the subject 
and regarding it as the supreme science, while yet, 
under rigorous analysis, it is not science at all-that 
is to say, not "classified knowledge." 

Yes, Mr. Putnam, you must be "born again," and "What philosophy and religion desire instinctivly, the in
you must hav a " sixth sense " developed, before you tellect demands. The progress of science has been toward 
can begin, even, to understand Universology; and this unity. To detect resemblance is the sublimest triumph 

of analysis, and it is the finding of an underlying likeness in 
that new birth and sixth sense will bring you to pot- the midst of mighty contrasts that has enabled the human 
sess, really, what you now think you possess, and mind to conquer nature, and harness its :flying forces. When 
p2:que yourself upon possessing-which is the true Franklin discovered that the remote flashes in the sky were 
soienti+:,., spirit (the new birth needed), and the true like the little electric sparkles about his fingers, an infinit 

':!"" wealth of power was ma.de known. When the spectroscope 
scientific insight (the sixth sense in question). To be reveals that the constituents of the stars are like those of our 
able to write about science, to champion science, to own earth, vast possibilities of knowledge flash before the 
proclaim its paramount claims, to state its general mind. When man is ignorant, he sees the differences of 

P
oint of view, is not to be scientific, either in spirit or things, and all is disorder; but when be grows wise, he seeR 

the sameness of things, and hence exults in the harmony of 
in true scientific insight. All this is a broad, loose, lttw. 
pseudo-philosophizing vein of literature, ventilating "Mr. Andrews cannot call the human mind from this au
itself about science, but is neither science, nor in the preme battle-ground." 
strict sense is it philosophy even. It is what Hegel Now, whether it is :M:r. Putnam, or Mr. Harris, or 

-----catls-raisonnemen.s_(r_easnztm®_tu._!i.nd not true reason- whosoever, there has never been given, outside of 
ing. Universologists distingillsh -fnree~ stages- ol U niversology, any adequately close and sharp thought 
knowing: 1. Knowing about; 2. Knowing, properly to the meaning of unity. It has not been perceived 
so called; and 3. Knowing how. Mr. Putnam and I that unity, or oneness, has been used by all ou1· 

' know about chemistry, and wielding ready pens, and thinkers in two exactly opposit senses-so that what 

Prohibition. 

having guite general apprehension, either of us could they all say about the subject is nonsense until that 
write columns, by the yard, about chemistry, which to discrimination is made and understood. The unity 
the general reader would giv the impression that we of one thing makes a unit; the unity of two things 
were wonderful chemists; and yet neither he nor I makes an inter-unity between them. The unity of a 
know chemistry. We are not chemists; we hav nei- person makes (or is) a man or a woman; a certain 
ther the spirit, nor the insight, nor the trained intel- unity between the man and woman makes a mar
ligence of the chemist. And we hav still less the ul- riage, a married couple or pair. Unity is used by The prohibitionists not long since introduced cer
terim· chemical knowledge of how to apply the the- Mr. Putnam, and by all the others, with no percep- tain quotations from the writings of Dr. Wm. B. Car
oretical chemical knowledge in the arts-that is to tion of this difference, and in a hotch-potch and bel- penter, and Dr. Day, in f11.vor of their views, both as 
say, practical knowledge. ter-skelter waJi which takes all value out of their regards prohibition and total abstinence. Perhaps 

Now, if Mr. Putnam were to undertake to become statements. It is not true that either science or these two writers are as able authority as may be 
a chemist, the first thing for him to do would be to philosophy, rightly understood, seeks for the mere produced on that side. 
get himself born again into the true spirit of analy- tuingal unity of the universe, or of anything else. I do not mean to monopolize too much space on 
sis, manipulation, love of that kind of pursuit, etc. They do seek for a unity of relations, which unity is these questions,,but, with your permission, will intra
The next thing would be to develop a sixth sense-that equality or equation, and always, tbereforrJ, implies duce some quotations from the pen of Dr. Hooper
peculiar expertness, the tact us eruditus (the trained duality as its basis. There can be no relation until author of the "Vade Mecum," and "Medical Die
touch), which the naturalist acquires in the handling there are two things to be related. The very first tionary"-which may be considered as an offset to 

. of his substances. condition, therefore, of all science, and all philosophy, the statements of Drs. Carpenter and Day. Dr. 
What is true of Mr. Putnam and myself alike in is duality, which is right in the teeth of Mr. Putnam's Hooper-in his "Medical Dictionary," under the 

respect to chemistry, is true of him, so far as I kn9w statement. Mr. Spencer says-and says rightly- head of "Wine"-says: 
and believe, in respect to science universally. He, that the basis-idea of all science is imbedded in the "In many diseases, wine is universally admitted to be of 
has never been born again into the patient, precision- one word, equality; but there can be no equality un- important service; and especially in fevers of the typhoid 
izi.ng, exactifying spirit of any given science, or of til there are opposit things or aspects of things to be kind, or of a putrid tendency; in which it is found to raise 
science at large; and has never had the sixth sense compared and equated. The idea of expelling dual- the pulse, support the strength, promote a diaphoresis, and 

h . h f 1 d · t'fi d '11 d 1 d · · · h arrest putrefaction." w w comes o pro onge smen 1 c ri , eve ope ism from r;cience IS Just as radiCallyabsurd and ope-
in him. And he don't know that he hasn't it, and less as that of expelling gravitation from nature. According to this medical practitioner, wine is cer
needs to be told it. He mistakes knowing about What gravitation (unismal) is to nature, duality, com- tainly an important remedial agent, and those who 
science for being scientific. The mistake is no.t parison, equation (duismal), is to science. favor prohibition, and bind themselvs by the" Total 
peculiar to. him, but reigns very generally, and stands Mr. Putnam says: "Mr. Andrews seems to think Abstinence'' pledge, debar themselves from the em-
peculiarly in my way. that in and through classification there is an increase ployment of this agent, supposing they become vic-

Universologists, on the other hand, hav undergone of knowledge, or that something is added to the tims to fever of a typhoid or putrid type. Dr. 
this new birth into the spirit of profundity and ex- quality of our knowledge." On the contrary, I hav Hooper again says under the same head: 
actitude in a degree surpassing all the special scien- agreed entirely with :M:r. Putnam that qualitativ "Red port, and most of the red wines, hav an astringent 
tists even, and as applicable to the whole :field of knowledge is obtained and increased through the quality by which they strengthen the stomach and prove 
possible scientific investigation. For Mr. Put,nam to senses only; but I hav said that this is not scientific,. usefuL" 
attempt to tell us, or to tell the world in our presence, but is natural or common knowledge, and that 

1 
Here is certainly mOl'e evidence which prohibition

what Uni.ver$ology is, is a fact of the same rank as if quantitativ knowledge (mat,hemat.ical), the knowl- ists and "total abstainers'' would do well to con
a Western farmer who had po:red over Aome chemical edge of relations between the things known qualitativly, Bider before advocating and urging their theories. 
magazines at his leisure were to talk about chem- is,· and alone is, scientific knowledge. Mr. Putnam On another page of his "Medical Dictionary," the 
istry in the presence of Faraday or Crookes. I do adds: "This I deny. The amount of knowledge is no same medical writer (under the head of"Brandy ") 
not say this to be offensiv; nor as a personality; but greater after classification than before." Again: remarks: 
because it is the simple truth, and a truth which "It is a splendid thing, therefore, to acquire a cer- "The utility of brandyinery considerable. It givs energy 
needs to be stated. tainty of our knowledge; this is science, this is classi- to the several functions, and is a powerful tonic and anti-

The lack of precision which I complain of crops out fication." That is to say, classification is science, and spasmodic." 
in. a thousand ways. Take for example his two uses as I affirm, the whole of science-the knowledge, of In this connection, it may be well to mention that 
of the term science. He Slid hit upon a very good things being common and natural knowledge and a more thorough knowledge of the action of what 
(lefinition-that of "Systematized Knowledge," which not science. Mr. Putnam is here brought by his are characterized as "into;ldcating drinks" on the 
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human system, both in a state of health and disease, 
might hav a tendency to render those who are Ul'ged 
to commit themselvs to the principles of prohibition 
and "total abstinence/' to exercise more caution and 
deliberation in the premises. It is the testimony of 
medical writers of undoubted skill, observation, and 
acumen, that there are not a few cases, wherein in
dividuals of a feeble, enervated system, rendered thus 
by a low state of the circulation, which is, in very 
many instances, the result of poverty of the circulat
ing fluid, hav been materially benefited by the use 
of wine, brandy, etc. Oftentimes has this p1:oved 
true, and is, I think, a forcible and convincing rea
son why all who are requested to commit themselvs 
to the theories of prohibition, and also of " Total Ab
stinence," should use due care and deliberation, lest, 
in so doing, they cut themselvs off from the employ
ment of articles of undoubted utility, both in sickness 
and health. 

From what has been written, it will be seen that 
the medical testimony is by no means confined to 
one side of the question under discussion. 

Very truly yours. EDWIN H. BARTLETT. 
South Dartmouth, Mass., Nov. 18, 1883. 

The chairman therefore called upon Mr. Andrews to ciat.ion. The chief object of this society is to put , 
address the meeting. Mr. Wakeman's tribute to the God in the Constitution. For two evenings and one 
Great Universal Preacher was received with\ hearty day this body of men and women deliberated on the 
and continuous applause. The recipient of the ova- problem, so vital in interest to all American citizens, 
ion, upon taking the platform, showed by a slight of uniting church and state. Methinks I hear some
tremulousness of his voice that he was not altogether body ask if they had· any new ideas to offer. My 
impervious to the emotion generated by the chair- answer is, ~o. They had nothing new to offer. They 
man. But without alluding to that matter, he re- reiterated their old ideas in new language, reaffirmed 
curred to the lecture of the evening. 'Thel'e was lit- their old principles. I noticed that many of them 
tie to be added to it. One peculiarity of it was that tacked D.D. to their names. I think the leaders of 
the lecturess herself was under the fire of hel' own the Salvation Army could get that degree if they 
battery. A point he would like to take up was the could find the institution that gave it to some of 
gauging of the voice according to the size of the· hall these reverend specimens of humanity. During the. 
or audience. When a man went hunting it was nee- whole of the convention there were not more than 
essary to know how heavy to load; so in regard to two hundred persons in .attendance at any time, in
speaking, it was necessary to know how loud a tone eluding the visiting members. I will here state their 
of voice to use. This the speaker illustrated. Mr. line of argument. They argued that the state needed 
Andrews possesses a voice of wonderful sonorousness, the religious amendment to moralize it. On the back 
and his articulation is so perfect that his lowest tones of the pl'ogram was more argument than was ad
are audible at a considerable distance. A remark- vanced by any speaker during the whole convention. 
able theory was advanced by him in regard to the They had nothing to say in its favor, more than that 
systematic blundering of the English cockney in the the state needed the amendment to give it a moral 
use of the letter h. It was, in effect, that the cockney chal'acter, that it would purify our politics, and that 
employed a sort of semi-h on all words having that all oul' public officel's would be mol'al, honest, and 
letter as an initial, and on all words commencing religious men, and not mere political schemers, try-

The Liberal Club. with a vowel sound. In the former class it is so. faint ing to see how much they could make out of some 
The meetings of the Manhattan Liberal Club in- as to be unrecognizable by our ears, in the latter so petty government office. 

crease in interest, and its membership is apparently plain as to be taken by us for an h. Thus the fault They did not consider a single principle of govern
growing, as the size. of its audiences certainly is. lay with our ears as much as with the cockney, it b.e- ment, or any one on which this government was 
The 319th meeting, held on Friday evening, the 21st, ing a fundamental requisit that a word should be not founded. Had they come down to constitutional 
was addressed by Madam Henri Delescluze, her sub- only correctly spoken but coiTectly heard. law, what was requisit to enact an amendment, they 
ject being "Reading and Speaking as a Fine Art." Mrs. Cynthia Leonal'd knew many eloquent speak- would have been compelled to acknowledge their 
Before introducing the speaker, the chail'man, Mr. ers who had never studied elocution. It was not fallacies. The form they decided to labor for is this: 
T. B. Wakeman, announced that the club proposed taught in hel' school-days. They taught l'hetoric "PREAMBLE.-We, the people of the· United States of 
to hav a Freethought meeting at its hall on Sunday then, but not elocution. Clear expression was as America, acknowledge that Almighty God is the 
evenings once in two weeks. These meetings were necessary as clear articulation. She had heard lee- soul'ce of all national power and authority, and that 
to be inaugurated in order that the means of gl'ace tures before that club, every word of which was heard the Lord Jesus Christ is the ruler of all nations." 
might not be wholly shut off from this benighted distinctly, but not more than five in the audience As long as this interest voices itself only in a very 
city. Madam Delescluze was then presented. This could say they understood it. partial expression of public opinion, any amendatory 
lady stated that the lecture she was about to present Mrs. Burnz spoke of the importance of a phonetic action would be both unwise and impolitic. 
on ''Reading and Speaking as a Fine Art" was not education for children. The spelling of the English The l'eason of this must be manifest, since a repub
the one which she had purposed to deliver. She had language was barbarous, and pupils wasted half the lican fo1·m of government can only exist, while con
one prepared entitled "The Mad World," but the four to ten years spent in school learning that which flicting interests l'est on theil' arms and respect a flag 
committee on lectures objected to it, on the ground was of no use to them whatever. Mrs: Burnz is the of truce. When an interest once attains such a vast 
that it would necessarily involve the subject of lu- well known teacher of a " Scool of Fonography," and preponderance, when it has expressed itself in the 
nacy, which would be inappropl'iate to the audience, has charge of that branch of learning at the Cooper vast majority, and public sentiment has silenced oppo
and might be regarded as personal by some of the Institute. She was also the inaugurator of THE sition, then, when it represents the wide-reaching 
members. With this graceful compliment to the TRUTH SEERER's reformed spelling. popular voice, it is time to agitate the question 
audience from which she was seeking the favor of ap- Mr. Chamberlain created considerable fun by tak- of incorpotating it into the fundamental law. 
proval, the lecturess proceeded to a discussion of her ~ng the plaJ:(orm with the declaration that he was go- Now, in view of these facts, let us consider the 
subject. Several pictures were dl'awn of those who mg to talk to oc_cupy the time (an auditor uttered a proposition of this convention. That religion, in its 
called themselvs patrons of the fine al'ts-some who prolonged "Oh !"). He said further that when he pure and simple state, is conduciv to human happi
bought pictures because it was fashionable and others went to. school he was a prodigious prodigy as a ness, is conceded by a lal'ge number of cleai· and 
through a love of art itself. Literature stood at the reader. A speaker should talk as though addressing philosophic thinkers. But it is also contended by 
head of the arts. Bl~st be the author of good books. the man in the back part of the hall. Some one val- many of these that the religion of to-day is so lal'gely 
A book is more than a painting. You take i;n a unteel'ed the remark that the man in the back part of diluted with pe.t·~:~onal speculations as to hav lost 
picture at a glance; a book is a whole gallery of the hall had gone home, and Mr. Chamberlain's illus- much of its strengthening influence; that ita ex
paintings. There are few good readers and fewer tration of the correct method of reading to that in- pounders hav assumed the character of authorities 
great readers. The latter al'e like great poets-born, dividual was deferred. He invited the man who had on all subjects relating to theclogy, and will brook no 
not created. Matthew Arnold, the apostle of Sweet- said "Oh !"to come upon the platform and see what opposit opinions. Now, conceding that the best 
ness and Light, was a poor reader and could not he could do. element of religion (which is not the case) is repre
make himself heard in a small hall; yet he came to Mr. Henry Stone arose, but denied that he was the sented in the amendment, and in the very form itself, 
this country to make money out of the uncultivated guilty party. He. said ~any a go

1
od. speake~ had would the cause of Christianity be bettered thereby? 

Americans by reading lectures. Hughes, the author been. disconcerted a~d his speech sp01led by mter- Do they propose to make Christians by an act of leg
of "Tom Brown's Schooldays," was equally vile. ruptwn. Mr. Stones speech was to sam~ extent ~e- islation? To do this, would it not require them to 
Many other public speakers of England were poor' voted to a defense of the system by whiCh readmg form themselvs into a colossal spy system? 
readers. The best readers the lecturess had ever was taught in the public school. Is it not a requisit to the efficiency of any law that . 
heard were Wendell Phillips Charles Sumner and Mr. Wakeman held that a speaker should endeavor it be sustained by a vigorous public sentiment? In 
Henry Ward Beecher. Madam Delescluze ar~ed to h.av some point to ma~e when he addressed an every state, those laws on the statute book that are of 
that noise was not oratory; that a cultivated simplic- audienc~. When that ~omt was made the speaker dead spirit are practically a dead letter because of a 
ity was the secret of effectual elocution, and that it shoul~ sit down. Alludmg .pleasantly to Mr. Cham- lack of public sentiment to enforce them. 
was the lightning, and not the thunder, that kills. berlam, he thought the audie~ce m.ust hav offended But let us consider another point. Suppose this 
In spite of her impeachment of the general sanity of that gentlama:n at some prevwus time, and· that he amendment were pushed, and should finally be 
the club, the audience applauded the speaker dili- had .bee~ bonng them b:y way of re:renge. If so; the adopted-what next? 
gently, and expressed their approbation whenever an retnbuti~n had been SWift and terrible. . . There is in this country a large body of energetic 
occasion for cheering could be thought to havoc- In closmg, Madame Delescluze came near spo!lmg Christians owing allegiance to, and directed by the 
curred. the good impression which, despite her attempt at Roman hierarchy, ,and who hav more faith, proba-

Mr. Wakeman, following, expressed his regret that smartness, the audience. had allowed her to make bly, in the blessed Virgin than they hav in her son. 
the madam should hav deemed it necessary at the upon them, by remarkmg that she supposed she Now, on a principle of equity, they demand a 
outset to cast a slur upon the club. It was wholly should ~av said at the outset that the church was recognition of her in this amendment. · Will the de
uncalled for and unjustifiable. Yet who, he inquired, respons~ble for all the bad readers. The club laid mand be heeded? If not, why not? 
would hav the temerity to follow the charming ever~hmg .t~a.t was bad ~t the door of the church. They are citizens under our Constitution; they 
speaker and endeavor to paint the lily and adorn the At this exhibition of unfairness .Mr. Wakeman sighed contribute to the support of our government, of which 
rose by adding to what she had said? There was one deeply. I~ ":as a str?ke of pohcy fo! the madam to they form a part ; they represent the whole line of 
on whom the . club could depend for that service. p~eserve th~s. Imp~tatwn for her closmg ~hot; other- Christianity from the apostles down to us, and point 
Some time ago, Mr. Wakeman said, a young man had WISe her en tiCs might not hav b~en so ~ndulg.ent as with pride to a line of uninterrupted successors to the 
inquired of him where he should go to hear the pro- theJ: were. She, however, demed all mtentwn of pontifical chair from St. Peter to Pope Leo XIII. 
foundeat philosophy united with the highest and castmg a slur upon the members of the ?lu~. Once let this precedent be established, and they 
purest eloquence. He referred the inquirer to the . Mr. ~hook fai~ed to show up, and notiCe IS hereby will not be slow in presenting their claims, judging 
Liberal Club. Here he would find a speaker foremost giv~n him ~ha~ I~ he does not ~oon app.ear, further them by their past history. Where would this matter 
in all the arts of eloquence; a man of portly and notice of him m th~se reports '!Ill be omitt~d. end? And our Jewish fellow-citizens, who hav 
commanding presence and infinit purity of language; At the next meet~D:g Mr. Lams F. Post Will del~ver borne the stripes of persecution for ages, should not 
a master of elocution who had won distinction at the a l~cture on "PolitiCal Forces Afloat." Sometime be forgotten-whose tardy messiah has been-long ex
bar and upon the rostrum; a teacher of philosophy, durmg the mont~, of ~a~.uary, Mr. M: M. Pomeroy, pected, but who worship God. If they demand a 
a monarch in the realms of oratory, and one at better known as ~r.1cck Pomeroy, will sp~ak be!ore recognition of Moses until their tardy messiah puts in 
the touch of whose hand would vibrate every chord the c~ub. He was m attendance at the Fnday mght an appearance, would their demand be heeded? If 
of feeling in the human soul. The young man at- meetmg. not, why not? 
tended several meetings of the club, and acknowl- . . • • • • , Through the history of the pa~t, is there nothing 
edged that he had heard the orator who filled, and Triflmg With the Umted States ConstitutiOn, found to giv alarm to humamty when the state 
more than filled, the description which Mr. Wakeman It is astonishing with what alacrity some people takes part in religious controversies? Is there 
had given. That man was Stephen Pearl Andrews; become possessed with the idea that something must no danger to be apprehended to human progress · 
and in years to come, when we should no longer be be done with the Constitution. From a dozen fields when religious matters get into state affairs? 
permitted the pleasure of his presence, the younger of th?ug~t and spec:u~ation comes the clamor for And to those who neither know history nor its 
members will refer with pride to the halcyon days of Consti~utwnal recogmtwn. philosophy, is there any record of this age that will 
the Liberal Club, when it was their privilege to listen J?unng t~e past week there assembled in this city a give them any light on the question? Oh, yes. In 
~Q th~ J1latchless elo<;tuence of b,is marvelous speech,. t;~omety styhng the1Ils~lV13 the National Reform A~:~so· the ;moat },lrimitiv countries1 in the xp.ost illiterate 
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countries, we find Christianity flourishing. But why 
are not their people the mcst flourishing, happy, and 
conspicuously prosperous? In Russia, whose vast 
area covers nearly one-sixth of the habitable globe, 
we find church incorporated with the state. Yet, 
-rent and torn bydiscontent and commotion, her re
!}ent ruler destroyed by violence, and her present one 
hiding within walls of triple thickness, surrounded 
with guards of faithful soldiers, and her people in a 
state of pauperism, is her religious institution any 
panacea for her woe ? 

suggestions for his safety, and you may thereby 
" snatch "a brand from the burning," as it were. 
The time to strike ·for a good weld is when the iron 

1 'I hav never seen or been in the presence of a me
dium, genuin or bogus, nor hav I seen a spirit, god, 
or devil. · 

is hot. Very truly yours, W. S. Woon. 

The Beginning. 

But I will say to nature, Giv me not a little one 
(soul) for a little time, but a robust, vigorous one for 
all time-one that will go with me 

" From pole to pole, 
Hang o'er the sun, and with the planets roll" 

· Every government now in the great cemetery of 
past nations has on its monument some religious 
recognition. Kings, priests, and bishops hav ever 
formed the triumvirate of fraud. All the petty rulers 
of Enrope are "by the grace of God." And what do 
we find there? Nothing save pauperism and super
stition, save in Infidel Germany and England, where 
we find the most renowned universities and institu
tions of learning to be found in the world. 

The learned are splitting hairs as to what is and 
what is not science; and, if they do not get in a fog 
themselvs, are unfortunately making it misty for some 
not learned. 

A plain and short definition of science would be, 
I think, Illustrating and demonstrating a fact. Two 
apples are more than one. A handful of sand is more 

from sun to sun, system to system, universe to uni
verse, then mount the comet's tail, and as we move 
along hear the music of the spheres. Says my Ger
man friend, "I will ride mit you." 

than a single grain. . 
My German friend says, " Some mens know some 

dings, but more almost noddings," and, making an 
imaginary circle with his finger says, "You see dot 
ring-when you inside get, you must inside stay, and 
when you outside are, must outside stay, and wise 
wersa. Dose professors mit big heads hav too much 
talk and not enough think. Heads hollow. I dinks 
a load of old iron would not fill dat hole in Sho Cook's 
head; a flock of gaL se might roost somedimes, and 
not much run over." I nodded assent. 

Who will say that nature starts out, forces into ex
istence for a moment and limits to this little mound 
such minds as Plato's, Socrates's, Agassiz's, Liebig's, 
and qountless others, and then blots them out for
ever when just expanding, with fields boundless, 
space limitless, time endless, for them to grow? 

If that were so, I would write across the firmament 
in letters of living fire that would never pale, Nature 
is a failure! Is it. to these governments that the wronged and 

oppressed flee? Or is it where the starry flag 
flaunts to the breeze of heaven no flaunting lie, but 
where the rights of every man are guaranteed, and the 
motto is, Equal rights and impartial liberty and jus-
tice. · W. I. IRVINE. 

Cleveland, 0., Dec. 16, 1883 .. 

"Lo, the poor Indian! whose untutored mind 
Sees God in clouds, or hears him in the wind. 
His soul proud science never taught to stray 
Far as the Solar Walk or Milky Way; 
Yet simple nature to his hope has given., 
Behind the cloud-topt hill, an humbler l).eaven
But thinks, admitted to that equal sky, 
His faithful dog shall bear him company." 

Col. Ingersoll as a Savior: 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Now 

that Col. Ingersoll has converted Gen. Lew Wallace 
to Christianity, won't the Christian clergy let up in 
their lying about him for a while and see whether 
his work sticks. The Moody and Joe Cook kind of 
evangelists always hav a good list of names of con
veiied Infidels, but they never locate them. Wallace 
is a big fish, and will become a standing text. He 
will be " boomed " on his military title, because he 
was never heard of as an Infidel. Most converts df 
this stripe hav great reputation as Infidels after their 
conversion. The truth is, this whole thing is another 
Christian dodge, as Wallace never was an Infidel. 
If he was, why was he contending with Col. Inger
soll, or Ingersoll with him, on the subject? The 
pretense is too thin. Wallace has got himself before 
the public too cheap. It won't pay. Reading the 
comments of Mr. West on the f;!ubject inspired the 
following lettel' to him, with suggestions for Wallace. 
The milk of human kindness- always gushes when I 
see a chance to help a fellow-being, even with good 

Of the earth, science says it probably was detaclled 
or slipped away from !;lome inert matter, and begun 
business for itself. They hav not found the begin
ning, neither hav they seen the end. 

When the material that nature has used in making 
a man, a combination of mind and matter, has be
come of no further use to the man, it goes back from 
whence it came and mingles with its original ele
ments; the-material part especially. But the mind, 
what of that? Where has it gone? And when and 
where did it begin? We are looking for some wise 
head that can tell, and will continue to be looking. 
And that invisible, mysterious something called mind 
-it was that that moved the machinery and the men 
that made the pyramids and the Brooklyn bridge. 
But for that they were no better than blocks of wood, 
clods of earth, and the inanimate rock. Are thel'e 
samples bottled up in the laboratories? Hav the pro
fessors analyzed and found out the constituent ele
ments, giving color, density, weight, etc.? Hav they 
found or made graded qualities, and are such for 
sale? So much of it everywhere, and yet no one 
has seen, found, or can put his finger on it. 

Poet's fancy again-but did it ever make a white 
or a red Indian a bad neighbor for thinking it a real-
ity? J. VAN DENBURGH. 

suggestions. W. S. W oon. 

No one has presumed to know or tell anything un
derstandable about that invisible. principle that 
moves everything, is ever present hel'e, and if not 
throughout the universe and all space, it is something 

Dec. 10, 1883. more than the mind can tell. To talk of annihilation 
MR. S. WEsT: Hav just been reading your letter in is 11si;n~ word~ that are void of meaning when ~pplied 

·· --T~E-TRuTHS__EJ!IKE.!\Qf_:NQv. 17th, commenting on the t? existm~ thmgs; and the same when used m rela
conversion to Christianity- ofGen. !Jew Wallace tion to mmd; 
through the efforts of Col. Ing~rsoll. It seems to me It existed always, and will never cease to. 
you hav not done the colonel exact justice in the mat- "All are but parts of one stupendous whole, 
ter-at least as a savior of Gen. Wallace. Nor did Whose body nature is, and God the soul." 
you notice the ingratitude of Gen. Wallace as it de- Poet's fancy perhaps it is, but fancy and fact often 
served. I do not think that the church will, just yet, blend together. 
canonize the colonel as a saint, nor even the savior Can I prove it to be a fact? 
of a great number of sinners; but according to the Assuredly I can. And will, if anyone can show 
account of Wallace's conversion, he surely ought to that it is not. 
hav the proper credit of being his savior and re- There is apparently no limit to what mind is do
deemer. For where and what might not Gen. Wal- ing. Electricity it is making work at will, doing 
lace hav been to-day, to say nothing of a million considerable in the way of talking and writing these 
years hence, had he not been awakened to a six-years times, and probably lacking a little only of thinking. 
reflection and consequent conversion and redemption It may be endowed with life. Who can say it is not? 
by a conversation with Col. Ingersoll? Wallace em- -for who can tell what life is, or death either? 
phatically says that he was converted to Christianity To Mr. Winter I can ext~nd a friendly greeting 
by Col. Ingersoll, that "the result" of his conversa- and a warm grasp. I can wish for his sake and oth
tion with and study of Ingersoll's views "is the ab- el's in sympathy with him that in that fond desire of 
solute conviction that Jesus of Nazareth is not only a his he may not be disappointed. He is not alone. 
Christ and the Christ, but that he is also my Christ, The best and most abused man in all history be
my savior, and my redeemer." lieved in annihilation-see Job, xiv, 7-10, and vi, 

This shows plainly enough that the colonel is in 6-10. 
reality the general's " savior and redeemer," although To be used by your best friend, his sons, and that 
he claims that Jesus of Nazareth is his Christ. The other fellow (kinsman) always handy if a badjobwas 
claiming of another person instead of the colonel, to be done-to be used as that good old man was 
through whom he was converted, as his savior, indi- would make me desire and probably believe in anni
cates that he is an ungi·ateful wretch, after confessing hilation. 

Syracuse, N . Y. 

Some Good Words for the Heywoods. 
Friends, I've been wishing to say a little to you all 

in behalf of Mr. Heywood and his wife, and to ask 
you to send them a word of cheer and a little finan
cial aid in this their hour of need. After years of 
correspondence, and readin~ 1\'Ir. H~yw?od's works
even though biased by a stnct Puritaruc Quaker ed
ucation-! am firmly persuaded that these two ~rea
lovers are purer, cleaner, and better than two-thirds,' 
and perhaps nine-tenths, of the people who condemn 
and abuse them. They are honest, straightforward, 
and plain-spoken. They are pioneers in a goo? work 
that must and will be done. They are Just as 
right as John Brown, Garrison,, and others were 
right, only they go too fast for their own &'ood. They 
rush ahead so rapidly they get out. of sight of t~e 
main body of the people, and c?nsequent1y are mi~
judged and. cruelly martyrized, JUSt as the first anti
slavery people were, and as the first adyoca~es of 
woman's rights were. But ihat they are. right m the 
ground work of their ideas on sex and Its uses and 
abuses, few can deny. While we may not admire 
Mrs. Heywood's mode of expressing herself, .we mu~t 
own that her ideas are generally sound. I like plam 
Anglo-Saxon terms more and more as I grow in years. 
I see that it is a false prudery that makes us go. away 
round a subject to avoid the use of some s!~ple, 
straightforward tabooed word. Mrs. Heywood ~Idea 
is to make these words so common that they will no 
longer shock propriety, or call up any ideas that are 
obJectionable. I can well remember how, Infidel as 
I was, Mr. Bennett's letter to Jesus Christ shocked 
me by its irreverence (?). I ·had not been ~se~ to 
seeing the subject in that lig~t, and old preJudiCes 
made it look objectionable, darmg, and blasphemous. 
Now, it is precisely the same as regards Mrs. Hey
wood and her methods. Words are created to con
vey ideas. To the pure all things are pure. To pun
ish, fine, or imprison go~d, honest W?rkers for hu
man improvement and right genera~wn, .and allow 
acknowledged thieves, ro~b.e:s, and l~bertms to run 
at large, ill becomes a CIVIh~ed, enl~ghtened com
munity. We must help our piOneers If wewoul~ ad
vance the cause of Liberalism and human happmess. 

Snowville, Dec. 8, 283. ELMINA. 

A Worthy Freethinker Gone. 

· that his conversion was by Ingersoll. It was Bob And those sons might hav found better business, 
who set him thinking. It was his thinking and we think. But remember how ungallant on a former 
searching about Bob's views that led him to conver- occasion they behaved to the daughters of men, and 
sian and redemption from Infidelity. It is to deny the old gentleman did not even chide them. It does 
one's saviol', or to giv a bad character to the guide not look very well for the family-see Gen. vi, 2, 4. 
that leads one out of danger. But Mr .. Winter's friends never used him in that 

W. H. Royce, of Flint, Michigan, die~ Sept. 8th, 
of cancer of the stomach. He was a patient sufferer 
during the last year, and when .the time came ~e .was 
found true to his record. His ho~e~t . conVIctio~s 
were never insulted by any sort of timidity as to hiS 
Freethought opinions. In pain, as in health, he was 
never known to waver for a moment. He was truly 
a Freethinker in all that this term implies. He w~s 
proud to hav the Christian know that he could die 
as well as liv by the creed of Free.thou~ht. F?r sev
eral years he spent much of his time m the ~ucula
tion of Infidel books. He never seemed happier than 
when engaged in this work. He. felt that here was 
his mission, and he failed not in his work; an~ the;re 
are many who will testify to the success of his mis
sion and will point to the books, ~apers, ~nd tracts 
which Mr. Royce supplied as the fo:undatwn of the 
Freethought belief which they cher1sh to-day. He 
was loved while living, and mourned whe~ dead. 
He was true to his best thought of what .was JUSt ~d 
true. This is the measure of praise assi.gned to him 
by those who knew him. He left a :ra.t1ent ~;~.nd lo-v .. 
ing wife and two sons to monrn for him. 

Gen. ·wallace should now clench his redemption way, and I am sure his enemies never will. 
through Ingersoll by going through some of the reg- Mrs. Slenker I hav always thought had a head 
ulations or sacrifices established by the old saints, about as level as they average. But she thinks she 
which are still in practice in the modern churches, found evidence in Mr. Truesdell's book, for what her 
and adorn Christianity. He might take his choice. "soul had so long panted for," and that was to know 
Either the Abrahamic custom yet in vogue with the that she had no soul (THE TRUTH SEEKER, Aug. 11th). 
Jewish branch might do, or being thoroughly ducked And I had supposed she had never been in doubt 
in water, or eating a chunk of bread and realizing there. 
that he is munching a piece of raw flesh, or guzzling There are many things said in that book, and some 
a glass of wine and realizing that he is drinking hn- things unsaid, but few hav been able to glean from 
man blood two thousand years old. Unless he thus its pages that man had not, or had, a soul. 
nails his redemption and conversion to the cross In THE TRVTH SEEKER of Nov. lOth we find Mr. La
tbrough Ingersoll, it is possible he may be caught perch~=~ saying, " I hav no desire for an eternal exist
napping some clay by the "evil one" and enticed ence;" and that he had tried all the prepared dishes, 
again into Infidelity and back into the cold and beg- Catholic, Protestant, and so down to the death-ends
garly elements of the world, the flesh,.and the devil. all Materialism, and is the happiest in that; and 
Don't you realize that this danger may overtake him? then says, " I '!O~lq li~e (at least fo:r !J, ti.me) a nice 
If you know his add1·ess, write the general with these little soul," etc. Saginaw City

1 
Mich. J, H. BuRN!lAM. 
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Church Sociables. 
"Therefore love is the fulfilling of the law" (Romans, 

xiii, 10). 

Your "church sociable" is thought to be a modern 
institution. Whether it be a modern, or a very an
cient religious institution revived, is a question. The 
editor of the New York Times considers the " church 
sociable," as it exists in Brooklyn, in which the re
ligious observances are oyster stews-one oyster to 
an infinit amount of stew-post-offices, lotteries, puz
zles, osculation, or simultaneous kissing with hugging 
accompaniments when reclining in hammocks
sometimes two couples together in one hammock, 
sort o' promiscuous like-with mock marriages, and 
make-believe wedding tours, as a modern institution 
decidedly in advance of the practice of the early Chris
tians. I beg leave to differ with him. The New 
York Times is not up in the New Testament. He 
should read it. If he will buy or borrow a copy and 
turn to 1 Cor., chap. v, he will find that the Brooklyn 
Christians, who are said largely to represent New 
England training and morals, will find it hard to get 
ahead of the examples cited in that epistle. 
· It is evident that the New York Times, if he ever 
"experienced religion," has never sampled the various 
brands of Christianity that are to be found in the 
city of the great scandal. Had he done so, he could 
not hav lost his head so entirely in consequence of 
reading the Higbie (or Hughie) Vaughn trial, which 
grew out of a mock marriage, as the defendant claims, 
but a bona fide marriage as the plaintiff claims, at a 
Flatbush church sociable, July 19, 1883, as to call 
on the government to send troops-troopscommanded 
by Phil. Sheridan-troops commanded by Phil. 
Sheridan with the Rev. Dr. Talmage as joint com
mander-in-chief- with instructions to put to the 
sword, to exterminate every inhabitant of the emi
nently pious Flatbush region, without distinction of 
age or sex, who attends the Flatbush church sociables. 

Mr.-or rather Dr.-Talmage is said to be ready to 
march, at a moment's warning, and urge on the 
troops to their bloody work. 

Now, here is a state of things that may be called, 
without exaggeration, a pretty considerable of a state 
of things-a state of things that may end in gore; 
and all growing out of the supposed efficacy of hug
ging and hammocks as used by Hugbie-or Higbie
and others, in connection with the Flatbush church 
sociables, solely as a means of grace l Everything 
was lovely. There were Miss Higbie, and Miss 
Mundy, and Miss Hantman, and ever so many more; 
and Mr. Vaughn, and Mr. Neefey, and Mr. Areson, 
and the Flatbush Cupid, and a lot more. Miss Hig
bie said, "Let's get married, just for fun;" and said, 
"Come, Walter, marry me." Then they stood up, and 
one of the boys personated a clergyman, and asked 
Walter, "Will you take this woman to be your 
wedded wife, and get up in the night and take care 
of the baby?" And he replied, "I will." And then 
he asked Anna, "Will you take this man to be your 
husband, and get up early and make the fire and get 
his breakfast?" And she said she would. Then they 
were pronounced husband and wife, and everybody 
hugged and kissed somebody. Afterward the girls 
got into a wagon, and the boys drew them around 
the yard and called it a bridal tour. But after a 
while, into this state .of innocence, simplicity, and 
bliss, walks the lawyer, like the devil into paradise. 

Mr. Legget (lawyer) questioning a witness, Miss Mundy: 
"When Walter called how would he act?" 
"He used to hug and kiss her all the time; that's all I 

know." 
"Did they always hug and kiss when they were together?" 
"There wasn't a night, when I saw them, that they wasn't 

hugging and kissing each other." -. 

It seemed, on a cross-examination, that there were 
two hammocks on the lawn, and when the married 
couple were hugging and kissing in one hammock, 
the witness and some young man were hugging and 
kissing in the other. 

In the gospel firmament of Brooklyn there are 
three burning and shining lights, Storrs, Talmage, 
and Beecher. Probably the last is as well acquainted 
with the condition of vital religion in Brooklyn, as 
Paul was with the character of his communicants. 
Whether Beecher could make ..disclosures as edifying 
as those of Paul we don't know. 

All these young men swore that they hugged and 
kissed all these girls with the most pe1·fect freedom, 
in the presence of the girls-and weren't they mad? 
But why should they be? If, by kissing and hug
ging and lying in hammocks with young men, they 
can induce them to hav their names recorded in the 
"Lamb's Book of Life," will it not be accounted to 
them for righteousness? And will not the increased 
number of communicants, under the Brooklyn system, 
show that the kingdoms of this world are fast be
coming the kingdoms of our Lord Jesus Christ? 

There was, formerly, in our theaters, a place known 
as the "third row," to which women were admitted 
free, as an inducement for men to frequent the 
theater. It has been abolished. But the children 
of light hav grown wiser than the children of this 
world, and established the " church sociables," 
where greater familiarities are allowed than were tol
erated in a theatre. It is a success. Your modern 
church sociables of the Flatbush pattern, with its 

oyster suppers, its hammocks, and its _hugging, and I and never spoke to the. publi_c af~er th,~t. It w~s a 
its picnics in groves, where sweet little loves of1 case of mm·der. Was 1t retr1but10n? These thmgs, 
misses sell kisses to beaus, will hasten the time I are an ensample unto us." MoSEs,HuLL. 
whe~ "Jesus shall reign from shore to shore." 

SENEx. Mr. E. M. Davis's Views. 

Mr. Hull Scores Some Points. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: You may know 

by the reading of the inclosed that it was not prepared for 
your paper. The editor of the Spiritual O.ffering did not posi
tivly decline to publish it, but, to use his own words, he 
"hesitated." 

The policy of the Qtfering is to keep out of war, and as 
there was a possibility that the inclosed might start a contro
versy, the editor was glad I saved him the alternativ of get
ting into a controversy or declining my article. I know THE 
TRUTH SEEKER fears nobody or nothing. What it desires 
above all things is to stir thought. I therefore send it to 
you. 

Permit me to say I think no less of the Offe1·ing for prefer
ring not to open its colums to controversial matter outside of 
Spiritualism proper. Every editor has an undoubted right 
to mark out the policy of his paper. MosEs HULL. 

Three circumstances occur to my mind that lead 
me to ask, Was Haman the only one who ever erected 
a gallows on which himself was to hang? 

1. Not many years since the editor of a semi-Spirit
ualistic journal said, "The time will come when some 
outraged husband or father will shoot - -- and 
- -- down like dogs for seducing their wives or 
daughters." The individuals named perhaps had 
never seduced or thought of seducip.g anybody in 
the world. Not long after this remark was made, 
this same editor was shot down like a dog for seduc-
ing his neighbor's wife. . 

Was this man prophetic in his remark, only mak
ing the mistake of setting the wrong individuals as 
the subject of his prophecy? Or was there an un
seen power which caused him to drink the cup he 
had prepared for innocent persons, or is it only in 
the course of events, and would it hav come any 
wav? 

2. The recent passage of Ed. S. Wheeler to the 
spirit-world, under very peculiar circumstances, sug
gests a few queries, at least, if it does not teach a 
lesson. 

Let me preface my narativ of the circumstances by 
saying Mr. Wheeler was always a pers~:mal friend of 
mine. Never, during the unjust war that was made 
on me for my radicalisms, did I hear of Mr. Wheeler 
saying a. word against me. On the other hand, I did 
hear of his speaking in my favor on several occasions. 
As secretary of the Neshamany camp-meeting he 
honored me with an invitation to be one of the reg
ular speakers. I make this statement so that all can 
see that. prejudice has nothing to do with what I 
write. I write neither to benefit or injure anyone, 
but to see whether we would not do well to study the 
lesson. 

Now to the point. As secretary of the N eshainany 
camp-meeting association, Mr. Wheeler engaged that 
indefatigable worker and true woman, the late Laura 
Kendrick, as a speaker at that meeting. When she 
got there to fill her appointment, he was surprised, 
or feigned surprise, to find that Laura Kendrick was 
none other than she who had been first Laurf!, Cuppy, 
and afterward Laura Cuppy Smith. Though Mrs. 
Kendrick was advertised to speak on Sunday, and 
over ten thousand people had come out to hear her, 
she was driven from the platform and forbidden the 
privilege of speaking, Mr. Wheeler simply making 
the explanation that he did not know who she was 
when he engaged her, or she would not hav been en
gaged and advertised. A person, not worthy to 
buckle Laura Kendrick's shoes, was chosen to speak 
in her place. This outrage, especially when perpe
trated in part by two fellow-speakers, one as secretary 
and the other as speaker, so humiliated Mrs. Ken
drick, and gave her such a nervous shock, that she 
had a stroke of paralysis, and was finally driven out 
of the body. 

It was a case of murder-unintentional murder 
perhaps, yet murder of one of the most honest, de
voted, and intelligent women that ever stepped upon 
a spiritual rostrum. Mr. Wheeler may hav been as 
innocent as any angel in heaven-if so, he was the 
unconscious tool used to remove one of the world's 
best and noblest workers from the field. 

3. Mr. Wheeler was one of the honored and in
vited speakers at the late Lake Pleasant camp-meet
ing. On a week-day afternoon he said some .very 
hard, but very just things, about the Fitchburg rail
road. Now, be it remembered, the Fitchburg rail
road furnishes the camp-ground free of cost to the 
camp-meeting association, and pays the expenses of 
the camp-meeting, all of which is a grand investment 
for the road, as the meeting brings it probably not 
less than one hundred thousand extra passengers. 

The officers of the Lake Pleasant camp-meeting 
are not fools. Even " the ox knoweth his master and 
the ass his master's crib." They saw that it would 
not do to get into a fight with the railroad while the 
railroad was giving them such grand and free enter
tainment. The result was that Brother Wheeler was 
"called to order" in such unmistakable terms that 
their meaning could not be misunderstood. He was 
not permitted to fill his other appointments. The 
humiliation aBd nervous excitement so affected poor 
Brother Wheeler that he was carried off the ground, 

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In your 
issue of Dec. 8th, page 777, you suggest that the 
Greenbackers or Anti-monopolists should attach to 
their platform the "Nine Demands of Liberalism." 
For one, I should be glad te see it done. But I 
write mainly to say, why not attach our nine de
mands to yours? There is a growing disposition to 
hav the different reforming elemen~s combine at the 
polls, so as to show their numerical strength. Their 
moral power is much greater, but' to. those who de
pend upon votes such a demonstration might be of 
service. It was in the hopes that some combination 
could be made that I wrote the inclosed letter. I 
should like the portions marked published in your 
journal. I also inclose copy of my financial ideas. 

E. M. DAVIS. 

The letter Mr. Davis speaks of was written by him 
to our mutual friend Louis F. Post, and published in 
John Swinton's Paper. The portion Mr. Davis 
especially referlil to is as follows: 

"We can easier combine on an individual than on objects and 
measures; and, because an. individual campaign creates en
thusiasm, we can make a wide and deeper demonstration. 
Nominate Wendell Phillips for president, and you hav a 
platform in the. man. Any organization that indorses the 
man-and Wen dell Phillips is the man of the hour-indorses 
a platform that embraces the best part of each of our·reform 
organizations. 

"Do not let us be anxious about success or defeat at the 
polls, nor about the ability or want of experience as an office
holder of our candidate for president ! Tq succeed in 1888 
we must concentrate in 1884. It will be the means of bring
ing out our real power at the second effort. We know Phillips 
to be honorable-and this is more than to be honest, accord
ing to the ¥Vo1·ld's definition-to be sagacious, disinterested, 
sympathetic, just, generous, and, as an orator and expounder 
of true principles, unsurpassed." 

Mr. Davis's financial ideas are set forth in the fol
lowing platform: 

There can be no other money than fiat money; 
That it is legislation, and that alone, that can convert any-

thing into money; 
That use is the standard of value; 
That the legal power given to gold givs it a fictitious value;
That its value should be tested by the same standard that 

copper, iron, or anything else is; 
That money should be made of the least valuable material, 

other things being equal; 
That all metallic money should be demonetized; 
That to measure gold by gold is measuring a thing by it

self, and palpably absurd; 
That legal tender paper money is proved to be the safest, 

most convenient, and most economical of any yet devised; 
That it should be supplied by the national government to 

those who can giv real security, and at an interest not ex
ceeding two per cent per annum, returnable at the option of 
the borrower, thereby making inflations and panics impossible; 

That wealth and money are not the same. Only labor can 
make the first; only law the last. One is the object to be ex
changed, the other the medium by which the exchange is 
made; 

That to the error that they are the same is owing, in a 
great measure, the difference in the condition of the people; 

That the money monopoly and the fallacy on which it is 
based is a great overshadowing evil, being the creator of 
paupers and millionaires; and 

That selling the right to supply the currency is treason to 
the people, as it is transferring to a few what belongs to the 
whole people. 

Who Are the Real Blasphemers and Robbers 1 
Are they not those who believe and preach that 

a god they call Jesus tramped around like a Hindoo 
juggler, performing the monstrously low and absurd 
sleight-of-hand tricks of drinking poison, handling 
snakes, healing the sick, enabling the lame to walk, 
and the casting out of the evil spirits from a maniac, 
and of sending them into a gang of hogs, and then 
of being taken by Satan into a mountain, who of
fered him all the kingdoms of the world to fall down 
and worship him? 

Now if there can be such things as blasphemers, it 
must be those who believe and preach such discred
itable miracles, so contrary to universal experience 
and the operations of nature. Yet these deluded 
blasphemers persecute and punish those who do not 
blaspheme, like themselvs, as blasphemers. Yet the 
priesthood of the English church, extorting and rob
bing lab01 of more than all other religions besides, 
hav with a barbarous and criminal piety imprisoned 
Messrs. Foote, Ramsay, and others a year for illus
trating vividly the monstrously vulgar description of 
their imaginary God, pictured in their Bible with a 
mixture of the sublime and vulgar, with stars in one 
hand, the lightnings in the other, with a sword from 
his mouth, burning coals at his. feet, and smoking 
like a chimney from his head. 

Yet with such astonis.hingly absurd descriptions 
and dogmas of . the church, its priesthood, leagued 
with that of a secular and political one of office
holders, labor-saving machine manufacturers, bank
ers, and speculators, are absorbing the whole prop
erty of the earth, lands, houses, and all movables, 
with the legalized robbery of four-fifths of the prod
uct of labor. 

It is these deluded religious and secular priest
hoods, then, that are the real blasphemers and rob
bers of the laboring masses. But they do it uncon-
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sciously, with some ex'<leptions, because they are 
trained under institutions wholly founded upon the 
erroneous principles of alienation, monopoly, and 
usurpation of all man's rights. · Thus vice, wrong, 
and crime through man's ignorance are legalized, in
stead of their 'opposits, virtue, right, justice, and in
nocence. 

he dilates considerably upon them. His own writ- Science Defined by one of the Unlearned. 
ings are full to overflowing with richest imagery in The learned seem quite satisfied with the definition 

B.ut it is only religious evil that is beginning to be 
seen far more than the secular. The Positivists, 
disciples of Oomte, are denouncing the dogmas and 
evil of religion, but aristocratically trying to retain 
the secular institutions of all nations, with slight.mod
ifications. They are striving to retain Blackstone's 
form of society, as a pyramid, by substituting a grad
uated scale of classes, with the laborers at bottom, 
rising up through mechanic, artist, professor, scien
tist, author, governor, etc., in the place of .his scale 
of workers, lords, earls, viscounts, and dukes, with a 
king on the apex. Friend T. B. Wakemai:t advocates 
this modified scale of classes, and believes with Bis
marck that the people hav no right of sovereignty or 
power of government. He illustrates with the figure 
of a pyramid in his book to represent his improved 
scale, which givs lawyers and other professors a 
fixed salary. · 

language suggestiv of all n~ble music an? subl~me of science, " systematized knowle.dge," and yet the;r 
echoes. Even when upon tliat, to most of us, dnest use the word science in a great variety of senses. This 
o~ sub~ects, polit~cal econ~my, .he wraps some of his fact to my mind, is proof that it remains an .open 
views m expre!!BI.ons of Miltomc .grande~r. Thu13, at question yet, " What is Science?" I answer, smence 
one pla~e, speakmg by V'!~Y of Illu~trat10n, he asks, ·is the eternal, unchangeable, systematized order of 
"What. If but three defimtiO~s or aXIoms of geometr~ nature in producing her results. ~hey, therefore, 
were liable to co,ntroversy? What. would fol~ow · who diligently study nature, and arrive to a perfect 
Simply .this, that the whole vas~ .aerial synthesis of acquaintance with her. system of operation, are 
~hat . sCience, at p;re.sent to"Yermg upw;ard toward scientific. Their knowledge is systematized. They 
mfimt:y, w?uld exhibit an edifice eternally, pe;rha~s, have perceived the perfection of the for~es and mo
renewmg Itself ~y parts, but eternally. tottermg m tion of natural principles in the productiOn. of bar
some parts, and m other parts . moldenng eternally monious results. Their knowledge does not mCJrease, 
into. ruins. ~~at scienc~ whiCh now '.hol~s B:C- or their ignorance diminish the u~ve~sal wlwle. 
quamtance with the stars by means of Its mevit- Natural sciences are numerous and diversified. One 
able and imperisha~le truth, would becm;ne as treach- may be a scientist without a knowledge of th~ whole. 
erous as Shakspere s s.tars of sa.nd; or like the. fan- "U niversology" is the whole. If I am mistaken, 
tastic architecture w~ICh the wmds are ev~rl.astmgly inform me. I'm a " truth seeker." 
pursuing in the Arabian desert, would exhibit ph~n- Fraternaily, L. M. HAsTINGS. 

Friend Stephen Pearl Andrews also advocates this 
pyramidal scale of classes and calls it a pantarchy, 
and puts himself on its apex as a pantarch. With all 
his learning he cannot explain his Universology of 
unism, duism, and trinism. Thirty-two years ago I 
strove to teach him the true alphabet, that there are 
precisely eloven vowels or sonants in th@ human 
voice, and that the twenty-two consonants are merely· 
the touchings of the parts ef the mouth, and modify 
the generic vowels into. species, while there are no 
such things as semi-vowels, etc. Neither he, Gra
ham, Longly, Ellis, Pitman, or Prof. March hav ever 
discovered the distinction between sonants and con
sonants, which can be seen by looking in the mouth 
with a gla._ss. LEWIS MASQUERIER. 

Gems of Style. 

tom arrays of fleeting columns and fluctuatmg 
edifices which, under the the very breath that had 
created' them would be forever collapsing into dust." 

' ' h The above shows De Quincy s manner per aps as 
well as anything I could quote. His manner! l?~t 
not the highest flights of his muse, for muse It IS. 
The very sow of poetry breathes out from much of his 
writings. . . . . 

But should this subJect be pursued even mto Its 
prefat~ry grounds, a volume would be required. 

Oregon, Mo. HoLT. 

Christianity. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In the 

issue of yorir paper dated Nov. 24th there appeared 
an article written by Mr. Elliott Preston, under ~he 
above title, in which the writer makes the followmg 
statement: 

"The Jewish mythology was transfer;ed, substanti.a~y, 
from the Hindoo philosophy, and that, m all probability, 
from systems still more ancient." 

During the latter part of the last century there 
There are, among the innumerable prose works was published in London, England, a work bearing 

published in the English language, only a few pages the title of ''A Comparison of the Institution~ of 
comparativly, altogether, that stand at the very Moses with those of the Hindoos and other Anment 
supreme summit as being most beautiful. It is but\ Nations" in which the author, the Rev. Joseph 
a very few yea7s since bo.ok-making became so very Priestley, LL.D., endeavored to show that t~e Hi~
comn;wn. Bolmg~roke IS about t~e first among doo religion was copied from the ~ebrew. SI~~e .his 
English prose writers whose. style IS modern and day however . scholarly investigation and critiCism 
popular. He flourished about two centuries ago. hav' shown that "Hebrew mythology "-commonly 
Macaulay by combining his sty~e.with some peculiar- called" Hebrew theology"-such as we read in the 
ities of his own, produced str~kmg effects,. and be-l Old Testament, is quite modern. Before the Bab;r-

. came the most popular .essayist of the :r;nneteent}l lonish captivity (588 B.c.), Israel had no sacred writ
century. ~he following IS ~ sample of B?lmgbroke s ings. They had certain laws! ~tc., but th~y were n?t 

. very-~e_®]t~ _§!J;Y).El·. E;:pe~Jnng of the slight .r~gard considered binding or of dmne authority. Their 
in which public writers ~ere he1d by great IDimSters mythology; which Christians of the prese~t day call 
of state, he says, "Let him ~peak as contemptuously the "word of God," concerning the creatiOn, fall of 
of us ash~ pleases, for that Is frequently the manner man, deluge, tower of Babel, etc., was. made by J~w
of those who ~mpl~y us ~o~t, and p~y us best; yet ish priests who had become familiar with Babylomall 
wil~ it fare with his .ambitiOn as with a lofty tree mythology. In other words, they borrow~d these 
whiCh cannot shoot Its branches unto the clouds, fables from their conquerors; and, after altermg them 
unless the. root work into the ~irt !r~m whi?h it r,?se, slightly, added them to the hist?ry of ~heir. p~opl~; 
on which It stands, and by whiCh It Is nounshed. These are facts which the "cuneiform mscriphons 

There are numberle~s str~kingly beautiful expres- discovered by modern arch£eologi.st~ tell us, and 
ions in the works of thiS writer. He was. one of the scholars, both in and out of the Chnstian fold, acc~pt 
earliest of Freethinkers, and those who hke to read them. Under these circumstances then, we are In

after such writers will find few works more profi~- clined to question the above statement, and should 
able than his philosophical studies. Even to this like to know upon what authority it was made. We 
day, no one has surpassed him in .a certain.melody. of are then told that: 
expression that charms the attentiOn. Writers priOr "In the Hindoo fable we hav the garden of Eden (Island 
to his day were heavy and elaborate as a g.eneral of Ceylon); the first man, Adam (Adami); the fir~t woman, 
thing, and where they attell';lpted to please, It w~s Heva (Eve); Cristna (Christ); Siva (Satan); and V1shnu (the 
too evident they were trymg to ornament their Almighty)." 

decorations, to use a sa:ying among archi~ects. . . Ceylon was never believed by the Hindoos to hav 
There is a much admrred passage o~ Milton m his been the paradise or home of our first parents. 0~ 

prose writing, .which is at. the same .t~me , cJlaracter- the, contrary the Hindoo fable states that the summit 
istic of his style: In hi~ AreopagitiCa tis f?und: of Mount Meru-which was in the center of the 
"Methinks I see m my ~md a noble and pmssant earth-was the paradise. Again, the first man was 
nation, r~using h~rs~lf ~Ike a strong rna~ after sleep, not called Adam (Adami), and the first woman Eve 
and shakmg her mvmmble .locks; methmks I ~ee ~er (Heva). And if by Cristna, or-as he elsewhere 
as an eagle mewing her mighty ;y:outh and kmdling writes it Christna, he means Crishna, we are at a lo~s 
her undazzled e~es at the full midday b.eam; purg- to know upon what authority he spells the name m 
ing and unse~tling her long. abused ~Ight at the this manner. Crishna, the hero of the_ Maha:bharata, 
fountain ~tself of heavenly ~adia~ce; W~Ile the whole was dark-skinned, and thus he der1v~s ~Is ~~me. 
noise of timorous and flockmg birds, With those also " Crishna" is a Sanscrit word, and sigmfies the 
that love the twilight, flutter about, amazed at what black one." It is not possible to convert the name 
she means, and in their c~rious gabble would prog- into either "Cristna" or "Christna." 
nosticate a year of sects and schisms." . After this we are informed that: 

The sublime grandeur of ~Iilton rolls forth m every 
line of this. "History boasts upwards of a dozen "crucified saviors," 

so that even in the item of a savior, where many of us ~~P
posed ourselvs strong, we are, in reality, painfully weak. 

Murdered by Neglect., 
From the Colorado Transcript. 

Last June Corey Waugh and his young wife, aged 
22 years came to Colorado from Missouri. About a 
month ago they moved into Buffalo. Park, under the 
employ of Antrim F. Rqy, who assigned them to a 
small cabin near by as their home. On Tuesday, the 
23d ult. Mrs. Waugh gave birth to a son. Two days 
afterwad-d, owing to the insecurities of the cabi~ from 
the strong winds and storms, coupled by the mdul
gences of 11 tender husband, Mrs. Waugh beca_me 
very ill, apparently with puerperal fever.. A few kmd 
neighbors being notified, came and did what they 
could for her; but the malady increasing to an al~m
ing state, it was deemed advisable on Saturday m~ht 
to summon a physician. Mr. Roy, the wealthiest 
ranchman of the park, whose cre~it is unquestione~, 
immediately dispatched one of his hands to Morn
son, the nearest town, for a doctor, i~struction being 
given for him to come at once, that hi~ fe~ ":as r~ady. 
Dr. Ellerson was the first visited. This dist~n~Uis~ed 
individuallays claim to the dual work of admmis~ermg 
to the needy spiritually as well as therapeutically, 
and on the former account declined to go, as a ser
mon had to be preached the next day. The messen
ger then saw the other doctor, W~tham, wh.o said 
it was too long a journey for that mght; and.m a~y 
event wouldn't go unless the ~oney "Yas grv:en m 
advance. Thus, Mrs. Waugh s suffermg, ~thout 
proper treatment, gradually became more mtense, 
and on Tuesday another call was made upon Dr . 
Ellerson who nullified the demand beca-q.se he "had 
no hors~." The next day the third and last visit was 
made with the same negativ resuJt, however,, Eller
son ;aying he " didn't want to go 'way .~P m ~he 
mountains." This same day Mrs. Waugh s suffe;rmg 
lulled her into unconsciousness; and on Friday 
afternoon, she passed away-literally murdered by 

neglect. · f th 
It seems strange, in reviewing the actwn o ese 

doctor.;; that two men, presumably drilled in the hos
pital w~ds and ~linics, w~ere 'scie~ce. teaches Lhat t.o 
assuage misery IS the highest miSSIOn o~ man-It 
seems strange that this heaven-capped learnmg sho~ld 
be easily weened away, and supplant~d by Tmot~vs 
so sordid, and actions so base an.?- brutish. ~o triV
ial excuse can answer for a demand at the Sick-bed; 
the obligation to alleviate suffering is almost sacred. 
If there are such things a~ .God's regents on earth, 
they are certainly the physiCians. 

These doctors had no right, morally or legally, to 
refuse to attend. "The sermon". could hav b~en 
forgone; a soul writhing in agon::y I~ mo7e an obJect 

f redemption than those langUishmg m ease and 
~lentitude. The " advance fee " was unwarranted; 
the country makes secure indebtedness of that ~ature, 
where families are unable to pay. "Havm~ _no 
horse," by a doctor, is quixotical.I~ a town. sustammg 
]. eri'es and in a state where ridmg-pomes can be 
IV ' • Th f 1 t " ' had almost for the askmg. e re .usa . o go .. way 
up in the mountains" was an evasiOn; the trips, to 
and fro could hav been made in five hours. 

No p~rson of heart and brain is without ~n appre
ciation of the circumstances of t~ese moun tam peopl~; 
and where professionally tram~d hands locate I? 
isolated places, they cannot be bhnd to the responsi-
bilities attaching thereto. RICHARD E. L~AR. 

Evergreen, Col., Nov. 4, 1883. 
De Quincy, who, above all men that ever put pen 

to paper, had the power to place the ri~Jlt ~ord in 
the right place, with harmony .and meani.ng m pe:
fect accord, admires a certam expressiOn of Sir 
Thomas Brown as the finest in the English language. 
It is found in his "Urn Burial," chapter fifth: "Now 
since their dead bones hav already outlasted the liv
ing ones of Methuselah, and, in a yard under ground, 
and thin walls of clay, outworn all the strong and 
spacious buildings above, and quietly rested under 
the drums and t:amplings. of th7ee conqu~sts, "Yha~ 
prince can promis such dmturmty unto his relics. 
The words, "qiletly rested under the drum~ and 
tramplings of three conquests," were what captivated 
the imagination of De Quincy. Taking sound and 
sense together, he considers them unequaled, and 

If the writer intends this statement to be taken fig
urativly or allegvrically, we hav no coll';lments to Il';lake, 
excepting it be that he should hav s~d so; bul; If he 
intends his words to be understoo~ literally. we mu~t 
again ask him to giv his authority; and If he will 
mention a dozen "crucified saviors" which "history 
boasts of " we will not ask for more. . 

As unbelievers in "divine revelatio~" we should 
be able to giv our reasons for " depar.tmg f:om the 
faith·" and these reasons should be fortified With fact!', 
not fictions. It is on this account I offer these 
friendly crtticisms. Our opponents must be faced by 
statements which we can stand by and supbor.u nTth-

The Mormon Question. 
the Bighamtan Sunday Tribune. 

Few Americans know anything of the true nature 
of the Mormon problem. The Mormons themsel':s, 
since their settlement in Utah, hav been made _famil
iar to us until recently only t~rough the :r;nedtum. of 
books written by casual tourists, professiOnal Wit<, 

d more or less purposeless newspaper reporters. 
~~herwise the average American of the East knows 
and cares as much about the Mormons as Jle does 
about the Red Indian, and no more. He thmks t~e 
Mormon question one fo: the ~overume~t to settle m 
some wa,y without bothenng h1m, and thmks no more 
about it. iug else will answer, · • · 
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The Monument Fund. 
The following amounts hav been received since the 

acknowledgment of December 8th.· The list as then 
printed footed up $1255.21. 
Thomas Peet, $1 00 C. C. Fisk, $1 00 
Mrs. John Sharman, 1 00 Dr. M. Hines, 1 00 
James Moss, 66 Thos. G. Watkins, 1 00 
Sylvester Roe, 1 00 A. A. Hadley, 1 00 
Joseph Manhart, 1 00 Wm. M. Clayton, 5 00 
Alf. Hewes, 1 00 L. H. Dunham, 1 00 
Abe Moot, 2 50 Daniel Williams, 1 00 
0. H. Richmond, 1 00 Jane Williams, 1 00 
G. W. Stephenson, 100 C. S. Bennett, 1 00 
E. M. Sickmon, 50 Fred. Heck, 1 50 
Nelson S. Fowler, 1 00 J. Josephs, 1 00 

·D. L. Coe, 70 L. Rothermel, 1 00 
J. E. Jones, 1 15 Catherine Piper, 1 50 
B. G. Morrison, 1 00 L. F. Johnson, 1 00 
D. C. Kenyon, 1 00 Harman Wright, 1 00 
William Tyler, 1 00 

Total, $1291 72 

Cobb began last Sunday a series of short biographi
cal sketches of the world's ma.rtyrs ·to free speech, and 
his first lecture was on the life and work of our hero, 
Brother Seaver was also announced to speak upon 
the same topic. We shall be able lio giv a synopsis 
of the meeting in our next issue, along with the re
port of the proceedings in this city. 

A Cheering Sign. 

frivolity, the soft-sawder clergy," who, living on the 
fruits of their parent's succljssful ventures in soap
fat, tallow, and hid,es, hav an abundance of time to 
visit ~he exhibition on week-days, and consider that 
the eyes of workingmen resting upon the expensiv 
works of art will depreciate their value. In the fol
lowing answer Mr. Smith must hav intended the "dis
tinguished citizen" a.s an ironical allusion. He wrote 
to them: 

Note was made last week of the efforts of several "GENTLEMEN: I hav the honor to acknowledge the receipt of 

h · f h Ar E your esteemed favor of even date, protesting against the 
artists to procure t e opemng 0 t e t Loan x- opening of the Bartholdi Art Loan Exhibition on Sunday. 
hibition in aid of the Bartholdi statue pedestal fund, Your communication contains. the names of many of our 
at the Academy of Design, 23d street and 4th avenue. most distinguished citizens, and is worthy of the highest con
We are pleased to state the effort has been success- sideration. You are, however, fully aware that an equal 
ful, the executiv committee, on the 19th inst, voting number of our citizens, and equally distinguished citizens, 
to this effect. The new order of things began last indorse the action of our Executiv Committee. It therefore 

is a question about which honest men differ. Its precipita. 
Sunday, the 23d, the day the Liberals of the city were tion at this time grew out of an earnest appeal from a large 
celebrating the 65th birthday of Mr. Bennett. body of our artists whose efforts hav helped to make this ex--

The election of Carl Schurz to the chairmanship hibition the success that it is. 
of the meeting discussing this question indicated "These gentlemen realize the fact that every branch of in
that the opposition was defeated in advance, for Mr. dustrial art is educational, and that the direct m·eans of ac-

complishing this is to allow the citizen to see for himself. 
Schurz is a Materialistic Infidel of the German They feel that this collection is so rich in the rarest spec-
school. The arguments for the opening of the ex- imens of all that is best in silver work, embroidery, metal 
hibition were adduced by Mr. Schurz and his sup- work, glass, bronze, and carv!ng, and the opportunity to see 
port!)rS. It should be done, they argued, for the such a .collection is so seldom offered (none for five years), 
benefit of a very great number of people who cannot that they want this one to be of some practical use. 

"They believe that education is next to religion in •the ac
attend on other days. There are a large number of cepted use of the term, and they earnestly desire that the 
people who are compelled to work from early morn-· masses of our people, who work from 7 A.M. to 6 P.M., and 
ing till late at mght at this season of the year, who many;'during these holiday times, until midnight, shall see 
would be v:ery much benefited by a visit to this exhi- for themselvs what constitutes the sturoundings of a refined 
bition. An opportunity to visit so good a one would home life, and in what education results. 

"They believe that there are thousands of work girls, ap
probably not occur again for some years. The ques- prentices, retail salesmen and women, and day laborers, who 
tion of opening large art galleries on Sundays must would gladly giv up the life they now lead on Sunday if there 
be met.sooner or later, and this certainly seemed an was anything else for them to do. 
excellent place to begin. "They regret that the council of the National Academy of 

The Bennett Celebratl'on. General Hawkins, another prominent New Yorker, Design, the trustees of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and 
the directors of the Lenox and Astor l!braries keep their doors 

The hall of the Liberal Club was well filled last spoke very emphatically in favor of the new move- practically shut to these people, and so close the greatest 
Sunday night, the 23d, the occasion being the 65th ment. In all other civilized countries the large pub- avenue of healthy moral enjoyment within their reach. They 
anniversary of the birthday of D. M. Bennett. The lie art galleries and similar exhibitions are thrown are thoroughly convinced that a girl who stands on her feet 

open on Sundays, and are thronged by men, women, behind a store counter twelve hours a day is in no condition 
services partook of the nature of a memorial meet- "to walk through a picture gallery or art museum at night, nor 
ing, as well as celebration, for nope could forget that and children in the lower strata of society who can are scores of others who are similarly overworked. 
it is only a few days over a year since we laid our not visit them on other days of the week. He thought "They know, therefore, that Sunday is the only day left 
hero away. it should be so in this country, ndt alone in New to these people, and they believe they are doing the greatest 

· h b York, but in other large cities. Such exhibitions had good to the greatest number of our citizens by adhering to Preliminary to the main meeting t e mem ers of 
an elevating influence on society, no matter on what the action they hav taken. 

the Bennett Auxiliary League met in one corner of "They believe that the quiet corner of a great library is 
the hall and elected officers for the ensuing year. S. days they are kept open; and they would tend to as beneficial morally to a tired man as a seat in a church, and 
P. Putnam was made president, E. M. Macdonald and draw men away from beer gardens and liquors shops that the opening of every art gallery, museum, and library in 
Henry Stone vice-presidents. The other officers which are always open on Su.nday. our city and country on Sunday would but result in drawing 

The opposition was confined to a few ladies whose many men and women out of the streets and saloons, and 
were taken from the Macdonald family, as being, next h' fl f h al within their restful walls. 
to the president, the most activ workers. Mrs. A. C. reasons were c Ie Y 0 t e sentiment sort well "And they finally hope that the example sh~wn to-day at 
Macdonald will write the records of the meetings for known as the cheap stock in trade of Sabbatarians. the Academy of Design will result in a change of policy in the 
the next year, and George E. Macdonald will hold They were of no avail, and the executiv committee institutions referred to more in accordance with the spirit 
the funds. The next meeting of the League will be voted by a large majority to throw the exhibition and tendency of the age in which we liv. It seems to me 

b . hd f open. Their action is generally approved by the eminently appropriate and a subject for congratulation that 
on January 29th, to celebrate the 1rt ay o Thomas before the great statue of 'Liberty Enlightening the World' 
Paine.. The League invites all interested to add press of the city, the Times, usually very conservativ, has even reached our doors a ray from her beneficent torch 
their names to its membership roll. Applications saying: has broken the customs and by-laws of one of our oldest art-
may be made to any of the officers. "There will be a very general approval of the vote of the centers, and that to-day the full light is shining through the 

th 11 d th bl t d managers of the Bartholdi Fund Exhibition to permit the open doors of the Academy of Design. And I feel assured Mr. Putnam en ca e e assem age o or er, 
opening of the collection to public view on Sundays at are- that many of you who hav signed this protest, and for whose 

making a brief speech. He was followed by T. B. duced admission fee. Undoubtedly, many sincere and sen- opinions I hav the highest respect, will, before many years, 
Wakeman, Edward W. Chamberlain, Henry Stone, sible people hesitate to sanction what seems to them an in- agree with me. I am, gentlemen, very truly your obedient 
and Stephen Pearl Andrews. As we close THE TRUTH vasion of the sacredness of the Christian Sabbath. If the servant, F. HoPKINSON SMITH." 
SEEKER forms one day earlier this week to enable the Sabbath were kept as these excellent people would like to see Next Sunday, the 30th, the exhibition will be· open 
workmen to celebrate the pagan festival of the 25th, it kept, there would be less occasion for concessions like that from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M., and in the evening. The 

which has been made in behalf of the Loan Exhibition. But, 
we must defer an extended report of what was said unhappily, working people, to whom Sunday furnishes the action of the committee will no doubt afford texts 
until next week. only breathing-spell in seven days, find immoral and de bas- for the orthodox preachers and many ultra pious 

On a table in front of the platform was placed an ing amusements open to them on every hand. The idle people will pretend to grieve over this sign of 
easel holding a bronzed plaster cast of the heroic workman, pining for a little change in his daily round, is not ungodliness. But it is safe to say that no one who 
sized medallion designed for the monument. Over guarded by the law-scarcely by public opinion-against has the real welfare of the people ,at heart will be 

vicious resorts. Why should he be forbidden to look into a 
the head was a laurel wreath, the drapery of maroon. collection of beautiful things in art? Because rum-sellers, found saying a word against taking this step in the 
bunting setting the whole off in pleasing contrast. gamblers, and dance-house keepers violate the Sabbath, must right direction. But if the clergy are wise they will 
The face was veiled with flags, which were removed decent people, therefore, shut up their pict'!lre galleries and smother their indignation at this "Sabbath desecra-. 
amid applause at the close of Mr. Putnam's remarks. reading-rooms?" ' tion," else the people will be tempted to smother 
It was the general opinion that the medallion is a Last Sunday was the first day under the new them. 
triumph of the sculptor's art, and Mr. Wilson Mac- rules, and the attendance reached thirty-five hun
donald was called upon for a speech, which invitation dred, the price of admission being twenty-five cents. 
he declined, not having been a close enough per- The bigoted spirit of the Sabbatarians was shown in 
sonal frie:ad of Mr. Bennett's to be able to interest the the action of a so-called "Law and Order" society, 
audience. It may be proper to explain that Mr. Mac- composed of church members, who called at the of
donald, although bearing the same name, is no relation :lice of the Exhibition and notified the managers that 

. of the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER that either is aware selling catalogs would be an infraction of the penal 
of, and only once met l.Hr. Bennett in the latter's life- code, and would be prevented. To get around this 
time. His reputation as a sculptor is splendidly sus- miserable interference the directors scattered cata
tained in this, his last work, the likeness being re- logs throughout the rooms, with a note written on 
markable to be wrought out in bronze. the cover of each asking visitors not to carry them 

It was nearly eleven o'clock when the audience dis- away. It is a scathing rebuke to the fanatics that 
persed. the daily papers record that not a catalog was miss

ing at the close of the day. . 
Boston Honoring Mr. Bennett. 

The sixty-fifth anniversary of Mr. Bennett's birth 
was also commemorated by the Liberals of Boston. 
Before the Thomas 'Paine Fraternity, John Storer 

A petition was presented to <;>ne of the directors 
against the opemng of the exhibition. The signers 
are what Mr. Swinton would call the " fools of fo:r
tune, the peanut-headed dawdlers of fashion and 

Our Respects to Mr. Davis. 
In a letter printed page 822 of this issue Mr. E. M. 

Davis quotes our recent advice to the Anti-monopo
lists and other reform political parties to attach 
to their pl~tforms the Nine Demands of Liberalism, 
and asks why the Liberals do not attach the prin
ciples of these various New Forces, as John Swinton 
designates them, to their platform. 

The answer is, they hav. 
If Mr. Davis will read the political platform rec

ommended by the last Congress of the National 
Liberal League, he will find embodied therein sub
stantially the ideas which he considers of paramount 
importance. This political rec.mendation was 
printed in THE TRUTH SEEKER of October 6th, of the 
present year. If Mr. Davis has not preserved his 
copy of that issue he can nevertheless find it in Mr. 
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Leland's history of the League in our Annual 
foJ:tl884. 

In the fight for liberty Liberals are always found 
in the van. Mr. Davis's financial views are very 
nearly the same that Mr. D. M. Bennett held and 
promulgated years ago. In Mr. John Swinton's 
paper, through which Mr. Davis has recently ex
pressed himself, and which has created no little stir 
in labor circles, we 'see among the correspondents 
the names of those whom we hav known for years as 
stanch Liberals and supporters of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
among them being our respected friend E. M. Davis 

demonstrate the authority. of the republic. .But 
there were other means of action, one of which was 
in the right of disposing of the palaces and edifices 
devoted to the residence of bishops and the installa
tion of diocesan seminaries. Besides suspending 
salaries, therefore, they might suspend lodging as 
well. Thus vast localities might be handed over for 
the service of public instruction. 

to look about and see if a few friends will not join 
with them. By doing this they will save money for 
themselvs, help THE TRUTH SEEKER very materially, 
and advance the cause of mental liberty in this 
country. 

"And the advantage would not lie only in taking away 
their lodging from the bishops, but a}so in depriving them of 
the moral authority they derived from inhabiting a palace 
belonging to the state." 

of Philadelphia. · ' By practicing this policy and preparing the way 
No, Mr. Davis, Liberals cannot be accused of not for separation, the Catholic church might be de-

. being progressiv and broad in their political as well prived of all the means of authority which had been 
as religious views. The New Forces represented by conferred on it since the Concordat. But it would 
John Swinton are not up to where the Freethought never do to leav:e the church at full liberty in the 
body was. ten years ago. And when these New midst of ~ivil society. That would be a' system 
Forces shall occupy the rearmost positions of the to which the right of_ the Chamber would only be too 
Liberals, the latter will be fou11d almost out of sight happy to giv its support. 
ahead. It appears by this discussion in the Chambers 

In effecting the reforms for which Mr. Davis and that there is really no difference of opinion on the 
Mr. Swinton are working they will find the first nee- question of separation of church and state. The 
essary step to be the breaking of the theological Right, or conservativ wing, is with the Left in desir
shackles which bind the laboring men. In even so ing the abolition of state support; it hesitates only 
simple a step as joining a labor organization the as a matter of'public policy. The goverment fears 
Catholic is opposed by his church. And who needs the workings of the church; it desires to control it 
to protect himself more than the average ignorant as far as possible. To do this it must hav some hold 
Catholic workman? And yet who does less to. help upon it, and this hold it secures through the Budget 
those who are working for his improvement? And of Public Worship. By gradually withdrawing this 
why is he so apathetic? Simply and solely because support the way is prepared for a complete separe.
he is bound body and soul by his religion. He is a tion without fear of the violent consequences that 
chattel to the church, a slave to a theocracy. might ensue should a too sudden change be made. 

To the Liberals of New York and Vicinity. 
George Chainey, the distinguished Freethought 

orator, purp_oses to deliver a series of monthly lec
tures in this city, Sunday evenings, at German 
Masonic Hall, 220 E. 15th street, under the auspices 
of the Liberal Club. It is earnestly hoped that the 
Liberals of New York and vicinity will cordially re
spond to thls effort. The enlarging prospects of 
Freethought on every side make necessary renewed 
exertion, in order that its best fruits may appear. Its 
eloquent presentation upon the platform is one of 
those means by which its greatest triumphs are won. 
Let all who are interested in this important work do 
what they can for the success of these lectures, which 
embrace the most living and advanced topics of the 
hour. 

.The people must be free to think before they can The lower and ignorant strata of French society 
be free to act. are still Christian, used to thinking the priests and 

The Church and State in France. 
For centuries church and state hav been united in 

France. Under the rule of emperors theh· relations 
were very close. The policy steadily pursued by the 
republican officials, however, has been to finally 
effect a total separation. Besides secularizing the 
text books used in the schoolS, and expelling the 
Jesuits, the "Budget of Public Worship" has been 
continuously pared down. The Chambers granted 
for this year but a little over fifty-o~e millions of 
francs. The allowances for cathedrals were reduced, 

rulers were appointed by God, and therefore one. 
The change from an empire to a republic was quite 
as violent as the slow-moving brain of the peasant 
can.stand in the few years that hav elapsed since the 
last war, and although the hesitation to divide the 
religious from the secular is not in keeping with 
American ideas, it may be better statemanship to 
pursue the politic course marked out by M. Ferry 
and M. Paul.Bert. 

The great changeg to be noted are that French 
public opinion is becoming Freethinking, and that 
the days of state support for the church are • fast 
drawing to a close. 

________ ._ ____ __ 
- the-salaries_of nine ch_a]Jl!l,ip.s of Paris cemeteries and 

of two canonries of St. Denis. were suppressed, 
together with scholarships in the seminaries. The Our Terms for 1884:. 
committee also thought that repairs of furniture of We would again respectfully call the attention of 
episcopal residences, and the expenses of bishops in THE TRUTH SEEKER's friends, and Liberals generally, 
installations, visitations, etc., should be disallowed. to the low rates at which the paper can be had by a 

That the government showed this much generos- little exertion. Although it has been found necessary 
ity is due not to any sympathy with the church, but to re-establish the old rate of $3 for a single subscrip
beca,use, as M. Ferry expressed it, "old beliefs and. ~n, yet the club rates will be found to be a great 
usuages" llJ.W3t-be-"delicately treated," The Radic11.l· ·ii'eduction in price. For instance: Several hav sent 
wing of the Chambers was not at all satisfied with in their renewals, accompanied with four new sub
these small reductions, and in the debate just closed, scribers, the whole amount necessary to be remitted 
vigorously demanded that the question of the separa- being $10. If the new subscriptions were taken at 
tion of the church and state should be taken up. To $3 that would alone be $12, leaving the gette:J," up of 
this M. Ferry's reply was that the government was the club $2. If they were taken at $2.50, the movers 
ready to take it up at any time, but the discussion in the matter obtained their own free. Or if they 
could not lead, he thought, to any practical issue at shared all the advantages of the combination with 
present. M. Goblet, a moderate Radical, said he their friends, they would still be getting theirs at $2 
would vote for the budget though he wanted separa- -a reduction of 50 cents from this year's price. 
tion, but the way for it must be prepared. The We can afford this because when once the type is 
suppression of the budget should follow, not precede, set the extra cqpies can be produced at a compara
the separation of church and state. M. Clemenceau tivJy small costl Subscriptions and book sales are 
agreed with M. Goblet that the clergy were plain}y all we hav to depend upon for revenue to pay our 
hostij, and the only remedy was separation. M. Paul bills, which on a paper of this size are large, and just 
Bert said the separation of church and state was the as regular as its weekly issue. These extra subscrip
object to be steadily kept in view, but only to tiona are therefore great aids, and we hope will in 
be effected as rapidly as prudence permitted. · Mean- time build up our list to that extent that the price 
time, the measures adopted by the government had of the paper can be permanently lowered, in accord
been hailed in the provinces, not as tyrannical ance with the wish of Mr. Bennett, expressed just 
and oppressiv, but as just and salutary. The control before his death. 
of the government, in the nomination of bishops and But this club rate virtually accomplishes his pur
other respects, was far from efficient. It was in this pose-a purpose shared by his successors-of making 
budget of worship that its power really lay. The THE TRUTH SEEKER really the cheapest Liberal paper 
budget could not be suppressed as long as the Con- published. THE TRUTH SEEKER has done a great ann 
cordat existed. And besides, "if it were suppressed good work in the few years of its existence in freeing 
all at once, the faithful would step in and make people's minds from the fetters of superstition. We 
up the deficit." But, "when only the salary of hope and intend that it shall do more in the years to 
an individual ecclesiastic is suppressed at once the come. To do this the paper must be widely circu
faithful do not make it up to him." It was to lated; to b~ widely circulated, it must be cheap, for 
be regretted, however, that only the lower clergy the qualities of mind that lead to independence are 
had been punished, and not the bishops who gave not the qualities that accumulate wealth, and thou
the orders. Yet both the state counsel and the sands of free thinking men and women are too poor 
Parliament had decided that the minister might to pay a high price for a paper. 
equally suspend the salary of a bishop; and such a 'Ve think our club rates effect this, and we ask our 
measure would tend greatly to maintain order and subscribers who are renewing their own subscriptions 

T. B. WAKEMAN, 
T. c. LELAND, 
E. w. CHA!IffiERLAIN, 
A. L. RAWSON, 
WILSON MACDONALD, 

.EuGENE M. MAcDoNALD, 
D. E. RYAN, 
s. P. PUTNAM, 
DR. E. B. FooTE, 

and oth~rs. 

The Legends of Genesis. 
The Rev. R. Heber Newton has delivered another lecture 

concerning the book of Genesis. For an Episcopal min
ister, yet untried for heresy, he talks boldly. Speaking 
of the, tradition of Abram, Sarah, and Hagar, whom Sarah 
gave to Abram to wife, Mr. Newton said: "Strange and revolt
ing as it is to us, such motherhood by proxy was once an un
objectionable custom. Hebrew women regarded childless
ness as a reproach, which they were ready to wipe out by 
even such a remedy. Custom and the sense of duty recon
ciled them to sharing the affections of their husbands, much, 
I suppose, as the Mormon women put down the strong in
stinct of womanhood before a supposed religious obligation. 
But with what fine touches the writers of these stories bring 
out the inevitable jealousy and strife and domestic bitterness 
that entered the tents of the patriarchs with each successiv 
wife. Our Mormon friends might well read, mark, and in
wardly digest these biblical examples of the woes of being 
too much married. 

"In this passage occurs the first mention of' angels' visits,' 
which, in these traditions, are neither few nor far between. 
Beautiful as are these visions of superhuman beings appear
ing visibly to men, and walking, talking, eating, and drink
ing with them, it is vain to disguise from ourselvs that such 
visions are only had in a world other than that we know and 
tread. Child races alone hav seen these visions in which 
child souls alone can believe. Co.mmnnications may be had 
from the spirit world to the human spirits bodied in the flesh, 
and these tales may be only the poetic foims of such Spirit
ualistic experiences as seem to come to us again in our own 
age-experiences whose reality we are not prepared as yet 
either to affirm or to deny. 

"The origin of the rite of circumcision, by which the He
brews dedicated their children to Jehovah, seems to hav 
arisen out of a• compromise with the dreadful rite of dedicat
ing children to death as offerings to the gods. The custom 
marked an immense step forward out of darkness in which 
early nations were shrouded. 

"The story .of the destruction of Sod om and Gomorrah is 
legendary, and we see in its incidents the memory of some 
volcanic upheaval which submerged the cities of the plain 
beneath the then formed Dead Sea, and the superstitious fan
cies suggested by the oppressiv surroundings of that myste
rious lake and by the fantastic figurings of its salt-encrusted, 
rocky shores. The revolting story appended to this legend 
may probably be saved from t.his abominableness as a tale of 
real life by the legendary character of the traditions with 
which we are now dealing." 

Of tl:ie story of Abraham taking Isaac to sacrifice, Mr. New
ton said: ''It points to the early ages, when children were 
sacrificed in religious rites, and celebrates the resistance of 
the father to the horrible custom because he listens to and 
obeys the voice of God-not a voice outside of himself, but a 
voice within him. In some hour ot sore need, when fate 
seemed to go against a man, when every power of nature 
combined to crush him, he would hear the suggestion, 'The 
gods are angry; they must be placated; they call for blood' 
-and then he would hear a voice within him as of Jehovah 
saying, 'Take now thy son, thine only son, whom thou lov
est, and offer him.' Thus around some tradition of the pa
triarch Abraham this story wove itself out of the heart of a 
people. It vibrates with the quiverings of hosts of hearts, 
and thrills with the agony of a tortured race, but of a tor
tured people taught to .see that Jehovah wished not for the 
sacrifice of human blood, and was content with the blood of 
rams and goats." 

A Leaflet from Baron Munchausen. 
It is estimated the London Society for Promoting Chril!

tianit.y among Jews, founded in 1809, has been the meanB of 
converting 100,000 of that people. The society has placed h. 
their hands 2,000,000 copies of the New Testament in He
brew. There are now 2,000 Jewish Christians in London, 
nnd probably 1,000 more in other parts of the kingdom.
Pittsburgh Christian Advocate. 

We hav no hesitancy in pronouncing the above an 
unmitigated falsehood. The statement implies an av
erage annual conversion of 1,350 Jews. We chal
lenge any truthful Christian to show the names of 
1,350 Jews converted during the past ten years. Our 
Christian friends should remember the fate of An
anias and Sapphira.-Hebrew Standard. 

No one will attempt to prove that the closing of libraries 
and picture galleries on Sundays keeps the bad places of New 
York shut also.-Sp7·in!lfield Republican. 

And no one but a fool will attempt to show that closing the 
libraries and art galleries on Sunday will lessen the attend· 
ance at the bad places. 
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Liberal or Bigot, Which 1 Spiritualists believe in the necessity of attaining 
Christian sectarians are apt to oppose, rather than the highest possible mental·and moral development, 

-contribute, time, means, and influence to sustain any in unceasing ministrations of love, mercy, and 
organization, however beneficial and much needed, benevolence; that they may thus attain a rich experi
unless it is controled by themselvs, and devoted to ence, a higher plane from which to start in spirit
the propagation of their denominational creed and land, and so be better qualified to more effectually 

The sea of Adrias in those days was not the gulf 
of Venice, but what was known as the sea of Ionia in 
more ancient times; it extenJed half-way across the 
Mediterranean, to Crete and Malta. 

pet. notions. minister to their loved on earth. 
They claim to desire the promotion of human hap- In short, both equally desire to make the greatest 

piness, talk glibly of affording to all every possible possible advancement in knowledge, truth, goodness, 
social and educational advantage, but unless it tends and usefulness here and now. 
to the uPholding of their peculiar tenet and pet hobby Both are alike opposed to fraud, hypocrisy, cant, 
they will not alone refuse to take part, but generally and creeds. ' 
oppose and denounce. Both dearly love, earnestly desire, and are willing 

Christians are excusable in this-nay, in a measure to work hard and giv gener.ously for, the advance-
justified; for it is the inevitable outgrowth of their ment of universal mental liberty. . 
('r~>ed, of their faith in the divine inspiration of the Both are equally hated, misrepresented, calum
Bible, which commands them, "If thy brother, the niated, and persecuted by the orthodox Christian 
son of thv mother, or thy son, or thy daughter, or the churches. 
wife of thy bosom, or thy friend, which is as thine Both equally suffer from the UI\Scrupulous usurpa
own soul, entice thee secretly, saying, Let us go and tion of power by Christian priests and deprivations 
serve other gods, which thou hast not known, thou of rights under Christian Jaws. . · 

"And they cast the lead and found twenty fathoms. And 
again they advanced a little, and they found fifteen fathoms. 
And as we feared lest we should be caught in places where 
were rocks, they cast four anchors from ~he stern of the ship, 
and prayed for the morning. And the sailors sought to flee 
out of the ship. And from it they lowered down the boat 
into the sea, under pretense that they were goino- in it to 
make fast tho ship to the land. And when Paul

0

saw it he 
said to the centurion and soldiers, Unless these remain in the 
ship ye cannot be saved" (28-31). 

Why should he hav said this, after the angel .had 
told him that not a soul should be lost anyhow? 

"Then the soldiers cut the boat" rope from the ship, and let 
the boat go adrift. And while it was not yet morning, Paul 
advised them all to take food to them. In consequence of 
the peril it is now the fourteenth day that ye hav tasted noth
ing" (32, 33). 

A fast of fourteen days by a whole ship's crew and 
passengers is altogether incredible, even after what 
we know of Dr. Tanner's forty day's fast. nor thy fathers: Namely, of the gods of the people Both are equally peace-makers among the churches, 

which are round about .you, nigh unto thee, or far for let either Materialist or Spiritualist lecturer 
b d 'th · 'II •t d alth h "Therefore I entreat you to take food for the sustenance 

off from thee, from the one end of the earth, even e announce ei er In VI age or Cl y, an , oug f l'f f h · 
th t d I 

. o your 1 e; or not a arr of the head of a.ny of you will per-
unto the other end of the earth. Thou shalt not con- e pas ors an ay members of the variotrs churches ish. And having said these things he took bread and gave 
sent unto him, nor hearken unto him, neither shall hav been at daggers m·awn, quarreling over their glory to God before them all; and he broke it and began to 
thine eye pity him, neither shalt thou spare, neither denominational doctrins, they speedily become the cat" (34, 35). 
shalt shou conceal him. But thou shalt surely kill very dearest and most loving of friends and co- The Greek word eucharisteo, "giv thanks," occurs 
him, thine hand shall be first upon him to put him to laborers. All their feuds are for the time laid aside, here, a.nd again in Acts xxviii, 15; and eucharistia, 
ileath and afterwards the hand of all tlie people. their differences of opinion and faith ignored and " thankfulness," in xxiv, 3. But the Syriac has a 
And thou shalt stone him with stones that he die" never mentioned, while they unite in every sort of different word in these· three passages, whereas .in 
(DP.ut. xiii, 6-10). schem~ and cunning device to k~ep people away from Acts ii, 42, and xx, 7, the Syriac has euchristia, while 
~Some Christians claim to find great consolation.in the Liberal lecturer, lest, hearmg, they should be the Greek has a different word. Eu.charisteo and 
the idea that this was the old law, but now we are convinced of the truth, and forsake the old church. eucharistia occur quite often in the Greek version of 
living under the new and better law of Jesus, the Wh;y sh?uld not liberals of all shades of opinion Paul's epistles, but no such corresponding word in 
blessed gospel dispensation which declares, "But be umted m the great and noble work of disenthral- the Syriac is there found. 
though we or an angel from heaven preach any other ment of honest hearts from the meshes of supersti- A curilms instance of the transfer of Greek words 
gospel unto you than that we hav preached unto you, tion, ~lav~sh fear, ~nd priestc~aft? . . into the Syriac is in the second epistle of John, which 
let him be accursed. As we said before, so say I now Umt~ m educatmg t~e children m. th~ glorwus, has the word .Antichristus, "Antichrist," while in the 
again, If anv man preach any other gospel unto you •ennoblmg truths of smence. In cultivatmg love of first epistle daga rneshipa," false messiah," occurs four 
than that ye hav received let him be accursed." nature, the study of her laws, and inciting a spirit of times. The early Syriac New Testament had only the 
(Gal. i, 8, 9). ' emulation in ~elf-sacrificing efforts to secure nni- first epistle of John, but the Greek, Syriac, and Latin 

Should Liberals pursue such a course it would be versa} mental hberty. versions originated about the same time. · 
denounced as vile, stupid, inconsistent-and so it . Why no_t leave pet theories, hobbies, and side "And they were all consoled; and they took nourishment. 
would be, for they hav no such "sole rule of faith IS~ues, until ~he ~reat and graD:d reform is accom- And there were of us in the ship two hundred and seventy
and practice" to excuse or justify them. phshed; until friends and neighbors hav been six souls. And when they were satisfied with food they 

Materialists and Spiritualists alike claim to be Lib- afforded every facility to investigate the truth for lightened the ship, and took the wheat and cast it into the 
th 1 ? Wh h d f d sea. And when it was day the sailors knew not what land it 

erals. They profess to award and desire to secure e~s~ vs · en we av ?De. our ull uty in was; but they saw on the land an inlet of the sea, whither, if 
to every otber the same right and freedom of opinion, providmg the means of emanmpatwn for our friends possible, they intended to drive the ship. And they cut 
and giv credit for the same honesty of purpose that from the thraldrom of superstition and priestcraft, away the anchors from the ship, and left them in the sea. 
t.hey claim for themselvs. The majority really do when w~ hav afforded the much. needed educational And they loosened the bands of the rudder and hoisted a 
this. But unfortunately a change of theological an_d somal advantages to our children, then we can, smap sail to the breeze, and made way toward the land. And the ship struck upon a shoal between two ch!mnels of the 
opinionR does not always effect a change of disposi- With every prospect o£ succe_ss, _attempt proselyting sea, and stuck fast upon it. And the forward part rested 
tion. The worldling ·who was a mean skinflint, con- to our pet· theory. And by evmcmg more real benev- upon it, and wa"s immovable; but the after part was shattered 
verted only becomes a stingy Christian. The porn- olence, gent~eness, an? love; greater self-sacrifice, by the violence of the waves. And the soldiers were disposed 

P
ous dogmatJ'st I·s still the bigot, although he claims mor_e of patience., f_ortitude, and energy under diffi. to slay the prisoners, lest they should resort to swimming and escape from them. But the centurion kept them from it be-

to hav forsaken his creed, and loudly boasts of his culties an_d aflhctwn than any others, insure an cause he was desirous to preserve Paul. And those who were 
Liberalism. With some it needs line upon line, pre- eager desire on ~he part of all to learn of that able to swim he commanded to swim off first and pass to the 
cept upon precept, diligent study. and reading of that pet theory or belief that so enables us to do and land. And the rest he made to transport the mselvs on t d planks and on other timbers of the ship. And so they all as-
very best of humanizers and Liberal educators, THE 0 en ure. caped safe to land. And we afterward learned that the island 
TRUTH SEEKER ere the old leaven is eradicated and But to-day our dearest friends, our relativs, our was called Melita" (36, xxviii, 1). 
the nobler, b~tter nature developed. ' children, are in need of educational . and social V d The ulgate has Mitylene, but it is changed to 

There are those who remain bigoted fanatics while a vantages, to e~abl~ them to attain to better, more Melita in the Douay. Mitylene was the chief town 
imagining themselvs the best of Liberals. Such per- useful, and happier hve_s. . of the island of Lesbos, seven hundred miles north-
sons evince no appreciation of the good done, no To:dtJ:Y we need umty of actwn and_ purpose- east of Malta, which answers to Melita. 
sympathy with the self-sacrificing efforts made, by association-so that we may make umted efforts 
others to advance the cause, unless they will ride the to help ho;n~st hearts to .s~ruggle up out of the bogs 
same hobby as themselvs. Profession amounts to of superstitiOn and fanatiCism. . . . 
little; words are cheap froth; our acts prove us either ~o-?ay we ;need system and umty of ac~wn m 
Liberals or bigots. The true Liberal, in the fullest, ?rmgmg the hght of truth to the people, by mrculat
truest, noblest definition of that. term, is ready, not m,~ our most powerful aavocate and ~ducator, THE 
alone tc;> appreciate the good, but eager to help any TRUTH SEEKER, and other first-class Liber~l papers, 
and every honest effort to advance scientific truth, pamp~lets, tracts, and books, so that mtelhgent 
promote human happiness, and secure universal men- mvestlgators may b~ added to our ranks. 
tal liberty. And when opportunity presents itself S_hall we make umted efforts to secure these great 
will readily set aside, for the time being, the most desiderata, or neglect and _refus.e to co-operate 
dearly cherished hobby and work earnestly for the because our pet theory or Ism Is not made the 
greatest good to the gre~test number. Al~ha and Omega. ~e we Liberals or bigots, 

The cause of Liberalism is deeply indebted to whiCh? Let our acts giV the answer. 
Spiritualists for their noble work in fearlessly expos- Rocliester, N. Y. CHAS. B. REYNOLDS. 
ing the fallacies and pernicious influences of Christian 
creeds and dogmas; and equally so to Materialists 
for their diffusion of scientific knowledge and self
sacrificing efforts in behalf of Freethought and civil 
and religious liberty and equality. 

Both Materialists and Spiritualists believe all that 
is of love is good; all that is of hate is evil; that sin 
or wrong consists in doing or wilfully permitting in
jury to any fellow-creature or sensitiv thing; that 
virtue, or right, consists in using every possible 
means to promote the happiness and best good 
of every fellow-creature; administering to the wants 
of the poor and needy as far as they possibly can, 
without doing greater injury to themselvs, 0r those 
having a prior claim upon their bounty and benevo
lence, than they confer benefit on the recipient of 
their charity. 

Materialists realize the good a man does livs after 
him, and the necessity of diligently striving to do 
right, promoting human happiness, overcomi_ng evil 
with good, relieving and soothing the .overburdened 
and sorrowing, and bringing joy and sunshine into 
hearts around them, for they thus secure a heaven in 
the present; and their only hope of immortality is to so 
act that they shall ljv in the dear affections of loved 
ones who survive them. 

Paul's Voyag;e to Rome. 
"And as the storm raged violently upon us, we the n<Jxt 

day threw goods into the sea. And on the third day, with 
our own hands, we threw away the tackling of the ship. And 
as the storm held on for many days, and as no sun was visi
ble, nor moon nor stars, all hope of our surviving was wholly 
cut off. And as no one had taken a meal of food, Paul now 
stood up in the midst of them and said: If ye had given heed 
to me, 0 men, we should not hav sailed from Crete. and we 
should hav been exempt from this loss and peril" (1S-21:. 

From this it appears that Paul wanted to remain 
at Lasea, but was overruled by the pilot and centurion 
and a majority of the passengers, who wanted to go 
to Phenix, about fifty miles westward. 

"And now I counsel you to be without anxiety; for not a 
soul of you will be lost, but only the ship" (22). 

Had Paul forgotten that at Fair Havens he pre
dicted not only much loss of cargo but of lives ? Or 
was that a mistake of the reporter ? 

" For there appeared to me this night th~ angel of that 
God whose I am, and whom I serve, and he sa1d to me, Fear 
not, Paul, for thou art yet to stand before C:Bsar; and lo, God 
hath made a gift to thee of all them that sail with thee. There
fore, men, be ye courageous; for I confide in God, that it will 
~e as was told to me. Yet we are to be cast upon a certain 
~sland. And after the fourteen days of our roaming and toss
mg on the Adriatic Sea, at midnight the sailors conceived that 
they had approached land" (23-27). 

"And the barbarians who inhabited it showed us many 
kindnesses. And they kindled a fire and called us all to 
warm onrselvs, because of the great rain and cold at that 
time. And Paul took up a bundle of fagots and laid them on 
the fire; and a viper, driven by the hea.t, came out of them 
and bit [Gr., fastened on] his hand, And when the barbari
ans saw it hanging on his hand they said: Doubtless this man 
is a murderer, whom, though delivered from the sea, justice 
will not suffer to liv. But Paul shook his hand, and threw 
the viper into the fire; and he received no harm. And the 
barbarians expected that he would suddenly SjVell and fall 
'dead to the ground. And when they had looked a long time 
and saw that he received no harm, they changed their lan
guage and said that he was a god. And there were lauds in 
that quarter belonging to a. man named Publius, who was the 
chief man of the island; and he cheerfully received us at his 
house three days" (xxviii, 2-7). 

The identity of Malta with Melita is unquestion
able. Smith's Bible Dictionary says: 

"Its chief officer, under the governor of Sicily, appears 
from inscriptions to hav had the title of protos .Jfelitaion, or 
PTim1ts Melilensium, and this is. the very phrase which St. 
Luke uses" (xxviii, 7). -

But about Chief Man Publius (Gr. Poplios) we 
know nothing. 

"And the father of Publius was sick with a fever and 
dysentery. And Paul went in to hip1 and prayed, and laid 
his hand on him, and healed him. And after this event 
others also in the island who were sick came to him and were 
healed. And they honored us with great honors; and when 
we left the place they supplied us with necessaries. And 
after three months we depart·ed, sailing in a ship of Alex
andria, which had wintered in the island, and which bore 
the signal of the Twins [Gr. Dioskourois, 'sons of Jove,' i. e., 
Castor and Pollux]. And we came to the city of Syracuse 
[in Sicily], and remained there three days. And from there 
we made a circuit and arrived at the city of Rhegium [on the 
toe of Italy]. And after one day the south wind blew favor
ably for us, and in two days we came to Pnteoli, a city or 
Italy. And there we found brethren, and they invited us, 
and we remained with them seven days; and then we pro
ceeded toward Rome" (8-14). 

Potioloi is the Greek for Puteoli. 
"The earlier name of Pnteoli, when the lower part of Italy 

was Greek, was Dicrearchea, and· this name continued to he 
used to a late period. Joseph uses it in three passages .... 
There were Jewish residents at Puteoli. We might be sure of 
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this from i~s-mercantile importance; but we are positivly in
form~~ of 1t by Josephus (Ant. xvii, 12, § 1) in his account of 
the v1s1t of the pretended Herod Alexander to Augustus and 
the circumstano.e ~hows how na~ural it was that the apostle 
should find Chr1st1an 'brethren there immediately on land
ing" (McCl. and Str. Cyc.). 

has more important business with which to occupy 
his time, as none of their prayers has been answered 

speaker to come here. There are four cbnrches here. 
I received the package of "False Claims" all 

right. I sent for them in order to help the Free
thinkers' cause. I shall distribute these pamphlets 
where I think they will ·do some good to the cause. 
I do 'wish that some of the good lecturers would bap
nen this way, and t,he news would gPt out that Mr. 
Ingersoll, or Mr. Remsburg, or Mr. Watts, or POme 
one was going to address the people of this place 
on the subject of Freethought. I think that there 
would be a full house R.nd that it would pay well. 

yet that anybody knows of. ' 
The denomination of Christians commonly known 

as Campbellites procured an experienced minlstPr, 
for whose services I am told they paid a round $100, 
to come into this "wicked neighborhood" to knock 
off a few of the thickest scales from the eyes ·or us 
"poor, benighted, ignorant, and wicked Infidels." 
He proved to be a braggadocio kind of speaker, and 
greatly disgusted most of his hearers, except per
haps a few of the most devout of his own floc>k. 
Consequently he accomplished next to nothing. He 
made more skeptics than converts. He took the 
ground, as all the others do, that his denomination 
were' the elect. But I hav written enough, and will 

And now we wi11 transcribe what Josephus says 
about his own voyage to Rome, A.D. 62 or 63. 

Find inclosed a post-office note for subscrintion one 
year from date. WM. WILCox. 

MT. VERNON, IND., Dec. 8, 1883. 

"Accordingly I came to Rome, though it were through a 
~reat num~e: of hazards by ~~a; for as our ship was drowned 
m the .1\drlatlC Sea [Act~ xxvn, 2.7], we that were in it, being 
about BlX: hundred [?] m number, swam for our lives all 
n_ight; when. upon the first appearance of day, and upon our 
Bight of a sh1p of Cyrene, I and some others, eighty in all by 
God's providence prevented [i. e., got before] the rest ~nd 
were taken up into the other ship. And when I had th~s es
caped; and was come to Dicearchia, which the Italians call 
Puteoli, I became acquainted with Aliturius; an actor of 
plays, an~ ~uch beloved by Nero, b.ut a Jew by birth; and 
through h1s mterest became known to Poppea, Cresar's wife 
and took care as soon as possible to entreat her to procur~ 
that the priests might be set at liberty. And when, besides 
this favor, I had obtained many presents from Poppea Ire-

close. Yours for truth, J. S. WHITE. 
MR. EDITOR: Friend in our common cause-ex

cuse my verbosity-and this kind of paper too. I 
used to write for knights of the quill, and hav some 
of their paper still. 

... 
CLEVELAND, 0., Dec. 9, 1883. 

turned home again" (Life § 3). ' 

If we accept as truthful all the details of the book 
of Acts, together with the marginal chronology, then 
we hav the following striking coincidences between 
the voyage of Paul and that of J9sephus: 

Acts of the Apostles. I Autobiography of Josephus. 
Paul,. the great apostle, Josephus, the historian, 

a pharisee and a prophet, a Pharisee and a priest, 
sailed from !Judea to Rome, sailed from Judea to Rome, 
in the year 62 and 63 A.D., in the year 62 or 63 A.D., 
to. appear ~efore Ner'! Cresar, to appear before Nero Cresar, 
w1th ~ertam other prisoners, to plead for certain priests, 
put m bonds by Felix. sent .in bonds by Felix. 
The voyage was perilous, The voyage was perilous, 
~nd the ship ":as wrecked I ~nd the ship was wrecked 

MR. EDITOR: To-day our League held an interest
ing meeting, The Han. A. B. Bradford delivered his 
celebrated lecture: "What the World, and Especial
ly the Freethinker, Owes to Martin Luther." He is 
an interesting speaker, and delivered. his lecture in 
his own eloquent and graceful manner. I would ad
vise every Leakue and Freethought society to pro
cure Mr. Bradford to deliver his lecture. It drew by 
far the largest attendance we hav had since our or
ganization, some two months ago. 

How can we deny evolution when THE TRUTH 
SEEKER steadily grows better ? I mean no harm, but 
do not Spiritualists and Materialists, in their dis
cussions through your columns, conceal their ideas 
by a superabundance of words ? Why not reveal 
them by omitting many adjectivs and all superflu
ous words? I hav no evidence showing that inor
ganic matter can think. But spirit begins to mll.ni
fest and individualize itself in very low forms. You 
say gravitation rounds worlds and dew-drops. Does 
it mold snow-crystals into their geometric forms, 
such as crosses, wheels, and stars? Does it deter
min the shapes of quartz and other mineral crystals? 
You may call it a "property" of matter that molds 
frosts on your windows into forms resembling ferns, 
et.c. "What's in a name? " The fact remains. 
What property of matter forces a common pole-bean 
(White) to always turn to the left in its spiral as
cent? Water in small vessels begins to freeze from 
the circumference, and coalesces near the center. 
The sutures and "soft spot" in the human skull 

1n the sea of Adr1as. m the sea of Adrias. 
But if Paul sailed, as we believe, some time between 

22 and 12 B.C., either as a missionary, or on .. an appeal 
to Augustus Cresar from the judgment of Marcus V. 
Agrippa, the coincidences are not remarkable. · 

MR. EDITOR: While plastering a house last fall 
this question occurred to my mind: When Jesus 
went to prepare his ma.ny mansions did he hav them 
plastered? And if flO, did he mix tbe mud himself 
and carry it two flights of stairs? W. :8:. SLOANE. 

GRANDIN, DAK., Dec. 10, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: I shall leave here in January to spend 

the winter in the warmer climate of California. Af
ter I return I will send you my subscription for a 
year. I will do all I can to advance your paper and 
the cause of truth while I stop in California. I shall 
·ha.v-nQ.otheLbusJll.E!~S_, C. B. JoHNS. 

OxFORD, Dec. 11, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3, for which send 

me one copy of Billings's "Crimes of Preachers," a 
copy of the Truth Seeker Annual, and apply the 
h>tlance to THE TRUTH SEEKER, one of the very best 
Freethought journals printed. 

Yours respectfully, 0. F. DELANO. 

STRASBURG, ILL., Dec. 11, 1883. 
Ma. l!Inr'i'oR: I senrl you a communication from the 

Windsor .Advocate. The picture is true. Do you think 
the church folks ought to get mad about it? The 
churches are one-quarter of a mile apart, one a Camp
bellite and the other Methodist, and of course the 
Christian spirit prevented them from worshiping in 
the same house. Your paper and little tracts are do
in~ good work here, but it is slow and steady. 

The Children's Department is worth the other 50 
cents or more, so the price of the paper will not be 
any higher next year than this. A. YoRK. 

CLEVELAND, OHIO, Dec. 10, 1883. 
MR.-EDITOR: Inclosed find $3.35-$2.50 for rene~al 

of our subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, 25 cents 
for the new Liberal Almanac (when published), and 
60 cents for "Curious Life of P. B. Randolph," by 
himself. 

The Salvation Army "opened fire on the devil's 
strdnghold," as they expressed it, a month ago, and 
are still firing away, having one to five meetings 
daily. They remind one of the " howling dervishes" 
described by our Bennett in his journey around the 
world. They hav wrested a few souls from the dev-
il's grasp. Sincerely yours, J. and A. E. KmK. 

SLIP DowN MoUNTAIN, TExAs, Dec. 3, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: The Freethought movement in this 

vicinity is doing as well as could be expected under 
existing circumstances. A few of us met at a coun
try place known as the Alamo School House on the 
25th of August, and organized a society un~r the 
name of "The Alamo Truth Seekers." We enrolled 
ten members at the first meeting, and hav since 
added three, and there are "more to follow." We 
organized about the close of a Methodist protracted 
meeting, the members of which were very much 
concerned about the matter, and they hav been 
holding prayer-meetings in the neighborhood twice 
a week ever since, offering up many petitions, I am 
told, to their bloodthirsty God for the removal of 
Infidels and Infidelity from this part of the universe. 
But he is either too old and deaf to hear, or else 

Our League has made its influence felt in Liberal 
lines in this community, and we expect to hav some 
of the leadin~ lights of the Liberal cause lecture 
here soon. J. E. Remsburg will be here soon, and 
others are partially arranged for. I hope to receive 
communications from ·more lecturers wishing to 
speak here, .or from those passing near here during 
the coming months, with a view of arranging for 
lectures. 

We hav a large Liberal population in the city, and 
we need to agitate a little to get them into our or
ganization. It has been estimated , at 10,000; but I 
think that includes many who are still church-mem
bers, but of liberal opinions. If we go on with our 
agitation we can get a list of 400~probably 600 or 
700-if we but hav the aid of several good speakers. 
I am sorry I hav not a list of speakers with their 
terms. But I think we will be bf't.ter arranged for a 
lecture bureau by next season. Yours in the cause 
of liberty

1 
and the League, W. I. IRviNE. 

PoCAHONTAS, ILL., Dec. 10, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: After reading your paper for the first 

time, which was given to me by a friend, I was 
filled with wonder and delight to find so wany re
cruits to the army of liberty. I am convinced that 
orthodox religion has about run its race. 

I also· feel it incumbent upon ine to giv a brief 
eketch of my experience. Having once been a Bap
~ist preacher, and having learned the hypocrisy of 
almost the entire church membership, I began to be 
suspicious about the cause. I found the Bible the 
support of almost every conceivable crime, filled 
with fables, subterfuges. quibbles, and corruption, all 
in the name of God. It is unfit for the mind to 
contemplate. How in the world men and women 
hav advanced to such a state of civilization and mo
rality with such a book for a guide is the greatest 
wonder in the world to me. I hav grasped the sword 
of the iconoclast, and am willing to use it with all 
my power. Though I hav a poor chance, having five 
motherless children to support by working for sev
enty-five cents per day, I hav tried to get the editors 
of our county papers·to publish for me a challenge 
to any to debate the doctrins of the Bible with me, 
but was refused .. Despised and dreaded, I challenge, 
I reason, I argue with all I meet, abusing· none. I 
bav begun a book, which I hope will be one of the 
clearest and most indisputable tests and formidable 
foes of all revealed religions, and a powerful evidence 
that there is no God, no devil, no soul, and no fu
ture heaven or hell. I desire very much to be with 
Mr. Chainey or some of our iconoclasts. 

Yours with interest, J. N. MAXEY. 

W ARRENSBURGH, Dec, 2, 1883 .. 
MR. EDITOR: Please place my name on your list for 

twelve months, as I intend to take your paper as 
long as I can get a dollar to spare. I became a 
reader of your valuable paper last March by calling 
on a friend of mine at Glens Falls, and now the 
scales are almost all off from my eyes, and I can see 
clearly enough to keep out of the way of th~ Meth
odist priest. I hav been a member of the Methodist 
church for twenty years, believing in a hell and a 
heaven, and a merciful and avenging God. But now 
all that is vanished and gone. There are some six 
or eight persons here in this village who are Free
thinkers, whom I hav conversed with on the su':>ject 
of Infidelity and the inspiration of the Bible. They 
consider that work all myth, fable, and senseless 
dogma. They hav read my paper, and think it is a 
grand publication. I hav tried to persuade them to 
subscribe for the paper, but their wives and parents 
are such good Christians that. they hesitate on those 
grounds. Oh, bow I would like to hav some good 
Freethinker come here in this village and giv one or 
two good lectures! But I do not see any way to get 
one. They could not come without pay, and there 
are so many Christians and churches and so much 
religion here that it would be hard to . try to get a 

solidify by a process very similar, if not identical. 
Why do carnivorous plants reject pebbles and bits of 
chalk, but retain and digest pieces of mElJl,t and in
sects? If spirit does not exist beneath and before 
us, above and beyond us, why do animals (quadru
peds) display so much intelligence, and dreams so 
much prophetic significance? I, in common with 
many others, hav bad dreams that were literally 
verified. If the human mind is wiser while asleep 
than while awake, I will risk being able to dream 
after I am dead. 

I will condense my ideas. 
EVOLUTION OF MIND. 

Form after form the budding soul assumes, 
Aspiring through the ages and the years 

To catch the human; there at last it blooms, 
A candidate for life in spirit spheres. 

CHARLES 0. RowE. 

WARM SPRINGS, WY., Dec. 8, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, which credit to the 

subscription of Jones & Williams. 
Though unaccustomed to letter-writing, I should 

like to add a few words to our prohibition Liberals. 
Some of you prohibitionists forget, in your zeal for 
your cause, what is due some of the re11t' of us who 
rlo not see this matter in the same light that you do, 
Just because we cannot reason from your stanonoint, 
you retaliate by calling us "whisky-soaked Liber
als." Some of you even assert that some of our Lib" 
eral lecturers are too fond of their bitters, because 
they are too clear-headed to hA prohibitionists! I 
would feebly suggest that our LibAral friends he not 
so~liberal with their epithets. We are not Philis· 
tines, but good temperance people; so don't try to 
slay us with your jawbone, as Samson of old is said 
to hav done! Talk abou~ the bigoted Christians! 
How muclt better are you, who will not tolerate a 
difference of opinion on this subject? Though I de
test drunkenness as much as any other woman, yet 
I cannot see that prohibition will stop whisky-drink
ing, for men who were born with, or hav acquired, 
a love for whisky, will hav it, prohibition or no pro
hibition. 

Kansas is a bright and shining example. They bav 
plenty of prohibition there, and prohibition whisky, 
too, and drunken brawls are not as infrequent as they 
should be, 11et they are bmhed up and kept from the 
papers as much as possible by the prohibitionists, 
just as a church congregation bush up the "indis
cretions" of their pastor .. And what a harvest the 
druggists hav I There are a great many m<'ln who 
will drink to show legislators that they cannot with 
impunity put restrictions on their individual rights. 
For that all men hav an inalienable right to eat and 
drink what they please, all honest-minded people 
must admit. One writer says, "H the women had 
full sway we would soon see a reform in this direc
tion," and I admit that ninety-nine out of every one 
hundred women would vote for prohibition, simply 
because their sympathies are that way; they would 
not look at the principle of it; and so would as large 
a percentage of the men vote against opium-eating, 
arsenic-eating, and other kindred vices in which a 
great many women indulge. But my letter is al
ready too long, so I will close. Many who read this 
will say, "Well, what matter? she is only a woman." 
But I will humbly add, My vote in this territqry 
cvunts just as much as any man's. 

FLORENCE B. JONES, 
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LESLIE, Dec. 3, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Incloeed find $3-2.50 for THE TRUTH 

BEE~ER; anct for the balance send Remsburg's "False 
Claims," for missionary work. As a lot of stout look
ing men hav started in for their grand harvest I 
want to throw a little damper on their false clai~s. 
They look like a lot of streaked snakes after swal
lowing a big bull frog. 

clares in the face of the testimony of thousands, the 
most honest and intelligent, that they bav had no 
such evidence as I hav referred to, he goes quite be
yond his reckoning. 

One good brother says, "Read Mr. Winter's letter, 
and then study the laws of nature." Just so! but I 
prefer to study them first and last-all the time for 
that matter. Mr. Winter's letter is very nice, but I 
fail to see the conviction. To me there are two ways 
of getting at those laws, the clear eye and loving 
heart, or I might say intuition, and patient, careful, 
life-long study of science. But after spending years 
in the fumes of retort and crucible, straining the 
eyes till they refuse the light, over plant, flower, an
imal, insect, etc., and I will add months in the hor
rors of the dissecting-room, and following the course 
of the ,scalpel in the hands of a surgeon, they who 
try it on will possibly be surprised at the meager
ness of the results. Some of us "ignorant Spirit
ualists" tried it with all the zeal of martyrs, at 
great loss of health, money,' and time, and were 
forced to exclaim,'' The mystery only deepens." 

be more absurd, more debasing, more humiliating, 
more wretchedly preposterotls than such a supposi
tion as to the possible character of God? If such 
ideas of God do not disgust the Christian wtlen once 
it is presented to him in its true aspect, logic is 
thrown a. way. We must work on the coming genera
tion. Those who are so hopelessly wedded to their 
superstitions are beyond the barriers. We may de
plore their ignorance; we can .. never expect to con
vert them to the hosts of Liberalism. 

I must say I am very much interested in Mi;;s 
Wixon's stories in THE TRUTH BEEKER. They are 
splendid. MRs. SARAH A. HAYNES. 

NoRTH WoLCOTT, Dec. 4,1883. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1.25 for THE 

TRUTH BEEKER for six months. I am very much 
pleased with THE TRuTH BEEKER, nnd regard it as 
the greatest defender of science and humanity in 
circulation. 

I read with great interest B. P. Putnam's article, 
"The Problem of the Universe and its Scientific So
lution." And I think that it is the most clear and 
logical agument I ever read on the subject. Anxiously 
awaiting for the next number of THE TRUTH BEEKER, 

I am very truly yours, C. H. BETTs. 

BELLEVILLE, Dec. 5, 283. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2Q.50, with list of 

truth seekers' names at your club rates. Wish I 
could make it tenfold more than it is. Will try and 
add vet to the number of such as may be seeking 
salvation through the truth, for" thy word is truth." 

Truly the harvest is ripe, but the laborers are few. 
And what few we hav here, hav, for the past four 
years, patiently borne all manner of slander and 
abuse, with lies and vilification in abundance thrown 
in gratuitously. But, thanks to the aid of such 
help as the matchless TRuTH BEEKER, the grand old 
Investigator, and other Liberal papers, we hav made 
good headway; we hav lived down and risen above 
the flood of orthodox persecution, and now hav the 
satisfact~on of seeing one "Joss-house,· closed, the 
other cnppled, and her children "begging bread" 
(knowledge, truth). While, for the "one live Atheist 
in town," four years ago, they are now numbered by 
the score. Aye; the world does move, and we are 
moving with it; Giv us but a fulcrum on which to 
place our lever, and we will move the world. 

Truly yours, H. PATRICK, M.D. 

MouNT UNION, Dec. 7, 1883. 
MR. EDITOR: You doubtless remember the old 

story of the dispute between philosophers as to the 
true color or the chamelion, and the decision of the 
judge in that famous case, was, "You all are right, 
and all are wrong." 

I wonder if the dispute between TRUTH SEEKER 
philosophers is not more about terms of expression 
than things. Our vocabulary hardly keeps up to the 
march of discovery in science. 

All Spiritualists agree, I presume, in the belief that 
a spirit will necessarilly be something or nothing. 
The mere invisibility of a substance does not prove 
it to be non-existent. Spirit and matter!' What is 
the differencR, only that one is, so to speak, objec
tiv, and the other subjectiv. We are surrounded by 
both, of course; the only question being, I suppose, 
whether the human spirit goes on-I will not say 
forever, for that I do not know anything about. 

We say," One world at a time," but does not every 
successful effort to improve, rather to increase, the 
magnifying power of scopic lenses, reveal new worlds 
not only among the stars but in plant and ani!llai 
life? The hero of "Two on a Tower," in the Atlantic 
Monthly, speaks of the point where "investigation 
stops, and ghastliness begins". in astronomy, But 
when once discovery sheds its welcome light, ghast
liness ceases. So the war of evolution goes on be
tween light, order, grisly darkness, and chaos. 

Who can tell what will be the next thing to come 
to the front out of the awful unknown sea we call 
empty space (as if there could be such a thing)? The 
worlds are all mingled together as they whirl on 
their way. But in the sense of the present and fu
ture life, as generally understood, that is all right. 

In regard to the actual presence with us, of hu
man spirits who hav passed the change called death, 
and their power, under certain conditions, to make 
their presence evident to our senses, one of your 
correspondents says, "We hav no more reason to 
believe in a future than in a past existence." Of 
course man has had a past existence, from 'the time 
he first, as a blister on the surface of our globe 
when it was in a state of fusion, as some French 
savant has it, till he struggled up to the condition 
of infusion, and on and on till he appears as the 
present grand creature we adore and scold. 

If, however, he means a past existence similar to 
the present, I would say, like Candace in the min
ister's wooing, that H I'd been. there I'm sure I 
should" 'member it," and if I did distinctly" 'member 
it," I should maintain the fact. And be you sure 
that if a beloved spirit out of the ·greatness of his 
love, without the intervention of a "medium," en
tirely unexpected and unhoped for, appears to me 
visibly, under circumstances to make denial of his 
presence impossible, I will maintain that fact at the 
possible risk of appearing rude to any number of 
people, though it would pain me greatly to appear 
in that light to your charming circle of truth seekers. 
I freely admit that what is evidence to one is not 
necessarily so to another, but when that other de-

That "conscious soul of the universe " is a lovely 
thing to dream over, and who can help such dreams? 
But the dreamer runs the risk of being stricken 
blind if he boldly attempts to fathom the unfathom-
able. E. A. W. 

FoRT WoRTH. TExAs,· Dec. 3, 1883. 
MR. EDIToR: I take pleasure in ordering another 

"Apocryphal New Testament." The work is utterly 
unknown in this part of the IIJ.Oral vinyard, and al
most the first party I exhibited it to requested me to 
let him hav it for his wife to read. As a matter of 
course, I consented, and the result was he bought 
it; consequently I must hav another copy. It seems 
to be a powerful pleader for the good cause of Lib
eralism. 

We need some good Liberal lecturers in this .sec
tion. There is no question but the result would be 
gratifying in all respects. People here are slowly, 
but not the less surely, becoming aware that they 
hav been most egregiously swindled and blinded in 
the unhappy past, and their awakening will be all 
the more thorough and demoralizing to the priestly 
clan who ha v held them so long in spiritual and 
mental bondage. 

The more I examin the silly stories on which this 
bogus Christianity is based, the more I am convinced 
they are lies manufactured from the whole cloth by 
the early fathers of holy mother church. Even ad
mitting the existence of a personal God, anything 
contrary to the immutable laws of nature must evi
dently be a lie. Certainly we see nature now and 
then indulge in certain curious freaks, but are we to 
suppose divine inspiration, or supernaturalism, or the 
miraculous thereby? Am I to believe that a solid 
rock opens simply at the intercession of a mere 
woman, however virtuous, however sincere her pious 
ejaculations may be? Being contrary to nature's 
laws, the event, no matter by whom ref'orded, stamps 
itself as a lie on the first glance. How absurd to 
suppose the salvation of my soul is depending on my 
implicit belief in su\lh trash! Happy would it be for 
mankind were they to let the -supernatural rest un
disturbed, employing their minds with what more 
immediately concerns them. This world and its at
ter:dant duties is all-sufficient; we need search no 
farther to hav our time fully and profitably em
ployed. And to think that by .these silly fanci•·s hav 
designing priests led mankind, yea, these many cen
turies. Let us hope, however, that the time is ap
proximating when, the mists of superstition and 
ignorance finally swept away, a happier, more intel
ligent era will dawn for the emancipation of mankind. 
Nothing givs me greater delight than to. perplex a 
good Christian with some puzzling question which 
he can only solve by an appeal to that oft-repeated 
answer, "Oh, th!tt is the mystery of godliness; we 
are not allowed to probe too deep into such matters." 
And if not, why and wherefore? may I modestly in
quire. Being rational creatures, we are compelled to 
examin, analyze, and determin for ourselvs, else why 
were we endowed with ·mental faculties? Those fail
ing to eliminate the truth, from whom are we to re
ceive it? From the priests? . Why, it is a world-wide 
and established fact that it is for the interest of the 
clergy of any and all denominations to lie, dissimu
late, and defraud, that they may wax fat and pros
perous in the land they encumber and disgrace. 

Not long ago a devout believer made the assertion 
in my presence that the Bible was positivly without 
a flaw. Well, let us take the recorded origin of the 
human family as an instance. There being only one 
single pair to commence with, it follows as an im
perativ necessity that the sons and daughters of our 
first parents must necessarily COD;!rnit incest in order 
to obey the first behest of Jehovah. He said, "Mul
tiply and replenish the earth." How? Why, by in
cestuous intercourse, of course. Is this consistent 
with nature? Is it not, in effec~, repugnant to every
dictate of nature, morality, and decency? Is it con
sistent with the idea any pure-minded person would 
conceive of the character of a pure and spotless 
God? Remember that for the sake of the argument 
we are admitting the existence of a personal God; in 
short, the Old Testament Jehovah, pure and unde
filed! And he imposes incestuous intercourse as the 
inexorable necessity of obeying his commands at the 
very outset 1 Is there no flaw in that? Can anything 

I wish Col. Robert Ingersoll could pay Fort Worth 
a visit this winter. I am sure he would receive a 
glorious ovation. In short, any good Liberal lecturer 
would undoubtedly be well received. D. T. Ross. 

, SALT LAKE CITY, Dec.' 10, 1883. ~ 
MR. EDIToR: In the copy of your paper which was 

sent to me as a sample I read a number of interest
ing articles, one from Utah -on which I thought it 
might not be amiss tc;> say a few words. 

Your correspondent in concluding his letter, from 
one of the many Mormon settlements, complains of 
hard times, and uses the following words: "The in
closed dollar is to further my subscription. I wish 
I could send more, but at this time I cannot do it, 
for I get but a poor chance to earn money or any
thing else among these saintly, beastly thugs." 

Now, the little town from which your correspond
ent writes is a quiet, well-ordered village, and the 
people are quite prosperous generally. The settle
ment is pleasantly located, and it has always kept 
pace with the many other successful little farn. ing 
towns of Utah. ' 

As far as I can learn, the writer of the letter to 
which I refer is a poor man, and it would seem that 
common sense would prompt more careful com
ments than he makes upon his neighbors, on whom 
he depends to some considerable extent for his live
lihood. 

Note where he says, "This infernal Mormon 
filthy, debasing humbug" . . . "is a sore curs~ 
to this grand and delightful territory," . • . "de
grading women to the level of beasts, filling the 
country with illegitimate, ignorant children instill
ing into them a hatred, animosity, and disl~yalty to 
t~e general government. How long, oh! how long 
will the officers of this mighty nation permit this 
nasty, vile system of disloyalty to lift up its vile 
hydra head and menace and defy the Jaws of the 
nation, and outrage society as they hav with their 
filthy, beastly debauchery these many years and are 
still doing?" ' 

I believe in free thought and free speech, but I 
also be~ieve in cool temper and good judgment, and 
I submit to you that in my opinion this communi
cation· to which I refer lacks the most important 
elements. No matter how true the statements miaht 
be, any reasonable person might know' that s~ch 
abuse of an entire community would not be likely 
to help your correspondent's condition financially. 
If I am not mistaken, it is not long since the writer 
of that letter belonged to the church at which he 
hurls so many stinging adjective, and from my own 
knowledge I can assert that the church was no bet
ter then than now. Without doubt, at that time he 
was as much a "saintly, beastly th,!Ig" as any other 
of the members, and I hesitate not to say that he 
then would hav resented such charges wit:b.. c.e much 
vehemence as any Mormon would now. 

The chances are none of them will pay any atten
tion to his letter, as they are so accustomed to this 
sort of abuse that it hardly creates a ripple in their 
placidity, I should hav paid no attention thereto, 
only that I hav a keen eye for illiberal Liberals. I 
think them the most contemptible beings on the 
face of the earth-that is, I would think so if I did 
not know better. The fact is, the possession of broad, 
untrammeled ideas intoxicates them, and they are 
at times as irresponsible as the veriest bigot. It is 
a question of time only, however, before they over
come this incubus, provided, of course, they be real
ly liberal. I do not mention the name of your cor
respondent, because I do not wish to make this let
ter personal, and hav no desire to make him any 
more conspicuous than he has .made himself. 

You know, Mr. Editor, that a man cannot speak in 
similar terms of any community in the world with
out arousing feelings of resentment; and I ask you, 
even admitting that all his scathings were really 
deserved, if he in your opinion has reason to expect 
to earn money to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER, or for 
any other purpose, in a little rural town where every 
one knows that he has said such things? 
.Freethm~ght and .Liberalism do not in my opinion 

g1v authonty to abuse anyone, neither do they make 
a, philosop!J.er of a foolish person suddenly. It takes 
t1me, and lf the process of parturition is not a p.ctin
ful one. the neophyte may consider himself · fortu
nate. Th~re is altogether too much of a tendency 
to tyranmze over our fellows just as we claim the 
priests hav done over us, wh~n we smell the morn
ing air and first feel that our limbs and brains are 
free. And this rebound from quiescent slavery to 
robust demonstrativness requires some brains to 
hold an equilibrium. 

Let us try and furnish the necessary brains and 
if p~ssible avoid the errors of the past. So fiu as 
the Improvement of the age a1id race is concerned, 
we might as well be slaves as tyrants; as well be 
wronged as wrong-doers. 

I _inclose one dollar. Please·· 'lend your paper for a 
while, and let me get bntter acquainted with it. So 
far, I must say that I admire it for many reaRons. 

B. E; FAJR, 
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"His life Is long whose work Is well, 
And be his station low or high, 

He who the;pwst good works can tell, 
Livs longest though he soonest die." 

want and sorrow l.C the world, Mrs. Badger. 
When the child comes h"'" again, it is my de
sire that you see she is properly cloth~;d. It 
is simply preposterous to send a child out so 
thinly clad on such a raw, inclement day as 
this," and the doctor buttoned his great coat 
about his burly body, and prepared to make 
his daily round of calls; but, first of all, he 
drove to the squalid abode of Mrs. Gillan, for 
Dr. Howard was never known to neglect the 
humblest child of earth when such were sick 
and suffermg. But all that day, and for 

Odds and Ends. many subsequent days, he was haunted by 
A NEW YEAR's STORY. the large, wistful eyes of the strange child 

"If you please, sir, Mrs. Gillan says she whose way in life seemed so hard and unnat
can't come to wash windows to-day, because ural. Many times he inquired 0£ Mrs. 
she's. sick, and wants to know would you be Badger if she had seen or learned anything 
kind enough to keep the work for her, and more of quaint little Odds and Ends, but 
send her some medicin so she can get well ?" Mrs. Badger had not seen hide nor hair of her 

The little figure standing in the doorway of since the day she brought the message from 
Mr. Howard's office with the above message Mrs. Gillan, and, upon inquiry, that J:mrd
was a study, and at once riveted the doctor's working woman had lost the run of her en
attention. She was clad in an uncouth affair tirely. She said she thought they had moved 
for a dress, originally of some grayish mate- into a cheaper tenement, or else gone to the 
rial, but pieced, darned, and patched with va- poorhouse-or maybe they had found friends 
rio us kinds of goods until it resembled "Jo- to care for them. It was hard telling what 
seph's coat of many colors." A red handker- had become of them. 
ch1ef, pinned. under her dimpled chin, hight- It was one whole year from that time, when 
ened the brilliancy of a pair of sparkling one evening Dr. Howard was hastening along 
black eyes, and a mass of black, tangled curls a crowded thoroughfare leading to a house of 
were pushed back from a pale face that, un- a patient. He was startled by a sudden cry 
der any circumstances, would be pronounced of "Fire I fire I" and immediately the fire en
extremely interesting, if not absolutely beau- gins came plunging down the street. One 
tiful. Her stockingless feet were encased in glance showed the excessiv danger of a child 
a pair of old rubbers, much too large, and midway upon the crossing and directly in the 
which she confessed to having picked from a path of the foaming, galloping horses attached 
scavenger heap. to the engin. In an instant they would be 

Dr. Howard gazed at the wan little object upon the child, who, frightened, swayed 
"'and wondered if life could be worth a great backwards and forwards. Quick as lightning, 
deal to such as she. almqst, Dr. Howard •and the child were both 

"What might be your name, little midget ?" down in the mud of the street, but out of the 
he inquired. path of the clattering engin and the hoofs 

" It isn't 'little midget,' nor anything like of the rushing, impatient horses. As he 
it. They call me 'Odds and Ends,' mostly, snatched the child, he fell, with her; prone in 
because my clothes are made up of odds and the street. Recovering himself immediately, 
ends, I s'pose! But my truly name is Marga- he looked into the face of the burden that 
ret," replied the child. lay, quite unconscious, on his arm and beheld 

"Odds and Ends! Well, I declare 1 But, the countenance of-" Odds and Ends!" 
upon my word, Miss Odds and Ends, you are A vehicle bore him and the newly-found 
a queer-looking genius. And where do you wanderer quickly to his office, and when con
liv ?-in a holly branch or on a juniperctree ?" sciousness was fully restored, and she recog-

" Oh, I liv down there ii::t Crazy Alley, rear nized her preserver, her delight knew no 
of No. 9, second door, up four flights, through bounds, for she said: "You had such a kind 
a long entry, turn to the left--" face, I always liked you." 

"There, there, that will do, 
1
Miss Odds and "Then why did you not come and see me?" 

Ends. But tell me, little one," he said, "Well, we moved to cheaper quarters, and 
kindly,_ "-aEe you impervious to the cold, or mamma and I were both sick, and it was a 
do. you prefer--to .. go-wrtJiout --stock;ngs·in-De- good.J.ong_way_to yo.ur office from __ wl:ter~_we 
cember? Do you not know you are inviting went to liv." 
croup, diphtheria, pneumonia, rheumatism, "Where were you going when the accident 
cramps, and what-not, by dressing in that happened?" inquired the doctor. 
fashion ?" Odds and Ends was silent. 

"I don't know, sir; but this is all I hav. 
And I was never sick in all my life, only once, 
when I had the mumps, and once again, when 
I had the measles, or, I guess, the measles 
had me! EvElryone thought I'd die, I was so 
very sick:_:bu.t I didn't," she added, archly. 
"We did not liv in Crazy Alley then,'' she 
continued, "but we had parlors in a great 
hotel, where there were ever so many ser-
vants." ·' 

"Whom do you mean by 'we?' " 
"Why, papa, mamma, and I ; but papa 

died, and mamma says since then we do not 
liv at all; we Qnly stay in the world." 

"How old are you?" asked the doctor, 
thoroughly interested. 
" Ten, sir., 

By this time Odds and End , or little Mar
garet, was seated in the doctor's comfortable 
chair, and paying her respects to a handsome 
apple that the g"ood man placed in her hands. 
At that juncture Mrs. Badger, the doctor's 
housekeeper, came bustling in. 

"Well, if I sha' n't giv it up! Here is that 
singular child, sitting here as cosily as you 
please. Are you sick, you little black-eyed 
rag-tag?" 

"Now, now, Mrs. Badger,'' iuterposed the 
doctor, "don't call too many names. The, 
little one has brought me a message from 
Mrs. Gillan, who is not well to-day, and re
quires my services. Run on, now, Miss Mar
garet, and say I will be there directly." 

"Yes, sir I Good-bye, and thanks for the 
apple," and away scampered the odd little 
:fig)lre. 

The doctor looked ftfter her a minute, and 
then turned to Mrs. Badger. "A queer child, 
that, Mrs. Badger-how lo~ hav you· known 
her?" 

" Oh, for nearly a year, off and on. She 
comes here, occasionally, for cold pieces. 

"-Her mother is shy anq1 distant and proud; 
has seen better circumstances, I believe, but 
became reduced, like many another one in 
cities like this, and is n:0w, I fancy, very poor 
indeed. She is sickly, too, I believe." 

'l'he doctor sighed. "There's a deal of 

"You need not tell me unless you wish, 
little one," said the doctor, tenderly. 

"I may as well tell you," she said, after a 
pause. "I was going to a pawn-shop-mam
ma sent me with this ring-see; it is an opal. 
A dear friend gave it to my mamma before 
she saw my papa, and she has kept it all this 
time because she liked the one who gave it to 
her very much, and she did not want to part 
with the ring, but, you see, we got very poor, 
and mamma isn't well at all. '!'his ring is the 
·last we hav to part with, except mamma's 
wedding-ring." Saying which, the little girl 
took the circlet from its casket and slipped it 
upon the doctor's smallest finger. 

What was there about the act that caused 
the man's face to change, first red and then 
to a pallid hue, and his firm hands to tremble 
like leaves in the winds of October? Did he 
attach any superstition to the brilliant and 

. changeful colors of the opal, as he examined 
the" ring? or was some old memory of the 
past, long latent, now asserting its existence? 

"Margaret! Margaret!" he said, in a trem
ulous tone, "take this bank-note to your 
mother, and leave me the ring." 

"Why, havn't you made a mistake, Doctor 
Howard? This bill has a 50 on it." 

"No mistake, little one. The ring is more 
precious than many times that amount-in
·aeed, it is priceless." And he turned his head 
away, that the child might not see the tears 
that were in his eyes. 

"Fifty dollars! Oh, what will my poor 
mamma say! I must go now, for she will be 
anxious about me. Good-night." 

"Wait-I am going with you." 
"Oh, I am so glad l-and you will prescribe 

for mamma, won't you?" 
"Yes, child, I will." And very soon they 

were being whirled rapidly in the doctor's 
own carriage to the humble dwelling Margaret 
called home. 

"0 mamma, I hav been almost killed-I 
hav; but this good doctor-the same one I 
used to tell you about-has saved me and 
brought me home-and see, mamma dear! 
the bank-note, and-" 

"Hush!" said the doctor, imperativly. elevated, noble type that draws all hearts to 
"Your mamma has fainted. Quickl-bring its possessor, and whose influence makes men 
me a glass of water. and women and children better and truer. 

Languidly the dark eyes opened, and Mar- Anyway, Psyche inspired so much veneration 
garet's mother whispered, "Roland." that the people built altars and consecrated 

"Yes, it is I, Julia,'' said the doctor, smil- them to her, thus making of her a goddess. 
ing. · Venus, another goddess, very beautiful, too, 

Fifteen years before these two people had and in whose footsteps flowers were said to 
been friends and lovers, and the opal ring was spring up as she walked, but who inspired 
the outward sign of their affection for each people with a different sort of love, was 
other; but a misunderstanding had parted jealous and angry because Psyche attracted so 
them and made them as strangers. It was much attention. She had a son called Cupid, 
the recognition of the ring and the inscription and she bade him to make Psyche love some 
upon the inside-" While life shall last. R. horrible creature, some miserable, old, de· 
H."-together with the resemblance of the formed hobgoblin .. Like a good boy, he went 
child to its mother, that awakened the mem- to obey his mamma, but as soon as he saw 
ory of other days in the breast of the doctor. the lovely Psyche, what did he do but fall in 

It happened to be the last night of the old love with her himself. He carried her right 
year when Margaret's mother and the doctor away to a delightful palace, surrounded by 
sat recounting the history of the past. groves, fruit-trees, flowers, and fountains, 

"Now I hav found you, I cannot lose you and every night he would go and pay her a 
again," said the _doctor. "I want these little visit-, but, as he went away before daylight, 
Odds and Ends to dust my office table, and to Psyche could not see the face of her lover. 
let the sunlight in. Will you come and liv Her two sisters told her that the reason he did 
with me, Margaret?" not let her see him was b9cause he was old 

''If you will take mamma, too," answered and hideous, and that the best thing she could 
the child, smiling. do was to kill him in his sleep. So one night 

Happy tears fell from eyes used only to she went softly to his bedside as he slept., to 
tears of sorrow, as the doctor looked inquir- see what 'sort of a creature he really was, and 
ingly at Margaret's mother. I do not know what was her astonishment to see the hand
what the doctor whispered in her ear, but she somest being she had ever seen in all her life. 
smiled assent to something, and she and Mar- Stooping over tO> get a good look at him, a 
garet rode home with the doctor. Just as the drop of hot oil fell on his naked shoulder and 
carriage halted before the doctor's residence woke him, He felt dreadfully at what she 
the city hall clock struck the ·hour of twelve. had done, and jumped up and ran for dear 

"Ring out the old, ring in the new, 
Ring happy bells across the snow. 
The year is going; let him go. 

Ring out the f,alse, ring in the true." 
This the doctor repeated softly. 

Mrs. Badger was made acquainted with the 
facts,. and, lifting her hands, she exclaimed, 
"Well, I never heard of such a thing in all 
my born days, never! However, I wish you 
all a very happy new year, and I guess it will 
be, for it has begun that way already. Odds 
and Ends, you are a little treasure!" 

"So she is," said her mother, kissing her 
londly. 

The next morning, New Year's Day, there 
was a quiet wedding in the doctor's parlor, 
and the doctor had great pleasure in intro
ducing his new wife to his callers that day. 
No one thought her sickly, for her face grew 
rosy and she began to improve from the mo
ment she bade adieu to her old surroundings 
and took on the new life. 
.. "What a strange mystery is life," she said 
that evening, "and how strangely some things 
are brought about." 

"It is made up of 'Odds and Ends,'" 
laughed the doctor, drawing little Margaret 
to his side. "I am richer than I was yester
day, for now I hav two objects to love and 
care for." 

"How long will you love us?" inquired 
Margaret, turning the opal ring upon his 

life. 
Psyche felt so bady then, she thought 

she would kill herself;. but although she 
swallowed many kinds of poisons, noth
ing would hurt or injure her at all. Then she 
wandered in search of her beloved Cupid, and 
finally came to his mother's house. But 
Venus was still angry with her, and said she 
should be her slave, and poor Psyche had a 
hard time of it until, at last, Cupid found her 
out, and rescued her. She· was lovelier than 
ever, for she had suffered a great deal, and 
suffering purifies and beautifies even the 
plainest face. Cupid would not part from 
her again, and they were soon after united in 
marriage by Jupiter himself. 

finger. 

Ceres (pronounced Se1·eez) was called the 
goddess who presided over grain and harvests. 
Her home was with other gods, on a mountain 
called Olympus, and she had one daughter, 
whose name was Proserpine. Pluto, who was 
king over the lower regions, stole this girl 
away from her mother, at which she was so 
hurt and angry that she fled from the home of 
the gods and caine down to the earth to liv. 
She grieved for her daughter, and in her grief 
neglected her person, and, disguising herself, 
went about as an old woman. While she was 
wandering from place to place she fell in with 
King Celeus, whose wife, wanting a nurse, 
engaged her in that capacity, for her baby 
boy, Demophon. Ceres became attached to 
the child, and she conceived the ided of mak
ing him immortal like the gods; so she 

was the grave reply. breathed upon him, and fed as well as 
------~------- anointed him with ambrosia, a fragrant plant 

" ¥Vhile life shall last," 

Psyclte Ceres. 
upon which the gods were supposed to feed, 
and every night before retiring she would toss 

A little girl whom I shall call Psyche Ceres, him up and down in the blazing fire. Well, 
is the daughter of a reformer, who has en- he greW' so healthy and handsome that every-

body marveled, and Metamra, the baby's 
dured much for his opinions. She is two and mother, thought she would watch and see 
one-half years old, and says, "I was Psyche what the nurse did to make her little boy 
Ceres before I was born I" grow so pretty and keep so well. You can 

Psyche Ceres l-and who shall tell imagin her horror when she saw the nurse 
Thou wast not born an evangel? toss him right into the fire, and then lift him 
A pure and perfect Psyche sweet, out again. Of course the baby's mother 
Yet, without Ceres, Incomplete? d d th' · t "It th h 1 th. Like some fair dream of wonder-land, screams 'an 1S JUS spm e w o e 1ng, 
Made real by enchanter's wand for the nurse let him drop in the fire b her 
Thou stand est, In thy babyhood, fright, and he was burnt to a crisp. They 
Repeating thoughts scarce understood. would hav murdered Ceres then, but she in· 
We, older chlldren, groping slow, 1 d · h t h t d May neither guess, nor think, nor know, stant y appeare 1n er rue c arac er, an 
By what strange process, sure and true, they could not harm her. She commanded 
Life makes Its rnyst'rles known to you. them to build her an altar and a temple, which 
Psyche Ceres I may thy quick brain they did, and, full of sorrow, she went in it to 
Grow only best and choicest grain; S h d · 1 d f · Which, as a lever, strong nnd Rwlft, liv. he a prev10us y cause a am1n on 
The cause of nations may uplift. the earth, and everybody was sore distressed 
Thus may all aspirations be for food. Jupiter sent for her to return to 
Securely sheltered deep in thee; her old home, and begged her to restore the 
All sacrifice, and pain, and woe, ·1a · h Changed !n•o joy, in tl1ee to glow. fruits and grains to the chr ren of the eart , 
Thy pulsing mind may bear ti:Je news, but she would not listen to the petitions of 
Refreshing as the morning dews- the gods unless they would restore her da ugh· 
Psyche must rule his head and heart, ter to her heart and arms. Finding that she 
Who from Suffering's touch would part. would relent only on this condition, Jupiter 

"What does Psyche Ceres mean? We chi!- sent Mercury to beg Pluto to let Proserpine 
dren do not know." Of course you do not go and visit her mother. He was king of Ha• 
understand, and I am going to tell you all des, and he said, "Yes, she can go if she 
about it, for it is as interesting as a story. wishes." But before she went he carelessly 

handed her a little pomegranate seed, which 
Away back in the childhood of the race the she, not thinking of, or knowing the conse· 

nations had a way of deifying, that is, of mak- quences, ate. Of course Proserpine was 
ing gods and goddesses, of objects, or pro- tickled almost to pieces to see her dear mother 
cesses of nature, that they did not fully com- again, and Ceres was overjoyed to hav her 
prehend, and worshiping the same. They had daughter once more, and they kissed each 

other a great many times. In a few minutes 
poetic traditions attaching tc all their deities, Ceres said, .. My darling, you didn't eat any-
whose favor they sought to gain by sacrifices thing down there in Hades, did you?" "No, 
of that which they supposed to be most pleas- mamma dea'r, nothing but one little pome
ing to them. '!'his is called mythology, and granate seed." 
although we know it to be a system of fables, " Oh I that is too bad, my child, for now 
yet it embraces much of the history of ancient you will hav to go back and stay with your 
peoples, and in it may be traced the origin of husband one-thud of every year, but the 
religious worship, as well as many beautiful other two·thirds you can spend with me on 
precepts of moral philosophy, t)le wonderful the earth." 
workings of nature, and the great forces that Ceres was no longer angry, after seeing her 
operate in the planetary movements. Mythol- daughter, and she caused the fruits of the 
ogy is a very interesting study, and when you earth to come forth in great abundance, and 
are older you will pass many pleasant hours went back to Olympus to liv with the other 
reading about the strange myths of· the an- immortals in her old home. She was very 
cients. kind to Triptolemus, the brother of the babe 

Psyche (pronounced Si·kce) is a Greek word, she caused to perish in the flames, and in
and means the breath, or soul, or perhaps, we structed the king in the mysteries of her 
might say, it means that which thinlcs. In the worship. She is represented in statuary as 
old mythology it was said to hav beeJ;J. given possessing a mild and benevolent face, her 
as a name to the youngest daughter of a head garlanded with corn, and in her hand a 
king. She, Psyche, was a very beautiful girl, bunch_ of whea~, corn, and poppy-~eads, and 
and as pure and good as she was beautiful. somet1mes she 1s represented carrymg a torch 
We may I!Uppose her beauty was of that pure, . o•· a mystic basket, 

. \ 
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The American and New York News Com
panies will furnish the paper to news deal
ers upon application. 

CURES EVERY FORM OF DISEASE 
WITHOUT MEDICIN. 

THE 
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE. 

Sent 

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET. 
to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR 
G-UARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by 

letter or in person free of charge. Bend 
tor Illustratsd Pamphlet. 

Address all communications to 

DR. L. TENNEY, 
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
M-4-GNE'l'lU JAUKET. Pnce, $18. 

TESTIMONIALS: 

FALSE CLAIMS. Read the following testimonials, and lYe convinced that our claims are correct ln every particular, 
and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid or MEDICIN. THEBE APPLIANCES ARE 
THE ACME OF PERFECTION: 

-BY-

JOHN E .. REMSBURG. 
Revised and Enlu;rged. 

Price, 10 CTI::l. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ. 

AS A 
MISSIONA,;RY DOCUMENT 

IT IS UNEXCELLED. 
Among the subjects considered by Mr. 

Remsburg are: 

The Church and Morality; Criminal Statis

tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in 

the penitentiaries; the Church and Civiliza

tion; the Church and Science; the Church 

and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the 

Church and the Antislavery Reform; the 

Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance' 

Reform; the Church and the Republic. 

These pamphlets should be circulated by 

the thousand. Let every reader -send for a 
··-dozen-atleast;;····-.'.dch=o---------------

TDE TRUTH SEEiiER, 
33 Clinton. Place, NEW YORK. 

HAV YOU READ IT? 

HEALTH HINTS TO WOMEN 
~ !Yl?ORTANT INFORMATION FOR ALL. 

• - < ' • ' •••• -. - •• ·.rt·~· ' 

THE DANISH CURE EXPLAINED 
BY WILHELMINE D. SCHOTT, 

PractiUoner of the Danish Oure. 
WITH PORTRAIT OF AUTHOR, 

Heavy, toned paper, good mm·gins; large type, 
widely spaced; extra cloth, IJlaclc and gold side 

and baclc sta:mps; 12mo., 319 pp.; $1.50. 

A VERY APPROPRIATE GIFT BOOK. 

It tells you what physicians should tell their pa
tlents, but do not: How to avoid contracting "doc
tors' bills;" how to hav good health without taking 
medlclns. Hints on every subject pertaining to the 
health of women and children. 

PURPOSE OF THE WORK. 
The author's design Is to glv a general outline of 

the laws and conditions of health, with directions 
for the prevention of sickness and care of the sick. 
She considers Animal Electricity, used as directed in 
this book., a very important curatlv agent. 

Although written primarily for women, this book. 
will be round almost equally useful to all. Most 
persons cannot be too frequently remln_ded of the 
truth or tile old proverb, "An ounce of prevention 
Is worth more than a pound of cure." The first step 
in the cure of disease Is to remove the cause; then, 
In nearly all cases, Nature will remove the dlfllculty 
without other ald., 

Send to THE Tl\UTH SEEll'ER tor circular and con
tents. 

$5 tO $20 per day at borne. Samples worth $5free. 
Address S•rJNSON & Co., Portland,_:M_.,._ 

PLAU" HOME TALK, 
EMBRACING 

Medical Common Sense. 
BY E. B. FOOTE, M,D. 

This book Is a plain talk about the human system, the 
habits of men and women, the causes and prevention of 
disease. our sexnaJ relations and eoctal natures. It Is med. 
~f1;~~::Ign d~:~::e~~~~:d :_t~ar~e~ef:t1~~~t~~n·:~~ c:i~ 
!t~r:'"e~~e~~~ge~t~~Ihsf.~~tfi~~ol~il\t,m~tio~~~e'P:~ 
al.So. 'Sold at THE TRUTH SEjj;KER o!Hr.e. 

S3 Clinton Place, N <. city. 
--,$;-6-=--:6::-a-w-ee-:k-1:-n-y_o_n_r_o~w-n-t-ow-n-. -Ter,;;·~~d $5 o,;trit

free. Address H. H.v "ET & Co .. Portland. Me. 

THE RADICAL PULPIT. 
OOmprtslnll' discourses of advanced thOught by 

4), Jl, J!'BOTHINGHAII and FELIX A.DLEB 
lli'll Qf Amerloa'l oJearellt thluken. 
, Ji"r&at, m alotll. fl. 

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis 
One Week. 

in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years 
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. 

CINCINNATI, :qec. 19, 1882. SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882. 
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one or 

your MAGNETIC VESTS !or about three weeks, I 
was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and 
Side, which had been a source of misery to me for 
the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies 
before wlthout~benefit, but as soon as I put on the 
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief instantly. With un
bounded gratitude, I remain 

Yours respectfully, 
H. A. BROWN. 

DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly in
debted to you for the benefit I he.v received from· 
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af
tllcted as I hav been that the errect was simply mar
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly
sis-In my right arm and could not use It at all, but 
aftsr wearing a suit of your :!rAG-NETIC CLOTHING
for one week., can use It quite as well as ever. I hav 
also beeu ·troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav suf
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady 
time, never round but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment for eight years 
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness: 
benefit, and If I improve as rapidly as I hav In the OsBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882. 
'past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there- DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also 
fore, recommend to those surrerlng as I hav your the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly. 
Magnetic appliances as the Only means Of eftectlng FELT BETTE!\ FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 
a sure cure. Yours respectfully, ON. Am not joking, and If I improve as rapidly as 

WM. H. CLEMMER, I hav since T·~esday, will soon be well. Will report 
l'fo. 80 Eastern avenue. again soon. Respectfully yours, E. J. K. 

Remember that the same appliances' which will This lady reports herself entirely cured In les.s 
eftect a cure In a case of Paralysis w!ll at the same 
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and, 
patient. we,do not, like the Old School Physician, although lu bed, unable to get out, when applied, 
change medlclns every day unt!l, after dosing the she nevertheless wae able to ride twenty miles In 
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name 
something (If he is very skilful) that brings rel!ef can bde hlald UJtJon appllcaltlotn at! hthhls office, by any-
for the time belug. one es r ng o commun ca e w t er. 

Ladies read the following testimony from a lady who had been surrerlngfor two years with an Ova.r· 
ian Tu~m·, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances 
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In tour months' time she Is perfectly well, and has not taken a dose or 
medlcin since putting on the 'appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do IJ.Othlnog 
for you; it will pay you. 

·SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882. 
~rl~tND-v,-.D..uu-. s.;,--...---A.bo-'-'lt-twoyGo.rA._a.eo_m.:y health began to fail me; I became nervous, lost an de· 

sire !or food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed alld consulted several physicians 
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovartau 'J u.mor, 
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly 
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an 
operation, when my attention was called to the i<)ureka Mall;n"t.ic Apttllanc .. s. As a drowning man 
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a·sult.of 
your appliances. From the very first I felt invigorated, the tu
mor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to 
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, unt!l uow I am 
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appli
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which 
before were constipated, are now -regular. I would therefore 
uheer(ully recommend them to anyone surrerlng as I hav, believing 
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, 

Gratetuliy yours, MRS. MARY J. STEWART . 

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but 
over the under-g_armeut, aud, uul_lke all other appliances in the 
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores. 

PRICE LIST. 

Nerve and Lung Invigorators, 
Gentlemen's Belts, 
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, -
Sciatic Appliances, each, 
Leg Belts, each, • 
J{nee Caps, each, 
Wristlets, each, 
Sleeping_ Caps, 

$ 6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
500 
4.00 
3.00 
1.50 
4.00 

18.00 
15.00 

Lad1es Jacket 
Gentlemen's tests, 
Sullerftne Insoles, 1.00 
Children's garments upon application. 

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt or price, and we will return tbe money 
I! tlley are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit yo11r case 
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best ,suited to treat you. While our 
appliances are orrered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthleso appliances for, yet we will 
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever orrered the 
pnbllc, and will out.last the garments themselvs: Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and 
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance 
In the market will attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having 
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a 
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will outlast any 
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon rcimtific 
principles, and not haphazard as in all the others. We orrer you therefore 

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed. 
And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now orrered under that head. At 
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to orrer them 
about · 

ONE·THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED, 
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trllle higher 
than ordinary clothing. 

R .. nt .. ntber that we are ofterlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and I! 
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we w!ll 
refund your money. 

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to 
order, and a fit guaranteed. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES, LIBEllAL OOJIOIIBBIONB .!!.LOWED 
ld!il'llllll for fll~e" tnfO'!'DIIlt1(!1l, Dr. L. T41Dney, 

._ BIIC!I atfMt Ollr. Of lltb III;J'1118~ CIPDJDilai;J. OJ!In 

OP THE RoMAN EMPIRR.'' and 

~ 1II~DIG~TIO~ 
Of some Passages in the 15th and 16th Chapters, 

By EDWA~D GIBBON, Esa. 
With A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR, Preface and Notes by 

the Editor, including variorum notes by Guizot, \Venck, 
Milman, u an English Churchman/' and other scholars. 

Handsome 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With Engravings. $2.00 

Published by PETER ECKLER, 35 Fulton $treet, N.Y. 

The Laoarum ::>f 
Constantine. 

"By this sign tlr.ou
sltalt C01tq1terl' 1 

This volume contains Gibbon's Tneologka!writil>g!!, sepa
rate from his Historical and Miscellaneous works. It sho~s 
•wizen, wltere, and hoW Christianity originated; who were Its 
founders ; and wlzatwas the character, sentiment~, manners, 
numbers, and condition of the primitive Christians. . 

Gibbon's Vittdz'catilmofthe 15th and 16thch(l.pters -;>fh1s 
HiStory from the attacks of his Christian opp_onen_ts, IS re
printed vtrbatim from the original edition ofh1s Mtscellatte~ 
ous Works edited by Lord Sheffield, in 1796. lteffectually 
and foreve; silenced his detractors; who, being vanqui~hed 
in argument unhesitatingly accused Gibbon of infid~h.ty l 

All thatca~ be said by Christians in regard to the Ongznoj 
Christia·nz'ty is reprinted from the valuable notes of l>HAN 
MILMAN, \VRNCK, GUIZOT, an ENGL!SH CHURCHMAN, (t.he 
]earned editor of BoHN's editia·n of Gz'bbou), and other emm~ 
ent Christian hist0rians. ,..... . 
~Among the Illustrations will be found representations. 
of the principal divinities of the Pagan mythology~ 

Jo'or Sale at Tbe Tr '' b Seektlr ••ffi•·· • 
G~t.15 

l!lli!~ 
A ~:~~~~~cY~~~~~~~~~ ~~o~i~~~~~is~~t 
as his praotlce wJll prove, 
CnreJLall forms of PRI= 
V AlirE CHRONIC a.niJ. 
SEXUAL DISEASES, 

Spermatorrhma and Impotency, 
j,J the result of seU-nbuse in youth, sexunl exces!les in mar· 
turer years, or other cnuses, nod producing some of the fol~ 
lowing effootH: Net"vousness, Beminnl Emissions, (nigh\ 
emha1ona by dreams), Dimness of Sight, Defect.ive Memory, 
Phytlcal Decay, Pimples on Face, Aversion to Society of 
Females, Oonfnsiou of Ideas, Los11 of Sexual Power, Al:o., 

~ndder;~a~:~fl;goeu~~Pb§~n EX~~iiNAL tloppf£ 
C.&.riiON Jn from 80 to 60 days. No medic1ne t.ak.eD.. 
li:t Ina~ never been known to faiU 

Middle•Aged and 01~ Meno ~ 
There aro many at the age of thirty to 11ixty ' 

who are troubled with too frequent evacuations .. 

::n~~~!!n::~~r~~~; s~~c~~~U~~~~:~db[ !e~~~~~ .-' 
~~~ ~~~~:~s:a~~ 10:~::~r~l:; r~~!i~~~~:~; ~ 
depoalta a ropy or cotton-like sediment, or 
eometlmes small particles of nlbumen will appear, or the 
oolor wlll be of a thin or milkish hue, ngain changing to o 

::~~;~~s~ei!~ ~ft~a~~~0t~~~~:.ic~tPf:i~~~ :~~:O'd t~:~ ~ 
Seminal ~eaknees, and causes wasting of the Rystem &n~ 

T:=!~ !~~;~~:r!:~p:i~r:~ctebt:8 df~~:~~, ~~~o:~n~u!i 
the cause. Dr. Fellows' Externnl Remedy will bring about • 
fh~~~~!r{~n.~ :;.;hn;.anes, and & b~nlthy restoration oi' 

o:::JOorsultationA by letter free and invited. Charge~\ 
reuonabi-e and correspondence strJctly confidential. 

"PRIVATE COUNSELOR"" 
;ent to any r.ddreas, neourely sealed, for two three--cent 
etemnpe, tre&tlng on Spermatorrhrea. or Seminal Weaknes11, 
~vtng lt!J canse, aymptoms, horrible effects, nnd care, !ol
knred by atrong testimonials, headed b{; an afHdn·vlt as tc 

:~;Ji::{O:~;~if' SC!h::i~t~~ rlad~~ls:, ~~~/,~j{.eft.bf»~ 
FELLOWS, Vineland, New Jfo".rlle;r, and say 1n whiJ;. 
1!!1-PC~r ;rou 11aw this advertlaement.. """" 

aUPTURES CURE by 
my!Uedical Compound nnd Improved 

Elastic Supporter Truss injrom 30 to 
90 dav!. Reliable references given. Send 

stamp for cir.culn.r1 uncl say in t11hat pap!M' 
l/OU laW mv adverttsement. Addresg C'&J!\.. 

W. Jl., Colllnll:a,Sm!thv!l1&,1Blfnr~~ Clc. '-l.l .• 

PRICE ONLY $1. 
BY MAIL POST-PAID 

KNOW THYSELF 

A Great Me~~cal Wor~ on Manhood 
Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Deb1l!ty, 

Premature Decl!ne In Man, Errors or Youth, and the 
untold miseries resulting from lnd !scret!rms or ex
cesRes. A book for every man, young, middle-aged, 
and old. It contains 125'prescr!pt!oUB for all acul& 
and chronic diseases, each one or which 1.& Invalua
ble. So found by the author, whose experience for 
23 years Is Auch as proba.Qly never before fell to th& 
lot of any phyelclan. 800 pages, hound In beautlfu'l 
French muslin, embossed covers, full g!lt, gua.ran 
teed to be a tlner work In every sense-mechanical, 
literary, and professional-than any other work. sold 
In this. country for $2.50, or the money w!ll be re
funded in evory Instance. Price only $1.00, by mall 
postpaid. Illustrated sam pie, 6 cts. Send now. 
Gold medal awarded the author by the Natlolllll Me<l
lcal Association, to the officers of which he refers. 

This book. should be read by the young for Instruc
tion, and by the afllloted for relle!. It will benefi~ 
aii.-London Lancet. 

There Is no member of society to whom thle book 
will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian 
instructor, or clergyman.-A1'gonaut. ' 

Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. w. 
H. Parker, No 4 Bulfinch st., Boston, Mass., who may 
be consulted ou all diseases requiring sk.!ll and ex
perience. Chronic and obstinate diseases hav bat· 
tied the skill or all other physc!ans HEAL a 
specialty. Such treate<l suocese!ulJI: 
r~~ut 8.111nstanae ot fBJlure. I HYSELF 

• 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER O:Ed:EM:S:Ett ~9. 1898. 

BY general consent It Is thought that ho system of 
morality Is equal tD that which comes from believing 
the Christian system or religion; and to doubt its 

·claim Is held to be the worst of Immorality, the 
worst of sins. · There Is no greater absurdity than 
this. Belief Is not a matter of choice, not a matter 
of will, but with people of good Intelligence It Is a 
matter dependent upon evidence. It Is not a person 
of sound mind "Who believes without evldence.-D. 
M. Bennett. 

OVER and over again, 
No matter which way I turn. 

I always find In the bor,k of life 
Some lesson I hav to learn. 

I must. take my turn at the mill; 
I must grind out the golden grain; 

I must work at my task with a resolute will, 
Ov~r and over again. 

Over and over again, 
The brook In the meadow fiows, 

And over and over again 
The ponG.erous mill wheel goes. 

Once doing will not suffice, 
Though doing be not In vain; 

And a blessing falling us once or twice 
May come 1t we try again. 

SHOULD a traveler returning from "a far country" 
bring us an account of men wholly different from 
any with whom we were ever acquainted, men who 
were entirely divested of avarice, ambition, andre
venge; who knew no pleasure but frfendshlp, gen
erosity, and public spirit; we should Immediately, 
from these circumstances, detect the falsehood, and 
prove him a liar, with the same cerlalnly as if he had 
stuffed hle.narratlon with stories of centaurs and 
dragons, miracles and prodigies.' And It we would 
explode any forgery In history, we cannot make use 
of a more convincing argument than to prove that the 
actions ascribed to any person are directly contrary 
to the course of nature, and that no human motlvs, 
In such circumstances, could ever Induce him to 
such conduct. 'rheveracltyof Q. Curt! us Is as much 
to be suspected, when he describes the supernatural 
courage of Alexander, by which he was hurried on 
singly to attack mult.ltudes, as when he describes his 
supernatural force and activity, by which be was 
able to resist them; so readily and universally do 
we acknowledge a uniformity In human motlvs and 
actions. as well as In· the operations of body.-Hume"s 
Human Liberty and Necusity. 

THE mere cessation of existence is ne evil to any
one; the Idea Is only formidable through the lllu· 

elon of the Imagination which makes one conceive 
oneself as If one were alive and feeling oneself dead. 
-J, 8. Mill. 

'rHE making himself drunk, in a person Whom 
drunkenness excites to do harm to others, Is a crime 
against others, so idleness, except In a person re
ceiving support from the public, or except when It 
constitutes a breach of contract, cannot without ty-r
anny be made a subjeet of legal punishment; but If, 
either from Idleness, or any other avoidable cause, a 
man falls to perform his legal duties to others, as, 
for instance, to support his children, It Is no tyranny 
to force him to fulfil that obligation, by compelling 
labor, If no other means are avallable.-Mills's Lib
erty. 

AUGUSTUS C.IESAB would say that he wondered that 
Alexander the Great feared he should want work, 
having no men to conquer; as If It were not as hard 
a matter to keep as to conquer.-Bacon. 

THEBE Is no man but for his own Interest hath an 
obligation to be honest. There may be sometimes 
temptations to be otherwise; but, all cards cut up, 
he shall find It the greatest ease, the highest profit, 
tbe best pleasure, the· most safety, and the noblest 

·fame, to hold the horns' of this altar, which, In all 
assays, can In himself protect him. And though, In 
the march of human life over the stage of this world, 
a man shall find presented some living examples of 
thriving vice, and several opportunities Invite him 
upon a seeming advantage to close with underhand 
practices; yet every man ought so to Improve his 
progress In what ls.just and right as to be able to 
discern the fraud and feigned pleasurableness of 
the bad, and to choose and follow what Is good and 
warrantable. If anyone should object that the 
world Is for man bad throughout, so that the good 
man should be seen to be overpowered by the evil; 
the case Is long since resolved by Antlsthenes (d. 371 
B.c.) that It Is better with a few good men· to fight 
against an army of God, than, with swarms and 
shoals of bad men; to hav a few good men his ene
mies.- Owen Feltham (1603:-1680). 

A NEW JERSEY man has been put In jail for haVIng 
fourteen wives. M:ust be a great reli~f to him. 

A NEGRO baby was born In Georgia, recently, which 
weighed only one pou_nd and a quarter, and a "lit
erary feller," hearing of the circumstance, remarked 
that It was funny how anything so dark. could be so 
light. 
·"YOU hav been up before me half a dozen times 

this year," said an Austin justice, severely, to a local 
vagrant, who thus made answer:'' Come, now, judge, 
none of that. Every time I've been here I've seen 
you here. You are here "'inore than I am. People 
who IIY In glass houses shouldn't throw stones." 

"WHY, old boy, what Is the matter with you? You 
look as though you had .lost your best friend." 
"Do 1:?' 1 was the reply. "Well, I havn't. On .the 
contrary, I hav just gained a friend," "You don't 
look it." "I know I don't. You see, last night I 
asked little Miss B-- to marTy me, and she said she 
would always be to me a ve'ry dear friend." 

A CHAP from the northern part of the state went to 
bed at one of the hotels the other night, and blew 
out the gas Instead of turning It off. The gas rushed 
out, the rooni was close, and in about hGlf an hour 
the smell became so strong that the stranger got out 
of bed, opened the door, and shouted for the clerk. 
The clerk came up and demanded to know what was 
up. "I never stOpped here over night before," re
plied the stranger, "and I don't know but this smell 
Is all right, but It 'pears to me as If something had 
busted somewhere." 

"WELL,. old fellow, I hear that your grandmother 
Is dead." "Yes," replied the old fellow somewhat 
sadly, "she died yesterday." "It Is the way of the 
world. We niust all die some time, and the old lady 
was well advanced In years. She left a last will and 
testament, of course? I hav understood· that she 
was very wealthy." "Oh, yes, she left a will and 
testament," still mor~ sadly. "You were always a 
favorlt of hers. Your name was mentioned, of 
course?'i "Yes," he replieU, and here the tears be
gan to roll down his cheek, " my name- was men-
tioned. I am to ha~,the Testament." ' 

"JUMP on the scale," tho butcher said, 
Unto a miss one day-

" I'm used to weighing, and," said he, 
"I'll tell you what you weigh." 

"Ah, yes,'' came quick the sweet reply 
From lips seemed made to kls§.; 

"I'm sure, sir, that it would not be 
First time you've weighed amiss." 

The butcber blushed: he hung his head, 
AnJ knew not what to say; 

He merely wished to weigh the girl; 
Himsel,f was given away. 

DECEMBER BREEZES. 
And the hose-what of the hose J 
Of the ladles when It blows? 

·,""Wil'e!m see them plain or striped, 
On each buxom female biped, 

When it blOws. 

As she trips across the gutter, 
With her wrappings In a flutter, 
She Is In a dreadful putter 

When It blows; 
And she glows 
Like a rose, 
For she knows 

That the men folks at the corner 
Hav their naughty eyes upon her 

And her hose-
Hose, hose, hose, hose, hose
Gosh almighty, how it blows 1 

WOMANHOOD AKD ITS SPHERE. 
It was a Vassar graduate, of form and feature fair, 
That came unto an editor who _sat within his lair. 
Her face of pure Madonna type, a sliver sheen her 

hair. ' 
•'!know, sir," said the lovely mald;"that journal

Ists who seek 
To reach the pinnacle of fame and sit astride Its 

peak 
Must strike out from the trodden path, and virgin 

conquests seek. 

" What broader field can ever be before your vision 
laid 

Than that In which are seen alike the matron and 
the'malcl-

Thelloly sphere of womanhood-true womanhood?" 
she said. 

The editor his eagle eye cast stealthily around. 
'No voice was near, nor heard he then~fwelcome'feet 

the sound: 
LET 'rruth and Falsehood grapple; who ever knew Nor did. he know, so scared was he, eight ounces to 

Truth put to the worse in a free and open encounter? the pound. 
-Milton's Areopagatica. 

THEBE is no one book extant inl·any language or In 
any country which can In any degree be compared 
to the Bible for antiquity, for authority, for Impor
tance, the dignity, the variety, and the curiosity of 
the matter lt.contains.-BO:.Iwp Po,·t<cus. [Note.-Dr. 
Porteous was Bishop of London about the end of last 
century, dying, I believe, In 1809; and It Is curious 
and gratifying to think that no men In England oc
cupying a similar position would now suffer himself 
to make any such statement. Every lowly man 
knows that there are older books than any that .Mo
ses wrote, If he wrote any at all. The" authority" 
ot the Bible Is completely riddled. There Is no Im
portant information In it that may not be got else
where. We feel no disposition to deny that In tbe 
book of Job and In the Psalms there are detached 
passages of great dignity, but, on the other hand, 
there are many passages so loathsome and disgust
Ing that no decent man would read them to his own 
wife and. children. There are good things In the 
Bible; but none too good for tho human mind to 
conce!Ye and none so bad that they cannot be ac-

' counted tor but on the supposition of a devil' a in-
spiring them.-Hyla:>J.] 

FEAR to do base,. unworthy things Is valor; 
It theybe done to us, to suffer them, 
;!:8 VlllOr toQ,..,Ben Jomon, 

"The thralldom," Bald the graduate, "in which our 
sex Is held 

By Fashion's rigid laws, no doubt, you, often hav be
held. 

Now I will break those galllag chains and health to 
beauty weld, 

" And ere again upon the earth doth softly beam the 
moon, 

Your facll pen shall tell the world of woman's great
est boon-

My patent non-reversible, self-acting chemlloon." 

Up sprang tile pallid editor. "Hence, horrid fiend!" 
he cried. 

"I had a friend, a winsome lad, whe took himself a 
bride-

A maid of culture, birth, and blood, and property 
beside. 

"But hardly had the honeymoon Its blissful zenith 
reached, 

When ehe began to argue, and forevermore she 
preached 

That hygienic night shirts were of cotton made un-
bleached. ' 

"He bought the fatal garment, and (the bare thought 
makes me sick) 

At once Imagined that he was a well disguised bed
tick. 

His reason fled, &l}d now he Is a chemlloonatlc.'' 

PROSPECTUS OF 

The . Truth Seeker, 
Founded by D. M. Bennett. 

THE· LEADING -FREETHOUGHT 
JOURNAL OF THE WORLD. 

LARGEST, CHEAPEST, BEST. 

PUBLISHED EVERY SA,TURDAY, AT $3.00 

PER YEAR; $1.50 FOR SIX MONTHS. 

SAMPLE COPIES FREE. 
33 CLIN'I'ON PLA.()E, 

NEW YORK ()JTY. 

Among the reforms THE TRUTH SEEKEB aims 
to effect are: 

Total separation of church and state, in
cluding the equitable taxation of church 
property; s~cularization of the public schools, 
abolitio:p. of Sunday laws, abolition of chap
laincies, prohibition of public appropriations 
for religious purposes, and all other lll'easures 
necessary to the same general end. 

Its sixteen large pages are filled every week 
with scientific, philosophic, and Freethought 
articles and communications by the ablest 
Freethinkers in the country. It givs.all the 
Liberal news, and keeps its readers posted on 
current secular and theological events. It is 
the armory from which hundreds draw theh
weapons in ·contests with priesthood. All 
the Liberal papers are good, but-THE TRUTH 
SEEKER is • 

THE BEST AND LARGES1. 
It is conducted in a broad and truly liberal 

spirit, and givs everyone a hearing upon all 
subjects pertaining to the welfare of the hu
man race. 

OPINIONS REGARDING IT. 
A paper like THE TRUTH SEEKER is something 

more and better than an ad'\'Ocate of truth. Through 
It its subscribers touch elbows with each other. 
Each reader knows that he Is one of a goodly com
pany who find comfort and Inspiration II). Its pages. 
If they should meet each ot.her they would feel like 
brothers and sisters. They hav lived under one In
tellectual roof, felt the glow of the same i:lreslde, and 
broken together the bread of life. such a paper is 
to thousands a substitute for the church.-GEOBGE 
CHAINEY, in This World. ' 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, founded by D. M. Bennett, Is 
to-day perhaps the strongest foe with which super
stition has. to contend. and a long future of urA"'' 
useru mess rs, we trust and believe, oefore it.- Win 
ted, Oonn., Press. 

There ought to be five hundred subscribers tD THE 
TRUTH SEEKER In this county, just to rebuke the In
famous church bigots who are using force and fraud 
to suppress L!bBra.lism.-,- Worthington, Minn., Advance. 

This sterling and widely-circulated Freethought 
journal has won Its way deep Into the hearts of Its 
rettders. THE TRUTH SEEKER Is a great paper, and 
deserves the most generous support of the Liberal 
pulJlic. The recent numbers received are splendid 
in every respect.-San Francisco Universe. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER has gathered Its resources, 
and will' be a stronger; better, and brighter paper 
than ever.-Libr<ral League Man. 

THE T&UTli SEJ;:KER has become a necessity to the 
Liberal cause.-Kansas Blo,de. 

1ERMS FOR BALANCE OF YEAR: 
To all· who will settle all arrearages and 

pay for the year 1884 in advance, we will al
low the price for 1884 to be the same as for 
1883-$2.50. 

To all who renew for one year from next 
January, or thereafter, before January 1st, 
the price will be $2.50. 

To all new subscribers who send in their 
subscriptions· previous to January 1st, the 
price will be $2.50. 

1ERMB FOR 1884: 

Single subscription, 
One subscription two years, 
Two new subscribers, 

.- $3 00 
0 00 
0 00 

A Gpod Chance to Make 
Money. 

'I want to sell a Sliver Mine In Colorado; I wish 
lnteridlng purchasers to make ali the Inquiries pos 
slbie .as to my honesty In dealing, and- to make aUJ 
the Inquiry and to put the mine to all th._e-test they 
desire before they pay the purchase money or any 
part of it. - · 

GEORGE W; CHAPM~, M.D., 

' Cawker City, Mitohe~l co:; 

2t52 • Kansas. 

James Vincent's Paper, 

The American Non conformist. 
Established In 1879. Price, $1.50 per year. 

Editor, JAMEB VINCENT, SR. Publishers, H. a.nd L. 
VINCENT, 'rabor, Iowa. 

Its. motto Is: "'rota! and Immediate Eman0ipa;. 
tlon from Slavery to Bondholders, Railroad Corpora;. 
tiona, National Banks, and Ecclesiastical DictMion." 

It Is the organ of no sect or party. · .r 
:l{o paper In the United States, or In the world, is 

bolder or more emphatic In Its demands for reforms 
In the interest of the commonwealth. 

It demands a1total separation of~church, and state. 
It. Insists that the abolition of what Is called the 

Cllristlan church Is absolutely necessary before 
permanent an<;l vital reforms can be accomplished. 

It demands that the producer of wealth shall be 
protected by law In the ·enjoyment of the ~argest 
share of the products of his labor. 
·-Send, for sample copy. Direct as above. 

''What a Piece of Wor~- 1s Man!" 
WHAT A VALUABLE JOURNAL IS "MAN," 
·rHE EXPONENT OF THE PBINOIPLES OF THE NATIONAL 

LIBERAL LEAGUE. 
It is Published Weelcly at one dollar per Annum. 

T. B. WAKEMAN and T. C. LELAND, Editors. 
Elizur Wright, Parker Pillsbury, James Parton, 
Courtlandt Palmer, 1:!. P. Putnam, Osborne Ward, H. 
B. Brown, Dr. T. S. Lambert, Mrs. H. S. Lake, Dr. 
Juliet H. Severance, and" other well-knowh wrltt~rs, 
contributors. 

MAN Is every in~h a man, and dares to say and do 
whatever becomes a man. 

MAN Is a man among men, hall fellow. honest, 
above board, and encourages other men to the same 
high. standard. 

MAN Is alive man; works to raise up more live 
men, promotes the Interests of live me,n, and has no 
ml•slon nor message for the dead. 

MAN Is a friend of the poor man-" A man's a man 
tor a' that" and takes the side of the Man of mills 
agatnst •he man of millions. 

MAN Is an honest man; carries In his- pocket of _ 
principles the "Philosopher's Stone "-PAY .AB YOU 
GO! and demands that churches, ministers, and mil
lionaires shall pay their taxes as honest men do. 

MAN Is a free man, and demands equal rights in 
the public schools and equal privileges on the first, 
seventh, or any day or the week. 

MAN Is a temperate m,a.n, but proposes to be so on 
his own motion, not on compulsion- because he 
knows enough to be so himself, not because the 
church is Inspired from on high to force him. 

MAN Is a man of the world-this world..,...and one 
world at a time. Th·e whole planet Is his Interest,. 
his constituency, and biB care. 

MAN Is a fearless, determined man, 
"Whether on the gailows high, or In the ba'itle's van, 

The fittest place for man to die Is where he dies 
for man. 

But this MAN-our MAN-though "a man of sorrows 

~l~~:~~~~~~d~~lt~!!~~ ~:. w~on?vtJorn;htf;oslal; 
" In the battle's van," but he came to life again; and 
now, dear reader, he asks you for a dollar for your 
Instruction and his "upport. , 

MAN Is the special organ of organization. He. 
teaches organization, preaches organization, and 
works !or organization as the chief ark o! safety tor 
laborers and Liberals, and the strongest force with 
which to meet the old organizations for the promo
tion of theology, tyranny, and the dissemination of 
useless knowledge. · 

MAN includes woman; Is the best friend of woman, 
and works for her deve!Qpment, her just poslt1on. 

In short, among the ·• New Political Forces" MAl\ 
is one of the Forces, and Is armed for the organlza.
t!on of a new party and-the coming st~us!!.ie 'iVlili._ 
the old parties. · · · 

Every reader with the least refoTm and progress 
In him should send at once for MAN. Every reader· 
with none at all, Ehould send and get some in him_. 
and start rlgh t on the road to progress. 
LIBERA.L NAMES WANTED TO SEND COPIES TO, 

A 25 cent BOOK PREMIUM will be sent for ten or 
more names and addresses. Trial subscribers
three months-for 25 cents. ' 

Address T. C. LELAND, Secretary, 
744 Broadway, New York. 

TRUTH: 
~ Poem in Thre~ Parts. 

BY E. N. KINGSLEY. 
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists, 

Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists, 
and Impracticable Christians. 

• Containing a picture of the 

JEWISH JEHOVAH. 
As Described by the Bible. One subscription with one new sub

scriber, in dne remittance, 
One subscription with two new sub

scribers, in one remittance, 
One subscription with three new sub, 

scribers, in one remittance, 

I) 00 "There went up a smoke out of his nostrils,· and 
fire out of his mouth devoured : coals were kindled 

'f 90 with It" (Psalms XVIII, 8). 

One subscription with four new sub
scribers, in one remittance; 

Any number over ftve at the same 
rate, invariably with one remit-
tance. 

s :;o 

10 00 

It is thus seen that any of our friends who 
will take the trouble to get a new subscriber 
at the regular rate ($3), will get his own for 
$2; by getting two new subscribers he will 
get his own paper for $1; by getting three 
new subscribers he will not only get his own 
free, but will hav fifty cents left to pay cost of 
money order; by getting four new subscribers 
he will hav nis _own free and gain $2. 

This makes THE TRuTH SEEKER, with its 
sixtee• large pages, cheaper than any other 
Liberal paper. If anyone choostls, or if by 
so doing he can easier secure partners in tak
ing the paper, he can share with them the 
advantages of the club rates. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

33 Olinton P~ce~ New YQrk Oit;y. 

!lO pp. HaiJ.dsomely executed. Price, 25 cents. 

A 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

Songs of the Morning. 
NEW LIBERAL SONG BOOK. · 

BY CALEB S. WEEKS. 

Vol. I- Original, Including Responses to Old 
Hymns, and Old Hymns In Responding "Ver~ions 
212 pages. Price, Cloth, $1.00, 

For sale, wholesale and rll>tall, at 
THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFIOE, 

33 CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK. 

A NEW, origrnal, cheap lantern forprqjectj.ngand en
largmg photographs. chromo card~ op~ue p1ctures~nd 
obJeCts. Works like magic_ and delights and m:ystlfles 
evorvbogy. Sendf.·oranrfullsudfre. ed.'esC!"IJltive. mroul.a; 

J M., WL;JJl'LTJJ. Co., 120 East 28th ~t. 1 New ")iQ{~ _ 




